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Bellotti to rule

on nuclear act

I'ollegian photo by P»m Madnick

The decision will be made tomorrow whether this North Pleasant Street sign will remain.

Revisions planned for student code
Arson crisis inspires change
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Code of Student Conduct, the final word on campus

rules, regulations and judicial procedures, is going

through a process of revision that should result in a chang-

ed and "vastly improved code" by next fall, according to

Dean of Students William F. Field.

The code is being rewritten for the first time in at least

25 years to bring it up to date with recent campus pro-

blems, and to bring it in line with changes being made in

residential judicial policies, academic honesty rules, and

the revised Student Goverment Assocation constitution,

Field said.

Field and Associate Dean Robert Brooks rewrote the

code last spring and sent that revised version out to

University of Massachusetts administrators, faculty and

student leaders. This summer, a group of SGA leaders

submitted their own draft, and the two groups are now

working out a final draft of the revision.

The two drafts are similar in most parts, and the only

source of conflict may be in the "procedural rights of

students" section, where there is a disagreement over

students' right to be represented by an attorney during

disciplinary hearings.

The new rules will contain "language which reflects the

current campus concerns with factors of race, religion, sex

Pond polluted over summer

and sexual preference," according to a memo sent out last

spring by Field and Brooks. The new code will also pro-

hibit accessing computer files to tamper with records or

invade another person's privacy, and will have stricter and

more detailed rules on misuse of UMass ID cards.

"A lot of circumstances have changed (since the code

was written) and some things have become unclear," Field

said in an interview. For instance, "computer crime didn't

exist when the code was written," he said, and "the whole

idea of harrassment has changed."

One new section of the code, "Interim Action," appears

to have been created in response to confusion over the

suspension without hearing a student arrested an arson

charges December. Those charges were later dropped for

lack of evidence, and the student has filed a $13 million

lawsuit against the University and law enforcement of-

ficials.

According to the Field/Brooks memo, "the lack of clari-

ty and commonly understood procedures in the current

(code) became a broad source of campus concern during

the unusal an painful events associated with the residence

hall fires during the fall (1984) semester."

Field said that "the procedures for immediate suspen-

sion and interim suspension in the current code. ..could be

subject to two different meanings."

The current code states that all suspensions or

dismassals "shall be heard by the (University Discipline)

Board before becoming effective as a disciplinary action,"
Continued on page It

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti will

rule tomorrow on the constitutionality of the Nuclear Free

Amherst Act, which was passed by a 101-60 vote at town

meeting May 17.

If the entire act is ruled constitutional, it will prohibit

not only the pnxiuction of nuclear weapons or their com-

ponents within Amherst, but will also prohibit tx>wn in-

vestment or town contracts which any business produces

nuclear weapons or components.

Without waiting for the attorney general's decision, the

Amherst Board of Selectmen passed a nuclear-free

Amherst resolution by a 4-1 vote Aug. 13. The resolution

directs the town manager to grant all new town contracts

whenever possible to companies that "are not involved in

the production of nuclear weapons."

According to the resolution, the town manager should

also consider the needs of the town, as well as quality and

price, when awarding contracts.

If implemented, the law would not affect the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst because the Universi^

already has a policy of refusing to do classified research.

According to UMass director of community relations

(}erald Grady. UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey feels

the intent of the town meeting act "was understandable

and to some extent laudable, (but) he could not support it

as written because of its implications for academic

research and freedom."

"After several meetings with University am-

dinistrators," Grady said, "the sponsoring the proposal

submitted to the chancellor a revised article. The revisions

eliminated most of the objections. There remains some

doubt as to whether or not the proposed citizens' commit-

tee to monitor research has too much authority."

In effect, the original (town meeting) article was

watered down in a manner similar "to the selectmen's

resolution," Grady said.

A group of about 20 residents calling themselves

"Citizens for Common Sense" has opposed the act in col-

umns in local newspapers and at public meetings.

Andre Ryerson. a member of this group said, "The issue

can be contested on two broad grounds. One is constitu-

tional, the second is the issue itself."

"The act would prohibit transportation of nuclear

weapons through the town," Ryerson said. This is ques-

tionable with regards to the interstate commerce clause

and prohibiting scientific research."

"Amherst citizens can't enter into contracts with the

United States government? Since when can a town do

that?" Reyerson said. "The defense of the nation, of which

nuclear weapons are a part, under the constitution is an

exclusively federal matter. It is not up to municpalities,"

he said.

By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Concern for the fish and ducks in the

campus pond led to a $5,500 cleanup last

June after a "very lightweight oil" spill, ac-

cording to Physical Plant officials.

The University contracted a Southamp-

ton sanitation engineering company to in-

stall dams across the spillway to prevent

the 10 gallon spill from filtering

downstream, and physical plant personel

removed and replaced soil near the con-

taminated part of the pond, said project

engineer James Fox.

Since the early June cleanup, the pond

has not been tested for oil content, Fox

said.

The oil spill was caused by pond water

flooding the stage lift and hydraulic equip-

ment inside the Fine Arts Center during

June's heavy rainstorms, said Physical

Plant operations Director Peter Wozniak.

"It was a very lightweight oil and once it

hit the water it spread out into a light

film," Fox said. "A very small amount of

this type of oil will disperse itself over a

very, very large area. It probably looked

like there was much more oil."

"Our mitial evaluation was that it was

somewhat serious, a threat to the pond

wildlife, and a more serious threat if the oil

filtered downstream," he said.
Cimlinued an page I,

Southwest loses furniture

/Tnside:
Amherst may put fluoride in its water.p.3

Glen Gordon Becomes dean of the social

sciences P-'^

First Week is upon us p.5

Black Affairs page welcomes back third

world students P-8

"Welcome to the human race,

with its wars, disease and
brutality,

"

—The Pretenders

By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Statt

Southwest residents will have now have

more trouble than usual looking at

themselves in the morning.

Mirrors, lamps and other furniture items

have been removed trom all Southwest

dormitories under a proposed five year

capital improvement plan suggested by

the University ol Mas.sachusetts

Residential Committee.

John F'indlay, the assistant director tor

maintenance operations, said the items

have been removed to equate the type and

amount ot tuniture in dormitories across

campus. He said items would be removed

from only one residential area at a time,

begmning with Southwest, because ot the

limited amount ot storage space.

"There are a lot more pieces ot property

in service in Southwest than anywhere on

campus," Findlay said. "We hope to be

consistent; everyone should get the same

amount ot turniture."

The five-year plan has not been approved

by the University Board of Trustees, and
is not on their current agenda.

The items that have t>een removed are

the property ofa UMass trust fund;

permission must be obtained from the

Board of Trustees in order to sell the

stored items. Findlay would like to sell all

the old furniture and credit the money
earned by the sale to the trust fund to buy
new turniture tor the dormitories.

According to the UMass housing con-

tract, which all dormitory residents must
sign, the University is not obligated to

provide any of the items that have been

removed.
"There are too many pieces of property

to manage well," Findlay said.

Rick Patrick, co-president of the Student

Government As.sociation, said he spoke

with l-Mndlay and Joseph Zannini, the

executive director ot Housing Services,

about the students' need for the items that

have been removed. Patrick said he sees

the removal as a "misuse of resources."
Cimttmtfd <m page 17
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DYNAMITE
RECORDS
HAS IT ALL

Reggae Classical Folk Jazz

Blues Soul Rock & Roll
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Maxell UDXL II 90 - $2.00

TDK SL 90 - $2.00

Maxell XL II S 90 - $2.50 ea/case

DYNAMITE RECORDS
Thornes Market

150 Main Street

Northampton, MA
(413) 584-1580

OPEN 7 DAYS

3sub)ect 6x9!4" ISOm
•JjOTEBOOKS

IsxiFtom

ITHEME BOOK
3x5" 100 ct.

MEMO BOOK
sj^xir-iooct

TYPINGPAPER
ASSIGNMENT
BOOK

u —•'— "

Carter's

HI-LITERS

save 30*

C/)

/^WE BUY USED LP'S &,A^E BUY USED LP'S & TAPESX,

* Mary Wentworth *
Progressive Democratic Leadership

for United States Congress

ELMER'S
GLUE
4 oz.

2/$1.00

save 49*

EVEREADY ENERGIZERS

AAA or AA 2 pk C or D 2 pk, 9V single, AA 4 pk

$1.39

VOTE
Tuesday, Sept. 18

State Primary

Make Democracy Happen

Help with Mary Wentworth's campaign for Peace through

Economic Justice.

You can translate your political awareness into political ac-

tion by volunteering your special skills to Mary Wentworth's

campaign for U.S. Congress. The Wentworth staff needs of-

fice workers, researchers, writers, canvassers, artists and other

creative people to produce the grassroots effort which will br-

ing victory in November.

Call or stop by the Wentworth office today - get involved!

Office Address: 15 North Pleasant St.

Amherst

Phone: 256-8497

Elect Mary Wentworth
Paid for by Wentworth for Congress Committee, Deborah Jacobson, Treasurer

SURE and NATURAL
MAXISHIELDS

Veg. or deodorant 12's or super 10's

^J^i!£^^ $1.33

save 56*

STRIDEX
75 medicated pads

$1.75

UNISOL 4
sterile saline solution

twin pak 2-4 oz. bottles

Uni$ol4

to* A« $1.88

save $1 .21
fe**-*"^

save $1.25

Revlon

MILK + 6 SHAMPOO
8oz.

$1.69

save $1.06

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534

sale ends Sept. 9

Residents disagree on town water fluoridation
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Fiouride will be added to Amherst water unless a peti-

tion to settle the issue by referendum has 1,618 signatures

counted and verified by the Town Clerk's office by Friday.

The Amherst Board of Helath voted 5-0 in favor of

flouridation May 24 after a feasibility study by the state

health department in April recommended the move.

According to Amherst Health Department Director Bet-
ty Anderson Frederic the engineeers "looked at the
Amherst water system, what was needed, where it could
be introduced and the estimate of cost."

The feasibility study estimates the cost will be 45 cents
per resident every year.

"Once the order for fluoridation is allowed to stand we
will apply to the state for funds and they will cover some
of the cost with a grant," Frederic said. "The Board of
Health's decision was based on health reasons. A state

grant for part of the cost enhanced it," she added.

Amherst residents David and Gretchen Armacost said

they are opposed to fluoridation because "an unsafe frac-

tion of the population has a low tolerance to fluoride and is

harmed by it." They said they are also concerned about

the timing of the Board's decision.

Ciillftcian |>h<it<. t.> An.)> llcllir

Better smiles or hidden dangers? The debate
goes on.

"The decision came on the last day of school and we
have until August 28th to raise the needed signatures.

Because so few of the college students are here, we can't

get signatures from a large portion of the town's popula-

tion," David Armacost said.

Elinor Morton, another resident who worked on the

petition said she is opp>osed to fluoridation because "the

only ones who will benefit from it will be school-age kids,

roughly from 4 to 17 years old."

"A baby under the age of 3 would get four times more

fluoride than necessary," she said.

Flouridation leads to calcium deposits in the body's main

artery and affects enzymes that can cause kidney damage,

Morton added.

A statement released by the Amherst Board of Health

says that water fluoridation has l)een proven the most ef-

fective way to prevent tooth decay. The statement also

claims fluoridation will prevent unnecessary suffering and

expensive dental and insurance bills.

According to the statement, more than 123 million

Americans are receiving controlled fluoridation, and

studies over the past 50 years have r.hown nr; connection

between water fluoridation and health problems.

"Community water fluoridation is support.ed by virtual-

ly every health organization in Massachusetts and the

United States, including the World Health Organization,"

according to the Board statement.

A study by the Harvard Medical School shows that

7-year-old boys in Holyoke had 90 percent less tooth decay

than a comparable group tested before the city added

fluoride 14 years ago.

According to the city of Springfield's Fluoridation Fact

Sheet, "Exhaustive studies over a 50 year period have

shown no connection whatsoever between fluoridated

water and cancer, kidney disease, heart disease, birth

defects, allergies and other health problems."

Campus center a priority

Poimcey starts at Amherst
By TUM MIDDLETON
itJoUegian Stall

Peter K. Pouncey, termer dean of the

undergraduate school ot Columbia
University, begms his tirst academic year

as president ot Amherst College this tall.

Amherst President Peter Pouncey

Pouncey otlicialiy took otlice as the 16th

president ot the college on June 1. He

replaces G. Armour Craig, who became

acting president toUowing the death ot

President Julian H. Gibbs m February 1983.

The change Irom Columbia University to

Amherst College "looks like a polar op

posite but it's really not. Both institutions

are committed" to hberal education.

Pouncey said. "It's not a sizeable ad

justment."

Pouncey said the change trom living in

New York City would be the most ditiicult

adjustment lor him. "Amherst living is a

plus," he said, but "1 regret the tact that my
New York City impulses expect shops to be

open later than they are."

Pouncey said he would like "basically to

ensure academic excellence ot the iaculty

and student body" at Amherst. "The

essential need is to develop student social

Ijle to match the academic level," he said.

Student social lile used to revolve mostly

around the Iraternity system at Amherst,

but the college banned iraternities last

spring.

A commission is workmg on building a

campus center lor the college, according to

Pouncey. He said an architect has been

appointed to design the building and the

trustees have appropriated about $5 million

tor the project.

"We've invested and spent $2 million this

summer to rehabilitate the Iraternities and

dormitories and provide space so that each

residential hall can stand on its own,

"

Pouncey said. "It would be hoped that there

would be enough space" lor faculty lec-

tures, band ensembles and dances, he said.

Pouncey received undergraduate degrees

in philosophy trom Heytrop College.

England, m 1960 and in classical literature

and ancient history and philosophy trom

Uxtord in 1964. He was an instructor m
classics at Fordham University trom 1964 to

1967. In 1%7 Pouncey received a master ot

arts degree trom Uxtord and. in 1969, a

doctorate trom Columbia University.

Istra, U.S.S.R., becomes

new Amherst counterpart

By ANDY GOULD
Collegian Correspondent

A notebook of maps, photos, letters, and
a community profile of Amherst was sent

during the summer to the town's new
Soviet sister city, Istra.

The idea of a Soviet sister city is part of a

nationwide "pairing project" initiated by

Ground Zero, a disarmament group based

in Portland, Oregon. More than 1,200 U.S.

cities and towns are involved in the project,

aimed at building bridges of communica-

tion and understanding between the two

superpowers.

Istra, located about 30 miles west of

Moscow, was proposed as Amherst's sister

city by Gary Hauslader, a former Universi-

ty of Massachusetts professor who visited

the city.

"Istra is about the same age as Amherst,

contains a music school, a research center,

an incredible number of libraries, and a

population of about 70,000," said Ruth

Hooke, a member of the Amherst-Istra

Pairing Project.

Amherst was originally paired with Tar-

tu, another Russian town, by the Pairing

Project's steering committee. Tartu is

located in Estonia, an area of the Soviet

Union where the citizens consider

themselves "unjustly occupied."

Ralph Daniels, a member of the pairing

project, said Istra was chosen instead of

Tartu because a group of local immigrants

raised the issue of approving the Soviet oc-

cupation of Estonia by pairing with Tartu.

The notebook sent to Istra contained let-

ters from local children and college

students. Some of the students at last

semester's Earth Day celebration wrote

about themselves and their ambitions.

One UMass student wrote,"I hope that

the people of this little planet unite out of

love and not out of the necessity for sur-

vival."

Informational brochures on subjects

ranging from the Amherst Council on Ag-

ing to the town's Conservation Commis-
sion were also sent to Istra. A copy of the

notebook is available at the Jones Library.

The Pairing Project plans to reconvene

shortly and send new material to the new
sister city. They do not expect a response

for at least four months.

The group is also planning educational
projects about the Soviet Union for the fall

in Amherst public schools and at the

University of Massachusetts.

UMass/Amherst receives

$119 million budget
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Stall

The University ol Massachusetts kicks oil

the academic year with what some state

oUicials are calhng "one ol the best budgets

ever."

Out ot the $186,033,078 appropriated to all

three campuses, the UMass/Amherst
campus received a total of $119,660,534 in

the operating budget for tiscal year 1985.

The figures show a $5 miUion increase from

last year for the Amherst campus alone,

and a 39 percent increase lor all three

campuses since 1979.

"It's one ot the largest budgets, which

gives the University a very good operating

budget with no layoffs. There's also about

$14 million included lor cost ol living ru

tees, " said Greg Dillard, staff director for

Rep. James Collins (D Amherst). "Its a

healthy budget that is pro growth.

"

"The operating budget will be used to

improve equipment, and everything else

needed to maintain the overall functioning,

operations and improvements of the

campus." said John L. DeNyse, the vice

chancellor for administration and finance at

UMass.

"it's a reasonably good budget... but it's

good enough to allow us to improve the

campus," he said.

UMass will also share $19 million, which
will be used tor new progframs, with the

Boston and Worcester campuses, DeNyse
said.

The budget also includes $2.7 million lor

teaching assistant stipends, laboratory

renovations, and other renovations not

included in this year's $25 milhon capital

outlay budget, Dillard said.

This year's budget did not encounter the

delays experienced last year, when the

budget was delayed until October by a

dispute between the Board ot Regents and
the state Legislature.

"The budget went through smoothly this

year because we came up with the lorumla

early in the spring," Dillard said. "There

was the usual contusion and debate on the

criticism ol the formula, but we got that out

ot the way which can be a major deterrent.

"

Susan Lane, deputy to Governor Michael S

Dukakis' Office of Educational Affairs said,

"Everyone was interested to dissolve issues

and come up with a budget we could all

agree upon."

"The governor has made a major com-

mittment to education. We've worked out

our differences and thi year we've packaged

the budget more clearly," she said.

Gordon becomes new dean
HyGREGHRUWN
Collegian Statt

The new dean ot the Faculty ol Social and

Behavioral Sciences, says a primary goal ot

his new job will be to keep large, often

over subscribed courses available.

'Some ot the largest departments at the

University are under my jurisdiction."

Dean Glen Gordon said. "Students are

constantly getting turned away from

courses that are too lull, and 1 want to try

to accomodate all these students."

Dean Gordon, who assumed the position

Sept. I, said the Faculty ol Social Sciences

"is very highly thought ot outside the

University but that s not the case here on

campus.

"

He said he will spend most ot his time

drumming up support tor his departments.

"That will take money, " he said.

Gordon, 52, became acting dean July 1,

replacing Dean Thomas O. Wilkinson.

Wilkinson resigned alter eight years in the

position.

"i'he pressure ol the dean's job are such

that you can't do it forever, " Gordon said.

Gordon is a Brooklyn native who came to

the University in 1964. He was chairman ot

the political science department lor 14 years

and received the Teacher ol the Year

Award in 1969.

He is also a jazz pianist, and one ol the

toundmg lathers ot the Valley Light Opera.

He said he often accompanies opera singers

on the piano, and that music "is my only

pastime.

"

Gordon .said another task he .sees in the

near tuture is getting the Physical Plant to

renovate buildings on campus, "particularly

the academic tacilitu's." he said. "That will

be a challenge and a hall.

"

Cnllefoan photo by Andy Heller

Dean Glen Gordon
"Basically, 1 will be gathering money and

support tor the departments under my
office. 1 think they deserve more support,

and 1 will have to be persuasive enough to

get It."

Gordon said he had "an effective,

reasonable transition " into the job, with

Dean Wilkinson regularly "stopping by, and

being very helpful to me."

t:hancellor Joseph 1). Duttey appointed

Gordon in June. He was acting dean ot the

I- acuity ot Social and Behavioral Sciences in

1975 and 1976. Before coming to UMass, he

taught at Michigan State University.
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^ USSA congress 'poorly run'

i^pond (xmtinui'd from page 1

Tests taken by the Department of En-

vironmental Quality and Engineering

determined that the "small amount of oil

picked up did not have a serious effect" on

the pond, he said.

After physical plant workers discovered

the spill and reported it to the Environmen-

tal Health and Safety Department, the

primary concerns were gaining control

over the "physical fouling" that results

from an oil spill, and monitoring the

wildlife contained in the pond, he said.

Fox said protecting the ducks that live

there was "critical" because they are ex-

posed directly to an oil spillage and are

more vulnerable. But Fox said neither the

ducks nor the fish were affected by the

spill-
, f

"There was a certam amount ot

knowledge with respect to the magnitude

of the problem. As it turned out, I think the

judgment was a correct one," Fox said.

"That pond is a verj' important part of

the campus and we'll spend whatever is

necessary to maintain it and its aesthetic

appearance," he said.

ByJUHNUCONNELL
Collegian Stall

Vive University ol Massachusetts students

came away disappomled Irom a United

States Association congress m Oregon this

summer, and the Student Government

Association could be reevaluating its

membership in the national student lob

byin^ organization as a result.

Two members ol the UMass group said

they thought the workshops at the con-

lerence were "poorly run," and didn't oHer

as much new inlormation or as many new

ideas as they expected.

The group's travel, housing and con

lerence meal costs were paid tor by a $2,151

grant Irom the SGA. which was approved

this summer by the coordinating committee

ol the Undergraduate Student Senate.

George Vasquez, chairman ol the Senate's

Third World Caucus, said he would file a

report on the trip to the SGA saying the

trip "wasn't really worth the $2,000 we

spent to get out there."

"Most ol the workshops were really poorly

run," Vasquez said. He said the workshops

are "basically the heart ol the conlerence,

'

and the reason most students go there.

Vasquez said he would "lay out the lacts

and let (the senate) decide whether they

want to continue membership" in the

USSA.
Since UMass student government "'is so

well organized," and '"so tar ahead" ol most

schools, the USSA conlerence had little to

oiler the UMass students, Vasquez said.

Besides electing new oliicers and deciding

lobbying issues, the 223 delegates to the

congress, held Aug. 4 9 at the University ol

Oregon at Eugene, also caucused, listened

to speeches by student and government

leaders, and participated in 32 workshops

on voter registration, student organizing,

linancial aid and other student issues.

Vasquez said he did set new ideas on how
to "start building or soiidilying the

(student) coahlions on campus.

"

Other members ol the UMass group were

Martha Porter, Bob Cohen ol the Campus
Center Board ol Governors, and Gustavo

Guevarra and Lucy Martinez ol the

Hispanic student group, Ahora.

Martinez was elected as one ol two New
England representatives to the USSA
board ol directors during the conlerence.

She said she thought the conlerence was

"kind ol poorly run."

"I thought I would go there and learn a

lot." Martinez said, but she said she learned

almost nothing that she didn't already know
Irom her work at UMass.
USSA, originally lounded by World War 11

veterans going to school on the GI Bill, has

a lull time stall in Washington, D.C. that

lobbies Congress lor legislation that will

benelit students.

^^ COCKTAIL LOUNGE ^Q^
FUNNY HOUR 1 - ?

7 days a week
!!!!i 99* Drinks !!!!!

watch our

Comedy Matinee Movie
Mon-Fri at 2:00 PM

Rt. 9 Hadley

4 CUP ELECTRIC
HOT POT

GLIDDEN SPRED
LATEX FLAT
WALL PAINT

•••
-I

Great for students, travel

ers. singles, etc. UL Ap
proved.

499

KEY WOUND
ALARM CLOCK

63280

EASY TO READ
WHITE PLASTIC

588

SHARP SOLAR
CALCULATOR

Full function. Operates
w/natural or artificial light.

69990461

HAMPSHIRE BUSINESS MACHINES

SALES TYPEWRITERS SERVICE

Authorized Dealer

BROTHERS. SMITH CORONA
new, used and rentals

321 -R Main Street

(corner of Main & Dickinson)

Amherst 54.9-6177

SINGLE BURNER
HOT PLATE

Campus
Card.

Welcome, University of Massachusetts students!

No m.ifter wUaI your schedule or worklo.id (s, you i.in now

do your b.inkinB .it i ne.irby X-Prcss 24 Tht-rcs only onr

iiird th.it lets you do .ill your regul.ir b.inkin>; .it more ih.in

500 X-Press 24s .iround M.iss.uhusctts the B.wB.inks

X-Pross24'*C,ird

To >;et your i<ird lusl visit our Amherst Ottiif .it 75 E.ist

PltMs.int Street, tod.iy Look tor us in the ;reen .ind white

tent there

You'll reieive Free C .impus C.ifls when you opi'n vour

.mount

T>ySomething Belter

60334

Easy to Use
Table Stove

988

6 FT. EXTENSION
CORDS

EVEREADY
BATTERIES

30139
30140

3 0utlet-2 Wire
Cord, White or Brown

STEAM
& DRY IRON

U^
"C"s(2pack)-30103
••D"s(2pack)-30104
9-Volts (singleV32899

PORTABLE
TABLE LAMP

Your
Choice 1 69

r

66744

PROCTOR SILEX
2-SLICE
TOASTER

66608
Light, takes top water. Fea Toast pops up automatical-

tures SmoothGlide" satin ly- Snap on crumb tray

Soleplate. | cleans quickly. T620B

1588 1088

ACE 4 PACK
LIGHTBULBS

32734
For camping, boating,

power failures.

6 volt batt. not incl.

499

60 watt-32949 75 watt-32950
100 watt-32951

ROOM DARKENING
WINDOW SHADES

Your
Choice1

49
137 V4". Provides insulation

ICut to size free.

Reg.
2.99^ 299 Each

TRASH
BAGS

65588
65590

Choice of tall kitchen or 33
gallon plastic trash can
bags.

99^

COMBINATION
PADLOCK

EASY TO REMEMBER
COMBINATION

990"
Reg. 1.49

BALL POINT
PENS

6/»1

(91643)

00

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVINGw

20% OFF
sturdy shelf hardware goes

up in nninutes. Brackets top

insupport shelves.
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Goessman and eight dorms renovated
By MICHELLE HYUE
Collegian Stall

The painting and repairing ot eight University o!

Massachusetts dormitories were among the projects

completed over the summer with |2.5 million ol a $3 million

repair contract trom the fiscal year 1984 budget.

In a separate $1.5 million contract, Goessman Laboratory

underwent a total renovation, including the replacement or

construction lor the Physical Plant.

At the cost ol 1550.000, the laboratories in "new"

Goessman, which was buUt in 1959 behind the origmal

lat>oratory with interconnecting heating and plumbing

systems, were also completely renovated, Kyan said, with

new ventilation hoods, electrical wiring and pipes.

In addition to the Goessman project, Webster and

Dickinson dormitories received new roots at a cost ol

$46,000 each, he said. All the roots in the Orchard Hill area

are slated tor repair, he said.

"Complete interior paintmg" now covers the ceilings.

repair of all gas and water pipes and electrical wiring,

according to Edmund Kyan, director ot contracts and

waits and doors in Brown. Coolidge, and Washington

dormitories, at a combined cost ol $ 352.000, he said.

In Wheeler, Gorman and Baker dormitories, contractors

replaced the toilet seats at a total cost ot $89,000, and

retinished all the doors in Gorman dormitory.

The exteriors ot University and Lincoln Apartments were

also painted, at a cost ol $73,000.

Goessman Laboratory, which was the scene of an ex-

plosion during a chemical experiment last tall, had been

scheduled lor the repairs belore the explosion occured,

Kyan said.

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - instruction in basic rifle marksmeuiship. Includes range and safety pro-

cedures, firing positions, techniques of firing, competitive firing and record qualificatioa

(fall & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - intensive training auid field exercises, to include small unit tac-

tics, patrolling, l2uid navigation (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leader-

ship reaction courses, field problem tests, physical conditioning, and practical leadership

esqperience. (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - Vfeekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military

eind social life of an alternative officer producing prograun for the U.S. Army; review a

parade and attend a home football gaune. (fall semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - weekend visit to ayi active Army post, orienta-

tion to life on a military installation with enphasis on visiting facilities (museum, com-

missary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open mess) and an introduction to M-16 famili-

arization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester).

5. Mountaineering - instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and

rock climbing techniques. Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual

climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exercise, (fall & spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4>i-day winter survival school in

Briinswick, Maine. Instruction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible

vegetation, terrain association, snowshoeing, emergency signaling, and leuid navigation,

(intersession)

7. Color Guard - Participate in area parades and with University Band at home football

games. Includes precision drill, the mauiual of arms, cind movements with colors, (fall

semester)

8. Physical Readiness - a structured program designed to progressively improve individual

conditioning. Includes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group condition-

ing activities, and fitness tests, (spring semester)

9. Land Navigation - progressive land navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiar-

ization land navigation course and ending with a leUid navigation course that will challenge

the most competent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

First week
welcoming
us back
The University of

Massachusetts will begin the

school year with the fourth

annual Kirst Week
celebration, featuring

movies and other en-

tertainment.

The celebration began last

night in the Student Union

Ballroom with a "Krosh

Video Dance."

Delphine Quarles. Student

Activities Office coordinator

tor First Week 1984. said the

locus ol the event is to

"welcome new and returning

students to the University

and to share with them the

kinds ot resources available

at UMass."
Tonight. Kobert White,

former U.S. ambassador to

El Salvador, will speak at 8

p.m. in the Student Union

BalU-oom. The lecture will

be preceded at 7:30 by the

tilm "Americas in Tran-

sition." Both events are

tree.

A Keferral Fair is planned

tor II a.m. to 3 p.m.

tomorrow on the library

lawn, when Kegistered

Student Organizations will

distribute information and
demonstrate what they have

to offer. The Keal Steel

Drummers, an authentic

Tnnidadian Steel band, will

perform at the fair.

Also tomorrow, two movies

will be shown in the Campus
Center. "Local Hero" will be

shown in Koom \€ii at 7 and 9

p.m. "Breaker Morant ' will

be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. in

Koom 101.

Two more movies will be

shown Friday night,

"Educating Kita" will be in

the Campus Center

Auditorium at 7 and 9. and

"Testament" will be in Koom
163 at the .same time.

The First Week Planning

Committee is represented

by many on-campus fac-

tions, yuarles said, but "the

SGA has a lot of people on

the committee, and they

worked very hard on this."

She said the total cost of

the event was $7,500, which

came from Program Support

F'unds.

ABRAXASGALLERY
199 N. Pleasant Street Amherst, Mass. 01002 253-7401

Discover ABRAXAS

For Jewelry Custom Jewelry

0^^^

Gemstones IT '^^ Jewelry Engraving

• Thur 8:30 -Sun 12:30-4:30
Mon-Sat 10-5:30

ill]ComputerWorks
TERMINAL RENTALS

- RCA - 80 COLUMN TERMINAL - BUILT IN MODEM -

MONITOR - SINGLE KEY SIGNON $150

- HAZELTINE 1401 - 80 COLUMN TERMINAL - DIRECT

CONNECT OR ACCOUSTIC MODEM $135

- COMMODORE COMPUTER / TERMINAL $99

ALL EQUIPMENT BETTER
THAN 3 SEMESTERS NEW

228 TRIANGLE ST.

MON - SAT 10 - 6

549-7133fcfer'i
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93 Bolt wood Walk

Amherst. MA 01002
413-253-7779

200/0 OFF ON
ALL PACKS

by: DIAMOND BRAND

daribouMiKI«.«KI«4:«lf[

COMPLETE LINE OF TENTS,
SLEEPING BAGS. XC SKIS
AND CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

RUGBY
SHIRTS

I

s35 95

rt&i

93 Boilwood WalK
Amhertt, MA 01002

413-253-7779

GOOD SELECTION
RUGBY SHORTS
AND PANTS

:© X @[FF
ON ALL DAY

PACKS

DOWN FROM BART'S
COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

\A

jm©
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

PICK UP YOUR FREE STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD
AT ANY

HAPCO AUTO PARTS STORE
ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

FOREIGN and DOMESTIC
AMHERST 534 Main St. 256-6414
BELCHERTOWN 9 Main St. 323-7887
HADLEY99 Russell St. (Rte. 9)586-6464

I
I
I

I
I

1.

FREE GALLON OF
Pre-Mix Windshield Wash Solvent
This coupon entitles bearer to a free gallon of pre-mix

windshield wash solvent a $5.00 purchase.

Offer good thru Sept. 29, 1984. One Coupon Per Customer.

How to make it

in the beginning
By LAUKA YEE
Collegian Stall

F'lrst year and transter students, and some up-

perclassmen who may have torgotten how, can successfully

maneuver through the lirst week ol red tape and

bureaucracy at the University ot Massachusetts.

Add/Urop and Pass/Fail torms are available at Herter

Hall, the Campus Center Heading Koom and the School of

Management this week only. Afterward, forn« can be

picked up at the Registrar's Uffice, and all forms must be

returned thereby Sept. 18. For some majors, torms may be

returned to their major department.

The Kecords Uttice will be closed until Sept. 10. There
will be an intormation center in the lobby of Whitmore
Administration Building tor students who need assistance.

Only students with registration problems should venture
ito the Kegistrar's Ultice during the first week of classes,

according to supervisor Marion Markwell.

"To avoid crowds and contusion, students who don't have

their registration packets should come to the office. Those
who know that their bill has not been paid should go to the

Bursars Office first and get a clear card betore they will be

given a packet." Markwell said.

For the first week only, student lU cards may be obtained

trom the Hampden Dining Commons in Southwest. After

that, IDs must be paid tor at the Bursar's Office and then

picked up at the ID otfice.

An open course list, which will be updated daily, can be
found in the lobby ot Machmer Hall. The hst wUI also be
shown on video in the Student Union Buildmg.

Students with work study awards must have an ID to pick

up forms in room 239A Whitmore. An open job list is now
available. For those without work study, there will be a

job matching service at 9:30 a.m. Sept. 10 in Campus
Centerroom919.

Financial aid excess checks are being processed daily and

may be picked up Sept. 12 m the Financial Aid Otlice, 243

Whitmore. Those in desperate financial need can apply lor

a short term loan that must be paid back within a month.

Certain criteria must be met to f>e considered tor a loan.

^*= =%«= =%«= ^#=

the UNIVERSITY STORE'S
TEXTB00E..M.1SIM•••••••••••••******

@ physical plant bidg

J

We will be open the following hours

for your shopping convenience:

Tues.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

9-5

9-9

9-9

9-5

10-3

9-7

9-7

9-5

9-5

9-5

^•••••••••••••1 Remainder of the semester ^••••••••••••^

hours are:

Monday-Friday 9 am-4 pm

(

^% ^^ ^^ ^% s»«s l^fc
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Student enrollment increases Leader leaves
1 1^ ,. *u.^ iMAatAocA ic a ^r\r\. ^ ^ V ^

By YAUIHA A. BKTANCES
Collegtan Stall

Third World student enrollment at the University ol

Massachusetts has mcreased 1.7 percent over last year,

according to the Admissions Utlice at UMass.

Third World and minority students now make up 8.8

percent ot the total student population. As ol June, there

are 380 Third World students at UMass.

Juan Caban. associate director ol admissions, said Thu-d

World people add an important aspect to the University.

The added element ol diversity allows positive experience

lor others and an opportunity to partake in the vast

resources ol the Uni verity."

Caban, also coordinator ol the minority recruitment

program, said he is satislied with the accomplishments

made by the recruitment program, and predicts more

increases in the aiture.

Kudy Jones, assistant director ol admissions and coor

dmator ot the recruitment program, said there are three

recruitment programs to attract Thu-d World students to

the University; a college awareness day. a UMass Preview

and a challenge program.

The lirst two are an attempt to raise student s con

sciousness about college. The challenge program is an

early intervention program used throughout high school

seeking to attract talented. Hut unprepared students to

UMass. The program has had a "tremendous eltect in the

recruitment process. 11 students are not encouraged in

high school, there is no way to recruit them." Caban said.

Third World prolessionals agree the increase is a con-

certed ellort and commitment to correct past imbalances m
student enrollment, but they are cautious.

Although Benjamin Kodriguez. director ol the Bilingual

Collegiate I'rogram. increase (BCl'). is positive about the

increse, he said there wiU be both positive and negative

ellects. "There will be advancement in education and

politics, but whafs negative about it is that there wiU be a

lotol Irustration due to tinancial aid cutbacks."

He said there might be students motivated into con-

tinuing their education, but due to lack ot linances they will

be lured to look tor alternatives, hke the armed lorces.

"But 1 am positive about the luture. there is more

educational commitment and more desire to get involved in

the pohtical process in the state and nationwide. There

would soon be a period ot equal opportunity lor all and

progress m all areas," he said.

Sherwood Thomp.son. director ol the oltice ot Third World

Attairs. said there should be superior academic support

services, more counseling and greater encouragement to

complement students' career objectives with activities in

order to broaden their academic years at UMass and retain

students.

Thompson recommends new students to adapt and

maintain a serious attitutde about their academic career

and stay out ol trouble. He also advises them to study the

history ol their culture and join campus wide

organizations.

"It will brighten their scope and give them a better

leeling ot purpose and a stronger commitment to success."

Students tell: why get involved?
By VADCKA Bi-JTANCES
Vollegian Statt

Coming in Irom Puerto Kico to the University ol

Massachusetts. Linda Velazquez lound in AHUKA "the

only little corner where 1 tound twniharity wid my own

language."

Marilyn Bou wanted to partake in the decision making

process vital to the Third World community's luture on

campus. She jomed the Third World Caucus ot the Student

tiovernment Associaton.

Eon John, a mechanical engineering sophomore, has

lound practical experience in theater while working with

UHUKU and the THIKD WUKLU THEATEK SEKIES.

These three students are among countless others who
have tound personal growth, invaluable expenence and a

sense ol doing and becoming while working with an

organization. But, what does it leel to be involved, to

represent one's people, to be a leader*

Bou, an economics sophomore, said joining an

organization is "the most rewarding, consciousness

raising, cultural enlightened experience a student is

handed in liie."

Jaqeline Perez, a junior French major, said being in-

volved IS getting educated.

"There's a lot ol growing into it. It you just get mto your

books, youre an unaware student. You're not getting

educated as much as d you get involved. *9

Perez should know. She was a courftelor lor the BC
P/CCEBMS Summer Program and has been involved in

cultural centers on campus residential areas. She also has

been a volunteer at the Student Federal Credit Union, the

Residential Committee ol the Student Cen ter lor

Educatioal Research and Advocacy (SCEHA) and was a

Resident Assistant in McNamara dormitory.

Students said being involved means "sharing, knowing,

meeting people, making strong Iriendships and making

.contacts lor job relerence.

Perez said bemg active doesn't take time away Irom her

studies. Un the contrary, she said a student learns how to

manage time, be more responsible and meet dealines.

Marc ElUot Giles, a junior sociology student and a dee jay

lor WMUA agrees. He said bemg involved means

"knowing what to deal with when youre out there."

Giles does a record review lor WMUA and is BMCP's

music director. He also has a show on WTCC m
Spnnglield. "The more you do, the more you can become,

"

he said.

"It makes a dillerence. You're not seen as a person, you're

seen as a member ot the caucus, ol the senate or

whatever.

"

For others, being mvolvcd means gaining a wealth ol

experience, lacing tribulations and gaining personal

growth. Inolia Harris, a junior math major, has lound all

that while working with Spectrum in Motion, a 'lliird

Wcrld dancing ensemble. She joined looking lor an avenue

ol sell expression as a member ol the Third World com-

munity and as a human

Aside Irom obtaining practical experiences, gaining

tuture contacts and a sense ol accomplishment, joining an

organization "perpetuates the work people have done,'

John said.

Johns active involvement helped him decide a major

incorporating theater and technology.

"Anyone not taking an active responsibility in their

people s tuture should take a long hard look at the grave ot

someone in the struggle. " Bou said.

She said university lile is all about learning how to

survive m the real world and one gets a share ot that

joining an organization. "By being an active participant in

the community >'ou're showing that you care and that

counts. " Perez said.

Third World organizations on campus:

AFRICAN STUDENTS ASSUCIATIUN. New Alrica

House, de\'ises and cultivates closer relationships among

Alrican students in the live college area so they may study

tundamental problems lacing Alrican countries and lind

solutions.

AFRIK AM. New Atrica House, provides students ol

color with a support network which strives to meeet the

educational, social and cultural/political need so that their

experiences at the University may be well rounded.

AHURA. Student L ucn. seeks to unite and voice the

opinions ot dilleret cultures tied together by their common
language. Spanish. 'They provide both the Spanish and the

general community with educational and political m-

tormation in ttie Latin community throughout the world.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
Student Union, provides the UMass campus with

educational, social and pohtical activities Irom the Asian

perspective.

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT,
Student Union, provides the live college area radio

audience with a wide variety ol black classical program

ming, and trains its members in radio broadcasting.

CAPE VERDEAN STUDENTS ALLIANCE, New Alrica

House. IS commited to promoting cultural, political and

historical programs m order to maintain a sense ol cultural

Identity at the University.

CONCEPTO LATINO, Student Union, provides the five

college radio listening audience with a wide spectrum of

traditional and contemporary music from Latin America.

DRUM MAGAZINE, New Africa House, is an award
winning Third World student literary magazine that

educates the reader on the cultural, social and political

lifestyle of Third World people.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS, was
formed to advance, stimulate, and develop Black and

ethnic minority interest in engineering and to assist with

all levels of responsibility in the advancement within the

engineering disciplines.

NUMMO NEWS, New Africa House, is a progressive

newspaper which expresses the voice of the Third World
comii: i.iily.

inspirations behind
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Stall

Robert Teixiera has lelt the Amherst area. "The com

munity is losing a great leader," said Marilyn Bou, external

coordinator ol the Third World Legislative Caucus ol the

Student Government Association (SGA) lor the 1984-85

school year.

"He is someone I respected and admired. Someone I look

up to as a role model, ' Bou said.

Teixiera graduated last June with a bachelor of arts

degree in Airo American studies. He struggled for two

and a hall years to institutionalize the Caucus within the

SGA.
Teixiera joined the Caucus because he wanted to ensure

the validity ol the SGA's claim ol representing all students.

"1 saw a crucial need tor Third World students'

representation in the S(iA.

'

He was active in the SGA lor two years, acting as

chau-person ol the caucus and once as chairman of the

SGA's budgets committee.

George Vazques. internal coordinator lor the caucus said

he feels Teixiera leaving. "We're losing a dedicated,

energetic and commited person."

But he said he is both excited and sad about leaving. "1

am excited because I don't know what to expect and I am
sad because ol the Iriendships I'm leaving behind.

He said he is also laying many memories to rest, like

"people trying to impede the progress of Third World
students on campus, especially in the SGA."
Although the memories of UMass will linger, Teixiera is

"excited about the new lace in life." His immediate goals

are to attend law school in two to three years and con-

centrate in civil Uberty and civil rights.

His long range goal is to return to his community in

Boston's South End and work that community. "I'll be

among real people. People I have struggled with and made
progress with. They have had a hard life and a better

understanding ol what life as about," he said.

For him, this is a natural decision.

"I can easily go to the suburb and get a job," but he said

living among his people is a more "satisfying lifestyle than

rotting away in a suburbian pit."

He said his experiences at UMss and the SGA helped him

grow immeasurably. He learned about himself and his

potentials and about the art of politicking. "I have a

clearer understanding of the role of politics in the country

due to my role in the SGA."
Vazques describes Teixiera as a humble person who took

responsibility seriously and often made sacrifices for the

welfare of the caucus. He sees Teixiera as both a leader

and a role model.

"I'm sorry to see him go. He will no longer be coming and

standing up lor us but it will now be up to JR (John

Ruddock) and Marilyn Bou, (Caucus' external coor-

dinators)," Vazques said.

THIRD WORLD SCIENTISTS SOCIETY, unites under

graduate Third World students who have a common goal

in science.

VIETNAMESE STUDENTS ASSOCATION serves to

strengthen discussions for the challenges and aspirations

of Vietnamese students.

UHURU, a performing arts ensemble, offers an oppor-

tunity for Third World community members at the univer-

sity to acquire a broad-based knowledge of procedures

neccesary to execute a full scale stage production.

UNION OF IRANIAN STUDENTS, provides an educa-

tional forum on the social realities in Iran and the Middle

East.

There are also cultural centers in all residential areas of-

fering educational resources, study spaces, film series and

a number of social and cultural events for Third World

students.

BCP/AHORA to

celebrate 10th
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The Bilingual Collegiate Program of the University of

Massachusetts and the student Latin America organiza-

tion, AHORA are celebrating their tenth anniversary this

year.

Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis has proclaim-

ed September 29 to October 6 as BCP Week in recognition

of their anniversary.

The celebration will be highlighted by speakers, and

alumni award night, movies, a salsa concert with Ruben

Blades and Losseis Del Solar, an art exhibit and a cultural-

ly diverse performance.

The BCP was established by AHORA members to assist

bilingual students, mainly Hispanics, in taking maximum

advantage of the academic experiences at the University.

Among the services offered through the BCP are recruit-

ment, admissions, academic personal and financial

counseling and tutorial programs.

Taresa Mascarenhas, anniversary chairperson said the

anniversary celebration is the beginning for the future of

BCP. She said the University community, BCP alumnis

and BCP students have been receptive about the celebra-

tion.

Mascarenhas said the celebration has made BCP more

visible. "BCP has beenjtnown to exist, but it hasn't been

recognize as it should be."

AHORA's coordinator Linda Velazques said the an-

niversary has also given the organization more display.

BCP director Benjamin Rodriguez said the anniversary

"will recognized what the BCP has done."

Although BCP has not grown as fast and as effective as

he wanted, Rodriguez said there has been many gains.

Among those gains are the increased staff, BCP's in-

fluence in the community encouraging education, and the

diversity of students BCP now serves.

But there have also been losses like the lack of

resources, space and low salaries.

Another loss Rodriguez has seen in the ten year lapse is

the dropout rate among Hispanics in the United States.

The major factor playing here, he said, are the "alter-

natives" students find in the armed forces. "They just

want to make the army as before made up of Hispanics,

Blacks and Chicanos."

Velazques said AHORA's future looks promising, the

organization to cover other areas of the Third World,

establish a network with area colleges and opening lines of

communication between the community in the Pioneer

Valley and the University. Rodriguez is also optimistic

about the future of BCP. "BCP is expanding," he said.

Rodriguez said if the educational arena can be further

explored and more advantage is taken in the political

system, ethnic minorities will be "in a fantastic position."

Welcome letter
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Welcome to the University of Massachusetts. The

1984-85 school year promises to be the best ever for the

third World community at the University. The optimism

comes from the increased enrollment of Third World

students for the second consecutive year.

The increase enrollment is a terrific sign that will bring

long range rewards for the community. But as students

and prospective leaders of the community, we must keep

the promise of excelling aflame through our time at the

University.

We are our community's future and we must work hard

to insure its betterment. Presently there are 19 Third

World organizations at the University fostering a dedica-

tion for cultural retention and professionalism. From the

Black Mass Communications Project, a Black radio pro-

gram, the Third World Caucus of the Student Government

Assocation to the Association of Asian Students, students

can volunteer their time and talents to help their com-

•munity blossom.

These groups were created with the new student in

mind, offering opportunities for self-development and in-

tellectual growth. But like seeds need water to grow,

these groups need people's time, efforts, commitment and

dedication to keep functioning for future students.

The seed of the future is in everybodys hand and is up to

each and everyone to plant it, and see it grow. Do your

part. Serve your time so the torch of life keeps burning m
everybody should encouraged by your commitment and ef-

forts. Serve your time to make the dream of justice and

social equality a reality today.
^ , , ^- .,

College years are a time for growth, both educationally

and mentally. Take your time to learn more about

yourself, your world and your surroundings. Your years at

the University may seem as a trial and error expenence,

but they will enable you to take on harder obstacles later

Join a campus-wide organization to help yourself and

yours get a better place in the Americans agenda. En a

union esta la fuerza. Force is in unity. Unite to override

the obstacles impeding our growth and survival. Unite to

become a potent force in making decision vital to our

future. Unite for us.

Have a great semester.

the 5th annual

everything you need
to make yourself feel

at home sale.

.

Lami wu^\^^rtm^ni»

Desk Lamps, Wall Lamps,
Table Lamps, Hanging Lamps,
Bed Lamps, Pin Spots,
HI Intensity Lamps, Clamp Lamps...

100 Watt Swing Arm
Red Black White Brown Beige

Reg. 18.95
NOW 14®'

TAPESTRIES
Bedspreads

Wall
Hangings
Hundreds to

choose from

SAVE
UP TO

coo

RUG
Cotton Weaves,
Straws and
Stripes

STARTING AT

595

SAVE 20%

NOW 6'® and 7^^

NOW 5**

BAMBOO SHADES
All sizes for windows or room dividers

RECORD CRATE KITS
Made of all natural wood - two great sizes

PILLOW LAP DESK
Perfect for car, home or dorm

POSTERS • 500 TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM
travel, sports, scenic, photo, personalities, rock & roll...

STRAW WASTE BASKETS 1.95

BEVERAGE GLASSES 89'

STONEWARE SOLID COLOR
MUGS 1.29 1.99

COLORFUL PLASTIC PARTY
CUPS 59'

HOOKS, HANGERS, WIRE
SHELVING, WINE GLASSES,
TEA KETTLES, COFFEE makers
PLATES, BOWLS, PLACEMATiJ,
FLATWARE, DISHRACKS, WINDOW
SHELVES, BASKETS, ORGANIZERS,
SHOWER CADDYS, MIRRORS. BATH STUFF •

IS ANYBODY STILL READING THIS?

SALE ENDS SEPT. 23

Open 10-6, Mon-Sat
OPEN FRI. TIL 9:00

SUNDAY 12-5

Downtown Amherst A Store-full of Ideas
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Library Tours
Tours of Goodell Library and the

University Library Tower leave

from the lobby of Goodell weekdays
at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 and 2:30 pm
during the first two weeks of the

semester. Arrangements for tours

at other times can be made at the

Reference Desk, Goodell Library,

545-0150.

University Library Schedules

The Ul>rary System

Th« library fy»t«t< con»i»Ji of Goodell Library, ihe 2»-»fory

Univcnity Library Tower, two iciencc branch libraries, a mu

k library, and leveral reading rooms The card catalog is in

Goodell, tramterred there along with other library materials

and services in 1979 alter discovery of delects in the brick fac-

ade ok the University library Tower Begin any library search

in Lioodeli

Coodcll Library

Located opposite the Old Chapel, this library is between South

College and Bartlett Hall It contains the University library

system card catalog, reference materials and staff, a book col

lection of about 75 000 volumes: all current periodicals in the

social sciences and humanities, and backfiles since 1965 of

l.ZOOof these titles more than 1,000 000 microforms; newspa

pers a basic law collection the most frequently used federal

and state publications and the government documents olfict

the mterlibrary loan and library directors offices course re

serve materials and about 400 study spaces

University Library Tower

The Tower entrance is on the east side of the building, facing

the campus pond The Tower contains less heavily used mate

rul in Ihe social sciences and humanities the University ar

chives; special collections and rare books the library business

office and about 500 study spaces on the 26th floor and on the

perimeter of book slack floors It does not contain card cala

log or reference services The collection m the Tower is usually

accessible to anyone with a UMass or other Five College photo

If: >r a resident borrower s card with a photo ID Others

should inquire at the desk al the Tower entrance.

Physical Sciences Library

Situated on the 2nd floor of the Graduate Research Center, the

Physical Sciences Library includes materials in engineering

chemistry mathematics water resources computer science

food technology, wood technology, physics astronomy, and

related fields

Morrill Biological Science* Library

Legated on the 2nd floor of Morrill Science Center, this library

contains biological and geological malenal

Music Library

The Music Library in Room 149 of the Fine Arts Center,

houses bookj and lounvaU relating to music and a noncirculat-

ing collection of thematic indcM*. Kom. and recording!, ••

wcU a* muaic litlcnint i

Catalog Infomution

Ttwuvdo 4a«M*ia*aMr«ilianeikv«lofGoo(kUU-
bfwy ItaU ihe book wrf to«*l »<oMh<» of the Unlvw«ty li-

bmy iynem. kndudlnt brwcb Wbrariw and rcwiinc rootna.

There are separate catalogs for archival materials and govern-

ment publications The card catalog is divided into two sec-

tions The Author/Title catalog contains cards for names of

persons and agencies considered to be authors of publications,

as well as title cards for most works in the collection The Sub

lecl Catalog contains cards indicating the subject areas of pub-

lications; to find the exact terms used, consult Library of Con-

gress Sul7)ef f Heading-, on tables near the card catalog

Pioneer Valley Union List of Journal and Serial Holding*

This microfiche publication lists periodicals in the UMass sys

tern (Amherst, Boston Worcester) and in other ma|or ccillec-

lions in the Pioneer Valley alphabetically by title, with loca

tions, call numbers, and volumes held

The librarians at the Reference Desk in Goodell will gladly

provide assistance in using these catalogs and in locating li-

brary materials and information

Locating Books and Periodicals

Books and periodicals listed m the card catalog are arranged

according to the Library of Congress classification scheme

Each Item has a unique call number, a combination of letters

and numbers appearing on Us label and on the upper leflhand

corner of its catalog cards The call numbers may also include

special location designations, which show, for instance

whether a publication is in one of the branch libraries How

ever the card catalog will not indicate whether a book or pen

odical IS in Goodell Library or in the Tower, other records

must be consulted for this information

Books in Goodell

These are listed by call number in a red<over«d, multivolume

computer printout on tables near the Reference Desk Books

are shelved on four levels, in the front of the building

Books in the Tower

Books not listed by call number in the Goodell printout are in

the Tower.

Periodicals in Goodell

Recent, unbound issues of all social sciences and humanities

loumals are shelved in the Current Periodical Room Goodell

506" Backfiles of 1,200 selected titles are bound and shelved on

the 2nd floor, three flights down the stairs near the card

catalog Some titles are in microformat ; these are shelved m
the Microforms Room Goodell 410 Both bound and micro

form joumali in Goodell are designated in the Pioneer Valley

Union Lai by the location UMAS-UNIV and phraae vol-

«nn held fine* 1965 or later in Goodell' : they are also lifted

ki a tingle Mue-coyered computer printout kept near the Ref-

.Dfk.

not rftown in the notutr Valley

iwmiiNi m intot •• being in

Toww. lM4l« book «Kks.

Al UMAS-UNIV
ilMof

Library cards .

UMass student staff, and faculty IDs serve as library car^

Five College patrons and other Massachusetts residents seek-

ing borrowing privileges should apply at the Circulation Of-

fice, Goodell 512

Loan Period ^^
Books circulate lor four weeks Unless they have been re-

quested by another borrower, books may be renewed by mail

(U S or campus), by phone (three-item limit per call), or m
person at the library from which they were borrowed Foims

for book renewals are available at the circulation desk in each

library Periodicals do not circulate

Recalls
, ,

.

.

Books are subject to recall after two weeks if requested by an-

other reader and at any time if needed tor Reserve

Reserve Books
. .

Reserve materials circulate for time periods varying from two

hours to several days A photo ID is required to use these ma-

terials They must be returned to the desk from which they

were borrowed - in Goodell Library, to the Reserve Desk on

the 6th floor, Goodell 615

Book Returns
. . l

Books may be returned to the library from which they were

borrowed or to Goodell Library After hours there is a book

deposit box at the Goodell entrance, do not use this to return

Reserve books or mterlibrary loans.

Resources and Services

Archives

LcKated on the 25th floor of the Tower, this collection con

lams several groups of personal and historical manuscripts, as

well as material related to the University of Massachusetts

Art Collection

All art books and journals are shelved in a noncirculating col-

lection on the 9th floor of the Tower For hours of access check

the schedule of library hours, available at the circulation

desks

Audiovisual Department

This department in Goodell 308 supports classroom instnjc-

tion by distributing audiovisual equipment and films to faculty

members, and by producing audiovisual instructional matenal

for them Enter from outside the building, at the southwest

comer loading dock.

Audiovinial Rctcrve

On the 6th floor of Goodell. thu section houses course-related

audiovisual materials, and the necesaary viewing and listening

equipnncnt.

Cooputw SMTck Swic*
Inquli* al the Rafmnce D««k. 5«h floor entrMJce lev*! of

Coodril, ot at Iht avproffttele Ktence library for an adBMM

of charges and information on computerized literature

searches of bibliographic and information data bases in the sci-

ences, social sciences, and humanities.

Computer Terminab

In the Tower, computer terminals linked to the University

Computing Center are available for use on the 7th floor

Five College Libraries

UMass students, staff, and faculty have direct borrowing

privileges at the main libraries of Amherst. Hampshire. Mount
Holyoke, and Smith Colleges Material thus bortowed may be

returned directly, or to Goodell Library

Government Documents

This collection includes official publications of the United

States. United Nations, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Most of these materials are not listed in the main card catalog,

but are accessible through special indexes Consult the docu-

ments librarians, Goodell 416. about the use of this collec iion.

Instruction in Library Use

Course-related library sessions are conducted for graduate and

undergraduate classes, at the request of instructors; inquire at

the Reference Desk, Goodell

Interlibrary Loan

Faculty and graduate students may apply at the ReKT>nc«

Desk. Goodell. to obtain research materials not availafiie in

the University of Massachusetts library system Under>>tadu-

ales may use interlibrary loan service only for materials within

the Valley area

Law Collection

A core collection of noncirculating legal materials is shelved

on the 2nd floor of Goodell and listed in a blue-covered . om-
puter print out available there and at the Reference Desk on

the 5th floor

Library Orientation Tours

Tours of Goodell and the Tower are given several times a day

at the beginning of each semester, and at other times by ap-

pointment; inquire al the Reference Desk, Ccxidell

Maps
A collection of approximately 100,000 sheet maps—geological

and topographic, demographic, and historical— is housed in

Room 269, Mortill Science Center.

Microforms

Microtext copies of newspapers, selected periodicals govern-

ment archives, and many other types of research malenals arc

in the Microforms Room on the 4th floor of Goodell, along

with readir>g and printit\g equipment.

Ncwipapcn
Current itaues of selected foreign and domestic newspaper* arc

shelved In the Current Periodical Room. CoodeU S06 Some

backfiles of these, and a number oi oditi mwipayer titks, arc

available In the Micrafonni Room.

HEWLETT PACKARD

I f ) H i i ) a iMi

« n n fli •«

41 CX...$259.99
41CV...$195.99

HP11C..$62.99
HP12C..$95.99
HP15C $95 99

HP16C $95 99

HP75D $879 99

HPIL Module $99 99

HPIL Cassette or

Printer $369.99

For the Student
(g@/j^^ifgg^ ffmii ©mm

tMast

800-648-3311
In NV call (702) 588 5654

Oepisoo. PO BOX 6689
Statsline NV 89449

east
800-233-8950
In PA call (717) 327-9575

Deptsoo, 477 E Tfiird Street

Williamsoon PA 17701

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
We need Sales Representatives on your campus to seH Hewlett

Packard Calculators and other computer products You II make
generous commissions selling only the finest quality name brands

on the market Call today to see if you qualify for a Campus
Representative Kit No investment is required

Miyer *FREE*

CLASSIFIED ADS
call 532-9498

MON. It<ni SAT lOam - Spot.

Advertise FREE in the locally prodL-ed Western Mass. weekly classified

magazine-THE RIVER VALLEY AD.

We distribute all across Western Mass. and your ad can reach as many as

800,000 interested readers. Think of the extra cash that these items could

bring in, with no risk of losing your advertising dollar if the item doesn't sell.

You can pick up your copy at the local convenience, variety, grocery, and

package store. And remember, the best place to SELL is the best place to

BUYI

LIBRARY HOURS - GOODELL LIBRARY First week of semester:

AND THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY TOWER Tuesday, September 4. 8 am - 6 pm
Wednesday, September 5 - Friday,

September 7 8 am - 10 pm

Thereafter, generally

Saturday 10 am - 6 pm
Sunday 10 am - 12 midnight
Monday - Thursday 8 am - 12
midnight
Friday 8 am - 10 pm

RaNieiice

The 5th floor of CoodeU houses the noncirculating reference

collection. Reference libranans are available most of the time

tfie library it open to help in using thu materia! and the card

catalogs, as well as to provide many other kinds of assistance

in mak>r«g use of the library system.

Special CoUcctions and Rare Books

Noncirculating rare and fragile malenals. unusual editions,

and individual manuscripts are kept in this area on the 25th

floor of the Tower, and are made available for use in its read-

ing room. Room 256

J

General Information

Bicycles, Drink, Food, and Pels are not permitted in the li-

braries

Calculators may be borrowed, on surrender of your ID card

in Goodell Library at the Reserve Desk on the 6th floor, at the

Government Documents Desk on the 4th floor, and at the sci-

ence libraries

Change lor one dollar bills is available al change machines in

Goodell outside the Circulation Ofhce. Room 512. and in the

Tower on the mam floor near the Circulation Desk

Elevators in the Tower are programmed so that only 3 and 5

slop al all floors Take the first elevator which stops, and use

the stairs lor adjacent floors.

Handicapped Persons who need special assistance should in-

quire at the Circulation Office, Goodell 512. Special apparatus

tor the use of partially sighted persons is available in Ihe

Tower Inquire al the Tower Circulation Desk

Lost and Found in Goodell is located in the Library Office.

Room 514 on weekdays and at the Circulation Desk evenings

and weekends In other libraries, inquire at the Circulation

Desk

Photocopying Machines (coin-operated) are located in

Goodell on the 6th. 5th and 2nd floors: and in the Tower on

the main floor. A branch of the University Copy Center on the

5lh floor of Goodell provides a part-time copy service.

Restrooms in Goodell are located on the 6th. 4th. and 2nd

floors: and in the Tower on main. 7. 10. 13. 16. 19, 22. 25. and

26 There are facilities for haitdicapped persons in the Tower

on the main floor only

SmoUi^ in the Tower it permitted only in Room 2604 on floor

26 No Mnoklng i* permitted in CoodeU.

Stmif AfMiin CoodeU are on the 6th floor and on the 2nd

Ml ia *! To«Mr oa Soar » and on tiie p«lMMr af

Telephones in Goodell (both campus and public) are on the

4th floor In the Tower, there are campus phones in the eleva-

tor lobby on all book slack floors, and on the main floor near

the exit control desk: public telephones are also near exit con-

trol

Typewriters are provided in the Tower near the Circulation

Desk, main floor.

Library Direclory

Location (Goodell unless

otherwise designated)

Libranr of Congress
Phone Classification •• luad in tba

UMaM/Amharat Librarias
Archives 25th floor. Tower 54V2780 —
Audiovisual Department Room 300 V24S4 A Goneral Works

5^2458
B-BI Philosophy. P«ycholo|y

Audiovisual Reserve Room 615 5-23S8 BL-BX Religion

Binlngiral Sciences

Library Morrill 214 5-2674

C

D

Include* Archaeology. Genealogy, and

General Biography

History (Ceneral and Old World)
Central Serials Record Room 503 5-0730

E-F Hijiory (American)

Circulation Desk G Geography, Antfiropology. RecreaUoB,

Goodell Room 512 5^2622 and Physical Education
Tower Main floor. Tower 5^2130 H-HL Social Sciences (including Economics

Copy Center Room 500 5-2622 and Business)

Government Documents Room 416 5-2765 HM-HZ Sociology. Social Paychology. and

Social Problems
Information Reference Desk, 5-OlSO

J Political Science
floor 5 (entrance level)

K Law
Interlibrary Loan Room 612 5-05S3 L Education (including UMass theeee and

Library Instruction Reference Desk, floor 5 5-OlSO ditaertationsi

Library Office Room 514 5-0204
M
N

Music

Fine Arts
Library Tours Reference Desk, floor 5 5-0150 P-PQ Language and Literature (Claaaical,

Lost and Found Room 514 5-0204 Romance. Ciermanic, Slavic, Orlenlal,

Map Room Mornll 269 5-2674 African). Drama and Cinema,

Linguistics
Microforms Room Room 408 5-0150

PR-PZ Literature (American British.

Music Library Fine Arts Ctr 149 5^2070 Germanic)

Morrill Library Mornll 214 S-2674 Q Science (mostly housed in Morrill BitK

Newspapers Room 506 5-2622
R

logical and Physical Sciences Librariea)

Medicine (including Nursing and
PeriodKals

Current

Bound
Room 506

Room 206

5-2622

5-0420
S

T

Public Health |M«ny worli. housed

Agriculture in Biological and Phys-

Technology 't"' Sciences Ubrariee)

Physical Sciences Library Grad Res Ctr. 5-1370 U Military Science
2nd floor — lowrise

^tiff
V Naval Science

Reference Desk noor5 z Bibliography. Library Science

Renewals Room 512 V2622

Reserve Room 615 S-23U

Special Collections 25th floor. Tower 5-0274

Collegian photo by Andy Heller

^JV>MiiJW>JV^j%fVW^JSAAJ^^^^

# ROAST 50 MAIN ST.

AMHERST, MA
across from the Town Hall

(32'30 longitude 46'94 latitude)

iVfW^sd^

MENU

SANDWICHES

REGULAR ROAST BEEF

LARGE ROAST BEFF

HOT PASTRAMI
FISH FILLETS

CHICKEN SANDWICH
LONG HOT DOG

EXTRAS

BACON
LETTUCE, TOMATO, ONION

CHEDDAR CHEESE

FRIED FOODS

CHICKEN FINGERS 2.25

Reg. .70 Lg. 1.10

1.25

FRENCH FRIES

ONION RINGS

FRIED CHEESE
FRIED MUSHROOMS
FRIED ZUCCHINI

FRIED PEPPER RINGS
FRIED CAULIFLOWER

CONDIMENTS
BARBEQUE, HORSERADISH, SPIC>1

MUSTARD, MUSTARD, KETCHUP,
MAYONAISE, TARTER SAUCE

HOURS: 11 AM-1 AM
7 DAYS PHONE 253-7018

FR€€ soon
P«rVM«

Limit Ona P»r Cutlon»af . Good With Val-Pak*

Coupon Only Through ^1S-S4.

No Purchaao NocMsary.

Qood For Otm
Medium Soil Drink

M't ROAST iEEF SO Main St
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itcode
Conlxniwd jrirm fxige I

and says this is so even though the Dean can suspend a

student because he feels "that continuance of this student

would constitute an immediate threat to the safety, peace

or well-being of the University community."
The new code will allow the Dean to immediately sus-

pend students temporarily, but makes provisions for im-

mediate meetings to decide if the suspension should con-

tinue.

Field and Brooks have met with Acting Student At-

torney General Dakin Ferris, SGA co-president Rick

Patrick and Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker

Chris Sullivan four times over the summer.

Field said they have agreed on "most" of the document,

but he added that "some points are in hot dispute." He

said he would like to have the completed draft out for

review by the undergraduate and facultv senates in the

fall, so it can be approved by the Board Oi 'trustees in the

spring and go into effect in the fall of 1985.

The student version of the revised code has more

specific or slightly changed language in the sections deal-

ing with ID card misuse and computer fraud and academic

dishonesty.

But the most significant difference between the two ver-

sions is that the SGA document allows student to be

represented by a lawyer or advocate in some cases while

the University draft prohibits any legal counselor from

speaking for the student defendant during disciplinary

hearingfs.

"In our opinion," Ferris said, "that's 100 percent con-

trary to getting a fair hearing in this University system."

The student version states that where the University

brings charges against a student, or where the complain-

tant is a member of the University staff, "judicial ad-

vocates may represent the person against whom the

charges are being brought."

»\

6)>

V
v>

IIUIl IK

on th« common, amherst. 253*3986

WOST--WOST--OPEN COURSES—OPEN COURSES— WOST--WOST

187 INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S STUDIES

1/1o

COo3
I

I

t/1
UJ
oo
a:

oo

a.o

a:

o

a.o

201

292M

297A

298E

301

301A

491F

MWF 9:05 Nancy Braxton

FOUNDATIONS OF FEMINISM: IN HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE
TuTh 2:30 Joyce Berkman

MIDEAST: WOMEN, HISTORY & CIVILIZATION
TuTh 1:00 Leila Ahmed

RACE & WHITE SOUTHERN WOMEN WRITERS
TuTh 11:15 Esther Terry

CAREER PLANNING FOR WOMEN
Fri 10:10-12:15 AvalcTan &

(2 credits) Melcher

FEMINIST THEORY
ThTH 4:00 Leila Ahmed

FEMINIST THEORY

S
-4
I

I

oo

o
-o

oo
cz
:o
</»m
•

IO

ThTh 9:30

FRENC H CINEMA
lee.

Ann Ferguson

M 7:45-9:45 Porter &

Th 2:30 Portuqes

plus disc, section

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION CONSULT WOST COURSE

GUIDE AVAILABLE AT 208 BARTLETT — 545-1922 '

WOST--WOST-OPEN COURSES-OPEN COURSES--WOST--VK)ST

O
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Students! Work Smart.

Work Simply...With Hewlett-Packard.
Take a good look at your class schedule.

If you're in Science or Engineering, chances

are your classes include Calculus, Physics, or

Chemistry. Engineering Statics, or Dynamics.

You're running up against some tough calcula-

tions, with statistics problems, hyperbolics, and

logs. The HP- lie calculator helps you breeze

through those problems v^ith a few simple

keystrokes.

Need to simplify problems that are even more

complex? The HP-41CV gives you 128 built-in

functions—and the HP-41CX over 200—to sim-

plify your long homework assignments. Use up to

6,437 bytes of memory to save the programs

and formulas you use often. And there are thou-

sands of software programs, so you don't have

to start from scratch next term.

If you're in Business or Finance, you're proba-

bly taking Accounting, Statistical Methods,

Finance, and Investment Analysis. Classes

loaded with tedious calculations. End the pencil-

and-paper drudgery with the HP-12C. The most

powerful decision-maker on the market! Dedi-

cated keys make time value of money
calculations, amortization. Net Present Value

(NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and statis-

tics solutions as simple as a single keystroke. And
it's easy to change values or correct mistakes

without reentering your entire problem.

Hewlett-Packard calculators They help you

work smart this term. And next term. And even

later on the job. Get your HP today from your

local HP dealer

For the location of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE 1-800-FOR-HPPC.

csa
HEWLETT
PACKARD

Count On Us...
wHh a new calculator compliments off

Hampshire Mall! Chedc out our special Back-
To-Sdiool issue loaded witli terrific values
and many coupon offers.

FREE Calculator! suppne.^!

Shop during Hampshire Mall's

Back-To-School Days. Save your

receipts from any maU store

totallii« $15 and exchange them

for your FREE calculator

at««*

y^THE COOKIE HUT
#JOANN'S NUTHOUSE
4rTHE JEWELRY STORE

fH^
P#

g|),,j^,f.t^'t't*"'''''''"'''"'''*'''''*''''"''"'''i''"'l"'''**'M'''''^''''^»i''M'«l^'«*»''''''''''l'l'l'l'*«'^

HAMPSHIRE MALL
SOUTH MAPLE STREET^ROUTE 9 HADLEY MASSACHUSETTS •MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 1 0-AM-9:30PM/SUNDAY 1 2-5PM
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HAMPSHIRE MALL. . .the place to shop for Back-to-School!

Jortothaa Reid

Famous maker
brand long sleeve oxford t

button down dress

shirts Reg. $21.00

NOW ONLY $13.99 - $14,991

Entire stock of short

sleeve knits Half Price!

Hampshire Mall, Hadley *

^mc MEATOES
.25|imNEE«TWILinSNe«|

NAMPSNIRE 4 S84 7S&0

Welcome
Back

Students!
Join in the insanity

at the

AMC
Hampshire 4

Theatres
"Midnite Movie

Madness"
redeem this coupon

for one free

"Midnite" admission

with the purchase of

one regular

"Midnite" admission

coupon expires 9/16/94

Efonic Puma" Brooks" Pony
Etonic Puma" Brooks" Pony'

Etonic" Puma
Etonic" Puma
Etonic

Etonic" Puf

Etonic " Puf

Etonic" Pu(

Etonic

Elonic" Pur

Etonic" Pui

Etonic

Etonic" Pu(

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pu(

Etonic" Put

Etonic

Etonic

Etonic

Etonic

Etonic

Etonic

Etonic" Put

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pur

Etonic

Etonic" Pur

Etonic" Pur

Etonic

Etonic

Etonic

Etonic" Pur
Etonic" Pur

Etonic" Pur

Etonic

Etonic" Pur
Etonic " Pur

Etonic

Etonic" Pur

Etonic" Pur

Etonic" Pur

Etonic" Pur

Etonic

Etonic

Brooks'
Brooks'

Puma" Brooks'

Pony
Pony
Pony

Saucony" Asics Tiger" Converse" Nike'

Saucony" Asics Tiger" Converse" Nike'

Saucony" Asics Tiger" Converse" Nike'

Saucony" Asics Tiger "Converse" Nike'

Saucony" Asics Tiger" Converse" Nike'

Olympian"^ Nike"
Otympian"'Nike"
Olympian"^Nike"
Glympian'^^Nike"
Olympian^'Nike"

Pur

Pur

Pur

Pur

Pur

Pur

Pur

Pur
Pur

Pur
Pur

na" Brooks

Buy One Pain

Get The Second Pair

At Haif Price

Saucony^
Running Shoes ^'Sl ifllil\PlfSIIH

At Olympian We Compete To Win.
Kight now buy any of our top quality,

brandname shoes at regular price and get
the second* pair at half price. If you

want only one pair, bring a friend and
share the savings!

Olympian has what it takes to win: the
best footwear at the best pnces.

•second pair is of equal or lower price

UM? thriveon competition.
'. Hwnpshire Mall. Rie 9. Hadley

Sale ends 9/8/84

Puma"
Puma"
Puma"
Puma"
Puma"
^'uma**
'uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
'uma"
'uma"'
uma"
'uma"
'uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
'uma"
uma"
uma"
'uma"
uma"
uma"
'uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
'uma"
uma"
'uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
'uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
uma"
'uma"
cony"

na'
na'
T>a'

"na

na

'

Brooks" Pony" Saucony
Brooks" Pony" Saucony

Kony
Pony
Pony
Pony

Brooks" Pony" Saucony" Asics Tiger* Converse" Nike" Olympian"'Brooks" Pony

AsicsTiger" Converse" Nike" Olympian'*^'^''oo'^S'

Asics Tiger" Converse" Nike" Olympian"<Brooks'
Brooks" Pony " Saucony " AsicsTiger" Converse" Nike' "

'

Brooks" Pony" Saucony" AsicsTiger" Converse" Nike'

Oiympian'^'Brooks'
Olympian"iBrooks'

baucony
Saucony
Saucony
Saucony
Saucony

Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Broo
Asic
ASIC
Asic
Asic
Asic
Asic

>»-¥^ -¥^ ¥-¥ -¥^ -¥^ -¥ -¥^ -¥^ -¥^ -¥^ -¥^ -¥-¥ *¥-¥-¥-¥-¥- A^ ^<
4 '<

4

Do you need to rent or buy a telephone?

AT&T Phone Center
will be in the Campus Center

room 177

Sept. 4 thru Sept. 8

from 10 to 5
Ask about the Free Gift!!

Ask about the three month
FREE lease!!

For more information call 584-6666

Hampshire IMall, Hadley

if.^ if if^ if-^ >f. i(^^ ^ :if^ :if. if. if. if if if. if. Jf Jf if. Jif

A-

A-

A-

A-

A-

A-

. .s- .

.

HAMPSHIRE MALL. . .the place to shop for Back-to-School!

m/¥tLoondance
COMICS

September Welcome Back Sale

FREE POSTER*
with this coupon

see us at the Hampshire Mall, Hadley

while supplies last • one coupon per customer

£ier6eq

10% Discount
with this coupon

On Any Non-Sale Item
Free ear piercing with purchase of

ear piercing earrings

Good thru Sept 22

Hampshire Mall, Hadley

Large selection of
Manisha Jeans 6t Cords
50% off Mkt gold

silver chains V2 prices
^Holyoke Mall Hampshire Mall

molyoke, MA 01040 Hadley, MA 01035

1)532-5494 586-3812

LOOOSiBISriAMBS

Hich-Fashlon
Nylon Rimless Frames

• Lightw«#it *of *" <1*V comfort

• Extremdy strong and flexible

• WofWs leading nmless frames

Ask for FREE
Qontact Lens Demonstration

Complete set of

Eyeglasses or Contact ^
Lenses or 40% OFF I

5 the sacond set oi pKicvptior eyeglasses or sun^sses I
I when pt«chas«d with a conplete set of eyeglasses at the I
§ regular pnce Ofiers preclude prevuus .

dscounts (Dis tt

a count applies to lesser piicfa.. par ) Offf good thru -

, . 'isiot>
>bowcas^

i/rrvr yvu

net tSth

\

^»
}d thru Z
>, 1984 9

Your locally owned Optical Shop

Hampshire Mall/Hadley. MA.
(Across from KMART) 584-8324

Custom
Hairstyling

for

men and women
PRECISION HAIRCUT

$12.50
Complete with

shampoo & styling

Hompshire Moll

Hadley. MA
Mon.-Sot.

10:00 - 9:30

586-6182

cHrccnmons
Wf aSOM HAIRCUT TtRS

fsK.)

Af^ONTMLNT
IMLCtSSAI^Y

RUG
REMNENTS
Rainbow of colors
A dazzling sweep of

plush carpeting in

breath-taking colors.

4x6 at 12.99

3x5 at 7.99

lamps Everybody's looking at our lamps in a new light.

Here is a sample of our beautiful brighteners.

desk lamp $20.

swing arm lamp $30.

creative tee-«hirts

CUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
tV T-Shirts i^ Paiinters Caps ^ Jackets

^ Baseball Hats ^ Sweatshirts

^ GREEK LETTERING
T^LETTERING WHILE YOU WAIT

1;^QUANTITY DISCOUNT

Fraternities

Sororities

Clubs & Teams

Hampshire Mall 586-9205 Hadley

JCPenney
Hampshire Mall -/ipshii

586-5505

THEO'S AUDIO ANNUAL

99*
Back to School Sale

I
Purchase any home receiver, receive a turntable for 99

Purchase any car stereo and get your choice of

speakers for only 99^

Purchase any portable "Boom Box" and receive

headphones, batteries, and lifetime service

warranty all for
99*"^

Come by and see what less than a dollar can buy you

this week only at

Theo's Audio in the Hampshire Mall, Hadley
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YOU'RE HUNGRY!

IN FACT YOU'RE

STARVING, STARVING

FOR SOMETHING OTHER

THAN BURGERS AND PIZZA. SO

WHY NOT TRY WHAT THE "IN"

CROWDS EATING.

VAMATO
JAPANESE FOOO

AND WITH MANY THINGS TO

CHOOSE FROM INCLUDING

TERIYAKI CHICKEN, YAMATO
BEEF AND SUSHI YOU'RE SURE

TO FIND YOUR OWN FAVORITE.

SO GET WITH IT, EAT AT

VAMATO'S
HAMPSHIRE MALL

HADLEY

Zaca lYadiiig Companyl
Hampshire Mall

Hadlev

End of Summer
Special

Wicker Peacock Chairs

only >29®«
Slioft on Spac9? Try our

wicker barrel back chair M 9.**

\

Buy the Best— \

EMtpak Back Packs M2.99\

Casa-hardanad Chains
to sacura your bika

3fLM.59& 6ft •2.99

QIasawara, iMkawara
cupa, glaaaea. . .always cost

laaaatZaca's.

TOOLS!
»1.99-*22.99

always HALP-PmCO

ZACA

!

IVe always
sell for less

!

New! At the

Hampshire Mall

Make Your Own Flavor
/'with our fresh ice cream & fruit, .-

.

•\ ) nut, candy or cookie mixins. '••.J

^ You can create hundreds of : : ..

different flavor combinations s-"^'j

as well as yummy combinations •••"*

/ of sundaes *• *
•^,>

;> , TRY ONE TODAY! .../..V

,.~..'
• . • •• V.v • ••]

'IC€ Cfl€flM 6. MIXINS

Cafe Square, Hampshire Mall. Hadley

\

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
iki

Rent a VCR
or Disc Player
WITH THIS COUPON

only $9.95 per day

Includes One Movie

* Deposit Required

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

.J

I

I

I

I
I

siai!
I

8
I

I
I
I
hi

Student/Faculty
SPECIAL. . .

One-year video club

membership
reg. $49.95

$24.95
with this coupon

(2 VALID ID'S REQUIRED)

Sylvan ia

13" Color TV
only

$229.95
while supplies lastll!

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Dealer and Service Center for Canon, Phiico,

Quasar,
RCA, Sylvania and other video set recorders.

theVilli I O I il I §1
Hampshire Mall, Hadley 586-9400

inc

THERE'S

STILL

TIME.
Late rcjiistration for fall clay

and cvcninji creilil i-ourscs is held

Sept 5 - 18. Day courses are on a

space-available basis; written per-

mission is recjuired.

llfcords & Re^nstralion Office

University Library. Rm. 104

Mon. - Thurs. 9 a.m. -

Fri. 9 a'TJ. -

Sat. (Sept. 8 -29) 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Iletiistration lor Credit-Free Workshops may be made by tele-

phone 545-0587 or m per.son.

Records & Rejjistration

University Library, Rm. Ill

.Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

or in the

Records and Registration Office

University Library, Rm. 104

Mon. - rhurs. 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Sat. (Sept. 8 - 29) 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Payment may be made by cash (until 5 p.m.), check, VISA, or

MasterCard

.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Furnari Keepsake Diamond Center

Welcomes Students Back
with a

20% Discount
on everything in stock

Diamond and Birthstone Earrings,

Necklaces, Pendents, Rings & Watches

Including many
of the top watch makers

Seiko

Pulsar

Citizen

This offer

will expire Sept. 31, 1984

so stop in today!!

Furnari Jewelers
Hampshire Mall, Hadley

10% discount for students

on all non-saleable merchandise

nnmit;

Back to

School
Specials

and
a great

layaway plan

SUMMIT LEATHER
mm service what wt

Top Quality Leather

clothing & accessories

at reasonable prices

586-2014

.Collegian i7

iK southwest
(,'imtiniu^ fr(tm ptifff I

"The restookiriK money (for

the new turniturelis not

accounted tor. The money
must be raised and the

students will probably end

up paying lor it," he said.

"As a service to the

students, they should leave

the turniture there and give

the students ihe option to

buy." Patrick said. The
unused turniture is now
stored in Southwest.

Zannini said. "1 think it is

our intent to improve

residential halls tor the

students." Kut he conceded

the loss to the students.

"We did not do the job as

well as we could have," he

said.

This summer, the Housing

Ottice notified all dormitory

residents by mail that

mirrors, bulletin boards,

sott chairs, telephone tables

and desk lamps would not be

provided. Mirrors would be

replaced during the

semester and intersession,

Findlay said.

TYPEWRITSS:
ATHiNGOFTHE

I want your
papart.

yaslafdayl
My Kaypro la

printing 't

novy. you'll
hava it todayl

My typawrltar
It brokan'
How about an
aitanaion?!

Extinct
A single word for the typewriter that seem.s to say it all.

But there's a monstn)us rea-son why we at KAYF'RO can make such a lx)ld statement.

The KAYPRO Writer'g Pak bridges the gap l)etween the past and the future... between

typewriters and computers.

Finally the complete ayttem for all your school needs!

• KAYPRO's "TYPE-IT" allows this system to be used as a typewriter while you learn its'

other capabilities.

• The Writer's Pak will type more than 200 words per minute! (You probably type about

60wpm.)
• The Writer's Pak will correct all your spelling errors. Just think! No more whiteouts,

typeovers or mi.sspelled words! Every correspondence is letter perfect!

• The Writer's Pak will show you a full 13 lines of scnpt and REMEMBER almoHt 200

pag;ea of text!

• The Writer's Pak will also do super-scripting, sub-scripting, bold face type and more!

• The Writer's Pak will do full text editing, inserting and even format your pages!

• The Writer's Pak will run your form letters and collate your mailing lists!

• Financing and store credit available.

The best part is that the KAYPRO Writer's Pak is complete! There is nothing else to buy,

and the total price for the Writer's Pak is probably LESS than most so-called memory
typewriters.

If you've been contemplating the purchase of an electronic memory typewriter at the

prices they're asking for them, you're living in the stone age.

Look into KAYPRO's Writer's Pak and bring yourself up to date.

-M
Printer <thown has

optionaJ tractor frvil.

•m::'y

WRITER'S ^
PAK
$1895. CX3MPLETE!

„*««•«<«

•Suirgwited retail prire
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SALE
NOW GOING ON

VISA • MASTER CHARGE • PERSONAL CHECK OR CASH

WHEN YOU BRING YOUR PURCHASE TO THE REGISTER

CASHIERS WILL DEDUCT

EVERY ITEM IN EVERYDEPARTMENT
EXCEPT MOPEDS WHICH ARE ALREADY PRICED AT 25%BELOW DEALERS COST

BROADLOOM CARPET•FURNITURE •HARDWARE •DOMESTICS
FAMILY CLOTHING^SHOES^TELEPHONES^STEREOS^TOYS
HOUSEWARES^SPORTING GOODS^UGHTING •LUGGAGE^PAINT

HERE'S A FEW EXAMPLES n e xn

s

SET SET SET

-4^^'s52"'14»' $7500 $3999$xx9®^

»w*' vou PAY
lYQij PAY YOU PAY YOU PAY

rruNEMAnRESS AND BOX SPRING
TWIN FULL QUEEN KING
SIZE SIZE SIZE SIZE

7601,^ *900S?, »1090°» »1380°v2$
VAL *'*'^VAL

YOU PAY YOU PAY
' VAL *''»'« VALj

YOU PAY YOU PAY

$24000 *315°»iSeS" »496"°

DINING
CANOPY

complete with
ropes, poles
and stakes

VALUE.\S"%

SORRY NO LAYAWAYS*ALL SALES FiNAL*NO RETURNS
HAMPSHIRE MALL
RT 9 HADLEY. MASS

CANAL STREET
TURIMEFIS FALLS. MASS

Wednesday, September 5, 1984

BLOOM COUNTY
Collegian 19
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ACROSS
1 Barn pests

5 Poultry pen
9 Maltese and
Manx
Unknown Abbr
Lamp dwellers

ot legend
Take on
Posh home,
London style

Ding

18 Ready (or

publication

19 Part Ota
curve

Member of the

(lock

Part of 16

Across,

formerly

Park, Col

25 Volcanic rock

27 Glacier

Permitted

Rivulet

Gardener's
need
Wimbledon
winner, 1975

Trot and canter

39 Clue
40 Shoshonean
41 Sex appeal
42 Cuts into

cubes
El ,Con
quistador's

quest

Beef cut

47 Overcomes
50 Milk snakes

53 Oater
56 Women's gp
57 dancers

58 Musical com
position

59 Word for a

Ranger
60 Word on a

ristorante

menu
61 Polo and chess
62 Kind of

ranch

63 Sow
64 Country's

Camptjell

65 Street sign

13

14

15

16

17

20

22

24

31

33
36

37

38

DOWN
1 Family

members
2 Passive

3 Locomotive
attachment

4 USNAgrad
5 That Fr

6 Postpone (with

"put ")

7 Pen noises

8 Farm
enclosures

9 Before cake
10 Helper

11 Tour

12 Tennis point

14 High winds
20 Calf's cry

21 Mild oath

23 Fromagerie
purchase

26 Swindle
28 Get cold feet

29 Tops
30 Family

favorites

31 Praise

32 Ratio term
3^ Place to mend
35 Old English

letters

38 Zero
39 Hart's partner
41 Lyric poems
42 Art style

44 Overseas

46 Rabbits km
48 Add up
49 Froth

51 Musical move
ment

52 Overwhelming
victory

53 Gopher's
habitat

54 Watch the

pretty ones
goby

55 Utopia

57 Bombast
59 Brit peers

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZL E:
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Today*8 DC Menu

LUNCH

Italian Hoagle
Eggroll/Soy Sauce, Due

Sauce

DINNER

Devonshire Sandwich
Roast Top Round of Beef/Au Jus
Tomato Torte

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetable Grinder
Eggroll/Soy Sauce, Due Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Seafood Supreme
Tomato Torte

i| THE _
AIvfHERST DELICATESSEI>I 1

In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975! =

Ott'Campus & Apartment =
Delivery Available • 549-6314 =

Meeting for all

Collegian

copy editors, AMEs

and layout techs

2 p.m. today in the newsroom

Introducing. . .

a New Course
Judaic Studies

391A
MODERN
JEWISH
THOUGHT
TuTh9:30
Tobin 422

Prof. Berkovitz

545-2650

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

•Fresh Soups & Salads
• Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

ot^\-«

THE 1
3 AMHERST g
^DELICATESSErS ^ A Store-full of Ideas

233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-6314
Open Mon. Sflf.. 9 a.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun.. 9-6

Downtown Amherst
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Stereo^with Class.

c

Acoustat

ADC
Apatufe

AR
AudfO Technica

Av»d

Boston Acoustics

8SR
B^W
Carver

Ce)est(e>n

Concord

CWD JVC Sne?Ti«w Lao

dbx Max&H Shure

Delos Mob«te Fidelity Sonus

Denon Monster Cable SOTA
Discwasher Nrtty Gfjtty Sony

Duai Onkyo Stanton

Empire Ortofon Sumiko

Ffted Pioneer TDK
Fidelity Research PtansUellt Teac

Hafler Pyrm\\(i Telarc

harman'Kardor? flefef^noe Becord»ng$ Thorens

Basic Economics
STR-VX250 Receiver

JVC
LA-120 Turntable

9M

M92E Cartridge

SES
82 Speakers $299

Applied Physics

Mass Communication

TX-15 Receiver

JVC
LA-120 Turntable

ortofon

0M-5E Cartridge

Boston
A40 Speakers

STR-VX350 Receiver

PS-LX310 Turntable

S», L727E Cartridge

BostonAcouslics

A60 Speakers.

$499

Music Appreciation

$379

Independent Study
( MAI.k
Receiver

SONY
CDP-200 Compact
Disc Player

PIONCECEn
KP-2000

$749
n~ ulluj'

»r.p
- •!

1

'

Llc3 rrTTTiTTTi I T T iTTrrmil 1 " -4J

$399

$119

TX-35 Receiver

TA-2022 Cassette Deck

CS-515-65 Turntable

DM-110 Speakers.

$869

Library Science
harman/kardon
CD-191
including

cal,bration

^^SQ

TA-2022

including head
cleaning fluid $149

All components are pre-tested and backed by Sound & Music's factory authorized service

department. A two-week return privilege and a six-week lay-away option are available.

U 1 \jA ^
90-92 King St. (Rte5), Northampton •Mon - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

Living...
By RITA MURPHY
Collefe-ian Staff

For many students, the first time they

see the University of Massachusetts the

word campus is quickly replaced by the

word city. In many ways, UMass is a city.

A city snuggled smack in the middle of the

town of Amherst.

Amherst, with a year round population of

33,229 became about 20,000 people richer

yesterday, an influx which has both advan-

tages as well as disadvantages.

For some, particularly downtown
businesses, the school year brings new
customers which inevitably brings profits.

The summer, which was by no means dead

in Amherst, was not exactly a boom for

businesses. Some businesses used the sum-
mer to get ready for the second busiest

time of the year.

"When the students come back, that's

when we do business. The summer is really

nothing compared to school the year,

especially the beginning of school," said

the manager of downtown Faces, who
refused to give his name.

This first week is also a busy time for

area banks which benefit from students

who had summer jobs, or who need a place

to deposit that recent student loan check.

"The students start off with pretty

healthy balances, then as the year goes on
they usually keep going down," said Joe
Guercil, branch manager of the Amherst
based Northampton Institute for Savings.

Continued on page IS

a city...
INSIDE:
Possible discrimination in housing p.3

Closeup of Nuke Free Act p.

5

Chancellor Duffey welcomes students p.8

Happy hours in Amherst p. 15

"Give it time, and before you know it, this

place will really feel like home,

"

—Unknown
AMHERST

within a town
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Pioneer Mleij Ihk [({uiimif

SPECMAUZiMG f /V

STUDEIVT REMTALS

-VIDEO TERMINALS

-PRII^TERS-

-IHODEIHS-

La Cazuela
TmE MEXICAN RESTAURArsiT AT R A M A PI S

SOMETHING NEW
Distinctive Mexican food

and drink, carefully

prepared and served in

a graceful atmosphere
evocative of the American

Southwest

Try La Cazuela soon,

in downtown Northampton

./
r

O y

Lunch: Tuesday - Saturday

Dinner: TuMday Sunday J~ 'T^
Ck>s0d Monday ^J "^ ^-^

h r

y- O y- O -r- O ^.
5B6-0'4OO

7 OLO SOUTM STREET • NOR T MA/VIPTON I

RENTALS AS LOW AS $100.00 PER SEMESTER
259 TRIANGLE STREET, AMHERST 549-1017

Mon: 8:30 - 6:00 Tues-Fri: 8:30 - 8:00 Sat: 10:00 - 5:00

USED PAPERBACKS
ACADEMIC & POPULAR
LARGEST STOCK IN WESTERN
MASS. OVER 35,000 BOOKS
in all subjects, old & recent.

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
549-6052

Open Thurs 9/5 & Fri 9/6 til 8:00 pm
Re^lar Hours Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5, Sun 1-5

SPIRIT HAUS
Amherst area's largest

selection of imported and

domestic wine and liquor.
• Catering for all YOUR small or large parties

• Cold Kegs
• Ice

• Returnable bottles and cans welcome

OPEN 10 am - 11 pm
253-5384 or 256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst
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These University of Massachusetts students find off-campus housing
hard to find.

Ciilletfian photxi liy Andy Hi-llrr

Housing tight as dormitories open
By KITA MUKPHY
Collegian Stall

The annual housing crunch is on.

With roughly live to six thousand new students seeking

housing in the residential halls, University of

Massachusetts Housing Assignment Coordinator IJerald

y uarles said he expects a "normal but hectic opening."

"The lirst week is a sorting out process. It's never easy

but things should go about as usual." Quarles said.

Housing expects only about 10 percent ol the ap-

proximately 11,500 students seeking on campus housing to

have trouble and as the first week of school progresses that

number should shrink considerably.

Ail but about 70 students should receive housing by the

end of the week and they should be housed in a lew weeks,

(Juarles said.

"Without a crystal ball we can't really predict how things

will end up. Last year there were some junior and senior

students that we never could house," he said.

With limited space, first year students are given priority

over upper class students in room assignments.

"We don't try to ignore upperclassmen, but when a

person walks into the fioneer Valley lor the lu-st time, well

who's going to need the support the most'.'" (Juarles said.

Housing has reserved 26 rooms m the Campus Center

hotel for students not assigned a dormitory room. Other

students will be temporarily housed in swing spaces in the

residence halls. Swing spaces are rooms not designed as

permanent living quarters but which will be equipped with

at least a bed and dresser.

Last year, due to overcrowding problems several swing

spaces on campus became permanent rooms for some

residences, (Juarles said.

The housing office has been "running hard since June

"

trying to get prepared for the first week but the true test.

(Juarles said, wont come until the lu-st students, who

arrived Sunday, are housed and lully settled.

"Our most anxious time is when they open the doors. It's

hard to really say when the most hectic time is because

that's hke trying to answer which poison is strongest," he

said.

Residents who are unhappy with their room assignments

may try the swap board outside of the housing office in

Whitmore. A lottery will take place in a few weeks for

those residences who are unable to swap or find a

satisfactory solution to housing problems.

Orwell's 1984? No, UMass'1988
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

They have been clutching onto those orange maps for

three days now. They have been walking around campus

a bit bewildered, a bit amazed, with their eyes wide open.

Who are they? They are the newest members of the

University of Massachusetts community.

They are the class of 1988.

While a few of the first year students, for one reason or

another, did not show up on Sunday, for the most part

they are all here and they, like the classes which came

before them, have their own identity.

There are some 4,000 strong, first year students now

roaming the UMass campus and 50.5 percent of them are

men, for non-math or statistic majors that means 49.5

percent are women.

High hopes are attached to this new class. They have

had the highest combined SAT scores of any class before

them and are, according to UMass Chancellor Joseph D.

Dtiffey "potentially the strongest class yet to enter this

institution." (See story p. 8).

The average verbal and math scores were 470 and 525,

up six points over last year. The average high school rank

of those who applied to UMass was in the upper 28 per-

cent.

This years class is made up of 8.8 percent minorities

compared to 7.1 percent last year, an increase of 36.3

percent.

The class of 1988 have traveled far and wide just to

come to this campus. They are from 40 different states

and 20 different countries, but still the majority, 78 per-

cent to be exact, list Massachusetts at their legal

residence.

Most of the class of 1988 are new members of the Col-

lege of Arts and sciences, 65.6 percent of them in fact.

The majority of the remaining are in the schools of

Engineering, Management, and Food and Natual

Resources.

So there you have it, the class of 1988 in a nutshell. A

class that has four years to decide which path will lead to

their chosen field. And a class that has four years to

figure out that those little orange maps make pretty good

paper airplanes but can end up getting some people lost,

stuck somewhere between Cashin and Cance
1

Here in the valley, there's plenty to do
by LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

When the last class is finally added, the living situation

settled and the bottles empty, it's time to get a Uste of

what the Pioneer Valley has to offer.

For those of us who can't get enough of what inspires us

intellectually, the Valley has more museums than you can

count on yonr lingers and toes. Just to mention a few, at

Amherst College alone, there's a museum of art. natural

history and the Pratt Musseum of Geology. For the area's

thespian's. there's the Robert Frost Library right in

Amherst along with romantic poet Emily Dickinson's home

on exhibit. It's open to the pubHc but by appointment only.

The town Chamber of Commerce has that number. And

don't forget about Memorial Hall Museum on Old Deerfield

which has an array of relics on display.

To really get back to the basics, try the Farm Museum on

Route 9 in Hadley. Here is where you can really turn back

the hands of time and experience the simpUcity of the

earlier centuries.

And it may not be Newport Rhode Island, but r^or

thampton has some historical homes that will make your

head turn twice. The Northampton Historical Society can

give you that scoop.

Then be good to your senses and sight and frolic to Smith

College's Lyman Plant House. You'll be able to treat your

nose to almost every delightful floral scent available. The

flower and plant haven has an entrourage of many exotic

and rare flowerbeds with some names you probably wont

even be able to pronounce.

If your feet are still holding up at this point there s

more... , ,

Mount Sugarloaf State Reservation is every romantic s

dream come true. ..kind of like Lovers Leap, you might

say. The thighs can get a rigorous workout, especially il

you choose the steeper of the two routes up. or there's also

access for cars to drive right to the top. but only until dusk.

On a clear day. you can see forever; or at night, the

sparkling Connecticut River and the surrounding town

lights can be more enticing than imaginable. Wait lor a

lew weeks to pass and it will be a great place to view the

foliage.. What's even better to the budget is that it's free ol

C(mtinued on page 13

Housing charges

discrimination
By LAURA YEE
(olk'gian Stall

Mon and minorities are having trouble tinding housing

this fall due to possible discrimination, according to the

diriH-tor of the OffCampus Housing Office.

"Mmonties and males are having the biggest problems

linding housing." Joanne Levenson. director of Off

Campus llou.sing said. "They're victims ol discrimination

and prejudice."

"We'll have a minority student or family come in and tell

us that a landlord says that the apartment has been taken

and then well call and they'll say it hasn't been taken." she

said. "Landlords are prejudiced."

Levenson said a Black family from South Africa had been

kx)king tor housing without avail until the oftice "went to

great lengths in negotiating with the landlords" before the

tamily could be placed.

"11 you've got an accent, you might as well lorget it. It's

racism and prejudice, " she said.

Levenson estimates (hat 90 percent of the vacancies want

lemales rather than males.

"It landlords and roommates want women just because

they supposedly know how to cook and clean, they should

just say so."

Undergraduate males seem to have the worst luck tinding

housing. Levenson said.

David Demkl. a senior civil engineering major said he is

running into "a lot ot problems tinding housing" because of

his .sex.

"Everyone emphasizes female. Sixty to 70 percent of the

ads want temale and it makes it much harder tor me. They

ligure women are quieter and that undergraduate males

are noisy and disruptive, " he said. ""They're looking for

older students."

"'It's sexist," art history major David Cashdan said.

"Practically everyone ol the listings want lemales and I've

had no luck. I've been here (housing office) off and on all

summer."
Families are also feeling the frustrations and problems of

tinding housing.

"'One landlord said we couldn't move in because of our

child. She told us that kids depreciate the house, " art

major Silver Slingh said.

Real estate offices and landlords in the area have been

plagued by students l<x)king for housing all summer.

Manager Judy Johnson of Townehouse Apartments said

she has been receiving between 50 to 75 calls per day tor

the past three weeks.

"There aren I any apartments available and there really

haven't f>een any since May with the exception of two, "she

said,

levenson said a number of people are taking advantage

of the scarcity of housing.

"Some students are renting out apartments and then

renting out to others and making a profit, "
she said.

Office is asked

to vacate space
By ANDY GOULD
Collegian Correspondent

Off-Campus Housing (OCHO) has been infomed by a

Whitmore Administrator to move from its office in

Hasbrouck Hall by next week, temporarily leaving it

without space, according to its director.

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Dennis Madson

sent a letter to the Recognized Student Organizations

(RSO) in July saying the office would have to leave its cur-

rent space for academic reasons. Off-Campus Housing

director Joanne Levenson was notified of the decision by

the Director of Student Activites Division Randy Donant.

"We were told we would have to move out because

academic space was claiming the area" and that "there

seems to be no suitable place to put without displacing so-

meone else," Levenson said.

Madson was unavailable for comment.

The RSO, which allocates room assignments for student

organizations, is working with the Student Government

Association (SGA) to help find a suitable office for Off-

Campus Housing.

Randy Donant, Director of Student Activities Division

said "RSO and SGA are trying to come up with a positive

solution because there is no doubt of the need for a service

like OCHO." ^ ^^
RSO is trying to beat the reloction deadline for Off-

Campus Housing as mid-October because it is such a busy

time at the office in September, he said.

The office was moved from Munson Hall to Hasbrouck

in Fall 1981 when a rooming assignment contract was

signed in which "space was contingent upon the demands

of faculty need. ..and the University just received a major

grant that has priority to the space," Donant said.

Levenson said she "is confident that some compromise

site can be reached, but staying in Hasbrouck would be

ideal...because a majority of the users are 'first-renters'

and people who are hassled and need an environment

that's client-centered so they don't feel additional stress."

"It was not clear to me why other offices that have cen-

tral locations they don't need are not asked to move

elsewhere. We serve a lot of handicapped people, women

with children, and have a lot of daily foot-traffic," she

said.
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Third World Affairs

plans array of events

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Workshops and special events are among some of the

Office of Third World Affairs (OTWA) plans this academic

year to help develop organizational dynamics and leader-

ship.

The development of a Third World Student Advisory

Committee, a Third World film festival, a leadership

development workshop a martial arts and personal

development program and a conversational Kiwa Hili

language course are among the innovations offered by OT-

WA.
OTWA's director Sherwood Thompson said this year's

activities, as well as their annual socio-cultural and

political events were created to expand student's

academic spectrum brighten their scope.

Thompson said he views this year with optimism and

new hope. He sees the incoming Third World students

energetic and with a willingness to learn.

"I'm excited about the leadership development

workshop," he said.

The weekly workshop will provide organizational

dynamics and leadership to officers and Third World

groups, Thompson said.

He said the advisory commitee will "cot)rdinate and

share the scarce resources among Third World groups."

Thompson said it will also eliminate conflict of scheduling

and broaden the cultural and political programs as well as

"allowing the exchange the similarities and differences as

groups."

Thompson said the Kiwa Hili language course is for

those who are planning to go to the annual United Nations

Women Conference in Kenya. Africa this summer. Kiwa

Hili is an east African language spoken in Africa.

Master Abdul Mumeet Sabir Sharif, who holds a 10th

degree Red Belt (grand master) will teach the martial arts

class.

"It will be more to it than learning how to fight,"

Thompson said, "it will also bring a role model.
'

He said the class will concentrate on developing con-

fidence, toning muscles, nutrition, diet and mental tran-

quility. "It will teach fundamental survival skills, ' Thomp-
son said.

Newman Center:

there to lend help
By PAMELA SEAVEY
Collegian Correspondent

Approximately 5,000 students pass through the

Newman Center every day. Some go there to study, some

to attend Mass at the chapel, and still others go just to em-

joy those famous Newman chocolate chip cookies.

Whatever the reason, the Newman Center has

something for everyone.

The Newman Center first opened its doors to the public

on April 1, 1963. It was named after John Henry Cardinal

Newman, who believed that every non-church related

campus should have a religious center where students can
choose to take part in religious-affiliated activities. To
date, the Newman Center is the largest Catholic center on
the East Coast in the United States, according to its direc-

tor.

The chapel, which is open everyday from 7 am until 11

om, is just one of the facilities the center has to offer. The

Reverend J. Joseph Quigley,, the director of the Newman
Center at the University of Massachusetts, said out of the

roughly 25,000 UMass students, about 9,000 are Catholic.

At times, almost 3,000 students attend Mass, Quigley

said.

Other facilities include two study lounges, a library, two

classrooms, and a cafeteria with an adjoining social hall

where many students get together to study or socialize.

The Newman Student Association is a group of students

who want to develop spiritually and socially, and who wish

to deepen their understanding for Catholicism. Although

the group is comprised primarily of Catholics, it is not

limited to only Catholics, Quigley said.

"Any student is eligible to become a member of the

association. It's not a closed association — it's open to any

student who wishes to join," he said.

Students are encouraged to participate in the various ac-

tivities held by the association such as coffee houses,

potluck dinners, and retreats.

There is also the Over 21 Club, mainly for graduate and

older students. In the past, the club has sponsored guest

lectures and hayrides and has held parties.

"I think people get different things out of the (Newman)

Center," said Quigley. "It offers an opportunity for in-

tellectual, social, and spiritual persuance."
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COME IN AND BROWSE
new Fall yarns

over 300 knitting/crochet pattern books

over 350 needlework pattern books

Fall classes forming, call for details

The Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA. 01002

413-549-6106
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Build your own
bookcase or storage

shelves with Cowls'

cut-to-size lumber

for as low as

45.75
It's easy with Cowls' pre-cut

shelves, spacers, harrlhoard

hacks and handy shc^lf c()rn(»r clips.

lor ide<)s, see ihe models in our store ....

then build your own from $15.75 to over $30.

CUT-TO-SIZE

SHELVING
Length 10" wide

12"
18"
24'
30"
36"
42"
47"

.79
1.19
1.58
1.98
2.37
2.77
3.15

12 " wide

.95
1.43
1.90
2.38
2.85
3.33
3.79

ROUGH-ONE-SIDE
SHELVING PINE
Available in 6'. 8'. 10'.

12'. 14' or 16'

4" Wide
6" wide
8" wide
10" wide
12" wide

15^ lineal foot

22V2< lineal fool

30^ lineal fool

39V2< lineal f<K>l

49Vi* lineal fool

PARTICLE
BOARD
SHELVING
3/4" X 12" X 96" each only

DARK CORK
BULLETIN
BOARDS

12" X 24 • X MH" iinporlcd

natural cork by Manlon.
Reg. price $4.27.

BOX OF 4
now only

$2.49

STAINS
&

PAINTS
• KolUrs
• Bruslu's

• SAn<l|><i|><-t

PLUS LOTS MOREI
• Minwax Stains
• KV Shelf Hardware
• Cement Blocks
• Metal Table Legs
• Plywood Cut to Size

r)o It yourM'll! Deroralr V<>i'»

UMim with th»«e \2" x \2". .nsv !«•

apply. •tIck-on « lear niirroi llles l»v

llityne

MIRROR TILE
With Mounting Tapfs

99*

A closer look at the nuclear free zone act

Amherst joins 58 other free' areas nationwide

By TOM MIDULETUN
Collegian Stall

Alter two hours ol debate. Amherst town

meeting members passed one ol the most

lar reaching nuclear Ireeze zone acts in the

country on May 17.

The Nuclear Free Amherst Act prohibits

the transportation or production ol nuclear

weapons and components within Amherst

as many other nuclear tree zone laws do.

However, the Amherst act also prohibits

town investment and contracts with any

company which is engaged in the

production ol nuclear weapons or their

components.

According to Nuclear Free America, a

Baltimore based group, as ol July there

were 58 nuclear Iree zones in the United

States. However, only one other town

besides Amherst has prohibitions on town

investments and contracts. According to

the Boston Globe, Maximillian J.

Ubuszewski. director ol Nuclear Free

America said, "Amherst is out there in the

lorelront."

The preamble ol the act states. "The only

detense against a nuclear war is preven

tion" and that in order to protect the public

health, work on nuclear weapons must be

prohibited within the town. "The use ol

public resources lor nuclear weapons

production prevents these resources Irom

being used lor needed human services ', the

act states. The town has already rejected

the lederal government's civil delense crisis

relocation plan, it said.

Amherst College's new President Peter

Poancey said ol the act. "1 think it's an

ambiguous step. Where weapon systems

'The only defense against a

nuclear war is prevention... The

use of public resources for

nuclear weapons production

prevents these resourcesfrom be-

ing used for need human ser-

vices,
'

—Amherst Nuclear Free Act
preamble.

' '

art- concerned 1 have no prt)bk'ni" with the

act. Dan Murray ol the Hampshire College

I'ublu- Relations Ollice said. 'The school

hasn't taken any position. Any decision will

be lorthcoming once school starts.
"

The Nuclear Free Amherst Act and the

selectmen s resolution both have provisions

calling lor "Nuclear Free Zone " signs to bo

placed at all major highways leading into

Amherst. Both also provide lor copies ol the

measure to be sent to elected represen

tatives in the State Legislature, both

houses ol congress, the governor ol the

state, the president ol the United States

and to embassies ol all nations known or

believed to possess nuclear weapons.

The Nuclear Free Amherst Act also

provides lor the creation ol a Nuclear Free

Amherst Committee. The committee would

be composed ol live residents. Three must

be town meeting members and one must be

involved in scientilic research at the

University. The committee would oversee

adherence to the act.

"We're lairly conlident that signilicanl

parts ol It will be ehminated " by the at

torney general's decision, Reyerson said.

He added that the selectmen have "pre

empted a negative decision Irom the at-

torney general " by passing the resolution.

According to Selectman Barbara tirillith.

il the attorney general strikes down the

Nuclear Free Amherst Act then the

selectmen's resolution will still stand.

Student Government Association Co

President Rick Patrick said, "1 think a

community should be able to decide through

their elected oliicials what's best tor the

community." He said, people "have the

right to make decisions lor the salety and

health ol the community. " Patrick said he

supports the act.

One ol the lirst issues which will have to

be resolved il the act is lelt to stand will be

the purchase ol a $40,000 word processing

system lor the town ol Amherst and the

school system. According to Ronald Bell,

assistant superintendent ol schools, three

companies, IBM, Lanier, and Wang made
bids on the system. 01 the three, "IBM was

the less expensive and the most com-
patible" with the need ol employees and the

existing system. The problem is that IBM is

on the Nuclear Free America list ol com-
panies involved in producing nuclear

weapons. Bell said

Town Manager Barry Del Castilho said,

the school system's word prwes.sor "will

probably be the IBM system and IBM will

not be allected by the resolution." For the
town's word processing system, "We're
trying Lanier and Wang," he said. "11 we

should judge that the systems are equal

then well go with Wang because Lanier's

parent company, the Harris Corporation, is

involved in producing nuclear weapon

parts. " he said. Del t'astilho added that. "II

the Lanier equipment best meets the town's

needs we will use Lanier.
"
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Get on line
witliout
-wraiting
inline.

ci

University Computer
Center

"Unbelievable!"
It's not bad enough doing endless hours of

homework for your computer courses. To

make a tough situation worse you've got to

plan on spending precious time standing

in line every time you want to get on line.

And your odds on getting a print-out by the

time you need it are about as good as get-

ting seats to a Michael Jackson concert.

That is. of course, unless you do your com-

puter homework at the Computer Access

Center

16 cliairsy no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a unique

workspace that offers everything you need

to do all ofyour computer work, in one

place, at one time We rent our facilities by

the hour or semester for as long as you

need them, right in the center ofAmherst.

Finally you've got an alternative to using

your school's crowded facilities or renting

a terminal for the whole semester

The Access Center has it all; 16 work sta

tions fully equipped with computers and

terminals, complete modem systems that

allow you to tie-in to Cyber VAX or any

other mainframe that you have the access

code for, on-site letter quality and dot-

matrix printers for instant print-outs, and

experienced and knowledgeable computer

pros always on duty to help you.

Of course, the best part is that at Computer

Access Center you don't have to waste pre-

cious time standing in line. Now you can

plan ahead and reserve time on a terminal

that will be waiting just for you.

So what are you waiting for? Call today

and see for yourselfhow easy and inexpen-

sive renting time on a computer can be.

COMPUTER f\l^\^^^^^ CENTER INC
ON SITE HOUIII.Y/SEMESTER RENTALS 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst MA (in left rear of Peter Pan terminal building)

Mon.-Thurs 9am-10pm,Fri.-Sat 9am-6pm,Sun. 10am-6pm

Z FREE HOURS OF COMPirraiR TMOB '

Call today, mention this ad and use one of our

computers for two hours at no cost!

Offer good during business hours Monday

through Friday until Octot>er 1 5th

Food, food and

more food
By LISA STRATUULY
Collegian Stall

New students on campus will immediately discover that

to keep a student stomach in good working order, periodic

"D.C. relief is necessary, which many students seek

through other lood options on campus.

The Campus Center otters many opportunities lor

students to seek such rebel. For example, the Hatch,

located near the Campus Center Cralt Shop, is well

prepared to meet most student cravings. Its wide menu

variety, includes pasta, subs, deh sandwiches, a salad bar,

griJI items and a tuU service bar. Sunday brunches and

Sunday evening dinner specials are tentatively planned by

Kichard Fllis, director ol Campus Center Food Services.

The Campus Center Coliee Shop, which oilers a variety ot

breaklast, lunch and snack items, may include basket lood,

such as Iried chicken or lishn chips this semester, Ellis

said.

The Blue Wall Caleteria leatures a soup and salad bar,

dell sandwiches and hot entrees. The Blue WaU bar is also

open tor alcohohc drinks in the alternoon.

•yuickie Lunch", located on the 10th lloor ol the Campus

Center, provides last lunches which include soups, .salads

and sandwiches.

II the cafeteria atmosphere is too much to bear, the lop ol

the Campus restaurant is a nice change. Lunch ranges

anywhere Irom $3.50 to $7. The TOC oilers a meal ex

change program lor students on the meal plan. Students

will receive mtormational llyers with details about the

program in September, Ellis said. The TUC also gives all

University students a 15 percent discount oil ot entrees

except lor the meal exchange program.

Other snack bars not associated with the Campus Center

include Hampden, Worcester and Whitmore snack bars.

All three serve the same menu in dilierent rotations and

are managed by Shirley Stallord, director ot Food Ser-

vices. New daily specials available lor under $2 will include

one grill item. Irench tries and a choice ol coliee or soda.

The snack bars will also oiler Iruit salads, diet plates and

raw vegetables this semester, along with croissant and

pita pocket sandwiches. Ice cream, Irappes, sundaes,

candy bars and popsicles are oliered, said CoUeen

Turonsha, manager ol the Hampden snack bar.

Then there's always Dominos, which delivers.
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('ullegian ph<>t<> by Andy Heller

Something new:
Returning
students will be
pleasantly sur-
prised by the

recently opened
Young Meadow
Farm, a horse
breedingfarm.

College Supplies

of all kinds
Greeting Cards,

Stationary

Newspapers &
Magazines

at

Center is open

to assist women
Hy TAAKA tDEN HUFFMAN
(.'ollegian Stall

The Kverywomans Center (EWC) at the University ol

Massachusetts, about to begin its 12th year, oilers women

and men in the community a variety ol workshops, support

groups, counselmg services, lectures, and general in

tormation.

"There's a lot ol misunderstanding about what a woman's

center is," said Terry Fuentes, a coordinator at EWC.

"Many men think it's just a center lor lesbians."

Counselor/advocate Kathy Alexander said EWC is a

resource center and a support center. "The gamut ol

services we provide is phenomenal." she said. "It's a great

place lor bonding and networking."

EWC serves 16,000 campus and community women

annually in telephone calls and walkins alone, according to

.^quiia Ayana. the public relations and outreach coor

dinator. This number does not include the people who

attend the 200 or more workshops, conlerences. resource

lairs, and support groups provided by the center, Ayana

said.

Suzanne Slater, coordinator ol a workshop to begin late

September titled 'Am I A Feminist? " described 'leminism'

as "a very charged word. " The workshop will deal with

delinitions ol leminism and the dilierence between white

and third world women's view ol feminist thought.

"iVarious delinitions) have lett a lot ol women wondering

whether they want to be identilied as leminists, "
Slater

said.

"The Everywoman's Center is a world ol information

under one rool," Fuentes said. Fuentes is the Women's

Admission and General Educational Support (WAGES)
program coordinator. The WAGES program is an

academic and personal support system lor women who are

ire entering school alter being away trom the academic

community lor ten or more years.

Beginning this tall there will also be a graduate WAGES
program lunded by the graduate student senate. "Women
and men are missing out by not being aware ol what's

available at the Everywoman's Center," Fuentes said.

Ayana said the Center, located in Wilder Hall, will be

oflering numerous programs this lall including a battered

women's group, a divorced and separated women's group,

an eating disorders group, and a general women's support

group beginning in October.

Amherst provides a number of services and organiz-

tions aiding the women's community. The following is a

partial Hst of their names and telephone numbers:

University of Massachusetts

Police Emergency — 545-3111

24-Hour Rape Hotline - 545-2677

The Everywoman's Center — 545-0883

Everywoman's Center Hotline for Victims

of Violence - 545-0800

Orchard Hill/Central Women's Area - 546-4825

Northeast Women's Center - 545-0290

Third World Women's Center - 546-6642

Sou^west Women's Center — 546-0626

Women's Studies Program — 545-1558

Childcare Office - 545-1566

Lesbian Union - 545-3409

Affirmative Action Office — 545-3464

Women's Issue Team - 545-0342

Student Center for FMucation

and Advocacy — 540-0341

Amherst

Police Emergency 911

Women's Center at College - 253-9221

(14 Grosvenor House)

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.. Amherst
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Welcome to UMass
By Chancellor

Joseph Duffey
I want to welcome you to the Amherst

campus of the University of Massachusetts

and to extend to you my personal greetings

and best wishes for your success.

This is, I know, a time of great anticipa-

tion and excitement for you. But it may
also be a time of some reasonable uncer-

tainty — perhaps even anxiety. I am sure

you wonder, as new students, what to ex-

pect. By now you have visited the campus
and have been introduced to the new en-

vioronment. But new can also be different

for many of you, and that may raise many
questions. Obviously, 1 cannot predict how

you will fare in the new writing or math
programs, nor can I answer the larger

question: how will the upcoming years at

the University affect your individual lives,

define and serve your goals? What I can do

is give you my impressions of the Universi-

ty as a relative newcomer myself, and in

general tell you what to expect, and how
best to maximize your ex()erience here.

First of all, it is important for you tc;

understand that you are an integral part of

what you will find here. Being who you are

has everything to do with how the Univer-

sity itself evolves over the years. As new
students, you bring energy, enthusiasm,

high expectations, and valuable educational

and social experience to this institution and

to each other. You come from diverse cities

w.^:,x.:•:.^^:^.:•:^^.:•:•:•:•^:•l•ll:•l•I•l•I•^!•I•I•I•!•I•I•I•I•Iv!•^^I•^^

Being who you are has
everything to do with how the

University itself evolves over the

years. As new students, you br-

ing energy, enthusiasm, high ex-

pectations, and valuxihle educa-

tional and social experience to

this institution and to each
other.

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey
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id to\ from •ffiTT^and towns: from across tne com-
monwealth, from 40 other states and 20

foreign countries. You have different

religions and socio-economic backgrounds.

And in general your interests and your
reasons for attending the University

reflect the times and the culture in which
we live. Among recent entering classes,

fewer students seem to be as motivated to

attend colege just to make more money, for

instance. This may reflect the opinion that

money is not the most important reward
for pursuing a Bachelor's degree. Or it may
indicate a greater interest on your part in

academic, personal, or career satisfaction.

Even more encouraging is how current

students tend to feel about themselves and

their ability. More entering students than

ever before believe that they have a very

good chance of completing a Bachelor's

degree, of making at least a B average, and
of being satisfied with UMass. Will you

new students continue to reflect this ap-

parent feeling of confidence and ac-

complishment? Again, only you know that,

but perhaps it would be good for you to

know that you have made a good beginning

already; you can and should be proud of

your admission to the University. The pro-

cess was highly selective: your combined
SAT scores overall are 100 points above

the national average. This means that you
are joining other top students in the nation.

This also means that you new students as

a whole may have more of an interest in

making this experience what you want it to

be. You worked harder than any class

before you for admission and you won. Let

that sense of personal pride and worth
carry over to be invested in what will be

your alma mater. I encourage each of you
entering freshman and transfer students —
you who are more than 5,000 strong — to

find out as much as you can about what this

institution has to offer you, and the tradi-

tion and history upon which all this abun-

dance rests.

Did you know that we started as an

agricultixral college, and in 1867, college of-

ficials opened the doors for the first time to

just 56 students who had access to just four

teachers and four buildings? We now have

over 19,500 undergraduate students, 150

buildings, and 1400 faculty. We have 90

undergraduate programs for you to choose

from on this campus alone, and you have

almost every imaginalbe option for shaping

your own education: by incorporating a full

complement of electives, by choosing to do

honors work, by electing to do a minor or

certificate program, or by adding an in-

ternship or other fieldwork into your

studies. Academic activities at all three of

our campuses — here in Amherst, the Har-

bor campus in Boston, and the Medical

School in Worcester — are also sup-

plemented by academic, research, and ser-

vice programs available to you off-campus.

Our Five College cooperative program
also provides unique opportunities in a con-

sortium with Amherst, Hampshire, Smith,

and Mount Holyoke Colleges, University

students can take courses and attend ex-

tracurricular events on any of these cam-

puses. We have free buses U) make it easier

for you to do so. You not only have access

:•^!^•!^
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College is the ideal place to ex-

periment and then decide.

Assume that you may become
frustrated with your courses,

your major, that you may not be

able, right away, to get what you
want. Have patience, per-

sistence, and stamina.

to our 4,143 course offerings and to our

fine faculty and student body, but also to

theirs. You can also spend a semester or a

year at schools in other states, or abroad,

through our many fine exchange pro-

grams. We have international exchange

agreements with about 40 foreign institu-

tions, from Australia to China, from

Yugoslavia to Finland. You can find out

more about these programs through the

undergraduate advisors at the College of

Arts and Sciences, or from the Office of In-

ternational Programs. It is not too early to

start considering these possiblities. Indeed,

you may want to use just such an oppor-

tunity as motivation, a reason to work hard

and continue to excel.

This brings me to a very important point:

as I've indicated already, the coming year

will be just what you mjike it. You have the

responsibility to make sure you are getting

what you need both academically and

socially. Take intellectual risks. If you are a

top student, then try honors work —

challenge yourself. Find out about joining

the debating team, a langauge club, or stu-

dent government. If you are having pro

blems choosing a major, or finding a sense

of direction, there are many people here to

help you: the faculty, fellow students,

heads of residences, the Career Counseling

and Development Service, the
undergraduate and special programs ad-

visors. Use them. But also be reassured in

knowing that only about half of you decided

on a major already, and many of that

number will change their minds one or

more times. The rest of you are undecided,

and that's good. College is the ideal place

to experiment and then decide. Assume

that you may become frustrated with your

courses, your major, that you may not be

able, right away, to get what you want.

Have patience, persistence, and stamina.

Living in a residence hall is a big adjust-

ment. While it is important for you in this

regard, as in all others, to be your own per-

son, it is also necessary for you to have

respect for others, to be sensitive to your

roomate's need for quiet and order, and to

observe the rules and regulations of dor-

mitory life. Do not, in essence, vandalize or

foul your own nest.

Living in Amherst may also be a big ad-

justment for you. Yo will be part of a 1 ,200

acre campus, a small "city" of 25,000

situated in a New England town of about

33,000. Many of you will find part-time

work in the town and surrounding area,

and probably all of you, at one time or

another, will patronize local business and

visit the nearby farms, orchards, mountain

look-outs, and pass tobacco barns and

pumkin fields. Take the time to explore;

the local history and cultural offerings are

here for the taking. Emily Dickinson's

house is in town, and some of her

manuscripts and her grave-site are here,

too. W.E.B. DuBois' homestead is close by

in Great Barrington, and his invaluable

papers are important not only to our

library — which has over one million

volumes, by the way — but to scholars and
students all over the world.

It is the University's purpose that you
become useful and productive members of

society and the nation's workforce. This
Iv^"^^^:•:•V.^^v.v/.v.•A^>.M.»X^^^^^^^•.^•>.'.'.r•.•.•.•'.'.

You have much to be optimistic

about. You are poetentially the

strongest class yet to enter an in-

stitution that offers one of the

best educations in the nation,

and employers and educators
know that.

\^-'-'-'

does not mean necessarily that professional

eductions are better than educations in the
art and sciences. On the contrary, because
technology is revolutionizing so many pro-

fessions at a rapidly changing pace, it is all

the more important to cultivate your basic

competencies in language and log^c,

analysis and evaluation, imaginative and
creative expression, self-exploration and
realization.

This is a time for being willing and open
to learning; new ideas, new ways, new peo-

ple will affect the evolution of your per-

sonal system of values. That need not to be
frightening or overwhelming for either you
or your parents, because at the same time
you will be learning the self descipline re-

quired for individual research, the social

skills acquired in residence halls and on in-

tramural playing fields, and issues of civili-

ty in every aspect of campus life. And
again, there is always someone ready and
able to help you if you need to be helped.

I feel very good about you, all of you, and
looking ahead for the next few years, I can
assure you that you have much to be op-

timistic about. You are potentially the

strongest class yet to enter an institution

that offers one of the best educations in the

nation, and employers and educators know
that. The Massachusetts economy is today
what we call "knowledge intensive." That
simply means that we have a high regard
for our intellectual resources and know
how to put them to work. This environment
provides a favorable climate for the growth
of the high technology industry in

Massachusetts which has insulated this

state from the worst ravages of the recent
economic recession.

Over the next decade Massachusetts will

create over 300,000 new jobs. What is call-

ed "high tech" will account for much of

that growth. But that is only part of the

picture. Our other industries, such as tradi-

tional manufacturing, health care, educa-

tion, communication.s, construction, and
tourism, will continue t(j develop and ex-

^^^^^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\m ••••••>•>>*••• **^^^^T\.

All of you will leave here chang-

ed in fundamental ways, richer

in both social and intellectual

skills. You are not simply

tourists in this new place. You
are vriemhers of a new communi-
ty-

Despite any initial uncertainties, I can

assure you that most of you will begin en-

during friendships here. Most of you will

sample several academic majors before fin-

ding the one which suits your individual

strengths and personality. All of you will

leave here changed in fundamental ways,

richer in both social and intellectual skills.

You are not simply tourists in this new
place. You are members of a new communi-
ty, a community of teachers and learners

which attempts to improve the quality of

life for those who dwell within it as well as

beyond it. Membership in this community
requires responsiblities but it also offers

significant rewards.

Our name, the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, will in the

future be linked with yours. You have some
control over what that association will

mean to you and to others. You also have

the right to expect things from us — from

other students, from faculty and staff. You
have the right to expect good role models,

good teaching, and a safe and supf)ortive

environment in which to live and study.

You are fortunate to be in a state and

region which values education and has a

long history of citizen involvement. You
have the right to demand that leaders in

government and education work hard to

safeguard that education for you and for

future students.

I know that you are aware of the many
tasks which lie before you and I am confi-

dent that you are ready for the challenges.

Welcome to the University of

Massachusetts!

Joseph Duffey is chancellor of UMass,

Amherst.

Who's idio?

As Chanc5ea<M' of tiie University of

Masasachusette, Joseph Duffey is ^
h^^iest ranking ofiScliaU on the Amherst
campus.
Tbit president of Uie University, David

C. Knapp, is located in Boston and he
oversees the csunpuses at Amherst,
Boston, and Worcester.
Duffey has been the UMass, AmherM;

ch&acttUor since Fall, 1^2, replacing"

former chancellor Henry Koffler.

The Board of Trustees, located in

Bostmi, is the highest governing board in

the entire UMass system.
Robert Quinn is chair of the trustees.

The state Board of Regents oversees all

pirfjlic higher educataomd institutes. The
board is aiso locateil in Boston.

David Beaii;dbiefn is th« newly a{)pcHnted

«hair of the trustees.
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AH THE COUNTRYSIDE! — The beauty of the area as seen atop Mt. Sugarloaf.

Graduate senate welcomes students
As old and new graduate students return we welcome

them and encourage participation in graduate student ac-

tivities outside of their departments.

The Graduate Student Senate is one of the formally

recognized goverance bodies on L^niversity of

Massachusetts on the Amherst campus. The GSS ad-

vocates the views and protects the interests of UMass
graduate students. It works and communicates with the

University administration and Board of Trustees as well

as with the other governance bodies.

The constitution of the Graduate Senate.- provides that

Sanjiv Dugal
senator(s) from each department be elected in September

for one year term. Representation is one senator for every

fifty graduate students or fraction thereof.

Every spring four officers for the GSS are elected. Last

Spring the President and Vice President, Sanjiv Dugal

and Christos Karastamatis respectively, were elected by

graduate students, and the Treasurer and Executive Of-

ficer, Alison Huettner and Greg Graham respectively,

were elected by the members of the senate. The four of-

ficers make up the Executive Committee which meets

weekly. This Committee reviews motions for the Senate

agenda, organizes the senate office, is in charge of

budgetary matters, and acts on behalf of the Senate to

represent graduate student interests.

The GSS budget has averaged recently around

$180,000. The money comes from the Graduate Student

Senate Tax which is the responsiblity of the Senate to

levey and administer. Each year at its Spring Budget

Meeting, the Senate, upon reviewing the recommenda-

tions of the Finance Committee, appropriates funds for a

variety of services and agencies such as: The Transit Ser-

vice, The Legal Service Office (LSO), University Child

Care, Off Campus Housing, various newspapers, and

many others. A large portion of the budget goes for the

Revenue Sharing program which returns money to

departmental graduate student organizations based upon

the number of fee paying graduate students in a program

and on attendance requirements for senat<^rs.

The Senate's most direct form of communication and in-

fluence is through positions on University Commitees,

which are constituted by the University governance bodies

and the Administration. Graduate student representation

on these committees is one of the key ways the CJSS has to

shape university policies affecting the graduate communi-

ty. In all, the GSS currently appoints representatives to

over 50 committees.

Since last year we have been printing a newsletter The
Graduate Voice which is mailed to your department ad-

dresses. Many graduate students feel that the Collegian

does not cover news and information which reflect

graduate interests. The Graduate Voiee hopes to fill that

need.

The Graduate School and the Graduate Student Senate
together sponsor the Graduate Forum which is an effort

by the graduate student community to develop a better

climate for intellectual and social exchange. The Forum in-

vites outstanding memliers from the academic, profes-

sional and artistic communities to speak before a small

inter-disciplinary audience of graduate students. We in-

vite suggestions and names of noted speakers from
graduate students.

The Graduate Senate meets every other week during
the academic year, but the office is staffed every day. For
assistance with a problem or question or for further infor-

mation about committees, revenue sharing, elections,

meetings, funded agencies, or anything else, call or drop
by the GSS office. Room 919 Campus Center, 545-2896 or

545-2897.

Sanjiv Dugal is president of the Graduate Student Senate

Students are important asset for town
To Students of the University of Massachusetts:

Welcome or welcome back.

When the Collegian editor invited me to greet you, she

said, "Amherst plays a crucial role in students' lives."

Students also play a crucial role in Amherst life. Citizens

and residents of the Town of Amherst dearly love our

town, and students make our town what it is. The quiet

summer here is a welcome break, but the activity and ex-

citement that you bring to Amherst is what we thrive on.

Barry L. Del Castilho

Most of you are now residents of the Town of Amherst

because you do, in fact, reside here for most of the year.

Many of you will want to register to vote. The Town
Clerk and her staff will go out of their way to help you

register to vote. There are, however, legal and practical

considerations. The registration deadline for the

November 6 election is October 9 at 10 pm. Watch for on-

campus registration sessions, or contact the Town Clerk

at 253-9382 if you want more information about on-

campus registration sessions.

WTien the State Census is taken in early 1985,

remember that you are a resident of the Town of

Amherst even if you happen to be in your former

hometown or elsewhere on January 1, 1985.

Use the Jones Library, register for programs offered

by the Leisure Services and Supplemental Education

Department, volunteer for work with the Council on Ag-

ing or other agencies.

You will see the Amherst Fire Department responding

on campus to fire alarms and medical emergencies. They

are dedicated and well-trained people, and some of your

fellow students are on Engine 3 and sometimes on Am-
bulance 13.

If you don't know about the SAP, you'll hear about it

soon. But the Amherst Police Department is as much a

provider of services as it is an enforcer of laws. Amherst

officers are good people helping good people.

We are not the stereotyped town government. Get to

know us if you have an opportunity. Join us in serving

this great town.

Good luck in the coming year.

Barry L. Del Castilho is the Town Manager ofAmherst.

Get involved with the student senate
Every year as we return to school, we plan our agenda lor

the fall semester. I would like to offer one possible

alternative that I teel is worth your while. The student

senate at the University of Massachusetts represents

Chris Sullivan
18,000 undergraduates. It allocates over $1.8 million of

students' money to various student organizations. It is

made up of 120 student senators who have a lot of

responsibility. To make it the best we can, though, we

need your help. It takes only a few hours a week, but gives

you valuable experience while you help shape the future of

our university.

This year students face many potential problems on

campus. There is a renewed threat of a tuition hike. The

Code of Student Conduct, a document which outlmes the

rules and regulations for students, is being re-written for

the first time in live years. I'm sure you ail know of

someone who has had discipline problems, this document

will affect most of these proceedings. The SGA con-

stitution is being considered by the Board of Trustees, and

this gives the SGA its authority. The University will be

starting $25 million in renovations for the campus, and

students should help decide what is done. With all of these

issues, the senate needs your support.

The senate and students have made a difference. Our

SGAworks
for students
Welcome to UMass. We hope you will take advantage of

the many resources and opportunities that await you here.

One of the things that make UMass a unique place is its

Student Government Assocation.

Since the late 1960s, the UMass SGA has been known as

one of the largest and most effective student governments
in the nation.

The SGA is in charge of allocating the $1.8 million Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund. The Student Senate funds stu-

dent groups, sports clubs. Third World organizations, con-

certs, speakers and many other campus events.

The senate is also the main policy-making Ixxly for

students at UMass. It debates legislation and resolutions

dealing with issues of importance to students, such as tui-

tion hikes, academic grievance priK'edure, campus safety,

and sexual harassment.

Because of its control of Student Activities funds and its

dedication to student rights, the SGA is an extremely ef-

fective organization.

The UMass Administration acknowledges the SGA as

an extremely effective organization.

Jim Keller/Rick Patrick

The UMass Administration acknowledges the SGA as
representatives of the student body, and is aware that

SGA members will not hesitate to act if student rights are
in danger of being violated.

One of the SGA's strengths is the diversity of its

membership. Any student can run for senate or volunteer

in one of the SGA's many offices. The SGA is committed
to combatting oppression on campus; the Third World and
Women's Caucuses exist to insure that women's and
minority issues are addressed, and that all students are
adequately represented.

The SGA Presidents are elected annually, in the spring.

This year. Rick Patrick is the campus president, and Jim
Keller is the student Trustee. The campus president is

charged with representing student interests to the campus
community and administration. Rick and his staff have

worked this summer to successfully restore athletic pro-

gram cuts, increase student employment, and improve

campus safety, among other issues.

The student trustee is the only student who is a full

voting member of the Board of Trustees. The Trustees are

the top governing IxKiy of UMass, so Jim's position is a

very important one. It's his respMmsiblity to make sure

that student needs are communicated to the Trustees, and

that students are kept aware of Trustee decisions that af-

fect them, such as tuition and fee increases.

The president's office is charged with adv(X!at;ng stu-

dent concerns as they arise. We plan to write regularly in

the Collegian to inform students of the i.ssues we are work-

ing on.

We would also like to hear from students who have con-

cerns opinions or grievances they think we could help

with. Students are welcome to stop by the President's Of-

fice at 406E Student Union, or call 545-0341.

Senate elections will be held in October; students in-

terested in running should pick up a petition in the Stu-

dent Union, room 420. And if you haven't done it. register

to vote in the upcoming state and federal elctions.

Students must make sure that their voices are heard.

We hope you will make the most out of your remaining

years here, and encourage you to become active m the

SGA
Jim Keller and Rick Patrick are the SGA Co-Presidents.

record over the past year shows this. First, Chancellor

Joseph Duffey proposed a $50 tuition hike. Students, led

by the SGA President's Office, responded and the proposal

was defeated. The senate ran a voter registration drive

that registered a record number of students. Again in the

spring a tuition hike was proposed. The Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy and the Public

Policy Committee successfully cut the rise in half. The

SGA led a move to change the University's policy and it

now allows the University to do business with Student

Controlled Businesses.

The senate supports many organizations and provides

many services to students. We offer free legal services to

students, furnish an Off Campus Housing Office to help

student tenants, a radio station and many others. To
continue aiding these wganizations we need student in-

volvement. I hope you will consider the option of running

for the Undergraduate Student Senate; it may make your

semester a lot better.

Chris SulUvan is Speaker of the Undergradvate Student

Senate.
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Dining Commons

MEAL TIMES /^

CAU'^MfNU<

WORCESTER, HAMPSHIRE \^v'|,

{open 7 days a MteM.)

BAfcofe^oAi - 7:00 am to 10:30 am

Lunch ll-.lSamto 2:00 pm

VinneA- 4:00 pm to 6:30 pm

FRANKLIN, BERKSHIRE
{optn 7 days a w>eefe)

Lunch 10:30 am to 2:00 pm

Vinmn 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm

HAMPPEN
{ope.n Monday thfioagh F\A.day]

KoiheA VinneAS 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm

WEIX^ONE
from

Concessions

University

Food
ervices

IF "YOU ARE NOT ON A MEAL PIAN YOU CAN

PURCHASE MEALS SEPARATELY GR BUY

STRIP TICKETS.

Cash Prices

Breakfast $2.00

Lunch $3.50

Dinner $4.50

Strip Prices

5-Day Breakfast Strip $ 9.00

5-Day Lunch Strip $15.75

5-Day Dinner Strip $20. 25

5-Day Kosher Strip $24.76

Munchys

Hours

:

The convenience store— a good

place to pick up those little

foods and sundry items.

Hampden and Franklin also

offer hot coffee, doughnuts

and sandwiches.

Worcester and Franklin 8 AM - 9 PM

Hampden 7 AM - 9 PM

SnSCk BBPS in three locations:

WORCESTER open 7 AM - ^ PM

WHITMORE opt-n 7 AM - 4 PM

HAMPDEN open 8 AM - Midnight

Serving full breakfasts, hot lunches, complete

sandwich and snack selections. Take-out bakery

offers pastries and decorated cakes to order.

All are baked fresh in our Campus Bake Shop.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WFEK.

No time

to lose!

Prices good
thru Sat.,

Sept. 8th

Gallop on down to C & C for these specials!

i

BUD o MILLER
SUITCASES

24 loose A^/\ Qr-
12 oz. cans V IU S/O

plus deposit

BECK'S $4.25
6-PACK plus deposit

Light or Dark 12-oz cans

REUNITE
Red, White or Rose Wine

ML v^-oD
Gallo Premium Wines

1.5 Liters vO . 45/
FREIXENET CORDON NEGRO

Spanish Sparkling ^ m ^f\
White Wine, 750 ML ^£| , 5jy

THE MINIMUM DEPOSIT
INOUR NEW CASH ACCOUNT ISA

NICE ROUND NUMDER.

The plain truth is, a checking account can
be a good deal when you maintain the

minimum balance.

But, if you drop below the minimum, it's

not as good because you get charged.

That's why Shawmut has created the

Cash Account. Here's how it works: Instead

of using checks to get cash, you simply use

your Shawmut Card. (Eliminating checks
lets us eliminate the minimum balance.)

What's more, your Shawmut Card is good
at dozens of locations across Massachusetts.

You only pay one dollar a month for ser-

vice, and 25 cents every time you use your

Card. So, by using your Card only when
you need to, you control your service

charges, not the bank.

So, stop at your local Shawmut Hamp-
shire County Bank office and open your

Cash Account. Because if you've been look-

ing for a better way to bank with less

money, we've got your number.

Shawmut
Bank of Hampshire County. nla.

Look to us for direction.

All Specials in Store Cash Prices

VODKA ,E„§4.9a I >'li<>;iiui I'hxl" t>y Anily Hfller

C & C LIQUORS
61 Main Street, Amherst 253-3091

Free Off-Campus Delivery - $15 minimum

BUGS, GO AWAY — This worker sprays for bu^s
near the Young Meadow Horse Breeding Farm.

Get a head start on the school year— fill out a CASH ACCOUNT eppllcatlon today! You
can sign up at the Murray D. Lincoln Center, Monday through Friday, September 3-7 and
September 10-14, between 9:00 and 4:30. You only need $5.00 to open your own CASH
ACCOUNT!

Mrmbrr FhlC. Kqual MousmK l.rndri

7^

' - *

-r4*<

"^.12

U >^
! A^

r^^is

Looking for House
Plants ?

This is the place.
The largest selection of Tropical

Foliage Plants in the Area.

Visit our Greenhouse

Montgomery Florist
Rt. 9 Hadley 584-3798

across from Burger King

Bring: in this ad with student ID

Receive 10% off plant purchases
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ifLiving in this city
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Students benefit in the first few weeks of school because

many area merchants offer "welcome back" sales and

have other kinds of specials.

The Hampshire Mall, accessible by the PVTA, is offer-

ing a free giveaway the first week of school to entice

students to shop early and often. Anyone purchasing over

$15 worth of merchandise at the mall stores can receive a

free calculator, according to the mall's Marketing Director

Susan Weinstein.

Weinstein said the beginning of school in the Amherst

area is "a very big time for the retail industry as a whole,"

and it is not all because of the increase in the student

population. The students force an increase in other con-

sumers in the area from faculty to other University

employees.

While businesses benefit from the students coming back,

not everything is golden when they return. In past years

problems have surrounded the opening of the school year.

One of the most memorable is the year of the "great water

shortage."

It was a hot, muggy labor day weekend back in 1980

when the campus got ready to welcome students back to

the area. Everything seemed to be going according to

plan, except one small problem developed; Amherst was

running out of wat^r.

As quickly as they came, students were sent home until

the problem was worked out.

This year, according to Amherst Town Manager Barry

DelCastilho there is enough water as to prevent any recur-

rence of the problem of four years ago.

So Amherst changes from a quiet, kind of mellow town

to a bustling cultural and entertainment center for both

UMass and the other 5 College area students. And this

transformation takes only a few days.

A week ago, the streets had a few cars on them, the

parking lots were almost empty. There were no lines out-

side Delano's or the Pub, and the pace was slow and

carefree.

Seven days later, it is a different world, and the tiny

town of Amherst changes as a city grows right smack in

the center of it. A city that for the next nine months
becomes home to thousands from other cities and towns,

but who now are residents of the city of UMass, Amherst
that is.

"IheBtttaumfteFeei"
Try Our New
Buffet Menu

and Lunch Special

Mon - Thurs
' 5 pm - 8 pm

Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

'^ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.95 per person

MENU
Fi»»i, Muthfoom, with Beet

Shnmp homemade »tv)e

Sweet h Sour Chicken

Chinese Barbequed Pork

Pan Fned Ravioli

2B»-0a51

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce
Chicken Fried Noodles

Chicken Fingers

Chicken Wings
Fried Ricp

Lonchaon Special Cr Taka-Out Sarvioa
Full Cocktail Manu

Sun Thur* 11:30 am 10 pm
Fri & Sat 1130 am 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rta 9, Amharst

Campus
Card.

Welcome, University of Massachusetts students!

Nu ni.ittfr wh.1t yi'ur s*h»'dulr or wurkliMd f- you i.m ni>vv

do your K^nkinn »K A nr.irby X-Press 24 Tht-rr s only onr

1.1 rd th.1t lets you dii .ill your reguLir Kinking .it more th.in

500 X Press 24s .iround M.iss.iihusrtls— the B.iyB.inks

X Press 24" Cird

To get your cird. iust visit our Amherst Olfite .it 75 E.isl

Ple.is.int Street fod.iy liXik for us in the Rreen .ind white

tent there

Vou'll receive Free C.impus Gifts when you i>pen your

uiount

T>ySomething Better
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Getdowntobusiness fester.

Withthe BA-35.
If there's one thing business

students have always needed,

this is it: an affordable, busi-

ness-oriented calculator.

The Texas Instruments

BA-35, the Student Business

Analyst.

Its built-in business

formulas let you perform

complicated finance,

accounting and statistical

functions - the ones that

usually require .i lot ot time

and a stack vS. rcterencc books

like present and future value

C 1^81 Tcx.i* InMnimrn*^

calculations, amortizations

and ballcxm payments.

The BA-35 means you

spend less time calculating,

and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place

of many.

The calculator is just part

(^f the package. You also get

a book that follows most

business courses: the Busines.*;

Aruih'St (juidt'fiook. Business

professors helped us write it,

t<i help you get the most out

ot calculator and classroom

A powerful combination.

Think business. With

the BA-35 Student

Business Analyst.

Texas
Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.

if The valley's sights and sounds
.Continued from page S

charge with picnic grounds available.

Chances are we'll be lucky enough to be

plagued by Indian Summer. In that case.

Putters Pond, in North Amherst, the water

slide at Mount Tom, Holyoke, and canoe

rides on the Connecticut River are nice cool

oft and relief measures.

U you want that apple a day to keep the

doctor away, it's prime time tor apple

picking. Orchards and orchards ot

macintosh, cortlands and sweet delicious

apples crowd the Valley's back yard and

you can pick them by the bushel lull. But it

you're feeling a bit more adventurous,

What ley Nouse Farm otters strawberry and
rasberry picking. Time is running short

before the last ot the best is picked.

Then it you're into frequenting lairs, this

IS your lucky week in the Valley.

Northampton's 167th Annual Three
i:ounty Fair has commenced but will

continue until Sept. 81. Daily and nightly

entertainment include the useual "tair-ish"

activities— food, lions, tigers, leopards,

rides, games, exhibits and more iood.

However, it you really want something to

write home about (and you'll never witness

this in New York or Boston) there will be a

tug ot war competition between horses and
oxes. An autothrill show, balloon

magicians, country music, and horse ranng
are also included on the agenda with the

closing ceremonies comprised ot a

demolition derby.

After this fair and you're feeling glut-

tonous, travel down Route 116 to Green-
tield and treat yourselt to the 137th Annual
Frankhn County Fair. (The town's

Chamber ot Commerce boasts that this is

the longest continuing fair in the country,

(although Northampton statistics differ.)

You'll basically tind similar events with

more agricultural exhibits and themes
geared more toward that town. They're

having a demol tion derby, too, so now's the

chance to get a head start on that compare
and contrast paper you'll enventually write

tor Rhetoric lOOC.

Both are about 20 minutes trom campus
and a small tee will provide you with an

entire day ot sights and sounds.

A hop, skip, and a jump away

Shum.wQy's
WollpQper & Point Store

Tel.

Almost everything you need for

your room or apartment.

320 College St. - Amherst

256-6753 6-6 Doily

By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

The bill has been paid, the dorm room
located. Mom and Dad left for home over

an hour ago and except for a new room-

mate you're not at all sure you like, you're

alone. As if all this weren't cause enough

for panic, the realization slowly dawns that

you are stranded in a hick town, surround-

ed on all sides by mountains, and you're

(gasp!) without wheels.

Yet, as isolated as Amherst may look in

the first few days of settling in, there are a

plethora of ways to get around, not the

least of which is the 10 year old Pioneer

Valley Transit Authority. PVTA operates

14 bus routes in the S-college area during

the school year, travelling 4100 miles and

carrying 24,000 riders every weekday.

Travel on the bus uses a no-fare system,

due to pre-paid Student Activity Fees and

local taxes.

In the early fall and spring, when the

weather is fine, many students choose to

ride bicycles and mopeds to school and into

town, locking up at the many bike racks

provided for this purpose. Then again

there's always feet; useful for walking into

Amherst, hitching or commuting from

one's parking space.

There are four parking lots still available

for dorm residents who choose to bring a

car up, and the price is right, $8 for a year.

(This may be due to the rather "far-out"

locations left at this late date — one lot is

fwhind the physical plant.) There are no

class restrictions on student vehicles.

For trips of a longer nature the Peter

Pan Bus line has a small station in

downtown Amherst, connecting this rural

town with all the points of the compass.

And if worse comes to worse, the walls

are closing in, and you've just gotta het out

of here, try an old favorite — "Scottie,

Ijeam me up!"

I ulleKiim phnto by Andy Heller

GETTING READY: Physical plant workers Bruce Parker (left) and
Tom Thornton paint area sidewialk lines in preparation for the influx of

heavy traffic.

1*

ON-CAMPUS I

VALUABLE \^tmms^ I :

JOBS

EXPERIENCE
and

TRAINING WANT
4-

4-

YOU
If you are an upperclassman or a gra(duate student, we will train you to

discuss the financial needs of your University with its alumni.

Telefund will pay $4-6 an hour for your time a few evenings a weelc. You will talk

to alumni from all walks of life, from every type of profession about the

University Alumni Fund.

Telefund is located at Memorial Hall.

Stop in and pick up an application or call us at 545-3509 if you have questions.

4-

4>

4-

4-
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SUN SYSTEMS

The Rugby Dress by Ruggedwear Ltd.

Unique design in soft cotton. Now
available in new colors from the Fall

Collection.

Rugby skirts, jerseys and an all new
boatneck top await your approval in the

Women's shop

^msttf(Ma!k^
32 Main Street • Amherst

9.00 am - 5:30 pm • 253-3361

THE ROAD TO A
COLLEGE DEGREE

IS EXPENSIVE
AIR FORCE ROTC
CANPAVE THE WAY

There are a lot of scary stories about the cost

of college education these days. Many high

school students aren't planning to attend college

because they don't have the money. BUT WAIT!

Air Force ROTC can help. With Our scholarship

programs, we will pay for your college tuition,

books, along with certain fees AND pay you

$100 per month for living expenses.

After you receive your degree you'll be eligible

for a commission as an Air Force officer. If you

can qualify, Air Force ROTC can mean a college

degree and a brighter future for you. Find out

more. For your country and yourself, make Air

Force ROTC a part of youf plans. Contact:

noTC
Gateway to o great way of life.

Welcome
Back

Students!!

I

Aren't You
Hungry? 1

I

I

Have it your

way at Hadley-

Burger King.j

^SEE THE CHANGES®

L

This coupon good for a

FREE Regular Size French Fries

with any purchase after 4 pm.

This offer not to be used with

any other coupon or offer

Expires Oct. 14, 1984

I

1

£J
-.•mi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNMliHlUililililililWllltllllinillllllllllMlllNlllimiMlllMIIIIIUHItllll^^^

BICYCLE WOHLl
50 MAIN ST. REAR ^^-5-77^21

10% discount

to all

UMass students

and faculty

$20.00 off

anyne^v

hike ivith

this ad*

i

1
1

WE ARETHE ONLY SHCM> IN THE AREA |
1

FEATURING THE COMH,ETELINES
|

OF I

UNIVEGA
AND

BIANCHI CYCLES

Have some free time?

Make wayforhappyhour
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staii

It's Wednesday, right? Only two more
days until Friday and the happiest time ot

the week, happy hour.

But wait. Just like orange juice isn't lor

breakfast anymore, happy hours aren't

just tor Fridays anymore.

In tact, tor years happy hours in the
happy valley have been a seven-days-a-

week attair. And tor those students 20 and
older (soon to be 21, whew! Just made it)

it might be tough to tind the right bar to

get happy in. So what toUows is a sum-
mary ot happy Amherst.

But keep in mind that the Massachusetts

State Legislature is expected to vote

sometime in October on whether or not to

ban happy hours in the state all together.

i»unda|/— Sleep until two, then head on
over to Charlie's. They have a two-lor-one

mixed drinks trom 3 to 6 p.m. Down
several betore ordering a large cheese

pizza. Make sure you order the pizza alter

you've had a tew though— I'm not gomg to

tell you why. just take my word tor it.

Then head on over to Barsies (Bar-

salotties tor you old timers) and catch the

tail end ot their Sunday 4 to 8 p.m. happy
hour where well drinks (as opposed to

good drinks) are just $1.35.

Monday—Ah, don't you just love rainy

days and Mondays. For starters head on

over to Judies and their 3 to 6 p.m. happy

hours, where drinks are only a buck. A bit

of advice, they make a real good

manhattan, if you like New York drinks.

Then just hang around town tor a while,

catch the bus (don't drink and drive, this

has been a public service announcement
from this reporter), and head on over to

JR's or Justin Ryans, where you can catch

Monday Night Football which won't be the
same now that Howard Cosell has gone to

broadcast heaven. Dunng the game,
drafts are only 50 cents.

'I\i,esday— Skip classes this afternoon
and head down to Funny Bones where
they have 99 cent bar drinks from 1 to 7

p.m.

Then rest tor a few hours and about 10

p.m. go to Delano's and get two for one.
They make great capecodders if you're
intoNew England.
Wednesday— Start off around five at the

Hungry U, order a pizza, and catch the
end of the 3 to 6 p.m. two tor one drinks
and drafts.

Then it's time for Hub Mug night. Just
bring your Pub mug to the Pub and get it

filled for just 35 cents, all night long.
7'Aursday—Time Out time. Giant bar

drinks are just $1.65 from 4 to 8 p.m.
That's all for tonight, you've been

drinking too much this week so take the
rest of the night off.

Fridoy—Tonight's the night for

Changes, Amherst't newest bar (formerly
Poor Richards but now bigger and tietter).

If you like 99 cent drinks and video sound
you'll love Changes.
Saturday— Sleep all day and rest up for

Sunday and the t>eginning of another
happy week.

Taking the *happy' out of hour
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

In 1974 when the Massachusetts legal

drinking age was 18, the Blue Wall, the bar
in the Campus Center, broke records for

the amount of beer sold at its happy hours.

Now, the proposed national drinking age

of 21, statewide concern over the sale of

discounted drinks and the consequences of

drunken dnvmg and such measures as the

bannmg ot happy hours in Spnngtield have
prompted University of Massachusetts

Food Service officials to change the image
of the Blue Wall, and shift the emphasis
away from alcohol.

Due to recent federal legislation, all 50

states must have a uniform drinking age of

21 nationwide by 1986 or else their federal

highway funding will be terminated.

William Elmore, beverage manager for

Campus Center Food Services, said he does

not know what changes will be made at the

Blue Wall when this law is enforced.

And while Elmore said the University has
not made any committment to ban happy
houi^ at the Blue Wall, during the next few
months "there will at least be some
discussion." If the state mandates the
banning of happy hours, the Blue Wall will

oblige, he said.

"We should be prepared in case that does
come down the road, "he said.

This semester, to "downplay its happy
hour aspect" oi using alcohol to have a good
time, the Blue Wall will change the name of

its afternoon happy hours to "UMass Social

Hours", wnich will still feature live en-

teriainment and a free snack buffet with
reduced price drinks and no cover charge.

The drink specials will not be advertised,
he said.

"Other than that. " he said, "we don't plan
any major changes."

SAP ready to zap drunk drivers
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

It's past midnight and you
'decide it's time to leave the

bar and return home. You've

had one too many dnnks but

you decide to risk it and
drive home by yourself.

After all, tt 's only a half mxle

hom^.lt's lat". Nothing tviU

happen. You'U be careful.

yVo one Will hnow...but

then...SAP!

The Speed- Alcohol Patrol,

though small, has been
effective in reducing the

humt>er of serious acadents
and other alcohol -related

crimes because of people's

tear ot being apprehended
for drunk driving, according

to Amherst Police Chief

msm:
CORNER ST^ E

We'd like to introduce ourselves. . .We're Grampy's, your super-

convenience store, and we're going to be your favorite 24-hour munchie-

stop. We've got our own bakery, salad bar, a full N.Y. -style deli, plus lots

of extras like fresh sandwiches, grinders, and freshly-squeezed orange

I

juice.

Try Us.

lilililililillUilillllllllinrlilllilililiMllllllllllltllMIIHIIiKMIintlllllllllWIMlllllltlllllllttlllHm^

We're ,tfi.te-MSI£.Eiif» ?

This coupon good for a >

ICDCP RRnXA/NIFJSFREE BROWNIE
from Grampy's Corner Store

60 King St., Northampton |
offer good through Oct. 31^^ip

Open
24 Hours

60 King St.

Northampton

Donald N. Maia.

"Drivers have been more
cautious," he said. "People
have changed their drinking

and driving habits."

Maia said the patrol, whih
operates from 9 p.m. to 3
a.m. on Friday and Saturday
has three officers who watch
for irratic operation of motor
vehicles violations.

"Having officers active out

there is a deterrent to

various crimes," Maia said.

He said he welcomes media
attention because "We like

to let people know what
we're doing."

SAP will expand its en-

forcement with additional

patrols, but exact plans will

be announced in a few
weeks, Maia said.

The program began in

September 1981 after seven
people died in speed or

alcohol related accidents in

the Amherst area m seven

months.
"We had a problem. There
were a lot of accidents and
people dying. And we were
able to identity why," Maia
said. The total number of

accidents in the first eight

months of SAP's operation

were reduced by 54 percent,

according to the Amherst
Police Department Annual
Report. There was also a

reduction in the number of

alcohol -related incidents

including vandalism, minor
larcenies, assualts and
batteries, he said.

Maia said he does not

expect the first few weeks to

be very busy for SAP
because when students

return, at first they will be

more interested in hitting

the books rather than

hitting the bars. Usually

after the first football game,

business for SAP picks up.

However, Maia said, with

police officers regularly

patroling for irratic

operation of a motor vehicle

due to intoxication and the

media attention SAP has

received, people are more
careful and drive ac-

cordingly.
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ComputerWorks
VISIT OUR

NEW LOCATION
AT

t

t

t

228 TRIANGLE ST.

NEW PRODUCT LINES
:
!

SANYO 555 • EPSON QXIO • CORONA PC *

• IBM PC • NORTHSTAR'S DIMENSION •

• OLYMPIA PRINTERS •

MORE SALES PEOPLE - LARGER SERVICE AREA

SEE OUR TERMINAL RENTAL ad in news section

MONDAY - SATURDAY
10 AM -6 PM

549-7133

ROOSTERS

BIGGER
BETTER

BREAKFAST & LUNCH SPECIALS

PRICED TO FIT A STUDENT'S BUDGET

FAST-FAST-FAST SERVICE
HOME-STYLE COOKING

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
DRAFT BEER

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNTS
HANDICAP ACCESSABLE

HUGE PARKING LOT
OPEN 6-3 MON.-FRI
6-5 SAT. -SUN.

COME AND GET
THE BEST FOR LESS !

!

CALL
256 - 6888

^ ROOSTERS
! ! ONLY 1 Iz miles from Grad Research !

!
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UMass makes the move
Big changes

made in May
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staii

While the rest of the campus population was preparing for

finals or moving out, the University of Massachusetts

athletic department was making changes, big changes.

Last May, seven varsity sports men's and women's golf,

tennis, wrestling, were dropped to club sport status. With

the estimated $75,000 saved by this move, the remaining

varsity sports were given increased aid.

F"'our sports, football, men's and women's basketball and

men's lacrosse, are expected by the athletic department to

compete on the national level and win championships

within their conferences. These sports will receive the

maximum scholarship aid allowed by the NCAA.
At the next expectation level are field hockey, women's

Softball and women's lacrosse. These sports will receive

additional scholarships, but not up to the NCAA
maximum. The goal for these teams is to do well in this

''F(mT svorts, Football, men's & women's

basketball and lacrosse, are expected to com-

pete on the national level."

—UMass Athletic Department

Some questions

andanswers

>X';-:...•-•.•.•-•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.V

area of the country and to reach for national prominence.

Men's soccer, baseball, and cross country and track are

expected to be "respectable" in New England and within

the Atlantic 10 conference. They will receive limited in

creases in scholarship aid.

The third level sports, women's cross country and track,

volleyball, men's and women's gymnastics and men's and

women's swimming, will get in-state tuition waivers and

should, according to the plan, be competitive within their

leagues or divisions.

For the major sports, the figures have increased con-

siderably. The lacrosse team, long a powerhouse with only

one scholarship (which coach Richard Garber didn't use)

will get the NCAA maximum, 14 over four years. The
football team, after a poor 3-8 record last season, will go

from 58 to 70 scholarships. Both basketball teams will

remain at 15.

On the coaching level, both basketball teams had new

coaches last season, Ron Gerlufson and Barbara Stevens

and the football team will be under Bob Stull this season

after the athletic department hired him away from his

assistant position at the University of Washington, a

Division 1 power.

Both the UMass Board of Trustees and the Athletic

Council approved the overall move, but it has since been

changed.
Student Government Association co-president Rick

Patrick, angered by what he termed "unfair" demotions of

the seven sports reduced to club level, began a letter

campaign to the Trustees over the summer calling for

reinstation of the seven cut programs.

Athletes, parents, alumni and others participated in this

drive and the Trustees voted to put $75,000, the amount

redistributed, back into the athletic department to start

was has been termed a "phase out period " of two years in

which these seven sports will gradually lose funding and

become club sports. All contracts regarding coaches and

tuition wavers will be met by UMass. Sports currently at

the club level include crew and rugby.

Part of the $75,000 is expected to go toward the hiring of

a strength coach to aid in the conditioning of all UMass

athletes. Stull said last week that the position, "should be

rovtinv^'d to p. S

Collins proposes new multi-use arena
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — A new 10,000 to 12,000 seat sports arena for

the University of Massachusetts is in the planning stage

according to state representative James Collins of

Amherst.
However, UMass dean of athletics. Dr. David Bischoft,

said that any talk of a new stadium, "is just that, talk.

"

Kep. Collins has made all of the proposals thus far and the

school hasn't taken any steps."

Collins, chairman of the House Education Committee,

said that the university trustees are expected to approve

plans lor a sports complex at their December meeting.

According to Collins, the $12-$15 mUUon dollar complex

will include a basketball and ice hockey facility and a

practice rink for hockey. Presently the university does not

offer hockey as a varsity sport and has no rink.

The proposal is one of many that has included doming the

school's Alumni Stadium. The basketball facility on

campus, the 4,200 seat Curry Hicks Cage, is undergoing a

$2.3 million renovation. The basketball team has con

tracted the Springfield Civic Center for this season.

"Jim has spoken to some members of the Board of

Trustees and some UMass administration officials about

the project, " said Greg Dillard, an aide to the Amherst

Democrat who graduated from the Amherst campus.

Dillard said that the arena would be financed by the

Building Authority which in turn uses student lees.

"UMass definitely needs to upgrade its facilities," said

Dillard. 'Even with the Cage renovations the space is

needed for practices and the like. A new stadium would be

a boost to the whole Amherst area.

"

Bischoff said that although he agrees UMass needs an

arena, "The school isn't prepared to release any statement

regarding it."

"We would possibly be making an announcement

regarding an arena this fall, ' hinted Bischoff. "But Collins

hasn't contacted anyone I've spoken with, it's still just in

the very early planning stages.

"

Early opposition to the arena has come from the Student

Government Association, Co president Rick Patrick said

•A new arena is nice to have, but not at a cost to students.

We're paying millions for the Cage renovations and now

they want to build a new arena. It doesn't make sense.

"

Any plans for an arena, if approved, would just begin a

long process before completion. "It's just speculation so

far. A new arena is just in the planning stages, if that,"

noted Bischoff.

The University of Massachusetts. You think of a nice

school in the Pioneer Valley, a little liberal maybe, but aJI-

in-all a good school.

What you don't think about are the accomplishments by

UMass sporting teams. The football team went to the Divi-

sion 1-AA final in 1978 and unheralded women's teams
(soccer, field hockey and lacro.sse) have achieved national

ranking. The men's lacrosse team is another power, but

again goes unnoticed. UMass sports are not big-time.

You make your money, any athletic director will tell you,

from football and basketl)all. Television contracts, gate

revenue and vending all raise money, large amounts of it.

UMass basketball and foothaU, for the last five years

anyway, have been bad. No television, little gate revenue

and no money.

So, the athletic department has made changes. Seven

sports were dropped to club level. Men's and women's ski-

ing, golf and tennis as well as wrestling lost their aid. The
Trustees gave it back, but only for a two year "phase-out"

period. The $75,000 saved will be distributed throughout

the program.
The aim is to make UMass sports better, or else. The

football, basketball (men's and women's) and lacrosse

teams have been told to win their leagues and make na-

tional playoffs (in other words, make money). New
coaches were, in the past year, named in all of the sports

except lacrosse, the only traditionally successful program

at UMass.
But what about the athletes who played tennis, golf,

wrestled or skiied? The athletic department, the Trustees,

(Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and everyone else involved,

enthusiastically approved these plans, with little apparent

regard to these athletes or coaches.

If UMass' football team makes the division 1-AA
playoffs next season (it won't happen this year) or the

basketball teams grabs a tournament bid, these folks will

fx? proven right and the move will be remembered as a

good decision.

A lack of money, which continued losing will bring, may
mean another few sports will get cut, scholarships have to

come from somewhere and the $75,0(M) will not be there to

cut next year. Potentially UMass may become a

powerhouse, or a poorhouse.

Student Government Association co-president Rick

Patrick, who got the Trustees to give the money back for

two years, is opposed to the move.

"It isn't fair, cut some sports and give the football team

more scholarships," said Patrick. "Who decides who gets

what?"
But it just isn't football. The women's programs at

UMass have traditionally been solid and the lacrosse, field

hockey, softball and soccer teams have legitimate chances

at national titles in the next few seasons.

The men's soccer and baseball teams will gain scholar-

ships, something they never had. The track and cross

country team will be able to offer a great runner more

than just a nice campus and good faculty.

continued to p. 15

INSIDE:
The UMass football team puts the emphasis on the of-

fense as they prepare for the 1984 season under new head

coach Bob Stull P-^-

Women's soccer readies for a challenging season— p.5

Field hockey looks to be consistent p.7.

Volleyball looks to improve with veterans

returning p.l4

Water Polo team swimming to the top in New
England Pl4

Daring Yankee Conference picks pl5

"They are like mosquitos back there. You
don't have to ask them to dive. They'll go to

the floor."

—Volleyball coach Elaine Sortino on
players Debbie Cole and Tina Morello
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Gazelles named AU-American

Dennis Jackson

ii:Moves
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"should be tilled sometime
during: our season, but it's

still up in the air."

There will be no increase in

the 1.2 million it takes to run

UMass athletics, not

counting scholarships.

The key to success, athletic

director Frank Mclnererney

said are these scholarships.

"We see the increase in

scholarships as paramount

to help UMass teams attain

success. It would be good to

provide sports tor everyone,

but that is not the reality ol

college athletics. We think

this is, and we expect

Massachusetts to return to

the excellence it once en-

joyed, " said Mclnerney.

The Harber fund for

scholarships almost went
under in 1973 but the ad

dition of $1 million from

television appearances by

the football team helped

bring it back. That fund is

now down to $460,000 after

having to cover deficits in

scholarships.

The Barber Fund gets

$466,000 annually. This is

made up $250,000 from the

athletic trust fund. $101,000

from football and basketball

gate receipts. $50,000 from

vending at games. $65,000

from alumni, and $76,773

from tuition waivers. This

past school year
scholarships come
$467.73. just over

alloted amount.

This year, the expected

cost is $623,495 ($157,000

more than set aside) and the

waiver costs bring that

amount to $214,000. 1986

costs are estimated to again

climb higher and may leave

the Barber Fund in the red,

meaning programs would

have to be cut. unless better

football and basketball

teams bring increased

revenue, which according to

the plans, they should be

able to do with improved

teams.

After the period of

dissapointmenls that have

characterized UMass sports

(only the lacrosse team and

the swimming and water

polo teams had winning

seasons for the men's

sports), changes had to be

made.
If UMass is ready to reach

the level oif success it en-

joyed in the 60's and 70's the

scholarships were needed,

but as Patrick said, "Who
decided that the seven

sports cut had to be cut?

There has to be money
available somewhere, it's a

matter of finding it.

Hopefully somethted out."

saw
to

the

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Pam Meryl and Carol Proguiske, two

standouts from the University of

Massachusetts' women's lacrosse team,

were named first team Ail-Americans for

the second straight season.

Moryi led the Gazelles in scoring for the

third consecutive season as UMass advanc-

ed to the Final Four at Boston University.

UMass lost in the semifinals to Maryland,

9-3, Progulske, an Amherst resident, earn-

ed Ail-American honors for her defensive

work. Moryl scored 51 goals and racked up

15 assists in 16 games.

Dennis Jackson, a former University of

Pennsylvania assistant, has been named

assistant basketball coach at UMass.

Jackson, 36, will replace current assis-

tant Al Wolejko for the full-time position.

Jackson played for Florida A&M in the

late 60s and has held assistantships at his

alma mater, UFenn ad Monmouth College

in New Jersey. He also was the head coach

of the Junior College of Albany team in

1978 While at Penn. Jackson saw the

Quakers run up a 81-38 record that includ-

ed a trip to the Final Four in 1979.

Todd Comeau and Angelo Salustri have

iK'en named co-captains of the UMass

baseball team.

Comeau, a linebacker for the Minutemen

football team, earned all-New England

honors this past season with a .372 batting

average and a team record 55 hits. Salustri

hit .322.

Perry Seale and Karl Hatton, both

juniors, were named co-captains of the

UMass lacrosse team. The Gorillas finished

tenth in the nation with an 8-4 record last

spring. Gerry Moreau was chosen most

valuable player after a goals against

average of 7.3 and a save percentage of

.642 in the UMass net. Barry Cain finished

out a fine career for the Gorilla's by being

selected to play in the annual North-South

all-star game at John Hopkins University.

On the women's basketball front, UMass
coach Barbara Stevens has landed a

quintet of quality players for this season.

Laura Boucher, a 5-7 guard from

Westwood, averaged 14 points in high

school and can run the offense. Susan Bur-

toft, a Lincoln-Sudbury High product,

averaged 18 points and 15.2 rebounds (and

nine blocks) as a senior. Canadian Joanne

Dupuis brings a 11 p<iint average to

UMass. Tara Lewis, a 5-9 forward, is also a

scoring machine, having averaged 32

points for East Hartford's George Penney

High. Juanita Andrews, a 5-10 transfer

from Middlesex Community College, is the

final recruit.
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Minutemen go on the offensive

Tailback George Barnwell returns for the University of

Massachusetts along with...

Stull promises

"exciting football

UMass at a glance
Last season: 3-8

Returning Lctterraan:26
Lettermen Lost: 14

Type of Offense: Spli L back

Type of Defense: 52

Returning Starters

Offense

Player Pes. Ht. Wgt. Year

Jim Simeone QB 6-2 220 Jr.

Don Day LT 6-1 260 Sr.

Vince Reppert LG 6-2 256 Jr.

Ken jRunge C 6-1 248 Sr.

Tom McEvilly RG 6-0 247 Jr.

Mike Briggs OT 6-2 245 Jr.

Bon Simeone SE 6-0 195 Sr.

George Papoutsidis P-K 6-1 200 Jr.

Defense

Dave Cavanaugh LB 6-4 230 Jr.

Kevin Brown LB 6-2 215 Jr.

Peter Tracy NG 6-2 255 Sr.

Todd Comeau LB 6-0 236 Sr.

Michael Favreau LB 6-0 236 Sr.

Chris Wood CB 5-10 200 Jr.

Glenn HoWen FS 6-2 197 Sr.

Rod Turner CB 6-2 195 Jr.

EVERYTHINGYOUAUMRirSWillTED IN ABBILAND LES& c 984 Mier Brewing co Milwaukee, Wl

by PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Don't expect miracles, but the 1984 University of

Massachusetts football team will be better, much better.

"I promise you one thing, we'll be exciting," said new

head coach Bob Stull. "If we execute our offense like it's

planned then we'll be a tough team, it's just a matter of

concentration."

Stull came to UMass from the University of Washington

where he was the offensive coordinator under Don James.

The Huskies were characterized by their passing attack

under James ana Stull and the Minutemen seem to be

heading the same way.

"There are some talented receivers on this team," said

Stull, "It's just a matter of getting them the ball and let-

ting them run with it."

The responsiblity for getting the receivers the ball

belongs to quarterback Jim Simeone. The 6-2, 223 pound

junior started the first six games last season before being

benched in favor of the now graduated Barrett McGrath.

Simeone managed only a 41 percent completion rate last

season and threw for three touchdowns. He was also in-

tercepted nine times. He has a lot to prove.

"Jim's our quarterback, no doubt about it," said Stull.

"He's adapting to our offense pretty well and he has a

good arm. Like everyone else he just has to concentrate

and minimize his mistakes. I'm very confident he can run

the offense." If he can't, or gets hurt, freshman Mike

Trifari is waiting.

The offense Simeone will have to run is vastly differnt

than the running attack the Minutemen employed under

Bob Pickett.

Two split backs will line up behind Simeone and both the

split end and flaker will go in motion. The running will be

quick hits into the line, the passing attack will be both a

short game and, in a rarity at Alumni Stadium, UMass will

throw some bombs. Boring it isn't.

The offensive weapons include tailback George Barn-

well. The 5-9 steedster rushed for 402 yards last season.

Fullback Frank Fay, 5-8, 180, is small for the position but

is strong runner. He totaled 374 yards last year.

Duckworth Grange, 5-10, 200, backs up Barnwell and will

have to improve on his 204 yards rushing to see more time

this fall.
.

Receivers include Bob Simeone, a senior split end who is

his brother Jim's favorite target. The 6-0, 195 pounder

caught 32 passes last season and scored three

touchdowns. He had a sparkling 15.7 yards-per-catch

average. Sophomore flanker John Crowley will bee seeing

his first varsity action, but brings good deep speed to the

attack. Tight end Paul Walsh caught only five passes last

season, but will play a large role in the new offense.

The offensive line is one of the strengths of the team. All

five starters return from last season along with Peter Bor-

sari, who will be a reserve this season, but started some

games last year.

Don Day (6-1 , 260), Vince Reppert (6-2, 256), Ken Runge

(6-1, 248)", co-captain Tom McEvilly (6-0. 247) and Mike

Briggs (6-2. 245) are all sea.soned and ready, but must

shake off the effects of a four game losing streak dating

back to last season.

"Having guys back is good" said Stull, "But a big task is

shaking the losing attitude. I don't want to lose to teams

we are better than, and I want to compete with teams that

may be better than we are."

On defense the Minutemen are returning eight starters,

four of them linebackers.

Co-captain Peter Tracy is a preseason Division1-AA

AU-American. The 6-2, 255 nose guard is a force in the

middle, and is flanked by two transfers, Ed Sullivan from

Iowa and Mike Dwyer from Rhcxle Island. Both are, in

StuH's words, "Capable, big, players who strengthen the

line, but depth is still a question."

...Fullback Frank Fay. Both will have key roles in new
head coach Bob Stull s Offense as will...

At linebacker, T(xid Comeau, Dave Cavanaugh, Kevin

Brown and Mike Favreau all return. Favreau led the team

in tackles last season, Comeau started before injuring a

hand. Brown started nine games and Cavanaugh has

started every game in his two years at UMass.

The secondary will see cornerback Chris Wood and Rod

IXirner and free safety Glen Holdenback. Strong safety

Paul Platek was the fifth back last year and appears ready

to step in.

On spetrial teams, placekicker George Papoutsidis nailed

15 of 15 ix)\nts afU'r last season and made ten of 16 field

goals. The punting will also be handled by Papoutsidis, but

he averaged a poor 31 .3 average last season and freshmen

Jim Tandler may see action as the season progresses.

The defense, as UMass is traditionally known for, will be

strong. The offense returns a lot of players, but they are

still in the process of learning a new, fairiy complicated of-

fense.

"We'll insert new stuff as the season goes on," said

Stull. "But they have to concentrate on the new things

first, get it down exact, that's the key to our offense, con-

centration on what to do, mistakes will kill us.

UMass lost several games in the late going last season

after failing to score from within the 20 yard line. "This

has to stop," said the coach. "Execution is always impor-

tant, but within that zone its vital." ,. ,, ,,
' continued to p. 15

...split end Bob Simeone. The senior will be his brother Jim's main target this season.
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TOBACCO SHOP
"the Tobacco and Magazine Shop

of Amherst"
»

108 North Pleasant St., Amherst

— Western Union Agent —
Complete lines of:

Pipes 8- Pipe Accessories

Tobacco -

imported /domestic for pipe or cigarettes

Cigarettes -

imported /domestic (including Indonesian clove)

Full range of domestic & imported cigars

Magazines, Paperbacks 8- Monarch notes

Newspapers

Mass State Lottery

Candy and sundry items

Mass souvenirs

Now Featuring: Hot Coffee to go
- New England Telephone Agent -

Open 7 days a week
Mon - Sat 6:30 - 9:00

Sunday 6:00 - 6:00

253-7896

i|||ilNlMlNMllllili^l|lil^
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km\iex^i\ Newest Night Cluh

Monday - NFL Football

Largest screen in Amherst!

50' Ice Cold Drafts • Hot Dogs - Much more!

Tuesday - Video Dance Music

on two picture screens.

Specials on all our drafts including

Bud, Miller & Miller Lite by the glass or pitcher!

Wednesday - ClaSsic Night

Dance music from the past

along with drink prices from the past!

Dynasty on 2 screens from 9-10 pm

Thursday - 2 for 1 Drinks

Enter our wet T-shirt contest for guys & gals

with cash prizes!

Fri and Sat - Drink Specials Continue!

Dance on our 2 level dance floor while listening

to our subsonic sound system complemented

by video!

Proper ID. Required!

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Beer
Budweiser 12 oz. cans $10-95 + dep. cse.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans *9-50 dep. cse.

Ballentine Beer 12 oz. cans $3.49 + dep. i2/pk.

Becks light or dark $4.25 + dep. 6/pk.

$16.50 + dep. cse.

Molsons Golden Ale $3.69 + dep. 6/pk

$14.00 + dep. cse.

Wines
German Kabinett (assorted flavors) $2.99 750 ml + up

Jug Wines (many, many brands) $2.98 1 .5 L + up

Ch:^:npagnes (white and pink) $2.99 750 ml + up

Italian Soave, Valp., Bard $3.99 i .5 L

Liquors
Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 L + up

Piccala Coffee Liquer $6.49 750 ml

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $5-99 l

All Beer and Wine Specials are

Always Cold for your Convenience

JSr ^ L I >r

Beer &
Wine

from the best pizza in town
DELIVERY SPECIAL . .

1 free liter of soda
with 2 large pizzas

IN HOUSE SPECIAL . .

Sundays between 5-7
all cheese pizza you can eat

for $3.30

•, 'I. "r M- 'If Vir

^ Sundays thru Thursday 3-7 Happy Hour:

% Pitchers of Miller and Miller Lite $1.99

^175 University Drive, Amherst

-^Tel. 256-81 48 256-81 47 Expires Sept. 30, 1984 ^

Tough road for soccer's

return to Final Four
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Deceptive may be the word to describe

the University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team this fall.

For the third year in a row, coach

Kalekeni Banda has brought in a large

freshman class. And there is not a large

surplus of veterans left from last year's

third place finisher in the NCAA tourna-

ment.

Just seven of 14 players are back. Three

seniors graduated and four starters decid-

"We have to be realistic, the

road to the Final Four isn 't as

ea^ as people feel. The players

will have to work three times as

hard.
"

—Coach Kalekeni Banda

ed not to return.

The Minutemen will have to come

together into a cohesive unit or it will be a

long season.

For the past two seasons, however, Ban-

da has taken similiar teams and taken them

to fifth (1982) and third ('83) plafe finishes,

nationally.

"The freshmen will be the ones who
make a dent," Banda said. "We have to be

realistic. The road to the Final Four isn't as

easy as people feel. The players will have to

work three times as hard (to earn a return

trip)."

Massachusetts worked hard m pre-

season with triple sessions.

"We are playing high caliber soccer. We
have to work hard to maintain with

everybody else. We are trying to play soc-

cer at its best," he said.

Two AU-Americans head up the seven re-

maining veterans. Seniors Lori Stukes and

Chris Taggart are both four year veterans

and experienced players.

In the r ist four years with the duo,

UMass has participated in two NCAA and

AIAW championship tournaments.

"Lori has moved up one notch above

everyone else," Banda said. Stukes is a

two-time Ail-American pick.

Other returning veterans include juniors

Sue Bird, Jamie Watson, sophomore

goalies Lisa Ellis and Jean Paul, and

Michele Rodney.

Debbie Harackeiwicz, Beth Semonik,

Kristi Kelly and Nadia Komarowski, all

starters in 1983, decided not to go out for

the team this fall.

But Banda won't be crippled by this with

an outstanding crop of freshmen coming in.

"The fishing trip was good," Banda said.

"We got everyone we went after."

UMass recruited four high school Ail-

American women and another that had

played on the National Select team.

"The girls are living up to their billing,"

Banda said." The AH-American girls are

All-American girls. In pre-season, I have

been impressed, most impressed."

Some of the top freshmen in training

camp include Chris Schmitt, Carla Mit-

chell, Jolie DePauw, Chris Bowsher and

Debbie Burkin. Schmitt, DePauw and

Burkin all have experience on the National

Select team.

Transfer Sandy Stripp from Middlebury

(Burlington, VT) has also been impressive.

"The adjustment shouldn't be too much

of a problem for them (the top frosh),"

Banda said. "They've done their

homework on the game. They want to play

soccer."

The Minutemen, the defending New
England Champions, have drawn a

challenging slate. UMass faces Connecticut

who took fourth in the NCAA's last year

under the lights in Farmington, CT. in ear-

Cullei^an photo by Gtrry deSimas

Junior Sue Bird
(right) beats freshman
Chris Schmitts in a
drill during pre-season

workouts. The
Minutemen, 12-3-3 and
3rd in the nation in

1983, endured triple

sessions in training

camp.

ly October. They also face traditional rivals

Brown, Harvard and Boston College.

UMass also faces Cortland State and the

University of California, Berkley, who

along with BC and Brown made the

NCAA's last fall.

"If we come out of the Cortland Tourney

.500 or better, I'll be happy," Banda said.

UMass faces UCal-Berkley, UCal-Santa

Barbara and William and Mary at the Cor-

tland Tournament Sept. 22.

They tune up for the tourney with dates

at Keene State and Plymouth State. The

minutemen, who end the season with four

consecutive home games, don't have a

home date until Sept. 29 against Vermont.

"It's a young team," Banda said. We are

going to have to work hard as a team. It's a

rough road. Getting to the Final Four will

be icing on the cake.

UMass football facts
The Massachusetts foot-

ball team is third in New
England in winning percen-

tage over the past six

seasons with a .563 (36-28-0)

mark. Boston University is

first and Holy Cross second.

If Minuteman split end

Bob Simeone can duplicate

his 32 catch effort of last

.season he will finish his

career second on the all-

time list behind Tim Berra.

Simeone currently has 56

receptions, Berra has 99.

Simeone is also eighth on

the yards pass receiving list

with 777 and could move up
to third, and if coach Bob

Stull's promise to pass more

holds true, maybe first.

Berra is again the leader,

with 1,486 yards.

Geographically UMass
has 55 Massachusetts
players, and only 14 from

outside New England, all

from New York and New
Jersey.

SIGN-UP IJODY SHOP S'SKtii'^NOW i-^v^i-^i oiiwi NOW
Co-ed Fitness Centers

at 2 ON-CAMPUS LOCATIONS
NOPE and BOYDEN GYMS

Featuring 34 New Omnikinetic Exercise Machines

Sept. 4 - 7

Boyden and NOPE Gyms
8 - 9am
11 - 1 pm
4 - 6 pm

Sept. 4 - 7

Boyden and NOPE Gyms
8 - 9 am
11 - 1 pm
4 - 6 pm

Open Hours: Mon - Fri

7 am - 9 am Boyden

7:30 - 9 am NOPE
Noon - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

7 pm - 9 pm (NOPE only)

Sat. 12 pm - 3 pm (NOPE only)

unlimited use during open hours

$45. per semester

COME IN FOR A
FREE WORKOUT
during sign-up hours (see above)

* Strength Training

* Aerobic Fitness

* Muscle Testing

* Body Fat Testing
(burns more calories than Jogging)

For more information

call: 545-1555

Workouts Begin Sept. 10

Open to Students

Faculty and Staff

;
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Then gpt in on the gn)und floor in our undergraduaie ofticer

comniLSsioning program. You could start planning on a caR^r like tlie

men in this ad hawe. And also have some great advantages like:

Earning $100 a month during the schcxxl year

As a freshman or sophomore, you could compleie your basic

training during two six-week summer

sessions and earn more than $1100

during each session

Juniors earn vnore &'.m $1900 dur-

ing one ten-week summer session

Wmttonum
upqaiddly?

m You can take (ri- ciNilian thing lessons

Ybu'iY coninussioned upon graduation

If v<)UR' l(K)king U) move up quickly, l(K)k inU) the Marine a)rps

undei^uale officer commissioning program. You could start off

making more than $17,000 a year

Mjiybeyouauiifeoneofus,

See your Officer Selection Officer, Capt. Aumen
when he visits your campus, on Sept. 24, 25 at the Campus Center,

or call him at (203) 722-2168

Youngplayers hope to continue tradition
By GEKRY deSIMAS
Collegian Stall

It's the way with college athletics. People

come and go. Transiormations occur and

yesterday's accomplishments soon get

dusty and old.

No one wins on their reputation alone.

Consistent winning is the objective. Those

who don't consistently produce are simply a

Hash in-the pan.
inn i n'im inmn iii i ii iiiililliiun
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a*******
• •••••«•«•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"We will be inexperienced but

I'm sure we'll see definite im-

provement as the season goes

,•.•••.•-•.•..•.•-•••.•...-.-.-.-
on.

••.'.•.'•.•.•.•.•-'-•'•'•-'..•-•.•

The University oi Ma.ssafhusetts field

hockey team has a lolty tradition to uphold.

In the past three seasons. UMass has

finished 3rd (1983), 10th (1982) and 2nd

(1981) in the NCAA tournaments.

The 1984 edition ot the Minutemen is one

in transition. Last year's Final Four squad

^*= =V= =*= ^«=

graduated seven seniors including All-

American goalie Patty Shea and Carol

Progulske.

Just six players return but two, Pam
Moryl and Megan Donnelly, are All-

American. The rest ol the squad is fresh-

men and players up from junior varsity.

"The squad is pretty young," Hixon, now
in her seventh year at the helm ol the

Minutemen said. "We will be inexperienced

but I'm sure we'll see definite improvement
V as the season goes on.

"This is a definite rebuilding year." Hixon

said. "We will definitely be making changes

as the season goes on."

One change already made is the move ol

second team All American Moryl from

i forward to midtield. Hixon said UMass
hopes to spread the goal^scoring around.

Junior Chris Kocot. Moryl and rookie

Tonia Kennedy from New Boston, New
Hampshire are hoped to be scoring.

"Kennedy is very strong around the neck

|(the goal). " Hixon said. "She'll tally a lew."

Coal production is also expected to come

=%^ ^*= =»f= =»*=

WELCOME BACK
Two T.V.'s

TIME OUT
Free

Popcorn

Amherst's Biggest Little Bar

Happy Hour Daily 4 - 7

Super Sandwiches 11:30 - 1:30

37 N. Pleasant Street
s»«s s»<s s»ts s>^ sHs :f^ s»^ =f^

the SPOT For Your SPORTING Needs

Features

Footwear
Etonlc Patrick

Tretorn Mitre

Lotto Saucony
Converse Pony

Riedell

Activewear

Bike Speedo

Danskin Swimstar

Paja Topseed

Ektelon Winning Wa

Equipment

AMF Prince

Ektelon STX

Ivanko Pinseeker

Jofa Titan

MacGregor Pro Kennex

IN THE CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next To Super Stop & Shop)

Rte. 9, Hadley/Amherst Une

Open Sundays 12-5

Mon-Wed 10-7

Th & Fr 10-9 Sat 10-6

trom defensive back Donnelly, a two-time

All American selection. Donnelly, a junior,

often scores oft of the penalty corner play.

Donnelly's goal in the semi-finals with 10

seconds left m regulation sent UMass and

Old Dominion into overtime last fall at the

Final Four. UD eventually won, 3-2.

Other veterans back include sophomore

Lil Hultin and seniors Maura Coughlm and

Andrea Muccini.

The freshmen will make a big contributi

to the Mmutemen squad. Besides Ken-

nedy, the staff is very high on Konni

Coleman from Chesire, Ct. "She's done a

good job in the midtield," Hixon said. Amy
Robertson, from Colorado is also looking

good after the first week of preseason.

Two freshmen are competing with junior

colli iriM'd to p. IS

I'tu>U> c»urlf)<y of Spairlii liiforniatHin

A rebuilding year is in store for the 11Mass field hockey team in 1984. But

UMass still has a great shot to advance to the NCAA tourney. Above, Judy

Morgan swings while graduated Patti Smith watches.

I'm going to

WIcMm!
They always meet
my d*adlln*s!

//

M
^^ -^^ ^eP <?0^ v0^ <cr 9-<^ "J.^* ^^^

Wickles
Fine Print

Amherst i

11 Bollwood Walk
256-0148 I

^'^e^

q0*^''ap><* ^ can do jff

\,^^^ ^0^ ^<cc*^ j^cT Oust about) ^"^
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VARSITY FOOTBALL
Home Games: Alumni Stadium

Sept. 1 BALL STATE 1:30

8 LEHIGH 1:30

22 at Holy Cross 1:30

29 NORTHEASTERN 1:30

Oct. 6 at Rhode Island 1:30

13 RICHMOND 1:30

20 at Maine 1-30

27 at Boston University 1:30

Nov. 3 CONNECTICUT (Homecoming) .. 1:00

10 at Delaware 1:30

17 NEW HAMPSHIRE 1:00

Coach: Bob Stull

MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER
Home Games: Upper Boyden Field

Sept. 11 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 3:30

13 at Fairfield ^^^

15 at Dartmouth 2:00

19 NEW HAMPSHIRE 3:30

21-22 at Rutgers Invitational

26 at Providence 3:30

29 at Vermont 3:00

Oct. 3 at Yale 3:00

6-7 UMASS INVITATIONAL

13 at Rhode Island 1:00

17 CONNECTICUT 3:00

20 HOLY CROSS 100

23 SO. CONNECTICUT 3:00

26 at Boston College 7:00

29 SPRINGFIELD 2:30

Nov. 4 MAINE I^O

6 at Harvard 2:00

10 at Haftwick ^v>..^W"^°
Coach: Jeff Gettler f^

Wednesday, September 5, 1984

WOMEN'S VARSITY SOCCER
Home Games: Upper Boyden Field

Sept. 12 at Keene State 3:30

15 at Plymouth State 3:00

Wednesday, Septennber 5. 1984
iCollegiaa

at CORTLAND TOURNAMENT
22 UMassvs. UCal-Berkeley 10:00

UMass vs. UCal-Santa Barbara . . 4:00

23 UMassvs William and Mary . 12 Noon

Tall Season

Athletic Schedule

Oct. 3 at

1984

26 at Brown 7:00

29 VERMONT 2:00

30 COLORADO COLLEGE 1 1 :00

Connecticut 7:30

Tunxis Mead Field, Farmington, CT
NEW HAMPSHIRE 3:00

at Springfield 5:00

at Cortland 1:00

DARTMOUTH 3:00

ADELPHI 2:00

HARVARD 2:30

BOSTON COLLEGE 1:00

9
11

14

16

20

22

27

Coach: Kalekeni Banda

1984

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL
Home Games: AT N.O.P.E. and Boyden

AMERICAN INT 7:00

UMASS INVITATIONAI 6:00 pm
UMASS INVITATIONAI 9:00 am
LOWELL 7:00

Central Conn. Tournament 9:00 am
HOLY CROSS 7:00

UMASS CLASSIC 6:00 pm
UMASS CLASSIC 9:00 am

MOUNT HOLYOKE 7:00

Northeastern . 2:00

New Haven . .

.^ 7:00

Southern Conn. Tourn 6:00 pm
Southern Conn. Tourn 9:00 am
Delaware Tourn 6:00 pm
Delaware Tourn 9:00 am
SMITH 7:00

West Point Tournament . . . 4:00

West Point Tournament . . . 9:00 am
Southern Connecticut .... 7:00

3 MAIAW Tournament
6 at Springfield 7:30

10 at Northeastern Tournament . 1:00

Coach: Elaine Sortino

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY
Home Games: N.O.P.E. Field

7 North Carolina-Chapel Hill

at Springfield College 7:00

9 Univ. Virginia at Boston College 10:00

13 MICHIGAN 3:30

18 at Boston College 7:00

22 at Rhode Island 1:00

27 at Providence 3:30

29 SPRINGFIELD 10:00

3 YALE 3:00

6 MAINE 11:00

9 NORTHEASTERN 3:30

13 Temple at Old Dominion 1:00

14 at Old Dominion 1:00

17 at Harvard 3:00

20 NEW HAMPSHIRE 1:00

23 at Dartmouth 3:00

30 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 2:30

3 at Connecticut 1:00

Coach; Pam Hixon

Sept

Oct.

14

22

29

6
13

20

at

at

at

at

WOMEN'S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY

Boston College 4:00 27 New Englands at Franklin Park,

Rhode Island Invitational 12:00 Boston

Rutgers Invitational 10:45 ^q^ ^q eCAC/NCAA Div. I Qualif.

NORTHEASTERN 11:00 at Penn State

Holy Cross Invitational 10:30

NEW HAMPSHIRE/RHODE ISLAND/
VERMONT 1:00 Coach: Julie LaFreniere

%
i<>

MEN'S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY

Sept. 14 at Boston College 4:00

22 YALE 11:00

Oct 6 CONNECTICUT 1 1 :00

13 Northeastern/Keene State/Lowell

at Franklin Park, Boston 1:00

20 Atlantic Ten Championship
at Belmont Plateau, Fairmont Park

Phil., PA
26 Manhattan College/St. John's/

Rhode Island 4:00

at Van Cortlandt Park, NY

Nov. 3 New Englands at Frankin Park,

Boston
10 IC4AS at Lehigh

Coach: Ken O'Brien

a»»<

'^Tr/wer which costs so much to brZ'"''^^^^^^^
^'' rhwood AQemci produces a fotte a '"*<^^*'''^<f
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®KING OF BEERS

URM HIOHLI

Intramural Activities

Activities

Flag Football *t

Frisbee*t

Tennis Singles

Track & Field

Ice Hockey *$

Cross Country*

Badminton Singles

Volleyball t

Racquetbairt
Foul Shooting

One on One
Swimming
Three on Three

Basketballt

Ice Hockey*t

Entry Date

9/7/84
9/7/84
9/10/84
9/24/84
10/1/84
10/1/84
10/4/84
10/15/84
10/15/84
10/16/84
10/16/84
11/14/84
11/14/84

(11/26/84)

12/6/84

Starting

Date

9/17/84
9/17/84
9/17/84
10/2/84
10/15/84
10/11/84
10/15/84
10/25/84
10/24/84
10/24/84
10/23/84
11/14/84
11/26/84
(1/30/84)

1/30/84

Manager's/Player's
Meeting

9/13, 9/14

9/13, 9/14
9/10

10/11

10/4

10/23, 10/24

10/15

12/11, 12/12

12/10

Co-Recreational Intramural Activities

Activities

Flag Footbairt

Soccer*t
Volleyballt

Foul Shooting

Three on Three

Basketballt

Entry

Date
9/7/84
9/7/84
10/15/84
10/16/84
11/14/84
(11/26/84)

HEALTH CLEARANCE FORMS ARE REQUIRED
$ Non-refundable Entry Fee is REQUIRED
tRe-entry bond required after each forfeit

Please note the expanse of time between entry and

starting datesi

Starting

Date

Manager's/Player's
Meeting

9/17/84
9/17/84
10/25/84

9/13, 9/14
9/13, 9/14
10/23, 10/24

10/24/84
11/26/84

(1/30/85) 12/11, 12/12
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We'd like

to welcome you back
with a

SPECIAL
STUDENT DISCOUNT

on Nautilus, Racquetball,
and Indoor Tennis

£IIHIIIIIIIIMIHIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllillHinilllllllllllilllillllillllllllliliilllliHilllHiUHHiiillllllllllHIIHUIIIIIHIIHIIIIiliU

First and Best in Amherst

Just use the coupon below for S5.00 off

our already low student memberships.

$500 OFF
This coupon entitles bearer to a special

membership discount from

/r\ THE RACQUET AND
; ^ FITNESS CENTER

Rt. 116 Sunderland O miles from UMass.)

Good until Sept. 15th 549-4545 C

PIZZA
Lg.

Plain $5 25
Mushroom $7.05
Olive $705
Onion $695
Pepper $6.95
Salami $6.95
Sausage $6.95
Pepperoni $6 95
Hamburg $6.95
Anchovies $695
Pastrami $6 95
Ham $6.95
Bacon $6 95
Pepper & Onion $8 05
Two-way comb. $8 05
Three-way comb. $9.05

Four-way comb. $9 60
House Special $11.95

Sm.
$2.90
$4.00
$4 00
$3 90
$3 90
$3 90
$3 90
$3.90
$3.90
$3 90
$3.90
$3 90
$3 90
$4.45
$4.45
$4.95
$5 30
$6.45

SPAGHETTI
With Sauce $2.60

With Sausage $3.00

With Meat Balls $3.00

GRINDERS
Lg. Sm.

Salami $2.85 $1.75

Meatless $2.70 $1.65

Genova Sal€uni $3.10 $195
Meat Ball $3.05 $1.90

Sausage $3.05 $1.90

Ham $305 $1.90

Italian $3.05 $1.90

Tuna Fish $3.50 $2.15

Ro€ist Beef $3.70 $2.30

Pastrami $3.70 $2.30

Ham & Egg $3 05 $1.90

Pepper & Egg $3.05 $1.90

SALADS
Tossed Salcui $2.20

Greek Salad $2.75

Extra Cheese
Extra Meat

Lg. Sm.
$140 80^

$1.50 80^

"12 years of quality in every bite"

Beirs Pizza House
Tel. 549-1311 Tel. 253-9051

65 University Drive

Amherst, Mass.

BelVs Pizza, it's not just for breakfast anymore!!
|
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COMPUTERIZED BUY-BACK

FOR

ONLY AT
The Cannpus Center Concourse

next to the University Store

Tuesday 9/4 - Friday 9/7

9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Saturday Sept. 8 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE

Coming this week:
Soccer, crew and golf previews Ultimate

Sports Staff Meeting

New players will need to produce

Anyone interested in play-

ing Ultimate Frisbee for

UMass should attend the

first practice of the season

in front of Alumni Stadium

on Monday at 3:30.

For more information

contact Jordan at 549-5590

or Taara at 256-6709.

Football
All candidates for the

University of

Massachusetts football

team, including freshmen,

should attend a meeting to-

day at 7:30 in Boyden
Building, room 249.

Collegian
All members of the Col-

legian sports staff should at-

tend a staff meeting on

Monday at 4:30 at the Col-

legian newsroom in the

campus center. Anyone in-

terested in a beat or column
writing must attend this

meeting.

^ />*

^0/776 on ciowntc^

There's no place like downtown Amherst, Massachusetts.

SPORTSMAN'S
MARINA

• Grumman Canoes
• Alcort Sunfish

•CANOE RENTALS

Located at the foot of the Coolidge Bridge

ROUTE 9, HADLEY
1-584-7141

-•.•-• .•-•

IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUTARMY ROTC?

<'.i-

M

Campus
Card.

Welcome, University of Massachusetts students!

No m.ittcr v\h.if your sihi-ckilr or worklo.id is, you i.in now

do your b-inking at .1 ne.irby X-Prcss 24 There's only one

card that lets you do .ill your regular b.mkinn .it more than

500 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts- the BayBanks

X-Press24'"Card

To get your card. |ust visit our Amherst Office at 75 East

Pleasant Street, today LiH<k for us in the ^reen and white

tent there

Youll receive Free Campus Gifts when you ofx-n your

account.

HySomeUnngBeiier'

.A.

j5^

^
m

..ft..

m
......

5«
::X$

It s the perfect time

You re .\ freshman, risht ' And you want

to make college a real learning experience

'

Well ROTC can acici a valuable

ciimension to your tx>lieKe education A
dimension of leadership and manage-

ment traininK And that'll make your

"

degree worth more
ROTC offers scholarship and

financial opportunities, tcxi

Plus, the opportunity to graduate

with a commission and

begin your future as an

officer

For more informa-

tion, contact your

Professor of Military

Science

ARMYROfC^
BEALLYOUCANBE.

W

%

M
¥

¥

.%c :^;-^^MMMMMMMMMMMM:^MMM^MMMM^MM:

For more M
information u
contact: :^

Jim Mahoney
545-2321 /2322

y.^.^^^^ .̂:•:•- •:•>.
>:•. •...•.
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Cross -country prepares

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

To many, it seems like a highly individual

sport, a lone figure running through the

woods, alone in planning strategy. But

cross country, for winning teams, takes a

group effort.

"You need to set a tactic, stay with it,

and to do that you need a group of runners

who know each other and themselves,"

said University of Massachusetts coach

Ken O'Brien, an 18 year coaching veteran.

The Minutemen, both the men's and

women's team, are coming off of sub-par

duel meet seasons. The men went 3-13, the

women 2-3. However, both O'Brien and

new women's coach Caroline Gardiner

have high hopes for the coming season.

"We have a young team, and a tough

schedule," said O'Brien. "But we've got

some quality runners returning."

A trio of sophomores, Paul Stanislawzyk,

Wayne Levy and John Novak are expected

to pace the men.
"All three of these athletes were big

parts of the team last season and should be

our top three this year," noted O'Brien.

Juniors John Panaccione and Jack

Marinilli complete the top five. A group of

17 freshmen, who O'Brien termed "the

best recruiting class since I've been here,"

will undoubtedly figure into the picture.

"Several of these guys will crack the top

and make definite contributions," said

O'Brien. "We'll work them slowly and pla-

toon a lot of the team to rest some guys.

The development of this team, because it

is so young, will pay off big in the future

and even this season for the winter and
spring track seasons." said the coach.

The women's team, now under another

UMass grad in Gardiner, went fourth in

New England last year. They return three

top runners and a host of sophomores who
can break into the lineup.

Seniors Kim Baker, Maureen O'Reilly

and Chris Pratt will battle it out for the top

three positions. Senior Doreen Erickson

and sophomores Sally Howes, Eileen Kelly,

Diedre Doyle and Julie Ott all have ex-

perience and will be factors according to

Gardiner.

A pair of freshmen prospects, Sarah Kit-

chell and Sandra Storey, have "The poten-

tial to make a big splash for us," said Gar-

diner. "They're good runners and will real-

ly help."

The women face a tough schedule that in-

cludes Boston College and Northeastern.
With only the first ten days of school to

prepare, both O'Brien and Gardiner have
some work ahead of them. "It's tough at

first, but once we get going we'll be able to

tell a lot about this crew," said O'Brien.

"All I can ask for is that they push
themselves and become better as the

season progresses," said Gardiner. "If

they do that, the team will get better, and
that's all I can expect."

Collegian phoU) by Jim Powers

Senior Chris Pratt is

one of the top runners
on the women's cross

country team. The
women hope to improve
on their fourth plax^e

New England finish.

ERICAS GIANT SUBS
- BREAKFAST -

lunch - supper

open Mon thru Fri

6 ann to 6 pm
Sat 6:30 am to 3 pm

— Eat In or Take Out -

314 College Street, Rte. 9, Amherst

Call 253-9521

i^Field hockey
Continued from p. 7

Kathryn Howe tor the starting goalie's job.

Kowe saw limited action playing behind the

now departed Shea last year.

"We have some good goalies. " Hixon said.

"They jusl need some experience just like

Patty (Shea) did a tew years ago." Shea

was a tour year starter for the Minutemen.

The Ireshmen will have to grow up in a

hurry, though. Massachusetts opens its

regular season Friday against North

Carolina on the artilicial turt at Springlield

College. UMass and UNC Played to a

tie last year, as II Mass posted a 15 3 2

record.

And then on Sunday. UMass laces Virginia

at Boston College.

"It's a tough one (schedule)." Hixon said.

"Its good. We worked hard to get it.

When your in Division 1 tield hockey, you

have to play the best."

Besides UNC, UMass laces tour other

NCAA tournament qualitiers in

1983—Temple. New Hampshire, arch rival

Connecticut and delending National

champion Old Dominion.

Friday Afternoon at Mikes

Is your calculatDr inthe same
class you are?

Move up to theTl-66.The easy 512 step programmable.

You're into higher math and your old calculator

helped get you there.

But now itb time for something more. TTie

Tl-66 from Texas Instruments. The Tl-66 offers

full programming power and flexibility so you can

solve complex and repetitive math problems

quickly, easily and with fewer keystrokes than

you thought possible. Its 512 merged program

steps and over 170 built-in scientific, engineer-

ing and statistical functions make for powerful

programming. And the sleek, streamlined design

makes for easy use.

Its Algebraic Operating System makes it easy

on your brain by allowing you to key in problems

as they are written, left to right. And a 10-digit

angled Liquid Crystal Display not only makes it

easy on your eyes but provides alphanumeric

notation of your program steps so you can make
easy modifications as you go along.

There are large, readable keys for your fingers,

and an easy-to-follow guidebook so you shouldn't

get confused. And last, but certainly not least, at

a suggested retail of $69.9S, there's a price that's

easy on your pocketbook.

All in all, if we made the Tl-66 programmable

calculator any easier to use, it would deserve its

own degree. K*«

Texas ^^
Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.

Test the waters/'

Do an internship.

Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks BIdg.

545-0727

i A HAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH

i FOOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1.

j
Eggplant Parmesan Salads

\ Sausages

\ Beef Stroganoff

i Cold Cuts

Swedish Meatballs and more
Marinated Chicken

tax and tip included

Paul's
Shoe
Service

Repairs of

Men's and
Women's Shoes

Put "sole" in your shoes with Vibram

and Crepe Soles!
Invisible Soles & Heels

Tennis &• Docksider Soles

No. 10, 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs)

^fl^ZARAiiy

STUDENTS
ROOM SIZE RUGS

FOR YOUR DORM
OR APARTMENT

BACK-TO-SCHOOL
RUG SALE

nnnirsneK
TO

A 253-3808

or

256-0115

PIZZARAMA with its friendly and

experienced personnel

WELCOMES YOU BACK!

PIZZARAMA is ready to serve you

QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY

its delicious PIZZAS and GRINDERS

which for ten years have won over

numerous gourmets and have always

satisfied their appetite.

Try our PIZZAS and GRINDERS

and you will agree!

FREE DELIVERY

356 COLLEGE STREET
AMHERST, MA 01002

Matches with Michigan, Boston College

and Rhode Island are also on tap.

"My philosophy ever since 1 took this job-

seven years ago." Hixon said, "was to play

one game at a time, play our best and then

prepare tor the next one.

"It's the only way to do it."

UMass has been preparing lor the up-

coming campaign with triple sessions on

alternate days. I're season camp also in-

cluded workouts on the turl at Springlield

College. Both ol the season's lirst two
games will be on turl.

"We need to scrimmage on the turl,

especially with so many younger players,"

Hixon said.

"II we can keep being simple," Hixon said,

"we'll be able to see through the inex-

perience easier. I think this will be a young
and exciting team this tall."

And if things can hold consistent as in past

years, the UMass field hockey team could

be compel mg in the Final Four which will

be held at Springlield College this

November.

I
I
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I
Welcome Back UMass

I Coming October 1st to Clark Olds Pontiac

I in EASTHAMPTON
I The New Oldsmobile Calais and

Pontiac Grand Am for 1985

Also avail: a large selection of Firebirds, Trans Ams,
Fieros, Olds Firenzas and Cutlass Supremes
also CLEAN, LOW MILEAGE USED CARS

*Make the drive to EASTHAMPTON,
you 'II probably save hundreds$!

i
1

I

i

Clarfe
0| DSMOBIlf
t'OMIAt

Easthampton |32 Union St
527-4461/584-3544

I 1985 Fiero SE 2M6 6 cyl.

The following RSO Groups have

Accounts in the Student Activities

Trust Fund that have been

suspended and are pending

withdrawal from the RSO System.

To reactivate the RSO Accounts

listed below contact the Business

Manager in the Student Activities

Office, Room 416 Student Union

Building, 545-3600, between 1:00

pm and 4:00 pm weekdays.

Sims
Air Force ROTO
Dart Club
Karate-Isshinryn
Tai Chi Chuan Club

Mens Vs Viol Vs Women
Arab Organization

Union Iranian St.

Young Workers
Liberation Lea.

Pre Medical Society

Solar Energy Coll.

Kappa Delta Pi

Phi Eta Sigma
Pi Lambda Phi

Sigma Alpha Mu
Roister Doisters
Christian Science Club
SCANN

Wu Shu Club
Pioneer Valley L-5 Society

Naiads
Volleyball Club
Democratic Student Comm.
The Real Majority
Center for Women of Color

Circle K Club
Iranian Student Association

Big Business Club
Beta Chi
Micron Nu Society
Phi Mi Delta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Theta Chi
New Testament Fellowship
Navigators
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Volleyball,

experienced

and ready
Uy liKKKV di'SlMAS
Collegian Stalf

Ihe United States women's Olympic volleyball team

won a silver medal at the Los Angeles Olympics because

they had a solid core ot players that were experienced

and knew what each other was doing.

The University ol Massachusetts women's volleyball

team has a chance to have a successful season this tail

because tor the lirst time in coach Elaine Sortino's six

years here, UMass has a sohd core ol returning veterans

to build around.

"We have a core back which is nice," Sortino said. "With

a core back, it takes away some ol the uncertainy. It

makes the younger people more relaxed.
"

Ihe minutemen have a tough road ahead ot them U they

hope to repeal la.st season's 38 16 record and lirst ever

KCAU championship.

Seven veterans are back and Sortino said that the team

is working on things now that they did late la.st season.

"It's nice to pick up and move on instead ot going back to

square one, " Sortino said.

The veterans are led by senior Patti Grant, a lour-year

starter. Grant, and her si.ster Susie are the team's set-

ters.

Juniors Sally Maher (5'8) and Ann Hingrose are looking

very strong overall, the coach said. 6'0 lieslie Smith,

recovered Irom a shoulder injury last sea.son "will be a

nice big wall, " Sortino said.

Sophomores Mickey Barys, Susie Grant, Debbie Cole

and Ireshmen Dana Parker, Sarah Kyan Marcie Guiliotis,

Cheryl Alves. and Tina Morello round out the roster.

"I've been very plea.sed with the lirst week ot practice

(triple sessions). We have been doing a lot ol good

things, " Sortino said. Cole (51) and Morello (5'0) the two

shortest players on the team, will be delensive specialists

lor the Minutemen.

"They are like mosquitoes back there. " Sortino said. "1

don't have to ask them to dive. They go lor the lloor.

They'll kill themselves to get the ball.

"

Ryan and Guiliotis will be sharing the middle blocker

position. "We lost three middle blockers last year,"

Sortino said. "It's a key position." One graduated and two

others, Kirsten Smith, a starter, and Ellen Deady,

decided not to return to the team.

Wednesday, September 5, 1984
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Sally Maher, shown here last season, is one of the keys

to the UMass attack.

"The whole team has a good attitude and they are all

working hard, " Sortino said. And they'll have to il they

want to attain the goals Sortino wants them to reach.

Sortino wants the team to better last seasons winning

percentage ol .692, make MAIAW State championship

finals and qualify lor post season play.

And they also want to have a good showing in the

tournaments, including a top lour finish in the UMass

Classic and UMass Invitational.

"We have a very hard schedule, " Sortino said. "We play

every weekend. From start to linish we play about 50

matches."

The majority of the Minutemen's matches will be on the

road. Only the UMass two tournaments and dual meets

against Lowell, AlC Holy Cross, Smith, and Mt. Holyoke

will be at home in Boyden Gym.
It's a tough schedule but with veterans Sortino feels the

Minutemen can handle it.

UM water polo

hunts for title

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

They play in anonymity.
. ,„ u **

The water polo team at the University of Massachusetts

finished with an 18-9-1 record last season on the way to a

third place finish in New England and an eighth place

finish in the East.
. . „ ,

Outside of coach Russ Yarworth and the 17 players, few

people probably know this.

"We had a great season, and outside of lacrosse, few

men's teams at UMass can say that,'| said Yarworth.

"And this year I expect we'll do better."

Despite the graduation of top scorer (64 goals, 16

assists) Chris Porter, the team has solid prospects to make

the Eastern Championships again this season.

UMass garnered an at-large bid to the Easterns last

season after its third place NE finish. The top two regional

teams get bids along with two at-large teams. New rules

call for only varsity programs to be eligible for the

Easterns, but the club UMass team, if they finish second

in this region, may force an exception.

"Brown is an automatic first place, that's definite," said

Yarworth. "Last year, second went to Harvard, they're

weaker this year and the other teams haven't improved,

that leaves the door open to us."

This year's team will be paced by senior driver Paul

McNeil. With a strong outside shot and skills developed by

a 1982 visit to the Junior Developmental Camp in Col-

orado Springs, Colorado, McNeil should be one of the top

scoring threats.

Sophomore Mike Hoover has the potential, according to

Yarworth, to be the most dominant player in New
England. He is returning from Colorado Springs and this

year's camp.

The defense rests on the ability of untested goalie bred

Marius. Marius played in just two games last year and

must replace the steady Andre Lamontagne in the nets.

Other key players include holeman Bill Feeney, Phil

Surette, Bob Cameron and sophomores Owen McGonagle

and Bob McGillicuddy. Freshmen who should contribute

include Bob Shephard and John Geanacopulos.

Yarworth swam at UMass before becoming coach in

1979. UMass finished sixth in NE in 1982, third last year,

"and the logical progession is second." said Yarworth.

"We can do it if everything comes together."

UMass opens its season at home (Boyden Pool) next

Tuesday at 3:30. The UMass Tourney will be October 13.

Rhode Island, Connecticut and Queens College are ex-

pected to attend.

What's the condition

of YOUR student body?

We will offer you a 10% membership discount

to improve it!

Long hours in a classroom, and more hours buried in

textbooks will benefit your mind, but your body may

suffer. We want to help you relieve the stresses of

academia while you shape a better body.

We have the most extensive line of exercise equip-

ment and free weights in the Northampton-Amherst

area. Our aerobics/exercise room is custom-designed

with resilient flooring, mirrored walls and a great sound

system

.

Our facilities include:

• A complete line of free weights and benches

• A wide range of cam resistance machines

• Personalized workout plans for all levels

• A clean, spacious, well-organized exercise area

and separate locker rooms

•A complete selection of vitamins and

supplements
• Therapeutic massage by licensed technicians

• Professionally trained fitness instructors

• Classes in aerobics, jazzdance exercise,and

body shaping.

Open to members and non-members.

Come in to meet the staff and see our club! Or call 584-2175

for more information on our programs and classes.

PIONEERHH
WEIGHT5^ 9

"For The Body You Want!"
139B Damon Road • Northampton • 584-2175

)

BUB
Bar - B - QUE

'^^^^

PIONEER
VALLEY
SPRINGFIELD NORTHAMFMON BRATTLEBORO

RESTAURANTS

[NEW 1 Bub's BarBQ looks like .1 jiljtf

review] ^^^.^,„,.^i ,,.„ ,,, Dinini; Out but

r.itlicr to F .Its — pl.iiii wood-p.inclcd walls, pu-

im t.ihlcs <.k-i.or.iti.xi with rolls otp-ipcr towels,

ami a i;t.iiirallv post-WW II ambiciKC Ik-hind

the counter is a scene from the liiltnio: Hub. or

a lesser demon, pitching huge racks ot ribs <nito

a t'lerv grill. Ah. but the results are divme riili.

bounteous barbecued pork .md beet, unlimited

iiuanlities ot brothv vegetable soup, jambalaya.

black-cved peas, and plenty ot Rolling Rock on

tap to wash It down Rte I 1(>, Sunderland. (413)

25,V<W.^2. Moii-Ihur -t-U). Fri-Sun 12-10. In-

expensive N, personal checks

$3.95 - $7.95 Includes

Bub's Famous
Hot Bar & Soup

*'Ifyou like Bar-B-Que,

You'll LOVE Bub's!"
Daily:

11:30- 10:00

Sunday: Route 116

1:00-9:00 Sunderland, Mass.

Yankee Conference:BU is it

(4)lle|{iiiii photo by Andy Hfllvr

Massachusetts football coach Bob Stull

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It's difficult for a college

newspaper not to select its

own team as first in a pre-

season football poll. But as

the Yankee Conference
season approaches, certain

facts stand out.

UMass was better than its

3-8 record indicated last

season. But the Minutemen
are not ready to claim

another Yankee Conference

title.

Both Boston University

and the University of New
Hampshire boast outstan-

ding running backs, Paul

Lewis and Andre Carron

respectively, and back them
up with veteran defenses.

The University of Connec-

ticut has quarterback Larry

Corn returning along with

solid receivers and backs.

Maine has quarterback Rick

Labonte returning and
Rhode Island has a good

transfer quarterback and

receiver Dameon Reilly.

The selections:

1 . Boston Univernity: The

Terriers went to the

quarterfinals of the Division

1-AA championship last

season thanks to Lewis, and

the All-American tailback is

coming back to run over the

Yankee Conference.

A quarterback is needed

to replace Jim English but

16 starters return including

nine on defense. 5-0.

2. New Hampshire, a siu*-

prising tenth in the Sports

Illustrated poll, UNH will

depend on Garron to carry

their conference hopes. The
junior tailback rushed for

over 1,000 yards last season

on way to 18 touchdowns.

Rick Leclerc returns as

quarterback and defensively

the linebackers and defen-

sive ends are tough. 4-1.

3. Connecticut: Gone are

linebackers John Dorsey

and Vernon Hargreaves but

the Huskies have Corn at

quarterback and two solid

receivers in Brian
McGillicuddy and Mike
Walsh. The running is set

with tailback Billy Parks.

3-2.

4. Massachusetts: P''ourth

Good friends keepyou p;oing

when allyou want to do is stop.

Your feet hurt. Your legs

hurt. Even your teeth hurt.

But your friends thought

you looked terrific. And with

them urging you on, your

first 10 kilometer race didn't

finish you. You finished it.

Now that you have some-

thing to celebrate, make
sure your support team has

the beer it deserves.

Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

L.
LdweDbraii. Ifere^ to

isn't so bad in this league.

The questions are: Can Jim

Simeone be the quarterback

everyone thinks he can be?

Will the team adjust to new
coach Bob Stull with suc-

cess? Does UMass have the

receivers to go to the air

more often? The offensive

line is strong, the running

backs have talent, but

UMass is at least a year

away. 2-3.

5. Rhode Island: CW
Post's loss was URI's gain.

The Rams picked up
transfer Tom Ehrhardt to

quarterback this season and

the junior has Reilly to pass

to. The Rl speedster caught

32 passes for 588 yards last

season. But one offensive

weapon and a suspect

defense mean a tough time

in Kingston. 1-4.

6. Maine: Stick to

baseball up there guys. The
Black Bears Quarterback

Rich Labonte was an All-

American but sat out much
of last season with injuries.

When the media guide

boasts about the kicking

game, things are tough. 0-5.

iKFootball
( ^(mtinuedfrom p. H

The Minutemen face, in

addition to the Yankee Con-

ference, powerful Holy

Cross, Northeastern and

Lehigh (on Saturday). The
going will not be easy, but

Stull isn't starting to worry

about the future.

"1 don't know anything

about the conference," said

the coach. "BU and New
Hampshire both are strong,

but after that it's pretty

balanced. We could be right

in there, maybe not, 1 don't

know to tell the truth. There

are a lot of question marks
in my mind, about us and

alxmt other teams."

UMass should average

more than the weak 12.8

points-per-game they had

last season, the offense is in-

ovative, the defense 's

strong. It should be, if

nothing else, interesting.

ifAbraham
Continued from p. i

The reality is this: schools

like Harvard, BU, Brown,

Holy Cross, every Atlantic

10 school, and all UMass op-

ponents in every sport,

spend money to make their

teams better.

If the administration isn't

ready to put more money in-

to the athletic department,

but still demand better

teams, than something had

to be done, sports had to be

cut. It's too bad that the

seven varsity programs
were dropped, but they had

little potential for success,

they were not popular.

Athletic director Frank
Mclnereney had to do

something and like any

team, those who can't cut it

are released.

Personally, I like the idea,

I think it was done in kind of

a lousy fashion, the athletic

department should have

given the phase out period

for the seven cut sports, not

the Trustees. But until the

administration comes up

with the money needed to

properly run a respectable

athletic department, it had

to be done.
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STORES

OPEN
THURSDAY'

FRIDAY NITE

STORES

OPEN
THURSDAY-

FRIDAY NITE

"^

AKAI

)'

PI© ^

V-

AKAI SAVE S200iJENSEN AM/FM
stereo Cassette & Phono OQQ99
Component Music System

^
JL.

Technics
COMPACT

ISTEREO DISC PLAYER
29999SAVE *200

u

>SVID 80 TOP
RATED SPEAKERS
SAVE «70

'Emerson

AM/FM Stereo

Cassette Phono

Music System

24999SAVE noo

AM/FM
STEREO (box) CASSETTE

'
'a ^

Tmerson
12" B & W T.V.

SAVE S30

Technics LINEAR

TRACKING TURNTABLE

10999

o o

^^

SAVE «60

M :^^1

1

SOFT TOUCH
DOLBY CASSETTE

10999SAVE «30

CJROW IN

CAR AM/FM
STEREO CASSETTE

3999SAVE S40

^t'li'i lllilllllllilllliiiiiiiilli'lllilllililill^

m « ®

Technics
DOLBY & DBX

CASSETTE RECORDER

SAVE S40 12999

JENSEN
JENSEN CAR AM/FM
STEREO CASSETTE

8999SAVE S80

5999

Technics
SEMI AUTO

BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE

6999SAVE «20

x: h !|M;m ."x

c c

/ILPINE
ALPINE AM/FM STEREO
AUTO REVERSE CASSETTE

13999SAVE «20

Tschnics
TECHNICS 35 WATT
AM/FM RECEIVER

12999SAVE «40

Since i96i

Sound Compan
*iiiHPB«ST?ni N PLEASANT STREET CHICOPEE FAIRFIELD Mall near

*2""o!?fLpen Thu^ & Frfday Evlnings 593-5330 Open Every Evening ,i, 9:3

til 9 P.M. Open Sunday 12-5

CaldorS SF»«IWCFItLD477SUMNER AVE lattrteXi SPHIMCFItLO BOSTON RD MarsnaH s Pia;a

\\\ q.-^in p M 736-3626 Open Thurs A Fri Till 9 P M 762-70e2 Open Thurs & Fn Til 9 P M

NO RAIN CHECKS Quantities Limited All items not avaii.ibie m all stores and NO DEALERS

\^
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DON'T TALK DOWN TO ME. DON'T
BE POLITE TO ME. DON'T
TRY TO MAKE ME FEEL NICE.
DON'T RELAX. I'LL CUT THE
SMILE OFF YOUR FACE. YOU
THINK I DON'T KNOW WHAT'S
GOING ON. YOU THINK I'M
AFRAID TO REACT. THE JOKE'S
ON YOU. I'M BIDING MY TIME,
LOOKING FOR THE SPOT. YOU
THINK NO ONE CAN REACH YOU,
NO ONE CAN HAVE WHAT YOU
HAVE. I'VE BEEN PLANNING
WHILE YOU'RE PLAYING. I'VE

BEEN SAVING WHILE YOU'RE
SPENDING. THE GAME IS

ALMOST OVER SO IT'S

TIME YOU ACKNOWLEDGE ME.
DO YOU WANT TO FALL NOT
EVER KNOWING WHO TOOK YOU?

Inflammatory Essay by Jenny Holzer

An exhibition of the offset posters, electronic message boards and a banner by JENNY HOLZER will

be on view at the University Gallery, University of Massachusetts at Amherst from September

15-October 26, 1984.
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Theater for a new age

By CHRISTINE MARINl
Collegian Staff

After five years of successfully showcas-

ing the theatrical works of non-European

peoples, the Third World Theater series at

the University of Massachusetts is chang-

ing its name to the New World Theater.

According to Program director Roberta

Uno Thewell, a member of the UMass

Theater Department faculty, the name-

change is symbolic of the evolution the

series has experienced since its inception in

1979.

"We felt a name-change was timely

because the program has grown beyond

our original need to identify the type of

theater we project. After five years, I think

the community knows we offer a com-

parative look at the various theaters of

Black. Hispanic, Asian, and Native

American peoples; however, theater-goers

and actors have sometimes felt our former

name indicated a separist philsophy. Our

new name more accuratley reflects our

reality as a multi-racial program and also

our optimism about the future of the

American theater," Thewell stated.

The New World Theater series presents

theatrical works by touring companies, and

in addition stages two original productions

yearly. These are presented by the New
World Theater Ensemble, an acting troupe

of local students which was establishedjn

1983. Dian Mandel, administrator for the

New World Theater, is enthusiastic about

the opportunities the Ensemble provides

for students.

"The Ensemble allows people of color to

experience theater as European theater

could not. It provides them with weekly

training in theater production and acting,

working from materials with the kind of

substantial roles (for people of color) that

traditional European plays rarely

provide," she said. The multi-racial Ensem-

ble is cast each year from area students

and forms the core of an expanding actor

pool for the New World Theater produc-

tions held in the Valley. Auditions for the

Ensemble are b"M each September.

The New World Theater also sponsors an

internship program in areas of theatre pro-

duction and administration, and a collo-

quium/workshop series, which has been

very successful. "The colloquium was

designed to promote cultural diversity

along with a better understanding of pro-

ductions." Mandel said. "The workshops

privide a context where guest artists can

interact with their audience." This one-

credit colloquium involves readings and a

final paper as well as attendence at the

semester's productions and workshops.

Those interested can register at the first

production.

The fall 1984 New World Theater series,

which marks its tenth season, will open

with Lwe to All. Lorraine, a touching

drama based upon the life of the lat«-

playwright Lorraine Hansberry, on Oc

tober 13. On November 17. the New World

Theater presents Life in the Fcust Larw,

starring Japanese-Hawaiian poet Lam
Nishikawa. The final production will

feature the New World Theater Ememble in

Miffuel Pinero'H Short Eyes, a powerful

look at racial tension inside a prison. The

show will run November 29 through

December 8 under the direction of Smith

College faculty member Patricia Gonzales,

with Lee Elliot Hammond, a UMass stu-

dent, as assistant director. In its efforts to

be accessable to all of the commnunity. the

New World Theater keeps ticket prices low

and provides free childcare at all Bowker

Auditorium shows.

other voice photo by Andy Heller

Eon John, staff assistant with Dian Mandel, administrator of the New

World Theater.

The Smith College Theater Department

has announced its fall 1984 schedule.

Moliere's The School for Wives will run Oc-

tober 25, 26, 27, 31, and November 1, 2,

and 3. Michel Tremblay's comic/tragic

Canadian masterpiece Les Belles and
Soeurs will be presented December 6. 7. 8,

12, 13. and 14. All performances begin at 8

pm and ."i e staged in Theatre 14. For ticket

information call 584-3023.

FIND THE
NEW YOU

AT

Men's and Women's clothing and accessories

14 K and sterling silver jewelry and gifts

River Valley Crafts at the Triangle M-S 10-5:30

MOUUARD
JownsonS

Welcomes All Students

with great Weekly Specialsl!
• All You Can Eat SUNDAY Brunch

$4.99
Bacon
Sausage

Scrambled Eggs

Waffles

Pancakes

Fruit

^ Monday Night
Veal and Spaghetti Night II

Order any $3.95 plate

of veal and spaghetti

and you receive a free glass of wine,
not to mention seconds on the housell

• Also * Wednesday - All You Can Eat

$3.99 Clam or Fish Fry

50^ Drafts in 12 oz. Mugl!

mouuawo
JownsonS

Today's Quality

At Yesterday's Prices
these specials

in Hadley store only

(Rte. 9)
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Black Uhuru hits the SUB
Union Program Council (UPC), the folks that brought

such musical artists to the UMass campus last year as

UB40, the B-52's, and Elvis Costello, have announced this

semester's first concert. On Wednesday, September 19,

Black Uhuru, with Sly Dunbar, Robbie Shakespeare, and

special guests, will appear in the UMass Student Union

Ballroom. The concert is a joint production of UPC and

the Duke Ellington Committee. Ticket prices are $9.50 for

UMass students and $11.50 for the general public. Tickets

go on sale Friday, September 7, and are available at the

Fine Arts Center box office (starting at 10:00 am) and at

all Datatix outlets in Stop'n Shop locations in Northamp-

ton. Holyoke, Pittsfield, Greenfield, and at the Springfield

Civic Center box office. For more information about the

concert call UPC at 545-2892.

The first Union Program Council general meeting of the

fall 1984 semester will be held on Tuesday, September 11.

Anyone interested in joining UPC should be there. The
meeting will be held in room 163 of the Campus Center

(downstairs) at 6:30 pm. New students are welocme and
encouraged to join. For more information call UPC at

545-2892.

the
.

other voice

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts, 01003

Black Uhuru

Editor: Christine Marini

Contributing Staff: Peter Abraham, Mary
Cresse, Andy Heller, Peter Wissoker

Production: Mark Roden, Dode Levenson,

Ansel Zinter

Tenors, Basses
with sightsinging

skills wanted.
Mount Holyoke
(^lapel Choir.

Kight Wednesday
evenings, five Sun-

day mornings thru

December.
$'3.1)0/hr. Auditioi\

aiL-ar y< rt, n,jsz

SAVE AT ELEK-TEK
Texas Instruments^
BA 2

II MBA
8A SS

$13
?5

43M
BA 55

11-55 2 S33
Tl 57 22

Tl LCD PROG 50

Tiee 52

El5IOOr $43 PCI750A S80

E15500T m SmaW CE 125 119

CE126P 55 PCISOOA 160

EL512T 28 CE 150 165

HEWLETT PACKARD
LCD PROBLEM SOLVERS
HP- lie Scientific $56

HP-15C Scientific 90

HP-12C Financial 90

HP-16C Prograntunef 90

Hf-«1CV

Hr-4ia

optical Wand

CardRMdir

PrmW I82143A)

NP IlKCDIOMn

HP IL Module

MPiL Pnnlw/PWlei

Acoustic Modam

Dig Cassette Onve

nurtdet Pnnlei

DS/DD Dis* Dnve

Tou fun 0*0(11 iiN(

100-62) 1269

ll(\r\ lllieeiv K\»\U, Howon

<li..l hn>0>a "•.I (l».l'Irt.U.N, !»., •.cm. MlMII'"

J,. t< M H •« I .>n > »"* ''' • " •"'•" •" "^ "

^ « N,.,,. xtm i«,im|i«k«.«Mi.» >o in-MnHKi

Niw 111 Quutn un coaniTi

ELEK-TEK jnc.
- ii t0*4^

WAITING

Music, Theater and

Dance Instruction

Private and group

in«truction with

special clasaaa for

UMa*s studefita,

Cfiildrari and tmnkxr

citizans.

PERFORMING ARTSj
DIVISION

Old Ch«p«l/UM«M
Ragistar lay Stpt. 13

(413) 54M619
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FALL SEMESTER
SCHEDULE

Brattleboro's
Newest Night Club

Cheers Calendar
SEPTEMBER 1984

Sunday Monday Tuesday \Ve(hesday Thunday Friday Saturday

3 n

•©

ABBEY
ROAD

••BMOMNIgm"

Straight

Flush

4

OJ MUSIC
No Cov«r

s

HAPfY Hom
All Nilr

So Cotr

f

SCREM NIGHT
OJ MUSIC
Ho Co»tt SING SING

Sing Sing
OJ MUSIC
No Cov*r

12

HAPPY HOl'R
All Nirf

/ ref Movirt
\a Covtt

SCREW NIGHT
aj MUSIC
No Cov».

M IS

SAM URI

" ne
Stockwell

Brothers

1, r

14

'J

OJ MUSIC
No Covar

H^pnY Horn
Ml \ut

hrer Stoviet

\i» i'.ovrr

» 71 »

WITNESS
" Witness

CAYENNE
OJ MUSIC
No Cow«f

It

HAPPY HOI R
AU Nil,

hrre Movtei

7/

SCREW NIGHT
OJ MUSIC
No Cove-

THE TRANSFORMERS

Landmark Hilt Putney Road Brattletwro, Vermont (802) 257 1778

Outstanding Rock Bands
Friday - Sunday

Starting in September

music on Wednesday
along with happy hour all night

Positive Photo ID's Required

Directions: Take Brattleboro Exit 3 off 1-91. Bear right at lights by
HoJo's. Go Vz mile on Rte. 5 South. Take first left just past Perkins
Home Center. Turn left at top of hill.
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If You Love Music. • •

j^€<MJ>e<u eu*f
V ^^£i

K^/

Includes

Vbu Might Think

Magic
Dnve

'^

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM
qo Insonc

tO?9^

CASSETTE

60363

CASSETTE

ROD STEWART
I .illK'llll.U'c

CASSETTE

ELTON JOHN
Dreoking Heorr^

CASSETTE

Come to FOR THE RECORD
(located In FACES, downtown Amherst)

PRINCE AND THE REVOLUTION
Pu<pl« R«in Music ifor\ The Mow**

"1^

CASSETTE

THE TIME
Ice Cream Castle

CASSLTTE

Amherst*8 Most Complete Record Store featuring -

ali tlie new releases as well as our comprehensive

selection of ROCK, CLASSICAL, JAZZ, SOUL,

FOLK, REGGAE, ETC. on LP and cassette. Lots of

12*^ Dance records. Imports, Cut-outs, 4S% and
lots more. • •

You'll find the Music You Want at FOR THE RECORD

Albums Pictured

on Sale

Oa9w each
LP or Cassette

Sale Ends
Sept. 12

Mon-Sat 10-6; Friday 'til 9
Sundays 12-5

m

gives you a choice:

Dine In -

_
Be tempted by our new menu of exotic delights

?j and traditional oriental favorites

fll Take Out -

Our entire menu is available for take out - ready

W) in ten minutes

Drink & Dance
Enjoy live entertainment in our lounge every

Friday &. Saturday night

r

L
C:3

r

I

I

L

Different Dinner & Drink Specials

Every Night

¥or a delicious dining experience, it's...

I
1^

_^.^/:i- :.— i^

E

Rte. 9, Hadley 586-1202

Open 1 1-10 Daily, Friday & Saturday 'til 12

f^

u.

Brighten Your Room!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Bamboo

BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

LAMPSHADES
CARDS
over 1400 designs

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
DRAWSTRING PANTS Earrings. Ear Cuffs. Ring*, etc.

CLOTHING SALE
20% - 50% OFF

SELECTED BLOUSES, SHORTS
SKIRTS, DRESSES, T-SHIRTS

CHINESE SHOES
Wide Assortment

Men - Sat 10 - 6

Sunday 12 - 5

MCI2CANTILC
AMHERST CAf^RIAGE SHOPS

^ GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

m
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Dizzay Gillespie Appears at the Fine Arts Center October 17.

UMass music for fall
SEPTEMBER
Wednesday — Faculty Recital: Charles-

David Lehrer, Oboe, and Dorothy Omest,

piano

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm

11 Tuesday — Guest Artist: Andrzej

Dutkiewicz, Polish pianist and composer.

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm

19 Wednesday — Faculty Recital; Rodney
Gisick, baritone, and Dorothy Omest,
Piano
Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm

OCTOBER
11 Thursday — Faculty Recital: Nigal

Coxe, piano

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm

12 Friday — Multiband Pops
FAC Concert Hall, 8 pm

16 Tuesday — Jazz Ensemble I and Chapel

Jazz Ensemble
Bowker Auditorium, 8 pm

18 Thursday — Faculty Recital: Laura
Klock, horn
Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm

NOVEMBER
1 Thursday — Faculty Recital: Salvatore

Macchia, string bass

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm

2 Friday — Alumni Concert featuring Jazz

Ensemble I and "Minuteman" Marching
Band
FAC Concert Hall, 8 pm

4 Sunday — Madrigal Singers and

Chamber Winds
Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm
8 Thursday — Five College Orchestra

FAC Concert Hall, 8 pm

16 Friday — University Wind Ensemble

and Chamber Choir

FAC Concert Hall, 8 pm

19 Monday - Faculty Recital: Julian Olev-

sky, violin

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm

27 Tuesday — Jazz Faculty Concert

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 pm

28 Wednesday — University Wind Ensem-
ble and Symphony Band
FAC Concert Hall, 8 pm

December
2 Sunday — Opera Workshop and Vocal

Jazz and Afro-American Music Ensemble
Bezanson Recital Hall, 2:30 and 5 pm

4 Tuesday — Jazz Ensemble I

Bowker Auditorium, 8 pm

7 Friday — Youth Wind Ensemble
Bowker Auditorium, 8 pm

9 Sunday — Choral Union and Chamber
Choir
Bowker Auditorium, 4 pm

11 Tuesday — Chapel Jazz Ensemble
Bowker Auditorium, 8 pm

13 Thursday — University Chorale and

Brass Choir

Bowker Auditorium 8 pm

The concerts presented by the Depart-

ment of Music and Dance are free of admis-

sion charge. For further information call

545-2227. All programs are subject to

change.

Music at Amherst
Tickets for the 1984-85 Music at Amherst

Concert series will go on sale beginning

Monday, September 10. The nine concerts

in this year's series will include early

classical, and contemporary music. All con-

certs will begin at 8:15 pm and will be held

at Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College.

Tickets for the concert series are $60 ($40

for senior citizens and area students) and

may be purchased at the box office in the

lobby of the Amherst College Music Center

from 10 to 14, from 11 am to 2 pm, or by

mail with payment and a stamped, self-

addressed envelope before September 12

to Evelyne Tiersky, Concert Manager,

Music Center, Amherst College, Amherst,

MA 01002. Subscribers to last year's series

who wish to renew their subscriptions must

do so before September 8. Individual con-

cert tickets will go on sale at 7:30 in the

evening of each performance at a cost of $8

or $9 (discounts for senior citizens).

The first concert will take place on Satur-

day, October 6, wh<>n violinist Arnold

Steinhartd and pianist L,ydia Artymiw will

combine talents in a program of sonatas by

Beethoven, Faure, and Grieg. On Friday,

October 12, the Masterplayers, a 17-piece

European chamber orchestra led by inter-

nationally acclaimed Swiss conductor

Richard Schumacher, will perform works

by Handel, Bach, Vivaldi, Rossini, and

Haydn.
On Saturday, November 3, the

Kalichestein-Laredo-Robinson Trio, made
up of three internationally acclaimed artist,

pianist Joseph Kalichstein, violinist Jaime

Laredo, and chellist Sharon Robinson, will

present Mozart's Trio in G Major,

Mendelssohn's Trio in C Minor, and

Schubert's Trio in E-flat Major. David

Lesner will present the first-ever guitar

recital in this series on Friday, November

9, featuring works by Bach, Sor, Gina-

stera, and Villa-Lobos. On Friday,

November 30, the Greenwood Consort, a

vocal and instrumental quintet specializing

in European music of the 16th and early

17th centuries, will present its popular pro-

gram "In Priaise of Folly," a unique show

combining satrical Renaissance music with

the wit and wisdom of Erasmus.

On Friday, February 1, the Empire

Brass Quintet with Rolf Smedvig, trumpet,

will present works by Handel, Bach, Ger-

shwin, Mozart, and Boiling. On Friday,

February 15, the Da Capo Chamber

Players will present a concert of 20th-

century music including works by Darius

Milhaud, George Perie, and featuring

Peter Maxwell Davies' masterpiece "Im-

age, Reflection, Shadow."

On Friday, March 8, the Ridge String

Quartet will present and evenining of

music by Hadyn, Bartok, Bach, and Wolf.

Concluding the series, on Sunday, April 21,

Danish recorder artist Michala Petri will

present a program of Baroque and cont-

mporary recorder music.

Marcel Marceau returns to the Fine Arts Center February 9.

Herter Art Gallery
Foundations Show September 6-October 5,

1984. An exhibition of work of last year's

Freshman Class/Art Department.

Exploring Society Photographically
October 15-November 2, 1984. An exhibit

of the work of fourteen social

photographers.

Dale Schlappi November 6-23, 1984.

Sculpture and graphics/Art ^'acuity sab-

batical exhibit.

Russell Jac<pies November 6-23, 1984.

Sculpture exhibit/stainless steel and brass.

Sam Gillian December 2-21, 1984. New
paintings.

Ricardo Viera January 7-25, 1985. Com-
puter graphics.

Hanlyn Davies February 1-17, 1985. Offset

lithography/Art Faculty sabbatical exhibit.

Jewish Arts Festival February 22-March

15, 1985. "Ten Jews of the Twentieth Cen-

tury" Silkscreens by Andy Warhol.

Shopping Bag Graphics February
22-March 15, 1985. International exhibition

of shopping bag graphics.

Master of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibitions
March 24-May 3 1985.

Art StuderUs Shm; May 6-18, 1985.

Interdepartmental student art and awards
exhibition.

Ray Charles will appear at the Fine Arts Center on May 1

1

Umass Theater '84
The UMass Department of Theater has

announced its 1984 Rand Theater season.

Eugene O'Neill's Desire Under the. Elms
will be presented October 11-13 and 17-20.

Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's

Dream will be presented December 6-8 and

12-15. Curtains for all performances are

8:00 pm. Tickets are available through the

Fine Arts Center box office at 545-2511, as

well as at all Datatix outlets and Stop and

Shops.

A special discount is available for those

who purchase tickets to both productions in

advance. These special subscriptions are

available at the FAC box office starting

September 4. Purchasers of subscriptions

save 25% off their ticket prices. Students

and senior citizens pay only $4.00 for both

I
shows. The general public pays only $6.00.

The Fall 1984 production schedule in the

Curtain Theater, presented by the UMass
Department of Theater, is as follows. From
October 18-20, Donald Barthelme's Por-

cupines at the University, and Other Comic

Diversions, a chamber theater production,

will be presented. The Seagull, one of An-

ton Chekov's most compelling dramas, will

be staged October 30-31 and November
1-3. In addition, a play yet to be announced

will be presented November 13-17. All cur-

tains are at 8:00 pm. Tickets may be pur-

chased through the Fine Arts Center box

office at 545-2511.

At the University Gallery

FAC listings
OCTOBER

October 9 - Houston Ballet's "Swan
Lake"

October 13 — Boston Chamber Music

Society

October 14 - Duke Ellington's

"Sophisticated Ladies"

October 17 — Dizzy Gillespie

October 19 — Peter Nero with the Philly

Pops

October 26 - Springfield Symphony Or-

chestra with Peter Serkin, Piano, and

Robert Gutter, Conductor

NOVEMBER

November 1 — Shakespeare and
Company's "Romeo and Juliet"

November 18 - Sprinj^rfield Symphony Or-

chestra, Alexander Schneider, Conductor

and Violin Soloist

DECEMBER

December 1 - Sarah Vaughn

December 7 — Paul Neubauer, Viola

December 12 — Marsha Norman's "night.

Mother"

JANUARY

January 31 — James Barbagallo, Piano

FEBRUARY

February 4 — Les Ballets Trocka dero de

Monte Carlo

February 7 — Minnesota Orchestra,

Neville Marriner, Conductor

February 9 — Marcel Marceau

February 10 - Neil Simon's Brighton

Beach Memoirs"

February 20 — Demon Drummers and

Dancers of Sado

February 23 - The Negro Ensemble Com-

pany in Charies Fuller's "A Soldier's Play"

February 27 - Julliard String Quartet

The first American exhibition of the site

sculpture of Italian artist Mauro Staccioli

will be on view in the University Gallery

(downstairs in the Fine Arts Center) from

September 15 to December 16, 1984. The

exhibition includes three major new

sculptures, created by Staccioli specifically

for the University Gallery. The artist's sim-

ple, massive geometric forms built of wood,

iron, and concrete are provocative

presences that invite interaction between

the viewer, the work, and the site.

An exhibition of offset posters, electronic

message boards, and a banner by Jenny

Holzer, offering statements that reflect a

diversity of ideological political opinions

will be on view at the University Gallery

from September 15 to October 26, 1984.

Holzer's "Truism" posters are interna-

tionally provocative one-line statements,

and her "Inflammatory Essays" (see cover

of this other voice for an example) are ag-

gressive texts that assault the viewer with

their outrageous extremist positions.

Prints and Draurings of the New York

School, selected from the University's per-

manent collection of 20th century

American works on paper, will be on view

at the University Gallery from September'

15 to October 26, 1984. This exhibit con-

sists of 30 works dating from 1942 through

1977, including Abstract Expressionist

prints and drawings by first generation ar-

tists of the New York School as well as

abstract works by a younger generation of

New York artists. '

MARCH

March 12 - The Chamber Music Society of

Lincoln Center

March 26 - "Prelude to Death in Venice"

with the Mabou Mines

March 27 — Cincinnati Symphony Or-

chestra with Andre-Michel Schub, Piano,

and Michael Gielen, Conductor

March 29 & 30 - Mabou Mines production

of Beckett's "Company"

March 31 — Handel's Mtssiah

APRIL

April 3 — Robert Davidovici, Violin

April 1 1 — Pilobolus Dance Theater

April 17 — The Texas Opera Theater's pro-

duction of Rossini's "The Barber of

Seville"

April 21 — Jazz All-Stars featuring Mongo
Santamaria and Max Rioach

April 25 — Portland String Quartet

MAY

May 11 — Ray Charles, the Raelettes.and

the Ray Charles Orchestra.

Seating in the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall will lt)egin thirty minutes prior to per-

formance time. The Fine Arts Center box

office is located at the main entrance of the

Concert Hall. Box office hours are Monday-

Friday 12 noon to 4 pm and one hour

before perfomance time. Tickets will go on

sale at the box office for each event three

weeks before the performance date. For

more information call 545-2511.

BE THERE

with

ARTS

99

The Ridge String Quartet will appear as part of the Music at Amherst

series on Friday, March 8
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Lehrer opens series

Wednesday, September 5, 1984

Charles-David Lehrer, oboe and English horn, and

Dorothy Ornest, piano, will perform on the season's first

faculty recital at the University of Massachusetts. The

program of oboe repertory from the 19th century will

begin at 8:00 pm on Wednesday, September 5 in Bezanson

Recital Hall. Admission is free.

Lehrer appears frequently as a soloist throughout the

region, presenting concerts renowned for their unique

programming. Wednesday's concert will feature music of

the oboists Stanislas Verroust. Josef Sellner, Apollon Bar-

ret, and Carlo Yvon, as well as works by Louis Spohr and

Carol Nielsen. Appearing on the program will be Lehrer's

wife, oboist Nancy Lehrer.

Cited by the New York Times as "an excellent player,

with incisive ideas and a sure command of his

instrument," Lehrer has been on the music faculty at the

L'niversity since 1968. Besides joining Lehrer and other

colleagues in recitals as soprano and as piano accom-

paniast, Dorothy Ornest has coached and accompanied on

tour in Ecuador, Canada. Romania, the Soviet Union, and

this past summer in Spain. Both Ornest and Lehrer are

featured in two recent recordings on the Orion label.

For a complete listing of this season's offerings from the

Department of Music and Dance, see page six.

Charles-David Lehrer

^ Subscribe by September 24 & Save Money!

^ BOX OFFICE: 545-2511
_^ Z i \—
Broadway
"Sophisticated Ladies"

"Brighton Beach Memoirs"

Theater
"Romeo & Juliet"

"Night, Mother"
"A Soldier's Play"

Dance
Houston Ballet's "Swan Lake"

Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Pilobolus Dance Theater

Sampler
Philly Pops, Peter Nero

Les Ballets Trockadero de

Monte Carlo

Ray Charles

Orchestra
Springfield Symphony Orchestra,

Peter Serkin, piano

Minnesota Orchestra

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,

Andre-Michel Schub. piano

Jazz
Dizzy Gillespie

Sarah Vaughan
Jazz All-Stars

Chamber
Springfield Symphony Orchestra,

Alexander Schneider

Juilliard String Quartet

The Chamber Music Society

of Uncoln Center

Winners Circle

Boston Chamber Music Society

Paul Neubauer, viola

James Barbagallo, piano

Robert Davidovici, violin

Portland String Quartet

Plus
Marcel Marceau
Handel's Messiah

Mabou ^ines
"Prelude to Death in Venice"

"Company"
Demon Drummers

& Dancers of Sado
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Fine ArtK^Henter
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

* Mary Wentworth *
Progressive Democratic Leadership

for United States Congress

VOTE
Tuesday, Sept. 18

State Primary

Guided Minds. . .Not Guided Missiles

fVJarv Wentworth believes in the students of the Pioneer Valley. She also

believes the right to higher education isn't just for the rich. Yet while our

military budget reaches "Star Wars" proportions, Reaganonnics is making

college a privilige for those who can afford it.

Thousands of students in The Valley depend on their Federal Financial

Aid package to help pay for their education. This year, Reagan has cut even

more funds from Federal Financial Aid to pay for unprecedented military ex-

penditures. For many students, what's left over for their tuition won't be

enough.

Wentworth's opponent, Republican Silvio Conte, has consistently voted

for Reagan's budgets - massive military increases with across the board

cuts in social services, including student assistance.

f^/lary Wentworth is out to restore these cuts and to ensure no student

ever be denied the right to higher education.

Join Wentworth's grassroots campaign for Peace through

Economic Justice - supporting the rights of students, women,

minorities, the elderly and the handicapped, and endorsing an end

to the arms race, a halt to military interventionism. and a clean, safe

environment.
Office Address: 15 North Pleasant St.

Amherst
Phone: 256-8497

Elect Mary Wentworth
Paid for by Wentworth for Congress Comnnittee, Deborah Jacobson, Treasurer
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The art of writing
A CERTAIN LUCAS
Julio Cortazar
160 pgB. $12.95, Knopf

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

It is unusual to come across someone who
knows their field well and is able to take

each element of their knowledge, separate

it, weigh its meaning and then recombine it

with other elements to create something
very new, which by common logic would
never have been produced. And then to

have it easily understood...OK, enough.
Julio Cortazar is one such person. His

latest book, .4 Certain Lucas, draws in

reality, recognizes its complexity on many
levels, breaks it down into smaller pieces

(each chapter is no longer than four pages),

and allows the reader to reconstruct it

along with Lucas as we see the world
through his eyes.

Like the story by Borges where a man
rewrites Don Quixote word for word giving

the new version more meaning, so Cor-

tazar brings you back to where the story

^t|llllllUlllittl||i»llilyillilllulUlUtitlliiill|||IIIIU|||Ulil||iliilUiullllil||||IIUI|uiillil|||HI^
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The Late Julio Cortazar, Author of A Certain Lucas.

started with a new meaning to and
understanding of a situation. Often, by cha-

inging points of view or by showing that

different points of view are the same, Cor-

tazar shows the reader that in life one

never goes in a circle, but always a spiral.

Unlike Borges, Cortazar, who died

earlier this year at age 70 in Paris, enter-

tains the reader with whimsical, yet acute

stories of Lucas' life. The book is divided

into three sections. The first and the last

are anecdotes about Lucas — his trip to the

hospital, his feelings about consumerism,

his dismay at finding a table on the stage

where he is about to give a speech. The
middle section is a collection of Lucas'

essays, about different musical ex-

periences, (cats playing pianos and tht

like), the art of Polygraphy (the knowledgt

of many different things), and the idea o:

swimming in gray grits.

Each essay is written using alliteratior

or any of a dozen other wonderful literarj

tricks. There is one story where everything

is written twice, as a man thinks to himself

By the time the story is over everything is

being written three times, and it make;

perfect sense.

With this, one of his last works, Cortazai

has brought back the art of writing, mak
ing the art of reading both fun and in

teresting again.

f
MYIOR RINTAL

Rt. 9 (next to Rocky's Hardware) Hadley 586-4250
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read the ''ARTS''page

2 eggs

2 pancakes

2 strips of bacon

or links of sausage

bottomless cup of coffee

all for just

$2.
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-3pm
Fri. & Sat. 6ain-5pin

Sunday 7afn-5pin

Rte. 1 16*SuiMlerlan
Tel. 665-7969

QUICK COPYING

XEROX 8200

* Manutcrlptt * High Print Quality

* Two-tld«d Coplei * R«poftt

* Various Reduction Slc«i * Automatic $ortlr>g A Collatlr>g

Student Note &
Printing Service

Monday - Friday

9-5
401 Student Union Building

545-2271

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES 4 MODELS

MASTER TECH. # 534

ANTENNA REPAIRS & INSTALLATION

GEORGE J ROUTHIER, Prop.

55 NORTH PLEASANT STREET,

AMHERST

f>f^ 253-5100
V^i^.vvw^^fli^^iVV^Aff.%v^v^^rt/v^vvv^AnAA^•vvw^
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The unexpected Elvis
Elvis CoBtello and The Attractions

Tuesday August 21

Worcester Centrum

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - Elvis Costello had

every reason not to put on a good show.

His latest US tour to promote a, for him,

poor ablumn (Goodbye Cruel H^orW) follow-

ed a critically successful solo acoustic tour.

Historically, Elvis has followed up good

tours with fair ones, like the over-

produced, glitzy Punch the Clock shows last

summer.

But expect the unexpected from Elvis.

His August 21 show at the Centrum was

one of the strongest, most emotional shows

he's done in New England.

After a solid country-pop set by Nick

Lowe and his Cowboy Outfit, Elvis started

slowly but worked the close-to-sold-out au-

dience like the master he's quickly becom-

ing.

Never the greatest live (remember the 40

minute sets in the 70s?), Elvis actually talk-

ed to the crowd, encouraged dancing, and

characteristically took shots at music far

below his level ("We're going to play a

Motley Crue tune for you now.").

Backed by the Attractions, Elvis

unleashed his old standards with some fire

Just Fun Arcade
Welcomes

ALL STUDENTS
with FREE TOKENS with this coupon

Just Fun Arcade in the Mt. Farms Mall is only a few minutes away

from UMass. Drive down Rt. 9 west to the malls or check a bus

schedule for details.

Mt.^ Mt.

Free
Just Fun Arcade

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley

Free

2 FREE TOKENS
with presentation of this ad

Offer limiied to one coupon per person per day

Free Offer expires Sept. 21, 1984 Free

>-^5^a:^?ssi^'''
\»te
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{Green Shirt, Pump it Up, Girls Talk, Wat-

ching the Detectives, and Getting Mighty

Crowded) and made his new stuff (Ineh by

Inch, and Only Flame in Town) shine.

A cover of the Byrds So You Want to be a

Rock and Roll Star? and his namesake's

"His Latest Flame", as well as a pair of as

yet unrecorded songs, Youn^ Boy Blues

and / h(ype Ym're Happy Now, " may have

befuddled some of his new MTV fans, but

these songs pleased the people who picked

up My Aim is True when it was released.

Gone from his show are the overpower-

ing TKO horns and saxophonist Gary Bar-

nacle is present only for a few songs. The

Attractions, especially the omnipresent

Steve Nieve (who is going by the moniker

of Maurice Worm these days) on

keyboards, backed Elvis' gasping rhjthm

guitar nicely. The Thomas Brothers,

bassist Bruce and drummer Pete, were as

11 Wednesday, September 5, 1984

usual right on target.

His arrangements, or rearrangements,

of his old songs enhanced the original ver-

sions. Nieve's pop-organ-piano swipes,

Elvis' sharp wordplay and even a good joke

("So they finally closed down the Cape Cod

Coliseum, what good news") made this as

David Letterman would say, "A fine, fine

concert."

A solo encore and an eight song final en-

core, including a spirited Getting Mighty

Crowded and of course his lash at Top 40

radio, Radio, Radio, ended the show on a

high note.

Elvis writes his songs motivated by

revenge, guilt, and sometimes a bitter love,

but he belts out a song with a little more

emotion now. The "angry young man" still

burns inside, but even people with a

message can be human. The pop medium

has never been put to a better use.
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Specialists for All

Your Travel Needs

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES

• HOTEL RESERVATIONS
• CHARTER PACKAGES

Daryl V. Storrs

M.F.A. Thesis Exhibition

Hampden Gallery

• CAR RENTALS

• CRUISES
• AMTRAK

Campus Center (2nd floor)

U of Mass Amherst 01003

546-0500

TIREb or SCHOOL ALREflDY?

SCIGhCG FICTIOM*^

• CONICS*

mon-mu 10-5.

MOMie POSTGRS*

FflNTflSY
18 m\[i STRICT /^MI4€RST

f^RI&S/5T'TIL9

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER

BRINGING THE BEST IN THEATER
F.Liqe'ne O'Nt'ills

DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS
(xtoix'i 11 i;i, 17 ^(1

Into the harsh but bfdutiful New England coiinti vsuU' ( ) Mnll ui'tivvs ,i

povveilul talf of love. lust, and murdt'i (^ne of iln v^iiiiiK (^hmU'si

tragedifs by one of America s greatest playwrights

William Shakespeare's

A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM
December 6 8. 12 15

Spend a summer night m December at the Rand The.ite) W.nin voui

self witi: one of Shakespeare's most scintillating works of genius, offer

mg in profusion a procession of frolicking faeries, kings, queens and

lovers in the most bewitched forest you will ever visii

All Curtains »ie at 8 00 PM
Hand I healer. Hne Arts Cenlei

Univprslty of Massachusetts Department of Thealrt

THERAIMD
FOR TICKH INFORMATION CALL

THE FINI ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE AT 545 251

1

H€nT€P
FINE ARTS CENTER

Arts StaffMeeting

Anyone interested in writing for the Collegian Arts sec-
tion, doing film, theater, l)o()k. or music reviews and
features, please come to an introductory arts staff
meeting Monday, September 10 at 6:30 pm at the Arts
desk. New writers are welcome!

Love & lust
Love's Reckless Rash
By Rosemary Cartweheel
St. Martin's Press, $3.95. 132 pgs.

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Get comfy on the couch, hon, and pull out the Russell

Stover candies — Lady Vanessa Shirwin-Williams is here,

breasts abobbing, hormones flickering, in Love's Reckless

Rojih, the latest Charlatan Romance novel by Rosemary
Cartwheel.

This is Rosemary's first book; her future novels (in-

cluding Sweet and Sour Love, Hot and Spicy Lm)e, Bald
Breathless Love, and By George. It's Lore), combine her

flair for ^)eating already dead buzzwords with a forte for

dangling participles, mixing metaphors, and punning for

all she's worth as she follows Vanessa through predictably

chaste romances. And it's fun as all hell.

Reporting these trysts with the verve of a voyeuristic

Connie Chung, Rosemary spares nothing and no one. The
scenario in short:

Lady Vanessa Sherwin-Williams is betrothed to the

walleyed, flea-scratching Lord (lastleigh by her father, the

Duke, who dribbles food and nods for a living. Vannessa,

baffled by the onset of puberty, thinks in her pristine way
about sex as often as Carl Lewis looks in the mirror and
smiles.

At the Duchess of Winston's masquerade ball (with the

Lord of Marlborough, the Duke of Kent, the Earl

Tareyton in attendance), Vanessa's estrogen levels leap at

the sight of the Duke of Earl, who has reportedly

"violated the purity of several county virgins." Vannessa
naturally, wants his body.

She and the Duke meet and fall in love. But her father

mysteriously nixes the coupling by carting Vannessa off to

New Orleans to his brother's estate, where she discon-

solately marries Beauregard Weevil. Beau Weevil loses

her in a steamboat poker game to a trapper who smells

like his fur.

But Vanessa is not happy. Will no one appreciate her

perfect body, her heart shaped birthmark, her "green"

eyes, the color and texture of the most precious

sapphires... a flawless set of ruby-red heart-shaped lips

that, when parted, allowed her to speak or consume food."

What's more, her one True Love is reportedly dead.

Depressing huh? Makes you want to kill yourself. Well,

Vannessa tries that, too.

Amor Vincit Omnia?! — Rosemary Cartwheel's
Love's Reckless Rash

But miracle of all miracles. Love presides, (and I'm not

telling you how, either) but suffice it to say that the Duke
of Earl has so much resiliency as Bill the Cat and Ack!

Everything turns out okay.

Is it time, now? Should we give it away? Love's Reckless

Rojih isn't quite what you think it is. (Maybe it is; hell, I

can't read minds...) Anyway, acting on a subtle realization

that a culture mired in Dark Shadmvs reruns and Bud Lite

commercials ins't reaching for the likes of Profiles In
C<mrage, the publishing industry has discovered parody.

Rosemary Cartwheel knows her stuff.

And you thought Danielle Steele was safe...

Professional

Consultation

& Style Haircut
only

$7.00
With Shampoo £r Biowdry

.
1

.
1 ,
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$10.50

Featuring: Design Perming and

Dimensional Highlighting

Styles by Deborah
65 University Dr.

Amherst, 549-5610

/vith this coupon, expires 9/30/84

Please call

for an

appointment
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Every MONDAY
NICKEL NITE

Every other drink 5* 7

Every TUESDAY
LADIES NITE

Ladies first 2 drinks 99* 7 -

,
J,Always Live Entertainment

iiHii III
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Every WEDNESDAY
PENNY DRAFT NITE

Every other 12 oz. Draft 1*7-1

mm
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Now serving beer and wine

to complement our

great tasting meals!!

Open Sunday - Tliursday til 3 am

Open Friday and Saturday

24 hours!!

Sun.-Thurs.

6 a.m. -3 a.m.

Fri a Sat

24 Hrs

Super Stop & Shop
Campus Shopping Center

Rte. 9, Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

Senior Citizens

Discounts

2-5 PM 20%
All Other

Times 10%
Does not apply

to specials

Every THURSDAY
GRAB BAG NITE

Uheck for drink soeriak
and entertainment 7 - 1

^ftfmmmmnmmmiHf

tr iliVi ir«ri

^ .Every FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DJ s or

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
to party with 'till 2 AM ^^—>^

^'N. (doors Close i am; A x

SPORTS ACTION starts 1 pm
in our Sport Pub

w/99* Drinks 1 - 7

vv^^'^'^-' .\.

rFUNNY HOUR " 1-7 7 DAYS A WEEK

[Rt. 9 Hadley

mxmx&amsmMmgmswrM

(across from
Mt. Farms Mall)
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"THE STEREO PROFESSKDNAlS'

Welcomes You Back

to the Best

Audio/Video

Deals Around
MAXELL UDXLII 90 and TDK SAC90 $1.99

SUPER SYSTEM VALUE
Nikko NR 320 Receiver - 30 watts/ ch

Ohm E2 Speakers

Nikko NP500 II belt drive Turntable

Shure presence Cartridge

$750.00 value - $399.95 WOW!!!

Ohm mygosh!
Ohm.C3 Speakers $650. value - $375.00 pr

TECHNICS SUPER SALE

SA 150 new 25/watt/channel receiver $149.95

SA 350 new 40 watt/channel receiver $179.95

SA 450 new 50 watt/channel receiver $219.95

SA 810 80 watt/channel receiver $349.95

SLP 7 Digital Disc Player $287.39

J
Parasound Graphic Eqiualizer I

I 10 band/channel, tape monitor

I $249.95 value $98.75 I

I
I Nikko ND700 II i

J
DBX and Dolby Cassette Deck

I a $300.00 value |
I $169.95 below original cost I

I
I
I
I
I

--B
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I-

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

Phaselinear DV250
100 watt integrated amp

400 watts per channel peak

$850.00 value $387.85

Discwasher D4
record cleaning kit

$9.95

I
I

Sanyo RD7
Dolby Cassette Deck

metal tape, LED meters

$53.77
. ^

Video Clerica

VHS cleaning cassette

$19.95 value $5.0011!

I

s

BOSE BLOW OUT

201 Vi price $131.00 pr

601 originally $944 - $499.00 pr

„„-- 1
I

I

Cobra 206
Cordless Telephone

$49.95

1000' range cosmetic blemish

I
I
I

I
-g

15 EAST PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

(413) 253-3100

Cobra 260 {
Cordless Telephone $79.96 I

I
I

.J!

speaker phone intercom

9# memory cosmetic blemish

FALL
Massachusetts Daily Cotlegian September 5, 1984

I

Back to School Issue Fall '84

UMass and Five College news in four sections:

News, Living, Sports and'the other voice'
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SHEER ELBOAHOE.

High-Fashion
Nylon Rimless Frames

• Lightweight fix all day comfort

• Fxtremcly stixxig and flexible

• World s leading rimless frames

Ask for FREE
Contact Lens Demonstration
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Complete set of •

Eyeglasses or Contact

Lenses or 40% OFF
-

I prcicnptior pvcglassj^- or ungUsM".

I ."»T ;i.ii. r„i-*d 'Ailh a complete s<^ of eyegl^^^-'s al the
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.runt applies li > lesspr prverJ pair !
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100% of all your writing needs are nght here m KAYPROs Writer s Pakt You II get: • ^AYPRO

2X^Microcomputer with up to 400 pages of memorv! • KAYPBO Letrer-Quahtv Printer! .FCC

Aooroved printer cable' • All KAYPRO 2X Software for Word Processing, Spelling Correction,

MaHm^^ng Financial Protections, What If7 Analvsis and much more! • TYPE IT allows this

system to l>e used as a typewriter while you learn its other capabilities!

IM

cHttivg^*

Printer slWMm has
optionai tractor feed.

Ycxir icxBlly owned Optical Shop

Hampshire Mall/Hadley, MA.
(Across from KMART) 584-8324

A

lACMUnrwo
CtMMVTM COMM WtTM

UMOI Of tfPUCAfiOM lOTTMkM'

"INNOVATORS IN ElfCTRONICS SINCE 1952'

•Suggested retail pnce

csa
1073 ST JAMES AVt

SP^NGRELO. MA01104

41 3-737-4562

MOUNTAIN FAPMS MAU RT 9

HADLEY MAOIOati

413 584-3933

Amherst's Newest Nite Club

Video's

Popular Dance Music

DJ's

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

(formerly Poor Richards)
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SUMMER SPACESHIP? No, this cucumber picker which houses 15 cucumber pickers glides slowly through a cucumber field in Amherst.

Housing changes
still scheduled
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Seventy-three University of Massachusetts students

wiU be moving out of the Campus Center Hotel and into

dormitories over the next 48 hours, to make room forap-

proximately 30 more temporary residents.

Those 30 students should get housing by the end of

September, according to Housing Director Gerald

Quiarles. "Last year everyone had housing by October,

fcwit we started school a week later last year, so I don't

know what that means for this year," said Quaries.

The Housing Services Office looked like an auction

house on Wednesday afternoon. Housing staff stood in

front of a lai^ chalkboard illustrating the number and
tywxs of opening for each dorm on campus. As the staff

c^led out numbers to students, the studetns wouM then

see what was available and taJte it or pass on it, "We find

that putting the board out in the open lets people know
that we're being fair, and not playing favorites," said

Quaries.

"You have to admit, it's not a free-for-aJl out there,"

said UMass student David Zdler, vice-deputy chair of the

Residential Committee.
"Things are proceeding as we expected. It's a painful

situation for the people out there (waiting outside his of-

fice) and we recognize that Most folks wiU feel that

they've been fairly treated," he said.

What had been a milling line of about 150 students at 3

pm, stt^tching from outside Housing Services to just out-

side the Dean of Students Office, had dwindled to 15-20

students just 45 minutes later.

Those students having problems with on-cam(Hi8 hous-

ing fall into three categories; those didn't jmy their bills

on tim<j, or sign the housing contract on time, phis those

who were a<«epted as UMass students late in the spring.

In turn, they were given three options by Housing Ser-

vices on Monday; move into swing rooms (rooms not nor-

mally used for housing such as lounges and stcnrage

areas) for 4-6 weeks, move into the hotel, or go home and
return on Thursday.

(^larl^ said that there have been about 170 no-dhows

so fiur, and that another 30-40 spaces need to be found for

those students who wUl be movini? into the hotel on

Thur8<iBy.

El Salvador policy criticized
us harasses , former ambassador says
By REBECCA THATCHER
Coliegian StaJ't

In a speech that drew heated response trorn the audience,

Robert E. White, career diplomat and tormer ambassador

to El Salvador described recent United States policies in

Latin America as a "return to gunboat and big stick

diplomacy."

White said the United States policies in Latin America in

the 20th century have been "characterized by a tear ot

change."

"We have been so petrified ot change that we have en-

dorsed corruption, violated treaties, and participated in a

perversion ot the democratic process," he said.

White said there have been lour social forces in El

Salvador: the rich, the poor, the church, and the military.

He said the military, directed by the rich, has destroyed

"ail the institutions which normally mark a civilization."

In response to a new bishop's charter in 1968. which stated

that the poor have a right to participate in the direction of

the society. White said the rich accused the church leaders

ot being Marxists and communists "and sent in the military

to maim and kill and literally decapitate" the people's

movements, such as peasant organizations and unions.

White said that circumstances in El Salvador improved

temporarily when "the young military threw out the old

military" in 1979 and invited intellectuals and

revolutionaries to join their government.

White was appointed at that time by President Carter

"with instructions to insist on human rights, back reform

and look for opportunities to help (the El Salvadorans)

work out compromise and reconciliation."

He said he knew progress was being made when the right

wing in El Salvador attacked the U.S. embassy, carrying

placards saying that President Carter and Ambassador

White are "commies."

When President Reagan was elected. White was removed

from his post in a change of policy which "abandoned

x-

Inside:

Mary Wentworth Conte for U.S. House seat p.3.

reform, rejected accomodations and reconciliation and
insisted on a military victory. "he said.

In response to White's suggestion that Cuba and the

Soviet Union do not respect democracy in Latin America,

John Kisher, a resident of Northampton, shouted: "How
can you say Cuba and the Soviet Union would not respect

democracy when the United States killed Allende, the

democratically elected president of Chile and supported

dictators Batista in Cuba and Somoza in Nicaragua?"

Another meipber of the audience said White seemed to

ignore the fact that student activism can affect U.S.

foreign policy and was arrogant and patronizing.

The speech was held in the Student Union Ballroom as

part of P'lrst Week.

Colleifian photo by Andy Heller

Former ambassador Robert E. White

UMass kicks over Ball State pl6.

"The schools aint what they used to be and
busses wUl return to the Campus Center Circle p.3. V£Ver WO^/*
President Reagan is compared to Rfchard Nixon. . . . . p.7 _-^m Rogers
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Chernenko appears during ceremony
MOSCOW iAP)— President Konstantin U. Chernenko on

Wednesday made his lirsl public appearance since July, at

a ceremony honoring Soviet cosmonauts. His long absence

from public view had provoked rumors he was senously ill.

But the 72 year old Soviet president was shown on Soviet

television at a Kremlin ceremony to honor three

cosmonauts and in a briet speech renewed Soviet calls for a

ban on space weapons.

The olticial Soviet news agency Tass reported Cher-

nenko'a participation in the ceremony and several hours

later Soviet television broadcast lilm ol the Kremlin event.

Tass also released still photographs ol the ceremony.

Western reporters in Moscow were not allowed at the

ceremony.

On television's evening news program, Chernenko was

shown walking into the Kremlin Palace slowly but steadUy

.

He appeared sUghtly tanned and wore spectacles as he

read his live minute speech clearly.

Chernenko, known to sutler breathing dilticulties, was

said by a Foreign Ministry olticial on Monday to be

carrying out his duties. But he had not been seen m public

since July 13, when he was photographed greeting U.N.

SecreUry-General Javier Perez de Cuellar.

Catholic Bishops decry abortion stand

BOSTON (AP)— The Roman Catholic bishops ol lour

New England sUtes said Wednesday that a candidates

position on abortion is a critical issue in this year's political

campaigns, but said their sUtement was not an en

dorsment ol any candidate.

The statement, two weeks betore the Massachusetts

pnmary and two months before the general election, was

the most potent on the sensitive question that the church

leaders have issued. It reiterated the church's olten-stated

opposition to abortion, which m effect was declared a

constitutional right in a controversial 1973 Supreme Court

Shuttle returns

ruling.

Bishop Bernard V. Law. archbishop of Boston, who said

he wants the abortion issue taken off the "back burner"

and given more public attention, denied the statement was

aimed at U.S. Rep. Geraldine Ferraro, the Democratic vice

presidential candidate. She has voted in favor of abortion

funding in Congress, while statmg she personally opposes

the procedure.

"1 am singling out an issue," the prelate said at a Boston

news conference. "1 am not singling out a candidate."

Looting, arson

in Johannesburg
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - Scattered

looting and arson were reported Wednesday in three

black townships devastated by the worst rioting in eight

years A bomb went oil at a Johannesburg courthouse,

and an explosion shattered an electrical substation,

blacking out eight towns.

South Alrican oflicials said 147,000 black students

stayed away from classes because ol continuing unrest or

to honor boycotts.

Police said 29 people were killed and as many as 300

were reported woundded since the fiercest rioting

started Monday over government-imposed rent in-

creases.

The rent hike, about $3.10 on a monthly rent of about

$18.60 lor a tour room, cinder block house, was the spark

tor new unrest after eight months of sporadic student

boycotts to protest interior black education.

.•.".".•••••««•.•.••-•, .v.v.T.x.ro

EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (API-
Discovery came back Irom

its much-delayed debut run

yesterday after delivering

three satellites to space, and

NASA told its customers:

"Now we are back on

schedule."

The shuttle's sunrise

landing on this desert

lakebed was an upbeat end

to a shakedown fhght that

suffered from prelaunch

problems and troubles in

orbit.

Discovery's live- man, one-

woman crew accomplished

all It set out to do. The
astronauts launched the

three communications
satelhtes and made ex-

tensive tests on a solar

array

.
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Drivers, proofreaders

and typesetters needed

to work in Collegian

GRAPHICS
See Mark Roden or

I Dode Levenson for details
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our already low student cost

Attention Students 50% Off

our already low student cost
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is undergoing an experimental structural change in

our classified rates. We are making a conscientious effort to limit the expenditure that ail

of us, as students, will undertake. In order to make this a successful effort, we need your

support. We are located at the opposite end of the check cashing service in Room 113

Campus Center. Please support us as we continue to support you.
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Wentworth challenging for congressional position
By MICHEl.l.EHYDt:
Collegian Stall

Mary Wentworth, a lormer University ot Massachusetts

employee, is tor the second time challenging Republican

Silvio U. Conte in his bid tor a seventh term in the U.S.

House ot Representatives.

Wentworth hopes to beat the First District congressman

in the Sept. 18 primary and the general election Nov. 6 with

an issue-onented and "populist" campaign.

Prom December 1979 to September 1983, Wentworth was

the Poor Women's Task Force coordinator at the

Everywoman's Center, where she provided women with

assistance on housing, child care, wellare, medical and

legal needs. She lett the centerr last lall alter a contract

renewal controversy.

Wentworth's plattorm includes lull employment during a

peacetime rather than a military economy, tax programs to

"reduce the tax burden ot working people," a nuclear

ireeze, an end to military intervention in Central America,

a national health program, and programs tor the poor, the

elderly, education and the environment.

Wentworth is also pro choice, and said Conte is

"staunchly anti choice, and a very key figure in restricting

women's rights lo fh(M)se. She said Conte voted in 1977

tor the original Hyde amendment, which cut olt all lederal

tundmg lor abortions except in cases ot rape or incest.

"One ol the rea.sons why we have to get ott this military

economy is because more and more ol production is going

to the military, altecting jobs," she said.

There is enough work to be done and the people to do it.

she said. 'It the private sector can't provide jobs, its the

role ol the government to come up with a plan."

Wentworth said her campaign is "popuhst" because she

places the interest ot the average person against cor

porations. and will receive her political and tinancial

support trom large numbers ol people and not businesses.

So tar, her supporters include Freeze Vote '84, the

Amherst Disarmament CoaUtion, and Sojourner Magazine.

Wentworth was formerly a member of the Valley

Women's Center. Women for Economic Justice, and the

Coalition of Basic Human Needs. She served as a delegate

to the Massachusetts Issues Convention held in Springfield

last February.

As an Amherst Town Meeting member, Wentworth has

supported issues such as child care, rent control, and

Nuclear Free Amherst.

iilli'kOa'i phii'" ''V Aiiily Hfllcr

Mary Wentworth, candidate for the First

District seat, U.S. House of Representatives.

Lighting and paving plans

approved for campus sites
By TAAKA EDFN HCJFI-'.MaN

Collegian Stall

The University ot Ma.ssachusetts Physical

Plant IS planning about $7r),000 worth ot

site improvements, and have already added

22 new lampposts to the parking lot behind

Buttertield dormitory.

One ot the three major site improvements,

two new bus pulloffs to be put on

Ma-ssachusetts Avenue, will re route the

buses that travel to the Haigus Mall back to

their original stop at the Campus Center

Circle.

Physical Plant Director Roger Cherewatti

said the construction of the two new bus

stops should be complete by October, and

the Campus Center Cu-cle will be in use

again by Columbus Day.

Also included in the improvements:

•a new blacktop walkway at the northern

end of Stockbridge Road, near Skinner Lab.

Completion is expected in mid-September.

•the resurfacing of Parking Lot #21,

across from the Southwest area. Alternate

parking for those students with a Lot W21

parking sticker will be on the grass fields

next to the lot. Completion is expected m
mid- September.

Cherewatti said he anticipates that

students will be patient and cooperative

while the improvements are taking place.

He said the benefits of the work will out

weigh the inconvenience.

"The additions will create a much safer

environment, "Cherewatti said. "We're

happy we got the money tor the projects."

In addition, 22 new lampposts now

surround the parking lot l)ehind Buttertield

dorm in the Central area, but p<K)r lighting

on campus "remains a problem, " according

to Student Government A.ssociation Co-

President Rick I'atrirk.

"We've communicated our concerns (about

campus lightmg) to the Physical Plant since

we've been in office, " Patnck said. He said

he feels contident that the lighting issue will

be given proper attention thus tall and called

It a priority in campus safety.

"1 think It's a real positive project because

Western Mass. Electric went out of their

way to install the lights before the students

arrived," said Cherewatti.

Larry Perry, project engineer for light

in.stallation on campus, said the Univer-

sity's monthly electric bill is approximately

$435,000, and the additional cost for these

new lights will be $449.94 per month.

"This will be a drop in the bucket com-

pared to the overall electric bill for the

University." Patrick said, "it's p wor-

thwhile investment.
"

The parking lot surrounded by woods

below Buttertield dorm also has additional

lights. "It's pitch black (in that area),

especially on a rainy or foggy night,'

Cavanaugh said.

UMass educators awarded
I'hnin li> .hi, IV ^|n|a

COOL IT — students contemplate the rental of dorm refridgerators

near the Southwest pyramids.

UMass professor appointed

to new academic position
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Stephen Gates, a University of

Massachusetts historian, was appointed

this summer to the first academic chair of

biography in the United States.

The UMass professor said he "seriously

doubts" that another U.S. biographer has

received a job as a professor of biography.

There are "kissing cousins to this in

small colleges, but certainly no such chair

in any major institution," Dates said. "It's

quite a feather in UMass's cap."

"I'm delighted that UMass has such

respect for literature and biography," he

said.

Gates has been a professor in the history

department for 16 years. He worked as an

assistant professor at the University of

Texas and came to the University after

receiveing his doctorate.

"I had many teaching offers, but I

thought UMass was the Uiiiversity which

would make things happen."

Gates is now a Paul Murray Kendal Pro-

fessor of Biography. This award was nam-

ed for the late Paul Kendall whose book

"The Art of Biography" was Gates'

"guiding spirit" when he was writing his

books, Gates said.

He has published 12 books and 65 essays.

Gates is best known for his "Civil War
Quartet" series which includes To Purge

This Land With Blood: A Biography of

John Brmm, The Fires of JvbiUe: Nat

Turner's Fierce Rebellion, With Malice

Tcnvard None: The Life of Abraham Lin-

coln, and Let the Trumpet Sound: The life of

Martin Luther King, Jr. He is now writing

a biography of William Faulkner.

He teaches the history of civil war heroes

and a year-long graduate seminar in

vmting biographys. This spring he plans to

begin teaching an undergraduate
biography course.

Gates has been a Fellow of the John

Simon Guggenheim Foundation and a

Senior Fellow of the National Endowment
for the Humanities. He has lecttired on

biography writing and has appeared on

numerous national television shows.

Gates has won many awards and prizes,

"I most .appreciate the Distinguished

Teaching Award because it was the first

year the students took it over," he said.

Gates is an Amherst resident who enjoys

traveling and is a self-proclaimed "jazz

freak". He has a daughter and a son, who

is a sophomore at the University.

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Educators at the University of

Massachusetts are once again being

recognized for their work this year with

awards and fellowships.

Distinguished Teaching Awards are given

to faculty, teaching as.sociates and

assistants to honor exceptional classroom

leaching, especially on the undergraduate

level.

Andy B. Anderson, associate professor of

sociology, Juhus Lester, professor of Afro

Amencan studies and Seymour Shapiro, a

professor of botany, each received the

award for outstanding classroom teaching.

Anderson teaches data collaboration and

analysis, statistics, self, society and in

terpersonal relationship courses. He has

been a faculty member for eight years and

has CO authored a number of publications in

his field. Anderson also spends time ad-

vising and contributing to research con

ducted at the U niversity

.

Anderson received a bachelor of arts

degree from Southern Methodist

University and a PhD. from Tulane

University. He also taught at Purdue

University before joining the faculty here.

.Julius K. Lester, who is director of the

Afro American studies department,

teaches courses on the history of blacks,

Jews, civil rights and African hterature.

His books have earned critical acclaim and

he has recorded two albums of original

songs.

Betore coming to UMass in 1971, Lester

was CO host ot a television show and

producer and host of a radio show, both in

New York City. He has a bachelor of arts

degree in Enelish from Fisk University.

Shapiro has been teaching at the

University since 1964. In addition to being a

frequent guest lecturer at many colleges

acro.ss the country, he has served as a

scientist and advisor to several in-

ternational forums on the peaceful use <rf

atomic energy.

Shapiro earned his bachelor of science and

doctorate at the University of Michigan and

taught there and at Brooklyn College betore

coming to UMass.

The three teaching associates selected for

the awards are Mary Brydon- Miller,

department of psychology, William Rising,

mathematics and statistics, and W. David

Snowball, communication studies.

Brydon Miller teaches a number of in-

troductory and graduate level classes in the

psychology department.

Rising is a doctoral candidate in the

mathematics and Pstatistics department.

He has taught statistics in the School of

Management lor two years.

Snowball teaches debate courses and has

coached the debate team since 1978. With a

bachelor of arts in speech and theater from

UMass. he will take the position of director

of forensics at Augustana College in llhnoii.

Other educators at the University have

been recognized with this year's Faculty

Fellowship Awards.

Fellowship recipients are chosen on the

basis of their outstanding accomplishments

and their potential for continued excellence

in research and scholarly or creative ac-

tivity.

Professor of philosophy Robert J.

Ackerman, polymer science and

engineering Professor William J.

MacKnight, sociology Professor Peter H.

Rossi, and physics and astronomy Professor

Edward R. Harnson were all recipients of

the $3,000 award.
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Democratic senate candidates debate
BOSTON (AP) - After

bashing each other for an

hour on taxes and defense,

the four Democratic can-

didates for U.S. Senate said

their televised forum helped

each man while serving to

highlight the ideological

cleavage in the crowded
race.

"Everyone had an oppor-

tunity to get his message

across," U.S. Rep. James

Shannon of Lawrence said

immediately after the

League of Women Voters

broadcast the debate
Wednesday evening at

historic Faneuil Hall.

"There are still a lot of

undecides, but it's clear that

annual debate is seen as the

I and Lt. Gov. John Kerry

are out front," Shannon

said. With less than two

weeks before voters choose

one Democrat and one

Republican in the Sept. 18

primary to replace Sen.

Paul Tsongas, the League's

starting gun for the final

sprint.

"The tax issue is emerging

as a key issue, and that

plays to my strength," said

former House speaker

David Hartley of Holyoke.

Hartley and Secretary of

State Michael Connolly

have been trailing Kerry

and Shannon in fund-raising

and in most political polls,

and they spent a larger-

than-usual share of their

time Wednesday night at-

tacking the front-runners.

Kerry arid Shannon,
meanwhile, aimed most of
their rhetorical salvos at

each other, wrangling
repeatedly over federal tax

policy.

Collegian 5
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HAMPSHIRE BUSINESS MACHINES

SALES TYPEWRITERS SERVICE

Authorized Dealer

BROTHERS, SMITH CORONA
new, used and rentals

321 -R Main Street

(corner of Main & Dickinson)

Amherst 549-6177

presents
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Selected list of course titles:

Elements of Style

Psychological Testing

On Death and Dying
Norton Anthology of Poetry

Oedipus Cycle

Leviathan

Foreigrn Language Dictionary

Many more titles to numerous
to mention

Every book 50 - 75% off

publishers list price

BLACK UHURU
WITH SLY DUNBAR & ROB SHAKESPEARE
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NEW BOOKS AT JW/ PfUCE

71 No. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Open: Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat 10-6

Thurs, Fri 10-8

STUDENTS $9.50

PUBLIC $11.50
UMass ID required to enter with Student ticket

WED.
SEPT. 19

S.U.B.

UMASS
tix on sale sept 7

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic

Center, and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton,

Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

Some Short Takes -Featuring:
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Alumni Relations to acquire

new employees, computer
By GREC; BROWN
ColU'gian Staff

The Office of Development and Alunmi

Relations will hire eight new employees

and install a new computer system this

year with $535,000 allocated last May by

the Board of Trustees.

The increase in the office's hudgt't comes

in response to "one (»f the biggest single-

year increases in alumni donati(ms in the

history of the I'niversity of

Massachusetts." said Deidre A. Ling, vice

chancellor fnr I'niversity Relations and

Development.

UMass alumni donated $1,232,634 last

year, compared with $774,000 the previous

year Ling said.

The budget inc-ease for the Alumni Ot

fice was approved by the Board of Trustees

at their May 21 meeting.

Dallas Darland, director of the office,

said he is awaiting approval by Univeristy

President David C. Knapp of a proposal to

revamp the office over the next two years.

That approval may take up to six weeks, he

said.

The eight new staff positions will be

phased in slowly, Darland said. "We
haven't begun the search process yet," he

.said.

The budget increa.se was "a comprehen-

sive plan to f)ut us (the University's alumni

office) on a par with the best public

schools." Ling said.

"Our information system was in the

Dark Ages." "We had two full-time profes-

sionals serving the needs f>f some 100,000

alumni."

The new computer system, exj)ected to

cost between $1.50,000 and $200,000, was a

priority for the office, Darland said. Two of

the new staff positions are employees to

work with the information system.

Ling said this year's alumni soliciting

wjis so successful that she plans to enter

the office in a nationwide competition for

alumni fundraising sponsored by the U.S.

Steel Co.

Everywoman's Center recruiting

(<ill«'pan photo by Andy HelWr

Robert Burns escorts a friend towards Whitmore Administration

Building yesterday where hundreds of students worked their way
through registration hassles.

The Everywoman's Center at UMa.ss is

looking for university and community

women volunteers and interns to staff its

resource room this fall.

Work, includes providing information

aobut area services and events, medical

and legal referrals, and occasional crisis in-

tervention.

Credit and work study are available for

most UMa.ss undergraduate students.

Fall applications must l)e received by

September 14 at 4: pm.

For more information, a job description

and an application, see Sandy Mandel,

Resource/Referral Coordinator,

Everywoman's Center Wilder Hall, or call

545-0883.

Calendar
presented
The following events are

scheduled by the

Everywoman's Center. For

more information, call

545-0883. Upcoming Events

at the Everywoman's
Center at UMass.

•Sept. 6: Counseler Ad-

vocate Training Session

begins.

•Sept. 11: Graduate
WAGES first meeting,

CC174-176, 7:30 pm.

•Sept. 12: First graduate

WAGES brown-bag lunch,

CC805-809.
•Sept. 19: Educator Ad-

vocate Training Session

begins.

•Sept. 19: Speaker on "The
Balancing Act- Juggling

The Personal, Professional,

and Academic," CC805-809,

12-1 pm.
•Sept. 20: "Celebration cof-

fee", EWC, 3-4:30 pm.

•Oct. 2: "Building Con-

fidence" workshop, EWC,
6:30-9 pm.

•Oct. 3: Annual Openhouse,

EWC, 4-6 pm.

•Oct. 15: General Women's
Support group begins,

EWC 7-9 pm.

Taara Eden Hoffman

Graduate
orientation
The Minority Graduate

Student Recruitment Office

will sponsor a series of

workshops and orientation

ses^Dns for students

deciding whether to go to

graduate school and for in-

coming graduate students

today through Monday.

Today at 3 pm and 7 pm
potential graduate students

ran learn about application

procedures and re-

quirements in the Graduate

Research Center, room

A-221.

In the same room tomor-

row and Monday, incoming

graduate students can hear

about the university and its

surrounding community

fom 7-8:30 pm.

Ik
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4-What Do You Want From College?
Management Training? :

Add It To Your Schedule.

You're career oriented.

You're interested in

nnanagement.
You're an individual

seeking experience in

problem analysis, requir-

ing decision-making

results. You want manage-

ment training and leader-

ship experience. Exper-

ience that will be an asset

In a management career —
or any career you may
choose.

If you are this Individual,

you can get all of this

experience through the

adventure of Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LEAD

For More Information Contact:

Jinn Mahoney
545-2321 /2322
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Random notes

Invading another's

territory and rights

I was waiting yesterday, for a bus across

the street from the Graduate Research

Center when a car skidded 25 feet in front

of the bus shelter.

About four women in the car laughed and

called out to some men standing on the

grass behind the curb. The men piled into

the car and the car pulle<l away.

People at our bus stop and the one across

the street smiled when they saw the long

skid, made about three feet abreast of a car

parketi in close to the bus shelter.

"Can you believe it?" A young woman
next to me said.

"Believe what?" I said, turning to look at

her.

"Those guys just (urinated) over there."

She pointed where the guys had been stan-

ding before they piled into the car. I didn't

see if it was the same men.

"I can believe it. I've lived in Amherst all

my life, but never lx?fore starting at UMass
have I felt territorial al:K)ut it. Now I feel

territorial everytime I see this stuff."

She had grown up in Amherst, too. She

arrived in 1973, lived elsewhere for two

years, returned and graduated from

Amherst High in 1982.

"I'm taking a big risk, riding a bus," she

said. "I'm afraid that if I get on I'll throw

up."

She didn't look sick.

"Yes," she said. "I think I should just

walk. I think the public humilation would

do me in. I've been sick all dav."

I told her that along North Pleasant

Street, past the GRC, there were plenty of

places where she could get sick without l)e-

ing seen.

She smiled and thanked me and then

began to walk home.

Dan Miller

Amherst

UMass selling out it's

sports for money
I am writing to express my disappoint-

ment in the decision of the powers that he

at UMass concerning the new emphasis on

"major sports" at the University. I have

tried unsuccessfully to comprehend the

direction of the intercollegiate athletic pro-

grams at UMass since my years as a stu-

dent there from 1970 to 1974. During that

time I covered the hockey team for the

Daily Collegian when that team won the

Div II championship, and did so while l)or-

rowing Amherst's Orr Rink. There was

talk back then of "big time" fcxjtball follow-

ing that team's success and bowl victory.

However, I must disagree with the deci-

sion to eliminate some of the sports in

favor of "revenue-producing" sports.

Coach Garter seems to have the proper

perspective on the true value of inter-

collegiate competition. A diminished *^m-

phasis (^n the baseball program, one of the

most successful programs at UMass having

produced several major league prospects,

further confirms the Board of Trustees'

blindness of the meaning of spwrts and

reveals the greediness which pervades all

of sports in America today.

If UMass wants a piece of the big money

such as that which Boston College has .sold

itself out for, then it must be prepared to

accept the further deterioration of its

academic reputation, just as B.C. has sur-

rounding the Martin Clark situation.

If there is a petition circulating to protest

this decision, I wish to add my name to it. I

would also suggest that the issue be

presented in Tk^ Alumnm and that the opi-

r
FRIDGE RENTALS

2 cu. ft.

Free Delivery
call R & P RENTALS

253-9742
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX I

@ physical plant bidg.
We will be open the following: hours

for your shopping convenience:

Sept. 4 Tues.

Sept. 5 Wed.
Sept. 6 Thurs.

Sept. 7 Fri.

Sept. 8 Sat.

Sept. 10 Mon.
Sept. 11 Tues.

Sept. 12 Wed.
Sept. 13 Thurs
Sept. 14 Fri.

9-5

9-9

9-9

9-5

10-3 I

9-7

9-7

9-5

9-5

9-5
i

*******t Remainder of the semester ******* |

hours are:

Monday-Friday 9 am- 1 pm

Thursday, September 6, 1984

nions of other alumni be considered. This is

a matter which will have an impact on the

integrity of the University. Do we want to

trade the responsibility of producing well-

rounded, well-educated graduates for a

shot at a regi<jnal ABC back-up Game of

the Week?

Thomas W. Plant
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A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

Get on line
TATitllOUt

waiting
in line.

vi.

I'niversity Computer
Center

"UnbeUevable!"
It's not bad enough doing endless hours of
homework for your computer courses To
make a tough situation wor.se you've got to
plan on spending precious time sUnding
in lin.M>very timeyou want to get on line
And your odds on getting a prim out by the
lime you need it are about as good as get
ting seats to a Michael Jackson concert
That IS. of course, unless you do your com
puter homework at the Computer Access
Center

16 chaIrS) no waiting!
TTie Computer Access Center is a unique
workspace that offers everyt.hingyou need
to do all ofyour computer work, m one

place, at one lime We rent our faciliiie.s l).v

the ^lou^ or semester for as long as you
need them, right in the centei' of Amherst
Finallyyou'vegolan alternative to using
your school's crowded facilities or renlinfi
a terminal for the whole semester

The Access Center has il all 16 work su
lions fully equipped with computers and
terminals, complete modem systems that
allow you to lie in to Cyber. 'VAX or any
other mainframe that you have the access
code for. on site letter quality and dot
matrix printers for instanl print outs, and
experienced and knowledgeable computer
pros always on duty to help you
Of course, the best pan is ihal at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre-
cious time standing in line Now you can
plan ahead and reserve time on a terminal
that will be wailing just for you
So what are you waiting for'' Call today
and see foiyuuiself now easy and inexpen
slve renting tune on a computer can be

COMPUTER A<|^Ut:Sa CENTER INC.
ON SITE hourly/semester RENTALS 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Street Amherst MA (,n left rear of Peter Pan terminal building)Mon -Thurs 9 am -10pm, Fri -Sat 9am-6pm,Sun 10am-6pm

2 FREE HOURS OP COMPUTER TIMB !

£!!l!^fr.
?^^?"°" '^'s ^^ and use one of our otter good during business hours Monday

through Friday until October 1 5th

-, .. "" " "o au aiiu use (

computers tor two hours at no cost'
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The opinions expressed on
thiH page are those of the in-

dividual writer or cartoonist

and do not necessarily reflect

the views of the Collegian or

the university unless other-

•wise noted.
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The closing of summer
The stifling heat and humidity of this

August evening seem somehow, an after-

thought. Unmistakable sounds of summer;

the hypnotic ring of an ice cream truck and

squeaking sneakers from a pick-up basket-

ball game, float through my open window.

On back porches in apartment complexes

women sit with a beer, escaping after din-

ner dishes and the airless feeling of too

many people living in too few rooms. I can-

not tell whether I am 12 or 24, so generic is

the season of late summer.
There is a sense of regret in the air—late

summmer has the same stale quality of a

cluttered coffee table on Sunday afternoon.

Smudged glasses, half full, share exile with

some stale corn chips and a Newsweek two

months old. A wet bathing suit lies,

molding, on the bathroom floor.

Diane Lane

Without looking, I can tell the date is

somewhere near September first—conver-

sations that once circled aimlessly around

parties and beers and barbecues and swim-

ming, have taken on a crisp, business-like

quality. There are three-ring binders and

spiral notebooks and bic pens on sale at

K-Mart, and "Welcome-Back Student"

signs have spawned promiscuously all over

town. My schedule of classes came in the

mail the other day.

The metamorphis from August to

September is quiet and reluctant, much like

that from caterpillar to butterfly. They are

two months whose neighboriy position on

the calendar conceal a merely surface

friendship. One minute you're at summer

camp and the next you're sitting bleary-

eyed in a new homeroom looking for a

familiar face.

In most schools, while you're growing

up, someone asks you to write a composi-

tion titled, "What I Did On My Summer
Vacation". I would stare for hours at the

blank page, trying to remember the blur of

hot and sweaty days; to distinguish one

from the other. Yet my summers were

£ilways more remarkable for what I didn't

do than for what I did. I didn't wake up ear-

ly, I didn't wear dress-up clothes, and I

hadn't, as yet, had a job. We played War in

the days before war didn't seem such a

game and argued endlessly and loudly over

the path of imaginary bullets (You're dead!

Am not! Are too!...)

In August, though, the flow of things

changed, imperceptibly. Games would be

cut short (we had to be home when street

lights came on), whole neighborhoods

would be gone on family vacations and the

three boys next door would inevitably be

hauled home by their shrill mother after

the eldest had beaten up one of the

brothers for whining. It was a stable rite of

summer and I have always felt somewhat
incomplete since their having grown up and

made peace.

This summer, as with others in the recent

past, I worked. Every morning I joined

glassy-eyed commuters on a bus that rattl-

ed with protest and tried to come to terms

with the seasons of life. And when my 84

year-old Nana died, I went to her funeral

and played grown up when I felt like crying

instead. What game should I play today has

long since been replaced with knotty ques-

tions of wardrobe and money and whether

or not to take the 8:35 this morning or the

8:15.

The coming of fall is associated indelibly

with the idea of change. People move, they

switch jobs-some go off to school for the

first time. Alw^ays we leave behind a part of

ourselves in the summer sun; the child that

longs to stay at the beach for "just another

hour", now packs up his stereo and his

clothes maybe a book and turns inward,

with the community, to prepare for the

chill of fall; the coldness of winter. The

child moves on, in sync with nature's mood,

and makes peace with the idea of change.

Dxarve Lane is a Collegian Columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Amendment signing only a step

An open letter to Chancellor Josepth

Duffey:

First, I would like to applaud your sign-

ing of the ammendment last semester pro-

hibiting discrimination by the University or

University affiliated groups against per-

sons because of sexual preference. It was a

just, humane, brave thing to do.

It wa.s my understanding that one im-

mediately visible consequence of that

amendment would be that the Armed Ser-

vices would not be allowed to have tables

on the Campus Center concourse. They

openly dicriminate against gay men and

lesbians. I was shocked to see both ROTC
and Air Force tables on the councourse to-

day. The ROTC representative informed

me that they will be there Thursday and

Friday as well.

I wanted to bring this to your attention; I

realized I could not assume you were aware

of this.

I understand that out-and-out kicking

ROTC off campus is unreasonable, since

issues of classism and financial aid come in-

to play. Many financially needy people find

the Armed Services one avenue of escape

from their environment. It is a regretable

but understandable choice made in

desperation.

I don't, however, believe it is reasonable

to allow the Armeid Services to recruit in

the Campus Center. I don't belive the

amdendment you signed leaves room for

that. Thank you for your consideration in

this matter.

Bob Brif^am
Central

Welcome Back
Welcome and welcome back.

Another year, another nine months
at the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst. The beginning of the school

year, despite the hectic pace and
usual long lines that pop up
everywhere on campus, is relatively

carefree, filled with optimism and

high expectations by both the in-

dividual and the University itself.

Each year at this time, promises

are made. And like New Year's

resolutions they are usually not kept.

We, as students of UMass should

expect and receive much from this in-

stitution. We should expect a sound,

intellectually stimulating education

taught by professors and other

educators whose main purpose is

teaching.

We should expect an education that

is not limited to a few, but one that is

open to all who are deserving

regardless of race, sex, natural

origin, religion, physical disability,

sexual preference, or financial hard-

ship.

We should expect a campus which

is not only aware of racism, sexism,

anti-Semitism, handicapism and
homophobia, but which continually

strives to see aui end to their ex-

istence.

As members of this community
much should also be expected from

us. We should be expected to conform

to the best of our abilities to the rules

and regulations set forth by the

University administration.

We should be expected to act as

adult members of this community,

and take care in the things we do.

We should learn to respect the

rights of others and not infringe upon
them.

We should expect to start the year

off positively and with much op-

timism and we should expect that it

will end that way.

Unsigned editorials reflect the ma-
jority opinion of the Collegian Board

ofEditors.

Richard Nixon, who?
This summer marked the 10 year an-

niversary of Richard Nixon's resignation

as the President of the United States. On
August 9th, 1974, as Nixon boarded a

helicopter to take him away from the

tempest of Watergate, the American public

saw him for what he really was: a disgrac-

ed, villified public figure, one step ahead of

the law. Ten years later, Nixon is not doing

time in San Quentin, but is quietly return-

ing to the political stage as an "American

elder statesman." The people of Vietnam

and Cambodia will never be able to forgive

him, but the American people just may.

John Gilman

The most discouraging aspect of this

treatment of Nixon revolves around the

public's perception of proper presidential

conduct. After Nixon, presidents are no

longer expected to comply with the law, as

an ordinary citizen would be, let alone

aspire to the higher moral standards that

high school history books will credit them

with in the years to come. Purpose, mis-

sion, vision; these are no longer the prere-

quisites of the presidency. With the em-

phasis now placed on image-making, rather

than decision-making, the caliber of people

running for and attaining the presidency

has fdlen dramatically. In these post-

Nixon years, dishonesty, conflict of in-

terest and obstruction of justice are now
acceptable as long as the damage to the

"presidential image" can be minimized. No
one has benefitt^ more from Nixon and

Watergate than Ronald Reagan.

The "Teflon Presidency" of Ronald

Reagan has been riddled with scandals,

resignations and malicious policies. And

yet, according to the most recent polls, a

majority of Americans would prefer to see

him back on the job in January of 1985. In

an article in The New York Times

Magazine, written in April of this year,

Steven Weisman attributes this to

Reagan's ability to distance himself from

the policies and perjuries of his subor-

dinates. However, the American public's

political apathy has been equally to blame

for the success of Ronald Reagan, in spite

of the numerous illegalities that have spun

from his administration.

Reagan has not distanced himself from

such controversial figures as James Watt
and Ann Burford. He publicly backed both,

even while privately seeking their resigna-

tions. He has refused to withdraw Ed
Meese's nomination for attorney general in

the face of charges of illegai, interest-free

loans in exchange for high-paying govern-

ment positions, and the faJisifying of finan-

cial disclosure statments. Nor should the

Carter briefing book scandal, (or

"Debategate" as it is often called) be

frogotten. High Reagan administration of-

ficials, including Meese and CIA director

William Casey, had divergencies of

memory under oath concerning the Reagan

campaign's acquisition of the material.

Some might term this penury.

The list of similarities between the Nixon

and Reagan administrations can go on and

on. There is the illegal, undeclared "secret

war against Nicaragua, which is quite like

Nixon's war in Cambodia, there is the

"secrecy" paranoia which prompted

Reagan to call for lie detector tests for

government officials to halt leaks to the

press. It is an open question as to whether

he will go as far as Nixon and order secret

wiretaps. There has already been illegal,

secret tapings of conversations by ad-

ministration officials.

The difference between the Reagan and
Nixon misdeeds, if appreciable, is one of

degree. However, there is an immense dif-

fernce in the public's reaction to the cor-

ruption. There is little or no public's reac-

tion to the corruption. There is little or no
public indig^nation. Watergate deeply af-

fected the way the majority of Americans
viewed the actions of their government of-

ficials. But the post-Watergate morality

has given way to business as usual, with

hardly a murmur from the oveters. Per-

sonal pfofits outweigh the public interest in

the age of Reagan. If Nixon had state<l that

"I am no the only crook," he would have

been correct. The "Me Generation" has

reached the oval office.

John Gilm/in is a Collegian Columnist.

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Some
Banks

think

you're

looney.

•,A\V»
^^N^iW*

You don't bank on the moon. You know it. We know it. But ap-

parently some of the Amherst banks don't know it.

"Gret cash anywhere" they shout. Ones in Wyoming. Fives in

Florida. Tens in Texas. Why, they'll just about promise you money
on the moon.

Well, we at the UMass Federal Credit Union are students just

like you. We know that you don't want to keep a $1000 minimum
balance in your N.O.W. checking account. And we know that you
don't want to pay extra fees to bank in Wyoming.

So what we offer you is banking right on campus.
Checking and savings accounts. Certificates of deposit and car

loans. Even American Express Traveler's Checks!

All at affordable prices.

Start your future right. Open an account at the Credit Union

today. You'd have to be looney not to.

THE UMASS
STUDENT

CREDIT UNION
Student Union Bldg. 545-2800 Member NCUA

read the "ARTS"page

U.S. Department of Transportation Fji

Hntil

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KlU A FRIENDSHIP

"^Ofiie on ciownto^^

There's no place like downtown Anfiherst, Massachusetts.

Arts
rWrWrWr:?; •X«X'X«X'>X- ,v.v.v.v.v.v.*.v.v.%v.v. irKr^KTWrWrWrWrWrWtWrWrW-W^•»»:•>» I •.•.•.•^•.<
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This is the place
By CHRISTINE I). MARINI
Collegian Stall

Piano. Ballet. Tap dancing. Acting. 11

you've wanted to try these or any number

ol other perlorming arts but have never had

the opportunity, you need not wait any

longer. The Perlorming Arts Division (or

PAD), located in the Old Chapel on the

UMass campus, oilers classes m many

perlorming arts to people ot all levels ot

expertise. There are programs lor people ol

all ages, Irom Suzuki violin lor three and

tour year olds to a tree mtroductory piano

class lor senior citizens.

Now entering its 12th year. PAD. which is

CO sponsored by the Fine Arts Center and

the department ol music and dance, is

stronger than ever, ottering a variety ol

private and g^roup lessons in the arts.

"People come in to see us. and they say

T've always wanted to play the piano" or

'Am I too old to start dancing'.-''", said Susan

Huetteman, director ol the Perlorming

Arts Division. "We are an open door to

creative learning. Participating in the arts

is a thing people do lor themselves."

PAD is a sell sustaining organization run

lor the most part by a work-study student

stall. The instructors include un-

dergraduate and graduate students, as well

as post-graduates

College laculty.

and UMass and Five

"We are one ol lew such organizations in

the country that incorporate student-

teaching in the program, " Huetteman said.

"Student-teaching provides tremendous

opportunities lor all involved. The peer-as-

teacher relationship is a unique one."

PAD draws its students Irom a 50 mile

radius involving interested members ol the

community. In some cases, students can

elect a paid credit option through the

Division ol Continuing Education.

Fees lor classes vary. This semester, a

grant Irom the University Arts Council has

made it possible lor PAD to oiler UMass
students live introductory classes ( in

ballet, jazz, voice, basic acting and piano)

with the only cost lor students bemg the

$20 registration lee. Special classes this

semester ottered on a regular lee basis

include South Alrican Folk Music and

Classical North Indian Dance.

Walk-in registration at PAD's Old Chapel

ottice runs until noon on September 14. On
Sunday, September 9 a general meeting lor

students and laculty. You at LfKlass: The

Arts are Watting, will be held in Bezan.son

Hall at 2 p.m. loUowed by a laculty recital

at 3 p.m. For more inlormation call PAD at

545 0519.

Arts Writers Wanted!
No experience or prior knowledge re-

quired. We train! Good benefits. Great

hours. Apply in person between 3 & 5

p.m., M-F at the Collegian Arts Desk!

rhoUi l>y Andy ilfller

Susan Huetteman, director of the performing Arts Division

ARTSLINES ...

Coming soon in the CoUegiai

•:•• -•:•:•• .••-•;•;•

BODY SI-lOP
Exercise Facilities

sign up at NOPE and Boyden

Still only $45.00
Come in NOW for a Free Workout

during Si^n-Up hours
^ Boyden - NOPE

8 am - 9 am
11 am - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

M F Workouts begin Sept. 10 thru Dec. 21
7:30-9 am nqPE * strength training Boyden M-F

* aerobic fitness rj„*

Sat ^ -'- -^^^:^^ Sat

••X

^^o-^

ivi

!^

!^

12-1 pm
4-6 pm
7-9 pm 1-4

aerobic fitness

muscle testing

body fat testing
12-3

-•» -•:

•:•- •».

7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm

S^

4Z

Auditions. . .Auditions. . .Auditions. . .Auditions.

I Do you sing?

So do we!!!

Audition for the

UMass Chorale
Thurs. Sept. 6th

3:30 - 5:30

Rm 277 Music Dept. FAC
(Prepared song not required)

Auditions. . .Auditions. . .Auditions. . .Auditions.

:^.^.r

a
o
3

O
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a
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o
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ART AND ENGINEERING
^^^ SUPPLIES
-I •-

ri:

r-1 .-

-J •-

-» •

• I

V

A Full

Product Line

For the

Student

or

Professional

;- <w l^m
- O

OTHER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

Cards Hardware items

Postcards Luggage

Jewelry Carry-All Bags

Calculators Gifts

Computers Calendars

Posters Clothing

Records and Tapes Special Order Books

Blank Tapes Decals

Souvenirs Banners

Stationary Glassware

Plant Supplies Childrens Clothing

Cleaning Products Danskin

Back Packs Bathing Suits

Thursday, September 6, 1984

Thursday, September 6. 1984, Collegian ii

CANDY
DEPARTMENT

• Candy
• Gum
• Natural Foods
• Chips
• Cookies
• Crackers
• Snacks

TOBACCO
Cigarettes

Cigars

Chewing Tobacco
Pipe Tobacco

Lighters

HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS
Including a Full Cosmetic Line

GENERAL and REFERENCE BOOKS

• Fiction

• Non-Fiction

• Scientific

• Technical

• Magazines

• Computer
• Paperbacks

• Childrens Books

BOOK OF THE WEEK
$1.00 OFF List Price

HARD COVER NY TIMES
BEST SELLERS

$2.00 OFF
List Price

TEXTBOOKS
are sold at

ihe Annex

SCHOOL and OFFICE SUPPLIES

A FULL
LINE OF

School and
General

Office

Products

FILM and PHOTO DEVELOPING
•Kodak or Standard photo developing available.

Kodak

110

p«.'»"<i'i

KodacotorD

Kodacolorll

Kodak Film

Polaroid Film

Flash

Batteries

Mailers

Cameras
Dark Room
Supplies

the
Mini Store

Located in the

Student Union

Tliere's no need to iiurry!

Our convenient hours aliow
you to shop eariy or iate.

Candy
Tobacco
Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes
Books
Backpacks
Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics
Health &
Beauty Aids

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines
Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks
Paper

Newspapers
Tote Bags
School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Gisssware

Cups
Decals

Pennants
Chips
Cookies
Popcorn
Umbrellaa

Many other items available

54S-2528

CONVENIENT HOURS

7:30 am - 10 pm Monday-Friday

lOdJUL

imSTORE^
All Are Welcome
Located in the
Campus Center

Store Hours:

413-545-2619

Mon.-Fri. 9:00 am-5:00 pm
* Saturday 11:00 am-4:00 pm

On Campus: 5-2619

* Home Football Games - Saturday 10:00-3:00

1^
With

CHECK CASHING POLICY

a purchase at Main Store you Must Spend:

10H of checks up to $20.00

20H of checks $20.00 to $50.00

50H of checks over $50.00

) Money Orders. Travelers Checks A Certified Checks may be cMhed

^
with any purchase.

> No two party checks.

'Checks taken at the Mini Store must be for the exact

amount of purchase.

^UNIVERSITY]
mSTORE^

All Are Welcome
Located in the
Campus Center

Store Hours:

413-545-2619

Mon.-Fri. 9:00 am-5:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am-4:00 pm

On Campus: 5-2619
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RT. 47 SUNDERLAND

Open til 2

665 4937
24 Hour Toped Maiio^a

^>t.

rustv nail PROUDiyPRfStNTS
/TX-Z

Friday,

September 7

Saturday,

September 8

WH ITEWALLS LOADSTAR
$1.00 cover $2.00 cover

Sunday
JOHN CAFFERTY

and BEAVER BROWN BAND
from Eddie and the Cruisers

featuring the hot single

On the Dark Side

$8.00

All tickets available Wednesdays in the Campus Center

Professional

Consultation

& Style Haircut
only

$7.00
With Shampoo & Blowdry $10.50

Featuring: Design Perming and

Dimensional Highlighting

Styles by Deborah
65 University Dr.

Amherst, 549-5610
^fth this coupon, expires 9/30/84

Please call

for an

appointment

USED PAPERBACKS
ACADEMIC & POPULAR
LARGEST STOCK IN WESTERN
MASS. OVER 35,000 BOOKS
in all subjects, old & recent.

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
549-6052

Open Thurs 9/5 & Fri 9/6 til 8:00 pm
Re^lar Hours Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5, Sun 1-5

THERE'S

STILL

TIME.
Late registration for fall day

and evening credit courses is held

Sept 5-18. Day courses are on a

space-available basis; written per-

mission is required.

Records & Registration Office

University Library, Rm. 104
Mon. - Thurs. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sat. (Sept. 8-29) 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Registration for Credit-Free Workshops may be made by tele-

phone 545-0587 or in person.

Records & Registration

University' Library, Rm. Ill
Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

or in the

Records and Registration Office

University Library, Rm. 104
Mon. - Thurs. 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Sat. (Sept. 8 - 29) 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Payment may be made by cash (until 5 p.m.), check, \'IS.\. or

.MasterCard.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

i

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

^^^
• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

ADVERTISINQ

Adv*rtl«« FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AO
Advertise items you want to sail or buy . Call

532-»48e

ATTENTION
WE'RE HIRING DJ S

RACK A DISC RACK A VIDEO is hiring

DJ's Send resume to PC Box 48, Amherst.
MA 01004

AUDIO

Introducing Praa Sp«ak«ra 10 campus. If

you're interested m loudspeakers you can

not aMord not to listen To set up an ap

pointrT>ent call Rob 549 5897 after 5 PM

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A
Video entertainment giant 10 and 16 foot

screens for dorms and Greeks. "MTV

"

video music call 549 7144

Rack A Disc RsckA Video entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys.
Bands and Video Call 549 7144

Wicked and Wild DJ's audio and visual

entertainment for the 80 5 584 6712

FOWWeWT

3 bedrooms, on bus route Belchertown
Center 323 7246 evenings

FOR SALE

B«d and /or Kitchen Set for sale Call

253 7854 Borth good condition

Refrigerator 6 cu ft used 1 yr $90 00
2S3 2833 nights

Small rsfrig for sale encellenl cond $35 or

best offer call ?53 7345

SOUNDESIGN STEREO Originally $900 2
years old $469 Dresser >40. 253 3682

Sanyo Refrigerator Excellent condition,

3 feet tall $100 Debbie S at 545 2152

HELP WANTED

Regional Cr Local Raps wanted to
distribute posters on college campuses
Part-time work or more Requires no sales

Commission plus piece work Average earn
ings $6 00 per hour Contact American
Passage 5O0 Third Ave West Seattle WA
981 19 1 900 426 2836 M F Network

Earthfoods Restaurant is hiring for part

time positions 10 hrs week 3 50 hr Man
datnrv Mon night meetinq 5 7 2 hrs com
mittee work per week Highly motivatd peo
pie please sppyl We are an EOE and follow
affirmative action Pick up applications at

kitchen around corner from ride board in

Student Union

Interesting part-time opportunity for

competent programmer experienced m
Macro 11 or Macro 32 on PDP 11 or VAX
Small Amherst based company developing
communicntions and realtime control soft

ware is looking for 10 hours a week fr

school year with possibility of intersessioi

employment Contact Bernie Vol? PO BOx
746 Amherst MA 01004 send resume or
549 6994

Need meal*? Sorority needs kitchen help
lunch and dinners weekly. Call Kathy
5452152

Houaakaapara. part time weekdays,
weekends, flexible hours, experience
helpful, apply in person Howard Johnsons
Motor Lodge, Hsdley

Earn good money working flexible hours
Harvest help needed to pick squash in

Hadley near UMass Call 549-0016 between
6 30 and 8 30 PM
Tenors. Basses with sightsinging skills

wanted Mount Holyoke Chapel Choir Eight
Wednesday evenings fibe Sunday morn
ings thru December $3 90 hr Audiiton
538 2343

Humen Service Positions part time even
ings and weekends Services for Communi
tv Living a small innovative residential
agency is seeking a few mature creative m
dividuals who enjoy working with people
No experience necessary we will tram
AA EOE call 538 8176

Housapaopla wanted to help serve
meals weekdays weekends call Jean
549 0539

On campus non workatudy M-F 7-12 AM
call Diane at 6-3220 or Ray 549-1092

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours including classroom
and shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST

One Santa Barbara Saving* Bank book.
If found call Craig O'Bryant at 549-1895

PERSONALS

Aerobic Experience First Class FREE'
Mon Sept 10 6 7 or 7 8 PM Campus Center
Rm 166 reserve a spoti 586 1898

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION Music.
Theatre. Dance Instruction Old
Chapel UMass 545 0519 Register by
September 14

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through
the US government? Get the facts todayl
Call 1 312 742 1142 ext 5931 A

Caah for Collage available $16.5 million

unclaimed. Send $1 00 (refundable! Results

guaranteed SDR 49-10 Downing St Fall

River, Mass 02723

CONTACT LENSES RFPIACFD Most
brands $20. $25. Dr Spenser University

Drive 2S6-8661

RIDE WANTED

Grad studant wants ride to/from Boston
on Thursdays during fall term Share ex-

penses Doug 584 5720

ROOMMATE .VANTED

Famala to share double rm In Pufftnn
non smoker call 549 0388

One famala Moalam to ahars a room in a
fully furnished apt in Brittany Manor from
Sept JUne 1985 rent 127 50 (heat includ
ed) call Su or Jas at 256-0873

Thursday, September 6. 1984.
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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By Roskey and Ashby

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

1

5

10

ACROSS
Ram heavily

Plot another

way
Evened the

score

14 Surprising

words
15 Helen's cousin

16 Premlnger

17 Waterways
18 " ..eaten

grape,.. ":

Jeremiah
19 Winrtbledon

units

20 Dell dish

22 Wrapping
paper

24 Crumb
25 Fisherman's

equipment
27 Spray pro

pellant

31 Kind of salad

35 Winter condi-

tion

36 Lay a new floor

38 Berwick
negative

39 Ever

41 Jose or Juan
42 Lopez of music
44 Federal agcy
45 Commission
48 Religious

image
49 Salad feature

51 Nail poluh
remover, i e

53 University of

Maine locale

55 Society page
word

56 San Diego's

neighbor

59 Picnic salad

64 Specialty

65 Composer
Montemezzi

67 Ran. as madras
68 Ultimate

69 Book of the

Bible

70 Green land

71 "

Perpetua.

Idaho motto

72 Family
members, for

short

73 Condemn

DOWN
1 Meat on a

French menu
2 River to the

Mississippi

3 Singular

4 January 1st

arena

5 Land man
6 Literary lioness

7 Pet's plaints

8 Babylonian god
9 Unfair

10 Kind of salad

11 Residents

Suffix

12 " .Brute
"

13 Patient's por

tion

21 Relative

23 Small stream

26 "Dallas " family

27 Ancient
Mariner's

sighting

28 nous
29 Honor

humorously
30 Abate
32 Ready
33 Continued

34 Deceptive move
37 Indo Chinese

language
40 Petrarch's

inspiration

43 Water channel

46 Tallying

touchdowns
47 Certain of-

ficers, for short

50 See 49 Across

52 Grazing land

54 Beach,
Normandy

56 Knight's

counterpart

57 February 14th

celebrity

58 we
forget"

60 Sr of past

times

61 Miscellany

62 Stout detective

63 Bibliography

word
66 Seaman
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Today's DC Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Spinach Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Chicken Hawaiian with Hoomalimali

Sausage Grinder

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables and Tofu

Chicken Hawaiian with Hoomalimali Sauce

Underfoot By Joe Bradbury

THtRE wns ft

SHfVftLESS BLOB.,

... PiNP GrRRDURUT

\T EVOLVED...

INTO CEORIC

M ^. M

WF\S HRPPIER

R5 R BLOB.

Be a Star

for the Collegian

••••*•*•**
Positions opening in

News, Sports, Arts,

Ed-Op, Photo

and Black Affairs

Wantad famala roommaM for Bran-
dvwine apartment 549 1669

Today's Weather

Today: partly cloudy, cool

with temperatures in the

mid-60s. Tonight: clear,

temperatures in the 40s.

Friday: sunny, continued

coolness, highs near 70.

Write for the Collegian
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Get Involved!!!!!

Referral Fair!!!!! Get Involved

A^

Look up in the sky! It's

a bird, it's a plane, no

it's

Michael Cooper
Stilt Walker

The First Week referral fair will happen on

Thursday, September 6th, on the lawn between

the tower library and the campus pond. The fair

will be between 11 am and 3 pm. In case of rain, it

will be in the SUB.

r- -^g •^*' -'^ ^'^ ^^ ^^ -"- ^^ ^

COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

/ \
Sponsored by FIRST WEEK '84, the Dean of Students, and the SGA.

FOR
BOOKS

ONLY AT
The Campus Center Concourse

next to the University Store

Tuesday 9/4 - Friday 9/7

9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Saturday Sept. 8

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

FAST • EFFICIENT •RELIABLE
3C -ac ag ac ag ac ar ler ZB

Collegian 's NFL picks

Patriots-Dolphins

BilU-CardinaU
Cowboys-Giants
Broncos-Bears
Lions-Falcons
Chiefs-Bengals

Vikings—Eagles
Bucs-Saints
Browns-Rams
Colts-Oilers

Packers-Raiders
Chargers-Seahawks
Redskins-49ers

Peter Tony Scott Gerry Kevin

Abraham Betros Hood deSimas DeLuca

(0-0) (0-0) (0-0) (0^) (0-0)

Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami

St. Louis St. Louis Buff St. Louis Buff

Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas NY
Chic Chic Chic Chic Chic

Atl Atl Atl D«t Det

KC KC KC KC Cin

Minn Minn Phil Phil Minn

TB NO NO NO NO
LA LA LA LA LA
Hoa Hov Indy Hou Hou

Raiders Raiders Raiders GB Raiders

SD SD SD SD Sea

Wash SF SF Wash SF

UMass well-represented

atLA OlympicGames

Those fearless prognosticators of pro-

fessional football, the Collegian sports

staff, are at it again. Starting with this,

the second week of the all-powerful NFL
season, the fabulous five will make their

weekly selections.

A-10 rule changes:
Three-pointer reinstated

By PETEK ABRAHAM
Collegian Stati

The Atlantic 10 basketball

conference will reinstate a

three point tield goal and
leave the 54-second shot

clock running tor the entire

game during the coming
season.

The conlerence, consisting

ot UMass. Uuquesne.

George Washington, Fenn

State, Rhode island,

Kutgers, St. Bonaventure.

St. Joseph's, Temple and

West Virginia, employed a

three point hne two easons

ago.

Massachisetts forward

John Hempel led the con

lerence in three point

shooting. He has since

transferred to St. John's

University in the Big East.

The line wUI be 19 feet. 9

inches away from the

basket. The 45 second clock

will be in use for the second

straight season, but was
turned off during the final

four minutes of every game
last year.

In another rule change

mandated by the NCAA, all

conference coaches will have

to stay within the confines of

a designated "coaches box

"

that will be requir

on all basketball courts.

The Minutemen will play

all their home games at the

Springfield Civic Center,

due to renovations of the

Curry Hicks Cage.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Field hockey player Judy

Strong wasn't the only

University of Massachusetts

representative at the recent

Olympic games in Los

Angeles.

Baseball coach Dick

Berquist served as the

official host of the Korean

baseball team. Berquist

escorted the Korean unit

around the games. Baseball

was a demonstration sport

in L.A. and played in front

of large crowds at Dodger

Stadium.

A former Minuteman
pitcher, Lou Colabello.

pitched for the Italian team.

Colabello. who pitched for

several years in Italy, was

touched up for two home

runs and seven runs in his

only inning.

Field hockey coach Pam
Hixon served as a volunteer

assistant for the United

States team, but did not

coach at the games.

Marathoner Peter Pfit

zinger is the final UMass
Olympic participant.

Pfitzinger was the coach of

the women's track and

cross-country team m 1979

while working on his

masters degree. He fmished

nth in the race.

In other baseball news.

another ex Minuteman,
Mark Brown had a bad

major league debut. Brown

was hit by a line drive off the

bat of Cleveland Indian

shortshop Julio Franco

while pitching in his first for

the Baltimore Orioles in

early August. Brown went

on to take a 7-5 loss.

In five college news, two

Smith College seniors.

Maura Fitzpatrick and

Margaret Broenniman,
swam the English Channel.

After training a month, the

pair became the 273rd and

the 274th people to swim the

fabled distance.

Broenniman, of Chevy

Chase. MU. was clocked in

10 hours and 37 minutes.

Fitzpatrick. ot Westwood,

took II hours and 15 minutes.

UM
UMass
Ball SUte

r, 26-1
10

7

7

3

First Downs:
Yards Rushing:

Yards Passing:

ToUl Yards:

Passing:

Penalties:

Possession:

Punts

UM
16

175

133

308
15-33

5-39

24:17

7-217

9

BS
13

4

229
233
23-42

1-15

35:23

6-89

26
10

Britt
Individual Statistics:

Passing: J. Simeone (UM) 15-33. 133, 0, 1. N.

(BS) 21-40. 223, 0,3. B. Adams (BS) 2-2, 6, 0, 0.

Rushing: (UM) F. Fay. 17-78; G. Barnwell, 16-55; D.

Grange, 9-29. J. Simeone 1-3.

Receiving: B. Simeone, 6-51; P. Walsh, 3-32; G. Bam-

well, 2-18; J. Crowley, 1-16; F. Fay, 1-12, D. Grange 1-4.

Field Goals: (UM) Papoutsidis 25, 21, 30, 39. Missed

37.

Mountain Farms
FURNITURE
Rugs Cnairs

Hutches, Tables

HOURS:
Fri 5 PM to 9 PM
Sat 12 PM to 9 PM
Sun 10 AM to 5 PM
Mon 5 PM to 9 PM

Located at

Mt Farnns Mall
Hadlev, MA

"I".
'"i»^

wi'

JE' COOaMlOUMGI

Every MONDAY
NICKEL NITE

Every other drink 5* 7 - 1

« iii
.
i
.
i
.
i
.
i
.
'
.^.m m ^tjiujliililiii

Every TUESDAY
LADIES NITE

Ladies first 2 drinks 99* 7 - 1

,», Always Live Entertainment j

m:.^<r^:«:....^.:.:^:^^.:.^:.:v^wav: - : : ... ...-^

Every WEDNESDAY
PENNY DRAFT NITE
other 12 oz. Draft 1*7-1

Are you wondering what to register for?

Consider the
||e3|t|| AldC

Program
As a Peer Health Promoter, you

• LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

• TEACH YOUR PEERS
ABOUT HEALTH

^GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For more information about this 3 credit course

sponsored by the University Health Services,

call the Health Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

Truck load plant sale.

All types, hangers, floor plants

FLOWERS-TOGO

The areas only discount florist.

Free delivery to the Campus Center.

388 King Street, Northampton
584-8930

:very

Every THURSDAY
GRAB BAG NITE

Check for drink snonak
and entertainment 7 - 1

^ .Every FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DJ 3 or

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
to party with 'till 2 AM

^^^ (doors Close i am;

SPORTS ACTION starts 1 prri

in our Sport Pub

w/99* Drinks 1 - 7

1-7* 7 DAy^e^

EXCITING 1984

MINUTEMAN FOOTBALL
Saturday, September 8th

Beautiful Alumni Stadium Amherst

1:30 P.M. Kickoff

UMASS vs.

LEHIGH
ENGINEERS

"FUNNY HOUR"
EEK

Rt.SHadley

I
Fun • Color • Excitment

• Outstanding

Collegiate Football

• The Powerful

and Entertaining

Marching Band!

A Great Tailgate!

Great Entertainment

UMass students with

LEHIGH ENGINEERS
Boosting 40 returning lattermen from a team

that registered 8 wins last year, the Minutemen
will be ready for a tough battle whan Lehigh

comes to town. The Engineers have a well-

deseivwd reputation for a wide-open offense.

Purchase Tickets at the

UMass Athletic Office or at

the Stadium on game day:

Reserved tickets. . .$6.

Unreserved. . . $5.

Children (14 & under). . .$3

Call ticket office for Group Rates:

valid ID - no charqe (413) 545-0810

FT""* M«ll)
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Sports
There will be a meeting for anyone in-

terested in writing for the Collegian sports

staff on Monday at 4:30 in the newsroom.

The Collegian offices are in the Campus

Center, room 113. All staff members must

attend.

77^6MassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY
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Men's soccer has one goal: score
Underclassmen heavily counted

on to produce for hooters
iiy FETEK ABKAHAM
Collegian Stall

"Our delense is set. I'm contident in the

jroaltendmg. there's just one thing to ac-

complish, score some goals."

h'or University ot Massachusetts soccer

coach Jetl Gettler. this isn't a passing hope,

it's a crying need.

The Minutemen lost eight games by one

goal last season, throw m three ties and the

record stood at 3 12 I. With a goal scorer

that record could've reached .500. or

better.

"That's all we need, somebody to score,"

said (iettler. "We were real strong on

"This tea7n ha^ potential, ifwe
can shake off the effects of los-

ing. . . there will he some surpris-

ed people.
"

-Coach Jeff Getter

same
come

detense last .season and 1 expect tht

this year, it only my recruits

through.

"

Two treshmen and a sophomore have

much ot the scoring responsibihty heaped

on their shoulders.

Canadian Kurt Manal played on the 19-and-

under World Cup team tor his country. He'll

be a iorward tor the Minutemen. "This kid's

legit.
" said Gettler. "He's a talented

player."

Parade Magazine All American Matt

Cushing Irom Duxbury scored 30 goals trom

his midtielder's position in high school his

last .season. Sophomore Kerdie Adobot-

tripled and long jumped tor the spring track

team last season, he was a top goal scorer

lor Amherst High School two years ago and

according to Gettler. has retained all ot his

skills.

T«)p returnees include senior sweeper back

Mike Kuneare and senior midfielder Tom
IJschok. an all-New England selection.

Junior goalie Don Donahue got oti to an

impressive start last season (two one-goal

games) betore injuring a leg and missing

the remainder ot the season. He's back tor

the tail and although still not 100 percent,

Gettler feels that he's ready to get in the

crease

.

UMass taces every Division I team in New
England except lor Brown. They open

against Boston University on next Tuesday

at home on Boyden Field. The annual

UMass Invitational will be October 6 and 7.

"it's tough to compete against the.se teams

without the same number ol scholarships,
'

said Gettler. "But the soccer program here

at UMass is coming along pretty well. The

kids here are dedicated and want to play.

We can compete with most teams and given

a lew goals last season, we would have had

a much better record.
"

"It the three underclassmen can come

through like i think they can, we'll do very

well oltensively and our delense is already

very strong. It should be a better year.
"

"We'll be three times better, I'm shooting

lor .500 record, " said Gettler. "This team

has potential, it we can shake oil the eltects

ot losing those dozen la.st season and get

into the winning frame ol mind, there will

be some surprised people. But I'm confident

we can accomplish that.
"

Ferdi Adoboe, left, and Nick Marciano go for the ball during a soccer

workout last week.

One and counting,
Ball State falls hard
UMass 26, Ball State 10
By GERKY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was an impressive performance by the

until-now lightly regarded University ol

Massachusetts football team Saturday

afternoon in Alumni Stadium. The Ball

State Cardinals, the Minutemen's Division

I-A opponents and 26 10 losers, were

certainly impressed.

Yet, it was the Minuteman defense that

carried UMass in this game, not the offense

as first-year coach Bob StuU had hoped.

Ball State quarterback Neil Britt was

picked off three times, twice by Todd
Comeau and once by Paul Flatek. UMass
recovered three fumbles, one for a touch-

down. And the Minuteman defense held the

Ball State offense to four yards rushing.

"They caused a lot of fumbles," StuU said.

"They hit hard."

Vito Perrone and Dave Cavanaugh were

named defensive players of the game by

StuU. Perrone had live unassisted

tackles, assisted on six others and scored a

TD after a blocked punt. Cavanaugh had

three unassisted tackles and sacked Britt

twice.

The defense carried the day as Kevin

Brown blocked another Diettrich punt to

set the first UMass score. UMass drove 31

yards in live plays culiminated by Frank

Fay's one yard dive for a 7 lead with 10:04

gone in the 2nd quarter.

Fay and George Barnwell were impressive

on the ground. Fay led all rushers with 78

yards while Barnwell picked up 65 yards.

Stull attributed the running success to the

new type of offense UMass is using this

year, the split back instead of the I-

Formation.

"We were hitting the line quicker," he

•aid. "If you break the line d scrimmage

you re on your way. The safeties have to

make the stops. Seven times they (runners)

broke runs for more than 10 yards."

Quarterback Jim Simeone was 15 of 33 for

133 yards and one interception. Brother Bob
led the UMass receivers with six catches for

51 yards.

The offensive star of the day went to

junior George Papoutsidis. the barefooted

placekicker who kicked four field goals.

After Ball State tied the score 7-7 with a II

play 80 yard drive. Papoutsidis kicked a 25

yard held goal with eight seconds left in the

first half to give UMass a 10-7 lead.

Diettrich hit a 37 yard field goal to narrow

the lead to 17-10 with 2:13 left in the 3rd

quarter but Papoutsidis hit for field goals

from 21. 30 and 39 yards to finish the

scoring.

"Offensively we were a little con-

servative. " Stull said. "A lot of the drives

weren't bad drives. We just didn't want to

get nailed with a sack and get knocked out

of the field goal range."

As long as we controlled the ball on

defense, it was all right. If we score each

time we're inside the 30. well be OK. If we
were behind, it would have been different

but that's the way the game was going.

"

"Offensively we'll just have to execute

better.
"

Center Ken Runge and Fay were named
offensive players of the week.

Stull al.so named Sheldon Harrison, Dino

May, Steve Robards and Billy Plant as

backup players-of-the-week. "Without

those guys, we wouldn't do well. It's really

important to be prepared."

The preparation paid off with an im-

pressive upset Saturday. Lehigh won't be

so quick do overlook UMass.

Sports Log

Just a few thoughts...

Once again, another summer has shot by,

and we find ourselves shuffling from one

add-drop line to another, going to Whit-

more 12 times to straighten out that three

dollar lab fee we mysteriously forgot to

pay, and begging professors to give us that

"B" instead of "BC" because —"honest,

professor. I really did want to go to the

iinal. but I couldn't miss GH. I mean, God,

Laura was back." Yes, ladies and gen-

tlemen, we are back at UMass.

A lot of interesting things developed

during the summer months in the world of

sports...Of course, the big story was the

event they call The Olympics. I personally

didn't care that the Eastern Bloc countries

didn't come. It was still a great spectacle. It

was obvious that we fielded our best team
ever, and although we probably wouldn't

have won as many medals in events as

weightlifting and wrestling, we still would

have mugged them in any sport that either

was competetive m...

The Olympics did give us many thrills: the

men's gymnastics and volleyball teams,

Mary Lou Retton, who tumbled and vaulted

her way into our hearts and into a brand

new Corvette, and Carl Lewis, who not only

equalled Jessie Owens' mark of four golds

but also may play football lor the Cowboys.

In other words, it was and will be an en-

dorsement city for Mr. Lewis, a great

athlete.

ABC did a great job for the two weeks,

from its candid interviews to its super slo-

mo. I only wish Kathleen SuUivan realized

that in Los Angeles in August, one doesn't

wear sweaters with little fuzzy things

hanging off. One other small beef is Jim

McKay. I know he did great in the '72

Munich tragedy and I have tremendous

respect lor him, but I think his time has

come. Mel Tillis wouldn't have stuttered

asall, though, ABC was outstanding.

Baseball is now ready for its September

drive, with surprises abounding...The

Tigers and Padres have their respective

divisions pretty much sewn up, the Twins

lead in the Atlantic 10, I mean, the AL
West, and the exciting race is the Cubs and

Mets...Sure, the Cubbies have a seven

game lead, but they still have six games

head to- head... For all the people who spat

at me as I boldly picked the Mets last

spring, this Buds for you...How about all

those fights erupting from beanballs? The

big one was the Braves Padres one, where

the Padres threw at Atlanta starter Pascual

Perez four times, causing two brawls, a

dozen ejections, and even a few arrests as

fans entered the fight. The most recent one

was the Angels- Yankees melee on Sunday.

I think Stan Johnathon can make a

comeback as a second baseman.

Finally, the summer would not have been

complete without Lou Albano, Cyndi

Lauper, and the batthng it out in perhaps

the greatest spectator sport of all

time— pro wresthng...MTV even aired

"The Brawl to Settle it All" live from

Madison Square GArden...So when

someone talks about Carl Lewis or other

athletes ", ask them if they got the guts to

be on Pipers Pit.

No more need be said.

sports glance

UMass schedule:

There are no UMas8 sports scheduled for today.

Upcoming:
Field Hockey: Vs. University of North Carolina, at Spr-

ir^gfield, on Friday. 7 pm.

Tomorrow: Collegian's UMase picks.

Botaon 7

Milwaukee^

Minnesota 1

Kansas City

Toronto 3
Yankees 3

Baltimore

Detroit 1

Mets 4
St Louis 2

Collegian
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A REAL STEAL — Real Steel, a steel drum band from Trinidad, plays free of charge outside

the Student Union Building yesterday as part of First Week festivities.

One company's shares sold

Trustees review South African stocks
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of

Trustees has reaffirmed its

commitment not to invest in

companies who do business

in South Africa.

The board sold 1,500

shares of stock with
American Hospital Supply,

a company doing business in

South Africa, on Aug. 23,

and University Treasurer

Robert Brand said the

board is reviewing the

South African business ties

of five other companies in

which UMass has stock.

According to Thursday
morning's New York Stock

Exchange, the value of the

stock that UMass sold was
$53,430. The other com-

panies are Proctor & Gam-
ble, Tektronix, Foxboro,

Thomas & Bett, and
General Signal Corp. The
value of UMass' shares with

those five is $332,165.50.

Comp. Shares Price Value

Thomas & Bett 1.000 35 3/4 $35,750

Foxboro 1,575 31 1/8 $49,014

Tektronix 700 65% $45,850

Proctor & Gamble 1,600 55 $88,000

Gen. Signal Corp. 2,466 47 3/4 $115,551.50

South Africa's six million

whites are the only people

allowed to hold office in a

country of 30 million people.

The 19 million blacks are

not allowed to vote, accor-

ding to the World Almanac.

"We think he's (Brand)

going in the right direction.

Some students get up in

arms and say that the

trustees are moving too

slow. But the trustees have

a right to and should make
sure that the other com-

panies are involved in South

Africa. The way I look at it,

the Trustees do want to

divest from (companies in-

volved in) South Africa,
"

said Student Government
Association (SGA) co-

president Jim Keller.

In his letter. Brand
stated, "We are very con-

scious of policy and have

sold any and all securities

held in companies operating

in South Africa as soon as

all the facts have been con-

firmed." Brand had no fur-

ther comment Thursday,

saying that his letter made
his position clear.

The investigation into the

original six companies
began April 10, with an in-

New SCERA director starts Monday
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

After reviewring 40 applications and conducting eight in-

terviews, the search committee has selected a new direc-

tor for the Student Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA).

Debra Piltch of Boston has been appointed and will be

starting next Monday. Piltch graduated in May from

William Smith College in rT*»neva, New York, with a dual

major in Women's and American Studies and an honors

thesis on pornography.

While in college, Piltch worked in the Women's resource

center and was a finance representative for the Student

(Government.

Jose Tolson, director of Commuter Area (Government

and member of the search committee, was very pleased

with the selection. "She was my first choice," he said.

SCERA will have a new structure this fall, according to

Elsa Elliot, the student co-coordinator. In addition to the

anti-racism team and the anti-oppression team that have

been SCERA's main forces in the past, there will be eight

research organizers who will review various issues of stu-

dent concern.

"We will be able to mobilize more forces towards other

issues such as the tuition hike or voter registration,"

Elliott said. "It (the new structure) gives us more flexibili-

ty."

The eight research organizers were trained over a year-

long period of twice-weekly workshops in

Continued on page 5

AMHERST (545-3500) ''"day, September 7, 1984

Belotti rejects

nuke-free act
ByTOMMIDDLETUN
ColleKian Stall

The Nuclear F'ree Amherst Act has been rejected by

,
Mas.sachuselts. Attorney General Francis X. Belotti as

bem^ unconstitutional.

The attorney K^'f^'ral had until yesterday to rule on the

act which was passed by a 101-60 vote at Town Meeting

last May. Belotti's ottice yesterday would not comment on

his objections, pending the receipt ol his statement by the

Amherst town clerk.

Harhara (Intlith. chairperson of the lioard ol Selectmen,

said. "1 don't know what the people sponsoring the

proposal will do."

"I'm disappointed." she said, adding that she didn't want

to make any comment until she had read Belotti's legal

objections.

"it's not wholly unexpected, " .said Fran Fortino, one ot

the spon.sors ot the proposal. "Kegardless. we have a town
contract policy " passed by the scU-ctmen, he said.

The Hoard ot Selectmen passed a nuclear tree Amherst
resolution Aug. 13 by a 4 1 vote. The resolution directs the

town manager to grant new contracts to companies " which

are not involved in the production ol nuclear weapons"
whenever possible.

Andre Kyerson, a member ol Citizens lor Common Sense,

a group opposing nuclear tree Amherst propositions, said

he was not surpnsed by the decision.

"I sincerely hope that the Town Meeting members who
considered this proposal will caretuUy examme the ob-

jections articulated by the attorney general, ' he said.

UMass Amherst Chancellor Joseph D. Uuttey said he

agreed with the attorney general's decision, but "1 hope

this doesn't dampen our awareness that the questions that

they ( the legislation's sponsors) are trymg to raise are

very serious."

"The men and women who sponsored this proposal were

starting to raise perhaps the most critical issue at this time

tor Americans and all people ol the world," he added. "I

continue to believe there mu.st be a moral ettort."

Dulley opposed the original dralt ot the Nuclear Free

Amherst Act and said he lelt the linal dralt was inap-

propriate becau.se a town council would be appointed to

review research at the public university.

The Nuclear Free Amherst Act had a provision to create a

non partisan commission ol live residents to oversee

adherence to the act. The act would have also prohibited

town contracts and investments with any business in-

volved in the production ol nuclear weapons or com-

ponents.

Production and transportation ol nuclear weapons and

components within the town ol Amherst would also be

prohibited.

Michelle Leese ol Nuclear Free America, a Baltimore

based group, said she was disappointed with the attorney

general's decision and that any turther action "would be up

to town ollicials, who could possibly challenge the decision

in court." Leese gave legal advice to the sponsors ol the

article.

Fan fire in Thatcher

causes $300 damage
An electrical lire caused $300 worth ol damage but no

injuries Wednesday alternoon in Thatcher dormitory.

University ol Massachusetts police said that an electrical

mallunction in a window Ian set window drapes ablaze,

charred the ceiling and blistered the paint on the walls of

the lirst lloor room.

In other police reports, a car stereo was reported stolen

Irom an unlocked Pontiac in Lot 22 near Southwest at 11:14

a.m. Wednesday. The stereo was valued at $95.

At 9:42 a.m. Wednesday, a handbag was reported stolen

Irom an open and unattended ollice in Machmer Hall. The

handbag was Uken between 9:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Tuesday.

It was valued at !65.

At 5:45 a.m. Thursday, police discovered an un-

successful attempt to break and enter into Hampshire

Dining Commons. The door to the loading dock had its

hinges removed. The entry led into the garbage and trash

room.

quiry by the Student Center
for Educational Research

and Advocacy and the

South Africa Divestment

Coalition (SADC). Relying

on the Directory of

American Firms in Foreign

Countries as a primary

source, the SADC recom-

mended to Brand on Aug.

20 that the stock be sold.

American Hospital was sold

three days later, but the

students' information con-

flicted with the trustees and
UMass' investment advisers

Standish, Ayer & Wood,
Inc. The board is now cross-

checking Ixjth sources.

Keller said he did not

know whether the stock was
acquired after the trustees

made their commitment
against apartheid in 1977,

or if the companies became
involved in South Africa

after 1977.

"I think that because of

the lack of effective

monitoring, somehow the

stock was acquired," Keller

said.

Inside:
Senate candidate canvassing alumni. . . p.3

Real steel tours U.S p.7

Springsteen rocks Worcester p.l3

Minutemen and Stickers top weekend
agenda p.20

"No influence so quickly converts a radical

into a reacticmary as does his election to

jx^^' "
--. Elisabeth Marhury

(1856-WSS)
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Israeli factions will unite

JERUSALKM (AP) - The leaders of

Israel's two biggest political parties, seek-

ing to end a six-week stalemate, concluded

all but the minor details of a jMJwer-shanng

agreement yesterday and said they hoped

to install a new government by the end of

next week.

Labor Party leader Shimon Peres and

caretaker Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir

of the Likud bl<K- said they would have to

meet again next week to divide some of the

minor Cabinet posts in a bipartisan govern-

ment.

Negotiations on a government of na-

tional unity" have iK^n dragging on for six

weeks and the difficulties presage the

obstacles such a government may face.

The ideologically opposed parties have

not joined forces since former Prime

Minister Menachem Begin, a Likud

member, walked out of a bipartisan

government in 1970 in disagreement over

proposals to return parts of Israeli-

occupied territories.

Korea, Japan ease up
TOKYO (AP) - Japan

and South Korea moved

toward a new relationship

yesterday with the historic

visit of South Korean Presi-

dent Chun Uoo-hwan and a

statement of contrition by

Emperor Hirohito for the

"unfortunate past" that has

divided the two Asian

neighbors.

Chun, the first Korean

leader ever to visit the

former colonial master of

the Korean peninsula, arriv-

ed yesterday afternoon for

a three-day visit amid the

tightest security measures

ever taken by Japanese

police.

Several hours after his ar-

rival, Chun met privately

with Prime Minister

Yasuhiro Nakasone for 90

minutes. ForeigiA Ministry

spokesman Shiro Amaya
said the Japanese leader

praised South Korea both

for its defense efforts and

its attempts to initiate a

dialogue with communist

North Korea.

But the climax of the day.

and {)robably of the trip,

came last night at a state

banquet when Hirohito, 83,

delivered an anticipated ex-

pression of regret for

Japan's past domination of

Korea.

"It is indeed regrettable

that there was an unfor-

tunate past between us for a

period in this century, and I

believe that it should not Ik*

repeated again," he said.

Hirohito's statement
stopped short of the direct

apology demanded by many

Koreans, who remain bitter

about Japan's harsh colonial

subjugation of the Korean

peninsula from 1910 until

1945.

UNITED NATIONS (AP)

- The United States yester-

day vetoed a Security Coun-

cil resolution demanding

that the Israeli army in

southern Lel)anon remove

"obstacles to the restora-

tion of normal conditions in

the areas under its occupa-

tion."

The vote was 14-1.

The resolution called on

Israel "to respect strictly

the rights of the civilian

population under its occupa-

ti(m." It demanded that

Israel open all roads and lift

restriction on the movement

of people and goods and the

TYl^OinFTERMATH - This collapsed church in Surigao the

PhiUiDDines is one of thousands of buildings destroyed by typhoon

TKe's ??SeVhour winds in this city 450 -Hes -^^^^o/^^^^^^^ -
weekend. More than 1,000 people died and 200,000 others were leii

homeless in the typhoon's wake.
-. -

rQ^tic in Lebanon at U.N.
operation of Lebanese

government institutions.

Warren Clark, the U.S.

representative at the coun-

cil, cast the veto and said,

"We cannot l)e a party to an

unbalanced solution which

takes a one-sided, myopic

look at only one part of the

problem."

"We believe it is

unrealistic and

unreasonable for the council

to address the question of

foreign forces in southern

Lebanon and humanitarian

and security problems

there, without dealing with

these same problems in all

of Lebanon," he added.

He referred to Syrian and

Palestinian forces that con-

trol much of northern and

eastern Lebanon.
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Shannon backs unemployed DC workers' benefits fight
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts dining com-
mons workers have received the support of

Senate candidate James Shannon to help

regain unemployment benefits taken away
last year.

Shannon is currently trying to pass

legislation to aid the employees in their

fight for the l)enefits.

"More than 150 DC workers who are laid

off during summer and intersession are no

longer entitled to unemployment benefits

because their positions are on 'recall

dates,' Jonathan Tuttle, a Physical Plant

storekeeper and president of AFSCME
Local 1776 Union said.

"A recall date means that these workers

are not unemployed. There's a specific date

when they will start working again, which

means no unemployment," he said.

"DC workers have been receiving

unemployment for 10 years and now
Washington decides that they can no

longer be classified as unemployed when
they are out of work. A single parent with a

household is in tough shape," Tuttle said.

Tuttle said DC workers are paid out of

student trust funds.

"If there are no students to generate

salaries to keep the workers on the payroll,

they can't l)e paid," he said.

"DC wt)rkers are outraged and confused

about why they lost their benefits. They are

the lowest paid (employees) who work the

hardest and who get the least l)enefits. In

general, they're treated badly."

When workers were laid off last winter,

the University helped them find hourly

paid jobs but without benefits.

Tuttle said the Union is also trying to

change the grade system for University

employees.

"The grade system is outrageously

discriminatory. Entry level food services

jobs for men are grade eight, but grade

four or five for women," Tuttle said.

The Union has filed suit to push for pay

equality with the Equal EmpK)yment Op-

portunity Commission but has not yet

achieved any results. Tuttle said.

"It's clearly discrimination. We've even

gotten support from men. They know

they're underpaid but see that women are

underpaid even more so," he said.

"Unemployment money comes out of

federal legislation. If we can get Jim Shan-

non, a Democrat, into office, we can

receive the same benefits."

Theta Qii returns
with new outlook
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

The Theta Chi fraternity is back at the University of

Massachusetts this semester after a two-year susj>ension

due to various violations committed by former fraternity

members.
The original house was suspended in the summer of

1982 after UMass officials decided that the house was not

following the requirements of fraternity life. Some viola-

tions by the former memkwrs included ptK-keting the

member's dues, cash bars, hazing and failure to report

new members to the national office.

Theta Chi is now considered to be a "colony," a condi-

tion of probation l)efore becoming a fraternity. A decision

on its promotion to fraternity status by the national office

should be made by November, according to Patrick Reyes,

the house president.

Reyes emphasized the differences between the old house

and the new one.

"We have nothing to do with the old group. We started

from scratch," he said. All the present members are con-

sidered to be pledges by the national office.

Bob Wliite, director of Greek Affairs at UMass, voiced

his support for the new house. "It looks like a very good,

strong house and the national (office) is very supportive,"

he said. "They're working hard to give it a good physical

image."
Wliite said the original suspension occurred due to

"deterioration over a period of time; it was cumulative."

He added that "the national is watching very carefully."

The house, located on North Pleasant Street next to the

Newman Center, has been renovated and repainted with

some of the work being done by the pledges. Former
members are not permitted in the house nor are they con-

sidered to be alumni of Theta Chi.

White said the IntraFraternity Council is very suppor-

tive of the new house because they realize the burden that

Theta Chi is under to improve its image on campus.

Gene Daley, president of Pike fraternity, which had con-

flicts with former members of Theta Chi, said this is "a

new group of guys and we're anxious to meet them. It's

nice to see that we're expanding the Greek area and we

hope to have a few social functions with them."

One new Theta Chi member expressed the view of the

house when he said, "We don't want to bring in the past.

We're different."

Colleipan photo bv Brian K. (inynr

LOOKING FOR COMPANY — A rare visitor to

the Campus Pond observes his new surroundings

yesterday.

Collfirian photo by Hrian K. (ioynr

STUDENT ACTIVITY — Students peruse yesterday's Referral Fair while members of student

activities recruit new members.

Hartley eyes fellow alumni support
By JOHNUCUNNELL
Collegian Stall

Democratic U.S. Senate candidate David Hartley is using

a list ol 42,000 leilow University ol Massachusetts alumni

in his ellort to become the tirst UMass graduate elected to

stale- wide oitice.

Hartley, a 1956 graduate ot UMass Amherst, taces three

other candidates lor the Democratic nomination to the

U.S. Senate seat now held by Democrat Paul Tsongas, in a

primary election Sept. 18.

The winner ol the primary will lace Kepublican opponent

Kay Shamie or Elhot Kichardson in the November general

election.

Hartley, who also received a Master's degree in education

and IS working on a doctorate trom the University, "would

be the tirst UMass graduate elected to Congress," said

Director ol Alumni Atlairs John Hite.

Hartley has been running last in most poUs ol Democratic

voters this summer, behind Secretary ot State Michael J.

Connolly, and tront runners Lt. Gov. John Kerry and Rep.

Jim Shannon, D Lawrence.

Hut Hartley, who was speaker ot the Massachusetts

Hou.se Irom 1969 to 1975. has strong ties m the State

House, and a story m the Hoston Globe Magazine June 3

said Hartley claimed "his secret weapon (in the election) is

a list ot 50.000 tellow UMass graduates."

A letter soUciting campaign contributions asks, "Dear

UMass Graduate, Don't you think its time that a UMass

graduate was elected to state wide oflice in

Massachusetts?"

Hartley campaign press secretary Cheryl Delgreco said

the letter "was sent out to classes around the time David

graduated. " but she wasn't sure how many were sent out.

Delgreco said the campaign is presentmg Hartley as "a

person who is a product ot the public education system."

and a poliluian who has worked tor a better public higher

education system.

Hue said the Hartley campaign is using du-ectory in-

lorniation Inmi the University ot Massachusetts Alumni

AsstK-iation. But he said Kerry is using lists trom Yale, his

alma mater, and other schools make lists available to

alumni tor political purposes, "so David has no untair

advantage on anyone."

Delgreco said Hartley is a political moderate compared to

his Democratic opponents. He has concentrated on jobs,

taxes and the economy in his campaign, and has shown

little knowledge ot toreign attairs when he appeared m
television interviews with other candidates.

Hartley, 48. ot Holyoke. received a HA in government

trom UMass in 1956. a Master's degree in education in

1960. and is now completing doctoral coursework in higher

education tor a degree trom the University.

Since I960, Hartley has been a teacher, state

representative trom Holyoke (1963 1975). Speaker ot the

Ma.ssachuselts Hou.se (1969 1975). executive secretary ot

Administration and Finance to the King administration,

and President ot Holyoke Community College (1975-

present).

SGA, MassPIRG plan

voter registration week
A voter registration week beginning with a day of

political speakers, music, and information sessions about

registering to vote in Amherst will be held the first week
in October at the University of Massachusetts.

The Public Policy Committee of the Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA), in conjunction with the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG), are planning the week long registration

drive.

The program's intent, according to Theresa Dawson,

MassPIRG Campus Coordinator, is to enlighten prospec-

tive voters on the issues and policies that different can-

didates support. It will probably I>e held Sept. 29, she

said.

Since this is a presidential election year, the coalition is

making an extra push to register everyone on campus to

produce a big turnout at the polls Nov. 6.

Rick Patrick, SGA co-president, said, "If UMass can

prove that college students do vote and have a strong

voice in matters concerning the state, we will have more

say in state legislative deci.sions."

The coalition's first meeting will be held at 4 p.m. Tues-

day in the MassPIRG office, which is on the fourth floor

of the Student Union Building.

At the meeting, students will begin organizing events

and finding sponsors for the program.
- BARBARA WILLIAMS
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NATIONAL NEWS
Exposure laws sought

BOSTON (AP) - New

legal rnghts for people in-

jured by exposure to hazar-

dous substances are being

proposed by a special com-

mission, but one member

said yesterday the changes

may not go far enough.

The special commission

issued its interim recom-

mendations, and announced

the proposals would be

reviewed at a series of

public hearings across the

state.

The proposals call for:

— Holding those responsi-

ble for the release of hazar-

dous substances strictly

liable for injuries, without

having to prove negligence.

- Allowing groups suffer-

ing greater incidences of

Hi«5P!>«»> to rfH'over losses in

proportion to the harm
caused.
— New rights for victims

to sue for exposure that in-

creases their risk of suffer-

ing from a disease in the

future.

"The proposals. ..would

break new ground on toxic

victim compensation law,

but leave maJiy victims

unaided. ..said Sanford
Lewis, a commission
meml[)er and staff attorney

for the Massachusetts
Public Interest Research

Groups. "We have learned

from week after week of

testimony from experts and

victims that the legal

recovery system only works

well under seldom-
occurring circumstances."

Building costs raised

at nuke plant-again

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) - Higher costs for the

Millstone HI nuclear power plant will be worthwhile even

if they exceed the currently projected overrun of 6 per-

cent to 10 percent, the president of Northeast Utilities

said yesterday.

"The one thing we can't afford to have happen is to get

the thing done...and then find out we can't prove it was

put together right," said NU President E. James

Ferland.

Last week NU predicted the cost of the plant would go

$20() million to $350 million over the legislatively impos-

ed ceiling of $3.54 billion.

But Ferland now says NU may have to ask the

Legislature to increase the ceiling it imposed on

Millstone HI con?tniction costs sn that the company can

bill its Customers for the difference.

McDonald's donates

summer tragedy site

SAN DIEGU(AP)-
McDonald's Corp. an-

nounced yesterday it will

donate to the city ol San

Diego the site of a

restaurant where 21 people

were killed by a gunman in

July.

in a statement read by

spokesman Chuck Kubner
trom company headquarters

in Oak Brook, III..

McDonald's V'iee President

Richard Starmann said,

"Alter listening to the

suggestion ol the com-

munity, we are in

agreement that the city will

use this property in a

sensitive and meaninglul

manner."
Kubner said the property is

valued "in the hundreds of

thousands ol dollars. " but he

gave no specilic amount.

Since James Oliver

Huberly opened tu-e in the

restaurant July 18, killing 21

people and wounding 19,

community residents have

been torn over what should

be done with the site, which

is in the San Diego com-

munity ol San Ysidro'.

A vocal group of residents

have asked that the building

on the property be razed and

that a memorial park to the

dead and wounded be

constructed. A rough model

of such a memorial was

unveiled in a meeting

between residents of the

primarily Hispanic com-

munity and McDonald's

Corp. officials last month.

Hinckley seeks ballot

DENVER - (AP) - Of-

ficials are considering an
absentee ballot request
from John Hinckley Jr..

who says he would "very
much like to vote" from the

hospital where he was sent

after being found innocent

by reason of insanity of

shcx)ting President Reagan.

Hinckley sent a typewrit-

ten letter to the Denver
Election Bureau asking that

an application to vote and
an absentee ballot be
returned to him at St.

Elizabeths Hospital in

Washington, D.C.

"Although I am physically

living in Washington, D.C,

I have been told by the local

elections board that I am
not considered a resident

here since I did not come

here voluntarily," he said.

"Therefore, I must vote m
the state in which I last liv-

ed."

The request was forward-

ed to Jefferson County clerk

and recorder Norm Allen,

who said he hadn't seen it.

but that a person cannot be

denied the right to vote

because he is in a mental in-

stitution.
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iColk'^ian
In the past, SCERA

organizers have graduated

soon after becoming fully

trained, so the training pro-

which they learned resear- ject was an attempt to rec-

ching, writing, and organiz- tify that problem, she said,

ing skills. Elliot said. The .scrirch for an anti-

oppression coordinator, the

position vacated last spring

by Tildy Turchinetz. is still

underway. Elliot said the

search committee hopes to

fill that position by October.

UMass astronomers glimpse

distant forming solar system

^
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By HOB HOCHSCHILD
Collegian Correspondent

Stephen and Karen Strom, professors in

the astronomy department at the

University ot Massachusetts have gathered

the first pictures ol what may be distant

developing solar systems.

These images were taken with an intrared

photometer, a device that constructs

pictures ol distant objects in the sky by

determining varying amounts ol inlrared

rays given oil by those bodies.

Alter gathering data and observations last

tall and this spring at both the Kitt Peak

National Observatory m Tucson, Arizona,

and the Inlrared Telescope Facility on

Mauna Kea. Hawaii, the Stroms proposed a

model lor an embryonic solar system. The
nuxlel consisted ol a young star and a disk

shaped mass ot dusty material, which would

eventually become the sun and planets.

The Stroms studied the potential solar

systems growing around two stars. HL Tau
and lRS-5. The two systems are oriented at

dillerent angles with respe<'t to the earth,

enabling the experimenters to get two

dillerent views and a more complete idea ot

what the protoplanetary system looks like.

As their ongoing research yields more

proof tor the existence ol these developing

solar systems, the Stroms hope to use their

discoveries to make comparative con-

clusions about the development ol our own
solar system.

Alter 11 years as stall members at the

Kitt I'eak Observatory, the husband and
wile team came to UMass in 1983, and were
pleased with the the aid they received Irom

the University.

"1 found the administration here to be

committed to excellence and wiUing to

support our work," Strom said, referring to

his faculty research grant supplied by the

University last year.

Strom, chairman ol the Five College

Astronomy Department, is beginning

discussions with area colleges in hope ol

forming a con.sortium to build an Inlrared

Telescope. This would give the research

faculty as well as undergraduate and

graduate students ol the Five-College Area
access to a major research facility to

complement the radio telescope Iwated at

Quabbin Reservoir.

Strom added that because ol its cost, this

telescope probably would not be procured
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Notebooks
Paper

Many other items available

545-2528

CONVENIENT HOURS
7:30 am - 10 pm Monday-Friday

8:30 am - 10 pm Saturday & Sunday

Newspapers
Tote Bags
School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants
Chips

Cookies
Popcorn
Umbrellas

FIRST WEEK 1984
Skills and Information Workshops

SEPTEMBER 7, 1984
11:00-11:55 AM Room 805-09

Room 811-15

Room 803

12:00-12:55

1:00-1:55

2:00-2:55

Room 805-09

Room 811-15

Room 803
Room 811-15

Room 803

Room 805-09

Time Management
Office of Internships

Western Mass
Food Bank - Hunger in

our area

Off-Campus Housing
living with a roommate
Bihngual Collegiate

Program
Outing Club

EveryWomen's Center

Recycling

People's Gay Alliance

COCKIAaiOUMSE

MiiHiriiM««MriHnaat*iiMM«MM*i«iMMMi

Every MONDAY
NICKEL NITE

Every other drink 5* 7

Every TUESDAY
LADIES NITE

Ladies first 2 drinks 99' 7 -

^Always Live Entertainment

'\'";\ "'" "— m^

Every WEDNESDAY
PENNY DRAFT NITE
other 12 oz. Draft 1*7-1

•>:•- o
• • • • • •

•:• .•:•:•• .:•::• -•:•:•

IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUTARMY ROrC?

m

:very

Every THURSDAY
vaRAB BAG NITE

Uheck for drink softnaic

and entertainment 7 - 1

^ .Every FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DJ s of

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
to party with 'till 2 AM ,^--^w"^ (doors Close i am; /^ x

Every SUNDAY
SPORTS ACTION starts 1 pm^#^

in our Sport Pub

w/99' Drinks 1 - 7

.*:!.

^UNNY HOUR"
1-7* 7 DAYS A WEEK

i .. ji (across from
iRt. 9 Hadley ^^ \^^^,

It s the perfect time

You re a freihm.m. riKht ' And you want

) make coliejie .> real learning' experience

'

Well RC^TC: can add a valuable

dinienskJn ti) your colle^,'e education A
dimensiDii oi leadership .iiul mana^je-

ment traininj.; And that'll make your
*

den;ree w<irth more
ROTC" offers scholarship and

financial opportunities, tix>

Plus, the opportunity to graduate

with a commission and

begin your future as an

officer

For more informa-

non, contact your

Profcs.sor oi Military

Science

ARMY ROTC.
BEAUVOUCANBE.

d$

h
>a4

ZkA'

For more
information

contact:

Jim Mahoney
545-2321/2322

M
:•:•

mM!^
' .v.* ••

•:•:•: .-. -.-.-.

, v.'. '.v. '.:-. -.-.

'.•.• ..•.
•:•-• -•-•.•

'.•-•. •••-•.

>:•:• -•:•:•
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A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

Summer Series was educative

COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

By MAKANN CASSELL
Collegian Stall

They played against the wind to entertain

students at the relerral lair outside he

Student Union Building yesterday at the

University ot Massachusetts. ,„ .

Unginally trom Tnn.dad. the Steel Band

was formed in Boston three years ago. band

leader DenzU Botus said.

Botus said the idea to use steel drums

came Irom Trinidad alter the second world

"^•Atter the second world war the people ot

Trinidad were so happy the war was over

they began to rejoice by beating drums and

singing. In doing so they tound out that the

sound the steel drum made was wondertul.

Botus said the eltect ol the instrument was

further researched and the band developed

two more notes. As time progressed, more

notes were added, creatmg a unique in-

strument direct trom the West Indies.

The band is composed ol 12 members. 1 he

youngest member is fourteen.

All members were not present at

yesterday's performance.

The band has toured the western part of

the U S. and the Caribbean. Botus said.

Thp hand put on a stimulatmg show for the

students who cruised around the displaying

organizations with its vulotic rhythm and

array ol pop. disco and music from different

parts of the Third World.

Like other Third World people who use

music to express their sentiments, the Steel

Band showed its audience the joy and pain

of the Caribbean.

With the beat of the fitty-five gallon oil

drums the Ustener was transported on a

journey to the exotic lands of the Carib-

Through Caribbean folklore like "Old BiU

Billy
" Bob Marley's songs of Uberation and

struggle and the disco tune of Michael

Jackson's "Beat It.' the public was cradled

into the world of Thu-d World people.

The tunes were created by bulkiness of the

indented oil drums. The highest pitch was

obtained by beating on the central point of

the bulkiness. The lower pitch is at the

bottom edge of the bulk.

Showing a true spirit of the Caribbean, the

band members Uved the music they played

by swaying their heads and other man-

nerisms. Entranced by its swirUng sounds,

the audience also seemed to enjoy the

pertormance as they danced, hummed or

were mesmerized by the members' abilities

L

FOR
BOOKS

ONLY AT
The Campus Center Concourse

next to the University Store

Tuesday 9/4 - Friday 9/7

9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Saturday Sept. 8

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABUE

Positions are still open

on the Black Affairs staff.

Help keep your community

informed!
y w VI vf w At .Mr:

\W^^

zs zs ag .aE. zs as sx acs

(formerly Poor Richards)

Now Open at 4 pm on Friday and Saturday

Between the hours of 4-10 PM
2 DRAFTS for 99^

DRINKS for 99*

4 HOT DOGS for 99*

FREE MUNCHIES
Changes

Amherst's Newest Night Club

Rt. 9 Amherst

NO COVER (until 9 PM)

niiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiMiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiinaiiiiiiiiMiiaiiiiHHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiHiiiiau

IK)DY 5MOI' I

still only

NOPE
M-F

7:30-9 am
11-3

4-6 pm
7-9 pm
Sat

Exercise Facilities

sign up at NOPE and Boyden

$45.00
Come in NOW for a Free Workout

during Sign-Up hours

Boyden - NOPE
^xxV 8 am - 9 am

^^"^
Q^ 1 1 am - 1 pm
^

4 pm - 6 pm
Workouts begin Sept. 10 thru Dec. 21

Professional

Consultation

& Style Haircut
only

"^0

$7.00

open to students

faculty & staff

* strength training
• aerobic fitness

• muscle testing

* body fat testing

Boyden
M-F

7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm
Sat

12-3

r
s
s
s

wiiiiMMMMaiiMMiiiiiaiiHwiiMiiDiiiMiHiiiiaiiiiiiMiiiiaiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiainiiHiiHiar.

With Shampoo & Blowdry $10.50

Featuring: Design Perming and

Dimensional Highlighting

Styles by Deborah
65 University Dr.

Amherst, 549-5610
/vith this coupon, expires 9/30/84

Please call

for an
appointment

Friday, September 7, 1984;
Collegian 7

Black Affairs
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at the University, but BMCT's varied

programming will make them ieel at home,

he said.

"BMCH enables you to identity with your

own cultore," he said.

Rellecting on BMCP's 14th anniversary

this year. Winslow said "BmC en go lar il it

can go tar if it has the right person stirring

It." He said BMCP needs people's com

ettorts to grow. His main goal as manager

will be "it not to increase membership to

increase input."

^ "BMCH does not only give you a chance to

^lay blackl, gives the opportunity to team

leas with others and to make things

BMCP elects

new manager
by VADIKA A.BETANCb:S
Collegian S t a 1

1

A college ul arts and science junior has

become general manager ot the Black Mass
Communications I'rojoct (BMCP) tor the

1984 85 school year at the University ot

Massachusetts.

Cris Winslow ot Upstate. New York will

mediate, coordinate and direct all tunctions

tor the radio program broadcasted on

WMUA.

Winslow tinds his new post interesting.

"It's great. It exposes me to ditterent

people, it gives me experience and a chance

to taste what the management world is

like, " he said.

He started and dee jayed with BMCH last

Spring semester. Winslow developed

'(juiet Touch " show trom 2 to 6 a.m. on

Saturdays.

Winslow likes music, bedause "music is a

journey into culture, a way to relax."

At six toot two inches, Winslow is a

sports lover. He also likes arts and he likes

to create. He said BMCP givs him the

opportunity to create.

"BMCP IS a means ot creating. A chance

to express myselt, " he said.

Winslow took the management position

because he hkes authority and he has an
admiration tor entertaining people.

He sympathizes with new students who
are culturally shocked their tirst tew days

Steel Band entertains
By gmarann cassell

tJollegian Statt

They played against the wind to entertain

students at the reterral tair outside the

Student Union Building yesterday at the

University ot Massachusetts.

Originally trom Trinidad, the Steel Band

was tormed in Boston three years ago, band

leader Denzil Botus said.

Botus said the idea to use steel drums

came trom irinidad alter the second world

war.

"Alter the .second world war the people ot

Trinidad were so happy the war was over

they t)egan to rejoice by beating drums and

singing. In doing so they tound out that the

sound the steel drum made was wondertul.

Botus said the tect ot the instrument was

lurther researched and the band developed

two more notes. As lime progressed, more

notes were added, creating a unique in

strument direct trom the West Indies.

The band is composed ot 12 members. The
youngest niemtu'r is tourteen.

The band has toured the western part ol

the U.S. and the Caribbean, Botus said.

The band put on a stimulating show tor the

students who cruised around the displaying

organizations with its vulotic rhythm and

array ot pop, disco and music trom ditterent

parts ot the Third World.

Like other Third World people who use

music to express their sentiments, the Steel

Band showed its audience the joy and pain

ot the t'arihbean.

With the l)eal ot the tilty five gallon oil

drums, the listener was transported on a

journey to the i-xotic lands ot the t^arib-

l)ean.

Through Caril)l)ean tolklore like "Old Bill

Billy. " Bot) Marley's songs ot liberation and

struggle and the disco tune ot Michael

Jackson's "Beat It. " the public was cradled

into the world ot Third World people.

Acting and doing is the art of living.

The struggle willnot

cease until there 's

peaceandjustice...

PolaDuvaL
Aquila Ayana of the Third World Women's Task Force leads rally

commemorating the death of Seta Rampersad, a twenty year old

Trinidadian UMass student found dead, on Oct. 13, 1978.
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Random Notes -

Interesting but just not the Cape
Everyone who goes to the

University of Massachusetts

has heard at least one dreadful

description of what Amherst is like in the

summer. Last Septeml)er one of my
classmates explained in painful detail, the

greenhouse humidity that settles in the

valley, condensing the sun and vapor to a

point where breathing is a luxury instead of

a necessity. Another friend cried heart-

wrenchingly about the bar scene. Cheap

drinks, she insisted, were not worth the in-

vasion of "townies" that settled upon such

previously beloved hangouts as Barsies and

Delanoes. "All the guys were 30 years

old!" she wailed. And one New York-born

acquaintance said there was never

anything to do out here in the "middle of

this hick state" without the Zoo.

1 would like to put an end to all these un-

fair and heinously cruel stories.

In late May I decided 1 should make the

horrible sacrifice and stay here. After all, I

couldn't stand the thought of dealing with

my family for three months and I couldn't

spend another summer on the Cape

because I just had to save money this time.

I already had my apartment here, and it

would be no problem finding a job, I

assured myself. After some creative con-

niving I was able to talk the most gullible of

my roommates into staying here with me.

With relatively little trouble I found a job

working on a farm. "1 might as well do

something good for myself, get a tan, and

find out what it really means to work

hard," I said, feeling more virtuous than I

had in years. 1 looked forward to the sum-

mer as a learning experience. My first

discovery was that my neighbors, instead

of l)eing young fellow students, were very

young toddlers with noisy Big Wheels.

I philosophically convinced myself that I

would eventually meet other interesting

people as the summer wore on. I was really

excited to check out the night life

downtown. Suffice it to say that for the

first time in my life, I was able to dance at

the Pub on a Friday night without getting

trampled. There was no line at the door,

and even though it was 90 degrees outside,

it wasn't nearly the sweatbox indoors that

we all know the Pub to be, even in

February. Boy were we bored. We even

played pool with guys we normally would

have glared at for speaking to us.

Still I remained open-minded. Okay, so

my social life would be non-existent for a

few months. I figured I could always catch

up on my reading and I'd save money if I

didn't go out too often.

The farm life, at least, was good for me.

After my first day, weeding pepper plants

on my hands and knees for eight hours my

back ached and the muscles in my legs

screamed. I had a sun burn on my neck that

was so bad I couldn't turn my head for

days. "Boy is this great for me!" I en-

couraged myself. As the summer dragged

on I realized that my money situation

wasn't nearly as encouraging as I thought

it would be. For the first eight weeks it

rained so much that 1 worked barely

enough to feed myself and pay the rent.

"Don't worry." my Iwss kepi promising,

"soon everything will be ready to harvest,

and then you can work all the hours you

want." He wasn't kidding. By the firs, ot

August I was working 10-hour days as the

tomatoes and peppers pouffd in. Once

again my mind was saying, "This is good

for vou," and my body was saying. You re

going to die any day now." I ended up earn-

ing just enough to pay back the debts that

had accumulated during the first part ot

the summer. Even after my three months

in Hyannis last year, I was able to buy my

books. The only thing I got out of my life as

a farm girl was a vocabulary limited to

"ayup," "golly gee," and "howdy. Drink-

ing gin and tonics overlooking the Atlantic

Ocean and Martha's Vineyard seemed like

a dim vision from another life.

Collegian Fall Board of Editors:

Editor in Chief James Shanahan

Managing Editor John O'Connell

Production Manager Mark Roden

Editorial Editor RiU Murphy

News Editor Greg Brown

Women's Issues Editor Rebecca That-

cher

Arts Editor Christine D. Marini

Black Affairs Editor Yadira A. Betances

Photo Editor Andrew Heller

Sports Editor

Business Manager

Peter Abraham

Andrew May
I really don't mean to complain, though,

because the summer here proved to be full

of rewarding educational experiences. Ear-

ly in August I was lucky enough to catch

the annual "Teddy Bear Rally." This in

itself made a summer in Amherst wor- ;j:;s:::::::::::::::::Wv%%^xw^

thwhile. Teddy Bear lovers from around

New England collected on the town com-

mon to celebrate their devotion to these

brown acrylic objects of affection. I will

never forget this momentous event, for it

was here that I realized finally, after lying

to myself all summer, what a gullible and

idealistic person I am. That Teddy Bear

Rally was the biggest thing going all sum-

mer, and when 1 realized this, it dawned on

me that next summer I'd be back on the

Cape, squandering my money productively.

Commentary

It keeps

the campus

thinking
r.!t

Barbara Williams is n Collegian cor-

respondent.
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i Small Compact
i Refrigerators

\ for rent or sale.

\

SPIRIT HAUS
Refrigerator

Rental

Rt. 9 East

\ 253-5384 \

Mountain Farms
FURNITURE
Rugs Chairs

Hutches, Tables

HOURS:
Fri 5 PM to 9 PM
Sat 12 PM to 9 PM
Sun 10 AM to 5 PM
Mon 5 PM to 9 PM

Located at

Mt Farms Mall

Hadley, MA

Students! Work Smart.

Work SimpIy...With Hewlett-Packard.

SAVE AT ELEK-TEK
Texas Instruments^

Take a good look at

If you're in Science or Engineering, chances

are your classes include Calculus, Physics, or

Chemistr\'. Engineerin),; Statics, or Dynamics.

You re running up aj;ainst siMne tough calcula-

tions, with statistics problems, hyperbolics, and

logs. The HP- lie calculator helps you breeze

through those problems with a tew simple

keystrokes.

Need to simplitN' problems that are e\en more

complex? The HP-41CV gives you 128 built-in

functions—and the HP-41CX over 200—to sim-

plify your long homework assignments. Use up to

h,437 bytes o( memory to save the programs

and ft>rmulas vou use often. And there are thou-

sands of software programs, so you don't have

to start from scratch next term.

your class schedule.
If you're in Business or Finance, you're proba-

blv taking Accounting, Statistical Methods,

Finance, and Investment Analysis. Classes

loaded with tedious calculations. End the pencil-

and-paper drudgery' with the HP-12C. The most

powerful decision -maker on the market! Dedi-

cated kevs make time value of money
calculations, amortization. Net Present Value

(NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and statis-

tics solutions as simple as a single keystroke. And
it's easv to change values or correct mistakes

without reentering vour entire problem

Hewlett-Packard calculators. They help you

work smart this term. And next term. And even

later on the job. Get \our HP todav from vour

local \\r dealer

BA 2

TI-MBA

BA'SS

S33
25

43

BA-55

TI-55-2 $33

TI-57 22

Tl LCD -PROG 50

11-66 52

EL5100T $43

EL 5500T 70

CE 126P 55

EL 512T 28

PC1250A S80

jMAW CE125 119

PC1500A 160

CE 150 165

HEWLETT-PACKARD
LCD PROBLEM SOLVERS
HP- 11 C Scientific $56

HP-15C Scientilic 90

HP-12C Financial 90

HP-16C Programmer 90

HP-41CV $1M
MP-4ta 2<S

OptcalWand $95

Card Reader 145

Pnmer(82143A| 283

NP II tcatsonis

MP-iL Module

HP-ILPiinter Plotle'

Acoustic Modem

Dtg Casseti*" Hnvp

TlnnkJet Ptmle'

DS/OD Disk Drive

M

For the location of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE 1-800-FOR-HPPC.

TOU mi ODDtll IINI

800 421 I26»

IXOr lllinoii. Al«k«. H«w»ii

f^Pl
HEWLETT
PACKARD

'viMA'*e t»c •«>'
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The opinions expressed on

this page are those of the in-

dividual writer or cartoonist

and do not necessarily reflect

the views of the Collefoan or

the university unless other-

, wiKf notecL

Is this free speech?
President Reagan has made

passage of the school prayer

amendment a political issue. His

reason for doing this is obvious: he wants

to tap the religious passions of millions of

Americans who sincerely believe that God

has been outlawed from our classroom.

What these people need to understand is

that it has never been illegal to pray in

school, or for that matter, anywhere.

However, it is currently illegal to force an

entire class to listen to somebody else pray

to a God they might not happen to believe

in.

If this nation is to survive as a

democracy, then the majority must be very

careful to protect the rights of the minori-

ty. A majority of people in this country

favor passage of the school prayer amend-

Larry Soucie
ment. I believe this is because they do not

understand what is meant by school

prayer. This amendment, if passed as it

was presented, would have allowed vocal

prayer in the classroom. Now if you can tell

me how vocal prayer will not infringe upon

the rights of others, 1 will be very impress-

ed. But you can't, because vocal prayer can

be very offensive to people.

Oh sure, the proponents of this bill claim

nobody has to pray, they can look out the

window if they want. But sensible people

know better. I lived for a few years in the

"Bible Belt." Let me give you an example

of a typical Jerry Falwell, Baptist style

vocal prayer: "Oh dear Heavenly Father,

we come to Thee in Jesus's name to ask

Thee to guide over us in our daily lives.

Pour on the Holy Spirit that we might be a

strong, powerful witness unto Thee. And
dear Father, if there is any one in this

classroom who doesn't know the saving

power of your Son Jesus, who doesn't

know where they will spend eternity, then

convict their heart, oh Lord, that they

might know Thee and the peace that only

Jesus can provide. We ask this in Jesus's

name. Amen."
So that is a typical prayer. How would

you like to listen to something like that

every day? If you happen to be somebody

that enjoys vocal prayers like that, then

how would you like to listen to some

Satanic ritual like the reading of the Lord's

Prayer backwards, or mayl)e the "Hare-

Hare" chant of the Hare Krishna? The

point is that vocal prayers infringe on the

rights of others, and anybody that ad-

vocates this bears a strong resemblance to

the people many of our ancestors came to

this country to escape from.

And why are these people so eager to, as

Jerry Falwell puts it, "exercise their right

to free speech." Jesus, in his Sermon on

the Mount (Matthew, 6:5-13), said we ought

not pray in public, but that we should go

behind a locked door and pray in secret.

Perhaps Jerry Falwell and his so-called

Moral Majority ought to spend less time

demanding that they be heard when they

pray, and more time following Jesus's ad-

vice.

It is my hope that in the upcoming elec-

tion the sincere members of the Moral Ma-

jority will understand exactly what they

want to impose on the rest of us; and that

they reconsider and vote for the

democratic ticket.

Larry Soucie is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor
£^ • would save us from such articles which are

OUiniTlCr meniOneS really UtUe more than written muzak

Svritten muzak'
I'd like to know exactly what the Col-

legian thinks it's doing by printing such ar-

ticles as Diane Lane's "The Closing of

Summer" (Thursday). \ do not need to hear

about her stale attitude toward life or her

resignation into a style of living which she

finds tiring. If she's feeling old and weary,

tough. It's her fault. If she stuffs herself in-

to a bus with "glassy-eyed commuters",

too bad for her and the commuters both. If

she has to play a role at her grandmother's

funeral, it's a shame, but I don't want to

hear about it.

Diane Lane neither struggles against the

changes she dislikes or fights the feeling of

"regret" which late summer seems to br-

ing upon her. She complains, but without

one ounce of protest or anger. In other

words, she has nothing at all to say to the

reader. Surely, the counseling center

would be a more fitting place for her to ex-

press herself than on the editorial page of

the school paper.

I hope that the Collegian doesn't think

her perceptions to be somehow poetically

universal. Either an accepting happiness or

a strong disgust would he a healthier at-

titude than the one she presents. In the

future, I would hope that the Collegian

The Lawrence ordeal
The cause of the rioting in Lawrence last

month can be explained in sociological

terms beyond the conventional excuses of

high unemployment, housing shortages

and poor living conditions. The two-night

incident caused by an argument between a

Hispanic and a French-Canadian resulted

in 1 1 injuries and over 50 arrests. The tur-

moil was (juieted by a three day curfew.

The above factors were only sparks to

the fire ignited by a wandering people's

desire of being accepted as they are: bi-

cultural and bilingual.

Hispanics in Lawrence have creat*Ki a

sub-culture where they hide in protection

Yadira Betances

from a society which denies their existance,

because they are not willing to give up their

customs and their culture; their only means

of survival in America.

For the past decade, Hispanics lived in a

constant struggle with a society which ac-

cepts no change for fear of being at a disad-

vantage.

Canadian and Jewish.

For these groups who filtered through

the American mainstream and have lost

their ethnic identity to be "American,'' see-

ing Hispanic get away with maintaining

their customs and their language is stag-

gering.

Statements questioning Hispanics

"Special treatments" in education, housing

and welfare bring akwut prejudice at-

titudes. Hispanics, in turn, feel alienated

and look for alternative ways for accep-

tance.

The riots were one of these alternatives.

In their search for self-identity, they

show an attitude revealing an obstinate,

sheer, negative impulse, a tangle of con-

tradictions brought about by society's re-

jection.

Through their veil, they are not merely

looking for attention. They are looking for

understanding, and a chance U) be a

member of the society.

Until the Amencan society becomes

aware of people's customs and cultures and

come U) understand their differences, there

will be many Lawrences.

"The Immigrant City" is a conservative Yadira A. Betam-^s is a Colkgian staff

town composed of Irish. Italian. French member who liims in Lawrence.

The best of the best

I
feel sorry for the first-year

students. They don't know how
to add-drop. They think you're

supposed to buy your textbooks in the

University Store. Some of them even

think you can park in the wrong lot and

not get towed. But the most pathetic

thing is that new students don't know the

best places to hang out at UMass.

Elizabeth Luciano

Craig Brown
Sylvan

Center sets the
record straight
In the Collegian article (Wednesday) titl-

ed "Center is Open to Assist Women" con-

cerning the Everywoman's Center, there

are several errors which I feel merit correc-

tion.

The article states that Terry Fuentes is

coordinator of WAGES (Women's Admis-
sion and General Educational Support),

and that this program serves women who
have been out of the academic community
for 10 or more years. Leona Sidman-
Phillips is the coordinator of the WAGES
program, which serves re-entry and non-

traditional women students, regardless of

how long they've been out of academia.

In the same article, Kathy Alexander is

called a Counselor/Advocate, whereas she

is actually the coordinator of Direct Ser-

vices and Training Against Violence

Against Women, which oversees the

Counselor/Advocates.

Forgive me if that sounds arrogant. I

humbly concede that I took most of my
two years here to find these places, let

alone frequent them. Furthermore, the

places suggested are simply my own per-

sonal favorite hang-out sites, and are by

no means endorsed by the Collegian, the

1984 Olympics Committee, or anybody

else. Thus, without further a(i(j, I offer

The Best Places to Hang Out at UMass: A
Guide for First-Year Students.

The Best Place to Catch Rays: The

Rhodedendron Garden, near Chancellor

Joseph Duffey's house. As the name sug-

gests, it's surrounded with fiowers and

trees, so it looks and smells great. Also,

it's very private. Being somewhat

overweight, this is a feature I cherish.

The Best Place to Nap: Ironically, this is

the Reading Room in the Campus Center,

right across from the Blue Wall. You can

borrow headphones and plug into your

favorite tunes, or recover after a long

night at the computer terminals...or

wherever.

The Best Place to Explore: Many people

opt for the tunnels that lace beneath the

campus. Well, that's fine if you like

wading in slime and being bitten by water-

fowl of dubious origin. I prefer the dry,

well-lit tunnel between Bartlett and

Herter Halls. This tunnel is also useful if

it's a rainy day and you're an

English/foreign language major.

The Best PUvce to Hide Out: Amherst
Cinema wins this one, hands-down. Pay

$2.50, cuddle up to a large bucket of pop-

corn, and hang out for a double feature

starring Bogt-y, (^ne Kelly, Lauren
Bacail, Marilyn Monr<>e or Erroi Flynn.

You'll feel much better when you return

to the "real" world, a few hours later.

The Best Place to W(Uite a Half Hour:

The University Store. I usually go there

and read all the birthday cards, if I have

some time in l)etween classes. Of course,

ixxstfinding the birthday cards takes a lit-

tle while, since they rearrange the mer-

chandise every other week. A word of

caution: do not give them a bad check. I

was mistakenly put on the bad check list

this summer, and was subjected to having

my name shouted and spelled across the

store. Now I know how John Zaccaro felt

about having his personal finances made

public.

The Best Place to Eat: The Newman
Center, which is to the Greek area what

Arnold's wa^; for the Fonz. Mo.st of these

folks wear Calvins and polo shirts to

study in, so the fashion show is as good as

the food.

The Best Place to "Mellow Out": Durfee

Conservatory, the greenhouse right near

Health Services. It's the perfect place to

poke around if you've had an aggravating

day. Even if you're not the "commune-

with-nature" type, you'll have lots of fun

walking across the little bridge that spans

a small pond there. The people who work

there are very friendly and willing to

answer any questions about what certain

plants are named, and scientific things

like that.

The Best Place to Put this Column: On
your bulletin board or around fresh cod,

depending on whether or not you liked it.

Elizal)€th Luciano is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Suzanne Slater is coordinator of the

Counseling Program at EWC, which is

sponsoring the support group "Am I A
Feminist." The group will be facilitated by

Deb Kalkstein. not Suzanne.

Thank you for letting us set the record

straight.

Aquila Ayana
Everywoman's Center

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we rejirret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Now serving beer and wine

til 12 midnight

to complement our great tasting meals!!

Open Sunday - Thursday til 3 am

Open Friday and Saturday

24 hours!!
Sun.-Thurs.

6 a.m. 3 a.m.

Fri Et Sat

24 Hrs.

Super Stop & Shop
Campus Shopping Center

Rte. 9, Hadley/Amherst

256 6889

caliiuipliiii'

Postive

ID

Required

^Jcr^m^ft ^Icrrir^J

A// feather skimmer flat -

pleated vamp - perfect with
cropped pants, s/<irts, slacks.

Blue, tan, grey, plum, red. . .

with

TELEPHONES
and accessories

Pulse Dialing

Last # Redial
In-use Light
Mute Control
Modular Plug
On-Off Ringer
Automatic Hold
Wall Mount Ability

Ivory Finish

SX7400

Holder Included

Limited Quantity

No Rainchecks

A full line of accessories available

Open Mon-Fri 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY

Friday, September 7, 1984! .Collegian n

presents

BLACK UHURU
T^wnoticnQBg, UIML OUCOI

WED.
SEPT. 19

S.U.B.

UMASS
tix on sale sept 7

STUDENTS $9.50
Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and

Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and

PlIRLIC $11 50 Pittsfield

!jM:sriD requ.rTd ,o "enter with Student ticket No cans, bottles cameras or recording devices.

(QllOrW£^ 3PJ?MS
93 Boltwood Walk

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-7779

FFoN
ALL PACKS

by: DIAMOND BRAND

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

aiibou

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Some Banks
think you're

looney.

You don't bank on the moon. You know it. We know it. But apparently some of
the Amherst banks don't know it.

"Get cash anywhere" they shout. Ones in Wyoming. Fives in Florida. Tens in
lexas. Why, they 11 just about promise you money on the moon

Well, we at the UMass Federal Credit Union are students just like you. We
know that you don't want to keep a $1000 minimum balance in your N.O.W.
checkmg account. And we know that you don't want to pay extra fees to bank in
Wyommg. "^

So what we offer you is banking right on campus
Checking and savings accounts. Certificates of deposit and car loans. Even

Amencan Lxpress Traveler's Checks!
All at affordable prices.
Start your future right. Open an account at the Credit Union today. You'd

have to be looney not to.

THE UMASS
STUDENT

CREDIT UNION
student Union Bldg. 545-2800 Member NCUA

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Beer
Budweiser 12 oz. cans $10.95 + dep. cse.

Narragansett I6 oz. cans $9.50 dep. cse.

Ballentine Beer 12 oz cans $3.49 + dep. i2/pk.

Becks light or dark $4.25 + dep. 6/pk.

$16.50 + dep. cse.

Molsons Golden Ale $3.69 + dep 6/pk

$14.00 + dep. cse.

Wines
German Kabinett (assorted flavors) $2.99 750 ml + up

Jug Wines (many, many brands) $2.98 1 .5 L + up

Champagnes (white and pink) $2.99 750 ml + up

Italian Soave, Valp., Bard $3.99 1 5L

Liquors
Vodka or Gin 80° $4-99 l + up

Piccala Coffee Liquer $6.49 750 ml

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $5.99 l

All Beer and Wine Specials are

Always Cold for your Convenience

us Deportment of Transportation fjikT*
xncil

^.

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP

USED PAPERBACKS
ACADEMIC & POPULAR
LARGEST STOCK IN WESTERN
MASS. OVER 35,000 BOOKS
in all subjects, old & recent.

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
549-6052

Open Thurs 9/5 & Fri 9/6 til 8:00 pm
Regular Hours Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5, Sun 1-5

THERE'S

STILL

TIME.

/ p.m.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1 air.. 1 p.m.

Late registration for fall clay

and fvcnin^ credit courses is ht>ld

.So|)t 5 - 18. Day courses ;ue on a

spate-available basis; writltMi per-

mission is re(|uired.

llt'corcis (ii Refiistration Office

University Library. Km. 10 1

.Mon. - Ihurs. 9 a.m.

Kri.

Sat. (Sept. S - 29 I

lit'tiisiration lor ("redit-Kree Workshops may be madi' by tele-

phone 5 L5-05S7 (»r m person.

Records & Kei^istration

University Library, Rm. Ill

.\Ion. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

or in the

Records and Registration (Office

University Library, Rm. 101
Mon. - Thurs. 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Sat. (Sept. 8 - 29) 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Payment may be made by lash (until 5 p.m.). cheek, V'IS.A. or

.MasterCard

.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

fi
•] nftT^y; rpT:jg
mil

7 1 \ \\ K
Subscribe by September 24 & Save Money

BOX OFFICE: 545-2511
_^£ / ' / J

Broadway
"Sophisticated Ladies"

'Brighton Beach Memoirs"

Theater
"Romeo & Juliet"

"Night, Mother"
"A Soldier's Play"

Dance
Houston Ballet's "Swan Lake"

Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Pilobolus Dance Theater

Sampler
Philly Pops, Peter Nero

Les Ballets Trockadero de
Monte Carlo

Ray Charles

Orchestra
Springfield Symphony Orchestra.

Peter Serkin, piano

Minnesota Orchestra
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,

Andre-Michel Schub, piano

Jazz
Dizzy Gillespie

Sarah Vaughan
Jazz All-Stars

Chamber
Springfield Symphony Orchestra,

Alexander Schneider

Juilliard String Quartet

The Chamber Music Society

of Lincoln Center

Winners Circle

Boston Chamber Music Society

Paul Neubauer, viola

James Barbagallo, piano

Robert Davidovici, violin

Portland String Quartet

Plus
Marcel Marceau
Handel's Messiah

Mabou N^ines

"Prekjde to Death in Venice"

"Company"
Demon Drummers

& Dancers of Sado

Fine Arts^Center
Unncertflllall

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS AT AMHERST
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everything you need

to make yourself feel

at home sale, a

Lami . W«Ht»WWH>»

Desk Lamps, Wall Lamps,
Table Lamps, Hanging Lamps,
Bed Lamps, Pin Spots,
Hi Intensity Lamps, Clamp Lamps.

100 Watt Swing Arm
Red Black White Brown Beige

Reg. 18.95
NOW 14®*

TAPESTRIES^^^T^Bedspreads^^^^^^
Wall ^^^^^^^^ra

Hangings^M|^r^W\
Hundreds to ^^Tl yj>fn^^^J^^^i
choose from ^^^^^ff^'mMf\^^M<.
SAVE >^^fe^/«iV/i
UP TO r^^^lrkJmSu
500 L^^ffl

RUG
Cotton Weaves,
Straws and
Stripes

STARTING

g95

SAVE 20%

NOW 6®* and 7^^

NOW 5®"

.BAMBOO SHADES
I

All sizes for windows or room dividers

RECORD CRATE KITS
Made of all natural wood - two great sizes

PILLOW LAP DESK
Perfect for car, home or dorm

POSTERS 500 TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM
travel, sports, scenic, photo, personalities, rock & roll...

STRAW WASTE BASKETS 1.95

BEVERAGE GLASSES 89'

STONEWARE SOLID COLOR
MUGS 1.29 1.99

COLORFUL PLASTIC PARTY
CUPS 59'

HOOKS, HANGERS, WIRE
SHELVING, WINE GLASSES,
TEA KETTLES, COFFEE makers.
PLATES, BOWLS, PLACEMATS,
FLATWARE, DISHRACKS, WINDOW
SHELVES, BASKETS, ORGANIZERS,
SHOWER CADDYS, MIRRORS. BATH STUFF
IS ANYBODY STILL READING THIS?

SALE ENDS SEPT. 23

Open 10-6, Mon-Sat
OPEN FRI. TIL 9:00

SUNDAY 12-5

Downtown Amherst A Store-full of Ideas

Pypercurricula

T.G.I. F. — Join us for music, fellowship and instruction

from God's Word. Also information on small group Bible

Studies. (Campus Crusade for Christ) 7 p.m. Campus

Center.

WSYL - FIRST MEETING - Mandatory meeting for

new shift assignments for old and new members. On the

agenda: equipment upgrade, SYL benefit at SUB —
publicity and security people needed. 7:30 p.m. Cashin

Basement Rec Room.

PUC LIGHT WEAPONS PRACTICE - Medevil

weapons simulation. Practices are informal and novices

are welcome, all materials will be provided. Wear comfor-

table, non-restrictive clothing. Mon. Wed. Fri. 8-9:30,

NOPE Fencing Room 23.

OUTING CLUB MEETING - Everyone invited! In-

terested in woodsy, snowy, rocky, cavey and/or watery

outdoor activities? Come by and learn about our trips,

equipment rentals, and memberships. 7 p.m. Campus
Center Auditorium.

FRENCH PROGRAMS IN FRANCE - Informal

meeting about UMass French Program in Angers for spr-

ing semester and in Dijon for Summer 1985. Programs

open to non-majors, all levels. 4:30 p.m. Herter Lounge

301.

SHABAT SERVICES - Join us for a joyous celebra-

tion of Shabat Friday evening and Shabat morning ser-

vices followed by traditional meals. 7:00 p.m. Chabad

House.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD - An infor-

mal meeting to meet officers and to find out who and what

SHAB is. Also to find out the role SHAB members play at

the Health Services. 5:30 p.m. Room 302 University

Health Services.

UMASS BIKE CLUB MEETING - Organizational

meeting this Wednesday night. More information about

the club, its meetings and events can be found on the club

bulletin board in the Student Union Building. 7-9 p.m.

Campus Center.

KARATE DEMONSTRATION - Prof. Sara Grimes,

JKA 3d degree black belt, will give a Karate/Self-defense

demonstration at 7 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 13 in Room 917

Campus Center.

UMASS KARATE CLUB BEGINS CLASSES -
UMass Karate Club, a member of the Japan Karate

Association (JKA) will beging classes at 6 p.m. Tuesday

Sept. 11 in Room 22 NOPE. All welcome.

TRACK AND FIELD FOR WOMEN - Organizational

meeting for varsity women in track and field — any

women interested in running or throwing or jumping for

the UMass Track Team. 7 p.m. Rm 223 Boyden.

SUPPORT FOR GRADUATE WOMEN - The
Women's Admission and General Educational Support

(WAGES) Program of Everywoman's Center has begun a

new program called Graduate WAGES. Graduate

WAGES will address the specific needs of graduate

women through support groups, workshops, speakers,

social events, brown-bag lunches, resources and advocacy.

There will be a graduate women's First "Get Together",

Tuesday, September 11th at 7:30, Campus Center 174-76.

Brown-bag lunches will be held every Wednesday from 12

noon to 2 p.m. in Campus Center room 805-809. These

noon time lunches will begin September 12th through

December 12th. At the September 19th lunch from 12 to 1,

there will be a speaker. The topic is "The Balancing Act —
Juggling the Personal, Professional and Academic".
For more information contact Graduate WAGES at

EWC, 545-0883.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

OU.LEF.E.TU.E QfUM
Friday and Saturday i

Footloose 7:00 1

Flashdance 9:00 i
Sunday thru Thursday

|
The Return of 5

Martin Guerre 7:00 |

Captain Courageous 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERS
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The Boss rocks 'Woosta'
By MATTHEW BERMAN
Collegian Staff

Bruce Springsteen & the E Street Band
Worcester Centrum
Tuesday, September 4

Bruce Springsteen, the so-called "king of rock and roll,"

is back on the circuit, crooning out his usual schtick of rock

cliches and working class platitudes to packed houses of

naive adolescents who chant his name adoringly. Bruce
and his disciples showed up last Tuesday for a four hour
endurance test of bad vocals and boring solos.

Of course I don't mean any of that. The concert was
magnificent. From the opening chords of "Born in the

USA" to the final encore of "Twist and Shout", Bruce and
the E Street Band put on a show unrivaled by anyone. For
twenty-nine songs and three encores, the music, the

energy, and the sincerity pulsated through the packed
Worcester Centrum.
Songs from the new album. Bom in the USA, made up

about half of the songs of the two sets. Interspersed were
such classics as "Jungle Land", "Badlands" and
"Rosilita", and an incredible version of Jimmy Cliff's

"Trapped." Bruce also did some of his lesser known songs

from his acoustic album "Nebraska."

The E Street Band, with new guitarist Nils Lofgrin and

back up singer Patti Scialfa, matched Bruce 's power note

for note. Nils was especially hot, and his solos added new
dimension to such songs as "Prove it All Night" and
"Cadillac Ranch." Saxophonist Clarence "the Big Man"
demons was still the number two man on stage and his

solo in "Jungleland" was one of the high points of the

night.

Actually, there were no low points. None. Every song
completely enraptured the audience, whether Bruce's new
hit "Dancing in the Dark" or the less popular "Highway
Patrolman." At one point during "Thunder Road" Bruce
stopped singing and the audience continued, word for

word. There was no division between p -rformer and au-

dience. We were all in this together. Bruce didn't have to

play until midnight, or thank us for all the effort we went
through to get there, but he did. He even mastered the

local dialect, giving his praise to "Woosta."
The second set concluded with one of Bruce's most

popular songs, "Rosilita", during which Bruce introduced

the band: Clarence, Nils, bass player Gary Tallent, Roy
Bittan and Danny Federici on keyboards. Max Weinberg
on drums, and Patti Scialfa singing back up. Keeping up to

date, Bruce added new lines to the song, proudly joking,

"I just got my picture on the cover of People Magazine!"
Shortly after Bruce and the band departed, they were

back, doing "Jungleland," "Born to Run", "The I>etroit

Medley" and finally a beautiful Spanish-sounding version

of "Twist and Shout." By midnight the concert had ended
and Bruce had once again proved that he really is the king

of rock and roll.

A strong vinyl comeback
By FIELDING REINBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

STEVE MORSE BAND
The Introduction

Elektra/Musician Series Records

The breakup of the Dregs in early 1983 left many fans

wondering what would become of Steve Mor.se, the band's

leader and chief composer. Although Morse remains a vir-

tual unknown, it is safe to say that he is the liest overall

guitar player anywhere. Need proof? Consider the fact

that Morse has been voted Guitar Player magazine's

number 1 Guitar Player two years in a row. Need more?

Give a listen to any Dregs album you can get your hands

on. If you still aren't convinced, check out this latest effort

from 'Morse, bassist Jerry Peek and drummer Rod

Morgenstein.

This disc comes out smoking, with "Cruise Missile", a

foot-stompin' rocker with an opening lead guaranteed to

put a smile on any boogie fan's face. Country-rock super-

picker Albert Lee joins the band to trade solos with Morse

in "General Lee." The title cut, a very interesting ar-

rangement, displays tight syncopation between all 3 band

members, and the trio breezes its way through "V.H.F.

(Vertical Hair Factor)" released "in concurrence with ex-

isting pop trends."

Artslines...
The Hampden Theater at UMass will be holding audi-

tions for the premiere production of "Columbus", an

original play by playwright-in-residence Bob Kornhiser.

This play about Columbus and his Conquistadores will be

directed by Richard Hardin, who holds numerous off

Broadway and regional credits. Auditions will be held in

the Hampden Theater, Southwest College, UMass on Sun-

day, September 9 from 2 to 5 p.m., and at Amherst and

Smith Colleges. For more information or scripts phone

Eugene Warner during the day at 545-2803.

The Smith College Theatre Department will hold audi-

tions on September 10 and 11 at 7:30 p.m. in Theatre 14

for Moliere's The School for Wives, and for Les Belles

Soeurs in the TV Studio. The directors ask that all par-

ticipants be familiar with the script and be dressed to

move. Scripts are available for perusal in the Theatre

Department office, T205, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., weekdays.

Callbacks are scheduled for September 13 at 7:30 p.m. in

Theatre 14 and the TV Studio.

Auditions for Musical Chairs will be held at 7:30 p.m. on

September 16 at Emily Dickinson Hall. Hampshire Col-

lege and on September 17 and 18 in Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theatre at Smith College. The director requests

that all auditioners be familiar with the scnpt, which is

"On The Pipe" gets the second side in gear with a sim-

ple punchy bassline, perfect for the song's high-end

melody. Here Morse is at his best, alternating Ijetween

smooth, clean lines and crunching, balls-out lead, the kind

capable of causing one's hair to fall out. "The Whisper", a

short airy piece, features Morse on classical and acoustic

guitars, and ex-Dregs keyboardist T Lavitz makes an im-

pressive guest appearance in "Mountain Waltz." An up-

dated version of the moody "Huron River Blues", (the

Dregs' in-concert dedication to ZZ Top) closes out the

album.

This is a strong vinyl "comeback" for Morse, who is, as

always, in top form; newcomer Jerry Peek gives an ex-

cellent debut performance, displaying styles ranging from

Van Halen-like finger tapping (on bass!) to slow-down

country and blues; Rod Morgenstein hasn't lost a stride

since the Dregs' layoff, and has some of his most creative

moments here; what impres.ses one most, however, is the

fact that as a whole this band is damn tight. Morse's

distinctive compositional style is marked by ultrafast runs,

gritty choral changes, and difficult syncopation, which the

band handles with ease.

Fortunately, The Introduction, an entirely instrumental

record, will be inaccessible to most. However, if you are

tired of pop-radio mush and mindless metal, this could be

what you are looking for.

Tickets go on sale today for the UPC/DEC
presentation of Black Uhuru at the Fine Arts

Center box office. The concert will be held on
September 19th.

available for perusal in T205, the Theatre Department of-

fice, Smith College, weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Participants should Ix' prepared to sing and dance and

should bring with them music with which they are comfor-

table. A simple dance combination will be taught at audi-

tions. Callbacks are September 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the

Hallie Flanagan Studio "Theatre.

'-•.•-•.•.•.'

Progressive Film
Series Fall '84
The Commuter Area Government has announced its

Progressive Film Series for fall 1984. Each semester such

a series is presented. This collection of films, from and

about many different parts of the world, is the longest

running film series of its kind in the area.

September 27 Report from the Front An in-depth first-

hand look at U.S. foreign policy toward Nicaragua as it is

being played out along the border. Dawn ofthe People This

is the first film available in this country on the Nicaraguan

Literacy Crusade, which for three months in 1980 turned

the country into a giant classroom. Americas in Transi-

tion This award-winning film explores what's l)ehind the

upheaval in Central America. Narrated by Ed Asner, the

film provides a concise fast-paced introduction to the

history and forces at work today in this region. (Shown in

CC Complex 168)

October 4 El Norte is the story of two young Guatemalans
who are forced to flee their little village and journey

through Mexico to "El Norte" (Los Angeles). El Norte is

presented as part of the Bilingual Collegiate Pro-

gram/AHORA's 10th anniversary. (CC 163)

October 11 The Good Fight chronicles the international

solidarity of the 40,000 volunteers from around the world

who went to fight the armies of Franco, Hitler, and

Mussolini in the Spanish Civil War. (CC 163, 7 and 9 only)

October 18 Blood and Sand Through careful research and

documentation Bhod and Sand examines the conflict bet-

ween the Polisario guerrillas, native peoples of the

Western Sahara, and the kingdom of Morocco which now
occupies the territory. (CC 101)

October 25 Letter fr<nn Morazan looks at the preparation

for battle in Morazan Province. Captive in El Salvador, a

production of the PBS series "Front Line", looks at

America's allies in El Salvador and explores questions

alxmt them. (CC 101)

November 1 Adidse and Consent The best and worst of

Washington pt)litics comes to play in this story of the bit-

ter conflict surrounding a president's controversial

nomination for Secretary of State. Stars the late Henry

Fonda. (CC 101)

Noveml)er 8 Fail Safe One of the eariy movies to explore

the possibility of nuclear war, Fail Safe examines the plots

and counterplots within the corridors of government

powers when a U.S. aircraft is sent on a mission to bomb
the USSR. (CC 101, 7 and 9 only)

November 16 Roses in December examines the brutal 1980

murder of Jean Donovan and 3 nuns by members of the

government security forces in El Salvador. (CC 163, 7 and

9 only)

Unless otherwise noted, all films will be shown at 3, 7, and

9 p.m. in their specified rooms. All films are free and open

to the public. For more information call 545-2145.

On Septeml)er 9 (this Sunday) at 8 p.m. the Commuter
Area Government presents the Dance Collective of

Boston. Now in its 11th year, the Dance Collective has

earned the reputation of being one of the most intelligent

and mature dance comp)anies in New t^ngland. The artistic

directors produce a provocative variety of choreography

which has been produced nationally and internationally.

The company and its members have received prestigious

grants and awards from the National Endowment for the

Arts, the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and

Humanities, the Artists Foundation, and the Arts Lottery

as well as individual choreography commissions and sup-

port from corporations and foundations. For ticket infor-

mation call the Commuter Area Government at 545-2145

Arts
An introductory arts staff meeting

will be held at 6:30 p.m.

Monday, sept. 10

at the arts desk at the Collegian.

All are welcome.
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UMASS
CLOTHING and
GIFTWARE

f,

V^

-I

t-» •-

I •

ART AND ENGINEERING
SUPPLIES

A Full

Product Line

For the

Student

or

Professional

y
. <v

OTHER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
Cards

Postcards

Jewelry

Calculators

Computers
Posters

Records and Tapes
Blank Tapes
Souvenirs
Stationary

Plant Supplies

Cleaning Products

Back Packs

Hardware items

Luggage
Carry-All Bags

Gifts

Calendars

Clothing

Special Order Books
Decals

Banners
Glassware
Childrens Clothing
Danskin
Bathing Suits

CHECK CASHING POLICY

With a purchase at Main Store you Must Spend:
10H of checks up to $20.00

20H of checks $20.00 to $50.00
50H of checks over $50.00

Money Orders, Travelers Checks & Certified Checks may be cashed
with any purchase.

No two party checks.

'Checks taken at the Mini Store must be for the exact
amount of purchaae.

V/SA
MottwCofd Accepted at

The Main Store

ONLY

HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS
including a Full Cosmetic Line

^university]
imSTORE^

All Are Welcome
Located in the
Campus Center

Store Hours:

413-545-2619

Mon.-Fri. 9:00 am-5:00 pm
* Saturday 11:00 am-4:00 pm

On Campus: 5-2619

COLLEGE PIZZA
FAST, FREE DELIVERY OF
PIZZAS and HOT OVEN

GRINDERS

TO ALL
UMASS DORMS, FRATS &

SORORITIES
* Wide Screen TV with MTV, ESPN
* Large Selection of Video Games

LOCATED at PATTERSON CORNER of SOUTHWEST
at the CORNER of SUNSET & FEARING ST.

r
I
I
I
I
I
I

expires 9-25-84 I . . .*^ (one per pizza)

CALL
549-6073

549-6098

$1.00 OFF
with 1 or more items

on a large pizza
with this coupon

9-25-84

J -wf%*w MMvt%^-ww%r-wSifvrvv W-WW

W.M.UA Presents

an

EXHIBITION

AND SALE
OF FINE PRIIMTS

leafurtng the woiks of Doii.

Matisse, Monet. Picasso.

W^etn. Beordsley. ChagaH.
Rembrandt, Sewrat, WartK)i.

Renoir. Magrltte. Durer.

Blerstodt. Degas and many
ottiers.

SPF.CIAL KKATIIHKS:

M.C. Escher Prints

Travel Posters

^4orman Rockwell Collection

Movie Posters

Anr^erlcon Classics

Japanese Prints

Contemporary Graphics

and Matte-Frames!

DATE: Tues. Sept.4th - FrI. Sept 7th

TIME: 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

PLACE: Commonwealtti Room/Earth Food Cafe
(Next to Student Union Ballroom)

Over 600 different prints .

Low student pricesll
I

ZjT»3TttTfi^tt'Tf^ftttttnttrrTtt7it?tn'f7'ftTttTcc^trcf7^tt^ *
*\

WELCOME
fromDining Commons

MEAL TIMES

WORCESTER, HAMPSHIRE

[optn 7 daiij& a. uJeefe)

Concessions

' 1

:;

:;
'

1

:;

:;
' 1

1

1

' 1

1

1

1

1

'
1

B^eofe^oit

Lunch
VuiMA

fRANKLlN, BERKSHIRE

[optn 7 daiji) a u;ecfc)

Lunch---

7: 00 cm to } 0:30 cm

11:15 am tu 2:00 ;jm

4:00 JJfli tc 6:30 pm

10; 30 am to 2:00 pm

7:00 pm

University
^ Food

ervices

VinneA 4:00 pm tc

HAMPPEN
(open Moncfat/ thxcagh f^Uday)

Ko6heA VinnzM 5:00 pm to 6:30 /jm

IF y(XJ ARE Mar on a meai. plan ycxj can

PUIdiASE r^EALS SEPARATELY OR BUY

STRIP TICKm^.

Cash Prices

Breakfast $2.'fl0

Luiich $3.50

Dinner $4.50

Strip Prices

5-Day Breakfast Strip $ 9.00

5-Day Lunch Strip $15.75

5-Day Dinner Strip $20.25

5-Day Kosher Strip $24.7^

Munchys

Hours :

The convenience store- -a good

place to pick up those little

foods and sundiy items.

Hampden and Franklin also

offer hot coffee, doughnuts

emd sandwiches.

Worcester and Franklin 8 AM - 9 PM

H^pden 7 AM - 9 PM

OPEN 7 DAYS A WF.EK,

Snack Bars in three locations:

WORCESTER open 7 AM - '» PM

UHITMORF. open 7 AM - ' PM

HAMPDF.N open 8. AM - Midnight

Serving full breakfasts, hot lunches, complete

sandwich and snack selections. Take-out bakery

offers pastries and decorated cakes to order.

All are baked fresh In our Campus Bake Shop.

I

;

'

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^^ ^Monda^"hursday 8:45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Casti in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

AOVERTISINO

Advartita FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
Advertise items you want to sell or buy Call

632 9498

ATTENTION:
~~

WERE HIRING OJS

RACK A DISC RACK A VIDEO is hiring

DJ s Send resume to PO Box 48, Amherst

MA 01004

AUDIO

Introducing Praa Sp«akar« to campua. M

you're interested m loudspeakers you can

not aftord not to listen io sei up on ap

poiniment call Rob 549 5897 after 5 PM

EDSdlRLS

OonT fwaotTlMTCAPETf COD. it was

BIG, bigaer than BIG, it was HUGEi 1 had an

awesome summer THANKS' NOW more

great times at UMASS Debbie

Wickad and Wild DJ's audio and visual

entertainment for the 80 s 584 6712^

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Ptofes

sional Disc Jockeys any occasion

reasonable rates call 253 3980

FOR RENT

3 badroomt. on bus route, Belchenown

Center 323 7246 evenings

ENTERTAINMENT

* Home Football Games - Satuiday 10:00-3:00

VIDEO vrOEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A

Vidao •ntertainment giam 10 and }^*°°}

screens for dorms and Greeks. Miv
vidao munc call 549-7144

Rack-A-Diac Rack A Video entenam

mam guarantaad event* for Disc Jackays,

Bands and Video Call 549-7144

FOR SALE

Bad and 'or Kitchen Sat for sale Call

253 7854 Borth good condition ^
Hafngetator S^iT ft" used 1 vr »96 00

253 2833 nights
^

Small refrig for sale excellent cond, »36or

best offer call 253 7345

SOUNOESIGN STEREO Ong^al.vS900 2

years old $469 Dresser $40 253 3682

Sanyo Refrigerator Encellent condition

3 feet tall $100 Debbie S at 545 2152

Desk Sat $50 or boat offer call 256-0924 ex

cellent condition

HELP WANTED

Earthfoodt Roataurant i* fwrifHl for part

time positions 10 hn weak 3.50 hr Man
datory Mon night maating 5-7 2 hra com

minee work per week Highly motivatd peo

pie please appyi We are an EOE and toHow

affirmative action Pick up applications at

kitchen around corner from ride board in

Student Union

Intareating pert~tima opportunity for

competent programmer experienced m
Macro 11 or Macro 32 on PDP 11 or VAX
Small Amherst based company developing

communications and realtime control soft

ware is looking for 10 hours a week tor

school year with possibility of intersession

employment Contact Bernie Volz PO BOx
746 Amherst MA 01004 sand roaume or

549 6994

Naod maala? Sorority needs kitchen help

lunch and dinners weekly Call Kathy

545 2152

Housokaapara, part time weekdays,

weekends flexible hours, experience

helpful, apply in person Howard Johnsons

Motor Lodge. Hadley

Earn good money working flexible hours

Harvest help needed to pick squash in

Hadley near UMass Call 549 0016 between

6 30 and 8 30 PM

Tanor*. Baaaas with sightsinging skills

wanted Mount Holyoke Chapel Choir Eight

Wednesday evenings, fibe Sunday mom
ings thru December $3 90 hr Auduton,

53P2343

Human Sarvica Poaltiona part-time av«n

ings and weekends. Services for Communi
ty Living a small innovative reatdential

agency is seeking a tew maiurp i roative m
dividuals who enjoy working with people

No experience necessary - wa will train,

AA/EOE call 538 8176

Housapaopla wanted to help serve

meals weekdays weekends call Jean

549^)639

On campus non workatudy M-F 7 12 AM
call Diane at 6 3220 or Ray 549 1092

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,559
$50 553'year Now hiring Your area. Call

1 805 687 6000 ext R 9616

Drivers wanted - for College Pii/a Earn up

to $8 an hour Must have own car Call

549 4527

Waitraasas apply at Rusty Nail Wad thru

Sun eves

The Town of Amftarst Leisure Services

and Supplemental Education Department is

seeking seasonal pan time employees to

work as recreation leaders, assistants,

swimming instructors ar»d gym supervisors

Four to 20 hours per week Previous work m
recreational sports setting with youth

and 'or adults helpful Afternoon, evening

and weekend hours Salary range
»3 35 $4 05/hour Apply to Town
Manager's Office, Town Hall, Amherst MA
01002 by 4 30 PM September 14 1984

EEO AA employer

INSTRUCTION

Know your car, Basic Automobile

Workshop 28 hours including classroom

and strap. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST

On* Santa Sartoara Savlnga Bank book.

If found call Craig O'Bryant at 649 189f>

PERSOI^ALS

Houaaparaon* nvantad for Sorority free

meats in axcftaifge for kitcftan cleanup call

296-6874 ask for Ranay

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION Music.

Theatre. Dance Instruction Old

Chapel UMass 545 0519 Register by

September 14

Cash for Collage available $16 5 million

uni-Uimed Sond $1.00 (•cf'j-'dabie! R<?sults

guaranteed S D R 49 10 Downing St Fall

River. Mass 02723

ATTENT10NI Earn up to $560 in DC rebate

while gaming access to fraternity meal pian.

Call Jim Houston at 545-2150

UMMB Let's make Lehigh the opener of

our best season ever' Get psyched' Good

luck Neil

Happy Birthday Doobia Smith thinking

ot you' Love Smitlv

Kitiy, have a very happy 20lh hirthday!

Let's have u ifreat year' I,<ive. Fam

Falica - Happy Belataid 21*t Birthdayl Wa ra

all ready for an axcenant fall samesterl Love.

tf>e Sisters and Pledges of Chi Omega

RIDE WANTED

Grad student want* rida to/from Bosto
on Thursdays during fall term. Share e>

pensa* Doug 564-5720

ROOM WANTED

I'm a sanlor PolSci/JS *tudant. sariOL

but outgoing, responsible and homeless

Want own rm in house near UMass Nor
smoker Call 253 9434 or Iv maaaag
w/Collegisn 5 3500 Ian

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to ahara double rm in Puffto

non smoker call 549 0388

One female Moslem to share a room in

fully furnished apt in Brirany Manor fror

Sept JUne 1985 rent 127 50 (heat inclut

edi call Su or Jas at 256 0873

Wanted female roommate for Brar

dywino apartment 549 1669

Two bedroom* in basement of hou*«
Come to 157 East Hadley Road male t

female accepted 256-0064

WSVL RADIO

Flrat maating Monday t/10l Mandator

maating for now shift aaaignments ne^

mamban ancouragad to attand Caafim He

Room 7:30
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1 the I

i UNIVERSITY STORE'S!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX

I @ physical plant bidg.
We will be open the following hours

for your shoppinji^ convenience:

Sept. 4 Tues. 9-5

Sept. 5 Wed. 9-9

Sept. 6 Thurs. 9-9

Sept. 7 Fri. 9-5

Sept. 8 Sat. 10-3

Sept. 10 Mon. 9-7

Sept. 11 Tues. 9-7

Sept. 12 Wed. 9-5

Sept. 13 Thurs. 9-5

Sept. 14 Fri. 9-5

*#************! Remainder of the semester k************

hours are:

Monday-Friday 9 am-1 pm

llllltllllliMlliiililllllHIIIHIMHHIHHHI>i>HHII"l"l>l>l>">l>>lll>l"l"*"l>**""""""'"""*""'"""""*""""""""*"

FOUR SEASONS
Ke9^

BEER SPECIALS
BUSCh 12 oz cans $8.99

Budweiser 1202 cans $10.50

SchlitZ 12 oz. cans $9.99

StrOhS 12 oz. cans $9.99

Genessee 120Z bomes. .. $6.99

UtiCa Club 12oz. botles... $5.99

case

case

case

case

case

case

'ce

VODKA & GIN 175 L $7.99

BOOTH'S GIN 175 L $11.99

DEWARS SCOTCH i 75l$19.99

WINE
SEBASTIANI3L $5.99

RIUNITE750mi $2.50

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9), Hadley, Mass. 01035

in front of the malls

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

0A5e5 LOAPtP,

yfl5TFlfJ5KI

COMed UP TO

CLlAiie, OH

HM if.!

Anyone

RtCORVW
(MR /W/5

HiKi comb m fIRbl
FITCH MP COl^

ORm^-comiN '

No»oi?y

c>om HfRe
di/J Ud
CftRROld '

f

00000 ThfiT

POei IT, YA

tmbemp
mmm...oiT
mpyioerf
fiuep \AitTH

dLf\-MP
ymRmKi 5upf5

^.mi Goa'NuH]

Gorde By Gorde

M\t ra. M a$& e.L.M.

^ote^
J m a 5uper htro

oooo Ma. A^o X. do<\'t

t ^ir U J'il fle^ rnu«

' tuii 10 o
bAc k.

HUt^, a. typiCA I

-Tor c^ t(r^

Xit go

to u^i t^e^e.

Vj\r)tr>

Underfoot By Joe Bradbury

I HRVE AGRtRT
Tmt HIRE IN

EMJ01IMG-TME5UI

AND THE LOVELY

SPRlNfr SHOWERS

Dear Freddy-Bob

A Lo-r OF LS'b f^'b

lSl>t(N}^\V^G, OF

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l.dili'd t)\ I rude .Michi-I Jaiii-

ACROSS
1 Autocrat

6 Caesar or

Waldort
10 Wood dressef

14 Kimono
15 N Florida city

16 GrovA/ impatient

17 Wings
18 Poverty

LBJ program
19 Fish in a tm
20 Ram

phenofTicna'

23 Ive — A
Secret

24 Trapped

25 Fido snemeses
27 German article

30 Eden
33 Seaman's acad
36 Perry, the

Singer

39 Owego. N Y s

county
40 Sellers 1959

dim (With

The)
43 Harangue
44 Norse god
45 Once called

46 Signs up Var

48 The South.

1861 65
Abbr

50 Common con
traction

52 Damp
57 Rep s

colleague

59 Hare cut?
63 Dobbin s fare

65 Metrical com
position

66 Ending with

|0ke

67 Three, in Essen
68 Loosen
69 Sea eagle

70 Sachas cousin
71 porridge

hot"

72 Behind
schedule

DOWN
1 Leafli :•

2 Systei' • . -.'

3 Ebb
4 Baseball s

PeeWee

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Seeded
Sch or coll

Grocery pur

chase
Distant

What some par

ticiplesdo
Fore spanner

Main Street

shop
12 Stoic

philosopher

13 State in Caen
21 Total

22 Treaty org

26 Man from

Mandalay
28 Play part

29 London s

restaurant area

31 Molding
32 Rage
33 Vaudeville

staple

34 Underwrite

35 Nancy
M P

37 Like the Halter

38 Of the ear

40 Norwegian
poet. 181382

41 Fisherman
42 MDsaids
47 Takeguickly

49 Elec measure
51 Cut of meat
63 Blackbird Var

54 Before state or

mural

55 Aroma
56 A crowd in a

way

57 Jerk sconcoc
tion''

58 NFLs
Campbell

60 Key letter

61 Egyptian

goddess
62 Chief, Chinook

style

64 Touchdown
number

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZL

DlOiQjM;
9/7/84

1 7 3 4

1

6 6 7 1 9

1

10 11 17 13

14 15 16

17 11 19

JO 73

?4 ?i H !
^^^^^^77 71 7i |H 30 31 17

13 }4 » 36 37 31 39

40 41 4p

43 44 I
49

45

46 47 4« ^BIM 50 T^^^^^^H 57 53 54 55 56

S7 SI ^51 60 61 8?

63 64

1

6b

1

66

67 61 69

70 71 7?

9/7/84 IVX4 I IK Xn^rlri I imr

Today's I)(^ Menu

Friday. Sept. 7

LUNCH
Fishhur^Tfr (ni Rull

Turkey Divan

BASICS LUNCH
Kishbur^er on Roll

Pineaf){)le Yo^rt Stuffed

Peppers

DINNKK
Bakeci Cod/

Newbury Sauce
('heese Lasajcna

with Tomato Sauce

BASICS DINNKK
Baked Cod with Newburg

Sauce
East West Lasagna

Today's

Weather

TcMlay - Sunny, hij^h

Lenijx'rature in the 60s and

low 70s. Clear tonight, not

as cold, low in the 40s and

low 50s. Sunny and a little

warmer Saturday, high in

the 70s.

By Roskey and Ashby By D. Christopher

Writin g positions now available in News and most other departments.

Contact Larr>^ Bouchie at 545-3500 or stop by CC 113.

General recruitment meeting 8 p.m. Monday. Location to be announced.

Immediate openings for drivers!!! See Mark Roden m the Graphics Dept

The Collegian - it's not just a job, it's a way of life!
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Theokas named A-10 commissioner
iCollegian 19

League looks for more TV revenue

By PETEK ABKAllAM
l.'ollegian Stall

With an eye towards

negotiating a more lucrative

television contract, the

Atlantic 10 conlerence has

named lormer University ol

Massachusetts student

Charlie Theokas com
missioner.

The conlerence, which

includes UMass among its

ten teams, selected Theokas
commissioner, "to improve

X^^^C IQ

UMass athletic director and chairman of the

Atlantic 10 Search Committee, Frank Mclnerney
is pleased with the choice of UMass alumnus
Charlie Theokas as commissioner of the league.

oirr prospects as lar as

obtaining a contract with

television." said league

president Frank Mclnerney,

UMass athletic director and

chairman ol the search

committee.

Theokas attended L'Mass

in the late 50's and played

lootball. He played

prolessional lootball lor the

I'atnots, Colts and Jets

belore becoming involved in

management.

He lists experience with

the New York Nets ol the

delunct American
Basketball Association and

the New Jersey General., ol

the United States Football

League.

"Charlie has tremendous

experience in dealing with

the media, m business and in

administrating prolessional

sports," said Mclnerney.

"Uur goal in selecting him

was, like any other con

lerence, to aid in getting a

television package. Theoka.s

is great with the television

people and 1 hope he can

help the league out."

The Atlantic 10 was one ol

the lew Division 1 basketball

conlerences that received

limited television exposure

last season.

Theokas, 45, takes over lor

Leiand Byrd as com
missioner ol the conference.

Byrd had been commissioner

since the conlerences in

ception in 1979. He cited

personal reasons in

resigning.

Mclnerney had no in

lormation about a lawsuit

the conference tiled against

the TVS television network

over non payment lor

television basketball games

last season.

TVS. which has tiled lo<

bankruptcy, owes the A-1

SMO.OOO.

ifAbraham
Continued from pa^e 20

loolish owner, in the

National League, pay Jim,

wish him well, and wave
bye.

The Sox. everybodysays,

have potential to win the

Fast next .season. 1 thnk

they have even more
potential it they gel another

arm out ol the bullpen and a

youngster to learn the Wall

and maybe contribute 50

KHl and 10 homers. Keid

Nichols can do it il the

youngster can't.

Kice has been a credit to

Boston sports, an all star

outlieider, ad a pleasure to

watch, but his greed should

get him nothing more than a

plane ticket.

Coming to the Blue Wall

Friday, September 7, 1984

Admission $2.00

Miller Rock Series Prizes

T-shirts - Hats - more!!

WAOY FM
I

Are you wondering what to register for?

.Consider the Health Aide
Program

As a Peer Health Promoter, you

• LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

• TEACH YOUR PEERS
ABOUT HEALTH

^ GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For more information about this 3 credit course

sponsored by the University Health Services.

call the Health Education Office at 549 2671 ext 181

SEPTEMBER
HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL I

2 for 1

St. Paul! Girl
plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevre&

7 days 7 nights
V 4-6 pm 10-midnlght

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Try VsTirst
Selected list of course titles:

Elements of Style

Psychological Testing

On Death and Dying
Norton Anthology of Poetry

Oedipus Cycle

Leviathan

Foreign Language Dictionary

Many more titles to numerous
to mention

Every book 50 - 75% off

publishers list price

HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN & WOMEN

;°owntornXherst - the NEW ,;,: REQKEN

V- X^
Vie

•••••'

NEW BOOKS AT HALT FWCE

256-0438

1

\^ ^
I

71 No. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002
\

Open: Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat 10-6

Thurs, Fri 10-8
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Sports
There will be a meeting for anyone in-

terested in writing for the CoUeffian sports

staff on Monday at 4:30 in the newsroom.

The Collegian offices are in the Campus
Center, room 113. All staff members must

attend.

I • • • • • *•* I • •.•_•_•_•_' ^•y.r.v.v.r.v.%

Challengingweekend forMnutemen
Field hockeyFootball looks

for second
Byl'tnKKAHKAllAM
Collegian Stalt

Hob Stull isn't kidding himselt, one victory

doesn't mean anything.

"The way 1 see it, " said Stull, "we played

pretty well against Ball State (a 26-10

victory last Saturday), but we'll probably

have to play even better to beat Lehigh."

The Minutemen face the Engineers at 1:30

Saturday at Alumni Stadium hoping to go 2-

lor the tirst time in three seasons.

UMass has shown an impressive defense,

an improved oftense, and generally may
have turned around Irom last season's ,'3-8

mark.

But Lehigh, the ninth winningest team in

Division 1-AA history, will be a battle.

They feature the pass/catch duo ol quar-

terback Marty Horn and wide receiver

Kennie Benn. Horn tossed tor 18 TD's last

season. ..15 to Benn.

"The secondary will be tested again, no

doubt about it, " said Stull. "I'd like to see

the delen.se maintain their performance,

and the ottense to improve on theirs. We'll

be inserting some new wrinkles and there

should be a lot ol excitement in the game,
both ol us hke to pass.

"

Stull said that depending on the situation,

the Minutemen will be pa.ssing more otten.

"We controlled the game last week and

didn't want to hurt our tield position by

risking a sack." said the coach.

"This week, it we get behind or are in a

closer game, well look to throw on third

down, not just first. We may open it up a

lot.

"

Ultensively, UMass will be looking to

quarterback Jim Simeone (15 ot 33, 133)

and running backs Frank Fay and (jeorge

Barnwell. On detense. the UMass
hnebacker corps played well against Ball

State led by Todd Uomeau. Flayer-ol the-

game Vito Herrone will also be counted on.

Kicker George Fapoutsidis tied a Yankee
Conference record with tour lield goals on

Saturday and adds a dimension to the

UMass oliense.

"Lehigh is tough, but 1 think we're ready,"

-said Stull. "For us. every game is a big one

nght now and I'd like to go into the Holy

Cross game (September 22) with a 2-0

record. 1 really can't say what kind ol team
we are yet, but you'll be able to tell a lot

alter the game.

"

Lehigh coach John Whitehead said that his

team, "is expecting a lot from UMass, they

seem to have improved a lot."

Lehigh beat UMass last season 21-20 with

a touchdown and two-pointer by Horn and

Benn with 20 seconds left to play. Revenge
could be sweet lor the Minutemen.

UMass linebacker Todd Comeau will play a big role against Lehigh tomorrow,

UMass vs. Lehigh UMass vs. UNC
Where: Alumni Stadium Where: Springfield College

When: Saturday, 1:30 p.m. When: 7 p.m.

The line: UMass by 2V2 Last Year: UMass and North Carolina

UM injuries: Fl. John Crowley played to a double overtime 0-0 as the

(Hamstring) should play. Minutemen outshot the Tar Heels 23-2.

Players to watch: LB Todd Comeau, UNC was buoyed by the super play of

SE Bob Simeone, LB Vito Perrone, NO goalie Jane Myers.

Peter Tracy, QB Jim Simeone. Players to Watch: Midfielder Pam
Radio: WMUA-FM (91.1) and WTTT- Moryl is an explosive scorer. Back Megan

AM Donnelly shcwts on penalty corners and
Last year: Lehigh 21, 20. scored seven goals last season.

faces UNC
ByGEKKVdeSlMAS
Collegian Staff

A lew things will be different for the

University of Mas.sachusetts field hockey

team as they open the 1984 season tonight

at Springfield College.

l-'irst, the Minutemen start off the season

with two pseudo-home games, tonight

against North Carohna at Springfield and

Sunday against Virginia at Boston College

at 10 a.m.

Second, in a new change this year,

players can score Irom outside the circle

instead of from inside the cu*cle as in the

past. Only on penalty corners will the ball

have to be shot from inside the circle.

The new experimental rule, is an NCAA
championship rule and teams are not forced

to use It, explained UMa.ss head coach Pam
Hixon.

The young Minutemen. who return sue

players from last years 16-3 4 third place

team nationally, face the Tar Heels at 7

p.m. on the artificial turf at Springfield

College.

North Carolina opened it's season last

week with a convincing 6-0 wm over

Virgina Commonwealth. UNC, which has

been practicing since August 18th, are led

by high scorer Louise Hines.

Last season. UMass tied North Carolina

U-0 at Springfield with Tar Heel goalie Jane

Myers playing fantastic ally Myers stopped

'i3 UMass shots while Minuteman goalie

Patti Shea had only two UNC shots to slop.

UMass hasn't faced Virginia before, but

they will meet for the first time at Boston

£ College at 10 a.m. on the turf at Alumni

5 Stadium.
* Hixon anticipated the new shooting rule

f will result in more scoring.

%. "It will create a lot more shots on goal,"

1 Hixon said. "The scoring will be a little bit

1 higher. It will create a lot more rushes on

f
goal."

? Hixon said that UMass will use a very

deep upfield forward or maybe even two.

"We are still in the experimental stages,

"Hixon said, "it will be more exciting."

Second team All-American Pam Moryl,

was the team's second leading scorer with

12 goals and 16 points. Patti Smith, also

with 12 goals, had 15 points last year and

the corner shooter Megan Donnelly,

another All-American pick had seven goals

and eight points.

In goal Hixon hasn't decided which of the

three goalies will start. Junior Kathryn
Kowe IS competing with two freshmen for

the job.

Whoever starts, it will be different than

last year. Just like the new rules and
pseudo-home games.

Despite the differences, UMass still faces

the smae challenges to win and North
Carolina and Virginia will be no easy task.

He's worn out his welcome, trade Rice for some pitching

PETER

ABRAHAM

Jim Kice. He's

a terrific hitter, a solid outfielder, and

seems like a decentenough guy. But for $2

million a year?

The Ked Sox have offered him a contract

that would make him the highest paid

player in their history, a contract nearly

double what any other player has made for

playing for Boston.

The Atlanta Braves were reportedly

offered the services of Rice in exchange for

reliever Steve Bedrosian and young out-

fielder Brad Komminsk. Ted Turner has

money. 1 say let him pay Kice, not the Ked
Sox.

The Sox prove every year that power
hitting does not win pennants. Losing Kice,

although not the best of ideas, isn't the

calamity may people make it out to be.

He's 30 years old, doesn't have any speed
and doesn't seem Uke a vital ingredient to

winning. Look at the Cubs, Mets. Tigers, or

Twins, the divisional leaders or runners-up,
they get along line with a good cleanup man
and another good run producer.

Tony Armas, Dwight Evans. Mike Easier
and Bill Buckner can drive in plenty of runs.
Wade Boggs and Marty Barrett will hit .300

(at least) and get on base. Kich Gedman will

hit 20 plus homers and drive in a good 70
runs. Trade Rice.

Pitching and detense are the name of the
game in baseball. A team of home run
hitters will not win ballgames. they'll be fun

to watch, but come October, they'll be
home.

• * • Sports notices * * *

PRseball is becoming a game for the fast;

ining and by getting men m scoring

psition. Rice will bring a good pitcher

(hopefully a lefthanded reliever) and the

Sox will lose 31 (at Is count) grounded- into-

double-plays.

UUB Stanley, the ex-stopper out ot the

bullpen, isn't what he used to be. Let's get a

strong rebever a la Urosco, Gossage. Le
Smith, or (Juisenberry, and trade the

disgruntled Rice. I'm sorry, $2 million for

anybody is too much. Ted Williams, or Yaz
never dreamed of $2 million, and Rice

shouldn't aspire to these heights. Let some

Continued on page 19

Baseball tryouts will be

held at the junior-varsity

diamond on Monday
through Thursday from

3:30 to 5:30. Contact coach

Dick Berquist for more in-

formation.

There will be a meeting

for anyone interested in

playing field hockey on

Monday at 4:30 at NOPE.
Contact coach Pam Hixon

for more information.

There will be a meeting

for all Stockbridge soccer

candidates on Monday in

Boyden Room 253 at 4:30.

Contact Jack Leamen in

Boyden 228 for more infor-

mation.

Sports at a glance

UMass schedule: Football vs. Lehigh, Saturday,
1:30. Field Hockey vs. UNC, at Sprin^ield College,
today at 7:00.

Upcoming: Field Hockey vs. Virginia, at Boston
CoUcge, Sunday at 10:00 a.n.

pro scores

NL

Oil 4 Mont 1

Pitt 2 NY
LA 2 AUG (6)
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MASTERS AT WORK -
Mauro Stacdoli, artist,

left, and helper George

TVakiis construct an Italian

sciUpture at the Fine Arts

Center as curious students

observe. The final product

will be completed by Sept.

U.

Collegian photo by Mitch

Drantch

Deficit results from Southwest concert
No money for hunger groups
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Last semester's Southwest Week, planned for raising

awareness of world hunger, failed to raise any money for

hunger organizations, according to University of

Massachusetts officials.

"Last minute planning" and "bypassing the normal rules

and guidelines for this sort of event" were the reasons for

the financial failure of Southwest Week, according to

Randy Donant, director of the Student Activities Office

(SAO). He called the April 28 weekend, which included a

five-band concert of the Southwest playing fields, "a

melee."

The Southwest Area Government (SWAG), which

proposed and funded most of the events to the SAO now

has a $4,237 deficit.

Donantsaid the program originally "got its legitimacy from

the world hunger campaign. Cancellor Joseph Duffey and

Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson approved the event

because they were under the impression that money would

be raised for Oxfam America, ' he said.

"I am concerned that they didn't raise any money fof the

World Hunger Project, but I'm more concerned with the

behavior of the participants in Southwest Week.
"
Madson

said. Madson said he approved the concert when SWAG
representatives told him they woul soUcit funds for world

hunger.

Donant said Southwest Week, including the concert, as
initiated and largely "pushed for" by SWAG co- Presidents
David McCarthy and Michael Bean. McCarthy has
graduated and Bean is not at the University this semester.
Neither were available for comment.

In a memo to Madson, Public Safety Director Gerald T.
O'neil said over $5,000 was spent on security, and seven
arrests were made, including several for assault and
battery.

Madson is now drawing guidelines for any future outdoor

concerts which will affect any group that plans an outdoor

event at the university.

Madson's new rules include a requirement that all SAO
and RS procedures and deadlines must be net and adhered

to by concert planners. Also, there will be a limit of four

bands per area government show and planners must now
hire outride vendors to clean up after the shows.

Donant said the cost for cleaning up after the April 29
Cheap Tnck concert was more than $3,000.

Shannon chosen

by SGA leaders

for Senate race
By JOHN O'CONNELL
and LAURA YEE

Democratic candidates for US Senate Jim Shannon and

John Kerry came to Amherst Saturday morning to speak

at a breakfast fundraiser, and Shannon also picked up the

personal endorsements of four University of

Massachusetts Student Government Association leaders.

SGA CO- President Rick Patrick said he and the other SGA
officers endorsed Shannon in the four- way Democratic

primary race because the Congressman from Lawrence
"has a 100 percent record on financial aid," among other

reasons.

"It's a matter of experience and it's also a matter of who's

been there for students in Washington," Patrick said. He
cited Shannon's six years on the House Ways and Means
committee and his readiness to meet with the UMass group
Students Against Financial Aid (SAFA) over the years, as

reasons for the endorsement of Shannon over Lt. Gov.

Kerry, Secretary of State Michael J. Connally or former

Massachusetts House Speaker David M. Bartley.

Patrick also said that when students lobbied against a 15

percent tuition hike proposed by the Board of Regents last

spring, Kerry "didn't have time for us."

SGA CO- President Jim Keller. Senate Speaker Chris

Sullivan and SGA Treasurer John Mooradian also en-

dorsed the candidate, but the four "really haven't looked

into the possibility" of making a formal SGA endorsement,

Patrick said.

Sullivan said any endorsement by the Senate "might

cause hard feelings"

Shannon and Kerry have taken similar stands on women's
equal rights, a nuclear freeze and US military involvement

in Central America, issues that concern the SGA leaders

and other student groups on campus.

The four Democratic candidates are vying for the

Democratic nomination in the Sept. 18 primary to the

Senate seat now held by Paul Tsongas (D Lowell). The
winner of the primary will face either Republican Ray
Shamie or Elliot Richardson in the November general

election.

Shannon thanked the students and told them the "next 10

days i.s just crucial" to the campaign. He picked up en-

dorsements from the Boston Globe, the Boston Herald and

the AFLCIO.
"We're really rolling now. If you can give us a push we can

win this thing," Shannon told the students. He said the

Tsongas Senate seat "is the only seat presently held by a

Democrat that has a chance of winning."

Later in the morning Kerry and Shannon spoke at a

breakfast fundraiser for the Amherst Town Democratic

Committee. The candidates came at different times and

concentrated on promoting a Democratic victory in

November instead of their own primary campaigns.

"Never before have the lines between Democrat and

Republican been so well drawn," Shannon said at the

breakfast. "Our attempt to regain the US Senate hinges on

our success in Massachusetts."

Kerry said President Reagan "has walked away from

women's rights, walked away from daycare, walked away
from civil rights." Of social spending cuts, he said, "every

single program that is important... has been cut in the last

three years, " and a Democratic majority in the Senate

could reverse those trends.

Kerry did take a swipe at Shannon in saying that the

"Washington status quo" prevented real opposition to

Reagan. He also claimed that "every poll in the state shows

that I am the only Democrat who can defeat Elliot

Richardson."

About 150 local Democrats attended the fundraiser, and

200 $10 tickets were sold in all, according to Floss Frank of

the Democratic Town Committee. The money will pay for

pamphlets for the Mondale-Ferraro presidential campaign,

she said.

Inside:

Religious group offers assistance to

everyone p. 3

UMass alumnus becomes soap star and
^eeks students help p. 11

Minutemen give a decent fight to Lehigh
]

but no cigar p. 16

"Drunkenness is nothing but voluntary

madness"
—Seneca )
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**ua BEAUTY
SALE

Colgate
Brushes

2/$1.00
reg $1.15

CARE

Alcon
Flex-Care

12 oz

$2.79
reg $3.84

Gillette

Gcxxl
News!

...^
trjcissr.' \ S

C^ Good News 6's
''^

by Jhe Assodated PressDIGEST
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^ Colgate Pump Gel 4.5

$1.09

TT
MAXIMUM
STRENGTH

k» if»? iT««' shibbom

<
ODorio

COVER

$1.43 reg $2.22 i

Gillette Foamy Gel 7 oz |

$1.43 I

[1

Q-Tips 170

$1.09

r 1 r 1

1 1 !

S Q
FLEX
tnortf

FLEX

• 1 .4

Located in the Campus Center

Oxy 10

I $2.53 reg $4.14

Sale M-F 9-5

items are Sat 11-4

;
also available

\ in the Mini Store^

Flex Shampoo or v

Conditioner 15 oz ^

$1.79 «
reg $2.71

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S !
g"^ COUPONS 1^
I on all Health and Beauty Aids Products ||
I .... ^.^^ .^^.^^-^ M

BOSTON (AP) — A man who calls himself

"Mr Flare" wiU testify against companions

accu.sed of setting nearly 25 fires in the

Boston area after turning state s evidence

in exchange for a 30 year prison term, a

procecutor says.

Gregg M. Bemis. 23. a former Stow poUce

and fire dispatcher faced a life term.

He will receive the leser sentence by

cooperating with state and federal arson

investigators, as long as no one is found to

have died in any fires Bemis "knew about or

participated in." Assistant U.S. Attorney

Mark E. Robinson said.

Bemis pleaded quilty Thursday before

U.S. District Judge Rya Zobel to in-

volvement in 68 counts of conspiracy to set

16 fires in the Boston area during 1982 in an

effort to spur the hiring of more

firefighters, said Robinson.

No date for sentencing was set.

Bemis was one of seven men accused of

setting during 1982 and 1983 nearly 250

fires, "nearly setting a record for fires."

Robinson said.

Hepatitis in Worcester

.o^'

^.UNIVERSITYl
STORE ^^

<;i<-5=5i5i<i^l

WORCESTER. Mass. (AP)

_ Three more cases of

hepatitis B were reported in

Worcester last week,

bringing the total known

cases of the disease to 89

since Sept. 1. 1983. Health

Department Director

Walter C. Irvine says.

Some of the recently

reported cases occurred

toward the beginning of the

outbreak, but had gone

unreported. Irvine said.

Health officials said

publicity about the outbreak

and letters sent to doctors

last month led to better

reporting.

Irvine said it appears the

number of hepatitis B cases

is "leveling off. but at a

fairly high rate."

Officials of the federal

Centers for Diease Control

in Atlanta are scheduled to

visit Worcester this week to

help the Health Department

set up vaccination clinics for

hepatitis B and Delta

hepatitis. Irvine said.

The health officials will

begin working out when and

where the clinics will be

held, who wUl operate the

clinics and administer the

vaccine. Irvine said.

They will be considering

ways to encourage drug
users and their sexual

contacts — the group most
susceptible to hepatitis B —
to be inoculated, and to

protect the privacy of the

people who come to the

clinics.
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The collegian incorrectly reported the time of

MassPIRG's voter registration coalition's first meeting

Tuesday. The meeting will be held at 5:30 p.m.
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Fluoride in Amherst water?
Town will decide Nov. 6
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The final decision on whether to add

flouride to Amherst water will be decided

by Amherst voters on Nov. 6.

A petition to settle the issue by referen-

dum was turned in at the Town Clerk's of-

fice on Aug. 28. The clerk's office validated

more than the 1,618 required signatures by

the Sept. 6 deadline.

Elinor Morton, a member of the group

sponsoring the petition, called sigriature

verification "a good thing." She said the

group has "not really formulated a plan

yet" on what they might do to influence the

election.

Norton said she opposed flouridation

because she believes it creates unhealthful

side-effects.

Amherst Health Department Director

Bettye Anderson Frederic was not

available for comment. Joan Keenan, a

staff assistant at the department said, "I'm

sure Ms. Frederic has planned something."

She added that she felt she was not in

authority to speak on the subject.

On May 24, the Amherst Board of Health

voted 5-0 in favor of ordering the town's

water supply flouridated.

According to a statement released by the

board, water flouridation has proven to be

the most effective method to prevent tooth

decay. The statement also says that

flouridation will help prevent dental pro-

blems and expensive dental and insurance

bills.

According to the statement, more than

123 million Americans are receiving con-

trolled flouridation. For the past 50 years

studies have failed to show any connections

between water flouridation and health pro-

blems.

The statement adds that flouridation is

supported by "virtually every health

organization in Massachusetts and the

United States, includig the World Health

Organization."

A feasibility study conducted last April

by the State Health Department estimates

the cost of flouridation at 45 cents per resi-

dent every year. Frederic said a state grant

for part of the cost enhanced the board's

decision to order flouridation.

Hillel and Chabad House
assist and advise UMass
By NANCY A. BUKAR
and RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

They bring the Jewish community

warmth and understanding. To others they

bring education and information about what

Judaism is all about. Together. Hillel and

Chabad House serve the entire University

of Massachusetts community.

Hillel, formed at UMass during the 1940's,

is here "to serve the needs of the Jewish

student community." according to director

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

Collejoan phoUi by Andy HclltT

Rabbi Israel Deren

Chabad House, which has been at UMass
for about 10 years, serves a slightly dif-

ferent function than Hillel. which focuses on

the cultural and religious aspects of

Judaism, according to Rabbi Israel Deren of

Chabad House.

"Our view of being Jewish is not just

cultural or one of nationalism. We view it as

a way of life. We view it as belonging more

in the home than in the synagogue," Deren

said.

Both organizations provide services to the

roughly 3,000 Jewish students on campus
and also serve non-Jewish students.

HiUel provides movies, informal "lunches

with the Rabbi" and various lectures, in-

cluding one later this month by Yaffa Eliach

titled. "The Art of Survival: Hasidic Tales

of the Holocaust."

Hillel does not have a mandatory fee but

there is a voluntary registration fee of $15

for the academic year. This entitles the

student to free admission to many of the

events and a half-price discount on their

tee-shirts, Perlmutter said.

Chabad House offers "lunch and learn"

sessions where students get together in-

formally to discuss Judaism, and the house

also offers counter action groups which deal

with the Jewish response to Christianity's

teaching of missionaries.

Although the two groups have slight

differences in political ideaology and

outlook, they are not in competition, Deren

said.

"We don't view (Hillel) as competitors, we
work together. We present a particular

articulated view of Judaism. We don't ask

for commitments. We accept people as they

are.

"Ours is a clearly articulate view enabling

people to experience what being Jewish is

all about. There's depth as well as breath to

what we offer," Deren said.

With the upcoming holy days of Rosh

Hashana and Yom Kippur, both groups said

they expect a busy few months, but they

are both ready, willing and able to listen

and offer help to those in need, regardless

of their religion. Both Rabbis emphasized

the need to let Jewish and non Jewish

students become aware of their presence

and their desire to offer assistance.

"We have never turned anyone away. We
want students to come and come again. We
want them to know about us and we want to

talk about the beauty and depth of

Judaism,"Deren said.

('••Ilc^nan phut.. I.y Ml. 1. liran'. Ii

KEG DAZES PROHIBITED — But not for Pete Paterson, left, Joe

Haley, Dwayne Head and Steve Moore who spend the day soaking up

the rays and the beer in cans at Saturday's football game.

Ciilleioan photo by David V IH-alxr

ONE ON ONE — Two UMass students silhouetted by the sun appear to

play two on two cast by their shadows at Amherst courts.

Women's Forum
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's Issues

Editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday

before the event.

Tuesday — Ameeting for women in

terested in attending the "Not in Our

Name" resistance action in New York City

will be held at 7:30 p.m. on the third floor of

Thorn's Market in Northampton. For more

information, call Karen Schweitzer. 367

2649.

Thursday — The Women's Leadership

Project will have an introductory meeting

at 4 p.m. in room 81 1 of the Campus Center.

The Lesbian Union Rap Group will meet at

7p.m. in room 406G in the Student Union

Building.

The first meeting of the Feminist

Collective will be held at 6p.m. in the

Hatch.

The rape hotline number is 545 0800.

Belgian exchangers find

burgers, TV at UMass
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

Two new students at the University of

Massachusetts are rather outspoken about

their new surroundings.

"When I was in Belgium. I thought of

America as a country of hamburgers and

where the television is crazy. It is like I

thought it was," said Vincent Yzerbyt, on of

two graduate students involved in a one

year exchange program between UMass
and Ix)uvain la Neuve College in Belgium.

"On the news here they have commercials

after two pieces of information, that's crazy

for us." said Yzerbyt.

Christian Bailly is also on exchange to the

Polymer Science and Engineering

department, said Seymour Berger. chair of

the psychology department, who created

the exchange program. Yzerbyt said the

exchange program, which is only funded for

this year, provided him with "an ex-

traordinary opportunity to improve in my
knowledge of psychology." He believes that

America, particularly UMass, has done

more research and are more knowledgeable

in social psychology than Belgium.

Berger said he arranged the exchange

with Chancellor Joseph Duffey and the

Ix)uvain la Neuve College through the

Belgium Fullbright Commission with a

grant the U.S. made to Belgium to en-

courage scholastic exchange between the

two countries.

Berger said he and a professor from the

Belgium school collaborated when Berger

was teaching there last year and wrote a

proposal for the exchange which was ac-

cepted by the commission.

The agreement gave $20,000 for two

students from Louvain la Neuve to attend

UMass and two UMass professors to teach

at Louvain-la-Neuve.

"We're still looking for two professors from

any department to teach there, for next

semester or this semester if it doesn't

conflict with their prpspnt teaching com-

mittements." Berger said.

Yzerbyt said he had to pay for expenses

with his own money and that he expects to

be refunded about $6,000 when he returns

to Belgium.

Domino's sign and bike stolen
Amherst Police reported the theft last

week of a triangular sign that read

"Domono's Pizza Delivers" from atop a

delivery car.

The sig^ was valued at $125.

Also this weekend, a Fuji 12 speed bicycle

was reported missing from Townhouse

Apts. at 1:45 p.m. Thursday. The bicycle

was valued at $200.

-PHILSERAFINO
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BEDSPREADS

WALL HANGINGS
LAMPS

BAMBOO WINDOW SHADES

RUGS

RECORD CRATE KITS

PRINTS

VfiA

L

ggl A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

WITNTVERSTTYmSTORED
^CONCOURSE SALE

5 DAYS ONLY

55% OFF
Ticketed Prices of

14K GOLD CHAINS and BRACELETS
Pearl Earings $8 - $10

Bronze and Brass Earings $8

Pearl Bracelets $20

Amethyst Earings $6

$12

Prices from $6.00 to $150.00

Starts Monday Sept. 10

thru Friday Sept. 14

9 am - 5 pm

Sale Located in Front of the Store
* This sale does not include

jewelry sold at the jewelry

counter in the store.

^.UNIVERSITY
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C/VUTTON!
BANNED BOOKS

WEEK
SEPT. 8-15,

1984

Co sponsored by

Anu'dcan BuuHjclleis Association

Amcficaii libiafy Association

rjdtiunal Association ot College Stotes

Associalion ot Amencan Publisheis

American Society ot

Journalists and Authors

: ny The Center foi the Book I

SOME PEOPLE
CONSIDER
THESE BOOKS
DANGEROUS

Catcher in the Rye,

Slaughter House Five,

Our Bodies Ourselves,

Of Mice and Men...

are only a tew ot

hundreds ot books

that have been

challenged In

libraries across

the country.

COME IN AND SEE OUR
"BANNED BOOK" DISPLAY

Located in the Campus Center

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

QnmvERSiT
mSTORE^

NEXT Ti

PAINT ON SALE!

> |v.VA^^ EXTENSION CORDS ^^-<?a,^

WE'VE MOVED
TOP & SHOP

%
HOT POTS

NAILS

.^^
s^^

^^•
%

HOOKS
BROOMS

^,O^

PICTURE HANGERS
^^.

^6>

'W WOOD CLOTHES DRYERS ^
<^'^ KEYS .^^^
'vT

WE'VE GOT ALMOST EVERYTHING YOU NEED

AUBUCHON
HARDWARE

Monday, September 10, 1984 Collegian 5

"TheGlobe'shere!"
^or just M.40 a week you can have

delivered to your door on campus
University of Massachusetts

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES
Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week
Daily Only $.90 a week
Sunday Only $.50 a week

Fall Term Rates

$17.10

$11.10

$6.00

Sept. 16 - Dec. 14

D Daily Only
D Sunday Only

D Daily £f Sunday

Your Name:

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to:

RON HUBERDEAU, P.O. Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004

Tel. 253-7009

Campus Address:.

NE schools show increase
(AP) — \r\ colleges and

universities around New
England, administrators
who expected empty beds

this fall are instead seeking

out extra space for an unex-

pected glut of freshmen.

The rise in enrollment at

many institutions has come
despite a decrease in New
England high school
graduates, and college of-

ficials are — in the words of

one — "happy, but
mystified."

Among the theories of-

fered to explain the increase

are a stronger economy that

has made parents more con-

fident they can pay the bills;

more students from the

Sunbelt states; a higher

percentage of college atten-

dance among hight school

graduates; and harder work
by college recruiters.

"New England colleges

really believed the sky was

falling, so they've been out

hustling - not scrounging

but hustling," Amherst Col-

lege Admissions Dean
Heru7 Bedford told The

Boston Sunday Globe.

Admissions officers got

their first indication that

fall enrollments might be

higher than predicted when

Lhey noticed an unexpected

increase in applications —
as much as 1 percent at

some schools.

Suspecting that the same
number of students were
simply filling out more ap-

plications, some college of-

ficials admitted more
students with the expecta-

tion that fewer would show
up in the fall.

.

I*^NE•»»S

Ji^r/'tt^/

I'mHitafreHff

'otteM^^'^T
'a/cfred^'

Spread the good word. For good grades and more good times in college, come to one of the

free One Hour Evelyn Wood Seminars. It will cost you nothing except your time.

In return, we'll show you how you can triple your reading effectiveness. So that you will

then be able to cut your study time in half, cut all-night crammmg out altogether, and cut

yourself in for better grades and more free time.

Now's the time to make your move. Come to our free seminar Bring your friends, too ^ \\\

Ifs only an hour. It's free. And ifs a smart move on your part

«.«. «.••». . •.*.au'».-^>. r-»t. • .•<-'• '* ^^ " '

Free Seminar Schedule LOCATION: MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

MONDAY 9/10 3pm & 5pm ROOM 162-175 fin—n EvelynWood"

TUESDAY 9/11 12pm, 2pm, & 4pm ROOM 174-176 [I^KY
College Programs

Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations not necessary. For more information call 1 (800) 447-READ.
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Q^ OF THE
\/f/^

^° $1.00 0/r,.
^^^

(L

NATIONWIDE BESTSELLER

AliSOl I IM> Hit IKK VMIM SI Sll -^Sl
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OPEN RUSH
ALL UHIV£RSiry ^£M j/^vim

RUSH DATES:
Sept. 11, 12, 13

17, 18, 19

9:00 PM

Ken Follett

On Wings of Eagles

Located in the Campus
Center ^7 .UNIVERSITY

^ ^<7A ^^ ^T^ X^ T^ TT^ lIA.

Afs^STORE*

BKO
388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

The brothers of BKO invite you to see what fraternity life has

to offer. BKO is a brotherhood of 60 young men living and
growing together. We hold in high regard academics, social

and intramural activities. We are currently Greek and campus
intramural champions. Come down and see what BKO is all

about. Get more out of college in your four years here.

RUSH BKO!

r
^#= =*<= =w= :V= =^«= =»«= !^#= =^«= =»<= =»f= =»«= ^«= ^*= »^^

the UNIVERSITY STORE'S
TEXTBOOK ANNPX
@ physical plant bidg.

We will be open the following hours

for your shopping convenience:

Sept. 4

Sept. 5

Sept. 6

Sept. 7

Sept. 8

Sept. 10

Sept. 11

Sept. 12

Sept. 13

Sept. 14

Tues.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

9-5

9-9

9-9

9-5

10-3

9-7

9-7

9-5

9-5

9-5

s*^ l^fe sMs

nit-kifk-k-kitn-k-k'k-kitt Remainder of the semester ^^••••••••^
hours are:

Monday-Friday 9 am-4 pm
** '• n »• "i i n n

EDITORIAL/OPINION
The opinions expreased on

thiH page are those of the in-

dividual writer or cartoonist

and do not necessarily reflect

the views of the Colleij^ian or

the university unless other-

wise noted.

Questioning the BlueWall
The question of raising the

drinking age is no longer one of

if, but rather when. By law, ail

50 states must have a uniform

drinking age of 21 by 1986 or

lose federal highway funds.

Massachusetts has until then to

raise its drinking age from 20

to 21. While the governor and

legislature ponder the implica-

tions of that new law, it is time

for University of

Massachusetts officials to ac-

cept the inevitable and make
changes accordingly.

The biggest question officials

would address is what to do

with the Blue Wall. The Blue

Wall, famous for its Friday

afternoon happy hours with

lines extending throughout the

Campus Center Concourse, has

changed considerably since the

drinking age went from 18 to 20

in 1978. With the threat of

elimination of happy hours

statewide the bar will change

even more.
With a new increase in the

drinking age inevitable the

time has come to reassess the

direction and future of the Blue

Wall.

When the drinking age goes

up, for the most part, only

graduate students, seniors and

older juniors will be able to

legally drink in the Blue Wall.

It would be bad business to

assume only a few changes

would keep the bar in the black

and out of the red, but the hard

truth is that the Blue Wall

could not continue effectively.

Keeping the establishment

open and run as it currently is

would only serve to hurt the

students and taxpayers who
must foot the bill for the money
lost.

One solution would be to

close the Blue Wall entirely.

There are many problems with

that suggestion; loss of student

jobs, a major social gathering

place, and a bar which keeps

students on campus, increasing

the likelihood that drinking

would not be mixed with driv-

ing.

Another solution, one which

was tried with moderate suc-

cess last year by the Blue Wall,

would be to let underaged
patrons into the bar while giv-

ing wristbands to those legally

able to drink. One problem

with that was that no special

arrangements were made to

accomodate the underaged.

The addition of a soda and

juice bar, a much wider food

menu, and better entertain-

ment would increase the

likelihood of attracting both

younger and older students.

Whatever the final solution

is, there is little question

something must be done with

Blue Wall, the time to make
those decisions is now, and

those decisions must be made
with the student input.

Unsigned Editorials reflect

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Bothered by life ingeneral
Parsley wagging, ricotta dripping, they'll

shove an entire slab of manicotti into their

mouths while complaining about the quality

of the food. They'll buy a bag of chocolate-

chip cookies, gripe about the price, and

proceed the stuff the stained wrapper

between the counter and a pole so they

won't have to move three feet to the left to

throw the thing away.

Maybe they'll go to Pizzeria Regina.

Balancing sagging hot paper plates, they'll

trip children and step over baby carriages

on their way to the stall selling soda three

cents cheaper.

My doctor says I should stop working in

Faneuil HaU. (Faneuil HeU, I caU it.) But I

can't. I need the money. He says also if I

don't watch the Gilbey's and the Hershey

bars and the Coca-Cola, I'll have to have my
stomach out by the time I'm 40.

So, to relieve the stress, I write. On days

when even winning Megabucks wouldn't

cheer me up; when my roommate will visit

her boyfriend in Connecticut just to get

away from me, I make a list like the one I

started with.

Now it's UMass' turn.

To the following people, I ask your un

derstanding in this matter; how therapeutic

this all is; how you probably feel this way

too, lots of times. I ask that you take it

lightly.

Then I want you to either a) go to hell, or

b) get away from me. This is for:

The people who play frisbee by the

campus pond who nearly impale me while

I'm trying to get a much-needed sunburn.

"Wov !!»•/»»»' r»:J-- --- — -> '*r- -•" j«..wi^

K- i"^ OVER.- WORXED* UNOEK- ?Al D-

Mary Cresse
spin with a twist when I caught that? Good,

huh? Yo!"

The people in the coffee shop who stare

derisively at me while I choose my lunch, a

peanut butter and jelly sandwich, large

Coke, and potato chips, while they nibble

their brought from-home-tofu.

People who cut through a line and ignore

the open space and cut through me instead.

People in the dining commons who: a)

speak ignorantly about a subject I happen

to know an awful lot about, b) wait until I've

placed the first morsel of food in my mouth

before lighting up. c) bring up subjects they

know will render me without an appetite,

like the school I used to go to but left

because it was too expensive.

People who practically have sex with each

other in public. Most of the time, they're in

line for ice cream at Bart's or standing in

front of me while I'm trying to return an

add-drop form.

People who use the word "wholistic."

People who rip down posters in dorms,

especiaUy those highlighting "alternative"

events, or those labeling bathrooms. The

other day, in a hurry, I found myself in a

"Ladle's" room with a bunch of urinals.

Doubtless, someone who can't take a joke

will write a letter back say he or she doesn't

like "columnists who make lists of their pet

peeves. " To that, I give a raspberry, and an

open invitation to write.

It'll make you feel a whole lot better.

Really. It's hot down there, isn't it?

Afnru Creste is a CoUeaian staffmember.

Eliminating the poison
Something really beautiful happened in

America this summer. An event took place

that gave even this hardened cynic a

measure of hope for the future. While at

tending it, I saw an exciting new con

sciousness and sense of community

developing among some of our fellow

citizens. I like to think of it as an inkling of

things to come if the human race can

manage to keep from blowing itself up.

It did not occur in Los Angeles, amid the

nationalistic chanting and patriotic fervor of

the Olympics. It was not in Dallas, or San

Francisco, either. The posturing and

rhetoric of those conventions, while

amusing to watch, only helped me to choose

the lesser of two evils.

It was a sunny Saturday. The place was a

North Chicago neighborhood. Far from

hollow pledges and vicarious triumphs,

local residents got together for an ail-

American block party. The street was

closed to traffic, a country rock band was

set up. and a few kegs were rolled out. The

city arranged fire engine rides and a giant

trampoline for the kids. The weather was

perfect, of course.

You might be starting to imagine some

kind of 1980's Norman Rockwell scene. It

certainly had many of the elements of one.

The big difference was that old Norm

probably never saw so many different skin

tones. From lily white to charcoal black, all

the colors of the red. white and blue were

William Spain
smiling together.

The most wonderful thing was that this

did not happen in a community where

supporting ethnic diversity actually

provides employment for some people. No,

this was in a working flass area of a city

where racism is edged out in popularity

only by baseball. A new tolerance seenjs to

be growing in sections of modern, urban

America. Let us hope that it will spread

outward from there.

1 am disturbed by the tendency of some of

our leaders to call for a return to the "good

old values of God and family." In the times

of which they speak with such affection,

interracial couples would have been driven

out of town for the crime of falling in love.

Ah, to return to the days when justice for

non whites was meted by cloaked men in

the middle of the night. Do we actually

want to "bring back that spirit?"

Some of us obviously do. They are putting

on their arm bands and rallying their

followers with grandiose speeches. What

they do not realize is that their time is over.

It is clear now that we are all going to sink

or swim together. What we must do is make

sure that there will be no room in the boat

for concessions to this kind of tragic

ignorance. It has plagued our souls and

poisoned our spirit for too long.

Random Notes
Fed up with tasting dining Communism
I'm finally a junior and, with relief. I've

expelled myself from the meal plan.

There's no question about it. I'm a D.C.

dissident. For two years I was required to

eat food I always suspected came from a

Purina Puppy Chow bag. Now I can enjoy

culinary asylum at Stop & Shop and Price

Chopper. Without fear of retribution, I

can now speak freely about something

suspicious I've noticed -- the D.C.s are

remarkably similiar to Communist

countries.

First of all there's the name — Dining

Commons. Why. that's a dead give away.

They sould have just called them "The

Peoples' Nutritional Ingestion Centers." If

they were truly democratic, they would

be called cafeterias. Hampden Cafeteria

— doesn't that sound more American to

you?
Another hallmark of the Communist

block is their preoccupation with

propaganda. Sometimes you need a shovel

to clear all those cardboard messages off

the D.C. tables. At the beginning of a

semester, there are usually two

nutritional signs on each table. Soon they

begin breeding and multiply faster than

rabbits. Each day you sit down, you are

encircled by an arm of propaganda mini

posters. How can you not help noticing

then while you eat? "Are your EYES
bigger than your STOMACH?" "Don't

take more than you can eat!" "Each french

fry contains 4V2 of the USRDA of sodium

chloride." "There are hundreds of

students starving in Orchard Hill!" One of

these days someone is going to find a copy

of Pravda buried with the other junk.

Communist countries are paranoid. They

spend hefty percentages of their G.N.P.s

to buy sophisticated security systems, but

none can match the D.C.s'. Every time

there is a food fight, it only lasts for 15

seconds. Then, out of nowhere, an older

woman in a white lab coat appears and

walks up to the individual who started the

fight. How does she always know who

started it? For months I scrutinized every

inch of the ceilings and walls for hidden

microphones and TV cameras. There were

none to be found. One day I noticed a huge

antenna on the roof of a D.C. and the

answer his me — spy satelites! Every

minute you're eating, the D.C. is

monitoring you on their own Sputniks!

These observations are certainly biased,

and some may not even be true, but they

serve to make my point. This expose does

not prove that the D.C.s are Comunist,

but I'd bet willing to be that whoever set

up the D.C.s had a favorite color that was

a shade of pink.

On the other hand, some D.C. rumors

are completely false: D.C. workers do not

address each other as "Comrade."

Amherst does not have the Nation's

highest number of missing pets. Pre-Me<l

students do not practice on the chickens

Rumors like these only divert attention

from the real problems.

Finally, remember this tip, fifteen

minutes before eating, wrap your tongue

in an icepack. This wUl freeze your

tastebuds for 20 to 25 minutes. Then,

while you are eating, pretend that you are

enjoying the food. Remember, they are

watching you!

Joseph McCormack is a Collegian

Correspondent.
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! ATTENTION !

Subject: Refrigerator Rentals

To Any Student who did not receive their pre-paid renta'

refrigerator as was promised by Student Refrigerator Agency
Inc., the school selected refrigerator vendor:

We have learned from the University that you may now

immediately request a full refund. You may inquire further of

the company (Student Refrigerator Agency, Inc.) that has

your money, phone 617-924-8266.

In order to further serve you, as we have hundreds of your

classmates this week and also to serve any other students

wishing to rent a refrigerator, below is a schedule of prices,

delivery times and places:

Price Schedule: school year rate $35.24
tax 1.76

refundable deposit 5.00

total payable upon return $42.00

Delivery date - Tuesday September 11th

Delivery Schedule
U-haul truck locations:

In front of J.Q.A. 1-4:30 p.m.

between Kennedy and Coolidge 4:30 - 8 p.m.

Sylvan
Orchard Hill

Van Meter
Baker, Chadbourne, Greenough

Brooks, Brett, Wheeler
Gorman

1-4 p.m.

4-5 p.m.

5-5:20 p.m.
5:20-6p.m.

6-6:30 p.m.

6:30-7 p.m.

You may call our office, 586-1430, to order, however, no ad-

vance order is needed. Simply be at our delivery trucks at the

specified times.

CAMPUS RENTALS, INC.

586-1430

T""* *^ ^ Ml iJiTii 11 mi mi.iiiTiiiiii.il liiMiTimiii millm ill i "*U

GREAT
BIKE GIVEAWAY

IWIN A FIRENZE12 Speed Bike
only one bike to be given away

bike is on display in our Sporting Goods Dept.

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
1 . To enter, complete the oHicial enlrv form and

bring it to the store Enter as often as you wish

by using only original entry forms Enter by

Sept 27, 1984 to be eligible

2 The winner will be selected in a random draw

ing on Sept. 28, 1984

3 Employees of the University Store and their

families are not eligible. Taxes on the prize are

the sole responsibility of the winner

r BICYCLE B0NUS
I"

Reqister to mn < f IRfll/C 1? SPfCDBlKf. Fill out the cou-

pon L rtiurn It to the Booli5tor». No purchase required.

I N*MF

I ADORfSS .

PHOKf

§^,UNIVERSITY
STORED

i.wT i 'iiii 'iiiiiiiiM 'i-iTi.iiiiiiiiiii.i'i'i'>iiii-iTiriiiii'yi-iiTi.iiiii eiiiii.iiii'i"nii'miiiiiiiiiian.

THERE'S

STILL

TIME.
Late refiistralion for fall clay

and cvciiinfi credit {-oiirsfs is lit'ld

Sept 5 - IH. Day roursos arc on a

space-available basis; written per-

mission is required.

Ili'cords & IletiistralioM Office

University Library. Rm. 104

Mon. - Thurs. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Stii. (Sept. 8 -29) 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

li'gistration lor Credit-Free Workshops may be made by tele-

phon(> 545-0587 ur m person.

Records &. Rejiistration

University' Library. Rm. Ill

.\lon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

or in the

Records and Rej^istration Office

University Library, Rm. 104
Mon. - Thurs. 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Sal. (Sept 8 - 29) 10 a.m. -1 pm
Payment may be made l)y cash (until 5 p.m.). check. V'1S.\, or

.MasterCard.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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BLACK
UHURU

with sly dunbar & rob shakespeare
qq/xe and special guest

WED.
sept. 19

S.U.B.

UMASS

STUDENTS $9.50

PUBLIC $11.50

UMass ID required to enter with Student ticket

tix on sale sept 7

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic

Center, and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton,

Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

Gettothe answers faster.

With theTI-55'n.

.

What you need to tackle

the hijilier indthciiiaticN *.>( d

science or engineering cur-

riculum are more functions -

more functions than a simple

slide-rule calculati>r has.

Enter the TI-SS-Il, with

112 powerful functions. You

can work faster and more

accurately with the Tl-55-11.

hecause it's prepr(.>grammed

C 1*^''' Te«*« ln*'rument*

to perform complex calcula-

tions - like definite integrals,

linear regression and hyper-

holics - at the touch of a

hutton. And it can also he

programmed to do repetitive

prohlems without re-entering

the entire formula.

Included is the Cakuluun

/X'cision-.Muicing SourcehtHik.

It makes the process of using

the TI- 55-11 even simpler,

and shows you how to use a\\

the power of the calculator.

Get to the answers taster.

Let a Tl-55-11

show you how.

I laMci.

Texas
Instruments

Creating useful prtxJucts

and services for you.

^ Monday. September 10. 1984

Hypercurricula

WSYL RADIO /ST MEETING — Mandatory meeting for

sift assignments for old and new members (freshpeople

welcome). On the agenda: WSYLbenefit at SUB —
security and publicity people needed. 7:30p.m. at Cashin

basement rec room. «

E.M.T. < LASS — Become and emergency medical

techniciii course includes state registry exam. Runs

Tuesday nd Thursday nights. Attendance mandatory.

Come an. isk questions. 6:30p.m. and 161 Morrill South.

UPC GEN i':KAL MEETING — Help bring rock concerts to

UMass! ( ome find out what UPC is all about. Join the

largest - udent organization on campus. Everyone is

welcome' i.JOp.m. at CC163.

Student Health

Advisory Board
First Fall Meeting

Wed. Sept. 12th at 5:30 pm
Room 302 Univ. Health Services

SHAB is the Student Health Advisory Board

, whose members are the official liasions bet-

ween the University Health Services and the

students. Care to get involved? If you are a

student and have enrolled in the basic health

plan you can join SHAB.

Cock towork

flock to school

Furniture, lighting, storage.

stationery, desk accessoriesflock to

CSSCNTIflLS
THORNES MARKET. 150 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

f

Arts
Sean's Hope
By CHRISTINE D. MARINI
Collegian Staff

Have you been feeling powerless lately as

if nothing you do has any effect upon the

real world? If you have, you're certainly not

alone. Many college students feel a sense of

detachment of isolation, even. And that's a

crying shame, because it's absolutely

unnecessary. There are lots of ways to

"connect " with the rest of humanity and

enjoy the warmth, peace, and contentment

of helping your fellow man. Heck, I'll give

you a chance to help someone out right now.

No, I am not starting a cult or a commune.

See the handsome young man at the right?

That's UMass alumnus Sean McGuirk, who

graduated in 1975 with a Bachelor of

Science degree in Hotel, Restaurant and

Travel Administration. The strange Wings

of Fate, however, have blown him to a

different course.

The e'l", 175 lb., blue eyed blond, shortly

after graduation, moved to New York City

and enrolled at the American Academy of

Dramatic Arts, following, like so many
others, dreams of stardom.

Since then Sean (who sings as well as acts)

has performed in numerous Off-Broadway

theaters and New York nightclubs

specializing in musicals and revues. He's

also performed the leads in top-flight dinner

theater productions and summer stock

companies throughout the East Coast.

Some of his many credits include Sky

Masterson in "Guys and Dolls". Frank

Butler in "Annie Get Your Gun", and Lt.

Joe Cable in "South Pacific." Why. this

versatile performer even appeared in

Ghostbustersl

Here's where you and I come in. After

working hard and balancing on the edge of

stardom for so long. Sean McGuirk has a

chance for regular work but only ifwe help.

Sean is currently appearing as Simms the

butler on the popular ABC TV soap "Ryan's

Hope." The role of Simms marks his

national daytime television debut. The role

starts out as an "under five" (which means

five lines or less per episode) and depending

upon the producer, writers, and viewing

public's support, has the potential to

develop into a featured character.

Sean's (or Simms') scheduled air dates

thus far include September 10 (that's

today!!!) 13.14.17.18,19.21,24, and 25. Now
here's what you can do to help this

deserving UMie. Catch "Ryan's Hope (it

airs at 12:30 p.m. on Channel 40) and

evaluate Simms. If you think he deserves a

break, drop a line to his producers (address

below) or, even easier, clip and sign the one

below and send it in.

Dear "Ryan's Hope" produced s):

I am a long-time fan of your program.

Recently, I have noticed a new face in the

case that of Simms the butler, played by

Mr. Sean McGuirk. I have enjoyed his

performances and believe that he shows

great potential. Don't let this talented actor

get away I'm sure another program would

snatch him up in a minute if you did. Keep

up the good work!

Sincerely,

(your name)

MaU this to: ABC TV. 1330 Ave of the

Americas. New York. N.Y.. 10019. Attn:

Simms the Butler.

It's as easy at that! Isn't it worth 20 cents

to help out a fellow Umie? Come on HRTA
people! Rally together, residents of

Chadbourne and Johnson dormatories.

where Sean lived while at Umass! Let's see

Sean McGuirk join Richard Gere (who also

attended UMass) on the list of successful

UMass actors. Come on! Give it the old

college try!

UMass alumnus Sean McGuirk

This is your final notice! Anyone in We need writers to do reviews and

terested in writing for the Collegian arts features; in addition some assistant arts

section, please come to a meeting tonight at editorships are open. For more information,

6:30 at the Arts desk in the Collegian of call the Collegian Arts department at 545-

fices, in room 113 of the Campus Center. 350O.

lar
TtvvnesMarHetpiace- iSOMainSl Norlhamplon MA •413-584-3860

Alpha Delta Phi

395 N. Pleasant St.

545-3117

Tues. Sept. 11, 8-11

Wed. Sept. 12, 8-11

Thurs. Sept. 13, 8-1

Tues. Sept. 18, 8-11

Wed. Sept. 19, 8-11

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Campus Center

546-7051

Thurs. Sept. 13, 8-11

Wed. Sept. 19, 8-11

Alpha Tau Gamma
375 N. Pleasant St.

253-9974

Thurs. Sept. 13, 8-11

Beta Kappa Phi

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

call for details

Delta Chi

118 Sunset Ave.

549-0482

Tues, Sept. 11, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 12, 9-11

Thurs, Sept. 13, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Delta Upsilon

778 N. Pleasant St.

549-3831

Tues, Sept. 11, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 12, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 19, 9-11

Lambda Chi Alpha

374 N. Pleasant St.

Tues, Sept. 11, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 12, 9-11

Thurs, Sept. 13, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 19, 9-11

Zeta Psi

23 Phillips St.

256-6845

Tues, Sept. 11, 9-11

Thurs, Sept. 13, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Thurs, Sept. 20, 9-11

Phi Mu Delta

14 Elm St.

256-6802

call for details

Phi Sigma Kappa

510 N. Pleasant St.

256-6863

call for details

Pi Kappa Alpha

418 N. Pleasant St.

545-2150

Mon, Sept. 10, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 11, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 12, 9-11

Mon, Sept. 17, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Sigma Phi Epsilon

70 Butterfield Terr.

545-271

1

call for details

Theta Chi

496 N. Pleasant St.

253-9015

call for details
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CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

^^K

This powerful 54-hinction

calculator performs the most-needed

slide rule functions as well as pi,

factorial and statistics. A liquid

crystal display with scientific nota-

tion lets you work easily with even

the smallest or

largest of numbers.

Built-in

statistical

capabilities in-

clude data entry,

mean and stan-

dard deviation for

both sample and

population data.

Versatile 4-key

Constant Memory™
feature lets you store, recall, sum,

and exchange memory with display.

The Student Calculator Math

Book offers even more information

about calculator mathematics, and

is filled with how-to problems,

puzzles and games. Alst) included

are a detailed owner's manual and

vinyl carrying case.

Located in the Campus Center

Tl'35 Student Math Kit

Problem'Solving kit with

Tl'35 scientific calculator.

wmm^.

> f

* -i.

$19.95
List $22.00

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

ihdSTORE^

Pi Kappa Alpha

OPEN
RUSH

We are. . .

• Greek area intramural

Softball and football

champs

• the fraternity that does not
haze

• the house that raised over

60,000 for

Multiple Sclerosis

RUSH PARTIES
Mon. Sept. 10 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 11 at 9 pm
Wed. Sept. 12 at 9 pm
Mon. Sept. 17 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 18 at 9 pm

Ir*-— •
'"'•"—

-

t

Pi Kappa Alpha

TEL. 545-2150

****••• Free Refreshments*******

Get on line
i/^ritliout

lAraiting
in line, c^i

\. J

Iniversity CompuUT
Center

n

now the Score,

Read the Sports
BOSTON GLOBE -SPORTING NEWS -NY. TIME!

"Unbelievable !"

II,

A:, :

tiiii'

ngapri;
; i'. 11'' .itHiiJt as f
1 Michael <Jack.s( ;

.rse, unless you do your com
,iu it • Vi.i C. ,11-11.

• tur. A ,
.-

16 clialrs, no waiting!
Tli. C ^'i-puter Access Center is a umqi.-

mputer work, in one

ttif tinur or vt:ni!^:Aei luia.:i iuiigai^ynu
iippd th»^m r-if^tit in Ifie center of Amhers!
Final f?ot an alternative to usiiif.

yt'ur 'rowded !nili! If':, I ir vHiii iiif,

a ternnina! for the whi

The Access Center lias il all 1(3 wupk :,ta

on.'i fully equipped with computers and
rminals. complete modem sy.stems that

• low you to tiem to Cyber. VAX or any
•her mainframe that you have the accost
ide for, on site letter quality and d(

•

Matrix printers for instant print (

xperiPticedand knowledgeable compuLei
,
ros always on duty to help you

or course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre
lous time standing in line Now you can

i !an ahead and re.serve time on a terminal
• hat will be waitiPgjust foryou.

I) what are you waiting for? Call today
,<rid see fnryoiir?:»>lfhow easy and inexppri
sive renting time on a computer can be

COMPUTER AAl^k^C^a CEIMTER IMC.
ON SITE hourly/semester RENTALS 256-1213

/'y bouin Pleasant Street Amherst MA on let! rear o\ Peter Pan terminal building)

Thurs 9 am 10 pm Fn Sat 9 am 6 pm Sun 10 am R pm

2 FREE HOURS OF COMPUTER TIME '

Mon

Call today, mention this ad and use one of our
computers for two hours at no cost'

Red Sox.\^nkees;

,

UMASS Minutemen,
Celtics, Patriots,

Bruins,Whalers

Located in the Student Union

. . Open M-F 7:30 em - 10
ine Sat - Sun 8:30 - 10 ptf^

imi Store
Offer good during bus ness hours fVlonday
through Friday until October 1 5lh

BLOOM COUNTY
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by Berke Breathed
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Underfoot By Joe Bradbury
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Dear Freddy-Bob

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b> Irude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Take five

5 Doa
carpenter's job

9 Roll call replies

14 Sask s

neighbor

15 Sicilian peak

16 Soapwort
17 Caprine climber

18 Headed for

home
19 Fireworks

ingredient

20 After dinner

coffee

22 Rialto offering

23 Painting i e

24 One of the

Reiners

26 Thus Lat

27 Fine fabric

31 Island of the

Philippines

33 Eurasian range

34 Preppy spef
38 Unit 01 distance

39 Slanting

40 Parisienne s

husband
41 Heritage

43 Old Roman
calendar date

44 Elephant s

luggage?
45 Circulate

socially

46 Yes. no or

maybe Abbr

49 Poetic preposi

tion

50 Soda
51 Essential

53 Breakfast

spread
59 Capital of

Guam
60 Put-in Bay s

lake

61 Pearl Buck
character

62 Nature writer

Ernest

Thompson
63 Lunch time
64 Small mountain

pool

65 Tendency
66 Pastry tray item

67 Holds council

6
7

8

9

10

11

DOWN
Fridge foray

North Sea
feeder

Prow
Get ready to

takeoff

Port city in New
Jersey

Trial of sorts

Wayside
taverns

From the side

Satchel

Arab chieftain

Lists of

persons

12 Varnish

ingredient

13 Pinnacle of

glacial ice

21 Kremlin press

agency

25 Ignore

27 Type of truck

28 Cantata solo

29 Sweet treat, for

short

30 On guard
31 Move like a

siren

32 Senor s name
34 Penance

35 Distinctive

flavor

36 City on the Oka
37 Greet the day
39 Manchurian

border river

42 Killarney

country

43 East Indian

palm tree

45 Trice

46 Nautical term

47 West African

country

48 Commonwealth
50 Abbot s aide

52 In a little while

54 Town near

Caracas
55 Realtor s

stock

56 Kirgi7 moun-
tains

57 Cupid's

weapon
58 Danube

tributary

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

[F 1 B S|0 G G iVt r A M S

A R E aIc U R sIh e L T

T A L M T A L E sHeIx T R A

F N AT fi m G u Ells AIRIII

1 n X AG G E rWt 1 ON
P L IN nci Enaci
E A n D R A fHe Iu R U S.

L 1 E D EIT E C t [ilLlU E S T

T R A 1 NHS T AOH D E E

OQH R E PIOIRITI

S T RIYIT E L L

E

s

N E R 1 n L 1 A Y R A S.

1 R 1 S Hi F A B Rjl C A T L
F R E T H D N E EHH 1 K E

F A L S eHn E L D U LAN
9/1(MM

1 7 3 4

14

17

?0

55 Si 57 isr

(1

64

67

9/10/84 IVM I Its \ntrlrs I lmr^ Svil4M:al«

Today's DC Menu
LUNCH

Diplomat Sandwich
Squash Bake

BASICS LUNCH

Caponata with Pocket Bread

Squash Bake

DINNER

Roast Top Round of Beef/Gravy

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Cocktail

Sauce, Tartar Sauce

Ital ian Garden Plate

BASICS D INNER

Garbanzo Cheese Loaf/Mushroom

Sauce
Fried Shrimp Dinner/Cocktail

Sauce, Tartar Sauce

Today's

Weather

Tfxiay's Weather
Partly sunny, increasing

cloudiness in the after-

noon. Chance of showers

in the evening and Tues-

day. Highs in the low 60s.

Don't miss (he first CoUegian

Recruitment Meeting

8 pm. tonight in Campus Center,

room 168-70 (in the basement

,

near the CoUegian offices)

AU aspiring journalist:: and writers welcome!!!

UMass.,, 15 years ago today

15 years ago today. Wednesday. Sep-

tember 10. 1969.

Out of Washington came news that

student protests on college campuses were

beginning to affect the draft.

The Defense Department announced a

reduction in the coming months of the draft

in an effort to ease student unrest.

Construction continued on the Curry Hicks

"C^age" as a new roof was added to the

building.

Long lines jammed Boyden gymnasium as

registration continued for the first week of

classes.

By Roskey and Ashby
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Famous last words
from friends to friends.

""Are you OK to drive?''

"Whafs afew beers?''

""Did you have too uiuch to drink?"

Tm peifecilyfiner

""Are you in any shape to drive?"

"Tve never felt better^

"/ thi}ik you've had afew too many"
''You kiddin. I cav drive

with my eyes closed.^

""Yifu've had too much to drink.

let )ne drive.''

"Nobody drives nty car but ine."

''Are you OK to drive?"

""/' few beers?''

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

KARATE
clip this ad for one free lesson

i

I

I

3
Osf

I

I

r
i

K.H .r.C
460 West Street

Amherst (on bus route)

I

Are you Jewish and wondering how to respond to challenges I

from Christians, to traditional Judaism?
|

Are you interested in knowing more about how Judaism I

understands the Bible? ?

Would you like to learn about the traditional Jewish beliefs I

in the Messiah, afterlife, reward and punishment?

Then this course is for you

JEWISH RESPONSES TO CHRISTIANITY
Judaic Studies 191 G

Thursdays at 8:00 PM - Herter

For information and registration call

Chabad House 253-9040 or Hillel

J

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIR

U. S. Department of Transportation ^ v* I

PARTICLE
BOARD
SHELVING
3 4" X 12" X 96" t'at h «>nlv

395

DARK CORK
BULLETIN
BOARDS

IZ » Z4 « I K 1 .1

it>ilu'fil iiifk l>v M.inlMii

BOX OF 4
noiv only

369

y r"^^

^

(&r.
\ \mi^ 1

1

Dm II yiHifM II' |li->>ii,tlt v'Mit

• >>..m wHit ihvw IJ "iJ t 'is\ I"

^it|itv afkh nil t U->ii MittiMi (tifs t*\

MIRROR TILE
\^ iiti Mouiitiim 1 .»|>» ».

i S#il9Q only \^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dbcoum

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number frae

ADVERTISING \ FOR SALE
i

Adv«rliM FREE in th« RIVER VALLEY AD \ B«d •nd or Kitchen Sat for *)• C«H

Advertise itBfnt you w«nt to sell Of buy C»li : 253 7854 Both good cor<dition

\ Ra(riB*rator 6 cu It UMd 1 yr tSO.OO

J
253 2833 nights

. SOUNDESIGN STEREO OngmaMy tSOO 2

532»«9e

ATTENTION
WE RE HIRING DJ S

i years old $469 Dresser *40 253 3682

MA 01004

RACK A DISC RACK A VIDEO ,» h.rmg J 0,,^ j,, ,500, ^est offer call 256^24 e,
0J« Saod resume to: PO Box 48. Amherst. Icellent condition
kJA r>innj \ _ _.

r Hondo Electric Guitar IISO Wastbury

J
Amplifier )160 both eacellant condition

r 586 7675 or 586 2815

• Brand rtaw M" Kant bicycta must Mil t75

AUTO K}R SALE

1ff79 Oetfga Omni 4-door ttar>dard. cloth

upholsterY. lots of extras, excelleni shap«

rwiust »2190 or bast offer Phone 584 9468
or BO Michelle 545^)527

Foxy Fiat X 1/» completely reconditioned
^ j,„,„, ^^^ DetschaWe speakers metal

removable t^L'^Jog'''*' ""•" '*" """" **': capability, live bend graphic equalizer One
2500 Larry 2S6-00B0

\ year old $150 Barry 665 7928

ENTERTAINMENT electric typawritar,
$125 or 80 Daniel

kcall 549 5808 evenings

! Bad for sala •lBcair54S^sa08

fOiivaiti punabli
'erasing cartridge

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Hu< k A '586 9305

Video entertainment giant lOand '5 loot U^,
5,,, ,e,„ge,„o, pe,?ic77o7 dorm $60

screens tor dorms and Greeks MTV f _.„ c^q ti»io .:.«„..,_.

video music call 549 7144
J

Rack A Disc Rack A Video cnieitai" ( _
mem guaranteed events lor Dis. JocKpy^ 13 h Rafrigarator holds plenty of food and
Bands and Video Call 549 n 44 [bee' only »66 call 549 5862

Wicked and Wild OJ * audio <)n<t vi&i

ontertainnient fcr t'w 80 s 584 6M^

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Pu.l.

sionai Disc Jol.h•.y^ ai'y I'tr.ds.oiiJ

leasonabir- 'ates i ill 253 39811 r

1

datory Mon night meeting 5 7 2 hrs com
mitlee work per week Highly motivatd peo
pie please appy' We are an EOE and follow

affirmative action Pick up applications at

kitchen around corr>er from rtda board in

Student Union

Intarasting part tima opportunity for

competent programmer experienced in

Macro 11 or Macro 32 on POP 11 or VAX
Small Amherst t>ased company developing

communications and realtirr>e control soft

ware is looking for 10 hours a week for

school year with possibility of interseasion

employment Contact Bernie Voli PO BOx
746 Amherst MA 010O4 send resume or

549 8994

Earn good monay workii>g flexible hours

Harvest help naadad to pick squash in

Hadley near UMass Call 548 0016 between
6 30 and 8 30 PM

Tenors. Basaea with sightsinging skills

wanted Mniint HnlynkB Thapel Chnir Fight

Wednesday evenings, fibe Sunday morn
ings thru December >3 90'hr Audiiton

538 2343

Utopia Spas part lime counter work Sat h
Sun days and weeknights available pay
ment: ) <- tubs and tan free contact: Ron
253 7727 1 1 am 5 pm

Utopia Spas part time hot tubs
maintenance & cleaning work payment $

tub and tan free contact: Ron 253-7727
1 1 am - 5 pm

LOST
RIDE WANTED

serve

Jean

AM

FREE MFAIS

Kitchen help needed n exchange contact

Paul W at 253 9071

FOR RENT

3 bedrooms, on bus route. Reicftertow^l
CftMefJ?17^4gj^jp{j-^ ^

HELP WANTED

Earthfoods Restaurant is hiring lor par;

.~.o nosilions 10 hrs week 3 50 hr Man

Housepeople wrantad to help

meals weekdays weekends call

549 0539

On campus non workatudy M F 7 i

call Diane at 6 3220 or Ray 549 1092

Drivers wanted lor College Pi/;a Earn up
to *8 an hour Must have own car Call

549 4527

Waitresses apply at Rusty Nail Wed thru

Sun eves

Housepersons wanted loi Sorority ftee

meals in exchange for kitchen cleanup call

256 6874 ask for Renav

Maintanence person wanted 2 hrs per
day. Mon Fri mornings Duties include
cleaning office and maintaining equip
Mechanical aptitude and workstudy re

quired. Apply in parson 10-11 Mon Fnat 113
CC (Collegian officel

Expose Yourself: Looking for student will-

ing to dorwte the time to put an exciting
mural on a boring dorm wall Paint provid
ed. Contact Greg DeSart 546-4036

Help wanted houaecleaning, chiM super
vision, occasional errands Wednesdays
1 30 5 $16'wk Experience, references re

guiied 253 7840

Newspaper deliverers needed In dorms
Early mornings 7 days week . Good pay for

short hours Call 253 7009

Wanted doorpersons for Northampton
nightclub 584 7771

P time, axper necc audio bkgrnd helpful
Sound Co 201 N Pleasant. Amherst

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 3B0 CL w'fullface hairnet only 7SO0
mi »400 Brad 545 2150

KRSONALS

Tutor for Calculus 132
desperately Call Rob 546 1166

needed

\ One Santa Barbara Saving* Bank booh.
: If found call Craig O'Bryant at 549-6048

1 Brown framed eyeglasses in brown
* pocket case Lost around Boyden Gym on
\ 9/5 If found please call Mike at 549 6122

\
\

\
*

*

\

'\

m

\

\

•

S

]

\

Qrad student wants rliie to/from Boston
on Thursdays during fall term. Share ex

pensas Doug 584-5720

ROOM WANTED

Quiet responsible senior busirtess major

willing to sfwre a room very easy to get

along with Please call at 253-7200 if you

fiava any room

ROOMMATE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Know your ear. Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours including classroom
and shop Limited enrollment 253 7096

PERFORMINQ ARTS DIVISION Music.
Theatre, Dance Instruction Old
Chapel/UMass 545 0519 Register by
September 14.

ATTFNTIONI F~em up to »56b'inDCrebal"i
while gaming access to fraternity meal plan
Call Jim Houston at 545 2150

Lori Snapper A late Happy^irthdayTlove
your old floorii

Marian b TonI Here's to a great wTmosteri
Jeannic

Andrea Happy Belated Birthday Jaannio"
Is it true you can buy leeps for »44:t7<rough

r!i,\ f,
9°;e"""«"" Oet the facts todayi

Call 1 312 742 1142 e»i 5931 A
Rich R 2106 I love youl

CONTACT LENSES REPLACED~M^«
*26 Or Spencer University

Female to shere double rm in Pufftor

non smoker call 549-0388

One female Moslem to shere a room in 1

fully furnished apt in Brittany Manor frorr

Sept JUne 1966 rent 127 SO (heat inciud

edi call Sii or Jas at 256-0873

Wanted femele roommate for Bran

dywine apartment 549-1669

Two bedrooms In basement of house
Come to 157 East Hadley Road male 01

female accepted 256^0084

Wanted: Roommate, female, to shar«

bedroom in Southwood apt, prefei

nonsmoker please call 253-3619

WSYL RADIO

brands $20
Drive 256 8561

First meeting Monday 9/101 Martdatory
meeting for new shift assignments new
members encouraged to attend Cashin Rec
Room 7:30

Monday, September 10, 1984 Collegian 15

ATHLETIC TRAINER
Amherst College seeks a (student) for

the fall season. Individual must be

dependable with first aid background

and taping experience.

Contact Stan Zieja

542-2363 days.

How the AP Top 20 fared this weekend
1. Miami, Fla. (2-1) lost to Michigan, 22-14

2. Nebraska (1-0) defeated Wyoming, 42-7

3. Clemson (2-0) defeated Virginia, 55-0

4. UCLA (1-0) defeated San Diego St., 18-15

5. Texas (0-0) did not play

6. Ohio State (1-0) defeated Oregon State. 22-14

7. Notre Dame (0-1) lost to Purdue, 23-21

8. Auburn (0-1) did not play

9. Alabama (0-1) lost to Boston College 38-31

10. Iowa (1-0) defeated Iowa State, 59-21

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - instruction in Basic rifle marksmanship,
cedures , firing positions, techniques of firing, competiti\;

Includes range and safety pro-
ve firing and record qualificatioa

(fall & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tac-

tics, patrolling, Icind navigation (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leader-

ship reaction courses, field problem tests, physical conditioning, and practical leadership
ejqjerience. (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military
and social life of an edternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a

parade and attend a home football game, (fall semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - weekend visit to an active Army post, orienta-
tion to life on a military installation with emphasis on visiting facilities (museum, com-

missary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open mess) and an introduction to M-16 famili-
arization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester)

.

5. Mountaineering - instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and

rock climbing techniques. Advanced student may progress to more c'lallenging individual

climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exercise, (fall & spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4>3-day winter survival school in

Brunswick, Maine. Instruction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible

vegetation, terrain association, snowshoeing, emergency signaling, and land navigation,

(intersession)

7. Color Guard - participate in area parades and with University Band at home football

gcunes. Includes precision drill, the mauiual of arms, and movements with colors, (fall

semester)

8. Physical Readiness - a structured program designed to progressively improve individual

conditioning. Includes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group condition-

ing activities, and fitness tests, (spring semester)

11. Penn State (1-0) defeated Rutgers, 15-12

12. Arizona State (1-0) defeated Oklahoma State, 45-3

13. Brigham Young (2-0) defeated Baylor, 47 13

14. Michigan (1-0) defeated Miami, Fla., 22-14

15. SMU (0-0) did not play

16. Oklahoma (1-0) defeated Stanford, 19-7

17. Pittsburgh (0-1) did not play

18. Boston College (2-0) defeated Alabama, 38-31

19. Washington (1-0) defeated Northwestern, 26-0

20. Florida State (1-0) did not play

* Hockey
Continued jTinn page Ifi

"It was hairy." Hucon said.

"I don't think we were
ready." With Virginia

leading 2 0, UMass woke up.

Donnelly scored off a

penalty corner with 10

minutes gone in the second

half and Judy Morgan
followed 10 minutes later on

a direct shot. Donnelly

assisted on the goal.

Kennedy then took a pass

from Moryl and nailed the

game winner with 46
seconds to go. UMass
outshot Virginia 24-7.

"If we are going to give up

a goal, and its inevitable

with the new rule (shoot

from anywhere on the field

instead of just the circle)

then we better had be able

to score on the other end,"

Hixon said.

"We have the potential to

score. now it's just

execution."

And Hixon would like to

see it before UMass is down
2 0.

9. Land Navigation - progressive land navigation train
ization land navigation course cind ending with a land n

the most competent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTO.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ing , beginning with a basic/familiar-
avigation course that will challenge

pro scores

Baseball

Kansas City 6, Seattle 5

Boston 10, New York 1

Detroit 7, Toronto 2

Texas 9, Minnesota 3

New York 5, Chicago 1

(NL)

Football

Miami 28, New England 7

New York 28, Dallas 7

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

seeks
UMass students

with sound mixing
and set up
experience.

Apply in person.

Production
Service Office

Rm 146FAC___
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Exercise Facilities 5

sign up at NOPE and Boyden =

still only
$45.00 I

Come in NOW for a Free Workout I

NOPE
M-F

7:30-9 am
11-3

4-6 pm
7-9 pm
Sat
1-4

during Sign-Up hours

Boyden - NOPE
^^V 8 am - 9 am

11 am - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

Workouts begin Sept. 10 thru Dec. 21

^^0
''O;^"^

open to students

faculty & staff

strength training

aerobic fitness

muscle testing

body fat testing

Boyden
M-F

7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm
Sat
12-3

r
s
I
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Sports

Monday, September 10, 1984

There will be a meeting for anyone in-

terested in writing for the Collegian sports

staff on Monday at 4:30 in the newsroom.

The Collegian offices are in the Campus
Center, room 113. All staff members must

attend.
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Lehigh flies past UMass, 21-14
4th quarter rally

falls just short
By Peter Abraham
Collegian Staff

University Of Massachusetts fans couldn't even drown

their sorrows.

The outlawing of kegs at tailgates in P lot added another

irritation to a frustrating day for Minutemen football fans

as UMass fell to Lehigh University, 2114 before 11.871 at

alumni Stadium on Saturday.

Engineer quarterback Marty Horn passed for 386 yards

with a 28 of 50 day. He set a Lehigh game record for

yardage and passing attempts, and broke UMass defensive

records for passes completed and yardage.

The Minutemen, 11 on the young season, had a last

second gasp for life when quarterback Jim Simeone (18 for

35. 157 yards) lofted a desperation bomb into the endzone

intended for his brother Bob with no time left. A gang of

Lehigh defenders mugged Simeone away from the ball to

end the game.
"We needed to stop them and we couldn't," said UMass

defensive coach Jim Reid. whose beleagured unit allowed

450 yards of total offense. "Give credit to Horn, we couldn't

get our hands on the ball because of him."

Horn was magnificent. The junior used all of 39 seconds to

put the first Lehigh touchdown on the board with a 61 yard

drive.

Starting at the Lehigh 39. Horn tossed a 23 yard pass to

tight end Bob Jeffries before hooking- up with his favorite

target, split end Rennie Benn. his high school teammate.

Benn outran the overmatched UMass secondary and

hauled in a 38 yard touchdown pass. A PAT by Dave

Melick made it 7-0.

^nr\ photo by linvm r iwurKT

Lehigh
UMass

UMass ' Lehigh
7 7 7 - 217 7 7

14 -14

First Downs: Lehigh 25, UM 15

Total Yards: Lehigh 450, UMass 283

Third Down Conversions: Lehigh 12 of 22, UMass 6 of

19

Passing: Lehigh 28-50, 386, Umass 18-35, 157

Rushing: Lehigh 88, UMass 150

Return Yards: Lehigh 16, UMass 25

Punting: Lehigh 5-146, UMass 9-290

Sacks By: Lehigh 2 for 14 yards, LImass 3 for 14 yards

Possesion Time: Lehigh 29:08, UMass 30:52

Individual Statistics:

Passing: (UM) J. Simeone (18-35, 157, 0, 0) (L) M. Horn
(28-50, 0,1.)

Rushing: (UM) F. Fay (17-71), G. Barnwell (14-58), J.

Simeone (1-1). (L) Screck (17-31), D. Ertz (li-38).

Receiving: (UM) B. Simeone (6-81), P. Walsh (4-27), J.

Crowley (4-23). (L) R. Benn (9-134), B. Jeffries (8-104) T.

Melton (5-99)

UMass quarterback Jim Simeone (16) feels the pressure against Lehigh, Saturday at Alumni

Stadium. The Minutemen lost 21-14 to the Engineers

A Peter Schrech run of one yard and a Horn one-yard

plunge made it 21-0 before the Minutemen started playing

football.

After three quarters of offensive muddling UMass took to

the air in the fourth quarter, with good success.

Junior fullback Frank Fay continued his one-man scoring

machine (he has all three of UMass" offensive touchdowns

this season) dive with 11:31 left in the game. The play

capped a 75 yard drive highlighted by passes of 32 and 14

yards to Bob Simeone from Jim.

Lehigh freshmen punt-returner Sean Pitzer then onliged

the sun-drenched partisans by fumbling a punt during the

next Umass series which was recovered by sophomore

Peter Montini on the Lehigh 24.

Seven running plays later. Fay drove in from the two. A
George Papoutsidis kick drew UMass within seven, 21-14.

The Minuteman defense forced Lehigh to give it up on

downs with 1:37 to play. Simeone drove UMass from its 27

to the Lehigh before heaving the final pass.

"At least we had a chance at the end, that's good." said

UMass coach Bob Stull after his first loss as a head coach.

"We dug ourselves into a big hole. They had great con-

centration. If we are to win any games. Jim (Simeone) has

to play well, better than he did today."

Fay gained 71 yards for UMass in his second consecutive

solid effort, but the UMass passing game was inefficient

until the final quarter.

UMass had only six first downs in the first half and only

44 yards through the air, despite having the ball only a

minute less than the Engineers.

For the game, UMass gained only seven first downs

passing (Lehigh had 20) and ended up holding the ball

almost two minutes more. The "opened-up" offense of Stull

promised to install didn't cUck untU the final period, and

was helped by the fumble.

The defense'.' Let a man who knows it explain it.

"We gave up about 100 yards on the ground (actually 68)

and about 9,426,000 through the air," said Reid with a

laugh. "He (Horn) just killed us."

The Minutemen have two weeks to prepare for Holy

Cross, another team with a good quarterback, and a good

running back (Pete Muldoon and Gil Fennerty respec-

tively), a much better team, on paper, than either Ball

State or Lehigh.

"We can play better, I know we can," said Stull. "Its just

a matter of doing it."

Do it they must, or it may be another long season for

UMass.

Field Hockey splits to

open season, Virginia

falls 3-2 after comeback
By GERRY deSIMAS

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey has developed a very nasty habit in

their first two games, and it makes head

coach Pam Hixon very nervous.

In games against eight -ranked North

Carolina (in the pre season polls) on Friday

night at Springfield College and on Sunday
morning against unranked Virginia, the

Minutewomen fell behind 2-0.

On Sunday, the fifth ranked Minutewomen
had freshmen Tonia Kennedy score with

0:46 seconds to go to give UMass a 3-2 win
over Virginia. But on Friday, the tar Heels

held off some intense UMass pressure to

prevail 2-1.

"We're hoping that this will not become a

pattern (falling behind), "Hixon said. We
have to do something to get ourselves out of

the gate faster."

Against UNC Friday night at Benedum
Field. Norht Carolina dominated the first 15

minutes of the contest and rode goals by

Betsy Gillespie and Judith Jonckleer to a 2-

halftime lead.

Donnelly brought the game within reach

converting enalty stroke at the 17:40 mark
of the second half. The penalty stroke was

called after UNC goalie Jane Miles sat on

the ball with three UNC and three UMass
players fighting for it.

"As the game went on. we took more and

more control of the game." Hixon said.
"

and we didn't let them do the things they

did in the first half." Shots on goal were

even after the first half 8-8 but UMass out

shot UNC 16-1 and the second half.

"They were tested out there. The more
they played the better we got. In the first

game you hope for the best." Hixon said.

UMass allowed just two shots on goal for

the rest of the game. Junior goalie Kathryn
Rowe. who played the entire UNCgame.
was replaced by freshman Lynn Carlson

midway through the first half eith Virginia

up 2 0.

Continued on page 15

Collegian photi) by Andy Heller

Field hockey coach Pam Hixon gives instructions to Pam Moryl

sports at a glance

UMass schedule: There are no sports scheduled for

today.

Upcoming: Tuesday: Soccer, home vs. BU, 3:30.

Water Polo, home vs. Amherst, 3:30.

For professional baseball

and football scores and

college football Top 20

results, see page 15.
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WELCOME BACK
Fall 1984

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

First of all, on behalf of NUMMO NEWS. The Office

of Third World Affairs, CCEBMS, BCP, and all the

Third World organizations on the UMass campus and

in the 5-College area we would like to welcome all of

you to what we hope will be a very productive and

positve semester - Fall 1984.

To the returning students, we hope that your sum-

mer vacation was an excellent one and that your

academic efforts and successes will continue. To the

Freshman class, we would liite to offer a very special

welcome to this area which, although filled with short-

comings and pit-falls, is prepared to offer you ideas,

programs, opportunities and friendships which you

may never again get the chance to take advantage of.

The first week of our new semester has been, as

usual, a very busy one. A week to schedule and

reschedule classes, to get aquainted and reaquainted

with the University and of course to get the run-

around from Oscar and the Whitmore Administration

building. Hopefully, as we begin the second week of

Fall 1984, the academic, financial and housing pro-

blems that most of us encounter are settling down and

we can begin to work toward taking care of business.

Of course we must remember that we are not star-

ting from scratch. While most of us were at home en-

joying the summer fun, some Brothers and Sisters

such as; Sherwood Thompson (OTWA), Rick Townes

(CCEBMS), Chester Davis (Afro-Am), Marilyn Bou

and John Rudduck (Third World Caucus), Yadira

Betances (Black Affairs), Chris Winslow (BMCP),

Dwight Tavada (MEP), Phil Cheung and Bobby Tam
(AASA), Delphine Queries (Student Activities),

Roberta Uno-Thelwell (NTWS), Rev. Robin Harden

(UCF) and many others, have been working hard all

summer to make this year a successful one for all of

A// eyes are on

noon.

actress/mode/ Jayne Kennedy, vs^ho made an appearance at Price Chopper on Friday after-

photo by Ed Cohen

us.

Our challenge for the coming semester/year is to

assure that the work done by these Brothers and

Sisters has not been in vain. I'm sure alot of you at-

tended the 5th Annual Jeans and T-Shirt affair on

Saturday and had a great time. We must remember

that this event was made possible through the effort

and hard work of many people. And without our

cooperation and participation its success would not

have beeen possible.

The Jeans and T-Shirt Affair is but one sample of

the many exciting events and activities to come, none

of which will be successful without all of our work,

cooperation and participation.

Our responsibility begins of course with academic

effort and achievement in the various areas of concen-

tration within the University. However, we must

realize that academics is just one aspect of our college

education. There are many other variables to be taken

into account before our "education" can be complete.

First we must be very aware of the history and cir-

cumstances which have made it possible for us to be

here. We, as Third World students, are at the Univer-

sity, not through gratitude or pity but through struggle

and sacrafice by students and staff who came before

us. The Malcolm X Center, New Africa House, Afro-

American Studies department and others are not here

through chance but through the struggle and

sacrafice just mentioned. And if we begin to take

these all important resources for granted they will

quickly dissappear or be taken away.

Second, we must be aware of the fact that Racism,

oppression and discrimination both exsist and are

practiced right here at the University. Those of you

who remember the Yvette Henry case (see future edi-

tions of Nummo for updates) know that the atrocities

of Racism can effect any of us at any time. For exarri-

ple, largely as a result of the Henry case, the Universi-

ty has proposed a new set of rules and regulations

which would severely curtail our rights, privledges,

and powers as students. We must be aware that our

rights will be protected not through apathy and ig-

norance but through communication, unity and strug-

gle.

Thirdly, we must work together as a community to

build and rebuild our resources so that not only us but

those who come after us will have the opportunities

that we now have. And in order to do this we cannot

be spectators or onlookers but instead active par-

ticipants and leaders. We must take control of our

own destinies and not only work toward our individual

success but also the succes and growth of our com-

munity.

Lastly, we must not allow self-defeatism to destroy

our efforts. Negative attitudes, back-stabbing and

gossip are very dangerous and can easily disrupt and

divide our community. We have the ability to bring

WELCOME Continued on page 2
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Jesse Jackson Update I

TheDemocratic Convention

photo by Ed Cohen

reprinted from the August Issue of The National

Leader

By Ken Snniike

With one of the most memorable speeches
delivered at the 39th Democratic National Convention,

the Rev. Jesse Jackson brought his campaign for the

party's presidential nomination to a spectacular end.

As the 30,000 delegates in Mascone Center listened to

the Chicago minister's emotionally charged sermon,
many were moved to tears. It was Jackson's finest

hour.

But even as his thundering address was being

drowned in cheers and applause, some of Jackson's

Black delegates were questioning exactly what the

Rainbow Coalition could claim as a victory. They had
come prepared to fight. Though Jackson asked that

delegates vote for him on the first ballot as "a vote of

conviction, a vote of conscience," many were

displeased with the conciliatory tone of his remarks.

Said one, "We weren't supposed to be coming here

with hat In hand."

The Tally of tangible results for his supporter's ef-

forts were perhaps best expressed by Jackson himself

to a caucus of supporters prior to his convention ad-

dress. "Your'e mad because the woman got a vice

president, the South got Bert Lance, the West got

Manatt, and you ain't got nothing."

Three of the four major planks set forth by Jackson

for the party's platform were the elimination of runoff

primaries, a cut in defense spending, and a pledge of

"no first use" of nuclear weapons. All three planks

were rejected by at least a 2-to-1 vote. A fourth plank

asking for support of racial quotas was accepted only

after it was changed to support of "goals, timetables

and verifiable measurements."

Though Jackson is unilaterally credited with unify-

ing the Democratic Party with his stirring words, the

last days of his campaign seemed lackluster, political-

ly, when compared with prior accomplishments.

When Mondale named Geraldine Ferraro as his

choice for vice president, some of the stuffing was

knocked out of Jackson organization's clout. The at-

tention of the convention shifted away from the

mystery of Jackson's eleventh hour strategy and

whether he would support the nominee. With the

spotlight solidly focused on the first woman on a ma-

jor party's ticket, Mondale looked less toward the sup-

port of Black voters and placed new hope in the

numerical strength of America's women.

Black women, on the whole were the big losers in

San Franslsco. No one from their ranks, despite

recommendations from Jackson, was interviewed as a

possible selection for the number two post. As the

primary supporters for the Jackson planks. Black

women were dealt a second blow when they were

overwhelmingly rejected by the delegates.

Cardlss Collins, Congresswoman from Chicago, ex-

pressed the feelings of many others: "Black women
will walk away from this convention with a lot of hurt

feelings. Their Intersts clearly weren't considered

here."

The candidate and delegates were angered by Mon-
dales's "lack of respect" toward Jackson, and threats

to walk out heightened tensions. But the former Vice

President swayed little from his steadfast position. In

private meetings, he offered promised to appoint a

Black national co-chaIr to his campaign. He told

Blacks would be appointed to his Cabinet.

The distance between Jackson and Mondale,

however remained. In his speech, Jackson conceded,

"There is a time to compete and a time to cooperate."

He also reduced, perhaps eliminated, the political

liability with Jewish voters by asking forgiveness. "If

in my low moments...! have caused anyone discom-

forts, created pain, or revived someone's fears, that

was not my truest self."

The ball is now in Mondale's court. With Jackson

saying he's prepared to campaign for the Democratic

ticket, Black voters must be given something in ex-

change. The convention offered the best opportunity

to demonstrate to Black America a desire to repay

their patronage. It will be more difficult to attract

Jackson sympathizers with promises of whgat will be

done for them after January.

Jackson's future is bright, if uncertain. He will likely

seek permission from the Soviet Union to visit Andrei

Sakharov and attempt to negotiate his release. Now
that he is no longer a candidate, foreign governments

may be less cooperative than they were when Syria

freed Navy Lt. Robert Goodman and Castro released

48 prisoners from Cuban jails.

NAACP-
A

richhistory
by Julian Tynes

Nummo Correspondent

In June of 1905, William Edward Burghardt Dubois

sent out a call to a select group of black persons for

"organized determination and aggressive action on

the part of men who believe in Negro freedom and

growth." The group of 29 people who met in a small

hotel in Niagara Falls in July of 1905 became known as

the Niagara Movement
The Niagara Movement's goals were, equal voting

rights, and complete social equality, for Blacks in

America. To accomplish these goals the leaders of this

organization published a "Declaration of Principles,"

which had been written by Dubois and Monroe Trot-

ter, editor of the Boston Guardian. Both of these men
felt that Blacks had to fight against injustice and

racism. This policy was in direct conflict with the

policy of moderation, which was in vogue at the time.

The policy of moderation, which was publicly ad-

vocated by Booker T. Washington, was that Blacks

were to become economically independent and in that

way, earn equality.

As the Niagara Movement gained more followers

the difference in philosophies between Dubois and

Washington became readily apparent. While the

Niagara Movement had the support of masses of

Blacks who were excluded from any type of political

activity Washington had the support and financial

backing of a White philanthropist. Because of a lack

of financial resources, (among other reasons) in 1909

the Niagara Movement ended. However it left a vital

Impact, many reformers felt there was a need for a

permanent civil rights organization.

In January 1909, Henry Moskovitz a Jewish social

worker, William English Walling a socialist southern

journalist, and Mary Ovington (a rich nothern white)

met together, and felt that if Whites were to join the

members of Niagara Movement in a permanent
organization much more could be accomplished.

These three people contacted the members of Niagara

Movement and "The Call" was sent out on the

centennial of Abraham Lincoln's birthday. This

message called for the convening of various peoples

to form an organization to fight for civil rights. This

organization became known as the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Colored People or the

N.A.A.C.P. The organizations stated purposes were
"To promote equality of rights and eradicate caste or

race prejudice among the citizens of the United

States: to advance the interest of colored citizens: to

secure for them impartial sufferage: and to increase

the opportunities for securing justice in the courts,

education for their children, employment according to

their ability, and complete equality before the law."

To reach the peoples the N.A.A.C.P. published a
preiodical under the editorial leadership of Dr. Dubois
entitled "The Crisis'.

The Crisis became a mouthpiece for the organiza-

tion. As a result of Dubois brilliant editorials, by the
end of its first year, the Crisis had 12,000 readers. The
circulation eventually rose to 100,000 a number un-

precedented for a Black publication of that time
period.

However for the N.A.A.C.P. the struggle had just

begun as there was much hardship, trials, and tribula-

tions down the road.
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together the cliques, groups and sub-groups amoung
us and to build a strong, viable community that will

most assuredly be beneficial to all of us. There are

many obstacles we must face during our stay here. If

we allow ourselves to be the biggest obstacles we will

never reach our full potential.

In closing, I would like to once again welcome you
back to the University of Massachusetts and invite

you to participate and take advantage of the many op-

portunities that the University has to offer. The future

is very bright and if we reach for the light together we
will surely catch a rising star.

Peace and Love,
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Special thanks to Asian American Students Associa-

tion, The Afro-American Studies Department The

Collegian, and the New World Theater Senes

Address all leters to the Editor to: Nummo News, New

Africa House Room 103

NWT: New Name, Same Excellence

The former Third World Theater at the University of

Massachusetts has changed its name to THE NEW
WORLD THEATER. The program was founded in

1979 as a showcase for the theatrical works of non-

European peoples, a forum to spark discussion of cur-

rent issues, and to broaden the cultural experience of

its audiences. According to program director Roberta

Uno Thelwell, a member of the UMass Theater

Department faculty, "We felt a name change was

timely because the program has grown beyond our

original need to identify the type of theater we project.

After five years, I think the community knows we offer

a comparitlve look at the various theaters of Black,

Hispanic, Asian, and Native American peoples;

however, theater-goers and actors have sometimes

felt our former name indicated a separatist

philosophy. Our new name more accurately reflects

our reality as a multi-racial program and also our op-

timism about the future of the American theater.

Housed in the administrative offices of the Universi-

ty's Fine Arts Center, the New World Theater employs

a multi-racial staff of fifteen student workers, interns,

and volunteers, a part-time administrator and a full-

time program director. In addition to presenting

theater works by touring companies, the New World

Theater stages two original productions yearly, pro-

viding a "laboratory" environment for students to

receive training and experience. This multi-racial

theater ensemble is cast each year from students at-

tending the five-college and forms the core of an ex-

panding actor pool for the New World Theater pro-

ductions in the Valley. Auditions for the ensemble are

held each September (see next weeks NUMMO for

times and places).

Other aspects of the New World Theater include an

Internship program in areas of theater production and

administration and a colloquium/workshop series.

The fall theater series, which marks the tenth

season, will open with" Love To All, Lorraine", a

touching drama based on the life of the late

playwright. Lorraine Hansberry, author of "A Raisin in

the Sun", on October 13. On November 17, the New

World Theater presents "Life In the Fast Lane", starr-

ing Japenese-Hawaiian poet. Lane Nishlkawa. The

final production will feature the New World Ensemble

in Miquel Pinero's "Short Eyes", a powerful look at

racial tension inside a prison. The show will run

November 29 through December 8 under the direction

of Smith College faculty member, Patricia Gonzales,

with assistant direction by Lee Elliot Hammond, a stu-

dent at the University of Massachusetts.

POETRY
Now that silence is here and I have your attention.

Lend me all ears and empty minds...

Let me tell you this.

If you reasoning for being uninformed is a result of

subjugation,

desecration, trepidation or even startling realization,

people there

is no room for rationalization. The question I ask is

"Haven't you heard?" One day while walking down

the street, I approached a younger

brother and asked him, "Haven't you heard?" He

replied of course

"I've heard - that's the latest song by the Sugarhill

Gang. I heard

the word, you heard the word, they heard the word

and everybody say

Whoa!"
On another occasion I asked a very dear lady friend

that same question,

"Haven't you heard?" She replied, "Sure I've heard

about Luke and

Laura on General Hospital and how Erica's divorcing

Adam on
All My Children."

It seems as if we spend too much time paying atten-

tion to those issues

of lesser importance, while those issues which dictate

my life and
yours remain uncontested and unidentified. So

tonight, when I ask

you, Haven't you heard," what will you say?

As Dynasty and Flamingo Road glorify power, wealth

and so much
sex...no one sense the hex of 1984 which is now upon

us. ,

Haven't you heard about the latest fashion in nuclear

war? Not an

atom bomb or a hydrogen bomb but a nuetron bomb

that will completely

destroy your enemy but still preserve your Jordache

Haven't you heard about hunger in the world the

makes new born babies

chew their tongues In El Salvador. Somalia and the

Sahele? Or have

you forgotten that a hungy man is an angry man?

Haven't you heard about the American Dream? Be-

ing unemployed and
morally destroyed with double digit inflation and

chronic violation

of what you think is right - as we all strive to be profes-

sional.

Well can someone awake me from this American

Dream for it is now a

nightmare.

Haven't you heard that there's more to life that fast

C3rs bdss

guitars and punk rock bars that rock with perpetual

motion?

Haven't you heard that the Price isn't Right? So come

on down Amherst
.

landlords, college tuition and rapid transit fares - for

you see these
, .

are not items up for bid and as you can see I am not

Bob Barker.

Haven't you heard about majority rule? Of course you

have, that's

the Democratic way - one man one vote. Well then,

check out South
Africa and tell me what's happening on the Mother

Continent?

Has anyone heard the latest spelling for relief? Its no

longer

R-0-L-A-l-D-S. but

R_E_V-0-L-U-T-l-0-N. But no one

wants to listen...

no one wants to take the time until it's too late. Yet I

thank each

and every one of you for giving me this time to share

my message with you.

For those of you who haven't heard about some of the

issues which

I've already mentioned - then my friends - you haven't

been listening.

Terry Waller

BLACK BROTHERHOODS DESTINY

As they reach out to meet thier destinies

They find themselves hanging on to the world

Never letting go, never reaching their destinations

Their destiny lies in the universe, under the moon

And over the and is theirs to fint the question why

They realize that every day is an extention of yester-

day.

And if they could grab their destiny today, they

would

But thier destiny is intertwined with our black

brotherhood

Something that they never really understood

Been too preoccupied with pretty illusions to seek

the truth

To find their destiny, so that it can do them some

good

Give them some use

Now they have searched, and think that they have

found

Our black brotherhod, that's gathered dust Just lyig

around

What does it mean, our black brotherhood?

I'll tell you, as they realized and relayed it to me.

Tony Robinson

Photos of the

Week
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INTER-TRIBAL POW-WOW

Date: September 15th and 16th

Place: U.Mass Amherst

Inter-tribal Drummers and Singers

Prizes for Traditional and Fancy Dancing

Contests

Traditional Crafts and Foods Speakers

Rain or Shine No Drugs or Alcohol

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER

Counseling Program has position opened as

Administrative Assistant

Duties include service requests, scheduling

speakers and intake appointmentsassisting

with research, and some supervisory respon-

sibilities

ke

20 hr/week and work-study student prefer-

red. Minority students are encouraged to ap-

ply

Application deadline is September 21,1984

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER at are looking

for volunteers and interns to staff the

resourceroom at EWC for the fall

University and community woman are en-

couraged to apply. Interns and volunteers

provide information about area services and

events, medical and legal referrals, do occa-

sional crisis intervention, and up-date and

maintain resource and referral information on

many topics of concern to woman

THIRD WORLD CAUCUS

The Third World Caucus will be having an in-

troductory meeting for interested Umass

students on Wednesday, September 12th at

6:00 in the Dukes Room, Student Union

BIdg.

For more information call 545-2517 or come

to the office of Third World Affairs, 308 Stu-

dent Union BIdg

SUPPORT FOR GRADUATE WOMAN

WAGES a program at the Everywoman's

Center has started a graduate program.

Graduate WAGES will address the specific

needs of graduate woman through support

groups, workshops, speakers, social events,

brown-bag lunches, resources and ad-

vocacy.

For more information contact Graduate

WAGES at EWC, 545-0883

New courses offered by the

Afro-American Studies Department
AFRO-AM 112

SCULPTURE:CLAY&PLASTER
Prof. Hill

MWF 9:05-11:00 NAH 01, lect. 2

AFRO-AM 113

AESTHETICS OF AFRO-AMERICA ART
(C)

Prof. Stevens

TUTH 4:00-5:15 NAH 109

AFRO-AM 155

REVOLUTIONARY CONCEPTS IN AFRO-
AM MUSIC I

Prof. Shepp
MWF 12:20-3:20 NAH 311

AFRO-AM 157

RESEARCH&BIBLIOGRAPHY IN AFRO-
AMERICAN STUDIES
Prof. Terry, Euge

MWF 2:30-3:20 NAH 110

AFRO-AM 197A
Prof. C Packard

MWF 10:10-11:00 NAH 302

AFRO-AM 212

SCULPRUTE: SHEET METAL
Prof. Hill

TUTH 1:00-3:45 NAH 01

AFRO-AM 297A
RACE&WHITE SOTHERN WOMEN
WRITERS
Prof. Terry, Esther

TUTH 11:15-12:30 NAH 109

AFRO-AM 318

BLACK MUSIC AND THEATER
Prof. Shepp
THURSDAY 19:00-21:30 FAC 152

AFRO-AM 320

CONTEMPORARY BLACK URBAN
EDUCATION
Prof. Davis

TUTH 11:15-12:30 NAH 315

AFRO-AM 331

THE LIFE WRITING OF W.E.B. DUBOIS
Prof. Meade
W&F 11:30-12:30 Smith College

YVONNE' S PLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

Fried Chicken

Island Curried Fish

Vegitarian Platter

Fried JUce

Curry

Thursday - Friday
Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House
Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BESTII

DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS IN LEADER-

SHIP POSITIONS—^ -^ — -^ —

NUMMO meeting - Today at

4pm 103 NAH

Paid positions available, work

study prefered but non W/S

possible call 5-0061

Name of Course: Leadership Development

for Volunteer Groups (H297B)
No. of Credits: 3

When: Tuesday A6:30 p.m.

Where: ^/Iachmer E-10

The course will be taught by the Director of

Student Activities, Randy Donant. The for-

mat of the course will consist of experimen-

tial activities, group presentations and

discussions as well as lecturettes.
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Bellotti says

nuke-free acts

weaken U.S.
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The Nuclear Free Amherst Act was re-

jected because a state or political subdivi-

sion cannot by legislative act interfere with

powers given to the United States govern-

ment, according to Massachusetts At-

torney General Francis Bellotti.

According to Bellotti's statement, if

other communities passed legislation

similar to the Nuclear Free Amherst Act, it

would lead to a division and weakening of

the nation. The federal government would

lose control over foreign policy and would

be deprived its war making power, accor-

ding to the statement.

"Nothing in our by-law overrules the

government's ability to conduct foreign

policy," said Fran Fortino, one of the spon-

sors of the act. "Even if others did (pass a

similar law) it still wouldn't mean that the

government couldn't pass a law placing

nuclear weapons in Amherst," he said. "I

can only disagree with his (Bellotti's) deci-

sions," he said.

Fortino said that any further action by

the sponsors is "still up in the air." "We've
left open all possibilities," he said.

The Nuclear Free Amherst Resolution

passed Aug. 13 still stands. The resolution

prohibits the production of nuclear

weapons and their components within

Amherst. It also directs the town manager
to grant contracts whenever possible to

companies which are not engaged in the

production of nuclear weapons or com-
ponents.

About the resolution, Fortino said, "I'm
moderately happy. In comparison to the by-

law, it leaves something to be desired."

"First, the resolution has nothing pro-

hibiting town investment," he added. "Se-

cond, the restrictions on town purchases is

somewhat watered down. This gives the

town manager a lot of discretion."

In this case, "I trust the personalities in-

volved," Fortino said. "It (the resolution)

could be in practical terms, just as good" as

the by-law.

"Essentially, it doesn't have as many
teeth as the by-law would have," Fortino

said.

Belletti's statement also asserted that

sections of the Nuclear Free Amherst Act
which would prohibit town contracts with

companies producing nuclear weapons and

parts, could be in conflict with
Massachusetts public bidding laws.

Inside:

Coalition government in

Israel p. 3

Students lobby to keep classes affor-

dable p. 3

Nicaragua: another Chile in the

works? p. 7

The loss of a UMass
tradition P- 16

"Just because you're paranoid

doesn't mean they're not (ntt to get

you."
— Woody AUen

Budget cuts
for languages

cancel classes

(<ille(fiafi phiitd hy Cam Mailnick

ASPIRING GREEN THUMBS — Unidentiried students carrying a rubber tree and other

foliage to their rooms from the Student Union Ballroomm, where the Inter-Fraternity

Council is holding a plant sale this week.

Students living off campus
may pay some dormitory fees
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Off-campus residents at the University

of Massachusetts may end up paying more
than their share if the administration

reconstructs student fees sc that all

students are required to help pay for room
and board.

A percentage of all student fees are used

to pay debt service. Debt service is used to

pay back bond holders from whom the

University has borrowed money to con-

struct and maintain buildings.

John L. DeNyse, vice chancellor of ad

ministration and finance, has proposed
combining the percentage of debt fees

taken from room and board to make a single

fee which would be assessed to all students.

The burden of the debt service is curr-

sntly shared equally by all students,

although a large percentage of debt service

is taken from the resident hall fee, said

Student Government Association co-

President Jim Keller.

The reconstructing of student fees is part

of a proposal to raise about $64 million in

funds by issuing long term bonds for the

University to repay. Twenty one million

dollars of this would be used for a capital

improvement project to address major

deferred maintenance needs targeted at the

Campus Center and garage. North Village

housing, and the Curry Hicks Cage.

According to a memo from UMass
President David C. Knapp to DeNyse,
"the net impact of the fee reconstructuring

would be to reduce on campus student fees

by $161 and increase fees of off campus
students by $153."

"Commuters would end up paying more if

it (the proposal) goes through the way it is

now'," Keller said. "The form of the

University fee proposal does not tax

students in just proportion to the amount of

services-ihey use."

But Keller added that Housing Director

Jo.seph Zannini already predicts a $253

increase in housing which would "only save

these students a total of about

"DeNy.se's rationale^' for the increases

is that you live on campus lor two years and

you live off campus for two years and it all

comes out the same. But that's not true

because a lot of students never move off

campus and older students sometimes don't

live in dorms," Keller said.

Continiied on page k

By NKALUSHEA
Collegian Staff

A clash between funding cuts for teaching

assistants ( T A ' s ) and an increa.sed demand
for language classes has left 600 to 700
University of Massachusetts students
unable to continue working on their

language requirements this .semester.

According to Murray M. Schwartz. Dean
of Humanities and Fine Arts, the budget

allotment for TA's is $200,000 for this year,

which is $81,000 less than last year's

funding.

"I regret we have had to turn students

away from classes they have every right to

expect." said Dean Schwartz, explaining

that last year's budget had the extra money

because he had asked for it from the

Provost's and Chancellor's reserve funds.

Compounding the problem of a reduced

budget is a "9 to 12 percent larger demand

for language instruction...which is our

version of a national trend," he said.

Some students have been moved to dif-

ferent sections or even different language

classes altogether, but this stUl leaves a

large number of students out of their

language classes for this semester.

he French and Spanish Depts. have been

hit hardest, although Classics classes are

being strained as well, Schwartz .said.

Professor Dennis Porter, chairman of the

French and Italian Departments, said that

newcomers to those programs nught have

to choose another, less crowded language.

Professor Porter said twelve of the

original 75 French and Italian classes for

this .semester have been eliminated. This

shut out just under 300 students, or 12

percent of those preregustered.

"I assumed level funding from last year,

but we received $20,000 less". Porter said.

"That money would have paid for four or

even five TA's in the French/Italian Dept."

Profes-sor Harlan Sturm, chairman of the

department of Spanish and Portuguese,

said that five sections are gone due to

budgetary cuts, although some schedule

shifting is normal every semester. He said

100 to 150 students in his department have

been cut.

Sturm added that 75 of 130 sections in

Spanish and Portuguese are taught by

TA's. with the lOOlevel elementary classes

losing the most sections.

Professor Ed Phinney, chairman of the.

Classics Department, said he has one less.

TA this semester, resulting in four sections

being cancelled. Phinney said "enrollments

have always outpaced our ability to handle

them" and added that the increase in in-,

terest in languages has taxed his depart-

_

ment to the point of needing another faculty

member. The current Classics faculty

numbers eight.

Dean Schwartz said he v, working to

accomodate students as mu^h as possible

for spring 1985. "I hope they (the Provost

and the Chancellor) see the reality of the

situation," once their reserve funds were
the source of last years extra $81,000 that

paid for the TA's, he .said.

Schwartz said there was one bene/it in-

volved with the current bud'^etary

structuring— the full financing of the

Writing Program, which affects a larger

nupiber of students.
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Israeli Labor Party agrees to form coalition government

TEL AVIV. Israel (AP) - The Labor Party of Prime

Minister-designate Shimon Peres agreed at a stormy

meeting Monday to join the rival Likud bloc in a joint

government rather than face the prospect of new elec-

tions.

The vote was 394-166 to back the agreement for bipar-

tisan rule, which Peres reached last week with Likud's

outgoing Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir.

In the face of repeated catcalls from the opponents to

the agreement, Peres said he would rather quit as party

chairman than reopen the six-week negotiations with

Shamir.

"I would prefer to resign rather than pull back^ trom

the agreement, he told a meeting of the party's Central

Committee.

Labor's approval was the major obstacle threatening

the pact between the two blocs. The new government

could be installed Wednesday if Shamir also wins the ex-

pected approval by the Likud on Tuesday.

Peres disclosed details of the Likud-Labor accord.

-The pact guaranteed a national vote before relin-

quishing any territory in a peace settlement with Jordan.

-The new government "would not impose Israeli

sovereignty on the West Bank and Gaza," which Israel

captured in the 1967 war.

-Existing Jewish settlements in occupied territory

would be developed but new settlements would need the

approval of the whole Cabinet, giving Labor a virtual veto.

Earthquake in Pacific

jolts San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A strong earthquake rumbl-

ed under the Pacific Ocean, sending two quick jolts

throught the San Francisco area but apparently not trig-

gering a tidal wave, authorities said.

The National Earthquake Information Service in

Golden, Colo., said the quake that struck at about 8:15

registered 6.4 on the Richter scale. No damage or injuries

were reported.

The earthquake was centered about 100 miles west of

Cape Mendocino, according to Tom McEvilly. assistant

director of the seismographic station at the University of

California at Berkeley. Estimates on location of the

epicenter could vary up to 5 miles, he said.

The National Earthquake Information Service, which is

part of the U.S. Geological Survay, said the quake was

centered 160 miles southwest of Eureka.

Two quick jolts from the quake were felt in San Fran-

ciso, Oakland. Berkeley and Inverness, and the quake also

was felt in Fort Bragg, Redding, Santa Rosa and San

Jose, the service said.

Mondale reveals deficit reduction plan

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— Walter F. Mondale today

unveiled a blueprint for cut-

ting the federal deficit by

$177 billion by 1989,

primarily through higher

taxes that woulld be legally

dedicated to paying off the

debt.

He challenged President

Reagan to lay his cards on

the table, but the White

House said it has no plans to

produce a deficit-reduction

plan before the election.

As a news conference in

Philadelphia, Mondale said:

"You can't hide your red

ink with any more blue

smoke and mirrors. ... Mr.

Reagan, all my cards ye on

the table — face up.

Americans are calling your

hand."

Mondale pledged to ear-

mark increased tax

revenues for a fund to

reduce the deficit, and vow-

ed not to undertake any new

spending without finding

specific new means to pay

for it.

President Reagan, asked

for his reactio^ji during a

photo session at the Wliite

House, said the Mondale

plan is "nothing new."

"He told us several weeks

ago he was going to raise

the people's taxes, and now
he's repeated it." Reagan

said.

Asked whether he would

present his own deficit-

control plan, Reagan said,

"I think I've said it more
specifically than most other

administrations in all the

things we've been trying to

do since 1981."
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OPEN RUSH
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NURSING:
CHECK IT OUT

At New England Deaconess Hospital School of Nursing.

Now is the time to apply. You could even start planning your

courses to qualify for our two-year advanced placement

program.

Just call Joy Erb, recruitment coordinator at (617) 732-8359.

Come join us at our Fall Open House, October 15, 1984,

1-6 p.m. or November 4, 1984, 1-5 p.m.

NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
One Autumn Street, Boston, MA 02215

•' concept of equal opportunity in education

EVERY TUESDAY at

RUSH DATES:
Sept. 11, 12, 13

17, 18, 19

9:00 PM

BKO
388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

Amherst's Newest Night Club

VIDEO DANCE MUSIC
along with

UMass Football Highlights
50'

I Drafts'

The brothers of BKO invite you to see what fraternity life has

to offer. BKO is a brotherhood of 60 young men living and

growing together. We hold in high regard academics, social

and intramural activities. We are currently Greek and campus

intramural champions. Come down and see what BKO is all

about. Get more out of college in your four years here.

RUSH BKO!

Lite,

Bud
Miller

ALL
NITE

Free Hats, T-Shirts from Captain Morgan

$2.50

Pitchers;

(60oz.)i

Watch for Changes Grand Opening Announcennent

Available for Private Parties

Route 9, Amherst 256-8284

SKELETAL STRUCTURE — Posts, beams and sag^ng timbers are all that remain of
this Hadley barn, which was destroyed by a snowstorm.

Weekend collisions reported
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police

responded to traffic accidents, reports of

vandalism, and alcohol-related incidents

over the weekend.
At 3:30 p.m. Friday, a 1979 Oldsmobile

and 1979 Plymouth collided on Alumni
Stadium's access road. Damage was $1,000

to the Plymouth, while the Oldsmobile in-

curred $200 or damage, police said.

A car chase in parking lot 21 near Alumni
Stadium at 5 p.m. Saturday ended with a

police cruiser and a 1972 Chevy colliding.

Police said they arrested a 21-year-old man
for operating under the influence of alcohol

and speeding. Police said that he was driv-

ing 40 m.p.h. in the parking lot, and that

each vehicle suffered $200 worth of

damage.
Police said they responded to four other

motor vehicle reports, with no iniuries.

At 10 p.m. Friday at Haigis Mass, a per

son smashed a Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority bus window while trying to

board the moving vehicle. Damage is estim-

mated at $100.

There wer^ also three reports of van-

dalism to parked cars. All three vehicles

had broken windshields worth about $100.

At %rA\ p.m. Saturday, two kegs of beer

were confiscated from two underaged

UMass students on the west side of the

Hampden Dining Commons in Southwest.

At 1 p.m. on Saturday, police also took a

keg of beer and a tapping unit fromm the

barbecue pits outside of alumni stadium.

At 7:14 p.m. Sunday, a Panasonic por-

table stereo worth $150 was reported

stolen from a second floor room in Van
MMeter dormitory.

At 6:05 p.m. on Sunday, a $40 men's

watch was reported stolen from a fourth

floor Thatcher dorm room with a defective

door late..

DuBois, Bond collections

highlight UMass archives
By KENNETH B. ALPERT
Collegian correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Library

is housing an extensive collection of

renowned papers, the Archives and

Manuscripts Collections.

Kenneth Fones-Wolf, the library's new
archivist, says "several of the collections

attract scholars from around the country."

Fones-Wolf says "the greatest strength (of

the archives) are the collections of the

works of W.E.B. DuBois and Horace Mann
Bond, renowned black historians and

sociologists." He says these collections

"attract national attention to the archives

from historians, sociologists, and black

history scholars."

Although the archives are on the 25th

floor of the library tower and are cramped

for space, Fones Wolf said he is eager to

expand the relatively young (11 years old)

department. He said he would like to

"emphasize more regional and local topics.

A lot of important history is being created

by people around you... history that is quite

often overlooked."

Fones Wolf said the archt es contain "a

significant body of the Univ« rsity's history.

We are the preserver of the University's

own records historically and ad-

ministratively."

He added that he "would like to see the

university and library act as a clearing-

house for historical manuscripts in this part

of the state."

Fones-Wolf said the archives also serve as

"a repository for the personal works and

collections of historians, students, and

professors here at the University, much of

which is, unfortunately, unavailable to the

general student body without the owner's

consent."

Among these is a large collection of

Renaissance diplomatic documents con-

sisting of 769 reels of microfilm," he

said.The collections open for use in the

archives include the papers of the noted

ethnologfist and sociologist Jozef Obrebski

and of the essayist and writer Harvey

Swabe.
Fones-Wolf said he will be meeting soon

with archivists from universities and

historical societies in the region, to "try to

work out a cooperative arrangement for the

sharing of collections and information."

"There are a lot of things we can do

without spending a lot of money," he added.

Fones-Wolf previously worked in the

urban archives section of the Temple
University Library and the Manuscripts

Department of the Library of Congress.

He says he was attracted to UMass by "a

professional interest in the quality and

scope of the archives themselves. ..and a

large attraction for the area itself."

Student lobbying influential

in keeping tuition hike down
By JOHN YONCE and

JOHN O'CONNELL

The efforts of a group of UMass students

paid off this summer in the form of a lower

tuition hike for the University than was
originally requested by the Massachusetts

Board of Regents.

Students at the University of

Massachusetts are paying seven percent

more in tuition this year than last year, but

the Regents had proposed a 15 percent

hike, as part of a comprehensive tuition

f)olicy that would eventually have students

paying one-third of the cost of their educa-

tion through tuition.

The Regents recommendation was re-

jected by the Legislature in July after

members of the UMass Public Policy Com-
mittee lobbied for a compromise seven per-

cent increase measure sponsored by Rep.

Jim Collins, D-Amherst.
Public Policy Committee members Dana

Pierce and Beth Harrington organized a

letter drive in May and had "stacks and

stacks" of letters signed by UMass
students that indicated support of the Col-

lins bill. These letters were mailed out to

legislators from the students' districts.

Public Policy members and other Student

Government Association leaders then went
to Boston during June to lobby legislators

against the Regents increase, and Gover-

nor Michael S. Dukakis also opposed the

Regents tuition policy. Pierce said.

In early June, UMass students joined

with representatives from the State

Students Association of Massachusetts for

a lobby day against the Regents tuition

policy.

Greg Dillard, staff director and former

aide to Collins, said the Regents plan was

rejected because "increases of 15 and 12

percent are way out of line.

"Increases should l)e tied to the cost of

living and other factors," he said.

Collins was also upset that students had
so little imput intt) the decision to raise tui-

tion by 15 percent, Dillard said, and he said

lobbying efforts of the SGA members nruuie

legislators more aware of the problems

many students have in affording school

costs.

Dining halls try new plan

to satisfy weekend diners
By CAROLINE SAMOILOFF
Collegian Correspondent

Due to overcrowding on the weekends in

Franklin and Berkshire D.C.'s, University

Food Services is making Worcester and

Hampshire open to the students on

weekends.

All four dining halls will be open Satur-

day and Sunday this semester on a trial

basis, said Josephine B. Keeley, assistant

director of Food Services.

"The hours are the same for all four

halls, except that Worcester and Hamp-

shire open to the students on weekends.

"The hours are the same for all four

halls, except that Worcester and Hamp-
shire are now open on the weekends. They
will have the same hours, seven days a

week," Keeley said.

Hampshire and Worcester will serve

breakfast and feature Basics on weekends

as well as during the week. The sandwich
lines will also l)e open on weekends and the

four D.C.'s will be open for lunch and din-

ner seven days a week according to Keeley.

Brunch on Saturday and Sunday mmom-
ings has been replaced by the regular

week's breakfast and lunch schedule.

"Students will no longer be able to get egfgs

at one o'clock in the aftern(H)n on the

weekends," said Vic Keedy, manager at

Berkshire Dining Common.
Keedy said also he did not work this past

weekend, he was told by some of his

employees that many students were not

aware that Hampshire was open.

Berkshire served approximately 800
students this weekend while Hampshire
served about 900 Keedy said.

One woman who has been working at

Worcester for 18 years said, "I will be

working every other weekend now. Who
wants to give up their weekends? A five

day work week is ideal."

("ollejfian phoUi by Mx-h*-!!*- S«-kb1I

THE DOOR MEN — I'hvsical plant workers Henry Syako and George Anderson replace

the cam on the bottom of a door to the Campus Center yesterday afternoon. The Physical

Plant Department plans to make such improvements campus-wide.
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TV SALE
19'' Motel Color Portables
Incredible Low-Take Them Away"-Prices

Selling At The

HOWARD JOHHSON MOTOR LODGE
RTE 9, HADLEY

WED. 9/12 1:00 P.M. -7:00 P.M.

THURS.9/13 11:00 A.M. -5:00 P.M.
MasterCard & VISA Accepted - Sale Held by RBM Sales Corp.

Conn, utility receives license

1 run Millstone III plant
WATERFORD, Conn.

(AP) - The top safety

review board of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission will

recommend that Northeast

Utilities be granted a full

operating license for

Millstone III, the utility said

Monday.

Roberta Bromberg,
spokeswoman for Northeast

Utilities, said a report by

the Advisory Committee on

Reactor Safety was bemg

prepared Monday and of-

ficials have been told it will

recommend that the plant

be licensed.

"We have been told that

the letter to the commis-

sioners will be a 'clean let-

ter,' and that there will be

no outstanding issues that

have to be resolved," Ms.

Bromberg said.

The recommmendation is

sumnvsoL

Va

THERE^GOTTOBEA
BETTER Mttf! ,^^.s,,,

There is. One free Evelyn Wood Readins

Dynamics lesson will prove it to you. Today take

the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can

dranwitically increase your reading speed in that

one free lesson.

Why let the responsibilities that college

demands deprive you of enjoying the college life?

With Reading Dynamics you can handle both—

all the reading you're expected to do and kno>Mi

plus still have time to do what you want to do.

Today you can increase your reading speed,
dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics

lesson, you've got nothing to lose but a lot of

cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics.

Now you know there is a better way. Take the

free lesson and kiss your "No-Snooie goodbye.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

LOCATION: MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER1.UOA11V7 ROOM 162-175

TUESDAY 9/11 12pm, 2pm, & 4pm
WEDNESDAY 9/12 2pm, 4pm, & 6pm

CHOOtI THI DAY AMD THI TIME MOST COMVEMIEMT FOR YOU. RESERVATIOMt ARE MOT NECCBBARY.
FOR FURTHER IMFORMATIOM, PLEASE CAU (tOOi 447-REAO

n EVELYN WOOD REAPING DYNAMICS 'I'B tvetvK WCpoO

only part of the overall NRC
licensing process, but is con-

sidered a major hurdle for a
utility seeking to put a new
plant into operation. The
panel of scientists and ex-

perts in the field of nuclear

engineering makes the deci-

sion on plant safety in-

dependently of the NRC
staff reports and recom-
mendations.

The committee met with

Northeast Utilities nuclear

engineering executives and

NRC staff members Friday

for a review of the plant's

licensing application. The
committee deliberated on

the request Saturday.

Millstone III — the fourth

nuclear power plant
operated by Northeast
Utilities — is schedules to

become operational in May
1986. Construction on the

plant is now 89 percent

complete.

Northeast Utilities Presi-

dent E. James Ferland said

last week the company is

confident it can meet its

scheduled startup date,

despite problems that have

created a 6-10 f)ercent over-

run in the previous cost

estimate of $3.54 billion.

if fee

Continued jTirm page 1

Knapp's memo says "a

consolidation of all the fees

would allow the University

to avoid the present con

traints of multiple

management and service

agreements restricting

funds within specific

projects."

The memo also states,

"with lower dormitory,

dining room and campus

center fees, the trust funds

will be better able to build

reserves for renewal and

replacement."

"DeNyse will come up with

a proposal that can be

agreed upon by the

Chancellor and Knapp and

then voted on by the Board

of Trustees, "Keller said.

"But the trustees are

definitely sympathetic to the

students and will try to

work it out with DeNyse,"

he said.

BANNIED
I30CKS
WISI-K

September 8-15,

1984

Don t take the
First Amendment tor granted'

For more intormation visit

your library or bookstore

Located in the Campus Center

M F

Sat

n-4

^VNIVERSITY
^STORE^
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IS THIS AHY TIME TO THINK
ABOUTARMY ROTC?
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It's the pt-rfcvt time

You re ;i tn-shmaii, right ' And ymi want

to make college a real learning experience'

WVll ROTC can add a \ aluable

dimension to your college education A
dimension i>t leadership and manage-

ment training And that'll make vour
'

degree worth more
ROTC offers Nch»)iarship and

tinancial opportunities, tiH>

Plus, the opportunity to graduate

with a commission and

Ix'gin your future as an

officer

For more intorma-

tK>n, contact your

Professt>r i^i Miiitarv

Science

ARMY ROTC.
BEAUYOUCANBE.

U

U
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Archbishop Law
misses registration
BOSTON (AP) - Archbishop Bernard Law, who last

week urged Catholics to vote their convictions, failed to

register in time for the Masssachusetts primary election

because of his mother's illness, an archdiocese spokesman

said Monday.
Law had planned to register Aug. 21, but flew to Spr-

ingfield, Mo., the night before to be with his mother.Helen

Law, 72, was hospitalized with respiratory arrest Aug. 20

and is now recovering, said the Rev. Peter Conley.

The archbishop, who returned to Boston Aug. 31, last

week joined in a statement by New Kngland bishops that

called abortion the most critical issue confronting voters.

The statement asked Roman Catholics "to study the

issues, to form conscientious judgments concerning them
and to vote their convictions."

After releasing the statement. Law said, "The last thing I

would ever want to be is a political boss. I am singling out

an issue. I am not singling out a candidate."

Law is registered to vote in Missouri and plans to

register in Boston this week, Conley said.

"He'll register and he'll vote," Conley said. "He'd bet-

ter."

Asked why, Conley joked, "I'm not going to explain

that."

m

For more
information

contact:

Jim Mahoney
545-2321/2322
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Yes Watson, its right here

in the Collegian

•The Globe's here!"
For iust *1 .40 a week you can have

delivered to your door on campus
University of Massachusetts ''all Term Rates

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES $MAO
Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week ^V^
Daily Only $.90 a week ^6.00

Sunday Only $.50 a week _^^:2^-£f£-H
D Daily Only

n Sunday Only

D Daily Ef Sunday

Your Name:

Please fill out form and return with check nnade payable to:

RON HUBERDEAU, P.O. Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004

Tel. 253-7009

Campus Address:.

ana i/n ^^.^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^-^

^J^R more than just a highlighter

Switch from highlighting to jotting notes without changing pens.

Textar comes in six bright tluorescent colors, each with a blue

ballpoint pen

Available now at your college store.

PUBLIC NOTICE
7 HOUR SALE

Wed. 9/12 Noon 7 p.m.

Thurs. 9/13 10 a.m. 5 p.m.

BiMND NEW HOTEL SURPLUS

MAHRESS AND

FOUNDATIONS
Twin Size Mattress '55

Twin Size Foundation *48

Full Size Mattress '68

Full Size Foundation '58

Sale Held By RBM Sales Corp

0« Bfly For SMf S»l0etlon.

Ho Phon* Ordon, FLEAMS___—^—— Mastercard VIm & Oli

f OME
IN

If^^.

-.\0 UP
TWM HAl OUHMft UN
WMMMTY WHIN PunCMAIID »>UU

Club accaptw)

iOTORLMCIE
Rt«. 9. Hartley

TONIGHT

Rack A Disc

Entertainment

previews

'The Newest

State of the Art"

MTV VIDEO

— Giant Ten Foot Screen —

No Cover Dancing 9 til 1

THE
PUB

15 E PL£ASA.vr ST A-MHERST NU
41>S*9-1200

\
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

Banned Books
Week

September 8-15,

1984

SEE OUR BANNED

BOOKS DISPLAY

'i^,UNIVERSITY
AkSTORED

Located In the Campus

M-F 9-5 Center

Sat 11-4

$7.00*
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Long Hair

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA
256-0222

Quality Pizza - Subs

PleaM Call for an Appointment

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
A UnivH-5it¥ Drive

Amhe.sl MA b49 b610

PIZZAS 10"

SMALL

SEMINAR COURSES
STILL OPEN
(to juniors, seniors
Er graduate students)
SEXUALITY AND
SEX ROLES

ALTERNATIVE
LIFESTYLES
(alternatives to the
nuclear family ft to
monogamous marriage)
Courses are 3 credits

each.
Call Roger Libby,

I
263^2174 or 646-2193

CHEESE $3.00

Onion 3.15

Sausage 3.75

Hamburg 3.75

Canadian Bacon 3.75

Anchovies.'. 3.75

Psppferonl 3.75

Ham 3.75

Olive....... 3.75

Frash Cut Mushrooms 3.75

Salami 3.75

2 Combo 4.25

3 Combo 5.00

4 Combo 5.75

Special 7.00

16"

LARGE

$5.75

6.25

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

7.75

8.75

0.75

15.00

Slice of Cheese Plaa HOO

BEVERAGES

WAITRESS WANTED ^
Apply in person, 2-5 daily ^

At FUNNYBONES

Tropic Isle g

/ fanl anJ (^ifl ~^hop I

10% OFF

any plant purchase

with this coupon

through 9/17/84

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HADLEY, MASS.

Cider S .60 Soda.

FREE DELIVERY
256-0222

SUBS**
SMALL

Italian
W-as

Steak k Cheesa 2.60

Peppar Steak *^
Muschroom * Slaak 2.60

Onion li Steak 2-M

Roast Beel 2^
Turkey *•**

Tuna ***

Eggplant 2-**

Sausage 2^
.... IM

%M
2.25

2.00
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Meatball

Salami * Cheese.

Ham ft Cheese.

.

Cheese

Salads. . . .1.96

I
III

ctctomtOiNSE

MONDAY
NICKEL NITE

Every other drink 5* 7 - 1

TUESDAY
LADIES NITE

Ladies first 2 drinks 99* 7 - 1

,i Younger Brothers Live /'

WEDNESDAY
PENNY DRAFT NITE

Every other 12 oz. Draft 1*7-1

THURSDAY
BOTTLE BEER 99*

R B Butler Live

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
PARTY to 2 AM
with Crazy George

(doors close:lose at 1 am) •^^s^

SUNDAY
SPORTS ACTION starts 1 pm

in our Sports Pub

w/99* Drinks 1 - 7

Is your calculator inthe same
class you are?

Move up to theTI-66.The easy 512 step programmable.

"FUNNY HOUR"
1-7* 7 DAYS A WEEK

Rt.9Hadley (across fToml
Mt P«rms iwi,n)l

You're into higher math and your old calculator

helped get you there.

But now it's time for s«.imething more. The
TI-66 from Texas Instniments. Tlie Tl-66 offers

full programming power and tlexihility so you can

solve complex and repetitive math problems

quickly, easily and with fewer keystrokes than

you thought possible. Its 512 merged program

steps and over 170 built-in scientific, engineer-

ing and statistical functions make for piiwerful

programming. And the sleek, streamlined design

makes for easy use.

Its Algebraic Catenating System makes it easy

on your bmin by allowing you to key in problems

as they are written, left ti> right. And a 10-digit

angled Liquid Crystal Display not only makes it

easy on your eyes but provides alphanumeric

notation of your program steps so you can make
easy mcxlifications as you go along.

There are large, readable keys for your fingers,

and an easy-to-follow guidelxK>k so you shouldn't

get confused. And last, but certainly not least, at

a suggested retail of $69.95, there's a price that's

ea,sy on your p(H:ketlxx>k.

All in all, if we made the Tl-66 programmable

calculator any easier to use, it would de.serve its

own degree. ft*«

Teixas '
Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.
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OPINION
The opinions expressed on this page are those ot the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily retlec"

the views o( the Collegian or the university unless otherwise noted

Deja vu in Nicaragua?
On this day exactly 11 years ago, the

democratically-elected president of Chile,

Salvador Allende, was overthrown and
brutally murdered by the Chilean military

in cooperation with U.S. government of-

ficials and corporate leaders. Chile was
once a symbol of radical change within a
nonviolent framework, and now Chile has

become synonymous with torture and dic-

tatorship under the head of the Chilean

armed forces. General Augusto Pinochet.

The election of Salvador Allende in

September of 1970 represented an exciting

change of events in Chilean politics, as well

as a threat to the massive U.S. corporate

interests in that country. After years of be-

ing exploited by huge U.S. corporations,

the Chilean economy was an international

basket case, wdth a huge trade deficit, high

unemployment and commplete foreign

ownership of major industries. These hor-

rendous internal conditions finally gave

rise to the popular movement that elected

Allende. His proposals to nationalize the

major copper industries, so that they would

benefit the Chilean people and not U.S. in-

vestors, did not set well with the Nixon-

Kissinger regime, who publicly supported

democratic elections, but only as long as

"our" candidate was elected.

U.S. response to the election of Allende

took some time to coalesce, as various

groups debated whether direct military in-

tervention, economic blockades, or support

for opposition elements would be most ef-

fective in destroying the Allende govern-

ment. Since military intervention had fail-

ed so miserably in Vietnam, a play was
adopted that would use the international

financial community and U.S. imposed

economic blockades to create shortages

and economic havoc in Chile. On Sept. 11,

1973, the Allende government was violent-

ly overthrown, and Salvador Allende was
brutally murdered in the National Palace.

The deep and continuous covert and overt

involvement in Chile by the U.S. has been

well-documented by a Senate intelligence

Committee report titled, Covert Action in

Chile. The role that the U.S. has played in

the continued death and misery of the

Chilean people cannot be denied.

Nicaragua, like Chile of 1970, is prepar-

ing to hold democratic elections on Nov. 4,

Court Cline/
Mitch Gaslin

1984. Nicaragua is a small country that in

1979 overthrew a ruthless family dictator-

ship placed in power and perpetuated by

the U.S. government for over 40 years.

The indef)encence of Nicaragua was gained

at the hands of its people and at the cost of

many lives. When the ruling Sandinista

council took power in 1979, they promised

the people that elections would be held in

six years giving ample time for the people

to gain the civic skills necessary to par-

ticipate in democratic elections. Due to the

tremendous success of the literacy cam-

paign that has taught almost an entire

population to read and write and the other

amazing gains in basic living conditions,

the ruling council has chosen to hold elec-

tions on Nov. 4, 1984. There are seven

political parties participating in these elec-

tions. Six of them are opposition parties to

the Sandinista Front, and all parties are

receiving equal financial assistance and ac-

cess to the mass media. All Nicaraguans 16

years old and over are eligible to vote, and

during the recent registration drive over 93

percent of the eligible populace registered

to vote — an astonishing figure since less

than 50 percent of the people eligible to

vote in the U.S. are registered to vote. The
Reagan administration, like the Nixon ad-

ministration in Chile, is opposed to the

democratic process transpiring in

Nicragua. By continuing to fund the "con-

tras" and bloodless mercenaries on the

Honduran and Costa Rican borders of

Nicaragua, the Reagan regime is determin-

ed to undermine the freedom of the

Nicaraguan people like the tragedy that oc-

curred inn Chile 1 1 years ago, including the

repression that continues today.

This time we must admit to ourselves

that we are guilty bystanders to the

political manipulations by our government

and corporate leaders, and that we must

act to oppose the aggressive actions of the

Reagan administration on innocent people

at home and abroad. For the sjike of

humanity, we cannot allow what happened

in Chile 11 years ago to happen in

Nicaragua.

Court Cline and Mitch Gaslin are both

UMass students.
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There's no turning back

Letters to the Editor-

it's better

than sleeping

in a moped
Having managed to

usually have a roof over

my head for the last 21

years, the housing
shortage at UMass was

never of any great concern

to me. Now, as I find

myself amonest the ranks

of the Amherst nomads.my

concern is, to say the least,

overwhelming.

It is very easy to say,

from the comforting

confines of a warm dorm
room, that those homeless

students have only

themselves to blame for

their situation. I myself

was once guilty of this

naive viewpoint. But as I

compare notes with other

homeless students, I've

found that the vast

majority are victims of

beaurocratic screw ups

that defy imagination of

the human mind, not idiots

incapable of filling out

forms properly. No matter

what the reason or excuse

"TV\l. \oJtiJt \<\ \jKa:* Wu^irm-. UHoii6 incrtJ»i*fc

+ U.1V100 ,0 order Vo po*^ W +Vitat tauxVvfu.1 +u>o (ioor

dorf>MWiti).TV»Ui"rt. tcjooom«ca\ and \uti cS^totri^.

the answer is always the

same:"No, you can't have

your housing and I'm not

going to try and get you

any
." Apparen

tly compassion is not a

prerequisite for em-
ployment in the housing

assignments office. If you

don't believe me, just ask

any one of the hundreds of

students who wound up

without housing this

September. I'm sure you'll

find the answers in

teresting but this is a

family type paper so I

won't elaborate.

Now I know I'm just a

silly undergrad but I

thought that I might

humbly address the

University with a unique

and novel idea. Every year

literally hundreds of

students find themselves

without housing. Every

year more and more
students fall victim to the

gremlins of housing and

wind up sleeping in cars. I

suggest that, I know it's

silly, we could (Gee, this is

stupid) build more
housing. Off-campus, on-

campi^s. University or

private there would be no

problem filling it, just get

it built.

Charles R. Forsgard

Stepping out of the car. I had this strange

feeling of belonging. Here I was, home from

college for a weekend, back to the place

where I had spent most of the 18 years of

my existence. Everything was just as it

should be, or so I thought. It didn't take me
long though to realize that some things

were different.

My first inkhng that all had not stayed the

same came when I went to the high school

football game. I automatically began to

walk to my reserved seats. Seats that had

taken me my first three years of being an

underclassman to attain. When I arrived I

was astonished to find that many of the

seats were occupied by people that I only

vaguely remember as being juniors the

year before. Luckily, my brother and a few

of our friends, who all happened to be

seniors, were in the crowd and I was able to

find a seat. Much to the dismay, it

seemed,of some of the people from this new
group.

When the game started I immediately

noticed two things. The first was that I

could name a few of the players on the field.

In the past four years I had grown ac-

customed to knowing the name of nearly

every player. The second thing I noticed

was that the 20 to 30 people in my im

mediate vicinity seemed to have been

plugged into an endless supply of energy,

and their yells of joy or dismay could be

heard throughout the entire stadium. My
first reaction was, how could anyone act

like this in public? Then I realized that one

year ago I was one of these boisterous fans.

Naturally I decided that it would be best if I

joined in, but I still felt uneasy about the

whole thing.

Being the weekend, it was customary for

myself and my friends to go out for dinner.

So after what was in my opinion a fairly

boring game, we all made plans on where to

go. As the time came near for us to go to

dinner I became excited at the prospect of

Herb Ramy
seeing friends that I was already missing.

Finally everyone arrived, and we left for

the restaurant. Deciding where to go hadn't

been a problem, it had to be the China Tea

House. Without a doubt, the cheapest

Chinese food restaurant in the world. After

being there for only a short time, I began to

notice certain aspects of the place that I had

never noticed before. For instance, I never

realized how sleazy the place really was.

The menus looked as if they had been

printed and all the"authentic" Chinese art

had MADE IN TAIWAN stamped on it. At

first I couldn't figure out why I had never

noticed these things before. Soon though, it

came to me. I was looking around seeing

details because the conversations going on

around me were aboui subjects that didn't

interest me in the least. For high school

seniors topics like the upcoming senior

prom or the SAT's might be exciting, but I

wasn't a high school senior anymore.

Conversations of this type continued for the

entire evening, and needless to say i felt

totally out of place.

The final indignity occurred on Monday
when I entered Methuen High School for a

visit before returning to UMass. As I was

going from room to r(M>m saying hello to old

teachers, I was approached by one of the

deans of the school. I expected her to only

want to say hello, but instead I was shocked

when she asked for a visitor's pass. I

couldn't believe that she wanted a pass

from me!I mean, it was just last year that I

went to this school. Then the realization hit

me, this was no longer my school or my
year. As I left the building I decided the

past was better left where it was. I didn't

mind, I Still had one hell of a future left to

live.

Herb Ramy is a UMass student.

Tailgaters challenge University officials

On Saturday. University of

Massachusetts police

stopped all spectators from

bringing kegs of beer into P

lot for pre and post game

tailgate parties. Con

sequently, most tailgaters

were forced to trade in their

convenient and cheap kegs

for bottles and cans. That

night the parking lot was a

mess of cans, bottles and

broken glass. On Sunday

night at an orientation

meeting for new resident

hall security personnel a

police speaker mentioned

that pictures had been taken

of P lot after the game and

that they were being sent to

Whitmore to persuade the

administration to outlaw

tailgates. Sound like a set

up? You betcha! The police

knew the parking lot would

be trashed if everyone

brought bottles and cans. In

fact , I heard some tailgaters;

saying they planned to leave

their returnables in order to

'show them that kegs make
more sense.'

Last year's football games
left P lot with much neater,

manageable rubbish, and

the bottle bill brought out

can collectors who cut that

rubbish in half. If the ad-

ministration sees those

pictures and decides there

is a problem, I challenge

them to allow kegs into the

next pre game party (sept.

29) and let us show that we
can tailgate neatly. Do not

let UMass football fans be

railroaded.

Brian Garity
Southwest

The Collegian's EditoriaiyOpinion pag« readers, as possible. The page is still, as it

has changed its look. It is now the Opinion always has been, open to all who wish to

Page. While the name nr»ay be different, the contribute to it. We hope you hke our new

pa£^ will continue to represent as many look,

viewpoints and (pinions of you, our
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Hypercurricula

UPC GENERAL MEETING
— Help bring rock concerts

to UMass! Come find out

what UPC is all about. Join

the largest student
organization on campus.

Everyone is welcome! 6:30

p.m. at CC 163.

E.M.T. CLASS
an emergency

Become
medical

technician. Course includes

state registry exam. Runs
tuesday and thursday
nights. Attendance is

mandatory. Come and ask

questions. 6:30 p.m. at 161

Morrill South.

MAD ADVENTURES OF
•RABBrJACOB - A very

funny movie about a French

Catholic "rabbi" who dislikes

Jews. Arabs, Belgians.

Germans, and practically

everybody else. Free!

1ST HISTORY CLUB
MEETING — We're having

ELECTIONS, and asking

for NEW IDEAS for the

semester. We're organizing

a trip to Old Deerfield when
the trees turn, and a picnic

at the Summit House.

Contact Amity Lee, 253-

3915 for details. 7:00 p.m. at

6th Floor Lounge. Herter.

Informational meeting for

students interested in

applying for Fulbrights.

Rhodes, and/or Marshall

scholarships. 7 p.m. at

Herter 3rd Floor Lounge.

MEETING ON
FULBRIGHT
FELLOWSHIPS;RHODES
AND MARSHALL
SCHOLARSHIPS -

;t„|,„„|, ,iti|||||,t,|J||||i|ii| i
|tl.l.|l|l|l|l||i|llllllltlllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllM llltl^^^^^^^^

ANDRZEJ DUTKIEWICZ
PIANO RECITAL - Noted

Polish peanist and composer

Andrzej Dutkiewicz, who
has appeared as a concert

pianist throughout the

iiiiiiirniiiNiiriNililililiiilimiliMllll)ilil*l
mmmil

Students! Work Smart.

Work Simply...With Hewlett-Packard.

world, will perform original

compositions on Tuesday

evening. 8:p.m. at Bezanson

Recital Hall/FAC.

AURORA PARTNERS
INVESTMENT CLUB
MEETING — Discuss the

club's portfolio and
scheduled events for the

semester. All students and

faculty welcome! 7p.m. at

SBA 112.

25 PLUS CLUB
MEETING—Older students'

organizational session. Help

plan semester activities.

Meet other older students.

Open to all full-time and

part-time undergraduates,

U.W.W., Cont. Ed and

graduate students.

Student Union 404.

NOTICE EMT's— Join the

UMass Fire and First Aid

Unit. Work concerts,

sporting events, etc. Come
to our first meeting Wed-
nesday at 10 p.m. in Morril

North Room 406.

GRENADIER AND
GAMING SOCIETY- We
play many strategic and

tactical level miniature and

board games, including

Napoleanics, star fleet

battles, squad leader.

Wednesday's
game— modern tank and

infantry miniatures.
Wednesday, 6 p.m. in the

Campus Center.

Take a good look at

If you're in Science or Engineering, chances

are your classes include Calculus, Physics, or

Chemistry. Engineering Statics, or Dynamics.

You're running up against some tough calcula-

tions, with statistics problems, hyperbolics, and

logs. The HP-llC calculator helps you breeze

through those problems with a few simple

keystrokes.

Need to simplify problems that are even more

complex? The HP-41CV gives you 128 built in

functions—and the HP-41CX over 200—to sim-

plify your long homework assignments. Use up to

6,437 bytes of memory to save the programs

and formulas you use often. And there are thou-

sands of software programs, so you don't have

to start from scratch next term.

your class schedule.
If you're in Business or Finance, you're proba-

bly taking Accounting, Statistical Methods,

Finance, and Investment Analysis. Classes

loaded with tedious calculations. End the pencil-

and-paper drudgery with the HP-12C. The most

powerful decision-maker on the market! Dedi-

cated keys make time value of money
calculations, amortization. Net Present Value

(NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and statis-

tics solutions as simple as a single keystroke. And
it's easy to change values or correct mistakes

without reentering your entire problem.

Hewlett-Packard calculators They help you

work smart this term. And next term. And even

later on the job. Get your HP today from your

local HP dealer.

For the location of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE 1-800-FOR-HPPC.

im HEWLETT
PACKARD
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still only

Exercise Facilities

sign up at NOPE and Boyden

$45.00

NOPE
M-F

7:30-9 am
11-3

4-6 pm
7-9 pm
Sat
1-4

Come in NOW for a Free Workout
during Sign-Up hours

Boyden - NOPE
8 am - 9 am
11 am - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

Workouts begin Sept. 10 thru Dec. 21

b^^^

>>V

sv
tvo.^

open to students

faculty & staff

* strength training
* aerobic fitness
* muscle testing
* body fat testing

Boyden
M-F

7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm
Sat

12-3

ibiiiNiiiiwaiiiiNtNiNaiiNwiiiiioiiiiNiiiiiiaiiiwiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiuiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii^

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

September 11, 12, 13, 18

9 - 11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

Arts
t:':'X':«:':-W!W:W:%%W:::W:::WS::vW^^

Marquez'smagic
:•:•:•.•.•.•.•.•••.' i»»> •-•.•.•.•.•.'

By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Correspondent

Both Gabriel Garcia Marquez and the late

Julio Cortazar turn the ordinary into

magic. Cortazar, in his newly released col-

lection of stories, A Change of Light and
We Love Glenda So Mvuch describes the

feelings of an actor at work:

I'd rather spend my afternoons in the

apartment, rehearsing Bird in the Storm
by myselfwith the cat looking at me, getting

my vengeance on those unpleasant parts by

raising them to perfection, making them
mine and not Lemon', transforming the

simplest sentences into a play of mirrors
that multiplies the dangerous and
fascinating side of the character.

Erendira, which plays at the Pleasant

Street Theater in Northampton tonight at

5:45, 8:00 and 10:00, offers a simple fable

in a tropical setting which explodes with

color and complexity. The stories and the

characters test their world with the cons-

tant risk that their questions cannot be

answered.

Claudia Ohana, as Erendira, a 14-year-

old girl enslaved by her evil grandmother

(Irene Pappas) changes like a diamond in

every scene, sometimes looking like a shy,

skinny 14-year-old and other times being so

shockingly beautiful that it's hard to

believe Erendira and her grandmother are

witches and her lover Ulysses is an angel,

though they have no magical powers. The

magic is sort of common and taken for

granted by the people who understand it,

while it is shocking and frightening to the

uninvolved. Marquez calls

realism, meaning the magic

realistic ways.

this magic
faced inIS

As a fable the story could be interpreted

in two different ways. The first, political,

gives us a view of the exploitation of South

America by everyone. The land of the

movie is a mythic South American
wasteland crossed only by bandits, smug-

glers and characters straight from Don
Quixote.

The cast of the movie is international:

Marquez is Colombian, Pappas is Greek.

The money, a low budget of two million

dollars, came from France and West Ger-

many, and it was filmed in Mexico. Direc-

tor Roy Guerra and actress Claudia Ohana,

who seem to have taken the movie as their

own voice, are both Brazilian.

This mix creates a land where there are

no easy answers. You couldn't say that

Grandma was exploiting Erendira on her

own, because Grandma herself, undeniably

evil, was exploited and living in a swirl of

turmoil.

The second reading of the film, and the

one I think is more interesting, is

Erendira's growth into womanhood and in-

dependence. She grows from a scared child

to a woman who can resist all threats to her

identity without losing anything. The first

signs of this come when she stands up to

Grandma and resists having her lovers

take control of her. It is finished finally

when she grows the fingerprints which she

had lacked because she was a witch.

Erendira can be at times dark and scary

and at times humorous and beautiful. It's

funny when UUysses tries to kill Grand-

mother by making a cake that weighs about

thirty pounds and fills it with rat poison,

about five pounds, and Grandma eats it all

and then belches, falls asleep and dreams
about love. Beautiful when handfuls of

paper are thrown into the air where they

change to clouds of birds.

Cortazar, whose book A Certain Lu4M8^
was reviewed in the Sept. 5 Collegian, was
an Argentinian who always had something
to say and could say it in three pages. We
Love You So Much Glenda and A Change of
Light, though a reprint of two of his older

works' is new and refreshing and worth
reading, especially since the length makes
these stories perfect for interhomework
breaks.

artsUnes.••

A new school year always marks the end

of some things and the begining of others.

Andy Gordon (former Arts editor and

writer of the popular "Trailers" column)

has graduated, as has David Chevan, who
wrote "Livewire." We'll miss them and

their talents. Fortunately, some new blood

will be infused into these old columns.

Count Ramin Zahed will be taking over as

Films editor and will begin a regular film

column called "Cinemascoop" which will

run on Fridays, and Don Narey will Ix*

presenting a new "Livewire" music col-

umn on Wednesdays. Look for their debuts

this week.

The opening reception for Red Gold: Cop-

per Arts ofAfrica will be held on Thursday,

Sept. 13 from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Mount

Holyoke College Art Museum. A sym-

posium will be held in conjunction with the

exhibition on Saturday, Sept. 29 in Gamble

Auditoriumm in the Mount Holyoke Col-

lege Art Building.

Polish pianist and composer Andrzej

Dutkiewicz will perform a program of his

own compositions on Tuesday, Sept. 1 1 in

Bezanson Recital Hall in the Fine Arts

Center. The concert is presented by the

Department of Music and Dance, is free

and open to the public, and begins at 8 p.m.

Noted as a "leading representative of the

thriving music scene in Poland,"
Dutkiewics has appeared throughout the

world as a concert pianist. Currently on the

piano faculty at Warsaw Conservatt^ry, he

is a graduate of that conservatory and of

the Eastman SchiK)l of Music where he

received a DMA degree as a F'ulbright

scholar. P'or further information on the

concert, call the music department at

545-2227.

ALBION BOOKS
VALltY'S lARGEST Shi tCTION
OF NtW AND USED SCHOLARLY
BOOKS

85 Main St.

Amherst
256 - 1221

i_^.

Free OP searches and special orders

^^^^3^^ Albion's used book room now offers a fine collection
'^^^^

of used and OP scho]arl\aitles \
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KARATE
clip this ad for one free lesson

e,
^Sf

K-H .F.C
460 West Street

Amherst (on bus route)
256-0080

I

I
I
I
I
I

The Better

Ballpoint

,

/a

^»^«w»--^«3tjrl« MAiAr-KliCJV;

YOU woiA haveta

The excitiag Pilot

ballpoint. IVs got every-

thing going for it. Smoother

writing. Specially designed finger

ribbing for continual writing com-

fort. Stainless steel point. Tungsten

carbide ball. Perfectly balanced. A

choice of medium or fine points.

And best of all...you»ll never

throw it o«t
Inst slip in a 39c refill and

»»fe ready to write again. So

It tl»t yow oW »«'•*«*y _
||5.tltiiti*ttot>iitfM«tp<a.

<

I

<

I

(

I

I

(

I
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PIZZARAMAOF AMHERST
Amherst's leader for the past 10 years

Pizza Grinders

FREE DELIVERY
Mon-Wed

5:00-1:3 am
Thurs-Sun

5:00-2:30 am

i

«

i

i

*

<

^ ^ « M,'^ vf w x^
'^'

nm.
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Student Health

Advisory Board
First Fall Meeting

Wed. Sept. 12th at 5:30 pm
Room 302 Univ. Health Services

SHAB is the Student Health Advisory Board

whose members are the official liasions bet-

ween the University Health Services and the

students. Care to get involved? If you are a

student and have enrolled in the basic health

plan you can join SHAB.

Fall

Semester
1984
EXPLORING INTIMACY:
OeVCLOPING MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS

Examines common communication
problems and relationship styles

ttiat tiinder intimacy

Wednesdays 3 30 5 00 ^^^^
INCREASING SELF-ESTEEM

Leuining to stop sell criticism

and allow self-confidence to grow
Tuesdays 3 30 5 00

LEARNING ASSERTIVENESS SKILLS

How to become effectively and
responsively assertive

IVIondays 3 30 - 5 00

MANAGING STRESS

Presents effective coping tectiniques

to manage your stress level

Wednesdays 3 30 - 500

BUILDING RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

iBorn thie art of meeting ottiers

and developing friendships

Mondays 3 30 5 00

toglttratton l» betw»«n September 4th ar>d 21 »t.

for Information or to apply for a group, call 545-2337 or come to Ine

Mentol Healtfi Service, 127 Hllli North, Unlver»lty o( MoMOChutelti
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THE BEST BARGAIN IN MATHEMATICS

Pi Kappa Alpha

OPEN
RUSH

Advanced iMIathcmatical
Analysis
Second Corrected Printing

R. BmIs «J^**

f^r- ACours^n Unlwersalj

n^tf. Alg«bra
. '•«-.- ^* s Burris and H. P. Sankappanavar

>/£),

...^ Alg^raic Caoin«try I

^^\i4 Complex Projective Varieties

«K»^ ixi^'^*'
Corrected Second Pnnting , ooP'

^i..-^ o.Mumford
.na!^**^

Over 90 of the best books
in mathematics

At savings of up to 60%

We are. . .

• Greek area intramural

Softball and football

champs

• the fraternity that does not

haze

• the house that raised over

60,000 for

Multiple Sclerosis

,al»'
*»o««

Tha Scianca of itf^
Programming jt*'*!**
D. Cries ^"<*^^

t>'X"

N^ -(rtC» MM^^^'€^ti^ 5 K Berbe

Lacturas in Functional
Analysis and Oparator
Thaory
Second Pnnting

S. K. Berberlan

"^^^^

Datarministic and
Stochastic Optimal Control
Second Printing

W. H. Fleming and R. W RIshel

Sale Books located

on Special Sale Tables f I

in the Trade Book Dept.

Limited

Quantities

Available

Located In the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mMstore^

\////) ET'
1

i

RUSH PARTIES
Mon. Sept. 10 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 11 at 9 pm
Wed. Sept. 12 at 9 pm
Mon. Sept. 17 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 18 at 9 pm

TEL. 545-2150

• •••*•* Free Refreshments••••***

PI Kappa Alpha
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ON-CAMPUS
JOBS

VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE

and
TRAINING
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WANT
YOU

1984 Regulations

and Policies

are now available

in the

Campus Center

Concourse

If you are an upperclassman or a graduate student, we will train you to

discuss the financial needs of your University with its alumni.

Telefund will pay $4-6 an hour for your time a few evenings a week. You will talk

to alumni from all walks of life, from every type of profession about the
University Alumni Fund.

Telefund is located at Memorial Hall.

Stop in and pick up an application or call us at 545-3509 if you have questions.

Grand Opening.
Bardstown Square
Louisville, Ky

Potpourri Mall
Northampton, MA

6 mo. $59.^
'plus registration

or
join with a friend

6 mo. $99.
'plus registration (both)

it's t)appening right now. ttie

GRAND OPENING of fwo nsw
f/gures & FItriess exercise cenfers'

To celebrate were roiling back our

prices for a limited time only Join

now & savel

^_ -^_>t_

FIGU^«VFITN€SS
' registration $10

'FREE LEOTARD:
1$t rOO n«w membwt
who call. Op«n Sun. 1-4pm. call new!

Spnnqlielri Longmeadow Northampton Westlield Chicopee

7830135 567-6171 586-6369 568-0993 593-6406

Tomorrow Night, Wed. 12th Sept,

The Legendary

SAM er DAVE
(Soul Man, Hold On \'m Comin')

Thurs. 13th iJopt.

slipping his discs

p J ANDREW WOLFE
Two Crazy Dance Nights In A Row

Yes It's

D.J. TONY KORD
Friday 14th and Saturday 15th

Positive ID'S required at the door

A. B.C. Card - picture driver's license

no student ID's

HAPPY HOUR EVERY FRIDAY 5 - 7

iBPiiisi smn HmuHimipm. im. mmnn
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A Large Assortment

Academic 16 month Calendars

Now Available

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

;m«iwwf
Subscribe by September 24 & Save Money

^BOX OFFICE: 545-2511

Broadway
"Sophisticated Ladies"

"Brighton Beach Memoirs"

Theater
"Romeo & Juliet"

"Night, Mother"
"A Soldier's Play"

Dance
Houston Ballet's "Swan Lake"

Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Pilobolus Dance Theater

Sampler
Philly Pops, Peter Nero

Les Ballets Trockadero de
Monte Carlo

Ray Charles

Orchestra
Spnngfield Symphony Orchestra,

Peter Serkin, piano

Minnesota Orchestra
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,

Andre-Michel Schub, piano

Jazz
Dizzy Gillespie

Sarah Vaughan
Jazz All-Stars

Chamber
Springfield Symphony Orchestra,

Alexander Schneider

Juilliard String Quartet

The Chamber Music Society

of Lincoln Center

Winners Circle

Boston Chamber Music Society

Paul Neubauer, viola

James Barbagallo. piano

Robert Davidovici, violin

Portland String Ouartet

Plus
Marcel Marceau
Handel's Messiah

Mabou f^ines

"Prelude to Death in Venice"

"Company"
Demon Drummers

& Dancers of Sado

Fine Art!i^ Center

CannertDlHall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

<

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Gorde By Gorde

Underfoot By Joe Bradbury

THtSt RRE HRBD

T\nES RND WE NEED
TO BE E-CONOnKftL

BUI THERt 5 fi

U5E FOR EVEBV-

THING- IN TH£-
GRRDEKJ

^^l
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EVtRfTH\NG
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Damn's Comic Strip
By Darrin

Dear Freddy-Bob

r
K
a
t

n.

\
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUQLE
Edited by Trade Mkhel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Gentle one
6 Cockney's

steeds

10 Scandinavian
verse

14 Mine, in

Marseilles

15 Biblical prophet

16 Rialto signs

17 Shopper's stop

19 Wall Street pur-

chases
20 Spanish queen
21 Contentment
22 to

Remember"
24 Tire type

26 Unrestrained m
dulgences

28 Huntley

30 way
(influence)

33 Rodeo items

36 Museum
ottering

38 • the

ramparts "

39 Afghanistan

prince

40 Fights

41 Three, m
Frankfurt

42 Head covering

in Tangiers

43 Favorable

planet position

44 Elvis 'Blue

Shoes
45 Bewildered

states

47 Talks, mod
style

49 Aha*
51 or not

55 Kept out

57 Gravitate

59 Coach
Parseghian

60 Royally, m
Hawaii

61 Food store area

64 Direction, in

music Abbr

65 Contribute

66 Good II

67 Window part

68 The
Highwayman"
poet

69 Stirs up

DOWN
1 Sneaker
fastener,

usually

2 Iowa church
society

3 Unit

4 Auction action

5 Shopper's
favorite sign

6 Darn it!

7 Pumps
6 EGG area

9 Finger painters

10 Noticed
11 Pharmacy
12 Biblical verb

13 Helper, for

short

18 Slangy
responses

23 Simple
25 Pastry person

27 Sports pantci

pant

29 Are you willing

If
31 Pay attention to

32 Lake Indian

33 Oodles
34 Buddhist

35 Popular eating

places

37 Reedplaying
god

40 Emancipated
person

41 Day follower

43 Car component
44 Thorn, in Turin

46 Swiss city

4« Los
50 "The Liner

she's ..."

52 US aviator and
general

53 A Forsyte

54 Poet Allen and
family

55 Fisherman's
reward

56 Claudia
Johnson

58 Maior ending

62 Tokyo, formerly

63 Diamond slat

ANSWER TO PKEVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Today's DC Menu

LUNCH

Cheeseburger
Spaghetti with Garden

Vegetables

BASICS LUNCH

Bean Burgers
Spaghetti with Garden

Vegetables

DINNER

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing,
Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Frank Reuben

BASICS DINNER

Brazilian Rice Casserole
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Today's

Weather

TODAY AND TONIGHT:
Mostly cloudy, scattered

showers. High 75-80, low

60.

TOMORROW: Partly to

mostly cloudy chance of

showers, high in 70s.

By Roskey and Ashby

The Collegian needs drivers!!!

If you have a car and can spare

\V2 hours a night see Mark Roden

m the graphics dept.

UMass,., 15 yearn ago today

UMa.ss...l5 years ago tfKlay.

Thursday, September 11. 1969.

Nearly 100 colleges and universities around the country

announced plans to hold a one day halt to all research and

classroom work in early October to protest the war in

Vietnam.

A massive traffic jam stalled hundreds of cars as they

attempted to leave the campus parking lots. The jam was

labeled "unbelievable" by parking attendants.

The Board of Trustees were looking into a plan calling

for Greenough House to be the first co-ed dormitory at

UMass.
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* * * Sports Notices • * *
All intramural entries for

flag football, soccer and

ultimate frisbee are due in

the intramural office,

(Boyden, room 215) by
Wednesday. Teams will be

scheduled in on a space

available basis.

There will be a meeting
for anyone interested in

playing women's fall

lacrosse on Thursday at 7

p.m. at NOPE, room 153.

All levels welcome.
Contact coach Polly

Keener in NOPE 158 for

more information.

Baseball tryouts will be

held at the junior varsity

diamond through Thur-

sday Irom 3:30 to 5:30.

Contact coach Dick
Berquist for more in-

formation.

Anyone interested irt

playing rugby should come

to practice on Boyden

lower fields on Tuesday.

Wednesday or Thursday

from 4 to 6 p.m.

THERES
STILL

TIME.
Laic rt'^islration for fall day

and evening; iredil courses is held

Sept 5 - IS. Day courses ;u"e on a

space-availahU' basis; written per-

mission is required.

Records & liejjistration Office

University Library. Rm. 101

.\!on. - Tlnirs. 9 a.m. -

Fri. 9 a.m. -

Sal. (Sept. 8 -29) 10 a.m. - 1 |).m.

Ri'jiistration lor Credit-Free Workshops may be made by tele

phone 5 15-05S7 or in person.

Records & Registration

LJn)versit>' Library, Rm. Ill

Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

or in the

Records and Registration Office

University Library. Rm. 104
Mon. - Thurs. 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Sat. (Sept. 8 - 29) 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Payment may be made by cash (until 5 p.m.). check, VISA, or

MasterCard.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Former baseball coach dies
Earle E. Lorden, 87,

University of Massachusetts

baseball coach for 19

seasons, died last Sunday at

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton.

Lorden, who was honored

by having the varsity

baseball field named for him,

was head baseball coach and

a professor at UMass from

1947 until 1966.

He served as

athletic director

assistant

and also

assisted both the basketball

and football programs

durino' bis years at Umass.

Dick Berquist , the current

UMass baseball coach,

played under Lorden for

three seasons and served as

his freshman coach before

taking over in 1966.

Lorden coached baseball

and football at Turners Falls

High School before coming

to UMass. He earned a place

in the Massachusetts high

school coaches Hall of Fame
for his efforts. His 1954

UMass team went to the

college world series.

Lorden is in the UMass
Hall of Fame and the Earle

Lorden scholarship fund was
established for baseball

players in his name.

He leaves his wife of 58

years, the former Marion
Royner, a son Joel of West
Hartford, Conn, and sue

grandchildren.

w
Brighten Your Room!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Bamboo

BUNDS

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Paper

LAMPSHADES
RUGS & MATS CARDS

over 1400 designs

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY

colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS Ef BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

DRAWSTRING PANTS Earrings. Ear Cuffs. Rings, etc.

CLOTHING SALE
20% - 50% OFF

SELECTED BLOUSES, SHORTS
SKIRTS, DRESSES, T-SHIRTS

CHINESE SHOES
Wide Assortment

Mon - Sat 10 - 6

Sunday 12 - 5

IMCI2CANTILE
AMHERST CA[<RIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dacount

^^^^
• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

AOVERTISINa

Advwtto* FREE in the RIVER VALLEV AO.
A(tv«rtiw itama you want to MM or buy. CaN '

6339486

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'8

MIORANQE PRODUCTIONS Profes
tional Disc Jockeys any occasion
raaaonabte ratas call 253-3980

roWRiWT

3 badrooma. on bua route, Belcharlown
banter 323-7246 evenings

FREE MEALS

' Kitchan hatp naadad in axchanga contact
:
Paul W at 2S3-9071

HELP WANTED

RACK-A-DISC RACK A VIDEO a hiring

DJ'a. Sand raauma to: PO Box 48. Amhacai,
MA 01004

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

IffTI Dodga Omni 4-door. standard cloth

upholstery lots of extras excellent shape,

no rust «2I90 or bast offer Phone 584^9468

Foxy Flat X 1/1 complataly racor>dmor>ed

removable hardtop low milas 1 977 must saM

2600 Larry 26^0080

ItTf Chavy Mallbu. 2 door hardtop. In

good runrHng coryJitKXi Baat offar over

i 1,000 CaN 54902W
73 SaaMM-A clMaiGl 80 e-46«/4en

Rafrigarator 6 cu ft uaad 1 yr )90.00

253 2S33 nights

SOUNOESIGN STEREO OriginsllyTsba 2

years old M69 Oresaer $40 253 3682

Desk Sat $s6 or bMoftarcail 256^0924 ax

cellent condition

Hondo Electric Oultar tlEO West^ury
Amplifier $160 both excellent condition

5e&7675 or 586 2815

Brand naw 28" Kant bicycia must sail $75
or BO Michelle 545 0527

. Earn good monay working ftexibia hours.
' Harvest help needed to pick squash in

: Hadley near UMass Call 549-0016 between
. 6:30 and 8 30 PM
' Tenors. Bassaa wrth sightsinging skills

;

wanted. Mount Holyoke Chapel Choir Eight
Wednesday evenings, fitie Sunday morn
ings thru December »3 90/hr Audiiton,
53^2343

Waltraaaaa apply at Ruaty Nail Wed thru
Sun eves

DESPERATE WOMAN

I riaad a place to live off campua the

dorms are dnvir>g me cra/y Female

nonsmoker. clean aaay to live with

N Amherst ft female roommataa.
call Mana at 546-5106 keep iryinglM

Panasonic AM FM atarao portable
caaaatta deck Detachable speakers, metal

capatMlity, five hmd graphic equsliier One
yeer oM $150 Barry 665^7928

For Sale: refrigerator perfect for dorm $00
call 549 5808 evenings

Prifer • Bad for sale $16 call 549 5808

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A
Vidao antertammant giant 10 arxJ 15 foot

aans for dorms and Graaka. "MTV"
video muaic can 549 7144

Rack A-diec Rack A Video antertam

meni guaranteed events for Diac Jockeys,

Banda and Video Call 549 7144

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a audra and

vaual antartainmant for tfw Wt 584-6712

3 ft Refrigerator holds plenty of food and
baar; only $65 call 549 5862

1t73 VW Bug excellent condition rebuilt

engine $1600 or 80 call 549-6628 or

549 1778

One balga curtain with fiardwara to fit

slidir>g glaas door Great for Brandywine or

Townehouse Apts 256-8064

FOUND

Olaaaaa found in Thompaon 104 oo »/7.
CaM and klantify 5484638

Housaparsona wantad for Sorority free
meals in exchange for kitcfien cleanup call

2S6-6874 ask for Ranay

Utopia Spas pan time counter work Sat b
Sun days and weeknights available pay
mant: $ * tubs and tan free contact. Ron
263 7727 11 am 5 pm
Utopia Spaa part time hot tubs
nviintenance ff cleaning work payment; $
t- tub and tan free contact: Ron 253-7727
1 1 am 5 pm

Maintenance paraon wantad 2 hrs par
day. Mon Fn, mornings Duties include
cleaning office and n^amtaimng equip.
Mechanical aptitude and workstudy re-

quired Apply in person 10 11 Mon Fn at 113
CC (Collagian office!

Halp wanted houaaclaanlng. child super
vision, occasiorwl errands Wednaedavs
130-5 $16/wk. Experience, references re

quired 263 7840

Newspaper dallvarars needed In dorma.

Early mornings 7 days ' week Good pay for

short hours Call 263 7009

Wantad doorparaona for Norlttampton

mghtchjb 584^7771

P time, axper nacc audio t>kgrnd helpful

Sound Co. 201 N Pleaaant, Amherst

Tutor for Calculua 132 naadad
daapwataly. Call Rob 546-1166

Expariancad shoe salaaparaon part tinr>a

apply in person only Mathews Shoes 39 So.
Pleaaant St Amherst

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 fiours including classroom
and abop. Limited enrollment. 263-2088

JOHN KERRY

Intaraatad In Polltlea? Work for John
Kerry US. Senate candidate Call Laura
546^8636

LOST

One Santa Barbara Savinga Bank book.
If found call Craig O'Bryant at 549-6048

Loat pair of rimleas ayeglaaaaa in brown
hard case Call 549-6726 if found

Laigh-Laigh, Happy Birthday) Let's
calabrata in style. This time you'll have to
aak me wttat you didi I k>va you, Foo

JDK Happy B Day and welcome to UMasa
MCC
Ruah tichata avaHabIa for October 2,

Worcester Centnjm. Call 546-1461

Fraa KIttana call after 6 PM 263-5608

Janla. Happy Belated Birthday love Ray

Jania Sorry its lata Happy Birthday anyway
love Terry

"Brain Damaged Kid ". Thanks for the
awesome weekends this summerlll I'll

ahways remember the good times and I'm
looking forward to morel I love you kidlll

Laura Maria Thank you for all the beautiful
timea 1'H never forget see you next yaar Love
Michael

:
RIDE WANTED

;
Orad student wanta ride to/from Boaton

; on Thursdays dunng fall term. Share ex
pansaa Doug 584 5720

MOTORCYCLES ROOM WANTED
Honda 360 CL w/fullfaca halntat only 7500
mi $400 Brad 546-2150

PERSONALS

OulM raaponalbto aanier butinaaa maior.
wilting to share a room, vary aaay to gat
along with Please call at 253 7200 if you
have any room

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION Music
Theatre, Dance Instruction Old
Chspel'UMass 546 0519 Register bv
September 14

ATTENTION I Earn up to $560 in DC rebate
while gaming access to fraternity meal plan
Call Jim Houston at 546 2150

To ail at Chi Omega, Thanks for making
my 21st 8 day so special Welcome Home
and hare's to the beat semester everl I love
yall, Foo

1 badroom In 2 badroom apt Brittany
Man prefer grad studant bad provkiad.
296-1608

Ungrad, mala serious raaponsibia seeking
room in apt. or iKiuse on bus route 549^0621

Female junior, desperate for a place to live

serious studier but like to have fun too Non
smoker call Thareaa S4»-40ei

ROOMMATE WANTED

One female to ahara a room in a fully fur-

niahad apt in Brittany Manor from Sept -

June 1986 rent 127.50 (heat included) call

Su or Jas at 266-0873

Wantad female roommate for Bran-
dywina apartnnent 549-1668

Two badrooma In baaament of houaa.
Coma to 157 Eaat Hadley Road - male or

female accepted 256-0064

Wantad: Roommate, femala, to share

badroom in Southwood apt, prefer

nonamokar plaaaa call 263-3619

Famala to ahara double rm In Brittany

call 263-5466

Famala naadad to share s townhouse in

Sunderland if interested please call 666^4890

Faitiaia roommate wantad Townehouse
Apts to share room. Call 549-4586

Famala roommate wantad Brittany

Manor Apta. 1&8G $130 + alec Maya or

Todd 256-8413

TRAVEL

4 round trip ttekata to Rortd* beat offar

phca negotiable llene 54MeO0

WANTED

I naad to buy a talaviaion. Good small yet

cheap 54&«464

WANTED TO RENT

Apartment In Puffton or araa for apring

86 rewrad $60 546-7228 Bob or Tim

WSVL RADIO

Banafh Show Friday 7:3Q PM SUB. six

Kva banda $3 all agaa admitted coma dance

lo Funk/Punk/Jazz/Rock

l^uki.
^N\^H SLY DUNBAR & ROB

SHAKESPEARE
^S^cT^^^iAIVlDSPECIALGUEST

~ BLACK
UHURU
WED.

SEPT. 19
S.U.B.
UMASStix on sale sept 7

UMass ID required to enter with Student ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civid

§^JJQg(^1"3 $9.50 Center, and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton

Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

P^Q^I^ $11 .50 '^° cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

I

Alpha Delta Phi

395 N. Pleasant St.

545-3117

Tubs. Sept. 11, 8-11

Wed. Sept. 12, 8-11

Thurs. Sept. 13, 8-1

Tues. Sept. 18, 8-11

Wed. Sept. 19,8-11

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Campus Center

546-7051

Thurs. Sept. 13, 8-11

Wed. Sept. 19, 8-11

Alpha Tau Gamma
375 N. Pleasant St.

253-9974

Thurs. Sept. 13, 8-11

Beta Kappa Phi

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

call for details

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

a large selection

of clamp-on
lights also available

approved

Located in the Campus Center

*""'" IfyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^Sat 11-4

Delta Chi

118 Sunset Ave.

549-0482

Tues, Sept. 11,9-11

Wed, Sept. 12, 9-11

Thurs, Sept. 13, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Delta Upsilon

778 N. Pleasant St.

549-3831

Tues, Sept. 11,9-11

Wed, Sept. 12, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 19, 9-11

Lambda Chi Alpha

374 N. Pleasant St.

Tues, Sept. 11,9-11

Wed, Sept. 12, 9-11

Thurs, Sept. 13, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 19, 9-11

Zeta Psi

23 Phillips St.

256-6845

Tues, Sept. 11, 9-11

Thurs, Sept. 13, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Thurs, Sept. 20, 9-11

Phi Mu Delta

14 Elm St.

256-6802

call for details

Phi Sigma Kappa

510 N. Pleasant St.

256-6863

call for details

Pi Kappa Alpha

418 N. Pleasant St.

545-2150

Mon, Sept. 10, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 11, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 12, 9-11

Mon, Sept. 17, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Sigma Phi Epsilon

70 Butterfield Terr.

545-271

1

call for details

Theta Chi

496 N. Pleasant St.

253-9015

call for details
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Sports

UMass goes

Terrier hunting

Soccer in home opener
By SCOTT H(X)D
Collegian Staff

The uphill struggle for respect in New England Col-

legiate Division I men's soccer for the University of

Massachusetts starts today as the Minutemen open their

season against the fourth-ranked in New England, Boston

University Terriers at Boyden Field at 3:30.

There is no place to go but up for the Minutemen after a

3-12-4 campaign last year in which they tallied only 10

goals in the 19 games, being shutout 10 times. The one

time they scored more than one goal came against BU in

the season opener, which ended in a 2-2 tie.

' • • • • •-•-•.•.•.•
•:•:•:•!•>:•:•:•:•>:•-•.•.•.•.•.•.•-•.•.'.••' > • • • • • * *.*.*.* • •

'-•.•.•-•.•_•.•-•.•.• »•••••! I • • • •_•.<

"We're definitely going to be a lot more
exciting and we're going to score some
goals.

— Coach Jeff Gettler

I'ollepan ph<>to by Gerry deSimas

Coach Jeff Gettler (center) talks with his team durinr pre-
season workouts. The minutemen open their season today at
3:30 p.m. against fourth ranked Boston University at Boyden.

»«••«•••••••••••

j
In order to successfully gain their first win of '84,

UMass must slip by a Terrier squad that on an individual

basis posesses the finest players in New England. One

reason for this is that there is no shortage of scholarships

to be handed out by coach Hank Steinbrecker. There are

11 to be exact, the most of any school in New England.

Steinbrecker's major problem has been to blend the

talents of those players, who come from every corner of

the globe, including South America, Africa, Scandinavia,

and England. For four consecutive years BU has failed to

qualify for post-season action.

"They are great players," said UMass coach Jeff Get-

tler. "However, South Americans and Africans, due to

their warmer climate, play a slower tempo game. The

English play at 100 miles an hour, as do the Scandina-

vians. With all those different styles, it's difficult to get a

cohesive team. That's why I like playing them so early in

the season. As evidenced by the scholarships, they do have

a commitment to excellence. People who come to the game
won't see better individual players."

Having lost 13 lettermen including eight starters, the

unit the Minutemen put on the field today will be young

but talented. Two-thirds of the starting lineup could con-

sist of freshmen and sophomores, including Kurt Manal, a

member of Canada's 19-and-under World Cup team,

freshman Matt Cushing, a Parade Magazine Ail-American

from Duxbury, and sophomore forward Ferdie Adoboe,

who graduated from Amherst Regional High SchcK)l. All

are good scorers.

"We're definitely going to be a lot more exciting and

we're going to score some goals," said Gettler. "Record-

wise, to predict how we're going to do is impossible

because we're so new. We probably won't hit our stride

for a while. We are more homogeneous than BU, who
must put up with the several playing styles, as well as

communication problems. I have been impressed with how

well our team has communicated on the field."

Despite the optimism, scoring problems have continued

to haunt UMass in the pre-season. The Minutemen drop-

ped a 2-0 decision to Amherst College in a full dress scrim-

mage last Friday on the Boyden Field, a scrimmage that

Gettler said went a long way toward determining the 11

players who will start.

F'ollowing today's game, the Minutemen will hit the road
for games at Fairfield on Thursday and Dartmouth on
Saturday. The squad returns home to face the University

of New Hampshire on Sept. 19.

Although UMass experienced problems last season, the

Minutemen have had a history of success at home. In 1982,

Gettler's first year, the club only lost one game at home,
that being to Southern Connecticut. They managed to tie

several outstanding clubs, including BU and UConn,
which was coming off its national championship season of

1981.

1984 UMass Soccer schedule

Sept

Oct

MENS VARSITY SOCCER
Home Games Upper Boyden Field

b /

13

17

at

UMASS INVITATIONAL
Rhode Island

CONNECTICUT
1 00
3 00

11 BOSTON UNIVERSITY
13 at Fairfitid

15 at Dartmcjth
19 NEW HAMPSHIRE

3 30
4 00
200
330

20
23
26

29

at

HOLY CROSS
SO CONNECTICUT
Boston College
SPRINGFIELD

1 00
300
7 00
2 30

21-22 at Rutgers Invitational

26 at Providence
29 at Vermont

Nov 4

330 6
300 10

at

at

MAINE
Harvard
Hartwick

1 00
2.00

1 30

3 at Yale 300 Coach Jeft Gettler

Soccer: UMass vs. Bostm Univ.

Where: Boyden Field

When: Today, 3:30 p.m.

Last season: The two teams played to a
2-2 tie. the only game UMass managed to

score more than one goal in.

The rankings: BU-fourth in New
England. UMass is unranked.

Players to watch: (UM) Kurt Manal,

Matt Cushing, Ferdie Adoboe. Thi'ee

scoring threats from anywhere on the

field. These two freshmena and a
sophomore (Adoboe) should help spaak

UM's offense. (BU) Every Terrier is

talented and individially they are the best

team in N.E. But different styles of play

hinder the Terriers on the pitch.

Injuries: none for both Xjetams

UMass has ruined my college football tailgating

PETER

ABRAHAM

One of my fondest memories of high school

was when a bunch of us took a keg of cheap
beer, I think it was Busch. and went tc

Schaefer (no Sullivan) Stadium to see the

Patriots.

We drank lots of beer, ate lots of Fenway
F"ranks and watched football until late in

the afternoon. It was one hell of a time.

My sophomore year of college, after

transferring from a school that, shudder,

didn't have football, was full of tailgates in

P Ijot. and yes, more beer drinking.

Beer and college students go together like

peanut butter and jelly, Whitmore and red
tape, Ward and June. It's a law of nature.

But no more.

Faceless, merciless UMass officials have
banned kegs in parking lots before football

games and even any alcoholic beverage in

some parts of the lots. What is the world
coming to?

Football games mean tailgates. Tailgates
mean beer. The tailgate industry is growing
at an amazing rate. Some people have gone
from hamburgers on the hibachi to French
food on the Grilimaster.

Why has I'Mass shot down the whole
tradition of tailgating? I know, they'll say
"You don't need beer to have fun." But to

see UMass football you .sometimes need a
few beers in your system.

Football games are more than athletic

contests, they are social events. Beer and
other alcoholic beverages are an intricate

part of that scene.

It's downright un -American to ban beer at

tailgates. The people responsible should be
forced to do funnels until they can't see.

Don't try and hide behind your desk in

Whitmore, you'll be found out. By the name
of Augustus Busch III, we'll get you.

I know you teetotalers out there will be
quick to criticize me on my stand in support
of drinking. I don't care. There are a lot

more of my kind of people here than there

are of you. Drinkers at UMass football

unite, write letters, get angry. We have
only our sobriety to lose.

It's hard to believe. Pub mugs are up to 50

cents, now there's no beer at football

games. I should transfer to BC.

FOOTBALL NOTES: I knew something
was wrong when theUMass band and
cheerleaders lined up next to the gate to

form an aisle for the team to run through,

and coach Bob Stull led the team by the

band and through the goalposts. If you can't

get the pre-game right, things are tough.

There were 11,871 fans at sun-drenched
Alumni Stadium on Saturday, and probably

another 2000 in the parking lots, despite the

keg ban.C'mon folks, support the team.

They are actually pretty interesting to

watch and are much better than last

season's 3-8 team.

Finally, where have you gone Horace

Clarke?

Collcfh>n nhoui b; Mitch Ursntch

These br<>ve souls continue on with an American tradition, beer at tailgates, despite new
JMass rules

sports at a glance

UMass schedule: Soccer, vs. Boston University to-

day at 3:30 at Boyden Field.

Water polo vs. Amherst, postponed until Thursday,
4:00 at Boyden Pool.

Pro Scores

Chicago 3, Philadelphia 2

St. Louis 3, New York 2

Milwaukee 7, Boston 4

New York 6, Toronto 2
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Ciillf^an phiito hy Paul DfsmarHis

REACH FOR IT — Richard Dort, from a local roofing company, works
on the Baker Hall roof.

SOM dean to resign: "It's

easy to bum yourself out"
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Jack S. Wolf, associate dean for external

affairs in the University of Massachusetts

School of Management (SOM). and Harry

T. Allen, dean of the SOM will resign from

their positions at the end of this academic

year.

Wolf said, yesterday, that he will con-

tinue working in the SOM as a professor

marketing. Allen could not be reached for

comment, but the Springfield Daily News
reported that he wi!! also take a teaching

position next fall.

Wolf said he will resign because he feels a

change is due.

"I've been an administrator in one area or

another (of the SOM) for 18 years," he

said. "It's easy to burn yourself out.

"It's time for new ideas, new thrusts,

new ways of making friends for the School

of Management," he said.

TVap Wolf has also served as chairman of

the Marketing Department, associate dean
for academic programs, and acting dean
during his tenure at UMass.
At his current post, he oversees job

placement, executive training and relations

between the SOM and corporations — part

of "the marketing of the University," he

said.

Wolf said he thought the most significant

accomplishment as dean has been that

"placement has been professionalized. We
now have our own director of placement."

The SOM's placement program is sup-

ported totally by corporate and alumni con-

tributions, he said. "There's no state

money involved.

"I would have liked to have made greater

progress in working out partnerships with

corporations," Wolf said. "A lot more com-
panies could know about us.

"External work is something all units of

the University must work on; getting the

corporate community and everyone in the

public domain to understand that this is a

great university and could be greater."

/;
Inside:

Beware of what happens with a full mtK^n

UMass men's soccer upsets Boston

University 1-0 pg. 16

"ie's time we ail reach out for

f^oewMn-g ne\i): that means you

too."

--Prince, Purple Rain

Kegs turned away from
football game tailgates
By ROBERT NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to curb drinking and "enhance

the university image," keg bearing

students will be turned away from future

games at the Alumni Stadium parking lot,

according to Gerald T. O'Neil, Director of

Public Safety.

"Kegs are not being taken away, they're

being turned away," said O'Neil. He said

that the new policy is a combined effort by

.

the Public Safety Board and the Physical

Education office to eliminate an over

indulgence of alcohol in the parking lots.

"We want fans, not drinkers." said O'Neil,

"its a big party out there... people are

drinking to the point of

rowdyism," O'Neil said.

"This is not the true form of tailgating,"

said O'Neil. "People are arriving at 10 a.m.

and th-inking until 5 p.m. with many people

not even watching the game.

Assistant director of Athletics Chet

Gladchuk said, "We want to maintain

certain controls on the parties." "we're not
looking to create any furvor or uproar,

we're ju.st looking for ways to correct a

problem.'
.('.ill.

it's a big party out there. Peo-

ple are drinking to the point of
rowdyism." —Gerald O'Neil,

»•••••! I • • •• • I

i
. According to Gladchuk, the issue o

tailgating is "still pretty much up in the air"

and he explained that future meetings are

needed to set possible university policies.

"There is no program yet", said Gladchuk.
"We're simply trying a heavy option by

approaching certain people" who possess

kegs, he .said.

Although no definite policies have been
set, the no keg policy will remain in effect

for the season, according to O'Neil.

O'Neil said that "preliminary meetings"
will begin this Friday with the Student
Affairs Office and Chancellor Joseph D.
Duffey on the keg issue.

UMass party image fading:
progress in school stature
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The "Zoo Mass" image of the University

is fading, said Deirdre Ling, who is com-

pleting her first year as the vice-chancellor

of University Relations and Development.

"I can see a tremendous progress in the

stature of the University as seen in the

students, academics, and in the administra-

tion," Ling said.

"We haven't sacrificed diversity to

academic credit."

"As a support unit to the chancellor, our

acheivements give us much to sing about,"

Ling said.

Ling's office has helped in several ways.

$297,000 grant from the Exxon Education

Foundation that funded computer graphics

design system and Ling helped establish a

major giifts program.

Ling's office also helped add a five per-

cent increase for the school's operating

budget, and successfully executed a variety

of events including commencement, on

campus meetings of the Board of Trustees,

and new faculty and staff receptions.

"We are in the business of image

building," Ling said. "But the perception

must match the reality of the University or

it's an exercise in puffery."

Ling said the University is getting

positive mention and appreciation internal-

ly, externally, and in the media.

Since her appointment a year ago. Ling
said she has spent much of her efforts

"building a sense of identity and a clear set

of goals" that has reflected in building up
the reputation of the University.

"It's frightening that one bad press

event can ruin months of work. People

forget all the positive due to one bad story.

"Seven years ago, after the Halloween
fiasco, all I heard was Zoo Mass, or 'party

school' just due to that one bad weekend,"
she said.

Ling said that the alumni are feeling

more positive about the University. She
cited a 60 percent increase in alumni dona-

tions.

"We've formed more relations with in-

dustries because of the quality of our facili-

ty," she added.

But Ling said that the year wasn't

without obstacles.

"It's difficult for a brand new unit when
resources are tight because resources are

not always available," she said.

Ling said that eight new staff positions in

the office of development and Alumni Af-

fairs has enabled her office to grow but

"personnel problems and the resignation of

key people has been very frustrating."

Former UM director...

Feminist runs for seat
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

"Region alizing"t he
economic development of

Hampshire County towns is

one of the main goals of a

former University of

Massachusetts ad
minislralor who is running

for the Democratic
nomination for County
Commissioner.

Pat Lewis Sackrey, 46, of

Westhampton. worked at

UMass from 1969 to 1974 as

director of Continuing

B^ducation for Women.
During that time she helped

start the Every women's

Center and designed

programs for non-traditional

women students.

Three County Com-
missioners are elected to

part time positions for four

year terms. The position,

which entails supervising

the Hampshire County jail,

hospital, planning depar-

tment and human services,

has never been held by a

woman, according to

Sackrey.

"It's high time." she said.

Sackrey, who is now
director of the Hilltown

Community Development

Corporation (HD(;), said

county government could be

used much more effectively

lo help towns survive higher

costs and proposition 2 'A

.

She said her work and

continued to page 5
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Reagan to meet with Soviet

Foreign Minister Gromyko
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan announced Tuesday he will meet

with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.

Gromyko at the White House on Sept. 28

for his first face-to-face talk with any

senior Kremlin leader since taking office

nearly four years ago.

Reagan, whose political opponents blame

him for rekindling an arms race with the

Soviet Union, said the most important

thing he hopes to accomplish by his private

talk with the veteran Soviet official is "to

maybe convince him the United States

means no harm."

In a brief question-and-answer session

with reporters at the White House after

announcing that Gromyko had accepted his

invitation, Reagan said he doesn't know

how much can be expected from the

meeting.

But he suggested that the failure of all

his administration's arms control talks

with the Soviets indicate it is time to start

at a more basic level to reduce "suspicion

and hostility."

"Maybe the time has come that anything

that can perhaps get a better understan-

ding between our two governments maybe

should precede any resumption of dealings

on specifics if there can be an easing of any

suspicion or hostility," Reagan said.

Later Tuesday, Reagan announced an in-

crease in the ceiling on grain sales to the

Soviet Union to permit the Soviets to buy

an additional 1 million metric tons of grain

beginning Oct. 1, the start of the second

year of a long-term trade agreement.

Reagan did the same thing a year ago to in-

crease U.S. farm exports.

Campaigning in Chicago, Democratic

challenger Walter F. Mondale said he

hopes the president and Gromyko make

progress, but he added it was "pretty

pathetic" that the session is to take place in

the middle of Reagan's re-election cam-

paign.

Republican congressional leaders who

met with Reagan at the White House short-

ly before the announcement hjiiled it as a

sign the Kremlin is convinced Reagan will

be re-elected and has decided it must deal

with him.

Pope John Paul 11 tells Canadians

to leave modem 'spiritual desert'

MONTREAL (AP) -
Pope John Paul II, parish

priest for a day to this bustl-

ing northern metropolis,

beckoned Canadians on

Tuesday to leave the

"spiritual desert" of the

modern world and
rediscover God.

"Nothing can fill the emp-

tiness of his absence!" the

pontiff, wagging a finger,

preached to more than

30,000 people in central

Jarry Park. It was the big-

gest crowd ever assembled

in this French-Canadian ci-

ty-

The pope, whose visit has

stirred protests among
feminists here, also took

note Tuesday of the expan-

ding role of women in the

liberal Candian church.

But he said nothing to

alter his staunch defense of

traditional church positions

against women priests,

divorce, artifical contracep-

tion and abortion.

One Montreal group
scheduled a march later

Tuesday to demonstrate op-

position to the pope's con-

servative stands on such

issues.

Materialism and women
were central themes on the

third day of John Paul's

12-day Canadian tour. His

evening schedule included a

rally with Roman Catholic

youth at Montreal's Olym-

pic Stadium.

Tens of thousand of Mon-

treal's 3 million people jam-

med the sidewalks on a gray

and drizzly day to cheer the

pontiff pass in his bubble-

domed popemobile. Catholic

schoolchildren, given the

day off, waved papal flags.

But enthusiasm for the

papal visit masked serious

problems within Quebec
province's once powerful

church.

Af 1 .asoqihoto

GIVES BLESSING — Pope John Paul II blesses a member of the

Sisters of the Congregation of Notre Dame during his visit to Montreal,

Canada.

Ap Laserphoto

Big splash - Pat Cardwell (left) of Mayodan, N.C., and her mother

Ruth Meeks from Eden, N.C. brave large waves at Fort Macon, N.C.

Tuesday as Hurricane Diana heads towards North Carolina.

Hurricane Diana slams NC
roast with 135 MPH winds
WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP) - Hurricane

Diana, whirling 135 mph winds aorund its

eye, slammed into North Carolina's

southeastern coast Tuesday night, with

torrential rain and tree-bending wind that

threatened to push tides up to 12 feet

above normal. Thousands of people fled to

higher ground.

At 8 pm, winds were clocked at 1 mph at

Yaupon Beach on Oak Island near Cape

Fear at nightfall as the eye of the first

Atlantic hurricane of the season was just

off the coast, about 3 miles south-southeast

of downtown Wilmington. The hurricane's

storm surge of high water was expected to

coincide with a full moon high tide.

"Hurricane Diana is now a dangerous

hurricane," the National Weather Service

said.

"Further strengthing is likely."

Gov. Jim Hunt declared a state emergen-

cy and called out 2 National Guard troops

to help with "traffic control and security,"

and urged residents of low-lying areas of

five coastal counties to evacuate.

No injuries were reported as night fell.

At 6:5 p.m, winds at Holden Beach and

Sunset Beach hit 7 mph and heavy winds

lashing the entire coast, tearing down
power lines and bending trees almost to the

ground in some places.

Meteorologist Jackson Canady at

Shallotte in Brunswick County reported

that 2V2 inches of rain has fallen Tuesday

before the storm made its final rush for the

coast.

The Red Cross said 7, people were in 23

shelters in the Wilmington area counties of

New Hanover, Brunswick, Columbus,

Pender and Onslow, said spokeswoman

Martha Sellers.

Brunswick County officials said 99 per-

cent of the residents on the beaches and

one mile back from the Inland Waterway
had been evacuated by 6 pm. Several

evacuation centers set up in the county

were filled and churches were taking in the

overflow.

Hepatitis B vaccination available
WORCESTER. Mass.

(AP)- Immunization clinics

against hepatitis B are

expected to open next week,

as an effort to stem the

outbreak of the deadly

disease, Walter G. Irvine,

director of the city

Department of Public
Health, said Tuesday.

Irvine said the city has

"fairly quick access" to the

vaccine and will have
enough in stock to provide 9

people the first of three

needed immunization shots.

He said immunization
clinics would be for drug
users and their sexual

partners, who are most at

risk of contracting hepatitis

B, and it was hoped a clinic

could be established at each
end of the city.

Health officials have
recorded a total of 89 cases

of hepatitis B since the
epidemic began in Sep-
tember 1983. Since mid-
December, six of the cases
have resulted in death.
Three new cases were
reported "l£ist weeli.

Hepatitis B is a virus which

can cause liver failure and

death. In less virulent

stages, the disease can be

debilitating. It is marked by

an inflammation of the liver

characterized by jaundice,

fever, cramps, nausea and

vomiting.

The disease mostly affects

drug users and their sexual

partners. It is spread by the

sharing of contaminated

needles or contact with

contaminated body fluids

such as blood, semen or

saliva.

Heavy seas stop salvage mission
ONSTEND. Belgium (API-
Wind and waves in the

North Sea kept divers from
determining Tuesday
whether 3 containers of

radioactive material have
drifted out of a sunken ship's

broken hull, salvage com
pany officials said.

A gap of 12 feet has
developed between the fore
and aft sections of the
French freighter Mont
Louis, which sank last

month and was torn apart by
2foot waves and 7 mph
winds late Monday, ac
cording to Henk Drenth of
the Dutch salvage company

Smit Tak International.

Drenth said the hull broke
apart at a point where
divers earlier made a hole to

retrieve the barrels of

radioactive uranium

hexaflouride.

Worsening weather
Tuesday again prevented

divers from going down to

the wreck, Drenth said.
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FuUmoon bringsstrange behavior to UMass
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Maybe you haven't noticed it, but University of

Massachusetts security and health officials know there has

been a full moon the past five nights.

They're glad to see it go. too, because they think its

presence leads to increased and "unusual" activity by

students on campus.

"Usually two days before and two days after the full

moon (3:02 am Sunday), people with a lot of unusual com-

plaints come out of the woodwork," said a member of the

University Health Services professional staff.

"For instance, I had a young lady come in last year who

was convinced she had a cough. What happened is that she

was sleeping with a teddy bear and woke up after inhaling

a hair ball. She was perfectly okay, but how do you con-

vince somebody looking to be ill that there's really nothing

wrong with them?" said the staff member.
UMass Police Chief Robert G. Joyce is convinced that

strange activity perks up during full moons.
"There's no doubt in my mind," Joyce said. "There's

more activity most of the time when there's a full moon. I

can tell if there was one the night before without even
knowing, 1 just look at the sheet (police log)."

According to a Health Services staff member, one ex-

planation for the strange behavior is that extra light en-

courages people to be outside more. But Dr. E. Bruce
Taub-Bynum, a clinical psychologist with the UMass Men-
tal Health Services, thinks there might be more to it than

that.

"This is one a purely speculative basis, but its not

unreasonable, that since the moon is known to have an ef-

fect on water and tides, and since the human body is 98
percent water, perhaps the magnetic fields affect the

water in the human body and brain," said Taub-Bynum.
"There's a great deal more research going on with this

in the Soviet Union. Ancient yogis have long studied the

relationship between the sun and moon and human
behavior," he said.

"It's also interesting that a woman's menstrual cycle is

roughly 28 days, as are the phases of the moon, and that

"This is on a purely speculative

basis... since the human body is 98 percent

water, perhaps the ma^gnetic fields affect

the water in the human body and brain.

"

-Dr. E. Bruce Taub-Bynum ,'.•.•.•.•-•.•.•.•.•.•.
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they're related in a way not completely understood by
Western science," said Taub-Bynum.
He also said that the words "lunacy" and "lunactic" are

derived from the word "lunar." Patients in mental
asylums in the 18th century would often scream at the

moon, and be labled "lunatics."

1 First senate meeting to rule

on summer senate action
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate Student Senate members
are scheduled to vote on actions taken by

senate officers and Student Government
Association committee chairpersons over

the summer.
At the first meeting of the Student

Senate tonight the senators will vote ap-

proval or disaproval of the descisions of the

Summer Coordinating Committee which

served as the out-of-school senate this sum-
mer.

The Coordinating Commitee was com-

prised of three senate officers, six SGA
commitee chairs, the SCERA student coor-

dinator, an Affirmative Action officer and

representatives from the Third World Af-

fairs and Women's Caucus'.

Senate Sf)eaker Chris Sullivan said

yesterday that most of the committee's

dealmgs "will cause little trouble." with

the senators. The exception may be over

funds delegated to send members to a

United States Student Association

(U.S.S.A.) conference in Eugene, Oregon
Aug. 4-9, he said.

Sullivan said the Coordinating Commitee
"debated over whether to send four or five

people to the conference," and that the

cost to send five "niay cause a little con-

troversy" with the regular senate.

Senators are also scheduled to vote on
approval of the Third World Caucus Con-

stitution, which was re-written over the

summer, and the revised SGA Budget Act.

This will be one of the last meetings

before the senate holds elections October
1-2. Sullivan said one of the biggest tasks

before this senate "is to get more people in-

volved in student government." Sullivan

plans to mail out leaflets to Resident

Assistants, as well as speak at House Coun-
cil meetings in dorms where there are not

many student representatives.

Students to earn from snow

(<llU^^"^ pholii \<\ Tom Kuitla

ON THEIR WAY — Larry Puzzo (Far left). Gene O'Brien (Center) and

Pim Groundstandra are on their way to band practice Tuesday.

Author to discuss ethnic America
Nicholasa Mohr, author of many articles, the Ethnic Experience."

short stories and several award winning

books on Puerto Rican and Hispanic

American life will speak at 8 p.m. tonight in

Campus Center room 101 in the fourth part

of the series, "Writers Speak: America and

The program is free and open to the

public.

In 1981, Mohr recieved the American Book
Award for Excellence in Literature. Her
books include Nilda (1973)

By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of

Massachusetts now have the opportunity to

enjoy snow-filled winter nights while earn-

ing $5 an hour shoveling snow in the

residential areas.

The Physical Plant will also pay students

between $6.50 and $9.75 an hour to super-

vise the student shovelers, according to Al

Potter, head of grounds and transportation

at the Physical Plant.

"We'd like all students to apply," Potter

said. "We'd like to encourage
underclassmen as well so there will be ex-

perienced workers in the future.

Three managers and three assistants will

be chosen to oversee the Southwest

residential area, the Central/Orchard Hill

area, and the Northeast/Sylvan area. A
selection committee comprised of the Affir-

mative Action officer at UMass, two

Physical Plant representatives, a Student

Government Association representative,

from the Presidents office, and a student

representative from the President's

office,and a a student representative will

screen applications and then interview ap-

plicants for the positions.

All applicants not hired for these posi-

tions will be given first priority as snow
shovelers.

SGA Co-President Rick Patrick said

these managerial p<^)sitions "could pave the

way for future student emplojmfient.

"

In the past, students have shoveled snow
after major storms, but they have never

held paid managerial positions, Patrick

said.

"This is an (important link) between
students and the Physical Plant to rectify

what has l)een a problem in snow removal

in the past," he said.

The Physical Plant will contact the area

mangers, who in turn will contact their

assistants. The assistants will contact the

needed number of shovelers for each

storm. The mangers will be responsible for

delegating locations in the area to be

shoveled, supervising those working in the

area, and reporting the Physical Plant.

"You get exposed to dealing with people.

There's the valuable experience," Potter

said.

Those interested in these positions can

pick up applications at the Grounds and
Transportation office on the first floor of

the Physical Plant. The deadline for apply-

ing is September 24.

Woman discusses in depth the experience of abortion
By LISA STRATOULY
Collegian Staff

Editor's note:

The University Health Center and most abortion clinics

are confidential about information concerning the abor-

ti(m process. Informationfor this article was provided by a

luoman who recently underwent an abortion while atten-

ding the University of Massachusetts and was willing to

talk about her experience. Her identity will remain con-

fidential.

The UMass Health Center assists pregnant women with

informational and psycholigical counseling to inform them

of the options available and to assist in their decision-

making. The counseling sessions, according to the woman

who recently had an abortion, help women deal with their

fears, guilt, anger, and other emotions they may be ex-

periencing.

The counselors are genuinely concernedfor you, and ac-

tvally really care.

If a woman decides to have an abortion, she is refered to

two clinics; Hampden OB/GYN in Springfield, or the

Amherst Medical Association. The Springfield clinic offers

the choice of general or local anestheia, but the Amherst
clinic has the facilities for local anesthesia only. General

anesthesia, which puts the patient to sleep, costs about

$300, and carries risks of allergic reactions or nausea.

Local anesthesia, which only anesthesizes a certain part

of the body, costs roughly half that amount.

The woman providing information for this article chose

the Springfield clinic.

/ couldn 't be awake and xtxitch what I had todxyno matter

what the risks. The decision was painful enough.

According to the woman, the process at Hampden
OB/GYN in Springfield was relatively simple. The counsel-

ing sessions in Springfield was helpful and provided detail-

ed information about the risks and dangers involved in the

operation, including blood clots, nausea, perforated

ueterus, incomplete abortion, hemoraging, risk of infec-

tion, and continued pregnancy. The statistics of the possi-

ble occurence of these risks (relatively rare) are given to

the woman.
All abortion clinics give indepth counseling and infor-

mation about the risks involved, so that the woman knows
exactly what's going on.

At this point in the process the counselor focuses on the

confidence the woman has in her decision. If the counselor

feels that the woman is not comfortable in her decision,

the counselor will recommend that the operation not be

performed.

Hampden OB/GYN requires a document informing pa-

tients in detail of the risks involved in abortion to be sign-

ed and witnessed before the operation.

The type of operation this woman had took about 45

minutes. For 24 hours afterwards, women shouldn't drive

cars or operate other machinery, sign important papers,

or drink alcohol. Normal activity can be resumed after the

24 hour period, as tolerated.

Some after effects women may experience are vaginal

bleeding from two days to two weeks, minor cramps, and

depression.

...my boyfriend told me I was a waste for getting preg-

nant. I was very surprised at his reaction... but I had a

very had special person to help me through it all... to miss

classes and cry with me and help me not feel like a waste of

a person, and not feel alone. Just before the operation, I

decided to think good thoughts of my little two year old

niece, and when I woke up and realized I didn't die and

wasn 't pregnant with a baby I didn 't want or couldn 't han-

dle, I was happy to be alive a^ain.
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Passerbys kneel by one of the two Massachusetts men Tuesday who
died shortly after their single engine plane crashed on Plum Island
Beach in Newbury, Mass. Cause of the crash wasn't immediately deter-

mined.

99.3 FM HOT SPOT
Listen to 99.3 FM for further details

99^ Specials

99* Bottle Beer domestic brands

(only with food purchase, good only until 12 midnight)

99* Overstuffed New Englander Sandwich

99* A Regular Order of Potato Skins
with bacon and cheese sauce

Sun.-Thurs.

6 a.m. -3 a.m.

Fri & Sat

24 Hrs.

Super Stop & Shop
Campus Shopping Center

Rte. 9, Hadley/Amherst

256 6889

palinsplaip

Postive

ID

Required

The following RSO Groups have

Accounts in the Student Activities

Trust Fund that have been
suspended and are pending
^withdrawal from the RSO System.

To reactivate the RSO Accounts

listed below contact the Business

Manager in the Student Activities

Office, Room 416 Student Union
Building, 545-3600, between 1:00

pm and 4:00 pm weekdays.

Sims
Air Force ROTC
Dart Club
Karate-IsBhinryn
Tai Chi Chuan Club
Mens Vs Viol Vs Women
Arab Organization
Union Iranian St.

Young Workers
Liberation Lea.

Pre Medical Society

Solar Energy Coll.

Kappa Delta Pi

Phi Eta Sigma
Pi Lambda Phi
Sigma Alpha Mu
Roister Doisters
Christian Science Club
SCANN

Wu Shu Club
Pioneer Vedley L-5 Society
Naiads
VoUeybaU Club
Democratic Student Conmi.
The Real Majority
Center for Women of Color
Circle K Club
Iranian Student Association
Big Business Club
Beta Chi
Micron Nu Society
Phi Mi Delta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Theta Chi
New Testament Fellowship
Navigators
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Studds enters last week of campaign

NEW BEDFORD, Mass

(AP) - Rep. Gerry Studds,

D-Mass., facing the

toughest re-election race of

his congressional career,

opens the final week of cam-

paigning Tuesday with a

debate featuring the two

Democrats and three

Republicans seeking to

unseat him.

Studds, censured by the

House last year for a 1973

affair with a 17-year-old

male page, faces Plymouth

County Sheriff Pet«r Flynn

and Christopher Trundy, a

financial adviser from New

Bedford, in the Democratic

primary Set. 18.

On the Republican side,

former Environmental Pro-

tection Agency ad-

ministrator Lewis Cramp

1 ton; George Donovan, a

Hull lawyer; and John Ben-

nett, a Provincetown
businessman, are seeking a

spot on the November
general election ballot.

Although the censure has

ceased to be a vocal issue in

the campaign, it is the

underlying reason why

Studds, who until the cen-
sure was considered
unbeatable, faces such
strong opposition.

"I'd be hard pressed to

think of any other reason
why they are running,"

Studds said in an interview

earlier this year.

I

Parties share gov't.
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) The

right-wing Herut Party of

outgoing Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir on Tuesday

endorsed an agreement for

bipartisan rule with the rival

Labor Party. The vote

cleared the way for Labor's

Prime Minister-designate

Shimon Peres to present a

Cabinet to Parliament.

Labor endorsed the joint

rule accord Monday after a

bitter debate. A new Labor
Likud bloc government
could be installed Wed-
nesday.

Shamir on Tuesday beat

back a challenge from
former Defense Minister

Ariel Sharon, who appealed

a show-of-hands vote ap-

proving Herut Cabinet
members, including Sharon
as industry and trade
minister.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

September 11, 12, 13, 18

9 - 11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House) J
CALCULATOR CENTER

Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK!

coawTjnm
D A t I

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-t5C with its

powerful functions and advanced
programmabilitv eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert /delete editing

RPN logic, Continuous Memory, and

liquid-crystal display

HP 15C

$99.00
org list 120.00

HP - 12C

$99.00
org list 120.00

' Opmn M-F M^
8«t11-4

J

^yUNIVERSITY
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ifcommissioner
continued from puge I

connections at the HDC
could easily be expanded to

the county level.

"If I was elected the two
jobs would complement each

other," she said.

Sackrey said she felt the

county government could

help support the develop-

ment of small business,

locally owned farms and
wood producers.

Town problems, like

potholes, solid waste
disposal, transportation

could be handled more

economically if the towns

worked together for

example, to hire one

engineer to work on the

roads, she said.

Her goal, she said, "is to

meet more local needs.

UMass students should

support Sackrey, she said,

because, the health and

beauty of the rural com

munities is closely related to

the quality of life at UMass.

Sackrey said she is a

feminist who has not only

worked in, but benefited

from the women's
movement.

St. Pauli Nite
Manufacturers Rep.

giving away posters

T-Shirts, etc.

Plus our Original

Twofers & hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Rugs stolen from

Amherst home
Amherst police reported that two rugs

valued at $1000 each were stolen from the

garage of a south Amherst home Monday.

Police believe the theft took place between

September 4 and September 9, but said

they can't be sure because the house has

been unoccupied.

The owner of the house reported the theft

at 5:18 p.m. Monday when he went to check

on construction work at the house.

Police arrested a University Of

Massachusetts student Monday night on

outstanding traffic warrants issued by

State Police in Framingham. An 18 year

old Roxbury man was cited for speeding at

11:48 p.m. on South Pleasant Street and

was arrested after a computer check

revealed the warrants against him. The

man was also charged with possession of an

altered driver's license.

Tools gone from

Worcester D.C
Worcester Dining Commons was broken

into over the weekend and $300 worth of

electricians tools was reported missing,

according to University of Massachusetts

Police. The break in was discovered

Monday morning. Police have no suspects.

Vandals pulled the winshield wipers off

of a 1979 Datsun in Lot 49 near Van Meter

dorm, according to police. There were also

dents and scratches on the hood of the car

police said. Damage was estimated by

police to be over $100.

-RICHARD MARTIN

SUMMERS RETURN ENGAGEMENT -
Jackie Savetsky, a freshman Casiac major enjoys

some ice cream and the pleasant weather on the

Campus Center steps Tuesday.

English prof, changes class for favorite soap
An Amherst College

professor rescheduled his

classes on Robert Frost and

William B. Yeats so that

they wouldn't conflict with

the soap opera "Search For

Tomorrow." William

Pritchard, 51, says he's

ecstatic that the show is

back on local television.

Pritchard waged a letter-

writing campaign last spring

when WWLP. the NBC

affiliate in

Springfield,dropped
soap opera.

The English literature

professor says his avocation

fulfills a need to escape from

the "wordy world" of Byron

the and Plato. He even got to

join the show for a day as an

extra after the serial's

producers learned of his

efforts to keep it in the local

air.

Pi Kappa Alpha

OPEN
RUSH

We are. . .

• Greek area intramural

Softball and football

champs

• the fraternity that does not

haze

• the house that raised over

60,000 for

Multiple Sclerosis

REQUIRED
READING

's^^^wMMRm mmm tAS VEGAS KHO lAUJAHOt

NtWSP*PtR

RUSH PARTIES
Mon. Sept. 10 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 11 at 9 pm
Wed. Sept. 12 at 9 pm
Mon. Sept. 17 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 18 at 9 pm

^t rfM» •»
I

A*«.

T

Pi Kappa Alpha

TEL. 545-2150

*••**** Free Refreshments•••••**
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TV SALE
19'' Motel Color Portables
Incredible Low-'Take Them Away'-Prices

Selling At The

HOWARD JOHHSON MOTOR LODGE
RTE 9, HADLEY

WED 9/12 1:00 P.M.-7:00 P.M.

THURS.9/13 11.00 A.M. -5:00 P.M.

MasterCard & VISA Accepted - Sale Held by RBM Sales Corp.

—

r

r - "" Jii^~zs zz

id]ComputerWorks
>/y|e\con^®

Back

SANYO 550

COMPUTERS

- 2 drives

- includes word processing,

spreadsheet,

ancT information

management software

Want to be on stage?

Need exposure?

Now's your chance!

The Orchard Hill/Central FallFest 1984 is in

search of local student bands to perform

Saturday, September 22.

Sound System and staging provided.

CALL DAVE AT 546-6195

OR BILL 546-6893

NOW!!

$1295. single side drives

228 Triangle St., Amherst, 549-7133

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

! PIZZA PARTY !

ALL SEMESTER LONG
8 fill /^lr>oir»ri

Monday thru Thursday
buy a large pizza and get a

pitcher for only $1.99
Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive. Amherst 549-5713

Date Time
Deposit Required MastefCardof Visa Aocep»ed
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Caucus to hold first meeting
The Third World Legislature Cucus of the

Student Government Association will be

holding their first meeting of the semester

TODAY at 6 p.m. in room 308 of the

Student Union Building at the University

of Massachusetts.

Anyone interested in participating in the

decision making process and lobbying ef-

forts vital to Third World STUDENTS ON
CAMPUS ARE URGED TO ATTEND.

The Third World Caucus has been in

existance for over ten years. In addition to

being the watch dog for Third World
students within the SGA. the Caucus also

supports legislation pertaining to the Third

World community.

Student's involvement and participation in

the caucus is not only important to insure
progress and continuous lobbying efforts

but to make known that Third World people
want to shape the world.

Our time has come to make the best of

society. Struggles waged in the past have
created organizations such as the caucus
and student's involvment and activism will

keep it alive.

The Caucus needs you to continue the
struggle for existance and recognition in

the university.

The need is mutual and the struggle is the

same.

See you tonight.

Afro-Am.professorwins award
MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

Julius Lester, a professor of Afro-

American Studies Department at the

University of Massachusetts is a natural-

born teacher. In recognizing his com-

mitment and dedication to students, he was

awarded the 1984 Distinguished Teacher's

Award.

"This is the type of award I am proud to

receive. It gives me a chance to see how my
students evaluate me and my work," he

said. Lester is one of three professors who
received the award at last year's com-

mencement. Professors are nominated by

students who evaluate the teacher's per-

formance and sensitivity at the end of each

semester.

"This award means alot," Lester said the

award is a symbol for the appreciation

students have toward him. But, this feeling

is mutual.

"I see my students as my children and my
children as my students. There are so many

bright students at UMass. I like to adopt

some and take them home with me," he

said.

Lester teaches history and literature

through the Afro-American studies

department. A graduate of Fisk University,

he has been at UMass for 13 years.

Lester is also a noted writer, a poet and a

photographer. Look Out, Whitey! Black

Power is Gon'Get Your Mama, his first

book, was published in 1968 and translated

into Swedish and Finnish.

To Be A Slave was also published that

year and translated into Spanish, Swedish,

Dutch, Japanese and Finnish. To Be A
Slave also won many prestigious awards.

From 1968 to 1974, he wrote eight books,

including the award winning The Knee-

High Man and Long Journey Home. He also

embarked on his poetry writing. Lester

said students today are less active than

when he started teaching at UMass.

A father of four, he said students today

are more concerned about economics than

politics. He said in dealing with such

problems as school desegregation, students

find more support than when dealing with

problems like racism, which is dealt with

individually.

The future looks bright for Lesterthe

writer. His book Do Lord Remember Me
will be in print by January. For Lester the

teacher, he said he wants to see more black

students enroll in his classes and becoming

active.

Announcements
There will be a Nummo News/Black

Affairs Open House on Friday September

14 from 6-9 p.m. at the Nummo Office.

Everyone interested in writing,

photography art and production is urged

and encouraged to attend. Refreshments

will be served. Come and meet the staff and

join us. For further details call Segun

Eubanks at 5-0061 or Yadira Betances at 5-

3500.

TO ALL NEW STUDENTS:
There will be a mandatory
meeting tonight at 8 p.m.

Auditorium.

CCEBMS
Maharm

On Thursday September 13, there will be

a Cape Verdean Alliance meeting at 5 p.m.

in the New Africa House Library. Please be

prompt. For information, call John Lopes at

5-0031.

Attention Senators
The First Meeting

of the Student Senate

will be held tonight,

Wednesday, September 12th

at 7:00

in Room 163 C.C.

Director talks about visit
By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

For Paul Barrows, director of Commit-

tee of the Collegiate Education of Blacks

Minority Students, CCEBMS spending the

sumer at the Cape Verde island was very

educational.

Barrows, a native of Springfield, and a

UMass alumni went to Cape Verde on an

extended invitation by President Aristides

Periera and to do business. UMass

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey sent Barrows

to negotiate an exchange program, and he

went to do further research for his disser-

tation about Cape Verde from the Universi-

ty of Minnesota.

This was Barrow's first visit to the set of

ten islands off the coast of Africa. He

stayed there for five weeks.

Twenty-nine other Cape Verdean

Americans went to Cape Verde as guests

of President Pereira. The group visit«d five

Islands which are Santiago Fago, Bravo,

Santo Antao and St. Vincent. Each island

had government delegates to greet them,

he said.

He said his stay was pleasant and the

people made him feel at home." "The peo-

ple were warm and friendly and made our

stay very enjoyable," Barrows said.

Barrows is excited about the exchange

program.

"Despite the obstacles Cape
Verde is facing, it is land
holding together. .

.

"

—Paul Barrows.

• •••••• • • • •••••••••••

Barrows said Esther Sequiera and

Manuel Viega from the Education Depart-

ment of the University of Cape Verde came
last year to negotiate the exchange pro-

gram.
He said Osvaldo Sequiera, Esther's hus-

band, master of business administration

candidate, was the first exchange student,

but Barrows wants to see more.

While in Cape Verde, Barrows was able

to collect a lot of data from first hand

source and government officials, for his

dissertation. Barrows said despite

economic deprivation, Cape Verde is grow-

ing strong.

"Despite the obstacle the island is facing

the people of Cape Verde have pull

together to have a one party democratic

state that is growing strong,".

CRUISES
AMTRAK

• CAR RENTALS

• HOTEL RESERVATIONS
• CHARTER PACKAGES

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES

Campus Center (2nd floor)

U of Mass Amherst 01003

S46-0G00
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For the time of your life in college, come to one of our free One Hour Kvelyn

Wood Seminars.
• . ,r

We'll show you the way to have more free tinu- by cutting your study tune \n half.

While you raise your grade point. There's a lot more to college than textbooks, tests.

and term papers. And Fvelyn Wood is the way to enjoy it.

Now's tne time to make your move. Bring a friend and join us at our seminar. It's

only an hour. It's free. And it's definitely not a waste of time.

Free Seminar Schedule LOCATION: MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
ROOM 162-175

WEDNESDAY 9/12 2pm, 4pm, & 6pm

THURSDAY 9/13 1pm, 3pm, & 5pm

r\

EvelynWood
Y"

College Programs

Choosf the (lay and lime iiiosi (.onvcnidit for you Krscrvations not ntc<>.>ary. P'or niort- information call 1 (800) 447-READ.

Wednesday, September 12, 1984

Hvporcurrieula

FOR WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 12, 1984:

NOTICE EMT'S - JOIN
the UMass Fire & First Aid
Unit. Work concerts, spor-

ting events, etc. Come to

our first meeting, 10 pm at

Morrill North Rm. 406.

25 PLUS CLUB MEETING
Older students' organiza-

tional session. Help plan

semester activities. Meet
other older students. Oj)en

to all full-time & part-time

undergrads, U.W.W. Cont.

Ed and graduate students, 4

pm. Student Union 404.

MICROCOMPUTER
USER'Sgroup meeting —
The Pioneer Valley PC
User's Group, for users of

IBM PCs and PC com-

patables will hold monthly

meetings, 7:30 pm at

Graduate Research Center.

THE STUDENTS INTER-
national Meditation Society

is sponsoring a free in-

troductory lecture on the

Transcendental Meditation

Program on Wednesday
Sept. 12 at 7:30 pm. The lec-

ture will be held at Campus
Ctr. Rm 91 1-915 and is open

to the public. Come find out

why over a million

Americans are practicing

the TM technique daily, for

more information, please

call 549-5335.

PEACEMACKERS FIRST
meeting — All welcome.

We'll be organizing for this

semester's Peace Work, at

4:00 in Room 428 Student

Union.

GAY/LESBIAN/-
BISEXUAL support group
— Supp<jrt/Rap Group for

gays/lesbians and Bisexuals.

Come one! Come all! Come
out! At 7:30 pm at the PGA
office, 413 office, Student
Union.

w
'TheGlobe'shere!
For just M.40 a week you can have

delivered to your door on campus
University of Massachusetts f^^" ^®''"^ flaxes

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES $17.10

Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week $11.10

Daily Only $.90 a week $6.00

_^Sunday Only $.50 a week Sept. 16_Dec. 14

Daily Only
Please fill out form and return with check made payable to:

Sunday Only ^q^ HUBERDEAU, P.O. Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004
_ Daily & Sunday

J^^ 253-7009

Your Name:

Campus Address:

r
I

I

I

I

FRIDGE RENTALS
2 cu. ft.

Free Delivery
call R & P RENTALS

253-9742

I

I

I

I

I

i
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Keep the tradition alive
Tailgating at football games

is a long standing tradition at

most colleges and universities

across America.

At last Saturday's football

I

game between the University

of Massachusetts and Lehigh

University, UMass police told

previously uninformed
tailgaters that kegs of beer

were not allowed on University

grounds. In some areas, all

alcoholic beverages were
outlawed. This we feel, is

wrong.
Tailgating involves more

than drinking, much more,

football games are a social

gathering for students, faculty

and parents as well as alumm.
These people expect to be able

to consume their favorite

beverage at their tailgate, and

for many that beverage is

alcoholic.

The next step after banning

kegs would be the banning of

all alcoholic drinks, then bann-

ing the tailgate parties

altogether. Football, more
than any other sport, is an

event, not just an athletic con-

test. Parents, students, faculty

and alumni, we are sure, would

not approve of this recent

development.

We do not advocate drunken-

ness. Tailgating is far safer

than drinking quickly at home
and driving to the game. For

many students it is a habit to

drink beers and have a cookout

on Saturday afternoons. If

those students had to drive to

the stadium, it could result in

tragedy.

A better measure may be for

the UMass police to monitor

the tailgating area more close-

ly, looking out for unndy fans

who would disturb the others

enjoying the game.
The Pioneer Valley is a

beautiful area in the fall

months. Combine the scenerey

with the atritosphere of a foot-

ball game and a group of close

friends and the worries of

school seem very distant. Do
not let that simple pleasure be

taken away.
Unsigned editorials reflect

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors,

Digesting a lack of brunch.
Where did brunch go? It is a question

many people asked themselves this past

weekend. I know I did. After finally rolling

out of bed sometime around noon Satur-

day, I threw on some "weekend-casual"

(read as "the slept in and still asleep" look)

clothes, anticipating a leisurely gab session

brunch with my friends. We walked down

the Hill, waited in line at the DC, and then

it happened. We were accosted by

LUNCH!!! no watery (or dry, for that mat-

ter) eggs, no greasy sausage or potatoes,

no steam table toast with paint-on butter.

But the crudest cut of them all was the

total and complete lack of Captain Crunch.

Just like that, with no warnings, what-

soever. It was quite unnerving.

A lot of people might say to this, "the

brunch food wasn't so great in the first

place"; "at least all of the DCs are open

every day. now" or the reply that makes

me almost shudder in horror, "well, you

could always get up on time for

breakfast..." These things are all true,

even the last one. And I'm sure Sylvan peo-

ple are happy not to trek all the way over to

Franklin for their weekend meals.

However, brunch is practically an institu-

Deborah J. Stein

tion among some of us. It conjures up that

whole weekend attitude of leisure, being

casual, and if work is unavoidable, pro-

crastination. Brunch means bagels, taking

two hours to eat, rehashing the past night's

events with friends, extra cups of coffee,

and putting off that assignment just one

more hour. Getting up late to go eat grilled

cheese sandwiches IS NOT the same thing

at all.

I suppose I can get used to not having

brunch. That would definitely be easier

than getting used to waking up early on

weekends to catch breakfast. But the final

blow to my weekend-inclined stomach

came when I learned of the discontinuation

of the Weekender. The one meal all week

above usual DC standards was carried out

in the best weekend sport of spirit, and it

will be sorely missed. Now I'm just wonder-

ing, is it too late to switch to the 10-meal

plan?

Deborah J. Stein is a UMass student.
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Letters to the Editor— ' "

Making judgements regarding school prayer

In his editorial piece "Is this free speech?
"

Friday, Larry Soucie presented misleading

arguments concerning the issue of school

prayer. In doing this, he painted a very

unrealistic portrait of what classroom

prayer would entail, if such legislation is

passed.

His first misguided assumption is that the

time alloted for prayer would be used by

someone with the prayer style and speech

eloquence of Evangehst Jerry Falwell to

try to convert millions of American

children. This is not the case.

First of all, the pseudo Jerry Fallwell

prayer that Soucie concocted is the type of

prayer recited before individuals in a

church service, or via radio broadcast. In

other words, in front of individuals who

freely choose to hear it. It certainly is not

the sort that would be spoken by an

educator before a group of school children

Furthermore, he took out of context

Bible passage, and then proceeded to base

the latter part of his argument on it. Yes,

Jesus did instruct his disciples not to pray

in public as Matt.6:5 13 states. What Soucie

a

neglected to express is that the principle

behind this passage is simply not to be

hypocritical. Jesus was instructing his

followers not to be like the Pharisees of the

time who prayed aloud in the temples all

day, soley for the purpose of being

recognized. Hardly was it intended to deter

students from bowing their heads and

praying a few moments each morning.

Lastly, Jerry Falwll is a controversial

figure, whose actions and motives

frequently come under question. To

generalize that all those in favor of school

prayer, as wll as those who would be

responsible for executing it, are of the

Jerry Falwell caliber is unjust.

In the future. Soucie should be more

sensitive to the facts before he addresses an

issue as controversial as this one.

Also this letter is not intended to make a

judgment about the issue at hand, but

rather to refute the faulty assumptions on

which Soucie based his argument.

Doreen Treacy
Southwest

A summer in Amherst isn't quite so bad
By the time I had finished Barbara

William's article last Friday, I felt as

though we had spent the summer in dif-

femt towns.

Williams appears more closed-minded

than she does open. She doesn't seem to

realize that Barselotti's was a "townie"

bar long before it became a Judy's exten-

sion. The influx of townies she criticizes

were here long before she was. Summer

gives the opportunity to go out without

having the chaos the students can bring.

As far as weather, of course it's hot. It

usually does get warmer when summer

comes. Just because we don't have an

ocean doesn't mean there is no place to

swim. If you know the right people and

places, or just become adventurous, there

are beautiful lakes and streams in this

area.

Williams seems to have become disillu-

sioned with her farm job. If she had been

realistic she would have realized what she

was getting into. I, myself, have never

done farm work but it doesn't take a lot to

know it is one of the more strenuous jobs.

She only put in 10 hour days, many farmers

work 12, 1», and more hours daily. I've yet

U) hear an "ayup" or "golly gee" outside of

cartoons.

The nightlife of Amherst was not quite as

bad as Williams pr<x;laims. There is

nowhere near the crowds and bustle of the

school year, but that doesn't make it less

interesting. Some of us enjoy being able to

dance at the Pub without slam-dancing.

There are many fewer people but it makes

it easier to meet them. If Williams was

open-minded she might have tried talking

to people and not judging them. Quiet

doesn't necessarily mean boring.

For the last two summers Amherst has

held a Teddy Bear Rally. It's a place for

families and friends to meet and spend an

afternfX)n. It may not be the most exciting

event, but many enjoyed themselves. I

hope there will be another next year.

Amherst is a wonderful place to spend a

quiet restful summer. It gives some of us a

chance to catch our breath before the

students all flock back. It may not be as ex-

citing as the Cape but it's not boring.

Williams can go back to the Cape next sum-

mer, we won't even miss her.

Vicki Stephenson
Amherst

PoHce Roadblocks: paranoia or safety?

There's been a lot of talk about 1984 not

being what George Orwell predicted.

However, la.st night the two of us had an

experience which was frighteningly close

and legal to boot!

While driving on Route 9 in Hadley. we

were stopped at a state police roadblock,

part of the Dukakis campaign to clean up

drunk driving in Massachusetts. After

being handed a pamphlet explaining drunk

driving laws, the officers directed us into an

adjacent parking k)t and subjected the

driver to a "field sobriety test."

Why should ttw Jwlwr people k*

scrutinized at the noiiMlk ^iaaretf^ off

another citizen? A basic quality of a police

state is that law enforcers are granted the

power to protect people from themselves.

Under our constitution it is unreasonable to

restrict the movement of citizens without

any due cau.se. In short, we were driving

within the speed limit and in a straight line.

Should laws be passed on the basis of the

paranoid whims of the state? Are com-

pulsive safety precautions more important

than freedom?

Andrew Frisardi

Scab Clcvry
JkaihcnA
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Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - instruction in basic rifle marksmanship. Includes range and safety pro-

cedures, firing positions, techniques of firing, competitive firing and record qualificatioa

(fall & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tac-

tics, patrolling, land navigation (night euid day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leader-

ship reaction courses, field problem tests, physical conditioning, and practical leadership

eiqperience. (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military

and social life of an alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a

parade and attend a home football gaune. (fall semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - weekend visit to an active Army post, orienta-
tion to life on a military installation with enphasis on visiting facilities (museum, com-

missary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open mess) and an introduction to M-16 famili-
arization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester).

5. Mountaineering - instruction in rope meuiagement, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and
rock climbing techniques. Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual
climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exercise, (fall & spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4»j-day winter survival school in

Brunswick, Maine. Instruction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible
vegetation, terrain association, snowshoeing, emergency signaling, and Icind navigation,
(intersession)

7. Color Guard - participate in area parades and with University BcUid at home football
games. Includes precision drill, the manual of arms, and movements with colors, (fall

semester)

8. Physical Readiness - a structured progrcun designed to progressively improve individual
conditioning. Includes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group condition-
ing activities, and fitness tests, (spring semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive land navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiar-
ization leuid navigation course and ending with a land navigation course that will challenge
the roost con^>etent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMYROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
Iwith this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.BO Cong Hair
Expirn 9/30/B4

Pt«a*e Call for an Appointmant
* wilh Barb and Julie only

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
tj6 Uni\-e-iH!y Drive

Amhem MA/Me56lO

Get Blasted!
The most incredible,

handcrafted, Polymer
coned, hi-fi stereo
speakers made. No
receiver around can
slow these speakers
Only $220.00/palr

Hear 'em to believe

'em! Call Joe at

549-6633

for more detai

SEMINAR COURSES
STILL OPEN
(to juniors, seniors
ft graduate students)
sexuality and
sex roles

alternative
lifestyles
(alternatives to the
nuclear family Er to
monogamous marriage)
Courses are 3 credits
each.
Call Roger Libby,
2S3-2174 or 546^2193

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets! Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181.

Preregistration by
Sept. 21.

^l\S^[^

m^IiSILl^ %
21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Fuji - Univega - Campagrnolo

Suntour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

accessories

PUBLIC NOTICE
7 HOUR SALE

IN

Student Health

Advisory Board
First Fall Meeting

Wed. Sept. 12th at 5:30 pm
Room 302 Univ. Health Services

SHAB is the Student Health Advisory Board

whose members are the official liasions bet-

I
ween the University Health Services and the

students. Care to get involved? If you are a

student and have enrolled in the basic health

plan you can join SHAB.

Wed. 9/12 Noon 7 p.m.

Thurs. 9/13 10 a.m. 5 p.m.

BRAND NEW HOTEL SUKPLUS

MAHRESS AND
FOUNDATIONS

Twin Size Mattress '55

Twin Size Foundation MS
Full Size Mattress '6S

Full Size Foundation '58

Sale Held By RBM Sales Corp.
B0 Bmrly for Bmtt S0t»etlon.
Mo Phoif Ordorw. PLEASE.

"^—^—~"^"~"^^~'"*""~~ Mastercard Visa & Oli

-^e^^m.

Wm^.

''..\0 UP
TXMN KAl • OUON ft UNO AVMLAMl

- WMMWnrWNPinMCMAaiDWICXl
Club accaptad. i

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR UME
Rta. 9. H^ay

ag JK ^ » «g

Ml LP?
CALL TIPS
AIMD ASK FOR TAPES

-H- 1013 Dean's list

1302 Pass- fail option

1305 I.D. cards

2412 Financial aid at the University

2600 Basic student health plan

2405 Check cashing at the University

2465 Textbook Annex

2349 Collegian

& 150 more topics

:

Information Data Banic

Taped Information

Phone Service

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN

OF STUDENTS OFFICE

ID v"^

from
town

'main ST*-"'

Grand Opening
Special

Overnight
VCR Rental
& movie only

Expiration Date: Sept. 14, 1984

• •

1/2 Price
Memberships

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 0-8 Sun. 1 2-6

Get on line
witliout
waiting
inline.

^ J

University Computer
Onter

"Unbelievable!*'
It's iiiiL bad enough lUmig endless lioui's ol

homework for your computer courses To

make a lough situation worse you've got to

plan on spending precious time standing

in hne every time you want to gel on line

And your odds on getting a print out by the

lime you need it are about as good ais get

ting seats to a Michael Jackson concert

That is. of course, unless you do your com
puter homework at the Computer Access

Center

16 cliairs, no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a unique

workspace that offers everything you need

to do all ofyour computer work, in one

place, at one time We rent our facilities by

the hour or semester for as long as you

need them, right in the center of Amherst
Finally you've got an alternative to using

your school's crowded facilities or renting

a terminal for the whole semester

The Access Center has Hall 16worksta
tions fully equipped with computers and
terminals, complete modem systems that

allow you to tie in to Cyber VAX or any
other mainframe that you have the access

code tor, on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers for instant print outs, and
experienced and knowledgeable computer
pros always on duty to help you

Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre

cious time standang in line Now you can
plan ahead and reserve lime on a terminal

that will be waiting just for you

So what are you waiting for'' Call today

and see for yourself how easy and inexpen
sive renting time on a computer can be

COMPUTER §^\mm\m^^^^ CEIMTER IIMC.

ON SITE HOUBLY/sEMESTER RENTAUS 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst MA (m lefl rear of Peter Pan terminal building)

Men. Thurs. 9 am-10 pm, Fn 9 am-6 pm. Sat -Sun. 10 am-6 pm

2 FREE HOURS OF COMPUTER TIME !

Call today mention this ad and use one ot our

computers for two hours at no cost'

Otter good during busness hours MorxJay

through Friday until October 15th

IIPMENT

Racquetball Racquets

,\ Racquetball Balls

V^rr'- Racquetball Gloves

f-^^ Racquetball Glasses

Alao avail8t>i« ""x

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

Headbands i , j^^is Accaaaorias
Wristbands ,/ Baakatball. Soccar
Whistles \ FootbaM. Baaaball

Friabaas,

Swimming Accassoriaa

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Locatted in the Campus Center

©.UAflVERSfTy
mSTORE^
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THE BEST WAY TO COURT A GIRL
WITH PONY

PONY RACER II

Nylon & suede jogger

Women's sizes to 10

SPECIAL

Now '18.

PONY PRO 80
Leather hi top

basketball shoe

Women's sizes to 10.

Reg S3 7 99

Now »29.

PONY CONCORDE
Velcro- Leather court shoe

Women's sizes to 10

Reg S29 99

Now '23.

Pony makes a good impression

When It comes to style, comfort and

quality. Pony athletic shoes are unbeatable

Now on sale at Olympian at very

appealing prices

1

\X4^tMveon competition.
f^-^^ \Hamp$hlreMall,Rte.9.Haclley.

Culture

Clash!

The premiere

collection of

Matinique® from

Denmark

—

combining

functional Chinese

workwear with

classic European

elegance. See it now.

At Chona Men.

790^

••^^••'^k** • ,^ a •.^'-* •.^ • •&

ANEW
OONTRACEPTWE

IS HERE.

TDDAr:
TW

107 Sundvfland M No Amhant
n0f1 10 Campus Auto t Carp*"*" ^f**-

rht nf«.ekt. cktnckl. cutD-iip

in Ihc tret

Hours: Mon-Fri 8-10
Sat & Sun 8-7

il w»am\ If irin 7 iitrr tii*— IT'*' 'Tl MiM ton) opanmm
<V> c«««n] KiMM aMndtm onMl a •• OTh

Com* In And Chtck Our tvfrydiy Low Pncet Fof

Addiiional wvingi. u&< ihii coupon

awash
first 100 customers with this ad

limit one per customer
OFFER GOOD THRU SEPT. 21

Friday
September 14th

2-5p.m.

Join the

CULTURE

on the plaza
of the

FINE ARTS CEMTEK

Arts
:•:•:•:•:•:•^:•:•:•:•^:•:•^^:•:•x•:•:•: »-•-•-•-•-•-•-• •-•••"•-•-•". •••••••••I '\<<.'\A''yyA''yA'V.

Purple Rain a pain
Purple Rain
Directed by Albert Magnoli
Starring Prince
Calvin Theater

By COREY LEWIS
Collegian Correspondent

Considering the self indulgent nature of

this film, one must wonder if a more ap-

propriate title would have been been Pur-

ple Reign. The film makers try to establish

Prince as a classic anti-hero character, but

they fall short to the point that Prince is

simply irritating.

The anti-hero character that Dustin Hoff-

man played in The Graduate was symbolic

of a youth disregarding the social system to

persue what was best for him. The anti-

hero character played by Clint Eastwood in

the Dirty Harry series illustrates a spirit

that breaks the rules to succeed when the

present system is insufficient. The anti-

hero character of Prince breaks the rules,

and has complete disregard for the social

system, but his only motivation is to hurt

the people around him.

The characters played by Eastwood and

Hoffman rightfully earn the sympathy of

the youth culture, but to this viewer Prince

was exposed only as an insecure bully who
"just like his father" emotionally abuses

and physically beats his lover, ApoUonia

and has no respect for his peers.

This film is an autobiographical account

of Prince as a struggling musician in Min-

neapolis trying to cope with competition,

an alcoholic father, and his own eccentric

music. He does not know the limits of his

music or the selfish lifestyle that he leads.

Prince starring as God was not the only

fault of this film. The directing and acting

made the film's emotional impact boarder
on unintentional bathos. In one scene the

camera focuses on the mesmorized Ap-
pollonia doing a particularly bad job of ex-

pressing her deep love for Prince. To make
this scene even worse the camera uses

several zooms to focus on her over-

dramatic expression which becomes forced

and stagnant.

Another partioilarly bad scene appears
at the end of the film when the new-found
kindess expressed in Prince's music drives

the audience to all join hands and sway in

peaceful harmony as Prince symbolically

ejaculates a purple foam from the neck of

his guitar on to the audience.

Purple Rain has only one redeeming
quality. The music specifically composed
for the film is fantastic. Each song is up to

par for any Prince fan. If you want to hear

some of Prince's best music yet, attend the

film but don't forget to bring either dark
sunglasses or something else to do.

If you've walked by the Fine Arts Center

lately, you've probably noticed the blank

canvas hanging from its Haigus Mall side.

UMass scenic designer Jeff Fiala (now on

sabbatical) has designed a new painting

for the space. No completionte has been

announced. (COLLEGIAN PHOTO BY
Michelle Segall)

COCfCTAS.LOUNGE

Crazy

George MONDAY
NICKEL NITE

Every other drink 5* 7 - 1

Jim
Henry
Live TUESDAY

LADIES NITE
Ladies first 2 drinks 99* 7 - 1

ti^ Younger Brothers Live /

faiiaaaiaaiaiiiiiiii^^

WEDNESDAY
PENNY DRAFT NITE

Every other 12 oz. Draft 1*7-1

I Wednesday thru Saturday

I DIVA 7:00

I Sailor Who Fell from Grace
^

I with the Sea 9:10

THURSDAY
GRAB BAG NITE

Check for drink specials

and entertainment 7 - 1

Sure,

I read the

Arts page.

•KW- ^ /^

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DJs or LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

to party with 'till 2 AM
(doors close 1 am)

SUNDAY
SPORTS ACTION starts 1 pm

in our Sports Pub

w/99* Drinks 1 - 7

"FUNNY HOUR'
1-7* 7 DAYS A WEEK

Rt.SHadley (across from]

zs az zs 2Z acs zr

UJComputerWorks
SEMESTER

TERMINAL RENTALS
-RCA 3801 + Monitor $150

- Built in Modenn
- Single keystroke sign on
- 80 column display

HAZELTINE1421
- Direct connect Modem
- 80 column

$135

- Computer/Terminal/TV $99

- Most equipment less than 3 semesters old

- Plus deposit and sales tax

228 Triangle St., Amherst y
Monsa.10 6 54g_7i33 f

The UMass Arts Council

• provides financial assistance for

- student-produced performing arts and

media events
- campus galleries

- Residential Arts Programs
- and other arts-related activities

on campus
• issues a free biweekly Arts Calendar

serving the Five College Community
• coordinates special programs such as

symposia and competitions

Funding Period One - deadline for grant

proposals for single projects or events:

iday, September 28

For grant applications, Calendar deadlines,

or further information about the Council

call 545-0202 or visit the office at 125 Herter

Hall.

rarg a3c az zs as zs
j:!jjjlsj t^r*-*>* •
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A

JFILM
OPING

use the coupon below and get a free

roll of like size Fotomat film when you
bring a color print disc or roll to Fotomat

for developing.

OVERNIGHT
SERVICE!

Fotomat guarantees
next day delivery of

most color print disc

and roll orders left

before daily film pick-

up. Ask for details at

your convenient
participating

Fotomat store.

CHOICE OF SIZE AND FINISH
Choose clear, sharp, beautiful prints in regular or 30% larger

Custom Series size, in either glossy or studio finish.

^^^mMwmwm icouponi ih ^ hi ^ ^ i^

I FREE FILM WITH DEVELOPINCI

i^MIIHMIOIHMIMWiaillllWMMDItlWIMWailMMIIWiailllllMIMiailMIIMMIIOIIIIIIMIIIiaillWHIH

I
g

IN

Stock

HYPONeX
THE MOSTCOmUTE
LINE OF n.ANT CARE PRODWTS.

i
s
5
s
s

I

I

I

I

I

I

Present this coupon at the time you drop off any disc, 110, 126, or 135 color print roll

(C-41 process) for developing at a participating Fotomat store and get a free roll

of like size Fotonfiat film. Good for standard size or Custom Series developing.

Not valid In conjunction with any other offer Limit one roll per coupon.
Hurry, offer expires j

When its got to be right youknow it's. .

.

I

I

I
; FOTOMAT.^ ^ i^ NP 241 Expiration Date. Sept. 26 ^

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

F.iNiitiiiiiaiiiiHiiiniaiiiiiiNiinaiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiNiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiioiiii^

Rush with Us!

We Are
Alpha Epsilon Pi

Come meet the brothers of AETT, the most
expanding fraternity at UMass. Learn about a

continuing saga of fun times, good brothers,

and a committment to excellence.

AETT
We've got:

- The highest GPA among the Greeks
- A strong social calendar, including

exchanges and a formal
- Active intramural participation

- Strong ties with IFC and Greek Council
- So much more!

So what do you do?

You come to our Rush Party!

Tonight, September 12, 8:30 PM
Campus Center 1009

See You There!

The Distingtiished Visitors Program

presents

George Gallup, Jr
of the Gallup Poll

Public Opinion Polls and
the American Presidency

Tuesday, September 18, 1984

8:00 PM FREE
Student Union Ballroom

50* iVtaybellinef
Qpp -^Products

with coupon*

May be

used

in the

Mini Store

also

* Double coupon
does not apply

to store coupons
Open M-F

9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

Quantity

Any
/Vtiybelline

Product

In Stock

valid until

9/23/84

Q.UNIVERSITY

OPEN RUSH
ALL uHiV£Rsiry ff(£M j/^nno

•^^^l

nM 5v'

RUSH DATES:
Sept. 11, 12, 13

17, 18, 19

9:00 PM „j

r 1

BKO
388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

N^ PLrASANTST .

The brothers of BKO invite you to see what fraternity life has

to offer. BKO is a brotherhood ftf 60 young men living and

growing together. We hold in high regard academics, social

and intramural activities. We are currently Greek and campus

intramural champions. Come down and see what BKO is all

about Get more out of college in your four years here.

RUSH BKO!

PhoU) by (ilona Roaiiadii

SITTING IN THE SUN — Ibrahim Hall ( Ift) and

Donna Moore soak up the rays in Central

Residential Area Tuesday.

ENOnSE
A R^AL DRUG STORE & SO MUCH MORE:

(Cannot be used m comtwnatton /«j||t any other sale

liiQvnr

MLLER
PAPER

200 Count

WIDE RULE

69t
Reg. 99c

LIMIT 2 WITH COUPON ONLY COUPON EXPIRES.^ 984

$^""^7,
(Cannot be used in ~^-|fcfp^t.^ ^jth any other sate )

RING
CANVAS BINDER

WITH CLIP

1**
eg 1 yy

LIMIT 2 WITH COUPON ONLY COUPON EXPIRESSEPT 30 1984 =-

jdlMOVESE

'

(Cannot be used m conribinationwithaoy other sale I

10 pack of

Bic Stic Pens

50* Off
LIMIT 2 WITH COUPON ONLY COUPON EX^H^ES SEPT 30. 1984"
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Getdowntobusiness faster.

Withthe BA'35.

Fall

Semester
1984

If there's one thing business

students have always needed,

this is it: an affordable, busi-

ness-oriented calculator.

The Texas Instruments

BA-35, the Student Business

Analyst.

Irs built-in business

formulas let you perform

complicated finance,

accounting and statistical

functions - the tmes that

usually require a lot of time

and a stack of reference Kx^ks,

like present and future value

d965 Tmj-i Imtnimenl^

calculations, amortizations

and balKx>n payments.

The BA-35 means you

spend less time calculating,

and more time leammg. One
keystroke takes the place

of many.

The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get

a lxH)k that follows most

business courses: the Busmess

Ai\ahsl (hiidehn>k. Business

professors helped us write it,

to help you get the most out

of calculator and classrcxim.

A powerful combination

Think business. With

the BA-35 Student

Business Analyst. ^
Texas

Instruments
Oeating useful products

and services for vou.

tXPLORIMO INTIMACY:
DEVELOPINO MEANINOPUL RELATIONSHIPS
Examines common communication
problems and relationship styles

that hinder intimacy
Wednesdays 330 - 5 00

INCREASING SELF-ESTEEM

Learning to slop self-criticism

gnd allow self-confidence to grow
Tuesdays 3 30 - 5 00

LEARNING ASSERTIVENESS SKILLS

How to become effectively and
responsively assertive

Mondays 330 - 5 00

MANAGING STRESS
Presents effective coping techniques

to manage your stress level

Wednesdays 330 - 5 00

BUILDING RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

Learn the art of meeting others

and developing friendships

Mondays 3 30 - 5 00

Rsglttratlon Is between September 4th and 21 tt

For Information or to apply (or o group, call 545-2337 or come to ft»e

Mental Healtti Service. 127 Hills North, University of Massachusetts

Featuring:

* Two-Stage *

* Lighted *

* Dance-Floor *

Featuring

* VIDEO *

* DANCE *

* MUSIC *

COME and JOIN the

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION
at

3200 (formerly Poor Richards)

WATT
SUBSONIC Tonite - Wednesday, September 12th

SOUND SYSTEM MUSIC!

75^ DRINKS - ALL NITE
WET T-SHIRT CONTEST

Thursday for MALE and FEMALE C0NTESTANTSp^,,3y3„, Saturday

now open at 4 PM

THE BEST
IN TOP 40

DANCE

2 for 1 7-11 PM
&

"Ladies Night"

Ladies arriving before 1

1

wearing a skirt

receive a complimentary

first drink

Don 't Miss It!

Changes
Amherst's Newest Dance Club

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

between the hours of 4-10 PM
Mixed Drinks - 99*

2 Drafts for - 99*

4 Hot Dogs for - 99'

FREE MUNCHIES
No Cover (until 9 pm)

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

wm-7
Mz'oer
OFF we

\

UXW. AT WURbOf!
%R LOiINO FOtNTi

IN 7W£ iWIMUJir
coMPtriWNr
FAT (M/r MINUS

FOUR fVINTi) I
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thibH Fmpiei..

5/X mm

5

OH, Bi/T ms PON'T FOR
A 5U0NP THINK THAT I
BeueVi JHiH AFFAIR5

TO 0€ JVPUP fl^mHILY

ON PHYSICAL P^RFecnON

OH ' HOW Tf{CKi

'

HO¥iFfRFBcny RVfe!

OFF/
pm'T I JUL
iOUTO'^'

WOPOiNTd//

Gorde By Gorde

SM.UTAr/OAJS, fVLKS, AA/0

V^ELCOMe TO -'THE ART OF
COMIC STl^/PPW&" WITH ME
iSMY CO -HOST, AIAA/GO ^AKE

LeSSOA/ -wl : ^ *
8£ F04/4/y/ H5/^

7-.\ sr^^&H-^

WASI^'T THAT JUST WOklDERPUL .

Awe-ifJSf^i'^n^G, I'o ^^^Z^

'S0LUY-6e£/ THAT MAKES
[
UP FQR MV /M/SS/A/S THE
^ACKSOA/S COl^CBRT

SUAfMEK !

/VieAjT/ON//J&

ALCOHOL

Underfoot By Joe Bradbury

THftrs RURjS

,za\ \ _

THERE RRE

MPiNY WRYS Ht
tNJOKS LIFE

J^
-vri_TH/K --r' A\ASs C.I-.tA.

X Do No+

Th,5 ' !

'

G r^*^^. -^

I r

r -^ZZZZ^ZL

%. ^ 1

appointed "-r.,
So cjitti this, f

Cost^'C enet-gies erupt

(r-or^ >»'i f>'nyr^i,pS

ar\i t^t roo^ alouJS

like. A mtn^ urt

I
5orv!

Damn's Comic Strip

Go/lui I Si/re couldL

use on^ of i^ese

By Darrin

A
^3

VjeHfj oHe cflcLsf^A t <

hope yAey don'r see <

/»i€ pir^^ f i^ f*\i

®J®

i'^c^^X

RFreeze, Punk i

D.C. Police,!

C^^^C^A

Dear Freddy-Bob

I
S£xp

By Roskey and Ashby

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Corrida partici-

pant

8 Unwieldy boats

14 Dined not

wisely but too

well

15 "Lucky Lindy"

17 Softens
18 Honeymooners

haven
19 Take
20 Wardrobe items

22 Russian village

23 Malay gibbon
24 Joiede vivre

26 Mottled or

greenisli rock

29 Equal, to Pierre

31 Distinctive at

mosphere
33 Old Norse

poems
34 Smitten

36 That is:Lat

37 Tourist mecca
in Italy

38 West.etal
40 Take on
43 Fasten

securely

47 Kilted musician

48 Novice: Var

49 Certain tide

51 Forges bonds
53 Sounds in a

seance
55 Southern

constellation

•56 Deighton.the

writer

57 Oral or written

59 Wait
61 More

untjending

64 Spaniard

66 Stars, in St Lo
67 Province of

Cuba
68 Last

69 Those of legal

minority

DOWN
1 Esprit de corps

2 Mean
3 System of

aerial naviga-

tion

4 Son of Zeus
5 "Divine

Comedy" poet

6 Baseball great

7 Eat-out area

8 Source of ruin

9 Dispatch tx>at

10 Narrow inlet

11 Prankster's

product

12 Worsted fabric

13 Types of

arguments
16 Most unusual

21 Regarding

25 Luang
Prabang's
locale

27 Meddled
28 New York river

30 Fold on a gar

men I

32 Respect

35 Headdress for a

bishop, British

style

39 Tilting to one
side

40 Throbbing

41 Eat in area

42 Particular view

44 Affected

manners
45 Causing fatigue

46 Provide com
menlary

50 Actor John and
family

52 clear

54 Gertrude, tne

writer

58 Irish Gaelic

60 Field

62 Square bar of

wood Nautical

63 Common
ailment

65 Family
member: Abbr.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

BCiQ Bonn cicinc^cia

BB DDDdB RPlBnn
iJz Z 1 E $

IE u R I K

nnciaBQ] dbcici \Am\

BoaB ncKiara cibijb
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Today's DC Menu

LUNCH

Del 1 Beef Sandwich
Broccoli anl Cauliflower
Casserole

BASICS LUNCH

Garden Sandwich
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER

ALL -CAMPUS BARBECUE

BBQ Chicken Half

BBQ Spareribs

BASICS DINNER

ALL -CAMPUS BARBECUE
BBQ Chicken Half

BBO Tempeh Kabobs

Today's

Weather

Today: Mostly Sunny and
pleasant with highs in the

70s

Tonight: Clear with the

lows in the 408.

The Collegian needs drivers!!!

If you have a car and can spare

IV2 hours a night see Mark Roden

in the graphics dept.

UMass,.. 15 years ago today

i Friday, September 12, 1969.

Provost Oswald Tippo announced that the entire

University community would be involved in the selection of

a new president.

He also announced that $13.4 million had been ap-

propriated for the construction of the Fine Arts Building,

to located at the south end of the pond.

Out of Holyoke Community College came news that

the nacilty supported participation in the October .5

"national moratorium for colleges to consolidate public

sentiment to be expressed in favor of withdrawing troops

from Vietnam immediately."
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AM/FM Stereo

Phono Dolby Cassette
Component Music

SystemSAVE
$249.95 $399.99

SAVE $50

HHi nns /

^j^j^I EAG-30 STEREO

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
Stereo Graphic Equalizer ^7Q QQ
5 Bands Per Channel x 2, Equalizer V#^.^^
Defeat Switch, Tape Monitor

Switch, Record Switch and Indicator

Light, Line in/Out and Tape
Play/Record Jacks, Plus/Minus 12

dB Range.

SAVE
$50.

LUXMAN PX 99 Quartz

Direct Drive Turntable

Quartz Direct Drive System
Senni Automatic Optical Sensing

Automatic Arm Lift System, Straight

Tune Arm

$179.99

Wednesday, September 12, 1984

fOPEN RUSH TONIGHf
DELTA UPSILON

778 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

n NNIifilll

BODY 5MC)I

.Collegian IS

maimmnmaiimiiNniaQ

» I

still only

NOPE

N. PLEASANT ST

FREE
REFRESHMENTS

I

Grad. Twr.

HBI!" "

"

" a i . . k /^
•• \J^

harman kardon

CD 301

Dolby B & C Cassette

$349.99
Dolby C Notft« Reduction for 'leyligible

tap« hits Ootby HX Pro tor extended
frequency response wdh reduced tape

saturation Record and Bias CalibrJition

Tones for precise adjustment of Bias

Trim end Dolby tevein Sendusi
Head Solenoid Transpon Electronic

Auto Search Auto Stop Remote
Capsbittty

AVE $90

AKAI 22 WATT

AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER

$99.99

SAVE $40.

"r=T

AKAI

=;=^

X#// <M

IWWtilWWH<

Technics 35 WATTS AM/FM

STEREO RECEIVER

AVE $40

XMT {l#

NOPE
M-F

7:30-9 am
11-3

4-6 pm
7-9 pm
Sat
1-4

Exercise Facilities

sign up at NOPE and Boyden

$45.00
Come in NOW for a Free Workout

during Sig^-Up hours

Boyden - NOPE
8 am - 9 am
11 am - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

Workouts begin Sept. 10 thru Dec. 21

i
a
i

**%
'o^%^

S
S

open to students

faculty & staff

* strength training
* aerobic fitness
* muscle testing
* body fat testing

Boyden
MF

7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm
Sat
12-3

NMMNMaNiMiiiiniaifiiiHiiiiiaiiimHiiMaiiiiNNiiiiaiiHiNHniaiiHHiHiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaf

LADIES "DYNASTY " NIGHT

Tonight and Every Wednesday

Technics SEMI AUTOMATIC

BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE
iQQArm vkilti 4 Point (jimDAL MOU' • ^^^^^ ^

issi-vwa^ vriOT-

,« • : O O O B O BIUIIII : O

AKAI DOLBY STEREO

CASSETTE TAPE DECK
$109.99

harman kardon 330 Drive

Stereo AM/FM Reciever

Discrete Amplifier Components, No
IC's in Amplifier; 20 watts per chan-

nel. High instantaneous current

capabilities of 10 Amps - supreb

sounding.

$199.99

PRO 4AAA

headphones!

t Ijjfc—11—,

* FREE BUFFET •
50' DRINKS

from 8:00 to 9:00

$1.00 ^^Well'^ Drinks

till 10:00

for everyone

WHO CONTROLS THE R(\ST CONTT^OLS THE FUTURE.

SUPPORT BANNED BOOKS WEEK. SEPTEMBER 8-15

SEE OUR BANNED
BOOKDISPLAY

Located in the Campus Canter

MF9^
Sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

= ;:• •

BBSQQQ

OROW IN

AM/FM Stereo
Portable (box) Cassette
Super value AM/FM stereo cassette
that works on AC batteries, record
your own stereo tapes - great box

$49.99

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash In advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dtocount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

AOVEimSINQ

rT"r CROwiq
AM/FM
STEREO

WALKING
CASSETTE

•^

>

/1LPINE
ALPINE AM/FM STEREO
AUTO REVERSE CASSETTE

13999SAVE «20

TDK SAC 90

CASSETTES
$1.99 ea.

I Limit 3

I FREE in th» RIVER VALLEY AO.
AttvartJM rtamt you «Mnt to mH or buy. Call

5a2-9«ae

ATTEPmON:
WE'WE HIHINO DJ'S

RACK-A-OISC RACK-A-VIOEO i* hiring

DJ't. Sand raaum* to: PC Box 48, Amharst.
MA 01004

AUTO FOR SALE

IffTI 0otf9« Omni 4-door, tttndard. cloth

upholatary, lots of axtras, aiicaUant (hap*,

noruat *2190or baat oftar Phona 684-9468

Foxy Flat X 1/t complataty raconditionad

ramovabia hardtop low mHaa 1977 muat aall

2B00 Larry 288<XieO

ItTfl Chavy Mallbu, 2 door hardtop. In

Qood running condition Baat offar ovar

1,000 CallS4»026e

73 SMb t8-A dMaicI BO 8-4648/4663

1177 Camaro
648-0876

good cor>dition $1,760

I Volvo 600/baat offar 268-7127

Such tha daal 76 Honda Wagon naadt

carb. BO call Paul aftar 1 1 00 PM 263-6403

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Sound Compan
VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack-A
Vidao antartainnoant giant 10 and 16 foot

tcraan* for dormt and Graak*. "MTV"
vidao music call 549-7144

Rack-A-Dlac Rack-A-Vldao antartain-

ment guarantaad avants for Diac Jockayt,

Band* and Vidao. Call 649-7144

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a audio and

viaual antartainmant tor tha 80'i 584-6712^

mToRANQE PR6di7ctT6N8' Profai

• ional Di»c Jocitays any occaaion

raaionabia rataa call 263 3880

FOR RENT

AMHERST 201 N PLEASANT STREET CHICOPEE FAIRFIELD Mall near Caldors •^wmc««lo477sumnerave utmem srniNCFiito boston rd Marshall sPia/a

^TSfo^n Thurs & Friday Evenings 59M330 Open Every Evening til 9:30 P.M. '»-»"• Open ihurs * Fr. t.spm tm-to.. Op.o Th.s a fo t. 9 p m

•til 9 P.M. Open Sunday 12-5 no rain checks Ouamn^s Limited ah items not ava.iaWe man stores and no dealers

Famala alter* room In Puffton. 120. m-

dudaa haat 684-2423 or 6844106

zs zs

FOR sale

SOUNDESION STEREO Orioinally *900 2

yaara oM: MBS Draaaar MO 263 3882

Brarid^aw 28" Kant Mcycla muat aaM 476

or BO Michalla 6460627

Panaaonic AM-FM atarao portabia

caaaana dack OatachaWa apaaltara, matal

capability, fhaband graphic aquatoar. Or>a

yaar okl. t ieo Barry 866^7928

For S«la: rafrigarator parfact for dorm *eO

caH 648-6808 avaninga

' Bad for aola IS call 649-6808

1873 VW Bug axcaMant conditionrabullt

angina 11600 or BO call 6484628 or

648-1778

Ona balga^urtaln with hardwara to fit

akdtng glaaa door Graat for Brandywina or

Townahouaa Apta. 2664084

Man-a 21" 3-ap««d bteyda Me 6-2680

Apanmant furnltural Bad, draaaar,

bookcaaa, mirrora, chain ate. 2684882 aftar

6 prn

Sacha Mopad 1W1 vary good condition

driva on campual »376 253 2284 Carolina

Rafrigarator. HouaafraM lixa 16 cu. ft.

now in daily uaa S84-4610

FOUND

QIaaaaa found in Thompson 104 on 9/7.

Call and idantify 546-6638

Kally your shoas and coat are in the Lost-

Found at the Campus Center Nicoletta

Waltraaaaa apply at Rusty Nail Wad thru

Sun evas

Utopia Spas part-time counter work Sat (t

Sun days ar>d weeknights available pay
ment: ) * tubs and tan free apply in parson
1 1 am 5 pm

Utopia Spas part-time hot tubs
maintenance b cleisning work payment: I

-f tub sr>d tan free apply in person 1 1 am - 5
pm

Maintenance paraon wanted 2 hrs par

day. Mon Fri. mornings Duties Include

daaning office and maintaining equip
Mechanical aptitude and workstudy re-

quired. Apply in person 10-11 Mon-Friat 113

CC (Collagian office)

Help wanted houaaclaaning, child super

vision, occasional errands Wednesdays
1 3&& $16/«vk Experience, references re

quired 263-7840

Nawapapar dallvarara naadad in dorms.
Early mornings. 7 days/weak Good pay for

short hours Call 263 7009

Wanted doorparaona for Northampton
nightclub. 684-7771

P time, aipar nacc audio bkgmd helpful

Sound Co 201 N Pleasant. Amherst

FREE MEALS

Kltchan help naadad in exchange contect

Paul W at 263 9071

HELP WANTED

Earn good money working flexible hours.

Harvest help needed to pick squash in

Hadley near UMass. Call 5494016 between

6:30 and 8 30 PM

TanorsT Baaaaa with sightsinging skills

wanted. Mount Holyoke Chapel Choir Eight

Wednesday evenings, fibe Sunday mom
ings thru December. »3.90/hr Audiiton,

638-2343

Experienced shoe salesperson part time

apply in person only Mathews Shoes 39 So.
Pleasant St Amherst

oo VernImITrr jobs.
16,569 »50,553/year Now hiring. Your

area Call 1 805^6874000 ext R 9616

Houaa people wanted ror light cleanup at

Fraternity Mon thru Sun Free fT>e8ls and
more Call Martt after 4 549 3744

AttentionI Public Relations, Journalists.

Graphic Designers The SGA Communics
tions Office is now hinng Great opportunity

to develop your portfolio' WS and non WS
)Obs available See Kelley Riley in 423 Stu
dent Union for application Deadline ia

9/21/84

Local advartiaing agency seeks student
intern CaN 686-2136

Homacookad meals exchsr>ged for kit

Chan help 10 hours a week call 263-9071 aak
for Wheaty

ss aoc ats ZE ZZ

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours including clasaroom

aruj shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

JOHN KERRY

Intaraatad In Pdltlca? Work for John

Kerry U.S. Senate candldata. CaH Laura

5464636

LAURIE-BETH AUTHELET

I lava you, now and forever. The ball is in

your court I'm rooting for you Bumble

LOST

Qaaa Ring 8B black onyx parent* will kiH

me call Deen of Students Office or Students

Affairs Office 5-2684

Brown, cloth purse return to Lynn
549-4911 or campus police

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 380 CL w/fullface helmet only 7600

mi ^400 Brad 545 2150
^_

SuiukI 460OS 1980, excellent cond., tow

mileage extres, ^1,000 or BO, 586 6524

MUSICIANS WANTED

Attantlon Mualclanal Tha Orchard
Hill/Central Fallfest needs local student

bands to perform on 9/22 Call Dav" 6196,

Bill 6893

PERSONALS

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION Music,
Theatre, Dance Instruction Old
Chapel/UMass 546-0619 Register by
September 14.

Rueh tickata available for October 2,

Worceatar Cantnjm CaH 546^1461

sz SB ZS ZB

Ftm Klttona caH after 6 PM 253 5808

RUSH PARTY
Alpha Epsilon Pi

Tonight

8:30 PM
CC 1009

Be therel

UMaaa Qronadiar Soclatv rrtaets at tha

Campus Center Wednesdays 7 12 PM Sun
days 2 12 PM We play diplomacy, squad

leader and many other t>oard gan'>es and

miniatures AH are welcome.

CaraThope you don't think this is too goofy

but I am so psyched your my roommate

Amy

Body Daaign Coma to a total body

workouti First class on ust Starting Thurs

day September 13 fr7 or 74 pm. Campus
Center Rm 174 stretching trimnastics

aerobics (266-14861

ROOMMATE WANTED

Of>a famala to ahara a room in a fully fur-

nished apt in Brittany Manor from Sapt

June 1986 rent 127.50 (heat included) caH

Su or Jas at 266-0873

Wanted female roommate for Bran-

dywina apartment 549-1868

Wanted: Roommate, femele, to thara

bedroom in Southwood apt, prefer

nonsmoker pleaae caH 253 3619

Snow Tonnlnl I knowyouf
where? CaH Marilyn 253 72061

hare, but

LCSC Thanks, thanks, thanks for this

weekend. Love you so muchi Tare

David Thank you for the necklace! Happy
Anniversary! I tove youl Sherri

CONTACT LENisES Replaced Most

Brands »20 425. Dr Spencer University

Drive 256 8661

RIDE WANTED

Orad student wanta ride to/from Boston

on Thursdays during fall term Share ex

oenses Douq 584 5720

ROOM WANTED

1 bedroom In 2 bedroom apt Brittany

Man prefer grad student bed provided

256 1508

Ungrad. mala aarious raaporfsible seeking

room in apt or houaa on bus route 549-0621

Famaia Junior, dwiparate for a place to live

serious studiar but like to have fun too. Non-

smoker cell Thereaa 649-4061

az ZB zr

Female to sitara douMa rm In Brfttany

call 263 5466 ^_
Famaia naadad to share a townhouse in

Sunderland if intareatad ptaase call 666-4680

Female roommate wanted Townehouaa
Apts to share room Call 549-4686

Famaia roommate wented Brttteny

Manor Apts. 15BG ISO * alec Maya or

Todd 266-8413

OaalraabiaT lOO.OO ^200 00 monthly.

Nagotiet>le Northempton Busline. Sharon:

586 7750, Joel: 1 532-4636

SERVICES

Traaa and Shruba Foraatry atudam offar*

professional pruning of shruba as well as

landscape consulting and designs at very

reaonable prices 546-8087

TRAVEL

4 round trip tickcta to Rorida baat offar

price negotiable llene 549-6600

WANTED

I need to buy a talavlalon. Good small yet
cheap 546 6464

Rock Band seeks exp keyt>oardist,

vocalist, chods. E.Q.. attitude a must
5464462 or Tim 546-5886

WANTED TO RENT

Apartment In Pwffton or arao for spring

86 rewerd 460 546-7228 Bob or Tim

zz zr zz
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Minutemen take the advantage, 1-0
Bootersopen with win

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

No, it wasn't pretty. And yes, admirers of the European
touch-and-go, less physical style of play would certainly

have cringed. But a win is a win. And that's exactly what
the University of Massachusetts got yesterday with a 1-0

victory over Boston University. The hard- fought contest in

front of a good crowd at Boyden Field saw more than 50

fouls called by the referee and at times, had the players

resembling toy soldiers with the rate they were falling to

the turf.

rhe game was won at the 76:32 mark when freshman
Kurt Manal took a lead pass from Nick Marciano, and
cruised up the center of the field at freshman goalie John
Ole Moe. The B.U. goalie came out to meet Manal and

• nude the initial save, but the ball rebounded to the left of
the goal, where Manal chased it down and fired it into the

open net.

But events of the 20 previous minutes swung the

momentum over to UMass. The continued rough play,

which had existed throughout tht* lirst half and the opening

minutes of the second half, cuiniinuted in the ejection of

BU's Ashley Dussel at the 53 minute mark. From then on

BU was forced to play a man short. What ensued was a 15-

minute UMass bhtz with sevt-rai golden opportunities

missing. In one sequence Marciano went in alone, but was
whistled for offsides.

In another,John Shannon, Ft-rdie Adoboe, and Manal
were robbed from point-blank range. Later. Ole Moe
would make diving saves to thwart Andrew Bing and Tom
Uschok, who boomed a shot oil a direct kick.

"A lot of times when a liam get
; i.iy a

little harder for 10 minutes aiui I was afraid of that," said

UMass coach Jeff Gettler. "But we did for the next ten

minutes get ourselves into the game, which is good

because a lot of times, when a team goes to ten men they'll

play hard. They'll actually up iheir play, but we didn't let

them do that and I was happy we were able to assert

ourselves because it certainly is an advantage."

Although it ended scoreless, the first half was certainly

not dull. Through their aggressive styles both teams made
sure the fans were kept entert.uned, as well as the referee,

who with a somewhat less than superior performance, let

the contest deteriorate artistically.

Pushes and shoves were exchanged on several occasions

and the BU coaches spent much time arguing with the ref

over his calls, or noncalls.

"The ref didn't help, but BU is a chippy team, they've

(ollfi^an photo by Paul Desmarais

YOU'RE GONE — Boston University's Ashley Dussel (13) is given a red card and
ejectedfrom the game yesterday. UMass beat BU, 1-0 to open the season.

been like this every year we've played them," said Gettler.

"They certainly look to get a piece of the man. The ref,

over all. did OK, but he did miss some calls blatantly both

ways and that tends to upset players and I think it upset

BU more than it did us."

"We stayed in the game a little more here (pointing to his

head) than BU did. You're never gonna change a guy's

mind and it is important that the players be disciplined

enough to stay in.

At times, especially in the first half, UMass looked

sluggish on offense, failing to create a good chance. It was

a different Minuteman team in the second half, however.

"Offensively, in the first half, we never got the ball into

our forwards and we never established pressure in their

end," said Gettler.

"In the second half we saw more of the ball. It takes time

to get players to play together with the ball. It takes less

time to get them to destroy the other team's play. We
made their play very predictable. They didn't create many
chances."

"We outhustled them and showed more heart."

travel to Keene State.,.

Women's soccer opens today

with "big test" in N.H.

UMass l.BUOSaves: Don Donahue (UM): 3-1-4

John Ole Moe (BU): 3-4-7

Fouls:UMa8s: 22(11-11) Shots: UMass: 7-8-15 UMass 1-1
BU: 30 (17-13) BU: 8-4-12 BU
Scoring: (UM) 76:32. Kurt Manal (1) assist from Nick Marciano (1) Red Cards: (BU)
Ashley Dussel, 60:10, for misconduct.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The schedule lists Keene
State as the University of

Massachusetts women's
soccer team's opponent in

their opening game for the

1984 soccer season.

To the casual follower,

Keene State translates into

easy opener, romp and all-

around good time.

Keene State isn't the

pushover some people
think. Keene State made
the NCAA playoffs last

season.

"They are an up and com-

ing team," head coach

Kalekeni Banda said. "They
have the potential to be a

giant killer. We won't walk

in thinking this will be a

Cakewalk. This will be a

very good test for us.

Keene beat both Brown
and Harvard last season

before Harvard beat
UMass.
"I'm aware of who they

recruited," Banda said.

"And their personnel is bet-

ter, overall, than last year."

The UMass personnel

reflects a younger look in

1984. Seven freshmen will

be in the starting lineup.

The entire forward line will

be frosh.

Kirsten Bowsher, Jolie

DePauw and Monica Seta

are slated to start up front.

In the midfield, co-captain

Chris Taggart, a senior,

L

UMasS'Keene St.

Where:Keene State, Keene, N.H.
When: 3:30 pm
Last Season: Didn't meet

UM Players to Watch: Ail-Americans Chris Taggart and
IvOri Stukes, the I'Mass co-raptains. will lead. Veterans

Sue Bird and Jamie Watson will be a big help on both of-

fense and defense. Watch Jolie DePauw up front, she has

a powerful shot.

junior Jamie Watson and
freshman Carolyn Michael

"will do a lot of work" Ban-

da said. "If we can control

the midfield, we'll be in a

good position to win."

In the back. All-American
and co-captain Lori Stukes

will be joined by junior

striker-turned back Sue
Bird and freshmen Debbie

Belkin and Chris Schmitt.

"Bird will be a counter-

attack from the back," Ban-

da said about his strategy.

In the goal, the
Minutemen have the luxury

of two experienced goalies,

Lisa Ellis and Jeanne Paul.

Both started in games last

year. Banda said he will not

decide who will start until

today.

Paul was in goal in the

playoffs last year as UMass
won the New England title

and finished third at the

Final Four.

"Our being so young,"

Banda said, "This will be as

good a test as any."

"But we have everything

to lose, " warned the coach.

And so be warned, casual

UMass soccer fans, Keene
State has the potential to

knock the Minutemen off.

Spikers start long trek,

entertain AIC today
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The 1984 version of the University of

Massachusetts Volleyball team opens their

season today against American Inter-

national College at Boyden Gymnasium.
Elaine Sortino, in her sixth year as head

coach has some high, but very reachable

goals for this season.

"Our primary goals are to finish in the top

four of every tournament we play, and to

get into post-season play," said sortino.

"We would also like to win a state cham-
pionship."

The Minutemen, champios of the E.C. A.C.
last year, hope to improve on last years 38-

16 record. They return seven players from
last years squad, which gives Sortino a solid

nucleus to build around. Key players in-

clude co-captains Sally Maher and Patti

Grant. Also returning are Annie Ringrose,
Miickey Baryes, and Debbie Cole, who
drew high prai.se from Sortino, Who said

"She is a great defensive player. She passes

well and has a great serve".

No major weaknesses were stated by

Sortino, but she did cite a few strengths the

Minutemen posses.

"We will be a strong serving team this

year." said the coach, "And as the season

progresses we should grow to be an even

better blocking team."

Sotino's formula for success this year is

pretty basic. "In order to do well, we are

going to have to serve, pass, and play good

defense, in that order," said Sortino.

The spikers defeated A.I.C. last year in

their only meeting in three straight games.

But Sortino remained cautios about a

repeat performance.

"They are a scraply team with good

middle-blocking potential," said Sortino.

"They wUl be ready, but so will we."

The atmosphere surrounding the team this

year is, to quote the coach, "Very en-

thusiastic."

"Our attitude is very positive," said

Sortino, "Wejiave all the ingredients for

the makings of a fine volleyball team.

"

sports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Today: Volleyball, home (Boyden Gym) vs. AIC at 7
pm.
Women's Soccer, at Keene State, Keene, N.H. 3:30

Philadelphia 6. Chicago 3

Milwaukee 14, Boston 6

Toronto 10, Yankees 3

St. Louis 9. Mets5
Minnesota 5, Kansas City 1

Detroit 9, Baltimore 3
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Oillegian photo by Andy Helirr

VIEW FROM ABOVE — The UMass Campus takes on a new perspec tive as photojrraphed from the open door of a helicopter.

UMass police officer acquitted of perjury charges
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON University of

Massachusetts police officer William F.

Murphy, 33, of Hadley, was found not

guilty of perjury by Judge John D. Sheehan

Wednesday morning in Hampshire County

Superior Court.

The 8-man, 4-woman jury never

deliberated on the charges, or even listened

to the defense's case. Sheehan dismissed

the charge after the prosecution rested and

defense counsel William M. Bennett asked

that the case be thrown out. Bennett

argued that the prosecution had failed to

prove the charge of perjury.

"I reluctantly did this,"Sheehan told

Murphy and the court. "I find your conduct

not to be of that standard I hold police

officers to. But I have a job to do, and it's a

matter of law, so this is my decision."

Murphy had no comment after the trial.

His defense counsel, Bennett, was happy

with the outcome.

"It (the prosecution's testimony) had

nothing to do with it (the charge). I think it

was a chickenshit case in the first

place, "said Bennett.

"This guy (Murphy) had to go through a lot

of grief that wasn't necessary. He was
suspended from the University police force.

We expect him to be reinstated with full

back pay," he said.

Prosecutor Edward Etheredge, an

assistant district attorney, disagreed.

"I'm not happy, but unfortunately the

Commonwealth has no right of appeal. I

thought the judge's comments to the officer

were appropriate. Perjury is always a

difficult charge to prove," said Etheredge.

Yesterday's trial stemmed from an in-

cident that happened 23 months ago. On
October 17, 1982, Murphy arrested James

P. Shanahan, 24, of Lexington, now a senior

mechanical engmeering student, on the

third floor of Greenough dormitory.

Shanahan is also the editor in chief of the

Collegian. He was not present at yester-

day's trial.

Shanahan was acquitted of the charge of

being a disorderly person in a trial Feb. 8,

1983. Murphy testified in that trial that he

did not ask Shanahan to remove a necklace

and religious medallion around his neck on

the night of the arrest. He also said that he

did not yank or rip the necklace off

Shanahan.
After his acquittal, Shanahan and his legal

counsel, Charles DiMare, Directing

Attorney of the UMass Legal Services

Office, began the process of filing a civil suit

against Murphy.
During that process. Murphy testified in a

deposition on Dec. 13, 1983 (a seposition is a

pretrial proceeding in a civil case in which

lawyers from both sides ask questions of

potential witnesses as preparation for the

upcoming trial) under oath that he did

remember the necklace, and in fact

remembered helping to look for the

medallion.

However, defense counsel Bennett argued

yesterday that the prosecution had failed to

prove that Murphy's "necklace testimony"

was relevant to the charge in the first trial.

p]theredge countered that the "necklace

testimony" was relevant, otherwi.se the

judge at the first trial would not have

allowed it to be heard.

Students had filed charges against Murphy
in a civil suit.

According to papers filed at the U.S.

District Court in Springfield, Shanahan is

seeking $345,(K)0 in damages from as yet

unnamed defendants.

In 1983 the University Department of

Public Safety paid two students $10,000

each in an out-of-court settlement after the

skdents had filed charges against Murphy
ina civil suit.

Provost's briefing guide questioned
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night

unanimously approved a motion calling for an explanation

of a recent administration briefing document sent to the

new provost which accuses the Student Government

Association (SGA) of both possessing an "artificial im-

portance" and of creating "a constant source of frustration"

in student affairs at the University of Massachusetts.

The document, which was included in the minutes of the

August 17 Vice Chancellor's Council meeting, and issued

through the Student Affairs Division, states that the SGA

is to blame for the fundamental difference of opinion

existing between the administration and student gover-

nment.
"Over the period of a decade or more," the letter states,

"the campus' student government organization has grown

into a multi-million dollar enterprise which sees itself as

autonomous from, and even an adversary of, the

University."

Most conflict between SGA and the administration, ac-

cording to the brief, "centers on control of the SAT-

F)Student Activities Trust Fund) and the programs funded

through it..." and that the SGA believes it should control

the fund, "generally free from review or interference by

the University."

At last night's meeting. Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan

said the attitude expressed by the document was "fairly

accurate of the administration's feelings" toward SGA, but

he wondered if it was not written by "one person who just

took off with it." Bill Collins, a senator from Southwest,

asked if Senate officers "would tell the Vice- Chancellor

that this will perpetrate an adversarial attitude" between

the SGA and the new provost, Richard O'Brien.

SGA Treasurer John Mooridian said after the meeting

that the letter was a blatant attack on SGA, and that "it's

interesting that they talk about the adversity while

writing stuff which rags on us."

Inside:

Students protest ROTC at fund drive p.3

Rita Murphv on the future of education p. 10

Dwight Gooden, new rookie strike-out king p. 19

"Be thankful we're not getting all th£

g(yvermnent we're paying for.
"

--'Will Rodgerg

V.
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ENDICOTT, N.Y., Sept. 12 — NOT IMPRESSED — An unidentified

jooBfster ia not impressed that he is being held by President Ronald

i ftt • rally Wednesdmy in Endicott, N.Y.

FAA reaches accord witl

airlines on re-scheduling
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nations

airlines and the Federal Aviation Admini-
stration reached accord Wednesday night

on a masive re-scheduling of flights in a

move designed to reduce delays for air

travelers at the nation's six busiest airp-

orts.

The agreement, reached after a week of

negotiations, came when the FAA agreed

to airline proposals capping the number of

flights allowed in and out of the airport at

Newark, N.I.

Ed Faberman, the FAA's general counsel,

called the schedule changes "painful" for

the airlines because in naany cases flight

take off times will be shifted away from

peak travel periods.

The changes "will mean fewer delays for

air travelers by assuring that fewer planes
compete for the same gates and runways at

the same time," Transfxirtation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole said in a statement.

The talks bogged down when some carr-

iers who use nearby New York airports

said the suggested ceilings for Newark
were too high.

The talks, which began last Wednesday,

were estimated by industry officials to

have involved changes in more than 1,000

flights in and out of six of the country's

busiest airp>orts.

In addition to Newark, the changes invo-

lved the airports in Atlanta, Denver, Chic-

ago, and New York's LaCiuardia and Ken-

nedy airports.

At each of the airports, airline schedulers

agreed to shift flights, from a few minutes

to more than an hour to reduce bunching

of flights during peak periods, usually in

the morning and early evening.

Resistance from air carriers was strong-

est in Chicago and Newark.

An agreement at O'Hare Airport in

Chicago was held up for hours because, for

example, American Airlines and United

Airlines resisted reducing the number of

flights both had between 6:30 pm and 7

pm. Under FAA insistence, however, adjus-

tments were finally made.

At Newark, the airlines sliced nearly 100
flights from a two-hour period in the

morning and a three-hour pericxl in the

evening during hours of discussions span-
ning three days.

Hurricane Diana stalls off coast

WILMINGTON. N.C. (AP) — Hurr-
icane Diana, stalled but still menacing,
drifted "with no sense of direction" just off

the coast Wenesday, and thousands stayed

in shelters for fear it might head ashore
with 1 15 mph wind and giant storm tides.

Damage from the storm's first approach
to the coast was limited mostly to downed
tree limbs, signs and power lines, uprooted

trees and a broken fishing pier, with some
street fkxKiing from heavy rairi'. No seri-

ous injuries were reported.

North Carolina Ciov. Jim Hunt said Wed-
nesday after inspecting the Wilmington
area that he didn't know if the state would
even seek disaster aid.

"Its questionable now," he said. "The

important thing is to keep watch on it."

New England Olympians honored
BOSTON AP — New England

Olympians, led by gold medal marathoner
Joan Benoit, were honored Wednesday
with a noon parade through Boston, clima-

xed by the award of certificates in cerem-
onies outside Faneuil Hall.

Former Olympic high jumper John Tho-
mas lit a symbolic Olympic flame that

flared through the presentation ceremony.

Several thousand lunch-time spectators

cheered as the 34 Olympians made their

way from the Back Bay through the main
downtown shopping center to the market

area. The American Telephone and Tele-

Gromyko, Reagan to meet

Moscow (AP) - Foreign Mm.ster

Andrei A. Gromyko has been a spokesman

for the Soviet Union in foreign affairs tor a

quarter of a century. But he is now consider-

ed the chief architect of Kremlin p<)lic7 in a

period of sour relations between the super-

powers.

His expanded role will be underlined

Sept 28 when he meets President Reagan

It will be Reagans first meeting with a t()p

Soviet official, but for Gromyko it will be

familiar ground.

Ciromyko. 75, has met eight other Ameri-

can presidents in the Oval Office dur'^f
f

foreign policy career that started in 1 J'^J-

He was appointed Soviet ambassador to

Washington in 1943 and has been in on

every significant Soviet-American meet-

ing since Yalta in 1945.

Gromyko has outlasted Josef Stalin, Nik-

ita S. Khruschev, I^onid I. Brezhnev and
Yuri V. Andropov. And under President

Konstantin U. Chernenko he appears to

have taken control of Soviet foreign policy.

Ciromyko served Soviet leaders as a force-

ful spokesman for the Kremlin, whether

the policy was Gild war, coexistence or

detente. He survived purges and policy

shifts, p<jssibly because he was so com-

petent and because nobody else had his

mastery of foreign affairs.

But Gromyko weathered well— probably

in part because he never demonstrated any

ambition to become the top Kremlin-

leader.

graph Company supplied 1 ,500 small Amer-

ican flags which spectators waved as each

Olympian received a certificate

Broadcaster Curt Gowdy, who covered

wrestling and some other events at the

recent Los Angeles games, served as mas-

ter of ceremonies.

"The best part of the Olympics is sharing
what we accomplished with all of you,"'

said Miss Benoit, who was asked by Ciowdy
to speak for the 34 participating athletes.

"We are very proud of our Olympians,

"

said Boston Mayor Raymond L. Flynn
"We salute you."

UETROIT, Sept. 11 — JUST IN CASE — Robert "Odd job" Hardacre
displays one of the strike si^s that United Auto Workers members
started stapling together after a strategy meeting at Local 22 in Detroit
Tuesday. '*0dd job" uses his nickname exclusively and few persons
disagree with him. He is a welder and district commmitteeman at the
General Motors Cadillac assembly plant. The UAW contract with GM
expires at midnight Friday. Others in picture are George Gosheff (mid-
dle) and Local 22 vice president Pete Hoover.

GM, auto workers clashing
DETROIT (AP) - United Auto Workers

President Owen Bieber declared Wed-
nesday that General Motors Corp. was
"dragging its feet" and said he sees contract
talks "heading for the ditch" unless GM's
offers change by midnight Friday.

In his most heated statement in seven
weeks of bargaining, Bieber said the
company has delivered little that the union
wants on job security for its 35,000 member
atOM.
"I'm certainly not as hopeful as I was

yesterday," Bieber said. "We're going to
have to see some significant movement of
the job security issue if we're going to settle
this thing by midnight Friday.

Bieber said GM also had failed to deliver

its revised wage proposal.

Job security— keeping automotive jobs in

the United States— is the union's No. 1

issue. The UAW uses the term "out

sourcing" to describe the farming of of work

to foreign and non-union domestic shops.

"If the corporation fails to adequately

address the range of job security issues,

including future jobs and outsourcing, then

I'm sorry to say that I see us heading for the

ditch," Bieber said.

GM spokesman John Mueller said chief

company bargainer Alfred Warren
WOULD HAVE NO COMMENT "at this

point" on Bieber's remarl^s.
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CORRECTION:
The UMass student lobby group, Students Advocating Financial Aid, (SAFA) was

incorrectly identified in a Monday Collegmn story on Student Government Associa-

tion leaders' endorsement of Rep. Jim Shannon for U.S. Senate.

Students protest while Army

recruits by Campus Pond
By JOHN YONCE
CoUegian SUff

Recruiters for the Army National Guard
met with resistance from several
University of Massachusetts students
yesterday at a temporary camp on the west
shore of the Campus Pond.

The National Guard flew in a UH-IH
helicopter and strung a rope bridge across

the pond to draw attention to their

recruitment efforts.

Army Reserve Officer Training Corp
members were selling soda at the National

Guard camp to passing students. The ROTC
members are donating 13 cents for every 25

cents collected to Easter Seals, according

to Cadet Dave Guido.

"We have to make people aware," Guido

said. "People look at you like you're buying

arms for El Salvador, but once they realize

we're selling for Easter Seals, they're

okay."

Two members of the Radical Student

Union, Court Cline and Beatrbc Hoffman,

held up a banner which read 'UMass

students say stop the arms race."

"They say they're raismg money for

Easter Seals," said Cline, a junior STPEC
major. "If they sold this helicopler, it could

probably solve all of the Easter Seals

problems."

Master Sgt. Kenneth Therrein said that he

had expected the protest, but that it wasn't

detrimental to their recruiting efforts.

"We provide free tuition and financial aid

to recruits," Therrein said. "They (the

protestors) are entitled to free expression."

One UMass student,John Tariot, held up a

sign which said, "National Guard killed 4

students at Kent State." Tariot said he

decided to protest when he saw the

helicopter and became worried about

people becoming used to seeing the

National Guard on campus.

Therrein said in response to the sign, "The
day after Kent State, the National Guard
saved 140 lives in a flood."

Rev. Quigley proposes employment project

Career center for Newman?
By JOEL COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The Rev. J. Joseph Quigley said in the

future he would like to help University of

Massachusetts graduates find employment

with a placement office in the Newman
Center.

"I'm interested in a career center to help

people get jobs," Quigley said.

Quigley said he felt there are many

students who graduate from UMass who

can't find employment for one reason or

another.

"A house (of worship) like this should be

set up to get a job for a person," Quigley

said.

Quigley said the center doesn't have the

necessary funds. "You have to set up a

system where you're independently funded

to set up programs that make it with the

kids here," Quigley said.

Half of the Newman Center funds come

from the Archdiocese of Springfield and the

I rest comes from the weekly collections and
4

other donations.

"One of the things that we need in order to

survive is greater contributions from

alumni, "Quigley said.

"We've served a lot of people over the

years, we have about 20,000 Catholic

alumni," he said.

While there is always concern for the

necessary funding at the Newman Center,

present services continue everyday.

"The biggest thing we do is give an um-

brella of warmth, " Quigley said.

In addition to Father Quigley, the

Newman Center is staffed by Rev. John T.

Smegal, Rev. John F.Tuohey, Sister

Mildred Marengo, and Professor Lucien

Miller.

"We try to make ourselves available 24

hours a day," said Rev. Tuohey.

"All our services are free," Tuohey said.

The Newman Center also offers several

study areas, lounges, and a library for

students. On the lower level there is a

snack bar and cafeteria.

Wallet lost, bicycle stolen
Amherst police reported the loss of a

brown tri fold wallet in town Tuesday

night. The wallet contained a driver's

license, a University of Massachusetts I.D.,

$340 in cash, $165 in checks, and a Shawmut
Bank card. The loss was reported at 11:38

p.m. Tuesday.

Police arrested a University of

Massachusetts student on outstanding

traffic warrants issued by the State Police

in Westfield. The 25-year-old woman was

stopped for disregarding a red light on

North Plea.sant Street at 10:31 p.m. A
computer check revealed the warrants

against her.

In other police reports, an Amherst man

was arrested at 1:45 p.m. Tuesday on North

Pleasant Street on a warrant for violation of

parole.

A burglary on Hallock Street was reported

at 8:21 p.m. after a man returned to his

apartment to find items moved around

inside. Police said they believe entry was

gained though a side door. Nothing was

reported missing.

A bicycle valued at $300 and a bank en-

velop containing $260 were also reported

stolen Tuesday. The bicycle was stolen

between 3 and 4 p.m. Tuesday on Main

Street while the envelope was taken from

the front seat of a unlocked car on Hickory

Lane.
Police also received a call reporting a

woman calling for help at 8 p.m. Tuesday on

Bay Road. When police arrived at the

scene, they found a woman on the ground

making noises and acting strangely. She

was taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton. No further information was

available.

ColleKian phoU« by Andy Heller

Court Cline and Beatrix Moffman, and Paul Throne (left) protest and

Ken Albert (above) tests the rope bridge designed by ROTC at their

Easter Seal fund raising and recruitment drive Wednesday.

Puerto Rican author says

she writes for art and truth
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Speaking "from the heart " on one's own
experience is a way to find a universal

truth, a Puerto Rican writer told an

audience of 50 people in the Campus Center

last night.

Nicholasa Mohr, author of six novels and

short .story collections such as Nilda,w h i eh

wonthe new york times outstanding book of

won the New York Times outstanding book

"a personal odyssey into fiction" as part of

the "Writers Speak: America and the

Ethnic Experience" series arranged by the

Institute for Advanced Study of the

Humanities.

She said she initially did not want to try to

write, but she was convinced she had to

make the attempt when her agent asked

her: "How many good books about the

Puerto Rican experience have you read'.'"

When her first manuscript was rejected

for not being authentic, even when

everything she had wgitten was "based on

fact."

She said her editor told her to write about

her first sexual encounter, drugs and gang

fights. .

"I realized he was insulting me and my
community— I told him to look for his

writer in the jails," she said.

When her first book was accepted by a

publisher, she realized she would not have

to depend on "rich collaborators" to "ex-

press the diversity of the Puerto Rican

community."
She said she needed to write to "validate

and celebrate our impact on American

society."

But she did not romanticize writing

completely, she said it was sometimes like

doing the dishes or washing the floor, it just

has to be done. "I dont write when I am
inspired, when I am inspired I stare at the

waUs," she said.

Mohr grew up as a visual artist and

received forman training in that field,

rather than in writing.

She said her development as a writer could

be traced to a childhood in which she used
art as a refuge from a "real life" made
difficult by economic problems.

"I could always turn to my drawing ability

and create something pleasing," she said.

The main character in Nilda, her first

book, represents autobiography because
she also "survived her oppressive

surroundings and troubled family" by using

her imagination.

Though she was the best artist in her

grade school class in New York City, she

went to trade school to learn fashion

illustration on the advice of a guidance

councilor who suggested she not take the

place of another student who was "college

material."

When she graduated from high .school she

said a trip to Mexico "changed her life."

The way the mexican muralists and artists

expressed the need for social revolution

"without sacrificing the quality of their

work " impressed her and "was to shape and

form my life.

"
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Interest rates, value of dollar cloud economy
WASHINGTON (AP) - The pace of the

world economy has picked up considerably

over the past year but the long awaited

rebound is clouded by rising interest rates

and the soaring value of the dollar, the

International Monetary Fund said Wed
nesday.

The 147 member organization cautioned

that stubbornly high interest rates, par

ticularly in the United States, and a strong

dollar will make it harder for poor countries

to repay billions of dollars in debts as they

struggle to regain their economic balance.

The IMF urged the United States and

other industrialized countries to work to

reduce deficits, which it blamed for high

interest rates and partly for the dollar's

rising strength.

by the renewed unward movement of in

terest rates." said the report, released in

advance of the annual meetings of the IMF

and the World Bank later this month.

Moreover, the report said, the pickup in

interest rates earlier in the year could— if it

persisted— "jeopardize the economic

revival of heavily indebted countries."

Reagan administration officials bristle at

criticism of U.S. budget deficits for their

effect on interest rates and the value of the

dollar. The deficits, they say, shouldn't be

blamed for many of the economic woes of

other countries.

These officials say the U.S. economic

recovery has been so strong it actually

provided an important lift to foreign

economies.

"The recovery in the industrial world Neverthless, the IMF report, together

remains uneven, and could be undermined with recent protests by Democratic

WITH SLY DUNBAR & ROB
SHAKESPEARE
AND SPECIAL GUEST

BLACK
UHURU
WED.

SEPT. 19
S.U.B.
UMASStix on sale sept 7

UMass ID required to enter with Student ticket o _« u r- jUMas, ^^J ^^
^ Tickets on sate at Fine Arts Center, Spnngfi-Jd Civid

QTlinFNTS $9 50 Center, and Stop & Shop ocations in NoniiamptonO I \Jt^f~t^ sf v^.»^
Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

piJQI IQ $11 50 No cans, bottles, canneras or recording devices.

presidential candidate Walter Mondale and

private trade organizations,served to focus

new attention on the deficit problem.

The administration is predicting that the

deficit will reach $174.3 billion m the

current fiscal year ending Sept. 3, down

from the record $195.4 billion posted m

fiscal 1983.

The Washington based IMF has played a

key role in coming to the financial rescue of

less developed countries that accumulated

huge debts over the years that they are

now having trouble repaying.

At the IMP' and World Bank meetings,

the question of how to resolve the debt

crisis will demand new attention.

In addition to high interest rates and the

strong doUar. the IMF expressed concern

about efforts by some industrialized

countries to limit the flow of trade across

their borders.
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99.3FMHOT SPOT
99" Specials

99* Specials, Thursday, September 13th

99' Bottle Beer domestic brands

(only with food purchase, good only until 12 midnight)

99' Overstuffed New Englander Sandwich

99' A Regular Order of Potato Skins
with bacon and cheese sauce

riting placp

Sun.-Thurs.

6 a.m. 3 a.m.

Fri & Sat

24 Hrs.

Super Stop Et Shop
Campus Shopping Center
Rte. 9, Hadley/Amherst

256 6889

(ma Postive

ID

Required

Listen to 99.3 FM for further details
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Radical Student Union

Instructs and educates'

Collccian Photo by Michelle Scgail

Stanley Petrullo of J.D. Contracting Co. installs new sidewalks

behind the Morrill Science Building.

ALBION BOOKS 85 Main St.

Amherst
256 -1221

valley's largest selection

oe new and used scholarly
ROOKS

Free OP searches and special orders

^
Catalogs Albion's used book room now offers a fine collection

,

\

'^^^^
of used and OP scholarlyjitles \

By KAREN CONDON
Collegian Staff

If you are dissatisfied with today's society

and you'd like to express your
dissatisfaction more coherently than with

primal screams, the radical Student Union

is an option worth considering.

The RSU is an organization which acts on

the two convictions of its members, making

these convictions known to the public

through pickets, rallies, and marches. RSU
member Tim Harris said. "It's a sort of

support system for people who are ac-

tivists."

Harris, who has been a member of the

RSU for about a year, said he believes that

the organization's effect on society is in

direct.

"It instructs and educates the public,

making it more socially aware." he said.

Last year, the RSU organized protests

against a military contractor's use of the

Campus Center and the invasion of

Grenada.

This year, two protests are scheduled for

the month of October. A five-college rally

against President Ronald Reagan will be

held on October 20. and a rally protesting

intervention is South America is scheduled

for October 27.

Also, transportation will be provided to

large demon.strations in cities such as

Boston. New York, and Washington.

The union is also trying to organize a five-

college Progressive Student Network,

which will promote more unity among
student activist groups in the area colleges.

In addition to its rallies, marches, and

pickets, the RSU considers community and

self education two of its essential tasks.

The subscribe to a number of progressive

periodicals including 'In These Times,"

"Socialist Review." "Off Our Backs" The

Nation," and "El Salvador Alert".

A growing library is maintained by RSU
members, as well as files of current

newspaperclippings and leaflets.

THe " newspaper clippings and leaflets ,"

which can be picked up in their office, is an

annual publication of the RSU. Included in

the latest copy are "The Umieland Game (a

sarcastic UMass survival game), an excerpt

from the UMass Picketing Code, and a

sampling of some items on the Defense

Budget for 1984 entitled, "Feed the Pen-

tagon".

The Radical Student Union is in Room
413A of the Student Union and introductory

meetings will be announced.
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Offering tips for the UMass student in turmoilj^
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^ 113 Campus Center.
J^ Write today! ^ I

BOOKCASES
on sale now at

Carpenter's Brothers Furniture Co.

107 Sunderland Rd., N. Amherst (next to Campus Auto)

549-6758

Mon-Thurs & Sat 9-6, Fri 9-5; Mon, Thurs & Fri eves 7-9

I-,.

WHERE ISEVERYBODY?
*VBVIOUSLr'AT THE "NEW"

Rte. 9 Amherst

FOR
TONIGHT:

'til 11 pm.

Ladies arriving before 11 WEARING A SKIRT

RECEIVE A
COMPLIMENTARY 1st DRINK

HOT DOGS 25' til 11

The Entertainment, Price and Service Leader

FEATURING 2-STAGE DANCE FLOOR, VIDEO,

SUBSONIC SOUND and MUCH MORE$

Laundrotn.il C.Jr W.Jsh

Amherst
Sunshine Center

• Washers: Single, Double, Triple

• Dryers with DuraPress Cycle

• Dry Cleaners

326 College St. (Rt.9 East)

253-9030

Amherst Sunshine

Car Wash
Automatic Wash/Wax Bay

Self Service Bays

Vacuum Cleaners

381 College St (Rt 9 East)

253-9661

•OUR ATTENDANT IS HAPPY TO ASSIST YOQ-

xZZAKAAf

A'

PIZZARAMA OF AMHERST
Amherst's leader for the past 10 years

Pizza Grinders

Mon-Wed
="" "^"-'^^"^ Thurs-Sun

5:00-1 :30 am 5:00-2:30 am
366 College Street. Amherst. MA 01002

Call 2S3-3808 or 266-0116
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Attorney General Bellotti

opposes insurance hikes
BOSTON AP — Attorney General

Francis X Bellotti recommended Wedn-
esday that auto insurance rates for 1985 be

cut by 2.1 percent below this year's state-

mandated levy.

Bellotti's recommendation is in contrast

to the industry request that next year's

rates increase 7.9 percent.

According to Bellotti's office his proposal

would mean a Si cut in most drivers'

insurance bills, while the industry request

would mean an average increase of $36 per

car

In submitting the recommendation, the

attorney generals office argued that the

insurance industry is seriously underesti-

mating the after-tax income earned by

companies investing premiums, often for

years before paying consumer claims.

The states 2.7 million policy holders pay

about 112 billion in premiums each year.

Bellotti is also arguing that the impact of

inflation on increased medical and repare

costs will be minimal in 1985.

"Massachusetts drivers deserve to benefit

from the stabilization rate and driving

habits, " Bellotti said.

Last year, state regulators approved a 4.5

percent increase in auto insurance rates,

bringing the average cost of a policy to

$449. The industry had recommended a

13.3 percent increase, while the attorney

general's office initially recommended a 1

percent cut, which evolved into a 3.6

percent increase over the course of the

rate-setting process

The hearings to set rates for 1985 begin

Oct. 2 before Insurance Qjmmissioner

Peter Hiam, and are expected to last four

to six weeks The new rates are trad-

itionally announced in December.

Next year will mark the second year in

which a new state law dramatically revam-

ping auto insurance will be in effect. The
new system includes a "safe driver plan,"

under which bad drivers are penalized

with higher rates through a point system

geared to seriousness of traffic offenses

Anniversary

1974 1984

ASIAN
american,
students]
ASSN.

of

UMASS
AMHERST

Ithe ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
proudly presents

a Welcome/Welcome Back dance party

[date: September 15, 1984 (Saturday)

(TIME: 9 pm - 1 am
PLACE: 10th Floor Campus Center

DRESS: no sneakers please

CASH BAR
MUSIC BY MARC ELLIOT OF BMCP
ADMISSION: $3.00, $2.00 w/ad

UNIVERSITY
OF

MASSACHUSETTS

^Schick TT
Superll
Specially Fashioned
in our school colors

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with

two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges

and a coupon good for 25c off your next

Super II purchase plus

%JUB

Just fill out the coupon below and bring it

to the bookstore to receive your special

razor

The Super II twin blade shaving system

features Super II twin blades that are

custom honed for close, comfortable

shaves

Quantities are limited and will be distributed on a first come

first served basis Act now and experience great shaves

courtesy of Schick Super II ^.,„.,
open M. 9 5 ^.^^i^^J^ffT^

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Open M F 9-5

Sat 114
^Schick--
SuperU

Tuesday, September 13, 1984

cTE R A
Tuesday, September 13, 1984

The STUDENT CENTER for EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH and ADVOCACY

I™hSe"it"pays'to^^^
i jobs available |

This fall, SCERA will hire undergraduates to

learn political organizing and student-interest

research skills. For two days each week, these

SCERA students will meet and learn political

organizing and then apply these skills to issues of

concern to students. SCERA also has positions

for an editor/writer, resource center staff person

and for the anti-racism team.

All positions are ten hours per week and pay

$3.35 per hour for non-work study and work study

undergraduates.

Pick up an application and more information at

420 Student Union weekdays 8:00am-6:00pm.

All applications dua by Saptamber 26

SCERA is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity

Employer. Women and people of color urged to apply!

SCERA
422 Student Union Building

(413) 545-0341

OPEN RUSH
ALL \JHIV£RSnt fK£N IHVim

STORE COUPON -T

RUSH DATES:
Sept. 11, 12, 13

17, 18, 19

9:00 PM

OI.£PERSTUOTNTONIV

CLTNIVERS/ry

Deposit at Coupon Box

8t the Info Counter

Address

City

Phone #

State Zip Codp

nn r 1

SO^JT^ LjeiT
ill WM.Tb^M€

BKrs r 1

X/ J ^
K PLfASANTei

!

BKO
388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

The brothers of BKO Invite you to see what fraternity life has
to offer. BKO is a brotherhood of 60 young men living and
growing together. We hold in high regard academics, social
and intramural activities. We are currently Greek and campus
intramural champions. Come down and see what BKO is all

about. Get more out of college in your four years here.

RUSH BKOt

iCollegJan ^

Arts
'•.....»--...<

•'M'yyyyyyy.'y.

It's been a great summer for concerts as New York's

Concert on the Warf and Boston's Concert on the Common
series welcomed a slew of popular acts to their stages.

Cindy Lauper wrapped up the season on the Common
with an energetic but at times mechanical performance.

She may have been joking early in the show when she

called herself a 'girl trying to do an easy night's work",

but that best described her performance. She did,

however, banter and dance about the stage in attempt to

fire up her uninspired band, but that just wasn't enough,

and her frequent anecdotes destroyed the show's much
needed momentum. She even managed to bring the

audience to their chairs dancing to "When You Were
Mine ". "She Bop" and her anthem "Girls Just Wanna Have

Fun", but the pungent odor in the air and the fact that on

the Common once the first row stands everyone else who
wants to see must follow suite indicated that the audiences'

vivaciousness was not entirely musically inspired. The

series hosted other recent hitmakers like the Eurythmics

and the Thompson Twins.

It was also the season for rock's heavyweights. Elvis
Costello was out promoting his latest Goodbye Cruel World
with 9 tour that found him in exceptionally fine voice and
an almost joyous stage presence. His program ranged from
rockers from his classic debut album to his chilling new
BALLAD "Peace In Our Time. "His renditions of country

standards worked far better on stage than on vinyl;

numbers like "Tonight The Bottle Let Me Down ' which he

struggled through in a Nashville studio could bring any

redneck to knee slapping and awaken those lost souls who

think country music is the noise that Willie Nelson makes.

This year rock fans said farewell to one legendary lady

and welcomed home another. While Linda Ronstadt was

trading her rock crown for a pair of white kid gloves,

fronting the Nelson Riddle Orchestra in a fifteen city tour.

Tina Turner reclaimed hers with a stunning comeback

album and a few perfomances with Rod Stewart's "Hot

I^gs", her latest rocker "Better Be Good To Me", "What's

love Got To Do With It" and the Motown classic "Let's Stay

Together".

This summer's most notable MIA was Tom Petty, who

could have shown those of us who couldn't get Springsteen

tickets what a real stadium-style rock show is all about.

Jim ^Cm»m^
IkitlMMitlililiMlikllil

^^"^ TUESDAY
LADIES NITE

Ladies first 2 drinks 99* 7 - 1

Younger Brothers Live /^

>
Mn t' m^t^m^immmfm £

\l,ii^,^^^^t„tttttmttmmMtmmtm ^'

WEDNESDAY
PENNY DRAFT NITE

Every other 12 oz. Draft 1* 7

Tonite
Rob

^Butler

^m

THURSDAY
GRAB BAG NITE

Check for drink specials

and entertainment 7 - 1

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DJs or LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

to party with 'till 2 AM
(doors close 1 am)

'"^''-

SUNDAY
SPORTS ACTION starts 1 pm

in our Sports Pub

w/99* Drinks 1 - 7

"FUNNY HOUR"
1-7* 7 DAYS A WEEK

a* Q HflHiAV (across froml
Rt. 9 Hadiey

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^,^

Hot discs
R.E.M — Reckoning
LR.S. Records

MADNESS — Keep Moving
Geffen Records

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

These two albums seem to me to be the best of the

summer. It's not that I was too lazy to buy and

review any other new albums this summer (true as it

may be). It's just that it has taken me this long to

draw a coherent, critical picture of each record.

Anyway, I hope you buy at least one of them.

I have not received so much outright pleasure

from a new record album since XTC's "English Set-

tlement" (1982). Every one of these songs offers a

marvelous hook and/or an inspired bit of lyrical

food.

Madness' unique pop blend never sinks into drip-

piness or trips over dopiness. There aren't any over-

ly nutty instrumentals, either. Lee Thompson's sax-

ophones shift, shuffle, and dodge around the beat,

making real, fun rhythms. These are 12 solid, tight

pop songs, all appealing on different levels (all band

members write.)

The characters in Madness' songs do nutty, nutty

things. Not only do they sing for the wings of a

dove, turn blue, and wash scraps of brain down the

drain, but they try to get an autograph from a man
who keeps saying, "My name is Michael Caine,"

(and that isn't even the great hook.) I'm still pissed

that "Michael Caine" wasn't the follow-up hit to

"Our House" that it could have been.

Keep Moving deserves classic pop status alongside

of the Kink's Scnnething Else. My biggest decision

left is whether to give this record an A or an A» let-

ter grade. It is too a big deal.

This band from Athens, Ca., recalls in my mind

the Velvet Underground,* particularly on the back

liner photos. Like the Velvets, R.E.M. is a

minimalist band with a knack for slowly evolving

melodic hooks and brilliant rhythm guitar.

Granted, this band lacks a staunch wierdo like Lou

Reed at the helm (singer Michael Stipes comes on

more like a drunken Raggedy Andy) and they are

not as interesting on record, but their fast songs are

humble and quietly furious with a thrashing, wild

beat.

Reconing is filled with little triumphs, all great for

different reasons. Not all of the melodies are win-

ners ("Camera" drags a bit), but most did their best

to worm their way into my brain/heart/soul and

stuck there.

The guitar and bass exchange the roles of rhythm

and melody freely. The harmonies vary in con-

sistecy, as if stuck in spontaneously, the band sing-

ing melodies off the top of their heads. These

qualities cause the songs to literally reek of

freshness and vitalish (yuck).

AmDans Theatre
Debut Performance

>llaboratii>ii v\ith

1 r;ulev\ iiuis

iiu- Arts (enter ( onrert Hall

iJniversitv of Massachusetts

.It Atiihersl

S»-ptenih<-r IS, 1VH4 a

^i ^
Kiiir Arts ( enter Box OtVicc

Mon -Fri., 10:00 am-4:00 pm
S4S-2S11

and Datatix outlets

Cieneral admission 8.00

Student, C hildren,

and Senior Citizen 4 00

My favorite, "Don't Go Back to Rockville," (after

a bizarre funk intro) reveals this band to be

American music junkies (Hint: the song begins as a

man glances at his watch in a bus station.)

What I really want is a lyric sheet so that I can see

if these guys are really as smart as I suspect they

are.

Victory on lour
By KARL SCHIENEMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Having nothing better to do on a sunny afternoon in

Manhattan I joined a line. Then out of passing curiosity I

asked the guy next to me what the line was for. "It's for

Michael Jackson tickets," chortled the youth. The wait

was for two hours but I passe<i the time by letting people's

actions on the line entertain me. Two teenage girls in par-

ticular provided amusement by explaining how imp<yrt(int

Michael tickets were to them.

The concert itself had many striking attractions.

Foremost on my list was the security. The 2,000 cops sur-

rounding Madison Square Garden and its neighboring 10

blocks on all four sides were difficult not to notice. I think

that even the A-team would have had a difficult time grab-

bing say one purse. Then there were hundreds of officers

on horses encircling the Garden itself When entering the

Continued on page 9

ATHLETIC TRAINER
Amherst College seeks a (student) for

the fall season. Individual must be

dependable with first aid background

and taping experience.

Contact Stan Zieja

542-2363 days.

fiacktowork

5ack to school

Furniture, lighting , storage,

stationery, desk accessoriesSack to

CSSCNTIALS
THORNES MARKET. l.'iO MAIN ST, NORTHAMPTON

I
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Clearance Savings
Up to «100~

on all makes and models

iSton S/iorts

An Autumn Tradition
''

) L LiI
Every Bike we sell now cones with lifetime Warranty. 30 day Free Tuneup. Bnke It Gear AdjaitaeBt for 1 year

9995

(M)
Royce Union

lOSpd.
• Lugged Framf
• Shlmano Rear

Ouster

•SoMEnd
Front Foifc

Gr«at
around
campusl

Bikes From
•100'***-»200*'

Ralciqh Marathon

Schwinn World

Schwinn World Sport

IvOtus Challenqpr

Ross GT II

Halpiqh Sponil

Now

•179"
•154"
•189'*

•199"
•169«
•139"

Save • much as *50**

)
Bikes

•200-»350"^
NOU/

Schwinn l.Wour 1 5 spd 241
Schwinn Traveler 219
Lotus Unique 329
Mivdla2IO 269"
Lotus GP Luxe 219"

Just a Few
Samples

All Terrain Bike*
Now

Kalt'iyh Tamarack

Reg 329"SALF 279"
Peugpcti Canyon Express

Kefl 468" SAI I
458**

Lotus Pegasus

Keg 489- SALI 439*

Raleigh K25(K) •25*'

BMX K^^S;!
Off

Bikca
•350-*100(r

(M)
Lotus Su|»r«Tne

(C ampagnolo) '99f>'*

N<.«/ •889"
Lotus Comp.

(Campagnolo) '^49*'

Nou/
Lotus Eclair 4()9'^

Nou •3b9'*
These prices on
In stock items

onlyl

•574'*

Ptt/otoii Sports
Add '4" For Mixte and 27 Framt*

AMHERST • 1 E Pleasant Street / 549-6904 1,« Lt i Sunl.
NORTHAWFTON • 15 State St / 584-1016

j„ pj,";'; ';[,
* SJJ

CREEWFIELD * Mohawk Mall/ 773-5572 '

A*k about our Now Guaranteed Lowest Pricing on Parts and Accessories

What Do You Want From College?
|

Management Training? j

Add It To Your Schedule. »

:^.

w.

%
\\^

J:
>»«--«

j^

y /.

w

:I^V:;/

f^

AJB?
•I

:^ t^
r

.**•''

»-/>
d^

J
•«

* •

You're career oriented.

You're interested in

management.
You're an individual

seeking experience in

problem analysis, requir-

ing decision-making

results. You want manage-
ment training and leader-

ship experience. Exper-

ience that will be an asset
in a management career —
or any career you may
choose.

If you are this individual,

you can get all of this

experience through the

adventure of Army ROTC.

Tuesday, September 13, iyo4

Hvpercurricula

For Thursday

SepLlS
RADICAL STUDENT
UNION INTRODUCTORY
MEETING- We will

discuss what the RSU is

doing this semester, hear

suggestions for new projects

and talk about how people

can become more involved.

Today at 5:30 p.m. in CC 804

BOARD OF COVER
NORS— Campus Center

and Student Union first

meeting. All board members
should attend today at 6

p.m. in 817 Campus Centei

lectures "The Micro-analylic

Study of Face-to face

Interaction" B.J. Fehr. dept

of PSYCHOLOGY, Tufts

University today at 7 p.m. in

106 THompson.

GAY/LESBIAN/BISEX
UAL COUNSELLING
COLLECTIVE- Orien
tation meeting for people

interested in becoming
volunteer peer counselors

today at 7:30 in the PGA
dfice in 413 Student Union

For Friday

Sept, 14
PGA DANCE - Friday

evening from 9 to 5 at lOtli

floor Campus Center. Put
on by the People's Gay
Alliance. Cost $2, music by

BMCP.

EVERYWOMAN'S
CENTER VOLUNTEERS
— University and communi-
ty women invited to provide

information about area ser-

vies, medical and legal

referrals, do occasional

crisis intervention. Credit

and work-study available.

Applications due by Sept.

14. Call 545-0883 for

details.

ANGER. FRANCE IN-

FORMATIONAL
MEETING- Meeting for

students interestdd in

spring semester 1985 study

in Anger, France, at 4:30

p.m. in the Herter 3rd Floor

Lounge.

LIBRARY TOURS -
Leave from Goodell lobby at

10:30 a.m., 1:30 and 2:30

p.m. September 12 thru 16.

Each lasts about 45
minutes. Get to know the

layout of Goodell and the

Uiversity Library Tower.

GENERAL INFORMA-
TION SESSIONS - In-

terested in cooperative

education? Attend one of

the fall general information

sessions. Sign up at the of-

fice for cooperative educa-

tion in Thompson 110 or call

545-2579.

^;

*••••••••••••*••••••••*

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LEAD

For More Information Contact:

Jim Mahoney
545-2321 /2322

••••••••••••••••••••••*****************************^L
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ifJackson ^ ,. ,^Continued from page 7

arena one had to go through a maze of blockades.
Once in Madison Square Garden my friend noticed

Michael Jackson walking on the street below. We were
then treated for five minutes; there he was, white glove
and all, walking back and forth followed by cameramen
and police officers on foot. Suddently Michael broke into a
jog as if to say, "N.Y. you're almost ready for me."
Memories of Rocky flowed my mind but the host of police
officers and T.V. cameramen struggling to keep up
brought me to newer spirital heights. Here I was in

Madison Square Garden expecting to see a special show
and instead I was being treated with a guest spot to the se-

cond coming of the Messiah.
We then took our seats and watched as every few

minutes a special person like Eddie Murphy, Brooke

Sheilds, Don King, the cast from Fame, or La Toya

Jackson would walk into the orchestra accompanied by a

standing ovation. Overall, I would have to say that I found

these preconcert festivities almost as entertaining as the

concert itself.

The concert was a whirlwind of fantasy, flashing lights,

sweeping lasers, smoke, explosions, and fast dancing.

Much of the audience seemed to love it. I have never seen
so many happy 12-year-olds in my life. On the other hand
the percentage of glum-looking parents was quite visible.

My opinion was that it was a great show but only an above
average concert. It only lasted for 110 minutes and the

song selection didn't grab everyone until the last half of

the show. However, it's only fair for me to point out that I

am more of a Jackson 5 fan than a Michael Jackson
idolizer. He did play some classic J-5 stuff but it was only

in the form of a brief medley. I do own Thriller but that is

more of an example of American citizenship than of

Michael Jackson worship. In fact, it wouldn't surprise me
if more 8-year-olds knew the words to "Billie Jean" than

to our National Anthem.
There are some more opinions which I would like to ex-

press. All rumors concerning Mick Jagger's possible ap-

pearance at the end of the show to do "State of Shock" in-

stantly could be spotted as being false. The Jackson's en-

tire show had been mapped out in detail down to every

movement. Choreography and a nuitching script made the

thought of a guest appearance almost frightening.

Then there is the tour name: The Victory Tour. The

show itself features not a single track off of the Victory

album and all who bought the album and saw the show are

probably elated. A program showing the Jacksons model-

ing chic clothing and sitting on fancy sports cars went for

$10. The ticket price was more than double most rock

shows. In light of all this I find it appropriate that the

tour's name be changed from Victory to a more accurated

description: Financial Victory.

Nonetheless in conclusion, I still have to say to all of you

who wanted to see the show and didn't, that you really

missed an event. It was far from perfect in my eyes as my
critique must show but you still got the feeling when you

left that you'd seen something special. And when you con-

sider all the media, fanfare, and various other forms of at-

tention coupled with Michael's renown "sensitivity" it is

not unreasonable to surmise that a show of this stature

may not occur again for a long time.

MMWWWWWWWW¥W¥WWIIWWWWWWWWIMIMIMWMMM#IMMIIMIIMMMMMMMMMMMMIMMMMMM#III#WIMMIM

WELCOMES YOU BACK TO
THE BEST AUDIO &. VIDEO

DEALS AROUND!
t0^^<^\. AflAXELL UDXLII C90 &. TDK SA C90

<^X^0tk%\.^9 $1.99 $1.99 $1.99

SUPER SYSTEM VALUE I

N IKKO NR320 Receiver 30 watts per channel

OHM E2 Speakers

NIKKO NP500II Belt Drive, Semiautomatic

cuiiDE J Turntable
311UKC presence cartridge

A V50. VALUE, NOW *399.^*

SUPER SYSTEM VALUE II

Ohm C3 Speakers

Nikko NR 1000 receiver 700 watts/channel

Scott PS 68A turntable direct drive semi auto

Audio Technica elliptical cartridge

Value over $1400

$799.95
Purity in Sound

7 f*] fi fii'Mii^ £ J
'^

ph/\SE linEAr

Phase linear DRM 900 Amplifier up to 90 watts/channel

Phase linear P 3800 preamplifier

Phase linear T 5200 tuner digital

value over $2,000.

Save 50% $975.

OHM MY GOSH!
OHM C3 Speakers, $375/pr SAVE $2751!

AKG Headphone Bonanza

K 130 Headphones were $55.00 NOW $35.00

K 2 Headphones were $49.95 NOW $29.95

MAXELL T-120 Videotape $5.99

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST 253-3100

The feel-good movie of 1983.

How much kjve. sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?

•->.

THE

BIGCHILL
In d cold woild you r»eed your f liends

to keep you warm.

iRi 'OS- y

Friday, September 14

Engineering East Aud.

5,7,9, 111 $2.CX) $1.50 at 5

sponsored by HKN & IEEE

loooooeeoeooooooooooeoi

JUST For tJie Fun oF It!

^o/77e on ^0^"%

There's no place like downtown Amherst, Massachusetts.

M A R I M E K K

SHEETS

Ohestlar
r homes MarKctplacP- ISO M.iiii SI Northamplon MA '413 684-3860
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OPINION
.,.c oano Mc those o< the individual wruerindividual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reliec-

What price education?
Both of my nieces started pre pre nursery

schcx)l last week. They are too young to be

assimilated into the world of education, but

old enough to begin learning the word

teacher.

F>in, three years old. gets so excited

about her weekly trip to school that her

mother has to keep it a secret the night

before or she will never go to sleep.

Andrea, is only one and a half, but she gets

just as excited when joining her big sister

for the few hours each week spent cutting,

pasteing, and coloring the posters that their

mother so proudly hangs on her

refrigerator.

Before they, and I. know, elementary,

junior high, and high school will have come

and gone. And then they, like me, will have

the option of going to college.

Or will they?

The Bostrm Globe reported last week that

a child born this year and starting college in

the year 2002 could face a four year cost of

$139,000 at a private institution and $45,000

at a public one.

If these figures are anywhere near correct

then it is possible that a student attending

the University of Massachusetts. Amherst,

could pay nearly $11,250 a year to come

here.

To go right up the street to private

Amherst t'ollege could cost a student

$34,750 a year.

But it gets worse.

lIMass director of financial aid Arthur

Jackson said that in the year 2000 it could

conceivably cost 15 to $20,000 to attend

this University.

Incredible? Yes. Frightening? Double yes.

But it should not be so unbelievable, the

trend in the past decade has been one of

escalated costs in tuition and fees with the

emphasis more on the ability of students to

finance their own education while slowly

phasing out the role of the government for

economic support.

Grants and scholarships have been phased

out more and more with each pa.ssing year.

Call it Reaganomics. Call it conservatism.

Call it what you will, but whatever it is

called it is scary; scary for us. for our

children, scary for the future and the future

is caused by the past, for the year 2000 the

past is now . the present.

And what is the present doing to ensure

that education is open to all in the future?

Verv, verv little.

Rita Murphy

In 1974 it cost in-state students $1,870 to

attend UMass. This year, the total co.st has

risen to $4,004. an increase of 114 percent.

The federal government has been slowly

decreasing the amount of financial aid to

students in recent years. Since Ronald

Reagan became President, the Sup

plementary P^ducational Opportunity Grant

has been eliminated, drastic cuts have

taken place with the Pellgrant. beginning in

January of this year the federal govern

ment began requiring public institutions to

begin ensuring that students who receive

financial aid are in g(K)d academic standing.

In the past, the government has only

recommended that colleges follow this

guidelme. The problem is. now that the

government has decided to make it man

datory. isn't it just a matter of time before

they determine what constitutes being in

good academic standing?

Students who must finance their own

education and who receive little financial

aid because of cuts, probably have to work

one or more jobs to pay for school. The

chances of them maintaining a cumulative

average similar to those students from

upper class families is slim. Intelligence

plays second fiddle to stamina, but then

again intelligence really has little to do with

a grade point average anyway. But the

point is the more a student has to pay. the

more a student can't pay and the more a

government expects a student to pay. the

more that student has to work to finance an

{'ducation.

Just in the past four years it has become

increasingly more difficult to pay for higher

education. What about the year 2000?

According to Jackson, financial aid as we

know it will no longer exist, it will instead

be replaced by financial planning. lx)ng

term loans will be the norm and grants and

scholarships will be things of the past.

How can a price be put on education? Can

its value ever be put in a dollar figure?

When is the price too high to pay? And who
should decide what that price should be. the

people of 1984 or 2002?

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.
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Finding what'sright for me
Editor's note: This is the first in a series of

columns on gay aivareness.

Being gay can be a great ticket to personal

freedom. It took me a long time to realize

that, and I am still learning that in deeper

and more profound ways every day.

During the process of identifying my

sexuality and adapting to it, I decided that

it was sort of o.k. to be gay, so long as I

looked and acted straight. I used to go to

great pains to blend in. Is this shirt plain

enough? Are these colors tame enough?

Watch how you walk. Don't overlap your

knees if you must cross your legs. It was a

terrible monkey on my back, that I might

stick out and then people would know. Of

course, I was still inwardly ashamed of

myself and my orientation.

Gradually I stopped listening to the

monkey. It was necessary for my sanity.

Thank God for age. Confidence is often a

function of age; it was in my case. My first

step was a pink oxford button-down shirt.

Pretty tame stuff, that. The world did not

turn its eye on me in shock and disgust. No
one assaulted me on the street. I took note.

Bob Brigham

out process that I get, the less I care for

other people's judgmental glare. I'm no

longer worried that if I decide to deck

myself out some morning in mod or daring

clothes that I might be singled out in a

crowd as "gay", or that someone might

whisper "fag" behind my back. I really

appreciate my brothers and sisters who

tend to fit the stereotype. Although they

feed that image, they also shock the few

holdouts who don't believe that we exist.

Many gay men and lesbians are main-

stream, and one doesn't see them.

However, we are here.

We are your roommates, your lab part

ners, your T.A.'s your professors. The most

precious aspect of being gay is being able to

choose traditionally male or female qualities

and try them on like shoes to see if they fit.

I don't need to look straight, and I don't

need to look gay. The only rules are, "Do I

like it?" and "Is it me?" And there's just one

more little secret: you don't need to be gay

to stop playing roles (but it helps).

The further along in this lifelong coming Boh Brigham is a Collegian columnist.

We need facts to understand conflict Peter Dow
When most of us buy the Wall Street

Journal or the Nerv York Times here at

UMass we expect the headlines and

stories to l)e basically truthful, at least so

we can rely on the information given

without researching the subject

ourselves. Unfortunately, this is not

always the case when reading the

literature of some campus groups who
support the Sandinista regime in

Nicaragua. Their information is either ob-

tained from Sandinista communiques or

through U.S. citizens who take govern-

ment tours of Nicaragua and relay what

they've been told as truthful.

For instance, they claim that the pre-

sent conflict in El Salvador, and the

emerging conflicts in C^osta Rica and Hon-

duras, are progressive, popular, social

revolutions and are not communist in-

spired or supported. They also profess

that the U.S. is supporting an illegal war
by the Nicaraguan counter-
revolutionaries against the "legitimate"

Sandinista government. And finally, they

believed that peace will ensue when the

American imperialist are forced to leave

Central America (i.e. when the
demf)cracies in that region fall to the com-

munists).

But now let's look at some facts that

few of us at UMass have a chance to hear.

For example. '-nUrary to Sandinista pro-

paganda and the prevailing beliefs among

campus radicals, America did not provide

any economic or military aid to the

Somoza regime during its struggle

against the Sandinistas in 1979. Further-

more, from the time the P^SLN (the San-

dinista "Liberation" Front) triumphed on

July 19, 1979 until September 30, 1979.

our American government provided

Nicaragua with $24.6 million in emergen-
cy assistance, consisting of food and
medical supplies, grain, and assistance for

housing reconstruction. In addition, the

Sandinistas directly received $118 million

in U.S. assistance from July 1979 through

January 1981. In short, during the first

year and a half of its life the Sandinista

government of Nicaragua received more
economic aid from the United States than

from any other country'.

Why then, during the last few months

of the Carter Administration, was it

decided to cease all U.S. aid to Nicaragua"?

Because the SandinisUis were repeatedly

found to be violating their agreement not

to engage in or support violence and ter-

rorism in foreign countries or to interfere

in the affairs of other countries. This deci-

sion to end economic aid was also made
since Nicaragua had neglected its commit-

ment to r-stihlich ;> democratic govern-

ment and to ensure freedoms for its peo-

ple.

Specifically, tne government of

Nicaragua imposed a Sandinista dictator-

ship; it refused to hold the free elections it

promised when it seized power; it seized

control over the media, and imposed cen-

sorship on the independent newspaper La
Prensa; it threatened the leaders of

Nicaraguan opposition parties (Adam
Fletes of the Social Christian Party, and

Donald Lacayo of the Conservative

Democratic Party) with death if they at-

tempted to oppose the Sandinistas; it

moved against the private sector of the

econmmy, resulting in its destruction; it

supported violence against Nicaragua's

independent human rights commission,

the Permanent Committee for the

Defense of Human Rights, and it forced

Marta Baltodano, the director of the com-
mittee into exile.

Yet we still hear from the Sandinistas

that Nicaragua is only a peaceful country

with no expansionist ambitions. But again

the facts reveal that just the opposite is

true. The Nicaraguan government has,

since its rise to power in 1979. built up an
unrivaled and (if their "peace-loving"

claim is true) unnecessary military

machine.

Although Nicaragua has a population of

only 2.7 million people, it has a 25.000

soldier active duty force with 50.000
soldiers in reserve. Thirty-six new
military bases in Nicaragua are being
hoilt or have h*>pn completed with the

assistance of the Soviet Union and Cuba.

In addition, more than 2,000 Cuban

military

Moscow has supplied 7,000 advisors and

an army brigade to Cuba. Soviet

weaponry — in the form of sophisticated

T-55 tanks, helicopters, artillery, and the

like - are already in Cuba and Nicargua.

and are, at this moment, being utilized by

communist guerillas in an attempt to

overthrow the U.S. supported Salvadoran

government.

And yet it is obvious that neither the

Sandinistas nor the Cubans are providing

the capital for these endeavors on their

own; they simply do not have the massive

financial' resources nor the economic

stability to do so. The Soviet Union does,

however, have this capacity, and is sen-

ding Cuba and Nicaragua $4 billion in aid

annually; $1 billion of this is in the form of

weapons being used by rebels in El

Salvador.

Although these are just a few examples

(more will follow in the coming weeks), it

should be clear that any information com-

ing out of Nicaragua or Cuba is propagan-

da, pure and simple. What the citizens of

the United States need are facts, not false

hoods, if we are ever going to arrive at a

national foreign policy consensus towards

Central America.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

Reaganomics

creating havoc
Most of us here at UMass will have our first chance to

vote in a presidential election this November. We're for-

tunate to have such an easy choice. The issues are so

critical, and so clear cut that you don't have to know

anything about politics to make the right choice this year.

Okay, Mondale is a bit drab, and he lacks charisma, but

he's not going to blow up the world, and he's not going to

screw everyone from the middle class down. No informed,

intelligent college student is going to be voting for Ronald

Reagan this fall.

These are the things I was thinking about while heading

back up to the Zoo, so imagine my surprise that first night,

when someone next to me at a party said, "Yeah ... I sup-

port Reagan."

CiARimD AND mmr[) Tr^zMj/s.

John O'Sullivan

"What," I said, "How can you*.'"

"You know ... the economy and everythmg ... I'm a

business major."

I could understand her looking out for old number one,

being a business major and all (she was minoring m
finance) but I had to let her know that Reaganomics hurt

business majors as well as people on Social Security,

welfare, and health care programs.

"Did you know that when you go out to get your loan to

start your business you probably won't be able to swing

the interest rates, because Reagan and Co. suck up half

the available credit in the U.S. before business people ever

see it, just financing their big deficits?"

"Well, I'm not going to be in business," she said, "I m
going to be a banker."

I told her that Reaganomics could be creating some

havoc in that profession, too. "You know since Reagan is

protecting all his pals in big business, who really aren't so

competitive and efficient anymore, the people in places

like Latin America can't export any good to the U.S. and

their economies are dying."

"Let 'em die," she said, "Survival of the fittest,

capitalism and all that stuff."

"Well the problem is that the U.S. banking people have

loaned those people down in Latin America a hell of a lot

of money, about 300 billion I think, and when they start

defaulting on the loans, on which they can't even pay the

interest now, those U.S. banks will be losing money in 5

and 10 million dollar chunks. That's when people like you

and me are going to want our money out. So, aft«r that

first big rush, the banks might not need any employees.

The guy sitting next to us was visibly tiring of the con-

versation.

"Listen," he yelled, "If you're gonna spend the whole

night talking about Reaganomics, at least put it in terms

we can all understand."

This is what I came up with..

"Pretend you just got up to school and your parents

gave you $150 for Iwoks ..."

"O.K."
"Cool."

"Well things are gonna seem pretty good for a while,

but then they'll get bad because the 'coke buzz' wasn't

reality. The reality is you have no books and you are fail-

ing your classes."

"The success of Reaganommics is not reality either.

Reality is huge deficits, high interest rates, a deteriorating

trade position, escalating poverty, and drasticaly cut

social programs."
Reaganomics is what Vice President Bush first said it

was, "Voodoo Economics." In other words, a bad buzz.

Takingcharge after a break-up

The most devastating thing that could happen has

happened. The impossible has become a reality. The

preposterous has become the present, and the un-

thinkable is all that can be thought of. My boyfriend of

four years and I have broken up. It has taken me months

to say those words without crying. But, it has really

happened, the end, all over. Four years have been ter-

minated. What is left...

Months of maniac depression, years of loneliness, loss of

self esteem, need for self destruction. I'll cry for the rest

of my life; my body will become numb; it will exist only to

study, sleep, and of course, eat. Well, actually there were

days of deep depression, weeks of crying, months of

severe loneliness, thoughts of self destruction; however,

no real action. And my body was numb for at least a day.

However, the entire process, well... it really is sur

vivable. My decision never to date another man for the

rest of my life speeded up the process.

Tell me, why does that man at the Blue Wall look just

like him, and the guy in my Spanish class talk the same

way? It seems that wherever I go, almost every guy I

meet has some mannerism exactly like one of his. Do they

do this on purpose? Is there a conspiracy against me? I

try not to cry everytime I see a guy walk by with the

name of my old boyfriend's university on his chest, but it

makes life miserable.

This isn't a sympathy trip. In fact, if one more person

says to me, "You poor thing, although I never really liked

him anyway." I am going to scream. Thanks for the

thought.However. telling me I spent four years with a

loser is not going to perk me up a whole lot.

Why do I have a need to tell the world of my love lite

failure if not for sympathy? When a group of my friends

and I sat down and I proceeded to tell them about my

devastation, it occurred to me that nobody was listenmg.

We all were talking at the same time. Because each one of

us had a similar story to tell. We all felt those same

feelings of hurt and rejection. I am not alone, and neither

are you.

Through this entire relationship and the final ending. I

have grown from an innocent, naive girl to a not so-

innocent, still somewhat naive woman. Most of my
growing took place during the devastation period. It was

Tami Tetreault

a time of learning to live with my failures and rejection.

These negative aspects of life are just as important as the

positive ones, they are a part of growing pains.

Love is wonderful, however. The saying "love is blind"

really means a lot. In a relationship, one can become

dependent. I was the dependent one, depending on him

for my entertainment, social life, friendship and survival.

Nights were spent next to the phone, waiting for the call

that never came. Weekends were planned precisely, only

to lead to disappointment. Those arguments with two

stubborn people at each end were never ending. There

was jealousy. The list goes on. To be honest, they were

the best years of my life. Then came the big bomb: break

up time.

If there was one thing that I have gained from this

devastation, it is my sense of being a unique individual. It

is so easy to lose sight of the goals you set for yourself

when someone tells you they love you. The path of your

future can become foggy when someone keeps

whispering in your ear. You can lose youridentity when

you become dependent upon someone else, which is

exactly what happened to me. It's very unhealthy.

Now those goals I planned so precisely are coming back

to me. the fog is disappearing, the ambition to be

something more than a girlfriend is pumping '" "jy
^lood

again. My survival now depends on me, alone, and 1 have

taken full responsibility.

Would I jump back into the fire? Of course, without a

hesitation. However, this time I'd jump with a new

understanding of relationships and a sense of maturity.

„.ppi„e. and -- -
"up TZ l^oti:

Slits;.t;ro'u\lJtral:Ll5.
s.. ..«e ..«.,

teeth right in and lake charge.

Tami Tetreault is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor
' ~"~

South Africa acticle off base Driving tips for newcomers Boston Red Sox need Rice

Your Sept. 6 article on the recent urban uprisings in

South Africa presents some misleading images that should

be corrected. You state that the rent hike for Africans,

that is one of the precipitatinng issues on the uprisings,

comes "to about $3.10 a month" and that the monthly rent

for "a four room cinder block house" is "$18.30" a month.

The monthly rent that you describe comes to $210 a

year Yet the average African worker makes only $272 a

year Rent, therefore, constitutes a major drain on in-

come, at a time when inflation is raising food prices to the

sky In that setting the $3 increase could easily be the

straw that breaks the worker's back. It is worth noting

that these protest are part of a larger reaction against

other aspects of South African oppression, such as the

newly instituted "constituion" that does not include the

country's black majority. Finally, your title, "Looting, ar-

son in^ohannesburg" would have been far more accurate

ff it reflected the courage and anger of the people by

stating "Urban Rebellion in South Africa.

John Brown Childs

Associate Professor

Black Studies and Anthropology

If you are not of Massachusetts descendence, and you're

new at UMass and drive a car, the following information

is offered from a non-resident who has just completed his

first year of the "Mass Driving Internship;"

( 1 ) Turn signals are not used. Turns are made whenever

one desires, at a moment's notice if need be. Anyone you

see using a turn signal is obviously a newcomer, like

yourself They'll learn in time.

(2) A traffic light that has jur' Hirned red means you

have another three seconds to go I . trough it. Police tend to

ignore this nasty habit, apparently because the money

generated from the fine is not enough to justify their time

and paperwork. Speeding and DWl's, however, do.

(3) If you are driving at the posted speed limit, you are

not driving fast enough. While driving at this speed, you

will see a cagey "veteran" driving about 2 feet off your

tailgate. They want you to go faster, so they can go faster,

and you will be the one caught in the speed trap

To say that many drivers in the Amherst area are greatly

lacking in courtesy and patience is somewhat of an

understatement. It won't take very long for you, the new

driver, to understand how the term "Masshole" origi-

nated in Amherst. Dave Kemey
Amherst

In resp<3nse to Peter Abrahanm's Sept. 7 editorial on

trading Jim Rice, I would say that Abraham has: a) not

followed the Boston Red Sox over the last 10 years, or b)

has something against Jim Rice. In the 10 years that I

have followed the Boston Red Sox, Jim Rice, whose entire

career has spanned those 10 years, has been the epitome

of consistency, class and devotion on that team. He has

averaged 30 homeruns and 100 runs-batted-in every year,

as well as having a lifetime .307 batting average. This puts

him in the top 10 active players for offensive pnxiuction

with at least 10 years of major league experience.

We should all hope that the Red Sox give Jim a lifetime

ccontract for whatever he wants, and maybe we will get to

see a World Championship team here in New England for

once.

Larry Greenstein

Van Meter North
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PONY EXPRESS

PONY RACER
Nylon & suede jogger

Men's sizes

SPECIAL

Now *18.

PONY 4 CORNERS
Le^^lher hi top

basketball shoe

Mens & Boys sizes

SPECIAL

Now ^35.

PONY PRO TURF
Leather turf shoe

Mens sizes.

Reg 44 99

Now ^33.

Olympian deliversi Now on sale

^[\^ high performing Pony athletic shoes

Pony, made for the express purpose of action

Whatever level your experience, you can count

on Pony Pony is up to the challenge.
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We thriveon competitiorh
\ rHampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley. r'
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LIQUORS

BUD or MILLER LITE

SUITCASES

61 MAIN ST., AMHERST
For Free Delivery of

$15. Minimum Orcier,

(off UMass Campus)

DIAL 253-3091
10% Senior Citizen Discounts

Except on Specials

24 loose $10.95
12-oz.

cans Plus Deposit

L

VODKA
1.75 LITER $8.99

$4.89

'l\iesday, September 13, 1984
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21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Fuji - Univega - Campagnolo

Suntour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

accessories
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Student Union Ballroom
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Admissjon

Free lo Hillel

Fee Pavers

SPONSORED BY 8 NAI BRITH HtLLEL

"•
F̂riday

Sept. 14

Cliff Myers
IS BACK 3-6 pm.

Ill

BALLANTINE BEER 12 PK $3.35

McGregor

SCOTCH 1.75 LITER $11.99

WMUA DJ. Poxly
8:30 pm -12:30am

ALL A(q£5!

All Specials In-Store Cash Prices

Hurry! Prices Good Thru Sept. 15

1983 SICHEL

Beaujolais
750 ML.

$4.25

Liebfraumilch
750 ML.

$1.99

\Satur6ay

Sept. 15

Dance to the Music of
"

Driving Wheel .////

8:30pn.-12:30pm //^ ^^
,/////^^^ TO tV\e Bluevoaa .-.

.

///////^ 'Day>Ci'/^^^^ee Disco

^U Aq£5!

Tuesday, September 13, 1984
^
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I

PERSONALIZED
STYLF »^Ai-^'JTS

$7.00
I with this coupon)

110.00 witti Sttampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Long Hair
EKpirM 9/30 84

PleaM Call for an Appointment

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
j5 Unt\'*-»ily Dftve

Amhe.41 MA S49 b610

*DrEfrisi(3?'i
Try something dif-

J
ferent. Lose weight ^
sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with ^
diets! Call UHS #
549-2671 ext. 181.

i I Preregistration by

Students! Work Smart.

Work Simply.oWith Hewlett-Packard.

WHO CONTROLS THE PAST.

CONTROLS THE FUTURE
SUPPORT BANNED BOOKS
WEEK SEPTEMBER 8-15

(

I

Take a good look at

If you're in Science or Engineering, chances

are your classes include Calculus, Physics, or

Chemistry. Engineering Statics, or Dynamics.

You're running up against some tough calcula-

tions, with statistics problems, hyperbolics, and

logs. The HP- lie calculator helps you breeze

through those problems with a few simple

keystrokes.

Need to simplify problems that are even more

complex? The HP-41CV gives you 128 built-in

functions—and the HP-41CX over 200—to sim-

plify your long homework assignments. Use up to

6,437 bytes of memory to save the programs

and formulas you use often. And there are thou-

sands of software programs, so you don't have

to start from scratch next term.

your class schedule.
If you're in Business or Finance, you're proba-

bly taking Accounting, Statistical Methods,

Finance, and Investment Analysis. Classes

loaded with tedious calculations. End the pencil-

and-paper drudger>' with the HP-12C. The most

powerful decision-maker on the market! Dedi-

cated keys make time value of money
calculations, amortization. Net Present Value

(NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and statis-

tics solutions as simple as a single keystroke. And
it's easy to change values or correct mistakes

without reentering your entire problem.

Hewlett-Packard calculators They help you

work smart this term. And next term. And even

later on the job. Get your HP today from your

local HP dealer.

For the location of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE 1-800-FOR-HPPC.

%S1
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PACKARD
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See Our

BANNED
BOOK
SALE

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

c? VmVERSlTY
J^ASTORE^

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b« II to vntvr

Op«n til 2

665-4937
24 Hour Topad Maisoga

5^A^

rusty nail Qy^j.'
PROUDLY PRESiNTS

TONIGHl Tower of Power
September 13

cover $7.50

with student ID $6.50

% drafts starting at 11:30

Friday

September 14 LONELY BOYS
Rolling Stone

Saturday
September 15

NRBQ
All Tickets $6.50 (^

well drinks 11:30 to close

$1.00

Sunday
September 16

Bottle Beer

11:30 to close $1.00

music
Tickets $4.00

ROOT BOY SLIM
and his band

V2 price drinks for ladles

all tickets available at the door only

all shows start promptly at 10:00

Coming the 21st The Fools

28th The Stompers
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THE23rdANNUAL
ALUMNIASSOCIATION
TRIVIA CONTEST
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1984 7-11 pm
GRANDPRIZE: A TRIP FOR TWO TO
FLORIDADURING SPRING BREAK

IHE VICIOUS VACHON BRoiS^
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If only, back in 1961, the Alumni Association had thought to put its contest on a game
board, throw in some dice, and sell it for $23.95. If only Eleanor Roosevelt could fly...

The Rules: we ask a question and play a song. You call us at 545-3150 with the answer to

the question and/or the song title and artist. We give points for correct answers. The
teams with the most points win prizes.

Teams can register until 5 pm on Friday the 14th at the Alumni Office in Memorial Hall,

or by calling 545-3150 beginning at 6 pm. The contest begins at 7 pm on WMUA 91.1 FM
and lasts until 11 pm.

A PRESENTATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION IN COOPERATION WITH WMUA 91.1 FM
A \[J\ J.C. Penney Company Delano's Restaurant The Alumni Office The Mercantilt

The Fine Arts Center FACES Underground Sound The University Store

Top of the Campus Restauant The Mountain Farms Four Theatres

State Representative Jim Collins

Bruno's Pizza

Broadway
"Sophisticated Ladies"

"Brighton Beach Memoirs"

Theater
"Romeo & Juliet"

"Night, Mother"
"A Soldier's Play"

Dance
Houston Ballet's "Swan Lake"
Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Pilobolus Dance Theater

Sampler
Philly Pops, Peter Nero
Las Ballets Trockadero de

Monte Carlo

Ray Charles

Orchestra
Springfield Symphony Orchestra,

Peter Serkin, piano

Minnesota Orchestra
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,

Andre-Michel Schub, piano

Jazz
Dizzy Gillespie

Sarah Vaughan
Jazz All-Stars

Chamber
Springfield Symphony Orchestra.

Alexander Schneider
Juilliard String Quartet

The Chamber Music Society

of Lincoln Center

Winners Circle
Boston Chamber Music Society
Paul Neubauer, viola

James Barbagallo, piano

Robert Davidovici, violin

Portland String Quartet

Plus
Marcel Marceau
Handel's Messiah
Mabou N/jines

"Prelude to Death in Venice"
"Company"

Demon Drummers
& Dancers of Sado

Fine Arte^ Center
HuncertQlHall

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

The Commuter Area Government at UMass presents:

Bnce.

Friday, Sept. 14th at 8:00 p.m. in Bowker Aud.

Tickets $3.00

NEW FOR
FALL

HEAVYWEIGHT
EMBROIDERED
RUGBY SHIRT

assorted colors

S-M-L-XL

John C.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Photo by

Dwayne Autery

Located In the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

V%%%k%%%%%^^V%^\.V\

'

V « '- 4" * '-t -i f
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In one hour,

you can try to break"Tiny 'Terwilliger's

record*ofeating six extra large pizzas

with anchovies

or learn

how to slice your study time in hal£

And that's no fish story. As you'll discover by coming to one of our free One
Hour Seminars. Where you'll also discover how to enjoy more free time in

college. For whatever you want to do. Eating pizzas. Attending rock concerts.

Partying. Or engaged in trivial pursuit
At our free seminar, we'll also show you how you can triple your reading

effectiveness, raise your grade point average, and end your cramming forever.

Bring a friend and join us at our seminar It's only an hour Ifs free. And ifs

a smart move on your part No matter how you slice it

*1 noUu Id) n 1 nrd rrpi>rirt1 ut IMM t \y\ .i h Dtm tr.ilrrniiy brothrr wln' ihi n flrd tht- "Ali>amabi>y~ Ti/za I'alait- tn Los Anfictcs in tulal disKust Rentaurant is no loni^r in oprralion.

Free Seminar Schedule LOCATION: MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

THURSDAY 9/13 1pm, 3pm, & 5pm ROOM 162-175
FRIDAY 9/14 11am & 1pm

SATURDAY 9/15 11am & 1pm ROOM 904-908

EvelynWood
Y"

College Programs

Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations not necessary. For more information call 1 (800) 447- READ.

highlight .jp
^^^ ^"quick as a flash

!^R more than just o highliflitw
Sv^itch from highlighting to jotting notes without changing pens.
Textar connes in six bright fluorescent colors, each with a Dlue
ballpoint pen.

^

Available now at your college store.

All UMass Women
are cordially invited to a

Phi Sigma Kappa Party
Friday 14th

Time 9:30

Free Refreshments

next to Fine Arts Center

Tuesday. September 13, 1984, .rolle^ian i?

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Gorde by Gorde
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"

ORiGlKlAUTY.' yes; f^LKS.
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ALWAYS Be \
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AND /ueve^,
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'roirf

Under Foot

HBY, GOROef a/HATlS OP7
OH, YQUK^O^ OPU% RJ6MT*

SET H/M OCTTA NgK£*
TH/S ISA^ OR/&/mL
COMIC STRfPf

POT HIM BACK UPSTAmS
ro HIS OWAI STRIP MHBRe
He 5eL0M<5s/f we could
se sueOy^ por th/s.'.*^

by Joe Bradbury

H11

WHRT^S
UP?

HOW Ya DOINM??

GENIflUTY HAKES
HY FftCE HURT

'jff4m :_?^L^-sT ^
Ultra Mass
+0 CfCA ft

1 xntro^ !

gu€.»f 5-.

by E.L.M.
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7

Darrin's Comic Strip byDarrin

The Lab by Law
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
I-:ditrd by Trude Michel Jaffe

T^'Sbundof
Music" family

6 Yarn-splnners'

medium
11 F««ls the cold

13 Bluster and
bluH

15 Cockpit sharer

16 Crown anrf

robes
17 Soap plant

18 Title for a Louis

20 Apertures
21 Tabula
22 Tuesday, on the

Seine
24 Hogmanay

celebrant

25 Look here!

26 Small change
In Chile

28 Federal agcy.

29 Virgil's

magnum opus
31 Speakers of

Romance
languages

33 KPs attire

34 Ultimate degree
35 Tiffany weights

38 Conceited
41 Sounds of

pleasure

42 Paint anew
44 Oashan,

Ethiopian

mountain
46 Irreclaimable

46 Indian title

49 Advanced
50 Indo European
52 Mauna
53 Lively dance
54 Another lively

dance
56 "Come-on" for

a film

58 M'A'S'Hrole
56 More alarming

60 Industrialist

Cyrus
61 Garment

DOWN
1 Becket

2 Sharp retort

3 City near

Segovia

4 Soccaf great
'5 PGA member
6 Before tape or

record

7 Predecessor of

riches?

8 Pimlico, et al

9 Tonic from

wHIow bark

10 Anthology
makers

11 Declivity

12 Leave high and
dry

13 wreath

14 Conical kilns

19 Fragment

22 Champion, in

Mainz

23 Rowena's
beloved

26 Wood for a

mothproof
chest

27 RIverbank

disporter

30 Nelther's

partner

32 Sacred
monogram

35 Hymn
36 Site of Nineveh

37 Graduated
38 Golf shoe

features

39 Fretwork

40 Bronx players

41 Too bad!

43 Yoko

45 Packer Hall of

Famer
47 Blemish
49 Tours' river

51 Not a chancel

53 Carson's
predecessor

55 100 yrs

57 Rubber stamp
letters

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Today's D.C. Menu
Lunch

Fishburjjer on Roll/

Tartar Sauce
Spinach Frittata

Dinner
Baked Ham with Fruit Sauce
Chopped Beefsteak Sf^)ecial

Basics Lunch

Boursin ad Sprout Sandwich
Soybean, Com, Tomato
Casserole

Basics Dinner

Baked Cod with Lemon Wedge
Golden Carrot BakeAVhite Sauce

Today's Weather
Today — mostly sunny, highs in the mid-70's

Tonight — fair, lows in the 50's

Tomorrow — partly cloudy, highs in the 80's

.but, of course I read it in

the Collegian!
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CoUegUm's NFL picks
The curse of the sports editor has hit

Peter Abraham. The unlucky Lebenese
went a very awful 6-7 in his first week of
selections. The seemingly all-knowing
Scott Hood and Kevin DeLuca went a

sparkling 9-4 with Tony Betros turning in

an 8-5 slate. Abraham is hoping for a little

more luck in this, the third week of the

NFL season.

Peter Tony Scott Gerry Kevin
Abraham Betros Hood deSimas DeLuca
(6-7) (8-5) (9-4) (8-5) (9-4)

Seattle-New England Seat Seat N.E. N.E. Seat
Atlanta-Minnesota Atl Atl Minn Atl Minn
Chicago-Green Bay GB Chic GB GB Chic
Cincinnati-NY Jets NY NY NY Cinn NY
LA Raiders-Kansas City LA LA KG LA LA
St. Louis-Indianapolis St. Louis St.Louis Indy St.Louis St.Lou
Detroit-Tampa Bay Det Det Det Det Det
Houston-San Diego SD SD SD SD SD
LA Rams-Pittsburgh LA LA Pitt LA LA
New Orleans-San Fran San Fran San Fran San Fran San Fran SanFr
NY Giants-Washington Wash Wash Wash NY NY
Philadelphia-Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas

Denver-Cleveland Denver Clev Clev Clev Clev

Miami-Buffalo Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami

• preview
Continuedfrom page 20

create opportunities, then capitalize.

Hopefully we'll come out on top when time

runs out," Hixon said.

The UMass men's soccer team will travel

to Fairfield University in Fairfield, Conn,

today looking for their second victory of

this young season against the Stags.

UMass won its season opener on Tues-

day, 1-0, over Boston University on Boyden
Field. Prior to that game, BU was ranked

third in New England and considering that

Fairfield is hardly a New England soccer

power, prospects of the Minutemen return-

ing home tonight with their second straight

victory appear prommising:
Kurt Manal, the freshman import from

Canada, paid quick dividends for UMass in-

his first collegiate game, scoring the one
goal against BU. Manal was sent in alone

by Nick Marciano, who split the BU
defense with a perfect pass near midfield.

"A big win like that certainly helps the

team's morale a lot," said Mike Runeare,
UMass' senior sweeper and co-captain.
"Kurtand some others players are what we
need to score goals and make a more well-

rounded squad."

UMass emerged from the BU game with

no injuries despite the aggressive and
rough play. Don Donahue, who recorded

the shutout versus the Terriers is schedul-

ed to start in goal again for the Minutemen.
Following today's game, UMass travels

to Hanover, New Hampshire on Saturday
to meet the Dartmouth Big Green. The
next home game will be Sept. 19 against

the University of New Hampshire at 3:30.

The Minutemen, who finished with a
18-9-1 record and a third place ranking in

New England, swept their three games
with the Jeffs last season..

Among the players returning for UMass
this year are seniors Paul McNeil ad Phil
Surette, junior Bill Feeney, and sophom-
mores Mike Hoover, Owen McGonagle, and
Bob McGillicuddy. Fred Maruis will most
likely be in goal this afternoon.
— Compiled by Ed Hayward, Scott Hood,
and Mike Levine.

Savemoney whenyou have

Sb^ ^>Ur J|ork Simcs
delivered to your dorm room.

Please deliver The New York Times as checked: (Daily subscription rates are 50% below the newsstand price, just

25* per day.) Subscriptions will be delivered to dorms and offices on campus. For questions or complaints, P.O.

Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004. 253-7009.

FALL TERM
Weekdays (Mon-Sat) $18.50

Weekdays & Sundays $36.50

Delivery will begin Sunday, Sept. 16, 1984. There will be no delivery during holidays and vacations. The last day of

delivery is Fri., Dec. 14, 1984.

Please enclose check and make payable to: RON HUBERDEAU.

Name

Delivery Address.

Class Of: .Mail to: Ron Huberdeau, PO Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004

UMASS
RUGBY
JOIN 16 YEARS |

OF PRIDE, WINNING
AND EXCELLENCE.

No experience necessary

Practice Tu, Wed, Thu
4 PM

Boyden Lower Fields

II

Get on line
witliout
'v\raiting

in line.

I'niversity Computer
Center

"Unbelievable!''
Il ;. III.; l..iw I iiv'Ugii lii.iUif', t, I 111 1< .-,,-. luMii , 1 ;

homework foryour computer courses To
make a tough .situation worse you've got tu

plan on spending precious lime standing
in line every tune you want to gel on line

And your odds on gelling a print out by the
time you need it are about as good as gel
ting seals to a Michael Jackson concert

That IS. of course unless you do your com
puterhomt 'he Computer Access
Center

16 cliairs, no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a uiuque
workspace that offers everything you need
to do all ofyour computer work, in one

i 1
•

- • ume W'' ; t ;.:,.: :^. . .

,

the hour or semester for as long a. .

need them, right in thecenterof Amin i ;

Finally you've got an alternalive to usin^'

your school's crowded facilities oi

a terminal for the who!*' spmentei

The Access Center h. r .

lions fully equipped wiu. inm} jifis.tnd

terminals, complete modem systems thai
allow you to lie in tx) Cyber VAX or any
other mainframe that you have ihe access
code for. on site letter quality and dot
matrix printers for instant print outs, and
experienced and knowledgeable compulei-
pros aJways on duty to help you
Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre
cious lime standing in line Now you can
plan ahead and reserve time on a terminal
that will be wailing )ust for you
So what are you wailing for*? Call today
and see for yourself how easy and inexpen
sive renting lime on a. rompuipr can be

COMPUTER #-%U#^^C:^^ CENTER INC.
ON SITE hourly/semester RENTALS 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Street Amherst MA (in lp»l rear of Peter Pan terminal building

i

Men Thurs-9 am 11 pm Fn 9 am 6 pm. Sat Sun 10 aiTi-6 pm

2 FREE HOXntS OF COMFUTER TIME !

Call today mention this ad and use one o( our
computers for two hours at no cost'

areative tee-shirts

CUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
. <rT-Shirts-5V Painters CapstV Jackets

Tir Baseball Hats T^ Sweatshirts

i, GREEK LETTERING
T^ LETTERING WHILE YOU WAIT

T^QUANTITY DISCOUNT

Hampshire Mall

Fraternities

Sororities

Clubs & Teams

586-9205 Hadley

Otier good during bus ness hours f^onday
through Friday until Oclobei 15th

? LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

September 11, 12, 13, 18

9 - 11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

(-ollegjan 19

Jordan signs with Chicago Bulls Gooden strikes out 16
CHICAGO (AP) -

Michael Jordan signed a
seven-vear contract with
the Chicago Bulls on

Wednesay that reportedly

makes him the third-

highest paid rookie in Na-
tional Basketball Associa-

tion history.

"I'm happy to come to

agreement with the

Bulls," Jordan said at a

news conference, accom-

panied by his parents,

James and Delores Jordan,

of Wilmington, N.C. "It

feels great to be with the
Bulls because Chicago is a
tremendous sports city.

I'll do whatever the
coaches want of me," said
the 6-foot-6 Jordan, Col-

lege Basketball's Player of

the Year at the University
of North Carolina last

season.

Bulls spokesman Tim
Hallam revealed the length
of the pact, but declined to

provide the financial term.

Reports have estimated

the contract calls for bet-

ween $650,000 to $850,000

per year. Jordan's market
value rose even higher

after a successfull stint

with the gold medal-

winning U.S. Olympic
team.

New rookie strikeout king

Campus Center Board Of Governors
Bl 7 Campus Cenler Universily ot MassaOiusells AnihoiM MAOlOOJ

d ni sj's 01Q8 • 1-5 vti ''a', f)i<').i

The First BOG Meeting of the fall semester

is September 13, 1984!

6:00 in the

Campus Center
Check at Concourse Information Desk

for room number.

NEW YORK (AP) - Dwight Gooden

struck out 16 batters and set a major

league record for strikeouts by a rookie pit-

cher in powering the New York Mets to a

2-0 victory over the Pittsburgh Piratet^

Wednesday night.

Gooden's 11th strikeout of the night
which came in the sixth inning against
Marvell Wynne, broke the previous majoi
league record of 245 established in 1955 b>
Herb Score of the Cleveland Indians.

— A message from Score, who is now an In-

dian broadcaster, sent a congratulatory

message to Gooden that was flashed on the

stadium scoreboard.

Gooden, 16-8, scattered five hits and
didn't allow a walk in throwing his second
consecutive shutout and fourth of the

season. His 16 strikeouts was the highest
total in the National League this season
and tied the 16 registered by Mike Witt of

the California Angels against Seattle on
Jully 23. He now owns 251 strikeouts, tops

in the majors.

Hubie Brooks supplied all the offense

Gooden needde when he cracked his 16th

homer of the season, a two-run drive off

John Tudor, 9-11, in the fourth. Keith Her-
nandez was on base after a single.

Gooden, who fanned every Pittsburgh
starter except Jason Thompson and
Johnny Ray, was never in serious trouble.

Open to the Public!

/f

VICLLYS
ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CLOTHING
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASANT ST. MON-SAT 10-5

AMHERST, MA 01002 413-549-6446

Met's pitcher Dwig^ht Gooden

La Cazuela
't-1fc rv1t7j<iL_ArM HbSrAljMAfNal At HA HAM

a y

J r^

J"'

y o
D y

SOMETHING NEW
Distinctive Mexican food

and drink, carefully

prepared and served in

a graceful atmosphere
evocative of the American
Southwest

Try La Cazuela soon,

in downtown Northampton

Lunch: Tuesday Saturday

Dinner: Tuesday Sunday
.

Closed Monday

o

J^ o y O J^ o
L 5SB-0400

k OLD SOUTH STREET • NORTHAMPTOrsI
|

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5%

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number

ADVERTISING

Advartiaa FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
Advertise itefns you want to sail or buy Call

532 9496

A8TROLOQY

Chart raading. counaaling. Will travel to

Amherat for appointments. North Grean-
fietd Astrological Counseling. 413-773-3493

attention;
we're hiring oj's

' TV Dataun B210 low mileage must see

I

2S3 7617 «1460 or BO
' VW Campar 1t73 excetlent shape, new
I engine nattery muffler 2S3 7901 evenir>g 7 to

10

! 71 GMC % ton pick up trucirw7cap MOO
I
call 549-3901

HELP WANTED

I* EARN **

i Make IG60 while eatir)g home cooked
; meals. How can you go wrong? CaN Jim
I Houston at 546-2160

Utopia Spas part-time counter work Sat £r

Sun days ar>d weeknights available pay
rrmnt: $ * tubs and tan free apply in person
1 1 am - 5 pm
Utopia Spas part-time hot tubs
maintenance Er cleaning work payment: t

-f tub ar>d tan free apply in person 1 1 am 5

pm

1973 VW Bug excellent condition rebuilt

engine $1000 or BO call 549 6628 or

5491778

MUSICIANS WANTED

RACK-ADISC RACK-A-VIDEO is hiring

DJ's Send resume to: PO Box 48, Amherst,
MA 01004

ENTERTAINMENT

AUDIO _ \

I naad monay and am willing to part with a

Cspahart AM/FM Dual B-track stereo with

built in turntable and two large speakers. BO
6-6882 Barry

AUTO FOR SALE

1I7> Dedga Omni 4-door, starKlard, cloth

upholstery, lots of extras, exceitent shape,

no rust. *2190 or best offer. Phone 564 9468

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack-A
Video entertainment giant 10 and 15 foot

screens for dorms and Greeks. "MTV"
video music call 549-7144

iRack-A-Oisc Rack-A-Vldao entertain-

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys,

(Bands and Video Call 549 7144

•wiCKED AND WILD OJ's audio and
[visual entertainment for the 80's 564-6712

[ MIDRANQE PRODUCTIONS^ Profes-

Isional Disc Jockeys any occasion
' reasonable rates call 2S3-3880

. pm

\

\

Maintenance parson wanted 2 hrs per

day, Mon-Fri, nriornings. Duties include

cleanir>g office and maintainir>g equip.

Mechanical aptitude arid workstudy re

quired Apply in person 9-4 Mon-Fri at 113

CC (Collegian office)

Newspaper dallverars needed In dorms.
Early mornings 7 days/ week Good pay for

short hours. Call 253 7009

Apartment furnltural Bed, dresser,

bookcaaa, mirrors, chairs etc. 2S6-0682 after

5 pm

Sacha Mopad 1M1 very good condition

drive on campusi )375 253 2284 Caroline

Refrigerator. Household size 16 cu. ft

now in daily use 584-4610

P time, axpar nacc audio bkgrnd helpful

Sound Co. 201 N Pleasant, Amherst

Exparianced shoe salesperson part time
apply in person only Mathews Shoes 39 So.
Pleasant St. Amherst

House people wanted for light cleanup at

Fraternity Mon thru Sun Free meals and
more Call Marl< after 4 549^3744

Speakers AR 18 perfect siie for dorm room
in great cond powerful 100 wT capability.

Great sound $100 call Rick 253 2720

Home Stereo AM/FM cassette 8-traci(

turntable t99. 546-6194 Chrissy

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. 28 hours including classroom
and shop. Limited enrollment 253-2098

Attention MuslclansI The Orchard
Hill /Central Fallfest needs local student

bands to perform on 9/22. Call Dave 6195,

Bill

PtWSOWALS

PERFORMING ARTS OlvTsiON Music^
Theatre, Dance Instruction Old
Chapel/UMats 546-0519 Register by
September 14.

Rush tickets available for October 2,

Worcester Centrum Call 546^1461

I dwmt

RIDE WANTED

UMass Qranadlar Society meets at tfie

Campus Center Wednesdays 7 12 PM Sun
days 2 12 PM We play diplomacy, squad
leader artd many other board games and
miniatures. All are welcome

Foxy Fiat X 1/9 completely reconditioned

removable hardtop low miles 1977 must sell

2500 Larry 256-0080

TTsaab 96-A claaalcl BO 6-4648/4663"

1977 Camaro good condition $1,750
549-0875

FOUND

1969 Volvo 500/bast offer 268-7127

Such the deal 76 Honda Wagon needs

carb. BO call Paul after 11:00 PM 253 5403

ifTTVVirScFocco, 4 spd. a"c"60 000 mi

$1500 or best offer 546-4746

1978 Honda Civic blue new muffler Er

brake AM-FM cassette, perfect body Et

engine; $1200 or BO call 549-1738

1971 Pinto perfectly functional a car you

will never stop laughing at $100 263-9712

1981 Dalaun B210SL 5 spaed AM/FM
bucket seats $3,500 or bast offer

1-413-283-9223

ItTS Ford Ftoata 8. original owner, ax-

callant conditton, aarwice raconte. $1700

774-7386 everwigs

Kally your shoes and coat are in ttw Lost

Found at the Campus Center NKOietta

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SARA

Happy Birthday Saral With k>ve from the

men at Chestnut Street

HELP WANTED

AttentlonI Public Relations, Journalists,

Graphic Designers. The SGA Communica-
tions Office is now hiring. Great opportunity

to develop your portfoiio' WS and non-WS
jobs available See Kalley Riley in 423 Stu
dent Union for application Deadline is

9/21/84

Tutor for Accounting 222 naadad. Call

Jennifer 256-1361

LOST

Cara I hope you don't ttunk this is too goofy

but I am so psyched your my roommate
Amy

Body Daeign Come to a total body
workouti First class on usi Starting Thurs-

day September 13 6-7 or 7-8 pm, Cempus
Center Rm 174 stretching trimnastics

aerobics (266-1486)

Qrad student wants ride to/from Boaton
on Thursdays duhng fall term Share ex-

panses Ooug 564-5720

ROOM WANTED

1 badreem in 2 bedroom apt Brittany
Man prefer grad student bed provided.
2S&160e

ROOMMATE WANTED

Fatnale neadad to share a townhouaa tot

Surxierland if interested please call <

Female roommate wanted Townahouaa
Apts to share room. Call 549-4686

Female roommate wanted Brittany
Manor Apts 158G $130 + elec Maya or
Todd 256 8413

Class Ring 86 t>lack onyx parents will kill

me call Dean of Students Office or Students
Affaire Office 5-2884

Snow Tannlnl I know your
where? CaN Marilyn 2S3 72061

hare, but

\

Local advertising agency aeeks student
intem Call 586^2136

Brown, cloth purse return

549-4911 or campus police

to Lynn

First Jump Course will be lieM tonight at 7

pm Cf)eck CC schedule for room The cost

is $86 with UMaaa ID

Deslreable $100 00 $200 00 monthly.
Negotiable. Northampton. Busiirte. Sfwron:
S86 77S0, Joel: 1 532^636

TWAVEL

4 round trip tiekou to Ftorlda beat oftar
price negotiable llene 549-6600

Utopia Spaa part time counter work Sat Et

Sun days arKi weeknights available pay
ment: $ -f tubs and tan free ap(>ly in person

11 am 5 pm

\ FOUND

\ KeHy your shoes and coat are in tite Lost-
• Found at the Campus Center - Nnoletta

: HAPPY BIRTHDAY SARA

: Happy Birthday Saral With k>vs from \

\ men at Chestnut Street

Homecooked meals exchanged for kit

Chen help 10 hours a week call 2S3-9071 ask
for Wheaty

Malntanence Technlcien naadad Part-

time approx 2 hrs/day, Mon-Fri, flexible
schedule Maintain equipment and basic
cleanup. Mechanical apptitude necessary.
Apply in person 9 3 Room 113 Campus
Center

IIIBIg Rewardlll Black Rolex divers watch
between Boyden Lower Tennis Courts and
Cance, Southwest 546-6084

MANICURIST WANTED

Manicurist wraittad for new nail sakm in

Amherst caN office 1-283-3837

FOR SALE
=-

i 3.
MOTORCYCLES

\ 80UNDE8IQN STEREO Originally 9900 2
; yMrs old: $468. Orsssar $40 2S3-38B2

) l'!?' "*«' *" •^••M blcyda must saN $76
r or 80 Michelle 646-0627

Suzuki 46008 1M0, axcaWant cond., kmv

I
mileage, extras, $1,000 or BO, 688-6624

i

1977 Kawasaki KZ400 hilly dreaaed^iew
> tune up, mufflers, tiras, battary must sell

•600 Crag 263- M7206

MB I'm crazy about ys. Baby

Skloffy Baby and L.T. - To our new aw-
ingin' bachelorette padll Scoop 1. 2, 3. .1

I

Love, Mar

I

Nancy B. of KKG - Have a vary wortderful

birthday and Congrats on your special wseki
I'm happy we're of the same lineage* Many
Stolies for the future I Your favorite arKl only

big sis'. Larisaa

Bath Sampaon 6 Annette Waiach Look-

ed for you everywhere please write miss you
Luv Abby

Msmoo the koala bear has ratumadll Is

snyt>ody out tfwre? I'm on ttie 11th

Nana C: Happy Balatad 21st. Thanx for

mskmQ ouf Bunwn^f vrtSfWtinQ. Low, HR v
KT

\

SERVICES

• Trees and Shruba Forastiy studsnt oftais

]
professional pruning of shrubs as well as

• landscape consulting and designs at very

\ resonable prices 546-iB087

t

i WANTED

t Rock Band seeks axp keyboardist.

] vocalist, chods. E.Q.. attitude a mual

^ 646-6462 or Tim 646-6886

( WANTED TO RENT

i Apertmem In Pwfflon or aree for spfing

: 86 raward 160 646-7228 Bob or Tim
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Spikers dispose ofAIC
in 3 straight at Boyden
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The excitement the United States men's

and women's volleyball team provided

during the Olympics didn't exactly rub off

yesterday at Boyden Gymnasium. Then
again, providing excitement wasn't the first

thing on the minds of the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team. Producing a

win was. and that's exactly what they did as

the spikers defeated a pesky American

International College team in three

straight. 15 13. 15 7. and 15 12.

"I think we played pretty well." said

UMass head coach Elaine Sortino. "were a

a little tight in the beginning, but that's to

be expected in the first match of the year."

UMass trailed A.I.C. 5 4 early in the first

match. But junior Sally Maher responded
with two consecutive kills to put UMass up
by a 6 5 count. The Minutemen's lead grew
to 12 9 but A.I.C. before good hitting and a
couple of UMass mi.scues came back to
regain the lead 13 12.

That lead was short lived, as Susie Grant
and Mary Guiliotis answered with back-to-

back kills to put UMass ahead, 14-13. Patti

Grant clo.sed out the game with a service

winner giving the spikers the 15-13 win.

Things went a little better in game two.

Serving and consistent defense were the

name of the game here as UMass cruised

out to a 9 1 advantage. A.I.C. began to

close, but that rally was quickly stopped

courtesy of a Guiliotis kill.

"The freshmen really rose to the oc-

casion," praised Sortino. The freshmen she
spoke of were Guiliotis. Sarah Ryan, and
four foot eleven Tino Morello, who often

picked apart the A.I.C. defense with ac-

curate serving.

Everything came together for UMass in

this game. "We passed well during the
whole match, especially game two," Sortino
said. UMass took game two 15-7.

Game three proved to be a different story,

however. Several UMass mistakes allowed

the Yellow Jackets to stay in the game. The
game was tied at 12-12 and could have gone

either way. But that is when Maher took

charge. The 5 foot 8 hitter drilled a spike to

the left-hand corner to put UMass ahead to

stay, 13-12. UMass won the game 15-12 to

complete the sweep.

One thing could have been a factor

throughout the match was fan involvement.
Although a fair-sized crowd was present,
not much in the noise department was
produced.

UMass up-ends Keene
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

After the first game of the sea.son, a coach
usually has a good idea of what the team can

do. The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team opened their season
against the top Division II team in the

<'ountry and coach Kalekeni Banda liked

what he saw.

The Minutemen took a 10 lead 3:31 into

the match and never looked back in a 4-0

win over Keene State in Keene, New
Hampshire Wednesday.

"It was a good first win," Banda said. "I

like what I saw. Everything's there but the

timing has to be more precise.

"It was a good game. They (UMass) were
all good goals— no garbage goals. This team
can shoot really well."

Defensive back and co-captain I^ri Stukes
put UMass on the board with a 38 yard
lofting shot from the outside. "We talked

about that kind of shot in the team
meetings, " Banda said. "Some goalies don't

know how to jump high enough."
Freshman Monica Seta scored her first

Minuteman goal with a little more than 10
minutes gone in the game for the 2-0

halftime lead.

Freshman Kristen Bowsher, off a

Jolie DePauw pass made it 3-0 and Seta

made it 4 with 15:27 to go in the game.

"Iwas impressed with the fresh-

men,"Handa said. "The freshmen seemed to

know what was expected of them." Seta,

with the two goals, DePauw. with nice

corner kicks and Chris Schmitt and Debbie
Belkin on defen.se played well.

The two Minutemen goalies also looked

good, although they weren't really tested.

Lisa Ellis started the game but Jeanne Paul

played the second half.

Banda is still undecided on who the

starting goalie will be but he said UMass
will not split up the goaltending chores. One
will start and play unless someone gets

hurt.

"It's gotxi to have the first game under our

belt," Banda said. "We can play better but

its (the components to win) there."

UMass
Keene St.

(1-0) 2

(0-1)

2 4

Scoring: M, Lori Stukes (1), unassisted

3:31

M, Monica Seta (1), unassisted 26:33

M, Kristen Bowsher (1), Jolie DePauw (1)

assist 39:56

M, Seta (2) unassisted 54:33

Shots on Goal: M 22. KS 7

Saves: M Lisa Ellis 2, Jeanne Paul 3; KS
Marcia Pansok 16

Thursday's sports previews
Today's action sees the field hockey and

water polo teams in their home opener
while the men's soccer looks for two in a
"ow against Fairfield.

In today's home opener against the

University of Michigan the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team will rely

on its determination and youth to defeat a
team they know little about.

"We've never played them and they're

not nationally ranked," head coach Pam
Hixon said. "We're really at square one
when it comes to this team. All we know is

that they're a Bix-Ten conference team,

they haven't played a game, and they have

a new head coach. They should be tough
since players tend to play harder for a new
coach."

One thing Hixon knows for sure is that

her team does not give up. In its two
previous games the team rallied from
behind to defeat the University of Virgin-

nia 3-2 and battled a strong University of

North Carolina club in a 2-1 loss.

"We're a very young team, very inex-

perienced. But we are scrappy and work
very hard," Hixon said. It is this scrap-

piness that Nixon is countinng on since the

team lost seven key players from last

year's team that ranked third in the nation.

"It will be more of a team effort this

year," Hixon said. "It will not be as pretty

a team as last year's because experience

leads to style. But we'll get the job done,"
she added.

Hixon sees senior co-captains Andrea
Muccini (halfback) and Pam Moryl (mid-

fielder), two-time first team All American
junior Megan Donnelly (midfielder) and
freshman Tenia Kennedy (forward) pro-

viding the sparks in today's contest.

"We'll concentrate on getting the ball

first, not winning the game. We want to

control the moment, each moment. We'll

try to dominate the time of possession, that

way we can wear down our opponents.

Continued on page 18

Collejfian photo by Andy Heller

THE WALL — Ann Ringrose (closest) and Sarah Ryan go for the

block in helping the University of Massachusetts volleyball team sweep
American International College in three straight.

"At 12-12, you would have thought we
were up 12-0, "said Sortino. "Overall, it was
a slow game, but fan participation would
have helped our momentum a bit."

UMass has a busy schedule this weekend,

as they prepare to do battle at the UMass
Invitational at Boyden Gymnasium. The

Sports log

Tony

Betros

Just a few thoughts ...

With the World Series being less than a

month away, it looks like three of the four

pennent races have already been settled.

Detroit had it locked up while we were all

here last spring, and the Padres have

combined their fine year with mediocre

ones from the Braves and Dodgers to cap-

ture the National League West ... San

Diego will most likely play the fellows

from Wrigley Field, who simply would not

surcumb to another 1969 New York Met
miracle. Major League Baseball stands to

lose about a half a million dollars if the

Cub playoff games stay in the daytime.

Cub fans are tough, and there's no way
they will stand for that. Imagine blowing

off half a day's work to go to a ball game
— only in the U.S.A.

Something has to be done about the
American League West. Last year, so-

meone described the White Sox as "winn-
ing ugly" when they took the division ti-

tle. This year, it looks like another Joan
Rivers finger-in-the-throat race. It looks

like the winner of this division will set a
record for fewest victories by a division

winner. People who are excited about this

race also place bets on "Battle of the Net-
work Stars."

Now, we can turn our attention to

superlatives in baseball. Let's start with

the American League. MVP — most likely

Don Mattingly or Dave Winfield of the

Yankees. Mattingly has been hitting .350

all year, and leads the league in slugging

f)ercentage, doubles and hits. Winfield

also has impressive stats and has a better

defensive reputation, but I'll still go with

Mattingly ... Rookie of the Year — Alvin

Davis of Seattle. He has been up there in

homers and RBI and has out-shined any

other rookie ... Cy Young — the first half

of the year would have been all Jack Mor-

ris, but the Detroit rightly has plummet-

ted, so I'm going with Dave Steib of the

Blue Jays (14-5, 2.38), just over Phil

Niekro.

National League: MVP — Ryne Sand-

burg. Name the category and he's near or

at the top. Easily playing the best second

base of anyone over quite a few years.

Keith Hernandez of the Mets should take

second .. Rookie of the Year — It was a

tossup between Dwight Gooden of the

Mets and Juan Samuel of the Phils, but

Samuel has dipped and (iooden has been
outstanding. Fie leads the league in K's, is

15-8, and has a 2.84 ERA. What makes it

sick is that he still isn't old enough to

drink in this state. Cy Young — The only

one really standing out is Rick Sutcliffe of

the Cubs, with a 14-1 record. Other than

that, it's pretty close.

One final (honest) note from L.A. — The
Olympics grossed 150 million dollars in

their two-week extraveganza. You know
you're doing good when you beat the

Megabucks ... News item: EC is ranked
ninth by UPI, and they get to tailgate at

Chestnut Hill.

No more need be said.

sports at a glance
UMass Schedule:
Field Hockey: Michigan at NOPE,

3:30.

Men's Soccer: at Fairfield, Fairfield,
Conn. 4:00

Water Polo: Amherst at Boyden Pool,
4:00

pro scores

Kansas City 3. Minn. 2
NY Yankees 1, Toronto 2
NY Mets 2, Pitts.

Montreal 5, Chicago 11
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REPRO MAN — Junior interior design major John Kells sketches the

library tower yesterday afternoon. The library is scheduled to undergo
renovations and open at full capacity in 1986.

TOC plans new approach to

cure 'happy hour' blues
The Friday afternoon drink specials at

the Top of The Campus Lounge will be

extended from 3 pm to 1 am, according to

William Ellmore, food services beverage

manager.
"On Fridays were going to have well'

drinks for 75C apiece from 3 pm on,"

Ellmore said.

But Ellmore said the Friday drink specials

will no longer be called "happy hour."

Last year's two-for-one drink special, a

double drink in one glass, has been replaced-

by regular sized drinks at half the normal
price.

"The trend in this area is to eliminate

happy hours Springfield has already done
it and I anticipate the Amherst selectmen

will discuss the subject," he said.

Ellmore said he wanted the TOC to be the

leader in the area if the trend continued."

It's not good business sense to change in

the middle of the year," he said.

Ellmore said another reason for extend-

ing the time was the amount of alcohol

that could be consumed in a three-hour

period.

"Someone doesn't have to drink as heav-

ily in a certain amount of time to enjoy

themselves, " Ellmore said

"Instead of having two for one, its 75C a

drink. Happy hour really hasn't ended,"

said Jeff Swartz. 2 1 , a business major.

Swartz said he would continue to go to

the T(K; as long as the prices were not "tm)

expensive."

- .JOHN milbip:r

Inside:

Writer Nicholosa Mohr on Puerto Rico p.5

Liz Luciano on registration p.?

Alabama QB transfers to UMass p. 16

**A gossip is one who talks to you about others; a bore is one

who talks to you oho^t himself, and a brilliant conversa-

tiomdist is one who talks to you about yourself.
"

— Lisa Kirk

Duffey says repair plan

for library is underway
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A plan to regain full use of the University

of Massachusetts 28 story library is under-

way. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey told the

faculty senate yesterday.

The library committee "has reviewed

recommendations for the procedure...con-

struction should begin this year," Duffey

said.

Danger of chipping bricks falling from

the library's facade forced its closing in

1979. Since then, the library has been

reopened under limited and supervised use.

The $2 million appropriated several years

ago to repair the facade remained stagnant

because a successful plan to repair the

building could not be agreed upon.

That money will now be used to expand

the lobby in order to give protected access

in front of the main entrance, with the

plaza still fenced off, Ehiffey said.

In addition, the five elevators will be im-

proved and the south entrance reopened.

The main collection will begin to be reshelv-

ed, the documents collection relocate<i and

full use of the study rooms will be im-

plemented.

"Two floors never used before will f)e

opened," Duffey said.

The library staff will supervise moving

all bound and current perifxlicals to the se-

cond and third floors and will continue

reshelving the main collection. After that,

the card catalog, the basic reference collec-

tion, microfilm and technical staff will be

moved from (Joodell to the tower.

IXiffey said the project "will l)e com-

pleted by the fall of 198fi with the full use of

the library and plaza restored," but cau-

tioned that tne completion date will depend

on many factors.

But the library will be as safe as any

building on campu.s, Duffey said.

The state Department of C;apital Plann-

ing and Operation and the University will

continue to investigate ways to f)ermanent-

ly repair the brick exterior. No repair pro-

cess acceptable to the University has been

yet proposed.

The library was built at a cost of $16.5

million and opened in October 1974. The

building has a capacity of 2.5 million

volumes and is designed to accommodate

up to 3,000 readers at a time, although it

currently can hold only 500 under restric-

tions.

David C. Knapp

President calls

for video future

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp has plans to bring the

school to the forefront of technology in

higher education throuK^h telecom

munications.

In his annual address to the F'aculty

Senate yesterday. Knapp .said, "I have

asserted that the University should take

the lead in recognizing the technological

revolution which characterizes the in

formation society" ."

Knapp said the University has been

"more successful in adjusting to the

employment needs of the information

society than in conveitin^ our own in

formation capacity to new technology."

"Telephone systems on this campus are

anti(|uated. Video systems for on and off

campus education are virtually non

existant and provision for data tran-

smission are at best a htxlge podge,"' he

said.

Knapp said he would like to replace the

present chalk board system of teaching by

using video information systems.

"I want to wire it up in such a way so that

a classroom or dorm room could share

data transmission."

Continued on page 4

BOG to conduct study

Drinking age will affect bars
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The $9<) Campus Center fee students pay

on their bills may have to be raised if solu-

tions are not found to o*"fset financial losses

of campus drinking esUblishments when

the state drinking age is inevitably raised

to 21, the director of the Campus Onter
said last night.

Addressing this year's first meeting of

the Campus Center Board of Governors,

William Harris said a task force would be

formed to study the financial implications a

rai.sed drinking age would have on the Top

of the Campus lounge, the Hatch bar and

especially the Blue Wall, which he said is

geared to a younger crowd.

In other BOG business several offices

will have to be moved. Ron Homa, BOG
space coordinator, -^aid the Student

(^vernment Association Communications
Office will have to move to accommodate
its new printing equipment, which can only

operate in an air conditioned office. The
Off-Campus Housing Office, which has
been told to vacate its space in Hasbrouk,
may move into the Campus Center and the

Office of Third World Affairs also needs to

be moved, he said. Space proposals may be
considered next week.

Harris also told the board that he expects
campus jK)rnography, the subject of heated

debate last year when activists proposed

the removal of three magazines from cam-
pus stores, will again be an issue this year.

He said censorship was a big decision and

"the entire University community will have

to have input and if the community wants

to censor magazines such as Playboy and

Penthouse, then we will respond to their

wishes."

^.
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Today's Staff

Night F:diU)r

Copy Kdilor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Su{)ervis<

Production Laura
Andrew Held. Jeff

Suzanne R<'vnol(i

Anne McCrory
Bob Burgess
Ansel Zinter

Brian (ionye

)r Conor Plunkett

Zigman, Julie Slater,

Collins, Brian Solov,

s, Deborah A. Kugg,

David Hazeltine
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# EMT's
4tJoin

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at shows, football games, concerts

CPR recert, CEU's
1st meeting Monday, Sept. 17, 1984

at 9 PM in Morrill North 406

New Members Welcome
PI«'HS*' hrinjf a coijy ()fy<)ur EMT and L'l'K oJird

I

I

^his unique
college campus
is limited to only

500 students...

PROUDLY PRESENTS
North America's Answer to the Roll-

ing Stones

LONELY BOYS
This band has taken
every city they play

by storm, with their

electrifying perfor

mances. Sooner or

later this very
talented group will

be at ihe TOP with

(he International
Super Groups.
Don't miss your
chance to see and
hear the group se-

cond only to the

ROLLING STONES-

LONELY BOYS
We strongly suggest that eve.y HoUmg Stones Fan.

see and heai this fabulous group

COMING SEPTEMBER 14th

Rte. 47/Sunaeriand
66S-a937

i U MASS
RUGBY
JOIN 16 YEARS

OF PRIDE, WINNING
AND EXCELLENCE.

No experience necessary

Practice Tu, Wed, Thu

4 PM
Boyden Lower FieldsI

\^^

acceP'

^.e„t^l;I
*?.maybe
y/ou'll be one!

Siucly around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, Taiwan,

Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, Turkcv, Greece dnd

Spain

Choose from 60 voyage related courses to earn 12 15

transferable hours of credit from the University of Pittsburgh.

Develop an awareness of our relationship with other

countries and a first hand understanding of world issues.

Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color,

race or creed.

L.

For details, write or calL

(800) 854-0195
toU-free

SEMESTIR AT SEA

Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh

2E Forbes Quadrangle • Pittsburgh, PA 15260

Get Involved

with

VIDEO
All Students Invited to

Informational Meeting
Monday 9/17 at 7:00 pm

Union Video Ctr.

216 Student Union

(near back of Hatch)

AIR
FORCE
ROTC -

HERE ARE THE FACTS

When you're discussing something as important as

vour futuri^ it's urgent that uou ijft th*> straiglit facts

and that you undt^-stand thi'm Air F oicc ROIC
an be an important part of your futiirt' We would like

to outline some of the facts and invite vou to Kxik mtd

gathenng more

It's a fact the Air F-orce needs highly qualified dedi

cdted officers men and women It s a fact we need

people In all kinds of educational disciplines its a fact

we're prepared to offer financial help to those whu

ludlify for an Air f'orce ROTC scholarship

Get together with an AFROTC representative and

discuss the program We'll give you all the facts It

could be one of the most important talks you've ever

had with anyone about vour educational plans

JAY A. BULLINGTON
(413) 545 2437/2451

VV -f\r/^^ JfToyti:^^.

ROTC

At the junction of Routes 9 and 1 1 6 "^J-KJ^

NOWINHADLEY! SW
MUFFLERS • BRAKES • EXHAUST ^,

STRUTS • SHOCKS • MORE :^i^

TRUST THE MIDAS TOUCH FOR VALUE

FREE
New England Map

Just drive in for a free inspection
of your vehicle's exhaust, nnuf-
fler, brakes, struts, or shocks. No
appointment necessary: we're
ready when you are!

[^ 1^ ^
FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

NORTHAMPTON
143 King street

586-4840
miDAS

HADLEY
Junction Rtes.

586-9991
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ROLE REVERSAL — UMass Marching Band members (left to right) Gavin J. Reardon. Chuck
LeMarche, Dana Ritter and Gene O'Brien try a little football of their own — in the Old CFL (Old

Chapel Football League) yesterday afternoon outside their practice hall. The group plays every-

day.

Dorm room squeeze is on

Hampshire College short of housing
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Correspondent

Some Hampshire College students are sleeping in dor-

mitory lounges because of an increased number of first-

year students and conversions of housing for other uses

over the summer.
Because of declining enrollment in previous years, the

college administration decided to renovate a portion of the

first-year student residences for purposes other than that

of living accommodation, according to Hampshire

spokesperson Russell Powell.

Dakin House, a primary residence for freshman, has

been renovated to include a computing room, a meeting

room, and an office for the director of first-year student

programs.
The Hampshire College Daycare Center, located in the

Dakin basement, has doubled in size, reducing even fur-

ther the amount of old sleeping space.

The squeeze for accommodations has been made even

more severe by the conversion of the Greenwich Housing

Complex into a conference center for use by the college

and outside groups.

Although Powell said that despite the refurbishments,

"the buildings can still accommodate the ebb and flow of

students," some students, particularly those rooming in

lounges, disagree.

Ken Mackin, an economics and physics senior living in

Dakin, said "F'eople who need rooms now have lounges."

He said Hampshire's Administration "went ahead with

the refurbishings even though they knew the size of the

entering class."

But Powell describes the shortage as "temporary." "All

students presently living in lounges will be allocated with

rooms in the near future," he said.

New Duffey aide

comes to campus
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A former program officer of the National Endowment
for the Humanities who worked under then-chairman

Joseph D. Duffey, has been named an associate to the

chancellor at the University of Massachusetts.

Cleveland Donald Jr., a minister and professor of Latin

American history, arrived on the Amherst campus last

Tuesday to begin his duties assisting his former associate,

who is now campus chancellor.

Dt)nald said his work evaluating and monitoring grants,

many of which concerned higher education, provided him
with an understanding of both the trends in higher educa-

tion and the methods and interests of grant foundations.

He will use this knowledge to help the University.

"Given the diversity of curriculum here, it's certain

UMass would have someone who could take advantage of

a foundation's programs," he said.

His primary duties as associate chancellor will include

being an administrative link with the affirmative action of-

fice, the Mediation Project and the University om-
budsman, "making sure that the channel is always open
between them and the administration."

He said his app<.)intment to the University was "for me,

a learning experience and an opportunity to participate in

a strengthening of the University."

Donald's background includes teaching black studies,

history and Afro-American studies at seven colleges and
universities, holding numerous administrative positions

and writing articles for various publications. He speaks

fluent Portuguese.

I)t)nald holds a doctorate in Latin American history

from Cornell University and a mastt?rs degree from there

as well. He was the second black student to graduate in

the history of the University of Mississippi in 1966.

Papers available

for SGA elections
Nomination forms for the upcoming Student Govern-

ment Association elections are now available to all Univer-

sity of Massachusetts students in room 420 of the Student

Union.

Elections for the 102 on and off campus representatives to

the Undergraduate Student Senate will be held Oct. 1 and

2.

Autumn Maki, assi.stant to the Speaker of the Senate,

stres.sed a few of the important functions of the SGA.
"F'iKhtin^f tuition hikes is one of our main concerns." she

said. "Last year we managed to cut the University's

proposed tuition increa.se in half. We also deal with issues

like racism and sexism on campus."

Maki said the University's recent allocation of funds for

dormitory and building repairs will be a much discussedl

topic in the student senate this semester.

CompU-ted nomination forms must be submitted to room

420 of the Student Union Building no later than 4 p.m.

Sept. 21.

On campus, every dorm has at least one senator-

representing it, and larger buildings, such*as the towers in,

the Southwest Residential Area, can have up to three,

representatives. Off-campus and Oeek area senators are.

elected at-large, in profH)rtion to the student population in

those areas.
- JOHN FULLER

Woman bicyclist uninjm'ed

following collision with car
Police reported that a 20 year old

Amherst woman was uninjured after she

was struck by a car on North Pleasant

Street while riding her bicycle Wednesday.

The operator of the vehicle was cited by

Amherst Police for failure to turn properly.

Both the vehicle and bicycle were traveling

north on North Pleasant Street when the

driver of the car made a right hand turn

without signalling and struck the bicyclist.

The accident occured at 1:28 p.m.

The sum of $286 was reported missing

from Minuteman Cleaners Wednesday.

The larceny is under investigation by

Amherst Police.

Return of stolen albums requested
W MUA (^ief Engineer Bill Stepchew said

WMUA will welcome the return of any of

the radio station's albums "that may have

accidentally ended up in someone's home."

"After Monday, if we hear of anybody who

has our albums, the police will be notified

and search warrants issued," Stepchew

said.

Police have already been notified of the

losses, and are "eager to arrest people

possessing stolen records he said.

Orchard Hill plans birthday party
Orchard Hill Area residents will celebrate

their area's 20th birthday with live bands,

birthday cake and a barbecue Saturday.

Balloons will be released from a giant

hollow cake and four cakes in the shape of

dormitories will be cut as everyone sings

Happy Birthday, according to Orchard Hill

Area Co- President David Pasquantonio.

The event, which starts at 10 a.m. with an

aerobic dance class and ends with the last

band at 4 p.m., will cost about $4,500 in

program support and area government
funds, according to project coordinator Bob

Kevra. TOM MIDDLETON

AP l>aacrphoto

TAKE IT FROM THE TOP — Fairgoers enjoy an aerial view of the

Eastern States Exposition (Big E) in West Springfield from the coun-

try's larger' portable ferris wheel at 115 feet tall. More than 1 million

people are expected to attend the fair by its end Sept. 23.
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We're CoMJNq Soon...

LOOK FOR US!
Join us for our Grand Opening Celebratior and discover

the pleasure of the European indoor tanning experience.

Bask, relax, and enjoy your favorite music in connplete privacy

on a Sontegra UV-A tanning lounge. A 30-minute session just

once or twice a week leaves you soothed and refreshed...and

sporting a year round golden suntan'

Our 360° "skin-friendly" tanning systems

are safer than the sun -they won't burn,

dry or age your skin. They are the state of

the art.

Call today to book your appointment at

pre-opening rates or join us for our

Grand Opening Celebration

Sat. Sept. 15

jusT For tIie Fun oF It!

e
<

Authorized
Sonieg'a Oaaiei

264 N Pleasant

2nd floor above Silverscape

call for an appointment

253 9454

Special Offer:
1 Free Trial Visit

and 6 visits for $19.

^o/7,e on c^o^"%

There's no place like downtown Amherst, Massachusetts.

I Friday. September 14. 1984

if KNAPP
Continued from page 1

Knapp said he has asked an
"all university group to

develop a telecom
munications operational plan

in the next 18 months." He
wants to implement
telecommunication "into all

lacets of work at all three

campuses."

Knapp recognizes that the

sch(X)l cannot advance in the

way he has proposed
without the help of public

and private funds.

"Academic support ser-

vices remain a problem," he

said.

Knapp also said the

combined research con-

ducted on this campus and at

IJMass Worcester "outranks

all public and private

universities in the state

except Harvard and MIT."

Friday, September 14. 1984,
Colk^ giein 5

^ ŝ^
Limit one per person

new clients only

Expires 10/30/84

Luxury

SUN TAN SALONS
Safer than any other Tanning

Method
FDA Registered

Freo Tour & Brochures at no

Obligation

Cannot & will not Burn your

Skin only Tan you a Golden

B'Own
Try It You Will Lilse (t

You cannot Believe It unt.) you

see It

Call for an appointment
253 9454

264 N Pleasant

2nd floor above Silverscape

Bring this Coupon lor a FREE
Comphtneniary Tannir«g Seslion

aijfl have Fun!

PRIVATE AND VFRV COMFORTABLE

STEREO HEADStT IN EACH
SUN ROOM

the
Mini Store

Located in the

Student Union

Tliere's no need to liurry!

Our convenient liours aiiow
you to sliop eariy or iate.

Candy Film Newspapers

Tobacco Film Processing Tote Bags

Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups

Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health & Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Many other items available

545-2528

CONVENIENT HOURS
7:30 am - 10 pm Monday-Friday

8:30 am - 10 pm Saturday & Sunday

TYPEWRITERS:
ATHINGOFJHE
WSt?

I want your
papers.

yesterday I

My Kaypro is

prir>ting it

now .
you'll

have it today!

My typewriter
IS broken I

How about an
extension?!

$> -i^>#

Extinct
A siiijjle word for the tyi>ewrit€r that seems t<> say it all.

Mut there's a mon.stroiis rea.s(.n why we at KAYI'RO can make such a bold statement.
The KAYI'RO Writer's PaJc hridKes the Kap between the past and the future...between
typewriters and ciimputers.

Finally the complete nyatem for all your school needs!
• KAYF'RO's "TYF'K IT " allows this system to Ik- used as a typewriter while you learn its'
other capabilities.

• The Writers Pak will type more than 200 words per minute! (You probably type about
'•Owpm.)

• The Writer's F'ak will correct all your spelling errors. Just think! No more whiteouts,
tvfK'overs or misspelled words! Every correspondence is letter perfect!
• The Writer's Fak will show you a" full 13 lines of script and REMEMBKK almost 200
paj^es of text!

• The Writer's Pak will also do super-scripting, subscripting, bold face iypc and more'
• The Writer's Pak will do full text editing, inserting and even format your pages!
• The Writer's I'ak will run your form letters and collate your mailing lists'
• Financing and store credit available.

The best part is that the KAYPRO Writer's Pak is complete! There is nothing else t.. buy
nnd the total price for the Writer's Pak is pn.bably LESS than most so-called memory
tyfH-wnters.

If you've k)een contemplating the purchase of an electroni: :::pmory t>7)ewnter at the
prices they're asking for them, you're living in the stone age

Lotik into KAYPRO's Writer's Pak and bring yourself up to -late

Printer show n ha.-.

iipliunaJ triuUir f«'d

WRITER'S
PAK
$189S. COMPLETE! •Su(rit»^t'''l retail price.

Student, Faculty, Staff Discounts Available
MCXJNTAIN FARMS MALL 1,. J 1073 ST JAMES AVE

HACXEY MA 01035 SPWNGOELD. MA 01 104

413-584-3933 413-737^562csa

•.•.•.•,\'.*,',\-.'.'.'.',v.%'.'.^%%%'. ..•.•.•..•.•.•..•.".".'...•••••••••••>••••••••••••••••• ••••

CCEBMS greets students

Black Affairs

By KIMBERLEY BURGE
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to familiarize students with

services, staff and encourage students to

become involved and Ik? serious of their

education, the C'ommittee for the ('ol-

legiate Education of Blacks and other

Minorities held a meeting Wednesday.

During the meeting, several staff

members were introduced: Carol Young,

Assistant Director; Manuel R. Townes,

Assistant Director, Doris Clemons, Ad-

visor, Cheryl Stanley and Laverne Proctor.

Teacher Assistants.

Paul Barrows, Director of CCEBMS,
said that this year's freshman class has the

largest minority enrollment ever at 257.

Townes encouraged minority students to

sign up for courses in Afro-American

history. "Not only can you fulfill University

core requirements with these courses, but

you can also learn about the culture, p)eo-

ple, and politics of Afro-American people,"

he said.

Rudy Jones, assistant director of admis-

sion and recruiter for CCEBMS, made all

the students in attendance pledge to

graduate.

There are several services that CC'EBMS
offers to all students. Counseling, academic

advising, and tutoring. Any student who

wants to ha a tutor or needs tutoring ser-

vice has two weeks to sign up with Carol

Young at the CCEBMS office in the New
Africa House.

Writer speaks on experience
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A renowned writer and feminist through

tragedy and traumas found a fantasy world

that kept her together.

That made Nicholasa Mohr, a fiction

writer of the Puerto Rican exp)erience in

the United States, a more complete [)erson.

"Fiction is a wonderful way to make peo-

ple feel," she said in an interview. Mohr ad-

ded a reader can emerge into a story and

sympathize with the subject matter.

Mohr spoke at the University of

Massachusetts Thursday night in the series

"Writers Speak: America and the Ethnic

Experience in America."

During the lecture, she clearly stated she

did not want to be the literary voice of the

Puerto Ricans. She writes about her own
experiences and her experiences alone.

"It will be a real burden for me to speak

for all Puerto Ricans." she said.

She sees herself as "one voice trying to

establish a place for all in American

literature."

Mohr wants more Puerto Rican women
to write about their experiences in the

American society. "1 feel very lonely and

isolated" in the writing world, she said.

Mohr's characters are InHh fictional and

drawn from the streets of her native New
York. For example, in Felitn, a story about

the hardship a Puerto Rican family faces

after moving to a white ethnic

neighborhood, really happened when Mohr

was six years old.

Despite the hardshi|)s encountered, Mohr
found growing up among other ethnic

groups in New York very enlightening. "It

broadened my views. It was an extra

bonus." she said.

She is tied to Puerto Rico. "In my apart-

ment, Fm Puerto Rican. after I st^-p out, I

leave that environment and assimilate with

others," she said.

\

DESKS
DRESSERS
BOOKCASES

on sale now at

Carpenter's Brothers Furniture Co.

107 Sunderland Rd., N. Amherst (next to Campus Auto)

549-6758

Mon-Thurs & Sat 9-6, Fri 9-5; Mon, Thurs & Fri eves 7-9

' Anniversary

1974-1984

ASIAN-
AMERICAN
STUDENTS

I

ASSN.
of

UMASS
AMHERST

Ithe ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

proudly presents

a Welcome/Welcome Back dance party

[date: September 15, 1984 (Saturday)

[TIME: 9 pm - 1 am
PLACE: 10th Floor Campus Center

DRESS: no sneakers please

CASH BAR
MUSIC BY MARC ELLIOT OF BMCP
ADMISSION: $3.00, $2.00 w/ad

* • *.*.•.•.* •-• •.*.•-•.•.•.•.•

Prof. Michael Thelwell of the Afro-American studies department and

his friends from Kingston, Jamaica.

Professor takes US tour
By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

In an effort to educate Americans about

the erosion of human rights in Jamaica,

Professor Michael Thelwell of the W.K.B.

Du Bois Department of Afro-American

studies at the University of Massachusetts

is to start a national tour.

A native of Jamaica, Thelwell has always

been concerned about human rights there.

He is author of The Harder They Coyne, a

novel depicting Black peasantry in

Jamaica.

Thelwell often visits Jamaica to get first

hand information on the problem, he said.

He then lectures in American universities

on what he observes.

Thelwell explained the development of

the present human rights violations by

focusing on the history of Jamaica since

1980.

"The 1980 elections brought about

upheaval and instability in Jamaica." He
said the political party created large army,

weapons and amunitions were smuggled

"in the name of ideology," thus

distributing to the jobless youth, he said.

"The ram{)ant possession of guns lead to

a high death rate approximately three to

four per day," Thelwell said.

"The lives of innocent people became
unobserved. Just walking the streets you

may l)e killed and it goes on unattended,"

he said.

Thelwell is a professor of literature and

African American Studies. In 19()3 he

received a B.A. in literature from Howard
University and later received a Master of

Fine Arts from the University of

Massachusetts. He joined the Afro-Am
staff in 19ti.'i and l)ecame a full professor in

1979.

L

Announcement
Western New England College School of I^aw will be

hosting a fall minority pr»'-iaw program tomorrow.

Students interested in attending law school are urged to

apply. Call the Office of Third World Affairs 545 2517 for

registration and more information.
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Friday Afternoon at Mikes

A HAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH

FOOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1.

Eggplant Parmesan Salads

Sausages Swedish Meatballs and more

Beef Stroganoff
Cold Cuts

Marinated Chicken
tax and tip included

From California - "Chinese Laundry"

sends this new flat rubber ankle-hi

shoe boot.

A must see!

^^ '^

81
'S

1

tl
187 n. pleasant st annherst 1

1
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yf by Judi Sneppard Missett •

^^^^F The original, high-energy total workout that combines
aerobic exercises with the fun of jazz dance.

FREE CLASS
Tues. Sept. 18th 12:45p.m.

Hampshire Mali
Interskate 91

$16 for 8 classes $2.50 Walk-ln
Also evening classes M thru F at Hampshire l\/lall

Certified Instructors Alan & Joanna Karp-Robinson Call 584-1530

The feel-good movie of 1983.
Mi halVI"^!

How much love. sex. fun and

friendship can a person take?

O,

THE

BIGCHILL
In a cold vwhW ytxi need )Our friends

lo keep you warni

iRj •«»
. . . y

Friday, September 14

Engineering East Aud.

5,7,9, 111 $2.00 $1.50 at

5

sponsored by HKN & IEEE
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Spread the good word. For ^ood grades and more pfood times in college, come to one of the
free One Hour P^veiyn Wood Seminars. It will cost you nothing except your time.

In return, we'll show you how you can triple your reading effectiveness. So that you will
then be able to cut your study time in half, cut all-night cramming out altogether, and cut
yourself in for better grades and more free time.

Now's the time to make your move. Come to our free seminar Bring your friends, too.
It's only an hour. It's free. And it's a smart move on your part

Free Seminar Schedule LOCATION: MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

FRIDAY 9/14 11am & 1pm ROOM 162-17

SATURDAY 9/15 llam & 1pm ROOM 904-908
EvelynWood

V" College Programs

Choose the day and time most convenient for you Keservations not necessary. For more information call 1 (800) 447- READ.

taet Blasted!
The most incredible

handcrafted, Polyme
coned, hi-fi stereo
speakers made. No
receiver around can
alow these speakers.

Only $220.00/pair
Hear 'em to believe

'em' Call Joe at

5496633
for more detail^.

DIETING?
;

Try something dif-}

ferent. Lose weight*

sensibly by learning
J

about your eating*

habits. Down with*

diets! Call UHS«
549-2671 ext. 181.5

Preregistration by J

Sept. 21. ;

WHO CONTROLS THE PAST,

CONTROLS THE FUTURE
SUPPORT BANNED BOOKS
WEEK SEPTEMBER 8-15

Located in the

Campus Center

M-F9-5Sat 11-4

^,UNIVERSITY
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Registration brings out the worst
Three hundred and sixty-three days a year,

I flatter myself by thinking that I am a

courteous and reasonably kind human l)eing.

There are, of course, those who would disagree with me;

those who have, one way or another, incurred my wrath

by being emotionally constipated or just plain mean. But

for 363 days, I'm generally pretty tolerable, if not the

total delight my father claims.

However, on the first Tuesday of every September and

February, claws sprout from my fingertips. Fangs accen-

tuate my overbite. My irises turn from hazel to bright

yellow. It's like Dr. Jekyl and Ms. Luciano. On registra-

tion day, I am just not a nice person.

I'm one of those horror stories who hated two of the

three classes OSCAR so generously signed me into. And

I had actually pre-registered for intro to logic, to knock

off my last E core. God only knows what kind of drug I

was on at the time.

So I spent Tuesday, September fourth, biting and claw-

ing my way into classes, stepping on toes both figurative-

ly and literally. Once in a while, I'd retract the claws long

enough to play Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm for some
professor.

"Everyone says such wonderful things about your lec-

tures," I'd smile sweetly, trying to get the dimple on the

right side of my face going. "I'll work really hard, and

participate in class all the time, and have perfect atten-

dance, and type all of my papers, and everything." Then

I'd follow the speech with a curtsey, a la Pollyana

Purebread.

.It never fails. By 2:30, all that remained was replacing

that lousy E core with something halfway useful. I flip-

ped through my war-beaten schedule book and headed

over to the Grad Research Center to sign up for COINS
102: computers and society.

I'd been standing in line for 20 minutes to get on the

Elizabeth Luciano

waiting list when a woman trie<l to step ahead of me,

causing me to breathe fire and profanity. She fled as I

signed the numlwr nine slot on the list, writing "will

grovel" next to my name.

(i<Kl punished me for my lack of compassion. I got into

the class.

I didn't think it was going to In? so tough. "Computers

for babies," I snickered. "Anyone who can't sign onto a

comf)uter is in sad sha{)e."

I'm in sad shape. I spent three hours at a terminal last

night, writing a cute, pithy letter to my mother. She ap-

preciates an occasional cute, pithy reassurance that her

daughter is still among the living. After writing the let-

ter, I wanted to edit it.

Get tape I, I told the computer.

INVALID COMMAND, the computer said. Oh, well.

Maybe it was a polite machine.

Please get tape 1, I typed.

INVALID COMMAND, it answered. This was

ridiculous.

Pretty please? I tried.

INVALID COMMAND, the computer insisted. Jesus,

what a hard-ass.

Then I did it. My finger slipped and I hit the wrong but-

ton.

YOU HAVE DELETED THE ENTIRE FILE, the

computer laughed.

It's going to be a long semester.

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist who is

frrnteful that the Collegian still uses tyj^ewrtters.

Letters to the Editor

Take out the ID, pal

To the jerk in the Coffee Shop,
, ,o oa

I was getting a cup of Java last Monday around 12:30

p m and was about two people behind you in line while

you were shouting at the cashier. The scene you made

over being charged meal tax was totally senseless and

qualifies you for permanent citizenship in the Land of

Jerkdom.
, ^ ,.

Now everyone knows it's a pam to have to dig out your

student I.D. in order to get a tax exemption. We probably

all have gotten zapped at least once when we've forgotten

to flash the old plastic card or just didn't happen to have it

with us I know I've been peeved when I've been charged

32 for coffee instead of .30. It's not paying two extra

cents that bugs me, it's getting pennies back in change

which really kills me. Getting three quarters and a nickel

for change from a buck is more pleasant than being hand-

ed two quarters, a dime, a nickel, and three brown, smelly

pennies (I'tti sorry Abe, but I just have a great aversion to

one-centers.) But, hell, that's the price I pay and I take my

lousy change with a small sigh. C'est la vie.

Getting back to your little scene - don't you think you

went a bit overboard? Shouting at the woman cashier that

she was "a son of a bitch", and "I hope you die in two

days" was grossly unnecessary and far beyond childish.

Just think for one minute, just one, about what you did.

That poor woman was really shaken up, for no small

reason either. C'mon, a death curse! I bet you believed

that the tax you were mistakenly charged warranted an

assault of such a grave and twisted nature. Wrong, pal.

It's people like you that give students a bad name. Un-

thinking people as yourself cause fo(Kl service workers to

Y>e a little less friendly than they'd like to lie. No wonder

they have a reputation for being a bit crusty. If you were

more empathetic you'd realize that they've got a job to do,

like it or not. They do have supervisors with whom to con-

tend.

I tell you what, if the money you were overcharged was

so wrenching to part with, I'll write you a check, t/you

apologizr u> ihf woman. I'm sincere, i i willing •

the bill; two cents, three, a dime, whaU-.er. What the hell.

All you have to do is apologize for mining her day, making

I will study,

really, I will...

When you decide to "learn" the Russian

Revolution one evening lt)ecause it might

help you understand some books you have from

a class last year that you flunked but is a prere<]uisite for

this year's level, you know you've got to be crazy.

Especially if you stayed up till 3 a.m. doing it.

Mayl)e I have gone a little overboard, but I'm determin-

ed to be a bonafide "student" this year. Like so many of

my colleagues, (hi Paul, hi Ken, hi Rita) I am one of those

students who went a little heavy on the "activities" the

past year or so. Didn't go to classes, do readings, take ex-

ams. You know, the usual.

It is a thing f)f the past.

I'm back on the bandwagon. To start, I bought all my
books already. Pens and pa{)erclips, too (organization is

the trick). And I investe<i in a new alarm clock —
sometimes I don't wind it since its ticking keeps me
awake, but I have a car now so I can make it to class on

time even if I oversleep. Or will make it on time, once the

parking office agrees to give me a parking sticker so I

don't have to park a mile away.

Anne McCrory

To further ensure my successful re-entry to the realm of

academia, I mapped out the {>erfect seat in the tower

library. It was a great spot — the view of the valley was

ideal for daydreaming alnrnt my friends hiking in the crisp

fall air while I studied away. But I've since decided not to

return there, as [)eople wrote horrid things next to the

engraving of my name I carved ever so elaborately the

first time I'd had the urge to crack the books. The graffitti

was too distracting, anyway.

My af)artment h;is U'en working out well as a live-in

library since then, though. I've iteen trying out the tex-

tb(H)k reci|)es from the far and exotic countries of my an-

thropology class, and I've turned the enterpri.se into a

cross-cultural affair for my friends for extra crtnlit. The

guests usually leave for Delano's a little early, so I have

time to practice my psych 100 watching Dynasty, while

reading French fashion magazines to boost my
vocabulary.

Then 1 might recompute my credits and GPA, just to

make sure I'll pass my uf)Coming math quiz. And to

reassure myself that I ivill graduate - so I'll be sure

there's something to celebrate when I sneak out for a few.

to unwind from this rigorous new schedule.

My friends are still claiming I'll never resume that

education-oriented mentality I so firmly possessed as a

freshman. Won't get upjn the morning, they warn; won't

make it on time. Still won't go to the library, will never

study; won't pass classes, get credits or graduate. But I

like to have more confidence.

After all. I really did stay up till 3 a.m. learning the Rus-

sian Revolution, with an intensity and a rapture I never

thought possible. And I really do plan to attend lectures,

do homework, graduate. In fact, I've made it to every

class so far.. .except those three just now while I've been

banging out this column.

I guess old habits just die hard.

Anne McCrnry is th('form.er (198H-Hj!,) news editor of the

Collegian.

a total fool of yourself in front ot zO or so of your fellow

students, and of course forgetting to present your I.D.

card. In my four years at UMass I've seen many food ser-

vice people being abused, but you certainly take the pro-

verbial cake.
Richard Vigeant

Northampton

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the
writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please tyoe double spaced
at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations

and the volume of mail, we regn'et we are unable
to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters

ar^ subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Some of our classrooms
aren't: classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - instruction in basic rifle marksmanship. Includes range and safety pro-

cedures, firing positions, techniques of firing, competitive firing and record qualification,

(fall & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tac-

tics, patrolling, land navigation (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leader-

ship reaction courses, field problem tests, phy.sical conditioning, and practical leadership

experience, (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military

and social life of an alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a

parade and attend a home football game, (fall semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - weekend visit to an active Army post, orienta-

tion to life on a military installation with eitphasis on visiting facilities (museum, com-

missary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open mess) and an introduction to M-16 famili-

arization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester).

5. Mountaineering - instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and

rock climbing techniques. Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual

climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exercise, (fall & spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4S-day winter survival school in

Brxinswick, Maine. Instruction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible

vegetation, terrain association, snowshoeing, emergency signaling, and land navigation,

(intersession)

7. Color Guard - Participate in area parades and with University Band at home football

games. Includes precision drill, the manual of arms, and movements with colors, (fall

semester)

8. Physical Readiness - a structured program designed to progressively improve individual
conditioning. Includes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group condition-
ing activities, and fitness tests, (spring semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive land navigation training, beginning with =i basic/familiar-
ization land navigation course and ending with a land navigation course thav will challenge
the most comp>etent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

irit ^mjsi

WINES&
LIQUORS

DOMESTIC BEER
SPECIALS

*Michelob (loose, cans) $12.50 + dap

*Budweiser (loose, cans)$10.95 + dep

*Miller & Lite (loose, cans)

$10.95 + dep

*Rheingold (cans) $6.95 + dep

LIQUOR SPECIALS
Kimnoff Vodka 1 75 L $8.75

Absolut Vodka 750 $9.95

IMPORTED BEbrt

SPECIALS
Holland Brand $3.95 + dep

Becks (light or dark) $3.95 + dep

Dos Equis $3.95 + dep

WINE SPECIALS

Folonari Soave 1.5 l $4.29

Chianti 750 ml 3 for $4.99

Levotti Bianco 750 ml. . .3 for $7.50

i

For Sunday, Sept. 16

NEW TESTAMENT
FELLOWSHIP - Come
join us for worship and
teaching. 10:15 a.m. Cam-
pus Center (check schedule

for room number.)

For Monday, Sept. 17

RECEPTION FOR NEW
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
— Informal get-together for

new psychology majors
(freshmen and transfers).

Great opportunity to meet
faculty and other majors.

Refreshments. 4 p.m. Tobin

423.

YAFFA ELIACH -
Noted author, lecturer, and

chronicler of the Holocaust,

Ms. Eliach will I)e the first

speaker this fall from the

Distinguished Visitor Pro-

gram. 7:30 p.m. Student

Union Ballroom.

ARMENIAN
STUDENTS CLUB
MEETING - Organiza-

tional meeting for all those

interested in meeting other

Armenian students and
learning more about their

culture. Freshmen
welcome. 7:30 p.m. C.C.

803.

OUTING CLUB
MEETING - Join some dir-

ty folks as they take you

through the bowels of the

earth via a spelunking slide

show. Also, upcoming trips

announced. Everyone in-

vited! 7 p.m. Thompson 106.

MATH ANXIETY
REDUCTION
WORKSHOP - See and
discuss the film "Math Anx-
iety: We Beat It, So Can
You," learn to reduce anxie-

ty, develop effective math
study and test taking skills.

4:30-6:00 p.m. 1634 Grad
Tower.

SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS FALL
RECEPTION - All new
and returning students are

welcome to attend. 6 p.m.

Room 1009 CC.
Iz cut lines

iritiince

Aith

Tradewinds

^i^M

338 CoHege
Street

Amherst

not respc 253:5384,, cai errors

f ine Arts (enter Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts

at Amherst

Srpttinhrr IS, 19H4 at N ()() ptn

Tickets

Fine Arts C enter Box Office

Mon -Fri , lOnO am-4:()n pm
S4S.2S11

and Datatix outlets

Cieneral admission 8.00

Student, Children,

and Senior C'itizen 4.00

^g ^g" -^g" -^g- ^^
ri

IT Vim
Visit the Wok for •^..i.'

A Tasfe ^f^hc O'-Vf^' :)*^

Be tempted by our new menu including; these luscious specialty dishes;

Coconut Chicken... Lobster Hawaii. ..Chicken Scallop... Flaming; Pina &
many more

Enjoy an exotic drink, in our spacious Cocktail l.oun^;e.

for a delicious dining experience, its
^

Tit Wok Rr«;fai!ranf

48 RUSSELL ST., RTT <» (Exit 19 oH Rl* <»1

1

HADLEY, MA 586-1202

LiOiifUt. Take i)i,t M,-mi RcuJxj :>i tO M:ii th II lODuilu h ,-Sw( fi/ ,Mi./iia:'i'

arc Jii- zs sz: ZE 33: 2x: az zs
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I I30DY 51-IOP

still only

Exercise Facilities

sign up at NOPE and Boyden

$45.00

5

Come in NOW for a Free Workout
during Sign-Up hours

Boyden - NOPE
8 am - 9 am

i^^
K^

W'
.0^ tp

NOPE
M-F

7:30-9 am
11-3

4-6 pm
7-9 pm
Sat

14

11 am - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

Workouts begin Sept. 10 thru Dec. 21

open to students

faculty & staff

* strength training
* aerobic fitness
* muscle testing
* body fat testing

Boyden
M-F

7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm
Sat
12-3

^iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiar

The Commuter Area Government at UMass presents:

ancCi
» •'

ion*

• •

Friday, Sept. 14th at 8:00 p.m. In Bowker Aud.

Tickets $3.00

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiser 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Becks light or dark $4.25 6 pack -1- dep.

$16.50 case + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Ballantine Beer 12/pk cans $3.49 + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $849 1 75 L

V/B Italian Dry Wines $2.99 15 L

Champagnes $2.99 + up 750 ml

ALL SPECIALS ARE COLD & READY TO GO!!!

*>

^

^?^V'
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m>" Friday

Sept. 14

c»>' S'i^c^y^i
///^ WMUA

3-6pm.

DJ. Pony
8:30 pm -12:30am

ALL A(q^5!

\Satur6ay

\Sept.15

Dance to the Music of
-

Driving WIneel
8: 30 pm - 12: 30 pm ^^lUJlll'' ^^

iilll'' <

ouun
ALL ACf£5! ,iill'' ^^ tV\e Blueoa^i, ;.

.
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Student Union Ballroom
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c;sH pw
CASH "AP

CASr Zl^?

CASH MP
J\S>' BAP

CASH UP
CASH CAP

Liarr shq/

Lia:T siw
LiGfT SIKV

LIGKT SHOW

LIGHT SHOW

LIGHT SHOW

LIGHT SHOW

r

SHIFTS PECCfTS BimR STICKTRT

SHIPTS RtCDFDS BlfRP ST!0<IRS

DIRTS RECOP£S EL'f^P STICXFRS

SHIRTS RECORDS BJT^S TTICURS

SHIFTS PTCORDS Bimc STIDTRT

Shirts, flCORDS Bim^ STIOIRS

SHIRTS RECDKK ElW*R SHO'I'^

.,,.<•

r^arkoralGeneral

Admission

Free to Hillel

Fee Payers

I B B I I
J

SPONSORED BY B'NAI BRITH HILLEL

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

George Gallup,
of the Gallup Poll

Jr

Public Opinion Polls and
the American Presidency

Tuesday, September 18, 1984

8:00 PM FREE
Student Union Ballroom

j.f
|,HIM,l,mj.lillTIITIT,Ul.l.limil l.l J. I .I.I'HH,< .T.ITl .l.lJj

silaI)ii'mh:()lijx;f RINC.S

Your college nng is now more affordable tfian ever Save on an Incredible

variety of Siladium ring styles with custom features that express your taste

and achievements Each Siladium nng is custom made, with careful atten-

tion to detail And every ArtCarved nng is backed by a Full Lifetime War-

ranty. Don t miss out It s the perfect time to get a beautiful buy on a great

college ring. See your ArtCarved representative soon

Sept. 12/13/M
Date Tinne

/IKK7IRVED'
<* UNIVERSITY
aMstore^

Place
Oepo«< RequwBd Master Card or Visa Accepted

i.i-n.iwi.in.ti^iniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiTimiEmnnPT

Friday
September 14th

2-5p.m.

Join the

CULTURE

on the piaza
of the

FINE ARTS CEMTER

c 1984 ArtCarved Class Rir>9s. Inc f
»|.pwi,iiiyi^iiiiaimi " '""""iiiM

Arts
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Movie Scoop
By COUNT RAMIN ZAHED
Collegian Staff

As the autumn winds gradually start blowing, major
film companies are getting ready to bombard us with their

new releases. Before we drown in the sea of new movies,
something has to be said about the past season; escapist

entertainment at its pinnacle.

I cannot think of my summer without remembering
those slimy gremlins, a claustrophobic temple of doom,
and a great baseball player who looked just like Redford.
Of course, there was also Bill Murray who saved
Ghostbusters with his performance. Posh critics said that

some of these movies were violent and audience pleasers. I

thought they were as vital to the season as a cool glass of

lemonade. I mean what would summer be without the

calculated projections of Spielberg and Lucas? You can
still catch Gremlins and Ghostbusters at the Hadley
Theatres.

For those who had a taste for literature on the screen,

the summer offered lender the Volcano and The Bosto-

nians. Albert Finney and Vanessa Redgrave were ex-

cellent in their respective movies. My favorite sleef)er of

the summer was The Fourth Man. This Dutch film was a
brilliant psychological thriller in the style of De Palma.
This semester, we have a handful of promising films.

2010 will be released in December starring Roy Sheider

and John Lithgow. Also, look for Lithgow in The Adven-
tures ofBuckaroo Banzai. This new science fiction comedy
is said to be a hilarious treat.

The fourteenth James Bond movie, A View To A Kill,

has recently begun shooting with Roger Moore as 007, and
Grace Jones and Christopher Walken as members of the

supporting cast. Also dealing with international intrigue

and espionage is the upcoming adaptation of The Little

Drummer Girl, based on John Le Carre's bestseller. It

will feature Diane Keaton without her Annie Hall

garments.

I will try and keep you informed about the fall movies
every week. Meanwhile, some time has to be devoted to

our choice of films in the area.

Weekend Winners: You should really go to the sneak

preview of All OfMe if you are a Steve Martin fan. The
movie which also stars the versatile Lily Tomlin is finally

going to lie released. I promise it will make you forget

Whitmore and registration week. All OfMe premieres at

the Mountain Farm Cinemas this Friday and Saturday.

Also be aware of the excellent Hitchcock double feature

at the Amherst Cinema. Mr. and Mrs. Smith will be play-

ing with Su^'ipicion starting this Sunday. F'or the lazier

moviegoer, I suggest staying on campus and seeing The
Big Chill^ one more time.

Local Losers: Avoid Oxford Blues by all means. You will

enjoy this disgrace of a movie only if you like to watch so-

meone massage his own ego. Grow up, Rob Lowe. You can
also pay to see a vain Prince whine away ^nd mistreat his

poor girlfriend in Purple Rain. Sadly, both movies are still

playing in the area.

Killer Question: In the tradition of Andy (iordon, I shall

give away a fantastic Steve Martin badge to the first per-

son who can contact me and tell me who will be playing

bride to Sting's Frankenstein in the latest remake of the

horror classic. Till next week when I shall reveal the scien-

tific contributions of Professor Bo (zo) Derek, keep your
eyes glued to the giant screen.

^^^^ ipl^ljj^g

^nl
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Steve Martin and Lily Tomlin star as two people

sharing the same body in All of Me playing at the
Mt. Farms Cinemas this weekend.

PERSON AL'."!ED

_STYLF u<v - - T.q

$7.00

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Enpitps 9 30 84

x<^^

^^^'^

.^^tvo^^^

Please -aii tor an Apf oiiitmpn;

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah

"The Art of Jewish Survival:
Hasidic Tales of the Holocaust

Monday, September 17,1 984
7:30 pm

Student Union Ballroom
University of Massachusetts

Sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors Program Cr B.B. Hillel

Save money whenyou have

^\ic ^Vtu Jiork Simc$
delivered to your dorm room.

Please deliver The New York Times as checked: (Daily subscription rates are 50% below the newsstand price, just

25* per day.) Subscriptions will be delivered to dorms and offices on campus. For questions or complaints, P.O.

Box 969, Amherst, MA 01004. 253-7009.

FALL TERM
Weekdays (Mon-Sat) $18.50

Weekdays & Sundays $36.50

Delivery will begin Sunday, Sept. 16, 1984. There will be no delivery during holidays and vacations. The last day of

delivery is Fri., Dec. 14, 1984.

Please enclose check and make payable to: RON HUBERDEAU.

Name

Delivery Address.

Class Of:

I

I

.Mail to: Ron Huberdeau, PO Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004 |

Oho Addy and Kukrudu will perform on Tuesday Sep-

tember 18 at the Iron Horse Cafe, 20 Center st., Nor-
thampton, at 7 and 10 p.m. This seven piece musical group
plays modern African music. The program will include
piece.s which are pure traditional Ghanaian music and
progress to more contemporary selections.

Addy formed Kukrudu in 1981 and has been performing
throughout the west since that time. They have performed
at colleges, community centers, folk and jazz festivals and
Hnnces The hi^h energy nrogram features bright hand
woven costumes from Ghana. The instruments are hand
carved in Ghana and shipped to Addy in the United States.
Tickets for the event are available at the Iron Horse or by
calling .584 0610.

s Friday and Saturday

I DIVA
i Sailor Who Fell from Grace
i With the Sea

i
7:00 I

g
9:10

I Sunday thru Tuesday

I A Hitchcock Double Thriller

I Suspicion 7:00

i Mr. & Mrs. Smith 9:00

In Memory of

James A. Ryan Jr.

A mass will be held at the Newman Center
on Sunday, Sept. 16, 1984 at 11:00 AM
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363 Main Street, Amherst, MA
256-0222

Quality Pizza - Subs

HOURS:
Mon-Sat 11:00 am to 2:00 am
Sunday 4:00 pm to 1:00 am

PIZZAS 10" 18"

SMALL LARGE

CHEESE $3.00 ^75
Onion 3.15 8.25

Sausage 3.75 6.75

Hamburg 3.75 6.75

Canadian Bacon 3.75 6.75

Anchovlas 3.75 6.75

Papp»ronl 3.75 6.75

Ham 3.75 6.75

OlWa... 3.75 6.75

Fresh Cut Mushrooms 3.75 6.75

Salami 3.75 6.75

2 Combo 4.25 7.75

3 Combo 5.00 8.75

4 Combo 5.75 9.75

SpMlal 7.00 15.00

Sllca of Chaaaa Pizza

SUBS
SMALL

Italian WM
Slaak i Chaasa 2.50

Pappar Slaak 2.50

Muschroom A Slaak 2.50

Onion ft Staak 2.50

Roast Baal 2.50

Turkay 2«>

Tuna 2.50

Eggplant 2.50

Sausaga 2.25

Maatball 2.26

Salami ft Chaasa 2.25

Ham A Chaasa 2.25

Chaasa 2.00

Salads.

.81.00

.1.96

CIdar.

BEVERAGES

$ .60 Soda.. $ .55

5% meal tax

and $3.00 minimum
on all delivery

FREE DELIVER^
256-0222

CUT OUT AND SAVE

FOUR
SEASONS
WINES/LIQUORS

BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES
BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99 case

MILLER 12 oz. cans $10.50 case

STROHS 12 oz. cans $9.99 case

GENESSEE 12 oz. bottles $6.99 case

MOLSON GOLDEN. . 12 oz. bottles. . $12.99 case

6-PACK SPECIALS
DAB BEER $3.99 STEINHAUSER $3.99

GUINESS ^3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

JAMAICA (Blue Mountain)

COFFEE LIQUER 750 ml $6.99

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2 FOR $5.00

LAURENT PERRIER

extra dry champagne $12.99 bottle

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls
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ON-CAMPUS
JOBS

VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE

and

TRAINING
WANT
YOU

If you are an upperclassman or a graduate student, we will train you to

discuss the financial needs of your University with its alumni.

Telefund will pay $4-6 an hour for your time a few evenings a week. You will talk

to alumni from all walks of life, from every type of profession about the

University Alumni Fund.

Telefund is located at Memorial Hall.

Stop in and pick up an application or call us at 545-3509 if you have questions.
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Under Foot by Joe Bradbury
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Darrin's Comic Strip by Darrin
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The Lab by Law

ON THE eVG£ OF ANUB»5
COUlEGt LIVES A SCIENTIST
WITH A P.H.P IN EVfflVTHlNG.

HE HA5 A DAUGHTER AMP A
LAB ASSISTANT. HE ALSO HAS

TWO AfES RESCUE P FKOrl

HAVING TO HOST A LOCAL

Pn.'>V\GA2lNE 5HOW.

THE STORM begins!
UITH WEEGEE^TWE *

NEW LAB ASSIST-
ANT, TRYING TO ASK
PR. SNAKELXS
PAUGHEER FOR A
PATE. FOR MIM. iTjr

AS EASY AS CLIMB-
ING EVCRESr ueAR-
ING ROLLER SKATES.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

ACROSS
Melville

character

5 Common in-

terest group
9 Aspersion

13 Quiet

14 Dowdy one
15 Nimbus
16 Actress from

Snoqualmie
Falls

18 Annapolis
letters

19 Tape
20 First name of a

patriot

22 Between tic

and toe

23 Old English

bard

25 poetica

28 Touch lightly

30 Anchors
34 Margie Albright

otTV
37 Fragmented

rock pile

39 Dill, old style

40 Barnyard areas

42 Eternity

43 Court reporter

46 Golfing great

47 Uncommon
49 Held a meeting

50 Grant or Majors

51 Wave feature

53 Mayday'
55 Lightly built

horse

59 Apertures

64 — Office

65 English TV per

sonality

67 Peter, the

pianist

63 Fred's sistor

69 Gaelic

70 Was aware
71 Long ago
72 Swerve

DOWN
1 Guinness
2 Luau entertain

ment
3 • well

that "

4 Loud sound

41 Near the shore

44 Killer whale
46 Hit (get

along)

48 Time of rest

52 Sweetheart

54 Fathers

55 Religious figure

56 Hot place

Kdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

5 John Bull s

land Abbr

6 Crescent

shaped figures

7 Group Suffix

8 English novelist

and scientist

9 Close
10 Biographer

Joseph
1

1

Arm bone
12 Horse of a cer-

tain color

14 Big shots.

political style

17 Understands
21 Simians
24 Beasts of

burden
26 Turkish bigwigs

26 Storms
27 Nap
29 Vex
31 Bakery worker

32 Animal sound
33 Famed skater

35 Lab burner

36 Narrow inlet

38 Anglo Saxon
laborer

57 Unique
58 Have that cer-

tain look

See 29 Down
Symbol of

lightness

Being, to

Brutus

Hearty meal
Excitement

60
61

62

63

66

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Hey, you got a problem?

Tell me about it!

Write to Ask Lois, your local Ann

Landers, c/o the Collegian,

113 Campus Center.

Watch for it next week!

107 Sun<1»r1«nd Bd No »mh»r»t

nril to Campui Aula t Carpanttr flfOt.

ill. FW-«r\[ ..U-ant*! .nin-op

;Hour8: Mon-Fri 8-10

I
Sat & Sun 8:7

Jr. -.An-r-j t.»Mtm •ItfnrtilM '!« (»i(t» ll •« "*"•!

( i.mi In AruK hiikOut t»rrid»> \o» PruriFiw

V.l.lllKilul ^J^lng•. list- IhllCnupon

50 awash
first 100 customers with this ad

limit one per customer
OFFKK ( ;()()!) THRU SEPT. 21 ___ J

.i t i^ii

LOUNGE
ii:;ii! II

T^

Coming this weekend. . .

Saturday Happy Hour
„ 4:00 - ?

featuring **Ju8t George

[(from the Boston & Cape Cod circuit)

HAPPY HOUR
JUSTIN RmwS;AT
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Brighten Your Room!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

Bamboo

BLINDSPOSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

DRAWSTRING PANTS Earrings, Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc.

Paper

LAMPSHADES
CARDS
over 1400 designs

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY

CLOTHING SALE
20% - 50% OFF

SELECTED BLOUSES. SHORTS
SKIRTS, DRESSES, T-SHIRTS

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

PIZZA PARTY
ALL SEMESTER LONG

8 till closing

Monday thru Thursday
buy a large pizza and get a

pitcher for only $1.99

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

I

WSYL RADIO PRESENTS
A ENEFIT WNCE with*

S^'^^
l^lxi,/;.

'''''^^^

FIRST CiRaE
DAVNA B. OKIIi

LEON DUNKLEE. 3«

NO PWSEIWTIVES

CHINESE SHOES
Wide Assortment

Mon - Sat 10 - 6

Sunday 12 - 5

/

^

MERCANTILE
AMHERST CAS'RIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

METAl/l^OLPy^^JNK/TAZZ/HARDCORE/koCK/PUN^ AT:

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
FRIDAY. SEPTB 730 p.

S3 ^ I>OOR AL'- AGE5 ADMITTED NO A'dlOHOL IM50E

afauitnmuicnimnnnammtnmDimntinuaimutmiauHmmtamHmwiaum^^^

i

ROAST BEEF
)1 WW

50 Main Street

(stagger left at lights)

Amherst, MA

D
§
§

©.t/iVIVERSn ir

•CONCOURSE SALE

FINAL DAY
55% OFF

Ticketed Prices of

14K GOLD CHAINS and BRACELETS

2
8

I
I
I

I
I
I

COUPON

FREE REG. FRIES
w/ the purchase of any

JB's SANDWICH
good this weekend

(9/14 -9/16)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I OPErI"l"AM""lAM
iaiimiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiHiiiaHHHiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiuiiaiiiiHNiiiiaiiiiiiiNiiiaiimiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiO

Pearl Earings $8 - $10

Bronze and Brass Earings $8 - $12

Pearl Bracelets $20

Amethyst Earings $6

Prices from $6.00 to $150.00

Friday Sept. 14

9 am - 5 pm

Sale Located in Front of the Store
• This sale does not include Located in the Campus Center
jewelry sold at the jewelry

counter in the store.

fiXSNIVERSITY^

Friday. September 14, 1984, iC(jlleaian is

t

Toil«y:

Orott* OMiiiiiy (men's im<dl women's) at Boston Col- -Sports
^:;:;^:;^:::;::::::S:;v::::%W:•:•:W:•:•:•:•x•^^:•:•:^^

'••.•.•.•.•.•.'
.-.-.•••••••••
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Dear Students,
Don't wait until your
senior year to find

FINE'S
the place for

basics...

/

>A

WooKucn.

Chamois

Rannels

Wools and

Outdoor Gear.

For Men and Women

m Northampton.

i«5'00
Off

Levis
JEANSWEAR

I

OFF I

with this coupon and your student 1.0.

Original "Levi's Shrink-To-Fit " (hard to find)!

Regular 505 straight leg denims,

corduroys and pre-washed.

Fashion Levi's r(Otter
Expires 9/30i

HIKING & WORK BOOTS
SPORTO*HERMAN*SORELS

•All-Cotton Turtlenecks

I .!)U20coion

•Chinos basic colors 14.9!)

•Gorgeous Sweaters
Argyles

Brushed Virgin Wools
Norwegian Patterns

COME In and BROWSE!

FINE'S 36 MadA Street
Downtown Northampton
Open Thursday's till 9 pm

if field hockey
continued from pa^e 16

make the switch with

Moryl.

In the second half. Donne-

ly got things started again

as she Wasted a shot past

Terry. The goal seemed to

get the team going as they

proceeded to pressure the

ifweekending

Michigan defense with a

barrage of shots. Terry held

up well until Coughlin took

a Moryl pass and made it

3-0. Within a span of two

minutes Moryl put in two to

finish the scoring, one goal

coming on a goo<l second ef-

fort.

continued from page 16

coach Ken O'Brien is k)ok-

ing for his team to stay

right up with the Kagles of

Boston College in LJMass'

season opener, also today.

Three sophomores,
Wayne Levy, Jan Novak,

and Paul Stanislawzik are

expected to pace the team.

The UMass Rugt)y club

opens up their 1984 season

with a match against
Manhatten Club Saturday

at the lower Boyden field

near the sewage plant.

Game time is 2 p.m.

"We have only alK)ut 20
players of first team stan-

dard so we cannot afford

any injuries," faculty ad-

visor Rolx^rt Laurence said.

The women's tennis team
al.so returns to action Satur-

day. The Minutemen, who
lost to Tufts 8-1 in their

opening match Thursday,
face the University of

Rh(Mle Island at 1 p.m. on
the NOPP: courts.

(Rogrr i'hnjnnnn. Adam
Nnzinutu'itz. Hud Vrrgr,

Ala.ftair Atwood and Hyran
Qumzel contributed to this

Water Polo wins
HYMIKKLKVINE
(Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts water polo team opened

its season on a winning note by dt-leatinji; Amherst College

11 8 yesterday at Hoyden P(K)1.

The Minutemen put the game away early, thanks to a

live t^oal first (juarter. Senior captain Paul McNeil had

three jjoals, inciudinn one on ; penalty shot and the other

t wo on deflections of outside shots.

Mike Hoover and lt<ib Sheppard al.so scored for UMass.

The Minutemen ^n{ a breakaway goal by Hoover and a

long boomer from Paul Surette to lake a 7-0 halflime lead.

UMass coach Huss Varworth then decided to rest the A
squad in the second half in favor of his less experienced H
team. Due to the lack of experience, the game then turned

from a speed game to a more physical style of play.

Amherst finally got on the scoreboard with a long shot by

Paul Spinali and a rebound shot by Ron Walker, but

two goals by Chris Cocca kept the UMass lead at seven

goals through three quarters.

The b teams lack of experience showed in the fourth

quarter as the Jeffs, who kept their first string team in the

entire game, scored three goals in less that two minutes to

onthe defecit to 9 .^). After UMass got another goal from

(!occa and (ieorge Tatlerfield scored a power play goal for

Amherst, Krk Schmidt put in his own rebound to seal the
game for UMass. Two late Amherst goals made the final

score 11-8.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dscount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

ADVERTISING

Advartit* FREE in the RIVER VALLEV AO
AdvertiM Items you want to tell or buy. Call

532 9498

ASTROLOGY

1979 Ford Fiaita S. original owner, e>

celleni condition service records $1700
774 7366 evenings

79 Dattun B210 low mileage must see

2S3 7617 $1460 ot BO

Rack A'Oisc Rack A Video entertain

rrwnt guaranteed events fo' Disc Jockeys,

Bands and Video Call 549 7144

WICKED AND WILD DJ's audio and

visual entertainment (or the 80s 584-6712

Chart reading. counaalinB. Will travel to

Amherst for appointments North Green
field Astrological Counseling 413 773 3493

VW Camper 1973 excellent shape, new
engine nattery muffler 253 7901 evening 7 to

10

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING OJ'S

RACK-A-DISC RACK A VIDEO U hiring

DJ's Send resume to PC Box 48, Amherst
MA 01004

AUDIO

71 CMC VS ton pick up truck w'cap $600

call 549 3901

197B Pontlac LaMens, AM fM cassette

stereo cruise. $2960, best offer 256 1291

197* Chevy Malibu. 2 door hardtop In

good running condition Best offer over

$1,000 call 549 0628

1972 Pontiac Ventura dependable passed

June inspection $600 00 beat offer

545 2690

I need money and am willing to pan with a

Capehart AM/FM Dual 8 track steren with

built in turntable and two large speakers. BO
6 6882 Barry

AUTO FOR SALE

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Studenta needed for programs with the

developmentally disabled Credit available

Valuable experience Info Meetings 9 17

9 20, 2 26 7 pm CC rm 917

1979 Dodge Omni 4 door, standard, cloth

upholstery, lots of extras, excellent shape,
no rust $2190 or best offer Phone 584 9468

Fo«y Fiat X 1/9 completely reconditioned
removable hardtop low miles 1977 must sell

2500 Larry 256 0080

73~Saeb 96 A claaaicr BO 6^548/ 45M^

1977 Camero good condition $1 750
549-0875

t • EARN «*

Make WBO while eating home cooked
meals How can you go wrong? Call Jim

Houston at 546 2150

EMT'S

1969 Volvo SOO/beat offer 268 7127

1977 VW SciroccoT 4 spd AC ed^OaTmi
$1500 or best offer 546 4745

1978 Honde Civic blue new muffler b
brake AM FM cassette, perfect body ft

engine, $1200 or 80 call 549 1738

19B1 Oauun B2i«BL 5 speed AMfm
bucket seats $3,500 or best offer
1 413 783 9223

Come to the nr* h First Aid Unit

Meeting, Monday Sept 17 at 9 00 PM
Cover concerts (oolbsll games, many out

door activities, CPR recen. CEUs and a

good time too' Morrill 4 North. Rm 406

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Hack A
Video entertainment giant 10 and 15 foot

screens fo' dorms and Greeks MTV
viden music call 549 7144

FOJI SALE

SOUNOESIGN STEREO Originally $900 2

years old $469 Dresser $40 253 3682

Brand new 26" Kent bicycle must sell $76

or BO Michelle 546 0627

1973 VW Bug excellent cortdition rebuilt

engine $1600 or BO call 549 6628 or

549 1 778

Apartment furnHurel Bed. dresser

bookcase, mirrors, chairs etc 266 0682 aftei

5 pm

Sachs Moped 1981 very good condition

drive on campus' $375 253 2284 Caroline

Refrigeretor Household vie 16 cu ft

now in daily use 584 4510 ^
Speakers AR 18 perfect sue for dorm room

in great cond powerful 100 wl capability

Great sound $100 call Rick 253 2720

Home Stereo AM FM cassette 8 track

turntable $99 546 6194 Chr^y

Sylvania^i iTtch color TV $150 please call

263 2410

Portable typewriter for aale call 549 1368

Ingrid

Dorm refrigerator one year old after 5 PM
any day 549 7189

19B0 Honde CX500OL h^imei b luggage

included $1300 ral' Chiis (eves) 665 2446

HELP WANTED

Utopia Spes pan time counier work Sat b
Sun days and weeknights available pay

mont $ • tubs and tan free apply in person

1 1 am 5 pm

Utopia Spit ^B«rt-time hot tubs

maintenance b cleaning work payment $

• tub and tan free apply in person 1 1 am 6

pm

Maintenance person wented 2 hrs per

day. Mon Fn, mornings Duties include

cleaning office and maintaining equip

Mechanical aptitude and workstudy re

quired Apply in person 9-4 Mon-Fn at 113

CC (Collegian office)

Newspaper deliverers needed in dorms
Early mornings 7 days week Gotxl pay for

Short hours Call 263 7009

P lime, e»per necc audio bkgrnd helpful

Sound Co 201 N Pleasant. Amherst

Houae people wanted for light cleanup at

Fraternity Mon thru Sun Free meals and
more Call Mark after 4 549 3744

Attention! Public Relations. Journalists.

Graphic Designers The SGA Communica
tions Office IS now hiring Great opportunity

to develop your portfolio' WS and non WS
(Obs available See Kelley Riley in 423 Stu

dent Union for application. Deadline is

9/21/84

Local advertising agency seeks student

intern Call 686 2136

Homecooked meets exchanged for kit

Chen help 10 hours a week call 253 9071 ask

for Wheaty

Maintenance Technician needed Part

time approi 2 hrs'day, Mon Fn flexible

schedule Maintain equipment and basi'

Cleanup Mechanical apptitude necessary
Apply in person 9 3 Room 113 Campus
Center

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16 559 $50,553/year Now hiring Voui
area Call 1 806 687 8000 ext R 9616

Homemekers. Home Health Aids posi

tions available immediately Part time Mexi

ble hours Free training offered Call Home
Care Services for more information

586 3886 _
Redemption Staff: Be part of tf»e only stu

dent run redemption service i" Mass Exp

with cash handling b numbers Musi nave

license h workstudy Apply 306 SUB
545 0618

Housepersons wanted for Sorority free

meals in axcfwnp* '• kitcfwn clean up call

256 6874

INSTRUCTION

Tutor for Accounting 222 needed Call

Jennifar 256-1351

LOST

Claaa Ring IB Mack ony« parents will kill

me call Dean of Students Office or Students

Affairs Office 5 2684

IIIBIg Rewerdlll Black Rolei divers watch
between Boyden Lower Tennis Courts and
Cance. Southwest 646 5084

Beth Sampson t» Annette Welsch look

ed lor you even/whore please write miss you

Luv Abby

Memoo the koala beer hes '•t"'"««»" '»

anybody out there? Im on the 1 1th _
Chria Happy B Day We love you TheoWS

short and JiH

The Boston Perty C'»'»« «" ,^°*1°2

^omen have bought ticket, 200nckets left

for UMass men call Brian 549 1486

Attention everyone its Virg s B-rthday cafl

hat and wish her a Happy On*' 2Sfr '<5»

RIDE WANTED

Qrad student wants ride to/from Boston

on Thursdays during fall term Share ex-

penses Doug 564 5720

MANICURIST WANTED

Manicurist wanted for new nail salon in

Amherst call office 1 283 3837

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

^fri~Kiwti•mki KZ400 tully drened new
tune up mufflers, tires, battery must sell

$600 Greg 263 '/•7206

Dasireabia $100 00 $200 00 monthly

Negotiable Northampton Busline Sharon

58^7750 Joel 1 532^636

Mala wanted to share 2 bedroom Presiden

tia! Apartment low rent 549 2808

SIRVICiS""
~

PERSONALS

PERFORMING ARTSDIVISION Music.

Theatre Dance Instruction Old

Chapel UMass 645 0519 Register by

September 14

Rush tickets svallable for October 2.

Worcester Centrum Call 546 1461

UMass Grenadier Society meets at the

Campus Center Wednesdays 7 12 PM Sun
days 2 12 PM We play diplomacy, squad
leader and many other board games and
miniatures All are welcome

Trees and Shrubs Forestry student offers

professional pruning of shrubs as well as

landscape consulting and designs at very

resonable prices 646 8087

SUZANNE «TAIWMANI

Happy Birthday C P.'sl We love ya'

Janet Di Sharyn. Karen

wAimo

Hock Bend seeks exp keyboardist,

vocalist chods E Q attitude a must

646-4462 or Tim 546 6895

Snow TanninI I know your here,

wttere? Call Marilyn 253-7206*
but

WANTED TO RENT

Apartment in PufftOfl or area for spring

86 reward $50 546 T^^o^o^im

«r'(* , .* •»-• .» *••..
> » V » . \ ./ V » <, \ • » V t t . . « . . • > • . »
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Alabama
3y PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A quarterback who spent last season red-

shirted at the University of Alabama has

transfered to the University of

Massachusetts.

Tim Hecht, a 6'2", 170 pounder from

Vienna, Virginia, is enrolled at UMass and

will be eligible to play for the Minutemen

next season.

Hecht came to Amherst thanks to the ef-

forts of Los Angeles Raiders general

manager Al Davis. Hecht 's father works in

Washington D.C. as a lobbyist and worked

for Davis when Congress took up some pro-

fessional football issues.

UMass
Davis, who is close friends with UMass

coach Bob StuU, recommended UMass to

Hecht and he took his advice.

"I've spoken with Mr. Davis a few times

and he told me about UMass and coach

Stull," said Hecht. "UMass football is get-

ting a lot better and I like my chances of

playing more."

Hecht threw for 32 touchdowns and

2.300 yards at Madison High in Virginia.

With sophomore Mike Shula and freshman

Vince Sutton fighting for the QB job at

'Bama, Hecht knew he had to make a

move.

"I liked UMass' sports management pro-

gram and I think Division 1-AA footbjill is

pretty competitive," said Hecht.

"Tim's a fine quarterback who needs to

develop a stronger arm, but he's got a

great touch and he's very smart," said

Stull. Hecht was recruited by Oklahoma,

SMU, and Alabama out of high school.

The Minutemen already have junior

starter Jim Simeone, sophomore Jason

Curtis, and a trio of what Stull termed,

"very good" freshman at quarterback.

"Next season's a way aways," said

Hecht. "Jimmy's a good quarterback and

way ahead of all of us, I'd like to back-up

and play for two years after that. I just

hope to have a good spring."

"It's nice knowing we have a lot of good

quarterbacks," said Stull, who hopes to

mold the Minutemen into the passing game

he employed as the offensive-coordinator

at the University of Washington.

In some bad football news, senior co-

captain Peter Tracy was "lucky he didn't

die," according to Stull after ripping a

muscle in the wall of his stomach and

bleeding internally after last Saturday's

Lehigh game.
"Peter felt fine after the game but when

he went home he experienced a lot of pain

and was rushed to the hospital. He's in the

hospital now and will, in all probability, not

play next Saturday against Holy Cross. 1

hope he'll be back for the rest of the

season," said the coach.

Tracy, a preseason Ail-American,

transfered from Navy and led UMass in

sacks last season with five.

Sports
•.•.•.•.•-•
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Minutemen teams have a perfect day
Hockey blasts

Michigan, 5-0
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

In her first collegiate start freshman

goalie Lyn Carlson shut-out the University

of Michigan as the University of Massa-

chusetts field hockey team won its home
opener ^-0 at NOPE field yesterday.

"Lynn Carlson did a suf>er job in the

goal. said UMass coach Pam Hixon. "She

controlled the defense well. I was very

pleased."

While Carlson was stopping five of Mich-

igans seven shots (fwo went wide) she

was gettin/? plenty of help from the rest of

the team.

Junior midfielder Megan Donnelly pla

yed a strong game, helping to keep the ball

out of UMass territory and .scoring two

goals. But it was senior ct)-captain Pam
Moryl who's aggressive play on offense

accounted for two goals. Maura Coughlin

added another to add to a hectic aftern(K)n

for Michigan goalie Jonnic Terry.

Oddly enough, Moryl began the game as a

midfielder and while still a force in the

game, did not begin assaulting Terry until

Hixon moved her to forward in the second

half.

"We moved Pam to give us more scoring

punch," said Hixon. "1 wasn't sure at first

but as it turned out Pam did what she was

supposed to do. 1 don't think we'll do that

all the time but this will give us an option

in the future"

UMass controlled the game early and

went up 1 -0 when Donnelley put a penalty

stroke past Terry.

The rest of the half saw UMass outshoot-

ing Michigan 15-7. UMass then missed a

few opportunities so Hixon decided to

continued on page 15

UMass Chris Kocot U«i) drives. LMass won, 0-0.
tnan phot" hv At

UMass-Michigan
Mlchigan(O-l) -0

UMa«s<2-i) 2 3-5

Seoring:l>tmnelly (2>, Moryl (2), Coughlin

AMistfttUM, Cunniff, HuMn, Moryl

Shot«:UM, 15-28 ~ 43. MI. 7-0 ~ 7

UMass-Fairfield

UMa»8 (2-0) 2 4

Fairfield -

Scorinfr: UM, Manal <2), Marciano.

Cushing, Baldwin, Shannon
Assiatst UM, Adoboe (3), Shannon,

Ricard, Uschok
Shots: UM, 36, FA, 3

Soccer wins

easily, 6-0
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

Collegian Staff

Coach Jeff Gettler was right. He said his

team was going to be more exciting and

score more goals.

Well, yesterday at Fairfield University

they proved it as the University of Massa-

chusetts exploded for six goals on their

way to a 6-0 romp over Fairfield.

The Minutemen outshot the host team by

a 36-3 mark en route to their second

straight shutout victory. The goaltending

duties were shared by seniors by Don
Donahue, who made no saves in 58 min-

utes of play, and sophomore Mike Sar-

nacki, who finished up the last 32 .Tiinutes

of the game and recorded one save.

'Its a little early, but we just played

extremely well," said Getter. We created

chances against BU, but couldn't score.

Today we capitalized on them and scored

some great goals, " said Gettler.

Canadian freshman Kurt Manal. who is

making quite an impression on this side of

the border, scored two goals to increase his

season total to three. He opened the scor-

ing at the 34 minute mark and scored the

game's fourth goal aobut six and a half

minutes into the second half off a Tom
Uschok feed.

Ferdie Adoboe, who also played extre-

mely well according to Gettler, chipped in

with three assists, his first came on Nick

Marciano's first goal about six and a half

minutes into the second half off a Tom
Uschok feed.

Adoboe also assisted on Rich Baldwin's

and John Shannon's first goals of the year,

which came during a 20 minute barrage

early in the .second half in which UMass
poured in four goals. Freshman midfielder

Matt Cushing also put in his first goal for

the Minutemen from Paul Ricard.

Name the sport, and the Minutemen are playing it

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The young University of

Massachusetts women's
soccer team takes its

unblemished slate (1-0) to

Plymouth State Saturday

highlighting a full slate of

»veekend action for the

Minutemen athletic teams.

On campus, the volleyball

«am hosts the UMass In-

/itational today and Satur-

day at Boyden Gym. On the

road, the sur|>rising and

undefeated (2-0) men's soc-

cer team faces Dartmouth

Saturday in Hanover, N.H.,

the men's and women's

cross-country squads face

Boston College this after-

noon and the rugby team

hosts Manhatten Club
Saturday.

The women's soccer team

faces P.. nouth State in

their last game before the

Cortland Tournament next

weekend, where the

Minutemen will face three

Top 20 teams.

"If the girls come out

with a win and no injuries,

I'll be happy," coach
Kalekeni Banda said. "We
have to go in with our heads

up. I want to come out of

there feeling sharp. I want

to leave Plymouth on an

upbeat, positive note."

The UMass volleyball

team, fresh from their

sweep of AIC on Wednes-

day, are now gearing their

sights on this weekend's se-

cond annual UMass Invita-

tional Tournament.
"We're ready," said a

confident coach Elaine Sor-

tino. "We're going to have

to do the things we did

against AIC to do well,"

said Sortino.

UMass finished second in

last year's tournament, los-

ing to Occidental College of

California in the final.

The tournament is

scheduled to start at 6 p.m.

tonight, and will continue

tomorrow at 9 a.m. at

Boyden Gymnasium. UMass
oi:)ens the tourney at 7:20

p.m. tonight against Salem

State, and will face Bryant

College at 8:40 p.m.

The undefeated UMass
men's soccer team takes its

2-0 record to Hanover, New
Hampshire to face Dart-

mouth College on Saturday

afternoon, at 2:00 p.m.

"Dartmouth is very good

defensively. They are well-

organized and well-coached,

and have one of the better

goalkeej^ers in all of New

England," said UMass
Coach Jeff Gettler.

Women's cross-country

coach Caroline Gardiner

and her team face Boston

College in their season

opener today at Franklin

Park in Boston.

The women will be led by

seniors Kim Baker,
Maurenn O'Reilly, and
Chris Pratt. Sophomore
transfer Lauren Doughty
and freshman sensation

Sara Kitchell round out the

starting five.

Men's cross-country

continued on page 15

Sports at a glance

Saturday:

Men's Soccer: at Dartmouth, 2 p.m.

Women's Soccer: at Plymouth State, 3 p.m.

Field Hockey: at Rhode Island. 1:00

Water Polo: at MIT Tourney
Volleyball: UMass Invitational, 8 a.m.

Rugby: Manhattan Club (Boyden Lower rieids)

pro ^^res

Pittsburg 14, NY Mets 4

Chicago-Montre^ ppd.

New York 5, Toronto I <6)

PhUadelphia 10 St. Louia 2
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THE DOCTOR IS IN — Jeremy Hopkins examines a bike that may need repair at the UMass Bicy-

cle Co-op.

Better benefits for day care workers
By CARYN B0WB:RS
Collegian Correspondent

All employees holding major positions at the University

of Massachu.setts Day Care Center now have professional

contracts, higher pay, and new benfits.

F]lizabeth Perkins, the center's director, said, "It makes

you feel as if the University values you. and values

childcare."

The number of professional staff members at the center

has increased from 13 to 27 this year. The hiring review

committee, comprised of day care center directors and

teachers, has already recommended 15 workers for

professional contracts, and is currently conducting a

search to fill four more available positions, including one

for a center director, Perkins said.

Among the many benefits included within the

professional contracts are a health package, a retirement

plan, sick days, four days of paid vacation, and a tuition

waiver to the University for employees and their im

mediate family members.
The professional search attracts qualified candidates who
would not ordinarily apply for v non-benefitted job,

Perkins said. Also, employees now have the opportunity to

take graduate or undergraduate courses for free, enabling

them to strengthen their background and training.

A reduction m the turnover rate for teachers at the center

is expected due to the new benefits, Perkins said.

"This is the first year that I really feel confident about the

overall growth and professional development of the

childcare system at the University," said she.

A staff ratio regulation set by the state requires a

minimum number of adults, in relation to the number of

children in every classroom; two adults for every seven

infants, two adults for evey nine tcxldlers, and one adult for

every eight pre schoolers. Perkins said the regulation has

always been repected by the center. However with an

enrollment of VU) children, the number of professional

members within that mandatory ratio has been doubled.

Last spring, members of the UMass Childcare Employees

.\sso<Mation proposed a lawsuit to change staff status

grades, which was previously 03. Their main concern was

to secure some employment benefits, although an increase

in salary seemed relative.

"We really wanted consistency for the children," said

Perkins.

Before any action was taken. Chancellor Joseph I).

Duffey announced that by the next fiscal year, all em
ployees of the day care center would be working within the

provisions of University personnel policies. The an

nouncement also insured that staffing configurations in the

llniversity childcare system would continue to include full-

time, part-time, and student workers.

Cross -state marchers depart today
Groups protest Reaganomics
ByBILLLEMANSKI
Collegian ('orrespondent

t'itizens oppo.sed to military intervention abroad and

President Ronald Reagan's economic policies began a

protest march from Amherst to Boston at 8 a.m. today.

The march will culminate with a peace and justice rally in

Boston September 22nd.

The Northampton Committee on Central America

t.NCCA) and the Iniversity of Massachusetts Radical

Student Union (RSU) are the organizers of the march.

"We want people to take action and register to vote.' said

Lisa Sheehy, a 1980 graduate of UMass, and a worker for

NCCA. She suggested that people join the march for one or

two days.

"Our strength lies in voices from homes in the com

munities. We want to draw energies together in opposing

war and U.S. intervention," she said.

Gerry Scoppettuolo, another organizer, and a member of

the Student tenter tor Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA), said he believes that the main pur

pose of the trip is "to draw attention to the rally in Boston,

while urging people to vote in a way thiU won't elect

Reagan. However, it's not pro Mondale."

According to Scoppettuolo there are three basic issues

the marchers are concerned with: ending intervention in

Central America, slopping the nuclear arms build up. and

funding human needs.

Steve O'llailoran, a 31 year old history graduate student

Naid the objective of the trip is "to primarily focus on the

escalating problems in Central America." He said

Reagan's military solution has continued the killings.
"

Each day the march will be followed by an evening hosU'd

by iiK-ai residents and churches to locus on peace and

justice in 1984. Organizers are encouraging everyone to

join t he march and tht- evening events.

Support vehicles will he available and bu.ses will be

provided lor the Boston rally. Bus tickets and further

information concerning the statewide march are available

at the RSU offi<e m 413A Student Union.

New phones
a heartache
for students
By KENNETH B. ALBERT
Colk'gian Correspondent

New telephones installed in the University of

Massachusetss dormitories last summer are causing

problems for students, including those who own or rent

home computers.

The new phones have receivers that do not couple with

the computer modems, so students with computer ter-

minals in their rooms cannot "logon."

Chuck Wyman, associate direct«>r of the Umass Com-

puting (Center, said, "I was talking to a student with a

direct connect m(xlem (a devict" that links a home com-

puter with the University's computer). He could send out

information but not receive it."

"This looks like a problem with the phone itself." Wyman
said.

"If students are unable to communicate with the com-

puter from their rooms, they will come to the public ter-

minals and we don't have enough space as it is," he said.

"The acoustic coupler modems are going to have the most

trouble, " Wyman said. "The receiver shape itself could

easily cause problems."

Under the state bidding system, the University was

jrced to buy 7,000 phones at $105,000 from the lowest

bidder, the Mura Corporation, according to Gerald

Quaries, director of the Housing Assignment Office.

The telephone system was tested in Prince House and a

14 percent error factor was found, said Quarles. The error

factor means that of the 7,000 phones purchased, 920 could

malfunction.

Quarles said. "It would have cost abt)ut $.30,000 to test the

entire system."

"What was the best way to proceed? Turn on the whole

system, or expect a 14 percent error factor in the fall?",

(juarles asked. "We decided to wait."

Sophomore Laurie Autlet said, "I can't make long

distance calls because the phone quality is so bad. The

other night I <<)uldn't get a dial tone for fifteen minutes,"

she said.

Sherri Miller, a sophomore living in Knowllon House said.

"If you move the phone at all. the jack falls right out. The

operators keep cutting in for no reason. It happened three

times in one call to New York the other night.

"

"All this started as a result of the A.T.&T.

divestiture, "tiuarles said.

"Last year, all of our phones were A.T.&T. rentals. The

University was informed in February that the rate would

be going up about 3(K) percent over the next three years,"

he said.

"There wasn't much time to respond." (Juarles said.

The rate increases "forced the University to step up

modernization. "We decided at that time to purchase our

own phones." and eliminate "the need to push up student

fees." he said.

"We've done around 500 repair jobs in the last week and a

hall."
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LYNN. Mass. tAF) - The

four Democrats running lor

the U.S. Senate, relieved

that the long primary

campaign is nearing an end,

minimized their differences

yesterday and stressed the

need to get voters to the

polls in hopes of winning

Tuesday's election.

'It's all a matter of

execution now, getting ou

the vote in the primary —
and saying a few novenas.

'"

U.S. Rep. James Shannon

said after he and his three

rivals addres.sed a breakfast

rally held by the Lynn

Democratic City Committee.

Shannon and his opponents

were in a conciliatory mood

at the meeting and spent

more time criticizing

President Reagan and the

Republicans than knocking

each other.

Kerry, Shannon, Secretary

of State Michael Connolly

and former Massachu.setts

House Speaker David
Hartley all touched on the

themes they've stressed

during the long campaign.

Democratic candidates John Kerry, left and
James Shannon

Digest hu The Associated Press

Baby bom
to Diana
LONDON - Smiling

to a cheering crowd.

Princess Diana takes her

one day old second son,

Henry Charles Albert
David. home from the

hospital to Kensington
Palace. The baby, third in

line to the British throne,

bears the name of the Tudor

monarch Henry VHL who
broke with Rome. But to his

parents, he'll just be Harry.

Rabin says fighting

in Israel the worst
JERUSALEM - New
Defense Minister Yitzhak

Rabin calls Israel's war in

Lebanon the most divisive in

the nation's 36 year history

and says it must end. Prime
Minister Shimon Peres'

bipartisan Cabinet, meeting

for the first time, was ex-

pected to discuss how to cut

$1 billion form the national

budget and modify the cost

of living index.
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Basques in 39th day

fast for French refuge
PARIS — Eight Basque separatists, seven of whom

are wanted in their native Spain in connection with

terrorist killings, yesterday entered the 39th day of a

hunger strike to press for political refugee status in France

and to protest possible extradition.

All the fasters are being held in Fresnes prison south of

Paris. A lawyer for Francisco Xavier Lujambio-Galdeanu,

one of the eight, said his client had lost 46 pounds since the

hunger strike began Aug. 9, and on Friday was force fed at

the prison hospital.

The eight Ba.sques are purportely members of the banned

military wing of the the Spanish Basque independence
movement ETA.

*The Art of Jewish Survival:
IHasidic Tales of the Holocaust"

Monday, September 1 7, 1 984
7:30 pm
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CAN WE TALK — Native Americans conj^regate this past weekend on

the campus pond for the 2nd annual Inter-tribal Pow-Wow.

UMass group here to help

women increase confidence
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The development of women's power is the

goal of the Women's Leadership Project

(WLP). according to its coordinator, Lisa

Trocki.

"The idea is to encourage women not only

to take on the leadership roles but to

change the meaning of leadership itself,"

Trocki said.

Trocki said there are four different areas

in which WLP works to progress towards

the goal of empowering women. These

areas include a resource center in the WLP
office, programming, networking, and

weekly meetings which serve as support

and consciousness raising sessions.

Trocki said as the idea of developing

leadership skill evolved, project coor-

dinators found that women do not need to

be taught leadership skills in formal ways,

such as workshops by experts.

"Most women are perfectly capable of

performing leadership skills facilitating,

listening, and public speaking. What is

needed is a supportive environment in

iCollegian »

Native Americans throw
annual pow-wow at pond
By Elizabeth Dateo

Collegian Correspondent

The American Indian Student Association

(AISA) at the University of Massachusetts

held its second annual Inter tribal Pow

wow this past weekend at the campus pond.

The purpose of the pow wow was to

BRiNC t(h;etiier old friends and
MAKE NEW ONES, "said Jane Coelen.

AIS,\ spokesperson. Native Americans

came from all areas of North America to

participate. "
It demonstrates to Indians

planning to attend college that UMass

offers an active and supportive Indian

student populati«)n. "said C(H>len. Bob

Clark, a former AIS.X mamber and UMass

graduate, now a volunteer community

supporter, said .MSA offers assistance that

includes financial aid services and tutorial

advice. Clark is one of the Western

Massachusetts C'ommissioners for Indian

Affairs. His message at the pow wow
included a l<x)k at the Massachusetts state

si-al wnicn he saiu may convey a ineme ol
"

racism and dominion ".

The s«'al depicts an Indian whose head is

an arm with a broadsword. Clark

distributed pamphlets that said, " The

meaning is completed by the Latin motto

which translates to: unth sword we seek

peace, hut peace only under liberty.

' The picture and the Latin words

together meant that the colonists wanted to

dominate the native people by threat of

death, in order to live the way they wanted

to and lo control the land," he said.

Rain forced the pow wow into the Student

Union Building Saturday. Many native

.Americans camped by the pond, and were

with fair weather on Sunday. About 45

small trailers and tents formed a circle on

the grass, selling merchandise including

handcrafted turquoise and silver jewelry,

wood and bone carvings, and clay sculp-

ture. Then- was beadwork, baskets,

miccasins and food. Inside the circle, a

dance ring was set up. Three bands of

Indian drumniers an<l singers played while

costumed participants danced.

Orchard Hill turns big 20;

celebrates with grand bash
Orchard Hill residents celebrated their

area's 2t)th birthday with live bands, break

dancing and a barbecue Sunday.

At 2 p.m.. students sang happy birthday

as a large hollow paper cake was cut open

releasing balUK)ns. Afterwards, threecakes

in the shape of the dormitories were served

to the residents.

The celebration began at 10 a.m. with an

aerobics class. Records were played until

about 11a.m., when the first 50 students

began to arrive. At 11;30 a.m.. student

volunteers began to serve hamburgers and

hot dogs.

All the food was eaten within an hour and

stud«>nts listened to the first of three bands

scheduled. At 1 p.m. the Poppeteers, a

breakdancing group, performed for the

audience.

At l;;iO p.m., the Paradise City Jazz Band

appeared, playing until 2:30. In between

bands, residents watched a juggling clown.

A third band. Tornado Alley, started to

play at 3:30 p.m. They played until 5 p.m..

after being called back for three encores.

—Bill Collins

which to practice those skills," she said.

"Traditionally, however, women have

been expected to give support to family

members, friends and co workers, but have

not been expected to ask for support in

return, " she said. The project objective is

to have people in the office understand the

importance of support.

Developing alternative forms of leadership

is another goal of the project.

"The project is working to develop sup

portive and collective forms of leadership

because while we want women to develop

leadership skills, we don't want women to

use these skills in a way that excludes

others and sets up barriers," Trocki said.

Paula Jabloner, a senior economics and

history major, said the project is important

for providing a voice for University women

on campus.

"I feel more powerful when it comes to

speaking out in class or objecting to sexist

language if I know that there are other who

agree with me and feel similarly, "
Jabloner

said.

The Women's Leadership Project office i^i

in the Student Union Room 415.

c Women's Forum J
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women 'a imrues. Notices

should be .sent to the Women's Issues

Editor, care of the Collegnari, the Friday

before the event.

Monday-Wentworth for Congress com-

mittee meeting at 1 p.m. For more infor-

mation and location call Kim (Curtis at

549-1458.

Tuesday-The Women's Studies Program

is having a reception from 5-7 p.m. at

Memorial Hall. Interested women are in-

vited.

The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom will meet from 3-5

p.m. in Campus Center 805.

Wednesday-Author and Peace activist

Grace Paley will speak on: "Women and

War: Choices and Connections," at 7:30 in

the Franklin Patterson main lecture hall at

Hampshire College. She will also read from

a recent work in the east lecture hall at

3:30 p.m.

Women's Issues Team of the Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy (SCERA) will meet on Wednesday

from 4-6 p.m. from Campus Center 178.

Thursday-The Women's leadership pro-

je<'t will meet at 4 p.m. in 415 Student

Union.

Friday-A "Take Back the Night" march

will Ik.' held in Worcester. Call or stop by

the SCERA office for information on biis

rides.

A symposium on Women and F.ducation

it) America will be held Friday and Satur-

day at Mount Holyoke C'ollege. Topics in-

clude: The higher education of American

Women: f)erspectives from Two ('enturies;

Two Traditions: Coeducation and Separate

Education for women; paradigms for the

History of Women's Education; Black

Women and Higher Education; and After

College. What? Work and Politics.

Women's history scholars from across the

United States will I)e presenting lectures.

P'or more information contact Gwendolyn

Glass at 538-2157.

Italian sculpture erected on the Fine Arts steps

<Ci^ 'l\t Nonh King Street. Northampton 584-lS»75

ByJIMAVERILL
Collegian Correspondent

A long, oblong, cement sculpture on a

wooden frame was completed Friday on the

stairs outside the Fine Arts Center.

The sculpture is part of a three piece

exhibit by Italian artist Mauro Staccioli

that opened at the University Gallery.

All three sculptures are made of wood and

iron frames overlayed with concrete and

were created specifically for the University

Gallerv from a "sight specific perspective.

According to acting curator Betsy Sier-

sma the perspective "attempts to change

the space in which the sculpture was

created and invites interaction between the

viewer, the work and the site.

None of the pieces are permanent because

thev are part of an exhibit.

Siersma said the exhibits usually last six

weeks, but because this one is so large, it

will remain on di.splay all semester.

Funding for exhibits comes from the

venrlv programming fund of the University

Gallery, which is supported by the

University Alumni Association and

University Arts Council. Founds cover

materials, labor, construction, and shipping

costs.

Siersma refused to disclose the cost of the

sculpture.

Staccioli. who lives and works in Milan.

Italy, was invited to create an exhibit at the

gallery after a fellow scuptor, George

Trakus, met him in Pistoia, Italy where

both were working. Trakus, who is the

scultpor creating the "Island Project" on

the Campus Pond, was impressed Stac

cioli's work and recommended him to the

gallery staff.

The exhibit is accompanied by a

photographic d(K-unientation of selected

works by Staccioli dating from 1970 to 1984.

and will be on display from September 15

through December 18.

The l^niversity Gallery, kwated in the

VhV. is open to the public Tuesday through

F>iday 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. and 2 p.m. to 5

p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

>,n;ii' I'll'

IT'S A BIRD ITS A PLANE, ITS A ...A young boy plays navigator

an Italian sculptor's latest creation at the Fine Arts Center.
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<::;::> HELP WANTED:

Snow Shovelers

I
EARN:

Up To $7.50 per hour

By Shoveling snow In

dormitory areas.

MAKE MONEY THIS WINTER

APPl Y AT;

SGA PRESIDENTS OFEICt
406 STUDENT UNION

(Above the CrecJit Union)

I
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PAID SPRING CO-OP POSITIONS
Office for Cooperative Education

Attractive Spring Semester Placements with

Sky Chefs, IBM, Boston Globe, Epsco,

People Express. Disney World, U.S. Department

of Transportation, and many more!

WEEKLY INFORMATION SESSIONS
Mondays 2:30 pm Mach E-37

Tuesdays 1:25 pm Mach E 16

Wednesdays 2:30 Mac 413

Thursdavs^lO:10 Mach 413
"/ learned how to be a profeHsioanl in th£ outside world, wtiicli^^

encoryipasaes new skilh, career awareness, and personal growth.
"

-Mike Booth, '85 EE, IBM Poughkeepsie

For More Information Call 545-2579

.oov^
OF THE K.£-^

^"^ $1.00 Of/^
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THE DO-IT-YOURSELF
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN KIT

EVERYBODYmmmm
Everything you need to know to

run for the highest office in the land

includvs: • OUu.ul 1 S KJi;t;il l.loUum ( iminii«i.>n Slirtcitn-m iil Cjiulul.i. i '

lM.li/ ri I •Olhiul I S KJcfjl I kilHmti'n>imvsH>nSMii'imnl.>l()r|.Mhi/.ili.in l.irii

iKt,,,' I I •()n,.iri,il (,-tiili..iii .11 ( .iruhil.m ilumi, n j • I »i'r\H,HK l.n I'ri'M.li'it

In (ii.C .iiimi'.^i .>:i.i \l.n;i,.i<.ninii,in

Everybody For Hresment

DVP sponsors noted writer

Yaffa Eliach tonight 8 pm
Noted author, k'cturer and chronicler of

the Holocaust. Dr. Yalta Eliach will speak

on "The Art of Jewish Survival: Hasidic

Tail's of the Holocaust. " at 7:30 tonight in

t \w Studrnt Union Hallriwm.

HIiach. winner of the Christopher Award

lor Literature m 19K3. is the first speaker to

lie brought to the University of

Massachusetts this fall by the

Distinguished Visitors Program. Her b<X)k.

Hasutic Tales of the HoUtcaust is the only

major collection of Hasidic tales and

anecdotes to have been compiled form the

Holocaust experience.

PMiach. at age four, and her family, were

forced into hiding for two years when the

Nazis (K'cupied her family's town in Poland.

Her book has been acclaimed in over 800

pericKiicals and newspapers. p]liach is a

history and literature professor at Brcjoklyn

College. She is also a poet, playwright,

founder of the Center for Holocaust

Studies, Documentation and Research and

member of the Holocaust Commission.

- RONDA APPLEBAUM

Pope wants ethnic peace
WINNH'EG. Manitoba (AP) - Pope John

Paul H, in the prairie heartland of this

immigrant nation, urged Canadians

yesterday to strive ever harder to achieve

their "creative vision" of a multicultural

s(x'iety.

tjuoting one of his predecessors, Joh

XXHl. the pontiff told a throng of at least

1()().(M)0 at an outdoor Mass that justice is

served by helping ethnic minorities,

"especially in what concerns their language,

culture, customs."

John Paul's comments came m a provmce

— and a country — whose two original

immigrant groups, the majority English

speakers and the minority French, still

argue over language rights.

The federal government was made of-

ficially bilingual in 1969. but language

disputes persist on the provincial level.

Earlier Sunday, sticking to the theme of

his Manitoba visit, "Faith and Culture in a

Multi cultural society." the pontiff stopped

by a Ukrainian Catholic cathedral.

BOLTWOOD PROJECT
Volunteers needed for programs

with developmentally disabled adults.

Valuable Experience.

CREDIT AVAILABLE
Info Meetings:

Men. 9/17 - 7 pm
Thurs. 9/20 - 7 pm
Wed. 9/26 - 7 pm

in Campus Center Room 917
|

I

I

I
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I OFF CAMPUS I

I
UNDERGRADUATES

|

I Nomination Papers to the |

I Commuter Area Government
|

I are available now. |

I Get involved in your Area Government. |

I Help plan activities for the school year. |

= Papers available at 404 SUB
Deadline for returning papers

is Friday Sept. 21
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.oc'ited in the Catnpu

Cente. .^.JNIVERSnYMSTORED

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

! PIZZA PARTY !

ALL SEMESTER LONG
8 till closing

Monday thru Thursday
buy a large pizza and get a

pitcher for only $1.99
Happy Hour 3 6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive Amherst 549-5713

\

\

YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT US - NOW
CHECK US OUT

FRATERNITY RUSH

Alpha Delta Phi

395 N. Pleasant St.

545-3117

Tubs. Sept. 18, 8-11

Wed. Sept. 19, 8-11

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Campus Center

546-7051

Thurs. Sept. 20 8-11

Alpha Tau Gamma
375 N. Pleasant St.

253-9974

call for details

Beta Kappa Phi

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

Men. Sept. 17 9-11

call for details

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

WHAT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE?

• M.D. & N.P Care • Pharmacy

• Eye Care Program • Dental Services

• Health Education • Mental Health Care

HOW DO I USE THES^ SERVICES?

EMERGENCY i

• For medical problems that cannot wait, like

severe bleeding, broken limbs, high fever,

frequent vomiting, etc.

• Phone U.H.S. ahead whenever possible to

facilitate your care.

NON-EMERGENCY

• For non-urgent or routine problems.

• Please call for an appointment!

This usually ensures a shorter wait to

receive care.

• You are encouraged to choose a health care

provider (M.D. or Nurse Practitioner, etc.)

who can then provide continuity of care.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

• See the September issue of HEALTHWATCH,

the U.H.S. student newsletter.

• Watch the COLLEGIAN for health program

announcements.

Delta Chi

118 Sunset Ave.

549-0482

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 19, 9-11

Delta Upsilon

778 N. Pleasant St.

549-3831

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Wed, Sept. 19, 9-11

Phi Mu Delta

14 Elm St.

256-6802

Wed. Sept. 19 8-11

Thurs. Sept. 20 8-11

Pi Kappa Alpha

418 N. Pleasant St.

545-2150

Mon, Sept. 17, 9-11

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Phi Sigma Kappa

510 N. Pleasant St.

256-6863

call for details

Lambda Chi Alpha

374 N. Pleasant St.

Wed, Sept. 19, 9-11

Sigma Phi Epsilon

70 Butterfield Terr.

545-2711

call for details

Theta Chi

496 N. Pleasant St.

253-9015

call for details

Zeta Psi

23 Phillips St.

256-6845

Tues, Sept. 18, 9-11

Health is Your Business . . .

Know how U.H.S. Works!

Regular schedule is subiect to change on

holidays and vacations.

Urgent Care Clinic

(Medical. Dental. & Mental

Health Emergencies)

Eye Clinic

Medical Clinics

24 Hours Every Day

8 am-7 30 pm Monday

8 am-5 pm Tuesday-Friday

8-12 am & 1-5

Monday-Friday

Mental Health Services Appointments 8 am-b pm
Monday-Friday

Urgent Care Clinic 1-2:30 pm
Monday-Friday

Dental Service 8 am-8 pm Monday-Thursday

8 am-5 pm Friday

9 am-4 pm Saturday

WHEN CAN
I COME IN
TO U.H.S?

Inpatient Visiting 2 pm-8 pm daily

(No children under 12.

Parents & Spouses anytime)

Pharmacy

8 30 am-8 pm
Monday-Thursday

8;30 am-7 pm Friday

9 am-4: 30 pm
Saturday & Sunday

WHOM DO I CALL?

549-2671 General information about University Health Services — Also, to contact

most staff members and offices

549-2600 Appointments with physicians, nurse practitioners

optometrist, and nutritionist

545-2400 Dental appointments and information

545-2337 Mental Health appointments and information

545-2671 To report an EMERGENCY and receive instructions for obtaining care

(9-549-2671 from campus phone)

545-3111 Campus security (police) for on-campus EMERGENCY transportation

545-2682 Environmental Health and Safety - to report health or safety hazards.
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presents
Biggest Sale of the Year!

BLACK UHURU
WITH SLY DUNBAR
& ROB SHAKESPEARE
AND SPECIAL GUEST

REGGAE

STUDENTS $9.50

PUBLIC $11.50

tix on sale sept 7

Wed.
Sept. 19

S.U.B.
UM

UMass ID required to enter with Student ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield

Civic Center, and Stop & Shop locations in

Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and Pitt-

sfield.

No cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

'250tF
OnJostens Gold CollegeRings.

See your )ostcns representative.

Date: Sept. 17. 18, 19, 20 - Mon, Tue, Wed. Thur

Place: Outside Univ. Store _. ,a o on ^r«Time: 10-3:30 pm
Deposit: $15.00

GetA'25RlbateCs Your

JosTENS Gold College Ring.
rio^j \-<i,'<v. K ^STORE^

"'"'superYor'pizza
*

UMass Students Favorite Pizza!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
also grinders, salads, dinners

17 Montague Road

North Amherst

549-0626

Union Video Center
The place to be for

alternative TV.

Informational Meeting

MONDAY 9/17 - 7 PM
Become A Member!

Get involved with production on campus.
- WORKSHOPS
- PROGRAIVIMINO
- EQUIPIVIENT ACCESS
- NEWS PROGRAM

Come to: (JVC 216 Student Union

(near back of Hatch) or call: 545-1336

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
Founded 1870

Managing Editor John O'Connell

Business Manager Andrew Mav
Business Manager Fli/.it)nth Young

Production Manager M.i'k Roden

P»pcutive Editor Rua Mufphy

News Editor Grej Brown

Editor in Chief J.inu". M Sh.m.ihan

Black Affairs Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Arts Editor

Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Y.irtif.i Btttancos

RebfHCfi ThiMrher

ChnstitK! D Manni

Peter Ahraham
And'fjw J Heller

OPINION
The- opiniuns e.p-fssH<1 iv. ims page are those ot the individiiJi wnt«f o' > jrtoon.st <3n() do "ot necessdfiv teHet

•

\\\n vie'MS of the Collegian or the universily unless oirierwise noted

Putting today
before tomorrow

University of Massachusetts President

David Knapp told the Faculty Senate

Thursday of his plans to help make the

school a leader of technology in higher

education through telecommunications.

Planning for the future can only help to

make this University strong. Knapp
should be lauded for realizng telecom-

munications is a must for tomorrow.

But what abut today?

Has knapp forgotten about the problems

that plague this campus? Has he forgotten

that the $16.5 million building incorrectly

called a "library" is of little use to

students or faculty? What about the Cold

Storage building? Has he forgotten that it

has, this past year, actually been used for

classrooms? Has he forgotten that when it

rains on campus, it pours in the Campus
Center?
Maybe he doesn't know that there is a

tremendous housing shortage in Amherst,

and some UMass students sleep in their

cars.

Can planning for the future be done

without first solving the problems of the

past, or even the present?

We think it cannot.

Until we stop hearing about plans to

solve problems on this campus and start

seeing some action, we cannot expect to

move into the future as leaders in

academics, technology, research, or

anything else.

Before we start replacing chalkboards

with video systems, we must look to find

out why we don't have chalk in the first

place.

One of the major problems on this cam-

pus has always been that it has l>een plann-

ing for the future without seriously look-

ing at the present. It has run before learn-

ing how to walk.

We, as a campus, must respond to

Knapp' s ideas by sending a clear message

to him; the future can only be what the

present makes of it.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority

opinion of the Collegian Board oj Editors.

Letters to the Editor
Questions still unanswered

In Peter Dow's column of Thursday, he raised two very

good points. The left should take a closer and more open

look at Nicaragua, for it is far from perfect. Censorship of

the pres«; and the maltreatment of the Meskitos, tor

example are very unfortunate. And to claim that criticism

of Nicaragua is reactionary and pro Reagan is as wrong as

claiming that criticism of Israel is anti Semitic.

The other good point is that facts are necessary to

responsibly form an opinion on Nicaragua. I do not claim to

be an expert on Central America. Since Dow will ap

parently be enlightening us again in the near luture. I have

some questions which 1 hope he will answer.

Is Nicaragua any more or less legitimate than the

government of ChileV. of Guatamala? And which

democracies, outside of El Salvador, are about to tall to

communists? ,

If the Nicaragua buildup means it is expansionary what

does that sav lor the recent C.S. buildup? And does

Nicaragua have less of a right to a military than other

countries, and less of a right to accept aid Irom those who

offer it" Or is it just as wrong for Honduras. C.uatamala

and Kl Salvador to accept U.S. aid. arms and advisors.

And how can Nicaragua respond to the contras in a way

which would be acceptable to Dow? or to the U.S. buildup.'

And d(xvs Nicaragua have less of a right to a military than

BV TW^ WAV -n<\M(3i^ A15B (SDINJ6; \
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Good politics over good religion
Though discerning the point at which religion entered

American politics in this election year of 19«4 would be

akin to finding the end of a Mobius strip, there have been

some interesting and important points made both by those

who welcome religion into politics and by those who do not.

On the one hand, there are leaders of the Roman Catholic

Church who feel that if a politician is a Catholic, that

politician has a resp«msibility to legislate for his or her

church's teachings.

The issue the leaders of the Catholic Church have in mind

is abortion, but following that maxim rai.ses the question of

whether this means that all politicians are obliged to

legislate for their church's teachings:Jews for legal

holidays which are now only religious holidays, as well as

for Saturday blue laws; Catholics, for an end to abortions

and to biiih control, in addition to requiring legal

dispensations for second marriages; Muslims for th«'ir

religious slate. Sikhs for theirs, and soon, ad infinitum.

On the other hand, there are politicians who are caught in

the middle and are trying to find some middle ground. One

such politician, courageous and eloquent, is New \ ork

(iov. Mario Cuomo.
Cuomo argues that it is not his duly to impo'^t' his own

religious beliefs on his constituents who live in a pluralistic

society.

lie draws a line between the political actions of liberal

clergy in the civil rights struggles of 20 years ago. and the

current attempts by the Catholic Church to re criminalize

abortion, by pointing out that it is acceptable for members

(»f the clergy to speak their minds on any religious and

political matter. Hut. as he said last week when speaking

on AHCs Nightline, " You have to convince the publi<- that

Its g(M)d for them (juite apart from the religious context,

llnless Ithe stand) achieves a commonality on a pluralistic

basis " the matter should not be made law in a pluralistic

sfH'ietv.

Archbishop O'Connor, of the Archdiocese of New York,

Andrew M. Paven

said a few weeks ago: 1 (It) not see how a t!atholic can. in

conscience, vote for a candidate who, himself of herself,

explicitly favors abortion.
'"

Figures quoted by (iov. Cuomo, at a speech given at

Notre Dame University, indicate that a majority of

Catholics support legal abortions notwithstanding. If the

Catholic voter takes Archbishop O'Connor's words to

heart, that voter cannot in g<K)d conscience vote for some

first rati- politician . Among them are Ferraro. Kennedy.

Cuomo, Kerry, Shannon. Richardson, Frank, Dukakis and

Studds.

Religion, does of course plays role in American Politics,

because religion d«H's play a role in American stn-iety, and

American government is representative of its swiety. But

voters. Catholic or otherwise, should not ba.se their

decision <»n the voting booth on one issue, be that issue

abort ion. nuclear arms, or civil rights. The voter must l<x)k

at the choices for each .seat in government, and choose the

person that is most qualified and best suited to represent

him or her.

Thoreau once wrote that the voter " adopts one of the

candidates thus selected as the only nrailnhle one, thus

proving that he him.self is avialable for any purposees."

No one can argue with that. The voter mu.st choose the

best candidate of t hose who are running.

If a Catholic voter UM)ks at all facets of a candidate and

decides that the candidate is the best available, then

theCatholic voter should vot»> for that candidate, regar-

dless of the candidate's stand on abortion for the good of

our pluralistic society. And if after casting his or her vote,

the voter's conscience is troubled, that voter may then

head directly from the voting booth to the confessional

booth, in go<xi conscience.

other countries, and less of a right to accept aid irom those

who offer it? Or is it just wrong for Honduras. Guatemala

and El Salvador to accept U.S. aid, arms and advisors?

And how can Nicaragua respond to the contras in a way

which would be acceptable to Mr. Dow? Or to the buildup

of U.S. is sponsoring in neighboring states and on the high

sea.s? How many .sophisticated Soviet weapons are ac

tually in Nicaragua, or in the hands of the rebels in Ei

Salvador? How much of the mentioned $4 billion in aid to

Cuba and Nicara;77$tary, and what percentage goes to

Nicaragua? Are Cuba and Nicaragua the same countries?

Where does Dow get the figure of $1 billion in aid from

the U.S.S.R. to the Salvadorean rebels? From the Soviet

line budget?

Actually, where does Dow get all his inlormation. lie

shoiil.l follow his own advice use facts, and know whose

propaganda he is li.stening to. not that it isn't hard to figure

*'"'
.John Hayes

Marchers have a message
Today, a group of people representing peace and justice

groups in the Pioneer Valley begin their week long march

to Boston where they will participate in a New England-

wide rally for peace and justice on September '22nd. The

marchers will be promoting voter registration, a halt to the

nuclear arms race, social justice, and an end to military

intervention.

We should think about the meaning of this march. It

shows t hat there are p-ople who are strongly committed to

these issues, people who are willing to suffer the in-

convenience of walking 90 miles and give up a week of their

ordinary lives. For some. I know this means falling far

behind in their work here at the University of

Massachusetts.

So. why do we need to march? Why not just take the

chartered bu.ses Saturday morning to reach the rally? By

walking, our messag<' will he felt more strongly by many

people along the route.

We hope the onlookers will question our messages: that

their taxes pay for bombs that kill people and threaten

world destruction; that the number of people below the

poverty line has increased in the U.S.; that U.S. supported

mercenaries are torturing and mudering innocent civilian

peasants and workers in Nicaragua; that less than 50

percent of eligible Americans voted in the la.st presidential

eleci lulls.

i'erhaps those of you who read this letter will take a

moment and think about why there are people marching to

Bostcm.

Nicholas Komar
Northeast
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now the Score
Read the Sports
BOSTON GLOBE SPORTING NEWS -NY TIMEJ

Red Sox.\^nkees;

.

UMASS Minutemen,
Celtics, Patriots,

Bruins,Whalers

The Distinguished Visitors Ptogram

presents

George Gallup, Jr.

of the Gallup Poll

^^i

Located in the Student Union

Open M-F 7:30 am - 10 pm
Sat - Sun 8:30 - 10 pm

llnlStorg

Public Opinion Polls and
the American Presidency

Tuesday, September 18, 1984

8:00 PM FREE
Student Union Ballroom

MONDAY NITE
FOOTBALL RUSH

with

PI KAPPA ALPHA
We are. . .

• Greek area intramural

Softball and football

champs

• the fraternity that does not

haze

• the house that raised over

60,000 for

Multiple Sclerosis

TEL. 545-2150

Arts
»>.».».Vi•:•.•.•.•;•-•.

Brave new dance
Local dance company debuts at FAC
Hy wp:ni)ylkwis
Collegian (xirrespondenl

The "little" hamlet ol Amherst can now boast of one more

thing: its own professional dance company. AmDans,

which had its dehut in the KAC Concert Hall Saturday

night in collaboration with the jazz quintet Tradewinds,

put on a truly professional show.

The company, established in 1982 by founder and Artistic

Director Richard Jones, is comprised of former and

present IJMass dance majors. Its goal is to "alter the

present commercially exploited character of jazz dance to a

respected art form." and while it intends to use the talents

of national and international artists in every area of dance

production. Jones says he wants to al.so "show people we

havj' talent in the area."

The company did just that; the program consisted of five

separate pieces, each with its own theme, which allowed

the audi»'nce to experience quite a spectrum of imagery

and emotion. .....
"Tears of Joy." the opener, was an optimistic visual m

terpretation of music from Duke Kllington and Count

Basey. The tears, which re<-all the rejoicing spawned by

the end of that Second World War. showed that music

"lives" in danct-. For a moment in the t'oncert Hall, it

wasn't 1984; it was 1945.

The costumes for all of the pieces tastefully accentuated

each, and, in the case of "Tears." served to symbolize

visually the roles the dancers a.ssumed. We saw three

women, a sailor and a man in a business suit all come

together in a flirtatious, exuberant celebration.

The simple backdrof) of a tipped martini glass and the

word "Har" in neon set the piece off wi-li. and five simple

chairs were the only props.

As the music's tempo picked up, the energy level in

crea.sed. and even though "closing time " came (the five

chairs wen- suspended in the air) the dancing was by no

means over.

The second piece, like the first, third, and fifth, was

choreographed by Jones, who is himself known in

ternationally for his work in jazz dance. Entitled "That

Voice (A Tribute to Kdith I'iafl," the work hit us with a

different kind of joy; through modern dance, guest artist

Monnie Novak (a 19H1 CMass graduate) bin-ame the famous

Kn-nch torch singer.

Those of us who frankly had never before heard, much

less heard about Kdith I'iaf, were left with unforgettable

impressions. Costumed in a simple black dress, Novak

"danced" the images as I'iaf sang and spoke to us. As we

watched Novak, we wanted to believe that, while Tiaf was

forced to stand behind the microphone, the singer might

have had similar "dancing" in her mind.

The fivt' songs selected for the dance served as a

biography of the singer's obviously tortured life but.

reborn iii the movement of the dancer. Kdith i'iaf wren

ched some hearts one more time

The third piece. "Luxuriation." was my personal favorite.

Jones let live music and live dance and a live audience

shan- the immediacy and thrill of this living art form. He

revealed an incident that occurred during a company

rehearsal by lifting the stage's velvet drapes and turning it

into a dance studio. He put Tradewinds on stage as well, .so

that the dancers performed directly in front of the

musicians.

Jones appeared on the stage to "direct" his dancers, who

then broke for "lunch ". All but (.ne. that is. who lingered

alone before the otherwise empty mirrors and practiced his

movements. Thecompany returned to dance together and

individually, so that each performer was able to expel a bit

of his own pride.

I{y wat«hmg this "rehearsal" we were able to more fully

appre<iate the second half of the dance, in which the stage

was once again a .stage and the dancers changed from the

motley shades of rehearsal wear to the costumes of fiery

••range red that "reflected " the flames of the backdrop the

^jfifjfif4.jf)fifjf)fjfifjfjfif
Seniors - Juniors

Thinking about Graduate School?

Why? If? When? How?
Come in for help

I're-(;ra(iuate Advisinf; Office

CASIAC • Machmor E-27C
For appointments call !>4.')-21Hl

^^J,^^^^^^^^^^^^^-y

I Monday and Tuesday

I A Hitchcock Double Thriller 9

I Suspicion

I Mr €r Mrs Smith

7:00 g

9:00 I

"^f by Judi Sneppard Missett

The original, high-energy total workout that combines

aerobic exercises with the fun of lazz dance

FREE CLASS
Tues. Sept. 18th 12:4i.\m.

Hampshire Mall

Interskate 91

$16 for 8 classes $2.50 Walk m

Also evening classes M thru F at Hampshire Mall

Certified Instructors Alan & Joanna Karp-Rob.nson Call 584-153

llames that revealed the engulfing effects of narcissism.

"Magnetic Power. " a more surreali-stic jazz piece than

"Kuxunation," was choreographed by Kva von Gencsy,

AmDans'guest choreographer who is also a world

renow ni'd figure in the area of jazz dance. The piece had an

ei-rie. icy. silver blue aura, but the music (by Legran

d/Penderecki) symbolized for this viewer, life, which

sometinu's feeds one's dreams, and. just as easily, can

knock them down. The dancers answered the commands of

the music that allowed then to dream, but this same music

fmally broke their dreams. This '"brokenness" was sym-

bolized by the final pyramid of dancers w hich collapsed just

before the lights fell.

The second part of this piece revealed how "The Magnetic

I'ower," that harder than steel yet invisible something or-

other that congeals in the .soul attracts "broken dreams to

create new ones." The ensemble of dancers, led by Robert

Smith, guest artist and 19HM UMass graduate, came back

with enough athletic energy and power to renew the

hardest cynic's faith in dreams.

Following "Magnetic I'ower. " Tradewinds entertained

the audience with a short jazz set. Comprised of UMass

Music Department faculty under the direction of Fred

Tillis. the group gave the audience a chance to hear some

live jazz as well as watch jazz movement.

"liolero. inspired by the ballet score by Ravel that was.

yes. banned in itoston at the turn of the century, was the

final pii'ce. The interpretation of the music by the use of

mo<lern dance was exhilarating. The audience nearly

perspired right along with the dancers who kept pace with

the musics rising p<iwer. The background lighting and the

costumes blended so well in the piece that it was almost as

if we were watching a painter paint.

Rut although danci' is a visual art form, it is also transient

tone. l?nlike the static art hanging on museum walls, you

only get one shot to experience it. H you missed .Saturday's

performance, that's really a shame. Rut there is much
mi>re fine dance on it s way to IJMass don't miss it

.

"dVeting?!
Try something dif-J

ferent. Lose weight*

sensibly by learning*

about your eating*

habits. Down withj

diets! Call UHS%
549-2671 ext. 181.5

Preregistration by\

% Sept. 21. «

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

• Includes Mounting-
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full Service Tirv Store

rB SundetMnd Rd . No AmhersI MA
A. fiis'. IrrfTi W;itiot>.) s Stofp

549-4704

N^
';

INFortmiQTiON/AL mEETlKlG

TOeS. StPT. /^-^

Video Cen'te*" Loo^oe

i

(k

PIZZARAMA OF AMHERST
Amherst's leader for the past 10 years

Pizza Grinders

Mon-Wed
="" °^'-'^^"^ Thurs-Sun

5:00-1 :30 am. 5:00-2:30 am
355 College Street. Amherst, MA 01002

Call 253-3808 or 256-0115
<%r %* %i %t iMl M^ X. J
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Stereo^rith Class.

dc

Basic Economics
SONY
STR-VX250 Receiver

JVC
LA-12n Turntable

S»-<OF^E

M92E Cartridge

82 Speakers $299

Applied Physics
ONKYO
TX-15 Receiver

JVC
LA-120 Turntable

ortofon

0M-5E Cartridge

Boston
A40 Speakers

$379

Independent Study

$749
^^

( \k\i k
Receiver

Z:^

lO cu U I III! I I I I 1 I I I I I I lUI

Mass Communication
SONY
STR-VX350 Receiver

PS-LX310 Turntable

ft**

^: L727E Cartridge

Boston-

A60 Speakers.

$499

Music Appreciation
TX-35 Receiver

TA-2022 Cassette Deck

CS-515-65 Turntable

TPrr

DM-110 Speakers.

$869

Library Science
harman/kardon

01

SONY
CDP-200 Compact
Disc Player

PIONCECEn
KP-2000

$399

$119

^

CD-191
including

calibration

$330
ONTKYO
TA-2022

including head
cleaning fluid

Z. !^.

$149
All components are pre-tested and backed

department A two-week return privilege and a

by Sound & Musics factory authorized service
sixweek lay-away option are available.

1 uL •^
90-92 King St. (RteSi, Northampton •Mon - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

Monday. September 17, 1984,
.( :()lk^^ic»n n

artsUnes
Tickets art* .still available for the HIack Uhuru concert

heinK held this Wednesday. September 19, at 8 p.m. in the

I'Mass Student I'nion HallnHjm. Tickets are $9.50 tor

UMass students and $11.50 tor the general public. They

can be purchased in the Fine Arts ("enter b(»x otiice,

Sprin^(lield ("ivic Center, and the Stop and Shops in

Northampton. Pittsfield, Greenfield. Holyoke. and lladley.

The concert is being presented by Ul'C and the Duke
Kilington Committee.

The word "uhuru" means freedom in Swahili. Black

Churu's music is the tree flowing reggae sound of one of

Jamaica's finest bands. Black I'huru consists of Michael

Kose. Puma Jones. Ducky Simpson, Sly Dunbar, and

Robbie Shakespeare Shakespeare and Dunbar are

probably the Wl rhylhmsection in reggae. They have played

on about 70 penent albums recorded in Jamaica, and have

produced a number of them as well. They hasr uorked

with .bx' Cocker. I'eter Tosh, and Cirace Jonev.

The t)and Black 1 luiru has been rece'iviag ciiIh.u .mnun
t4»r M-ars, and ha\c played sold out shovNs acroNs Kurope

and .\merica. Humor has it that in their recent opening for

Kinu Sunny Ades Boston show, they t^enerated more

excitement and were better received than Ade. Black

Uhuru has opened for the Kf»lling Stones in Kngland. and

for the i'olice in America.

The outstanding artistry of Claudia Anderson, flutist, will

be heard in a faculty recital on Tuesday, September IM, at

8. p.m. in Bezanson Kecital Hall at I'Mass. Assisting Ms.

Anderson will be Gregory Hayes, piano. Salvatore Mac

chia. Bass, and Alic Hayes Bobbins, viola da gamba. The

program is free and open to the public and spon.sored by

t he Performing Arts Division.

The tluild Art Center at Wl Main Street in Northampton,

one of the area's most complete suppliers ol artist'>

Mi.ilenals, has expandi-d to include art training. Beginning

Septemb«'r '21 the GAC will be offering evening clas.ses in

watercolors, oils and acrylics, calligraphy, basic drawing.

and graphic arts. In addition to a continuous program of

r|;»«!s.«s tho <: \c will be giving tVe.- .i...n„"c.r-,«i,.ns ot art

materials and techniciues on a regular basis. For more in

formation call 58(i iVMW.

Hariloiie Rodney Gisick \Aill perform an opera program of

anas and liucts with guest artist Bonnie Scarpeili. soprano,

and Dorothy Ornest. piano, on the next Faculty Recital at

the University. The concj-rt will take place <m Wednesday,

Seplembt'r 19. at 8 p.m. in Be/anson Recital Hall. The
concert is free and (>pen ti> the public.

^^^ v^-^--.,-'^--- -'-'-'-•-' -'*>5i''S'Wi-'/»iS^^/»,

I

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditicxiing

PERS0^4^L':'ED

f" $7.00

;
$10.00 with Shampoo

and Blow Dry
' $11 bO Lonv, Hair

Please Zi' 'or in Ap; .-'i.'tinpn.

t«p.>fs -( Kl 84

Styles by Deborah
MA b49 '*•

THE ROAD TO A
COLLEGE DEGREE

IS EXPENSIVE
AIR FORCE ROTC
CAN PAVE THE WAY

There arc a lot of scary stories about the cost

of college education these days Many high

school students aren't planning to attend college

because they don't have the money. BUT WAIT'

Air Force ROTC can help With Our scholarship

programs, we will pay for your college tuition,

books, along with certain fees AND pay you

$10() per month for living expenses.

After you receive your degree you'll be eligible

for a commission as an Air Force officer If you

can qualify. Air Force ROTC can mean a college

degree and a brighter future for you Find out

more For your country and yourself, make Air

Force ROTC a part of your plans Contact

Jay A. Bullington

(413) 545 2437 2451

noTC
Gotewoy 'o a great woy ot li'e.

# EMT*s ik
Join ^r

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at show.s. foolball ^^atiies, concerts

CVR recort. CKT's
I >l im-ctin^ Moiidav. Sept. 17, 11)84

at \) PM ill Merrill North 4(h;

New Members Welcome
r,,u\ *' l-'M'l

^Jj^^ ~

fiock towork

,,i ( -I'l,'

10 7 Sunrt^rUnfJ «d No Amh«rt1

n#«f to Csmpui Muto A C9rp^nt0r Bros.

lilt it< Mrsi, i.lc«nvkl. vuin-i>p

in Ihr ATt*

Hours Mon-Frl 8-10

;

Sat & Sun 8-7
I

1 ..nu III .XikK hr.kOur I >rr»J«> lu» Prito (h
\,1,Iiii..1jj1 sd>i/i||\ u\e ihii >i>up«in

SO awash
100 customers with this ad

limit one per customer
)FFEK(;()()I)THKi: SKIT. 21

Furniture, lighting. storage,

stationery, desk accessoriesfiockto

CSSCNTIRLS
THORNKS MAHKKT l.-SO MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

THE WORLD'S
BEST-SELLING BILINGUAL

DICTIONARIES.

jCecommend and use the

best without pjeer for 125 years

Cossell's bilingual dictionanes with

features no student ot language
should be without • neologisms
• colloquial terms • idiomatic usage
• irregular plural forms • modem
scientific, technical, and pobtical

terms • modem speech and class-

ical torms, and more

Spanlsh-Engllsh/Engllsh-Spanlsh

Slandard SI 7 95 ' 002 522<X)0 1

'"nncisp S<5'5'i 02 52?^^ '^

Fr«nch-Engllsh/Engllsh-Fr«nch
Thumb indexed SN 9'^ OJ i-22620 .'

r.lnndard SIS 95 02 522ftlO X
.ncise Z'y'ib 0? '??f^'^n '

Q*nnan-BnglUh/EngIlsh-G«nnan
Thunit:. indexed SI9 95 0-02 5229.10 .3

JIandard SI 7 95 002 522920-6
:oncise S9 95 . 02 522650 9

Itallan-Engllsh/Engllsh-ItaUan
Th\jnil> ii,dpxe<j 3.' * V, 0/ S^'.i

Standard SI9 95 02 5225JO 8

Not available m Concise Format

')40 '

Latln-Engllsh/BngUsh-Lotln
Thumb indexed SI9 9S 0()2S225flO4
Concise S9 95 02 522630 4
Not available in Standard Formal

Dutch-Engllsh/BngUsh-Dutch
standard S.34 95 02 522940
Not available in Concise or Thumb indexed
Format

At your college bookstore Or to orJer dirert

send ctieck/money order plus applicable
sales lax and SI bO postage and handling to

Macmillan Publishing Company Depi IC 244
Front and Brown ;;treets Piverside NJ 08071)

Publish*! s piicat ate $ub|»cl to chartg*
without notice

{ M.ACMILLAN}

highlight^
^^^ ^^qulck as a flash

^R more than just a highlighter

Switch from highlighting to jotting notes without changing pens.

Textar comes in six bright fluorescent colors, each with a blue

ballpoint pen

PUT US TOTHE TEST!
L8AT-6MAT.6RE

MCATDAT
6RE PSYCH -GRE BIO

MATPCATOCAT
VAT- TOEFL SSAT

PSATSAT
ACHIEVEMENTS-ACT

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

Permanent Centers open days,

evenings weekends

Complete TfcSTN TAPE

facilities

Skilled instructors and

dedicated full time stall

Homestudy materials constantly

updated by Researcfi Experts

> Low Hourly Cost

1 Transfer privlliges to over

120 locations

Available now at your college store.

^
LSAT
GRE
GMAT

NATIONAL Ma BOARDS

M8KP FM6BM8
FIEXNOBNPB
NC8NCLEXRN
CGFNS CPA

SPffl) READING

ESLMTBISIVE REVIEW

MTROOUCTIONTG

LAW SCHOOL

CALL DAYS. EVENINGS
& WEEKENDS:

358 N. Pleasant

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TlSt P»«nM«AT«NS«CUU.ISTSS»«C£ 1938

10 He* ytifk ')ldlc '.Unify H K,ipiari ( iIikjImi'MI ( '•"li'i t W

549-5780
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Get on line
TAritliout

lAraiting
in line.

vl

v..

"Unbelievable!"
It: 11"! ti.i.l i-n"ii('.li iliUIifVli'll'': :. Il'i-:i-:: "!

(wiiiifwoik loryowr (.'nrnpiiU'i- n
in.ikf.ili>iip,h.silna'i •'.«.'" •/
plitll (III .spOIKltllf; |H ' '.tUl',

m line fVfvy liiiii' y. m w us! ti i jv ' ''• ""''

Ami V""!' i>(l(l.s (III »vttiiif', .1 print, mit li.y Hu-

llme vol I need It .H'c .it MX It .LS f'.iuid its f,fl

lilif". .stMt,;; l.o .1 Mii'li.n'l tl.ick.suli I'liliCfit

Tluil IS. 1)1 (Miirst;. lUilHtisyiiu doyoiir cuni

put.fr luimi'Wuik .it t.lic CornpuLei- Aco'.s.'^

Ct'Tll.T

16 chairs, no wraiting!
T'

wt ! Kjpuct u.iii -:i?-'i:- f, '. r>'ii.i!,(', yi ij uvva
t() (1(1 all of your computer work in one

li'i'il tfii;m I : >'! Aliilicl '

Kiiiiilly yi.w vc j'.ol .m .tlu-i n.iLiv*- to usiHi',

yo'ir sclidor;-. ci'owdc'I ! ti il 1" ic:. 1 .1 I'-iit iiii

;t t,fifiiiniil lor till- w:

Ttic Access Ccnlci In., il .ill Hi W(-i k :.t.i

lions liilly (,'()uippc(l wild (•oiiiputcr.s .md
tfririin.ils. complete ino(l(!iii system;; tti;il

.illowyou to tie in to Cyber VAX or any
other maifilrame that you have the ac >

code foi', on .siltf letter (juality and dot

matrix printers lor instant print outs, and
experience(l and knowledgeable compiit.ei

pros always on duty lo help you

Of course, the best part is tlial at Computer
Access Center you don't fuive to waste pre

Clous time standing ill line N(Jwyoucan
plan ahead and reserve time on a lermio i;

tti:i* will b'- w iilirig lust frir v':

waiting
.111. I ..1 ' ! '! > .l.rself fiOW (Mby lIl'J UK/Xp'-I.

sive renting time on --i computer can be

COMPUTER >AU^U#^^^ CENTER IIMC.
ON SITE HOURIiY/SEMESTER KENTAL.S 256-1213

79 South Picjbdnl Sifei't Arrhrrsl f 4A ' i(^ ea.' ot PHf^-r f'itn tiTnnnal bu.lding)

Mnn Tho'<: ^ im 11 prri Fn Q Hfi F. pm '^at Su" 10 an 6 pm

2 FREE HOURS OF COMPUTER TIME !

Call today mention this ad and use one o1 our

computers toi fwo hours at no cost'

Offer go(x) during busness hours Monday
through Friday until October 1 5th

TALK TO
DRAPER

Wednesday, October 10, 1984
University of

{Massachusetts/Amherst
BS/MS/PhD Candidates — join some of the nation's

most rcspeaed and inventive people at developing in-

novative and fascinating new technologies. As a

leading hands-on 'working laboratory' in Technology

Square, we offer a unique environment for your career

to grow and develop Positions are currently

available for candidates In Electrical Engineering,

Mechanical Englr>eerlng, Computer Science, Manu-
facturing Systems, and Robotics Automation In the

following areas:

• Control Systems Design

• Software Development/
Evaluation

• Analog/Digital Design
Engineering

• Spacecraft Dynamics

• Underwater
Exploration Systems

• Structural Engineering

• Manufacturing
Systems

• RotKJtics/Automatlon
• Guidance and
Navigation Analysis

• Electronic System
Engineering

• Optics

• Instrumentation
System Development

We employ over 1800 top quality people — we need 70

more If you're looicing for a state-of-the-art professional

challenge — we want to talk to you

INFORMATIONAL GROUP
MEETING*

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Details available at your Placement Office. \X/e are

an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer,

M/F. U.S. Citizenship required.

1^ The Charles Stark

isy Draper Laboratory; Inc.

Photo by Dwayne Autery Chris C. Lisa M. Lisa 0. John C.

Two Tone Hooded Sweatshirt - mTss
#%i-n/ r^wT' r\ti.ti vx ^^o Aiy Assorted Colors sat ii-4

ZOyb Orr UIMLY 9lj.4D Reg. $17.95 Located in the campus center iSTORE^

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

'''r%
I

m

\i

1 >

i^j"^ 1Yj:^

.. CA5T NIOffTIN ^nflNTIC

ary. /? jumavt sreeneN
PAUA5 mt CRtMNiP

(\MiK\Cf\ "...

WliMORmb AmRlCft'5

new 5TAHpmp Of mNtmt^i
BeoAN me Fmrm of

HI3 ReiON w/Th The

TRftPmONAL 0RMKFA$T
iH eep

H(M PO YOU AB^Ci/rtLV

yooRmjesvff
( t

,/^^i^

P

Gorde by Gorde

SA^LUTAT/Oi/S OAJCB /\<->AW^

5ECAUSE OF ^ESTEROArS
ST/R/P w/r^ PRB^/DE/^r
REAGAN'S GUBSr SPOT

I've 85£^
ASKBO Sr THE
' DEMOCRATIC
PARTY re
Gl\/£ THE/f
CAMDIDAT5
^quAL T/A1S.

50 HERE HE
IS, THB M^^
l/\,>HC ALMOST
HAD :TCHlVi'y

CARsOhJ''^ 70B
. .- WALTER
A h/\0NOALE.'

Under Foot

tCONOMYfgCOHOMI
iCOHOMY/ TAXES!

TAyesnms!

FO
US.' .

'vO'^'C^

mi
IN 84-'

by Joe Bradbury

RHH! ''TZ

i/^.-i* ^ - e I

TVWJt ENTOXMtNT
IS IN THE SOUND

EFFECTS

Ultra Mass by E.L.M.

iou didn't .i>hoi^ fOe rfhc -Praf

hand5ha/<c . is th,:> if ?

stn6 five ^oarei of

kt ?oe Aio^ cioo

^ Of-n no rtipOfMej

J I
J.. . . z? . \

hot riO\J

/at'<ti*6 Rot'V,

Darrin's Comic Strip by Darrin

( ^'tn ike oHnrmu "fer

Airk Rollins , creo:/T>^

op ^^7^ C/^<tss Zone /'

a^ Ue believe *^ ^»€
<* Case ^^inft'yoo 4t5r

Co/ftic sffip plooi<iriS/ri.

jVn Ocxrrin\ .

cxttorney a^«
We^d like ^o

Settle oof

0"F CDoCt

The Lab

(NOW BE coo Lf MS^OST
|AGmL..Ji;STAPATr..
HERe 5HFC0MEi?..
RELAX... CALM

by Law

DaughterA /^he's oursiPf^

HAVE SO\}
SEEN VEGEE".^, FRACnCING

BIKPCALIS^

y//m///////M

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
t:diled by Irude Michel Jvffr

ACROSS
1 Publisher

Henry

5 Sweetens the

pot

10 Photographed
14 "The mind is

like
"

Wilbur

15 Street show
16 Amazon

estuary

17 One hit for a

home run

19 Wiih in Cannes
20 Sweep
21 Lucille'sson

22 Home to some
wildlife

24 Coliseums
26 Nabokov novel

28 Vegetable

30 Classify again

33 Pour out

copiously

36 Garden bloom
38 Literary collec

lion

39 See to

40 Negri and
namesakes

41 Comic Wilson

42 Food for Fido

43 Finger or toe

44 Flocks pens
45 See 61 Across.

as example
47 Neutral tone
49 More

mysterious

51 Publicizing

55 Beach house
57 Nobleman
59 Tyro

60 Too bad!

61 Diamond per-

former

64 Dover delicacy

65 Belgian city

66 Took the

subway
67 out

(persevered)

68 Gnaw
69 Rumple

DOWN
1 African capital

2 German sub

3 Director Frank

4 Numerical
ending

5 Overdue debt

6 Collars

7 Linger behind

8 Teleost fish

9 Concerned
mainly about

others

10 Laconian
capital

1

1

Really en|oy

12 Raw materials

13 Diplomat s

asset

18 Formal com
mand

23 Slick

25 Mamie Eisen

hower, nee

27 High flown

29 Farthest or

highest point

31 Tennyson
character

32 Pool measures
33 Greek walkway
34 Fhppani

35 Alert

37 Ring king

40 Pathetic

41 and
twenty black

birds '

43 Actor Bruce

44 Trim for a chop

46 Chartered

48 Magic
50 Rent anew

52 I believe
"

53 Food and
clothes

54 Skirt features

55 One way to pay

56 Lily's km
58 Fish food

62 Architect s org

63 Hurler s asset

answer to previous puzzle
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49
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1
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b9

60

1
64 6b 66

67 U 69
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iVLVYBE YOU CAN BE ONE
OF US!

First Collegian Training Workshop

for all new writers and those who

wish to join our staff H:30 pm,

Monday, Sept. 17 at Campus Center

li:{ {Collegian Business Office).

Today's D.C. Menu
Lunch Basics Lunch

Ham Grinder Vegetable Hot Pot

Italian Shell Casserole Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich

Basics Dinner
Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom Sauce

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Dinner

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint Jelly

Tuna Salad Plate with Chips
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democraticcandTdate for state senator in the frankun^jampshir^istrict^

CAMPAIGN FINANCES

TUITION

I believe that TUITION for students at state

colleges and universities must be reasonable

and tuition increases must be within the rate

of inflation. Students must not be forced to

forfeit their education because they are pric-

ed out of the market by unreasonable tuition

increases by the Board of Regents. Although

there is a 7% cap on tuition increases for this

fiscal year, the Legislature did not strip the

Board of Regents of its authorization to hike

tuition up to 15 percent thereafter. In 1983,

my opponent, John Olver, received political

contributions from 4 members of the Board

of Trustees, and 2 Officers of the University,

including President David C. Knapp.

The 4 members of the Board of Regents who
made political contributions to my opponent,

John Olver, in 1983 were Chairman James R.

Martin, present chairman David J. Beauvien,

Gerard F. Doherty, and John Fox. The 2

members of the Board of Trustees who made
political contributions to my opponent in

1983 were Robert H. Quinn, Chairman, and
Andrew C. Knowles, President of Lexidata

Corp.

Born: July 20, 1948 in Northampton, Mass.

EDUCATION
Attended Hadley Public Schools

Graduated from Hopkins Academy - 1966

Graduated from the University of Notre

Dame - 1970 - Cum Laude - With a Bachelor

of Arts Degree: Major in History

Graduated from the University of Southern

California, School of Law - 1973 - Juris Doc-

torate Degree

Active Member of the California Bar since

June 18, 1974

Active Member of the Massachusetts Bar

since June 11, 1975

PUBLIC SERVICE
One of three members of the Finance Com-
mittee of the Town of Hadley, 1976, 1977,

1978.

Elected Hadley Town Moderator in 1978,

1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984.

INSURANCE
I believe that the time has come to put a lid

on auto insurance rates which have risen over

23% during the past three years. In 1984, for

those 750,000 drivers who buy only minimum

coverage, rates will increase by 15%. In late

1983, the legislature passed a law which

reversed a decision by Insurance Commis-

sioner, Michael Sabbagh, that allowed the

group marketing of auto insurance at rates

estimated to be up to 28% below the cost of

the same insurance on the conventional

market. This law was a redraft of a bill

originally filed by Senate Maj. Leader Daniel

Foley (D-Worcester) at the request of his

son, Daniel J. Foley, Jr., lobbyist for the Pro-

fessional Insurance Agents of New England

and protected millions of dollars in agent

commissions.

At present. Western Massachusetts residents

pay $50-$100 more than they should for car

insurance because of bad drivers in the

Eastern part of the state.

In 1983, my opponent received political con-

tributions from at least 14 lobbyists, 2 in-

surance PACs, and James Martin, the Chair-

man of Mass. Mutual Insurance Co.

HAZARDOUS WASTE
and ACID RAIN

I believe that we must have tough laws to

combat hazardous wastes, acid rain and

pollution. Despite the fact that

Massachusetts produces anywhere from

190,000 TONS to 390,000 TONS of hazar-

dous waste per year, it has no large scale

hazardous waste treatment plant and ranks

LAST among all industrial states in its ability

to treat its own waste. Every six months, the

four western counties of Mass. generate as

much hazardous waste as Hooker Chemical

buried in the Love Canal. Massachusetts cur-

rently spends one million dollars a year to add

lime to the Quabbin Reservoir to neutralize its

growing acidity, and that similar programs

at lakes and ponds statewide cost $16 million

dollars.

RULES REFORM
I support the ten proposals for legislatibe

rules reform advocated by the coalition for

Legislative Reform of which Common Cause
is a member. John Olver HAS REFUSED TO
SUPPORT these proposals for legislative

reform. In fact, John Olver HAS REFUSED
to even answer the coalition's questionnaire,

whicj simply requires yes or or no answers to

10 questions. (The questionnaire was due
June 25, 1984). John Olver could not find

time to answer this simple questionnaire, but

he did manage to find time to sign his own
nomination papers, not once, but twice.

Further I FAVOR more roll call votes in the

State Senate (presently 90% of all votes are

unrecorded) and I would vote to televise

Senate proceedings.

DEMOCRATIC PARTY SERVICE
Member of the Hadley Town Democratic

Committee

Member Hampshire County Democratic

Committee

Delegate to the 1984 Democratic State Con-

vention in Worcester.

I have refused to accept any political con-

tributions from PACs, Special Interest

Groups, and Lobbyists. In 1983, my oppo-

nent John Olver accepted political contribu-

tions from 12 PACs, 13 Special Interest

Groups, and 14 Lobbyists.

The 12 PACs represented such diverse

groups as bankers, realtors, the automotive

industry, and the insurance industry.

The 13 Special Interest Groups represented

such various interests as Mass. Mutual In-

surance, Wallace Racing Stables,
Schoolhouse Farm, and 7 Associates Trust.

The 14 Lobbyists represented such
employers as the City of Boston, Mass.

Thoroghbred Breeders, Northeast Utilities

Service Co., Mass. Municipal Wholesale

Electric Co., Mass. Chain Drugstore Council,

Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc.,

Blue Cross of Mass., Inc., Blue Shield of

Mass., Inc., Tenn. Gas Pipeline Co., Wine &
Spirit Wholesalers of Mass., Inc., Eastern

Airlines, AT&T, Ogden Suffolk Downs,
Boston University, and the Municipal Electric

Association of Mass., Inc.

CHARACTER
A State Senator must be an individual of

good moral character, be intellectually In-

dependent, and be willing to fight for the

issues that he believes in, regardless of per-

sonal consequences. Here is what present

and former colleagues have to say about

John Olver. One says: "He hasn't spoken out

strongly on an issue in five years." Another

says: "He's lost his moral edge." and a third

says: "The fight's gone out of him." (June,

1984 issue of the Boston Observer)

Here is what the June 1984 issue of the

Boston Observer had to write about John

Olver and I quote:

"At the legislature's constitutional conven-

tion last month, when house liberals were

challenging Bulger, the presiding officer,

over the question of live TV coverage, Olver

stepped to the well to case his vote with the

reformers, only to take it back almost instant-

ly as Bulger glared down from the rostrum."

ROLL CALLS

In 1983, the record shows John OLver MISS-
ED 1 1 % of the roll calls in the State Senate.

What would happen to you if you were ab-

sent from your job 11% of the time? John
Olver's 1983 salary was $45,000.00 and he

said in the Greenfield Recorder (8/25/84) "I

earn every damn penny of my salary."

I WANT TO WORK FOR YOU, NOT THE
POLITICAL BOSSES. PLEASE HELP ME
ON ELECTION DAY SEPTEMBER 18th.

Debbie Omasta, 168 Bay Road, Hadley, MA.

Biggest Sale of the Year!

'250FT
OnJostensGold CollegeRings.

Sec your jostcns representative

Date: Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20 - Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur

Place: Outside Univ. Store
Time: 10-3:30 pm

Deposit: $15.00

GetA*25RebateOn Your

JosTENSGold College Ring.
ei0g4|<Bim.lnc

i>UNIVERSITY

Tough weekend for UMass
on land and in water
HyMIKKLEVINK
Collfjjian Statl

('AMHKII)GE - The University oi

Massachusetts" water polo team dropped

three games and won only one at the

MIT Tournament on Saturday.

The Minutemen lost to the ho*<t team H 7,

to Amherst by a 7 6 score and to lona 12 5.

They defeated RPl in their final game. 10 6.

"1 was disappointed, but we did ac

complish our goal of getting the freshmen

some experience in tight games." said coach

Kuss Yarworth.

different team when we play Amherst again

on Tuesday (at Amherst)."

In cross country action at Boston College

on Friday, both the UMass men's and

women's teams lost to the Kagles by 16-52

and IH ir^ scores respectively.

h'or the men, Jay I'anncionne came on lil'th

to break up the Moston College dominance

with a '25:.')7 over the five mile course.

Fernando Hr;iz won with a 25:23.

The I 'Mass rugby team dropped its season

opener to Manhattan Club of New York. 8-

U. at Hoyden Lower Fields on Saturday.

The visitors scored at the 35 min point to

the first half as John Sullivan tallied.

Sullivan scored again with ten minutes to

go in the game to seal the win.

UMass was hurt by the ejwtion of Kevin
Connors ten minutes into the .second half,

but flanker Stephan Kutherford played well

for the Minutemen.
{Bud Verge and AUistair Atwnnd also

cnvtributed to this story.
|

How the AP Top 20 fared

1. Neb-aska (2-0). l)eat Minnesota 38-7 11. Auburn (0-2), lost to Texas 35-27

2. Clemson (2-0), did not play ^'^- I't'"»i- State (2-0) l)eat Iowa 20-17

3. Michigan (1-1). lost to Washington 13. Oklahoma State (2-0), I)eat Boiling

20-11 Cireen 31-14

4. Texas (1-0), beat Auburn 35-27

5. Iowa (1-1). lost to Penn. StaU' 20-17

6. Miami (Fla) (3-1). beat Purdue '2S-17

7. UCLA (2-0), beat Long Beach State

23-17

8. Brigham Young (3-0), he-a.i Tulsa 38-15

9. Ohio State (2-0), boat Washington State

44-0

10. Boston College (2-0) did not play

14. Southern Methodist (1-0), beat

Louisville 41-7

15. Oklahoma (2-0), beat Pittsburgh 42-10

ir.. Washington (2-0), l)eat Michigjin 20-11

17. Pittsburgh (0-2), lost to Oklahoma
42-10

18. Fla. State (2-0), I)eat Kansas 42-16

19. Alabama (0-2), lost to Crt?orgia Tech
16-6

20. Southern Cal. (1-0) did not play

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEMonday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dncoum
• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

ADVERTISING

Advartisa FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
Advertise items you want to saM or buy Call

S32 94Se

ASTROLOGY

Chart reading, cournaling. Will travel to

Amherst for appointments North Green-

field Astrological Counseling. 413 773 3493

AffEl^fJON
WE RE HIRING DJ S

RACi< A DISC RACK A VIDEO is hiring

DJ's. Send resume to: PO Bok 48. Amherst.

MA 01004

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 Pontlac Ventura dependable passed
June inspection $600 00 best offer

545 2890

'81 VW Rabbit Covartibia; 35 mpg.
AM/FM cass stereo, lifetime rustproof new
shoclts and exhaust, must sell 788 0000

1973 Malibu good engine no body rust call

for details S4»-43S4 late eves MOO or BO

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Students needed for programs with the
developmentally disabled Credit available

Valuable experience Info Meetings 9 17.

9^20. 2 26 7 pm CC rm 9'

7

73 Saab 9S-A classic I BO 6 4548 4563

1977 VW Scirocco, 4 spd AC 80.000 mi

$1500 or best offer 546-4745

1978 Honda Civic blue new muffler &
brake AM-FM cassene. perfect body h
engine; »1200 or BO call 549 1738

1978 Ford Fiesta S. original owner, ex

cellent condition service records $1700

774 7366 evenings

VW Camper 1973 excellent shape, new
engine nattery muffler 253 7901 evening 7 to

10

** EARN $660 t*

(Make $660 while eating home coolied
meals How can you go wrong? Call Jim
Houston at 545 2150

EMTS

Come to the Fire £r First Aid Unit

Meeting. Monday Sept 17 at 9 00 PM
Cover concerts, football games, many out

door activities CPR 'ecert CEU s and a

good time too' Morrill 4 North, Rm 406

1978 Pontlac LaMans, AM/FM cassette

stereo, cruise, $2960 /best offer 256 1291

1978 Chevy JMallbu, 2 door hardtop In

good running condition Best offer over

$1,000 call 549 0628

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A
Video entertainment giant 10 and '5 foot

screens for dorms and Greetis MTV
video music call 549 7144

Rack A Disc Rack A Video entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys
Bands and Video Call 549 7144

WICKED AND wTlO DjVaUdio and

FOR SALE

SOUNDESIGN STEREO Originally $900 2
years old $489 Dresser $40 253 3682

Apartment furnitural Bed, dresser,

bookcase, mirrors, chairs etc 256-0682 after

5 pm

Sachs Moped 1I81 very good cortdition

drive on campus' $376 253 2284 Caroline

Speakers AR 18 perfect size for dorm room
in great cond powerful 100 wt capability

Great sound $100 call Rick 253 2720

Sylvanja 19 inch color TV $150 please call

253 2410

Portable typewriter for sale call 549 1358
Ingrid

Dorm refrigerator one year old after 6 PM
any day 549 7189

1980 Honda CXSOODL helmet b Uiggagp
included S1300 call Chris (evesl 665-2446

12 spaed Fufi for sale fine running condi
tion SI 00 649 5456

Terminal Bantam 550 with Modem Good
condition Perfect for COINS 121 123

S300 Call Mike 546 6917

Guitar - Music Man Sabre Maple neck ac

live electronics Like new with case $300
Amp Peavey Bandit. 2 years old 50W.
12 speaker, active tone controls $150 or

S400 lor both Mike 546 6917

HfLP WANTED

Maintenance person wanted 2 hrs per

day Mon Fn mornings Duties include

Mechanical aptitude and workstudy re

quired Apply in person 9-4 Mon Fn at 113
CC ICollegian office)

House people wanted for light cleanup at

Fraternity Mon thru Sun Free meals and
more Call Mark after 4 549 3744

Attention! Public Relations. Journalists.

Graphic Designers The SGA Communica
ttons Office is now hiring Great opportunity
to develop your portfolio' WS and non WS
jobs available See Kelley Riley m 423 Stu
dent Union for application Deadline is

9/21/84

Local advertising agency seeks student
intern Call 586 2136

Homecooked meals exchanged lor kit

Chen help 10 hours a week call 253 9071 ask
for Wheaty

Homamakars. Home Health Aide posi

tions available immediately Part time flexi

ble hours Free training offered Call Home
Care Services for more information

686 3886

Redemption Staff Be part of the only stu

dent run redemption service in Mass Exp

with cash handling ft numbers Must have

license & workstudy Apply 306 SUB
545 0618

Houseperson* wanted tor Sorority free

meals in exchange for kitchen clean up call

256 6874

Work study positions Union Video Canter

SUB no experience req

Superior Piiia now hiring dnvers see Chris

Student Rep wanted, nam commission

and travel Lowest prices on campus Town
Tours 617 321 3993

Montreal Weekend Party Nov 2 4 *t»

includes HT transportation from your cam
pus, 3 says 2 nights hotel in DT Montreal

Welcome Party all taxes and tips drinking

age 18 optional Bruins Montreal tickets call

today TOWN TOURS 482 Mam St Maiden,

MA 617 321 3993

1975 Honda CB380T, 16800 miles, new
liras, chain, t>attery last year $S00/BO
549 0437

KRSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Know your car Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours including classroom
and shop I imitxd enrollment 253 2098

LOST

Claas Riftg black onyx parents will ki <

me call Dean of Students Office or Stud '"I

Affairs Office 5 2684

MIBIg Rawardlll Black Rolex divers watch
between Boydon Lower Tennis Courts and

Cance. Souihwml. 546 5084

MANICURIST WANTED

Manicurist wanted for new nail salon in

Amherst call office 1 283 3837

MOTORCYCLES

1977 Kawasaki KZ400 fully dressed new
tune up. mufflers, tires, battery must sell

$500 Greg 253 '^7205

If you can swim 200 laps, run 4 miles, ar«d

bike to man made, why can t you croia

campus to say hello ?

Contact Lenses Repleced Most brands

$20 $26 Or Spencer Universitv Drive

256 8561

FB. Happy 22nd B Day I love having you
around you are a great p<»rson I love you.

Walker f S koeo i.p the good work'

Janet missed you — Fete

HIDE WANTED

RIda from CarHaga Shops to Northwood
Apts on Mon and Tu after midnight Call

evenings 253 9884 IM, Tu. Fl or 665-4823.
Ask for Mike

ROOMMATE WANTED

DaslraaMa. $100 00 $200 00 rnonthly
Negotiable Northampton Busline Sharon
586 7750. Joel 1 532 4536

Male wanted to share 2 bedroom Praaidan-
tial Apartment low rent 549 2808

Female to share one bedroom in two
hedroom Southwood Apt Call Beth or
f^athy at 2S6 1619

K*****************$***^'***¥*
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Women blast

Plymouth St.
DePauw nets two

By PETKR ABRAHAM
Collepan Staff

PVeshman J(»lie DePauw scored two K''**'''^ to pace the

University of MassachusetLs' women's soccer t^^'am to an

easy 5-0 victory over Plymouth State on Saturday.

The women, now 2-0 on the season, have a week off

before the touj^h Cortland State tournament on Saturday.

"It was a tough ^i'-^nw in the sense that we had to keep

our heads in the jjame and not play l;)el()w our level," said

coach Kalekeni Banda.

DePauw scored her first folle>riate j^oal in the first half

to open the scoring. She was assisted by Chris Bowsher.

"We're in the second phase of our plans.

We'll find out where we stand, and I hope

we're on firm ground."
—Coach Kalekeni Banda

Carolyn Michael Mitchell made it 2-0 assisted by Monica

Fetaand I'Mass ended the first half ahead 2-0. Coalie Lisa

Ellis faced only one shot as UMass outshot the outmanned

New Hampshire team, 12-2.

The second half saw DePauw take a pass from Debbie

Belkin and make it 3-0 t)efore All-American Lori Stukes
netted her second goal of the season assisted by Chris

Schmitt.

Kathy S|)ence finished the barrage assisted by Sandy
Stripp. .leanne I'aul played flaw less in the net, making on-

ly one save, I'Mass had a 29-2 advantage in shots.

"The freshmen we have (CMass starts six) are making
good progress," said Banda. "We have to work on our

consistency a little bit more, we faced two easy teams this

week compared to the rest or our schedule."

"But at this last season, we had scored only one goal and

now we've scored nine goals," noted Banda. "I like the

way the offen.se is producing and the defen.se has two

shutouts, so I believe were way ahead of schedule."

"We're in the second j)hase of our plans, said Banda.

"We'll find out where we stan<i now. and 1 hope we're on

firm ground."

VMass 5, Plymouth St.

UMass 2 3 - 5

Plymouth St. -

4

Shots: UMass: 29

Plymouth Si.:2

Saves: Ellis (1) and Paul (1) (UM): 2 Smith

(PS):10

Scoring: UM: DePauw (2). Micheel (1). Stukes

(1). Spence (1) PS: no scoring

The women's golf team is looking for members. Anyone

interested should call coach Jack Leamen at 5-1301 for

more information. All levels are welcome.

( • • • • •••••« !«••••< I ••••••• *

UMass' Ferdie Adoboe leads to the ball against BU last week. Umass tied Dart-

mouth 1-1 on Saturday in N.H. _^_

Men's soccer dominates game,

but settles for 1-1 deadlock
By SCOTT HOOD
("oilegian Staff

Hanover N.H.
Frustration.

Such is a perfect word to

describe Saturday af

ternoon in northern New
Hampshire for the

University of

Massachusetts men's
soccer team.

No. they didn't lose. But

they didn't win either,

splashing their way in the

rain to a 1 1 tie with

Dartmouth College in a

ijanie the Minutemen
could have, and should

have won.
Kxcept tor the first ten

minutes and the final

tittccn ot regulation,

UMass totally dominated

the Hig (ireen. creating

many g(M>d .scoring op-

portunities. !?ut, a Kurt

Manal goal, his third of the

season, oil' a rehound at

HUL'-l was all the

Minutemen could muster

against Dartmouth goalie

Xan (iarlic.

OlTensively. UMass was
more than ade(iuate.

Untortunatelv. their onlv

problem was the most

glaring: they simply

couldn't put the ball in the

net. Garlic diving to make
a save was a familiar scene

by the end of the game.

From the opening

whistle. UM went on the

attack. Matt Cushing and

Peter Geddes were denied

early. At the 22 minute

mark Tom Giordano kicked

the ball at the near post,

but tiarlic stretched to

kn(x-k it away. UMass' best

chance in the halt came
when Gedde drilled a

direct kick, which Garlic

blocked. UMass got their

licks in the ensuing

scramble, for the rebound.

The opening minutes of

the second halt produced a

replay of the first. The ice

was finally broken when
Giordano boomed a shot

which Garlic dove to .stop

and Manal swooped in and

put the Uxise ball into the

right corner.

.Around the 75 minute

mark Dartmouth look

control as UMass
struggled to protect the

lead by playing defensive

soc<-er. The Big Green

broke through with 10

minutes left on a corner

kick. A group of players,

including Dartmouth's
Julian Okwa. who was
credited with the goal,

jumped for the ball and

somehow the ball ended up

behind UMass goalie Don
Donahue in the right

corner.

"I'm disappointed to give

up a goal like that, but if

we had scored the times

we should have, it wouldn't

matter," said UMass head

coach .Jeff Getller.

"Once they scored the

tying goal we tried to pick

them (UMass) up and keep

them on the offensive end.

After our goal we lost a bit

and they started to come
back. which resulted

unfortunately in the goal

on the restart," said UM
assistant coach ('hris

Baumann.
With six minutes left,

Manal hit the crossbar and

with Garlic down, Cushing

had an open net on the

rebound, but kicked the

ball over the goal. The two

teams exchanged op-

portunities in overtime,

but neither was able to

unknot the score.

'"We're not totally

satisfied, but there are

some things within the

game that we are satisfied

with," said assistant coach

Bob Barry.

""On the forward line we
were getting the shots out

of our people and I think

we were very unlucky.

Surely, we're not satisfied

with the tie, but we're

satisfied with the creating

of shots we had."

UMass h Dartmouth 1
UMAss 1 - 1

Dartmouth 1 - 1

Shots: UMass: 21

Dartmouth: 15

Saves: Donahue (UM): 6, Garlic (D):ll

Scoring: UM Manal (3), D. Okwu (1)

Spikers have tough weekend; finish third in tourney
By R(K;KRCHA!'MAN
C< illegian Stiiff

'"It was a real struggle."

That's how head coarf

Elaine Sortino describe<i

this weekend's UMass In

vitational volleyball tour-

nament. The Minutemen
place<i third out of a field

of twelve with a IV 'J

record, beating Salem
State, Clark University,

and the University of Ver-

mont in the consolation

final.

The spikers dropped
games to the University of

Hartford and the eventual

wintiers. Bryant College.

In thi'ir first matcii.

1 Mass dominated a Salem
State Club. ir»-l and !

". 1 I

l)ehind consistent .servir;;

hittinir nnrl hlnckintr.

"V\c reaiiy played well

against Salem", said Sor-

liri" "We transitioned

well and just did
everything we wanted to,"

UMass then dropped
back-to-back matches to

Bryant and Hartford.
Those losses ended any

.Minuteman hopes of win-

ning the tourney title, and
placed the spikers into thi-

•otisolation bra<'k»M.

In ii.t iii>i V
> -h.^ciaiion

natch, UMass met Clark

I'niversity. It was here

when the Minutemen
played their best

volleyball ,
promptly

disjiosing tif Clark by

scores of 1.')-? and ir>-ti,

'"Clark was our best

match <f the tournament",

said Sortino. "1 was very

pleased, especially with

our blocking."

That set u|i a UMass
-Vermont consolation

final. UVM took the first

game by a narrow In-i:^

count mainly due t"

Minuteman miscues.

But game two proved to

Ik- a different story, as

UVM jumped out to a 6-.3

lead behi?id good serving.

But a UMass rally,

spearheaded by an over-

powering Sally Maher put

the spikers back on top

9-6. With the score at

11-10, UMass, Mickey
Barys stepped up and serv-

ed UMass to a 15-10 win.

Game three served as a

serving clinic for .Marcy

Guiliotis. The 5-foot-8

freshman rallied the

spikers from a ^i-'Z deficit

to an 8-;') lead UMass
would never lose.

pro scores

Football: Patriots 38. Seattle 2.1 N.Y. Jets 4.3. Cincin-

nati 2'.\ Washington .30. Giants 14

Baseball: Mets 9, Chicagro 3 Red Sox 5, Yankees 3

Minnesota 2, Texas 1, Kansas City 4, Seattle 2

Ji
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CCEBMS/BCP Welcome New Staff
by Marilyn Bou

Nummo Staff

The Billingual Collegiate Program and the Collegiate

Commitee for the Education of Black and Minority

Students have hired three new employees^respective

•y-

Kathy Mullins, former office manger for the B.C. P.

has been promoted interdepartmentally to the posi-

tion of Business Manager. Mullins worked closely for

over a year with Angel Garcia, former Business

Manager. During this time Mullins said "I got to know,

appreciate, and understand the components of the

program, and feel qualified for the position."

Mullins is a graduate of Berkshire Community Col-

lege with an Associates degree in Legal Studies, and a

UMass alunmni with a dual major in Physical An-

thropology and Spanish literature. Being business and

working in conjunction with Dr. Benjamin Rodriguez

director of the program, she said, "we are able to run

a very successful program overall".

Mullins said working with the students in the pro-

gram is a pleasurable and rewarding experience, "with

everyone working as a unit the program is sure to have

a pleasurable experience as well as enhancing the

community as a whole this year."

B.C. P. is an excellent tool for students to become

involved with one another in academic as well as

social areas. Mullins said. She added "B.C. P. bnngs.

people together who otherwise would not be able to

find on such large campus peers of their own cultures

and backgrounds with whom they are able to relate,

learn from, and open new doors.

B.C. P. as well as Ahora, a Hispanic organization on

camus, will be celebrating their tenth anniversary the

week of September 29th through October 6th. The

week has been officially proclaimed as Billingual week

by Governer Dukakis. Mullins said "it is going to be a

wonderful, exciting and culturally affair that will bring

together culturally diverse groups within a schedule of

events." She said the events will be an education op-

portunity as well as a chance for the university com-

munity, the state and the nation to come together to

share the success of bilingual education and minorites

in higher education.

Doris Clemmons is the new academic advisor for

CCEBMS. Clemmons, a university alumni has been

employed by the university for twelve years. She

worked for the Department of Government

Documents where she advised students, faculty and

staff on information in the library system.

She took the position in CCEBMS out of a desire to

work in a more professional atmosphere. "All depart-

ments on campus should work toward a common goal

of providing the students to finding their place in life,

since universities are molding the future minds of

America." Clemmons said. She finds the New Africa

J

House to be a close community which will enable her

to successfully fulfill her responsibilities as advisor. "I

am here to assist students in making their experiences

at the University as enjoyable and educational as

possible." she said.

Clemmons asks Christian students not to forget

how they were raised and to remember that with

Christ there isn't a problem that can not be overcome.

"Whatever goal you set for yourself, you will be able

to make a reality." she said.

CCEBMS has also hired a new assistant director,

Carol Young. Young is also a UMass alumni with a

master of arts in education and counseling.

Young was co-chairperson of the American Asian

Students Association. Her responsibilities at CCEBMS

include working closely with Paul Barrows CCEBMS

director, and Rick Townes, Assistant Director. Young

is responsible for coordinating a peer advising pro-

gram for Asian Americans on campus. "The program

is much like a big brother/big sister, she explains. The

program will use volunteer upperclass students to ad-

vise and assist underclass people.

"It is important for students to have a place to go

where they feel welcomed, supported and comfor-

table the New Africa House symbolizes that for many

minorities." Young said. She added, "it's important

for students to participate and contribute on a

philosophical as well as on a physical level.

Young said a staff can make an organization func-

tion, but without student's imput it cannot be suc-

cessful

m

Free Style Breakers and other youngsters from various Western

Mass. communities came together at Bowker Auditorium,Saturday to

participate in a breakdance competition sponsored by the Com-

muter Area Government. photo by segun Eubanks

Writer Speaks

on Ethnicity

By Yadira Betances

"Writing is both therupedical and the best method

for dispelling sterotypical attitudes about ethnic

minorities in the United States," said Nicholasa Mohr,

a Puerto Rican fiction writer who spoke at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts last Wednesday.

Mohr, a native from New York, has written from a

personal perspective to educate about the Puerto

Rican experience as an ethnic minority in the

American society. But she said she "feels lonely and

isolated," in the writing world. She wished there were

more Hispanics writing about their experiences.

"People are introduced to Puerto Ricans in my

literature. They are ready to know about the Puerto

Rican experience," she said citing the excess mail she

receives from the continental U.S. Although she sees

poetry as a way of expressing concern, she said.

"Poetry makes s short statement," she said. "There

should be more writers and playwrights." Mohr,

writes about her personal experiences disguised as fic-

tion. She has never attempted to be a voice for all

Puerto Ricans. "Being a woman and being here is

what I write about," she said.

Continued on page 2
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1900: N-A A CP Aids Legal Cases

by Julian Tynes

Nummo Staff

Part 2 of a series on the history of the N.A.A.C.P.

During the early part of the twentieth century,

whenever a Black was arrested, the accused was

customarily identified by race. Other offenders,

whether Polish, German, Italian, etc. were never iden-

tified by race. Examples of this were headlines such as

"Negro Hold Up, Artist Arrested." and "Black Hood

Mugs Older Citizens." Other than crime, Blacks were

seldom mentioned in newspaper articles.

During its first year of existence, the N.A.A.C.P. at-

tempted to change this situation. As a result, the

Associated Press orded there be no emphasis on race

or religion in its crime stories.

The first major legal case the N.A.A.C.P. handled

was filing a petition in 1910, for the pardon of Pink

Franklin, a black sharecropper in South Carolina.

Franklin had been mistreated by his former employer

and as a result moved to another farm to work. A war-

rant was then issued for his arrest. In moving he had

allegedly violated a South Carolina law which forbade

a share cropper to leave his employer after receiving

an advance in his wages. An officer and his assistant

force their way into Franklin's cabin after midnight.

The policemen did not state their purpose and Franklin

did not know who they were. A shoot-out occured

and one officer died a few hours later as a result of a

Continued from page 1

Mohr is a feminist. "Feminism has always been a

part of me." She became a feminist when she noticed

how different she and her brothers were treated. Her

mother mapped her feministic values. "She was an in-

spiration, not a role model." Mohr said her mother

saw her as more than someone's mate.

In Rituals of Survival: A women's perspective and

Going Home her lastest writings due out in 1985,

Mohr explores issues never uncovered before. In

Rituals of Survival she introduces the reader to the

strengths amid struggles of the Puerto Rican woman.

She hopes the book "dispells the stereotypical at-

titudes towards us as women and Hispanic." Going

Home, a sequel to Felita, Mohr surfaces the problem

between islanders and Puerto Rican Americans. In the

story, Felita encounters hostility and mistrust from her

people when she visits the island in search of the

paridise her grandmother spoke so much of.

"I hope they have the same awareness as the other

books had," Mohr said. Mohr finds Puerto Ricans to

be nomads. She said they migrate to the island in

search of identity and security. "These are questions

never spoken about. They're finally coming out."
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bullet from Franklin's gun. Pink Franklin was found

guilty of homicide and sentenced to be executed. His

case was taken to the Supreme Court and the court

upheld the decision saying none of Franklin's constitu-

tional rights had been denied. It was at this point the

N.A.A.C.P. interceded, filing a petition with the

Governer of South Carolina requesting a pardon. The

Governer changed the sentence to life imprisonment.

The organization felt that though the Governer had

done a curageous act in changing the sentence, a life

sentence was junjust and Franklin should have been

released. The N.A.A.C.P. had the case reopened in

1915 and in January 1919. Pink Franklin was granted

a parole and became a free man.

The N.A.A.C.P. also cooperated with another

organization the Negro Fellowship League, in the

Steve Green extradition case. Steve Green was a

laborer who had moved his family from Arkansas to

Tennesee in 1910. After a few months there was a

large increase in his rent, so Greene and his family,

and many other tenants moved. Greene was told by

his former employer that if he did not work for him, he

wouldn't work anywhere in the state. Greene did not

return. One day soon after, his former employer rode

up and shot him. Greene ran into his house, grabbed

his rifle, and killed his assailant. He immediatly fled.

His friends supplied him with enough food, money,

and other neccesities to go to Chicago. However,

while in Chicago he was betrayed, and arrested on a

false charge of larceny. Greene was given no food or

water for four days, while being questioned about the

Arkansas shooting. He attempted suicide, and

became so weak he had to be placed in a hospital

The Negro Fellowship League and the N.A.A.C.P.

became involved, providing legal counsel for his

defense. But when the Arkansas sheriff demanded

that Greene be sent via extradition papers back to

Arkansas both organizations fearing Greene's execu-

tion helped him escape to Canada.

The N.A.A.C.P.'s third legal case, its first year, in-

volved Thomas Williams. Williams was arrested in

November of 1910 and char*- ..m the murder of an

eleven year old white girl at Asbury Park, New Jersey.

There was no evidence against him, he had merely

been sighted near the scene of the crime. While in-

vestigating the case, the organization found out

Williams had been beaten and tortured in an attempt

to make him confess. After completing the investiga-

tion, the organization helped secure Williams' release

due to lack of evidence.

As a result of these early victories the young

organization attracted many new supporters and

members. Encouraged by early successes the

organization stepped into new frontiers fighting for

desegregation, voting rights, and anti-lynching laws

as well as the right to an equal education

POETRY
THE NEED FOR PROTEST
a poem for my people of Latin America

Brothers and sisters.

There must be protest!

Why protest?

There must be protest

so there will be peace in the world

to calm children's hunger
and quench our thirst for justice.

There must be protest

to wipe out racism and sexism,

to stomp out poverty

and to combat capitalism.

Finally, there must be protest

to liberate ourselves

of foreign oppression.

Why protest?

We need to protest!

There must be protest, there must be protest

to save our nations'

By Yadira Betances

La necesidad de la protesta

Un pema para mi gente de Latino America

For Yadira Betances

Hermanos y hermanas,

hay que protestar!

For que protestar?

Hay que protestar?

para que haya paz en el mundo
para calmar el hambre delos ninos

y para saciar nuestra sed de justicia.

Hay que protestar

para aplacar el racismo y el sexismo,

para pisotear la pobreza

y veneer el capitalismo.

En fin, hay que protestar,

para liberarnos

de invasiones extrangeras

For que protestar?

Necesitamos la protesta!

Hay que protestar, hay que protestar

para lograr nuestra indepencial!

t

What happened around

Umass last week?

Check pages 6 and 7 !!!!!

•X-

•X-

Roving Reporter

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

Nummo News asked the following group of Black

Fresmen what their first impression of UMass was:

ALONZO FEEMAN(left) and TRACY BROWNE

Alonzo Freeman from Randolph Ma., says:

"I like UMass. It's a nice big school, and the people

seem cool. The reason I came here is because my

cousin went here, and said it was a good school. The

classes are righteous. I'm an Engineering major anc

my classes are very challenging."

SYLVIA GOMES

Sylvia Gomes from New Bedford, Ma. says:

"It's a big school, but the people seem friendly. The

only thing I don't like are the co-ed bathrooms. I get

lost alot but I play it off. I use the library as my guide

and use my map because people send us (freshmen)

to the wrong places."

Tracy Browne from New Jersey says:

"I feel it's a good school, and I will enjoy myself here

I had a very good first impression, when I visit las

year, that's why I'm here now. The classes are hard

but I know I can deal with them."

Rochelle Victor from New Bedford, Ma. says:

"My first impression is that I'm never going to find my
classes."

ROCHELLE VICTOR

Introducmg-Nummo Sports Talk
by Julian Tynes

Nummo Staff

This is a new column in Nummo on sports for all of

you dedicated Black sports fans.

So what did you think of the Summer OLympics?

There were a lot of bright spots for Black atheletes.

Did you realize every Gold Medal in track that the

U.S.A. won, was won by a Black athelete?Even with

the Soviet led boycott many of those Gold Medals

would have stayed in the possesion of the U.S.

What about the mens and womens basketball

teams? Blacks dominated both teams. With Cheryl

Miller leading the women and Michael Jordan leading

the men, there wasn't a close game for the U.S. in the

whole tournament.

What about Carl Lewis and his four Gold Medals?

Very impressive, but it makes you realize how great

Jesse Owens was, and appreciate Owens accomplish

ment. Owens was completing in the "Nazi" Olympics

of 1936. He almost single handedly destroyed the

myth of "Ayran supremacy." Suprisingly unlike

Lewis, Owens was not looked upon as a possibility to

win 4 gold medals.

Looking at current sports news. Franco Harris is cut

by Pittsburgh' Franco Harris' > He of the "immaculate

reception." Here is a man who toiled for this team for

12 years, but they "no longer feel he fits in.'" The

owners complain about a lack of loyalty, where is their

loyalty?

Another example of this is the recent article in the

Collegian urging the Red Sox to trade Jim Rice. Rice

has been one of the most consistent hitters in Baseball

over the last 10 years. You can practically mail in a

minimum 2.80 - 2.90 batting average 30 hrs and 110

RBI's before the season even starts.

Yet now, because the man wants to be paid along

the same lines as others with similar statistics, they

say trade him. Well remember this, consistency is

what separates Rice from Armas, Evans, Buckner,

Boggs, Gedman, etc... He does the job year in, year

out. Rice is having a mediocre year for his standards

yet he is still among the league leaders in HR's. and

RBI's. Trade him and watch im lead another team to a

pennant, maybe a World Series.

SPORTS UPDATE: The Hitman is back' Thomas

Hearns the W.B.C. junior middleweight champion

destroyed Fred Hutchings knocking him out m 3

rounds. Hutchings barely survived the first round,

when he was knocked down twice. The Hitman kept

up the pressure nearly finishing the fight in the second

round. However, Hutchings kept tying Hearns up in

order to survive the round.

The third round began with both fighters attemp-

ting to stick and move. Then Hearns stunned Hut-

chings with an overhand right and proceeded to pum-

mel him with combinations. Before Hutching was

seriously hurt, referee Arthur Meccante ended the

fight. Don't worry fight fans, this was one fight that

should have been stopped.

Hearns later said, he felt he was stronger than Hut-

chings so he decided to use his punching power.

When asked about middle weight champion Marvin

Hagler. Hearns said "I know Hagler's watching." "He

knows his time is coming, just like everyone else the

Hitman will get to him too." In the wake of his 3 round

T.K.O. of Fred Hutchings (the number 3 contender')

and his stunning second round knockout of Roberto

Duran. (the only time Duran has ever been knocked

out) perhaps Marvin Hagler should beware. The Hit-

man is back'
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THIS IS us:

MEDIA

DRUM

DRUM is a Black literary publication

started In 1969 by a group of Black

students at the University of

Massachusetts. The magazine, focusing

on cultural and political issues, was a

self run publication throughout the early

TO's. Now, with the assistance of artist

Nelson Stevens, DRUM has been incor-

porated into the Afro-American Studies

Department as a three credit course.

With the help of Afrlk-Am and the

Third World Caucus, DRUM will be able

to publish another fine magazine. All

Third World students are encouraged to

participate in this year's production.

Those students with an interest In

writing, photography and lay-out are

deeply encouraged to join DRUM. With

your help we can continue to build a

stronger DRUM.

NUMMO NEWS

Nummo News, which is the UMass
Third World community's only indepen-

dent newspaper, was founded in 1975 by
a group of Black students who felt that

the Collegian was not representing the

interests of Third World students.

Nummo thrives to be the printed voice

of the Third World community in and
around the 5-College valley. Community
events and issues that are important to

Third World students are published and
distributed in every Monday's edition of

the Collegian.

Nummo is located in 103 New Africa

House, 545-0061.

BLACK AFFAIRS - A department of

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

responsible for providing a fair and ac-

curate view of the news and information

petaining to the Third World community
on campus.

CONCERTO LATINO, Student Union,

(413)545-2^79:

C.L. provides the five college
radio listening audience with a wide spec-

trum of music, both traditional and contem-

porary, from Latin American.

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATION PRO-

JECT (BMCP)

BMCP provides the University of

Massachusetts and the Five-College area

with Third World programming, in the

area of music and public affairs.

BMCP,created twelve years ago, came

about due to the lack of Black program-

ming on the UMass radio station:

WMUA. Today, BMCP continues to pro-

vide Black music and broadcasting

throughout the Pioneer Valley.

Stressing the need for Black music

and information-news, BMCP en-

courages all Third World students who
are interested in radio or television com-

munications to join the organization.

BMCP will train students to work in the

radio station, plus teach editing and TV

production.

CULTURAL/

POLITICAL

THE AFRIKAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS
SOCIETY

Afrik-Am is the major Black cultural

organization on the UMass campus. It

dictates solely to the cultural and

political needs of the Black community.

Afrik-Am operates as an educational and

support network to the few Black

students on the Amherst campus. In the

past, Afrik-Am has been able to fund

other organizational groups for educa-

tional and cultural events.

Sincerely happy to serve the Black

community at UMass, Afrik-Am extends

a welcoming hand to all new and return-

ing Third World students. Afrik-Am

plans to provide the Third World com-

munity with a stimulating school year.

As within the past, Afrik-Am will con-

tinue to invite guest speakers to the

University, plus provide debates and

disscussions for Third World students

and the school in general.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

The Asian American Students

Association (AASA) is a registered stu-

dent organization. It was founded In spr-

ing of 1974 by students in order to pro-

mote the presence of Asian Americans

and also to strenghen the ties between

them.
AASA has been active in programs of

interest not only to the Asian American

community, but of Interest to all. AASA
has sponsored the visits of distinguished

speakers such as Yuri Kochiyama, U.S.

District Judge Robert Takasogi and Liz

Young. Some other activities the

Association has sponsored include inter-

collegiate club basketball tournaments,

the annual Asian Talent Night and Party

and a film and theatre series involving

Asian Americans. These and many other

social and cultural events are held as the

result of commited students.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK
ENGINEERS:

N.S.B.E. was formed to ad-

vance, stimulate, and develop Black and
ethnic minority interest in engineering and to

assist with all levels of responsibility in the

advancement within the engineering

disciplines.

AHORA

AHORA was born out of the desire of

the members of the Spanish speaking

community, including students, faculty,

and the community in general, to have

an organized and united voice in speak-

ing to thos issues which affect thier

lives.

AHORA Is composed of various

cultural groups tied together by a com-
mon language. With this knowledge in

mind, AHORA openly strives to create a

flexibility of structure, a respect for

diversity of opinion, and an atmosphere

of freedom to express one's views in a

democratic and open environment
within the framework of our organiza-

tional goals.

AHORA is organized exclusively as a

perpetual organization for charitable,

educational, cultural and scientific pur-

poses, to serve the Spanish-speaking

students and communities of Western

Massachusetts.

ASIAN AMERICAN PEER ADVISING
PROGRAM

The Asian American Peer Advising

Program has been established by

CCEBMS to aid incoming Asian

American students in adapting to

University life.

The Peer Advisors are upper-class

students who volunteer their time to

help a small group of the new students.

Not only can experience be shared, but

also new friendships may develop.

Highlights of
Third World Organizations

Study groups, workshops and casual

get togethers are some of the activities

the Program sponsors. The stress of the

first year at school can be alleviated by

the help of fellow students like the Asian

American Peer Advising Program.

For more information on this program,

contact; Carol Young or Jeff Mar at

CCEBMS, 213 New Africa House.

545-0031.

OFFICE OF THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS

The OTWA is the only University Office

primarily charged with protecting and

promoting the political and cultural in-

terests of Third World students on cam-

pus. The office is funded by the Student

Senate and its general policies are ap-

proved and directed by the Senate's

Third World Caucus. The office advises

Third World students on creating or

maintaining organizations; assists in ad-

vocating and promoting issues relevant

to their interest and dealing with pro-

blems blocking these interests. They

maintain extensive files on educational,

social and political issues. They are com-

mitted to working to further a University

environment free from the diseases of

racism, sexism, and injustices against

people of color. Room 308 Student

Union, 545-2517.

UHURU

This performing arts ensemble offers an

opportunity for Third World community
members at the University to aquire a

broad-based knowledge of procedures

necessary to execute a full-scale stage

production.

AFRICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION,

New Africa House: A.S.A. devises and

cultivates closer relationships among African

students in the five college area so they may

study fundamental problems facing African

countries and find solutions.

CAPE VERDEAN STUDENTS ALLIANCE,

New Africa House, (413) 545-0031:

C.V.S.A. is committed to promoting

cultural, political, and historical programs in

order to maintain a sence of cultural identity

at the University.

THIRD WORLD CAUCUS

The Third World Caucus is the main

legislative body that represents the Third

World community in the Undergraduate

Senate at UMass. This representation

helps to insure diversity by promoting

Third World student interest and

unity.The Third World came into ex-

istence in the late 1960's in responce to

the struggle waged by Third World

students to correct the exclusionary

practices of the UMass Undergraduate

Student Senate.

The caucus serves as the governing

board of the Office of Third World Af-

fairs. It maintains communication with

Third World organizations and assists

them with their organizational goals.

For more information, please pay us a

visit at 417 New Africa House or call

545-2157.

CENTERS

MALCOLM X CULTURAL CENTER

The Malcolm X Center, one of the

largest Third World centers on The

UMass campus, was started in the early

70's by a group of Black students who
petitioned the Southwest Area Govern-

ment for space and funding. The center

within the past has served as a meeting

place for Black and Third World

students.

With an emphasis on programming,

the Malcolm X Cultural Center offers

Third World students cultural and

political activities throughout the school

year, along with two or three academic

courses per semester. Also, the Center

has provided Undergraduate and

Graduate students with work-study

positions. Located in the basement of

Berkshire Dining Commons, Southwest.

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. CULTURAL
CENTER

The Martin Luther King Jr. Cultural

Center, located in Dickinson Dormitory,

Orchard Hill, facilitates the needs of

Third World students in the Orchard Hill

and Central residential areas. The

Center, in the past, has provided Third

World students with a studious at-

mosphere, a library and social events.

This fall The Martin Luther King Jr.

Cultural Center will once again be open

to the Third World Community.

CENTER FOR RACIAL STUDIES

Located In Moore House (Southwest),

the Center for Racial Studies' mandate is

to Increase social and racial awareness

In Southwest, and well as reaching out

to the greater UMass community. The

center does anti-racist work and training

by offering courses, independent

studies, workshops, films and speakers.

It also has a small library available for

student use. 545-0472.

ANACOANA CENTER: Dwight House:

The Anacoana Center is the Third World

Cultural Center that serves the northeast

residential center. The center provides a

quiet place for students to study.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS ON CAMPUS

AMERICAN INDIAN ASSOCIATION

DUKE ELLINGTON COMMITTEE, Prince

House (413)-545-0716.

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION,
located in the Student Union.

VIETNAMESE STUDENTS ASSOCIA-

TION

V.S.A. serves to strengthen discussion

for the challenges ans apirations of Viet-

namese students.

THE CHINESE CLUB

THE IRANIAN MOSLEM STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

THE UNION OF IRANIAN STUDENTS IN

AMHERST

THIRD WORLD SCIENTISTS SOCIETY
This

organization unites undergraduate Black students

who have a common goal in science.

This is just a partial list of groups and

organizations for Third World students

in the area. So no matter what your

background or interests are there are

resources and opportunities available to

you. And they all need your help to con-

tinue.. .so LET'S GET INVOLVED!!!!

/
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Happenings at the

Inter-Tribal Pow-Wow,

September 15 and 16 at

the University of Mass
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photo by Marc-Elliot Giles

Getting down to basics-Sherwood
Thompson, Director of the Office of

Third World Affairs and CCEBMS Rick

Townes talk to students at the CCEBMS
Meeting last Wednesday, as Rudy
Jones, Assistant Director of

Undergraduate Admissions and Paul

Barrows, CCEBMS Director analyze the

situation

Students mingle at the Welcome Back
party sponsored by the Asian American
Students Association.

photo by Segun Eubanks

photo by David Walker

With people of all ages, races and sex,

popping, spinning and moving to the

beat, the first annual Breakdance Com-
petition, held Friday, Sept. 14th at

Bowker Auditorium was a tremendous
success. Sponsored by the Commuter
Arfia Government.

photo by Segun Eubanks

Cultural sounds

to hit the valley

ARCHIE SHEPP

Archie Shepp will be performing at the

Iron Horse Coffee House on Friday,

September 21st at 8:30 p.m.

The Iron House is located at 20 Center

St., Northampton. Tickets will be 5.00

and can be purchased at the door.

"JAZZ/AFRICA"

Ghanaian Master Drummer Obo Addy
will perform "Jazz/Africa at the Iron

Horse Coffeehouse in Northampton on

Tuesday, Sept. 18th at 7 and 10 p.m.

The Show will feature Obo Addy with

the group KUKRUDU for ticket reserva-

tions call: 584-0610

BLACK UHURU

The campus of the University of

Massachusetts will be honored with a

performance of Black Uhuru on Wednes
day, September 19th at 8:00 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom.

This rymthic reggae band, one of the

finest out of Jamaica, consists of

Michael Rose, Puma Jones, Ducky
Simpson, Sly Dunbar an Robbie

Shakespeare.
Tickets to this UPC Production and

Duke Ellington Committee sponsored

event can be obtained at the University

of Massachsetts in Amherst Fine Arts

Center Box Office, Springfield Civic

Center, and the Stop & Shops in Nor-

thampton, Pittsfield, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Hadley at the cost of $9.50

for UMass students and $11.50 for the

general public.

Black Uhuru, "Uhuru" meaning
freedom in swahili, has come a long way
from its beginning as a hotel and club

band in Jamaica.

The band is credited for playing sold

out shows throughout Europe and

America. They have also opened for the

Rolling Stones in England and the Police

in America.

Puma Jones, the band lead vocal,

started in 1978. Her past work had in-

cluded some backup for Ras Micheal

and Sons of of Negus.

Black Uhuru greatest additions are Sly

Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare. They

have played on about 70 percent of all

reggae albums recorded in Jamaica, and

they produced a number of them as well.

Dunbar and Shakespeare have done

work with Joe Crocker, Peter Tosh and

Grace Jones. Some of their recent work,

outside of Black Uhuru. includes playing

rhythm on solo albums by Mick Jagger,

Carly Simon, and Bob Dylan.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
•••••••*••••••*•••••••••••*•••••••*••************** ******f
SUPPORT FOR GRADUATE WOMAN

WAGES a program at the Everywoman's

Center has started a graduate program.

Graduate WAGES will address the specific

needs of graduate woman through support

groups, workshops, speakers, social events,

brown-bag lunches, resources and ad-

vocacy.

For more information contact Graduate

WAGES at EWC, 545-0883

CCEBMS

CCEBMS is In need of tutors in ANY sub-

ject. All interested individuals applay at

CCEBMS, Non-work study and work-

study.

CCEBMS students - remember the

deadline for tutorial request is Oct. 1st.

YVONNE' S PLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

Fried Chicken

Island Cumed Fish

Vegitarian Platter

Fried Rice

Curry

Thursday - Friday
Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

lis*

Basement of the New Africa House
Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BESTII

MALCOLM X

The Malcolm X Center welcomes all

returning and new students to the

University. We hope you are ready for an

exciting year. For those students who
are not aware of the Malcolm X Center,

It is the largest Third World Center on

the UMass Campus. The Center is

located in Southwest in the lower part of

Berkshire Dining Commons.
The Malcolm X Center has been ex-

istence for thirteen years as an academic
as well as a social center.

The Center Is offering the following

courses:

SW191F - West Indian Cultures,

Tuesdays 3-5 p.m. taught by Yvonne
John .

SW291I - Student Leadership and Stu-

dent Groups Wednesdays 7-10 p.m.

taught by Earl Brown.
All classes are 3 credits and can be

signed up for in John Adams lobby.

The Center is open Sundays 2-11 p.m.

and Monday - Friday 12 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Study hours at the Center are Sundays -

Thursday 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Have a good semester and stop by to

see us.

ANACAONA CENTER

The Anacaona Center and the Sylvan
Cultural Society of Northeast/Sylvan
Residential Area is seeking qualifying

students for the 1984-85 year to develop
programs, implementing events and
budgetting to asses the needs of

students of colors.

Applications are available in 103

Johnson Huose at the Northeast /Sylvan
Area Office and at Baker House, the Or-

chard Hill/Centrai Area Office or by con-
tacting Ian Clinton or Dr. Brown.

Application deadline will be 5 p.m.
September 19th.

"This is your opportunity to become
involve and help your community."

REGISTER

TO

VOTE!!!!!

SCERA - An activist organization that

won't scare you.

SCERA is a student organization that

works with social issues such as sexism,

racism and anti-semitism. In addition to

this SCERA researchs and conducts

campaigns dealing with issues affecting

students such as rents and fees,

academic affairs, residential issues, ect.

Work-study and non-work study posi-

tions are available for students who feel

concern about any of these issues and
would like to work on them.

Additional information and applica-

tions can be obtained at 420 Student

Union BIdg weekdays from 8:00 a.m. un-

til 6:00 p.m. They can also be obtained at

the offices of CCEBMS, BCP, O.T.W.A.
and AHORA. The deadline for applica-

tions is September 26.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER at are looking

for volunteers and interns to staff the

resourceroom at EWC for the fall

University and community woman are en-

couraged to apply. Interns and volunteers

provide information about area services and

events, medical and legal referrals, do occa-

sional crisis intervention, and up-date and

maintain resource and referral information on

many topics of concern to woman^

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER

Counseling Program has position opened as

Administrative Assistant

Duties include service requests, scheduling

speakers and intake appointmentsassisting

with research, and some supervisory respon-

sibilities

20 hr/week and work-study student prefer-

red. Minority students are encouraged to ap-
ply

Application deadline i^eptember 21,1984

DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS IN LEADER-
SHIP POSITIONS

Name of Course: Leadership Development
for Volunteer Groups {H297B)

No. of Credits: 3

When: Tuesday 4-6:30 p.m.

Where: Machmer E-10

The course will be taught by the Director of

Student Activities, Randy Donant. The for-

mat of the course will consist of experimen-

tial activities, group presentations and
discussions as well as lecturettes.

For further information call Randy at

545-3606 or come to the Student Activities

Office, Room 416 Student Union

Today is the last day for add/drops
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THWIPP — BIFF! Inflatable web-slingers and caped crusaders

waiting to be sold at the Big E state fair, which runs through today in

West Springfield.

SGA, administration meet

to discuss inflammatory brief
By HOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Representatives of the University of

Massachusetts Student Affairs Division and

Government Association (SGA) began

working yesterday to correct sections of an

administration briefing document which

criticizes the SGA for being "an adversary"

of the University.

Sarah Boy, an assistant of Vice Chancellor

of Student Affairs Dennis Madson and a

member of the Vice Chancellor's Council,

met with Undergraduate Student Senate

Speaker Chris Sullivan to begin drafting a

supplement to the brief, which was sent by

the council to new Provost Richard O'Brien

on August 17.

The controversial passage states that over

the course of a decade, "the campus'

student government organization has

grown into a multi million-dollar enterprise

which sees itself as autonomous from, and

even an adversary of. the University," and

questions the SGA's handling of the

Student Activities Trust Fund.

According to Boy, the report was not

meant as an "attack" on the SGA, and was a

hastily rewritten copy of a brief which was

presented two years ago by the Vice

Chancellors Council to UMass C'hancellor

Joseph I). Duffey. The Council comprises

the different department heads responsible

for student affairs.

Sullivan said yesterday that he wants the

new supplement to present an "honest

picture of what SGA has accomplished."

and that it will "mention some of the

current debates between student gover

nment and the administration, and possible

solutions to these problems."

Sullivan raised the question of what to do

about the report at last Wednesday's senate

meeting, after he discovered inflammatory

remarks about the SGA in the minutes of

the council's August 17 meeting. The

senate voted to confront the Vice

Chancellor's council at its weekly Thursday

session, where a written supplement was

agreed upon by both parties.

The director of the Student Activities

Office. Randy Donant, who is also a

member of the council, said last week that

he believed "everyone on the council

regrets how this came out." Donant also

said he "appreciated the perspective of the

student government's attitude of 'hey, let's

get it back together,'" and that it is im

porlant for the administration and student

government to work from "where we are

instead of where we have been.

"

Low grades will mean
no aid, says Congress
By LAURA YKK
(Collegian Staff

Students on academic probation at the

University of Massachusetts will lose all

federally funded financial aid next semester

it they fail l«i meet satisfactory academic

standards or extenuating circumstances.

These students have not yet been in

formed of this decision, Gerald Scanlon.

associate director of Financial Aid Services

said.

Last year. Congress pa.ssed legislation

requiring all colleges and universities

nationwide to draw a set of guidelines

defining satisfactory academic progress in

order to receive financial aid effective Jan.

1. .Scanlon said.

"Students on academic probation this

semester will lose their financial aid if they

do not measure up to academic standards,"

Scanlon said.

Not only will students lose their financial

aid at UMass but may also face the same

dilemma at other schools depending on

their guidelines, he said.

Scanlon is a member of a study group

formed to examine the University's

academic guidelines. The group is com

posed of administration officials, faculty,

deans, graduate and undergraduate

students, and is currently establishing the

"mitigating and extenuating cir

cumslances.

"

Scanlon said each department will draw its

own definition of satisfactory academic

progress.

"We are planning to choose a time when

well have a checkpoint at least once a year

but no longer than that, ' Scanlon said. "We
will review every single student's progress

according to each program set to the

requirements."

Over the years. Congress and the Office of

Management and Budget became concerned

with what institutions were calling "goini

standing" and in 1978, the office began

investigating how the money was used.

Kleven billion dollars in federal funding are

appropriated annually to financial aid

nationwide. .Scanlon said.

"The feds are not concerned about the

stewardship of how funds are spent. What
they are auditing are the individual in

stilutions' policies, " he said.

"The government findings were not so

good, " he add«>d.

But Scanlon says the key point t«) the new
legislation is that "the government is still

leaving satisfactory standards up to the

University."

Academic progress will be measured

"quantitatively and (jualitativj'iy," he said.

Scanlon said there is a go<Ml chance that

the grade point average (til'A) re(juired to

slay in good academic standing may change

along with the number of credits neede<l

per semester.

"The general feeling is that th«' Gl'A will

go up according to class standing, ' he said.

"A letter will go out to the entire student

b<idy to announce and explain the new

policy by October," Scanlon said.

Although the new policy may seem

negative, Scanlon said "it's a positive turn

tor the I niversity to set higher standards.
'

Federal aid includes what Scanlon calls the

"Big Five" The National Direct Student

Uoan. Work Study, Supplementary

Kducationai Opportunity (irant, I'ell (irant,

and the (Juaranteed Student [..oans. State

aid and University scholarships are not

re«juired to abide by the new policy.

"The state does not know whether they

will follow the same guidelines. We'll have

to get clarification of that, ' Scanlon said.

l{obert Kirk, chairman of academic

matters, said, "the gov«'rnment doesn't

want to throw away money. It's a way to

insure that financial .lid is awarded to

students worthy of it by showing academic

progress.
"

Hick Townes, assistant director of

a<'ad«-mic services for the ( 'ommitlee for I he

Collegiate Education of Black and Minority

Students, said, "the policy will giv«- a good

message if we can define fair mitigating

circumstances for all students in all

departments."

"But there are still alot of unanswered

questions," Townes added.

Fight breaks out in D.C. line

Trespassing, thefts also reported
2()-year-<)ld men from Sharon with

tresspassing early Sunday morning on the
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police

responded to a fight which broke out l)et-

ween students waiting in line at the Hamp-
shire Dining Commons at 6:\'.i p.m. Satur-

day, according to Chief of Police Rol>ert G.

Joyce.

Police said that one of the groups had

l)een waitinng in the Basics food line, but

switched to another line when the basics

line closed down. Some of the people in-

volved had been drinking, Joyce said, and

someone's hat was knocked off, causing a

fight to break out. The incident is still

under investigation and lias In-en referred

to the administation.

Police arrested and charged four

third floor of Pierpont dormitory. All four

who are not UMass students, had been

served with trespass notices around l:.'i()

a.m. Sunday while in the John Quincy

Adams Tower. Police said residential

assistants complained about the men
harassing women residents in the building.

Two of them were arrested at 2Ali a.m. in

Pierpont, and the other two were arrested

at 4:20 a.m.

Police confi.scate<i a water pipe and a bag

of marijuana from eight students in the

sixth floor lounge of Washington Tower at

12:44 a.m. Saturday. Joyce said that a

police foot patrol on the ground saw them

smoking and then went up to innvestigate.
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United Auto Workers strike

costly to General Motors

DETROIT (API - Picket

lines halted work at 11

General Motors Corp.

assembly plants and a

research center as local

strikes took effect

yesterday, costing the

company up to $27 million a

day. Several hundred
workers at a California plant

walked off the job despite

settlement of their strike a

day earlier.

Meanwhile, negotiators for

the world's largest

manufacturer and the

United Auto Workers union

met until about 5 a.m.

Monday in Detroit and
planned to resume national

contract talks Tuesday
morning.

Yesterday was the first

scheduled workday at all but

one of the 13 plants since

about H2 CAW workers

struck over local contract

issues at midnight Friday,

when the old national

contract expired. Scheduled

weekend operations at one

of the factories — a Buick

plant at Flint, Mich. — also

were cancelled.

About 4.000 workers at a

Chevrolet (!amaro and

Pontiac Firebird assembly

plant in Van Nuys, Calif.,

members of Local 645,

settled their local contract

Sunday, but efforts to

resume production were "several hundred" went to

short lived lunch yesterday and didn't

About 85 percent of the

return to assembly hne, said

2 100 day shift worker Pete Belt ran, president of

showed up for their jobs, but the local.

United Auto Workers union members picket

General Motors assembly plant in Linden, New
Jersey yesterday.
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Nanette l)i)rv. Maria Cahillane, Barbara Craiulall

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

This powerful 54-tunction

calcul^ior performs the most-needed

sUde rule functions as well as pi,

factorial and statistics. A liquid

crystal display with scientific nota-

tion lets you work easily with even

the smallest or

largest of numhers.

Built-in .

statistical A^jS^
capahilities in- vijrj

elude data entry,

mean and stan-

dard deviation for

both sample and

population data.

Versatile 4-key

Constant Memory™
feature lets you store, recall, sum,

and exchange memory with display.

The Student Calculator Math

Book offers even more information

about calculator mathematics, and

is filled with how-to problems,

puzzles and games. Also included

are a detailed owner's manual and

vinyl carrying case.

Located in the Campus Center

Tl-35 Student Math Kit

Problem'solving kit with

Tl'35 scientific calculator.

$19.95
List $22.00

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

g,UNIVERSITY
STORED

Gunmen open fire on Israeli bus
JERUSALEM AP -

Unidentified gunmen open-

ed fire on an Israeli bus

traveling south of the oc-

cupied West Bank oity ot

Bethlehem yesterday, police

Police spokesman Moshe

Alexandroni said it ap-

peared some of the

passengers were injured,

but he said he had no fur-

ther details.

He also said fire was

returned by someone on the

bus.

The attack followed day-

long clashes between
soldiers and Palestinians in

the refugee camps on the se-

cond anniversary of the

massacre of Palestinian

refugees in Beirut.

Hiqh school computers hammered
^^ „ ..,»1. L. ,. „, ™,,^>^^»»l oViof furor) «/in<ifiu;«apparently hammered

$1(),0()() worth of personal

computers - four individual

Apple computers, several

monitors and a printer - in-

to pieces; destroyed the

sc h (.ol's |14.0 '><> f'i''"o:

shattered windows and

glass throughout the

building; and destroyed at

least $2,000 in books, as

well as paint and other

school supplies.

PAl'AL WAVE — Pope John Paul II ^eets

spectators before celebrating eucharist at a

Namao, Alberta (Canada) airfield. m i.as.r,...

BROCKTON, Mass. (AP)

- Hammer-wielding van-

dals destroyed $10,000 in

computers, a $14,000 piano

and shattered glass at

South" .lunior High School

over the weekend, and

school officials Monday

worked to find the culprits.

School Superintendent

Manthala George Jr.

estimated total damage,

which he describe<i as "just

unbelievable." at $40,000,

and said officials believed

the break-in probably occur-

red between 11 p.m. Satur-

day and 8 a.m. Sunday,

when school security found

the wreckage.

According to Principal

Wayne Lucier, the culprits

~j[imiiMiiiiiiiiririruiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiimini

I OFF CAMPUS
I UNDERGRADUATES

Nomination Papers to the

Commuter Area Government

I are available now.

I Get involved in your Area Government.

I Help plan activities for the school year.

I Papers available at 404 SUB

I Deadline for returning papers

I is Friday Sept. 21
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Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditicxiing

A

21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Fuji - Unive^ - Campagnolo

Suntour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

accessories

PUT US TOTHE TEST!
LSAT-GMAT-GRE

MCATDAT
6RE PSYCH GRE BIO

MATPCATOCAT
VAT. TOEFL. SSAT

PSAT-SAT

ACHIEVEMENTS-ACT

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

• Permanent Centers open days,

evenings, weekends.

• Complete TtST-M TAP£'

facilities

• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time staff

• Homestudy materials constantly

updated by Research Experts

• Low Hourly Cost

• Transfer priviliges to over

120 locations

LSAT
GRE
GMAT

NATIONAL MED BOARDS

MSKP FM6EMS
FLEX NOB NP6

NCBNCLEXRN
C6FNS CPA

SPEB) READING

ESLINTBISIVE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION TO

LAW SCHOOL

CALL DAYS.EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

riST PMERMUkTION SPCOALKTS S»<C£ t938
'n ^p* York Stirtf SUnlf> H Kaplan ( ()ii(^ii(iM.(t ( .I'lilpf I Id

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Jewish scholar offers anecdotes and lessons of Holocaust
By RONDA APFLEBAUM
Colleffian Staff

Yaffa Eliach, noted Jewish chronicler,

author and lecturer, told a Student Union
Ballroom audience Monday night that to get

a clear picture of the Holocaust "we must
look at it from all viewpoints, including

those of the executioner, the onlooker and
the victim."

Eliach said that families in Nazi con-

centration camps wanted to stay together,

because the members of the families felt

responsible for each other. They were not

quick to organize resistance for fear of

family members getting hurt, she said.

Eliach began her speech by saying that,

"Joseph was the first Jewish survivor." He

proved that "not only can one survive, but

one can make it to the very top." She told

how other Jews have survived: namely the

Holocaust experience. She commended the

"ingenuity" of Jewish survival.

She told the tale of a boy who was buried

alive in a ditch but manged to escape. The
boy searched for a stranger who would let

him into their home, only to find replies like

"Jew go back to your grave where you

HANGING OUT — Students in a Stockbridge School of Agriculture

class practice tree climbing techniques.

Police say man found dead

might have killed himself
ByPHILSERAFINO
Collegian Correspondent

A 23 year old man died Saturday from

"possibly self inflicted" gunshot wounds,

according to Amherst police.

The man was taken to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton after police

responded to a call at 2 p.m. He was
transferred to Holyoke Hospital, where he

was pronounced dead, police said. The
incident is still under investigation pending

a report from the medical examiner, ac-

cording to Detective John Burns.

A traffic accident at 3:59 p.m. Saturday on

Bridge Street resulted in injuries to a

Leverett man. an Amherst woman and a

passenger in the woman's oar. The Leverett

resident was cited for driving to endanger

and not possessing a license, after the car

he was driving slid into the other vehicle.

The injured were taken to Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital.

A Buick Regal valued at $4,000 was stolen

from Rolling Green Apartments Sunday

morning but was recovered in Holyoke

Monday morning with a damaged ignition,

according to police.

A Peugeot 10-speed bicycle valued at $200

was stolen from Brittany Manor Sunday,

and a Fuji 12 speed was stolen from Phillips

Street F'riday, police said.

Car stereo speakers valued at $150 were

taken from a car at Townhouse Apartments

Friday at about 11 p.m.

A Domino's Pizza delivery car was broken

into at 2:41 a.m. Sunday at Brandywine

Apts. The driver's side window was broken

and a pizza and a warmer blanket valued at

$25 were taken.

ifpolice

belong. " The only way he managed to have

someone take him in was to pass himself off

as Jesus Christ.

F^liach said she found Hasidic tales of the

Holocaust interesting because the "Hasidim

believes that story telling restores the line

of communication between man and man
and man and heaven." She thought that the

group of tales showed that man is good

despite the evil.

She told the tale of an S.S. officer who was

sending Jews into lines that would lead

them to certain death. When the S.S. of

ficer saw a rabbi who he know from his

town, he led the rabbi into a line in which he

Continued from p. I

A 16th floor lounge win-

dow in John Quincy Adams
was smashed around 10

p.m. Friday.

A refrigerator worth $170

was stolen from the first

floor of Dickinson dor-

mitory. It belonged to the

Third World Cultural

Center, and was reported

stolen at 7:32 p.m. Sunday.

A 1969 Chevy Malibu was

stolen from parking lot 44

near Sylvan Residential

Area. It was valued at $500,

and was taken between

Sept. 9 and 14.

Three car stereos were

taken over the weekend.

would escape death. A Hasidic rabbi told

Eliach that even though the S.S. man killed

thousand.s, this one event should be

remembered because every man has a

spark in him and we must remember the

one time this man lapsed into humanity.

She only included tales from her book

Hasidic Tales of the Holocaust, which she

said could all be verified by documentation.

Ehach, a professor of history and

literature at Brooklyn College, was

presented by the Distinguished Visitors

Program and the B'nai Brith Hillel Foun-

datii>n at UMass.

Workshops will offer help

to victims of math anxiety
By DANIEL WHITE
(
'ol legian Correspondent

It starts the minute you take your seat in

class. As you feverishly attempt to copy

down the meaningless «'(juations the

teach«>r has written on the board, your

palms start sweating so hard your pen

s(juirls out between your fingers and pokes

the guy behind you in the eye. By the lime

you get it back you're shaking so hard your

x's, y's, twos and threes look like the trail

you left to the bathroom an hour after

eating at the D.C. last night. Ilsthen that

you realize that, once again, you're just

another victim of (pause for effect) math
anxiety.

However, it doesn't have to be this way.

On Sept. 24 and Oct. 1, math anxiety

workshops will be conducted by Doris

St(Mkton. a mathematics professor, and

Donald Banks, a counseling psychologist, in

room 1634 t)f the Lederle Graduate

Research Center. The workshops will run

from 4:;iO to 6 p.m. and are open to the

public.

The workshops will feature the film "Math

Anxiety: We beat it. so can you. " The film

stars Jean Smith and shows a cla.ss she

taught in which her students discussed

their various problems with math. Stockton

said the film is very beneficial in that the

workshop participants can relate to many of

the same troubles the students in the film

have. Participants realize that they are not

alone and their problems are not unique.

Two books are recommended for further

reading in the field: Mind over Math, by Dr.

Stank'v Kogelman and Dr. Jt)seph Warren
and Overcominq Math Anxiety, by Shelia

Tobias, who coined the phrasi" "Math

Anxiety."

Stockton and Banks havr b«H'n working as

a team on Ihi'se seminars lor approximately

six st'mesli'rs and have found that the

causes of math anxiety fall into two
cali'gories. One is that the studt-nts, at

some point in their .schooling, were iisked

(or are being ask«'<l) to do a level of math for

which they were not adequal«'ly prepared.

Sl«K'klon. who has been teaching math for

37years,;H) of them .it CMass, likens this to

asking some«tne "to do ballet steps before

they learn to walk." or asking them to be a

life guard before they have learned to

swim. The resulting frustration turns them
off to math.

The second reason, according to Stockton,

is that the math anxious people were made
to feel stupid for not knowing math. Too

much pressure was put on them to ke«'p up

or be more like their older brother Willy,

who always got A's in math.

The sessions also try to find some g(H)d

txpiTiences the participants have had with

math for instance, success they have had

in solving a particular problem, or a good

interaction they've had with someone who
encouraged and helped them.

Stockton sees more older people at the

seminars. She also sees more men than

women, but does not regard this as a trend

of any kind.

Stockton asserted that this is not a tutorial

.service, so students should leave their

b<M)ks at home. She said she offers help with

the fear of math, not help with the math

it .self.

Louis' still seeks rezoning;

owner argues merits of move
Bv JEANETTE

DEFOkGE
C^illegian Staff

Louis' Foods, located m
Amherst center since 1935,

will move to the corner of

Amity St. and University

Dr. if the managements zon-

ing request is passed at

town meeting Oct. 27.

The move is for "pure ex-

pansion." said Richard Vin-

cent, manager of Louis'

Foods. "There isn't a way
to have (the present loca-

tion) and to provide space

for service departments,"

he said.

In a town meeting on May
15. Vincent's rezoning re-

quest was dismissed
without action. The land

must be zoned as a business

area before the store can oc-

cupy it.

"It will \ye a long shot at

I)est that Louis' will be able

to more and survive," said

Alan Root, a member of the

Grey Panthers, a senior

citizen's activist group.

Rezoning requires a two-

thirds majority vote, which

Root said, will be very (lit

ficult to get."

There also has l)een op-

position from neighbors,

and "I can anticipate a traf-

fic problem." Root said. "If

Louis' moves to another

location it will lose their

walk -in traffic."

Louis' will not l)e in a

competitive position with

Super Stop and Shop and

Price C:hopper if it moves

dose to them, he atided.

The handicapped and

elderly will be most hurt by

the move, he said.

The proposed location is

accessible to a good number
of people and it is in the

area accessible to public

transportation," Vincent

said. "It is very close to the

CMass and Amherst cam-

pu.ses."

Louis' Foods in its present location on North

Pleasant Street. c-ii.wa,, ,,(,...„ »,> An.iv ii,.

One was from a 1979

Volkswagen (worth $300).

the second was a 1981

Chevrolet (worth $550). the

third was a 1975 Plymouth

Valiant (worth $600). Each

car was parked in lot 22.

and each stereo was
reported stolen on Satur-

day.

Polling places for Mass. primaries
State primary elections take place today.

Voters in precinct three, which includes

the Northeast, Orchard Hill, Central, and

Sylvan residential areas, vote at the

Efmmanuel Church on North Pleasant

street past Marks Meadow School.

Precinct four and five, which includes the

Southwest and Greek residential areas,

vote at the Bangs Community Center

behind Boltwood Walk.

Voters in precinct one vote at the North

Amherst Parish Hall, and tho.se in

precinct two vote at the North Fire

Station. Precinct seven at the Crocker

Farm School and precinct eight at the

Munson Librarv.

Polls are open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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TONIGHT

''Everyone Else's Beer

Mug NighV
Bring along any other establishments

Beer Mug
for a

35* DRAFT
12 oz. limit

On the Big Screen

CANADA CUP FINALS
Proper ID Required

Corner of Route 9 and University Drive
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Biggest Sale of the Year!

'250FF
OnJostens Gold CollegeRings.

Sec your )ostcns representative.

Date: Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20 - Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur

Place: Outside Univ. Store

Deposit: $15.00
Time: 10-3:30 pm

CfWli-^fm liu

GrrA'25Rebate OnYour '^VNIVERSITY
JomjcGold College Ring. iHaSTOJRJE'S'

GREAT
BIKE GIVEAWAY

mm A FIRENZE12 Speed Bike
one bike to be given away

bike is on display in our Sporting Goods Dept

r""BICYCLl"B€)TTuS"]

I

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
1 To enter, complete the oHicial entry form and

bring it to the store Enter as often as you wish

by using only original entry forms. Enter by

Sept 27, 1964 to be eligible,

2 The winner will be selected in a random draw

.ng on Sept 28, 1984.

3 Employees of the University Store and their

families are not eligible Taxes on the priie are

the sole responsibilitv of the winner

j Register to «in a riRfUn 1 ? "iPE CO BIKE . Fill out the co

I
pon t return it. No purchase required.

ukni

HOORCSS

PHONf

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

k},UmVERSITY
AlSTORE*

,
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DON'T SETTLE FOR SECOND BEST STRIVE TO BE NO. 1 !

DELTA CHI FRATERNITY

OPEN RUSH
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN INVITED

WE OFFER:

AN EXCITING SOCIAL LIFE

-EXCELLENT ACADEMIC STANDING
COMPETITIVE INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM
-PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED MEALS

AND MDSTDF ALL A BRDTHERHDOD THAT CARES

College

Pizza

AX"
HOUSE

FEARING STREET

SOUTH
WEST

DATES
TONIGHT! and WED.

SEPT. 18, 19

9-11 PM
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE

549-0482
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Vote and be heard
Anne Wexler, political direc-

tor of the Geraldine Ferraro

Vice Presidential campaign
and wife of the University of

Massachusetts Chancellor
Joseph D. Duffey, put it simp-

"Politicians don't listen to

anyone who doesn't vote."

Today's election will decide

the finalists for the election to

the U.S. Senate seat being vac-

cated by Paul Tsongas, a good

friend of education over the

years. Locally, Democrats
John Olver and Phil Mokrzecki

are running against each other

for the Hampshire-Franklin
district seat in the state

Senate.

If students want any of their

concerns dealt with on any

level, they are going to have to

get out and vote. It doesn't

matter what the issue is, or

which side you stand on, you

will have no voice in this coun-

try unless you participate in

the process.

The 18 to 25 age group has

the worst voting record of any

age group in the country.

Despite the efforts and huge

voter registration drives con-

ducted by student government
and MassPIRG members and
the Amherst League of Women
Voters, a good portion of the

student population remains
unregistered.

But that isn't even the whole

problem. Many students who
are registered to vote do not go
to the polls on election day.

What happens? Are they

bored by the candidates or the

issues, are they too busy study-

ing or trying to catch dinner at

the DC?
If students do not realize how

precious their right to vote is,

they should remember that on-

ly 12 years ago, 18-year-olds

did not have that right. At that

time, unjust military draft laws

and a war in Southeast Asia

gave students an urgent need

to work hard for voting rights.

Don't let those efforts Y)e

ridiculed. Vote today if you are

registered. Register today if

you are not.

Unsigved editorials repre-

sent the majority opinion ofthe

Collegian Board ofEditors.

Just what is that thing they call art?

It you were anywhere near the Fine Arts Center plaza

at 8:47 a.m. last Friday, you would have seen a puffy-

laced blonde woman trying to pick up her books while

nur.sing a bleeding scratch on the left side of her head.

You would have then seen that woman throw her books,

lick the the blood off her brow, and then attempt to push

the new Mario Staccioli cement sculpture oft the steps

and into the Campus Pond. You would have seen the

woman wipe her hands, pick up her books, and walk

toward the Campus Center, opening and closing her

mouth to test the alignment of her jaw.

It is not my fault, you know. It is the fault of the -thing

on the steps. What is it?

Now it's not quite as bad as the time my sister walked

out of Filene's and into the back end of a policeman's

horse, but nevertheless embarrassing. I thought this

thing was a wall. (Those I walk into. I guess.)

I have other questions, too. Why are there three rusted

dice tottering by the side of the campus pond'.'

Did someone leave his car in the South Bronx for a year

or two and then bring the rusted remains back to UMass

to make a social statement'.' Tell me. I want to know.

And what is the big red thing on Haigis Mall'.' Why is it

benf Does it repre.sent anything sexual'.' Is that why so

manv men hang out there while waiting tor the bus.'

What is it made ot? And why is it nine teet tall'.'

And this business about the three meter island at the

end of the Campus Pond. Wh it are they doing to if.' No

one is putting a wooden border around Marthas

You rant hang out there; it's t(H) conspicuous. Plus, it

you fell asleep there you'd probably roll off and the people

in the KAC faculty offices would look out and laugh at

vou.

Mary Cresse

(j>\\i^\

Now take the Metawampe. He's practically had his hand

sawed off. his spear bent, his feet littered with Orange

Crush cans and vodka bottles; moreover, he's stuck in a

<'orner. Who sees him'.' Impatient lovers and potheads.

Hut as art. I like him. Me looks like something I've seen

before- something, you know, human. Person like.

Now, my last point. Does anyone on this campus have an

aversion to common representational art'.'

And true. I am an English major, and being abstract all

day gives me a taste for the likes of Metawampe. And

maybe my knowledge of art history isn't admirable the

first time I saw a Klee, I thought my nephew did it.

Mut whenever I get depressed or pensive, or when I just

want to stare, I want something that will relax me.

Something that will show me representational .sculpture

IS still alive. UMa.ss doesn't seem to know, I gue.ss.

So 1 watch TV.

Letters to the Editor

Is it hypocrisy or charity?

Since 1982 $350 million has been cut from health ser-

vices in America, yet somewhere we found $372 million to

nut the Pershing II missiles in Europe. Child nutrition pro-

grams have been sliced by $500 million, but the Pentagon

sees nothing amiss in spending $505 million on cnaise

missiles. Aid to college students has been cut back by $950

million. Trident I, a single nuclear submarine, cost $953

million to produce.

The clear mess^e is that in order to feed our massive

military, responsibility for developing this country's

human resources is to fall on the private sector. The

military has been given higher priority than feeding the

hungry right here at home.

In light of these facts, I find it particulariy offensive that

the Army was selling soda during their recruiting fair by

the Campus Pond Wednesday to raise money for Easter

Seals. Is this not the height of hypocritical, ineffectual

lil)eral reform?

We'll never really begin to know how many children

have been placed in wheelchairs through the activities of

the regimes our military supports in Cental America. Our

military has always been very adept in the manipulation of

symbols to create an attractive image, but I strongly feel

that this rather transparent attempt at painting the

military as a charitable organization is going too far.

Tim Harris

Amherst, MA
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Biggest Sale of the Year!

'250rF
OnJostensGold CollegeRings.

VISA-

See your jostcns representative.

Date: Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20 - Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur

Place: Outside Univ. Store
^.^^ ^^3^3^ ^^ j_^

DeDOsit: %\^-^^^

GrrA'25RrmTrOsYouR ^UNIVERSITY
JosiwsGoldCouigeRing ^USTORE*< 1"H4 liiuons I".

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

George Gallup,
of the Gallup Poll

Jr

Public Opinion Polls and
the American Presidency

Tuesday, September 18, 1984

8:00 PM FREE
student Union Ballroom

Get on line
witliout
waiting
in line.

V.
>^ y

Inivt-rsity ("omputtr

Center

"Unbelievable!**
\'. ;- iiui '• i>i ''11' II

It;
1 1 'ii'Htti • M'lii -nS hours CiI

!u)m*'W()ik tor your computer courses To

iiKtke ii louj»,ri situiUioii worse you've fiol to

(.l.iti oil spemling precious lime staiidiiig

iM line evej-y lirn*- you want Ui gel on line

Ami your odils on {<eltmg a prinl oul by ihe

lime you need it are about as good as gel

ling seals to a Michael tiackson concert

That IS, of course, unless you do your com
puter homework at the Computer Access

Cell!.!-

16 cliairs, no waiting!
TlieCcmpwler Access Center is a unique

w. irkspace that ..ffers evei-ything you need
•

> > do all ofyour computer work, in one

the flour Hi' seiiieslei lui' aj K^iig .1.. yu:.

need them, right in the center ol Amht-r:,!

Finally you've got an alternative to usiiif*,

your school's crowded tacilit I'- 1 niiiiin

a terminal for the whole sen.

The Access Center has it all Itj w^i k ;.U

Uons fully equipped with computers and

terminals, complete modem systems that

allow you to tie in to Cyber. VAX or any

other mainframe that you have the access

code for. on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers for instant print outs, and

experienced and knowledgeable computer

pros always on duty to help you

Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre

cious time standing in line Now you can

plan ahead and reserve time on a terminal

that will be waiting just for you

: what are you waiting for'' Call today

and see for yourself how easy and inexpen

sive renting lime on a computer can be

COMPUTER A\L^L^E^C3 CENTER INC.
ON SITE hourly/semester RENTAI^ 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Street. Amher«;i MA ;;n letl rear ot p^'p' Pso iermmai building)

Men -Thurs 9am11pm Fn 9 am-6 pm. Sat Sun 10 am-6 pm

8 FREE HOURS OF COMFUTER TIME '

Call today, mention this ad and use one of our

computefs for two hours at no cost'

Offer good during busness hours Monday
through Friday until October 1 5th

50*^ iVbybelline'
f\njp -^Products

with coupon*

May be

used

in the

Mini Store

also

• Double coupon
does not apply

to store coupons
Open M-F

9-5

Sat 11-4

Any
/Vt\ybelline

Product
In Stock

valid until

9/23/84

OFF
^.UNIVERSITY
imSTORE^ i

Arts
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The final Bergman film
AFTER THE REHEARSAL
Directed by Ing^mar Bergman
Pleasant St. Theater

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

Director Ingmar Bergman allows his audience to enter

his world of directing with>4y?('r theRehmrml. The film is

a cinematic essay which sheds light on Bergman's techni-

que for those who find his films obscure and pretentious.

It is a contrast to the more elalx)rate Fanny nnii AU'X-

ander. There is only a sparsely furnished set for the three

actors. Erland Josephson plays an aging director who has

stayed behind after a rehearsal of "Dream Play" by Str-

ingl)erg. While he daydreams, he is joined by his young

leading actress Anna and then her mother Maria, played

by Ingrid Thurlin.

Anna's presetit and future as an actress are determined

by her attitude Uiwards the past. Josephson/Bergman

says the director is "not part of the drama." He believes

that his role is to help his leading lady realize her potential.

Her angry memories of her mother, an actress as well as

Josephson's former lover, hold her back. The direcU)r

must help fight these emotions that block Anna from con-

tn)lling her gift.

You are drawn into the current of the director-actor

relationship which is generated by Bergman's love for his

profession. Ajlt^r thf Rvheamnl cannot Ih' picked apart to

sjxitlight certain moments or performances. The film is so

complete and intense that it must 1k' seen to l>e ap-

preciated.

If you have not seen any Ingmar Bergman films. Aj)rr
the Reh-earsal can sustain itself as an informative essay on
the director's craft. If you have a few films un<ler your
l)elt, some of your questions will be atiswerd. After, thr

Rehearsal is a warm tribute to the cinema, actors, direc

tors and the audience.

Read Arts

.•^c^

Car
Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

PERSONALIZED
STYLE_HAmaJTS_

$7.00 ]

(with this coupon) |

$10.00 with Shampoo 1

and Blow Dry
$11.50 Long Hair I

Please Call for in Appointment

Expir»»s 9. 30 84

Styles by Deborah
Amnerst MA 549 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

FREE
One Sample Pack with five deliciously

different one-cup servings.

GeneraI Foods
hlERNATiONAl CoffEES

Sample Pack
lnsi)yM0Lhii,Ml>lt PmSSiWr

•^ft^uA C^t'lK-w^vs &a0iecin0

HAS YOUR FREE SAMPLE PACK OF GENERAL FOODS" INTERNATIONAL |
COFFEES. CLIP THIS COUPON AND HAVE A TASTE ON US. 5

I Limit-one request per customer Samole packs are available at the

Ir."' <s^ UNIVERSITY
STORED

Limited Quantities Available! FREE
mm0fm

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

a large selection

of clamp-on
lights also available

Delta Upsilon

Fraternity

OPEN RUSH
Tue 18 at 9:00 p.m.

Wed 19 at 9:00 p.m.

778 No. Pleasant St.

549-3831
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Pioneer l/elleg Ikk Equipnent

SPECt/lLHJJ%G f/\

STUDEIVT REMTALS

V_L/ approved

Located In the Campus Center

o,„MFM QnmVERSITY
mSTORE^Sat 11-4

VIDEO TERMII^ALS-

.PRI!\TER$-

.nODEIHS.

RENT ME
FOR A

SEMESTER
HBT-J

RENTALS AS LOW AS $100.00 PER SEMESTER
259 TRIANGLE STREET, AMHERST 549-1017

Mon: 8:30 - 6:00 Tues-Fri: 8:30 - 8:00 Sat: 10:00 - 5:00
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When we go to

Boston to talk to

our legislators

concerning student

issues Senator

John Olver has

provided

continuous support.

His dedication to

public higher

education has

provided generous

budgets for our

University and for

financial aid.

A former UMass Professor, Senator Olver is aware of

the need to address and assist student issues. Please

help re-elect OUR Senator. Vote Today'

Beth Harrington

Dana Pierce

Paid for by The Olver Committee

Annette Geoff rion, 28 Maple St., So. Hadley

Chairperson

Hvpercurricula

CLIFFE IS HACK - Be

sure to join him in open

discussion outside student

I'nion Mon., Tues., Thurs.,

and Fri. 12-2 p.m.

UMASS REPUBLICAN
CLUB BUSINESS
MEETING - The
Republican Club will hold its

first meeting of the year to

organize club activities and
discuss possibilities for the

future at H p.m. at the Cam-
pus Center room 904-908.

=.

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29^
• Includes Mounting,

plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd No Amhe'il MA
Ar.t.>5s Ifcjm WnU MtM s Sl.jc

549-4704

How tomake peace withlblstoy

If the academic wars are getting \oii down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break

with a ricli and chix:olate\' cup ot'Suisse Mocha . It's just one of seven deiiciously

different tlax'ors from
Cieneral Ft>ods

International Coffees.
llBi-a::JC~r-_ i

GtNHKAI. KXM)S IMLRNATIONAL COM HHS
AS MUCI 1 A Ml 1 l\(i AS A [I A\'()R.

Available at: University store
c 1 984 General Foods Corporation

ITALIAN CLUB
MEETING - All are

welcome to join us for the

first meeting of the

semester to discuss future

plans. New members
welcome to come at 7 p.m.

on the 3rd floor lounge

Herter Hall.

DUKE ELLINGTON
COMMITTEE MEETING
- DEC is back! We deal

with bringing third world

entertainment to UMass.

Come learn more about us

at 7:30 p.m. in the Com-
monwealth Room.

UPC GENERAL
MEETING - Last meeting

before Black UHuru. Many
more shows coming up.

New members always
welcome at 6:30 p.m. in the

Commonwealth Room.

.Tuesday, September 18. 1984

CERRF INTRO
MEETING - Committee
for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom's
First meeting. We are Fro-

choice, pro-ERA, Pro-gay

rights, against sterilization

abuse and anti-racist. Cam-
pus center room 805, 3-5

p.m.

AURORA PARTNERS
INVESTMENT CLUB -
There will be an investment

club meetmg to review

future investments
possibilities and to discuss,

among other things, our

New York trip to Wall

Street. Input is welcome.

SBA 111. 7 p.m.

GEORGE GALLUP
LECTURE - George
Gallup Jr.. President of the

Gallup poll will speak

tonight on "Public Opinion

Polls and the American

FYesidency." in the Student

Union Ballroom. 8 p.m.

Tuesday, September 18, 1984 iCoilegian 9

NOTICE
STUDENTS ON
FILE AT THE
CO-OP OFFICE
PLEASE NOTIFY

YOUR
COUNSELOR
OF ANY
ADDRESS
CHANGES

J DIETING?
Try something dif ^

J
ferent. Lose weight ^
sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets' Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181.

Preregistration by
Sept. 21

WEDNESDAY
PENNY DRAFT NITE

Every other 12 oz. Draft 1*7-1

THURSDAY
99'

Drinks

till 11 pm
mmtrnmi^i i

, .
, . i ii n. i

.
%»i»i>.Mw—m.i

aiiiiMiMil^iii^
''''''•''''' '

'iri
i

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
PARTY WITH CRAZY GEORGE

till 2 AM

SUNDAY
SPORTS ACTION starts 1 pnn

in our Sports Pub
w/99* Drinks 1 - 7

"FUNNY HOUR"
1-7* 7 DAYS A WEEK

Rt. 9 Hadley (across from]
^^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^Farms Mali)]

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

U55e£ IVi OUiiJ ')HOI K)f\
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/ rs eon HOPi . Ae^OLtmr not.
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(/30. KX/f( OF \ J^le.
ccNBRj huemuA -yjt^^-
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Gorde by Gorde

'/WELCOME "^0 "^f^E ^iMAL \
thJ%TALLME^JT OF "Tm^AR .

»f

/>

MBE^SE . -^A

FiNAW^ C>CiT

IhjTC.HEEHEB .

THAT ChEM'ST^''
COURSE HA HA .

r,

irinr'i I I

TOMORROW/

-»E Tcr

_ PE! > lit* .

AW 5c EMPs "The art ^

Cf COMIC srRiPPltJC- " '«="'^

'.-"/,. / HOPE YOU'VE ^CJh'::

.' BKUf^'HTEKlMla lAND^
EAjjoyA6LE?j-(^^.p^^-

^.ENGINEERING-

'II' M ;'"'

Under Foot by Joe Bradbury

A FEW THINOS YOU
SHOULD KNOW RBOUT
CEOR\C... RLTHOU&H
HE LOOKS QUlTt An\RBLE

...HE'S ACTUALLY SLY,

CUWNING, nEftW RNO,
RBOVE RLL, HE'S ...

.CRUELLY AMBITIOUS

OH, nAY»E SOnE DRY

l\\. &ET MA»^»ME0I

Ultra Mass

3«k^< H""'" J**'^ •To»~ < hf
<nelr\^J*. O van duisK* ^ on<.

/^€*l tK. \Ki\\^^r9.^

Yeasthead Jason Talerman

CRusf-ali^eadl s^n ol<i tiArs

(Co^io shot fncAK ^'"'^^

voWo iWi«-V A'MC Piece's

The Lab by Law

THIS TIME ILL
ASK Hei\ FOR A
PATE..riX BE
COOL.. CALM.

A

KCAL POUBLE-O
)
SEVEN.'OKKlHERe
Sy^^ COMES 1

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l-Uliled b> Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Publisher

Henry
5 Sweetens the

pot

10 Pfiolograptted

14 The mind 15

like

Wilbur

15 Street shot*

16 Amazon
estuary

17 One hit lor a

home run

19 With, in Cannes
20 Sweep
21 Lucille s son

22 Home to some
wildiite

24 Coliseums
26 NaboKov novel

28 Vegetable

30 Classify agam
33 Pour out

copiously

36 Garden bloom
38 Literary coHec

tion

39 See to

40 Negri and
namesakes

41 Comic Wilson

42 Food lor Fido

43 Finger or toe

44 Flocks pens
45 See 61 Across

as example
47 Neutral tone
49 More

mysterious

51 Publicising

5S Beach house
57 Nobleman
59 Tyro

60 Too bad'

61 Diamond per

tormer

64 Dover delicacy

65 Belgian city

66 Took the

subway
67 out

(persevered!

68 Gnaw
69 Rumple

DOWN
' Africa" capital

2 German sub

3 Director Frank
4 Numerical
ending

5 Overdue debt

6 Collars

7 Linger behind

8 Teleosl tish

9 Concerned
mainly about
others

10 Laconian
capital

11 Really en)oy

12 Raw materials

13 Diplomat s

asset

18 Formal com
mand

23 Slick

25 Mamie Eisen

hower. nee

27 High tlown

29 Farthest or

highest point

31 Tennyson
character

32 Pool measures
33 Greek walkway
34 Flippant

35 Alert

37 Ring king

40 Pathetic

41 and
twenty black

birds

43 Actor Bruce
44 Trim lor a Chop
46 Chartered

48 Magic
50 Rent anew

52 I believe —
53 Food and

clothes

54 Skirt features

55 One way to pay

56 Lilyskin

58 Fishlood
62 Architect s org

63 Hurler s asset

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Hey, you got a problem?

Tell me about it!

Write to Ask Lois, your local Ann

Landers, c/o the Collegian,

113 Campus Center.

Watch for it next week!

15 years a^o today al UMass

Thursday. SepU-mbt-r 18. 19H9.

I'nivcrsity ol Massachusetts I'rt'sidenl

,I()hm W. Lt'dtTlt' caiU'd on students,

taculty niomtuTs and administrators to

make the rolk'Ki' a school with '"soul" in

the annual convocation address.

The I'nderj^raduate Student Senate

donated $1600 to a student group

organizing a so called Free University

("ity which called lor tents and domes to

be built outside ot Southwest where

students could live and learn in.

The Hoard ot Trustees began plans to

select a new UMass President to replace

n't iring Lederle.

Compiled by KITA MURPHY.

Today's D.C. Menu
Lunch

Hamburger on roll

Liver and Onions

Basics Lunch

Golden Burgers

Fresh Zucchini Pie

Basics Dinner
Polynesian Vegetables

Italian Tofu Balls and Sauce

Grinder Roll

Vegetarian Antipasto with

Bread Sticks

Dinner

Turkey Divan

F'isherman's Plate, Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

Roman Ham Plate with

Macaroni Salad

Super Sc(X)per Cones
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Stereo^rith Class.

Basic Economics
SONY
STR-VX250 Receiver

JVC
LA-120 Turntable

M92E Cartridge

82 Speakers $299

Applied Physics

TX-15 Receiver

JVC
LA-120 Turntable

ortofon

0M-5E Cartridge

BostoH
A40 Speakers

Mass Communication
SONY
STR-VX350 Receiver

PS-LX310 Turntable

L727E Cartridge

A60 Speakers.

$499

Music Appreciation

$379

Independent Study

TX-35 Receiver

TA-2022 Cassette Deck

CS-515-65 Turntable

TTTT

DM-110 Speakers.

Receiver $749 fZ^

SONY
CDP-200 Compact ^^-.-.
Disc Player $o9v/

KP-2000 $1 1 9

$869

Library Science
harman/kardon
CD-191
including

calibration

$330
ONKYO
TA-2022

including head
cleaning fluid

j/ Mi'mmmmmmm a«a>Kj»««tk '^^V

$149
If

-^

All components are pre-tested and backed
department. A two-week return privilege and a

by Sound & Musics factory authorized service

six-week lay-away option are available.

U 1
90-92 King St. iRteS), Northampton •Mon - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

September 11, 12, 13, 18

9 - 11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

f YCR MNOGWf.
<>«>

open CldS5

Mil. l^ iMIB .' ib.'B.'
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WITH SLY DUNBAR
8r ROB SHAKESPEARE
AND SPECIAL GUEST

HELP WANTED:

Snow Shovelers

EARN:

STUDENTS $9.50

PUBLIC $11.50

Tickets still available

UMass ID required to enter with Student ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield

Civic Center, and Stop & Shop locations in

Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and Pitt-

sfield.

No cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

Wed.

Sept. 19

S.U.B.

UMass

I I
Up To $7.50 per hour

I

1

I

1

I

By Shoveling snow in

dormitory areas.

MAKE MONEY THIS WINTER

APPLY AT:

SGA PRESIDENTS OFFICE
406 STUDENT UNION

(Above the Credit Union)

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^^^ ^Monda^Thursday 8 45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% cfacount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number

ADVERTISING

Advartis* FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
Advertise items you want to sell or buy Call

632 9498

ATTENTION
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACk-A-OISC RACKAVIDEO rs hinng

DJ s. Send resume to: PO Box 48. Amherst.

MA 01004

ENTERTAINMENT

viOEO ViOEO^IOEO 'VIOEO Reck A
Video entertainment giant 10 and 15 foot

screens fw dorms and Greeks. MTV"
video music call 549 7144

Rack^A Disc Rack A Video entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys.

Bands and Video Call 549 7144

Gibson Les Paul copy with venous etiecis

S200 or BO also TUSC 60 watt amplifier

almost new $200 firm Please call Dave at

2533368

Computarhsadtl Dont rent a Decwriter

buy mine $700 complete and excellent coll

Ted 263 7985

WICKED AND WILD 0J» audio and

visual entertainment for the 80's 564 6712

UMASS SKI CLUB
Be part of the tradition Information and

membership table at Campus Center Con

course Wed Fn Special price join before

Oct 1 for »7 00

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE
HELP WANTED

73 Saab 96-A claasicl BO 6 4548/450^

1977 VW Scirocco. 4 spd AC 60.000 mi

SI 500 or best offer 546-4745

19TO Ford^laata S. original owner, ex-

cellent condition, service records. $1700

774-7366 evenings

VW Camper 1973 excellent shape, new

engine nattery muffler 253 7901 evening 7 to

10

1978 Pontiac LaMana. AM/FM caioette

stereo, cruise, $2960/b«»t offer 256-2ffll_

1978 Chavy MaHbur2 door hardtop In

good running condition. Best offer over

»1 ,000 call 549-0628

1972 Pontiac Ventura dependable passed

June inspection $600 00 best offer

545 2690

'81 VW Rabbit Covartlbia: 36 mpg,

AM/FM cass stereo, lifetime rustproo^new

shocks and exhaust, must sell 788-0000

19731 MaMbu good engine no body rust call

for details 549 4354 late eves $800 of
^T

73 Buick^raaaic luxury car beautiful shape

must sell 600 or B0J49 1164

Dodge cuatocnizad Van 77 engine m gd

running ordef cstm int call 549-4892

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Students naadad for programs wtth the

developmentally disabled Credit available

Valuable experience Info Meetings 9i'.

9-20, 2-2« 7 pm CC rm 917

SOllNDESIGN STEREO Originally $900 2

years old $469 Dresser $40 253 3682

Apartment lurniturel Bed. dresser

bookcase mirrors, chairs etc 266 0682 after

5 pm

SachnMopad 1181 very good condition

drive on campus' $360/80 253 2284

Caroline

Spaakart AR 18 perfect siie for dorm room

in great cond powerful 100 wt capability

Great sound $100 call R ick 253 2720

SyivanJalS inch colorTV $160 please call

263-2410

Portable typawritar for aala call 549 1368

Ingrid

Dorm refrigerator one year old after 6 PM
any day 549 7189

1980 Honda CX8000L helmet h luggage

included $1300 call Chris levesl 665 2445

12^ipaad Fuji for aala fine running condi-

tion $100 549 &«i6

farmtriarrBantam 560 with Modem Good

condition Perfect tor COINS 121/123

$300 Call Mike 546-6917

OuTtarT Music Man Sabre Maple neck, ac

tive electronics Like new with case $300

Amp • Peavey Bandit, 2 years old SOW.

12" speaker, active tone controls. $180 or

$400 for both Mike 546-8917

Dorm refrigerator 2 5 cubic foot Sany

»60 table top oven $25 2 element hot plate

$15. $80 for all 1 967 7846 after 6

KJtchari"tabia^^4 chaira $126 or BO
548-0867 :,

Maintananca parson wantad 2 hr» per

day, Mon Fri. mornings Duties include

cleanir>g office and maintaining equip

Mechanical aptitude and workstudy re

quired Apply m person 9 4 Mon Fn at 113

CC (Collegian office I

House people wantad for light cleanup at

Fraternity Mon thru Sun Free meals and

more Call Mark after 4 549 3744

AttantionI Public Relations. Journalists.

Graphic Designers The SGA Communica
tions Office is now hinng Great opportunity

to develop your portfolio' WS and non WS
|Obs available See Kelley Riley in 423 Stu

dont Union for application Deadline is

9/21/84.

Local advartlsino agency seeks student

intern. Call 586-2138

Homecooked meels exchar>ged for kit

Chen help 10 hours a week call 253 9071 ask

for Wheaty

Homamakers, Home Health Aide posi

tions available immediately Part time, flexi

t>le hours Free training offered Call Home
Care Services for more information

S8&3886

Redemption Staff : Be part of the only stu

dent run redemption service in Mass Exp

with cash handling & numbers Must have

license Et workstudy Apply 306 SUB
545 0618

Work -study positions Union Video Center

S U B no experience req.

Student Rep. wanted, eem commission

and travel Lowest prices on campus Town
Tours 617 321 3993

Montreal Weekend Perty Nov 24 $68

includes RT transportation from your cam

pus, 3 says 2 nights hotel in DT Montreal

Welcome Party all taxes and tips drinking

age 18 optional Brums Montreal tickets call

to-lay TOWN TOURS 482 Main St MaWen.

M\ 617 321 3993

Part lime jobs perfect for students' Get

experience get paid for political work

Hazardous waste clean up energy issues

voter education Mass Fair Share is building

a part time staff in public education and fun

draising Hours 5 10 PM Flexible schedule

$60 $120 wk Call 586 8713

Nursing Students Join our growing staff

Nurses Aides needed Full time, part time,

any shift Home care, private duty or staff

relief One year recent experience required

Medical Personnel Pool 586 7365

Part time help wanted evenings h
v»eekends controll desk and pm chasers

Must be neat in appearance and reliable

Apply in person Northampton Bowl, 525

Pleasant St. Northampton. Mass

Enthtjsiasttc Students to apply Asst to

the Speaker Student Senste WorV on

student /campus /social issues Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary 10

hrs /wk , $3 35/hr For more details call

5450341 Pick up applications in rm 420

SUB Application deadline Oct 1,4 00 pm
SGA IS an AA/EOE.

the^ StudenvTCenter for Educational

Research and Advocacy is hiring

undergrads to loarm political organizing b
student interest research skills SCERA also

has positions lor a writer /editor, resource

center staff person and tor the anti racism

team 10 hrs/wk $3 35/hr Work study b
non work study Applications at 420 Stu

dent Union Applications due 9'26 SCERA
IS an AA/EEO employer

Auditor needed, SGA Treasurers Office

must be able to analyze and apply financial

information 10 15 hrs/wk, $3 35/hr

Workstudy or non workstudy Applications

in 417 Student Union Building Deadline

September 27 at noon AA/EOE

Exotic Dancers wanted full or part time 4

to 12 tel 247 5682

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2098

The Boston Party Cruise 800 Boston

women have bought tickets 200 tickets left

tor UMass men call Brian 549 1466

LOST

Class Ring 86 black onyx parents vyiB kill

me call Duan of Students Office or Students

Affairs Office 5 2684

RENT AN APARTMENT

2 bedroom apt in N Amherst is available

Sept 22 apartment is on bus rl rent is

$386 « call 549 5415

MANICURIST WANTED

Manicurist wanted for new nail salon in

Amherst call office 1 283 3837

MOTORCYCLES

REWARD

Reward Lost giald watch and pearl nng

NOPE locket room or vicinity inside pocket

of denim lacket Extreme sentimental value

I am going crary without these things' No
quest' 2560102

1975 Honda CB3eOT, 16800 miles, new
tires, Cham, battery last year $600/BO

549 0437

PERSONALS

RIDE WANTED

Ride from Carriage Shopa to Nortftwood
Apts on Mon and Tu after midnight Call

evenings 253 9884 IM, Tu, Fl or 665 4823
Ask for Mike

Delta Upsllon Open Rush Tues 18 Wed 19

9 pm Come check out the advantages that

Fraternity life can offer. Any questions call

549 3831

beer Robin of McKlmmey I long to carry

you away to my new house in the Berkshires

for the most romantic, spellbinding

weekend of your life

To the BUS DRIVER with the brown hair,

maroon pants, b green shirt who picked me
up at Northwood Apt last Thursday night at

5 00 I'd really love to meet you It you're in

terested. reply through the Personals The

girl in the tan lacket

PHOtOQRAPHERSr UMass Photo Coop

IS looking lor interested people to staff the

store Many positions available Come to

the organiiational meeting Wed 9/19 in

Campus Center Room 802 at 7 pm

Pagato. Sagapol Good Luck this

semestefi Love always. Sweet Pea

ROOMMATE WANTED

Dealraabla. $10000 $200 00 monthly

Negotiable Northampton Busline Sharon

586 7750. Joel 1 532 4536

Male wantad to share 2 bedroom Presiden

tial Apartment low rent 549 2808

Femele to shere one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood Apt Call Beth or

Cathy at 2581619

Room available m a tour bedroom apt

$120 00 per month On bus line, very big in

Riverglade Apts call 256 1326

Share 2 bedroom apt in Northwood with

2 others cheap rent and utilities call Jay

666 3267

Sltara apt w/2 greet people bus rt $200

includes H E» HW Belchtwn Cti 323 6067
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Sports
The men's soccer team is looking for

student managers. Anyone interested

should call coach Jeff (iettler at

545-:n20 for more information.

.:•:•:•:•:•;•;•;•;•

Field hockey hits road
to face Boston College
Slickers look for Ihird win

Hy EI) HAVWAKI)
(\)IU'j^an Staff

The I'liivfrsily of Massachusetts field

hockey team looks to better its record to

3-1 as the Minutemen take on a revitalized

Boston College team tonight in (Jhestnut

Hill.

"Up until this year they've iK'en a weak
team; an opponent we could count on

beating," said L'Mass ccjach Pam Hixon.

"But that's all changed now. They have a

new head coach and a new group. We're
.seeing them in a different light."

Hixon expects a physical game from the

Kagles as well as a fast one but that's about

all. "They're a hard hitting team and

they're cjuii-k but they don't have a lot of

.skill," Hixon .said.

Hixon al.so sees the artificial playing sur-

face as having an influence on the contest.

"It's an entirely different game on turf.

The game is much faster and ball control

liecomes even more important," Hixon

.said.

(Mass-B.C

'liege^'herc: Alumni Field, Boston <

When: 7 p.m.

Last season: I'Mass 2, BC 0.

Players to watch: Megan Donnelly with

three goals and an assist so far this

season shtwts penalty corners.

Although I'Mass defeated Michigan fj-O

in their last game the Minutemen could

have scored more goals. But the team fail-

ed to capitalize on numerous opportunities

resulting from penalty corners. In

tonight's game, Hixon hopes for better pro-

fluction from penalty corner situations.

"We want to improve on converting our

penalty corners to shots-on-goal. This will

i)e importiint tomorrow. The turf will help

us l>ecause the ball plays much truer than

on natural grass," Hixon said.

While the Minutemen forwards work to

convert the penalty corners on the offen-

sive side of the field, the UMass defenders
will have a big job to do according to Hixon.

"We want to keep the ball outside our
2r)-yard line. The fewer changes we give

them to .score the Ix'tter our chances to

win," .said Hixon.

Overall, Hixon just looks for her team to

continnue its tenacious style of play.

"We're going to have to remain heads-up
an<l keep alert. They (the Eagles) play a

man-to-man so we'll have to keep on top

and continue to execute," Hixon said.

I'Ma-ss' leading scorer is junior mid-
fielder Megan Donnelly who has three thus
far. Senior co-captain Pam Moryl follows

closely with two goals. P'reshman goalie

Lynn Carlst)n will probably get the start

against B.C. after successfully shutting out
Michigan with an outstanding debut in last

Thursday's game.

< <'ll»Vi<"i I'll"'" •>> I'iiiil l><-sniarais

UMass goalie Lvnn Carlson, here against Michigan, faces Boston Col-

lege today

Volleyball tonight
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Univeristy of

Ma.s,sachusetts' volleyball

team hopes to rebound from

its third place finish in the

llMass Invitational with a

match today against Ijowell.

The Minutemen, 4 2.

defeated American Inter

national College in their first

match before going 3-2 last

weekend in their own
tourney.

Freshman Marcy Guiliotis

has been playing well for the

team. The match is at

Boyden Gym at 7 p.m.

The UMass water polo

team is also looking to shake

off a bad tournament. Th
Minutemen face Amherst
College today at Amherst at

3:30. I'Mass has a 11 record

with the Jeffs this season,

winning at home and losing

at the MIT tourney. They
went 13 in the tournament.

sports

nolices

The intramural depart

ment needs officials for

flag football, co-rec foot-

ball and soccer. Sign up in

the intramural office in

Boyden 215. Work-study

and non work-study posi-

tions available. Play starts

right away so come down.

Call 5-2893 for more infor-

mation.

A Heisman for B.C. Flutie can go with no Bo

jriati |ihoti> hy Uavid I' IViiUr

UMass tailback George Barnwell turns the corner against Lehigh

Dan
Leberfeld

Boston College quarterback Doug Flutie

should have the Heisman trophy in his cor-

ner now. If he plays his cards right and con-

tinues his stupendous play, he will be on

stage in New York accepting his coveted

award come spring.

The 5-9 3/4 senior's chief rival for the

award. Auburn tailback Bo Jackson, is out

for the sea.son with a shoulder separation

suffered during the Tiger's loss to Texas on

Saturday. The junior speedster was
Flutie's biggest competition.

Forget about Napolean McCallum
(Navy). Bill PYalic (Pittsburgh), Johnnie

Jones (Tennessee), Ray ('hildress (Texas),

or Clara Peller (Wendy's), it was Flutie or

Jackson. Now F'lutie stands alone. He con-

trols his own destiny.

It would be Flutie over Jackson anyway
simply because the Natick navigator is the

most exciting player to hit the college

ranks since Gail Sayers was at Kansas. He
has almost singlehandedly Uiken a Division

1 program out of the dumpster and into the

national spotlight and the Top 20 rankings

that go with it.

The only reason Flutie might not get the

Heisman is because of his draftability in the

NPT>. The Heisman selecti(m commmittee
might be leary about giving their award to

a player who will not be picked in the first

round of the draft. No matter what he does

on the field, no NFL team will invest a first

round pick on a small quarterback.

The commmittee won't let this deter

them. They will give it to him barring in-

jury and total collapse.

The deregulation of college football on
television was a big mistake. The schools

are now losing megabucks. When the

NCAA sanctioned all the games, the

schools were raking in the dough. Now that

the courts have ruled in favor of the schools

negotiating their own deals, the roof has

caved in on many of the schools financially.

Now the television market is over-

saturated with games. There are too many
games and not enough advertisers and

viewers. Schools like Oklahoma, Georgia,

Boston College and Pittsburgh are said to

be losing millions. Maylr>e if they develop

Keith Jackson clones and sell them to these

syndication companies they will do little

l)etter. What is college football without

Jackson and his emphatic cries of

"Fumble."

People, Places and Things — Notre

Dame could have the most talented college

football team ever assembled this year.

Headman Gerry P'aust has plucked at least

10 of the nations top 100 high school

seniors each year while at South Bend. It is

starting to become obvious that he is a

super recruiter and a weak X's and O's

coach. His time is running out ... Former
L'Mass standout Joe McLaughlin is now
starting at inside linebacker for the Giants

... Charlie FVll is out at Florida after the

NCAA threw the book at them for many
violations. Look for former F'lorida stan-

dout and Heisman trophy winnner Steve

Spurrier to take over. He is now the coach

of the USFL's Tampa Bay Bandits ...

UMass tailback George Barnwell is related

to the Los Angeles Raiders starting wide
receiver Malcolm Barnwell ... UMass coach

Bob Stull's former boss at the University of

Washington, Don James was acclaimed as

the best coach in America by Sports Il-

lustrated ... Jerry Rice, a wide receiver at

Mississippi Valley State, could lt>e the first

player picked in the 1985 draft. He caught

17 passes for 300 yards inn their opener.

Don't laugh, there in the same divison as

UMa.ss ... A few highly ranked schools are

going to suffer through long seasons

because of quarterback woes. Pittsburgh,

Michigan and Alabama come to mind.

sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Volleyball: vs. Lowell at Boyden, 7 p.m

Field Hockey, at Boston College, 7 p.m

Water Polo: at Amherst, 5:30 p.m.
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SWAG angry

at removal of

room furniture
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Students from the Southwest Area

Government (SWAG) voiced anger and

frustration in a meeting with the Housmg

Services Administration Tuesday, con-

cerning furniture removed from dormitory

rooms la.st summer.

Mirrors, desk lamps. soft chairs,

telephone tables, and corkboard were

removed from Southwest dorms this

summer under a five year capital im

provement plan proposed by the University

of Massachusetts Residential Committee.

John Findlay, the assistant director for

Maintenance Operations said the items

were removed to equate the type and

amount of furniture across campus. The

goal is to have a standardized compliment of

furniture throughout the campus he said.

"Students are paying for

storage space. They paid for the

removal of furniture and now

they're suffering." „.„ ^ ,

—SWAG co-President Bill Col-

lins

Reagan has

big lead says

pollster Gallup
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

National pollster George Gallup, Jr. told

.500 University of Massachusetts students

last night that if the Presidential election

were held today. President Ronald Reagan

would win "in'a landslide" comparable to

former President Nixon's victory over

Senator George McCiovern in 1972.

At the meeting, SWAG co President Bill

Collins complained that students are suf-

fering without furniture, and "funding for

anything new will have to come off

student's backs. " Collins also said he was

irritated about lack of communication

between administation and students.

"I had no knowledge they were taking

furniture out of the rooms. Students

weren't contacted. " Collins said.

Catherine Turner, co-vice President of

SWAG said she didn't know why her

furniture was taken until she went to the

meeting to find out.

According to the UMass housing contract,

which all dormitory residents must sign,

the University is not obligated to provide

any of the items that have been removed.

Assistant to the speaker of the Student

Senate. Autumn Maki complained about

lack of lighting and comfort chairs in the

rooms.

Collins said many students who have

bought their own mirrors will end up

paying for new University mirrors through

student fees. He added that he saw piles of

mirrors, tables, and cork boards pUed

outside Crampton dormitory unatended

tiiis summer.
"Anyone could have easily come by and

stolen them, "he said.

Collins said that unused furniture is locked

in storage areas and empty barns m
Hadley.

"Students are paying for storage space.

They paid for the removal of furniture and

now they're suffering. ' he said.

The Housing Services schedule predicts

that current basic room items beds

drawers, desks, shelves wiU be replaced

with new ones by July 1985.

Ciillc^riii'i phiitn hy I'aiil IV^marai^

GERONIMO — Steve Margiotta, a sophomore HRTA major, does a

swan dive off the cliff at Puffers Pond Tuesday.

Complaints of 'rowdyism'

kill kegs, bring more police

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Public Safety will prohibit beer

kegs at tailgate parties, and send more

police to patrol future football games, ac-

cording to the Director of Public Safety

Gerald O'Neil.

O'Neil said Massachusetts state law pro-

hibits the transportation of more than

eight gallons of beer at one time. A keg

contains 15V2 gallons.

Members of the Department of Public

Safety and the Athletic Department met

yesterday with Student Government

Association co-President Rick Patrick and

assistant tot he speaker Autumn Maki. to

discuss the problem of "rowdyism" outside

the games.
Phil Cavanaugh of the public safety

department said. "We must look at this

from a realistic point of view, as a law en-

forcement agency".
,

"We can't allow kegs because they re

against the law," he said.

"I'm going to have to put extra officers

(on duty) O'Neil said. It will be about "one

officer per 500 people." he said.

"I have contacted the physical plant and

they will bring down extra trash barrels for

the next game." he said.

After the Sept. 8 f(K)tball game wnth

Lehigh University The department of

public safety produced a memorandum

with complaints they had received from

University alumni and members of the

community about the "rowdy" situation in

the parking lot.

One of the letters read. "My children

were frightened and my guests disgusted

and I was and still am angry," according to

the memorandum.
"I for one, don't plan to attend any more

games at the stadium unless there is a con-

certed effort to deal with alcohol abuse

there." one person stated in a letter.

The memorandum listed the problems as

"people jumping on cars, throwing bottles

and cans around" and people standing in

front of an ambulance as it was trying to

leave on an emergency."

Cavanaugh said parking would be con-

trolled more tightly and that an access gate

may be opened on the south side of the

stadium to "facilitate traffic and

pedestrians before and after games."

"Attitudes are going to have to change.

It's a community problem. We will assign

officers to deal with rowdyism and van-

dalism to cars and hopefully we can keep

the roads clear."

Inside:
GE donates money to engineering dept pg3

Shamie upsets Richardson in pnmary Pgo

Other election news ^
Voleyball pounds Lowell "

"Whisky druws sorm troubles and floats a

lot more." , ^ n. j
-Robert C. Edwards

Gallup, who spoke in the Student Union

Ballroom as part of the Distinguished

Visitors Program lecture series said the

Democratic cause is "hopeless." but "cer-

tain imponderables remain."

The Gallup latest poll shows that Reagan

would receive 5.^ percent of the voti', while

Mondale would receive 40 percent.

"There is the whole question of voter tur-

nout, which is expected to be "considerably

higher this year." he said.

The numl)er of blacks and whites

registered to vote is equal for the first time

in history," Gallup said.

"With a l)etter turnout, the l)etter the

chances are for the Democrats, ^'specially

with more registered women and black

voters," Gallup said.

Gallup noted that people are apathetic

about voting because "they see many

things wrong with the electoral prwess."

"Non-voting is really voting, but (it is a

vote) against the electoral pnx-e.ss."

Voters are paying more attention to the

numl)er two spot" and Ferraro as a vice-

presidential candidaU', he said.

A recent poll showed that 80 percent of

the population would 1h' willing to vote for

a woman presidential candidate, while in

1937 only 1 percent would consider it, he

said.

Polls also show that f)eople are more will-

ing to vote for Catholics, Jews and Blacks,

Gallup said.

"It's one of the most dramatic trends in

the history of the (Jallup poll," he said.

Gallup said that Ferraro's candidacy

could have negative effects on the

Democratic campaign.

"Most feel a man would deal better with

foreign policy and some domestic issues.''^

with the exception of the "quality of life"

issue, he said.

Gallup said despite the attention of being

paid to Ferraro, "people almost invariably

vote for the top of the ticket. It doesn't

matter who's on the bottom of the ticket."

Reagan's strongest advantage over Mon-

dale. Gallup said, is a growing consumer

optimism.

He said polls indicate record highs of

"super optimists." people who say their

economic situations have improved over

the past year and who expect them to fur-

ther improve next year.

"People are satisfied with the way things

have been going in the nation." he said.

But Gallup said nonwhites are less

satisfied than whites, and cited this as

"continual evidence of two Americas."

"Neariy half of the non-whites polled

said there was a time during the past year

when they couldn't Duy food, medical sup-

plies or clothing at any given week."
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Reagan refuses steel tariff

from th« people who gave you "The Jazx Singer'

CCA 5, 1. 9, 11

$1.00 @ 5, $1.50® 7, 9, 11

R From W«rf>«f Bro» ^^ A W.fntf Commun.c«lton» Compgn,

"...an awesomely funny movie... in the

tradition of burlesque and the Marx

Brothers... bursts of lunacy from left field."

- PeMer Sch;eldahl NY TIMES

"THE FUNNIEST MOVIE I'VE EVER SEEN . .

.

A CONSISTENT BELLY LAUGH.

WASHINCJTUN I AP )

-

President Reagan on

Tuesday rejected the

American steel industry s

request for trade protection

against imports. saymg

quotas and taritfs would put

at risk "thousands of jobs...

in other sectors of the U.S.

economy."
Instead the president said

he would step up en

forcement of existing unfair

trade laws and negotiate

voluntary agreements with

problem nations which have

sharply increased steel

shipments to the United

States.

In refusing to aid the steel

industry. Reagan said the

U.S. International Trade

Commission's proposal to

put quotas and tariffs on 7

percent of all steel imports

was not in the national

economic interest.

Thousands of jobs in steel

fabricating and other

consuming industries might

be affected by compensation

or retaliation measures that

trading partners would be

entitled to take. Reagan said

in a statement.

Under a policy outUned m
the statement, U.S. Trade

Representative Bill Brock

will negotiate "surge con

trol" arrangements with

countries that are sub-

sidizing imports, dumping
them at discounted prices,

or diverting them to the

United States to fill gaps left

by other countries.

In addition, the ad-

ministration said it will

support legislation to make
all voluntary agreements

and surge control

arrangements enforceable at

U.S. borders.
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Leaping Leprechauns...

It's Halfway to

St. Pat's Day!

Thurs. Sept. 20th

Traditional Cornbeef
and Cabbage Dinner

5:00 - 9:30 ^"^4^,,
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OFF CAMPUS
UNDERGRADUATES

Nomination Papers to the

Commuter Area Government

are available now.

Get involved in your Area Government.

Help plan activities for the school year.

Papers available at 404 SUB
Deadline for returning papers

is Friday Sept. 21

General Electric and others

give money to Engineering

< 'ollflfian phulci tiy I'aul Ik-sniarai-

Hugh Clarke, a plant pathology technician waters the plants in a

greenhouse in Morrill.

Hy CHRIS I'OON
t'ollegian Correspondent

The Schixd ot Engineering's Capital

Campaign at the University of

Massachusetts has collected $10 million

from industries over the past five years,

including $1»>0,0(K) from General Ele<'tric,

according to James John, dean ot

engineering.

John said approximately 'ITi industries

nationwide have contributed to the CMass
Engineering Capital Campaign.

"The companies that contribute to the

campaign provide financial support and
e()uipment," John said. He said this way
industries keep in contact with student

engineers who may later chiKKse to work for

them.

Other industrit's that have contributed to

lh<' Capital Campaign include the K.xxon
Corporation, I)u Pont and Digital. John
said.

The Ceneral Electric Company of Pitt

sfield recently contributed $4M.(X)0 to the

engineering department at l'Ma.ss. GE ha.s

committed a t(ttal of SIHO.OIK) to support

several engineering programs at the

University, John said.

The $43"{K)0 presented Aug. 27 at (lE's

I'illsfield plant was the final payment in a

series of multi year commitments by the

(IE Foundation to the engineering

department.

"The money given by the foundaliuor

serves an educational purpose." John said.

"There is no direct return to the company."
The money committed to the engineering

department by (IE has supported the

I'Mass Minority Engineering Program, the

curriculum development for th«' CAD/CAM
(computer aided design computer aided

manufacturing) program, and fellowships in

polymer science.

.\ddilional funds have been provided by

(JE for a mechanical «'ngineering assembly

proje«'t design, .lohn said. CiE has also

donated a robot arm valued at $HO,0(K) to

the department for computer and in

tormational sciences, he said.

(lE's I'ittsfield branch will continue to

support CMass and about 20 other sch<H»ls

in the future. ,Iohn s;ihj.

Until violence stops, shelter necessary for battered women
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Shelter lor battered women will continue to be necessary

until people change their attitudes towards violence within

relationships, according to a worker at the Holyoke

Womanshelter.

*?'or .some reason if violence occurs between two

strangers it's assault and battery- a crime. But if it occurs

between a husband and wife, the attitude is, " A man's

home is his castle and what he does is his own business,

"

said Heather Johnson, a fundraiser and community

educator at the Womanshelter.

Johnson said the process of changing attitudes is a slow

one because society has condoned or ignored violence

against women for so long.

In South Dakota it is still legal for husbands to beat

wives, Johnson said. The term "rule of thumb " originated

in P'ngland because it was against the law for a man to beat

his wife with anything less narrow than a thumb.

"People always ask. Why doesn't a battered woman leave

home"? But they never ask. Why does the man keep beating

her".'.
" Johnson said.

Battered women, she said, have many reasons for not

leaving.

"When a woman has been beaten for a long time, she

suffers emotional abuse which causes very low self

esteem. " John.son said. This lack of confidence often

prevents them from taking action, she said.

''People always ask, why doesn't a battered

woman leave (home)? But they rm^er ask

'Why does the man keep heating her?''

-Heather Johnson of Holyoke Woman-
shelter

if a woman has no job skills or if she has small children,

economic conditions can prevent her from leaving, John.son

said.

They may also face the threat of retaliation if they leave,

she said.

Johnson said it is a common misconcepti(m that battering

only occurs among t he poor.

"We get calls from professor's and doctors wives, people

from all walks of life," she said.

Students t)ften feel that battering only happens to

married women. But Johnson said controlling behavior and

abusive language can lead to a push and a shove "which can

escalate to beating" by boyfriends as well.

The Womanshelter in Holyoke is staffed by over 100

volunteers, interns and paid workers, Johnson said.

"Working there is stressful but rewarding," she said. "It

is great to see a woman get back on her leei."

She said the center empowers women by explaining the

possible courses of action such as leaving home, court

restraining, or vacating orders. It helps them decide what
tt)do, she said.

"They have been in powerless positions." she .said,

"telling (rather than helping) them what to do perpetrates

their powerlessness."

The location of the center is kept a secret for the safety of

the women there, she said.

Where has all the money
gone, asks BCP committee
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The planning committee for Bilingual

Education Week at the University of

Massachusetts is looking for $5,000 which

Dennis L. Madison, vice-chancellor of

student affairs, says they should have.

While appearing before the University's

Graduate Student Senate last night.

George Vazquez. Chairman of the Third

World Caucus, claimed that $5,000 verbally

allocated for the event by the Student

Activities Office (SAO) has not been

received by the Bilingual Collegiate

Program. "This is hindering the committee

in meeting expenses, "Vazquez said.

"I don't think the Student Activities office

(SAO)will give us the full $5,000." Vazquez

said.

"I do think some funds will be there (from

the SAO) sooner or later, but we've been

informed that it could take five or six

weeks," Vazquez added.

Madson said the money promised to BCP
by his office and Chancellor Joseph Duffey's

office

.

Madson said the money was promised to

BCP by his office and Chancellor Joseph

Duffey's office."The $5,000 was promised

six to .seven weeks ago, " Madson said. He
does not know why the planning committee

claims the BCP doesn't have it.

"I certainly hope we are well under way
with the organization and coordination of

the events," Madson said.

The celebration is to be held to mark
the tenth anniversary of the

University's Bilingual Collegiate Program

(BCP) and is .scheduled for the week of

September 29th through October 6th.

The celebration is budgeted at $9,320.

The planning committee has received

$3,000 from the Dean of Students Office.

$2400 from the Student Government

Association and $500 from the Graduate

Student Senate.

!#• JsiS*-'

Women, war topic of lecture
Writer and peace activist Grace Paley.

professor of language and literature at

Sarah Lawrence College in New York, will

speak on "Women and War: Choices and

Connections." at Hampshire College

tonight at 7:30 pm in the main lecture hall

of Franklin Patterson Hall.

This lecture is the first in a semester-long

series on "The Deadly Connection: I'.S. In-

tervention and the Prospects of Nuclear

War in the Age of Reagan," sponsored by

the Samuel Rubin Foundation,

Hampshire's Civil Liberties and Public

Policy Program, and the feminist studies

program at Hampshire College.

Paley has a long history of political ac-

tivism, including involvement in the

feminist anti-militarist movement. She also

was an active participant in the women's

peace camp at Senaca Falls, New York,

last year.

Paley is the author of two collections of

short stories. Enormous Changes at ttw

L(ut Minute, and Thp Little Disturbances

ofMan. Her writings have also appeared in

many magazines, including The Neiv

Yorker, The Atlantic Monthly, Sind Esquire

Magazine.

At 3:30 pm today, Paley will read from

her new work in the east lecture hall of

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire Col-

lege.

-TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN

Colleifian photo by Paul Dfsmarais

HANG UP — This Bartlett Hall student had a unique solution to the

lack of bicycle parking space Tuesday afternoon.

Parking Lot 22 sees fourth break-in, theft

A car radio and radar detector valued at

$450 were removed from an automobile in

Parking Lot 22 near Southwest, police said.

The theft was reported at 9:30 p.m.

Monday and is the fourth break-in and theft

of a car stereo or radio in Lot 22 over the

past three days.

Jewelry and radio equipment worth $450

were stolen Monday from a dormitory room
in Mackimmie. Police .said that the door of

the room was left open.

-RICHARD MARTIN

I
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_ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

The Best Ciuiie»eiW'
Try Our New ^

Luncheon F'o«" JpZ.ZO
Specials served 1 1 a.in.-3 p.m.

.. o''?? J D u ALL YOU $P; OK
New Buffet & Sunday Brunch can eat O.^O

BuHet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli In Oyster Sauce

fcaaeats'

Lunchwn SfMCl«lt ft Tak»«ut S«rvic«

Full Cocktail Mtnu
S«jn.-Thur«. 11:30 a.m.-IO p.m.

Frt. ft 8«L 11:30 a.m.-11 p.m

ChiMren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet & Sour Chicken

7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken

9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

10 B«lch«rtown Road
•t Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

At the junction of Routes 9 and 1 1

6

X-/>wl?

NOW IN HADLEY! V^
MUFFLERS • BRAKES • EXHAUST i^\

STRUTS • SHOCKS • MORE J^
TRUSTTHE MIDAS TOUCH FOR VALUE

FREE
New England Road Map

Just drive in for a free inspection
of your vehicle's exhaust, muf-
fler, brakes, struts, or shocks. No
appointment necessary: we're
ready when you are!

»
FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

NORTHAMPTON
143 King Street

586-4840
mioAS

HADLEY
Junction Rtes.

9&116
586-9991
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No teacher exams
argues UM dean
Should school teachers be rated according to pertormance

or according to standardized tests? A University of

Massachusetts professor recently joined the debate on this

question on national television.

Mario Fantini, dean of the School of Education, appeared

on CBS Nightwatch last week to argue against the tests,

opposing C. Family Feistritzer. director of the National

Center for Educational Information, the agency that

originated a recent study proposing teacher exams.

Fantini also wrote an editorial in the newspaper USA

Today which stated that "no written test, no matter how

long or well designed, can replace demonstrated com-

petence with children during carefully supervised practice,

such as internships."

The national tests would be designed to test newly-

graduated teachers. Fantini said in an interview that he is

opposed to the tests because they cannot test a teacher's

ability to "motivate and inspire students, to help them use

their potential."

Fantini also said he believes there is "no substitute for

performance." He believes that "teaching is an art," and

the standardized tests could be passed by "robots."

Fantini recieved his M.A. from Temple University and his

doctorate from Harvard. He is a nationally known educator

and speaker, and has been dean of the School of Education

at UMass for seven years. _WILLIAM COLLINS
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MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

• Includes Mounting-

plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full ServKB Tire Store

/8 Sunderland Rd . No Amherst MA
AcrobS trom WjI' >h.i s Slo't

549-4704

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HA]RCUTS_

i $7.00
I

I
(with this coupon)

j

I
$10.00 with Shampoo i

I

and Blow Dry .

$11.50 Long Hair

Please Call for in Appointment

EKPires 3 30 84

Styles by Deborah
A Unt\»-sitY Drive

A,n,r,..r5i MA S49 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS
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m ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
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Golden Be original Express yourself Join in on

today's high fashion look with your very

lOoDlirtlinitV^^" ^^^ 0°'^ fingernail by IMG. Or
'
^^ ^ wear a diamond nail tor that special

at occasion. 13 N. PlMsant Str««l. Amharvl

SCILINO OOLO JEWELRY
AT UNBEATABLE PRICES.ii>tfi>tfi^ on sale

BUM'mm
20% Oil Appeflzers

and Dinner!
Take a break from the books without busting

your budget Present this Ad for a 20% discount
on appetizers and dinner at GuadalaHARRYS

Its HARRY'S way of saying welcome to college
students. Make it your way to enjoy the best
Mexican food South of the Charles River - at the
best prices North of the border!

Buenos deals at

GuadalaHARRY's
Limit of 2 guests per coupon.
(Offer ejcpires Oct 19, 1984)
^Ay not l>e used in conjunction with
any other discount or promotion

L

20 ainton Street. Boston
next to Quincy M^ritet
720- 1 190 9/19

UM

What do you do when it's

after 1 A.M. and you want a

beer or you've got the munchies
but the weather
won't let you go out?

It's easy. . .

2 CUBIC FT.

RENT A FRIDGIEI

+ dep
and tax

R&P RENTALS
CALL 253-9742

You'll never have to

' go hungry again.

FREE DELIVERY!
R&P PACKAGE STORE
460 WEST STREET
SOUTH AMHERST

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning«

COUPON-COUPON-COU'5^

FREE 16 OZ. SODA
with purchase of whole sub.

-•^.

UUAK

U KM. 19 J AM. I 1 OAn

-^.V'OVjC^

XS t «XASAWT ST AMHEAST / *«»-5iaO,

'The Kick Off

expires 9/24/84nnmnnnHi

Shamie wins Rep.

nomination for U.S.

Senate in Mass.
Boston (AV) — Millionaire businessman Ray Shamie

upset the comeback attempt ot former U.S. Attorney

General Elliot Richardson in the Republican U.S. Senate

primary election Tuesday while Lt. Gov.John Kerry led

the lour way Democratic Senate race.

U.S. Rep. Gerry Studdsnsured by (Congress last year for

an affair with a 17 year old male House page in 1973, also

posted an early lead as he sought to hold onto his seat in

one of several heated Democratic congressional battles.

Unofficial results from 467 of 2.196 precincts showed

Shamie with 50,096 votes or 61.9 percent and Richardson

with 179 votes of 38.1 percent. In his concession speech,

Richardson urged Hay State voters to support Shamie in

November.
"This election is a critical one for the Republican party in

Massachqys and Ray will have a long, hard fight if he is to

win this one for the "Clipper."' Richardson said, referring to

IVesident Reagan. "Mut he can do it. Go for it, Ray."

Richardson, a former Massachusetts attorney general

and lieutenant governor, had spent the last 15 years

VJashinglon. While campaigning, he stressed his ex-

perience and the independent, moderate voice he would

bring to the Senate.

lUit he was repeatedly put on the defensive by Shamie, a

high technology entrepreneur who said Richardson was too

liberal and was out of step with the GOP's current con-

servative phiio.sophy.

In the Democratic Senate race, Kerry took an early lead

over U.S. Rep. .James Shannon, Secretary of State Michael

Connolly and former Massachusetts House Speaker David

Hartley in the battle for the seat being vacated by Sen.

I'aul fsongas. Tsongas decided against seeking a second

term after doctors discovered he had a mild form of cancer.

I'nofficial results from 2,198 prwincts showed Kerry with

23,711 votes or 38.2 percent. Shannon with 18.428 votes or

29.7 percent, IJartley with 13,493 votes or 21.7 percent and

Connolly with 6,494 votes or 10.5 percent. Hartley con-

ceded less than 30 minutes after the polls closed.

In the congressional races. Studds was considered vir-

tually unbeatable in Cape Cod's 10th district until he was

censured last summer for having an affair with a 17 year

old House page in 1973. His Democratic primary opponents

were Plymouth County Sheriff Peter Klynn, who tried to

make the censure the top issue of the campaign, and

political newcomer Christopher Trundy. a New Bedford

businessman.

TONIGHT

jm|

Ladies
*'Dynasty Night"

Special

Free Buffet

and
25* Drinks 8-10

$1.00 Well Drinks

for everyone till 11:00

Movie and Free Popcorn

Downstairs

Food Served Nightly till 12:00

Sa/e ends on 9/22.
Silver Grey

with UlVlass imprint

Nylon Running

Jacket w/hood
full zipper

$15.00
reg. $18.25

Matching Pants

$13.00
^ reg. $ 15. 75

J

Photo by Dwayne Autery - Andrea S. John C.

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

1^ .UNIVERSITY
STORED
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ANCIENT ENERGIES &
EARTH CHANGES SYMPOSIUM

September 21. 22, & 23, 1984, at the

UNIVERSITY of MASSACHUSETTS. Amherst, MA
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Tickets f<ir morning, afternoon, and evening portions of the event will be separately available on

the dav of the event. Prices for each portion will be $6.00 - $8.00.

A Spiritually Rewarding Expv rience

LAST CHANCE:

• To experience an exciting social life

• To be more connpetitive in intramural sports

• To be part of High academic achieving organization

* To be part of Phi Mu Delta

Refreshments served:

(j)MA 14 Elm St

256-6802

DATES:
Tonite

Wed. Sept. 19

Thurs. Sept. 20

9-11 PM

Holyoke Mall at Ingleside

Holyoke, MA 536-5694

[M]ComputerWorks
' TERMINAL SALE^

$549.95

\' ,' f f f f ,' f nj i.'

RCA 4801
- 80 col display

- Built in modem
- Single keystroke sign on

^^^ - Can be used as correcting
""^^""""""""""""^

typewriter with

optional printer

Computer/Terminal $199-95
/

' - Former rentals

- 12 k computer with

tape storage

- Modem with 40 col

communications software

- 12" TV as display

while supplies last

SALE ENDS SEPTEMBER 29, 1984

228 Triangle St., Amherst, MA 01004

Men - Sat 10 - 6
549-7133

TECHNICAL PEN SETS

Our Sale Price

$29.95
Suggested Retail Price

I Other pens available at comparable

I prices located in our full line Art Department

)

I

«

i

i

$16.95
suggested retail price

$45.00

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-f 9-5,Sat 11-4
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INTO THE STEAMING JUNGLE HE
LED HIS GANG Of FREELANCE
MERCENARIES TO BLAST AN I UE6AL
COMMIE GOVERJJMENT TO //£U

/MAC MO JVAOVfCS l>RaENTS

SOLDIER orFORTUNE m
STARRIhiG RONALD ( LiROY^ REAgAN

'There are no doors..
;

The New York Times reported last week

reactions to the Supreme Court's recent

decision that exclusion of women from the

Jaycee's is unconstitutional. While it

seems that most chapters have taken the

ruling in their manly stride, some others

are pretty darn upset about it. In the

South, for example, a chapter president

complained they wouldn't "be able to talk

about the same things," and another

member, who preferred to remain

anonymous, mourned aloud the fate of

those "heated political arguments" they

used to have because everyone knows

"women get all emotional and cry."

1 wonder sometimes about the longevity

of this image of woman as crybaby; about

the basis for its continuing strength in the

minds of men everywhere - especially

now after a summer of Geraldine Ferraro

and Joan Benoit. Though at first glance

the vice-presidential candidate might not

seem to have much in common with the

marathon runner from Maine, look

carefully - the images will remain seared

on our minds long after the race is over.

As 1 watched history unfold before me, on

television, in newspapers and in the

discussions one has with toUil strangers m
bars, I became aware that Ferraro and

Benoit share a sisterly bond, l)eginnmg

with the simple coincidence that they are

women, competing in newly opened fields,

in a solidly male world.

For at least two weeks after Walter

Mondale chose Ferraro as his running

mate. I alternated between an

unreasonable bursting pride, as though 1

had been chosen as a national candidate,

and outward calm and self-assurance.

Together, I thought, we will open the last

of the doors. Yet, I was also feverishly

obsessed with the possibility Ms.

Ferraro's impermanence. I clipped ar-

ticles from newspapers that bore her

name and placed them carefully in a

manila folder. Only after it became clear

that there was no way I could keep up

with every article being written about

her. did I relinquish my scissors. We had

arrived; there would be more; maybe it

would be me.

And while Ferraro began her marathon

towards election day, Joan Benoit was

finishing hers - a strong, individualist

wearing a painter's hat who blew them all

away in the first ever woman's Olympic

Diane Lane

marathon. I watched with delight as she

took off, and never looked back - her

body performing the task easily, fluidly.

In her, strength became feminine, and

thus feminity, strength. Tu emportes (o«.s

mes espoirs — you carry with you all my
hopes. The chills that played on my spine

heralded the sound of unlocking doors.

That was in August. As the Brilliance of

fall comes rapidly forth. Geraldine Fer-

raro experiences the particular aloneness

which can only be felt by vice-presidential

candidates whose running mate is, at last

count, 18 points behind in the polls.

Again, I can see Joan Benoit, as she ran,

alone, on the freeways in Los Angeles.

The loneliness of the long distance runner

- though Ferraro's current race is almost

over, she will look back on it always as the

one in which she hit the wall and kept on

running.

Regardless of the final outcome of this

competition, Ferraro will be remembered

for her tough performance at a bloody

news conference in which 100 reporters

dared her to break down. She did not.

Like it or not. the tone of the coverage

had changed and no one was calling her

the "chic congresswoman from Queens."

or asking her about blueberry muffins.

The question of strength need not arise

again.

Yet, the image in our collective mind of

women as too emotional to make crisis

decisions, of being too weak to go the

distance lingers, like the cough that came

with our flu from a month ago. It weakens

us as a nation when half the population

doubts the other half s ability to carry on.

It fuels the quiet fervor with which we

hold back young girls who don't yet know

it's a man's world.

Women have been running the 26.2

miles of a marathon since Kathy Switzer

snuck illegally into the 1968 Boston

Marathon, but no woman ever won an

Olympic gold medal in the event before

August 1984. They had to let us in, you

see, before we could compete.

Diane Lane is a Collegian column^^t.
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OPINION
1 tip opinions expiessei) o" ihis p-ige are those ot the indivicluai wmer or (.drtoom-'

U>f views ol thf? Collegian or trie umversuv unless otherwise noted

Not just a problem
Due to budget cuts, many language

classes have been cancelled, leaving 600 to

700 students out in the cold. - "unable to

continue working on their language re-

quirements," as last Tuesday's Collegian

put it.

Perhaps the University can find its heart

underthe tangle ot its bureaucracy and

shorten or waive the requirement for those

pressed tor time.

But what about students who want tu

learriKmv or more loreign languages? Many

first year and sophomore students con

sidering majoring in Italian. French, Spanish

and /or Portuguese will now be discouraged

from doing so. In four years. they can't

count on getting a grammar and vocabulary

foundation and still having time left for the

advance courses they'd like to take (or for

any of the valuable foreign study programs

IJMass offers). Some may decide to go to

college elsewhere.

I'pper division classes in these depart

ments have gotten high marks from both

students and academians. But for hundreds

of students they have effectively become

inaccessible.This is especially shameful

coinciding with a perceived increase in the

demand for language instruction.

Of course at UMass. as at most high

schools and other universities in this

countrv. foreign languages have never been

given "much importance. Through over

crowded land standardized classes, they

are presented as just another subject into

which we are inducted kicking and

screaming. Last semester, many people

appeared shocked that I would be caught

Ian Polumbaum
dead in French 110 having already taken

enough Spanish to finish my "t!" core.

This contrasts sharply with many
Westt rn European countries, where

students take English and or another

foreign language for up to eight years. It is

not uncommon to encounter Belgians,

Swiss, Dutch, French, Germans,
Austrians, or Scaridanavians who can com-

municate in three or four different

tongues. This makes it possible for

Americans to tour the Clontinent without

uttering a single word of any of the native

idioms — another reason to say, why

bother learning them?

The United States would have much to

gain from putting similar emphasis on

foreign languages. granted, this seems

unnecessary since an ever increasing

number of foreign businessmen and

diplomats including "enemy " leaders speak

English. But it disturbs foreigners that the

largest, most influential capitalist power in

the world is al.so the most monolintjual.

Such an emphasis would have to begin, as

it does in Europe, at the primary school

level. But it would also be necessary for

universities not to make elementary

language classes the first thing to go when

Ihf buciget ax«' falls.

Meanwhile, a numt)er of 'sections cancell-

ed' signs have greeted us in Herter Hall.

For hundreds of I'Mass students, it is yet

another scheduling snafu; for many more,

another ol>stacle to learning a skill that is

every bit as valuable as knowing

trigonometry.

Ian Polumbaum ts a Collegian columnist

Random Notes

Didn't he work as a car salesman?

Well, the add drop period has finally come

to an end and youcan put back those hands

full of hair you pulled out during these past

two weeks of musical classes. I'd like to

take this opportunity to ask you, the ever

knowledgeable student body and faculty of

this great learning institution, to help me

solve one of the greatest mysteries of our

time.

The question at hand has to do with one of

the greatest straight men and comic

creations of our time. It Ls a brain leaser

that has plagued and fascinated some of the

vight bullshit artists at this, the Pantheon

of Western Massachusetts. I personally

know of one who was driven to the wilds of

Oregon search of the answer.

You know-THE ANSWER. HeU

Everybody does. But it just doesn't fit.

Doubt creeps in and all your friends and

relations tell you you're stupid for having

even thought of such an answer. They are

sure they have the answer. Then you

become obsessed and begin to ask everyone

you meet if they know. Even though you've

seen his face and heard his stupid

laugh hundred limes, you can't put your

finger on the answer. At least no one I

know can.

perhaps there a cartoon guru somewhere

on this campus. Perhaps the endless bull

sessions devoted to the vain search for the

answer can finally end. Perhaps someone

here really knows the answer and can end

our torment.

What was that? Did someone say "Cut

the crap Jim, what is the question? It's just

this oh gentle reader:

JUST WHAT DID BARNEY RUBBLE

DO FOR A LIVING?

Jim AveriU is a Collegian correspondent

Index has proven itself valuable

Letters to the Editor

WMUA clarifies policy on album thefts

Last Friday, the Collegian printed an

article about WMUA "cracking down
"
on

record theives.

I would like to clarify a statement made

about the police being "eager to make

arrests".

The point we were trying to make is that

the police will not hesitate to make an

arrest, after a search warrant has been

issued, and stolen property has been found.

We did not mean to imply that they are

•eager" to make arbitrary arrests.

Bill Stcpchew
WMUA

Tonight, the Senate will decide whether or

not to fund the Index, the UMass yearbook.

We. the editors, feel that the University

community should be aware of the following

facts:

The 1984 Index was completed on time for

the first time in seven years. In addition,

the book will be available on campus one

week ahead of the contracted delivery date.

This year's staff consists of almost half of

last year's staff, thereby providing con-

sistency, stability and a wealth of

knowledge for new members. This also

develops a pool of people qualified to lead

the Index for many years to come.

Previous yearbooks that had severe sUff

problems and were published as late as a

year after the original delivery date were

funded by the SGA. Therefore, it is an

injustice not to fund a book which is on

steady ground, with a proven, capable

staff.

Failure to fund the Index will deprive this

year's graduates of a comprehensive

hi.story of their senior year and will also

result in the end of a 1 15 year tradition.

We feel that the $20,000 proposal ($10,000

grant, $10,000 loan) is a viable solution to

give the 1985 Index staff a chance to prove

itself and show that the organization is a

worthwhile and valuable RSO which serves

all of the students at the University.

The Index Editor*

''}
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Brings you only

the best in hair

fashion. From
long locks to

short takes to the

most innovative

fashion state-

ment. Enjoy

choosing what
works best for

you

y

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

Sharp "Thinman"

EI-509A

$16.95
List Price $19.95

Comes with Textbook

'Thin Man"^^' Wallet-Size with 32 Scientific
Functions

Model EL-509A
Wallet sized, lull-featured scientific calculator with built in

statistics functions
Some ot the 32 scientific (unctions performed at tfie touch
of a key are •Trigonometric (sin cos. tani and their m
verses •Exponential (base 10 and base e) and their in-

verses (Logarithms) •Factorial (n') '3 angle modes
(degree/radian/grad) 'Mean, sum and standard deviation
•Power (yM and its inverse ("x root of y'

)

Ottier Features: Independently accessible 3 key memory
•3 levels of parentheses with up to 3 pending operations
•Easytoread 8 digit liquid crystal display •Scientific
notation (5 digit mantissa. 2 diqit exponent) •Auto
Power Off'-' function •Display formal exchange (F--E Key)
• Complete with wallet and batteries
Dimensions: 2 9'16 (W) > 9/32 (Hi 4 21-32 (D)

Open M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

^nmVERSITY
STORED

Biggest Sale of the Year!

OnJostens Gold CouigeRings.

Arts

('Klletriaii plii'tii I'V .futly

Blues Musician Jack Bresnahan
Kh.l;

a new RSO
By FETEK WISSOKEK
Collej^an Staff

HELP WANTED: Blues Mimicians.

Seriims rmuticiarus who want to play thf

blvAis. Forrmil training not neceasary. Pro-

fessumal attitude, reiiahility a mu,st.

There's KO'^K t** ^ ^ ^*-'^ blues p"()up on

campus that will also he an KSO jfroup.

Tonight at 7:30 in Campus Center 178

there will be a meeting to form the UMass
Blues Ensemble.

According to Bluesician Jack Bresnahan,

the purpose of forming an KSO group is to

attract people campus-wide who want to

play the blues but are having trouble

meeting other musicians.

"The blues is America's music."

Bresnahan says, "and someone has to

carry on the tradition. This group will givt-

' musicians with a moral commitment to

keeping the blues alive a chance to do so."

Sec your Jostcns representative.

Date: Sept. 17. 18, 19, 20 - Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur

Place: Outside Univ. Store ^.^^. ^^^,^q ^^
Deposit: $15.00

QjA'25REBmOsyouR ^VNIVERSITY
JosuhsGoldCollegeRing. MlSTORE'St

C I0S4 l.Ttl^m K

Get on line
'v\rit]iout

waiting
in line.

V

I'niversity Computer
("enter

"Unbelievable!"
It M iiol bad enougti doing endless liours ot

homework foi- your computer courses To
make ;i Uiugh sUuaLion worse you've got to

plan on spending precious lime standing
in line every lime you want to gel on line

And your odds on gelling a print out by the

time you need it are about as good as get

ting seats to a Mictiael Jackson concert

TTiat IS. of course, unless you do your com
puter tionu>W'irk <' » h*^ i"''mipi!''^r A''''*>ss

Center

16 chairs, no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a uniqip
workspace that offers everything you •

:

to do all of your computer work, in oii'

place, at one time We rent our facilities by

the hour or semester for as long as you
need them, rigtit in the center of Amherst
Finally you've got an alternative to using

your school's crovyrded facilities or rentiiig

a terminal for the whole semester

The Access Center has it all 16 work sta

lions fully equipped with computers and
terminals, complete modern systems that

allow you to tie in to Cyber VAX or any
other mainframe thalyou have the access

code for, on site letter quality and dot
matrix printers for instant print outs, and
experienced and knowledgeable computer
pros always on duty to tielpyou

Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre

cious time standing in line Now you can
plan ahead and reserve time on a terminal
thai will be waiting just for you

So what are you wailing for'' Call today
and see for yourself how easy and inexpen
sive renting lime on a computer can be

DON'T SETTLE FOR SECOND BEST STRIVE TO BR NO. 1

COMPUTER A^LJLJibaa CENTER INC.
ON SITE HOITKLY/sEMESTER RENTAJLS 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Streo!, Amherst MA im letl rear of Pete- Pan terminal buildmg)

Men Thurs 9am11pm Fn 9 am 6 fim. Sat Sun 10 am 6 pm

2 FREE HOURS OF COMPUTER TIME '

Call today mention this ad and use one of our
computers tor two hours at no cost'

Otter good during busness hours Monday
through Friday until October I5th

DELTA CHI FRATERNITY

OPEN RUSH
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN INVITED

WE OFFER:

-AN EXCITING SOCIAL LIFE

-EXCELLENT ACADEMIC STANDING

-COMPETITIVE INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM

PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED MEALS

AND MOSTDF ALL A BRDTHERHDDD THAT CARES

College

Pizza

Ul

FEARING STREET

SOUTH
WEST

DATES
TONIGHT!

SEPT. 19

9-11 PM
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE

549-0482

He sees ihe band or bands that will Ik'

formed at the meetin^f as k'ing able to [)lay

bith at I'Mass and at the local clubs.

One advantage that the band(s) will have

as an RSO ^oup will l)e that practice space

will l)e provided at the University. "I U)ok

at it as a student activity," says

Bresnahan. "1 want people to take it

seriously and treat their banil as part of

their education. But we need tiilented musi

cians with a professional attitude."

Himself a harp player and vt>calist.

Bresnahan hopes to put to^?ether at least

one hi^ band, alii the Blues Brothers, with

horns, male and female vocalists,

keylijoards. harmonica players, a rhythm

section and slide ^^^^tarists. Personally

speaking, he hojH's to {)lay Texjis and

Chicago blues. as well as 2()s blues, and

originals written by meml>ers of the band.

His hojH' for the KSO, supported, as it is,

by the Music Department's Music Director

Fre<l Tillis and I'rof. Bill Hanley. is that it

will unite the I'Mass blues community in an

effort to let all who want to play straight

blues finally get together, get down, and

play.

highlight^
and i^rr ^^ .

^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^

^jAR more thon just a highlighter

Switch from highlighting to jOtting notes without changing pens.

Textar comes in six bright fluorescent colors, each with a blue

ballpoint pen.

Available now at your college store.

.jj:************************************!*.

- Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

•X-

%

^^^^^^^^^^
Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am

TONIGHT
Wednesday, Sept. 19th

Dance Enducing Disk Mix

n .1 TQM NEWTON
TOMORROW NIGHT

Thursday, September 20th

Disk Slipping Dance Mixing

DJ. SCOTT LUCCHESI

THIS FRIDAY: Welcome Back Students Night

$1.00 off cover with Student ID & positive ID

THIS SATURDAY: Don't miss the Dancingest

SKA/Rock Band in circulation today

THE GOOD GUYS
CorDing Up: B. Willie Smith Thursday Oct. 4th

Junior Walker and the Allstars^rjdayOct,j6th^
-

Positive ID'S requiredat the door

A. B.C. cards - nirtures drivers license

fff mm miu mimmjunjmnwi
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE! To Have

delivered to your door on campus
• All subscriptions Payable in Advance by Semester,

. Students with varying starting dates may have their subscriptions prorated.

• No delivery during School Holidays of Final Exam Periods.

• Prices are for these delivery dates: Sept. 23 Dec. 14

Daily & Sunday $1 .40 a week

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES Daily Only .90 a week

Sunday Only -50 a week

Fall Term Rates

$15.70

$10.20

$5.50

G Daily Only

r Sunday Only
Daily & Sunday

Please fill out form and return with check

made payable to:

RON HUBERDEAU, P.O. Box 959,

Amherst, MA 01004, Tel. 253-7009

Your Name
Campus Address:.
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Lawyers needed

in community
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian staff

There is a vital need and a market wide open for Third

World people to partake in the practice of law, according to

lawyers at a pre law minority day at Western New

England School of Law in Springfield Saturday.

Lawyers in the federal, corporate and private sectors and

professors, students and representatives from law schools

as far as Boston. Atlanta and Washington gathered to

inform prospective law students on the admission, financial

aid process and career oportunities in the field.

"Ten or fifteen years ago. it was a vehicle for social

change." said Theodore Miller, assistant director of ad-

missions at Georgetown Universtiy Law School. That's

when he entered the field. Today, he wants to "keep doors

opened for those interested."

Being a lawyer is not just a job title, said Clifton Graves,

an attorney at law in New Haven. Connecticut.

Graves is suing the Winston Salem Bar for discrimination

in testing. He said people are required to provide finger

prints, color picture and eye and hair color for iden-

tification before taking the bar exam.

"Its naive to think that racism and sexism is not real.

(They) are still here and they are part of us. '
Graves said.

But he said these social problems can not be used as an

excuse not to go into law.

Alvin Taylor, an attorney for Aetna Life Insurance in

Connecticut agrees. He sees the profession as an

engagement to be made for social reform.

"You can't affect social change by sitting at home. Some

one has to do it. " Taylor said.

The six lawyers participating in the program said race

does not play a factor in the legal representation and it

should not prevent anyone from entering the field. But it is

not to say it is not used against them.

"Its a test game." Taylor said. He advised prospective

lawyers to learn their craft and increase their credibility as

lawyers.

The program was highlighted by workshops dealing with

topics such as what lawyers do. how to choose a law school,

how to do well on the LSAT and a mock law class.

There were also two general sessions where the ap

plication and the financial aid process was discussed.

Applying to law school is like applying to college, said

Robert Wa.sson.

Wasson. a Suffolk Law School professor said finance,

locality and support services, factors which play major

roles while choosing a college are also important while

choosing a law school.

"These factors are personal and important," he said.

Before applying to a school, Wasson recomends that

students familiarize themselves with the curriculum in

order to have a better understanding of the school.

When filling out the applications for law school. Wesson

advised students to be different and to distinguish

themselves from other applicants.

"Present yourself. Make an impression on what you say

and do," he said.
, . • •

Frank Motley, assistant dean and director of admissions

at Western New England agrees. He said other criteria of

the application are objective studies by others and are not

as reliable as a personal statement which will give "flesh

to the application.

When asking for a letter of recommendation. Motley

advises to ask a professor if he or she knows the student

well enough to write a recommendation.

He said this would avoid imposing a burden on the person.

Motley, said the program was a "success."

He was encouraged by the exchange of information

between the participants and the students.

"It was uplifting, conforming to reality, some harsh, some

unacceptable." said Valerie Singleton, a UMass poUtical

science senior.

Singleton said she obtained a "valuable experience" by

attending the conference, "a chance to network."

The program reinforced her desire to attend law school.

"I want to go back (to her community) and be able to help

somebody." Singleton said.

Nelson Acosta. recruiting coordinator for the Bilingual

Codlegiate Program at UMass said the participants en-

couraged him to pursue his childhood dreams of being a

lawyer.

Although he saw flaws in the structure of the conference

and limited time in the workshops. Acosta was left "ex

cited and enthusiastic" by the program.

He now knows the procedure for applying and what to

expect.

Acosta sees law as "a catalyst in the system to help people

who would otherwise be mistreated."

Black Affairs

Engineeringsociety
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

In an effort to retain more minority and Third World

students in engineering, help them reach academic ex

cellence and provide more community awareness about the

field, the National Society of Black Engineers estabhshed a

chapter at the University of Massachusetts.

Jeff Rocha, NSBE president said the society "should have

been here a long time ago."

NSBE was created at Syracuse University in 1974 to fill a

need for an educational society for black engineers.

Rix-ha. an electrical engineering senior explained the

society will lead its mission toward encouraging students

to excel in education aided by an array of programs such as

speakers, workshop industry tours and national con

ferences.

He said the society will utilize speakers as mentor and will

have workshops, and coUoquims to encourage retention.

Tours of engineering faciUties and encouragement of

engineering related jobs will boost interest. Rocha said.

"There is nothing like experience. (A job) will make

students see what they are studying for." he said.

Reynold Winslow. director of the Minority Engineering

Program at the University said the society is an essential

element for the students.

Winslow sees the society as a retention program

providing its member career and personal growth as well

as communicative and skills development.

Winslow did not want to speculate how many Third World

engineering students drop out. He said it is difficult to

access the number because many students leave school one

semester and return the next.

Presently there are 280 Third World students enrolled in

the engineering program at the University. Out of these.

30 are NSBE members.

A career fair will highlight NSBE's semester events.

Rocha said thirty industries will participate with the main

purpose of getting jobs for its members.

"The society will have a major impact in their careers,

Winslow said. He said the society is vital to their contact

with industries and in their graduate studies pursuit.

Winslow said its national success has been "absolutely

divine." with the same potential forcasted for the local

chapter.

Announcements
The Third World Legislative Claucus ol the Student

Government Association will meet TONIGHT at 6 pm in

room 308 of the Student Union Building at the University

of Massachusetts.

Everyone urged and encouraged to attend.

Please bring a friend.auditions for the New World

Theatre Ensemble will be held in Bowker Auditorium at

the University of Massachusetts on Monday and Tuesday.

September 24 and 25 from 6 pm to 9 pm with callbacks on

Wednesday. September 26.

This multi racial ensemble is cast each year from students

attending the five colleges and forms the core of an ex-

panding pool of actors for the New World Theater

production.

presents REGGAE
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STUDENTS $9.50

PUBLIC $11.50

Tickets still available

UMass ID required to enter with Student ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield

Civic Center, and Stop & Shop locations in

Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and Pitt-

sfield.

No cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

BLACK UHURUl
WITH SLY DUNBAR «

£f ROB SHAKESPEARE
AND SPECIAL GUEST

Wed.
Sept. 19

S.U.B.

UM
TONIGHT

I

I

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

WEDNESDAY IS for only

PASTA NIGHT $4.25
includes spaghetti with a choice of

homemade meatballs, sausage, fresh egg

sauteed mushrooms, or broccoli served

with salad or soup, bread and butter, and a

glass of wine.

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive, Amherst 549 5713

Racquetball Racquets
'. Racquetball Balls

v.-'^"' Racquetball Gloves

f-^ Racquetball Glasses

anted Ladies Bowlers

I

Openings in New

Thurs. Night League

Call Northampton Bowl

584-4830

Other nights available

for men, ladies

or mixed.

Also available ""v

Sport Clothing ^

Sport Bags

, Headbands i , j^pis Accaaaories
Wristbar>ds ,,' Baakatball. Soccer
Whistles \ Football. Baseball

Frisbaas.

Swimming Accessories

Open M F 9 5

Sat 11-4

+ir!»'} '.

Located in the Campus Center

^XjmVERSlTY
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TONIGHT
we cordially invite you to

for a night of Classics

your favorite dance music from the past 5 years

75e

Well Drinks
9 till 12

Register for our lip sink contest

soon to run for 10 weeks

CASH PRIZES
gAgmjgi Rt. 9 Amherst, 256-8284

Kf«^F
S

Hypercurricula
MINUKITY GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION ST

Meeting ol the Minority Graduate Student Association.

Bring lunch and other students. 12:00 noon. GRC A 221

•SOUL TRAVEL:THE ILLUMINATED WAY" First of

three weekly seminars on ECKANKAR. The Ancient

Science of Soul Travel. Free workshops taught by ex-

penced instructors 7:30 Franklin Faterson Hall Hampshire

College

'JONCERT OF OPERA DUETS AND ARIAS Baritone

Rodney Gisick and pianist Dorothy Ornest, both of the

UMass music faculty, will present a free concert of

selections from The Magic Flute, Merry Wives of Windsor.

and other well known operas. Guest artist will be Bonnie

Si'arpelli. 8:00pm Bezanson Recital Hall

STUDENT CHAFTER WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING
Information Rap session and Slideshow by Dr. Frogulske

on "Tht' tiiant Flying Squirrels of Taiwan.' 7:00pm rm 312

Holdsworth HallUMass Student Chapter Wildlife Society

UMASS PHOTO COOP MEETING The UMass Photo coop

is starling up again and needs interested people with

photography experience. The meeting will be

organizational to establish hours of operation 7pm CC802

ALPHA PHI OMEGA OPEN RUSH APO is a National

Service Fraternity, which sponsors an annual Las Vegas

Night, Operation ID, and fundraisers for charity. All

University men welcome. 7:00.SU rm 304.

UNITED KINGDOM PROGRAMS SPONSORED BY
MARYMOUNT COLLEGE A representative of
Marymount College will be available to discuss
semester year opportunities in the United Kingdom,
offered by Marymount College 239 Whitmore, Inter
national Programs office 9:30 11am

SCERA WOMENS ISSUES TEAM Come discuss the
problem of violence against women on campus and what we
can do about it. Planning for Spring events, too. All

women welcome. 4 6pmCC178
UMASS SKI PATROL General mformational meeting. All
skiers invited. Become part of the national ski patrol
system. 9:.30pm VV 177

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING Will NOT meet on Wed. Sept.
19th or Wed. Sept. 2t)th. 11 meet again on Wed. Oct 3rd,
Commonwealth Rcxim.SUB 7:.'iOm beginners, 8:.30p.m all

others.
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Gorde by Gorde

Under Foot by Joe Bradbury
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0OBBA and JOJO.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird by Trude Mkhel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Begone'
5 Oominoor

Waller

9 Sharp sound
13 First name in

blues

14 Leaves out

16 Lombardy lake

17 Made oft with

16 Honey badger
19 EievaiOi eh

visioner

20 Receivables,

eg
22 Trample
24 Eases
26 Consumed
27 Fairy tale

characters

29 Summit
32 Eschew
36 Irregula'

37 Flank

36 Many centuries

39 Lobster coral

40 Russian village

41 Conclusions
43 Devilfish

46 Mother ot

Apollo

46 Little bit ol a

thing

48 percha
50 P«ruses
62 Headlines

56 IS said

and done
59 Store away, as

feed

60 Downtown
Chicago (with

The')
61 Tierney role

63 Redolence
64 Accent
66 Workplaces lor

architects

66 CMmney
feature

67 Breslau's river

66 Word from the

barber

69 Parker of the

movies

DOWN
1 Bristle like

2 Stuffy

3 Lady
Cather

4 Hires

5 Valley girl s

reply

6 GPsgp
7 Yugoslav of

note
8 Allen or Martin

9 Point recoiders

at arenas
10 Too late

1

1

Among
12 Attitude

15 the ravel! d
of care'

Shak
21 Dress up
23 Motorist s abbr

25 Land, to Caesar
28 Noted Chinese

sisters

30 Prepare a paper

31 Dry Comb
form

32 Exude

33 Whetstone
34 Murmur
36 Stack the cards

42 Curling position

43 Olympic prices

44 For a minimum
46 Takes a break
47 Play by

49 Cure

61 Smitten

63 Crabwalk
64 Full of Suffix

65 French papas
56 Choir member
57 Provender

58 Ancient instru-

ment
62 A Harrison

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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T ick

Pass nger Van

No <h Amherst
Motors

r .63 No. Amherst
549-2880

15 years ago today...

rnivtTsily of

Massachusetts Dean
Williani V\vh\ met with stu

(lent leatiers to tliscuss their

plans for a free University

City to serve as an alternate

to I'niversity hfe.

In Chicap), Federal of

ficials began arresting
newsmen and
photographers in the

Federal Building on the

grounds that they violated

an order harming radio and

television broadcasting in

federal courtrooms.

Massachusetts Senator
Fdward Kennedy lashed

out at President Richard

Nixon and his policies in

Vietnam, in one of his first

public appearances since

("happa(juiddick.

r

Today's Weather

Today is expected to be mostly sunny with highs in the

mid 7()s. Thursday will be mostly sunny.
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Juniors jump into action with Lee® jeans!
When it's fun and excitennent you're after, slip into a pair of Lee" fashion denim or corduroy jeans. In sensational

new styles that are revved up and ready to nnove! Tight-fit capris and 5-pocket westerns in stripe and herringbone

denim; or fashion color corduroy. Baggy trouser and yoke-front styles in lively stripe corduroy. All of cotton or

cotton-polyester. 3-13.

CAPRI OR WESTERN DENIMS.
REG 25 99 SALE 19.99

CAPRI OR WESTERN CORDUROYS,
REG 23 99 SALE 17.99

BAGGY OR YOKE FRONT STRIPE CORDUROYS.
REG 26 99 SALE 20.99

SALE THRU SATURDAY

the department store

with a difference

BKMlhH»S CD

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON • SPRINGFIELD W. SPRINGFIELD
i

"dTeTING? ;

Try something dif-}

ferent. Lose weight*

sensibly by learning;

about your eating*

habits. Down with*

diets! Call UHS;
549-2671 ext. 181.%

Preregistration by%

Sept. 21. ,,^^A

fii'Ciini'i'i] Knitting

Cuii/U,.i Cross Stitch
\,ioiilf iiii.it

t\ill for details

Th»

233

•- S.»!9.30 5 30

,v t 6

— « » ^-ag- W«M»>WVi-H,-»T><.W..HHJi.,

Man 0(

1)

Biggest Sale of the Year!

^OFF
MosTENSGold ColugeRings.

PETE SEEGER
IN CONCERT

Sunday, September 23rd

4 pm
Athol High School

Route 2A
(40 minutes from UMass)

Cookout & Other Entertainment 2 pm

Tickets $5. Children Free
Benefit for Athol Litton workers, locked out for 1 year

Tickets available at: Commuter Area Gov't,

404 Stu(ient Union

and Labor Relations c^:- Rcs(>arch Center, Dra per Hal
f p 1 r"

t

vww>fi^wMK'HKiH.KKiJn. A»rr. U. *s r^ ^ ^

Start your future now I

Sec your lostcns representative

Date: Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20 - Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur

Place: Outside Univ. Store
^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^

Deposit: $15.00
GnA'25REBmONYouR
fomSSGOLOCOLLEGERlNG

Cl''84lo5l«is.lnc

^UNIVERSITY
i$MSTORE»

• You don t need prior experience You do
need the desire to succeed and the ability t*

recognize this unique opportunity lor your

tinancial success

• You don't need a lot of time You can ^ellour

prestigious hiat' .l.'n.anti products at your

convenience to iriends relatives school

rjv]t«^s etr

• You don t need a big investment There or*

iiolranchise lees no deposits no fixtures

required Upon receipt ol your payment

0'^IHSt-'^^^/'''"''"y
*'/ ~ 'I ^^" ""^^^ ^"^ quick selling merchandise at

" *» -
'

• You don't need to gamble lor as little as

S 100 you can select a vi^ide variety ot desira

^_^ _ . ble products Irom our catalog You may

'"^V^l^^'lP" '^^ '
return any unused unsold merchandise I' r

^s^E^ ^ any reason within 15 days Ion lull reiund

Campus Connection is a rapidly expanding tirm with access to worldwide manuta

turers and lobbersol watches calculators reroniers stf^r-, rail. i;. t , j:.ql isses

You can buy and resell these last selling prestige items at rock-bottom

prices (at 25% lo 66% probt) t- . studer.ts tri-nds V.nvnM .ik a:.d rolotives lelltrr-

vourroom on campus in town at lleamarketf or anyplace You can even sell
•

local storekeepers in volume lor less than they r^ pr- .1 .ably now payir.g their

wholesalers and you
can still make a hand
some prolil

We re in the
process ot setting

up a nationwide
network of

campus dealers
Get in on the

ground floor NOW
You can t lose

Mail to CAMPUS CONNECTION. CORP
Suite 1101 17%FiMh *»enu» N** Yorli NV 10010

YES,
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

/A\iiX4nD;inp^iLn(0

Suite nOI 1 7b Filth Avenup Now York ,n(Y 10010

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE^*^
lSo!Ida!r Thursday 8 45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutrve days 5% dtacount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number

ADVERTISING BOLTWOOO PROJECT

Adw«rti«e FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
Advertise items you want to sell or buy Call

532 9*96

ATTENTION;
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

Students needed for programs with the

developmentally disabled Credit available

Valuable experience Info Meetings 9 17

9 20. 2 26 7 pm CC rm 917

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A DISC RACK A VIDEO is hiring

DJ's Send resume to PO Box 48. Amherst.

MA 01004

AUDIO

Fun with sound by Pras Speakers. For in-

formation call Rob at 549-5897 after 5 pm

AUTO FOR SALE ~
TJ Saab W-A cl«ssicrB0T^48/4563

1977 VW SciroccoTTspd AC 60,000 mi

* 1500 or best offef 546-4745^

VV7 CarnparT«73 excellent shape, new
engine nattery muHler 2S3 7901 evening 7 to

10

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A

Video entertainment giant 10 and 16 (cot

screens for dorms and Greeks. "MTV

video music call 549 7144

Rack A Disc Rack A Video entertain

ment guaranteed events lor Disc Jockeys.

Bands and Video Call 549 7144

wiCKEcT AND WILD OJs audio and

visual entertainment for the 80s 584-6712

Gibson Les Paul copy with various effects

$200 or BO also TUSC 60 watt amplifiei

almost new »200 firm Please call Dave at

253 3368

Compute7heads! Dont rent a Decwtiter.

buy mine S700 complete and excellent call

Ted 253 7985

UMASS SKI CLUB
Be part ol the tradition Information and

membership table at Campus Center Con

course Wed Fn Special price join before

Oct 1 for »7 CO

farminal (t Coupler^ must sell $350 call

549 5259

Ricking Chair »2B. 10 speed bike »50 Sit

ting Chair $7 256 8470 evening

FREE PUPPY

FOR SALE

197S Pontlac LaMans. AM/FM cassette

stereo, cruua, $29S0/bast offer 266^1291

1972 Pontlac Ventura dependable passed

June inspection $600 00 best offer

545 2690

Bl VW Rabbit Covartibia: 35 mpg,

AM/FM cass sterao, lifetime rustproof, new
shocks and exhaust, must sell 788 0000

73 Buick Claaslc luxury car beautiful shape

must sell 900 or BO 549 1164

Dodga custorniiad^Van 77 er>gine in gd

running order cstm int cell 549 4892

Must sair* PiclT Up Truck. $200 alT offers

considered English student returning home
contact Andy Lehrer Room 314 Wheeler

6-4921

71 Plnto~go«s iika a brown outlet doosrit

know when to quit Reliable yours for $100

253-9712

1976 VW Rabbit four door »«ce»<»"'5.o"?^

runs well nwt paint, new «>«^«'J«'- 7^^rj
radio Sacrifice at 1,450 TO phone 549 5416

leveningsl

SOUNDESION STEREO Originallv»900 2

years old: $469 Dresser $40 2»36K^

Sachs Moped 1981 very good condition

^ve on campus' $350/ BO 253 2284

CarolirM

Soaakars AR 18 perfect sue for dorm room

in areat cond powerful 1TO wt capability

Great sound SITO call Rick 253 2720

SylvanJiUlnch color TV $150 please call

2532410

portable typawrltar for sala call 549 1358

Ingrid

1«B0 Honda CXWOOL helmet & luggage

included $13TO call^ Chris ilevesi 666 2445^

12 speed Fuji for sala fine running condi

tion $1TO 549 5456

terminal Bantam 560 "i'lVJf'^'r;,^
condition Pertect for COINS 121/123

$3TO Call Mike 546 6917

Guitar Music Man^abre Mapie nac^ »c

tive electronics Like new with case $300

Amp Peavey Bandit 2 years old SOW.

12" speaker, active tone controls $150 or

$400 for both Mike 546-6B17

DornT rafrlgarator 2 5 cubic foot Sany

$60 table top oven $26, 2 element hot plate

$15! $80 'or all 1 967 7846 after 6

KS^hi^TtabJa e 4 chairs $126 or 80
649-0867 _^^__^^^__

Hava to gat rid ot dog. He naadt a home

Call Jay 256-8902 Leave messaga

HELP WANTED

Maintanance parson wanted 2 hrs i»or

day, Mon Fn, mornings Duties include

cleaning office and maintaining equip

Mechanical aptitude and workstudy re

quired Apply m person 9 4 Mon Fri at IIJ

CC ICollegian office!

AttantionI Public Relations, Journalists,

Graphic Designers The SGA Communica

tions Office is now hiring Great opportunity

to develop your portfolio' WS and non WS
lobs available Sec Kelley Riley m 423 Stu

dent Union for application Deadline is

9/21/84.

HiSraiiikid~;nial. '"ha^ed «o' kil_

Chen help 10 hours a week call 2539071 as*

for Wheaty

Homamakers, Home Health Aide posi

tions available immediately Part time.Jlexi

ble hours Free training offered Call Home

Care Services for more information

5863886

R^doin^tlon Staff; Be "part of the only stu

dent run redemption service m Mass fcxp^

v«th cash handling b numbers Must have

license & workstudy Apply 306 bUB

546-0618

Work -study positlona Union Video Canter

• S.U B no experience req

Student Rep wanted, earn commission

and travel Lowest prices on campus Town

Tours 617 321 3993

Montreal Weekend Party Nov 2-4 $88

includes RT transportation Irom your cam

pus 3 says 2 nights hotel m DT Montreal

Welcome Party all taxes and tips drinking

age 18 optional Bruins Montreal tickets call

today Eric 549 5017

Part time jobs ,

perfect for students' Get

experience, gel paid lor political work

Hazardous waste clean up. energy issues.

voter education Mass Fair Share is building

a part time staff m public education and fun

draismg Hours 5 10 PM Flexible schedule

$60 $120/wk Call 5868713

Nursing Students Join our growing staff

Nurse s Aides needed Full time, part time,

any shift Home care, private duty or staff

relief One year recent experience required

Medical Personnel Pool 586 7365

Part time help wanted evenings &
weekends controll desk and pin chasers

Must be neat m appearance and reliable

Apply in person Northampton Bowl, 525

Pleasant St Northampton, Mass

Enthusiastic Studants to apply Asst to

the Speaker/Student Senate Work on

student campus social issues Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary 10

hrs /wk $3 36/hr For more details call

5450341 Pick up applications m rm 420

SUB Application deadline Oct 1, 4:00 pm
SGA IS an AA/EOE

The Student Canter for Educational

Research and Advocacy is hiring

undergrads to learm political 0'9»™»''i9 »
student interest research skills SCERA also

has positions for a writer editor, resource

center staff person and for the anti racism

team 10 hrs/wk, $3 35/hr Work study &

non work study Applications »» *^ f
'".

dent Union Applications due 9/26 SCERA

IS an AA/EEO employer
_ _

Auditor naadadTSGA Treasurers Office

must be able to analyie and apply financial

information 10 15 hrs/wk, $3 35/hr

Workstudy or non-workstudy. Applications

in 417 Student Union BuiWing Deadline

September 27 at noon AA/EOE

Eiotic Dancers wanted full or part tima 4

to 12 tal 247 5692

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16 559 $50 563 year Now hiring Youi

area Call 1 806 687 6000 ext R 9616

Amherst Deli is hiring Delivery Drivers

Hours 4 10 PM Mon Sat must havr; own car

Apply in person

Newspaper Deliverers needed on cam
pus No car necessary Good pay 7 days a

week 1 hour/day Call evenings 253 7009

Nincay, Happy Anniversary, I'll tove you

always' Miss Europe 85

Rick Room 406 a weekend to remember or

was It' Getting s«rioiis wasn t what I had in

mind |ust a little time between Cair ulus and

your protect I wish things were different

because now I'm sad Room 313

REWARD
INSTRUCTION

Know your ear. Basic Automobile

Workabop. 2B hours including classroom

and thop. Limited anrollmaot 253 2098

LOST

Raward - Lost gold watch and pearl rir>g

NOPE locker room or vicinity inside pocket

of denim jacket Extreme sentimental velue

I am going crary without thaee things' No
quest' 256^0102

Ooid bf*calat kist Friday at Peari Street

vary sentimental value Reward 549 5345

Brown, cloth purse pieasa return to Lynn

549-491 1 or Campus Police

ROOMMATE WANTED

MANICURIST WANTED

Manlcurlat wanted for new nail salon in

Amherst call office 1 283 3837

MOTORCYCLES

1976 Honda CB380T. 16800 miles, new
tires chain, banery last year $60080
548-0437

Fatnala to share one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood Apt Call Beth or

Cathy at 256^1619

RoonTavaMabia m a four bedroom apt

$120 00 per month On bus line, vary btg in

Riverglade Apts call 266 1326

Share Ibadroom apt In Northwood with

2 others cheap rent and utilities call Jay

966 3267

Share apt w/2 graat paopla bus rt $200

ncludaa H «» HW Belchtwn Ctr 3M 8087_

Eamala wantad to share a 3 bedroorn

rownehouse apartment Tami 546 9740

Dalta Upallon Opan Ruah Tuas 18 Wed 19

9 pm Come check out the advantages that

Fraternity life can offer Any questions call

549 3831

PHOfOQRAPHERSI UMass Photo Coop

IS looking for interested people to staff tlia

store l/any positions •^''-''^T^ C°"?S
°

the organiiational meeting Wed 9/13 m

Campus Center Room 802 at 7^
ThTliostorrParty Crulaa 800 Boston

women have bought tickets 200 tickats lett

for UMass men call Briari^5«^14e6

SorayaTTolhe best roommate and friaod

Happy 19th Birthday' Love, Rand

feaa^appy Birthday' It only took 4 yaars

to gat a personal Love, 3G

TAG SALE

Freny North VHIaga Apt Sat morning

9/22/84 furnitures, ck>thas. housawaraa

UNDERGRADUATE
BUSINESS CLUB

Undergraduate Busineas Club

will hold Its first general

meeting, Thursday, September 20

in Mahar Auditorium at 7 00 pm
I4ew Members can sign up

at the meeting
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Patty Grant sets the ball

Lowell last night.

for UMass against

VoUeybaU
dominates
Spikers crush Lowell

IUR(K;KK CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

There are those who maintain the belief that volleyball is

a sport played only by the nerds and sissies of the world.

Well. yesterday the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team put on a performance which should per

manently lay that idea to waste. The spikers did little

wrong and everything right as UMass destroyed the

University of Lowell, 15 6, 15 4, 2 15, and 15 7.

"With the exception of game three, we did everything

well", said Sortino. "We had good communications and

transitioned very well."

Head coach Elaine Sortino was "very pleased with her

teams showing.'at NOPE before a small crowd.

Sortino cited the play of several players in the contest.

"Debbie Cole did an exceptional job on service receptions,"

said Sortino. "She really played backcourt well."

"fioth Patti and Susie Grant set a fine match, "said Sort

"Their set distribution was exellent.

"

UMass took game one. 15 6. behind the serving Tina

Morello. Cole, and Mickey Barys. UMass, now 5-2 on the

season, led 13 6 before Marcy Guiliotis put away two kills

to give UMass the win.

(lame two proved to be more of that: Minuteman con-

sistency. The spikers started out by getting three con-

secutive kills from Leslie Smith. Annie Ringrose. and

Sarah Ryan. Smith excited the crowd with a perfectly

executed block to give the .spikers a 4 1 edge. While all

this was going on. Morello was serving UMass to a 7 1

lead. The rest was academic as the spikers used a deadly

combination of hitting and serving to walk over Lowell, 15-

4.

Collftfiali photo liy I'aul UeMiiarHis

Marry Guiliotis (10) challenges a Lowell block

last night at NOPE. DM won, in four games.

A litany of football woe
from an ex-Pats fan

Minutemen booters faceN.H.

in bid to remain undefeated

Peter

Abraham

While the Patriots pulled off their

tremendous comeback on Sunday. I did

many things. I watched the NFC g:ame for

a while, I washed some dishes, and I think

I might've even done some Spanish

homework. You see, I just don't care.

My father, when I was old enough to

push my way through crowds, gave me a

Patriots season ticket. For six years, in

rain, cold, snow and humidity, I faithfully

attended every Pats home game. I am a

broken man.

I remember the 11-5 sea.son when Ray
"Sugar Bear" Hamilton was called for

roughing the passer in the playoffs and

the Pats lost. I also remember the 2-14

season when week after week they got

their collective buts kicked. 1 remember
the Miami wins at home, losing to lousy

Bills teams, and some recent parolee dum-

ping lieer on my head at the Monday night

war against the Jets.

Now. after years of dissapointments

I've changed. No longer do 1 read how
"We've turned it aorund this year" every

year. I refuse to read the preseason

magazines that predict "The Pats will

finally put together all their talent."

Big deal, Tony Eason. He looked like a

bum at the end of last season. Grogan

could throw for 300 yards and four

touchdowns next game. They're a heart-

breaking bunch.

I've loved the Celtics through the good

and bad. I tried to love the Patriots, I real-

ly did. I put up a pennant in my room back

home. I put a "This Car P\)llows the

Patriots" bumper sticker on my car, I

even stayed until the Bitter end of every

fourth quarter hoping (iod would smile on

my team no matter what the score was.

No more. Give me the Sunday Globe, a

lK)wi of Fruit Loops and the NVC on Sun-

day afternoons. I'll even study.

How 'bout them Eagles? Boston College

and Doug Flutie will lose one game, (at

Penn State) and go to the Orange Bowl.

Flutie will also go in the first round of the

draft. Quarterbacks, 1 don't care what

their height is, throw between linemen

when they're in the pocket and over them

after dropping back. BC plays a major col-

lege schedule and Flutie will adapt to the

pro game. He's quick, has a strong arm
and is smart. John Elway has all the right

physical tools and he's done nothing.

UMass had better start playing sooner

than the fourth period against Holy

Cross. Rick Carter's Crusaders are fifth

in the nation in Division 1-AA and have

the offensive weapons to just plain stomp
the Minutemen. They're l>etter than

Lehigh and a whole lot better than Ball

(0-3) State.

The Celtics may he the only NBA team

to go with the same cast for the next

season. The only draft choice with any

hopv of making the team is the

fundamentally-horrible Michael Young
and his agent is looking for a European

team for him.

Europe is also the destination of ex-

UMass great Edwin (Jreen. The 6-8 for-

ward (c'mon he was never a real center)

was injured at the Milwaukee Buck train-

ing camp and released.

UMass fifth-ranked in NJJ.

ByADAMNAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

It will be another good test

for the fifth ranked in New
England and unbeaten
University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team today as

they host another un-

defeated squad, the

University of New Ham-
pshire at 3:30 at Boyden

Field.

Football

polls
1 tm>rmn» (37)

2. ClMnM>n(1S)
3. TCMM (4)

4 Miami. Fit. <1>

S. ONo St

e Brlgham Young
7 P«nn St

8 UCLA (2)

9 WMhtngto"
10 BC
11 Oklahofna
12 Oklahoma St

13 SMU
14 Iowa
15 Flor*da St

1« Mlct>i0an

17 use
18 W Vtrginta

19 AutHjrri

20 Oaorgla

2-U 1161
2-0 ion
1-0 104«
3-1 M7
2-4 860
»4 $^^
2-0 748
2-0 736
2-0 71S
2-0 666
2-0 666
2-0 566
1-0 522
1-1 306
2-0 360
1-1 352
1-0 173
3-0 100
0-2 94
1-0 57

NCAA Polls
Dt«Maii1-AA

1 Furnian (3-0) 60

2 McNaaaa St. Lk. (3-0) 73

3 Indiana S«. (2-0) 71

4 NC Lootaiana (3-0)._ 63

5 Ho»y Cfoaa (1-0) 56

6 Murray St. Ky (2-0) 56

7 8U(2-0) 46

8. wmtam* Mary (2-0) 45

9 OalawaraSt (2-0) 43

10 Tannaaaaa St (3-0) -41

11 Marshall. W Va (3-0) 39

12 N Arizona (3-0) _ 36

13 Alcorn St MMa. (2-0) 37

14 wmott St (2-1) -.31

15 E Tannaaaaa St (3-0) _20
16. Lahigh (2-0) „ „ 20
It Arkanaaa St (2-1) 18

16. 8W Taaaa St (2-0) 16

16. MIlllllHipl VMmt 8( (34) -. 16

30 Nm> Mampahlra \2-(f) 12

UNH (1-0-1) tied a tough

Boston College squad in its

last contest and al.so won
last years battle with the

Minutemen by a 1-0 count,

at New Hampshire.

"UNH is a big. physical,

al.so very fit squad. They
hard running and hard

working. They have a good

goalkeeper and at least one

pretty good forward. It

should be a tough game for

us. " said UMass coach Jeff

Gettler.

The Wildcats, who are

ranked ninth in New
England, are coached by

Ted Garber, the son of

UMass lacrosse coach Dick

Garber and also the head

laxman at UNH. He is in his

second season,

season.

Umass is coming off a

disappointing 11 tie at

Dartmouth over the

weekend in which they had

several golden opportunities

to score but missed open
goals and hit the crossbar.

"We had a little trouble

slowing the game against

Dartmouth. They kept it

running. We outplayed

them, but we were unlucky I

thought. We'll try to play

our game which is little

slower (against UNH). "said

Gettler.

Still, coach Gettler is

optimistic about his team's

fast start. "I'm happy with

eight goals in three games.

That's a good average. The
defense(Paul Ricard, Mike

Runeare. Peter Geddes and

Matthew Dowd "is the most

veteran part of the team.

These people have played

well in all three of the

games,"

FrwardKurt Manal, who is

noted as a good finisher by

Gettler, is starting out in

solid fashion. He has

compiled four goals in the

three games, giving the

Minutemen the scoring

consistency they so badly

needed last season. Goalie

Don Donahue, who has only

had to make 11 saves thus

far. will once again start in

goal.

sports at a glance
UMass Schedule:

Today: Men's soccer vs. New Hampshire at Boyden

Field at 3:30 pm.

Water Polo: At Deerfield, 4:00 pin.
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Senate O.K. 's minutes;

meeting adjomns early

Collegfian photo by Michelle SegaU

CONCENTRATION: Preschooler Nyanyika struggles through an

obstacle course with classmate Bree and student teacher Caroline Bush

at the University Laboratory School in Skinner Hall.

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night approved the minutes of its summer
substitute, the Summer C'(x)rdinating C'om-

mittee, after a two-hour debate on the

legality of apf)ointments made by commit-

tee members.

In the second senate meeting this

semester, senators Jay Flynn and Joel

Rabinowitz argued that Student (iovern-

ment Association (SGA) by-lav« may have
been violated in (Coordinating Committee
appointments. Scott Stern was appointed
tx) the chair of Rents and Fees Committee,
Andrea Bates to Academic Affairs, and
Beth Miller to the Finance Committee.

The first chapter of the by-laws, accor-
ding to Flynn and Rabinowitz, states that
no appointments can be made to any posi-

tion while the senate is out of session.

"On numerous occasions," Flynn said

last night. "I told the committee that they
were illegally appointing people to these

positions." When committee members Rick

Patrick, John Moodidian, and Chris

Sullivan were asked by Flynn if they had

been approached by him this summer each

said he had.

Rabinowitz wanted to have the senate

postpone their vote on the committee's

minutes because these three appointments

are currently being reviewed by the senate

Governmental Affairs committees.

The coordinating committee was com-

prised of the three officers of SGA. Senate

speaker Sullivan, Co-president Patrick,

and treasurer Mooridian, as well as six

committee chairpersons, a SCERA student

coordinator, an affirmative action officer,

and representatives from Third World Af-

fairs and Women's Caucus.

Sullivan said last night that approval of

the minutes of any committe*? is not

necessarily approval of the committee's

"actions" but "approving that this is what
happened."

Directly after the 21-12 vote approving
the committee's minutes, Sullivan realized
that a quorum did not exist, and as a result

the meeting was adjourned early.

Index 84' delayed again

as Student Senate stalls

Peace activist outlines need

for action against militarism
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

Women must take direct action to defeat

the problem of "dominance" and
"militarism" in this country, according to

peace activist. Grace Paley who spoke at

Hampshire College last night.

Paley, a professor of language and

literature at Sarah Lawrence College in

New York, spoke about "Women and War:

Choices and Connections," and then open-

ed the floor for announcements and com-

ments on tiie topic.

"If anything can be done right now. if

there's any way to get a solution to (the

problem of militarism) if there's any group

that can get us out of this, it has got to be

women," Paley said.

"This country is thoroughly militarized,"

said Paley, "and an attack on women goes

along with that." This attack is not only

"oppression" she said, but also a "negation

of our lives and what we're about."

Paley said militarism consists of domina-

tion and power. These two forces condition

society, and they express themselves in

terms of power over women, power over

other races, ' and power over personal

rights, Paley said.

The movements against women's rights,

abortion rights, and contraceptive rights

are "selling women out," Paley said. "All

of these issues are everybody's issues —
some of them just apply to some of us

more."
Felice Yeskel, Lesbian and Gay

Awareness programmer at the University

of Massachusetts, is helping to organize

women for a "Not in Our Name" protest at

the New York Stock Exchange on Nov.

18-19 which will incorporate peaceful pro-

test and civil disobedience.

"The government does things for the

society — it intervenes in other countries, it

(pollutes) the environment, it slashes social

servies — in someone's name," Yeskel

said. "The government isn't responding to

lis but to money-makers, those who will

make money no matter what pain it causes

to people. Women must unite to say this ac-

tion is not in our name," she said.

There will be a meeting for those in-

terested in participating in the "Not in Our

Name" protest on Tuesday, Sept. 25, at

7:15 p.m. in Wright Hall of Smith College.

Another Hampshire College graduate.

Jack, told of his organization "Letters for

Peace" in which people write letters to peo-

ple in Russia, sending peace and friendship.

The letterhead he printed has a greeting in

Russian indicating, "If we are friends, the

world is one times safer from nuclear war.

If a million os us are friends, it's a million

cimes safer." he said.

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A frustrated and angry group of Index

staff members met last night U) plan

strategy after the Undergraduate Student

Senate failed to grant $20.00() to the

University of Massachusetts yearbook.

But the student senate did not refuse to

grant the money. After 2V2 hours of debate

over another issue, the senate called for a

quorum and discovered that only 30

senators out of about 60 on the roll were

pre.sent. So they ended the meeting l)efore

ever addressing the issue of the Index

money.
Index editor Cindy Orlowski said she was

"very discouraged" that the senate did not

approve her request for a $10,000 loan and

a $10,000 grant.

"Production on this year's Index cannot

begin until we sign a contract," she said,

"and we can't do that without money."

One senior staff memter of the Index

said, "People are always saying we're

disorganized, but look at this meeting."

Orlowski said, "We've got an eager, full

staff, ready to put out a product, but now
the SGA is holding us up."

Despite their disappointment at the slow

pace of the sente's deliberations, the staff

of the Index remain eager, Orlowski .said.

"We have to be patient, even though we
just spent over two hours waiting for

them," she said.

Oriowski noted that if the SGA does not

approve the $20,000, "There simply won't

be a 1985 yearbw)k."

She said, "Past editors of the yearbook

have not taken their responsibilities

seriously, and we're being held

responsible."

Last semester, the Index had its finances

frozen by the SGA because of mismanage-

ment of funds.

Sackrey pursues delegates
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

A former University of Massachusetts

administrator is one of the two candidates

left in a race for County Commissioner,

which was made into a county-wide caucus

when the top two candidates could not ac-

cept the democratic nomination.

County Commissioner Candidate Pat

Lewis Sackrey of Westhampton helped to

start the Everywoman's Center at UMass
when she was director of Continuing Ed-

ducation for Women at UMass from 1968

to 1974.

Inside:

Andy Heller on the phone situation. . p. 1

1

Is Eastwood losing his cool? p. 13

Soccer beats New Hampshire p. 16

If Sackrey wins, she will be the first

woman county commissioner.

The commissioners receive an annual

salary of $12,000 and are responsible for

overseeing the Hampshire County jail, the

planning department, and human services.

"I am very pleased," she said, "We are

going to be working to get as many
Democratic town committee delegates in

my favor."

Robert J. Garvey was appointed sheriff

after the ballots were printed, so he declin-

ed the nomination. Edmund Scheinost,

who is in second place lives in the same

district as the incumbent Paul Dineen.

\

To the editors, writers and ar-

tists whose work got eaten

-"Sorry!"
—the Machine

K.
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*'Keep the Summer Alive

CAPE COD at

THE PUB

with Cape Cod's #1

*'D.J. GARY TITUS''
of PUFFERBELLIES and CAPE 104

Special this Thursday Night

Official "PUB" Painters Hats

to the first 75 people

after 9:00 PM
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Thursday, September 20, 1984

THE
PUB

13 E. PLEASANT ST .\-MHERST MA
113-349-1200

A Large Assortment

Academic 16 month Calendars

Now Available

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Presents

^K.

Tix on sale Monday Sept. 24

R.E.M.
Monday Oct. 15

F.A.C. UMass

Students $7.50 & $8.50
General Public $9.50 & $10.50

UMass ID required with student ticket-

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles, or recording devices
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Anne Young, a member of the UMass Intercollegiate Lquestrain

Team iumps a fence riding Even Steven at an exhibition at Tillson farm

Wednesday to celebrate a $300,000 donation.

000
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Correspondent

A $300,000 donation by a University of Massachusetts

alumnus will help to make the Equine Studies Center at

Tillson Farm an "all weather" equine instructional

center.

Dr. Robert Lawrence, who pledged the donation Tues-

day graduated from the Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

lege in 1922, and has already donated $55,000 to the

equine studies program at UMass. Paula Haven,

manager of the equine center, said.

At a ceremony at the Tillson Farm. Lawrence an-

nounced his commitment to the equine studies program.

The equine studies program is an option for students in

tothe Veterinary and Animal Sciences department,

prepare students for careers in the horse industry.

Lawrence's contribution will be used to provide '"a

more complete equine instructional center." Haven said.

"As successful as the program has been since its incep-

tion in 1961, it has always been hampered by a lack of all-

weather facilities." according to a departmental pam-

phlet. Haven said the indoor facility, the Robert

Lawrence Arena, is already completed.

About 60 horses are kept at the center, and are cared

for and ridden by students. Haven said.

"Our program has come along 100 percent in the last

four years." Haven said.

Lawrence, 86. is now a retired veterinarian, who said,

"Horses are my favorite animals, but 1 also like cows."

Black Mass Communications Project

and WMUA disagreeing about airtin

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Problems in programming and organization are causing

disputes, some racial, between the Black Mass Com-

munication Project (BMCP) and WMUA radio, accordmg

to both groups.

Chris Winslow, BMCP general manager and actmg

Third World Affairs Director, said WMUA "has taken

away airtime without any justification. Under the con-

stitution they're supposed to work with us."

"We've gone to management board meetings and

WMUA refers to us as 'you people.' That's a racial state-

ment," Winslow said. "There's a prejudice against the

music and even against us.

Randy Scollins. in his first year as general manager at

WMUA said he wants to diversify the music on the radio

"When we first started out in the 60s, WMUA used to

be considered black station and I feel that we should be

representive of all voices of the campus." Scollins said.

"BMCP lacks the diversity."

"From a programmer's perspective. I'm looking at it as

a style of music. I'm not putting color on it."

BMCP members said Scollins "wants to run the entire

show."
, ,

"In the past three years, we had 63 1/4 hours and now

they've proposed 33. WMUA is trying to phase us down,

limiting the black music," Winslow said.

"We recognize them as a group and allot them time ac-

cordingly." Scollin said.

Keith Johnson, former general manager of BMCP. said,

"They say they want diversity but aren't probing it."

According to both groups, the goal is to balance out the

type of music played on the station, whether it may In-

rock and roll, referred to as progressive alternative, or ur

ban contemfK)rary. which falls under the category of jazz,

reggae blues and disco.

"It definitely cuts down on the black music. They're try

ing to make it more rock whether it's called ' progress!vf

or new wave,' which alienates black music." Winslow said.

Winslow said that at a recent board meeting, "it was

agreed UF)on that if no BMCP memlxT could fill a slot.

then WMUA must find a DJ trained "with that type of

music," but said that Scollin has not abided by those rules.

Scollin said BMCP has I)een overstepping their Imjuh-

daries by assigning double slots without authorization

while other students have not been able to have airtime.

"They don't want non-BMCP members to fill in on

BMCP time so they grant double time but they can't do

that when so many other people are without air time.

Anybody can do that show, we have the library," Scollins

said.

Testing set to

start in spring
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The Acid Rain Monitoring Project at the University of

Massachusetts will begin its second phase by testing about

3,000 bodies of water across the state.

The project, funded by the state's Division of Fisheries

and Wildlife, will test for acidity and elements such as

arsenic and zinc on Oct. 14.

The first phase of the project tested 1,229 bodies of

water and found that 70 of them were acidic enough to

••cause severe losses of fish and other aquatic life, accor-

ding to a stateement from the project.

The second test will be conducted "around the 14th of

April," according to University of Massachusetts pro-

fessor T. Jajicek of the chemistry department. 1 he ra-

tionale is that in April the water is in its worst possible

state after the snowmelt." he said. "In OctoI)er we wil at-

tempt to get at the best case. They we're going to Imik at

the high and low." Zajicek said.

After the samples are collected they will lie analyzed for

acidity at the University and 22 other professional, college

and industrial lalwratories. Zajicek said. "Their labor and

time is volunteer." he added.
.. . ^ u. »

After initial testing, the samples will be brought U)

UMass for more complex tests. Zajicek said he hoj)es to

get 50 volunteers to work in two shifUs helping with the

non-technical tasks.

The project involves more than 8(M) volunters statewide

collecting water samples from lakes, streams and reser

voirs. Upwn completion of the second phase the state will

"be in the unique fK)sition among the states by having an

inventory of the susceptibility of KM) percent of its surface

waters, according Ui the statement.

According to a report released afU>r the first phase of

the project. 16 percent of lakes and streams in the state

are in critical condition and 19 percent are endangered.

This is in addition to the 70 lK>dies of water which are con-

sidered acidified.

The report stated that there was a 98 percent decline m
the occurence of smelt in the stomachs of lake trout in

Quabbi reservoir. Smelt are the principal food of the fish

in the reservoir.

Officer re-instated

with full back pay
University of Massachusetts police officer William F.

Murphy. 33, of Ha<lley. has been re-instaU'd to the force

and given full back pay following his acquittal of a j)erjury

charge last Wednesday in Hampshire County Superior

Court. .... u *i,

Mur^)hy was suspended from his duties m May when the

Hampshire county district attorney's office charged him

with perjury relating to testimony he gave in a court trial

on Feb. 8. 1983. and a deposition on Dec. 13. 1983.

Despite his acquittal. Judge John I). Sheehan criticized

Mun>hy in court for his conduct as a ^K)lice officer.

Murphy had no comment following his reinstatement.

But UMass Police Chief Rol)ert G. Joyce said that he was

happy Murphy was back on the force, and that he was sure

that Murphy's family had suffered during his susi)ension.

and was happv. for their sake, that the case was over.

-RICHARD MARTIN

S^ith President at weekend conference
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Smith College President, Jill Ker Conway will be feat-

tured in a conference at Mt. Holyoke College on women

and education this Friday and Saturday.

The event is the first in a series of three symposia being

held to commemorate Mount Holyoke's 150 years.

Conway will be speaking on "Paradigms for the History

of Women's education" Friday at 8 p.m.

The Smith College president received her doctorate in

history at Harvard in 1969 and is the author of Th^ Female

Erpenence in the 18th and 19th Century: A Guide to th^

History ofAmencan Wrmen, the first in a two volume set

published in 1982.

Joyce Berkman. a University of Massachusetts History

and Women Studies professor will be speaking on Two

traditions: Co-education and Separate Education for

W<ymen at 2 p.m. on Friday.

Berkman said she was looking forward to discussing the

nature and impact of same sex and co-educational school-

ing on women's lives.

"The scholars who have been invited are distinguished,

and I think there will be lively and spirited debate," she

said.

Speaking with Berkman on this txypk will be Forence

Howe, the State University of New York professor who

founded the Feminist Press in Old Westbury. New York,

and Rosalind Rosenberg, from Wesleyan University, the

author of Beyond Separate Spheres.

Also on Friday. Linda Kerber from the University of

Iowa and Joyce Antler from Brandeis University will

speak on "The Higher Education of American Women,

Perspectives from Two Centuries."
oirvrv

On Saturday Elizabeith Fox Genovese. of SUNY
Binghamton will be one of the speakers on the subject

"Black Women and Higher Education."

Chris Currier finds a tree trunk by South

College a comfortable place to catch up on her

studying Tuesday.
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• Sackrey
Cmtinueii from p. 1

Statf law prohibits two
oommissioners of the same
community from serving on

the bf)ard.

That leaves two write-in

candidates in the race,

Sackrey of Westhampton
and Michael Carev.

Sackrey, who is now
director of the Hilltown

Community Development

Corporation, won 2,598

write-in votes to Carey's

2.575.

From her office in

Easthampton, she said,

"Everybody is scrabbling to

get enough delegates from

democratic town commit-

tees, but I am trying to get
some work done."

Sackrey said she was
delighted with the election

results in Amherst.

"In Amherst we had
seven times the total of all

the other write-in can-
didates.

As director of the
Hilltown Community
Development Corporation,

Sackrey said she has

developed skills necessary

to serve as County Commis

sioner.

She .said she has learned

about all the resourc*^'^

available to aid in the

economic development of

small towns and local

businesses.
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Would you like to write

for an audience
of 30,000?

Then come to the Collegian 's

Recruitment Meeting

8 p.m. tonight in CO 113

or call Larry Bouchie

at 545-3500L
Cock towork,

umiiiiiH

kjck to school

Furniture. lighting, storage.

stationery, desk accessoriesfiockto

€SS€NTmLS
THORNKS MARKET 150 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

CERA
The STUDENT CENTER for EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH and ADVOCACY

iT7her"it"pa"to"lear'n'j
i jobs available !

This fall, SCERA will hire undergraduates to

learn political organizing and student-interest

research skills. For two days each week, these

SCERA students will meet and learn political

organizing and then apply these skills to issues of

concern to students. SCERA also has positions

for an editor/writer, resource center staff person

and for the anti-racism team.

All positions are ten hours per week and pay

$3.35 per hour for non-work study and work study

undergraduates.

Pick up an application and more information at

420 Student Union weekdays 8:00am-6:00pm.

All applications due by September 26

SCERA it an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity

Employer. Women and people of color urged to apply!

SCERA
422 Student Union Building

(413) 545-0341

LAST CHANCE:

To experience an exciting social life

To be more competitive in intramural sports

To be part of High academic achieving organization

* To be part of Phi Mu Delta

Refreshments served:

(|)MA 14 Elm St.

256-6802

DATES:
Tonite

Wed. Sept. 19

Thurs. Sept. 20

9-11 PM

UNIVERSITY
OF

MASSACHUSETTS
^ Schick TT
Superll
Specially Fashioned
incur school colors

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with

two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges

and a coupon good for 25c off your next

Super II purchase plus

Just fill out the coupon below and bring it

to the bookstore to receive your special

razor

The Super II twin blade shaving system
features Super II twin blades that are

custom honed tor close, comfortable

shaves.

Quantities are limited and will be distributed on a first come
first served basis Act now and experience great shaves
courtesy of Schick Super II

Op,nMF95 -^^ UNIVERSITY
A^STORE

STORE COUPON •
Open M F 9 5

Sat 11 4

c? VNIVERSITY
A^STORE"^

Deposit at Coupon Box
at the Info Counter

fs. Schick -rr

ouperll
>Ut PERSTUOENt ONI V

\i,4'riH

Address

Phone #

Stale
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Voter registration drive to

come to UMass campus
By JOE McHUGH
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Board of Registrars agreed

Tuesday evening to send registrars to the

University of Massachusetts campus on

seven diffferent dates this fall to register

students to vote in time for the Nov. 6 elec-

tions.

Student Government Association Co-

President Rick Patrick, who attended the

meeting, said, "It looks like we have the

opportunity to register more students than

last spring.

"According to William McCaskie, who is

coordinating the "Big Vote *84" drive on

campus, over 3,500 students were

registered to vote during last spring's

drive. "A lot of students have already come

up to our tables to ask about our

campaign," McCaskie said.

Board members decided to have the

registration tables at the four dining com-

mons, Oct. 1-4 between 4:30 and 6:30 p.m.

and at the Campus Center concourse on

Oct. 2 and 3 between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

and Oct. 9 between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.

The board previously approved registra-

tion tables at Wilder Hall at the

Everywoman's Center on Sept. 2G and Oct.

9 between 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.

Nancy Hastings, a board member ex-

pressed concern during the meeting that

students be made fully aware of all govern-

ment regulations concerning registration,

such as possible cancellation of financial aid

and other benefits for out of state students

who switch their registration from their

state to Massachusetts.

The main concern of the board, however,

is that the registration is run smooth, she

said.

Town Clerk and Chairperson of the

Board of Registrars Estelle Matuski said

she was enthusiastic about the voter

registration campaign.

"Registering students is important this

year," she said.

Biggest Sale of the Year!

^OFT
On/ostens Gold CollegeRings.

IS BACK IN

N0RTHAMFT0N1

.r^-^^'lli^^'"'wv^'^y.oH^
ON'W^

tn

,01
lOP" ,„dav

sond^:sa»u'd»>
O00?fil'-^.,1t>o

SO'^'
M^

,1^ ",e)OP
(^

o \0

TAKE OUT SERVICE
5868687 5868688
84 Pleasant St.,

NORTHAMPTON
CHINESE & POLYNESIAN FOOD

^ Seniors - Juniors ^
^ Thinking about Graduate School? t^

4c Why? If? When? How? +
-|t Come in for help M
^ Pre-Graduate Advising Office ^
^ CASIAC - Machmer E-27C ^
^ For appointments call 545-2191 ^

Do your word processing

at

IIMC.

256-1213
79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
See our other ad in this paper.

1
" * K I n { K K

S H E E T S _ A H T W E I S

Cedar Ohest
I ho^np^ Marketplace. 150 Mam SI Northampton MA • 4 1 3 584 .',860

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

• Includes Mounting*
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd No Amhcrsl. MA
Across from Watrobd s Stor*'

549-4704

I

Sec your )ostens representative

Date: Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20 - Men, Tue, Wed, Thur

Place: Outside Univ. Store _.
Time: 10-3:30 pm

Deposit: $15.00

G[jA'25REBmONYouR
fosizNSGold College Ring

va/r

C 1*184 lostmslrx

<i* UNIVERSITY
^STORE^

IT'S WOT TOO LATE! To Have

delivered to your door on campus
• All subscriptions Payable in Advance by Semester.
• Students with varying starting dates may have their subscriptions prorated.
• No delivery during School Holidays of Final Exam Periods.

• Prices are for these delivery dates: Seot. 23 - Dec. 14

Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week
SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES Daily Only .90 a week

Sunday Only .50 a week

Daily Only

D Sunday Only

Your Name

D Daily & Sunday

Please fill out form and return with check

made payable to:

RON HUBERDEAU, P.O. Box 959,

Amherst, MA 01004, Tel. 253 7009

Campus Address:
afcsesKaeasatittaeaeaEasaettaesesEiwW

Fall Term Rates

$15.70

$10.20

$5.50

^ ^ ^-o, challenges you to

^^ BEAT THE CLOCK
7:00-8:00 8:00-9:00 9:00-10:00 10:00-11:00

25* drinks 50* drinks 75* drinks $1.25 drinks

1.25 rood 1.75 Food Reg. Price -Food

Tonight - Thursday Night
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Stolen car recovered, motorcyclist injured in collision

7 Colleg ian.
j Thursday. September 20, 1984

By RICHARD MARTIN
and PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Area police recovered a stolen car, a Turners Falls man

was injured in a motorcycle accident, and University of

Massachusetts police believe they have found the man

responsible for a hit and run accident.

A UMass student from Bridgewater was cited at 1:20

p m Monday for leaving the scene of an early morning ac-

cident in Parking Lot 22. The owner of a 1976 Ford Torino

reported at 9:17 a.m. Monday that his car had been hit.

Police estimated the damage to be $400, and also found a

witness to the accident. They compared the damage to a

1976 Chevy Malibu parked in the same lot, and throuerh

the testing of paint samples, established that the Chevy

had hit the Ford. ,_

A man wearing a blue jean jacket walked out of an office

in Goodell Library with three wallete on Tue^ay after-

noon, but netted only $10, according U) police. The wallets

were found in the wastebasket of a library restroom with

the personal papers still inside them.

Holyoke Police recovered a 1984 Toyota Celica that was

stolen from Brittany Manor Apartments early Tuesday

morning. Amherst police said the car, valued at $15,000,

was reported stolen at 2:52 p.m. Tuesday. Amherst police

broadcast a description of the car and immediately receiv-

ed word from the Holyoke police that the car had been

found with the wheels missing.

Police responded t« a call at Zeta Psi fraternity at 11|19

p.m. Tuesday. A pledge broke a window at a rush party

the fraternity was having.

In other police news, two casement windows valued at

$401 were stolen from a construction site in Amherst

sometime between Sept. 13 and 17. The loss was reported

Tuesday morning.

A 12-speed Fuji Gran Tour bicycle was stolen from

Presidential Apartments Tuesday. The bicycle was valued

at $300.

A 1970 Pontiac Tempest was also stolen from Brittany

Manor on Tuesday. The car, valued at $3,000, was

reported stolen at 9:48 a.m.

A 28-year-old Turners Falls man received minor injuries

Tuesday when the motorcycle he was riding collided with a

1978 Chevy Monza driven by a Shutesbury woman. The

man was cited for driving without a license after the 5:38

p.m. accident on North Pleasant Street.

adirondack music
"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-3100

Not just ANOTHER car stereo special

this is maximum performance
Take your

car stereo

to the

max" MAXIMA
PERFORMANCE CSC-671

6x9 20 oz bric)geiess3-way speaker kit with foam edge Aoo'er

3' cone midrange 2 cone tweeter 50 watt maximur^ DO»^er

capacity per channel Deluxe metai mesh self-studded gr.nes

CSS-6923

LCD readout electronic MOSFET AM FM MPX receiver with full

locking auto reverse cassette deck Features separate bass

treble 26 watts per channel fader SxiOtunmg seek and scan

digital clock loudness tape EQ switch local distant and DNR Also

includes low level outputs

T (l78rT»m) W x 2 (50mm) H x S'-'c' (135mm) D

Value of over $400 - $199.95 including normal installation in many cars

SAVE OVER $200.!!

Super Special DIN chassis - $450 value - Vs OFF - $299.95

ilMaxima csc-eaow

The shamess or flat-tacea receiver is

the latest trend in domestic and import

original equipment radio application

Not only can the CSC-680Wbe used

in newer cars. 1981 and up which

require this styling but also looks very

chic in applications where the standard

Shalt type radio is normally used The

top selling cosmetic feature ol the

CSC 680W IS Its organized and well

balanced arrangement ol numerous

popular functions

Dolby and metal tape soft touch

controls

Backlighting around all tunaions

IWOSff T tuner with AGC. automatic

hi blend, mono stereo, artd soft

muting and noise carKeUer

Up and down soft touch seek control

Soft touch loudr>ess and mono
stereo plus rocker volume control

Power antenna wire

Weatherproof silicon sealed arcuri

KEY FEATURES

annoBB oodd

Auto Reverse Full Locking Cassette

Mechanism with automatic tape

head release

Electronic PLL synthesized tuning

with rocker switch soft touch up-down

control

Low level 500 f^V output with RCA
connector

Green digital display

20 watts per channel maximum

output

Separate bass and treble controls

with hideaway feature

14 station memories (7 AM 7 FM)

SPECIFICATIONS
frequency response 50 12 000 Hz

Speaker impedarKe 4 ohm

Output Power 12 WPC (<^ 5% THD

Usat>le FM sensitivity more than 2iiV

at 30 dB S/N

Stereo separation more than 30 dB

Usable AM sensitivity 30 „ V at 20

dBS/N

Tape wow and flutter less than

2<"o WRMS
Tape S/N ratio more than 45 dB

Chassis dimension rfl78 mm)
Vfx 2 1116' (52 mm) H x 5- 7/8r

(150 mm) D

Home Stereo
uper System Value

Ohm L2 Speakers

Nikko NR 550 Receiver

70 watts, digital, 3 yr warranty

Nikko MXP7 full auto Turntable

with repeat and ellipitcal Cartridge

Total reg. value

520.00 pr

300.00

199.95

Dozens of One of a Kind Specials

DCM time windows with stands

Vector Research VCX 600 cassette deck

Sony VXI Receiver 50 watt w/preset

Kenwood KVR 510 90 watt video /receiver

JVC HRD 225 stereo video cassette recorder

Jensen video monitor & receiver

Ohm F speakers

Adcom GFA 1 400 watt amp

Hafler 500 amplifier

alue $1019.95

Value SPECIAL
$1100 $499.96

$750 $375.00

$225 $99.95

$450 $199.95

$900 $599.95

$1500 $599.95

$3000 $1000.

$450 $279.95

$750 $499.95

$499.95|
wowr

A»44*>-.\vrfK*>wMl^ .-/^i^ ^

»*»»»***»»*»i

all items limited quantities

subject to prior sale

» ^. JlM !>
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I! you cai\ stand the Kcat...

Get Into Our RitcKcn!

Carbur's is looking for people to fill a range of

kitchen help positions. Connpetitive salaries,

positions, available imnnediately, experience and

current references a nnust.

CaOl Randy or BiU at 586-1978 or stop by

Monday thru Friday. 9-11 or 2-4.

C«A»R»B*U*R«S

eneiion

Holyoke Mall at Ingleside

Holyoke, MA 536-5694

:b3 ci'Giii: 1

21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Fuji - Univega - Campagnolo

Suntour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

>j accessories

Pizza-rama of Amherst
355 College Street

Call 253-3808 or 256-01 1 5 Free Delivery 5-2 every night, Fri & Sat 5-2:30

PIZZA

MOVIE

DOCTOR
STRANGELOVE

Friday, Sept. 21

Student Union Ballroom

5:00 pm - $1.00

7, 9, 11 pm - $1.50

sponsored by:

Union Video Center

Sm 10" Med 14" Lg 16" GRINDERS Sm Lg

Plain

Onion
Pepper
Sausage
Pepperoni

Hamburg
Mushroom
Anchovie
Comb.
2 Items

Comb.
3 Items

4 Items

Special

$3.40

3.90

3.90

3.90

3.90

3.90

3.90

3.90

4.40

5.00

5.25

5.75

$5.80

6.70

6.70

6.70

6.70

6.70
6.70

6.70

7.15

8.00

8.50

9.75

$6.35

7.50

7.50

7.50

7.50

7.50

7.50

7.50

8.25

9.10

9.60

11.50

Ham
Salami

Coldcut

Meatball

Sausage
Cheese
Genoa
Egg Plant

Steak
Tuna
Turkey
Pastrami

Roast Beef

$2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.90

2.90

2.90

2.90

2.90

$3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.90

3.90

3.90

3.90

3.90

SPAGHETTI

Meat Sauce

Meatballs

Sausage
^iB^iB ai^ ai^

3.50

3.50

3.50

GREEK SALAD $4.00

Tax included in all prices

SHELLS

MANICOTTI

RAVIOLI

4.30

4.30

4.30

j
Any Large Pizza T Any Med. Pizza T" Any SmaTT'pTzz^"]

1 3 FREE SODAS (cans) | 2 FREE SODAS (cans) | 1 FREE SODA (can) |
Aaf^J%r\ \tt^tt rxlrk^^^.^ \tr^k,r f-^mrAt-^^ m^X^^r^^^^ A^.11 I LAiKt^r^ \/^M rNlo«^#« \t*-^itr ^^m^^^m v^I^^hm.^ A..II

I w I iik.»_ K^y^t^F-kxj (cansi I
•• • 111-^ \^\^t^r^%^ (cansf | • i iik^iu \^\^t^r^ \cmni

|
|A^hen you place your order please tell I when you place your order please tell I when you place your order please tellj

I us you have couoons I us you have couoons us vou have couoonsI us you have coupons

Clearance Savings
Up to U00»»

on all makes and models

/oWfi S|»orts

An Autumn Tradition''

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

Every Bike wc sell now comes with lifetime Warranty. 30 day Fref Tuneup. Brakt A Gear Adjatfent for Fyearittmeot for 1 year.

I $7.00
I

(with this coupon)

I
$10.00 with Shampoo

I
and Blow Dry

I
$11.50 Long Hair .

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 9/30/84

Styles by Deborah
Ofi Unr.-»'SitY Diivp

Amhetw MA/549 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Royce Union

lOSpd.
• Lugg«d Fiamp
• Shimano Rear

Qusler
• SoMEnd

Front FoiV

Great
around
campus!

Bikes From
•100~*-''200"*

Now
Kdlt-Kih Mardlliiiii

•149'*

Ppuqpol P^ •179"

S( hwinn World •154"

Schwinn World Spt)rt •189**

lx)tus Chaiipnger •199'*

Koss GT 11
•169"

R<<lpiqh Sportil •139**

Biken
•200-''350'^

Save as mach at *50**

NOW
Sfhwinn leKHit 15

«

pd 241**

Schwinn Triivplpt
219**

Lotus Dniqup 329**

^^\iMi^ 2\i)
269**

lotus (.P liixp
219**

Just a Few
Samples

All Terrain Bikea
Now

Krtlrigh Trtmarack

Rpg 329'' SAl »
279*'

Peugeot Canyon l.xpress

R«>9 468"" SAl I
458"*

Lotus Pegasus

Hetf 489" SAl I 439**

Raleigh R25(K) •25**

BMX SJr, Off

Bikea
•35O-'10OO'

I
Lotus Supreme

(C ampaqnolo) 9<)f>''

Now, •889'*
Lotus Comn.

(t ampagnolo) t»49**

Noa'574'*
Lotus Friair 109^

Now •3b9'*
Theae prices on
in stock items

only!

Pttfotofi Sftorts
Add 4" for Ml«te and 27 ' Pram««

AIMHERST • IE Pleasant Street/ 549-6904 L.Jit -

NORTMAIWPTON • 15 State St7 584-1016 r t,„pEjuo?i I!

CREENFICLD » Mohawk Mail/ 773-5572 tan fwHmHlllocitions

Ask about our Naw Guaranteed Lowest Pricing on Parts and Accessories

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Minority enrollment reported higher this fall

By LYDIA ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts officials are

seeing increased success in their recruit-

ment of minority students.

Minority enrollment at UMass has in-

creased 15 percent from last year, accor-

ding to Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis Madson.

"Out of the 4,000 entering freshman,

more than 8 percent are students who

report themselves as members of minority

groups," Madson said.

The University hit a low point in Fall

1982 with only 266 entering minorities.

The statistics continued to climb and in-

dicated 337 entering freshmen in Spring

1983, but it wasn't a high enough enroll-

ment to satisfy University officials.

"On our part it was a self-initiative and a

moral obligation," said Tim Rinehard,

assistant director of Academic Support

Systems.

Officials say the jump in minority enroll-

ment is a result of increased efforts by the

Division of Student Affairs.
^^v.^^VA^v.^^^^^^^v/A^^^^^^^^^^v.^^^^^'
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"We felt the University wasn't

serving a portion of the state's

p(ypulation. We also have afirm
belief that ethnic and cultural

diversity strengthens the

University,
'

' —Tim Rinehart

Two programs, the Challenge program

and College Awareness Day, were expand-

ed to reach inner city schools in Boston and

Worcester in order to bring prospective

students to the UMass campus.

To attract minority students, the Board

of Regents also grants merit scholarships.

One such award is the William IXibois

scholarship, a four-year tuition waiver. A
student must apply for the award. SAT

scores, high school grades, and finarxaal

need are taken into consideration.

Another award, the Academic Merit

Scholarship, grants $1,000 to any

freshman or transfer student, on a one-

time basis.

Funding for these scholarships comes

from the Alumni Board, which granted

$18,000 last year, and from forfeited ad-

missions deposits.

"There is incredible competition for good

minority students," Rinehart said. "We're

trying to_attract them by recognizing their

talents."

------'
"We had to make it our top priority to at-

tract minority students," said Larry
Benedict, dean of Academic Report Ser-

vices.

"We wanted to establish in their minds

that UMass is the place to go," he added.

In 1980, an equal access task force was
formed to establish various recruitment ac-

tivities.

A six-week head start summer program

was initiated to accustom students to the

University and help them sharpen basic

skills to apply in their course work.

- ^^^.^^^^.^'j^^^^^^j^^^^^^''^^
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the Kjture, now beautifully restored and with a contemporary musKol score
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Get on line
witliout
waiting
in line.

oi

I'niversity Computfr
( "pnltT

1
Directed bv FRITZ LANG MUS.C GIORGIO MORODER Lyn« PETE BELLOHE

songs performed by PAT BENATAR-BILLY SOUIER JON ANDERSON

ADAM ANT-BONNIE TYLER-FREDDIE MERCURV-LOVERBO/

^nea^K freview^ Midnight This Friday

Pleasant St. Theater

"UnbelievalJle!''
It's iKtl l)iul enDufjh doiiif'. t'r.dli

homework foryoiir cornpuleruuui

make a tougti siUiation worse you .

plan on spending precious lime standi i.

in line every time you want to gel on In.-

And your odds on gellinf?, a print out by tti''

luiu> you need it are about as r

tin?. s>Mtr, U' n Mu-hriPl .Jarks'

Ttia*

puter hoinewui K .

Center

16 cliairs, no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a unique

workspace that offers everything yoii need

to do all ofyour computer work, in one

place.atone time We rent
•» I- ';'iurorseme.'^;''' ' ' ' - .

•nemrigtili: tAmheiM
Kui.illy you've got ;ii. u',' i nitivf to w^\\\f.

y,„;j. .;,.^,,„.!s<T"W'1»"1 tHfiliti»'S(ir rf'iitiii^'

;ons fully equipped With compulei

•••rininals.completf' modem system:! UiH
tllow you to lie in to Cylier VAX or any

'her mainframt- that you have tlie access

.:ode for on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers tor instant print outs and
• xperienced and knowledgeabl' • ....

pros always on duty to help yi

I )l course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre

cious time standing in line Now you can

plan atiead and reserve timt on a terminal

that will be waiting just for you

So what are you waiting for'-* Call today

and see for your.self how easy and inexpen

sive renting time on a computer can be

COMPUTER A\I^^^C:^^ CENTER INC.
ON SITE HOURIiY/SEMESTER RENTAI^S 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Street Amhersi MA (in letl rear ot Ppif" Pan terminal building)

Mon Thurs 9am11pm, Fn 9 am 6 pm Sat Sun 10 am 6 pm

a FREE HOUBS OF COMPUTER TIME

'

Call today mention this ad and use one ot our

computers lor two hours at no cost'

Offer good during busness hours Monday

through Friday until October 15th

=«eS!?!.jSi«r!^5?<«5ii*'*^^^
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THE ROAD TO A
COLLEGE DEGREE

IS EXPENSIVE
MR FORCE ROTC
CAN PAVE THE WAY

There are a lot of scary stories about the cost

of college education these days Many high

school students aren't planning to attend college

because they don't have the money. BUT WAIT!

Air Force ROTC can help With Our scholarship

programs, we will pay for your college tuition,

books, along with certain fees AND pay you

$100 per month for living expenses.

After you receive your degree you'll be eligible

for a commission as an Air Force officer. If you

can qudlify. Air Force ROTC can mean a college

degree and a brighter future for you Find out

more For your country and yourself, make Air

Force ROTC a part of your plans Contact;

Jav A. Bullington

(413) 545-2437 2451

rustv nail yTyi

ROTC
Gotewoy >o o great way of lite

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b» il to •nt«r

Op*n til 2

665 4937
34 Hour Tap»d Masiog*

PROUDLY PRESSNTS

TONIGHT

LIPSTICK
Bring your own mug

fill it up 25*

till kegs run out

25* DRAFTS

FRIDAY, SEPT. 2l8t

FOOLS

COMING FRIDAY

SEPT. 28th

THE STOMPERS
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Canada's Bear ofBeers
is here!

Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.

An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor

no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc , New Mark. N.Y

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
Founded 1870

Editor in Chief James P Shanahan

Managing Editor

Business Manager
Business Manager

Production Manager
Executive Editor

News Editor

John O'Connell

Andrew May
Elizabeth Young
Mark Roden
Rita Murphy
Greg Brown

Black Affairs Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Arts Editor

Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Yadira Betances

Ret)ecca Thatcher

Christine D Manni

Peter Abraham
Andrew J Heller

OPINION
The opm.ons expressed on th,s page are (hose ot the individual wnter o- cartoorMSt and do not necessaMv reflec-

the views ot the Coll*gimK oi the umversilv unless otheiwise noted

During the primaries last spring, there

were numerous tables in the concourse

representing the various democratic can-

didates. We all had issues that we thought

were important and hopefully we all voted

for the candidate we thought addressed

those issues the best. UMass is traditional-

ly pretty far to the left, and more often

than not the candidate you voted for wasn't

Walter Mondale. I saw a good friend of

Well, we only got a $180 billion deficit, but

then again, Reagan was only able to ram a

25 percent tax cut through Congress. If

you take every other deficit from George

Washington to Jimmy Carter, add them

up, Ronald Reagan beats them all. When
Reagan calls for a balanced budget and

blames the deficit on Congress, I almost

vomit.

Walter Mondale has outlined a tough

Talk about cheap phones

Don't vote for apersonahty
mine recently with a "vote for nobody this

fall" button on his shirt. Apparently, his

candidate dropped out and he now thinks

there isn't enough of a difference bet-

weenReagan and Mondale to bother

voting. He couldn't be more wrong.

I was a campaign worker for Gary Hart

last spring because I felt his record on pro-

tecting the environment was slightly better

than Mondale's. It was a tough decision

who to support, Mondale or Hart. The
choice between Mondale and Reagan is

much easier. Every environmental
organization in the country, many who
have never endorsed a candidate for presi-

dent before, have all endorsed Walter Mon-

dale for president. Why have they done

this? The answer is simple: Ronald Reagan

has the worst record in history concerning

the enviroment. The main thrust of his en-

vironmental program has been to open up

federal lands to development and to make

it as easy as possible for industry. For-

tunately, Congress understands that the

American public wants a clean environ-

ment and has been able to limit or halt

much of what the President has tried to do.

If we give him four more years, we may not

be so lucky.

Walter Mondale on the other hand,

understands the importance of controlling

pollution and has worked hard to do just

that. One issue that strikes home to all of

us in Massachusetts is acid rain. Mondale

will seek a 50 percent reduction in sulfur

dioxide emmisions, what most scientists

agree is needed to solve the problem;

Reagan will study it some more, exactly

what industry wants.

There are of course many other issues

besides the environmment. Remember

when Ronald Reagan said he was going to

cut taxes by 30 percent, increase defense

spending and balance the budget? Jimmy

Carter. John Anderson, and even George

Bush all said he was nuts and that such a

program would give a $200 billion deficit.

Larry Soucie
play that will cut the deficit by $177 billion.

Reagan and his crew have only said they

will not raise taxes, will not cut back on

defense and will not touch programs for

the needy. The question is, what will they

do besides lead this nation into economic

disaster?

Perhaps the most important issue facing

us this fall is war and peace. Let's look at

the record. There has been absolutely no

progress in arms control. The CIA is con-

ducting a not-so-secret war in Nicaragua.

The battleship New Jersey and a host of

smaller ships have fired their guns in anger

into the Lebanese counryside.

Ronald Reagan says Americans are once

again proud to be Americans; I have never

been more ashamed. I wasn't always this

way. When Reagan was elected I was a

proud sailor in the U.S. Navy. Then I learn-

ed about the CIA involvement in Central

America and I felt like a pawn in Hitler's

army. I used to work on shipboard weapons

systems, so I was sick to my stomach when

I heard that the New Jersey's 16 inch guns
were blasting away in Lebanon. Fired at

maximum range, these 2,000 lb. shells have
an accuracy of plus or minus half a mile.

This means you will not hit what you are
aiming for. I saw on the news villages"

blown away, women and children no lon-

nger able to hear. For this Ronald Reagan
should have been impeached, instead, he is

about to be re-electeid.

Fellow UMass students, it is time to

unite behind Walter Mondale. It may be

true that compared to Reagan, Mondale is

boring. But it will be a sad day in history if

Americans ignore reason and once again

elect a personality. We can make a dif

ference.

Larry Soucie is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Abstract artwork facilitates creative

thinking

VMiM^-

Mary Cresse's column Tuesday aroused a

sense of duty, or defense if you will, for the

art objects dotting the University's land-

scape. She presents an incident involving a

person who stumbled upon Mauro Stac-

cioli's sculpture which cantilevers the out-

door stairway of the Fine Arts Center. This

sculpture is entirely massive and of con-

trasting color to the Fine Arts Center

building.

It was a sunny morning Tuesday, and on-

ly one not gifted writh the sense of sight

might lacerate one's face upon the work

whilst walking along. My conclusion of all

this? The sculpture is not guilty of assault

and battery.

Her second point targets numerous art

works located about the campus. She con-

structs such analogies as likening one work

to a "rusted automobile from New York
'

and yet another as a "bent sex object"

where all perverted male deviants wait for

the bus. You ask what they are made of.

Having had the opportunity to ex-

perience the world of retail sales from both

sides of the counter, I feel very strongly

about the old saying, "you get what you

pay for." There's more truth contained in

those words than most people care to

believe, including the University of

Massachusetts.

I'm referring to the recent purchase of

7,000 telephones at a cost of $105,()(K). The

Mura Corporation, the lowest bidder, walk-

ed away with the sale.

I wonder just how much homework the

University did before coming up with the

Mura line of products as its savior from the

rental fees brought on by the Ma Bell

divestiture.

I've sold Mura products myself, and have

never been happy with their line. Somehow

the University just went ahead and ac-

cepted the bid without asking me for my
opinion. I can't understand. All it would

have taken was a phone call.

Had they only asked me about the par

ticular telephone involved, I would have

been able to save them from some of the

hassles that are now occurinsr on campus.

Anyone with even a little telephone retail

background would have been able to shed

some light on the issue. The acoustic

modems which have been inoperatiwe v^rith

these new telephones will work only in con-

juntion with a "standard handset."

By "standard," I am not necessarily

referring to AT&T equipment. There are

many independant manufacturers of

telephones who produce high quality stan

dard equipment, with Stromberg-Carlson

and ITT coming quickly to mind.

Andrew Heller

Touch them, they won't hit you; look at

them, they won't think you a fool. The peo-

ple in the FAC faculty offices will not look

out and laugh at you.

Now, let's take the Metawampe. Yes, I

will aggree that he is "defiled." I would

sincerely hope that Ms. Cresse would ad-

mire the Metawampe for more than the in-

significant reason that he indeed is a vivid,

real, representation of an American In-

dian.

If she is a true abstract thinker, then she

should look about her writhout trepidation

at the many objects which abound. Notice

that in abstact forms passages are opened

which facilate one's own individual creative

thinking. I find creative interpretation to

Ibe a relaxing and pensive intellectual ac-

tivity. Perhaps you should exercise your
mind and let your TV tube take a vacation.

William Mahoney
Anhtfvt

When I was out on the sales floor, there

was one question that I feared the most

from customers: "What do you have in the

way of a cheap telephone?" I could only

say, "I have one for $12.95, but I'd really

rather not sell it to you because it's not go-

ing to last very long."

Most people would think for a little while

alK)ut what I had to say, and then they'd

buy it anyway. We employees used to jok-

ingly call these our "disposable

telephones." If they break, for $12.95

you'd just buy a new one.

I have this gut feeling that the University

is not the place for anything but a

telephone of the highest possible quality

even if the price is a little higher.

Someone should have realized that a

lightweight electronic telephone wouldn't

be able to withstand average dormitory

abuse. At $15 each, I guess the temptation

was Ux) great to fight.

There is a never-ending problem here at

the University; the fact that no one looks

towards the future when making a substan-

tial purchase. The initial price lcx)ks good,

hut that means nothing once the problems

arise.

If there's one thing that held some mean-

ing after four years of studying Latin, it's

the saying: "Caveat emptor." may the

buyer beware. If only the folks in purchas-

ing had taken some Latin.

Andy Heller is a Collegian staff member.

What is God's chosen pohtical orientation?

Recently Walter Mondale gave a speech

before B'nai Brith, denouncing the "right

wing" Republican party and its conser-

vative platform on abt)rtion, crime, and

the budget, and adding a punchline,

"Many Americans would be surprised to

find out that God is a Republican." Well,

if we all are familiar with G<xl's word in

the Bible, we would know that God is a

spirit being who created, controls, and

directs the universe, especially the

goings 'on here on earth.

God gave absolute values for mankind

to live by, and of course, some people who

were righteous followed Him. Many of

those laws, spelled out in the Mosiac Old

Testament, denounced murder of the un-

born, sodomy, self-righteousness,

weakness of moral values, as well as the

familiar laws forbidding corruption, theft,

murder, covetousness, and disrespect of

(k)d, along with many others.

The people who followed (}od's word

were sometimes involved in government

and in the citizenry, and those groups of

people gave their groups names. There

were, of course, dissenters in every

group.

I, as a Democrat, do not want to offend

fellow Democrats, but have to say that

Mondale has a warj)ed issue on this issue

about God, because it seems that,

although God is definitely not a

Republican, most of the f)eople with Godly

values in politics happen to be in the

Republican party. They are not perfect,

but they certainly have the ability to main-

tain this country's morality, strength and

integrity.

Larry Greenstein
Central

n
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HAIR
and
SKIN

SPECIALISTS
OUR TRAINED STAFF:

GAIL - stylist/makeup consultant

KATHY - stylist/trained at VIDAL

SASSOON & LACOUPE

PAULETTE - stylist 8 yrs in Amherst

VIRGINIA - stylist/trained VIDAL

SASSOON &• haircolor

consultant

KATHLEEN - 5 yr. licensed esthetician

COMPLETE SKINCARE PROGRAM

PATRICK
AND
COMPANY

PATRICK & COMPANY
Disttnctive Hairstyles

For Men & Women
Elmwood Shops

104 Russel Street

Hodley, Ma 586 7477

Come in for skincare analysis

256-6008

2ii

JOIN THE FIGHT

FOR STUDENT

EMPOWERMENT

Biggest Sale of the Year!

BECOME PART OF THE
STUDENT SENATE
STOP BY ROOM 420

OF THE STUDENT UNION
OR CALL 545-0431

NOMINATION PAPERS
ARE DUE

SEPT. 21st AT 5:00

On/ostens Gold CollegeRings.
^^^TTX

Sec your )ostens representative

Date: Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20 - Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur

Place: Outside Univ. Store

Deposit: $15.00

VOA-

Time: 10-3:30 pm

CI9«4lo«l»mlnc

GetA'25RebateOshuR ^VNIVERSITY
/osTiNSGold CollegeRing. AaSTOPK^^f^
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Not quite Dirty Harry

Anyone going back tx) town this weekend
might want to check out the recently

regrouped Robin Lane and Chartbusters

tonight at Scotch n' Sounds in Brockton.

They're not the most exciting act around,

but Robin's husky voice is still, at times,

compelling. Saturday night the same club

offers the James Montgomery Band,

another club favorite rejuvinated.

Should you wander north of Boston,

Beverly's J.C. Grover House is a new hot

spot for li/e acts. This former tough-bar

stars the Catalinas tonight.

These guys are little known beyond the

Tuesday night Channell Crowd but they of-

fer a great set of Springsteenesque

originals and, if the mood it right, a sizzling

sixties set at the end of the night. The
following night Grovers hosts the Lines,

and if you feel nostalgic, the James Mon-
tgomery Band is there Saturday.

The always fun Girls Night Out will be at

Jumpin' Jack Flash this weekend. Flash is

on the Fanway and the nice thing about it

is, should it not be what you desire, there
are other great clubs within walking
distance.

Amherst is always wonderful with its in-

spiring atmosphere, faternal ambiance,

from the city slick Southwest to its ma-
jestic mountain view, but this weekend, if

you want to dance, sing, and be crazy, your

best bet is a trip.

Friday Afternoon at Mikes

A HAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH
FOOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1.
Eggplant Parmesan Salads

Sausages Swedish Meatballs and nnore

Beef Stroganoff Marinated Chicken
Cold Cuts tax and tip included

DO-IT-YOURSELF

MINI SECURITY SYSTEM

Security Padlocks

Bike

Locks

A large assortment

of other locks available

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located In the Campus Center

f>.UNIVERSITY
STORED

By MATTHEW BERMAN
Collegian Stiiff

You can't fault Clint for trying. He could

keep churnig out Dirty Harry movies, and

we'd keep going to see them, but this time

he thought he's try his hand at a

psycological thriller. He failed. Clint

Eastwood's newest cop drama, Tightrope,

is basically boring.

Without giving away too much of the

plot. Tightrope is about a New Orleans cop

who is tracking down a killer of prostitutes.

In Clint's newest incarnation as Wes Block,

he tries to find a middleground between

comic book superhero Harry Callahan, and

the buffoonery of Bronco Billy. Wes Block

is still tight lipped, two-fisted badass, but

he also loves dogs, his two little daughters,

and heavy drrinking. He is also divorced,

sexually frustrated, and into mild bondage

with the prostitutes he employs. Clint is

trying to establish a character who is a

human l^eing, and in this endeavor he does

succeetl.

The movie is not without its merits.

Genevieve Bujold is effective as the head of

a rape-crisis center, and as Clint's romantic

interest. Wes' daughters, the eldest played

by Eastwood's real daughter Allison, are

well acted, and the father-daughter

dynamics are great. Imagine the dirtiest

cop of them all trying to explain to his little

daughters about the man bears and the

lady bears. There are also a few decent

Clintisms thrown in. When Block is asked if

he thought that the full moon brings "the

crazies out," Block sneers back, "they're

always out."

Beside the lack of action and the climax,

a big flaw of Tightrope was the lack of a

half decent villian. Among the reasons why

Dirty Harry became the classic cop drama

was that the villiam Scorpion was the

ultimate psycopathic killer.

The UMass Arts Council

• provides financial assistance for

student-produced performing arts and

media events

campus galleries

- Residential Arts Programs
- and otfier arts-related activities

on campus
• issues a free biweekly Arts Calendar

serving the Five College Community
• coordinates special programs such as

symposia and competitions

Funding Period One deadline for grant proposals

for single projects or events:

Friday, September 28

For grant applications, Calendar deadlines, or further

information about the Council call 545-0202 or visit

the office at 125 Herter Hall.
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North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

mu
Racquetball Racquets

,
.\ Racquetball Balis

> Racquetball Gloves

"f-^ Racquetball Glasses

Also available ^x

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

Headbands i
, Tennis Acceaaories

Wristbands ,/ Basketball, Soccer
Whistles '^ Football, Baseball

Frisbaes,

Sv^^imming Accessories

Open M F 9 5

Sat n-4 Q,UNIVERSITY
MSTORE ^*
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For Thursday, Sept. 20:

ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS ASSOCIA-
TION — Our second
meeting will feature a

speaker from the Third

World Caucus. Join the

Asian students 7 p.m. at the

Campus Center.

ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE SEMINAR -
The Environmental Science

Seminar will be held every

other Thursday fall and spr-

ing semesters.

Today at 4:40 in Herter

Hall, 231. Contact Margaret

for more information at

545-2881.

UNDERGRAD
BUSINESS CLUB
MEETING - UBC first

general meeting will be 7

p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

All majors welcome.

PEOPLE'S GAY
ALLIANCE - A general

meeting will be tonight at

6:30 p.m. in the PGA office,

413 Student Union.

For Friday. Sept. 21:

OVER 21 SHERRY
HOUR - Everyone's in-

vited to this informal get

together at 7 p.m. in the

Newman Center Front

Lounge. Refreshments will

be served.

PUBLIC POLICY COM-
MITTEE MEETING - The
Undergraduate Senate
Committee on Public Policy

is having a meeting Monday

5 p.m. in the Communica-

tions Office. Ever>one is

welcome and encouraged to

attend.

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Manager

Production

Michelle Hyde
Larry Bouchie

.John O'Connell

Michelle Segall

Beth Moskov

Julie Marcineil,

Steve Higgins,

Cory Lewis

Nancy Muller,

Nanette Dory,
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OFF CAMPUS
UNDERGRADUATES

Nomination Papers to the

Commuter Area Government

are available now.

Get involved in your Area Government.

Help plan activities for the school year.

Papers available at 404 SUB
Deadline for returning papers

is Friday Sept. 21

I

We have a wonderful selection

of boots - high and low, short

and tall - smooth and suede

Come seel

\

I
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His toughest bout yet;

Ali fights Parkinsonism
Former champ "not in any danger'

Former heavyAveight champion Muhammad Ali, shown here in 1979.

NEW YORK (AP) -
Former world heavyweight

boxing champion Muham-
mad Ali was given test

medications Wednesday by

doctors who said he was suf-

fering from
"Parkinsonism," or minor

symptoms of Parkinson's

disease.

Ali, 42, apparently did not

have Parkinson's disease, a

degenerative brain disease,

"per se," and experts

believed his condition could

be controlled by medicine,

one of his doctors, Martin

Ecker, said.

"He's not in any danger.
It's not a fatal disease said

Ecker, medical director of

All's boxing management
company.
"You don't die from what

he has and I feel very op-

timistic that what he has

can be controlled by medica-
tion."

Ecker, a diagnostic
radiologist who was con-

sulting on All's case, said

doctors at Columbia-
Presbyterian Medical

WHERE IS EVERYBODY?
''OBVIOUSLY" AT THE "NEW"

FOR

Rte. 9, Amherst

TONIGHT
Hil 11 PM

LudlCS ARRIVING BEFORE 11 WEARING A SKIRT
RECEIVE A

MtL COMPLIMENTARY Ist DRINK
^XgdKp^ HOT DOGS 50* 'til 11

%5>55^The Entertainment, Price and Service Leader!

Center were testing drugs

on Ali "to see if it helps him

and how much it helps

him."
Ali, complaining of slowed

motion and slurred speech,

underwent five days of tests

at the hospital this month
before leaving Sept. 1 1 for a

trip to Europe. He returned

Tuesday for more tests and

treatment.

Because his condition ap-

parently was not worsening

and he lacked classic symp-

toms, doctors ruled out both

Parkinson's disease and

"the punch-drunk syn-

drome," caused by repeated

blows to the head, Packer

said.

Ali is the only fighter to

have won the heavyweight

boxing championship three

times, in a 21 -year career

from 1960 to his retirement

in 1981. His title was strip-

ped away in 1967 when he

refused to be drafted into

the Army; he won it back

from George Foreman and

later lost and won it against

Leon Spinks.

All's speech has l)een slur-

red, at times unintelligible,

for ab(jut two years. "I'm in

good shape," he told fans at

Kennedy International Air-

port on Tuesday night. "I'm

a little tired, but I'm in good

shape."

An interviewer in (ier-

many quoted Ali as saying,

"I always feel tired but

don't feel pain at all. ... I

don't know exactly what it

is."

Ecker said doctors also

were unsure of All's precise

aliment.

"Obviously he has a

neurological problem. It's

not a progressive thing," he

said. "He doesn't have nar-

colepsy. He doesn't hive

punch-drunk syndrome', He
doesn't have Parkinson's

disease per se.

"It's Parkinsonism,"
Ecker added. "By that we
mean it mimics some of the

symptoms of Parkinson's."

Asked if All's condition

would worsen, he said, "We
don't l^lieve so. We hope
not."

Ali does not have the

quivering hands and dif-

ficulty walking that are

associated with Parkinson's

disease, which eventually

can incapacitate its victims,

Ecker said. In most cases,

the cause of the disease is

unknown.
Columbia- Presbyterian

released a brief statement

Wednesday that said All's

tests may be completed next

week, and saying that no

other information was being

released, at All's request.

79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-3442

* Over 150 imported cheeses
* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans
* Bulk teas
* Freshly baked croissants & pastries

* Fresh pasta

* Party trays
* SPECIAL *

Andes Peru Coffee $4.99 lb.

Fresh Peanut Butler .99' lb.

Hours: Daily 9:30-6:00; Sunday 9:00-1:00

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^Monday - Thursday 8 A5 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2:30 • Cash In advance • 5 consecutrve days 5% (fccount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 ronsecutive davs 15% discount • phone nunriber *~*

{ADVERTISING^

Adwerlite FREE in the RIVErValLEY AD \
Advertise items you want to sell or buy Call ;

S329498 K

BOLTWOOO PROJECT

Students needed for programs with the

developmentally disabted Credit available

u.iiinhle nnoefience Info l^eetings 9 1'.Valuable experience Info

9-20. 2 26 7 pm CC rm 917

Digital Decwrrter w/ modem end papei

Idwil for Cyber 549 5216
\

FBEE PUPPY

APPLE COMPUTER
FOR RENT

ENTERTAINMENT
Have to g«t rid of dog. He need* a home.

Call Jay 2S6-eB02 Leave messafle

Apple II available for $250 or best offer for ^
this semester Pascal is included Call ;

256 1841 Ask for Ruthie \

AUDIO

Fun witli sound by Pres Spaakars For in-

formation call Roto at 549 6897 afler 5 pm

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A

Video entertainment giant 10 and 15 foot

screens fot dorms and Greeks "MTV

video music call 549 7144

Rack'A Oisc^RaciT-AVideo entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys.

Bands and Video Call 549^7144

WICKED AND WILD DJ'» audio and

visual entertainment for the 80s 584 6712

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Saab N-A dasatcl BO ».4548/4S63

1*78 Pontlac LaMans. AM/FM cassette
stereo, cruise, *2950/ba*t offer 256 1291

1972 Pontiac Ventura dependable passed

June inspection »600 00 best offer
|

5462690

SOUNDESION STEREO Originally IWO 2

years old: MflB. Dfaaaar MO 2S3 3682

Sylvanla 19 Inch color TV 150
253-2410

can \

11 VW Rabbit CovartlMa: 35 mpg.
AM/FM cass stereo, lifetime rustproof, new
shocks and exhaust, must sail. 7880000

73 Buick Classic luxury car beautiful shape

must sen 600 or BO 549 1 164

Dodge customized Van Tl engine in gd

running order cstm int call 549-4682

MustVelf* PickTip Truck, $200 all offers

considered, English student returning home
contact Andy Lehrer Room 314 Wheeler

6-4821

197S VW Rabbit four door, excellent cond
runs well new paint, new exhaust. AM FM
radio Sacrifice at 1. 480 00 phone 549 5416

(evenings)

Datsun B210 ^975 fair condition needs

some work Selling because in desperate

need of $ call John 549*122 $150 00

Portabia typowrHor for solo call 5«0368
Irtgrid

iSTRiiidrCOTOOrMrnet & luMf)*
indudad »1300 can Chris (eve*) 996-2446

11 spaed Fuji for sale fine running condi

tion $100 549-6466

Dorm rafrigarator 25 cubic foot Sany

MO tabla top oven $26, 2 element hot plate

$15! $80 for an 1 967 7846 sfter 6

~ tlMASS SKI CLUB
Be part of the tradition Information and

n„n,bership teWe at Csmpus Center Con

course Wed Fn Special price rotn before

Oct 1 for $7 00

1970 Chevy Malibu runs well 2 door some
rust $550 call 666 3207

1975 DatsunTlO runrwell body fair $500

564 5884 evenings

Terminal » Couplar.

649^^8^

Rocking Chair US 1

ting Chair $7 256-»47t

m.ist saM $360 caM

Mod^ke $50 SK
>aning

friak Blcyda Reynolds BJ1 fraine 22 inch

Shimeno and Campagnolo equipped $360

2535298

Sm RefrifS t high, 3 shelve*, freaiarbox

and meal drawer $100 00 call between 6 and

8pm<»&7557

Oorm Rafrlger**"' Seers Kenmor* taller

than rentals call 253-1797 $76.00

Maintenance person wsnled 2 hrs per

day Mon Fn. mornings Duties include

cleaning office and maintaining equip.

Mechanical splitude and workttudy re_

quired Apply in person 9-4 Mon Fn at 113

CC (Collegian office I

Attention^ PubiiT^elations , Journalists,

Graphic Designers The SGA Communica

tions Office is now hiring Greet opportunity

to develop your portfoiKji WS and non WS
fibs available See Kelley Riley m 423 Stu

dent Union for application Deadhne is

9/21/84.

Ho^em7kers, Home Health Aide posi

tions availabte immediateiy Part time, flexi

ble hours Free training offered Call Home
Care Service* for more information.

586-MB

Redemption Staff: Be part of the only stu-

dent run redemption service in Mass Exp.

with cash handling b numbers Must have

license & workstudy Apply 306 SUB
546-0618

Work -study positions Union Video Center

SUB no experience req

StudonT^op. wanted . earn commission

snd travel Lowwtpocea on campus. Town
Tours 617 321 3983

Montreaf Weekend Party Ho^ 2-4 «••.

includes RT transportation from your cam

pus, 3 says 2 nights hotel in DT Montreal

Welcome Party all taxes and tips dnnking

age 18 optional Bruins Montreal tickets cell

today Eric 549-6017

Part time jobs^ perfect for students' Get

experience, get paid for political vrork

Haiardous waste cleanup, energy issues,

voter education Mass Fair Share is building

a part time staff in public education and fun

drawing Hours 5^10 PM Flexible schedule

$60 $120/wk Call 586-8713

Nursing Students Join our growing staff

Nurse s Aides needed Full time, part time,

any shift Home care, private duty or staff

relief One year recent experience required

Medical Personnel Pool 586 7366

Enthusiastic Students to apply Asst to

the Speaker Student Senate Work on

student /campus social issues Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary 10

hrs /wk , $3 36/hr For more details call

5450341 Pick up applications in rm 420

SUB Application deadline Oct 1, 4 00 pm
SGA isan AA/EOE

The Studant Cantor for Educational

Research end Advocacy is hiring

undergrads to learm political organizing b
student interest research skills SCERA also

has positions for a writer /editor, resource

center staff person and for the snti racjsm

team 10 hrs/wk, $3 35/hr Work study &
non work study Applicstions at 420 Stu

dent Union Applications due 9/26 SCERA
IS an AA/EEO empk>yer

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours irKluding classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2098

Need help with Calculus or any other

Math courses? CaH JoAnn for help 5460320

LO«T

Gold bracelet lost ^ridi>y at Pearl Street

very sentimental value Reward 549 5345

Brown, cloth purse pisase return to Lynn

549 491 1 Of Campus Police

Lost black weekly planner very important

call 546^6229 Jacob

LavT Jean Jacket taken from Pike Mon
day nigt $10 reward rra questions ssked

sentimental value call Cathy at 546X)320

MANICURIST WANTED

Hay Hay HoyI Happy Birthday Liaa S* JuM
wanted to toll you you're a great buddy
Love Sue

Heppy BIrttiday to the boat brother and
friend Love ya

CONTACT irNSES nREPLACED Mo«
brands $20 $25 Dr Spencer Unive
Drive 2S6«fl1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY No kiddingi 8 P F.S

ROOMMATE WANTED

Auditor needed, SGA Treesurer's Office

must be able to analyie and apply financial

information 10 15 h s/wk, $3 35/hr

Workstudy or non workstudy Applications

in 407 Student Union Building Oeedline

September 27 st noon AA/EOE

Exotlcl>ancars wanted full or part time 4

to 12 lel 247 5682

Maniewriat twantod for naw nail salon in

>Vmhar»t call offtea 1 2B3-3B37

MOTORCYCLES

197* Honda CB380T. 16800 miaa. nm*i

lira*, chain, banery laat year $500/80
548^)437

Amherst Doll Is hiring Oalhrery Drtvors.

Hours 4 10 PM Mon Sat must have own car

Apply in person

Ne«vspeper Deliverers needed on cam
pus No car necaesary Good pay 7 days a

week 1 hour/day Call evenings 253 7009

pan time work availabte Immediately

doing lighthousak aeprrtg chores for the

eiderty in Amherst, Hadley, Northampton
and surrour>ding towns Flexible hours

Must have rsliabia transportation and a

phone Honesty snd dependability a must

To arrange for an interview cell Ginn at Pro-

fessional Care 584- 1030 ^ ______
Delivery Personnel Sweet Tooth needs 10

to 12 energetic drivers Must be 18 years or

over and own reliable car with insurance

Apply in person at reef of 79 S Pleasant St

Amherst Thurs Fn 7 8 PM

WMUA seeks secretary with good typing

snd shorthand skiHs 9 hours/wk Call Am
and leave message 586-7862

' OBSERVANT? <

Female to share one bodroom in two
bedroom Souttiwood Apt Call Beth or

Cathy St 2Sfr 1619 _
Room availabte in a four bedroom apt

$120 00 per month. On bus line, very big in

Rivwgisde Apts can 266 1326

Share 2 bedroom apt In Northwood «Mi
2 others cheap rant and utilitiaa caM Jay
686-3267

Fomale wanted to stiar* a 3 bedroom
Town*f>ouse epertment Tami 546-9740

Mlatura femele wanted to share room In

two bedroom Bnttany Manor apanmam.
Can 253 5466

la-apaad FUJI, handleber gear levers, con

cava rims, steal and braes cluster Stolen

9/13 Philips St Large reward for informs

tion or recovery 548-0792

PERSONALS

Fforty Noftll
9/22/84 fumitur

TAP SALE

VmJL Apt
res, (Sotttaa. I

Sat momlny

UNDERGRADUATE
BUSINESS CLUB

Tha Boaten Party Cnilaa 800 Boston

woman have bought ticket* 200 tickets left

for UMass men caM Brian 548 1466

Rick Room 408 a weekend to remember or

was 11? Getting senous wasn't whst I had m
mind |ust s little time between Cslculus snd

your project I wiah tftings wars different

because now I'm sed Room 313

Happy Birthday MerlaJ from tf>e Secor>d

Floo' of Meckimmie

Undergrsdusta Businees Club
will hold Its first general

meeting, Thursday, September 20.

in Mef>er Auditorium at 7 00 pm
New Men>bers can sign up

at tf>e moetir>g
«.«•.•....«....•»•.*•••..••.•*.....••

i

t Happy Birthday Pablol Always, Space

WANTED

UMaas Rugby Mike Canavan put under by

Gina Giunta

Announcer naadad UMass Msrchirtg

Band auditions 9/21/84 st Old Chapel 4:40

call Patty at 263 5237 for details
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Manal nets hooters 1-0 win over N.H.
Minutemen undefeated

defense remains big key
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collejrian Staff

It wasn't the prettiest of victories, but Coach Jeff Get-

tler and his soccer players will take it, especially after last

season's strug.e^le for victories.

Both teams were sluggish throughout, but Kurt Manal's

fifth goal of the season was enough as the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team remained undefeated

(3-0-1) with a 1-0 win over the University of New Hamp-

shire at Boyden Field yesterday afternoon.

"1 was disappointed that we played poorly. We didn't

use our heads or play smart six-cer. We kept it a close

game. We could've taken advantage of so many things

they didn't pick up on," dettler said.

The Minutemen came out strong at the outset of the

game, putting constant pressure on an unorganized UNH
squad that resulted in a good chance for Tom Uschok, who

received the ball that went through a wall of players off an

indirect kick, but UNH goaltender Adam Chidekel, who

made some big saves all afternn(K)n, withstood his first big

test of the day by smothering the ball.

The pressure paid off for UMass however, at the 14:10

mark of the game as Manal took a Paul Serafino feed,

turned around and fired a shot from abt)ut 15 yards out

past Chidekel for the lone goal of the game. The goal kept

Manal's streak of at least one goal in every game alive at

four.

But after the goal, the hooters began to let up somewhat

and allow UNH to regroup and form an attack. Fortunate-

ly for the Minutemen, UNH couldn't capitalize on its few

scoring chances.

The defense remained strong and goalie Don Donahue

only saw seven shots come his way compared to the 21

UMass fired at Chidekel. Donahue stopped three of them,

to record his third shutout and Chidekel made eight saves.

UNH Coach Ted Garber (whose father Dick cancelled

UMass lacrosse practice to watch his son) was disap-

pointed with his team's play, but impressed by the play of

UMass.
"We just didn't start out well. Chidekel made a lot of

good saves, but that's what a goaltender is for. UMass is a

lot better than last year. They've strengthened themselves

up front, they have good halfbacks and a good goalkeeper.

They should challenge for one of the top spots in New
England," said Gerber.

Junior forward Nicholas Marciano makes a move downfield against the Wildcats of UNH in

yesterday's action. The Minutemen remained undefeated with a 1-0 victory. Looking on is Matt

Cushing (10).

Gettler felt UNH gave his team a good game, but was

still able to use many players in order to rest some people

for the upcoming Rutgers Invitational this weekend.

"They (UNH) worked real hard. They had good backs

and a good goalkeeper. They played all right. I wanted to

rest him (starting fullback Mike Rudd, who only saw

limited action) and Matthew Dowd earned a starting spot,

so we rotated," (iettler added.

SportsLog

Tony

Betros

Just a few thoughts ...

With baseball's pennant races virtually

over (don't even think about mentioning
the AL West), it's time to look at some in-

dividual milestones ... Reggie Jackson
became the 13th player ever to hit 500

fomers in a career the other night. It was
Jmost to the day 17 years ago when Mr.
)ctober blasted his first homer in the

same stadium off some guy named Jim

Weaver. ... Next stop for Reggie will pro-

bably be Cooperstown, but he's gonna

have a few surprises before he's done ...

Rookie sensation Dwight Gooden struck

out 16 again the other night but lost on a

balk. That gives him 283 K's for the year

and each one was more overpowering

than the last. Losing on a balk was only

half the story. He lost in Pennsylvania, so

the 19-year-old had to drown his sorrows

in a 7-11 Cherry Slush ... I wonder if they'd

really celebrate and let Dwight drink L.A.

beer if he won rookie of the year.

I never thought I'd read his name again,

but Butch Hobson made the paper. It

seems that Tony Armas is ready to break

Butch's dubious record of most strikeouts

in a season for the Red Sox. Maybe Butch

pent out some of his bone chips to Tony ...

p hope Tony doesn't follow in everything

jButch has done or we'll see center field

irows taking four bounces to reach se-

md base or worse yet, Tony in Casey

hevrolet commercials.

What a Jekyll and Hyde we saw last

Sunday with the Patriots. Down 23-0 ear-

ly, the Pats didn't even register a first

down. Enter Tony Eason. The second-

year signal-caller drove the Pats for 38

straight points, 31 in the second half.

Nevertheless, the Pats are still one point

underdogs against the Redskins, who in-

vade Foxboro this weekend ... Eason

replaces Steve Grogan, who's had more
oj)erations on his knees than good games
... Memo to all Giants fans: I wish you the

best of luck this year but please don't get

your hopes too high. As a Met fan, I had a

fun season, but I still have a sour taste in

my mouth (you know, 'If only ...') Like the

Mets, the Giants look to be turning things

around, but please be patient ... Phil Sims

is not going to make em forget Y.A. Tit-

tle, who's full name has made just about

every trivia game on record. I've heard it

a dozen times, and still can't remember.

Notes from around the world of sports:

Steve Young, the man who signed the 40

million dollar contract in the USFL (foot-

ball's answer to the AL West), did not

receive payment on his contract. That's

1.5 million he hasn't received yet. Imagine

all of that stacked in one dollar bills, one

after the other. It would still be sturdier

than the library tower ... Let's keep our

fingers crossed for Muhammad Ali, one of

my personal favorite sports personalities

of all time. The Champ may have a form
of Parkinson's disease, but doctors still

aren't sure yet. Since Ali left, boxing has

just been plain dull.

Finally, I heard that a man set a record
for the most consecutive sit-ups with
29,000 in a row. I heard Jane Fonda was
tough, but this is ridiculous.

No more need be said.

Water polo gets last splash

with two convincing victories

By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

After a lackluster perfor-

mance at the M.I.T. Tourna-

ment last weekend. Univer-

sity of Massachusetts water

polo team came up with two

impressive games in a row:

an 11-4 win over Amherst

College on Tuesday, follow-

ed by a 17-1 1 win over Deer-

field College yesterday.

"We've really turned the

corner on the season," said

UMass coach Russ Yar-

worth. "We're concen-

trating more on defense,

and getting more
turnovers."

The Minutemen were vic-

timized by the goalposts in

the first half of their game

at Amherst College, as they

dominated the Jeffs, but

were only able to come

away with a 5-3 lead. Cap-
tain Paul McNeil continued

his hot scoring with three

goals, while Paul Surette
and Bill Feeney had the
other first half goals.

The UMass "B" team
took over in the second half

and got four straight goals

to put the game out of

reach, 9-3. After a con-

troversial breakaway goal

by Amherst, the Minutemen

closed the scoring with a

penalty shot and a power
play goal. Goalies Fred
Marius (first half) and Kev-

vin Gallagher (second half)

were hardly tested, and
came up big when called

upon.

In the Deerfield game, the

Minutemen put the game
away in the first half,

thanks to six goals on six

shots by McNeil. Sophom-
more Mike Hoover added

four goals to give the

Miutemen a 10-4 halftime

lead.

Once again, the "B" team
took over in the second half

and held Deerfield to a 7-7

standoff to make the final

score 17-11. Bill F'eeney had

three goals and three asists

in the second half for

UMass.
Obviously, the Minutemen

learned their lessons well

after their poor showing

over the weekend. "The
defense learned that you

can't go into a game without

emotion and intensity,"

Yarworth said.

The next chance for

UMass to show some of it

will be Saturday morning at

10 a.m. against Boston

University at Boyde Pool.

Following that game, the

Minutemen travel to For-

dham before they head to

Harvard for the league

tournament.

sports at a glance

UMasB schedule: No games are scheduled
Tomorrow: Colleg^ian's NFL picks

Bombing at US Embassy in Beirut kills 23
BEIRUT, Lebant)n (AP) — A van driven by a suicide

bomber careened past concrete barriers and through a

fusillade of gunfire yesterday and blew up at the d(M)rs of

the U.S. Embassy annex. Police said 23 people were killed

in the blast and the U.S. State Department reported two

of the dead were Americans.

Lebanese state radio initially put the death toll at 10, but

later said as many as 40 people may have perished.

The blast tore into the lower stories of the six story

building, injuring as many as 60 people, including the

British and American ambassadors and 21 other

Americans, police and emergency officials said.

State Department spokesman John Hughes said there

were two terrorists in the van and that they drove 50 feet

under fire from Lebanese guards. He said the van was

"badly shot up." Hughes said there were 20 Americans in-

jured.

U.S. Ambassador Reginald Bartholomew and British

Ambassador David Meirs were in conference in Bar-

tholomew's top-floor office when the explosives detonated

at 11:45 a.m. (4:45 a.m. EDT) and both were slightly in-

jured.

In Washington, President Reagan reacted with "anger

and sorrow." However, he said the United States would

not be driven out of the Middle East. "We must continue."

he said. "We can't just withdraw in the face of this kind »)f

terrorism."

Democratic presidential nominee Walter Mondale ex-

pressed "shock and outrage" at an "irrational, unciviliz

ed. bloody act." He said he would support any appropriate

countermeasure which Reagan might order.

The explosion ripped a crater 16 feet wide near the

building. Local radio stations quoted police as saying the

van was laden with as much as 385 pounds of TNT, and

that it carried fake Dutch diplomatic license plates. State

television said the van also was fitted with four Soviet-

made rockets, adding to the force of the explosion.

Police and embassy officials said they l)elieved the gun-
fire from Lebanese and American guards prevent^ni the

van from driving into a basement parking lot and blowing
up the entire building-.

However, the vehicle rolled to a spot directly in front of

the main entrace to the annex and exnlode<l. heavilv

damaging the ground floor visa section.

U.S. Marine guard Cpl. Larry (iill of Mobile. Ala., said

he was on duty at the entrance to the embassy annex when
the bombing occurred.

"We heard shooting, saw it (the van) .skidding — then
the lights went out," .said Gill, who suffered cuts and
bruises and was l)eing given oxygen as he talked to

re[K)rters. He was partially buried in rubble, but said "I
think I'm t)K."

AlK)ut 90 minutes after the explosion, an anonymous
caller claimed responsibility for the attack on l)ehalf of
Islamic Holy War, a shadowy terrorist group that claimed
the l)<)mbings that killed 299 American and French
peacekeeping .soldiers last October, and the lK>mbing of
the U.S. Embassy in west Beirut in April 1983. Sixty-

three people, including 17 Americans, were killed in that
explosion.

The American staff had just moved to the east Beirut
annex in July for security reasons, because the old British

compound it had transferred to after the embassy was
destroved was considere<l t(H) vulnerable.
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New plan rearranging
core structure proposed

Collrfian photo by Mitch Drantrh

LIVE IN CONCERT — Black Uhuru performs a supercharged show
Wednesday in the Student Union Ballroom. Watch for the review and
interview with band members Monday in Arts.

Japanese to visit campus
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegain Staff

A group of young Japanese professionals

will he guests of the University of

Massachusetts tomorrow for ceremonies

honoring both a former president of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College, which

is now UMass. and poet Emily Dickinson.

The visitors include 41 men and 25 women
from Hokkaido. Japan's northernmost

region, who are engaged in careers in

health, government, industry, agriculture,

community service, and education.

Former Mass. Agricultural colJege

President William Clark left his position in

1876 to help establish the Sapporo

Agricultural College, which is now
Hokkaido University. Since 1975, both

UMass and that school have sponsored

student exchange programs.

D.-.kinson, who lived in Amherst, remains

a translated favorite of the Japanese.

The group is scheduled to place flowers on

the graves of both honorees tomorrow,

starting at the Clark site in West

Cemetary, and later moving to Dickinson's

grave. Following the ceremonies this

weekend, the guests will tour Sturbridge

Village, Boston, and then travel to Canada.

The director of the visiting tour is Akio

Matsue of the Hokkaido Center for

International P'xchange.

By LAIRA YEE
Collegian Staff

After more than seven months of

deliberations, the General F^ducation Coun-

cil presented a proposal to the faculty

senate yesterday that would "tighten up"
and change the present structure of the

University of Massachusetts core re-

quirements.

The prf)posal may be discusse<l into

November when it will l)e vote<l on, said

Joel L. Naroff, council chairman.

If the proposal is passed, "no more than

three of the general education cores could

be taken pass/fail," psychology professor

and council member Harry Schumer said.

"In the philosophical sense, the propt)sal

is tightening up from the present course

selection. It's more targeted with still a

large amount of flexibility and we're very

concerned with expanding the student's

breadth of knowledge," said Naroff.

If passed, the C, D, and E core re-

(^uirements would be replaced with areas

called the "social world," "biological and

physical world" and "analytical
reasoning."

Naroff said the titles reflect the idea that

courses should be assigned to a category on

the basis of course content and not the

department in which a course is taught.

"The social world area has three major

subdivisions: the arts, historical studies

and social and behavioral sciences.

Students must take two courses in each of

these sulxiivisions. In addition, there is a

human and cultural diversity component to

the social world requirement. All students

must take two courses in the social world

that have a human and cultural diversity

designation," Naroff said.

The biological and physical woi Id has two
major suUlivisions — biological sciences

and physical science. The proposal stales

that students would l>e required to take

three courses in this area with at least one
course taug'ht in each subdivision. The pro-

fM)sal highly recommends that one course

Ih' taken with a lal)oratory comjM)nent.

"The council has conservative impul.ses

that the readings of books are a g<M)d thing.

No one seemed to deviate from that

assumption," Associate to the provost and

council memlK'r Fern L. Johnson said.

"We discussed having a Third World re-

quirement for students to learn something

abou the culture of [)eople other than their

own," Johnson said.

Cores in analytical reasoning would in-

clude one basic mathematics course or the

placement equivalent and one additional

course in mathematical, quantitative,

numerical, analytical or formal reasoning.

"The student should be given a sense of

how the scientist lotjks at the world and

how the scientist perceives it," said Earl

McWhorter, a chemistry professor and

council member. "A sense of humility

comes from taking a science."

Schumer said in cases of a change of ma-
jor, students could apply these courses to

general education requirements.

Up to three courses in all the general

education requirements may but need not

be substituted with experimental inter-

disciplinary courses.

Naroff said that to maintain the quality

of the general education courses, each
course would be evaluated and reviewed
every four years.

Inside:
BOG bans Cosmoparody P-3

On beauty • ^eants and oppression p.7

Minuteme. it Holy Cross Pl6

*'T(ymorr<yw is often the busiest day of the year.

"

— Spanish proverb

('oll«in>n photo by Brian K. (ioiiyr

SWAN LAKE — Senior sociology major Dianne Zammitti of

Sunderland does some reading by the Campus Pond yesterday after-

noon.

il
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Economic report

a re-election boost
WASHINGTON (AP) - The economy has slowed to a

3.6 percent rate of growth, substantially below the pace

set during the first half of the year but still strong enough

to give the country its l)est economic performance in

decadfs. the government said yesterday.

T^ .vt-agan administration hailed the news and private

ec jmists agreed that a president running for re-election

coi J scarcely ask for a better performance.

The Commerce Department report sai(i the gross na-

tional product, the total output of goods and services, in-

creased at an annual rate of 3.6 percent in the current

July-September quart r, for an annual total of $1.64

trillion. The rep< rt is o.. ed on daUi for the first two mon-

ths of the (juarter and estimates for September and is

often subject to later revisions.

The third-quarter figure marked a dramatic slowing

from the 7.1 percent pace in the second quarter and the

1.1 i)ercent rate for the first three months of 1984.

But the slowviown was not as severe as .some had feared

and most ecc . .nists said the current level is just what is

needed to sustain the current 22-month expansion.

They noteti the news t)n inflation was very good. Prices,

as measured by an index tied to the GNP, rose at a 2.9 per-

cent rate in the quarter, down from the 3.3 percent level

set in ; e second quarter.

Comt.ierce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige said the

preliminary estimate for (INP growth "provides further

evidence that the economy has shifted down to a more

moderate and sustainable growth rat^."

He .said investment, consumer spending and defense

outlays woi;'d geni.;. € growth in the 4 percent range for

"the fores, orble fuure."

He said that e' with the slowdown in the second half,

the ec<>nomy :.^ -.id have the "best two-year performance

in over thirty , ears."

Al* I^rUirrphoto

House Speaker Thomas McGee... faces
challenge.

McGee may be gone
BOSTON (AP) - After months of political intrigue on

Beacon Hill, Rep. CTeorge Keverian says he has 73 of the

81 votes he needs to become the next speaker of the

Massachusetts House, one of the most powerful positions

in state government.

"There is absolutely no doubt that this is over,"

Keverian. the Everett Democrat challenging Speaker

Thomas McGee. declared yesterday at a news conference

jammed with rejK)rters and curious legislators.

McGee did not immediately dispute Keverian's figures.

His only public response was to release the text of a letter

he sent to Keverian challenging him to reveal which sup-

porters he would name to key leadership positions.

On Wednesday, McGee said neither he nor Keverian had

an 81-vote majority, raising the possibility that the tiny

Republican minority could hold the balance of power.

House democrats

win MX reduction
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan and congres-

sional leaders agreed yesterday on a compromise, $292

billion defense budget, coupled with restrictions on MX
missile production that would allow either the House or

Senate to kill the nuclear weapon in yot«s after next April.

Terms of the "agreement in principle," disclosed by

sources who spoke only on condition that they not be iden-

tified, represent a major victory for House Democrats

who oppose the MX and had demanded the Senate retreat

from a spending package totaling $299 billion for defense.

The budget figure would represent a "real." or

infiation-adjusted. increase of about 5 percent for military

sj)ending over the past year. Reagan orginally sought

$313 billion for fiscal 1985, an increase of more than 13

percent, but later revised that request to the $299 billion

figure accepted by the Senate.

Gaye's dad guilty
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The father of soul singer Mar

vin Gaye pleade<i no contest yesterday to voluntarj'

manslaughter in the shooting death of his son during an

April 1 argument.

Defense attorney Michael Schiff said the charge was

reduced from first-degree murder on a plea bargain, and

added that he believes he will be able to persuade the judge

not to send Gay to prison.

His son. who added an "e" to his name when he began

his singing career, was shot twice in the chest with a pistcjl

on the eve of his 45th birthday. Gaye, known for such hits

as "Sexual Healing" and "I Heard it Through the

Grapevine," had l)een celebrating with his parents when

an argument flared.
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Correction:

A story in Wednesday's Collegian incorrectly identified the source of a $5,000

grant that will help pay for Bilingual Education Week. The Student Affairs Division

is the office that has verbally agreed to supply the loan.

Correction:

A story in Thursday's Collegian incorrectly identifie<l WML^A employee Randy
Scollins. Scollins is program director of the radio station. Scollins was also mis-

quoted once in the story. He meant that the Black Mass Communications Project,

not WMUA. began in the 1960s.
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Nomination Papers to the |

Commuter Area Government |

are available now. |

Get involved in your Area Government. |

Help plan activities for the school year. |

Papers available at 404 SUB |

Deadline for returning papers |

is Friday Sept. 21 I

I I
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Open til 2 AM
Friday & Saturday

HAPPY HOUR 1-7
7 DAYS A WEEK
Rte9. Hadley 586-2770

(across from Mt. Farms Mall)
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IT'S A BIRD,

IT'S A PLANE,

IT'S -
Al Haskins of

the UMass
Parachute Club

durinir a

demonstration at

Haigus Mall

yesterday.
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Women protesting violence

hold annual march tonight

By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students will

be participating in the third annual "Take
Back The Night" march and rally,

protesting violence against women, at 7:00

tonight in Institute Park in Worcester.

The event is "a form of community
education on violence against women, the

everyday violence that women are subject

to. This is a means of resisting that

violence." said S.E. Chase, a representative

of the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA).
The rally will feature keynote speaker

Judge Lisa A. Richette, author of The

ThrowaiMiy Children, who will address the

court's response ot women who experience

rape and other forms of violence. David

Adams, a member of a Boston self-help

group for batterers will speak. Annette

Rafferty, co-founder of an emergency

shelter for women and children in Wor

Police report theft,

motorist's arrest
A stuffed deer's head and $700 worth of carpeting were

reported missing from a storage building at Townhouse
Apartments Wednesday. The theft occurred sometime

within the last two weeks, according to Amherst police.

cester will talk about women's groups in the

area. The rally will interpreted for the

hearing impaired and translated into

Spanish.

A mile and a half march will follow the

rally. A benefit dance will be held at 9 p.m.

at the Veterans fo Foreign Wars hall on

Ballard Street.

This is a "Take Back The Night" rally

because "night is a time associated with

fear and vulnerabihty and for a lot of

women that night is 24 hours a day," said

Donna Stewart, a member of the Worcester
based Women's Energy Against Violence.

Stewart said about 1,000 people attended

the event last year. "Marches are very

important because politicians look at the

numbers that turn out."

Felice Yeske'Lesbian and Gay Awareness
programmer at the University of

Massachusetts, agreed. "It is ultimately

politically significant that over 50 percent of

the population should be able to walk iown

the street without fear."

BOG pulls Cosmoparody

,

loses ^3-4,000 on concert
ByJOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

Cosmoparody magazine, a take-off on

Cosmopolitan, has been removed from the

University Store after the Campus Center

Fioard of Governors (BOG) pointed out its

low moral standards to the store's manager,

the BOG vice chairperson said last night.

Al*itt. between $3,000 and $4,000 was lost

on the Black Uhuru concert Wednesday
which was sponsored by the BOG, chairman

Bob Abele said at last night's board

meeting.

Vice chairperson Karen Karina Gray said

of Cosmoparody, "'I think it's trash. I'm so

glad that magazine got pulled out. This

shows student work in action. The
magazine wasn't selling anyway, it was
displayed for sale throughout the store."

Gray said the BOG recommended that

Cosmoparody be taken from the shelves

and the University Store complied. She

said a BOG member brought a sexist article

in the latest issue to her attention that she

took action on the recommendation.

The Black Uhuru concert attracted only

8.'j0 people in the Student Union Ballroom

which has a capacity of 1.100 said Lance

Foley, director of the Union Program
Council which put on the show for the BOG.
"We tend to lose money ofn SUB shows.

It's a small hall, " Foley said. "Black Uhuru
tickets Ko for $16 to $18 in Boston they

were $9.50 here. We are likely to lose a

large part of our audience if we charge top

prices, and end up losing more money in

unsold tickets."

In other BOG news, Abele said plans are in

the works to open the Blue Wall to all ages

all the time except for PViday night Social

Hours. It is now open to all ages Tue.sday,

Friday and Saturday, except for 3 p.m. to 6

p.m. Social Hours on Friday.

NOPE, stadium renamed
after former phys. ed deans
ByJOELP. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The North Physical Education Building

(NOPE) and Alumni Stadium will be

renamed later this fall

David Bischoff. dean of the school of

Physical Education, said that the stadium

would become Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium and NOPE will be named the Ruth
Totman Physical Education Building.

"McGuirk was the first dean of the school

of physical education and a long time

athletic director." Bischoff said.

"McGuirk was primarily instrumental in

the upgrading of the football program. His

principle concern was inter collegiate

football," Bischoff said.

"During the time McGuirk was here, both

Boyden and the stadium were built. The
playing fields in the west were also built

when he was here," Bischoff said.

Began as 'alternative^

Bischoff said McGuirk was an All-

American at Boston College. He retired at

the end of 1971, Bischoff said.

NOPE will be named for Ruth Totman,
who was head of the Women's Physical

I^ducation Department from 1943 to 1964,"

Bischoff said.

"Totman was highly conscientious and
widely respected in New England in her
field." Bischoff said.

The naming of the Totman Building is

unusual becau.se Totman is still living.

Bischoff said.

"Some of her (Totman's) colleagues

recommended that the building be named
for her. She was pleased when she heard of

the dedication," Bischoff said.

The dedication for the renaming of Alumni
Stadium will be Nov. 3 at the Homecoming
game between the Minutemen and the

University of Connecticut. The dedication

date for NOPE has not yet been
established.

Orchard Hill remembers past
By JIM AVERILL
Collegian Correspondent

The Orchard Hill Residential College was
founded as an alternative to the deper-

sonalization of rapid University expansion

when many students began to "feel like a

number" in the l%0s, according to a

former area administrator.

At the first of four panel discussions on

the history of the residential areas which is

now celebrating its 20th anniversary, one

of the area's first "masters," Leon Barron,

and other panelists discussed the formation

of the area as a residential college.

H. Leland Varley, who was the first Or-

chard Hill master, said the idea of a

residential college at the university was
first considered when he, political science

professor Luther Allen and some others at-

tended a conference on residential colleges

in Colorado in 1964.

At the time, the Orchard Hill dorms were

just being completed and it was decided

that they would become an experimental

residential college.

A residential college is a semi-

autonomous group of dorms within a

university that offers a combination of

regular university courses along with new
inter-disciplinary courses which are

created mostly because of student interest

and awareness.

Each house in the area has one live-in

faculty member who gets to know many of

his students personally. His goal, according

to Barron, is "the social and cultural

enrichment of both student and faculty."

Of the approximately 1300 current

residents of Orchard Hill, between 150 and

200 currently participate in the Residential

College Program.

Police arrested iwo men tor traffic violations Wednesday.

State Police in Sunderland issued a warrant by Amherst

police on a Shelburne man. A 25 year-old resident of

Huntingburg, In. was arrested on Northampton Road for

driving to endanger, failure to stop for a police officer,

speeding, failure to stay within marked lanes, and driving

without a license. He was arraigned yesterday.

An Amherst resident reported the theft of a Coleman

cooler, two deck chairs, and a fern from the porch of his

Fearing Street home, according to Amherst Police.

CoUaffima ftteU bjr Brlu K. Gonrc

THE WANING RAYS OF SUMMER — Students enjoy the last day of summer sun studying at

the Flagstone Pyramids yesterday. Today is the first day of autumn. __^___^__
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Presents Tix on sale Monday Sept. 24

R.E.M.
Monday Oct. 15

F.A.C. UMass

Students $7.50 & S8.50

General Public $9.50 & $10.50

UMass ID required with student ticket-

1 ickets on sale ac Fine Arts Center, Sprinjsf leld Civk Center and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton,

Holyoke, tireenfield and Pittsficid No cans, bottles, or recording devices

IT'S NOT TOO LATE! To Have

delivered to your door on campus
• All subscriptions Payable in Advance by Semester.

• Students with varying starting dates nnay have their subscriptions prorated.

• No delivery during School Holidays of Final Exann Periods.

• Prices are for these delivery dates: Sept. 23 - Dec. 14
p^u j^^^ Rates

Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week
$15 70

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES Daily Only .90 a week
^^qjq

Sunday Only .50 a week ^^'^

G Daily Only

'
"' Sunday Only

D Daily & Sunday

Please fill out form and return with check

made payable to:

RON HUBERDEAU, P.O. Box 959,

Amherst, MA 01004, Tel. 253-7009

Your Name
Campus Address:.

cratstaweasi

EL GRECO PIZZA
South Amherst460 West St

• lln( Ovoo Ciimo*^'

• C,it>** ';al;»f1^

WE MAVF ONE OF IMF
bf«;t ri/7A s in imf siatf*;

253-9239

RT116
• Vpgpla>ian d; •»

and I lip (Vil

256-1342

On April 5, 1984, The Amherst Student newspaper proclaimed El Greco

Pizza as the best pizza in the Amherst area.

"El Greco won easily among the six panelists. El Greco was proclaimed to

have the thicker cheese, spiciest sauce, and thickest crust. El Greco easily

outdistanced all of the competition."

COME TRY EL GRECO
AND YOU'LL AGREE WITH THE EXPERTS!

Fast free delivery to Hampshire College, Amherst College, Brittany

Manor, Southwood, Riverglade Apartments 8- limited to South Amherst.

Sorry we can't deliver to UMass Campus.

I Coupon I i

4 FREE CANS OF COKE
J

I with the purchase of a | |
I Large Pizza with 2 or more items | |
I 1 coupon per pizza I I
I expires 10/15 I I

Coupon
$1.00 OFF

any Large Pizza

with 2 or more items

1 coupon per pizza

expures 10/15

Hypercurricula

For Saturday. Sept. 22

CENTRAL/ORCHARD HILL FALL FESTIVAL -

There will be a concert with five local bands beginning at

noon, a road race at 10 a.m., a volleyball tournament and

lots of other activities. Location: the basketball courts bet-

ween Central and Orchard Hill.

For Sunday, Sept. 23

KAPPA-ALPHA-PSl SMOKER - The Brothers of

KAPPA-ALPHA-PSI invite all men interested in pledging

our Cirand Fraternity to a general information session. 12

p.m. Campus Center Room 805.

WMLASC MEETING - General meeting of Western

Mass. Latin America Solidarity Committee. 6:30 p.m.

(famous Center.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH
Come join us for worship and teaching from (]od's word.

10:15 a.m. Sunday. Campus Center (check schedule for

room numl)er).

ORIENTEERING EVENT - OnenU^enng is a map

hike - using a map and a compass you navigate a course

in the woods. Wear old clothes and bring a lunch for after-

wards. Beginners welcome. More info: James at 253-9714.

10a.m!-12 p.m. Forest Park, Springfield.

9^h Annual

Old Deerfield

Craft Fairs

Old Deerfield, Massachusetts

1 • 9 • 8 • 4
Fall - September 22 & 23

77.7^ Most Beautiful Craft Fairs

in New England

To reach Old Deerfield take Exit 24

(Northbound) or Exit 25 (South-

bound) off 1-91. Then go 6 miles

north on Routes 5 and 10.

Brighten Your Room!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton next to Iron Horse

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Bamboo

BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

cover walls, furniture windows
from S7 95

RUGS & MATS
colorful durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES «'"""« ""' °°" '"""

lots of comfonablo cotton JEWELRY
DRAWSTRING PANTS Earrings. Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc

CLOTHING SALE
20% - 50% OFF

SELECTED BLOUSES. SHORTS
SKIRTS, DRESSES. T SHIRTS

|

CHINESE SHOES
Wide Assortment

Mon Sat 10 - 6

Sunday 12 - 5

MCCCANTIIC
AVHfRST CAXBIA&E SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS GREAT PRICES

Birds of a feather flock to Gorman
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Stiiff

There's something fowl in Central.

Two University of Massachusetts
students yesterday added a new roommate
to their Gorman room — George, a

parakeet.

The blue and green creature was found

perched in a tree outside of Franklin Din-

ing Commons by John Goggins, a

sophomore engineering major from
Auburn.

After he and friend David McGill, a

sophomore from Holden who is now

seriously considering becoming a z(K)logy

major, found the bird, they tried in vain to

find it a home.

"We called the UMass police, but they

wouldn't help. We called a local

veteranarian, but all he said was 'set it

free.' No way were we going to do that.

The poor thing looks like it had been out in

the cold for three days," Goggins said.

Goggins said he was originally trying to

find a new home for the bird but his room-

mate "has taken him under his wing," and

they have decided to keep him, for awhile

anyway.
UMass prohibits pets in the residential

halls, but Goggins said he has assessed his

priorities and has taken a stand.

"I don't want U) get anybtxly in trouble,

but if it's a choice between the bird's life or

living on this fiwr, well 1 guess the radical

thing and right thing for me to say is the

bird comes first.
"

Like the bird he has befriende<i, Goggins

is also living in a temporary home. Because

he forgot to fill out his housing contract

card, he lost his housing assignment in his

old dormitory, Baker, and was put in a sw-

ing space in Gorman. "I guess there's

similarities between me and the bird," he

said.

Le Bon Soleil
TANNING CENTER
264 No. Pleasant St., Amherst

(2nd floor, over Silverscapel

Lie back relax a^a ;et a ncn goide'^

sunfan m our pn.ate 360' skm friendly

Sonteqra Suntaf^ning Lounges

Take advantage of our

GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS

m WD^oi
Call Firct For Appomlmant

and

nc

for
^i

^t OO^

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

J

DOUBLE FJATU.S CMW^
Friday and Saturday

I Entre Nous

I Carnal Knowledge

I
Sunday thru Tuesday

I Gunga Din

I King Kong

I
I

c
s

=^
YOUR

EDUCATION
DOESN'T
STOP
HERE

Your educatKjn drwsnt stop wilh a bdCCdlaurtMtt' dvijfw It hcqiiv

•Mi-rc Once you t-ntfr 'he i.«.orld of work voti v>.t!l 'inr^ rdu.iW.' .-y

.nt-ncf rtiid n-alk haf it'"* all about !•

I iilli'4»'

I .il«' tin- Air I-orc»- (or i-nampk- A", a rommis^ium'fl uHu. i-i tfnii II Ih

'i.mded f.xwutivt- Tfsp<insibililv on vtHir verv fir-.! loH Yf«ill mdnic*

iHoplf andcumplfn ^vsti'mv Yoiill K- fxp«'tlc>d m pi-rfdrm vm "

J .nil hi' p<lid well too It s worth working for

Yoii tan qfl tlwi- tfirough Ifif Air Font' ROTC program In fa< i iv.

,i,iw a scholarship plan thai will net vou SICX) a month tax Inv ami

pav lor all tiiilii>n bwks and lah lees And that will free v,«)ii to com t-n

irate rv. ..mr siudies sci you < an gel well prepared for where voiiri

heade ;

Cheek ,; ..... i iiid out how vou can get into a graduate proijr.mi

like the Air Force It s a great wav. lo serve vour country and possibl',

find vour l.irmal educati'-^ ,..t..^,1..,t .,i A,r Forr.' expense ,is wel'

(413) 545-2437/2451

ROTC
Goiewoy lo o greo* way of hfe.

At the junction of Routes 9 and 1 1
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NOW IN HADLEY!
MUFFLERS • BRAKES • EXHAUST

STRUTS • SHOCKS • MORE
TRUST THE MIDAS TOUCH FOR VALUE

FREE
New England Road Map

Just drive in for a free irispection

of your vehicle's exhaust, muf-
fler, brakes, struts, or shocks. No
appointment necessary: we're
ready when you are!

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

NORTHAMPTON
143 King Street

586-4840
miDAS

HADLEY
Junction Rtes.

9& 116

586-9991
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Technical Pen day

FREE Pen Cleaning and

Demonstration on the use

and care of Technical Pens

MONDAY
9/24/84

BEST HEALTH FITNESS CTR. IN THE VALLEY

Offer

Limited COUPON
One to a

Customer

This coupon entitles bearer to

one free Mars Techniplast Ink

Eraser with purchase of one Marsmatic

7-pen Technical Pen Set*

Offer good 9/24 - 9/26/84

kkget the best

WORKOUT
in town!"

jt'

(And lake a FREE HOT TUB af.e,

your first class Mention this ad )

KARATE HEALTH FITNESS CENTER, 460 West St

;Call 256-0080'"^""

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Q,UNIVERSITY
iSTORED

Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

r'sUPERl'oR PIZZA I
UMass Students Favorite Pizza!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
also grinders, salads, dinners

17 Montague Road

North Amherst

549-0626
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Doyouhave therightstuff?
(k't your career off to a fixing slarl Become a

Marine aviator If you re a college freshman,

sophomore or junior, you could qualify for our

undergraduate Officer Commissioning Pro-

gnmi and be guanuileed flight sch<H)l after grad-

uation. .\11 training is conducted during tlie sum-

mer Tliere are no on-campus drills. Plus, you

receive $I(M) a month during the sch(M>l year.

Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer

Commissioning Program and aUend training

after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to prove

yourself amongst the best and start off making

from$r.(HM)to$J:5.(KM)a

year See if you measure up.

Check out the Marine Corps

Officer Commissioning

Programs.
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Pageants oppress women
The Miss America pageant Saturday

proved how much women are

still seen as sex symbols in society,

and how much struggle lias to be done to

change this.

The pageant is set up to give the oppor-

tunity for beautiful, smart women to repre-

sent the country in the Miss Universe

pageant, but why aren't men who repre-

sent America judged on their appearances

as well?

Women should not bear the responsibili-

ty of representing their countries on the

basis of beauty and intelligence, because

their contribution to society is far greater

than that of men, and these are over-

shadowed by the contest.

If someone feels it is fair for women to be

judged on the basis of beauty and in-

telligence, why aren't men also judged on

the same qualities?

Take our presidential candidates, for ex-

ample. What if before the elections they

would be judged on their appearance,

charm, poise and charisma?

Would that make a difference in their

performance?

I don't think so.

By the same token, I don't see why a

woman has to be beautiful and smart to be

representative.

Why shouldn't it matter what our Presi-

dent kK)ks like, when in reality, he is the

real representative of our country?

Why should there be a contest which pro-

motes academic excellence and rekindles

sexist ideas of women as sex symbols?

The contest does not only promote sex-

Yadira Betances

ism, but it also encourages women to use

their sexual appeal as a means of obtaining

results, as in the case of Vanessa Williams.

Williams, bound by the limitations set by

the pageant; a woman must be sexy, but

perfect. Williams was erroniously caught in

the trap. The contest had to save face, so

de-throning Williams was imperative.

Here is where the paradox of the pageant

lies.

What if, before giving a scholarship to a

male chemistry student, he would have to

parade in front of judges (of both sexes) to

prove that he was not only smart, but also

beautiful?

Contests like the Miss America and Miss

Universe pageants do not only eliminate

the struggle of women to liberate

themselves from sexism, but they also

diminish women's existance and equality.

Women have been traditionally seen as

brainless beauties, and although the

pageant uses academic excellence as one

basis for judgment, sex is the predominant

factor.

These statements and questions of beau-

ty before intelligence denotes the little ap-

preciation society has placed on the

women's struggle, and the high price

women must pay to prove their intelligence

and existance.

Yadira Betances is a Collegian staff

member.

Letters to the Editor

'One-sided attack' needs some balance

I am appalled and angered at the incredi-

ble article in the Collegian today. It was an

irresponsible, inflammatory, confusing,

prejudicial piece of writing.

WMUA features many different types

and styles of music, including jazz, reggae,

new wave, folk, polka, gospel, blues and

others. In the past year, BMC? has chang-

ed the focus of its programming, from a

diverse "360 degrees" of black music, to an

"Urban Contempory" format which,

ironically, excludes historical jazz, African,

Latino, Jamacian, blues or soul music, all of

which is provided by other D.J.'s on

WMUA, not involved with BMCP. We feel

there is justification for preventing f)ne

limited group or style of music from

dominating our airtime, at the expense of

other, equally important groups, styles and

types.

Your paper has been used to present a

vicious, one-sided attack on WMUA. Please

research the situation before you drag us

through the mud again.

Bill Stepchew
WMUA Staff

Editor's note: The reporter stands by her

story as being asfair and objective as possi-

ble.

Review missed the meaning of Prince
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I am writing in regard to Corey Lewis'

review of Prince's "Purple Rain" in your

September 12 issue. I found it to be shallow

and uninsightful, and I feel that the true

point of the movie was missed.

First of all. Prince was not meant to be

an anti-hero, at least not in the same

capacity as Dustin Hoffman in "The

Graduate" or Clint Eastwood in the Dirty

Harry films. He was merely a lonely soul

who sought refuge from the inhuman

pressures imposed upon him by losing

him.self in the music.

Some of the acting in the film was over-

done, but it added to the drama of the

theme, which I think was ignored in the

review.

In order to really enjoy this film, it must

be viewed with sensitivity to the subtle

changes in mood and scene. If the viewer

tries to feel for the characters, and really

understands human nature, the movie is

really an experience that is not to be miss-

ed.

Sarah Chandler-Ward
Bennington College

Bennin^^on. Vt.

Apartheid is South Africa's official

system of racial segregation.

Only the 4.5 million whites in

South Africa have full rights and citizen-

ship. The 21 million blacks cannot vot*, buy

sell land, live or work where theyor

choose, or move freely.

The United Nations has declared that

apartheid is "reprehensible and repugnant

to human dignity. ..and constitutes a

serious impediment to social and economic

development."

Although apartheid is abhorrent to many
Americans, U.S. companies presently com-

prise 20 percent of all foreign investments

in South Africa. Companies doing business

in South Africa profit from and uphold the

cruel system of racial inequality that exists

there.

In 1977, the University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees voted to divest all

UMass holdings from companies involved

in South Africa, thus supporting a human
rights policy of which the entire llniversity

could be proud. Recently, Treasurer

Robert Brand sold all University stock

holdings in American Hospital Supply,

which does business in South Africa. Soon

thereafter, the Collegian published an arti-

cle which stated that "The UMass Board of

Trustees has reaffirmed its commitment

not to invest in companies who (sic) do

business in South Africa."

In actuality, SCERA student researchers

obtained information this summer confirm-

ing that UMass holds $380,000 worth of

stock in six companies with significiint

capital investment in South Africa.

On August 20th, a coalition of students

(the South African Divestment Coalition)

sent a memo to University Treasurer

Robert Brand detailing the above-

mentioned findings. In his reply, dated

August 20th, Brand informed the SAEXJ

that his sources confirmed that only one of

the six companies, American Hospital Sup-

ply, has operations in South Africa. The

Treasurer immediately sold the

University's approximately $53,0(K) worth

of stock in AHS on August 23rd. However,

Treasurer Brand has yet to sell UMass'

stock in any of the five other companies

which SCERA and the SADC found do

business in South Africa.

According to Brand, the Trustees use on-

ly two sources to monitor their 1977 divest-

ment policy:

1. The South African ReineuJ Service

last published in 1982 by the Investor

Responsibility Research Center Inc.

(IRRC); and
2. the University's Investment Council,

Standish, Ayer and Wood, Inc.

Operating in South Africa, is not suffi-

ciently definitive a source upon which to re-

ly. However, for each of the five com-

panies, the SADC has at least two - and in

some cases five — sources which list the

Hoffman/

David Martin/

Dana Pierce

Treasurer Brand claims that the Univer-

sity hasn't sold the remaining stt)ck

because the SAIX"s main source of infor-

mation, the Directnry if American Firms

company as doing business in racist South

Africa either through a subsidiary, an af

filiate or through direct capital investment.

The SADC used eight sources of informa-

tion in its research. Perhaps the Universi-

ty's sources of information are not suffi-

ciently definitive sources upon which to re-

ly. It would seem that even the treasurer

thinks the University's sources are

unreliable. How else to explain the Univer-

sity's failure to use its only self-proclaimed

"definitive source", the 1982 IRRC
publication, which contains American

Hospital Supply in its list of companies do-

ing business in South Africa, to verify that

the University's money was not invested in

a company supf)orting the racist South

African Regime?

What is clear throughout these messy

proceedings is that the University needs to

install a more effective monitoring system

to ensure that its money is not invested in

companies upholding the tyranical South

African government. SCERA should not

have to be this monitoring system. Neither

should the SAIX: have U) monitor every

University stock tran.saction. The Universi-

ty should use more sources of information

to monitor its sUx^kholdings. It also should

check these resources more often than it

apparently has in the past.

The tragic thing about this matter is that

now, even as you read this column, your

money is being used through the Universi-

ty to prop up the barbaric South African

System of apartheid. To divest the Univer-

sity's money is not enough. The University

should make some form of restitution to

the 21 million black residents of South

Africa. The money from the sold sUx-ks (if

they indeed, are sold) should l)e reinvested

in socially responsible companies with any

profit from the sale going to the African

National Congress, a grouj/ of South

Africans dedicated to achieving s(x;ial

justice for all South Africans.

To do anything less than restitution

would cast doubt on our University's com-

mitment to making ours a safe just world

for all peoples.

Damd Martin, Beatrix Hoffman and Danu

Pierce are members of the S(mth Africa
Divestment Coaiition.

Can we afford to follow the path?

Can one recall the feeling evoked upon

first hearing of the habit of the lemmings?

I can — it was one of great amazement

and perplexity. How could it be that

animals born to life could mindlessly

engage in self-destruction via mass

drownings?

Daily I face a similar phenomenon.

However, in this case the potential vic-

tims are more intimate — and even more

incomprehensible. It is you and I who face

possible extinction from the unchecked

nuclear arms race. Already our quality of

life suffers from a gradual but steady ero-

sion due to the widespread anxiety —
whether conscious or denied — that ex-

isting under such an absurd menace

fosters. Too, the expenditure for these ar-

maments augmented by rampant waste,

condemns countless citizens to lives of

substandard incomes, health care and

schools.

Perhaps I shouldn't be stunned by At-

tf)rney General Bellotti's characterization

of a Nuclear F>ee Amherst as dangerous.

In vintage Orwellian doublethink again,

only 'War is peace.'

One can only hope that human poten-

tialities latent within so many of us on

campus and in the surrounding region can

blossom before such madness deems

nuclear exchange the rational choice. Can

it be that, like the lemmings, we assume

the path of least resistance and follow the

leadership of men like Reagan, Wein-

burger and Schultz?

Our ta.sk then is to take the risk of dar-

ing to think - and live - peace. It i.s not

less difficult than choosing the status quo.

But you may l)e comforted in knowing

that yt)ur conscience hasn't been discard-

ed like a spent Iwer can.

Jay Allain

Northampton
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Now Bowling on Tues Nites

at 6:15

Looking for two
5-Man Teams or Individuals

-FORM A TEAM -
Join us for a fun filled season

call 584-4830 ask for Bill at N.Hamp Bowl

_ ITHtl _
i AfviHtRST DtLICATESSEIN |
= In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975! =

On-Campus & Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

• Overstuffed Sandwiches
• Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & Salads
• Bagels & Lox

• N.Y. Cheesecake

^rit^ WINES&
^ LIQUORS

DOMESTIC BEER IMPORTED BEER
SPECIALS SPECIALS

Rheingold cans $6.95 case + dep Becks Light or Dark

Bud loose cans, . . . $10.95 case + dep $3.95 6 pk + dep

Miller & Lite loose cans O'Keefe $3.50 six pack + dep

$10.95 cs + dep Dos EqulS $3.95 six pack + dep

Micheiob loose cans Holland Brand $3.95 6 pk + dep

$12.50cs + dep

LIQUOR SPECIALS WINE SPECIALS

KImnoff Vodka i 75 l $8.75 Wine Coolers i 75 l $8.75

Pott Rum 750ml $5.95 Folonari Soave 750 mi $5.95

338 College Street Amherst 253-5384

In Store Wine Tasting Saturday 12:00 - 6:00 pm
not responsible for typographical errors
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= 233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549-6314
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- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am
Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am
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SALE - SALE - SALE - SALE - SALE

Photo by Dwayne Autery Chris C. Lisa M. Lisa 0.

Two Tone Hooded Sweatshirt - mTsb
oiro/ i^r-r- r\^ii \i ^iO iie Assorted Colors sat ii-4

^OVO Urr VjiMLY V IO.*IO Reg. $17.95 Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSlTY
dSTORE^

Black Affairs
BMCP feels it is

being phased-out
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Chris Winslow, Black Mass Communications Project

General manager feels the organization is being "phased
out" due to cut air time on WMUA.

In reference to past years, where the same conflict has
erupted, Winslow said, "this is the greatest reduction in

hours."

BMCP was cut sixteen hours from last year's air time,

he said.

Ani Benglian, WMUA's General Manager claims the

conflict between them and BMCP is not racial, as reported

in the Collegian Thursday. She said it is organizational

conflict.

She sees the problem as "two organizations working
writh two main goals."

Benglin said WMUA is an outlet for BMCP and if the

Black program does not conform to the stations' rule, the

conflict would continue.

Winslow said BMCP has also been regulated on what to

play. "We have compromised enough," said Louis Alfred,

a BMCP deejay. "It is a power play to ultimately banquish

BMCP."
Benglian said BMCP lacks diversity of black music. "It's

not a case of amount, its a case of diversity," she said.

But the problem goes further. Benlians also stated

BMCP is not following station procedures. She said the

program has violated the 24 hour leway for dee jay

replacement.

Although Winslow acknowledges there should be a

twenty four hour notice for program changes, he argues if

William ScoUins, WMUA's program director uses a BMCP
slot for dee jay training, then wh it's fair and what isn't?

"BMCP was incepted because .here was no black music

before the program," he said.

Winslow does not think WMUA is considered a black

station, as Scollins stated in Thursday's Collegian.

He said BMCP adds diversity to the station with its pro-

gramming.

People receptive

to name change
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Correspondent

The Third World community has responded positively to

the name change for the Third World, now New World
Theater Series at the University of Massachusetts.

Delphine Quarles, director of the Student Activities Of-

fice, likes the name change. "I feel that it is an exciting

change and that it doesn't lessen the purpose of the

theater." Quarles said the name reflects the diverse

cultures of the University community. "I don't feel chat it

will affect the attendance because the series is so well

established and the quality over the past five years has

been consistently excellent."

W^en asked about the community's response to the

name change Roberta Uno-Thelwell, the program's direc-

tor said, "So far, the response has been positive. People
have been calling the office, coming by and saying that

they really like the new name."

The Theater Series was founded in 1979 to provide a
Third world perspective in theatrical work to the Universi-

ty community.

Uno-Thelwell explained some people felt excluded from
the group by its former name.

"Our group included Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and
WTiites. We are multi-racial. We chose the name New
World because it shows the progress the group has made
through the years and it represents the change that the

world, in general, has gone through."

Shirley Adger, a freshman management major, agrees

with the name change. "I like the name New World much

better. The name Third World classified minorities as if

we were from another planet. Everyone associates the

name Third Worid with minorities. With the name New
World, you can't tell who is in the group and everyone is

included."

Dwight T. Tavada, academic coordinator for the Minori-

ty Engineering Program, disagrees with the name
change.

"The name Third World is symbolic because it was

specifically developed for blacks and other minority

students."

Paul Barrows, director of the Committee for the Col-

legiate Education of Blacks and Other Minorities

(CCEBMS), was unaware of the name change. However,

he said the name "Third Worid" was adequate and need-

ed, providing an artistic presence. The name New World

lacks specificity. There's only so much a name can play,

but it's not the only definitional part."

Ghanaian master drummer Obo Addy will perform **Jazz/Africa at the Iron Hurse ('offee

House on Tuesday at 7 and 10 p.m. The show will feature the gri'oup Kukrudu. F'or ticket reserva-

tions please call 584-0610.

Nicaragua: hope for Third World
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Nicaragua is a symbol of hope for the Third World as

seen in their determination to become a sovereign nation,

according to two University of Massachusetts students

who were there this summer.
Brian Duplisea and Court Cline, social thought and

political economy (STEPEC) juniors said their eight week

trip was an enlightening experience.

In July 1979 the Nicaraguan people overthrew the U.S.

supported dictator, Anastasio Somoza.

"The United States has since engaged in a covert war
against the revolutionary government, Sandinistas, by

providing ex-members of Somoza's National (Juard, the

Contras, with arms, money and advice.

Both students took the trip to see for themselves the

country's situation.

As Americans, they said Nicaraguans were able to dif-

ferentiate them from their government. Duplisea and

Cline said Nicaraguans were "excited to talk and show us

around. They want to educate people on what's going on."

"There is a sense of community. Their needs are second

to the needs of their neighbors," Cline said.

Duplisea said Americans can't understand the solidarity

of Nicaraguans because the American culture is too depen-

dent on individuality.

Clines said this solidarity is more evident among the

poor because of their losses and suffering during the

Somoza regime.

Cline said his experience gave him a realistic view of the

situation in Nicaragua. "You hear about it and see f)ro-

grams that seem distant," but he was able to hear ac-

counts of the increased literacy rate under a five year plan

and to see the construction of hospitals during their stay.

Duplisea saw more determination and more tiredness

than he expected to see. "I saw what people go there," he

said, recalling an account of a man whose grandfather,

World renowned saxophonist, Archie Shepp'

will perform tonight at the Iron Horse Coffee

House at 8:30. Tickets can be purchased at the

door.

and father were waging the same war he now wages.

"They all want Nicaragua libre," sai<l Diiplisea (|u<)tiri>r

his friend.

"The war is not l)eginning, but continuing," Duplisea

said. He added there are myths about Nicaragua l)eing like

the Soviet Union or Cuba, but he said, "not Nicanigua.

They have a long history of fighting imf)erialism."

Ninety -five percent of the {M)pulati<»n are Roman
Catholics who believe in lilx^ration theology which man-

dates representational government.

"The destiny of the war is the destiny of the j)eople,"

Duplisea said.

"They're fighting with determination," Duplisea con-

tinued. He said what is most frightening is that Americans

don't understand Nicaraguan's determination.

But the struggle for lil)eratiori waged l)y Nicaraguans is

supported by many Western Euro})eans, like the Swedish

who are helping with housing development and the

P>cpch, who are working with communication devices.

"U.S. is isolating itself from its allies," as a {M)wer play,

he said.

Both men .said the government is accessal)le to the com-
munity, and are willing to talk alnnit the probli-ms the

country confronts.

The government is also acces.sible to travelers and there

is no restriction on internal travel, Duplisea an<l Cline

said.

Cline said there is also "no limit to f)olitical freedom."
The first elections since the 1979 revolution will l)e held

this November. There are seven jmlitical parties with six

opposing to the Sandinista Lil)eration National PYont
(FSLN).
Ninety-seven percent of the eligible fKjpulation have

registered to vote. "They are determined to exercise their

right," Cline said.

Cline called the Nicaraguan situation, "a war of atroci-

ty," where seven thousand lives have been lost.

Third World History
This is a nev series on Black American and Third

Worldhistnry.

Envy led to the destruction of "The Negro Wall Street," a

successful black busine.ss district in Tulsa, Oklahoma when

the place was bombed from the air after a race riot broke

out.

It was one of the worst race riots in American history

during the twenties, and Tulsa became the first American

city to be bombed from the air. More than 75 persons,

mostly blacks, were killed.

Blacks were a tenth of the segregated city's population of

100.000.

On May 30. 1921, a white female elevator operator ac-

cused 19 year old Dick Rowland, a black shoeshiner, of

attacking her. Rowland was jailed, despite the charge

denial.

The Tulsa Tribune ran a sensational account of the in-

cident the next day arousing the public. A white lynch

mob gathered at the jail and armed blacks, seeking to

protect Rowland, also showed up.

Someone fired a gun. and the riot was on.

Whites invaded the black district, burning, looting and

killing. To break up the riot, the police ordered private

planes to drop dynamite over the city. The National Guard
was called in and martial law was declared.

More than 4000 blacks were arrested and interned in

three camps . All blacks were forced to carry ID cards.

The business district was destroyed when railroad tracks

were routed through it.
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1! you can stand the Kcat...

Get Into Our Kitchen!

Carbur's is looking for people to fill a range of

kitchen help positions. Competitive salaries,

positions, available imnnediately, experience and

current references a nnust.

Caai Randy or BUI at 586-1978 or stop by

Monday thru Friday. 9-U or 2-4.

C*A»R«B»U»R«S

TONIGHT
Friday Sept. 21st

STUDENTS OF THE VALLEY UNITE
on the biggest and nicest dance floor around

the video will entrance while your feet move to dance

to the maniacal mix of

D.J. TONY KORD
$1.00 off at the door with a student ID & other positive ID

TOMORROW NIGHT
Saturaay Sept. 22nd

Advance in Dance THE GOOD GUYS $5.00 at the door

Red Hot SKA/Rock from Richmond. VA
If you love dancing and the beat bring your feet to Pearl Street tonight

Coming Up: B. Willie Smith Thursday, Oct. 4th

Junior Walker and the Allstars Friday Oct. 26th

Positive ID'S required at the door

A. B.C. cards - pictures drivers license

II mn smii numufm. nth. m sstun

MiiMfHi

c&c 61 Main St., Amherst
FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$15 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

BUDWEISER

Bar Bottles
12 - oz.

$10.95
Case
of 24

plus

deposit

BALLANTINE
BEER

12 pack $3.35
12 oz cans plus Deposit

BECK'S BEER
Light or Dark

6 pack $4.25
plus deposit12 oz bonles

VODKA Liter $4.49

ALMADEN
MOUNTAIN WINE

1.5 Liter $4.25

CALIFORNIA
COOLER

f:::i $3.95

.Friday, September 21. 1984
Friday. September 21. 1984, iCollegian u

A powerful s
By JACK BRESNAHAN
Colle^nan Staff

Peter Wolf
LIGHTS OUT
EMI-American
This is Peter Wolfs answer to cynics and

doubters who wondered what he'd do

without the J. Geils Band. Some believed

that he had reached the end of the road,

forced into early retirement. But this

album shows that he's able to hold his own.

I know that this was a very important

album for Wolf. I spoke with him last fall at

a John Lee Hooker concert days after his

surprise departure from Geils. He told me
that he was "in training" at the time, un-

doubtedly for this album. (I also noted that

he was the only meml)er of J. Oils to come

to see their old friend "the Ho<jk", even

though the other members live in fairly

close proximity). This ability of Wolfs to

keep in touch with friends seems to have

been beneficial to him. For, on this album,

he's got an impressive group of friends

who've contributed to make this album suc-

cessful.

The title song, "Lights Out," will always

bring to mind the summer of 1984. In itself

it's good, but I'm afraid the radio ran it into

the ground. "I Need You Tonight" is a cat-

chy song, if somewhat suggestive. Dancing

to it may have certain overtones. "Oo-ee-

diddley-bop!" is a kind of street-wise

modern mentality song which includes a

flowing flute solo, but Wolf goes around

the block on the solos, reminiscent of the

Geils band. It's too bad that Magic Dick

wasn't on this one. He's really the only ir-

replaceable one. Also included is the man-

datory Peter Wolf depressing song. This

time it's "Gloomy Sunday." This is sort of

a dirge-like show-tune. It's not by Wolf and

no one seems to know where it originated.

Side One finishes with "Baby Please Don't

Go," which features a xylophone solo

behind a driving "shoo da doo wha, do do

wha." The marching band should play this

during the football halftime show.

I heard several people relating to

"Crazy" this summer also. Whether they

were humming it or just naturally playing

the part, the guitar work of Eloit Easton of

the Cars is in evidence here. Reggae is a

new genre for Wolf for the most part from

his Geils years (except "Give it to Me").

But it's here on an instructive (don't you

break that) "Poor Girl's Heart." Obviously

freedom gives one choice. The Wolfs ex-

ploits allow him a comparative and reso-

nant Mick Jagger to sing back-up vocals on

"Pretty Lady." I think it's a friendship

stint rather than an exploitive commercial

one as on the M. Jackson single. It ends

with the typical rap of Wolf crying the

familiar "Baby!"
Continued on page 1
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It is Kt'ttin niore difficult to wait for the autumn movies.

In • he hitr cit ies. people are talking about the Jessica Lange

Sam Sam Shepard pair-upTountri/ . Sally Field is bagging

agiffai)U- itview.*, lor her performance in Places in the

Heart. Meanwhile, guess what's opening in our area. Yes,

we get to see Canvtbalistic Humanuid Underground

[hi'ellers.VUVM for short. Who needs Slreep and DeNiro

anyway".' This new film's title promises so much potential

that is enough to keep us going without movies for a

decade.

On a musical note, metropolis the Fritz Lang science

fiction classic will ret urn to the old silver screen with a new

score by Giogio Moroder and songs by Queen. Adam Ant.

BonnieTyler and Pat benatar. Yikes. Even if you don't

like the music, the film is worth the trip to the cozy

Pleasant St. Theatre in Northampton.

If you are a nice romantic girl who came to college ex

pecting all the guys to look like Redford and were

somewhat" disappointed at the selection in your dorm. I

believe 1 have just the thing for you. Instead of suf

focating at the Pub. you could see a love story set in Paris.

Until September stars Karen Allen whom you might

remember from Raiders of the Lost Ark and will premiere

today at the Hampshire Mall Cinema.

The death of the innocent Janet Gaynor was one of the

sad events of the past week. Miss Gaynor was the first

Academy Award winner as best actress for her roles m
silent films. Her most memorable movies was the 1937

version of A Star is Bom which was considered one of the

best of that year.
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North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

549-1555

Kumor has it that Jeremy Iron's latest performance in the

partial film adaptation of Vrousi'n Remembrance of Things

Past has not impressed critics at all. Personally, I would

say Mr. Irons had it coming. O.K., Jeremy was great in

Brideshead Revisited and French Lieutenant's Wonmn,

but, he was big time snob with a capital S. He alsoboa-sted

about his elegant ability to speak PVench with a perfect

accent. Perhaps that is why they loved his film in P'rance.

Weekend V^mntrs.-Amherst Cinema tops the list once

again with a fantastic double feature:£'n/r»' Nous with

Carnal Knowledge. They are probably run together

because they both make statements about relationships; it

is a strange combination nonetheless.

If you enjoy Australian films, you will love My Brilliant

Career. This sensitive movie about the eccentric author

Miles P'ranklin has a beautiful score by Schumann and

superb photography. My Brilliant Career will l)e shown on

Tuesday in Room 101 at the Campus Center for free.

Local Loser: Love Letters with Jamie U'e Curtis was

promoted as being the beginning of a new wave. I guess it

should be a pretty pretentious and boring wave. Wait till

it is shown on cable and you will agree.

Killer Questim: No one got last week's puzzler. It is

sweet Jennifer Beals who sill be Sting's bride in

Frankenstein. In addition to the state-of the-art Steve

Martin badge, I will give away a beautiful still of Buckaroo

Banzai to the first creature who can answer this simple

question. Thomas Hulce. who has the leading role in the

upcoming Amadeus, appeared in one of the most popular

comedies of the seventies. Name that movie. One la.st tip:

don't even consider watching Glitter on TV. The show

makes Love Boat lokk like Citizen Kane. See a movie

instead.

* Wolf continued
Continued from page 10
' On "Mars Needs Women," he goes into a new kind of

sci-fi rock and rhythm which includes narration much like

on "No Anchovies Please." He's still got some (»f that D.J.

in him. His loud finale, "Billy Bigtime," is hiKhlighted by

the yowling guitar work of Adrian Belew, bearing no

resemblance to the Geils sound.

Wolf and co-producer Michael Jonzun have made a

powerful and energetic record. The lyrics aren't profound,

but this is primarily for dancing. The bottom line is that it

rocks and that's why it has succeeded, (iet it and it will

l)ecome part of your daily listening diet.

Love in war

aOCKV HORROR OR BUTCHER

I

PINK FLOYD
loAWN OF THE DEAD

TM€ WALL

Evening classes

10-week courses

starting Oct. 1

Ballet, Jazz,

Modern Dance
course fee; $50.00

Registration fee; $2.

Phone to Register

By RENEE BACHER
Collegian Correspondent

ENTRE NOUS
starring Isabelle Huppert, Miou Miou
Directed by Diane Kury

Entre Noiui is the poignant portrayal of a friendship bet-

ween two women that is so powerful it destroys their

resj)ective marriages.

There is some controversy as to whether the two women
are lovers. This reviewer finds that element to I)e a nuance

of little consequence to the film as a whole.

The film starts rolling at the l)eginning of World War 2

and the friendship commences at the war's end. Lena and

Madelene meet in Lyon where their respective children go

to sch(K)l. Each learns that they have lx)th made emotional

sacrifices during the war.

Lena had marrie<i her husband, Michel, U) escape a Nazi

concentration camp. Madelene had married her husl)and,

Costa, after her first true love is killed in a sniper attack.

Neither woman is satisfie<l.

For Lena, life is not impressive nor stimulating enough.

She doesn't find her husband's career as an auto mechanic

terribly cosmop«)litan. Madelene, on the other hand, is not

content with her husband's frivilous. unsteady business

ventures and seeks stability.

The acquaintance blossoms into a friendship and the

women are drawn close together. At first, the husbands

are included in their rendezvous and the relationship has

a s(H'ial ring to it (small dinner parties. })icnics in the coun-

try...). Later, it apjH'ars that the husbands are as incom-

patible with each other as they are with their own wives.

Lena and Madelene form a love to the exclusion of all

others and all else. Madelene light-heartvdiy informs Lena

when Lena's husband makes passes at her. Lena steals

mt)ney from her husband for Madelene to clear a debt.

They are two women who share something very unique

and special. Entre N(nui shows us some of the sacrifices in

volved in love.

At the close of the film, one of the abandone<l husbands

utters. Quel gachts ("What a waste"). Entre Noun, I will

say, Quel gn'chis if you don't stop whatever you're doing

and run ui the Amherst Cinema-Uj see this fabulous flick.

It's playing at 7:00 p.m. tonight and tt)morrow.

IWVTKINS FRUIT BOWL
Corner of Rlr.118
& Ray Rd.. So. Amherst

JOpen 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

llOME BAKED GoioDNESs"^
ATKINS FRUIT BOWL BAKERY

Where all products are made from scratch on the premises and baked

fresh everyday! - Not just frozen, baked off. Only quality ingredients

used and no preservatives added.

%

BIRTHDAY CAKES - DONUTS - COOKIES
PIES - Apple (Our speciality), Pumpkin, Blueberry, Cherry, Pecan,

Cream and Meringue Pies

Our Own delicious fillings in a tastey, flakey, crust

MUFFINS, DANISH, ECLAIRS, PIE SQUARES, BROWNIES,
CHEESECAKES, CARROT CAKES -

A Full Line of Bakery Products

CLIP COUPON BREADS - Raisin, White, Rye, etc

"Coupon - "CoITegian

2 Cookies
FREE

with this coupon
Choose from Atkins own Choc

Oatmeal Raisin, M & M,
Peanut Butter, PB & Choc Chip,

Butterscotch

coupon expires 11/1 5/84

coupon good only Mon-sat

Chip,

and a Delicious Variety of Whole grain breads

r
Special 9/21 9/27

Boston Cream
Pies $3.75

Choc. Buttercrean Topping
Bavarian Cream Filling

I

.ON ^US RQffl^ ^^^^^llA?^g?jL?J*y^J^£^^
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Budweiser 12 02. cans $10.95 case -I- dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Busch 12 oz. cans $9.95 case -i- dep.

Moosehead Beer $3.99 6 pack + dep.

Ballantine Beer i2/pk cans $3.49 + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.49 i 75 L

Champagnes $2.99 + up 750 mi

Asti Spumante $3.99 -\- up 750 mi

ALL SPECIALS ARE COLD ft READY TO GO!!!

Here's an example of one of this

weeks specials - A sporty oxford all

leather tie, with a rubber lug-sole.

I Available in navy, taupe & wine

only $22,001

Come seel Many other specials!

The Commuter Area Government has positions

open for undergraduates living off campus.

• Work Study Preferred •

—^ Advocates -•—

— Office Manager ^—

— Programmer —
—^ Media Technician -•—

Positions vary from 10 - 20 hrs. per wk. $3.50 hr.

Application deadline is Monday Sept. 24th

Applications available from:

Commuter Area Government

404 Student Union 545-2145

Earn while you Learn!

estaurant
FANTASTIC
HAPPY HOUR

MUNCHIE MENU!

! HAPPY HOUR !

2 for 1 all bottled beer

2 in 1 well drinks

potato skins only $1.99

3 pm - 6 pm, 9 pm till closing

7 days per week

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

PATRICK
AND
COMPANY

PATRICK & COMPANY
Distinctive Hairstyles

For Men & Women
Elmwood Shops
104 Russel Street

Hadlev Ma 586 7477

Sept. 23

8:00 P.M. $5

the
Mini Store

Located in the

Student Union

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy Film Newspapers

Tobacco Film Processing Tote Bags

Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups

Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health & Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Many other items available

545-2528

CONVENIENT HOURS

7:30 am - 10 pm Monday-Friday

8:30 am • 10 pm Saturday & SuntJay

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milcd by Trudr Michel Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Vacation spot

5 Piumbef stool

10 Trial

14 Medley

15 Battling ques
lion

16 Great Barrier

Island

17 Indicator ol

trends

19 Algerian port

20 Norma com
poser

21 Have
23 Terminate

24 Gaiety

25 Family member
28 Put on
29 Bridge posi

tions

33 Ttie Nameol
the Rose
auttioi

34 Desire

36 A Message to

36 Wtiere Giants

play

40 Army
41 Concealed
42 Marvin or

Maiors

43 Smallest

44 Baba
45 Bottomless pil

47 Billol ISpy

49 Past

50 Circlet tor the

head
53 Hot windolS

Europe
57 Unique person

58 Turt

accountants.

US style

60 Frozen

61 Singer Clooney

to tnends

62 And others Lai

abbr

63 G-men
64 Improve

65 Tape recording

sometimes

DOWN
1 Lee or Ty

2 Toward shelter

3 Factory

4 Canvassed
5 Use up
6 It 18 ever

or now" Wylie

7 Bat wood
8 line

9 Mistake
10 Overly clever

1

1

Raisond
12 RedandBlacK
13 Browns
18 LiKe claret

22 Porterhouse,

eg
24 Certain

periodical

25 Transfer of a

sort

26 Have
27 Italian title

28 Moines

30 Like many tish

31 Grows weary

32 Causes
34 Favorable reply

35 Math abbr

37 Conflicts

38 Pretend

39 Number on a

sundial

44 In flower

45 Tourist s stop

in India

46 Engaged
48 Native born

Israeli

49 Pointed

50 Hail style

51 A Single lime

52 Symbol of

slimness

53 Remove rind

54 Whale
55 Study hard

56 Northern

capital

59 Chemical
ending

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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DC Menu
Friday, September 21

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Gravy
Spaghetti/Red Clam Sauce

California Melon Flat<?

BASICS DINNER
F'otpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Red Clam Sauce

Saturday. September 22

LUNCH DINNER
Roast Turkey/

Bread Dressing, Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce

Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/

Bread Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Cheese Spinach Strudel

LUNCH
Torpedo (irinder

California Quichi'

BASICS LUNCH
Summer Salad

with Syrian Bread

California Quiche

Deli Ham on Pumpernickle

Farmer's Omelet

BASICS LUNCH
Zucchini Pizza

Farmer's Omelet

Sunday, September 23

LUNCH
Baked Ziti

Hamburg on Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burgers

Baked Ziti

DINNER
Stir Fry Beef

and Vegetables

Seaf<M)d Supreme/
Lemon Wedge

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cauliflower

('asserole

Seaf<MKl Supreme/
Lemon Wedge

Today's weather
Today's weather: mostly warm and sunny, highs near

70. Tonight, cooler, lows in the 40s. Saturday - warm

with a chance of aftern(M)n showers.

Ask Lois - coming soon!

Got a problem?

Question?

Write to Ask Lois today!

Address letters to 113

Campus Center.
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Catch all the Action

This Weekends Lineup

SATURDAY
4:00 Happy Hour with

JUST GEORGE
7:30 Boston College vs

North Carolina

i & Sat no cover till 9:00

SUNDAY

1:00 Patriots vs Redskins

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI

/ĉ

$2.99

Rt. 9 Amherst Proper ID

FOUR
SEASONS
WINES/LIQUORS

BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES
BUD LIGHT cans $10.99

BUSCH cans $8.99

LABATTS beer or ale $12.99

SCHLITZ cans $8.99

CABLING BLACK LABEL bottles $6.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
DAB BEER $3.99 STEINHAUSER $3.99

GUINESS $3.99MOOSEHEAD $3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

JAMAICA (Blue Mountain)

COFFEE LIQUEUR 750 ml $6.99

BONET CHAMPAGNEdarge bottle) 1.5 LOnly $5.99

FALCON CREST WINE NOW AVAILABLE
CHARDONNAY. $12.55 CABERNET/SAUVIGNON. $10.25

CARLO ROSSI 4 L $5.99

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

In front of the malls

A giant

selection

of

computer
magazines

Run Computer & Electronics Family Computing Microsystems Personal Computing

Byte Microcomputing A+ List PC Hot CoCo Creative Computing K Power

Computer Buyer's Guide Popular Computing 80 Micro PC World Info World Enter IBM PC Update

CAP Computing Shopper Software Supermarket Whole Earth Software Review Commander Abacus

Color Computer High Technology Software Encyclopedia Computing Computels Pc -i- PCJr

Other Computing Magazines are also available

OPEN M-F 9-5

SAT 11-4

Located m the Lampus i^eniei

^UNIVERSITY
mSTQEEM..

iColieaian is

Collegians
The comeback begins...sports editor

NFJ
deSimas

L Picks
...well anvwav Hood and DeLuca

Peter Abraham started his road to lead with 18-9 seasonal marks with Betros |

recovery last week with a 9-5 record. at 17-10 . Abraham and deSimas are at
Scott Hood, Tony Betros and Kevin 15-12, closing quickly.
DeLuca also went 9-5. As for Gerry

Peter Tony Kevin Scott Gerry
Abraham Betros DeLuca Hood deSimas
(15-12) (17-10) (18-9) (18-9) (15-12)

Houston-Atlanta Atl Atl Atl Atl Atl
Rams-Cincinnati LA Gin Gin LA LA
Minnesota-Detroit Det Det Minn Minn Det

Jets-Buffalo Jets Jets Jets Jets Buf

Pittsburg-Cleveland Pitt Pitt Clev Pitt Pitt

St. Louis-New Orleans St. Louis N.O. N.O. St. Louis St. Louis

Washington-New England Wash Wash N.E. N.E. N.E.

Chicago-Seattle Seattle Seattle Chicago Seattle Seattle

Indv-Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami
Green Bay-Dallas Dallas Dallas G.B. Dallas Dallas
Kansas City-Denver Denver K.C. K.C. K.C. Denver
Tampa Bay-Giants NYG NYG NYG NYG NYG
San Diego-Raiders L.A. L.A. L.A. L.A. L.A.

Minutemen tennis teams

off to a good start

Men and ivomen are improving

Golf
team
wins

The University of Mas.sachusetts golf team captured the

Yankee Conference Championship Tuesday in Rhode
Island as they placed three golfers in the top seven
finishers. James Ryan was second with a score of 74. one
behind the winner. Brian Fitzgerald finished fourth with a

76 and Charlie Ross was seventh with a score of 77.

By BRIAN QUENZEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts mens

tennis team came storming back from a 4 2

deficit and took all three doubles matches to

edge the University of New Hampshire in

their first outing of the season last Wed
nesday.

"The guys were very tough out there,"

said coach Manny Roberts. "They were
playing for the team."

The key match was a thrilling three set

vii'tory by senior co captain Earl Small and

junior Mark Weinstein 7 5.3 6,7 6. Trailing

in th»' final set 4 1, Small and Weinstein

fought back to tie the scorr at four. UNH
broke their next service, but the pair fought

hard and broke right back.

The match went to 6 6 and it all came
down to a twelve point tie breaker. From
there it w£is all UMass as Small and
Weinstein ran off six straight points and
completed the comeback with a 7 2 victory.

The tennis team has come back iVom a lot

of adversity this year. Roberts thinks the
cancelation and then temporary rein

statement of the program greatly effected

the team. "Two or three freshman did go

elsewhere," said Roberts,"and we may lose

some others. It was bad for the team, bad

for the school, and not a good decision by

the athletic department as a whole"
The woman's team has taced these .same

type of obstacles. Coach Ned Norris was
not named coach until September seventh,

just six days before their first match. This

showed as they were soundly beaten by

Tufts University 8 1.

Hut Norris sees a lot of potential in his

s(|uad. "They really work hard, which has

to please any coach. They have go<xl

mental toughness. I've noticed a lot of

improvement."
The Mmutemen showed these qualities in

their next outing as they crushed Clark

University 8 1. Top seeded singles players

Chris Frazier and Ann Tauger led the way
with convincing straight set wins. Also

impressive was the play of both Diana
Hiagali and Andrea (Jiordano.

Both teams return to action this Saturday.

The men play Boston University at 11:(X)

a.m. on the Hoyden courts and the women
face Yale at the NOPE courts at 1:00 p.m.

Hampshire Mall

Rte 9 Hadley

IV^anhattan Shirts

Reg. $18.00 to $22.00

NOW $12.00 to $14.99

Jonathan Reid Sweaters
reg. $30.00 and $32.50

NOW $23.99 and $25.99
Fall and Winter Coats

On Sale Now

VALLEY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

SUNDAY 1():()() A.M.
PEOPLES INSTITUTE
GOTHIC STREET,
NORTHAMPTON

586-5044

$
from19995Complete

Auto Enamel
Paint Job
STOP IN FOR FREE ESTIMATES

North Amherst Motors
Rte. 63, Ndrth Amherst

S49-2880

^1^
PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00 I

(with this coupon) |

$10.00 with Shampoo I

and Blow Dry
$11 50 Long Hair

I

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 9/30/84

Styles by Deborah
fS Uf't\**'Sitv O'lvc

An-lieiil MA S«S» MilO

FREE CONSULTATIONS

MOVIK

DOCTOR
STRANGELOVE

TONITE!
Friday, Sept. 21

Student Union Ballroom
5:00 pm - $1.00

7, 9, 11 pm- $1.50

sponsored by:

Union Video Center

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8 45 - 3:46 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dtocount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone nunntMr frse

AOVERTISINQ

Advartti* FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AO
Advertise items you want to sell or buy. Call

532 9496

APPLE COMPUTER
FOR RENT

AppI* II available tor S2S0 or best offer for

this aemoster Pascal is included Call

2S6-1841 Aak for Ruthie

AUDIO

Fun with Mund by Pre» Speaker*. Fof in-

formation call Rob at 549-5697 after 5 pm

AUTO FOR SALE

73 S—bW-A dMaicI BO 6-4648/«g
m~VW~~Ribb(t Covertlbia; 36 mpg,

AM FM cass stereo, lifetime rustproof, new
shocks and exhaust, must sell 7880000

73 Buick Classic lunury car t>eautiful shape

must sell flOOjv BO
549-JJ64

Oodg« customlzad Van 77 engine in gd

running order cstm int call 549-4^2

laTOChavy^MaHbu runs well 2 door some
rust »560 call 885 XiOT

1f7B Datsun 710 runs twaH, body fair. >600

504 5B64 •waninos

1>73 Super Baatia exc. CQrKl in/out.

Rebuilt engine, radial*, heater, very depen

dable $1500 call evens weekends 686 2192

keep trying

1t70 Toyota Corona, good working condi

tion, no snow rust Interior is rwt plush <

Great transportation! Needs Massachusetts
registration »700 or best offer Emanuel
549-4600X265

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD OJ'a audio and

visual entertainment for the 80s 584-6712

Rack-A-Oisc Rack A Video entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys
Bands and Video Call 649 7144

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A
Video entertainment giant 10 and 15 loot

screens for dorms and Greeks 'MTV
video music call 549-7144

OAIL OIROUX

FOR SALE

SOUNOESION STEREO Ongmally tSOO 2

years old. $469 Dresser $40 253 3682

19BD Honda CX600DL helmet ft luggage
included S1300 call Chris levesl 666 2445

12 apaad Fuji for sals fine running condi

tion $100 549 5456

UMASS SKI CLUB
Be part of the tradition Information end
membership table at Campus Center Con
course Wed Fri. Special prioe ioin bafore

Oct 1 for $7 00

Terminal ft Coupiar, must sell $3S0 call

549 S25S _
Rocking Cftair »2B. 10 speed bike *S0. Sit-

ting Chaic $7 256-8470 evening

Trek Bicycle Reynolds 531 frame 22 inch

Shimano and Csmpagnolo equipped $350
263 5298

Sm Rsjfrig 3 ft high, 3 shelvas, fraezar box
and meat drawer $100.00 call between 6 and
8 pm 665 7657

Dorm Refrlgarator Sears Kenmore taller

than rentals call 263 1797 $75 00

Digital Dacwritar w/modem and paper.

Ideal for Cyber 549 5216

79 Dodge OmnT, A/T AC 4 door, many
new parts good condition $2000 or BO
5490381

racE puppv

Have to get rMef dog Hp needs a heme.
Call Jay 256-6802. Leave message

Call Oell end wiah her a Heppy SDI 6«>16
or 6 8231

HAPPV BIRTHDAY
SUZANNE

Deer Spike, happy 19th birthday Ion
Sundeyl Have e great weekend, go
wildl Love, Michael

HELP WANTED

Maintenance person wented 2 hrs per

day, Mon-Fn. mornings. Duties include

cleaning office end maintainii>g equip

Mechanicai aptitude and workstudy re

quired Apply in person 9-4 Mon Fri at 113

CC (Collagian office*

AttantlonI PuMic Relations. Journalists,

Graphic Designers The SGA Communica-
tions Office w now hiring Great opportunity

to develop your portfolioi WS end non WS
jobs evaHable See Kelley Riley in 423 Stu

dent Union fur application. Oaadlina is

9/21/84.

Homemakars. Home Heelth Aide posi

tions availabie immodiateiy Part time, flexi

ble hours. Free training offered Call Home
Care Service* for mora information.

566^3886

WorJi-study positions Union Video Canter

S.U B no experience req

MontresT Weekend Party Nov 2^ HB
includes RT transportation from your cam
pus, 3 says 2 nights hotel m DT Montreal

Welcome Party all taxes and tips dnnking

age 18 optional Brums Montreal tickets call

today Eric 549 bOVl

i>art'tlme lobs perfect for students i Gat

experience, get paid for political work

Haiardous waste clean up, energy issues,

voter education Mass Fair Share Is building

a part time staft m public education and fun

draising Hours 5 10 PM Flexible schedule

$60 - f120/wk Call 586-8713 ___.

Enthusiastic Students to apply Asst to

the Speaker Student Senate Work on

student campus social issues Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not neceaaary 10

hrs wk , $3 36'hr Fo» more details call

545-0341 Pick up epplicalions in rm 420

SUB Application deadline Oct I. 4 00 pm.
SGA IS an AA/EOE

The Student Center for EducetlonsI
Reaesrch and Advocacy is hiring

ijndergreds to learm political organirir>g Et

student inte'est research skills SCERA also

has positions lor a writer editor, resource

center staff person and lor the anti racism

team 10 hr*wk, $3 35/hr Work study &
rK>n work study Applications at 420 Stu

dent Union Applicationi due 9/26 SCERA
IS an AA/EEO employer

Auditor needed. SGA Treasurer's Office

must t)e able to analyze and apply financial

information 10 15 hrs/wk, $3 35/hr

Workstudy or non workstudy Applications

in 407 Student Union Building Deadline

SeptemtMr 27 at noon AA/EOE

Exotic Dancera wanted full or pan time 4

to 12 tel 247 5692

Amherat Daill la hiring Dafivery Orlvsrs.

Hours 4 10 PM Mon Sat muat have own car

Apply in parson

Newspeper Deliverers needed on cem
pua. No car necessary. Good pay 7 days a

week 1 hour /day Call evenings 263 7009

part time work avaUebIa Immediately
doing lighthousekeeping chores for the

elderly in Amherst. Hartley, Northampton
and surrounding tovsms Flexible hours

Must have reliable transportation and a

phorw Honesty and dependability a must
To arrange for an interview call Ginn at Pro

faaaional Care 584. 1030

Delivery ParsonnsI Sweet Tooth needs 10

to 12 energetic drivers Must be 18 years or

over end own reliable car wirh insurance

Apply in person at rear of 79 S Pleasant St

Amherst Thurs. Fn 7 8 PM

WMUA seeks secretary Mith good typiny

and shortharul ski'ls 9 hours/wk Call Ani

and leave messagn 586 7862

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,569 $50,563. year Now hiring Your
area Call 1 806 687 SOOO ex! R 9616

O'oundfloor opportunity reliabln am
tMtious salespersons wanted for home parry

plan Attractive pay scale $50 bonus posai

ble 256 8005

Work for your mssla aa a houseperson
Eat homecooked meals prepered by fuH

time cook Call Jim H at 5462150

Superior PIzia now hiring dnvers see Chris

iNSTRJCTIOK
'

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrolirrient 263 2098

Need help with Ciriculus or any other

Math coursaaP Call JoAnn for help 546-032

LWT

Gold bracelet lost Friday at Pearl Street

very sentimental value Reward 549 6345

Lost biack weekly planner very important

call 646 6229 Jacob

Levi Jeen Jecket taken from Pike Mon
day nigt $10 reward no quaMions asked

santimentel value call Cathy at 646-0320

MAfilCURist WANTED

Manicuffat wanted lor new nail salon in

Amherst cell office 1 283 3837

MOTORCYCLES

1S7S Honde CSatOT. 16800 mHea. new
tires chsin, battery last year 4600/80
549 0437

"^SERVANT? "

12-apeed FUJI, handleber gear levers, con
-p

cave rirns, steel and t>rasR cluster Stolen

9 13 Philips St Large reward lor informs

tion or recovery 549 079?

PERSONALS

Use Pike. Congratulations and thanks for

the awesome job you did with rush' All your

hard work has really showed' We love youi

Your Sisters and VIPs of SOT

Oirl In the ten {ecket. Caii ma 646 3230 the

bus driver

UMMB The Magic is Backi Can you feel

it^ Upperclasamen Shnw them how it* real

ly done NW Get out your lackhammer

Frsbotte Have the t)est birthday averi I

want to hear all' Love Robyn

Happy Zler Qretchen get reedy for

tonight I Love ya> Susie

Happy B-6ey Ken Glad we can be pan of it

kiva, tfie waekertd women of K Man and
Zeus

Todd Thank you I think you know how
much your t)eing here meens to me. Here's

to a super weekend I k)v* you. Pam

ROOMMATE WANTED _
Feinaie to .ahere one bedroom in two
bedroom Southwood Apt Call Beth ot

Cathy at 266-1619

Room available in a tour bedroom apt

$120 00 per month On bus line, very big ir

Riverglade Apts call 266 1326

Femele wented to share a 3 bedroom
Townehouae apartment. Tami 546-9740

Mature femele wented to sfiare room in

two bedroom Brittany Mar>or apartment.

Can 2S3 5466

TA0 8ALC

Front North VHtage Apt Sat 'ir,rning

9/22/84 lurniturea. ck>tt>aa. houaewars*
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Minutemen to battle Holy Cross
Crusaders the challenge of season

with powerful offense, good record

By PKTER ABRAHAM
CollcKian Staff

Its not the best of situations. Playing the

fifth ranked team in Division 1 AA with

your best defensive player out and the

oddsmakers making you a 19 point un

derdoi^

"Holy Cross is probably the best team

well play this season as far as overall team

ability." said new University of

Massachusetts football coach Rob Stull. "So

we just have to go in there at Fitton Field at

1:30 and be aggressive, be loose and

exjrute."

Il wont be easy to do that against the

Crusaders. The Cross are coming off a 19

whitewash of a g(K>d Rhode Island team and

a argueably the second best team in New
England (.see Boston College for the first).

(Quarterback Peter Muldoon (9 of 15. 144

against I'RI) and tailback Gil Fennerly

(only 58 yards on an injured heel against

UMass ' Holy Cross

Where: Fitton Field. Worcester

When: Saturday ai 1:30 p.m.

Last year: Holy Cross won, 17-0

Latest line: Holy Cross by 19

Injuries: (UM) NG Peter Tracy

(stomach) and (FL) John Crowley

(hamstring) will not play. TF: Paul Walsh

(leg) will play. (HO FL Bill Cowley

(hamstring) will start.

Radio: WMUA-FM (91.1), WTTT-AM
(1430) and WSPR-AM (1270) will carry

the game.

URI, but 1101 and 15 TDs last season)

constitute a powerful offense.

The defense is led by linebacker Don

Zelinski (6 2. 230) and free safety Bill

McC.overn (6 1.195). Senior strong safety

Dave Shimshoch had nine tackles again.st

I'RI with the Cross defense picking off four

passes, a challenge indeed for the

Minutemen offense.

.Junior quarterback Jim Simeone (33 of 68,

290 yards. touchdowns) lot)ked sharp in

the final (juarter against Lehigh two weeks

ag.. and tailback Frank Fay (34 151. 3 TDs)

has looked gotxl. but UMass will need

production from its receivers and linemen

to score against the Crusaders.

Split end Bob Simeone (12 catches for 132

yarls) will line up with either flanker Jim

Far e (5 7. 166) or tight end turned flanker

Mike Kelley (6 4. 225). Karle and Kelley

will replace injured (hamstring) flanker

John Crowley. Tight end Paul Walsh also

has «even catches for 59 yards.

Nose guard Peter Tracy is back at school

and recovering from torn stomach muscles'

suffered against Lehigh. He was defensive

player of the week along with steady

linebacker Vito (17 unassisted tackles)

Perrone, the 6 3, 215 pound terror.

Defensive tackle Mike Dwyer will move to

the nose and sophomore Mike Kowalski will

step into Dwyer's spot. Tracy should

return next we»'k.

"Mi.ssing a week has its benefits," said

Stull. "We had some injured guys get

better, but we might've lost the mental

edge, but I think we're ready for them, we
bett'T be.

"

Ine Minutemen's offen.se has averaged

just under four yards a play this .season.

They are clo.se to 300 yards a game, but

have yet to have any scoring from anyone

( ollfKion pholu by lUvid (' llcuber

Minuteman tailback Frank Fay gets a block and picks up yardage

against Lehigh. UMass faces Holy Cross on Saturday.

strong armedother than F'ay or kicker George Papout

sidis (four field goals and four PATs)
Perrone also has a fumble recovery TD.
"We'll try out some more of the offen.se,

"

said Stull. "We're (the coaches) finding out

who does what best and how to use them.

It's a learning process, but I think we're

getting there."

Holy Cross coach Rick Carter, whose team

beat UMa.ss 17 at Alumni Stadium last

season, said that UMass "has developed

their offense with the improvement of (Jim)

Simeone. They have two games under

their belt and they gave us a dog fight last

year.
"

The Minutemen have been strong against

the run this season, letting up only 68

yards. But both Ball State and Lehigh had

"no good running backs" according to Stull,

and went to the pass more than most teams,

teams.

Holy ("ross, with the

Muldoon, will go at UMass' secondary a lot

(they've let up 615 yards in two games) but

both the quarterback and the speedy

Fennerty will carry the ball a lot.

"It's a deceptive stat that the secondary

has given up all those yards," said Stull.

"We played two passing teams. Now
everybody is saying that Holy Cross will

pass a lot on us. They can pass and I'm sure

they wilt, but with the tailback (Fennerty)

and the quarterback(Muldoon) they also

have a goo<l running attack. They'll be

really balanced.
"

"It'll be a tough game, but a win would

boost the whole team before the conference

starts. " said Stull.

Next week. UMass takes on an improved

N(»rtheastern team at home.

"It would be nice to win this one," said

Stull. "But we sure have our work cut out

for us."

Football's not all, UMass in for bigweekend
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

In other sports action this weekend, the

men's soccer team heads to New Brun-

swick, New Jersey for a four team tour-

nament. The field hockey team travels to

Rhode Island, the volleyball team will be in

New Britain, Connecticut doing battle at

the Southern Connecticut Invitational,

men's soccer team heads to New Brun-

swick, New Jersey for a four team tour

nament. The field hockey team travesl to

Rhode Island,the volleyball team will be in

New Britain. Connecticut doing battle at

the Southern Connecticut Invitational.

The men's cross country squad hosts Yale

Saturday morning at 11:00 a.m., while the

women compete in the Rhode Island

Invitational. Both tennis teams are in

action on Saturday as the men host BU at

11:00 on the Boyden courts, while the

women entertain Yale at 1:00 p.m. on the

NOPE courts. The rugby team is also in

action as the A team travels to Rhode
Island for a tournament, while the B,C,and

D squads travel to Holy Cross for matches

there.

The women's soccer team (2-0), ranked

first in New England, face third ranked

University of California- Berkeley and

IBthranked University of Cal Santa Bar

bara on Saturday. Sunday, fifth ranked

William and Mary provides the com

petition.

"We don't want to lose any games." said

coach Kalekeni Banda. "We don't want

anyone to score on us. We are going in as

the team to beat."

The men's soccer team (3-0-1) compete

with Rutgers, North Carolina Greensboro,

the reigning Division III national champion,

and Lafayette. They have seen the goals in

recent games come with a high degree of

difficulty, but Coach Jeff Gettler isn't

concerned.

"I'm happy the chances we're creating and

the shots we're taking." said Gettler.

"Championship teams on defense and right

now we're doing that job."

The field hockey team is 3- 1 and coming off

a strong game in which the Minutemen

defeated Boston College 4-0. Freshman
goalie Lynn Carlson notched her second

straight shutout.

"From the beginning we kept them on the

deft-nsive. They couldn't use their speed on

their (stronger) right side. I was very

pleased," noted coach Pam Hixon.

The spikers, 7 5 2 on the season, coming

off a four game annihilation of Lowell on

Tuesday, hope to finish better than last

week's third place finish at the UMass
Invitational

"We still have a lot to do and a lot to learn.

Everyone has been playing well," said

Coach Elaine Sortino.

The women's cross country team is ex-

pected to be led by seniors Chris Pratt and

Kim Baker.
The men are led by three sophomores.

Wayne Levy, Jan Novack, and Paul

Stani.slawzik. The top finisher at last

week's meet at BC, Jay Panncionne is also

expected to finish well.

The UMass A Rugby team (0 1) will face

competition from Holy Cross, Southern and
Eastern Connecticut, Bridgewater State,

Bryant College, and UConn at the URI
tournament.
Also contributing to this story were Scott

Hood, Ed Hayward, Roger Chapman, Bud
Verge, Bryan Quemel, Alistair Attwood,

and Adam Nazimowitz.

Weekend sports at a glance

I olleician photo by Paul Desmaraii

UMass' Peter Geddes (16) dribbles past UNH on Wednesday as Matt

Gushing looks on.

UMass Schedule:

Today:
Men's Soccer: at Rutgers Invita-

tionaJH

Saturday:
Footbali at Holy Cross. 1:.30

Volleyball: at Central Conn.
Tourney

Women's Soccer: at Cortland
State (N.Y.) Tournament
Women's X-Country: at URI In-
vitationals

Men's X-€ountry: Yale, 11:00

Field Hockey: at URI
Men's Soccer: at Rutgers Invita-

tionals

Water Polo: BU. at Boyden Pool,

10:00 a.m.

Rugby: at URI Tourney

Men's Tennis: BU, Boyden
Courts, 11:00 a.m.

Women's Tennis: Yale, NOPE
Courts, 1:00 p.m.

Sunday:
Women's Soccer: at Cortland

Tourney
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BANDED TOGETHER - '"'"*"" "'""' "' ^"'^ "-""

The Minutemen Band captivates the crowd at the Holy Cross game Saturday.

Behavioristspeaks at UMass

Skinner emphasizes need for change
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Correspondent

B.F\ Skinner, the internationally renowned founder of

behaviorism contends that "if we are to have a future,

human behavior must be changed."

Skinner, who spoke at the Berkshire Conference on
Behavior Analysis and Therapy in the Campus Center

Saturday asked, "how can people be induced to take the

future into account?"

According to Skinner, "the exhaustion of resources, the

pollution of the environment, overpopulation and the

possibility of a nuclear holocaust" are problems of a new
order of magnitude that the world is beginning to face.

The only way to avoid catastrophe. Skinner said, is to

change human behavior by "changing its consequences,"

by "operant conditioning."

The main principle of behaviorism, based on operant
conditioning is that behavior is determined by its con
sequences. Skinner said. By rewarding some behaviors

and punishing others, people can be made to behave in

certain ways, he added.

Skinner believes "smallness" is required to make con-

ditions of reinforcement effective.

In a small community, conditions of reinforcement can be

used to encourage less pollution, limiting the overuse of

resources and a greater feeling of love towards fellow

beings. Skinner said.

(Jn education, he said teachers who leave students to

"discover for themselve.s" are abandoning their roles.

Skinner said students should be taught bv "reward and

punishment" which would allow them to "learn in less time
with less effort."

He said people have become "alienated from the con-

sequences of their behavior."

"People on welfare ; hould work. It harms the recipient if

welfare payments are not contingent on positive

behavior," Skinner said.

Skinner believes that nursing homes, instead of helping

the elderly "make them sick and miserable by helping them
too much."

"We can only do good work when they are usefully

contingent on behavior," he said.

C'olleifian phoi\ li) Mitch Dranlch

Father of Behaviorism B.F. Skinner

Inside

Fundraiser honors renowned novelist's 60th

birthday P-^

The problem of drunk driving p.5

FootDall trounced by Holy Cross p. 12

"The right to he heard does not

automatically include the right to he taken

seriously/'
—Hubert Humphrey

SGA judiciary

to start trial

on by-laws
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian .Staff

The Student Government Association (SGA) judicial

branch will hold a trial this week to decide whether tht

Undergraduate Student Senate violated SGA by laws in

nullifying the Southwest Area Government (SWAG)
election results last spring.

Government Affairs Committee Chairman Joel

Rabinowitz .said last week that he filed a request for

judicial review of the senate's action because election

protest priK-edures were violated. According to

Rabinowitz . the senate acted "illegally" by not filing a

formal protest of the elections with governmental alfairs

and by failing to hear appeals from its coordinating

committee.

The senate vottnl May 3 to invalidate the election of Bill

Collins and Arthur Steven.son as SWAG co presidents

after candidates Sharon Jackson and Paula Williams

claimed they had been unfairly barred from the ballot.

"There is a certain procedure for protesting elections

results." Rabinowitz said. "Eirst a formal protest must be

filed, then it goes to the Coordinating Committee, then to

the senate, and finally to the judiciary. But the senate just

took it up and voted."

Jay Elynn, who will be the advocate for the prosecution,

said Eriday that the SGA by laws chapter on election rules

is "pretty clear" on how a protest is filed, and that the issue

at hand is to establish "a precedent for senate behavior."

"We probably would have nullified the elections too, but

nobody came to see us about it," Hynn said.

Senate speaker Chris Sullivan, who will be a member of

the defense said the senate, "always tries to do the right

thing, and if we made a mistake" the judiciary will rule

accordingly.

Rally protests the

abuse ofwomen
by JULIA MAYC(X:K
Collegian Staff

A handful of University of Massachusetts students join-

ed more than 500 demonstrators in a "Take Back the

Night" march and rally, protesting violence against

women, Friday in Worcester.

"In the time it takes to complete this march and rally,

400 women will be battered and 20 will be raped. That's

why we're here," Donna Stewart, a member of women's

energy against violence said.

Stewart said society has made an effort to minimize

publicity about violence against women for thousands of

years. She said police do not keep records on how many
women are murdered each year even though 80 percent of

homicide victims are women. And the courts do not keep

track of the number of women assaulted or raped, she

said.

More than 1,000 rapes were reported to eight rape

centers in Massachusetts during a six-month peri(xi in

1983, she said.

"Women have to stop bearing the brunt of violence in

this scwiety. Every second of every day a woman is being

violated," Stewart said.

Keynote speaker Judge Lisa A. Richette of Philadelphia

told the crowd that women must "hit at the very root of

the patriarchal system" and demand respect for

themselves.

Richette said that violence against women is ingrained

in society since it treats women as slaves.

"When you can't get a slave to do what you want with

entreaty, what do you do? You beat them. You beat

them," Richette said with a raised fist.

Richette said society accepts violence against women
and children in the family along with the collective male

fantasy that all women are simply sexual objects.

"The fantasy is that all women want impersonal sex and

all they need is to be approached. It is the idea of society

as a harem," Judge Richette said.

The rapist lives out the collective fantasy and thinks

women enjoy being assaulted. Judge Richette said.

Contxnvued on page 3
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HOSTON - Ten years after the first racial fights

broke our over busing, blacks are still shut out of many

Boston neighborhtH)cls and social activities, city ollicials

and residents say.

While there have been signs of change, the unwritten

rules of the city - that blacks don't travel in South Boston

and whites don't go to Franklin Park - are the same, they

say-
. n

"What's happened is that there is a psychology in Boston

that blacks belong in certain areas and they don't belong in

others." said Ricardo Millett, a black who heads the

Roxbury Multi Services Center.

Racism, some contend, persists in housing and social

discrimination.

Joseph Delgardo, a black aide to Mayor Ray Flynn, said

he was turned away from a Back Bay club early this year

when he tried to get a table with two friends.

"You've got to deal with 'isms,' racism, on your job. Then

you have to deal with the 'isms' in your social life. There is

no relief."

Blacks and whites did cite some signs of change in race,

particularly the peaceful integration of the Bunker Hill

Housing Project in Charlestown and the presence of more

blacks and Hispanics in previously all-white neighborhoods

of Hyde Park and Roslindale.

Gerry Ferraro criticizes Mass. group

every Monday and Tuesday

Call for Reservations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

BOSTON — The head of a Massachusetts anti

abortion group says charges that it is part of an organized

attack against Dem. vice presidential nominee Geraldine

Ferraro are "an act of desperation" by the candidate.

"She's very sensitive on the issue of abortion." said Dr.

Convict captured

John Jefferson Davis, chairman of the Massachusetts

Citizens for Life. "She wants to elicit sympathy and deflect

attention from the issue.

"It sounds to me like this is an act of desperation on her

part." he said.

SPRINGFIELD. M.A.
— An escapee from the

Connecticut State Prison at

Somers made the mistake

Sunday morning of strolling

past detectives at the

$
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Springfield police station,

who grabbed him.

"My partner. Don LaDue.

called my attention to him,"

said detective Al Correira.

"So we just stepped over

and made an inquiry, which

he failed."

Correira said Luis Gon-

zalez, 46, of Bridgeport,

Conn., was booked on a

charge of being a fugitive

and was slated for

arraignment in district court
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Last Thursday's Collegian incorrectly reported the

times of voter registration at the Everywomean's center

in Wilder Hall. The correct times are 10-2 p.m. on

September 25 and 12-2 pm on October 9.
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Baldwin honored at scholarship fundraiser
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

An exclusive scholarship fundraiser and

birthday celebration was held for writer

and five college Professor James Baldwin

Saturday night at the University of

Massachusetts.

The entire Campus Center basement was
secured while more than 200 people at-

tended the event which included a cocktail

hour, dinner and a jazz band. A $20

minimum donation was requested from

the guests, according to Cynthia Packard

of the Chancellor's office.

Noted author and actress Maya Angelou,

society figure Louise Meriwether, artist

Romear Beardan, Chancellor Joseph

Duffey, and Amherst College President

Peter Pouncey were among the guests.

Baldwin came to the area last fall and has

been teaching courses in creative writing,

the civil rights movement and the social

responsibility of writers.

"My mother taught me, my father taught

me, my brother and sisters taught me, life

taught me that everything was connected.

No matter how you cut it, it was all

connected," Baldwin said at the

celebration.

"It became obvious very soon" that

categories like white and black, "couldn't

be real," he said.

Baldwin alternates yearly between
teaching at the five colleges and living and
writing in Nice, France.

He is a world renowned novelist on such

topics as the black family, the black

church and Harlem. He has written many
books which include "The Fire Next
Time." "Go Tell It On The Mountain" and
"Notes Of A Native Son."

t'ollpRian phdtn by (Jlnna Rosail'i

BOPPIN' TO THE BEAT — One of the five bands partake in the Or-

chard Hill/Central Fall festival which enjoyed Indian summer
temperatures and sunny skies this past weekend.

Women's Forum
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women's issv£S. Notices

should be sent to the Wovien's Issues

Editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday

before the event.

Tuesday — A planning meeting for the

"Not in our Name" women's resistance

action to take place in New York City, will

be held at 7:15 p.m. at Smith College. Call

545-0254 for details.

The Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom will meet at 3 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Check the daily

schedule at the information desk for the

room number.

A reception for women working in stu-

dent groups will be held in the Women's
Leadership Project Office at 5:30 p.m. in

415 Student Union.

"My Brilliant Career", the first film of

the Women's Film Festival, will be shown
at 7 and 9 p.m. in Campus Center 101. The

film is free and open to all.

The Everywomen's Center will hold a

voter registration for Amherst residents

from 10 to 2 p.m. in the lobby of Wilder

Hall.

Wednesday — The Women's Issue

Team of SCERA will meet at 4:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The team is currently

addressing the issue of pornography and

those interested are encouraged to attend.

The Women's Caucus will hold its first

meeting at 5:30 p.m. in 415 Student Union.

All women senators are urged to attend.

Graduate Women's Admissions and

General Educational Support, WAGES,
will hold a brown bag luncheon every

Wednesday from noon to 2 p.m. in Campus
Center 805. For more information, call

Diane Goodman at 545-0883.

Thursday — The Women's Leadership

Project will have a meeting at 4 p.m. in

Student Union 415. Everyone is welcome.

Friday — A peace camp will be held at

the campus pond to commemorate the

third anniversary of the Greenham Com-
mon Women's Peace Camp in England.

The camp is also meant to educate the com-

munity aJtxJut the NATO war games taking

place on the East German border. The
camp will set up at 10 a.m. All are

welcome.
Sunday — Graduate WAGES is sponsor-

ing an apple-picking and potluck lun-

cheon for graduate women. Meet at 10:30

a.m. at Wilder Hall. For more infonnation,

call Diane Goodman at 545-0883.

* Worcestermarch supports women contxnuedfrom page i

"The anger against a woman victim who

dares to report (the rape) is that she is

negating and contradicting this male fan-

tasy," Richette said.

Richette stressed the importance of

women working together to confront

violence in their lives. She said the

women's movement is at risk more than

ever now because the White House is in-

habited by a "charming Western grade B

actor and his Marie Antoinette wife."

The judge cautioned against what she

called political transvestites. "They look

like women but they think like men and

they go right along with the patriarchal

legal system."

Sister Annette Rafferty, a co-founder of

Abby's House, an emergency shelter for

battered women, said women must be more

outspoken about their repression.

"We need to commmit outselves to say-

ing publicly that we need each other to

'take back' every single day and night, she

said."

A bonding and sharing will allow women
to "Take Back the Night," Rafferty said,

"so let's go for it."

A mile and a half candlelit march follow-

ed the rally. Women chanted and sang

"Women Unite-Take Back the Night," and

"We are gentle angry people, We are sing-

ing for our lives."

A coalition of women's groups in

Worcester organized the event to address

the issue of violence against women
through legislation, picketing, letter

writing campaigns and community educa-

tion.

During the civil rights movement of the

liHJOs Baldwin worked to help both blacks

and whites to understand the problem of

racism. In the mid 60s, Baldwin left the

United to live in F'rance and later visited

Turkey in 1971.

Lerone bennett, senior editor of Ebony
Magazine said, "Mr. James Baldwin is a

gift to the black spirit in the sense that in

him and through him that spirit became
conscious of itself."

"Not only has James Baldwin exposed

the literary pretentions of his white

contemporaries" who were content to

evade problems Bennett said, "he has

dared to go for the truth of the thing by

dealing with the organic sickness of

American society."

The details of the scholarship in Bald-

win's name have not yet been worked out

photo by David Walker

Noted author James Baldwin

but it will be on a rotating basis between

all of the five colleges according to

University of Mas.sachu.setts Chancellor

Joseph Duffey.

UMass ComStu dept. in

top ten says new study
By GLORIA KOSADO
Collegian Correspondent

The ('ommunications Studies department

at the University of Massachusetts is

ranked ninth in the nation according to a

poll by the Southern Illinois University.

The poll was conducted by Richard Vin

cent and counted faculty publications about

broadcasting from 1976 to 1983. W. Barnett

I'earce. department chair .said, "the high

ranking the department has been receiving

in recent years is a direct reflection of the

(juality of our faculty and staff."

".\ university's main mission is to

research, teach and service. Our depart

nient stresses all three and seems to be

successful." he said.

"Fifteen years ago our department was
relatively new. We started as a service

department. supplementing other

departments in the University. In terms of

peer evaluations we were rated 34. In the

la.st three to four years we now consistently

rank in the top ten," said Pearce.

"We hope the higher reputation the

department has attained will attract the

kind of students we want: competetive,

more dedicated and academically stronger,"

I'earce added.

'Our graduate program and graduate

students are excellent, he said. In an annual

report issued by the faculty of Social and

Behavorial Sciences, the graduate students'

research publications are among the best in

the country to the point of surpassing

publications made by some faculty at other

universities." Pearce said.

Majors within the department offer

degree in Interpersonal Communication

in Rhetoric for communications specialists

wishing to attend graduate schcxjl. Mass
Communications for careers in ma.ss media

and Communication Education for a school

teacher's certificate in speech com-

munication.

The poll results will be published in the

Winter, 1984 Journalism Quarterly.

Japanese get a taste of U S

schools via UMass
B> LYDIA ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Univeristy of Massachusetts played

host to a group of young Japanese

professionals Saturday who came to honor

William S. Clark, former president of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College,

founded in 1863, which is now UMass.

The group itinerary also included a visit to

poet Emily Dickinson's grave.site at West

Cemetery in Amherst.

The visitors are from Hokkaido, part of

Japan's northern agricultural region. Every

two years, the Hokkaido government and

the local community sponsor young
professionals to come to the United States

for 28 days to observe various businesses.

The 66 professionals' 41 men and 25

women, have careers in government,

health, industry, agriculture, community
service, fisheries, and education.

"After a tour of Sturbridge Village and

Boston, they will travel to Canada, then

split up." said UMass program director

Gilbert Mottla. "They will internship for a

few weeks according to their interests."

UMass has had a long standing

relationship with Hokkaido University

since Clark established the Sapporo

Agricultural College in 1876, now Hokkaido

University.

Hokkaido University has had an evolution

similar to UMass," Mottla said. "It began as

a small agricultural school and grew."

The exchange program was founded in

1968 by the president of Hokkaido

University. UMass students may par

ticipate in a six week summer program at

Hokkaido University and Hokkaido

students may spend their junior year here.

During the ceremony, a short speech on

Clark was given by Akio Matsue, director

of the Hokkaido Center for International

Exchange and flowers were placed at the

gravesites.

/

Collegian photo hy Mitch Drantrh

DOG EAT DOG WORLD — Two canines who wander onto the UMass
campus apparently feel the pressure of prospective exams.
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Navy Officer

fYom College Scholarship To Med School Scholarship

From Business Management To Nuclear Engineering

CAREERS AVAILABLE IN

Personnel Management
Accounting
Petroleum Management
Aviation

Ocean Engineering

System Engineering

Logistics Management
Systems Analysis

Financial Management

Medicine
Law
Nursing
Communications
Operations Research

Distribution Management
Subsistence Technology

Computer Systems
Contract Management

Hypercurricula
\\'}](y< WHO IN AMERICAN (X)LLK(iES

- Applications available at Student Senate

Office S.r.H. room 420. Jrs. and Srs. only.

Applications must be in by Oct. 4. at 4 p.m.

CKHHF MEETING - Extremely im

port ant meeting - solid semester planning.

Tabling Today, too. 5 p.m. at SCERA of

fire.

COUNSELLING COLLECTIVE
ORIENTATION — An information session

and interviews for the Lesbian Bisexual and

Gay Men's Counseling Collective. Women

are especially encouraged to apply. 7 p.m.

at CC902.

FIRST MEETING OF VIETNAMESE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION - Meeting of

Vietname.se Student Asso(;ialion. Welcome
to new and old students. 7 p.m. at CC 803.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION - Join us
for our first meeting of the semester to

discuss our future plans. Newcomers
welcome. 7 p.m. at CC 804.

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY — Introductory meeting. Film:

Have Our Planet and Eat It Too? Come and
share your concerns about our planet. New
members welcome. 7 p.m. at CC 901.

TRAVEL RESPONSIBILITY RAPID PROMOTION

Navy Officer Programs
Leo W. Brien Federal Building

Albany. NY 12207
Call collect Mon-Thur. 7:30 1:00

(518)462 6119

NAVY.
IT'S NOT JUST
A JOB, IT'S AN
ADVENTURE.

fhV Commuter Area Government has positions

open for undergraduates living off campus.

• Work Study Preferred •

—^ Advocates ••—

— Office Manager ^
—^ Programmer ^—

-^ Media Technician ^^

Positions vary from 10 - 20 hrs. per wk. $3.50 hr.

Application deadline is Monday Sept. 24th

Applications available from:

Commuter Area Government

404 Student Union 545-2145
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All worked up about working out
It would not bf fair to say that I hated physical exercise

when I was in hi^;h school. It would be fair to say that I

haled any sort of physical movement at all.

"Hate is a very strong word." some bleeding liberals

may be chiding me. Damned right, it's a strong word. It's

also entirely appropriate.

It all began at my alma mater. Strathmore Elementary

School, where I was (sighl always the last one chosen to

play kickball. There were .some very good reasons for

that. I never kicked the ball, but skipped over it. F'irst

base was farther away than the Promised Land. And I

was terrified of the ball, qualifying me for the Dodgeball

Hall of Fame.

Things didn't improve at Lloyd Road Middle School, an

institution I despised and have not set foot in since ninth

grade graduation. The gym teachers actually made us do

"we mu.st increase our bust" exercises in the same r«)m

as the boys. That is one of the few exercises of which I am
definetely not in need.

We were also forced to play volleyball. My friend,

Sharon, figured out a method by which we were "rotated

out" for about 90 percent of game time. We could never

hit the ball, anyway, and even if we did, it would only

break our dragonlady fingernails.

I liked high school better. We got to play softball. The

gym teacher instituted a special rule for me; five strikes

and I was out. One day my bat met the ball, and it wasn t

afoul.

•You pick that up. and I'll kill you. " I threatened the

pre pubescent pitcher. He froze. That was the only time I

Elizabeth Luciano
didnt strike out. Kvery one of my teammates went into

cardiac arrest, and the game was called.

With a gruesome past like that, it's a wonder I wasn't

scarred for life. I swam laps for my first two years of

college, in the interest of health. The water disguised the

fact that. unHke Christie Brinkley. I would never model

swjmsuits on the cover o{ Sports Illustrated.

Then it happened. My muscles and my .self confidence

grew. Following the example set by primitive reptiles. I

crawled out of the water, dried off, and took up jogging

last May. Most of my friends run. so I had a host of self

appointed coaches.

"Tennis shoes won't support your arches." one said,

"buy a pair of running sht)es.' Okay. She was right, .so I

blew 30 bucks.

"Put your running shoes in the shower, to soften them."

another said. It sounded weird, but he was right. It

worked.

"Ignore the pain." another said. "Run anyway."

"Okay." I said, and went a record two miles that night.

It was relaxing and. yes actually /un.

I must be crazy, or masochistic, or both.

Elizabeth Luciano is a CollegianCo/umrjjsf.

Letters to the Editor

Males are objectified, too

In Yadira Betances' column "Pageants Oppress

Women", she states that men who represent this country

are not judged on appearance, charm, poise and charisma.

It is true that men are not judged on appearance as much

as women, but when newspapers are describing Mondale

as boring and Reagan as charismatic, does this not say

that men are also judged on these qualities?

In the Reagan-Carter TV debates, why did Reagan

employ a full-scale make-up artist? Did Kennedy not win

the Kennedy-Nixon debates in 1960 due mostly U) his

youth and charisma? In addition, has the author never

heard of Mr. America contests? The men in these are

judged solely on appearance. Do we hear of any women or

men complaining? Just as beatuy contests suggests that a

women's appearance is an indicator of her worth, am I to

believe that I am worthless because I am not 250 lbs and

4%bodyfat? Why does the author not complain that these

contests are degrading towards men?

Secondly, and most importantly, the author states in

reference^t^ women."their contribution to society is far

Sealer than that of men..." If these are true feelirjgs

Sen it IS the author who is sexist, and 1 genuineb^ ee

sorry for her. We all know that women have been and still

^e^ppressed in society. Does it make things nght to op-

press men? Won't pulling men down the h.erarchial lad^

der result in both men and women becoming lower? Will it

not be better if women can climb to the top of the ladder

(with help if they want it) and share the top with men?

Does this sound too idealistic?

Lastly, if these contests are so bad, why do so many

women compete in them? As stated in the article, these

women are poised and intelligent, and I would Jissume that

they are well aware of social issues. Perhaps these women
are "selling out". But is it not their right to do so, to be

judged as they please?

To blame all of the evils on men is wrong and is poor

driving on the road to equality.

Jeffrey C. Ives

Department of Exercise Science

Some people like scupture

If it has served no other purpose, the sculpture at the

Fine Arts Center has broug|it out the art critic in all of us.

Who is Mary Cresse (Tuesday) to say that she doesn't

like the school's latest art display, when she admits she

just doesn't like abstract art? I mean. I don't want some-

one who simply doesn't like jazz telling me that Coltnine

was a hack.

Wny can't people like Cresse, and all the other "born-

again critics," simply admit they don't know what the ar-

tist is trying to say? If Cresse wants to see really bad art,

Another solution

to drunk driving
President Reagan has found a way to be on the right side

of an issue and avoid outlay of funds. Any state in the union

th;il (l(H"s not bring its drinking age to 21 by 19W>. Reagan^

.says, will, to qualify for highway maintenance.

The President did not make this rule'lo stop pAM)ple from

drinking in the privacy of their home. He has other

business to attend to. Reagans attempt to keep the

nunilHT of drunks to a minimum via a higher drinking age

is directed towards drunk drivers.

Minimum drinking ages, however, work in preventing

neither domestic drinking nor drunken driving. If a 15

year old wants to. he or she ran get a few beers. Anyone

who d»'nifs that is citing exceptions lo the rule. But.

putting that aside for a moment, let's assume that drinking

ages are effective det It-rents to drinking:

Dan Miller

.Assume the State decides to keep it that way. lUrauseof

Us lower minimum, in comparison to complying states,

Massachusetts will have more drunk drivers. It will also

have more potholes f(»r the driver to negotiate, and more

bad cliff railings. One can often survive a smash up. But

the chances of survival aren't as g(K)d after plunging down

a cliff and having one's car burst into flames upon hitting

b«)ttom. .'\ bad highway is just one more thing that a drunk

driver has to concentrate on. He or she becomes all the

more incompetent on the road and potentially more

dangerous. It's bad to drive under the influence; but dying

or causing a death is generally agreed to be worse than

that.

Second, the new regulation seems .sweeping and per

vasive for a president who spent four years and a campaign

extolling government non interference. PerKaps Fieagan

feels drunken driving is too urgent for the states to handle

alone, and that they need a push in the proper direction.

But every state is a little different from the one next to it.

Slate boundaries are not absolutely arbitrary; each state

will have a different feeling as to what its drinking age

should be.

Keep in mind that drinking is al.so done with respon-

sibility. Each state should have its say on how it regulates

this particular component of its regulations.

Third, raising the drinking age one year in Massachusetts

would deter only so many potentially drunk drivers.

Anyone with a few silver hairs, a car and a license can

become a drunk driver. Many people are over age 20.

If Reagan wishes to keep drunk drivers off the road, and

keep the country's roads in good repair, he should offer

this deal to the states: If the states will tax ethyl alcohol

heavily, then the government will give the states a per

centage of the collected state alcohol tax in federal funds-

pn)viding the state taxes went directly toward road repair.

Thus the states would have their ow^ highway main

lenance funding, as well as a thank you from the feds. High

prices H' uld keep drinkers from imbibing, because when a

person u ler 21 wants to drink, money talks and morality

walks.

Dan Miller is a ('ollegian Correspondent.

she need look no further than to the Tom Haley illustra-

tion, which accompanied her column. I may not unders-

tand Staccioloi's message, but it is clear to me that Haley

was trying to draw the sculpture in question. His picture

looks like it was drawn either by a second-grader or it was

to be an abstract drawing, which would naturally con-

tradict the point of Cresse's article. In a cartoon (Wednes-

day), Rosney and Ashby took a swipe at the piece, calling

it a "beached Russian sub." Be serious; these guys

couldn't even keep the lines on the stairs straight. How
can they possibly criticize abstract art when they can't

master the technique of the ruler. They shouldn't take oiit

their frustrations on a man saying something they can't

comprehend.

I'm not rushing to the defense of the sculpture, as it has

yet to say anything to me. Still, I see people observe it and

feel it. It obviously says something to them. I don't think

the intent of the artist was to please everyone who saw it:

No artist can expect that. Like any art, this piece is for

the enjoyment of those with the vision to see something in

it.

Glenn A. Pierce

Central
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ItlG I estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

! PIZZA PARTY
ALL SEMESTER LONG

8 till closing

Monday thru Thursday
buy a large pizza and get a

pitcher for only $1 .99

Happy Hou' 3 6, 9 close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drivp Ar*^herst 549 5713

I

PUT US TOTHE TEST!
LSAT-6MAT-GRE

MCATDAT
GRE PSYCH GRE 610

MATPCATOCAT
VAT. TOEFL SSAT

PSATSAT

ACHIEVEMENTS ACT

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

• Permanent Centers open days,

evenings, weekends

• Complete TbSTN TAPE

facilities

• Skilled instructors and

dedicated, full time stall

• Homestudy materials constantly

updated by Researcti Experts

• Low Hourly Cost

• Transler priviliges to over

120 locations

LSAT
GRE
GMAT

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TtST PWMWATION SWOALBTS St«Ct «38

NATIONAL MEO BOARDS
MSKP FM6EIVIS

FLEX NOe NP6

NC8 NCLEXRN
C6FNSCPA

SPEB) READING

ESI INTENSIVE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION TO

LAW SCHOOL

CALL DAYS. EVENINGS
AWEEKENDS:

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780
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ON CAMPUS RECRUITING
Office for Cooperative Education

Planning for Challenging Spring Co-ops Begins in October.

The following recruiters will be on cannpus to interview qualified

students for salaried spring positions with their firms:

NAME
IBM/Tarrytown
Disney
People Express

DATE ELIGIBLE MAJORS
10/23/84 Acctg., Finance

10/24/84 HRTA, Leisure Studies

10/25/84 HRTA, Com Stu, Leisure Studies.

Related majors

Mqt., COINS.
Food Mktg, Mktg, Mgt.

HRTA, Food Science

IBM/Poughkeepsie 10/25/84

Star Market 10/30/84
Sky Chefs 11/6 and

11/7/84 ^ r> .. .
Students MUST be accepted into the Co-op Program well in ad

vance of the above dates to be eligible for an interview.

Call Us Today Details About These

and Other Exciting Opportunities! 545-2579

NURSING:
CHECK IT OUT

At New England Deaconess Hospital School of Nursing.

Now is the time to apply. You could even start planning your

courses to qualify for our two-year ?.dvanced placement

program.

Just call Joy Erb. recruitment coordinator at (617) 732-8359

Come join us at our Fall Open House, October 15, 1984.

1-6 p.m. or November 4, 1984, 1-5 p.m.

NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
One Autumn Street. Boston, MA 02215

Connmitted to the concept of equal opportunity in education

hVUTIi: liPicn^iL siFicn^L sipicn^i
GROOMING NEEDS

Solution

y)

save $2.00

Barnes Hind

WETTING
SOLUTION

2oz.

$2-55

LISTEREX
SCRUB

4 oz.

$1.55

Lisferex
Scrub

save $1.00

DIMENSION
SHAMPOO

15 oz.

$1.99

save $1.46

FINESSE
HAIR SPRAY

7 oz. aerosol

or non-aerosol

$1.95

AQUA-FRESH
4.6 oz.

$1.05
save 34*

ROLAIDS
75 count bottle

regular or wintergreen

$1.44

fO^

S'-

9snEDTLER
'~'' rsuBiiTn

30M

Marsmatic 700

Technical Pen

Demonstration day

and Pen Cleaning

Monday 9/24/84

700 S7 TECHMICAL PEN SET
Ltat wtdttM 00. 0. I. 2. r/i. X ys. ptua I boolk 741^ » Manmabc *«»«»« Ml

Regular List Price: $68.00

save 81

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534

open 7 days a week

J

Offer

Limited
COUPON

""""1
Pen Set priced $5.00

cuT,„rr I
OFF our already

low, low
This coupon entitles bearer to one
Free Mars Techniplast Ink Eraser

with purchase of one Marsmatic
7-pen technical pen set -

: I ^XjmVERSYTY
1^ Offer good thru 9/24 - 9/26/84 | ,kaSTOR-E^

j
price of $29.95

I Located in the Campus Center

j Open M-F 9-5, Sat 11-4

Monday, September 24, 1984
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Reggae dancin

'

By BRADFORD VERTER
('ollegian Correspondent

Wednesday was a beautiful night for dancing, and people

danced. Black Uhuru and Obo Abby supplied the music.

The former have a particular style of reggae, the newly

popular 'music with a message". The latter play jazzy

Contemporary African music.

Obo Abby. who has been playing the drums for some 42 of

his 46 years, is no stranger to the music scene. He and his

brothers were an underground European sensation during

the late 60s and early 70s. culminating in their per

formance at the 1972 Munich Olympics. His new band,

formed three years ago in Oregon, plays what seems to be

a blend of Salsa and Calypso; a hybrid spawn of Cal Tjader

and Harry Belefonte.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Obo's music

stems from the folk songs of Ghana his native land. After

hearing the brassy opening number "We Say (We're gonna

do it I" and the subsequent "Homesick", perhaps only an

ethnomusicologist would guess the true origin of the

complex harmonies.

The spirited interchange between the three man horn

section and Ob<j on his native dandans (the "talking drums"

known to linguists) may seem irreconcilable, but with the

aid of the guitarist and fellow Ghanian Israel Annoh on

drums, they managed to pull it off wonderfully. The music

flows as naturally and beautifully as does a gothic

cathedral.

Tom. the irumpetist. explains that the brassy patter of

the horn section is purposefully imitative of the traditional

lal(K) of Ghanian drums. It is the same music in a different

medium.
()b«) Abby's steamy and joyous set was capped by the

percussive "Rekpete", which the band played while

dancing through the crowd.

A blonde wearing her hair in the closely cropped nu wave

style voiced the typical audience reaction. "I thought they

were going to suck, but they were great. It's nice to have a

warm up band that's good for a change.

If Obo Abby warmed up the spectators, Black Dhuru set

them on fire. The group, who along with Peter Tosh are

the most popular reggae band since Bob Marley. executed

a very energetic performance to an enthusiastic audience.

They opened up with "'Shine I Gal", an upbeat song with

space age sythesizer effects replacing the traditional horn

section. This was followed by an exciting rendition of

"Plastic Smile", during which lead singer Michael Rose-

motivated either by the resounding rhythms or the

pulsating spectators removed his elaborate headgear to

release his lengthy Rastafari IcK'ks.

With the sweet stench oi ganja now firmly established in

the air. Black Uhuru played their hit "Solidarity", written

The
fastest-growing

profession

in America.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor StatisticSf

the need for paralegals is about to douMe.

Now is the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession . . . and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After j ust four

mt)nths of intensive stud y, we will find vou a job

in the city of your choice. We are so confident of

the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-1 PLT.

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

We'll be on campus October 15, 1984 —
Cunt.Kt yi»ur placement oKico ti> arrange for an

individual interview or group presentation.

Housing ami
Financial Aid

available

THElNSnTUTE
FORP/W^LECAL
TRMNING
Approved /'I/ the

American Bar

Association

Mail Ihih CDupon to RUM A

Institute for Par.ilegal Traminj;

]^2b Arch Street

I'hiladelphia, PA 14103

Please si'nd a copv i>f vour catalogue

\ a mi

• Includes Mounting*
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FutI Service Tire Store

re Sunderland Rd No Amherst MA
Acroi!. trum WjIioDh '. Slmr

549-4704

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St

549 1555
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I
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I
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Evening classes

10-week courses

starting Oct. 1

Ballet, Jazz,

Modern Dance
course fee; $50.00

Registration fee; $2.

Phone to Register

Super Daily Happy Hour
All Week 3-6 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

reduced prices on pitchers 6t bottled beer

Free Munchies

Plus 2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

Super Nightly Happy Hour
All Week 9:30-11:30 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

2 for 1 on Jumbo draft £f wine

[•JUlsmKU^MErUi^
Tuesda

8 12 pm Pizza and Beer

$5.95 includes pitcher of beer

or carafe of wine & cheese pizza

1 Pray Street. Amherst

Open 11 am - 1 am Daily

Sunda
11-3 pm

Bloody Mary
pitchers

$5.95

6-10 pm
Pizza & Beer

$5.95 includes a

pitcher of beer or

carafe of wine and

cheese pizza

>;•;•;•»-•.•.•.•.•.•

for them by Stevie Van Zandt. "What's beneath?" Rose

asked, "Solidarity," the crowds answered in unison.

Next was "Darkness", followed by "What's Life." The

unintelligible lyrics were made clear by Rose's expressive

face.

The wonderfully danceable "Spongy Reggae" was

followed by the shtwer. poignant "AI[M)rtion. " Next was

"deneral" and the upbeat "Gues Who's Comming to

Dinner. ' "We must step as one.' Rose sang to the ran

domly dancing audience.

A cheerful rendition of "Happiness" was followed by their

final tune, "Africa", which featured a rocking duet bet-

ween bassist Robbie Shakespeare and drummer Sly

Dunbar. Nary a foot in the house went untapped.

Forced back on stage by the demanding cries of the crowd

("Rastafari," yelled a short, WASPish young nian), the

band played a throbbing version of "Sin.semillia", which

displayed the artistry of Dunbar, Shakespeare and Darriel

Thomp.son on guitar. This was followed by an exciting jam

session by the trio, allowing the spectators to bouce rather

than dance.

Throughout the final jam, Shakespeare would repeatedly

turn his back mysteriously to the audience. After the show

h«' laughingly informed me that his pants had been falling

down. His advice to beginners? "Be creative and know

your instrument." His reflections on Marley? "Bob was

great very creative."

When asked whether he was concerned that Reggae's

-nessage was being sublimated by the music he explained,

When we are on stage we serve the people. We have no

ot her purpose but to plea.se the audience."

Screwball comedy
1
All of Me
Directed by Carl Reiner

Starring Steve Martin and Lily Tomlin

Mountain Farms Theater
by THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian ('orrespondent

When Steve Martin first made his way on to the big

scrtM'n the result was Thf Jerk, a very popular

collabaration with director and comedy writer Carl Reiner

that was nontheless only mildly funny and beneath both

men's best work. The two continutnf to work as a team,

however, slowly improving their output with each film,

until, with The Mav x-iik Two Brairui. it seemed that they

were finally (»n the verge of making a great comedy. Now,
with the help of Lily Tomlin, they have done just that \nAll

ot Me, a screwball comedy concerning sexual and personal

identity.

The plot concerns Roger Cobb (Steve Martin), a

dissatisfied lawyer whose richest and most hated client.

Edwina Cutwater (Lily Tomlin), plans to return from the

di-ad by implanting her soul into a young woman played by

\'i<toria Tenant. The possession dix'sn't work of course,

and Kdwina's soul winds up inside Roger, giving each of

them one half c(mtrol of his b(Mly. The rest of the movie

consists of their uneasy alliance as they try to find a swami

who can put Kdwina into her intended recipient. To reveal

anymore would spoil things, so suffice it to say that the

film follows a time worn situation formula that can still be

wonderful when it has a new idea like this applied to it.

Lily Tomlin has finally created a s<T«'en character worthy

of her comedy routines. The terminally ill, but haughtily

upper class Edwina Cutwater has all the physical man

nerisms and personality quirks that make Tomlin's

creations (Ernestine the telephone operator and the bag

lady, for instance) so memorable. In fact, Tomlin makes

Edwina's so distinctivethat even though she makes most of

her later appt-arances as a disembodied voice, I had no

troubU' picturing her in my mind.

Of course, that wouldn't have happened if Steve Martin's

performance as the possessed Roger wasn't so convincing.

Martin recreates gesture for gesture, and his half-

feminine, half masculine walk through a hotel lobby is

as convincing and funny as any special effect in Ghost-

busters. More importantly, Martin maintains Roger's

( haraclei throughout and makes him as sympathetic as he

is strange. Roger is as crazy a person as Martin ever

played, but this time he has a gtwd reason to be that way.

The supporting cast is quite good, especially Victoria

Tenant, and ('arl Reiner's direction is his best since Oh

God\. but the movie obviously belongs to its two stars.

Tomlin and Martin make All of Me a near classic com-

bi nation of high comedy and physical humor.

I Monday and Tuesday

Gunga Din

King Kong
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q:00- MONDAY NlTE FOOTBALL

-FREE POPCORN WITH BAR PURCKA5E-

ruPSDAY
8 00 -VI DEO NITE
\A/FnNF5DAY

S:30 -COMEDY MITE

DANCING WITH SPIKE HENDERSON
FRIDAY
•SOCIAL HOUR'WITM CLIFF MYERS AND
DANCING
SATURDAY
8-30- DRIvyiN' WHEEL

HEALTH & BEAUTY
SALE $1.40

$2.15

$2.99reg

-^|j & J 11 oz.
50*

Vi'O'

V^.

$1.60

reg. $ . 89

r<5»

n-

Tf?:,.;^

£•0), ^•:ca'

$1.80 Kleenex (100)
Stridex (42)

t '
^»9 « 59 ^

Carefree
Shampoo or

Conditioner 16 oz.

$1.70

reg $2.75

4.1

$1.50

reg. $2.29

Edge Gel 7 oz

(ioesOi Oief

59*

reg.B £r L 40 oz

Check I

Gel or Paste

Visine

$1.45

reg. $2.19

Visine Va oz.

IDEA

DRY IDEA

$1.00
reg. $159

Reach Toothbrush
REACH

,</>^ DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S

$1.60 reg. $2.49

Dry Idea 1.5 oz.

Sale M-F 9-5

Items are Sat 1 1 -4

also available

In the Mini Store,

-1
^*" COUPONS I
I on ail Health and Beauty Aids ProducU |

S ..............1.-1
Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITYl
mSTORE

^

Monday. September 24. 1984
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Doonesbury Dossier

The Reagan Years

by G.B. Trudeau

Located in ,he Can^pus ^ UNIVERSITY
Open: M-F 9-5; Sat 11-4 / USTORE^

Get on line
without
waiting
in line.

V
V. y

University Computer
Center

"UnbeUevable!*'
It's not bad enough doing endless hours of

homework r<..r your computer courses To

make a lough silualion worse you've got to

plan on spending precious lime standing

in hue every lime you want to get on line

And your odds on getting a print out by the

time you need it are about as good as get

ting seats to a Michael Jackson concert

That IS. of course, unless you do your com
puter homework at the Computer Access

Center

16 chairS) no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a unique

workspace that offers everything you need
to do all of your computer work, in one

place, at one time We rent our facilities by

the fiour or semester for as lf)ng as you

need them, right in the center of Arnherst,

Finally you've got an alternative to using

your school's crowded facilities or renting

a terminal for the whole semester

The Access Center has it all 16 work sla

lions fully equipped with computers and
terminals, complete modem systems that

allow you to tie in to Cyber 'VAX or any
other mainframe that you have the access

code for. on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers for instant print outs, and
experienced and knowledgeable computer
pros always on duty to help you

Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre
Clous time standing in line Now you can
plan ahead and reserve time on a terminal
that will be waiting )ust for you

So what are you waiting for*^ Call today
and see for yourself how easy and inexpen
sive renting time on a computer can be

COMPUTER >\L^l^c:sa center iimc
ON SITE hourly/semester RENTAI^ 256-1213

79 South Pleasani .it(»'(;l Arnhcr--' 'lA • ,,.<i ,,;,,,.,•,( p,.i,.. p . :,.rrinnHl building)

Men -Thurs 9amiipm. Fn 9 am 6 pm, Sat Sun 10 am 6 pm

2 FREE HOURS OF COBflPUTER TIME '

Call tcxjay. mention this ad and use one o( our

computers for two hours at no cost'

Otter good during busness hours Monday
through Friday until October 1 5th

Monday. September 24. 1984 ?!

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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will return next Monday with all the same characters, in new situations!

Here are a few advance panels from G B Trudeau...
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milrd b> Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Oinnei bill

4 SmoKeis
9 Barber s tool

14 Siou« Indian ul

Nebraska
15 Lowest deck ot

a ship

16 Be oil

1 7 Geniality

19 Set loot in

20 Counter tenor

21 Marquis de—
72 Paradise

23 Mostcrally

26 Fearlessness

27 Panache
29 Sky high

33 Sites

36 Bone Comb
loriTi

38 Goil couts'.-

leatuie

J9 Crosby
40 Established

41 SonolSeth
42 Tare s root

43 Bouquet
44 Wears well

ib Discoverer ol

the Mississippi

47 Not dS many
49 Shore of n..|.'

51 Bethe'c
SS Litlleones

bl ShaKespeareac
King

')9 Gen Roberl

60 Takes on boa>'l

61 Composes
onesell

63 Pierre S

lareweii

64 UnilorfTiity

6b Favorite

66 Gen George G

67 Big names
68 Speakers

pauses

DOWN
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Julius

Caesar

2 Coral reef

3 Spoils

4 Sound ol we«ed
surprise

5 Dependable
6 — - mater
7 Loving

kindness

8 Spendlhrill s

outing

9 Dolman
10 Compassionate
11 Assess
12 Household

necessity

13 For each
16 Emulates a

scout

24 42nd el al

26 Incursion

28 Fill to the brim

30 Charged
atoms

31 Abundancp
32 Minus
33 Retired

34 Sunday spin

35 ol the

earth

37 Dried out

40 Great blessing

44 Ending with

book or ring

46 Kind ol papei

48 More genial

50 DogsolS
America

52 Marry inhasle

53 More recent

54 Fender
benders

55 Partner ol time

56 La Scaia solo

58 Actor Alan

60 Theatrical hot

dog
62 Grad Class

members
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THINKNEGATIVE!
Join the Collegian Photo Staff.

F]xperienced photographers with own*^

equipment needed for daily

5 feature and news photography
^Recruitment meeting at 7 pm tonight

in the Collegian office at CC 1 1 :5

DC Menu

LUNCH
Turkey Club Sandwich
Duchess Meat Pie/Oavy

BASICS LUNCH
F^alafel Pocket Sandwich
Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER
Veal Parmesan

Pineapple Ham Steak
Italian Garden Plate

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with Lemon Wedge

Eggplant Parmigiana

Today*s weather
Variable cloudiness with a chance of showers.
Temperatures in the mid 70's. Tonight, fair and

cooler with temperatures in the 50's.

Ask Lois - commg soon!

Got a problem?

Question?

Write to Ask Lois today!

Address letters to 113

Campus Center.
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer

commissioning program. You could start planning on a career

like the men in this ad have. And also have some great

advantages like:

Earning $1()0 a montli during the sch(K)l year

As a freshman or sophomore,

you could complete your basic train-

ing during two six-week summer

sessions and earn more than $1 1(K)

during each session

Wanttqmave
upqukkfy?

Juniors c^arn more than $1900 during one ten-week

summer session

You can take free civilian flying lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

Ifyou're l(K)king to move up quickly, k)ok into the Marine Corps

undergraduate officer commission-

ing program. You could

start off making more

than$17,0(K)ayear. Q^
Werelookingforafewgoodmen.

See First Lt. Schiffer

in the Campus Center

on Sept. 24 Sr 25, 10 am to 2 pm
or call (collect) at (203) 722-2168

J

Monday. September 24, 1984
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Mmutemansports roundup
The University of Massachusetts rugby
team finished third in the Rhode Island
tournament, beating Bryant College 16-0

and losing to the University of Con
necticut, 60.
The UMass cross country teams had a

fair weekend. The men tied Yale 28 apiece

at home on Saturday. The women finished

seventh in an 11 team meet also on
Saturday with 177 points. Holy Cross had

33 to win. The men are now Oil on the

season.

The UMass men's tennis team went to an

even 11 on the season as the Boston

University Terriers recorded a 9-0

shutout at home at the Boyden Courts on

Saturday.

(vollegian correspondents Alastair

Atwood and Bryan Quenzel contributed to

this story.

Field hockey crushes URI
for fourth straight victory

ic Tracy
hospitalized.

"The tear is all healed

now," Tracy said. "It's a

matter of getting my blood

count back up. The 6'2"

senior received seven pints

through transfusions and

his body had to make up the

rest.

Tracy's weight fell as low

as 232 before he started

solid foods in the hospital.

"I feel good and I'm ready

to go next week," he said.

With doctor's approval, thr

veteran nose guard should

start to practice today or

Tuesday.
"We have to get our at-

titude back up," Tracy said.

"As a captain I want a

tough week of practice — no

funny stuff. We have to get

back up there."

Number 89 doesn't want

to be missing any more

games.

ByEDHAYWARD
Collegian Staff

doing into her team's game against a

rebuilding University of Rhode Island

team. Massachusetts field hockey coach

Pani Hi.xon's worry was that her team

would get lazy.

Well, unfortunately for URI, Ilixon'steam

did not relax and the Minutemen improved

their record to 4 1 as they won Saturday. 7

1.

"It's tough when you go into a game that

you know you should win. " said Ilixon. "A

team has a tendency to get mentally lazy

and undisciplined. You lend to play down to

their level. But you've got to play your own

game."
The Minutemen did just that. They played

their own aggressive, high scoring game

and defeated their fourth straight op

ponent. UMass thoroughly dominated the

game, out shooting URI by a total of 47 2.

UMass was awarded eight penalty corners,

URI. only five.

Sophomore P>in Conniff and P'reshman

Tonia Kennedy had good games, each

scoring two goals. Senior Maura ('oughlin.

junior Christine Koeot, and .senior Andrea

Muccini tallied one goal apiece. Muccini also

had an assist.

Senior Katherine Rowc tended goal for

UMa.ss and came one peculiar goal away

from notching the team's third straight

shutout.

"We're not sure how they scored their

goal. " said Ilixon. "The ball was deflected

off one or two players. Nobody's owning up

to it but it was definitely a deflected ball.

Somehow it ended up in the net."

"We played well for seventy minutes

which was our goal win or lose. We worked

on our midfield play and moved some people

around. So we had players at positions they

aren't normally at. This (game) was a good

leaching experience for us." Ilixon said.

In their last three games the Minutemet.

have scored sixteen goals, a production rate

Ilixon attributes to a pre season rule

change allowing players to shoot from

outside the circle surrounding the goal.

UM volleyball 'improving'

Collegian photo by Andy Hell»T

UMass* Chris Wood makes the interception
against Holy Cross on Saturday. UM lost, 35-7.

• Football I continued from page l'^

Statistically, Muldoon was 14 for 21 for 243 yards and

two TDs. He won the Eddie Anderson Award for the

Most Valuable Player in the UMass-HC game for the

third straight season. Tailback Gill Fennerty, although

not scoring, rushed for 126 yards. UMass' best rasher

was George Barnwell with 66, F'rank Fay had 48.

The reasons? There were several. The UMass secon-

dary, in a zone, couldn't contain the Holy Cross receivers

as Muldoon threw to the middle all day. Simeone, despite

having great protection (he was sacked only once) didn't

hit his receivers, and when he did, they often dropped it.

NEW BRITAIN. CT. -
Going into this weekend, it looked like

the University of Massachusetts volleyball

machine was well oiled and on a roll.

Well, yes and no.

No. the spikers didn't win Saturday's

Central Connei-ticut State University

Volleyball Tournament. They did place

third in the tourney with a 3 2 record,

raising their season record to an 8 4 mark.

But. yes. the Minutemen are playing

better than they have all season, and that

has been awfully good.

"I'm very plea.sed," said coach Elaine

Sortino. "Everyone played super."

The spikers won all three of their matches

in straight games. The victims were

American International College. 15-8. IS-

IS. Central Connecticut. 15 11. 15-7, and

Eastern Connecticut, 15 6, 15-8.

UMass dropped matches to the University

of New Haven 11 15, 9 15, and the tourney

champions. Northeastern, 11 15 and 12 15.

"F^astern Conn, was our best match by

far," said Sortino. "We served them right

off the court and our passing was good."

UMass won their respective pool, putting

them into a round robin final with the top

four teams in the tourney. It was there

where the spikers lost to New Haven and

Northeastern.

UMass returns to the friendlier confines of

NOPE on Wednesday to square off against

Holy Cross.

How theAPTop20fared
1. Nebraska (3-0-0) defeated UCLA, 42 3

2. Clemson (2-1-0) lost to Georgia, 26-23

3. Texas ( l-O-O) did not play

4. Miami (Fla.) (3-2-0) lost to Fbrida

State, 38-3

5. Ohio State (3-0-0) defeated Iowa, 45-26

6. Brlgham Young (3-0-0) defeated

Hawaii. 18 13

•7. Penn State (3-0-0) defeated

WUliam&Mary, 56-18

8. UCLA (2-1-0) lost to Nebraska. 42-3

9. Washington (3-0-0) defeated Houston,

35-7

10. Boston College (3-0-0) defeated North

Carolina. 52-20

U. Oklahoma (3 0-0) defeated Baylor, 34-

12. Oklahoma (3-0-0) defeated San Diego

State. 19-16

13. SMU (1-0-0) defeated N. Texas State,

24-6

14. Iowa (1 2-0) lost to Ohio State. 45-26

15. Florida State (3 0-0) defeated Miami

(Fla.). 38-3

16. Michigan (2 1-0) defeated Wisconsin,

20-14

17. Southern Cal (2-0-0) defeated Arizona

State. 6-3

18. West Virginia (3-1-0) lost to Maryland,

20-17

19. Auburn (1-2-0) defeated S.

Mississippi. 35-12

20. Georgia (2-0-0) defeated Clemson. 26-

23 .__ „.^_________

i^ Men's soccer
—

played." said Gettler. "We would have

played extremely well to beat them. We
played OK. but not at the level to such a

quality team."

The goal count for Greensboro could have

reached a higher plateau, but UM goalie

Don Donahue stopped two consecutive

penalty kicks at the 53 minute mark. The

first kick came via a hand ball call on UMass

in the penalty area, but Donahue was called

for moving too early, prompting the second

kick.

Greensboro broke through at 61:19 when

Andy Mahalko kicked the ball past Donahue

from close range off a throw in. Three

• Women's soccer

nmtinued from page IS

minutes later, Ed Rawanski ("the best

player in the tournament"— Gettler)

dribbled down the right side and from 25

yards out rocketed a leftfooter past

I)onahue into the upper corner.

Against Rutgers, the Minutemen were

mi.ssing midfielders Matt Cushing and Tom
Uschok to injuries, but still played the host

Scarlet Knights to the draw.

"When you can play a great team like

Rutgers the way we did without those two

guys, you have to be happy." said Gettler.

Besides Manal. center sweeper Mike

Runeare was also named to the all-tourney

team.

^^^HH^^H^^HB^^^B continued from page 12

UCal Berkley.

"We were just outplayed

defensively." Banda said.

"There is no way we should

have been tying tl.em."

"We have a good team but

we have to go out on the

soccer field and prove how
good we are." he said.

UMa.ss will get another

chance Wednesday when
they travel to Brown
University for a night game
against the 10th ranked

Bruins.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^
^(Jlonday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dtocc—

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone nunnber free

V
AOVEimSINQ

i

' screens for dorms end

I
video music call 549 7144

Greeks, 'MTV

J ^rzizzi:^ I
R«ck-A-Di»c ReckA-Video entertain

rAdv«rtl»« FREE in th« RIVER VALLEY AD. J ment guaranteed 'vents for Disc Jockeys

i Advertise items vou want to sell or buy. Call l Bands and Video^ Call 549-7144

^ WICKED Al^iD WltD DJs audio and

\ visual entertainment for the 80's 584-6712

fs32 949e

\
APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 badroom apt on bus rt for rent located in

] North Amherst. Rent is $385 1 call DH f

JonM 548-3700 }

{ For the b«st in danca music call 5 College

1 Coiinrt •W6 0245 or 506 7689

APPLE COMPUTER
FOR RENT

«

v
^

y Apple II available for $250 or best offer for i ;

:this semester Pascal is included Call
J

UMASS SKI CLUB
i
Information Meetings Sept 24, 5:00 pm in

( Public Health Aud , Sept 26, 4:00 pm in CC
J Rm 917 and at 7:00 pm Hamden DC Join

inow and be part of the tradition'

FREE PUPPY

Hav* to get rid of dog. He needs a home

Call Jay 256-6802 Leave message

QAIL QIROUX

Call Gall and wlah har a Happy 201 6 8015

or 6^8231

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
SUZANNE

Oaar Spika. happy Ittti birthday Ion

Sunday) Have a great waakand. go

wildl Love. Michael

iiiis »aiiio9io< .
PSSCfll IS

S2S6-1841. Ask for Ruthie

FOB SALE HELP WANTED

The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy is hiring

undergrads ID learm political organizing b
student interest research skills SCERA also

has positions for a writer /editor, resource

center staff person and for the anti racism

team 10 hrs/wk, »3 36/hr Work study b
non work study Applications at 420 Stu

dent Union Applications due 9/26 SCERA
IS an AA/EEO employer

Auditor naadad, SGA Treasurer's Office

must be able to analyze and apply firuncial

information 10 15 hrs/wk, »3 35/hr

Workstudy or non workstudy Applications

in 407 Student Union Building. Deadline

Septeml)er 27 at noor\ AA/EOE

EKOtIc bancars wantad full or part time 4

to 12 tel 247 5692

Send resume and cover letter to Ad \

ministrator of Speciel Education 36 Hadlay r

Street, South Hadley, MA 01075 AA/EOE \
S-ANNE

naadad lor Southwest Assembly I Hows It going to laai to use proof that s \

I real^ A little more secure than tming quizzed '
Artlat

average 5 hrs/virk Apply now 545 0960 , - . .

,------
I about brithdays and VA geography but alot \

Work study position available, for \ ,,„ challengmgi Let s make the best of our :
Secretary/Typist of SWAG, 8 hrs/wk, App '

|„, ^^^^-^^ ^„, >„„ y^, f,n | s i

ly NOW' 545^)980 I -??—

1

?
\

SERVICES
\

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop. Limited enrollment 253 2098

LOST

l ATTENTION STUDENTS For all your typ

i ing and word processing needs
papers, dissertations, resumes, etc

I Elite Business Services 783 1732

• TYPING Southwest 48 hr notice re

\ quired $3 /page call L«a 6-3366 after 6 pm

term I

calif

AUTO FOR SALE
ir i SOUNDESiGN STEREO Originally $900 2

. years old $469 Dresser $40 253 3682

. . 7r^ir^^-r.^ii^ • 79 Oodga'Omni^ A/T, AC, 4 door, many
^73SaablS-A^laaalcl^06^4B48/4era^ : ^^ ^1^^ ^^^ condition $2000 or BO

•nSuick Classic luxury car beautiful shape
J 549 0M1

J
must sell 600 or BO 549 11 64 • i^ehminAL B COUPLER. MUST SELL

iDodga cuatornlzad Van T7 engine m gdj $360 CALL 549 6259

} funning order cstm int call 549 4892 I 2 Dead Tickets Hartford, Mon. Oct. 15

'\ im^atauiTTIoTurS^I, body f^r $600i good seats section 102 45$ for pair 253 5507

: 584-5884 evenings \
keep trying

3 Ifnliupar "Baa'tfV exc cond in /out?

[Rebuilt engine, radials, heater, very depen
J

Jdable $1500 call evens /weekends 586 2192?

rkeep trying J

Homemakers, Home Health Aide posi

tions available immediately Pan time, fle«i

ble hours Free training offered Call Home
Care Services for more information

5863886

- i

)ll7D Toyota Corona, good working condi i software

ition, no snow rust Interior is not plushj ">— -i "

Great transportation I Needs Massachusetts,

'registration $700 or best offer Emanuell

549-4600X256

COMPUTER TERMINAL for sale DEC

VT55 with hardcopv option Like new Very

good buy $475'^ 549-6994

Apple 11^ . 48k, disc dnve, Epson printer.

word processor, DB. Visicalc.

Pascal, games, $1,150. 586 1421

PanasonicBicycle 20" Panasonic 10 speed 25 lbs

high tensile tubing $136 549 6180

ENTERTAINMENT

i

i VIDEO VIDEO 'inOEO'viDECrRi^A [ M'^*»*^S»7*V''^rfnund'''^
it « the Cam

(video antertainment giant 10 and 15 foot^ pus Center lost and found

Montraal Waakand Party Nov 2-4

includes RT transportation from your cam

pus, 3 says 2 nights hotel in DT Montreal

Welcome Party all tanas and tips drinking

age 18 optional Bruins Montreal tickets call

today Enc 549 501 7

Part time Joba - perfect for students' Get

experience, get paid for political work

Hazardous waste clean up, energy issues,

voter education Mass Fait Share is building

a part time staff in public education and fun

draising Hours 5 10 PM Flexible schedule

$60 $120/wk Call 586 8713

Enthusiastic Students to apply Asst to

the Speaker / Student Senate Work on

student /campus social issues Experience
' w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary 10

hrs 'vrt , $3 35/hr For more details call

I 545-0341 Pick up applications in rm 420

SUB Application deadline Oct 1, 4 00 pm
! SGA la en AA/EOE .^^.^-,

Newspaper Dallverars naadad on cam-
pus No tar necessary Good pay 7 days a

week 1 hour /day Call evenings 253 7009

WMUA aaaka aacratary with good typing

and shorthand skills 9 hours/wk. Call Am
and leave message 586 7862

Qroundfloor opportunity reliable, am
bitious salespersons wanted lot home party

plan Attractive pay scale $50 bonus possi

ble 256 8006

Work for your meals as a housaperson

Eat homecooked meals prepared by full

time cook Call Jim H at 545^2150

AIDE - 3 day week, Monday, Wednesday.
Friday, to work in educational/vocational

program with moderately disabled

teenagers Challenging and inspiring work

for the right person Pysch, education ex

perience preferred

AIDES Full time part time, for a full range

of Special Education Programs in South
Hadley Granby area

SUBSTITUTES For programs. High

School diploma minimum, experience

desirable, $25 00 day

Cap gray Iriah Twaod kxt Wednesday
please return to Mariana 5466300 or lost

and found

Blue wallet around NOPE Keep money,

desperately need indentification Ken
586-6378

MOTORCYCliS

1976 Honda CB360T, 16800 miles, new
tires, chain, battery last year. $500/ BO
5490437

TAQ SALE

Front North VHIaga Apt Sat
9/22/84 fumituraa. clothaa, houtawarat

TRAVEL

^i

' OBSERVANT? <

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's
Student /Budget Travel Agency Freei
Catalog, call (6171 28S192e or write, 729}
Boylston St Suite 201, Boston, MA 02116;

12-spaad FUJI, handlebar gear levers, con

cave rims, steel and brass cluster Stolen

9/13 Philips St Large reward for informa

Hon or recovery 549 0792
\ ^^=Z

WANTED

PERSONALS

'

Attention Everyone: It's Kenny's Birthday

, call and wish him a happy one' 549-40Z.;

MONTY -You could heve given me a ide

:Fa«nala to shara larga bodreem In
^Townehousa call M9-46aB

ri naad a akataboardi Call 546 6322^you
Jhave one to sell or know where I can get
rone, John

um experience f MONTY You could heve given me d lae j i

J
home anytime all you had to do was ask f \
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Sports
Officials are needed for intramural football, soccer and

frisbee. Contact the intramural office at 545 2693 for

more information. Work study and non work study

positions available. Jobs start right away and the

rewards are high. Call today!

.•-•.••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•."

»•'•,••,••,•.»
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Purple reign in Worcester, 35-7
Minutemen outplayed

on offense anddefense,

fall to 1-2on season
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - Holy Cross ran up 466 yards of total

offense on way to crushing an inept University of

Massachusetts 35-7 Saturday at Fitton Field in

Worcester.

"I'd like to say it's the play calling or that we weren t

trying, but it isn't that." said UMass coach Bob Stull.

"We just can't execute. We aren't doing the job. I'm not

at all pleased with anything we did all day."

UMass, 1-2 on the year, was simply dominated by a

much better Crusader team that averaged an im{R)sing

6.56 yard per play.

"It was nice to do pretty much what we wanted," said

Crusader coach Rick Carter. "They fought us pretty

hard for a while, but once we got in tune it was over."

The tone of the rout was set early when Carter elected

to go on a fourth and 1 1 situation at the Minutemen 30.

Chris Wood broke up Peter Muldoon pass intended for

flanker Leo Carlin, but the message was there, Holy

Cross knew they would score, and score often.

"I decided to go because I felt getting on top early was

a big key," said Carter. "We missed it, but I knew there

would be other chances."

The chance came at the 13:15 point of the first quarter

when Muldoon hit Rick Lane with a 31 yard scoring pass.

The play was set up by some bad UMass play calling

and a lousy punt by George Papoutsidis.

After being penalized for 20 yards, UMass found

themselves with a first and 30 situation on their own 23.

Quarterback Jim Simeone pitched to Duckworth Grange

who took a five yard loss after being buried by linebacker

Don Zelinski (who had blitzed, ex[)ecting a pass.) Grange

took a pitch again and gained three yards to set up a

third and 32.

Holy Cross dropped six defensive backs to play the

pass, and cornerback Jim Boyle t)roke up Simeone's pass

to his brother Bob.

Pap<^utsidis then shanked a punt to the UM 44. Mul-

doon passed for 13 yards to flanker Wayne Jackson

before his scoring toss.

Another bad punt gave Holy Cross a first down at their

own 42 after UMass ran three plays. Muldoon worked

downfield to the five before cutting through a gaping

hole in the UMass defense to make it 14-0 after Larry

Melick's PAT.
In the second quarter, UMass caused a fumble and in-

tercepted two Muldoon passes. But the three possessions

after the turnover, the UMass offense gained a total of

10 yards.

For the half, UMass had only four first downs, 72 total

yards and Simeone was 2 of 16 for 22 yards.

"I'm surprised we had four first downs" said Stull.

"We were awful. I wish I could put it another way. They

flat outplayed us."

In the second half, things weren't much better. The

Crusaders, now 2-0, scored on a three yard run by Chuck

Doyle, a 15 yard interception return by Boyle after a Si-

meon (1 1 for 32. 1 10 yards) pass was badly underthrown.

UMass' only score came against the Cross reserves

when freshman fullback Ted Barrett raced left after a

reverse for 32 yards with three minutes gone in the final

period.

continued on page 11

Collegian photo by Andy Heller

UM freshman Ted Barrett runs for the Minutemen's only touchdown

against Holy Cross. UMass lost to Holy Cross, 35-7.

Holy Cross 35, UMass 7
Holy Cross (2-0-0) 7

UMas-* (1-2-0)

Scoring:

7 14 7

7

Statistics:

35

HC, Lane 31 pass from Muldoon (Melick

kick) 7-0

HC, Muldoon 5 run (Melick kick) 14-0

HC, Doyle, 3 run (Melick kick) 21-0

HC. Lane, 15 pass from Muldoon (Melick

kick) 28-0

UM, Barrett 32 run (Papoutsidis kick)

28-7

HC, Boyle, 71 interception return (Melick

kick)35-7

First downs: HC: 26, UM: 17

Passing: HC: 14-21, 243, UM: 11-32,

110

Rushing: HC: 50-223, UM: 40-177

Possession: HC: 32:30, UM: 27:30

Total Yards: HC: 466, UM: 287

Punting: HC: 2-93 (46.5), UM: 7-282

(40.3)

Avg. gain-per-play: HC: 6.56, UM: 3.99

Penalties: HC: 9-56. UM: 5-46

Tracy

'tortured'
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - Univer-

sity of Massachusetts foot-

ball co-captains Peter Tracy

and Tom McEvilly strolled

to the middle of a worn Fit-

ton Field Saturday after-

noon for the coin flip with

the Crusader captains.

Nothing fancy or unusual

happened except UM's
Duckworth Grange bobbled

the kickoff and returned the

ball to the UMass 17 yard

line. But when the UM
defense jogged on the field

five minutes later, number
89 stood on the sideline and

watched.

It was the first game
Tracy has missed since he

started playing football

when he was nine years old

(not counting the year

Tracy sat out after he

transferred from Navy due

to NCAA rules.)

"It was torture on the

sidelines," Tracy said. And
on the field, too, as Tracy's

Minuteman teammates
were crushed by a 35-7

count.

"The defense had a tough

day," Tracy said. "Holy

Cross executed well. We
weren't wrapping the arms

around the players. They

ran hard."

Tracy has had a tough

time of it as of late. He
could have died of the tear

of his stomach muscle that

he suffered against Lehigh

University two weeks ago.

"It was touch and go

there for a while," Tracy

said. "I lost nine pints of

blood (due to internal

bleeding) and the body only

has 16 pints. My blood

pressure fell to 60/40."

Normal blood pressure is

120/80.

The bleeding started slow-

ly, Tracy said, but he

started to vomit blood and

the vomiting made the tear

worse. The bleeding did

stop on its own, but not

before Tracy had to be

continued on page 11

Up and down weekend for UMass soccer at tournaments

•Women stay undefeated
^

•Men lose one, tie one inNJ
By (iKRHVdeSIMAS
ColU'Kian Staff

CORTLAND. N.V. - P^or

University of Massachusett.s

women s soccer team coach

Kalfkcni Banda, twt) tics

and a win at this weekend's

Cortland State Tournament
of Champions wasn't

enough.

Banda feels the team

should have come out with

three wins.

"The defense just didn't

ronie through for us in the

tournament," Banda said.

The second ranked
Minutemen blew 2 leads

against the University of

California Berkley and

William and Mary and ended

up with 2 2 lies in each case.

UMass did triumph ovt-r

UCal Santa Barbara 10. to

stay undefeated at 3 2.

"W'v tiK)k plenty of shots.

"

Banda said. "The offense is

there. We just don't ha\<'

enou^;h defensr to destroy

the other team."

Massachusetts, ranked
first in New England,

opened the tournament

aijainst third ranked UCal
Berkley Saturday, and took

a 2 lead off ^joals by fresh

men Catherine Spcnce and

Kristen Bowsher.
HowrviT. the Golden Bears

fought back and tied it up

with four minutes to go in

xhv ^'ame. UMass outshot

California 16 5.

UMass defeated 18th

ranked UCal Santa Barbara
also on Saturday. 10 on
another Bowsher goal. The
Minutemen outshot SB 24 5.

"The defen.se was still off."

Banda said. "We kind of

played around. W'e made
Santa liarbara Nnik good."

Sunday. UMass took
another 20 lead over fifth

ranked William and Mary on

two Jolie DePauw goals.

William and Mary made it 2

I just before the half and

tied it up early in the

second. UMass. again,

outshot the opponent. 30 7.

Paul, again, played in goal

and did a very go(xl job,

Banda said. Paul also played

in the Santa Barbara game.

Lisa Ellis played against

continued on page 1
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By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

NEW BRliNSWICK. N.J. -
In soccer, the creation of scoring op-

portunities is almost as important an ob
jective as scoring goals. Rarely without the

former do you achieve the latter. With a

goal being a rare occurance, many gcxjd

opportunities can e.scape before a team hits

paydirt.

For the University of Massachusetts men's
scx'cer team, this .soccer axiom came true as
they failed to score a goal in two games at

the Rutgers Invitational, losing to North
Carolina (Jreensboro 20 on Friday, and

lieing Rutgers on Saturday. However,
they did the job in creating opportunities so

well that center striker Kurt Manal. a

freshman, was a unanimous choice for the

all tournament team.

"The guy didn't score a goal, but was still

named to the team which says something
about the respect the other coaches had for

him and the team." .said UMass coach Jeff

Gettler.

UMass actually outshot UC-Greensboro,
14 13. but two second half goals spelled the

difference for the reigning Division III

national champions.

"They were certainly the best team we've

continued on page 11

sports ata glance
UMass Schedule: No sports are scheduled
Inside: complete coverage of all of the weekend's
UMass action.

pro scores

NY Mets 6, Montreal 1

Chicago 6, St. Louis 1

I
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James Baldwin delivers message

Saturday at a tribute in his honor.

Lerone Bennett gives a powerful

speach in his keynote address

honoring author James Baldwin

photo by David Walker
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A Tribute to a
Living Legend

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

This past Saturday, the University of

Massachusetts was honored with presence of some of

the most influential black authors, artists and leaders

in America. Their reason for being here was to

celebrate the 60th birthday of "a brother, teacher, and

friend," "a intellectual giant," "an american original":

A tribute to the life of author, playwright and pro-

fessor, James Arthur Baldwin.

The event was sponsored by UMass Chancellor

Joseph Duffey and was attended by such people as

Lerone Bennet (author, editor) Maya Angelou

(author, poet) Romare Bearden (artist) Dr. Ruth Love

(author) Mrs. Baldwin, David Baldwin (mother and

brother of James) and many others. The very elegant

yet casual atmosphere of the first floor Campus

Center provided a backdrop for one of the most ex-

citing evenings in UMass history.

Pat Murphy, the director of 5-college services

began the evenings proceedings with the formal an-

nouncement that James Baldwin will be back as a

5-college professor in the 1985-86 school year.

Baldwin will teach courses in two or three of the

5-college schools and the courses will be available to

all 5-college students.

Chancellor Duffey, then announced the formation

of a James Baldwin Scholarship Fund which will be

available to 5-college students. Donations for the

event were contributed to the Scholarship Fund.

Samuel Floyd, Queens College professor and close

friend of Baldwin continued the tribute. "James and I

have laughed, talked and drank a lot for a quarter of a

century," Baldwin has shown America through his

writing the plight of the Black man but also "has the

courage to change the circumstances." said Floyd.

"James has helped to lead us up the rough side of

the mountain, we will always be grateful to James

Baldwin," said Maya Angelou in a very poetic speech.

The keynote speech came from Lerone Bennett,

author and editor of Ebony magazine. "James Arthur

Baldwin of Harlem, of the world has triumphed over

the world...This is a celebration of life's victory of a

runner who is still in the race, a warrior who's still in

the battle of an eagle who is still i n flight," said Ben-

nett in a very moving and exciting oratory. "James

Baldwin has transformed the vision of millions who

once were blind... He has almost singlehandedly

redefined race thinking in this country." Bennet spoke

of dealing with the "organic sickness of American

society." "We have a tremendous moral responsibility

and opportunity here." said Bennett.

The formal tribute continued with short messages

from Paul Barrows, Director of CCEBMS, Marily Bou,

speaking on behalf of Third World students, and of

course Mr. Baldwin.

Baldwin with his gentle manner walked up to the

microphone and thanked everyone for joining him in

celebrating his 60th birthday. In his soft voice he joked

with the crowd, "I will not keep long, now seriously

there many, many things I cannot say and many

things I do not have the words to say, and many many

Continued on page 2

The Controversy Continues:

by Julian Tynes
Nummo Staff

B M C P vs. W M U A
A major rift has developed between B.M.C.P. and

W.M.U.A., over both programming content and air-

time. Chris Winslow, B.M.C.P. General Manager and

acting Third World Affairs Director says that

B.M.C.P. hours have been cut "without any justifica-

tion." B.M.C.P. member Neil Grant added "that pro-

per procedures were not followed for the allocation of

air-time for B.M.C.P. in terms of working with the

project on the new air schedule." Winslow also stated

"under the constitution they're supposed to work with

us."

Many members of B.M.C.P. who have been trying

to form a compromise with W.M.U.A. feel the new

schedule has been given with a "take it or leave it" at-

titude. This is evident by the fact that W.M.U.A's

original proposal was for 34 hours, and B.M.C.P's was

fpr 46. The current schedule calls for 33. This is out of

a W.M.U.A. weekly total of 168.

In answering to the charge that B.M.C.P. has not

given the station a 24 hour advance notice of a D.J.

not being able to fill their slot^ Grant says "how are we
supposed to give a 24 hour advance notice, if the D.J.

calls in 3 hours before his show?" "When this hap-

pens we do our best to find someone to fill these slots

as quickly as possible."

As for the lack of diversity, all members of the pro-

ject approached feel that B.M.C.P. definitly adds

diversity to W.M.U.A's programming. Winslow says

"there are plans being considered within B.M.C.P. for

new and different types of programming. Such as

more public affairs, black news, B.M.C.P. and sports-

talk. With the new schedule it will be difficult to bring

about some of these ideas," "but we are going to

keep on with our plans."

AnI Benglln W.M.U.A. General Manager refused

further comment on the situation.
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Lynching: A National Disgrace
Part 2 in a series on the history of the NA A C P

by Julian Tynes
Nummo Staff

In 1911, the N.A.A.C.P. launched their initial cam-

paign against lynchings. This campaign against lyn-

chings. This campaign began with an extensive in-

vestigation on lynchings in the United States.

The Executive Committee received its first report on

a lynching in Livermore, Kentucky. This lynching

which occured in April 1911 involved the murder of a

white man. The accused was taken to the town's

opera house and tied to the stage. An admission fee

was charged to those who wanted to witness the lyn-

ching and the proceeds were donated to the family of

the murdered white man.

The Executive committee appealed to the President

of the United States to bring an end to all lynchings in

the U.S. A resolution opposing lynchings was sent to

the President of the United States, the President of

the Senate, and House Judiciaries, and also to the

Associated Press. The resolution was delivered by a

committee of the Washington branch, which asked

the President to send a special message to the Senate

and the House in regard to the matter of lynchings.

President Taft informed the committee he could do

nothing since lynching was not a federal offense and

was a matter left entirely up to the states.

In August 1911, Zack Walker a black man from

Coatsville, Pennsylvania, was wounded in a fight with

a policeman whom he killed. Although he pleaded

self-defense, he was taken from the hospital, dragged

through the streets by a mob then lynched. After ef-

forts to have the mob indicted failed, the Executive

committee hired the Williams J. Burns detective agen-

cy to uncover enough evidence for a conviction. The

investigation revealed that the district attorney had

been involved in protecting the lynchers and the state

had decided not to prosecute the case.

As part of the campaign against lynching a lynch

map of the United States was kept in the N.A.A.C.P.

New York Office, a pin was used to mark each lyn-

ching. The lower half of the map was filled with pins.

In the spring of 1916, a lynching occured which sent

horror and shock waves througout the United States.

The lynching even shocked people not interested in

the civil rights of blacks. In Waco, Texas 10,000 men,

women and children cheered when Jesse Washington

a mentally disabled 19 year old black man was burned

alive in the Public Square. Photographs were taken as

the events assumed a carnival atmosphere.

The N.A.A.C.P. sent a white investigators to

Texas. His findings were published in The Crisis in an

8 page supplement entitled "The Waco Horror."

"Washington was dragged through the streets, stabb-

ed mutilated, and finally burned to death in the

presence of a crowd of 10.000... Atter death what was

left of his body was dragged through the streets and

parts of it sold as souveniers. His teeth were brought

for $5.00 apiece and the chain that had bound 25

cents a link."

In 1916 the N.A.A.C.P. distributed more than

200,000 pieces of literature which pointed out that the

U.S.A. was the only civilized country in the world

where human beings were publicly burned alive

without a trial of any fashion. During 1916, fifty-nine

people were killed by mobs. That is more than one a

week. In 1917 there were 47 lynchings. It had

become so unusual for a law enforcement officer to

take action against a lynch mob the N.A.A.C.P.

presented a silver cup to Sherriff Eley of Lima, Ohio

"for devotion in preventing the lynching of a colored

prisoner."

In 1919 Missouri Representative L.C. Dyer introduc-

ed a bill designed to make lynching a federal offense.

The proposed legilation which was introduced that the

request of the N.A.A.C.P. never made it past

EDITORIAL

I am writing this letter to the entire community at

UMass, but particularly to Mr. Bill Stephew and Mr.

Randy Scollins.

First of all Mr. Stephew and Mr. Scollins have ac-

cused BMCP of a lack of diversity in programming.

Obviously neither of the two know much at all about

Black music nor do they bother to listen to BMCP
shows. Maybe they never listened to Lea Loftus' Ec-

clectric show or Gene Issacs' Reggae show or Chris

Winslows' Quiet Touch or my Jazz show or Eon

Johns' show or they would clearly find the diversity

that they are so desperately searching for.

Ten or fifteen years ago the most popular forms of

black music were shown as Soul and Funk. This in-

cluded James Brown, Aretha Franklin, Parliament,

Diana Ross, The Stylistics, ect. This music was also

the most frequently played on BMCP, naturally. To-

day the most popular form of Black music is Urban

Contemporary which includes artists such as Run

DMC, Grandmaster Flash, Chaka Khan, an d yes even

James Brown. This of course, is the most frequently

played music by BMCP.
But clearly the racism, bigotry and ignorance that is

alive and well at WMUA has clouded these very

logical conclusions. Yet Ani Benglian, station

manager of WMUA had the naivety to say "Race is

not the issue " (Collegian Friday, Sept. 21). I sat in the

last WMUA Management Board meeting when Mr.

Scallon said BMCP was not diverse, "I want to hear

some White Funk." I suppose when Stephew speaks

of diversity (Collegian Friday, Sept. 21) he is referring

to White Jazz, White African, and White Latino

music.

And if you were aound four years ago you would

have heard Stephew complaining about too much
funk on BMCP. The rap is always the same and the in-

tentions are very clear. If not for the fact that the last

WMUA General Manager Carl Lowman did not allow

it, these types of manuevers by WMUA would have

taken place a year ago.

The real question is whether or not BMCP, The

Third World community, and the UMass community

as a whole wil allow a few racist, ignorant, narrow-

minded individuals to change WMUA into their type

of diverse music - all White.
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southern fillibusters in the senate, after passing in the

House In 1918 (the previous year) five men were lyn-

ched in one day in Valdosta, Georgia and there were

67 hangings and burnings for the year in the whole

country.

Within those thirty years, 3224 men and women had

been lynched. In only 19 percent of the cases has rape

orother sex offences even been alleged. Although the

South justified lynching as a means of "protecting"

white women from Black male rapists. Since 1889 on-

ly seven states had not had at least one lynching. Ten

states had more than 100 a piece, with Georgia topp-

ing the list with 386. Most of the lynchings occurred in

the southern.

In the study some of the more gruesome lynchings

were described. A detailed report of the lynching of Eli

Person the Memphis Press stated "15,000 men,

women and children cheered as they poured the

gasoline on the ax fiend and struck the match. They

fought and screamed and crowded to get a glimpse of

him, and the mob closed in as the flames his hand

crossed on his chest."

•In another case a mob near Valdosta, Georgia

frustrated at not finding the murderer of a plantation

owner lynched three innocent Black men instead.

The pregnant wife of one of the three wailed so loud

the mob grabbed her and burned her alive too. As the

flame enveloped the woman's body her unborn child

fell to the ground and was trampled by the crowd.

These cases which were backed up by names,

dates, and places were carried in the N.A.A.C.P.

booklet on lynching. Some action had to be taken.

The N.A.A.C.P. continued to put pressure on the

President, Congress and on state politicians to end

this national atrocity.

To this day there is still no anti-lynching law in the

United States.
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Address all letters to the Editor to: Nummo News,

New Africa House Room 103

Continued from page 1

things which I have already said."

Baldwin addressed the audience on the importance

of everyone taking responsibilites for themselves and

the world in which thy live, "you need not civilize me
with guns and terror," Baldwin said, "we are talking

about a civilization who has the power to blow itself

up." Baldwin went on to say, "people are responsible

for politics.

The white man brought us here against our will, told

us we were uncivilized but not to worry he would

civilize us, he does not realize however, that I need not

be civilized by people who despise me." said Baldwin.

"He (the white man) says he does not want me to

break-up his neighborhood, well I would never have

had to if he had left mine alone."

The formal tribute ended after Baldwin's elegant

speech but the many important messages and strong

community sense remained and will remain long after

the event is forgotten. Thanks to the James Baldwins,

Lerone Bennetts and Maya Angelou's of the world,

the messages of peace and love will one day be a reali-

ty. Perhaps the feeling was best expressed by Maya
Angelou when she said, "we have to have enough
love to build bridges and then enough trust to cross

them in order to reach each other."

COME WORK
FOR
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Work-Study positions

for reporters

available!

Uhuru

Obo Addy makes the music come

alive with African rythms.

Alicia Smart performs a solo at

the Tribute to James Baldwin,

sponsored by Chancellor Duffey.

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

Jamacian reggae group Black Uhuru

and Ghanian Master Drummer Addy

brought the cultural sounds and Inner

feelings of Africa, Jamaica, and Black

America to the Student Union Ballroom

last Wednesday with two brilliant

musical performers.

Obo Addy and his group Kukrudo

opened the show with a startling perfor-

mance of traditional and modern African

music. A strong horn section, bass and

lead guitars, and an array of African

drums came together in unique rythms

which many listeners thought similar to

jazz.

In a backstage Interview Addy said

"People say my music sounds like Jazz

and it does. This is because Jazz has its

roots in African music." He went on to

talk about the difficulties of obtaining

black musicians and black audiences.

Black Uhuru staged an excellent reg-

gae performance. With lead singer

Michael Rose and outstanding musi-

cians. Sly Dunbar, Darryl Thompson,

Franklin Bubbler, Sky Juice, and Robbie

Shakespere. Black Uhuru proved to be

one of the best reggae Q^ups in the

music industry.

The only dissappointment was that

the tickets were far overpriced and out

of the reach of the average student.

photos by David Walker

Micheal Rose, lead singer of Black

Uhuru, urges the audience to partici-

pate during the concert last Wedne-

sday at the SUB

YVONNE' S PLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

Fried Chicken

Island Cumed Fish

Vegitprian Platter

Fried Rice

Curry

Thursday - Frday
Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BESTII

SUPPORT YOUR THIRD WORLD ORGANIZATIONS!
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The New WORLD Theater Ensemble is

a multi-racial group of 5-college

students working together under the

auspices of the Fine Arts Center New
World Theater. The NWTE provides

actors and technicians with perfor-

mance and production experience. In

addition, ensemble members take

workshops with visiting artists and

select the original productions of the

New WORLD Theater. Members of

the NWTE have the opportunity to

develop their skills in all areas of

theater through these workshops and

the participation on the plays produc-

ed. Last year, the NWTE produced

GULLAH' and Do Lord Remember Me
in its debut season. All members
receive the privilege of attending all

New WORLD Theater performances

and other selected plays at no cost.

Auditions for SHORT EYES by Miguel

Pinero, and also a limited number of

Ensemble positions are available for

male and female actors. We also en-

courage people with limited ex-

perience, who have talent and en-

thusiasm to apply. The auditions will

be held at:

BOWKER AUDITORIUM-
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 24 AND 25

FROM 6 P.M. TO 9 P.M.

CALL BACKS ARE WED.
SEPTEMBER 26 FROM 6 P.M. TO 9

P.M.
FOR INFORMATION, CALL 545-0190

There will be a mandatory meet-

iny for all CCEBMS 19 8 4 Summer

students on September 26, at

4:00 p.m. in the New Africa

liouse Library. Please be on time.

SCERA - An activist organization that

won't scare you.

SCERA is a student organization that

works with social issues such as sexism,

racism and anti-semitism. In addition to

this SCERA researchs and conducts

campaigns dealing with issues affecting

students such as rents and fees,

academic affairs, residential issues, ect.

Work-study and non-work study posi-

tions are available for students who feel

concern about any of these issues and

would like to work on them.

Additional information and applica-

tions can be obtained at 420 Student

Union BIdg weekdays from 8:00 a.m. un-

til 6:00 p.m. They can also be obtained at

the offices of CCEBMS, BCP, O.T.W.A.

and AHORA. The deadline for applica-

tions is September 26.

CCEBMS

CCEBMS is in need of tutors in ANY sub-

ject. All interested individuals applay at

CCEBMS, Non work study and work-

study.

CCEBMS students - remember the

deadline for tutorial request is Oct. 1st.

GREEN
UMASS

PARTY IS COMING TO

gM^I^MPfPMM^M^M^M

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER at are looking

for volunteers and interns to staff the

resourceroom at EWC for the fall

University and community woman are en-

couraged to apply. Interns and volunteers

provide information about area services and

events, medical and legal referrals, do occa-

sional crisis intervention, and up-date and

maintain resource and referral information on

many topics of concern to woman

-Tl^ "ag -ag ae. ^t. 32

SUPPORT FOR GRADUATE WOMAN

WAGES a program at the Everywoman's

Center has started a graduate program.

Graduate WAGES will address the specific

needs of graduate woman through support

groups, workshops, speakers, social events,

brown-bag lunches, resources and ad-

vocacy.

For more information contact Graduate

WAGES at EWC. 545-0883

Representatives of the Green

Party,the coalition of peace and ecology

movements opposing deployment of US

missies in Germany will speak on:

THE GREEN PARY AND CURRENT
STATUS OF THE PEACE MOVEMENT
IN GERMANY

with speakers:

HILDEGARD VON MEIER, editor of

FRIZ, a national peace newspaper, and a

major organizer if Women for Peace, and

a member of the National Coordination

Committee of the West German Peace

Movement.

DR. ALBERT STATZ, peace researcher

from the Free University of Berlin, and a

member of the Green Party's National

Peace and Disarmament Committee.

THURSDAY SEPT. 27, 8 P.M. CAMPUS
CENTER 174 - 176

sponsored by: S.T.P.E.C, Women's
studies, Dept. of Afro-Am, the German

Dept, (UMASS); Hampshire College

Peace Lecture Series, AFSC Disarma-

ment working group, I.A.S.H.

Ail women working in student

'jroups are cordially invited to

attend a wine and cheese recep-

tion, Tuesday , September 25 at

5:30 in the Women's Leadership

project, 415 Student Union. For

more information please call

545-0254 or stop by.
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CONCRETE SURFER — UMass student Guy Brooksbank. defying a university edict,

skateboards down the Mauro Staccioli sculpture on the Fine Arts Center steps.

Anti-pom group rei

Cosmoparody removedforeconomic reasons, says board

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The removal of Cosmoparody from the University Store

solely because it was not selling has left the Board of

Governors open to renewed challenges from campus anti-

pornography groups.

Cosmoparody was taken off the shelves of the Universi-

ty Store because it cost $3.95 per copy and nobody was

buying it, store manager Win Cummings said.

The Board of Governors minutes and a story in Friday's

Collegian reported that the magazine was removed

because of its offensive nature.

Members of the Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Por-

nography said the Board of Governors have set a prece-

dent which will weaken the BOG's argument for keeping

Playboy, Playgirl and Penthouse in the University Store.

"Last May they denied they had the right to speak for

the entire community and set a community standard for

decency," said Lisa Trocki, a member of the Ad Hoc Com-

mittee on Campus Pornography.

The committee was formed last semester when women

and men from various community organizations saw a

need to educate the community about the relationship bet-

ween pornography and violence against women.

The group asked the Board of Governors to request that

Playgirl, Playboy and Penthouse be removed from the

University Store.

On April 27, 1984, the board voted 18-8 to keep the

magazines in the store, leaving the members of the ad hoc

committee all the more determined U) have them removed.

"I think a lot of women at the University still resent hav-

ing to walk in the store with pornography in there," said

Heidi Holland, an ad hoc committee and women's issues'

team member.
Board of Governors vice-chairwoman Karina Gray said

the board's position had not been weakened because the

removal of Cosmoparody had occurred aft«r she had asked

the store manager to "consider the content of the

magazine."

She said both the Collegian article ("BOG pulls

Cosmoparody") and the Board minutes were incorrect in

their recording of the action as a Board decision.

She said she asked the store manager to consider the

content of the magazine as an individual student and

reported the action to the board. She said in order for it to

have been a board decision, she would have had to bring

the matter to the executive committee and then to a board

vote.

"It's a little different from Playboy, Playgirl and Pen-

thouse. It (Cosmoparody) was blatantly derogatory toward

women and society in general. One article I saw was on

how to seduce a rapist," Gray said.

Store Manager Cummings said, "The only reason the

magazine was pulled from the shelves was because it

wasn't selling, it was taking up valuable space."

He said there was a big demand for Playgirl, Playboy

and Penthouse and Cosmoparody was a "one shot deal — it

just came, we didn't order it."

Women's Issues Team member S. E. Chase said she

thought the situation could be summarized in economic

terms.

"It's a shame when capital takes precedent over human

rights," Chase said.

Collririan photo by Ptm Madnirk

TUNNEL VISION — Four-year-old Tae

Woo relaxes at the University of

Massachusetts Lab School.
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Group presses

treasurer on
S. Africa stock
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian STaff

University Treasurer Robert H. Brand has sold the

University of Massachusetts stock in one of five com-

panies within the UMass investment portfolio that are

suspected of having business ties in South Africa, but a

dissatisfied student group is demanding more action.

The five suspected companies — Proctor & Gamble,

Foxboro Co., Tektronix, Thomas & Bett, and General

Signal Corporation - were named by the South Africa

Divestment Coalition (a committee within the authority of

the Student Government Association) as having business

ties in South Africa. Their net wt)rth as of Tuesday morn-

ing is about $33(),(K)0.

Of South Africa's 31 million f>eople. 4.5 million whites

control the political system in which 23 million blacks have

no voice. The United Nations has consistently denied

South Africa acceptance into the U.N.

The UMass Board of Trustees adopted a policy in 1977

of not owning any stock in companies who do business in

South Africa. By the trustees' authority. Brand is em-

powered to buy and sell stocks within the University's in-

vestment portfolio.

At 2:45 p.m. Monday, Brand received another letter

from the students repeating charges originally made on

Aug. 20, but this time with what they consider irrefutable

sources backing them.

"We've cited all our sources. We've doubled and triple-

checked. We feel we have enough for each company and

don't see how the accuracy of our findings can be

doubted," said Heidi Holland, member of the coalition.

"Hopefully he'll do the socially responsible thing and

divest (sell stocks) immediately. Maybe he's still doubting

us because we're students. But there's no doubt about the

information," Holland said.

Among the sources cited, which Holland said were ob-

tained from UMass libraries, are the Macmillan Press'

"Directory of Corporate Affiliations," two corporate

directories published by Dun & Bradstreet, "Moody's In-

dustrial Manual," a report from the U.S. Consulate-

General in Johannesburg. South Africa, and a list of U.S.

businesses in South Africa from the U.S. Department of

Commerce.
"At this point the burden of proof that they're not

operating in South Africa lies on the treasurer. The coali-

tion has gone beyond the call of duty in researching this

for the University," said coalition member David Martin,

Brand released a statement on Friday saying that stock

in one of the five companies has been sold. He also said

that two of the companies' presidents have sent him let-

ters denying business activities in South Africa. Their

stock has not been sold. He had no further comment Mon-

day afternoon.

The Collegian filed a request for the names of the three

companies at noon Friday under the Freedom of Informa-

tion Act. Brand has 10 days, according to the law, to res-

pond to this demand.
Holland said both Proctor & Gamble and General Signal

Corporation have subsidiaries in South Africa, and said

that they may have l)een the two companies denying the

charges of business activity there. Proctor & Gamble's

subsidiary is Norwich Eaton; Leeds & Northrup belongs

to General Signal.

"From what I understand, a subsidiary is directly

responsible to its parent corporation and any investment

in the corporation affects its subsidiaries and other deal-

ings. Therefore, to invest in Proctor & Gamble is also to

invest in Norwich & Eaton, and economically support the

government's policies," said Holland.

r
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State Dept. seeks

embassy protection

NEW YORK - The State Department disclosed yester-

day it is asking Congress to urgently approve another

$372 million in emergency funds to improve secunty at

American embassies in the wake of the terrorist bomb

that devasted the U.S. Embassy annex in Beirut last

week.

John Hughes, the State Department spokesman, said

the funds will be used to build and strengthen barncades

around embassies, to speed up construction of some new

embassies in "high threat areas," to provide armored

vehicles and to control public access to certam embassies.

Hughes said the Reagan administration wants the aid

approved before the end of the current session of Con-

gress, Oct. 4.

Plans to upgrade security at U.S. embassies was first

envisioned in 1979 as a response U) mob attacks agamst

U S facilities in Pakistan, Iran and Libya. The prop-am

called for improving security at 125 sites at a cost of $192

million. Some posts were dropped from the program,

which until Monday was expected to cost $145 million.

Hughes announced the aid request after Secretary of

State George P. Shultz. attending a United Nations ses-

sion here, received a report from a team of investigators

who probed the devastation of the embassy annex in

Beirut and are to make recommendations about how to

improve security.

Heading the team was Robert Oakley, the State Depart-

ment's coordinator for counter-terrorism.

Hughes said the administration has no plans to close its

diplomatic p<«ts in Lebanon after the terrorist attack, the

third to destroy an American installation in that city in 17

months. ^ ,
• a i

The other blasts destroyed the U.S. Embassy m April

1983 and the U.S. Marine headquarters in October.

Digest
By The Associated Press
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Police drag iw.y • proteiUr who tried to block the entrance to a (;*neral

Electric plant in King of Pniaaia. Pa. which make, nuclear weapon com-

ponent.. Antinuclear demon.trator. were al.o arre.ted in Cambridge. Ma...

(See .tory below right.)
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Dukakis attacks

GOP 'bully-boys'
BOSTON — Gov. Michael Dukakis, opening a downtown

Mondale-Ferraro political headquarters, spoke out yester-

day against the "wise guys and bully-boys" who he says

are trying to muzzle the Democratic vice presidential can-

didate. .,...••. • ,

"It is very hard for me to believe this is not an organized

effort to drown out Walter Mondale and Geraldine Fer-

raro — and it's not going to work," Dukakis, a staunch

supporter of the Democratic national ticket, told a crowd

of about 200 volunteers at the new headquarters on Tre-

mont Street.
, • . .

Mondale and Rep. Ferraro have complained in recent

days about a steady drumbeat of heckling and interrup-

tions at their public appearances across the country, sug-

gesting that the disruptions are planned by supporters of

the Reagan-Bush Republican ticket.

Frank Conway, co-chair of the Massachusetts Reagan-

Bush effort, rejected Dukakis' charge.

"The Reagan-Bush '84 campaign has not organized any

of these single-issue groups," he said. "They certainly

have the right to demonstrate, but they certainly have no

right to interfere with the candidates' right to be heard."

Ms. Ferraro is scheduled to address a large outdoor rally

in Boston at noon Wednesday in City Hall Plaza, and her

Icoal supporters are bracing for heckling.

Dukakis denounced the Republicans for placing "wise

guys and bully-boys" at Democratic campaign events and

said they were trying to stifle a full political debate.

"It's not spontaneous," he said of the protests that have

dogged Mondale and Ms. Ferraro, but Dukakis provided

no specifics on which individuals or groups were responsi-

ble.

Police arrest 52
at weapons protest

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Nearly 200 protestors, some of

them wearing black robes to signify death, joined a world-

wide day of arms race demonstrations yesterday and

rallied here outside a lab that makes guidance systems for

nuclear weapons.

Police arrested 52 of the protestors who gathered in

front of the Charies Stark Draper Laboratory, a research

facility that designs the guidance systems used in the

cruise and MX missiles, and charged them with trespass-

ing.

The Cambridge protest coincided with large-scale

NATO maneuvers in Europe and demonstrations ii.

Europe and across the nation, organizer Judy Freiwirth

said.

Activists marched from Central Square to the Kendall

Square lab at 7:30 a.m., then faced 60 riot police who lined

the lab's courtyard.

"At feast they won't believe now that we like this,"

demonstrator Lois Hayes said about the lab's work.

No one was injured in the demonstration. "We don't

want anybody hurt," Cambridge Police Chief Anthony

Paolillo said. "We're not totally opposed to their

Josiane M.
John C.

Photo by Dwayne Autery
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Super Daily Happy Hour
All Week 3-6 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

reduced prices on pitchers B bottled beer

Free Munchies

Plus 2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

Tuesda
8-12 pm Pizza and Beer

$5.95 includes pitcher of beer

or carafe of wine & cheese pizza

1 Pray Street. Amherst

Open 11 am - 1 am Daily

Super Nightly Happy Hour
All Week 9.30-11:30 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

lAL

11-3 pm
Bloody Mary

pitchers

$5.95

Sunda
6-10 pm

Pizza Cf Beer

$5.95 includes a

pitcher of beer or

carafe of wine and

cheese pizza

concerns.

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$' l95

• Includes Mounting'
plus MA state Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuH Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd , No Amherst. MA
Across from Watfoba's Store

549-4704

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Do your word processin

at

IIMC.

256-1213
79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
See our other ad in this paper.
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Management, money trouble

delays record store opening

C'ollcciiii photo bv Pam Madnick

DON'T BLEAT WITH YOUR MOUTH FULL — Sheep munch out at

the Young Stock Barn near Boyden Fields yesterday.

DalaiLama comes to UMass
The Dalai Lama, religious and national

leader of Tibetan Buddhists, will give the

keynote address for the Inner Science

conference at The University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center Oct. 3.

The 49 year old Lama, who was forced

into exile in 1959 by the Chinese occupation

of Tibet, is on a 44 day tour of the United

States.

The conference held at Amherst College,

will run for three days starting Oct. 2. The

Lama will address all three meetings but

only the second will be open to the public.

Free tickets will be given in pairs today,

tomorrow and Oct. 1 and 2.

The conference topics include

psychological theory, cognitive psychology,

transcendent insight and tantric

psychobiology .

Speaking on universal responsibility, the

Dalai Lama said, "We must recognize that

all human beings want the same thing we

want. This is the way to achieve a true

understanding, unfettered by artificial

consideration."

Born as Tenzin Gyatso. he was recognized

as the Dalai Lama at the age of two. In

accordance with Tibetian tradition, he is

believed to be the reincarnation of his

predecessor, the 13th Dalai Lama.

In 1950, the Lama assumed full political

power at the age of 16 when Tibet was

threatened by China. Now he resides in

Dharmsala, India, the seat of the Tibetan

government in exile.

Attending the conference will be Professor

Bonnie Strickland and Professor Seymour

Epstein of the psychology department at

the University of Massachusetts. Educators

from Harvard University and the

University of California will also attend.

- TOM MIDDLETON

Student Union art gallery:

exhibits on the 'cutting edge'

By LAURA YEE and

LIZ TURNER
Collegian Staff

Budget, personnel and operational pro-

blems are delaying the opening of Union

Records Unlimited (URU), a student-

controlled business (SCB).

For the first time since it opened in 1979,

URU currently has no money or employees

and has not fulfilled the requirements of

the operational plan.

Student Government Association

Treasurer John Mooradian said URU can-

not find anyone who is interested in the

records as well as the business aspect of

URU.
SCB's are funded by "liquidation

deficits" where money is lended to an

organization and paid back through the

business' revenues, Joe Sparks, chairman

of the SGA budget committee, said.

Sparks attributes URU's problems to

lack of student interest and the decline of

interest in the market.

"Last year's figures are poor and really

telling," he said. "For the end of fiscal year

1984, the amount of the deficit was great^-r

than the amount of money used to sustain

student payroll."

"URU was losing 25 percent to every

dollar. They would have saved money if

URU just paid the students without them

working," Sparks said. "We might as well

have given the money away t« students;

we'd have saved money that way," he add-

ed.

According to URU financial figures,

revenue lost exceeds student payroll by

$499.34.

"If people aren't buying records, why

should we fund URU? The figures from this

past year clearly show there is no market

for it," Sparks said.

An employee from the Economic

Development Office (EDO) who requested

not to be identified said, "we have a very

dismal outlook on URU. There's no money

to reopen the store and the office may just

have the assets (Records) liquidated."

EDO Director Katja Hahn d'Errico

declined to comment, except to say it was

up to the SGA to work out the problem.

URU has shown its highest revenues dur-

ing fiscal year 1983, although it has been

paying liquidation payments since fiscal

year 1982.

According to Kimberly Cohane, former

manager of URU during fiscal year 1983,

revenues started to decline when the store

lost its ticket contract and suffered from

low inventory and mismanagement.

"URU's ticket contract served as the

means for paying the payroll. Last year, an

inventory wasn't taken and therefore

records couldn't be reordered," she said.

"You can't make money if no one is buying

the records you don't have."

Sparks said, "I can't speak for the entire

senate but from a financial standpoint, I

see no reason in reopening the store."

But Mooradian believes, the chances for

URU U) reopen are "good, hopefully they

(URU) will open in a month."

( ollrfcian photo bv Pam Madnirk

Due to financial problems.

Union Records Unlimited re-

mains dark.

Amherst Police to increase

trafficregulation enforcement

By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

If your taste runs more towards Dali

than DaVinci, the Student Union An
Gallery is for you.

"We like to bring in exhibits that push

the concept 'What is art?'" said gallery

director Marilyn Copeland.

In addition to being on what she calls the

"cutting edge" of art, Copeland likes to

have a constant change of shows, often

every week.

"We figure our shows are so controver-

sial, we like to get them up and out as soon

as possible," she said.

Recent shows have included national and

political art, punk art, and video art.

Copeland said there will soon be an exhibit

on comic book art.

Of the six galleries on campus, the Stu-

dent Union Gallery is the oldest (it began

20 years ago on the walls of the S.U.B.),

and it is the only one that is entirely stu-

dent run, Copeland said. In addition, it is

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst Police say they intend to crack

down on motor vehicle violators.

Police Chief, Donald Maia said his force is

making a conscious effort to enforce traffic

regulations. The force now has one full time

Highway Safety Officer, who concentrates

on nabbing errant motorists. This new

position stems from the nature of the

crimes that usually occur in Amherst,

according to Maia.

"I've been a police officer for 26 years. In

that time, we've had two murders here, one

in 1959 and one in 1967. In that time, we've

also had maybe .50 traffic deaths. Where

should a police department's activities be»"

he said.

Maia said that the Highway Safety Officer

will be operating on Route 116, Route 9 and

Lincoln Avenue this week.

In addition to the Highway Safety Officer,

the Amherst police department's Speed and

Alcohol Patrol (SAP) operates on

weekends. They stopped 64 vehicles last

weekend and issued 32 speeding violations,

but made no arrests.

Regular patrols did make three arrests

over the weekend, two on traffic warrants

and only one for driving while intoxicated

(DWI). A 21 year old University of

Massachusetts student was arrested

Saturday at 11:59 p.m. on South Pleasant

Street and charged with DWI.

In other police reports, a 33 year old

Springfield man was arrested Friday by
• Springfield police for default traffic

warrants issued by Amherst police.

A 21 year old Princeton resident was

arrested on North Pleasant Street Sunday

on traffic warrants issued by state police in

Bourne.

An accident on West Street Friday

resulted in a broken leftankle for a Holyoke

man when he failed to negotiate a series of

steep curves and lost control of his

motorcycle. The 1982 Kawa.saki fell on his

ankle and slid acro.ss the road, striking a

guardrail before coming to rest. The man
was taken to Holyoke Hospital after the

9:49 p.m. accident.

Two Huffy 10 speed bikes, valued at $100

each, were stolen from Village Park

Apartments Friday. The theft was reported

Saturday.

the only one to deal mainly in student and

alumni art.

"We work the other area, the artists who

are not on top," Copeland said. These

generally fall into three categories:

undergraduate art students, graduate art

students, and local artists who have been

out less than ten years, she said.

"That's what I feel is important ab<jut it;

it's a community art gallery," she explain-

ed.

Marilyn Copeland has a diverse

background; she was previously a dress

designer, basketmaker, tour guide for

winter mountaineering trips, and, most

recently, a potter for ten years. She is a

graduate student. This is her second year

as director of the gallery.

Funding for the gallery comes primarily

from the Undergraduate Student Govern-

ment. However, this year, for the first

time, some funding came from the Arts

Council in the form of a block grant for all

of the campus galleries.

Kayak stolen; Car hits moped
A kayak valued at $830 was stolen over

(he weekend from The Outing Clubs canoe

barn, UMass Police said.

A 1972 Pontiac collided with a moped rider

at 11:5K a.m. on Friday along Clarkedale

Road. The rider was taken to University

Health Services for injuries to his feet, left

elbow and left knee.

A 197H Honda (jvic had its windsheild on

the driver's side shattered Saturday while

it was parked in Lot 21 near the Southwest

Residential Area. Police estimated damage

at $200.

A 12 speed bicycle valued at $160 was

stolen from Building 6 in Lincofn Apart

ments when it was left unattended for 10

minutes.

A knapsack with $48 in rash and goods

such as a Sony Walkman and jacket valued

at $200 was from an open locker in Boyden

(iym Sunday afternoon.

UMass Police arrested two Connecticut

men for larceny at 1:39 a.m. Sunday after

they took signs and sawhorses in the

Campus Center parking garage.

A Ford van used by the athletic depart-

ment had its rear window and door smashed

over the weekend. Damage came to about

A Plymouth Duster's front tires were

slashed near parking lot 25. Damage is

about $40 per tire.

Two 18 year old UMass students were

taken into protective custody by police at

5:29 Su. Police said the men were yelling

and screaming in the Southwest Mall near

James dormitory.

RICHARD MARTIN
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expires 9/30/84
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On Special Sale Tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept.

Come picli up a stack r* high level

scientific and technica oks from

leading publishers. Oi'' selection

ranges through num*" ous disciplines

including physics, chemis' medicine

mathematics, engineering computers,
and more Your savings range

fro: tremendous 65% to an

unb' t- -"ble 90%

SAVINGS
OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES

^_ Over 90 of the best books
I

.-ri_ifNAA"^^^v^B in mathematics

.^ ^^ (SAA»nt^__^^^^^ At savings of up to 60%

Advanced MaHtamatical
Analysis

i^Vn
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M-F9-5

Sat 10 3
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A Course in Univars&l

Alsabraic Caomatry I

Comp,e. P'o,ective Vanet.e-

Mumlotd »ic»*
'* uU*'*"

Sale in

Progress
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Datarministic and '

Stochastic Optimal Control

Limiteo

Quantities

Available

Locatod in ttie Campus Center

QnmVERSITYmSTORED
W H He^'HC J' - f* W R.vhei

Shear Delight
Beauty Salon
228 Triangle St.

Amherst

549-1502
COMPLETE

HAIRSTYLING
FOR

MEN and'WOMEN

Hypercurricula

VOTEK REGISTRA-
TION AT EWC - In order

to participate in the

November 6th election, you

must be registered to vote

by October 9. 1984.

As a public service,

Everywoman's Center will

hold two voter registration

sessions for Amherst

residents in the lobby of

Wilder Hall. These will be

held on September 25, 1984

from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., and

October 9. 1984 from noon

until 2 p.m. Wilder Hall is

located on the east side of

Morrill Science Center at

UMass and is wheelchair ac-

cessible.

For more information

please call EWC at

' 545-0883.

UPC GENERAL
MEETING - It's not too

late to join! There's still a

lot of great concerts coming

up. New members always

welcome. 6:30 p.m. CC 163.

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

549-1555

Evening classes

10-week courses

starting Oct. 1

Ballet, Jazz,

Modern Dance
course fee; $50.00

Registration fee; $2.

Phone to Register

luesOay, September 25, 1984

T'AI CHI CHUAN
DEMONSTRATION -
Free demonstration of this

traditional Chinese exercise

practiced for health, relaxa-

tion, and vitality. Call

256-1490 for more informa-

tion. 7:30 p.m. CC 162.

MASSPIRG GENERAL
INTEREST MEETING -
Join the state's leading

student-run, nonpartisan
consumer and environmen-

tal advocacy group. Pro
jects begin tonight!
Refreshments. Bring a

friend. Be there or be

perpendicular. 545-0199 for

more info. 7 p.m. Campus
Center 174.

WMLASC GENERAL
MEETING - Open to all.

Court Cline and Brian

Duplisea will give a presen-

tation on the Nicaraguan

elections. 6:30 p.m.
WMLASC office, 404 S.U.

REPUBLICAN CLUB
BUSINESS MEETING -
Come help plan future

events. Bring ideas. Club

members only. 8 p.m. 169

Campus Center.

AURORA PARTNERS
INVESTMENT CLUB
SPEAKER - Neale
Dubkyn, a locally known
stock broker, will speak on

current investment
strategies. Everyone
welcome! 7 p.m. SBA 111.

UMASS HISTORY
CLUB MEETING - The
history club is meeting to

make plans for a Sunday,

Sept. 30th trip to Old Deer-

field to see 17th century-

American settlers houses.

7:00, Campus Center Room
177.
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Paul's

Shoe
Service

Repairs of

Men's and
Women's Shoes

Put "sole" in your shoes' with Vibram

and Crepe Soles!
Invisible Soles & Heels

Tennis & Docksider Soles

No. 10, 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs)

Gmd Opening
With This Special ,

15% Off
I
EVERYTHING!

I

I

1
\

I

I
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- Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am
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Reagan on US Embassy safety precautions: "Anyone that's ever had

their kitchen done over knows that it never gets done as soon as you

wish it would."

Free to bee, you and me

T his column is an open letter

to all entomology majors or

anyone else who thinks ^ey can

L» Cuts • Perms • Styles • Color . ^ OUHUay - H pm -
I am *

help me.

I'm having somewhat of a problem with

one of nature's most vindictive species.

No, it's not roaches, even though I live in

Brittany Manor; spiders have never put

me in peril and I don't have enough pic-

nics to let ants get on my case. No, I'm

talking about the friend of flowers and the

foe of man. the KILLER BEE.

To illustrate my grudge against these

tiny but definitely not defenseless

creatures, let me explain some of our en-

counters. One day last week, I was all set

to drive to campus when a bee decided to

take up residence in my car. Despite

coaching, thrashings with an umbrella, a

notebook and a hairbrush, the damn thing

kept hiding inside the windshield —
precipitating, I'm sure, an attack

somewhere between South Amherst and

campus. Just as I'd decided to take the

bus rather than face the bee's unpredic-

table wrath, my roommato came along

with one of those football types; after

salvaging the keys I had thrown in the air

when another bee began pursuing me, he

mercilessly squashed the insect in my car.

Though I was a little disturbed over this

senseless loss of life - I had sought to

remove the bee from my car, not the

world - he did, after all, make me look

like a fool in front of someone I didn't

know. And of the opposite sex, yet.

As if that weren't enough to forever

prejudice me against beings perhaps one-

thousandth my size, hear this. The little

creeps couldn't even let me enjoy one day

in the sun unbothered - yesterday, that

is. First one bee, then his companions,

decided to take pot shots at my head just

as the steam that comes out of manholes

on campus rendered me defenseless while

smoke teared my eyes and the newspaper

I was reading went flying around. (These

were added nuisances, admittedly, but

they worsened the bee situation.) The en-

tourage also took a liking to my can of

soda, so I was unable even to relieve my

Anne McCrory

thirst in the threat of militaristic attack.

So much for studying outside.

These events, in addition to the frequen-

cy with which these creatures pursue me

on the Fine Arts Center pJaza (they seem

to prefer locations without any trees or

In 1952, when anti-Communist

hysteria was at fever pitch,

Congress overrode a veto by Presi-

dent Harry Truman and passed the

McCarran-Walter Immigration and Na-

tionality Law. Thanks to this law, the State

Department can prohibit foreigners from

visiting the United States based not only on

espionage, criminal records or contagious

diseases, but on their ideas.

For three decades the McCarran-Walter

act has been invoked periodically to deny

visas to international political, scientific,

literary and artistic figures critical of the

US government. It mandates barring those

whom consular officials or the Attorney

Oeneral believe are "seeking to engage in

activities prejudicial to the public interest"

or are partial to "the economic, interna-

tional and governmental doctrines of world

('ommunism."

The Reagan Administration has applied

the act especially vigorou.sly. Among those

enjoined from entering the countr>' in the

past three years are:

— Nino Pasti, a retired NATO
general from Italy who has criticized

American missile deployments in Europe.

He had planned to address anti-nuclear

weapons groups in the US.

— Hortensia Bussi de AUende,

widow of Chilean President Salvador

Allende, who was assassinated when his

government fell to a military coup in 1973.

She is a member of the World Peace Coun-

cil, which has been labeled a "Communist

front."

— Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Nobel

Prize-winning Colombian novelist. Because

he once worked for Cuba's official press

agency, Marquez has been given only

limited visiting privileges since 1971. This

year, "for reasons of principle and personal

dignity," he decided not to accept the

restrictions.

— Guillermo Ungo, an exiled

Salvadoram leader; and Tomas Borge,

Nicaragua's Minister of the Interior.

flowers these days, for some reason) as

well as wherever I happen to be, lead me

to ponder why they find me so attractive.

I have already stopped wearing perfume

and never wear green so I cannot be

mistaken for a plant, but they are still

more persistent for my body than the

unattached males after last call at Justin

Ryan's. If anyone has any insights into

this situation, please let me know.

In the meantime, I console myself with

the knowledge that if I remember my
ninth grade biology correctly, all bees ex-

cept the queen die off each year. Maybe,

then, their ra.npages are indicative of

their final flings in life - just think what

you'll do when it's time - and they are

just out to terrorize humans one last time.

Whatever their justification, I hope

they're enjoying it. And that their cards

are up soon.

Anne McCrory is a Collegian staff

member.

Ian Polumbaum

To block the free flow of ideas is

hypocritical for a government which so

stridently condemns this practice in other

countries. In the cases of Mr. Ungo and Mr.

Borge, the Administration hopes that

denied the right to hear first-hand the

views of the Salvadoran left and of the San-

dinistas, the American public will simply

accept the official line that they are

enemies of freedom and iustice.

In all these cases, the McCarran-Walter

Act is a convenient tool for stifling dissent,

all the while extolling our country's

freedom of expression.

If it is truly needed for national security,

then why is it that no other Western

democracy has laws which exclude visitors

on ideological grounds?

US Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) has

proposed repealing the anti-Communist

and "detrimental to the public interest"

portions of the act. Applicants for visas

would then be judged solely on their

behavior, not on whether they say things

the State Department does not want peo-

ple to hear.

It would also eliminate untold hassles

and humiliation not only for well-known

visitors, but for ordinary travelers like two

Frenchmen who were interrogated for

several hours at the Canadian border

because they were carrying a copy of the

French Communist Party newspaper.

In a nation which claims to be the

vanguard of liberty for the woHd as well as

for its own citizens, it is ironic that this

xenophobic vestige of McC'arthyism re-

mains on the b(X)ks.

Ian Polumbaum is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Miss America pageant involves hard work

Yadira Betance's column Friday about

Miss America pageants was unbearably ig-

norant. My advice to her is the next time

she writes alx^ut something, she should

know what she's talking al)OUt.

To start off with, Miss America does not

go to the Miss Universe Pageant. They are

two separate pageants. Where the Miss

Universe Pageant is strictly a beauty

pageant, the Miss America Pageant is a

scholarship pageant involving an intense

interview, a talent presentation, as well as

poise and appearance. As for the former

Miss America, Vannessa Williams, .she did

not use any sex appeal to win her title, but

rather relinquished her crown because of

the photos. Sex is not the predominant fac-

tor in this pageant, for if Betance's ever

met any of the representatives she would

find she is intelligent, talented and cofi-

dent.

1 was a local repre.sentative in the Miss

Massachusetts Pageant last year and hold

great pride in it. I put a lr)t f)f time into my
talent and preparation for the interview.

Never once was sex appeal part of my
preparation, nor did I ever feel I was being

oppressed. A local, state, or national title

holder of the Miss America Pageant is an

independent woman with poise, con-

fidence, talent and intelligence; A woman
who took her talents and used them very

wisely.

Lisa Anne Jason
Amherst

The Collegian: a not-so- punctual panacea

I am writing to protest the problems in

the circulation of the Collegian. After a

morning braving the terrors of algorithms,

electric dipole moment, and indeclinable

Ukrainian surnames, one needs that wad of

grey paper to stare at over lunch, to

distract both the mind from thoughts of

bestial professors, and the tongue from the

taste of the unmentionable monochromatic

substances passing over it. Yet wha do I

see when, released from my last morning

class, I go in search of this temporary

panacea? Nothing but gaping black shjts

where there should have been stack.'^. of

fresh, new-smelling papers, And behind the

stand sprawl piles of Collegtarus dating

back to the Civil War, spilling loose copies

onto the floor to be trcjdden on. Now and

then some sucker picks one up, naively ex-

pecting it to be current. Is it too much to

ask that new papers be available by 12:30

p.m.?
.

,

Typos, pages of solid ads, and all, it s my

paper, right or wrong. Even the Opinion

page - though I haven't yet seen any one-

sided, myopic, closed-minded editorials by

people who are incapable of considering the

possibility that they know less than the rest

of humanity combined, I expect this un-

characteristic trend to cease once people

get back into the swing of things.

Timothy Chrysostom
Sylvan
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TONIGHT

"Everyone Else's Beer

Mug NighV
Bring along any other establishments

Beer Mug
for a

DRAFT
12 oz. limit

On the Big Screen

CANADA CUP FINALS
Proper ID Required

Corner of Route 9 and University Drive

0% iVbybelline^
MASCARAS

" The Fresh Look
#f

Oa«-A-Lash '^'ch 'n Gentle Gre

OPEN M-F 9-5

SAT 11-4

Sale dates:

9/25 - 10/9

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^

Unsappy Love Letters
By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Correspondent

LOVE LETTERS
Directed by Amy Jones

Starring Jamie Lee Curtis

and James Keach
At the Pleasant Street Theater

Jamie Lee Curtis and Amy Madigan

could be young women anywhere discuss-

ing boys. One quickly learns that Anna

(Curtis) was a big town girl with small town

dreams. She has anarchy on her mind but

sets out to find a suburban dream lover.

This paradox fuels the action of Love Let-

Oliver Andrew, a 40 year old married

pretentious bore, tries to pick her up, and

eventually succeeds because he is so

sincere. It seems that it is easy for him to

be sincere because he is not willing to give

anything. Andrew is friendly in a sinister

way, but he is the kind of man who has his

initials on the wall, and when discussing

the difference between paradox and irony

tells Curtis that his answer is right and

hers is wrong. This, it seems, is easy

because her answer was she didn't know.

His answer is that paradox is rain and

irony is the umbrella.

Anna is forced into her dream and forced

to grow up because of the death of her

mother and the discovery that her mother

had a lover. We are introduced to Anna's

mother's lover through a series of

unimaginably sappy letters that say things

like, "Through you I've known the fullest

love of my life", over and over again.

Anna and Oliver (since they are madly in

love) are quickly undressed and involved in

a series of explicit love scenes that may
seem inappropriate to the tone of the

movie, but they are done in a far more

naturjil and realistic manner than one

would expect.

Fortunately for Love Letters and the au-

dience, director Amy Jones paces the

movie so quickly that it stays fun and in-

teresting and never gets sappy, unlike

Oliver and old Chesley.

Anna, besides her tragic flaw of needin,

a tragic passion, is a passionate woman. In

a dream sequence she takes a gun away

from her father (who is beating her

mother) and kills him. In the dream she is

about 6 years old. This dream comes at the

end of the movie, but the fire in her eyes

and the passion which makes her run can

be traced back to her family problems. An-

na almost throws herself at Oliver because

ContimLed on page 7

North American Exchange
Opportunities

Join us and learn about:

Canadian Exchange National Student Exchange

University of Puerto Rico Exchanges

Tuesday, September 26, 1984
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***** Bring a Friend

BETA RAPFa PHI
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Muffy tells all
Bimbach 's collegemanuala success

LISA BIRNBACH'S
COLLEGE HANDBOOK
by Lisa Bimbach
Ballantine Books, 515 pp.

$9.95

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

The cover of the 1983-'84 UMass catalog

shows a bevy of happy campers circling

around a bunch of air balloons on a crisp

winter morning.

Upperclassmen, think: when was the last

time you saw an air balloon on this campus,

much less three of them, or anyone unglov-

ed and bareheaded standing in a bitter

Amherst wind and liking it"! At dawn,
remember. Dawn.

Lisa Bimbach understands. So she wrote

her own college catalog. The author of the

Preppy Handbook has transcended her

homage to Muff and Binky and traveled to

hundreds of campuses, seeking all the juicy

stuff the booklets won't tell you.

Like how to have a discreet affair with

your professor and still get an 'A'. Like

how to live it up on Daytona Beach during

Spring Break, virginity intact (if such a

thing has ever occured...) Or what kind of

men and women to avoid in certain dating

situations. Or what the school you almost

went to is really like.

Lisa Bimbach's College Handbook pegs

UMass students as:

•inveterate partiers who love our

coke and pot but still consider beer "very

important"
•very gay, kind of Greek (separate

those two)

•victims of a statewide slur cam-

paign (AWright, Lis! Wanna cocktail?) and

•popular among out-of-staters

We're very large, but not huge; we have

an increasingly good reputation but we
don't make Lisa's superlative list, like, say,

U. Texas (Most Swimming Pools in

Backyards of FVaternities); Boston Univer-

sity (Most Promiscuous Women); or

University of Idaho (Windbreakers Most
Popular Article of Clothing).

Now, each school (listed by state, each
state having about five entries) has also a
two-column blurb followed by a listing of

such categories as Political Sentiment,

Famous Alumni, Favorite Drinking Game
(ours is Hi Bob), etc. Things allowing you to

scan the book for hours, figuring out

whether your Dad lied about his school be-

ing hippie, or whether the girls from Idaho,

would willingly shed their windbreakers if

they met any Texas guys and where the BU
girls fit in — if at all.

So we're not unique. It could be worse.

We could go to the University of WyoTning,

of all places, where cowboys start drinking

at 6 a.m., the MX missile is down the road

and "no one seems to care"; on weekends,

they "come to class in chaps, and their

boots have a lot of shit on them." Really,

now.

We complain about the Student Senate

and the ulcer-inducing Tuna A La King at

the DC, but people there actually go bowl-

ing. For fun.

But as acerb as the woman can be, she's

also necessarily helpful, throwing in some

applicable facts about sex, drugs, pro-

fessors, money, feminism, homosexuality,

sports, drinking, apartment living... all the

stuff you'd like to grab your older brother

or sister to ask about but can't, because

they're not around, not talking...being a

total jerk, whatever.

But Lisa won't tell your parents. Pro-

mise.

Dinnefi

Tue/dog $8.50

UUedne/dOLj meal exchange

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

^11.00

$14<?5

^12.95

or2forM95
selected menu items t

eaSinitearenow
at special prices!

A -f .? -•—'•.J.

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

llth Floor • Campus Center -UMass

Lisa Birnbach covers the nation's colleges in her new book.

A comic obsession
THE WOMAN IN RED
Directed by and Starring

Gene Wilder
Calvin Theater

By COREY LEWIS
Collegian Correspondent

(iene Wilder's newest film The W(yman

in Red, is a movie that should not be miss-

ed. With Wilder as director, writer, and

leading man, the film has his trademark all

over it. The entire cast of characters makes

the film thoroughly entertaining. The

humor is highly sophisticated, the

cinematography is extremely well done,

and the music composed and performed by

Stevie Wonder presents a wonderful

soundtrack and is relevant to the film's

sincere moments.
What was surprising was the serious

theme underneath the film's fast-paced

humor. The subject dealt with the male ego

and the midlife crisis that waits for all of

us. The story involves four central

characters; a group of very close knit

friends who assume that cheating on their

middle-aged wives is all part of their con-

temporary lifestyles. Gene Wilder (the

most naive of the bunch) is the only man in

the group that has never cheated on his

wife. The thought of cheating had never

entered his mind until he met the woman in

red.

In trying to contact the woman in red

Wilder accidentally reaches a narotic and

vengeful Gilda Radner. Radner, who's
i

style in the past jumped out and strangled

the audience, is silent for the majority of

this role. Radner's pursuit of Wilder

brought the audience to a roar.

The woman in red is mostly one big

mystery to the fumbling Wilder. He chases

his dream girl on everything from

horseback to airplanes. She is beautiful,

A funk Classic
Rick James
REFLECTIONS
Gordy/MCA Records

By FIELDING REINBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

Rick James, master of Punk Funk, has

himself one hot disc here. Reflections, a

two-part album, is a combination of new

releases and funk classics likely to cause a

dance floor stampede.

James could not have picked a better

opener in "17", his newest smash. The cat-

chy synthesized bass hook sets the tone for

James' suggestive lyrics:

She said she read a magazine that said I

was a freak,

You 'II never know now, little girl, until you

take a peek.

Daniel LeMelle's sweet sax lines highlight

"Oh What A Night (4 Luv)," a slow soulful

young, and adventerous. The thought of

having her comes close to shattering

Wilder's family lifestyle. If it were not for

the quick and bizarre stories that he and his

friends get away with Wilder's family life

would he destroyed, and his infatuation

with the woman in red would never have

amounted to anything.

Wilder and his three friends have a

realistic and sincere bond between them.

They stick together through all they come
across. They parade around town pulling

pranks characteristic of a drunken band of

twenty year olds, but are far more in-

genious. Their care-free lifestyle gets shat-

tered when the biggest womanizer of them
all is deserted by his wife. They all pull

together to help since the tragedy hits close

tt) home for each man.
The next complication arises when

another member of the group has also been

exposed as a cheat by his lover. This

humiliation takes place in front of the

whole group while eating in a crowded

public restaurant. His lover makes a scene

and dumps all the guy's clothes out in front

of the restaurant. The real shocker is that

his private life is devulged in front of his

friends, and his lover is a man. Once again

the friends pull together and the shocking

news is immediately forgotten. 1 have to

respect this film for its portrayal of

homosexuals. This character is not

stereotypically limp-wristed or feminine.

The film cleverly introduces this fact and

he is treated no differently nor does he act

any differently after he is discovered.

The film concludes with Wilder realizing

that he is risking his happy home life and

that this pretty face is not worth it. After

all the lessons that Wilder and his band of

outrageous friends have encountered they

still do consider the possibility of maturing,

but then again the audience is comically

lead to believe that this is only an over-

sight.

number reminiscent of Motown greats;

"You Turn Me On," the last of the new
cuts, jumps from a Spanish couple's spicy

conversation to James' let-it-all-hang-out

pleas and back again. A slightly mushy

"Fire and Desire" winds down the first

side.

The flip side is pure funkin' fun, featur-

ing many of the Stone City Band's biggest

hits, including "Bustin' Out", "Mary

Jane", "Give It To Me Baby", and, of

course, "Superfreak." The horn ar-

rangments really ought to be heard, and

there is more than enough beat for the

average white male.

Although 1 am not a fan of "Greatest

Hits" albums, an exception must be nuule

here: Reflections packs too much of a

punch. Give it a spin, and if you can't find

the groove, check your pulse.

• LoveLetters continued
Continued from page 6

she is terrified of ending up trapped in an

unhappy marriage like her mother was.

The audience will have no trouble

understanding Anna's reasons for this.

What makes Lo7>e Letters worth wat-

ching is Curtis who is both a star and a

wonderful actress. Bud Cort, Harold of

Harold and Maude, makes an appearance

as old time rock and roll DJ who says

"music is an obsession." Anna has a choice

between two obsessions, music and Oliver:

she can only have one. We hope for Music,

she hopes for Oliver, and at the end we are

satisfied because she has "failed."
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tUliled by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Rock group

Irorn Sweden
5 Fictional

elephant

10 Legal tender

14 Very, in Verdun
15 In solitude

16 Exctiange

premium
17 Creeks
18 Lighl-colored

19 Ballot

20 Collect, as con
densation

22 Staid

24 Stormy birds?

26 New Zealander

27 Chinese
weights

29 Open square in

Italian towns
32 Mimics
35 Ignoramus
37 Claim

38 Le dOr
39 Call on the

range
40 Importune
41 Talk up
43 Tap
46 Scrutinize

46 HeliK

48 Entreaties

50 Relating to a

pope
52 Autocrats

relatives

56 Traveler

s

respite

59 Harness ring

60 Journey
61 Harden
63 Shamrock

country

64 River near Pans
66 Chart a course

66 Days of —
67 US citizen

68 Entertains

69 Cinch

DOWN
1 Set —
2 Former fiancee

3 of burden
4 Classifies

5 Talked too

much
6 Everybody
7 Time of

growth
8 Region in cen
Vietnam

9 Official delay

and tx>ther

10 Coarse
tobacco

11 Hurtful

12 Window part

13 Consecrated
21 Fed agcy

23 Louis XIV, eg
25 Decline

28 Quidnunc
30 Fervor

31 Angel, in

France

32 Book of

the Bible

33 One of a

ship's decks
34 Counter

balance
36 How—

you'
'

42 IVl'A'S'Hrole

43 Servile

44 Wavers
46 Fish hawks
47 Gl s address
49 Gynt smother
51 Slow, in music

53 Betelgeuse s

constellation

54

55

56

57

58

62

cotia

Declivitous

Poflico in old

Athens
Edge the hedgf

Parisian

byways
Soak,

as flax

W2if

I ? 3 4

1

s 6 ^ I • 10 11 1? 13

14 lb 16

1 7 II 19

?0 ?l

I
?; 7]

74 7i ?6

I
" '• " M 1 ]1

3? 33 34

I
35 sn_ 37

31 39 III 40

41 4? " 44 "
46 4T 41 4« IMh

SO 5^ 5? 53 S4 »

it SJ il k it

1

U

1

61 67

1

63

(4 6S 66

6' 61 69

9f2»M < IW4 •« «a|«ln Ham StMIn

ryoonesburys
m m BY G.B. TRUDEAU •/

BACK!

Beginning
in this newspaper.

'C hiH4 (• n TrxKlcJu/limvrrsal HrlA^ syndHait-

Oct.l

DC Menu

LUNCH
Shrimp Cantonese

Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

Shrimp Cantonese

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken

Sirloin Strip Steak/

Mushroom Sauce

BREAD AND SPREAD BUFFET

BASICS DINNER
Baked Stuffed Pumpkin

Barbecued Chicken

BREAD AND SPREAD BUFFET

ffSi:^Jie)^.d3^ffSCk^

^^^'l
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GREAT
BIKE GIVEAWAY

IN A FIRENZE12 Speed Bike
one bike to be given away

bike is on display in our Sporting Goods Dept.

bicycle"b©TOs
OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
V To enter, complete the otiicial entry form and

bring it to the store Enter as often as vou wish

bv using only original entry forms Enter by

Sept 27, 1964 to be eligible

2 The winner will be selected in a random draw-

ing on Sept 28, 1984

3. Employees of the University Store and their

families are not eligible. Taxes on the prize are

the sole responsibility of the winner.

r"

j Reqister to «in i f IRfN7£ U SPf tO BlKf . f 1 1 1 out thf cou

I pon C return it. No purchase required.

NAN(

ADORFSS

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

KUUKt •>3 —

j

j PHONE ___-
I

*""*
Located in the Campus Center

&VNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

.^ iii.iiiiipwi.iM..»..MMigyiiiiiiiinnie^^i,ii.iiiTro ..nT. aTirHITrHTIM'V"ii'i'n.

Get on line
witliout
waiting
inline.

University Computer
Center

"Unbelievatole!"
Il't, tiui t>.ia (!iwUf',ti ituiiig fi.Jluss hours of

homework for your computer courses To

make a tough situation worse you've got to

plan on spending precious time standing

in hne every time you want to gel on hue
Arid your odds on gelling a print out by the

lime you need it are about as good as gel

ling seals to a Michael Jackson concert

That IS. of course, unless you do your com
puter homework at the Computer Access
CentfT

16 cliairSy no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a \nii(4ue

workspace that offers eveiylhmg you need
to do all ofyour computer work, in one

place, at one lime We rent our facilities by

the hour or semester for as long as you
need them, right in the center of Amhersi
Finally you've got an alternative to using

your school's crowded facilities or rentmf,

a terminal for the whole semester

Tlie Access Center has it all 16 work sta

lions fully equipped with computers and
terminals, complete modem systems that

allow you to tie in to Cyber VAX or any
other mainframe that you have the access

code for. on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers for instant print outs, and
experienced and knowledgeable computer
pros always on duly to help you

Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre

cious time standing in line Now you can
plan ahead and reserve lime on a terminal
that will be wailingjust foryou

So what are you wailing for"? Call today
and see for yourself how easy and inexpen
sive renting lime on a computer can be

COMPUTER A\\^\^EZ^^ CENTER INC.
ON SITE HOUKLY/sEMESTER RENTAI^ 256-1213

79 Soufh Pleasant Street. Amherst MA (in left rear of Ppter Pan terminal building)

Mon -Thurs 9 am-ll pm, Fri 9 am-6 pm. Sat Sun 10 am 6 pm

2 FREE HOURS OF COICPUTER TIME '

Call today mention this ad and use one of our

computers lor two hours at no cost'

Offer good during busness hours Monday
through Friday until October 1 5th

.Tuesday, September 25, 1984

Tuesday, September 25, 1984

TUESDAY
RACK-A-VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT

presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen -

^••tPlVCt . . Latest Video Releases •

£^\C,W'' ^rtU. .9til1»i^-^VeSS

THE
PUB

now the Score
Read the Sports
BOSTON GLOBE -SPORTING NEWS -NY. TIME!

Red Sox.\^nkees;

.

UMASS Minutemen,
Celtics, Patriots,

Bruins,Whalers,

the

Located in the Student Union

Open M-F 7:30 am - 10 pm
Sat - Sun 8:30 - 10 pm

.Collegian ii

PUT US TOTHE TEST!
/f

SJOLLYS
ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CLOTHING
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASANT ST. MON-SAT 10-5

AMHERST, MA 01002 413-549-6446

LSAT-GMAT-GRE

MCATDAT
GRE PSYCH -GRE BIO

MATPCATOCAT
VAT- TOEFL. SSAT

PSATSAT
ACHIEVEMENTS ACT

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

• Pennanent Centers open days,

evenings, weekends

• Complete TEST NTAPt-

facilities

• Skilled instructors and

dedicated, tull-time stall

• Homestudy materials constantly

updated by Researcti Experts

• Low Hourly Cost

• Transfer pnviliges to over

120 locations.

LSAT
GRE
GMAT

NATIONAL MED BOARDS

MSKP FM6EMS
FLEX NOB NPe

NCB NCLEXRN
CGFNS CPA

SPEB) READING

ESLINTBiSIVE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION TO

LAW SCHOOL

CALL DAYS. EVENINGS
AWEEKENDS:

358 N. Pleasant

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PVCMfWTKM SFCOALBTS SMCf 1938

In Ne« iKxk Sidle SUnlrv H Kipui\ I dinjlKiiul (.«^ilFi I Id

549-5780

j|^^^ "***^*. Everything Is ;

brilliant.'

JKfi

THE JOURNEY HAS BEGUN

An impressive techn<^o>;ital jDuriiey began over

three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company

Today with more than 90 diverse technologies

ranging from sub micron electronics to large scale

systems, you II find Hughes people forging new

discoveries new futures

Become part of the Hughes tradition of

technological firsts, if your degree is in

Electrical, Mcchanital. Manufacturing

or Industrial Engineering, Computer
Science, Physics. Electronics Technology.

Requirements may vary Check with your

placement office about Hughes company wide

opportunities at any one of 12 Southern California

locations and Tucson, Arizona

(.)r eoiitaLt Hughes Corpoiatc College Relation-.

Dept NC Bldg C2/B178 PO Box 1042 El

Segundo CA 90245 Equal Opportunity

Employer Frf)of of US Citizt.nship Required

N V OAH.T NEWS 9
•

"An exceptional work With her #
stubbornness and sincerity she •

reminded mc of a young •
Katharine Hepburn " R»« ru«i •

Judy Davis is the gutsiest ^
young woman to wm our

hearts smce Kathanne •
Hepburn "jo<*»>cn« 9

•ANAuraBnu*

«» n by Mix*KZ>

September 25, Campus Center 101

7 and 9 PM Free
Sponsored by the Women's Leadership ^

Project and the SGA. «

Hughes representatives will be on campus

October 9
,See vour piaLfinent otlae tor an appointment

HUGHES
AiMCMAf T COMPANr

ON CAMPUS

=»<= =»<= =»f= ^f=

DELTA ZETA
Sorority

11 Phillips Street

OPEN RUSH
Tuesday Sept. 25

7:00 - 8;00

All University Women
Welcome

Call Delta Zeta

253-9916
J^ :»^ a>^ =Ms s»^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8 45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% daoount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number free

ADVERTISINO

AdvMIlM FREE in th« RIVER VALLEY AD.

AdvartiM ittnw you ««*nt to Mil or buy. Call

532-MW

APAWTMEWT fOW WENT

2 badroom apt on txjt n for rant locatad in

North Amharat Rant » »386+ call DH
Jonaa 548-3700

APPLE COMPUTER
FOR RENT

Appla II ivatlat>la for I2S0 or baat offar for

tliit samaatar Paacal it includad Call

2S&1B41 Ask for Ruthia

AUTO FOR BALE

Dodga cuttomlzad Van 77 angina in gd

runnirtg or»Jar catm int call i*»-MB2

H7» Dataun 710 nine ¥»all, body fair 600
!}04 5I1B4 avaninga

1t73 Supar Baatta a»c cond in /out.

Rabuilt angina, radiate, haatar, vary
<1^J^

dabia »1500 call avana/waakanda 586-2132

kaep trying

IfrT^hawaliaMaliibu run» good naada

(oma body work MOOOO caM&W^1g9

TiT MuatangT axcaHant condition '3000m

1100 call 54&-4718

1t74 Toyota Coro«« Wagon"
caH2Se-1421

runa ISO.

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Tha laat racniKmant maating a thia

Wadnaarlay 7:00 pm in CC Rm 917 cradit

availabia. Coma find out mora'

ENTERTAINMENT

VJOEOTVIDEO VIDEO V>DEO H«»-A^

Vidao entartainment g*nt lOand IB !?°!

tcraant for dorm* and Graaka wiiv

Mklao muaic caW WB-7144

WICKED AND WILD DJ» audio and

viaual antartainmant for tha 80't 56*-fi712

For tha baat In danca mualc call 6 CoHaga

Sound See-0246 or 586-7889

umassskTclub
Infontwtion Maatingi Sapt 24^:M pm in

Public Haalth Aud , Sapt. 26, 400 pm in CC

Rm 917 and at 7 00 pm Hamdan DC Jotn

now and ba part of tha tradition'

JMASSPIRQ
Ganaral Intaratt Maating on Tuaaday, 9/25

7 pm CC 174 No Bozofi Protects start

tonight watar quality m Amharst, hazar

dous waste, voter registrstion and moral It s

fun, so coma' Refreshments

Rack-A-Dlac Rack-AVIdao entenain-

mant guarantaad avanu for Disc Jockaya,

Bands and Vidao. CaH 649^7144

Bicycia 20" Panaaonic 10 spaad 25 lbs

high tensile tubing »136 549^180

Brand naw^bbo sarias RAL speakers

never used totally crsnkable SOO or t)est of

far 549-6361

FOUND

MIehata Soltyalk your wallet ia at tha Cam
pus Center lost and found

Qlrls YMC'>r7ackar6rchard HHI area can

be claimed at Fisher Lab or call 54&225e aak

for Ron

Found Tadiaa watch in Grad Tower 9/19

call 6^602

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

FOR RENT

Refrigerator Rental 2 cublic ft R & P

Package Store free delivery 2S3-9742

^ bdrm In Putfton starting Nov 1 SIB par

month call 549-4716

One andtwo bedroom apts On bus route

cats okay. All utilities included Wmsburg

268 3624 584-3096

Nancy. Suaan ft Jana Hay Guys what

can I say late aa uaual but its tha thought

that counu Go virikli This year is going to

tM greeti I love ys all. The Slob

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

70 Dodffa Omni. A/T, AC, 4-door, many
new parts, good condition JOOO or BO
549-0381

TERMINAL 6 COUPLER.
3B0CALL

MUST SELL

2 Dead Tickets Hartford. Mon. Oct 15

good seats section 102 46* for peir 253-5607

keep trying

COMPUTER fERJMINAL for tale DEC
VTS6 with hardcopy option. Like new Vary

good buy. 475" 549-6994

Apple II * . 48k, disc drive, Epaon printer,

software, word proceaaor, DB, Viaicak:.

Paacal. gamaa. 1,150, 588-1421

Montreal Waakand Party Now. 2-4 IM.

includes RT transportation from your cam

pus 3 says 2 nights hotel in DT Montreel

Welcome Party all taxes and tips drinking

age IB optionel Bruins Montreal tickets call

today Eric 549 5017

Part-time \ob» perfect for ttudenta* Gat

experience, get peid for political work

Hazardous waste clean up, energy issues

voter education Mass Fair Share is building

a part time staff m public education and fun

draiaing Hours 5-10 PM Flexible schedule

60 120/wk Call 588-8713

Enthualaetic Studenta to apply Aaat to

ttM Spaeker/ Student Senate Work on
student/campus /social iaauaa. Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not neceaaary 10

hrs /wk , S 36/hr For mora details call

546-0341 Pickup applications in rm 420

SUB Application daedlina Oct. 1, 4:00 pm
SGA is an AA/EOE

The Student Canter for Educational

Raaaarch and Advocacy is hiring

undergrads to laarm political organizing &
student interest research skills SCERA also

has positions for s vxnter/ editor, resource

center staff person and for the anti rscism

taem 10 hrs/wk, S.SS/hr Work study &
non work study Applications at 420 Stu

dent Union. Applicetions due 9/26. SCERA
ia an AA/EEO employer

Audltor^vaedad. SGA Treasurer's Office

must be able to snalyie end apply financiel

informetion 10 15 hrs/wk, »3 35/hr

Workstudy or non workstudy Applications

in 407 Student Union BuiMing Deedline

September 27 at noon AA/EOE

Exotic bancara wanted full or part time 4

to 12 tel 247 5692

Newapaper Dalivarara naadad on cam-

pua. No car neceaaary Good pay 7 days a

week 1 hour/day Call evenings 263 7009^

Oroundfloor opportunity reliable, am
bilious seleapersons wanted for home party

plan Attractive pay scale SO bonus poaai

We 256-8005

Work for your meets as a houseperson

Est homecooked meals prepared by lull

time cook. Call Jim Hat 645^150

AToY^day week, Monday, Wednesdey,

Friday, to work in educational /vocational

program with modergtely disabled

teenegers Challenging and inspiring vKork

for the right person. Pysch. education ax

perience preferred

AIDES Full time pert time, for a full range

of Special Education Programs m South

Hadley/Grsnby area

SUBSTITUTES • For programs. High

School diploma minimum, experience

desirable. 25M day

Sand raauma and cover letter to Ad

ministrator of Special Education 36 Hadley

Street. South Hedtey, MA 01075 AA/^EOE^

Artlet r\—6»6 fo7 Southwaat AaaemWy.

everege 5 hrs/wk. Apply now 5460960^

Wo7k-etudy poaltlon available, for

Secretary /Typiat of SWAG, 8 hra/wk, App
ly NOW' B4MBeO

aOVERNMENT JOBS. 16,559
S0,563/yeer Now hiring Your eraa Call

1 B06 667 6000 ext R 9616

INSTRUCTION

Knew your car. Basic Automobile

Workahop. 28 hours including claaaroom

arMJ shop. Limited enrollment 253 2098

fam TooiTlnglor a Spanlah Tutor who

would be virilling to work with me one night

a week for 2 hours (S an hourl and tutor me
in Conversetion Spaniah Plaaae cell

253 9414 aak for Dare

rr-S BUDDY'S B-DAYI

Bud - You're 26 yrs and 17 nwnths today'

Happy birthday' Love from Sunny Sow
DaarfiaM from Janny and the Reamara

LWf

Cap gray Ir^** Twaotf kMt Wadnaaday

plaase return to Mariana 648-6300 or loat

ar>d found

Blue weHet~Bround NOPE Keep money,

desperately need indentificetion. Ken

586^6378

Reward IB for information raeulting in

return of stolen mobile perking decal

#20020. need license plate I and meke of car

diaplaying thia decal. 584-6670 evaa

MOTORCYCLES

ItTB Honda CB380T 16800 mHaa. recent

tunoup, new tirea. chain, battery laat year

475/ BO S4&.0437

PERSONALS

Bill. Rocky, Dorann, Joe. Kethe. and
tha Humen Hot Fudge Sundee Quean
Get peyched for Tueeday the MASSPIRG
General Intereat Meeting' We've worked

herd and I'm proud of you' Love, Tereee

Heppy 20th BIrthdey UtI Now you'H heve

to rafw your fixed ID' Go bookara Love Kara

Charlie Manay: Happy 20«h Pumpkin'
Now we can go out and show tha state how
to dance' Lota Er k>ta of it. XOXOMB
Janny. Sara. Suianna. Donna, tie. and
everybody who nude tha weekend greet

(eepecielly Tuckl Thenx' Love Kim

DO YOU WANT YOUR YEARBOOK 7

Support the INDEX or you will not have
onal

Stop by 103 CC or cell 646-0848

Let the SQA know your opinioni
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CONTACT LENSES REPLACED'H^oat
brands ^20 ^25 Or Spencer Univeraity

Drive 256-8661

Don ft Nell - 3rd sf>ort Mackimmia we'd Hke
to get (o know you better interested 7 two
girls from Mackimmta

RABsrr

Free dwarf bunny, vary cute, quiet, and

litter trained. He needs a good home. Call,

after 4:00. 548^9386

SERVICES

ATTENTION STUDENTS For all your typ

ing and word processing needs term

pepers. dissertations, resumes, etc cell

Elite Businees Services 783-1732

TVPINQ Southweat - 48hr notice ra-

quired. S/paga call Liaa 6-8388 after 6 pm

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's f1

Student /Budget Travel Agency Free

Cetalog, call (617) 266^1926 or write, 729

Boyteton St. Suite 201, Boeton, MA 02116

WANTED

Female to ahara lai

Townehouae call

badroem In

I need e akataboardi Call 5484322 If you
have one to sell or krK>w wftere I cen gal
orw. John
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Sports—
There will be a meeting for anyone interested in being

a manager for the UM men's basketball team on Wednes-

day in the second floor conference room in Boyden Gym

at 7 p.m. Call 545-2610 for more information.

:•:•:•)
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Tough decision
One's good, the other's better

Banda to pick a starter soon

Sophomore Lisa Ellis is competing with..

...Jeanne Paul to start in goal for UMass.

Sophomoregoalies

EllisandPaul
fight it out
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Lisa ElUs and Jeanne Paul have a lot of things in com-

mon.. They're both in the same major, physical education,

are scheduled to graduate in the same year. 1987. are

roomates and very good friends.

They both also want the same thing. To be the starmg

goalkeeper for the second ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team.

But both don't want this to ruin their friendship. "We try

not discuss it. " Ellis said. "We don't take our soccer home

with us."

Paul said. 'We discussed it before school started. Uur

friendship is more important than soccer or whose star-

ting. It doesn't pass into the room."

The two split two Minutemen victories over Plymouth

State (5-0) and 19th ranked Keene State (2 0) with eac-h

goalie playing a half in each game. Ellis has made six

saves. Paul three.

"I'm not thrilled with sphting games." Paul said. "Its

easier to come in at the start of the game. I rather see us

play a whole game."
. . , , a-

That was coach Kalenkeni Banda s plan for last weekend s

Cortland Tournament, when UMass faced three Top 20

teams, the University of California Berkley, ranked thu-d.

Willliam and Mary (5th) and UCal Santa Barbara (18th).

Ellis played in UMass" 2-2 tie with UCal Berkley while

Paul anchored a 10 win over UCal Santa Barbara and a 2-2

tie against William and Mary.

"This tournament will give us a indicator who has the

talent to play." Banda said." I would like to keep the same

goalie in there to have some continuity. Both of them have

to prove it. someone has to shine.

"Ability wise, they are very close. We're looking for a

game player. One that will go out and win some games for

us." he said.

The Minutewomen. ranked first in New England, face

10th ranked Brown Wednesday night in Providence.

Last year. ElHs started the season as the number one

goalie but was replaced by Paul in the NCAA tournament,

as UMass took third place.

Sporta Information photon

Lisa Ellis, poised in goal, wants to start for the

UM women's soccer team.

"It really is a difficult choice for Banda to make." said

teammate Sue Bird. "You get used to hearing a goalie

behind you. Switching could get to he a disadvantage."

"They have both gotten along well since the beginning of

last year as freshmen." said Bird. "I was amazed. I thought

there would be a lot of competition."

There is.

"If he (Banda) feels that Jeanne should start over me,

fine. It will make me want to work harder to beat her out

and get the starting position." said Ellis.

Paul notes. "Whatever happens on the field, we'll still be

friends off of it." She also said she would work harder if not

chosen to start.

"It is the best position on the field. You have a lot of

responsibility if you can do it and do it well. You know the

team is counting on you." said Paul.

"It's nice to pull through for them." she said.

And pulling through for the Minuteman is an opportunity

that both women want to do on a regular basis.

The sports editorandUM
footballhaveproblems

Hail to the Redskins despite

the early season setbacks

The University of Massachusetts football

team, in the words of their head coach on

Saturday, not me. was "just plain awful"

against Holy Cross on Saturday.

So far they've beaten Ball State, a

Division 1 school with an 4 record and

the distinction of possibly being the worst

Division 1 school in the nation this season.

The outlook, with powerful Bl'. UNH,
URI and Connecticut on the schedule, is

not rosy

.

So why am I a marked man?
Saturday night I went to Justin Ryan's to

watch Boston College finish off its

slaughter of North Carolina. While sitting

at a table in the Kickoff Lounge, my friend

Nancy came up to me and whispered,

"there's so and-so (a football player), he's

pretty pissed about what you've been

writing about the team. He doesn't like

you."

The player in (juestion is considered

small at H 1 . 260. Lucky me. and I'm sure

he's not alone in his murderous thoughts.

But what am I supposed to do? The coach

tells me, in no uncertain terms, "Were
not doing the job, the players aren't

executing, " The statistics show that the

offense is scoring 15.2 points a game, the

defense is allowing 22. The opposition

goes on fourth an 11 at UMass' 30.

'because we knew we'd score anyway.

"

according to their coach.

Johnny Most I ain't. I'm not about to

glorify UMass simply because I'm the

editor of the school sports section. Read

the Hampshire Daily Gazette. Their

editor wrote a story entitled '"UM needs

better players" yesterday. Hell. I'm

lenient

.

I'd like nothing better than to see UMass
win all the rest of its games win the

Yankee Conference and reach the Division

1 AA playoffs. That wil not happen. In

basketball, the same holds true. I'm

rooting for the Minuteman. but when I sit

behind a typewriter I have to be truthful.

So give me a break, not literally, would

ya guys?

On the basketball scene, for

ward Skip Connors, a senior, has left

school for the fabled Scotland Pro League

according to sources in Boyden The 6 S,

19.5 pounder from Southboro transferred

from Manhattan College and after a solid

1981 82sea.son. saw little playing time.

Way to go Ho. Horace NeysmiC.i is

featured on the front of the Minutemen

basketball schedule card. The co captain

along with Donald Russell looks pretty

impressive.

The reverse side reveals that Holy Cross

is no longer on the schedule. Non league

opponents include New Hampshire.

rConn, University of Hartford. BU, and

Northeastern. In December. UM travels

to Nashville (home of junior center Tom
Emerson) for the Music City Classic

against Vanderbilt. Clemson and

Columbia.

The three point line should be well within

the range of freshman guard Matt Ryan

this season. The 6-4 off guard from Long

Island has impressed the Boyden pick up

crowd with his shooting touch from the

perimeter. —
Where have you gone Sotly Hemns?

I don't mean to ruin anyone's Superbowl

party, but contrary to public opinion, 1

don't think the sea.son is quite over for the

Washington Redskins. For the past few

weeks, my Redskins and people like

myself have been showered with criticism

as to the team's poor performance on the

field.

Yes. their token pass defense has been

laughable, and yes, the team has lacked

intensity. But keep in mind, the season is

young. Underneath their recent slump is

the same winning ballclub .struggling to

break loose. The same ballclub that has

won .35 of its last 40 games, including a

ring of its own.

Why do I like Washington? Simple.

When I was seven my family returned

from Japan to D.C. At that age, I'd never

heard of any other team except the

Cowboys, but on my block no one liked the

Cowboys. F>aring physical beatings, I

opted for the Redskins.

Washington is still led by last season's

MVP Joe Thei.sman and John (National

Ritle Association) Riggins. Sports

bToadcasters havt- suggeMed that

Theisman, 35. is entering the decline of

his career and that Riggins already has. I

disagree. In fact, in the coming weeks

look for a rejuvinated Riggins and the

Theisman of old. Theisman recently

decided to put an end to his press catching

remarks and concentrate on his

profession. Good idea. I just hope in-

terviews aren't a prerequisite to a suc-

cessful quarterback.

Big questions for the team from Capitol

Hill are pass defense, the age of "the

Hogs" and whether Riggins' legs can last.

The only remedy for the Mack truck leak

in the secondary is for head coach Joe

Gibbs to pull everyone off the line of

scrimmage and put them in the end zone.

The "Hogs" are still moving the defensive

line back, but with their increasing age.

the coaching staff might have to look for

some new piglets. Riggins too. is aging,

but like every season he's starting slow.

By mid season I'm sure he'll be bruising

some unlucky free safety forced to tackle

him in the secondary.

No doubt the 'Skins have problems.

Unlike much of the league however, the

problems only run skin deep.

As .seen against the Patriots on Sunday,

the Redskins demonstrated their ability to

control both lines of scrimmage. For not

only was football's Red Sox unable to

move the ball on offense, but their defense

is still probably out at Sullivan stadium

hauling in the tents they erected.

As per game plan. Washington simply

fed the ball to Riggins. allowing him to eat

up 140 yards rushing plus most of the

clock. It's no wonder the Patriots couldn't

put points on the board.

I'm confident that come the New Year.

my team will return to glory.

Sports atugkmce pmsfwes
Cubd clinch

I
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PGA, others funds:

to campus and

policies on

University of

Student Cover

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

In direct contradiction

student government
discrimination. the

Massachusetts Amherst

nment Association's (SGA) Budget Com-

mittee passed a motion Sunday barring

fund distribution to sexual preference

groups.

The motion, which would cut funding from

the Student Activities Trust Fund

(SATF)tothe People's Gay Alliance, the

lesbian Union, and other groups, is ex

pected to be voted down tonight by the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

Budget Committee chairman Joseph

Sparks, who was the dissenting member at

Sunday's meeting, said yesterday the

senate "will no doubt rescind" the action.

The original motion, according to a

statement issued by Sparks Monday, failed

before the full four member body. But due

to the absence of one of the members during

a reconsideration of the vote, it passed 2 to

1.

Both the SGA and the UMass-Amherst

campus have policies forbidding

discrimination based on sexual preference.

As recently as last spring during

Gay /Lesbian Awareness week. Chancellor

Jo.seph D. Duffey said the university would

not "tolerate" discrimination based on

sexual preference. Duffey had the

university pohcy changed to inlude that

stand.

Sylvan area vice president and SGA
Budget committee member Michael Oduro.

who sponsored the motion, said yesterday

that he "knows of a lot of groups that should

be funded", and feels sexual preference

groups are not among them.

"My argument is that there are academic

groups that could be getting this money.
'^

Oduro said. "Why don't we use the SATF
money for university wide purposes, rather

than for those who represent a very small

part of this campus."

Oduro suggested that groups such as the

Accounting As.sociation the Anthropology

Club and Communications Club receive

some SATF funds.

PGA member David Carney said that gays

and lesbians "are students like everyone

else, trying to graduate, and remain a part

of everything at this institution."

"1 would like to stress." Carney said,

"That this is an embarra.ssment to student

government because they are supposed to

be working for the whole student body".

The PGA. since its inception 15 years ago.

has been a recognized student organb.ation.

and has received funding from the SATF.

Budget Committee member Al Loomer

said he voted to bar SATF funding to sexual

preference groups because he felt these

organizations "should be self supporting,

autonomous bodies".

"The people I've talked to do not want to

support funding to groups which do not

support them." Loomer .said.

This is. to PGA's Carney, one of the

problems which his group encounters

"when dealing with ignorance and .social

myth."

(>hiil<i liy Kathy Jordan

KING FROG — A frog sits on a magazine photo of Seattle, Washington, towering over the

skyline, Tuesday at the Campus Pond.

Demandhigh for campus parking space
. . ;i..i-l„ :„ < u.

By KATHY HART
Collegian Correspondent

The demand for parking space in the central area of

campus, including the Campus Center garage, is far

greater than the supply, a parking office official said

yesterday.

"The problem is everyone wants to park right in the

central area of campus and there just aren't enough spots

to go around." James Lee. parking coordinator, said.

"There is no easy answer as long as more people keep

bringing up there cars and expecting to get a spot in the

central part of campus." Lee .said.

There are 950 spots in the Campus Center garage and 450

spots are reserved and sold to students by the month or

semester.

One hundred students waited in line at 8 a.m. Monday.to

purchase a monthly sticker to park in the basement of the

garage. Lee said.

"No one wants to park in P lot and have to walk a mile to

get to the Campus Center when there are closer places to

park. " said Amy Reichard. a senior Communications

major.

Lee said many parking spaces are available in the

peripheral lots (P lots) located near Alumni Stadium.

P lots were developed about ten years ago to limit

parking in the central area of campus, l^e said. People

were to park their cars in P lot and use the bus shuttles to

campus, but campus policy on this issue hasn't been

adhered to. Lee said.

Last week, the Campus Center garage was full by 11 a.m.

each day. Lee said.

"I'm angry because I paid for a sticker to park in the

garage and had to be turned away because the garage was

full." senior Nancy Freedman .said.

Lee said the garage was unusually crowded last week due

to a conference.

"There was a large conference. I don't know who the

group was but they took over the garage." he said.

Lee said it is standard procedure for a large conference to

notify the parking office in advance. Last week the office

wasn't notified and people showed up parking in the

garage. Lee said.

"Measures are being taken to assure that it doesn t

happen again." Lee said.

Students required

topay health fee
By SEAN CASEY
CoJIegian Staff

The director of University Health Services (UHS) said that

all students must pay for the Supplemental Health Benefits

plan to ensure that students have insurance for off campus

hospitalization. Tuesday night before the graduate

Student S«>nate.

Dr David Kraft -said that before the new requirements,

betweim seven and ten percent of l^Mass students had no

hospitalization insurance other than the University's

required basic health plan. The Basic Plan covers only

hospitalization and referrals done at Health services. Kraft

said.

The Supplemental fee can be waived if students turn in a

waiver form stating that they have other hospital in

surance. Kraft said. Graduates carrying less than five

credits and undergraduates with less than six are also

exempt.
The policy was approved at the Board of Trustees' June

meeting and was announced to students in their University

bills.

Kraft said a communications mixup resulted in most

graduated students' not finding out about the fee until they

arrived at school.

Kraft said that early figures would indicate that Sup-

plemental rate among students is running at about 40'/2

roughly the same as it was before the requirement.

The Supplemental Benefits plan covers students

throughout the year. The total co.st of the supplemental

($135 per year) and UMass mandatory health fee ($93 per

semester) comes to $321. This covers 80 percent of off

campus hospitalization costs and full pharmacy and am

bulanceco-sts.

According to Kraft, last year's plan for Blue Cross/Blue

Shield subscribers cost $680 a year and did not include

pharmacy and ambulance costs.

Kraft said that the fees for the Supplemental plan are put

into a fund which may not be used to pay any other bUls at

UHS. Any surplus from the fund is used to lower the cost

of the plan next year, or battle inflation. The fund is also

insured in case it should ever run out in "an exceptionally

bad year " Kraft added.

Kraft added that costs for a comparable Supplemental

health plan at Amherst or Hampshire Colleges costs $160

and $200 per year respectively, compared to UMass' $135.
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"What though youth gave love

and roses, Age still leaves us

friends and wine.

"

—Thomas More

UMstudiesyear-long walk around U.S.

V.

By JOELCOFFIDIS
Collegian Correspondent

Researchers at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst and the UMass Medical Center in Worcester are

studying the effects of an 11.600 mile walk around the

United States on one man.

Robert Sweetgall. 36. of Newark N.J.. is the subject of

the study. He is walking about 32 miles each day. and

will do so for the next year. He began his trek in Newark

on Sept. 7.

"We're using the latest technology that science can

provide for extensive testing." said Dr. Robert Katch,

chairman of the exercise science department at UMass,

Amherst.

"The exercise science department is officially joined ( in

this project ) with the medical .school at Worcester,"

Katch said.

The school is studying the medical aspects of the walk,

while the exercise science department is working with

the physiological aspects, he said.

Sweetgall is walking the equivalent of the perimeter of

the United States. 11.620 miles.

"We monitored him prior to his start. He was out of

shape." Katch said.

Sweetgall will stop his walking at intervals and come

back to Worcester for testing
Conttniied on jxiqe S
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World andNation^Ngw
Moscow calls

proposal

^groundless'
MOSCOW lAP) The official Soviet news

agency. Tass, on Tuesday rejected

Predident Reagan's assurances of a U.S.

desire for arms cuts as "absolutely

groundless." and the top Kremlin leader

charged the White House has no real desire

for better ties with Moscow.

"The president tried to present in a

somewhat modified form the selfsame

policy aimed at further aggravating in

ternational tension, achieving military

superiority and interfering in the internal

affairs of other states," Tass said.

The Tass report and a speech by Soviet

President Konstantin U. Chernenko made

clear the Soviets are not retreating on

major East West disputes, despite milder

U.S. rhetoric and Reagan's scheduled

meeting Friday with Soviet Foreign

Minister Andrei Gromyko.

In a speech to the jubilee meeting of the

50-year-old Writers Union. Chernenko
renewed charges the Reagan ad-

Ferraro ^boosts' Boston today

Af Laaerphoto

Konstatin Chernenko

ministration is responsible for what the

Kremlin calls an increased nuclear war

threat.

Chernenko. in his first major speech since

last spring, also charged that Washington is

conducting psychological warfare against

the Soviet Union. He also exhorted Soviet

writers to join the "ideological struggle"

and issued new warnings that those who

"blacken" the image of the state won't be

tolerated.

"The grim truth of the present in-

ternational situation is such that the

nuclear threat is, regrettably, great. One

cannot hide from it nor turn it into a joke,"

Chernenko said in a possible reference to

Reagan's much publicized quip about

bombing the Soviet Union.

BOSTON (AP) With leaflets, sound

trucks and telephone calls, local Democrats

put our the word on Tuesday: Geraldine is

coming to town.
. ^ •„ tw.^

Needing no further introduction in this

Democratic stronghold. Rep. Gerala.ne

Ferraro was expected to draw an enor-

mous throng at City Hall Plaza in

downtown Boston when she addresses an

open-air rally at noon today.

"Her presence here today should boost the

ticket here in Massachusetts," said James

Borsey, press secretary to Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis.

"Since Massachusetts went into President

Reagan's column in 1980, we don't take the

state for granted. Every little bit helos."

Dukakis, who is not a candidate for

anything this year, will share the podium

Drug,
QUINCY. Mass. (AP) Students using

drugs, or drinking on school time should be

hit with strict disciplinary measures that

send "a strong message " against drug and

alcohol use, state educators were told

Tuesday.

The recommendation was made by a

special study committee in a report to the

Governor's Statewide Anti Crime Council,

and was presented to the state Board of

with Ferraro on Wednesday as the leader of

the state's Democratic party and an en-

thusiastic booster of the Mondale-Ferraro •

ticket.

Dukakis and his wife, Kitty, also plan to

greet the New York congresswoman at

Logan International Airport when she

arrives at mid morning. Plans call for

Ferraro to make a quick visit to an in

dustrial training center in south Boston,

where she will talk with former welfare

recipients who have found paying work in

the private sector through Dukakis'

Employment and Training Choices

program.

"It's a good, solid Democratic program

that works." said Betsy Houghteling of the

state Division of Employment Security.

Education at its monthly meeting here. The

committee was made up of professionals in

health, drug, education and law en-

forcements fields.

The report recommended that every

school develop a drug and alcohol abuse

disciplinary code that is seperate from

school rules governing other behavior, and

have the code in place by next September.

At the junction of Routes 9 and 1 1
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NOW IN HADLEY!
MUFFLERS • BRAKES • EXHAUST

STRUTS • SHOCKS • MORE
TRUST THE MIDAS TOUCH FOR VALUE

FREE
New England Road Map

Just drive in for a free inspection
of your vehicle's exhaust, nnuf-

fler, brakes, struts, or shocks. No
appointment necessary: we're
ready when you are!

AP l.a.st-rjihoto

ON FIRE — Mass killer Charle Manson was
doused with a flammable liquid and set afire

Tuesday by a fellow inmate, who Manson
threatened over religious beliefs, prison of-

ficials said. .
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Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish

New Year begins at sundown
By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collepan Staff

The Jewish holiday Rosh Hashana, which

marks the beginning of the Jewish New
Year, begins today at sundown.

Rosh Hashana is the first day in the 'Ten

Days of Repentance.' During the repen-

tance days, Jews reflect on the "wrong"

they have done the past year.

Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, the Day

of Judgement ^Oct. 5) are the holiest days

in the Jewish calender.

On Rosh Hashana the "shofar", a ram's

horn, is blown as part of the religious ser-

vice. Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of UMass's

B'nai Brith HUlel said that there are

several reasons why the shofar is blown.

One is because of the story in the Old

Testament where Abraham was going to

sacrifice his son, Issac. Just as he was*

about to sacrifice him, a ram got caught by

its horns in a bush. Abraham sacrificed the

ram, which was a sign from God, and

spared his son.

The ram's horn has become a symbol of

Abraham's faithfullness and is a reminder

that God doesn't want human sacrifice,

Perlmutter said.

For people who have had disagreement

over the past year, the Days of Repentance

are a time in which they make up so that

they can begin the new year with a clean

slate.

Yom Kippur is the last day of repen-

tance. Jews observe it by fasting and atten-

ding religious services.

"There are approximately 3100 Jewish

undergrads on campus, maybe even

more," Rabbi Perlmutter said.

Religious services will take place in the

Student Union Ballroom, today through

Friday. There will be a Rosh Hashana ser-

vice today at 7:00 pm. Services will also be

held on Thursday at 10:am and 7:00 pm.

On Friday October 5, Kol Nidre services

will take place at 7:00 p.m. Yom Kippur

services will take place on Saturday Oc-

tober 6, at 10 a.m. At 3 p.m. there will be a

discussion and reading of the Book of

Jonah. Ne'ilah, the closing service, will

take place at 5:30 p.m. A Shabbat Shuva

service will be held on Friday September

28 at 7:00 p.m. in Dukes room of the SUB.

PVTA bus collides with car;

Amherst sees other crashes
Amherst police reported that a PVTA bus

and a car driven by an Amherst woman
collided on College Street Monday morning.

No one was injured and no citations were

issued.

The woman's car sustained minor damage

after striking the bus. which had just pulled

out of Amherst College.

Two University of Massachusetts students

were injured in an accident at North

Pleasant and HaUock Streets Monday

night, police said. They were treated for

minor cuts at Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton and released.

A Sunderland man refused medical

treatment for cuts and bruises after he lost

control of his motorcycle at Chestnut and

Cottage Streets early Tuesday mornmg.

police said.

An accident on Meadow Street. Monday

resulted in minor injuries to a Northampton

man after his car hit another vehicle driven

by a 20 year old Cambridge woman, police

said. The woman was cited for not

possessing a license and failure to use care

in starting, police said. The man was

treated and released from Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

A camera, checkbook, and a small amount

of cash were reported stolen Monday from a

woman's purse on North Pleasant Street,

police said.

A Huffy bicycle valued at $80 was stolen

from a Lincoln Avenue home Monday,

police said.

-PHIL SERAFINO

Colleifian photo by I'aul Desmarais

ATTENTIVE - Mike Kalin. right, listens to instructor Darrence Hill

with keen interest in the basement of the New Africa House Tuesday

afternoon. . .^

Collejrian photo by Paul Desmarain

ALL AT ONCE NOW — Geoffrey Feldman finds juggling an interesting

way to enjoy Tuesday afternoon's sunshine.

NEWSLINES...
Anti-Nuke film shown

byfreeze Voter '84

The political action arm of the National

Campaign for a Bilateral Nuclear Weapons

Freeze, will be sponsoring the free showing

of the controversial Academy award

winning film // You Love This Planet on

Thursday. Sept. 27. at 7:30 p.m.

Freeze Voter '84 is a coalition dedicated to

the election of a pro freeze President and

Congress. The group has already been

instrumental in nominating the democratic

(Congressional candidates. Ed Markey. Chet

Atkins, and Gerry Studds. all advocates of

a nuclear Freeze, according to Eric

Johnson, the coordinator for Western Ma.

Freeze Voter '84.

The Reagan Administration labeled this

film as foreign propoganda. but was

ultimately unsuccessful in its attempts to

prohibit its showing in the United States,

Johnson said.

The film features Dr. Helen Caldicott. colleges.

peace activist and author of Missile Envy

and Nuclear Madness. Caldicott is former

president of Physicians for Social

ResponsibUity. a group advocatmg a

nuclear freeze.

The film will be shown at the Unitarian

SiKiety on 220 Main Street. Northampton.

TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN

EWC needs interns

The Everywoman's center in Wilder Hall

needs interns.

Areas needing interns include resour-

ce/referal. budget, against violence against

women. counseling. public relation

s/outreach. wages, working women's and

Third World women's programs.

People interested in developing skills in

these areas should call the Everywoman's

center at 545 0883.

Training or Practicum credits are offered

through the University and other area

Greenfieldmoose on the loose

Program supplies companions
Area college students are finding that they

can really make a difference in a young

person's life through the Companion

Program in Amherst.

The program is currently under the

direction of Maria Spears. It began in 1975

in response to a need for children and

adolescents to have a one-to-one

relationship with adults outside of theu-

families and school environments.

Volunteers are students and adults, 18 or

older, living in the surrounding area. The

participants are people between the ages of

3 and 22, the majority from single-parent

homes.
The program requires volunteers to

commit themselves for a minimum of nine

months. Volunteers meet with their

companions for three to five hours, once or

twice a week.

Susan ConneU, a member of the Com-

panion Program sUff. said. "We try to

match the volunteers with companions that

we think would be most compatible. Right

now. there are about twenty-six matches.

We are looking to match about ten more."

She said that after a match has been made,

the program staff keep monthly contact, by

phone or meetings, with the volunteers and

the parents involved

Students benefit from the program as well

as their companions. It gives them the

opportunity to establish a relationship with

someone outside of their school en

vironment and it serves as a break from the

pressures of studying and classes, ConneU

said.

Parents or students who are interested m
finding out more should contact Susan

ConneU at the Companion Program, located

at the Bangs Community Center in

Amherst.

-PAMELA SEAVEY

GREENFIELD. Mass.

(AP) A wayward moose

found wandering along

Interstate 91 north of the

Greenfield rotary woke up in

the woods Tuesday with a

wicked headache.

"He's one sick moose this

morning," said state Natural

Resource Officer Thomas P.

Ricardi. who put the moose

to sleep with a tranquilizer

dart late Monday night and

then rode with him in an

open truck to a release point

a'uout five miles away off

Route2inShelburne.

State wildlife officials

believe the moose is the

same one seen in the area

several times since Sept. 10

in Bernardston. about 10

miles north of Greenfield.

Ricardi speculated that the

moo.se strayed far from

home, probably Maine which

has a stable moose

population, because it might

have ear mites, which can

disorient the animals, or

that it might just be young

and restless.

Ricardi estimated that the

moose was a 2 year old an

adole.scent in moose terms -

and weighed about 800

pounds.

The moose was first

reported to Greenfield police

at 7:15 p.m. Monday by a

caller who said the animal

was headed toward the

rotary.

For more than two hours,

police and natural resource

officers stalked the moose

along the dense brush

between I 91 and a road

just north of the rotary.

Continued from page 1

"We're going to be measuring him eight

times during his walk," Katch said.

SweetgaU wiU have his metaboUsm tested,

as weU as his physical abilities, Katch said.

"Sweetgall wUl be given a physical exam,

X rays of his feet, monitoring of his lungs

and heart and testing on the treadmUl for

two hours," Katch said.

After testing at UMass Medical Center on

Oct. 12, Sweetgall wUl come to Amherst for

testing on his body fat content and

strength, Katch said.

"We're going to take high speed motion

pictures of him." Katch said. "He is going

to take 20 miUion steps," he added.

SweetgaU, a former chemical engineer for

Dupont. quit his job to promote fitness.

"He's being sponsored by Rockport Shoes

and Gore-Tex, which makes athletic

clothing," Katch said.

The study on SweetgaU's walk wUl take a

year to complete he said.
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BOG not responsible for magazine removal

The Collegian article yesterday concerning

the lioard of (W.vernors needs clarification^

On September 14. in conversation with

Winn Cummings. manager ot the

University Store, the subject ot the

maKazine Cosmoparody arose. As a con^

rerned citizen, not a HOG representative I

asked Mr. Cummings if he was familiar with

the magazine. Mr. Cummings replied that

he had not yet examined it. but he would

over the weekend. Removal ot the

magazine was not requested.

On the following Monday. Cosmoparody
was removed from the University Store.

according to Mr. Cummings. based upon an

economic and space rational. The content of

the magazine was not the issue. This does

not set a precedent in reference to the

pornography issue addressed by the Board

last semester. It is impossible to associate

the Board of Governors with the removal of

this magazine as of no formal proposal had

been requested. ir«.^_ v •

Karen-Kanna Gray

Amherst
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P^g ON The BALL

Letters to the Editor
We have nothing to lose but out apathy
Saturday, I participated in a peace march

in Boston and as I think over the days

events I can't help but contrast the power of

commitment that the marchers exhibited

with the political apathy present at UMass.
Political apathy is a dangerous thing and we
must not be foohsh enough to let it get the

better of us. There are many who do not

become involved because they feel un-

derqualified to judge adequately the

political stances of each candidate on all the

issues. But. each of us does not have to

know everything about every issue to get

involved. Rather, each of us must find out

as much as we are able and then each must

contribute in some way. however large or

small, to our democratic process. We must

take the time to care about the world

around us and ourselves. The presidential

elections are a perfect opportunity to do

this.

We are not asked to know, only to care and

to try to know. If we don't do this we will

lose, because of our own apathy, the

privileges which we hold so dear.

David Nauss
Central
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UMass students have their deadlines too

In the last few weeks, the

meaning of Financial

Presents "rix on sale Monday Sept. 24

R.E.M.
Monday Oct. 15

F.A.C. UMass

Students $7.50 & $8.50

General Public $9.50 & $10.50

Tickets Still Available

/I id( Services especially), has

eluded me. I have heard and

have experienced first hand

situations such as this:

getting a "...this is you third

notice..." in the mail, when I

had never received the first

two. Finding out that the

reason the Pell Grant wasn't

processed was because tax

forms weren't received. Of

course that may have been

because they never asked

me for them. BUT. in fact a

form for this WAS filed,

only my mother signed the

w rong line before she left for

New Jersey. When we gave

it to the person behind the

counter I asked the clerk if it

was correct and they said

yes and accepted it.

Now for some questions:

Shouldn't the clerk have

realized that the form was

incorrect'.' Granted, They

actually had to read two

lines before they could have

known this, but none the

less, it should have been a

possibility. But today. I was

told the reason for this was

UMass ID required with student ticket-

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton,

Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfieid No cans, bottles, or recording devices

•^<^
Oar
Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

because. "We deal with so

many different forms..." No

doubt. But, we the students

do as well, yet WE are

expected to do them

correctly. The University

sets its deadlines (March for

F.A. forms) and we must t

meet those. But students

have deadlines too. rent,

food, and utility bills, would

it be appropriate for the

University to try to meet

these deadlines for the

STUDENTS'.'

When does the University

receive F.A. from the

government ? Is any in

terest made on this money

until it is actually meted out

? I ask this because I don't

see any effort by the

Financial Duress Services to

expedite the allocation of

funds to students. The

University works at a fever

pitch in August to keep their

files updated, so they may

properly credit their ac

counts for tuition, etc... But

somehow, the momentum
seems to come to a grinding

halt as soon as classes

beging. But lo. a solution:

while they hold up you aid.

they WILL allow you to take

out a short term loan, on

which they receive interest.

Swell, huh ? Usually, the

watchdog for this office

might have tried to deal

with these problems, but

they can't at the moment —
they're defunct.

Linda Garofalo

Amherst

Super Daily Happy Hour
All Week 3-6 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

reduced prices on pitchers & bottled beer

Free Munchies

Plus 2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

Tuesda
8-12 pm Pizza and Beer

$5.95 includes pitcher of beer

or carafe of wine & cheese pizza

1 Pray Street, Amherst

Open 11 am - 1 am Daily

Super Nightly Happy Hour
All Week 9:30-11:30 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

aa*HKii;j
Sunda

11-3 pm
Bloody Mary

pitchers

$5.95

6-10 pm
Pizza £r Beer

$5.95 includes a

pitcher of beer or

carafe of wine and

cheese pizza

107 Sundrnand Bd No Amh»r»t

nerl to Cawpus 4u(o 4 Cip^tf Brot-

fhi n<«i-4i. cleinevl. coiB-op

in Ihc area

Hours: Mon-Fri 8-10

I
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Decision time for the SGA
insulting to us all

Most major university student

governments are made up of

progressive, open-minded in-

dividuals with visions of tomor-

row. But some are burdened

with student leaders who con-

tinually revert back to the nar-

row beliefs which belong with

yesterday.

Tonight, the Undergraduate
Student Senate is scheduled to

vote on a motion which if passed

will set this institution back 30

years.

On the agenda is a motion call-

ing for the barring of SGA fun-

ding for "religious groups,

athletic groups, academic
groups, groups catering to a

specific residential area,

Recognized Student Organiza-

tions which are not registered,

and sexual preference groups."

We feel that this motion is one

of the most absurd ones the

undergraduate senate has taken

up in recent memory. The very

fact that it is on the agenda is an

insult to those groups mention-

ed, but it is particularly offen-

sive to homosexuals and bisex-

uals, specifically members of the

People's Gay Alliuice and Les-

bian Union.

For fiscal year 1986 the PGA
and Lesbian Union were
budgeted $2,316.16 and $472.20

respectively.

The overriding issue here is

not one of homosexuality. The

issue is whether or not an in-

dividual or group can be

discriminated against solely on

the basis of their sexual

preference.

The motion before the SGA is

against current University
policy, and if passed by the

senate should be nullified by the

administration.

The motion was approved by a
majority vote of the SGA
Budget committee. That com-
mittee, with only four active

members at present, passed the

motion by a two-to-one margin
with one member absent from
the vote.

The motion was presented by

Mike Oduro, an SGA senator

from MacNamara and vice-

president of the Sylvan Area
Government, and Al Loomer
who is not a senator.

Joseph Sparks, chair of the

Budget Committee opposed the

motion.

Tonight when the SGA takes

up this motion the senate should

not even do it justice by discuss-

ing it at all before voting it

down. The SGA should go even

further and apologize to the en-

tire UMass community on
behalf of one of its committees.

We can and we should expect

nothing less^

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority opionion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors.

Happy Rosh Hashanah
At dusk tonight, Rosh

Hashanah, the Jewish New
Year begins.

To all members of the UMass
community, we say Happy
Rosh Hashanah.
Jewish tradition has it that

Adam and Eve were created on

Rosh Hashanah, which in

Hebrew means "head of the

year."

Rosh Hashanah lasts two

days and is both a solemn and

joyous holy day for Jews. It

*m4iMw«^
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begins 10 of the most impor-

tant days of the Jewish

religion, cultimating with Yom
Kippur on October 6.

Last year, Jewish students

were able to enjoy the celebra-

tion of the two holidays with

their families through the ef-

forts of the UMass Faculty

Senate, which voted to delayed

the opening of school one

week.

This year many who were

home last year will be unable to

spend the holidays with their

families, increasing the need

for fellow students, faculty 2 nd

administrators to be suppor-

tive and respectful of members
of the Jewish community.

May the next 10 days be a

joyful time for the Jewish com-

munity.

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority ofthe Collegian Board

ofEditors,

For the sake of our tradition
The prospect of a class graduating with

no 1985 yearbook is frightening. Although

the past record of the Index has been

tainted with mismanagement, the fat« of

this student publication should not be to

whither in disgrace. This year's staff is in

the spotlight, and is being held accoun-

table.

No one realizes this more than the editor

of the Index, Cindy Orlowski. Following

last week's Senate meeting, in which the

Senate had to adjourn before they could ad-

dress the Index issue because of lack of

quorum, she was quoted in the Collegian as

saying "Past editors of the yearb<K)k have

not taken their responsibilities seriously,

and we're l)eing held responsible." Her at-

titude is supported by the fact that this

year's staff has not yet missed a deadline.

Ihe Undergraduate Student Senate

holds the fate of the Index. The Index

should be given one more chance, but this

additional breath of life should carry some

David Linehan

stipulations. A specially appointed Senat«

task force could be designed to look into

the problems that plague the Index.

Perhaps the student senate, before burying

this University's yearbook while its vital

signs show promise of a healthful recovery,

should try to nurture the Index back to a

sound existence. I feel that a conscientious

effort on the part of the student senate

should be made to help the Index operation

run more efficiently.

For the sake of tradition, and also for the

integrity of this University, the Student

Senate should vote to save the Index.

Thin column un^iten by Collegian cor-

respondent Dave Liru'han aLso reflects the

majority opinion of the Collegian Board of

Editors.

Letters to the Editor
The issue is funding, not homosex uality

On Sunday the Budgets Committee self supporting. We do not oppose the

pised a mSon that bloc' s the use of the existence of these clubs but we beheve they

student activities fee by sexual preference can support ^lhe'"«« ves. The generd

erouDs The supporting members believe student population should not be forced to
groups, ine suppuituiK 111

fund them We encourage the autonomous
that sexual preference groups do not luna mem. we t-ncuu «

represent the general student population.

We believe sexual preference groups fall

under the same category as religious,

athletic and academic groups which the

SGA will not fund because they cater to a

minority of students. We beleive sexual

preference clubs should be autonomous

bodies of representation. They should be

existence of sexual preference groups.

We ask for your support on this issue. You

have a voice on where your $96 is spent.

Please attend the student senate meeting

tonight at 7 p.m.

Michael Oduro
Alfred Loomer

Problem is organizational goals, not main ones

In the Collegian article Friday I feel that I

have been used as a token WMUA
spokesperson for the sake of journalistic

"objectivity". Not only had my lengthy

interview with the Collegian reporter been

condensed into nothing but meaningless,

inaccurate quotes, it also failed to show,

with equity, the proverbial "other side of

the coin". ,

Rather than reemphasize the pomts made

in the letters by other WMUA staff

members, I wish to clarify an incorrect

quote which I was held responsible for.

The Collegian reporter asked me what I

saw as the problem between WMUA and

BMCP. and my response to that question

was that the conflict was a result of dif-

fering organizational goals, not that "BMCP

and WMUA are working with two main

goals".

Ani Benglian
WMUA General Manager

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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if Bangles

tional copies of the record did make it to

college radio stations before Faculty Pro-

ducts folded, creating a buzz abut the band

in underground music circles. The buzz got

louder, and the band persevered, landing a

major label recording contract with CBS's

Columbia Records earlier this year.

The resulting album. All (h>er the Place,

is brilliant. "What we're aiming for is a

combination of sweet vocals kind of like the

Mamas and Papas, and gritty music like

the Seeds meet the Yardbirds; hard-edged

pop with a lot of high end; modern radio

music", says Michael in a piece from

Musician magazine. "I love that Revolver

guitar sound" says lead guitarist Vicki

Peterson, who, along with Susanna Hoffs,

is respnsible for that sound.

Except for two tracks, AU Over the Plcwe

contains original tunes penned by Vicki and

Susanna. Hoffs explains,"Our songs are

listenable stuff. It's basically rock'n roll us-

ing classic drums." The drums belong to

Debbi Peterson, Vicki's sister who plays

strictly skins, "No electronics." All the

Bangles share vocal respnsibilities with

"main voice" credits listed next to the

songs just like on old Beatle records. The

overall effect of the vocal harmonizing is

like a female Beatles, whose songs, along

with the Byrds and others, the girls used to

cover before they started gaining con-

fidence in their own songwriting abilities.

The first EP represents the earlier stages

of the band, and none of the songs quite

stand up next to the material on All Over

the Place. The music on this record is so

captivating and the singing just so damn in-

fectious that I haven't even really listened

to what they're singing about yet. I'll have

to remember to do that next time.

The two cover versions on the LP are the

Merry-Go-Round's "Live" and former Soft

Boy/current wave Kimberly Rew's "Coin'

Down To Liverpool" (although true

believers will want to know that the first

single culled from the album: "Hero Takes

A Fall" has a non-LP B-side of the Grass

Roots' "Where were You When I Needed

You"). The Bangles' renditions of these

songs are faithful to the charm of the

originals but at the same time spiked with

the distinctive Bangle "jangle and a secret

ingredient that makes me drop what I'm

doing and turn the volume up every time.

j
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The new Bangles records should be heard "°^"a
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not just on college radio, but on commercial over the place,

radio (AM and FM), on juke boxes, dance

artslines
This week at the Student Union Art

Gallery, you can see 5 Other Painters by

the M.F. A. candidates. The exhibition will

be running through September 28th. Also

on Thursday September 27th and Friday

September 28th. Judy O'Connor and

David Atherton wUl perform Signs of

Life/Kinetic Body Sculpture. The per

formance wiU be held outside the gaUery

from 12 2 p.m. on both days.

Tickets are now on sale at the Fine Arts

Center box office for Sxmn Lake per

formed by the Houston Ballet under the

artistic direction of Ben Stevenson. Swan

Lake will be performed on Tuesday,

October 9th at 8 p.m.

Playwrites alert! Holyoke Community

College's Drama Department produces a

series of original one act plays every year,

and is currently seeking script sub-

missions. Anyone interested in submitting

an original script for possible production in

February 1985 should do so before

December 1. 1984 to Leslie Phillips,

Humanities Division. Holyoke Community

College. 303 Homestead Ave.. Holyoke,

Mass.. 01040.

Wednesday. September 26, 1984 sCoiiegiaa'

The Huston Ballet's production of
Swan Lake opens the Fine Arts
Center's '84-'85 season on October 9.

For more information see Artslines.
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BOLTWOOD PROJECT
Volunteers needed for programs

with developmentally disabled adults.

Valuable Experience.

CREDIT AVAILABLE

LAST MEETING
Tonight

Wed. 9/26 - 7 pm
in Campus Center Room 917

estaurant

J
®^%%imym^<m

check out
our happy hour
munchle menu

daily!

WEDNESDAY IS for only

' PASTA NIGHT $4.25
includes spaghetti with a choice of

homemade meatballs, sausage, fresh egg,

sauteed mushrooms, or broccoli served

with salad or soup, bread and butter, and a

glass of wine.

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

The

Representatives of the Green Party, the coalition of peace &
ecology movements opposing deployment of US missiles in

Germany will speak on:

THE^iRfeEN PAKry i CmEHT^TATV^

OF THE 7EACE MOVfeNENT /N ^ERMANy
with speakers:

HlLDe6ARP V(5N MBIBK
editor of FRIZ, a national peace newspaper, and a major

organizer of Women for Peace.

editor of the book WOMEN FOR PEACE, and a member of

the National Coordination Committee of the West German
Peace Movement.

peace researcher from the Free University of Berlin, and a

member of the Green Party's National Peace & Disarmament
Committee.

1'H0l6c?^Y ^^^- ^"^
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STPEC, Women's Studies, Dept. of AfroAm, the German

Sept (UMASS); Hampshire College Peace Lecture Series,

AFSC Disarmament working group, I.A.S.H., West Euro-

pean Studies Program

Complete
Auto Enamel
Paint Job

$
from19995

STOP fJV FOR FREE ESTIMATES

North Amherst Motors
Rte. 63, North Amherst

S49-2880

-7.
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cordially invites

presentation

FALL FASH/ON SHOW
featuring latest collectiot

of

Fa/f Designer Dresses

arid Sportswear

Saturday, September 29, at 12:00 Noon

532 Main St.

Holyoke, MA
534-3767

Mon-Sat 10:00-4:00

Directions:

Free Adnnission

Door Prizes

Wine and Cheese

91 S to Exit 17

Dwight Street to Main

Take Rt on Main

3 lights, store on left

Arts
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Triilers by Andy Gordon
Hi. No, I'm not back. But I figured this is a

terrific way to keep in touch my UMass
friends and maybe offend a whole new
generation of student at the same time.

Last semester I wrote that the last four

weeks of college were going to fly by. They
did. The whole four years flew by. It feels

like only yesterday that I had my arms

interlocked with strange kids from New
Jersey in ridiculous orientation games.

While I eventually came to afford freshmen

the same amount of respect I would, say, a

clod of dirt, I have to say I envy them.

Freshman year was and always will be the

greatest year of my life.

But enough of that syrup. I've got a ton of

movie news now that I'm not writing about

film anymore; but doesn't that just figure. I

live in West Hollywood now. After

graduation I loaded up the old bucket and

drove cross-country. It's a great big

magnificent country we've got. Actually it's

mostly flat and boring, but it's worth the

drive just to be able to grit your teeth and

say. "yep. it's a great big magnificent

country we've got." It really irritates

people. Anyhow, movie news is all you get

here. Local newspapers run like "Reagan to

send missiles to Libya" on page three and

"Bruckheimer signs three picture deal with

Paramount" on page one. Senile old ladies

sitting on lawn chairs in the street can tell

you who's directing the Beat Street sequel.

So what's new? A lot of film production is

going on in foreign countries. In England

Franc Rtxidam (Quadrophenia) is shooting

The Bride, an update of the Frankenstein

classic, starring, oddly enough. Sting and

Jennifer Beals. Slick director Ridley Scott

{AUen, Blade Runner, that weird Apple
Computer commercial) is also there

shooting a flick called Legend, starring Tom

Cruise and Tim Curry. In Canada, the

goddess Daryl Hannah is starring as a

prehistoric superwoman in The Clan of the

Cave Bear, adapted by John Sayles.

Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises is before

cameras in France. It stars Jane Seymour

and Robert Carradine. In Japan. Koji

Hashimoto is doing a remake of Godzilla and

in Italy they're making a flick called

Chewingum, which nobody told them is two

words. Joe Don Baker is making another

Walking Tall picture in Malta called Final

Justice. Rumor has it it was d Dirty Harry

script Eastwood didn't like. Spain has

Donald Sutherland and Ruth Gordon in a

mystery called Trouble at the Royal Rose;

Jodie Foster and John Lithgow become

Mesmerized in New Zealand; and Chuck

Norris takes on 800 extras in white

bathrobes in Battle Rage, shooting in the

Phillipines. But the worst of the bunch has

got to be a low budget flick shooting in

Argentina. Formerly titled Prison Dancer

the title has been changed to Jail Breakin.

F'or some time I've held the television

industry in very low esteem, swearing I'd

sell insurance before I'd ever demean

myself to work in T.V. Well hey. I was just

kidding. Really. Since moving out here I've

taken up with a great production company,

who make a bunch of youth oriented shows

(the best known of which is probably the

cable music video show Night Tracks). I'm

working specifically on a new show called

KIDS INCORPORATED, which I honestly

think is a terrific show. Financed by

M.G.M.. it's a Fame like musical series

about a group of kids in a rock band. As

production assistant. I spend at least

twelve hours a day on the set; actually a

series of huge, cool sets. The nightclub set

has a dozen or so video games which I'm

*g -a^ -yg vr >* 3^ A<.-ag.

TONIGHT

Ladies

'Dynasty Night

Special

Free Buffet

and
25^ Drinks 8-10

GROLSCH NIGHT
75*^ Bottled Beer
Shirts & Prizes 7-11

$1.00 Well Drinks

for everyone till 11:00

One of the sUrg of Kids, Inc, Stacy

Ferguson. Is this little ^rl cute or

what?

going to go blind playing. It's a great time

hut hanging around with kids all day I have

to remind myself I'm a grow up. I took a

bird on some little girl because took ivy turn

on Spy Hunter when I called first. The
show airs in Boston on Saturdays at 7 p.m.

but I don't know yet if it goes to the happy

valley. If not, in October the Collegian will

have to charter busses and field trip it to

Beantown to watch an episode titled

"Selling Out." written by this former

staffer. Ironic title or what'.'

It's a bizarie experience having a script

produced; marked by two things: 1) Lots of

money for everything. "Oh you changed a

word on page twenty, here's another 500."

And 2) total disrespect for the integrity of

the script. Writers often care for their work

as the would a newborn child. Well to carry

that analogy to the next step, the studio

guys come in and say. "Oh what a lovely

child, here, let us chop off its arms and

legs." I watched my genuinely warm and

funny script go through nine revisions and

come out moronic bordering on pointless. I

shouldn't complain. I've got my check; so

fuck me if I can't take a joke.

Not the Go Gos
The Bangles
AU Over The Place

Columbia Records 1984

By JAMES B. NEILL
Collegian Correspondent

The fact that LA's Bangles are an all

female band has subjected them to fre-

quent comparisons to the Go-Gos. For the

record, the Bangles sound very little like

the Go-Gos, nor will they ever pose for the

cover of Rolling Stone in their underwear.

As the Bangs, they released their first

single, "Getting Out of Hand" on their

homemade record label Down Kiddie

Records. Rodney Bingenheimer, KROQ DJ

in L.A. picked up on the single helping t«

establish it as a minor hit, and more impor-

tantly, bringing the band (now called the

Bangles out of courtesy to another

"Bangs") to the attention of The English

Beat, who asked them to play support on

their 1982 U.S. Tour. That tour included a

date here at UMass where the girls played

to an unappreciative English Beat crowd

who welcomed them to our school with

cries of "Show us your tits!"

"Some of the crowds were hostile since

we were unknown and women, but we won
'em over," says Michael Steele, bassist and

newst Bangle (replacing Annette Zilinkas.)

The tour coincided with the release of their

first EP on the Faculty Products label.

"The oddest thing," Michael continues," is

that we couldn't bind our record anywhere.
Turns out Faculty went bankrupt the week
our record came out!" Fortunately, promo-

Cjvntinued on ^tuAfe 6
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.^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
Luncheon From fpZ«Z9
Specials served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

and

New Buffet & Sunday Brunch
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ALL YOU
CAN EAT 55.25

ChiMrcn under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet & Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup
is=ici!=aE=a=ssssaeiEseacie=ttseas=iM!=ttarat^^

Luncheon Specials £r Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252
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1960,THE PILLGAVE
lEN ANEW FREEDOM.
H,THE SPONGE GIVES
MEN ANEWCHOICE.

It's been a long time. Twenry-four years,

and there hasn't been a sensible new opcion

in birth control.

Until Today." Today, the 24-hour

Contraceptive Sponge.

Tc^day is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains

Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women

have been using for over 10 years.

The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with

water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.

Best o( all.The Sponge is safe. (You don't have to worry about hormonal

side effects.) And no other nc^n-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven

more cftective" It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17

million Sponges have been sc^ld.
i r j

Of course, you don't need a prescription tor The Sponge. It can be found

at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the Vpack or convenient

12 'pack.
.

And the Today Sponge is the on\\ conmiceptix'e that comes with someone

to talk to: our 24'hour Tcxiay TilkLine. If you ha\-e any ciuestions. or you're just

wondering if The Sponge is right for vc^i, visit your student health center c^r give

us a call at SOO-U V2 M^. (In California. 800-222-2 M^. I

Finally, vou ha\e the spontaneity' you want and the protection you need. But,

Ix'st o\ all. you ha\e another choice vc^u ne\er had before

^

Tntil Txlav

SAVE n,oo
ON TWO 3.PACKS OR ONE IZ-PACK.

r MNP Good univ on producis designated Consume' Days

c. . . u me tace value oi this coupon plus 8 cents

^-,! , ,'Tiet have complied witti trie terms of out coupon ollei

Tr joofl omy «hen reflecmefl Sy you from a consumer at time ol purchasing

th, iduct Any other use constitutes fraud Redemptions not honored

ih' ,r other outside agencies invoices showing your .

-^

pi,' 'icient stock to cover an coupons must be shown upon

regu.-,' . ijrohihiied laiefl or restricted This coupon is non
f

iransteraDie non assignable non reproducible Cash value i 20th oi i

cent Oder good only m U S A Hedeem by mailing to VLI Cotpoiation

PO Boi 4194 Clinton Iowa 52734

Vaginji .

I

513bW IDQIMD
Offer Fxpm-* V^l/8^

*Cl.n,cal te>ts have concluded th.i. womo v.u. .xr^v. an ..nnual ot1cy.ncr>oss r.,,c ot .s^-)!'.. it 'l^^'v u.sc' the K-d.n s^.n,.e .onMMen.lv

.,nd ...cordins u- laW msrruct.on^ C l^'^a VLI Q-rp Tvl.iv .ind The Sr-nte ..re trademarks o\ \ LI C.^rp

Hypercurricula

S.H.A.B. Student Health

Advisory Board will hold its

second meeting. For in

terested students it is not to

late to join. Come and see

what S.H.A.B. is all about.

5:30 p.m. University Health

Services Rm. 302.

RUN FOR RITTER
ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING A short meeting

to organize the 1985 race.

All proceeds from the race

are donated to Fr. Ritter's

Covenant House, and in

ternational child care

agency. 6:00 p.m. Newman
Center Classroom.

ROSH HASHANA SER
VICES — Services will be

held on Wednesday, Sept.

26 at 7:00 p.m. in the S.U.

Ballroom, followed by a

kiddush. Shana Tova!

INCREASE YOUR
AWARENESS of current

events. Come to the

Peacemaker's meeting and

learn how to become an

active participant in public

education on today's issues.

4

p.m.. SUB 428.

STUDENT CHAPTER
WILDLIFE SOCIETY
MEETING Mark Noepel.

our V.P.. will present a slide

program on the Mt.

Greylock State Reservation

in western Ma.ss. 7:00 p.m.

Rm. 312 Iloldsworth Hall.

THE INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY is

sponsoring a free in-

troductory lecture on the

Transcendental Meditation

Program on Wednesday.

Sept. 26 at 7:30. The lecture

will be held at UMass
Campus Center Rm. 911 15

and is open to the public.

Come find out why over a

million Americans are

practicing the TM technique

daily. For more information,

please call 549 5335.

RETURNED STUDENTS
FROM STUDY ABROAD
There will be an informal

get-together for students

returning from study

abroad. Refreshments. 4 5

p.m. 239 Whitmore,
Internat. Prog, office.

SUPPORT FOR
GRADUATE WOMEN The

Women's Admission and

General Education Support

(WAGES) Program at

Everywoman's Center has a

new component called

Graduate WAGES. This

program will address the

specific needs of graduate

women through support

groups. workshops,
speakers, social events,

resources and advocacy. As

part of its programing.

Graduate WAGES will be

sponsoring a series of

Brown bag lunches, which

will run until December 12,

1984. The informal lunches

will be held every Wed
nesday from noon until 2

p.m. in Campus Center room

805 809, and there will be

occasional speakers. For

more information about any

Graduate WAGES program,

contact Diane G<K)dman at

Everywoman's Center by

calling 545 0883.

ARMENIAN STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION meeting

to discu.ss language class and

picnic. 7:.'J0 (Campus Center

Rm. 803.

BIOCHEMISTRY MAJORS
MEETING Important
meeting for all Biochemistry

Majors will be held Wed
nesday. September 26th at

7:30 p.m. in Room 1634.

Graduate Research Tower
C. Refreshments.

PGA COMING OUT/RAP
GROUP To discuss and
share on issues related to

being gay/lesbian/bisexual.

7:30 p.m.. PGA office. 413

Student Union.

ISRAELI FOLKDANCING
There will be NO Israeli

folkdancing on Wednesday,

Sept. 26th. (Next meeting

time is Wednesday, Oct. 3.)

PGA SOCIAL/COFFEE
HOUSE Middle of-the week
social get-together.
Sociability and relaxation

for gays/lesbians/bisexuals.

Refreshments. 3-5:30 p.m.

Check Campus Center
schedule for room number.

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

549-1555

Evening classes

10-week courses

starting Oct. 1

Ballet, Jazz,

Modern Dance
course fee; $50.00

Registration fee; $2.

Phone to Register

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

^ Seniors - Juniors ^
^ Thinking about Graduate School? ^

¥
¥
¥

Why? If? When? How? ¥
Come in for help ¥

Pre-Graduate Advising Office ¥
CASIAC - Machmer E-27C ¥

For appointments call 545-2191 ^

Black Affairs
>X'X-:v:v:v:vXv:-:vX-:-Xv:vv.:.x.:.:.:.x.:.:.:.w^ ••••••*•• ,".•'••••'••••• • •• • < I •*• • ••••*••#•#••••••< ••••••••••f»«t*<

JS conference to

discuss recruitment
By JOHN YONCE and YADIRA A. BETANCES

Collegian Staff

A seminar attempting to define goals to encourage
minority participation in journalism from the high school

level to the newsroom level will be held at the University

of Massachusetts starting today.

Editors and writers from several nationally known
newspapers are scheduled to address tKe seminar, in

eluding Thomas Winship, editor of The Boston Globe,, and
Angela Dodson, a New York Times copy editor.

The seminar is sponsored by the American Society of

News paper editors and the Journalism and the Afro-

American Studies departments at UMass.
James Boylan, chairman of the Journalism Studies

department at UMass said the ASNE set a goal of reaching

an appropriate level of minority in journalism, but there

hasn't been much progress since 1968.

He said there has been substantial obstacles in entering

the field, and although editors have a "desire to do better,

they don't know how."

Boylan said the conference will be a "frank disicussion"

between guests and editors to discuss problems of

recruitment and to find solutions.

There's been a lot of interest in why minorities have been

slow to enter and stay in the profession," Boylan said.

Organizers of the conference hope it will better educate

editors on the recruitment problem and to encourage a

more active recruiting process and education and career

development, Boylan said

This is the first seminar of its type held at UMass, ac-

cording to Boylan. The seminar is also the first regional

seminar in a series held around the nation. UMass was
selected for this seminar, Boylan said, for its location and

its "strong journalism program".

Registration is from 4-6 p.m. Wednesday for the seminar,

which ends with a mini-job fair Friday from 2-5 p.m.

Commentary

Sweet Honey in the Rock, a quintet of Black women
singers will perform at Green Hall at Smith College on

Sunday at 3 p.m.

Sweet Honey, last seen in the Pioneer Valley February

of 1982, is nationally known for their committment to

using music as a tool effect change.

They are also known as some of the few women singing

acapella and as one of the few groups still singing the call

and response music that provided the basis for almost all

Afro American sounds.

Tickets for the concert are $7 general admission, $9

contributing and $5 over 60/6 14, and are available in

Northampton at Country Comfort, Guild Art Center,

Amherst: P'ood for Thought Books, F'or the Record

(Faces), Every woman's Center (UMass); Greenfield

World Eye Books; Springfield: Main Music; Brattleboro,

Maple Leaf Music; Hartford: Reader's Feast

Bookstore/Cafe; Fittsfield Women's Services Center

By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Correspondent

As a member of the Black community at the University ot

Massachusetts. I feel that the loss of hours of the Black

programming on WMUA is a kick in the head!

There are very few radio stations in the Amherst area

which serve the minority community. The Black Mass

('ommunications Project (BMCP) is the only place where

black people can turn to listen to the kind of music that we

want to hear.

Now they are slowly being phased out by WMUA for

"lack of diversity". I suppose reggae, funk, jazz, blues, and

gospel all sound the same, just like all black people look tht

same, right'.'

1 have two questions to ask WMUA. First, what is urban

contemporary music. According to them it's singers like

Chaka Khan. Funny. I always thought that she was a

rhythm and blues singer. Not only are they trying to phase

us out. but they're even trying to re-name our music!

Second question. What is "white" funk? I read in a recent

issue of the Collegian that someone on the staff wanted to

hear some "white" funk. That makes two of us because I

never heard of it! In fact, I seriously doubt that it even

exists!

WMUA contends that we can tune into other stations to

hear our kind of music. Wrong! We cannot tune into other

stations because we cannot receive any of the other college

stations (WTCC. WAIC. WSCB) because their frequencies

don't range this far and many of the commercial stations

play a very limited amount of black music.

I feel that the decision to not let BMCP disc jockeys play

jazz music is totally ridiculous! After all. jazz is truly the

music of black America and most Black music is ba.sed upon

its roots! What I find even more ridiculous is the fact that

blues is in a separate category. Blues is part of the name of

our music, you know rhythm and blues. Therefore,

wouldn't it make more sense to include it with BMCP's
format?

The sooner WMUA gets off their high horse and start

trying to work with the members of BMCP instead of

against them, the sooner this conflict will be resolved.

Q

MllPMENT
Racquetball Racquets

[
.\ Racquetball Balls

V^- Racquetball Gloves

'^f^^ Racquetball Glasses

Also available

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

Headbands
Wristbands

Whittles

I

I

V

Tennis Accessories

Basketball, Soccer

FoottMll, Baseball

Frisbees,

Swimming Accessories

Open M F 9-5

Sat 11-4 ^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

•*v.fc>.«
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"Bellini" Streamline'^ the menswear

look to suit a woman. This smooth,

all leather oxford comes in grey,

taupe, natural, black and navy.

V

/

Wkldes
-inePrint

Resumes
Typesetting

Flyers

Thesis Copies

E N LARG EM E N TS/reductions

Quality

Amherst
1 Boltwood Walk

256-0148

Come Out and See (or compete in) the

LIP-SYNC CONTEST
Tonite At

IA^2^
over the next 5 weeks!

Wednesday thru Saturday

An Affair to Remember
with Gary Grant

Desk Set

with Hepburn and Tracy

- Along With -

'CLASSICS NIGHT"
The Most Popular Dance Music

from the last 5 years!

D.J. Mike Kane

MASS APPHOVEO
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$' ,95

N

nd

over
Amherst 256-8284

Includes Mounting-

plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Fu// Service Tire Store

78 SuTKlerland Rd.. No Amherst, MA
Across trom Walroba s Store

549-4704

Changes,

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^ ^ ^Monday Thursday 8 45 3:45 • Friday 8.45 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dncount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phof>e number free

PERSONALIZED
STYLE^HAmCUTS

i $7.00
I

(with this coupon) I

I $10.00 with Shampoo

I
and Blow Dry

I

$11.50 Long Hair j

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 9/30/84

Styles by Deborah
jfs Unive-sitv Diive

Amheist MA 648 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

ADVERTISING

AdvsrtiM FREE in the RIVER VALLtV AD
Adverttae Hems you want to sell or buy Call

532 9498

APPLE COMPUTER
FOR RENT

Appi* H 8V8il8t>te tor J2S0 or bmt offer for

this semester Pascal ts included Call

266 1841 Ask tor Ruthie

AUTO FOR SALE

For the best In dance muaic call 5 College

Sound 586 0246 or 586 7689

UMASS SKI CLUB
Information Meetings Sept 24. 500 pm in

Public Health Aud, Sept. 26, 4;00pm in CC
Rm 917 and at 700 pm Hamden OC Join

now and be part of the tradition

'

Eckankar prasertta • Ancient Science of

Soul Travel seminar series W 9 26 & 10 3

9-9 PM Hampshire College Franklin Patter

son BIdg. East lecture hall

FOR RENT

BIcycIa Columbia woman'a 3 apaad

good condition »66 or BO 549-7671

Mopad brand now only 500 mi exceiler^t

cornWion 263-9418 Brian eve

FOUND

Qiria YMCA Jackat Orchard Hill area can

be claimed at Fiaher Lab or call 54fr2268 ask

for Ron

Found^iadTaa watch in Grad Tower 9/19

caM 6-6602

Dociga cuatomliad Van "77 engine in gd

running order cstm mt call 549-4892

1978 Dataun 710 run» waM, body fair »800

584 5884 evenings

1973 Super Baatia enc cond in/out.

Rebuilt engine, radials, heater, very depan

dable (1500 call evens/weekends 5862192

keep trying

1971 Chawalla Mallbu runs good need*

some body work MOO,TO call 54» 1629

74 Musung excellent condition 73000m

• 1100 call 549-4716^ __^
lil74 fovoMrCorolla Wagon • runa, »1fiO,

call 266-1421

Rafrigarator Rental 2 cublic ft R & P

Package Store free deliverv 263 9742

1 bdrm [n Puffton starting f^ov 1 318 per

month call 549-4716 __^
One and two bedroom apt*. On bus route

cats okav AH utilities included Wmsburg
268 3624 584 3096

2 badrooms in 6 br houaa Oct 1 thru Aug

86 on bus rt Echo Hill rent 166 + aah for Jay

2S3 9824 eves, waakandt

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Tha iMt racruHmaitt maating ia this

Wadnaaday 7:00 pm in CC Rm 917 credit

availabla. Coma find out mora'

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Raek-A

Video entenainmant gtant 10 af>d 15 foot

acraans for dornrw and Greeks "MTV
vtdao muaic call 649-7144

Rack A Disc Rack A VIdao anttrtain

meni guaranteed events for Oiac Jockeys,

Bands sod Video CaM 549-7 144

WICkED AND WILD^DJa audio and

viaual sntartaHwnani for Itia 80's S04-6712

2 Dead TIckata Hartford. Mon Oct. 16

good seats section 102 46» for pair 263 5607

keep trying

COIUpUTER TERMINAL for sale DEC
VT56 with hardcopy option Like new Very

good buy, M76I1 549 6994

Bicycle 20" Panaaonic 10 spaed 26 lbs

higli ter»aile tubing »136 549^180

Brand ni»r 3000 aaHaa RAL apMkara
never uaad totally crankable »300 or beat of-

fer 649-6361

Show so«<> ***** *'^*^ ' Qu'lilY screen

printed BEER LOVERS T SNn Molaon,

Mooaahaad. St. Paul! Girl, or Kronanbourg

»7 60 pkis »1.50 shipptng and handltng

Satiafaction quarantead Include sua BEER
LOVERS GRAPHICS, 8 Clanon Court,

Nawark. DE 1 9713

Rafrigarator. dorm sua. •SO/BO kitchen

table, formtea top. *20/BO: call 266^)083.

keep trvir>g

Part-tlma )oba • perfect for studantsi Get

experience, get paid for political work

Hazardous waste clean up, energy issues

voter education Mass Fair Share is building

8 part time staff in public education and fun

draising. Hours 5-10 PM Flexible schedule

»eO »120^wk CallJ86-8713^

Enthuaiaatic Studanta to apply Asat to

the Speaker Student Senate Work on

student 'campus /social issues Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necaaaary 10

hrs /wk., »3.36/hr For nwre detaHs call

546-0341 Pick-up applications in rm 420

SUB Application deadline Oct 1, 400 pm
SGA is an AA/EOE

fhe^udant Canter for Educational

Research and Advocacy is hiring

undergrads to learm political organizing &
student interest reaeerch skills. SCERA also

has positions for a wnter/ editor, reaource

center staff person and for the anti racism

team 10 hrs/wk, »3.36/hr Vl/ork study b
non work study Applications •' «'

fi".
dent Union Applications due 9/26 SCERA

is an AA EEC employer^

Audlto7 rtaadad. SGA Treaaurer s Office

must be able to analyze and "PPN '«:i™r'*
information. 10-16 hrs/wk, »3 36/hr

Workstudv or noo-workatudy. Applications

m 407 Student Union Building. Daadkna

September 27 at noon. AA/EOE

Exotic Dancer*^wanted full or pert time 4

to 12 tal 247 6662

Newspaper Dallvarara r>oadad on cam-
pus. No car neceaaary Good pay 7 days a

week 1 hour/dey Call evenings 263-7009

Qroundfloor opportunity relieble, am
bitious salespersons wanted for home party

plan Anractive pay scale »50 t)onus possi-

ble 266 8005

AIDE 3 day week. Mor>day. Wadnaaday.
Friday, to work in educational /vocational

program with moderately disabled

teenagers Challenging and inspinng work

tor the right person Pysch. education ex

perience preferred

AIDES - Full-time part time, for a full range

of Special Education Programs in South

Hadley/Granby area

SUBSTITUTES for programs. High

School diploma minimum, experience

desirable, 925 00 day.

Send resume and cover letter to Ad-

ministrator of Special Education 36 Hsdiey

Street, South Hadley. MA 01076 AA/EOE

Artiat needed for Southwest Assembly,

average 5 hrs/wk. Apply now 546-0960

Worit -study position availabla, for

Secretary /Typist of SWAG. 8 hrs'virk, App
ly NOW' 546-0960

Drivers wanted at PInocchlo'a. W.^/hr.

Apply in paraon for details. 1177 N. Plea-

sant.

RushI Oct. 1st Bar B-Qua 5 PM call

256-6874 for more info.

RABBrr

LOST

Free dwarf bunny, very cute, quiet, and

litter trained He needs a good home. Call.

•ftar 4:00, 546-9366

Cap B'*y •'••*» Twaad lost Wednesday
please return to Mariane 546 6300 or lost

and found

Raward *2B for information resulting in

r^urn of stolen mobile parking decal

f,i0020. need license plate I and make of car

displaying this decal 584 6670 eves

tlOO 00 Reward Stolen JCayak yellow

with UMOC b serial No, WEM50830983
NOA call 648-0148 _____^__

MOTORCYCLES

«80. REWARD

Blue Icelandic Wool Swaatar. Hand-knit

Lost 9/18 on campus. Restore my faith in

humanity Call 6-4809/5-2034/6-4800

ROOMMATE WANTED

One maatarbedroom In house pnvate

bath want two people » 1*7/month each

plus heat two milea from campus 263-9«Z

197S Honda CBSaOT 18800 milas, recent

tuneup, new tires, chain, battery last year.

$476/80 549^)437

SERVICES

PERSONALS

DO YOU WANT YOUR YEARBOOK?
Support the INDEX or you will not heve

onel
Stop by 103 CC or call 646-0048

Let the SQA know your opinioni

ATTENTION STUDENTS For all your typ

ing and word processing needs - term

papers, dissertations, resumes, etc - call

Elite Business Services 783-1732

TYPTnQ Southvvwjt'
'~

48 hr notice re

quired. »3/p«ge call Lisa 6-8366 after 6 pm

TRAVEL

Part-time Bartender end weltressae

wented evenings and weekends Apply in

person Northampton Bowl.

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Baaic Automobile

Workshop. 28 hour* including daaaroom

ar>d shop. Limited enrollment 263 2088

lam looking for a Spanlah Tutor who

woukj bo willing to wort vnth mo one night

a week for 2 hours (»5 an hourl and tutor me
m Conversation Spaniah Pleaae call

253 9*14 —^ for Dera

IOTA QAMMA UPSILON

|i«vHM aN UnlwwaMv Woman to Opao

Patrick I love you so much. Thsnk you

for always being there even though you are

far away. (Someday.! Love, Tracy

Congriitulatlono Lynne and Erin I A new
addKion to the Doyte family Megan will sure

have slot of Aunts' Love. "Us"

To the guy In tha yetlow end white

rugby: (at Barsie* Friday nightl so wtiat if

you aren't on the swimteam I still think

you're cooill Lets meet ogten?i From the girt

in white pants and beige sweater PS
Answer hrough tt<e persoriat*

katfiv Moynlhan Have a great 21»t We
love you Mary Clair*. Janet, Und*. and

Stacay

HAPTV SIRTHDAV CHANUE ORCELV

Montraei Weekend Party Nov 2 4 *68. In-

cludes RT tranaportation from your campus.
3 days 2 nights hotel in DT Montreal

welcome party all taxes ar>d tip* drinking

age is 18 optional Bruirra Montreal ticketa

call today Eric 549-6017

WANTED
~~

Famala to ahara
Townahoua* caN

badrtMm In

WANTED TO RENT

Looking lor apartment: Towr>ehou**,
Brandywit>e. Puffton arees baoir>nir>g Spr-

ing 86 semester Will pay generously to take

over laaae. Call 646-9756 or 546-8487
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Underfoot by Joe Bradbury

Ht^l flY R?PLV.flT»ON

TO UnflSS &0T RCCEPTEOy

G-REftT\...1 THINK

/

ftNO 1 GOT ft SPORTS
^ SCHOLfttVSmP

ViHRT...10y!l

\i -

WELL, WHERE IT SftIO

"SPECIAL C0NS»0ERRT«0N5*

I WROTE "RTMLETIC'

INSTERO OF 'OXSLEKVC"

Gorde by Gorde

The Lab by Law

^EG^Ei coMC Meat
'quick' a branp NEWJ

PI^COVeRX!

fBY POTTING ON TWO
PAIRS OF 3-P GUASb^S,

UOU CAN S££ INTO TMCj

\ Sixth PiMENSioNil

fiC><^^

fWOW? PR. ^NAKta.^
THE WORtP WlLt Be
AMAZED! /^f^OQfL

PRJZE !

Yeasthead Jason Talerman

Ultra Mass by E.L.M.

fh.-i (i :5obnnL^|l^you htf^y^tnl he(kri about

happt^'»^4 ,n -5oo+>7uJ<6'
5c.oo|P a f^rti - |.^

'4nce, y.bcrA

for i»>)€

(To / 1 «^ I a n

.

he v<fM riAS^y €vCiot^

Ui'^ iaKi 0. lookoifit ne>yj^^

J-f 5Q.tr-)t> t^t infamoo^

a'l -Pra+oroc^ic^ 1^ tHf arpo.

outo-f hoo6€ 0^^ hornt,

das^rci^e S the. dar<i£.

Tloor a.+ ^vii\r\ ^yAO'i

i

.^S^Sv
I i^

fhiA ripofiar Has

hio^rd the. runor5
tho<t ihirt tAja.6 o<

Q uest ion IS.

Where.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUULE

ACROSS
1 Sound from the

nest

5 Inner circle

group
10 CitySSEol

Belgrade
13 Wings
14 Island in the

Firth ol Clyde

15 Partner of call

16 Form of

Elizabeth

17 Failed to attend

19 Principal street

21 Atlantic beach
22 Moon goddess
23 Ot bees
25 Atlantic beach
28 Pacific beach
32 Brit dance org

33 Memtiers ol the

clergy

35 Black, in Pans
36 Greeted the day
38 Scuttle

39 Forwards
40 but the

brave '

41 Actor Mitchum
43 Compass point

44 Baker, at times

46 French painter

and family

46 Slip of the pen
50 Growl
51 Spanish
54 Atlantic beach
56 Almost all

60 Fein

61 Der
Adenauer

62 Commotions
63 Author Bagnold
64 Place

65 British guns
66 NCO's

DOWN
1 Atlantic tMach
2 Famodpon
name

3 Simple
4 Gal|«ry or

bultpr

5 Chestnut Sp

41 Breakldsl. 53 Women's rights

lunch advocate

and dinner Lucretia

42 Go 56 Do a

backwards Tuesday

45 JuneVIPs chore

47 Increases 56 Monogram
49 Dodge features Abbr

51 ' .poor 57 Conjunctions

Yorick'' 59 Pungent

52 Vex

l':4liled by Trude Michel Jaffe

6 Comedian
Johnson

7 Broadway
ollering

6 Bolger

9 Hattieldsand

McCoys,
tor example

10 Salamander
11 Ending with

myth or poet

12 One ol the

Hebrides

15 Without excep
tion

18 Pair

20 Sound in the

night

24 Groups of

lions

25 Quaffed

26 Biblical brother

27 Loathes
29 Unproductive

30 Verbal contrac

tion

31 Soho steeds

34 Short haircut

37 Path of a
cruise ship

39 Smarted

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Beginning
in this newspaper.
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DC Menu

LUNCH
Country Broil Sandwich

Royal Zucchini Beef

Parmesan

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Carrot, Broccoli,

Cauliflower Quiche

DINNER
Beef Stew

Mushroom-Pepperoni Pizza

BASICS DINNER
Sauteed Tofu and Snow Peas

Mushroom Pizza

'••^'^•^
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Women
hooters

take on
Brown
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's

soccer coach Kalekeni Banda hopes that

the Minutemen have learned some lessons

from last weekend's Cortland State tour-

nament.
In the tournament, UMass learned the

value of good defense as they saw 2-0 leads

disappear in two games and result in 2-2

ties.

"We learned a good lesson," Banda said.

"We have some good offense but we need

to understand that we have to switch gears

and think defense."

Massachusetts faces Brown, 10th ranked

nationally and ranked third in New
England, tonight at 7 pm at Stevenson

Field in Providence.

"We are a better team than we were last

year," Banda said. "But we haven't proved

it yet on the field."

UMass, dropped to third in the country

but is still ranJted first in New England

over UConn and Brown. North Carolina

and UConn rank ahead of the Minutemen

in the national poll.

UMass tied California-Berkley and

William and Mary 2-2 last weekend. "We
were waiting for them tt) make mistakes in-

stead of going at them and forcing them Ui

make a mistake," Banda said.

"There is no need to panic." he added.

The Minutemen, 3-0-2, face an

undefeate<i Bruin team that is led by

sophomore Lynn Marinello with six goals,

-"eshmar. Rae Steiger has scored three

goals for Brown, who has defeated Holy

Cross (3-0), UNH (3-0) and Yale (5-0). All

are unranked.

"Brown is always solid and clever," Ban-

aa said. "They are well-coached and have

an experienced team. We had a close game
with them last year in the playoffs.

UMass outshot Brown 10-9 and won 1-0

in the NCAA quarter-finals.

Freshman Jolie DePauw leads UMass
with five goals, one assist for 11 points.

Kristen Bowsher had added three goals

while senior co-captain Lori Stukes has ad-

ded two goals.

Banda said he would announce today who
his starting goalie would be. Sophomores

Jeanne Paul and Lisa Ellis are competing

for the starting slot.

"We'll go with one goalie as long as she

can go," Banda said. "We'll try it and see

how it works."

UMass will also be shooting for Banda'

s

first win in Providence. The Minutemen

have never won there in Banda' s five years

as coach.

"We have to make sure we don't let the

teams have a second chance. W'e want to

keep the upper hand."

Improving
men face
powerful

Providence

Ws been a long time...

Chicago cubs pitcher Rick Sutcliffe, right, is hugged by catcher Jody

Davis as third baseman Ron Cey moves in after the Cubs beat the

Pirates 4-1 to clinch the National League East Championship.

Minutemen's revenge

:

Spikers host Holy Cross

UMass vs. Brown
When: today at 7:00 pm.

Where: Stevenson Field, Providence

Records: UM: 3-0-2, B: 3-0-0

Injuries: UM and B: none

La«l season: UMass, 3-0 over Brown

By RCXiER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Consistency and intensity.

This has been a familiar tune for the

University of Massachusetts yolleyball

team. The spikers, 8-4 on the season, face

Holy Cross tonight at 7 p.m. at NOPE.
The Minutemen hope to continue produc-

ing the consistency and intensity that has

made them one of the top Division II teams

in the Northeast.

UMass is coming off a so-so weekend at

the Central Connecticut State volleyball

tournament where they t(K>k third, not-

ching a 3-2 record.

"If we can serve and pass as well as we
did over the weekend, we should be okay,"

coach Elaine Sortino said.

"If we can serve and pass as well as we
did over the weekend, we should be okay,"

coach Elaine Sortino said.

"We have been playing pretty well, but

we still have work to do." Sortino said.

No one player stands out on this club.

The Minutemen have used almost everyone

this season and everyone has contributed.

"Everyone is playing well," said Sortino.

"Patti and Susie Grant are setting good

matches and Marcy (Guiliotis) and Sarah

(Ryan) are playing well in the middle."

Sortino was quick to praise the progress

of Guiliotis, a freshman.

"A lot of pressure was put on her," said

Sortino. "But she had really come along,

both, in her hitting and her blocking."

The spikers have also been getting a lot

of offense from junior Sally Maher and An-

nie Ringjose. The big hitter, through this

season has been Maher.

"Sally hits about 60 percent of the balls,

usually," Sortino said.

But with the play Ringrose, Ryan, and

Guiliotis, and junior Leslie Smith have been

exhibiting, that c.iuld change, Sortino said.

Massachusetts will also be counting on

the serves and defense of Mickey Barys,

Tina Morello, and Debbie Cole, who has

been a sparkplug for UMass all season.

Sortino's game plan won't change from

the previous matches.

"Serve, pass and play defense. That's all

we have to do, but we have to do it well,"

said Sortino.

Game time is scheduled for 7 p.m.

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

W^en a coach and his team scans their

schedule in the pre-season, some games

just seem to jump right off the paper.

For the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team, such games typically in-

clude Boston University, whom UMass

blanked 1-0 ealier this season, and the

University of Connecticut, the best known

squad in New England and the 1981 Na-

tional Champions.

Today's opponent. Providence College

(3:30 p.m. at Providence), also belongs into

the category of long-awaited rivals. The

Friars, presently 4-0, are the defending

New England champions, and this week

are the number two ranked team in the six-

state region. UMass, unranked before the

season, is currently fourth with a slate of

3-1-2.

However, to achieve their unblemished

record, the Friars have beaten up on four

Division II schools, including Assumption,

Bryant, lona, and Manhattan. But such ex-

ercises are commonplace for Providence,

who played only six Division I opponents in

1983, including UConn, who they beat pro-

mpting their top status, and UMass, who
fell 1-0.

For the Minutemen, coach Jeff Gettler is

optimistic this year will produce a different

result, noting PC's weak schedule.

"We're going to be the best team they've

played yet," said the third year coach.

"And hopefully they won't be prepared for

that, whereas we've played three quality

teams (BU, Rutgers, and North Carolina-

Grensboro). So, we're more than prepared

to play a team like Providence."

The Friars employ a quick strike attack

that virtually ignores the midfielders and is

perfectly suited for their small field (100

yards x 60; as opposed to Boyden's size of

120 X 75). L©ng passes from the fullbacks

and booming punts from the goalie are the

prime methods used to get the ball to the

forward line.

In other words, they go for the bomb on

every down.
UM plans to counter this strategy by

starting three forwards, three midfielders

and four fullbacks as opposed to the usual

2-4-4 alignment.

"We don't want our midfielders caught

in the middle when the ball's going over

back all the time," said (Pettier. By playing

that third forward, it should, by theory,

give us more of an offensive attack. Also,

there's no sense putting a lot of your

players to midfield if they're going to

bypass them."

Another reason for the new alignment is

that two starting midfielders. Matt

Gushing and Tom Uschok, are hurting.

Uschok will probably play, but Cushing's

status is questionable.

Houk resigns from Red Sox
BOSTON (AP) Ralph
Houk, the dean of major
league baseball managers,
retired Tuesday after four

years as field boss of the

Boston Red Sox.

Houk. who turned 65 last

month, announced he was

stepping down al u ni'ws

conference just two hours

before a game with the

Toronto Blue Jays. "I don't

think it comes as any sur

prise. I've made the

decision to retire from

managing," Houk said. "It's

bfen a real tough decision to

make because I've enjoyed it

the four years I've been

here

.

But, he added, "I'm getting

to the age it gets tougher

every year to travel... It's

getting harder on my
family."

UMass vs. Providence

When: Today at 3:30

Where: at Providence College

Records: UM: 3-1-2, PC: 4-0-0

Injuries: UM: Midfielder Matt Gushing is

questionable, midfielder Tom Suchok is

probable. PC: none.

sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:

Women's Soccer: at Brown, 7 pm.
Men's Soccer: at Providence, 3:30 pm.

Volleyball: Holy Cross, 7 pm at NOPE Gym

pro scores

White Sox 8. Twins 1

Yankees 6, Baltimore 5

Boston 14, Toronto 5

Royals 6, Angels 5 (12)
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TUBA TUNES-Todd Campbell, a 1986 muBic major. Five College Or-

chestra and Jazz Ensemble member, practices in the Old Chapel

Wednesday.

Provost O'Brien encourages

*university-wide' discussion
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Staff

Administrative stability, communication,

a sense of direction and movement.

Such are the concerns of University of

Massachusetts staff and faculty in regard

to the new provost and first executive vice

chancellor, Richard O'Brien, who has spent

his three weeks on campus meeting with

community members.
Coming from the University of

Rochester, a private school where

bureaucracy is more "centralized,"

O'Brien will spend his first semester get-

ting to know the people and policies that

make up the University before con-

templating any changes in the spring.

"I see a degree of optimism and buoyan-

cy about the place," he said in an interview

yesterday. "The Legislature has taken a

greater interest in higher education, the

faculty has some very distinguished people

and the student- body is getting better

every year. This is not one of the (best)

state universities in the country and there's

no reason it shouldn't be- there's a spirit

and willingness on every level."

O'Brien is the first permanent ad-

ministrator to fill the position of provost

since Loren Baritz formally vacated that

office in June, of 1983. His appointment

follows two searches and the installation of

two acting provosts.

O'Brien's duties as provost, the chief

academic officer on campus, include

overseeing all programs, faculty promo-

tions, and resource allocations among the

University's eight colleges.

Executive vice chancellor is a new title

with more authority than accompanied the

former vice chancellor for academic affairs

title and gives O'Brien responsibility for all

internal affairs.

collegian photo by Michelle SegmJI

Provost Richard O'Brien

Student Senate vetoes
funding ineligibilities
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

A controversial motion which would have
barred funding to "sexual preference"

groups was voted down last night in the

Undergraduate Student Senate after about

an hour of debate.
During the vote discussion. Senate

speaker Chris Sullivan called many
senators out of order, including budget
committee member Michael Oduro, co-

sponsor of the original motion to stop fun-

ding from the Student Activities Trust

Frund (SATF) to the People's Gay Alliance

(PGA), the Lesbian Union (LU), and a gay
awareness counseling group.

Oduro briefly explained his reasons why
these groups should not receive money,
saying that as a student, he is at the univer-

sity to "get an education, and if we support

sexual preference groups, we should also

support academic groups." Orduro said

Tuesday these groups included the Accoun-
ting Association and the Communications
Club. Sullivan responded that academic

groups "usually come together for a

specific reason other than to educate" and
that the SATF supports gay/lesbian

awareness groups because they counsel

and sponsor workshops designed to

educate both homosexuals and heterosex-

uals." PGA and Lesbian Union have been
funded for 15 years.
Before the senate vote to "rescind and

expunge" the Budget Committee action,

Oduro made a motion calling for a referen-

dum which would make ttiis issue open to

the entire student body.
Sullivan overturned the proposal because

"it may be seen as a fortn of harassment"
by PGA and LU.
PGA member Dave CAmey addressed

the senate and received Iwo standing ova-

tions, the second after he said that in the

"last three days, 15 years of work by gay
and lesbian groups have been taken out of

out hands and held open for public debate."

'i:W:WxW:':-A'>:%W:W>Xv>;:W:WxW:¥

"Let us not have this SGA be party to

such overwhelming ignorance"-Stax^ey

Roth, a Brown Hotise student senator

i>.«.».».".».«."." :•»:•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•

Stacy Roth, a senator frbm Brown, said

that gays and lesbians "represent a real

and necessary part of the campus com-
munity and the international community,"
and urged the senate to vote down the mo-
tion. "Letusnothave this SGA be party to

such overwhelming ignorance," she said.

Oduro told the senate that he is not pre-

judiced towards gays, but that other

groups should receive funds if sexual

preference groups are to continue receiv-

ing SATF money. "I'm not prejudice,

because being black I know a lot about pre-

judice," Oduro said.

Carney said that he believed the motion

was "born of ignorance, and proposes

more than a cut in funding- it presents a

barrier to so-called 'sexual preference

groups.'''

INDEX recieves grant and
loan from Student Senators
By BOB BURGtSS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night unanimously approved a combination

grant/loan to the University of

Massachusetts yearbook staff after

guarantees were made by the Index editor-

in-chief that the loan portion would be

repaid, and undistributed editions sold.

The approval to grant $10,000 and to loan

another $10,000 to the Index staff puts to

rest an issue which has been before the

senate since last spring, when it was an

nounced that the 1984 85 Student
Government Association (SGA) budget

allocated only $16,000 for the yearbook.

The editor-in chief at that time, Kevin

Fachetti, had requested a total of $36,000.

The $20,000 approved by the senate last

night will come from the SGA's emergency

deficit liquidation account.

Index's new editor, Cindy Orlowski, said

she was "excited" by the vote because it

gives her staff necessary money to begin

work on the 1985 edition.

Last night, in front of the senate, Orlowski

outlined her plan to sell 1982-84 Index

copies.

'We plan to begin selling the '82 and '83

editions at the football game this Saturday.

l'h« 82 book will be $3 and the 83 wui oe

$4.' Orlowski explained that the editions of

Index from '82 84 will be on sale next week

at a table in the Campus Center. She said

the '84 book, which will co.st $6 is expected

to arrive Monday.
Orlowski said she hopes the .sales of about

6.000 unsold yearbooks will help pay back

the SGA loan.

Budget Committee chairman Joseph

Sparks said last night he is "skeptical"

about Index's ability to pay back the loan

because so many copies remain unsold. "To

me, the whole idea of a yearbook is to have

it come out when you graduate... what good

is it coming out in September or

October?"Sparks said.

According to Orlowski, the 1982 Index

came out in April 1983, the 1983 edition was

ready two weeks ago, and the '84 edition

will arrive on Monday.

Inside:

Newspapers lack minority reporters P'3

William Spain on the need to vote p.€

Soccer smites Providence with goal p. 12

'^The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in

rrKymmts of comfort and convenience, but where he stands at

times of challenge and controversy.

"

'Martin Luther King, Jr.

f
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"^ EXCITING 1984 J
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MINUTEMAN FOOTBALL
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Saturday. September 29th

j

^ Fun • Color • Excitment

y^

y^

*
y^

y^
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y^
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• Outstanding

Collegiate Football

• The Powerful

and Entertaining

Marching Band!

A Great Tailgate!

Great Entertainment

Beautiful Alumni Stadium

1:30 P.M. Kickoff

UMASS vs.

NORTHEASTERN
HUSKIES

NORTHEASTERN HUSKIES
This contest with our intrastate foe should

be hard fought from the opening kick-oft.

When Coach Pawlak brings the Huskies to

Amherst, a sensational afternoon of foot-

ball is in store for the teams and fans. You II

want to be there to catch all the action.

Purchase Tickets at the

UMass Athletic Office or

at the Stadium on game day:

Reserved tickets. . .$6.

Unreserved. . .$5.

Children (14 & under). . .$3.

y^

y^

y^

y^

yir

y^

y^

^
y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^
Call Ticket Office for Group Rates

ass Student with valid ID - no charge (4i3) 545-O810

CORNER STORE

Steamed Hot Dogs

_
i«

With this ad and purchase of

«!>. IPAny CASE '^BEER!
OFFER GOOD THROUGH OCT 14

Got the munchies?

Columbo
Yogurt (^> "

3/99 "'•lldBMrf TOU*'

Rt. 116, Sunderiand %%t)
Mobil- OPEN 24 HOURS

79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-3442

\
* Over 150 imported cheeses

\
* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans

\
* Bulk teas

^ Freshly baked croissants & pastries
" Fresh pasta

* Party travs^
* SPECIAL *

French Roast Beans $4.99 lb

Fresh Peanut Butter 99* lb

New York Cheddar $4.19 lb

Coffee tasting Saturday 10 am to 1 pm
Hours: Daily 9:30-6:00; Sunday 9:00-1:00
r**.^**'.^^*

M.(HH)Qt(H>IKIQgPOI>

./&^\

^

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

549-1555

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

mwmmmm

Evening classes

10-week courses

starting Oct. 1

Ballet, Jazz,

Modern Dance
course fee; $50.00

Registration fee; $2.

Phone to Register !

Vii^^ifijmmj»fimmm^Lwnimmjtnu*u»iiiJitiimjff<v

Today is

Edward
W.

Millette IIFs

(TED)
Birthday

Please give him a call and

wish him a Happy Birthday

253-7985

if •VMin rr«^nwn rrwn ''«•'"*«^*^ r»w(irr»>n rr«Yi rr,Sti ff«Yi r»ati rr*i' n, <i '*«i T«r vaT-^aff«-

Tonight! 7-1 AM
99*^ Schnapps Shots

12 kinds to choose from
including new Choco-mint,

Strawberry, Apple and
Dr. McGillicuddy's

*^t ^^ ^^ ^^ -ilr ^0 ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^|»
^p ^P ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^p ^^ ^* ^^ ^^ ^p ^p ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

Come Play

Crazy Georges'
Trivia Contest

for Drinks and Laughs
RT. 9, HADLEY
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Media lacks minorities

t olleffiaii phoUi liy Mirhell* Seftall

LINEMEN-Gary Wood and Stan Skarupski of Goodless Electric Co.,

Socinsfield. replacing a broken electric line Wednesday.

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The lack of black and minority jour-

nalists limits the scope of reporting in

even the best American newspapers,

and as a result the public is not fully in-

formed of events around the world or

in their own neighborhoods, a Pulitzer

Prize-winning editor said in a speech

in the Campus Center last night.

Les Payne, national editor of Hews-

day and a national and international

reporter for that newspaper, made the

keynote address for the conference

"Finding Minority Journalists For the

1990s" that continues through tomor-

row in the Campus Center.

"Journalism is lagging behind other

fields," in minority hiring and promo-

tion, Payne said. "It is vital that these

numbers be increased in order to save

journalism."

Blacks and other minorities are the

greatest influence on American music,

many of the nation's greatest athletes

are blacks, and blacks and minorities

are elected into political leadership

roles at an increasing rate. Yet there

are no black reporters or editors on

two-thirds of American newspapers,

Payne said.

As a result, journalism "fulfills by

and large the white American's right

to know," and neglects the rest of the

population, Payne said.

Payne, who won a Pulitzer Prize for

his series "The Heroin Trail" in the

early 70s, and who was nominated for

another Pulitzer for his 1978 reports

from the black Soweto slums in South

Africa, said American journalism is

"in very dire straits in terms of

domestic reporting," and suffers from

a "woeful lack of accurate

reporting...from abroad."

Of the more than 170 foreign cor-

respondents fielded by the New York

Times, the Los Angeles Times and the

Wall Street Jmimal, none are black,

Payne said.

In Third World countries, these

white reporters are sealed off "from

what's going on so the American

public doesn't know what's going on,"

he said. And black neighborhoods in

New York City don't get covered

because white reporters "sit around

city halls talking to each other" in-

stead of going out into the community,

he said.

Thirty to 40 editors, publishers,

reporters and journalism professors

from the northeast are expected to at-

tend the conference. Students from

the area and from Howard University

will also come for the conference and

the job fair on Friday, said James

Boylan, director of the journalism pro-

gram at UMass.

The conference is sponsored by the

UMass journalism and Afro-American

studies programs and the American

Society of Newspaper Editors

Minorities Committee.

Carl Morris, ASNE minority affairs

director, said the conference is the

first of eight to be held at colleges

around the country. The conferences

are part of an ASNE program "of hav-

ing minorities... in the newsroom

equivalent to their percentage in the

United States population by the year

2000," Morris said.

Minority groups are expected to

make up 20 percent of the U.S. popula-

tion by 2000, Morris said, and today

only 5.8 percent of reporters and

editors are from minority groups.

Book refundcomplaints sttUaproblem at TextbookAnnex
By BILL LEMANSKI
Collegian Correspondent

The rush for purchasing books at the University of

Massachusetts Textbook Annex is over and according to

its manager, student complaints were minor in com

parison to previous semesters.

Annex manager Dean Scudder said it has been "the best

semester we've had in terms of public service."

As usual, however, there were some students that had

complaints about the refund policy.

"It stinks. " said Andrew Maxfield. a sophomore com-

munications studies major when asked to comment on the

refund policy.

§"'you can't get a refund unless you drop the course.

That's unfair," Maxfield said.

He said he believes that most students are on a tight

budget and they are paying for an education, too. there

fore the university should allow them to refund the new

" * t^ ^

The average student spent approximately $125 on books

this semester, according to Dadmun and Rita Lin-

demann. another employee at the annex.

Managers estimated that on a busy day about 10.000

students purchase books. Technical books such as

chemical or electrical engineering texts are the most

expensive and Enghsh paperbacks are the cheapest.

The refund policy states that books with incorrect titles

may be returned within seven calendar days of the first

day of classes. After that, incorrect titles may be

returned within 48 hours of purchase providing the book

is new and unmarked. Also, textbooks from dropped

courses may be returned during September. Returns

must be made within 48 hours of dropping a course, and

students must present a receipt and a copy of their drop

form dated and validated by the registrar.

§Refunds on a textbook cannot ne made unless the

register receipt accompanies the book, according to the

refund policy.

§Finally. students should not remove used price labels.

The refund policy states that used books without a label

are not returnable.

§"The biggest hassle is when students write in new

textbooks," said Lindemann. She said that publishers

won't take these books back. She stresses the fact that

books must be brought back early enough so that the

annex can reseU them. "My roomate borrowed the

book "
is a common excuse, said Lindemann, however the

annex must stick to its policy.

§AIba Otero, a senior economics major said, "I neen a

note from the professor in order to get my refund."

Otero had purchased a book while on the waiting hst for

a class. She ended up not getting into the class, so she

needed a refund.

Students don't read the refund policy carefully enough,

said Mark Dadmun, a 20 year old chemical engineenng

major and an employee at the annex. He said that a

refund policy is given with every receipt.

UMass Si

arrested
BY JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachu.setts students were

arrested Monday during a protest outside the Charles

Stark Draper Laboratory, a research facility that designs

the guidance systems used in the cruise and MX missiles.

The students. Jonathan Spaulding. 20. Carolyn Frimpter.

20, and Dylan McCormich. 19. were arraigned Tuesday.

They pleaded guilty to charges of trespassing and were

each given a choice of a $65 fine or 25 hours of community

service. The three studentschose to do the community

service.

"We will probably work on the (burnt) peach pagoda in

Leverett." said Spaulding. a Soviet Studies major.

Nearly 200 protestors met at the Cambridge Post Office

and held a press conference Monday. Protestors walked to

Draper Lab and set up a legal picket on the sidewalk to

protest nuclear weapons.

"We were part of a support group," said Randi baslow. a

CASIAC major, who was not arrested. "Every affinity

group has one person who does not get arrested. These

people offer support, hold the protesters' valuables and

offer bail money."

"I feel that unless drastic action is taken, our species will

kill each other. Getting arrested is such a small matter

compared to the human race committing suicide, said

Frimpter. a pubhc health major. "There were 60 not

policemen in formation with billy clubs. It was very in

timidating." Frimpter said.
. a

The protestors set up a legal picket on the mam road

outside Draper Lab. Spaulding said. At 8:15 a.m. people

participated in a "die-in " where people lay dow" ^nd

refused to move. They did not take part in the mitial die in

Collejrian photo by Paul De«mariii»

MAKING NEW FRIENDS-Preschoolers Angela,

left, and Mary get acquainted Tuesday by the

Campus pond. . —
hui vTiitnV'l'^-^- '^l^'-ted to make a line and push people

back into the legal area (outside the courtyard), the group

joined in the civil disobedience, Spaulding said.

"Thev picked us up and carried us over to the paddy

wagon." said Frimpter. "Fart of the statement was not to

walk." said Sa.slow.
.

The police were verv intimidating, but they were gentle,

said Frimpter. There were no injuries, no instances of

police brutality, said Spaulding. "We felt that it (the

protest) was successful," he said.

Institute to offer

school workshops
ByJIMAVERILL
Collegian Staff

The Equity Institute of Amherst, a human relations

consulting firm, will offer workshops on homophobia and

heterosexism in high schools statewide beginnmg Oct. 25.

The institutes co director. Dr. Joan Lester, said the

workshops are being offered in reponse to requests from

more than 30 high schools in Massachusetts and Con-

necticut. . . t u »„
The institute is a non profit organization of consultants,

psychologist and educators that offers workshops on

human relations. They received a $5,000 grant from he

Windham Foundation of Washington. D.C. to offer the

workshops. r u • *•» *

Dr Carole Johnson, the other co director of the institute,

ocnceived and wrote the grant, which calls for workshops

that will "Help make teachers more aware of the subtle and

blatant forms of heterosexism and homophobia, and to give

them successful strategies for intervention, said Lester.

Homophobia is the fear or hatred of gays and lesbians and

the resultant stereotypes. Lester said. Heterosexism is the

institutional or personal oppression of gays and lesbians,

she added.

The workshops, which will be free to Massachusetts

t«'achers and guidance counselors, will be conducted by Dr.

Lester and Cooper Thompson, a consultant from Boston.

Thompson is a national expert on adolescent sex roles,

particularly male roles, and he holds a master's degree in

s<K'ial work.

Homosexuality in high schools has been a taboo subject

but a significant portion of these students are homosexual.

Dr. Lester said. A Kinsey report placed the estimate at 10

to 20 percent.

' >.x
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TONIGHT

The Party Never Stops!

BEAT THE CLOCK

7-9 50^

9-10 75^

10-11 1.25<

Drinks

Drinks

Drinks

Try our Pub Menu

served till 12:00

Check Out the Party Tonite at

From 7 PM til 12 AM

FREE Hamburgers,

Hot Dogs & Munchies
until 12:00 AM

Ladies arriving

before 10 pm receive

2 for 1 mixed drinlcs

until 12:00 AM

NO COVER
Available for Private Parties

Rt. 9, Amherst 256-8284

Get on line
witliout
waiting
in line.

VV

University Computer
("enter

"Unbelievable!"
Us not bad enough domg endless hours of

horru-work for your computer courses To

rnaKf a tough .situation worse you've got to

plan on spending precious lime standing

in hne every lime you want W gel on line

And your odds on gelling a print out by the

lime you need il are about as good as gel

ung seats to a Michael Jackson concert

That IS. of course, vmless you do your com

puier homevtfork at llie Computer Access

Center

16 cliairs, no waiting!
The CA'tnpuler Access Center is a •.iniqif

w^orkspace that offers everything you need

lo do all of your computer work, in one

t,.,x L, .1'. lit ume We rent our facilities by

the hour or semester for as long as you

need them, right in the center o1 Amherst

Finally youve got an alternative to using

your schools crowded facilities or renting.

a terminal for the whole semester

The Access Center has it all 16 work sla

lions fully equipped with computers and

lerminals. complete modem systems that

allow you to lie in lo Cyber VAX or any

other mainframe that you have the access

code for. on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers for instant printouls, and

experienced and knowledgeable computer

pros always on duly to help you

Ot course, the best part is that at Computei

Access Center you don't have lo waste pre

CUIUS lime standing in line Now you can

plan ahead and reserve lime on a terminal

that will be waitmgjusl foryou

So what are you waiting for'' Call today

and see for yourself how easy and inexpen

sive renting Ume on a computer can be

COMPUTER >^L^U#C;=>S» CENTER INC
ON SITE hourly/semester RENTALS 256-1213

79 Sou.r> Pieasdol Sueet. Amr>er^. MA ;in letl rear of P-- P-^" terminal building)

Men -Thurs 9 am-11 pm, Fri 9 am-6 pm, Sal -Sun 10 am-6 pm

2 FREE HOURS OF COBftPUTER TIME !

Call today mention this ad and use one of our

computers for two hours at no cost'

Offer good during busness hours t^onday

through Friday until October 1 5th

GIVE US
TIMETO RERftf
YOUR LOAN.
If youVe gone to college on a National

Direct Student Loan, a Guaranteed Student

Loan or a Federally Insured Student Loan

made after October 1, 1975, and your loan is

not in default, here's a way to get your loan

repaid.

Use the Army's Loan Repayment program.

Each year you ser\^e on active duty reduces

your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,

whichever amount is greater. In a three-year

enlistment, you eliminate your debt.

Additionally, you could learn a valuable

skill and take advantage of many other Army

opportunities. If you have the time, we have

the money.

Check it out with your Army Recruiter.

Call your Northampton Recruiters

241 King St, Northampton

584-2157

ARMY. „
BEAUYOUCANBE.

Thursday, September 27, 1984
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"B'Attention'

A Back to School Special
College Drug offers you a back to school special!

With Any $35.00 Purchase the Cosmetic Counter

offers a Full Makeover

with our Professional Cosmetician

Belinda of Boston
COLLEGE
DRUG
4 MAM STREET AMHERST Phmt V>i Kn

Offer good only from Sept. 1 - Sept. X, 1984

itprovost
While Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey will continue to have final

authority over all campus affairs, theex-

ecutive vice chancellor's role will enable

Duffey to spend more time on external af-

fairs, O'Brien said. These duties include

meeting with the trustees, regents and

state legislators.

O'Brien said he feels his academic

background, in contrast with IXiffey's ad-

ministrative one, will aid his role as faculty

spokesman in the administration. He

stressed communication, "trying to per-

sonalize a system that can be very imper-

sonal," as one of his primary goals. "If

we're lazy about it, we run into the habit of

being bureaucrats," he said.

Among the University issues with which

O'Brien has become familiar, he said he

sees the general education proposal now

before the faculty senate as "very much a

jCoJJe^iiia 5

step in the nght direction" for the universi-

ty's future. The proposal replaces the cur-

rent B,C,D and E core requirements with

coursework in three categories: "social

world," "biological world" and "analytical

reasoning.''
The new provost is concerned "about a

system that overspecializes at the

undergraduate level" and said he believes

in "a broad based education." He also

commended the faculty and student input

from various colleges on the proposal: "I'm

surprised and pleased this type of discus-

sion goes on university-wide."

Of the changes required to implement the

new course structure, O'Brien said some

areas, particularly the mathematics or

quantitative reasoning division, would re-

quire more restructuring than others.

"I don't think it's going to mean a whole

reworking of the system-some areas (will

need) some reallocation of funds, but not on

a gigantic scale." he said.

adirondack music
"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

Adirondack
(413) 253-3inn

Music Does It Again

/
^^ £arly

TDK SA 90 $1.99

Maxell UDXLII C>^ $1.99

We Bought Out The Leftover

and Demo Inventory

Tech HiFi, Orange CT Warehouse

and we have a truckload of great

stereo and video deals

to pass on to you!!!

AR Speakers at up to 40% and more off

(like AR 28B for $199.95 pr)

JVC Receivers and Cassette Decks from $79.95

Akai Receivers and Cassette Decks from $99.95

Marantz Receivers from $99.95

Pioneer Receivers and Turntables from $69.95

Technics Turntable from $59.00

Technics SA 211 Receiver 20 w/channel $75.00

Qnkyo Receivers and Cassette Decks at Va off and more

Teac Cassette Decks at Va off and more
19" Color TV's from $199.95 ^.^<Ne"

13" Color TV's from $189.95

19" Color Remote from $259.95

JVC VCR's from $399.95

Panasonic VCR's from $329.95

We also bought a bunch of car stereos In with this deal

Clarion Pioneer Jensen and much, much more

»
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Landreformhurtseconomy
A major problem in El Salvador today,

besides the guerrilla war against the

Salvadorans, continues to be the "land

reform" package supported by the United

States. The creation of this economic policy

came from the Carter Administration, and

specifically from Ambassador Robert

White.

In principle, the land reform was meant

to create a large landowning population

with a stake in preserving democracy and

private ownership. This attempt was in-

deed a noble one; to attain "social equity"

and economic justice through private

ownership is nothing to be argued against.

But the land reform, however fine on

paper, has been a disaster in reality. Some
action must be taken if the Salvadorans are

to repair the great damage land reform has

inflicted on their agricultural economy.

In 1979, the land reform program set out

to break up the 194 large Salvadoran farms

into a larger number of" cooperatives."

Since 1980, these large, and in many cases

very efficient, farms have been converted

into 317 cooperatives with over 31,000

members. Yet there is still no evidence to

prove that each member actually owns his

ovm plot. Tenant farmers have received

property titles along with their 17 acres of

land, but the government stipulates that

they are not allowed to sell their

"property" for at least 30 years (How can

you truly own something if you can't sell it

when you want to?). Furthermore, the

titles the tenants received are not clear

titles until the former landowners are duly

compensated. Since the Salvadoran

government has been concentrating much

of its financial resources to fight the com-

munist guerrillas it has been hard-pressed

to pay all the landowners. Naturally, this

has generated much discontent. The

violence that is not created by the guer-

rillas often originates from these un-

compensated landowners, many of whom
are not wealthy. The American media

labels this "right-wing" violence.

Not only has land reform created

widespread civil strife, but it also has been

a disaster for El Salvador's agricultural

economy. From some Salvadoran industry

figures for the period of 1978-1983, we can

Peter Dow
see these detrimental effects: coffee pro-

duction has decreased 50 percent; sugar

production has lost 43 percent; cotton pro-

duction is down 65 percent; and milk pro-

duction is off 50 percent. One of the factors

that has contributed to the drastic drop in

milk production is that ranchers, fearing

that the government would seize their pro-

perty, have slaughtered their herds or

have driven them into Guatemala.

The 317 cooperative farms are also per-

forming very badly, because the farms are

operated not by the farmers but by

bureaucrats who are largely incompetent

concerning agricultural production. A
report earlier this year by the Inspector

General of the U.S. Agency for Interna-

tional Development (AID) said that the new

cooperatives "had massive capital debt, no

working capital, large tracts of land that

were nonproductive, substantially larger

labor forces than needed to operate the

units, and weak management." The figures

also support this claim; the AID report

estimates the total debt of the farms as a

result of the land reform program is $400

million; and total crop tonnage production

from the land reform sector has fallen 19.8

percent since the program's implementa-

tion.

Indeed, El Salvador's agricultural sector

was progressing well before land reform

and guerrilla violence. The overall economy

(agricultural and industrial) was growing

at a real annual rate of about 5.5 percent

through the 1960s and 1970s. El Salvador

had realized that, with Central America's

most crowded population, it was too small

to hand out a farm to everyone. So El

Salvador began industrializing rapidly, pro-

viding jobs for rural people and developing

a strong middle class. But all this growth

and progress has since been stopped. In

short, what would be best for individual

growth and for the general population in El

Salvador is a good dose of capitalism, in-

stead of this over-socialized "land reform"

which was crammed down their throats but

the U.S. Congress.

The new skateboarding revolution is here

"Hey, I'm Joe Skateboard. How do you

do? I cruise around and my image evokes

memories of past crazy antics way back

then, when so-and-so did who-knows-what

to what's-his-name..."

Skatel)oards for basic transportation;

they are relatively cheap and people who

ride them would show for it-they would be

more physically fit and coordinated.

Faster movement means less time wasted.

The economy is bound to benefit.

This natinal movement will breed at the

traditional progressive microcosmic sites:

the college campuses, California, and the

Pioneer Valley.

This is how it all affects me: I am able to

glide from my central Amherst residency

clear down to the Baybanks X-press 24.

From there it's smooth sailing past all the

sororities and frats right into the Fine Arts

Center, where it's posted, "No Skateboar-

ding" (or roller skates, either).

A relaxing slalom past the Campus Pond

at there I am at the Student Union; travel-

ing time: seven minutes.

The time I save in a day is measurable.

The war and tear on my shoes, the an-

noyance of time-consuming bureaucratic

hassles, made unbearable by the long walks

betweenoffices.
The new revolution has been sparked.

Dig out those old transportation devices.

Rip down those idiotic signs. Roll proudly

out into the bright of day and say. "the

time has come."
The time has come.

Ri.h Skelton is a Collegian Correspondent.

OPINION
H n ,h,. naoe are those ot the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflec-

Meese lacking integrity
Last week. Jacob A. Stein, the in-

dependent counsel investigating the

conduct of Edwin Meese, issued his report.

Commenting on the limitations of the in

vestigation. which only explored whether -

or not there was sufficient evidence to

prosecute Meese, Stein's inquiry deter-

mined that no federal law had been

violated. While the investigation concluded

that Meese's conduct had not been criminal,

the independent counsel refused to com

ment on "the propriety or ethics" of the

Attorney General nominee. That will be left

for the Senate Judiciary Committee's

hearing on the Meese nomination, when and

if Ronald Reagan is reelected. The

Judiciary Committee should reject the

Meese nomination.

After the independent counsel's report

was released. President Reagan declared

his intention to resubmit Meese's

nomination, commenting that "it's always

gratifying when the honor of a just man is

vindicated." This being the fourth year of

the Reagan presidency, we have all become

accustomed to Reagan's questionable grasp

of factual detail, so it is not too surprising to

hear him speak of a just man's name being

cleared. The facts say otherwise.

While the investigation found insufficent

evidence to prosecute Meese. the picture of

Meese's integrity and competence that

emerges from the report is far from flat-

tering. On the subject of the interest free

$15.0001oanmadelo Meese's wife, Ursula,

by Edwin Thomas, (who was later ap-

pointed to a federal post) which Meese

failed to report on financial disclosure forms

for 1981 and 1982, the counsel accepted

Meese's claim that the omission was

"inadvertent." The investigation's decision

revolved around the apparent absence of a

motive to conceal the loan. However,

Stuart Taylor, Jr.. interviewing Stein re

ported Stein's view of "the inherent im-

iplausibility that Mr. Meese could have

failed to recall such a large loan." as well as

"Mr. Thomas's assertion that he had

remined Mr. Meese about the loan a short

time before Mr. Meese filed a financial

John Gilman

disclosure form." Stein also cited "the lack

of attention he (Meese) devoted to his

financial disclosure forms." The evidence

clearly points to a willful omission of the

loan, as well as a cavalier attitude towards

the law on the part of Meese. The fact that

there was found to be insufficient evidence

to prosecute should not be construed as an

exoneration of Meese's conduct.

Throughout the investigation. Stein

continually accepted the statements of

those involved, drawing different con-

clusions that what logic seemed to point to.

For example, Meese received $60,000 in'

loans from John McKean in 1981.McKean

was later offered a position on the Postal

Service Board of Governors. The in

vestigation found no evidence of

wrongdoing. Then there were the loans

made to Meese by the Great American First

Savings Bank. By coincidence, four officials

from the bank received federal positions. It

seems highly improbable that the services

rendered to Meese played no part in these

appointments.

Regardless of whether or not there was

ample evidence in each instance of improper

conduct to prosecute Meese, it is quite clear

that the man is unfit for the post of

Attorney General. HopefuUy, January will

see a senile Ronald Reagan retiring to his

California ranch, and someone of higher

repute being nominated to be Attorney

General. In the event that this does not

happen, the Senate must not foresake its

Constitutional duty to review federal ap-

pointments, and keep those who are

unqualified from attaining such important

positions. Ethically, Edwin Meese is unfit

to hold any position of power.

John Gilman is a Collegian columnist.

Calling all voters
America is back. The economy is

booming. Our armed forces are receiving

the level of attention and respect that

they have been missing for so long. A
rebirth of dedication to God is building

throughout the land. People are finally

returning to the old ways of family and

morality. The.se things have brought us to

the threshold of an exciting new period of

national development. Only anatheistic

doomsaying communist would disagree.

Now that I have been dismissed as a fool

by the radicals and have written the

words that put the Reagan Youth into a

patriotic trance, it is time to get down to

business. 1 would like to address those

apolitical people and undecided voters

who are still reading. The rest of you can

just put the paper down, o.k.? Besides,

you all probably have a class to go to or

something.

First of all, vote. It's fun, it's easy, and it

gives you a great excuse to use all day on

November sixth. Also, if you don't you
lose your right to complain for at least

four years. How is that for an incentive?

Remember- you only have until October

ninth to register. It doesn't matter if you

live in Eastern Mass., you can still vote

here if you are a student at the Zoo or any

of the other fine educational institutions in

the Pioneer Valley. Tell your friends.

Vote blind if you have to, but it is always

best to learn at least a little about the

candidates and issues at hand. You may
regret your decision later if you don't. For
instance, if you are an ecologically-minded

person, you would do well to take note of

William Spain

the fact that most major environmental

organizations have endorsed one of the

presidential contenders. I won't tell you

which one. Look it up.

Perhaps you have heard about the

Supreme Court. There is a very good

chance that the next president will get to

appoint four new justices. In case you

didn't know, that governing body can

have more impact on our personal lives

than anyy other in our political system.

Those guys get to interpret our Con-

stitution, they cannot be removed from

office except by a lengthy and complicated

impeachment process, and they have been

known to live practically forever. If you

feel strongly (one way or the other) about

abortion, you will want to look closely at

Ronnie and Fritz and how they stand on

that que-stion. That is only one of the

important things the Court decides.

So come on and jump on the bandwagon.

You might even enjoy exercising your

rights. Presidential politics can be great

entertainment. I guarantee that the

debates will be every bit as engrossmg as

Monday Night Football. The big dif-

ference is that there is so much more at

stake. Believe it or not, it isn't all just a

bunch of bullshit. Here's a good way to

make the election even more interesting-

place a few bets on it. Me, I'm taking

Mondale and the points. ______^
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TAKE OUT SERVICE
5868687 5868688
S4 Pleatant St.,

NORTHAMPTON
CHINESE & POLYNESIAN FOOD

COMIC BOOKS

SCIENCE FICTION

.mNTfl5Y
i 18 Mam St^ Amherst, MA

A NEW SHOP FOR YOU I

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00 1

(with this coupon)
j

$10.00 with Shampoo •

j
and Blow Dry

I
$11.50 Long Hair I

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 9/30/84

Styles by Deborah
'j6 Univ'^'Sfty Drive

Amheisl MA/549 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

• Includes Mounting*
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 Sundefland Rd.. No Amharst. MA
Across trom Walioba s Store

S49-4704
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JAZZ BRUNCH
I featuringNew Moments
' Sunday, Sept. 30 1 pm- 3pm
i Ham/in House basement FREE

sponsored by East Side Arts Council

I Hamlin House Council

\ St Residential Education East

e Coffee, Tea, Bagels, Donuts
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1 PlZZA-RAMA «

s

I Our Specialties Are

I Delicious Pizzas

i Hot Oven Grinders

I Spaghetti

I
Shells

I Ravioli

I Manicotti
s

I Eggplant

I FREE DELIVERY!
CALL 253-3^

256-0115
D
s r- Any Smalt Pizza |
i r A "Large Pizza { Any Med. Pizza T^ ?";?^L\^"" I I
i I 3 FREE SODAS ten.. 2 FREE SODAS (c.r,.. \ 1 FREE SODA (c.r,. i 1
S ^?e?^.o. pie^" , o^JerpllVr/a^^ M>,n vo. place vour orae, p.«3«3 .,«, ,^ you P'---;-^-^:-^ g
SS "^

._ I ii<; vnij have couDons A us you nave coupona ^^^^m ^Q i .ii, vDu have coupons _^ %_
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Representatives of the Green Party, the coalition of peace &
ecology movements opposing deployment of US missiles in

Germany will speak on:

OF "fflE FEACE MCVfeMEhfT ;N (^ERMANy

with speakers:

HiLDE6A;2PV<5NME1K
editor of FRIZ, a national peace newspaper, and a major

organizer of Women for Peace.

^^ au\6T(5RF

editor of the book WOMEN FOR PEACE, and a member of

the National Coordination Committee of the West German

Peace Movement.

peace researcher from the Free University of Berlin, and a

member of the Green Party's National Peace £f Disarmament
Committee.

(3AMPV5CENT&R 11^ '^-l?^
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STPEC, Women's Studies, Dept. of AfroAm, the German

Sept (UMASS); Hampshire College Peace Lecture Series,

AFSC Disarmament working group, I.A.S.H., West Euro-

pean Studies Program

**Keep the Summer Alive'*

CAPE COD at

THE PUB

with Cape Cod's #1

•D.J. GARY TITUS''
of PUFFERBELLIES and CAPE 104

- Special this Thursday Night -

Official "Miller" Painters Hats

to the first 75 people

after 9:00 PM
• Miller Posters • • Miller key chains •

t«??Sf»^
.omr

THE
PUB

15 E. PLEASANT ST .\MHERST MA
413-549-1200
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ATTENTION: LADIES
'„^.:a '.%i

Discover The Area 's

Plushest New Club

^Aerobics
cAsyiutn

• Continous aerobics and calisthenics classes

• Area's largest exercise floor

over 3500 sq. ft.

• HOT BUBBLY WHIRLPOOL
• DESERT DRY SAUNA
• Spacious locker facilities

• Elegant vanity area

• Private changing rooms & showers

Join Us for

Dinner & Dancing!

^Udaif ^'WuliJ^nj ĵVell NitfUt

75^ WeU^MnU II

3pm'Qto4e

Quice 2.ocUfU

PiC^KlUlSuUfen,
8:30-12:30

Certified

Instructors

Open

7 Days a week

OPENING NOW
IN HAMP PLAZA, NORTHAMPTON

Flexible Programs

For Flexible Student Schedules

Call 586-7503

''%ucJt and Qa"

2 00 6o4j&i-JbiHe^ ^*ieei

s:3o-a-3o[

TOI».fftl.e
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor •Campus Center 'UMass

We hove o number for every question

s-nsao

1010 BCP bilingual collegiate program

1302 Pass-fail option

1310 National student exchange program

1410 Every woman's center

1435 Tutors and tutorials

2425 University ombudsman
2681 Lecture notes

2688 Communications skills center

2355 Student activities office

1558 Greek system

1509 Concert Information

1532 The Weather

1515 The Daily Events.

1504 Fine Arts Center

and much mo

^y
h.

12 FL.d

.^^N

1

\/i

f\'S.'y

i

Vi ^^i^.-i*'

^ Xx

u

'^N BRE

1

•<^>
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Canada's Bear ofBeers
is here!

Down from the North Woods of Canada comes

Grizzly Beer Not just another Canadian tjeer, but a rare breed of brew.

An authentic Canadian lager-naturally aged, so it's remarl<ably smooth. With a flavor

no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

Information Data Bank

Taped Information Phone Service

A Service of the Dean of Students Office ^/y
CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Mufx:hing & Co , Inc ,

New York. NY.
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We SaveYou More
Than Time

MOOSEHEAD
BEER

6 pack, 12 oz. bottles

$3.99
plus deposit

^y the case

$12.99

BLACK LABEL
BEER

24/12 oz. cans

$7.49
case

plus deposit

FREE
Football Action Coin

with purchase of

22 oz.

Slurpee

Coke, Diet Coke
Tab

2 liter bottle

$1.19
plus deposit

Garelick

ORANGE
JUICE

$1.39
V2 gal.

DORITOS
Nacho Cheese Flavor

12 oz. bag

$1.89

BURRITO
10 oz.

99
each

e

HAM DINGER
SANDWICH

$1.69

Open 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week

at 116 Amherst Road, Sunderland, Mass.

Prices good thru September 30, 1984

Thursday, September 27, 1»84

,
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THE

Evening/Weekend Classes T^ak

^ Coil

PEER EDUCATOR/COLLOQUIUM
PROGRAM
Presents

FALL 84 COLLOQUIUM

3 Co\^o^

Deadline for Colloq Proposals:

Wed. Oct. 3, 1984

Colloqia

Ifitre pass/no record

^one credit courses

oq

For More Info Contact:

Colloquium Offices -

EAST: Brett House, Hills North 5-0422

SOUTHWEST: John Adams Lobby 5-2803

Sensational Sale!
on

New and Used Mopeds
Available from

$100.00 - $250.00

Catch a PED while you can!!

Call NOW
ask for Jack 549-6797

»**»»»»»»»»»****»*»»**»#*#**»****»*»*»#»**»#***##»***»**»»**********»********»

Everyone^s
talking
about..* ^^

A great placeTo'eat
with friends...

Breakfast served anytime, have a deli-

cious deli sandwich for lunch — Dinners

served all nite.

Open 24 hours on Weekends
'til 3 o.nn. Sun.-Thurs.

Good Food, Great Prices,
Attentive Service
To complement our menu

we are now offering

beer an(^ wine till midnight.

Sun.-Thur«.

6 a.m. -3 a.m.
Fri. £> Sat.

24 Mrs.

Next to

Super Stop b Shop
Camput Trevet Center

Rte. 9. Medley/Amherst

eatii^ place

MNIOR CmZENS
DISCOUNTS
2-S P.M. 20%
AU. OTHER
TIMES 10%

Do.* not apply
to sp.cl.le.

Fine Arts^ Center
CnncertQlHall
UNIVERSITV OF MASSACHUSEHS AT AMHERST

!HoiistotiBnHeU>

SWAN
LAKE

TUfSDAV.OCT », iPM
TtCKfTS $13 111 $f

BOSTON
CHAMBER
MUSIC
SOCIETY

SATURDAY OCT IJ IPM

TICKfTi; a

ffmmolm'
No*'00ol broodwov Tou'.ngCompony Prodwcltc^

SUNDAY. OCT U }PM. MM
TICKETS. tl] SO. $20. SO. Sl( SO

DIZZY
GILLGSPie

1^

WtONISOAY. OCT 17. IFM

TiCKiTS: in » $'

Five College Siudenis Holf-Prrce Tickets ovoiloble at fme Arts 'fi^Bj

Cenier Bo« 0«ice, Spnngfield Civic Center, and OATATtX Outlets

Call (413)545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 ^^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^^^ ^"^J^a^Thursday 8 45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% ciecoum

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

ADVtNTISINO BOSTON SHAWN'S

Advarttoe FNfE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
AdvartiM Itami you want to mH or buy C«H

632-r
—

W«r« you fh»r« th« night of the

blackout? If you know anyone on Shawn't

Softball Taam call Barb 5«9 5HO

APPUE COMPUTED
FOMRENT

COUCH WANTEDII

Appta II avaMabIa for »2S0 or baat offar for

rtiit •amaataf Paacal it includad Call

2B6-1B41. Aak fo( Rutffia

Loohlng for a ameM couch i

tion. PlaaaecaN r"
\ good condi

ENTERTAINMENT

AUTO FOR SALE

Dod«e cuatomltad Van 77 angina in gd

running ordar catm int caM 640 tt02

ItTl Super Saetia axe. cond. in/out

Rabuih angina, radial*. f>aater, vary dapan

dabla 11500 call avent/waakandt 586-2192

Heap trvir>g

74 Muatang ascaltant condition 73000m

»1 100 call 549-4716

it74ToyoU Corolla Wagon - run* »1S0

call 2S6-1421

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A

Vidao antariainmant giant 10 and 16 pot

craani for dorm* and Greek* MTV
video mu*ic call 549 7144

ReckA-DI*c"~Rack^-Video entertain

mant ouarantaad event* tor Di*c Jockey*.

Band* and Video CaH 549 7144

COMPUTER TERMINAL for sale DEC
VT66 with hardcopy option. Like new Very

good buy MTSU 549^8»4^

BicyciiTW' Panaeonic 10 *paad 26 lb*

high tenwie tubing »136 549-6190

BrandTnaw 3000 aaria* RAL *paakar*

never u*ed totally crankable »300 or be»t of

ter 549-6351

BIcycia Columbia women'* 3 apeed

good condition »fl6 or BO 549 7571

Mopad brand new only 600 mi excellant

condition 263 9418 Brian eve

Hlda^-bad tofa tiao. table $10. tingle bed

36, atereo M5. 549-8876

Qroundfloor opportunity reliable, am
bitiout talotper»ont wanted for home party

plan Artractive pay tcale »60 bonut poaai

bla256-aOOS

Orlvar* wanted at PInocchIo'*. »6 7/hr.

Apply in paraon for detail*. 1177 N Plea-

»ent.

Part-ttma Bartender and waltraaaea

wanted evening* and weekend* Apply in

per*on Northampton Bowl

SwaeT Tooth need* drivara part time

mutt be over 18 year* and own reliable car

with inaurance apply in p«r»on at reer of 79

S Plaaaant St Amhertt 7 8 pm Thur* and

Friday or 10 12 pm Saturday 256-8102

1t77 SuiukI 7M 12000 mile* clean and faat,

new part* *800/BO 263 9015

SERVICES

PERSONALS

POUND INSTRUCTION

To the guy In the yellow and »»hlta

rugby: (at Bertie* Friday nightl *o wtiat if

you aren't on the twimteem I ttill think

you're cool" Let* meet agian?! from tf>egir1

in white pantt and beige tweeter PS
Arwv»ar through the por»onal»

Undergraduate Bualna** Club Member*
Social Hour/Meeting Monday, Oct 1 9
6 30 Campu* Center room TBA (check

OBC Board in SOMI

Lorl Happy Balatad Birthday. We have to

go out Seturday and celebrete it call m* arwj

we'll make plan* Mati

ATTENTION STUDENTS For all your typ-

ing and Kvord procaaaing need* - term

paper*, diaaartationa. raaumaa, etc - call

Elite Bu»ine*a Service* 783 1732

'TYPlNQ^^outhwaat • 48hf notice re-

quired *3/paga call Lite &83ae after pm

TARA BHAVNANI

Oat pyachad for BlaterhoodI You are the

batt Little Sitter I love you Schnacky

TODD RULES

To our favorlta Cotlaglan pftotographer

Happy B day we love you" The Meter

WICKED AND WILD DJ* audio and

viaual entertainment for the 80 * 584-6712^

FoTthabeatTn'danca mualc call 6 College

Sound 58^0246 or 58^7689

Found: Ring to claim tend tkatch to 208 N

Leveretl Rd Leverett MA

HELP WANTED

Know your car. Batic Automobile

Workahop. 28 hourt including claetroom

and thop. Limitad enrollment 263-2098

TRAVEL

RABBIT

74 Volk* But runt good, good noon »600

or BO 546^5703

73 MalibiTgoodTngine no body rutt call

649-4364 lata avat »80 or BO muat tall

BITH and KITH

FOR RENT

The Birta with the blgBoat moutha on
camput Have an incredible weekend and

come back reedy to stay" I love you guy*"

Love. The Load

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Refrigerator Rental 2 cuWic ft R 6 P

Package Store free delivery 263 9742

1 bdrr»rrn Puffton (tarting Nov 1 318 per

month call 549 47 16

One and two bedroom aptt On but route

cat* okay All utilities included Wmtburg

268 3624 584 3096

2 bedroom^iTn 5 br houte Oct 1 thru Aug

86 on bu» n Echo Hill rent 166 a»k for Jay

253-9824 eve* weekend*

The leal recruitment meeting i* this

Wedneaday 7 00 pm in CC Rm 917 credit

available Come find out rrforei

FOR SALE

Part time |ob* perfect for ttudentt' Ge'

experience, get paid for political work

Heitrdou* watte clean up, energy it»ue»

voter education Mass Fair Share i« building

a part time ataff m public education and fun

draiaing Hour* 5 10 PM Flexible »chedule,

*e0 *120/wk Call 586 8713

irithualeetic^ Student* to apply A**t to

the Speeker' Student Senate Work on

*tudent campu* /*oci8i i**ue* Experience

w'ln SGA helpful tKjt not nece*»ary 10

hr» /wk »3 35/hf For more details call

645 0341 Pick up application* in rm 420

SUB Application deedline Oct 1.4 00 pm
SGA I* jn AAEOE
Exotic Dancer* wanted full or part tirtia 4

to 12 tel 247 56m

Nawapaper Dallverara naedad on cam
pua. No car nacaeaary Good pay 7 da^j *

weak 1 hour/day CaH eveningt 253 7009

IOTA QAMMA UP8ILON

Invltea all Unh»eraltv"Woman to Open
RuthI Oct Itt Bar B Que 5 PM call

266-6874 for more info

Free dwerf bunny, vary cute, quiet, and

liner trained He needt a good home Call,

after 4 00. 546-9366

Mentreel Weekend Petty Nov 2-4 «68. in-

cludet RT trentportation from your camput,

3 day* 2 nights hotel in OT Montreal

welcome party all taxee and tipa drinking

age is 18 optional Bruin* Montrael ticket*

call today Eric 549-8017

MO. REWARD
LOST

1100 00 Reward Stolen Kayak yellow

v«th UMOC & eeriel No. WEM50830983

NQA cell 549-0148

A purple canvaebag Initiate T.M. outjjde

Brittany call Mark 266 6415 night* 63fr«705

no Queetion* aaked'

Bhie leelendle Weel Sweeter. Hand-knit.

Loet 9/18 on camput. Rattore my faith m
humeniry Cell 6^809/5^2034/6 4800

WANTED

large bedroom In

ROOMMATE WANTED

Famala to ehara
Townahouae call

Trade motorcycle for mutic equipment
Suiuki GN400X value *600 bets or PA
533-0601 Dave

MOTORCYCLES

1B7B Hontfe CB3HT 10800 rrtilat, recant

tunaup. now lire*, chain, battery latt year

M76/BO 649^)437

One meatarbadroom In hou** private

betti want two people »147 nronth eech

plu* heal two mile* from campua 283 989?

Wanted one female roommate to ahere

two bedroom Lantern Ct apt* call Deb at

4167 ASAP

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for apartment: Tewnahouaa.
Brandywine, Puffton areas beginning Spr
ir>g 86 tametter Will pay generoutly to take
o»r leete Call 546^9756 or 546 8487

^************r*5i?***********^i^******^^
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Soccer teamswin
Women suffer first loss at Brown

By gp:rry de simas
ColleKian Stall

PROVIDENCK.R.I. Brown's Lynn

Marint'llo capitalized on a defensive mistake

and led the Bruins to a 10 upset win over

the University of Massachjusetts women's

soccer teawm last night at Stevenson field.

Marint-llo intercepted a Jeanne Paul pass

intendi-d for Laurie Stuks in front of the

I'Maqss goal and lofted a shot under the

crossbar at lhi> 15:20 mark of the first half.

The Bruins made the U-ad stand up.

frustrating the MInulemen defenders with

a tough. physical ballgame.

"We felt UMass was very young with six

frt-shmen. so we felt that if we could stay

with them in the first 25 minutes, we would

be in the game." said Brown head coach Phil

P i n c i n c e .

TMass started off slow in the first half as

Brown dominated early. But in the latter

stages of the first half and in the second

half. UMass created more opportunities for

lhemsel\es.

"In the second half, they really took it to

us. They're a tough team, said Pincince.

UMass outshot Brown 27 12 during the

entire game. They had their chances in the

second half, but they just couldn't put the

ball in the net.

"We gave up a goal and started pressing.

said UMass head coach Kalekini Banda.

"We were trying to force it."

UMass almost succeeded in scoring many

times. Freshman Carolyn Micheel had

several good opportunities, including one

shot in front ot the net. which she put over

the top crossbar. Jamie Watson also made

some key offensive plays.

But the breaks bounced with the Bruins.

"We shut down DePauw (Julie) and

Bowser (Kristine). They are big guns."

Pincince said.

"We are not y«)ung anymore. We didn't

play young in the second half. " said Banda.

"W«' played better this time against a

better team."
Brown, now 4 0, has never lost to UMass

in Providence. The Bruins came into the

game ranked third in New F^ngland and 9th

nationally. The Minutemen suffered their

first loss of the season, their record falling

to 3 12.
BrovNti's goalie Kathy Kostic led the

shutout, registering 21 saves. She was

helped on defense by Teresa Abrahamson.

the Bruin co captain.

The next two games for UMass will be at

home. The Minutemen. 3rd ranked in the

nation and number one in New England,

will play Vermont College on Satruday at 2

p.m. and Colorado College on Sunday.

GAme time is at 11 a.m.

le, lose one inRI
Men score late towin one overPC

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team stands on the threshold

of cracking the top three rated teams in

New England in the next polls by virtue of a

stunning 2 1 victory Wednesday over the

second ranked Providence Friars in

Providence.

UMass, which wasn't even ranked among

the top ten teams in the region in pre-

season polls, was the fourth ranked team

coming into yesterday's game. The win

raises the Minutemen's record to 4-1 -2.

The winning goal was scored by John

Shannon with 2:35 remainmg in regulation.

That broke a 11 tie that was created by

earlier goals in the second half by

Providence's All New England forward

John Farren and UMass' Andy Bing. The

two teams played a scoreless first half.

Farren got the Friars on the board first at

th 5>s minute mark. Seven minutes later

Bing tied the score, setting the scene for

Shannon's heroics. On both UMass goals

they caught the Providence sweeper back

in the offensive zone and moved the ball out

quickly.creating man advantage situations.

Tm pleased. We showed great heart and

poise in rallying back from the deficit," said

UMass coach Jeff Gettler.

"We followed the game plan perfectly. We

wanted to take advantage of their tendency

to move the sweeper back up. In the first

half we played well. In the first twenty

minutes of the second half we didn't play so

well and they controlled play. After that we

came back."

Although Shannon's goal technically won

the game. UMass chances for victory were

enhanced greatly when Don Donahue made

a superb diving stop on a Providence shot

with the Friars up. 10. Shortly thereafter,

Bing scored, tying the game. From then on.

the momentum belonged to the Minutemen.

Although they failed to score, the

Minutemen dominated play in the first half,

creating many more scoring opportunities

than the Friars, which, as expected struck

to a strategy of feeding the ball to the

forward line by long passes from the back

line and long punts from the goalie.

There was more good news for the

Minutmen yesterday. Matt Gushing, who

suffered a hamstring pull the day before the

Rutgers Invitational, played well in limited

action.

As usual, the fullback line was superb in

front of Donahue. Mike Rudd. Matt Dowd,

and Mike Runeare hibited the Friar attack

to a minimum, especially in the first half.

UMass travels to the University of

Vermont on Saturday to take on the

Catamounts. A crucial game with the third-

ranked Yale Eli is scheduled for Oct. 3 in

New Haven. Connecticut.

Volleyball romps outclassedHoly
By Roger Chapman
CoUegian Staff

You'd think that a coach's

formuJa for a winning team

would consist of a lot of

technical mumbo-jumbo
that only the coach and a

dictionary would unders-

tand. The truth is, the best

strategies are the most sim-

ple, and the University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team executed head coach

Elaine Sortino's strategy of

serving, passing, and good

defense almost flawlessly as

the spikers handed Holy

Cross a 15-8, 15-3, 15-9

shellacking at NOPE last

night before a good sized-

crowd.
"I'm very pleased with

our overall performance,"

said Sortino."We really

served tough."

'Served tough' is an

understatement at best.

The Minutemen connected

on all but two serves

throughout the entire

match, most of those com-

ing from the hands of

Mickey Barys, Debbie Cole,

and Patti Grant.

After a sluggish start, the

Minutemen jumped out to a

6-1 lead behind the hitting

of Sally Maher and the serv-

ing of Grant. UMass
miscues allowed the

Crusaders to close to 6-5,

but UMass increased its

lead to 9-5 thanks to two

Barys service aces and an

Annie Ringrose kill.

Again, Holy Cross came
back drawing to a 9-8 count.

The game then became the

Maher-Grant show as Grant

served and Maher hit the

spikers to a 15-8 win. The
spikers connected on 100

percent of their serves in

game one.

Game two proved to be

the same story, as the

Minutemen breezed to a

15-3 blowout win. Again

serving was the story as

Debbie Cole and Grant serv-

ed UMass to a 7-0 lead.

Holy Cross made a brief

run to make it 7-3, but

UMass responded with a

run of their own, scoring

eight straight points. The

rally was throttled by

Maher, who, on the night

conveted 18 of 20 crushes

leadirig UMass offensively.

UMass fell behind, 5-1 in

game three. But, again,

Minutemen serving proved

to be the difference. The

spikers converted on all but

one serve as the sweep was

complete, 15-9.

"Our serving never gave

Holy Cross a chance to get

in to their offense," said

Sortino. "We were real con-

sistent on our transitions."

The spikers raised their

season record to 9-4 going

into this weekend's UMass
Classic Volleyball Tourna-

ment.

SportsLog

Tony Betros

Just a few thoughts...

It took .i9 years and a lot of heartache,

but the Chicago Cubs finally won their

division. Rick Sutcliffe, 16 1 since coming

to the N.L.. nailed it down Monday night.

Now their next opponent will be the San

Diego Padres, surpri.ses them.selves. It

should make for a very interesting

playoff... It's hard to believe that the la.st

time the Cubbies won it, Truman was

president and we were just winding down
WW II (the big one). To get an idea of

what the Cub fans have been^rough,
just ask the Physical Plant to replace a

light bulb in your room yes, its been

that long.

Lets give a Fenway farewell for Ralph

Ilouk. who steps down as coach of the

BoSox. Here is a 65 year old baseball man
who still doesn't know anything about a

bunt or a hit and run. He was. however,

adept at one skill, he could signal a touch

down with the best of them... Even Houk

couldn't have helped the Pats last Sunday

.tgainst the Redskins as New England only

accumulated 17 yards rushing.

.let end Mark (iastineau. while

awaiting sentencing, showed up to

practice in a $1.56,000 Rolls Royce Cor

nische Convertible. Remember that

Gastineau was involved in an altercation

at Studio .54 when he lost in arm
wrestling... But what a machine that must

have been. I wonder if Gastineau could

find a place in the Campus Center Garage-

I mean how would a Lot 31 sticker look

on that car'.'

A young man who may very soon afford a

car like that is B.C.'s Doug Flutie. What a

performance against North Carolina. 6TD
passes on Saturday night. The Heisman

looks golden for him but we'll have to wait

and see on his pro career. He could be a

superstar or a nobody after a year or two.

But right now, he's really turning a lot of

heads... We are seeing college football

games galore on TV with the new ruling.

Everywhere you turn, there's a different

game on. I think the same person who
t hought of that al.so has stock in M*A*S*H
syndication.

Speaking of TV, MTV had as its guest

VJ, get this wrestling champ Hulk Hogan.

This included an interview with Cindi

Lauper. I wonder if the Hulkster has a

future at 60 minutes... What would be

better is to get Hulk to appear on Sports

Talk, you know, the hit radio show that's

sweeping the country. It's on WMUA,
Thursday at 6 p.m. The air waves will

never be the same.

No more need be said, for now .

<"ollegian photo by Andy Heller

Sophomore Mickey Barys (12) and freshman Marcy Guiliotis form an

impenetrable wall over Cristina Fierres of Holy Cross in leading the

olleyball team to a convincing victory in three straight games.

sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:

Field Hockey: at Providence, 3:30

Women's Tennis: vs. Smith College at NOPE Courts

pro scores

NY Mets 7, Philadephia 1

California 2, Kansas City 1

Chicago 9, Minnesota 3

TorcMito 8, Boston 4
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study planned
for building of

sports center

Collegian PhoU> by Bri»r K Gonye

A CLOUD'S SILVER LINING - Judith O'Connor performs in a Kinetic Body Sculpture yesterday outside

the Student Union Gallery. The sculpture will be presented again 12 to 2 p.m. today.me Siuaeni union uaiiery. xnv »cuipi,ur«; *»iii «« picBviivc^ »kb»i »« -^ - ,»..... .^w.^.

Charges against student senate are dismissed
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Governmental Affairs Committee

Chairman Joel Rabinowtz, will appeal last

night's unanimous Student Supreme Court

Decision dismissing the case he broughh

against the Undergraduate Student Senate.

In his request for judicial review,

Rabinowitz charged that the senate acted

illegally when it invalidated last May's

Southwest Area presidential elections by

not filing a formal protest and by failing to

hear from its coordinating committee.

The senate voted to nullify the election of

Bill Collins and Arthur Stevenson to the

office of Southwest Area Co-

Presidents, after students Sharon Jackson

and Paula Williams said they were unfairly

barred from the ballot.

Student Attorney General Susan Gladwyn

requested that the case be dismissed on the

grounds that, " Nowhere in the allegation is

there a reference to a violation of a specific

rule or regulation.

" Clearly, the petition as written has failed

to provide the respondent with adequate

information to the preparation of a proper

defense," she said.

According to Gladwin, the only regulation

cited by the prosecution was " Chapter 10 of

the Senate's By Laws. " "This general

reference is to a document which governs

many aspects of the Student Gonernment

Association's election process. " she said.

Representing Joel Rabinowitz, Senator

Jay Flynn said, "We're appealing the

dismissal and the procedure of the

dismissal. We were not given a chance to

give a rebuttal, " he said.

According to Roye, Flynn must file an

appeal form then three new judges will be

chosen to decide if the appeal is valid. If

they decide it is valid, a request for judicial

review will be resubmitted and a new trial

will be arranged.

Dukakis proclaims Oct. 5 AHORA
Tribute to Hispanic serv
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Massachusetts Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis signed a proclamation yesterday

designating Oct. 5 as AHORA anniversary

day at the University of Massachusetts.

AHORA the Latin American student

organization, is celebrating its 12 years of

service to the Latin American student

community. These services have included

recruitment and retention of Latin

American students of UMass, the founding

of the Bilingual Collegiate Program,

cultural, educational and political events

designed for cultural awareness and

upliftment.

"AHORA is an action word meaning now,"

Linda Velasquez, the group's coordinator,

told the governor. She explained that the

name was extracted from an outcry

resulting from little community action in

helping the group obtain funding to

establish support programs for Latin

American students at UMass.

AHORA'S board of directors was

welcomed to the SUte House by Hispanic

leaders including Jose C. Masso, the deputy

director and Hispanic liasion in the

Governors's Office of Community Services,

and Mayra Rodriguez Howard, director of

the Hispanic Committee for Community

Affairs Office.

Rodriguez Howard said opganizations like

AHORA make the Latin American

presence 'felt" in the Commonwealth.

In regard to the proclamation, Rodriguez-

Howard said, "It is important to understand

AHORA's efforts and that the governor

realizes what they are doing."

She said AHORA is a good model which

dispells myths about the stereotypical Latin

American as portrayed by the media and

society.

"It's a pride to Hispanics. It's saying

something is working."

Although the governor meets with groups

like AHORA weekly to sign such

proclamations, Masso said, "it will come

back to him."

Masso said that bringing groups like

AHORA to the governor's attention shows

"positive factors within the Latino com

munity."

These contributions are not only an

example to the Latin-American community,

but also to the community at large, Masso

said.

It is and example for Latinos that will

serve to set future goals, " he said.

Velasquez said the proclamation is a step

in the right direction. She said AHORA
will now get the recognition and respect it

deserves.

Proclaiming its anniversary day will also

recognize the "seriousness and commitment

by past members to better their lives and

that of others."

"It is a symbol of the strength of the

organization and its good reputation. It is a

good name not only to AHORA, but to

UMass for having a student organization of

that kind," said Edwin Cancel, a group

member.

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Building Authority will study the feasibility

of a $15 to $18 million sports and convoca-

tion center beginning this fall, the dean of

the School of Physicxil Education announc-

ed yesterday.

Dean David Bischoff said the study will

examine locations, design plans, cost

estimates, and means of financing for a

structure to seat up to 12,000 people. If

the project is approved by the University

Board of Trustees, student fees will be rais-

ed to partially fund the construction, which

is not expected to be completed for six

years. State funds would also be used.

"If we undertake (the building), student

fees will undoubtably be involved, partially

at least," Bischoff said. "But it is unlikely

any students currently here would be hit

with a fee increase' because of the time

needed to complete the project , he said.

The facility will be used for basketball

games, concerts, graduation ceremonies

and hockey games if an ice rink is included,

he said. The study will also evaluate im-

planting turf and lighting at Alumni

Stadium, which is now used only six times a

year.

The project will proceed on the "fastest

possible track" but will not be completed

"before five or six years," Bischoff said.

"But we're very optimistic about that.

Those of you who know how much we need

a place to bring together our students for a

number of functions know it's worth

waiting for."

The largest indoor sports facility on cam-

pus now is the Curry Hicks Cage, which

seats 4,200. That building is scheduled to

undergo $2.5 million in renovations this fall

and would continue to be used for gather-

ings if the larger facility is built.

Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, said he

was in the process of reworking the

language of the $3 million appropriated in

last year's capital outlay budget to build

any ice rink so that it can be used to

renovate other campus buildings. The

trustees will make bonding and finance ar-

rangements with the UMBA, he said.

UMass has not had a hockey team for

more than a decade. Last fall a group of

alumni lobbied Collins and other legislators

for money to build a rink and revive the

hockey program, and the state then ap-

propriated the $3 million.

"State funding will continue and increase

for our academic buildings," Collins said.

Some money may be used to expand

University Health Services, he added.

The state feels UMass-Amherst "should

be the gemstone for its entire educational

system" and the construction of a large

facility would be a "resource to the com-

munity" and help improve the University's

image and sports teams, Collins said.

"We feel the entire project is a very

hopeful one," Bischoff said.
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Senate defense plan stallsMX
WASHINGTON (AP)-

The Senate yesterday sent President

Reagan a compromise defense plan that will

boost Pentagon spending by about 5 per

?ent in the fiscal year beginning on Monday,

but cuts deeply into his array of strategic

programs, including the MX nuclear

missile.

The voice vote, following House approval a

day earlier, completed legislative action on

a defense authorization bill which had tied

Congress in knots since the two chambers

passed vastly different versions in June.

But Reagan's retreat on the MX a week

ago broke the log jam and sparked a

compromise package which resolved more

than 1.200 differences over the huge

defense budget, accounting for more than

one third of federal spending.

Technically, the authorization bill calls for

spending of $297 billion in fiscal 1985. But

as part of an agreement with House

Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.. and Senate

Majority Leader Howard Baker Jr.. R
Tenn.. a companion spending bill, which

actually provides the money, will be capped

at $292.9 billion.

That represents a cut of more than $20

billion form the $313.4 billion budget

submitted by Reagan early in the year, and

less than half of the "real"- or inflation

adjusted-increase he proposed.
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Tix on sale Monday Sept. 24

Monday Oct. 15

F.A.C. UMass

Students S7.50 & $8.50 ^ ,, ., .
,

^^
General Public $9.50 & $10.50 Tickets Still Available

UNITED NATIONS (AP)

Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko of the

Soviet Union delivered a stinging public

retort yesterday to President Reagan s

concUiatory overtures. calUng for "concrete

deeds rather than verbal assurances from

the White House.

He said U.S. policymakers "have a great

deal to do if they want their words... to be

trusted."

Gromyko. who is to meet with Reagan at

the White House today, devoted most of his

75 minute speech before the United Nations

General Assembly to sharp attacks on

> "absurd" American policies increasing the

threat of war.

However, he left the door open for im

proved relations.

"The Soviet Union believes it is precisely

concrete deeds rather than verbal

a.ssurances that can lead to normaUzmg the

situation in our relations with the U.S. The

U.S.S.R. will not be found wanting. Every

American family should know that the

lIMais 11) required with studcni ticket

lKkrit'>nMlrai ^lnr AtuC«nirr.Sptinn(i*ld{ i..i (*nirr»nd Si.ip* Shi.p Unjii.mi in North»mp«t>n.

HiilyikcC.rrrnfwId tnd Piie»(i»ld No t»m. biinl« i>r rctordmn drvicn
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PHI - S/GMA - KAPPA

Little Sisters Rush Party

Friday Sept. 28th 10:00 PM
All University Women Invited

Free Refreshments Served

entertainment provided by Bryan Jerome

special guest appearance by Jeff Campbell

* non-alcohol beverages will be served
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DOMESTIC BEER IMPORTED BEER
SPECIALS SPECIALS

Rheingold cans $7.65 case + dep Becks Light or Dark

Bud loose cans. . . . $10.95 case + dep $3.95 6 pk + dep

Miller & Lite loose cans O'Keefe $3.50 six pack + dep

$10.95 cs + dep Dos Equis $3.95 six pack + dep

Michelob loose cans Holland Brand $3.95 6 pk . dep

.. $12.50 cs + dep

LIQUOR SPECIALS WINE SPECIALS

KImnoff Vodka i 75 l $8.75 Wine Coolers 4 pk $3.95

Pott Rum 750ml $5.95 Folonari Soave i 5 $4.29

338 College Street Amherst 253 5384

In Store Wine Tasting Saturday U:00 - 6:00 pm
not responsible for typographical errors

Soviet Union wants peace and only peace

with the U.S.," the 75-year-old foreign

minister said.

Secretary of State George P. Shultz, who

listened impassively from the second-row

bank of seats assigned to the U.S.

delegation, said as he left the hall that he

did not like the speech.

Gromyko later met with Democratic

presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale.

Mondale said they talked mostly about

arms control issues but touched on human
rights, the Middle East, Central America

and Southeast Asia.

Gromyko was not available for questions.

But the Soviet news agency Tass quoted

him as saying Mondale had sugested some

ideas that,"should they materialize in

Washington's policy, would open up certain

possibilities for bringing the positions of the

two powers closer and for subsequent

agreements on arms limitations and

disarmament, above all in the field of

nuclear weapons."
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Amherst Chinese Foods
B«sf Mancfartn Fooel

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST
BEER « WINE LICENSE

Fresh Vegetables
from Our Own Farm

CLoseo weoMesoAY
• t DO NOT UU HSG 0« XITICIAL COLOMNC

253-7835

Amherst Flics presents

JAWS
I Fri, Sat, Sun

t 8:00, 10:00 $1 .50 admission

i Welcome! National Student Exchange Students!

There will be a welcome to UMASS and welcome home Happy

Hour at The Ptib for all of you that are here on exchange, UMASS
students returning from exchange, and any others interested! Please

stop in and;

Meet new friends!

Find out about the NSE Club and sign up for it!

Enjoy some munchies!

Enjoy some liquid refreshments!

(Mass. legal drinking age is 20. Bring I.D.)

Date; Monday, October 1 , 1984 Time; after 7 until 9 p.m.

Place- The Pub in Amherst (located behind Carriage shops in town)

HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL THEREIIII

estaurant
FANTASTIC
HAPPY HOUR

MUNCHIE MENU!

! HAPPY HOUR !

2 for 1 all bottled beer

2 in 1 well drinks

potato skins only $1.99

3 pm - 6 pm, 9 pm till closing

7 days per week

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

West German party fears "battlefield"
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Coiieian Staff

West Germany must adopt "foreign policy of our own to

combat the arms race and rising Ea.st West tensions, three

representatives of that country's Green Party said last

night at the University of Masschusetts.

Albert Statz, a professor at the Free University of West
Berlin and member of the party's National Peace and

Disarmament Committee, said the Greens stood for "a

Germany which is more autonomous... which reflects our

real security needs."

To an audience of about 200 which overflowed a Campus
Center meeting room, Statz said that his compatriots fear

the Soviet Union, but that based on studies of the present

military balance, "the feeling that the USSR is going to

cross the border and conquer Western Europe is not a very

realistic one."

More worrisome, he said, was the deployment of

American first strike nuclear missiles on the Continent and

BOG locates

new offices

for groups
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

After an hour of debate, the Campus

Center Board of Governors last night

found new offices for three student groups.

The Off-Campus Housing Office
^

will

move into room 423A of the Student Union

Building, where the Student Government

Association (SGA) Communications Office

is presently located. The SGA Commun-

ications Office will move into room 304 of

the Student Union Building, now occupied

by two Recognized Student Organizations

(RSOs).

The RSOs, fraternity Alpha Phi Omega

and sorority Gamma Sigma Sigma, have

been guaranteed space in the Student

Union Building, most likely in the Key

Functions Office.

The University administration forced the

Off-Campus Housing Office out of its office

in Hasbrouk, effective next Monday, to

make room for new computer terminals.

The SGA Communications Office recent-

ly bought an AM veritype typesetter, which

needs good ventilation so it can be used.

Their office did not have proper ventila-

tion.

Board of Governors' chairman Bob Abele

said the board's executive committee had

looked at the space needs of different

groups and the benefit to students each

group offers and came up with the Alpha

Phi Omega and Gamma Sigma Sigma of-

fice as the odd man out. When the deadline

for moving the Off-Campus Housing Office

approached, the executive committee decid-

ed to draw up the move proposal.

Michael Wall, president of Alpha Phi

Omega, and Joan MacDonald, president of

Gamma Sigma Sigma, said they were upset

with the lack of consideration for RSO
groups in general. They said the board did

not plan well for the space move.

Wall said they were given only one hour

and 15 minutes notice that they were be-

ing considered for a move but, could defend

their claim to their office space at the

meeting.

a "confrontative" US military strategy which links the

European theatre with conflicts in other parts of the world.

"We are in (great) danger even if war begins in the Third

World. ' he said. "We are the battlefield."

The Green party began in 1979 as a coalition of en-

viromentalists, trade unions, women's groups, and

members of several existing parties opposed to the

deployment of medium range Pershing II and cruise

missiles in Western Europe. But Green representative

Eva Quistorp said that party grew out of "a growing

democratic opposit ion... an anti fascist tradition " that has

existed in Germany since 1945.

Representative Hildegard von Meier, like Quistorp also a

member of the international group Women for Peace, said

it was a myth that the peace movement is anti American:

"The peace movement really represents the democratic

part of America. ..the democratic tradition."

Statz added. "We need your help (in)a common

discussion... to formulate a strategy.

"We don't have a solution. We have a debate," he said.

r^jllepan Phold hy Bnan K Oinye

AS THE BELL TOLLS - Michael Mastrolotaro. left and Bruce Bliven of Landmark

Rigging Inc. work on steeple renovations yesterday afternoon at South Congrega-

tional Church in South Amherst.

Amherst hosts Amnesty meetingtomorrow
By WILLIAM COLLINS
Collegian Correspondant

Amnesty International will hold a con-

ference at Amherst College tomorrow to

help students interested in forming campus

chapters.

Amnesty International is a group that

searches out and tries to correct human

rights violations, specifically those of

prisoners.

The agency has over 250,000 volunteer

members worldwide, including 13.000 in

the United States. It is made up of campus

groups and a urgent action network.

The conference is a regional meeting for

members of Amnesty International Campus

Groups, sponsored by the Amherst College

chapter. From 9a.m. to 6 p.m.. the con-

ference will include workshops on fun

draising, a slide show on the medical

aspects of torture, and two films.

One event, the slide show and presen

tation on the medical aspects of torture, will

be open to the public. It is scheduled fro

11:30 a.m. in Chapen 201 at Amherst

College.

Memberp of Germany's Green Party in the Campus

Center lluit night, seated left to right: Hildegard von

Meier. UMass Lecturer Bill Strickland. Eva Quistorp.

Albert Sutz.

Details given

on interests

in S. Africa
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

University Treasurer Robert H. Brand

yesterday released documents showing the

University of Ma.ssachusetts sold its 2,466

shares of stock in General Signal Cor-

poration Sept. 17 because of that company's

business activities in South Africa.

Earlier this week. Brand said he had sold

stock in one company in response to a

student group's complaints that the firm did

business in South Africa, but he had

refused to name that company and others

under investigation for the same reason.

The UMass Board of Trustees in 1977

ordered divestment of University

stockholdings in any company that does

business in South Africa, where a white

minority rules an apartheid system and the

black majority has no political rights.

Brand also released letters from the

presidents of the Foxboro Co.. Thomas &
Betts. and Proctor & Gamble in which they

denied that their busines.ses operate in

South Africa. Brand has yet to get a reply

from the fifth company, Tektronix. which is

under investigation by his office and

suspected of operating in South Africa.

UMass' shares in General Signal, when

sold, were valued at $119,896.92. A
University student group, the South

African Divestment Coalition.(SADC). says

UMass still owns shares in four companies

who operate in South Africa (Foxboro.

Thomas & Betts, Proctor & Gamble.

Tektronix) in direct contradiction to the

divestment policy. As of Thursday af-

ternoon that stock was worth $207,826

according to the New York Stock'

Exchange.
In reply to Brand's letter, which asked if

his company did business in South Africa,

General Signal Corporation President

David T. Kimball said. "I believe most

American companies doing business in

South Africa have contributed more to the

change in apartheid than any other force.

"Pioneering efforts in equal pay. non-

segregation, equal opportunities have made

massive changes. Abdicating the market to

those who aren't so motivated will prove a

great dis service to your legitimate cause,"

Kimball said.

Members of the SADC said they had yet to

hear from Brand on whether he had acted

on the new information given to him

Monday, in which the students charged that

the four remaining companies are still doing

business in South Africa.

Coalition member Debbie Piltch said

Kimball's argument is "often" used to

justify the existence of investiture in

South Africa and in turn it justifies racism

and a status quo.

FarEastprogram receivesgrant

The undersecretary of the US Depar-

tment of Education will present a $40,000

grant to the University of Massachusetts

School of Management today to fund an

internship program for 10 graduate

students in the People's R«pubUc of

China. ». r^, j *

UndersecreUry Edward M. Elmendort

will present the award to the director of

the Masters of Business Administration

degree program. Bertil Liander. Liander

said it is the second consecutive year the

school has received the grant from the

nationwide competition in which 23 grants

were awarded last year.

The program will allow 10 students to

travel in Japan. China. Hong Kong, and

Singapore. while studying U.S. -China

trade. Liander accompanied the group

this past summer, and Management

Department head Arthur Carlisle wiU go

next summer, he said.

Police report $9,000 jewel theft

An Amherst resident reported $9,000

worth of jewelry missing from her house

Monday. PoUce believe the theft took place

sometime between August 25 and August

28
Police said the theft was not reported

earlier besause the victim had a suspect and

was going to resolve the matter privately.

The suspect was found not to be respon

sible. however, and the incident was

reported to the police.

Springfield police arrested a 22 year-old

man Monday on a warrant issued m
Amherst for indecent assault and batt«ry

on a child under 14. The arrest stems from

an incident last April involving a 7-year-old

female Amherst resident.

Police have been investigating the matter

since September 17,when the girl's parents

notified them of the assault. The suspect is

being held on $500 baU. pending arraign-

ment in Hampshire District Court.

—Phil Serafino
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Toevery roommate
about tobecome aineno

Right now. about the only thing you have in

common is the same nKHii. But you and those

strangers who moved in with you are going to

crack a lot of lxH)ks and bum a lot ot mid-

night oil together.

You're going to discover the people

behind the nameUigs, the ones in-

side the roommates. And who

knows? Before the tenn is

over, your roommates may
very well turn out to be good

friends,

lb each of you we say. let

it be U)wenbrau.

Lowenbrau-Here's togood friends.
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Passenger Van
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Sensational Sale!
on

New and Used Mopeds
Available from

$100.00 - $250.00

Catch a PED while you can!!

Call NOW
ask for Jack 549-6797
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Minority recruitment efforts start with everyone
D.. I ATTDA vrr "a-<> KixrinniniTtn shrink hpraiispfpps are iroincr UD." they should not all(
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Perspectives on goals in employment, recruiting and

improving minority hiring in the newsroom were discussed

yi the second day of the American Society Newspaper

Editor's Northeast regional seminar on "Minorities in the

Newsroom: Finding Minority Journalists for the 1990's" at

the University of Massachusetts.

In response to "Goals for Minority Employment on

Newspapers" James L. Medoff from Harvard University

told a group of about 50 editors, reporters, professors,

adminstrators and students that the BosUm Globe is

keeping their commitment made to a group of Black

ministers last year in hiring more minorities to the

newspapers staff.

Although figures of blacks compared to whites in the

newsroom is "still way below the national level, things are

getting better," Medoff said.

In 1979. only 59 out 2.595 employees at the Globe were

minorities compared to the 1983 figures of 127 out of 2.589.

Medoff said.

On "Recruiting Minorities for Professional Education.

Chester Davis, professor of Afro American Studies at

UMass said the entering number of minorities to college

"are beginning to shrink because fees are going up."

"Money is drying up in various places. This hurts the

poorest minorities that are the hardest hit." Davis said.

"A lot has to happen on the University level. Pressure

needs to be put on the University admissions."

All of the speakers on "How to Improve Minority Hiring

in the Newsroom" agreed networking must be established

through high schcx)ls. and college graduates to open doors

for potentially qualified blacks and minorities.

Margy McCay. assistant personnel manager at the

Associated Press said the AP is beginning to increase the

numbers of blacks in the newsroom by offering internships

to blacks and minorities.

"Most people don't work for the AP right out of school.

There is a two year minimum experience required." McCay

said. "We attend conferences, recruiting fairs and we

work with a clearing house that works with minority

banks." she said. "It's not an easy thing to do and it takes

time, money and commitment."

David Squires, a Newsday copy editor, commented that

white staffers should understand the historical aspect of

hiring minorities.

"In 1968. the Kerner Commission, which investigated the

causes of the '68 riots, gave a mandate to the press that

—---.-We SaveYou More
MiLEVEnf Than Time

MOOSEHEAD
BEER

6 pack, 12 oz. bottles

$3.99

BLACK LABEL
BEER

24/12 oz. cans

$7.49

/^

case

plus deposit
li

Coke, Diet Coke
Tab

2 liter bottle

$1.19
plus deposit

DORITOS
Nacho Cheese Flavor

12 oz. bag

$1.89

HAM DINGER
SANDWICH

$1.69

Open 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week

at 116 Amherst Road. Sunderland, Mass.

Prices QOOd thru September 30. 1964

they should not allow these problems (of rioting blacks) to

go unnoticed," Squires said.

"It's still the responsiblity of all staff to know why a Black

had been hired when their qualified friends were turned

down for the job," Squires .said, "Ten years after that, in

1978. the percentage of minority staff on newspapers had

only risen to two percent."

Vicki Ogden, an assistant managing editor for the Mid-

dlesex News, agreed, noting that new black staff must also

be aware of the context in which they were hired, and of

the prejudice that may be there.

"We too think one of the ways to improve minority hiring

is to try to get them young and train them," Irving

Kravsow, associate editor at the Hartford Courant said.

Addie Rimmer, a Black recruiter for the Wall Street

Journal, questioned whether newspapers were using their

own minority staff to help in the recruitment process.

"I think we should be utilizing a resource that's already

there," Rimmer said.

But Charles Moses, a Newsday reporter, said this

question was "a double edged sword. In a lot of cases,

black recruiters are brought in (then left alone) and this

black person in left holding the bag in making judgements

that may be subjective."

i

course fee; $50.00 ^
Registration fee; $2.

Phone to Register 7

4

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE
29 Strong St.

549-1566

Evening classes

10-week courses

starting Oct. 1

Ballet, Jazz,

Modern Dance

I

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HA_|5£U];i

II $7.00
I

(with this coupon) |

I
$10.00 with Shampoo

I
and Blow Dry .

I
$11.50 Long Hair '

Please Call «or an Appointment

Fxpires 9/30/84

Styles by Deborah
j6 Unnr-vxy/ Drive

Amh«i»t MA /5« 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Friday and Saturday

i An Affair to Rennember with Gary Grant

I
^®**^ ^®*

with Hepburn and Tracy

I Sunday thru Tuesday

I Two Cary Grant Movies!

s Bringing Up Baby
5 with Katherine Hepburn

1 I was a Male War Bride

g with Ann Sheridan,
TTTTtl

Student Chapter #524

Music Educator's National Conference

presents

THE BIRDS
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock

Friday, September 28

5:00 show $1.25

7:00, 9:00, 1 1 :00 shows $1 .75

Bezanson Recital Hall

Fine Arts Center

AND

FUNNY GIRL
Starring Barbra Streisand

Saturday, September 29

5:00 show $1.00

7:00, 9:00, 1 1 :00 shows $1 .50

Bezanson Recital Hall

Fine Arts Center
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Letters to the Editor

Hypocrisy in Student Senate Decision

than :« percent of WMUA^s

The Undergraduate Senate is made up of

h>pocritical idiots: The Senate, last year

whole heartedly endorsed the formation of

the Jewish Caucus. The Jewish Caucus was

formed in response to anti-Semitic actions

in the Senate and at the University.

The insensitive clods who made up our

alledged student representative body have

pulled off one of their worst actions in

recent months. The senate has some
chutzpah to hold a meeting on the first

night of Rosh Hashanah, one of the holiest

days in the Jewish faith.

This action is not only offensive to the

Jewish community, it is also offensive to

the groups that the senate supposedly

represents.

I hope you ( the senators ) feel good aboout

what you have done. An apology just won't

suffice.

Michael Altneu

Former SGA Senator and Former

Orchard Hill Area Gov't. Pres.

This is more tr.-.. — r ^,.

total airtime. H^^''' ^^^ f f A'^A ,
hours for over 20 percent oi UMUAs

'"ForT community as diverse as that which

WMUA broadcasts to. I fee! that a rad.o

station with a commitment to serve this

community, as WMUA dc.es w.th its

programming including Israeh music, polka

music, latino music, classical music,

progressive alternative new music, country

and bluegra.ss. soul, oldies, theater radio

comedy, news, sports, public affairs and

funk, jazz, blues and gospel, has offered a

suitable amount of "Black music"- 64 out of

1()8 hours weekly for the black community!

I also feel that at 34 hours weekly, more

than any other single group at WMUA,
BMCP is hardly being phased out.

Burge. these figures do not lie. Next tune

you choose to assail WMUA I suggest you

study the facts more carefully. We have.

William R. Scollins III

Charles A. Durham
WMUA Staff

But where is the other side of the story

The facts and only the facts, please

After reading the "commentary" in the

Black affairs section of Wednesday's

Collegian by Kimberly Burge, I have a few

questions and comments.

Should I assume that from the response to

the "lack of diversity" claim cited in this

article that it is meant that "black music'is

"reggae, funk, jazz, blues and gospel? " II

so. I would like to point out that WMUAs
present format includes: six hours of

reggae, four hours of gospel. nine hours of

blues, 19 hours of jazz and 26 hours of urban

contemporary programming for a total of 64

hours out of a possible 168 weekly hours.

As someone who is at least

vaguely familiar with the

topic of land reform in El

Salvador, I feel it is my

obligation to counter what I

see as the deliberate

campaign of misinformation

that is being wagedxxy

Peter Dow in his weekly

column on the situation in

Central America. I was

AN IBM PCXT COMPUTER
WITH $1000 WORTH OF PRINTER
& WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE

FOR $4095???
Not exactly. But if it weren't for the label

you couldn't tell the difference!!!

O corona
The Compatible Company

• Desk Top or Portable

• High Resolution Monitor

• Graphics Capability

• 256000 character memory
• 4 free expansion slots

• 10 million character drive storage

• DOS 2.0 PC Tutor', GW Basic, and

'Multimate' word processing

• Includes Panasonic KX1091 Printer

228 Triangle St.

Amherst
Mon-Sat 10-6

Sale Ends October 13

(i} IComputerWorks 549-7133

SUNDAY BRUNCH

The entire regular menu and

dinners are also available dur

ing Sunday Brunch.

MIMOSA
Freshly squeezed orange juice

and champagne
1.95

KIR
Chablis and Cassis

1.95

BLOODY MARY
Eight ingredients make this a

great one

1.95

CHAMPAGNE
By the glass

1.95

ORANGE AND
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Freshly squeezed.

By the glass.

.95

Half carafe

1.95

Full carafe

3.75

EGGS BENEDICT
Poached eggs on english muf-

fins with Canadian bacon and

topped with holiandaise

sauce. Served with fresh

fruit.

4.25

EGGS COMMODORE
Poached eggs on english muf-

fins with sausage patties and

topped with holiandaise

sauce. Served with fresh

fruit.

4.25

EGGS SARDOU
Poached eggs on english muf

fins covered with creamed

spinach and anirhokes and

with holiandaise

Served with fresh

KID'S PANCAKES
(12 and under)

.99

topped
sauce,

fruit.

4..'V0

CROISSANT & FRUIT
A croissant stuffed with ham
and topped with a cheddar

cheese and almond sauce.

Served with fresh fruit and a

poppy seed dressing.

4.25

CRABME.XT FRITTATA
Crabmeat 7iio>'hini

mushrooms onions with eggs

baked and sprinkled with

grated parmesan Served

with fresh fruit.

4.95

SUNDAY BRUNCH
AT THE PUB...

THE TRADITIONAL
Eggs to Order. Two eggs

fried scramble<l or poached
with bacon and sau.sage links

liome fries toast or english

muffin.

3.25

FRENCH TOAST
Served with bacon and
sausage links warm syrup and
fresh fruit

3.25

QUICHE OF THE DAY
Served with fresh fruit and a
warm croissant

^^ Better than
Breakfast

in Bed.

^fX^^'lout

f'om Eg^ Benedict

The oev recnon

for qefling owt ot bed

J ouf 'eoitic new
Sunday Brunch

Four food'Mlad

tun titled ^>Ourj

every SurxJoy

I lom 3pm

THE
PUB

HAM AND CHEDDAR
QUICHE
Served with fresh fruit and a

warm croissant

3.95

SPINACH AND
MUSHROOM QUICHE
Served with fresh fruit and a
warm croissant

3.95

LOBSTER QUICHE
Served with fresh fruit and a
warm croisant

4.95

OMELETTES
Create your own three egg
omelette from a selection of

fillings: ham, peppers, onions,

mushrooms, cheese, bacon,

tomatoes. Served with hash
browns and a warm croissant.

3.95

15 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
413-549-1200

previously amazed by Dow's

partisan presentation on

Nicaragua which he at-

tempted to present as a

factual account ( he certainly

had enough numbers ) to set

the record straight. I cannot

systematically answer each

point he has made in

(yesterday's) column, but I

would like to illustrate the

type of presentation I think

represents Dow's
manipulative style.

His comments on the ef-

fects of the formation of

cooperatives in El Salvador

are a clear example. He

says coffee, sugar, cotton,

and milk production all went

down as a direct result of the

land reform, but in the

period he is writing about it

is not entirely clear that the

reform is to blame for the

massive disruption of the

economy. The increasingly

intensive violence linked to

revolution, which has been

the effect of the unification

of the revolutionary forces (

and more importantly the

massive influx of military

aid to the government from

our own ), would be a more
revealing explanation for

the entire situation.

This is a totally inadequate

response to the entire ar-

ticle, but there are so many
points which are open to

debate included in his piece

that it wouldbe a task too

great for me to tackle in this

short space, to put it mildly.

I challenge Dow to let me
present the other side of the

story.

Todd Little

Au-Homy Aword winner G«rg,o Moroder presents Fntz Long s doiSK v,«on of

the utu..', now benufHully restored ond with a contemporary mu«cal score

> (c i oTcT
6

' ••o «6 d i j

^U

ivectea by FRITZ LANG musk GIORGIO MORODER ^v"" f^TE BEUOTTE

son^ per^med by PAT BENATAR-BILLV SQUIER-JON ANDERSON

ADAM ANT-BONNIE TYLER-FREDDIE MERCURy-LOVERBCfC

Originol Molior Picture Soundtrack Album on Colombia Records or»d Cotsefte* "^
j—-—

—

-.„ „ Cinecam

Reaaant St. Theater

27 Pleasant St/Northampton/ 588-0936
f]nrm: 6, 8, 10 pm\ 8l«) 4 pm S« and Sun

, tfFCaw<».-^=?& tfJCSb^O-rf^T* tffCawO^^i?^ tf5Cii^<».-^^^

9

d

9

SEPTEMBER
SPECIAL

Twofer One
St. Pauli Girl

OCTOBER SPECIAL
Twofer One Heineken

plus our original

^ twofers and hors d'oevres

^ 7 days 7 nights

9 4-6 pm 10-mldnight K

I Proper ID a MUST A

^ 57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141 ^

J> ^aip «c»^<»-^Q» cc^<S)"'"^aiP «:^<?!>"'"^34* ^^^''^
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Happy Birthday
The birthday party

begins tomorrow and
we're all invited.

The University of

Massachusetts Bilingual

Collegiate Program
celebrates its 10th an-

niversary beginning
tomorrow. In honor of the

event, Massachusetts
Governor Michael S.

Dukakis has proclaimed
next week Bilingual

Education Week here and

throughout the Com-
monwealth.
BCP and AHORA help

students in the bilingual

communities of

Massachusetts and New
England to gain accep-

tance to the University

and to successfully com-

plete their college educa-

tion.

There are 460 par-

ticipants in the program

this year. They receive

help with job placement,

financial aid, academic
and personal counseling

through BCP.
Bilingual Education

Week will include a recep-

tion for BCP students, an

exhibit of prints from
Puerto Rico, a BCP

students art exhibit,

music and dance perfor-

mances, an award
ceremony hosted by
AHORA, a student
organization active in pro-

moting social and cultural

events for Hispanic
students, and the week
will conclude with a Gala

Celebration next Saturday

in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

Many groups and in-

dividuals will participate

in celebrating BCP and

AHORA's birthday and

they should be proud of

their efforts thus far. We
as a community should

show our appreciation to

them and especially to

BCP for 10 years of

dedicated and needed ser-

vice to UMass by par-

ticipating in as many
events as possible.

The BCP has been grow-

ing strong for 10 years

and AHORA for 12, may
they both continue to grow

and have many more bir-

thdays.

Unsigned editorials

reflect the majority opi-

nim of ike Collegian Board

of Editors.

The struggle rages on
Many people perceive gay men and

lesbians as very vocal and militant. These

people also wonder what the fuss is about,

and why people of a fonosexual orientation

need to come out about their sexuaUty. .

After all, what consenting adults want to do

in their own bedrooms is private and not

really anyone else's business.

All that is true. Sexuality can be a very

awkward issue to organize around. Can you

imagine a group of men and women sittmg

around in a room with the tacit un^

derstanding that each is gay or lesbian, and

wondering what they want to do about it?

When I was first coming out, I found this

very embarassing.

But sex is a political issue in this society.

As long as an employer can look me in the

eye and say. " You're gay, you're fired," or

an apartment owner can say, " You're gay.

you can't rent here. " sex and sexual

orientation will be political.

Federal and state governments continue

to legislate American's sexual behavior In

many states, anything but face-to-face

heterosexual intercourse is illegal. Ul

course, it is impossible to police, enforce

and prosecute violations of this law. but

don't you find it galling that some gover-

nmental body wants to tell you who you can

sleep with and what kinds of intimacy are

permissable? This is repressive not only to

gay men and lesbians, but also to bisexuals

and heterosexuals.

For gay men and lesbians, the most

political action we can Uke in our everyday

lives is to openly admit to bemg gay. It has

been said that it every gay P«"on /:*m«

out. laws and attitudes would change

overnight. Everyone either knows

Bob Brigham

OPINION
The opinions expressed on tr^is page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily rell«

•

the views of the Collegian or the university unless otherwise noted
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Another kind of celebration

someone who is gay. or has had a

homosexual experience of homosexual

feelings at some time in their lives. Many

non-gays have become allies and supporters

after having come to terms with their gay

friends.relatives. or occasional gay feelings.

One of the goals of gay fights advocates is

to pass laws that prevent discrimination on

the bases of sexual preference in

nousing.employment. and services.

Another is to educate the public about

issues of gay and lesbian oppression and

about what it means to grow up gay or

lesbian in this society. When these are

accomplished.maybe the day will come

when I can hug or kiss a male friend in

public without fear of attack.

I want to be able to walk into a night-

club.ani/nightclub, and dance with my male

friends without causing a minor riot. I want

adolescents who are exploring their

sexuality to feel good about their sexual

selves, regardless of whether they turn out

to be gay or lisbian. bisexual, or straight. I

want gay men and lesbians to be treated as

equals by our heterosexual counterparts.

And if you step back about 20 years or so.

and substitute the word "black " for gay of

lesbian in this paragraph.you'll see that this

is another human rights struggle. The

same. Yet different.

Bob Brigham is a Collegian Correspondent

This weeekend there will be a com-

memoration by local women at the campus

pond for the three years of peaceful protest

at Greenham Common in England.

I remember Greenham Common also, but

in a different light, most likely, than the

participants in the local rally.

I was dropped off outside the airbase on a

blistery day earlier this year. My friend

(female) and I had planned on joining the

group at Greenham for a while to show our

support, talk to the people and find out

what was going on.

Greenham isn't much of a place, but it does

have a common, and that is why legally the

protesters have a right to be there.

Politically, though. ii is a hotbed, much to

the dismay of the British establishment,

local residents and government alike.

Greenham Common on January

17. 1984.was dismal. I don't know what I

was expecting to find, but what I saw

dismayed me. The place was a mess. The

bitter wind cut across the countryside, and

litter was scattered everywhere, evidence

of past rallies never quite cleaned up af

terward.

Bleak was a word for it; for the uniformed,

emotionless soldiers on one side of the

barbwire topped triple-fences to the ragtag

group of women protesting on the other. A

glorious encampment it was not.

We approached a group of women

assembled near a campfire. They seemed

wrapped up in a very important con

versation, hardly noticing our presence. We
explored this area known as the "main camp

", and learned that there were six other

camps, one on every entrance to the air-

base.

We also learned that, because I was not

female. Iwas not welcome to camp at

Greenham that night. I was. however,

encouraged to go to the nearest "mixed

camp", about 50 nules away. Great.

I felt somewhat put off by this reaction to

my precence. Perhaps it was good for me to

experience aibme sexism, but what kind of

lesson is that? ;' X _^
-r

—
A young woman who had been at the camp

almost two years put it this way, " ^yomen

want to have this as eAetr protest; they

organize it, participate in it, live it. and

share solidarity. This is a place where

women can come and feel conifortable; not

have to worry about anything."

Somehow I felt as though I was in Nor-

thhampton. Not the English town due

north of the airbase. but the heavily

feminist-separatist populated Pioneer

Valley town that I had come to love, but

occasionally had bad dreams about.

Rob Skelton

Well, I'm not one to overstay my welcome,

so my friend and I

waited under a leaky bus shelter as the

drizzle came down. We watched as

busloads of American service families

exited the base to go on outings.

We watched as the ragtag protesters went

about preparing the camp for another bout

with the weather, with the guards, with the

establishment.

We talked to a woman who was going mto

town to wash up and do laundry. " At this

point, many of us stay inside the shelters all

day .The mood swings are very intense; it's

not easy." she said.

Women came up to pump water. The

peace campers pay the county rates and

have a fight to draw water from the supply.

" People sabotage our means of survival."

one woman told us as she secretly turned on

the water flow.

Others told us of hooligans on motorbikes

tearing the camp up. throwing excrement

into shelters and worse. The living is not

easy.

They do, however.have immense media

coverage. Apparently Paul and Linda

McCartney sent a hamper full of goods to

Greenham Common just after New Year.

The British press, dominated by the

thinkers who dominate Parliament, is for

the most part unsympathetic to the

Greenham Women.
American media, when they do report on

camps like Greenham. are generally

sympathetic.

For many, a pilgrimage to Greenham

Common is a must. For us it was a bust.

We met a woman from Eldmonton. Alberta,

on exchange for a year at Oxford. She had

come for a visit and found it "interesting".

January is rough, even if you have a

house. That this peace encampment has

comtinued for three years is remarkable.

The zeal of the participants is apparent

when I echo one woman's sentiments: " The

message here is to inform. Let th« people

know that we are observing the hap-

penings, and should trouble occur, they wUl

here it from us long before the 'official' line

comes through.
"

Even the righteous critics cannot deny the

commitment with which this camp has

endured. To the local gatherers: celebrate,

meditate, and give thanks that you were

not at Greenham in January.

Rob Skelion is a Collegian correspondent

All tetters must be sipied and include the writer's address and

idJho^e n^ber, which will not be published. Plea.*, type double

IS2ed a* 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations uid the

'SS^e of Budl. we regret we are unable to •ek^owledfe unpublished

Lt^ L\ ktUr. are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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/<?>FOUR
SEASONS
WINES/LIQUORS

BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES

ROLLING ROCK 12 oz btl $9.99 cs

MICHELOB 12 oz cans $11.99 cs

MILLER 12 oz cans $10.99 cs

GRIZZLY 12 oz btl $13.50 cs

GENESSEE CREAM ALE. . . . 12 oz btl. . . . $2.99 cs

6-PACK SPECIALS
GUINESS $3.99 DAB BEER $3.99

GRIZZLY $3.50 MOOSEHEAD $3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
COLOMA COLUMBIAN
COFFEE LIQUOR. .750 nfil. .$3.00 with $8 rebate

VODKA and GIN 175 L $7.99

POPOV VODKA 1.75 L $9.99

BONET CHAMPAGNEdarge bottle) 1.5 LOnly $5.99

PURPOM FRENCH CIDER 750 ml $2.69

GRAN SPUMANTE 750 ml $4.99

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

Arts
¥>:::::::%-A%::%%':-A%WA-:%%'A%W:::i:^^^

t -Quality Pizza -Subs*
I 256-0222

I FREE DELIVERY
t Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

I Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am |

t Bicycles, Backpacking, Camping

$ Equipment

End of Summer Sale

CiNEMASCOOP
by Count RaminZahed

New-Used Univega, Nishiki, MotoBecane
10-speed bikes $50-$300

New-Used White Stag and Eureka Tents $35-$200

New-Used collapsible pack frames $6

New-Used Peter Storm and other rain gear $6-$25

New bicycle panniers $23

New-Used bike and hockey helmets $7-$30

Misc. Camping and Biking Equipment

Sale will be at Route 47 Flea Market in Hadley, Sept 30th

Take Rt. 47 south from Rt 9 about 2 miles on the right

All Sales Final Cash Only

Questions - call Student Hosteling Program 369-4633

•X-
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Last night, I had a most pleasant dream.

In this dream, I was mercilessly drowning

the young Drew Barrymore ofE.T. fame in

a huge container of green Dining Commons
bug juice. I woke up feeling extremely

healthy and gratified.

I often think about Drew. In my darkest

nightmares, I see her married to rotten

Ricky Shroeder. She will then mother

more obnoxious child actors who will con-

tinue to haunt moviegoers for centuries

and centuries. I wish I knew what happen-

ed to the wide-eyed innocence of young

children on the screen. Calvin Klein pro-

bably knows.
Drew's latest starring role is in Irrecon-

cilable Differences which opens today at the

Hampshire Mall Cinema. She is a ten-year-

old girl who has sued her parents for

divorce. Though she loves them both, she

suggests to a sympathetic judge, "...if I'm

not going to be totally nuts when I grow

up, I'd better get out of this family while I

still have a chance." Cute, viciously cute.

It gets worse. Shelley Long of Cheers fame

and Ryan O'Neal of Farrah Falsette fame

are the parents. Frankly, I wouldn't dare

see this movie. E.T. should have taken lit-

tle Drew back to his far-away planet.

If you are in to seeing something

even faster than Fast Times at Ridgevumt

High, you are most welcome to see The

Wild Life. Starring Christopher Penn

(Sean's brother) and Randy Quaid
(Dennis's brother), this movie is about a

group of students who experience 'the hot-

test summer' of their lives. Mt. Farm
Cinemas will begin sizzling today.

Well, those were the two movies

premiering this Friday. The situation

would be pretty sad if it wasn't for

Metrcrpolis. This 1926 gem of a movie has

special effects that put our high tech flics to

shame. The plot was so captivating that I

even stopped worrying about Drew. Leave

that keg and go to the Pleasant St. Theatre

tonight.

It is nice to know that (Jene Wilder and

Gilda Radner are happily married and en-

joying their honeymoon in the south of

France. Let'sjust keep our fingers crossed

UPC Productions presents R.E.M. with the dB's on Monday. October

15th at 8 p.m. at UMass. Tickets are on sale now at the UMass Fine

Arts Center box office and local Stop-n-Shop locations.

Crescendo Prodiictions and the Smith

College Wcrmen's Resource Center pre-

sent Sweet Honey in the Rock at S p.m

this Sunday in Greene Hall at Smith.

For ticket information call Crescendo)

at 584-26S7.

that they stay childless. All we need is a

child actress who looks like Gene and

sounds like Gilda.

My editor informed me that in the Oc-

tober issue of Vanity Fair, there is an ex-

cellent story on Sam Shepard and Jessica

Lange with many cool/hip/we-hate-

Hollywood pictures of the beautiful couple.

Now, these stars should be allowed to have

as many kids as they would like to. At

least, their kids will know how to act.

Weekend Winners: Raggae music fans

should all boogie their way to the Academy
of Music in Northampton. The Harder

They Come, starring Jimmy Cliff, can be

considered a Jamaican classic. Good luck

with the Northampton bus. It is usually

packed with intoxicated individuals coming

back from Smith.

Cary Grant is the charmer once again in

the Amherst Cinema double feature this

Sunday. Bringing Up Baby is running with

/ Was a Male War Bride: sweet nostalgia

to the core.

Killer Question; Jerry Stern, Geary

Gravel, and Tom Harrington were the

lucky winners last week. Yes, Thomas
Hulce was the nice kid in Animal House.

Here is the killer this week; Who is the

ultimate-cool Mr. Bowie involved with in

his latest project? Put your thinking tur-

bans on and you shall win a funny Revenge

of the Nerds chart. Don't forget to watch

the Smurfs every Saturday morning.

One Final Scoop; This week the gods

have been smiling at us. The Off Campus
Housing Office is giving away free passes

to the national premiere of Places In The

Heart Monday thru Wednesday. Robert

Benton {Kramer vs. Kramer) directs this

excellent movie about the depression. Ex-

flying nun Sally Field is said to be really

shining in this film. The first 400 people

will be able to see the premiere on Wednes-

day at the Hampshire Mall.

Don't forget - pick up your passes at either

WMUA or the Off Campus Housing Office,

115 Hasbrouk.
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"A knock-your'socks

off, fantastically

frightening and

lusciously gory

monster movie.**

LIFE MAGAZINE

An
American
Werewolf
in London
Date: Fri, Sept. 28

Time: 5-7-9-11
Adm: $1.50; $1.00 @ 5

Eng. East Aud.

f__; .frntnt • j

.ATKINS FRUIT BOWL
earner of Rlr- lie I

I Bav Rd.. So Amkersl
i^u%>

^m^.

mi
Telephone 253-952H

Come & Join in

the 1984
Apple Harvest

Sat.-Sun. 10-5

i

No Needles
No Pain

No Hair ^
New Reflections Hair Removal

Present this ad for

20% Off
your first 15 nnin. visit

For free consultation call Cathy

568-8371

NEW REFLECTIONS
8 Bridge Street, Northampton, MA

CORTLAND
APPLES

IN AMHERST:
Go to the Fruit Bowl for orchard location

IN BELCHERTOWN:
A Double Treat!! You can enjoy the beautiful

setting of our young orchards over-looking the

Ouabbin Reservoir, directions T.k. Rit 9 E«.t . the

l?<m«ctlof< o( Hi« 9 * 202 in Bclchcnown. tr.v. .ppfo. 2 mite* «o baWn

S ^T^rtght - w.lch for .tfln>! Tr.w^ up Salir St .boul I mil. to h.tl

I larm with yellow bam. take l««t up hill & follow signs

OPEN 8 a.m. to 8 o.mROWN
*k% PUMPKINS

\VW L m^ Sunday Only 10-5

ume

Right from our

Amherst
Pumpkin Patch!

$100
each

/

Stop at the

Fruit Bowl for

field location.

.^^^OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

aiiiaiiHMNiiiiaiiHi

PIZZA-RAMA I

Our Specialties Arc

I Delicious Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY!
CALL 253-3808

256-0115

I AnvAny Med. Pizza3 r Any Large Pizza • »-»••> »>""• • «-•"

i 3 FREE SODAS (CO.) | 2 FREE SODAS (en.

« Lt,en you place you. ordef please tell I -vhen you place you. order please t

** • : IK vnii have coupons _^^
Q L us you have coupons

:C OUUMO (csnal | • •-w .^w^..
„yhen you place you. order please tell, | when you place you. order pi

, . „_ „, us you have coupons

., ,
i

! Any Small Pizza
J |

I
1 FREESODAic.nl I |

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Budweiser 12 oz. cans $10.95 case -i- dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

St. Pauli Girl $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Becks light or dark $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Ballantlne Beer $3.49 i2/pk + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.49 1.75 L

Champagnes $2.99 + up750mi

Schnapps 60° $5.99 l

ALL SPECIALS ARE COLD & READY TO GO!!!
5llMiMMMIOIItWMiWIOIIIIilMIIMOHIIIIillltiatllllM

DANCE THE WEEKEND AWAY

{newly remodeled and under new management)

NON-STOP DANCE MUSIC
from 8 pm - 1 am

Friday and Saturday

Mixed Drinks - 99'

til 10 PM
2 Drafts for - 99'

^ggjgl

Brighten Your Room!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton next to Iron Horse

Bamboo

BLINDSPOSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

fntifination Required

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

RUGS Ef MATS
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

DRAWSTRING PANTS Earrings, Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc.

Paper

LAMPSHADES
CARDS
over 1400 designs

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY

CLOTHIIMG SALE
20% - 50% OFF

SELECTED BLOUSES, SHORTS
SKIRTS. DRESSES, T-SHIRTS

CHINESE SHOES
Wide Assortment

Mon Sat 10 6

Sunday 12 - 6

MCI^CANTILE
AMHERST CAI'BIAGI SMOf»S

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

.Collegian u

At the junction of Routes 9 and 1 1

6

NOW IN HADLEYt
MUFFLERS • BRAKES • EXHAUST ^

STRUTS • SHOCKS • MORE {/-^

TRUST THE MIDAS TOUCH FOR VALUE

FREE
New England Road Map

Just drive in for a free inspection

of your vehicle's exhaust, muf-

fler, brakes, struts, or shocks. No
appointment necessary: we're

ready when you are!

cn VtSA

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

NORTHAMPTON
143 King Street

586-4840

^ —
HADLEY

Junction Rtei

9&116
586-9991

I

I

'support the Muscular Dystrophy Association

at Hampshire Mall

MDA DAY
Saturday, Sept. 29th

11:00 - 4:00 PM
fun filled events in cafe square:

• clowns
• magic shovi^ at 2:00 pm
• balloons

• auction
• aerobic marathon (JC Penney lot)

• 110 ft. giant sub by Subway

Friendly ice cream sundaes

. . .where you'll find Steigers, JC
Penney, K-Mart, and over 70 fine

shops and restaurants

Route 9, Hadley

Monday thru Saturday 10 AM - 9=30 PM^S^unday^2^PM^5^PM^

Hypercurricula

"HypercurricuU," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surroundinfi: area, is

published daily in the Collegian. KventH are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

ROSH HASHANA SER VICES - Services will be

held on Friday, Sept. 28 at 10:00 in the S.U. Ballroom

T G I F - Join us for fellowship,songs and

in struction in Ckxi's word. 7:01 in Campus Center

803. Campus Crusade for Christ.

For Sunday, Sept. 30

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH

-

Come join us for worship and teaching from God's

word. Campus Center (check schedule for room

number.)

mygodi, Imeyuuiead

le Od^gin laidy?

CENTRAL
AREA

ELECTION

Nomination Papers

for position of Treasurer

are now available

in Baker B-30

Deadline to drop off

applications

Thurs. Oct. 4, 1984

4 pm in Baker B-30

Elections will be held Oct. 11

at Franklin Dining Commons

TONIGHT
Friday 28th Sept.

your last chance to dance

with

TONY KORD
some fun a bop a bye bye

TOMORROW NIGHT
Saturday 29th Sept.

KISS 108 FM have Just discovered Andrew Wolfe
he plays here every Saturday Night

Come over and find out why.

Coming soon: B. WILLIE SMITH on Oct. 4th

Oct. 26th JUNIOR WALKER and the ALLSTARS
AIR CONDITIONED

Pos. ID'S required at the door

A. B.C. cards - picture drivers license

lopniii siRiu nmunvm, m. mmrm
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c&c 61 Main St.. Amherst
FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$15 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

10% Senior Discount* Except on Specials

'.zr^

Miller

Bud
Miller Lite

$10.95
plus

deposit

Kronenbourg
Lt and Dk 6 pk

$3.99 -h dep

Steinhauser

6pk

$4.25 + dep

All Specials In-Store Cash Prices

Hurry! Prices Good Thru Sept. 29

Grolsch

6 pk $4.25

-I- dep
W/////////////. 7////////////////////////A '////,

Soave

1.5 liter

$3.99
^P^////7//////////////////

tlje (fMastery _ ^ . .

of(£Madras
Deep hues ami hrii>ht eleur tones are interwoven in

the subtle intracacies of authentic hand-woven India

Madras. Each plaid is metieuhmsly

CpDlj"" matched with the precise

attention to detail that is the

hallmark of every Sero-tailored

shirt. Thefabric is expressly importedfor Sero, the

craftsmanship is pure American.

^otiseofValsli

• 32 Main Si., Amherst 253-3361 Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

•ilM.

Friday. Septeml)er 28, 1984
Friday, September 28, 1984 Collegiaa i»

MikesFriday Afternoon i

A HAPPY HOUR YOU CAI

FOOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1

LIVE WITH

Eggplant Parmesan

Sausages

Beef Stroganoff

Cold Cuts

Salads •^»— Chicken Caccitore

Swedish Meatballs Spanish Rice

Marinated Chicken and more

Beef Ribs tax and tip included

the
Mini Store

Located In the

Student Union

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy Film Newspapera

Tobacco Film Processing Tote Bags

Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassatte Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups

Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health & Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Many other items available

545-2528

CONVENIENT HOURS

7:30 am - 10 pm Monday-Friday

8:30 am • 10 pm Saturday & Sunday

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

TtA-minGm, OH.MsriG
imteR. PAP PIS' mmimr
Affemp nmH pm» am-

eaeKmsHT FIU5. _j«it5,
fT'5Metl6nN-
mi fMTTBR^.
ffOTA teCHNICAL

OHBf

^mpp)fAPor/
pm(\mi/turRm\

msTm-'coeiN':
RIGHTr _

nvwrwMr • M< ana ciMiteo

conjoin'Of wiTHMoofur

imemr T

Underfoot by Joe Bradbury

IFEtL RIDICULOUS

\ fNSHED THEH FOR R
SIZE 0-000\ HfLntT BVJT

THIS \5THt Snt\LLtST

TMt>( \K^^. HtX GUY3,
HOW PiBOUT m EXT^fl

TH\S ISNT GOmG
TO WORK EITHER

Gorde by Gorde

POOR A1/^/V'G0, FCRei/£R

WHAT
HE'S

Right

.>/

NO
MORE TAILGATES!
SJO A?0«£ BEER.'
WHV POesKJ'T

SOIAtOI^'E T^LL ME
THESE THW6S.'

The Lab by Law

,l4cuo7cpC?Y£S WE^^fweLL PR. SNAKeLX.ONi-t

VE STEP ? WHAT ? GOOP PYE ! j(
IthEY^P g£ MGHT OV£K.y|^

IT '5 TWC •• NATIONAU
pikerok:

TiFAVORlT£l

Yeasthead Jason Talerman

fintbal
» SXMWiP-

Ultra Mass
by E.L.M,

^hf6 vie person

(it 3 ^ines

of sound ui^K
mirkor- win* t!urb«;'«»»a«

b««t n«/<h lOjUrt^... ^^^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Carried away
5 King Hassan s

capital

10 B G link

14 Forest ox

15 Clean the slate

16 Smiling Mona
17 Station house

figure

19 European wine

region

20 Consumed
21 Part of a suit

22 Person
24 Gear lor 61

Across
26 E B White s

Charlotte, eg
28 South

American
monkey

30 Former

33 Consumer s

IrienJ

36 pray

38 El

39 Western
Indians

40 Rail birds

41 Normandy
town

42 Young one
43 Be par

simonious
44 Old style

sweeper
45 Kind ot TV

show
47 Great Barrier

island

49 Is unable to

51 Stop
55 Knighted

57 White with age

Cockney style

59 Fail

60 Seed cov«fing

61 Part of the

street scene

64 Ramble
65 Ten percenter

66 The sweet sop

^ Ran Individual

'68 Softens

69 Sandy stretch.

In Devon

DOWN
1 Highway patrol

device

2 West Side ,

Story name
'

3 Assumed an at

titude

4 Faint sound
5 Student's

option,

sometimes
6 Planetary path

parts

7 Thai coins

8 Ibsen character

9 End
10 Shade of red

11 City areas

12 This, to Pedro

13 Breakdown
18 To have, in Le

Havre

23 Horatian works

25 Natives Suffix

27 Maine product

29 Panay port

31 Greek island

32 Biblical land

33 Cashews
34 Above
35 Hammer or

Spade

37 White tailed

bird

40 Resist change
41 Scorch
43 qua non
44 Aquamarine or

emerald
46 Bingo partici

pant

48 Clairvoyants

cards

50 Clan symbol
52 Uplift

53 Street

sound
54 Cup, in Cannes
55 Poi ingredient

56 One of the Ages
58 British com

poser

62 Khan
63 Scoundrel

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

9/27/84

1 7 ] 4

1
s r- 7 1 1 10 11 1? 13

14 15 It

17 u 1»

»
1

71 7* 73

74 n 'll

kpBi n M 31 37

11 T- )S M 17 I 31

3t « 41

4? 43

P
44

4J a

'fa«n *' 47 iJ M

15" J7-^ ik M

•r

1

|1 XT

TT

1
^

•7
*"

1

ewM i«»ta• TkBMlfl 1

ReturningMonday I

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Tuna Orinder

Macaroni and Cb<

BASICS LUNCH
Bulgar and Bean Salad

Bdaoaronl and Cb<

I

DINNER
Meatloaf/Oravy

N.E. Style Scrod with

HarbCrumb Topping
Egg Salad Plate with

Craokars
BASICS DINNER

Creamed Vegetable
Croquettea with Sauoe
N.E. Style Scrod with

Herb Crumb Topping

Typesetters needed

Positions now open for typesetters,

see Mark Roden or call the

Collegian at 545-3500

If you can type 40-50 wpm we will train

Todays Weather

Today's weather: Cloudy and raw with a

chance of light rain or drizzle, highs in the 50s.

Cloudy with drizzle possible tonight, lows in the

40s. Saturday, mostly cloudy and cool, highs in

the 50s.
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NEVER 'Sr FORGETS'

The
Elephant is here!

THF UNCOMMON IMPORT

DOS EQUIS
4
4-

Now you can buy your Elephant

Memory Systems" diskettes

locally.

You've seen this elephant before and you

know the name means quality diskettes that

"never forget". Now we've got the Elephant —
and that means you've got the convenience of

buying your PC supplies locally.

We carry a complete line of Elephant brand
5'/4" diskettes, which are compatible with just

about every PC on the market

Don't trust your valuable information to just

any diskette. Elephant Memory Systems"

diskettes are thoroughly tested to give you the

highest quality and reliability possible The

Elephant "never forgets

'

Take advantage of the convenience of buying

Elephant brand computer supplies here Stop in

today. ^ _
Located in the Campus Center

M-F 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dncount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

AOVfimSINO
Fo* ttM b««t In danc* mutic cati 5 CoMag*

Sound 586-0?46 n< 536 7889

M^fr\— FREE in tNi RIVER VALLEY AD
Advwtaa rt»m» you want to (all Of buy Call

B32-J "

ran RENT

b p

AUTO row SALE

Oetfta cuatomlMd Van '^^•2£^ *" ^
runntng onlar catm irrt call 648-<6B2

J«n»«oatang^a«ca«ant coodHton 73000m

»1 100 call M»-«7ie

Rafrigarator Rantal 2 cublic ft R

Packaga Stora frae dalivafv 253^9742

1 Mrm in Puttlon itarttng Nov 1 »318 par

month call 549-4716

Ona and two badroom apts On but routa

cats okay AH utiUtiaa indudad Wmaburg
2aB-3e24 S»4^30S6

71 Mallbu good angina no body fuat call

84»4364 lata avaa WO o* 80 muat tail

MTI Chavrolat Mallbu atatton wagon

body and angtna m graat ihapa njn« graat

good mpg ntTM cooling •Y«am and moft

11700 call 54ft^S

XKIWOOO WIOJtCT

TM laat racniHmawt maating la ttwa

Wadnaaday 700 pnt in CC Rm 917 cradh

Coma find owt mo(«<

2 badroomi In f br houaa Oct 1 thru Aug
SB on but rt Echo HM rant 166 -^ aak for Jay

253-9824 avaa. waafcandi

U IMaaa Fratomlty hat ona opaning

avaHabla for boardar Homa cookad mailt,

haat atinoaphara condudva to ttudying

•2aB/rtK> call 54»0«B. aak for Marfcut

ronsALf

BOSTON • SHAWM'S

War* v«u Mtara l^a nl«M of tha

Macliotit7 tf you know anyona on Shawn'*

Softb^ Taam call Barb 54»6163

COUCH WANTIDII

LaokNifl for a »ma8 eowch in good cortdl-

Hon. Plaaaa can r"

EfrrtRTAINMENT

VIOtO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A-

VMao antartainmant giant 10 ar«d IS foot

acraant for dormt and Graakt. "MTV

"

vidaotTHiaic can 548-7144

COMHITER TERMINAL for tala DEC
VTW with hartlcopv opbon. Uka naw Vary

good buy MT5MMMES4
Sicyda V Fanaaawlc 10 ^>aad 25 ka
high tantia tubing 138 64»<180

Brand naw 3000 aaflaa NAl apaakaca

navar uaad totatty crankaMa ^300 or baat of

far 548061

Mepad brand naw only SOO mi a«callant

eondition 2S3-9418 w-^an ava.

HMa-a-fcad a«fa^~A taMa 10, lingla bad

»36. atarao ^48 Mft ^78

Uaad Helton Trtin >at for aala. Good

condition lOO or baat oWar call 648-7767

Big E--Happy 10th Blrthdayll En|oy
your lagallty wrhlla it lattt. Hava a fun-
tattic waakand. Lova. Michaal P.S. I

know. I'm craty.

HELP WANTED

^rt-tlma |oba parfact for itudantt' Gat
axpariancs. get paid tor political worli

Hazardout watte claan up. enargy ntuat.
votar aducation Mats Ftir Share it building

• pan-time ttaff in public aducation and fun

draiaing Hour* S-10 PM Flaxibia ichadula.

00 120/mA Can Sa8«713

Enthualaatlc Student* to apply Aaet. to

ttw Speaker Student Senete. Work on
•tudant/camput/tocial iaauaa Exparianca
w/in SGA helpful, but not naca«arv 10

hra./wk., 3.36/hr. For mora dataAi caO
646-0341. Pickup appNcatkxw in nn 420
SUB Application daadKne Oct 1, 4:00 pm.
SGA it in AA/EOE

Eaettc Oancafa wawtad ful or part tlma 4
to 12 tal 247-6BB2

Paople't Merket it looking for new collec-

tive member* for fell '84 We need herd

wortcert. people with ability to maintain a

Strong commrttment arwJ willingttaat to

work beyond floor houn Theae are muttt
Experience with marketing, advenieing. and
managing helpful Work \0 * hours per

week at 13 06 per hour Applicationt

available at People t Market, located at reer

of the Student Union Woman, people of

color, handicapped, gay, laabian, atMJ oldar

ttudentt are encourgaed to apply.

Waakand potltlon evallabia 22 hour* per

weak, ttarting pay %A 64 /hour with Servicat

for Community Liv)r>g a tmall innovative

Human Service Agency No expariartce

naoeaaary. Vahiable training provided. CaH
in Holyoka 1-63B«17e

PERSONALS

Undargraduata Butlnaea Club Mambara
Social Hour /Meeting Monday, Oct. 1 @
6:30 Camput Canter room TBA (check

use Board in SOMI

ILSA Happy B Day' 3 graat yaara. tha baat

yat to come. You're the beat Lova, JoAnn

Happy B-Day DImuka k>va T Yopaaka

lata go crary'"

Happy Ibalatad) Birthday Brucla-Klna

Lova, Chimychartga

HI Matt, axcuaa ma, HI Mat

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

DIeaartatlont, Thaaaa.

on-caiTtput. tow ratea guaranteed accep-

tance Nancy 584-7904

RABBIT

msTRucnoN

PMwapapar Dathfavaca naadad on aom-
pua. No car nacataary. Good pay. 7 daya a
twaak 1 hour/day Call evanir>ge 263-7008

Dflvora wanted at PIrtoccftlo'a. O.-7/hr.
Apply in paraon f^r ''-•aHa 1177 N, Plao-

tant

Knew your car, Baaic AutoriKiblla

Wofkahop. 2B ftoura including claaafoom
and (hop. UmHad anrolmant 263-2000

IOTA OAMMA UPSILON

N Unlvacaitv Woman to Opan
Ruahl Oct lat Bar-B-Qua 5 PM ca«
2684074 for mor»^

Tha Chriatian Science Organltatlon ia

gaaiing up for faH Organizational Meetir>g

on Tueeday, October 2 at 4 30 apt B-8

North Village. Chriatian Science Monitor

table Thursday in Carnput Canter.

vokOTtaara iiaadad. call 648-0876

Hay UbIv Happy Blrthdayl Lova akways

Amy

Sua ABin - Happy 20th Birthday! Hope It ia

jraatil Lova, Uaa. Stacay b Robin

To Orehafd BOI Happy 20lh, Sparky)

you daaarve it* LOva,

Undo an jnC: Don't iwofry, I dMn't forget

about you. Love, The l-Man

KUNO
Rack A-Dlac Rack A -Video entertain

maot gueranteed eventt for Oiec Jockeys,

Banda and Vklau CaH 5487144

WICKED AND WILD DJ t audio and

ylaual antartainmant for tfM AD'S SB4-6712

Fourtd: Ring to claim sand sketch to 208 N
Leverert Rd Leveratt MA

fart-tlma Martendar and
wontod evaningt end weekends Apply in

paraon Nortttampton Bowl.

Bwaot Tooth needs drtvara part-time

muet be over 18 yeert erKl own reliable car

with inaurance apply in paraon tt reer of 79

S Plsaasnt St Amherst 7-8 pm Thuta er>d

FrMay or 1&12 pm Saturday 2S8-81Q2

Retail Balaa poehlone fuH and part time

Advencad VkJao 26 North King St. Nor
thempton 508-6601

do V E R NMENT JOBS
16,se»-^S0,S63/vaar. Now hiring. Yowr

arae CaH 1-806-887-0000 Ext R 9616

LOST

A purple canvoa bag Inltlala T,M, outaide
Brittany call Mark 268-8416 nights 5388706
no queetione aeked'

MOTORCYCLES

CBSEOT 1«

tunaup, naw Kras, chaki, battery laet year.

476/80 548-0437

Uaa Falnor Happy lOlhl Have a graat time

this waakarxl l Love. IMoml MB iOi

CONTACT LENSES REnACED Moat
brands ^20. - JB Dr Spanoar Univeraily

Drive 2688681

Congratualtiorta
Sigma Kappa Pledgee

Fraa dwarf bunny, vary cute, quiet, and

littef trained He naeda a good home. Call,

after 4:00, 546-9086

ROOMMATE WANTED

Orta maatarbodreom In houaa private

bath want two people 147/nf»onth each

phi8 heel two milee from cemput 263-9882

Wanted ona famola roommate to ahara
two bedroom Lantern Ct apta can Dab at

006-4167 ASAP

SERVICES
—%r-.

ATTENTION STUDENTS For al your typ-

ktg arxl word prooaaaing needs -— term
papers, diaaartatiorw. rsaurrtaa. etc — cal
Bite Buwnsas Sarvlcaa 783-1738

TRAVEL

Mentrael Weekend Party Nov 2-4 OB in-

dudea RT transportation from your campus,
3 days 2 nights hotel in DT Montreel
welcome party aH taxes arvl tipe drinkirtg

age ia 18 optkonal Brum* Montreel tickets

cell today Erte 5484017

WANTED

to
Tewftelieiiaa eaN

In
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Collegian%NFL picks
It was quite an impressive week for the Tony Betros also finished at 10-4 with

Collegian writers. Peter Abraham posted Kevin DeLuca and Gerry deSimas each

the best record so far with an 11-3 slate, going at 9-5. Betros and DeLuca are at

He remains two games behind Scott one game in back of Hood and deSimas

Hood, who ended up with a 10-4 mark, finds life in the cellar enjoyable.

Peter Tony Kevin Scott Gerry

Abraham Betros DeLuca Hood deSimas

(26-15) (27-14) (27-14) (28-13) (24-17)

AtlanU-San Fran SF SF SF SF SF
Buffalo-Indy Buff Indy Buff Indy Buff

Cleveland>KanBas City KG KG KG KG Glev

Dallas-Chicago Dall Dall Ghic DaU Dall

Detroit-SD SD SD SD SD SD
Green Bay-Tampa Bay GB GB GB GB 6B
Raiders-Denver LA LA LA LA LA
Miami-St. Louis St. Louis Miami Miami Miami Miami

New England-Jets NE Jets Jets Jets Jets

New Orleans-Houston NO NO NO NO NO
Giants-Rams LA NYG NYG LA NYG
Philadelphia-Washington Wash Wash Wash Wash Wash

Seattle-Minnesota Seat Seat Minn Minn Seat

Cincinnati-Pittsburgh Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt Gin

• soccer

continued from page 16

and Northeastern University, who should

be ranked number 1 in the Associated Press

Northeast Volleyball poll that will come out

next week.

The spikers will be in a pool with Central

Connecticut State. Fairleigh Dickinson

University, and Colgate University.

UMass faces Central Conn, at 7:20 p.m. and

FDU at 8:40 p.m. The spikers will conclude

pool play tomorrow morning at 9 a.m.

against Colgate.

Coach Dave Kumlin takes both the men

and the women crew teams across the state

to compete in the Textile River RegatU at

Lowell this Sundav at noon.

In other UMass action, the Rugby team is

at Babson. the men's cross country team

hosts Dartmouth, the women's harriers

head to the Rutgers Invitationals. the

women's tennis team hosts New Hampshire

at NOPE courts at 1 p.m. and the water

polo team is at Fordham. All are on

Saturday.

In national rankings: The field hockey

team sits at seventh in the country with the

women's soccer team (see story) are at

third in the latest national poll.

[Collegian staff members Ed Hayunird,

Roger Chapman, John Nolan and Alastair

Atmood contributed to this story. ]

Women's soccerhas battle

withVermont and Colorado

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$/>r\9529
• Includes Mounting*

plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuU Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No Amhersl. MA
Across Irom Walroba s Store

549-4704

Maxwell rejects Celtics

I
ra

BOSTON (AP) - Gedric

Maxwell, a forward and free

agent, has rejected a con-

tract offer from the Boston

Celtics and will not be at the

National Basketball
Association team's training

camp when it opens Friday.

"We made our offer, they

chose not to accept it," said

Jan Volk, general manager
of the Celtics. "As of right

now, there are no further

talks scheduled."

Maxwell's agent, Ron
Grinker, and Red Auerbach,

Celtics president, have

discussed a contract for

months.
"This morning I got the

news that what Red offered

Tuesday would be his final

offer, and there would be no

more coming," Grinker said

Wednesday. "I had a two-

hour conversation with Max
about it, and we agreed that

those figures are not accep-

table." Grinker said that he

hoped it was not the final of-

fer, but "the next time I'll

be available, because of the

Jewish holiday, will be Fri-

day night after sundown, so

Cedric will definitely not be

in camp Friday." Under
league rules, unsigned
players cannot attend train-

ing camps. Gerald Hender-

son, a guard and also a free

agent, also may be missing

from the defending NBA
champions' camp. He, too,

is unsigned.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Even though the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team was

ranked third in the nation, tops in New
England, coach Kalekeni Banda said that

his team "has not proved it yet on the field."

Wednesday night against Brown, the

Minutemen didn't look like the top ranked

team in New England as they absorbed a 1
-

.setback, their first of the year.

This weekend, the UMass will get two

chances to get the kinks out of their game
as they host two Top 20 teams in their home
openers at Boyden Field.

UMass faces seventh ranked (nationally)

Vermont in the Minutemen's first home
outing Saturday at 2 p.m. Eleventh ranked

Colorado College provides the opposition

Sunday at 11 a.m.

The Bruin defense did a good job in

shutting down UMass' two leading scorers,

freshman Julie DePauw and Kristen

Bowsher. Both have scored five goals for

the Minutemen this year.

Goalie Jeanne Paul played well, except for

the one mistake that resulted in a Bruin

goal. Freshmen Carolyn Micheel and Chris

Taggart played well. Micheel had several

I
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PUTYOUR NAME _ i

i ON THE SKIUTRAINING
I YOU WANT. _

WraGUARANTEEH
i The Army has over three hun -

I dred skills to train in- many of them

i technical and many with civilian

I job applications. With the Delayed

I Entry Program, you choose your skiU

I training before you join, and it s
^

i guaranteed for you . Then you don t _

I start until the training becomes avail- |

I able for you. f

1 When you enter Active duty, i

I you'll earn good pay, and since the
|

1 Army pays for your food, housing, |

I and medical expenses, you pocket
|

I rnobt of the pay. . i

Reser\'e your position m
|

Army skill training. Call your local
|

Recruiter . I

Call your Northampton Recruiters
|

241 King St, Northampton |
584-21 57 I

ARMY.
BEALLYOU CAN BE.

good scoring opportunities, a few off of

lofting passes by Jamie Watson.

Vermont has been on a tear defeating

Boston College 2 1 in overtime and Cortland

State 2-1. Stephanie Crames and Amy
Shorey have each scored two goals and lead

the team.

The Catamounts strength is their defense.

Goalie Paula LaMotes has given up just two

goals all year and stopped 31 BC shots.

Colorado College, who made the NCAA
playoffs in 1982. is currently unbeaten at

4 0. This will mark the first meeting of

Colorado and UMass.

Women'ssoccer

When: Saturday 2 p.m. (vs. Vermont),-

Sunday U a.m. (vs. Colorado College)

Where: Boyden Field

Records: UM: 3-1-2, UVM: 4-0-1, Col-

orado: 4-0-0

Last Season: UMass defeated Vermont,
2- 1 . Umass did not play Colorado College.

Rankings: UMass; 3. Vermont, 7. Col-

orado College: 11

SPECIAL VALUE
99*

UMASS

rv. ^

^ J

Limited

Quantity

UMass Plastic 12 oz.

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green

Yellow
open M. 3 5

^QJ^QJ^f^^

.^^^A
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UM "ready to win" vs.NU
Mnutemenneed **to

execute andget their

game ingear * - Stull

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football coach Bob Stull

raised a few eyebrows at the New England College

Football Writers luncheon in Boston this week when he

told the media. "We have a drug problem at UMass.

"

"We were drug all over the field at Holy Cross." said

Stull. who then, with tongue still firmly planted in cheek,

offered Boston CoUege quarterback Doug Flutie $45 (all

the money in his wallet) and the use of a state car to play

for UMass since the Eagles are off for two weeks.

A comedian Stull isn't, but he is a football coach and m

that capacity for UMass he hasn't had much to kid about.

His secondary has given up 858 yards in three games, his

quarterback has averaged 44 percent in pass completions,

and mavbe worst of all. his team will be playmg at Nor

theastern team Saturday (1:30 at Alumni Stadium) that is

coming off an emotional 34 33 defeat of Bucknell.

"I figured, most people figured, that we'd be 1-2 at this

point, and we are." said Stull. "We beat a team everyone

felt we should've lost to (Ball State) and lost to a team we

should've beaten (Lehigh). So I can't really conriplain. But

there are a few things we could be doing better.

"

The Minutemen's offense, after an impressive outing

against Ball Stale (26 points) has looked terrible since.

"We need to execute our plays. It isn't Jimmy's

(quarterback Jim Simeone) fault. The receivers are

running incorrect routes or simply dropping the ball. IV'&A

new offense and we aren't adjusting well right now." said

Stull.

Stull indicated that against the Huskies. 1-1. UMass will

run the ball more often to avoid the second and long

situations caused by an incomplete pass.

"We'll be looking to George Barnwell (47 carries, 200

yards this season) to esUblish our running game." said

Stull. He has the ability to break a long gain at any time.

"

"Our attitude's been pretty good." said StuU. "We had a

good practice. Peter Tracy (NG) is back from his injury

along with Vince Reppert (OG) so we've healed pretty well

from Holy Cross and I think we're ready."

Northeastern beat UMass 31 14 last season and lead by

former UMass assistant Paul Pawlack. they look to give

the Minutemen a battle.

"Based on what I've seen so far. I feel that we're going to

have to work really hard on defense." said Pawlack. They

(UMass) show a lot of offensive sets and throw the ball a

lot."

NU has junior tailback Gary Benoit (117 yards vs.

Bucknell) and fullback Mark Curtin (three TD's against

Bucknell) and Stull figures they will run a lot on his

defense.

Colleifian photo by Andy Heller

Holy Cross' Gill Fennerty (4) eludes the UMass defense last Saturday at Holy Cross. UM faces

Northeastern at home tomorrow.

"I expect them to run, but we've been pretty good against

the run this year (only 291 yards in the three games) so I'm

confident."

Defensively Tracy, linebacker Vito Perrone (29 tackles

and 13 unassisted tackles), linebacker Mike Favreau (28

tackles) and linebacker Dave Cavanaugh have been im-

pressive.

The offensive line has been anchored by Don Day and co-

captain Tom McEvilly. Bob Greaney will start for an in

jured Mike Briggs at right tackle. "In the first half against

Holy Cross we had four first downs." said Stull. "Then in

the second half we gained 217 yards by running a lot. If we

can successfully keep this up. the line making the blocks

and the backs hitting quickly, we'll do pretty well against

Northeastern."

"If we establish the run. then hopefully the passing attack

that's supposed to be a possession attack but hasn't been,

will begin to get on track and we can move the ball well."

said Stull.

"All I want to do is do things better than we have been, if

we do that we'll be alright."

UMass vs.Northeastern

Where: Alumni Stadium

When: Saturday, 1:30 p.m.

Last Season: Northeastern defeated UMass, 31-14

The Latest Line: UMass by IOV2

Injuries: UM: Mike Briggs (OT), leg. is out. Vince Rep-

pert (OG), knee, will start. John Crowley (FL), hamstr-

ing, will play. Peter Tracy (NG), stomach, will start.

Mike Favreau (LB), virus, will start. NU: Mike Howes

(WR), hamstring, will start.

The Series: 7-7-1 ,„„,.„
Radio: WMUA-FM (91.1), WTTT-AM, (1430), WSPR-

AM (1270). WEBCAM (1420).

Last Week: UMass lost to Holy Cross, 35-7, Nor-

theastern defeated Bucknell, 34-33.

Next Week: UMaas at URI, Northeastern host Lehigh.

Surprising (4-1-2) men's

soccer playsVermont
Fieldhockey cruises:

Providence falls 3-0

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Out to prove that Wednesday's 2 1 victory

over Providence College was no fluke and

hopefully, to improve on their number four

ranking, the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team travels to Burlington,

Vermont Saturday to take on the

University of Vermont Catamounts at 1:30.

UMass, 4 12. is out to avenge a 3 1 loss

last year to Vermont, which this week is

unranked among New England Division 1

schools. The Cats. 4 10 1 in 1983. has 19

lettermen returning from last season,

including top scorer Steve Ellis and MVP
Dave Grose.

Vermont head coach Paul Reinhardt. the

National Coach of the Year in 1975. his first

season in Burlington, has a career record of

73-50 14.

Also returning for Vermont is Francois

Borel. an All-New England player in 1982.

who scored nine goals in 13 games for the

Cats that year. Despite sitting out 1983

following knee surgery, he was invited to

tryout for the Olympic team. Following

this game the Minutemen travel to New

Haven, Conn, on Wednesday to take on

Yale, the third ranked team in New

England.

After three games on the road the

University of Massachusetts Field Hockey

team returns to take on Springfield College

tomorrow. The Minutemen are currently

ranked eighth nationally and have a record

of five wins and one loss.

"Springfield should be a difficult test."

said UMass coach Pam Hixon. "They are

much better that they have been in the

past. They have been doing well against

some tough teams. They lead most of their

game against the University of Connecticut

(ranked second nationally) even though

they lost eventually. They're a deceptive

team that could beat any given team on any

given day." Freshman Tonia Kennedy and

senior Pam Moryl lead UMass scorers with

five goals apiece. Junior Megan Donnelly

follows closely with four goals.

The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team, fresh from Wednesday's

pounding of Holy Cross, are now preparing

for the UMass Volleyball Classic Tour-

nament today and tomorrow at Boyden

Gymnasium.
The twelve team tourney gets underway

at 6 p.m. . and will continue all day Saturday

with the finals being held at 4 p.m. Teams

participating include Holy Cross. Cornell

University, the University of New Haven.

continued on page 15

ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

In a sporting contest a team's chances of

winning improve immensely when it give^

•ts opponents fewer opportunities to ac

cumulate points. For an excellent example'

of this fact one need only look as far as the

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team.

In yesterday's game against Providence

College, the Minutemen took twenty-one

shots. P.C. took zero. Zero shots resulted

in zero opportunitues to score. Thus UMass
won 3 for its fourth straight victory after

an opening game defeat.

" We were able to play by our game plan,'

said Hixon. " We forced them to play our

style of game and that was our goal. That's

been the way for us this season. We've

forced our opponents to play our game."

UMass did all of its offensive damage in

the first half. Freshman Tonia Kennedy
scored two goals, one coming on a break

away, the other off a rebound. Senior Pam
Moryl scored the other goal, also off a

rebound.

Kennedy's performance was particularly

I pleasing to Hixon. " You never know with

freshmen, sometimes they pan out.

I was hoping Tonia would have this kind of

year. She's very aggressive and a

strong plus. She's the kind that likes

to make things happen." said Hixon.

Defensively, UMass goalie Lynn Carlson

spent the day watching midfielders and
defenders keep P.C. forwards out of

shooting distance. " The midfielders make
it happen. " said Hixon. " That's why we've
been shutting down our opponents.

"

Efforts atagUmce

UM«M schedule:

Today: Volleyball:

Boyden Gym, 6 p.m.

Saturday: Football: Northeastern,

Aiiunni Stadiom, 1:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer: at Vermont, 3 p.m.
UMass Classic, Women's Soccer: Vermont, Boyden

Fields, 2 p.m.
VoUeybaU: UMass Classic, Boyden
GjM, 9 a.m.

SGA Senate elections today; see story p.3
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CAMP FOR PEACE — Students hold their own peace camp to celebrate the third anniversary of

the Greenham Common Women's Peace Camp in England.

PEACE CAMPS
• Peace camp set up,

protests militarism
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students organized a peace

camp at the campus pond Friday to celebrate the third

anniversary of the Greenham Common Women's peace

camp in England and to protest the ongoing NATO war

games at the East West German border, according to the

organizers.

The group also wanted to protest the worldwide transfer

of funds from human needs to the military, and to "pay

tribute" to the strength and determination of the European

peace movement." one of the organizers said.

Participants hung banners urging the withdrawal of U.S.

forces from El Salvador and nuclear disarmament which

said. "Take the deadly toys away from the boys." The

participants played drums, sang, and discussed "the U.S.

path toward war" with passing students.

About 30 people participated during the day. and 20

camped out during the night. The event was organized by

the Radical Student Union.

Union member Beatrix Hoffman said the peace camp was

a great success.

"The number of people who participated or just stopped

by was an indication of the incresed concern over the

chance of war in the near future."

Hoffman said students from the UMass Peacemakers, the

Western Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity

Committee, anarchists, and people with no group af-

filiation participated.

Dan Parsignalot. who originally gave his name as Dan R.

Kist. said he was there to raise student awareness of the

danger of nuclear annihilation.

"I think it's too late, but if you are not part of the solution,

you are part of the problem." he said. "If voting changed

anything, they would make it illegal."

Hoffman said the camp was organized as an alterntive to

the recruiting efforts of the Reserve Officers Training

Corps. "They were recruiting for the war and we are

recruiting for peace and justice." she said.

• Greenham woman
gives aid, speaks out
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

American students are complacent about nuclear

weapons because they are uninformed about their

government's actions overseas, according to a Greenham

Common Woman who helped organize the peace camp

Friday.

"They don't have cruise missiles on their doorsteps.

"

Fiona Macaulay. a graduate student in Women's Studies,

from England who has been in the United States for a

month said.

After graduating from Oxford University. Macauly spent

the summer at the Greenham Common Women's Peace

Camp. The camp has been established outside the Royal

Air Force base at Greenham Common for the past three

years.

Up to '200 women have camped in tents, huts, and sur

vival bags ouside the British air force base year round to

protest the storage of Pershing U missiles and prevent

those missiles from becoming operational.

Macaulay explained that in order for the cruise missiles to

be licensed by NATO, they have to complete a certain

amount of "successful outings" in trucks.

She said women have formed human blockades at the

exits to prevent those outings from being successful.

Macaulay said life at the peace camp was a very em
powering experience."

"It is a completely non-hierarchical lifestyle- -there are no

leaders." she said.

Most of the women are vegetarians because "only through

developing that respect for life on earth can we get rid of

the type of society that needs to have cruise missiles," she

said.

The Greenham Common Camp is busy, she said. Women
spend lime going to solicitors as a consequence for various

"actions. " They also fund raise, write letters, and speak

with reporters.

Daily evictions are also part of life but " the women keep

coming back and in three years the government has not

been able to dislodge them." she said.

Inside:
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Sounds of a boy named Slim P'^

Football edges Northeastern P-12

"Happiness makes up in heightfor what it

lacks in length.
"

—Robert Frost

Sign stealers

may soon be
' radioactivated'
;}y IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police reported Friday that

the perpetrators of a prank discovered last week at the

Southwest Residential Area may have risked exposure to a

radioactive gas.

An exit sign that was removed from Prince dormitory

contained tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen, police

said. Chief Robert Joyce said officials noticed the sign

missing during a fire drill last Wednesday and reported it

to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission the next day.

Tritium is used to light some exit signs so they can be

seen at night in the event of a power failure. When intact,

these signs are not dangerous, but if the tubes inside

containing the gas are broken, "persons inhaling the

tritium for prolonged periods could receive some radiation

exposure "according to a statement released Friday by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Police said the missing sign was the only one of its kind on

the UMass campus and was installed three years ago with

tamper proof .screws. University officials have interviewed

maintenance and dormitory personnel and searched Prince

House, room by room, in an unsuccessful attempt to locate

Joyce said the sign is approximately eight inches high by

twelve inches wide, and one inch thick, with red EXIT

letters on both sides and a magenta and yellow sticker that

reads "Caution: radioactive material."

The UMass Radiation Safety Office asks that anyone with

information call 545 2682.

Senate cancels
a porno vote
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A referendum on the issue of pornography being sold at

the University of Massachusetts store was postponed last

night indefinitely be the Governmental Affairs Committee

Chairman Joel Rabinowitz.

Undergraduate Student Senate member Stacey Roach

filed for a court injunction to stop the referendum on the

grounds that Rabinowitz did not submit the question to the

senate prior to general senate elections. Chapter One of

the senate by laws state that referenda are "subject to

majority consent of the Senate."

Last April, the senate passed a motion to hold the

referendum at the general senate elections to be held today

and tomorrow.

In a statement read to the court. Rabinowitz agreed with

the injunction.

'Although I see the wording of the referendum in

question as fair." he said. "I feel that it would be a

dangerous precedent" if the wording were not approved by

the senate.

Rabinowitz then requested that the injunction be dropped

because "judicial action would be unnecessary and

redundant."

Roach said that because the referendum was to occur

early in the semester it would "leave no room for any

educational outreach" to students.

Rabinowitz said the questions were partially completed

but there was "no (Governmental Affairs Committee)

quorum when they were written."

Dakin Ferris who represented Roach at the trial said the

lack of a referendum is "due to his (Rabinowitz's) not

fulfilling his constitutional or by law obligations."

The senate will set a date for the referendum to be held

following a recommendation from the Governmental

Affairs Committee, according to Chris Sullivan. Senate

Speaker.
On April 18. the senate voted to remove Playboy,

Playgirl, and Penthouseirom the University Store.

However, the senate did not have the authority to force

the removal. Store Manager Win Cummings said he would

consider removal only if a referendum showed that more

than 90 percent of the students favor it.

Those in favor of removing pornography from the store

argue that it promotes violence against women. Opponents

of removal argue that it would be in conflict with the First

Amendment guaranteeing freedom of the press.
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N. Korea assists
flooded S.Korea
PANMl'NJOM. KORKA -

In a rare atmosphere of harmony, communist North Korea

on Sunday completed an unprecedented overland delivery

of relief supplies for flood victims in pro Western South

Korea.

During two days of transport that began Saturday, a

North Korean truck convoy delivered 7.200 tons of rice.*

540.000 yards of cloth and 759 cartons of medical supplies

at unloading depots in Taesong dong. just south of the

truce border village of Panmunjon.

The South Korean Red Cross secretary general. Cho

Chulhwa. and the North Korean Red Cross delegate. Baek

Nam Jun. thanked each other for a successful completion of

the land delivery.

They exchanged documents acknowledging the delivery

and receipt of the supplies and parted, pledging to meet

again s(X)n for more contacts aimed at reconciliation. Cho

also said he hoped the South could repay with similar aid in

the future in case of a natural disaster in the North.

It was the first aid to cross the border between the two.

long antagonistic sides since the partition of the peninsula

at the end of World War II. North Korea invaded South

Korea in 1950, and a cease fire accepted in 1953 established

a three mile wide demilitarized zone across the peninsula

near the 38th parallel with Panmunjon as the truce village.

Kingsley Seevaratnam of Sri Lanka, head of the Asia

Pacific department of the League of Red Cross Societies

based in Geneva, Switzerland, observed the delivery

Sunday and said he was impressed by the close

cooperation between the two sides. He said he expected

that spirit to continue.

But an atmosphere of wariness did hang over the

operation. South Korea rejected North Korea's request to

transport the goods by truck all the way to Seoul, and its

mimigration officers subjected truck drivers to rigorous

identity checks and the goods to lengthy inspections at the

unloading points.

(jtopia^ Student Special

'
<, V: 2 FOR 1

SPAS
or

V2 PRICE
on

1 hour HOT TUB
every Monday and Tuesday

call for Reservations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass
(next to Stadiunn Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall

ALL U-WOMEN ARE INVITED
TO OPEN RUSH at EAT
Tues. Fashion Show 6:30

Dessert and Party

Wed. Dinner, Sundae Party 5:00

Thurs. Surprise Party
For more info: 545-0527 Lisa Pike

409 N. Pleasant
Come to find out how exciting

Sororitu life can he!

BUENOS
DEALS

20% ON AppeflZCK

and Dinner!
Take a break from the books without busting

your budget. Present this ad for a 20% discount

on appetizers and dinner at GuadalaHARRY'S.
It's HARRYS way of saying welcome to college

students Make it your way to enjoy the best

Mexican focxi South of the Charles River - at the

best prices North of the border!

Buenos deals at

GuadalaHARRYs.
Limit of 2 guests per coupon
(Offer expires Oct 19, 1984)
M<<y no( bf us^d in coniunction with

<iny other discount or promotion

20 CUnton Street, Boston
next to Quincy MAiliet
7201190

More attacks on

abortion clinics
ATLANTA - In a presidential election year marked by

an emotional debate on abortion, abortion clinics around

tbe country increasingly are being bombed and set afire m

the night. ^ ,,. ^^ i ,.„

The National Abortion Federation reports 19 attacks on

abortion clinics or pregnancy counseling centers so far this

year, compared with four last year and three in 19HZ.

Several al:)ortion rights activists have blamed anti-

abortionists for stirring up an atmosphere of hate, and one

predicts "a religious war" if the attacks aren t stopped.

Leading anti-abortionists, however, deny any involve-

ment in the violence and say it's hurting, not helping, their

crusade.
,

. ,

Police say some of the attacks appear to be connected.

On Sept 7, two Houston clinics were firebombed. Ihe

next day, arsonists attempted to set fire to a third facility

"In Houston - any investigator would say it sounds like

the same person" or else quite a coincidence, said David

Troy, a top arson investigator with the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms.

But the bureau, he said has "yet to indicate a national

conspiracy." m-
The bureau is investigating attacks in Virginia,

Maryland, Delaware, Florida, Georgia and California and

at the National Abortion Federation's offices in

Washington, Troy said.
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Senate delayed
on civil rights
measure
WASHINGTON — Senators took a breather yesterday

from an increasingly bitter tug of- war over civil rights

legislation that has stalled action on an emergency money

bill to keep most of the federal government solvent.

The impasse made it impossible for congress to meet a

midnight Sunday deadline - the end of the 1984 fiscal year

- for enacting the omnibus spending bill and raised doubts

about whether lawmakers can stick to their plan to adjourn

for the year by the end of this week.

The omnibus bill is needed to provide most government

agencies with about $476 billion for the new fiscal year.

Only four of 13 necessary appropriations for fiscal 1985

have been signed into law.

To avert a shutdown of departments and agencies, the

Senate took time out from a procedural snarl on Saturday

to pass by voice vote a simple two day extension of the

deadline. The House is expected to go along Monday.

The White House office of Management and Budget

previously told government offices that all employees

should report for work as scheduled on Monday.

Phony graduate

discovered at BU
BOSTON - He wasn't a Boston University graduate,

but his resume said he was. And the university's career

placement center circulated it. Now, the man is under

arrest-because another university checked his resume.

"This is definitely a precedent and we will prosecute any

other cases," said university police Capt. Steven M.

Devlin about the arrest of Ehteshamul Haque, 30, of Cam-

bridge.

Devlin said Haque used the university's Martin Luther

King Jr. placement center to send phony resumes and that

he altered college documents to several universities where

he applied for teaching jobs.

Hasque's resume said he had a graduate degree in com-

puter science from Boston University and had earned a

perfect 4.0 grade point average.

The ruse was discovered when a university where he ap-

plied checked with the Boston University registrar.

Records showed Haque was not a graduate.

John Gibbons, an assistant Suffolk County district at-

torney, said a pretrial conference is scheduled in Boston

Municipal Court October 1 1

.

An 1893 statue sets a $1,000 fine, a year in prison or

both as the penalty for pretending to be a college graduate

or to hold a college degree.
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SALE
20% OFF

Regular Price

on All Books
Mon-Sat Oct 1-6

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
HOURS:
10:30-5:00

Mon-Sat
Sun 12:00-4:00

TELEPHONES
and accessories

jmJ

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29^5
• Includes Mounting<
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full Service Tire Slore

78 Sunderland Rd . No Am^ersl. MA
Across Irom WalfobA s Stoft*

549-4704

Other phones available

Pulse Dialing

Last # Rodial

In-uso Light
Mute Control
Modular Plug
On-Off Ringer
Automatic Hold
Wall Mount Ability

Ivory Finish

SX7400

Holder Included

Limited Quantity

No Rainchecks

A full line of accessories available

Open Mon-Fri 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Bilingual education
programs help students
By YAUIKA A. BETANCES

Collegian Staff

A reading of Governor Michael LXikakis's

proclamation and speakers reiterating the

history of the Bilingual Collegiate Program

(BCP) at the University of Massachusetts

highlighted the opening night of the week-

long celebration. Saturday at the Campus
Center.

Dukakis has designated Sept. 30 to Oct. 6

as Bilingual Education Week at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and throughout the

Commonwealth to recognize the Bilingual

Collegiate Program's efforts in assisting

bilingual students the opportunity to ent«r

and complete degree programs at UMass.

BCP is an academic support service pro-

viding personal, academic and financial aid

counseling for bilingual students.

"I am excited. The celebration is ten

years of progress." BCP has grown from

45 students in 1974 to 460, and there are 37

students who have asked to become part of

the BCP because they want to share the

jKX)l of talent" at the program, Dr. Ben-

jamin Rodriguez. BCP's director since its

inception in 1984.

The program, he said is "the greatest in-

vestment the University has made to this

day."
I III
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"...the greatest investment the Univer-

sity has made to this day.
"

Collegian photo by Paul IVsmarais

VROOOM! — Not a biker's convention but a desig^nated spot across

from Hasbrouck Laboratory for visiting motorcycles.

C Women's Forum :i

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the WoTnen's Issues

Editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday

before the ei^ent.

Monday - The Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom will

meet at 5 p.m. in room 901 Campus Center.

The film Matters So Fundamental will be

shown, and Reproductive Rights

Awareness Night will be organized. All

are welcome.

Tuesday — The Smith College Project on

Women and Social Change invites you to

hear Marjorie Lansing speak on "Women

and Politics: The Gender Gap and the

1984 Election" at 8 pm in Sealye Hall,

Smith College, room 10. For more informa-

tion, call 584-2700, x 3591

The Everywoman's Center is sponsoring

a Building Confidence Workshop from

6:30 to 9 p.m. Call 545-0883 for the loca-

tion.

Wednesday — The Everywoman's

center is sponsoring an Open House from

4 to 6 p.m. at the EWC. All those in-

terested are encouraged to attend.

The Women's Issues Team of the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet at 4

p.m. at the SCERA office. Check Cam-
pus Center daily schedule.

Interns gain experience
By KATHLEEN LEARY
Collegian Correspondent

More than 600 University of

Massachusetts students have received

practical experience in their fields of study

through the internships program this past

year.

The Office of Internships provides access

to a wide variety of internships available in

every major at more than 2,500 sites

throughout the United States and overseas.

Students can earn up to 15 credits and can

intern during intersession, summer break,

or in place of semester at school. According

to Assistant Program Coordinator Ann

Teschler. more than 4.000 students have

been successfully placed in the program

since 1976.

The office shcedules daily plannmg

sessions that supply students with in

ternship listings, connects them with a

faculty sponsor, and provides a peer-

counseling advisor. These advisors, many

of whom have also participated in the

program, are available throughout the

duration of the internship to deal with any

questions or problems a student may have.

Mike Rosenthal, a psychology major,

interned last semester at the U.S. Senate

Office in Washington under Sen. Bill

Bradley (D-New Jersey). Rosenthal made
contributions to legislation such as the

Radioactive Waste Transportation Act and

wrote several speeches for the senator. He
also worked as a legislative assistant.

Dianne Dickey, a consumer economics

major and an advisor in the program, in-

terned last summer as a mediator involved

in desputes between consumers and

businesses at the Federal Trade Com-
mission in Boston.

Mike MuUaney, currently a Com-
munications Studies major, interned at

WNEB, a Worcester radio station.

Mullaney, who went participated in the

program because, "I knew what I wanted to

do, I just didn't know where," eventually

wrote and produced his own commercials.

grams have improved graduation rat^s and

matriculation in college. The drop out rate

of high school and college students has

decreased along with an increase in test

scores, he added.

.
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"Education is a means of
achieving economic in-

dependence and integration in
society, " and bilingual educa-
tion is the same..."

» •»>IO

Rodriguez said people doubted whether

the program would survive giving it one

year to dismantle. But since then, he said

the prt)gram has met its requirements and

"is here today, here to stay and here tx)

grow."
Timothy Barret, assistant superinten-

dent of the Holyoke sch(K)l system said the

success growth of BCP is parallel to the bil-

ingual education in the United States.

Barret said Bilingual education pro-

" Education is a means of achieving

economic independence and integration in

society," and bilingual education is the

same, he said.

"Barrett said BCP's efforts to provide

education for bilingual minorities makes
the university, "a richer place for students

to grow and learn in."

"BCP is a resource for students to enter

the University community. It is a strong

base for students of diverse languages to

study," he said.

Dr. Gloria DeGuevera, director of educa-

tional access and outreach at UMass and

mistress of ceremonies said she felt like a

mother who "contemplates her child

celebrating a birthday. A child who had

demonstrated growth and a lot of maturi-

ty."

"Pride is a theme of this occasion, Dennis

Madson, vice chancellor for student affairs,

said.

"The concurring theme will be commit-

ment to meet the challenges ahead," he

said.

BCP expanded in 1976 to encompass
other bilingual minorities.

BCP has approximately graduated 400

students in their ten year history. Ninety-

seven percent are either working or enroll-

ed in graduate schcK)l.

Competitive student
senate elections expected
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Student Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan

predicts a higher .student voter turnout for

t«)day's senate elections, than last year, due

mainly to the higher number of contested

positions.

Sullivan said a total of 122 students filed

nomination papers for the 110 available

senate seats.

"There are more people running for the

senate this year than in a long time,"

Sullivan said.

Sullivan also said that 22 seats have more

than one student running for them, as

opposed to last year "when we only had five

or six contested seats."

"I think we're going to get a higher (voter)

turnout (this year) because of those con

tested .seats," Sullivan said.

Last year, only about L-WO out of almost

20.000 eligible undergraduate students

voted in the senate elections.

In order to be placed on ihe ballots, in-

terested students were required to file

nomination papers with 25 signatures from

their constituency. Nomination papers

were made available about two weeks ago,

and had to be return€«d to the senate office

by last Friday. Sullivan said.

Polling tables will be located at the

University's dining commons during meal

limes today and tommorrow. There will

also be a table at the Hatch and the

Newman Center until 6:30 p.m.. SuUivan

said.

"We should have the ele<-tion results

Tuesday night," Sullivan said.

Sullivan said there were only a few

s<-atlered seats that no one filed nomination

papers for. as compared to last year when

almost one ((uarter of the available senate

seats had no candidates.

Legal Services concerned

about need for fence at field
By KATHY HART
Collegian Correspondent

The Legal Service Office (LSO) at the

University of Massachusetts said they are

worried about the lack of a fence around the

Old Sunderland Road softball field in North

Amherst.

According to Michael Pill, senior staff

attorney at LSO, the town of Amherst has

failed to erect a fence at the field located

just before Amherst Towing. A woman
whose frontwindshield was smashed by a

baseball hit from the field this past summer
is seeking action to ensure the safety of

others.

"We believe a real danger exists for

potential serious injury or death, and we

hope it will not require such a tragedy to

persuade the town to help protect the

community's residents," Pill said.

Pill said the woman whose car was hit is a

client of LSO. The woman was not injured

Pill said but the car was damaged. The

town's insurance company refused to

compensate the client, he added.

"The town's insurance company has

evaded their responsibility in not com-

pensating our client," Pill said.

Pill has brought the issue to the Board of

Selectmen, who refused to comment.

"It is a tragedy the Selectmen are playing

weasel games and failing to look out for the

public. Someone is going to get killed and

then they won't be able to weasel

anymore," Pill said.

Town Attorney Robert Ritchie said there

has been general concern and respon-

siveness from the town.

"We are responding to the issue, and

precaution are being taken, he said. "We
are working on it."

"I'm glad they're responding to the issue

and working on it, but what we need is

action, soon, before someone is killed," said

Daniel Avery, legal assistant to Michael

Pill.
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Become a part of the 1984-85

Distribution Pride

19,000 Dally!

(1) U.Mass campus

All 5 dining commons
Campus Center (2 drops)

Student Union Building

Graduate Research Tower
Engineering East

Engineering Lab

School of Business

Whitmore (2 drops)

Bartlett

Monson
South College

Boyden
New Africa House
Newman Center

Herter

Thompson Hall

Fine Arts Center

Hasbrouck

(2) Amherst

Baybank
Food Basket

Classe Cafe

Pub
Charlies

Hampshire Bank
Sub
Russells

Auggies
Louis

Taco Villa

Delanos

C & C Liquors

Baskin Robbins

Amherst Deli

Changes
Spirit Haus

(3) Hadley

Funny Bones
Stadium Liquors

Price Chopper
Stop & Shop
Jiff Laundry

The Mall (2 drops)

Cumberland Farms

Carburs

Pops Package

T Js

(4) Northampton

Fitzwillys

Taco Villa

Smith College

Store 24

Price Chopper
Lizottes

Woman Frye Books

Serios Drugs

The Subway
Jim Dandy
Hampshire Package Stores Inc.

Stop & Shop
Brooks Drugs

Fay's Drugs

(5) Sunderland/N. Amherst

Seven Eleven

Watrobas
Cumberland Farms

Pinochios

Daisys

Hastings

Amherst College

Hampshire College

Mt. Holyoke College

Hypercurricula

CERRF MEETING - help

organize for Reproductive

Awareness Night and view

film "Matters So Fun-

damental." All Welcome. 5

p.m. Campus Center 901

Keep Your Summer
l/TOP,^

pi TAN
Unlimited Visits

for 30 Days
+ a Bonus

Vi Hour Hot Tub for 2

A// this for just $A9,99

Call Now for Reservations

253-7727
Offer Good Until 10/ 15

I

I

I

I

I

COALITION FOR EN-
VIRONMENTAL QUALI-
TY — CEQ general
meeting. If you're concern-
ed about our environment
and would like to work on
prjects which increase
awarenss on environmental
issues than come and share
your ideas and energy with
others. 7 p.m. CEQ office

Rm. 306 SUB.

CENTER FOR
ECONOMICS TUTORING
AND ADVISING - Now
open in Thompson Hall Rm.
822. Free tutoring for

Economics 103, 104, 303,

304, and 311, Monday-
Thursday, 1-5 pm. Thomp-
son 822

RESUME/INTERVIEW
TECHNIQUE
WORKSHOPS - Resume
workshop every Monday at

4 p.m. Interview workshops

every Tuesday at 4 p.m.

Both held in Room 102

Hampshire House. Son-

sored by University Place-

ment Service. 4 p.m., 102

Hampshire House.

NICKLE
^ NITE!

etN

1

EVERY OTHER DRINK JUST 5*

Party with Crazy George in our Main Lounge

and watch Monday Night Football in our Pub.

RT. 9 HADLEY (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

•Call 545-3500*

Biggest Sale of the Year!

estaurant
FANTASTIC
HAPPY HOUR

MUNCHIE MENU!

! HAPPY HOUR !

2 for 1 all bottled beer

2 in 1 well drinks

potato skins only $1.99

3 pm - 6 pm, 9 pm till closing

7 days per week

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

Graduate Study in

Public Policy:^

See your Jostens representative.

Date: Oct. 1,2- Mon, Tue

Place; Outside Univ. Store Get A $25 Rebate On Your

Deposit: $15.00 J"stens Gold College Ring

TimelOSSOpn,^ f/JVJ^EKSITF
mSTORE^

The LBJ School of Public Affairs at The University of

Texas at Austin t'mphdsi/fh public piilicx .in.ilysib, inter-

disciplinary research and summer internships in>;overn-

ment agencies in its graduate pri>grams:

— Master's Degree in Public Affairs

|i)int Degrees Prt)gram with the U I Law Schin^i

— Joint Degrees Program with the U T C ollege ot i.\^-

gi nee ring
— joint Degrees Program with the U I C .iaduateSthoi>l

c>t Business

Financial aid and fellowships are available based ou merit

or need.

\ni.] iv////.'\ k//'k;.s/,\//\/i\ I m
University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Career Placement

Octobers, 1984

9:00 a.m. -12:00 noon
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Polls show public prefers a candy-coated leader
The latest from the ever fascinating, yet

ever fallible weathervaneof the American

public, the public opinion poll, is that

President Reagan is very popular among
those same people that voted for Gary

Hart in the primaries; the young and well

educated.

I don't know why I'm surprised by that.

A quick glance at the weathervane last

spring would have told me which way the

wind was going to be blowing this fall. It

did; I just didn't believe it.

Theories about Reagan's popularity are

as numerous as theories about Mondale's

problems; many are probably right:

Mondale's too cautious; Mondale's too

bland; Reagan's a leader; Reagan's a good

actor; young voters have only known two

presidents. Carter and Reagan.

But I have a theory about this connection

Reagan has with the young that I have not

read of before it's just not very scientific.

Walter Mondale is a good man by all

accounts a perfect father figure. He was

interviewed by Roger Mudd, on NBC's

Summer Sunday U.S.A. , Ihe week before

last, and talked of going with his father to

pick out the switch with which he would

be punished for his boyhood indiscretion

lying and bragging were the worst. He
said that after tied been whipped, he and

his father would talk about why he had

been punished; and he would understand.

Well, okay, switches don't fit into my
mrxlel of fatherly perfection either, but

they did in the Minnesota of Mondale's

youth. Wrote Sydney Blumenthal in the

Aug. 6 issue of The New Republic. 'The

dominant religion is Lutheranism, which

stresses ritual, authority, and social

obligation."

Walter Mondale is a man who wants you

to eat your peas; he's your father, telling

you as a chiid that even though you don't

like your peas, they'll do wonderfully good

things once inside of you.

Walter Mondale has. this fall, been

campaigning on the premise that

Americans will eat their peas if he can just

explain why it will be good for them:

"Whoever is inaug^urated in January, the

American public will have to pay Mr.

Reagan's bills...Taxes will go up... Let's

tell the truth. Mr. Reagan will raise taxes

and so will I. He won't tell you. I just did."

Mondale says that Reagan is the type of

guy that won't talk about making you eat

your peas; he'll sneak up on you just

before you go to bed some night and force

them down your throat. Mondale, on the

other hand, wil help you pick out the peas

that you must eat- -just as his father did

with him and you'll feel better for it.

That's the way Mondale would like the

public to view Ronald Reagan but, given

Reagan's popularity among the young, it's

clear that's not the direction from which

our youthful, demographic winds are

blowing.

We young don't see Reagan as some

malevolent cold warrior, with rouge that

was left over from Hellcats of the Navy on

his cheeks. Noway.
Reagan's everyone's (Iramps.

Just when ma and dad aren't going to let

you leave the table til you eat your peas,

there's Gramps. like the cavalry in any

good "B" movie, to save the day.

Gramps lakes you out for ice cream; he

bounces you on his knee, and tells you

stories; he takes you to the ballpark. He

usually isn't the one to make you eat your

peas. That happens after gramps drops

you off and goes home.

With less than two months to go before

the election, gramps Reagan is fat and

away ahead of Father knows best

Andrew M. Paven
Mondale. Most of us would rather have a

double scoop of chcKolate with jimmies,

than a nice hot bowl of peas.

But presidents aren't grandfathers; and

countries, like children, cannot live on ice

cream alone.

Sure, there are those who'll tell you that

Reagan's popular becau.se he conquered

Grenada. Or 'showed them our resolve' in

Lebanon. Or because with the help of a

friendly Federal Reserve Board, he

managed to let the air out of the nation's

economy, as with a balloon, and is now
able to take credit for blowing it back up
again. Sure, there are tho.se who will tell

you all those things. They'll be the ones in

front of you at Baskin Robbins. ordering a

double scoop of chocolate, with jimmies.

Part of the pn)cess of maturity is

realizing when your parents were right. If

you don't eat your peas, you at least have

to eat your broccolli.

Walter Mrmdale may be peas or broccolli

to Reagan's hot fudge. But which one will

keep you healthier in the long run?

Andrew Paven js a Collegain Columnist

The spirit of the past lives
Recently there has been a string of

editorials in newspapers, condemning the

college set of today for their seemingly

apathetic stance on social change. The

"great" protestors of the 60s look upon the

new college generation as a pack of

preprofessionals. soon to be part of the pro-

blem rather than source of solution. Abby

Hoffman, who once said "Don't trust

anyone over thirty," said recently that he

now believes the opposite is true. They

seem to think that the spirit of protest is

dead on college campuses.

Last semester the conning tower of a

Russian submarine appeared in the center

of the campus pond. This visual protest to

the arms race stirred little student support.

When the submarine was destroyed a cou-

ple of nights later by vandals, it became a

hot topic of conversation. Many students

approved of the destruction as a protest

against the rumour that whomever built

the sub had done it for his graduate thesis.

Others felt that the student body does not

have enough direct influnce on that issue to

warrant effort.

When fatigue-clad demonstrators broke

up a discussion on Nicaragua by staging a

mock battle, no positive support was

generated. The general concensus was that

the action was childish and irresponsible.

Nicaragua does not hold the same threats

to our generation as Vietnam held for the

students of the 60s. Until Reagan escalates

his Central American presence to actual

battle conditions, protests won't be very

widely supported.

On the other hand, issues that are per-

cieved by the students as changable by

their efforts and initiatives are welcomed.

Even those opposed to the orientation of

these protests recognize their legitimacy.

Joseph McCormack
Many may have disagreed with picketing

the University Store over pornography,

but few doubted that the effort was sincere

and the goal was attainable.

It seems that protest has been taken

from the "radicals" and brought down to a

more personal level. The papers are filled

with classic examples of personal protest;

A man who disagreed with a $1,000 fine

paid the fine by crumpling 1 ,000 dollar bills

and stuffing them in a sack. Students often

pay local pizza parlors with huge lumps of

change to protest prices or late deliveries.

The personal protestor realizes that most

"enemies" are hurt best in the wallet.

Strikes work. Boycotts work. Pickets

work. Money talks, but money denied

screams.

Here is an example of the personal pro-

test:

Like most students who have a car at

UMass. D.T. is hostile to the parking

fine/towing system here. One day D.T.

parked his car at Boyden parking lot. He
grabbed a handful of change from the glove

compartment and got out of the car. When
he was putting change in the meter, he

noticed a meter maid coming down the hill.

On a sudden burst of inspiration he rushed

up and down the rows putting change in

every expired meter. For the cost of less

than a dollar, D.T. had lodged his protest

and slowed down the system for a half hour

or so.

The answer to the aging 60s critics is

simple. The spirit of protest is still strong

on the nation's campuses, the students

simply don't make a point of advertising it

on national TV.

Random Notes
student voters can make a difference in '84

Letters to the Editor

A need to address the real issue at hand
We are outraged at the hypocrisy evident

in the Board of Governor's decision to ban

the magazine Cosmoparody from the

University Store. Last semester the BOG
refused to recommend the removal of

Playboy, Playgirl and Pcnt/ious«'magazines

after a struggle with students concerned

about the pornography on campus.

In last week's Collegian, Vice Chair of the

BOG. Karen Karina Gray said. "I think it's

{Cosmoparody) trash. I'm so glad that

magazine got pulled out. This shows

student work in action. The magazine

wasn't selUng anyway..." Obviously the

BOG is more concerned with the profit

margin of the University Store than with

the objectification and oppression ot

women.
If this is an effort to appease those who

fought against pornography last semester,

we hope the BOG realizes that it has just

scratched the surface of this issue.

Now that the Board has shown its

willingness to take a stand on offensive

material for sale in the University Store,

we hope that Ihey will reconsider their

decision of last semester and address that

real issue: the fact that these material are

insulting and degrading to women.

Martha Nelson, Lisa Trocki, Diannc

Arico, S.E. Chase. Heidi Holland,

Beatrix Hoffman. Kathy Kiely, Elsa

Elliott.

October 9 is the last day to register to

vote in the Presidential and Congressional

elections. Starting Monday, October 1,

UMass students will be able to register at

various places around campus.

Students could be a decisive force in the

1984 elections if enough register. Ronald

Reagan won by only 3,000 votes in

Massachusetts in 1980; many times that

number were unregistered voters. This

year's election will bring many important

issues to the forefront of political debate.

Students have a responsibility to speak

their minds on issues that affect them, and

one way to do it is to vote on November 6.

Issues »f this election affecting students

include financial aid, federal education

assistance, abortion legislation, drinking

ages, and the nuclear arms race. While

neither canidate may be ideal, the 1984

election will be a turning point for many of

the issues mentioned above.

Also, on Monday and Tuesday students

will have an opportunity to vote in the SGA
Senate elections. The Senate makes many

decisions affecting student life on campus;

thus this is another extremely important

election in which all students should take

part. On-campus students vote in the din-

ing commons of their residential area; com-

muters vote in front of the Hatch. The

coming weeks will enable students to par-

ticipate in essential decision-making which

affects all of us. We must let our voices be

heard.

Rick Patrick is the SGA co-president, and

Beatrix Hoffman is a UMass student.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prereqiiisite:

Back pain k a referral

from your UHS provider

This 6 session program

( classes one week apart )

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods

and relaxation

HELP WANTED
BREAKFAST

and
LUNCH
SHIFTS

Apply
HADLEY

BURGER KING
RT9

PEER EDUCATOR/COLLOQUIUM
PROGRAM
Presents

FALL 84 COLLOQUIUM
^ Evening/Weekend Classes

^t^°^ Deadline for Colloq Proposals:

* Wed. Oct. 3, 1984

'^-t,e

'0//0r

DATES: Tuesdays,

October 9, 16, 23, 30 &

November 6 • December 4 \^^

TIMS: 6:30—8:30

PLACE:
University Healtb Center

Please advise your UHS provider

for the proper referral

Call UHS Health Education

fox In/onncrtion and Registration 549-2671
.

ext 181

LEARN "FLY
yoo*, OWN Rite-fiJ^iC f-'=>^

F ft££ eo'j -Tt> Aieft*T m

Colioqia

are pass/no record

one credit courses

^ y. ^Ji..>fW HKKVHi<>t.

For More Info Contact:

Colloquium Offices -

EAST: Brett House, Hills North 5-0422

SOUTHWEST: John Adams Lobby 5-2803— if*^» «»^ji,»**<^^9rw
^ =V= ^f ^e

\ Welcome! National Student Exchange Students!

i There will be a welcome to UMASS and welcome home Happy

^ Hour at The Pub for all of you that are here on exchange, UMAbb

I
students returning from exchange, and any others interested! Please

i stop in and:

( Meet new friends!

{ Find out about the NSE Club and sign up for it!

\^ Enjoy some munchies!

( Enjoy some liquid refreshments!

I (Mass. legal drinking age is 20. Bring I.D.)

I Date: Monday, October 1 , 1984 Time: after 7 until 9 p.m^

\ Place The Pub in Amherst (located behind Carriage shops in town)

i HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL THEREUIl

:ALTH & BEAUTY
SALE

IOTA GAMMA UPSILION
invites all university women

to OPEN RUSH!

DA TES:

Oct. 1-5 pm Bar-B-Que

Oct. 3-7 pm Round Robin

Oct. 4-5 pm Dinner

406 N. Pleasant St.

256-6879

=**=K

:»<= =»«s

$1.40

$2.15

rag. $2.99

Ij & J 11 oz.
50' :':i.«'"

condilKirluyKJitioni

ir—

'c

$1.80

reg. $2.

*^^^^^ ^ Shampoo or

Conditioner 16 oz.

Kleenex (100)

. Carefree

$1.50

reg. $2.29

Edge Gel 7 oz

' ,<ips(>i Drief

59*

reg.B £r L 40 oz

Stridex (42)

$1.70

reg. $2.75

Check Up 4.1

Gel or Paste

OF THE
^ $2.00 OFF >r

X

$1.45

reg. $2.19

Visine Vz oz.

DRV

DRY IDEA

$1.00
reg. $159

Reach Toothbrush
REACH

o**"^^ DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S

$1.60 reg. $2.49

Dry Idea 1.5 oz.

-1
g'' COUPONS I

I on all Health and Beauty Aids Products |

Sale M-F 9-5

Items are Sat 114

Located in the Campus Center
^

QnNIVERSITYl
also available '^ w^l ^^ ^TP*

""*" ^^^ ^"^ '^^

in the Mini Store||^^ J^ ^ {

David Bowie's Serious Moonlight

The World Tour

Open:
M-F 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
It^lSTORE*

Located in the Campus Center

Monday. October 1. 1984

1

jOiJJej^iaiL ^

Arts
::::::%%%W:'XW:':%W:%;:-:-X':WX':-:-; '•••••••X.SSSX.X.!" ;x::W>:WxWwW:':-:Wx-:-:-:-X-X'

•...•.•••.•.'
>;•:.»••...•.' .:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•;

D.C.-style rock
Root Boy Slim live in the

Valley and on record

Dog Secrets

Root Boy Slim

Congnressional Records

By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

Root Boy Slim and his band played the Rusty Nail

recently. This singer of bizarre songs wasn't exacUy

crooning, and the music could be described as a fusion of

funk rock reggae funk. In reviewing them, I realized that

there wasn't really anyone to compare them to.

Their gig was a stark contrast for the band who played

the previous night at R.P.L in Troy N.Y. before an

audience of 5.000. The attendance at the NaU was meager;

there was enough room on the dance floor for gymnasts to

do their enUre floor exercise. But Root Boy and crew didn't

let that affect their collective mood ring. They are out

promoting their Tiew album, Dog Secrets, and showed that

they are very well rehearsed as well as a lot of fun.

They started off with "Tough Luck,' and then into

"W.W.III " from their previous record. Next came a very

unconventional song, "So Young, So Hip, So Lame,
"
kind

of an apocalyptic folk song. Some of the lyrics of these first

songs were indistinguishable because the saxaphon tended

Root Boy Slim's new album Dog Secrets

to drown them out. Apparently the band hadn't time

enough for sound check, but they eventually corrected the

problem. "I'm just a prisoner of my own voice, " said Root

Boy before "I Want It Now. " I'd say it was somewhat like

Tom Wails or at times like Zappa. He thanked DuPont on

"Inflatable Doll." ("she never makes me take out the

garbage.") This new tune really captures the essence of

Root Boy. Being from ground zero, WashingUin D.C.. they

claim to be the only existing pro nuke band. This idea is

expressed in "21st Century Man, ' /"The future is bl^ak/

We look to the past/ We lived it up/ Before the big blast.
"

He may be a '67 graduate from Yale, but you won't find

Root Boy protesting any more. This boy is pure Ivy League

stuff, prefering Wild Turkey to martinis.

On "Liquor Store Holdup In Space. " he goes for a sci-fi

robbery in which the lyrics and the concept are truly

bizarre. From there came "Motel of liove, ' and "Singles

Bar." "My Wig Fell Off," featured a wailing sax by Ron

Holloway and long instrumentation in which the band wa^

tremendous. They also did ""Don't Tell Your Mother."

which is a parUcularly nasty song, with the lyrics con

tained within the new album. The show ended with "Boogy

Till You Puke," done in a boogying fervor. Root Boy did

mention that he did feel a little queasy after eating at Bub's

BBQ. It was genuinely humorous to hear this tune, the

band's calling card. They did an extended version of it.

including a great guitar tied into the synthesizer solo.

Another song worth mentioning from the new Dog

Secrets is "Cowboy Out In The Sun Too Long." This is a

realistic spoof of Rcjnny Reagan, drawing on his past ac-

ting/cowboy career and his present ac

ting/cowboy/president career. "We won the West/ I

helped I guess/ Then they put me and Mommy out to

graze/ We got distressed/ With those cheap shots in the

heal press/ So Nancy and I came back to save the day. " I

suggest Root Boy send this one the Democratic

Presidential nominee so he'll have a .solid theme song. Root

Boy is the eyes and ears of Washington D.C.

Next show to catch at the Nail; October 15 — John Lee

Hooker!

I

Brattleboro's

Newest Night Club

ti

Cheers Calendar
OCTOBER 1984

Sunday

P6RS0NAL
ADS

Monday

COLT 45

RtS/'KC./

SING SING

L
Tuesday

DJ MUSIC
No Cover

DJ MUSIC
No Covar

Wediesday

Happy Hour

nj Music

So Covrr

OJ MUSIC
No Cover

©

DJ MUSIC
No Cover

DJ MUSIC
No Cover

Happy Hour
Mt Silr

nj Mu,H
So i over

Hi^pv Hour
Mt N'if.

l)J Musu
\o (^oVf-r

Thursday

SCREW NIGHT
DJ MUSIC
No Cov.'

SCBtW NIGHT
OJ MUSIC
No Co.*.

Happy Hour
MlSilr

nj StuiU

So <.owr

SCHtW Nt(,M

OJ MUSlt
No Co...

Friday Saturday

EARLY WARNING

12 <}

AFTER H(WRS

HEAD FIRST

SCntW NIGHT
OJ MUSIC
No Cov*.

It i>

SING SING

J' A CHEERS HALLOWEEN PARTY! ^A
/1a \^ »100 fi>ll P'.«. lo' Bm' Collum. M^^ ^ j|

Landmark Hill Putney Road Brattleboro, Vermont (802) 257 1778

Positive Photo ID'« Required

Direction.: Take Brattleboro Exit 3 off 1-91 Beer right at lightt by HoJoa. Go Vi mile

on Rte, 5 South. Take first left lust paat Perkins Home Center. Turn left at top of hill.

Cut and Save this!

I Monday and Tuesday

I A Gary Grant Double Feature

I Bringing Up Baby

I with Katherine Hepburn

I I Was a Male War Bride

with Ann Sheridan
6

DOWNTOWN AMHER

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

STOP
YOUR
ALCOHOL
PROBLEM

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

The Student Opportunity Program (STOP) offers five

weeks of education and group support to students

wfiose alcohol related behavior is causing problems.

If you are concerned about how drinking is affecting

your studies, work, relationships and or health and

would like more information about STOP call:

The Alcohol Education Program

Division of Health Education

University Health Services

549-2671 Ext. 181

STOP BEGINS...

Monday, Oct.22,1984

fi-7:3QD.m./Room 302-UHS

Super Daily Happy Hour
All Week 3-6 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

reduced prices on pitchers & bottled beer

Free Munchies

Plus 2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

Tuesday
8 12 pm Pizza and Beer

$5.95 incli.cies pitcher of beer

or carafe of wine & cheese pizza

1 Pray Street. Amherst

Open 11 am 1 am Daily

Super Nightly Happy Hour
All Week 9.30 11:30 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

2 for 1 on Jumbo draft £t wine

Sunda

HELP WANTED

113 pm
Bloody Mary

pitchers

$5.95

6-10 pm
Pizza & Beer

$5.95 includes a

pitcher of beer or

carafe of wine and

cheese pizza

Earn $5-$7 an hour^dellvering pizzas.

Must have own reliable car, willing

to work nights and weekends, and
be at least 18 years old. Apply in per-

son after 4 pm

Now taking applications for full and
part time positions. Must be at least

18. Apply in person.
RT 9, HADLEY
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The future revisited
Metropolis
Directed bv Fritz Lang
At the Pleasant Street Theater

ByGINAM. RDVIDO
ColU'Rian Correspondent

"I experience u>ith my eyes and never, or

only rarely, with my ears- -to my constant

regret. " — F'ritz Lang

The silent film Metropolis, which was

oriKinally released in 1926 and has recently

been reconstructed and adapted by Giorgio

Moroder, is testimony to Fritz Lang's af

finity for the "visual" in a futuristic and

imaginative world. Moroder, the two time

Academy Award wining composer of such

films as "Midnight Express" and "Flash

dance" has succeeded in piecing together

missing parts of the original film which had

previously been shortened for its original

American release.

The plot of Metropolis unfolds in the year

2026. in a Dickensian "best of times, worst

of times." Workers inhabit the

Underground city, far below the ground

level of Metropolis, and it is there that they

operate in a mechanical fashion, laboring

endlessly over machines dav after day. The

mayor of Metropolis. Frederson. chooses to

turn the other cheek on the workers' plight,

but his son Freder is rudely awakened one

day to their toil and strife.

The workers begin to organize a rebellion

under the peaceful yet powerful direction of

a woman named Maria, who subsequently

falls in love with Freder. However, in the

darkness looms the crazed maniac scientist

Rotwang. who kidnaps Maria and tran

sforms her body into that of a robot he has

created in an incredible display of modern

day coloring added to the already

imaginative original version.

Metropolis creates for the viewer its own

rhythm and visual music through the

repetitive motions of the characters and the

camera. The score by Moroder is dull and

unnecessary for this film which pulses with

life, "silently" in a modern world.

More than anything else. Metropolis

works because the style and the story

complement each other perfectly. The

surprisingly modernistic special effects

h<K)st the smooth narrative of the film in a

manner rarely seen in contemporary

cinema. Like wine. Metropolis can only get

better with age.

Ohmygo*, ha^yourcad

Styles by Deborah

I

I

L.

ITUDIENT
TtlLIElPIUCNIE

1DIKECT€KIIE§

1

AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION

IN MID-OCTOBER

WATCH "COLLEGIAN-

FOR EXACT DATE

INCLUDES SPRING 1984

DEAN'S LIST

Information Data Bank

Taped Information

Phone Service

A Service of the Dean of Students Office ~^

lib

Heads up.
Register andVote.

OCT. 1 WORCESTER DC

OCT. 2 CAMPUS CENTER

OCT. 2 FRANKLIN DC

OCT. 3 CAMPUS CENTER

OCT. 3 BERKSHIRE DC

OCT. 4 HAMPSHIRE DC

OCT. 9 CAMPUS CENTER

4:30 pm
10:00 am
4:30 pm
10:00 am
4:30 pm
4:30 pm

10:00 am -

- 6:30 pm
- 2:00 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 2:00 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 6:30 pm
12:30 pm

UMASS BIG VOTE '84

IMASSPIRG SCERA SGA Third World Affairs Student Senate

Frontlash MASSPIRG Northeast Area Gov't Peacemakers Public Policy

Radical Student Union SCERA SGA Presidents Office SSAM Third World Affairs

. UMass College Republican Club

SYMPOSIUM on

INMER SCIENCE
AND WORLD PEACE

Keynote Address:

Panelists:

His Holiness the fourteenth Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso

Topic: A Universal Humanitarian Approach to World Peace

rem L. Johnson, Ph.D., is Associate Provost for

Undergraduate Education, University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, and Associate Professor, Department of

Communication Studies.

Topic: feminist Perspectives on Peace

Robert Thurman, Ph.D, is Asstxiate Professor nf

Religion. Amherst College President of the American

Institute of Buddhist Studies, and author of The holy

Teaching of Vimalakirtl, and T.song Khapas Speech of

Gold: Reason and [Enlightenment in the Central

fhilosophy of Tibet.

Topic: Inner Science and Our Survival

Prances Vaughan, Ph D,, is Professor of Psychology at the

California Institute of Transpersonal Psychology past

president of the Ass<Ki<ttion for Transpersonal

Psychology, author of Awakening Intuition, to editor.

Beyond Ego.

Topic: Transpersonal Perspectives on World Peace.

Roger f^ Walsh MD Ph.D , is on the faculty cl the

Department ol Psvt hiatry and human Behavi"- ot the

California College ot Medicine of the Universitv of ,

ralifomi^ Irvine ^\J^YlQl ot Staying Aliue: Tht

f'sychology of human Survlual ^nd Towards a'l

f.cotiigy of the brain, co editor of Beyond health and

lormalitif jnd beyond £go.

'opir Tile Psy<holog_v of human Survival

Tine Arts Center Concert Hdn

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

October 3 1984, 7:.30 p.m.

S^ Language imerpvvled

TirM^ «vaiM>)r Jtt Dnr 4rt9 Cenler Bom Offkr

Univenl^$ of fUMachitatm

Krnumirtg Mik<t%

rt tnbw 3 6 XI p m

foi moir mfnirruiiCHi itf

fifW Art-i Cenin RniOffMe
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I luwnitt il 1#*^^.rtfv. 41 ^MW* n

jIM^Mtf MlWfcf" SHm<.
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Doonsbury
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By Garry Trudeau

TRY 'BR

A6AINI
\

0UJBVB1HISI
YOUHAP

MOMmSTD
TBCMTH/S

OUT!

Todays Weather

Chance of rain, heavy at

times and windy with highs

in the 50' s. Rainy and chilly

tonight, blanket weather.

Tomorrow, more rain likely

and continued c(x>l.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Ldilfd by Trude Michel Jaffe

GoopemiiNd.
WIS Id rmuimess

fACeP With fi SKVROCKeVNG
PomAWN Of moAMNe,
RfmN0U5 'mi-cm " News
CRewS 7K/IN0 W FiePOfF
TOO Lrrru News, ttc pen
Of im ifmRioR rofwy
ANHOUNCeP f\'miNNINO'

r PR06Rm.

SmKTlNO WNIbHT.
AhfY 'MINI CAfA- CFEWS
fOUNP U)OSe l/tfILL Be
aiseep, 5KiNNep anp
WeiR INTeRNfiL OR(?Mb
SOiP ft5 PIFHK0PISMC5

IN CHINA.

YOU'LL UNPU^STfW
IF we WON'T B€
eRiNoiNb you OHm Fim OF ftfiSOLinuyf
we HUNT... ^
/ /

UMass Zone

Hi. .My NAM£ IS VIC,ANO

THIS IS i^y

f^r Slug

RPfl
i'ilrliliVlii*"

I GOT My NIC KA/AME

e^CAVSe X LIKE THE

POLICE... ^NO "ST/NC-"

IS THE L£/^b SINC-Er'S

N/^r^E..

By Mark Rollins

(ALTHOUGH WE KNOVJ
WHERE THEy ENDED

^ Op.

R£C£NTLy
OTHERS H/lve

ATTEI^PTEO
TO USt /^E

IN THEIR.

COMICS ...

^

Gorde by Gorde

ACROSS
1 Stage luminary

5 Dodecanese
island

9 Sailor's vigil

14 Aesop
character

15 even keel

16 Snake River

country

17 Wild goat ot the

Alps

18 Mine entrance

19 Former republic

now a state

20 Sindbad s

transport

21 Porcupine
quillb

23 Moorschaum
24 Australian

marsupial

26 Check
28 Elective

30 Spigol

33 An Arna/

36 German con
junction

37 Stately dance
39 Takeprece

(Jence over

41 1933 Kern

operetta

42 Malayan
dagger

43 Prickly seed

case Vai

44 Shore t)ud

4'd Place logo in

lilaclime

46 Accomplished
49 Lucky piece

50 Hoosier popt

54 Type of

horse

57 Soothing oinl

men!
59 Pub specialty

60 Representati.'

abroad

62 Harvest yield

63 Ship s prow
64 Academie
65 Cantortiury s

countv

66 Zenith

67 r,r«,| bishop ^

Pans
68 Groupmpelm.j

Al)t)i

DOWN
1 Evade
2 Forbidden by

tradition

3 Betel palm
4 King of

Carnival

5 Shampoo
6 Artist's need
7 Part o( a steam
engine

8 Medic
9 Drollery

10 Skilled

11 Part of the

street scene
12 Guy
13 Nylons
21 Weaken
22 New York or

San Diego

?5 River at Saint

Na/aire

27 Piece ol maiiile

29 Melodious

30 Village NWol
Dublin

31 Oppositionist

32 Chime
33 Tie up at the

marina
34 Seine tributary

35 Pot ail feu

38 "Rigoletto
"

composer
40 Artificial gold

alloy

41 Noisy quarrels

43 Basswood
47 Groups of

tourists

48 Long winged
sea eagle

49 American
chameleon

51 Door fastening

52 Kind of gum
resin

53 Red Sea
country

54 Pastoral pipe

55 Fairy tale start

56 Shakespeare's
river

58 Chooses
61 Certainly

63 Observed

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10/1/84

' 10 M 1? 13

1"
mL̂ ?1
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I'ilM I Mv \n<T(rv I imr* '^»ndK git

Yeasthead
byE.L.M.

YeaatKawt ^<^<^ c^c;|C^f^|foa
-^^o^^pJ '^cet^ Tfr^^leHfQ^

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Chili Corn Chip Bake

Open Face Ham and Swiss

Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Cheese, Lettuce and
Tomato Sandwich

DINNER
Oriental Stew

Fish Fry with Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with Orange
Bread

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with Lemon

Wedge
Eggplant F'armigiana

Nu+
t- f='/vic>lpi'Hc.di •

The Lab by Law

IPONT KNOW en,

PO XOU THINK AKf
REAPERS WILLJC;
LieVE Tm$ 5T0RV7

1 APMlT.^IX PIMENSIONAL
Glasses are increpible,
BUT I WOULPNT want to
MISS A STOKYUKE JU\S\

RIGHT.' LET5 GET
IN 0\y^ FLXiNG
^AUcEK fKHVZW
ON OVEKTHERt*.

J}-

J}-

CAN YOU TYPE?
WANT CASH?
We will train responsible people

with GOOD typing skills

on our new typesetting machines.

This is a marketable skill to have

and could lead to summer positions

making well over 7 dollars per hour.

J For an application and more information
J

J stop by the Collegian if

*leave a note or speak with Dode Levenson
Jj

X}"

X}-
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Get on line
witliout
waiting
in line.

vl _y

Iniversily Computer
(enter

r

"UnlaeUevable!"
It's not bad enough doing endless hours oi

homework for your computer courses To

make a lough situation worse you've got to

plan on spending precious lime standing

in hne every lime you want to gel on hne

And your odds on gelling a print out by the

lime you need il are about as good as gel

ting seals to a Michael Jackson concert

Thai is.of course, unless you do your com
puter homework at the Computer Access

Center

16 chairs, no waiting!
T7ie Computer Access Center is a unique

workspace tfijit offers everything you need

to do all of wjpr computer work, in one

tCOMPUTER

place, at one time We rent our iacuu \-

the hour or semester for as long asy
need them, right in the center ofAmriei:,!

Finally you've got an alternative to u.'^ii./

your schools crowded faGilities or r>

a terminal for the whole semester

The Access Center has it all 16 work s i

Uoris fully equipped witli ciimpulers and

terminals, complete modem systems that

allow you to tie in to Cyber VAX or ai:

.

other mainframe that you have the accei..-j

code for on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers for instant print outs, and
experienced and knowledgeable computer
pros always on duty to help you

Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre

cious time standing in line Now you can
plan ahead and reserve time on a terminal

that will be waiting just for you.

So what are you waiting for'' Call today

and see for yourself how eaisy and inexpen
sive renting time on a computer can be

CENTER INC.
ON SITE hourly/semester RENTALS 256-1213

TALK TO
DRAPER

Wednesday, October 10, 1984
University off

Massachusetts/Amherst
BS/MS/PhO Candidates —join some of the nation's

most rcspeaed and inventive people at developing in-

novative and fascinating new technologies. As a

leading hands-on 'working latxjratory' in Technology

Square, we offer a unique environment for your career

to grow and develop Positions we currently

available for candidates In Electrical Engineering,

Mechanical Er>glneerlng, Computer SclerKe, Manu-

facturing Systems, and Robotics Automation In the

following areas:

• Control Systems Design

• Software Development/
Evaluation

• Analog/Digital Design

Engineering

• Spacecraft Dynamics

• Underwater
Exploration Systems

• Structural Engineering

• Manufacturing
Systems

• Robotics/Automation
• Guidance and
Navigation Aruilysis

• Electronic System
Engineering

• Optics

• Instrumentation
System Development

We employ over 1800 top quality people — we need 70

more If you're looking for a state-of-the-art professional

challenge — we want to talk to you

INFORMATIONAL GROUP
MEETING*

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Details available at your Placement Office. \X/e are

an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer,

M/F. U.S. Citizenship required.

1^ The Charles Stark

J^ Draper Laboratory; Inc.

79 South Pifdbdnl bl'f'c! Arnhe"-' MA ;" Iffi (ttd'jf P"^'' lermmal building)

Mon Thurs 9 am 11 pm. Fri 9 am-6 pm, Sat -Sun 10 am 6 pm

2 FREE HOUBS OF COICFUTER TIME !

Call today mention this ad and use one of our

computers for two hours at no cost'

Otter good during bus ness hours Monday
through Friday until October 15th

LET YOUR
VOICE

BE HEARD
VOTE IN THE SGA

STUDENT ELECTIONS
OCTOBER 1 and 2

POLLING PLACES:
Worcester:

Northeast, Sylvan 11-2 and 4:30-6:30

Franklin:

Central, Orchard Hill 11-2 and 4:30-7

Hampshire:

Crampton, Coolidge, Emerson, James, Kennedy,

Melville, Prince, Thoreau 1 1-2 and4:30-7

Berkshire:

Cance, JA, JQA, Mackimmie, Moore, Patterson,

Pierpont, Washington 11-2 and 4:30-7

Hatch:

Greeks, Commuters 10-3

Men's soccer continues on, Vermont falls 4-0
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team
exploded for four goals within an 18-minute span in the

second half as they shut out the University of Vermont,

4-0, Saturday afternoon in Burlington, Vermont.

Freshman Kurt Manal broke the scoreless tie with his

sixth goal of the seasojn at the 18-minute mark. Seven

minutes later, Andy Bing netted his second goal of the

season with Manal registering the assist.

Five minutes after Bing's goal, Paul Cerafino hit the

back of the net, giving the Minutemen a 3-0 lead. Bob

Trajkovski, a junior forward, finished off the rampage

with a iroal at the 86-minutp mark.

The Minutemen and the Catamounts exchanged scor-

ing opportunities in the first half but UMass goalie Don

Donahue and Vermont goalie Steve Nedde were up to the

task, turning every shot away.

"We didn't play well in the first half." said UMass head

coach Jeff Gettler. "Their keeper was great. He made

several big saves, including stopping two breakaways.

Don (Donahue) kept us in the game in the first half."

After the first 15 minutes, UMass started to dominate

play, a trend that continued throughout the contest. In

all, the Minutemen outshot Vermont 18-4. Donahue

made only two saves, both in the fir^t half.

UMass kept up the pressure at the beginning of the se-

cond half hut were frustrated numerous times before

Manal finally broke through.

"It was just a matter of time," said gettler. "After we

scored the first one, the fioodgat^s opened."

As usual, the defensive line, including Mike Rudd ("he

played his best game of the year" - Gettler), Matthew

Dowd, Mike Runeare, and Paul Ricard totally dommated

Vermont's forward line. UMass has only allowed four

goals through their first eight games with Donahue

chalking up five saves.

Going into the game, UMass was the number four

ranked team in New England. But with their recent vic-

tory swing and UConn losing to Harvard last Wednes-

day, The Minutemen's chances of moving up in the polls

looks good.

Spikers split over weekend

in UMass Classic at Boyden
Hy JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

In volleyball, consistency brings success.

Without it, a team can only hope for a

break. Such wa.s the case lor the University

of Massachusetts volleyball team as they

dropped two of four matches this past

weekend in the UMass Volleyball Classic

Tournament held at Boyden.

Considered a good bet to finish in the top

four out of the twelve participating teams,

UMass dropped two consecutive matches

on Saturday as they were eliminated in the

quarterfinals.

As expected, the team got off to a good

start Friday evening with wins over

Central Connecticut State (15 12. 15 10)

and Kairleigh Dickinson (154. 15 2). But

even though UMass had no trouble putting

Fairleigh Dickinson away, they struggled

against Central Connecticut.

"I thought we played a smart match

against FDU. but we had a hard lime

against Central Connecticut." said coach

Elaine St)rtino. "They were tough."

Still, going into Saturday's match against

Colgate. UMass was unbeaten. They
quickly lost that status however, as they

UMass crew teems

were unable to hold leads in either game.

Several UMass opportunities fell short as a

tight Colgate defense continually made the

big save.

"Basically, we needed to maintain more

consistency ." said Sortino. "We jumped out

to a big lead in game two. but scored only

one point after that."

Springfield College was their next op

ponent in the quarterfinals of the

elimination bracket. Springfield was touted

as a scrappy team, their strength in their

outside hitting. But with their captain

sitting out with an injury, a semi final

rematch with Colgate looked promising.

However. Saturday was not a good day for

the UMass spikers.

Springfield jumped out to big leads in both

games as a sluggish UMass offense was

unable to find a groove. It was quickly

apparent that Springfield's desire to win

was aided by a lack of intensity exhibited by

UMass. "We keyed on their big hitter (Sally

Maher), and that psyched us up." said

Springfield coach. Tom Hay. Springfield

continually bottled up the middle which

forced UMa.ss to set to the outside. So after

two quick games (12 15. 9 15). UMass was

out of the tournament

.

f/moss 3, Northeastern

UMass (2-1-0)

Northeastern (1-2-0)

3 3

Scoring: UM: Papoutsidis, 30 yard F(

Attendance: 8,633

statistics:

First Downs: UM: 13, Northeastern:

Rushing Yards: UM: 211, NU: 238

Passing Yards: UM: 59, NU: 64

ToUl Yards: UM: 270, NU: 302

Return Yards: UM: 46, NU: 25

Fumbles-Lost: UM 2 1, NU:2 1

Penalties: UM: 11-82. NU: 7-73

19

Punting: UM: 9-35.0, NU: 8-32.5

Third Downs: UM: 5 17, NU: 5-15

Sacks: UM: 2-15, NU: 3-13

Possession: UM: 27:45, NU: 32:15

Individual Statistics:

Passing: UM: J. Simeone, 5-17-1-0-59,

NU: M. Sweeney, 5-19-3-64

Rushing: UM: G. Barnwell. 20-121, F.

Fay, 12-65, J. Simeone, l-(-)3, D. Grange:

6-29. NU: M. Sweeney. 13-68, M. Curtin,

15-46, G. Benoit, 11-41

Receiving: UM: B. Simeone, 2-27, G.

Barnwell. 2-18, F. Fay, 1-14. NU: J. Cun-

ningham. 2-30.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Crew teams of the University of

Massachusetts rowed their way to victory

over participating Division II opponents

yesterday at the Textile River Regatta in

Lowell. The Regatta consisted of 12 par

ticipating Dvision I and II schools.

The men's crew began the day be

defeating all their Divisions II opponents

and settling for fourth behind Brown, the

defending National Champions. BU, and

Columbia.

The big story was, however, the second

place finish logged by the women's team. In

a race won by MIT. the women managed to

defeat the rest of its chief competition

provided mainly from Simmons College and

Colgate.

"Beating Simmons (fifth in last yearns

nationals) is a big step for us because it's

given us a chance to see how far we've

progressed," said co captain Lisa Davidson.

"It was really nice to see the squad come

around.

The University of Massachusetts water

polo team continued its fine play Saturday

at the Fordham University Tournament, as

the Minutemen defeated a solid St. Francis

team 16 10 before dropping a 9 7 decision to

F'ordham.

UMa.ss took the upper hand early in their

St. Francis game by taking a 7 1 advantage

in the first quarter. Sophomore Mike

Hoover and Senior Paul McNeil continued

to lead the scoring attack for the

Minutemen be combining for six goals in the

game.
At Babson. the University of

Massachus€>tts Rugby team marched to a

strong 21 7 victory as Englishman Keith

Kelly and Stephan Rutherford led the

squad. Kelly, recently brought up from the

"C" squad proved to be the force of the

match as he scored five points and a.ssisted

on a three point try by Rutherford.

(Also amtributing to this story were staff

members Mike Levine and Alistaire Att-

U'ood. )

• football
Tandler picked up the ball, avoided three

Huskies determined to bury him, and

managed a six yard kick (from the line of

scrimmage) to the NU 40.

"All I had on my mind was picking it up

and kicking it," said Tandler. "I waited for

this chance and I made the most of it I

could. I'm just glad to contribute to a win."

Northeastern was finished off for good

when Chris Wood recovered a Sweeney

fumble (after being introduced to Tracy's

forearm) at the NU 44.

statistically, Simeone was five of 17 for

59 yards. Platek had two interceptions.

Fay ran for 65 yards and then there was

the defense.

The linebacking corps of Vito Perrone,

Dave Cavanaugh, Todd Comeau and Mike

Favreau combined for 16 unassisted

tackles and an impressive 31 assists. They

also had three sacks. It was UMass' first

shutout since 1982.

The previously riddled UMass secondary

allowed only 64 yards in the air (Sweeney

was only five of 19).

"Our offense stunk. I'm not sure what to

•Ctmtinued from page 12

do about their play, but hey, we won and

that's all that anyone will remember," said

StuU.

FOOTBALL NOTES: In other Yankee

Converence games on Saturday the

University of New Hampshire defeated

Dartmouth 38-10 but lost tailback Andre

Garron, the nation's leading rusher, for the

season with a knee injury and URI beat

Brown 34-13. Holy Cross slipped by a

pesky Harvard 24-14 in Cambridge.

Jim Tandler was orignally recruit*^ by

former head ct)ach Bob Pickett as a

quarterback, was made a split end and has

since, according to StuU, been convereted

to a defense back. His record-shattering

punt went almost 65 yards in the air before

rolling t<» the NU' 9. On another play he

made the defensive sU)p after a punt with a

solid open-field tackle. The punting chores

seem to be in good hands.

Northeastern is Bob Buonopane, the

team's leading receiver, went down in the

first series of plays with cracked ribs. The

game was a rough one as evidenced by

numerous unsportsmanlike conduct

penalties. "It was war. no doubt about

that," said StuU.

How the AP Top 20 fared
1. Nebraska (31). lost to Syracuse 17 9

2. Texas (2 0). beat Penn State 28-3

Ohio State (4 0). beat Minnesota 35-22

Penn State (3- 1 ), lost to Texas 28 3

Boston College (3 0), did not play

Washington (4 0), beat Miami (0hio).'i3

7. Oklahoma (4-0). beat Kansas State 24 6

8. Brigham Young (4 0). did not play

9. Florida State (4 0). beat Temple 44 27

10. Oklahoma Sute (4 0), beat Tulsa 31-7

11

.

Southern Mcthixlist (3 0). beat Texas

Christian 26- 17

12. Georgia (2 1), lost to South Carolina

17 10

13. Clemson (2 2). lost to Georgia Tech

28 21

14. Michigan (3 1). beat Indiana 14 6

7 15. Southern California (2 1). lost to

Louisiana State 23-3

16. Miami. Fla. (4 2), beat Rice 38 3

17. UCLA (3 1). beat Colorado 33 16

18. Georgia Tech (3 0). beat Clemson 28-

21

19. Notre Dame (3 1). beat Missouri 16-

14

20. Auburn (2 2), beat Tennessee 29-10

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dscount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

ADVERTISING
Two Wuth tickata Oct 3rd Centrum 8>

\ catlwit ftooc tMt« MO for both 323-4829

Advwtta* FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD J

Advertiee items you went to ••« or Ijuy. CiM f

532-9496 3

\

HELP WANTED LOST PERSONALS TRAVEL

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

Dodge cuitomited Ven T7 engine in gd

running order citm int cell 549-4692

73 IMeilbu good en^ne no body ru»t cell

549-4354 lite eve» »800 or BOjt«jrt eell

iiTBChevroiet Mellbu »tetlon wagon
body and engine in great shepe runs great

good mpg new cooling syatem and more

»1700 call 546 9965

Honde TB Civic hatchback: 2 door 4

peed, runs well, good body $1500 CsH

536-2169 after 5 PM

Rafrlgarator Rental Zliibhc ft R 6 P

Package Store free delivery 2M-974^

OnVend tv»o bedroom epts On bus route

cats okay All utilities included Wmsburg

268 3624 584 3095

\^

Drivers wanted at PInocchio'a. »6 7/hr

Apply in person for details 1177 N Plea

int

FOR SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A
VkJoo entertainment giant 10 at>d )*•?»!
screens for dorms and Greeks. 'MTV

video music call 549 7144 _

Brand new aOUMries RAL apMkera

never used totally crankable »300 or bast of

fer 549 6351

Moped brand new only 500 mi excellent

condition 253 9418 Brian eve

Used Holton Trumpet for aala Good

condition «100 or best offer call 5*9^6^

SkT Boots. Nordica mens 9Vi 3 seasons

r>ew M« 9667 ISO

: Retell Seles positions fuH and part time

I Advenced Video 26 North King St Nor

J thampton 586-6601

S Peoples Merket islooking for new collec

r tive members for fall 84 We need hard

J
workers, people with ability to meintain a

• strong committment and willingness to

\ work beyond floor hours These are musts

i*

Experience with marketing, advertising, and

maneging helpful Work 10* hours per

, week at »3 66 per hour Applications

\ svailattle at People's Market, located at rear

J of the Student Union Women, people of

I color handicapped, gav lesbisn. and older

; students are oncourgaed to apply

\ Weekend poaltion available 22 hours per

• week, sterting pey *4.64/hour with Services

\ for Community Livir>g a smell innovative

: Humen Service Agency No enpenence

\ neceeaary Valuable training provided. CeH

in Holyoke 1 538-8176

A purple cenvas beg Initials T.M. outside

Brittany call Mark 256 6415 nights 536-6705

rK> questions asked'

Dorm key on Hon medaHion 16 reward for

info Pleese call 546 5394 (339 Moore)

tlOO Reward for return of two cheins and

ring left in Boyden Gym pleese caH 546-5001

Jndergreduete Bualneas Club Members
Sociel Hour /Meeting Mondey. Oct 1 9
6 X Cempus Center room TBA (check

UBC Board in SOMI

MOTORCVCUS

Yamaha 7W 8000 mi very cheep I

money for Europe 527 1230

need

PROFESSIO.NAL
TYPINO SERVICE

Paper*. Caaae, DIaaertMiona. Theaes,

on campus low rates guaranteed sccep

tence Nancy 584 7924

ROOMMATE WANTED

i The Chrlstlen Science Organization is

\ geering up for fall Organuetk)nal Meeting

t on Tuesday, October 2 at 4:30. apt 8 8

\ North Village Chrtstien Science Monitor

t table Thursdey in Campus Center,

I volunteers needed, call 549-6876

Jane Marte, you reelly do know I think

I you're just sfrsid Tske s chance on an

unknown It could t>e totally OKcellent Love

JB

( Montreal WMkandPMtv Nov 2-4 MB. m-
\ dudes RT trartsportation from your canrtpus.

I 3 days 2 nights hotel in DT Montreal
• welcome party all taxes and tips dnnking

I

age is 18 optional Bruins Montreel tickets

cell lodey Eric 548-5017

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE' USAs"^
. Student/BUdget Travel Agency. Free
icctalog. call (617) 286^1926 or write. 729
i Boylston St Suite 201 Boeton. MA 02116

\

la It true you can buy jeeps for M4 through

the U S government? Get the facts today'

f Call 1 312 742 1142 ext 6831 A

WANTED

' Female to shsre

I

Townehouse cell

' Trede motorcycle for music equipment
I
Suzuki GN400X velua MOO bess or PA

; 533 0601 Dave

lerge bedroom In

Rack-A-Dlec Rech-A-Vldeo entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys,
]

Bands end Video CaH 549 7144

OUrfAR AMP FOR SALE \ INSTRUCTION

WICKED AND WILD DJ a «>*o an

vlaual entertainment for the 80s 5S4-671Z

{ Rolend „ ^*
reverb 1300 or BO most sen

80 watts. equalizer, overdrive,

cell Bob at

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop 28 hours including cleaaroom

artd sfiop Linr>ited erHOllnr<ent 263-2088

2 bdrm newl Nonsmoker. on bus route. Vi

of 476* call Peter 253-7871 keep trymg'

Wanted on» tantala roommate to shers

two bedroom Lentern Ct apts call Deb at

886-4157 ASAP

I CONTACT LENSES REPLACED Most

ibrsnds »20 »26 Dr Spencer University

Drive 256^8661

\ Drinking getting you down? Tired of

• hengovers? Cell University Heelth Services

\ 1549-2671. X181) for informetion about the

Student Opportunity Progrem (STOP!

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for apartment: Townefyniee,

Brsndywine Puffton arees beginning Spr

ing 85 semester Will pey generously to teke

ove'leese Call 546 9756 or 546^9487
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Sports
Today is the final day for all intramural ice hockey and

cross country entries. Contact the Intramural office at

545 0022. Or go to the Intramural office in Boyden. room
215. Badminton singles are due by Thursday.

• ••••••••. ••.••.•.•-•-•-' '.•.•.••-•.•.• ;W:WS:::W::y%:!:::::!::>Wv:v:w!W::!>:rW:^^ .•.•-•.••-•.
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SUent but deadly, UMass wins 3-0
Papoutsidis boots FG
as offense stalls,

defense pounds NU
By PETER ABRAHAM
Colle^an Staff

Peter Tracy had heard enough.

"Before the game Tom (McEvilly) and I, as team cap-

tains, decided that there would be no talking at the pre-

game meal or in the locker room, it was time to get serious

about what we were doing," said Tracy, who's big enough

to back up his wishes.

The Minutemen, at least the defense, showed Nor-

theastern how serious they were, defeating the Huskies

3-0 Saturday at Alumni Stadium.

"It was the toughest 3-0 game you'll ever see," said

Tracy, who played in his first game since returning from a

stomach injury. "It was physical, emotional and just plain

tough. We proved a lot to ourselves."

Barefooted junior George Papoutsidis booted a 30 yard

field goal midway through the third period to give UMass
the edge in a game coach Bob Stidl called, "the worst

display of offensive football I've ever seen."

"It was mind-boggling the amount of mistakes (six tur-

novers and 18 penalties) both teams made," said Stull.

"Thank God for the job the defense did, they played great,

but offensively every man made mistakes, showed no con-

centration and a lack of poise. We tried replacing players

and the subs made the same errors, it was awful."

The first half saw both NU, now 1-2, and UMass, 2-2,

pick up nine first downs and a little over 100 yards apiece

on offense. UMass moved to the Northeastern 34 yard line

in its first possession as tailback George (121 yards) Barn-

well carried the ball six times. Papoutsidis punt«d it away

after quarterback Jim Simeone couldn't hook up with

fullback Frank Fay on a third and 10.

UMass, in their second possession, moved to the Husky

14 before Simeone 's pass to the endzone was picked off by

Northeastern defensive back Bob Koban at the goal line.

The second quarter was a similar display of ineptness by

both teams. Northeastern advanced as far as the UMass
39 before strong safety Paul Platek intercepted quarter-

back's Mike Sweeney's pass. The 8,633 watching were
probably sorry they weren't watching Keith Jackson in-

stead.

In the third quarter, Barnwell broke loose with a run of

51 yards, UMass' longest of the season, down to the Nor-
theastern eight. He carried it to the seven in the next play

before an illegal procedure penalty, an incomplete pass

and a dropped pass by tight end Paul Walsh in the end

Colleifiaii photo by Haul iH-smana.-^

UMass quarterback Jim Simeone looks downfield as center Ken Runge makes the block on Nor-
theastern's Ray Querey. UMass beat NU, 3-0.

zone forced Papoutsidis out to the field where he easily

booted a 30 yarder with 7:47 to go.

"At the time I figured there would be a lot more points

scored," said "Papo." "But I didn't win the game, the

defense did. Give them all the credit."

The field goal came only minutes after Northeastern'

s

Geoff Hart attempt went wide to the left from 50 yards

away.

In the final period the only action came from freshman
punter Jim Tandler of UMass. Tanlder, in his first game
kicking, nailed a UMass record 74 yarder to the NU eight

after replacing Papoutsidis in the second quarter. He also

had boots of 53 and 39 yards and in maybe his best effort

avoided near disaster when a high snap sailed over his

head with under three minutes left.

Continued on page 1
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Women's Soccerromps
Switches pay off for UM
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The competition was expected to be a little

tougher. After all, when you face the

seventh ranked team in the country

(Vermont) and the 11th ranked team

(Colorado College), you don't expect 5-0 and

3-0 scores.

But after re positioning four players, the

third ranked University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team romped in wins over

Vermont. 5 on Saturday, and a 3-0 win

over Colorado College Sunday at Boyden.

"We finally started playing." coach

Kalekeni Banda said after Sunday's win.

"The team is comfortable with switches.

Everybody feels good about them."

Senior co captain Lori Stukes was moved
to the sweeper back while freshman Chris

Schmitt t(X)k Stukes stopper back position.

Chris Taggart, the other senior co captain,

was moved up to forward while Kristen

Bowsher was moved to the midfield.

"The leadership is there and it is paying

off. ' Banda said. "It was missing the first

five games."
Taggart had two goals and an assist on the
wwkend. Monica Seta and Joiie DePauw
also scored two goals while Jamie Watson,
and Carolyn Micheel ai.so added scores.

The .Minutemen. now 5 12. teed off

against the Catamounts. UMass outshot

Vermont 25 0.

"The girls were mad. Brown got us a little

irustraleu. i iwiu lucm liiui >. lucj acureO
first, we would go crazy and we did."

Seventh-ranked stickers

edge Springfield, 1-0
Scores by DePauw, Watson and Taggart

gave UMass a 3 lead at the half. Micheel

and Seta added goals in the second half.

Goalie Jeanne Paul didn't touch the ball.

Colorado College's eastern swing ended on

a sour note. The Tigers lost to Boston

College and UConn 10 on Thursday and

Friday.

After some heavy UMass pressure,

DePauw finally snuck a roller by Tiger

keeper Robyn Waltz, who made 17 saves.

Seta and Taggart's marks in the second half

put the Tigers away.

"We just played bad against an excellent

team and you can't do that with Kenny's

(Banda) group," Colorado coach Dang
Pibulvech .said. "It was a well-played

game."
"Massachusetts probably has the second

best talent in the country, behind Carolina

(top ranked I'NC). The only difference is

that Carolina's players are seniors and

Kenny's players are freshmen," he said.

Pibulvech coached Central Florida to two

runner up spots in the NCAA tourney in

1981 and 1982.

Praise notwithstanding, the Minutemen
offensf looked the best it has this season

and Handa was pleased with the play of

both offense and defense.

.And that's a good thing to know with the

Connecticut Minutemen hoedown on

Wednesday night.

Second ranked UConn won't fail to live up

to their reputation.

ByEDHAYWARD
Collegian Staff

"It wasn't the prettiest

game we've ever played, but
we dominated them." said

UMass coach Pam Hixon of

her team's first contest at

home in almost two weeks.

"We were a little sluggish,

a little slow. But I expected
a tough game, this team has
improved a lot from last

year," said Hixon referring

to Springfield, now 5-4 on
the year.

Kennedy's goal came
midway through the first

period. From then on,

UMass shots sailed every
which way but in.

Springfield goalie Maggie
Hrown .saved .seventeen of

UMass' twenty six shots

(nine went wide) several of

which were screaming line

drives off the sticks of

Megan Donnelly, Judiy
Morgan, and Kennedy.

Kennedy could be seen
pestering Brown all day as
the aggressive forward
spearheaded the Minuieman
attack, took seven shots and

drew six of the seventeen

penalty corners awarded to

UMass throughout the

game. Penalty corners are

awarded when a player is

fouled within the circle

surrounding the opponents

goal.

Springfield t(X)k only five

shots and wasn't awarded a

single penalty corner during

the game. Such low numbers
in these categories attest to

the ability and strength of

the UMass defensive crew
lead by Donnelly and
Andrea Muccini.

Throughout the game they

continually turned away
whatever offensive threat

Springfield could present.

Much to the likin of Umass
goalie Lynn Carlson, a

freshmen, who notched her

third shut out of the season.

"The defense works really

well together," said Carlson.

"They're good at marking

the circle (playing man-to-

man defense within the ten

yard circle surrounding the

goal) and they're very tough

when it comes to getting a

shot off."

Commenting on her team's

lack of productivity, Hixon
said. "Teams have days like

that. You just have to hope
you'll get the goals you need
and hang on."

sports at a glance
UMass schedule: there are no games scheduled for

today. See inside for weekend results.

Pro Scores
American League
Cleveland 7, Minnesota 4

New York 9,

Milwaukee 4,

Baltimore 5,

California 1,

Oakland 8.

Detroit 2

Toronto
Boston 3

Texas
Kansas City2

National League
Pittsburgh 2, Philadelphia

0, 1st game
Pittsburgh 7, Philadelphia

2, 2nd game
Montr^ 5, New York 4
Atlanta 4, San Diego 3
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BCP:The CelebrationBegins
by Marilyn Bou
Nummo Staff

The Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP) along with the

student organization AHORA, kicked off their week
long birthday party at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst. The BCP is now ten years

old while the AHORA organization is twelve. The

celebration began with an opening night ceremony on
the tenth floor of the Campus Center freaturing a

number of keynote speeches. The mistress of

Ceremony was Dr. Gloria DeGuevera, Director of the

Educational Access and Outreach at UMass, who
welcomed everyone to the evenings festivities and

thanked all participants for coming.

Dr. Benjamin Rodriguez the Director of BCP since

its inception in 1974, took a trip down memory lane. "I

remember when this program was nothing more than

a dream. All we had for an office was a box at the New
Africa House."
Dean Field said to me, Ben, I wonder how this is going

to work." BCP now resides in Wilder Hall where there

is a full staff along with services catering to one of the

most diverse population on this campus.

Dr. Denis Madson, vice chancellor for student af-

fairs said, "A year ago at the Graduation celebration,

the predominant theme was pride for the BCP, now I

see the Continued Commitment as the theme for an

orginization which has made higher education a reality

for many minorities."

Dr, Gloria DeGuevera leads the

singing of Happy Birthday at the

BCP/AHORA 10th Anniversary

Celebration,

photo by David Walker

Carlos Gonzales, a keynote speaker, is a

BCP /University alumnus. He played a very active role

while at UMass as a member fo the Student Govern-

ment Association, President of AHORA, Director of

Spanish Programming at WMUA, D.J. for Concepto
Latino, and Resident Assistant. During his speech,

Gonzalez told the audience, "It is very scary being on
a campus of this size. When you first arrive, you look

around hoping to find a friendly face but it is difficult

when everyone around you is doing their own sear-

ching. This is one major reason for the BCP, for it not

only provides academic services, it also playes the role

of an extended family."

Governor Dukakis has officially declared the week
of September 30 through October 6 Bilingual Educa-

tion Week at the University and throughout the state

of Massachusetts. The proclamation was read by Dr.

Larry Benedict, Dean of Academic Support Services

at the UMass.
Timothy Barret the Assistant Superintendent of the

Holyoke School System, was the Guest Speaker.

"Bilingual education began in this country as early as

the 18th century, it has had ups and downs, but has

proven the importance of its existence." The BCP has

made this campus and surrounding communities

richer places. It provides an opportunity for people of

diverse cultures to educate one another of these

cultures," said Barret.

The evening ended with a dance in the Campus
Center Auditorium, and began a week long celebra-

tion of the past struggles and future success of an

evergrowing population on the University of

Massachusetts campus.

SportsFeature : A Tribute ToA Champion
by Julian Tynes
Nummo Staff

One of the most important sports stories in the last

month is the story of Muhammad Ali being admitted

to Columba Presbyterian Medical Center for Symp-

toms of Parkinson's Syndrome.

Ali, the former three time Heavyweight Champion

of the World, had been afflicted in recent years with

slurred speech and a halting gait. People from all over

the world expressed concern over his health and well

being. Ali, one of the most favored althlete in the

history of sports has a popularity that transcends box-

ing, because of both his religion, and his now famous

stand on the Vietnam war.

Ali, born Cassius Marcellus Clay was an Olympic

Gold Medalist in the Light Heavyweight Division in

I960. He quickly established a reputation as the fastest

and most agile fighter to ever grace the Heavyweight

Division. Imagine, a man 6 feet 3 inches and 220

pounds, moving with the grace and speed of a Sugar

Ray Leonard and the power of a Joe Louis. Ali was so

much better than other heavyweights, he often

predicted the round in which he would knock his op-

ponent out, making statements like "they all must fall

in the round I call." He also brought showmanship

to boxing by giving his opponents nicknames such as

"The Bear" [Sonny Liston] " The Rabbit" [Floyd Pat-

terson] and " The Acorn" [Earnie Shavers].

In 1964, Ali defeated Liston in the eight rounds to

win the Heavyweight Championship of the World.

During that year, he also converted to Islam and in-

formed the public he was now to be referred to as

Muhammad Ali. This became a controversy as many
journalists and some of his opponents insisted on call-

ing him Cassius Clay.

In April of 1967 Ali made the decision that elevated

him above sports and into an international figure. He

refused induction into the United States Army on

religious ground, and because of this, he was tried,

convicted and sentenced to five years in prison. He

was also stripped of his boxing licences and his

heavyweight championship.

For more than three years. In the prime of Ali's

athletic career, he was not allowed to use his superb

boxing skills professionally. Then after numerous ap-

peals, his case was reviewd before the Supreme Court

and he won his case 8-0 with one absention.

Ali who had become a symbol to oppressed people

all over the world returned to boxing in 1970, and re-

tained his championship in "the motherland" Kin-

shasha, Zaire in 1974, using a new tactic the "rope a

dope." Ali defending his championship,fought all over

the globe in such diverse places as Koala Lampur, San

Juan, Tokyo, and fighting his most famous opponent

Joe Frazier, in the Phillipines in "The Thrilla in

Manila." He continued to fight in spite of advice to

retire and in Frebruary, 1978 he lost his title to Leon

Spinks. In September of that year he regained the

championship to become the only heavyweight to be

a three time champion. He then retired from boxing.

However, he tried to come back twice and was
defeated by two fighters he would have destroyed in

his prime, Larry Holmes and Trevor Berbick.

Ali has met world leaders such as Leonid Brezhnev

Continued on page 2
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RovingReporter Celebrate WithBCP/AHORA
by David Walker

o:
'no'yo'u 'feel BMCP plays a div i l

Black Musi'-. Why or ^^^^^^^,

-^ , - . , -, .. This year the Bilingual Colliegiate
Dukakis gives the community Program and AHORA are celebrating

ten years of service to bilingual

a Birthday Present

Orlando Vales:

Yes, BMCP plays music from quite a

number of years ago to present, with

a range that extends from jazz, funk

and blues to regaee; that's diversity

Susan Tissnes:

Yes, Even with severly limited air

time, BMCP still manages to play a

wide variety of black music for its

listeners hearing pleasure.

years or service

students at the University of
Massachusetts. As part of the celebra-

tion a number of educational and
cultural events are being held. BCP
and AHORA invites ALL students and
friends to participate and celebrate

with us. The following is a schedule of
events, including places and times.

Tickets are available at the BCP office

in Wilder Hall, UMass.

AHORA PRESENTS RUBEN BLADES
IN CONCERT

Friday, October 5, 1984
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

(IIl|p (Hommnnuipaltl) of iHllaBBarl|UBPtlB

By His Excellency

MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS
Governor

A PROCLAMATION
1984

WHEREAS!

Theo Moore:

Yes, I think they play as diverse

music as their time schedule allows.

With more time will come more diversity Scott Stern:

• ^ oK;,^n r.v.r...^A ^a+-^r- H4r-,:»f-^-- "^es, There is diversity which comes
and variety.. BMCP should cater airect- '

ly to its immediate listing audience

and their needs and wants, which it

does.

WHEREAS:

about through D.J.'s individual style.

Each individual brings to the community

their own stlye, but sometimes those

WHEREAS:

WHEREAS:

WHEREAS:

Styles overlap,

WHEREAS I

GreenParty Visits UMass
by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

The Green Party is, "An ongoing process of bring-

ing groups together. A productive and creative pro-

cess in which conflict and confusion are not con-

sidered negative. . . .A people's movement that is need-

ed everywhere," said Eva Quistorp, editor of the book

"Women for Peace" and member of The Green Party.

Members of the Green Party, a political, activist party

in West Germany particpated in a panel disscussior

last Thursdsayon the current status of the peace

movement in Germany.

The Green Party is a coalition of peace and ecology

groups opposing the deployment of US missiles in

Germany. The Party began in 1979 as a coalition of en-

vironmentalists, trade unions, womens groups, and

other organizations with the goal of stopping US
deployment of the cruise and Pershing II missiles on

German soil. The Party is, however, involved in many
other military and environmental issues such as the

build-up of conventional weapons. Acid rain and

women's rights. "If we concentrate only on missiles,"

said Dr. Albert Statz, peace researcher from the Free

University of Berlin and a member of the Green Party,

"we will lose perspective of the overall arms build-up

The Bilingual Collegiate Program at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst, the flagship campus of the Commonwealth's system of public
higher education, has today completed ten years of success in assisting
Massachusetts' bilingual minorities to enter and complete degree programs
at the University; and

The Bilingual Collegiate Program has complied an enviable record of
achievement in this effort, providing a broad spectrum of services to
assist Spanish-speaking and other bilingual minorities in taking full
advantage of the Unitersity's many resources and in obtaining the finest
possible college education; and

The Bilingual Collegiate Program has cooperated successfully, with
commendable results, with state and local organizations. Including
the Massachusetts Department of Education, the Office of Bilingual
Education, and local school systems; and

The Bilingual Collegiate Program has encompassed not only the academic
area but has rendered vital service to many hundreds of individuals
in the areas of financial aid coordination and personal counseling;
and

The Bilingual Collegiate Program, through its intensive recrultnent
and training of bilingual professionals, has been a key factor in
ensuring compliance, successful implementation and continuity of the
first Bilingual Law in the nation, mandated by the Massachusetts
State Legislature in 1972; and

The Bilingual Collegiate Program's service to the University and to
the Commonwealth is deserving of the highest recognition and coiMnendation;

in Europe."

Statz said there is a fear of the Soviet Union,

although "communist fear" as portrayed in the US is

not realistic. The other fears of the Green Party accor-

ding to Statz are nuclear and conventional weapons
and "our friends in America". There must be critism

of US and NATO policy, said Statz, because the com-
bined components of nuclear and conventional

weapons means that any military strategy for war

would result in the destruction of Germany.

Moderator William Strickland, professor and

historian at UMass, said that the situation in Germany
is very important to the Third World people. With over

340,000 American soldiers in West Germany, many of

whom are black, said Strickland, a so-called "Limited

Nuclear War" in Europe would cost the lives not only

of Europeans but of the American soldiers. Strickland

also said that the Green Party's non-violent protest

and building of coalitions can be at least superficially

paralled to Martin Luther King's Civil Rights move-
ment and Jesse Jackson's Rainbow Coalition, respec-

tively. Finally, Strickland noted that Black Americans
have the right and responsibilty to be responsibility to

be knowledgable about all issues that effect them, and
nuclear war effects all, black and white.

ALI

Continued from page 1

of the Soviet Union, Queen Elizabeth of Britian, and

was appointed as a roving ambassador by President

Jimmy Carter. As a roving ambassador, he inspired

millions of people.

During his stay in the hospital, information was
released on his condition. While Ali does not have

Parkinson's disease, he does have symptoms which

resemble the disease. His condition is not

degenerative. At the present time his condition is be-

ing treated with various nr>edications. Let us all take a

minute and pray for the champ's continued recovery

and give thanks for the thrills and sportsmanship he

has provided through the years.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS, Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusatta,
do hereby proclaim the week of September 30 to October 6, 1984, aa

BILINGUAL EDUCATION WEEK

at the University of Massachuaetta at Amherat and throughout
the Commonwealth.

Given at the Executive Chamber in Boston,
this thirtieth day of August, one thousand
nine hui^Tred and eighty-four, and of tha
IndepeaBena4 of the United States of
Amerijim, ime two hundred and ninth.

By His Excellency the Governor

2!k
MICHAEL

Secretary o1

\ ( ^^ /^
SBPH CONNOLLY
the Coauaonwea 1 1

h

Thanks alot Dorothy Johnson

Love NUMMO coo SAVE THE COMMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS

PRINTS FROM PUERTO RICO ART
EXIBIT

Sunday, September 30 to Saturday,

October 6, 1984
Student Union Gallery

The exibition presents different art

work of contemporary Puerto Rican
Artists. Some of the prints will be for

sale.

BCP STUDENT ART EXHIBIT

Wednesday, October 3 to Sunday,Oc-
tober14, 1984
Wheeler Residence Hall Gallery

October 3 OPEN HOUSE- Meet the

student artists.

7:00 - 9:00 p.m. Wine and Cheese.

The Gallery will be open for viewing

from Sunday Oct. 7 to Sunday Oct. 14

from 7:00 to 11:00 p.m.

BCP student artists participating:

Orlando Cardona
Americo Rebelo Jr.

Maria Leandres-Phelan
Luis Melendez
Jose Luis Pedraza
Ruth Arroyo
Miriam Torres

BCP/AHORA AWARDS NIGHT

Thursday, October 4, 1984 7p.m.
Student Union Ballroom

Presentation of awards to alumni

and others who have been Instrumen-

tal in the past ten years of the BCP.

GALA CELEBRATION

Saturday, October 6, 1984 5:00p.m
to 1:00a.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

5pm to 7pm: Buffet dinner

7:30pm: Keynote speaker. Dr.

Cleveland Donald, Associate to the

Chancellor, University o\
Massachusetts.

Entertainment: Sorobei, Taller de
Artey Cultura; Vietnamese Students
Assoc, and Rancho Folclorlco-

Encantos de Portugal.

Dance to follow: music by Juventud
77

Prices: $12.00 per person (Includes

buffet)

$20.00 per couple (Includes buffet)

FREE to students with ID (after

7:30 only)

Cash Bar
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AUGMSTUS SAVAGE GALLERY

The Augustus Savage Gallery, located

in the New Africa House will be featur-

ing the SU. NU. FU. Blue Series from

Setember 28 thru October 1st. The

gallery is open from 10 a.m.- 4.p.m. Mon-

day thru Friday. There will be a lecture

by Napoleon Jones Hendrson, the artist,

at 3 p.m. Friday October 5th. with a

reception to follow at 7:00 p.m.

"My work In it's essence is spiritual;

meaningful. This is how I feel while em-

bracing my fibers as they fold into their

images. I do not make "Art "; rather I am
participating in ritual, a ritual as impor-

tant to the Afrikan man as it was to his

Creator. We must be about the business

of expressing what is beautiful:

ourselves." - Napoleon Jones Hender-

don.

NEW WORLD THEATER

The New World Theater (formerly Third

World Theater) of UMass begins it tenth

season of unique theater programming

depicting Asian, Hispanic, Black and

Native American experiences. The

season opens on Saturday, October

13th, with the production of "Love To

All, Lorraine" at Bowker Auditorium at 8

p.m. Tickets are available by reservation

from the Fine Arts Center Box Office

(545-2511), or at the door. Free childcare

will be provided by phoning in a reserva-

tion one week prior to the performance

at 545-0190

McCoy Tyner Trio at the Iron Horse

20 Center St., Northampton, 584-0610.

Reservations 7 and 10 p.m. $9.50 Thurs-

day, October 4th.

WORK-STUDY POSITIONS

Work-study position available for an of-

fice manager for Third World Caucus.

Working 19 hrs/weekly at $3.35/hr. If

you are interested please contact the Of-

fice of Third World Affairs, 308 Student

Union, or call 545-2517. Deadline is Oc-

tober 3, 1984.

SOPHISTICATED LADIES

The National Broadway Touring Com-
pany brings Duke Ellington's

"Sophisticated Ladies" to the Fine Arts

Center at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst on Sunday,

October 14 for two performances. The

matinee performance which was
originally scheduled for 2 p.m. has been

changed to a 3 p.m. curtain time. The

evening performance will be at 8 p.m.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office, at DATATIX outlets,

and at the Springfield Civic Center.

PEOPLES MARKET

Peoples Market is hiring. We need hard

workers with strong commitments
10 -I- hrs. per week $3.65 an hour. Applica-

tions available at People's Market

located at the rear of the Student Union

Building. A member of Affirmative Ac-

tion we are an equal opportunity

employer.

The Cape Verdean Student Alliance

will have a meeting Thursday, at 5:00 in

the New Africa House. Guest person Ray

Allavera, from the Embassy of Cape

Verde, will discuss the future develop-

ment and growth of the C.V.S.A. New
Members are welcomed

COME WORK
FOR

NUMMO NEWS
Work-Study positions

for reporters

available!

NUMMO STAFF

Most CCEBMS tutor requests have

been filled and may be picked up now!!!

All persons who requested a tutor, see

your CCEBMS Advisor nowlll

WAGES a program at the Everywoman's

Center has started a graduate program.

Graduate WAGES will address the specific

needs of graduate woman through support

groups, workshops, speakers, social events,

brown-bag lunches, resources and ad-

vocacy.

For more information contact Graduate

WAGES at EWC. 545-0883
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Economic
gendergap
wide in Mass,
ByDKBORAHROSS
Collegian Correspondent

Massachusetts women are in a state of

"e<'onomic crisis," according to Florence

Frank, the Amherst representative for the

(governors Advisory Committee on

Women's Issues.

The committee will present this message

to Governor Michael Dukakis in a report

next month.

Dukakis set up the Governor's Advisory

('ommittee on Women's Issues in July 1983

to ensure that he was fully "advised of those

issues that impair women."
The committee, composed of 30 women
from all parts of the state, held a public

hearing in March and April this year in

Springfield. New Bedford, Worcester,

Lawrence and Boston. Women were invited

to testify so that the committee could

determine which issues most affect the

women of Massachusetts.

Frank said that although jobs, violence,

health and housing were defined as major

problem areas, "overriding and underlying

all of these issues is the fact that women are

in economic crisis."

She said "over 60 percent of the women
who testified at the hearings were con

cerned with employment; this is the issue

we have to work on the most.

"

A draft of the report makes clear that the

following are the major findings of the

committee:
— Four out of seven poor families in

Massachusetts are headed by females.

— Half of all female headed families with

children under 18 years are poor.

— Two thirds of all female headed families

with children under six years are poor.

— Women are concentrated in low paying

jobs with few opportunities for ad

vancement.
— Women earn 61 cents for every dollar

men earn.
— The weekly income for female headed

families is $274 as compared to $426 for

male headed families.

— Four out of ten black families have

incomes under $10,000, and half of all

Hispanic families have incomes less than

this.

The committee will recommend to

Governor Dukakis that employers be en

couraged to train women for higher paying,

less traditional jobs. Recommendations

include rewarding for achieving high

participation rates from women with

children, for making efforts to reach the

welfare population, and for realizing the

need for bilingual training.

Better day care facilities and the

upgrading of those jobs now held by women
will also be advocated by the committee.

Frank said "the Committee has only been

in force for a year and we haven't yet given

Dukakis our report from the hearings yet.

We're going to bring it out in a month and

present it to him."

When asked if she thought the recom

mendations would be heeded, Frank said, "I

don't know if the Governor is going to pay

attention. I assume that he is.

"
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Task force

:

Amherst must
treat its water

I'hut.. In .Irff Turk

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Water Quality Task Force

has proposed building $3 million water

treatment plant to solve the town's water

problems, Stan Ziomek, Amherst
superintendent of Public Works, said last

week.

Without a treatment plant, residents in

Amherst, Hadley, Belchertown and
Pelham may continue to taste chlorine in

the water. Ziomek said.

Inadequate treatment of one of

Amherst's largest water supplies has

adversely affected the quality of water

distributed in the 30-square-mile service

area, said James Smith, Amherst town
engineer. There is no routine filtration or

pH adjustment of the water coming from

the Atkins Reservoir, he said.

GRAY DAY — UMass students trudge their way through yesterday's rain. Instead, a heavy dose of chlorine is added
1 to treat the discoloration and the organic

material found in the water, Smith said.

By state law, each water distribution

system requires a trace of chlorine to keep

the water healthy. But because the water

from the Atkins Reservoir is not regularly

treated, a heavier dose must be added to

compensate for the poor quality of the

water. Smith said.

•s say Cuba survives

in spite of U.S. aggression
By DAVID FERRIS
Collegian ('orrespondent

The I'.S. feels threatened by Cuba

because Cuba is seen as a "shining example"

of a Latin .American nation that has thrived

in spite of C.S. hostilities, said Irma

McClaurin Allen, an assistant dean and

teacher at the University of Massachusetts,

human services worker and Jean Caiani in a

joint ItH-ture on Cuba Sunday.

The lecture was given at Grace Episcopal

Church in Amherst by the two women, who
have both travelled extensively in C'uba.

For people in Nicaragua and p]l Salvado to

see the Cuban example, "to understand that

the s(K'ial conditions can be radically dif

ferent than what they are that is what

scart's the Reagan Administration," said

Caiani, who has travelled in Central

America as well as in Cuba.

According to Allen, since the revolution in

19.59 C'uha has made great progress in its

health care and child care programs as well

as in its educational system.

"Over the past twenty years or so Cuba

has managed to maintain itself in spite of

being attacked and being threatened by one

of the most powerful countries ( the U.S.),"

said Allen.

As of 1961, the U.S. had implemented a

complete trade embargo against Cuba,

Allen said. Prior to the revolution, the U.S.

had guaranteed Cuba a market for its sugar

production, making Cuba extremely

economically dependent on the U.S., she

said.

"What Cuba has always been fighting for

is a sense as a nation, for identity, for a

right to self determination," Allen said.

"Ilaving land in which one can determine

Its destiny that's what is at stake for

Nicaragua and El Salvador. Cuba has done

this without our (U.S.) support."

Inside:

More rats smelled in Reagan's

cabinet P-2

Police encounter dental dif-

ficiilties P-3

Banish Homecoming Queen to

the Past p.5

"Don't let the stars get in your

eyes. They'll bum your head

right off."
--Mother Jones

In response to a question about C'uba's ties

with the Soviet Union, Allen said, "They

are not puppets. Their sovereignty is very

important to them.
"

"Cubans would say that they appreciate

the Soviet Union's support." said Caiani.

However, she added. "There is a feeling of

resentment that we would think them

f(K)lish enough to allow themselves to be a

satellite to the Soviet Union."

After a long history of U.S. domination

prior to the revolution. Cuba "probably

would not substitute one form of

domination for another," said Allen.

Smith to improve

sports facilities
By ILENE MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

Smith College will upgrade its athletic

facilities at a total cost of about $5 million,

according to Assistant Director of Pubhc

Relations Mary Callahan.

The first part of a three part plan includes

the construction of 12 outdoor tennis

courts. These courts currently under

con.struction are estimated to cost $320,000,

said Callahan. The second part is a new

building with a 200 meter track and space

and equipment for track and field events.

The estimated cost is $4 million. The third

part, still under consideration would in

elude further development of athletic fields,

_a 400 meter synthetic surface track, a

lacrosse field and a general upgrading of

other fields, she said.

"We will be raising money from alumni

and funds from the college," said Ann
Shanahan. the Director of Public Relations

at Smith College.

"Athletics are increasingly important to

the students; it's important to have the best

possible facilities," she said.

The college's outdoor fields are also being

improved, Callahan said. A system to drain

water from the fields into the Mill River

must still be approved by the Northampton

Conservation Commission, she said.

"The position of the property requires the

commission to become involved," the

commission's senior planner Latty Smith

Contintied to p.S

"The Water Quality Task Force com-

pleted its study this past summer and

recommended to the Board of Selectmen

that it was in the town's best interest to

build a water treatment plant," Ziomek

said. He added that the town will decide

whether or not to appropriate over $3

million for the plant during the next fiscal

year.

Smith said the proposed plant would be

capable of adding chemicals to the water to

lessen the need for heavy chlorination. It

would also filter out much of the decaying

organic material that causes the strange

taste in the water.

"The water from Atkins Reservoir is

piped into the Cushman area of Amherst

and chlorinated there," Smith said.

"Cushman residents often can taste the

chlorine as a result of the heavy chlorina-

tion." he said.

"When the organic material in the water

consumes the chlorine, low levels of

trihalomethanes (THMs) are formed," said

Tom Zajicek, professor of chemistry at the

University of Massachusetts. He said the

low levels of THMs formed are allegedly

carcinogenic.

"It's a Catch-22 situation." Zajicek said.

"There has to be enough chlorine in the

water for bacterial control, but as a result,

there are other by-products formed," he

said.

In addition to the water's taste and color

problems, Smith said Amherst water tends

to be soft or acidic. "Soft water is ag-

gressive and eats at pipes so we have to

raise the pH level to make it harder," he

said.

Smith said the operations at the propos-

ed plant would be similar to those of the

Centennial Water Treatment Plant in

Pelham.

"The water from three reservoirs flows

in through the Centennial plant," Smith

said. "The raw water is then filtered and

pH adjusted and comes out as a finished

pnxiuct," he said. It then enters the supp-

ly system and mixes with the water from

other local sources, including the untreated

water from Atkins Reservoir.
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China shows

new weapons
PEKING (AI*) - China unveiled a

homemade arsenal of nuclear and con

ventional weapons, including three stage

inter continental ballistic missiles not

shown in public here before, at a lavish

national day parade Monday.

"It was a very impressive display of

equipment. " said a Western military ob

server. "It demonstrates a pretty good

capacity in terms of standards of

manufacturing."

Military attaches had their cameras

whirring as ICBMs. an Kxocet type missile,

an Israeli like tank gun and new artillery

filed through Tiananmen Square in a two-

hour pageant celebrating the 35th an

niversary of the People's Republic of China.

Normally. even invited military

delegations fail to see China's latest

weaponry.

Most impressive were the strategic

missiles, including two squat submarine

launched missiles for China's first nuclear

submarines.

Also on view were three medium-range

CSS-2 balHstic missiles, three CSS-3 in

termediate range ballistic missiles, and

three CSS 4 intercontinental ballistic

missiles, painted red and white and towed

three stages.

Digest
By The Associated Press

Labor Secretary Donovan

faces financial fraud charge

AC Ijuen'^'"**'

Greg Uounn (left) of Wuhington D.C. trie* to break police

line outside Ameriran Public Transit Aaaoriation Conven-

tion in Washington yesterday. Demonstration was held by

disabled persons to protest' the lark of handicapped ac-

resaability on public transportation. I'olice made several

arrests.

Mall u-women are invited
TO OPEN RUSH at

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Tues. Fashion Show 6:30

Dessert and Party

Wed. Dinner, Sundae Party 5:00

Thurs. Surprise Party

409 N. Pleasant

For more info: 545-0527 Lisa Pike

Come to find out how exciting

Sorority life can be!

i

i

<

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

WASHINGTON -
Administration sources said

yesterday that Labor

Secretary Raymond J.

Donovan has been indicted

by a county ^TAn6 jury in

New York in connection

with a subway project by

the construction company he

formerly served as

executive vice president.

Six officials of the

Schiavone Construction (.'o.

of Secaucus N.J.. were also

named in the 137 count

indictment, one source said.

The source spoke on con

dition he not be identified.

Labor Department and

White House spokesmen

declined to comment on the

matter.

The source said Donovan

was flying to Houston on

Monday to make a series of

speeches when the in

dictment was handed up.

The secretary was notified

by telephone during an

airport stopover" in Atlanta,

and immmediately headed

back to Washington, this

source said. He said the

secretary planned to meet

with his attorney. Dean

Burch.

In Biloxi, Miss., traveling

with President Reagan,

White House deputy press

secretary Peter Roussel

said. "We have not received

any information or been

informed" about the in

dictment.

The grand jury in the

Bronx was investigating

charges that the Schiavone

Co. falsified records in a

federally funded subway

project in New York.

Donovan, who was a part

owner as well as executive

vice president of the con

struction company before he

joined the Reagan Cabinet in

1981, had been investigated

for nearly a year by a special

prosecutior in 1982.

In two separate 1982

reports on allegations that

Donovan, as a construction

executive, had ties to

organized crime figures,

spec-ial prosecutor Leon
Silverman concluded there

was "insufficient credible

evidence" on which to

prosecute the secretary.
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Shear Delight

^ Cocktail Lounge %|^
\

JIM HENRY LIVE!

and 99' BAR DRINKS till 11 pm'
A Great Time Never Cost Less!

RT. 9 HADLEY (across from Mt. Farms Mail)

Gr^nd Opening
With This Special

Hours: Tues-Sat
9:00-5:30

Walk Ins Welcome

Beauty Salon
228 Triangle St.

Amherst

549-1502
COMPLETE

HAIRSTYLING
FOR

MEN and'WOMEN

1

15% Off
j EVERYTHING!

j
! • Cuts • Perms • Styles • Color m
I Offer thru 10/6/84 Value to $5.25 I
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PILOT PRECISE

ROLLING BALL PENS.

NOW WE GIVE YOU
A CHOICE.

1

If you love fine writing, now
you con choose between two

Precise Rolling Boll pens that

write so fine yet flow so

smoothly you'll wonder how
we mode it possible.

It's only The Precise that

allows you to write beauti-

fully in either fine point

or extra fine point.

The price? It's even

finer. Only $1.19 each.

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS^

2 a THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

iMnnHnnninnnoMHiB [IS]precise
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Duke is back-nothing's sacred, nobody's safe
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Mike's dropped out of business school and

gone into advertising, Mark's working for

National Public Radio at the White House,

and Duke has founded a medical college in

Haiti.

They, and the rest of the Doonesbury

crowd, after more than a year's absence,

are back.

When Garry Trudeau announced that in

January 1983 he would temporarily cease

writing the Pulitzer Prize winning comic

strip, he said, "My characters are un

derstandably confused and out of sorts. It's

time to give them some $20 haircuts,

graduate them and move them out into the

larger world of grown up concerns."

We will now discover just how well

Trudeau has used his time off to move his

characters into the mid '80s.

One can also expect, with the comic

returning just in time for the presidential

campaign, to see Trudeaus viewpoint of

what's really going on in politics.

Reaction to the return of the cartoon has

been varied.

Former President Gerald R. Ford said,

"There are only three major vehicles to

keep us informed as to what's going on in

Washington: the electronic media, the print

media and Doonesbury not necessarily in

that order." ^__^

"Now; that Doonesbury 's back, I wish

I cmild take a sabbatical myself.

"

-UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

Doonesbury may serve as more than a

view of just the national political scene,

however.

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey said the comic is his

"guide to understanding the ways of the

faculty and staff of the University.

"Now that Doonesbury's back, I wLsh I

could lake a sabbatical myself," Duffey

said.

The impact of Doonesbury on the political

scene is uncertain, said Jean Elshtain,

professor of political science at UMass.

"There's a way in which Trudeau brings

political trauma to both estabhshed political

figures and dissidents." she said.

"Everyone gets knocked, and yet he

(Trudeau) acknowledges serious issues."

"It's good we have another cartoon in the

Collegian other than by University

(student) cartoonists." said Ray Ledoux, a

.sophomore communications studies major.

Sheila Manning, a sophomore economics

major said she thought "there might be a lot

of competition between Bloom County and

D(X)nesbury. It should be interesting."

"I don't feel too stronlgy one way or the

other." said Myles Gordon, a senior

journalistic studies /english major.

When Doonesbury debuted in 1970. it

appeared in 28 newspapers. When Trudeau

stopped writing it in 1983, the comic was

to an estimatedcarried in 726 papers

readership of t>0 million.

The'only comic strip ever to win a Pulitzer

Prize, Doonesbury has been the basis of a

best selling anthology, an award winning

television special, and a hit single from a

Broadway musical.

Man bites officer

but fails to escape

;

hiisv time for SAP

Cullegian phi>l*> l»> rani \[t^U uk

DRAMA IN THE WORKS - Exchange Student Nicola Sawicki (left) and theater major Janine

Srunnell aLmble part of the set for Eugene O'Neill's -Desire Under the ^Ims' w^^^^^^^

the Rand Theater Oct. 11. For more information call the Fine Arts Center box office at 545-3511.

Umass offers a corridorfor everyone
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Correspondent

Special interest corridors at the University of

Massachusetts are offering different experiences in

dormitory living to students.

"It's basically a group of very concerned, active

students," says Thea Costine, assistant housing assign

ment coordinator of resident assistants (RA).

"Special interest corridors meet the specific needs,

academic pursuits, and general interests of those students

who live there," Costine said.

The special interest corridors include a Fine Arts and

Music hall. Social Awareness corridor. Hearing Impaired,

and Older Students' hall.

Peter Kolbert. a resident and R.A. of the Social

Awareness corridor on the third floor of Brett House said
"

the corridor is a place for people with open minds, or a

place for people to open their minds."

"Diverse lifestyles are not ignored here. They are accepted

and understood," said Lisa Horvitz, the other R.A. on the

Social Awareness floor.

The corridor for the hearing impaired, which is on the

second floor of Thoreau, is equipped with a teletypewriter,

which enables deaf students to use the telephone by typing

their messages instead of talking.

All lounges and three rooms on the floor have strobe

lights to alert deaf students during fire emergencies. One

room has a red light which make deaf students aware that

someone is knocking.

As of next semester, all students living on the hearing

impaired corridor must be able to use sign language.

The older students corridor is located in the basement of

Wheeler. "The structure is beneficial, for there is less

noise." explains Rema Pai, resident director for

Wheeler/Gorman cluster.

The number of older students actually living on this

corridor has decreased over the past few years. This is

because older students are unaware of the floor, or they

choose to live off campus, Pai said.

"I think older students need support, and the level of

acceptance is greater among people close in age," Pai said.

Coitegian photo by MidieJle .S«giil

Local resident enjoys the view.

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian C'orrespondent

A 21 -year-old Easthampton man bit an Amherst police

officer who was trying to arrest him Friday night, police

said.

The man was arrested for stealing $20 from pocket-

books in the employee lounge at Judie's Restaurant.

Police received reports of the thefts at 6:30 p.m. Friday

and broadcast a description of the suspect. He was seen

on Amherst College property later that evening, arrested

and charged with larceny from a building, larceny under

$100, and assault and battery on a police officer.

Amherst police arrested seven men for driving while in-

toxicated (DWI) over the weekend. A 44-year-old

Leverett man was stopped Friday night on Sunderland

Road by the Speed and Alcohol Patrol and charged with

DWI after a citizen observed him driving erratically and

called the police.

The SAP also arrested a 29-year-old Acton man at 1

1

p.m. Friday on Route 63 after he was observed travelling

at a high rate of speed. He was also charged with DWI.

An Easthampton man was booked early Sunday morn-

ing after SAP officers observed his vehicle crossing the

center line on University Drive. He was charged with

failure to keep to the right and DWI.

A 23-year-old Falmouth man was charged with DWI and

speeding Saturday morning on University Drive, a

20-year-old Amherst resident was arrested at East Plea-

sant and Triangle Saturday morning for DWI, and a

19-year-old Brookline man was arrested after police

responded to a disturbance call at Justin Ryan's and found

him driving through the parking lot.

A 20-year-old University of Massachusetts student from

West Roxbury was arrested early Sunday morning on

North Pleasant Street and charged with DWI.

In other police reports, two Brookline residents, one 21

and the other 1^, stopped traffic on University Drive

Saturday night when they engaged in a fistfight in the

middle of the street. Police responding to the disturbance

call tried to break up the fight, but the men refused to stop

fighting, so police arrested both of them and charged them

with being disorderly persons. Police said the men are

brothers.

A Pioneer Valley Transit Authority bus driver called

police Friday afternoon after a 20-year-old Amherst man

refused to get off the bus. Police arrested him and charg-

ed him with being a disorderly person.

The British are coining Thurs.

The 'University of

Massachusetts Debate

Union and the Department

of Communication Studies

will be hosting an in

tcrnational debate ex

change. Two debaters from

(;reat Britain will be

debating against two

representatives from UMass
on October 4th at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center room

* S^ith
Continued p. 1

said. The state requires the

Mill river to be part of a 100

year flwd plan. "It is a

precaution for a storm that

could occur every 100

years," he said

UiH. The topic is "Resolved:

That censorship is necessary

for a free society."

British di-baters are known

for their wit and verbal

dexterity, and these at-

tributes often produce an

exciting, stimulating and

lively exchange of views.

This debate is open to the

public and is free of charge.

The first two parts of the

project are expected to be

finished by Fall 1986 and

once plans are approved for

the third part it is expected

to be finished by late spring,

said Callahan.
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UMass Transit Service
presents the

Fall Training Program
for Bus Driving jobs.

100 applications will be given out

on Thurs. Oct. 4th at 7:00 pm in CC 917

You Must:
- have 3+ semesters remaining at UM
- be at least 18 yrs old

- Have had a license for a year

Bring proof of your class year
|

(no id's) to the meeting i

for further info, call 545-0056
|

women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply
|

UMTS is AA/EO employer |
MHIIIIIIMIIHIIIHIIIMIIIIHIIIIIIHINIMIIIHIIII"""**"''"'*'"'"*'"''"""'''"'*''''''""''''*"''*"*''''""""''""''''^
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- Quality Pizza - Subs -%

256-0222 I

FREE DELIVERY j

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am $

Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am ^

-a

Heads up.
Register andVote.

OCT. 1 WORCESTER DC
OCT. 2 CAMPUS CENTER
OCT. 2 FRANKLIN DC
OCT. 3 CAMPUS CENTER

OCT. 3 BERKSHIRE DC
OCT. 4 HAMPSHIRE DC
OCT. 9 CAMPUS CENTER

4:30 pm
10:00 am
4:30 pm
10:00 am
4:30 pm
4:30 pm

10:00 am

- 6:30 pm
- 2:00 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 2:00 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 6:30 pm
12:30 pm

UMASS BIG VOTE '84

MASSPIRG SCERA SGA Third World Affairs Student Senate

Frontlash MASSPIRG Northeast Area Gov't Peacemakers Public Policy

Radical Student Union SCERA SGA Presidents Office SSAM Third World Affairs

UMass College Republican Club
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Student Special

2 FOR 1
or

Vz PRICE
on

ihour HOT TUB
every Monday and Tuesday

call for Reservations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass

(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

HELP WANTED
BREAKFAST

and
LUNCH
SHIFTS

Apply
HADLEY

BURGER KING
RT9

^ W4

EXAM ALEBl

i,meandSuess
Management Skms

SO YOUVE
GOT THE BLUES:
Understanding and Manaoii
Depressed Feelings

Tns Mental Hfjiiti Division olfers one session

edotJiioiial wo'Kshops to help students mcieas*
skills needed lo ieu «iit\ common issues The
loiiowmg *oikst'oos ite ivailable inis Fjli

mo & FEELINGS:

10 Emotions and Values

,

Assertiveness
Skills

LOSS & MOURNING:
Understanding and
Working through Grief

,>i^tojZP^°;SLt>on
.:

BOOK
SALE
20% OFF

Regular Price

on All Books
Mon-Sat Oct 1-6

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
HOURS:
10:30-5:00

Mon-Sat
Sun 12:00-4:00

Tuesday. October 2, 1984
iColiegian 5

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Become a part of the 1984-85

Distribution Pride

19,000 Daily!

(1) U.Mass cannpus

All 5 dining commons
Campus Center (2 drops)

Student Union Building

Graduate Research Tower
Engineering East

Engineering Lab

School of Business

Whitmore (2 drops)

Bartlett

Monson
South College

Boyden
New Africa House
Newman Center

Herter

Thompson Hall

Fine Arts Center

Hasbrouck

(2) Amherst

Baybank
Food Basket

Classe Cafe

Pub
Charlies

Hampshire Bank
Sub
Russells

Auggies
Louis

Taco Villa

Delanos

C & C Liquors

Baskin Robbins
Amherst Deli

Changes
Spirit Haus

(3) Hadley

Funny Bones
Stadium Liquors

Price Chopper
Stop & Shop
Jiff Laundry

The Mall (2 drops)

Cumberland Farms
Carburs

Pops Package
T Js

(4) Northampton

Fitzwillys

Taco Villa

Smith College

Store 24
Price Chopper
Lizottes

Woman Frye Books
Serios Drugs
The Subway
Jim Dandy
Hampshire Package Stores Inc.

Stop & Shop
Brooks Drugs
Fay's Drugs

(5) Sunderland/N. Amherst

Seven Eleven

Watrobas
Cumberland Farms

Pinochios

Daisys

Hastings

Amherst College

Hampshire College

Mt Holyoke College
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of peace

Traditions die hard
Tradition is more than an overused

cliche, it is an excuse. And like most ex-

cuses it is not good enough.

Some excuse archaic l^eliefs which

weren't good enough then and aren't

good enough now by saying tradition is

too strong to break the ties with the past.

Alpha Phi Omega, a national service

fraternity, is one of many groups which

believes actions in the past warrant the

same actions in the present. Yesterday

they had a table on the Campus Center

Concourse, promoting a homecoming
queen contest, or what they call a Royalty

Contest.

The Royalty Contest has been around

for about 20 years, give or take a few, ac-

cording to Omega's secretary Andy
Shelto.

"It's tradition, it's not sexist, it's not

demeaning to women, no one is exploiting

them. The money we raise is all going to

charity, it's all for a good cause," Shelto

said.

Based on past homecoming queen pro-

motions, Shelto estimated about $200 will

be raised for charity, specifically the

Amherst Survival Center and Hampshire

Hospice.

The intent of Alpha Phi Omega is good.

Both organizations need money. The

Amherst Bulletin reported last week that

the Survival Center was in dire need of

funds to keep it going. Alpha Phi Omega
should be commended for lending a hand

to these groups. It is not the end that is in

question, rather, it is the means which is

questionable.

Rita Murphy
For a penny anyone could cast a vote

for one of the 10 women whose picture

was hanging above the table. Unlike

other contests, such as the Miss America

pageant, the women were judged solely

on their looks, or rather on ht)w they

photograph.

"It's more of a campaign than anything

else. One girl was walking around today

going up to people and asking for votes.

The girls all choose their own
photographs, we don't. "They're there of

their own free will. We didn't force

anyone to enter the contest. They choose

to," Shelto said.

People don't choose to be oppressed.

They are put in that position because of

society's reluctance to let go of the beliefs

of the past. A hundred years ago it was a

widely-held belief that slavery was right.

Fifty years ago it was a widely-held belief

that women belonged in the kitchen.

Thirty years ago it was a widely-held

belief that no one would ever walk on the

moon.
We have walked on the moon. We have

done away with slavery. We have taken

the barriers from the kitchen and have

opened the doors. We have put the tradi-

tions of the past with our yesterdays, let

us hope Alpha Phi Omega has the courage

and foresight to do the same.

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.

Women keep watch over the gates of

Greenham Cruise Missile Base. Dust blows

against their little tents in the warm, dry

English summer, as they lie in the sun or

talk with one another in what little shade

they have. Behind them rises the barl)ed

wire fence, stretching around the

perimeter of the base. Many of the women
have crew cuts, wear unusual jewelry, and

are clad in simple, yet colorful clothing.

They greet each other with hugs and kisses

as a stern-faced, clean-cut R.A.F. guard

looks on from inside the gate. Such is the

scene that greets the visitor to the U.S.

Cruise Missile Base at Greenham Common,
England.
Although not representing the

mainstream of the peace movement in

Europe, individuals such as the women at

Greenham are the die-hard nucleus. Some
have watched over these gates for years;

others show up periodically to lend their

support. They maintain their humble, if

not desperate, existence through the chari-

ty of supporters throughout Britain.

These women stay where there were

once massive demonstrations, in hopes of

reviving the British peace movement.

Even among many former activists,

however, malise has set in, as the per-

manence of the missiles seems a reality.

Of all the nuclear arms protests in

Western Europe, Greenham Common has

attracted special attention because it is also

a feminist movement. When asked why
this was an entirely female encampment,

one reply was that a multi-sexed group was

tried, but that the men and women didn't

get along. One wonders how they can ex-

pect nations with conflicting idealogies to

co-exit if a relatively small group of people

with a common cause cannot. Many of the

protesters declared women to be more

peaceful than men. Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher, who leads the party

that is deploying the missiles in Britain,

was described as a "woman doing a man's

job." The ironic thing is that a male

chauvinist might agree, considering cook-

ing and cleaning more appropriate for

women than leading a government.

In the eyes of some of these peace ac-

tivists there is an anger of the sort that can

start wars. Much of this bitterness is

directed toward men. Women at some of

the gates refuse to speak with the opposite

sex.

The women vary in their p<jlitical

outlooks. Those camped there full-time are

the most extreme. They describe

themselves as everything from Marxists to

anarchists, and generally they present lit-

tle in the way of rational argument. One

described the Soviet system as a "caring"

one, and the United States as "the most

Stephen Erickson

Random Notes"
Listen, learn and above all, stop complaining

I would like to address this letter to the

people responsible for the Course and

Teacher Evaluation handbook that has

recently been distributed and to all those

undergraduates who may believe that this

is a fair and constructive method of

evaluating and choosing courses. I was

once a liberal-minded individual who believ-

ed that this was the student's "right," that

they should be allowed this way of com-

municating their criticisms and opinions, in

an enlightened manner, to their fellow

students.

However, at this point I do not see why a

professor or TA should have to put up with

the humiliation of being publicly lambasted

by a minority (or is it a majority?) of

apathetic students. Education is not enter-

tainment, nor is it magic, each instructor is

a specialist in his or her field who is being

paid to share his or her knowledge with the

students. The instructor is merely a

resource, the responsibility of learning is

totally up to the students. When I read

comments such as " the course moved too

slowly" (Why are you in it?), "the instruc-

tor was confusing" (Why don't you ask a

question?), or "papers were graded fairly"

(Why, just because you received a good

grade?), I get the feeling that some

students are missing the point of being at a

university.

This guide represents the illusion of

democracy that is rampant in our society.

It is unfair (in my case, two out of 60

students responded-a real Gallup poll), ir-

evil power in the world." Women who had

lived away from Greenham had better

grips on reality and presented arguments

that were more rational.

The women protesters have no monopoly

on ignorance with regards to issues sur-

rounding the Cruise Missiles. A group of

three guards didn't know what the term

"second strike capability" meant. It is

strange and frightening that people can

guard weapons of such destructive

capability without knowing about them.

A visit to Greenham Common can be an

education in political extremism, emo-

tionalism, and apathy. It is not a place to

go to feel good about the world.

The disarmament movement is greater in

some countries than others. Great Britain,

solidly behind its conservative prime

minister, tends to lean in favor of deploy-

ment and deterrence. Germany is a dif

ferent story. The subject of nuclear war is

still a dominant one in the F'ederal

Republic, and a widespread anxiety about

its prospects continues. It is partially a

generational issue, as protesttirs tend to be

young, but the j)eace movement can boast

support from all age groups and income

strata. Germany is frightened, and it

seems that the U.S. has done little to calm

those fears. In particular, they are scared

of President Reagan and his rhetoric and

consider him almost as likely to start a war

as the Soviets.

Even within the West (Jerman military,

which has a conscription, there is dissent

against the Euromissiles. One German,

who just finished two years stationed at the

NATO headquarters, became appalled and

frightened with the realization that NATO
troops were actually training to fight a

nuclear war. This otherwise fairly conser-

vative German does not trust the leader-

ship of the United States and opposes fur-

ther deployment. Acknowledging the

presence of the missiles, this young Or-
man said, "Yes, these missiles are here,

but if they try to deploy any more, there

may be some kind of revolution."

In the meantime, the disarmament move-

ment shows some signs of waning. Never-

theless, many Europeans now seem to feel

more threatened by the weapons that are

supposed to protect them, than from the

threats for which they were deployed.

Stephen C. Erickson is a Collegian colum-

nist.

responsible (look at the nature of the com-

ments) and, above all, useless (published

one week after the end of add/drop). If

students really believe that this is their

right, they should also realize that with

rights come responsibilities, in this case to

themselves, to their fellow students, and to

For the sake of the children, don't litter

To the UMass Community:

their instructors. Why don't we stop com-

plaining about our rights, realize that we
are indeed extremely privileged to be here,

listen to our professors, and learn.

Kevin Dwyer, TA
Dept. of French & Italian
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We are children of the Pioneer Valley

who enjoy using the Southwest maze. Peo-

ple have been littering the maze with bot-

tles and trash. We can't have fun or run in

it because it's too dangerous. Adults won't

let us go there because they feel it's too

hazardous with all the broken glass around.

We think the UMass Physical Plant could

help us by picking up the bottles and litter

and by putting up a barrel with a sign say-

ing "PLEASE PUT YOUR BOTTLES
HERE." If this could be done we will be

allowed to play there again safely. Thank

you.

Greg Dame. Alan Bemat, Hector Brown,

Mike Rovelli, Jason Cohen.

P.S. While you're at it, could you please

put up a bridge there and stock the stream

with more frogs? Thanx.
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CAN YOU TYPE?
WANT CASH?
We will train responsible people

with GOOD typing skills

on our new typesetting machines.

This is a marketable skill to have

and could lead to summer positions

making well over 7 dollars per hour.

I
For an application and more information i

stop by the Collegian

'leave a note or speak with Dode LevensonJ

'<!J«*-5ri*

WHAT COLLEGE HASN'T TAUGHT YOU
REAL WORLD 101

was written by two of the

country's most successful young

professionals. Theysfiare

everything they learned the

strategies, the tactics, the

"inner games" - and show you

how to use them to beat out your

competition.

WHAT YOU MUST KHOW!

You'll find out:

Why most college graduates tiave no idea

how to go about starting a career, especially

according to today's rules

Why following the advice of many college

professors and guidance counselors will get

you nowhere

The one critical mistake most students make

when job-hunting

How to break out of the pack early

How to present yourself as a "young

achiever."

REAL WORLD Ul
IS the graduate's one indispensable career

guide You'll learn

The one golden opportunity you have

before you graduate (that you'll never

have again)

How to present the "star " image

today's companies are looking for

How to make an interviewer overlook

a mediocre academic record

The Basics— four skills you must

master to succeed

The Mental Shake-Down Cruise: seven

reasons why the real world is simpler than

you think
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How to have all the money

you'll ever need by age thirty

(We're not kidding.)

How to prevent your college

major from limiting your options

The big inside |oke among

college graduates who have

"made it " as professionals

Five ways to avoid the immedi-

ate money traps graduates tall into

How to find out about the eight

_ out of ten jobs that most people

never hear about and get the highest

starting salary an employer will pay

And much more!
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ALPHA ZETA GENERAL
MEETING - Tonight in

StockbridKC 311. All

members urged to attend.

Support your organization.

6:30p.m. ^,, ,,„
INVESTMENT CLUB
MEETING - New
proposals will be noted on

and money wil be collected

for the New York Trip. SOM
lllatTp.m.

UPC GENERAL MEETING
— The upcoming concerts

will be discussed. Come get

involved! New members

always welcome. Watch

UPC showcase for meeting

location. 6:30 p.m.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI
_ Informal conversation

every Tuesday at 12:00 noon

with Saul Perlmutter. Hillel

rabbi. Bagels provided.

Guest speaker Oct. 2nd:

Carmen Almeida Smith,

"Growing Up as a Native

American and a Jew.

Suffolk (301) S.U.B.

WORKSHOP: APPLYING
TO PSYCHOLOGY
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
— Dr. Richard Halgin will

conduct a workshop on how,

when, where to apply to

HSTuesday, October 2. 1984

graduate school

Tuesday. October 2, 1984
Collegian i

r IOTA GAMMA
UPSILON

invites all university women
to OPEN RUSH!

DA TES:

Oct. 3 at 7 pm Round Robin

Oct. 4 at 5 pm Dinner
256-6874

LEARN-FLY
COST vi^'TU "H-tt o>u^^i»-ne.

in

psychology. All psychology

majors cordially invited. 4

p.m. Tobin304.

NOTORIOUS
BACKGAMMON -
Backgammon of Notoriety

for anyone interested in

playing backgammon. Call

Nolan at 546-5887 or meet at

SBA112,7p.m.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
MEETING - Weekly
women's issues team
meeting. Come get involved

in women's issues at UMass.
Wed. 4 5 p.m. Ask at CC
information booth.

AMERICAS IN TRAN-
SITION - A film dealing

with U.S. Intervention

Policy in Central America.

Presented by people who
have recently returned from

Nicaragua. 8 p.m. Lewis

House Basement.

SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS - First

general business meeting.

Membership, upcoming
events. study skills

workshop. All engineers

welcome. 6 p.m. Marston

Hall 132.

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

• Includes Mounting'

plus MA State Tax

BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prereqiiisite:

Back pain k a referral

from your UHS provider

This 6 session program

( classes one week apart )

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods

and relaxation
/^

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuH ServKe Tire Slore

78 Sufwlerland Rd No Amhersl. MA
Across from WatfOba s Slon-

549-4704

DATES: Tuesdays,

October 9, 16, 23, 30 &

November 6 * December 4

TIME: 6:30—8:30

PLACE:
University Health Center

* Please advise your UHS provider

for the proper referral ^m,^m^^^
Call UHS Health Education

for Inlonnation and Registration: 549-2671
.
ext 181

Fine Arts^Henter

diHallCnncert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS AT AMHERST

WIN AN ALL TERRAIN VEHICLE (wagon)

Two vehicles

vehicle is on display in

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
1 To •ntef , comptote the official entry form

and bring rt to the store. Enter as often as

you wish by utina only original entry forms

Enter by Nov 1. 1984 to be eligible

2. The winner will be selected m a random

drawing on Nov 2

3. Employees of the University Store and

their families are not eligible Taxes on the

priie are the sole responsibility of the win

to be given away
^ur^£orting^30ods_Degt^

Vehicle B©NUS
Register to win an all terrain vehicle Fill out tt>e

coupon ft return. No purchase required.

NarT>e

Add re

Phone

I

I

I

I

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

'"CcatecniTtReTampus Cemer

<;^ UNIVERSITY
dSTORE^

^oiisioiiBaJleL^

SWAN
LAKE

MO^/SlO'> Bo"«f 0(^•l''n

TUliOAY OCT » iPM
TlCKITS:Sl3.in.S9

BOSTON
CHAMBER
MUSIC
SOCIETY

SAIUiOAY OCT 11 MM
TICKfTS^ (S

OuKl UunOTOnS

jWilaicDlMr
NoTionoi Broodwow louring Co^npony Producdon

SUNDAY OCT U 1PM IPM

TICKETS SI} SO. S20 SO. $11 SO

DIZZY
GILLGSPie

WfOr<tSDAY. OCT 17. IPM

TICKtTS: $11. ! $7

Five College Siudenis Holf-Pnce. Tickets ovoiloble oi f^^e Aris

CcfMef Box Office, Sprmgf.eld Civic Center, ond DATATlX Outlets

Call (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 ^'^
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Futuristicperversions
Dr. Adder
By K.W. Jeter

Bluejay Books
231 pages $7.95

By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Correspondent

Arts
•.•_•.••-•

Activist films Theaternews

K.W. Jeter's fascinating newly-released

novel, Dr. Adder, is not the average

science fiction book. More' s the pity. Sup-

pressed since 1972, it is at once horrifing

and delightful, poignant and absurd. And

is, above all, a damn good read.

Dr. Adder is a medical megalomaniac

who surgically alters the bodies of pro-

stitutes in order to cater to sexual fetishes.

Through his artistry, and the omnipresent

pressure of the Moral Enforcers ("MoFos
— the fascist religious force), Los Angeles

has been transformed into a bleak and

desolate microcosm.

Jeter's primary device throughout the

novel is to take something pitiful and twist

it until it becomes something repulsive. The

only amputees are those prostitutes who

request Dr. Adder's alterations; fathers

whose children have abandoned them

rescue urchins from the sewers, make

them feel at home...and devour them.

If this sounds vaguely familiar, it should.

For all its energetic creativity, the book is

highly derivative. The paraplegic and drug

sequences are recurring motifs in Philip K.

Dick's novels. The sewer rescuing party is

an inverted form of Topeka in Harlan

Ellison's "A Boy and His Dog" (which is in

turn a variation of Damon Knight's classic

"To Serve Man").

The pill-popping, scalpal-happy surgeons

are straight out of William S. Burroughs.

The Video Church is reminiscent of Nor-

man Spinrad's Bug Jack Barron and the

polyglotic humor (i.e. the local Buena

Maricone High School) is Thomas
Pynchon's.

Still, this by no means undermines the

book nor detracts from its powen. Even

Stravinsky plagiarized right and left. In

his autobiographies he explains that he is

"paying tribute" to the various composers.

So with Jeter. His book is an homage to

his favorite artists. He names the hero's

father after S. Clay Wilson's midnight

xenophobe, Lester Gass. And there are

numerous references to science fiction as a

genre.

In his afterword, the late, great Philip K.

Dick calls the book "a masterpiece." This

is understandable. It is a masterpiece in

the same way Dick's books are master-

K.W. JETER
lUlir HluS'f;»'lii

K.W. Jeter's long-suppressed
"Masterpiece" Dr. Adder

pieces: it is chock full of ideas, tv^rists and

contemporary angst. Yet it fails in the

same way Dick's books fail. There are sec-

tions (in this case the ending) which depend

very heavily on the reader's suspension of

disbelief.

Its limitations notv^rithstanding, Dr. Ad-

der is & wonderful novel. It has the daring

visionary quality so often lacking in science

fiction. Highly recommended—but not for

the easily-offended.

OhinygD*, hBReyouread

tte Od^sin latdy?

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

Education as well as entertainment is a

goal of the Women's Film Festival which

was kicked off September 25 with My
BrUlUint Career. Liisa Trocki, coordinator

of the Women's Leadership Project, said

that the films can present to students the

different possibilities for women.

"In college, you are in the process of

making decisions which affect making

choices and the direction of your life," said

Trocki. She believes that students should

be exposed to a wide range of choices and

options.

Chosen in response to surveys passed out

at the Spring 1984 Festival, the films

shown this semester focus on three kinds of

women's films: films about Asian women,

women as activists, and close female rela-

tionships.

The six films are international in origin,

coming from Australia, Japan, and the

United States. The best known is My
Brilliant Career, but experimental films

have been included to underline growth in

that field.

Trocki says that what sets these films

apart is the women portrayed are active

rather than reactive to their situations.

The female characters are not analyzed or

focused upon as objects. They tell their

own stories.

Trocki pointed out that there is a "con-

servative mood on campus." People seem

reluctant to join activist groups, she said.

Introductory meetings of RSO groups have

been unusually low this semester.

Movies are "the least intimidating

medium," said Trocki, to start students

thinking about political activism. It is an

alternative way of sparking their interest

in women's issues.

The films shown are free and open to the

public. All films will be shown in the

UMass Campus Center.

On October 16, the films My Love Has
Been Burning and No Regrets for Our
Youth will be shown at Room 163 Campus
Center at 7 and 9 p.m. Both films are por-

trayals of the struggles of the Japanese

woman.
The festival continues with two films

about Lizzie Borden, Bom in Flames and

Regr<mping, on November 20. The films

will be screened at 7, 9, and 11 p.m.

The modern German woman is the topic

of Marianne and Juliane which will be

screened at 7 and 9 p.m. on December 11.

This concluding film of the festival will also

be shown in Room 163.

Eiy RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

The following is a list of theatrical

productions which will be presented at the

University through the beginning o£

November.

The National Broadway Touring Company
Productions. Duke Ellington's

Sophisticated Ladies will be performed at

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on

October 14 at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

Tickets are $22.50, $20.50, $18.50; and are

half price for five college students with

valid identification.

KuKene O'Neill's Desire Under the Elmt

will be presented on Oct. 11 and 12 and on

Oct. 17 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the Rand Theater

in the Fine Arts Center. Tickets are $4.00

for the general public and $3.00 for five

college students and senior citizens.

Porcupines at the University and Other

Comic Diversions, a chamber theater

production based on stories by Donald

Barthelmey will be enacted on October-20

at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $4.00 for the

j^eneral public and $3.(X) for five college

students and senior citizens.

The Dance and the Railroad by Davidy

HwanK is an original student production

which will be presented by The University's

New World Theater. Performances are Oct.

5 7 and Oct. 11 13 in Hampden Theater at

8:00 p.m. Tickets are $4.00 for the general

public and $2.00 for students and senior

citizens.

The University's New World Theater will

present Love To AU, Lorraine, written and

performed by Elizabeth Van Dyke from the

National Black Touring Circuit of New
York. This one woman show portraying the

life of late playwright Lorraine Hansberry

will be performed Saturday Oct. 13 at 8:00

p.m. in the Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are

$4.00 for the general public and $2.00 for

"tudents and senior citizens.

Life in th Fast Lane, a one-man tour de

force by Hawaiian poet Lane Nishikawa will

be presented by the University's New
World Theater on Saturday. October 17 at

8:00 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. Tickets

are $5.00 for the general public and $2.00

for students and senior citizens.

For further information for all productions

at UMass ratf.545 2511 or 545 2512.

TUESDAY

RACK-A-VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen -

Video Music

^^ftPUCt . . Latest Video Releases •

15 E. PLEASANT ST A.MHERST .MA
413 >»9- 1200
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Dinnefi
SpedalA

Tue/( for $8.50

for ^1100

UUedne/clQlj meal exchai^ night

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

for $1495

for ^12.95

or 2for1495
sefected menu items f

each niteare now
at special prices!

TOI^fthc

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor 'Campus Center 'UMass

LET YOUR
VOICE

BE HEARD
VOTE IN THE SGA

STUDENT ELECTIONS
OCTOBER 1 and 2

POLLING PLACES:
Worcester:

Northeast, Sylvan 11-2 and 4:30-6:30

Franklin:

Central, Orchard Hill 11-2 and 4:30-7

Hampshire:

Crampton, Coolidge, Emerson, James, Kennedy,

Melville, Prince, Thoreau 11-2 and4:30-7

Berkshire:

Cance, JA, JQA, Mackimmie, Moore, Patterson,

Pierpont, Washington 11-2 and 4:30-7

Hatch:

Greeks, Commuters 10-3

TONIGHT

''Everyone Else's Beer

Mug NighV
Bring along any other establishments

Beer Mug
for a

DRAFT
12 oz. limit

COMEDY TONIGHT

The BOSTON COMEDY COMPANY, mc

No Cover

Lower Level of Justin Ryans
Corner of Rt 9 and University Drive

'm
OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES

Come pick up a stack of high-level

scientific and technical books from

leading publishers. Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicine

mathematics, engineering, computers,

and more. Your savings range

from a tremendous 65% to an

unbelievable 90%.

On Special Sale Tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept. Open M-F 9-5

QXjmVERSITY oca«^in
'^'Mts^j/ is.>i theSTORED campus center

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Today 8 Weather

TODAY: Rain likely,

temperature in mid-50s.

TONIGHT: Clearing in wee
hours, low around 40.

TOMORROW: Sun breaks

out, thermometer rises to

60s.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe
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UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Gorde by Gorde
'

SOON. . .1 'S/^>«T PHOTO, AT? )

ACROSS
Italian vacation

spot

Aquatic

perlofmer

Triple Crown
winner. 1935

Mideast name
15 Actress

Nazimova
16 Parts of

landscapes
17 Gear (or a

(lamenco
dancer

19 Fitzgerald and
others

20 Fabricate

21 Etonians
mother

2J All about

24 Friend in Pans
26 Confines

28 Period of wind

and ram
Church officer

I wish of

things A P

Herbert

Nav transport

org

Big .Cal.

Relative of a

flounder

E)ect

Jima
Fail

7th cen date

Rom
Hard worker

47 Made a movie
of

50 Exposes
52 Soak old style

I afe au
Author Betti

Native of

Tehran

57 Daphnis's

beloved

61 Navarro

63 Robinson
Crusoe, et al

65 Comedian
Arnold

66 Bone Comb
form

67 Greek god
68 Blends, as

70 Maneuverable

DOWN
Alencon
Construction

support

Quantity of a

sort

Pariah

Juan or Jose
Bulb parts

Mont s

neighbor

8 Endured
9 Likeadull^ay
10 Before content

11 Pilgrims

Progress.' et al

A on
earth Milton

13 Jennies

18 Before sphere

or meter

22 Ending to

ethyl

25 One of the

Hebrides

27 Needle Comb
form

28 Frenzied

29 Palm leaf

30 Duchess
34 Norm Abbr

37 Sculptors'

moldings

38 Eye doctors

39 Arm bone
41 Cooking utensil

42 Switch words

44 Once blue

moon
46 Track

47 Smooth, in

music
48 Poetic conlrac

tion

49 Constellation

and genus of

lizards

51 Silicate

52 Exploded
56 Space agcy
58 Zhivagogirl

59 and
terminer

60 Being

62 Day at a

Time
"

64 Thy, in France
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CAN YOU TYPE?
WANT CASH?
We will train responsible people

with GOOD typing skills

on our new typesetting machines.

This is a marketable skill to have

and could lead to summer positions

making well over 7 dollars per hour.

J For an application and more information

J stop by the Collegian S

*leave a note or speak with Dode Levenson

!
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Get on line
witliout
waiting
in line.

Ci

I'niversity Computer
OnttT

"Unbelievable!"
II';. in 1 l.a.l .i- .t'.ti ilt'Ulf:', fiidleSS howr.

homework fur your computer courses ;

m.iK<' a tough situation worse you'vf f,'

plan on spenilinj; precious time standi

:

in Imi:- every time you want to get on lin»-

Aiul your iKld.s on getting a print out by itic

lime you need it :iVf Mhuula.^ jVuid a;, f^t'l

ling seals to a Micluiel Jiickt-on i-onixTt

"Hiai IS. of course, unless you do your com
puu^r homework at the Computer Access

Crnt.f f

16 cliairs, no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a unique

workspace that offers everything you need

to do all of your computer work, in one

place r "ime We rentour facil '

ihH h(jiir or .semester foraslongas v-'i

iiw;d them, right in ttie center of Amherst

Finally you've got an alternative to using

vo ir school's crowded facilities or renting

nlnal for the wlioleseme:'' ;

I !.(/ Access Center has it all lb v:i ir. i.a

' ions fully equipped with computers and
•( rnunals. complete modem systems that

tUuw yo\i to tie in to Cyber VAX nr any

t.her mainframe that you have the access

i.-ode for. on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers for instant print outs, and
fXpenciiced and knowledgeable computer
pros always on duty to help you

Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Centeryou don't have to waste pre

cious time standing in line Now you can
plan .ahead and reserve time on a terminal

that will be waiting just for you

So what are you waiting for'-* Call today

and see for yourself how easy and inexpen

sive renting tune on a computer can be

0% /Vbybelline*
MASCARAS

" The Fresh Look
/#

OaW-A-Las*^

COMPUTER #AU«^^I=^^ CENTER INC.
ON SITE hourly/semester RENTAJUS 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Street. Amherst MA ('n left rear ot P«>i'" P:"i termmdl building)

Mon -Thurs 9am11pm, Fn 9 am 6 pm, Sat Sun 10 am 6 pm

8 FREE HOURS OF COMPUTER TIME !

Call today mention this ad and use one of our

computers for two hours at no cost'

Offer good during busness hours Monday
through Friday until October I5lh

""=" n Gentle Grea,

OPEN M-F 9-5

Sale dates:

9/25 - 10/9

Located in the Campus Center

f*.UNIVERSITYmSTORE*
presents:

an evening with

!!?«

"The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

m^

UMass Students

$9.50 and $10.50

Five College Students,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Oct. 3rd

No ticket line before midnight

UMass ID required with student ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and Stop & Shop locations

In Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and PIttsfield. ^
No cans, bottles or recording devices. ^jjjjjjjOjjjjjjjJyjjjjjjj^^

TueMlay, October 2. 1984
Collegian n

Biggest Sale of the Year!

^^m

fi^iiMGomGo^^

See your Jostens representative.
Date: Oct. 1,2- Mon, Tue

Place: Outside Univ. Store

Deposit: $15.00

Time 10-3:30 pm

Get A $25 Rebate On Your
Jostens Gold College Ring I

Men 's andwomen 's tennis

offto apromising start
By BRYAN gUKNZKL
("ollc^fian Correspondi-nt

The University of Massachusetts

woman's tennis team dropped

a close fought match to the University of

New Hampshire .5 4 on

Saturday. The Minutemen are now 2 2.

Kven in defeat. Coach Ned Norris saw

promise. "They played mentally tough

tennis." said Norris.

Norris was especially pleased with the

play of Debbie Ginn and Judy Mclnnis

who won an impressive three set victory

in their first outing ever. Norris was also

encouraged by the play of top single seen

Chris Kra/ier who l(X)k her match.

Meanwhile, the men's team was in action

this weekend at the ECAC Tournament in

Albany. UMiiss was one of twenty five

teams to participate in the tournament.

The Minutemens doubles teams of Earl

Small and Mark Weinstein along with

Frank Rodman and John DeC'lerk played

well as both advanced to the quarter finals

before being eliminated.

Top singles seeds Wayne Peterson and

Paul Munsun had disappointing af

ternoons as both were knocked out in

their first matches.

The next men's match is tommorrow
against the Army at West Point.

They then play at home on the Hoyden

Courts this Thursday again.st Albany

College before they leave for the New
England Tennis Tournament to be held at

Harvard University on Friday.

The women will face the University of

Rh(Kie Island today at the NOPE courts at

3:30. The women are riding a 3 2 record

on the season so far. They will also be at

Vermont on Saturday.

Cross Country: improving

^UNIVERSITY\\
mSTORE^

By BUI) VERGE
C'oUegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts' women's

cross coutry teams were successful in

seperate meets over the weekend. The

men. at home, defeated Dartmouth College

3« 21. The women finished in the middle of

a large field at the Rutgers Invitational in

New iirunswick. New Jersey.

The men were paced by the strong

sophomore trio of Jan Novack. Paul

Stanislawzik. and Wayne Levy. Top

runner. Jay Panncionne. took a rest, sitting

out with a sprained ankle. The loss of

Panncionne did not affect the Minutemen's

strength, as they brought up the reserves

to helps win the meet. Coach Ken O'Brien

was happy about winning his first meet of

the new season.

"We still have a long season ahead of us.
"

said O'Brien. "Just because we beat

Dartmouth, doesn't make the rest of the

season any easier. The Minutemen claimed

three of the top six spots. Next week the

men hope lo have the same results as they

host Connecticut, at home on Saturday.

The women, on the other hand, didn't have

as g<MKl a day as expected. At Rutgers they

all ran together, but finished t(K) far back in

the park and recorded an 11th place

showing.

Against national caliber teams as Penn
State. Villanova. BU. and UNH, the top

UMass finisher was 33rd. Sally Howes.

Freshman Sarah Kitchell followed,

finishing 4()th. The rest of the finishers

w«'re rounded out by Lauren Doughty.

Doreen Erickson. who is back from a pre-

season injury, and Kim Baker.

Chris Piatt hopes to Ik' back in action next

week as the women face Northeastern in

their home opener. Coach Caroline Gar

diner was. "really excited over my team's

performance. Sally ran very go<Ki for us.

she's had three real good races. Sarah

really surprised me, she gets better in

every meet." Gardiner added. "Each time

we race, we do better as a team. We hope to

supri.se some ptH»ple later on in the year."

^
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*

Just Fun Arcade
We/comes you to

Wednesday Nite

FREE PLAY PARTY!
Any and all games just $2.00

every Wednesday 8:30 - 10:30

: ^ Mt Farms Mall. Rt 9

.^ Sunburst
Glass Works, Inc.

^tnincd Glass Artists

Texas Instruments, Inc,

in Dallas, Texas presents:

AN EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
INFORMATION SESSION

Open to all graduating

Electrical/Computer Engineers

and COINS Majors (scientific applications)

Thursday, Oct. 4, 4-6 pm Campus Center

Refreshments will be served

6th Annual

BACK TO GLASS SALE
Oct 1 thru Oct 6

20% OFF ALL GLASS
30% OFF 4 ft or more of one color

Highlighting Kokonno Glass

Cathedrals 2.50 sq. ft.

Hot Colors 3.50 sq. ft.

60/40 Solder 5.95/lb. Copper Foil 1.85/roll

Acid Etching Cream - 50% off

Rub 'n Etch Stencils - 30% off

ALL FINISHED WORK - 20% OFF

Don't forget our BARGAIN TABLE'

Mon-'HtunlM

Pot Poiirrl Shop*. 241 Kln« tt.,

N-ten. Ma. • Ht-tlt?

STOP YOUR
ALCOHOL
PROBLEM

The Student Opportunity Program STOPi offers five

weeks of education and group support to students

whose alcohol related behavior is causing problems.

If you are concerned about how drinking is affecting

your studies, work, relationships and or health, and
would like more information about STOP call:

The Alcohol Education Program

Division of Health Education

University Health Services

549 2671 Ext. 181

STOP BEGINS...

Monday, Oct. 22, 1984
6-7:30p.m./Room 302-UHS

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^^^^^- "45 3 45 • Friday 845 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consecutrve days 5% dtexxjnt
Monday - Thursday

• 10 consecutive days 10% discou nt • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number frBe

ADVERTISING

AdvartlMFREEln th. HIVER VALLEY AD.

A(Jv«rtiM item, you want to M» or buy. C*l

532 9496

AUTO FOR SALE

^m Chevrolet Mallbu ttation wBQon

body and onfl'"* '" 9""' '^'P* '""' ^

good mpg fww coolinfl tyst^m and mote

1700 call 5««9ee6

Sond. 7« Civic ""tchbeck: 2 door 4

speed runs well, good body »1500 t-aii

536 2159 after 5 PM

74"M^«n9 dhl. 4AT 73000 m, excellent

condition! 1100 cell 549^716

runt great call Steve eve. 549 7818 660 or

BO

1973 cTutlM. Supreme 4 door V^^*^
new brake, uphol.try battery 726 Can

before 4 30 Chen 549-4136

ENTERTAINMENT^

viOEO^VIOEO VIDEO vVoEO Rack A^

Video enterteinment 8*nt '0'"'*
'.^'i^^

Kreens «or dorrn. and Greek. "»" v

video muwc cell 549-7144

Reck-A-Di.c Reck A Video entertem

ment guaranteed event, for Oiac Jockey.,

Band, and Video Call 54»7I44

WICKED ANID^WlLD DJa eudk) and

viMial enterteinment for the 80'. 584 6712

6 College Sound the be.T in perry and

dance mu.ic Cell 586 0245 or 586 7689

rOR RENT

Refrigeretor Renlel 2 cublic ft H & P

Package Store tree delivery 253 9742

One and two bedroom ept. On bu. route

cat. okay All utilities included Wmrturg
268 3624 584 3095

FOR SALE

Mopod brend new only 500 mi excelleni

condition 2S3 941B Brian eve

Uaed Holton Trumpet for eele. Good

condition .100 or beet offer call 549 7767

Ski Boot»VNordica men. 9H 3 Ha»}ns

new 546 9667 SO

KENYA BAGS FOR» Will be back in the

concourM OCTOBER^h end 5th

Hide-a bed eofa MBO. table ilO wngle bed

36, .tereo 46, 549-6876

FOUND

Sweeter outeide Mini Store m Student

Union Thur«Jey Sept 27 cell Matt lo identify

546-5631

QUITAR AMP FOR SALE

Roland SO went, equeluer, overdrive,

reverb SOO or BO mu.t »ell call Bob at

546 8805

HELP WANTED

Driver, wented et PInocchio'. e 7 'hi

Apply in perwjn for detail. 1 1 77 N Plee

MOI ^
Retell Sale, poeltlona full and part time

Advanced Video 26 North Kir>g St Nor

thampton 586 6601

People'. Merket i. looking for new collec

tive rnember. for fell '84 We need hard

workers people with ability to maintain a

.vong committment and willmgneM to

»«)rk beyond floor hour. TheM are must.

Experience with merketing, advertiwng, and

managing helpful Work 10+ hour, per

week at S 66 per hour Application,

evailable et People s Market, located at reer

of the Student Union Women, people of

color hendicapped, gay, leebian. end older

student, are encourgeed to apply

Weekend po.ltlon evelleble 22 hours per

week starting pay »4 64 hour with Services

tor Community Living a wnell innovative

Human Service Agency No experience

r>eceMery Veluable training provided Can

in Holyoke 1 538-8176

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Batic Automobile
Work.hop 28 hour, including deevoom
and shop Limited enrollment 253 2096

LOST

Dorm key on Hon medallion S reward for

info Please cell 546 5394 1339 Moore i

200 Reward for return of two chains and
ring left m Boyden Gym pleeae call 546 5001

MOTORCYCLES

Yamehe 7C0 6000 mi very cheep I need
money for Europe 527 1230

PERSONALS

The Chriatlao Scla*»ce Organiietion is

oaerirMi up for fell Organizational Meeting

orTTueedev October 2 at 4 30. apt 88

North Village Christien Science Monitor

table Thur.dey in Campu. Center,

volunteer, needed, call 549-6876

Drinking getting you down? Tired of

hengovors? Call Univerwty Health Service.

1548 2671 X181I for information about the

Student Opporiunitv Program (STOPI

RendaW Happy Birthday' Have a great

day to .tart off the t)e.t yoer ever

Ch7 OMEGA THANKSIII 1 eeUtiC pledge

love Oiana

Keren, Happy 20thi Have a fante.tic birth

day' Let I celebrate' Love Pam

Lorl I m reelly «>rry Happy Belated Birth

dey' Let s go out soon' Love Pam

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA. #1

Student Budget Travel Agency Free

cetelog, call 16171 266 1926 or vyrite, 729

Boyl.ton St Suite 201 Boston, MA 02116

WANTED

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Paper., Ce.e.. OI.eartatlone, Thaeee.

on campus low rate, guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 584 7924

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 bdrm t»awl Nonanx>kar, on bu. route, V4

of 475» call Peter 263-7871 keep trylnfl'

Femele to .here lerge bedroom in

Townehou.e cell 649 4686

Trade motorcycle tor mu.ic e<|uipment
Suiuki GN400X value BOO bass or PA
533 0601 Dave

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for apartment: Townahouaa,
Brandywine, Puffton areas tieginnmg Spr-

ing 86 semester Will pey generously to teke

over leese Cell 546 9756 or 546^8487
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Fall Fever: Playoffe underway
Chicago and
SanDiego:
a fan 's dream

Detroitand
Kansas Gty:

mismatch?
Detroit at Kansas City

Records: Detroit: 104-58 (15 games

ahead). Kansas City: 84-78 (3 games

ahead) -^ ,. _.
Where: Royals Stadium, artificial turt

SUrters: Detroit: Jack Morris (19- 11).

Kansas City: Bud Black (17-12)

Game Time: 8:(K) p.m.

Television: ABC
The Teams:

Detroit has some quality players that, on

paper at least, are much better than Kan-

sas City's.

KC's only advantages come at first base

where Steve "Bye Bye" Balboni (27

homers) has a marked edge over the free

swinging Barbaro Garl^ey. George Brett,

the Royals' veteran thirdbaseman, also is

fjetter than Detroit's combination of Tim

Brookens or Howard Johnson.

But Detroit has second baseman Lou

Whitaker, shortstop Alan Trammell. the

outfield of Larry Herndon. Chet Lemon,

and Kirk Gibson. All catcher Lance Par-

rish and designated hitter Darrell Evans

make a potent lineup.

Only centerfielder Willie Wilson and the

crafty Hal McRae figure to show they are

better than their Detroit counterparts.

Frank White is 34, but still can't be

counted out.

On the mound. Detroit has a slew of solid

starters in Jack Morris. Dan Petry, Milt

Wulcox and the lefthanded power of Willie

Hernandez out of the bullpen. KC has the

likes of Bud Black, Brett Saberhagan and

Charlie Liebrandt starting, but the

presence of submariner Dan Quisenberry is

a formidable one in relief.

The question is this: Detroit hasn't had a

game that's meant anything since

Memorial Day. KC has been fighting for

their lives for the whole season. Who's

ready? Sparky Anderson and Dick Howser

are veteran baseball men. but the Sparker

has the game day edge. Detroit, barring

major upset, should advance.

Af Laserphiito

The
Canadian freshman keys

Minutemen 'sgoodstart
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

Scoring goals has never seemed difficult for Kurt Manal.

But despite his impressive statistics, it didn't come without

hard work, dedication and of course talent.

Anybody that can put 72 goals in the net over a span of 55

games at the age of 16 is talented.

He has also displayed leadership and poise, as demon-

strated during his freshman season here at UMass. where

he has already compiled six goals and one assist in the first

eight games.

They may not seem like overwhelming stats, but con-

sidering the Minutemen only scored ten goals all together

last season and only won three games (they have five wins

under their belt already), you begin to realize that

something good is happening to this defensive-minded

squad.

Manal, an exercise science major who will turn 19 this

Sunday, has not had much soccer experience in the U.S.,

even though he has played since he was seven years old.

He was born in Montreal, Canada, but wanted to come to

school in the states, and would like to attend medical

school one day

.

He was lightly recruited by other schools, but was offered

a good scholarship by UMass and believed that Coach Jeff

Gettler was sincere about his intentions with the team.

"I thought it was going to be a good team in a couple of

years. He (Gettler) puts it in a team perspective and knows

a lot about the game. I want to learn and he can teach me a

lot." said Manal.

It is a bit surprising that someone with such experience

wants to and is able to still learn more about the game. But

that is where dedication and hard work pay off.

Chicago Cubs starter Rick SutcHffe will play a major role in today's

game vs. San Diego. The right hander went 16-1 this season.

He attended a training camp for Team Canada to prepare

for a tournament at the end of last summer in Trinidad, but

tore ligaments and couldn't go. so he played exhibition

games here. He has been selected on all tournament teams

(the most recent coming in the Rutgers Tournament), been

named MVP. and received top scorer trophies. In 1979, he

was first in Quebec and second in all of Canada in the 14

and under category of all around skills as a soccer player.

"Soccer has become huge in Canada in the last five years.

There are two pro soccer leagues, and they're getting some

games on TV," remarked Manal.

San Diego at Chicago

Records: Chicago: 96-65 (6V2 games

ahead), San Diego: 92-70 (12 games ahead)

Where: Wrigley Field, grass

Starters: Chicago: Rick Sutchffe (16-1),

Eric Show: (10-6)

Game Time: 2:25 p.m.

Television: ABC
The Tei^ms:

The Cubbies are everybody's favorite.

But looking at San Diego and their players,

this could be one of the best pure baseball

playoffs in quite a while.

The Cubbies have an impressive lineup:

Bob Dernier, MVP designate Ryne

Sanberg, Leon Durham, Jody Davis, and

Gary Matthews. The Padres have Kevin

McReynolds, Tony Gwynn, Alan Wiggins

and Gary TempleUin.

The speed factor goes to San Diego with

Wiggins and Gwynn. Emotion is with the

Cubs.

On the mound this series showcases some

incredible pitching. Sutcliffe is 16-1 and

has looked awesome while doing so. The

Cubs also have Lee Smith out of the pen

and the starting can be aptly handled by old

friend Dennis Eckersly, Steve Trout and

Scott Sanderson. San Diego led the league

in shutouts and has lefthanders Mark Thur-

mond, Dave Dravecky, and Tim Lollar. Ed
Whitson, a righthander, has also shone.

Goose Gossage comes out of the pen with

25 saves and ten victories. He's tough in

the playoffs.

On the bench, the Cubs go with a set

lineup but can come in with Davey Lopes

and Richie Hebner, two old playoff hands.

San Diego has Champ Summers on the

pines with Bobby Brown, Kurt Bevacqua

and Tim Flannery.

Jim Frey managed the Cubs with a lot of

style this season in a tough pennant race.

Dick Williams has been there before with

the Red Sox and the A's.

Manal feels that soccer is pretty big over here too. and

will be even bigger in five or six years when the young kids

just starting to play get older.

"There are so many good players now (in the U.S.). There

is more passing in America, and they stress fitness and

defense more. In Canada they emphasize atUck more and

run more and dribble. But I think its great to have good

defenses," added Manal.

His biggest thrill as a player came during the only

tournament Quebec played at home in 1981. In the finals

against a team of future stars from West Germany before

his home crowd. Manal scored the winning goal with two

minutes left to win it. 2-1.

He feels that his current team is good right now. and will

have shot at the NCAA tournament if they continue to play

this way.

"Before I came to preseason, I didn't think we'd do so

well, but after I saw the players, I knew we'd have a good

team. The players are pretty equal, from the freshmen to

the seniors. After BU (a 1-0 opening victory), each game

we're getting better and playing closer together.
"
said

Manal.

Tm sure we can get better. Coach says we still have to

improve. We will improve next year and the year after. It

will take time, but we have a good, competitive team. I'll

be really disappointed if by the time I'm a senior, we don't

win New England. " concluded Manal.

Sports Information photo

Freshman Kurt Manal has been UMass' leading

scorer this season.

sports ataglance
UMass Schedule:

Women's Tennis: URI at NOPE Courts, 3:30 p.m.

Volleyball: Mount Holyoke at NOPE Gym. 7:00 ?«
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UMass classrooms violate state building codes
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Some classrooms at the University of Massachusetts are

in violation of the .state's building codes and may need

major renovations, according to UMass officials.

Keith K. Hoyle, senior fire prevention officer at the

Environmental Health and Safety (3ffice said about 20 to 25

classrooms violate building codes because they lack proper

safety exits.

"State law says classrooms with 10 or more students must

have two separate means of egresses (exits)," Hoyle said.

"But some rooms that are now being used were never built

for classrot)m use," he said.

"We have some conditions on this campus that are illegal

and some that are potentially illegal," ('hancellor Joseph

D. Duffey said at the last faculty senate meeting.

"This is a major problem in many areas of the campus and

as I understand it. it will play a major part in renovations,

"

he said.

"It's a technicality," Hoyle said, "but this has been

brought to the vice chancellors because the problems can

he corrected." According to Justin L. Cobb, the director of

Space Management, the administration is looking to the

legislature for money to pay for the renovations.

(!obb said fire inspectors have "checked out" classnwms
that were not intended for more than 10 people and have

classified them "unsafe".

"Desks move into classrooms that are not to be used for

more than 10 people and then can't be used. It's not an

unusual problem." Cobb said

Thomas Fox, a professor of veterinarian and animal

sciences, said he lost a classr(K)m in Stockbridge Hall that

has been used for 70 years because it did not have two

exits. "The fire marshall indicated that the classroom was

no longer safe because it did not have two separate escape

routes," Fox said.

Fox said he lost a valuable classroom that housed

television and video equipment used for instruction.

"It has caused some hardship because the equipment can't

bv transported." he said.

Hoyle said major renovations wt)uld include "rutting a

door fn)m a i-lassrooni into a stairwell, setting up fire doors

to set up egresses, or the entire reconstruction of a room

may be needed."

"The state building inspector out of Springfield regulates

the number of people allowed in a nx)m by square footage,"

Hoyle said.

P'ach person, according to state codes, must have 20

s<^uare feet of space per net.

Trustees vote

on feasibility

study today
The University of Massachusetts Board oi

Trustees will hold its first meeting of the

academic year today in the Campus Center.

Topping the agenda for the regular bi

monthly meeting are a vote to approve a

feasibility study for a multipurpose arena

on campus, and the creation and filling of a

new joint admistrative position, vice

chancellor for research and dean of the

graduate school.

The feasibility study, announced last week

by Dean of the School of Physical Education

David Hischoff. will examine sites, design

plans, cost estimates and financing for a

sports and convocation center.

The study, which will cost about $75,000.

will take about a year and if results are

approved, construction would then begin on

a six year project costing between $15 and

$18 million.

Student fees would be rai.sed to partially

fund the building, Bischoff said.

Student Trustee James Keller said he

opposed the feasibility study for the arena

because student fees would go up to pay for

it.

"Any time the llniversity wants to spend a

substantial amount of money, it comes back

to the students," Keller said.

"There are many alternatives that would

be a lot more (desireble)," he said.

In two separate votes, the trustees will

decide whether to create a joint position of

vice chancellor for research and dean of the

graduate schtnil and then whether to ap

point Samuel Conti. current graduate

school dean, to fill it.

There are currently four vice chancellors

including administration and finance,

student affairs, university relations and

development, and an executive vice

chancellor under Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey.

Anne McOorv
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SOLITARY WALK — Shong-Fan-Huanp, a grraduate HRTA student,

walks by Whitmore Tuesday morning despite the wind and the rain.

Gender gap is political issue

Inside:

Gender Gap continues p.3

Reagan courts America p. 7

Top ranked UMass soccer off to Y^e
p.l6

*'Y(m can't always get what you

want, bat ifyou try sometimes,

you just might find, you get

what you need.

—Mick and the Boys^

Women increase status
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

NOtlTHAMHTON A referendum on the

status of women in the United States is the

hidden agenda of the 1984 presidential

election, according to an author on the

gender gap who spoke at Smith College last

night.

Marjorie Lansing, a political science

profes.sor. at the University of Michigan

and author of Women in Politics: the Visible

Majority, told an audience of 50 that the

gender gap will not "go away as a force in

American politics."

Lansing said support received by right

wing evangelical groups represented

backlash against the political gains women
have made since the 1960's.

Women have made those political gains.

Lansing said, as a result of both

demographics, and the women's movement.

Regarding the Equal Rights Amendment.
Lansing said. "We lost the battle, but we
won the war."

Women became much more aware of the

significance of politics and of discrimination

in pension, insurance, social security and

credit. Lansing said. Women also "earned

their spurs " as leaders and organizers, she

Continued on page three

Senate votes

today on SW
elections
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

In a move to "eliminate (he controversy"

surrounding the Southwest area elections

last spring, members of the Executive Staff

of Southwest Area Government (SWAGy
Tuesday issued a letter asking the

Undergraduate Student Senate tonight to

approve all election results «'\rept the

SW.'XtJco presidency.

The letiir is a response to the senate's

invalidation of the SWAG election.s and

subse(juent freezing of SWAG money at the

la^l senate meelinj^ in May.

The letter also slates that with the ex

ceplion of the co presidency, "the elections

were run in accordance with Southwest

election guidelines and the Constitution of

the Southwest Residential ('ollege."

The .senate ruled that because two can

didates for the co presidency were kept off

the ballot. SWAG elections were illegal.

SWA(i in the letter, asked that the

election of the co vice presidents, publicity

c(x)rdinator and treasurer be officially

recognized.

Jo Bonnie Kaplan and Catherine Turner

were elected as the co vice presidents.

Thomas lerardi was elected as publicity

coordinator and Eric Ericson was elected

treasurer.

Arthur Stephenson, whose election as

SWAG CO president has not been

recognized, signed the letter Tuesday and
said the letter was "a compromise to keep
the (Southwest) area government going and
enable it to plan events for Southwest."

Bill Collins ran with Stephenson for the co-

presidency.

SWAG has not been able to spend any

money since Sept. 23.. when its account

was officially frozen by Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA) Treasurer John

Mooradian. The account freeze affects the

programming of events for about 5500

students living in Southwest.

Mooradian said he froze SWAG's account

because officers had been illegally spending

money. Since SWAG did not have any

officers recognized by the senate.

Collins and Stephenson would then have to

file nomination papers, and an election open

to all candidates for SWAG co presidents

would be held.
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Secretary ofLabor

sees larceny charge
NEW YORK (AP) Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan

and nine other people pleaded innocent Tuesday to steaUng

$8 million from New York City on a subway construction

contract awarded two years before Donovan jomed the

Reaean administration. ..,,,.
Donovan believed to be the first sittmg Cabmet member

ever indicted appeared in state Supreme Court in the

Bronx along with his nine co defendants, who include a

Democratic state senator. All pleaded innocent to a 137

count indictment charging them with one count of grand

larceny. 125 counts of falsifying business records and 11

counts of false filings.

The grand larceny charge carries a maximum penalty on

conviction of seven years in prison. The other counts each

carry four-year maximums.

The indictment also named as defendants the Schiavone

Construction Co. of Secaucus. N.J.. of which Donovan was

executive vice president, and Jopel Contracting and

Trucking Corp. of the Bronx, one of whose owners was the

indicted state senator, Joseph Caliber.

The indictment said the money was stolen from the city

Transit Authority, which gave a$186 million contract to

Schiavone as the primary contractor. Schiavone allegedly

padded payments it made to Jopel. a subcontractor.

"They engaged in a scheme whereby they filed inflated,

phony, false records with the Transit Authority." Bronx

District Attorney Mario Merola said.

Donovan said afterward that Merola "may have won
today's battle by the misuse of his office, but 1 guarantee

you that he will not win the war."

He said he was shocked to learn that none of the questions

he was asked during his appearance before the grand jury

last week related to the charges in the 73 page indictment.

"The indictment was obviously prepared before I

testified," Donovan said.

Wednesday, October 3, 1984
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BOOK
SALE
20% OFF

Regular Price

on All Books
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BOOKSHOP
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Downtown Amherst
HOURS:
10:30-5:00

Mon-Sat
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Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880
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Texas Instruments, Inc,

in Dallas, Texas presents:

AN EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
INFORMATION SESSION

Open to all graduating

Electrical/Computer Engineers
and COINS Majors (scientific applications)

Thursday, Oct. 4, 4-6 pm Campus Center
Refreshments will be served
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NICE TO MEET YA — A robot introduces himself and USA Today to students at lunch at

Berkshire D.C. in Southwest Tuesday.

Town Boltwood Project faces opposition
By JOHNMILBIER
Collegian Correspondent

The Botlwood Center Project slated for downtown
Amherst has run into opposition from the Gray Panthers

and the Amherst Downtown Task Force because both

jjroups say the project is too big and will cause traffic

problems.

Century Investment Co. and Roberts Builders designed

the project to be a four story building to include retail

shops, professional office space, apartments and an un-

derground parking lot.

The project is to be built on the land where the Taco Villa

parking lot is, said Downtown Task Force chairman

Richard Minear.

"If Boltwood goes through it would be like looking out

your back window and seeing the battleship Massachusetts

out there," Gray Panther Alan Root said.

Root said the Amherst Re development Authority (ARA)

could build any building on the spot, "as long as it is within

the zoning code."

Minear, a UMass history professor said the castle- like

building will be four stories and there won't be access to

North Pleasant Street.

"Boltwood will take away parking instead of supply it,"

Gray Panther Winifred Hillicker said.

Hillicker said the Panthers were also concerned about the

traffic congestion and the unloading of merchandise behind

the stores.

Jurgen Roetter, the ARA chairman said the project

would have 140 parking spaces which would take care of

the Project

.

"Boltwood Park isn't designed to solve downtown

Amherst's parking problem. You can't solve the parking

problem in one massive sweep, " Roetter said.

Roetter said Boltwood was designed with the approval of

the board of selectmen and the planning board.

The project still must be approved by the Amherst

Zoning Board of Appeals because buildings with apart

ments and stores in a business district require a special

permit.

"Boltwood (the project )came before the town twice . and

twice the proposal passed," Roetter said.

Roetter added that the project was needed to help pay off

an outstanding bond.

"The bond was issued to the town in October 1975 for

$1,4.'}.'5,()00 at a fixed interest rate of 6.2 percent. The total

debt over 20 years will be $2,458,000 at a fixed interest

rate ofb.2 percent.

He said if the property is not developed, the defecit

would be $385,263.

"We have a good developer and they have a good record,

now is the time to move, " Roetter said.

Student groups
mad at changes
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Fioard of Governors approved four

office changes within the Campus Center Student Union

building complex Tuesday night.

The BOG will also look into what role the University

administration has in space decisions in the complex, board

chairman Bob Aberle said.

Fraternity Alpha Phi Omega and Sorority (iamma Sigma

Sigma will move into room 415A of the Student Union

Building, presently (K-cupied by the Key Functions and

Governors Program Council offices.

The Key P^unctions office, a student run business which

supervises the use of keys in the complex, will move to

room 415 of the Student Union Building. R«M)m 415 is

presently (M-cupied by the Music Guild. Distinguished

Visiti>r's Program and Women's Leadership ProjtH-t offices

which will remain there.

The Governors Program Council, which sponsors

speeches on campus, will move to the Board of Governors

office, r(X)m hl7 in the Campus Center.

Office moves can be changed if appeals to a Board of

Governors subcommittee find that the move was not

justified.

Alpha Phi Omega and Gamma Sigma Sigma were moved

out of their office, 304 SUB, so the SGA Communicatiors

office could move there because the SGA needed better

ventilation. They appealed the move because they .said

they could not function in 415A and they were not told of

the move although they had been under consideration for

the move since a month before. The appeal was rejected by

the space subcommittee.

The Board also told the space committee to study what

role the University administration has in space decisions in

the complex. Aberle said he wasn't sure the administration

had any say. But they made the Student Union complex

take in the Off Campus Housing Office or face a loss of

student advocacy powers.

UMhostshistory

Woman, 72, missing from nursinghome
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Correspondent

A 72 year old woman was reported missing from the

Amherst Nursing Home Monday, Amherst police said.

Helen Hanson was reported missing at 11:17 a.m.

Monday. She was last seen 90 minutes later at a store in

town.

Miss Hanson was wearing a blue pantsuit with a red

horizontal striped shirt, according to the police. She has

reddish gray hair. Police ask that anyone with any in-

formation concerning the woman contact them.

Police also reported the theft of a 1980 Jeep CJ 7, valued

at $6500, from the parking lot of Brittany Manor Apart

ments. The vehicle was last seen Sunday night, and was

reported missing at 10 a.m. Monday.

A 19 year old Haverford, Pa. woman suffered head in-

juries when the car she was driving collided with a vehicle

driven by a North Hatfield woman at Woodside Avenue

and Northampton Road. The woman was taken to the

Amherst College infirmary. Both vehicles had over $500

worth of damage, and no citations were issued.

A three car accident on Route 116 resulted in minor neck

and head injuries to three Ludlow women Monday af-

ternoon.

The women, ages 23, 52 and 87, were passengers in a car

driven by a 25 year old East Pepperell man. The man was

slowing down for a left hand turn onto Meadow Street,

when his car was struck from behind by another vehicle.

The accident was blamed on poor road conditions, police

said. No citations were issued.

Slippery road conditions were also cited as thecauseof an

accident on Amity Street Monday. A car driven by a 23-

year old Hull man slid into the eastbound lane, struck a

vehicle driven by a Pelham man, and came to rest against a

telephone pole. No injuries were reported.

An Amherst resident reported some hit and run damage

to a lawn early Tuesday morning. A vehicle destroyed two

trees and a patch of grass at Bridge and Pine Streets.

By PAULA JABLONER
Collegian C'orrespondent

Original letters,
photographs, sculpture,

and memorabilia of the

19th century women's

suffrage movement are on

display at the University of

Massachusetts as part of

the first attempt to

compile the works of Susan

B. Anthony and Elizabeth

Cady Stanton.

The collection, titled

"Elizabeth Cady Stanton

and Susan B. Anthony: A
Photographic
Iconography, " is on display

on the 25th floor of the

tower library through

November 20th. Both

Anthony and Stanton were

prominent in the women's

suffrage movement in the

19th century.

Historians Ann Gordon

and Pat Holland are co

editors of the project.

Gordon said the reason for

studying the women
together is that "their

collaboration was so ex

tensive, even if you

worked on one. you would

have to do both."

Stanton and Anthony met

in 1851 and their com
mittment to achieving the

vote for women extended

throughout their lives.

Stanton was much more

the thinker, while Anthony

was more the organizer

and public speaker,

Gordon said. A problem in

compiling their work is

that it is dispersed all over

the country and Europe,

she said.

"Any man would have had

an office with a secretary,"

Gordon said. There was no

central organization for

their work and "there are

all kinds of ways for papers

to be destroyed," she .said.

Gordon and Holland's aim

is to get as much in

formation as possible in

chronological order to see

interconnection that in-

dependent researchers

have not seen yet. By 1988,

they hope to have a

(omprehensive microfilm

edition and guide; by 1994,

five volumes of selected

papers, she said.

The display is sponsored

by the Papers of Elizabeth

Cady Stanton and Susan B.

Anthony, office of the

Dean of Arts and

Humanities, the Sophia

Smith collection, and

Smith College

The papers

suffragists

compiled on

campus.
The compilation is a

major research project in

women's history, Gordon

said. The exhibit is open

from 8:30 a.m. to noon and

1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

of the two
are being
the UMass

• Lansing

Continued from page one

Lower birth rates, entry into paid labor

work and higher education, and the "great

change" in family structure also contributed

to women's increased political involvement.

Lansing said.

The nomination of Geraldine Ferraro for

vice president for the United States is a

breakthrough, the significance of which is

only tainted by an unenlightened press, she

said.

"Why did the Wail Street Journal assign a

reporter to spend a month looking at her

finances?" she asked.

Since 1980, she said, the majority of the

American public would vote for a woman as

readily as for a man "if she were qualified."

"Women leaders used to say: 'We want as

many unqualified women in office as there

are unqualified men'," Lansing said.

She said she believed the women's

movement in the 1980's could be compared

to the labor movement of the 1930's and 40's

because "there may be short term periods

when it won't be there."

But, she said, due to the more liberal

voting patterns of the baby boom
generation, the increased voting of black

and hispanic women, the women's

movement will "continue to build on itself."

"Women will continue to strive to be co

signers of the social contract." Lansing

said.

Photo by I)emck Roberta

NIGHT LIFE — The campus shines Monday
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INNER SCIENCE
AND WORLD PEACE
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Keynote Address-.

Panelists:

His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso

Topic: A Universal Humanitarian Approach to World Peace

Fem L Johnson, PhD is Associate Provost for

Undergraduate Education. University ot Massachusetts at

Amherst, and Associate Professor Department of

Communication Studies.

Topic; Feminist Perspectives on Peace

Rol)ert Thurman. Ph.D.. is Associate Professor of

Religion. Amherst College. President of the American

Institute of fJuddhist Studies, and author o( The hoty

Tachlng of VlmaUklrtt. and Tsong Khapa s Speech of

Gold Reason and Enlightenment In the Central

Philosophy of Tlt)eL

Topic ; Inner Science and Our Survival

Frances Vaughan. PhD is Professor of Psychology at the

California Institute of Transpcrsonal Psychology past

president of the Association for Transpcrsonal

Psychology, author of Awakening IntuKton. co-editor

Beyond Ego.

Topic Transpersonal Perspectives on World Peace.

Roger M Walsh M D Ph.D.. is on the faculty cl the

Department of Psythiatry and Human Behav.o- •>! the

California College of Medicine of the University of

'.alifomij Irvine Author of Staying Alive: Th<

Psychology of human Survfuaf and Towards: ji

fxology of the Brain, co editor of Beyond t1e.Uth and
lormality and Beyond Cgo

Tht: Psyi hology o( Human Survival
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CkloMi S 6 Wpm

presents the

Fall Training Program

for Bus Driving jobs.
i 100 applications will be given out

I
on Thurs. Oct. 4th at 7:00 pm in CC 917

I You Must: . . _ „. TTTv/r

I . have 3 + semesters remaining at UM
I - be at least 18 yrs old

I - Have had a license for a year

I Bring proof of your class year

1 (no id's) to the meeting

I for further info, call 545-0056

i women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply

1 UMTS is AA/EO employer
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THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT AT RAHARS
No admi^^KM I 'u'qe

Tor mo*Y infunvwtion ii$

rinc Afit Ccnlei Sm OflM c

[4131 M»2Slt

Tta u«a*|i L n««#(at and Ifw Mb^ *

>hr fnifw tnt frM r rnu*U«H«>

j^ r^ ^ o

api(

fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Orfohcr ^ l<)84 7^C) pm

Relax ana enjoy distinctive fVIexican

Food and drink, carefully prepared

and served m a graceful atmos-

phere evocative of the American
SouthvA/est.

Try La Cazuel« soon,

in downtown Northampton.

Lunch & Dinner. Tuesday through Saturday^
Dinner. Sunday — Closed Monday

J- rS f^ rf

SBB-O^OO
LD SOUTH STREET • NORTHAMPTON

light weight

NA^arm

machine \A/ashabl^

100% polyester

Virgianne

Polar
Fleece
Jacket

36.95
Embroidered
Logo
Plain Jacket
Available 34.95

Maroon
White
Lt. Grey
Grey

xs-s-m-hxl

photo by
Dwayne Autery

mon.~fri. 9 ~5

Located in the
Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Black Affairs

Blades to play at FAC
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

For ptHjple who are begining to familiarize

themselves with Ruben Blades and his

music, he has the fine flair of a musician

comparable to singer song writers Bruce

Springsteen. Pete Townshend and Jackson

Browne, and the keen edge for lyrics

comparable to Gabriel Marque's novels.

But the million or so who have acquainted

themselves with his music, Blades, 35. is a

politician activist and a spokesperson for his

people's concerns sufferings and struggles.

F'or those who still don't know who Blades

is, he will be in concert P>iday at 8 p.m. at

the P'ine Arts Center as part of BC
B AHOKA anniversary celebration.

The concert promises to be a HOT one.

Although people are a bit disappointed

because they will not be able to dance.

Linda Velazques. AHORAs coordinator

said the concert is an "educational event.
"

"How can anyone dance to 'Father Antonio

and his allarboy Andres'." she said refering

to a cut in Blades' latest LP Buscando

America, (Looking for America).

The song is a narrative about a Spanish

priest preaching social injustice and

denouncing violence in the Central

American wild who is gunned down during

a mass.

"Antonio died with host in hand and not

knowing why; Andres died beside him

without meeting Pele and surrendered by

surprise and the screaming agonizing once

more was the wooden effigy of Christ nailed

to the wall."

Blades' songs reveal the realities of Latin

America enveloped by cultural traditions

and norms.

He was born in Panama of musical

parents his mother, piano player and

singer, and his father, a percussionist,

police detective and basketball player.

He was raised by his grandmother who

instilled in him a sense of justice and being

part of one's time. In "Buscando America"

the LP's title cut. he conveys his grand

mother's plea. "You have been kidnapped,

America; you have been gagged and its up

to us to free you."

Blades launched his singing career in 1966

with El Conjunto Latino de Papi

Arosemena. After obtaining a law degree

from the University of Panama in 1974. he

joined the Ray Barret to Band in New York

City.

Although his musical career has extended

with such great salsa singers as Willie

Colon and Fania All Stars. Blades created

his own musical spectrum.

He believes his music should convey a

political message personally meaningful to

his listeners, combining a consciousness

about personal roots with universal sen-

timents.

His music is a combination of Anglo

American rock and roll. West Indian rhyth

ms and the beat of Latin tropical music.

Blades founded Los Seis del Solar (Six

from the Empty Lot), in 1982. The band is

composed of six of the most talented Latino

musicians from the New York City Music

scene; Oscar Hernandez. Ralph Irizarri.

Ricardo Marrero. Eddie Montalvo. Louis

Rivera and Mike Vinas. exceptional

musicians in their own right.

Blades is pursuing a master's degree in

law from Harvard University. "I am totally

convinced that I am going to have a lot to do

with the future of my country." Blades said

in a July 2 article in Times, "But I don't

want people to say. What does this guy

know'.' He's been singing"'

As people already know or will soon find

out , Blades knows what he is talking about

.

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

WEDNESDAY IS for only

PASTA NIGHT $4.25
includes spaghetti with a choice of homemade

meatball, sausage, fresh eggplant, sauteed

mushrooms, or broccoli served with salad or soup,

bread and butter, and a glass of wine or beer

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713
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Journalists needed now
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Unrealistic expectations are being made

by news editors and journalists on in-

creasing the number of minority journalists

parallelto the population by the year 2(X)0.

A conference held recently at the

University of Massachusetts confronted by

minority journelists. possible solutions and

how to increase the number of minorities in

America's newsrooms.

The conference was sponsored by the

American Society of Newspapers Editors,

the Journalistic Studies Department and

the Afro American Department at UMass.

The American Society of Newspapers

(ASNE) set a goal in 1978 to fully intergrate

newsrooms in the United States by the year

20()0.

Bebeto Matthews, a photojournalist at

The Patriot Ledger commented paralleling

minority journalists to the percentage of

the population would be "a slow prwess,"

unless there is a radical change towards

intergrating the newsrooms.

Bernard W. Caughey, associate editor of

The patriot ledgerdnd one of the con

ference's coordinators said the conference

was better than he expected it to be. He
said the goal should be reached before the

pro.spected year.

"Our paper will reach it, " he said adding

editors and publishers should also be

committed to do the same.

"To reach their goal, they have to add 300-

400 minority journalists to the newsrooms
of America a year," said Loren Chiglione,

editor and publisher of The News.
ASNE's goal set inl978 has only gone up

l.H percent, two tenths of one percent a

year. At that rate "It willtake until 2265 to

be represented," (Ihiglione said.

He said there should be bigger efforts on

the edtors' and publishers' part and a larger

target set for small newspapers

'With these efforts, it will make more
educational awareness of the need of

minority recruiting, " said Margy McCay,
from the Associated Press in New York.

She had no prediction on how soon the

ASNE's goal will be accomplished, but she

added."the s(K)ner. the better."

The conference was a "boom for Howard
students" said Kevin Hicks, a business

journalism graduate. He said the time was

appropriate and the .seminars were in-

teresting.

Seleta D. Harris, a junior at Howard was
glad she had the chance to attend.

Although she made gocnl contacts, she said

the conference needed more dialogue and a

broader panel session. She added there

was also a need for more interaction bet-

ween students and participants.

Eugenia Dunn, editor of The Community,

the student newspaper at Howard, thinks

there should not be 15 years allowed to

increase the number. "Why not make it

1985." Dunn said.

Announcements
Interested Latin American students and

AHORA's members are encouraged to

attend a meeting this afterncwn at 3 p.m.

L«H>k for room number in front of elevators.

The Third World Legislative C^aucus of the

Student Government Ass(K-iation will meet

tonight at 6 p.m. in the Dukes Room,

Student Union Building.

There will be a cultural dinner honoring

the tenth year anniversary of the Bilingual

Collegiat*' Program tonight at 7 p.m. in the

Anacaona Center. Dwight's basement. The

event is sponsored by the Anacaona Center,

the Sylvan Cultural Society and the Martin

Luther King Center. The dinner is free and

open tt> the public.

The Cape V'erdean Student Alliance will

have a meeting Thursday Oct. 4. at 5 p.m.

in the New Africa House. Guest person Ray

Allavera. from the Embassy of Cape Verde,

will discuss the future development and

growth of the CVSA.

Look into the one
market research

graduate program
that all

these companies
are involved in:

A.C. Nielsen Company
Advertising Research Foundation

Audits & Surveys, Inc.

Burke Marketing Services

Campbell Soup Co.

Coca-Cola USA
Custom Research Inc.

Frito-Lay

General Foods
General Mills, Inc.

Grev Advertising

Kenneth Hollander Associates

McDonald & Little Advertising

Market Facts, Inc.

Marketmg & Research

Counselors, Inc.

MRCA Information Services

Necdham, Harper & Steers Advertising

NFO Research, Inc.

PrtKter & Gamble
Ralston Purina Co.

Scars, Roebuck
SSC&B:Lintas Worldwide

The Pillsbury Companv
Yankclovich, Skelly & White

Young & Rubicam

The Universitv of Georgia's Master of Marketing Research Program is

trulv unique. It is governed bv a Board of Advisors drawn trom the leaders

of industry. Their personal involvement results in an outstanding program

that prepares vou for the real world.

It's an eighteen month program that combines classrcwm and on-

ihe-joh research experience. It was the first and is still the finest integrated

program of graduate study leading to a Master of Marketing Research

degree.
,

• .ff
As you would expect, admission is selective and competition is stitt.

Scholarships are available for qualifying applicants.

Professor Fred D. Reynolds

122 Brooks Hall

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

Dear Sir.

Please send me complete information on your MMR program.

Name_

Street.

I City. .State.

.Apt.

Zip.

123
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relax

by during the hectic school year!

SALE THRU SATURDAY

Hitachi SW/AM/FM
stereo dual

cassette recorder,

30.00 off!

REG. 169.99

With shortwave for international listening,

dual cassettes for dubbing and con-

tinuous play Built-m microphones let you

record live, tape-to-tape or off stereo

radio With music search, 2-way,

4-speaker system and automatic record

level #TRKW55
Batteries not included

Wednesday. October 3. 1984 1 —Collegian 7

Sharp AM/FM stereo cassette recorder

9958REG 79.99

21 00 off This boom box features 2-way, 4-speaker system

with variable tone and balance controls Automatic record level

and built-in microphones AC/DC #GF4646 Batteries not included

Mini AM/FM stereo cassette recorder

79
^^-^ 20 00 off! This is a sleek, easy-to-carry boom box with auto

^9 stop, tape counter, variable tone and balance controls. With

soft-eject and built-in condenser microphones Available in red

REG. 99.99 and black #QT-12 RED/BLACK Batteries not included

Panasonic recorder

MAA M'crocassette, one-

99 touch record Tape
class lectures

discreetly' #RN107
Batteries not mcloded

Certron micro 60min tape.

reR 7 99 6 99 3 p*

Sanyo recorder

99

REG. 44.99

19
REG 24 99

Slim-line cassette

recorder with auto

stop and automatic

level control #SLIM8
Batteries not included

AM/FM clock radio
Reg Price

Sale Price

Mfr Mail in Rebate

17 99 Battery back-up

"to AM/PM indicator.

Wake to radio or alarm.

1 Final Cost
999 To help you get to class

nntimpl UAOCiOontime!#J202
Details in store

maxell

Maxell blank audio tapes
LN60

299
2PK

REG. 3.99

LXII90,REG 5 79

LN90, REG 5 99
XLII60,REG 6 99

EA 4 79

2PK 4 99
2PK 5 99

Your choice of 60 or 90
minute cassette tapes.

Unusually heavy dunands may
require our setting reasonable

quantity limits on tome of the

Items in lairness to all customers Bmiltoos
One of The Stop & Shop Companies

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON • SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD
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OPINION
the opinions expressed on this page are those ol the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessafiy 'etlef

the views ol the Collegian or the university unless otherwise noted

Reagan courting America
While in Washington, D.C. this summer,

I had the somewhat dubious privilege of at-

tending one of President Reagan's televis-

ed news conferences. As an aspiring jour-

nalist, I found the wary, hide'n'seek rela-

tionship between the President and the

White House reporters quite interesting,

and not altogether comforting.

Questions and answers were
choreographed like an exquisite ballet;

reporters two-stepping gingerly for fear of

trodding on Mr. Reagan's feet and finding

themselves an unwelcome partner at the

next dance.

At one point from my stolen seat in the

second row, I made eye contact with Mr.

Reagan as he stuttered out a malnutrition-

ed answer to a loaded question and 1 was
startled to see fear in his eyes, at the sight

of an unknown reporter in the wrong chair.

Although I was a wallflower at this ball, the

script had not called for an extra and he

was unprepared and confused.

I am noted for odd associations at inap-

propriate times, and watching Reagan's

glib performance that night I was remind-

ed of an earlier time in my life when hand-

some and well-groomed boys gained access

to my heart and emotions through a timely

word or the right gesture on a rainy day.

Shallow, only as an inexperienced 16

year-old could be, I chose my boyfriends

from a crop of good-lookers who impressed

me with their atheletic skill, or student

council position. They would charge into

my home on a Saturday night, full of forced

innocence; charm my mother, pet the dog,

talk sports with my brother and offer,

earnestly, to help my father troubleshoot

that funny noise in the transmission that

had been plaguing him for weeks.

Throughout all this, I glowed.

Yet, once outside the house, or in the car,

Mr. Everything-to-Everybody would usual-

ly waste no time in trying to convince me
that my virginity was a loathsome burden

only too well lost.

It is this same impression I get in trying

Diane Lane

to understand America's love affair with

Ronald Reagan. Granted, after the

shameless way she has carried on with past

presidents, America is most surely not a

virgin any longer. All the same, I cannot

help but see a parallel with the beautiful

woman who always seems to show up at

parties with a crude and obnoxious man;

she carrying on with grace and poise while

he dances on the table and throws up on the

host's shoes.

President Reagan bends over America's

extended arm to kiss her hand, all the while

trying to look down her shirt. He makes

smooth-tongued excuses for his infidelities

and she, seeing no other choice and coerced

by his strong personality, acquiesces in her

own rape.

What to expect from a society as shallow

as ours? What else from a people who
would rather spend their last dollars on

landscaping for their mortagaged house in-

stead of insulating and plumbing? Will so-

meone tell the emperor he's not wearing

any clothes.?

Back again at the press conference, the

entertainment stumbles, haltingly on ward.

In front of a hostile and frustrated press

corps Mr. Reagan is not at his best. He
seems awkward with so many unrequited

lovers in the same room; prefering instead

the unquestioning adoration of America, as

seen through the eye of a camera. He is a

teen-ager with three dates to the senior

prom, searching his limited mind wildly for

a plausible explanation. He needs approval

and indeed, recieves it enthusiastically

from America; she with the taste for big

cars, and big money and macho catch-

words, no doubt she will give herself to him

for another four years.

But, will he resepct her in the morning?

Diane Lane is a Collegian Columnist

Letters to the Editor

stinging criticism or

an entomology lesson?

Regarding Anne McCrory's plea for help

from Entomology majors (Setpember 25).

Let's get the record straight. "Nature's

most vindictive species, the KILLER
BEE", is a subspecies of the common
honey bee known as Apis Melifera adan-

sonii. This tempremental bee does not, and

never has, lived in Massachusetts. Apis

Melifera, and the other true bees which do

inhabit the area feed on nectar and pollen

and are attracted to sources of these foods.

(By the way Anne, you don't remember

your biology well, honey bees overwinter as

a colony).

The problem cited in last week's Col-

legian is most likely caused by social wasps

in the genus Vespula, often called yellow

jackets. Although these wasps may feed on

nectar and pollen sources, they are prin-

cipally omnivores. They are beneficial in

that they eat many caterpillars. They are

probably best known for their scavenging

habits and their respectable sting (wasps

do not die after using their sting, unlike

honey bees).

Regarding the "studying outside" inci-

dent, McCrory stated that she was reading

a newspaper and I suspect that this in fact

was not a case of studying. Further, there

is nowhere a report of an actual sting,

merely the presence of these insects. I con-

tend that the wasps merely find the writer

attractive. Why?
It is difficult at this time of the year

(when yellow jackets are most numerous)

to find a garbage can or a road kill that

doesn't have these wasps swarming around

it Considering the weak case presented in

the article and the author's gross misuse of

the word "precipitating" in the third

paragraph, I contend that the wasps are

merely demonstrating their characteristic

attraction to garbage.

I offer the following advice: 1. Take a

Rhetoric course. 2. See a Psychiatrist

about your entomophobia.

You have now been stung by a W.A.S.P.!

Donald Eaton
Entomology

Financial Aid Office

red tape frustrating

In the last few weeks, the meaning of

Financial Aid (Services especially), has

eluded me. I have heard and have ex-

perienced first hand situations such as this:

getting a "...this is your third notice..." in

the mail, when I had never received the

first two. Finding out that the reason the

Pell Grant wasn't processed was because

the tax forms weren't received. Of course

that may have been because they never

asked me for them, BUT, in fact a form for

this WAS filed, only my mother signed the

wrong line before she left for New Jersey.

When we gave it to the person behind the

counter, I asked the clerk if it was correct

and they said yes and accepted it.

Now for some questions: shouldn't the

clerk have realized that the form was incor-

rect? Granted, they actually had lo read

two lines before they could have know this,

but non-the-less, it should have been a

possibility. But today, I was told the reason

for this was because, "We deal with so

many different forms..." No doubt. But,

we the students do as well, yet WE are ex-

pected to do them correctly. The Universi-

ty sets its deadlines (March for F.A. forms)

and we must meet those. But students have

The right to disagree

In the five-college area, it would he hard

to overlook the quality and enthusiasm of

arguments for vocal homosexual politics.

Those arguments have largely gone

unanswered. How should non-

homosexuals respond to this movement?

It's a very good question.

On the one hand, some of the brightest

and most promising minds in this genera-

tion are aligned with the homosexual

cause. They are a rich human resource;

people who deserve a hearing under any

circumstances.

On the other hand, many people, in-

cluding myself, genuinely believe

homosexuals are doing something

tremendously morally wrong. There are

alot of other wrong things people do on

campus, but most don't make a federal

issue out of their activities.

Since homosexuality is such an issue,

the dilemma for many of us is how to

cherish the gay or lesbian for their per-

sonal qualities without endorsing their

homosexuality. And how do I stand up for

what I k)elieve in without infringing on

somebody's civil rights?

According to gay leaders, the thrust of

gay politics is just that: civil rights. They

compare the issues with Black civil rights

in the 60s. That's a little melodramatic.

Blacks, women, and handicapped in-

dividuals have no choice when they face

discrimination, they can't "come out of

their closet" as being Black or female or

disabled.

Perhaps it would be more accuratge to

compare discrimination against homosex-

uals with discrimination against com-

Rusty Denton

munists, "hippies", or "moonies", all of

whom espouse alternative ways of life.

The homosexual philosophy, in particular,

suggests that morality is entirely relative

to the desires of an individual. Coupled

with militancy, this comes across as a "me
first" attitude. Personally, 1 usually let

people with a "me first" attitude look

after themselves.

What further constrains my desire to

maintain a neutral but friendly relation-

ship with the gay community are their

causes, such as "encouraging adolescents

to explore their sexuality," "unlimited ac-

cess" to positions of moral leadership,

and "educating the public".

1 am the public. If you intend to educate

me or my family, then you should consider

how to justify to me a lifestyle I can't ap-

preciate; in fact, I am appalled by it.

Civil rights? Amen. But please don't

mistake opposition to moral values for op-

position to civil rights. There are many of

us who would never discriminate against

someone's race or sex or disability or per-

sonal appearance, but will continue to op-

p<jse the gay political movement. We do it

not from personal malice nor from fear;

we respect individual gays and lesbians

too much for that. We oppose the move-

ment because it represents a deteriora-

tion in the values of America. That is our

civil right.

Rusty Denton is a UMass student.

deadlines too, rent, food, and utility bills;

would it be appropriate for the University

to try to meet these dealines for the

STUDENTS?
When does the University receive F.A.

from the government? Is any interest made

on this money until it is actually meted out?

I ask this because I don't see any effort by

the Financial Duress Services to expedite

the allocation of funds to students, the

University works at a fever pitch in August

to keep their files u[)dated, so they may

properly credit their accounts for tuition,

etc.... But somehow, the momentum seems

to come to a grinding halt as soon as

classes begin. But lo, a solution: while they

hold up your aid, they WILL allow you to

take out a short term loan, on which they

receive interest. Swell, huh? Usually, the

watchdog for this office might have tried to

deal with these problems, but they can't at

the moment — they're defunct.

As students, WHAT ARE OUR RIGHTS
on this?

Linda Garofalo

Amherst

Supreme Court left out

of referendum story

We would like to call attention to Mon-

day's article, "Senate Cancels a Porno

Vote", which ruled on this issue.

The title states that the Senate cancelled

a referendum, scheduled to take place on

Monday and Yesterday. It was in fact, a

tribunal of the Student Supreme Court

which "cancelled" this referendum in a

trial which took place on Sunday night.

The word "cancels" was erroneous smce

the Student Supreme Court granted a mo-

tion of dismissal. This dismissal was based

on an agreement by both parties to a

postponement of the referendum.

Students need to know that it is the Stu-

dent Supreme Court which decides any
legal questions arising out of the actions of

the SGA. We hope that in the future. Col-

legian coverage of trials notes this fact.

Mitchell Roye
SGA Clerk of Courts
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^IPMENT
Racquetball Racquets

i\
Racquetball Balls

V^' Racquetball Gloves

*f-^ Racquetball Glasses

Also available ^v

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

Headbands
Wristbands

Whistles

• I

» I

\ ' Tennis Accaaaohes

>i Basketball, Soccer

i Football, Baseball

Frisbees,

Swtnnming Accessories

Open M F 9 5 ^ UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

^nK\eJco\e

'
"!^

presents:

an evening with

"The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five College Students,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Oct. 3rd

No ticket line before midnight

;S<*i»

H. UMM

UMass ID required with student ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and Stop & Shop locations

in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

Arts
>::•:%•:•:•:•:•:

».•-•-•.•-•-•-•.

Alaid-back success
ReneeBacker interviews
composer/pianist George Winston
By RENEE BACHER
Collegian Correspondent

The leaves have begun to tumble down

upon scenic Amherst. On October 9th, they

will have the pleasure of musical ac

companyment by pianist George Winston.

The event will take place at John M. Green

Hall on the SmithCollege campus. For those

of you acquainted with Winston's genius,

this is obviously a treat. For those un

familiar with Winston's piano solos on the

Windham Hill label, you are in for many

goosebumps.

In a Collegian interview. Winston let us

know that it is no coincidence that he has

chosen to tour New England in its most

beautiful season. Much of his music is

based thematically upon the seasons.

His songs are stories. Some are about

winter, some about the woods. They are not

designed to show versatility or lack of, nor

are they about him. He says.'Tm a song

writer, not a jazz artist."

The feeling conveyed by his music is

totally up to thelistener. He says, "I want

people to be themselves and do their thing

with my music. If they like it, good. If they

don't, good. I'm not here to change

anything and I cant speak for anybody."

As a child. Winston was never forced to

play piano and he is vehemently opposed to

such practice. He explains. "All you can do

is make something available. It's ethical.

Anything more is an assualt on the in-

telligence." He adds that forcing music on a

child has a rather heavy penalty. "It'slike

forcing someone to have sex or go to

church. It's ignorant."

Presently, Winston is putting together a

book of sheet music. On the first page is the

message. "Don't force your kids to play this

music." His upcoming album entitled. "The

Velveteen Rabbit" is a children's story that

will be narrated by actress Meryl Streep.

Growing up in Montana. Winston listened

to a lot of popular instrumental music on the

radio. He has bwn most heavily influenced

by late New Orleans Blues pianist Professor

Longhair and the legendary swing pianist

P'ats Waller. He occasionally uses Fats

Waller pieces in his works although he says

Waller is t<K) good and too hard to imitate.

He said, "If you're not that person, you

can't do it. It's like trying to be somebody

else."

Winston doesn't like to classify his music

as Jazz, per say, yet by May 14. 1984, his

album entitled "December" was at #5 on the

Billboard Jazz Charts. "Autumn " was at #9

and "Winter Into Spring" at #12.

Describing success, he said, "The minute

you start thinking about awards and charts.

Pianist George Winston will appear

at Smith College on October 9th. See

story for details.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER
presents

DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS
f). t..lH'r \\ \A 17 2i)

liii.. Ihf h<ii^h hut btciutifu! Now 1 ikjI.ukI cDuntrvsidc O'Ni-ill

wiMVi's a pc.wi'rlul lak' of lovf. lust .iiui iiiunl.'i On.' of tlu-

worlds .^nMti'sI tr.KH'ilifs lu' >ni' of Amt'iu.is .jirjU'st pl.ivwii.ilil

n«
•^

William Shakt?spyare's

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
December b H. 12 IT)

Sp.'iid ,1 suiimuT iiujhl in Dt'comlvr ,il llu' Kfiiid TtifdtiT W.irni

VoLirsfif with <)\w of Sh.ikt'sp»Mti' > most hilcirious loint-dit's

rt'pl.'l.' Willi ,1 pro(ossioii of mis iii.ildicd lov.-rs riiul ftolickmq

t.u-iu's kmqs, .iiid ((uccns in llii' inosl (ii'wili lu'd

fon'sl voii ','. '
• ' .

isil

All ( iiiUIn* an- nl H IK) PM
Kami lln-alri I inr Ail* ( .•iili-i

liilMMMIv ..( Ma»..a< till'.*-"'. I)<'|>atlni.-iil ol ItHal.l

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND
Save 25% off ticket prices

YtS. I WANT TO SAVt 25% ON MY TICKJ TS

\-\M\

I m-h to c.tlllT Kni>..

$4 IMI Mitt for ihf following dalt's ip

DESIRE UNDER THE ELI^S '
'

* '

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT S DREAM i

-^IKI I I

MOM

H 11 P

PMONI YOeiH MASIIH ( AHI) VISA

ORDIH IN Tf)l)AY Al

1413)545 2511 I..IUte.

I 800 2414842

, . I. LI,,* mad^ pavat'l»' I" 1 ini' Ari<, t ^nt.T H'.. »' .
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$^ ^^ ^ ,„ y,^^ a„,.
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Expiration dc'.^
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you start losing it. If you look in the mirror

and say,'Am I beautiful?" then you're not."

When it comes to listening to music

Winston says,"People think I sit around and

listen to piano. Mostly I listen to soul guitar

and harp." Winston urges people to see

harpist Andreas Vollenweider, who will be

playing in Northampton this fall.

Winston says there is no classical influence

in his work. He reads a minimal amount of

music saying that it has little to do with

playing. He says, "It's like being a baseball

player and reading an instruction booklet

on baseball."

In addition to touring the U.S. and

Kurope, Winston has recently started his

own label, "Dancing Cat Records". He will

be producing guitarist George Cromarty in

'8,5.

George Winston is a mellow, down to

earth guy who is doing his thing in the

music industry and doing it well. If you find

those changing autumn leaves beckoning

you these days, close your eyes, think

pumpkins, wo(h1 burning stoves, and call

the Iron Horse Cafe at 584 0610 for concert

tickets.

Amour!
By JULIE BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Until September
Starring: Karen Allen

Thierry Lhermitte

Director: Richard Marquand

At the Hampshire Mall

Although as a love story Until September

promises certain grafitications. much of

what is delivered is use<i, cliche material.

The action involves an American woman,

Mo, (played by Karen Allen) who by miss-

ing her plane is forced to remain in Paris

and find a r(x)m with an old friend from

school who now resides in Paris. Though

conveniently located, this friend is not

home, being away on vacation for a few

weeks - until September. Fortunately, at

this time our heroine happens to meet her

friend's handsome and helpful next door

neighbor, Xavier de Pereuse (played by

Clasic Outlet
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL SALE
ATT RECORDS + g 49^^^ CASSETTES SERIES 8M

ALL 1 39

45 's

SERIES 1.99

ALL 3 4»

\12"SINGLES
SERIES J,.98

ALL 1
5»

OLDIES
SERIES 2.1,9

m-f10-8

sat

sun 12-5DAMON ROAD PLAZA 586-7501 «;

NORTHAMPTON; MASS.

JUSTNORTH OF INTERSECT RTE 9 +91(NEXT TO CUSTOM CAR SOUND)

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

I Rt. 63 No. Amherst
I 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

WED THRU SAT
OCT 3rd THRU OCT 6th

7:00 El Norte

9:20 Ballard of Gregorio

UMASS
MUSIC THEATRE

GUILD
General Meeting - Public Invited

* Spring Show
* Staff positions available

* Dance Marathon
* Upcoming Guild activities

Room 165-169 CC
Wednesday, Oct. 3 8:00 pm
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

FOR
DECEMBER
GRADUATES
Training Program geared to the mid-year Graduate

The HighestStarting Salary in the Industry

Immediate Responsibility, Exposure and Impact

COULD YOU USE $507 IF SO,
COMPETE IN (or just enjoy) the

LIP-SYNC CONTEST

GFOX
representatives will be on campus

Thursday, October 4th
to answer questions and provide infornnation

on Management Careers.

Stop by our

Open House
Faculty Lounge, School of Management

Between 10 ann and 4 pm,

Thursday, October 4

Bring a copy of your resume, if available.

Casual Dress/Light Refreshments

-QsH^
$750.00 in Cash Prizes to be Awarded

over the next 10 weeks

- Along With -

''CLASSICS NIGHT"
The Most Popular Dance Music

from the last 5 years!
D.J. Mike Kane

and

99'BAR DRINKS ALL NIGHT
No Cover

Changes, Rt. 9. Amherst 256-8284

[N 1960,THE PILLGAVE
3MENANEW FREEEX3M.

]984,THE SPONGE GIVES
OMEN ANEWCHOICE.

Its been a long time.Twenty-four years.

^ and there hasn't been a sensible new option

in birth control.

Until Tcxlay" Today, the 24'hour

Contracepti\'e SpcMige.

- Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains

Nonc^xynol-9, the same effective spermicide women

have been using for over 20 years.

The Sp<Mige is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with

water and insert it like a tampon, and it work^ tor a tull 24 hours.

Wuh The Sponge, you don t haxe to worrv- aKuit hormonal side effects.

And no other non-pre>cription vaginal contraceptive h.is been proven more

divctlsv^ It'been throtigh seven years oi extens.e testing, and over 1
.
million

^'^Xol^^^^u :Jc!nt need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be tound

.u vc^Ua[dru;;st::J -md at seLed supermarket. In the Vpack or convenient

^''^'A^d the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone

ro talk t^. our 74 hour Txlav TalkLine. If you have any questions or you re ,ust

: :;^ltnn TfhJ^ponge is r^t tor V^- -^ yot. ^dent health center or give

us a call It 800-22 V2 329. (In Calitornia. 8aV222'2 329.)

Fmally you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But.

best of .11. V(^u hax-e another choice you nex-er had bete-- " "-

L'ntil Today

I SAVE 1.00
ON TU'O VPACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.

TO consume, L ,m,, one coupon pe-Wse G^oo« °"ly on Pjodud^^^^^^^^^^^ ITZX
sales la. To "e'^iler We wHi e'n^t)ufsP_youj^^^^^ v^^

^ ,„g, ^his

orovidea thai you nd me cons"^^^^^^
a, ume o( pu.chasinq ihe

soeDl ed pCd inrothe- use cons^ut^^ f-aud Redemptions no. honored

e" V d':". fdnted uied °o, 'es.ncted Th,s coopon ,n non

PO Box 44o0 Clinton lowabZ'J^

513bb 100140
Offer txp.rt", VM/SS

, , i L .,n.vnP.-. an annual ctfcc.ivcncs>raRM.fM»J-'^l'V. if they use.he T(Kl.nvSp..nRC consistently

• UntilSeptember tzziziZ'.
—

Thierry Lhermitte). He aids her in finding a

place to stay.

In their second meeting the romance begins with them

exchanging looks of mutual attraction. Though Xavier is

married with two children, he asks Mo Ui dinner and an-

ticipates her return U) his lt)e<lro<jm. Mo's intentions do not

go as far as that, though, and they part in misunderstan-

ding and anger. In response now to her evasion of him, de

Pereuse goes "on the prowl." She finally weakens and he

wins her.

In their relationship. Mo and Xavier go through a few

obstacles, including falling in love despite his marital

status, thus re-defining the terms of faithfulness. They go

on c(ymme ca until the turning point when Mo confronts

him with the question on what love he has for his wife and

the blatent duplicity of his commitments.

At least beyond the first cliche lines - "you have

gorgeous eyes" on their second encounter, to "you're

t)eautiful when you're angry" later, there is a certain

hopeful probability about their situation and their love.

The story does lead the viewer along just far enough to

make one wonder what is going to become of the main

characters. But the film is disappointing in its inherent

lack of original plot complications, characterization, and

resolution.

For example, the complications were one sided, only

taking taking into account the problem of marital status

and ignoring the possibilities politics, principles, religion,

personality, culture, family or morals might have played.

The charcterization, also, was very stereotypic: the seduc-

tive, amour-craving, French gentleman meets the relative

innocence and wide-eyed naivite of the young American.

Rated "R", the film contains nudity and narrative sex-

ual behavior, which though contributing little to the plot or

character development, will most probably satisfy the ap-

petite of the love-worn. As a plain, uneventful love

story/skin flick. Until Sef)t4'7nber is handled well, but the

question is — is that all one wants from American cinema?

I for one expect something more.

BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prerequisite:

Back pain fr a referral

from your UHS provider

This 6 session program

( classes one week apart )

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage, ^
treatment options, posture tips, /

pain relief metfiods

and relaxation
/•

DATES: Tuesdays,

October 9, 16, 23. 30 &

November 6 * December 4

TIME: 6:30—8:30

PLACE:
University Healtli Center

Please advise your UHS provider

for the proper referral

Call UHS Health Education

for Inionnation and Registration: 549-2671. ext 181

It was the Deltas
against the rules

the rules lost!

.^-^

LAMP««lf's

AMIMAL IWUtC
A comt&f hom i)t*/9nolt Mow**

IK vwkrTY "KuwoNs IVAN wiTMAN pnooucnoN

NATViNAl lA«*OOIiANWWl X>fA „.., POHN UfllftHI tJMMAlMfiON JOHN VERNOl

vt(\N» OICXDM TMOAVkS Hixa cry) OOUti VJIHtntANO ..-«..'

Pt<x»jced tJ^ MAITY S*l««ONS ond WAN lUIIMAN Muvt by tlAttRMRNiTtlN

W..ner.tj»HA(VXDaAA«i C)OUCiLAiK£NNFirOO«ftMILLfR Otpcij-d t» OHN LANOft

iong ANIMAl HOUit CcxnpoiwJ ond fyrtoimeO lly SIIPMIN QfSmjP

• J~n««1»« » .
~rji»« r- 1IMlMlimTl«-M-l

Date Thurs. Oct. 4th Time 5, 7, 9, 6r 1

1

Admission $1.00 - 5; $1.50 - 7, 9, 11

Place C.C. Aud.
sponsored by: Alpha Chi Omega
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-^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
Luncheon From tpZoZO
Specials seived 11 a.in.-3 p.m.

New Buffet & Sunday Brunch canIeat o.Zd
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ChiMren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet €r Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot Cf Sour Soup

Super Daily Happy Hour
All Week 3-6 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

reduced prices on pitchers & bottled beer

?TQe Munchies

Plus 2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

Super Nightly Happy Hour
All Week 9:30 11.30 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

[•liil4l*4d:Li lAL
Tuesda

8-12 pm Pizza and Beer
$5.95 iricliides pitcher of beer

or carafe of wine &• cheese pizza

1 Pray Street, Amherst
Open 11 am - 1 am Daily

11-3 pm
Bloody Mary

pitchers

$5.95

Sunda
6-10 pm

Pizza & Beer

$5.95 includes a

pitcher of beer or

carafe of wine and

cheese pizza

'UPDATE ON THE MIDDLE EAST'

HON. MICHAEL SHILOH

ISRAEL'S CONSUL GENERAL TO NEW ENGLAND
FORMER CONSUL TO NEW YORK, TOKYO, BONN

7:00pm THURSDAY, OCT. 4
112 HERTER HALL, UMASS.

Sponsored by: B'nai B'rith Hillel

JKE LATE NIGHT
W/DAVE LETTERMAN?
Then come to COMSTU
CLUB'S meeting for details

on how we see it live every

year. We'll also be

discussing ways to get all

your comstu classes, ^''f will

speak on our new "h n

projects" with other KSO
groups (^ome On! 4:00. E-

32B Machmer.
GRENADIER SO ETY
GAMERS NIGHT ^ • play

many board gam . and

miniatures games, i luding

Squad Leader, 'anzer

Leader, Star Fleet iattles,

WWII and mode i tank

miniatures. All weU )me. no

experience necessar.s . 7:(X)-

11:00 p.m., Campus Center.

DENMARK'S IN
TERNATIONAL STUDIES
MEETING Informational

meeting for all students

interested in studying

abroad on the DIS program

in Copenhagen. Herter 3rd

floorlounge. 3:00 4:30 p.m.

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29^
.Includes Mounting,
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
fuU Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd . No Amherd. MA
Across tfom Walroba s SlOfe

549-4704

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING
7:30 p.m. beginners. 8:30

p.m. all others in the

Commonwealth Room,
S.U.B. Everyone Welcome!

UMMTG GENERAL
MEETING Public invited to

plan for spring show. All

staff positions open. Dance

marathon and upcoming

Guild activities to be

discussed!! Get involved!!

8:00 p.m.. Campus Center

lt>5 169.

MORTAR BOARD
MEETING The 1st meeting

of the Mortar Board Senior

Cla.ss Honor Society will be

held. All members must

attend. 6:30 p.m.. Campus

Center room 811.

(JREAT ECLIPSE OF 1984

Slide show and talk on the

"great solar eclipse of 1984".

Visit to Orchard Hill

Observatory after. Spon

sored by UMass Astronomy

Club. Everyone welcome.

7:00 p.m., Grad. Tower

room 1033.

UMASS CHESS CLUB
Informational meeting. All

levels welcome. You don't

have to be good, you just

have to want to play! 8:00

11:00p.m. Campus Center

(check at info, desk for rm.

LEARN-FLY
COST \Ai\-rU "fV/t Oc»uX<jr(A-ne^

iA'SUNDJlY EX^URi^iOii
"

jjoin us at North Leverett Baptist Church. Let

(someone else do the driving" Church bus leaves

t Southwest Horseshoe at 10:00

jand Worcester at 10:10.

•Coffee and donuts at 10:30

Church at 11:00.

iALL WELCOME!
5 Rev. Carl McConchie
5549-6387

r
ALL U-WOMEN ARE INVITED

TO OPEN RUSH at

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Tues. Fashion Show 6:30

Dessert and Party

Wed. Dinner, Sundae Party 5:00

Thurs. Surprise Party

409 N. Pleasant

For more info: 545-0527 Lisa Pike

Come to find out how exciting

Sorority life can be!

rj»c3*vpw%^vg%^wwwvfx w sr-sz-g-

I

I

(

Does Your Organization Provide

A Special Service?

g|Sponsoring An Upcoming Event?

1

1
1

m
m
1
HI
HI

1

m

ANNOUNCE IT ON THE
UMASS MESSAGE CENTER

Fill Out Form At

UVC -216 SUB
IT'S FREE!

m
1
i
i
il

li
i
i
i
i
il
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

H1.WISIS6OP
HORMALiy. ASTHB

TKiTOWANSCBNP
fmnsANPOUTics.
Bt/TTHlSyBARfS

DiFFeFem..

a
lUlSyEM.FCRTHafHRST
JlMt. IN YOUR^ HISJORy,

WUHAVBACHANCBTD
'^OfBF0R.7HeQNLYf¥Vny
THOT^ ACTUALLY P0IN6
MYOJOfiK-AA^RJCA'S

mRTY.

fORMm^KNOUMASM 'G.O.R':

AM&^JCAS PARTiSTAHPS FOR.

ev5/^frNiNG THArssAcm^wm^
OLPOiORV. MARYLOU f^TTDN.

NUaeAR SOP^ORJTY 50 TAK3
rfFRDM M£.. Q0[> A ^/CfW FOR,

AMeRJCA '5 f¥my is a vom

Todays Weather

Today — Sunny skies mix-

ed with occasional clouds.

Highs in the mid 6()s.

Tonight - Party cloudy

with lows in the mid 40s

Tomorrow — A mixture of

clouds and sunshine with

highs in mid-60s

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

H Heuo'^covGii: 16...16

ftNY0OPY WeRt.7 COUeH''

mi) /!> jefFOf^eefJBCATT:

ReP0RTlN6F0R....aX/OH'':

I'M ..m me LAbI bWVIVOR...

COUhH'- meY.H?ONl^/i^
nimNij (\ noRY ON wma
CHmMIMCd:. COUOH'
rH£Y CUT Off fAY e(\Rb
ANP 3eim HfliRFiece

ON fIRC
:co(/OH'-

mKYONi...abe.:couoHi

t^RYWHeRe... oftb'
im m ONCc-MionrY
HiRPbOF IY\im..

COUOH'
ARC MP£POUr'
> ixmci'

m\b mtfNINb
(jRitNPL(\CL HiLiAb£V
ft bT^lBMiNl Of
btNlRIM /IffFOVAL

UMass Zone

B>^7t%2

By Mark Rollins

/f you S/vANT TO
ST/^RT yoViK My OUT

l\%L£EP ON THE 'SNO021

Button

Gorde by Gorde

\NBLL iAJBLL, IF IT ISA^'T THE
/H4/7 OV A QUEST. I SE£
roj'l/E M/iOS THE HEAO-
JNE% 11^ 7V£ PAPEI? e'JDDX
'^OU AfiE C/\J£

S/Ve THE GlS^ A 3REf\<'
r'KMOI/U, LE%, you TICK MB
OFF.' A^fifJGO'5 OUT TME^E
TfiYlMS TO F/^D TH/S GiRL

AK/D ALL YOU E'^ER DO 'S

P/JT H/M OOIA/M/CA^J you
DC SETTER?' CAAJ YOU FwO
HER ^ HUH ? CAM YOU f

I'LL TELL YOU WHAT I SET^
I CAhJFIW HER, AhJOj>

00, YOU HA\J£ rc
WASH AW /ROfJ

MY LAUNDRY...

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

viv ok\ ^Wrc^ kj^o^^9<J.

The Lab

%V—

>

^6.-7 slwdlfie Ktljfd a^c^//> ^.
Nfxf: Si'x^ jtH «cc«Aeli5«^?

by Law

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b) Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Bengal royalty

6 Marina skyline

unit

10 Give
(chide)

14 Reconciled
i5 Winnie

Pu
16 Tidal designa

lion

17 Kind o( black

tea

18 Pirate s

treasure

19 Fill to repletion

20 Boniface's

place

21 Leaves ol

Grass poet

24 Discontinue

26 One of the

Ardens
27 Heart thrilling

30 Abrogate
34 Salad ingre

dient

35 Plays the

busybody
37 SHAEFarea
38 Word on a

towel

39 Bogged down
40 Early in the 7th

cen Rom
41 Prefix with

night or day
42 Raise a glass

43 The city of

Ri)eka, in

Italian

44 Seed
46 Well regarded

48 Sound of

laughter

49 Threadlike

structure

50 "The Road Not

Taken poet

55 Ending with

book
58 Soneor

phot

59 Winglike

60 Enclosuro

62 Mom s inv

perativc

63 Reportable

income
64 Periodical

65 Hence

66 Slangy assent

67 Catches one's

breath

DOWN
1 Nobelist in

physics, 1944

2 Like ol

bricks

3 Contemporary
American poet

and editor

4 Chemical
ending

5 Side away from

land

6 Ever so long

7 Thanks
8 Like molasses

in January

9 Tied

10 Part of a foot

11 Ball club

12 So long

13 Word with

sesame
22 Do say. .

23 Burl, the way
faring

stranger

25 Misdoes
27 Schlemiel's

relative

28 Set in way

29 Spiny yellow-

flowered shrub

31 Lower case
poet

32 One at

33 Adored
36 Rolls out

39 Financial

40 Prie

42 Stadium
feature

43 Sympathized

45 City section

47 of

thee

50 By the

bridge"
Emerson

51 about

52 Crosby
53 Decamp
54 Frog genus
56 Go away'

57 Layers

61 I saw.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

L 1 D.Q s E A L 1

1

1

M A H A

A B U A L L A V A L $
C h $ T A N E T S E L L $
E R i-C T M A T E CI [i Ea M 1 E N C AlQ s

M N S N E A CO I
A L T

n
N T F1 SPID

A BP s TO u ME W Q
L 1 A niP L P N

n ENS E DK N M A^ K s

BE WA T E R A 1 li
H Li[iiaU Q n 1 R A N 14R A M N C A S Y 5

S T A N 6 S 1 E

1

A f1 E S
T Q N E is HaM Y AlRlEl

i(y3m4

1 J 3 « s

1

i 7 1 «

?J

It 11 u 1)

14 IS It

17

TT"

11 i«

n

7t

IT*

n 1
16

^^n

I
3«

)0

P
I
40

:; r F
34

hit
35 jr J

li

i I
47

41

53

44

I
51
I
5?

4(

P
4t 49

61

hh
SO

1 1

60

5b •* 5/

51 S*J

6? 6) 64

«" M «r

10/3/S4
I41U I <ix \ii|rlr« linr% N>«dkcltr

rd drive across

the ocean for

the Collegian,,.

D.C. Menu
Lunch

Italian Hoagie
Eggroll/Soy Sauce,

Due Sauce

Basics Lunch
Vegetable Grinder

Eggroll/Soy Sauce,

Due Sauce

Dinner
Chicken Hawaiian with

Hoomalimali Sauce
Sausage Grinder

Basics Dinner
Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu, Chicken
Hawaiian with

Hoomalimali Sauce

1
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farms

GRAND OPENING
OCTOBER 5th ^ ?/" OCTOBER 6th

AMHERST, MA.

6 a.m.

Fri.

College &

South East Sts.

1-Liter Bottle of

COU
*with a FILL UP of 8 Gallons or More

PRIZES Enter Our Grand Opening Drawing'

• 1st PRIZE V.C.R.
• 2nd PRIZE Microwave Oven
• 3rd PRIZE $1009° Worth of Free Gasoline
• 4th PRIZE Gas Grill 'See Inside Store for Details'

BE ONE OF THE FIRST 100
CUSTOMERS AND RECEIVE

A FREE
• •••

Gumtemnd fyrms
PAINTER'S HAT WHEN YOU
PRESENT THIS COUPON

DRAWINGS • PRIZES

REFRESHMENTS.
^-V;

\>'^

.-*>>'

y

Wednesday, October 3. 1984

1

.Collegian 15

••^^^•^••^^••^^••^

VOLUTEERS NEEDED
FOR WRITING DIAGNOSTIC TEST

FRESHMEN-SOPHMORES-JUNIORS-SENIORS
(great OPPORTUNITY TO EVALUTE YOUR WRITING

|

[skills !!•

mwf- until october 19

[participants and results will remain con-
'fidential

I for appointment CONTACT;

I
COMMUNICATION SKILLS CENTER
73 BARTLETT HALL 546-0018/0924

HELP WANTED
BREAKFAST

and
LUNCH
SHIFTS

Apply
HADLEY

BURGER KING
RT9

-

%%^«^®X,Cocktail Lounge '€
4^

/ ^PENNY DRAFT NITE
Every Other Draft Beer just 1*

Rt. 9, Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

Make your autumn
weekend a romantic

one with fine lingerie

from Le Boudoir

We have a wide selection of

lingerie in an array of

sensuous fabrics.

Everything from besic

cotton bras Cr bikinis

to luxurious silk teddies

and night shirts.

* Calvin Klein Underwedi
for women is available

Carriage Shops, 23 3 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 549-6915

r- V
WS4

the SPOT For Your SPORTING Needs

including:

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
SOCCER & HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

ACTIVE WEAR
persons/ checks ,cc»pted IVANKO WEIGHTS & LIFTING EQUIPMENT

PLUS MUCH MORE

THIS WEEK: FEATURING MIZUNO VOLLEYBALL SHOES

Visit us

IN THE CAMPUS PLAZA
Next to Super Stop & Shop, Rte 9, Hadley Amherst Lme

OPEN SUNDAYS 12 5. Mon Wed 10 7 Thurs & Fn 10 9 & ''^al 10 6

M

fii<

Styles by Deborah

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

/T

VJCLLYS
ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CLOTHING
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASANT ST. MON-SAT 10-5

AMHERST, MA 01002 413-549-6446

Heads up.
Register andVote.

OCT. 1

OCT. 2

OCT. 2

OCT. 3

OCT. 3

OCT. 4

OCT. 9

WORCESTER DC
CAMPUS CENTER
FRANKLIN DC
CAMPUS CENTER
BERKSHIRE DC
HAMPSHIRE DC
CAMPUS CENTER

4:30 pm
10:00 am
4:30 pm
10:00 am
4:30 pm
4:30 pm

10.00 am -

- 6:30 pm
- 2:00 pmj

- 6:30 pmi

- 2:00 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 6:30 pm
12:30 pm

UMASS BIG VOTE '84

MASSPIRG SCERA SGA Third World Affairs Student Senate

Frontlash MASSPIRG Northeast Area Gov't Peacemakers Public Policy

Radical Student Union SCERA SGA Presidents Office SSAM Third World Affairs

UMass College Republican Club

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^
^^N/londay - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number iTee_

APVeWTISINO

Adv«rtl>« FREE in thTRlVER VALLEY AD^

Advertise itemi you want to Mil or buy Call

S32-94Se

AUTO FOR SALE

1072 PINTO Run* grMt tiny n«t ipot* »375

aa6-8316

117a 8USARU,
2BM487

four *16G0 Call

Honda -T^ Civic hatchback: 2 door 4

ipaad run* well, good body IIBOO. Call

536-21W after 5 PM

74 Muatang Ohia 4AT 73000 mi axcaNant

condition* »1100j:ati 549-4716

74 PontTac^Vantura 3 apaad n<i"onai

run* great call Steve evaa 64»-7«18 960 or

BO

1973 Cutlaaa^preme 4 door Ojo^ ahape

new bralie* upholstry battery fTZS t^M

before 4:30 Chen 649-4136

VOLKS 73 rune great, need to aaM now.

»750 firm 549^1368 David

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A
Video entertainment gient 10 and IS foot

acreens for dorma ar>d Greeks "MTV"
video muaic call 548 7144

RackA'Dlac Rack-AVIdao entertain-

ment gua'sntaed events for Disc Jockey*.

Bands and Video CaH 54»7144

WFCKED AND "wrLD^DjVaudio and
viaual entertainment for the 80'* 584-6712

. College Sound the beat in party and
dance muaic. CaH 586^)246 or 586-7689

WANTED

badroom InFemala to ahara la

Townahousa call

Trade motorcycle for muele equipment

Suiuki GN400X vakia »eOO baa* or PA
533^)601 Dave

FOR RENT

PSOHSSIONAL
TYPINO SIRVICE

on campua low retea guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 584-7924

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 Mrm nawl Nonamoker, on bu* route. W
of 475* call Peter 263-7871 keep trying i

Refrigerator Rental 2 cublic ft R Gf P

Package Store free de(ivery^253 9742

One end two badroom epta. On bus route

cat* okay. All utHitiea induded. Wmaburg
268^3624 684^3006

FOR SALE

Mopad brand new only 500 mi excallant

condition 253-9418 Brian eve.

Uaed Hoiton Ivumpat lor aala. Good
condition »100 or beat offer call 649 7767

Ski Boota, r^ordica mane 9H
new 546 9867 $50

3 aaasons

KENYA BAGS FOR taO Will be back in the

concour*e OCTOBER 4th and 5th

QtL F-100 electric guitar Black w/caae

Excellent cond >376 firm 5*92797

8^^ S3>rEiectric drum. Excellent coo

ditton tae or BO 54»-2797 •

HELP WANTED

Paopla'a Market ia tooking for new collec

tive member* for fell 84 We need hard

worker*, people with ability to maintain a

strong committmert and willingna** |o

work beyond floor hours These are musts

Expenerwa with marketing, advertising, and

managing helpful Work 10* hours per

week al $3 66 per hour Applications

availabte at People's Market, located at rear

of the Student Union Women, people of

color, handicapped, gay, lesbian, and okler

atudenta are encourgaad to apply

RetaHSalea poaltlona full and pan time

Advanced Video 26 North King St Nor

thampton 686-6601

Qovernment ioba. »16.56^|»60,563/year

Now hiring, your aree. Call 1-805-687-6000

axt R-9ei6.

COMPUTER PROORAiSMER Part time

opening for per*on experienced with

POP 11 or VAX computer*. UNIX, or

MACRO-11 Amher»t-b*aed company,
developing communication* ar>d reel time

control software, ia kwking for someone
eble to work part-time during tfie school

yeer, with full time employment dunng in

tar*eaeion and the aunwnar Excellent op
portunity' For irrformation call

Help wented- Motnrated students lor 10

hour»/week positiona in the SGA Preaident*

Office Apply in 406€ Student Union,

646-0341,

Caah for collage evelleble 116 6 million

unclaimed. Send II 00 Irefundablel Result*

guaranteed SDR 49 10 Downing St Fall

River, Maas 02723

~ PERSONALS

Surprlaa Bunchy Boarell Love you wItoM

bunche*

LAMBCHOP HAPPY BIRTHDAY A little

lete but )uat aa much love, Tony

PHI MU SORORITV

iNvrres Au uNivcRsmr women to

open Rush Dynaaty Happy Hour 8:30 to Phi

Mu Wed Oct 3 at Phi Mu 389 N Pleasant St

for mora info call 2S3-9971

VOCALIST WANTED

VOCALIST WANTED (M or F) To front

working fl 6 R band Experienced,

dedicated professionals only please.

549-2797 256-8079 After 6pm keep trying

TMAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA* #1

Student /Budget Travel Agency. Free

catalog call (6171 266 1926 or write, 729

Boylaton St Suite 201, Boaton, MA 02116

FOUND

outaida Mini Store In Studant
Union Thunday Sept 27 call Matt to identify

546-5631

Adorable orange kitten. 2 3 months old

Houaabroken, healthy Call 649-6609 (Dm
nertkn* • beet I Four>d in Newman Canter

parktt>g kM.

NHSniUCTION

Know your ear. Baalc Automobile
Workahop. 28 hourt indudirtg ctMaroom
erxl (hop. Limited enroRmant S3-208B

LOST

Derm key on Hon madaWon «6 reward for

info Plaaae ceN 546-6384 (338 Moorel

VW key* ar>d dorm key last Tuae. vary im-

portant, if found can 646-5436 aak for Jim.
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Team Meetings: The men's track team will hold a

meeting on Thursday in Boyden 249 at 4 p.m. The

wrestling team will have a meeting in the Boyden

wrestling room on Thursday at 4 p.m. All interested

candidates for both sports should attend. Also, today is

the last day for all intramural badmitton entries.
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Minutemen soccer teamshead south
UMwomen face

arch-rival UConn
Top-rankedmen
faceElis at Yale
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Talk about coming from nowhere.

Four weeks aK'o. the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team was

absent from the pre season polls for New

Kn^land Division 1 schools. Now after a

meteoric rise that featured victories over

traditional N.K. powers Boston University

and Providence, the Minutemen have

crashed the party. In the latest poll,

released yesterday. UMass was voted the

numhi-r one team in the region.

And the validity of that ranking will meet

a stern test tcnlay when I'Mass travels to

New Haven. Connecticut to take on fourth

ranked Yale.

Despite the hoopla and notoriety that

comes with being number one. Minutemen

coach Jeff Gettler still takes a cautious view

towards his squad.

"I feel we do have a perfect complement of

personalities. But. we're not a ^r^at team.

"

said Gettler. "We definitely have

weaknesses. We deserve to be number one

because we haven't had a New England loss

and everybody else had."

To avert such a loss today, the Minutemen
must conquer a Vale squad that is 3 and

hasn't ^\\vn up a single goal. Anchoring

their superb defense is goalie Jeff Duback.

a member of the National Youth team, and

considered one of the best collegiate goalies

in the country. Playiing at sweeper is 6 4.

215 lb. Peter Saken. who also plays on the

hwkey team. Overall, the K L I lineup

includes five hi^h srhool All Americans.

"They're pretty direct in their style." said

(JettltT. "They play the hall forward very

quickly. They've got a lot of speed up front

and they're very talented".

"W'h«'n they win the ball they dont play it

a hundred million times square, back, and

around. They like to go to the goal righi

away. They rely on their speed. It'll be a

test" said (lettier.

Tonia Kennedy

:

By ED HAYWAHD
Collegian Staff

I'niversity of Massachusetts field hockey coach Pam Hixon

has said of freshman forward Tonia Kennedy. "She likes to

make thin^,'s happen."

Well, in the little over a month she has been a Mmuteman

she had done just that; she had made things happen.

Usually these happenings prove detrimental to UMass

opponents.

Wrigley will neverhold this one. .

.

Bob Dernier belts a leadoff homer to open a Cubs barrage as Chicago

belted San Diego 13-0 in the first game of the NL championships yester-

day.

Spikers defeat Holyoke
On paper, it looks like the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team romped.

Even though there is some truth to that,

this wasn't the case entirely.

In fact, the spikers had to regroup from a

one game deficit as they came from behind

to beat Mount Holyoke College 14 16. 15 7.

15 H, 15 t). before a good crowd at NOPE
last night.

"We started out very slow and flat", said

roach Elaine Sortino. "But we pulled

together and I f»'el really good about that

Mt. Holyoke started out very aggresive in

game one. often challenginR the spikers at

the net. UMass led throughout the game

before Mt. Holyoke t(X)k a 13 11 lead. But

the Lyons capitaUzed on UMass miscues to

take the first game.

(iames three and four were dominated by

the Minutemen. largely behind the hitting

of Sally Maher. the serving of Mickey

Barys. and the defense of Patti Grant, as

vhe scrambled for several point saving balls

ROGER CHAPMAN

By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's no secret. The game in women's soccer

in New England will be played tonight in

Farmington. Connecticut. And both the

University of Massachusetts and

University of Connecticut teams are well

aware of this.

"There is no secret." said UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda. "This is a big rivalry game

between the top two teams in New
England. We have to be mentally prepared

to win."

The third ranked Minutemen face the

second ranked Huskies at Tunxis Mead in

Farmington at 7:30 p.m. tonight. It is the

first ever home game away from the Storrs

campus.

"We match up pretty well with them,

"

Banda said. "The team that plays the better

defense will probably win the game.

"

Banda said UMass will have to win the

battle of the midfield. "We'll have to

neutralize the midfield." Banda said, "and

that will give us the upper hand.

"

The Minuteman offense is led by freshman

Jolie DePauw . who has scored six goals and

leads the team with 13 points. Monica Seta

has scored four goals, and Kristen Bowsher

three.

UMass. 5 12. is anchored by Jeanne Paul

in goal w ith a 0.55 goals against average.

UConn. 80 1. is an explosive offense

team. Cathy Shankweiler. seven goals and

four assists leads the team. Shankweiler

scored the two goals in the win over Yale.

Saturday.

Freshman Kim Sullivan (6-4- 16 pts) and

Donna MacDougall (5 3- 13 points) are

other heavy offensive guns for the Huskies.

Goalie Laura Skaza (0.90 goals against) is

the probable starter.

"Both teams have a mutual respect for

each other. But we can't afford to relax."

Banda said.

Afreshman that 'makes it happen' forUM
fieldhockey with some determined play

But us all in a day's play for Kennedy. "1 just try to do my

job and plav the best game 1 can when I'm out there.
"
she

said "I irv'to perform to the best of my ability.

Thus far" the New Boston. New Hampshire native leads

her team in goals scored with six and is tied for the lead in

assists along with senior Pam Moryl. with both having two

apiece. Kennedvs number "18" can constantly be seen

around the opposition's goal. Speed and aggressivene.ss

highlight her playing style while an intense desire for her

team to win earmarks her attitude.

Kennedy, a participant in basketball, softball and track as

well as field ho<-key at Goffstown high school. chose>

UMass over Boston University, the University of New
Hampshire, and Northeastern.

"I came here because the field hockey program is ex-

cellent, the student athletes on the team were great, and I

really like Pam Hixon; she's a great coach." said Kennedy.

"Of course academics played a big part. The whole at-

mosphere was great.

"

Kennedy's first impressions have held true. ""We have a

well developed team and we work well as a unit. It seems

like everyone has a desire to win," said Kennedy.

"Pam is easy to communicate with and she knows field

h(H-key inside out. She has a real positive attitude towards

the team and confidence in players as individuals and as a

team." said Kennedy of her coach.

Since coming to UMass. Kennedy feels she has.

"Improved as a player all over. I seem to have a little bit

more composure, more poise.

But Kennedy gains more satisfaction from her team's

performance not her own. "I like being part ol a team

sport, being able to communicate with others on and off the

field, " she said.

'Everyone feels the feelings you feel when you're the only

one experiencing the victory. I like winning more when it's

a team effort ." added Kennedy.
When asked about her individual goals for the rest of the

season she stated that she would simply like to "continue to

play well." However. Tonia Kennedy prefered to

dow nplay her own goals and concentrate on her team.

"I would like to have everyone walk off the field at the end

of the season feeling like they had a successful year." said

Kenned v.

Sports Information photo

UMass freshman Tonia Kennedy has been one of the driving forces for the Minutemen this

season.

Sports ata glance

UMass schedule:

Women's Soccer at UConn, 7:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer at Yale, 3:00

Field Hockey, Yale at 3:00 at NOPE
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Spiritual leader: mental peace for world peace
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

World peace can only be achieved through

mental peace said the Dalai Lama, exiled

national and religious leader of Tibetan

Buddhists, at a lecture in the Fine Arts

Center last night.

"Despite the development of the material

through science and technology, humanity

is facing new kinds of problems," said the

49 year old monk. "From my viewpoint we

are lacking human warmth." he said.

"We have a very good brain." he said, "but

something is lacking in our heart. This I

feel is one of the key points in the in

ternational level or national level or the

family level. " he said. "Genuine peace is

very much related to this."

The Dalai Lama is taking part in a three

day psychology symposium entitled "Inner

Peace," at Amherst College. He is on a 44-

day tour of the United States.

Last night's symposium was titled "Inner

Science and WorldPeace.' The Dalai

Lama's lecture was the keynote address of

the symposium, which filled the Fine Arts

Center.
Also speaking at the symposium were;

Associate Provost for Undergraduated

Education Fern Johnson. Roger Walsh of

the Department of Psychology at the

University of California. Frances Vaughan

of the California Institate of Transpersonal

Psychology and Robert Thurman.
Associate Professor of Religion at Amherst

College.

Born Tenzin Gyatso, he was chosen to be

Dalai Lama at the age of two. His education

began at age six and he received a doctorate

degree in Buddhist philosophy at 24.

"Inner peace you cannot buy from the

market or produce from sophisticated

machines. Some (jualified d(x-tor cannot

inject peace of mind or no matter how much

love we receive from our parents, nothing

can do." he said. "So you see, peace must

be developed from within ourselves."

"Through mental training. through

awareness, through self-discipline you can

develop certain kinds of mental faculties."

"These weapons did not come from the sky

or from the earth but from people. " he said.

"All these things are under the human

finger."

"Therefore, he said, we must Ux)k inward.

"If you really want peace first you yourself

must find peace."

"So you -see, mental stability, mental calm

is something you can use in your daily life,"

he .said.

The Dalai Lama has been living in India

since the Chinese military takeover of Tibet

in 1959. He assumed full political control

when Tibet was threatebed by

China'smilitary. Since 1960 he has been

living in Dharmsala, India, the seat of the

Tibetan government in -exile.

The Lamas keynote address lasted about

15 minutes. After him. Johnson spoke on

"Feminist Perspectives on Peace."

"Men have for too long left home for war.

and now it's time for women to leave home

for peace," she said, speaking of women's

peace camps in Europe and America

protesting nuclear missile deployment.

photo by Kathy Jordan

ALWAYS ON MY MIND- Zoology major Lon Davis and his nine-month-
old pet python Kaa do their own version of the twist yesterday after-

noon.
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"L(yve isjust afour-letter word"
—Bob Dylan, 1965

CoUefoan photo by Paul Desmeraui

Leader of the TibeUn Buddhists Tenzin Gyatso, the Dalai Lama.

$343 million for repair plan

approved by UMass Trustees
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees yesterday approved a $343 million

five' year capital outlay budget of which

$151 milUon will be appropriated to the

Amherst campus if the budget is approved

by the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education and the Legislature.

The outlay budget, for fiscal years 1986

through 1990. appropriates $104 million for

renovations and repairs. $25 million for new

construction, including a $20 million

polymer center. $11 million for equipment

and $11 million for campus land.scape im

provements.

The first priority on the list for 1986 is the

first phase of the replacement of coal fired

boilers, which heat the University and are

in critical condition.

"The boiler and steam system is in such

shape (that) except for extraordinary ef

forts, we still could have an emergency

breakdown," Amherst Chancellor Joseph

Duffey said at the Campus Center meeting.

"On a campus of this size with a central

heating system, it's really not possible to

have an emergency heating system. If

those boilers go... I don't think we have a

backup," he said.

The $10 million requested for the first year

of the project would pay for the des-gning

and construction of a new wmg for the

campus steam generation plant, including

two new boilers to provide lull pollution

control compliance. A total of $22.1 million

has been requested to complete the five

year overhaul of the plant in order to

achieve 100 percent coal fired, pollution

controlled .steam generation by 1990.

A total of $26.4 million is requested for

campus building renovations, including tne

five residence halls. The academic

buildings. Marshall. Gcxidell. Fernald.

Wilder. French and Clark, were built

between 1906 and 1932; $14.5 million has

been requested for their improvement.

Baker. Crabtree. and Leach dormitories, all

built in 1953. Van Meter dormitory (19.57)

and University Apartments (1949) will

receive$ll.H9minion worth of renovations.

Pedestrian lighting on campus is another

priority in the budget, with just over $1

million requested to help improve public

safety and reduce vandalism after dark.

Continued to p.3

Feasibility study for arena

OK'd by Board of Trustees
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A feasibility study for a sports and con_

vocation center at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst received the go-

ahead yesterday from the University s

Board of Trustees after a motion to post

pone the vote because of potential future

student fee hikes to fund the project failed.

Student Trustee Jim Keller motioned to

table the vote in order to evaluate funding

methods other than raising student fees to

pav for the building, now estimated to cost

between $15 million and $18 million.

However. Trustee Frederick S. Troy, who

was also concerned that a fee hike could

present a "major problem for students,

noted that giving approval for the study

would not commit the board to any par-

ticular means of financing.

The study, to be funded by the UMass

Building Authority, will examine sites,

design plans, final cost estimates and

financing strategies. Once it is completed,

the board will vote whether and m what

way to go ahead with the plans for con

st ruction, which could take up to six years.

The idea for a multipurpose center on

campus was initiated with a $3 million

appropriation in last year's capital outlay

budget that would fund the first stage of

Continued to p.S
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FBI arrests own agent
for selling U.S. secrets
LOS ANGELES The FBI arrested one of its own agents

on espionage charges yesterday, accusing the California

based counterspy of selling secrets to a female Soviet

agent who government sources say may have been his

lover, and to her estranged husband.

Special Agent Richard W. Miller. 47. a 20-year FBI

veteran said to have been in financial trouble, was the first

FBI agent ever charged with espionage and the case

marked the first known foreign infiltration of the FBI.

Miller, a counterspy based in Los Angeles, was arrested

at his home and appeared before U.S. Magistrate Roger

McKee in San Diego. He was ordered back to court

Thursday to face a charge of conspiracy to gather defense

information to aid a foreign government. Maximum

penalty upon conviction would be life in prison.

No bail was allowed because "flight is a real strong risk."

Assistant U.S. Attorney Ray Edwards said. A court

Digest
By The Associated Press

document says there was a plan for Miller to go to Vienna.

Austria, or War.saw. Poland.

No plea was entered. Miller winked at his wife. Paula, in

court, and she waved. The couple exchanged sign

language messages.

Svetlana Ogorodnikova. 34. of Los Angeles, an alleged

KGB major, and husband Nikolay Ogorodnikov, also

known as Nikolay Wolfson. 51. were also arrested and

charged Wednesday in Los Angeles. The FBI said they

were born in the Soviet Union and emigrated to the United

Stated in 1973.

Super Daily Happy Hour
All Week 3-6 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

reduced prices on pitchers h bottled beer

Free Munchies

Plus 2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

Super Nightly Happy Hour
All Week 9:30-11.30 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

V4d
Tuesda

8-12 pm Pizza and Beer

$5.95 includes pitcher of beer

or gyrafe of wine & cheese pizza

1 Pray Street, Amherst

Open 11 am - 1 am Daily

Sunda
11-3 pm

Bloody Mary
pitchers

$5.95

6-10 pm
Pizza & Beer

$5.95 includes a

pitcher of beer or

carafe of wine and

cheese pizza
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NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC
As the need for specialized health care continues to grow, Northwestern College of

Chiropractic can help you enter a satisfying career taking care of people as a Doctor of

Chiropractic.

Committed to high standards in education and research for over 40 years, Northwestern

offers you comprehensive chiropractic training on a modern campus distinguished for its

excellent facilities and dedicated teaching staff.

If you would like to know how Northwestern College of Chiropractic can help you achieve

your career goals, complete the form below or call the admissions office TOLL FREE at

1-800-328-8322, Extension 290 or collect at (612) 888-4777.

I Please send me more information on

I

Northwestern College of Chiropractic

Name

I
Address

I

City

I
Phone ( )

State Zip

Years of collego experience

SEND TO: Northwestern College of Chiropractic.

I Admissions Office. 2501 West 84th Street.

I
Bloomington. Minnesota 55431

^^J

I

1 800-328-8322. Extension 290: collect at (612) 888 4777
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Mass. senators raise

legal drinking age to 21
HUSTUN The Massachusetts Senate voted 34-1 yesterday

in favor of a proposal by Governor Michael S. Dukakis to

raise the state's legal drinking age to 21 as of next June-or

earlier if surrounding states take the same step.

After lengthy and often emotional debate, the Senate

endorsed an amendment offered earlier this week by

Dukakis that would raise the age from the current limit of

20 years, effective June 1,1985. The law could take effect

sooner if a region wide standard of 21 years is adopted in

Maine. New Hampshire, Connecticut, New York and

Vermont.
The lone opposition to raising the age limit in the state

Senate came from Senator John Giver, D-Amherst, a

chemistry professor on leave from the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst who represents thousands of

college students.

"This law is unenforceable and will always be unen

forceable, " he said. "There is no statistical evidence to

support the idea that people at the age of 20 drink more

and gel into more accidents than 21 or 22."

He said the Senate was being "stamped" by the threat of a

federal funding cut off.

The measure endorsed by the Senate goes next to the

House, which has passed legislation raising the legal

drinking age to 21 immediately and recessed until late

November.
The Senate, which has resisted raising the drmkmg age

since it was last raised to 20 in 1979, appeared from debate

to have been persuaded to change by the threat of losing

federal highway funds.

I'nder a law passed recently in Congress, states with

drinking ages below 21 would be penalized 3 percent in

fiscal 1987 and 10 percent the following year. Stale Public

Safely Secretary Charles Barry said Massachusetts would

stand to lose $10 million starting in October 1986 and $20

million the next year.

CORRECTION: A story in Monday's Collegian incorrectly

reported the date of the upcoming John Lee Hooker con-

cert at the Rusty Nail in Sunderland. The concert will be

on Oct. 5. oi J . o* **Today 8 Staff
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Texas Instruments, Inc,

in Dallas, Texas presents:

AN EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
INFORMATION SESSION

Open to all graduating

Electrical/Computer Engineers

and COINS Majors (scientific applications)

Thursday, Oct. 4, 4-6 pm Campus Center

Refreshments will be served
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TAKE OUT SERVICE
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84 Pteatant St.,

NORTHAMPTON
CHINESE & POLYNESIAN FOOD

"Keep the

Summer Alive"
CAPE COD at
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of Puffabellies and Cape 104
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Student Senate frees funds

for Southwest government

ColleeiMi phulu bv Mh'^i«II« S<-irtill

EASY NOW- Physical Plant mason workers Juan

Roberts (right) and Ray Hayes put a stone wall into place in front of the

Faculty Club near Franklin Dining Commons yesterday

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Slaff

All Southwest Area Government (SWAG)
officers elected in May, except the

.
co^

presidents, are now officialW recognized

hnd nave the power to spend SWAG money

as a result of t hell nder^raduale Student

Senate's decision last night to lift its in-

validation of those elections.

About 35 minutes of debate, the senate

voted to repealits decision last semester

that SWAGs elections were illegal, and

that none of the people eleected were

recognized SWAG officers.

According to Arthur Stephenson, who was

elected SWAG co president and remains

unrecognized by the senate, the plan to

have the senate approve all election results

but the CO presidency is a "reasonable

compromise."

Addressing the first meeting of the new

1984 1985 senate. Stephenson said, "For

the benefit of the newly elected senators,

there is a tremendous political pull in

thesenate. Things tend to get dragged

through the politics, and (the SWAG
election invalidation) is oneof those things.

I believe it's time to move on because

Southwest needs a government more than

ever."

SWAG has not been able to spend money

since Student Government Association

(SGA) Treasurer John Mooradian froze the

account September 23. Because SWAG did

not have any recognized officers.

Mooradian said last night it did not have the

signature power necessary to spend money.

According to Mooradian. all spending was

therefore "illegal."

The senate vote last night came as a result

of a letter issued Tuesday by members of

SWAG's Executive Staff asking the senate

to recognize the election of SWAG co vice

presidents, publicity coordinator, and

treasurer.
The letter stated that because the con-

troversy involved candidates barred from

the co president ballot, only those results

should be invalidated.

Bill Collins, who was elected as the other

CO president, said that although he

disagreed with the original senate in-

validation, he supported the motion

presented to the senate last night.

"The people in SWAG were kind of sur

prised about having the account frozen

without having a say," Collins said.

According to Collins, the freeze also held up

SWAG's investment in the Residential

College, which held up payment for classes

and workshops in Southwest.
I ——^ fVf I . ^ •

NewSCERA director forsees 'interconnected'proposals
....Y,;«;cin ic imnnriant to nrevent "oittine them aeainst approach.

By REBECCA THATCHER
('ollegian Staff

Flighting oppression from a more "interconnected"

approach is one goal of the new director of the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA).
The new director Debra Piltch was appointed in early

September after former director Weissman's tenure

ended in August.

Piltch is from Brookline. Mass., and graduated cum

laude from William Smith College in New York with a

double major in Women's and American Studies and a

minor Economics. She wrote a 200 page honors thesis

titled P(rmugraphy: A Reflection and Perpetuation of

Capitalist Patriarchy.

Piltch said she is happy to be at the University of

Massachu.setts and looking forward to working with

students. "They seem very aware of social issues which

both directly and indirectly affect them, " she said.

Piltch said she believes that SCERA is a "wonderful

place to work" and has "a lot of potential."

"It can truly be a force in social change, both at UMass

and in the larger society. The issues that SCERA is

working on hit at the root problems of the society." Piltch

said.

Piltch believes that an "umbrella approach' to com

batting racism, sexism, ableism, homophobia and anti

semitism is important to prevent 'pitting them against

one another."

Piltch said she thinks the majority of the student

population does not understand the sexist, racist, and

homophobic nature of pornography.

"It is so pervasive and so extensive that it reflects and

perpetuates a culture which is characterized by racism,

sexism and homophobia, " she said.

She said pornography "promotes an environment in

which acts of sexual hostihty directed against women are

not only tolerated but ideologically encouraged."

Women are not the only human beings who are ob

jectified and de humanized by pornography, Piltch said.

"It reduces all people children, men. and women, to sex

objects."

But including the sexual objectification of men in the

argument against pornography obscures the "fun-

damental sexual objectification of women in a masculine

society. The victimization and enslavement to which

women are subjectd in a male dominated society finds no

equivalent in the male experience," she said.

Piltch feels that the legal system is the wrong approach

to use to fight pornography. "The legal system is a white

male dominated institution. The laws were created to

exclude women and minorites," she said.

Another problem with the legal system Piltch said, is

that the New Right, which is against pornography for

completely different reasons, will also support that

approach.

"To go the legal route will eventually backfire." Piltch

said, because the New Right would also support

legislation that would outlaw books such as Our Bodies

Ourselves (a feminist health book).

('ullegian phuto hy I'am Madnirk

New SCERA Director Deborah Piltch

iKBudget

A recent inspection by the

US Department of

Agriculture that revealed a

Rumber of deficiencies in the
ousing of laboratory

animals at ,UMass and
suDsqequenl legal actions
that require the school to

correct tnem have prompted

a proposal to build a new
centralized facility. An
amount of $2.3 million has

been requested for this

project.

Campus landscape im

provements. including

grading, drainage, lighting,

handicapped ramps, roads,

walkways and major

plantings will receive $3.5

million if the new budget is

accepted.

he five year budget plan'

Continued from p.l

requests a yearly amount
sliding from $35 million in

1986 to $27 million in 1990.

Because of the lack of action

on a 1985 capital outlay

budget, the 1986 request

repeats those items
proposed for 1985 and
requests funding for sub-

sequent stages of projects

approved in 1984.

Duffey conducts tour of renovations

ifArena
building a sports center,

including an ice rink.

Yesterday, the trustees

approved a rewording of

that appropriation so that it

may be used to finance the

addition of two needed floors

sibility for completion of the

sports center.

Student fe?s could rise

$100 a year if the building

authority takes respon

sibility for completing the

arena project. Authority

buildings must be paid for

with bonds, not tax money,

and the bonds, like mor

tgages. must be paid off

with student fees.

Proponents of student fee

funding say the project

would be completed sooner

since there would be no

delays while waiting for

state approval of funds.

Student Government
Association co- President

Rick Patrick said he had

received a positive response

Continued from p.l

to his request that an

examination of students'

ability to afford the possible

fee increase be included in

the project's overall

feasibility study.

"It seems logical that by

the time the debt service is

instituted (in several years),

fees (will have) increased

considerably so that an ad-

ditional $100 would make
the University inaccessible

to some people," he said.

A tour of the first academic building to be

renovated at the University of

Massachusetts was conducted yesterday by

Dean F>ederick Bryon and Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffy for the Chancellor's

Executive Committee and the Board of

Trustees.

Renovations and expansion of Goessman

Laboratory to 25.000 feet of laboratory and

office space were completed from May to

September of this year. Goessman was

constructed in 1926.

"This building now has a unique at

mosphere of antiquated windows and high

ceilings, with the shining countertops and

technical computers," commented Chan

cellor Duffy while touring a new organic

chemi-stry laboratory.

"Most of the renovated laboratories are

reclaimed space and have added greatly to

our research capabihties," Dean Bryon

noted.

Although the overall cost has not been

calculated, a special appropriation from the

University's operating budget and part of

the $900,000 capital outlay grant were used

to fund the renovation.

This entire renovation included new
flooring, ventilation systems, plumbing,

power systems, plastering, and painting.

The increased laboratory space is greatly

needed for graduate studies and for con-

tinuing research projects, Bryon said.

Also included in the tour was a lecture on

polymers by D. Richard Stein. Polymers,

long chains of molecules that make up

familiar substances such as plastics, nylon,

polythylene. and polyurethane, are a major

research priority at UMass.

TIM RYAN

Lack ofheatsurprises students

Salvadoran revolutionary to speak
A representative of El Salvador's

Revolutionary Democratic Front (FDR), an

umbrella group for guerrillas fighting

against that country's government will

speak today at the Campus Center.

Alberto Arene, who works in Washingtoor

the FDR as a lobbyist and solidarity

organizer, will give a lecture titled "El

Salvador: Can Duarte Last*" His talk is

sponsored by the UMass economics

department and the Western Mass. Latin

American Solidarity Committee, and will be

at 7:30 p.m. in Room 165.

According to economics professor William

Gibson, Arene was a government official in

El Salvador's first junta, which was formed

in 1979 and included current Salvadoran

president Napoleon Duarte. Gibson said

yesterday that after the government's

collapse six months later. Arene decided "to

get out" because the incoming ad-

ministration "took a big turn to the right."

WMLASC member Cristos Karastamatis

said yesterday that approximately 10,000

Salvadorans were killed per year under this

military junta, which ruled the country for

about three years before Duarte was

elected president last spring.

BUB BURGESS

By GREG BROWN
Cdlegjan Staff

While students shivered in their dorm

rooms. Physical Plant Director Roger

Cherewatti met with contractors

yesterday to arrange "to turn the heat on

as soon as possible."

Cherewatti said the heat could not be

turned on yesterday, despite many

student complaints, because a "scheduling

conflict exists between the Physical

Plant" and the private contractors

working on the baghouse near the Tex-

tbook Annex.

The constructiont the baghouse requires

the use of certain Physical Plant boilers

that are normally used to heat the

residential halls, l^herewatti said.

"I don't want to make any promises I

can't keep, but I hope to have the heat on

by morning, " Cherewatti said yesterday.

John Findley, assistant director of

maintenance and operations, at Housing

Services, emphasized that the rumor

about the Physical Plant refusing to turn

on the beat were not true. "They simply

cannot turn it on yet," he said.

Dormitory residents across campus

expressed dismay at the situation.

Micheal Vasile. 17. a resident of Thoreau,

said, "I'm bummed out. It's tough to

sleep, and we just have to bundle up all

the time."

Brian Kingman. 19. a sophomore who

lives in Thoreau, said. "It's the worst at

night. It's been really, really, cold."

Mark Hubbard. 19. a Brett resident,

.said. "It's been really cold, but not un-

bearable, I hope they hurry up turning on

the heal, though.

"

Sue Weld. 18. who lives in Webster.

exclaimed "Its cold! IT'S COLD!

1 have an electric blanket though. "
she

said.
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Plain Shirt
Available 19 95
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79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002

413-253-3442

Over 150 imported cheeses

* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans

* Bulk teas
• Freshly baked croissants & pastries

* Fresh pasta

Party trays • SPECIAL *

Fresh Peanut Butter 99' lb

Kenyan A. A. $4.99 lb

Mention this ad and receive 10% off

on all Oriental Groceries

Coffee tasting Saturday 10 am to 1 pm
Hours:I)aily 9:30-6:00; Sunday 9:00-1:00

MASS. APm«OVtO
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29*
• Includes Mounting*
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuH Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd
. No Amtiersl. MA

Across Irom Wairoba s SItxe

S49-4704m

White
Navy

xs s m I xl

light weight

warm
100/ polyester

machine washable

photo by
Dwayne Autery

Virgianne

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the
Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
i^iSTORE^

<(V<^

20% - 40% OFF Selected W
RUGS - TAPESTRIES ^

O^^ BLOUSES - SKIRTS - DRESSES

India

Print

Short

Sleeve

T-SHIRTS and TANKS
NOW $4.95

Cotton Turtlenecks - 2/$14.00

20% Off Bamboo Blinds

25% Off Bead Curtains
Mon Sat 10 6

Sunday 12 - 5

k .^MEI^CANTILC

t
A/^*Hf»ST CAI^IHAGf SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

»»»»»»f»***»»»»»*w»»w*»w»»w»»^»».^ww

an evening with

"The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PIVI

F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five College Students,
Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

UMass ID required with student ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and Stop 8- Shop locations

in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and PittsfiQld-

m. N.^ No cans, bottles or recording devices.
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One more for the Gipper?

^Hl.mwm^ WALTEI^ AND I'M VOOR "BlIND PATIE/
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Courses GATE forgot
The Course and Teacher Evaluation

guides are out and seem to be going like

hotcakes. In fact, there are more CATE
guides picked up each day than the

number of women picked at J.R.'s,

Changes, and the Pub combined in an

entire year. Or, to give you a better idea

of the numbers involved, if each copy of

the CATE guide taken from the pallet

outside of the University Store were

placed end to end, well, they wouldn't

quite stretch to the moon, or from

Amherst to Boston even, but I'm sure

you'd have yourself quite a mess.

Anyway, it's amazing that students are

interested in these guides at all. con

sidering that the add/drop period is over,

and if you wanted to change a class, after

reading in the CATE guide that four out of

four respondents had the worst academic

experience of their lives in the very same

class, you wouldn't be able to. unless you

wanted to withdraw and get a big 'W on

your record, which I hear looks as good to

future employers as an arrest for drug

smuggling or assault with a dangerous

weapon.

Not only is the CATE guide late this

year, but I think they left out a few

courses I would have liked to see

evaluated, which I include here for the

benefit of myself and other Collegian

readers who like this sort of thing:

FOOD SCIENCE 171 CHEWING AND
SWALLOWING
Not many respondents enjoyed this

class. Many disliked it intensely. Some
had violent emotional reactions simply

recalling the class and had to be sedated.

One respondent thought "There was too

much time spent on swallowing and not

enough on chewing." and another agreed

saying, "I felt not enough emphasis was

placed on chewing, while swallowing took

up half the semester. " In a slightly dif-

Ed Robinson

ferent criticism a student wrote. "Not

enough lime was spent on that twilight

area between chewing and swallowing,

the time for the decision to swallow." The

lone person who enjoyed this class wrote:

"I feel I swallow much more correctly."

PSYCHOLOGY 527 DEPRESSION
Of the eight respondents, only one en

joyed the class: "I didn't exactly like it.

but I'm not going to kill myself over it."

Another wrote: "I hated this, really. I

hated everything about it. but I don't feel

I have the energy to explain why. It just

doesn't seem worth it." Although the

majority of the evaluators did not enjoy

this class they still recommended it to

others: "It's better than just sleeping and

hanging around watching the paint peel.

"

MANAGEMENT 369 BRINGING THE
BIG BUCKS HOME
Only one person responded. He wrote:

"I enjoyed this class. That's all I'm saying

unless I see .some money on the table."

PSYCHOLOGY 501 HYPNOSIS
An amazing 64 students. 100 percent of

the class, evaluated this course. Typical

comments were, "the best class taught by

the best profes.sor". and "as far as I c£in

remember, this is the best class I've ever

taken. " All the students agreed with this

one: "Professor Mesmer should be given

more money."
BOTANY 105 GENERAL BOTANY
Most students (out of the two who

responded) were satisfied with this class,

although one student was dissatisfied by

the emphasis on plants. "Plants, who
cares about plants?" this student wrote on

the evaluation in a barely legible scrawl.

Ed Robinson is a Collegian correspon-

dent.

Why four more years of the un-

precedented Reign of Error? Why more of-

ficial irresponsibility? People seem to at-

tach minimal weight to such pesty concerns

as human rights, the environment, and the

sunken federal coffers. To make sure, con-

fiscate any dissenting signs and roll the

Young Republicans down to the Mon-

dale/Ferraro rally. The fewer voices in op-

position, the fewer glitches in the Whit«

House public relations project. The conser-

vatives then can simper at the sight of the

media pouring over Ferraro's finances,

while the 1980 Reagan/Bush transition

team remains in a financial fog. Don't

worry. The head of the IRS was a member.

At the Republican convention this sum-

mer, Reagan and Bush both declared that

there was "no place" for racism or any

discrimination in their party. Everyone

roared, the cameras whirred, and America

was beautiful, as indeed it can be and has

been.

But America wasn't so impressive on the

day in Tupelo. Miss, when Mondale was un-

duly harassed by a group of Baptists, bus-

ed in from a nearby segragationist school.

They yelled "Blacks go home" to those in

the audience of a darker skin. These people

have a self-righteous, pig-headed attitude

toward the worid and their proportionate

place in it. They are attracted by Reagan's

brand of nuclear nationalism.

According to the July 15 Ne^v York

Times, the Christian Broadcasting Net-

work and Soldier ofFortune magazine are

among the private groups who shipped $17

million in food, medicine, and uniforms to

Central America. The uniforms and boots

were for the fighters against independence

for Nicaragua. The Air Force resisted fly-

ing the goods free of charge, along with

Thomas Pitoniak

storage. But they gave in "after pressure

from the White House, Pentagon officials

said." The likes of Jerry Falwell and Jim-

my Swaggert have an effective pipeline,

the 700 Club seems U) play a part in shap-

ing national policy, with dem(x:racy falling

by the wayside.

Madison Avenue says peace. Reality

spells war. George Bush accuses the Carter

Administration of "vacillation" in their

foreign policy, yet we have turned our

backs on the Contadora agreement. Last

spring, on trial for mining harbors, we
claimed to support all efforts toward a

negotiated settlement. But there really is

no reason to doubt that, for our interests,

we prefer the "divine intervention" of the

contras.

The elections in Nicaragua may be in-

significant, if the opposition continues to

refuse to register. They have good reason

to fear a public relations disaster, but why
not see if the people support them? The

thought of virtual Somozistas re-taking the

country might not sell in Managua, even if

it does in Dallas.

Win one in Nicaragua for the Gipper.

Leave it to Gen. Paul Gorman, leader of the

U.S. Southern Command. He had an idea

last winter that was no joke. According to

Neu<ifU)eek (March 19. 1984). CIA-pilote<l

planes would "patrol the skies over El

Salvador, using rapid-firing cannon to

break up rebel troop concentrations."

Lights, camera, disaster.

Thomas Pitoniak is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Letters to the Editor

students paying for

quality education

This is in response to Kevin Dwyer's let-

ter in reference to the CATE Guide (Tues-

day's CoUegian) We welcome constructive

criticism of the CATE Guide and ap-

preciate ideas from the University com-

munity.However, Ehvyer's complaint was

in disagreement with the very premise of

the Guide. He says we should "...stop com-

plaining about our rights, realize that we

are indeed privileged to be here, lisfen to

our professors and learn." While we do feel

privileged to be here, we also pay heavily

for this privilege, and have the right to

receive a quality education. The CATE
Guide serves as a vehicle for students to

consider the opinions of their peers and to

learn that their own ideas and rights are

important.

We agree that more student input is

necessary. We are also sorry that the books

were distributed late due to a foul-up at the

printers. We would like to thank all of the

students who did turn in their evaluation

!orms and also Rabbi Saul Permutter for

turning in his own copies of student evalua-

tions to us.

We are sorry Dwyer did not like the

evaluation he received. Perhaps next year,

if he encourages more students to turn in

CATE forms, the evaluation will be more

to his liking. Kathleen Offenhartz

CATE Coordinator

Gayle Wintjen

Chair, Academic Affairs

What the issues are
in Central America
On Sept. 27. in a most pathetic example

of intellectual sterility and narrow-

mindedness guest columnist Peter Dow ex-

pressed his ignorance about what's at stake

in Central America. According to Dow the

only problems in Central America are the

"communist guerrillas" and the Soviet

Union. As far as he is concerned, there

never was any problem anywhere in Cen-

tral America until the "Reds" came.

I am afraid Dow. with his self-confident

ignorance will fail to explain why the U.S.

has been intervening militarily in that im-

poverished part of the world since 1898

(with the invasion of Cuba), because there

was NO Soviet Union until 1917.

It does not take a communist to make the

Salvadorian peasants realize they have

been living in abject misery for decades

now, while 80 percent of the land has been

owned by a small oligarchy of 14 families,

while the death squads along with the

military have been waging an internal,

bloody and sadistic war against all

dissidents in the last 50 years, ever since a

massive peasant uprising was crushed by

the U.S.-backed (General Hernandez.

The Reagan administration has spon-

sored an election in El Salvador, a country

torn by civil war. No country on this planet

except Israel. Thateher's England, South

Africa and a few other right-wing Latin

American dictatorships have recognized

these elections as anything close to a

legitimate election.

If these elections are actual elections,

then would Dow explain why the opposition

is forced to have a clandestine radio sta-

tion. Does Mondale have to use a

clandestine radio station to explain his

views?

The facts about Central America are

staggering: 45,000 civilians torttu-ed to

death by right-wing death squads since

1979 (our former ambassador Robert

White has recognized that!).

One and a quarter billion dollars (from

the taxpayers) were given to the brutal

regime of El Salvador by the Reagan ad-

ministration since 1980.

If Dow questions any of these facts, I will

more than welcome public debate.

Sal Assad
Amherst

Diametrically opposed

to 'misguided' column
As I read down me opinion page of the

Collegian Tuesday, I was confronted by an

article that really grabbed my attention. As

I read of Rita Murphy tearing apart Alpha

Phi Omega's homecoming queen contest, I

could not believe that anyone could be so

petty and misguided.

Firstly I found myself chuckling because

the article itself proved absolutely nothing!

Half of the time, the author sang praise to

the noble cause of the fraternitiy and then

turned around and tore them down. She

also restricted her condemnation to this

one specific contest and left the major

pageants, such as the Miss America, stan-

ding unscathed on the grounds that it was

not judged solely on looks. What's the dif-

ference if you are judged solely on looks or

partially on looks, the basic idea is just the

same. In addition, the analogies between

the Royalty Contest, walking on the moon

and slavery are absurd. Walking on the

moon was a great technological step for

man. Emancipation of the slaves was a

great step for racial equality. What will the

abolition of beauty contests prove?

It's quite obvious that the contest is for a

good cause. And as the author made

perfectly clear, the Royalty Contest is a

tradition. Every year, for a good 20 years

or more, Alpha Phi Omega and a multitude

of other organizations have been electing a

homecoming queen. As far as I've been

able to tell and as far as the wrinners are

concerned, this is an honor. How can

anybody call this "oppression"? The girls

who entered this contest were hardly sub-

jugated and forced into entering by strong

arm tactics.

Finally, the author, in her implication

that this harmless little beauty contest is an

affront to all womanhood, overstepped her

bounds. I personally know of a large

number of women who are diametrically

opposed to Rita Murphy and I'm quite sure

that the contestants in the Royalty Contest

disagree as well. Until the day that Rita

Murphy can speak for nearly every single

woman under one opinion, she does not

have enough of a base to ask Alpha Phi

Omega to have "the courage and

foresight" to abolish their contest. When
that day does come, Rita, then I hope you

have "the courage and foresight" to stand

up again.
Stephen Van Doren

Orchard Hill
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You can't afford
to overlook this!

• Special Student Membership •

* REDUCED RATES*
• COMPLIMENTARY VISIT*

I.Mvlf« th« arM In January? That's no proMwn

at tha Hampshira FHnaas Cantar

Join now and take advantage of our /month

Student Special Your membership will njn

from October-December and from Febatary-May,

tn conjunction with your academic year

Not leaving in January? Take advantage of our

other membership options

What better time to taKe advantage of this

healthy oHer and start looking good and feeling

great' Call or stop by today!

HAMPSHIRE FITHCSS CCMTER featunng

* Indoor Olympicslze Pool

* Tennis

* Nautilus. Olympic. Universal & Free Weights

* Jacuzzi Whirlpool

* Saunas

* Snack Bar

* Individualized Fitness Programs

* Special Medical Programs

* Computenzed Fitness Evaluations

* Nutntional Counseling

* Swim & Tennis Lessons & Chnics

* Massage Therapy

CONVENIENT HOURS 7 days/week Mon-Fh 6am- 1 0pm

Weekends 8am-9pfn

Umltad to ttM first 100 staidMitsl

HAMpslniRE

rxy FiTNESS Center
QATt MOUSe ROAO-AMMtRST MA

256-6446

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR

DECEMBER
GRADUATES

GFOX
representatives will be on campus

TODAY

to answer questions and provide information

on Management Careers.

Stop by our

Open House

Faculty Lounge, School of Managemc.:*

Between 10 am and 4 pm,

Bring a copy of your resunit?, if iiviiil.ible.

Casual Dress/Light Rt'f rt'shnients

WHERE'S THE BEEF?

Photo by Dwayne Autery Chris C Lisa M Lisa O.

Two Tone Hooded Sweatshirt -

25% OFF ONLY $13 .46 Rea $1795

Open
M-F 9-5

Assorted Colors sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Cent?r

f^jUNIVERSITY
¥STORE*

Tonite from 8 pm to 12 am
Budlight Night

Free prizes & the Budweiser Robot will be on hand

FREE Hamburgers, Hot Dogs and Munchies

2 for 1 Mixed Drinks

Women arriving before 10 pm receive a

complimentary first drink

- NO COVER -

Available for catered private parties and semi-formals

at the lowest prices

Changes RT. 9 AMHERST 256-8284

Hypercurricula

THE CAl'K VERDEAN
STUDENT ALLIANCE -
Meeting Thursday. Oct. 4.

at 5:00 p.m. in the New
Africa Mou.se. Cuesl person
Ray Allavera. from the

Embassy of Cape Verde, will

discuss the future
development and growth of

the ('.V.S.A. New members
welcomed.

QUEST FOR POWER ~ A
documentary film by Saul

Landau and Frank Diamond
concerning the rise (if the

New Right and fa.scism in

America. CC 101 A:M) and
7:(K)p.m.

ITALIAN CULTURAL
SOCIETY SLIDE
PRESENTATION - Slide

presentation of the Italian

Alps, including the region

Val d'Aosta and the city of

Lucca. Wine and chee.se.

Given by an Italian graduate
student! All welcome!! 8:00

p.m. 3rd Floor Herter
Lounge

THE CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION - Our
first meeting of the

semester will include Rible

and denominational
readings, and testimonies of

healing through prayer. All

those interested are

welcome. 4:30 5:30 p.m. CC
165 169

RADICAL STUDENT
UNION GENERAL
MEETING - We will

di.scuss upcoming events,

review the past weeks
activities and decide how we
can best move forward.

Campus Center 5:30 p.m.

ASIAN A .M ERICA N
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION MEETING
— Our third meeting will be

a lot of fun. Come and share

ideas. See you there. 7:00

p.m. Campus Center

MICHAEL SlULOH TO
Sl'E.AK - Israels Consul

(ieneral to New England,

the Hon. Michael Shiloh will

give an "Update on the

Middle East" on Thur.sday,

Oct. 4th at 7:00 p.m. in 112

Herter

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP
PROJECT MEETING -
The Women's Leadership
Project will meet on
Thursday, October 4 at 4

p.m. ('ome learn to speak
up. 4:00 415 Sudent Union

THE WRITING CENTER
— The Writing ('enter

offers free, confidential peer

tutoring for all University

students. Bring any
assignments as writini?

project. Drop in. No ap-

pointment ne<'essary. 7:00

9:00 pm- Pierpont

Classroom S.W.

USED RECORDS & TAPES

ii^ DYNAMITE RECORDS^^ PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE! ^
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LEARN -FLY

HELP WANTED
BREAKFAST

and
LUNCH
SHIFTS

Apply
HADLEY

BURGER KING
RT9

LEISURE TOURS & TRAVEL, LTD.

PRESENTS

College Party Weekend

Montreal
MOVT'ntWI / ) *

tar

YOUR TOUR INCLUDES.
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UMass Transit Service
presents the

|

Fall Training Program
for Bus Driving jobs.

j

100 applications will be given out
j

on Thurs. Oct. 4th at 7:00 pm in CC 917
|

You Must:
. . I

- have 3 -i- semesters remaining at UM
|

- be at least 18 yrs old
|

- Have had a license for a year
|

Bring proof of your class year

(no id's) to the meeting

for further info, call 545-0056

women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply

UMTS is AA/EO employerI I

Ihh .i.i...n..... ..•••• """"" '""""" "• ""• """ ""'

TONIGHT
Thursday, Oct. 4th

$4.00 at the door

I The B. WILLIE SMITH Band C'vion Down an' Get Down

TOMORROW NIGHT
Friiay, Oct. 5th

DUO r>ANCECENTRICITY
Two DJ's '^ixing-Up a Dance-Storm

THE DANCE )EMON
D.J. ANDREW WOLFE of ISS 108 FM Boston

Saturday O t . 6th

Everyone is waiting to hear t j 80's Dance Sound of

PHOEBE *NOW

JUNIOR WALKER und the ALLSTARS
Friday Oct. 26th

Pearl Street is the place to dance Wed. thru Sat.

Wednesday Nigh is Ladies Night

No Cover jr women
Positive l.b.'s required at the door. Photo Driver's License A.B.C. Card

It mm smm HimmMPm. hh. minun

T
KrfT;K̂/ifi,'-iifi^-iigt'iii^^r<i!-i.ei^^ ,Je5»;J5*;ii-5e5e5««^*e8»!J8««^^

Vlull
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THE
WORLIJ
IS

YOUR
CAMPrS

T^O AJIOUND-THE-WORLI)
S/UUNGS fACH YEAR

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh. Semester at Sea offers students a

superior full semester academic program and supporting field experiences.

This one semester full credit experience is available to qualified students from

all accredited colleges and universities.

More than 60 vovage related umversin murses Facult\ i.lrawii from ihe rniM-r^nv • f

Pittsburgh and inher leading universiiie>. augmenied b\ MMtin^ .trea expcri>

Optional lours, including special tours into the Peoples Republic of China, available

Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed The > s Vnuvrs^' i^

fu!l\ air conditioned. 18.000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America

for a fr«« c«lor ter*cli«rc, write: SemeMer at Sea, UCIS, U«ii%ei»ii, .

Plttakwtk, Perkc* Q«adr»nglc, Pittakvrtk, PA 1 526«. or caU toU fr««

(SOD) »54-«l>5 (! Pc«iiaylv««l« <4U) «14-4«J1>.

Student Representative will be in the Campus Center

Oct. 9 fronn 6:30 to 9 Roonn 174-176

Oct. 10 from 6:30 to 9 Room 165-169

Oct. 11 from 6:30 to 9 Room 101

Flr^ancial AkJ is available to quall^ atudantt

Thursday, October 4, 1984

^TiiiBfrslAS, HILL
,;S-fy»XON. REAGOIM,

^iDS, THUGS, WOLVES.
iw^z»c:QUINS, CAT, BIRD, CAPES,
DEVILS, ACCESSORIES WHIPS,

ovwv.r,^« ^SSES, BEARDS, IVlP.USlACafi?'

NOSES, TARS, TEETH, BEAGLE

GELS, GLITTER
STRAKS, C
WiGS-tlflJ
LqOioWrJ(
b6wl
bill:m

,GOWNSrtl
SWORD&^l

5.TA
NOSI
MAKEUI

grRlks^'cREAMs: ^n^^own r;;;,;^t"6;i.y^x...:sun i2»

>»*»? n'f*

Fine Arts^tenter

CnncertClHall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS AT AMHERST

^\\s\o\\Md^

SWAN
LAKE
HbuMm aoll«i OcKffUro

TUISDAY.OCTf. aPM
TK:KfT$:$l3,$n $»

BOSTOM
CHAMBER
MUSIC
SOCIETY

OUKf ULINCTON S

j°piii;iiaKD|feicr
Noi.oool B»oo<*wov Tovunfl Compony Produd.or

SUNDAY OCT 14. JPM. MM
TICKtIS: »J1 JO. iJO.50. lU SO

Five College Siudenis Half-Price. Tickets ovoiloble ai Fine Aris

Cenier Box OHice, Springfield Civic Center, end DATATIX Ouileis

CdII (413) 545-2511 or 1.800-243-4842 *"^

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER
presents

Eugene O'Neill's

DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS
October 1113. 17 20

Into the harsh but beautiful New England countryside O'Neill

weaves a powerful tale of love. lust, and murder One of the

world's greatest tragedies by one of Amenca's greatest playwrights

William Shakespeare's

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
December 6-8. 12 15

Spend a summer night in December at the Rand Theater Warm

yourself with one of Shakespeare's most hilarious comedies

replete with a procession of mis- matched lovers and frolicking

faeries, kings, and queens in the most bewitched

forest you will ever visit

All Curtalm *r« al 800 PM
Rsnd Thmtt. Flo* Ar1« C*nt»i

Untvcrtllv of M««»»€:hu»«M» Department ol Th«al«

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND
Save 25% off ticket prices

PImh clipclip and mall to Rand Tl..at« TIck.ta. Fin. Art. C.nl« Bo. OIHi» Unlv.r.ltv ol Ma...chuwlt. Amli.t.1 MA 01003

YES. ,1 WANT TO SAVE 25*'ON MY TICKETS

NAMt _ .

STREET

CITY __

I wish to order .

STATE PHOM
Rarid Th*aier sub»criplionlsl al $b (H) each and ot

S4 rXI each (or th* (ollowing Ai\W% ipWas* circl* on? dale for each produci"

DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS October 11 12 H \' I
"

A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM Oecembei -

,<^f^^\ «4>nir»f r\\\Tvr\ vlh^TiptKWl'^ .11

PHONE VOUR MASTER C ARD VISA
ORDER IN TODAY AT

(4131 545 2ill TollFr»«

I 800 243 4S42

Erxloied please tmd m\. ^ heck for $_ made payable to Fine Arls Cenier Box Office

You may ctiarge »ub;cr,ptton to my MASTERCARD __ _ or VISA _ .
Acci-

Exp.ratior Avz Signature _—
Patron % wth diwounied lirkei« mu«i «hoi» appropriate ID at the door

Thursday, October 4, 1984!

ColicUlan 9

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

^ . MIOifiBLPOOUe^

^^1

Today 8Weather

Partly sunny, breezy and

cool, highs in the fiOs. Fri-

day will be sunny with highs

in the TOs

Bloom County By Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BMSmS ANPA560mP

WHICH r^U)N6 I /
A60ce/y(nePT0
PMLwrrH

\

r\
9

Edited by Trudc Mkhel Jaffe

UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

SIT IN Tm LOUNCrBj

AMD WATCH TV

-1 J *^53*

NO FwKNiTuR.ij

Ar^ynoR£

^
'ALL rye louncb
FURNiTvKE 1^

SouWweST iV/15

O/V/OfD UP TO
MAKE THlAJOS
MORE tQuAL IN

ORSf^T... KINO OF LIKE

COMSATTING 9TARV^I0N
By MAKiNCr arnefis, fast.

31

32

Gorde by Gorde

ACROSS
1 Broutiatia

5 Products o( the

Netherlands

10 Doorframe
14 Ships gaff

15 Daughters of

Zeus
16 Single

17 Cougar
18 Turn away
19 fide

20 Burst with

laughter

23 Tennis court

barrier

24 Cross out

25 Heraldic

devices

29 Greek market

place
Slow, to Verdi

Declare

positively

33 River ot

N England

37 Before hero or

trust

38 On the loose

39 Do nothing

40 Trees, e g
41 Homophone of

lane

42 Self assurance
43 coming

(enterprising)

45 Focal point

46 Vendor
49 Rhine feeder

50 Thrilled

56 Negative
contraction

57 Gabriel

Rossetli

58 Rainbow
60 There is a

61 State

62 Paul Bunyan's

dog
Red, White and

blue
loianthe'

choristers

65 Overwhelmed

3 Moisture

4 Certain exam
5 Gladdens
6 Golfer's no-no

7 The score for

K^ary Lou
Ration

8 Stable

inhabitant

9 Commits to

writing

10 Reioicing

11 Negative

battery

terminal

12 19th cen
French painter

13 Worldly wise

21 Involved (with)

22 Weigh! of India

25 Applaud
26 City near

Lake Tahoe
27 Duck, in

Berlin

28 Excites

29 Shy away
from

30 Graduation
wear

32 Actor Arkin

34 Blue pencil

35 Otherwise

36 f^erlin, for one
38 Got excited

42 Llama land

44 Foot Lat

45 Prances
46 Rotisseries

47 Venner,"

Holmes novel

48 hand
(help)

49 Michaelmas
daisy

51 Assignation

52 Poker stake

53 Caravel of 1492

54 Worker gang
55 Sign on

59 Turf

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

R A J A S M A S T
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63

64

DOWN
1 Cookbook abb'

2 Musical

composition

1 ? 3 4

1

b 6 7 1 9

1

10 1 1 17 13

u lb 16

17

L_
ia 14

?o

pPi ?9 30

11

I ?3

3?

?4

Aid!P

3a

31

1
1

IJ 34 J5 36

37
39
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p 4t

43

41

44

47

St 6?

4S

^ IBBH
SO

53 54
'

S6

1

57

1

5t 59

60 61 67

63 64 65
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

6«<i2j its beeA c?^

Wf,T^ ; »^\i fenror •V .^ q\\.

Maintenance Person Wanted

Person needed for nnaintain equipment and

general office cleaning. Mechanical aptitude

and workstudy required. Mourning hours,

Mon - Fri.

Apply in person

9am - 4pm Mon - Fri

113 C.C. ( Collegian office)

The Lab by Law

\H\ltHT\Oti\ ITS' ENERGY
,

EFFICIENr, HOXi POUUTlNC,
NUCLEAR PKEE. HI-TECH
ANPCHEAf ^O |V\AKE!

"but thats a smauN
pROBLEr^ coraPAREp y

TO WHAT IT OOESHtJ

D.C. Menu
Lunch

Hamburg on roll

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Dinner

Chicken Hawaiian with Hoomalimali Sauce

Sausage Grinder

Basics Lunch
Golden Burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Basics Dinner

Stir Fry Vegetables and Tofu

Chicken Hawaiian with Hoomalimali Sauce
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• HELP WANTED •
Junior Manager Butterfield Kitchen

for Spring 85 and next academic year

Free Room and Board

15-20 hrs/week at $4.25/hr

Application available at

Butterfield Dorm Kitchen

until October 19th

HEAD TO TOE

Leather Corlet

^atm^

<î
SS^

^^ '9.^^^ ^ ^ Cocktail Lounge ^ '^^^ ^

^ 99* BAR DRINKS ^.„ ^^ p^ \

Party with Crazy George ^

Rt. 9 Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall) j

Presents

SHOES

DKtmC

i-^'*

Heads up.
Register andVote.

Get on line
witliout
waiting
inline. &

University Computer
Center

OCT. 1 WORCESTER DC
OCT. 2 CAMPUS CENTER

OCT. 2 FRANKLIN DC
OCT. 3 CAMPUS CENTER

OCT. 3 BERKSHIRE DC
OCT. 4 HAMPSHIRE DC
OCT. 9 CAMPUS CENTER

4:30 pm - 6:30 pm

10:00 am - 2:00 pm
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

4:30 pm
4:30 pm

10:00 am -

- 6:30 pm
- 6:30 pm
12:30 pm

UMASS BIG VOTE '84

MASSPIRG SCERA SGA Third World Affairs Student Senate

Frontlash MASSPIRG Northeast Area Gov't Peacemakers Public Policy

Radical Student Union SCERA SGA Presidents Office SSAM Third World Affairs

UMass College Republican Club

"UntoeUevatole!"
It's not bad enough doing endless hours of

riomewoiR tor your computer courses To

make a lough situation worse you've got to

plan on spending precious time standing

in line every lime you wranlloget on line

And your odds on gelling a print out by the

time you need it are about as good as get

ling seats to a Michael Jackson concert

That IS. of course, unless you do your com
puter homework at the Computer Access

Center

16 cliairs, no waiting!
The Computer Access Center is a unique

workspace that offers everything you need

U) do all of your computer work, in one

COMPiJTER

place, at one lime We rent our facilities by

ihe hour or semester for as long as you

need them, right in the center of Amherst

Finally you've got an alternative to using

your school's crowded facilities or renting

a terminal for the whole semester

The Access Center has it all 16 work sta

lions fully equipped with computers and

terminals, complete modem systems that

allow you to tie in to Cyber VAX or any

other mainframe that you have the access

code for, on site letter quality and dot

matrix printers for instant print outs, and

experienced and knowledgeable computer

pros always on duty to help you

Of course, the best part is that at Computer
Access Center you don't have to waste pre

cious time standing in line Now you can

plan ahead and reserve time on a terminal

that will be waitirgjuslforyou

So what are you waiting for'' Call today

and see for yourself how easy and inexpen

sive renting tune on a computer can be

CENTER INC.

Tix on sale Monday Sept. 24

R.E.M.
Monday Oct. 15

F.A.C. UMass

Students S7.50 & 58.50

General Public $9.50 & S 10.50 Tickets Still Available

I Mass lO required wiih student ticket

ickc»..n«lri. F.ntAr(»i*nifr.Sprin((ficM( ,.„ <.i-n(rr iiidS„,p& Sh..p l,»at...n» in North*mpton.

Holyiike. Ciieentirld ind Fiiuhtld Ni.iim, txnilrs ..r r«..rvlmK Jr^ '"^

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Golfers third
in NE tourney
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

NEW SEABURY The University of Massachusetts golf

team finished third out of a 42 school field in the New
England Championships this past weekend at the New
Seabury Country Club.

The Minutemen came from 17th place after the first day

to finish third. Central Connecticut won the tourney with

the University of Hartford finishing second.

"It's our best finish in many years," said Minutemen coach

Jack Leaman. "Despite the rainy conditions, all of the

players golfed well for us and we did very well."

Individually, sophomore Tim Smith was 12th overall with

a 155 over the two days. Junior Brian Fitzgerald was 16th

with a 150. Charhe Ross was 20th with a 157. Overall, the

Minutemen registered a score of 629.

Other UMass golfers included Joe I'etrin with a 161 and

Tyley Shearer with a 166.

The Minutemen score the fifth best score on the tougher

of the two courses used, according to Leaman.

"The course we played on during the first day was as

tough a course as we've seen," said the veteran coach.

"We scored a ;W4 the next day (after a 325 the first day) on

the easier course, that was the third best score of the

tourney,"

UMa.ss beat such highly regarded teams as Yale (Division

1 playoff represenlalivesl and Providence College.

7flO*9»0 9300-1OX)O 10:00-11:00 1l:00-CLOSE

50* D«wk» 75* Drinks 1.25 Drinks 1.75 Drinks

ON SITE HOUKLy/sEMESTER KENTAIiS 256-1213

79 South Pleasant Street Amherst MA vn leH rear of P^^ief Pan terminal building)

Mon.Thurs. 9 amU pm, Fri 9 am-6 pm, Sat. -Sun 10 am-6 pm

8 FREE HOUBS OF COMPUTER TIME !

V
Tonight - Thursday Night

if field hockey
We came out fighting.

UMass is one of the best

respected teams in the

country. They have a lot of

individual talent with Megan

Donnelly. Pam Moryl, and

Judy Morgan, and they have

a tremendous coach in

Pam."
Hixon also had kind words

for her former Colleagues

and current adversaries.

"It was fun today; they're

good people. It's nice to

know that they (Yale) are

getting some good coaching.

1 know the best interests of

field hockey are at heart at

Yale, " said Hixon.

It took UMass a little less

than three minutes to take

the lead. With the Yale

defense spread out around

the goal. Maura Coughlin

took qckKefxsqsqu.ss acro.ss

the middle and blasted the

ball past a vulnerable Yale

goalie, Nada Sellers from

four yards out.

The Minutemen took even

Call today, mention this ad and use one of our

computers for two hours at no cost'

Offer good during bus'ness hours Monday
through Friday until October 1 5th

UHINGE

Catch all the Action

American League Playoffs
j

Cuntiniu'dfri'm page 12

le.ss time in notching their

final goal of the afternoon.

.\fter only a minute and fifty

seconds had elapsed,

Kennedy took w close shot

that deflect tnl off another

player's stick.

The ball floated over the

head of helpless Sellers and

dropped in the goal just as

the goalie turned around to

locate the ball.

The rest of the half looked

much Hke the first with

UMass' offense keeping

Sellers busy and the

Minuteman defense turning

back whatever threat Yale

could muster.

Overall UMass outshot

Yale 19 4. Sellers saved

fourteen of UMass' shots

(three went wide). Kathryn

Rowe stopped all of Yale's

shots on her way to her first

shutout this season. UMass
was awarded fourteen

penalty corners, Yale only

seven.

Cubs beat Padres,
take 2-0 series lead

olleGiAn classifie
Monday - 1 hursday 8:45

• 10 consecutive

3:45 • l-nday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number free

AOVERTISINQ

screens fcx dorms and Greeks MTV"
video music cell 549-7144

UTTice Apply
646^1341

406E Student Ur>ion,

I FREE in tlie RIVER VALLEY AD
Advertise itsfns you went to seM or buy. Call

5P948e

AUTO FOR SALE

Raclt-A'Dlac RackA-Vldeo entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys.
Bands and Video CM 549^7144

WICKED AND WILD OJ'e audio and
visual entertainment for tfNi 80's 584-6712

Hon4a 1% Civic hatchlMck; 2 door. 4

speed, runs well, good body $1500. CsH

536 2159 after 5 PM

74 Muateng Qhia 4AT 73000 mi excaHant

conditions »1100 call 5494716

74 Porvttac Ventura 3 spaed std no ruat

njns great call Steve eves 549-7818 etO or

80

6 College Sound the best In party and "^

dance muarc. Can S08O246 or 586-7888

Housebroken, beatthy. Call 548-5609 (din

nertima is best) found in Newnnan Canter
Parking Lot

Mens watch found in Hasbrouck 124 on
Oct 1 To Identify call 86&2470

HELP WANTED

Housepeople wanted. Homecooked
meets in exchange for light kitchen cleenup

call 546-2150 ask for Jim

Ambitious college student needed part

time to organize a Rock ar)d Art Fair. Very

rewarding role 536-3890 anytinfe

FOR RENT

Orte and two bedroom apta. On bus route

cats okay AH utilities included. Wmsburg
268^3624 564 3096

FOR SALE
1873 Cuttaes Supreme 4 door good shape

new brakes upholstry battery $725 Call

before 4 30 Cheri 549-4136

lira Suburu.' four speed t1S60 call

286^8487

VoTlis 73 runs greet, need to sell now tTSO
firm 5491356 David

1872 pFnto runs great tiny rust spoU 1375

886«316

Vega Wagon 71 new clutch , brakes, steer

ing box Body v good 546-7066 ask for Tim

keep trying

74 VW Bug a must sea' Only tSOi Need
money fo' lab fees Call Frank 546-8643

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Reck A
Video enterteinmeni Qiani 10 and 15 fool

+ L F 100 electric guhar black w/caae

Excellent cond »375 firm 549 2797

Synere S3X electric drum excellent condi

tion $85 or BO 549^2797 after 6

1S81 Pioneer HPM-GOb stereo speekers
<• ^;.ent condition great sound' $140 call

Andy 6 1 140 after 9 PM

2 ten-apeed bicyclea for sale good condi

tion $86 each Call 263 7975

Qrateful Deed ticketa Wore Centrum Oct

9 four available best offer Ed 546-7942

Digltel Decwrlter w/modam and paper

Ideal lor Cybet 549 5216

FOUND

I kitten. 2-3 rrwtths old.

RetaH Salae poeltlons full and part tima
Advanced Video 28 North King St. Nor-
thampton 586-6601

People'a Market is lookir>g for new collac-

tive memtjers for fall '84 We need herd
workers, people with ability to n>eintain a

strong committment and willingnees to

work beyond floor hours Tfteee are musts.
Experience with merketing. advertiair>g. arv]

managing helpful Work lO*- hours per

week at $3 66 per hour Applications

available at People's Market, located at rear

of the Student Union Women, people of

color, handicapped, gay. lesbian and older

students are encourgaed to apply

Computer progremmer Part tima opening

lor person experlienced with POP 11 or

VAX computers UNIX, or MACRO 11

Amherst based company, developino com
munications end real time control software

IS looking fof someone able to work part

time dunng the school year, with full time

employment during intersession and the

Summer Excellent opportunity' For infor

mstion call 549-6894

Help wented Motivated students for 10

hours- week positions in Ihe SGA Presidents

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours including classroom

arwl shop Limited enrollnfient 253-2088

LOST

VW Kaya and derm kay taat Tuaa. vary

important, if found call 546-5436 ask for Jim

Happy Birthday Roaamaryl

Help Wanted Junior Menager ButterfieM

Kitchen for spnng '86 and next academic

yeer free room ar>d board 15-20 hrs/wk at

4.25 applications available at: Butterfield

Dorm Kitchen until Oct 19

Congratulations to the new pledgee of

Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa Psi:

Lynn, Karen, April, Jen, Ruth, Jodi, Tom,

Steve, Gene, Joel, Brian, Andy Good
Lucki

Hay Big ML.. Happy 18th Birthday to the

bast sister there is' You're finally getting up

therei I'm so glad you're harei You're great'

Love ya, JL^

Shara ft Stave Happy Winnie B Day the

day is approaching Count

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 bdrm nawl Nonamoker, on bus route, H
of 4754 call Peter 253-7871 keep trying!

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's #1

Student /Budget Travel Agency. Free

catalog, cell (6171 296-1926 or write, 729

Boylston St. Suite 201, Boston, MA 2116

WeakendlrTMontraal. Only $79 Boston

Bruins geme optional. Don't be fooled by

tours that offer stading room only We have

good seats. Contact: Kim 546-5126

THE JOURNEY HAS BEGUN

PROFESSIONAL
TYPtNQ SERVICE

VOCALIST WANTED

Vocaliat wented IW or F) to front working

R & R band Experienced, dedicated profes

sionals only please 5492797 256-8079 after

6 pm keep trying

PERSONALS

Caah for Collage available $16.6 million

uncleimed send $1 00 (refundeblel results

guaranteed S OR 49 10 Down.ng Si Fall

River, Mess 02723

Chriatian
Science
Monitor

Concise nstional & international news, dai

ly Speciel student and faculty rates mtor

metion and free copy at CC Concourse teWe

all day Thursday

Papars, Caaaa. Olaaartattona, The
on campus low rates guaranteed accep-

tance Nancy 584-7924 WANTED

large badroom In

SAFA

Female to shere
Townahouae call

Daad'^TIckata wantadull 546^153

Student's Advocating Financial

Assistance will hold the orgenizational in

troductory meeting Tues ,
Oct 9th CC 168,

at 7 pm' NEW MEMBERS are ENCOURAG
EO to attend

I nbad any extra Dead tickets you have
call JR 2S3-7622

Naadaa two Qrataful Dead ticket* for

Virginia and N Carolina call Jim 549 1727

An impressive technological journey began over

three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company.

Today with more than 90 diverse technologies

ranging from sub-micron electronics to large scale

systeiTJs, youU find Hughes people forging new

discoveries, new futures.

Become part of the Hughes tradition of

technological firsts, if your degree is in:

Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing

or Industrial Engineering, Computer

Science, Physics, Electronics Technology.

Requirements may vary Check with your

placement office about Hughes company-wide

opportunities at any one of 12 Southern California

locations and Tucson, Arizona

Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations,

Dept NC, Bldg. C2/B178, P O Box 1042, El

Segundo, CA 90245 Equal Opportunity

Employer Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required

Hughes representatives will be on campus

October 10
(Sec your placement office for an appointment

HUGHES

CHICAGO (AP) Bob

Oernior transformed speed

into a pair of Chicago runs

and Steve Trout continued

to silence San Diepo bats

Wednesday as the Cubs beat

the Padres 4 2 to take a 2

lead in the National League

championship series.

The Cubs moved to within

a game of advancing to their

first World Series since

1945.

Trout. 13 7. gave up only

five hits, struck out two and

walked three before giving

way w'th one out in the

ninth to Lee Smith.

Smith struck out Carmelo

Martinez and got Terry

Kennedy on a fly ball to

preserve the victory.

Dernier, the Cub's speedy

centerfielder, manufactured
two important runs by going
from first to third on a

ground ball before scoring in

the first, and stealing a base

and scoring in the fourth.

In between, the Cubs
.scored twice in the third

inning on a double by Ron
Cey and a sacrifice fly by
catcher Jody Davis.

For the second straight

day, the National League
used amateur umpires to

replace the striking

regulars. Although not

flawless, their performance
was without serious con-

troversey. Both Gary
Metthews and Ron Cey have
13 playoff RBI apiece, two
fewer than San Diego's

Steve Garvey.

ON CAMPUS

UMassRankings
The University of Massachusetts placed three in the

Top 20 in national rankings released yesterday.

The women's soccer team tied George Mason for third

in the Division 1 poll as voted by the coaches. The fieW

hockey team stayed at seventii in the Division 1 coaches

poll.

In a major surprise, the men's soccer team, winners of

only three games last season, were I2th in the Division 1

poU with a 5-1-2 record.
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Women go to 6-1-2

with shutout win
Seta, Bowsher tally forminutemen
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

FARMINGTON. CONN. -The University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team

solidified their claim as New England's

team with a solid 2 win over second

ranked liniversity of Connecticut Wed
nesday night.

The third ranked Minutemen shut down

the Huskies oulshooting them 30 10,

dominating the game offensively. It was

UConns first loss of the year.

The key was UMass aggressfveness.

They beat UConn, now 811, to the ball and

made things happen.

•"I thmk it was a good game," co-captain

Lori Stukes said. "We out played them

offensively and defensively. We really

proved oursi'lves out there."

Freshmen Kristen Bowsher set the tone of

the game early as she popped a shot off the

post with a little under two minutes i^nrie in

the ganu'.

Monica Seta put the Minuiemen on the

board as she rifled a shot from 23 yards out

after a Jolie DePauw pass. Seta's shot, at

the 3.^:40 mark of the first half, sailed into

ihe right side of the net.

"It came down to whoever was hot on a

given day. We made and created our

chances. It was the best I've seen them

play." said a jubilant head coach Kalekeni

Banda.

Seta had an outstanding game, as she
lustled all over the field. Stukes, Chris

Schmidt, and Sue Bird also excelled.

"UMass beat us to the ball," UConn coach
I^en Tsantiris said. "It threw our game way
off. We didn't play as well as we could

have. It's still early in the season."

Massachusetts, now 6 12, scored the

clincher at the 72:15 mark of the second

half.

The Huskies' Elanor Cheever was call

ed for a hand ball inside the penalty area

and UMass was awarded a penalty shot.

Bowsher rifled a shot into the right side"

of the net for her second penalty shot goaf

of the year and a 2-0 UMass lead.;

Bowsher also scored the winning goal on

a penalty shot against the University of

California-Sanla Barbara.

"This is exactly what we needed," Banda

said. "We know that we can go out and heat

the best. We have the players, they're just

young."

Iluskie goalie Laura Skaza made 11 saves

while UMass' Jeanne Paul was only called

upon to make two stops.

The game was played before 500 spec-

tators at Tunxis Mead Park and was the

first UConn women's home game ever held

off the Stoors campus. UMass snapped a

three game undefeated streak for UConn.

The win was UMa.ss' third in a row and the

third shoutout in a row for goalie Paul.

UMass faces unrankd New Hampshire

Tuesday at Boyden.

Men's soccer done in;

Elis win 3-1 in OT
National 12th rankingjeopardized
ByTONYBETROS
Collegian Staff

The first 90 minutes, they played even.
When that happens in college soccer, there

is something called overtime.

It wa.s in this overtimewheretheUniversily
of Massachusetts men's soccer team
dropped only their second game of the

season to yale, 3 1, in New Haven.

Two goals by the Elis in each of the two 10

minute overtime periods sent the
Minutemen home on t he down side.

UMass, ranked 12th by the latest national

poll, got off to a slow start against Yale.

The Elis first tallv came at the 35:35 mark
pf the first h^lC \* hep a UMass .Rlf^ypr
inadvertantly Kicked a Y ale corner kifk into

his own net

.

This was the tone set for the entire first

half. Yale dominated play, especially in the

midfield area, and took early control of the

fame. Eli goalie Jeff Duback thwarted any
IMass attack by stopping crossing passes

before UMass could capitalize on them.

But a team must be rated number one in

Ne," England for a reason, and the

Minutemen showed their composure by

Yale 3, UMass 1
UMass (5-2-2) 10 -1

Yale (4-0) 10 11 -3

Scoring: UM-Serafino 84:42 (2nd); Yale-

UM player nniskick 35:35 (1st), Pernand

93:30 (Ist 0T)-a88i8t Bumbitt. Tenbrink

102:28 (2nd 0T)-a88iBt Dunfey

Shots on Goal: UM 11. Yale 14

Saves: UM-Donahue 5, Yale-Duback 3

Corner Kicks: UM 4, Yale 5 .

Pam Moryl (23) of the University of Massachusetts moves downfield in

yesterday's action against Yale. The 7th ranked Minutemen defeated

the Elis 2-0. Looking on is Elizabeth T'ulton.

7th ranked stickers win
as Yale falls victim 2-0
by ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

In years past Diane Moyer and t'atti

Bo/zio used to patrol the University of

Massachusetts field Hockey field, one as an

assistant coach, the other as a player.

Yesterday the two returned for a

homecoming of sorts. Although their

return could have been better, they had to

expect that it wouldn't turn out perfect.

The reason everything wasn't ideal is

because they are now in their first seasons

as coaches of a very young Yale field hockey

team that went down in defeat 2-0 at the

hands of their alma mater, which has a field

hockey team riding a seven game winning

streak and is currently ranked seventh in

the nation.

"It was a pleasure to see the familiar

buildings and the field," said Moyer, who
served as an assistant under UMass coach

Pam Hixon in 1981. In a small way I felt at

home."
While her team fell, Moyer was still up-

beat about the game.
Continued on page 11
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coming back in the second half. Sophomore

Paul Serafino scored on a heads-up play at

the 84:42 point.

Serafino intercepted a pass intended for

Duback, went around the shocked Yale

goalie, and stuck the ball in the back of the

net to knot the score at 1-1

.

UMass kept the pressure during the

second half. Playing against a strong w ind.

the Minutemen adjusted their forward line

from two to three players. They did control

the game more, but just couldn't put the

ball in the net.

The rest of the .second half ended in a draw

and overtime number one began.

About 3 V4 minutes into the first OT. Yale

put together some impressive passing to

take the lead that they would not

relinquish. Brad Burnbitt sent a beautiful

crossing pass to forward Kirk F'ernard.

Fernard was about seven or eight yards

away and just drove the ball paszfUMass
goalie Don Donahue.

The second OT proved to be almost a
mirror of the first as the Elis would pad
their lead with another goal. This time.

Charlie Dunfey sent a crossing pass to the
top of the penalty area. Jim Tenbrink was
right there to receive the pass, had plenty
oftime to control the ball, and deposited it

in the lower right hand corner of the net.

Yale. 4th ranked in New England, held off

any I'Mass pressure to preserve the win.

The undefeated Elis now raise their record

to 4 and stand to move up in the New
England, and perhaps national polls.

The Minutemen, now 5-2-2, got a fine

performance from John Shannon and Mike

Runeare, both midfielders. The three goals

they gave up now bring the season total to

seven. Next up for the Minutemen is the

UMass invitational this weekend.

Just a few thoughts...

Baseball fever is alive and well and living

in Chicago. The Cubbies now hold a two

game lead over the equally surprising

Padres. Yes, the North Side is in a frenzy,

after all, it's been 39 years... Can you

imagine the party if the Cubs go all the way

and take the World Series".' They could

borrow The Daily Hampshire Gazette to

use as ticker tape, no, that would be too

cruel to the players... Gary Matthews sure

had quite the day in game one with his two

homers. Didja ever wonder why Matthews

always loses his hat on the field'? Perhaps

we have another subject for Andy Rooney

and his rosy cheeks... Rick Sutcliffe has to

be the best pitcher in the world right now.

Fifteen straight and he seems almost ef-

fortless in his pitching. He is the best thing

to happen to the Cubs since Harry Carry

went up to the broadcast booth.

A Chichago Detroit World Series is what

NBC is salivating about. Here are two big

midwestern cities that have a large national

following. There will definitely be some

good ratings for NBC... I'm also looking

forward to Vin Scully's excellent com-

mentary. He describes a scenario better

than anyone and his voice is to baseball

what Lionel Richie's is to singing.

It's a little chilly in the air. and that means

footballs in high gear. Last year. Monday
Night Football changed its name to

Mundane Night Football and we've had a

few yawners already this year. Leist

Monday's Steelers-Bengals contest had five

fumbles and eight interceptions, not exactly

your purely played game. In fact, it almost

.set the record for the clumsiest event, but

Gerald Ford's reign as President just beat it

out... Linebacker Brad Van Pelt of the

Vikings ended his holdout with the club but

will pay $76,000 in fines. Only owning a car

at UMa.ss will result in more money in

violations.

A couple of big signings hoop wise: Mark

Aguirre, who brought the Dallas Mavericks

to the playoffs last year, agreed to an 11

million, 11 year contract with the club.

Aguirre will stay with the Mavs until the

1996 97 season. I hope he keeps company

with the Ewings...Last week, the 76ers

inked Charles Barkley, fresh out of Auborn.

In case anybody doesn't know, Barkley

stands at 6'6", weighing 280 pounds.

Barkley's former job was a speed bump at

Pufton Village.

Some final thoughts: It's interesting to

see that UMass may have an 18 million

dollar sports facility. This would include a

12,000 seat stadium for basketball, hockey,

concerts, and graduation- -hopefully not all

at the same time... I see the Dalai Lama is

appearing in the Amherst area. I also hear

that he's pretty bright. Let's see how he

does in Trivial Pursuit, then we'll see if he's

bright.

No more to be said, for now.

Sports at a glance
UMass schedule

Today: Men's Tennis: SUNY-Albany, at

Boyden Courts, 3:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis: Amherst College,

NOPE Courts. 3:00 p.m.

Friday: There are no sports scheduled

Inside: Golf Team, Cubs win a^in
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Non-residents get new bills

correcting tuition hike error

( olle|(i>n phnlci bv Brian donvr

DOUBLE VISION — UMass students work up a sweat while en^g-

ing in a game of hoop in the autumn cool at Orchard Hill Courts.

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts official's

error in misunderstanding a state

legislature ruling resulted in an extra $44

as part of a 15 percent tuition hike for out-

of-state students this fall.

UMass Bursar Robert Mishol added $44

to out-of-state student's bills because he

thought a seven-percent tuition cap

enacted by the Legislature in July would

apply to all students, not just

Massachusetts residents.

Out-of-state students in fact had to pay

15 percent more in tuition this year which

is the difference between that and the

seven percent. Mishol notified the students

of the $44 error last week.

The Board of Regents of Higher Educa-

tion had voted to raise tuition by 15 percent

in April but "the Legislature passed a vot«

U) put a seven percent cap on the 15 per-

cent for Mass. residents only in .July.

"We delayed mailing the student's bills

until the third week of July so we could find

out how the Legislature's vote would go,"

Mishol said. He said he assumed before the

vote was taken that a seven percent in-

crease would apply to all students.

Mishol then prweeded tf) adjust the bills

accordingly. By the time he discovered the

error, in August students had already

received their bills. Mishol said.

"Out-of-state students will have to pay

the $44 increase out of their own p<Kkets,"

said UMass Financial Aid Director Arthur

Jackson. He said financial aid awards will

not be re-adjusted because of the additional

biUing.

"Due to the late notification by the Board

of Regents and the State Legislature, we

could not take into account the tuition in-

crease," he said.

Jackson said the Financial Aid Office will

allow students to borrow the additional $44

from their Guaranteed Student Loans to

pay the bill.

Mishol said that the out-of-state students

were not notified of a billing error until last

week because he did not want tx) hold up

the registration process.

Israeli official says U.S. needs

Middle East foothold

MassPIRG will kick off

hazardous waste campaign
__ - .r^' A _ :^ Hit T>:^,« ...n

By ELIZABETH DATEO
Collegian Correspondent

The Hazardous Waste Committee at the

University of Massachusetts will take part

in National Toxic Actions Week starting

Monday by featuring speakers, films and

presentations that will culminate with a

march in Amherst Friday and a trip to

Boston Saturday.

The committee, which is part of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Group

(MassPirg) is sponsoring the events for the

National Campaign Against Toxic

Hazards.

According to William F. Giarraputo,

committee coordinator, "Out of 50 states,

Massachusetts is the third largest producer

of toxic substances and hazardous waste,

yet does not have a legitimate dump site

and does not enforce treatment and

storage regulations.

"We can't afford to let industries dictate

what to do with hazardous waste," he said.

The National Toxic Actions Week will

focus on the presence of hazardous waste^

and ways to strengthen laws to control its

treatment and storage.

Giarraputo said MassPirg wants to

educate the public on the hazardous waste

issue, increase awareness and push for

passage of the four Senate bills currently

being reviewed by the legislature.

The bills include motions to locate poten-

tial problem sites and to fund emergency

clean-up. In the case of the "Pollution

Penalties Legislation Senate Bill 2116",

the purpose is to strengthen enforcement

of stringent environmental laws.

According to Carlie Gardner, en-

vironmental specialist for MassPirg, the

pollution penalties bill is the key this year

because it has the best chance to be passed.

The bill is currently in the Senate Ways and

Means Committee.

Giamqjuto said the bill is "so urgent that

I want everyone in Massachusetts to phone

their respective senators and congresspeo-

ple and tell them to vote in favor of the bill

to let them know we will not sit by and

wateh industry manipulate the situation."

Giarraputo said some environmental

groups estimate that there are 1 ,200 hazar-

dous waste dumpsites in Massachusetts,

"yet our legislatures have only identified

120 and suspect only 250 others."

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian (Correspondent

Michael Shiloh. Israel's Consul General to

New England, said last night that it is

politically and strategically in the best

interests of the United States to have a

strong Israel located where it is.

Shiloh spoke to University of

Massachusetts (UMass) students in Herter

Hall as part of an ongoing lecture series on

contemporary issues in the Middle East

sponsored by the UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation.

In his lecture "Update on the Middle

East", Shiloh said "America has always

been very kind to Israel, but the U.S. is

getting a very good deal."

This year the Reagan administration has

given Israel $2.61 billion in military and

economic aid but "this was not done because

of the general altruism of the American tax

payer," Shiloh said.

He said the U.S. has "global interests" in-

Europe, the Middle East. Asia and South

Asia and "is investing to defend Europe and

its European allies".

Israel is located at the crossing of three

continents and facing Russia Shiloh said.

"If Israel disappeared and the USA had to

defend that part of the world, it would cost

them over $100 billion." he said.

Israel supplies the U.S. with data on the

Russian military that would take them

years to find out by themselves, "
said

Shiloh.

He also spoke on the future of the West

Bank, saying hat solutions will only be

found when the Labor Alignment Party and

the Likud party, which make up Israel's

coalition government, settle their dif-

ferences. He said that whereas "the Labor

party thinks that the Camp David

agreement will settle Israel's problems the

Likud party believes that King Hussein of

Jordan should be called to an open

negotiatbn table".

Israel's treaty with Egypt as outlined in

the Camp David agreement has had 'a few

disappointments," he added. Although the

CollrKUUi photo by Andy Heller

Michael Shiloh

border is meant to be open between Israel

and Egypt "the Egyptians have not kept to

this," he said.

Shiloh said that "Israel has sacrificed a lot

in giving back the Sinai and could expect

the Egyptians to keep their side. We hope

relations with Egypt will improve in the

next few months."

He also spoke on the situation in Lebanon

and said both parties in the government

agreed that Israeli forces should withdraw

as soon as possible and that he "estimates

Israeli withdrawal in three to six months."
.—
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The war must end P-^

Awareness must be seen and heard by

all P-5

Coming down to the pass for victory. . p. 12

"Don*t be afraid to make a mistake, your

rea/lers might like it.
"

- William Randolph Hearst
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GO FOR THE GUSTO- Jeff Kinder, left. James Mulhern and Craig O'bryan prune trees for an

arborculture urban forestry lab behind Morrill Science Center.

Dalai Lama stresses patience, control

Salvadoran leftist

talks peace, help
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The people of the United States have to act quickly to

prevent Americans and El Salvadorans from "dying in

vain" in the escalated war in Central America, according

to a representative of the revolutionary front who spoke

at the University of Massachusetts last night.

Alberto Arene is a representative of the political

diplomatic commission U) the Democrati? Jlevolutionary

Front and the Farabundo Marti Front for National

Liberation (FDR/FMLN) in El Salvador.

Arene addressed a group of about 50 people and insisted

that the FDR/FMLN is in favor of a political solution to

end the war in El Salvador.

"We have an army, we control one third of the territory,

and we are at least 10,000," Arene said, "but we don't

think the continuation of the war is the best thmg for the

country."
. u .u

Arene said the elections were orchestrated by the

United States to enable the Reagan administration to pro-

vide more arms to the military dictatorship in El Salvador.

"We always know who is going to win the elections in El

Salvador," he said.

Arene told the audience U) try to picture the mockery of

democracy in El Salvador elections.

He said if the chief of staff of the armed forces had killed

2 3 million of the U.S. population in the past three years

and the general secretary of the Ku Klux Klan was the

leader of l:K)th houses of Congress it would be a stat* of

siege comparable U) the political situation in El Salvador.

"Nobody would be thinking about elections, they would

be thinking of putting on trial those people (in power)," he

said.

By JOHN MILBIER
Coilegian Staff

One must build a broad mind and see humanity as one,

said the Dalai Lama, exiled leader of Tibetan Buddhists, in

a lecture at Smith College last night.

"You must look beyond the family, and national matters

to global issues, the monk said to an audience of 2,088 peo-

ple. , . /. t

"I try as much as I can for the salvation of community

and hunrmnity," he said.

The Dalai Lama has been living in India since his exile

from Tibet. He fled his country aft«r a Chinese military

takeover in 1959.

While speaking on "Enlightenment and Liberal educa-

tion," he said, "teachers shouldn't only emphasize

knowledge but should be an example to the child." He add-

ed that "the parent has a special responsibility to build a

healthy mind in the child."

The Dalai Lama said children must not only learn from

parents and teachers but also from their enemies.

"Imagine your enemy and friend in front of you. With

your friend you're warm but with your enemy you have

resentment," he said.

He added that when a person becomes angry they are

half mad. "Very often your actions are proved wrong," he

Kindness, compassion, and tolerance is in the Buddhist

teaching, he said. To achieve a happier life, "courage and

patience," are also needed, he said.

"The human being's nature is that you can change but

not overnight," he said.

The Dalai Lama said there were many cultural and

TX)litical barriers facing the human species.

NEWSLINES...
Weather forces early

firing ofheat system
The University of Massachusetts is delayed firing its main

boiler system in anticipation of completing a pollution

control filteration system. However, because of recent

cold temperatures, and for the well being of the University

community, a joint decision has been made by the

University and the Division of Capitol Planning and

Operations to begin operating the three main coal fired

boilers to provide heat for academic, dormitory and office

buildings on campus. The heating system is expected to be

fully operational by noon Saturday.

-JOHNYONCE

YamKippur starts at dusk;

time offasting, confessions

Yom Kippur. the most solemn day of the Jewish calendar

begins today at sundown and lasts until the "stars come

out" Saturday according to Rabbi Israel Deren.

The day of atonement is set aside for introspection on the

vear past and to ask God for forgiveness. Deren said

.

Traditionally. Yom Kippur falls on the 10th day after Rosh

Hashanah. the Jewish New Year.

The 26 hour period is observed by tasting, and

meditation.

Services at Chabad House will begin at 6:30 p.m. briday

with Kol Nidreh service. There will be a morning sevice at

10 a m Saturday. Yizkor service will be held at 12:30

p.m. and an afternoon service at 4:30p.m. The breaking of

the fast will be at "-.30 p.m. Saturday.

- TOM MIDDLETON

Off'CampusHousing Office

relocates in Student Union

The Off Campus Housing Office at the University of

Massachusetts is closed while it relocates to room 423 in

the Student Union. The office wUl reopen Wednesday at 9

am It was moved to make more academic space available,

according to Randy Dorant. director of the student ac

tivities office.

_ TOM MIDDLETON

(ollcKiui photo by Andy Hell«r

Alberto Arene

"We have propt)sed a dialogue without pre-conditions

and with an open agenda, we have also come with some

provisions," he said.

Arene said a broad-based government with every party

except the party of Roberto D'aubuisson has been propos-

ed, as well as many other suggestions, but all of them had

D'aubuisson's party had to be excluded from a peaceful

solution just as had the Nazis and Mussolini, he said^

"We don't think we have too much time. It's important

to mobilize...to educat«...to write letters to Congress and

to get in contact with the press. It's important to indentify

who is sabotaging the Contradora process. Get more peo-

ple involved and more people educated of the repercus-

sions of U.S. foreign policy in El Salvador," Arene said.

UMass police report

Students intending to^'Dump Reagan'' DWI, tire slashing

By BILL LEMANSKI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Radical Student Union

(RSU) wiU send 30 people to the fifth annual Progressive

Student Network (PSN) conference at the University of

Pennsylvania in Philadelphia this weekend.
. _ .

^

The theme of the conference wiU be "Rewrite the Script:

numn Reaean and Reaganism in 1984 and beyond .

Th'er Sus groups'involved include the Western Mas.

Latin American Solidarity Committee, and the UMass

Ppnrpmakers. said Beatrbc Hoffman.

Hoffman said that the conference "is to get student ac^

tivSr together from different areas, build student

movement for the 'SOs. and dumping Reagan.

Tst^denus return to their own campuses with new ideas

and skiUs along with increased awareness, then our ob-

tctives WiU be accomplished," Hoffman said.

feelings of solidarity among progressive organizations, and

to create a network for power in supportmg ideas, to

achieve similar goals.

Giacoppe said the conference is an effort to raise con-

sciousness on issues such as Central America and nuclear

war. She said the conference is 'by no means pro

Mondale."
i ^ -n

However. Giacoppe said "vote for Mondale. at least you u

live to regret it."

At the conference, the RSU will have three skill

workshop presentations, dealing with communication,

publicity, and general identity. Hoffman said.

The PSN was formed Nov. 1980 as an immediate response

to the presidential victory of Ronald Reagan. PSN is a part

of the Midwest Coalition Against the Draft, and the

Student Coalition Against Nukes Nationwide.

The network is an organization of colleges and university

groups throughout the Midwest and East Coast.

The network includes disarmament and freeze groups,

anti intervention and solidarity organizations, woman's

organizations and other groups working for positive and

progressive change

ByJOELP. COFFIDIS
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts police reported that a 21-

year old University of Massachusetts student was

arrested Thursday at 1:17 a.m. in lot 21 and charged with

driving while intoxicated.

A 26 year old Belchertown man was arrested at 5:43 p.m.

Wednesday for motor vehicle violations, police said.

Police received a report at 7:45 p.m. Wednesday that a

AM/FM stereo cassette valued at $250 was stolen from a

car parked in lot 44.

Two motorcycle side covers valued at $120 were reported

stolen at 4:38 p.m. Wednesday from a motorcycle parked

at the Southwest Residential motorcycle parking area.

A car which had its four tires slashed outside John Adams

dormitory was reported to police at 10:02 a.m. Wednesday

Forty five dollars in cash was reported stolen from an

unlocked room in Mary Lyons Dormitory at 10:33 a.m.

Wednesday, police said.

Twenty five dollars in cash was reported stolen from an

unlocked room on the tenth floor of John Quincy Adams

Dormitory at 9: 13 p.m. Wednesday, police said.
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A student bites a teacher.

1 he school psychologist goes iKTserk.

The substitute teac hei is a cerlifiecl lunatic.

And stucients graduate who c an't read or write.

It's Monday nioniing at jFK High.

«» «

''One person is very im

portant; one person is very much."

Come share with a person suffering

mental illness. A variety of volunteer

opportunities available from simply

dropping in at weekly coffee hours to

long term committments. We help with

expenses.
Call or write

Amherst Apartments Program

31 Colonial Village

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

413-256-0711

iA TUNDllt ExcuR^roii

"

jjoin us at North Leverett Baptist Church. Let

isomeone else do the drivingi Church bus leaves

jsouthwest Horseshoe at "^^^

•and Worcester at 10:10.

•Coffee and donuts at 10:30 -

,

ichurch at 11.00.
^

JALL WELCOMEI
JRev. Carl McConchie

; 549 6387 'f)"^
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FREDDIE MERCURY IAN HUNTER R()MAN HOLUDAY ERIC MARTIN <c FRIENDS

107 Sundprland Rd No *m»t*r(t

n»rf 10 Campus Auto 4 Cmp»nt»r f
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STARTS OCTOBER 5th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

iHours: Mon-Fri 8-10
Sat & Sun 8-7

( omi In And<*ir<li Our tvrryd«> Um PncCk For

A.t<ti'i>m^l v«^in|[\ use lh\s coupon

awash
first 100 customers with this ad

limit one per customer
OFFER GOOD THRU OCT.

c&c 61 Main St.. Amherst
FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$15 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

10% Senior Discounts Except on Spedals

I| 10% OFF
IsAII Imported Beer
|o with this coupon
^ Beer on Special Not Included

f^
Coupon Good Thru Oct. 6, 1984

Bud
Bud Lite

Miller

Miller Lite

case

12 oz.

loose

$10.95
4- dep

Riunite

Red-White-Rose

1.5 Liter

$4.75

All Specials In-Store Cash Prices

Hurry! Prices Good Thru 10/6/84
v/y>///////Ay/////////////^^^^^

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER
presents

Eugene O'Neill's

DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS
OctobiT 11 i:V '17 20

Into the harsh but beautiful New England countryside O'Neill

weaves a powerful tale of love lust, and murder One of the

world s greatest tragedies by one of Americas greatest playwrights

William Shakespeare's

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
December 6 8. 12-15

Spend a summer night in December at the Rand Theater Warm
yourself with one of Shakespeare's most hilarious comedies

replete with a procession of mia matched lovers and frolicking

faeries kings, and queens, in the most bewitched

forest you will ever visit

All Curlaint (ir ai N 00 PM
Rand Th^atvT f tnp Arit Crntpr

llnlvvr«lt\' of Mataachusvtt* Drpartmfnl ol Thra1.*i

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND
Save 25% off ticket prices

Pln*« clip and mall (o Rand Thralrt Tlckrtt. Fln« AMa Cvnlai Boa OHic* Unlvriallv ol Maaaachuaritt Amhrral. MA 01003

YES. .1 WANT TO SAVE 25%" ON MY TICKETS

NAMl s:h

('TV _ ^ : A •
:

s'1 in otdri Rand Tht'i ,• . .
.

>;><* prtfh fnr fhi- *-^" *»':

California

Cooler
$3.49 4 pk

w////y///////j y//////////A '//////////////////,

Ballentine

Beer

12 pk $3.35 -F dep.

DESIRE UNDER THt HMs

A I>1IDSIIMMER NIGHT S DRI AM

En.

F«nt.<'

PHONE YOUR MASTER CARD VISA

OROFR IN TODAY Ar

(4131 S4S2SII Toll ItfF
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The latest get-rich scheme
I've discovered a great new way

to get rich quick with only

a minimum of effort. No, really.

I'm going to find a famous person who has

died recently and write a cheap expose

about him or her. It will include all of their

sleazy love affairs, gross drug abuses,

decadent Hollywood parties, and

whatever else I can think up at the time. I

could even add a part alnrnt how I wa.«

personally involved with the deceased,

thereby laying claim to part of the in-

heriteiice. Yes, this idea is looking better

and better all the tin^.

And it's not like no one will believe it,

either. I read an article recently in a

highly respected tabloid which claimed

that scientists, using sonar, have

discovered a mermaid colony in the Atlan-

tic. It seems that these mermaids are

responsible for all the mysterious pla-

neand ship disappearances that we have

been attributing to flying saucers. 'Well,

you coulda knocked me down with a

feather. If people will believe that, they'll

believe anything.

Why should I write for a living when I

can write cheap, ridiculous trash like that?

Answer: I shouldn't.

To this end I've decided to write a

"John F. Kennedy Conspiracy" bc)ok. I

l)elieve it was done by an organization of

the people who thought he was involved in

Marilyn Monroe's death: You see, Ken-

nedy ordered John Lennon to bump off

Marilyn, since they both belong to the

Famous Johns against Famous Marilyns

Society of America, a club so secret that

only I've hallucinated it, and that was dur-

ing a severe acid flash back on the Mass

Pike a couple of days ago. When the Or-

dinary People Hired by the KGB Who
Like Famous Marilyns Society of America

found out about it, they must have nailed

them both, along with Robert Kennedy

and Martin Luther King Jr., to confuse

Daniel J. White

the authorities. See how it all fits in so

nicely?

And who was that woman in the car m
Ted Kennedy's car that night at Chapa-

quidic? Mavbe they dug up Marilyn's body

so the authorities couldn't have it exhum-

ed for further testing. And if that's true,

whose body did thev replace it with? Jim-

my Hoffa's? After all these years, could

he still pass for a voluptuous blonde?

Maybe the woman was a rubU'r blow-up

doll stuffed with the missing Nixon tapes.

But then why would a Democrat l)e help-

ing a Repubfican? What did Nixon know?

Wbat could be so terrible? How come,

these questions weren't brought out at

the trial? Was there a cover up?

Who really shot J.R.? Did Roger Healy

resent his success after leaving the space

program? Was it Genie's sister? Just what

was her real name and why is it such a

closely-guarded secret? Why is Cheryl

Tiegs doing clothing for Sears? Is she

hard-up for money? Is someone blackmail-

ing her? Who? Why? 1 want answers.

I've got more questions. What ever hap-

pened to the killer bees? Did they stop in

Mexico and drink the water? Did Im-

migration get them? Why is it you always

get a zit on your forehead right before a

haircut? And why is it that when you f nal-

ly get a grip on that one booger that's

been bothering you all day. someone

walks in the room and sees you?

I feel the American public has a right to

know the answers to these questions and

more like them, and I have a right to

make money from that. However, I won't

get ridiculous. After all, I have a jour-

nalistic integrity to uphold.

Daniel J. White ks a Collegian corre»pon-
dent.

Letters to the Editor

OPINION
The op.n,or,s expressed on this page are those ot the individual wr.te. or ca-toomst and do not necessdr.iy re.lec-

the Views ot the CoHtgtan or the university unless otherwise noted

Making dreams into reality

Members of the Lesbian, Bisexual

and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective, Peoples' Gay Alliance

and the Lesbian Union have struggled a

long time to let people know that there are

happy, openly lesbian, bisexual and gay

()eople on campus. When we receive

harassing, life-threatening telephone calls

and our posters are defaced and destroyed,

we struggle to remain optimistic — we take

these incidents as signs that we are having

an effect on campus. This is crazy l)ecause

it denies the seriousness of our oppression.

However, recent attempts to cut our

groups' funding have turned the focus of

controversy about sexuality back to those

displaying their homophobia.

Two weeks ago at the Undergraduate

Student Senate meeting I had I)een strug-

gling to understand and articulate why two

presumably heterosexual men would strike

out against so-called "sexual preference

groups" when our heterosexual allies stmKl

up and explained such insecure behavior. I

was struggling with my own racist guilt in

order to understand how one man's history

of oppression as a minority exempted him

from l)eing heterosexist (a form of oppres-

sion, like racism, but directed against les-

bians, bisexuals and gay men) when our

Third World allies courageously showed

me that it did not. 1 was terrified to stand

l)efore the Senate as an oin-nly gay man. I

worried for a numl)er of reasons: first, that

1 would be l)eaten up on my way home from

the meeting, secondly, that I would Ix'

heard as speaking for all lesbian, bisexual

and gay i)eople. and third that 1 would be

unable 'to say anything that could combat

the years of myths, stereotypes and lies

ab«)Ut homo- and hisexuality. and .sexuality

in general, that we've all been exposed to.

There are an incredible numlDer of lesbian,

bisexual, gay men and our heterosexual

allies who have been in a deep sleep about

our oppression. The reality is that these

discriminatory acts have, like other in-

cidents of harassment, unsettled our sleep,

leading us to dream i*f a better life.

However it is clear that there is a lot left

to learn before we are all free to live out

our own unique orientations fully. For me

it has become clear that oppression of dif-

ferent groups is distinct but not separate. 1

am learning that I won't be able to meet

safely with gay friends unless I commit

myself to ending Oduro's cruel experience

of racism, and Loomer who didn't bring his

David P. Carney

own criticisms about the issue to the

Senate floor. I'm learning that I can't look

to my Jewish friends for support if I go to

meetings on their religious holidays. I'm

learning that lesbian, bisexual and gay stu-

dent organizations cannot exist in-

dependently and that we must work for ac-

ceptance and understanding with the en-

tire University community. I'm learning

that we can't expect the support of women

if we don't work to create more space for

women to speak at SGA meetings. I'm lear-

ning that many heterosexual males long to

give up their rigid ways if I work on M\ev-

ing in them and don't anticipate their

hostility. I'm learning that in order to ex-

pect handicapped people at the SGA
meetings I have to spread the word that

the iKittom floor of the Campus Center is

accessible. I am learning that I can't expect

understanding from my lover and fl(K)r-

mates if I don't explain how I need support.

Obviously this is overwhelming for one

{RTson or even three small groups, but for-

tunately other lesbian, bisexuals, gay men

and our heterosexual allies are coming for-

ward to Uike on their share of contradic-

ting this culture's heterosexist programm-

ing. Together we are discovering^ that we

need a SCERA Heterosexism Awareness

Trainer and Office of Lesbian, Bisexual

and (Jay Student Affairs. We need radio

shows 'to play homo- and bisexually

oriented music. We need more courses that

educate alxjut the ojjpression of heterosex-

ism. We need stories of our people who

have struggle and survived in every

culture, in every country throughout

history. A few of us have already awakened

and I)egun turning our dreams into reality.

The interconnections among our oppres-

sions will become more complex as each

new person publicly joins the struggle. We
know that we must work out the

misunderstandings among us to find our

strength. One of the beauties in the strug-

gle to end oppression is that we are

challenged to accept ourselves. After such

a long, restless sleep we are impatient to

share our dreams of freedom and scK-ial

justice, and to hear yours. Together we can

make them real.

David P. Carney us a f/Moss student.

Television, the brain drain
vpr the weekend I psyched there, mouth agape, as a montage of im-

ver tne weeKemi, i^ y
aires flashed bv of cute ttle stupid babies

myself into doing a lot of ^-«
JJ^^^^f^^^^.j^^

obnoxious waitress on a paper towel com-

mercial, and of more stupid babies on some

other commercial that I couldn't even make

out; all the while, a thick fog of ennui

started te settle in. I even noticed that

drool had started dripping from my mouth.

_ work. Any type of work so long as I

kept busy and active. But then I walked to

the den and turned on the TV for a second

just for a quick distraction. There must

have been something wrong with the chan-

nel for I turned and turned and all I could

find were football games. 1 stopped at (me

V///////////////////////////////A""/'' '//M

Learn to get

the facts right

Although I must com-

mend Martha Nelson, Lisa

Trocki et al (Monday's Col-

legian) for writing a letter

concerning their displeasure

over the removal of

Cosmoparody , from the

University Bookstore while

Playboy, Penthouse, and

Playgirl remain for sale, I

must also point out that

thier reply is uninformed

and incorrect.

Firstly, the Board of

Governors did not decide to

ban Cosmoparody, as these

women state in their open-

ing sentence. The BOG
simply cannot decide te ban

anything, they can only

make recommendations,

unless they wish to initiate a

lawsuit, which they have not

done.

Secondly, how do these

women draw the conclusion

that the BOG is more con-

cerned with profit margins

than the "objectification

and oppression of women?"
It's the Bookstore that

would seem concerred with

profit margins, considering

the fact they pulled

Cosmoparody off the

shelves.

Do these women honestly

believe that the BOG wants

to see the Bookstore make
money instead of petition-

ing for the removal of offen-

sive printed material? If, in

fact, they do believe this,

then why don't they try to

get on the BOG or giv^ them

some constructive input?

And lastly, why is it that

this "material (is) insulting

and degrading to women"?

Are they saying that men
are not insulted or degraded

in Playgirl"! Or is it only

women that are degraded in

these magazines?

Obviously, pornography

insults and degrades both

men and women, although

women are used more often

than men. Is this too com-

plicated a point for these

women to recognize?

Please people, if you're

upset about something

enough that you wish to

confront it on the opinion

page, do a little homework

first so you don't confuse an

issue further.

Larry Bouchie

Collegian staff

find were football games, i stoppeu .. u... ^^. ^-^ ^

^^^austei As a dose of strong

looks like a teenager. Something about his

head - it looks like it's on slightly lopsided.

He was playing well, though. . I didn't

the announcer. He didn't have the flowing

voice suited for TV, so I figured that he

probably was a former football player. He

was starting to grate on my nerves and I

thus hoped that he'd succomb te a cerebral

hemorrhage.
Anyways, at around 3:30 p.m. I started

telling myself that after the next play, I

had better get to work or else I would have

to go to my room without any dinner. What

a hardass 1 was. But Eason had made such

a nice pass that I had to see if the Patnots

could convert this drive into a touchdown

Pretty soon I began feeling like a beach-

ed whale. I mean, I couldn't move or do

anything. It's like there were little

gremlins in the TV forcing me to wateh. I

was held prisoner. I even watehed the com-

mercials. Boy, there are a lot of stupid ads

on TV nowadays, but I watehed all of them,

without even turning the channel. I just sat

without any dinner, except for a few

chicken wings and a piece of chocolate

cake. It served me right, so don't tell me

otherwise.

Which leads me to the point of all this -

a very moralistic message. Before you say

"Egad, not another schlepp trying to im-

pose his bombastic views on me. just listen.

You may even agree: The very biggest

enemy of the college student is not the

atom bomb, nor is it zits, It's television.

T V. not only captivates you, but it addicts

you and thoroughly drains you of all your

energy and then lobotomizes you. Studies

on rats have shown that after watehing TV

they couldn't perform sexually. Besides,

except for the ATeam, there's nothing on

TV anyways. So what I'm trying to tell you

is that TV is not good for you and you

should curb this depraved habit. And

choose a more worthwhile past-time like

reading or something.

Tom GoUman is a UMass student.
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Sally Field. Sally Field. Sally Field. Boy, can she act. I

lad the opportunity of seeing Plaren in the Heart last

Wednesday. Let me tell you one thing: Miss Field gives

one of the best performances of the year. She is almost as

good as Fonda in The Grapes of Wrath. The film itself hits

you straight in the heart with its honest portrayal of a

family during the Depression. Perhaps it was because of

the flu, but we were all sniffling silently in the dark. The

kids in this movie are some of the most natural children 1

have seen in cinema. Eat your heart out Drew.

The new Sidney Lumet movie, Garbo Talks, promises to

be the comedy hit of the season. The film stars the

priceless Anne Bancroft as an eccentric New Yorker who

forces her son to find the reclusive Garbo. This is actually

Lumefs thirty-first film shot in the streets of New York.

If you are leaving the area for Columbus Day weekend.

you will miss a great opportunity to see one of my all time

favorite movies. Children of Paradise (Les Enfants Du

Paradis) is having its annual showing at the Pleasant St.

Theatre. This Ijeautiful masterpiece by Marcel Came is

about life in the Parisian street threatres after the French

Revolution. Some of the scenes in this movie will stay with

you as long as you live. Believe me, it is worth many a

screening.

The Academy of Music is having the area premiere of an

excellent British film called Another Country. This cross

between Chariots ofFire and Bndeshead Revisited takes a

picturesque look at the school days of two Eton preppies

during the thirties. Posh and pretty, eh?

By the way, last week's biggest joke was Brooke

Shields' statement on the David Letterman show. "1 only

get an allowance of twelve dollars." Sure, Brooke, and I

bet you really earned all those A's last semester by means

of endless hours of studying. We love you anyway, as long

as you take more acting lessons at Princeton.

This weekend Hampshire Mall witnesses the opening of

the Nick Nolte and Jobeth Williams movie called Teachers.

The first half of this film about the public education

system is said to be effective and funny at the same time.

However, the second half reportedly vanishes as fluff

romance. Also, El Norte and Eating Raoul w\\\ be playing

at the Amherst Cinema this week.

Local Loser: Charles Bronson's last movie, Th£ Evil

• ••».•;•:•
.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:••.•'•.•.•.•-•.•.•.'

That Men Do is stupid l[)eyond words. If meaningless

violence is your cup of tea, you will be in ecstasy. Other-

wise, you are better off feeding fig newtons to the swans

in the pond. .... ,

Killer Question: Marcie Moskowitz did not get the

answer right last week. David Bowie is said to be working

with Bette Davis. This week's prize, a brand new Hirw to

Jitterlmg book and record will be awarded to the first per-

son who can answer this question: Jack Nicholson and

director John Huston are teaming up in a thriller called

Prizzi 's Honor: what is the last movie they collaborated

on?

I

I

I

Good Looks And Affordable
lb Boot!

Leave Summer and head into Fall with
Brookfield Shoe's most-wanted styles

at low, low prices.

A. Suede CuffBoot, slip on a pair and walk In style with a flat heel and an adjustable

cufT- perfect for any outfit, in all the right colors: Tkupe. Grey, or Black.

Brookfleid price: $27.95 Suggested: $33

B. Sucdc CuffBoot, the perfect

style for day or night with a

stacked heel and an adjustable

cufT. Select from new fall coloi s:

Black. T^upe. or Wine.

BrookHeld price: $28.95
Suggested: $34

C. Suede and Leather Cuff Boot, the perfect combination of a leather bottom and
suede shaft add the fmishing touch toyourfall wardrobe. Comes with a stacked

heel and fashionable colors: Black. Grey, or Brown.

Brookfield price: $29.95 Suggested: $35
* — , D. Sweater Tbp Boot, a stylish

knitted top that can be worn
' up or rolled down with a

{
• comfortable leather txjttom

in this season's colors:

Tkupe

Brookfield price: $32.95
Suggested: $37

Not all styles in all sizes.

m wide aeiectkta ofOnt quttUty, in-teamoa at btctorj dlreet

Hamp Ptaza

fa tlM B(| T SlMpp«f Ptaza)

T«)*ch*c'k

9:30 a.m. -9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
12-5 p.m. Sunday

Shoe Company

A factoryoutlet

Weekend Winner: If you are txx) cold to go out and would

like to sit home and watch TV, I have just the thing for

you. Murder, She Wrote is a new who-dun-it in the tradi-

tion of Agatha Christie from the people who gave us Col-

umbo. Angela Lansbury stars as the sweet lady from

Maine who solves a mystery every week on Sunday nights.

She stole my heart from the very first episode.

Have a crisp Columbus Day weekend and remember, on-

ly nine more days till Winnie-the-Pooh's birthday.

Theaternews
This is a listing of theater

jyroductions at the other

area colleges during Oc

tober.

HAMPSHIRE
LEGE

COL.

Light Shining in Buck-

inghamshire by Caryl Chur-

chill will be presented on Oc-

tober 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12

and 13 at 8:00 p.m. in Emily

Dickinson Hall. For further

information call 549-4600,
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THE OmC LATE SHOWS'
FRIASAT at 12 15 SEATS $ 3 50

ext. 351. 1:00-5:00 p.m.

weekdays.

AMHERST COLLEGE

Hamlet by William
Shakespeare will be
presented on October 19,

20, 25, 26 and 27 at 8:00

p.m. in the Kirby Theater.

Box office opens Monday
Oct. 8. General admission

$4.00; students and senior

citizens $2.00. Amherst Col-

lege students free with I.D.

For reservations call

542-2277 from 1-5

weekdays.

SMITH COLLEGE

Moliere's The School for

Wives will be performed on

October 25, 26, 27, 31 and

on November 1, 2 and 3 at

8:00 p.m. in Theatre 14. It is

a story of female rebellion

and a marriage antimanual.

General admission is $4.00;

students and senior citizens:

$2.00. For reservations call

584-3023, weekdays
12:30-4:30 p.m.

Musical Chairs, a musical

play in two acts by Barry

Berg, Ken Donnelly and

Tom Savage with music and

lyrics by Tom Savage will be

presented on November 1.

2, and 3 at 8:00 p.m. in

Hallie Flanagan Studio

Theatre. Admission: $2.00.

For reservations call

584-3023, weekdays,
12:30-4:30 p.m.

ROCK* HURHOR
I'INR »lOtl>

!)

MUM< P^ IHON S

MfASlM. 0< UK

11

MASS. APPROVED
tNSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

• Includes Mounting,
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amherst MA
Across from Watroba s SKyi-

549-4704

VALLEY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

SUNDAY 10:00 A.M.
PEOPLES INSTITUTE
GOTHIC STREET,
NORTHAMPTON

586-5044

Black Affairs
........••." •»»».....»...«..." ::.:v::x:v:v::x-::x:v:xv:::-x-:^w^^

BCP andAHORA recognize efforts with awards

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Thirty six people received awards in recognition of their

efforts and commitment made to the Bilingual Collegiate

Program and AHORA during their continuous struggle

for survival at the University of Massachusetts last night

at the Student Union Building.

Among those receiving award for their support to BCP
were pioneers instrumental in implementing the program.

BCP's alumni association awarded Benjamin Rodriguez,

director since 1974, for his commitment to the program.

Linda Velazques, AHORA's present leader read Gov.

Dukakis's proclamation making Oct. 5 AHORA's Anniver-

sary day.

Delphine Quarles, multi-cultural program consultant at

the Student Activities Office was recipient of AHORA's

special award.

"We had too many problems, too many doubts, but a

triumph was created.. .we created our program," Edmun-

do Velazques, a former AHORA president said.

AHORA, the Latin Student Organization at UMass was

created in 1971 by students who sought to uplift the

Latino race by means of education. AHORA students

created the BCP with the help and support of administra-

tion and community leaders.

BCP's director Dr. Benjamin Rodrigfuez at the

BCP/AHORA awards ceremony last night at the

SUF.

Big plans for Cape Verdeans ahead
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Correspondent

The Cape Verdean Student Alliance (CVSA) at the

University of Massachusetts has big plans for the Cape

Verdean students on campus and in the community.

"This is a very important time for Cape Verdeans.'said

Ray Almeida, public relations officer from the embassy of

Cape Verde.when he spoke to the Cape Verdean Student

Alliance at their weekly meeting.

He told the students they are part of a process. Every

time 1 look at each of you, I see a part of my past as weU

as my future." Almeida said.

He was very pleased to learn that many of the Cape

Verdean students are studying the sciences such as
^

engineering,computers, and pre med. In the past. Cape

Verdean students have studied subjects such as

psychology and English. Almeida said.

The CVSA has many plans lor the University arid the

community to become more acquainted with Cape Verdean

culture. Included in the plans are a center for Cape

Verdean studies, an exchange program that would allow

students from Cape Verde to attend the University. and

they are trying to find a way for the country to deal with

the University directly.

On July 5. 19a'5 Cape Verde will celebrate its 10th year of

independence from Western colonial rule. The CVSA is

making plans for a festival to help celebrate the event.

Delegations from all 17 Cape Verdean countries will at

lend.

There are al.so plans to invite Cape Verdean engineering

and technical to meet with Cape Verdeans who are sue

cessful in those fields.

The meeting concluded with Almeida saying this. "You

are going to need each other when you leave this

university, find some way to form .solidarity with each

other and make this family work for you.

"

Students display talent at exhibit

MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

A student art exhibit opened Wednesday at Wheeler

Dormitory Gallery at the University of Massachusetts as

part of the Bilingual Collegiate Program and AHORA's

anniversary celebration.

The six artists are Angelina Phelan, Ruth Arroyo,

Orland Cardona, Luis Melendez, and Americo Rebello.

In each artists work there is a strong message of strug-

gle for the awaking of a new age.

Cardona displayed the "figure with iron." He furthered

his theme by painting "the life," this time he has a baby at

the bottom of a stairs and an old man at the top.

His work was very strong in conveying his message. He

used oil and acrylic to bring out feelings in his work.

"Wlien I paint, I try to make my subject so clear that the

message can be reached to the public," Cardona said.

Melendez has more of a graphic style, most of his works

are edging and collages. He deals with the struggle of peo-

ple of Latin America: single parent older women and

children.

He's very sensitive to the environment around us so

when he draws every line is meaningful, he said.

His work is very strong and conveyed deep feelings for

the Carribeans, Latin Americans, Cape Verdians, and

many of the developing nations.

Arroyo is an artist who deals with crayon, chacoal and

ink. She started to take her work seriously at the age of

16, and she made a wise decision because she has a strong

movement of line work that captures the emotions of the

subjects.

Rebello. has a strong architectural features shown

through his art. He did "10:45," "Her Violet Eyes," and

"I am this many years old." His work is very strong an to

the point. Most of his ideas are from magazines and

photographs.

El Norte educates on politics

By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

When you hear of a movie such as £7 Norte, you im

mediately think of a foreign film and that it has got to be

good. El Norte is the first independently American made

epic and is destined to become a classic in its genre, and

indeed is good.

El Norte is a film that deals with politics in the most

unbiased manner. It is not the anti-Americanism we see in

the film such as "Stage of Seige". Rather it is a moving

story of Rosa and Enrique Xuncaz, a brother and sister

from the Mayan highlands of Guatemala, whose parents

are killed, by army troops and like so many people of the

developing nations they had to flee their country.

The film has many sad moments and yet joyful ones. too.

The richness of the culture, communities, and the

language all helps to become involved with the characters.

In the beginning of the film, the characters are speakmg in

their Mayan language, nnd as they travel through Mexico,

the language changes to a more Mexican style. When they

reach the north, they begin to learn English. The movie

and the language takes the viewer through the hardship

these two young people face with in their young lives.

They are faced with the realities as they arrived to the

North. Things are just not what they were told. They are

faced with immigration problems and the struggle for

survival. This film makes one change their feelings about

people who enter the north with undocumented papers.

The hardship and struggle one goes through to get here

should at lea.st guarantee their stay. After all when the

pilgrims landed, the Indians did not ask them for their

green card.

Although 80 percent of the film is in Spanish, and filmed

in Mexico, and maybe classified as foreign film, it is made

by two U.S. citizens, a husband and wife team. Anna

Thomas and Gregory Nava. This may allow El Norte to be

eligible for the academy awards.

Alberto Guzman, Maria E. Sotolongo, Dr. Pauline

Callins from the University Library, DeamWilliam Fields,

Luis F'uentes and Sonia Nieto from the School of Educa-

tion among others received awards for remaining stead-

fast amid BCP's tough moments.

"I like the University better because BCP is here," Dean

F'ields said.

Federico Bid, executive director of the Spanish

American Union, Father Joseph Quigley, director of the

Newman Center. Senator Linda McConia and Senator Ed-

ward Bowland were also awarded for their continuous

support of the program and bilingual students.

"You are the real hero and heroines of our days,"

Father Quigley said.

People talk about

BCP significance
By YADIRA A. BP:TANCES
Collegian Staff

For community people, alumnis. students and staff of the

Bilingual (-ollegiate Program at the University of

Massachusetts, this week's celebration is a dream come

true. ,

"This is a triumph celebrating ten years of

achievements." Jose Bou. financial aid counselor said.

"It's like a small ball that started rolling down the

mountain and gained momentum and we are going to keep

it rolling for one hundred more. " Bou. a BCP alumni said

Lucy Nguyen, one of BCP academic advisors said the

celebration "is the beginning of a great era for BCP. the

campus, and bilingual students."

Students who are foreigners, may have complexes, and

confront prejudices, "but now they know there are people

who know Ihey (students) need help and people who care."

she said.

Nguyen said the governor's recognition is "a good prize

for him (Kcxiriguez) and BCP."

Nelson Acusta, rwruitment coordinator feels both proud

and honored to be part "of a very important and unique

program."
. • »

Acosta. a BCP alumni, is now dedicattni to the mission of

the program to repay for the program's support he

received when he was a student.

Bt:P was incepted while he was in high school and he owes

his college career to the support and encouragement of-

fered by BCP. he said.

"They taught me how to deal with the ropes. It s not

easy for a person with a different culture to survive

college, he .said.

(Jloria Ortiz. a.ssistant director of financial aid considers

BCP. "a home away from home. It is the key to launch

them (students) for four years."

"1 can't help to feel g<K>d when I see my people achieve so

much." Gloria DeGuevera, director of educational access

and outreach said.

"Seeing it grow makes me grow. It reaffirms my Puerto

Rican heritage." DeGuevera said.

She said the program's rwognition will raise the

awareness of self worth, as bilingual people for both the

students and the community at large.

"It will make them see us as respectable citizens con-

tributing to society toward a common goal and common

objectives," she said.

Chris Pile, of the New England Farmers Workers Council

said the celebration is a marvelous one.

i>eople unfamiliar to the program will become "aware of

its exi.stence. its influence .services to the bilingual com-

munity," Pile said.
J u •

Sharon Marrero. a sophomore business major said she is

happy and proud of being part of BCP.

"They are very nice and they help me a lot. Marrero has

found in her counselor, "an advisor and a friend.

"

"The BC;P is good for me and other Vietnamese students,

"
said Hiep Nguyen, an electrical engineering junior.

Nguyen said he has benefited for the resources and the

counseling, both personal and academic. "We absolutely

need BCP in this school.

"

Rosa Pereira. a human development senior said HLF has

helped her "because its there."

Announcement
UHURU, the new performing arts ensemble at UMass,

invites all interested dancers.actors. musicians, and

singers to audition for their next production. Struggle for

Memrrry: a Five College tribute to Blacji History Month.

Auditions will be held on Tuesday and Thursday. October

9th and Uth at 7:00 pm in the Hampden Dance Studio,

Southwest Hesid<-ntial Area. UMass. Please come dres.sed

and ready to perform. Callbacks will be on Tuesday,

October 16th.

m'\
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DANCE THE WEEKEND AWAY

{newly remodeled and under new management)

Dance to your Favorite Hits

\while Experiencing the Finest Sound System in the Area

Friday and Saturday

Mixed Drinks - 99*

2 Drafts for - 99* til 10 PIVI

$1. Cover (after 9 PM)

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

Friday Afternoon at Mikes
AHAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH

FDOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1.

Eggplant Parmesan

Sausages

Beef Stroganoff

Cold Cuts

Salads
"**

Swedish Meatballs Chicken Caccitore

Marinated Chicken Spanish Rice

Beef Ribs tax^and"tiincluded

Get your money back here on campus

Nickel-Back

I PIZZA-RAMA
w*'--/^

,v^^-

r^^BpStudent Redemption Service

^ REOPENING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9

Most cans and bottles available

at these s'ces:

WHERE WHEN
Southwest. . . Hampden iC .

5-7:30 Mon

Orchard Hill. Grayson Re J^^ ^-^f^^^^l^.
Central Franklin C ^"^ed
Sylvan Brown Rec ^m 5/ ' hurs

I Our Specialties Are

I Delicious Pizzas

I Hot Oven Grinders

I Spaghetti

I
Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

I
Eggplant

I FREE DELIVERY!

g

356 College Street. Amherst

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

M
1 p-An- uPge Pizza ""|

^^;*~'l'^^l'i" , [ , free SODA ,c.». i =
i

I 3 FREE SODAS ,=.-.! I
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' ^^^^^ S
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Hooded
2 -Tone
Sweat-
Shirt

19.95

Grey fleece
bocfy

Inset
insulated
sleeves

Sleeve
colors
maroon
black
navy

FOUR
SEASONS
WINES/LIQUORS

BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES
12 cans $10.99

LITE
FALSTAFF 12 cans.

STROHS 12 cans.

BUSCH 12 cans.

$7.99

$9.99

$8.99

DAB
GUINESS.

6-PACK SPECIALS
$3.99 STEINHAUSER $399

$3.99 MOOSEHEAD $3.99

Lisa

photo by
Dwavne Autery

. ocated m the
mon -tri 9 5 Campus Center

<^nNIVERSlT\^STORED

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VOLGA VODKA 175 L $6.99

COLOMA COFFEE
with $8 rebate your cost $3.00

CUTTY SARK 175 L $19.99

VODKA and GIN 175 L $7.99

CARLO ROSSI 4 L ' ' ' '

" I^oo
CHANTEFLUER 15 L with rebate $3.99

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

.Collegian 9

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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TodaysWeattier

Cloudy start with sunny skies later.

Windy and chilly with temperatures in the

low 50's. Tonight, a visit from Jack Frost

with the coldest temperatures yet in the

30'8.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUHLE
Miied bv Irudc Michel Jaffe

1

10

ACROSS
Diplomat s

fofte

Afiiencan

actress

Maude
Upstairs.

Downstairs
role

14 Brilliantly

colored fish

16 Hackneyed
16 There m

Oviedo
17 A

bagatelle

18 Capsize

20 Earth

old style

21 Social buds

22 Best

23 Regimens
25 Inclined (toi

26 Heavenly
instrument

27 Scrutineer, in

away
32 Language ot

SE Asia

34 CheCsabbi
36 Eastern

princess

37 Be on the

payroll

38 Sir, mold
India

40 Spanish or

bounding
41 Listen in Soho
43 Twining stem
44 Heap of money
45 Sinners

47 Soviet salt

lake

49 Mao tung

50 Transport plane

of the 1930s

53 Glacier sights

57 Easier said

done

58 Snoop
59 Err while

rowing

61 Ancient deity

62 On the briny

63 — Never

Walk Alone
'

64 Prefix with

genanan
65 Co'y place

66 Carved stone

pillar

67 Suppose, of

yore

DOWN
Scholarly

volumes
A silly act

Certain

gamblers
4 Much-used

article

6 Tries

6 Beats
thoroughly

7 Tunes
8 Atlas abbr

9 Formations
10 School
1

1

Choir member
12 Things amiss
13 Thin down
19 Complete
21 German article

J4 Prepared, as

leather

25 Ugly

27 Roses bane
28 Small Chinese

boat

29 Slow progress

30 Eye. in Pans
31 Name for a

garcon

32 Hem, m a way
33 Mata, the spy

35 Household
guard s

weapon
39 Can be

trounced

42 Blaze

46 Compositions
48 Tin Tin

50 —- we
dance

51 Carryon
vocally

52 Synthetic fabric

53 Consider

hastily

54 Affluence

55 UShwys
56 Room to swing

57 Straighten out

60 Extra bed
61 Ham follower
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Saturday thru Tuesday

Oct. 6th thru 9th

7:20 Ziggy Stardust

and the Spiders from Mars
with David Bowie

9:00 Eating Raoul

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

D.C. Menu

Friday, Oct. 5

LUNCH
Fishburger on Roll

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Baked Cod with

Newburg Sauce

Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Fishburger on Roll

Pineapple Yogurt

Stuffed Peppers

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with

Newburg Sauce

East West Lasagna
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the
Mini Store

Located In the

Student Union

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop early or late.

Candy
Tobacco
Cards
Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks
Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health &
Beauty Aids

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks
Paper

Newspapers
Tote Bacjs

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassv/are

Cups
Decaitt

Pennants
Chips

Cookies

Popcorn
Umbrellas

Heads up.
Register andVote.

Many other Items available

545-2528

CONVENIENT HOURS

7:30 am - 10 pm Monday-Friday

a-ao am • 10 pm Saturday & Sunday

OCT. 1 WORCESTER DC

OCT. 2 CAMPUS CENTER

OCT. 2 FRANKLIN DC

OCT. 3 CAMPUS CENTER

OCT. 3 BERKSHIRE DC

OCT. 4 HAMPSHIRE DC

OCT. 9 CAMPUS CENTER

4:30 pm
10:00 am
4:30 pm
10:00 am
4:30 pm
4:30 pm

10:00 am -

- 6:30 pm
- 2:00 pm
- 6:30 pm|

- 2:00 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 6:30 pm
12:30 pm

UMASS BIG VOTE '84

MASSPIRG SCERA SGA Third Worid Affairs Student Senate

Frontlash MASSPIRG Northeast Area Gov't Peacemakers Public Policy

Radical Student Union SCERA SGA Presidents Office SSAM Third World Affairs

'Oil"
"The Them or Us Tour '84

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students

$9.50 and $10.50

Five College Students,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

UMass ID required with student ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and Stop S Shop locations

in Northarriptoh,-. Holvoke, Greenfield arid Pittsfield,^.^ ,:™^^^^^^^^

M*MM*MM*
No cans, bottles orVecofdwg^tevices. ...........!.•••••%••• ••*•-• -• ^--:*ife^:«ii^:ii|kSiiiM

i;«i

•
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Field hockey
hosts U Maine
EDHAYWAUD
Collegian Staff

Halfway through its 1984 season, the University of
Massachusetts field hockey team has an impressive 7 1

record (including five shutouts), a national ranking of

seventh, and a perfectionist.

The perfectionist is the coach Pam Hixon. While her team
has enjoyed a good deal of sucess thus far. Hixon still looks

for her team to get better right up until the team's final

game on November 3. Hixon is simply a coach that refuses

to rest on past laurels and strives to put an improved team
on the field every game, including against Maine on

Saturday at 11 at NOPE.
" As the season progresses we want to build certain

phases of our game. By the end of the season we hope to

have it all together. We want to be able to defend our goal,

attack our opponents,and have our players using each

other wisely in the general flow of the game." said Hixon.

So for UMass has handilly overpowered its opponents.

Offensively, they have scored twenty six goals, taken 218

shots, and drawn 128 penalty corners. Defensively,

UMass has surrendered only four goals, thirty eight shots,

while opponents have been awarded twenty seven penalty

corners.

iCollegian n

Amherst Flies presents

Goodbye Girl
Fn\ Sat Sun

8 and 10 PM
$1.50 Merril /, Science Center

Amherst College

9

tfTvW<»^«<^« «««3fc-<»-*='* tfK3w<»--^

isumi

Amherst Chinese Foods
Bmmt Mmnamrin Food

62-64 MAIN ST.. AMHERST
BEER a WINE LICENSE

Fresh Vegetables
from Our Own Farm

nOSED WeONSSDAY
WE DO NOT USt HSO OK HOtlCIAl COlOKINb

253-7835

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

ttiG estaurant
FANTASTIC
HAPPY HOUR

MUNCHIE MENU!

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

OCTOBER
SPECIAL
Twofer One
HEINEKEN

I

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight

g Proper ID a MUST

8 57 N. Pleasant St. 253 5141

$> ^3i^ (ir^(;s^"«c5i9 c;:^r3^cs>"=5:>iJ> 'i^:3^0"''^5i9 <^^

9

! HAPPY HOUR !

2 for 1 all bottled beer

2 In 1 well drinks

potato skins only $1.99

3 pm - 6 pm, 9 pm till closing

7 days per week

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

.tAO^I '8A

HAIR SPHAV

co^V®*^^'tO^
^^

to

the Halloween Shop at
A Store-fuB of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Daily lO - 6, Son. 12-5

!"
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Yom Kippur Services
» at

Chabad House
Friday and Saturday October 5 and 6

Kol Nidre 6:30 pm
Morning Services 10:00 am

Yizkor 12:30 pm
Mincha' & Neilah 4:30 pm
Break the Fast 7:30 pm

CHABAD HOUSE
where the services are traditional, the people are friendly

and the atmosphere is g-reat!

30 N. Hadley Rd. opp. Whitmore at UMass
253-9040

Styles by Deborah

cj

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIG
Monday - Thursday 8:45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days &% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive doys 15'%. Oiscoun^ -> pnone number^ree

AOVERTISINQ

AdvvrtiM FREE in th« RIVER VALLEY AO.

AdvsrtiM items you want to »ell or buy. Call

532 9496

AUTO FOR 8AUE

Rack-A-Dlae R»cli-A-Vld»o entartain-

mant guarantaad avantt few Disc Jockayi,

Band* and Vidao Call 5«9-71*«

WICKED AND WILD DJa audio and

visual sntertainmant for tha 80's 584-6712

6 ColTaga Sound the beat in party and

dance music Call 58^0246 or 586-7689

74 Muatang Qhia 4AT 73000 mi excellont

conditions »1 100 call 549-4716

74 Pontia<rVantura 3 speed std no rust

runs great call Stave eves 549^7818 660 or '

BO .

^9n Suburu. four spaed *1SG0 call

2Se<487 _^_
Volks 73 runs greet, need to aaH now. »7S0

firm 549^1368 David

Vn2F\nto rune great tiny rust apots »378

ee&oi6

Va«a Waoon 19 rmm dutch, brakaa, etaar-

ing bo« Body v good 648-7068 aak fof Tim

keep trying

Dodo* Darta7 Ptyniouth Valiants, Bar

racudaa Swap Meet' This Saturday October

6 2 6 pm Mirage Garage 30 North Maple

Roreoce 586-43B2 daaak: cars on dtaplay

free technical advice apara parts

1173 DodgaChargar Datuiia. Mechanical^

ly aound, AC, cloth interiof, AM/FM
caaaatta quadrophonic stereo, 82,000 orig.

milaa VERY CLEAN AND DEPENDABLE
CAR. BEST OFFER. 2BKB36

FOR RENT

One and two badroom apts. On bus route

cats okay All utilities included. Wmsburg
268^3624 584^3096

FOR SALE

-

Q + L F-100 elactrlc guhar black w/case

Excellent cond $375 firm 549 2797

Synar* S3X electric drum excellent condi-

tion 186 or BO 54*2797 after^ 6

1H1 Pioneer HP^-GOO stereo epaakers

excellent condition great soundi »140 call

Andy 6-1 140 after 9 PM

2 tan-apoed bicycles for aala good cor«li

tkjn, *86 each. Call 253-7976

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack-A-

VMeo entarttkwnaot gi«it 10 and 16 foot

Bcraana for dornie and Qraaka. ' »4TV

VMM muaic ort M»-7m

Orateful Dead tickota Wore Centrum Oct

9 four available best offer Ed 546-7942

DtgHaTbecwritar w/mode«ti and papw
ideal for Cyber 649-6216

TBAC 4-traek reel to real recorder

1360.00 or beat offer Dave 546-9316

KENYA BAOS FOR •» WW ba back in tt>e

CorwoMisa OCTOBER 4th & Sth

FOUND 'O^'''

Mona watch found in Haabrouck 124 on

Oct 1 To identify call 866-2470

Stolon In Sylvan aroa or Boydan Gym
Brown leatfwr wallet containing license,

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4096 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Gold Cross Necklece 10-2 pleese call 6^5191

Found one ball point pen call to identify

549-3631 Dephne

--
HELP WANTED

.
———— —

raward equal to value of necklace very im

portent

Computer progremmer Pan-time opening

for person experienced with PDP 11 or

VAX computers UNIX, or MACRO 11

NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE

Amherst based compeny, developing com
munications and reel time control software,

IS looking for someone able to work part

time during the school year, with full time

employment during intersession sid the

summer Excellent opportunity' For infor

mation call 549-8994

NSE Studonta Club MaMing Weds Oct 10

Campus Center 168C 7 9 pm elections dues

] PERSONALS
Houaepeopic wanted. Homecooked
meals in exchange for light kitchen cleenup

call 545-2150 ask for Jim

Help Wanted Junior Manager ButtarflaW

Kitchen for spring '86 and next academic

year free room and board 15 20 hrs'wtr at

4 25 applications avsilable at Butterflekl

Dorm Kitchen until Oct 19
Ambitious collage student needed part

time to organize a Rock and Art Fair. Vary

rewarding role 536 3890 anytime

Qovernmant Jobe 116,568 $&0,S63/yeer

Now hiring. Your area. Can 1-806<e74MJO

ext R-9616

Baby How U been? Get the wrhlp out at

midnight Happy B Day' 1 love you JB

Unda "Fred" Croy^ey Happy Birthday

Honey get payched for a great day 1 love

J ^-ou Michael

To a hard rockin honey from an ax-hon on

4 keep iammin, 1 miaa you Toujour* je

tadore*

INSTRUCTION Earn W-*7 an hour daHvaring ptexaa.

Must have own rakaNe car, wWing to work

nights » waakanda. App»» m par«in atf^

4:00 PM at Dominoa Pina aciuaa frtwn Stop

• yugpinflaM ;'> • Y<J '

Know your car. Baaie AutomobHa
Workahop. 28 hours kiduding daaaroom

y Linda Crowley Happy B day Hon youre

S

great roommete" Love Ellen

Can we tolk/l? Mary Porro about spring

84 phone bill' Pleese call 6 1098 soon'

' Rachel

I
MG How about breaking feat together?

Hevo me for dinner I'll bring deaaart' Holly

Tlm~ Hope youlwve a Happy 18th, love.

The UMass Crew

Michael L Call Snow 263 9666

Saagata Boy call Snow 253-9666

PROFESSIONAL
TVPINO SERVICE

Need e tutor? I can help' For mora info call

666-4831 after B:W

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USAs »1

Student /Budget Travel Agency Free

catalog call (6171 2eH92e or write, 729

Boylaton St Suite 20V Boston, MA 02116

Weekerid 111 Montreal, Only »79 Boaton

Bruins game optional Don't be fooled by

lours tf>at offer stading room only. We have

good aeets Contact Kim 546-6126

Papara, Cases. Olsaertatlona. Thaaaa,

on campus low iste* guaranteed accap

tanca Nancy 684^7924 VOCALIST WANTED

REFRIGERATOR RENTAL

Rafrigarater Rantrt 2 cubfc ti « » •"

PACKAGE STORE free daHvary 2B3-9742

ROOMMATE WANTED

Vocallat wanted (M or F1 to front wortting

R & R band Experienced dedkated profee

sionals only ptease 549 2797 256 8079 after

6 pm keep trying

Without a Ihrlng-ptoea? SlW hopa> Share

my apartment at Northwood in Sunder1er>d.

Call 866-4284
WANTED

9#arooiTi Ni

•AFA

Stwdant'a Advocating Financial
Aaalatartca wW hold the organiiathmal in

troductory maatirw Tuaa., Oct 9th CC 188,

at 7 pm' NEW MEMBERS are ENCOURAG
EO«i

Famata to ahara larga
Townehouaa call MB-4alS_

Daadllcketa «vented call S46-61S3

I need any extra Dead ticketa you hava

call JR 263-7S22

NMdad twa Oratafut Oaad ttefcata for

idN. Carolnaca* JlmMB-1727
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No passing fancy:
Ehrhardt primed for UMass,

Minutemen must improve offense

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

"If we want to beat Rhode Island, it comes

down to the pass, "said University ol

Massachusetts football coach Bob Stull.

"We have to stop their air attack and get

ours going." The Minutemen, 2 2, will be

faring one of the nation's hottest quar

terbacks in URI's Tom Ehrhardt, a 6 3

transfer from C.W.. Post who threw 410

yards and five touchdowns last week as the

Ramscrushec* Brown. 34 13.

Ehrhardt garnered ECAC and Yankee

Conference offensive player player of the

week awards for his performance and

presents a major problem for the

Minutemen secondary.

In four games, the Minutemen have given

up 922 yards through the air (230.5 a game).

Opponents have averaged 4.K yards a play

against UMass.

Stull is quick to point out that the team has

faced some of Division 1 AA's top passers

like Lehigh's Marty Horn and Holy Cross

Peter Muld(H)n, but Ehrhardt. as far as

pure passing goes, may be better than both.

"We'll try some things, blitz him a lot, and

use Carlos Silva as a fifth defensive back,"

said Stull. "They don't run a lot (URI uses a

one back, two tight end offense) and, like

the other teams we've played, I expect

them to pass a lot. Again, the secondary

has to plav well for us to win."

When they have the ball. UMass has

managed to move downfield. but can not

make the big play.
.

Junior quarterback Jim Simeone is 49 lor

117 (.419 percent) with no touchdown

passes and four interceptions. He has been

victimized by several dropped balls (m

eluding a dropped TD against Northeastern

last Saturday in UMass' 3 win), and Stull

expects his quarterback to rebound.

"It's not aJl Jimmy's fault. " said Stull.

"It's been the whole offense. When we had

the ball at the Northeastern seven last

week, we killed ourselves with a stupid

offsides and then a dropped TD. If we

minimize these errors, we'll get into our

offense a little more and score sonie points.

A bright spot for the offense was the play

of junior tailback George BarnweU. The

speedster rushed (or 121 last week against

NU and has 310 for the season. Fullback

Frank Fav has 262 yards to go along with

three TDs. Both average 4.6 yards per

carry.

As far as point production goes, the

Minutemen have scored only ten points in

the first two quarters of all four games.

The Minutemen seem to be a fourth quarter

team as evidenced by the .'JO points they've

scored in the final 15 minutes.

"We have to score early against URI and

probably keep scoring, " said Stull, who's

team has gone from a 26 point opening

game effort against Ball State to a 14 point

game (Lehigh), a seven point game (Holy

Cross) and a three point game (Nor

Iheastern).

"It's a dangerous progression, "
said Stull

with a nervous laugh. "We will open it up a

little more against URI hopefully with good

results."

The game will mark the Yankee Con

ference debut for the Minutemen. URI is 1-

in the league by virtue of its 27 rout of

Maine. UMass dominated this series seven

straight victories between 1974 and 1980.

The UMass defense, anchored by the

linebackers and nose guard Peter Tracy,

will have to get a good rush on Ehrhardt to

keep the URI signal caller from getting at

the UMass secondary. Freshman punter

Jim Tandler (43.0 average) should be able

to keep URI deep in their own territory.

Although no starters have been changed,

Stull made some second string switches

after the Northeastern game. Tandler is

now the back up cornerback after being

removed from quarterback and split end,

junior Bob Shelmire will sub for Fay in

place of freshman Ted Barrett. Jim Earle

Collrfpan by D«»e D«ub«r

Lehigh'8 Peter Schreck (44) gets wrapped up by the UMass defense in

a game earlier this season. UM faces URI on Saturday.

. will continue to start at split flanker with

John Crowlev backing him up.

Right tackle Mike Briggs is still hampered

by a shoulder injury and Bob Greaney will

start in his place.

"We've got our work cut out for us." said

Stull. "URI is a fine team and they can

pass, they may be the best passing team in

the conference. It all comes down to that,

pa.ssing. We've got to, and not let them, it's

that simple."

Or that complicated.

UMass vs. URI
Where: Meade Stadium, Kingston, RI

When: Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

The Latest Line: URI by Wt
The records: UM: 2-2, URI: 4-1

The Series: 28-28-1

Last season: URI defeated UMass 13-3

Injuries: UM: Mike Briggs (OT),

shoulder, will not play. URI: Jim Donnelly

(P and backup TE), knee, will not play.

Men's soccer hosts tourney, spikers face NU
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The UMass Soccer Invitational will be the

highlight this weekend as the 12th ranked

nationally and first ranked in New England

Minutemen host Northeastern University.

Hartford and St. Anselms on Boyden Field,

while many other UMass sports teams also

are in action.

The hooters (5 2 2)play Northeastern

Saturday at 1:00 p.m.. while Hartford plays

at St. Anselms because of scheduhng

difficulties, with the losers playing in a

consolation game Sunday at noon and the

winners squaring off for the tournament

championship at 3:00 p.m.

"We'll see if we're a good team in our

ability to come back after a loss," said

UMass coach Jeff Gettler. " The big test is

if we come back and play well against

Northeastern Saturday. We were riding

high all season, and now they feel bad after

a loss. If we can win, those things disap-

pear and we'll be back where we were."

Northeastern is a unique team in that they

have not had a varsity scx-cer program in 53

years. They played as a club and offseason

in amateur leagues, and in their only

contest thus far.defeated Lowell,2 0.

Coach Winston Smith, who is a graduate

student has recruited a good amount of

foreign players and Coach Gettler expects

Collegian "sNFL picks
The sports staff of the Collegian are

getting just too good at picking these

games, so to make it just a tad tougher,

sports editor Peter Abraham has in-

stituted picking against the spread. The

crafty ticott Hood still leads the overall

race with a fine 38-17 record. Both

Abraham and Hood recorded 10-4 weeks

as did the very agile Tony "The Iron

Sheik" Betros. As for Gerry deSimas...

Peter Tony Kevin Scott Gerry

Abraham Betros DcLnca Hood

(36-19) (37-18) (34-21) (38-17) (31-24)

Buffalo 1 Philly Philly Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo

Chicago 3 NO Chicago Chicago NO Chicago Chicago

Cinn. 8 Houston Houston Cinn Houston Cinn. Houston

Dallas 6Vi St. Lou Dallas Dallas St.Lou Dallas St.Lou

Detroit 4 Denver Denver Denver Denver Denver Denver

KC V/i N.Y. JeU Jets KC Jets KC KC

Raiders 2Vi Seattle Raiders Raiders Seattle Raiders Raiders

Rams IVi AtlanU Atlanta Rams Rams Rams Rams

Miami 5>/j Pitts. Pitts Miami Miami Miami Miami

NE 1 Clev. NE NE Cleveland NE NE

SD IVj G. Bay SD SD SD SD SO

T. Bay 1 Minn TB r.Bay Minn Minn Minn

Wash. 8 Indy Wash Wash Wash Wash Indy

SanFran 3Vi NY Giants SanFran SanFran NYG SanFran SanFran

them to be a good team.

Hartford is undefeated at 8 1 and ranked

sixth in New England, while St. Anselms at

3 2 1 is ranked number eight among

Division II schools in New England. Gettler

and his squad are happy to be beck at the

friendly comfines of Bovden Field.

Saturday is a big day for the UMass

volleyball team. The spikers invade Boston

to take on Northeastern Urilversity, who is

ranked «1 in the Northeast.

UMass is ranked #5.
" This is a very big weekend for us", said

coach Elaine Sortino. " We really have our

sights on doing well."

To do well, the spikers are going to rely on

the serving and defensive consistency that

has carried them through the season. This

means Sallv Maher is going to have to hit

well on Saturday, and Mickey Barys,

Debbie Cole, and Patti Grant must hit the

serves that have been a trademark as of

late.

On Saturday, at 11 a.m. the mens cross

country team (0 2 1) hosts the University of

Connecticut (3-2-0).

While UMass' top runner, John Panac

cione, is still recovering from an ankle

injury, coach Ken O'Brien is hoping to get

solid efforts from his sophomore trio of Jan

Novack, Paul Stanislawzik and Wayne

Levy.

The UMass women's cross country team

will also be home on Saturday, entertaining

Northeastern University.

The Minutemen defeated the Huskies last

season by a 23-33 score, but the Boston-

based team defeated the Minutemen by ten

points in the Rhode Island Invitationals a

few weeks earlier.

The University of Massachusetts water

Polo team begins the crucial phase of their

season this weekend as they travel to

Harvard to compete in the first of two

league tournaments. In addition to the host

team, the Minutemen will also be facing

Columbia, Yale, M.I.T., and Brown.

UMass 'coach Russ Yarworth has

developed a deeper bench than he had in

the beginning of the season. " Now that the

younger guys have more experience," said

Yarwoth. "
I don't have to keep the same

guys in there for the entire game."

Paul McNeil and Mike Hoover (12 goals

each in their last four games ) will once

again be the big guns for the Minutemen.

Both men's and women's tennis teams are

also in action as the men coming off a 6-3

loss to Albany State yesterday, which

dropped their record to 2-2, travel to

Harvard today and Saturday to take part in

vhe New England Tennis Tournament. The

women continue an earlier match against

Smith today at Smith today at 3 p.m. on the

NOPE courts, that was postponed because

of darkness. They then travel to Burlington

Saturday to take on the University of

Vermont.

Also contributing to this story were Roger

Chapman, Chris Tremblay, Mike Levine,

Bryan Quemel and AUstair Attwood.

Weekendsports ataglome
UMass schedule:

TiMtay:

There are no games scheduled.

Saturday:
FootbalL at URI, 1:30 p.m.

Field Ho.key: Maine, at NOPE, 11

a.m.
Soccer: UMass Invitationals at

Boyden Field, all day.

Women's Cross Country: Nor-

theastern, 11 a.m.
i^
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Water Polo: at League Tourney at

Harvard
Volleyball: at Northeastern 2 p.m.

Men's Cross Cwintry: UConn, 11

a.m.
Men's Tennis: Yale, Boyden Courta

Women's Tennis: at Vermont
Rugby: URI, Boyden, 1 p.m.

Sunday;
Soccer. UMaaa Invitationals con-

Today is the last day to register to vote
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Students give
debate edge
to Mondale
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

They came out fighting in the first "Great

Debate", each attacking the other's position

on the federal deficit, abortion, and

religion, and the victor according to many
University of Massachusetts students was
former Vice-President Walter Mondale.
The debate Sunday night, the first of two
scheduled between Mondale and President

Ronald Reagan lasted a little more than an

hour and a half. Both candidates disagreed

on a wide range of topics, further widening

the gap between the conservative

Republican and liberal Democrat.

"Mondale was more in control. They both

looked good, but Mondale seemed more

sure of himself. Reagan was kind of

floundering. Mondale was more at ease, he

was clearly ahead at the end," said Susan C.

Varaga, a first year communications studies

major from Shelton, Connecticut.

One of the major issues of the debate was

the federal budget deficit, with Mondale

challenging the President to release details

of his "secret" plan to reduce the record

$263 billion debt.

Reagan sidestepped that question several

times saying he would keep on the path he

started in 1980, and if steady economic

growth coupled with a low rate of inflation

continued, the deficit would go down.
Mondale has already publicly outlined his

plan, which calls for tax increase for middle

and upper income Americans.
Mondale said Reagan's plan for just

"wishing away" thedeficit would not hold

water, and from the outset of the debate

attacked Reagan's position.

"They both came out trying to attack

eachother. They were both getting off on

little snitches, both candidates really stuck

to their guns but afterwards 1 had a little

bit more respect for Mondale, he handled

himself well especially on the issues," said.

Thomas R. Armstrong, a junior Geology

major from Exeter, New Hampshire.
Observers commented on Monaale's

composure. At times he even joked at the

President and one of his more stinging

statements was; "I'm reminded a little bit of

what Will Rogers once said about Hoover.

He said 'It's not what he doesn't know that

bothers me, it's what he knows for sure but

just ain't so'."

That comment and others like it helped to

establish Mondale's strength in debating.

"Mondale definitely came across more

forcefully," said Thoman K. McGee, a

senior economics major from Reagan's

backyard, Arlington Virginia.

McGee said the debate was somewhat

disappointing because "nothing new or

novel ca*"* out of it."

"I was looking for something dramatic, but

there was no drama."

In 1980, Reagan squared off against then

President Jimmy Carter in a series of

television debates, which gave a decisive

edge to Reagan. Back in 1975 Mondale, then

a senator from Minnesota and Vice-

CollegJan photo by Andy Heller

HIGH HARVEST TIME — Piero Procaccini of Northampton climbed a

tree at Atkins Orchard in Amherst yesterday to pick apples for his fami-

ly.

Presidential contender faced Robert Dole,

President Gerald Ford's running mate.

Mondale scored a big victory in tose con-

frontations.

The debate Sunday night pitted proven
debate winners against eachother, and
while political experts gave a first round
victory to Mondale, immediately following

the debate some UMass students either

said no one emered vectorious or Reagan
had a slight edge.
"Mondale had more composure, but he

didn't answer the questions directed at him.

I think Reagan came out on top. he an-

swered the questions that were asked, and
he answered them better (than Mondale),"
said Mark Jeffrey, a junior hotel restaurant
and travel administration major from
Birmingham, England.
Uebra F". Taylor, a 1984 graduate ot

UMass, said she didn't think either can

didate won.
"I just wish Mondale had a little hie, he s

just so dead." she said.

Vice President George Bush and
Congresswoman Geraldine Ferraro's fight

will take place this Thursday at 9 p.m.

Amherst adopts

new party policy
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst College students will be
supervised at large parties by a corps of

their peers, according to a recent decision

by the Amherst College Council.

The College Council, which is made up of 3

faculty members, 3 members of the Dean of

Students office and 5 students, recom-

mended the program in response to the

administration's efforts to deter underage
drinking.

The student supervisors will include about

20 to 30 student bartenders and iden

tification checkers.

"Instead of relying on student volunteers,

we'll be relying on students who are trained

and paid," said Au.stin Sarat, council

chairman. He said, "the council aims for a

policy that will effectively communicate to

students the need to take consumption of

alcohol seriously."

amtinuid to pngf r>

Knapp action
still awaited
on grievances
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

After more than .seven years, the graduate

student senate is still waiting for

University of Massachu.setts President

David C. Knapp to approve an academic

grievance procedure that has already

cleared other administrative channels.

Although he was unavailable for comment
Friday. Knapp said during the annual

address to the faculty senate that he would

"make a note of it."

"I brought it up to Knapp at the first

faculty senate meeting of the semester and

for some reason, he laughed and the senate

laughed and everyone thought it was
funny," Sanjir Dugal, president of the

graduate student senate said.

"We heard the procedure again went
through all the channels but it has been a

month since I made this statement."

According to Dugal. "a previos attempt to

establish a formal grievance procedure was
objected to by the president's office in June
1975."

Dugal said the proposal was rejected in

1975 because it lacked "a proper definition

of what constitutes grounds for a grievance

and the apparent excessive amounts of

time, energy and dollars required to

operate the proposed procedures.

"We revised it (the procedure) in March

1977 and it differs substantially since some

procedures were changed. The procedure

was passed by the faculty senate on May 19,

1977 and later approved by the chancellor,"

he said.

Last May, the procedure was reread, sent

to Duffey and again to Knapp. Dugal said.

"And now, it's still sitting on Knapp's

desk."

If Knapp passes the procedure, final

approval must then come from the

University's Board of Trustees.

"I don't know what happened in 1977, but

Knapp should have sent the procedure back

in a week's time if it needed revisions,"

Dugal said.

There is no rational explanation so all I can

think is that there's something political and

they're shuffling their feet over it," he

added.

Dugal defined a grievance as "a complaint

by a graduate student alleging that some

individual member of the faculty or staff

has caused him/her to suffer some specific

harm as a student."

According to the procedure, graduate

students must submit a written statement

and decide whether to submit it to informal

mediation. The grievance is then passed on

to the department head and then to the

graduate school dean. The dean appoints a

hearing committee, which submits a report

and hears any appeals. The dean then

renders a decision.

"On campus, the graduate .senate as a

body has no pnx-edure, no written way nor

process when in trouble with a faculty

member or advisor. "Dugal said. "It's a

great shame. If we have a problem with the

facutly or administration, there's no way to

go"

Thomu R. Armstrong Susan C. Varg^a Debra F. Taylor

Inside: Minutemen drop another
close one p.l6

Nicaraguan leader expects
U.S. troops p.2

Columnist takes crash course

in cheerleadihg p. 7

*'Any fool can say, few can in-

form .

'

'

— Peter Ttmrnshend
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Iraqi air attack

kills 6 on tanker
(AP) — Iraqi warplanes broke a 22 day lull in attacks on

Persian Gulf shipping yesterday by hitting a supertanker

with an Exocet missile, setting the vessel afire and killing

six crewmen, shipping sources reported.

Six other seamen were badly burned in the attach on the

254,000 ton. Liberian registered World Knight, marine

shipping and salvage sources said in Bahrain.

An Iraqi military communique said "two large naval

targets" were attacked southwest of Iran's Kharg Island

oil shipping terminal. Iraq commonly refers to ships as

"naval Urgets" in communiques about its four-year old war

with Iran.

Marine shipping and salvage executives in Bahrain said

only one ship was hit. They said radio operators picked up

a distress signal. "We are under attack; we are on fire,

from the World Knight at 11:30 a.m.. 4:30 a.m. EDT.

The same sources, speaking only on condition of

anonymity, said it was not clear if the tanker was loaded or

empty when it was hit.

They said the missile rocked the ship's aft section,

wrecking the engine room and setting fire to the crew's

quarters. They rported at least one life raft was lowered.

Iranian navy helicopters flew to the crippled ship to aid

the rescue effort, and at least one salvage .-ompany

tugboat took aboard survivors and stayed on the scene to

fight the fire, sources said.

The nationality of the victims was not known. The marine

shipping sources said the crew was made up of five British

officers and 33 seamen from Hong Kong.

The World Knight is owned by the Greek company

Niarchos and operated by Hong Kong shipping magnate

Sir Y.K. Pao's World Wide Shipping Group, sources said.

The Iraqi military statement said the raid was an "im-

plementation of previous warnings to all ships against

sailing to Kharg or other Iranian ports."

AP Laserphoto

Violence erupted m Normml, IL. S»turd«y nifthl as about a thousand people rno«tly II

linorSUteTmversity students, rallied against a new town ordinance intended to con

roTi^K^ unruly parLs Above, a MrUan County shenffs deputy kicks a protester

Students rap Farrakhan

MIDDLETOWN. Conn. (AP) - Students at Wesleyan

University are circulating a petition to force a referendum

on the question of financing a speech by Black Muslim

leader Louis Farrakhan at the school.

The University's student government voted late Sunday

night to budget $1 .000 in student funds for a speech by the

leader of the Nation of Islam.

The decision came amid heated debate between students

and faculty that touched such topics as racial harmonv.

minority rights and the relationship between morality and

government.

Farrakhan has gained national notoriety for ant i- Semitic

comments. The proposal to invite him to Wesleyan has

sparkeed a campus controversy.

The btudent Budget Committee ol tne Wesleyan btudent

Assembly originally decided to provide only $500 to

Ujamaa the University's Afro--American organization -

to cover operational and technical expenses in bringing

Farrakhan to the campus.

Sandinista leader:

U.S. will invade
CAMBRIDGE (AP) — The coordinator of the Nicaraguan

Sandinista junta repeated Monday his assertion the United

States planned to invade his country and defended

scheduling elections there in November.

"The American government has poised itself to ex

terminate the Nicaraguan people." Daniel Ortega

Saavedra said as backers in a primarily student audience at

Harvard University shouted in Spanish. "They shall not

invade." • j . ,

The Reagan administration has committed themselves to

destroying a democratic solution in Central America,"

Ortega claimed last Tuesday at the United Nations that the

United States planned an offensive Oct. 15 to prevent the

Nov. 4 vote. The United States denied the charge.

"The machinery is already in place surrounding

Nicaragua ready to attack," asserted Ortega before 1.300

at the university's Sanders Theater during a forum

sponsored by the law school.

A Harvard Law School faculty member, Abram Chayes,

is representing Nucaragua in its claim the U.S. acted

illegally in backing the mining of Nicaraguan harbors. The

case is being heard before the World Court in The Hague.

Agents identified by a Harvard student coordinator. Paul

Galleberg. as members of the U.S. Secret Service guarded

the stage. Galleberg said student monitors checked the

audience for weapt^. .^ posters and banners.

"Let it be kr.wn that Nicaragua is not an enemy of the

government or people m' the United States, but it is this

administration '.l.at 'as declared war against Nicaragua

and its per 'i-
.' Ort ga said, referring to the Reagan

administration id it^ • .mplaint that some parties were

not being permi- ted to p-.ticipate in the November vote.

"They threaten not only the people of Central America,

but the American people themselves.

"There exists pluralism in.... Nicaragua. There is no real

pluralism in a country in which only two parties are con

tenders. But of 11 parties in Nicaragua, seven are

registered to participate in the elections. The rest don't

want to.

"In the final analysis, we are not asking for economic

assistance from the United States. We just want to be left

alone in peace."

Mexican Nobel Prize-winning novelist, Carlos Fuentes

introduced Ortega and said in a reference to U.S. and Latin

American efforts to negotiate a peace:

"Central America has signalled that it can rule itself if left

to rule itself. For God's sake, if you are incapable of

negotiating yourselves, at least let us negotiate."

Super Daily Happy Hour
All Week 3-6 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

reduced prices on pitchers & bottled beer

Free Munchies

Plus 2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

Super Nightly Happy Hour
All Week 9.30-11:30 pm

2 for 1 Jumbo Drinks (any shelf)

2 for 1 on Jumbo draft & wine

^ici4»;id^< lALS
Tuesda

8-12 pm Pizza and Beer

$5.95 includes pitcher of beer

or carafe of wine & cheese pizza

1 Pray Street, Amherst

Open 11 am - 1 am Daily

11-3 pm
Bloody Mary

pitchers

$5.95

Sunda '

6-10 pm
Pizza €r Beer

$5.95 includes a

pitcher of beer or

carafe of wine and

cheese pizza

• HELP WANTED •
Junior Manager Butterfield Kitchen

for Spring 85 and next academic year

Free Room and Board

15-20 hrs/week at $4.25/hr

Application available at

Butterfield Dorm Kitchen

until October 19th

WM

Nicaraguan Coordinator Daniel Ortega Saavedra
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UMass *Big Vote' drive

expects to register 2,500

f'hiito by Kalhy Jordan

MISSED THE PLACE — UMass graduates Kelly Jean and Colleen

return to Amherst Center and browse through hats for sale.

By I)KIU)KAH ROSS
Collegian Correspondent

Last week 1,700 students registered

tovote on the University of Massachusetts

campus, according to Bill Mct'askie of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

(Iroup. which sponsored the "Big Vote "84"

registration drive.

Today is the last day to register in

Massachusetts to vote in the election Nov.

6.

MassPIRG. in conjunction with the

Student Government association, arranged

to have Amherst registrars available on

capmus so (hat students can register

quickly and easily for the November

elections.

"Students are more apt to register if it"s

easy and convenient." said McCaskie.

"Many students don"t even bother to send

away for absentee ballots."

McCaskie estimates that by the end of

t(Hlay the number registered will be2,.'>00.

Although thi^ is less than the figure of

.'),000 McCaskie predicted at the beginning

of the campaign, hesaid he was not

disappointed and that the "registrars'

tables have always been ful

Kmily Belt, one of the registrars working

on the "Vote '84" tables last week, said,

"We've been really busy. The students are

very supportive."

Registrars will be available today in the

Campus Center between 10:30 a.m. and

12:30 p.m. McCaskie said "UMass can show

its voting strength by turning out to

register, and then again at the polls in

November."

Registrar Nancy Hastings said "students

are surprised by how easy it is to register.

It takes about two minutes."

Stacy Roth, a political science major

helping out as part of the coalition, said the

campaign "has had a really good response.

Kverybodv is feeling pretty g(H)d about it."

"I don't think I'd have bothered to register

if it hadn't been so convenient," .said Jason

Grosjean. a first-year student. "I thought

you had to go through a lot more."

Madeleine Kno, a junior, said "I registered

here two years ago. I think it's a really

good idea."

(Jregg Kalon. a first year student, said "I

think it's a very good idea, but I think a lot

of people will register anyway."

UMass professor receives

*A' in Guide to Colleges

C Women's Forum :)

Wmnen's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women 's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's Issiies

Editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday

before the extent.

Tuesday — The Women's Leadership

Project will sponsor a film on the gender

gap at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 163.

Mary Wentworth will speak following the

film. The event is free and open to all.

An organizing meeting for the "Not In

Our Name" feminist resistance action in

New York on November 18 and 19 will be

held at 7:15 at Smith College. Call

545-0254 for more information.

Wednesday — The Everywoman's
Center will be offering a support group for

women in the trades (construction

workers, painters, plumbers, electricians,

maintenance workers, aXc.). This group

will focus on issues facing women doing

non-traditional jobs and provide a network

for women, as well as support. The group

will run for eight weeks, beginning October

10 and will meet from 5-7 p.m. For more

information and to pre-register, call

.545-0883.

The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom will meet at 5 p.m.

Check the Campus Center daily schedule

for the room number. New memters are

welcome.
Thursday — The Women's Leadership

Project will meet at 4 p.m. in Student

Union 415. The WLP desperately needs

new members; come talk about issues

which concern you.

The Counseling program at the

Everywoman's Center will be sponsoring a

support group for women who are con-

cerned about their relationship to food.

The group will begin on October 11, and

run for 10 weeks. For more information

and to register, call 545-0883. Confiden-

tiality is assured.

Saturday — A conference titled The
Changing Minority Women: Reaching

New Horizons will be held from 9 a.m. to

5:30 p.m. at Springfield Community Col-

lege. Topics included are: What the future

holds for women; increasing economic

power; political realities of the 1980s;

superwomen; networking; issues in the se-

cond half of life: health, retirement and

family. For more information contact the

Division of Continuing Education at

UMass.

By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

A professor from the School of Education

at the University of Massachusetts who has

been described as "cool, smart, funny and

teaches interesting courses" has been

named "best teacher" in Lisa Birnbach's

Cfuide to Colleges.

Liane Brandon, who recently returned

from a year long sabbatical, said she was "a

little bit embarassed about the title."

' "There are a lot of good teachers at

UMass. It's simplistic to single one out.

"

she said.

Brandon said her new title makes her feel

that she must "be on her toes at all times."

"The only drawback on being called best

teacher is the sudden publicity,"she said.

Brandon said her phone never stops

ringing. Newspapers, radio and television

stations have called her for interviews

among them The Boston Globe, the Daily

Hampshire Gazette, WEEI News and

WCVBTV.
Before entering college. Brandon was a

professional skier and swimmer and was

once a stunt diver, specializing in tricks like

diving into a pool through rings of fire.

But Brandon turned in her fins for an office

in the School of Education where she

teaches three courses which focus on how to

use film and media in schools.

Before coming to UMass. she worked as a

substitute teacher in a Roxbury elementary

school. Brandon said her pupils "weren't

very interested in learning" and getting

them to open a book was difficult.

Brandon has been making prize winning

films since 1967, and decided to come to

UMass in 1974. She brought with her the

concept of "learning by doing," a concept

she said her students have readily adopted.

Brandon said she is satisfied with her

performance as a teacher.

"I have to turn away three or four times as

many students as my classes can hold each

semester. Students aren't nodding off

during class, they come early and hang

around late to talk about current projects

and ideas," she said.

Brandon said working as a professional

adds to the quality of her teaching.

"Working in the film industry helps when

you are teaching film production," she .said.

"To be in constant touch with the thing

you're teaching is important. When I learn

something new, or find a method better

than the one I'm using. I run right in to tell

my students."

Brandon stressed the importance of

colleagues' support in an environment that

allows creative teaching. She added that a

g(K)d teacher is one "who believes in her

students and encourages them to do

something non traditional or slightly out of

the ordinary."

Student protesters arrested second time
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

For the second time in as many weeks. University of

Massachusetts students were arrested at nuclear weapons

protests. Randi Saslow. Caroling Frimpter. Debbi

Krutenplon. John Peterson. John Lanford and Jonathan

Spaulding of the UMass Peacemakers were arrested at the

Underwater Systems Center in new London. Connecticut

and charged with disorderly conduct.

rt,..t<i hv KInuT M'.sk

Police arrest UMass Peacemakers member John

Peterson (kneeling), who was protesting com-

missioning of Trident submarine.

They were protesting the commissioning of the Trident

submarine USS Jackson. The commissioning, according to

the arrested students, is a celebration for executives from

the Navy and General Dynamics at which the ownership of

the submarine is turned over to the Navy after being built

and tested by General Dynamics.

Randi Saslow said the commissioning was a particularly

appropriate occasion to protest so as to be visible to

"people who make the decisions."

Caroline Frimpter said, "there is something obscene

about having a party over it.

"Hanging down from the electric boat factory where the

submarine was built was a sign saying 'good luck

Jackson."Frimpter said. "Good luck for what'.'"she asked.

"Good luck for it's mission in life?"

The students crossed police barriers after being warned

by a police officer, "step over that line and it's broken arms

and legs time." according to Jonathan Spaulding. who was

also arrested la.st weekend at the Draper laboratory in

Cambridge.

They were trying to form a blockade to prevent the

entrance of the buses of executives. Spaulding said. But as

soon as they crossed the barricades they were attacked"

by police and handcuffed, he said.

"We were silling there handcuffed like criminals. " Saslow

said, "while the real criminals were going by in buses to

the commissioning."

The Peacemakers say the creators of weapons like the

Trident submarine are the real criminals because such

weapons, which are capable of mass destruction of civilian

populations, are produced in violation of many treaties.

Nuch as the Nuremberg agreement and the Geneva Con-

vention of 1949. Spaulding said.

"It is our right and duty as citizens of both the U.S. and

our planet to speak out against this madness and obstruct

further production of mutually suicidal weapons before it is

too late." he said.

Colleffian phutn by MIchpllt? Seirall

Anna Dolan. Craft Shop Coordinator, works to

ready shop for opening this week. The craft

shop, located in the Student Union basement, of-

fers students free use of batik, ceramics,

photography, silkscreen and metalsmithing

facilities. Users pay only for materials.

Workshops and courses are also offered.
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PUT US TOTHE TEST!
LSAT-GMAT-GRE

MCATDAT
GRE PSYCH GRE 610

MATPCATOCAI
VAMOEFLSSAT

PSATSAT
ACHIEVEMENTS ACT

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

• Permanent Centers open days,

evenings, weekends

• Complete ThSTN TAPE

facilities

• Skilled instructors and

dedicated, lull time stall

• Homestudy materials constantly

updated by Research Experts

• Low Hourly Cost

• Transfer priviliges to over

120 locations

LSAT
GRE
GMAT

NATIONAL MED BOARDS

MSKP FM6EMS
FLEXNOe NPB

NCB NCLEXRN

CGFNS CPA

SPEED READING

ESLINTBVSIVE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION TO

LAW SCHOOL

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
a WEEKENDS:

358 N. Pleasant

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
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OPENING
TODAY!

266 North Pleasant St., Amherst
(behind Silverscope)

253-7070 Tues.-Sot. 10-6

Uncommon Plonts ...

— for home, gifts

and greenhouse

The
fastest-growing

profession

in America.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,

the need for paralegals is atxHtt to douMe.

Now is the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession . . . and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After just four

months of intensive study, we will find you a job

in the city of your choice. We are so confident oT

the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-IPLT.

We'll be on campus October 15, 1984 —
Contact your placement office to arrange for an

individual interview or group presentation.

Hoiisins^ and
Financial Aid
available

THE INSTITUTE

TRAINING

Approved by the

American Bar

Association

Mail this coupon to: RUM A

Institute for Paralogai Training

H2h Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA19103

Please send a copy of your catalogue.

Same— —
Address-

j City. _Slate_ .Zip-

College-

rhone—
(vr ti4nr*d \

Tuesday. October 9, 1984

NURSING:
CHECK IT OUT

At New England Deaconess Hospital School of Nursing.

Now is the time to apply. You could even start planning your

courses to qualify for our two-year advanced placement

program.

Just call Joy Erb, recruitment coordinator at (617) 732-8359.

Come join us at our Fall Open House, October 15, 1984,

1-6 p.m. or November 4, 1984, 1-5 p.m.

NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL

SCHOOL OF NURSING
One Autumn Street, Boston, MA 02215

Committed to the concept of equal opportunity .n education
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S Adult

J Education
J^ Programs

also

S available

THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPUS

Two Around-the-World
Sailings Each Year

I

SiKinsored by the University of FitUsburgfi. Semester at Sea offers stduents a superior full semester

academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester full credit expenence is available

to qualified student* from all accredited colleges and universities.

More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh and

other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.

Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.

Semester at Sea admits studente without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully air-

conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America,

vjj For free color brochure, write. Semester at Sea, UCIS, Universitv of Pitt-

)S sburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800)
"^1 854-0195 (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

^ Student Representative will be in the Caoipus Center
* Oct. 9 from 6:30 to 9 Room 174-176

^ Oct. 10 from 6:30 to 9 Room 165-169

S Oct. 11 from 6:30 to 9 Room 101

« Financial Aid is available to qualified students
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WIN AN ALL TERRAIN VEHICLE (wagon)

Two vehicles

vehicle is on display in

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
1 To enter, complete the otticial entry form
and bring it to the store Enter as often as
you wiSh by using only original entry forms.
Enter Nov. 1, 1984

2. The winner will be selected in a random
drawing on Nov. 2.

3. Employees of the University Store and
their families are not eligible. Taxes on the
prize are the sole responsibility of the win-
ner.

to be given away
^ur^£orting_Goods_Degt^

Vehicle "BeNUS
"

Register to win an all terrain vehicle. Fill out the

coupon b return. No purchase required.

Name

Addret

Phone

.

*"[S"S<ninKeTampu^^'' t̂er

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
(pmml)

nyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Tuesday, October 9, 1984
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AN IBM PCXT COMPUTER WITH
$1,000 WORTH OF PRINTER AND
WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE
FOR $4,095??? Not Exactly. But if it weren't for the label, you couldn't tell the

diffensKe!!!

VISA

Ocorona
the CompalibW Ownpany

•Desktop or Pbrt^bk

•High Resolution Monitor

•Graphics Capability

•256K Character Memory

•4 Free Expansion Slots

•10 Million Character Drive Storage

Also available in (loppy at lower cost

•DOS 2 PC TITV)R' GW Basic and

Muhimate' VMsrd Processing

•Includes Panasonic KX 1U91 Printer

549-7133 [U]Computer
Works

228 TRIANGLE STREET
AMHERST
^k)n.-Sa. 10-6
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The College Council, which oversees campus residentail

and social life, originally planned to require students to

wear hospital style bracelets lo identify the students who
were 20 years old. A final vote ruled against the bracelets

in favor of the student supervisors.

The council's ruling on Sept. 27 came shortly after two

campus parties were shut down by poUce and college

security guards because of loud noise. No arrests were

made at either party and no charges of under age drinking

were made.

Clay Johnston, a sophomore representative on the

College Council said, "I realize the college has to enforce

the under-age drinking but it's sad it had to come down to

this."

The policy of the trained paid student supervisors will

mean that two bartenders and two checkers will b« hired

to work an average party. The council recommended that

the students be paid $.5 per hour.

Danyelle Desjardins. a first year German major, said

"Amherst College has traditionally mainUined a very

relaxed social atmosphere. Now there is a sudden change

in policy which has greatly affected the mood."

"What was once a place to have fun and relax on the

weekends has been somewhat altered in a very un-

favorable way. The fact is the choice has already been

made for you concerning drinking, " she added.

Peter Taylor, a first year music major, said the college

should not have to set forth such a policy. "It is not the

task of the college to teach us responsibiUty. It is only

through freedom of choice, with respect to alcohol or

anything else, that responsibility can grow.'^ Taylor said.

"We should be allowed to use our own discretion."

^¥"^^^"7"^7"Tn^^ 1 I I

College Party Weekend

MONTREA
includes

* Round Trip Transportation
* 3 days, 2 nights

Hot«i Shcrbourg, Downtown Montreal

November 2, Z, 4

Night Clubs open tii 4 AM

^--"^

Now's
the tinne

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

L

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29^
• Includes Mounting,
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuU Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amhersl. MA
Across from Watroba s Slofe

549-4704

Student Special

J'»;:> 2 FOR 1
^-^ or

5PAS

V2 PRICE
on

1 hour HOT TUB
every Monday and Tuesday

call for Reserations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

Open: Mon 4 pm - 1 am; Tubs 1 1 am - 1 am

AH things

in moderation
...especiayy

alcohoL
That's good advice.

We're learning that moderation Is the key to a safe and healthy life. We are each becoming

more concerned with nutrition, exercise and overall physical fitness. That's why we re watching

our salt intake, for example.

We know that there are certain safety lines and we don't cross them. Because excess means

abuse and abuse means problems.

The majority of people who drink alcohol do so responsibly because they do so in moderation.

They know how to enjoy alcohol beverages and gain the social, personal and health benefits

that come with responsible drinking.

They know the responsibility they take on when they drink alcohol beverages or serve these

beverages to others.. .a responsibility for safety, health and proper conduct.

And they know the best way to practice that responsibility is through moderation.

By knowing their limits, and sticking to them.

By neither accepting, nor offering "one-for-the-road."

By neither condoning nor contributing to irresponsible behavior.

And by exhibiting at all times, a responsible attitude about alcohol.

They know the special responsibility that comes with the decision to drink alcohol... moderation.

That's the only way to drink... responsibly

'AProudParticipaiitof

National CollegiateAlcohol AwarenessVlfeek

'

October 8-14,1984

9^r
Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co ,

Milw
,
Wl
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Letters policy
"

All letters must be sipied and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

•paced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the

Tolume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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PIZZA-RAMA
Our Specialties Arc

I Delicious Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

r Any Large Pizza ^
Any Med. Pizza 1 Any Small Pizza

J

I
1 FREE SODA icni

-

I 3 FREe'sODAS (cn.i i
2 FREE SODAS (CO.. | 1 FREE SODA (cm i S

8 r ^:^~- 1—r-—.r--!
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Letters to
Beauty contest

not harmless.
Thursday's letter tx) the

Editor from Stephen Van

Doren illustrates how badly

more education about the

oppression of women is

needed on campus.

Van Doren writes, "Walk-

ing on the moon was a great

technological step for nmn

(sic). Emancipation (sic) of

the slaves was a great step

for racial equality. What

will the abolition of beauty

contest(s) prove?"

Well, how about the

"emancipation" of women
from having to sell their

bodies for approval. Van

Doren goes on - "The girls

(sic) who entered this con-

test were hardly subjugated

and forced into entering by

strong arm tactics." Ac-

tually socialization in a

patriarchal society is a

strong arm tactic. The

"beauty" contest is not

harmless. It encourages

men and women to objectify

the female body. The idea

of money being used as a

vote is repugnant.

the Editor
TueMUy, October 9. 1984
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GROUND.

Launch hour. Throttles are at full power a.s

a .supersonic roar sweeps across the flight

deck. And you're the pilot

The catapult fires and ( 1 forces slam you

back into your seat. Seconds later, you're

punching a hole in the clouds and looking

good.

Nothing beats the excitement of Navy

flying. And no other job can match the

kind of management responsibility you

get so quickly in the Navy.

The rewards are then*, tcx). Around-the-

world travel opportunities with a great

startmg salary of $19,200. As much as

$,S;i.(iOO after four years with promotions

and pay uureasi's.

Take ofltor tomorrow in the Navy. With

top-level training to help you build tech-

nical and managerial skills you'll use for a

lifetime. Don't just settle into a job; launch

a career See your Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVYOFFKERSGET RESPONSIBILITY FAST

The personal attack on

Rita Murphy was uncalled

for. Rita has done a great

service to women in the

UMass community through

her work at the Collegian.

She will continue to stand

tall along with her sisters,

especially those women
working in student groups

including the Women's
Leadership Project,

SCERA.theSGA.theBOG,
the Third World Caucus,

and Commuters.

I would like to remind the

brothers of Alpha Phi

Omega that the ends don't

justify the means. I also in-

vite any women involved in

the contest to drop by the

Project office to discuss this

issue. The Women's
Leadership Project is

located in Student Union

415, directly in front ol

Alpha Phi Omega.

Lisa Trocki

WLP Coordinator

* Sensitivity'

appreciated.

Thank you for your ex-

cellent coverage of Rosh

Hashana, the Jewish New
Year.

In keeping with the educa-

tional mission of this

University, your news arti-

cle informed your readers of

the significance of these ho-

ly days and how to celebrate

^em on campus.

I also deeply appreciate

your editorial. It conveyed

an awareness of the dif-

ficulties Jewish students

face in coping with the

pressures of being a student

while observing their

religious traditions.

I have since heard of

several instances in which

professors cancelled classes

or postponed quizzes

because of Rosh Hashana.

Whether this came about as

a result of your editorial is

hard to say but, in any case,

I am encouraged by the sen-

sitivity and respect that you

and they have shown.

You have performed a

real service to both the

Jewish and the general cam-

pus communities. Keep up
the good work!

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter
Hillel

*Morality'used

to hide bigotry
Rusty Denton, take your

ri^t to say something and

do something with it. I refer

to your eight-paragraph in-

troduction to a closing

statement that: "we oppose

the movement (that of the

gays) because it represents

a deterioration in the values

of America." Spare me the

vague attempts at describ-

ing your closet-case anxi-

eties and explain how gays

are deteriorating the moral

fabric of America.

Your letter didn't even

approach a discussion of

civil rights as they relate to

the citizen. It was more an

expression of how you (the

public) are appalled by

something you can't under-

stand. This smacks of unar-

ticulated and unfounded

fear. I was taught in grade

school these ignorant fears

are the foundation of all

prejudice. When, while

your moral standards were

being established, did you

decide gays are "doing

something morally wrong?"

Despite your best efforts

to dilute the venom of your

position, it exists as nothing

more than the deprivation

of homosexuals' civil rights

by virtue of their "immorali-

ty." Stop candy-coating

your ultra-conservative at-

titude that is the worst form

of moral decay, or fall over

and rot.

Owen White
Northampton

YOO'LL U HOOKSb

to-

f

TUESDAY

RACK-A-VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen -

Vi(deo Music

D'Ase-e

— •^OtlPtVt'^ .. • Latest \Video Releases •

9 til 1 •
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Sometimes
people forget
Two people: one, a tall, intense, brown-

haired man v^rith a mustache and glasses,

hunched over his sleek racing bicycle

speeding down the zipper-thin white bike

lane in front of Morrill.

Two: a woman. A freshman, probably,

maybe a sophomore, walking slowly,

maybe too slowly, off the curb toward the

Campus Pond. She smiled. She was wear-

ing braces.

Time: nine o'clock, Wednesday morning.

What follows is hard to describe. What

follows usually makes people stare or cry

or say nothing or everything. Clearly the

man wasn't thinking about the time of day

or the weather or the slippery wet leaves or

the blurry person stepping lightly in front

of him. The cyclist was thinking about

speed, pace, destination when he hit her.

He was thinking about getting past her

before the dark blue Chevrolet behmd him

sped up and came too close: "1 can make it,

fast, faster, she'll move." That's all.

Mary Cresse

Yadira Betances

Rebecca Thatcher

Christine D Manni

Peter Abraham
Andrew J Heller

OPINION
The opinions expressed on this paee a-e those ot the individual wnter or cartoonist and do not necessarily retlec-

the views ot the Cottegian or the urwersnv unlets othetwisenoted
^^

Walking triumphantly

15 E PLEASANT ST A.MHERST .VIA
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The woman did not see, simply. What

she saw instead was the pavement and

then probably nothing else before the ceil-

ing of the infirmary and later the Boston

hospital where doctors discussed dentures

and reconstructive surgery on her teeth

and gums.

The man got up. uninjured. He stared at

the woman, rubbing his scraped palm

against his thigh. He checked the spokes of

his bike. The wheels worked. He used

them, immediately.
M^^^iii

Another man sat on the steps of Morrill,

reading the Globe. A woman leaning on the

rail of a building shook her head and darted

inside.

Two people straddling the curb finally

picked the woman up and halfcarned her

to the health center. No one else offered to

help.

The car behind waited until as many

teeth as possible could be retrieved and the

woman was on her way up the hill. It lett.

What do you do, huh? Please, what do

you do? Do you try to run after him? Do

you throw a stone at his spokes, hoping to

iam the wheels and stop the bike so you can

pull him off it and drag him to the step and

say "Look what you've done, Buddy, you

did this and left? Andie/!!" Do you see him

later, maybe in a bar. and suddenly kick

him or throw your drink in his face?

No What you do is pick the woman up

the best you can and pray inside while

aloud you say, "It's okay, baby, we 11 get

you there, don't worry, don't worry...

And inside later you wonder, is it not the

natural human impulse to simply help one

another? Can't we push our shock or

disgust - or shame - ^ide for just a

minute so another won't have to suffer'

And then you think of other, seemingly

unrelated, things.

Like the handicapped ramp at Grad

Tower the one with the signs specifically

asking', "Please Do Not Park Bicycles

Here" A man once told a Collegian

ohotographer who caught him chaining his

bicycle to the ramp that he was "Nnsually

impaired" and had the full right to affix his

bike to the rail a lot of handicapped p^ple

need to use to get inside. If I take off my

glasses, I'm "visually impaired too.

Funny how such things should occur on

this campus, huh? Funny how a campus

full of civil rights groups and human ser-

vice offices and awareness workshops can

thrive among people ignorant of sonie of

the most basic human needs - courtesy

and understanding.

How is the woman? I don't know Ask

the cyclist. His mouth probably works just

fine.

Mary Cresse is a CoU^gian coiitmnt«e.

Morals, again. Always morals. Some

things are always right. Some are always

wrong. Black and white. No gray. No

room for people, only a moral code spelled

out ABC.
For most gays and lesbians, homosex-

uality is not a choice. I struggled through

high school to be straight. 1 really did try.

Who would want to be gay? Look at how

they are hated, put down, harassed, and

ostracized. In trying to play straight,

however. I kept hitting this wall: my at-

traction to other men.

Is my "choice" in avoiding discrimina-

tion to be straight? That's clearly not

possible. "I am what I am," to quote a

song. Is my "choice," then, to stay

closeted? That means I have to sneak

around my parents and lie about where

I'm going. That means I have to change

all my "he's" to "she's" when I'm talking

about my boyfriend to others; or I can just

not talk at all. That means I have to

silently endure fag jokes and actually

laugh along with them. That means my

family and straight friends can never fully

be a part of my life, and enjoy my trium-

phs and loves or suffer my defeats and

losses v^rith me. Are they. then, really my

family, my friends? This way leads to

pain, neurotic behavior, mental im^

balance, and suicidal feelings. I walked

that path once, almost to the end.

I will never walk that way again. I will

do what I can to help others never to walk

that way. I vdll be "out."

My attitude is not "me first," but rather

"me too; Its too." We count. We've been

here throughout the history of

humankind. This 10 percent minority is in

a position unique from other minorities.

We don't have to own up to our feelings.

We can hide, pretend, and suffer in

silence; alone. You usually can't tell to

look at us that we are gay or lesbian,

unless we want you to know. Also, our

culture is rarely passed on to us by our

parents. We land in it suddenly, starting

in our teenage years when we identify and

begin to adjust to our orientation.

Bob Brigham

Just go ahead
and jump, fall

Actually, it was kind of funny, in a weird

sort of way.

It wasn't that I didn't know how to do

flips. A couple of my male friends are

UMass cheerieaders, and because I'm

basically petite (translate: short), I was

always the guinea pig when they needed

someone to toss into the air while practic-

ing. I'm used to it.

It wasn't that it was an unlucky day.

Granted, 80 degrees Fahrenheit is not the

most comfortable temperature at which to

do flips at a fmUball game. Granted the

Minutemen couldn't do a damned thing

right on Holy Cross' Fitton

Field-including tell which were the good

guys, the reds or the pun>lfs- Never-

theless, we were having a grand old time

doing a stunt called "toasters." in which

six people flip a seventh person over

backwards.

1 don't believe it is melodramatic to

compare the gay rights movement to the

Black civil rights movement. I don't find

discrimination, harassment, physical

violence and murder melodramatic at all.

(These are all very real, threatening

possibilities for openly gay people.) A

more accurate analogy for the gay rights

movement, however, might be found in in-

stances of religious oppression. People

don't have to admit to a certain religious

affiliation. They can practice their

religion in private. Recall the Jews in

Hitler's Germany. Those whose names

did not betray their heritage could silently

wateh their neighbors be hauled away.

They could keep quiet and escape the m-

justices and carnage. Of course, gay men

and lesbians are no longer sought out and

murdered en masse like in the Dark Ages

or Hitler's day.

The term "faggot," meaning a bundle

of sticks or kindling, came to have its

slang meaning after the practice of burn-

ing homosexuals alive during the Dark

Ages. Historians estimate that 500.000

gay men and lesbians were put to death

during Hitler's regime. Homosexuals

were the very first to die in the ovens.*

Many were the victims of horrible medical

experiments.

Nowadays attacks are usually less

organized, but no less deadly. This sum-

mer in Maine a 23-year-old gay man.

Charies Howard, was thrown off a bridge

and drowned by three younger men.

Howard had allegedly made a pass at one

of them.
Homosexuality is not moral. Homosex-

uality is not immoral. Homosexuality just

IS It exists. America's values can only

be strengthened if I am guaranteed my

right to work and be a productive, con-

tributing member of society; to live safely

where I choose; and to pursue my life and

make my personal choices freely.

Boh Brigham is a Collegian columnist.

Elizabeth Luciano

I'm not a cheerleader, just an imposter,

so I really didn't have any right to try it.

But I was dying to be asked.

"Want to try it, Liz?" one of my fnends

asked obligingly.

"Sure!" Why be shy?

And so, I was launched into the crisp,

autumn sky. I felt free. 1 was flying like a

bird, or a IX:- 10.

Unfortunately. 1 also landed like a

DC- 10. As in. my landing gear malfunc-

tioned. As in, 1 crashed. As in, I sprained

my ankle, big-time.

"This is really embarrassing,' I said to

the nice guy who taped up my ankle before

I was carried from the field, in disgrace. I

don't even have an excu.se for this. I mean,

the football players have an excuse to get

hurt, and the cheerleaders have an excuse

to get hurt. God, even the band has an ex-

cuse to get hurt." 1 later discovered that

the same amiable gentleman was the

band's trainer. My foot was wedged in my

mouth, and it sure didn't taste too good

there. Oops.

Letters to the Editor

Why can't everyone

meet their deadlines?

This is in reference to a letter I received

in the mail on Friday, September 28, 1984.

It was a bill stating that after I had paid my

original bill, they raised the tuition by $44.

The bursar's office stated that they were

advised of the increase after the initial bill-

ing.

Every semester when my bill comes I

make sure it is paid that day, to prevent the

possibility of losing my housing and my

classes. A contract was formed between

the University and myself the day I paid

my bill for the services to be received. Now

that the bill has been paid and I have been

in school for over a month, I have been in-

formed that an additional $44 must be paid.

Besides the fact that my out-ofstate tui-

tion alone is more than some in-staters pay

for their total bill, they demand $44 more

for the same services.

What was the hold-up? Couldn't they

decide how much more to charge us?

What's another $44; it's not coming from

their pockets. Does this m.ean I can look

forward to another increase each month

this semester? I mean, if they need money

for some special project, what better way

to get it than charging the out-ofstate

students. If they want to charge us more

money, then I suggest they do it when we

are billed, or are they incapable of meeting

deadlines?

Andrew C. Halper
Central

"Does this prove to you, once and for all,

that you weren't meant to be a

cheerleader? God, if I could have a dime

for every try-out I drove you to, said

Helen, on the phone that night.

As you may have guessed, Helen is my

mother. Like most mothers, she has never

heard of the statute of limitations. She's

still pissed about when I drew my initials all

over my bedroom wall in Vaseline. I was

five at the time.

"That's a low blow. Ma," I said. It was

true. I tried for the Matawan Falcons Pee

Wee cheerleaders for seven successive, un-

successftil years. This was followed by

three equally discouraging years of trying

out for the Lloyd Road School Lakers

cheerieaders. Unfortunately. I was one of

those children who always got an 'A for el-

fort It was the Decade of Despair.

Life's too short to dispair forever,

though. So now I'm content to sit on the

sidelines, downing hot dogs and Cokes

while cheering on the red guys Once m a

while, I sniff away a tear, thinking of the

sweatsock that got left behind on Fitton

Field It's probably a streetsock by now;

tattered and scummy, rotting in a gutter,

somewhere. If you're going to Worcester

anytime in the near future, please 'o^k for

it. It's got green stripes, and I think it

needs me.

Elizabetk Luciano is a Collegian columnist.
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DONT FORGET!

COLUMBUS
did not miss the boat

Don't you miss it

Tomorrow

is MONDAY
class schedule

BOLMaybdline*
OFF Products

with coupon*

Blooming Colors Big Beautifi.i c
^..!«..fl nonaction ** rSMH"' ^yBoutique Collectio OS Kit

hestve 04 OZ >^ */.''
jgr^Sy ^*'

INFORMATION DATA BANK

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
OFFICE

*Double coupon
does not apply

to store coupon
Open M-F

9-5

Sat 11-4

Glitter Products .

•"'2jrr'"""MATBELLTNE""'%Tlid untTPW Blooming Colors Collection 10/20/84

r|pP Big Beautiful Eyes Kit
^^^ ^ Party Lashes

Glitter Products

r- \5mVERS\TY
mS^ORE^

Womens'
Sweaters

From 27.95

To 31.99

Assorted
Argyles
and

Stripes

S-M-L-XL

assorted
mens' styles

available

Virgianne Lisa

photo by
Dwayne Autery Located in the

Campus Center

_„,,^^_ mon.~frl.9-5

^XjmVERSlTY

Arts—
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Qassic stadium rock
Rush plays the Worcester Centrum
ByPHILSERAFINO
Collegian Correspondent

The 14-year career of Rush has seen the

band evolve from a power-chording heavy

metal trio with a cult following into one of

the more popular stadium acts in rock, with

a string of hits to prove it. Their most

recent album, Grace Under Pressure, has

been their most commercially successful,

yielding three hit singles. Success has

come, however, with mixed blessings.

This was evident Tuesday night when

Rush brought their Grace Under

Pressure Tour to the Worcester Centrum.

Rush is still one of the most exciting and

technically proficient groups around, but

the band's newest material lacks the live

impact of their earlier works. This is due

mostly to their increasing use of syn

thesizers. Bassist Geddy Lee spent a good

deal of Tuesday's show behind a stack of

keyboards, adding bass lines with foot

pedals, while guitarist Alex Lifeson

triggered synth lines from a pedal board in

front of his microphone stand. The result

was an uneven show, alternating between

sterile formula rook and flashy, driving

metal.

This odd mixture of hi tech and heavy

metal succeeds admirably on some of their

newer songs, most notably "New World

Man" and "Distant Early Warning" but the

group only really seemed to catch fire on

their older, more guitar based sontfs. such

as the show opener "Spirit of Radio" and

the material from their 1981 Moving Pic-

tures album.

Geddy Lee's piercing falsetto that is so

prominent on older songs was hampered by

the lingering effects of the flu that caused

the group to cancel dates in Providence and

New Haven last week. Nonetheless, Lee

made an admirable effort to hit the high

notes and stay on key, often resorting to

blocking one ear in an attempt to hear

himself better.

Despite the sub par vocal performance,

the band's 20 .song set was nearly flawless

instrumentally. After a tape of the "Three

Stooges Theme" by way of introduction, the

band opened with "Spirit of Radio,"

followed by "Subdivisions," the band's 1982

hit from their Singals LP.

"Subdivisions" represents one of the

positive aspects of Rush's evolution. The

pseudo mystical pap that marked drummer

Neil Peart's writing in the 1970's has been

replaced by scathing political and social

commentary.
While "Subdivisions" is a little too obvious

in its condemnation of the comformist

attitude society pushes on adolescents.

Peart hits the mark in "New World Man."

questioning modern man's ability to control

the technological monsters he has created.

Sitting in the Centrum Tuesday might. I

had to wonder if the legions of screaming

fans fully appreciated the meaning of the

lyrics they were hearing.

There will be a review writing workshop Wednesday

night in the newsroom after the general Collegian

staff meeting. All Arts writers and any other

interested people should attend.

artslines...

UHURU, the new performing arts

ensemble at UMass, invites all interested

dancers, actors, musicians, and singers to

audition for their next production. Struggle

for Memory, a five-college tribute to Black

History Month. Tracing the achievements

of people of color through the African and

Afro-American experience, Struggle firr

Memory will provide a forum of expression

and celebration of the many hopes and

desires of all people in their attempts to

create a world of infinite diversity through

infinite combinations. Auditions will \\e

held on Tuesday and Thursday, October

9th and Uth. at 7:00 p.m. in the Hampden
Dance Studio, Southwest Residential Area,

ifMass. Please come dressed and ready to

{)erform. Callbacks will In? on Tuesday, Oc-

tober 16th.

Lisa Gutwein, soprano, will present a

faculty recital sponsored! by the Perform- «

ing Arts Division on Tuesday, Octolwr 9, at

8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. Assisting

Ms. Gutwein will be John Newell, piano.

The concert is open to the public and

without charge. For information, please

contact the Performing Arts Division office

at 545-0519.

Mount Holyoke Friends of Rowing and

the South Hadley (Chamber of Commerce
present An Evening with Roln-rt Klein on

October 12, at 8:30 p.m. at Chapin

Auditorium, Mary E. Woolley Student

Center at Mount Holyoke College. Tickets

are available at the box office after 2 p.m.

For more information call 538-2178.

The Boston C:haml)er Music Society

(originally the Boston Conservatory

Chamber Players) will appear at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall on Saturday, Oc-

tol)er 13 at 8 p.m. The program will in-

clude Beethoven's Serenade in D Major for

flute, violin and cello by Ingolf Dahl; and

Tchaikovsky's Piano Trio in a minor, Opus

50. Tickets for the performance are

available at the Fine Arts Center Ik)x of-

No Theater presents Tennessee
Williams' Cat on a Hot Tin Roof Oc-
tober 13 and 14. For more informa-

tion, see Artslineis.

fice, at DATATIX outlets, and at the

Springfield Civic Center. For ticket infor-

mation call the Center box office at

.545-2511.

The tenth annual Multiband Pops comes
to the stage of the University of

Massachusetts; F'ine Arts Center Hall on

Friday, October 12 at 8:00 p.m. The
musical showca.se will feature perfor-

mances by eight of the university's

ensembles, including a feature appearance

by the Minuteman Marching Band. Admis-
sion is free of charge.

No Theatre presents Tennessee
Williams' Cat on a Hot Tin /2oo/on stage at

the Academy of Music, Main Street, Nor-

thampton, Saturday, October 13, 8:00 p.m.

with a Sunday matinee, October 14, at 2:00

p.m. Tickets are on sale at local bookstores

and at Thornes Market. For ticket infor-

mation, call 586-5553.

^:|c***********************************4

- Quality Pizza - Subs -t

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

t

Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am
4:k:ic:»*»*********»»»*»»»»**»********»»»3^

Desire

Under
the Elms

by EUGENE O'NEILL

October 11-13 17-20, 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater
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Hypercurricula

BUTTERFIELD ARTS
GROUP — Organization and

planning for coffee house.

AH interested in helping or

performing welcome to

attend. 6:30 in Butterfield

Main Lounge.

BUILDING THE SUC
CAH — Meet at 6 a.m. at

the HiUel Office (302 SUB) to

go and cut corn; at 2 p.m. to

finish building the succah.

Tuesday. Oct 9

IF YOU LOVE THIS

PLANET - Helen

Caldicott's film about

Nuclear Holocaust.

Everyone should see this

film. Discussion to follow. 2

p.m.. 804.. 7:30 p.m.

Hampden Theater. 9 p.m.

Hampden Theater.

HOUSTON BALLETS
SWAN LAKE - Full

length performance per-

formance of the Tchailovsky

ballet with the Houston

Ballet and the Houston

Ballet Orchestra. 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall.

LESBIAN UNION - The
I./esbian Union is holding a

business meeting this

Tuesday night, to discuss

upcoming projects. All

members are encouraged to

attend. All welcome. 7 p.m.

406G SUB.

WMLASC BUSINESS
MEETING — The Western

Mass. Latin America

Solidarity Committee is

working on organizing

educational events and

Central America (Oct 22-26).

All are welcome. 6:30 404

SUB.

AN EVENING WITH
ISAAC BASHEVIS
SINGER - The 1978 Nobel

Prize recipient in literature

will be speaking on Tuesday.

Oct. 9 at 8 p.m. at Johnson

Chapel. Amherst CoUege.

UPC GENERAL
MEETING — Last meeting

before R.E.M. There's still

time to be involved. Still

more shows coming up. New
members welcome. 6:30

p.m. Thompson 102.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
MEETING — Committee

meeting to discuss academic

issues. the General

Eduaction Proposal and a

Greivance Procedure. 4 p.m.

420 SUB.

SAFA — Students

Advocating Financial

Assistance will hold the

introductory meeting of the

semester. Future planning,

outline, and officer elections

will be discussed New
members should attend. 7

p.m.. CC 168.

V.I.P.s — Who do you

know? Any V.l.P.'s? Soap

stars, celebs, musicians?

Who do you want to meet? If

you have any info or input

contact G.C.P. at 545 2733.

415 SUB.

INVESTMENT
SPEAKERS - New York

Trip. Edward Heald.

Associate V.P. and Branch

Manager of A.G. Edwards,

speaks on brokerage in

dustry and future of stock

market — last collection of

trip. All welcome. 8p.m.

CC 169.

1

Internships in the Law
Open Introductory Meeting

The Legal Services Office, an on-campus agency serv-

ing University students, is looking for legal assistant

interns for the Spring 1985 semester. If you're con-

sidering the legal profession, want to explore career

alternatives, or think you'd like to get hands-on job ex-

perience in the legal field, come to an open introduc-

tory meeting on Wednesday, October 10th, at 4:00 in

room 170 of the Campus Center. Representatives of

the LSO and the Office of Internships will be there to

answer your questions about the office, the internship

position, credit arrangements, and application pro-

cedures. The Legal Services Office is an Affirmative

Action/Equal Opportunity employer.

Tuesday. October 9, 1984'
iCollegian ii

Isn't it time you got an "A"?
The Student Note & Printing Service

Can Help!

We offer Lecture Notes for the following courses...

ASTRON 100

BIOCHEM 420

BOTANY 100

COIMS 123

COINS M4/ECE 544

COINS 646

;,(

L
|not«

ECON 1030
ECON 103E

ECON 104A
ECON 104B

ECON 104C

FSN IX

HRTA 100

MATH 104A
MATH 121 /Brown
MATH 121/Janowitz

MUSIC 100

PHYSICS 141

PHYSICS 142

PHYSICS 161

PHYSICS 182

PYSCH 100E

PYSCH 360

403 Student Union (upstairs)
OfEN: Monday - Thiiraday • to S

Friday 10 to •

t4i-ttn

SAFA
Students Advocating

Financial Assistance

First iVIeeting

Tues., Oct. 9th

at 7 pm in CC 168

New members
encouraged to join

.y W Jt, ^

^ Help educate and lobby those who can affect

^ your Financial Aid while in college r-

t*»«>
GIAIVT SUBS

Freshly Sliced

Meats

Eat In

Get your money back here on campus

HELP WANTED

Earn $5-$7 an hour delivering pizzas.

Must have own reliable car, willing

to work nights and weekends, and

be at least 18 years old. Apply in per-

son after 4 pm

Now taking applications for full and
part time positions. Must be at least

18. Apply in person.
RT 9, HADLEY

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

BUENOS
DEAIS
20% Oil AppcflzCK

and Dinner!
Take a break from the books without busting

your budget Present this ad for a 20% discount

on appetizers and dinner at GuadalaHARRY S

Its HARRY S way of saying welcome to college

students Make it your way to enjoy the best

Mexican food South of the Charles River - at the

best prices North of the border!

Buenos deals at

CuadalaHARRYs
Limit of 2 guests per coupon
(Offer expires Oct 19. 1984)
M<»y not be used in con|urxnon with

any other discount or promotion

20 Clinton Street, Boston
next to Quincy Mjukct
720- 1190

*^«<ncrtti»^10/9

I

I

(

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREA!!!

Rt 9 253-9521 314 College St.

Monday-Friday
Saturday

Nickel-Back
Student Redemption Service

REOPENING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9

Most cans and bottles accepted

at these sites:

WHERE WHEN
Southwest. . . Hampden DC. . .

5-7:30 Mon
Orchard Hill. Grayson Rec Rm. 5-7.30 Tues

Central Franklin DC 5-7 Wed
Sylvan Brown Rec Rm 5-7 Thurs

c AT* ^r^ /inn r^rv, 6:30 am - 3:00 pm
,

THE PARTY'S OVER COME GRADUATION.

0RiSn7
Right now. many college seniors are

understandably well, nervous

The prospect ot donning a pin stripe suit,

putting one s nose to the gnndslone or doing

battle in the corporate world is enough to send

many seniors off to graduate school But the

future doesn t have to be that Weak In fact, if

you knew what kind of )ob was waiting for you

at TGI Fnday s • you d be chomping at the bit

to graduate

Imagine a )Ob managing a hot restaurant

that grosses S3 4 million annually with 150

employees and 180 menu items

A job with a company that has over lOO

restaurants in over 30 states with new

ones opening in 1984

A job with a twelve week training program

and a five day work week

A |0b that pays you well and is filled

with perks

A |0b where you meet new people every day

and that you II hate to leave at night

A )0b wtiere pin stnpe suits aren I allowed

If that s the kind of |ob you re looking for.

TGI Friday s is looking (or you.

We II soon be on your campus Contact your

placement office (or interview dates and times.

THE WINNER
of the GREAT

;IKE GIVEAWAY
A F1RENZE 12 Speed Bike

- AMY MORGAN -

Look for details of our Great Giveaway #2

in today's Collegian'

-^ * a. ''_r

«PA3

Keep Your Summer I /A 111

Unlimited Visits for 30 Days -i- a Bonus

Va Hour Hot Tub for 2

All this for just ^^.^^

Call Now for Reservations 253-7727

Offer Good Until 10/15

Open: Mon 4 pm - 1 am; Tues-Sun 11 am- 1 am

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

iqtM Mr«c«< »OOrt^ o< Am««* Ir. umI
.« . 90- . SB- h,ll«-or PO.I.f ol th« «(•.«» »e 00 ch«* o. n«o^ Ofd.. p.v^. to Anf.«i..fBu«:h irK D.P. 1 1

D On. BuKh Pl«:« SI Lou« MO MIIB Alto. -
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KJ

Presents

The

N,E. Puttin on the Hits

Lip Sync Contest

Every Wed. Nite

at

The Blue Wall

Nightly Cash Prizes

Doors Open at 8 pm
Adm. $2.00

Come and impersonate one of your
favorite singers or bands in costume

You could become a contestant

on the nation-wide T.V. show
'Tutting on the Hits"

for a Grand Prize of $25,000.00.

Opportunity only knocks once. For ll dt cIkuicc ot a lilctinic,

get your cict together and come to the Blue Wall.

BRING YOUR OV N ALBUM.
For more into, writ or call:

The Blue Wall to re^ster t anytime 545-1919
ages 18 anr ver

HEALTH & BEAVTY
SALE

MAXIMUM
STPENGTH

J 'V o. stUbborr]
»."ie Ljrr»-

>SO«
oo*'«

$2.49

reg. $3.69

10 oz.

Jv

mllMMM tniMCTM

Ivory Shampoo/Conditioner

$1.69 1 5 oz.

$1.49 •regular 6.4 oz.

reg. $1.92 •mint

• gel

Vitamin E $2.19

lOO's

Vitamin C $1.09

100's

500 mg.

Always Maxi Pads \

$2.99

30's \

B & L

saline

solution/

sensitive

$2.59

reg. $3.49

12 oz.

regular

lime

sensitive]

^,oA^ DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S J
Sale ^ COUPONS \
items are I on all Health and Beauty Aids Products |
also available '»**«*»««ii«4i*M«Mj
in the Mini Store

, . . . ^
Located in the Campus Center

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-3

'^nmVERSlTY
mSTORE^

WAH
^^>i!it#«->'

'^^-

The
Elephant is here!

Elephant Computer Disks

YOU'LL BE SEEING ELEPHANTS
TODAY IN FRONT OF THE
C? UNIVERSITY TUES. OCT. 9thmSTORED 10-4am pm

Drawings for Elephant
hats -shirts

FREE BUMPER STICKERS

FREEBALLOONS ""^"^ '""""*' '^'*

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS

A

UNIVERSITY
%STORED

Tuesday, October 9. 1984 •

Doonesbury

Collegian 13

By Garry Trudeau

UH..HI. I'M

HBRBTOSea
MRS 00N6P0N

i MYNAMBIS..
i . « /

MiK£ pooNeseuRy,

Ri6KT^ IKNEMJ
IT. YOU'VdOOT

l/UKTrBNALLO/BR

YOU. I'LL BUZZ
MRS.CON6D0N

THANKS
MtYOi/RaQUITBThlB
CUTIBPIB, AREN'T YOU'
ARBYOUMARRIBP^
eop,Hou)couu?i
A5KTHAT?IM5AN,m HARDLYKNOOJ
eACHOTHBR

\

7 DONrKMOWASICOULPHANPUa
ANYTHIN6R/6HTN0UJANYUJAY I
JUSTGOTOUTOFA REAL HORROR
5H0UJ. YOU'RBA 600PUSTB^iBR,
)l>^ YOUKNOUJIHAT' 60P,

m'u/S^ TALK ABOUT YOUR.

'it.
.J^^BOYJSHCHARMi

Excuse MB,

ARE YOU
TALKJN6

TOMB?

MRS CON6P0N-'
TUB INCREPIBLa

HUNK JUST
ARRIVBP.

Todays Weather
TODAY: Clouds and we could get
wet; highs in 60s.

TONIGHT: Partly cloudy, lows in

40s.

TOMORROW: Like, sun!! (Partly,

anyway.) Highs in 608.

BUCUSBMB?
HAVE YOU BBBM
miTINS LONG TO

5BB MRS CONOPON^ I
^^L^ fAMIUAR POI
PRSmBOSY K^OUJYOUBROM
TOmY SOMEWHERE?

I DON'T

THINK 50.

MAYBE YOU
KMOUIMY
mRi<. IM
AN ACTOR

THAJSm I
SAM YOU IN

THAI NEiAl REAOAN
COMMeRClALi YOU

PLAYBP..LBTME
SEE.. YOUPLAYEP..

^4^ S"*
frfa1^^^

1^^^^4/Jt&JL^Mp^^V^^ ^
r .

-

T

GOP

RI6HTI YOU
UJBRE6KEAT!
BOY YOU'RE
MUCH SMALLER
\N REAL LIFE.

\

Drivers Wanted
see

Mark Roden

or

call the

Collegian

at 545-3500

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

irUftJ/

5MCrm OF 1h€ AmRKAN
H\eAPOW f^RTY-.The iNTEuec-

WAL BUTE n^oM m5 mnoN'e
GnemsT POLmcfii mcnm..

^^'.-sw/r W/&H.

WHAT 15 WRQNh, o JOU.y ONBfi f

7
TW6 cmi
poLib. our.. TmiY

HOUl 0P YOU RfiVB ?

JU6T ..BUT

mCNl JiJST PKKUQ
t^mmi. Beum.. pmNes

I -mm

DAILY CRGS;>WORD PUZZLE
Kdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

Gorde by Gorde
Y5U
ST'.

a

<V5H/, nOR SOMEOK'£ IA'WC'5 ^
.u o.v H.s Quest f^cR r-,£

CMAi/ 0^ HIS DRBAMS, " YCJ
-0C< A S'T TOO

HA ''py ?

-ig^ ^"£ C.v£- 'VE S=c^' /'

^ G»0"VS aP£ Ou£R !=0R ,<•
.

^— —^ ^ //-

HOW COX^E
, , YCJ LSr

\r{BRC-o?n

f<\z so, rba:?e. sZ. */c cc/^£ '^c c^*^

E)(C'TS.Q C^MClU^'OKJ, AMD TC Ai
.M'^RTI'AMT i.£SSO\j:

Y '^TH£i^E Af^E "^HOjSAiPS

-eo-r ^on' cPTEK. ,'s /^ rc^'

n

UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

OR T»e LAcr^ OF ^ D/^y

CNi£ CENl^R^ ^OR CHILDREN

OF S7V0f/v/TS AkD
fACULTy.

/N5TfAD Of bEt^C- CONceR/iBd About THE

=0^ ^^ ^

iPROfTSSoRS

SOI^ PfOFL£ INiTBAd

VjORSLi A&O^T WHfC^

M^MZinES AR£ sold

IN THE CAf^PUS STORE

1 MEAhJ... IF

you'Rc REMuy WoRR\6d

fi&ovT SOMETHiMG THAr
15 HAHMFOl -TV PWPLE.

WWy A'CT g/W THE

SALE OF CCAR£TTES
/^^/D Alcohol c?N

cAnpvs'

^ss>>

ACROSS
1 Sacted beetle

7 South
American
vegetables

11 Oh boy'

14 Affected one
15 Impolite look

16 Eggs, toCato
17 Melodious,

musically

speaking

18 Soviet sea
19 Range of

knowledge
20 Cool greeting

21 Fathom
24 Jeanne d Air

I e
25 Overlie

26 Sicilian site

27 Goon—
(reduce)

29 Hassle
33 Bonus
37 Vascoda
38 Dunne of the

movies
39 Poetic

sundown
41 Mongolia

42 Echoed
43 Buy unwisely

46 Four Pretin

47 Pumice and
obsidian

48 Vague
supposition

50 Alphonso s

queen
51 Sales pitches

54 Deign

58 I ve—
sixpence

59 Rush
60 Flurry

61 Place tor

sloops

64 Comparative
words

65 Harold of the

comics
66 Counterpart

67 Asian holiday

68 Strays

69 Table linen

DOWN
1 Reaches

2 French
landscapist

3 Byplay
4 Classic car

5 Out of Ger
6 Rich fabric

7 Ancient Celtic

script

8 Broadloom
9 Separated
10 Moon goddess
1

1

Roused
12 Warmer
13 Conjuror s rod

22 Deem
23 Problem, mod

style

25 Encumber
28 Plant disease

30 eager
Archibald

31 Portend

32 Homefealurp
33 Back fence

gossip

34 Dies

35 Outlet

36 Casablanca
star

40 Memorable
British actor

41 Greek peak
44 Folklore

character

46 Fidelis

47 More netlike

49 Glyceride

51 Likea
gymnast

53 Theatrical

54 Relaxed
conversation

55 River near

Par's

56 Precise

57 Sea birds

62 Memorabilia

52 Giving person 63 Attention getter

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

iCSfM

1 7 ] 4 i t

1

-
1 9 10

1

11 17 13

14 15 It

17 11 <9

?« 71

?» 1 « 7(> j^^H
?! 71 _ ?» 30 31 37

33 T" 3i « 3J

31 39 41

47 l^^l
43 44

4i 4( '

4i M 50 51 57 5J

54 Tn iS S^ ~^H i(

51

1

to

J

ei (7 «3

(4 a (t

V fid (•

10/9/84
IWU I o« \n|rlp« ltinr% s»Mtc*l«

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
D.C. Menu

LUNCH
DC BURGER DAY
Double Burger on Sesame Roll

(;iant Hot Dog with Roll

Boston Burger on Sesame Roll

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Spaghetti with Garden Vegetables

BASICS LUNCH
DC BURGER DAY
Oatburger on Sesame Roll

Boston Burger on Sesame Roll

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Spaghetti with Garden Vegetables
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Dtnitet
SpedaUi

OF THE
^^"$1.00 OFF
.oov^. iv^-^

&

Tue/doy g for ^8.50

UJedne/doy meal exchat^ night

Thufsdou 2 for* 11.00

Frk 2for*14.95

SotUfdQLj 2 for ^12.95

or for1495
selected menu
each niteare now
at special prices!

Items

WILLIAM STEVENSON

THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER

INTREPID'S

LAST

CASE

Th* super spy

who Iwlp^il dt'teai ihe Na;f(s

nov» tciheson iho KGB....

v>fti V\' >ki.> Ht *-1 A lOK t-ii N» W-*.i t^'!' ilAftD RO( IM( V

TOI^f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor •Campus Center 'UMass

Intrepid's Last Case

William Stevenson

Open:
M-F 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located in the Campus Center

an evening with

"The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five College Students,
Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

UMass ID required with student tici<et

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and Stop & Shop locations

in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles or recording devices. iiiill r

Toewlay, October «, I»g4

* World Series
continued frt/m patfe 16

sinkorbaall pitcher, lasted

only 3 2 3 innings in his

playoff start at Chicago lastt

Wednesday night, Giving up

four runs on s«'ven hits.

"The attitude I'll take is the

attitude I've taken all season

long, one pitch at a lime,"

said Thurmond.
Anderson said he would

use a three man pitching

.Collegian is

rotation in the World Series,

following Morris with Dan

Petry and Milt Wilcox.

Williams will follow

Thurmond with right

hahnder FA Whitson. then

Tim l.^ller and right hander

Kric Show. using four

pitchers.

While Williams did not

announce a starting lineup.

.Anderson said he would go

with Lou Whitaker at

second, leading off, followed

by Alan Trammell at

shortstop. Kirk Gibson in

right field. Lance Parrish

catching. Larry Herndon in

left field, Harbaro Garbey at

DH, Chet I^emon in center

field, Darrell Evans at first

ba.se and Marty Castillo at

third.

You can't afford
to overlook this!

UMass midfielder Paul Serafino

Hartford's Tom Mandrola.

(x)lle(pan photo by Puul I>«marais

(21) dives at the ball ahead of

ifsoccer-
continued from poffe 16

the team along with forward Paul Serafmo)

easily converted the kick for his seventh

goal of the season and a 2 1 lead they would

not relinquish.

Ihe Hartford (10 1 1) game was a very

aggressive one in which there were many
fouls and stoppages of play due to injuries.

Gettler was upset by the style of play whicn

he said caused seven of his players not to be

able to walk in practice yesterday.

"It was the biggest win ever for them. We
made their season. They tried to be dirty

and it worked. It's tough to play against a

team that won't let you get jour rhythm
together." said Gettler.

How the AP Top 20 fared
1. Texas (3-0 0) defeated Rice, 38-13

2. Ohio State (4-1-0) lost to Purdue. 28

23
3. Washington (4-0 0) defeated Oreg:on

Sute. 19 7

4. Boston College (3 0) did not play

5. Oklahwna (4 0) did not play

6. Florida State (4-0-1) tied Memphis

State. 17-17

7. Brigham Young (5-0 01 defeated

Colorado State, 52 9

8 Nebraska (4 -1-0) defeated Oklahoma

Sute. 17-3

9. Oklahoma State (4-1-0) lost to

Nebraska. 17-3

10. SMU<30-0) did not play

11. Penn State 14-1-0) defeated

Maryland. 25 24

12. Georgia Tech (3-1-0) lost to N.

Carolina State, 27-22

13. Michigan (3-2-0) Isot to Michigan

State. 19 7

14. Miami (fla.) (4-2-0) defeated Notre

Dame. 31-13

15. Louisiana State (3 Ddid not play

16. Notre Dame (3-2-0) lost to Miami

(Fla.). 31-13

17. UCLA (3-2 0) lost to Stanford, 23-21

18. Auburn (3-2-0) defeated Mississippi.

17-13

19. Vanderbilt (4-1-0) lost to Tulane. 27-

23

20. Georgia (3-1-0) defeated Alabama,

2414

• Special Student Membership it

* REDUCED RATES *

* COMPLIMENTARY VISIT *

Leavtfv the arM In January? That'* no

at ttM Hampshire FltnMa Center

Join now and take advantage ot our 7 month

Student Special Your membership wiH run

Irom October December and from February May

m coniunction with your academic year

f*3l leaving in January' Take advantage ot our

othef membershtp options

What better time to lake advantage ot this

tiealthy offer and start looking good arvJ leeling

great' CaH or stop by today'

HAMPSHMC FFTNESS CENTER featuring

* Indoor Olympic size Pool

* Tennis

* Nautilus Oympic Universal 4 Free Weights

* Jacuzzi Whirlpool

* Saunas

* Snack Ba'

* Individualized Fitness Programs

* Special Medical Programs

* Computerized Fitness Evaluations

* Nutritional Counseling

* Swim S Tennis Lessons S Clinics

* Massage Therapy

CONVENIENT HOURS 7 days weeKMonFn 6am 10pm

Weekends 8am 9pm

Umltwl to ttw first 100 •hidwit*!

1 ^''

Fitness Center
"

OAll HOUSt «O*0'»MMtHbt MA

256-6446

lOOOOOOOOOOOOl

itOne person is very im

portant; one person is very much."

Come share with a person suffering

mental illness. A variety of volunteer

opportunities available from simply

dropping in at weekly coffee hours to

long term committments. We help with

expenses.
Call or write

Amherst Apartments Program

31 Colonial Village

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

413-256-0711

leoooooooeoooeooooooooooeeoocM

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

lIAo**": -84

"»*-»»-^r**' « rt fy wy^

\ni

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

"SS>oi?
^°^

tP

f^3&4he Halloween Shop at

A Storft-fuH of fdum"^

Downtown Amherst Daily lO 6. Sun. 12-5

\ji.

5. t.^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ "^^Monday Thursday 8:45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2:30 • Cash in adva'.^e • 5 consecutive days 5% discountdiscount

10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecC've uoys 15% nisi^oun* - pnone number free^

ADVffmSINQ

AdvsrtiM FREE in fh« RIVER VALLEY AO
AdvartiM itsmt you want to Mil or buy Call

532-1

AUTO FOR SALE

V«9a Wagon 71 n«w clutch, brakaa, MMr
ing box Body v good 646-7068 aak for Tim
keap try*r>g

rToMirPfckup writh cap 6 cyt »fl60 00 call

Brian 666-2709

ENTERTAINMENT
~

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A
Vidao antertainmant giant 10 and 15 foot

acraani for dorm* and Graakt. "MTV'
vidao muaic call 649-7144

Rack A Olar Rack A VIdao entertain

mant guaranteed event! for Diic Jockeys,

Banda and Video Call 649 7144

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a audio and

viaual entertainment for the 60' t 564-6712^

B~Colla«e SoundThe biiiw in party and

danca muaic Call 8664)246 or 686-7689

FOR BALE

1«1 f\»nmt HPM-HO at«c*i apaahara

wciiint condWon oraat aourtd' »140 call

Andy 6-1140 after 9 PM

Digital Dacwiitar w/modam and paper

ideel for Cyber 549 5216

Eagle II word procaaaing C.P.M. Com-
puter » 1200 M 15339727

Qibson-Maraudar maple neck,

mahogany body Beautiful guitar' With

hard shell case »2S0 W 546-3272

ATrlina* ttekat to Chicago, Seattle, or An
choraga. Beat offer Call 584-S077

HELP WANTED

Computar pfogrammor Part tirna opening

lor Jeraon eKperlienced ^^ J>DP_1' or

VAX computer UNIX or MACRO 11

Amherst based company developing com

munications and real time control software.

IS looking for someone able to work part

time during the school year, with lull tirrie

employment during intersemsion and the

aummer Excellent opportunity' For infor

mation call 549-6W4

Housayeople wanted. Homacooked

rneals m exchange for light kitchen cleanup

call 545 2150 ask for Jirn

Ambitious coHaga student needed part

time to organue a Rock and Art Fair Vary

rewarding role 536^890 anytime

Houee Claaoar^ experienced etfkaent with

,o«l ratarencea weakly 64^0413 aarfy AM

Funnybonas looking tor cocktail waitresses

part time weekend night, occasional week

nights Apply in person 2 6 7 days a week Rt

9 Hadlov 586 2770

Funnybonae looking for emateur OJ* Ap
ply in person ready to play 7 1 Thursday Oct

1 1 Rt 9 Hadley 586-277

Ovaraaas job* Summer, yr. round

Europe S America. Australia. Asia All

fields »900 $2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info. Write IJC. PO Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar, CA 92626

HOT TUBS

Utopia Spaa 2 for 1 hot tub every Mondey
and Tuesday night call for reservation*

263 7727

LOST

Stotan In Sylvan araa or Beydan Oym
Brown leather wallet containing license,

benkcard and other essentiels Substantial

reward for return call &409e no questions

aaked the name is Kellay McCormick

Gold Crossl'iscklaca 10-2 please caH 6-519T

rewerd equal to value of necklace very im

portant

NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE

NBE Btudama Ouk Maaitnfl Wad* Oct 10

Campus Canter leSC 7-9 om alaction* due*

ORCHARD HIU
RESIDENTS

VOTE
Mary Gannon and Carmine Caporelli

OHAG Co Vice Prewdent

PERSONALS

Help Wanted Junior Manager ButterfiaM

Kitchen for spring '86 and next academic

year free room and t)oerd 15-20 hrs/wk at

4 25 applications available at Butterfield

Dorm Kitchen until Oct 19

Earn «e-i7 an hour dallvaring pliiaa

Must have own reliabie car. willing to work

nights ft weekends Apply in person after

4 00 PM St Dominos Pi«a acro*s from Stop

b Shop in Hiadley

Can we talk 71 7 Mary Porro-about spring

84 phone bill' Pleeae call 6 1098 soon'

Rachel

Michael L Call Snow 253 9566

Seagate Boy call Snow 263 9566

la H true you can buy jaapa for M4 through

the US government? Got tfie fact* today'

Gait 1 312 742 1142 art 8831 A

Halrcuta by Sual By appt onlyi •S.00> caN

646-6368

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papara. Caaaa, DIaaaftatlon*. Thaeo*.

on campus low rata* guaranteed accep
tance Nancy 584 7924

REFRIQERATOR RENTAL

Rafrigarator Rantal 2 cubic ft R & P

PACKAGE STORE free daUvary 2S3-9742

ROOMMATE WANTED

Without a living-place? Still hope' Share

my apartment at Northwood in Sunderland

Call 666-4284

Non-amoking female, 2 tMdroom Brittany

Manor apartment 1120 00 include* utilitie*

Mary 253 7344

BAFA

Studanra Advoeatinf Financial
Aaalatanca will hoW the organiiational in

troductory meeting Tue* Oct 9th CC 168
at 7 pm' NEW MEMBERS are ENCOURAG-
ED to attand

SERVICES

Naad a tutor? I can help' For more info caH

886-4931 after 9 00

SUN TAN NOW

Utopia Spaa SuntannlngSpacMa caH

now for apectal price* 263-7727

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA* f1

Student /Budget Trevel Agency Free

catalog call 16171 266 1926 or wnte. 729

Boytaton St Suite 201, Boaton, MA 02116

V^aakand in Montreal. Only 179. Boaton
Brum* game optional Don't ba fooled by
tours that offer stading room only We have
good aaat* Contact Kim 646-6126

WANTED

Famala to th%n
Towr>at>ouaa caU

In

Daad TIekota wanted caN 646-61S3
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Tigers cruise into SD tonight
SAN DIAGO AP -
Spaf-ky Anderson
remembers his last World

Series meeting with Dick

Williams.

Anderson was managing

the Cincinalti Reds back in

1972. and Williams was

steering the ultimately

victorious Oakland A's. On
Tuesday night, the two

managers go head to head

again, this time with

Anderson as the manager of

the American League
Champion Detroit Tigers and

Williams as skipper of the

National League champion

San Diego Padres.

"I managed against Dick in

1972. I wish I wouldn't

have," Anderson said,

"("incinatti should have won
that Series, but Dick out

managed me. I think Dick

won that Series for them."

The tigers are making their

first World Series ap

pearance since 1969; the

Padres never had goytten to

post season play before this

year.

The first game of the

Scries begins at 8:35 p.m.

p:r)T Tuesday, with Game 2

set for Wednesday night.

Game one starter for

Detroit will be right bander

Jack Morris, 19 11 during

the season and winner of

(Jame 1 on Detroit's three

game sweep of Kansas City

in the AL Championship

Series. Left Hander Mark
Thuurmond, 14 8. the loser

of (iame 2 in San Diego's

five game NCLS victory

over Chicago, will open for

the Padres.

Morris, who had won 12 of

his 19 games by the All Star

break, said he felt strong

again and was ready to start

the World Series. Morris

will pitch on seven days' rest

because of the layoff sweep.

"My rhythm is better with

four or five day rest than

seven days, but I was able to

throw on the side a little bit

and hopefully it won't mess

me up too bad," Morris said.

Thurmond, a control and

continued on page 15

Detroit at San Diego
When: Tonight, 8:35 p.m. (TV coverage at 8 p.m.)

Where: Jack Murphy Stadium (San Diego)

Radio/TV: ABC-TV (40, 5), CBS Radio

Pitchers: Detroit: Jack Morris (19-11), San Diego:

Mark Thurmond (14-8)

Path to Series: Detroit defeated Kansas City in three

games, 8-1, 5-3, and 1-0. San Diego went to five games

against the Chicago Cubs, losing the first two, 13-0 and

4-2 in Chicago and winning the next three in San Diego,

7-1, 7-5, and 6-3.

Players to Watch: Detroit: 2B Lou Whitaker, RF Kirk

Gibson, C Lance Parrish and RP Willie Hernandez. San

Diego: P Goose Gossage, IB Steve Garvey, RF Tony

Gwynn. 2B Alan Wiggins.

Sports
•:•-•-•-•>:•:•»

Rhode Island passesUM by, 20-19
Barnwell rushes for 1 72 yards
Hy GERRY de SIMAS
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON. R.I. - After the University

of Rhode Island quarterback Tom Ehrhardt

had his first two passes picked off by the

University of Massachusetts' Rod Turner

and Chris Wood, the junior was feeling

pretty down on himself.

He shouldn't have worried.

For the second week in a row. Ehrhardt

threw for over 400 yards and led the

mistake prone Rams t«» a 20 19 Yankee

Conference win over Massachusetts,

Saturday.

Ehrhardt was 34 of .54 for 405 yards and

three touchdowns. He also tossed three

interceptions and the Rams fumbled the

ball away twice.

Rut it still wasn't enough for UMass who
blew 10 and 16 7 leads. George

Papoutsidismis.sed a vital extra point after

UMass' first TD, a six yard tun with 4:40

left in the first quarter by George Barnwell

and it came back to haunt UMass. On a

fourth and five on the URI seven with 4:20

to go. UM head coach Bob Stull elected to

go for three instead of the lead.

"It was a hard decision to go for the field

goal," Stull said. "The biggest thing was

that there was over four minutes lef and we
had three timeouts. I thought we would get

another chance."

Papouisidis hit the 23 yarder and UMass
pulled to 20-19 but the Minutemen never

touched the ball again.

Ehrhardt converted on two crucial third

and short passes to enable the Rams to

chew up the last 4:18 on the clock and
preserve the win.

"We got off to a shaky start^but both the

offense and defen.se played a good game,"

Ehrhardt said. "I was little down at the

start but as soon as I found my rhythm I

felt good."

UMass. 2 3 overall and 1 in the con

ference, started out with a big lead. Turner

picked off Ehrhardt's first pass and after

UMass gained four yards on three plays.

Papoutsidid gave UMasss a 3-0 lead.

Five minutes later at 8:05, Barnwell, the

game's leading rusher with 172 yards on 29

attempts, led the UMass offense on a 11

play HH yard drive and a 10 lead.

Ehrhardt responded by leading URI. 5-0

overall. 2 in th«' Yankee Conference, right

ba<k down the field on a 80 yard march

capped off by a 23 yard pass to Dameon
R.-iiiy.

.After another URI fumble, their second,

Barnwell again led the UM offense on a 55-

yard drive that ended with Barnwell's one-'

vard dive. But Papoutsidis missed the extra

point, his first of his I'M career, as UM led

16 7.

"We got better today," Stull said. "We
moved the ball a lot better but not g»x)d

enough to win."

Turner blocked a Mike Cassidy punt with

11:47 to go in the first half and UMass
rt>covered on the URI 12 yard line. But two

plays later Jim Simeone, 10 of 30 for 120

yards, fumbled the ball away and UMass
had lost another opportunity.

The UMass defense did their best but just

couldn't contain Ehrhardt and URI's top

rusher Rich Kelley, who rambled for 145

yards.

"They were good (UMass'defense) but oUr

offense is hard to defend against," said

Ehrhardt.

Todd Comeau and Paul Platek each had 13

unassisted tackles while Mike Faverau

had seven.

The Rams rallied for two quick scores as

the first half ended.

Tony DuMaggio hauled in a 12 yard TD
pass with 3:12 left. UMass gotthe ball back.

Barnwell picked up a first down and then

three straight Simeone passes hit the turf.

Jim Tandler's 25 yard punt pinned the

Rams on the URI 12 yard line but seven

plays and 88 yards later, Brian Forster

caught a 10 yard TD pass with 0:43 seconds

left. The drive took 0:50. URI's two point

conversion pass was broken up bby Wood,

who Forster faked out nicely on the TD
pass.

The Rams came out in the second half and

dominated, controlling the ball with

Ehrhardt passing. The Rams had the ball

11:10 in the third quarter and 8:40 in the

fourth including the 4:20 that soiled Stull's

Yankee Conference (tpener.

Ilegian photo by Andy Heller

UMass flanker Jim Earle puts a move on URI cornerback Tony Hill (19)

on Saturday. UMass lost to the Rams, 20-19.

r RhodeMmd 20, UMass 19
ma <5.i) 20 - 20

UMuM (2-3)10 6 3 - 19

tlM - FG, George Papoutsidis, 45

UM — George Barnwell, 6 run (Pa^xmt-

sldis kick)

RI — Dameon Reilly, 23 pass from Tom
Ehriiftrdt (PaiJ Stringfeilow kick)

UM — Barnwell, 1 run (kick failed)

Kl — Tony DiMa^o, 12 pass from

Ehrhardt (Stringfeilow kick)

RI — Brian Forster, 10 pass from

Ehrhardt (Stringfeilow kick)

FG, Papoutsidis, 23

Attendance: 10,227

I»iiTidual Leaders:

Passing: UM: SinwMae 10-30-l20in

TD; URI: Ehrhardt 37-54-405, 3TD, 3 int.

Rushing: UM: BamweU 2d-172,

Grange 6^, Fay 8-33; URI: KeBey:

35-145.

Receiving: UM: B. Simeone 3-56;

URI: Forster 18-129, DiMaggio 12-152.

Team Statistics:

First Downs: UM: 22; URI: 29

Rushes-Yards: UM: 45-234; URI:

42-150

Passes-Yards: UM: 30-120; 54406
Punts: UM: 6-36.7; 3-19.3

Fumbles-Lost: UM: 3-2; URI: 3-2

Offensive Plays: UM: 75; URI: 96
Possession: UM: 25:16; URI: 34:44

Stickers crushMaine

Men's soccer splits tourney

with 'frustrating' loss
By ADAMNAZIMOWITZ
CoIIepian Staff

It was a disappointing serond place finish

for the UnivtTsity of Massachusetts mens

soccer team (6 3 2) as they outplayed but

Idst to the University of Hartford in the

championship m'ume of the 2nd Annual

UMass Invitational, 1-0 over the weekend.

I'Mass made the final round by virtue ol a

less imprcssivi- performance, but still a win

over previously undefeated Northeastern

University hy a 2 1 maririn. on Saturday

afternoon.

"We didn't play really well (against NUI.

We didn't work hard. W'e were good

enough to win. But we bounded back

against Hartford and played the best game
of the season. Bv far, it was our best

performance with the ball. We created a lot

of scoring chances," said Uoach Jeff Gettler.

In the Northeastern game. Andy Ring

opened the scoring at the 2.t:.'>3 mark with

his third g«»al of the year as he easily headed

in a Nick Marciano cross that deflected off

ihe i,^>alie''< fingertips. Nl' tied it ten

minutes lat«r as a forward bmke in alone

and pushed the ball by UMass netminder

Don Donahue. It was a case of the team

letting up in play a little after they had

scorrd a goal.

They [(deemed themselves however,

when Tom l^schok (who was named to itu

All Tournament team> was tripped in the

penalty box, and ITMass was awarded a

penalty kick. Kurt Manal, (also named to

coTittnued on page IS

By KI) HAYWARD
Uollegian Staff

Sparked by the play of

junior forward Christine

Kocot the University of

Massachusetts field hcK-key

team defeated the
University of Maine 5 on

Saturday. Today the team
hopes to rai.se its record to9-

1 ai^ainst a visit ng Nor
theasti'i-n I c.ini

Wliiii iv- -n tl.ii rini score

any goals or hand out any

assists her aggressive play

Uad to three UMass scores

and st>t the tempo for the

Icatii"-- i>i.

uanic.

throughout lh(

scored UMiiss' first goal

midway through the first

half. With six minutes

remaining in the half Kocot

drilled a pass from the right

corner in»o a group of

players in front of the Maine
goal. When the struggle for

the ball was over UMass
freshman Tonia Kennedy
had put the ball past Maine
goalie Tina Ouellette to put

the Minutemen up 2 0.

.'\fter completing a strong

drive to the net and finding

she had no shot, senior I*am

Moryl dumpt'd the ball off to

Kennedy who scored thr

final goal of the first half.

Pleased as she was. Hixon
chosr lo use the second half

to experiment with a new

offensive formation. She
switched from the team's

normal four forward, tow
midfielder, three defen-

seman. and one goalie

alignment to a 3 .'3-3-1 to

'see w hat kind of movement
we could get with three

forwards." said Hixon.

The switch resulted in

another pair of goals for the

Minutemen, more than
enough to put away Maine.

With ten minutes time

elapsed Kocot fired a shot

that Ouellette stopped.

Kennedy was there lo take

the rebound and score her

tenth goal of the year.

Megan Donnelly scored

UMass" final goal on a

penalt V stroke.

'1 was MTV happy with the

way she played." Hixon said

of Kocot

.

the field.'

Senior

'She was all over

Maura CoughUn

sports at a glance
UMass Schedule:

Field Hocltey: Northeastern, NOPE Field, 3:30 p.m.

Women'B Soccer New Hampshire, Hoyden Field, 3 p.m.
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Lawsuit possible over

UMass filtering system

THE WINDUP — Jamie Watson of the UMass women's soccer team

gets ready to pass the ball across the field in Tuesday's 8-0

I

whitewashing of UNH. UMass is ranked 2nd in the nation.

Senate election information

still unavailable to students
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

A week after the Undergraduate Student

Senate unanimously approved last

Tuesday's 1984 85 senate elections, it is still

not known how many on-campus, Greek

area, and commuter students voted, or why
three election protests were filed.

The Student Government Association

(SGA) Governmental Affairs Committee is

ultimately responsible for tallying the total

number of votes each candidate received

for determining the percentage of voters on

campus, off campus, and in fraternities and

sororities and fielding election protests. As
late as Tuesday afternoon, no informatroh

was available to the Collegian concerning

voter turnout, or reasons for the protests in

Thoreau. Thatcher, and McNamara's

elections.

Senate speaker Chris Sullivan said

Tuesday one problem that may come from

the unresolved election protests is that any

one of the three dorms with the contested

elections may go unrepresented.

"If a dorm does not have a senator before

the election and the results are being

contested, the dorm won't be represented

in the Senate," (because there is no one to

fill in from last year) Sullivan said. Sullivan

also said he believed Thoreau had a vacant

Senate seat.

Governmental Affairs chairman Joel

Rabinowitz said Monday that because he

had to leave school Thursday night, he did

not have time to set up hearings for election

protests.

Rabinowitz also said that with the ex

ception of vote counting to determine

winners last Tuesday, he had "not really

received" help in computing the percentage

of voters to total residents in different

areas.

Sullivan said that "in the elections I

have been involved with, it has usually

taken about a day" for this information to

be madepubl'"

By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts may be

brought to court because it has overrun the

compliance schedule for making the central

heating system environmentally safe.

Stephen Joyce, and official from the

state Department of Environmental Quali-

ty Engineering, said the University asked

DEQE for an extension on construction of

a filtering system for steam plant coal dust,

and has gone over the extended deadline.

The Massachusetts Attorney General's

office has cited UMass in violation of the

1970 Clean Air Act since February, 1983,

and Joyce said DEQE referred the case to

the state's discretion i)n whether to seek

contempt of court charges.

Stephen Leonard, from the Attorney

General's office, would not say what their

plans were on the case but said the office

does act on cases to force faster compliance

of the law.

Construction of a "bag-house" filtering

plant began three years agf), after a 1980

suit charged the University of violating the

Clean Air Act.

The "bag-house" is the new building ad-

joining the power plant which is down hill

from the Campus Center parking garage.

It holds about 17,000 filter bags that catch

unburnt coal exhaust from the boilers

before the exhaust leaves the smoke

stacks.

UMass was first sued for non-compliance

with the Clean Air Act in 1977 when the

administration decided to change back to

the coal boiler heating system rather than

fix the new, unused Tillson Farm oil fur-

nace on Orchard Hill.

Roger Cherewatti, director of the

Physical Plant, said the nearly completed

bag-house will not go into operation until

next spring because the boilers were turn-

ed on last Friday. Cherewatti said to hook

up the bag-house the heat would have to be

turned off and this would require the

University to shut down.

The supervisor of construction on the

bag-house, who asked not to b*" named, said

final construction details will take another

six weeks to complete. He said problems

with insulating, making fans work, and late

shipment of a control panel causeii delays.

"There are a lot of bugs. It takes time to

work them out," he said.

Jack Bradshaw, Associate Deputy Com-
missioner of the department of Capital

Planing and Organization which was
responsible for the construction, said "1

knew when the decision was mafle what the

legal ramifications were but there are also

legal ramifications to leaving the Universi-

ty without heat. Either you have the

University grind to a halt or you turn on

the boiler."

Bradshaw said with the complaints from

the faculty and students of cold he and the

physiciil plant decide<l to turn on the

boilers. He said the bag house may l)e able

to be turned on over intersession.

Cimtinued "i fxige J,

Southwest furniture returning

House candidate attacks Conte
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Democratic candidate for the U.S. House

of Representatives Mary Wentworth at-

tacked incumbent Republican Silvio Conte

for his "unmistakable bias toward the

wealthy" last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Conte, she said receives contributions

from corporations and residents outside the

Fir.st Congressional district. As a result of

heavy funding by outsiders and the

"mythology that he is a moderate," Conte

stays in office. He is ant i choice on abortion

and has failed to do anything about the

hispanic population ol Holyoke being the

poorest in the country, Wentworth said.

Conte has gone along with the Reagan

administration policy of "excusing the rich

and the corporations from paying taxes

"while transfering funds from social ser

vices to the military budget." Wentworth

said.

Sighting the endorsement of the Freeze

voter '84 as a major boost to her campaign,

Wentworth said the peace movement has

raised people's consciousnesses to their

vulnerability to nuclear annihilation.

Men have been socialized to deal with

conflict by getting weapons, whether a fist

or a gun, Wentworth said. Women, she

said, will come out the loser in situations

where force has to be used. "We have

always been the peacemakers in family and

communities, and now we have to he

peacemakers in the world," Wentworth

said.

Cnntinued on page i

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Southwest area residents will get their

mirrors back, and will have a chance to get

soft chairs in their rooms, a Housing

Services official said yesterday.

Charles E. Durant. assistant director of

residential education for Southwest, said a

form letter is in the mail to inform South

west students that Housing Services

reversed their earlier decision to remove

chairs and mirrors from Southwest rooms.

The letter from the Southwest Area
Government says that "new mirrors will be

installed in every Southwest room in the

coming weeks."

Soft chairs will be distributed by the

House Councils and dorm staff, Durant

said. Students have until Oct. 17 to request

a soft chair, he said.

"If the requests exceed the number of

chairs. SWAG and the House Councils will

decide who gets them." Durant said.

The mirrors, soft chairs, and desk lamp.s

were removed from Southwest rooms at tl"-

beginning of the semester. Housing of

firials said they could make dormitory

furniture across campus match.

Originally, all the old furniture was going

to be sold, but Durant said, "We decided

student concerns were more important."

Durant said the dwision was reversed

after meetings with student represen-

tatives from the Southwest Area Gover

nment and the Student Government

Association. He admitted that "a

miscommunication between Housing

Services and the residents of Southwest"

was a reason for the decision reversal.

Durant also said, "There is a provision on

the resale of state furniture, but I don't

know if it's a state law."

In the letter announcing the reversal, Bill

Collins, a senator from Moore House, said,

"This agreement is a fine example as to how
the Southwest Area Government can help

the residents of Southwest. Collins signed

the letter "SWAG Co-President," despite

last week's .student senate motion to not

recognize ('ollins' position.
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—David Byrne of the Talking Head^ .
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Reagan changes his mind
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan, abruptly shifting his pol.cy on

Social Security after a pointed challenge

from Walter F. Mondale. on Tuesday

categoricaUy ruled out any reductions or

changes m the benefits for current

recipients or future retirees.

Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes

announced the policy switch in response to

the Democratic challenger's suggestwn at a

Cincinnati campaign stop that Reagan

might revamp Social Security.

"The president wiU never stand for

reduction in Social Security benefits for

anybody who is now getting it or future

recipients," Speakes said at the daily White

House press briefing.

While Mondale battered away at

Reagan's cuts in government assistance as

examples of "official cruelty," the president

met with Israeli Prime Minister Shimon

Peres at the White House.

Vice President George Bush and Mon

dale's running mate, Geraldine Ferraro,

spent the day closeted with aides, studying

briefing papers in preparation for their

Thursday night debate.

AP l.AwrphiiU)

SHUTDOWN — A nuui walks by one of the 14 gay bathhouses and sex

clubs in San Francisco that were closed because they aileg^edly promote

and proHt from the spread of AIDS.

aty closes gay 'death' clubs

Additional aid to Israel

is considered by Reagan

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The city's

public health director Tuesday ordered 14

gay bathhouses and sex clubs to close

immediately, accusing them of "fostering

disease and death" by allowing in

discriminate sexual contacts that can

spread AIDS.

"These businesses have been inspected on

a number of occasions and demonstrate a

blatant disregard for the health of their

patrons and of the community." Dr.

Mervyn Silverman said at a news con-

ference.

He said the 14 establishments, including

the 21st Street Baths. Boot Camp. Animals

Club Baths of San Francisco. Jack's Turkish

Bath and Jaguar Adult Book Store, were

among 30 investigated by undercover

health officials since an AprU ordinance

went into effect banning "unsafe" sexual

activity at sex parlors and bathhouses. The

14 have not complied with the ordinance,

said Siverman. sho has been under pressure

from Mayor Dianne Feinstein to order the

shutdown.

Man ignites wife after TV show
MILWAUKEE (AP) - A 39-year old man

who wanted to "scare" his wife was being

held Tuesday on suspicion of setting fire to

her shortly after he watched a TV movie

about a woman who burned her abusive

husband to death, police said.

Sharon Brandt. 37. was hospitalized in

critical condition with burns over 95 per-

cent of her body after she was splashed

with gasoline and set afire with a cigarette

lighter at her home Monday night, said

Police Capt. Ian Koprowski.

Assistant District Attorney Gerald Falk

said her husband, wearing Army fatigues,

was arrested on suspicion of attempted

murder after the incident and was being

heldin the city jail.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan told Israeli Prime Minister Shimon

Peres on Tuesday that the UnitedStates

will consider increasing U.S. aid to help

Israel cope with the economic havoc caused

by soaring inflation.

"We made clar our willingness to continue

our dialogue and to cooperate the best way

we can," Reagan said after meeting two

hours with the Israeli prime minster at the

White House. However, the president

made no specific public commitment to any

new aid level.

Peres, who lavished Reagan with praise,

repeated his pledge to withdraw Israeli

forces from Southern Lebanon if ways can

be found to guarantee the security of

Northern Israel. A puUout from Lebanon

would ease the financial burdens on Israel.

A senior U.S. official, who briefed

reporters only on condition he not be

identified, said there are "some indications"

that Syria, a key to any Israeli withdrawal,

may be interested in cooperating in some

kind of arrangement to guarantee the

security of the Israeli border.

"But much remains to be seen, much

remains to be put to the test." the official

said.

Reagan announced that a panel of U.S. and

Israeli officials had been instructed to find

ways to enhance growth and development

of the Israeli ecnomy. He said these could

include "structural adjustments." increased

trade and investment and U.S. aid.

By "structural adjustments." Reagan

evidently meant a plan under consideration

in which American dollars would stand

behind Israeli loans in world credit

markjets.

Reagan also said that the U.S. and Israeli

delegation have been instructed to conclude

negotiations within 30 days on forming a

free-trade area to encourage Israeli exports

to U.S. markets . That would involve the

virtual elimination of of all tariffs on

goods traded between the nations.

estaurant
IT

check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

WEDNESDAY IS foronly

PASTA NIGHT $4.25
includes spaghetti with a choice of homemade

meatball, sausage, fresh eggplant, sauteed

mushrooms, or broccoli served with salad or soup,

bread and butter, and a glass of wine or beer

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

Newsmakers

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning
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• HELP WANTED •
Junior Manager Butterfield Kitchen

for Spring 85 and next academic year

Free Room and Board

15-20 hrs/week at $4.25/hr

Application available at

Butterfield Dorm Kitchen

until October 19th

DANIEL DEE
SNIDER - The lead

singer of the heavy

metal grroup Twisted
Sister, was arrested

on disorderly conduct

charges after parents

compained about "pro-

fane and abusive
langauge" daring a

concert, authorities

ALAN SHEPARD, —
The first American to

ride a rocket into

space, was treated for

minor injuries after he
fell from a boat into a
lake and was struck by
a passing boat's pro-

peller.
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Amherst College studentsmourn oldfrat days
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The welcome mat outside the front door of Amherst

College's Newport House still has the Greek letters Phi

Delta Epsilon printed on it, but to some Amherst'

students, that's not the only remnant of the college's

defunct fraternity system.

Newport House is one of eight buildings the Amherst

College administration converted from fraternity houses

Frat doormats now at a residence

hall.

to dormitories last summer after the Colleg's Board of

Trustees voted to abolish the fraternity system last

February.

"I still find it uncomfortable calling it Hitchcock House,

instead of Alpha Delta," said Jeff Shor, a resident of

Hitchcock House and a former member of Alpha Delta

fraternity.

Last year we lived together because we wanted to,"

Shor said. "Now the building has lost a lot of character, at

least looks wise."

The Fioard of Trustees' decision was billed as part of a

larger plan to improve social life on the campus, which

was dominated by the fraternities. However, it is not

clear whether the banning of fraternitites has changed

the social scene.

Few changes in social life

"Much of the social scene ( so far this year) has replicated

what the fraternities provided large campus parties

with lots of alcohol." said Assistant Dean of Students

Irwin Mussbaum, who is also the former fraternity ad

visor.

"Although fraternities no longer exist at Amherst,"
Mussbaum said, "we believe that friendships built th-

jough the fraternities have continued."

Much of the continuance of the associations has taken

place in the form of informal "rushing" or GOTE's
(Gatherings'! of The Elite) which have been held,

according to one former fraternity member, by at least

five out of the eight former fraternities.

Keeping fraternities together

"We're trying to keep the fraternities together as much
as possible, "said one former fraternity member who
asked not to be identified. "We're kind of doing it against

the administration."

About 27 students have made an effort to maintain

fraternities by petitioning for and receiving permission

to establish a colony of the national Chi Psi fraternity.

Chi Psi had a chapter at Amherst from 1864 to 1980,

when it was disbanded for not admitting women.
"1 am looking forward to the re establishment of a

chapter at the area of Amherst College,' said Herbert P.

UM women publish organization guide
'Discrimination ' cited for delay

By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

After dealing with four years of "bureaucratic

discrimination," two University of Massachusetts women

have published the first training manual of its kind to ad-

dress the development of women's centers and organiza-

tions.

The manual To Make A Difference: A Trainer's Guide

For Working With Campiui-Ba,sed Women 's Centers and

Other Wcmen's Organizations, was written by Kathryn

Girard and Joan Sweeney, co-directors of the Women's

Equity Program at UMass.

Girard and Sweeney began working with the Women's

Education Equity Act (WEEA) in 1977 to gain funds from

the U.S. Department of Education in order to establish

four regional leadership training centers across the coun-

try.

Girard said that the training centers were active in

1979, and the manual was complete in 1980, but "red tape

and bureaucratic discrimination" prevented the publica-

tion of the guide. In 1981, Reagan created, in the U.S.

Department of Education, a Publications and Audio

Visual Advisory Committee (PAVAC) to prevent the

duplication of similar government publications, Girard

said.

This committee included one member who was in-

strumental in Reagan's campaign and one member who

wanted to remove WEEA from the Department of Educa-

tion reviews material submitted for governmental publica-

tion, Girard said. The Women's Center manual was sub-

mitted, Girard said, in 1981 and the committ« claimed

they have lost it. It was re-submitted, re-"lost", and after

"finding" the manual six months later the committee re-

jected it for publication. WEEA, with the help of

Massachusetts representative Silvio Conte, appealed

twice and was twice refused the appeal. Girard said.

Only with the help and pressure from Cont^'s office did

the manual pass through these bureaucratic obstacles and

get approval for publication at the end of 1983, Girard

said.

"Consistently across each age group (a pattern) that ef-

fected leaderhsip ability was the ability to think big,"

Girard said. The women in the mock meetings recognized

and stated the necessity of a program, but then they would

request the minimal amount of money to implement it, she

said.

Women have been conditioned to expect the minimum

when working "within a patriarchal setting" not only in

business or financial situations, but in all situations, she

said.

"How often do women say, 'This is what I need," and

with any belief expect to get it?" (}irard asked.

Women calling themselves feminists have "a certain

consciousness." though they have had the same "patriar-

chal" conditioning, Girard said.

"Our knowledge is often way ahead of our own

behavior," she said. "Our language and our insight is way

ahead of where we are personally."

Women may be afraid to identify themselves as

feminists because men decide the definition of feminism

"by throwing out scary labels," Girard said. "You have to

puncture holes in these (stereotypical images) on a one-to-

one basis," she said.

"The plan for global unification of women is not before

me " Girard said, but "what we really have to take ac-

count for is what we do each day." Women must

"reclaim" the word feminism and "take back our power,

she said.

Fight, hit-and-run mar long weekend

Ccilletfiaii plii>i<' \>\ Andy Hflli-r

The former frat house Alpha Delta.

Carroll, executive director of Chi Psi.

"We respect the wishes of the administration (about
fraternities)" Carroll said. Carroll said he plans to visit

the fraternity colony sometime in November. The colony
has no permanent address, but lists an on campus
phone number.

Many students feel social life has suffered as a result of
the fraternity ban.

"They (the administration) have a slightly distorte<l

view of the defintion of social life," said Bea Trowbridge,

a sophom(>re resident of Newport House. "They tend to

view it in terms of money instead of fun and relaxation."

New administration policies

The administration has established a Stkdfmt
Programming Council, endowed with S'W.OOO t») provide

social life for the college. The college has aLso given a

total of $70,000 to the \l'l residence halls, according to

Mussbaum.
"The administration is still trying to formulate a social,

and especiiilly an alcohol policy, " said sophomore Marc
Ducnuigeen, a resident of Valentine House. "Tm not too

optin>istic for a good future. The administration is taking
advantage of the disorganization of the students.

"

ByJOELP. COFFIDIS
Collegian Correspondent

University of

Massachusetts police

reported that three men

were fighting with another

man. at 5:22 a.m. Saturday.

The one man claimed he

had glass in his eye and was

taken to the infirmary and

transfered to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital at 6:37

a.m.. police said. All four

involved in the incident

were non students and

given trespass notices,

police said.

A hit and run accident

Sunday in lot 22 caused

more than $500 damage to a

1979 Ford. The car's front

bumper and front fender

were damaged, police said.

Police reported that a 19

year old University of

Massachusetts student was

arrested Tuesday at 2:26

a.m. in lot 22 and charged

with possession of an altered

driver's license. The South-

wood Apartments resident

was reporttKlly driving on

some grass in lot 22.

A 33 year old Pittsfield

man was arrested by police

at 7:23 p.m. Friday on

University Drive. Police

said the driver was arrested

for driving while under the

influence of alcohol.

\ 30 year old Nor
thampton man was arrested

by police at 12:56 a.m.

Sunday for operating a

vehicle after suspension of

his license. Police said they

observed the man turning on

Lincoln Avenue from

Fearing Street when he

failed to keep to the right,

police said.

A fire extinguisher and

mirror were reported stolen

VOTING PROMOTED — Gerry Scoppeltuolo

(left), Kris Chamberlain (center) and Tim Har-

ris sing in support of voter registration out-

side the Student Union yesterday afternoon.

from Thoreau House at 3:24

a.m. Sunday. Police said

they have suspects and the

case is open.

Police said a 1975 Ford was

broken into in lot 44. Police

said that the passenger door

and dashboard were

damaged when the thieves

attempted to steal the car's

.stereo valued at $150.

Police received a report of

vandalism at the Fine Arts

Center at 12:36 a.m.

Saturday. Four window

panes worth over $100 were

broken. There are no

suspects, police said.

Amherst police report

DWI arrest, vandals
Amherst police said yesterday that a 23 year old Medway

man was arrested Monday after he became irate after

receiving a parking tickn . Police said he threw the ticket

into the window of a police car. and drove away at high

speed.

A patrolman had ju.st placed the ticket on the

man's winshield and walked away when the man ap-

proached and saw the ticket. Police pursued the man and

placed him under arrest, charging him with driving while

intoxicated (DWI). failure to provide a license and

registration, and being a disorderly person.

A 39 year old Montague resident was topped on Amity

Street early Monday morning after police observed him

driving erratically. He was charged with DWI and taken to

the police station, where a search revealed a small amount

of marijuana. Police also charged him with possession of a

class D. substance

In other police reports, an automobile owneed by an

Amherst resident was struck in the right front quarter

panel while it was parked at Hunan Gardens Restaurant,

Monday night. -PHIL SERAFINO
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ANTENNA & RF ENGINEERING GRADS

TALK TO THE FOREMOST
RF COMMUNICATIONS

RESEARCH LAB IN THE NATION

WHEELER LABORATORY
We'll be on campus: Wednesday, October 24

The Wheeler Laboratory at Hazeltme

Corporation is world renowned for the

role It has played m advancing RF com-

munications for more than four

decades Founded by antenna pioneer.

Dr Harold Wheeler, the Laboratory's

research and development efforts on

behalf of industry and government

have resulted m significant advance-

ments in the design and development

of phased arrays, millimeter-wave sys-

tems, wide-band small antennas and

reflected antennas Hazeltmes recent

award of the Microwave Landing Sys-

tem coVitract by the FAA is a direct

result of advanced developments m
antenna technology by Wheeler

Laboratory

As we continue to grow, we seek highly

qualified, mnovatiye grads with a Bach-

elor's or Master's degree or Ph D in

Electrical Engineering with an empha-

sis in Microwave Engineering

At Hazeltme, you will also have the

opportunity to participate in an acceler-

ated Masters Degree Program in RF
Engineering at NY Polytechnical Insti-

tute You can receive your advanced

degree in less than two years while

working at Wheeler Lab four days per

week at full salary And, you'll be work-

ing with the recognized leader in RF
communications You won t find a bet-

ter opportunity for growth and
advancement

Come talk with our college recruiting

representatives

If you are unable to meei with us at this

time, send your resume to Ms Doreen

Cassidy, College Relations Director,

telling her of your specific area of

interest Details on the diverse career

opportunities at Hazeltme are available

in your school placement office

ti^Hazeltine
Corporation

Greenlawn. L.I. , NY 11740

An Equal Opportunity Employer Committed to Aflirmalive Action

A Hazeltme Corporate Policy

US Citizenship required
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Blood drive aided

by women donors
By LISA STRATOULY
("ollfpian Staff

A quick glance at the arms pumping blood in the Campus

center reveals that at least half, if not more, belong to

women. . . ^ ,

Since college students have more opportunities to donate.

Mary Andrews, a recruiter for the University of

Massachusetts Red Cross program, said, the male female

ratio is balanced. In the real world, however, Andrews

said that men out donate women, due to societal

pressures that limit female opportunities to donate.

"The opportunities for women to donate are hmdered by

such factors as pregnancy, weight, and the hemoglobin

test." said Andrews.

"Women cannot give blood during pregnancy, or for six

months following childbirth. It is more difficult for women

to meet the weight requirement (110 lbs) than it is for men.

And women more often fail the hemoglobin te.st. which

measures the amount of iron present in the blood, due to

their cyclical iron level." Andrews said.

Most female students living in an academic atmosphere

are basically free from these pressures (with the exception

of an inconsistent iron level) and

therefore they donate more frequently, she said.

Andrews, five thousand pints are collected from UMass

students each year and this amount is more than half that

collected in the entire Hampshire county.

"The high sch(K)l and college students m Western

Massachusettes are the main source of blood for our

program." Andrews said.

When asked what contributes to the over-all success of

the program. Andrews mentioned the friendly, informal

atmosphere of the donation room, as well as its small size.

She also said."The overall success of the blood program

depends upon the good will and generosity of young

people."

i^law sial
Contxnufd from pag^ >

Peter Wozniak, Physical Plant Operations Supervisor,

said the project was not given enough priority.

"Ithink there's been a hesitancy to dive in and solve the

nitty gritty problems that add up to the big problem. "No

one had time to devote to the work," he said.

Wozniak said there was a lack of communication bet

ween the university, the contractor and the government.

"The Bailey control panel was not here on time. They

waited too long to tell the designer what type of controls

were needed. A damper was ordered three years ago, with

the corosion. we had to order replacement parts six weeks

ago to make it operational.

• Wenlworth
Cantxnued from page I .,

Wentworth said she supported legislation that would

create "alternative use" committees at all the companies

supported by defense contracts to prepare for a peace-time

economy rather than a war time economy.

"The freeze movement has to learn to build coalitions, she

said, and refrain from supporting candidates that are anti-

choice on abortion.

"As long as we have male representatives who use choice

as a bargaining chip our right to chose (to have an abortion)

will be a question mark." she said.

Wednesday thru Saturday
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Grad students air concern for TA salaries
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

A survey of University of Massachusetts
graduate students, initiated and conducted
by a graduate senate executive officer has
yielded "very few big surprises," according
to Greg Graham, coordinator of the survey.

The majority of the students surveyed are

concerned with issues dealing with

assistantships which are teaching assistants

(TA) research assitants (RA) and teaching

associates to. They are concerned with the

level of their salaries, and the criteria for

awarding assistantships, Graham said.

"There is a great variation in the stipends

paid to the same types of assistants,"

Graham wrote in his summary of the

survey. "Some TA's earn three times as

much as other TA's. Some RA's earn four

times as much as other RA's,"Graham
added.

Sixty eight percent of the TA's surveyed

said they felt their pay was not adequate.

Sixty percent of TA's responding had full

responsibilityfor teaching a class, lab or

discussion section.

The question of criteria for awarding

assistantships was a main issue with the

unionization movement for graduate

student employees which fell due to lack of

support last spring. This unionization

failure was Graham's original reason for

conducting the survey.

"The whole process for awarding

assistantships is pretty hazy." said

Graham, because there is now written

criteria on awarding them. The distribution

of assistantships contained in the Graduate

Factbook produced by the Graduate
Registrar's office, is "of dubious validity,"

Graham said.

Eighty six percent of the students sur

veyed made increasing stipends a high

priority, and 67 percent said they felt that

there should be a policy which would make

departments draw up specific criteria for

awarding assistantships .

441 graduate students responded to the

survey, and none of these were from the

school of Education, an error Graham at

tributted to the computer program used to

generate mailing labels. The rest of the

repondents were distributed amont the

other sch<K)ls, but Graham .said that he did

not know how representative the sample

was of graduate students.
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NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC

As the need for specialized health care continues to grow. Northwestern

College of Chiropractic can help you enter a satisfying career taking care of

people as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Committed to high standards in education and research for over 40 years.

Northwestern offers you comprehensive chiropractic training on a modern

campus distinguished for its excellent facilities and dedicated teaching staff.

If you would like to know how Northwestern College of Chiropractic can

help you achieve your career goals, complete the form below or call the

admissions office TOLL FREE at 1-800-328-8322, Extension 290 or collect at

(612) 888-4777.

Please send me more information on

Northwestern College of Chiropractic

Name

Address

City

Phone (

State Zip

Years of college experience

SEND TO: Northwestern College of Chiropractic,

Admissions Office. 2501 West 84th Street,

Bluomington, Minnesota 55431

1-800-328-8322, Extension 290; collect at (612) 888-4777
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AGAIN!

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS

RETURNS START
OCTOBER 25

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -

YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

HOURS
MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

t^^ UNIVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(a) physical pant bIcJg
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Letters to the Editor

Gays should expect

same rights as others

!&>^i

Random Notes
First a case of beer, then an empty feehng

Last Friday night, niy girlfriend and I

had just returned from a party. A friend of

mine had left a case of beer in my car and I

was in the process of carrying it back U) my

room, where I expected him to pick it up

later, when I was asked to stop by a police

officer. He asked me if I was of age. No, I

answered, explaining whose beer it was

and why I was carr>'ing it. Of course this

was irrelevant and 1 was given a choice-

spend a night in the hokey or dump it.

There wasn't any need to answer, and my
girlfriend and I went to work. Twenty-four

cans later the officer bid us adieu and

repeated his warning.

I'm not the only one this has ever hap-

pened to, so I'm not complaining. Nor am I

blaming the police officer. He was

courteous throughout and simply acting on

orders from the General Court. It's just

that the whole thing got me thinking.

The Twenty-sixth Amendment in 1971

gave 18 year-olds the right to vote. This

makes them eligible to run for most

p<Milica] offices, allows them to possess

firearms, makes them adults in the eyes of

the courts, and compels them to register

for the draft.

However, they can't drink. There are

many logical reasons for this. No one can

ignore the highway death stats pushed up

because of young drinkers. Nevertheless,

tke drinking law is inconsistent with the

Twenty-sixth Amendment. By denying a

right and extending others, you have

created a half citizenship, which many

argue, offers responsibility without

privilege.

As you can see, it's this galling incon

sistency that makes my logic-based brain

itch. There seem to l>e two alternatives to

clearing up this jungle of contradictory

laws. The first is to reduce the drinking age

t/) 18. This was the case for the first half of

the '70s. It was consistent, but pnxluced

tragic results on the highways.

The second alternative is to rejjeal the

Twenty-sixth Amendment and offer an

amendment which would make twenty-one

the age of majority. This would, it's true,

take away the right to vote from those of

us presently underaged. It would also put

off registering for the draft, make us

minors in the courts and all the prot^tion

that status entails, and (in my mind, the

most important) save us considerable

amounts of money in income taxes (minors

pay much less a percentage of their

income). This was the case in most states

l)efore the adoption of the Twenty-sixth

Amendment, and naturally more consis-

tent than what we've got now. It's a trade-

off, but a far fairer, more honest, more

logical proposition than we've got now.

Bud Keegan is a UMass stwknt.

In the Collegian Wednesday. Rusty I)en-

tx>n expresses views that gays should not l)e

accepted intc. mainstream society l)ecause

some people find their lifestyle "immoral.

Morality is very subjective, and it is ol-

fensive and shortsighted for one j)erson to

impose his or her moral views on another. 1

am angered by iJenton's views, and disap-

pointed that these "moral" arguments are

.still surfacing.
, u ..u

Gays are people -normal, healthy, con-

tributing members of society. A person

who does not recognize this simply has an

innacurate grasp of the facts.

Gays do not need to justify their ex-

istence to anyone. Gays exist. And gays

have a right to exF)ect to live their lives

with openness, respect and dignity.

Paul A. Barrows
Sunderland

Blunders, blunders

and more blunders
These remarks are a bit late (due to the

pressure of other work), but I couldn't let

them pass unsaid.

Your September 27 issue contained an

article about the participation of three

UMass students in an anti-missile protest

in Cambridge. Protestor Jonathan

Spaulding. following his arrest for

trespassing, was given the option of doing

community service in lieu of a fine.

Your article continues: "We will pro-

bably work on the (burnt) peach pagoda in

Leverett," said Spaulding, a Soviet Studies

major.

Really. Collegian editors. "The burnt

peach pagoda"? A typo I can understand,

but a compound fracture is a lot harder to

explain.

Someone--either the reporter, or

Spaulding himself-appears to have confus-

ed the Peace Pagoda being built by

Japanese and American Buddhists in

Leverett, with the "burnt" Tibetan Bud-

dhist pagoda in Hawley, which was

firebombed a year or so ago by disgruntled

Vietnam veterans. The two pagodas, and

the two groups, are not related (except

spiritually-and even there, the two Bud-

dhist orders have quite different kinds of

practice).

Please get your facts straight before

blundering off into the ozone with bad

research! I suppose we're lucky it wasn't

re-named the "apricot pagoda" by your

wayward typesetters!

Speaking of which, the following

sentence occurs in an opinion piece by Bob

Brigham in the next day's Collegian (Sept.

28): "One of the goals of gay fights ad-

vocates is to pass laws that prevent

discrimination..." Gay fights? Some ultra-

militants might be pleased... but I seriously

doubt that this is what Mr. Brigham wrote

in his original copy.

One last technical note: please make sure

all the typesetters know that a quad-left-

return-not a simple return -is necessary to

end a paragraph...otherwise, the line

spaces out to infinity. This seems to be hap-

pening a lot lately.

I enjoy the Collegian . But I'm a

typographer myself. These things bother

me. You owe it to your readers, and

yourselves, to set professional standards

and tn,' to maintain them.
Dave Drake
Greenfield

All Collegian columnists please

remember there is a mandatory staff

meeting in the newsroom tonight at 7.

Following that there will be an e<litorial

staff meeting for columnists and car-

toonists, all columnists must attend or

will lose columnist status.

presents: "The Them or Us Tour '84"

an evening with

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five College Students,
Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

m

UMass ID required with student ticket

l"ickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and Stop & Shop locations

in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles or recording devices. ... ^'
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OPINION
The opinions expressed on this page are those ol the individual wmer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflei

the views ot the Collegian or the university unless otherwise noted

More programs,not attacks
Recent attempts to trivialize the struggle

for lesbian/gay rights by comparing the

struggle to a mere moral or lifestyle

preference that need not be protected by

law can be viewed not only as an attack on

gay people but on all oppresed people. Re-

cent views appearing on this page belittle

the oppression that lesbians and gay men
face by comparing it to the unavoidable op-

pression that people of color, women, and

the disabled face because these people can-

not come out of the closet.

If this were an accurate analogy, one

might be sympathetic to this argument.

However, this is not the case. We suggest a

more accurate analogy: comparison bet-

ween the Jewish population and the gay

and lesbian population. Lest we remind you

that Jews are often subject to pervasive

anti-Semitism, just as lesbians and gays are

subject to homophobic attacks, Jews, like

gays and lesbians can deny their culture

and assimilate. They can "choose" not to

"come out of their closet", to deny their

Jewishness. We find this rationale,

whether applied to Jews or to gays, to be

an abridgement of individual rights and

identities and is reprehensible.

As to whether the struggle for les-

bian/gay liberation is a legitimate civil

rights struggle or not, perhaps we should

consider the views of people and organiza-

tions that are part of the civil rights move-

ment. Following is a partial list of those

who not only view sexual orientation as a

civil rights issue, but who also support that

struggle: Coretta Scott King (widow of the

late Dr. Martin Luther King), Rev. Jesse

Jackson, Rev. Joseph Lowery (president of

the Southern Christian Leadership Con-

ference), the American Civil Liberties

Union, the YWCA, the AFL-CIO, the Na-

tional Education Association, the

American Federation of Teachers, the Na-

tional Conference of U.S. Mayors, the

Town of Amherst, the City of Boston, the

United Church of Christ, the American

Psychological Association, the American

Psychiatric Association, the American

Public Health Association, the American

Medical Association, the American Bar

Association, the American Library

Association, the Mass. Teachers Associa-

tion, the National Organization of Women,

the ' Unitarian Church, the American

Nurses Association, the National Lawyers

Guild, Chancellor Duffey, UMass/Amherst,

Sens. Kennedy and Tsongas.

Deb Piltch
Greny Scoppettuolo

Furthermore, the notion that these civil

rights represent a deteriorization in basic

American values is radical right wing
ideology characteristic of groups like the

Moral Majority and Citizens for Decency

Through the Law. These groups and this

ideology are on the attack against affir-

mative Action, Title VII and Title IX of the

Civil Rights Act, abortion rights, union

rights and more. What a perversion of the

truth to portray this right wing ideology as

even knowledgeable about civil rights. It is

destructive of civil rights.

No oppressed group can rely on the good

intentions of people who say they are for

you but not your civil rights in the law.

What if gays, people of color, Jews, the

disabled, women, the elderly had only the

"good intentions" of the radical right-wing

upon which to rely? Would anyone feel

safe? Perhaps as 23-year-old Charlie

Howard was being hurled to his drowning

death in Bangor, Maine last July by three

teenagers who objected to his sexual orien-

tation, he had time to think, in the last few

seconds of his life, about the value of the

idea that you can be /or gay people but not

their civil rights. We wish that he were still

here and that he didn't have to die because

someone objected to his sexual orientation.

But his death and the violence directed

against lesbian and gay people in their lives

point out the need for protective laws.

Finally, lesbians and gays cannot be

separated from other oppressed groups

because gay people are parts of all those

groups. Just ask the gay folks who belong

to such gay groups as Black MenAVhite

Men Together, El Comite Latino, Am
Tikva (Jewish), Dignity (Catholics), Integri-

ty (Protestant), Daughters of Bilitis

(Women), Disabled People's Liberation

Front ete. When gays are attacked as a

class, all groups feel the pain. What we

need is more support and educational pro-

grams at UMass for gay people - not at-

tacks that hurt everybody.

Deb Piltch i.s the director ofSCERA

Gerry Scoppettuolo is the Advocate for

Research and Training.

policyLetters .

All letter. inu.t be .igned and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letter.. All letter, are .ubject to editing for clarity and length.

And now for Round Two
So the first big Reagan-Mondale debate

is over. Now, as the dust settles, it is time

for vultures (or writers, if you prefer) to

pick apart the remains of the vanquished.

The problem is that there seems to be a dif-

ference of opinion as to just who ended up

eating dust and who walked away clean. As
for me, I am perfectly willing to dip my
beak into both piles of carrion left on the

field.

I told everyone a few weeks ago that

these battles would be as much fun to

wateh as Monday Night Football. I was

wrong. They are a lot better. You don't

often get to see the president of the United

States with fear in his eyes. It is a good

thing for him that he was a movie actor. If

he had tried to make it on the stage, he

would have been luckv to get a part as a

piece of furniture. The man has serious

trouble handling unexpected variations

from the script. His usual recourse is to

either tell a joke or get angry. Come to

think of it, we all should be happy that his

aides did not wake him up when our

warplanes were fired upon by the Libyans.

All in all, I would have to say that Ronnie

had a rather rough time of it last Sunday

night. His grasp of statistics, never a

strength, exceeded even its usual appalling

level. The explanation of why the deficit is

going to vanish as the lines converge is a

prime example of the simplistic way the

guy's mind works. It astounds me that so

many business-minded folk are going to

vote for someone with fiscal logic like that.

Does the hairstyle that won the hearts of

Jane, Nancy and millions of moviegoers

turn you on, too?

In the interest of fairness, I will now

deride Mr. Modale's performance. He,

after losing the fight over the format, let

the Reagan image-makers force him into

their game. I was sorry to see him pander-

ing to the "America-is-kicking-ass" fad

that is so loved by his opponent. Presiden-

William Spain

tial elections should not be decided by

which candidate can look more sincere

while saying the pledge of allegiance. Of
course maybe I am just miffeil l>ecause I

bet that Reagan would mention the Olym-

pics more times. You can be sure that I did

not enjoy kissing that money goodbye.

Thanks a lot, Fritz.

I noticed that Wally was a bit too

gracious to the old codger. After hearing

him give the presidential compliments for

the second time, I was left in doubt as to

who he plans to vote for come November.
Reagan was allowed to get away with some
pretty outrageous statements that night. I

realize that one should be patient when
confronted by senility. But when it is for

such a good cause...?

And now, I will arrogantly offer some ad-

vice to these two professional politicians. I

am well aware that the chances of either

gentleman picking up this issue of the Col-

legian are fairly remote. Thrt doesn't mat-

ter.

To Walter Mondale, I offer these obser-

vations:

-Keep smiling, it seems to disturb him.

-Look him in the eye more, it definitely

disturbs him.

-Don't forget to crucify him on the en-

vironment.

-Forget you ever met Jimmy Carter.

For Ronald Reagan, I have only one

recommendation. If the first round was

any indication you had better wear rubber

underwear next time, you are going to

need it.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

The truth about Columbus
What a great weekend! G<xk1 weather, a

day off from school, but, what was the (X!-

casion? Oh yes, Columbus Day. CK)od ole

Columbus, the Spanish "explorer" who

"discovered" America. If you're like me,

that's about all I learned in primary

education, but last year in a social science

course I read a book by Howard Zinn call-

e<l A Pe(rple's HisUrry of the United States

which shed some light on the historic

distortions we have received in our

education.

Columbus was on a voyage specifically

seeking gold and slaves. On October 12,

1492 (492 years ago Friday) Columbus

landed on an island in the Bahamas. He

was greeted by the inhabitants, the

Arawak people, who obviously discovered

America long before Columbus was born.

Columbus, being navigationally confused

erroneously thought he was in India and

thus the label "Indians" evolved. Colum-

bus wrote his feelings about the Native

Americans in his log, he said

"They...brought us parrots and many

other things, which they

exchanged. ..They willingly traded

everything they owned. ..they do not bear

arms...With 50 men we could subjugate

them all and make them do whatever we

want." (italics mine). He also wrote, "As

soon as 1 arrived in the Indies, on the first

island which I found. I took some of the

natives by force..."

Columbus built the first European

military base out of the grounded Santa

Maria, on the Island of Hispaniola (Haiti)

and left 39 crew members stationed there

with instructions to find and store gold.

He then returned to Spain with what little

gold he had found and some Arawak
Giaypc

The King and Queen of Spain gave Col-

umbus seventeen ships and over twelve-

hundred men. Upon his return to

1^

Dani Burgess

Hispaniola, Columbus found that the

Arawak people had finally revolted and

his men had been killed. Columbus built

another base, and was determined to oh-

tain gold and slaves. Columbus launched a

massive slave expedition, capturing 1,500

Arawak people.

Columbus, still eager for gold, ordered

all of the Native Americans age fourt^n

and over to collect a specified amount of

gold every three months. In exchange for

the gold they were given copper beads.

Arawaks found without the necessary

beads had their hands cut off and bled to

death. In two years Columbus and his

men were responsible for the death of

over half of the Arawak people. In 1515

roughly 50,(K)0 Arawaks were left.

Samuel Eliot Morison. a Harvard

historian, wrote in his popular biography,

ChrisUrpher Columbus. Mariner (1954)

"The cruel policy initiated by Columbus

and pursued by his successors resulted in

complete genocide."

The Arawak women were frequently

raped, and soldiers would "test the sharp-

ness of their blades" by "knifing Indians

by the tens and twenties and cutting off

slices of them...". Columbus Day. A
Celebration of Genocide.

It seems brutally inconsistent that one

month we celebrate Columbus and

another month we celebrate Martin

Luther King. I don't know what we, as

humanistic people, should do about such

inconsistency, but at least we can set the

story straight.

Dani Burgess is a UMass student.
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i Columbus should ve discovered this!

Bluewall Cafeteria
presents

FINE YARNS &
NEEDLEWORK SUPPUEg

W>«*L,

ANNOUNCES AN ANNIVERSARY SALE

Now through Sunday, October 14th, 1984

20% - 50% off entire stock
Be sure to register for Door Prizes

OPEN MONDAY to SATURDAY, 9:30-5:30; SUNDAY. 1-5

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS, 233 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst, 549-6106

Cfiickcn Parmesan
Spaghetti& meatbaiis

"Parsiiedpotatoes jfjg
garde 'Breads

Choe-peean pudding

Wednesday. OctJO
' 11:30-2:00

and

I

99*

eating place

99.3 FM HOT SPOT bring you

99*^ Specials

Thursday, October 11th
99* Bottle Beer domestic brands

(with food purchase, until 12 midnight)

99' Overstuffed New Englander Sandwich

99* A Regular Order of Potato Skins
with bacon and cheese sauce

99* 2 eggs, toast and coffee

Sun-Thurs 6 am-3 am; Fri and Sat open 24 hours

Super Stop & Shop Campus Shopping Center

Rte. 9, Hadley/Amherst 256-6889

Positive ID required Listen to 99.3 FM
for further details

(TmiOi

ACl.^
NEVA/ ENGLAIMD

Presents

LASER PHOTO
FOR SALE

DATE: Oct. 10 -12
I ^^^ ATir^lVI- in front^.UNIVERSITYLOCAI lUIM. of the <^MSTORE^
TIME: 10-4
PRICE: 3for^10 or$4each

Old Ironsides

BOSTON

^jUNIVERSITY
Located In the Campus CenterMmSTORE^
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Pianists tackle Stravinsky
By ROBIN ROSIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

A free faculty recital with the unusual

featuring of an undergraduate music major

begins this month's series of diverse and

interesting concerts at the University's

P'ine Arts Center.

Pianist Nigel Coxe, a member of the

University of Ma.ssachusetts music faculty,

will perform works of Schubert, Stravinsky

and Grainger on Thursday. Oct. 11 at 8p.m.

in Bezanson Recital Hall. Amy Gates, a

senior music major currently studying with

Mr. Coxe, will join him for the performance

of Igor Stravinsky's Sonata for two pianos.

As an undergraduate university student

who must fulfill core as well as music major

requirements, Ms. Gates' opportunity and

abiUlty to perform such a demanding 20th-

century piece is unusual.

Nigel Coxe, a Jamaican born, British

trained pianist who is now a resident in the

United States has in recent years combined

teaching at the University with performing

in F]urope, Australia and the United States.

F'or Mr. Coxe who has also taught at the

Royal Music Academy in London, it has

been an interesting challenge to develop the

fundamentals of teaching so that university

students as opposed to music conservatory

students who study music exclusively can

make the maximum use of a limited amount

of time. Along with individual lessons,

therefore, the music department has

weekly studio performance classes in which

music students gain valuable performing

experience, receive criticism, and most

importantly develop and articulate their

own critical evaluations of a performance.

These studio classes take place every

Tuesday at 11:15a.m. in Bezan.son Recital

Hall where anyone interested may listen.

A rare hapry mcrment from Irreconcilable Differences

A Hollywood family feud

Pianist Nigel Coke with his student Amy Gates

C'olleioan ph<>U> by Michelle Sevfall

Irreconcilable Differences

directed by Charles Shyer

at the Hampshire Mall Cinema

By SUE IZZO
Collegian Correspondent

Picture this a child so wronged by her

par«Mits that she decides to divorce them.

Poignant, huh? Does it make you want to

cry? O.K., now try to picture that scene as

the main plot in a comedy. Does it seem

misplaced? Awkward? Well, if you an

swered "yes" to any of the above questions,

you will probably be disappointed in the

film, Irreconcilable Differences, which

openbed at the Hampshire Mall la.st Friday.

The outline of this movie is rather basic in

it's content. A child, Casey Bnxlsky (Drew

Barrymore) takes her parents, Albt>rt

Brodsky (Ryan O'Neal) and Lucy Van

Patten Brodsky (Shelley Long) to court

and then we, the audience, get to see flash

backs of the events leading up to the

divorce and, I guess, make our own decision

of guilt. The subject of a family seperation

and the trauma that it brings on could have

been an ideal compassionate film. but.

unfortunately for the audience, it is turned

into a farce with a childish atmosphere.

The screenplay seems to be at fault here.

Many of the scenes, throughout this film,

are predictable and pathetically simple. I

had to laugh when Albert Brodsky (Ryan

O'Neil) quoted Orson Welles by saying

"Film is the most emotional medium." Well,

if this is true, then this movie bored me to

STBAK^
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tears.

To say the film was a total failure wouldn't

be fair to the one person involved who

seems to work harder than anyone else at

trying to make her character somewhat

believable. Shelley Ix)ng succeeds in most of

her attempts to show the audience that the

character of Lucy Van Patten Brodsky is

not as one sided as the rest.

In direct contrast to U)ng is Ryan O'Neal.

Watching him in this film, its obvious why

we hav»'n't stn-n much of him in the past

years. His line deliveries are forced in tone

and have no thought behind them.

Drew Barrymore is in a league of her own.

Her acting in this film makes the audience

pity her. not because of the character that

she is portraying, but because she seems

like a child actress that has been spoiled by

the movie industry. She has a mature

appt-arance that seems much too old for an

eight yearold girl. It is un nerving to see

someone that young with the wi.sdomofa

fort V five year old. Be prepared for a lesson

in parental morals at the end of this movie,

prest-nted by none other than Miss

Barryniore. This film is so poorly written

acted and directed that it makes one

consider a childless life.

All in all. I felt tiiat Irreconcidahle Dif-

ferences was a dr-'wn out. poorly written

film. Where's the Pwple's t^ourt when you

need it, anyway? I wouldn't recommend it,

unless you've got absolutely nothing else to

do (this includes homework!) IrrectmcilabU

Differences just doesn't pass the bar.

This unique
college campus
is limited to only
500 students...

*
^k >l_t!ll

Sl^

\
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V
cel^

laybe
you'll be one!

"Study cirf)und tht' world, visitiny Japan, Korea, TaivAran,

Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece und

Spain

Ch(KJbe inirvi 60 voyjge reldted courses to fejdrn 1215

ircinsferable hours of c redit frorr. the University of Pittsburgh

Develop an awareness of our relationship with other

countries and a firsthand understanding of world issues.

Semester at Sea r^dmits students without regard to rolor,

race or creed Special Slide Presentation

Oct. 10, 6:30, Room 165-169

Oct. 11, 6:30, Room 101

^ ^1^ For details, write or call.

SEMESTIR AT SEA
(800) 854-0195
toll-free

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

Institute lor chipboard LcluidiK)n

University of Pittsburgh

2E Forbes Quadrangle • Pittsburgh. PA ISZe*
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The UMass Department of Theater presents its pro-

ducti(m ofEugene O'Neill's Desire Under the Elms

October 11-15 and 17-20 in the Rand Theater.

IN 1960,THE PILLGAVE
WOMEN ANEW FREEEX5M.

IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
WOMENANEWCHOICE.

It's been a Itm^ time.Twenry'-four years.

,
and there hasn't been a st^nsible new option

in birth control.

L'ntil Today."" Today, the 24-hour

G^ntraceptive Sponge

Today IS a st^tt, cotntortable sponge that contains

Nonoxynol-^. the same effective spermicide women

have been usin^ tor (nvr 20 years.

The Sponge is easy to use You just moisten it thoroughly with

water and insert it like a tampon, and it witrks tor a full 24 hours.

With The Sponge, you don't have ti> worr>' about hormonal side effects.

And no t)ther non-prescription vaginal cotitraceptive has been proven^more

cttectne' Its been through sewn vears i^t extensive testinu, and over 17 million

Spi>n^es h.iN'e been sold

Of course, you don't need a prescriptuMi for The Spcm^e. It can be found

at vour IcKal dru^ store and at selected supermarkets. In the Vpack or convenient

12'pack

And theTcxiay Sponge is the ov\\\ contraceptive that comes with sc^mecine

to talk to: our 24'hourTtKiayTalkLine If vou have any questions, or you're just

wiMuiennu if The Sponge is ri^ht ftir you, visit v(^ur student health center i^r ^ive

us a call at .^00-223-2^2^) (In California, 800-222-2^29.)

Finallv.vou have the spontaneity' vou want and the protection vou need. But,

be^r *if all, vou have another choice vou never had bef( '^^^^/^^̂ ^J^^pi-^jf^.,^^
-—

I'nrilTodav / -^r-*--'.

VOLUTEERS NEEDED
FOR WRITING DIAGNOSTIC TEST

,
FRESHMEN-SOPHMORES-JUNIORS-SENIORS

GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO EVALUTE YOUR WRITING|

^SKILLS !•!

MWF- UNTIL OCTOBER 19

'PARTICIPANTS AND RESULTS WILL REMAIN CON-^

^FIDENTIAL

I FOR APPOINTMENT CONTACT;

ICOMMUNICATION SKILLS CENTER ^,^,^,
'

73 BARTLETT HALL 54&W18/0924

College Party Weekend

MONTREA
includes

* Round Trip Transportation
* 3 days, 2 nights

HotsI Sh«rbourg. Downtown Montreal

November 2, 3, 4

Night Clubs open 'tii 4 AlVI

SAVE 1.0)
ON TWO i-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.

. r-f ~ ' -i ,,',,•, n < r;, I'- nni> on ofoducts designated Consumei pays
'

• " nalue ol this coupon plus S 08 tianaiing

w"i iiii> ictms ol ou' coupon oiler Tfiis

r lime ol pufchasmg the

net honoteo .

.,,,.,.. ft , .,1
^'

. jns muS! oe sno*n upon /^^~ -

This coupon in ncn / ir

luCiDie Cash value l 20th oi

' Dy mailing 10 VU CoipO'atior ^

\ ^°^^MWI^: -

5i3bb loomo
^Itltr hvpiri y^

•c;linn.-alle'.t>hjveii'iHlLiJiJ thai wnnuMi i.trnxptM .in ,H\nu.ilctt»viiU'niNs r;nc ,'t -' -^i it thi\ um' ihi- ioii.n >p'tn,'i-,

and .Kwrding n> laK-l inMructmns C HM VII drr TiOaN anJ Tho Sp.mv.H- an- tradi-marks nt \L1 c:.>rr

riMsd-ntlv

muiiiiiinr
' r-- ..^>#»^»*»*««*#>

Stop in to

BRAD'S GRAPEVINE
at the

VILLAGE INN
for a quiet

glass of wine, beer

or a mixed drink
(open at 4:00)

Or if you're hungry try:

- Brad's Mexican Food
- Super Burger Baskets (biRgest in town)

- Specialty Fried Chicken

- Light Meals

all at very reasonable prices

BRAD'S - 85 Amity St., Amherst

WedneMUy. October 10. 1984,
.Collegian 11

Black Affairs
:•:•^;•x•^^>:•x:•^^:<•:•:•:•:•x•:•:•:•:•:•x•^:.:.x.:<.:.^^:^

BCP/Ahora finalizes

anniversarywith gala events

African students appoint

three temporary members

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A gala celebration with Vietnamese,
Portuguese and Latin American folk

dances as well as speakers finalized the

week-long BCP AHORA anniversary

celebration at the University of

Massachusetts. '

Keynote speaker, Dr. Cleveland Donald,

associate to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

and adjunct associate professor of history,

read W. H. Orden's Child of AckiOea, a

poem about the Trojan War.
Because the poem can also be seen as a

tale of two cities, the struggle waged
between Athens and Sparta during the

Peloponissian War in the Fifth century.

There is a connection with the University

and the role its students will later play in

society, Donald said.

Donald thinks of the University as both a

city and as individual citizens, he said.

Students must excersise their rights by

becoming full participants he said.

"Students are to the University what

citizens are to the city," he said adding

there are three ways a student can
' become active. Students can act as an

ostrich "burying their heads in the sand

ignoring the problems existing." Or she

can exercise Jonathan Swift's proposal

of stepping onto somebody's foot, or

he she can play the role of a good

Samaritan, Donald said.

Donald said if UMass had enough "good

Samaritan students, the University would

have the caliber "to be a firstrate city."

"Students are the essential element of

the character of the University" he said.

Edmundo Velazquez, supervisor of the
department of social services in

Springfield reiterated the history of the
Bilingual Collegiate Program, not for

mere repetition, but because "it is a history

that must be told constjmtly. It is your
future and our tradition and it has to

continue."

'.•.•.•.•.•."

"/ hoj)e you continue the struggle the

way we started."

—Edmundo Velazquez, Supennsor of

Springfield Deparment of Social Ser-

vices )

'%?•'•%%%%%%%!

"What we did had to be done," Velazquez
said adding "you must participate and
keep alert because no one knows the

future. Programs like this have to justify

themselves," he said.

Luis Fuentes, associate professor at the
School of Education said BCP's staff share
a senseof community , a sense of ownership
and commitment to their goals of in

creasing the number of bilingual students
to the University.

"I hope you continue the struggle the

same way we started," Velazquez said.

Velazquez said BCP's influence has

expanded as far as Bayland. New Jersey

where a college uses BCP as a model for a

program offering its students the same
advantages.

By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

The African Student Association of the

five college area in a monthly meeting last

week discussed whether to replace some

executive officers that are not fulfilling

their duties, .\lfred Getonga, the

association's president said there are three

positions that are occupied where officers of

those slots are not fulfilling their duties.

The remaining four officers of the executive

board are currently left to take on their

duties, he said.

"This is not fair for only four members to

be left with their duties as well as ours. It is

too much for us. This is why we want to

appoint new officers to the executive office

to take their position until Feburary when

we have our general election," he said.

A representative from Mount Holyoke

college said, it is unfair for the president to

call the general meeting for this

pupose. "First of all Mr. President you

can not ask us to partake in the ap

pointment of new member to these offices

because you have not notified these people

in writing, you have not presented these

documents to us. I am not doubting your

word but. in order to abide by the con-

stitution you must meet these requirements

before you come and bring this to the

general meeting," hut, sm< . you have not

done your pari, we cm not impeach or

appoint anyone," Morgie Maskeren

said. Mbugi Mutala vice President of the

association said, how can we notify these

people when we haven't been able to locate

people from last semester.

"But we can't go by everything the con-

stitution says, we have to exist, the job has

to get done. This is why we need to appoint

temporary members to their position until

the February election. We are a new
organization and we do not want to impeach

anyone, but. we must go on, Mutala said.

The members all agreed that there should

be temporary officers. The position duties

were given and new members were ap-

pointed voluntarily to the executive office.

The new officers are Steve Baffour,

secretary, Jabu Mphielala, assistant

secratary, and Masila Mutysia, public

relations officer.

Old and new members from the five

college area also reviewed last year's

events and set their goals for this year.

Announcement
Casa Latina will hold the third session of FUNCTIONAL SPANISH beginning on

October 15, 1984. The purpose of this course is to facilitate the interaction of the

community at large with Latinos, while providing basic communicative skills and a

deeper understanding foucs on mental health issues.

•During this course students will develop a vocabulary related to topics of interest

designed by the class.

•Particpants will acquire fundamental grammar skills that will allow the writing and

speaking of simple sentences in Spanish.

•Latino and Latin American Issues will be examined.

TONIGHT

JUS

SHOHilN
COAIAfUNICiCTIONS

The n»Hi^ Plaofr.

October 1,1981*

Ladies Night
SPECIAL

FREE BUFFET
and 25^^ Drinks 8-10

MOOSEHEAD BEER
NIGHT

THE MOOSE IS LOOSE
AT JUSTIN RYAN*s
shirts & prizes 7-11

$1.00 Well Drinks

for everyone till 12:00
D

To the Editori

I recently ran an advertisement with the Collegian

for student interns for njy advertising agency ,3hohan Com-

munications. The response was outstanding. More than 25

individuals responded. The enthusiam and interest of the

students I saw speaUts very well for your Communications

and Marketing Departments and for the overall quality of

the U.Mass. student.

It is gratifying to see such mature and intelligent

individuals trying to seek even more opportxmities for

themselves. Again, thank you and I will know where to turn

for other such projects in the future.

resident

81 Bridge St., Northampton, MA 01060 413-586-2135
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^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

T::ss:Si:SSSs:S^Ss::SsSs:Sf:SOi::SfSf:iS^^

Jk'Btil OmmTid
Try Our New

Luncheon From tf^Zi.ZiD

Specials served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

New Buffet ft'sunday Brunch canea'/ 5.25
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service 10 Belchertown Road
Full Cocktail Menu at Rte. 9, Amherst

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m. 256-0252
Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

Chikli fi under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet & Scur Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

gSQg.sagAM»-B-a)-l^

OUR CHALLENGES
TODAYARE SETTING

THE STANDARDS
FDR

TOMORROW :t:

WE'RE
M/A-COM
UNKABIT.
M'A-COM LINKABIT offers engineers and

computer scientists unique cfiallenges and

opportunities the kind they can find only

m today s most advanced technology

environrtiegts We provide all the dynamic

ingredients necessary for r. successful

professional career cutting edge tech-

nology rapid compan, growth, a supportive

management team and challenging, exciting

projects

Our GovernrTient Systems Group headed by

Dr Harry Van Trees, has a national

reputation for excellence in C 'I, military

ind networks Wt • ."ently involved ir^

tjuildinq on-boa' ; ; essing devices for

M'lit.u , satellites network researct-

cations systeit's erigi' »-•'

technical assist !

DOD whi.

support o! Tie fvliiit.i; ,

:^,iteiiit(' OttiLe ^ind MILSTAR

Furlherniu'. •- A COM lINKABIT i;f ,'

and rewards your innovative ideas <incl

individual initiative Engineers can foiiow thf

flow of idea to pi And a take-charge

professional can : ; a lasting reputation

Find your place at M/A-COM LINKABIT t

set up an appointment, contact youi

Placement Office or send a detailed letl^

resume to Mr Steve Parker. M A COM
LINKABIT. 8619 Westwood Center Dnve
Vienna. VA 22180 We are an equal

opportunity employer U S citizenship is

required

yt^tcM
M/A-COM LINKABIT

We'll be on your campus
soon to interview both

December and June graduates.

Wednesday. October 10, 1984 Wednesday, October 10, 1984 (

.c:c)llegian la

Hypercurricula

RESIDENTIAL
ASSISTANT COUNCIL
MEETING- This

semesters first meeting of

Residential Assistants

concerned with improving

their working environment.

This is a forum for im

proving communication

between the Housing ad

ministration and
RAS/SHRS and it's also a

forum to address im

provements in the R.A.

contract. 6:00p.m.. C.C. 805

UMASS BIKE CLUB
MEETING- This weeks

meeting includes a fall

foliage slide show, repair

demonstration, day and

weekend trip plans, and

announcement of more of

the club's activities.

7:30p.m., C.C. 803

IF YOU LOVE THIS
PLANET- A short,

gripping film on Nuclear

Hol(K-aust and why working

for Peace should be a

priority in our lives.

Discussion to follow. 2:00

C.C. 804. 7:30 Baker
basement classroom 9:00

Grayson Lounge
PSA— The International

Meditation Society is

sponsoring a free in-

troductory lecture on the

Transcendental Meditation

Program on Wed. Oct. 10 at

7:30p.m.. The lecture will

be held at C.C. 911 15 and is

open to the public. Come
find out why over a million

Americans are practicing

the TM technique daily. For

more information, please

call .549 5335.

HELEN C ALDICOTT. WE
THE PEOPLE'- A video of

Helen Caldicott's talk in

Brattleboro on the problems

of the nuclear arms race.

12:30. in front of the Hatch

and in front of the Mini

Store

USED RECORDS
>- Co

g DYNAMITE -n

iiJ RECORDS %
^ m

(/)

SAVE THE-EARTH
SALE:

peopTfTS gay
ALLIANCE RAP GROUP-
Discussion group to share on

issues related to

gay/lesbian/bisexual. All

welcome. 7:30p.m.. Check

Campus Center Schedule

PEOPLE'S GAY
ALLIANCE SOCIAL
HOUR— Congeniality and

Sociability in a relaxed

atmosphere. Refreshments.

Bring something to share.

All welcome. 3 5p.m.,

Check Campus Center

UMASS CHAPTER
WILDLIFE SOCIETY
MEETING- Ken Elowe

will speak on the Black Bear

in Massachusetts. 7:00p.m.,

312 Iloldsworth Hall

STUDENT HEALTH
ADVISORY BOARD-
Third meeting of the

semester. Not too late to

join. Please come and see

what SHAB is all about.

5:30. :302 University Health

Services

ISRAELI FOLK DAN-
CING- THERE WILL BE
NO Israeli Folk Dancing on

Wednesday. Oct. 10th.

Next meeting is Oct. 24th.

SUCCOT SERVICES- On
Wed., Oct. 10. there will be

services at 7:00p.m. in the

Dukes Room (S.U.310).

followed by Kiddush in the

succah. 7:00p.m.. Dukes

WMUA STATION BODY
MEETING- Nomination

and elections for Production

Director and Third World
Affairs Director will be held

at this meeting. New
members are always
welcome. 7:00. lOlCC
OLDER STUDENTS
SOCIAL AND MEETING-
'Live it up' with the 25 Plus

VAuh. Meet other older

students in the relaxed

atmosphere of the Faculty

Club (behind Morrill). For

info, call 545 2148. 4 7p.m.,
STUDIO ARTS CENTER
INTERNATIONAL IN
ITALY— Informational

meeting on SACI Program
in Italy with Director

showing slides. 2:30

4:30p.m.. CC 905 909

(/>

Ml
Q.
<
o9

(/)

O
CC

o
o
UJ
CC

o
LU

10% of Oct. Ilth's

Receipts
to ba donated to tha
Amarican Friands
Service Committaa

to SAVE THE EARTH
and You, toolll

Thursday, Oct. 11

Themes, a

marketplace plus!

584 1580, 150 Main St

3 Northampton

AOSBM

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

1 All Collegian Staff

should attend the semester's

first STAFF MEETING
7 p.m. tonight

in the News Room
We will discuss problems and
good points oi me year so far,

announce new equipment plans,

and take YOUR comments,
suggestions, criticisms.

I
We will also make plans for the

! Collegian HALLOWEEN PARTY

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

SORR.iT0KB£P
iOUk^^N650

OH.lUNOeR:
STAND, MPS.
coNGPON.rr
msNrANY
PROBLEM.
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UKBYOUW
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05AN
APMAN,
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THINK
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/
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TRY

AGAIN.
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\

SOYOU
umriVBe
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BH.SON^

Yes. SIR.
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The Lab By LAW

pfHe POWfR 50URCt rOfC
f^y( new TILESCOPE WILL
REVOLUrionize rne
Fieu> OF ASTROnomv

!

CrW^ rVIOST POTENT

I Known TO mAn • ^^
ITS A 10 YEAR OU>
WHEEL OF LiMIJUK&EK
CHEESE

y^'im^

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

A5 &/eFyONe KN(M6,THI5
eiecwNmiBef^mmfh
OF 5jyu cveR issues
inmcT, MOSTexfems
/^sRse THm-iFMOfmu^
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Gorde by Gorde

UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

yvci^! THAti The Sfs^ THiNc.

ABOUTThlS PRESlOeis/TiAL

THAT NO n/rrT€R. who wins.. WtR£. ^ ^VV/I LOSS

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

5lodqe i^ ^ \or\<^i^t

^\- / yjel ' i^es o . .. no..

\ov^V he <s ... M* f^V:

V^c's JOSV CK docj.

O^^/tM^

Todays Weather
Today: Sunny and mild with
hij^hs in the 708.

Tonijfht: Partly cloudy with

lows in the 40s.

Tomorrow: fiar, and mild

highs in the upper 60s.

WORKSHOPS
COLLEGIAN WORKSHOPS for staff and cor-

respondents training workshop with David

Humphreys of the Springfield Daily News.

8 p.m., Wed. Oct. 10. in the. neu'sroom.

— Arts Revieu^ Workshop unth Chris Marini. 8

p.7n., Wednesday October 10, in the biufiness of-

fice.

- Training workshop with George Forcier of the

Greenfield Reccyrder 8 p.m., Thursday Oct. 11, in

the newsroom.

All correspondents should attend.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUHLE
hdiird bv Irudr Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Employer

5 Hal feature

9 Theater lights

14 Hindu god

15 Like some TV

16 Correct Comb
term

17 Verb for

Latin lovers

18 Slaughter ol

the diamond
19 Records
20 Perfect musical

for March 17

23 Wave, m
Biarritz

24 Dell choice

25 Geese
28 Eastern title

30 Bakery buy

34 Lou Grant s

aide

35 Walked on

36 Do a smiths
job

37 Those in office

38 Harvard s river

41 Nabokov tifle

42 Fulda feeder

44 Mimicked
45 Ran
47 Lot

48 Desk or )et

foMovy^er

49 Physicians

50 Play on words

52 Pamplona
runner

Where blue

birds fly' m
song
Comm' in on

3 Name meaning
Young
Warrior

'

4 Provisions

5 Mingles

6 Washer cycle

7 Novelloof
British

musicals

8 Tableland

9 Boy
10 Interrogators

11 Preminger

12 Vitality

13 Mayday'
21 Practical joke

22 Turkish decree

25 Attorney s

presentation

26 City in Malaga
providence

27 Resource

28 Stop, in

St Lo

29 Pot of

31 Chicago
landing place

32 Shade of green

33 Conducts
35 Recording

39 Popular

contraction

40 Lewis of

puppetry

43 Is contrite

46 Ballerina

Alicia.

et ai

49 Small beard

51 Presses a

claim

52 Characterislic

53 Charger

54 CImgerof
a Kind

55 Listen

56 Columnist
Bombeck

57 Big bundle of

goods
58 Ace
59 Wild and

woolly area

60 School course
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53

60

61 ParlofQED
62 Rational

63 Income Fr

64 French friend

65 Corrida yells

66 Long lock of

hair

67 Grade
68 Spanish

muralist

DOWN
Military gp

Valley,

city near

LA

1 2 3 4

1
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1
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D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Deli Beef Sandwich

Broccoli and Califlower

Casserole

DINNER

Baked Chicken/Supreme

Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Chopped BeefsteaJt Special

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sanwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER

Roast Turkey/Bread Dress-

ing, Gravy, Cran-

berry sauce, Spaghetti

with Garden Vegetables
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Water polo third in league
By MIKE LP:VINE
Colleffian Staff

The University of Massachusetts water

polo team took third place at the league

tournament over the weekend, as the

Minulemen took three out of five matches.

In their opening game against Cloumbia,

UMass outswam the Lions in the second

half to turn a 6 6 halftime tie into an U 7

win. The Minutemen followed that game

up with a solid performance against Yale, as

the Elis went down by a score of 7 4.

Brown then drubbed the Minutemen 15 3

and wound up winning the tournament. In

their following game against Harvard, the

Crimson won 11 2. In their final game, the

Minutemen defeated MIT 8 4. UMass wUl

face these same teams again in two weeks

at Brown.

/A '€,<e^ ^V' Cocktail Lounge <^^

PENNY DRAFT NITE
Every Other Draft Beer just 1*

Rt. 9, Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

.

COULD YOU USE $507 IF SO,
COMPETE IN (or just enjoy) the

LIP-SYNC CONTEST
Tonite At

$750.00 in Cash Prizes to be Awarded!
8 Weeks Remaining until The Grand Finals

- Along With

"CLASSICS NIGHT"
The Most Popular Dance Music

from the last 5 years!

Dynasty from 9-10 on the largest TV in town!

99'BAR DRINKS ALL NIGHT
No Cover

Changes, Rt. 9, Amherst 256-8284

F
"• '»•

Internships in the Law
Open Introductory Meeting

The Legal Services Office, an on-campus agency serv-

ing University students, is looking for legal assistant

interns for the Spring 1985 semester. If you're con-

sidering the legal profession, want to explore career

alternatives, or think you'd like to get hands-on job ex-

perience in the legal field, come to an open introduc-

tory meeting on Wednesday, October 10th, at 4:00 in

room 170 of the Campus Center. Representatives of

the LSO and the Office of Internships will be there to

answer your questions about the office, the internship

position, credit arrangements, and application pro-

cedures. The Legal Services Office is an Affirmative

Action/Equal Opportunity employer.

UM x-country

splits weekend

as :^

1

Hv CHRIS trp:mblay
ColU'^ian Correspondent

The University of Ma.ssa(husetts cross country teams

split their meets this pa.st week with the men defeating

Conneticut 25 31 and the women losing by a 26 31 score.

In the men's win, the Minutemen set a new course record,

while breaking the old record not only once, but twice. Jan

Novak came in first with a time of 25.23 setting the new

rourso record, teammate Paul Stanislawzik was right

behind him at 25.26. UMass also took the fourth position

with Wayne Levy, while Conneticut's top runner Mike

(iagne. who lost his first meet of the year, came in third.

"W«' thought tV) win we would have to have three runners

in the top four, but not one and two." said coach Ken

O'Hrien. "I had given the nod to Gagne being the type

of runner he is (fourth in New England last year), but

Novak took over at the three mile mark of the race with

Stanislawzik right behind him and never looked back."

The Minutemen will next travel to Franklin Park in

Boston on Saturday where they will meet Northeastern.

Ix)well and Ke<^ne Stale.

By just about the same score as the men defeated Con-

neticut the women's team went down to Northeastern

in their meet this past \^eekend.

Thf Huskies t(K)k the top two positions with the third

and fourth spots going to UMass' Sally Howes and Deidre

Doyle, respectively. Northeastern then secured the win

with the fifth and sixth positions, while the Minutemen

took seventh through twelfth.

'Because Northeastern came in first and second we
needed to take the third, fourth, fifth and sixth positions

to win the meet.' said coach Caroline Gardiner.

"Dt'idre Doyle did, however, run her best race of the year."

The women travel to Worcester next week to take

nart in the Holy Cross Invitational.

Would you believe...

The 1984 college football all name team as researched by

Dan I^eberfeld. C«)llegian Staff member.

Yogi Safferwirh. safety. Richmond; Duckworth Grange,

running back. UMass; Hiawatha Francisco, running

back. Notre Dame; Bill Boy Bryant, wide receiver.

Texas; Micah Moon, linebacker. North Carolina; Iran

Zubar. defensive tackle. Minnesota; Egypt Allen, run

ning back. Texas Christian; Azizuddin Abdur Ra'off.

wide receiver. Maryland: Kirk Ix)wdermilk. center. Ohio

State; Knox Culpepper, linebacker. Georgia; Sanjoy

Fieach. wide receiver. Colorado State; Lestroy George,

nose guard. Texas El Paso; Donte Wheat, nose guard.

Louisville; Colby Schreckengost. tackle. Murray State.
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ADVERTISING

AdvartI** FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
Advertise items you v»»nt to s«<l or buy Call

532-9486

APPLE MACINTOSH

Computar, ImagowriMr printer. MacWrit*,
MacPaint, MS Basic, box of disks, surge

protector, diskette file 1-837-1137

THE GRADUATE" Tonight at 5, 7, 9. 11

in CCA »1 00 St 6 »1 50 at 7, 9. 11 spon

sored by Gorman House Council

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

Vega Wagon "TS new clutch, brakes, steer-

ing bo« Body v aoo<l 546-7068 ask for Tim

keep trying

T\ GMC Pickup with cap 6 cyl 860.00 call

Brian 586-2788

IfTO VW Beetio rebuilt engine new brake

system new clutch good tires includes parts

est snd trailer hitch 11000 call Brenda

649-6899

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO flack A
Video entertainment giant 10 and 16 foot

screens for dorms and Greeks. "MTV"
video music call 649-7144

Rack A-DIsc RackA Video entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys.

Bands and Video Call 649-7144

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a audio and

visual entsrtsinment for the 80's BB4-6712

t College Sound the best in parry snd

dance music. Call 686-0246 or 686-7889

• • • • •

Dioltal Decwrlter w/modem end paper

ideal for Cyber 549^52'6___

E^i^li^lTword processing C.P.M. Com-

puter. 11200 00 1633^9727

oTbi^-'MTrauder """^'"'^^^^
mahogany body BeautrtuI gurtar' With

hardshell case J250
00 54fr3272

Airlines ticket to Chicago, Seattle, or An

chorage. Best offer Call 584-S077

S^UbT'Tenk 72 cu ft. steei^J valve

hydroetatteally tested •60 call Brenda

549-9999

Firur"Mlcheirn X2X 70 serlM U ln«l» rim»

40.00 247 5067 after 6 PM

Computer programmer P*"."™ S'T?^
for person experlienced «"*' P°f„'\°'

VAX computers UNIX, or MACR011
Amherst bas«l company. -l«vftoP|r>gcom

munication. and '-^^"^
^""'"^J^^^''

IS looking for someone sbie »oro'*„P»'^

t*me during the school year, wrth fullt.rn.

^loyment dunng intersesawn snd the

rrnmeTExcellent opportunity! For mfor-

matjon ceLM»^894
Houiepeople__w.nt^^

Ambitious college student needed part

time to organize a Hock and Art Fair. Very

rewarding role 536 3890 anytirtxi

House Cleaner experienced efficient with

local references weekly 549-0413 earty AM
best

Funnybones looking for cocktail waitresses

parttinr>e weekend night, occasional week

nights. Apply in person 2-6 7 days a week Rt

9 Hadley 586-2770

Funnybones looking for amateur DJs Ap

ply in person reedy to play 7 1 Thursday Oct

11 Rt 9 Hadley 686-2770

Oversees ^obs. Sumrt>er, yr. round.

Europe S America, Austrslia. Asia All

fields »900 »2000. mo Sightseeing Free

info. Write IJC, PC Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar, CA 92626

Oovarnment Joba. »ie,669
^

»50 553/yeaf Now hiring, your ares. Call

1 «5-e87 eOOO ext R 9616

fTi^^eople's Gey Aillence is looking for

an Office Manager This is s work study

position; and duties will be janitorial snd

clerical. Drop off your narr>e, number snd

an informal rasums in the PGA Office, 41 3B

SUB Replies must be in by Oct 19th

CAMPUS REP POSmON Earn high

commissions snd FREE TRIPS promoting

high quslity ski and beach trips to Colorsdo.

Dsytons Beach snd South Padre Island. Call

Summit Tours 800 325-04M

HOT TUBS

Housepeopie w—.,-. Homscooked

lii "n'^Jxc'J»nge for light krtchen cleenup

call 646-2160 ssk for Jkti

• O • « ' A A *

Utople Spos 2 for 1 hot tub every Mondsy

and Tuesdey night call for raaervatwns

263-7727

Utopia Spas private hot tub rentals call

now for raaervations 253-7727

LOST

Stolan In Sylvart area or Soyrion Gym.
Brown leather wallet containing license,

bankcard and other essentials Substsnliai

reward lor return call 6^4098 no questions

aaked the name is Kelley McCormtck

Gold CrwrNsckiace 10^2 pieMe call 6-6191

reward equal to value of necklace very im-

portant

NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE

NSE Students Club Meeting Weds Oct 10

Campus Center 188C 7 9 pm elections duos

ORCHARD HILL
RESIDENTS

VOTE
Msry Gannon and Carmine Caporelli

OHAG Co-Vice Preaident

sec:utive days 5% discount

nt " phone number free

The lis* INDEX la herel Yearbooks will be

soM outside of the SUB, Tues ,
Oct 9 to

Fri Oct 19 The pries is »6 Also svsilable

ere the 1982 INDEX for »3 and the 1983 IN

DEX for M. Get your yaertxmk before sup

plies run out' _
There once wes a girl named Alice

Who's dream was to do up Dallas

She traveled a mile to find someone vile

And welcomed him home to her palace

Happy 19th Birthday Love. Ellon, Suellen

Pamela, Marci, and the Dalai Lamas

Dine. Hsppy 19thi Hope you had a good

one' Love ya, Murray

Hoy Ell Happy Birthday breakfast not In

Denmsrk Love, your roomies

SIgme Kappa Invites ell unhrersKy

women to an Open Rush
Wed Is Ladles Night at Sigma Kappa

oct 10 at S 30 PM
Thurs Is s Plus party

Oct 11 at 6;a0 PM
For more Info end to R8VP cell

REFRIGERATOR RENTaT

Refrlgeretor Rentel 2 cubic ft R Er P

PACKAGE STORE free delivery 253 9742

ROOMMATE WANTED

Non smoking female. 2 bedroom Brittany

Manor apartment »120.00 includes utilitiea

Mary 263-7344

SERVICES

Need e tutor? I can hetp' For nrwe irtio call

866^931 after 9:00

SUN TAN NOW

Utopia Spes Suntanning Specials call

now for special prices 253 7727

TAMI TETREAULT

We don't have your numberl Ptaaea

come beck I

PERSONALS

Help Wanted Junior Manager ButtarfiaM

Kitchen for spring '86 ar»d next academic

year tree room and board 15^20 hrs wk at

4.26 applications available at Butterfieid

Dorm Kitchen until Oct 19

Haircuts by Suel By appt. only' WOO' call

546^389

Dinner with Duffyl UMaaa Jacket' Gift

Certificates' - Just some of the msny prizes

to be auctioned off at the 23rd annual Las

Vegas Night' Friday, October 12th 7 30 PM
CCA

TRAVEL

Weekend In Montreal, Only 179 Boston

Bruins gsme optional Don't be fooled by

tours that offer stading room only We have

good seats. Contact: Kim 546-6126

PROFESSIONAL
TTPINQ SERVICE WANTED

Kathy. Thank you for the beat hwo years of

my life. I love you, Richard
on campus low rates gusrsnteed accep

tancs Nancy 684-7924

• • • • • A *

to
Townabeusa eaH

Dead -rickeia'Wantad caM 64S6183

•sVsV*
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Sports
Anyone interested in being a manager of the men's

basketball team should attend a meeting on Thursday at

3p.m. in the Basketball offices in Boyden. Call 545-2610

for more information.

Attention all sports staff members: general staff

meeting tonight in the newsroom at 7p.m. Be there and

meet Gerry de Simas in person!

::::y:v::W!W::xW:::W:Vv::Wt::::^^^^

Women's soccer pounds UJNH, o-U
Minutemen second in nation, brail only UNC.

.

.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Some say that the second ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer t«am could be a jugger-

naut in the making. With six freshmen starters and 14

frosh on the roster. UMass looks tx) be a t«am to be reckon-

fni with

University of New Hampshire women's soccer coach

Ken Andrews doesn't need any convincing about the

Minut^man team. He knows how strong UMass is now. He

found that out yesterday afternoon.

Freshman Jolie DePauw scored a hat tnck and one

Women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda talks

strategy with Jamie Watson.

assist, all in the first 21 minutes of the game to lead the

Minutewomen to a 8-0 wipeout of hapless New Hampshire

at Boyden Field Tuesday.

"I've seen most of the top teams in the East and there is

no doubt, UMass has the horses. They definitely are the

strongest team, I've seen. They have incredible speed,

depth and skills. They have got it all," UNH's Andrews

said.
,

The biggest challenge for coach Kalekeni Banda s

hooters, now 7-1-2, was staying sharp and staying playing

at the level the Minutewomen are capable of.

"I thought that this was a tough game to play," Banda

said. "Our pre-game talk was on mental aggressiveness. I

wanted to see enthusiasm on and off the field. We didn't

want to play down because we were playing a weak

team."

The Minutewomen came out aggressive and let the

Wildcats cross over mid-field just three times in the first

half. Kristen Bowsher, another first year starter, missed

her first penalty shot of the year with 2:50 gone in the

game after DePauw was tripped in the penalty area.

It was the last thing UMass did wrong.

"We scored some good goals," Banda said. "I wanted to

see the players develop goals and they did that." And in a

hurry.

DePauw crossed the ball in front of New Hampshire

goalie Julie Trask and Monica Seta sent it home with just

6:40 gone in the game for the 1-0 lead. And the rout was

on.

DePauw, who had scored six goals coming into the

game, then began her spree. She dribbled through two

defenders, cut to the middle of the field and fired a shot

high into the net at the 30:10 mark.

The Arlington, Virginia native scored again at the 27:34

and the 24:04 marks and the Minutewomen were far

ahead at 4-0. Senior co-captain Chris Taggart and first

year defender Debbie Belkin picked 42 up the assists on

the goals.

Then the underclasswomen began to take their turn.

Freshman Leah Eicher took a Lisa Merlo rebound and

made it 5-0. Catherine Spence took another Merlo pass

and it was 6-0 at the half.

"When your down 6-0 at the half it's tough to be en-

thusiastic al)out playing the second half. We looked at a

matter of experience," Andrews said.

"The second stringers came in and did a good job," Ban-

da said. "Vicki Greymont displayed good skills and stood

right in there. Catherine Spence, our top# 12 player (i.e. -
first off the bench) played a good game."

Ellen Taggart, playing in her first game all year made it

7-0 with 20:16 to go off another Merlo assist, her third of

the day. And Merio finally scored with 16:22 to go off of a

Spence cross.

"It was fun," Eicher said after the game. "It was a

chance to play and get out and contribute something."

It also gave the subs one vital experience they will need

if the Minutewomen advance into the playoffs.

"They are awesome and everybody knows it," Andrews

said.

UMass is ranked second in the latest national poll,

behind three-time National Champion North Carolina.

Colletfian phfil<w by Paul Denmarais

Michelle Rodney drives past UNH's Dawn Purly

in yesterday's women's soccer action at Boyden
field. The minutemen scored three goals in the

first 20 minutes en route to an 8-0 whitewashing
over the wildcats.

Campbell to

New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -

Earl Campbell, the powerful

Heisman Trophy running

back for the Houston Oilers,

wiis traded in a surprise,

hastily arranged swap
Tuesday to the New Orleans

Saints, who gave up their

top choice in the 1985

Natioinal Football League
draft.

The 29 year-old Campbell,

a .5 foo't 11. 238-pound
running back, has been a

mainstay of the Oilers since

1978, when he was a No. 1

draft choice out of the

University of Texas. The
trade reunites him with Bum
Phillips, head coach at

Houston before coming to

New Orleans almost four

years ago.

Phillips said Campbell will

play against Los Angeles on

Sunday.

The trade came as sur-

prise because the running

back position is one of the

few spots on the Saints'

roster that is well-staffed by

experienced, healthy

players.

UM field hockey records fifth straight shutout, 4-0

Kocol scores a pair
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

University of

Massachusetts field hockey

coach Pam Hixon had

something to say about

yesterday's opponent. Nor-

theastern University after

crushing the Huskies 4-0 at

NOPE.
"They (Northeastern)

played a hard hitting

game," said UMass coach

Pam Hixon. "They were

tough and aggressive plus

they ran at us pretty well."

Detroit 3, San Diego 2

But they did not hit hard

enough to keep UMass
defensive mainstays Megan
Donnelly, Lil Hultin, and

Andrea Muccini from repell-

ing most drives that came
their way.
Northeastern did not play

tough enough to keep mid-

fielder Pam Moryl and for-

ward Judy Morgan from

leading the UMass attack

with repeatedly strong

drives into N.U. territory.

And Northeastern did not

play aggressively enough or

run at UMass enough to

counter the tenacious play

of forwards Tonia Kennedy
and Christine Kocot.

Thus UMass had little

trouble defeating its ninth

straight opponent by a score

of 4-0. The shut-out was the

team's fifth straight and
seventh in its last eight

games.
F'ollowing an

authoritative drive from the

left corner, along the base

line Judy Morgan found she

had no shot and fed the ball

to Kocot, who scored

Umass' first goal of the day.

Midway through the first

period Morgan was there

again only this time she

took a rebound off the NU
goalie and made the score

2-0 for the home team.

UMass opened the second

half much like they did the

first. Only two different

players connected. Kennedy
completed a strong drive

down the right base line and

put a shot in front of the

cage. Erin Canniff was
there this time for UMass
and tapped the ball in for

the score.

Kocot took a rebound and
put it past a sprawling Nl!
goalie for the final score of
the contest.

"Chris Kocot played
another great game for us
today," said Hixon. "Usual-
ly she's around the action

and making things happen

for us but not getting any

goals or assists; things that

will get her noticed.

"So I was really glad to

see her get play the way she

did today and get some

results like that."

"We scored a lot and that

pleased me. But in the first

half we were doing too

much along the left sideline.

However we made the ad-

justment in the second half

and directed the ball

towards the right side. That

was good. Against the bet-

ter teams we'll be playing

we're going to have to be

able to make changes like

that," said Hixon.

While Hixon feels

"everyone has been con-

tributing" she noted the

play of midfielders Donnelly

and Moryl.

"Between the twenty-five

yard lines; that's where the

game is played. In order to

control the game we must
control the midfield. As the

season has progressed
we've done that. We've
been able to use one another

well and spread the oppos-

ing team out all over the

field," said Hixon.

Overall, Umass outshot

NU thirty to three. UMass
goalie Katherine Rowe sav-

ed all three NU shots while

her counterpart saved
twenty-one shots (five went

vAde). UMass was awarded

twelve penalty corners.Nor-

theastern only three.

sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Men's Tennis: at Clark

VoUeyball: at New Haven
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WSYL radio
lacks station

license, funds
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collejfian Staff

The Student Government Association's

(SGA) Finance Committee refused Tuesday

night to grant $2,000 in funding to the

WSYL radio station, because the station

doesn't have a license to operate.

The station asked for the money to buy the

final component in a three to 30 watt

digitally adjustable transmitter at a total of

$6,000, according to station technical

director Patrick Mahoney.

The station received a $1,500 grant from

the University of Massachusetts Arts

Council, contingent on the station raising

the remainder of the money needed. The

station raised $800 in a fundraiser in

September. The station needs to raise the

remaining $3,700 to purchase the com-

ponent.

"I personally do not know of WSYL ever

possessing a license" to operate, said

Mahoney. According to the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC), which

licenses radio stations, a fine of up to

$10,000 per day may be imposed for

operating without a license. WSYL is still

operating.

Last year, the SGA loaned the radio

station about $1600 to buy two $800 tur

ntables and three transmitter components.

Mahoney said. The Sylvan Area Gover-

nment paid off the loan he said.

According to Finance Committee Co-Chair

Dennis Martin, it takes nine to ten months

to obtain a license from the FCC. "They

could feasibly have a license by now,"

Martin said. Mahoney said that Martin,

who was once a disc jockey for the station,

informed the finance committee of the

stations lack of a license. Mahoney said

that the Greek Area was trying to buy

WSYL's equipment to start it's own station.

Martin is a senator from the Greek Area.

Beth Miller, head advocate for the Greek

Area and Finance Committee Co-Chair

said, however, that the Greek Area is not

planning to start a radio station.

But Martin said Miller's statement was a

"falsehood."

SAFA concentrs
Possible aid cuts foreseen

Colleffian photo hy flloria Rotwdo

TUNNEL VISION— Solitary figure walks from Amherst Police Station

to connecting parking lot in Downtown Amherst.

by NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Students

Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) has plans

to educate the student population here and

nationwide on the possible cuts to financial

aid included in the 1986 national budget.

Lobbying efforts in Washington D.C..

meetings with Massachusetts state

legislators and a letterwriting campaign to

all senators and representatives running for

reelection are all part of the plans for this

year. These plans were announced at the

first meeting of the semester Tuesday

night.

"We are letting people know that we do

exist and we do care" about finanical aid,

Cindy Howland SAFA president said.

SAFA will send letters to all candidates

from Massachusetts congressional offices

and to the presidential candidates, asking

for their positions on financial aid. The

letters will inform that all responses or

the lack of responses will be made public to

the student body at UMass.

SAFA began as an outgrowth of professor

Gerry Grady's Legislative Process class

four years ago.

"Some people think that this is the best

RSO group on campus because it has a

focus." Gradv said.

Jim Shaw a member of the execut've

council and a past officer of SAFA said. "It

(SAFA) is a genuine educational ex

perience. You learn a lot about the

legislative process.'

Each spring semester for the past four

years. SAFA has made a trip to

Washington D.C. "There are people down

there (Washington D.C.) that think that all

financial aid is a waste of money. "
said John

Buckley, treasurer of SAFA.
The group's focus for this semester will be

on the state house. "We want to let the

reps know what issues (on student aid) are

of concern" said Howland.

SAFA is located in the Student Union

room 423B and will hold office hours to

answer questions and assist students who

have problems with financial aid.

The next SAFA meeting will at 7 p.m. on

Oct.23. When elections will be held for new

officers and an executive council.

SGA seeks
investment
divestiture
By BOB BURGESS
('ollegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night approved a proposal demanding that

University of Massa<'husetts Treasurer

Robert Brand sell University stock in all

companies doing business in South Africa.

The propo.sal, which failed to pass

unanimously, also establishes a Student

Government Association (SGA) monitoring

system to guard against university and

student money from being invested in

questionable ways in the future.

Sponsored by the South African

Divestment Committee (SADC) and the

Student Center for Education and Research

Advocacy (SCERA). the demand is the

senate's first official denunciation of the

Board of Trustees shareholding in the

Thomas & Bett . Koxboro, Tektronix, and

Proctor & Gamble corporations in South

Africa.

SADC member John Ruddock said last

night that in addition to demanding that

Brand sell UMass stock and establish a

monitoring system, the senate would also

be making a contribution to rectifying an

administration "mistake."

"What we're trying to show is some

responsibility on behalf of the University

that a mistake has been detected and a

solution sought, " Ruddock said.

South Africa's white administered system

of government keeps the black majority

from voting, moving freely, and assem-

bling.

Steve Cha.se. a senator from Northeast,

said the university stock is "blood money,"

and urged the senate to vote for the plan.

Rod Snelhng, a commuter senator, told

the senate that because the issue was of

"such an intricate and sweeping nature"

more time was needed to decide. SADC
and SCERA have been working on their

survey of University South African in-

vestments since Apr. 10.

Ruddock said SADC was also seeking to

explore the possibilities of "restitution" to

South Africans who had been "oppressed

due to the profits from said stock in

vestment."

This, according to Ruddock, may result

in the SGA giving groups "advocating

equal rights for all South Africans." He

mentioned some possible groups include

Amnesty International, the American

Committee on Africa, and the American

Friends Service Committee.

Also at last night's meeting, the senate

voted ot sponsor mandatory social oppres-

sion workshops for all senators, and also

elected new members to the senate

nominating subcommittee.

The workshops, according to senate

speaker Chris Sullivan, are being held later

this month in efforts to create a more

socially aware senate.

The dates of the workshops are Oct. 16,

Oct. 18, and Oct. 22 from 7-9 p.m.

Senators Jay Flynn, Bill Collins, Choe-

Hui Rice, and Craig McDermott were

elected members of the nominating sub-

committee which chooses senators and

non-senators for positions on SGA commit-

tees.

Inside:

Fire safety, alcohol awareness stressed B»|

Intersession in the Soviet Union? P-^

Horsing around at Tillson P'

•Burning Bed' stokes anger *'•

TV debate raises age issue

Women's soccer team a juggernaut.

. .p.8

.p.l6

"Don't let schooling get in the way of your education.
"

—Mark Twain
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More AP news — p. 4,5,6,

7

WASHINGTON The
United States on Wed
nesday accused the Soviet

Union of 17 violations of

arms control agreements,

including the strategic irms

OULYS
The accusations were

contained in an unclassified

15 page summary of a

report. required by

('ongress. and submitted

by President Reagan to

House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill Jr.

AP Laserphotci

CYANIDE VOTE— Students at Brown University

line up to vote on whether or not the school's infir-

mary should stock cyanide capsules for suicide in case

of nuclear war.

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CLOTHING
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASANT ST. MON-SAT 10-5

AMHERST, MA 01002 413-549-6446
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Desire

Under
the Elms

by EUGENE O'NEILL

October 11-13 17-20, 8:00 PM
Rand Theater. Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

M,?* ^Mii Untra(.Mf'^ui(din^

700-0XK>

50«

challenges you to

BEAT THE CLOCK
9300-10:00 10:00-11:00 11:00-CLOSE

75c ^inks 1.25 Drinks 1.75 Drinks

GENERAL DYNAMICS
WILL BE

CONDUCTING ON CAMPUS
JOB INTERVIEWS

PLEASE CONTACT
THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR DATE AND TIME

OF OUR INFORMATION
MEETING

ATTENDANCE REQUESTED

I
Tonight - Thursday Night

1
LOUNGE

Catch all the Action

Bruins Season Opener 7:30 PM

79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-3442

* Over 150 imported cheeses
* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans
* Bulk teas
* Freshly baked croissants & pastries
* Fresh pasta

Partv trays • SPECIAL *

i -esh Peanut Butter 99* lb.

.Mexican Altura $4.99 lb.

Mention this ad and receive 10% off

on all Oriental Groceries

Coffee tasting Saturdav 10 am to 1 pm
Hours:Daily 9:30-6:00; Sunday 9:00-1:00

CulleiOBn photii by Mulum .^. ;,>m

RADAR MAN— Grad student John Anastasi, an electrical engineering major, controls "scat-

terometer" Wednesday afternoon at Boyden Field. Radar system will be used along withan air-

borne plane to gather agricultural data.
^ .

Horse driven carriages at UMass
By WILLIAM COLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

The national competition for combined carriage driving

of horses is being sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Equine Center this week.

Competitive carriage driving is a sport in which a team

of horses, or a single horse, draw carriages in various

competitions that tests the horses' abilities. For in-

stance, dressage tests the precision and balance of the

horses' movements, while the obstacle course challenges

their precision and speed.

Dressage will be held on Friday at 8 a.m. on the Win
throp Dakin farm, 650 East Pleasant St.. Amherst.

Following that pha.se of the competition, the horses will

form a parade with antique carriages that will finish

at the Amherst Common. Durmg the parade th«-

contestants and horses will be iuHeJ^il 'or f\pirnncr

On Saturday from " a.m. to 2 p.m. the horses and

carriages will navigate a marathon cross-country obstacle

rou! ^»* in Shulcsbury.

In conjunction with the carriage driving competition, a

number of other events are being staged to draw at

tention to other sports that the Equine Center sponsors.

The horses and carriages will be on display to the public

between events at the Robert P. Lawrence Arena at the

Equine Center.

In addition. State Representative James Collins will

lead the parade part of the competition, while UMass
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey will present elegance

awards to the winners of the elegance portion.

fiaiii;A,Wt(

( (illcK^Hn phiitci by Mirhi-llo Sf)fall

Carriage competition organizer Beth Coffey

holds the reins of Ingrid at Tillson Farm. Na-

tional competition for carriage riders begins

Friday.

Radar stolen, apartments burglarized
ByJOELCOFIDIS
and PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Correspondents

A $250 radar detector was
stolen from a parked car in

Lot 47 near Sylvan

Residential Area.
University of Massachusetts

Police said Wednesday.

Police said the car's rear

window was smashed.

Police said $75 in cash was

stolen at 11:22 a.m. Tuesday

from fourth floor fraternity

office in the Student Union

Building.

A wallet containing $23

cash was reported stolen

from an unlocked room on

the first floor of Van Meter

Dormitory at 9:06 p.m.

Tuesday.
Amherst Police said a 1977

Toyota Celica valued at

$4000 was stolen from

Townhouse Apartments
Tuesday.
The car, last seen Tuesday

morning, was reported

missing that afternoon.

A 39 year old Leverett

man n reived three citations

Tuesday in connection with

a accident of North Pleasant

Street. He was cited for

failure to use care in star-

ting, not having a

••egist rat ion. and having an

expired inspection sticker

after the car in which he was
driving struck a vehicle

operated by a 52 year old

Amherst woman.
An Amherst police officer

aad to destroy a deer after it

ivas struck by a car on

Belchertown Road Tuesday
morning. The car, driven by

a 74-year-old Belchertown
woman, received minor

damage to the front fender

a^ter striking the deer.

In other police reports, a

portable stereo and a

< ainera and lenses, valued at

$470, were reported missing

from Hollister Apartments

Tuesday.
According to police the

buck door of the apartment

WIS foned open sometime
Tuesday morning.

Police also .said that a silver

baby cup, a silver and

turquoise bracelet, and a

bottle of liquor were taken

from Presidential Apart-

ments Tuesday. Entry was
gained by forcing the back

door open

Awareness ^ants
available this week
By KATHY KELLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University Committee on Alcohol Use will soon be

giving grants to student organizations to promote the

responsible use of alcohol.

The debut of this grant program coincides with natioanal

Alcohol Awareness Week, Oct. 7-13.

The Committee is made up of students, faculty members
and staff. The chairperson of the committee. Carlene

Riccelli, said the committee's 'charge is to be an advisory

committee, not a policy making committee." She said that

it was important to have a "positive program concerning

alcohol use.

"

She said she feels that the majority of students are

not abusing alcohol but they do need education about it.

.\ctivities like film series, coffeehouses, and student

pnKluoed workshops on alcohol are examples of programs

which will be considered for funding. Riccelli said.

Two kinds of jrrants will be available. Matching grants of

up to $.500 are available to partially fund larger, usually

cooperatively sponsored activities. Mini grants of up to

$;j(K)are aviiilable to fully fund small demonstrations.

The money has been provided by the offices of the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs and the Chancellor's Office .

This is money they have available for student programs

which they feel are important, Riccelli said.

To apply ft)r either grant program, applicants should pick

up guidelines and applications from residential area offices,

the office of Greek Affairs, the Student Activities office,

the Student Government As.sociation office, the Faculty

Club or the Health Education Office of the University

Health Services.

Applications mu.st be received at least 30 days prior to the

date of the proposed event. No applications will be ac-

cepted after Nov. 16 for Fall 1984 or after April 17 for the

Spring 1985 semester.

Prevention of fires

stressed this week
By BARBARA WILLIAMS
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts fire official says 30-40

percent of all campus fires are related to careless smoking.

According to David Beaudin. the senior fire inspector for

UMass, careless smoking is only one of the many unsafe

practices that the Office of Environmental Health and

Safety is publicizing this week.

The P:.H.S. Office sponsored a series of films Wednesday

depicting scenes of violent and destructive damage caused

by fires in dormitories and small apartment buildings. The

films were shown at a booth in the Campus Center as part

of the effort being made during National Fire Prevention

Week.
"We received a good response from students who have

passed by yesterday," said Beaudin.

In addition to the films, Beaudin was present at the booth

during the day to answer que.stions and distribute

brochures on topics such as apartment and condominium

safety, prevention of electrical hazards, general fire safety

habits, and cautions on fire evacuation hazards.

The display had several appliances that caused fires

becau.se of careless or improper use.

'One student was surprised to see that a small desk lamp

started a fire simply because a one hundred watt light bulb

had been used instead of the regulation sixty watt bulb."

Beaudin said.

Keith Hoyle, a UMass fire prevention officer sjid, "The

goal of Fire Prevention Week at UMass is to raise the

awareness of the campus population to the importance of

fire safety precautions."

He said the greatest problems at UMass are careless

dusposal of cigarettes, the improper use of candles and

kitchen appliances in dormitory r(X)ms.

He also stressed the danger of setting off false fire

alarms, which he said, "Encourages vandalism and

evacuation hazards."

The Office of Environmental Health and Safety is

responsible for fire prevention programs for classes like

Public Health and for laboratories in chemistry. Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration, and all courses

using heat or electricity.

Russian tour offered to students
Five College-area students have the op-

portunity to travel and study for three

weeks in the Soviet Union this January

with Amherst College's Russian Depart-

ment.
Many students from the University of

Massachusetts did participate in previous

years, but last year none went because of

increased U.S. -Soviet tensions, Barbara

Mudgett, Amherst Russian department

member, said. After the Soviets shot

down Korean Flight 007 carrying

Americans, many students worried that

being in Russia would not be safe, she

said.

The tour is mainly geared for Russiaii

language and literature students, but is

open to all students and faculty. Professor

Stanley Rabinowitz of the Amherst Col-

lege Russian Dejjartment said that most

of the trips were considered successes,

with the students enjoying both educa-

tional and recreational activities. Many

students make friends with young people

there and continue correspondence after

returning home, he said.

The trip includes extended visits to

Moscow and Leningrad, with short excur-

sions to Novgorod, Zagorsk, Pushkin, and

Pavlosk. The group will depart from John

F. Kennedy Airport in New York Jan. 2,

1985. It will return Jan. 23, with an over-

night stop in Helsinki, Finland.

Professor Rabinowitz or Barbara
Mudgett at the Amherst Russian Depart-

ment, Clark House, (542-2350) have more
information about the tour.

-Kathy Kelley

Collegian photo by Michelle SegBJI

JAM SESSION— UMass band members Barbara Stanley, Andy

SuBskind and Laura Allen relax Wednesday afternoon at Boyden
Athletic Fields.
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,Eat In
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BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

y Try Us and See. . .

B IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS

Jailed lawyer granted parole

made *a serious mistake'

)

IN THE AREA!!!

Rt9 253-9521 314 College St.

., . c . . Saturday
Monday-Friday

NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) Mary Evans, a

forme lawyer who fell in love w.th an

armed robber, helped h.m escape from

prfson and spent 139 days with him on t.ie

r^n won parole Wednesday after telUng

cor;ect.ons officials she made "a serious

mistake."

Ms. Evans. 27. is to be released Feb. 4.

1985. after serving nearly 11 months o a

three year sentence, the Board of Paroles

ruled in a 3 2 decision. The law requires

her to serve a minimum of just under 11

montlis.

During a parole hearing a the Women's

Prison. Ms. Evans sat quietly with her

parents, answering questions from board

members about her part in the 1983 escape

of convict William Timothy Kirk.

"There's no doubt in my mind at all that it

was a serious mistake," Ms. Evans said. "I

do regret the pressure on my family. 1 do

regret the most all they have had to go

through because of me."

Psychiatrists testified last March Ms.

Evans was mentally ill. that she was at-

tracted to Kirk and may have loved him "in

the sense that an infant loves a parent.

"

6:30 am - 3:00 pm

You can't afford

to overlook this!

-k Special Student Membership •

REDUCED RATES*
* COMPUMENTARY VISIT

LMvti« the .rM In January? That'• no problwn

at the Mampahire FKneaa Canter

Jotfi now and take advantage ot cor 7 monlh

Student Special Your membership will run

trofn October Decemtser and from February May

ri coniunction with your academe year

Not leaving in January' Take advantage of our

other membership options

What better time to take advantage ot this

healthy offer and start looking good and feeling

great' Call or stop by today'

HAMPSHWC FITNESS CEMTCR featunng

* indoor Olympic Size Pod

* Tennis

* Nautilus aympic Universal & Free Weights

* Jacuzzi Whirlpool

* Saunas
* Snack Bar

* Individualized Fitness Programs

* Special Medical Programs

* Computerized Fitr.ess Evaluations

* Nutritional Counseling

* Swim & Tennis Lessons S Clmics

* Massage Therapy

Fine Arts^Center

Unncert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS AT AMHERST

BOSTOM
CHAMBER
MUSIC
SOCIETY

SATURDAY, OCT 13, 8PM

TICKETS. SS

jmfMCDlMcf
Noiionol B'oodwoy Touring Compony Production

SUNDAY, OCT 14, 2PM, 8PM

TICKHS; $22.50, $20.50, $18.50

DIZZY
GILLGSPie

WEDNESDAY, OCT 17, 8PM
TICKnS: $l l. $9. $7

l\5ler]\ero conouoor;
SdOlST

with the PHILLY POPS

FRIDAY, OCT 19. 8PM
TiCNHS: $13. $11. $9

Five College Srodenis Half-Pnce Tickets ovoiloble ai Fine Arts

Center Box Office, Sprmgfield Civic Center, end DATATIX Outlets

Call (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 'JJg

-iV^

5 r I »« f

His effoffs to Sec [Are <\.

p ^pf>etidQt Foitr^ C oo Kit
^€re Sh.a,m.cles$(y f or u\/onr(i.

TAKE A TASTE OF THE BIG APPLE

FOR YOUR JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD.

a

The Academic Year In New York Ci7y (^

Find out about the program!

or Contact Tirm Rinehart

201) Whitmore

S43-0428

Heel witti the Dlref tors on Frtilay, October 12

12 noon - I p.m.

Campus Cenlgr. Room 811

Florida healer uses dowang
to search for missing boy
BOSTON (AF) Their 17 month search for

a missing boy at a standstill, police spent

Wednesday analyzing the findings of a

Florida reUgious healer who claims to locate

the missing by tracking their energy with

metal rods.

"Soi.:«body asked me do I believe in this

man. I said 'I believe in God,' '" said Boston

Police Deputy Superintendent Edward

Walsh.
"This fellow seems to believe in this

divining rod and if there's any possibility

well, I've been around long enough to know

stranger things have happened. "
Walsh

said.

Police spent Wednesday performing lab

tests on the pile of oil soaked clothing and

debris pulled from a drainage shaft Tuesday

at a downtown construction site across from

South Station.

The materials were located last week by

Lloyd Youngblood of Clearwater, Fla., a

retired Air Force sergeant who had offered

to a.ssist police in their search for Wilfredo

Torres, who disappeared in May, 1983, at

the age of 9.

Youngblood, who uses a pair of L shaped

rods to pinpoint missing people and objects,

was a.sked to ply his trade called

"dowsing" - by Rev. David Venator, of the

Pilgrim Congregational Church, who
assisted him in his search last week.

Venator said Youngblood began his search

by studying a photocopy of a picture of

Wilfredo, and then describing a shaft, with

a ladder and white bricks nearby. He then

studied maps of Boston.

From there, they began searching

downtown Boston, ending up at the con-

struction site and the drainage shaft, which

matched the area described by Youngblood.

"Basically it's the same thmg as a divining

rod you're plugging into the energy of

whatever it is you're looking for," Venator

said. "You could do it. Anybody could do

it."

Don't Miss Friday Night

CELEBRITY NIGHT

GUEST

Help bring Diverse and Interesting

Speakers & Lecturers to Campus

Distinguished Visitors Program

Recruitment Meeting

Tonight 7 pm Room 803

Campus Center

WIN: A TAN FOR ALL SEASONS
• Win a FREE Tan
• 50 X safer than the sun

• comfortable, relaxing, affordable

• walking distance from UMass campus,

located right across the street from the Pub

• UMASS students receive

1 FREE session and the special offer of 6 sessions for only f19.

Call 253-9464

Stop by Information Table TODAY
and Tomorrow In Campus Center Concourse

^^ -\

Ira and Mike

Luiury

SUN TAN SALONS
2M N PiMMnt

2nd floor above Silv«f»c«pe

SEDB

1

k*"

J
• S»f»r than any otfiar Tanntng

I Mathod

I • FDA Ragwtarad

I
• Fraa Tour b Brochurat at no

I
OtoHgallon

I
• Canr>ot 6 will not Bum your

• Skin, only Tan you a

I a Goldan Brown

I
• Try It You Will Lika It

I
• You canr>ot Baliava It until

1 you ar-
^

Limil ona paraon

naw cllanti only

Expiraa 10/30/84

Privata and Very Comfortat)!*

Call for an appointmant gtarao Haadaat in each -Oj, .

253-9464 ,Sun_Roorn___jr^_J

if

If

)f

3f

¥¥
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Tonite

at

From 8 PM to 12 AM
• Free Hamburgers, Hot Dogs

and Munchies!
TrrT;i»mji
No Cover

Changes

The Entertainment and Service Leader!

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284
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From TERABYNE
A \^^ryLarge Scale Invitation
front a Technology Leader

In elect routes, the em <>/ rery lar^e scale integration I VLSI) has

arrived, learinfi many companies with products suddenly obsolete

and enf^ineerin^ staffs stru^lin^ to catch up

Hut not leradvne Thanks to 5"S million s/>ent on R C- /) /// /'W

/W.-5, Teradyneiras ready and waitingfor VLSI

Readv with VLSI memory testers, lo^ic testers, analog testers,

hoard testers

Ready in Boston. Ma and Vioodland Hills. Calif where

Teradyne derelof>s ATI- for the electnmics industry

Ready in Deerfield. Illinois, center for leradynes teleplnme

system testinf^ operations

Ready in .\ashua. \eu Hampshire, where I eradyne produces

backplane connection systems and state-of-the-art circuit board

tcchfu>l()^y desif^ned to meet \ LS/ recjuirements

This kind of technolo^yy leadership spells growth F.xcitement

Challenge Career opportutiities

you fust can t find anyuhere else

Teradyne A company
ahead of its time,

looking for some good
people to keep it ahead

For more information, see

vour Placement Counselor

^-J, .--- \

SHARE
IN OUR
SUCCESS

i._ i ._^_

'iHit^^4'a
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*Bed Burning'
spurs calls
Boston (AP) A network television film about a battered

wife who burned her abusive husband in his bed spurred

hundreds of calls to Massachusetts shelters from tearful

women as well as angry men seeking help, social workers

^"Ipersonally got a call from a woman whose husband had

iusl beaten her because of the movie." Phoebe Soares. a

staff member of Transition House, a shelter and hot hne

center in Cambrid.re, said Tuesday night.

"He said she v^asn•t going to get any ideas from the

movie, and he would get her first."
^ ., , . ,.

•After the program, the calls more than tripled. I would

say we get 12 to 15 calls during the day, 18 to 20 over a 24-

hour perit>d, she said."
J r. 4U

•'In the first half hour after the movie and after the news

Monday night, we got 30 calls; in the next hall hour. 27.

We got at least 100 during the night.
. ._,. ^p„

The nonprofit shelter's number was Hashed on the WBZ-

TV Boston screen after the Monday night NBC TV

procuced film. "The Burning Bed." which starred Farrah

^Y^is'.^^aoares said one caller to her Cambridge shelter was a

man.
"Before the movie, his wife hadn't prepared dinner, and

he had beaten her severely," she said. "He said he had a

problem: What could he do for himself. I referred him to

EMERGE, a men's counseling group in Boston that has

been fairly successful in counseling men who were

abusers." i^
Jurors selected for

Westmoreland suit
NEW YORK (AP) Jury selection was completed

Wednesday in retired Gen. WiUiam C. Westmoreland's

$120 million libel suit against CBS over the networks

broadcast of a documentary about his actions in the

Vietnam War.
Westmoreland and CBS News correspondent Mike

WaUace who narrated the 1982 documentary, sat a few

feet apart in the courtroom but did .ot speak to each other.

Westmoreland, who commanded American forces m

Vietnam from 1964 to 1968. claims CBS falsely and

maliciously defamed him in its "CBS Reports" documen-

tary. "The Uncounted Enemy: A Vietnam Deception.

The broadcast depicted him as the head of a 1967 con-

spiracy to understate deliberately enemy troop strength

in order to maintain political support for the war.

On Wednesday. Westmoreland walked past without

stopping as Wallace sat at the defense t able.

Outside the courtroom. Wallace paused to display a

quotation from his book "Close Encounters." in which he

iiuotes from a 1972 letter he received from Westmoreland.

The general congratulated Wallace on "a first-class piece of

reporting" for a "60 Minutes" story on wounded soldiers.

Wallace said he still has the letter, but does n<> t know if it

will be introduced at the trial^
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
i

(with this couponl j

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair I

^t one

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 10/31 /84 C

Styles by Deborah
'j6 Un.vf-»itv Diivt

Amhvol MA/M8K10
FREE CONSULTATIONS

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

^^T
College Party Weekend

MONTREAL
includes

* Round Trip Transportation
* 3 days, 2 nights

Hot«l 8h«rbourg, Downtown Montreal

November 2, 3, 4

Night Clubs open 'til 4 AM

I

Kary raps Shaime about memos
BOSTON (AP)

Republican Senate can-

didate Ray Shamie says he

hopes the publication of

internal campaign memos,

including advice on how to

minimize his contact with

the John Birch Society, will

"clear the air" and enable

him to resume his campaign.

But Democratic opponent

John Kerry said Wednesday
that "all decent Americans"

reject Shamie's attempt to

describe the Birchers as

'"sincere patriotic
Americans."

Shamie, stung by a WBZ-
TV, Boston, report and a

frontpage story in Th?

Boston Globe on the leaked

ampaign documents, said

they were prepared by a

campaign consulting firm he

had hired and did not

represent the tactics or

philosophy behind his

campaign.

"I had never seen or even

knew such memos even

existed," Shamie said at a

news conference where he

repeatedly criticized the

Globe for running the story

and reprinting the memos
over a two-page spread.

But Kerry later issued a

statement in which he

criticized Shamie for trying

to soft pedal the Birchers.

"The characterization

today by my opponent of the

Society as

patriotic
John Birch

"sincere
Americans"
principles of

democracy.

Ignores

freedom
the

and

i^i^^^^^^^^>^i^^^>^^i^i^^^i^i^2^^^i^^i^i^i^^i^i^^^^^
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EXCITING 1984

MINUTEMAN FOOTBALL
Saturday, October 13th

Beautiful Alumni Stadium

1:30 P.M. Kickoff

UMASS vs.
RICHMOND
SPIDERS

Fun • Color • Excitment

• Outstanding

Collegiate Football

• The Powerful

and Entertaining

Marching Band!

A Great Tailgate!

Great Entertainment

^UMass Student with valid ID - no charge

RICHMOND SPIDERS
Never having met before on the gridiron,

this duel between the Spiders and the
Minutemen should be a thrilling ballgame
from start to finish. When the Minutemen
take the field they will welcome the Spiders
to UMass in grand fashion. This will be a
great game to see.

Purchase Tickets at the

UMass Athletic Office or

at the Stadium on game day:

Reserved tickets. . .$6.

Unreserved. . .$5.

Children (14 & under). . .$3.

Call Ticket Office for Group Rates

(413) 546-0810

at

_,,
r-^ll^rri^r> 7

Springfield syii?*oiiy

to featuresportsmusic
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) Symphony HaU wUI

resound with the sweet sound of a baseball hitting a bat

Thursday as the city's symphony orchestra celebrates the

100th birthday of Springfield College one of the nation's

oldest physical education schools with a concert con-

sisting of sports music.

"I doubt whether anything like this has ever been done

before," Robert Gutter, the orchestra's musical director,

said Wednesday. But, Gutter said, he had no trouble

filling the 90 minute program.

"Initially I knew there were several things we could use,

but I was really astounded at the vast area of music related

to sports, " he said. "Of course composers have always had

a lot of interest in sports. Mozart played an excellent game

of billiards, Tchaikovsky croquet, Rossini liked bocce and

Beethoven was a great walker. There's always been that

natural connection."

The concert will open appropriately enough with the

"Olympic Theme."
Then will come the William Tell Overture. "Not only was

Tell a master marksman, but an incredible oarsman,"

Gutter said.

"Keep the

Summer Alive"

CAPE COD at

the PUB
with Cape Cod 'sit 1

'•D.J. GARY TITUS"
of Puffabellies and Cape 104

If you kno\A/ t:he let:t;ers, we' ve got; the numbers

For BDIC info call sas nsss
and ask for tape ^011

• PGA
• UPC
• SG A
E \A/ C

• R s a

SBSO
S36S
1 3^9

S35a

Information Data Bank(545 1540)

Taped Information Phone Service(545 1555

r A Service of the Dean of Students Office
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Curtain falling onReagan?
I sat down to write this article the morn

ing after the presidential debate. I was go-

ing to write that even though Walter Mon-

dale had beaten President Reagan, handily

in my opinion, that most people still believe

what they choose to believe and hear that

which they choose to hear.

I was going to write that Reagan looked

shaky and uncomfortable in the debate;

that Mondale had figured out that he would

get nowhere trying to win over Reagan's

supporters by trashing this political incar-

nation of John Wayne/Superman- the

president who stands for "truth, justice,

and the American Way"-and thus was sly-

ly deferential. "I like President Reagan,"

said Mondale; that I thought that the

American public would be reluctant to

trade leading men at the intermis-

sion-November 6-of this eight year long

epic movie, "Mr. Reagan Goes to

Washington."

"I think no matter what happens," I was

going to write, "the American public wants

to stick around after the Nov. 6 intermis-

sion and see how Reagan's eight year-old

movie ends...dim the lights...pass the pop-

corn.. .let's apply to grad. school in Geneva.

That's what I started to write. Then I put

my typewriter away for a couple of days,

because I had assigned work that I had to

get finished. In the meantime, of course.

I've been reading the newspapers and wat-

ching the T.V. news-I may not be a great

communicator but, the great pro-

crastinator, yeah, that's me.

On Tuesday, both the Wall Street Jour-

nal and the Los Angeles Times ran front

page stories concerning President

Reagan's advanced age. At 73 he is already

the oldest president ever; he will turn 74

three weeks after Inauguration Day.

On Tuesday evening both the McNeil

Lehrer Nen's Himr and ABC's Nightly

News (I told you I was a great pro-

crastinator) ran extended stories on the

"age issue."

On Wednesday, the papers were filled

with columns about Reagan's debate

blunders by the syndicatedd pundits, rang-

ing from Republican critics like Mary

McGrory, "The old actor, a ghost of his

1980 self, missed cues, fiubbed lines, lost

his place." To Republican faithful like

George Will, "so he (Reagan) left Louisville

w\i\\ a big lead-something like being

ahead two games to none in a best-of-five

baseball series. Ronald Reagan, call the

Chicago Cubs." And Rowland Evans and

Robert Novak, "The most one-sided

Andrew M. Paven

presidential debate since they began in

I960. ..Not even the White House wuld

seem capable of blowing so massive a lead,

but the texture of the 1984 canripaign has

been transformed by Louisville."

The Washington bureau chiefs of both

the New York Times, James Reston. and

the Boston Globe, Robert Healy, agreed.

Reston wrote, "What Louisville did was

not to expose his (Reagan's) age, which

everybody knew, but to expose his mind,

which the voters didn't know." Healy

wrote:"He (Reagan) lost one to television

which he has used so well for more than 25

years. This time television was brutally

frank. It caught Reagan in snapshots of

confusion when he appeared unable to ex-

plain his own tax program and in ramblings

that gave the appearance at least of

Reagan using repetition to cover a lack of

knowledge."

And the Washington Post's David

Broder, considered by many the dean of

Washington columnists wrote: "It is going

to be intriguing to watch what the voters

make of all this-and particularly those

young voters among whom the President

has been rolling up his widest margins over

Mondale. My guess is that some of them

may be taking a second look. Youth is not

particularly tolerant of the vagaries of age

such as Reagan has displayed." Let us

hope so.

The second Reagan-Mondale debate will

be held Oct. 21. It will be interesting to see

what Reagan does then, and between now

and then, to defuse this issue. Old age is not

something which can be avoided or

deflected with a gcxxi joke. Shakespeare

wrote that "nothing stands but for his

scythe to mow."
So do I now think that the American elec-

torate is prepared to change leading men

on Nov. 6? If not it wouldn't be the first

time the public has disregarded the

columnists-sic-pundits advice. But still,

"Hope springs eternal in the human

breast."

Meantime, asked if age is an issue that

might help Mondale, Reagan responded

with a familiar tilt of his head, "I'll

challenge his to an armwrestle anytime."

But it's not your biceps we're concerned

about Mr. President— it's your mind.

Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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Religion a personal choice

Letters to the Editor
Thank you' to some

very special friends
Editor's note: James A. Ryan,Jr., a

UMass student, was killed this summer.

Words alone cannot express our ap-

preciation for the loving support that you

have shown our family during this very dif-

ficult time in our lives.

Following the sudden death of our son

and brother, James A. Ryan. Jr., his

friends at the University of Massachusetts

opened their hearts and surrounded the

Ryan family with a blanket of loving sup-

port and prayers that will never be forgot-

ten.

Your cards, letters, the Mass recently of-

fered at the Newman Center, but especially

the memories that some of you shared of

your time spent with Jimmy have touched

our family in a way no words can adequate-

ly convey*. Most especially, we would like to

call attention to the many young men and

women from the University who surround-

ed us with such love and concern in a very

quiet dignity for those very trying days.

They were with us constantly, praying,

giving, sharing, and loving in a solemn and

respectful manner, expressing both

physical and spiritual support to us that

gave us the strength we needed at the time.

Jimmy so loved attending the University

and being with the friends he made at

school, it touched us deeply to see Jimmy

surrounded by his loving friends as he was

laid to rest. We will be eternally grateful to

all of you.

God bless you all.

The Ryan Family

UMass 'Big Vote'

result of many people
Please allow me the space to reply to the

article on the UMass "Big Vote" drive in

Tuesday's Collegian. Although the article

stated that UMassPIRG solely sponsored

the drive to register students and coor-

dinated efforts with the SGA to get the

Amherst registers to come to campus,

these are incorrect statements and con-

trary to what the UMass Big Vote 84' coali-

tion is all about. UMassPIRG and the SGA
are only a small fraction of a coalition of

various student groups here on campus
who are sponsoring the drive.

As the coordinator of UMass Big Vote
84' I feel responsible for this error in repor-

ting and would like to apologize and give

credit to the following RSO's who have

played an integral part in this campaign:

Frontlash. Northeast Area Gov't,

Peacemakers, Public Policy, SCERA, SGA
President's Office, SSAM, Student Senate,

Third World Affairs, UMass College

Republican Club and the Radical Student

Union. I hope that we can continue to work
together and get the student vote on

November 6.

Bill McCaskie
UMassPIRG

There are those who believe that once a

religious faith is found and followed, the

rest of one's life will follow a cogent, cer-

tain chronology.
. ^ j. ,, i-^j

However, intelligently finding It or God

or whatever one calls it is something that

must l)e planned. Do not let the practice of

religion assimilate you. Assimilate it.

Lynne would not be assimilated. She

would not allow the religious complacency

of others make her forget her own

dissatisfactions and in a positive

sense—ambitions.

A year ago, while attending

UMass/Boston. she met Adele in a

freshman writing course. They started hav-

ing lunch together and got along perfectly.

When Adele asked Lynne if she would

join a Bible study class run by Adele. Lynne

could not find a reason not to. Adele s

classes were held Wednesday nights.

"It was really nice," Lynne said. "They

were all very nice and very sincere people

and I felt that I was learning about the Bi-

ble, which I really hadn't bothered to do

before then."

Sunday nights, Lynne and other students

from similar Christian groups met at the

Lexington Church of Christ. Later Lynne

chose to take part in Christian ralHes on

Friday nights. Lynne chose to commit time

from three weekdays. That was Lynne's

choice.

But for Adele and the church, time

wasn't enough. Lynne was told—not en-

couraged—to commit herself to learning as

much about the Bible as she could.

"I told them I wasn't making any com-

mitments. They said I just had to accept

it," Lynne said. "They also said, that in

order for me to become a Christian, I would

have to be baptized by complete emergence

(in water). Once they baptized a (woman),

but her hand was out of the water, so they

had to baptize her all over again."

She was told that she must date Chris-

tian men only; only those relationships

would be "true", any other would be a

"mistake."

The worship of God had become a

package of regulations. Then it boiled down

to the question of who to believe.

Dan Miller

Lynne's mother had always objected to

the necessary celibacy of priests. A
Jehovah's Witness told Lynne that her

Catholic mother's argument was fruitless,

because in the Jehovah's Witness's opi-

nion, Catholicism is a "cult."

"There was always someone who could

tell you that the teachings you were follow-

ing were wrong, and that theirs were

right," Lynne said. "And they could

always justify their arguments.

"My grandmother is 87 and goes to the

Catholic Church every Sunday. I don't see

why she should not go to heaven."

By the end of that semester, Lynne made

another choice: to transfer to

UMass/Amherst. UMass/Boston did not of-

fer courses suitable to Lynne's career

goals.

Adele called her and said that transferr-

ing would be a "mistake." Adele used the

very word that she used to describe a rela-

tionship between Lynne and a non-

Christian. By this time Lynne had been

enlightened to many possibly mistaken

ideas, before being given a chance to act on

them to find out for herself.

Lynne told Adele that she wasn't going

to change her mind. Adele acknowledged

that there was nothing to be done. They

said goodbye and hung up. Lynne has not

heard from Adele since.

Letting Lynne go was the best thing

Adele did for her. Adele was a friend who

evolved into a limitation.

I'm not trying to tell you to be an atheist.

I am not an atheist, because whether one is

aware of it or not, atheism forces one to

supress an insight if it has any semblance

to religion, if it cannot be "proven," but ex-

ists only as a matter of faith. Imagine for-

bidding yourself from thinking about cer-

tain things, because you call yourself an

atheist!

But if you must cultivate your spirituality

in a group with its own set of rules and its

particular biblical interpretations—keep in

reserve your right to make your own

choices.

Dan Miller is a Collegian Columnist. _

D.B., phone home
Everyone loves a good animal story on

the order of Lassie Come Home in which a

lost and bewildered creature miraculously

finds its way back home. Thus we read

with great anticipation the September 21

Collegian article "Birds of a Feather

Flock to Gorman". This endearing script

related how a lowly parakeet was rescued

from the wilds of ZooMass by two caring

humans (John Goggins and David McGill)

from Gorman Residence Hall. In the ap-

parent spirit of animal care, the rescuers

were willing to risk sheltering their new-
found (albeit illegal) pet in their dormitory

room rather than set the bird free. This
would appear an admirable action, as

most of us realize (with the exception of a
consulting veterinarian) that a bird of

tropical origin cannot long survive local

climatic conditions.

Thanks to the Collegian article, we con-

tacted (ioggins and McGill and identified

Dur pet bird that had inadvertently flown
Ifrom our office in Morrill Science Center

three days earlier. Anticipating the

return of our parakeet that we fondly

came to know as "D.B.", we made several

attempts and arrangements to receive

"D.B." back into our care, but were even-

tually told without qualification, that the

bird had been released "out the dorm win-

dow."
We condemn this irresponsible action

and its dismal consequences on the fate of

the parakeet. Such an act appears incon^

sistent with both the published story and

the visions of someone "seriously con-

sidering becoming a zoology major."

We gratefully acknowledge the staff of

the Collegian for its role in making this

animal story a potentially happy one.

Regrettably, "D.B. Come Home" won t

be a bestseller.
Allan Smits

Peter Kimmel
Diana Oiveras

Alan Pinder

Morrill Science CenterJ

Opponents of the United State's policy

towards the Sandinistas have lately in-

creased their verbal attacks on the

Nicaraguan counter-revolutionaries, claim-

ing that they do not have popular support

in Nicaragua and are just puppets of the

CIA. Yet if we sift through this cloud of

myth surrounding the contras, we will find

some facts as to their true goals, strength,

ideals and composition.

In 1979, the Sandinistas ovethrew the

Somoza regime in a popular revolution that

promised to make Nicaragua a free and

democratic society. It was with this in mind

that the United States assisted the San-

dinistas with massive amounts of economic

aid. Since then, however, the Sandinistas

have not only forgotten their promises to

the Nicaraguan people, but they have also

moved steadily towards instituting a

totalitarian society. This progression is evi-

dent in many ways. First, the power rests

solely in the hands of the FSLN, with no

opposition parties allowed to become in-

volved in the political process. The San-

dinistas have also seized control of the

media, and the one remaining newspaper

(La Prensa) is subject to heavy censorship.

In addition, the Sandinistas have also

persecuted the Catholic Church, which has

led much of the peaceful opposition to the

Sandinistas; and the entire Jewish com-

munity that had lived in Nicaragua has

been forced into exile to escape the govern-

ment's repressive religious policies.

But perhaps what the contras despise the

most are the Sandinistas' genocidal attacks

being waged against the Miskito Indians

and other Indian tribes. These Miskitos

have been forcibly removed from their

villages by the Sandinistas and placed in

prison camps, where most have been tor-

tured and many have been murdered.

These actions are just a few more contribu-

tions to the mounting evidence of the

FSLN's ruthless brutality against which

the contras are fighting.

Indeed, many Miskito Indians have

managed to escape into the Honduras and

join forces with the contras; about 3,000 of

them are in rebellion on the Caribbean side

of northern Nicaragua. In addition, the

contras have a wide spectrum of support

within Nicaragua, which includes

Catholics, Protestants, workers
unemployed due to the demolished

economy, and volunteers who once sup-

ported the Sandinistas but who are now
fighting against them. All of these various

Peter Dow

interests have been aggregated into two in-

separable goals: the overthrow of the San-

dinistas and the development of a true

democracy for the Nicaraguan people.

Many liberals in America have tried to

persuade us not to support the contras

since (as they claim) the contras are just

remnants of the Somoza regime looking for

one more chance at power. Ag^n, if we
wade through the sea of myths we discover

some facts concerning the backgrounds of

the contra leaders.

The leaders who are active in the contra

movement were opposed to Somoza just as

much as they are opposed to the San-

dinistas today. The chairman and com-

mander of the FDN (the Nicaraguan

Democratic Force, the largest contra

group), Alolfo Calero, was a longtime

Somoza opponent and was jailed by

Somoza in 1978. Calero also supported the

FSLN until they betrayed the Nicaraguan

people. Then he joined the FDN, which has

grown in troop strength from 500 in 1982

to its current size of over 8,000.

The force in southern Nicaragua is the

ARDE (the Democratic Revolutionary

Alliance) and is led by Eden Pastora and

Alfonso Robelo. Like Calero, both were

Sandinistas to begin with but are now
leading the ARDE force of about 4,000

volunteers.

Meanwhile the FSLN still maintains an

iron grip over Nicaragua's political ap-

paratus, controlling the society and the in-

dividual rights of its people. Yet the con-

tras' demands remain simple: that the San-

dinistas honor their promises that so many
people believed—to accept a democratic

and pluralistic government. This is a very

honorable goal and a very attainable one.

But the United States Congress continues

to bicker ove the contras' covert funding,

even as armaments from Nicaragua steadi-

ly flow into El Salvador to fuel that guer-

rilla war. The first step in preserving

democracy in El Salvador and Costa Rica

is a victory for the contras in Nicaragua. In

short, nothing could bring peace to Central

America so quickly as the overthrow of the

Sandinistas, and the subsequent establish-

ment of a democratic government that

respects the lives of the Nicaraguan

citizens.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

Looking foran equal future
Have you ever wondered whether or not

you would have supported Hitler if you had

lived in Germany during World War II? Of

course, history has made it clear that Hitler

was a monster, but to the people of Ger-

many during that time, he was a

charismatic man who made them feel good

about their country. I'd like to think that I

would have been one of the few perceptive

souls who saw him for what he was, and op-

posed him. I'd also like to think that I

would have marched with Martin Luther

King during the 1960s. But that was then

and this is now. It is easy to look back on

history and see who was right or wrong,

but what of today? We have our own
Hitlers to oppose and our own social pro-

blems to fight for. It is very important to

me to be able to look back on my life when I

am an old man and see that I was on the

right side of the issues. One of the issues

we face today is the Equal Rights Amend-
ment. The line is drawn pretty clearly this

election year: the democrats say yes, the

republicans say no. Is there any way we
can figure out who is right? I believe we
can.

One of the ways we can determine what

the right side of an issue is to look at

trends. We shake our heads in bewilder-

ment at our forefathers for not recognizing

that women should be allowed to vote. It is

so obvious to us now—how could they have

been so blind? Well, women got the vote

and as the trend continues toward equality,

we have seen the first woman on the

Supreme Court, the first American woman
in space, and the first woman vice-

presidential candidate. Slowly, ever so

slowly, women have been getting what

history will one day show they should have

had all along: equality with men. So, if it is

inevitable that women will one day have

the same rights as men, why don't we just

cop out and pass the Equal Rights Amend-

ment? Well, one reason we don't is that the

leader of the free world is opposed to the

idea. President Reagan is a conservative,

Larry Soucie

and a conservative is, according to

Webster, "disposed to maintain existing in-

stitutions", and I would add, be they right

or wrong. Reagan says he is opposed to the

wording of the amendment. Here is the

complete text:

SECTION I. EQUALITY OF RIGHTS
UNDER THE LAW SHALL NOT BE

DENIED OR ABRIDGED BY THE
UNITED STATES OR BY ANY STATE
ON ACCOUNT OF SEX
SECTION II. THE CONGRESS SHALL

HAVE THE POWER TO ENFORCE, BY
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATION, THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE
SECTION III. THIS ARTICLE SHALL

TAKE EFFECT TWO YEARS AFTER
RATIFICATION.

I asked one of my sisters if she saw
anything wrong with the wording. She said

she thought Section 3 should be re-worded

so that it takes effect immediately. I agree.

Unfortunately, if Ronald Reagan and his

right-wing conservative buddies in the

Senate are re-elected, history and women
will have to wait four more years.

Liberals— republicans as well as

democrats—have been dragging conser-

vatives into the future for the last 50 years.

This has been a nice arrangement: the con-

servatives have kept the liberals from run-

ning too far too soon. But now, with con-

servatives in control of the Senate and the

W^ite House, progress on all fronts has

slowed to a crawl. Sooner or later we will

suceed in prying the cold, dreamless

fingers of the conservatives from around

our throats. It is inevitable, women will one

day have equality vsrith men. W^y not make

it sooner than later? Join me in voting for

the democratic ticket this fall.

Larry Soucie is a Collegian columnist.
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But Where's the Jiffy Pop?
It was a beautiful day. the sky was clear

and the sun was shining. Maybe the

weather got the best of me; perhaps I got a

little out of hand. All I know is by the time I

spotted the police cruiser at the side of the

road it was too late. I hit the brake in a

desperate attempt to bring my car at least

close to the speed limit. Glancing in my
rear-view mirror I could only pray that the

officer was reading his newspaper rather

than his radar monitor.

The flashing blue lights that filled my
mirror shattered any hope that may have

remained in my heart. After nearly six

years of driving with a clean record, my
luck had finally run out. I could only pull

my car to the side of the road and face the

music. I watehed the nightmare unfold as I

continued staring into my mirror. One of

Belchertown's finest got out of the cruiser

and approached me with a look of deter-

mination on his face.

"Can I see your license and
registration?" I fumbled with my wallet

looking for them, sifting through piles of

cards, my UMass ID and long-forgotten

phone numbers written on little scraps of

paper. Finally 1 found the needed
documents and handed them over to the of-

ficer. He stared at my license for a while,

trying to determine if the bearded

character in the car was the same as the

clean-shaven guy in the picture.

Convinced it was actually me, he started

in with the typical routine. "Mr. Heller, do
you know why 1 pulled you over?" I felt like

saying, "How many guesses do I get?"

However, the seriousness of the situation

snapped me back into reality and I

Random Notes-

Andrew Heller

responded in a customary fashion. "Well

officer, I must have been going a little too

fast."

"According to my radar, you were
travelling at 50 mph. Do you know what
the posted speed limit is Mr. Heller?" Once
again I felt like 1 was on a TV. game show,

with a correct answer giving me an all-

expense paid trip to Las Vegas or a lifetime

supply of Jiffy- Pop popcorn. The pressure

was really on this time. What was the

speed limit? I remained calm, thought it out

for a second and finally came out with—35
mph.
"That's correct, Mr. Heller." "Wait here

while 1 write you a ticket." I just couldn't

understand it. 1 got the question right. I

should have won. Where was my trip to

Las Veg^ or the Jiffy-Pop? Life just

wasn't treating me fairly that day. Finsilly,

the officer returned with the ticket and
asked me to sign it. It was then when I

realized that the fine was $50. What hap-

pened to the good old days when a ticket

was $25? 1 should have learned my lesson

then, when it didn't cost as much.

Just as 1 was about to continue on my
way I rationalized the whole situation. If

$50 would raise my con.sciousness and
make me a safer driver it was worth it.

Besides, I heard it was raining in Las
Vegas and I never did like popcorn that

much anyway.
Andrew Heller is the Collegian photo

editor.

A policy is only good when enforced
Many Jewish p>eople on this campus dur-

ing the past several weeks had to make
what was, for many, a painful decision: to

attend classes and miss observance of the

holiest days in the Jewish religion, or to

honor their religious tradition and miss

classes and labs. In this instance, the

University played the same historic role

as many American institutions: requiring

Jews to work or attend classes on the Sab-

bath or during the holidays has often forc-

ed Jews to disassociate themselves from
their traditions and their history.

Here at the University, for those who
chose to miss classes, the pain was the

psychological one of having to ask, "Am I

a Jew first, or student first?" Yet for

some the pain went beyond this one of in-

ternal questioning—for some it meant ac-

tually being penalized by professors for

missed attendance.

Some of the penalties have included be-

ing assigned make-up work dispropor-

tional to the amount of class or lab work
missed, losing the extra credits granted

for perfect attendance, and having the

missed test or lab count as the low score

in courses that drop the lowest grade. In

each of these cases, the students have

been penalized as a result of their

religion—clearly a form of discrimination.

The academic calendar issued to all

faculty and students this year stated:

Quizzes and exams should not be

scheduled, or make-ups should be provid-

ed so that students are not penalized or

disadvantaged as a result of religious

observance. Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kip-

pur,, and Passover begin at sunset of the

preceding day.

Many professors did follow this policy,

and thereby honore<l the cultural/religious

needs of Jewish students. This policy sets

an important precedents for allowing

students of all religious groups the oppor-

tunity to honor their traditions. Yet there

are a number of professors who chose not

to follow this policy, perhaps because they

do not recognize the diversity of our cam-

pus population—a diversity that mirrors

the nature of the society around us.

If you, or anyone you know, has been

penalized as a result of religious obser-

vance, there is something that you can do.

The first step is to talk to the professor

responsible; if this proves unsatisfactory,

talk to the department head. If you would
like someone to help advocate for you, call

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter at Hillel or Marcia

Black, Jewish Awareness Advocate at

SCERA. The advocacy/mediation ser-

vices offered through Hillel and SCERA
have worked in the past, and we strongly

encourage students to contact us if they

feel they have been discriminated against

as a result of their religion.

The calendar policy undertaken by the

University is an important one, yet it is

only effective if we insist that it be enforc-

ed.

Marcia Black, Heidi Holland and Deb-

bie Kutenplon are meTnbers of the SCERA
Anti-Ojrpression team.
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A master bluesman
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Correspondent

Texas bluesman Stevie Ray Vaughan
displayed qualities that are all too rare in

the music business Sunday night at the

Agora Ballroom.

Guitarist Vaughan and Double Trouble,

his rhythm section consisting of bassist

Tommy Shannon and drummer Chris

Layton, eschewed the standard rock-

concert cliches and instead provided a 90-

niinute set of honest, ass-kicking rhythm
and blues.

The simple fact that Vaughan is trying to

make a career as a blues musician is

evidence enough that he is dedicated to his

music and not concerned with commercial

success. If he was, he could have sold out

long ago and made formula pop a la ZZ Top.

Instead, Vaughan continues to serve as

almost the only proponent of this uniquely

American form of music to achieve

nationwide success.

From the opening notes of "Scuttle

Buttin", an instrumental from his recently

released Couldn't Stand the Weather LP,

the Austin native put all of his intensity

andemotion into his music, rarely pausing

for a breather. After two opening in

strumentals, Vaughan launched into a spell

binding version of Jimi Hendrix's "Voodoo

Chile (Slight Return).' This cover has

gegarnered him a lot of attention, but may
cause people to overlook the fact that he is

in most respects a traditional blues

guitarist. He proved it for the audience

Sunday with his anguished, searing leads in

slow blues tunes such as "Texas Flood", the

title track from his debut album, and "Len-
ny." an ode to his wife also from Texas
Flood.

Although Vaughan is only an adequate

vocalist, he more than compensates with his

emotion and virtuoso guitar playing, as

evidenced by his lightening fast riffs in

"Testify" and "Love Struck Baby," and

soulful jamming during an extended version

of "Tin Pan Alley."

Stevie Ray Vaughan's honesty and per

sistence have been rewarded with a degree

of commercial success. "Pride and Joy"

from his first album and "Cold Shot" from

CovXdn't Stand the Weather both received

significant airplay on thr radio, and were

warmly received by the crowd Sunday

night.

Vaughan succeeded in giving the audience

their money's worth despite the nearly

inhuman conditions in the Agora. The

capacity crowd was packed tiehtly into the

unbearable hot and smokey confines of the
lUil'. ' ith on!> 1.1. luikj few directly in

fro't of t^^i -;«;itre and -.ii an elevated side

pl.ttform able io see the stage clearly.

The new Southern sound
by Elizabeth C. Langlois

Collegian Correspondent

Certain pockets of the U.S. have always

managed to produce great bands. The
South is no exception. Earlier on, there

were the Allman Bros, and Lynyrd
Skynyrd, and now there's REM, the dB's

and Let's Active, to name just a few.

For the uninitiated, the dB's were and still

are one of the finest producers of slightly

twisted but great pop music. But no major

label signed them until recently. Their long

awaited albumLifce Tfeis finally appeared in

the stores last month. The departure of

former co-leader Chris Stamey has left its

mark on the band, and has propeUed the

dB's away from oddball pop to a more

streamlined sound.

Like This is not an immediately accessible

album. Neither were its predecessors. But

it has a sneaky way of infiltrating your

mind. The single "Love is for Lovers" is a

Nazz influenced piece if I ever heard one.

The shadow of Bearsville wizard Todd

Rundgren may indeed hang over the dB's*

because this track reminds me of classic

Nazz or Rundgren's early solo efforts. The

Beatles are another influence that always

seem to creep into the dB's music, and this

outing is no exception.

Although the dB's have done quieter songs

,,11 their other albums, the two softer pieces

here, "Lonely is (as Lonely does)" and "On

the Battlefront" sound different from

anything they've ever done before. "Lonely

is" is another insidious song that continues

to grow on me with repeated listenings

despite its melancholy flavor. Holsapple

and Stamey always had the ability to do

that to draw one back with fascination to

the hooks you swear you've heard before,

but can't quite place.

The only thing which doesn't really belong

here is "Amplifier" which doesn't really

belong here is "Amplifier " which appeared

originally on Repercussions, and is not

significantly different than the original.

Perhaps Holsapple wanted their first major

label release to include something familiar

from the hard to find Albion LPs.

Anyhow, although not the treat that their

first two albums were, this is a fine release.

It has a more integrated sound, and by

rights it should do very well. Charlie

Daniels once wrote a song called "The

South's Gonna Do It Again." Although he

may not have had this current crop of talent

in his mind, his words couldn't have been

more apt. Go see the dB's and REM on

October 15th in the FAC. It should be a

helluva show.

The tenth annual Multiband Pops concert, featuring performances by

eight of the University's ensembles including the Minuteman Marching

Band, will take place Friday October 12 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall. This yearly event is free and open to the public.

Salsa's diplomat of song
by JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

Ruben Blades, the king of salsa, and his

band, Seis Del Solar, played the Fine Arts
Center Friday night and it was a cause for

celebration for the Hispanic community of

Western Massachusetts. There was
dancing in the aisles and on the barricades.

Blades is a major innovator, who attempts
to unite the Spanish world through hLs

music's lyrics, and humor. The show was
inaccessible to non Spanish speakers, but
this seems to come with the territory. He
has plans to partially change this and ex
tend his influence further into America by
including F^nglish lyrics.

Blades has an interesting history. He
moved to New York ten years ago from

Panama. He plans to return there someday

to enter into politics. He has collected law

degrees from universities in both New York

and Panama, along the way selling over ten

million records and writing some of the

most well known singles in South America.

His single, "El Tiburon" (The Shark) got

him banned from Miami radio stations for

being "communist." This song was his

encore Friday night.

Salsa is traditionally bold and brassy

music with party lyrics. The melodies are

complex but repetitive. This poses a

problem in concert for those like myself not

educated in the nuances of this mu.sic. But

on his record it didn't cause any probiems.

Blades' musical reform includes dropping

the brass sections and scaling down the

melodies while scaling up the lyrics.

Seis del Solar, or "Six from the Tenement"

his backing band are young, fast and in-

tense, but in concert a little over anxious,

speeding up the music a bit for dancing and
maybe taking a little feeling out of it. Their

style is much like a fifties backing band,

staying in their own place and creating a

continued wall of the same sounds and
rhythms. Blades, on the other hand,, is a

very charismatic performer, dressed like a
50's r(K'k and roller in loose black coat and
T shirt . Blades' funky style showed that he
was a real showman and his friendly raps

with the audience created a feeling of

genuine warmth throughout the audience.

(Incidentally, Joe Jackson has copped much

of Blades' style, especially wht-n he played

at the Fine Arts Center two years ago.

Jackson, who has never been known for

originality, also used Blades' music as the

inspiration for Night and Day.)

In between songs Blades told about

getting mugged in New York. The mugger

told Blades that he was a musician and he

couldn't get a job. When Blades told the

mugger that he should write a song for him

to put on a record so Blades could pay him

for it, the mugger replied, 'No, I'd rather

mug you."

He also made fun of our useless high school

Spanish lessons, comparing them to his

useless high school EngH.sh lessons. Ruben

Blades' music reflects a sen.se of humor and

a mind which should drive him to his goals,

which are political and humanistic. He does

not think he can change the world, but he

does expect to change people's attitudes.

This may have been the only concert

Ruben Blades will play this year because of

his college commitments. We were lucky

that he played it here.

The dB's (see review, left) will open for REM's Monday night concert at

the FAC, sponsored by UPC.

^l^;;'.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

THE WRITING CENTER
The Writing Center offers

free, confidential peer

tutoring for all University

students. Bring any

assignments or writing

project. Drop- in, no

app*)intment necessary. 7

p.m. to 9 p.m. Pierpont

Classroom. S.W.

AHORA MEETING C ome

help us plan our Caribbean

Wt-ek at UMass. Let's make

the Latin American

presence felt by sponsoring

cultural, political and

educational activities

concerning the people of

Latin America, (^)me join

AHORA. 7:00 p.m. Campus

Center (Look for room

number in front of elevators)

SUPPORT GROUP FOR
WOMEN WITH EATING
RELATED PROBLEMS
Many women of all ages are

dissatisfied with their eating

and weight control patterns.

Yet most of these women
feel i.solated and alone in

their concerns.

The Counseling Program at

Everywoman's Center will

be sponsoring a support

group for women who are

concerned about their

relat'onship to food. The
group will begin on

Thursday, October 11.

for ten weeks.

Eor more information and

to register, contact EWC by

calling 5450883. Con-

fidentiality is assured.

DISTINGUISHED
VISITORS PROGRAM
RECRUITMENT
MEETING Introductory
meeting for all students

interested in joining the

Distinguished Visitors

Program. All UMass
students are welcome. 7:00

p.m. CC803

MANAGEMENT CLUB
HAPPY HOURThe 1st

meeting of the management
club. Old and new member
and all majors are welcome.

Upcoming events will be

discussed. An opportune

chance to get involved and

have fun!!6:00 '^«A Faculty

Lounge Rm. 312

LESBIAN UNION-Weekly
support rap groups held on

Thursdays. Everyone is

welcome to bring ideas, talk,

listen. 7:00 p.m. 406 SUB

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning
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eating pla(;e

and 99.3 FM HOT SPOT bring you

99*^ Specials Tonight!

Thursday, October 11th
99* Bottle Beer domestic brands

(with food purchase, until 12 nnidnight)

99* Overstuffed New Englander Sandwich
99* A Regular Order of Potato Skins

with bacon and cheese sauce

99* 2 eggs, toast and coffee

Sun-Thurs 6 am-3 am; Fri and Sat open 24 hours

Super Stop & Shop Campus Shopping Center

Rte. 9, Hadley/Amherst 256-6889

Positive ID required

Listen to 99.3 FM for further details
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By Garry Trudeau
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Today 8 Weather

TODAY: Morning
cloudiness, becoming
mostly sunny in the after-

noon, 70-75.

TONIGHT: Clear, 45-50.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Writers' Workshop
George Forcier, News Editor

of the Greenfield Recorder,

on writing and interviewing

8 p.m. tonight in the newsroom
All correspondents who want to

make staff status should attend

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

28

32

33

ACROSS
Part ot a

vessel

5 What
comedians do

10 Bench s

protection

14 Bull, in

Barcelona
15 Removed the

center

16 Molding
17 Give vent to

18 Bernstein and
Mehta

20 Tints anew
22 Stune piles

23 to the

occasion
24 Treaty org

25 Cyclist s

protection

Relaxations of

tensions

Roman music
halls

Veteran

thespian

35 Early English

money
36 Veranda vine

38 Adjectival

suffix

39 NW European
peninsula

Abbr
41 Days gone by

42 Equestrienne

of fame
45 Land mass
46 Earned
48 Wonders of the

World, e'g

50 Reward
51 Row
52 Ending with

land

55 Reproduces
59 Washington

worker

61 Dribble

62 Unique thing

63 f^^ountain ridge

64
creature was

65 Being, in Nice

66 Amens
67 Night sight

DOWN
1 Speed or road

ending

5

6

Kdiled b> I ru

Library work

Name for a

Viking

Haulage
vehicle

operator

Approaches
Melba of

song
7 Coffee
containers

8 But Lat

9 Tutor

Time and
study

Borodin's

Prince

12 Sea bird

13 Hardy tigure

19 Provides

provender
Kind of

detector

Israeli desert

up
(hidden)

26 Roman
official

27 Guides

28 Michelangelo

masterpiece

29 Breakfast

bite

de Michel Jaffe

30 Sesame
Street

muppet
31 Memorable

Lgyptian

34 over

37 Sees eye to eye

40 Nemo and
Ahab. e g

43 Detailed map
area

44 Aims for the

stars

47 Victoria s

realm

49 Be credulous

(With "up' I

51 Struck

52 Blackthorn

53 Copper
54 Ripener

55 Natives Suffix

56 Street sound
57 MissKett
58 Mosel feeder

60 Common verb

10

11

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

M

IbIrIlImHsIp
L TnrTMo'R
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N S R A I N B

Giciya ciaB

T S

H

21

24

25
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1 ? 3 4

1

b 6 7 B 9

1
10 11 \f 11

14 15 16

17 ig 19

?0 ?1 n

BBI 23 ihHi
?5 ?6 7^ n^ ?9 }0 31

3?

Pb
3^ ^ 35

36 3B t
40

41 4? 43 45

46 47 41 49

PBi 50 51 ^m
5? 53 54 55 56 57 51

59 60

1

61

6?

1
63 64

65 66 67

10/11/84 I9M lii« \iiirln Tlmn S>*tflralt

D.C. Menu
Lunch

American Chop Suey

Monte Cristo Sandwich

Basics Lunch
Boursin and Sprout Sand-

wich

Soybean, Com, Tomato
Casserole

uinner

Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce,

Chopped Beefsteak
Special

Basics Dinner
Golden Carrot BakeAVhite

Sauce
Baked Chicken/Supreme

Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

^H:w*'
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STORES

OPEN
THURSDAY*

FRIDAY NITE

Twenty-Third

ANNIVERSARY SALE

STORES

OPEN
THURSDAY*

FRIDAY NITE

1 '

AKAI

—I I I

AKAI__ JENSEN AM/FM
stereo Cassette & Phono
Component Music System

SAVE »200

39999

E t

.

Teclinics
COMPACT

ISTEREO DISC PLAYER
29999SAVE «200

"Emerson

AM/FM Stereo

Cassette Phono

Music System

24999SAVE noo

A^ID 80 TOP
RATED SPEAKERS

7999e.SAVE «70

Technics LINEAR

TRACKING TURNTABLE

10999SAVE »60

o o

Panasonic
AM/FM

STEREO (box) CASSETTE

5 _f* -

'Emerson
12" B & W T.V.

SAVE «30 5999

M :€.! I SOFT TOUCH
DOLBY CASSETTE

10999SAVE «30

Teclinics
DOLBY & DBX

CASSETTE RECORDER

SAVE «40 12999

CROW IVJ

CAR AM/FM
STEREO CASSETTE

3999SAVE S40

JENSEN
JENSEN CAR AM/FM
STEREO CASSETTE

8999SAVE S80

/ILPINE
ALPINE AM/FM STEREO
AUTO REVERSE CASSETTE

SAVE S20 13999

Technics
SEMI AUTO

BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE

6999SAVE «20

z:
r r

Teclinics
TECHNICS 35 WATT
AM/FM RECEIVER

12999SAVE S40

SINCE 1961

Sound Compan
AMucDCTom M PI PAQAMT qjRFFT CHICOPEE FAIRFIELD Mall near Caldors sprimcfiild477 sumner ave otthexi spmMCFiiLD boston rd warsr-aiis Pia;a

AMHERST 201 N. PLbAbAN I bl Mtt 1 x!J'Xrl^^^^„ c^,^^^, cw^^ir,^ •n oin d m Tae-seaeopenihurs &Fr, 1,119 pm rea-Toea Open Thurs 4Fn t,i9pm
9CA-n7Aii onon Thiir<; A FrifJav Eveninas 593-5330 Open Every Evening til 9:30 P.M. "* ' ^ .^r^r^.r^c256-0744 open Ihurs. & hriaay tveningb

open Sunday 12-5 no rain checks Quantities Limited Aintems not available man stores and no dealers

'til 8 P.M.
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New
Bosox
Skipper?
BOSTON Former

(California Angels manager

John McNamara is repor

tedly ready to join the

Boston Red Sox as manager

for the 1985 season.

McNamara announced his

decision to resign from

California on Tuesday. He
has been meeting with Red
Sox owner Haywood

Sullivan at the World Series

in San Diego. He would step

in for the retired Ralph

Houk, who resigned from

the club citing family

reasons.

Houk guided the Sox to a

fourth place finish in the

American league East.

John McNamara may be the

new manager of the Boston Red Sox.

IP

<^^Cocktail Lounge^<^

''^AMATEUR DJ NITE!

Guys and gals come try your hand and spinning the

discs at Funnybones.
* No experience necessary *

Try It just for fun, or to possibly become a regular DJ

here at Funnybones.
* 2 FREE DRINKS for all contestants

*

Come ready to play anytime 7-1!

Rt. 9 Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

i\mi, HAIR SPRAYS,
^OLORS, LIPSTLCfS,

a^' THEATRICJ^TyilR,
Q^U NIC^|?^fn.WET
SN\l^^m\/h>^ RBYS,

SWIXON. REAGON,
S/THUGS, WOLVES,

S^QUilMS, CAT. BIRD, CAPES,
ACCESSORIES WHIPS.
4BDS,

f/i€ Hmowe^n Shop at

G E LST 1gUTT L RS . BODY CO LC ^ StoJe^l

STRAKS, CREAMS Downtown Amh«rst Daily K) 6. Son T2 5

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

•Includes Mounting,
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
"FuK Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd . No Amherst. MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

Laundromal

Amherst
Sunshine Center

• Washers: Single, Double, Triple

• Dryers with DuraPress Cycle

• Dry Cleaners

326 College St. IRt.9 East)

253-9030

Car Wash

PdTKh

^1 fz

Amherst Sunshine

Car Wash
Automatic Wash/Wax Bay

Self Service Bays

Vacuum Cleaners

381 College St (Rt 9 East)

253-9661

OUR ATTENDANT IS HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^iBonday - Thursday 8 45 3 45 • Friday 8:46 2:30 • Cash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% dBoourn

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phor>e number free

AOVERTISINQ

AdvartiM FREE in th« RIVER VALLEY AD.
Advertise items you want to sell or buy. CaH
532 9496

APPLE MACIMT08M

Computer, Inwgawritar printar, MacWrita,
MacPaint, MS Basic, box of disks, surge
protector, diskette fHe 1-637 1137

AUDIO

Stat* of the an stareo aystwn: JBL L-1 10
speakers witti stan<is, Onkyo TX-30 digital

receiver, JVC LF-41 turntable, quarti, with
Pickering carl, paid *1600-must sail 1700
Wsrren S46-9767

For'saia - Pioneer A-600 car AM/FM
cassette with music search, supertuner 3.

Paid *219 must sail *100 Wsrren 546.9767

AUTO FOR SALE

Vo9a Wagon 71 new clutch, brakes, staar

ing box. Body v good 646-7068 aak tor Tim

keep tryirig

ItroVW' Beetle rebuilt engine new brake

system new clutch good tires includes parts

cat and trailer hitch »1000 call Brands

549-6999

79~Dodga Omni AC A/T stereo many naw

pens 549-0381 ^_________
Vm DodgeChargar deluxe Mechani«l^

ly sound, AC, cloth interior, AM PW

caaaatte quadrophonic stereo, 82,000 orv

mllas. Vary clean and dependable car Beet

offer 296^336

OONT MISS

Myetery guoat atar performing Friday

night at JR's aomaorw worth seeing

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack-A

Video entertainment giant 10 and 15 foot

screens for dorms snd Greeks "MTV"
video music call 549-7144

Reck A^Disc~Rack A-Video entertain-

ment guersnteed events tor Disc Jockeys.

Bands and Video Cell 549-7144

WiCKED AND WILD DJ's audio and

visusi entertainment for tfte 80's 564-6712

6 College Sound tt>e beet in perty sr>d

(fence music Call 666-0246 or 58^7689

FOR SALE

Digital Dacwrltaf w/modem and p*p«f

ideel for Cyber 5495216

Eagle iT word proceeelrtg C.F.M. Com-
puter. »1200 00 1 S33-9727

Qlbson-Mereuder maple-neck,
mahogany tx)dY Beeutiful guitar i With

hard shell case 260 00 54^3272

Airlines ticket to Chicago, Seattle, or An-

chorege Best offer. Cel l 564-5077

Scuba ^ank 72 cu ft. steal J-vslve

hvdroctaticany teeted *60 call Brenda

548 8999

Four Mlcholln X2X 70 aorloa 13 Inch rime

MO 00 247 5067 attar 6 PM

Couch 196.00 549-0876 Camero *17S0.

Akal Integrated amp 70 wts Akai tuner 7

presets I2S0 00 Ysmaha tumtat>le low mass
B * cartridge 1125 00 S4»7526

FOUND

Sat NHe (10/61 O P>''>
'
'o""** ^°"' '-'^ *

jacket siie 38, after you took mine, siie 18,

keys in pocket 54»ie79

Caiico'arid Tiger striped kitten approx. 4

months old found in NE sectkMi on Oct 7 call

6-5469 for more info

HELP WANTED

Technica Wt watt digital recolvef 7

preeets, quartz lock tuning excellent cornJi-

tton I12S.00 546-7468

Housepeople wanted Homecooked

meels m exchange for light kitchen cleenup

call 545 2150 ask for Jim

Ambitious coiSiga" student nawlad pert

time to organize a Rock snd Art Fair Very

rewarding role. 536-3890 anytime

0¥erseas~j«hs7^ Summer, yr found_

Europe S. America, Australia, Aaia AH

fields »900 »2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC, PO Box 52MA1 Corone Del

Mar, CA 92625

flMn>eople^ Oav Alliance is tooking for

an Office Manager Thia is s work study

position: and duties wiM be janitonal and

clerical Drop off your name, number, and

an informal reeume in the PGA Office, 413B

SUB. Replies must be in by Oct 19th

CAMPUS rep' POSITION Earn" high

commiaeions snd FREE TRIPS promoting

high qualitv aki and beach trips to Colorsdo^

Daytona Beech and South Padre Island CaM

Summit Touia 800-32W)43e ^^^^
HOT TUBS

Utopia Spae 2 for 1 hot tub every Monday

and Tuaadey night caH for raeervetions

2B3-7727

Utopia Spea private hottub rentals call

rwnv for reearvations 253-7727

INSTRUCTION

Know your ear. Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours including clesaroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 263-2088

LOST

Stolen In Sylvan area or Boydon Qym.
Brown leather wallet containing license,

benkcard and otttar aeaentiels Substantial

reward for return call 6-4088 no quaations

asked tfie name is Kslley McCormick

GoM Cross Necklace 10-2 pleeee caN 6-5191

revyard equal to value of necklace very im-

portant

Ught and dark Muo backpeck on 10-6S4
if found pleeee call 9964187

At TTkX (THursday nitel jeen jacket and
red key chain with 2 keys snd 2 IDs If

found, pleeaa conlect Ana at 549-4002

Sylvan Area on Oct 4 red wallet containir>g

aeaentiels reward Amy S46-SB17

Lost a 20" gold chain large reward If four>d

call John 5«»^M06

Prince tennis racket call Erika 6-9338

PERSONALS

Help Wanted Junior Manager Buttarfield

Kitchen for spring '86 end next ecadamic
yeer free room er>d t>oerd 15-20 hrs/wk st

4.26 applications availabla at: Burtarfiekl

Dorm Kitchen until Oct 19

Haircuts by Sual By appt only* I6.00< caH

546«368

The 1884 INDEX la heral Yearbooks wiM be

soW outside of the SUB, Tues ,
Oct 9 to

Fri Oct 19 The price is »6 Also sveileble

are the 1982 INDEX for 13 and the 1983 IN

OEX for M Get your yeartiook before sup

plies run out'

Help bring diverse end Interacting

epeakera and lecturers to campus join

the Diatinguished Visitors Progrsm tonight

7:00 PM Campus Center Room 803

i>t«iiip Vettralno Happy 22nd thia Sunday*

Love rT>e

Heppy Annlveraery Tobe Two yeers.

thenks for everythir»g Round Top, Hsmp-
ton Beech, Mr Johnson, (sniff sniff), the

Bowmen Chjb, Chuck E Cheeee. etc. Leva

you Brigid

Open Little Sleter Rueh to aM Univ

women et Lambda Chi Alpha 374 N. Plea

sent St. tonight from 7 to 9:30 pm - Attn

Sue and Gwen

Titera have been llnae - everywfiere for

this peraon. Have you gueeeed wfra? You
have to see it to believa it* It ia going to blow

your mind. It's BIG*

JMIchele McKeonI Sorry I miaaed your

B Day Hope it was a good one' Let's get

together. Call me* 6-7694 love El

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dlaaettetlona.
on campus tow rataa guaranteed accep-

tance Nancy 584-7924

REPRIQIRATOR RINTAL

Refrlgeretor Rentel 2 cubic ft R 6 P
PACKAGE STORE free delivery 253-9742

RIDE WANTED

R T. ride wanted to Montreal wiH help

pay expenses. Any wsekervJ' CaH 256-8413

SERVICES

Need e tutor? I can help* For mora Info caN

11 after 9:00

SUN TAN NOW

Utople Spee SuntannlngSpecMe caN

now for special prices 263-7727

TAMI TETREAULT

We don't heve your numberl
come beelil

TRAVEL

Weekend In Montreal, Only 179 Boston
Bruins game optional Don't be footed by

tours thst offer steding room only We tteve

good seats. Contact Kim 546-5126

WANTIO

Female to shere large bedroom in

Townehouse call 646-46K

flrela) 1CB SR 13's radlala. good oond'

tion Please call 263 9664 aveninga

Steady Babysitting Job I k>va kkis* Fee

negotieble can anytime Louise 2S6-6760
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Sports
Women's soccer on a roll;

Sprin^eld is next foe
Banda looking for another big win

("ollegian phnli) hy Paul Deamarmif

Freshman forward Julie DePauw in action against

New Hampshire. The Minutemen are traveling to Springfield today to

face Springfield College.

New cross-country coach
Gardiner hopes to improve women's squad

By CHRIS TREMBLAY
Collegian Staff

It was only two years ago

that fifth year senior

Caroline Gardiner was
running on the women's

varsity cross country team,

today she's coaching the

team.
Gardiner, who's a 1983

University of Massachusetts

graduate with a degree in

fine arts, is not only the

head coach of the cross

country team, but is also the

assistant coach of the

women's indoor outdoor

track team. She was asked

to take over the team when
Julie LaFreniere left prior

to the beginning of the

school year. "Julie had told

me in the spring that she

may be leaving and asked if I

would want the job. "Gar-

diner said, "But it wasn't

final until the end of

August."
Although Gardiner is

coaching at UMass it isn't

her first coaching job. She

previously coached indoor-

outdoor track at Newton
South High School and had

other plans lined up if

UMass didn't contact her.

"I was coaching track at

Newton South when Julie

told me about the job."

Gardiner said, "I just waited

to find out. If I didn't coach

here then I would have

applied for other coaching

jobs."

Gardiner, a Sudbury,
Massachusetts native,

began her running career in

her junior year at Lincoln

-

Sudbury High School, where

she ran both indoor and

outdoor track.

She soon found herself out

of high school and in college,

where she continued to run.

"I came to UMass planning

to run as your basic half-

miler." Gardiner said, "But

I knew I had more to learn

about running and cross

country itself."

As far as Gardiner is

concerned her freshmen and

sophomore years weren't

really taken seriously, due

to sickness and injury, bur

the last few years were.

"My freshmen and

sophomore years weren't

taken seriously because I

had mono and some in

juries." Gardiner said, "I

took my last years seriously

though and didn't even run

my junior year because I

thought I might be taking an

extra year for school. It

worked out that way too."

When Gardiner was

San Diego 5, Detroit 3

running for the Minutemen
there were only five runners

on the team. Two of those

runners (Maureen O'Reilly

and Kim Baker) are still on

the squad's roster, but

Gardiner sees no difficulty in

coaching them.

"It's not difficult to coach

them because I was away for

a vear," Gardiner said, "At

the time they were
sophomores and I was a fifth

year senior, I just helped

the team to tht best of -my

ability. Besides, we're good

friends and if there's a

problem we talk about it."

AlthoupH this year's team
Although this year's team

is a young one, for the most

part. Gardiner gives a lot

• redit to LaFreniere.

"Julie tried to put together

a team with depth because

when I was a senior there

were only five runners on

the team." Gardiner said,

"Today I have a good body of

young runners (only three

seniors) and I'll try to teach

', hem the competitiveness of

( ross country. It's a team

ffort and you can't win

unless you try hard as a

team."

Gardiner will also be

working on building a good

indoor-outdoor team and

teaching the girls to be

mentally competitive
throughout the whole race,

but needs to do some good

recruiting of freshmen.

The team hasn't faired to

well so far this year, but

Gardiner attributes the

losses to people not being in

top shape for the beginning

of the season. They should,

however, be reaching their

peak soon and should be

ready for the New Knglands

at Franklin Park in Boston

on October 27, trying to

outdo last years fourth place

performance.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It won't do the opposition of the second

ranked University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team any good to key on

leading scorer Jolie DePauw.

If DePauw is bottled up, it will probably

leave left wing Monica Seta, the team's

second leading scorer or right wing Chris

Taggart, a enior AH American open to

score. „

"It would be almost useless to mark me,

DePauw said, "because there's an Ail-

American on the right wing and the team's

second leading scorer on the left. They

better mark everyone."

The Springfield Chiefs face the tough

assignment of shutting down the

Minutemen'sexplosive iront line when they

meet tmlay at 'i p.m. at Benedum Field in

Springfield. The game will be played on

artificial turf.

This front line has been responsible for

over half of the team's 31 goals this season.

The Seta DePauw C. Taggart connection

have scored 17 goals. DePauw leads the

team with nine goals and three assists for

21 points. Seta has six goals, one assist, for

13 points.

"As far as the game is concerned, we have

to take it just like any other game. Just go

out and win, " DePauw said. The fresh-

mjman scored a hat trick in Tuesday's 8-0

win over UNH.
"We have to take things one game at a

time, " head coach Kalekeni Banda warned

after the blowout over UNH. "We have to

be game sharp all the time." The

Minutemen face fifth ranked Cortland State

on Sunday.

"Of course, when your team is at the top,

everyone is gunning for you," DePauw said.

"We really can't look past anyone."

The Minutemen's New jEngland region

(Mass., VT. NH. and Maine) games will

take on added importance as the season

winds down. UMass still faces rivals

Dartmouth, Harvard and Boston College.

The top ranked team in the region receives

an NCAA berth.

Strangelv enough, the lop ranked team in

New England, overall, is Brown, who is

ranked fourth nationally. UMass is second

in New England. Brown upset UMass 1-0

two weeks ago.

But today the opponent is Springfield, and

the Chiefs have quite a challenge in front

of them to stop the 'minutemen.

Jeanne Paul will sUrt in goal for

UMass against Springfield College.

Latest Minutemen rankings
The University of Massachusetts fared

well in the latest national rankings.

The women's soccer team, 9-1-1, are se-

cond in the nation behind North Carolina.

In the New England rankings they are

also second, behind Brown University.

The field hockey team stands at eighth

nationally with a 9-1 record.

The men's soccer team enjoyed only one

of national recognition, falling out of the

top 20. They are fifth in the New England

Division 1 poll, falling from first.

SportsLog

Tony

Betros

Just a few thoughts.

The Fall Classic is underway on NBC. If

anyone had told me in the beginning of the

season that the Tigers and the Padres

would be in the World Series, I would have

spat on them more than once. But here

they are...The Tigers took care of the

Royals in three staight and are the obvious

favorites. But how about the Padres?

They showed their poise and came back to

beat the Cubs...The way I figure it. it will

be the year 2023 before the Cubs win

another division title. Maybe by then they

will bring the books from Goddell into the

Tower.
As for the World Series, the Tigers look

extremely tough. In game one, they played

the best fundamental baseball I've seen. In

one inning, they threw out a runner trying

to stretch a double to a triple, they made a

nice play in getting out a runner attempting

to bunt, and pitched out to get a runner

trying to steal second. That is why the

Tigers had the best record in all of

baseball...They also have Willie Hernandez,

who in 32 save oppoort unities made 32

saves. 32 out of 32 —sounds like an

astronomy 100 exam...The Padres have

one of the better one two hitters in Alan

Wiggins and Tony Gwynn, who combined

for over 100 stolen bases. They also have

Steve Garvey, who makes Dale Murphy
look like a Communist... It should be a

well-played series, but I can't see the
Tigers losing it. They should take it in five

or six.

The football news is a happy one out of

Foxboro, as the Pats look to go 5-2 against

the hapless (a great sportswriters word)

Cincinnatti Bengals. They celebrated

Christmas early in Cleveland with that 17-

16 gift last Sunday... Somebody please tell

me how a coach, a pro coach mind you,

would pass the ball at the opponents' 20

yard line with 23 seconds left when you can

try a field goal instead. Sam Rutigliano

would do very well at Whitmore.
The Earl Campbell trade is a very in-

teresting one. The Oilers got squat in

return and the Saints have a backfield of

Campbell and George Rogers. They may
give the NFC West some trouble...The
Cowboys have been slipping up a bit.

They've already lost two games to eastern

division opponents, with the Redskins ud

next... I don't think Neil Lomax is on Tom
Landry's Hallmark list.

Hockey is underway tonight with the

Bruins and Penguins going at it on the USA
Network home of Tuesday Night Titans.

With Klusak, Pederson, and Crowder out,

the B's are in trouble. The Celtics played

well in Hartford against the 76ers, sans

Maxwell and Henderson. Maybe they've

overestimated their value... I have one

question only The Outlaws can answer:

How does the Iron Sheik have a medal from
the Pan -American games when he's

supposedly from Ira» Maybe the rumor
that he's from Springfield, Missouri isn't

just a rumor.

sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Wom^i's Sooccer: at Springfield, 5 p.m.
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D.H. Jones may buy Village Inn
Do we say so-long to

old ''Drake" hangout?

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Amherst will lose a landmark gathering

place if realtor Denison H. Jones goes

through with his plans to buy the Village

Inn, popularly known as the Drake, and

convert it to apartments or condominiums

in June 1985.

Jones is seeking to renovate the Drake

into 30 to 50 one- and two-bedroom apart-

ments. The four-story building at the cor-

ner of Amity and Prospect Streets now
contains a rooming house with 30 rooms

and suites, a restaurant-bar, on the first

floor and a bar in the basement.

The realtor has said there is "absolutely

no way" he would maintain a restaurant

or bar.

The Drake has long been known for it's

clientele, and as a place where students

can drink alongside older customers from

all walks of life.

It is also considered one of the only

watering holes in the area where blacks

and whites mingle comfortably, according

to its clientele.

"This is the only place a combination of

both the mature and the college crowd can

come together and yet respect each

other," said Frederick Holt, a manager at

the Belchertown State School and a six-

year regular at the Drake's first-floor

lounge.

"I always come back here," said Holt,

who is black and gives his age as "in my
40s...You go to most places and they have

loud blasting noise. This is the one (bar) I

feel most comfortable in. People get along

much better here.

"You also have a choice here," he said,

noting that the Drake has three bars: the

first-floor lounge, the unfinished Willy's

Rathskellar downstairs, frequented by a

younger noisier crowd, and the tiny, quiet

Brad's Grapevine that was added last

year.

(. olleinan photo by Brian K. <>«nyr

his ownLongtime Drake bartender Willy Whitfield may open

establishment if this Amherst landmark dries up next June.

The basement is named after 69-year-

old Willy Whitfield, who has lived in a

room upstairs and tended the bar since he

came to town from Delaware 25 years

ago.

"I love it here," Whitfield said as he

made a drink for a white-haired woman
and filled pitchers of beer for students.

But he said the news of the impending

sale didn't surprise him. He said 72-year-

old owner Bradford Parker "has been

wanting to sell it for a long time."

Parker, who is on vacation this week,

told the Amherst Bulletin that he and his

wife want to sell the Village Inn "while

we've still got all out cookies and can en-

joy life."

Whitfield said "the place has changed

quite a lot. It used to be a rowdy crowd,

with a lot of fights. It's calmed down a

whole lot."

Now he said he believes that the

Drake's reputation as a rough hangout is

undeserved. "I can't remember the last

time we had a fight," he said.

He praised the Rathskcllar's tolerant

atmosphere. "You could pull your clothes

off and nobody would know it as long as

you didn't bother any customers."

A five-year Village Inn resident and

basement regular who would not give his

name concurred, "This is the only place

where you can feel at home and party and

get as high as you want."

"It's the last real bar in Amherst," add-

ed the resident. "People coming to

Amherst on the bus ask where the Drake

is," he said.

With the loss of the Drake, Whitfield

said, "Black people might decide they

want to go into business for themselves. I

might open up a place of my own. I'd like

to stay in Amherst."

One customer said, "A year from now, I

won't know where to find my friends.

Now they all come here."

Fac senate

reviews cores
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

More chanjjes, revisions,and major con

siik-ralitins will be made before the faculty

sj'nale can approve or reject the final draft

of the general education proposal that

would change the University core

requirements for next year's incoming

class.

Further action to have the proposal passed

will not occur until the program and budget

council considers the financial ramifications

of the bill, acfording to David Booth, rules

committt^ chair.

Rick Patrick, Student Government co-

president and member of the council, said

"The Program and budget council have not

yet met. No one can find the chairman," he

said.

"Before anything can happen, the council

has to consider the costs of implementing

the proposal. We have to cnosider the

specific resources and the great costs of

getting TA's (teaching assistants) for every

50 students," Patrick said.

The general education proposal replaces

the current C, D, and E core requirements

with coursework in the areas of "social

world," "biological and physical world" and

"analytical reasoning."

Before the senate yesterday. Booth

recommended a condensed version of the

proposal that rai.sed questions and debate of

amendments by the faculty.

The senate decided that transfer student

credits would fulfill the analytical reasoning

requirement, which has two parts.

Robert S. Kirk, professor of chemical

engineering noted that "all transfer credit

must be approved by the transfer affairs

office," but said that two or more courses

taken at another college would satisfy the

tier II requirement and one course could

fulfill the first.

The senate also passed a motion stating

that the second tier of the analytical

rea.soning requirement could not be

satisfied by "courses whose primary

purpose is remediation of high school

mathematics."

Former CIA agent, professors speak on nuclear war
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A former CIA agent's analysis of President Reagan's

"star wars" weapon system and the possibility of a nuclear

winter are some of the topics to be discussed in an all-day

symposium at the University of Massachusetts on

Saturday.

The symposium, titled "Educating Ourselves About

Nuclear War," will consist of a panel discussion,

workshops, and lectures by specialists in nuclear war.

Registration will begin at 8:15 a.m. and the program will

run from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

Dr. Jonathan Fine from the National Physicians for Social

Responsibility will discuss the possiblity of a nuclear

winter.

The idea of an environmental disaster, a nuclear winter,

might result from extensive use of nuclear weapons,"

Robert Page, professor of public health, said.

"People feel hopeless and helpless. The threat of nuclear

war makes life very difficult," Page said.

The "Star Wars" weapons system proposed by the

Reagan administration will be analyzed by Peter Clausen,

co-author of the recently published Fallacy of the Star

Wars.

Clausen, a senior arms analyst for the Union of Concerned

Scientists in Cambridge has been a political analyst for the

CIA and a nuclear energy specialist with the Department

of Energy.

"People feel hopeless and helpless. The

threat of nuclear war makes life very dif-

ficult.
"

— Professor Robert Page
'-•-•.•-•-•-•

Page said the weapon system is "the idea that we can get

up satelites that can detect hostUe activity which would be

able to destroy missiles in flight. This would be the

ultimate defense against our adversaries," Page said.

"If five years from now we have the perfect defense, what

will our adversaries do? Long term results may be good,

but short range results may be very disabilizing," he said.

Shelly Burman, one of the founders of Education for

Social Responsiblity and Libby Neighbor, a high school

student, will speak on "Education and the Threat of

Nuclear War."
"A lot of young people down to the elementary grades has

shown profound concern," Page said.

Noted historian Henry Steele Commager from Amherst

College will speak on "Avoidance of the Nuclear Threat"

and Alan Krass, physics and science policy professor at

Hampshire College will discu.ss "Verification; A Com-

prehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty."

Page said he will moderate a panel discussion. Two
consecutive workshops will be held on ea^ h of the seven

topics.

Page said the symposium was originally scheduled in the

school oi Managi'inenl audilunuin bat because of the

anticipated audience, the events have been relocated to

accomodate the "expected 300 peop!*

.

Inside:

UMass professor provides data for Yale strikers p.3

Homophobic acts must not be tolerated . ./
"'

Teachers in a state of confusion P*-^^

"Sleeping is tw mean art For its sake one must stay awake all day.
"

— Friedrich Nietzsche
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Outer space hosts

first female guest
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Exulting, "this is

really great... superb... I love it," astronaut Kathy

Sullivan yesterday became the first American woman to

walk and work in the inhospitable environment of open

space.
, , ,

She and David Leestma spent more than three hours

outside Challenger's cargo bay. oft^n shouting with joy

like kids at a playground. They seemed almost reluctant

to come back in and had to be prodded several times by

commander Robert Crippen.

"Six seconds, front and center." he said once, bood

job. time to come in." he said later.

Sullivan acted as a plumber's assistant to Leestma as

he attached a refueling line to a tank fitting, testing tools

and techniques that may someday refuel spent satellites

that are now abandoned as space junk.

Later, her body dangling over the side at a 90-degree

angle to the spacecraft. Sullivan helped Leestma align a

loose antenna, so that pins could be driven into two holes

electrically from inside the cabin.

Before the fiight. there had been 38 space walks by

Americans, all of them men. A soviet cosmonaut.

Svetlana Savitskaya. became the first woman

spacewalker last July 25. ^^^^

;•^:vx•:•^:•:•:•^:^•^^:•^>^>>w•:•:•:•x•x•x•^:•:^•^:•^•

Ferraro attacks

Voodoo economics'
PHIADELPHIA (AP) George Bush said last night he's a

supporter of President Reagan's economic program,

'every step of the way," because "it's brought America

back
•• Geraldine Ferraro retorted in the campaign debate

that Bush once called that program "voodoo economics,

and it was, and it is."

Ferraro declared in the opening moments of J-he 90^

minute televised confrontation that, "I can make the hard

decisions" required in high political office.

"I have enough experience to see the problems, address

them." said Ferraro, the first woman to run for national

office on a maj<»r party ticket.

She said the vice president had declared Reagan's

economic program "voodoo economics" during the cam

paign for the 1980 GOP presidential nomination. It was

and it is," she said.

Bush said there was little difference between himself and

Reagan on most issues, and said "the president turned it

(the nation) around and I've been with him every step of

the way."

"I believe firmly in his leadership. He's really turned this

country around." Bush said in a firm defense of the man

whose own debate performance last Sunday worried his

supporters and provided a b(X)st for the Democrats.

Bush said Ferraro disagreed with Mondale on several

issues, including tax breaks for parents of private school

students and school busing.

Bush attacked Mondale repeatedly m the opening

moments of the debate, at one point holding his arms aloft

as he said, "Contrary to Mr. Mondale's - I'd better be

careful contrary to Mr. Mondale's just saymg

everything's bad.

"I mean, somebody says there's a sliver lining out there."

Bush said. "Whine on, harvest moon."

Ferraro criticized Bush for claiming credit for legislation

on civil rights that the president signed. The bill "passed

1

despite his opposition." she said. And he signed it because

"he had to."

Bush said there were other ways of looking at civil rights,

citing for one example that, "We look at civil rights as

something like crime in your neighborhood."

He said Ferraro had asked some auto workers why some

of them would vote for Reagan Bush and she had told them

"We deliver." Said Bush. "We deliver... optimism.^' adding

of the Democrats, "They deliver the wrong things."

He then went into a string of negative economic statistics

that he attributed to the tenure of Mondale as Jimmy

Cart er's vice president.

Ferraro said Bush understated Democratic achievements

and oversold what's happened under Reagan.

"I'll be a one woman truth squad and we'll start tonight."

::yr^r777:^7:^7j7:^^^
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($1.00 cover at the door)
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THAT ORIGINAL ROCK-FUNK BAND

Open till 2 am Friday 8- Saturday

but come early, doors close when full

It doesn't matter
how you get here.

•^^
Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

I Rt. 63 No. Amherst

I
549-2880
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Vice President George Bush and

Democratic candidate Geraldine Ferraro

begin last night's debate.

Military papers found

in store pinata
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) - FBI agents are trying to

determine how U.S. military documents got mside a

pinata bought at a department store near here, and

whether they are classified. „ u i i-

The $6.99 pinata was purchased at a Sears, Roebuck &

Co store in the nearby village of Victor, said Dale Ander-

son who heads the local FBI office. The papier-mache

pinata should have been empty when purchased, but was

crammed with the documents, he said.

"We are conducting an investigation to determme

whether a violation of the espionage statute has occur-

red," Anderson said.

"I guess there was some other stuff in there other than

what's supposed to be in there," said Anderson, who

would not say how many documents were inside, or talk

of their nature.

"Those kinds of things I'm just not at liberty to discuss

because it is under investigation," he said.

Thatcher OK after bomb blast
BRKIHTON. England (AP) A large explosion w:s

reported early today at the Grand Hotel, where Prim.

Minister Margaret Thatcher has been staying during the

Conservative Party conference in this seaside resort.

The British Broadcasting Corp. said Thatcher was in the

hotel at the time, but was not hurt and was taken away

under police escort. . It said the lobby of the hotel was

crowded at the time of the explosion.

Britain's domestic news agency. Press Association, said

six floors of t he hotel were believed to have been damaged
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Off-campus students can save

money with heating co-op

CulleKian photo bv Brian K (ionyr

INQUISITIVE SOULS — Swan greets Madeline Lenski with Daniel,

3, and Shoshannah, five months, at the Campus Pond yesterday after-

noon.

By KATHY HART
Collegian Correspondent

Off-campus students who heat their

house or apartment with oil can save 8 to

20 cents per gallon by purchasing oil from

the new Heating Oil Co-operative.

The co-op was formed by the Off-Campus

Housing Office (OCHO) in cooperation with

Mass Fair Share.

According to Joanne Levenson, OCHO
director, arrangements have been made
with several oil dealers in the Amherst area

to supply oil to co-op members at a price

below the average retail price.

"We are the only university to ever offer

such a service to commuter students," said

Levenson. "It's convenient, and it will save

you money," she added.

Forms to join the co-op are available at

the OCHO Office in room 423 of the Stu-

dent Union Building. There is a $5 fee for

membership through Julv, 1985.

"Co-op members are guaranteed that

their prices will always be lower than the

current retail price," said Levenson, even

if the wholesale price goes up.

Levenson said the dealers participating

in the co-op "are establishev mpanies

with good trai'k records." The co-op will

also offer burner maintenance and
emergency repair service.

There will be three payment options,

cash on delivery, a budget payment plan,

and 30 day billing.

Chris Sullivan, the t.peaker of the student

senate said he joined the co-op to "save

money and support OCHO."
Levenson said fraternities and sororities

» .

.
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"Co-op members are

guaranteed that their (oil)

prices will always be lower

than the current retail price.

"

— Joanne Levenson,

off-campus housing director

could really benefit because they are

heating large houses.

(K'HO is concerned with energy conser-

vation, and has held energy conservation

workshops in the past.

"It costs people a fortune to heat their

homes and apartments," Levenson said.

"Join the co-op and you'll be warmer —
there will be no more fights with room-

mates over how cold the apartment is."

UMass
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

A 16-day old strike at Yale University that has closed 14

of the school's 15 dining commons and prompted pro-

fessors to hold classes in their homes has been supported

by information on Yale's "staggering wealth" provided by

a University of Massachusetts professor.

The union of 2000 clerical and technical employees,

which is 82 jsercent women, went on strike Sept. 26 at the

Ivy League school. About 1000 maintenance and dining

commons employees are honoring the picket lines,

resulting in about 3,000 employees not working, according

to a spokesperson at the strike headquarters.

Negotiations continued yesterday, but no progress was
reported as of last night.

In addition to teaching a variety of economics courses at

UMass, Professor Richard D. Wolff is an economic adviser

to Yale's clerical and technical employees union. Local 34.

A member of the New Haven Revenue commission as

well, Wolff has researched Yale's finances and says he can

show that the university can afford to pay the union

members "fair wages."

Wolff said he was able to investigate Yale's finances

with little trouble because the university is so unaccustom-

ed to being challenged.

Colonial resident sees

defacement, harassment
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Correspondent

Slurs against homosexuals were painted on a car and an

apartment door at Colonial Village Wednesday, Amherst

police reported.

Police said yesterday that the owner of the car also

received a letter telling him to "get out of Colonial

Village." Police would not release any other details, ex-

cept that the letter was harshly worded. No arrests have

been made.
In other police reports, a 33-year-old Amherst man was

charged with driving while intoxicated, speeding, and

operating with a suspended license. He was stopped on

Gatehouse Road Wednesday night.

Police arrested a 29-year-old Amherst man on Route

1 16 early yesterday morning on a warrant issued by South

Yarmouth police for traffic violations. He was also charg-

ed with driving an unregistered, uninsured motor vehicle

and attaching improper plates.

A resident of Bay Road reported the theft of a brown,

pure-bred French rabbit from a cage in front of his house.

The rabbit, valued at $30, was reported missing at 8:39

a.m. Wednesday.
In other police reports, a license plate was reported

stolen from a car in the parking lot at Townhouse Apart-

ments Wednesday morning.

The manager of Plumbley's Restaurant reported a li-

quor law violation Wednesday after a minor attempted to

purchase alcohol with an altered driver's license. Police

said the license was confiscated and the youth will be sum-

moned to court.

Holyoke police recovered a 1977 Toyota Celica early

yesterday morning. The car, which was stolen from

Townhouse Apartments Tuesday, was recovered partially

Police also received a call from a Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority bus driver requesting assistance in removing a

person from a bus. Police took the man into protective

custody after he refused to get off the bus because he was

drunk.

"For Yale to claim economic hardship is obscene. It is

like Rockefeller saying to a beggar on the street, 'sorry I

don't have any money with me today,'" Wolff said.

Yale misleads its unions, alumni, the city of New Haven

and student's parents by saying they have just barely

balanced their budget, Wolff said.

In fiscal year 1983, Yale's revenues excee<led their ex-

penses by about $35 million, but the institution re-invested

the money and claimed that it barely broke even, Wolff

said.

Reinforced by Wolffs research. Local 34 has requested

higher wages, better pensions, dental and medical

coverage and job security.

The strikers emphasize that they want an end to

economic discrimination against clerical and technical

workers, Aldo R. Cupo. a member of the negotiating com-

mittee, said.

Lucille Dickens, another member of the negotiating

committee, said the clerical and technical workers are

"grossly underpaid."

She said a truck driver at Yale makes $18,000 a year,

while an administrative assistant who "has respon-

sibilities and makes judgments and has a two-page job

description makes about $15,000."

"Why shouldn't this person be paid as much as a truck

driver?" she said.

Photo bv I>cr«k Roberta

COMING ATTRACTION — Tim Joliat,

Mark Farnon, Tarin Walsh, linnea Olson and

Marie Hart (top to bottom) assemble billboard

for the Rand Theatre's production of "Desire

Under the Elms."

AP Ijuerphoto

striking Yale University employees picket
yesterday as AFL-CIO head Lane Kirkland ad-

dresses group.

Class of 1989
parents to visitUM
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

More than 450 parents will arrive on campus today to

get an "intense and varied view" of the University of

Massachusetts through the Office of Alumni Affairs and

Development's Parent's Weekend.

Valerie Falk, assistant director of the office, said this is

the first year the office has invited the entire first-year

student class.

"Parent's Weekend used to just be offered to kids of

parents on the deans list, but Jon Hite, the director of the

Alumni Office, decided to invite the freshmen parents

iK'cause the kids will be here for four years," Falk said.

"Parents can see what the University is like. We will try

to give the parents an intense and varied view of what the

University has to offer."

The weekend's events that begin Saturday include "The

Classroom Experience: The University for your Sons and

Daughters," which will give parents an up-close view of

what classes are like for students," F^alk said.

The "Classroom experience" will consist of lecturers

from many departments within the University, ranging

from "Mark Twain and American Realism" by English

Professor Jules Chametzky, "Analyzing the 1984 Elec-

tion" by Journalism Professor Ralph Whitehead to "High

Technology and Engineering in America" by Engineering

Professor Mel Miller.

The second part of the Classroom Experience, titled

"The University for You" has been "especially designed

for the parents," Falk said.

Lectures to be offered include "Financial Planning for

your Future" by Anthony Krzystofik, School of Manage-

ment and "Reconstructing the Ivory Tower: The Effect of

Feminist Scholarship on the Academic Disciplines" by

Joyce Berkman of history and Alice Rossi of Sociology.

Stephen B. Oates, the Paul Murray Kendall Professor of

Biography, will address the parents at a banquet Saturday

night. Oates is a professional biographer and noted

historian who is best known for his biographies on John

Brown, Nat Turner, Abraham Lincoln and Martin Luther

King.

^:^i^
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Move-A-Thon to be held
for battered women
By TARRA EUEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

People are encouraged to walk, jog, skip,

and move in any manner in Northampton

on Saturday in a Move A Thon titled

"Breaking Through: Moving With

Dignity" sponsored hy

Necessities/Necesidades, a local

organization for battered women.

"The theme is mourning and celebration.

To mourn for women who have been

battered, murdered, and to celebrate the

women who are survivors." said Laura

Prescott. assistant fundraiser coordinator

for Necessities.

The goal of the event is "to publically

make a statement that we will not tolerate

violence in our society, in our community,

or in our personal lives." Prescott said.

Women often don*t speak up "out of fear,

but we're not going to let that fear stop

us." she said. "It's too dangerous to stop

making statements."

The movie "The Burning Bed." televised

nationally earlier this week, depicted a

woman's ordeal of 12 years of physical

abuse by her husband. Women's shelters

across the country reported numerous

inquiries following the film, though the

local network broadcast only a Springfiled

battered women's hotline number. The

number lor Necessities in Northampton is

586 1125.

The organization is hosting a day ot

events to commemorate the Week of

Unity/Domestic Violence Awareness

Week and to supplement the income of the

group, said Robin Shaikun. ad

ministrator/coordinator of Necessities.

Money raised will go toward a nine month

old women's shelter in Hampshire County

which has provided refuge for 50 women

and 69 children .since December 1983. a

24 hour hotline at the shelter, and an

emergency collection used for women in

need of immediate funds. Shaikun said.

"The day's events provide a forum for

local people to gather to be silent and at

the same time have an opportunity to clap

hands and dance." Prescott said.

Though women face individual op

pressions. "they are unified by the fact

that they all face indignities." Prescott

said.

Registration for the Move A Thon is at

12 noon in front of the Unitarian Society at

220 Main Street, Northampton.

3 000 bodies of water to be tested

by Fisheries and Wildlife Division

The second phase of the Acid Ram

Monitoring Project at the University of

Massachusetts wUI being Sunday with the

testing of about 3.000 bodies of water

across the state.

The project is funded by the states

Division of Fisheries and WUdUfe and wU

measure acidity and the presence of

elements such as arsenic and zinc in the

water. ^ ..

There will be 23 volunteer testing stations

across the state, according to UMass

chemistry department Professor O.l.

Zajicek. After initial testing at the

stations, the samples will be brought to

UMass for more complex testing. Zajicek

said.

The first phase of the project, conducted

last year, tested 1,229 bodies of water and

found that 70 of them were acidic enough to

"cause severe losses of fish and other

aquatic life," according to a report released

by the project.

Upon completion of the second phase of

the project, Massachusetts will "be in the

unique position among the states by having

an inventory of the susceptibility of 100

percent of its surface waters," according to

the report.

The project involves more than 800

volunteers statewide collecting samples

from lakes, streams and reservoirs.

— TOM MIDDLETON

Chancellor's Lecture Series
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Conf. to face women's changes
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to help minority women
identify and develop personal strength

when confronted with the challenges in

today's world, a conference will be held

tomorrow at Springfield Technical Com
munity College.

The Changing Minority Women: Reaching

New Horizons will also teach minority

women how they can make better use of

their community resources.

The day long conference is in its second

year. Luahn Schofield director of the

division of Continuing Education at UMass

said participants' interest is greater than

last year.

She is enthusiastic because, she is doing a

"good thing." "Programs like this one don't

happen in our area for minority women,"

she said.

Last year's conference was an "extremely

positive event" according to the par-

ticipants' responses Schofield said.

Topics for the morning session include

What the Future holds for women, in

creasing economic power, political realities

of the 1980s, issues in the second half of life:

health, retirement and family.

Reverend Robin Harden of UMass will be

keynote speaker. Topics for the afternoon

session include, Superwoman: balancing

work and home, networking, tactics for job

hunting and how to manage stress.

"We have a good idea that can become a

regional event," Schofield said.

In the next years, she said the forum will

deal with more specific issues faced by

minority women.
"We'llmake it an event for people to look

forward to," she said.

The conference is sponsored by the Urban

League Guild of Springfield. Horizons

XXV, Inc., and the Division of Continuing

Education at the University of

Massachusetts.

Blades awakens audience
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

An audience of 700 people were given

cultural awakening in a ride through the

streets of New York city, the Central

American wild, el barrio and the Caribbean

sea as Ruben Blades & Los Seis del Solar

played recently at the Fine Arts Center at

the University of Massachsuetts.

Blades & Los Seis del Solar helped

celebrate AHORA's twelfth year an-

niversary celebration. The event was

dedicated to Maria Voorhees, a Bilingual

Collegiate Program academic advisor in-

strumental in the growth and development

ofAHORA.
Blades, the newest Latino sensation to hit

the U.S. started what proved to be a

fabulous night, with "Plastico" from the

1979 album Siembra recorded with Willie

Colon.

Plastico describes the American Latino

whose facade of vnaity and presumptions

prevents him/her from showing their true

selves.

"What a fault."Blades said between each

description to then advise them:

Listen Latino, listen brother, listen friend,

don't sell what you are for gold and com-

modities... Work, study and be somebody

first, that's where salvation lies.

Warming up the anxious public with

"Plastico." Blades clubbed them with

"Pablo Pueblo" another all time favorite.

The song reveals the realities of a Latin

American man who struggles to change

society. "Pablo Pueblo. " literally Peter of

the People knows a change can occur if he

exercises his voting right, only if the new

leadership gave him the opportunity.

Blades' concert was a cultural enlightening

experience, not only because of the mixture

of Afro Caribbean, jazz and rock and roll,

but because of the dashing political and

social issues blended in his lyrics.

With his lyrics, he took the audience on a

rollercoaster ride of emotions, sometimes

sad. sometimes cynical, sometimes loving,

but always hopeful.

"He walks with no hurry and he drags

hope." his song "Pablo Pueblo." In "Padre

Antonio v Su MonaguUlo Andres." bells

ring for hope.

He continued with such great hits as

"Come una Naranja" (As an Orange).

"Pedro Navaja"" (Peter Blades). "Maestra

Vida" (Teacher Life). "Silencios" (Silences),

"Todos Vuelven" (Everybody Return), "Sin

tu Carino" (Without your Love). "Buscando

America" (Looking for America), and

"Tiburon" (Shark) as an encore sum
marizing their contents for his American

fans.

Blades resembled more a 50s rock singer

dressed in black than a salsero whose usual

attire is somewhat formal.

But Blades, as far as music is concerned, is

a citizen of different worlds.

This musical potpourri accounts for

Blades' sometimes mellow, jazzy

sometimes wild rhythms. He said he would

like "to intergrate other rforms of south

American music and bolero" into his rhyth

ms.

One thing is cerUin, though, whatever

rhythms Blades and his invigorating band

sought to bring the pubUc. he certainly

helped bring out people's Africanness. as

we say in Latin America, for people either

stompod their feet, swayed their heads

from ! de t- side or left their seats to dance

on the aisles.

But people also listened to Blades' musi"

for what is worth respecting songs with

messages as strong as a two bladed sword.

"You might see people swinging their

heads, but the words ring in their ears and

are making their hearts cry," said

Altagracia Rivera. 38 of Hartford.

"It is not Ruben's music that makes him so

famous, but (his) lyrics that make you stop

and question the world you are a part of,"

she said.

With songs such as "Father Antonio and

his Altarboy Andres," "Pedro Navaja,"

"Buscando America, " "Maestro Vida, " and

his encore. "Tiburon," the public did stop

and listen.

During "Padre Antonio...." people

listened listlessly as the mellow sounds

drained their thoughts to be reawakened

with strong and vibrant rhythms of the

congas and timbalero.

Marta Ramos, a labor relations graduate

student said she appreciated Blades'

concert for his contribution to raise con

sciousness to Latinos.

"His music presents the reality ol l-atm

American and we need change in our

society." Ramos said.

<•!
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1 AWHFNrF — Returnine to Normal — One month after riots rocked

thAl^f of Lawrence chUd^n are back in the street break-danc.ng as

hrnys'sei^^^^^^^ to normal. The riots lasted for two ni.hts

causing extensive property damage and numerous injuries.

BCP counselor is recognized
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The director of the Bilingual Collegiate

Program (BCP) and a BCP academic ad

visor were awarded in recognition of their

years of services to the University com

munity by the Department of Educational

Access and Outreach at the University of

Massachusetts, Tuesday.

Benjamin Rodriguez, BCP director smce

its inception in 1974 and Maris Voorhees.

advisor since 1978 were the recipients of

the annual recognition.

"I was totally taken by surprise.

Voorhees said. Tm glad the administration

is giving me this recognition."

Voorhees' mother, an educator and social

worker in Puerto Rico, was influential in

her career goals. Voorhees worked with

her mother for fifteen years and seeing how

satisfying the field was. she was en

couraged to pursue it.

Today, she said she would not think of

doing anything else. "I'm not a machine

person. I like to work with people."

Voorhees is a UMass alumnus with a

degree in education.

"It's not they money." she gets her

rewards during graduation when she sees

people getting their diplomas and ac-

complishing their goals.

"You see students that came to the

llniversity empty handed, scared, confused

and when they pick up the diploma they

look secure. You see scary little girls

blossom into women." Voorhees said.

She likes students for what they are, and

students like Voorhees for what she is.

"She is always there," said Isabel Pereira.

an international relations junior.

"'She deserves the recognition more than

anybody else. She has done a lot for BCP
and the students, " Pereira said.

Gerry Narvales, hotel, restaurant and

travel administration junior said Voorhees'

best quality is her ability "to give us con-

fidence so we can tell her anything without

fear."

""She deserves this and more, "
Narvales

said. Although he is not one of her

students. Narvales said Voorhet>s tries to

solve the problems one way or another.

Blades nlans political involvement to educate Americans
UiatlC^O piM^il^ if

wv,.„ ..U.H .h..,. II S. nolicies in Latm rate of child mortality and unfa,

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

He is unlike anv other salsa singer.

Although Ruben Blades is a product of a

macho society, he said he was able to

reexamine the values and teachmgs.

Today, he seeks to instill a sense of

awareness about the social and pohtical

problems of Latin America through salsa

music. ,

Blades wants to be 'an instrument of

change for Panama youngsters. He wanst

to show them that regardless of economic

constraints or the surroundings, ""as long as

you have honesty and you see quality in

what you do you can get to be anything you

want to be." he said.

Although Blades acknowledges his

country loves him as a singer, he said it's

necessary for him to establish his

credentials for his future political plans.

He plans to intergreat a woman in the six

man band to write and possibly sing about

women's problems. He feels if he writes on

such issues it would "place me in the same

category of control and of interpreting what

a woman feels." he said.

When asked about U.S. policies in Latm

America. Blades said Americans took "a

totally unreal approach for the solution of

Latin American problems."

""It is sad that they have in fact succeeded

in pushing us more and more away by their

so-called solutions than if they had ad

dressed the issues attending the realities of

the real causes." he said.

Blades said blaming the Soviets for the

Latin American problems is a political

tactic. He noted if the Soviets were not

present in the area, there will still be armed

forced repression, land monopoly and a high

rate of child mortality and unfair

distribution of wealth. Wh:it he called a

"simple and myopic" approach has created a

sensationalism in Latin America and

support for states practicing such kinds of

repression.

I iilii the United States realizes how

wrong they are in assessing the Latin

American realities, they'll continue to have

problems." he said.

Blades intends to find the America, "faded

by those who f«;ir the truth." by raising

' more issues of concern for all Americans,

thus creating more participation.
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•UMASS SKI CLUD^
Be Part of the Tradition

SUGARBUSH VALLEY
Ski and Party Week

14th Annual BUSH BASH

Letters to the Editor

Jan. 20 - 25

I

Package Includes:

5 Vi Day Lift Ticket

5 Nights' Lodging

Continental Breakfast

(hotel only)

Free Beer & Wine Parties

Famous UMass Parties

All Taxes & Gratuities

Condo Package $194.

Hotel Package $149.

For more info 545-3437

call UMass Ski Club 430A SUB

Info and Sign Up Metings:

Monday - Campus Center Room 162 at 4:00 pm

Wed. - Hampden Commons, Southwest 7:00 pm

Tuition hike:

Is it illegal?

The Legal Services Office

has questions concerning

the legality of the recent

billing of out-of-state

students for $44.00 more in

tuition for the fall semester.

It is our understanding that

the Bursar's office knew, or

should have known, that the

Legislature had approved

the Board of Regents' 15

percent increase in tuition

for out-of-state students.

Nevertheless, the Bursar's

office billed affected

students for $44.00 less

than this amount.

(}enerally, normal legal

contract principles apply tx)

the university/student rela-

tionship. Students should be

able to rely upon the stated

policies and procedures of

the university, which in the

case of tuition and other

charges involve advance

billing and payment by a

due date of such charges for

each semester. Students

who have paid their tuition

bills for this semester

should not be required to

pay additional charges

resulting from the Universi-

ty's unilateral mistake.

If a student fails to pay

this bill, the University may

attempt to collect a $25 late

payment fee, and/or initiate

the adminstrative

withdrawal process, but

students have substantial

appeal rights under this pro-

cess.

Unfortunately, students

who have alreaidy paid this

bill will probably not be able

to have it refunded.

Students who have ques-

tions concerning this addi-

tional charge are encourag-

ed to contact the LSO as

soon as possible.

Thoman Coish, Esq.

Danial Avery, Legal
Assistant

Let's get the

facts straight

L

College Party Weekend

MONTREA
includes

* Round Trip Transportation
* 3 days, 2 nights

Hot«l Shtrbourg, Downtown MontrMi

November 2, 3, 4

Night Clubs open 'tii 4 AlVI

Drinlcing Age 18

No Roadbioclcs

CallJjjC_549-5017__^^

Peter Dow's column
yesterday "Contras are a

Strong Force" contained a

factual error. Dow writes.

"First, the power rests sole-

ly in the hands of the FSLN,
with no opposition parties

allowed to become involved

in the political process." In

fact, there are six opposi-

tion parties participating in

the upcoming elections.

Geoffrey Feldman
Amherst

Come and Enjoy

a dramatic reading of

Aristophanes
Tfu; Clouds
at Lounge

Amherst College

The reading will be

performed by both

faculty & students

on Oct. 18, 8 PM

ACTIi^ FINAL DAY

NENA/ ENGLAND

Presents

LASER PHOTO ART
FOR SALE

DATE: Today
LOCATION:STORE*
TIME: 10-4
PRICE: S^^-SIO

or $4.
each

Located in the Campus Center
^nmVERSITY
MSTORE^ct BOSTON

Boston Sk\liiic
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It's a question of respect
Respect is often a forgotten

word,
Wednesday, a person or per-

sons with total disregard for

the word respect attempted to

degrade, humiliate, and
dehumanize another person

because of that person's sexual

preference.

Amherst police reported that

slurs against homosexuals
were painted on a car and

apartment door at Colonial

Village Wednesday. Police also

reported that the owner of the

car also received a letter telling

him to *'get out of Colonial

Village."

Does this mean Utopia is

back?
Three years ago a UMass

student and member of the gay

community received death

threats from a group named

Utopia and was forced to move
out of his dorm room. And still

the threat continued.

Two years ago, both men and

women in the Northampton

area received threats because

they chose to live their lives out

in the open and not in a dark

closet.

And the threats and attacks

continue.

People regardless of their

cultural, ethnic, religious,

political or sexual preference

deserve the right to live their

lives as they choose without the

threat of violence.

We feel this kind of action is

reprehensible.

Respect is a word which

needs to be remembered.
All unsigned editorials

represent the views of the ma-

jority of the Board of Editors.

Welcome to UMass
This weekend is parents'

weekend. For many students,

this campus is home.

While you are here, see the

Campus Center where nearly

every student passes through

at least once a day to eat lunch,

meet friends, study, or just

hang out. Also see the Fine

Arts Center, the largest con-

cert and performance hall in

the area, which seats over

2,000 people and is acoustically

perfect. The Center has been

the site of performances by

Marcel Marceau, J. Geils, and

the Boston Symphony Or-

chestra, to name a few in the

past years.

That tall red brick building

that you will see reaching for

the sky is our Tower Library.

On the 26th floor, you can see

the beautiful western
Massachusetts countryside for

miles, with fall foliage at its

peak.

The campus itself is a botan-

nical garden with trees from all

over the world. The hor-

ticultural designs reflect the

University's heritage as a land-

grant, state agricultural col-

lege.

We hope you will be able to

see as much of this campus as

possible during your short visit

here.

Unsigned editorials repre-

sent the majority opinion of the

Board ofEditors.

OPINION
The opinions expresseil on itiis page are those ol the in(liviclu<jl wnter or cartoonist and do not necessar

.

Ihn views ot the Cottegian or the university unless otherwise noted

The meaning of ''service
jy

Last semester Financial Aid sent

me my Solomon amendment slip,

requiring me to swear that I had

either registered for the draft or was in-

eligible, and threatening to cut off my

financial aid if I did not comply. The arrival

of this form brought to mind the debate

surrounding this amendment, some of

which went like this: "If you won't agree to

serve your country, why should you coun-

try do anything for you?"

I always cringe when people talk about

military "service." It's time to examine the

meaning of "service."

Is service working to militarily defend

the privilege of some people over others,

bt)th within the U.S. and in Third World

countries? Why are there so many Blacks

and poor people in our armed forces, peo-

ple who traditionally have had no other

choice economically? Is it coincidental that

increasing militarism in this country has

run parallel to rising unemployment, pro-

viding an ever-growing pool of people for

"voluntary" enlistment?

People who sincerely join the military to

defend democracy should know that the

top ten recipients of U.S. military aid are

also, according to Amnesty International,

the world's top ten dictatorships or

violators of human rights. These Third

World governments, in exchange for U.S.

military aid, allow U.S military bases on

their soil, and favorable investment

climates for U.S. multinational companies.

No unions, low wages, cheap raw

materials, and little or no government safe-

ty regulation or taxation impoverish the

Deborah Kutenplon

countries' populations to provide us with

cheap consumer goods.

By accepting the privileges of the U.S.

standard of living, we are each responsible

for the exploitation and oppression of

whole peoples. Is our right to less expen-

sive coffee really more important than a

South American peasant's right to earn a

wage that will feed her family? Do we have

a right to defend our "way of life" (which

seems to be most importantly the right to

consume, and only secondarily the right to

democratic rule) at the cost of other

people's right to selfdetermination?

Mayl)e we should look at why we need

such a strong military. Maybe financial aid

should be linked with a truer form of ser-

vice, complete with forms asking:

Are you serving your country? Are you

working for justice, for the right of every

human being to have at least the basic

needs taken care of — food, shelter, health

care, safety, and opportunity to work,

dignity? Are you working for not only

charity, but change, to eliminate the need

for charity?

Are you working to ensure human
rights and equality, including respect, for

all people simply because they are human,

without disqualifying any group? In short,

are you working to make military

"service" unnecessary?

Deborah KutenpUm is a UMass student.

- Letters to the Editor
Random Notes

Presidential debates shouldn't just 'happen' GATE exposes unconcerned professors

Now that the President and Mr.

Mondale have had the first of

their debates, it has been ordained

that Fritz is to be taken seriously. Before

the debate all you could read or hear about

Mondale were words like "wimp" and

"dull." He wasn't really considered to be a

threat. And now? One 90 minute debate

and he's "Fighting Fritz", a viable can-

didate.

Don't get me wrong. I'm not decrying

Mondale's new-found popularity. What

scares me and makes me a little angry is

the fact that the debates might never have

happened at all. To attend or not to attend

was the President's choice. He didn't have

to. He almost didn't. He agreed to debate

only if they were structured debates, only if

they weren't face to face, open discussions

of the issues.

There is something fundament-ally wrong

with a political system that allows the

President, an elected public servant, to

decide how and when he is going to inform

us of his positions on the issues. We should

be allowed more of a chance to see the man

on his own, without cue cards, a prepared

speech, or Nancy whispering the answers

in his ear.

Mr. Reagan likes to tell us that we have a

pressing need to return to "traditional

American values." I presume he is referr-

ing to the values and morality that were

prevalent before the 1960s. Why not go a

little further back? Why not go back to the

spirit of the Lincoln-Douglas debates. They

had no tele-prompters, but their messages

most certainly got to the public.

Why don't we make it a law that the

President must debate his opponents? It is

our right to be able to see the men who

would be our leaders defend their plat-

forms against direct opposition. We should

demand to know exactly what each man in-

tends to do if elected. Only informed voters

can make the best decision for our country.

We should elect our leaders for their ability

to do the job, not for their personalities.

Presidential elections were never meant to

be poise and popularity contests.

Jim Averill is a Collegian rorrespoTul£nt.

This is in response to Kevin Dwyer's let-

ter (October 2), regarding the Course and

Teacher Evaluation Guide. I can unders-

tand Mr. Dwyer being upset if he didn't get

a glowing evaluation (especially if he feels

that he has taught to the l>est of his ability),

and I am not writing to debate on whether

the CATE guide is a "fair and constructive

method of choosing courses." However,

the CATE guide is the only published guide

that is available to aid UMass students in

evaluating and selecting specific courses,

and the professors and T.A.s that teach

those courses.

Mr. Dwyer's letter seems to suggest that

the guide is made up entirely of apathetic

students who are out to get back at the pro-

fessors who flunked them. If Mr. Dwyer

had read past his own evaluation he would

have found that many T.A.s and professors

received positive and even outstanding

evaluations from very content students.

Mr. Dwyer cannot understand why some

professors and T.A.s should be publicly

humiliated and suggests that instructors

are all-knowing and should be revered by

students. While it is true that instructors

are specialists in their fields, not all instruc-

tors are great teachers. Nor are all instruc-

tors concerned about, or fair to their

students. It is these professors and T.A.s

who sh(ruld l)e exposed. Students and their

parents pay good money to pay for college

and shouldn't put up with lousy professors.

As for Mr. Dwyer's comment regarding

the usefulness of the guide ("published one

week after the end of add/drop"), most

students will use this year's guide to select

spring courses and courses for next fall.

I am sure both professors and students

would agree that the most accurate form of

evaluation information would be the

publication of in-class evaluations that are

completed at the end of each semester. Un-

fortunately, legal implications make that

impossible. The CATE guide is the only

source of information available to students

on specific courses and professors, and

shouldn't be used to place blame.

David R. Feakes
Amherst
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I Friday Afternoon at Mikes
AHAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH

FDOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1

Eggplant Parmesan

Sausages

Beef Stroganoff

Cold Cuts

Salads

Swedish Meatballs Chicken Caccitore

Marinated Chicken Spanish Rice

Rppf Ribs and morfi_
beer nios

^^^ ^^^ ^jp mcluded

O^Cazueia
jcsiciic?Ky*K»Ky*i*y»Kyyy^py *i*yy*i*y*i**i*
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THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT AT RAHARS

y /===»
r-t L_; r^

y

f \

Relax ana enjoy distinctive Mexcan

Food and dnnk. carefully prepared

and served m a graceful atmos-

phere evocative of the American

Southwest.

Try La CazuelB soon,

in downtown Nori^hampton.

Lunch S Dinner, Tuesday through Saturday

D>nfier. Sunday — Posed Monday

gA

f^
f
J

OLD SOUTH STREET ° NORTHAMPTON

DOMESTIC BEER IMPORTED BEER

SPECIALS SPECIALS
« _. • *in OR X H«n Wurzburger Oktoberfest
BudweiSer loose cns$10.95 cs + dep ^ gQ g pg^^ ^ ^^p

Lite loose cans.... $10.95 case + dep. •^••••^••-
^o oc o .. ^

Michelob loose cns$12.50 cs ^ dep Steiflhauser $3.95 6 pack + dep

Becks Light or Dark

WINE SPECIALS ^^^ g*^*
«

,-- "^

Engelsburg German Wine &q -ji;

^5L $2.99 Kimnoff Vodka 175 L $8.75

Chianti 750 ml 3 for $4.99 Jim Beam Bourbon

Soave, Valpolicella 15 $3.99 175 l
^ii.wi

Wine Tasting Saturday 12:00 - 6:00 pm

338 College Street Amherst 253-5384
not responsible for typographical errors

- Quality Pizza - Subs -$

256-0222 I
FREE DELIVERY |

I Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am |

t Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am ^

H SPBAVS

. ^SCRIPS^W

lELS,

the Halloween Shop at
KfcS, CjREASfc A 9lortB-fuH of Wea^

i\!lf DowSXo Amherst Daily 10-6. Sun. 12 5

DONT MISS TONIGHT

CELEBRITY NIGHT

MYSTER GUEST

STAR

M. 20% - 40% OFF Selected

RUGS - TAPESTRIES
BLOUSES - SKIRTS - DRESSES

*«**#******»#»******«***********

India

Print

Short

Sleeve

T-SHIRTS and TANKS
NOW $4.95

Cotton Turtlenecks - 2/$14.00

20% Off Bamboo Blinds

25% Off Bead Curtains

Mon Sat 10 6

Sunday 12 - 5

i l/HtRCANTIl f

-{»^ <r <r <n^^ T^^ TV Tir <r <r <r TV <r <n^ ir T^ T^ T!r <r 1^ ^ <r -ft

AMMtRST CAXBIAGt SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS GREAT PRICES
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For the Love

of Life

Fine ArtK^ Henter

Unncert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

(' IL««»> COWU^-

EDUCATING OURSELVES
ABOUT NUCLEAR WAR

A SYMPOSIUM SPONSORED BY

Physicians for Social Responsibility/Pioneer Valley

University of Massachusetts, Division of Public Health

Social Workers for Peace and Nuclear Disarnnannent/Pioneer Valley

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1984

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT AUDITORIUM.
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS. AMHERST

(near the fine Am Center on Man Ave
.
parking lot ocross the street)

PROGRAM
B 15 Registritioo

8 4S-900 Welcome »n<l Introduction

Andre* * Sorenien. Ph . Dirrctor of Dwmon of fublK Htollh

900-9 4S »» Nucl«»r Win««r

jimahon fine M D . Poll Choirmon. (jKiAivt Committee

Notonol Ph^Kioni ft)/ Socwl ReiponsiNlitii

9«-ia)0 Star W»r»
Peie' Cloinen. Ph D .

Seniof Arms Anolyil. Union of Concerned Scienlntl

I010-I04S Breik

I04S-IMS Education »nd ««• Thr«»t o< Nuct«»r War
ihtil, Bermon. one of the founder, of Educator, fo' Socwl «eiponj*./it)r. coordinator of Briton oreo and

auOxx. and Ubby Ntiihbor, h>gh scnoo/ lUideni

1 1 45- 1 2 I S Pvwl OiKuuion Itprakenj

Robert Gofe, MD. MfH. U Mots On of Publx Health, moderovng

12 15 I 40 Lunch

1 MUM Avoidance of the Nuclear Threat

Htnry Steele Commofer. John Simpion lecturer. AmderJt Co/lefe

2«M«l Verification; A Comprehentive Nuclear Te»t Ban Treaty

Alon Kraa. fh D . frofetsoe of fhytKi ond Science Policy Hompshire College

«:IO«00 WorVihopS
Two coraecutive seuiora will be held on each of teven topics See regntrjtioo (orm

Donovom to cover the cost ofthe confererKe will be groteful/y occe>>ted with pre-registrotion or ot the door

« Pre-regist/otjon is optional but erKOuroged

fv more inforrrtavon, write Tom Crowe, MD, 3 Langwonhy M, Northompton, MA 0I06O

1

.

Rebuilding the Economy for Jobs. Peace and Justice

fronk C/emente. Navonal Program Director, }obs With Peace

2. The Catholic Bishops' Pastoral Letter on War and Peace

Annette Rafferty, S ND
3. Stopping the Nuclear Arms Race

Frances Crowe, American Friends Service Committee

4. Civil Defense and Crisis Relocation Planning

Matthew Leighton. editor, The Front Line, a newsletter of New Century Policies

5. What About the Russians?

Karl W Ryavec, PhD . Prof of PoliVcal Science. U of Mass

6. Teaching for Conviction, Commitment, and Empowerment

Shelly Berman and Ubby Neighbor

1 The People Speak: Scenes of Russia

Half of this ari was paid for by the L'Mass Division of

F\iblic Health. The rest was paid for equally by the stu-

dent organizations listed below. We join together to

welcome this symposium tt) UMass, and we urge other

students to take advantage of this opportunity to learn

al>out the critically important issues that will be address-

ed, especially since elections are coming up in November.

As student organizations, we have many diverse in-

terests, but we are all concerned in one way or another

with the future and our role in shaping it. We share a

common interest in motivating students here at UMass

to learn alxiut the issues that affect their lives and to

GET INVOLVED.

W^E ALL WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!

Hunger Task Force

International Club

Radical Student Union

I'nited Christian ^^^u^(iation

University Democrats (RSO status pending)

I'niversity Peacemakers

Western Mass. Latin America Solidarity Committee

BOSTOM
CHAMBER
MUSIC
SOCIETY

SATURDAY, OCT 13, 8PW

TICKHS: $5

DUKE ELLINCTONS/^^

i^pfii/iiaTCDiiicf
Noiionol B'oociwoy Touring Compony Prociuciion

SUNDAY, OCT 14, 2Plli,«rM

TICRna $22.50. $20.S0, $1».S0

DIZZY
GiLiespie

lb

WEDNESDAY, OCT 17. 8PM
TICKETS: SI 1. S9. S7

l\it€PNero CONOUOOR/
saoiST

,th the PHILLY POPS

FRIDAY, OCT 19, 8PM
TICKETS: S13. Sll. S9

Five College S'ucienis Holf-Pnce Tickets ovoiloble at Fme Arts

Center Bo* Office, Spnngf leld Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets

Call (413) 545-2511 or l-800-243-4842j^^

/ĈFOUR
SEASONS
WINES/LIQUORS

BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES
LITE 12 oz cans $10.59

BUSCH 12 oz cans $8.99

PIELS 12 oz. cans '• $6.99

GENESEE 12 oz. btl $6.89

6-PACK SPECIALS
DAB $3.99 RINGNESS $3.99

MOOSEHEAD $3.99 GRIZZLY $3.99

WURZBURGER OCTOBERFEST $3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VOLGA VODKA. . . .1.75 L. . . . with rebate $5.99

MOHAWK VODKA & GIN. ... 1.75 liter. . . . $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 liter $9.99

COLOMA COFFEE LiaUEUR750 mlwith rebate $3.

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2 for $5.00

BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU
If you want some before Thanksgiving -

special order it now! 584-8174

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadiey, MA 01035

in front of the malls

Arts
•».'.».«.».«.».V;:-:.X':'X':'X'>X'

'.•1*».0>1»»I0!•'•'•'• •"•"•'•*•*•"•'•"••'•*•" TT i;<«>»»»X'
•.•.•.•••.•.•••.'

Toronto's hot rocker Good clean hardcore fun
By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

Canada's Bruce Cockburn (Co-burn) will

be playing this Sunday, Oct. 14th at the

Rusty Nail in Sunderland. This native of

Toronto, Canada, has just released a new
album, Stealing Fire, with a new band and

sound. This show will be the 3rd of his 30

date tour, the first two being in Burlington

Vt. on Friday and Boston on Saturday. We
should consider ourselves fortunate that

he'll be playing out in the sticks of

Sunderland on Sunday.

I think it's fair to say that Cockburn is

unique in that he is as much a humanitarian

as he is a musician. Those who are familiar

with him know that there is a lot of thought

behind his lyrics, many of which could

stand on their own as poetry. And musical-

ly, he's kept crowds rocking in four con-

tinents for well over ten years. His ac-

complishments include the equivalent of

ten Canadian Grammy awards and his new
single, "Lovers in a Dangerous Time," is

already in the American Top 100.

However, he hasn't rested on his laurels as

other stars do, living in a world within a

world. In fact, he spent a great deal of time

in Central America a few months ago, and

much of this album reflects his time spent

there.

In speaking with Bruce on Wednesday on

the phone, he conveyed a far worse situa-

tion in Central America than we are being

led to believe. He spoke of seeing spent

American mortar shells near btimbed out

buildings, Guatemalan refugee camps be-

ing attacked by troops, even that refugee

camps in Mexico were being attacked. In

his opinion, Honduras represents the worst
of Central America's status quo. Says
Cockburn, "It is a characteristic relation-

ship with the government of U.S. and
Canada. In 1950 the CIA installed a

military government in Guatemala, and
one has to read a magazine like Soldier of

Fortune to realize the extend of our involv-

ment. It's not far away and it's not easy to

ignore."

The songs on the record are political, car-

ing, coming from a man with experience

and a point of view. Differing from
Cockburn's previous albums, the music is

more rhythmic, a combination of African

pop, reggae, and rock. He intends his music

to "communicate and entertain," which
he's sure to be doing on Sunday night at

the Nail. It's good to see a star who cares

more about the real world than himself.

(This show should sell out.]

"Canada's Springsteen" Bruce Cockburn plays the Rusty Nail in

Sunderland this Sunday night. For tickets to this not-to-be-missed

show, call 584-0610.

Teachers confused, inept

^vs^v^.vvvvvVlA^^v^^^i%v•v^A^rtl^AAl^^.''

TEACHERS
Directed by Arthur Hiller

Starring Nick Nolte, Judd Hirsch,

and Jobeth Williams
at the Hamphsire Mall

By HERB RAMY and MATT MACHERA
Collegian Correspondents

Arthur Killer's latest film Teachers, is ac-

tually two films in one. One is a satirical

look at the teaching profession and the

school system in general. The other is a

melodramatic look at the problems in

education. Unfortunately for Teachers,

neither point comes across quite strongly

enough, and the viewer is left in a state of

confusion.

Teachers' best moments come when it is

trying to be satirical. It is unfortunate that

these moments are too few and far bet-

ween to save the movie. Richard Mulligan

(Soap's Bert), however, stands out in a

small supporting role as an out-patient of a

mental institution who is mistakenly hired

as a substitute teacher.

As for Nick Nolte, Judd Hirsch. Jobeth

Williams and the supporting cast, their

satirical comments seem to come at some

of the most dramatic parts of the movie.

These inept and Ul-placed lines caused us to

laugh when it appeared that the movie

should have been trying to make us cry.

One such misplaced line comes when Nick

Nolte is driving a student home after an

abortion. She asks him for a cigarette, and

when he hesitates she says, "I just had an

abortion, I think I'm old enough to have a

cigarette." Sadly, this is just one example

of the pathetic dialogue that occurs

throughout the entire movie.

Some of the situations in the movie are

just as unintentionally humorous as the

dialogue. We are still trying to understand

why the love affair between teacher Nick

Nolte and former student Jobeth Williams

occurs at all, because in no way does it

enhance the plot and at times even seems

to weigh it down. The most wasted actor in

the film, though, has to be Ralph Macchio

of Karate Kid fame. In this movie he plays

the stereotypical and unoriginal streetwise

punk that we've all seen before in dozens of

films. This time we have the most

underdeveloped interpretation since Matt

Dillan in My Bodyguard.

We found that the brightest spot in this

movie to be the theme song "Teacher,

Teacher" performed by .38 Special. We
highly recommend that you save the $4.00

admission charge and use it towards buy-

ing the soundtrack. At least your money
will be spent on something worthwhile.

Slip It In

Black Flag
SST Records

By BILL LEMANSKl

"Say you don't u>ant it.

But then you slip it in.
"

Youdim't want it.

"Slip It In is the latest LP, including eight

new songs, by Los Angeles' Black Flag,

America's number one hardcore rock 'n' roll

band. "Slip It In" the title cut, is about a

girl that betrays her boyfriend and then

feels lousy for what she did the next day.

(She definitely had too much to drink.)

Throughout the song there are sexual

noi.ses. and the song ends with a scream of

release by lead singer Henry Rollins.

Rolllins roara about the intensity of a

caffeine buzz in "Black Cloffee." "Staring at

the wall, I think I know what I see, anger

and coffee feeding me." Anybtniy that

enjoys black coffee is missing something if

they haven't heard this strenuous tune.

"Stab to my heart, slab to my heart, but it's

all in my mind." Four another cup for that

one.

In "Wound UP" possibly the hottest tune

on the album. Rollins exclaims how he gets

so wound up. just to feel so let down.

"Don't you ever see the way I look at you?

Can't you understand why I feel the way I

do?" asks Rollins. "Wound Up" is an
emotional outpouring of energy, displaying

the bitterness that Rollins feels toward an
ex girlfriend.

"Rats Eyes" teaches us a different way to

look at the world. "I see the world through
rats eyes, rats eyes, rats eves." Only
Rollins realizes what it's like down there.

Rollins urges listeners to k)ok into his eyes,

to see. to touch, and to feel the filth.

"Obliteration" is a rare instrumental by
Black F"'lag. Here Gregg Ginn. the band's

guitarist, guides the group through this six-

minute jam.

"The Bars"starts with a bass lead by
female bassist Kira Roesseler. Billy

Stevenson, on drums, follows with his

usual, consistent drum thrashing. Again
Rollins is at war with him.self. "My mind
hates my body. My body hates my soul. I

close my eyes and fight, inside my own
black hole."

The most powerful song is probably "My
Ghetto." Play this song at high volume,

especially the forceful beginning. Then try

to fi^jure out what he is saying.

Black Flag will hv making another east

coast appearance October 21, at the

Channel, in Boston. If you want to see some
real rock 'n' roll, check this show out. In the

meantime get a copy of Slip It In, and let

your neighbors hear it too.

Stop selling out!
STOP MAKING SENSE (Sire)

Talking Heads

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Stirp Making Senne is the least consistant

Talking Heads album yet. The music is

good, but l)ecause of numerous questions of

morality the theory that accompanies the

album is terrible.

The record is supposed to be culled from

the soundtrack to the upcoming film of last

year's Talking Heads tour. That tour ended

in October and the movie was shot at a

special concert in December. And then the

soundtrack was overdubbed in a studio.

That perhaps is the most glaring fault of

the album; that the movie is billed as a no-

nonsense, no frills production (no special

effects) and yet the album is full of obvious

overdubs.

The album contains four songs from

Speaking in Tongues as well as an acoustic

version of "Psycho Killer", their three

most overplayed hits ("Take Me to the

River". "Life During Wartime", and

"Once in a Lifetime"), and one surprise in-

clusion, "What a Day that Was." All the

songs sound good, best when played loudly.

As live albums go this one is pretty good.

"Slipj)ery People", finding its milieu, is

really great. The material from Sjmaking

in Tongues either jells or collapses on this

album. "Girlfriend is Better" falls into the

latter category. It must have lieen included

iK'cause it contains the title line. Why are

all four greatest hits included and not

something which hasn't l>een on a live

album vet?

Let the buyer beware: The taptni version

of this album contains alK)ut forty-two

minutes of music and has extended ver-

sions of five songs. I bought the cassette. I

can't imagine what the album sounds like.

It doesn't matter. It's slack as hell not to

put twenty-one minutes of music on an

album side. If anyone has the power to, it's

David Byrne.

This album could have easily been a dou-

ble or triple album. Laurie Anderson is

releasing a five album set containing the

full performance of her piece. United

States. On this short single album produc-

tion it seems awfully commercial to include

songs which were on their last live album.

Stop Making Serine is an extremely ap-

pealing album but at the cost of the band's

integrity. Could it be that Talking Heads

are becoming just another great rock band,

instead of an attitude redefined?

The Boston Chamber Music Society performs in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall Saturday October 13. For more information "-U 545-2511.
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theT.O.C. Restaurant
regrets that the

I

I

Great Dinner Movie Deal
ad as appeared in yesterday's Collegian

is incorrect - and is no longer offered

in the T.O.C.

We are sorry for the inconvenience!
rwwwwpwvt^x** W.*fWXX :«g-a^

estaurant
CHECK OUT

OUR
MUNCHIE MENU'

! TODAY ONLY «

3-6 pm
75^ WELL DRINKS (oneliquoD

DINNER SPECIAL:
Veal Parmlglana $6.70

SUPER-SALAD with spaghetti and beverage

3 pm - 6 pm, 9 pm till closing

7 days pe; week
55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

1
HAMPSHIRE MALL, RT. 9

ENTIRE STOCK OF SWEATERS

ON SALE NOW
and

LEVI PILE LINED CORDUROY
WINTER JACKETS

ON SALE NOW

the Collegian

didn't arrive so early, Vd get

more sleep."
ANDREW W. MAY, Bus. Mpr.. Massachusetts Daily Collegian

"Every lunchtime I make sure I get to work as early as the Collegian

does. That way I'm sure to read it before my first class."

"You see, the Collegian is THE source of information, hypercuricula,

Nummo, DC Menus, and other vital tidbits. Information I NEED to help

make decisions."

"So even though I lose some sleep reading it, I wouldn't dream of star-

ting my day without the Daily Collegian."

The Daily Collegian
" ^1 the news you need. Bright & early.

Friday. October 12. 1984

Hypercurricula

For Friday Oct. 12

SUCCOT SERVICES - There will be

services at 7:00 p.m. in the Dukes Room

(S.U. 310). on Friday, Oct. 12, followed by

kiddush in the succah. _.
MULTIBAND POPS CONCERT - The

tenth annual Multiband Pops will feature

performances by the Minuteman Marching

Band and seven other University

ensembles. Admission is free. 8:00 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

T.G.I. F. - Celebrate Friday with singing

and fun Christian fellowship. Everyone is

welcome to join us at 7 p.m. on the 8th floor

of the Campus Center. Sponsored by Cam-

pus Crusade for Christ.

LAS VEGAS NIGHT FOR CHARITY -
$3.00 gets you $5000 in play money. Prizes

auctioned off at end of the evening (i.e. —
lIMass jacket, jewelry, many, many gift

certificates). A good time guaranteed. 7:30

- 11:00 p.m. CCA.
IF YOU LOVE THIS PLANET - Helen

Caldicott's gripping film on Nuclear War.

Take the time to see this excellent film.

Discussion to follow. 2:00 Campus Center,

room 804.

SEMINAR ON EN-
TREPENERIALISM/NEW BUSINESS
DIRECTIONS - Prominent local ex-

ecutives, dynamic young entrepeneur, and

John Ciccarelli from School of Manage-

ment discuss perspectives on en-

trepenerialism, venture capital and new

business directions. 2:00 Student Union

Ballroom.

For Saturday, Oct. 13

25-PLUS CLUB HARVEST MOON
DANCE — Meet other older students and

dance to "Evening Pro Blusica," 6-piece

Blues Band. Cash bar, free munchies, no

cover. Open to older students and guests. 9

p.m. - 1 a.m. CC 1009.

BIG SHMOOZE 2 - A bigger and better

Shmooze will take place on Saturday, Oct.

13th, from 9-1. Sponsored by Hillel. Call

for location: 545-2526. Everyone welcome!

9 p.m.

BOSTON CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIE-

TY — An evening of chamber music by

Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and Ingolf Dahl

performed by sue members of the Boston

Chamber Music Society. 8 p.m. Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall.

"LOVE TO ALL, LORRAINE" - One-

woman drama by Elizabeth Van Dyke por-

traying the life of the late playwright, Lor-

raine Hansberry. 8 p.m. Bowker

Auditorium.

For Sunday, Oct. 14

COMMUNITY WORSHIP - An infor-

mal worship service fashioned in the style

and spirit of black church tradition. Open

to all willing to share their Christian faith.

1115 a.m. James House Classroom.

WSYL STAFF MEETING - There will

be a meeting for all staff of WSYL. Board

members please attend at 7 p.m. DJ's pro-

mptly arrive at 7:30. 7:30 p.m. Cashin

Basement.
GRAD GROUP HIKE - The Hillel Grad

Group (Grads, older undergrads, and work-

ing folks) will be having a Succot hike on

Sunday, Oct. 14th. Meet at 1 1:00 a.m. at 43

Harlow Dr. Rain date Oct. 21st. More info:

545-2526.

ACID RAIN — Volunteers are needed to

help analyze Massachusetts surface waters

as part of the Acid Rain Monitoring Pro-

ject, Phase II. Many tasks do not require a

technical background, so if you love your

environment and want to help in its im-

provement, come join us. The marathon

session will be on Sunday, Oct. 14, 1984,

starting at 1:00 p.m. If you want to con-

tribute a few hours to this worthwhile pro-

ject, contact Dr. 0. T. Zajicek of the

Chemistry Department in Room 403E,

Lederle Graduate Research Tower, or call

545-1521.

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP -
Come join us for worship, teaching, and a

good time of fellowship. 10:15 a.m. Campus

Center, check schedule for room number.

SOPHISTICATED LADIES - The Na
tional Broadway Touring Company produc-

tion of Duke Ellington's "Sophisticated

Ladies", a jazz extravaganza featuring ac-

tress Freda Payne. 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall.
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PIZZA-RAMA
DiiiMiiim^

I
i Our Specialties Are

I Delicious Pizzas

1 Hot Oven Grinders

I Spaghetti

I Shells

I Ravioli

I Manicotti

I
Eggplant

I FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

r
I

:~—

r

Any Large Pizza |
Any Med. Pizza j Any Small Pizza

i 3 FREE SODAS (c.n.i | 2 FREE SODAS (c.n.i | 1 FREE SODA ten)
fcvfp" vou place your o'tiei please tell I i^en you place your order please te<l I when you place your order pleas* Ml

I us vou have coupons | us you have coupons _t__ us you have coupons
5

* 5
•.jiiiiiiiiiiiiaiHiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiinaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiR

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441
Busch 12 oz. cans !$9.95 case -i- dep.

Rolling Rock 12 oz. refills $10.00 case + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $5.50 12 pack -f dep.

Steinhauser, St. Pauli, Grolsch ..$4.25 6 pack + dep.

Grizzly Canadian Beer $3.59 6 pack + dep.
$13.95 case + dep.

Asti Spumante $3.99 + up 750 mi.

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.49 1.75 liter

ALL SPECIALS ARE COLD & READY TO GOII!
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Today sWeattier

Today and Saturday will

be sunny and mild after

some morning cloudiness.

Higha will range from the

608 over the north and

along the coast to the 70s

over the south.
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FUTURE CALVIN
KLEINS!!!

The Collegian Fall Fashion

Special needs your illustra-

tions! Get published and be a

part of New England's
largest . college daily! For
more information, call

Michelle Hyde. 545-3500, or

stop by the Collegian office.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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By Mark Rollins

rVf GOTTA STOP
Mixing- Scotzh
WiTU MY COFi^SE .

ACROSS
1 Barbs ot a

leather

5 What a miss

IS as good as

10 Too bad'

14 Islands oti

Galway
15 Designer s logo

16 Ring
'17 Gieigud and

Redgrave
18 Hem in

'- French

22 Kept away Irom

23 Inure

25 Have trouble

26 First namton
the court

28 Entices

33 Papal vestment

34 Food lor baby

35 Macaw
36 Cupid el ai

37 Lei up
38 Tiny amount

39 Conclude
40 Namesakes oi

a Jackson
41 Romero ol the

movies

42 Deprive ol

enthusiasm

44 Watchword ol

a type

45 Canton m
Switzerland

46 Tar

48 TV s

Magnum

'

W^ Print a pallern

't') Abodo lor a

Ron'
S7 Whirlybird
f,8 Nfap lo'

pnarnpli'

'iSi Buddy ol

Bamaby
Jones

60 Jackf'l

61 Simon —
62 VIP son

campus
63 AuldLang

DOWN

2 Domingo
specialty

3 Actress Jean s

territories''

4 Sets up tor

service

5 Make reference

to

6 City ollicial.

m France
7 Smjd
8 Mother ol

Castor and

30 Milieu for

Johnny''

31 Test ol faith

32 Cavalry sword

34 Mrs .
in Poland

37 Adorned
38 Throws out ol

order

40 Buenos
41 Showed up
43 Beats
44 Church plates

47 City inthe Ruhr

48 NCO.S
49 Author director

Kazan
50 Recording by

Kenny Rogers

51 Port on

Osaka Bay
53 Element
54 Isolated

^ Dos Passos
title

PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

10 Scourgeol
God"

1

1

Olivier title

12 Naul cai term

13 Luge
19 Black, in

Blois

21 Pennsylvania

port

24 Indians ol

Cape Cod
26 Warned

belorehand

27 Native ol

Shira/

29 bien'
10/12/84

1 Irritate

? 3 4

1

5 6 7 1 9

1
to 11 1? tJ

15 li

ia 19

?l 7?

73 " 75

71 n 79 30 J1 J7

34 35

I 3' ja

i—
40 41

43 44 ^
iPBii

4") ^46 47 ^1
49 50 5t 57 53 S4

56

1

57

tt"

1
59 60

61 6? kJ

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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I

for i^CK^:^ v/eftf^6

^•s

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce

jaiapeno Shrimp
and Rice

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cheese

Strudel

Jaiapeno Shrimp

and Rice
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? PALACE
|^CiriEMA1-2

STARTS T<>I>AV

1^- /?>^

''This year's best film!"

"Mozart's greatest hit...

Mozart comes raucously alive as a punk rebel,

grossing out the Establishment a grand, sprawling

entertainment'' i r-f

AmadeuS
I xlKI :HIS(i ^')I \l HI "iHIi !<< I»l I

PG
IMIVI I IS HI I Kl 7.U Silt

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Hmherst Chinese Foods

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST

BEER a WINE LICENSE

Fresh Vegetables

from Our Own farm

CLOSED WCDNCSDA

Y

«l DO NO' oM »^ 'j" »""C'»' '
""•

'

253-7835

VALLEY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

SUNDAY 10:00 A.M.

PEOPLES INSTITUTE
GOTHIC STREET,
NORTHAMPTON

586-5044

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS_

i $7.00
I

I with this coupon I

I
$10.00 with Shampoo

I and Blow Dry

$11 50 Long Hair

Please Call «or an Appointment

Expires 10' 31 '84 C

Styles by Deborah
Amrwoi M* M8S610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

«2.25|iATIIIEt»TWIUTESHW
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It s Casual
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GHOSTDUSTERS
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The Madnen Insid.-

!R & P PACKAGE STORE |
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BEER WINE SODA
Three minutes from Brittany Manor and Riverglade

* Large Selection of Domestic Beers *

* 60 Varieties of Imported Beer *

* 75 Varieties of French Wines *

* 25 Varieties of German, Italian,

Spanish and Hungarian Wines *

Hours: Monday - Saturday 10:00 am 'til 11 pm

COME CHECK US OUT!

iviivjAin
[ML DQIVIINAMON

I . ,.; '. '.'. ;iu ^.' ."- ' 4'
•
*"*

,.il ^1 ,' HI h b lb (<U 4/ ft' ' 4b 4 V.
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TEACHERS
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,
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TMC ^imC L«TI SNOWS!

F R 1 4 SAT a± 12 15 SEATS S 3 50

Nil HUill

2 460 West St. 253-9742 So. Amherst, MA ^

Pick your Own
Red & Golden

Delicious

Jelchertown Onl;

Sun. 10 - 5

A Mountain of

PUMPKINS to

choose from

Full Line of Atkins Orchards own
Fresh Picked Apples

Red Delicious Golden Delicious Macoun
I Empire Cortland Mcintosh Greenings
I

Other Varieties also available. For baking, sauce, or just plain

good eating - You will find what you like and need at Atkins

Bartlett Pears
for canning & eating

7

i

Ml

10/12- 10/18

Mass. Native Ve^etable8
On Special:

SPINACH
39' lb.

BUTTERNUT or

ACORN SQUASH
14* lb.

YELLOW ONIONS

II'

%

Atkins Sweet Cider
^^^^reservatives__

I'*""

iO'i?"77)/T«"""
I

Bakery: !
"

CHEESECAKE
SQUARES
3 for $1.35

(reg. 55»)
^

Delicious, creamy cheesecake

on a graham cracker crust & !

topped with pineapple, I

blueberry or cherry - no |

preservatives I

j
5 lbs. for $1. ' Amore!

"""*
SLI^lT""

"""
I

\-———— '"
^w.^r^r, AMERICAN I

FRESH BAKERY PRODUCTS cheese i
\

COOKIES Made Everyday L—SJ.'-- J
BREADS Full line OLD FASHIONED
MUFFINS Pastries Raised Donuts Fruit Pies

. ^^^.,
TOPEN 7 DAY^ A WEEK" -'^—

'
— • ." -^

Crab Apples
for Jelly

STOCK UP
NOW
&

SAVE on
MftSB*

WINTER KEEPING
Potatoes

Onions, Cabbag^e

Squash
(more than 6 kinds)

& more!

* field hockey
continited fr(/m page 16

has little bearing on this year's series leaving Hixon to

muse, referring to the rebuilt team she has this year. "y> e

have people who don't even know who Old Dominion is.

Which is good."

The teams also met in the National Championship post

season tournament last year. There UMass defeated

Temple 3 1 in the quarter finals. Again, however, they

lost to ODD 3 2 in overtime in the semi finals.

Forwards Tonia Kennedy and Judy Morgan will lead the

potent UMass offense. Kennedy is the team's leadmg

scorer with ten goals. Midfielders Pam Moryl and Megan

Donnelly will control the team's transition game while

Hultin and Andrea Muccini serve as the defensive main-

stays along with goalies Lynn Carlson and Katherine

Rowe, who have seven shut outs to their credit.

irpreviews -

continued from page 16

RPI, and at 3:15. the 'B's'

take on Queens College.

The women's cross country

team heads into Worcester,

along with 13 oth»'r trams to

take part in theHol\ Cross

Invitational this weekend.

Coach Caroline Gardiner

will be giving Sally Howes a

well deserved rest, while

Maureen O'Reilly is out

indefinitely with a pinched

nerve in her hip.

The men's cross country

team will also be on the road

this coming weekend at

Franklin Park in Boston

where they will meet
Northeastern, Keene State

and Lowell.

The vfillevball team travels

to Connecticut for the

Southern Connecticut
tourney on today and

Saturday.

The UMass rugby team, 3-

2 on the season, faces Boston

College at Chestnut Hill on

Saturday. HC is considered

one of the better teams in

the region. The Minutemen
will be hampered i)y injuries

as both John Sullivan and

Peter Leary will not play,

but captain I^ou Luciano said

he has "a lot of confidence"

in the reserves and looks for

the UM backs to beat the

Eagle defense.

[Also contributing to this

story were Alastair Atwood,

Chris Trembhay and Mike
Levine. |

^<ip^^an tfTc^i^t^^^^^ «C3fc-0-rf:y&«cv'
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OCTOBER
I

SPECIAL I

Twofer One 8

HEINEKEN ?

Iplus our original
^

twofers and hers d'oevres
p

7 days 7 nights g
4-6 pm 10-midnight K

I Proper ID a MUST I
S 57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141 ^

arn your Credits
abroad.
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Germany
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Join the thousands of students who
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Collegian's NFL Picks
Despite picking against the spread for

the first time this season, sports editor

Peter Abraham recorded a fine 10-4

record last week. He moves into a three-

way tie with Tony Betros and Scott Hood.

Kevin DeLuca had a sub-par 6-8 week last

week to fall to a distant second. As for the

infamous Gerry deSimas...a 7-7 week

kept his record at a mediocre 38-31. Best

of luck to you Mr. deSimas...

NO 3 Rams
Philly 6 Indy

SD 2'/2 KC
SanFran 8 Pitts

Seattle 11 Buffalo

St. Louis 3 Chi

Washin^on 5 Dallas

Denver 7 GBay

Peter Tony Kevin Scott Gerry

Abraham Betros DeLuca Hood deSimas

(46-23) (46-23) (40-29) (46-23) (38-31)

Atlanta Atlanta Giants Atlanta Giants

Jets Jets Jets Jets Jets

Det Det Det Det Det

Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders

Houston Miami Miami Miami Miami

Cinn NE Cinn NE NE
Rams NO NO Rams NO
Philly Philly Indy Indy Indy

SD KC SD KC SD
SanFran SanFran SanF>an SanFran SanFran

Buffalo Seattle Buffalo Buffalo Buffak)

StLou Chi Chi StLou StLou

Wash Wash Wash Wash Wash
Denver Denver Denver Denver Denver

UM prevails in 3-0 win
Spence tallies twice off the bench

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

"It was a nightmare," head coach

Kalekeni Banda said of the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team's

game against Springfield College last

night, at Benedum Field in Springfield.

The second ranked Minutemen triumph-

ed 3-0 over the unranketi C'hiefs but "we

were not as smooth as we wanted to be,"

Banda said. "We played really bad. It was

our worst game of the year."

Cathy Spence, a freshman, came off the

bench and sparked UMass with two second

half goals U) give UMass, now 8-1-2, a little

breathing room.

"When you're a good team, you try to

find ways to win and I think we did," Ban-

da said.

The Minutemen face a stiff challenge

Sunday when they travel to Cortland State

and face the nation's fifth ranked team.

Cortland defeated UConn 2-1 last Satur-

day.

"This is a young team. They will make

mistakes. Maybe this was the time to do it.

This isn't a time for panic." Banda said.

Regatta at Holyoke,
tennis teams in action

Springfield played an aggressive game

on the artificial turf and both Jamie Wat-

son and senior co-captain Lori Stukes came

out of the game limping.

UMass took the 1-0 lead on freshman

Jolie DePauw's tenth goal of the year off of

freshman's Carolyn Micheel corner kick

with 12:00 gone in the game. However, the

Minutemen couldn't put away the scrappy

Chiefs.

"We just didn't do the things we had to

do," Banda said. "We made the job tough

for ourselves."

UMass starte<l playing better in the se-

cond half and started to create some oppor-

tunities for itself, Banda said. Springfield

got a bit too confident and started U) make

some mistakes that UMass capitalized on.

Spence took a Debbie Belkin (another

freshman) pass and gave UMass the 2-0

lead. Kristen Bowsher, yet another of the

six freshman starters for UMass, assisted

on Science's last goal with 5.00 to go in the

second half and the 3-0 final talley.

"We have a gtxKl team, " Banda said.

"We just had a bad day. As a U^am we

could play better as it showed in the second

half."

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

In preparation for next week's race at the

"Head of the Charles." both the men's and

the women's Crew teams hit the water this

weekend.

The men's team travels north to Nashua,

N.H. on Saturday to continue their assault

against Division II opposition while hoping

to improve upon their strong showing at

Lowell two weeks ago.

"We're really flying. I think we've really

impressed .some people with our size and

speed," said coach Dave Kumlin. "I'm

really anxious to see how we stand, but I

think we'll do quite well."

Two weeks ago, the men fared quite well

<i(^ainst .some pretty tough competition

while defeating the Division II field by a

good 1.5 20 seconds. This time, chief

competition comes from Division I

powerhouse Northeastern, Coast Guard

and Holy Cross.

The women's team, meanwhile, heads

down the road to south Hadley to compete

in the tenth anniversary of the Mount

Holyoke A'omen s Regaiu in what is hoped

to be another solid showing. Saturday's

race i? considered t)v some to be the

Womei: - Nationals, >ut coach Maria

Mnelkas doesn't a^^ree.

."I guess some f/iM)ple think so, but the

Ilead of the Charles is what we're looking

for."

The team is coming off a strong per

formance at Lowell in which the team
placed second behind MIT. The showing
was particularly satisfying in that Simmons
College, fifth

"
in last year's Nationals,

finished third, more than a minute behind

the Minut»'mf»n.

The format tor this weekend's Regatta will

have the Minutemen racing twice. The

qualifying race starts at 11:30 with the

second to commence at 3:30. Junior Varsity

teams begin approximately one half hour

earlier than the start of each varsity race.

The location of the race will be al Brunnel s

Marina on the Connecticut River.

The men's tennis team had an up and down
week with a respectable showing at the

New England Tennis Tournament and a

split of their two matches. At the NETT,
UMass placed eighth in the ten team field,

but did well against those teams within

their class.

On Monday the Minutemen dropped a

close .5 4 decision to RPI despite the ab

sence of key players due to injury. They

came right back to even their record at 3 3

on Wednesday with an impressive 8 1

victory over Clark University. Their next

match is this Saturday at the University of

Rhode Island and then Westfield State on

Tuesday in their last home match this fall.

JP:'

J
( iiilrKian Kilr pholo

Senior forward Maura CouRhin (8) stickhandles past a Yale defender

in action earlier this season. UMass faces top-ranked Old Dominion on

Sunday. See the preview story on Page 16 for Ed Hayward's analysis on

the big game.
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AOVERTISINQ

Ailw»rtl»» FREE in th« RIVER VALLEY AD
Advertise itemt you want to lell or buy. C»ll

532 9498

APPLE MACINTOSH

Computer. ImagewriiBr printer, MacWrite

MacPaint MS Basic, tiox o< disks, surge

protector, diskette «ile 1-637-1137

AUDIO

Stete of the ert stereo system JBL L 110

speakers with stands. Onkyo TX 30 digital

receiver JVC LF-41 turntable, quarw, with

Pickenng cart paid »ieOO-must sell »700

Warren 546-9767

Foi^^eie Pior>eer A400 car AM/FM
cassene with music search, supertuner 3.

Paid »219 must sell »100 Warren 546-9767

AUTO FOR SALE

Vega Wagon 76 new clutch, brakes, steer

ing box Body v good 546-7068 ask lor Tim

keep trying

1t70VW~Ba«tta rebuilt engine now brake

system new clutch good tires includes parts

car and trailer hitch JIOOO call Brenda

549-6999

7* bodge OmnI AC A/T stereo many new

parts 549-0381

1973 DodgVciia^a'ar deluxe, MechaniMr

ly sound, AC, cloth interior, AM PM

cassette quadrophonic stereo. 82,000 ong.

miles Very clean and dependable car Best

offer 256-8336 _._____—
73 Volka featback, runs greet fuel injected

tOOO 548-1368 Oavtd

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO'VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A

Video entertainment giant 10 and '5 toot

screens for dorms and Greeks. Miv

video music call 549-7U4

ReciTA Dlsc^^ecii A.Video entertain

mem guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys

Bands and^ Video Cell 5^7JI44

WICKEO^AND WILD oVs au*o and

visual ontertainmem for the 80 s 5B*^)m^

6 CollegTs^und^the best inP*^'""
^5nca^L«c,_Call 5e6^46wjgBjgB_

FOR SALE

Eagle II word proceeelng C.P.M. Com
puter »1200X» 1 5M 9727

AirtTnw ticket to Chicago Seettle. or An

rhorage Best offer Call 584-5077

ft

ISO

steel

call

J valve

Brenda

Myetery «««t •» PTtf^SS,
'^''^

night at JR's someone worth seemg

Scube Tank 72 cu

hydrostatically tested

549-8999

FoVr Mkhelln X2X TO serlee 13 Inch rime

$40 00 247 5067 after 6^PM

Couch »» « 549^08^5^mer^^i1750

fechr.rcr2B wett digital recehrer 7

pr^ts quartj lock tuning excellent cond.

tion »125 CO 546-7468

Akai Int aino 70'wts-chan Akai tuner w/7

prmet »260 00 Yamaha T table w.'low mass

B cartndge 5« 7526

United ^ncitet^Hartford to Los AngelM

)Z^a October 21 for IIOO^c^lJ^^
oTTiTAB^Peavey T 60 22b i raynor amp 100

^ ^^40 546^1

I^t c^K." •375 080 Rob 5«^M16_

Ci^dUiirciiSriir^iiloWl condition

call Eliiabeth 548 1773

FOUND

Sat. NKo 110/8)9 Pub I found your Levis

lacket sue 38. after you took mine, sue 18.

keys in pocket 549 1879

Calico end tiger striped kitten approx 4

months old found in NE section on Oct 7 call

6-5468 for more info

Four>d"2l«ays 1 Volvo and 1 breaa w/tag

tt>at reeds Sheron cell John 546-3279

Found Ring outside Brandywine Apts

September 29 describe cell Pam 549 5188

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DONNA^

Haippy^irthday JJonnal with Towe from

your houaemetes anjoyl

HELP WANTED

Ambitious college student needed pert

time to organi/e a Rock and Art Fair Very

rewarding role 536-3890 anytime

Overseas )obs Summer yr round

Europe S America Australia. Asia All

fields 1900 12000 mo Sightseeing Free

info. Write IJC. PO Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mer. CA 92626

The People's day Alliance is looking for

an Office Manager This is a work study

position, and duties will be lamtorial and

clerical Drop off your name numt)er and

an informal reeorrie in the PGA Office. 41 3B

SUB Replies must be in by Oct ISth

CAMPUS REP POSITION. Eern high

commissjons snd FREE TRIPS promoting

high qualiry ski snd beech trips to Colorado.

Daytona Beach and South Padre Island Call

Summit Tours 80^325-0439

Need Meels^ Sorority needs kitchen help

lor lunch & dinner, Monday Friday, flexible

546-2152 Ketfiy

Rasponelbie meture person, 4-5 after

noona par week Chihlcare for hwo boys

agoa 7 and 10, Hght houaekeepmg. meel

praperation Own car daairaHa MO per

weak. Needed Mon. Tuee. Thurs 3-6 and

Wed K pm call Suaan2Bfr18B6

Qovamment Joba. »16,569^*50,553 year

Now hinng, your aree Call 1 805 687fl000

ext R 9616

Office Meneger for SWAG needed

Organization and governmental experience

helpful. For more informetion call 545-0980

Artiat position for Southwest Aree

Government available For more mforma

tion call 545 0960

Work-aludy secreterlel position available

for Southweat Aree Government For infor

mation call 546-0980

HOT TUBS

Utopia Spaa 2 for 1 hot tub every Monday
and Tueaday night call lor reservations

253 7727

Utopia Spas private hot tub rentala call

now for reeervatioria 253-7727

iNrmucTiON

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop 28 hours includir>g claaeroom

and shop. Limited anroHmant. 263-OT8

PtRSONALS

LOST

Stolan In Sylvan araa or Beydon Oym
Brown leett>er wallet containing license,

benkcard and other eaaentials Substantial

reward for return cell 6-4098 no queetions

aaked the name ia Kelley McCormick

Ught end dartTblue beckpack on 10-6-84

if found pleeae cell 686-4187

Syiven Area on Oct 4 red weMot containing

aaeentiels rewerd Amy 546-5917

Lost a» gold chain large reward if found

call John 548-0906

Prinoa ton^ racket call Erika 6-9338

MOTORCYCLES

Honda XLm of»/o»l In f^r-^.,— OBO Rob »«B-B3ie
I
many new pana M76 i

Helrcuta by Sua! By appt only" WOO' call

546 8369

The HS4 INDEX is herel Yearbooks will be

sold outside of the SUB Tues ,
Oct 9 to

Fri Oct 19 The price is »6 Also avsileble

are the 1982 INDEX for »3 and the 1983 IN

DEX for M Get your yeerbook before sup

plies run out'

There hev7 boon llrtae everywhere for

this person Have you guessed who? You

have to sea it to believe it' It is going to blow

your mind It's BIG'

Its Suienoes Birthday Call her in JQA

and wmh her a Happy 20th 546 8372 have a

greet time' Love, Josh

Officer, Thank you^or your help MG

Heppy 20th. SplcelMake em want you'

Maybe you'll get lucky OG

UMMB The Flying DutchtTwn will be

docking tomorrow' Get payched'

MARK KELLY Thank you thank you You

saved my beg snd my GPA' Surie

Ooety. Happy Hnd Birthday love the kids

D O'Brien and 'TTStanton" YOU have

the protjiem grow up'

MTcheel L He^py 21st Birthdey and many

more, Mr Butieri Love elweys. Nina

Hey PeeudoTHeppy B Day *«tch out for

thoee neet guys' Love Donr>a

Btf. ANNUAL BA-rfLE OF THE BANDSI
Deedline for applications avsileble Nov 2

All banus invited to sppty Applications

available at the Southwest Area Govern

ment Office. Hempden Student Center

546-0980

SOUTHWEST AREA OOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS Nomination papers fro SWAG
preeidant available starting October 11 et

the Senate Office, 420 SUB Pep-srs are due

October 18 5 pm et 420 SUB Open to ell

Southwest residents

To ell university men CL seys nothing

goes together as well as polo snd foliage

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Pepara. Caaos. DIasertetlona,

on campus low rstes guaranteed accap-

tance Nency 584^7924

REFRIGERATOR RENTAL

Refrlgeretor Rente! 2 cubic ft R & P

PACKAGE STORE free delivery 253 9742

RIDE WANTED

R T ride wented to Montreal will help

pey expenses Any weekend' Call 2568413

SERVICES

Need e tutor? I can helpi For more info caH

666 4831 after 9:00

SUN TAN NOW

Utopia Spas Suntanning Specials call

now for special pncea 253 7727

TRAVEL

Wookaf^dTi^MontMal. Only '>•>««?"
Bruins game optional Don't be fodad by

tours thst offer siading room only We have

good saau. Contact Kim 546-5126

WANTID

Iar9« bodfooni In
r^tnatm to aharo
Towr^ahouae call

rireUtHs SR ira radlele. good condl

tion Pieeee call 253 9864 eveninga

Steady Babysitting Job i love '«'*'' ^"^

negotieble can anytime Louiee 2S*<7B0
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Minutemen ready to step on Spiders
Stull looks to Barnwell for offense... w?p^
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

As much as he likes to pass the football,

University of Massachusetts football coach

Bob Stull knows that talented running

backs have their purpose.

"The way our passing game has faltered

and the way our running attack has become

increasingly better, we've changed the way
we've looked at the offense," said Stull.

"You've got to go with your best."

StuH's best at the moment is tailback

George Barnwell. The 5'9" junior saw little

of the football early in the season as Stull

installed an attack centered around the

passing of quarterback Jim Simeone and

the running of fullback Frank Fay.

But with Simeone completing only 40

percent of his passes and having yet to

throw a touchdown and Fay finding life as

a 180 p(iund fullback difficult, the move

went to Barnwell.

He responded with a solid game against

Holy Cross before busting out with an 121

yard day against Northeastern and a 172

romp against Rhf)de Island, 145 yards in

the first half alone. He carried the ball 29

times and scored twice.

"I'd have to say that George is going to

see the ball a lot this week." said Stull.

"And hopefully we can help take the

pressure off of the rest of the offense."

UMass' opponent Saturday at Alumni

Stadium, the University of Richmond, may
be only 2-3 in record, but were up until last

season a Division 1-A team and still

possessthe skill players to compete on that

level.

"They were an awful 1-A team, but for a

1-AA team, they're pretty good," said

Stull.

"They have good receivers, good backs

and a good quarterback in Bob Bleier.

Their lines are good sized and I'm sure

they'll give us all we can handle."

Tailback Greg Grooms leads the Spiders

with 566 yards rushing and had 171 yards

last week in a 29-16 loss to Wake Forest.

The Richmond offense has been averaging

401.2 yards-per-game, exactly what the

Minutemen are giving up.

The Minutemen, 2-3 on the year, moved

the ball l^etter on offense last week at URI,

totaling 354 yards, but a lack of production

from Simeone and his receivers has Stull

worried.

"Jimmy's still far and away our best

quarterback and I'm confident in what our

receivers can do," said the coach. "But we

need some touchdowns through the air

soon. It's so important U) get that first one

and get our confidence up. We've kept

things fairly simple for Jimmy, his defen-

sive reads are the same, hopefully things

will work out."

When Richmond has the ball, Bleirer and

Co. will have to worry alK)ut the UMass
linebacking corps of Todd Comeau, Mike

Favreau, Dave Cavanaugh and Vito Per-

rone.

Comeau had 11 unassisted tackles last

week, Ferrone had 12 and caused two

fumbles. The foursome make up four of the

top six UMass tacklers this season with

Perrone leading the way with 49 primary

stops and 24 assists. Cavanaugh leads the

squad in sacks with four.

Not helping the Minutemen will be in-

juries to defensive tackles Mike Dwyer
(bruised shoulder) and Ed Sullivan (sprain-

ed ankle), if either can not play, Mike

Kowalski will step in.

On offense, Stull has put sophomore Stan

Kaczorowski at left guard in place of Vince

Reppert. Reppert will alternate with Kac-

zorowski after coming back from a nagging

leg injury suffered against Holy Cross.

Massachusetts has allowed only a single

touchdown in the fourth quarter this

season while the offense has found the final

15 minutes its most productive with 33

points over the five games.

"That's a good sign," said Stull. "We
held URI scoreless in the second half last

week and if we can keep on denying the op-

( ollrician phnto by Andy H«llrr

UMass tailback George Barnwell (27) scores against URI last week.

The junior will play a major role against Richmond this week.

ponent cheap touchdowns I think the of-

fense has the confidence and ability to take

it from there."

A matter of concern is the seconday, UM
has allowed 1327 yards through the air this

season, over 265 a game. They have,

however, picked off 11 passes (CB Chris

Wood has four, only one behind Eastern

leader Tony Thurman of Boston College).

"That's the key, we aren't letting them

score," said Stull. "The defense is bending

but not breaking, we've let up a lot of

yards, but we're holding them inside the

20."

"But the offense, on the other hand, is

failing inside the 20, we fumbled down

there twice against URI and we have to im-

prove upon that, minimize our mistakes,

and concentrate a lot more. It can

happen."

UMass vs. Richmond
Where: Alumni Stadium
When: Saturday, 1:30 p.m.

The Series: first meeting
The Latest Line: UMass by IV2

Injuries: UM: Ed Sullivan (DT), ankle,

is questionable, Mike Dwyer (DT),

shoulder, is probable, Dave Cavanaugh
(LB), ribs, will start, John Crowley (FL),

hamstring, will start; R: no injuries.

The records: both UMass and Rich-

mond are 2-3

Last week: UMass lost to URI, 20-19,

Richmond lost to Wake Forest, 29-16.

Radio: WMUA-FM (91.1). WTTT-AM
(1430), WSPR-AM (1270) and WEBCAM
(1420) will carry the game.

Fieldhockey
hits the top
face no. 1 ODU, Temple
ByEDHAYWARD
Collegian Staff

Talk about hip plans for the weekend. How about a road

trip to Virginia? That's what the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team has scheduled.

Awaiting the eighth ranked 9 1 Minutemen will be two

tough challenges as they battle Temple University of

Pennsylvania (ranked third) on Saturday and host team

Old Dominion University, the number one ranked team in

the nation, on the Norfolk playing fields on Sunday.

"This is a mark in the season," said UMass defender Liz

Hullin. "It's something everyone gets up for. Everyone

has to play very well; there can't be any letdowns. This Ls

part of what we've worked for thus far this season: to see

if we can't shut down the top teams in the nation."

"We're going for the first win on the fir.st day." said

UMass coach Pam Hixon. "When yen play back to back

that's what you have to soot for."

"Whatever happens with Old Dominion, win, tie, or lose,

does not matter. We're underdogs all the way so all we

have to do is go out and play hard. A win or tie is gravy in

the second game," she added.

Temple, currently 9 1, has an excellent forward line plus

an equally strong midfield, said Hixon. She sees UMass's

biggest job as taking advantage of Temple' defensive corps

and goalie.

"Those areas are the weakest parts of their game so it's

our job to keep play in tho.se parts of the field. All in all I

expect a physical and aggressive game," said Hbcon.

Old Dominion brings an unblemished 9 record into the

weekend. They are also the defending national champions.

However, Hixon disregards the team's past success, as

she does with all her opponents, and simply waits to see

what Old Dominion has to offer on game day.

The three teams are not sirangei> oj one another. In last

year's regular season they assembled at Temple in a

similar series. In those meetings. UMass defeated Temple

1-0. but lost to Old Dominion by the same score. But that

continued on page H

lumpSoccer looks to end s

at URI, others in action
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

The outcome will un-

doubtedly change the minds
of few voters. but

Univeristy of Massachusetts

men's .soccer coach Jeff

Gettler pulls no punches in

describing the importance of

Saturday's game against the

University of Rhode Island

at Kingston.

"This si a must win for us.

If we don't beat them we
have little or no chance of

advancing to the post

season. They're a good team
(sixth ranked in New
England; UMass is fifth

ranked) and they'll give us a

good game, but this is a big

pressure game. It's a game
we have to have and it will

show whether we're a good

team or not."

With only the top two
teams in New England
advancing to post sea.son

tournament action, the loser

of tomorrow's matches will

have its chances of

qualifying severely ham
pered, if not destroyed.

UMass comes into the

game hanged up. yet well

rested. The last action the

Minutement saw was
Sunday, when they lost the

championship game of the

UMass Invitational to the

University of Hartford. 10.

"We needed the break."

said Gettler.

perfect time,

the heck
(physically),

able to rest

"It came at a

Hartford beat

out of us

We've been

and get some
players back to snuff."

Utilizing the strong soccer

playing Portuguese com-

munity in and around the

Ocean State, URI employs a

counter attack style an-

chored by a strong defen.se.

They returned everybody

from last year's 14 4 squad

that finished fourth in New
England. Prime players

include goalie Sal Frank,

sweeper back Agilida

Elmada. and striker Tony
Funtz.

The University of

Ma.ssachusetts Water Polo

Tournament takes place

tomorrow at Boyden Pool

with both the I'Mass A' and

'B' teams playing and strong

hope for a championship

from coach Russ Yarworth.

"I don't anticipate any

problems on Saturday,"

Yarworth said. "We've got

to convert on our op-

portunities and stay alert on

defen.se. but I doubt that

that will be a problem."

The Minutemen, coming

off a third place finish at the

league tournament last

weekend and currently

ranked third in the Nor-

theast with an 8 6 record

have been getting solid

goaltending from Fred
Marius. as well as good play

from senior Bob Cameron
and sophomore Owen
McGonagle.
The UMass 'A' team starts

the tournament off with a 9

a.m. game against Boston

Univer.sity. followed by a

game between the UMass
'B; team and the University

of Rhode Island at 10:15. At
11:30. the 'A; team plays

continued on page H

Villanova

to join

YanCon
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Villanova University,
which dropped football after

the 1980 season and re-

instated it last December,
has accepted an invitation to
join the Yankee Conference
in 1988.

The addition of the
Philadelphia .school brings
the total membership of the
conference to nine.
Delaware and Richmond
were admitted this year.
The Wildcats will begin I-

AA play in 198.5 under new
coach Andy Talley, who was
appointed in June.
"Joining the Yankee
Conference is an important
step for Villanova football,"

said Athletic Director Ted
Aceto.

"It was the most viable and
attractive option for

Villanova football."

weekend sports at a glance
Today:

Volleyball; at S. Conn Tourney
Men's Tennis: at ECAC

Tourney
Saturday:

Football: Richmond, Alumni
Stadium, 1:30 p.m.

Field Hockey: vs. Temple at

ODU
Soccer: at URI
Women's Cross. Coontrjr: at

Holy Cross
Water Polo: UMass Tourney,

Boyden Pool, all day
Rugby: at Boston College

Volleyball: at S. Conn Tourney
Women's Tennis: at MAIW

Tourney (Holy Cross)

Sunday:
Field Hockey: at Old DomiRion
W*t«r PokK UMttM toumcy

eontinnes
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Acid rain testing throughout Massachusetts in second phase
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Preliminary tests on water samples from

about 3,000 bodies of water across

Massachusetts were conducted yesterday

at the University of Massachusetts and 23

other sites as part two of the Acid Rain

Monitoring Project.

The project which is funded by the state's

Department of Fisheries and Wildhfe will

produce an inventory of acidity in all the

states water bodies, according to Professor

O.T. Zajicek of the chemistry department.

About 35 UMass volunteers tested 470

water samples Sunday for acidity and the

water's ability to absorb it, Zajicek said.

This week samples taken from other parts

of the state will be delivered to UMass
where they will be tested for the presence

of 20 metallic and six non metallic elements,

he said. It will take about two months to

complete the testing.

A study by the National Academy of

Sciences has linked acid rain to the air

pollutants released by factories in the

Education on
nuclear arms
a necessity
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A second Reagan administration would

spend $26 billion during the next five years

on feasibility research for space based

weapons system that will not work, a

former CIA political analyst said at an all

day symposium at the School of

Management Saturday.

Peter Clausen, senior arms analyst for the

Union of Concerned Scientists in Cam
bridge, said that although the proposed

"Star Wars" satellite anti missile system is

"a radical vision. ..a blind alley." the Reagan

administration is prepared to spend billions

developing it.

Speaking at the symposium "Educating

Ourselves About Nuclear War," Clausen

said the "Star Wars" weapon system is

"less reliable than other weapons. It is

totally computerized and there is no way to

test it."

The "Star Wars" weapons system

propo.sed by the Reagan administration

would orbit satellites that could monitor

Soviet nuclear missile launch sites and

destroy the missiles with laser beams after

launch in case of a nuclear attack against

the United States.

"To attack in the boost phase is the key,"

Clausen said. "But after a nuclear missile is

launched, it releases multiple warheads

that would give the system "ten to fif

teen...targets to shoot at." he said.

"Another problem is, where do you put the

weapons? It would have to hover over the

Soviet Union, or a satellite orbiting the

country has been suggested," Clausen said.

"What happens if the Soviets send up

decoys'.' It would still count as a missile," so

the radar could not know which is which, he

said.

"It has a superficial appeal but it really is a

fraudulent solution. It can't get us out (of

nuclear war), Clausen said.

"Once the Soviet missiles are launched, a

computer makes the decision " to destroy,

he said.

Also at the symposium was Dr. Jonathan

Fine from the Physicians for Social

Responsibility who described the effects of

a nuclear winter. Shelly Burman, a founder

of Educators for Social Responsibility, and

continued on Pg- 3

Midwest. According to the report,

pollutants mix with water vapor in the

atmosphere and are carried by eastward

weather patterns. When it rains or snows

the pollutants fall to the ground with the

water. The acid polutants eventually build

up in lakes, ponds, rivers and streams. The
end result is water which is too acidic for

fish and other animals to live in.

"Even phase one of the project had a lot of

impact" in Washington D.C. he said.

Lt. Gov. John Kerry went to Washington

and showed the results of phase one to

governors and others, Zajicek said. "He

was able to get comments from the

governor of Indiana," who said that the

problem was worse than expected.

A report released by the project after the

first pha-se stated that 70 percent of the

1,229 water bodies tested were acidic

enough to "cause sever losses of fish and

other aquatic life."

"Actually, the first phase verified what we

thought was true," Zajicek said.

It was a "modest effort" which roughly

sampled 25 percent of the states water

ONE, TWO, THREE . . . TESTING — Volunteers Geof Dangerfield,

left, Cecelia Gochoco, Andy Vezis . and Tom Lok work on 3,000 water

samples for acidity and alkalinity of the areas lakes and rivers.

bodies, Zajicek said. represent the water's best conditions which

A second set of samples will be collected occur after the summer. Samples taken in

and tested in April and will conclude the April will show the water's worst condition

project. Water samples taken Sunday will because of snow and weather conditons.

Amherst holds

swearing-in of

new president

C.illijnan phiilo liy Brian (mnvt* .

UP, UP and away— UMass cheerleaders toss each other about to root

for the home team but to no avail, see story p. 12.

(inside:
Egypt ready to conduct business with U.S

Historian says UMass has an inferiority complex

UMass football team fighting a losing battle

. Pg.2

.pg3
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•With time and patience the mulberry leaf becomes a silk gown,"
Chinese Proverb

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

About 2,000 students, faculty and friends

of Amherst (%)llege attended yesterday's

inauguration of Peter R. Pouncey as the

16th president of the school.

The ceremony at the New Gymnasium
was a colorful and spectacular event,

highlighted with speeches by Pouncey and

former Mount Holyoke College President

David Truman.

The new gymnasium was bedecked with

flags, the faculty wore their academic

gowns of blue, pink and black, and the

music was written for the inauguration by

Professor I^ouis Sprat lan of the Amherst
music department and performed by the

Amherst (Choral Society.

Although "celebration" was the theme of

the ceremony, it was not without serious

moments. Both Truman and Pouncey

focused their speeches on the role of

education in the global issues of nuclear

war and the selfishness of man.

Truman spoke of "the connection bet-

ween education and the prospects for

>()lving two persistent problems that face

the world and society."

"One problem is how to choose not to do

what we are capable of doing", specifically

"the use of nuclear weapons," Truman

said.

He said the other problem is how "to

sustain the framework of civility essential

to civilized existence and non violence."

"This is an enterprise that is not alien to

the traditions and commitments of

Amherst," he said.

Pouncey spoke on whether human nature

is essentially selfish and whether "human

nature in the last analysis will be proven

nobleor mean.

"

rontinued on PS- 3
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Rebels meet with

El Salvador leader
SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador Two top leftist rebel

leaders arrived Sunday for meetings with President

Jose Napoleon Duarte aimed at ending the country's long

civil war. It was the first time in more than four years that

rebel leaders had appeared in public here.

Guillermo lingo and Ruben Zamora, president and vice

president respectively of the Democratic Revolutionary

Front, political alley of leftist guerrillas ftghting the

government, arrived at 2:30 p.m. KDT aboard a Columbian

air force turboprop plane accompanied by Latin and

European diplomats. They landed at San Salvador in

ternational airport. 25 miles southeast of the city.

A guerrila leader said four key points remained to be

settled by government and rebel forces for the talks to

Salvador Samayoa. a member of the seven member
political diplomatic commission that represents the rebels'

political and military fronts in negotiations, said Duarte.

has created a "circus atmosphere" in La Palma.

"There are no controls on the population and this could

lead to an unpleasant incident." he said in a telephone

interview from I'anama with Radio Sonora of San

Salvador.

Duarte has invited his supporters in the labor movement

to organize a caravan of thousands of workers and peasants

to accompany him to La I'alma.

A Grateful Dead Blues Extravaganza
Tuesday morning October 16th, '84

WMUA 91.1 FM

Nine A.M. 'til Twelve Noon
on

"The Blues Express"

LAGNAF

^|. l..is^rphot.i

TALKING WITH THE PRESS — Guillermo

Ungo, President of the democratic revolutionary

front, left and Vice President Ruben Zamora.

Cocaine bust nets

3 lbs. and 3 arrests
HHAINTREK. Mass. Federal officials have arrested

three men. including a sheriffs son, and charged them with

attempting to sell three pounds of cocaine to undercover

officers.

(;ien Hunter. 29. of West Dennis, was arrested following

the alleged drug transaction with federal and state officers

in the parking lot of a Braintree restaurant Friday, police

said.

Police estimated the street value of the drugs at up to

$4(M).(X)().

Toiice said his alleged companions. John Bowes Jr.. 39.

the son of the Barnstable County sheriff, and Brian

Melanson, 22, both of Boston, were arrested following a

chase that involved speeds up to 100 mph.

While trying to escape, the pair threw a manila envelope

out a window that contained $32,000 in $100 bills the

agents had paid for the drugs, police said.

The envelope was found by Bob Stella, a photographer for

the Patriot-Ledger in Quincy. who notified authorities.

Robert Stutman. agent in

charge of the Drug Entor

cement Agency, said the three

were arraigned Friday.

Egypt wants U.S.

arms for Jordan
CAIRO, Egypt — Egypt asked the United States on

Sunday to sell Jordan air defense weapons whose sale was

cancelled earlier this year because of opposition by Israel

and members of the U.S. Congress, Egyptian sources said.

The sources, who spoke on condition they not be iden

tified said the request was made during meetings Sunday

between U.S. Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger and

President Hosni Mubarak and other senior Egyptian of

ficials. , J

The sources said Weinberger refused to commit

President Reagan's administration to supporting the sale

of Stinger ground to air missiles, which Egypt said should

be sold as an incentive to bring Jordan's King Hussein into

the peace process with Israel.

They said Weinberger also refused to give assurances

that "the United States would meet Egyptian requests for

more advanced weaponry for its own armed forces.

Weinberger arrived Saturday for a three day visit.

The Stinger is a shoulder-fired, heat-seeking missile most

effective against low flying aircraft. A major objection to

its being sold to Jordan was the tear that it could fall into

the hands of terrorists.

The sources said Egyptian officials, including Defense

Minister Field Marshal Abdel Halim. were disappointed by

Weinberger's initial response.

There was no comment on the report by U.S. officials

traveling with Weinberger.

Kgypts request on behalf of Jordan for the missiles and

for more military and economic aid for Egypt followed

Hussein's decision on Sept. 25 to restore full diplomatic

relations with Egypt. Jordan and 16 other Arab states

.severed diplomatic ties with Egypt following its 1979 peace

treaty with Israel.

The Egyptians were believed eager to show Hussein and

other Arab leaders that Cairo's unique status as the only

Arab country with relations both with Washington and

Israel gives it a special role in promoting Arab causes.
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UMASS CLUD
Be Part of the Tradition

SUGARBUSH VALLEY
Ski and Party Week

14th Annual BUSH BASH
Jan. 20 - 25

N
Package Includes:

5 V2 Day Lift Ticket

5 Nights' Lodging

Continental Breakfast

(hotel only)

Free Beer & Wine Parties

Famous UMass Parties

All Taxes 8- Gratuities

Condo Package $194.

Hotel Package $149.

For more info 545-3437

call UMass Ski Club 430A SUB
Info and Sign Up Metings:

Monday - Campus Center Room 162 at 4:00 pm
Wed. - Hampden Commons, Southwest 7:00 pm

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
J

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 10/31/84 C

Styles by Deborah
if. lin.ir-vn D'ive

Amtwoi MA !i4S MIO
FREE CONSULTATIONS

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

College Party Weekend

MONTREA
includes

* Round Trip Transportation
* 3 days, 2 nights

Hot»l 8h«rbourg, Downtown Montroal

Novambar 1, 3, 4

Night Clubs open 'til 4 AM

,
i#»#»»*#<*»**»»»**»***:

\

\\ Come and Enjoy I;

: ;a dramatic reading of.

;

'

i Aristophanes '

'

I

The Clmids '
>

;; at Lounge
I ; Amherst College

j

llThe reading will be;;

;

I performed by both;;

;

• faculty & students;

;

iculty

on Oct. 18, 8 PM
»»»#»*»#»»*#**»»*»»»*»

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

•Includes Mounting,

plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd . No Amherst MA
Across Irom Watroba s Store

540-4704
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Biographertells parents that

'negativism' exists at UMass
Hv RITA MURPHY and

.I.MVIKSP. SHANAHAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is a first

rate institution with an inferiority complex

said noted historian and history Professor

Stephen B. Gates Saturday.

Since the early 1970's UMass students

have been "vaguely hostile and generallly

unhappy.... an air of negativism has set in,"

said Gates, keynot speaker at the first

parents weekend held in the Campus

Center.

Gates, a Paul Murray Kendall Professor of

Biography at UMass, best known for his

biographies of John Brown. Nat Turner,

Abraham Lincoln, and Martin Luther King

Jr.. has taught at UMass since 1968.

Gates said when he came here in the late

60's there was "an air of inftn-tious en

thusiasm." but that has since changed and

now l^Mass is referred to as "zoomass."

But. Gates told the 140 parents they

should be proud to be sending their son or

daughter to UMass.
"Ini tired of the zoo image. Calling it the

zoo is just another form of bigotry," Gates

said.

"We represent the state of

Massachusetts...! know 49 other states that

would love a school like this." he said.

Gates said much of the negativism is

because of the media's poor perception of

UMa.ss.

In 1979, for example Boston Magazine ran

a story about UMass which "did not have

one good thing to say about faculty or

students."

"It made us out to be an Alcatraz." he said.

Gates was the keynot speaker at the 3 day

event which attracted more than 400

parents of first year students.

Gther events included a speech by

Chancellor Joseph I). Duffey where he

called parents weekend "a new experience

on this campus."

"We have emerged as a major university

not just in size but in the quality and

strength of our students. This state is just

beginning to get a .sense of pride in the

university; pride and support of its parents

and students." Duffey said.

Valerie VaW.. an organizer of the event and

assistant director of the office of alumni

affairs and development, said the weekend

was "well re«eived" and it will probably be

a yearly event.

Hasbrouck was bomb threat target

roUf-jnan |>hoto by Derek Roberts

Rappaccini's Garden — a plain railroad bridge by the Connecticut River

is encased with the beauty of the height of autumn's foliage season.

University of Mas.sachusetts police said

they received an anonymous call at 6:43

p.m. Thursday that a bomb was planted in

Ilasbrouck Laboratory. The police che<'ked

the building and advised the inhabitants of

the situation and left it to their discretion to

leave. No bomb was found in the building,

police said.

Two University of Massachusetts students

were arrested at 1:18 a.m. Friday and

charged with being minors in possession of

alcohol. fK)lice said. The 18 and 19 year old

men were seen carrying beer next to Cance
Dormitory in the South west Residential

Area, police said.

A 19 year «)ld University of Massachu.setts

student was arrested at 1:36 a.m. Friday

for a motor vehicle warrant. The Moore

House resident was arrested at the South-

west Residential Area Mall, where he was

seen earlier driving on the sidewalk near

John Quincey Adams Dormitory, police

said.

Police received a report at 4:56 p.m.

Thursday that a car parked in lot 22 was
scratched on both its sid«'s and h(K)d. The
cost of the damage is unknow n. police said.

- JGELCGFFIDIS

Conference recallsEleanorRoosevelt'shonors
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

At the 100th anniversary of Eleanor Roosevelt's birth

interest in her public policy career is increasing, ac

cording to two University professors who spoke at i

conference on her life at Vassar College this weekend.

The conference, titled "The Vision of Eleanor Roosevelt:

Past. Present and Future." is part of the Eleanor

Roosevelt centennial celebration which is being held

throughout the United States this fall.

Born Get. 11, 1884, Roosevelt was a writer,

humanitarian, government official and a U.S. delegate to

the United Nations from 1945 to 1953. As first lady, she

lectured throughout the country on social issues and

wrote a syndicated column. "My Day".

UMass political science professor Jean Elshtain said

Roosevelt's "career is undergoing an important kind of

re-evaluation."

Elshtain said Roosevelt believed that women had

certain important responsibilities, such as making the

world more peaceful, which she wrote in her 1930 b<K)k, It

is up to the Women.
She said Roosevelt's ideas "complicate feminist

argument and feminist thinking," because she attributed

positive stereotypes to women.

Roosevelt, who was born into an American aristocratic

family, never abandoned her status as a lady, but kept

extending the definitions. Elshtain said.

She used her status as a lady to "espouse politically

unpopular opinions." F^lshtain said.

Her greatness. F^lshtain said, can be sensed through her

"astounding gasping in disbelief."

"You can't understand Eleanor Roosevelt unless you

understand that she totally defined herself as a

Christian." Elshtain said. "She believed in guiding

yourself completely by what Christ enunciated in the

New Testament."

l^Mass economics profes.sor Samuel Bowles said

Roosevelt's "vision that treating people decently makes
economic sense is as relevant today as it was during the

New Deal."

"The spirit of the conference is that trickle down
economics is not morally justifiable or economically

sensible," Bowles said.

Bowles, who is the co author o{ Beyond the Wasteland:
A Democratic Alternative to Economic Decline said at

the conference that most people are convinced that a

simple re distribution of wealth does not solve the

economic inequities either.

A viable economic alternative which considers the ef-

fects of the economic gender gap, militarization, and the

control of the work process is neces.sary. Bowles said.

Working "ultimately toward reversing the now
dominant conservative ideology that makes money for

businesses makes economic sense for the rest of us," he

said.

c Women's Forum _) * Pouncey ri.ntinued fr<"" PK I

Women's Forum is a weekly lusting of

events relating to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women 's News Editor,

care of the Collegian, the Friday before the

event.

Monday - A general women's support

group will meet for eight weeks starting to-

day 7-9 p.m. Contact the Everywoman's

Center for location.

Maggie Kuhn. internationally recogniz-

ed elder advocate, will speak at 7:30 p.m. in

Thompson 106 on "Politics, Advocacy

and Aging in 1984.
"

The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom (EERE) will meet

at 5 p.m. Check the Campus Center infor-

mation desk for location.

CEERF will also be commemorating the

death of Rosie Jimenez who died seven

years ago from an illegal alx>rtion. For

more information, stop by their table in the

concourse today.

Tuesday - Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Men and

Heterosexual Allies are invited to Speak

Out on heterosexist discrimination at 9:30

p.m. in the Commuter Collective Lounge,

Student Union.

The Women's Leadership Project is

sponsoring two films: MY LOVE HAS
BEEN BURNING, NO REGRETS FOR

OUR YOUTH at 7 and 9 p.m. respec-

tivelyin 917 Campus Center. The first film

is the story of the struggles of a 19th cen-

tury feminist and the second is the first

postwar attempt to portray the modern

Japanese woman. The films are free.

Wednesday - The Women's Caucus of the

Undergraduate Senate will meet in the

Campus Center at 4 p.m. All women
Senators are urged to attend. Elections

for C^aucus Coordinator will be held. Call

the senate office at 545-0341 for room

number.
Thursday - TRIVIA: A Journal of Ideas

and the Smith College Women's
Resource Center will present Harriet

Ellenberger, "In Search of Lesbian

Theater" at 7:30 p.m. in Seely 10 at Smith

College. A donation of three dollars is re-

quested.

The Women's Leadership Project will

Ix'gin an informal discussion series titled

"Women's Images. Women's Lives"

The topic of the first discussion is l)eauty

contests. Refreshments will be served.

Check the Campus Center schedule for

room number or call 545-0254.

Sunday - The Women's Media Project

will be on the air 7-10 p.m. The show

features female vocalists, all-women bands,

music of all styles, and news with a

feminist perspective. The call number is

FM 91.1, WMUA Amherst.

"Arms races make war" and "what we

fear is what is in ourselves: the possibility

that some human malice, inefficiency, or

depraved miscalculation will set a chain of

events in motion that will be sudden,

uncontrollable and irrevocable." he said.

"I do not believe the present level of

tension can be sustained much longer," he

said. He said "I would hope from this small

college, men and women will go out armed

with awareness of human weakness and

human possibility and spread their light,

their decency and their sanity across the

earth." Pouncey's conclusion "that is what

I hope for this school" was greeted by a

standing ovation.

Mitch Edelson, a 19 year-old

neuroscience major, said Pouncey "will be

excellent for the school. He is outgoing

and friendly on campus." "There is a buzz

on campus at the moment. Pouncey has

brought a lot of excitement."

Pouncey received undergraduate degrees

in classical literature, ancient history and

philosophy from Oxford University in 1964

and a Ph.D in classics from Columbia

University in 1969. He was dean of

Columbia college from 1972 to 1974 and

was chairman of Columbia College's

Contemporary Civilization Program from

1982 to 1984."

ifnuke
inliiiufil friiin pK I

Libby Neighbor, a Cambridge high school

student spoke on education and the threat

ot nurler war. and Amherst College

historian Henry Steele Commager
discussed avoidance of a nuclear threat.

The syposium was sponsored by the area's

Physician's for Social Reponsibility. the

Socila Workers for Peace and Nuclear

Disarmament and the Schm)! of Public

Health at UMass.
"The nuclear explosion is in

comprehensible." Fine said. However,

astronomer Carl Sagan and other scientists

have described the after effects on life on

earth, he said.

Fine siiid a nuclear winter would result

from nitrocarbon clouds that would form

after a nuclear attack and destroy the ozone

layer of the atmospliere. This would allow

more radiation to come through while

blocking out sunlight . he said.

David Hooker, a graduate student in the

Sch(H)l of Pubhc Health at UMa.ss. said the

smoke screen"' would plunge temperatures

I .. 40 degrees below zero range "for at least

tnree or four months before : he sur comes

out '

. .%,...
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1 saw Kevin today. I had

not seen him for three

weeks. He was all dressed

up in a suit and tie. There

w as not a hair out of place.

I had never seen Kevin

lookinfj: so sophisticated.

Yet. I was not happy to see

him. In fact, it was one of

the saddest days of my life.

Kevin was killed in a car

accident this weekend. I

don't know what really

happened. I was told he

fell asleep at the wheel.

My friends and I assumed

that he was drunk. We
don't know if he was or

not.

My boyfriend promised

never to drink and drive

a^ain. What about our

inmiortal drinking bud

dies? Will we s(K)n foriret

It shouldn't

have to end
this way

about Kevin? This

weekend some of us will go

to a bar, get drunk and

have no way to get home

but drive. Drinking is a

national pasttime.

Unfortunately, drinking is

almost always linked with

driving. What can we do?

The solution is complex.

Raising the drinking age

to 21 will at least keep

most of the sixteen.

seventeen and eiglheen

year olds sober. But the

best solution is on a

personal level. Why not

take a bus or a taxi? If you

have to drive, go in one car

and elect one person to

stay sober so he or she can

drive everyone home.

I know my friends and I

will never forget Kevin.

We all learned from his

death. I hope others will.

A wake is the saddest way
to say good bye to a friend.

SpriBg H»rme

321 Wh«el»r
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Filtering

through the

rhetoric

I find the conflict l)etween

the stat<-ments of Roger

Cherwatti and Jack Brad-

shaw in the Collegian Oc-

tober 10 article "Lawsuit

possible over UMass filter-

ing system" to be disturb-

ing.

Cherwatti, UMass
Physical Plant director, said

the bag-house cannot go in-

to operation until next spr-

ing, because to hook it up

the heat would have to be

turned off and this would

require the University to

shut down. But Bradshaw.

Associate Deputy of Capital

Planning and Outlay, said

the l)ag-house may be able

to be turned on over In-

tersession.

Does he mean that the

workers who usually remain

on duty during Intersession

should wear ski hats and

long underwear, or that we

will be temporarily dismiss-

ed, perhaps to the Bahamas,

until the smog clears?

I can well understand the

pressures that physical

plant workers are up

against and the frustration

of dealing with governmen-

tal red tape. What I cannot

understand is who got their

heat turned on, why, and

why a whole community

was consequently made to

suffer.

Today's news of the

University's ongoing failure

to comply with the Clean

Air Act needs to be followed

by a joint statement from

Cherwatti and Bradshav.

If it includes specific work

schedule and times tables,

they may be able to clear the

now very muddied air. We
need to know who is really

in charge and what we may

expect in the ensuing mon-

ths.

Gail Abbott
Secretary

Herter Hall

Read the

editorial

page

^ A' f^^
^^ Cocktail Lounge ^^^

NICKEL NITE^
Every Other Drink 5*

Party with Crazy George in Main Lounge

Football in Pub
RT. 9 HADLEY (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

4^H The Ultimate Hot TUb Spam C413> S3a-A3SS
Reservations Requested
Om Certificates Available

(Mon.-Thurs.)

1 HOUR OF HOT TUBBING
for price of Vi hour with ad

Hours: Mort.-Thurs. 5-1

Frl.-Sun. 11 to 1 a.m.
Children under 12 FREE
(must t>e accompanied by Br\ adult)

250WMtfleldRd.
Holyoke, Mass.

Monday & Tuesday

Blues Brothers

Purple Rain

DOWNTOWN AMHER

fistaurant
FANTASTIC
HAPPY HOUR

MUNCHIE MENUI

! HAPPY HOUR !

2 for 1 all bottled beer

2 in 1 well drinks

potato skins only $1.99

3 pm - 6 pm, 9 pm till closing

7 days per week
56 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713
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Practice what you preach
Two weeks ago, out-of-state

students received notice of a $44 in-

crease in tuition because of an error

made by the University of

Massachusetts Bursar's Office.

More than 2,600 outof-staters were

given only two weeks in which to

scrape up the extra cash. For many

students, this is a hardship. The fact

that the biU came as a surprise makes

the situation that much worse.

According to the Bursar's Office,

students who reftjse to pay the bill will

not be administratively withdrawn or

chai^ the $25 late fee. The$44will,

however, be added to their bills for

next semester.

Tliis is a breach of contract between

the University and students, accor-

ding to the Legal Services Office.

Figures rele^ed by the office last

April showed that out-of-state tuition

for this fall would be $2,016^$44 less

thjan the August bill. Although the

Bursar's Office was uncertain what

the Board of Regents' decision would

be, this is no excuse for billing

students this late in the semester.

We urige outof-state students not to

pay the bill, and the Bursar's Office to

re&md the $44 to students who did pay

it.

UMass is staunch and inflexible

when students miss financial

deadlines. Students who are a day or

two late are denied housing, cla^s,

and/or financial aid, depencfing on the

situatioa Now the administration has

missed a deadline. It, too, must be

penalized.

The administration preadies respon-

sibility in meeting deadlines. It's time

for them to practice it.

Unsigned editorials reflect the rriajorir

ty opinion ofthe Collegian Board of

Editors.

Students and the future
Brown University undergraduates

overwhdmin^ voted last week to ask

their school to sujrt^ the health center

with cyanide pills so students can com
mit suicide in case of nuclear war.

We commend the 1,044 students

who supported the non-binding

referendum.
Some students called the idea

"sheer stupidity" while others have

praised the students for caring about

and thinking about the future.

In Thursday night's nationally

televised vice-presidential debate,

Geraldine Ferraro said the nuclear

arms issue is the single most impor-

tant issue facing not just Americans

but all people.

The students at Brown should be

praised for facing this issue and for

their very clear political and moral

message - We care about the future

and we are concerned about it.

Despite the fact Brown's president

said the University would not comply

with the request, there was a victory

for students there, here and

everywhere.
We, here, should be proud of our

counterparts at Brown for calling at-

tention to the nuclear arms issue, and

should learn fiDm than. Wemustoon-

tinue the dialogue they helped begin.

We must also say, in our own way,

that we too, are concerned about our

future. We urge the undergraduate

Student Senate to pass a motion at its

meeting Wednesday commending the

action of Brown students.

Un^dffnededitmiabrefledthenuir

jorityopmim ofthe CollegianBoard of

Editors.

Letters to the Editor

Voting must
be a priority

Activities and events cry

out for our attention: The

World Series, studying, the

Presidential election,

classes, etc. We all should

focus our concentration on

one concern; our future.

Our future as it is in-

fluenced by the election of

the next President of the

United States. We all

should prepare for the elec-

tion by reading the paper,

watching the last debate on

October 21, and formulating

our own opinions. Take

time to think through the

issues. No, not the issues of

who wore the most make-up

at the last debate or who
John J. Mehringer

Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.

L IKS -TO 5Ay tUAT Gr^RALPlME l^

I've gv^K 6EeKJ IN fVAv LiP^!!'

stop the fear, stop the pain

When I was a child, my father taught me

lo be scared of thf dark. He said crt-atures

would crawl in my hvd if I did not fall asU-ep

at once. I always lived in fear of amorphous

and monsterous creature that could spring

up from anywhere. Hut this weekend, my

fear of the dark was reinforced by a greater

evil.

While taking advantage of the cool, breezy

autumn weather and walking home, a man

or a monsteroffered me a ride. "No. Thank

you." I said, for I was only five minutes

from my house. "Come on sweetie. I F

good." he answered holding his penis.

At this moment. I knew I had to run for

my life. But I ran not because I was .scared

I'm always protected by God but because I

was defenseless.

I've been a victim of incest. I know the

horrors of brutalized sex and its permanent

scars, but as a woman who lost her mother

at a very early age. I am defenseless.

1 looked in my father for the love I lost, but

he turned my love into desire to satisfy his

own male ego. 1 feel defenseless because I

cant trust the men next lo me or the

stranger who. according to God. is my
brother.

The reason why I'm requesting anonimity

is because I don't want those who know me

to feel sorry for me. I've felt sorry for

myself for 12 years. 1 want to bring my case

to the open lo raise more awareness and to

find support and a greater commitment to

STOP VIOLKNCK AGAINST WOMKN.
But this can only be accomplished if all of

us do our part.

Though I can sleep with the light on for the

rest of my life, the nightmares will haunt

me forever. I just pray to God that the

moon shines brighter for my sisters walking

home.

Editor's note: Due to the sensitive subject

matter the folUtunng column is anonymous.

The Mondale predicament

can win the arm wrestling

contest. We should focus

our concentration on the

policies which can safely

and best serve us in the

years to come. And lastly,

but most importantly, we
should take time out to vote.

Our future deserves to be a

priority.

"The courage to be cautious" is what

Democratic candidate Gary Hart at-

tributed to the Democratic Party's

nominee for 1984 presidential elections.

And in fact, the Democratic Party, deep

in ideological and political crisis, could not

have chosen a better nominee.

Reagan happens to have the blessing of

facing a challenger who simply does not

have any real alternative program to of-

fer. Nothing like the National Health

plan proposed by Ted Kennedy, nothing

like the reindustrialization program pro-

posed by Gary Hart, not even the

charisma of Mario Cuomo, or the courage

of George McGovem and Jesse Jackson.

Facing a Reagan administration bent on

war-mongerous policies of supporting in-

ternational terrorism (for example, the

covert war against Nicaragua), insane

Star Wars programs threatening to us all

with a nuclear holocaust, and a foreign m-

tervenitonism which has led us closer and

closer to a situation potentially more

dangerous then the hell we created in

Vietnam, much closer to home m El

Salvador, (not to mention the cowboy like

"courage" to invade the tiniest nation on

earth, Grenada), Mondale is only trying to

outdo Reagan (his latest remarks about

how he would have used tnK)ps in

Grenada are only one example, and people

prefer to vote for originality!), rather than

proposing a more reasonable, realistic ap-

proach (as Gary Hart or McGovern would

have).

After all, the decision to station those

cruise missiles in Europe (against public

opinion in all European countries), was

made by the Carter administration, where

Mondale has got his highest level of train-

ing.

How could Mondale effectively propose

an alternative to Mr. Reagan's insane

Sal Assad

"Let's Nuke the Russians" approach?

After all, the frivolous grain embargo was

adopted by Carter.

The new cold war was initiated by

Carter, and there is no recorded opposi-

tion of Mondale te the policies of his

l)enefactors.

The fact is that every major military

venture in this century was started by a

Democrat: Worid War I by Woodrow

Wilson, World War II by Franklin D.

Roosevelt, the Korean War by Harry

Truman, and the Vietnam War by John F.

Kennedy.

The fact is that Mondale is not willing to

recognize that the problems in Central

America have nothing te do with any

"communist conspiracy", or that revolu-

tions in those countries are results of

decades opf oppression by right wing dic-

tators supported by our foreign policy in

the past.

He does not challenge the cold war

myth that somehow we have a messianic

and apocalyptic responsibility to destroy

international communism, (a myth that

has cost us 45,000 lives in Korea, 56,000

in Vietnam, liOO in Lebanon, unteld

misery and destruction in all of those

countries who were blessed by our

generous bombings and interventions).

He doesn't approach the issues with a

more realistic and fresh view, challenging

the basic assumptions of Reagan. He

doesn't have anything new to offer.

However, we all need to vote for him to

put an end to the "Ronnie Horror Show."

Sal Asad is a UMass Student.
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PUT us TO THE TEST!
LSXfGMATGRE

MCATDAT
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MATPCATOCAT
VAT- TOEFL SSAT

PSATSAT
ACHIEVEMENTS- ACT

CLASSES FORMING
NOW

LSAT
GRE
GMAT

• PermanenI Centers open days

evenings weekends

• Complete TtSTN TAPE

facilities

• Skilled instructors and

dedicated lull time stafl

• Homestudy materials constantly

updated by Research Eiperts

• Low Hourly Cost

• Transler privitiges to over

120 locations

KHPl/IN

NATIONAL MB) BOARDS

MSKP FMGBM
aEX flDBNPB
NCBNCIEXRN
C6FNS CPA

SPEB) READING

ESLMTBOIVE REVIEW

MTROOUCTIONTO

mW SCHOOL

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
& WEEKENDS

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
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358 N. Pleasant

5495780

ATTENTION
UMASS STUDENTS
UMASS BOWLING TEAM

is looking for new members

we meet and practice

Tuesday Night at 8:30

at

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 Pleasant Street, Northampton

Bring a friend and come join the fun.

We compete with other colleges

from all over New England

Become Part of our U-Mass Team

HEALTH & BEAUTY
SALE

Sale

items are

also available

in the Mini Store

f COUPONS I
I on all Health and Baauty Aidt Products |

Located in the Campus Center

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-3

Q,UNIVERSITY
jlMSTORED

{Monday. October 15. 1984

9

Monday. October 15. 1984
iCoik^Uiii '

JIM PLUNKETT
has a new home

in Amherst
See him

Wednesday Night
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i
p;ZZA-RAA1A

I Our Specialties Are

I Delicious Pizzas

I Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

1 FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

g

g GALL 253-3808
256-0115

g
S j Any Large Pizza

:—I"

I

Any Med/Pizza T Any SmaTT Pizza
\ §

i 1 3 FREE SODAS icn.i I 2 FREE SODAS ic.^.i | 1 FREE SODA icni
J

S

K
J \ „s I. navp co-.tHI'is

I
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THE FUTURE
OF

ADVERTISING
• SPEAKER: Leo Bogart, General Manager,

Newspaper Advertising Bureau

• DATE: Tuesday, October 16, 1984

• PLACE: Campus Center Room 162-175

• TIME: 7:45 P.M.

SPONSOR: Marketing Department
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Daring new fiction

Vintage Contemporary series

'in some ways avant-garde
**

Far Tortuga

by Peter Maithiessen

Vintage Books

408p $6.95

Dancing in the Dark

by Janet Hobhouse
Vintage Books

229p $5.95

by BRADFORD VP:RTER
Colk'gian C'orre.spondant

The new series of of contemporary novels published by

Vintage is at once conservative and daring; the books are

for the most part reprints of best sellers considered in

some way avant garde.

A representative sampling includes Peter Matthiessen's

beautiful b<H)k. Far Tortuga. Dealing with the turtle

hunters of the British West Indies, this seafaring tide is of

a tradition rare in modern novels.

As the tale chronicles the lives of the ill fated crew, the

histories of the men unravel like a tightly wound ball of

string. Through their knowledge of each other, the men,

like unraveled string, become so irrevocably tied as to

form a (lordian knot of claustrophobic interdependency.

Ont' can only watch with fascination as the story builds to

increasing psychological intensity.

Matthiessen's characterization is remarkably realistic and

believable. He captures the rhythym and pattern of the

Carribean dialect effectively. Although a narrative of the

sea. this is clearly not a story about water, but of people.

The tale is conveyed through a series of images. Poetic

and poignant, each one is a fable unto itself:

The sky is poised for the sudden dark. The suxilhw

flutters up and doum the deck, and Broum, amidships,

catches it and tosses it high into the slipstream of the

masts; it returns and he catches it again, and laughs.

Again he throws it and again it returns: again he laughs.

He casts ii (t < >ay, but this time the bird is caught by a wave

leapt up almg the hull and is sucked doum and swept away

into the wash. .

Maltheissen's combination of old genre with new style is

approached with the considerable verve the genre die

tates. This makes for an ethereal and exciting book, well

worth seven bucks.

Uuite unlike Far Tortuga, Janet Hobhouse's work for the

series is very disappointing. Despite the laudatory blurbs

which envelop the lH)ok, Dancing in the Dark is a nasty

little novel, attempting to be intelle<-tual and chic in the

pretentious and annoying New York manner.

The story revolves around Morgan and Gabriella

Callager. We skip the boy meets girs, boy loses girl, boy

gets girl stages and start off with the boy and girl are

getting sick of each other and are looking for new kicks

stage.

The new kick for the e:allagers is in the form of Claudio.

their gay friend. Gabriella is entranced by Claudio and his

frolics, while the more serious Morgan recedes from the

group. A rift develops, and the book deals with the en

suing social tensions.

Some nebbish from the Philadelphia Inquirer compares

Hobhouse's dispassionate account to Austen, Kliot and

WtH)lf. At best, the book is a rip off Krancios Sagan's

Those Without Shadows. Hobhouse has simply reversed

the genders, and transcribed the setting from Paris to New

York.

Hobhouse's depiction of New York is particularly

H'pulsive. She litters her novel with references to all that

is nouveau chic: Husby Berkley, Weimar (Jermany,

"Morgan read his Ovid in the bath; Gabriella snaked off

occasionally to Stowe", &c.

Furthermore, all the characters have multitudinous pet

peeves. Gabriella is "delighted" that Caludio simply uill

notAnnV, coffee unless it's expresso. Hobhouse .seems easy

to impress. A few idiosyncracies make a character

realistic, a glut of them make the character a parodyx.

If this wasn't enough, the characters are romantically

sterwtyped from the New York point of view to a

ridiculous extent. For example, Morgan Gabriella met at

Yale; she was a chorus girl in his retranslation of Bacchae.

Give me a break! There remains nothing in this book which

is believable.

Throughout the book men have been a constant source of

disappointment to the women. There is a mes.sage

Hobhou.se is trying to convey: Girls just wanna have fun,

but men the bastards they screw it up for them Why
can't they all be gay'.'

A silly novel by a bitter woman. Dancing in the Dark has

been vastly overrated. Indeed, the best thing about the

book is the cover photo.

Jazz legend Dizzy GiUe»pie will perform at the Fime

Arts Center Concert Hall on Wednesday, October 17

at 8 pm. Ticket.^ are available at the FAC box office

(5U5-2511), local DATATIX outlets, and the Spr

ingfield Ci\nc Center.

artslines,,.
The fifth program in the series "Writers Speak: America

and the Kthnic Experience" will be held on Wednesday,

October 17 and 8:00 p.m. in the Campus Onter. Itoom 162

at the University of Massachusetts. The speaker will be

Linda Hogan. a native American poet, author of

Daughters, I Love rou(1981), Calltng Myself Home{l9S2).

and Fclipse (1984). which w;is given honorable mention in

the Western States B<K)k Awards. Her work has appeared

in the The Remembered Farth: Anthology of Con-

temporary Native American Literature (1978) and other

anthologies. Ms. Hogan's new book of poems entitled

Seeing Through the Sun will be published by the

University of Massachusetts Press in 1985. "Writers

Speak: America and the Ethnic F^xperience" is a series of

the Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities and is

made possible by a grant from the Massachusetts Foun-

dation for Humanities and Public Policy.

presents:

an evening with

10 PM SHOW ADDED!!

Tickets on Sale Wed. Oct. 17

! ^jfjf}fjf.^^^jf^:if.^^jf:^^^^^Jf^^^^^4^

"The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five College Students,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now
Frank Zappa's second show is open to

students, faculty, and staff of the Five

Colleges only.

UMass and 5-College ID required

for purchase of ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

W'
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Student Special

2 FOR 1
or

Vz PRICE
on

Hypercurricula

Monday. October 15, 1984

Doonesbury

.Collegian 9

By Garry Trudeau

1 hour HOT TUB
every Monday and Tuesday

call for Reserations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

Open: Mon 4 pm - 1 am; Tues 1 1 am -
1 am

PREMENSTRUAL SYN-
DROME: FACTS.
FALLACIES AND A SEN-
SIBLE APPROACH
MESSAGE: - Presented

by Sharon Weizenbaum,
Registered Acupuncturist,

and Veda Andrus, R.N. and

Nutritional Consultant as

part of the Valley Family

Health Alliance lecture

series at the Beyond Words
Conference Space, 2nd floor

of Thornes Market, 150

Main St., Northampton, Oc-

tober 15, 7:00. Free. For

information call 584-3847

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALI-

TION — Join us for a discus-

the coming
Newcomers

sion on animals used in ex-

perimentation. Help us

plan for

semester,
welcome.

7:00 pm at Campus Center

804

Oct. 15

COALITION FOR EN-
VIRONMENTAL QUALI-

TY — General meeting to

discuss upcoming project,

our resource library, elec-

tions. We need your com-

mitment! New members
welcome
7:00 pm in CEQ office rm

;?06 SU
10/15/84

OUTING CLUB MEETING
— Will include an-

nouncements of upcoming

trips and a slide show by

Steven Gilroy on the

Tetons, Wind Riber Moun-

Uins and Yellowstone.

Everyone is invited.

7.00 pm at CC 164-175

Monday, October 15

CC804

THE WRITING CENTER
- The Writing Center of-

fers free, confidential peer

tutoring for all University

Students. Bring any assign-

ment or writing project.

Drop-in, no appointment

necessary.

7:00 pm Pierpont

Classroom, SW
Monday 10/15

BREAD AND BIBLE
DISCUSSION GROUP -
Dinner and open conversa-

tion on contemporary moral

and political issues from a

Biblical perspective. Call

Robin Harden, 545-2661, if

you plan to attend.

7:00 pm
10-15-84

For the time of your life in college, come to one of our free One Hour Evelyn

^WlfXTyou the way to have more free time by cutting your study time in half

wEyou r^ise your grade point There's a lot more to colfege than textbooks, test.,

and term oaoers And Evelyn Wood is the way to enjoy it
.

NowTtESe Vo m your move. Bring a friend and join us at our seminar. Ifs

only an hour. It's free. And ifs definitely not a waste of time.

Free Seminar Schedule

LOCATION: MURRAY d. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
ROOM 174-176

MONDAY 10/15 5:00PM ANP 7:00PM
TUESDAY 10/16 1 2:00PM, 2:00PM AND 4:0 0PM

,,,, h800M47 READ
Choose the day and trnie most convenient for you. Reservations not necessary For more information call 1(800) 447-READ.

EvelynWood
Y" College Programs

!/!Li

SOHOUJV
IT 60.

HANPSOMB^

QRBAT TH£y
CFF&itPME
ThemuRBA-
CAN ACCOUNT

THeUJHOLB

ACCOUNT^
mUJ' YOU
ACCBPTdP
OFCOURSa

OF
CJDURse

\

GOD, yOUARB
A FASTTRACKEX.'

I KNO/UIT 50
Houuooyou
Faaf

LIKBAeOOP
GBRMAN

UH-OH.

TORTURBP-
3R0UI TIMB

NBBPA
SHOULVBR?
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

oFftuf., /w (\ RBFR(j>Mr/inve

Ofm FR0rB5TER5. JV UKi TO

PO^HTm THAT^ AKE ftLL.

Pt^PLAYINO A FLAGRMT fiUP

OMCfKKXJS P>5f(e5FeCT FOR CML
WTHOKtrf.

Rl(yMTMN&eR5. ^ PCFLOlie

5Um BiHMiOR ftSP PCmNP
MMBPim mc/ce /\ction

/-^,^d(hl^.^*n9>i^,-rr^^^yfrn^'%Y^

NOW YOU gmooR

I
OI/RM&\Kii\

UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

EV£Ky D>iy MIC L^^ES,
FOR. SCHOOL ,/^b Th
LEFT HERE ALL ALONE.

sor<MrinES
GfTS V6?y DEPW£Si/Ng.

BffPt BEEPI
BOOT}^f^"^

Gorde by Gorde

OCOOHHf SwAir^, S'Se

-Jf^ IF THSe CAAJ F/A^P

THE COURT
PHYSIClAt^. THY

HEAD /S

KILLINe
ME

HEY, He DoesM'T
KNOW \/JMEN TO STOP
KiDOiM^ AROU^O, DOES
HE? ENOUGH )A/lTH

THE CAA^ELOT 6ARSA6E

THIS BE A/or
CAMELOT//
WHE^E /K/

HEAVEN 'S

NAME ARE
THY?"

/, ARTHUR
)peNDR^COfJ, Kif^e

O « OF BRiTlAhJ,

LORD OF
THE RC/^AN
EMPIRE,

KNOW

The Lab
by Law

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Today 8 Weather

Breezy today with a mish-

mash of sun and clouds with

temperatures in the 60's.

Clear tonight with lows in

the 40's and tomorrow, dit-

to of today.

FUTURE CALVIN
KLEINS!!!

The Collegian Fall Fashion

Special needs your illustra-

tions! Get published and be a

part of New England's
largest college daily! For
more information, call

Michelle Hyde, 545-3500, or

stop by the Collegian office.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Yeslollowei

5 Sphere ot work

9 Raccoon s

relative

14 Gud'un's
spouse

15 Visionary

16 Biblical King

17 RR stops

18 State of the

Union
20 Squabble
22 Like Aesop's

grapes
23 City trains

24 Molecule parts

26 Gov agent

28 Track support

32 Juliet, tor one

36 Put on

37 Unverified

suppositions

39 Branctilike

divisions

40 Java s neighbor

41 Ibsen character

42 de

viaieros (pas

senger train)

43 At the

pinnacle

44 Mountain
nyrnph

46 Pay atterdionto

47 Tabby at

mealtime
49 Fast vwalkers

51 Pelvic bones

53 SW Asian

capital

54 Little, in

Berwick

57 Super

59 Printer s devils

at times

63 President, city

or state

66 Spoken
67 Martian,

perhaps

68 Ring locale

69 Tropical plant

70 Cup. in Cannes
71 Camelol

character

72 Suit to

DOWN
1 Prepare, as

potatoes

Kdiled b>

2 boy

3 Too bad'

4 Jackson s

-locale

5 Attempts on

Annapurna
6 American

caricaturist

7 Wiggly ones

8 Boisterous

9 Of a singing

group
10 Poetic

contraction

11 English

composer
12 Slave

13 Namesakes of

a Lupino

19 Does a slow

boil

21 Alamos

25 Guitar skin

27 Manitoba s

neighbor

28 Inner circle

29 Rancher sropf

30 Ships deck

31 Alleviates

33 Doughboy s

mecca
34 Eastern title

Irude Michel Jutfe

35 Certdiiilfuit

features

38 Conductors
concerns

44 Heavenly
hunter

45 All in

48 Stritch or May
50 Country

stopover

52 Viewpoint

54 "Sultan

of
•

55 Powers of

Hollywood
56 Sale

stipulation

58 College near

Windsor Castle

60 Part of Q E F

61 Wonderful

62 Blackthorn

64 For a

lolly

65 Kimono
accessory
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D.C. Menu

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Hot Pot

Humus Vegetable I'ocket

Sandwich

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce,

Oanberry Sauce

LUNCH
Ham Grinder

Italian Shell Casserole

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranlx-rry Sauce

Roast Lamb/Ciravy. Mint

Jelly

Tuna Salad FlaU> with Chips



10 (()ll('^ i«ni.

NESTLE TOUCH OF GLITTER or «^,,,.

COLOR GLO

$1.49

LITE-UP
LIGHTSTICKS

save 42*

SNACK SIZE BAGS
• Hersheys (plain or almond)

• Milky Way
• 3 Musketeers
• Snickers • Reese^s Cups

$1-88
irjiillqiiUc

BRACH'S CANI
• Candy Corn
• Autumn Mix
• Indian Corn

^^ • Harvest Jelly Beans
• Mellocreme Pumpkins

your
choice

GREAT SELECTIONS OF HALLOWEEN

Costumes/Masks/Party Needs

EWUSH ON BlUSH

COVER GIRL
BRUSH-ON
BLUSH

$1.77
save $1.12

CLOSE-UP
TOOTH
PASTE
6.4 oz.

$1.29
save 50*

J
5HN»1POO

PHISODERM
5 oz.

$1.66
save $1.09

ST. IVES
SHAMPOO

18 oz aloe or jojoba

$1.55
save 60'

PLIAGEL
Cleaning
Solution

0.85

$2.33
save $1.12

[Monday, October 15, 1984 Monday, October 15, 1984
iCollegian n

AVIATOR
PLAYING
CARDS

save 40'

'Mi i"""m"""'^"" n

THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
|

FAIRCHILD SCHOLARS
PROGRAM

i^y
^ll ll^rl^l.l Mlll.llfl«l1^^^'^^^^^'^^^T^lI^l.l.»j„.„.,,

....1---M.I Mil .iTrmm:,

A unique way to earn

your /NA.S. or Ph.D. in

electrical engineering.

Work 3 days a week at

full salary; study 2 days a

week under full

fellowship.

Apply today if you have a

B.S. (in science or

engineering), the

background for E.E.

study, and a G.P.A.

above 3.2 (4.0 scale).

To apply, write or call

Prof Anthony Ephremides, director

of the Fairchild Program,

Department of Electrical

Engineering, The University of

Maryland, College Park, MD
20742. Phone (301) ^34-6199/

6845/6871 U.S. citizenship

required before employment

begins

Or contact the Fairchild Program

representative when he visits your

campus:

DATE OCTOBER 18, 1984

TIME 9:00 - 4:30

PIACE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

.ii.imniiiiiiiinii i ri i miii i ii'il l l i illiMi.uj.:..^

A Cooperative Partnership

of Fairchild Industries and

The University of Maryland

^'OOV<^
OF IH^ i^^

$1.00 OFF H
A Practical Miinual

for tobHuiiterj»

iff Qireer-Chsinge^^:

l'fS4

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534

sale ends Oct. 21

"Exceitent

a ciistsnguishf :

public service

PETER P DRUCKeR

•ThtQuuk

J(th-Httmtii!>:

What Color Is

Your Parachute?
Ru hart! \t*lst>ii iH>lU»s

What Color Is Your Parachute?
A Practical Manual for Job-Hunters

and Career Changers
Richard Nelson holies

Open:
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

<7,UmVERSITY

Located in the Campus Center

"Bless you boys", Tigers roar over Padres, 8-4

DETROIT AF The Detroit

Ti^t^rs capped a classic

runaway season and cap

tured their first World

Series since 1968 by

defeating the San Diego

Padres 8 4 Sunday in the

fifth game, as Kirk Gibson

drove in five runs with two
homers.

(iibson's second homer, in

the eighth inning, came off

relief ace Goose Gossage.
who had not allowed a run in

seven previous World Series

appearances. Lance Parrish

also homered off Gossage in

the seventh inning.

Ihe victory completed a

three game sweep of the

Padres at Tiger Stadium

after the two teams had split

at San Diego.

The American League

champions in the final game
untracked a potent offense

that led the major leagues

with 839 runs and 187

homers during the season.

They combined the timely

hitting of Gibson in this

game. Alan Trammoll
throughout the Series and

two complete game victories

by Jack Morris to dominate

the Padres. Trammell went

for 4 Sunday, but he still

hit .450 with six KHI in the

Series.

The Tigers also took ad

vantage of shoddy padre

fielding and baserunning to

turn a game that was tied at

3 3 into a runaway.

Men's soccer falls to U.R.L;
volleyball places second
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

A must win it was. But a win they didn't

get.

And thus, the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team, ranked number one in

New England and 12th in the country only

two weeks ago, saw its prospects for ad-

vancing to post season play just about fade

away under the Kingston, Rhode Island

sunshine on Saturday as they fell to the

URIRams, 2 1.

With UMass and URI entering the game

ranked fifth and sixth in New England

respe<"tively, and since only two teams from

New England qualify to advance to the

NCAA tournament, the game took on

titanic proportions. With the loss, UMass
will probably fall to the lower depths of the

top ten. or maybe even out of the polls.

Although the first half ended in a scoreless

tie, the team chemistry so vital to soccer

success simply wasn't present for the

Minutemen as URI controlled the

momentum.
It was the .same tale in the early second

half before URI broke through at 68:03

when John liOpes, taking advantage of

UMass' fullback's inability to clear the ball

from the zone, chipped a shot over the head

of UMass goalie Don Donahue. Less than

two minutes later it was 2 as Jim Mon
teiro scored for URI.

In an attempt to comeback, UMass em
ployed four forwards in the final 20

minutes. Several opportunities went for

naught before Paul Serafino netted a goal,

his third of the season, at 81:43.

UMass had several chances to tie the game

in the closing minutes, but URI goalie Saal

PVank held firm and time finally ran out on

the game and maybe the season.

Once .5 1 2. the Minutemen have lost three

of the last four games to drop to 6 4 2.

In volleyball action, the UMass volleyball

team travelled to New Haven, Connecticut

to participate in the Southern Connecticut

tournament over the weekend.

The Minutemen started things off in pool

play with a convincing victory over Rhode

Island College, 1.5 7 and 15 2. They then

faced New Ilaven, who happens to be the

twelfth ranked team in the nation. UMass
lost a tough first game in the best of three

series by a score of 15 13 but valiantly

fought back to take the second game 18 16.

Game three was played early the next

morning, and the Minutemen couldn't

adjust, dropping the contest 15 0.

A sweep of host sch(X)l Southern Con

necticut brought an end to pool play, and

the quarterfinals began.

Central Connecticut was the first victim

for UMass as they fell 15 7, 15 5. This

relatively easy victory sent UMass to the

semifinals against F^astern Connecticut, and

like the other Connecticut schools in the

tourney, the Minutemen rolled on to victory

with scoresof 15 12 and 15 5.

That brought UMass to the finals where

they faced, one more time. New Haven.

The spikers dropped game one 15 12 but,

just as in their match with New Haven

yesterday, the Minutemen rebounded to

take game two 15 10. They were now one

game away from taking their first cham

pionship in this tourney.

But it was not to be.

Men's crew rows to win
Water polo wins own tourney easily

by JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Last weekend proved to be a study of

contrast as the UMass Crew teams passed

their final tests in preparation for this

Sunday's "Head of the Charles" in Boston.

The Men's team got off the line in a hurry

and never looked back as they rowed to

victory in Nashua, N.H. In dominating

squads from MIT, Connecticut ('ollege and

URI, UMass simply stuck to strategy.

We planned to row at a lower pace for the

first half mile and then pick it up for the mid

mile," said co captain Steve Arthur. "Hut

we felt so good coming into the last half mile

that we decidt«d to push a little extra."

The race began with a staggered start,

each boat leaving at intervals of 15 seconds

in a race against the clock. UMa.ss was the

first Varsity boat to hit the water after the

start of the JV race, and after the

Minutemen had pa.s.sed several struggling

JV boats it was apparent that the team was

well on their way to a winning performance.

The outing was particularly important

because it served as a tune up for this

Sunday's big race.

"This year we're much better prepared,"

said Arthur. "Everyone's doing a lot of

extra work and we're l<K)king to surprise a

lot of people next week. Everybody is fired

up."

The women, however, had a lot less to

cheer about as they struggled through a

long afternoon at the Mount Hoiyoke

Women's Regatta to finish behind a large

group of schools headed by Mount Hoiyoke

and Smith ('oUege.

The day started off on a positive note with

the Minutemen finishing sixth, but more
importantly, only ten seconds behind the

winning squad from Mount Hoiyoke. Their

sixth pla<'e performance, however, left

them out of the finals, qualifying for a

consolation race instead.

Despite the support of a handful of en-

thusiastic Novices, the afternoon painted a

more somber picture as the lack of actual

racing experience showed in a disap-

pointing third place finish in the con.solation

ra«-e.

"Friday wiis really the first time we've had

a set squad," said Lisa Davidson. "It takes

a while to get used to the p<H)ple you row
with. Not knowing where you're sitting or

who you're with dm's tend to throw you off.

But we're not 1(M) concerned now that we're

set."

What was to be the championship game of

the University of Massachusetts water polo

tournament turned out to be nothing more
than an intras(iuad scrimmage, as the

UMass 'A' and 'B' teams won their two
preliminary games to advance to the

championship where the 'A' team
dominated, 17 2.

"I would rather have played another

team," said UMass coach Russ Yarworth,

"but at least we had some fun out there."

The 'A' team's road was a rather easy one,

as the Minutemen defeated a good Boston

University team 16 5, then walloped R.P.I.

25 2.

Mike Levine al.so contributed to this story.

How the AP Top 20 fared
1. Texas (3 1) tied Oklahoma, 15 15.

2. Washington (6 0) beat Stanford, 37

15.

3. Oklahoma (4 1) tied Texas. 15-15.

4. Boston College (4 0-0) beat Temple.

24 10.

5. Brigham Young (6-0 ) beat Wyommg,
41 18.

6. Nebraska (5 10) beat Missouri, 33 23.

7. SMU (4 0) beat Baylor 24 20.

8. Ohio State(5 1 0) beat Illinois. 45 38.

9. ?^lorida State (4 1) lost to Auburn,

4241.
10. Miami (Fla.) (5 2 0) beat CincmnaU,

4925.

11. Penn State (4-2 0) lost to Alabama, 6

0.

12. lx)uisiana State (3 1) beat Van-

derbilt, 34 27.

13. Oklahoma State (4 10) did not play.

14. Purdue (4 2 0) lost to Iowa. 40 3.

15. Georgia (4 10) beat Mississippi, 18

12.

16. Auburn (3 2 0) beat Florida State. 42

41.

17. S. Carolina (5 0) beat Pittsburgh,

4521.
18. Florida(4 1 1) beat Tennessee, 43 30.

19. Kentucky (5 0) beat Missi.s.sippi

State, 17 13.

20. Georgia Tech (3 11) tied Virginia, 20

20.

Pats rebound, beat Bengals
FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) -

Quarterback Tony Eason

scrambled for touchdown

runs of 25 and 13 yards as

New F]ngland edged the

Cincinnati Bengals 20 14

Sunday for the Patriots'

fourth come from behind

victory of the National

Football League sea.son.

Dominated early when

rookie Boomer Esia.son's two

touchdown passes boosted

Cincinnati to a 14 3 halftime

lead, the Patriots surged a

head with 3:.52 gone in the

fourth quarter on Reason's

25 yard run, his fourth

rushing touchdown of the

season.

The victory gave New
England. 5 2, its first three

game winning streak since

1980. Cincinnati, which lost

its first five games this year,

fell to 16 for the second

consecutive .season.

The Patriots scored on

their opening series on the

first of Tonly P>anklin's two

field goals, a 20 yarder. But

F]sia.son, who led Cincinnati

to victory la.st week in his

first NFL start, threw

scoring strikes ofM yards to

M.L. Ilarris late in the first

(juarter and 7 yards to Cris

Collinsworth with 3:30 left

in the second.

New England began its

rally on its first possession

of the second half. With a

third down and 3 situation

at the Patriots' 33 yard line.

Eason threw a short pass to

Stanley Morgan, who raced

up the right side for a 52

yard gain to the Bengal 15.

On the third and 8, Eason

evaded VAA\v P^dwards' rush

and bolted up the middle for

a 13-yard score.
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ADVERTISING

AdvvrtiM FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
AdvartiM item* you w«nt to »ell or buy Call

5329488

AUDIO

Stat* of tha art itarao ayatam JB^L 1 10

spaakara with stands. Onkyo TX 30 digital

racaiver, JVC LF 41 turntable quarti, with

Pickering cart paid 41600 must sell »700

Warren 546-9767

For saiiT^^ion^' *** =•' '^**''^^

caaaatte with music search. »uP«^un«f 3,

Paid »219 muatsell lOO Warren 546-9767

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 VW Baatia rebuilt engine new brake

system new clutch good tires includes parts

car and trailer hitch »10O0 call Brenda

549 6999

1173 Dodge Charger daluxa Mechanical^

ly sound, AC, cloth interior, AM FM

casaene quadrophonic stereo, 82,000 orig

miles Very clean and dependable car Best

ofler 266^8336

VW "Thing" collectors item best oMei

Gene 323 7SB2

1973 P-lymouth Satalita good condition

must sail 900 call Wendy 253 3M6

entertainment'

viOEO~viDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A

Video entertainment giant 10 and '5 foot

screens for dorms and Greeks MTV

video music call 549 7144

Raci< TTDiac Rack A Video entertain

ment guaranteed events tor Disc Jockeys,

Bands and Video Call 549 7144

WICKED AND WILD OJJ. audio and

visual entertainment for the BO s 5»4 6/1/

6 Collaoa Sound the best in party and

dance mua«: Call 586^0245 or 586 7689

GUITAR Peavey T 60 225 Traynor amp 100

Boss heevey metal pedal 65 smallstone

phase shifter 40 546 4921

LAB sarlaa LS lOOw guitar amplifier

great condition »375 OBO Rob 549 5316

Corduroy Couch for aala good condition

call Elizabeth 549 1773

FOR RENT

2 cubic ft r«frl9«rator R Cr P Package

Store ff«* daWvwy 263 9742

73 Volka faatback, runa great fuel injected

»e00 549 1368 David

ItTt Chevy Mallbu atatlon wagon engine

and body in great ahape good mpg new

cooMng ayaterti anow tirea and more call

546-9086

ino Chavatta 4-door 57000 m««"good
condition Call 266-6151 after 530

FOR SALE

Eagla II word procaaaing C,P.M, Com-
puter 11200 00 1 533 9727

AJriinea tTckat to Chicago, Seattle, or An
chorage Beat offer Call 584-5077

Technics ^^att digital recelvar 7

presets quart/ lock tuning encellent condi

tion «125 00 546 7458

BaautHul dried flower baakata for aala

431 Hills House North Across from

Newman Center

Twin Mattraaa and Boxspring 26 00 you

must take away call 549 6041

74 Comat no rust excellent engine new

transmission reliable $800 or BO tel 549 4926

POUND

Found 2 keya 1 Volvo and 1 brass w^ag
that reeds Sharon call John 546 3279

Found Ring outside Brandywine Apts

Saptambar 29 daacriba call Pam 549 5188

HELP WANTED

Ovaraaaa |oba Summer, yr round

Europe S America Australia Asia All

fields »900 »2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC. PC Bo« 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

Tha Peoples Qay Alliance is looking for

an Office Manager This is a work study

position and duties will be lan.toriai and

clerical Drop off youf name, number, and

an informal reaume m the PGA Office, 41 3B

SUB Replies must be in by Oct 16th

Need Meala? Sorority needs kitchen help

(or lunch ft dinner Monday Friday, flexible

545 2152 Kathy

INSTRUCTION

Know your car, Basic Automobile

Workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollrT>ent ,
253-2098

Math Tutor, many 1W levala, call Joe.

665 2304. after 5 PM

Raaponalbia mature peraon, 4 5 after

noons per week Childcare for h«o boys

eges 7 and 10. light housekeeping, meel

preparation Own car desirable »50 • per

week Needed Mon. Tues. Thurs 3 6 and

Wed 1* pm caM Suaan 266-1886

Office Manager for SWAO needed

Orgdnization and governmental experience

helpful For more information call 545^)960

Artlat poaltlon for Southwaat Area

Oovarnment available For more informa

tion call 546-0960

Work atudy secretarial poaltlon available

for Southwest Area Government For infor

nuation call 545 0980

_^ yam
Stolen In Sylven eree or Boyden Qym
Brown leather wallet containing license,

bankcard and other eaaentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4098 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Sylven Area on Oct 4 red wallet containing

essentiels reward Amy 546-5917

HOT TUBS

Utopia SpM 2 for 1 hot tub avary Monday
and Tuesday night call for raaarvations

263 7727

Utopia Spaa private hot tub rentals call

now for reservations 263 7727

MOTORCYCLES

Honda~XL17t en /off In great condition

many new parts »475 OBO Rob 549 5316

PERSONALS

Halrcuta bySuol By ippT only' »6.00' call

546-8369

The iSilNDEX la harof Yearbooks vinll be

aoM outside of the SUB. Tues .
Oct 9 to

Fn Oct 19 The price is 16 Also available

are the 1982 INDEX for »3 and the 1983 IN

OEX for #4 Get your yearbook before sup

pliaa run out'

6th ANNUAL BATTLE OF THE BANOSI
Deadline for applications available Nov 2

All bands invited to apply Applications

available at the Southwest Area Govern

men! Office. Hampden Student Center

545 0960

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS Nomination papers fro SWAG
president available starting Octotier 11 at

the Senete Office, 420 3UB Papers are due

October 18, 5 pm at 420 SUB Open to all

Southwest residents

Suienna of DIcklnaon, Happy 19th Birth

dayi' (Look, no nicknamel Go Wild' Love,

Mike (Who has a nicknamel

Happy Birthday Donna S:hollardl Boy.

you're older then the night rraw' Hope it

wes funi Tootles'

To 2nd South you guys are a treasure to

me for making me feel like s person love you

all me Ragida

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papara. Caaaa, DIaaartatlons. Thaaaa .

on campus low rates guaranteed accap

tance Nancy 564 7924

thavel

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA* 11

student budget travel agency Free catalog

Call 16171 266 1926 or write. 729 Boylston

St Suite 201 Boston MA 02116
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All intramural volleyball and racquetball

entries are due in the office (Boyden 215)

Tuesday. All Foul shooting and one-on-

one entries are due on Wednesday.

!.!•:•!•:•:•:
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Richmond
pounds
UM,24-7
Spiders run-up 555 yards
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

In spite of the offensive failings of the University of

Massachusetts football team this season most people think

that the Minutemen have a solid defense.

Think again.

UMass allowed an incredible 555 yards of total offense as

the University of Richmond scored a pair of fourth quarter

touchdowns to whip the Minutemen 24 7 at Alumni

Stadium Saturday.

"We got our asses kicked." said UM coach Bob StuU, who

for the fourth time in six games tried to come up with

reasons for a loss.

"They (Richmond) have a lot of solid skill players," said

Stull. "But we're reverting back to our old mistakes. I

thought the URI game ( a 20 19 loss) may have been a

turning point for us. But maybe not.

Spider tailback Greg Grooms and quarterback Bob Bleier

did the bulk of the damage to UM. Grooms pounded out 195

yards on 27 carries and Bleier threw for 268 of Richmond's

299 yards through t he air with a 25 of 32 outing.

UMass managed only 15 first downs and 272 yards of

offense but did mange their first touchdown pass of the

season for the lone score, a Bob to Jim Simeone 21 yard

toss that tied the game at seven with 7:47 to go in the first

half.

"We were right in this thing at halftime," said Stull. "But

in the third quarter and especially in the fourth quarter

their line really took it to us physically. Some of their

drives seemed so long it was like a nightmare."

Richmond's first drive took hardly any time, 2:05 to be

exact as the Spiders took four plays to travel 71 yards.

Grooms, after a Richmond penalty pinned them back at

their own 21, scampered directly through the middle of the

UM line for a 38 yard gain.

Two more rushes gained six yards before Grooms snuck

behind UM linebacker Vito Perrone and gathered in a

Bleier pass for a 35 yard touchdown.

The linebackers have been solid against the run all

season," said Stull. "And the secondary has taken a lot of

heat for the passing yardage we've given up. But they (the

linebackers) are responsible for the running backs coming

out and there was a clear example."

Richmond continued to move down the field at will, but

the UM defense did manage several big plays. On a fourth

and 1 from the UM six Grooms was stuffed by UM
linebacker Dave Cavanaugh for no gain.

The Minutemen did do something offensively as Simeone

engineered a 92 yard drive that was UMass' best drive of

the season.

Throwing three times to Bob, and getting some
production from the seldom-used Duckworth Grange (a 20

AI' l.nsrrjiliiit

UMass tackle Mike Dwyer (71) bears down on Richmond running back Danny Holly as Peter

Tracy closes in. Richmond beat UM, 24-7 on Saturday .

yard jaunt and ten yard run), Simeone got UM down to the

Richmond 21,

For the first time this year, the much-maligned junior

connected for a TD pass, lofting the ball to Bob who hauled

it in at the left corner. George Papoutsidis' PAT made it 7-

7. It remained that way until halftime.

The second half saw Bleier go to the passing game as big

(6-5, 235) tight end John Henry caught eight passes for 80

yards. The scoring came with a Brendan Toiban field goal,

a Danny Holly one yard run and a Bleier to Craig Kay nine

yard touchdown pass.

UMass got no closer than the Richmond 28 when
Papoutsidis missed a field goal. Barnwell completed UM's
longest pass of the year, a halfback option to John

Crowley.

"I wouldn't say we dominted then," said Richmond coach

Dale Shealy. "But we did have a real good day offensively.

They kept us from scoring as much as we should have,

especially number 71 (Mike Dwyer). But Bobby (Bleier)

had his best day as did Grooms. It's nice to do what we
wanted to do."

UMass vs. Richmond
Scoring:

R: Grooms, 36 pass from Bleier. Toiban PAT
UM: B. Simepne, 21 pass from J. Simeone. Papoiutsidis

PAT
R: Toiban, 38 FG
R: Holly, 1 run, Toiban PAT
R: Kay, 9 pass from Bleier. Ahnell PAT

Richmond
UMass

7

7

3 14 24

7

Statistics:

First Downs: UM: 15; R: 24

Possession: UM: 27:27; R: 32:33

Third Downs: UM: 6-16, R: 7-14

Yards Passing: UM: 142, R: 299

Yards Rushing: UM: 130, R: 256

Total Yards: UM: 272, R: 555

Punts: UM: 7-35.4, R 3-38.6

Return Yards: UM: 0, R: 31

Women's soccer limps on as

Minutemen beat Cortland

TIGERS WIN - Kirk Gibson pours champagne over Lance parish, right,

after the Tigers beat the Padres 8-4 to win the World Series. See story

page 11.

By GP:RRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Less skilled teams often resort to other

tactics when they play the top ranked

teams in the country. They often just try to

hi'at up the more skilled squad.

The second ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team was

pounded physically by fifth ranked Cortland

State but came from behind to win 2-1

Sunday afternoon in Cortland, N.Y.

"We showed maturity in being able to

comeback," coach Kalekeni Banda said. "It

shows that we can do it. We are a better

1 earn.

The Minutemen raised their record to 9-1-

2 but lost the services of their leading

scorer freshman Jolie DePauw for at least

one game. DePauw and the Dragon goalie

collided in the last minute of the game.

"The goalie went for Jolie, not the ball,"

Manda said. "The team couldn't match us

with skills so they had to revert to

something else. They were hackers."

Kristen Bowsher twisted her ankle in the

game but is hoped to be ready for Tuesday's

match against Dartmouth. And Jamie
Watson sat out this game because she was
hurt in" last Thursdays's Springfield game.

Cortland State took a 1-0 on a fluke goal

with 13:33 gone in the first half. Defender

Debbie Belkin kicked the ball back to goalie

Jeanne Paul. But Belkin hit it too hard and

it went past Paul and into the goal.

Bowsher converted on her third penalty

kick of the year at 39:37 to knot the score.

Ellen Taggart took a cross from sister

Chris, playing at midfield in Watson's spot,

and headed the ball into the net. A Cortland

defender knocked the sure goal out of the

net and a penalty shot was awarded.

In the second half, UMass began to assert

themselves. Freshman Carolyn Micheel

fired a 35 yarder into the net to give UMass
the 2-1 lead at the 38:26 mark. "It was a

beautiful shot," Banda said.

The Minutemen, who face Dartmouth at

Boyden tomorrow at 3 p.m., outshot

Cortland 20 4 and Jeanne Paul made four

saves.

"It's going to be a tight race down the

finish," Banda said.

^rts at a glance
UMass schedule:

I

There are no sports scheduled for today.
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UMass
South African
Investments

By John Ruddock

An article appeared in the Sept. 7 issue of the Col-

legian conerning the status of UMass-corporate in-

vestment is South Africa. While the exact purpose of

this letter may be said to be unclear, it may be deduc-

ed the the desired effect was to enlighten students as

to the current stock that the University held in com-
panies operating in te aparthied regime, as well as to

demonstrate the willingness of the Board of Trustees

to reaffirm their commitment to "divest from com-
panies involved in South Africa". As both these objec-

tives are indeed meritious and worthwhile, it is unfor-

tunate to note that the article did not achieve either, to

any degree of distinction. However, it is hoped that

this article will lay to rest any questions or concerns

that the reader might have on UMass' involvement in

South Africa, thus accomplishing the objectives of the

previous article.

In 1977, after much disscussion, deliberation, and

student protest, the Board of Trustees voted to divest

from all stocks in the companies operating in South

Africa. This measure was taken only after the process

of review, in which South African-related stocks were

evaluated using the Sullivan Codes of Conduct. The
Sullivan Principles were devised by Rev. Leon

Sullivan, former Civil Rights activist, as a set of stan-

dards by which US companies in South Africa could

promote racial and social equality in the workplace.

These principles are seen by many South African and

US activist groups as a "band-aid" remedy for racial

oppression, which not only seems ineffective in com-

batting racism in South Africa, but actually impedes

the struggle for freedom being waged by the 22 million

Black South Africans who currently are oppressed by

the apartied regime.

At this time te University Trustees discussed the

idea that the (1977) South African related stocks be

divested "within a reasonable period of time" so as to

make good on thier Trustee vote. The responsibility

for the investment portfolio (which the South African-

related stocks were a component) was then delegated

to Treasurer Robert Brand, and the entire issue of

UMass' Involvement in South Africa was put aside,

presumably to make room for more "important"

issues.

Seven years later, several students, upon making

inquiries as to the current status of UMass in relation

to South Africa, discovered that the University was

still retaining stock investments in South Africa,

several of which were among those listed in the

original investment report of 1977 (see table).

Shares

-American Hospital Supply

Corporation 1500

-Proctor and Gamble 1600

-Textrionix 700

-Foxboro 1575

-"homas ^ B«»tt inoo

-General Signal 2466

Market Value

§48,000

§80,000

§39,200

§50,400

§65,000

101,106

Volume 13 Issue 5

connected with the Collegian
for the sole purpose of

distributiofr

photo by David Walker

Juventud 77 provided the participant of
. . .^ ^ »

BCP/AHORA Gala Celebration with the rythmic souns of Latin America. (See story on page two.)

Alarmed at the flagrant inaction of the Trustees

and/or Treasurer Brand to uphold the mandate of the

1977 Trustee motion, these students formed a coali-

tion to further research the possible ramifications of

such action. The South African Divestment Coalition

(SADC) began to document and verify UMass in-

volvement in South Africa, paying particular atten-

tion to the economic, social, and legal implications of

such involvement. After a great deal of investment

research, and cross-check referencing, the SADC
discovered, using eight reputed financial reference

manuals, that the six stocks that UMass held were in-

deed investment in corporations operating in South

Africa. As these documents clearly verified UMass' in-

direct involvement in South Africa, this laid clear the

path for any strategy for divestment of the stock in

question.

Upon further research and consultation with the

Legal Services Office at UMass, it was determined

that, due to the Trustee regulations concerning South

African stock investment, which prohibits UMass cor-

porate investment in South Africa, the actions of the

Treasurer and Board of Trustees to maintain stock in-

vestment in that country was in fact an illegal action,

since the Treasurer and. indirectly the Trustees

themselves, violated their own statute. It must be em-

phasized at this point that whether this situation arised

either through negligence or lack of an effective

monitoring system, the Treasurer is, by the fact that

he is delegated the responsibility of executing and

monitoring the University investment portfolio, direct-

ly responsible, while the Board of Trustees are

ultimately responsible for this action, for they are the

Executive body of the University, and moreover, they

were the ones who wrote the statute in the first place.

With this information in hand, the SADC began to

press the University for immediate and full divest-

ment. A letter outlining all pertinent stock information

was sent by the SADC to Treasurer Brand on August

20. Five days later Brand responded to the letter by

both questioning the resources that were used for the

SADC investment research and to rationalize his

monitoring of UMass stock investments by

acknowledging that "just identifying the parent com-

panies (of South African corporations) is a difficult job

for professionals." If this ratonal is to be used, then

the obvious questions arise: Why didn't the SADC,

which used reference tools available to the public, en-

counter these "difficulties" expressed by the Universi-

ty Treasurer? Treasurer Brand's reluctance to divest all

holdings in South Africa was based on several asser-

tions made by him. As these assertions were made to

possibly justify a lenghier divestment period, the

SADC began to provide defences to these assertions,

as follows:

A) The University's data does not support our findings

Since 1977 the University has used only 2 souces of

information to verify South African stock in-

vestments: the South African Review Services

(published by the Inventory Responsibility Research

Center (IRRO) and the investment Counsel of Stan-

dish, Ayer & Wood Inc. Yet, while the Treasurer

reputed the SADC cources as not beng up-to-date, It

must be noted that the SADC used the same issue of

the IRRC document (1982) to verify the American

Hospital Supply Investment that the Treasurer pur-

ported to use to maintain the investment porfolio.

Question: Why did it take the SADC letter to alert

Treasurer Brand to stock information included in his

Continued on page 3
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BCP family portrlat of the Western Mass Latino

community. BCP staff and alumni gather to celebrate 10 years of success.
photo by David Walker

Celebrating Success
by Marilyn G. Sou
Nummo Staff

The Bilingual Collegiate Program(BCP) and Ahora,

the Latin student organization wrapped up thier an-

niversary celebration on Saturday, October 6th, with a

Gala celebration. The week long activities began with

a reception on the tenth floor of the Campus Center,

followed in the auditorium with a dance.

AHORA was born twelve years ago out of a desire

by students who sought to uplift the Latino race. The

manner in which to accomplish this most succesfully,

they saw, was through education. Thus the creation

of the Bilingual Collegiate Program in 1974. The BCP

is an academic support program which assists

students in facets of their education. However, while

realizing academic needs they also provide personal

counseling, financial counseling and tutorial services.

There have been many people responsible for the

success of BCP and AHORA. On Thursday Oct. 4, an

awards night was held in honor of these contributing

individuals. Thirty-seven awards were distributed.

Because of these two organizations many students

have discovered different avenues, they (BCP /Ahora)

support you and assist when you need guidance, said

Carlos Gonzalez a BCP alumni. He continued to say,

"The organizations allow you to retain your culture

while helping you to adjust to a new one."

The Student Union Gallery held an exibit which was

flown in for Bilingual Week. The exhibition presented

different art work of contemporary Puerto Rican

artists. In addition to this exhibit there was one which

proudly displayed the work of many Hispanic UMass

students.

BCP/Ahora's success has been so grand that they

have successfully graduated over 400 students. In lui

of this, a BCP Alumni Association has been formed.

Over the past twelve years Ahora has been directly

responsible for enriching cultural awareness at the

University and surrounding communities. I dare to

say, however, that the concert of Ruben Blades and

Seis del Solar on Oct. 5th in the Fine Arts Center was

the one event which united the diverse Latin

communities in the area.

The week was one that provided many memories

for all involved. " The celebration does not only bring

back the struggle waged then but also reminds us

about the road yet before us", said Yadira Betances, a

senior Journalism major.

Editorial
Rod Clare

Africa is the second largest continent in the world

comprised of more than 50 countries. With such

divergency, no one is expected to know all the dif-

ferent societies and cultures that exist in Afnca. One

country that no Black person should be ignorant of,

however, is South Africa. Despite the publicity given

to Communist repression, it is South Africa whose in-

famy is based upon fascist policies. Without a doubt,

South Africa is the most malicious of all countries in

the world.

Although Blacks comprise 70 per cent of the

coutry's population, they do not play any significant

role, nor do they have any power in the government,

or power do anything that would threaten "national

security".

The white minority's government sanctions apar-

theid, the separation of races. The majority of Blacks

are being forced onto "bantustans" which are arid

desert land with very little water or food and no in-

dustrialization, with the exception of very meager

shacks for inhabitation. The South African govern-

ment explains their policy as not being racist but one

that provides Blacks with their own nations.

As a result. Blacks perform menial labor and receive

the lowest possible pay, usually 1/10th of what a

white worker receives. Blacks can be jailed for an in-

definite period of time without a trial or any other

technical legalities. Half of the Black children born in

South Africa never live to age five. The South African

government is so brutal and repressive that it has been

said that the only fair comparison to its system is Nazi

Germany.
One reason South Africa has been downplayed in

the American media is because its major economic

backer is the United States. U.S. companies invest

billions of dollars worth of business and capitol with

South Africa and billions more go to military aid and

equipment for the South African government. The

United States considers South Africa as a reputable

friend and pledges continued support.

South Africa is known throughout the world for its

two mojor policies; its present anti-communism and

its policy of aparteid. While anti-communism is not

too readily emphasized, the same certainly cannot be

said for its apartheid policies. South Africa was saved

from expulsion out of the United Nations by only one

veto vote by the United States. People should read

more about South Africa so that a firm position can be

taken against white rule. This should be one issue

which Blacks the world over can unify upon.

Reprinted from the September issue of "Gramma"

weekly review.

JOHANNESBURG-More than 40 people have been

killed in the wave of repression unleashed by the racist

regime against South African blacks, reported Latin-

Reuters.

While blacks were burying thier dead more clashes

erupted in Katlehong, east of the city.

Racist police officials acknowledged having killed

another person and said one of thier agents was

critically wounded after having been attacked by

demonstrators.

In the Daveytown area, some 300 demonstrators ig-

nored a court ban on demonstrations and marched in

the funeral of four students murdered by police.

Police sources reported that the hospitals were filled

with wounded and that the situation remained tense in

black neighborhoods around Johannesburg.

The recent demonstrations in South Africa came to

protest the new Constitution, which legalizes apar-

thied and denies all rights to the black majority of 24

million.

Demonstrators, who met with strong army and

police repression, also opposed recent economic and

social measures such as rent hikes and the poor

education in black schools.
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Ras Lance Douglas, a Ras Tafarian leader and

spokesman for the Theocratic Government of Ras

Tafari will speak at the University of Massachusetts on

Thursday October 18, 1984 at 7:30 p.m. at the New

Africa House. Sponsored be Afrik-Am, a black stu-

dent organization and The Five College Black Studies

Executive Committee, Ras Douglas will speak on the

effects of partisan political violence and economic vic-

timization on the Jamaican poor.

"In recent years" Micheal Thelwell, a Jamaican-

born professeor in the W.E.B. Dubois Department of

Afro-American Studies, explained, "Jamaican society

has witnessed an excalation of social and political

violence of the most destructive and painful kind. The

people who have borne the weight of the suffering are

the poor and especially, young black people from the

Ghetto. Some of the violence can be traced to the in-

ternational drug trade, but most of it can be directly

laid on the door of the two major political parties -one

conservative and the other socialist - which are strug-

gling to control the country's development."

Ras Douglas represents an influential and activist

group of young Ras Tafarians who operate in the

ghettoes of Kingston. They have the respect and con-

fidence of the youth because they preach against the

killing and are associated with neither political party.

For this reason they seem to be the only people who

can move freely through the armed camps of the ghet-

to, from conservative areas to socialist areas. They

can and do speak at first hand of the effects of this

polarization on the lives of the Jamaican poor.

This Week in

Black History

On October 14 ,1964 the Nobel Peace Prize was

awarded to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

He was the second Black American to receive this

prestigious award. (The first was Ralph Bunche)

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

Love To AIL Lorraine
The New World Theater Series began its Fall 1984

season on Saturday with a moving one woman perfor-

mance by Elizabeth Van Dyke entitled "Love To All

Lorraine". The play was a portrait of the late

playwright and activist Lorraine Hansberry. Yet Ms.

Van Dyke's imaginative and eloquent performance

provided not only a look into the life of a creative,

strong black woman, but the legacy, history and feel-

ings of the Black Freedom Movement in America.

Through the portrayal of Lorraine Har^sberry, Ms.

Van Dyke paid tribute to such great Black leaders as

Paul Robeson, W.E.B. DuBois, Langston Hughes and

others. She brought forth the feelings, frustrations

and contradictions of Black America as it was in the

1950's and 60's. Racism, segregation, poverty and

struggle were just some of the aspects of Black

American life that Van Dyke featured in her per-

fomance.
But of course the play was based on the life of Lor-

raine Hansberry and Ms. Van Dyke, who wrote,

directed and performed the production, did a more

than adequate job in giving the audience a close per-

sonal view of a woman who affected the history of

this country more than most people realize.

The performance was set in her Study in 1964 dur-

ing the last six months of Hansberry's life. Through

bouts of pain she was suffering from terminal cancer,

Lorraine Hansberry talked to the audience about her

life, her family, her writings, and her feelings. She tells

of her father, a "true American" who was "beaten

down" by the very system that he believed in. And of

her mother, a very feminine, yet strong woman. And

of many people, such as her husband, freinds and col-

legues who influenced her life.

Black people had been "waiting so long to see truth

on stage", she said speaking of her play 'A Raisin in

the Sun'. The play opened on Broadway in 1959 and

Lorraine told the audience of the struggles, inter-

views, successes and challenges that arose from the

production which was the very first Broadway show

written by a Black author.

Hansberry also told about her role in the Freedom

Struggles, about her early career as a journalist for

Paul Robeson's 'Freedoms Journal' and how her

writings and plays such as 'Toussant', 'Les Blancs',

and 'Raisin', expressed the strengh and spirit of a peo-

ple struggling against oppression.

Sports
Talk

by Julian Tynes
Nummo Staff

Marques Johnson traded' In a daring move that will

affect the Milwaukee Bucks, the N.B.A.'s Central

Division and the Eastern Conference playoffs, the

Bucks traded forwark Marques Johnson, F.G. Junior

Bridgeman and center Harvey Catchings to the Los

Angeles Clippers for Power Forward Terry Cummings

and Guards Craig Hodges and Ricky Pierce.

This was a surprise move because both Johnson

and Cummings are considered to be among the

N.B.A.'s elite players. Last season Johnson averaged

20.7 points, 6.5 rebounds and 4.3 assists per game for

the Bucks. In his career his averagees are 21 points,

7.5 rebounds and 3.7 assists. Cummings, going into

his third year in the N.B.A., averaged 23.7 points and

10.9 rebounds his first year and 22.9 points and 9.6 re-

bounds his second.

With Bob Laniers' retirement and Alton Listers' an-

ticipated move from power forward to center,

Milwaukees' front line will be younger and quicker,

featuring Lister, Cummings and Kenny Fields!?). The

Clippers have gaind a premier small forward in Mar-

ques Johnson and a superb sixth man in Junior

Bridgeman. This trade creates many questions. Will

Kenny Fields (or whoever plays small forward) be able

to handle the talented opposing small forwards in the

Eastern Division (Julius Erving, Bernard King, Larry

Bird, Dominique Wilkins, Clark Kellogg)? Who is go-

ing to play power forward for the Clippers? Are the

Clippers going to get any bench strength up front?

Who will be Milwaukees new sixth man (the old one

was Bridgeman) and why did Milwaukee trade Mar-

ques Johnson?
Here's two tips for those making predictions on the

N.B.A. Watch the Philadephia 76ers (naturally) and

watch the Washington Bullets (surprise). Both teams

are loaded' The Sixers picked up both Leon Wood

(merely the best pure guard in the country last year)

and 6'6", 280 pound Charles Berkley in the Draft.

Berkley should start at power forward, with Wood

coming in as the third guard. This means the sixers

should no longer have any weak spots.

The Washington Bullets acquired both Clifford

Robinson and Gus Williams for Ricky Sobers and a

first round pick. With Rick Mahorn, Jeff Ruland, Clif-

ford Robinson and Greg Ballard up front and Gus

Williams, Frank Johnson, Jeff Malone and Rookie

surprise Ricky Ross (watch him) in the back court, the

Bullets are deep and dangerous'

This also means that the Atlantic Division will be

very competitive with all five teams pushing for "elite"

status in the N.B.A. Only the New York Knicks have

failed to appreciably improve themselves on a talent

level (unless you really think Pat Cummings is the

The Atlantic Division and the rest of the N.B.A. will

be showcased with pre-season predictions in later

issues of NUMMO NEWS. Be sure to be on the

lookout'

Every manner possible "from the petition to the

vote" has been attempted by Blacks to gain equality,

yet we are still "accused of being impatient" said

Hansberry. Her challenge to white liberals who try so

hard to understand the plight of Blacks but can't

"Stop being white liberals and start being white

radicals."

As the play climaxed Lorraine brought out a munber

of questions that many Black freedom fighters have

had to struggle with over the years. "Can liberation be

achieved without violence?" Hansberry asked. And if

not, "Am I prepared to be a revolutionary?". She

spoke of the comforts in her life and how it "has

become a corruption in itself". Yet through all the

conflicts, contradictions and questions Lorraine

Hansberry knew, "I must continue to work. Work,

work, work, work..."

After the performance a very tired Ms. Van Dyke

was kind enough to take the time to answer questions

and talk to the audience about the production. Why

would a successful actress put all of her time and

energy into a production such as this? In the words of

Ms. Van Dyke; "Because I love my people ".

Bryant Lewis. Director of the Amherst Upward
.^.,„„o- of fishing.

Bound Program at UMass is spyed enjoying a quiet afternoon of tisnmg
photo by Ed Cohen

Continued from page 1

own reference material? Has the University not used

its own information to verify its holdings?

B) The Directory of American Firus Operating in

Foreign Countries is not a sufficiently definitive source

upon which to rely. The Treasurer claims that the

Directory cannot be relied upon because, "...the

listings are not considered definite as the legal status

of the relationship between the American firms and

their business affiliates." However, the question

arises: How 'definite' does a relationship have to be,

when the subsidiary in South Africa carries the name,

address and telephone number of the parent com-

pany? Futhermore, the University, in a gesture of

good faith, divested from 20 stocks in 1977 in corpora-

tions whose subsidiaries operated in South Africa If

the criteria was sufficient then, what change in the

Trustee regulations justifies any further delay towards

immediate and total divestment?

It is clear that Treasurer Brand's arguments are not

valid. The mere fact that these arguments were

presented by the Treasurer almost gives reasons to

question the motives of the Treasurer himself. The

legal, social and economic aspects of UMass' involve-

ment in South Africa has been brought to light and

the seven year "reasonable period of time" given for

the original divestment action has gone long past. The

SADC on behalf of the the student body at UMass,

demands that the Treasurer IMMEDIATELY divest

from all stocks held in companies and/or subsidianes

operating in South Africa. Furthermore, the SADC

demands the establishments of an effective monitor-

ing system of UMass stock investments, so to ensure

the impossibility of any recurrence of such a blatant

case of negligence. It has been stated that the Univer-

sity wishes to "reaffirm their commitment not to in-

vest in companies who do business in South Africa".

Well Trustees, the SADC wants you to now "put your

money where your mouth is".

John Ruddock
Co-External Coordinator - Third World Caucus

on behalf of the South Africa Divestment Committee.

Editor's Note: On October 10, the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate passed a motion, which was introduced

bv the SADC and SCERA, demanding that the

University Treasurer sell all stocks in companies doing

business with South Africa. As of this printing the

University has taken no official action to do so. NUM-

MO NEWS supports the SADC and SCERA in all ef-

forts for divestiture in South African- related stocks.
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Announcements^Announcements
CULTURAL EVENTS IN THE VALLEY

On Friday, October 19, 1984 the

Association of Pan-African Unity at

Mount Holyoke will be sponsoring an
evening of Afro-American Cultural

entertainment entitled "Ufahamu". The
program will commence at 8:00 p.m. in

Chapin Auditorium on the campus of

Mount Holyoke College. Following
Ufahamu a reception will be held at the

Betty Shabazz Cultural Center. We cor-

dially invite all members of the 5-college

community to attend.

Afrik-Am, the Five College Executive

Black Studies Committee, and the

W.E.B. Dubois Department presents

"The Destruction of a Generation, a Ras
Tafarian view of political violence in

Jamaica today". By Ras Douglas,
spokesman of the Selasseii Theocratic

Government of Ras Tafarii. The event

will take place on Thursday, October
18th at 7:30 p.m. in the Shirley G. DuBois
Library, New Africa House, UMass. All

are welcome.

The Women's Leadership Project

along with the Student Government
Association will sponsor the film "My
Love Has Been Burning", a film by
Japanese director Kenji Mizpguchi. It is

the story of the struggles of a 19th cen-

tury feminist. Also featured will be "No
Regrets For Our Youth". This film is

directed by Kurosawa. It is the first post-

war attempt to portray the modern
Japanese woman. The heroine ex-

presses the need for Japan to "renew
itself through respect for the individual".

Both films will be shown on October
16th in room 163 of the Campus Center.

For more information please call

545-0254.
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IOTA SMOKER

The lota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc. will

be holding an interest meeting on Thurs-

day, October 18 from 7 - 9 p.m. at the

Malcolm X Center In the Southwest
residential area.

DATE CHANGE FOR GILLESPIE CON-
CERT

Jazz legend Dizzy Gillespie will appear

at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on

Wednesday, October 17, 1984 at 8 p.m.

rather than a week later, as previously plann-

ed.

In the early 40's along with Charlie

Parker, Bud Powell, Charles Mingus and

others, Gillespie originated the music

which was to be called "bop". He was
the first jazz musician to tour for the

U.S. State Department as a good will

ambassador, and now, after more than

45 years in the business, has performed

in nearly every country in the world.

Instantly recognized by his bulging

cheeks and his curved-bell trumpet, Diz-

zy Gillespie continues to delight his au-

diences. Accompanying him to Amherst
on October 17 will be Sayyd Al-Khabyyr

on saxaphone, Walter Davis on piano,

John Lee on bass, and Nasyi Al-Khabyyr

on drums.
Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office (545-2511). local

DATATIX outlets, and at the Springfield

Civic Center. For phone charge reserva-

tions, call 1-800-243-4842. Mastercard and

Visa accepted.

SUPPORT GROUPS OFFERED
THROUGH THE WORKING WOMEN'S
PROGRAM

An Unemployed Women's Support
Group will begin on October 23, 1984 and
will meet on Tuesday evenings from 7:30
- 9:30 p.m. at the Everywoman's Center.

The group will be facilitated by Betty

Swain and will focus on issues such as

self-esteem, overcoming stress, career

goals, etc. This group will run for eight

weeks.
An Assertiveness and Leadership

Skills group begins on October 23, 1984

and will run for eight weeks. The group
will meet on Tuesday evenings from 7 - 9

p.m. at EWC and will be facilitated by
Joyce Clark.
A career Development Skills Group

will begin on November 7, 1984, and will

be meeting on Wednesday evenings
from 7:30 -9:30 p.m. at EWC. The group
will be facilitated by Jane Carey.
There will be no cost for these ser-

vices, and confidentiality is assured. For

more information and to pre-register,

please csll Everywoman's Center at

545-0883.

All Minority/Third World students In-

terested in Law School please leave your

name, address and phone number with

Carol Young in CCEBMS New Africa

House. There will be a sign-up sheet

posted outside her door.

PEACE AND PEACEFUL RELATIONS
WITH THE U.S.S.R.

Mr. Alan Thompson, a Presbyterian
Minister and the Executive Director for
the National Council of American-Soviet
friendship will speak about "Peace and
the U.S.S.R." and will be available for a
following question and answer period.
The event will take place at the

Unitarian Church, 220 Main Street in

Northampton at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, Oc-
tober 19th, 1984.

The Everywoman's Center Graduate

WAGES program will be sponsoring a

series of Brown-bag lunches, which will

run until December 12, 1984. The infor-

mal lunches will be held every Wednes-

day from noon until 2 p.m. in Campus
Center room 805-809. On October 17,

Veda Andress will speak on "Women's

Life Cycle and Nutritional Needs".

For more information about any

Graduate WAGES program, contact

Diane Goodman at EWC by calling

545-0883.

Conference

A week long conference entitled:

"Clouds of War, Winds of Change - The
United States and Revolution in Central

America" will be held at the University

of Massachusetts, Amherst campus dur-

ing the week of October 22-26, 1984. The
Keynote speaker will be Howard Zinn,

author of "A People's History of the

United States" and professor at Boston
University who will speak on 'The

History of US Intervention in Central

America'. It will be held on Wednesday,
October 24, 1984 at 7:30 p.m. at the Cam-
pus Center room 163.

The schedule for the weeks events Is

as follows:

Monday, October 22, 7:30, Red Room,
Amherst College, Discussion: "Elec-

tions, Democracy and Popular Participa-

tion"-Speakers: Mel King- Rainbow
Coalition; Carolee Bengelsdorf-
Hampshire Co. and Jon Childs- Amherst
Co.

Tuesday, October 23, 7:30, at a local

church in Amherst to be announced.
Discussion: "The Role of the Church in

Central America" / "The Sanctuary
Movement". Speaker: Jim Stormes-
Jesuit Preist, UMass.

Thursday, Oct. 25, 7:30 pm CC163
Workshop: "The Militarization of Central

America-Anniversary of the Grenadian
Invasion". Speakers: Karen Wanza
Esq.-Grenada Foundation, NY and Ar-

thur Barisano Esq.- Lawyer's Committee
against Intervention in Central America.

Friday, Oct. 26, 7:30pm CC101 Discus-

sion: "Elections, Media and Misinforma-
tion" Speaker: Frank Brodhead, Co-

editor of Radical America, and author of

'Demonstrations Elections'.

These public forums are sponsored by

a Central America Coalition of various

5-college and comunity groups and are

designed to provide for education,
discussion and protest concerning the

current administrations repressive and
undemocratic policies in the region.

Films, video and slide shows about the

region will be shown on the Campus
Center Concourse on Oct. 19, 22 & 25th

from 10-4pm.
For more information call: days

545-2145; and for press interviews with
speakers call nights 586-1449 or Mauricio
at 785-1251, ext. 246.
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Ferraro coming toUMass
Candidate wittaddress rallyatCampusPondSaturdaymorning

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Vice-Presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro will visit

the University of Massachusetts this Saturday to rally stu-

dent support for her White House bid, campaign aides an-

nounced yesterday.

Ferraro, the nation's first woman candidate on a major

g^g^

ticket trying for Washington, will lieau a rally near the

Campus Pond at 10:30 a.m.

This will be Ferraro's second visit to Massachusetts

since former Vice-President Walter Mondale chose her to

be his running mate in July. She visited Boston

September 26.

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said Ferraro's visit

UMass location, ties

makepoliticalsense
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Bringing a major political candidate to the University of

Massachusetts is hard enough, but when that person is

potentially the next vice-president of the United States the

advanced planning is oh, so crucial.

It all started about a week ago. Ferraro's schedule for this

Saturday has, for a long time, included Burlington, Ver-

mont and Bangor, Maine. Amherst is not far out of the

way, and the fact that Anne Wexler, a top Ferraro advisor

is also the wife of UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

didn't hurt this campus' chance of getting the

Congresswoman from Queens, New York, who made
political history a warm summer night last July.

When the decision was made to include Amherst in the

list of possible locations for a Western Massachusetts visit,

an "advance" scouting team of four was sent to the campus.

"It made good political sense for her to visit Western

Massachusetts. UMass is a central location, and then when
you consider Wexler, it wasn't hard to pick UMass," said

WiUiam Maclaren, a member of the team.

Friday, final preparations were being made to make the

announcement, but it still wasn't official from Ferraro

herself. And despite campus-wide rumors circulating all

weekend, it wasn't actually confirmed until 11:42 a.m.

Monday when Arnot Walker, another Ferraro Advance

person got off the telephone in Whitmore administration

conference room.

"It's official, 10:30, Saturday, she's coming, she is

coming."

The easy part has already been done. The hard part now

is trying to manage potentially the largest crowd in UMass
history and making sure it doesn't rain.

/Inside:

Mass. closer to happy hour ban p.2

Gray Panther attacks Reagan
urogram P*3

shows the campaign recognizes that "Massachusetts is

more than just Bolton."

"They (the Ferraro campaign) have obviously recogniz-

ed the importance of this university. This campus has

been the sight of visits by national and international

leaders over the years. I think they took that into

account," Duffey said.

F'erraro is scheduled to arrive Saturday morning at

Westover Air Force Base in Chicopee. She will come

directly from Westover to UMass in a motorcade of the

same magnitude of a Presidential motorcade, according to

Ferraro aide William Maclaren.

A stage will be set up on the east side of the pond facing

North Pleasant Street. Sources say all of North Pleasant

Street may be closed to allow the crowd to overflow in the

streets.

Some Ferraro aides estimate the crowd could be well

over 10,000.

, Two years ago a nuclear freeze rally drew a little over

-eight thousand to UMass. That rally featured Lauren

Bacall, James Taylor, Governor Michael Dukakis, Jane

Fonda, and Massachusetts Senator Edward M. Kennedy.

According to the Boston offices of Dukakis and John

Kerry, Massachusetts democratic candidate for the

United States Senate, both will be at Saturday's rally.

Because of scheduling conflicts, neither Kennedy nor

Massachusetts' other senator, Paul Tsongas, will he able

to attend.

The Student Gtwernriien* Association, the State Stu-

dent Association, the Women's Leadership Project, Third

World Caucus, Public Policy Committee, and University

Democrats, all UMass Recognized Student Organizations,

are sponsoring the Ferraro visit.

Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor for student affairs, said

students were very much a part of the decision of Ferraro

to come to UMass.

CiiilfKian photo by Brian K fJonyt-

BELTING IT OUT — Lead vocalist Michael Stipe of

R.E.M. sings to a capacity crowd in the Fine Arts

Center auditorium last night'.

Tuition breaks for Trustees'
children? p.7

*'Why climb the ladder ofsuccess ifyou can

take the elevator?*'

— Career-oriented student

"There is a lot of excitement building. In fact, this cam-

pus, for the past 10 years or more, has brought major can-

didates here. It's a nice recognition of students. By her

coming.. .it shows a lot of interest, a lot of support," Mad-

son said.

AC IjuierphoUi

Democratic vice-presidential nominee Geraldine Fer-

raro makes a point at a rally in Raleigh, N.C. yester-

day.

Woman injured

by thrown beer mug
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student was struck in the

face Friday when an unidentified person threw a glass mug
at her on a PVTA bus. UMass poice said.

Police said the bus was approaching the bus stop near the

Newman Center when the mug was thrown. It smashed

through the bus window after it hit the women's face. The

woman was sent to the infirmary. Police are seeking three

suspects.

Police reported a car accident at 7:38 a.m. Friday at the

southeast side of Alumni Stadium. A 1973 Chevrolet was

found in a ditch and a blue heron, a bird that is federally

protected as an endangered species, was crushed by the

car, police said. The car's grill was damaged and the ac

cident is still under investigation, police said.

Police arrested a 45 year old Belchertown man at 12:45

i.m. Sunday and charged him with being a disorderly

person and possession of marijuana. The man was arrested

on the 10th floor of the Campus Center dancing in his shirt

and underwear, police said.

continued on page J,

Southwest water cold
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

A mechanical failure ye.sterday caused the shutting down
of the boiler which heats the Southwest Residential Area's

water, according to a University of Massachusetts Physical

Plant employee.

Operations Manager Harry Gaines said the boiler, which
is located in the main power plant behind the Campus
Center, was shut down about 11:30 a.m. Monday after he
discovered a malfunction. Gaines said last night that a

second boiler had been started immediately to bring up the

necessary amount of steam to heat Southwest water.

The second boiler, Gaines said, needed six to eight hours
to raise the steam level.

Southwest students were unable to take showers, and
had to use paper plates and utensils at dinner in the area's

three dining commons.
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Detroit Tigers fan rejoices in front of Detroit police car that was set afire Sun-

day night after the Tigers won the World Series.

Commission recommends
Mass. ban on happy hours

. * I 1 I .' 1^ 1 ..4 A *r inn* <-k^ I ^y^rvxrv

BOSTON (AP) — The state Alcoholic

Beverages Control Commission, saying it

wanted to encourage "responsible

drinking." released proposed regulations

yesterday that would ban "happy hours"

and similar promotions in Massachusetts

bars.

The long-awaited action, which was

supported by many bar owners, came after

a series of hearings acrossthe state in which

witnesses urged the ABCC to do everything

it could to prevent drunken driving.

A final hearing must be held on the

Proposal Oct. 25 and the plan must be

approved by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

before taking effect. Dukakis has publicly

said he supports the move.

"This is the gospen truth. We held

hearings across the Commonwealth and

there was so little opposition it was

amazing." said ABCC chairman George

McCarthy.
"The bars are always saying to us they're

not babysitters and how do we knkow when

a person is intoxicated. Common sense says

that when a person has 'X' number of drinks

in a single hour, they will become drunk and

we're trying to prevent that. We want to

encourage respon.sible drinking,"McCarthy

said.

Under the proposal, bars would be

prohibited from giving free drinks, selling

more than two drinks at one time to an

individual or giving reduced drinks at

special times, known as "happy hours."

"All you can drink" promotions, special

prices for certain groups, two -for one

specials and bar sponsored drinking games

like "chug a-lug" also would be prohibited.

A little- noticed part of the regulations

would prevent bars from serving beer or

mixed drinks in a pitcher or in any con-

tainer over 16 ounces.

With patrons having to pay full prices for

drinks and not getting a discount on a

pitcher of beer, bars probably will make

more money, contributing to industry

support for the move.

Jailed Bruin condemnsDWI
SALEM, Mass. (AP) - "I don't condemn

drinking," said Boston Bruins left wing

Craig MacTavish. "That's your decision.

F]veryone likes a good time. And I certainly

don't condemn driving."

"But when drinking is combined with

driving, the results can be fatal."

MacTavish spoke to nearly 40 teen agers

in the basement of St. James Roman
Catholic Church, gathered Sunday night to

hear the major league hockey player who is

serving a year in jail for a highway death.

"You have you whole lives in front of

you,' the 6 foot. 185-pound left winger told

them. "I know what it's like to make a

mistake."

MacTavish pleaded guilty to a charge of

motor vehicle homocide in the death Jan. 25

of Kim Radley, 26, of Newfield. Maine,

when his car hit her from behind on U.S.I.

The 26 year-old hockey player began

serving his term in May. In the jail built in

1813. he sleeps on an army cot in a cell

without a sink or running water.

MacTavish said he was nervous in his

public appearance, which began a week of

talks he plans to give high schoolers in

Essex County about drunken driving.

•,•/•.•.•••••••••••••••• ._

Duarte, Salvadoran rebels

meet 'with hopes of peace'
LA PALMA, El Salvador - Government

and rebel leaders sat down together in a

country church Monday to talk about end-

ing El Salvador's war, a historic first

meeting after five years of bloodshed and

bitterness. They agreed to meet again in

November.
The initial, 6V2-hour session in this

isolated mountain town near the Honduran

border produced no major breakthroughs.

President Jose Napoleon Duarte called on

the leftist guerrillas to take part in

Salvadoran elections. The rebels called for

social reforms and war-crime trials.

Afterward, Duarte told an estimated

20,000 Salvadorans waiting outside, "It

was not possible to have a solution in just

one md^ting. But we came out of the

church with a communique with hopes of

peace."

Rebel negotiator Guillermo Ungo called

it "the first stage of a process of talks, but

there are many steps to go."

In the joint communique read by Mon-

signor Arturo Rivera y Damas, the Roman

Catholic archbishop of San Salvador, the

negotiators agreed to form a joint commis-

sion, made up of four members from each

side, to study the issues raised Monday,

and to met again in late November.

The crowd thronging the church plaza

and surrounding streets knew it was an im-

portant moment in their country's violent

history. During the closed-door talks, they

cheered announcements by the two sides

and waived white flags and banners declar-

ing, "Paz y Democracia" — Peace and

Democracy.

In the United States, President Reagan

called the La Palma talks a "momentous

event for peace in Central America."

Although both sides had expressed con-

cern about security surrounding the talks,

the meeting took place without incident.

Duarte made his surprise offer for peace

talks in a speech to the U.N. General

Assembly in New York on October 8. The

leaders of the rebel groups - the Farabun-

do Marti National Liberation Front

(FMLN) guerrillas and their political arm,

the Democratic Revolutionary Front (FDR)
— quickly accepted, saying Duarte's invita-

tion was a response to suggestions they

made through Roman Catholic Church in-

termediaries.

An estimated 59,000 people have been

killed in El Salvador in the past five years

as the leftist guerrillas struggled

againstU.S.-supported governments mov-

ing slowly from rightist military domina-

tion to democratic civilian control. Most of

the dead were civilians killed by right-wing

death squads.

An hour after the closed-door talks began

in this town 50 miles north of San

Salvador, the capital, Ehiarte's seven pages

of opening proposals were outlined by

government spokesmen on national televi-

sion, and by loudspeaker to the La Palma

crowd.

Digest
By The Associated Press

Immunologists winNobelPrize
STOCKHOLM. Sweden -

Three researchers won the

1984 Nobel Prize in medicine

on Monday for pioneering

studies in immunology that

have led to promising new
treatment for diseases

ranging from allergies to

cancer.

The awarding medical

faculty at Stockholm's
Karolinska Institute said the

work of the three scientists

already is being applied in

the fight against cancer and

in organ transplantation.

Niels KajJerne, 73. a
,

Dane born in London, was

Family wins

$360,000

for accident

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla
— The manufacturer and

the owner of a catamaran

that flipped over in a sudden

thunderstorm must pay

$360,000 to the family of a

girl who was killed by a

shark after the capsizing, a

jury has ruled.

The girl, Christine

Wapniarski; the
manufacturer. North
American Catamaran
Racing Assoication of

Carpinteria, Calif, and the
sailboat's owner, Daniel
Perrin, shared respon
sibility for the accident, the
jury ruled Saturday.

Three friends aboard the
boat with MissWapniarski,
19, survived the 1981 ac-

cident.

cited along with his West

German colleague at a Swiss

research institute, 38 year

old Georges Koehler, and

Cambridge University
researcher Cesar Milstein,

,57, an Argentine. The three

reacted with delighted

surprise to the an-

nouncement.

A Karolinska spokesman

said the laureates' work is

"one of the great research

achievements in the 1970s,

next to developments in the

genetics field," for which

researchers have previously

received Nobel prizes.

The Karolinska professors

cited the three for their

work in deciphering how the

body's defenses against

disease work and how to

manipulate them to fight

disease.

Their (discoveries are being

used in research on mild

illnesses as well as serious

diseases such as cancer,

severe combined immune

deficiency syndrome, and

the mysterious acquired

immune deficiency syn-

drome, known as AIDS.

(BS-TV reporter Mike Wallace, riicht. and producer (Jeor^e ^"''; '«'*• ,';^V uf
l.S. Diitrfct Court .n Manhattan yeaterdav ( BS '» t«''"K/"«'^ '»;, '^,'„i^
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war.
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Gray Panther fears Reagan
budget cuts against elderly
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Amherstpolice videotape

DWIsuspects after arrest

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to reduce the number of

drunk driving cases that reach the court-

room, Amherst police are videotaping

suspects as they are arrested.

Northwestern District Attorney W.

Michael Ryan said at a press conference in-

troducing the program that defendants

might choose to plead guilty to drunk driv-

ing charges without a trial after seeing the

videotapes.

Police Lieutenant David Jankowski said

Friday that the system has been used "at

least a half-dozen times, with no

problems," since it was installed two weeks

ago. He added that two University of

Massachusetts students have been arrested

for drunk driving since then.

When arrested, defendants are booked in

a room equipped with video cameras to film

the entire process, including the reading of

rights, fingerprinting, search, and

photographing. In addition to signs stating

that they are being filmed, defendants are

notified verbally.

Jankowski said that while the reaction to

the program has been positive, "we'll have

to see how the jury views it." Courts have

ruled that videotapes are admissable as

evidence, but they have not been used in

western Massachusetts to any great ex-

tent.
. „

The pilot program is a "mutual project

of the Northwestern District Attorney's of-

fice and the Amherst Police Department.

Ryan chose Amherst to test the program

because of "our commitment to fighting

drunk driving," Jankowski said.

Ryan and Chief Donald Maia have both

said that they do not feel a defendant's civil

rights are violated in any way by the pro-

cess.

After the tapes are used in court, they

are destroyed. Prior to the trial, only the

judge, prosecutor, and the defendant and

his lawyer are allowed to view the tapes.

The project was funded by the District

Attorney's office with money seized during

drug investigations. The equipment,

videotapes, and construction for the pro-

ject cost $7,500. Chief Maia said that the

videotape system will be used "not only for

drunk drivers, but all arrests."

Maia said he hopes the program will cut

down on the Amherst Police Department's

court budget and allow them time to con-

centrate on other areas of law enforce-

ment.

Registry offers liquor IDs today

Maggie Kuhn, founder of the National

Gray Panthers and internationally

recognized senior citizen advocate, said last

night that "the things Reagan has done and

will do if re elected strike me with terror."

Kuhn, 79, spoke to a capacity audience of

people, many senior citizens of Amherst, in

Thompson Hall in a lecture on "Politics.

Advocacy and Aging in 1984" sponsored by

the Pioneer Valley Gray Panthers and the

Massachusetts Center of Aging.

She said "with further cuts in Medicare we

can be sure that old people are going to be

discharged earlier in a more infirm and

sicker state.

"There won't even be places for them to

go," she said, "because the hospitals and

the nursing homes are being run profitably

by very large multi national chains that are

operating those institutions not for people

but for profit."

She said that "these chains are Ronnie s

friends and will have a very clear say in his

second term" and that if Reagan is re-

elected American senior citizens "will have

nothing good to look forward to.

'

She added "I am very worried about

another attack on Social Security. Although

there is meant to be a contract between the

government and the people this means

nothing to the President
."

She also spoke of Reagan's accusations of

Mondale after their recent television

debate. Mondale predicted dire con

sequences of Reagan's policies for old

people and the President accused him of

trying to scare the elderly. Kuhn said, "I

submit to you that Reagan has indeed

terrorized old people."

"From the first time he took office he

started to use scare tactics with older

people," she said.

She said the only way that the elderly can

survive and escape from such a situation is

to "elect a president who put people first

and not fascism."

When she said the "Reagan does not

consider himself old because he is rich" and

that he lost the debate "not because he was

senile but because he didn't have his cue

cards with him." the audience applauded

loudly.

Kuhn also criticized Reagan's arms policy

and .said that she was very concerned about

the "star wars in Reagan's defense budget.

She said, "Instead of blowing ourselves to

bits we could use our resources in a more

positive way for the mind, the body and the

spirit."

By ILENE MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

Northampton Registry of Motor Vehicles

employees will distribute identification

cards today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the

Blue Wall to students who are old enough to

buy liquor, but do not have Massachusetts

licenses.

Three or more forms of identification are

required, and a University of

Massachusetts I.D. is a necessity.

Acceptable identification includes a

passport with picture, birth certificate, and

cancelled checks with a signature and

'SrReli'try officers will-also be in the

('. .Ili'ifwiii [iliiilii hy Aniiy Heller

Gray Panther Maggie Kuhn.

Maggie Kuhn began the Gray Panthers in

Philadelphia in 1972 when she was forced to

retire and considered herself .still in her

prime.

The Gray Panthers, committed to working

against ageism, now has over 150 chapters,

including one in the Pioneer Valley, and

over 100,000 members.

The present purpose of the organization,

says Kuhn, is to "look toward a national

strategy of united elders and plan to have a

major effect on th«> November elections.

"

ana noi lascism.

Reproductive Awareness

focus of presentation tonight
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By PETER MENTOR
Collegian Correspondent

The president of Catholics for Free

Choice and a Democratic candidate for the

U S. House of Representatives will speak

tonight at Reproductive Awareness Night

in the Student Union Ballroom.

Catholics for Free Choice President

Janet Gallagher will speak on Catholic posi-

tions on abortion and free-choice.

"I want to talk about the history of dif-

ferent positions," Gallagher said. "I will

point out the separation between church

and state, and how Catholics work withm

the church to change the hierarchy."

Democratic candidate for the House of

Representatives Mary Wentworth will

speak on the importance of her campaign

on the issue of reproductive rights. Com-

mittee for E(iual Rights and Reproductive

Freedom spokesperson Kim Nissan said.

Wentworth is concerne<i with the "law of

access" that would include money for the

poor from Medicaid funding, and post-natal

programs, such as school lunch and

daycare, Nissan said.

Wentworth is campaigning against the

anti-abortion voting record of incumbent

Silvio Conte, she said.

The night will also include two films,

"Matters So Fundamental" and "It Hap-

pens to Us." L . L
" 'Matters' " is a slide show that shows

both sides of the abortion issue," Nissan

said. "It gives both the pro-choice and anti-

choice objective."

Nissan said "It Happens to Us is more

humanistic." "It is a documentaiT that

deals with illegal v. legal, medically-safe

abortions," she said.

Guest speaker Gallagher will open the

event at 7:30 followed by the two films and

Mary Wentworth who will speak at 9:00.

Blue Wall on Oct. 24. A similar registration

and distribution of liquor purchase cards

was held last fall and according to Inspector

Joan Grueling, 120 cards were given out

per day.

Grueling said yesterday that the registry

sponsors the two day event "for the con-

venience of UMass students because alot of

student can't get to the registry."

Grueling also said the process should take

15 to 20 minutes if all runs smoothly.

A registry officer will be assisting

students in this process along with officers

from the Amherst and UMass police

departments.
'

Draft, charge and Social Security cards

will not be accepted. Nor will health in-

surance papers or vehicle registration.

CfllleKitt'i I>h<'t'> t>y Ham Ma'lni'k

SCOPING THE SCENE — Interior design major John Kells looks through

surveying scope outside Machmer Hall yesterday. Looking on are civil

engineering students (left to right) Dan Adam, David Sengalang and Adam

Wishnow.
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You can't afford
to overlook this!

* Special Student Membership •

REDUCED RATES*
* COMPLIMENTARY VISIT

Leavlf« th« arM In January? That'* no probtmn

at the Hampahira Fttnaaa Cantar

join now and take advantage of our 7•monl^

Student Special Your membership will rvin

from OctoOer December and Irom February May

m coniunction witti your academic year

Not leaving m January^ TaKe advantage ot our

ottier membership options

What tiefter time to l^e advantage of this

healthy otter and start looking good and feeling

great' Call or slop by today'

HAMPSHIRE nXHtS* CCMTtP featuring

* indoor Otympicsiie Pool

* Tennis

* Nautilus Olympic Universal S Free Weights

* Jacuzzi Whirlpool

* Saunas
* Snack Bar

« Individualized Fitness Programs

* Special Medical Programs

* Computerized Fitness Evaluations

* Nutritional Counseling

* Swim & Tennis Lessons ft Clinics

* Massage Therapy

CONVENIENT HOURS 7 days week MonFn 6am 1 0pm

Weekends 8am 9pm

Umitod to ttM flnt 100 •tiMtontsI

VY':, HAMpshiRE

''FiT\Ess Center
256-6446

More transportation sought

as needs of disabled grow
The Handicap Transportation Demon

stration Project, which provides tran

sportation for disabled citizens, is seeking

money from the Pioneer Valley Tran

sportation Authority (PVTA) and the town

of Amherst to buy another van and continue

the service.

The project had to refuse more than 150

rides when the need for service increased.

"Transportation is a major struggle with

disabled people." said Sal Colbert, coor

dinator for the Handicap Transportation

Demonstration Project.

In January 1984 the PVTA began

financing a transportation service for

disabled people under 60. The service wiU

be funded for one year, until permanent

arrangements can be made, said Colbert.

The number of disabled people using the

-kpoUce
continued frvm page 1

A stolen 1977 Ford was

recovered by police in lot 63

at 9:56 a.m. Friday. Police

said the car was stolen from

Amherst some time last

week and the owner was

notified of the recovery.

Police reported four car

stereo thefts from vehicles

parked in UMass parking

lots:

— A 1977 Saab was broken

into Friday afternoon,

causing $1300 damage and

the loss of a stereo valued at

service to go to and from work has in-

creased from 136 in August to 239 in

October. Also, many students at the

University of Massachusetts have been able

to take advantage of this service.

"It not only has provided disabled people

with transportation to and from jobs, it has

encouraged them to seek employment,"

said Colbert.

In September, the Handicap bus in

Amherst started at 75 percent capacity.

The bus then expanded service to residents

of Hadley and the greater Northampton

area, and ridership increased 15 percent.

Rides had to be denied because of this

increase, and included handicapped people

needing transportation to and from places

of employment. "Some people looked for

jobs, and then requested rides that we

couldn't give them." said Colbert.

hir tiirthtr mtornution iontact

IntcriiJtitiiial l'mRrjm> Ottitc

IV) Whitrmirc Adminisiraticin

HuiMiiic Tel =.!=, 2"in

Study Abroad
Fair

Discover opportunities to study overseas

for a year, a semester or a summer.

Wednesday,

October F, 1984

Campus Center

Concourse, 10 am - 3pm

$500. Theives gained access

by breaking the side window

and there was extensive

damage to the dashboard

and steering wheel, police

said.

— Four speakers, a cassette

deck and an equalizer, total

value $375, were stolen from

a 1965 Ford parked in the lot

at the Fraternity-

SororityPark Saturday.

Police said there are no

suspects.
- An AM/FM stereo

cassette deck valued at $325

was stolen from a 1982

Volkswagen, also parked

next to the stadium. Police

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

said the theft took place

sometime between Tuesday

and Friday and was

reported Frida.

A hit-and-run accident at

the southeast corner of

Stadium Drive caused an

undetermined amount of

damage to a 1983 conversion

van.

Police received the report

at 3:06 p.m. Saturday and

there is a description of the

motor vehicle that left the

scene, police said.

A hit and run accident in

lot 25 cause $200 damage to

a 1J)80 Renault, police said.

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

• Includes Mounting,

plus MA State Tax

»nt
on«

Car

Truck I

Passenger Van

.

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Full Service Tire Store

76 Sunderland Rd . No AmhersI MA
Across from Watroba *> SI'j

549-4704

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880I

I
I

PEACE CORPS

INFORMATION SESSION
TODAY, October 16th

Rm 122 Draper Hall

7:00 PM. . .General Info. . .

Slides. . .Former Volunteers. .

Refreshments. . .

uTOPi

P

;ial
I

SPAS

i^ Student Spec

2 FOR 1 I
or

% PRICE

„„„. HOT TUB
every Monday and Tuesday

call for Reserations IS^-Tlll

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

I
Open: Men 4 pm - 1 am; Tues 1 1 am -

Tuesday, October 16. 19841
iCollegian 5

The feel-good movie of 1983.'
Richard Corliss TI/^E V^AGAZIME

How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?

THE

BIGCHILL
In a cold world you need your friends

to keep you warm.

QR '€^.

October 17th

Campus Center Auditorium

5, 1, 9 and 11

$1 .50 for 5 and 7 $2.00 for 9 and 11

^********5|C***************************^

- Quality Pizza - Subs -%

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am ^

Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am *

Qiallenger radar experiment

involves UMass professor
By ROB HCX:HSCHILD
Collegian Correspondent

Kathryn Sullivan's spacewalk, a giant

step for womankind, was the media

highlight of the space shuttle Challenger's

recent nine-day mission, but there is one

University of Massachusetts professor who

has a hand in seeing that the journey will

have great scientific importance as well.

Dr. Keith Carver, head of the electrical

and computer engineering department at

UMass and administrative leader t)f the

shuttle's radar project, predicted that his

group's research would be "quite a

success."

As chairperson of the NASA Science

Working Croup for the Imaging Radar pro-

ject, Carver led a steering committee that

.select**d 44 teams of researchers to make
initial interpretations t)f the data collected

by the shuttle's radar.

Composed of a transmitter, receiver and
antennae, the imaging radar device (SIR-

B) bounced microwaves — a form of radia-

tion with wavelengths longer than those of

visual light waves — off the earth's surface

to gain information about structural details

of the planet.

"We have a better appreciation for the

dynamics and scientific processes of nearby

planets other than our own," Carver said,

"but" with the wide, broad view (provided

by SIR-B), we can begin to get a more

global perspective of earth."

A computer will process the radar data

into photographs by integrating the deflec-

tion and strength of microwaves returning

from earth to the shuttle-mounted SIR-B.

Carver said the main objective of study-

ing the images was to increase knowledge

of the earth's surface in five different areas

of scientific interest: archeology, geo-

science, hydrology, oceanography, and

vegetation.

While this information will help scientists

reach new conclusions about earth's

nature, it will also act as a springboard for

other radar projects.

"Our long-term objective is to use the

data tt) fine-tune these radar sensors and

improve methods and equipment to be used

in future research of this tyiH?," Carver

said.

"We have a better appreciation

for the dynamics and scientific

processes ofnearby planets other

than our own.

"

— Keith Carver, IJMass/NASA

Though SIR-B's data collecting devices

were working well, occasional technical

problems with its machinery resulted in

scientists receiving one-fourth the amount
of information Carver originally hoped for.

But (-arver said two years of computer
processing will hv required to produce im-

ages from all of the data that was pro-

duced.

Carver came to UMass after fifteen

years on the faculty of New Mexico State.

He began work on the SIR-B project in

1981, when he was program manager of

radar remote sensing systems at National

Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) headquarters in Washington, D.C.

Carver said he prefers the view of earth

from space as opposed to low altitude

aerial observation l;)ecause it "enables us to

study the earth as a system."

TONIGHT

"'Everyone Else's Beer Mug Night"'

Bring along any other establishments Beer Mug for a

35* DRAFT
12 oz limit

BRUINS vs EDMONTON
9:30 P.M.

Lowar Level of Juatin Ryant
Corner of Rt 9 end Uolveralty Drive

No ( 'over

THE FUTURE
OF

ADVERTISING
SPEAKER: Leo Bogart, General Manager,

Newspaper Advertising Bureau

DATE: Tuesday, October 16, 1984

PLACE: Campus Center Room 162-175

TIME: 7:45 P.M.

SPONSOR: Marketing Department

3f
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Letters to the Editor
The perils of

misinformation
Once again the columnist Peter Dow has

displayed his ignorance of the Central

American conflict, defending Reagan's plicy

toward Nicaragua, a policy which defies all

respect for international law and moves

aggressively toward war and greater global

insecurity.

Dow may refuse to enlighten himself but I

cannot bear his ignorance to be perpetuated

on campus through lies and non sensical

statements as in Thursday's column.

Misinformation is a dangerous practice of

this administration and Dow eats it up.

Many international sources claim the U.S.

is preparing for a full-scale invasion of

Nicaragua and Dow calls for arms. Should

we wait until the bombs are dropped,

leaders assassinated and tens of th^^^^

dead before we quest.on ^he "lot'^^J ^"

the propaganda proposmg such a course

action?

The U.S. never supported the Sandinista s

revolution. We empowered th*"^^"^"^^

dictatorship in the 1920s, who kept its

power by repressing opposition witn

murder, torture and rape. We suppor ed

this all the way. Since the revo ution, the

administration has exerted aU possible

economic and mUitary power short of all-out

war to crush the reconstruction, discredit

the Sandinistas and subvert the govern-

ment. $1.5 billion has been spent in the last

two years without even declaring war.

That will come with re-election. This

reactionary police shows how threatened

the administration is by a successfu

revolution for the Sandinistas is a symbol

of hope for people in other nations

struggling for liberation and North

Americans desiring a more just and

peaceful world order.

Will this approach resolve the conflict

even if successful? Is war a sensible way to

lasting peace? F^onomic injustice and

social inequality is the root of the conflict,

which began before Fidel Castro and the

USSR existed. Reagan's and the Pen-

tagon's plans must be thwarted and their

lies dismantled. Work for peace.

Michael Guarino

Southwest

Puffing away is no

smoking matter
This letter is addressed to the smoker in

the Hampden Dining Commons whom I

encountered last week, and others like him.

These people apparently feel that it is their

right to smoke in the non-smoking section

of the dining commons.

Many people, smokers and non-smokers

alike, are irritated by the smell of smoke

when they are eating. It is for this reason

that non-smoking sections were put in the

dining commons in the first place. People

who wish to smoke after they eat have the

rest of the dining commons to smoke in.

When I asked you to put out your cigarette

or move to another section of the dining

commons. I was not trying to be obnojflous;

I was asking you to have courtesy for other

people.

I hope you and others like you realize how

foolish you look when you blatantly refuse

to put out a cigarette in the non-smoki'

section of the dining commons or any other

restaurant, for that matter. Furthermore.

I hope you realize how much of a lack of

character it shows not to be courteous for

other people. Lastly. I hope that someday

you respond in the same vicious manner to

the wrong person; then maybe you will be

taught a lesson you should have learned a

while ago.
Jessica LaMontagnt

Amherst

.Collegi^Q 7

How to civilize 7a.m.

JIM PLUNKETT
has a new home

in Amherst
See him

Wednesday Night

APPEARING AT SMfTH COLLEGE
OCTOBER 16th

BERKLEY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
OCTOBER 21st

IHE WORLD HAS BEEN SEDUCED BY THE

MUSIC OF ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER AND THE

SOUND OF HIS LLtCIKO ACOUSTIC HARP

SUCCUMB TO THE MA"GIC ON RECORD AND

HEAR HIM LIVE ON HIS FIRST MAJOR US TOUR

FXPFRIFNCE THE WONDERS OF

ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER.

ON CBS RECORDS. CASSETTES AND

C0MF1i\CT DISCS

REIORD

PRICES EFFECTIVE
THROUGH IW 20(84

UIORID
HOLYOKE MALL AT INGLESIDE

u|>»>«T 1, ifl near Sfors Open tv«rningv Special ordfrs gladlv lakrn Phone 532-0085

fV, ool'Witmo' .UlSloi ' WMWIlM

The schedule may be less than civilized, but you don't have to be. Try a
warm cup of Cafe Francais. Smooth and creamy-light, it's a nicer way to
meet the morning. And just one of seven deliaously different flavors
from Ceneral Foods' |--^g^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^|^^^
International Coffees. ^^^^̂ ^^^^^^H^^HH^^SSH^̂ SSIo^

GL.M RAL hOC)DS' INTERNAHONAL COFFttS.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS -^ FLAVOR^ Available at: University Store tG»n>.iFood.coTXK.w'9»4
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Too good for us?
The University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees will reconsider a

two-week-old decision to give the

four top UMass executives money for

their children in private colleges and

secondary schools.

On October 3, in Amherst, the

Trustees voted an $11,500 raise to

UMass President David C. Knapp.

They also agreed to provide Knapp

and the chancellors of the Amherst,

Boston and Worcester campuses an

amount equal to tuition and room and

board at UMass/Amherst for a max-

imum of four years for each child

under 25 attending a private college

or secondary school.

This motion is an embarrassment

to this university, particularly con-

sidering the increase in tuition the

Trustees voted last spring for

students on all three UMass cam-

puses. , ,

The interest on UMass trust funds

should not be used to pay for the

University employees' chiidreato at-

tend private institutions.

If those four people who would

benefit from this plan believe the

quality of education at UMass is

below their standards, then either

they should help to increase the quali-

ty of education or get off the UMass
payroll altogether.

We need University leaders who

are wholeheartedly committed to

public education, not leaders who will

take University money to send their

children to private colleges.

The Trustees should publicly

apologize to every student and parent

who has signed a check for tuition

and fees for a public education for

this outrageous decision and then

they should immediately repeal that

decision.

Unsigned editorials rejled the ma-

jority (yjyini&n of the Collegian Board

of Editors.

Educate yourself , America
You call yourself educated?

Then you must have made some effort to

learn about what your government is doing

in Central America, right? You haven't?

Then you're like most students at this

"liberd" institution.

Now I know, I know — you have a lot of

things to worry about like studying, tests,

what to wear, what kind of beer to drink

tonight. Believe it or not there are more

important things in life. As the younger

generation in this country, you have an

obligation to yourselves and to the rest of

the world. You have to be aware of what

ycmr elected leaders are doing with your

money.

At the turn of the century, growing U.S.

businesses needed new markets. They

went to Central America and found abun-

dant resources, low taxes, and most of all,

cheap labor. To insure the safety of these

new U.S. interests, your government

established dictatorships backed by

ruthless militaries. Along with the elite of

each nation, U.S. businesses controlled the

vast majority of the land and wealth. The

rest of the population, over 90 percent, was

impoverished.

Well, over the years the people have said

to hell with it. Revolutions, much like ours

of 200 years ago, succeeded in establishing

governments which were sympathetic to

the people, not Gulf Oil or Bank of

America. The most successful of these, in

Nicaragua, has educated the people, fed

them, clothed them, and given them decent

medical care.

Of course the U.S., leader of the free

world, supports this, right? Wrongo! You

see, Big Business runs this country, and a

John Bean

government of the people would never allow

them to be exploited. Ronald Reagan

wants to please Big Business; damn the

people of the Third World.

Members of the military which was

defeated have formed a guerrilla army, the

contras. Billions of your dollars go to sup-

ply them with food and weapons. Do you

know what they do? They go through pea-

sant villages in the mountains. They

destroy crops. They destroy schools. They

destroy hospitals. They murder and

mutiliate entire populations in the name of

democracy.

I don't expect you to change your views

because of what I say. I only ask that you

get off your ass and find out for yourself.

There are movies and lectures represent-

ing both views, shown on campus all the

time. Instead of watching T.V. Thursday

night, go to the Progressive Film Series in

the Campus Center. Ed Asner, "Lou

Grant," lost his job because he did things

like narrate a movie on Central America;

the least you can do is go see it. Also, I in-

vite anyone who goes to the series to write

an editorial, whether you agree with the

film or not.

Please don't go through life ignorant of

such an important issue. If you can't take

an hour or two to form an educated opinion

about issues like this, don't vote. You're

only cheapening our democratic system,

and embarrassing yourself.

John Bean is a Collegian correspoTuient.

Letters to the Editor
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Is America really better off?

The line in 1980 was. "Are you better off

now than you were four years ago?" In

round one of this year's presidential

debates. President Reagan modified that

line to: "Is America better off now than She

was four years ago?"

The answer Mr. President, is no.

According to statistics released by the

non partisan U.S. Census Bureau, family

incomes in 1983 were lower in aU income

groups, than they were in 1980. the last

year of Jimmy Carter's presidency.

These statistics, released last month, were

compiled by interviewing 48.000 households

that were selected and weighted to insure

geographic, racial and population balance.

If political polls can be accurate by m-

terviewing as few as 500 persons, there can

be Uttle doubt as to the veracity of these

statistics. (To account for inflation, all

figures cited below were adjusted to 1983

constant dollars.)

The losses have not been evenly

distributed among the population. The rich

have fared better than have black families.

While the median income of all families

dropped 3.3 percent (from 25.418 in 1980. to

24.580 in 1983). predictably the richest half

of America's population suffered less than

did the poorest half.

In fact, while the median income of the

richest half of America's population

dropped 1.1 percent, the median income for

the poorest half of America's population

dropped 7.1 percent between 1980 and the

start of 1984.

Is America really better off. Mr.

President?

Also, while the median income for both

black families and white families fell during

Reagan's presidency, black families' income

dropped twice as much as did white

families.

In 1980. the median income for white

famiUes was $26,484, in 1983 it was $25,757.

a loss of 2.7 percent. But black famUies

median income dropped from a 1980 level of

$15,324. to a 1983 level of $14,506- a drop of

5.3 percent.

Is this progress Mr. President?

Since 1980. according to the Census

Bureau. 1.4 miUion people fell below the

official poverty line, an increase m 23

percent.

What's more, between Jan. '82 and Jan.

"83 alone. 900.000 people fell into poverty,

bringing the total number of people in our

Andrew M. Paven

advanced society who live in poverty to a

staggering 35.3 million or 15.2 percent of

the population.

Of those 900.000 who fell into poverty in

1982. 325.000 of them were children under

the age of six.

The re-election commercials tell us that

'It's springtime again in America." But

what of those who froze during the winter.

Mr. President?

Another figure from the Census Bureau,

(or those who would dismantle the Great

society for out Nation's good: In 1983. the

poorest families, i.e. those in the lowest

fifthe of the population, received the

smallest share of total income since the year

1961.

President Reagan complains that this

kind of statistical analysis is unfair because

the figures above do not take into account

such non cash Federal benefits as food

stamps and Medicaid, they do however take

into account cash benefits such as Social

Security and pensions.

And though the President claims that

during his administration the outlay for

basic poverty programs has risen, not

fallen, and thus the poor have not suffered

under his policies, a Boston Globe ariide

yesterday points out that spending in-

creases during the Reagan administration

are "attributable either to normal growth in

broad based benefits programs such as

social security or to the huge increase in the

number of peopfe needing aid because of the

(1982) recession."

The Globe article also points out that had

he not been blocked by Congress, the

budget cuts would have been much deeper

than they were. For instance, the food

stamp program expenditure has risen from

$11.2 billion three years ago to roughly

$12.5 bUUon in 1984. But. had Reagan had

his way. federal assistance to the program

would have been nearly $1 billion lower.

Mr. President, the Reagan Bush campaign

commercials tout "Leadership that's

working." I think we are entitled to ask.

For whom?

Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian Columnist.

fighting red tape.

It's been five months now since I

"graduated" from the University of

Massachusetts, and I have yet to receive a

University diploma. Since I was travelling

aU summer. I was not concerned; I asBum

ed my diploma wooM be waiting for me

when I returned home. ItMrasnot When I

called the University in early September to

find out the status of the situation, I was in-

formed that "the girl who dora diplomas is

sick but they should be out by the begin-

ning of the week." I have waited a month.

When I finally called the University this

morning (at great expense due to my

distance from Massachusetts), I was told

that diplomas "take three to eight months

to complete." Eight months? Funny, it

didn't say anything about an eight-month

wait in the brochure I received before,

transferring to UMass.

It's bad enough that we don't get our

diplomas at graduation like every other

proper university in the country. I know

for a fact that institutions as large as or

larger than my illustrious alma mater

manage to get the students their diplomas

on graduation day. They even call out the

students' names at graduation - imagine

that! The University of Massachusetts can-

not be bothered to do these things; as a

result I did not attend my graduation. My
parents could not see the point in driving

for six hours from New Jersey to sit in a

stadium for two hours and not see me

graduate, and I was in complete agree-

ment. I was left feeling that I had not

graduated or completed any course of

study at all, but 1 figured that once I receiv-

ed my diploma I would have that sense of

completion.

If I ever do receive this document, it will

certainly have lost a great deal of its mean-

ing as I have already been working at my

first job (as a newspaper reporter) for a

month now. The longer the delay, the

more anticlimactic and meaningless the

whole thing becomes. UMass is a good

university, but it loses quite a bit of its

credibility when it can't even get diplomas

to its graduates within a reasonable length

of time. I worked hard during my years at

UMass (not to mention the thousands of

dollars I paid in out-of-state tuition), and I

know my fellow graduates worked hard as

well. We all deserve better.

i8a Borders
MillviUe, NJ
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WMUA PROMOTION
STAFF MEETING -
Meeting for all staff

members and whoever is

interested in promotion

(advertising and publicity)

and fundraising. Non

members welcome. 7 p.m.

CC 178.

VIETNAM: A REAP-
PRAISAL - Professor

Guenther Lewy will discuss

the topic of his book, The

American Experience in

Vietnam. Open to everyone.

7 p.m. CC 101.

GENERAL MEETING -
ALPHA ZETA - The

meting will be held in Rm.

911 Campus Center. All

members urged to attend.

6:30 p.m.

REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
AWARENESS NIGHT -
Mary Wentworth and Ranet

Gallagher will speak on the

issue of abortion. Also two

films, "Matters So Fun-

damental" and "It Happens

To Us" will be shown. 7:30

p.m.. Student Union

Ballroom.

INVESTMENT CLUB
MEETING - Several

companies will be proposed

and voted on. Also, money

for the New York trip will be

collected. New members

welcome! 7 p.m. S.B.A. HI.

BEYOND WAR — A new

way of thinking. An in-

formational meeting con-

cerning the growing
humanistic approach to

world peace. Help build a

world beyond war. All are

welcome! 7-9 p.m. Jones

Library (upstairs), Amherst

Center.

Come and Enjoy

a dramatic reading of

Aristophanes
The Clouds
at Lounge

Amherst College

The reading will be

performed by both

faculty & students

on Oct. 18, 8 PM

LESBIANS, BISEXUALS.
GAY MEN. AND
HETEROSEXUALS
ALLIES SPEAK OUT - on

the heterosexist
discrimination we have
witnessed and experienced.

Come share your stories and

support. 9:30 p.m.. Com
muter Collective Lounge
(across from the Hatch).

PEACE CORPS IN
FORMATION SESSION -
An information meeting to

discuss the Peace Corps,

application process, suitable

candidates. Slides, returned

volunteers. discussion

period, refreshments.
PIea.se join s. 7 p.m., 122

Draper Hall, UMass.

THE FUTURE OF AD
VERTISING - Leo Bogart.

Executive Vice President

and General Manager,
Newspaper Advertising

Bureau, will discuss the

ways in which advertising is

expected to change in the

next several decades. 7:45

p.m., 162 175 CC.

ACADEMICAFFAIRS
MEETING — Discussion of

th General Education

Proposal and the status of a-

University Academic
Grievance procedure. 4

p.m., check blackboard in

420 SUB.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI
— Special guest Jay

Berkovitz, Judaic Studie

faculty, speaking "On Being

and Orthodox Jew in a

Secular University " Bagels

and cream cheese provided.

12:30 p.m. Suffolk Room
(SUB 301).

UPC GENERAL MEETING
— Now REM is over, we

have Zappa work to do!

Come and get involved. New
members welcome. 6:30

p.m.. Thompson 102.

JAZZ CONCERT - The

UMass Jazz Ensemble I and

The Chapel Jazz Ensemble

appear together for the first

time in a free concert of big

band music. 8 p.m. Bowker

Auditorium.

TUESDAY

RACK-A-VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
presents

Giant Ten Foot Screen -

Video Music

li^^F^Video Releases •

9 til 1 •

15 E. PLEASANT ST A.MHERST \U
al3- 549- 1200

-Arts
>».•.•-•.'

•».•-•.•.•.»:.»:.X«X^X'M '^'yjfi'i'ii^iWi'S^^

TTT.
>.•-•••.•.•.•.•.•».•.•.•.•.'
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U2-The UnfirrgettaUe Fire

Island Records- 1984

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

1 know why cynics have and will continue

to jump all over this record, panning its

relative obscurity and inaccessibility. They

see the slowing down and broadening of U2
on "Unforgettable Fire" as a softening ef-

fect.

In my eyes, U2 has evolved in genuine

avant-garde form. Producers Brian Eno

and Daniel Lanois transform what was ag-

gressive, crisp, choppy and clean into a

more droning sound with depth, richness

and beauty.

U2's last album, "War," worked on the

premise of its choppy aggressiveness and

clash in textures, while "Fire" works on

the smoother premise of its drone. It

reaches highs and lows, but it is more ra-

tional, making it more of a seamless whole.

Earlier albums were dominated by the

electricity of the fast songs and dragged a

bit in slower territory. Beginning with

"War" and coming to the fore in "Fire,"

the slow songs sport more thoughtful song-

writing and a richer, more mature sound.

"Fire" also seems more a group effort

than past albums would indicate. Now, the

Edge's guitar is a more rhythmic and

melodic tool than a spotlight instrument.

Despite this, he still brings forth bursts of

energy and chilling growls within the new

sound.

Larry Wallis, Jr.'s blasting, African-

flavored drumming now comes forward,

while not being necessarily louder in the

mix. Adam Clayton's bass now rumbles

more deeply and forcefully in the

background.

Lead singer, Bono, really comes into his

own on "Fire." He whispers, flies, bucks,

calls, and responds while carrying most of

the melody. Bono's wild, challenging style

recalls the chills I used to get from Robert

Plant, especially during "Wire," one of the

few fast ones on the record.

The lyrics, all by Bono this time, exhibit

intelligence but are not intellectual. His

words seem momentarily confusing, but

consider that Bono is a practicing Chris-

tian. When he speaks of love, he is refer-

ring to his love of God. This quality realiz-

ed, the music seems to take on a compelling

vitality. I can hear him drawing strength

and unity from his love.

In "Bad," Bono says to let go of desola-

tion, desperation, condemnation, separa-

tion, isolation, and fade away. Another ti-

tle, "Elvis Presley and America," while

lacking a lyric sheet for clarification, is

melodically and musically intriguing.

The album achieves something like Roxy

Music did, utilizing forward thrust of the

rhythm coupled with guitar and syn-

thesizer drone. "The Unforgettable Fire,"

while not carrying the flag of peace so

triumphantly and aggressively as on

previous efforts, is still a success on the

level of its musical exploration, its textural

beauty, and its pride in the name of love.

And they mean it.

University Jazz Ensemble I (abcrve) will share a free covert with Chapel

Jazz Ensemble on Tuesday, October 16 at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

StreisandSings ItElectric

rRead the^rfe page!

You won't regret it.

By JULIE BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

It is always thrilling to see new directions

travelled by seasoned artists, and Barbra

Streisand is no exception. Her new LP

Emotion is a smooth integration of the

classic, pure Streisand ("Clear Sailing.

"

"Best I could." "Heart Don't Change My
Mind ") and the pop/rock atypical Strei.sand

sound of "Time Machine." 'Emotion." and

"When I Dream."
In describing these ten new songs to

myself, it was the beat.the beat to which I

kept coming back. Never before has Barbra

cut an album with such extensive use of

percussion, electric guitars, and electrical

instrument arrangements. Being ac

customed to the classic Barbra. I have to

admit it was a surprise, but this is really

what I was ready for more songs along the

lines of "Enough is Enough" and "The Main

Event."
From a duet with Kim Carnes, "Make No

Mistake, He's Mine." -a women's version of

the male rendition of "The Giri is Mine " by

Jackson and McCartney, to you're a Step in

the Right Direction." a very upbeat song

written by John "Cougar" Mellancamp and

Streisand. Barbra is giving each song her

particular flair for balance, meaningful

lyrics, and most of all vocal strength and

emotion. Thus, the record is appropriately

named for its song, thematic content and

vocal intonations.

Without a doubt, the crowning
achievement for the album is "Left in the

Dark." which embodies all Strei-sand's

strongest qualities. The song is brimming

with the emotional and sexual expression of

a woman who has been left by her lover. In

the beginning, the song is backed by strong

reverberating echoes which is followed by

beautifully creative piano/pop/ rock or-

chestration.

Emotion is a refreshing achievement for

Barbra as it does not cling to an old style

nor does it leap headfirst into an inap-

propriate genre. It is a very carefully sewn

patchwork of past and present style, lyrics

and music, acting performance and

emotional experience. All of this and the

pure joy there is in hearing Barbra sing well

makes Emotion a truly total fulfillment of

the expectations we have come to have of

her.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARH'S

HAMLET
J

Dir'cctcd by Richard Edclman Fcrformaiiccs ;

Oct. V), 20, 21 and 25, 26. 27, 19H4 at H I'M .« J
Kirby Theater > Tickets Available Starting Oct. f

Sth .^ Box (Wice phone 542-2277 . Open 1-5
J

Monday Through Friday > General Admission ^
1 Dollars Students and Senior Citizens 2 Dollars

Thursday and Sunday Dollar nights

It

PresenteJ hy Amherst College Dep>trtmettt oj

Theater iitui Dame

I

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

PUT US TOTHE TEST!
LSAT-GMAT-GRE

MCATDAT
6RE PSYCH -GRE BIO

MATPCATOCAT
VAT. TOEFL- SSAT

PSATSAT
ACHIEVEMENTS ACT

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

• Permanent Centers open days,

evenings, weekends

• CompleteTlST N TAPE"

facilities

• Skilled instructors and

dedicated, tull-time staff

• Homestudy matenals constantly

updated by Researcfi Eiperts

• Low Hourly Cost

• Transfer pnviliges to o»er

120 locations

J

LSAT
GRE
GMAT

NATIONAL MED BOARDS

MSKP FMGEMS
FLEX NOB NP8

NC6NCLEXRN
CGFNS CPA

SPEB) READING

ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION TO

LAW SCHOOL

CALL DAYS. EVENWIGS
AWEEKENDS

EDUCATK)NAL
CENTER

TEST PRCnWAnON SltOALISTS S»«;l 1938

In Hem tbik SUtf 'Jlfrkiy M Hipun I ilwjlioiMl tm\n I Id

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

,Mf

-^ -^ mm^ m t* VL M, 3SrZ

I

I

I

I

Desire

Under
the Elms

by EUGENE O'NEILL

October 11-13 17-20, 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

The University of Ma88achusett8^epartment_ofJheater^

fcKICV
Freshly Sliced

:

Meats

D Eat In

or

__Take Out

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREA!II

Rt9 253-9521 314 College St.

^onday-Frlday
6:30 !m"1^00 pm
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ARTSLINES
On Tuesday, October 16. CBS recording

artist Andreas VoUenweider will perform
with his quartet at John M. Greene Hall at

Smith College. The performance which

starts at 8 p.m. will include Vollenweider's

specially altered electronic harp com-

positions including his latest, "Pace Verde."

Two Japanese films, My Love Has Been
Burning and No Regrets for Our Youth will

be shown on Tuesday. October 16 at 7 and 9

p.m. in the Campus Center, Room 917 at

the University of Massachusetts. These
films are presented as a part of the

Women's Film Festival sponsored by the

Woman's Leadership Project and the

Student Government Association. Films

are free and open to all. For more in-

formation call 545-0254.

HWD 7HE Collejian

!

YOU'LL K HOOKfb.

Tuesday. October 16. 1984 Tuesday, October 16. 19841
Collegian n

V

MOLLYS
ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CLOTHING
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASANT ST. MON-SAT 10-5 .

AMHERST, MA 01002
413-549-6446J

READING PILING UP ON YOU?

Don't set left behind

because there is

"too much to read

Today
And

Tomorrov«f

We'll show you how to:

• Raise your grade point overage, and have more

free time for yourself.

• Read 3 to 5 times faster and v^ith better

comprehension.

• End ail-night cramming sessions.

• Do all your studying in 1/2 the time ifs now
taking you.

AfterKJ o Free Introductory Lesson

• Increase your reading speed dramatically on the

spot

e Learn about advanced study techniques.

COME SEE US
TODAY!

Would you like to set out from
under all those books?

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
LOCATION: MURRAY D. LtHCOlN CAMPUS CENTER

TUESDAY 10/16 1 2:00PM, 2:00PM AND ^.0 0PM -ROOM 17^

WEDNESDAY 10/17 2:09PM, ^:09PM AND 6:00PM -ROOM 917

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

176

Black Affairs
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Black economicsbook reviewed by professors
Professors from the University of

Massachusetts and Hampshire College

gathered last night at Hampshire College

for a critical review of Lloyd Hogan's new
book, Principles ofBlack Political Economy.
Discussants were Samuel Bowles,
Economic Department and John Bracey of

the Afro-American Studies Department
both from UMass and Stanley Warner of

Hampshire College's Social Science

Department.
The book deals with the current particular

of the economical diversities of Black people

in the United States. The book also tries to

look at the story of the Black social

reproduction in their important con-

tributions allowing them to conclude that

there can be no other way for Blacks but to

go up in the economic world.

Bowles said he liked how the author ad-

dressed the subject of people as the means
no the end. He said he could identify with

the factor of the "Us" and "Them" in the

book. "As a white person I found no

problems reading the book and applying it

to me and situation that exists in the world

today."

Bracey said Hogan's reason for having

"Black econony" in the title rather Ithan

general economy was to acknowledge the

fact that Black economy has been and is still

egnored by white economic scholars.

Bracey said the book was the first of its

kind to give a sound political point of view

of the black economy. The one criticism

Bracey had was that Hogan failed to

recognize important Black scholars that

have made great contribution to the field

Anti-Racism Team to meet
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Staff

Due to the urgency of race related in-

cidents at the University of Massachusetts

during 1980, the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) formed an anti-racism team to

educate the public on the issue of racism.

The team will have an introductory

meeting for prospective members tonight in

Room 902 of the Campus Center.

"The purpose of the team is to raise

people's consciousness at two levels: the

education and the political," said Dave

Martin, a team member. On the educational

level, the team is trying to teach people

about racism and its effects on society, he

said.

The team also does political advocacy work

on racism cases, Martin said.

In the past, the University has been

inaccessible to minorities mainly because of

the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).

Studies have shown that the tests are

unfair to minority students because they

gear their questions toward the upper

middle-class white students. The

University, which judges future applicants

on the basis of their success or failure on the

tests, is reinforcing institutional racism.

.\n article and an editorial in SCERA's
newsletter The Advocate, addresses the

issue and gives some examples of racism at

UMass.

One of the example cited was about "a

black resident assistant who was arrested

for setting one of the fires at Crampton

after F.B.I, specialists concluded that a

note allegedly left by the arsonist was

written by a person of color."

SCERA's anti racism team have planned

some events to further their cause. "We are

updating the filmstrips that we use in dorm
workshops to help students become more

aware of racism. There is also a possibility

that we will be doing a film series and

networking with other groups to promote

anti racism," said Cris Chamberlain, a team

member.

Diane Deer, also a team member said

there might be an open house at the end of

the month to bring together students and

organizations concerned with the issue of

racism.

Martin said their goal will be accomplished

"If we can reach one person and help them
learn about themselves and society and

inspire them to better society for

everyone."

Leaders to discuss problems
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Third World students throughout the New
England area will convene at a conference

at the University of Massachusetts on

October 27 to discuss similarities and

differences as student leaders in the ex

periences faced at predominantly white

institutions.

The conference will also allow students to

exchange information on the state of affairs

fo the Third World community in 1984 and

to explore political choices for the

November presidential election.

The theme of the Third World Student

Leadership Conference is Focus on

Leadership: Coalition Building and Unity.

The keynote address will be delivered by

Playthell Benjamin, political advisor for the

National Fight Back Labor Organization in

New York City.

Ambassador Oumaru Youssofou, the

Organization of African Unity's

representative to the United Nations, will

be the principal speaker.

Dr. Marvin B. Scott, vice president of the

Black Media Coalition will lead a workshop

on mass media problems and Frankie 'Jay"

Sims, a program manager at WNAS in

Anderson, South CaroUna, wiU preside over

a broadcast production and techniques

workshop.
.

Additional workshops include Africans

and Afro-Americans in international

politics, housing discrimination in college

towns and menUcide: inferioration of Afro-

Americans and minority students, among

others.

suchasW.E.B. DuBois.

"I could not speak from the Historian point

of view, but, I want to let the Historian fill

in the blanks, Hogan said.

The Black Affairs page of the Collegian has

changed its Wednesday section to Tuesdays

so that we can bring the UMass Third

World community a more timely coverage

of the news pertaining to the community.

The Friday section will remain the same.

The Woman's Leadership Project cordially

invites all members of the Third World

Legislative Caucus to a reception in the

WLP office, 416 of the Student Union

Building at 5:30 today.

"I have written my book in such a way it

can be applied to any profession in life. In

my book I tried to look at the system in the
sense that the vision system gvie way to a
new system."

Sherwood Thompson, director of the

Office of Third World Affairs said, "the

conference will present students the

alternatives and systems of education they

can use to grow and develop leadership

skills."

Students, faculty and staff of the Five

College community are "excited," about the

conference, Thompson said. Responses

from students from Rhode Island to Ver-

mont have been "tremendously over-

whelming," he said recommending in-

terested people to register by October 21.

The conference will show students in a

"big picture" how extra curriculum ac-

tivities can translate to community in-

volvement in their career goals, he said.

Thompson said student leaders on campus

are "highly trained and experienced."

Activism can be increased if one shows

students how their career objective can be

focused in an organization, he said.

The conference will attempt to show

students from all majors how they can

become pro-active, Thompson said.

"It will show students no matter what

their interest or what their career in life is,

they should remember to contribute to the

community which they come from," he said.

The conference is sponsored by the Office

of Third World Affairs, the Third World

Legislative Caucus of the Student

Government Association and the Com-

mittee for the Collegiate Education of

Blacks and other minorities.

For further information about the con-

ference, please call OTWA at 545 2517 or

545-2544.

HARD AT WORK — A glimpse at campesino students taking advantage of

Nicaragua's literacy campaign. I

Minority women must keep

community and job abreast
By KIMBERLY BURGE and

YAIDRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Third World working women should affirm

the neccessity of a community life and

redefine professionalism for a greater

mobility in the career world, according to

the keynote speaker at a minority women's

conference at Springfield Technical

Community College on Saturday.

"Remember to take the community with

you." said Reverend Robin Harden,

Protestant Chaplain of the United Christian

Foundation at the University of

Mas.sachusetts, to 70 women.
There is a need for a social self as well as a

private self, the Reverend said. She added

one needs a mask when dealing within a job

context, "but what you have on don't

change what's inside you."

Reverend Harden said the corporate

structure is not pro-community, women nor

minority, therefore minority women are in

the corporate world but "not of the cor

porate world.

"

The day-long conference attempted to

identify and develop minority women's

personal strengths as they face new

challenges through various workshops.

The Political Realities of the 1980s and the

Equal Employment Oppor
tunity/Affirmative Action workshop taught

its participants to know the process and not

be reluctant to use it. They were also to

become more politically active.

"What the Future Holds For Women"
presented by Cheryl Stanley, an academic

advisor at the Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Blacks and other Minorities

(CCEBMS) at the University of

Massachusetts, centered on career changes

and where most of the jobs for the future

are.

"The majority of jobs are in the south-

western part of the United States." Stanley

said. The city of Houston is aperfect

example of economic growth. There are

many jobs available in Houston, but

housing is scarce and the cost of living is

very high.

There aren't many jobs available in New
England because companies are moving to

where the people are and the tax structure

in Massachusetts is too high for most

businesses.

However, there is some good news for

New Englanders. she said. Our region has

the best colleges and universities in the

country. Therefore, it is easier for New
P^nglanders to move around from job to job

and its also easier for us to establish con-

tacts in the business world.

Stanley stressed that self assessment is

"the most important thing before you can

find a job."

"There are two levels of networking:

informal and formal. At a formal network,

people meet and list resources. At an in-

formal network, people use resources and

actually make contacts." Nancy Medina a

social worker at the Department of Social

Services explained.

Networking lets you in on the secrets in

the business world and can make your

organization suc'cessful. she said.

"You are already superwomen. You're

doing .something very super." said Dr.

Wilesse Comissioning. a writer's agent at

Callie Pearl International Syndicated

Features in Sunderland.

Commissioning was impressed with

women managing both a career and a home

at early stages of their lives.

"Don't let the media be your guideline to

assess what you're doing." she told women

at her workshop. "You must continuously

validate yourself and say you're super and

you're doing something now'."

With the territory of motherhood comes

guilt." she said adding although a child did

not ask to be born, mothers deserve a life

also.

She said mothers should take toll on

mental, physical and emotional health for

you to become a better person.

"Find out what gets you sane and go after

it relentlessly and guiltlessly."

Many participants felt the conference was

a success.

"I thought everything went extremely

well. The planning committee was really

satified."said Connie Askew, Chairperson

of the Planning Committee.

"The conference as a whole was terrific.

However, I felt that the networking

workshop could've been much better," said

Estelle Early one of the women who at-

tended the conference.

"Overall, the conference was very good.

The workshops were very informative and

many resources were available. There was

a lot of networking done," said Hermenia

Grayson of Horizons XXV, Inc.
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PRINTER SALE

$1395
SAVE $255

COMREX CRin
- 23 CPS Dajsywheel

. 15" Carriape & Tractor Feed

-Cut Sheet Feeder

$369
SAVE $180

EPSON LQ 1500
- 200 CPS Dot Matrix

- 67 CPS Letter Quality Mode
- 15" Carriage & Tractor Feed

- One Year Warranty

$795
SAVE $200

PANASONIC KX1091
- 120 CPS Dot Matrix

- Fnction & Tractor

Switch Selectable Letter Quality

- EPSON Protocoi

OLYMPIA RO
13 CPS Daisy wheel

- Friction & Tractor

- ParaM & Serial Interfaces

- Sound Absorbing Case

$439
SAVE $160

$399
SAVE $300

DYNAX DX15
- 13 CPS Daisywheel

- Parallel Interface

- Interchc-ngeable Print\A/heels

all prices in ;lude 14 box reg. paper, extra ribbon

SALE ENDS NOV 3, 1984 •

Id]ComputerWorks
228 TRIANGLE STREET, iWIHERST 549-7133

OPEN MON.-S^ 10-6

Tuesday, October 16, 1984

HCXDDED
SWEAT
SHIRT
21.95

2 pockets

polyester/ cotton

white w/grey

or

white w/blue

S-M-L-XL

photo by
Dwayne Autery

Mon-Frl 9-5 Located in

Sat 11-4 The Campus Center

IVIATCHIIMG

SWEAT
WXNTS
16.95

2 pockets

available in

grey or blue

Josle

'^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED

presents:

an evening with

The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five Colleae Stiiripnts,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

Frank Zappa's second show is open to

students, faculty, and staff of the Five

Colleges only.

UMass and 5-College ID required

for purchase of ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center
No cans, bottles or recording devices.

Tuesday. October 16, 1984

;
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

H0UJPiPIT6O'UlEa, LBTMB T5LL iOU

HUSl, I MIS^ePMYimiN ANPIiOAS

ymhtTR5Apy tubu
Th^ RBCSPTIONIST

MAPeA MAJORWSS

TH^N. m TOPITOFF, imSIN-
FOmeP JHATMyHHSTASSI&iMeNT
IS TOPRBmRBA RMbfiH CAMMION
/>^^ SPOTAIM^AT BLACK

HeveP. MINP THAT TNF WHOU- iPtA
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Today 8Weather

TODAY: Mostly sunny, highs between 60

and 70.

TONIGHT: Clear, with patchy fog and

lows around 40.

TOMORROW: Look for rain-you won't

find it; it'll be sunny and mild again.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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FUTURE CALVIN
KLEINS!!!

The Collegian Fall Fashion

Special needs your illustra-

tions! Get published and be a

part of New England's
largest college daily! For

more information, call

Michelle Hyde, 545-3500, or

stop by the Collegian office.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 After all

others

5 Uppity one
9 "Garfield" and
km

13 Feverish

symptom
14 Nether region

16 Major or

f^inor

17 The front

office

19 Tree for a
partridge

20 Point of view

21 Wall-floor

connector
23 Gal of song
24 Actress Irving

26 Universe

27 Sopping wet

29 Gets a notion

33 Docket entry

35 Kaye and
Thomas

37 Royal title;

Abbr

38 Beginning

40 Witty remark

41 Small turrov«

43 Way to take

Abbr
44 Easy gaits

47 Pig or poke
follower

48 f^eans of entry

50 Networks
52 Threefold

Comb form

53 Established

value

54 Insecticide, for

short

57 Fonda film

62 Glowing coal

64 Slivers

65 Relax

67 Man, for one
68 Editors' orders

69 Sacred chests

70 Kind of feet

or shoulder

71 Existence

72 Trial run

DOWN
1 Tibetan holy

men

2 Guam's capital

3 Beach
necessity

4 Shade of blue

5 Haggard title

6 Insipid

7 Concert halls

8 Gazzara and
others

9 Root feature

10 Neighborhood
11 St Peterburg

res.dent

12 Grange-red

stone
15 stabilize

18 Mod's
wardrobe

22 Beatify

25 Prefix with

night or day

28 Balmoral's river

29 Translates

30 Like an old rug

31 Lake Indian

32 Herring relative

33 Enterprise

Abbr
34 Pillar part

36 Cambodian Lon

39 Recipient

42 Double: Prefix

45J)eserves
46 Red. Black or

White
49 Fashioned
51 Shipping

allowance
55 Office stations

56 Assignation

57 Heroic tale

58 Oh. yes

59 Threshold

60 See 56 Down
61 Augments (With

"out ")

63 Protein source

66 Follower: Suffix

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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D.C. Menu
LUNCH
Grilled Cheese with Bacon

Sandwich
Stuffed Pepper with

Tomato Sauce

DINNER
STEAK AND SPUD
NIGHT
Sirloin Strip Steak/
Mushroom Sauce, French

Fried Onion Rings

Fresh Baked Scrod with

Momay Sauce

"Top Your Own Baked
Potato"

BASICS LUNCH
F2gg Salad on Bun

Fresh Zucchini Pie

BASICS DINNER
Stuffed Baked Egg{)lant

Fresh Baked Scrod with

Mornay Sauce

"Top Your Own Baked

Potato"
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

Jean B. Elshtain

"On PatriotisnV

Thur-JcU , CXtoLxM 18, 1^^84 at 8 p.m.

Memoi uil Hall Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

irS THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS
RETURNS START
OCTOBER 25

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -

YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

HOURS
MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

trx? UNIVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ prry/sical part DkJg

If you need to rent

or to buy a phone

come to

AT&T Phone Ctr.

Hampshire Mall

Mon - Sat 10:00 - 9:30

Tuesday, October 16. 1984m—^—^^Mggi

•men *s volleyball
continued from page 16

"I think the attitude of students is picking up. The ex
posure of the Olympics did help," said Simeone. "There
are a lot of interested and talented volleyball players on
this campus. If they can keep a positive attitude, interest

will only keep generating. Still, for the most part, people

are still in the dark."

1 he NECVL has placed the Minutemen into the Western
Division of its four division league along with Springfield

College, Dartmouth, Williams, Bryant and Brown. Each
team will play each other twice during the regular season

with the top four finishers advancing to the single

elimination league playoffs.

But without an immediate schedule as to space openings

in Boyden, it has been tough to let students know the big

picture.

Tryouts have not yet been scheduled but open practices

are being tentatively held for Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6

p.m. in Boyden.

,Colleglan is

Cross country runs fourth
Men dissapoint,w(mien 4th out of15...

UMass vs. Dartmouth
Dartmouth at UMass
When: Today, 3 p.m.

Where: Boyden Field

Records: UMass, 9-1-2, Dartmouth, 7-2

Rankings: UMass, second in the nation and second in

New England; Dartmouth unranked.

UMass Injuries: Leading scorer Jolie DePauw (bruis-

ed hip) and Jamie Watson (ankle) will miss the game.

Kristen Bowsher (ankle) and Monica Seta (shin splints)

are probable.

Outlook: "Our bench will have to come through for us

playing some good soccer so we can give our starters a

chance to rest," coach Kalekeni Banda said. The

Minutemen were banged up in Sunday's 2-1 win over

Cortland State. Dartmouth is led by senior Sharon Mat-

thews. She has set a school single season scoring record

with 17 goals and one assist for 35 points so far this year.

By CHRIS TREMBLAY
Collegian Correspondent

The men's cross country

team traveled into Boston's

Franklin Park to compete

against Northeastern,
Keene State and Lowell this

past weekend, and ttiok a

disappointing fourth place.

Northeastern won the meet

with 37 points, while Keen

Stale (59) took second,

Lowell (60) third and UMass
was last with 63.

"I had anticipated all four

teams to be close together,

with Northeastern holding

the edge, " said Coach Ken
O'Brien, "But I didn't think

they'd come away with a 22

point victory."

Despite Northeastern
running away with the

meet, the other three

participants stayed very

close to one another.

Paul Stanislawzik came
across the finish line for the

Minutemen, but O'Brien

believes his second and third

place runners must move up

in the rankings for UM to

become a more competitive

team.
"Our fourth and fifth

runners are very com
petitive with every one else,

but we need our second and

third runners to move up,"

said O'Brien. "We had six

runners in before Keene or

if fieldhockey
victory when Temple tied the score on a free hit from

outside the circle sending the contest into overtime.

The first overtime was primarily a midfield battle, ac

cording to Hixon. In the second period, midfielder Pam
Moryl scored the winning goal for the Minutemen,

unassisted. However, while UMass won the game the

team lost the services of Kennedy, the team's leading

scorer, with an ankle injury.

"It was a midfield game, not a lot of flow," said Hixon.

"There were a lot of (official's) whistles so the action was

stop and go. Neither team was able to get on track or get

any kind of rhythm."

Sunday's game started off smooth enough, according to

Hixon. with UMass taking the ball into O.D.U. territory

and Deidre Doyle third. The

Minutemen's fourth and fifth

runners weren't too far

behind either. The fifth

runner, the 27th overall, to

cross gave UMass five

runners in the top 30.

Coach Caroline Gardiner

was happy with her teams

overall performance on the

hilly Worcester course.

"I was pleased with

everyone as it was a real

hard and hilly course," said

Gardiner. "I was very

pleased with the teams
competitiveness, especially

without our number one

runner (Chris Pratt) in

the e."

Bui after the opening attack

the game was played around the UMass goal, said Hixon.

O.D.U. scored two goals in the first half as UMass played

even witk the defending national champions.

UMass continued to hold its own throughout the second

half and Moryl brought the Minutemen as close as they

would come on the scoreboard when she scored with 15

minutes remaining in the game.

Old Dominion exploded for five goals in the remaining 15

minutes. It was a display that strongly impressed even

Hixon.

"They just turned on the juice. For the last 15 minutes

they played the best field hockey I've seen any team play

ever. They scored from everywhere. They're a cut above

the rest," said Hixon.

Lowell had their fourth man
come across the line, now we
just have to move them up."

Like the men, the women's

cross country team also

came in fourth place over

the weekend. The women
were competng with 15

other teams in the Holy

Cross Invitationl.

Holy Cross took the top

honors with Army right

behind them, while

Springfield took third place

with 90 points and UMass
followed only 15 points

behind at 105.

Sarah Kitchell was the first

I'Mass runner acoss the

finish line, while Doreen
Erickson came across second

and getting off several shots

GREAT
GIVEAWAY

#2

WIN AN ALL TERRAIN VEHICLE (wagon)

Two vehicles to be given away
our S£orting^30ods^egt^

Vehicle"b©NUS
"^vehicle is on display in

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
1

.

To enter, complete the official entrv form

and bring it to the store. Enter as often as

you wish by usina only original entry forms.

Enter Nov. 1, 1984

2. The winner will be selected in a random

drawing on Nov. 2.

3. Employees of the University Store and

their families are not eligible. Taxes on the

prize are the sole responsibility of the win-

ner.

Register to win an all terrain vehicle. Fill out the

coupon & return. No purchase required.

Name

Address

Phone

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

""
Cicate(n"TTeTampus" TTeTT^er""

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

.^
i^^^ Cocktail Lountre

Ĵ^

/# TOM GEHRKE LIVE
cO'ci

99* SCHNAPPS SHOTS ALL NIGHT
Rt 9 Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

SUPERIOR PIZZA
UMass Students Favorite Pizza!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

also grinders,

salads, dinners

17 Montague Road

North Amherst

549-0626

I $1.00 OFF
with 2 or more items

on a large pizza

50^ OFF

I

I

I

I
with 2 or more items

I on a small pizza

I (one per pizza)

I 11/05/84

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^iSondav - Thursday 8 45 345 • Friday 8:45 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consecutrve days 5% cftsoounrt

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone nunr>b<r free

ADVERTISING

AdvanlMFREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD
AdvBrti»e items you want to Mil or buy. Call

5329488

1973 Plymouth Satelite good condition

must soil 900 call Wendy 2S3 3:g6

IST'TOatsun 2S0Z runs good no rust nice

inierior $3500 serious call only 549 7864

FOR SALE

AWESOME CONCERT TICKETSI

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 VW BMtl* rebuiH eofline new brake

system new clutch good tires includM parts

car and trailer hitch »1000 call Brenda

549 6999

1973 D^dge Charger deluxe. M^c^'^'^J,

ly sound, AC. cloth <"^0'^''^j'y
cassette quadrophonic stereo, 82,000 orig^

miles. Very clean and dependable car. Best

offer 266-8335
^

73 Voli.i'fMtbeck. runs great fuel injected

$800 549 1358 David

1978 Chewy IWaiibu stetton wagon engine

and body m great shape good "^^"^
cooling system snow tires and more call

546 9666

1980 Chevene 4Htoor 57000 mile, good

condition Call gg<1S1 after 5j0____
VW "Thing" collector's Hem beet offer

Gene 323-7SB2

HALL ft OATS. Elton John, Culture Club.

Great seats on sale now. Barry 546-6446 call

tonight' ^^

Technics 2B wett digital receiver 7

presets quartz locli tuning excellent condi

tion $125.0 546 7458

Corduroy^ Couch for aela good condition

call Elizabeth 549-1773

Twin Mattreas and Boxspring 25.00 you

must Uke away call 549^041

The People's Qay Alliance is looliing for

an Office Manager This is a work study

position, and duties will be janitorial and

clerical Drop off your name, number, and

an informal resume in the PGA Office, 413B

SUB Replies must be in by Oct 16th

Utopia Spas private hot tub rentals call

now for reservations 253 7727

Fn Oct 19 The pnce IS $6 Also available

are the 1982 INDEX lor $3 and the 1983 IN

OEX for $4 Get your yeart>ook before sup

plies run outi

INSTRUCTION

ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack-A-

Video entertainment giant 10 and 15 foot

screens for dorms and Greeks "MTV'
video music call 549 7144

Rack A-Dlac Rack-A-Vidao entertain

ment guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys.

Bands and Video Call 549 7144

wTcKEO^AND WILD OJ'a audio and

visual entertainment for the BO'S 584-6712

Spoilage Sound the best in party and

dance music Call 561^46 or 588-7889

FOUND

FOR RENT

2 cubic ft rafrlgaraior R
Store free delivery 253 9742,

6 P Package

Found a red Canyon backpack on Oc

tobet 1 1 in ffie mein lobby of the first floor in

Herter Hall It contained a pair of glasses in a

case with the initials CH on the lens There

vi/as also a set of three keys on a purple key

chain along with two pens. Please contact

247 5235 if this is your backpack to pick It up

HELP WANTED
~~

Overseaa Jobs. Summer, yr round

Europe, S Amerioa, Australia. Asia All

fields $900 $2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC, PO Box 52 MAI Corone Del

Mar, CA 92625

Need Meals 7 Sorority needs kitchen help

for lunch 6 dinner. Monday Friday, flexible

545 2152 Kathy

RasponalMa mature parson, 4-5 after

noons per week Chiklcare for two boys

ages 7 and 10, light housekeeping, meel

preperation Own car desirable. $50 + per

week Needed Mon, Tues. Thurs 3-6 and

Wed 1 -6 pm call Susan 256^1886

ATfENTION SfUDENTSI WanTpart time

work you can fit between classes? Place and

fill posters on campus, earn base and

bonuses Year round possible
1 «» 243 8679

Part-time laborer needed In Hatflald.

•ome mornir>gs, some afternoons tel

2475801

MOT TUBS

Utople Spas 2 for 1 hot tub every Mondey
and Tuesday night call for reservations

253 7727

Knew your car. Basic Automobile
Workahop 28 ftours including claaaroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 263-2088

Math Tutor, many 100 levels, call Joe.

666^2304, after 6 PM

LOST ~

Stolen In Sylvan area or Beytion Oym.
Brown leatfier wallet containing license,

benkcerd and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6-4098 no questions

asked the r>ame is Kelley McComwck

Lost brown plestic freme glasaee in a red

leather case if found contact 6 5641

MR80NALS

Shalla - Happy Birthdayi Remember ttie

fourth? And the Empire State BulMingi

Hugs and kisses, you mush your fellow

NSPers

PROFCSSiONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papars. Cases, Dissertations. Thasaa,

on campus low rates guaranteed accep-

tance Nancy 584 7924

ROOMMATE WANTED

Haircuts by Sual By appt. only' M.OO* call

54&83ee

The 1984 INDEX Is haral Yearbooks will be

soM outside of the SUB. Tuea.. Oct 9 to

Non-amofclng famalo, 2 bedroom Bnttany

Marrar apartment $120.00 ir>cludes utilitiaa.

Mary 263 7344/253 3786

TRAVEL

Waakandln Montreal Oniy $79 Boston
Bruins game optional Don't be fooled by
tours that offer standing room or>ly Wa
have good seats Contact Kim 546-5126
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Sports
There's anew
team in town
Men 's volleyball back at

UMafter a twoyear layoff..

Nancy 16 01 14.05

B> JOHN A.NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Four years ago, fans stood four and five

deep surrounding NOPE gym's voUeybaU

court . Everyone came to applaud a winner.

Rarely did anyone leave disappointed.

Winning had btn-ome an everyday oc-

curence for the UMass Men's Volleyball

team.
However, when incoming Freshmen Dave

Simeone and Juan Maldonado walked into

the volleyball office the following semester,

they were disappointed to find out that the

program had been discontinued. Students

no longer had time to devote to a sport of

"secondary" importance, constantly in the

shadow of big time collegiate athletics. So

after the team graduated, the program fell

apart. Yes, students felt cheated, en

thusiasts betrayed.

Unfortunately, it had to be.

According to Simeone, the team left a lot

of people in a precarious position. The team

was in financial disarray with debts unpaid

to the league, the referees and even the

University. Subsequently, the team was

placed on league probation.

The outlook for future Men's Volleyball at

UMass looked bleak. Those hopefuls who

had said goodbye to their high school

careers, soon came to realize that com-

petitive college volleyball was beyond their

reach

.

Last month however Simeone attended

this fall's meeting of the New England

Collegiate Volleyball League (NECVL) in

the culmination of a difficult year and a half

in hope of overturning the team's

probation. As we anticipated, the meeting

was a success, with UMass granted full

NECVL status.

So after three years and much heartache,

Simeone and Maldonado have resurrected

the missing ballclub with hopes of a

stronger foundation and a permanent flow

of support.

"We're setting up something that we hope

will last for a long time." said Simeone.

"It's just a matter of us getting things

done." The paperwork has been tough, but

I've been lucky that Juan's been handling

it."

Over the last year, the two admit that

there have been problems, but that at this

point most have been eliminated. "The only

problem is that we're lacking facilities and

funds," said Simeone. "We're going to have

some problems in scheduling, especially

since this year there's once less facility

(Curry Hicks Cage) to use."

Obviously, funds are necessary.

Unfortunately, they are also lacking at

present. "Without uniforms we might get

by with $700-800," he said. "But let's face

it, we're going to need a lot more."

Funds and facilities aside, Simeone

maintains that student support is still and

always will be the necessary ingredient for

the team's success. ,. .

rimfivupd on prtqi^ 15

Minutemen
don't know
the score

Gerry

deSimas

CollcKian photos tiy Caul I)«smarais

The UMass men's volleyball team has

resurfaced at UMass after a two-year

layoff. The team, which will be a club

sport, has been practicing in Boyden
Gym. One of the team's leaders, Dave Si-

meone, pictured to the right, believes

that men's volleyball can become a

popular sport on campus and has high

hopes for its success. Above, the team
works on spiking during a workout last

week.

Field hockey spUts two:
Beat Temple in 20T,Urn toODU

The game meant a lotBy ED HA'i'WARn
Collegian Stall

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team returned from its weekend

series at Old Dominion University with the

spht coach Pam Hixon had hoped for as the

Minutemen defeated Temple University of

Pennsylvania 2 1 but fell to their host 7-1.

"The Temple game is the one we wan-

led, "Hixon said of Saturday's game. "We
had to take it no matter what. It was a hard

fought game. Going into the game they

were ranked third in the country and we

were ranked eighth

to both sides."

The first game was the one Hixon counted

on winning since her team faced the nation's

number one ranked team in Old Dominion

on Sunday. While Hixon accomplished her

goal, it took UMass a little bit longer than

expected as the game lasted into two

overtimes.

There was no scoring in the game until

I'Mass forward Tonia Kennedy put one in

with three minutes remaining in the game.

UMass was fourty-five seconds away from
continued on pgige 15

There are two things that the University

of Massachusetts football team vitally

needs. One is a new scoreboard. The other

is a consistent offense to put points on the

board.

In only two of the six games this season

has the UMa.ss offense gotten on track, the

26 10 win over Ball State and the 20-19 loss

to URL
"The offense just has to score. That's their

job," head coach Bob Stull said after

Saturday's 24 7 loss to the University of

Richmond. "We had a few critical third

down plays and the receivers just dropped

the ball."

The Minutemen have had their problems

adjusting to their new split back formation

after running the I formation in previous

sea.sons. Three points against Nor-

theastern and seven against Richmond and

Holy Cross testify to this.

"When you have a whole new system,

timing is the key," junior quarterback Jim

Simeone said. 'We've had it since the

spring, through pre season and through six

games now. I think it's starting to come

along."

George Barnwell, who ran for 172 yards

against Rhode Island, only gained 67 yards

against the Spiders. Duckworth Grange

came in and showed some good moves that

carried the UMass offense on their 92 yard

scoring drive.

Simeone, 7 of 10 for 48 yards in the first

half, tossed his first TD pa.ss of the year to

his brother Bob Simeone, the team's

leading receiver. But in the second half,

UMass, for the second week in a row, didn't

get their hands on the ball much.

Richmond had the ball for 10:13 in the

third quarter and in the 4:47 UMass had the

ball, they couldn't put much together.

And when UMass was out there, the

receivers dropped the balls and the running

game was stuffed. "We had guys open and

they dropped the ball, I don't know what

else to say," Stull said.

Bob Simeone dropped some passes as did

Paul Walsh, who has dropped two TD
passes this year.

"I'm not worried about getting the offense

going,"Simeone said. "We've shown that

we can do that in the past three games. I'm

more concerned about putting points up

Unfortunately, when teams put points on

the hoard at Alumni Stadium no one knows

about it because you can't see the

. scoreboard at all. The UMass scoreboards

are one of the worst in New England.

The scoreboard clock is a farce. The
writers in the press box take guesses on the

official time. How can the fans see or

understand what is going on?
' If the University wants a top flight

football program, which they do, the least

they can do is help the fans enjoy the game
by letting them know what is going on.

UMass hoop

Peter

Abraham

For the pa.st four seasons, the University

of Massachusetts basketball team has not

had a real center to speak of.

The graduated Edwin Green, to be sure,

did a commendable job of filling the pivot,

but when a true (6 10 plus) big guy faced

the Minutemen, Edwin became an af

terthought.

So, coach Ron Gerlulsen has come up with

a reasonable solution to the center problem,

he won't use one.

The Minutemen will go to a three forward,

two guard offense this season and just what

players will fill those roles is being decided

this week as UM began practice yesterday

in Boyden.

"The frontcourt will consist of two power

forwards and a small shooting forward.

The backcourt will consist of the usual

playmaking guard and a shooting guard,"

said Gerlufsen.

Three of the five positions are already

decided, forward Horace Neysmith, a co-

captain, will start on the front line, he, so

far, is the only definite up there.

ihe smooth combination of point guard

Carl Smith (who started all 29 games and

dished out a school and league record 212

assists) and senior co-captain Donald

Ru.ssell will run the backcourt.

'After that it's a big question mark," said

Gerlufsen. "It's a definite fight for the

other two forward spots and those two guys

are going to have to do some hard work if

we are going to be competitive."

Sixth man Bobby Braun(6 9) and Darryl

Carterr (6-5) are in the hunt for the two
spots.

Braun impressed last season with some
solid play off the pines, he rebounds well

and takes it to the hoop with authority. He
is not practicing this week due to a strained

knee.

Emerson has been a disappointment in his

first three seasons. He has seen little time

over two seasons. As for Carter, the

crowd pleasing senior ran shoot the ball,

but may lack the height UM needs up front.

Freshman Matt Ryan (6 4) and Lorenzo

Sutton (6-2) both have great size and

shooting ability and may be able to take up

the outside shooting slack created when

John Hempel transfered to St. John's

University last spring.

Sports ataglance
UMass Schedule:

Women's Soccer: Dartmouth,

Boyden, 3 p.m.

Men's Tennii: Weitfieid SUte
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— The tower library and the tree near the campus pond are bathed in light Mon-

Senate to vote on awareness educator
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

A month-long debate is expected to end tonight when

the Undergraduate Student Senate votes on whether to

fund a Gay/Lesbian Awareness Educator position.

According to Joseph Sparks, Student Government

Association (SGA) chairman, funding for the proposed

position is a problem.

The proposed position, which is sponsored by the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

f
Inside:

Many Catholics advocate free choice p.<i

Author defends US in Vietnam p.5

Positive attitudes win in '84 P-8

Soccer action: Men face UConn at Boyden,

Women crush Dartmouth 4-0 P-^^

''Diplomacy: The art of saying 'nice dog-

gie' till you can find a rock.
"

-^Wpm Catlin^

(SCERA) would receive money from the SGA's emergen-

cy stabilization account. The educator would conduct

awareness workshops and advocate the concerns of gay,

lesbian, and bisexual students, according to SCERA stu-

dent advocate Gerry Scoppettuolo.

Sparks said that because the emergency stabilization ac-

count had been increasingly used to help recognized stu-

dent organizations (RSO) the $4,000 needed to fund the

position would bring that account to "near zero."

"Just funding the heterosexism officer would not drain

the stablization account. But because WMUA may need

some additional money, and the account has been used to

aid other RSOs so far this year, paying for (the new posi-

tion)" would almost eliminate the stabilization account

money. Sparks said.

WMUA. the campus radio station has asked for help in

paying for their telephone service, according to WMUA
chief engineer Bill Stepchew.

Scoppettuolo said, "We desperately need someone for

this (heterosexism) position. Acts of harassment occur

every day on this campus (against lesbians and gays) and a

counselor is needed for them."
* continued on pg. 6

Security tight

for Ferraro visit
Hy RITA MURPHY
Collegian Stall

Secret Service agents began arriving at the University of

Massachusetts yesterday in preperation for Saturday's

visit of Vice Presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro.

Heavy security is expected tor Kerraro. who will speak

near the t^ampus Center Pond at 10::}0 a.m. Saturday.

Wxhuu^rh the number of Secret Service agents actually on

hand for the rallv is not known, a source said "a s.gmficant

number for a large crowd will be near to insure her safety.

The Secret Service will not be the only agency seeing to

the safety of the democratic Vice Presidential <'^"d'date.

According to Gerald T. O'Neil. UMass director of 1 ubhc

Safety, state, local, and campus police will be out m

"strong force."

"Our concern is the accomodation, safely, of a large

number of pcn^ple. When (Rev.) Jesse Ja»-k««"
'^"''"J^'y

Presidential contender) came last Spring we handled that

very well. Well have to do the same this time. Neil

said.

Early estimates put the potential crowd size at 10.000. at

least, but O'Neil said this campus could safely accomodate

45.000.

While 45.000 may be a high figure. Student Government

Association co President Rick Patrick said he would be

happy to see a student turnout of eight to 10.000.

To help with the crowd at least 50 student security

personnel will be stationed throughout the crowd.

Patrick said this campus, students in particular, should

feel proud of Ferraro's visit.

"U's great that she would choose to make the western

Massachusettt s stop here. I think her visit is going to draw

attention in peoples eyes that UMass is one of the best

state in.stitutions in this country. '
he said.

continued on pg. U

Town may enforce

divestment policy
By SUSAN HENNING
Collegian Correspondent

A special Amherst Town Meeting has been called for

Monday Oct. 22 to vote on an article which, if passed would

force the town to divest from companies doing business in

South Africa or engaging in nuclear weapons production.

The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted 3 2 in favor of the

divestment policy Monday night.

Frances Fortino. a member of Town Meeting, said he

wants the article to have 'the broadest possible in-

terpretation." This would mean including companies

whose affiliates are involved in South Africa.

Town Manager Barry DelCastilho said."No Amherst

monev is currently going to South Africa." But he said the

passing of the article would ensure that divestment

becomes policy.

Fortino said the article has a good chance of being passed

because the nuclear free by law was passed in Town

Meeting May 17. The by law included an investment

policy which would have required the town to divest from

all companies which produce nuclear weapons or their

components.

Massachusetts Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti

rejectod the Nuclear Free Amherst Act on Sept
.
6 because

he said the town was acting beyond it. jurisdiction.

The attorney general's decision to reject the nuclear free

by laws "was wrong and .i political one (decision) at that."

Fortino said.

"There is an awareness now that town funds are. by

default, probably going to companies involved in nuclear

production and in South Africa, " he said.

ciyntinued on pg. i
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Bush called *hit-and-nm
Walter F. Mondale charged Tuesday that

George Bush was a "Political hit and run

driver and he's hit us with a false charge

on Lebanon, while President Reagan at-

tacked his Democratic opponent for what he

said about the Iranian hostage crisis and

didnt sav about the Rev. Jesse Jackson.

The emphasis Tuesday was on foreign

nolir-v as the two presidential candidates

looked to their second and final debate

Sunday.

However, the age issue surfaced again,

when Geraldine Ferraro said voters should

ronsider Reagan's age-(73) when they go to

the polls in November. Reagan dodged the

««j>u' \\\*^ ^''lmor. declaring

babies in the hospital."

Mondale and Ferraro lambasted Bush for

his continued insistence that they had

suggested that U.S. servicemen died in

shame in Lebanon.

Citing several news stories and using two

dictionaries Bush told reporters in Los

Angeles, "Mr. Mondale and Mrs. Ferraro

can argue all they want, they can demand

apologies everyday. But the fact of the

matter is. accusing young men of dying

without a purpose and for no reason is. ii\

the lexicon of the American people, a

shame."

In a brief San Francisco news conference.

Mondale said Bush was "trying to avoid his

I m not really this old. They mixed up the responsibility.

Shamie changes 79 position

AP Laaerphoto

SNOWBOUND — Two Denver youths help free a motorist stranded in

downtown Denver Tuesday after a blizzard dumped up to three feet of

snow.

Leaders support arms talks
BONN. West Germany AP The leaders of

Romania and West Germany members of

hostile military blocs said Tuesday there

can be no alternative to resumption of U.S.

Soviet talks on reducing nuclear weapons.

But President Nicolae Ceausescu of

Romania and Chancellor Helmut Kohl

disagreed on involving other nations in

nuclear arms negotiations between the

superpowers.

Kohl, speaking at a luncheon for

Ceausescu. said. "We both agreed there is

no alternative to a dialogue and

negotioations on arms control and disar

mament."

And he said the Bonn government had

taken note of Ceausescu's proposal to

"broaden the circle of participants" at such

talks, including those on medium-range

missiles in Europe.

"To this I must say: This concerns

weapons systems of the superpowers. The

will of the nuclear powers to reach an

agreement and their readiness to com-

promise is required," Kohl declared.

BOSTON AP Republican

Senate candidate Ray

Shamie led a national

campaign in 1979 against

federal regulations on the

hiring of women and

minorities, calling af

firmative action plans

"legalized discrimination
"

But Shamie says he now

supports affirmative action

and has such a hiring plan at

the industrial plant he owns.

Shamie sent a letter on

Sept. 10. 1979 to corporate

executives around the

country, seeking con-

tributions for the Citizens

Committee Opposing

Legalized Discrimination,

The Boston Globe reported

Tuesday.

The five page letter was

written on stationery of

manufacturing firm in

Sharon, and identified

Shamie as chairman of the

board of trustees of the

committee.

The letter accused federal

regulators of "numerous

blatant affronts" on business

and said affirmative action

was "the most flagrant

abuse."

Today's Staff

^?L^t Technician Peter Soderberg

Photo Technician Paul Desmarais

Production Supervisor Peter Soderberg

Production: Dode Levenson, Chris Meagher, Fran

Weinberg. Kim Foster, Pete Soderberg^ Lynn

Nigro, Karen Darr, Dan Sullivan Steve Higgins,

Mike Christ. Shelley Witkiawicz, Beth Bazinet,

Marsha Wilson, Mat Atkins, Norm Achm. Faye.

Due to a typographical error, the names of

Michael Guarino and Jessica LaMontag^ne

were transposed on the Opinion page yester-

day.
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FOR OUR FUTURE

BE A PART OF THE FERRARO RALLY
THIS SATURDAY!

Mon-Sat io-(^,Ju*i/z-j\ .

Meeting: Thursday, October 18

8:00 PM in Webster Lounge

**

DONT MISS THE

-SYNC CONTEST
Tonlte At

©2225^
't r

Along With "CLASSICS NIGHT
The Most Popular Dance Music

from the last 5 years!

99'BAR DRINKS ALL NIGHT

College Party Weekend

MONTREA
includes

* Round Trip Transportation
* 3 days, 2 nights

Hot«l Sh«rbourg, Downtown Montrsal

November 2, 3, 4

Night Clubs open 'til 4 AIS/I

No Cover Changes, Rt. 9, Amherst 256-8284

Students talk

out about
homophobia
By JOHN MILBLER
Collegian Staff

Heterosexism and homophobia are

common in American society according to a

group of students who met last night at the

commuter collective lounge for a "speak

out".

"Speak outs were started by feminists in

the 70s. Feminists would talk about rape,

sexism, and abortion," said Dave Carney, a

member of the peer counseling group.

"Most heterosexual people don't know gay

people," said Tim Harris, a junior jour-

nalism major.

He said the stereotypes really sink in

because people see the person in terms of

sexuahty instead of seeing the person.

"Homophobia keeps sexism in place. If a

woman becomes too powerful, she's called a

'dike', if a man shows emotion, he's called a

'sissie'," said discussion leader Felice

Yeskel.

Carney said the speak -out wasn't just for

gay men, bisexuals and lesbians but for

everyone. "The speak out is to help educate

the community about heterosexist

di.scrimination." he said.

Tammy Boots of the People's Gay Aliance

said, "It must of been harder for guys.

Little boys were called 'fags' and 'sissies'

because they wouldn't chicken fight on the

monkee bars.

"In my town, the high school guys would

go out on Friday nights and beat up gay

men. This continued until a man was killed

and the leader of the group was thrown in

jail." said Pia Giammasi, student assistant

attorney general.

Carney added that this was the first

lesbian, bisexual, and gay men speak out

ever to take place on campus.
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LIGHT PICKING — Physical plant worker Bob Rochelle works in a

cherry picker replacing a light near Hampshire House, yesterday.

New legal advocate

EWC identifies needs of Third World women
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Identifying the needs and concerns of

Third World women in the community and

on campus is a goal of Chong Ami Yu and

Loti Reyes Ocasio, the new coordinators

of the Third World Women's Program at

the Everywoman's Center.

Chong Ami Yu

"Our major goals this semester will be

outreach, networking with other third

world organizations, and laying the

groundwork for future programs." Ocasio

said.

In addition to the position of program

coordinator, a Third World Women's

Advisor/Legal Advocate position was

created to provide women with in-

formation regarding their legal rights and

assist them in advocating for these rights

when necessary, according to the new

Third World Women's Program brochure.

"I'm very excited about this job because

it's a new position. We are not bound by

.Tnything." Ocasio said.

Alfiough the topics she will address

hav» not been defined yet. Ocasio said she

is tentatively planning workshops on the

mystique of the legal system, getting a

divor<<- A'ithout a lawyer, and the welfare

"W( 'lon't want to start implementing

prou'.ims based on our individual per

(•rplions. The Third World community is^

sny diverse and includes people from

many cultures and experiences. We want

to find out the legal needs, programming

needs, and what workshops people need

t h«> nios" ," Yu said.

As program coordinator Yu's job is "to

provide alternative educational and

cultural programs such as lectures,

panels, and films which address the ex-

periences of Third World Women ." Yu

said.

Yu grew up in South Korea and came to

this country to study at the University of

Connecticut where her concentration was

the psychology of women. She said her

greatest problem as an Asian student was

"a sense of isolation on a predominantly

white campus. None of the services suited

my particular needs.

"Asian women are stereotyped as being

quiet and passive. My white friends were

hurt and surprised at my anger about the

racism 1 experienced." Yu said.

Yu helped initiate a battered women's

shelter in Chinatown. New York, and she

was director of a battered women's

shelter in Connecticut. While a student at

UC;onn she started a rape education

program.

Ocasio was born in I'uerto Kico and

raised in Brooklyn. New York. She

worked for two years at the Casa Latina in

Northampton and for the last year and a

half she has been a paralegal at Western

Mass. Legal Services.

Eventually, she hopes to go to law school

for criminal law and represent political

activists and prisoners.

Although this semester is "still in the

planning stages". Ocasio and Yu will work

on ongoing projects such as a resour

ce/referral book, a Third World Women's

open house, a multi cultural reading list,

and the Seta Rampersad scholarship.

Bishops are
'new arrivals'

in movements
Bv REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Articulating and publicizmg the pro choice

position on abortion held by the majority of

Catholics is the object of CathoHcs for Free

Choice, Janet Gallagher said last night in he

Student Union ballr(X)m.

"This whole issue is whether a woman's

ife is a human life. Those of us who are

willing to challenge the chur-h ceme

together to du that "the Hampshire College

proles or. who is president of Catholics tor

F""*'*' Choii'*' • aid.

Gallagher said the Bishops are new

arrivaU' in the peace movement and the

anti nuclear movement.

"For the nishops to wrap the moral

authority of the anti nuclear movement and

the p»-ace movement around their position

on ahor'ion is a cause of rage to many of us

<vho have been involved for a long time.
'

she said.

It IS important to acknowledge that an

i.bortion -epresents some kind of trage«ly <»f

life, she s:ii<l

"We don't need to minimize the emotional

reality of abortion in order to support a

women's right to have one," she said.

(Jallagher said the Bishops have tried to

suppress discussion on diverse opinions on

abortion within the Catholi* churh.

She sail! Congresswonian Geraldine

F'erraro an-l Governor Mario Cuomo have

excepted I h»- leachmgs of the church and

taken a ver> traditional, very orthodox

stanc*

Their position is a more conservative

position than many Roman Catholic priests

and theologians. " she said.

The bishops drive for a con.stitutional

amendment is going to backfire she said.

"( atholus are talking about the issue.

Tnit h emeri'es from <<inniif " sh^ sa'H

The men in hieran-hy of the Catholic

are againsl women s i i^hls becausv ikiey

have been ins\>\:il«'«* tr>m the changes

wrought in our society by the women's

movement , she said.

Demoiratic candidate for the U.S. House

of Representatives Mary Wentworth said

child care is a repnxiuctive right just as is

abortion and birth control.

She said child care is necessary in order to

start combating economic discrimination at

work.

"The Reagan administration has sought to

bring back the good old days when women

stayed in the home and the system got two

workers for t he price of tme." she said.

The two women spoke at the Reproductiv.

Itli'hts Awareness Night sponsored by the

(MmmiUee for Equal Rights ;,nrl

Fieproductive Freedom.

NativeAmerican talks

on ethnic experience
Native American p<jet. author, and

playwright, Linda Hogan. will speak in the

series on American and the Ethnic

Experience tonight at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center room 162.

Hogan will be the fifth speaker in the

series sponsored by the Institute fot the

^^vanced Study of the Humanities. Her

speech is titled. The Indian Writer as

lloudini: exannning the bind or how to

write when you are invisible, underwater

and clothed in a strait jacket."

Hogan is the author of Daughters I Love

You, Coiling Myself Home, and Eclipse,

which was given honorable mention in the

Western States book awards.

NEWSLINES.. UM student charged with theft of sign

Exchange fair

in concourse

The Office of International

Affairs is holding a Study

Abroad Fair on the Campus

Center Concourse today.

Any questions pertaining

to applying for exchange,

deadlines relating to the

exchange, and a run down of

the countries available for

exchange will be answered.

"It is one of the best op

portunities for students at

this time because of the

American dollar being so

strong," said Kirstin Jahn.

an advisor in the Inter-

national Affairs Office.

The fair is the third annual

event and its main goal is to

increase the awareness of

the opportunities abroad

available to students at this

time.

Scholarships
Promising sophomores

(more than 30 but less than

60 credits) can apply for the

Harry S. Truman
scholarships. The awards

may be up to four years and

up to $.5,000 a year.

Preliminary applications are

on the door of Thompson 332

and should be completed by

November I.

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A UMass student was arrested at 1:04

a.m. Tuesday and charged with stealing a

pedestrian crossing sign, UMass police

said.

Police said the man was carrying the sign

and its post down Fearing Street towards

Southwest. The man was also charged with

pos.session of an altered driver's license.

A 24 year old Connecticut man was

arrested on motor vehicle violations at 4:59

p.m. Monday. Police said there were four

motor vehicle warrants on the man and on

when checked at the station he was found to

be in possession of marijuana and sub-

sequently charged.

Police reported that a Domino's Pizza

delivery man broke a window valued at

$100 in Webster Dormitory at 2:12 a.m.

Tuesday. Police said the man is willing to

pay for the damage but he will have :
appear in court.

A hit and run accident in lot 44 caused

$300 damage to a 1977 Chevrolet pickup

truck. Police said the accident oc

curredbetween Friday and Saturday ol this

past weekend and was reported at 10:08

a.m. Monday.

''^^^:$
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- -^ MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

lb Be»i Cluiffi»eW
Try Our New

/i» o o r
Luncheon F'o*" tpZ.ZJ)
Specials scivcd ll a.ra.-3 p.m.

*'*** ALL YOU S ^ ^ ^
New Buffet & Sunday Brunch can eat ^ • ^^

Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms

2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings

4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ChUdren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet Er Sour Chicken

7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken

9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

;>o;-Ai»aia»ay4.^

ANTENNA & RF ENGINEERING GRADS

TALK TO THE FOREMOST
RF COMMUNICATIONS

RESEARCH LAB IN THE NATION

WHEELER LABORATORY
We'll be on campus: Wednesday, October 24

The Wheeler Laboratory at Hazeltine

Corporation is world renowned (or the

role It has played in advancing RF com-

munications for more than four

decades Founded by antenna pioneer,

Dr Harold Wheeler, the Laboratory's

research and development efforts on

behalf of industry and government

have resulted in significant advance-

ments in the design and development

of phased arrays, millimeter-wave sys-

tems wide-band small antennas and

reflected antennas Hazeltine's recent

award of the f\/licrowave Landing Sys-

tem contract by the FAA is a direct

result of advanced developments in

antenna technology by Wheeler
Laboratory

As we continue to grow we seek highly

qualified, innovatu/e grads with a Bach-

elors or Masters degree or Ph D in

Electrical Engineering with an empha-

sis in Microwave Engineering

At Hazeltine. you will also have the

opportunity to participate in an acceler-

ated Masters Degree Program in RF
Engineering at NY Polytechnical Insti-

tute You can receive your advanced

degree m less than two years while

working at Wheeler Lab four days per

week at full salary And. you II be work-

ing with the recognized leader m RF
communications You won't find a bet-

ter opportunity for growth and
advancement.

Come talk with our college recruiting

representatives

If you are unable to meet with us at this

time, send your resume to Ms Doreen

Cassidy. College Relations Director,

telling her of your specific area of

interest Details on the diverse career

opportunities at Hazeltine are available

in your school placement office

^ Hazeltine
Corporation

Greenlawn.L.t.. NY 11740

An Equal Opportunity Employer Committed to Affirmative Action

A Hazeltine Corporate Policy

U S Citizenship required

JesseJackson hosts

SaturdayNightLive

NEW YORK (AP) - The Rev. Jesse Jackson, one-time

presidential candidate and this week's guest host on

"Saturday Night Live," says he might step out of

character and play some roles in the show s satirical sket-

*'^-I've been thinking of doing Eddie Murphy " he said.

••I thought about doing Fritz Hojings, but changed my

mind alwut that. I thought about doing Bush, but I didn t

^ave the energy to cheerlead. I thought about doing

Reagan falling asleep, but the show might bomb.

l^e from New York, it was Jesse Jackson at a press

conference Tuesday at the Rainbow Room to discuss his

appearance this Saturday on NBC's comedy show.

Whether it's the pulpit, the podium or parody Jackson,

a former Democratic presidential candidate, said he s do-

ing this show for the same reason he makes speeches: a

message is a message.
. . „ . • . ..v

"The bottom line is communication, he said. You use

whatever platform to get it over.''

Through satire. Jackson said he hoped to reach the

late-night audience with his concerns about the poor,

justice in America and the whole spectrum of issue he

raised in his "Rainbow Coaliation" campaign for the

^'^"Poor people laugh more than the rich," he said.

"Laughter is a form of therapy."

it Secret Service
, continued from pg. 1

Kevin Sweeney. President of Univerfcity Democrats, one

of the sponsors of the Ferraro visit, said "the key" for his

and other student groups will be cooperation.

There are still a number of logistical problems that have

to be worked by Saturday. There are questions on who wUl

speak before Ferraro and after Ferraro. and who will

introduce her.

The listof dignitaries and celebrities on hand for the rally

is expected to rise as the word gets out that Ferraro is

coming to UMa.ss.

There is a possibility that Massachusetts senators

Edward M. Kennedy and Paul Tsongas will be here.

Kennedy is in California but because of his strong ties to

UMass he may fly out at the last minute. Tsongas flew

home to Boston from El Salvador yesterday, and he may be

on hand to welcome Ferraro, although nothing is con

firmed.

-k SouthAfrica— continued from pg. 1

Fortino said the article is not a by law and that towns do

have some power over financial dealings. He said the

attorney general "won't be able to ruin this."

James Lindstrom. Amherst's financial director, said

there is "clearly a long overdue desire to divest from South

Africa" among the people of Amherst. He said the article

contains a list of companies located in South Africa that

would he boycotted.

Town meeting members hope to broaden the policy in the

near future to make it uniform. This would include

boycotting all companies involved in South Africa and in

the production of nuclear weapons, both in investments

and purchasing, Fortino said.

•X-

•X-

•x-

Wednesday thru Saturday

October 17th thru 29th

Say Amen Somebody 7:p0

Sugarcane Alley 9:05

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

A'
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The Women's Leadership

Project

invites all University Women
to our informal

discussion series

Women's Images - Women's Lives

Thursday at U PM
in Campus Center - check CC schedule

topic • Beauty Contests

Women's Leadership Project

CHAMPION
JACaCET

imprinted

44.95
2 pockets

available in:

Light grey w/blue
Light grey w/red

Sarah

Photo by Dwayne Autery
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HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, sophomores and Stockbridge students who

wish to live off-campus for the Spring 1985 semester

should apply for an exemption from the on-campus

housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications

are now available in the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than Tuesday, October 30, 1984. Please submit all ap-

plications to the Housing Assignment Office, 235

Whitmore. Thank You.

Important Notes:

Please read carefully
- Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an exemp^

tion from the on-campus housing requirement. DO NOT SIGN

riEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION.

Any student who signs a lease without prior approval from the

Housing Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus

fees and will be required to reside on-campus.

* Students who are granted an exemption from the on-

campus housing regulation will lose their housing assignment

for the Spring 1985 semester on the last day of this semester

unless prior arrangements are made with the Housing Assign-

ment Office.

UMass professor 'defends'

U.S. involement in Vietnam
By DANIP]!. WHITE
('olleKian Correspondent

"Our (the United States) attempt to create

an independent, non communist South

Vietnam is morally defensible ," said author

Guenther Lewy at a lecture sponsored by

the UMass Republican Club in front of 28

people last night in the Campus Center.

Lewy, a UMass political science professor.

is the author of the book, America in

Vietnam.

liewy said that "our sense of guilt over

Vietnam is not justified," and it, "un

dermined the leadership of the presidency

in foriegn affairs."

He went on to say that there were many

"myths, misconceptions and outright

fabrications," concerning our involvement

in the war and esptn-ially of the attrocities

commited by American tr(K)ps.

One such misconception involve-!

.American pilots who had been shot down.

Thev were discovered carrying bombing

maps which clearly marked hospitals on

them, Lewy said.

"Pilots had to have good maps." I^ewy

stated, "and hospitals had to be marked to

avoid hitting them.

"Another incident involved Viet Cong who
would toss a body out of a helicopter, take a

pict ure of it and then send it to the media as

evidence of brutal tactics used by the

American military to extract information.

Lewy said.

"Yet this same media was conspicuously

absent when the Viet Cong bombed

hospitals, overturned buses and attacked

refugee camps with flame throwers." l^wy
said.

I^wy also said that the popular support

for the Viet Cong was greatly overstated.

"The Viet Cong had to resort to terror and

force in order to get recruits." Later, after

the communist take over, "tens of

thousands of people fled Vietnam from their

liberators. "I^ewv said

Shoemakers to America

• Grey Suede
• Taupe Suede
• Black Suede

$39.

^dxeuff
U.

Jackson
Productions

Presents

The

N,E. Puttin on the Hits

Lip Sync Contest

TNr.

Every Wed. Nite

at

The Blue Wall

Nightly Cash Prizes

Doors Open at 8 pm
Adm. $2.00

Come and impersonate one of your

favorite singers or bands in costume

You could become a contestant

on the nation-wide T.V. show

"Putting on the Hits"

for a Grand Prize of $25,000.00.

Opportunity only knocks once. For that chance of a lifetime,

get your act together and come to the Blue Wall.

BRING YOUR OWN ALBUM.

For more info, write or call:

The Blue Wall to register at anytime 545-1919
ages 18 and over
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PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of

CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS

SOPHOMORES. . .JUNIORS. .

.

SENIORS. ..GRAD STUDENTS

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE )foujl be theM point

TcontactZt^een PEOPLExpress and our custc^ers PJO^^'"g^^^f.^,,,

schedulina and price information-and selling seats for PEOPLExpress mgms^

Ytu"lbt based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

THEJOB OFFERSALL THIS:

m S5 00 an hour to start—with regularly

scheduled raises

• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but

spouses, too, aHer 30 days o1 employment^

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

• Minimum of 4 hours per day

• Minimum of 20 hours per week

• Maximum of 40 hours per week

TO QUALIFY vou must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currently eryrolled. be articulate-arid

hZear!;LreZ,!!!ae and bus.ness-l>ke appearance Previous work experience ,s a must.

PRESENTATIONS WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7th AT

1 00 PM INTERVIEWS WILL FOLLOW. CONTACT YOUR CO-OP

OFFICE 110 THOMPSON HALL, TO SIGN UP. PLEASE BRING A
CURRENT TRANSCRIPT TO THE INTERVIEW.

(^Quai Oapo'tunity Empiove' M f MM

PEOPlExpress/
FCfSMAKt Yi

Senate

Wednesdav , v)viuii>fci i?. 1^84

, cirri ttnufd troni pg. l

Wednesday. October 17, 1984,
Collegian i

The vrav-lesbiar educator would be responsible for

campus w^de counseling currently works on the east side

of the University of Massachusetts campus.

Although SCERA has sponsored this job position since

the beginning of the semester, and discussed the funding

at a senate meeting two weeks ^o. the senate postponed

a vote. At that time a problem of how to pay the educator

WMUA engineer Bill Stepchew and Student Activities

Office Business Manager Bob Jenal wrote the SGA that

the station is about "$6,000 short of expect^ expenses,"

Soarks said "It is possible to fund both the het«rosexims

officer and to help WMUA. but we must hope no emergen-

cies come up."
, . » r

Scoppettuolo said he expects the senate to vote in favor

of the Gay/Lesbian Awareness position.

Read the

editorial

page

On Friday. October W from 5 to 4:30 PM
We will celebrate the publication by Oxford

University Press of William Pritchard's new

book - Vrost a Literary Lite Reconsidered

f%K
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RhCONSIDIMD
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Please join us and Professor Pritchard

Jeffery

Amrierst

Bookshop

55 South Pleasant Street Amherst
Massachusetts o\oo2 250-336i

estaurant
i;i,l^2^i^i^J^X^i^J^X^2^i^i^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^

PHI MU
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

WEDNESDAY IS for only

PASTA NIGHT ^4.25
includes spaghetti with a choice of homemade

meatball, sausage, fresh eggplant, sauteed

mushrooms, or broccoli served with salad or soup,

bread and butter, and a glass of wine or beer

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

56 University Drive. Amherst 549-5713

% the Newest Sorority on campus

it

invites aIt University Women
to

OPEN RUSH.
TACO DINNER

Wed. Oct 17 at 6:00 P.M.

389 N. Pleasant St

For more info call 545-0939

it

it
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1>IJBMUGS

Music By

RACK-A-DISC
-Requests-

r.

EATING & DRINKING

/
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[N ]960,THE PILLGAVE
3MENANEW FREEDOM.
1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
OMENANEWCHOICE.

Its been a km^ rinuvTwenry-four years,

\ and there hasn't been a sensible new option

in birth amtrol.

Until Today.'" Today, the 24'hour

Contraceptixe Sponj^e.

Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains

Nonoxync^l-^. the same effective spermicide wc^men

have been usin^ for over 20 years.
. , • u

The Sponge is easy to use.^'ou just moisten it thoroughly with

water and inscTt it like a tampon, arul it works for a full 24 hours.

With The Spvinge. you dont have \o worry- about hormonal side ettects.

And no cuher ncnvpre^cTiption vaginal contraceptive has been prewen more

effective:- Its been through seven years ot extensive testing, and over 17 million

Sponges have been Nold.
^ _, „

,
, r ,„j

0{ course, ycni don t need a prescription for The Spcmge, It can be found

at your Icxral drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the Vpack or convenient

^^'^

And the Today Spi.nge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone

to talk to. our 24'hour T>day TalkLine. If yc>u have any questions or you re )ust

l::.ndering if The Sponge is right for Vou^v.-t your student health center or give

us a call at 8a^223'2329. (In California. 800-222-2329.)
'

Finally you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But.

best of all. you have another choice you never had before^

Until Today

'sAVEn.o6
ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE IZ-PACK.

nThase ot sullicieni siocK to covet all coupons must ae shown upon

felesi vScl ' P'Ohibiied la.ed ot testticted Thts coupon m non^

Spiable iron assignable non repfodociWe Cash vahie 1 Min at

$01 Wet Q^d olay
' US A Redeem Dy mathng to VU Corpo.at.on

PO Boi 4400 Clinton Iowa 52734

%i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^Xyi^i^i^i^i^i^^^^^

513bblDDlM0
Ofd-r Exp.ri-N VM/SS

StsS-s:":ti^r?^vuS^^-"-^-^^^^

Auto thefts down
16.6 percent inMA
BOSTON AF Massachusetts, long dubbed the nation's

auto theft capital, is getting rid of that monicker due in

part to efforts of a special federal state strike force, a state

police officer testified Tuesday.

Saying he would have been "uncomfortable" testifying

about the Bay Sates car thefts in the past, Lt. Col. Peter

Agnes told a hearing on state auto insurance rates that

auto theft has decreased 16.6 percent for the first half of

1984 compared with the same period last year.

The Office of Public Safety reports 21.031 cars were

stolen during the first six months of 1984, compared with

25.223 in that period in 1983.

Total auto thefts for 1983. recorded as 45,881 by the

safety office, declined 12.2 percent nearly twice the

national rate from the 52.280 figure for 1982. said Agnes,

who heads the governor's year old auto theft strike force.

"Those statistics translate into 10,000 fewer cars stolen."

Agnes said.

"It means the insurance industry saved millions of dollars

on fewer claims for popped ignitions, stripped accessories

and total losses.

"

Scott Lewis, an industry attorney at the hearing, offered

a different set of figures. He noted that by excluding

Boston, the auto theft rate for 1983 decreased only 1.5

percent from 1982. according to Registry figures.

Blizzard paralyzes

Colorado, Nevada
A blizzard paralyzed much of Colorado with up to 3 feet of

snow Tuesday, forcing the Air Force Academy to cancel

classes and bringing business and travel to a crawl.

Snow and heavy rain also fell over a wide area of the

Plains, while tornadoes and hail besieged Arkansas.

"It's bad, definitely bad, " said Mayme Thayer, a cook at

the Rip Griffin Truck Stop west of Limon Colo., where

about 150 people were gathered.

"It's blowing pretty hard, trucks are getting blown in the

parking lot."

The storm, which was blamed for one traffic death in

Colorado and one in Nevada, lashed snow into 4- foot drifts

at Limon. 100 miles east of Denver. Ten inches was

reported on the ground in Denver, a foot in Cobrado

Springs and greater depths in the mountain foothills 36

inches in Woodland Park and 25 inches in Cripple Creek.

Heavy snow leU in parts of northern Nevada and on the

Sierra, and a winter storm warning covered all of the

western mountain area, including the Lake Tahoe Basin.

Strong, gusty winds were causing hazardous driving

conditions and drifting in the mountains, and chains or

snow tires were required on most Sierra passes.

Interstate 80 over Donner Summit was intermittently

closed by traffic accidents, state troopers said.

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

• Includes Mounting

plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
f\M Service Tire Store

78 Sun<»»«l»n«l «<1 No AiT>h»«»l. MA
AcroiS .'om WatfOba's StOfP

549-4704

^

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Recondrtioning

Just Fun Arcade
Welcomes you to

* \A/ednesday Nite

FREE PLAY PARTY!
Any and all games just $2.00

every Wednesday 8:30 - 10:30

Mt Farms Mall, Rt 9

FUTURE CALVIN
KLEINS!!!

The Collegian Fall Fashion

Special needs your illustra-

tions! Get published and be a

part of New England's

largest college daily! For

more information, call

Michelle Hyde, 545-3500, or

stop by the Collegian office.
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Letters to the Editor

Cyanide solution; the "easy way out
yy

By now everyone has probably heard

about the students at Brown University

who voted in favor of a referendum that

calls for the school to supply cyanide pills to

students in the event of a nuclear war. A
lot of people think that this was a great

idea.

The editors of the Collegian called it a

"clear moral and political message" that

they care about the future. I've also heard

about a motion before the student senat* to

commend the students at Brown for their

action. Maybe I'm slow, but I can't unders-

tand why.

I have two problems with the idea. First

of all, I think it was a waste of time and ef-

fort. I agree that the possibility of nuclear

war is about the biggest problem facing

people today, but the time and money put

into getting that cyanide could have been

put to much better use by trying to educate

the public about nuclear war or supporting

political candidates who are in favor of

arms reduction.

My second problem is that these students

are giving up on saving humanity after a

nuclear disaster. Although I'm not plann-

ing to climb into a cement cell for the rest

of my life, I would try to maintain some

kind of existence before I committed

suicide. Hopefully I might even manage to

help uphold some piece of civilization that

others could build a future from.

So while the editors of the Collegian hear

the students at Brown saying "we care

about the future," I hear them saying,

"since we can't prevent a nuclear war, we

want the easiest way out." I feel it is not

for the student senate here at lIMass to

praise the students of Brown, but to con-

demn them for giving up. We should

dedicate ourselves to ending the arms race,

and not to finding are own escape while the

rest of the world sinks.

Bruce Lothrop
Northeast

10 PM SHOW ADDED!!

Tix on Sale TODAY!!

^];^^^^^j^^^r^^^ on the abortion issue

Because of the upcn.minK Pr^^^'^*-"^*'

el.H-tion. the issue of abortion has been

widely publicized in all the news media^

Many of us have become callous to the

subject due to an almost daily exposure. I

was that wav until recently. I never

thought something as distant as abortion

could effect me in such a private and

personal way.

If vou asked me how I felt about abortion

a year or so ago. I would have told you

that I was against it. I just couldn t seem

to justifv it. I felt that human life began at

conception and to stop a pregnancy in mid

term meant choosing not to get pregnant

before you got pregnant.

It is clear that I wa.s a misguided human

being with twisted and distorted views ot

life My feelings have changed now. and

these changes are due to two very im

portant factors;

First, since I began my studies at this

university. I have had the good fortune to

be introduced to the ideals of a world

renowned group of intellectuals known as

the feminists. This organization composed

of God fearing super professionals taught

me that my wholesome fundamentalist

ideals were completely incorrect. The

feminists maintain that until the second a

baby is born, it is nothing more than a

collection of human tissue. Therefore, by

their standards, having this globulus

cluster of human tissue removed from the

womb was no more a crime against

humanity than having decayed material

removed from a tooth. Personally I

believe this to be true because the

feminists are never wrong and everyone

knows that.

Secondly, the noted scientists and

physicians to whom God has entrusted the

power to heal have unanimously decided

that life doesn't really begin until after

birth. Keep in mind that these are the

same people who once said the world is

flat. They state that their reasons for

performing abortions are only in the best

interest of the mothers to be. and to

collect their $300.00 dollar fee (not in

eluding tax). "Let's face it." they say.

"you're not killing a genuine human being,

you're just killing tissue that would have

been a genuine human being and there is a

great distinction between the two."

I feel that these are really solid pro

abortion arguments and I am convinced

that the pro choice people are correct. But

the pro choice movement is going to face a

lot of opposition in the years to come,

because there are many perverted people

out there who still have morals and such.

DAVE TUMEY PRESIDENT: PROLIFE

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.

Positive attitudes will

win the '84 election

The debate last week made me want Walter Mondale to

win even more than before, and I also came to an abrupt

realization about my negative attitude. The more we

believe in something, the more likely it is to occur. By con-

vincing myself that defeating Reagan is a lost cause I put

energy into making my belief manifest. The power of mind

is awesome and attitudes do affect reality. I now have

hope that maybe Mondale will win (remember Dewey vs.

Truman) and with this positive attitude I already feel it

has made a small contribution toward tipping the scale in

our favor. The world has hope yet.
j^.^j^ Brenner
Northampton

Read the opinion

page over

and over and...

W[fW^ presents:

-^^S^J^C^^^^ an evenin
//PRODUCTIONS^

g with

The Them or Us Tour '84
'

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five Colleqe Students,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now
Frank Zappa's second show is open to

students, faculty, and staff of the Five

Colleges only.

UMass and 5 Collego ID required
for purchase of ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center
No cans, bottles or recording devices,
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aP MAN "RE^^^AMS aVBAU

Thoreau's ideals forgotten
From inside his cozy woodland retreat in

Lincoln, Mass., Henry David Thoreau once

wrote that "man is rich in proportion to the

number of things he can afford to let

alone." If this 19th century principle still

holds true today, then we, as a country, are

in serious trouble.

I refer, of course, to the new Reagan

generation, a well-scrubbed group of col-

lege students who have surfaced ominously

in public opinion polls of late, chanting

"Four more years!" with hypnotic

regularity. In the Valley Advocate last

week, a survey noted that a bloated 70 per-

cent of this age group feel that being "very

well off' financially is essential or very im-

portant while only 44.1 percent say that

"developing a meaningful philosophy of

life" is essential or very important.

So much for Thoreau. I guess I just don't

understand this preoccupation with money

Diane Lane

insure it or dust it or lock it up. On the con-

trary, a sound lifelong philosophy asks

nothing from us other than a commitment

to our inner selves. It grows finer with age

and bends like a living branch in times of

adversity. You can change your philosophy

If I may be so bold as to put words in Mr.

Thoreau's mouth, I think today we are free

only in proportion to the number of people

we have stepped on to get where we are go-

ing. Selfishness has never been pretty, but

it takes on a particularly harsh appearance

as thousands of college students scramble

thoughtlesly over the hard fought bat-

tlegrounds of social reform, ecology, and

civil rights on their way to worship the god

of bigger and better. I feel like an echo, re-

bounding noiselessly in my concern over

the finite nature of our natural resources.

I II M l>.. . I . 1 HI I I '' ' »•.'.*.'.•.'.

Selfishness has never been jyretty, but it takes on a particularly harsh ap-

pearance as thousands of college students scramble th/xughtlessly over the

hardfought battlegrminds ofsocial reform, ecology, and civil rights on their

way to worship the god of bigger and better. I feel like an echo, rebounding

noiselessly in my concern over thefinite nature ofour natural resources. Is

it truly naive and unthinkable that we should share in the products of the

good earth?

Yr r - -
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and material goods to the total exclusion of

a sound moral base or feeling of shared

community. I grew up in an era that knew

both long gas lines and the pain of job

layoffs. Yet I also felt the shame of a world

focused on Richard Nixon, crouching in the

shadows like a cornered cockroach. Given

a choice, I would have done proudly

without the family car if it had meant a

country leader who upheld the values we

have all been taught to believe.

It is gross immaturity or sheer stupidity

that enables anyone to say a meaningful

philosophy of life is not important. When
the BMW has long since rusted away, and

when the house is sagging with age, it is

the philosophy that carries us gracefully

and the life conscientiously lived which

allows peaceful reflection on the past.

Material objects cannot fill any need

beyond that of the moment — to attribute a

physical object with properties of hap-

piness is only the long way around to a sure

dead-end. Indeed, beware! Things have a

tendency to pile up, and creep in, and soon

it is they who own you. You've either got to

or make alterations in its character if the

desire arises. Things, on the other hand,

are as deadwood — rigid and unbending,

and in the final inspection tossed as car-

casses upon a junk heap.

Reagaris America troubled
The 1984 presidential race is more than a

contest between two men for the highest

office in the land. As Ronald Reagan has

said on numerous occasions, this election is

a contest between two different visions of

America. So it is. However, it is not, as

Ronald Reagan maintains, a choice bet-

ween the gl<x)m, doom, and hand-wringing

of the Democrats, and the optimism,

patriotism, and apple pie of the

Republicans. Such simplistic generaliza-

tions should be seen for the campaign

rhetoric that they are. The actual issues of

this debate are fundamental questions con-

cerning the future direction of the United

States. Those of us who will vot^ would do

well to consider the ramifications of "four

more years."

If Ronald Reagan is re-elected, we can

expect a continuation of the policies of the

past four years. What will America look

like? The increase in the number of people

living under the poverty line during the

reign of this administration tells us that

there will be more poor people in Reagan's

America. There will also be fewer govern-

ment programs to help these people obtain

the bare necessities that we once felt every

American was entitled to. The Reagan ex-

planation is that some people prefer a

government hand-out to supporting

themselves. Some people cheat. Well, some

people cheat in college, too, is that justifica-

tion for claiming that the schools are being

abused and not serving the purposes that

they were originally designed for? The

answer is self-evident.

What about civil rights? The Reagan ad-

ministration does not feel that the federal

government is the proper agency for ensur-

ing that federally-guaranteed rights are

protected. It is unclear if the rights of non-

whites are of any concern in Reagart's

America. The Reagan vision of equal rights

for women is equally absymal. In Reagan's

America, the opportunities are infinite if

John Gilman

Is it truly naive and unthinkable that we all

should share in the products of the good

earth?

The Advocate said, these students

"believe the ship is going down, and as long

as it's sinking they're going to ride first

class" all the way. The irony of this band of

pessimists being the staunchest supporters

of a President who has successfully

marketed optimism above all else is

delightful. Frightened, and without the

courage to face tomorrow minus Calvin

Klein, this generation has panicked and

would like nothing better than to run

through the streets grasping, like New
Yorkers in a blackout, any security blanket

in sight.

Yet, instead of always clamoring for

more and more and more, or whining

petulantly over who gets to ride in the

front seat, why not take a look at

yourselves in the mirror. Are you afraid of

what you'll see? If money is your only goal,

I think you'll see a vast nothingness

reflected back for an eternity — an empty

soul in a Mercedes Benz. Only think about

Ebenezer Scrooge, and his encounter with

the Ghost of Christmas Future — you

remember what happened to him, don't

you?
Diane Lane is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

r, wliieli wm bM be poMished. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. AU lettera are tnbjcct to editing for clarity and length.

one is male, white, from a family with an

anuual income of over $35,000, and willing

to ignore the injustice that seeks to divide

this country mto haves and have-nots from

now until eternity. It is not a very pretty

picture.

Reagan's America is opposed to the vast

majority of nations in the world. We sent

messages to the Russians in the form of

missiles. We talk of winning limited

nuclear exchanges (which thrills our allies

who can guess where the limited war will

be fought). We send our troops to far-off

places that are of little strategic concern to

demonstrate that the U.S. is back on its

feet again after the soul-searching saga of

Vietnam. Reagan's America downplays the

importance of human rights in "friendly"

countries, as if the people in those coun-

tries are any less human than us, or that

their rights are any less sacred because the

accident of existence set them down in

Central America or South Africa, rather

than Beveriy Hills. Is this the vision of the

future, or a recipe for Armageddon?

What has happened to us Americans that

has made us so callous, so cold, so unfriend-

ly to other human beings? Where did the

America of high scho<^)l history books go?

The America that was more than a crass

power, solely concerned with self-interest

and persoi^al gain. Have we turned our

backs on the ideals and principles that the

founding fathers sought to see flourish in

this country? The question of this election

should not be "are you better off than you

were four years ago," but "do you still

believe that all men (and women) are

created equal, and have certain inalienable

rights." There remains a difference.

John Gilman is a Collegian columnist.

Some winners and losers..
Well, it's that time again. Midterm

time. Time to get a little feedback on how

you've been doing so far this semester,

enabling you to handle to rest of the

semester accordingly.

In the spirit of midterms and improved

performance, a few groups on and around

campus have been rated on how well

they've done since early September.

Without further ado, I'm happy and yes,

honored, to announce the winners of the

First Annual Chuck Barris Gong Show

Awards.

May I have the envelope please? Thank

you. And the winners are...

The Wicked Witch of the West Award

fo^ Human Compassion to the people who
are tripling the rent of Louis' Foods, fore

ing the supermarket to move. This will

leave many area senior citizens dependent

on others to buy food. The winners will

receive round-trip tickets to Oz, so they

can ask the Wizard for a heart.

Most Stylishly Late Award goes to the

Bursar's Office, for hitting up out-of-

staters for $44 extra bucks months after

the bill was due. The office will receive a

mural-sized calendar and a red Magic

Marker, so they can write down all their

deadlines. Honorable Mention goes to the

Board of Regents, without whom this

would not have been possible.

The Best Little Meatmarhet in Amkgr^
Award for Objectifying Wornen was won
by Alpha Phi Omega, hands-down, for

running the Royalty Contest. Members of

the fraternity will be given a lifetime

membership to Men Against Violence

Against Women (MAVAW), so they can 1

learn why it's not nice to use money to ap-

prove of people's looks.

The Cyndi Lauper "Girls Just Want to

Have Fun" Auxird goes to the women
who competed in the Royalty Contest, for

perpetuating their own oppression, and

wallowing m it. Winners will receive a

subscription to Ms. Magazine, a tuition-

free minor in Women's Studies, and a dic-

tionary in which they can look up the

word, "collusion."

The Scrooge Award goes to the wimps in

Whitmore who banned kegs at tailgate

parties. The Fuller Brush Company has

agreed to supply push-brooms to the win-

ners, so they can sweep up the broken bot-

tles in Plot.

The Little Richard Sour Grapes Award
goes to a little-known, but nevertheless

deserving group of students on Orchard

Hill who are trying to contest the land-

slide victory of OHAG vice-presidential

candidates Mary Gannon and Carmine

Caporelli. Gannon and Caporelli's cam-

paign included spelling their names in the

"bowl", in flour, which these other folks

say will encourage vandalism. Oh, be

serious, ^Jeople. Grow up. You'll be get-

ting sugar, eggs, and a Betty Crocker

Cookbook so you can deal with the flour

productively.

I'd like to thank all for tuning in. Con-

gratulations to the winners. And to those

of you who lost, keep trying, there's

always next year...

Elizabeth Lxuyiano is a Collegian colum-

nist.

J
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The Student Activities Trust Fund is a mandatory $48/ semester fee pa d by

undergraduates. The Student Senate allocates this money for
^^^^^^^//r,^^"' ^'^TI^'^^

every year. The SGA Budgets Committee is the group of students tha ^^e Senate jnes

on to determine which groups will receive funding as well as how much funding _The SGA

Finance Committee is another group that allocates money for student activities,

figures below are for fiscal year 1985 (7/1/84 - 6/30/85).

If you have any questions, comments, or hate mail to send please contact^ Joseph

W. Sparks, Chairperson, SGA Budgets Committee, 420 SUB, 545-0341. If you don t like

the way your money is being spent, maybe YOU should join the Budgets Committee.

SGA Budgets Committee

Joseph W. Sparks, Chair

Jennifer Darling

Alfred Loomer

Michael Oduro

TO: All RSOs

FROM; SGA Budgets Coraraittee

RE: Funding

On behalf of the SGA Budgets Committee, I invite all eligible

RSOs to submit a budget proposal for Fiscal Year 1986 (7/1/85-

6/30/86). Instructions for submitting a proposal are contained in

the SGA Budgets Committee Financial Policies and Funding Guide.

Copies are available in Room 1+20 SUB, 9-10 a.m., M-F. It is import-

ant that you get your Funding Guide as soon as possible. Groups

that are not eligible for funding from the Budgets Committee include

1. Religious groups
2. Academic groups
3. Residential Area groups
4. Un-registered RSOs

5

.

Non-RSOs

If you have any questions, stop by ^+20 SUB or call 545-0341.

Sincerely

,

Joseph W. Sparks, cnairman
SGA Budgets Committee

JWS:ek

POSITION AVAILABLE
Asst. to Budgets Committee Chairperson

The Assistant Aids the SGA Budgets Committee

in allocating $2 million of student funds

For more information call JR 545-0341

Women and people of color are encouraged to apply. The Student Senate is an AA/EEO
employer. Applications are available in Room 420 SUB. Deadline for applications is

10-23-84.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

STUDENT QOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION-STUDENT SENATE

Budget Act Comparison

Fiscal Year 1983-8»* v. 198»»-85

REVENUE FY '85

18,600 Students • $96.00 =

Returning SATF
Stockbridge Contribution

Less: Fee Based Bicpenditures

UPC • $3.00/8tudent
DVP • $1.50/8tudent
PVTA • $22.00/8tudent
Area Govemjnents • $9.60/8tudent

Less : Reserves

Captial Equipment i 3%
Stabilization i 2%

Less: SAO

Less : Five College Buses

Total Allocated

$ 1,785,600.00
103,750.00

3,000.00

55,800.00
27,900.00

»»09,200.00

178.560.00

36,626.70
2U.U17.80

373,933.00

39,065.00

BALANCE
Account
Number

3-26237
3-26532
3-26688
3-26679
3-26808
3-26683
3-262UU
3-26J+5O

3-26817
3-26228
3-26786
3-26907
3-26232
3-26UU9
3-26507
3-26U5U

3-26W
3-26321
3-26285
3-2621U
3-26828
3-26222
3-26U56
3-26702
3-26253
3-26730
3-26U59
3-26297
3-26266
3-26751
3-26225
3-26756
3-26367
3-2668U
3-26220
3-26201
3-2623U
3-26U6I
3-267U2
3-262U9
3-26230
3-26207
3-26271
3-26810
3-26720
3-26529
3-26572
3-26317

N/A
3-262U2
3-26310
3-26513
3-26696
3-26U65
3-26U7I

Account Name

Academic Affairs
African Student Association
Afrik-Am
Ahora
American Indian Student Association

Asian American Student Association

Attorney General
Black Mass Communication Project

Boltwood Project
Campaign Fund
Cape Verdean Student Alliance

Coalition for Environmental Quality

Committee Public Policy

Concepto Latino
Discover New England Club

Drum
Dyslexic Student Organization

Economic Development Office

Finance/Budgets
Finance/Conference
Fire & First Aid
Governmental Affairs

Index
Korean Student Association

Legal Services Office

Lesbian Union
Nummo News
Off-Campus Housing Office

Office of Third World Affairs

People's Gay Alliance

President's Office

Radical Student Union

Recycli'og Project
Republican Club

Senate Governing Board

Senate Operations

Senate Rents & Fees

Spectrum
State Student Assoc, of Mass,

SCERA
SGA Affirmative Action Office

SGA Communications Office

SGA Payoffs
SAFA .

Third World Theatre Series

Twenty-five Plus Club

UMass Amateur Radio Association

UMass Credit Union

University Child Care

University Judiciary

Union Video Center

Veteran's Service Organization

WMLASC
WMUA
Women's Leadership Project

TOTAL

FY '85

$ 22,117.5^
1,01U.70
19,280.67
9,UU8.30
1,589.20
U,019.U0
6,56U.OO
6,3^0.05
2,UU2.00
1,500.00

789.20
519. 3U

7,792.55
6U6.00
228.80

16,513.50
37U.82

32,529.00
10,000.00
37,000.00

U61.00
u, 230. 90

16,000.00
602. UO

123,87^.31
U72.20

16,7^6.50
15,000.00
141,932.10

2,316.16
20,039.20
1,605.00

500.00
1,280.00
1,286.U0

65,U8»4.2J»

2,1*35.85

13,265.25
2,111.80
88,2U8.50
6,696.00
17,786.60
13,200.00

912.80
6,500.00
1,607.50

330.00
10,388.75

$ 1,892,350.00

671,U60.00

$ 1,220,890.00

6l,0UU.50

$ 1,159,8U5.50

785,912.50

7>+6,8U7.50

% 7U6.838.28

FY '8U

9.22

Difference

3i.7Ul.5U
-0-

20.072.20
10,066.55

-0-

U, 186. 00

5,309.20
10,878.62
2,U67.75
1,500.00

-0-
-0-

7,792.55
-0-
-0-

17,875.50
U7O.OO

29,115.57
9,886.65
37,000.00

-0-

3,639.90
31,5U1.66

602. UO

113,U01.28
U61.00

17,9U8.88
13,009.02
36,776.82
3,063.00
19,781.00
1,605.00
700.00

-0-
-0-

60,116.13
3,008.50
13,822.00
2,665.00
92,822.75
7,585.00
19,2U5.25
13,200.00

58U.OO

U,000. 00
1,631.U0

290.00
11,5UU.70

$( 9,62U.00)
1,01U.70

791.53)
618.25)

1,589.20
166.60)

1,25U.80
U, 538. 57)

25.75)
-0-

789.20
519. 3U

-0-

6U6.00
228.80

( 1,362.00 ).

( 95.18)
3,U13.U3

113.35
-0-

U61.00
591.00

(15,5U1.66)
-0-

10,U73.03
11.20

( 1,202.38)
1,990.98
5,155.28

( 7U6.8U)
258.20

-0-

( 200.00)
1,280.00
1,286. UO

5,368.11

( 572.65)

( 556.75)

( 553.20)

( U.57U.25)
( 889.00)

( 1,U58.65)
-0-

328.80
2,500.00

( 23.90)
UO.OO

( 1,155.95)

$ 6,093.70
1,722.75

23,999.70
871.30

1,689.63
52,691.17
^.3^7. 50

6,621.50 $(

1,722.75
20,827.82

871.50 (

1,2U5.65 (

5U,222.20 (

U. 381. 50 J.

527.80)
-0-

3,171.88
.20)

156.02)

1,531.03)
3U>00)

$ 7U6, 838.158 i 763,513. lU $(16.67U.86)
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Ellington's music lives on
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

How does one do justice to the great music

of Duke KUins^ton? It is not a task easily

accomplished but the cast of Sophisticated

Ladies have done a fine job

formed by the actors. A total of thirty-three

songs were performed during the evening,

some better executed than others.

"Caravan", a song written by Ellington in

1937 with a flight theme, had the nine

actors forming an airplane wing with the

lead singer. Roger Spivy. as a propeller.

The musical revue show of Ellington's The visual effect was amusing and very

music played to a matinee and evening enjoyable.

crowd Sunday at the Fine Arts Center. The The highlight of the show was Freda

matinee performance was almost sold out, Payne, a regular and well known performer

except for the nose bleed sections. With the on the New York nightclub circuit. Payne

exception of a few minor mistakes during has an amazing voice; this woman knows

the performance, the show ran fairly how to put emotion into a song. Her stage

smoothly. presence is an intense one and she managed

It took some time for the show to gain to command attention without upstaging

momentum. The second act seemed more any of the other performers,

powerful and exciting than the first A duel by Payne and Alison Mann on

although both had their finer moments. "Mood Indigo" and "I Got It Bad and That

Sophisticated Ladtes premise placed the Ain't (iood" was simply executed and close

audience in the Cotton Club during a to perfect. The harmony of Mann's and

performance. The Cotton Club was a Payne's voice was stellar. The lighting and

nightclub in Harlem during the 1930s and staging of this song were simple to em-

40s. serving as a showcase for new jazz phasize the power of these women's voices,

talent. Each song had a story line, per- It worked ver> well.

..-v'C^"

s
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Desire

Under
the Elms

by EUGENE O'NEILL

October 11-13 17-20, 8:00 PM
Rand Theater. Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

The Univeisity of Massachusetts Department of Theater

'*The feel-good movie of 1983,'
Ki( hard Cofliss TIMt >V\GAZirse.

How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?

n

THEmGCHILL
In a cold world you need your frierxis

to keep you warm.

OclobOT TTtti

Cavnpus Center Auditorium

5, 7, 9 and 11

$1.50 for 5 and 7 $2.00 for 9 and 11

WedneMlay. October 17. 1984,

The most amusinR number in the show

came in the second act. "I'm Just A Lucky

So And-So". a comical song with lyrics by

Mack David, had four of the actors as part

of a taxi cab costume, singing background,

and the lead singer. Dan Strayhorn. as the

taxi cab driver. Again, a witty, visual

delight for the audience and a good in

terpretation of EUington's music.

The fmale of the show presented the

performers in all-white satin outfits,

singing the classic "It Don't Mean a Thing",

giving the audience a light, happy feeling to

leave the theater with. The company did a

good job paying tribute to one of the

greatest songwriters of our time.

An evening with Singer
By JULIE BENNETT

Collegian Correspondent

Has anyone ever dreamed of having tea

and cookies with a Nobel prize winner ? I

hadn't, but I did get the opportunity- -not

only to dream so for a few moments, but

also to meet such a person. Isaac Bashevis

Singer, under these circumstances. Singer

was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature

in 1978 for his work in short stories and

noveN about Jewish life in eastern Europe.

Amherst and Smith Colleges' Hillel groups

arranged an evening free of charge for

Singer to speak, read a recent story of his

and attend an informal reception.

Indeed there was a sincere warmth about

this man as he shuffled along slowly and

deliberately, and came to stand hunched

over at the prwlium in front of his readers.

Beyond his narrow pink face, sparse white

hair and bright bluish eyes stood his

singular success at the art, his art ol

storytelling. In his speech, he related many

anecdotes by personifying the Yiddish

language, Thereby getting at the heart of

his culture, and then discussed at length the

validity of Yiddish as a language and not

just a dialect.

After more than an hour. Mr. Singer

retired to his "hair where he signed many ol

his books "Love LB. Singer." He said

when I presented him my copy of The

Collected Stories "I really do mean love. I

love all my readers."

He says. "I write everyday " although not

everything written, in his estimation, is

good. He has a friend under his desk to

whom he gives his unworthy pieces. -his

wastebasket. Sometimes he is so inspired,

he will write an idea into a story the samt

day. and other times there will be an in

termediary period between conceiving and

writing, but again, he says it does not

correlate with quality.

One woman asked if he always writes in

Yiddish. to which he answered:

"Everything is done so initially, and then

translated. With this in mind. I asked if it

was not for the flavor and style the

language imparts when translated, since I

knew from the prefaces and afterwords he

has written from English that he can write

perfectly well in his second language.

Singer gave us a look and a smile

of verification just before K^'^^ing

up to leave, and said he must write

about what he knows, in the way he knows

best. Otherwise, the style is false and

readers will know that. He shook hands,

nodded in appreciation as we did to him.

and wished us "Happy New Year."

Documentary director Yates promotes new films
footage as well as recreations of historical

events.
By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

Pamela Yates, co-director and

cinematographer of two documentaries on

the Central America conflict, was in the

Amherst area last week to promote the two

films. She also discussed the new approach

of one of the films. When the Mountains

Ti-emble. It has been termed a "docudrama"

because it has both documentary style

These two elements, archive footage and

dramatic recreation, are integrated to make

the documentary "more exciting", said

Yates. The events and people dramatized

are real, she continued, "'we based the

recreations on documents recently

declassified under the Freedom of Infor-

mation Act." continued on pg. U
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REM and the db's rock the Fine Arts Center

I • • • • • • •.•.•••-•,
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R.E.M. guitarist Peter Buck sings during Mon-
day's Fine Arts Center Performance.

ByJONSTRYMISH
Collegian Staff

REM, thedb's

Monday. October 15

Fine Arts Center

An era of southern rock died in an airplane crash with

Lynyrd Skynyrd and in a motorcycle crash with Duane

Allman. Everyone smiled at these bands with their walls

of guitars and stadium shows because they created ar

atmosphere of fun. New party bands played at the Fine

Arts Center on Monday.
During the db's set. REM guitarist Peter Buck joined the

openers on stage for a mock Southern Jam fe:0'.:rirg »hre«'

guitarists bending backwards. REM walk a Ime Ime

between being the most exciting band in America ana

being just an infectious little pop band. The first hour an'l

a half of their show caught them on the disappointing side

which they crossed over for an hour on the strength of the

songs from their Chronic Town ep and novelty songs such

as ""Moon River". "2525". "Wild Thing", and the classic

southern rock anthem "Ghost Riders in the Sky."

The db's are a slightly bland "Beatlesque band whose

sound is geared towards singles. Their set was competent

;>nd th»*»' haf^ a sense of humor. Unfortunate! v • h«'v wpr,

drowned out by the crowd's excitement over REM. i heu-

songs are pleasant and they have the down-t j eaiiii an ol

!iigh school students. The crowd failed to acknowledge

them until REM's Mike Mills stepped on stage and told the

audience to clap. This demonstrates the only band in

ATHIN LINE
SEPARATES
LOVE
FROM HATE.
SUCCESS
FROM FAILURE,
LIFE FROM
DEATH.
A LINE AS
DIFFICULT
TOWALK
ASA
RAZOR'S EDGE.

THE STORY OF ONE MAN'S SEARCH
FORHIMSELE

COM MBIA Picn RES prfsfnts

A MARCrCCl (X)HHN BFNN PRolM ( TION A.JOHN BM^l M lllM

THE RAZORS EDC.E BASED ON IHE CLASSIC! NOVEL B> >X SOMERSET MAI 'CHAM

there:sa Ri ssell c atherine HK:|es^^^^aimT^™i:^ keach
«'* i^f'K MIT7<;f HF -""^"h' IOHN BM<1 M & BILL ,Ml KKAY >m Kl^n vA^Mr.rN ^^

™^'^^i ROHERT P MARCUA BENN '"JOHN BYRl M ,,,^^QKl M) IHI n\(.\ IS WHIK

OPENS OCTOBER 19

town attitude that develops around popular cult groups

such as REM. whose fans don't allow room for other bands'

achievements. The db's are older and more experienced

and though their songs are not as memorable as REM's,
they are hotter.

Guitarist Peter Buck can build a wall of guitar all by

himself. Mills who started out as a simple player, has

become a virtuo.so. but singer Michael Stipe's trademark is

beginning to sound worse. When he spoke loudly and

clearly between songs I began to wonder if what has

seemed like a good idea had just become another mindless

marketing ploy. Stipe, whose stage personality reminds

me of the junior high hippy character M&M from the book

That Was Then This Is Now, has become cold and aloof as

if he was tired of his character.

Drummer Bill Berry, the group's anchor, sticks to simple

rhythms to luel the driving beat the group needs for the

success of their ""blues rearranged" sound. He was on time

but tuned out, as if life on he road has left him tired and
bored. He symbolized REM's problem, which is that they

were gocxl, maybe even too good for what they are playing,

but since they are purveyers of simple music, they must be

special to live up to their name.

They lived up to their image of being young and fast and
sloppy almost too graphically, but lacked the soul or spirit

that they have become famous for. RF^M played all the

songs from their albums with the notable exception of

""Catapult", the audience's most requested song. Cover
songs, normally a strong point for REM who spend a lot of

time talking about their roots, were fun selections though
not as germane as their usual covers. In the past, bands
such as the Byrds and Velvet Underground who have
influenced f hf ir music dominated their p!a «/!»<•-•

Maybe it was the crowd s happy nature or the bands
stupor, but the audience had a gouo tiiiif, and almost

everyone was smiling.

Another Country shows

sensative schoolboys
By DON NAREY
Collegian Staff

Somewhere in Guy Burgess's journey from aristocracy to

exi\e \ifs an extraordinary story of privilege and

disloyalty, a story of a man who. after gaining great

respect in the British government, commits high treason

and defects to the Soviet LInion. Julian Mil<:hv]\'s Another

Country makes no attempt to tell that story, it offers no

new insight into the young Burge.ss's school years as the

backdrop for a fictitious journey through the citadels of the

English upper class that produced men like him.

Lofty firitish actor Rupert Everett creates a quietly

eccentric Guy Bennett (the thinly disguised Burgess), who
is not only openly f^ay. but uses it to blackmail former

schoolmate •>ncounters. Bennett is .so irresistibly sly that

tht)se rare instancj's of emotion are extremely intense.

Everett is well complimented by Colin F'irth who plays his

cold, but loyal friend Tommy Judd. Judd is a hardened

coinniunisl who takes his social righteousness to the point

nf hilarity

Debuting director Marek Kaniewka creates a backdrop of

great pomp and circumstance in which Bennett, with

Tommy Judd at his side, sidesteps one crisis after another

until a commitment to his new love prevents him from

using his usual weapon, blackmail.

.\sidr liwin questioning the nighiuiiie miegruy ol proper

British schoolboys, this film rrak»'s vMpv li-u sorial ;)nH no

political implications. It is however a compelling .story of

the emotional aspects and angst of early manhood.

our
LOW

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

500 Masks to
Choose From

Grease Paints • Hands • Feet

Witches' Hats and Brooms • Wigs
Moustaches • Beards • Noses

Fangs • Teeth • Tooth Black Out
Colored Hair Spray

open Thursday and Friday nights October 25th & 26th

H.L.CHILDS&SON
op«n daily and Saturday 8 5 15 Thurs.nita until 9 00pn>

25STA.E STREET 5B4 2604 NORTHAMPTON
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• Yates
continued from pg. 12

Another aspect of the

filmmaking process was the

danger and risk of filming in

a war zone. "The dangers

are inherent," said Yates,

"the most obvious is you're

filming a war where people

are shooting each other."

When the Mountaing

Tremble discusses the

current situation in

Guatemala and filming took

six months. "In Guatemala,

the government made

journalists a target." ex

plained Yates. "many

foreign journalists were

turned away at the airport

at the start of the conflict."

"Traveling and meeting

with people might involve

night trips with the guerillas

or night patrols with the

army. The beauty of the

journalist is to be able to

talk to all sides." said Yates.

"But we couldn't tell each

side who we were talking

to." added Yates. She and

Thomas Sigel. co director

and cinematographer. spoke

to all sides in the conflict:

military, guerillas, com

munity and church

organizations. Yates ex

plained that none of them

would have appreciated or

understood why the film-

makers were talking to

everyone.

Yates said she believed

that the two documentaries

provide "additional in

formation to the foreign

U.S. policy debate on

Central America. " By the

end of 1984. the

documentaries will be shown

in ten more cities and on

public television.

Yates stated that When the

Mountains Tremblf and

Nicaragua: Report from the

Front have already been

shown in thirty cities in

eluding Northampton. Yates

said, that she has been

"overwhelmed by the

response of the film."

A
the SPOT For Your HOCKEY Needs

15% Off All Hockey Equipment

and Skates
Special Orders Available

/^

CCM, Jofa, Titan, Koho, Riedell |H?>I

IN THE CAMPUS PLAZA '^•"'^ ^''•^*' *cc.pf«y

Next to Super stop & Shop Rte 9 Hadiey Amherst L.ne
,r.,^^,OA

offer good with this coupon thru 10/25/84

In one hour,
,

you can try to break"TinVTerwilligers

record*ofeating six extra large pizzas

with anchovies

or learn

how to slice your study time in halt

And that's no fish story. As vou'll discover by coming to one of our tree One

Hour Seminars. Where vou'll also discover how to enjoy more tree tune m
college. For whatever you want to do. Eating pizzas. Attendmg rock concerts.

Partying. Or engaged in trivial pursuit.

At our free seminar, we'll also show you how you can triple your reading

ffectiveness. raise your gi'ade point average, and end your cramming forever.
e

Bring a friend and join us at our seminar. It s only an hour It s tree. And it s

a smart move on your part. No matter how you slice it.

*\ ii.'lllii.ll Irvnfil t>V'

Free Seminar Schedule

LOCATION: MURRAVd. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

WEDNESDAY 10/17 2PM, ^PM AND 6PM - ROOM 917

THURSDAY 10/18 11AM, 1 PM AND 3 PM - ROOM n^-U
EvelynWood

Y"
College Programs

Choo'se the day and time most convenient lor you. Reservations not necessary For morr information call 1 («()()) 447- KFAD.

.Collegian is

•i

Come Sing Along With

JIM PLUNKETT

LADIES NIGHT
25^ Drinks from 8-10

Free Buffet

DYNASTY NIGHT
See all the Action 9 PM

"Even if you're not an angel, you

can have your own Halo Hat just like mine.

All you do is send $1 .00 and six wrappers from

Cadbury's new WISPA, the textured milk chocolate

bar—tastes like nothing on earth. And the Halo Hat,

of course, will go right to your head."

Bite it and believe! (Peter Paul CoHburgiJ

OK. I want to join the WISPA
Angels. Send me my very own,

official Buck Henry Halo Hat

(suggested retail value $1 1 00).

I've enclosed $1 00 and six com-

plete WISPA wrappers for each

hat ordered (size adjustable).

Send: $1 00 plus the complete

(outer) wrappers from

any six WISPA bars

Mail to: WISPA "Halo Hat" Offer

PO Box 568
Wethersfield.CT06l09

(Please Print)

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Number of hats .

AHoM 6 to 8 wMks for delivery Offer expires March 31

.

1985 Peter Paul CadburyIrK 1984

llyperturricula

(X)MSTr CLUB ELECTIONS - come to our meeting

today at 4:00 in Machmer E 32 B. We will be discussing

among.st other things, our projects to qualify seeing our

annual trip to Late Night With David I.cttcrmav All are

encouraired to no!

THE NEW MEDICAL INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX Arnold

Relman. M.D. of the New England Journal of Medicine will

talk about the corporal ization of the medical delivery

system and th«' ensuing implications. 10 IL.'^O. Campus

(enter room 80K,

EDITORIAL ISSUES: MEDICINE. PUBLIC HEALTH
Talks and panel discussions. Journals represented:

Medical Care, Canadian Journal of Public Health, New
England Journal of Medicine, Milbavk Memortal Fund

Quarterly, American Journal of Publu- Health. 1p.m.-

5p.m. Campus center room 101.

ISRAELI DANCING There unll be no Israeli Dancing on

Wednesday, Oct. 17. Next meeting is Oct. 2U.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM MEETING
Open meeting for all members and others interested in

becoming members to discuss programming for this

semester. 6:30 p.m., location to be announced.

WOMEN'S CAlfClfS University women and all women
senators are encouraged to attend this gathering. k:00

p.m., the location unll be posted Monday in the Senate

office.

STUDY ABROAD FAIR Informational gathering for all

students interested in studying abroad for the year,

semester, or summer. Literature, slides, and returned

students from stiulying abroad unll be im hand to talk-

about their experiences. 10 a.m. -3 p.m.. Campus Center

Concourse.

"AMERICAS IN TRANSITION " A short educational film

on U.S. foreign policy in Central America, followed bij a

discussion with UMass students who have lived in

Nicaragua. All welcome! 7:S0p.m., Brett Lounge.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING Ben Kaghan unll speak

and present a slideshow on the BCC's Fifth Annunl Central

American Expedition 1981* 1985. 7.00 p.m.. Rm. 312

Holdsworth Hall.

CHESS CLUB Upcoming tournaments to be discussed. All

levels welcome. Please bring your chess set if possible. 8-

11 p.m.. Campus Center mom 905.

LUTHERAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Supper and^

program "Church, State, and Culture in Sweden"

presented by the Rev. John K. Stendahl. 5:30-7:30 p.m.,

Immanuel Lutheran Church, 867 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.

SCERA ANTIRA CISM TEAMINTRO MEETING Join an

organization devoted to eradicating personal and in-

stitutional injustice thru education and political advocacy

activities. A safe place for all who want to learn more about

themselves and the world around us. 5:00 p.m., Campus

center room 902.

ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS Learn all

about photographing the stars, galaxies, planets and

heavenly bodies from amateur astronomer Mikr Wenz.

Everyone welcome to astronomy club meetvxj J-rpe

refreshments. 7p.m., Grad Towerroom 1033.

WOMEN'S LIFECYCLEAND NUTRITIONAL NEEDS is

the title of a talk to be given by VedaAndrus as part of the

Brown Bag lunch series. Noon-2 p.m.. Campus Center

room 805-9.

Styles by Deborah
66 University Drive

549 5610

expires 10/30/84

valid with this md

HALLOWEEN
Decorations

Masks & Makeup

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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MJMASS SKI CLUD^
Be Part of the Tradition

SUGARBUSH VALLEY
Ski and Party Week

14th Annual BUSH BASH
Jan. 20 - 25

V

Package Includes:

5 y2 Day Lift Ticket

5 Nights' Lodging

Continental Breakfast

(hotel only)

Free Beer & Wine Parties

Famous UMass Parties

All Taxes & Gratuities

Condo Package $194.

Hotel Package $149.

For more info 545-3437

call UMass Ski Club 430A SUB
Info and Sign Up Metings:

Monday - Campus Center Room 162 at 4:00 pm
Wed. - Hampden Commons, Southwest 7:00 pm

FACULTY
The Textbook Annex Needs Your HELP

De Sure to give us your

textbook requirements for

the Spring semester !!

We would like to provide

the most efficient service

possible, but we need
your help.

Please Send Us Your Orders Dy

October 25th
1 Your early orders will enoble us to check orders to ehminote some of the problems

that might arise We con order from the publishers sooner and reduce the risk of

out of stock situations This will also help us ovoid the problem of hoving your books

held up in the holiday moils

2 We con buy books bock from the students ot the end of this semester and poy good
prices for them if we know whot you plon to use for the Spring semester

3 Department secretaries hove textbook information forms or you may request them
from the Textbook Annex

We oppreciate your cooperotion ond if the Annex staff con assist you, please do
not hesitate to coll (5 3570-1-2)

Justino Kielec

Foculty Liaison

Russell Evans
Textbook Monoger

Th» return of unsold textbooks to publishers will begin October 25th.

Please notify your students to purchase the textbooks needed for the

remainder of the semester prior to this dote.

New
Vintage!

The fall collection

from Jeffrey Banks.

New York. Updating

the classic silhouette

with new texture and

color An understated

difference. See it now.

At Chona Men.

NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC

As the need for specialized health care continues to grow, Northwestern

College of Chiropractic can help you enter a satisfying career taking care of

people as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Committed to high standards in education and research for over 40 years,

Northwestern offers you comprehensive chiropractic training on a modern

campus distinguished for its excellent facilities and dedicated teaching staff.

If you would like to know how Northwestern College of Chiropractic can

help you achieve your career goals, complete the form below or call the

admissions office TOLL FREE at 1-800-328-8322, Extension 290 or collect at

(612) 888-4777.

Please send me more information on
Northwestern College of Chiropractic

Name

Address

City

Phono (

State Zip

Years of college experience

SEND TO: Northwestern College of Chiropractic,
Admissions Office, 2501 West 84th Street,

I
Btuomington, Minnesota 55431

I

1-800-328-8322, Extension 290; collect at (612) 888-4777

I

401

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Today 8Weather
Today: Partly sunny and

cool with highs in the 60*8.

Tonight: Partly cloudy and

cold with lows in the 30s.

Tommorrow: Sunny, breezy

and cool with highs in the

60s.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

^, SHOO-

DAH:

TM/O - ŷt

OMlOOO -STINGS

EPILEPTIC FIT^
OF sone
SORT "

WHAT... you
Nev£fK SAU/

hNYONZ e>f^£AK-

DANce QEroRC?

Gorde by Gorde

^
'you'? ROOM/MTE yuALK '
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ARTHUR.''I
^'^^'' ^

L.ES, COME CK .' Th;S
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The Lab by Law
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FOREST we FinP •• ?Ot)iiM
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

' froor> "f^^^

ti\;o schools of He'd b€ ^of^'^x? ^^

Attention University Women
Collvqian Ke-ruitment Meeting

for women interested in writing

W om en's Issues and News.

7 p.m . tonight in the Collegian office
^^-'''

tttffta

DAILY CROSSWORD PUULE
hdiird b> Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Becornesa
booKworm

6 Bland expletive

10 Fieebies to

some
14 Set

(Snate)

16

BultaloBiii

home siriii'

4 Fargo. N —
5 BacKet

6 Saleopt'Ofi

often

7 Typecast item

8 WoodwotKing
tool

9 MaKe
antimacassars

in Mam t.iiest

3;(

.i'j

37

3«

40
41

peiiun

20 BetQfetray

21 Cieopatt.i s

nve'

i2 Talum
23 Application

24 Cry of

acclamation

2t. Part of so^
tenaces

'jl Bi'ou staf

i2 Skives

33 Pacino
namesakes

36 • Irae

37 Arctic puHovp'

38 Marksman
39 Babi

40 Aunt, in

Avignon
41 Artificial in

manner
42 Jotinny jUfT

1

up"'

44 Nears a due

date
47 Anchor

projection

48 Bates et ai

49 Command
supplies

51 Occur
54 Woodland herb

58 Great Plains

native

59 Gravy
follower

60 Nightspot

61 Coffee break,

eg
62 Part of A M
63 Wooden golf

club

DOWN
1 Malay chief

2 Greek Hs
3 Saucy

'. City in bW
New York

13 Unitot
maqneti' Hux

estate

19 American
Beauties

23 Maui guitars.

•o' short

: Listen

Zoological

suffix

jLi Sinqpr Collins

27 Area east of

the Urals

28 Enterlar"

from El Centf

.M Moves quickly

(With

• along )

30 Saga 'eg" -

'

44

4'i

Pequod
fit'lmsman

Identilying

symbol
River of myth
Tempo
Pipe part

Footbones
Parachutf

cords
Tour

Put a check on

Kindol league

AKilld'V

11. I iiuana snacks

49 At the drop

of

50 Disburse

sparingly (with

out I

51 Lhasa

52 Rich, in

Madrid
'^^ School near the

Thamf
55 Hoop-.''

56 Bon —
tJ barv tall-

ANSWER TO PREVtOUS PUZZLE

EIS.T

10/17/84
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COMSTU CLUB
Elections are TODAY

at 4:00 in Machmer E-32B.

All should attend. We will also

talk about our annual trip to see

Late Night

With David Letterman
^^^1 11 MM II W H H H JV.E

i

:
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Great price on Ruggedwear by B.O.G. flannel shirts

Comfortable and warm plaid flannel shirts team up well with your favorite jeans or casual pants.

Of cotton-polyester, Sanforized for shrinkage control. Detailed with two button-flap chest pockets.

At savings like this, you'll want to buy several in colors to round out your wardrobe. S-M-L-XL.

2 FOR10 II
REG. 7.99 EA.

f.^^^^ Ifll 1

[MasterCord
1 WS4

I • • J !.
the department store

with a difference

SALE NOW THRU SATURDAY

Ont ol Tt>« Slop • Shop Compinta*

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON • SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD
CVJ

.c:olleaian i»

iK the UCormgame
The Minutemen ranked seventh in N< w
F'.ngland with a 6-4 2 mark, hav»5 im
proved ever last year's 18 4 record at this

time mostly because of the addition of

some scoring punch, so sorely lacking last

season.

FYeshman Kurt Manal, an import from

continued fr<ym pg. 20

UMass vs. UConn
Where: Boyden Field

When: Today at 3 p.m.

The Records: UConn is 10-5-0, UMass
is 6-4-2

The Rankings: UConn is first in New
England and expected to be in the top ten

nationally (polls come out today), UMass
is seventh in New England.

Players to Watch: UMass forward Kurt
.Manal has been in a slump as of late, but is

an offensive powerhouse. Midfielder Matt
Cushing has played well along with for-

ward Nick Marciano.

Canada, who has had his scoring dif

ficulties of late (only one penalty kick goal
in his last three games) because of tight

marking, still has the potential to open up
the game any time. He leads the team in

scoring with seven goals and 16 points.

Because of his being double and triple

teamed it has opened it up for the other
I 'Mass forwards and midfielders, who
have to learn to take better advantage of

their opportunities. Paul Serafino has
done well in this aspect lately, compiling
three goals and an assist being spotted at

wing along with Ferdie Adoboe. who
despite injuries, has four assists and has
set up numerous more chances. Nick
Marciane has also contributed.

Midfifiuers . Andy Bing and John
Shannon, with three goals and two goals

and an assist respectively have filled in

well when they are called upon and along
with freshman Matt Cushing, who has had
a disappointing season scoring, has still

controlled the ball well, and should make a
lormidable midfield in the future.

Field hockey looks to
win against Harvard

t^ ^ Cocktail Lounge ^'

By ED HAYWARD
Ct)llegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team will try to rebound from

Sunday's 7-1 loss to Oid I)t)minion

University today as the Minuiemen travel

to Cambridge to take on a ') ' i;...».;rd

University team.

Sunday's h)ss to the defending national

champions and current ••r!»Sr- '^nr

ranked team in the country was the first

for eighth ranked UMass since they

suffered an opening game defeat at the

hands of North Carolina on .tepienun-i

seventh. During their ten gime winning

streak UMass notched sevfii slvuloui-

including a streak of five straight

"I hope our attitude will bet^' '•"•• - 't

has been all season," said I'Mass coach

Pam Hixon. "We should go out there and

play hard. We have to fire up and play

;ii;^i (•>N>i\ti\ like we did hel».ic ine utss.

we ha\i' to forget about ()!(' '^ominio"

K* I a l»i^ VMM. and get back oi ".
. ,u \.

"H.-trv <••'• is a quick team • ^ty ve

had an inconsistent season. They have noi

played well against weak teams yet they

have played strong against the better

teams they have faced."

"1 he> u iiiif)redictable so we have to b«'

conscious ol them and not thro^^ the game

into the wind." .said Hixon.

"We'll tak«' the first twenty minut«'s, see

what they are doing and take il from

th<"«'." si,, ...^ded.

The leani v\ ill be without their leading

scorer, trcshman forward Toi a Kennedy

'\ho sptaiiud her ankle in S.i! urday's 2 1

1.1. .i\ o\<- ''Vniple Univer^"• •• nni

'

We won I change our playmg style

jvithoul Toma in there," said Hixon.

.».ii ii;i-<i»..lly play the same way. wed
just ha\f different people in different

positions. l)ui philosophy will be the

sai.ic. \A( will lake the ball down the right

,ir\<i work or crossing the ball to the inside

|o|-W .nils

The game i^ m (.!amtirige at 3 p.m. this

afternoon.

Tennis crushes Westfield

Phone in and
Reserve-A-Lane

SPECIALS
Monday

Wednesdoy

Friday

^^)-
584-4830

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 Pleasant St.

Sunday

iiMiTiD orriR

Friday

Nile Owl

Speciol

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Correspondent

It was no contest on the Boyden courts
yesterday as the University of

Massachusetts mens tennis team destroyed
Westfield 81. The Minutemen improved
their re<'ord to 5-3.

UMass was led by the play of top seeded
Wayne Peterson and senior co captain John
Sommerstein. Peterson breezed through
his match with scores of 6 0. 6-0. Som

The Minutemen are on a three game roll

going into their final two matches. They
face Army Thursday and then the

University of Vermont Saturday. Roberts
thinks they will be two of the toughest

matches this fall. Both matches are away.

The women made a good showing at the

MAIAW tennis tournarnent held in Wor-
cester over the weekend. UMass was the

runner up to Wellsely (}ollege in the seven
team class A division. ,{

ear Delight ^

Beajkly Salon
228 Triangle St.

A.inheTst

549-1 502
COMPLETE

HAIRSTVLiiSiO
FOP'

MEN and'WOMEN

Hours: Tues-Sat
9:00-5:30

Walk Ins Welcome

WASH
CUT &

I BLO-DRI .—.^^^
I

I t<-i »I2 _

, I
offer frood thru 10/20/84 I

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^Monda^^hursdav 8 45 345 • Friday 845 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% (fiaop*<^

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phooe number freg^

ADVERTISINQ

AdvartlM FREE in th« RIVER VALLEY AD.
Advertise items you want to sell Of buy. Call

532 9496

DRIVERS WANTED

Earn »6 7 an hour. Must be 18 or oWer

Have own insured, reliable car Apply m per

son. Oominos Pizza Rt 9. Hadley

FOUND

' ATTENTION '

Jo h Player h Terl h Melissa Er Tricia 6
Gail Et Mary Et Liz ft Chris 6 Lauren
rhank you for a great day' Miss you so
much, Moira

ENTERTAINMENT

AUDIO

Pioneer AM-FM portable stereo
cassette AMS/sutorewind/CR02 $96 or

BO 6 7697

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Chevy Malibu station wagon engine
and body in great shape good mpg new
cooling system snow tires and more call

546 9665

1980 Chevette 4 door S7000 miles good
condition Call 2S6-61S1 after 6:30

VW Thing" collectors item best offer

Gene 323 7562

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO Rack A

Video entertainment giant 10 and '5 foot

screens for dorms and Greeks. MTV
video music call 549 7144 ^
Rack A Disc Rack A Video entertain

tnent guaranteed events for Disc Jockeys,

Bands and Video Call 549^1*»^

WICkED AI^IID WILD OJJi »"d.o and

visual entertainment for U>e 80 s swon/

S^Coiiege SounFthe' best '" P«"V »"^

Sance muS|C_Cal^586 024^r 586-7«_

RlSkV BUSINESS Thursday 18th

SUBallroom »1 50 @ 5 00, « 00 at 7. 9. 11

Sometimes you have to say What the

fi^ a red Cenyon beckpeck on Oc

tober 1 1 in the mam lobby of the first floor in

Herter Hall It contained a pan of glasses in a

case with the initials CM on the lens There

was also a set of three keys on a purple key

chain along with two pens Please contact

247 5235 if this is your backpack to pick it up

Found smell perekeet seems to be

somebody s pet To claim please call

646 6943 Ask for Kathy or Celeste

Grey spotted young cet found on Mam
St Amherst white flee collar contact

25&1210

i found a ring m Boyden Gym area Please

describe and when you lost it and its yours

Coll 266-8772

Part tima Bartender neen niaf"* '"\j1

weekends Apply in pe on Ctiewi";

located N. Hamp Bowt K': Pleasant St

Campus Rep to run Spring Break vacation

trip to Daytona Beach Earn free trip a'.l,

money Send resume to College Traval

Unlimited PC Box 6063 Station A
Daytona Beach, Florida 32022 include

phone numbers ptoase

Part time counter help nights and
weekends also someone for light lanitonal

work mornings Apply in person N Hamp
Bowl 525 Pleasant St

LOCT

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Mount Snow Ski Resort is accepting ap

plications for s wide variety of positions

Come to Interview Day on Sunday, Nov 1 1 9

am 3 pm at Mount Snow's Base Lodge,

Hte too, W Dover. VT or call'wnte for an

application (8021 464 3333 Attention Per

sonal Mount Snow Resort. Mount Snow
VT 05366 EOE M/F

Stolen In Sylvan erea or Beytfen Qym
Brown leather wallet containing license,

bankcard and other essentials Substantial
reward for return call 6^4098 no questions
asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Lost bicwn plastic frame glesses m a red

leather case if found contact 6-5641

Jean Jacket Fn nigni n Gorman DcHm roll

of film, license in brest pocket $20 reward
call Ann 6 1430

Caaea, Diaeertatlone. Theaee.
on campus low rates guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 684 7924

RIDE WANTED

PERSONALS

Ride wanted to Maine Fri Oct 19 i

2 30 will share all expenses Jenny 6 8212 o>

Laura 6 8317

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR RENT

1973 Plymouth Satelite good condition

must sell 900 call Wendy 253 3396

1974 Detsun 266z runs good no rust nice

interior $3600 serious call only 549-7854

89 Chevy Pickup good work truck beat of

fer call Rick 546-8037

74 Comet no rust excellent engine new
transmission reliabte $600 or BO tel 549 4926

DEBRA PACKARD
~

Happy Birthday k>va George

2 cubic ft rafrigarator R 6 P Package

Store free delivwy 2S3-9742

FOR SALE

Twin Mattraaa end Boxspring 25.00 you

must take away call 549 604 1

Univoge Mountain Bike Landrover Sport

call 6-8046 Pajji

SanvoTTurntebie. new watarbed mattreas^ uaad each $40 eves 865 4229 Steve

~ HELP WANTED

Ovaraaaa ioba. Summer, yr round.

Europe. S Anr>erica. Australia. As«» All

fields $900 $2000 nio Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC. PC Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar. CA 92625

ATTENTION STUDENTSI Want part time

work you can fit tiotween classes? Place and

fHI poaters on campus, earn base and

bonuses Year-round possible

1 80O 243 8879 .

Reward free trip to Daytona plus commis

sion money Wanted organized group or in

dividual to promote the #1 Spring Break trip

to Daytona If you are interested in our

reward call (414) 781 0455 or 1 -800 453 9074

immediately' Or write Designers of Travel,

N 48W 13334 W Hampton Ave

Menomonee FeMs, Wl 530b 1

Now teking applicationa lor full and part

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadley

Government Jobs $16,569 $50,553 yna'

Now hiring Your area Call 1 806 687 6000
axt R 9616

HOT TUB*

Utopia Spaa pnvate hot tub rentals call

now for reservations 2S3 7727

INSTRUCTION

Know your car Basic Automobile
Workshop 28 hours including classroom
and shop Limited enrollnoent 253 2(88

Math tutor, many 100 levels, call Joe,

866 2304, after 5 PM

Haircuts by Suel By appt, only' $S.00< call

646 8358

The laiM INDEX ia harel Yearbooks will be
sold outside of the SUB, Tues , Oct 9 to

Fn . Oct 19 The price is $6 Also available

are the 1982 INDEX for $3 and the 19S3 IN

DEX for $4 Get your yearbook before sup
plies run out'

Ron R. Seet (16 Sophisticatad Ladies 8 PM
with green sweater pleated beige pants

not t>ad Row T

The Sleezy Beecon Motel is open for

business, but where is my men? Love you
guys. Christie

to tiie girts at Alpha Chi Omega: lliank

you'" Your newest pledge. Annette

Who do YOU know? Who do YOU want
to meet? If you KNOW any celeba, V.I P s,

musicians etc have any info or input con
tact G P C Box 146 SUB or call 54&2733
This IS YOUR chance to shina on campus'

Non-a«noking female, 2 bedroom Brittany

Manor apartment $120.00 irKludes utMitiaa.

Mary 2S3 7344/263 3786

TRAVEL

Weekend in Montreal. Only $79 Boston
Bruins game optional Don't t>e fooled by
tours thai offer standir>g room only We
have good seats Contact Kim 546-6176

WANTED

Neat, responsibia mala waa<a room. Gal
anytime 666-4878

WANTED TO RENT

One bedroom apartma«\t cloaa to cam-
pua. WHl take over ieaae m January Pleeae
call Jim 549 7862
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Sports
Number 1

UConn in

town today
H> ADAMNAZIMDWITZ

(ollt'^ian Staff

Thi' Inivt'rsity of Massachusetts mens

siH'cer team finds theinseives in a dif

ferent type of ^jame situation this al

U-rmKin a ^'ame where the pressure is on

the other team, as they host number one

in New Knirland and nationally ranked

power, the University of Connecticut on

Ho\<^^'nfif'<^^at 3:00p.m.

"They are a real ^'ood team. They ijrind

you up and spit you out if they can. They

are a very physical team wh(> try to

outwork you. They deserve the number

one ranking. It should be the toughest

game of the year for us." said coach Jeff

Get tier.

rConn. 10 "), is led by junior center

forward Matthew Addington (who scored

the game tying goal against the

Minutemen with only 26 seconds

remaining two seasons ago in Amherst )

who leads the team with 12 goals. Eric

Myren is an All American midfielder, and

Kierman Coffey, a tough sweeper back,

are two other players to look out for.

Both Addington and Myren figured

prominently in last year's 5 debacle won

by UConn in Storrs. the Huskies gave

I'Mass a clinic. Addington had a goal and

two assists while Myren added a tally of

his own. UMass was outshot 17 7 in the

contest, which was over at halftime by a 4-

count.

fiut this year's Minutemen squad is s«ill

one to be reckoned with. The defense and

goaltending have been pretty solid giving

up only 11 goals in the 12 games they

played, while the offense has tallied 19

goals in comparison to ten for ail of last

season.

"Psychologically, it's a great game to

play." commented Gettler. "I don't think

there's any pressure on us. No one ex-

pects us to win. It's a no lose situation. If

we beat UConn. we're right back in the

1
middle of everything." ^ .

rnvtinued on pg. In

husetts forward Lisa Merlo dribbles past Dartmouth back Laura Woolman (22) yesterday UM beat
Massac
the Big Green 4-0 to dumb to 10-1-2.

Women pound Dartmouth
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was their sixth win in a row, the

Minutemen' s 4-0 thrashing of Dartmouth
College yesterday afternoon at Boyden
Field.

But the second ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team knew
that they could play better than they did

against the Big Green.

"We need to have a mental application of

the skills like we did against UConn and

UNH," coach Kalekeni Banda said. "We're
not clicking."

Against the Huskies (2-0 win) and the

Wildcats (8-0 win), UMass moved the ball

with precision and at wrill, where they

wanted to.

Yesterday, the Minutemen moved the

ball well at times and at other times,

UMass looked sluggish.

"We were real tired," co-captain Lori

Stukes said due to a long trip (5 hours one

way) to Cortland State. "We tried to

outplay them so much that we weren't do-

ing the simple things."

Still, Dartmouth posed no problems for

UMass except for the first five minutes or

so. "UMass is an excellent team," Big

Green coach Scott Allison said. "We
started out fairly even but that first goal

set us back. We had a tendency to sit back

and wait for the ball."

The Minutemen, who outshot Dartmouth

by a 20-2 margin, broke 32:33 mark with

Jolie DePauw's eleventh goal of the year.

The freshman forward played despite a

sore hip stiffered in a collision with a goalie

at Cortland State. Carolyn Micheel assisted

on the goal, which was a rocket into the top

right corner of the net from 25 yards out.

In the meantime, Chris Schmitt and the

UM defense was all over Dartmouth's

super scorer Sharon Williams and she

never had a chance to add to her 17 goal

total on the year.

Catherine Spence, the first Minuteman

off the bench, weaved through a crowd of

Green defenders and scored at the 12:25

n\ark to give UMass a 2-0 lead.

Less than thirty seconds later, Spence

was at it again. She fed Kristen Bowsher a

nice pass which the freshman midfielder

chipped into the goal for the 3-0 lead.

"We overmatched them, skills wise,"

Banda said. It's good, we won and we're

happy for that."

Lisa Merlo scored her second goal of the

year off a Spence pass with 18:47 to go in

the game. Merlo and every player on the

team saw action.

"It was nice to see them get in and not

lose their composure," Banda said. That

will help in crucial games upcoming with

Boston College and Harvard.

"We are going to have to play better soc-

cer to beat Harvard and Boston College,
"

Banda said.

Maine: Go to the end of the world and take a left

Dan
LeberfeldL£J

"Go to the end of the world and take a

left
."

This is how Tim Ashwell. the voice of the

Minutemen football, describes the location

of the University of Maine Orono.

You see. Vacationland's state university is

in the boondocks. It is a hike from most

anywhere. This makes recruiting athletes

Collegian phnto by Michelle Segall

Footbairs not all fun as evidenced here as these four UMass players

feel the effects of Richmond's 24-7 victory Saturday.

an uphill struggle. This is especially true in

football, a sport in which you have to lure a

large number of athletes.

Some interesting recruiting tales come
from up in the northwoods. Take what took

place while Maine coach Ron Rogerson was

recruiting tailback Lance Theobold.

It was the winter of 1982 and the Elmont,

NY native had just finished up a standout

career for Holy Cross High School in New
York City. It was time for him to decide on

a college.

The 5 9, 200 pounder was very interested

in UMaine. as they were in him. Before

signing with the Yankee Conference school,

he wanted to look at it. On February 21,

1982 Theobold began the expedition up to

Orono. It was almost the last thing he ever

did.

He caught a Pilgrim Airlines small

commuter plane out of New York to Boston,

to make the connection for an Orono flight.

When the plane reached the vicinity of

Boston, the pilot discovered he was on fire.

A crash landing was imminent.

P^ngine complications caused the cockpit

fire which forced the pilots crash on the

fro/en Scituate resevoir. One pa.s.senger

died, a score were injured including

Theobold who suffered a broken foot, facial

lacerations and a concussion.

A week later, the scathed but resilient

Theobold made the trip again and signed
with the school at the end of the world and
to the left.

People, Places and Things: the football

world realizes how tough it is to coach at

I'Maine. Before Jack Bicknell got the

Boston College job he was coach up there

and compiled records of 3-7, 3-7-1, 2-9 and
4-7 over his last four years. He was then

hired at BC.

••••••
UMass split end Bob Simeone plans on

becoming a navy fighter pilot after

graduation. His ultimate dream is to be an

astronaut like his idol Neil Armstrong.

Dallas Cowboy's All-Pro tight end Doug

Cosbie began his college career at Holy

Cross before transferring to Santa Clara.

Popular mascot "The Philly Phanatic" (the

ba,seball Phillies) is the son of Delaware
football coach Tubby Raymond.

••••••
There is a dog at Raynham Dog Track

named Dug Flute.

••••••
One addition to the College Football All-

names team. Alabama State defensive end
Lavoris Winfrey. He has no right to have
bad breath.

sports ata glance
UMass schedule:

Field Hockey: at Harvard, 3 p.m.

Soccer: UConn, Boyden, 8 p.m.

Women's Tennis: Holy Cross. NOPE, 8

9.m. . -__^
._l..LitL lIUJIII T-'-"

——""= --^ __,^.^_^^,.,j_^^

Fans help UMass soccer topple UConn, p. 16
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Funds denied
for counselor

TWILIGHT ZONE — Students (L-R) Anna Dolan, Michcle Brassard, Stephen Taylor, David Harris, Susan

Stotierski, and Scott Henderson model masks outside Student Union Building. Masks were made al a

workshop.

UMass conducting study on homeless
by CAROLYN
ROSENBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

A University of

Massachusetts sociology

professor and the Social and
Demographic Research In-

stitute (SADRI) at UMass
have begun a new study of

the physical health pro-

blems of the estimated

350,000 homeless
Americans.

James Wright says the

study deals only with the

symptoms of the problem
and not its nature.

"To solve homelessness,

we would have to solve

poverty, crime, wife abuse,

chronic mental illness and
clearly no one is going to

i .....'.t.'.'.'.'.'.M.-.M.''. '
.
'.^>.-.^.'.M.'.M.--'.-^^.^.:.^.i.{.:•;•::•:•!. !•:.•••-

"To solve homelessness, we would have to solve pm>er-

ty, crime, wife abuse (and) chronic mental illness...
"

conjure up a solution to that

whole range of things," he

.said.

The homeless population

in this country is growing,

acrordin); to Wright. The
Keagan administration
estimates that there are

350,000 homeless persons in

the United States and other

sources have estimated that

figure to be as high as three

to four million

"UMass was chos«'n to

conduct the study l)ecause

of the nati(mal reputation of

the Social and Demographic
Research Institute,"

Wright said. SADRI is

located in Machmer West

Mental health problems of

the homeless have been

studied over the past four or

five years, but the physical

health problems have been

neglected, Wright said.

"As bad a disease a.s

schizophrenia is. nobody

ever died from it directly,"

Wright said. "But they do
die from tuberculosis, un-

treated venereal disease

and malnutrition."

Homelessness is not con-

fined to the cities. "There is

a definite problem in

western Massachusetts and
a numl)er of social service

offices are working on the

problem in Springfield,

Holyoke and other areas,"

Wright said.

The new homeless are not

just aging alcoholics on Skid

Row, but a population

whose average age is bet-

ween 30 and 35, Wright
said. New members of the

homeless population include

a large number of de-

institutionalized chronic

mental patients, jobless

families unable to find low-

cost housing, women who

have suffered "marital

catastrophes," and ex-

convicts, Wright said.

Hy MOMHUKtJHSS
Collefjian Stall

In an emotional debate the Undergraduate Student

Senate last ni^ht voted down a motion to fund a campus-

wide (Jay Lesbian Awareness Educator.

The 48 34 vote came afl«'r the s«>nators argued for 2 'A

hours about where the money to fund the position would

come from, whether the Student (lovernmenl AssiK-iation

(S(iA) actually had the money to fund it, and if the senate

was being "fiscally or socially responsible" to University of

Massachusetts students hy giving $3824 in student fees to

I)ay for the «'ducator.

The proposed position would have provided education and

political representation for gay, lesbian, and bisexual

students across campus. The Student Center for

Kdu<'ation and Research Advcn-acy iSCLRA) sponsored the

edu<'ator, who would have mad*' $7.H5 an hour for 20 hours

per week.

Most senators voiced concerns of how the position would

be funded. SUA Hudget Committee chairman Joseph

Sparks presented the senate with an overview of the

amount of money the senate had for this position, saying

the SCiA emergency stabilization account, which the

mont^y was to come from, would not be enough.

"There is $18,000 now in the stabilization account. We
already owe $12.0(X) for full costing (a surcharge on paper

work and accounting which comes from operating the

Student Activities Trust Fund), and if we end up giving

WMl'A $10.0(K) and theGay I^esbian Awareness F]ducator

close to $4,000. we'll have a deficit of $2,000." Sparks said.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan at one point gave his

duties over to senator Marilyn fiou so that he could speak

out on the senate debate. "I'm tired of hiding behind

figures. If you don't want to fund this position, stand up

and say why you don't. But don't hide behind figures and
numbers."

Sullivan went on to .say that he did not understand why
the senate h>d waited until now to talk about the money.
At the September 26 meeting, we allocated $26,000. And
we spent $12,000 of the stabilization account last year to

pay for the Cheap Trick concert in Southwest."

Lesbian. Bi sexual, and Gay Men's Counselling Collective

member Paul Throne urged the senate to vote for the

position. "1 have memories of being an RA and not being

able to tell people on my floor to quiet down because

behind t heir d<K)rs they talked of killing all queer and black

RAs'."

Throne said that he had heard that "we shouldn't have

this position becau.se funding would come from the

emergency stabilization account. The senate doesn't

consider it an emergency that something must be done for

fellow students... to make UMass a better place for all of us

to live?"

Magazine scam, chair theft reported

by JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A magazine subscription scam, which in-

volves anonymour '">ll<irc nffpHnp' cash

Inmuses to people for 'eliciting magnzines,

has been attempt«'H rit the University of

MassachuM'tts. I'Ma^s fc^lice .';aid.

Police said that a UMass stiKlent receiv-

ed a -^.. a^Kiiig bin '<. soiirit magazine

subscriptions. The potential solicitor has to

put up the initial cash and then never

receives the magazines, police said.

The scam has been reported in many
communities throughout the Northeast,

police said.

A backpack and its contents, valued at

$105, were reported stolen at 8:27 a.m.

Tuesday from the first floor in Munson An-

nex, police said.

Inside:

Gerry arrives in style p.'-'

Center ready Tor post-grad exams. p.^

p.5Doctoio np off cys^v.n

Nationalism same as patriotism?., p.

7

'li IS nut jmr to a,sk of oth.ers what
^iti( art- not willing to do yourself."

— Eleanor Roosevelt JOY OF VICTORY — UMass soccer players have their day in the sun after

knocking off top-ranked Connecticut yesterday at Boyden soccer field. UConn
player walks away in disgust to left. Story on page 16. ^^^
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Census Bureau statistics indicate

morewomen in higher education

^hll»•^(^;^v. (>"tobt'r tS. 19H4

AnuTican wonu-n art> pursuinK higher

.(lucation in ever greater numbers, ac

( ounting lor much of the increase in college

enrollment over the last decade and now

outnumbering men at the nation's

universities, the Census Bureau said

Wednesday.
Women accounted for about 52 percent of

all college students as of October. 1982, the

new study said, with the biggest jump

.imong women aged 25 to 34 and those

at tending two year colleges.

And in a related report, the National

Science P\)undation disclosed that its

survey of graduate schools in 1983 showed

that women collected one fourth of the

doctorate degrees in science and

engintH-ring nearly double their rate ot a

decade earlier.

At the University of Massachusetts, the

9.415 women undergraduates account for

48.1 percent of the 19.478 students this fall.

There are 10.063 men. or 51.9 percent.

According to this past springs graduate

school figures. 2.627 female grad students

account for 46.2 percent of the total figure

<»f 5.684. There are 3,0.57 male grad

students, or 5.3. H percent.

"One of the most significant developments

in higher education and research in the last

20 years has been the increasing par

ti«ipation of women. They have increased

in terms of both absolute numbers and in

comparison to the participation of men." the

science foundation said.

The Census study counted 10.9 million

students aged 14 to 34 in colleges and

universities in 1982, up nearly 3 million

over 10 years.

"About four fifths of the total increase in

enrollment was accounted for by the in

crease in the number of women enrolled."

said the Census report on School

Knrollment Social and Economic

Characteristics of Students.

Digest
By The Associated Press

Serious crime declines 13.7%
ioonrdmo: to current statistics

John Bfa-ch Society charges Kerry

with "near-treasonous" activities

The John Birch

Society denounced
Democratic Senate can

didate John Kerry, a highly

decorated Vietnam War

hero, on Wednesday for his

"near treasonous ' activities

as an anti war leader and

said his ties to Communists

in the peace movement will

hurt his political campaign.

The harsh words came

amidst a major shift in the

Senate campaign between

Kerry and Republican Ray

Shamie. which has changed

from a referendum on

Rt>aganomics to a series of

attacks on the two men's

past political asswiations.

John McManus national

spokesman for the Birch

SfKiety. said Kerry's ac-

tivities as a founder and

principal spokesman for the

Vietnam Veterans Against

the War in the early 1970s

undermined the efforts of

the I'.S. government to

wage war in \4etnam and

indicated that Kerry was a

'communist sympathizer.

"

Kerry, the state's current

lieutenant governor,

responded by issuing a

statement that said "this is

one of the saddest days in

the hi.story of Massachusetts

politics."

"The Kerry campaign is

shocked and offended by

these obscene charges," said

Kerry, who promised a

detailed response later.

Shamie also issued a

statement. saying he

wanted to "condemn this

attack on John Kerry. ..We

have both been attacked

unfairly. Enough is

enough."

Serious crimes in

Massachusetts declined by

13.7 percent during the first

half of 1984 compared to a

year earlier, according to

figures released Wednesday

showing declines in all

categories except murder

and rape.

Statistics gathered by 223

police agencies statewide

and compiled by the Crime

Reporting Unit of the

Executive Office of Public

Safety indicate that violent

crime decreased 9.4 percent

and property crime

decreased 14.3 percent

between January June

1983 and January June

1984.

The semi annual Crime

Trend Report said a total of

113.793 serious crimes were

reported during the first

half of this year, compared

to 131.826 serious crimes in

the same period of 1983. Of

the serious offenses

reported - this year. 12

percent more were violent

crimes and 88 percent were

crimes against property.

Among violent crimes,

murder increased 7.7

percent, rape increased 5.4

percent, aggravated assault

di-clined 7.4 percent, and

robbery declined 14.7

percent.

Governor Michael Dukakis

said the rise in homicides

from 91 to 98 was due in part

to the inclusion, for the first

time, of "deaths by arson" in

that category. The increase

in rapes from 679 to 716

might reflect greater

willingness by victims to

report the crime. Dukakis

said.
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Correction. REM bassist Mike Mills was incorrectly

i.tontified in Wednesday's Cnllrir » Arts Faire Hh()t(>

1 was hs HriiUi' louv*.

A I' Laser,)h'>i(i

\ Denver woman loses her balance as she crosses a pile

of snow and ice. Clean-up of Monday and Tuesday s

snowstorm continues.

October 11-1.3 17-20, 8:00 PM
Rand Theater. Fine .Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

The Univevsity of Massachusetts Department of Theater

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mu*t b* )• to ontor

Opon til 2

665-4937
24 Hour Toped Mattego

iy^

rusty nail
PROUDLY PRESENTS

rtAi,

TONIGHT
Oct. 18

THE RADIATORS

Friday Night

Oct. 19

THE STOMPERS
bring your own mug

fill ups 25^

until kegs run out

show time 10:00

all tickets available at the door only all shows start promptly at 10:00

Thn»-dav rV'tober iv k^^/i jCoiUj^Uin 3

CollvKian phoU) by Michellt- S«gall

PIED PIPER — Free-lance flute instructor John Root of Amherst plays while his daughter looks on at

Amherst Center yesterday.

Ferraro arriving

in horse carriage
Viee Presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro will arrive

at the University of Massachusetts in a horse-drawn

carri age prior to the start of her political rally Saturday,

campaign officials announced yesterday.

P'erraro will be lead by the UMass marching band and a

sch(K)l color guard at 10:00 a.m. rather than the original

10.30 starting time given earlier, said Pam Barry, advance

press person for the Ferraro campaign.

Plans are .still in the making to close off all of North

Pleasant Street to allow the Ferraro carriage to arrive

smoothly at the ('ampus Center Pond where the

democratic candidate will give her only Western

Massachusetts speech, said Gerald O'Neil. UMass Director

of Public Safety.

The final decision won't be made until Friday on whether
or not to close the street. O'Neill said.

If it rains Saturday the rally is still expe<aed to go on as

planned outside, but if the rain is too heavy, then the rally

will be moved indoors to the Fine Arts ('enter, said Dennis

Madson, Vice ("hancellor for Student Affairs.

Preparations are going smoothly in anticipation of one of

the largest crowds ever assembled at UMass, and today

student groups will gather in room 162 of the ('ampus

Center to make posters and banners to distribute

throughout the crowd, according to Jim Shaw Coordinator

of the State Student Asswiation of Massachusetts, one of

t he st udent group organizors of the event.

RITA MURPHY

Career Centerhelps2500students with exams
By MICHELLE HYDE
('ollegian Staff

About 15 students a day stop in the

Career Development and Counsehng
Center at the University of Massachusetts

to inquire about graduate school ad-

missions or entrance examinations.

Robert Noble, the career librarian there,

said these students are part of what he

sees as a growing trend of students who
are going to graduate school.

He said 20 years ago a bachelor's degree

would suffice for finding a job, but now
students faced with a more competitive

job market are earning higher degrees.

Noble said about 2,500 .students a year

take advantage of the resources at the

center, which include a full library of U.S.

colleges and graduate schools, graduate

school admissions manuals, and career

development counselors.

The center is also responsible for ad

ministering the 1,000 graduate school

entrance exams that are taken each year,

according to Simon Koechakian, the

testing supervisor.

GRE. LSAT, GMAT ...

The Graduate Record Examination

(GRE). the Law School Admission Test

(LSAT). and the Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAT) are the tests

taken most often, he said.

The GREs are administered nationally

five times every year. Students take

either a general exam which consists of

verbal, analytical, and mathematical

reasoning, or a subject examination,

which measures a student's un-

derstanding of his or her undergraduate

field of study.

Graduate schools specify which exam a

student should take, Koechakian said.

The LSATs are administered four times

a year nationally, and consist of multiple

choice questions and a 30 minute essay,

which is sent to all the schools a student

applies to.

Questions measure the ability to un-

derstand, analyze, and criticize

arguments and relationship structures.

The GMATs are also administered four

times a year nationally and measure

general verbal and mathematical skills,

including the ability to reason quan-

titatively and to interpret graphic data.

Senior year is best for tests

Students planning to go to graduate
school within the next five years should

take the entrance examinations during

their senior year, Koechakian said.

This is the best time to take the exams
because a student is "sharpest in

tellectually" when they complete their

.senior year, and because scores are valid

up to five years after the examination

date, he said.

A student can prepare for these exams,

but "they are so broad that it's difficult to

talk about preparation in any specific

sense," Koechakian .said.

Prep courses partly helpful

Preparatory courses can offer familiarity

with the exam format and are especially

useful for people who have been away
from school for a long time. They also

help students pace themselves when they

take the exam, he said.

Koechakian said people erroneously

think they will learn a lot of subject

material in preparatory courses. "If a

person has a weakness in math, a prep

course won't help them with the math

portion of the exam. " he said.

The Division of ('ontinuing Education

offers credit fret' courses that focus on

verbal and math preparation for the GRE,
quantitative preparation for the GMAT
and the writing sample for the LSAT.

The GRE and the LSAT course cost $47

and the LSAT course costs $62.

For $400, a student can enroll in a

program at Amity Testing Services in

Amherst. The program consists of

cla.sses, homework material and a library

of exams and tapes that explain test

answers.

In this program, the student is exposed

to "thousands of test questions" in lessons

prepared by people who have scored 95

percent or better on their exams, ac-

cording to admini-strator Robert Page.

Page said the .scores of people who
enrolled in the course were "significantly

greater" than average. He said the

company bases these results on students

who submit their scores, which are

compared to national averages. He said

not all students submit their scores,

however.

Cooperative Ed.
finds new facility
By GUY BROOKSBANK
Collegian Correspondent

The office of cooperative education is moving from

Thompson Hall to a larger facility off East Pleasant Street

near Fraternity Sorority Park to satisfy the needs of more

students.

When the office was founded three years ago, it put 13

students into co op positions. Last year 220 students were

placed into temporary learning jobs in the "real world."

In the past, students from the University of

Ma.ssachusetts have found practical jobs with companies

such as The Boston Globe, Digital, I.B.M., and various

state and federal agencies.

Darlene Kustanovitz, a senior marketing major, was

employed by the state auditors office. "The experience

was helpful in defining my career, as well as relating

cla.ssroom theories to the job world. " she said.

Joan Stoia, Cooperative Education program director, said

that Thompson was intended as a temporary site until time

allowed the program to develop contacts and relationships

with employers in New England.

She said the increased space will "allow us to do the job

adequately and to expand the program in a professional

and high-quality way."

Cooperative education hou.ses a career development

program, whicn integrates work experience with

university study. The program allows students to combine

semesters of classroom study with aid training in jobs

within their intended major.

UMass student dead at 33
Richard M. Leamon of Springfield died Saturday at

Mercy Hospital after a brief illness.

Leamon attended the Fundamental Right to Essential

Education program at the University of Massachusetts

and worked part time at Earthfoods in the Student Union

Building.

A memorial service will be held on Monday, Oct. 27 at 5

p.m. in Memorial Hall (between the Fine Arts Center and

Bartlett Hall at UMass.

Woman's shelter nets

$3000 overweekend
Necessities Necessidades, a shelter for battered women

in Northampton, raised "about $3,000 in cash and pledges"

in a Move a thon last Saturday, according to coordinator

Robin Shaikun.

Women and children from Northampton and surrounding

towns walked and hiked five miles to raise money for the

women's group and to commemorate the Unity and

Domestic Violence Awareness Week.

Laura Prescott, coordinator of the day's events said, "The

atmosphere (on Saturday) was tremendous. It was really

empowering."
Amherst College student Lynn Her hiked the course, got

68 sponsors, and collected $304.50. "li was a really nice

feeling to help (the shelter) out. It's a great cause that

people don't know too much about," Her said.

Her won two tickets to see singer Chris Williamson at the

Iron Horse in Northampton, for collecting the most money.

(Ollepan pholn hy Mirhell*- Set;"

LOOK MA, NO HANDS — Michelle Whitehouse pf ac-

tices her twirling routine at Boyden Fields.
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DONT MISS ALL THE ACTION

COMEDY TONIGHT

Th« BOSTON COMEDY COMPANY, mc

BEAT THE CLOCK
DRINK SPECIAL

BOSTON CELTICS
KJCK^FF
lOUNGE

7:30 PM

Three Ways We Get A Jump
On The Competition

.•*' V* V?* "^ V < V

NIKE*
LEATHER SKYFORCE

Reg 49 99

Now '38.

NIKE*
LEATHER PENETRATOR

Reg-36.99

Now '27.PUMA^
LEATHER SAMPSON

High cur Reg. '56 99

Now '43.

Come to Olympian today for brandname leather basketball shoes.

Then drive the fast lane with confidence.

Men's sizes.

^gyMPMUi
We tivv/eon competition.

/^-^_\ VHampshlreMan,Rte.9,H*tdley. <^

Laundromal

Thursdav. O.'tober IX 19«4

-r. Wa^H

Amherst
Sunshine Center

• Washers: Single, Double, Triple

• Dryers with DuraPress Cycle

• Dry Cleaners

8 am - 9 pm daily

326 College St. (Rt.9 East)

ifkiT?^

253-9030 t

Amherst Sunshine

Car Wash
Automatic Wash /Wax Bay

SeH Service Bays

Vacuum Cleaners

i81 College St (Rt 9 East)

253-9661

OUR ^TT..OANT IS HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-3442

* Over 150 imported cheeses

* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans

* Bulk teas
* Freshly baked croissants & pastries

* Fresh pasta

* Party trays * SPECIAL *

Fresh Peanut Butter 99* lb.

Mexican Altura $4.99 lb.

Menti(»n this ad and receive 10% off

on all Oriental (Jroceries

Coffee tasting Saturday 10 am to 1 pm
Hours: Dailv 1«:3()-H:0(); Sunday 9:00-1:00

our.
LOW

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

jv «• ^ > 'Sf «S •!• <'

500 Masks to

Choose From
1^^ SI

Grease Paints • Hands • Feet

Witches' Hats and Brooms • Wigs
Moustaches • Beards • Noses

Fangs • Teeth • Tooth Black Out
Colored Hair Spray

open Thursday and Friday nights October 25fh & 26th

H.L.CHILDS&SON
Oi>«n daily and Saturday 8 5 15 Thurs nile until 9 00 J*"

25STAE STREET 584 2604 NORTHAMPTON

:1VJ

a Presentation on Alcohol

& Other Drug Issues

among Hispanics

Tanel sobre el uso del

a/Ilcohol y otras Drogas
entre la poblacion Kispana

Tuesday, Oct. 23, 1984
JVIartes 23, 1984

7:00 pm - UNass Campus Center

Rooms 162-175 - Salones 162 175
[aiiBitBiiaraiiaiiafaiiBJiaiaiaifBiiaiiBiiaiiBifBUHiiajtaJiBJigl

Speakers/ Oradores

'Dr. Tduardo 'Bustamante. pqcMiiiit.imiwii

Mdtal loni.mmm «*» S<men

eMr Jos€ Cruz. Maltk HUalr, l»Bi«n «wielB«tti

PimtM Carter. MHkMVtN. M
Dr. 1. 'Thilip Guzman. fiec«ti«e imtr siMri

win ItHtll Caitff. 'r***"*'; "*

[Bj[alfBlfBl[BlraJiallBJ[Bl[BJfBlfB]failBl[Bl[r3ipi[gJtgllBliai[Bi[ai

Refreshments and Resource Materials

wHI be Available jlperitivos e informacibn esuran

Sponsored by. TodOS esUn lllVitadOS
Rntiri ftm h iiuIIm Cnltr

Thursday, October 18, 1984^———^™^*^"^g5ggggggg^^^^^^

" LEARN TO FLY
*

-—coiiggiiia

if.

City Aviation Flight Services

• Qualified Flight Instructors

• Private Pilot Rating

• Rentals / Charters

• 7 days a week

• On UMass bus route

• Discounts for UMass
on first lesson

• Financing available

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

3>

L Northampton Airport Northampton, MA ^"^'l^^^ tt

^ ^AMATEUR DJ NITEI

Guys and gals come try your hand and spinning the

discs at Funnybones.
* No experience necessary

*

Try it just for fun, or to possibly become a regular DJ

here at Funnybones.
* 2 FREE DRINKS for all contestants

*

Come ready to play anytime 7-1!

Rt. 9 Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

Don't be caught out of condition for

the s/<i season

BODY SHOP
ADVANCED FITNESS
TRAINING CENTERS

Sign up now at 30% off the regular rate

(of $45.00)

$30.00
includes unlimited use of the

unique "omnikinetic" system of

strength development

i Have Your First Worlaout On Us
|

BOYDEN NOPE
7-9 A 11-1 P 7:30-9 A 4-6 P

4-6 P 11-3 P 7-9 P
12-3 Saturday

Doctors less committed
Commercialization to blame
By (^HRIS POON
(/ollegian Correspondent

Doctors have committed themselves to

profit rather than patients since the

commercialization of health care in the

1960's. according to the editor of The New
England Journal of Medicine.

"Profit making hospitals don't take care of

the p<K)r and are not committed to the

community." Arnold Relman said, in a

speech that was part of a symposium on

editorial issues in public health, at the

(Campus Center Wednesday.

"Since the 1960's, invejtorowned

hospitals have been providing the health

care to the people that was formerly

provided by non profit institutions,"

Relman said.

As a result, these "for profit" hospitals

have been making a lot of money from

patients who have no alternative but to go

to these hospitals, he said.

"Hospitals are supposed to be important

social institutions in the community."

But he said many health firms such as the

Hospital Corporation of America are

turnmg health care into a big business.

He cited the area of Beaumont, Texas,

where "there are no hospitals who will take

an uninsured woman in labor. Instead,

women are sent to Galveston, which is 90

miles away," Relman said.

He said that the health care industry

accounts for 10.8 percent of the gross

national product and must be revamped.

"I can confidently predict that in the next

election we will see this issue in the

forefront of the major political issues." he

sai<i.

"The voluntary hospital system is

gradually eroding. Philanthropy should

play a powerful role in the distribution of

health care," Relman said.

He said that "for profit" hospitals try to

attract relatively healthy patients for costly

surgery. At the same time, they charge

more than n(m profit hospitals.

"It is ethically intolerable for dwtors to

turn their practices into busine.ss ven-

tures," Relman said.

In addition, many of the profit oriented

firms are buying out the non profit

voluntary hospitals, thereby making a bad

situation even worse.

(14 colors)

SatcctcUuf &atAt4^

SALE
100% cotton
Turtlenecks

$8.95
regularly $12.00

or 2 for $17.00

or 3 for $24.00

OPEN 7 DAYS
Thurs and Fri

till 8 pm
Bring this ad In

Thurs or Fri nita

197 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9729 ""ontN.

BOOK NOW
FOR WINTER BREAK
AND JUST LOOK

WHERE YOU CAN GO!
New York-Brussels

Boston-Amsterdam

Boston-London

Newark-Los Angeles

Boston-Orlando

399.00

449.00

368.00

258.00

198.00

space is limited

and some restrictions apply

call us for details

CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS
545-0500

0000004
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

I
NEED A WORKOUT?

coll TIPS Qt 545-1540

Qsk for TAPES

Jean B. Elshtain

''On Patriotism'

Thursday, Octoher 18, 1*^84 at 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

2453

24 59

2471

2464

2476

Gym schedules

Pool schedules

Rocqet $ Squosh

Courts schedules

Tennis Courts schedul

Weight Room schedul

Information Data Bank

Taped Information

Phone Service

A Sorviceof ItipDoanf)' ';i..H»nl« nffir.B

JS5»-»

100% COTTON ^

TURTLENECkS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG.^&95-

3 DA YS ONLY

6.95
3 FOR

19.95

L

A Store-full of Ideas

^^ Downtown Amherst Dally 10- 6, Sun.12-5

Distinguished Visitors Program

Presents

Edwin Newman
Preserving A Civil Tongue

Moderator of Second Presidential Debate
acclaimed Broadcaster - Journalist

author of Strictly Speaking

and a Civil Tongue

Tuesday, October 23rd

8:00 P.M.
student Union Ballroom

r>r y ai g:

t*»«>
GIAJVT SUBS

Freshly Sliced
Eat In

or

^^ke Out

I

I

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREAll!

Rt9 253-9521 314 College St.

Monday-Friday «^n^^''''Qm
e nr. A rv\ Lr^ 6:30 am - 3:00 pen

''Keep the Summer Alive''

CAPE COD at the PUB
with Cape Cod's #i **D.J. GARY TITUS"

of Puffabellies and Cape 104

ITS THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS

RETURNS START
OCTOBER 25

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -

YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

HOURS
MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

It eUN^/ERSlTY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(aDfJt-iV^icalpantbUy

Elshtain to lecture on patriotism

By STACY WIEDERLIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

A political science professor will lecture

on the distinctions between patriotism and
nationalism in the first part of the 1984-85

"Chancellor's Lecture Series" tonight, at 8

p.m., in the University of Massachusetts'

Memorial Hall Auditorium.

Jean B. Elshtain, professor of f)()litical

science at the University, will also discuss

patriotism and nationalism in her speech,

"On Patriotism."

ElshUiin l)elieves nationalism may lead to

feelings of superiority and aggression

towards other nations.

"President Reagan calls his policies

patriotic, but they are really a form of na-

tionalism. His policies reflect a vision of

military power and the pumping up of fear

of external enemies," she said. "This

U.S. -first attitude only leads to the hatred

of other st)cieties," she said.

The Chancellor's Lecture Series serves

as means for recognizing distinguished

meml)ers of the University faculty. Each
participant in the series is awarded the

Chancellor's Medal, the highest award
bestowed upon individuals who have
rendered outstanding service to the

University.

idbike
Two chairs were stolen

from Brett Dormitory and
later found in the back of a

car occupied by 3 people,

police said. Value of the

chairs has not been
estimated. Police received

the report at 1:23 a.m.

Wednesday and checked the

area around the dormitory.

When confronted by police,

the 3 occupants of the car

said they found the chairs

on the side of the road.

Police will investigate fur-

ther l)efore any arrests are

made, police said.

UMass police are looking

for help in their investiga-

tion of several thefts of

ciintiuued frifm fig. 1

AM/F'M stereo cassette

decks from vehicles parked
in campus parking lots.

Police C'hief Rolx'rt Joyce

said, "people should be

wary of attempts of people

selling them used
automobile cassette decks."

The f>olice would like peo-

ple to notify the department
if they are approached by
anyone selling them used

AM/KM ca.ssette decks, or if

they have any knowledge
about the thefts.

"All names will be kept
anonymous," Joyce said.
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SURVIVAL
THERTSGOT TO BEA

BETTER liAY!

There is. One free Evelyn Wood Reading

Dynamics lesson will prove it to you. Today take

the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can

dramatically increase your reading speed in that

one free lesson.

Why let the responsibilities that college

demands deprive you of enjoying the college life?

With Reading Dynamics you can handle both-

all the reading you're expected to do and know,

plus still have time to do what you want to do.

Today you can increase your reading speed,

dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics

lesson. You've got nothing to lose but a lot of

cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics.

Now you know there is a better way. Take the

free lesson and kiss your "No-Snooze " goodbye.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

LOCATION: MURRAY V. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

^ff̂

v>JV.'V

THURSDAY JO/18 1 1:00AM, 1:0 PM AND 3:0 PM - ROOM 1 7^-1 76
FRIDAY 10/19 11:00AM, 1 :0 0PM AND 3: PM - ROOM 9 1 7

SATURDAY 10/20 1 1:0 0AM AND 1 :0 PM - ROOM 911-915

n EVELYN WOOD REAPING DYNAMICS
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Letters to the Editor
Making spiritual decisions

I appreciated that Dan Miller, in his column October 11,

stated that "Religion is a Personal Choice." Religion does

require that individuals make intelligent decisions concer-

ing their personal faith and commitment.

Miller told the story of a IJMass student named Lynne

who was smothered by religious dogma. Unfortunately,

neither Miller nor Lynne were able to distinguish between

the role of religion aiwi *Chit tt ln<«aris.lo be a Christiim.

Lynne was encumlx'red by a relatiotiship with a person

who tried to force many religious rules and regulations on

her life. However, a Christian is one who enters into a

personal relationship with Jesus Christ, not with a par-

ticular church or set of suffocating restrictions.

A relationship with Christ brings freedom, not restric-

tion. Jesus said, "I came that they might have life and

have it abundantly." A Christian can know and ex-

perience God's unending love and special plan for his or

her life. Anyone can begin that relationship by accepting

Christ, by faith, as an act of the will.

Religion cannot make anyone a Christian, because

Christianity involves a personal decision. However,

attending a Christian church, reading the Bible and

developing relationships with other Christians are all

parts of the abundant life Jesus came to bring. After all, it

would Ix" ridiculous to say, "Yes. I've entered into a rela-

tionship with Christ, but i could care less what He's got to

say to me in the Bible nor do I care for those who do."

From Miller's account, it seems that Lynne temporarily

latched onto some religious teachings and people, without

ever making the decision to follow Christ. To investigate

Christianity, one should go to the source - Jesus Christ.

Chris Willard
Southwest

*Sour Grapes' left sour taste

Selected parts of Elizabeth Luciano's column yesterday,

"Some Winners and Losers," were very humorous, but I

feel the need to respond to the "Sour Grapes" award. It

might have appeared to some people that certain residents

of Orchard Hill were petty in their contesting of the elec-

tion- however, these residents felt the rules of the elec-

tions were violated and felt it was their duty as represen-

tatives of OHAG to bring the violations to the attention of

the body. The incident was discussed at an emergency

OHAG meeting on Tuesday night and Gannon/Caporelli

were cleared of all charges by CJovernmental Affairs.

It was also stated in the column that Gannon/Caporelli's

campaign was responsible for spelling their names in the

"bowl" in flour As their campaign manager, I would like

it understood that the blame should not be placed on the

candidates for this action.

("ara Milks

Former Co-Presidenl

()HA(i

Sandinistas help Nicaragua

This letter (Dn.erns the selective choice of facts in IVler

Dow's Oct 1 1th n.lumn. He slates that "the power rests

solely in the hands u\ F. S.L.N." In fart, there are six

parties partJ.ipatinK in the elections. indudmK opposition

Brown's solution

a simplistic one
Raising public awareness on the issue of nuclear war has

long been the main concern of many of our country's, in-

deed of our planet's, most intelligent, conscientious, and

responsible citizens. Demonstrations such as the

tJreenham Common women's movement, media events

such as the T.V. program "The Day AfU^r," and fwlitics -
currently the presiclential election campaigns — have all

focused upon the presence of nuclear arms in our society,

their possible limitations, elimination, and the disasterous

consequences following the actual use of such weapons.

Elizabeth Dateo

parties.

The Sandinistas have instituted a Literacy Crusade that

has reduced illiteracy from 52 percent to 12 percent, and

created over 1,200 new schools. Health care is available to

Nicaragua's poor for the first lime, and well over 40,000

formerly landless rural families have received land to grow

food.

It is important to realize that a clear difference of opinion

exists hetwe«>n the opposition of the Catholic hierarchy and

support of the grassroots popular church for the San

dinislas.

Ot all the Americans who have returned from Nicaragua

with lontradiclory views from those of the U.S. gover

nmenl, it is very important for people to avail them.selve.s

to thosr- diflVring views and form educated, researched

opinions.
Alison Apotheker
Central

We must understand history

In trying to pierce the rhetoric of Peter Dow and Vice

President Bush, it is important to examine the slat us of the

people in Nicaragua, and to temper our jud^^M-ment with an

wndt-rstandin^ofour own history.

Thj' physical, educational and economical welfare of the

people is sii^nificantly better. These goals have been at

t. lined by a country suffering a war again.st U.S. backed

contras.

U.>w for^,M>t to mention an important credential of (Contra

le.;^' r CaU-ro; namely, he was the manager of Coca Colas

enterprise in Nirara^ua. He also forgot to mention that

(•lections are scheduled for Nov. 4th.

Native tensions with the Miskito* could have been

handled better. Yet, our treatment of Indians and Blacks

would fare far worse under similar scrutiny.

I am proud of friends and fellow Americans who have

braved the strife created by the contra.s and provided a

clear alternative to the arguments of Dow and Vice

I'resident Bush.

Stephen Apotheker
Champaign, Illinois

G)rrections

Due to a typographical er

ror, a sentence in Andrew
Pavcn's column Tuesday

was changed. It should

have read — "The rich have

fared better than the poor.

And white families have

fared better than have

Black families."

Due to a typographical er-

ror, a paragraph was chang-

ed in Diane Lane's column

yesterday. It should have

read - "You've either got

to insure it or dust it or lock

it up. On the contrary, a

sound lifelong philosophy

asks nothing from us other

than a commitment to our

inner selves. It grows finer

with age and bends like a

living branch in times of

adversity. You can change

your philosophy or make
alterations in its character if

the desire arises. Things,

on the other hand, are as

deadwood-rigki and unben

ding, and in tiie final inspec-

tion tossed as carcasses

upon a junk heap."

Brown University students, through dem(MTatic vote -

a functional element \i\w\\ which our country's organiza-

tion, action and future is dependent - have chosen a un-

ique method of raising public awareness on this issue.

They have passed a pn)posal to ask their university health

service to .stock "suicidal pills," {)erhaps cyanide, for u.se

in the event of a nuclear war. Based upon fear of destruc-

tion, pain and death, the students hope to start a move-

ment which will spread to other campuses and illustrate to

the country that nuclear war is akin to suicide.

This proposal, and media coverage of the event, has

surely aroused some public awareness. Most p<'ople are at

least interested in the nuclear arms issue, and the tab<K)

nature of suicide itself is enough to arouse some attention.

This unique combination of the two as a measure towards

peace is, however, lM)th confounding and absurd. The

public is most ftiobably aware of this and, sad to say. the

voice of the student squeaks with immaturity.

The proposal is confounding as the arms race itself; Imls-

ed on fear, in Salzman's opinion, "fear (u.sed) to start a

movement," it is doomed from the start. Like the defense

sjHjnding policy it condemns, also ba.sed on fear, stockpil-

ing of "suicide pills" illustrates an attitude not of resprm-

sibility or rationality, but of narrow, maniacal paranoia;

the Machiavellian
'

destiny of distrust and despair,

Ijeneficial to none, .selfish, and unnecessary.

This fear is nothing new, although Salzman ha.s fK'rhaps

just discovered it in himself. Fear has always l)een a

motive, as politics so glaringly illustrate, and it has never

l)een constructive.

The proposal fails to pro|)erly address the issue with the

slightest degree of understanding. Utilizing a temper tan-

trum tactic, the students may as well have threatened to

hold their breath until nuclear weapons go away. They of-

fer a simplistic .solution to a complex situation, and are

defeatist in attitude as well. Clearly the issue is worth

more than this.

The exhibitionism and .sensationalism apparent in

Brown University's Students Against Nuclear Suicide

group is something all student groups should recognize

and avoid. As students we should at least demonstrate the

ability to reason with adequate information, not replicate

the ill-fated methods of our leaders.

If the analogy of nuclear war resembles suicide of

humankind, we should rememl)er and utilize our individual

free will to "give peace a chance," take positive action, or

at least hope.

ElizabeAh Dateo is a Collegian corres^pondent.

7C
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WILLIAM SHAKES PEARLS

HAMLET
Directed by Kichard Edt-linan Krforinanccs

:

Oct. I'). 2(K :i and 2S, 26, 27. 1984 at H l>M
.^

Kirby Thtatcr Tickets Available Starting Oct.

Sth } Box Orticc phone 542-2277 Open 1-S

Monday Through Friday jk Ckneral Admission

} 1 )ollars .4 Students and Senior Citi7cns 2 I dollars

Thursday and Sundav I )ollar nights

PrtHntCii hy Amherst Collei>v DefMrtrnmi oj

I heater and Dance

^ Arts & Sciences
bvDAVEDUGGAL
Collegian Corre.spondent

An ea^'erly awaited Physics 116 class gathered outside

the Hasbrouck Laboratory on Friday to see their class

production of "Cruel Nature".

This new Relativislic Tragicomedy, directed by Prof.

"Rogers & Hammerstein" Pinochide. is already being

hailed as the greatest scientific breakthrough ever to hit

Broadway.

The play is about four scientists who are studying the

effects of relativity on meter sticks and clocks. But, that's

not all. The plot thickens as it seems that Prof. A and his

friend F, played by Will Tuthill and Jessica Fallen, find

their clocks failing to synchronize with B (Alan Ball) who's

going by at constant velocity speed. Neither realize that

by using the commonly known Time & Length dilations

they could easily solve their problems.

The moral of the story, as told by a chorus of relativists, is

that, "Such sorry discord need not be

if absolutists had more sense: so right in all their

measurements so mad in their Philosophy.

"

COMPUTER TERMINAL RENTAL
by

COMPUTERM
• SAVE TIME AND AGGRAVATION BY RENTING YOUR
OWN TERMINAL; OR SPLIT A RENTAL WITH FRIENDS!

NOTE RENTALS WILL COMMUNtCATt WITH CVBCR VAX. AND ANY OTHER
MAINFRAME COMPUTER

for RENT . . .

RCA TERMINALS MoofLVP^so., 99.00
. FULLY DETACHABLE KEYBOARD per semester

. BUILT IN DIRECT CONNECT MODEM (300 BAUD)

USE WITH YOUR BLACK » WHITE OR COLOR TV (COLOR GRAPHICS,

for SALE . . .

DIGITAL DEC WRITER
• COMPLETE WITH STAND like new

. APL CHARACTER SET 495.00
• ACOUSTIC COUPLER
• NEW RIBBON

*****
CALL COMPUTERM MON -FRI. (5 PM-11 PM)

SAT & SUN. [10 AM-10 PM)

MIKE (413) 549-0393

Tonite

at

"VCX V

From 8 PM to 12 AM

Free Hamburgers, Hot Dogs

and Munchies!

No Cover
Changes

Dance to your Favorite Songs, while Experiencing

the Finest Sound System and Light Show around!!

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

10 PM SHOW ADDED!!

Tickets on Sale Now
presents:

^ an evening with

The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five Colleae Students,

Faculty and Statf

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

Frank Zappa's second show is open to

students, faculty, and staff of the Five

Colleges only.

UMass and 5-Collega ID required

for purchase of ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center

No cans, bottles or recording devices,

Arts
.•-•-•*•.•-'

:^:.^^:•x•x•^x•x,•-•.•.•.•.
'.•-••.•.•.•. iV.VX.X'X'X' ».•.•.•-•.•-'

-••.•.•.•.•.•.> '.•.•-•.•.•.•.•.•.•••.• •:•:•:•:•:•:•:•: :.!.x.x.x.x.:.x.x. ySXiSX-X^X.!'

Persistence pays off
Bruce Cockburn
at the Rusty Nail

Sunday, October 14

by JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

Persistence brought Bruce Cockburn to

the Rusty Nail Sunday. For ten years the

records of the last surviving protest-

folksinger have filtered quietly from

Canada to America where they have l)een

largely ignored. Ten years have been long

enough for C'ockburn lo |)erfect his songs

to a state of such clarity that they could no

longer be ignored. His material included

politicians, tyrants, defeatist attitudes and

a swipe at America in "Yankee Go Home"

Impulse'spotential lost

from the final of his three encores.

Cockburn's show was perfect; two hf)urs

long, sounding like a greatest hits record, a

deserved one since his songs have not been

heard by most people. Bruce Cockburn
reminded me of Lou Keed to whom he owes
a lot in the departments of poise, attitude

and style, if not content. My decision not to

review Reed's Hartford show last week
was l)ecause there was nothing I could add
to it that could as easily have been said of

this show.

All Cockburn songs have lyrical guitar

playing with simple but perfect rhythmic

backing by percussionists Mish Fulio and
(j. Sharp, Hugh Marsh on violin, and
Fergus Marsh f)n stick, a strange instru-

ment that sounds like a bass and con-

tributes to a psychedelic sound.

Impulse
Starring Tim Matheson
and Meg Tilly

Directed by Graham Baker

at the Hampshire Mall

by HERB RAMY &
MATT MACHERA
Collegian Correspondents

What would happ)en if people acted on

impulse; if they did the first thing that

came to their mind regardless of the conse-

quences? This is the idea behind Graham
Baker's new movie Impulse, starring Tim
Matheson and Meg Tilly. Does the idea of

just letting go sound interesting to you?

Well it did to us. Unfoftupat^/ Jmpube,

did not live up to our t)4«c^^klns; • I»>!i:

find a small niral town turnecj insicle ouT

when a toxic subst&Jice worfus itself into the

milk supply.

This movie provides the viewer with in-

tense, and oftentimes violent scenes. One

such scene is when the town sheriff shoots

and kills a young boy, with an M-Hi rifle,

for breaking a parking meter. Individually

these scenes keep us interested and
sometimes horrified. When trying to com-

bine these scenes into a well-formed plot,

though, the movie fails, and we were left

wanting more.

As we've already mentioned the movie
did have some bright spots. One such quali-

ty was the acting. In particular, we felt

that Tim Matheson, who is known better as

Otter from Animal House, adopted well to

a serious role. We were l:)oth surprised and
pleased by this, and we hof)e to see

Matheson in other dramatic roles in the

future. The movie's other star, Meg Tilly,

also did a fine job as Matheson's girlfriend

and the only person in the town unaffected

by the madness. Although the acting was
credible and certain scenes were entertain-

ing, this was not enough to make up for the

movie's lack of plot^flow. The film's worst

''^jlionlviT^cOt^esat t^iQ ejid and the supposjed

anticipated.

What ends up happening to this movie is

too bad, Ix^cause it did have the potential

for excellence. Impulse shows that good

acting and good directing cannot save a

shallow screenplay.

BOWKER
AUDITORIUM
University of

Massachusetts

Friday-Saturday
October 19-20

8:00 PM

*«•

Tickets:

Jones Library

Children's Desk
Amherst Ballet Center

Phone Reservations

549-1555
and at the Door

Adults:

Children:

Students:

Senior Citizens:

Gen. Adm. Balcony:

»'<ttfttfr^w»»^-

Funded by the Massachusetts Council on Arts and Humanities

A finely-craftedworld
LOVE TO ALL, LORRAINE
Saturday, October 13

Bowker Auditorium

By ROBLN ROSIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

Riveting, personal and painfully honest

are only a few ways to describe the New
World Theater's production on Saturday

evening of the one woman drama. Love to

All, Lorraine. Written and directed by

pjlizabeth Van Dyke and co directed by

Woodie King, Jr., the play is based on the

life of the late political activist and

playwright Ixirraine Hansberry, author of

A Raisin in the Sun. In this intensely

personal monologue, Ms. Van Dyke reveals

Lorraine's most intimate concerns, focusing

on her state of mind at different pivotal

points in her life including her fatal l>out

with cancer.

Through Ms. Van Dyke's powerful voice

and illustrative gestures, the fairly dim

lighting and the simply furnished set of a

few chairs, plants, books and a typewriters,

we are drawn into Lorraine's world. It is

1965, the year of her death, when she is 34.

She has just returned from a fru.strating

meeting of the Artists' Association for

?>eedom, a description of which begins the

depiction of a series of significant periods of

her life. With an ebb and flow rhythm

which carries the audience on the waves of

her emotions, Van Dyke as I^orraine moves

from moments of anger and bitterness to

those of fear and reflection with ease. She

does this by taking on the guise of a wide

range of characters from her mother to a

high sch<xil senior who writes her a fan

letter to those of the characters of her

plays.

Although publically an activist in the Civil

Rights movement, and the winner of a

Drama Critics' Circle Award (or A Raisin in

the Sun, Hansberry's personal life was less

successful. She suffered a lack of emotional

and physical contact with her ambitious

father and mother, a divon-e. and the

realization in 1%3 that she had cancer.

Nonetheless. Lorraine continued to

"conjure them (characters in her plays) into

reality".

Cheryl Lamoreaux and Michael Hale in a scene from PORCUPINES AT
THE UNIVERSITY AND OTHER COMIC DIVERSIONS adapted and

directed by Vincent Brann from six short stories by Donald Barthelme.

This Chamber Theater production is presented by the UMass Depart-

ment of Theater in the Curtain Theater. Fine Arts Center, October

18-20 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets: Fine Arts Center box office, 545-25IL

Fine Arts^ Henter
ConcertflHall
UNIVERSirV OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

v.,tn the PH ILLY POPS

FRIDAY, OCT 19, 8PM
TICKETS: $13. $H, $9

PETER
SERKIN',

Piono

FRIDAY, OCT 26, 8PM
TICKETS: S12. $10, S8

Sf'afujpcarCi'oy^Qiimni/

THURSDAY, NOV 1, 8PM
TICKETS: $12. $10. $«

RciiWiNNiPEGBAun

MONDAY, NOV 5, 8PM
TICKETS: $13, $11. $9

Five College StudcHs Half -Pnce Tickets ovoilobic J' Fine Arlj ^^fiml

fen >r Bex O'^ice. Springfield Civic Center, ond DATATIX Ouileis iBBHti

Coll (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 JH^ ^
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MM4{ENCE
LII/ER410RE
rMTIOTML
MBOR4TORY
TECHNIOIL

• Electronics Engineers
Our major research programs are:

• National d«fen»« (nuclear weapons and dofonslve sysfoms rosoarch) • Magnetic Fusion

Energy • Laser Fusion "> Energy Research • Biomedical and Environmental Research

ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY
OCTOBER 25

See your Placement Office for more information, or write to:

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. P.O. Box 5510, Dept.

JCR. Livecmore, CA 94550.

An equal opportunity employer m/f/h.

U.S. citizenship required.

University of California

L3
Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

Serve in Appalachia

I
«#»»•

Appalachia... a region of stark

contrasts. You'll see some of

God's most beautiful scenery,

surrounding an area of abject

poverty Join other Catholic

men and volunteer 'one week

'

of this holiday season in ex-

change for memories to enrich

the rest of your life. You will

live on a rustic farm near

Vanceburg, Kentucky, and
experience first hand an active

mission life, by bringing prac-
tical help and hope to the

poor people of Appalachia.

December 29. 1984 -

January 4. 1985

OR
January 6-1 2. 1985

[Thursday, October 18. 1984

Mvpercurricula

HONORS STUDENT
ASSOCIATION MEETING-
The USA meetiriK will in-

clude information on the

I 'Mass lor«'i^jn exchange

program. Refreshments

served. All UMass students

welcome and encouraged to

attend. 7 p.m. CC (Room

thaon schedule)

INTRODUCTORY
MEETING FOR WOMEN'S
LEADERSHir PROJECT
Join us U) discuss and

organize events about

women's issues. This week's

discussion focuses on beauty

contests! Refreshments will

be served. 4:00 p.m. Check

VV Schedule

FACULTY CON
CERT:LAURA KLOCK.
HORNA wide ranging

program of music of Mozart.

Cherubin. and UMass
composer Macchia will

feature hornist Laura KI(K'k

and 8 other faculty artists.

Free. 8 p.m. Bezanson

Recital Hall

LESBIAN UNION The

Lesbian Union will be

holding a very important

business meeting to discuss

projects and upcoming

events. All members are

urged to come. 6:30 p.m.

SUB406G

ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION Our next

meeting will be needing

your participation! Join in &

bring suggestions for a new

AASA logo. 7:00p.m. CC

UMASS HUNGER TASK
FORCE MEETING-35.000

will die of hunger today,

tomorrow, and the day after

that. Help do something

about the tragedy of world

hunger. 4:30 p.m. 428

Student Union

li F: S I D E N T I A L
ASSISTANT COUNCIL
MEETING All RAS SHRS
are invited to join the

organization that works to

address RA SHR concerns

about their position on

campus. Having problems

on the job'.' We're the

organization that works for

you But we need your help!

6:00 p.m. Rm805CC

All Stores Celebrate

West Hartford's

One Year Anniversary!!

Buy any Sweater at Regular Price —

Get the 2nd Sweater for $1.00*

(Choose from a selected group of sweaters - $18.00 value)

Sale ends 10/28

This may be themost rewarding week of your life We'll send you an information packet, it

you forward Wmoompleted coupon to Reverend Jerry Dorn. Glenmary Home Missioners. Box

46404. Cincinnati. Ohio 45246

Name .Age.

Address. -A.

City

Telephone (

_ State

.

.Zip.

4I-)0/8<<

««'»' 532 Main St.

Holyoke, MA
413-534-3767

10:00-4:00 P.M

Lovely Wallets FREE

with any fall purchase -

one to a customer

From the North

Take 1-91 south to exit 17.

Travel straight down Dwight St. to Main St.

Take right onto Main.

Mon thru Sat Cross three traffic lights to 532 Main St. on the left
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Doonesbury
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By Garry Trudeau
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R50ISTB^'
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Todays Weather

TODAY: Mostly sunny and mild, with

some variable cloudiness, highs 65-70.

TONIGHT: Clear, lows 35-40.

1X)M0RR0W: Mostly sunny and mild,

highs around 70.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Youye eoT 30 X00NP6
10 PeOCOJFXJhe ART

dUILPINOf
X.. » V. ^*

CRAZY miRPO Km
ANP imR miRPO F0LITIC5.

JUST lalHAT KINP OF YOiTm
15 7H/5 amJKY TVRNINO
ounmie ^ -h

Preparations for Ferraro Rally

Any students wishing to help make
signs and banners for Geraldine Fer-

raro' s visit Saturday should come to

the preparations gathering today at

1:00 p.m. in room 162 of the Campus
Center.

UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
DAILY CROSSWORD PUnLE

IJdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

15

16

17

19

20

21

Gorde by Gorde

<30Ra..e«. KiKi6APcrHUR^^^^^^ -Tf^ counr^ MY Mvi6*f%

AI'LApY? I WAS JUST ^'^^^^ /^mJl^^^ F^fKt^

Vk

sirriKjG, t>oNi>eRifo<s^

THIS IS A , . , _

you ui/£ A/

THB DE^j AUO THE

OhJE PELT IN

THE AlR . ,

>>K

BUT THAT'S ALL «<7V£ ^
VOW /'/< A/or A KIMS, ^0^
A MM, BUT A COfi^SeO
STMtJ6£K IN A NEW HO^P.
GOO &RAK)T THY BOON,
sEf^o THee. . HOMm

.'11

^ DlFFEf^eN-

ffiOM THY HOMEy
CA¥ELfiT. AkJO

BEUOI/eO EM^LM/DJ
Hi'

THATtiVAS
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

H
HAD e«*

c,* 1K*T UMt 4K»<«/

/

ACROSS
1 Shed a tedora

5 Amor. Cupid
and Eros

9 Premier ot

Vichy France
1 1 Compounds

used to make
paint

14 Song lyric,

in Spain
Pique
Fall bloom
"Romeo and
Julief

setting

Fort fit tor

Midas
Cookbook
direction

Golf ball

mark
23 Gaming cube
24 Female lobster

25" Goalie s

specialty

26 Undue
indulgence

Political

division

Versifier

Family member
,13 Bnlish land

rnr?asure

35 Send by rail

37 Doit

41 Type of

cornputf r

^ Bus Stop
Biplafwright

NOW goal

2nd cen datf

Rom
Builder s

assets

49 LiKcgood
f.heese

50 Preceding
nights

52 Degree —
53 Come to terms

54 Changed titles

56 Distasteful

58 Snow removers

59 Derby gait

60 Cheerio'

61 Abound

28

31

32

DOWN
Tooth
component
Mink's relative

Like Lerner and
Loewe's lady

Worthless trifle

Take a chance
Scepters
companion

7 Actor Bogarde
8 Certain opera

house regular

9 Artist s

medium
10 Christmas

scene
11 Feature of a log

12 Person with

I trouble

13 There are two
14 Way to pay
18 Foretoken

21 Time of day

22 Unmask
25 Daze
27 Morse, for one

29 Fall short

30 Porcine

uttering

34 Carousal

35 Render lip

service

36 Wanting one
38 Certain

paintings

39 Breathing space
40 Unclofl

41 Bitingly

ironic

42 Kinds, sorts

45 Punchless
punches

48 Gadgets,
usually

49 Like a gazelle

51 I never

Purple

Cow"
53 Mount for

wheels
55 Shea inhabitant

57 Tidbit for

Dobbin
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
D.C. Menu

LUNCH:
Hamburger on roll

Fried Clam Strips

DINNER:
Chicken Chow Mein

Roast Pork

BASICS LUNCH:
Goldenburgers

Fried Clam Strips

BASICS DINNER:
Chicken Chow Mein
Potato-Mushroom Delight
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Everyone's
talking
about...

A great place to eat
with friends...
Breakfast served anytime, have a deli-

cious deli sandwich for lunch — Dinners

served dll nite.

rs. ^A L. iA/ u J Good Food, Gr«at Prices,
Open 24 hours on Weekends "-"^^j^njiVe Service

til 3 a.m. Sun.-Thurs.
To complement our menu

we are now offering

beer anif wine till midnight.
Sun.-Thur*.

6 a.m. -3 a.m.
Fri. ft Sat.

24Hra.
N.Kt to

Super Stop fr Shop
Campu* Tr«w*t Cntvr
Rta 9. H«dl«v/Amb«r»t (' ^Ciu

SCNIOR cmziNs
DISCOUNT*
2-8 P.M. 20%
ALL OTHER
TIMU 10%

Do., not apply
to •p.cl.ls.

^soccer
evinlualKame winner.

The Huskies then began to push forward,

setting up even more chances for the

Minutemen. who found themselves evenly

marked when they had the ball.

UConn was awarded a penalty kick at the

12:()6 mark, which sweeper back Kieran

Coffey mis hit and was stopped by

Donahue. This play took some of the air out

of I 'Conn, who became frustrated and

began to committ fouls. But All American

midfielder Kric Myren. who played a solid

game in the midfield. began to control the

ball more and keep it in UMass end.

continued from pg. 16

VMass2,UConnl
1-1-2
0-1-1

UMasg (10-6-0)

UConn (7-4-2)

Scoring: UM: Baldwin (2) from Manal

(20:25); UC: Addington (13) from Coffey

(32:24); UM: Bing (4) from Manal (5:59)

Shots: UM: 6; UC: 22

Saves: UM: (Donahue) 6; UC: (Pantason)

This resulted in Addington's 13th goal of

the year at 32:45 as he put a nice header

past Donahue on a long cross of a corner

kick by Coffey, who redeemed himself for

his earlier error, and cut the lead to 2-1.

"I didn't feel safe until there were about

ten seconds left. I knew we could'nt relax.

They have the ability to come back

anytime. Fitness wise, we were real tired.

But they were tired too. We were at lea.st

their equal this year. It was nice to do

something we wanted to. It was a real team

win." concluded Gettler.

Women's tennis drops

match to Crusaders
The women's tennis team dropped a

closely fought match to Holy Cross 5 4 on

the NOPE courts yesterday.

The loss put the Minutemen's record at 4-

5. The women next play this Saturday •

against the University of Rhode Island at

home at 1:30 p.m. BYRAN QUENZEL

Simchat Torah
Celebration

Join us in singing, dancing,

and good spirits! •

Thursday, Oct. 18, 7:30 p.m.

in the Cape Cod Lounge
Student Union
Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel

Everyone Welcome

^;' Presents

HP^^l
so^i^ois,^v

UMASS ^U
$4.00

PUBLIC z
$5.00 ^

Located in

the

Campus Center

open

M-F 9-

Sat 11-

^UNIVERSITY

Thursday. October 18, 1984'
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HI MOM?
I miss you, this is my dorm,

Happy Birthday, I need money. . .

Say it on a

VIDEO LETTER
Videotaping for any occasion (VHS)
call for appt. 253-5769 ask for Thor

AMC
Theatres
Coupon for

"Midnite"

Admission expired

9/15/84.
The Collegian

misprinted the date in

the Sept. 5 issue.

"vZ

SALE!

Two of this Week's Specials >s.
Thurs. Oct. 18 - Sun. Oct. 21

,

Car

Truck ^

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$00^
•Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuK Service Tire Slore

TB Sunderland Rd . No Amneftl. M*
Across from Watroba s Slore

549-4704

UMass teams
climb inpolls

Whil< ihr vvnnuii s s..iier team remained entrenched in

vriunH m (hr national hivi.sion 1 poll, the field hcM-key

I.Mm .liiiili.il lo fifth in the latest rankin^.s released

V«sttTliu\ .

Th. ,li(ker-s. hv uriue of :heir 2 1 (2 OT) victory over

ihini ranke*! Ti niple lasl Saturday, jumped from seventh

lo litth (> <1 Dominion, a 7 1 winner over UMass on

Siindas, reinain'd in hi>ld of the lop spot with a 12

ret onl

The v^onu'n's soccer team continues to trail powerful

N.irlh I'.irolina. 11 0. New Kngland rival Brown, which

|bai'.l;-.t \ Ma^s. 9 1 1. it >. only lo'-", i--ihird Ht M 1.

iKDonahue
rontimifd fnim pq. 16

Still, the top ranked (New England) Huskies gave

Donahue trouble. "They control the ball very well with a

lot of one touch passing. It was hard to follow the ball

along," he said. The junior from Framingham followed the

ball in the air well only allowing one shot lo get by late in

the game.

"The air balls were a lot of trouble but I handled them

well today." Donahue said.

The Minutemen. now 7-4-2, good enough for the seventh

ranking in the latest New England poll, came together and

played well as a team. Donahue said.

"We started to slide a bit lately." he said. "We had lost

the team attitude. But the last two days in practice and

today, it was back. You could feel it in the air.

"It was a total team effort. Everybody worked hard and

it was great." he said.

"It was my biggest win ever!" he added. As it should be.

He and his teammates worked very hard to achieve it.

If you've never celebrated Simchat Torah at

CHABAD HOUSE then

You've Never Celebrated'!!

Simchat Torah
»^-^-^"'•'^

Celebration

For the
Course of

Your Life

Thurs. Oct. 18
* Hakafot

* Singing

8:00 pm tin. . .

* Refreshments without end

* Free, free, free
Contaci the OUkv d Intcnisliips

16 Curry Mk ks hiiiklinq

.S4.'^-0727* Dancing i

CHABAD HOUSE 30 N. Hadley Rd. J
(opp. Whitmore, up the street from S'west)

|

Join us for the most joyous day on the Jewish ca/en^ar^^

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^Monda^^hursday 8 45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2 30 • Cash iti advance • 5 consecutrve days 5% cfiacount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phonenumbgr frw

AOVERTISINO

AdvartiM FREE in the RIVER VALLEY AD.
Advertise items you want to sell or buy Call

532 9498

• ATTENTION '

Jo 6 Playar 6 Tarl ft Maliasa Er Tricia b
Qail & Mary 6 Ui & Chria ft Uurar>

Thank you lor a great day' Miaa you so

much, Motra ^
AUDIO

"

viOEO"vFDEO VIOEO^VIDEO RKk A-

Video enterta.nmeni giant 10 and 15 foot

screens tor dorms and Greeks MTV

video music call 549-7K4

RaTirA^iic~'««l«^*-V"**° entertain

^^n!" guarantee! eventslor D«c Jockey.,

Bands and Video. Call 549 7144

Pioneer AM FM portable atarao

cassatta AMS/autorewind/CR02 *95 or

80 6-7897

AUTO FOR SALE

VW "Thing" collector's item beat offer

Gene 323-7582

1*h~Ptymouth SataIHa good condition

must sell 90 call Wendy 263-3396

1974 Dataun 260Z runs good no njst nice

interior 13500 serious call only 549-7864^

a Chevy PlckupTgood work truck beat of

far call Rick 546-6037

1974 Chevy Nova 79,000 mi. runs wall,

new muffler »9S0 call 586-9ia

1979 Fiaata 4 speed, AM/FM caaa. Dark

blue 57,000 miles $1500 Call 256-6936

Help, folks say fcanT have their car until

my car is sold 74 Volks Bus cheap' BO
5465703

DRIVERS WANTED

Earn *6 - 7 an hour. Must be 18 or older

Have oyyn inaurad, reliabta car. Apply m per

son Domino's Piua Rt 9, Hadley

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED "AND WILD OJJ^'^°''^
visual entertsinmenUor the80^584^12

B c'oTleg." Sound the best i^^''^'"'^

dance mus^ Call M6 0246 or 586-7W9

RISKY" business Thursday 18th

sKoom 81.60 @ 5:00, »2 0O?UJ- l^.

Sometimes you have to say What the

'71'" —
SJi^irA^c Rack-A video Entartatn-

ment Agency. Oiscockeys and large

Tc'Z vfd'eo pa'rties for the five college area

5497144

FOR RENT

2 cubic H refrigerator R & P Package

Store free delivery 253 9742 __

FOR SALE

Twin Mattraaa and Boxspring 25 00 you

must take away call 549-604^

Univaga Mountain BIka Landrover Sport

call 6-6045 Paul

SarTyo'Turiitabia, new waterbed mattress

HCaIT' color TV"»120 call 586-9128

For Sale: 24'' Univega »66, 21" Puch »85.

Barry, avea, 549 7579

FOUND

Found amall parakaat aaema to be

somebody's pet To claim please call

546 6943 Ask for Kathy or Celeste

Qrey spotted young cat found on Main

St. Amherst white flea collar contact

256-1210

Pfound airing in Boyden Gym area Please

describe and when you loat it and its yours.

Call 256-8772

Found V Mit of 4 alhraf kaye at

Stockbridge Road bus stop last *tnk If

they are yours, pick them up at the Info

Booth in the CC Concourse

FoJnTkittan Brandywine area hungry and

abused call and indentify after 10 PM
549-1318

HELP WANTED

Ovarsaaa Joba. Summer, yr round^

Europe, S America, Australia, Asia All

fields $900 »2000 mo. Sightseeing Free

info Write UC, PO Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar, CA 92«5

ATTEJ^rON sfUDENTSI Want part time

work you can fit beNveen classes? Place and

fill posters on campus, earn base and

bonuses Year round possible

1 800 243 6679

Part time Bartender naadad nights and

weekends Apply in person "Cheers

k>cated N Hemp Bowl 525 Pleasant St

Part Time counter iialp nights and

weekends also someone for light lanitonal

work mornings Apply in person N Hamp

Bowl 526 Pleasant St

Now ^akirig^applications for full and part

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply m
person Dominos Piwa Rt 9 Hadlev

•The Campus Center Board of Qovarnors

naads youl The BOG needs a Building

Operations Coordinator Duties include

overseeing building problems and general

policies effecting students within the

CC/SUB complex This is a paid position

For more info: BOG Office 817 Campus

Center

HOT TUBS

Utopia Spaa private hot tub rantala can

now for reservations 253-7727

LOST

Stolen In Sylvan area or Boydan Qym.

Brown leather wallet containing license,

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward lor return call 6-4098 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Lost browrTpi***!*! f'*""* glaaaaa in a red

leather case if found contact 6-6641

jaan Jacltat Fri night in Gorman Dorm roll

of film, license in breat pocket »20 reward

call Ann 6 1430

PERSONALS

Haircuts by Sual By appt only' tSOO' call

546 8359

The 19B4 INDEX ia haral Yearbooks will be

sold outside of the SUB, Tues
.
Oct 9 to

Fri Oct 19 The price is »6 Also available

are the 1982 INDEX for $3 and the 1983 IN

DEX for »4 Get your yearbook before sup

plies run out'

Ron R^SeaTf16^ophi»ticated LadiesBPM

with green sweater, pleated beige pants

not bad Row T

Who do YOij know? Who do YOU want

to meet? If you KNOW any celetoa, V IP 's.

musicians etc have any info or input con

iBCt G P C Box 146 SUB or call 54&2733
This is YOUR chance lo shir>e on campus'

Anna. Brian, Karan. Suaan, Tom and

Shag: 1 don't know where I wouW be

without you guys' Thanks for makirig my
20th so special' Love, Mo PS Now that I'm

20, will I keep spilling Molson?'

HEY BIO QUYII It's 6 k if I call you Big

Guy. isn't it? Have a Happy Birthday Andy"
Sorry I cant be there with ya, but I'll be

back soon The Blue Ridge Mts just aren't

the same without you Miss ya Love. Laurie

XOXO

DEB AVERYHeraa the pafsonal that you

always wanted the Gremlin Man'

Mary-naBay, You have given me hap

piness and the energy to keep doing what I

do Please don't stop' Little Bill and I will

miss you this weekend Love Sparky

bog Home Wanted loveable white belgian

shepard needs home desprately'

Housebroken call JR @ 253 7987 or

545 0341 anytime'

Are you tired of sexual haraasmant? So
are we' If you like pizza, are very nice and

you're a foxy female, please call Mac or

Matt 6 8209

Non-smoking female. 2 bedroom Brittany

Manor apa tment $120.00 includes utilitiea

Mary 253-7344/253 3706

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papara. Caaaa. Olaaartationa, Tht

on -campus low rates guaranteed accep

tence Nancy 584 7924

TO ALL UNIVERSITY
WOMEN

All are invited to Opan Rush at Chi

Omega' Monday Oct 22 Dinner Party 5:15

Wednesday Oct 24 Dinner Party 5 15 Thurs-

day Oct 25 Hallowwen Party for rides and in

formation call 546-0162 or 546-2092 aak (or

Kristin or Lorria

TRAVEL

Waakend In Montraal. Only $79 Boston

Bruins game optional Don't be fooled by

tours that offer standing room only We
have good seats. Contact: Kim 546-5126

FREEPORT, BAHAMAS 7 days, airfara

and hotel included $229 over January Break

call Paul 546-8819 or Alan 546 8841

WANT BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE

Looking for Buslnaes axpariance - Apply

for a position at the UMass Student Federal

Credit Union ____^
WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED

To ahare maatar badroom ft private

bath with a male in a house with large kit

chen, living room ar>d garT>e room. ISO/mo

* utilities 253-9892

N«at. raaponalbia mala naada room. CaN
anytime 665-4878

Tutor wanted Ling. 201 please caM

649 1895

WANTED TO RENT
~

Ona bodroom apanmant cloaa tocwn-
pus. Win take over lease in January

call Jim 549-78S2
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Sports
The UMass men's basketball team will

fiiili) Dpen tryouts at 9:30 p.m. today at

Hovfjj'n Gym. This will be the only tryout.

•X-:
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Minutemenhumble Connecticut, 2-1
No, 12Huskies fall,

Baldwin, Bing score
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

It w as the biKK^st win of the season and the biggest win of

his career for coach Jeff Gettler as his Minutemen upset

12th ranked nationally and number one ranked in New

England, University of Connecticut 2 1 before the largest

soccer crowd of the year on Boyden Field.

"We aUernated play between high and low pressure.

They never really got in the game that much," Gettler

said.

"We had a number of good chances. It's nice to play at

home (where UMass is 4 1 this season). The crowd really

helps. They are a big factor. I think we have a chance to

be back in it (a playoff spot) ' (iettler said.

UMass started the game a little slowly, thanks to UConn's

aggressive play and tight marking. U('onn created better

scoring opportunities, but the UMa.ss defen.se and goalie

Don Donahue, who played a fine game, were up to the task

as they would be all day long.

The Minutemen got on the board at the 20:23 mark of the

first half as junior midfielder Richie Baldwin placed a Kurt

Manal feed into the top right corner of the net from about

25 yards out lor a 10 UMass lead that would hold through

halftime. It was Baldwin's second goal of the year.

A scare (xcurred for UMass when sweeper back and

senior co captain Mike Runeare had a nasty head on

collision with defender Chris Heath of UConn with only 54

seconds left in the half. Both players had to leave the game

and Runeare did not return until there were ten minutes

left in the game, and again left with three minutes

remaining.
"1 was dizzy. I wanted to sort things out. They were

putting a lot of pressure on us. and I wanted to get in there

and get things organized. It was a good win for us,"

commented Runeare.

The bcKiters, who played almost the entire team in the

game, were f<Ked to use a double sweeping tandem of Paul

Ricard and Aaron PVigenbaum. They also started fresh

men back Lawrence Brough for the first time, because of

his height (6"2") and ability to win balls in the air over the

man he was marking. UConn's leading scorer, Matthew

Addington. Matthew Dowd also played extremely well on

defense, said Gettle.

At the start of the second half, the Huskies once again

came out storming, and had several close in chances they

didn't capitalize on.

However, the Minutemen jumped all over the chances

they got. Manal got into the UConn end of the field, and

passed across to Andy Bing. who did the rest himself. He

dribbled around several defenders, made a beautiful run to

the goal and blasted a left footed shot past Huskie

goalkeeper Andrew Pantason at the .5:59 mark of the half

tor his fourth goal of the year, a 2 UMass lead, and the

continued cm pg. 11

Minuteman goalie Don Donahue winds up a goal kick

against UConn yesterday. UMass upset the Huskies

2-1.

Donahue
aggressive
goalkeeper solidifiesD
By(iKRRYdeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

'

It was pure strategy. University of

Massachusetts men's soccer coach Jeff

Gettler had devised a way to stop the

University of Connecticut and defense was

at the base of his plan.

Using a double sweeper "prevented

Connecticut from dictating their own style

of play. The whole idea was to play a

different rhythm and our rhythm," Gettler

said.

The Minutemen defense did just that,

holding off UConn in yesterday's 2-1 win at

Boyden. The sweepers aside, the biggest

ftirce behind UMass' defense was the play of

junior keeper Don Donahue.

The 12th ranked Huskies took 22 shots on

goal to UM's seven and Donahue was

credited with six saves, although he was in

action a lot more.

Donahue single handily kept the

Minutemen in the game with just 12:37

gone in the game stopping a Huskie penalty

kick by Kieran Coffey. Coffey's shot to the

right was grabbed by the diving Donahue.

"They (goalies) work on penalty kicks

every day." Gettler said. "Donahue was

reiilly aggresive. He played well."

Donahue said he had an idea what way

Coffey was going to go. "In a game I try to

read the players." he said. "Coach Barry

(goalie coach Robert) told me a lot of ways

to read a player."

Donahue took a guess on Coffey's shot and

covered the right side. And it perserved

the 2 UMass lead.

"That was the first kick he missed."

UC'onn coach Joe Morrone said. "He's

usually our money man."

But thanks to Donahue and the double

sweeper defense, the Huskies weren't

collecting any money this afternoon.

"The double sweeper defense took a lot of

pressure off me." Donahue said. Senior

captain Mike Runeare. Paul Ricard and

Aaron Feigenbaum were the sweepers.

continued on pg. 15

SportsLog

UMass' Kurt Manal (15) heads the ball past two LConn
Manal had two assists in UM's big win.

iiv I'aul IVsmarais

defenders yesterday.

Just a few thoughts...

Remember back in May. when the Tigers

were 35 5 and many people were waiting

for them to fold up and be put away* Well,

five months later, these same Tigers are

champions of the ba.seball world. ..In game
five. Goose (jossage wanted to pitch to Kirk

Gibson instead of walking him because he

handled him well when he was in the

American League. One pitch later. Gib.son

was rounding the bases with a three run

homer. That's like Afghanistan saying

about Russia. "Don't worry, we can handle

it."

Don't take anything away from the

Padres. They look to have an excellent club

lor the next few years, with a good com
liinatitiii of youngsters and veterans. They
will give the Dodgers headaches. ..Now. I

know Detroit hasn't had a winner in any
^piif! in a few years, but those riots af

Irrw.iids were a bit t(M) much. Now,
Dciroit's police cars get 32 miles and 45

malihes lo the gallon. ..Other baseball

news: New York Met Dwight Gooden. as

riporirfl in Tht New York Post, is asking

for $7.50.000 next year. He made $40,000

this year leading the league in strikeouts.

News from around the world of sports:

The Celtics trade of Henderson poses an

interesting question-we all know that

Philly has an extremely quick backcourt
and with Gerald gone, Boston's guards just

don't have the speed to match the 76ers.

Red. of course, will work it out in the en
d...Last Monday night was the ultimate in

depression three feet of snow in Denver. I

am glad to see a different type of white
powder in the NFL.
Marvin Hagler goes to defend his crown

one more time against Mustafa Hamsho
tomorrow night. Mr. Hamsho says he's a

new fighter with a different manager and
trainer. I'm sorry. Mu.stafa. but the only
way you'll win on P'riday is if you come to

UMass and play the boxing video game at

the arcade...Quote of the week goes to

UConn soccer coach Jo€' Morrone, who said

after the 2 1 UMass victory "I feel that
their program hasn't arrived yet if they
have to use double sweepers." I'm sorry to

tell you Joe, you bozo, but pou got swept.
No more need be said.

sports at a glance
UMass Schedule:

There are no sports scheduled for to-

day.
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University sets stage for Ferraro rally
Line-up of speakers finalized;

tight area security expected
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Final preparations will be made today in anticipation of

tomorrow's visit of Democratic Vice-Presidential candidate

Geraldine Ferraro at the University of Massachusetts.

Ferraro, the nation's fir.st woman vice-presidential

candidate of a major political party, will lead a political

rally beginning at 10 a.m. Ferraro will begin speaking

about 10:4.5 a.m.

Due to security problems, previous plans calling for

P^erraro to arrive in a horse-drawn carriage have been

scrapped, according to Pam Barry, a Ferraro press aide.

North Pleasant Street will be closed for most of the

morning and afternoon to allow the crowd to overftow into

the streets, according to a Public Safety spokesperson.

Mary Wentworth, Democratic Congressional candidate

from Amherst, will kick off the line up of speakers. She

will be followed by state Rep. Ray Jordan of Springfield;

six student speakers, one from each of the groups spon-

soring the rally (the Student Government Association, the

State Student Association, the Women's Leadership

Project, Third World Caucus, Public Policy Committee,

and University Democrats); U.S. Rep. Edward Boland of

Springfield; state legislators John Olvor and Jim Collins,

both of Amherst; Laura Zaccaro, Ferraro's daughter;

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey; Lt. Gov. and U.S.

Senate candidate John Kerry; Massachusetts Gov. Michael

Dukakis, and then Rep. Ferraro.

Ferraro is expected to speak for about 20 minutes.

Security will be tight with U.S. Secret Service agents,

UMass and state police and about 50 student security

officers patrolling the crowd.

Ferraro is expected to be well received by the crowd, the

majority of which will be UMass and five college students,

but which will probably also include people from across the

The Ferraro Visit

Where: the Campus Pond (Fine Arts Center in case

of rain).

When: Saturday, Oct. 20

The Schedule:

10 a.m. — Rally begins with Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey and Democratic Senate candidate John F.

Kerry, and Gov. Michael S. Dukakis speaking and in-

troducing Rep. Ferraro.

10:45 — Democratic Vice presidential candidate

Geraldine A. Ferraro addresses the rally until 11:10,

and will stay at the rally until 11:55.

Rally is scheduled to continue with musicians

and speakers after Ferraro speaks.

MORE ON FERRARO, P. 3

Commonwealth, according to a Ferraro aide.

Ferraro and Democratic Presidential candidate Walter

Mondale have been heckled by conservatives and pro life

protesters at many campaign stops throughout the

country. The president of the UMass Republican Club said

his group has no plans t o disrupt or organize at the event.

"We would certainly not make any attempt to disrupt the

event or prevent her from speaking. We all have to work

very hard at freedom of speech." said Stephen Erickson.

president of the club.

UMass parking regulations will not be enforced in order

to accomodate the crowd, expected to be between 8,000

and 10,000. according to Gerald O'Neil, UMass director of

Public Safety.

Workers began constructing the stage in front of the

Campus Center Pond yesterday, while unidentified men

walked back and forth on the roof of Morrill Science

Center, which faces the stage.

Ferraro, a three term Congresswoman from Queens,

N.Y., is considered a mainstream, liberal Democrat.

Before joining the U.S. House of Representatives in 1978

she was an assistant district attorney in Queens.

Professor warns of nationalism danger
By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

The difference between patriotism and nationalism needs

to be defined and understood, UMass political science

professor Jean B. Elshtain said last night.

Speaking to a crowd of over 200 in Memorial Hall,

Elshtain. recipient of the Chancellor's Ijecture Series

Award said, "We no longer distinguish between patriotism

and nationalism."

In a lecture in which she quoted extensively from noted

writers such as Ernest Hemingway and notorious leaders

such as Adolf Hitler, Elshtain said, "Eventually the

peaceful patriotic homing pigeon has become a nationalistic

vulture out to destroy the homelands of others."

Elshtain stressed that the "true patriot acknowledges a

pluralistic world," but that the nationalistic concepts of

citizenship depend on the existence of foreign enemies.

Elshtain said that a patriot is one who must embrace

limits, both territorial and cultural, however, a nationalist

challenges limits, especially territorial ones.

In nationalism there is an external focus on others,

Elshtain said. She went on to say that nationalism puts

nations again.st one another.

"The nationalist specializes in absolutest principles. The
patriot is one who must embrace limits. The patriot must

have respect for the construction of identities different

from their own," Elshtain said.

"The nationalist insists that no other duty can interfere

with the duty to the nation state. The patriot is respon-

sible to and for his political community, she said.

Elshtain quoted Franklin Roosevelt as saying,

"Americanism is not and never was a matter of race or

nationality. Americanism is a matter of the heart. To the

extent that it has failed, we shall call her to task.

"

Elshtain is a member of the American Political Science

Association and has chaired several political theory and

affiliated panels.

CotleKian photo by Mitrh Drantrh

Political science Professor Jean Elshtain ad-

dresses a Memorial Hall audience last night.

Inside:

A proud day for UMass. p.7 Minutemen to tackle Bears ... p. 16

Ras Tafarian leader speaks on Jamaica. J. t- to human nature to Irani: ^u>^.^ u.iu

p.y
to act in an absurd fashion.

'*

— Anatole France
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'Positive media'before debate

seen as crucial to Democrats
By KICHARI) MARTIN
Collegian Staff

A former campai^fn adviser for Walter Mondale says

Geraldine Ferraro's visit to the campus Saturday will tie

together both the national and regional strategies of the

Democratic presidential team in the final weeks of the

race.

University of Massachusetts journalism professor Ralph

Whitehead, who worked for Mondale in the fall of 1982

and is now an adviser to John Kerry's Senate campaign,

said the UMass site was chosen for many reasons.

Foremost is the fact that FVrraro will be trying to

generate positive media prior to Sunday night's crucial

presidential debate on foreign policy. Neither Mondale nor

President Reagan will be making public apfMjaranees as

they prepare for the event.

"Ferraro's speech will probably be heavily covered on

"As a national objective, the Democrats have got

to becomefar more competitive on college campuses.

Registration among college-age voters has been high

m^er the past two years as young people become more

interested in what the election m^ans about their

future.

"

— Ralph Whitehead, journalism professor

' an otherwise slow Saturday news day by the media

markets surrounding Massachusetts," Whitehead said.

"Her appearance will help her to talk to pet)ple in the

Hartford media market. Although Massachusetts is vir-

tually in the bag (for the Democrats), Connecticut will be a

much tougher sell. A good performance will build regional

support in Connecticut."

Ferraro's visit is also an indication that the Dem(KTats

are trying to make up in an area where they've lost ground

— the nation's campuses. Whitehead said.

"As a national objective, the Democrats have got to

become far more competitive on college campuses.

Registration among college-age voters has been high over

the past two years as young people become more in-

terested in what the election means about their future,"

he said.

'They (l^mocrats) find themselves having trouble with

college voters."

Whitehead said a recent Mondale-Ferraro rally at the

University of Wisconsin was a breakthrough for the pair,

and gave them favorable national press coverage. Earlier

in the campaign Mondale ran into hecklers at the Universi-

ty of Southern California, while Ferraro has encountered

trouble on Southern campuses. Political commentators

and cartoonists, especially Berke Breathed's Bloom Coun-

ty, have been emphasizing the Democrats' problem in this

area.

"What they're trying to do is go to friendly campuses

and get the ball rolling," Whitehead said.

Karin McCarthy, communications coordinator for the

Mondale-Ferraro campaign in Boston, reinforced

Whitehead's opinion.

"There's already a lot of excitement for the ticket out

there (UMass). We want to show people that they can get

actively involved," McCarthy said.

Recent polls indicate that it might not be too late for the

Democrats in this area, given the volatile nature of young

voters. The latest Harris survey says Reagan's 17-point

lead over Mondale among under-30 voters has slipped to

10 points. Also, his "favorable" rating among that same

age group has fallen from a high of 66 percent to 39 per-

cent after the first Reagan-Mondale debate.

However, Ferraro won't be making a strictly "student"

sf)eech, according to Whitehead and McCarthy.

"I think the Democratic ticket must shift from special

interest appeals to broader, more optimistic appeals. I

don't think Ferraro will treat it (UMass speech) as a

higher education special interest group speech.

"I think it's time for the Democrats' appeal to gain some

altitude," Whitehead said.

Finally, the UMass appearance should bring out the vote

among traditionally lethargic Democratic voters as they

come out to support the party, said Whitehead.

"Massachusetts at this point is all but secure for Walter

Mondale. My guess is that a Ferraro appearance ices

Massachusetts for the Democratic ticket," he said.
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State death penalty nixed
BOSTON tAP) The Massachusetts

Supreme Court ruled yesterday that the

state's revised death penalty law is un

constitutional because it unfairly en

courages murder defendants to plead

guilty rather than face a jury trial.

"The death penalty provisions enacted in

1982. ..violate Article 12 of the

Massachusetts Constitution." Justice Paul

Liacos wrote in the majority opinion.

"They impermissibly burden both the

ri^jht against self incrimination and the

right to a jury trial guaranteed by that

article."

The divided court issued the ruhng m
response to a request from District

Attorney John Conte of Worcester

County, who wanted the high court's

guidance before proceeding with a

criminal trial against three men accused of

murdering stale trooper George Hanna on

Feb. 26, 1983.

In a 4 3 ruling, the court refused to be

bound by the wording of an amendment to

the Massachusetts Constitution approved

by voters in Novemeber. 1982. which said.

"No provision of the Constitution. ..shall

be construed as prohibiting the imposition

of the punishment of death."

Armed with that amendment, the

U'gislature approved a law on Dec. 15.

1982. restoring the death penalty for first

degree murders committed with

premeditation or extreme atrwity. It also

spelled out procedures for imposing

capital punishment.

Desire

Under
the Elms

by EUGENE O'NEILL

October 11-13 17-20, 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center

Tickets. Fine Arts Center Box OHice, 545-2511

The Unive.sity of Massachusetts Department of Theater

estaurant
CHECK OUT

OUR
MUNCHIE MENU'

Attitude Adjustment
Hour

1 TODAY ONLY «

3-6 pm
75"^ WELL DRINKS (i liquor)

DINNER SPECIAL:
Veal Parmigiana $6.70

SUPER-SALAD with spaghetti and beverage

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

^nf^

Biish plane avoids collision
^-

. • o (i/wt r..^< t>mprw«d from the olane a

SKATTLE (AP) Air Force

II. carrying Vice President

Bush dove 200 feet

yesterday to avoid a collision

with a small single engine

plane that was crossing its

flight path on approach to

B<K'ing Field in Seattle, an

aide to the vice president

said.

It was the second time

since Sept. 30 that Bush's

plane has taken evasive

action to avoid a collision.

Joe Hagin, Bush's assistant

for legislative affairs and a

passenger on Air Force

Two. said "the copilot

spotted the plane coming

from the left. He took

control of the plane and we

dropped approximately 200

feet rapidly."

Hagin said that "this was

closer than we'd all like to

see it" and that "it was very

noticeable that something

happened."

Hagin said the incident

rK-curred at ahw.ut 3.000 feet

_,.,
|'.,isi>^ pl;«ne was

d..scendin>' tov.ird Bo.-ing

'••leld.

hrom tilt cockpit, the

plane was coming- from the

left Asked how close the

plane came to Air Force

Two. Hagin said, "I don't

know exactly but apparent-

ly it was less than 500 feet."

Asked if the small craft

was on the same altitude as

Bush's plane, Hagin replied,

••AF)parently^ - heading

right toward."

Once on the ground. Hush

emerged from the plane and

shook hands with well-

wishers and walked over to

a fence to shake hands with

several dozen supporters.

He was smiling and gave no

inkling of the near accident.

Bush was alone in his

cabin at the time of the inci-

dent. Hagin said.

Hagin said he went up to

Bush to explain what had

happened. "He was pretty

much unconcerned about it,

he didn't see it ... He glanc-

ed up and didn't seem con-

cerned at all," Hagin said.
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f Cocktail Lounge
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
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^
ICRAZY GEORGE TILL 2 AM t
4t (come early doors close when full) ^T

¥r * Sundays Football 1-7 * RT 9 HADLEY tacroM from Mt Farm* Main ^
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By "Jazz
Just in Time'

Flat suede boots in

Five striking colors.

Perfect for pants and skirts.

Friday 10/19

thru Tuesday 10/23

DOMESTIC BEER IMPORTED BEER

SPECIALS SPECIALS
*^n oc Spaten Oktoberfest

Budweiser loose cns^lO.SO cs + dep
*Q QC

Lite loose cans. ...$10.95 case + dep. 93.9b ^
ep

Michelob loose cns$12.50 cs + dep Steinhauser ^$3.95 6 pack + dep

Holland Brand
$3.95 6 pack + dep

WINE SPECIALS
LIQUOR SPECIALS

Engelsburg German Wine ^p ^^
,5L $2.99 Kimnoff Vodka 175 L $8.75

Chiantl 750 ml 3 for $4.99 Jim Beam Bourbon

Soave, Valpolicella i 5 $3.99 i75l >i\.^

Wine Tasting Saturday 12:00 - 6:00 pm

338 College Street Amherst 253-5384
not responsible for typographical errors

SUPERIOR PIZZA
UMass Students Favorite Pizza!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

also grinders,

salads, dinners

17 Montague Road
North Amherst

549-0626

r
I $1.00 OFF
with 2 or more items

on a large pizza

50' OFF
I
with 2 or more items

I on a small pizza

I (one per pizza)

I 11/05/84 I

Vacant Union Records given

to AHORA for future office

('ull«Kian phota by Andrew Hrlirr

James Karis of Hampshire College joins in the postermaking effort

yesterday for vice presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro's rally on

campus Saturday. More than 10,000 spectators are expected to attend

the event coordinated by six student groups.

Poll shows Ferraro interest

By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian ^^^^^

The Board of Governors of the Campus

Center (BOO) last ni^ht granted offiie

space to AHORA. a Latin American

student sr^up. despite dissension from

board members.
BOG member Heidi Parks said the space

proposal should not have been passed last

ni^ht.

"Kvery group needs to be looked at. This

needs to be examined by the space com

mittee to j?et a prioritized list of groups,"

she said, in part of a heated debate over

whether AHORA would be granted

Student Union Building room 406f, which

has been vacated by the Rugby Club and

the defunct Union Records Unlimited

business office.

Rudolf Jones, another member, said that

the decision to locate AHORA there woula

By NANCY BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Curiosity and historical importance are

some of the attractions of Saturday's visit

by vice presidential candidate Geraldine

Ferraro, according to a poll of University of

Massachusetts students and faculty.

"People are really curious... there's a

certain awe about seeing the first woman
that could possibly become vice president,"

Mandy Janjigian, a junior psychology major

from Watertown. said. "At the debate she

could only say what she was asked, but here

she can gear it more to the students,

especially now since Reagan has screwed up

financial aid... it's a chance to sway people

into her direction."

But Annie McGarret, a 40 year old

journalism student, says enough has been

said about Ferraro being the first woman
up for the vice-presidential seat.

"In 1984, gender should have nothing to do

with it (the election). Why should we keep

apologizing for being women?" McGarret

said.

"At the vice presidential debate, the

journalists kept referring to Ferraro as

"Mrs. Ferraro, as a woman, how do you feel

about...' But they didn't say to Bush, 'Mr.

Bush, as a man, how do you feel'.*' She's not

a giddy woman that will make emotional

decisions," McGarret said.

Lewis Minzer. the acting chairman of the

political science department said Ferraro's

visit "will cheer up all us Amherst

Democrats. " But Minzer does not see any

radical changes in student voting patterns

occurring because of Ferraro's visit.

"It won't in any way harm her. She's an

attractive, intelligent, spunky person

capable of putting on a good performance,"

he said.

Michael Shea, a senior communication

studies major from Foxboro is an un

committed voter. "She's going to have to

persuade me. I'm leaning towards the

Democrats now." The rally will provide "a

chance to hear her ideas and views fir-

sthand, not just read them in the paper,"

Shea said.

Sam Bargad, a senior communications

studies major and an undecided voter said

he will attend the rally because he wants to

hear how Ferraro "will handle the more

outspoken students."

"This will help me decide by seeing how

she handles things in person and if she's got

a strong platform," Bargad said.

Not all students are undecided. Mark

Kroninger, a junior from Mattapoiselt, said

"I don't like the Mondale P\'rraro plat

form." However. Kroninger said he

believes that Ferraro's appearance at

UMass is "good" because "people should be

aware that it is easy for her to criticize

(Reagan) but she should have some answers

too."

Kroninger said. "Her being here will start

a spurt of liberalism she will change

people's minds.

"

Wavy Gravy coming to Amherst
Wavy Gravy will bring his "Nobody for

President campaign' to the Amherst

Common Saturday at 1 p.m. for a rally.

Nobody is running on the platform that

Nobody deserves to be president.

"Nobody has solved the problem of in-

flation." Wavy Gravy said. "Nobody

knows what is best for you and Nobody

bakes a better apple pie than mom."

Wavy Gravy born as Hugh Romney,

grew up in Princeton, NJ. He joined the

army after high school and then studied

theatre at Boston University. He then

moved to Greenwich Village in New York

City where he wrote and organized pm^try

readings.

Later he moved to California where he

joined up with Ken Kesey, author of One

Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest and other

books. Romney later organized the Hog

farm, one of the first communes of the

1960s. He was called on to organize

security at the Woodstock Music and Arts

Fair in 1969 and was also involved in

numerous demonstrations against the

Vietnam war.

PETER WISSOKER

Thefts, scuffle reported
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
and PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police

arrested a 19 year old student early

yesterday morning and charged him with

stealing a "dead end" road sign owned by

the town of Amherst. Police said they

observed the man carrying the sign near

Butterfield Dormitory and arrested him at

12:29 a.m.

In other police reports, a UMass student,

walking near College Pizza on Fearing

Street, said she was followed by a car

whose occupants were yelling rude

remarks.

The car followed the woman for a short

distance, then left the scene. Police said

t he woman gave a description of the car.

Police reported a fight yesterday between

two female students who are roommates m

John Quincy Adams Dormitory. The fight

had ended when officers arrived, and the

two women were then asked to work out

their differences, police said.

A UMass students backpack and its

contents, valued at $75, were stolen

yesterday at about 1:12 a.m. in the Campus

Center. Police said the student was at

tending a movie in the Campus Center

Auditorium, from where the pack was

taken.

Amherst police also reported a larceny

from Spirit Haus package store yesterday.

Two truck tires, valued at $180. were stolen

sometime Tuesday night or Wednesday

morning.

In other town police reports, a Hallock

Street resident reported an attempted

burglary at 4:16 a.m. Wednesday. The

casing on the back door had been broken off

when the resident woke up.

not be arbitrary because he said the matter

had been discussed for months and the

group's space need had been established.

A. motion was also passed that would
»1'enaliz»' members for missing committee
meetings, which Weldon said has been a

pn»blen\ this year.

Weldon said it was embarra.ssing that

A' hen Governor Michael S. Dukakis

honored AHORA recently for its 10th

anniversary, he found they had neither an

office nor a telephone. Weldon added, "We
can't punish groups for our problems of

coordinating." He said this would have

been better planned out if the space

committee had consi.stent agendas and

quorums of members.
Campus Center Director Bill Harris left

the meeting upset after he tried to hurry

board members so he could speak. The
meeting adjourned before he spoke.

Students enter Yale dispute
Complain access to facilities hamperedby strike

By REBECCA THATt:HER
Collegian Staff

In the fourth week of a clerical and

technical workers strike at Yale Universi-

ty, students are concerned with the ad-

ministration's failure to resolve the con-

flict.

Many classes have been canceled or mov-

ed off campus to avoid crossing picket

lines, library hours have l)een shortened

and speakers are no longer coming to cam-

pus, according to a meml>er of Students for

a Negotiated Settlement.

"The University is not caring about a

constituency that has paid t<> be here ... Ac-

cess to facilities has l)een cut tremendous-

ly," senior literature major Karen Cope

said in a telephone interview yesterday.

The union of about 1,800 clerical and

technical workers, which is 82 percent

women, went on strike on Sept. 26 when

the administration's final offer was re-

jected by the negotiating committee.

Yale president A. Bartlett Giamatti has

persisted in telling the public that it is

business as usual, resulting in an increasing

gulf between "people who attend Yale and

the people who are running Yale as a cor-

poration," Cope said.

"We are galled by the University's un-

willingness to admit that our lives are be-

ing disrupted," she said. "The administra-

tion has done itself in."

Cope said that Yale has no student union

and no student government, making it dif-

ficult for students to influence the ad-

ministration's policies.

"We have no place to come together. We
are fractioned into 12 residential colleges,"

she said.

Cope said she feels the strike has raise<i

questions about the administration's com-

mittment to fighting sexism and upholding

democracy.

"Very clearly, there is m) democracy,"

she said. "Nolnxly hjis any say in how

money is spent."

Only 4V2 percent of the tenured faculty

are women, she said.

"They published a |)lan to double the

j)ercentage of tenured women by 1990, but

it is similar to the (rejecte<l) 24 }K>rcent pay

increase they offere<l the.union," she said.

"It looks like a lot. but considering all the

factors it isn't. Doubling the {x'rcenUige of

wj)men faculty sounds g(MHl but that means
8 fjercent — still not a lot."

Yale President Giamatti said in an inter-

view in the New York Tim^s last week:

"This is a classic union struggle over

wages....There are certain perogatives that

private research universities aren't going

to give up."

Second-year law stndent Amy Eppler

.said law students are strongly backing the

union in what they see as a battle against

Yale's discriminatory practices.

Students are contributing to the hardship

fund, walking the picket lines and organiz-

ing communication networks, she said.

But the students' learning process has

been effected lt)ecause the strike has

"broken up the community," Eppler said.

The administration has filed a grievance

in an attempt to force Local ',ib, the union

of dining commons and maintenance

workers, to stop honoring the picket lines

and go back to work. It has also refused to

go into binding arbitration with the clerical

and technical workers union.

Collririan photo hv Mitrh Drintrh

DOWN IN THE DUMPS — Physical Plant worker John Desrosiers

engages in steam pipe repairs outside the Student Union Building.
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Fine Arts^ Center

UnncertQlHall
UNIVERSITY OF ^MSSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

„,.,hePHILLYPOPS

FRIDAY. OCT 19. 8PM

TICKETS: $13. $11. $9

PETER^^'vSERKIN'.

FRIDAY. OCT 26. 8PM
TICKETS: $12. $10, $8

Sliiilispj^rtr I
•Qm^wni

THURSDAY. MOV 1,8PM

TICKETS: $12, $10. $8

RoMlNNIPEGBMin

MONDAY. NOV 5. 8PM

TICKETS: $13. $11. $9

Five College Siudenis Holf-Pnce Tickets ovoilable jI Fme Arts

Can ., Box Office. Springfield C.vic Center, ondDATATIXOuHeis '

Coll (413) 545-251 1 or 1 -800-243-4842

TONIGHT
Friday, October 19

DANCE FEVER PARTY NIGHT
Proudly Presenting

JUNIOR WALKER
and

THE ALL STARS
Motown Premier Sax Man

$8. at the door

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31st

the HALLOWEEN
COSTUME PARTY

Prizes of Dom Perignon, and other luxuries to be won

Positive ID'S required at the door. Photo Driver's License, ABC Cards

Pearl St. is available for formals or special occasions

/f wjii» mil] mjuHPm. mh ^ismjui

She will become

their most deadly weapon.

As long as they can make

her fall in love.

DIANE KEATON

THE
LITTLE
DRUMMER
GIRL

College Party Weekend

MONTREA
includes C—

* Round Trip Transportation
* 3 days, 2 nights

Hot«l Shcrbourg, Downtown Montroal

November 2, 3, 4

Night Ciubs open 'tli 4 AM
Drinlcing Age 18

No Roadbioclcs
Last Week for Sign Up

Call ERIC 549-5017
LL-LJ-J—

L

' '

A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM

DIANE KEATON

in JOHN LE CARRE S

THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL'

YORGO VOYAGIS KLAUS KINSKI

Musk by DAVE GRUSIN

Exetutive Producer PATRICK KELLEY

Streenploy by LORING MANGEL

Based on ftie novel by JOHN LE CARRE

Produced by ROBERT L CRAWFORD

Directed by GEORGE ROY HILL

R

Natural Fiber

'•M«- M •»»> tu«tt»»

I READ THE BANTAMIQOK

Now Playing at a Theatre Near You.

NEW ARRIVALS!
Alpaca Sweaters

Wool Sweater Jackets

Heavy Cotton

Turtleneclcs -Crewnecl<s

Cotton Pants

New Posters and Cards

More Blouses-Skirts-Dresses

SALE CLOTHING

Mon Sat 10 6

Sunday 12 • 5

.1

MtCCANTILC ^AMHfPSr CA.VBIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

Friday. October 19. 1984
.c:olle^ian 5
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PlZZA-RAfAA '

Our specialties Arc

Delicious Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY!

With the

^wmrvtAiismarus
you can help build a world

richer in love.

B
356 College Street, Amherst

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

r
5

r~Any Larg7 Pizza 1 Any~Med. Pizza T" Any Small Pizza"^
|

3 FREE SODAS (CO., j 2 FREE SODAS ic.n., | 1 FREE SODA (cm i s
I.-.--' vc. [..ace your o.tler please te<l | ^^en you pidce youf ofder please tell |

when you place your order pleaM t«l| ^
[ .s .ou have coupons l_ us you have coup»r>!._ | us you have coupons m =

SitiiiHiiitiaiiiiHitiiiiamtiiMnHaiiHiiiIiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiioiiii"H'iiiottiti»t»»"P«i"ii»»'"'^

I am interested in i.u XAVERIAN ( ) Priests

( ) Brothers

NAME
ADDRESS .

CITY

STATE

TELEPHONE

7IP

AGE

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE TO.
Vocation Director

101 Summer Street

Holliston . MA 01 746

The Xaverian Missionaries

can help you give meaning to

I your life by continuing
' Christ's work in Japan,

Mexico, Bangladesh,

Indonesia, Zaire, Bur-

undi, Sierra Leone,

\
Chad, Cameroon, Brazil

' and Colombia.

Amherst Chinese Foods
B«9t Mmntlmrin Fooa

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST
BEER & WINE LICENSE

Fresh Vegetables
from Our Own Farm

CLOSED WeONBSDA

Y

«[ OOMC ust Mscoii /mnciAL coiobing

253-7835

Now's
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

TMEATOeSamc
r«g25MAT1NEEtTinLITESH(Wi|

MTFMMS4 -..- 5M9IM

Ffiat I4 30@$2»l 7 15, 9 156

Sal at (1 45 & 4 30 » »2 »i 7 15 9 56

Sunatll 00& ?4SpiS?2Sl6 15 B45

/v\ARTirS LILY TOMLIM

AaOFME
' ffi at )4 46 @ S2 251 7 » 9 56

S»i at i2 00 b 4 45 @ »2 251 7 30 9 56

|B Sun at i 1 15 t» 4 00 ffl $; 251 6 15 8 46

Diane Kealon

,

THELrfTLE
imiampji GiRt

,1 Fr. at 14 15 @ »2 251 7 00 9 4;,

Sat at 1 1 » b 4 15 »2 25' 7 00 9 45

Sun at 112 45 b 3 30 (g) S2 26i 6 00

Im,
"^ 830

Bill Murray Catharine Hicks

TH£ RAZOR S EDG£

Fn at 14 15 @ »2.25l 7 00 9 45

Sat at II 30 b 4 15 @ »2 251 7 00 9 46

Sun at 112 46 & 3:30 @ »2 251 6 00.

IMS'

HAMPSHIRE 4 584 7550

7 Fn at 15 00© »2 25) 7 15, 9 45

Sat at 12 30 b 5 30 @l »2 251 7 15 9 45

g Sunal M 46b4 W@i2 25l6 15. 8:30

NINJA HI
THE DOMIIMATION

Fn at 5 15 @ »2 251 7 30 9 56

Sat at 12 30 b 5 15 g) 12 261 7.». 9 56

Sun at 12 00 b 4 15 g> t2 251 6 15. 8 30

Sat at 12 M b 4 46 gi »2 261 7 30 9 46

Im Sun at II » 3 46 g *2 251 6 00 8 15

NICK NO(lT lOOtT" wilii*v<

TEACHERS
Fn at 14 46 @ »2 251 7 15. 9 30

Sat at 12 15 b 4 46 @ »2 251 7 15 9 »
I
Sun at 1 1 30 b 3 46 O »2 261 6 00 8 15

IMl nmc LATE SMOtWb

41 A SAT »t 12 15 SEATS S 3 50

ROCKV HORROR PINK FLQVD
THE WALL

!» H
MONTY PYTHON

MEAN. 1 OF LIFE

IH

FLESH GORDON

C^^ c3:> cx>

EVERYTHING YOU AlWAYS WANTED
IN A BEER. AND USS.

p. 1984 Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee Wl

V^l l_> v..^J!....-.-' "^
*•>-. . -^ \
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HOLLY
AHERN

I

JEANNE FRENCH
and the

HOT WIRE BAND

MARK
WEIDENFELD

e<^ai'

TO BE

ANNOUNCED

8:30-12:30/$2.0O/20& OVER

TOI»»fftl.e
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

lUh Floor •Campus Center 'UMass

mnK€

CnLL i\f/^ 545-1540

and get your info on

Doily events

Concerts

FAC tickets

Athletic events

Outing club octivities 2428

1515

1509

1504

2407

Information Data Bank(545-1540)

Taped Information Phone Service( 545 -1555)

A Service of the Dean of Students Office
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OPINION
The op.n.ons expressed on this page a-e those ot the md.v.duai wr.ier or cartoonist and do r>oi necessa'.iy retlec-

y < vic./b o» the Collegian ot the university unless otherwise noted

r We should be proud
Tomorrow is a proud day for for 121 years is because we

the University of have looked to, and prepared

Massachusetts. for, the future.

Of all the stops in Western The members of this corn-

Massachusetts - Springfield, munity have come here for a

Pittsfield, Great Harrington - variety of reasons, some to get

Geraldine Ferraro chose an education, some to give an

UMass for a political rally, education and some to share in

While only she can say for sure our education. In recent years,

why she chose UMass, we think Rev. Jesse Jackson, Gary Hart,

it is obvious. Edward Kennedy George

This University is a beacon of McGovem, the Dalai Lama,

liberalism. Our direction mir- Gloria Steinem, Betty Freidan,

rors the best and most pro- Michael Dukakis, Thomas P.

gressive ideals that people O'Neil Sr. and Jr., to name a

everywhere have worked for. few, have all come to share and

We have a level of excellence enhance our education,

matched by few institutions for In the words of noted

higher education, pubhc or biographer and historian and

private. Our faculty, staff, ad- UMass history professor

ministration and students Stephen B. Gates, What

equally combine to create an we're trying here is to teach

atmosphere of learning by students not just how to make

teaching and teaching by learn- a living but how to make a

ing ' lite.

We are a true reflection of We will not try and overlook

what America should be, a the fact that Ferraro is coming

melting pot, full of diversity in here for political reasons, but

everything we say and do, and neither can we overtook the

more importantly, open to all fact that she chose UMass. On

who wish to participate. We Saturday all of UMass,

are a school that recognizes Democrat, Republican, In-

and respects the past, of which dependent, can stand tail and

ours is rich in tradition. But we take pride in our University,

are also an institution which Unsigned editorials reflect

recognizes that the reason we the majority opinion ofthe Col-

have survived and prospered legian Board ofEditors.
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Abortion: onlywomen know

Is there life after school?

A friend of mine is dropping out.

After all the second chances and

skipped classes he felt that it would

be better to leave and have a chance at

coming back rather than being kicked out

without having any chance at all. At first I

thought I knew why he was doing this.

There may also have been smaller reasons,

but the biggest one, I felt, was that he just

didn't care any more.

For the past month I'd been trying to

convince this person to stay. In my opinion

his quitting school was symbolic of him

quitting life as a whole. I believed this

because one evening after a few drinks we

opened up to one another. He told me of

how he was sick and tired of beating his

head against a wall that refused to be

broken down. He had played the role of the

radical, trying to open peoples eyes to what

was going on around them. He'd been to

the demonstrations and the rallies, but it

appeared that their time had passed. No

one stopped to listen, and in return for his

work he was scorned and ridiculed. All of

this seemed to make him cynical and

apathetic. I tried explaining to him that he

couldn't expect sweeping changes in the

way people lived their lives to happen over-

night, it took time. We would both probably

be long dead before any significant changes

took place, but it was the little changes we

made now that made the big ones possible.

Looking back I see that he was saying

Herb Ramy
something else, but I was too busy listening

to myself to hear him.

Only now do I realize what he wanted to

tell me. Although he was quitting school,

he was by no means quitting life. He simply

believed that he could no longer be part of

the system that was holding him down.

Others might call this giving up, but he

didn't see it that way. Maybe he'd work for

a while or possibly travel across the coun-

try, but whatever he did it would be

because he wanted to do it. He'd just be

rocking the boat from the outside, while I

would be trying to do it from within.

For a long time I couldn't decide why I

was so strongly against him leaving. Was it

because I was jealous that he had more

courage than I? At least he was doing what

he believed in, or was it because I was

disappointed that he didn't have the

courage to stay and fight the system from

within with me. Then the idea struck me.

This wasn't a question of who was more

courageous than the other. All it was, was

two people trying to accomplish the same

general things in different ways. Who is

right or wrong? Well, that's really not for

me or anyone else to judge.

Herb Ramey is a UMass student.

The place is here and the time

is now for men to stop ijiaking

laws restricting wt)men and their

bodies. I hope to never ever see a Pro-Life

article authored by a man again. The

simplistic, alarmist arguments that seem to

typify a man's pro-life opinions are abhor-

rent to me.

1 am only hypothesizing, but I would ini-

i^rine the most intimate exp)erience a

woman could have would be to carry a baby

and give birth. Think of the nine months of

radical b<^)dy changes, of fears and hopes, of

serenity and trauma she must go through.

Think of the permanent change, the

lifetime alteration having a baby brings.

What an awesome responsibility it is.

The decision to abort a pregnancy is a

tragic one. How can anyone even suggest it

is a frivolous choice? A woman must gf)

through incredible inner conflict and tur-

moil in making this decision. What can a

man do, but stand by and be supportive of

whichever choice she makes? How can a

male, not being able to bear children, relate

to this issue? There are no analogies. How,

then, can a man presume to tell a woman

what is correct for her? How can any per-

son tell another what is correct for them? I

would challenge that person to first live my

life. Be empa'"T'tic. Weigh my experiences,

my values, n.y goals. Look through my

eyes.

There are u-^- rr.rtny factors involved in

the abortion is^ue to blithely conclude that

abortion is ir^tioral. Some factors incliide

rape, ince ,t '.od abtre, maternal mortality,

economic ditiartvi>.iiage, abandonment, and

Bob Brigham
most importanily. a woman's right to con-

trol tier own IuhIv.

Would you condtmil a woman to carrying

the child'of her rapist? Would you do the

same to an incest/aliuse victim? Would you

order a pregnant woman to carry her child

to term if doing so put her life at risk?

would y«)U sentence middle class and poor

women to back-alley or self-induced abor-

tions while their rich sisters continue to

have a relatively safe alternative available?

Would you further victimize a woman
whose lover leaves her by mandating that

she keep that man's child, rear the baby,

and assume all financial and familial

responsibilities for him or her?

Finally, as a male, do you dare to impose

your uncompromising, judgemental views

on more than half the human race, when

you can't even know the unique feelings

and experiences a woman has? This is

outrageous. A poignantly appropriate

slogan for Pro-Choice states that, "If men

could get pregnant, abortion would be a

sacrament."

I would suggest we all be supportive of

women's choices. Get informe<l. Speak to a

social worker at an alx)rtion clinic. Ask

your sister, mother, grandmother, aunt,

girlfriend, or daughter what they think.

Realize what a personal, painful decision

this is. Then support a woman's right to

make that decision for herself, for her

body, and for her life.

Bob Brigham is a Collegian columnist.

very convincing argument.

I appreciate the fact that

the Collegian must present

both sides of a controversial

issue, but can't you find so-

meone who can present a

logical argument (if one ex-

ists) against abortion?

Mr. Tumey, have you no

other reasons than those

mentioned in your article,

for condemning abortion?

Did you ever stop to con-

sider that a fetus in its first

trimester has no sense of an

existence and is mentally

less capable of learning than

a dog? Have you ever con-

sidered what might happen

to a baby born to a 15-year-

old girl living in a sub-

sistence level of poverty?

They usually have a very

limited education and un-

sanitary living conditions.

Or have you considered the

young mother herself who is

often a victim of cir-

cumstances beyond her

ability to change? What will

the lives of a mother and an

unwanted baby be under

these conditions? Are we
not wasting one or even two

lives by allowing an un-

conscious being to reach

human potential? Do 1

sound cruel?

I think you are cruel, and

far worse, ignorant. Let me
point out further that the

proportion of men to

women against abortion is

in my experience, nine to

one. Have you ever con-

sidered that it's very easy

for a man to berrate abor-

tion? Can you honestly say

you have never risked get-

ting a woman pregnant?

Answer all these questions

and let me know then, why
you are so adamant in your

"prolife" position.

Colleen M. McCarthy
Amherst

Democrats are actually a party of peace

Letters to the Editor —
It's too easy for men to criticize abortion

Wednesday, Dave Tumey,

the president of Prolife

Communications Systems,

gave an incredibly saicastic

and one-sided view of the

issue of abortion. Not only

does he satirize feminists,

declaring that they consider

a fetus a "globulus cluster

of human tissue," but he

stereotypes sdentists who

have studied genetics.

obstetrics, and physical and

mental development for

decades, comparing them to

the "scientists" who
declared the Earth was flat

500 years ago. It's not a

As a democrat, I took considerable of-

fense to the attitudes expressed in Sal

Assad's column Monday. In it, Assad

defends a vote for Mondale by catering to

the worst misconceptions of Mondale and

democrats in general.

Mondale is characterized as too cautious,

with no new ideas. In fact, he has shov^n

considerable boldness and initiative in

outlining his detailed proposal to fill the

deficit, a major concern of most

Americans. In dealing with major issues,

such as this and El Salvador, he has shown

a frankness that I find refireshing in a

political candidate.

Assad also accused the Carter ad-

ministration of starting a new cold war,

(even he pursued disarmament talks with

considerable conviction), and then called

the grain embargo "frivolous," while it

really was an honest attempt to censure

the Soviet Union's invasion of

Afghanistan, certainly more than Reagan

ever did about the 007 crash.

Worst of all, Assad perpetrates perhaps

the biggest myth about the democratic par-

ty, that it is the party of war. Yes, Wilson

and Roosevelt were presidents during the

two World Wars, but they got involved on-

ly well after the conflicts began. Although

Truman held much of the responsibility for

the Korean War, it must be remembered

that it was officially a United Nations

maneuver, and that Truman fired MacAr-

thur rather than let him attack troops out-

side the border.

I suggest that Assad check both his sub-

ject matter and his facts before offering

any further comment on the political scene.

i'homas Hamngion
Sylvan
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Gillespie plays with gusto

at the Fine Arts Center Black Affairs

Moti Sat 10 'd, .
5tifi a -5

By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

Dizzy GiUespie is
•"J?.^'"'^^^'*;,^ "j!

performance at the Fme Arts Center

Wednesday was a breathtaking per-

formance. He gave his audience the highest

form of the bop, jazz, jazz rock, blues ail

fused in one.

GiUispie has been a musician since WJUs.

He has played with all the greats of jazz

such as the legendary Charlie Bird

Parker. Bud Powell and others. He also

helped create the BOP a new kind of jazz

based on the original music of New Orleans.

Gillespie has a vibrating voice that echoed

through the FAC. When he sang he put

feelins and motions into his performance,

mesmerizing the audience into the mood he

wanted to create.

He made the audience become a part of the

show by making them clap their hands and

chant to the rhythm of his songs. Gillespie

did not perform for his own satisfactions,

but for the audience's enjoyment.

Gillespie's band is made up of four men.

Sayyd Al Khabyyr on saxophone. Walter

Davis on piano, John Lee bass, and Nasyr

Al Khabyyr on drums. They performed

over half a dozen pieces.

Al Khabyyr played the clarinet.

-•-•.•-•-•.•J
i:«:»T»:»:« .•.•.•-•-•. {ry:%%W*:'¥*W*W*%::W!W^
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Ras Tafarian speaks out on human rights in Jamaica

lasedontheoriginai music m..^" —--•" '^ n .t^ with siirh nerfpct inn

The oerformers walked on stage about saxophone and flute, with such pertection

ihe periormers wam
._„.... ;, ,i,„. :, madp the audience applaud

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

St. PaulL Grolsch, Stelnhauser $4.25 6 pk + dep.

Grizzly Canadian Beer . . $3.59 6 pk $13.95 case + dep.

Narragansett i6oz. cans. . $2.50 6 pk -f $9.50 case + dep.

Busch 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $10.95case + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $5.99 liter + up

Vodka or Gin 80° ^8-^9 i 75 liter

Chamoaqnes & Spumante $2.99 750 nni + up

eight thirty. Before the audience knew it. it

was time for the ten o'clock intermission. I

guess it's true what people say. when

you're having fun. there is no limitation.

And fun is what the audience and Gillespie

were having. Gillespie has so much life m

him he got the audience screaming. He has

a great body language that moves accordmg

to the beat of the drummer. The per

formance of gifted musicians showcased

jazz in its highest realm

that it made the audience applaud

vociferously. The others in the band gave a

superb show. Gillespie the leader would go

to the side for a while and let each person do

their thing. Then, when he felt his band

had excited the audience enough, he would

move in with a sinewy blow of the trumpet,

(iillespie came on stage with the intention

on making the audience happy. He sang in

that rich, full baritone voice of his, fulfilling

his promise.

THE TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

Jeffery

Amkerst

Bookshop

Call us now for information about

ordering your spring coursebooks * 253-3381

By MARAAM CASSELL
Collegian Staff

Giving an overview history of Jamaica to conclude with

the 1980 elections won by the "bullet" not the "ballot", a

Ras Tafarian leader spoke of the political violence and

destruction of the Jamaican island last night at the

University of Massachusetts.

Ras Lance Douglas, a spokesman for the Theocratic

Government of Ras Tafari said "over the hundred years of

slavery, we have lost everything and have gained

nothing."

Because Michael Manly 's regime was not very suc-

cessful, the country was left to be pushed over by Ciago,

the present Jamaica leader. "The present regime did not

come to power by the ballot but, came to power by the

bullet."

Douglas gave an eye witness incident about what actual-

ly went on during the 1980 election. He said over 4000

people were killed as a result of the election. In order for

the present regime to be in power, they demanded the peo-

ple's vote by using the force of the Gun. Thus, creating a

division full of hatred violence among the Jamaican Labor

Party and the People National Party, he said

Ras Lance Douelas, a Ras Tafarian leader and

spokesman for the Theocratic Government of

Ras Tafari speaking at the New Africa House

library last night on the Destruction of a

Generation; a Ras Tafarian view of Jamaican

Society Today.

"The 1980 election will be repeated, and things will be

more bloody than before. There is no stopping to the

brutally as long as President Ciago is there," he said.

He said the present government is determined to stay in

power and will do their utmost to guarantee the election.

Douglas also discussed the mass murders occuring in

Jamaican communities. This kind of brutal kUling was go-

ing on all over Jamaica, he said.

He talked about how the late Bob Marley was asked to

help organize a peace meeting to help communities get on

their feet, in terms of schools and health facilities and this

was carried through with the Bob Marley Peace Concert,

he said.

Douglas said Ras Tafarians are not politically inclined

but people there to make other Jamaicans aware of the

situation existing around them.

Native Americanswriting tofightoppression,writersays
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Contemporary Indian writers use story, poetry, song and

prayers to assert their identity as a people and to resist

oppressing forces, a Native American poet said Wed-

nesday at the University of Massachusetts.

Linda Hogan spoke to a capacity audience in the Campus

Center as part of the "Writers Speak: American and the

Ethnic Experience" series.

Shp swiH
'J '"2rJl!"fKlr»~has been an insistence on

.§ll?.?.t'od.%^.Sf';\.'*tny^^o!nWmTury or death for those

who refuse to conform."Hogan added "Indians, more than

other cultures in the United States, have resisted.

assimilation and have persevered in maintaining

tradition."

Hogan said literature is one means of preserving the

identity of a minority group, "it is through our writing that

we express the complexities of tribal experience and our

personal feelings. Our writing is a voice of resistance and

hberation. it is a way of returning us to what remains

strong within."

"We are our people and we are who we came from." and

added "we don't want to be in the common stew." Hogan

said.

Hogan also spoke of how essential it is for Native

Americans to be in control of their own stories and

histories to avoid stereotypings and rejections.

Until recently, control over printed material dealing with

Indians has been with non Indian writers and publishers

which has resulted in stereotyping, she said.

As an example of such stereotyping, is "Indians are still

being written about in the past tense, despite our enor-

mous population increase in the last census."

"We become, at least in the media, a creation of the

dominant society's need to homogenize everything " and

that "most Euro-American writers have returned nothing

back to us except another view of how they see us. ' she

said.

"The goal of writing as minority writers" said Hogan "Is

to work towards commonality while remaining strong

within ourselves and our communities."
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SPEED READING
SEMINAR

Like to read 2 to 5 times faster or more?

And remember more of what you read?

A five session seminar will begin

on Wednesday October 24 at 7:00 pm

at the University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

only $75.00 plus Lab fee.

For info or registration call 549-4645 or 536-2794

University Hypnosis Center is non profit and open to the public

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Coming this weekend. . .

$1.25 Drinks till 9 PM
Friday - Hagler vs Hamsho
Saturday - Happy Hour 4:00 - ?

featuring "Just George"
(fronn the Boston & Cape Cod circuit)

[

HAPPY HOUR
at

?niH?w»6
<__Tle /talto* flMft^

100% COTTON ^-

TURTLENECkS k

in a dozen dazzling colors \

REG.SS5-

3 DA YS ONLY

6.95
3 FOR

39.95

A Store-fuH of Ideas

Downtown Amherst/ Daily 10-6, Sun. 12-5

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Friday and Saturday
|

Say Amen Somebody 7:00 |
Sugarcane Alley 9:05 I

Sunday thru Tuesday
Blood and Sand 7:00 |
w/Tyrone Power & Rita Hayworth |

Carmen _9i;

61 Mala 9t.,

FOR FREE DEUVERY OF
$15 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CANff'US)

Dial
253-3091

BEER BONANZA!
Bud
Miller

Bud Light

Miller Lite

SUITCASE

$10.

GRIZZLY CANADIAN BEER 6-pack $3.45 + dep.

ROLLING ROCK 12-oz. refills case $10.00 + dep.

BUSCH 12-oz suitcase $9.95 + dep.

UTICA CLUB 12-oz. refills case $6.49 + dep.

FALSTAFF 6-pack $2.25 -f- dep.

BALLANTINE BEER 12-pack $3.35 -h dep.

Nordick Wolf, Grolsch

Steinhauser, Beck's

6-packs *4-25 + dep.

All specials in-store cash prices.

Hurry' Prices good thru Oct. 20

Chamois Cloth
Shirt

You'll be both comfortable

and stylish in the Chamois
Cloth Shirt by Woolrich A
quality shirt that offers

unlimited versatility Perfea

for the artive person who
enjoys being outdoors Visit

us soon and see the best

there is Woolrich.

Vf(wlmijcn.

iS^mst of ]Jllal$t|

32 Main St.. Amhent 253-3361 Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

Arts
..•;•>;•.•.•.•••.•.•.".•.".•••'•'.•••••••••••••...•...•..•;•;•>».•.".•.•.'

CiNEMASCOOPAS

by Count Ram in Zahed

What a strange week it was. My dear arts editor left me

stranded with the arts page layout while she sniffed glue

with Haul McCartney and wife in New York. She also got

to see the new McCartney movie Give My Regards to

Broad Street, which is said to be a bomb. Oh, the good life.

However, in Amherst, the cultural capital of the con

tinent, a lot is happening this week. Tke Little Drummer

Girl, the excellent adaptation of the I..e Carre espionage

thriller opens in the area this Friday. Miss Diane Keaton

sent shivers down viewers' spines with her portrayal of an

actress caught in the world of international politics.

Also opening this Friday is Bill Murray s The Razor's

Edge. Seems like Hill did the best he could. For some

reason. I can not picture him playing a man in search of

spiritual enlightenment in India. Sounds like Gandhi II.

Brian de Palma. the contemporary director who gets his

kicks out of violence and slick photography will soon have a

new movie out. The film is called Body Double and is

another one of those erotic thriUers set in Los Angeles.

Where is Disney when we need him?

If you enjoy steamy films and are tired of watching

Madonna play with her lucky star, there is a movie called

Crimes of Passion coming up for you. Ken Russel. another

one of our unstable directors who game us Tommy,

Altered States, and Women in Love has created a film

about a certain young lady who is "obsessed with erotic

power games" and a strange preacher (Anthony Perkins,

good old Psycho) who is hooked on saving her. Sounds

very compelling.

In the past, we spoke of beautiful Holly

w

oik! .

The latest addition to this topic has to be Meryl Stri
,

Robert Redford. The charismatic couple have slai

shiK)ting in Africa for a movie called Out of Africa. C' .

say that Meryl's nose is too big and Robert is beginni. ,
.

have one too many facial liverspots. I still think they . '

Name the actress in this steamy still from

Crime.s of Pas-swri and win a prize! See

Cinemascoop for details.

:::.:::::->x-x-:-xx-:-:->x-:-:':-:-w:-w-:->:-:-:^^

perfect. I mean who can match them'.' Boy George and

Nastassia Kinski. perhaps. Speaking of the nymphette

Nastassia. her latest film. Paris Texas which one the Palm

d'Or «)f the Cannes Film Festival should be released here

any day.

Weekend Winner: Since Cinemascoop has been slightly

teamv this week, allow me to suggest The Postman

Always Rings Tunre which is playing at Amherst College

this weekend at the Merrill BuUding. Je.ssica Lange. Jack

Nicholson, the kitchen table, phew, who could possibly ask

for more'.'

Local Loser: Yes. just what you've been waiting for. It's

Ninja S The Domination. It should havi' been called The

Alnmivnatim. Martial arts, lots of characters being poked

in their bellies, lots of gore, lots of losers. Personally. I

would prepare a patch for the Great Pumpkin instead.

Kilhr Questxim: Satisfied instructor Kevin Dwyer

correctly identified the last Huston and Nicholson

collaboration as Chivafown. This week, it is much simpler.

You only havt- lo identify the beautiful blonde in the

picture from Cnmes of Passion. The prize is generously

provided by the Paul McCartney publicity campaign and

Ms. Marini". the arts editor. It is a high fashion polyester

Broad Street f(M)tball jersey. You merely have to wear this

to be spotted by talent hunters everywhere. One final

sc(M)p: Lost in Space is on Sunday morning on Channel 61.

Ah. those good old days.

Styles by Deborah
66 University Drive

5495610

VALLEY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

SUNDAY 10:00 A.M.

PEOPLES INSTITUTE
GOTHIC STREET,
NORTHAMPTON

586-5044

Amherst Flics presents

The Postman
Always Rings

Twice
Fri, Sat, Sun
8 and 70 PM

Mem'/ 1, Science Center

$ 1. 50 Amherst College

For a

" ^S.f!lii^ ^ •
'

,^ A„Keu«-B.sch IOC Dep. -?D O^ Busc. P..C. S» Loo*MO 631,8 Al»« 4* -e«Ks

0«ef e«p>fes Oecembet J' '«>' »"" '
.^'^
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COME CELEBRA TE!

GOSPEL MUSIC EUCHARIST

Under the musical direction of

Horace Clarence Bayer

Rev. Christopher Carlisle, UMASS Episcopal Chaplain

Rev. James Clark, Rector. Grace Church

Lunch following.

Distinguished Visitors Program
Prerents

Edwin Newman
Preserving A Civil Tongue

L

Moderator of Second Presidential Debate

acclaimed Broadcaster - Journalist

author of Strictly Speaking

and a Civil Tongue

Tuesday, October 23rd

8:00 P.M. Free

Student Union Ballroom

Friday, October 19, 1984

^l:3|c***********************************4

t Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am
11************************************^

Friday Afternoon at Mikes
AHAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH
FOOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1

.

Eggplant Parmesan Salads

Sausages Swedish Meatballs Chicken Caccitore

Beef Stroganoff Marinated Chicken Spanish Rice

Cold Cuts Beef Ribs tax'Snd^trincluded

^.0^ FOUR
SEASONS
WINES/LIQUORS

BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES
LITE 12 oz cans $10.99

BUSCH 12 oz cans $8.99

PIELS 12 oz. cans $6.99

CABLING 12 oz. btl $6.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
DAB $3.99 RINGNESS $3.99

MOOSEHEAD $3.99 GRIZZLY $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
MOHAWK VODKA & GIN. ... 1.75 liter. . . . $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 liter $9.99

COLOMA COFFEE LIQUEUR750 mlwith rebate $3.

POPOV VODKA 1.75 L $9.99

GILBEY'S GIN 1.75 L $11.99

CUTTY SARK 1.75 L $19.99

WINE SPECIALS
CARLO ROSSI 4 L $5.99

CHANTEFLEUR red & white $2.99

BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU
If you want some before Thanksgiving -

special order it now! 584-8174

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls J

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

mi.
HBRt

1 eoes
^ fCTH
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\

me, If youPONTMwiw
SMN6S0.nhlHKy0U
H/mmmiTwtpROB-
l£M. I'MSlJRBIhBPftSI-

Pmr^QONB LOTS FOR.

MNORnjes"^

OH,
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l/HHATf

iUeU.LIK£MmJN6mH
MICHABIJACKSON PIP
CAfmRSVBRMeeTUJITU
MlCMBi JACK50N^ NO!
DiPmiNevyr \

LOOK. MIK5, I MAiHOT Be= Vef^Y

POLITICAL, 0UTIPO KNOUJ ThATA
LOT OF PeOPl5. INCWPIN6 BLACKS.
THINK THAT lAJALTlRMCM¥U HAS
Been A 6KAT pnasipemi

SOUMBAN
aOHALP
R5A0AN

UM OKAY. SO I
6eT TH£M CON-
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eeT MY POINT
\

Todays Weather
Sunny Uxiay. HIkH in the

608, except' mid-5()s along

the shore. Tonight, becom-

ing cloudy with a chance of

showers late at night. Low
near 50. Saturday, cloudy

with a chance of showers.

High in the fUte

OKAY, THIS 15JUST0N£:

POSiiaUTY. ITHOUOm
IV TRY TO PLAY UPHI5

MANLYIM6ei4/ITHA
SURKBAL.yiPeO
APPflOACH..

GOOP
PIPSC-

VON!

\

Ue OP&J ONA POCK CONC&^TtUlTH

A Man-PAOALBANP PLAYING IN

mMOFA HUeeAMeaCAN FLA6. AS
BLINPIN6 FIPEUOPKS BKUPT, TN5HA6
UFr5 ID peveAL^^^
AL0N6,UUHITB -C^O r*''"'!
STAIRCASail^ i,^^ ;^ \

5TANPIN6 AT THE TOP15 P£A6AN H£^

PRBSSeP IN J5ANS ANPAN OPBN
SHIPT. AS A THOUSANPTBeNAOeRS

SCREAM *PeAa THPDUCjHSTPtNSJH'

He STARTS POUJN

StXXXNLY,

HIS HAIR.

CAJCHBS
FIRB

BUTHB
YOUKNOUJ,

I ALWAYS

^^^Z rnouemm
FUNCHi
LCMBiri

HAIPLOOKW
FU^MABLe

Layout Technician

needed

Work Wednesday evening

$10 a night

Good experience!

See John O'Connell

or Call 545-3500

Bloom County By Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited by Trudr Michel Jaffe

Gorde by Gorde
f "J
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UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

fenSC^ALiy, X THINK

ITS PRETTy CfLU^L TV

TEACH yoUR. per TD

Type youR tf/^m

^m

ACROSS
1 Appoint as

agent

7 Port on the

Strait of

Dover
13 Department In

SE Italy

14 Graduates
15 Billiards

professional of

note
17 la vista!

IB River in central

England
19 Ike's command
21 Division of

psyches

22 Peter and
Nicholas

23 Journey
24 Rhode Island

25 Vouchers

26 Rememtjer
the

"

27 Capital of

South
Australia

29 Opera House
staple

30 English

composer
31 Parts of

circles

32 Divine

revelation

35 as

apple pie"

39 Parts of ears

40 Wind: Comb
form

41 Literary

collection

42 Extol

43 Part of the

skyline

44 Word with kick

or leaf

45 Sponsors'

words
46 Finland, to

•he Finns

47 Sides of coins

48 Card game
51 Fly

52 City on Long
Island Sound

53 Reese of

baseball

54 Pay. as a bill

1

2

3

4

5

6

DOWN
Marred
Incident

Kicks

Arm bone
Ascot
Section of

Manhattan
7 Provides the

party food

a King at al

9 Air, in Berlin

10 Doctors' org

11 Meantime
12 Chapel m the

Vatican

16 Declaim
17 Queen of the

gods
20 Spread out.

as a map
22 " IS the

Kingdom .."

23 Ankle t)ones

25 Reiner and
Sagan

26 Very thick

28 Intertwined

29 de cacao

31 Native

Americans
32 Earthen lar

33 Traveler's aid

34 Corrupt

35 Person's true

inner self

36 Chewy sweet

37 Innocuous

38 Dozes
40 Highest point

of orbit

43 Series or set

44 Resign

46 PartGBS
47 British actor

John
49 French

business org

50 "Norma '

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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D.C. Menu

Friday, Oct. 19

LUNCH
Torpedo Oinder
California Quiche

DINNER
Roast Top Round

of Beef
Spaghetti with

Red Clam Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
California Quiche

Summer Salad

with Syrian Bread

BASICS DINNER
Hi-Protein Spaghetti

with Red Clam Sauce

PotfM)urri
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EIGHT CHAPTERS OF
BABYLONIAN HISTORY FOR
TOMORROW'S EXAM
AND CATHY'S VIAITING.

s^'-

\\YOUCANDOm
s

It gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading

Dynamics lesson and you can do it— handle all the

work college demands and still have time to enjoy

college life.

You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today and that's just the start. Think of the time,

the freedom you'd have to do the things you want

to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead

have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read

for today's active world— fast, smooth, efficient.

Don't get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically

increase your reading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free

lesson. Make the college life the good life. With

Reading Dynamics you can do it.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

LOCATION: MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

<r^
V>Sy,''/'

FRIDAY J0/J9 n.OOAM, 1:00PM ANV 3:0 0PM - ROOM 917
SATURDAY JO/20 t f:0 0AM AND J:0 0PM - ROOM 9 J 1-9 15

Q EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS c '978 Evelyn Wood

Friday. October 19, 1984!
.Collegian is

Collegian's NFL picks
Sports editor Peter Abraham and his a horrendous 6-8 week, falling to 52-31.

faithful minion Scott Hood are deadlocked Kevin DeLuca is 47-36 with ladies' man
in a tight battle for first after this, the Gerry deSimas going 7-7 to climb to

third week of picking against the spread. 45-38.

They are at 54-29 with Tony Betros, after

Miami 4

Cinn 3

Dallas

Denver
Raiders

Minn
Jets

Pitts

Philly

SanFran
Seattle

T.Bay
Wash
Atlanta

5

3'/2

2V2

1

2'/2

4

E
10

2V2

1

3V2

1

NE
Clev

NO
Buffalo

SD
Det
KC
Indy
Giants

Hous
G.Bay
Chicago
StLou
Rams

Peter

Abraham
(54-29)

NE
Clev

Dallas

Den
Raiders

Detroit

Jets

Pitt

Giants

SanFraii

Seattle

Chi

StLou
Rams

Tony
Betros

(52-31)

Miami
Clev

Dallas

Den
Raiders

Minn
Jets

Pitt

Giants

SanFran
Seattle

Chi

StLou
Rams

Kevin
DeLuca
(47-36)

Miami
Clev
Dallas

Denver
SD
Minn
KC
Pitt

Giants

SanFran
Seattle

Chi

StLou
Rams

Scott

Hood
(54-29)

Miami
Cinn
Dallas

Buff

Raiders

Minn
KC
Pitt

Giants

SanFran
G.Bay
Chi

StLou
Rams

Gerry
deSimas
(45-38)

NE
Clev
Dallas

Denver
Raiders

Detroit

Jets

Pitt

Giants

SanFran
G.Bay
Chi
Wash
Rams

McNamara joins Sox
BOSTON (AP) John

McNamara. who rejected an

offer to continue as manager

of the California Angels, was

named Thursday as

manager of the Boston lied

Sox.

The Red Sox made the

^;..;nfr officii' «t r npw>;

conference 10 days after

McNamara met with

Haywood Sullivan. Boston's

CO owner and chief

operating officer, and

General Manager Lou

Gorman.
McNamara reportedly will

bo paid SLfjO-OOO a vear, the

same salary Ralph Houk
rei-eived for four seasons

before he decided to retire

three weeks ago.

McNamara. .'J2, and the Red

Sox executives met after he

reje<'ted a California offer to

remain as field boss.

Crew competes on Charles

1

• field hockey
continued from page 16

It was UMass
second straight loss after

ten consecutive wins.

UMass, now 10-3, came out

flat, according to the coach

and just didn't do what had

lo be done.

"We certainly had the

opportunities to win but we

just couldn't capitalize. We
just couldn't get the ball on

target," Hixon said. Umass
outshot Harvard 25-5 and

had a 17-6 advantage on the

corners. However, of the 12

second half shots, just five

were on the net.

,

The Minutemen were hurt

by the absence of their

leading scorer Tonia

Kennedy, out with an ankle

injury. Kennedy, a fresh

man, has 11 goals and four

rQOw^Td

assists for 15 points.

"It (missing Kennedy) took

something away from in the

circle," Hixon said. "She's

very aggressive there.

"

Kennedy is questionable for

the Wildcat game.

Massachusetts will have to

stop Barb M arois, who has

scored many UNH goals on

corners. Hixon isn't worried

because she feels that she

has the players to stop this.

Megan Donnelly and Lil

Hultin ahve have standouts

in the back. Hixon hasn't

decided who will be in goal

against the Wildcats.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

This weekend marks the conclusion of this

fall's short crew schedule as both the men's

and the women's varsity squads travel to

Boston to compete in the long awaited Head

of the Charles race.

For those unfamiliar with crew, the Head

of the Charles marks the celebration of

crew in the same manner that the Boston

Marathon is a celebration of running.

rhe race is so competitive that just being

there is a great priviledge. " said coach

Dave Kumlin. "It's the biggest race in the

world, so anyone who is anyone will be

there."

Participating in this weekend's rowing

spectacle will be an estimated 720 Men's

and Women's teams entered in a total of 18

races to be held between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

on Sunday.

"We're looking to beat all the Division 11

schools as well as finishing among the top

ten. " said Kumlin. "This weekend should

answer a lot of questions as to our current

standing and as to what we'll have to train

for when our schedule resumes in the

spring."

The women's team enters the weekend

hoping to rebound from last week's

disappointing showing at the Mount

Holyoke Women's Regatta.

"I don't see any reason why we can't finish

in the top 20." said co-captain I^andra

Henderson. "The men have helped us in

our preparations, so I think things are

looking positive."

• weekend previews
continued from page 16

The UMass rugby team has a big game on

Saturday in the Boyden I^ower fields near

the sewerage plant when they face Boston

University at 12:30 p.m.

The Miniitrmon arc undofoated in leacftie

play as are the Terriers. This match should

decide the league title. Last week, the

team was a 20 15 victory against Boston

College.

The UMass water polo team faces a

challenge from powerful Brown University

in the League Tournament at Brown.

In other action, the women's tennis team is

at Dartmouth on Saturday. The men will

travel to Vermont to face the Cats, also on

Saturday.

[Collegian correspondents Roger Chap-

man, Chris Tremhlay, Bryan Quenzel, Mike

Levine, and AUstair Attxvood contributed

to this story, along with ex-Collegian sportt

editor Gerald "Abdul" deSimas. ]

OCTOBER
SPECIAL
Twofer One
HEINEKEN

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight

6 Proper ID a MUST
^

8 57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141 ^

O^^

.

LOW

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

500 Masks to

Choose From

Grease Paints • Hands • Feet

Witches' Hats and Brooms • Wigs

Moustaches • Beards • Noses
Fangs • Teeth • Tooth Black Out

Colored Hair Spray
open Thursday and Friday nighti October 25fh & 26th

H.L. CHILDS 8i SON
op«> daily »r»d Saturday 8 5 15 Thurs nite until 9 OOpm

25STA-E STREET 584 2604 NORTHAMPTON

PALACE
jCIWEMA 1 • 2.

Rr$piivii<DAt.i »a

— MMtTCLimOMf 7el-4a«6
- JAwaMAT. wip rm »*t. sun

owtvta »otW,'

STARTS TOOAY

" This year's best film!

"

"Mozart's greatest hit...

Mozart comes raucously ahvc as a punk rebel,

grossing out the Establishment, a grand, sprawlmg

entertainment" i rrt

AmadeuS
'( -.1 ill VHIl fS I

Ri I

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^SoJJdaS^Thursdav 8 45 3.45 • Friday 8:45 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consecuttve days 5% di-count

.10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% d.scoum^* phone number fn»

AUDIO

Pionaar AM FM portable »»•'•<>

caasatta AMS/autorewind/CR02 S95 or

BO 6 7697

AUTO FOR SALE

VW -111109" coNactors item beat offer

Gene 3237S82

1974 Dattun TXtO. runs good "O
'"S-?**

Interior $3500 tefious call^njyj49-7»4

n Chevy Pickup oood worJi truck best of-

fer call Rick 546-6037 ___^
1974 Chevy Nova 79,000 mi. runs »*e«,

new muffler »950 call 586-9128

1979 Flaata 4 ipeed, AM/FM M«. Dark

blue. 57.000 mJlas^l5W_Call^S6«36__

Help, folks say I can't have ttiei' «»'
"D«iJ

my car is sold 74 Volks Bus cheap' BO

546-57ra

72~Audl »800 ninning condHion Larry

549-6051

Audi Fox 79 runs mint new tires body

good, »1600 nagotiable 6-5184

DRIVERS WANTtD

Ei7nl6^T7iS hour. MUsTbTlS or older

Have own insured, reliable car^Apply m pe'

son. Domino's Piua Rt 9, Hadlay

WICKED AND WILD ^i;i^.;^f^
wsual entertainment for the 90 s 584-671 z

5 Collage Sound the best in party and

dance music Call 586 0245 or 586 76m

RacirA^DIsc^Sack A Video Entertain

maot Agency. Discjockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

5497144

2 cubic ft rafrtgerator H & P Package

Store free delivery 253 9742

filSniuttrass and Boopring 26.00 you

must take awey_call 5«:e041_____

U;,iveia Mountain Bike Landrover Sport

call 66045 Paul ____—
si^^ TurntaWa, new waterbed mattress

^ver u»«< -C^ »*> •>«» 66^J«^Stev.

scinr^oiorTvTi2o~Mii 686-912B

FOUND

^iU^Smit of 4 alhraf kaya a

Srockbridge Road bus stop last week If

they are yours, pick them up at the Info

Booth in the CO Concourse

F'ourid'i^itti^fandywine area hungry and

abused call and indentify after 10 PM
549 1318

HELP WANTED

Ovaraeaa Joba. Summer, yr round_

Europe, S. Amarica, Australia, Aa«. All

fiaids »900 »2000 mo Sightaaeing Free

info Write IJC, PO Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar, CA 92^6
ATTENTION STUDENTSI Want part time

work you can fit between classes? Place and

fill posters on campus, earn base and

bonuses Year round possible.

1 800243 6679 -
ParTtima Bartender needed nights and

weekends. Apply in person 'Cheers

located N. Hamp Bowl 525 Pleesant St

Part time counter "help nights and

weekends also someone for light janrtonal

work mornings Apply in person. N. Hamp

Bowl 525 Pleasant St

Novv taking applications for full and part

time positions Must bo 18 or older. Apply in

person Domino's Piwa Rl^9 Hadlay

The Cainpus Center Board of Qovernors

naeda you I The BOG needs a Buikling

Operations Coordinator Duties include

overseeing building problems and general

policies affecting students within the

CC/SUB complex This is a paid position.

For more info: BOG Office 817 Campus

Center

(Sovarnmant Jdbs. »16,559

$60 563 year Now hiring. Your area. Call

1-806 687 9000 ext R 9616

HampshirirCounty Nursing Service is

looking for sn working as aids and

homemakers for home and nursing home

cases Flexible hours 586-8272

Houeeperaonwanted. Work for your

meals and get a DC rebate meals prepared

by a fuNttme cook call Jim Houston at

546-2150

Managers needed for Sporting Goods Co-

op. Gam valuable experience; buying, sell

ing, advertising, scheduling, hiring &
payroll Applications available in 407 SUB.

Deadline is October 26, 5:00 AA/EOE

HOT TUBS

Utopia Spaa private hot tub rantala call

•".jv for reservations 253-7727

LOST

Stolen in Syhran area or Boyden Oym.

Brown leather waMet containing license,

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4098 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Loet browrnpiaatic frame glasses in a red

leather case if found contact 6-5641^ ^
Gofd ladTes watcii at Changes on 10/4 if

found please call Pam at 253 7482 high sen

t'THtntal value

PERSONALS

The HS« II^OEX la harel Yearbooks will be

sold outside of the SUB. Tues ,
Oct 9 to

Fn Oct 19 The price is »6 Also available

are the 1982 INDEX for 13 and the 1983 IN

DEX for M Get your yeart>ook before sup

plies run out I

WhoTo YOU know7 Who do YOU w*n'

to meet? If you KNOW any celebs, VIP 's

musicians etc. have any info or input con

tact G.P C. Box 146 SUB or call 546-2733.

This is YOUR chance to shine on campus'

Dog Home Wented lovaable white belgian

shepard needs home desprately'

Housebroken call JR 9 263 7987 or

546-0341 anytime'

SottTwarm puppy. I tove you. Happy One

Year, little one you're the t>est

uii^bdaChT AlphaTittle Slafer Buah to

day from 3 to 6 pm all university women
welcome

To whoever borrowed my hat at the

Dutchman. Pleaae return it to Chapel,

UMMB staff room

Happy^'*i'^»V^Hi«bethlll Love Beth,

Helaine, Amy. and the rest of Butterfield

Don't party too hard"'

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papara. Caaaa. Diasartationa, Theaea,

on-campus. low rates guaranteed accep-

tance Nancy 584-7»4

ROOIMMATE WANTED

To ahare maatar badfoonf fc prWate

bath with a male in a house with large kit-

chen, living room ar>d game room 150/mo

utilities 253 9692

Nonsmoking femala, 2 bedroom Brittany

Manor apartment »120.00 includes utilitiea

Mary 263 7344 '253 3786

Bruins game optiortai. Don't be footed by

tours that offer standing room only. We
have good seats Contact: Kim 546-5126

FREEPORT. BAHAMAS 7 days, airfare

and hotel included »229 over January Break

call Paul 546-8819 or Alan 546«41

TO ALL UNIVERSITY
WOMEN

AH are Invhad to Open Ruah at Chi

Omega' Monday Oct 22 Dinner Party 5:16

Wednesday Oct 24 Dinner Party 5 15 Thurs-

day Oct 25 Haltowwen Party for rides and in-

formation caU 546-0162 or 545 2092 ask for

Kristin or Lome

WANT BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE

Looking for Bualnaea aaperlenee - Apply

for s position at the UMaaa Student Federal

Credit Union

WANTED

Neat, reaponalbia mala naeda room. CaU
anytime 886-4878

Tutor wanted
649-1896

Ung. 201 plana call

TRAVEL

Weekend In Montreal. Onhr tTS. Beaton

WANTED TO RENT

Ofie bedroom aportmant doee^to
pua. Will take over laaaa in January
ran Jim 548-7862
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UMass should

pound Maine...
...but Injury plague evens game
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

There are a lot of reasons University of

Massachusetts football coach Bob Stull

should feel good about facing the University

of Maine on Saturday.

The Bears, at 15. are with little doubt the

worst team UMass will face this season.

Maine has allowed close to 400 yards a game

this season, their quarterback completes

just over 35 percent of his passes and

they've scored over 13 points just once this

sea.son.

"I'm worried about this game." said Stull.

"We're going to have to work really hard to

beat these guvs."

Why is Stull so concerned about a game

that, on paper, should be a UMass blowout?

When four of his top defensive players and

the one player that has provided him with

the bulk of his offense are hampered by

injuries. StuU's foliage trip to the north

could turn out to be a nightmarish journey.

Defensive tackle Ed Sullivan remains out

with a badly sprained ankle, linebacker

Dave Cavanaugh has yet to practice this

week with bruised ribs and a bad case of the

flu. Tackle Mike Dwyer is having continued

shoulder problems. linebacker Todd

Comeau has a pinched nerve and nose guard

Peter Tracy chips in with a pulled ham

string.

That's only five of the top ten tacklers on

the team. Add George Barnwell (the

leading rusher with 570 yards and two

touchdowns) and his leg problem, and

UMass may not be in for the cakewalk they

may expect against the Bears.

All but Sullivan will start, but Stull said it

remains to be seen how long each will play.

"It's a pain in the neck type of stuff, "
said

Stull. with no pun intended. "They'll play. I

wish I knew how effectively, but they'll

play."

The Minutemen, 2 4. are still in the thick

of the Yankee Conference picture with an

1 conference record. With a win over the

Bears and potential wins against New

Hampshire. UConn and BU, and the

Minutemen are l»K)king at a title, as im

probable as it sounds.

•Realistically, we've got a shot in every

game we have left." said Stull. "That's the

beauty of our schedule, we play the con

lerence at the end. no matter what we've

done so far. we're still very much in this

thing."

But first there's Maine. Ron Rogerson's

Black Bears have been pounded by Rich

mond, URI and Delaware, soundly defeated

by Boston University and New Hampshire,

and somehow emerged victorius over

Lafayette.

Maine, behind sophomore quarterback

Bob Wilder, has a decent running attack

built around fullback Gary Hufnagle and

halfbacks Lance Theobald and Paul Phelan.

They also have a good kicker in Jack Leone,

but little else.

The Minutemen have not been stellar

themselves on defense. UMa.ss opponents

have gained 2,.564 total yards (427.33 a

game) while passing for 1,629 yards.

The offense, quarterbacked by junior Jim

Simeone (73 for 173, 686 yards and one

touchdown) has featured a solid running

attack behind Barnwell, but has failed to

execute Stulls possession passing game

with much success.

UMass' longest completion of the season

was achieved on a Barnwell option pass to

John Crowley for 35 yards last Saturday

w hen Richmond pounded UMass 24 7.

"We looked terrible last week," admitted

CollcKian photo by Brian K. Uonya

Senior split-end Bob Simeone celebrates his as well as his brother

Jim's first touchdown pass of the season against Richmond. Con-

gratulating Simeone is flanker John Crowley.

Stull. "It could've been 35 except the

defense held in for a few plays deep in our

own end. We had one good drive (93 yards

for a TD) but other than that we made a lot

of errors and failed to concentrate."

Stati.scally, linebacker Vito Perrone leads

the team in tackles with 55 unassisted hits.

Senior Bob Simeone is the leading receiver

with 24 grabs for 292 yards. Kicker George

Papoutsidis has booted seven of eight PATs
and seven of ten field goals.

UMasB at Maine
When: Saturday^ 1:30 p»m.

Where: Alumni Field, Orono Maine
The Records: UMass: 2-4, Maine: j 5

The Series: UMass leads 24-5<l

The Latest Line; UMass by 4

Iniuries: UM: E. Siillivan (DT), ankle,

wiU not jday; D. Cavanatigh (I^B), ribs, is

prob^le; M, Dwyer <DT), shwiider, is pro>

bable; P. Tracey (NG), hamstring,

Stickers

host UNH
Look for upset win

Men s soccer looks to crush Cross
Women try for eighth straight win

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Things had begun to get clear again.

After an impressive win over third ranked

Temple last Saturday and a gciod per

formance against top ranked Old

Dominion. the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team had

emerged into the top five again.

Now, things are getting muddier.

The fifth ranked Minutemen have put

themselves in a position where they have

to prove themselves again after being

upset by unranked Harvard 10 on

Wednesday in Cambridge.

And their next opponent is fourth ranked

University of New Hampshire Saturday at

1 p.m. at NOPE.

"Saturday's game is one that we have to

have." coach Pam Hixon said. "It's one

game that we very dearly want." The
Wildcats. 12 1, defeated UMass in the

regular sea.son 1 last year.

The Minutemen got themselves into this

situation by being upset Wednesday

night.

"For a majority of teams we play, if they

can beat us it makes their season," Hixon

continued on page 15

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Dead to rights only a week ago after tosing

to Rhode Island, and falling to seventh in

New England and seemingly out of the

post season picture, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team has

bounced back, thanks to Wednesday's 2 1

upset of number one UConn.

With seven games remaining and playoff

hopes riding on the outcome of every one.

the Minutemen play host to Holy Cross

Saturday at 11 a.m. on Boyden Field.

Although The Cross is among the weaker

sisters of NE Division I soccer, UMa.ss

coach Jeff (iettler doesn't foresi«e a lack of

rnr-ntal prep.nrnf ion.

"Holy Cross is not a great team. We've

got to he real serious and watch for an

emotional letdown. I don't fear a letdown.

We've just got to apply ourselves. The

team will be very prepared. I'll make sure

of that.

lU (,.,;,li; 1/ to <Titicism by UC-onn coach

,)o.- Morrone after his Huskies were top

pled Wednesday. C.ettler defended his

ia.ius. as well as counterpunching

Morrone's remarks.

"IK y, he lost," said Gettler. "I don't think

he'd have been criticizing us if he'd won.

You have to tactically do what you have to

do. I don't think I have to justify what we

do."

Tomorrow's game is part of a li. _ nome

games in six stretch that also includes

Southern Connecticut. Springfield, and

Maine.

The second ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team is

looking for more than a win over unranked

Adelphi Saturday at 2 p.m. at Boyden

Field.

The 10 1 2 Minutemen are led by a bevy of

freshmen, including leading scorer Jolie

DePauw with 11 goals, three assi-sts good

enough for 25 points. Catherine Spence.

usually the first off the bench is the second

scorer with six goals, five assi.sts and 17

points. Kristen Bowsher has 14 and Monica

Seta has 13 points.

"Adelphi is a good team," Banda said.

"They'll come up here with a good squad It

won't be an easy game. We'll have to play

good defense." UMass, which has outshot

opponents 265 43 on the year, will start

Jeanne Paul, 0.40 goals against average, in

net.

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team, coming off an impressive

showing at last weekend's Southern

Connecticut Tourney, travel south to battle

at the Delaware Invitational Tournament

this weekend.

The Minutemen, sporting a 16 10 record

and a number five ranking in the Northeast,

will be bumping heads with some of the top

Division one teams in the East, including

Rutgers University, Princeton University

and host University of Delaware.

The women's cross country team will host

New Hampshire. Rhode Island and Ver

mont this coming weekend, while the men's

team will hit the road and travel to

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to take part in

the Atlantic Tei/ Championship.

The women are hoping to break into the

front of the pack this week.

The men, on the other hand, will be trying

to move up a notch over last week's fourth

place finish on the Belmont Plateau course.

continued on page 15

Weekend sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Today:
Volleyball: at Delaware Tourna-
ment.

Saturday:
Football: at Maine, 1:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer: Holy Cross, Boyden
11 a.m.

Field Hockey: T vH. NOPE, 1 p.m.
Women's Soccer: Adelphi, Boyden
2 p.m.

Water Polo: Lrigv Totfrftc^r at

Brown
Rugby: BU, Boyden iX)wer, 12:30

p.m.
Volleyball: at Delav^. io Tourney

Women's Tennis: at Jartmouth

Men's Tennis: at Vei lont

Women's Cross Country: Four

team meet, 1 p.m.

Men's Cross Count'?: at Atlantic

10 tourney

Sunday:
Water Polo: League 'oumey at

ftrown.
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This is a whole new race

('<illfi)inn phiit'i tr\t Anilu Hill' r

Vice presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro addresses a rally that drew 20,000 spectators Saturday around the

Campus Pond. The crowd was the largest Ferraro has drawn in her campaign and the largest political gathering

in Massachusetts in recent years.

20,000 line pond at

rally for Ferraro
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

In one of the largest single gatherings in University of

Massachusetts history, an estimated 20.000 people heard

Geraldine .\. Ferraro say that the time to work for peace

and the future is now, at a Democratic party rally by the

Campus Pond Saturday.

"Pe(»ple have had enough of the arms race and the new

cold war. It's time for arms control and a new commitment

to peace," Ferraro, the nations' first woman vice

presidential candidate on a major party ticket, told the

crowd.

"The time to work for peace is not later, it's now."

The rally was covered by the state wide newspapers. The

Boston (rlohe and The Bostov HnraJd, and by television

stations in Boston, Springfield and Hartford. Democratic

campaign officials said the Ferraro appearance was timed

to provide favorable coverage before last night's debate

between Walter F. Mondale and President Reagan.

"Make no mistake about it, we're in a fight for the heart

and soul of this country. Make no mistake, as Democrats,

we're gonna win that fight," said the Congresswoman from

Queens. N.Y.
"This is a whole new race. It's getting hot and they're

feeling the heat. It's getting close and they're getting

worried, " Ferraro .said of the Republicans in the la.st weeks

before the Nov. 6 election.

The crowd, which packed the lawn from the Campus Pond

across North Pleasant Street and up to the Morrill Science

Center and even onto greenhou.se roofs behind Morrill,

interrupted Ferraro more than .50 times during her 25

minute spee<"h.

I'Mass police reported no incidents or arrests during the

rally, and traffic after the event was heavy but appeared to

be moving. North Plea.sant Street was closed to traffic,

and police and Secret Service agents were seen patrolling

the rooftops and upper stories of Morrill, the Fine Arts

Center and the Tower Library to keep security tight for

the event.

Ferraro said that last night's final debate between Walter

Mondale and Ronald Reagan would be a key for the future

of America and she urged the crowd to look carefully at

each candidate and their grasp of the issues to see "which

man will build a safer world."

The two previous debates, one between herself and Vice

President (leorge Bush, the other between President

Reagan and Walter Mondale. helped to show the American

people wht) the leaders are. F'erraro said.

Following Reagan and Mondale's first debate, Sen. Paul

Laxalt (RNev.). the President's campaign manager,

blamed Reagan's p<K>r performance on political advisers

who "smothered him with facts" in preparation for

Mondale.
"Now I ask you, since when is it considered cruel and

unusual punishment to expect a president to learn the facts

he ought to know?" F'erraro asked.

Of her own debate, she said if she had made some of the

same statements Bush had made, she would have been

criticized because she is a woman.
continued on pg. 3

assacnusetts in recent years.

Speech emphasizesReagan/Bush factual errors
. .. . , J . _j ..u.. „-.. r.n..,^u.^«#^ »hat th«» rather than about the arms race and I

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

"Is Fritz Mondale gomg to win the debate

tomorrow night?" Democratic vice

presidential candidate Geraldine A.

Ferraro asked that question of the crowd

News Analysis

less tnan two mmutes after taking the

podium Saturday at the University of

Massachusetts. The 20.000 present, with

the exception of a few knots of Reagan

Bush supporters, answered with a

resounding "yes!"

In hri speech, Ferraro clearly aimed to

generate momentum for the Democratic

presidential campaign on the eve of last

nights televised foreign policy debate

between Democratic challenger Walter

Mondale and President Ronald Reagan.

This month's three debates were con

sidered crucial to the Democrats as prime

opportunities to narrow the lead held by

Reagan in public opionion polls. This gap

(U(\ close, according to most surveys, after

the Reagan Mondale domestic issues

debate on Oct. 1, in which Mondale ap

peared the winner. The Oct. 11 debate

between Ferraro and Vice President

George Bush was widely considered a draw.

Some Mondale/ Ferraro campaign aides

and many ob.servers predicted that the

t'ongresswoman from Queens would em
phasize student issues, such as the Reagan

administration's cuts in financial aid

programs, in front of Saturday's

predominantly collegiate audience.

But she made only a pa-ssing reference to

education and to other domestic issues

toward the end of her spewh. the bulk of

which was divided between as.sailing the

Reagan administration's foreign policy

record and deriding Reagan's and Bush's

handling of previous debates.

Ferraro sought to call public attention to

Reagan's and Bush's numerous factual

errors in the debates, she referred to

Bush's attempts "to talk about baseball

"

rather than about the arms race and to a

GOP campaign aide's statement that

debates aren't very important, which she

said showed the Republicans' "cynical

outl<K)k of fooling most of the people most of

the time."

REAGAN-MONDALE
Debate

p.4

In foreign affairs, she gave a preview of

some of the Reagan administration policies

that Mondale was expected to hammer in at

last ni^ht:

The president's reluctance to take

responsibility for crises, which Ferraro

called "the politics of blame.
"

continued on pg. i
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students, facultv and many western Massachusetts residents turned out in droves Saturday to express their

views and rally with vice presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro and Democratic state politicians.

I'olUifuin I (>y Hrian (iimyr

Manypeople travel from NJJ. area to seeFerraro
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
and RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

An estimated 20,000 people turned out for

a Democratic rally by the Campus Pond
that was the biggest audience Vice

Presidential candidate Geraldine A.

Ferraro has addressed in her career.

The gathering was also the biggest

political crowd in recent Massachusetts
history, with estimates of attendance

ranging from 14.000 to 21.000.

The entire lawn on the east side of the

Campus Pond was filled with spectators,

stretching from the Fine Arts Center to the

Campus Center, and from the Morrill

Science Center to the other side of the

pond, behind the podium.

While most of the crowd was students

from the five-college area, the crowd was

littered with people of varying ages and

areas.

Sally MacKinney, 67, of Los Angeles,

Calif., said, "I've been a feminist most of my
life, and I didn't think I'd see a woman run

for vice president."

The Massachusetts International Union of

Electricians (lUE) was represented by two
busloads of people, who came up from an

lUE convention in Springfield. Terry

Fitzgerald, 54, of Saugus, and Joseph Puyia

of Pittsfield, were among the lUE people

who said they were "solidly behind Mon-
dale."

A group of teenagers from Amherst
Regional Junior High School held a large

sheet that said "Re-elect Mondale-Ferraro

in 1988." One of the sign holders, Karen
Beatty, 14, said, "If I could vote for her I

would. I think it's exciting that we finally

have a woman running."

All the speeches in yesterday's rally were

interpreted in sign language to an area near

the stage reserved for the handicapped.

Heckling was minimal, but Republican

sign carriers stood along the edge of the

lawn near North Pleasant Street, and were
scatted throughout the crowd. On sign had

a hammer-and-sickle that said "We love you

Mondale."

Roger Corey, 66, an engineer from

Petersham, drove 30 miles to see the rally.

"We're really excited about Ferraro and the

Mondale-Ferraro ticket. We (Corey and his

wife) think Reagan is bad news," he said.

Karl Gustafson, 28, minister of the

Pioneer Valley A ssembly of God, brought a

group of 25 people from the Springfield

Chapter of the Massachusetts Citizens for

Life to protest Ferraro's position on

abortion.

"I'm opposed to her views on abortion," he

said. "We are opposed to abortion on

demand."
There were many other anti-abortion

activists throughout the rally, and many
had signs that said, "Live and Let Live" and

"Life is Sacred." Some signs depicted

aborted fetuses.

During Ferraro's speech, two Air Force
fighter jets flew abov:- the rally.

Compiled from reports by Collegian staff

members Greg Brown, John O'Connell,

Richard Martin and Joel Coffldis

Students voice theirpolitical opinions with signs
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The Democratic rally Saturday polled together students

from New England with a heavy concentration from the

five-college area to either support or protest the Mondale-

Ferraro ticket for the presidency.

Mondale-Ferraro supporters used an array of signs,

some which read. "KKK endorses Reagan, do you?"

"Star Wars on the screen - not in the Pentagon" and

"Ronald Reagan is bad for your health."

"One thing I learned is how Reagan deceives the public

with his misstatements and misinformation. I'm leaning

towards Mondale and the debates were a big part of that

(learning), "Jonathan Carey, 20, mechanical engineering

major from UMass said.

Peter Hazelton. 18, from Bluffton, Indiana and an
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Amherst College student said emphatically that he was a

registered voter and planned to vote for Ferraro, "But
back home, the folks think differently."

"From where I am in Indiana, it's a small town south of
Fort Wayne and its kind of conservative. The people are
probably more pro-Reagan than pro-Mondale," he said.

Tricia McCoster, 18, from Somers, Conn, and a student
at the University of Hartford said, "I'm a registered
voter, but I'm unsure of who I want to vote for. Maybe
this speech will help me decide."

Lawalley Cole, a 28-year old graduate student from
Gambia is not registered to vote, but has strong opinions

about Ferraro. "I think she's not only gcxxl for this coun-

try, but good internationally too, although I have to admit
that I like Democrats generally. I try not to look at her as
a woman, but as a candidate."

A group of Smith College students held a sign voicing

their opinion towards their dislike of Nancy Reagan, a
Smith alumna, and Barbara Bush, who attended but did
not earn a degree from the school.

The sign read "Smith loves Gerry, we don't care about
Nancy (Class of 1943) and Barbara (.iropout)." The
women said their sign indicated that they could support
Democrats.

Pro-Reagan signs bore the inscriptions of "Ronnie Kicks
Ass, "We Love America, Reagan 1984" and "Peace
Through Strength, Vote Reagan."

A UMass Republican Club member, Paul Kasman, said,

"At the end of the rally, when we were standing around, I

noticed an irate woman yelling at two men holding a sign

that made a negative reference to Ferraro. I suggested

that rather than arguing with the person, she display her

own sign displaying her views."

"At this suggestion," Kasman said, "she spun around

and spat in my face. She encouraged me to hit her because

the television cameras may have picked it up."
Kasman added, "The last time a member of my family

was spat on, it was by a Nazi."
Arnold Spencer and Jeffrey Hicks, both Amherst Col-

lege students, were protesting for the Five College

Republicans.

"We're here to let her know the presence of Republican
in Massachusetts. We're not here to heckle her," Spencer

said.

Stephen Erickson, president of the UMass Republican
Club, said, "We instructed our people not to heckle." On
the issue of the Democrats heckling Reagan, Erickson
said, "T i like to take some of these people and put them in

a rally at a southern university."

"I di.sagree with what she (Ferraro) said today. 1 think

(George* Bush can beat her in the debate," David Joyce,

19, an accounting major from UMass said. "I don't think

she should be making an issue out of Reagan's age," he

said.

But some students were not sv-'ved to either side by the

rally. 'Everything she (Ferru.w, said has been heard

before, there were no new points" Matthew Grallert, 22, a

political Science major from UMass said.

Collegian Staff" member Richard Martin also

contributed to this story.

Dukakis, Kerry, Duffey and students prep crowd
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A host of Massachusetts Democrats,

including Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and U.S.

Senate candidate John Kerry, joined in to

help warm up the crowd for Vice

Presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro at

the Democratic rally here Saturday

morning.
Those who spoke at the ralley included

Massachusetts politicians, student

government leaders, and University of

Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey.

Ferraro was introduced by Gov. Dukakis,

who compared Saturday's gathering to

Ferraro's first campaign visit to

Massachusetts Sept. 26.

"I thought the crown we had at City Hall in

Boston was the biggest political rally I had

ever been to in Massachusetts, but I'm

afraid you beat us out here at Amherst," he

said.

The governor roused the crowd when he

said '*I see some Ray Shamie signs out

there. If I had a nominee for the United

States Senate whose political action

committee contributed this year to Jesse

Helms, I'd be ashamed to walk around with

those signs," he said. Jesse Helms is a

conservative senator from North Carolina.

In his speech, Dukakis said people should

pay more attention to the lessons of history.

He referred to the Vietnam War,

praising Lt. Gov. Kerry's involvement m
questioning the war after serving in it and

said, "Here we are, a decade after Vietnam,

and we're beginning to do the same thing in

Central America."

He added, "After four years of the present

administration, it's very clear that they

(Reagan administration) don't understand

the lessons of history. And I can tell you

just as sure as I'm standing here, that if this

administration is re elected, we'll have

another Vietnam in Central America.

"

Kerry, who was hoarse from a sore throat,

was greeted with chants of "Kerry, Kerry"

from the crowd, to which he quipped, "The

wonderful thing about that is that you can't

tell the difference between that and

'Gerry.'"

He opened his speech by asking the crowd

for "a 20,000 person strong welcome for the

next vice president of the United States of

America."
Kerry said the administration's repeated

posing of the question, "Are you better off

today than you were four years ago'.'" has

raised a "shut-the-door behind you attitude

to a level of national acceptance never

before known in this country."

"This president of the United States has

made selfishness fashionable." he said.

Kerry cited the escalating U.S. in

volvement in wars in Nicaragua and

Lebanon, and the widespread poverty in

the United States, and said. "If you look at

(these), you cannot answer that question

ves.

Kerry who lauded the Mondale Ferraro

candidacy said, "They understand that we
don't just inherit the earth, we borrow it,

and we cannot continue to move away from

environmental protection."

"And I cannot wait, " he added, "to join a '

ceremony in the Oval Office of the White

House, where a Vice President Ferraro

joins a President Mondale in signing the

Equal Rights Amendment into law."

Chancellor Duffey addressed the crowd

when the governor, lieutenant governor,

and Ferraro came up to the stage. The

master of ceremonies, U.S. Rep. Raymond
Jordan D Springfield, incited the crowd

with chants of "We want Gerry" and "Two
more weeks " before Duffey took the stage.

Duffey welcomed Ferraro to the campus

"On behalf of 31,000 students, faculty, and

staff."

""I admire your commitment, and I admire

your stamina." Duffey said. Ferraro at-

tended rallies in Burlington, Vt. and

<\)Uei/uin Pkotd IniAndv Helier

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and Geraldine Ferraro share a laugh at Saturday's Rally

Bangor, Maine, after the rally at. the

I'niversity of Massachusetts.

"And I admire your good judgement and

taste in political advisors," Duffey said.

Anne Wexler, Duffey's wife, is Ferraro's

senior political advisor.

"Keep it up. hang in there," Duffey said to

Ferraro from the podium.
Students at the rally were represented by

the Third World Caucus, the Public Policy

Committee, the State Student Association

of Massachusetts, the Women's Leadership

Project, the llniversity Democrats, and the

Student Government Association (SGA).

Representatives from each group spoke

briefly at the rally.

Kevin Sweeney, president of University

Democrats said, "We can send Ronald

Reagan to the unemployment lines that he's

been .sending the people of America to."

<"Student power can swing this election!"

he shouted.

Rick Patrick. SGA co President said,

""Students have been instrumental in

bringing peace and justice to our world."

He added that this trend must continue.

Other speakers at the rally mciuded tirsi

district Congressional candidate Mary
Wentworth. Sen. John Olver and Rep.

James ('ollins. both of Amherst. Rep.

Edward Boland of Springfield, and
Ferraro's daughter. Laura Zaccaro.

Rally ranks high

in UMass history
By ANNE McCRORY
t/ollegian Staff

The flashing blue lightsof silent police cars preceeded

the motorcade of slick black limousines carrying the

speaker of the day and her entourage. To the suspenseful

volume rendition of Malaguena by the UMass Marching

Band, the vehicles pulled alongside the crowd in a swirl of

dust. Geraldine A. Ferraro had arrived.

The first woman vice presidential candidate, addressing

a 20.000 strong rally of students, faculty and community

members Saturday at the University of Massachusetts,

was met with pomp and circumstance accorded few

UMass visitors.

Her rally was, in fact, on of the "three or four" most

prominent political events to occur on campus in the

history of the University- or at least in the 34 years Dean

of Students William F. Field has been here.

The others, according to Field, are a visit by Eleanor

Roosevelt about 25 years ago, when classes were can

celed so students could hear her speak; an aborted speech

by former Vice President Hubert Humphrey in 1970; and

a speech by Republican Sen. Strom Thurmond, in 1969,

which was wrought with disruptions from students

cloaked in attire like that of the Ku Klux Klan.

Humphrey who spoke at UMass in 1957, was a com-

mencement speaker and honorary degree recipient in

1964 and came again to campus in 1%9. But on Feb. 24,

1970, his foreign policy speech to a crowd of 3,500 in the

Curry Kicks Cage was disrupted by about 250 hecklers,

who accused him of failing to prevent the riots that

resulted in the trial of the Chicago Seven. Humphrey left

the Cage after 20 minutes without delivering his main

address.
In terms of crowd appeal, two rallies stand out m recent

history. A nuclear freeze rally, featuring Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy, other state Democrats and musicians including

James Taylor, and celebrities, including Jane Fonda,

drew 10,000 spectators in the fall of 1982. A rally

following the May 1970 deaths of four students during a

protest at Kent State University in Ohio, where two

students from that school addressed a crowd by the

Campus Pond, drew 7,500 people.

No problems with rally's tight security
By JOEL p. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A security force including

University of Massachusetts

police, approximately 15

Amherst police officers, the

University's Institutional

Protection Staff. State

Police, a student security

force of about 50 and the

I'.S. Secret Service made
certain that all went well at

Saturday's Democratic
rally.

UMass Chief of Police

Robert Joyce said, "No
major incidents were
reported." '"One person was

placed in protective custody

the night before because of a

threat against Vice

Presidential candidate

Geraldine A. Ferraro." he

said.

The crowd, estimated at

20,000, extended from the

pond to the Fine Arts

Center, across North
Pleasant Street down to the

old bus stop south of

Hasbrouck Laboratory.

There was also a large

gathering across the pond.

Secret Service Officers

equipped with two way
radios were positioned on

the roofs of nearby buildings

and throughout the VIP

section, especially near the

stage where Ferraro spoke.

The various police force

also had officers positioned

throughout the surrounding

area, particularly behind the

VIP partition and at the

entrance and exit path of the

motorcade route.

Gov. Michael Dukakis'

motorcade consisted of his

car, a UMa-ss police car, an

Amherst police car and two

state police cars.

Ferraro's 18 car motorcade

included her Cadillac

limousine, one UMass police

car, one Amherst police car,

two State Police cars and at

east two Secret Service

cars. About 10 vehicles

were from different media
organizations.

One incident was reported

at 7:.50 a.m.. when two

UMass students. Paul

Kasman and John Robert

were in a can«x' on the pond.

The men said that UMass
police ordered them to leave

the pond immediately.

"The Secret Service told

the police to kick us out. All

we had in the boat was a

sign that read. 'Peace

through Strength vote

Reagan,' and some peanut

butter and jelly sand

wiches," Kasman said.

The student security force,

which was organized by the

Union Program Council,

consisted of about 50

volunteers. They were
responsible lor the <rowd
and for reporting any in-

cidents.

Yesterday afternoon, the

lawn remained full of trash

and the stage had not yet

been disassembled.
Physical Plant workers are

scheduled to begin clean up

by morning.

CoUrguin photo fry Hrxan Gmyr

An Array of the area's police and secret service men patrol the Fine Arts Center

on Saturday's rally

* Ferraro continued from pg. 1

"While we were talking about the arms race. George Bush

wanted to talk about baseball. Now imagine if I had said

that, "she said.

"I say to the man who tried to lecture me on the difference

between Iran and l^banon, there's a big difference bet-

ween the World Series and the fate of the world."

Arms control is the single most important issue in the

campaign, Ferraro said and the Reagan administration has

spent on arms control less than one fifth on what it spends

on military bands.

"Now I'm all for music, guys, but that ratio is out of tune

with the American people," she said.

Referring to Reagan's so-called "Star Wars
"
plan caUmg

for the installation of nuclear weapons in space, Ferraro

said that while the president "wants to launch the arms

race into the heavens, we want to stop it here on earth."

"If we extend the arms race into space, the Soviets will

follow. Let's say enough is enough. The sky is the limit.

When will this president learn that an arms race does not

lead to superiority, it leads to an arms race and arms

control leads to peace.

If elected. Ferraro said she and Mondale will both work

for a "mutual and verifiable nuclear freeze." But unlike

Reagan, who waited until just before the election to meet

with Soviet leaders, they will "call on the Soviets to

negotiate on our first day of office.

Ferraro said Reagan's record on human rights is a step

backward and has not strengthened America in the eyes of

the world.

"I can remember when the American government was

known to the rest of the world as the leading force in

human values. I can remember when John F. Kennedy

launched the Peace Corps, when Hubert Humphrey

started 'food for peace' and when Jimmy Carter stood up

for human rights. I can remember when we stood for basic

American values and when you reach my age, I want you

to be able to say you remember the same things."

While Ferraro spoke, a sign language interpreter signed

the speech to people who sat in a section reserved for the

disabled.
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Last presidential fight says

Reagan holds lead in debate

S Monday, October 22, 1984

KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP) - In the final

presidential debate last night. Walter F.

Mondale called President Reagan and out-

of touch leader whose foreign policy has

"humiliated" the United States. Reagan

retorted in the climactic campaign debate

that Mondale has a "record of

weakness...that is second to none" on

national defense.

Mondale's goal thoughout the 90 minutes

was to ignite a late surge to victory, and in

his closing argument, he asked viewers to

imagine the United States under nuclear

attack.

"Pick a president that you know will know

— if that tragic moment ever comes —
what he must know. Because there will be

no time for staffing, committees or ad-

visers, the president must know right

then." Mondale said.

Reagan, bidding to protect a substantial

lead in the polls, had the final words and

said. "I want more than anything else to try

to complete the new beginning that we

charted four years ago."

"It may come as a surprise to Mr. Mon

dale, but I am in charge." Reagan had

replied tartly after his Democratic op

ponent assailed his policies on arms control.

Lebanon. Central America elsewhere.

"I will keep us strong." was Mondale's

reply after Reagan listed a series of

weapons that he .said his presidential op

ponent had once opposed. He said that as a

result of the president's policies in Central

America, "we have been humiliated and our

itAnalysis

opponents are stronger."

There was no obvious gaffe by either man

during the televised debate coming 16 days

before the election, with Reagan holding

leads calculated at 10 to 25 percentage

points in the public opinion polls. Mondale

gained points in those polls on the basis of

his performance in the first debate two

weeks ago in Louisville. Ky., and he walked

onto the stage in Kansas City with the same

goal in mind.

The Democratic challenger made no claim

of victory at a compaign rally afterwards,

but said the evening demonstrated that he.

not Reagan, would be a "real commander in

chief who would take charge."

"Tonight, despite all the embarrassment

of the covert action in Nicaragua, which has

strengthened our enemies. I think I heard

the president, the commander in chief,

blame somebody else." he said.

"Tonight, despite all the tragedy in

I^banon, I think I heard the president, the

commander in chief, blame it on somebody

else."

Predictably, Vice President George Bush

saw it another way. "I think we just

wrapped up four more years." he said.

The debate began and ended wit a han

dshake at center stage, but in between the

gestures of courtesy. Reagan and Mondale

traded sharply worded charges of

weakness..

Reagan said that is Mondale's record.

Mondale said Reagan is ignorant of some

essentials needed for leadership, and

"Strength requires knowledge."

— The administration financed "covert

war" against the Nicaraguan government,

and the recent disclosure of a CIA manual

instructing rebels to overthrow the San

dinista regime through asassination. black

mail and promotion of mob violence.

— The current unprecedented arms

buildup. Reagan's failure to engage the

Soviet Union in nuclear weapons

negotiations, and his opposition to every

past arms control treaty.

conttnwd from pg. 1

As she has done throughout the campaign

when addressing younger voters, Ferraro

emphasized the weapons buildup as a threat

to humanity and the contrast between

Reagan's proposals to build space based

weapons and the Democrats' pledge to

negotiate a 'mutual, verifiable, nuclear

freeze."

This. too. she tied to last night's clash

between the presidential candidates,

saying. "The future may ride on that

debate."
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EARLY BIRDS - At least two people camped out over night to get the best

possible seats for the Ferraro rally.

Poll shows students views

unchanged by Ferraro speech
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A Collegian poll of 89 students who have

registered to vote was taken immediately

following the rally.

Sixty five students said they supported

Democratic presidential candidate Walter

Mondale and 20 supported President

Reagan. Four students said they supported

other candidates while 14 of the students

said the rally and Ferraro's speech changed

their minds one way or another. Seventy

five students said the speech did not change

their view.

Twenty-seven students said they would

vote for Ferraro because she is a woman.

Fifty eight said that it did not effect their

decision while four students were un-

decided.

Of all the students polled, 76 agreed that

the rally would increase interest in politics

on campus. Thirteen students said that it

would have no such effect.

June Lapidus, a University of

Massachusetts doctoral candidate m
economics and a registered Democrat, said

she opposes Reagan because "a good deal of

the (economic) recovery has been fueled by

military spending.

We have the highest rate of unem-

ployment for an economic recovery ever. At

any other time, an unemployment rate of

7.4 percent would be considered a

recession," she said.

Dave Toppen, a UMass student in the

College of Arts and Sciences and a

Republican said, "I don't think the rally will

increase political activity on campus, since

there is already a very large interest

anyway."
Ken Paulsen, a UMass political science and

history major, said that the fact that

Ferraro is a woman did not make him want

to vote for her but "It strengthens my

decision to vote the Democratic ticket."

Collegian staff members Richard Martin,

Phil Serfino, Joel Coffidis, and Dan White

contributed to this story.
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An estimated 20.000 crowd indicates Saturday's rally is a success.

Wexler calls campaign 'part of history

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Geraldine A. Ferraro's vice presidential

candidacy is "part of history" and will have

a significant effect on women's lives, ac

cording to her senior political adviser. Anne

Wexler.
"That's the reason I'm doing it ... no

matter what happens in this election the

world will never be the same. There are no

longer any barriers (for women)," Wexler,

wife of University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, said

yesterday.

Wexler said she was pleased with the

rally. "It accomplished exactly what we

hoped it would. "When you get to this point

in the campaign, what's important i?

energizing the voters," she said.

The rally was held at UMass. she said,

because "western Massachusetts is im-

portant in terms of creating a majority in

the elections."

But she said Ferraro's speech was aimed

at a national audience through the Boston.

New York and Springfield media.

After congratulating the chancellor for the

size of the crowd. Ferraro said "Joseph

Duffey has contributed a lot more than his

time and his money; he has also given me

his wife, who is my senior political adviser

and very good friend."

As Ferraro's top adviser. Wexler said she

will be travelling with the candidate right

up until the Nov. 6 election.

Wexler said Ferraro "is a very nice

person, very easy to work with and she also

has gjeat political instincts and is a natural

politician."

When Wexler, 54, is not jetting around the

country on the campaign trail with Ferraro,

she works in Washington D. C. as a lob-

byist, wielding the power she has ac-

cumulated over the past 15 years, and as a

political adviser and organizer. She is the

chairwoman of the public affairs consulting

firm. Reynolds. Harrison and Shule. which

she founded in 1980.

During the Carter administration, she

served as the president's liaison to the

business community, developing a network

of connections to and with powerful ad-

ministrators in Washington.

During the 60s. she worked for anti war

candidates, and in 1970 managed Duffey's

race for the U.S. Senate seat from Con

necticut.
, , .

She married Duffey in 1974 and was head

of public relations at Rolling Stone

magazine from 1974 to 1976.

Last year an article in Working Women
described her as the "most prominent

Collegimn photo by Andy Heller

Anne Wexler

woman in the behind the scenes

Democratic brain trust."

Ferraro brings

recognition to

University
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Administrators at the University of

Massachusetts agree that Democratic Vice

Presidential candidate F'erraro's visit

Saturday has given the school "greater

visibihty as a strong political voice.

"

"A proud day for the university" was the

consensus between Chancellor Joseph D,

Duffy and four vice chancellors at the rally.

All five dtH-lared themselves Democrats but

did not disclose whom they would vote for

Nov. 6.

"1 think F'erraro seems very impressed

with the campus and the turnout," Duffey

.said. "It was a good speech which we
should be proud of."

"The major feeling is enthusiasm and

excitement," Dennis L. Madson, vice

chancellor for student affairs, said. "It's a

great significance for the first woman
candidate for vice president to come to the

Pioneer Valley."

"It's nice recognition that the largest part

of western Massachusetts has been

recognized as a stopping point for cam-

paign," Deirdre Ling, vice chancellor for

University relations and development said.

"We are an important opinion center with a

large vocal student population".

Ling said that Ferraro's campaign swing

through the Northeast would inevitably

bring her to UMass and that Anne
Wexler. Duffey's wife and Ferraro's senior

campaign advi.ser 'definitely played a role."

"I hope people are doing their homework
becau.se it's an opportunity to study the

issues." Ling said.

John L. DeNyse, vice chancellor for ad

ministration and finance, saw Ferraro's

visit as a "great opportunity" to allow

politicians to take note of "the needs of the

campus in the future."

It's bringing a lot of important people

here. With the nature of the campus, it is a

logical place in Western Massachusetts to

.stop and campaign." he said.

DeNyse said the gathering of the area's

politicians was "very encouraging" in future

allocations of funds for the University.

Recently appointed provost and ex-

ecutive vice chancellor Richard O'Brien

said of Ferraro's visit and supports, "It's

terrific, impressive and well organized."

"This is a tribute to the future." O'Brien

said. "It helps the spirit of the community

and the spirit of the student population."

Rep. James Collins D-Amherst said, "I

think we proved today that this campus is

committed to the future.
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Laura Zaccaro: working on her mom's campaign trail

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

A year ago. when Laura Zaccaro was a

senior at spencer High School in New York.

Laura Zaccaro t:ollegian photo Ijy Andy Heller

her mother said she couldn't stand in front

of an auditorium of 100 people without her

knees trembling.

Saturday, before the largest crowd in

recent Massachusetts history, Zaccaro

stood up and told her fpllnw students to

vote for her mother, Vice Presidential

candidate Geraldine A. Ferraru.

"As I look out on this crowd, I see the

same thing I have .seen everywhere. We as

students rare about our future," said the

18 year old Brown University freshman

who took her first semester of college off to

campaign for her mother.

7,accarf> i« »hf' youngest of thrp»» rhiltlren

of Ferraro and John Zaccaro. She is the

only sibling who is actively campaigning

with and lor her mother. For the most

part, Zaccaro has been visiting senior

citizens homes and shopping malls,

speaking before small crowds.

At each stop, reporters ask her about her

famous mother. During a press conference

at the New England Air Museum in

Windsor Locks. Conn. Friday night.

Zaccaro fielded questions asking her

opinion on her mother's stance on abortion

and the P^RA as well as her thoughts on

Barbara Bush, wife of Vice President

George Bush, calling her mother something

that rhymes with rich.

After each question. Zaccaro repeated

over and over. "I love my mom. and I agree

with what she believes in."

Following the press conference. Zaccaro

talked about being a student and a young

person with Ronald Reagan as president.

AS a youin, i in ataicu aL.uui tlie policies

he has Whrn T ijo amnnH thr ?«oun«rv and

talk with people on my level. I find that

everything is not fania.slic. People want a

leader who will face problems." Zaccaro

said.

Regional newscasts give rally pnme spot
*—

'
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By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Regional television coverage of C^eraldine

A Ferraro's appearance on campus Satur-

day was favorable and widespread, as the

rally conveyed the Democrats' message to

television viewers through-out New

England.
. „ . .« • c^^

Channels 4 and 5 in Boston, 40 m Spr-

ingfield, and 3 in Hartford each gave the

Ferraro rally at the Univeristy of

Massachusetts a big chunk of coverage m

their Saturday night newscasts. A C'o^

legian survey shows that the coverage was

positive, giving the Democrats exactly

what they were looking for.

WCVB-TV channel 5 used the rally as

their lead story, saying that 18,000 people

turned out to see Ferraro. WCVB
reporterShiriey McNerney said Ferraro

put voter attention on Sunday night's

debate between President Reagan and

Walter Mondale. The report featured her

comments on Central America, arms con-

trol, and the CIA handbook released to the

contras in Nicaragua.

The newscast also featured an interview

with Ferraro held in the Fine Arts Cent«r

after the rally. Ferraro again re-

emphasized the Democratic ticket's opposi-

tion to Reagan's America policies and said

the attacks on her by the George Bush cam-

paign were probably made because

"They're nervous, and don't know how to

deal with me."

WBZ-TV channel 4 also ran the speech as

its lead story on the 6 p.m. newscast. The

story was introduced with "The reception

and the weather were both warm," and the

crowd was "one of the largest Ferraro has

A few weeks ago students at Brown voted

overwhelmingly to ask their administration

to stfH'k cyanide ;>iI1n so that in the even of a

nuclear war students could commit suicide.

Zaccaro said if she hadn't taken her first

semester at Brown off, she probably would

have voted for the measure.

"I really don't like the idea of suicide pills,

but what they did was make a statement, a

very clear statement that they're con-

cerned. It was a smart move. It called a lot

of attention to their cause," she said.

"Brown will always be there. But right

now campaigning is more important."

One of the reasons she chose Brown is its

flexible curriculum, which will allow her

time to decide what she wants to major in.

Tm not math or science oriented. I

definitely won't be the doctor in the family.

I'm not sure what I want to study, but I've

always been interested in drama."

drawn in this campaign. More than 15.000

packed the area around the campus pond to

hear the Vice-presidential candidate rip in-

to President Reagan's Soviet policy."

WBZ reporter Jonathan Levine said anti-

abortion hecklers "were virtually absent

although there was this one confrontation

and shouting match between a pro-life and

pro-choice supporter," as the screen show-

ed a bearded man ripping up another man's

sign.

Levine said Ferraro's visit to UMass

coincides with much speculation that "the

political mood on campus has swung to the

right. Here at UMass, the issue can spark

a debate." continued on pg. 6
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From Queens, N.Y. to the campaign trail

By NANCY A. BlIKAR
Collegian Staff

When Geraldine A. Ferraro left the

University of Massachusetts Saturday, she

campaigned at two more political rallies,

continuing one of the most historic bids for

office in the history of the United States.

As the first woman to run for executive

office on a major party ticket, P^erraro has

attracted more than her share of media

attention.

But her national prominence is a far cry

from her modest beginnings.

Ferraro was born Aug. 26. 1935 to parents

of Italian descent. Her father. Dominic

Ferraro, a dime store and restaurant owner

in Newburgh. N.Y.. died of a heart attack

in 1944. leaving Antonetta Ferraro a widow

with two young children, Geraldine and her

older brother Carl.

Ferraro was a scholarship student at the

Marymount School in Tarrytown, N.Y.. a

Catholic boarding school. Her mother

worked in New York City's garment

district, crocheting beads onto dresses to

help with tuition costs. Ferraro then at-

tended Marymount College in New York,

and worked her way through school as a

salesperson at Bloomingdale's.

After irraduation from college. Ferraro

taugh public school during the day m

Quc'-ns.' N.Y.. part of her current

Congression district. She attended For

dham Law School in the even.ng_^ After

passing the bar exammation. Ferraro

Sr/d John Zaccaro. whom she metwh'^

in college. Ferraro retained he maiden

name as an honor to her mother.

Ferraro worked at her husband's real

estate firm after finishing law school. She

also helped her cousin Nicholas Ferraro m

his bid for a state senate seat. Her cousin

lost the election, became the Queens

• Media
WBZ then used quick interviews with

students to close their three-minute story.

They did not get an interview wdth Fer-

raro.

WFSBTV channel 3 used Ferraro as

their second story, after first reporting

about some new developments in a Hart-

ford bank robbery. The report said. "She

arrived to a massive crowd of enthusastic

Mondale- Ferraro suporters. Conservative

estimates put the size of the crowd at

21,()0() people. It was called one of the best

appearances of the campaign so far this

year."

After showing clips of Ferraro attacking

Reagan's foreigh policy. WFSB ran a

60-second interview with the candidate in

nmtinuedjrow py- :>

the Fine Arts Center. She spoke about

closing the gap in the polls to between 6

and 8 points, and how the race was getting

closer. Ferraro said that the debates are

important because Reagan is not able to

disassociate himself from his policies in

them.

The Ferraro coverage by WFSB was

very favorable and positive in Connecticut,

an important state for the Democrats.

WGGB channel 40 in Springfield gave

the Ferraro appearance favorable

coverage. They did not get an interview

with Ferraro, and used many quick student

interviews to convey the spirit of the rally,

which was described as enthusiastic.

Compiled fr<m reports by Collegian staff

members Bob Burqess and Ian Folumbaum
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district attorney instead and appointed

Ferraro to a prosecutor's position. Her

children, at this point, were old enough for

Ferraro to return to work full time.

As a prosecutor in charge of the special

victims bureau, Ferraro dealt with cases of

rape, child abuse and crimes against the

elderly. According to a July 16 article in

New Yorker Magazine, these cases inspired

her career in politics. The democratic clubs

in her district refused to give Ferraro the

support she needed to run for the

Congressional seat vacated by the retiring

James Delaney.

Ferraro and her husband gained enough

signatures with petitions to put her on the

ballot. In a few weeks, she won the

Democratic nomination and in November

continued on pg. 7

Local, regional and national broadcast media film Saturday's rally from atop a

media stage. The event received prominent coverage in evening news broad-

casts around the area.
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• Biography

1978, she defeated her Republican op-

ponent, Aired DelliBolvi.

Ferraro has held her Congressional seat

for three terms. During that time, she has

been recognized as a strong supporter of

women's rights, a supporter of the elderly

and a voice for the people in her district.

She was appointed to the House Budget

Committee by House Speaker Thomas P.

G'Neil. She also serves on the Public Works

and Transportation Committee.

Ferraro was chosen as the Democratic vice

presidential candidate over a number of

qualified contenders among them were

Mayor Dianne Feinstein of San Francisco

and Mayor Henry Ciscernos of San Antonio.

Her experience in the House of

Representatives, as a member of the in

fluential Budget Committee, as secretary of

the House Democratic Caucus and- chair

woman of the Democratic Platform

Committee are just some of the factors

continued from pg. 6

attributed to the decision to make Ferraro

the Democratic vice presidential candidate.

A major obstacle in Ferraro's canipaign

emerged in financial discrepancies in her

and her husband's tax returns. Ferraro

hired a new accountant, made restitution to

the government and faced the public in a

three hour press conferences where she

answered all questions concerning the

family's finances.

The Boston Globe, in a profile of Ferraro

on July 13, 1984, called her a "political

hybrid, a woman raised in near poverty but

living now in affluence; a liberal who

manages to satisfy what she calls 'my

people' in her conservative, working-class

district... and a new found champion for

activist women who speaks fondly of her

role as a homemaker."

With the tax issue almost forgotten,

Ferraro's campaign continues for the next

16 days, while she and Walter Mondale

continue to make history.

The US presidency: a job for

which Nobody is qualified
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By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Following Congresswoman Geraldine A.

F'erraro's triumphant morning at the

University of Massachusetts, a political

rally of different sorts was held promoting

"Nobody for president " on the Amherst

Common, Saturday afternoon.

"Nobody understands the economy.

Nobody will lower taxes. Nobody will

balance the budget. Nobody will tell us

what to do," said Wavy Gravy, self-

described campaign manager for Nobody.

Gravy, 47, may best be remembered as

•the Woodstock clown emcee, who also

took charge of security for that event and

helped manage a kitchen there that fed

40,000 people. Since that time, Gravy has

worked for many charitable organisations

and promoted several different candidates

for the presidency, while stressing the

need for people to both register and vote.

"We ran a pig for president in '68, a rock

and a roll in '72, and we started Nobody in

'76, but of course Carter won. "It's going

to be Everybody for president in '88,

"

Gravy said, prompting an audience

member to note that the White House will

be very crowded.

"It's important that we all keep our sense

of humor, because without humor, we

ain't got nothing. People must realize that

freedom is self-controlled, so go out and

vote."

Speaking to a crowd of about 250 people,

Gravy, otherwise known as Hugh

Romney, continued to explain his reasons

for supporting Nobody for president in

'84.

"The whole presidential campaign

(process) is an insult to the American

public's intelligence, " Gravy said, "But it's

still important that people go out and

vote. Let's stop 'Ray gun."

While not directly endorsing the Mon

dale Ferraro presidential ticket. Gravy

noted that "Ferraro had a lot of good

things to say . . . she seems to be our best

available option."

Gravy, speaking between songs per

formed by the Unreal Band, was warmly

\
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James A.

Michener

POLAND
James A. Michener

Open:

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 i^STORE^
Located in the Campus Center

CiillfKiaii ph.iti' hv Hnan Cimyt

Wavy (iravy touches up before rally on

Amherst Common Saturday,

received by those attending, many of

whom danced while the band played and

then cheered Gravy while he promoted

""Nobody".

Dres.sed as a clown, repleted with large

rubber nose, two-foot long shoes, and a

blue, star spangled jumpsuit. Gravy

circulated freely through the crowd as the

band played.

Noting that Nobody's campaign wasn't

eligible for matching political funding.

Gravy directed audience members of the

"'Nobody's Business" stand, where one

could purchase campaign t shirts, but-

tons, and ""Nobody for President in '84"

bumper stickers.

Gravy seemed pleased with the quality of

the student body at UMass, and said, in

contrast, "Students at the University of

Wisconsin seemed lobotomized."

Nearing the end of the rally. Gravy

explained. ""Nobody can be trusted with

nuclear weapons." while a fellow sup-

porter paraded by bearing a "Nobody was

president before George Washington"

sign.

Distinguished Visitors Program
Presents

Edwin Newman
Preserving A Civil Tongue

J

Moderator of Second Presidential Debate

acclaimed Broadcaster - Journalist

author of Strictly Speaking

and a Civil Tongue

Tuesday, October 23rd

8:00 P.M. Free

student Union Ballroom
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Despite VP choice

equality absent
By TAARA EDEN
HOFFMAN
and DEBORAH ROSS
Collejfian Staff

Geraldine Ferraro's
nomination as Deni(XTalic

vice presidential candidate

represents some progress

for women in America,

many Amherst-area
feminists say. But they do

not see her as a complete

feminist, and some warn

that her success should not

mask the fact that equal

rights for the average

woman have not yet been

attained.

"The paths are being

broken. (Ferraro) has given

heart to women who
otherwise would not have

entered politics," said Joyce

Berkman, a University of

Massachusetts women's
history professor.

Ferraro is "not a radical

feminist," said Nancy
Braxton, professor of

women's studies at UMa.ss,

"but she won't turn a deaf

ear to women's issues."

Ferraro spoke briefly about

the Equal Rights Amend
ment and reproductive

rights for women, but "with

a politically conservative

population (in the United

States). that's smart

politics." Braxton said.

"I think it's good Ferraro is

raising feminist concerns. . .

but she doesn't have as

strong a feminist platform as

I'd like to see," said Ann
Ferguson, professor of

philosophy at UMass.
"There are (many more)

things she could taJk about

from a feminist point of

view," F'erguson said. She

mentioned equal wages and

benefits, federally funded

child care programs, and

equal opportunities in

education as other issues of

concern.

Dale Melcher, a staff

assistant in the women's

studies department, said

Ferraro is a role model for

young women thinking of

entering politics. Her

candidacy "forces people to

reconsidef assumption of

what women are capable of."

Melcher said.

Ferraro will inspire more

women to go into politics,

Braxton said, and Judy

Brooks, an educator in

IVlham, agreed that

Ferraro "gives young
women something to strive

for."

Carol Drew, business agent

with the American
Federation of State, County

and Municipal Employees

(AFSCME), said after

F\'rraro's speech that the

candidate is more than a

"symbol" for women.

"She's going to try to

change the status of women
in America. I believe that

with my whole heart, and

it's about time," Drew said.

But Berkman said that wile

she is "heartened by the

progress Ferraro
represents," the candidate is

still to some extent a token.

"By being so visible, it

induces people to believe

that there has been enor

mous progress for women in

politics." Berkman said. But

she added, "It still heartens

me. I would not come out to

Monday, October 22. 1984
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Sign-carriers abounded at

of Electricians convention in Springfield

the rally Saturday. These nine people all came up from an International Union

see Sandra Day O'Conner."

Braxton praised Ferraro

lor being affirmative of her

own policies while at the

same time criticizing

Reagan, thereby "bringing

about a point of contrast

without a preponderence of

rhetoric."

The presence of Laura

Z a c c a r o , F e r r a r o ' s

daughter, at the rally

showed that "you don't have

to sacrifice family

relationships to have a

career." UMass political

science professor Jean

Elshtain said.

Kathleen Grady, member

of the Naitonal Organization

for Women and coordinator

for the Western
Massachusetts Coalition for

Reproductive Freedom, said

that more and more women

are supporting Ferraro.

"Their husbands are voting

Republican, but they are

going to go into that voting

booth and pull the lever

privately. " Grady said.

Doors still do
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Geraldine A. Ferraro's nomination for

Vice-President is being hailed as a "vic-

tory for feminism" by such groups as the

media, the National Organization of

Women and the Democratic Party, to

name a few. But a look at some facts

shows that the status of most women in

the United State leaves little to feel vic-

torious about. Unlike Ferraro, most

women workers are not lawyers in the

morning, Vice-presidential candidates in

the afternoon and mothers in the evening.

Instead, 80 percent of women in the work

force are crowded into only 20 of the

Labor Department's 427 job categories.

News Analysis

Most remain in nursing, secretarial jobs,

light industry and waitressing that make

up a low-paying pink collar ghetto." And,

according to a 1981 report of the National

Research Council, "the more an occupa-

tion is dominated by women, the less it

pays."

In biblical times, a woman of working

age was valued at 30 shekels, while men

were valued at 50. That ratio is unchang-

ed today. In 1983, the Bureau of Labor

Statistics reported that women working

full-time were paid an average of 59 c^nUs

for every $1 paid to a man. Whether

women are doctors, lawyers, trucic

drivers or waitresses, they earn less than

their male counterparts.

While Ferraro is being heralded,

statistics say millions of women are in

poverty or on the edge of being poor.

Contrary to the popular sterotype of the

working woman as the luxury earner,

most women work simply to live - not to

live it up. According U) the Census

Bureau in 1982, 20 percent of two-earner

families are kept above the poverty line by

the woman's wages.

For single parent families, the problems

are more acute. As of 1980, the Census

Bureau estimates that 83 percent of one-

parent families are headed by women. Of

these, only 4 percent receive any alimony

and only 22 percent have the benefit of

child support, even though 90 percent of

divorces grant the woman custody of the

children. Twenty five percent of divorced

or separated women are on welfare, ac-

cording to the Census Bureau.

Ferraro's achievement is important and

historic, but it must not be used as a diver-

sionary tactic to avoid the real issue of

women's rights in this country.
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We do care
We did ourselves proud.

20,000 people, the largest

political rsdly in UMass history

and one of the largest in this

state since the late 1960s came
out in force Saturday to

welcome the nation's first

woman vice-presidential can-

didate.

Saturday we disproved the

now fashionable notion that the

campuses across America are

being overrun by a wave of

conservatism and apathy. As
Laura Zacarro pointed out, **I

see the same thing I have seen

everywhere. We as students

do care about our future." And
we should be concerned about

our future.

Saturday's rally showed that

we are willing and eager to ad-

dress the future. In addressing

it we must address each issue

affecting us.

One of the most pressing

issues facing us today is how
we are to continue financing

our education. We need

leaders who understand the im-

portance of educating it's

youth. As Zaccaro put it

Society must understand that

A need to 'right that wrong'

<(

an education is essential to in-

dividual opportunity, our
economy's competitiveness,

and our nation's security".

The issue of environmental

quality must also be addressed.

It has been ignored for too

long. We must elect leaders

who will act as the earth's

guardian and not it's abuser.

As John Kerry said, the

government must understand

5iat "you don't simply inherit

the earth - you borrow it."

Ultimately though, the issue

of most importance to us and to

all people is that of our un-

precedented military build-up.

If this build-up does not end

our existence will. We need

leaders who will recognize this

simple fact,

Saturday's rally mav prove
to be the catalyst that tnis cam-
pus needed. 20,000 of us turn-

ed out to look to our future, we
opened our eyes and saw. Let
us not turn away and close

them now that the lights of the

cameras are not upon us.

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors.

The wraps were off.

What the 20,000 faithful who gathered

Saturday morning on the eastern edge of

the Campus Pond witnessed was Ferraro

Unbound. No longer tied to her rock of a

debate podium, Rep. Ferraro was again

ready to bring fire from the heavens to the

citizens.

She launched an all-out attack on Presi-

dent Reagan and his policies. She quoted

J.F.K., cited the President Reagan's

"politics of blame," and told the crowd,

which interrupted her with applause 62

times, that Reagan spends on arms control

"less than one-fifth of what he spends on

military bands."

If Ferraro was unbound on Saturday,

why then was she so tightly bound at her

debate? Why was this rough-edged and

refreshing politician so tightly wrapped

when she faced off against Vice-President

Bush?

Because Rep. Ferraro is a woman.

Much has been written and spoken about

Ferraro's debate demeanor. Many have

said it was an effort to look "vice-

presidential." Modulate was the buzz-

word. Over and over again on the net-

works, we were told that Ferraro had

"modulated her performance." To some

extent this business of looking vice-

presidential is true, but only to some ex-

tent.

Bush certainly wasn't required to

modulate his performance. One has to

wonder about the terrier-like enthusiam

that this Connecticut Yankee in California

Cowboy's Court showed for his fearless

leader. "Just wonder," said Bush.

Many thought Bush sounded tough and

exciting Why, he even started talking

tough, jock like, stuff about "kicking some

ass." Just an old Texas football expres-

sion, said Bush.

Had Rep. Ferraro said anything in the

manner that Bush did, arms flailing, during

the debate, she would not have been labeled

tough and exciting, but over-emotional and

Andrew M. Paven

bitchy.

The well had been primed by the Bush

campaign's comments in the days before

the debate. Barbara Bush, a woman who
has been in public life for too long not to

know what is on and what is off the record,

told reporters that Ferraro was a "four-

million dollar, I can't say it, but it rhymes

with rich." Bush's press-secretary, Peter

Teeley, not even trusting the public's

rhyming capabilities, told reporters that

Ferraro was "bitchy".

These seeds of discontent planted, Fer-

raro did her best to remain cool and poised,

even with the terrier Bush yelping at her

ankles. But she shouldn't have had to.

Until the day comes when women in

politics, or any other formerly male-

dominated line of work, are not judged by

some double standard - bitchy to tough,

over-emotional to excited - our nation will

be worse off for it.

Until women are judged by the same

criteria as men, a whole lot of talent -talent

that just might be the greatest since F.D.R.

or J.F.K." will be lost to unfair

judgement^.

One hopes that Rep. Ferraro's landmark
candidacy will go some measure of distance

toward that goal of equal and fair com-

parison.

But when that serpent, the double stan-

dard, rears its head as it did before, during

and after the Vice-Presidential debate, we

must all recognize and acknowledge it as

such.

For recognition and acknowledgement of

a wrong, be it sexism, racism, or the like, is

the first step towards eradicating it, and

right that wrong.

Andrew Paven is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters to
Are there any
For days now I have in-

tended to write to the Col-

legian Opinion page and I

have finally been possessed

to do it solely because of the

one-sided nature of the

editorials generally

presented. I do vahie the

opink)ns e3q>re8sed in those

editorials because they

assure me that idealism is

not dead and that some peo-

(4e good-naturedly believe

that life should be and can

be made fair. Has the Col-

the Editor
conservatives?

nists? Am I the only conser-

vative on this campus?

Most people believe as

does President Reagan's

esteemed opponent, that

the Presideiit is a 'good

guy'. Beyond that, one

must vote on a very meager

knowledge, for true political

knowledge is scarce in this

age of 'images*. The media

and the candidates string

forth a long list of statistics,

volumes of statistics hand

picking numbers which

glorify their own cause.

Then on what grounds

can one make a rational and

moral decision as to who

should run this country?

One must vote; firstly, for

the more palatable political

ideology and; secondly, on

sheer gut instinct.

Although there is neither a

true conservative nor a true

liberal in the running, the

built a platform around the

old motto "Everything for

everyone." These anti-

quated New Deal ideas

allow (and necessitate) the

spectre of government in-

terference to haunt

everyone. Ihe Republican

platform is geared toward

lower taxes, less govern-

ment, and economic

growth. On the subject of

gut instinct: Anwrica is no

longer the conciliatory,

wishy-washy nation of the

Expectations of the future

are high and optimism has

been exhumed and revived

by the Reagan administra-

tion. Surely I am not the

only Reagan supporter on

campus, and surely the Col-

legian editorial page should

be more representative of

the student body. I don't

care how much welfare is

paying, when I graduate I

would like to get a job. Four

more years.

Todd A. Chapman
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Divestiture, taxes among
Town Meeting issues
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The annual Amherst Town Meeting begins

at 7:30 tonight and will consider, among

other items, a town investment policy, tax

exemptions for the elderly and water

quality.

It will continue on Wednesday. Monday.

Oct. 29; and Tuesday. Oct. 30 at the

Amherst Regional Junior High School. The

schedule of meetings is tentative.

Article 21 asks the town to instruct the

Board of Selectmen to devise and im-

plement a 'socially responsible investment

policy " requiring the town to divest from all

businesses operating in South Africa or

producing nuclear weapons or their com

ponents.

At Town Meeting on May 17. a nuclear

free Amherst act was pa.s.sed. The act

included the same investment policy but

omitted any restrictions on businesses

involved in South Africa. The act was ruled

unconstitutional by Massachusetts

Attorney General Francis Bellotti on

September 6.

Article 20, sponsored by Frank Decker for

the Amherst Taxpayers Association,

proposes a 50 percent property tax

exemption be given to citizens 70 years old

or over and a 25 percent exemption be

given to citizens 65 to 70 years of age.

Citizens must have paid property taxes m

the town of Amherst for at least 10 years to

qualify for the exemption, according to the

proposal.

Article 14, sponsored by Alan Root of the

Grey Panthers, a senior citizens advocacy

group asks that the town inform all of its

departments, boards, committtees and

other agencies that it is opposed to the

"construction of any multi use building" on

Boltwood Walk behind the buildings on

Main and North Pleasant streets.

A Boltwood Center was planned for the

area by the Board of Selectmen and the

Amherst Redevelopment Authority. The

authority's chairman. Jurgen Roetter. said

the project is needed to pay of a bond issued

in 1975. If the area is not developed, there

will be a $385,263 deficit. Roetter said.

Article five is a motion to extend the life of

the Amherst Rent Control Study. The

Commission was created in a special Town

Meeting last fall to study the effects of rent

control if it were implemented by the town.

Article 13. sponsored by Richard Vincent,

manager of Ix)uis' Foods, and others, asks

that the town rezone the area on the corner

of Amity Street and University Drive to

allow Louis' Foods to move to the area and

expand.

Article 15 asks that the Board of Selec-

tmen be authorized to acquire certain tracts

of land, one of which is the current location

of Louis' P'oods.

continued on pg. IS
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SLEEPING IN 10 EASY STEPS - Andrea Nuciford sleeps after class one recent

afternoon on the Campus Center steps.

Presentation (

& Other Drug Issues

among Hispanics

1>anel sobre el uso del

Alcohol y otra* Drogas

entre la poblacion "Hispana

Tuesday, Oct. 23, 1984
JVIartes 23, 1984

7:00 pm - UNass Campus Center

Rooms 162-175 - Salones 162 175

Speakers/eradores
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RefieiHitieiits and Resource Materials

wH be Available Aperitives e Informacioii esUran

'"^p^""
Open to Everyone

Sponsored b^^ Todos esUn Invitados

STUDENT
EXCHANGE

National Exchange
Club Meeting

Topics will include:

Weekend Trips

and how the club can

save you money
Wednesday,
"Oct. 24. 1984

917 Campus Center

IT'S

HERE!!!

The most thrilling and
demanding outdoor
game ever to sweep the

country!

You've read about it in

Time, Sports Illustrated,

Outside Magazine, and
Sports Afield. You've

seen it on T.V. Dorm vs

Dorm, Frat vs Frat,

Friends form your own
teams now.

The Survival Game is chess in the woods -a team sport played by

men and women. each carrying a C02 pistol that shoots paint

filled pellets The object is to find the enemy s flag hidden in the

woods and return with it. You can scop the enemy with a squeeze of

a trigger and splatter of paint.

AMERICA S FASTEST GROWING SPORT-THE ADVENTURE OF

YOUR LIFE! FOR MORE INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL:

THE SURVIVAL GAME W. MASS.
Joseph Canvel • Mike Dunn

70 Riddell Street, Greenfield. Mass. 01X1

1-413-773 9665

Delta Zeta
Sorority Rush
Monday 8:30 pm
Tuesday 6:00 pm
Thursday 7:00 pm
11 Phillips Street

call 253-9916

All University Women
Invited

^tQPja Student Special

? ^A 2 FOR 1

Vz PRICE
on

^

1 hour HOT TUB

Hi

every Monday and Tuesday
call for Reserations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

Open: Mon 4 pm - 1 am; Tues 11 am - 1 am

estaurant
FANTASTIC
HAPPY HOUR

MUNCHIE MENU!

MONDAY SPECIAL
4?^* Pitchers

eie tMird>ase of a large pirza only

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close

7 days per week

S6 University Drive, Amherst 5*9-6713

AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE

YOU CAN BUY A $50.00 CARTRIDGE
FOR $9.95 WOW!!!

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE

FRIDAY NOON THROUGH SAT 6 PM '

1

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

1413) 253-3100

Then get in on the ground fl(H)r in our undergraduate officer

commLssioning program. You could start planning on a career

like the men in this ad have. And also have some great

advantages like:

Earning $10() a month during the sch(K)l year

As a freshman or sophomore,

you could complete your hasic train-

ing during two six-week summer

sessions and earn more than $1 1(K)

during each session

Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week

summer session

You can take free cMlian flying lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

Ifyou're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Cx)rps

undergraduate officer commission-

ing program . You could *As'^,
start off making more /fi*v?|s?

than $17,000 a year. Q"

\¥dKlookingfora^goodmen

itmeeting
vuHtinufd from fty. H

Article 22. sponsored by liori Rocchio for

the Amherst ('itizens Against Pollution,

asks that the town establish a "Water

Resources Planning and Review Board" to

ensure the quality and quantity of Amherst

water and related resources.

Articles nine and 10 pertain to bicycling in

Amherst. Article nine, if passed, would

request the town manager and chief of

police to develop a consistent program for

enforcing existing bicycle laws.

Article 10 asks for the town manager,

Committee on Hicycling. the Department of

Public Works and the town engineer to

Develop plans for bicycle and pedestrian

safety improvements on North Pleasant

Street from IVesidential Apartments to the

north entrance of Puffton Village.

See vour U S. Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer in the Campus Center on October 29 and 30 or

^
call collect (203) 722-2168. ^^

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P156/8aRl3

• Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst
Tire A Auto

Center
FuH Service Tre Slorv

TS Sundwiand Rd . No Amhcrtl. MA
Ai 'OSS Ifom WalfobA s Since

S49-4 704

5^$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!^^
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IT PAYS TO BE IN SHAPE!

\</y

Are you strong? Aerobically conditioned? Well-

coordinated? A paragon of stamina?

IF GRACE UNDER PRESSURE IS YOUR TRADEMARK,

YOU CAN WIN A $250.00 CASH PRIZE.

Changes nightclub, in conjunction with the Pioneer Weight

Club, will host a contest to find the women's aerobic fitness

champion of the Pioneer Valley. Competitors will follow a com-

plex intensive aerobic workout routine led by a professional in-

structor. A panel of fitness specialists will base their sconng on

such criteria as stamina, form, coordination and strength.

If you think you will be ready a month from now,

call The Pioneer Weight Club to enter.

584-2175

Ask for one of our instructors.

PiOMEERmrm
WEIGHT?^ 9

Fine Arts^ Henter

Unnizertflllall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

with

PETER
SERKIN

Piono

Robert Gutter,

Music Director

FRIDAY. OCT 26, 8PM

TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

iSfiaHxiPtan(^(ji/itwm/

THURSDAY. NOV 1,8PM

TICKETS: $12. $10, $8

RottLWlNNlPEGBAim

MONDAY, NOV 5, 8PM
TICKHS: $13. $11. $9

Five College Siudenis Half-Pnce Tickeu ovoiloble oi Fine Arii

Center Box OHice Spnngfield Civic Center, ond DATATIX Ouileli

Call (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 I
^'"
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Jumpin' blues
Son Seals and band bring

Chicago blues to UMass
ByJACKBRESNAHAN
Collfgian Staff

The Son Seals Blues Band played to a large and ap-

preciative audience on Friday night. This Chicago based

group is no stranger to this area, although it was their first

gig at the Blue Wall. Son said that he would like to return if

host UPC would invite him.

This show, which was preceded by a show at Jonathan

Sw ifts. featured two sets. In the first, the band warmed up

with a blues instrumental. "Mudcat." by Muddy Waters,

then went into Willie Dixon's "I'm Ready." Then came Son

with his Guild guitar. I think he was a little slow getting

started on his first song. But in his next. "The Sky Is

Crying." by Elmore James, the blues came raining down.

He's got a new album coming out next month, and did

"Going Home. " (...where the women have meat on t'leir

bones...) from it. I asked if he'd do "Mother In Law Blues."

from his first record, and was elated to hear it. Son got

some great slide like licks using his fingers, really outdoing

his studio version.

Set two began with "Stormy Monday." another warm up.

The band sported new WMIJA t shirts courtesy of MUA's

Blue Bill. "Stormy Monday" gave rhythm player Carlos

John.son a chance to show his lead ablility. All night folks

were commenting on his skill and it seemed to me that he

was talented enough to be fronting his own band. As it

turned out. he does. His other band is Sons of Blues, and

he's on their Where's My Money album. He also plays in

the Stormy Monday Blues Band.

Son took over with BB King's "Every Day I Have The

Blues." and then went into "Fine Little Thing." tiading

licks with Carlos, who broke his E string in his fervor. This

was followed by "Call My Job." a Monday mornini^ blues

song. Son demonstrated why he's the boss up there, with

his patented scuffling leads, and finished it in an in( redible

flourish. This was followed by a jumpy "Cold Blood."

giving the keyboards a chance to really cut loos' On the

last song. "It Ain't Nothing But The Blues." Son v as heard

to sing, "...1 can count on the blues to see me thro gh."

Before leaving the stage. Son shook hands wjtl a throng

of happy boogiers, who were able to persuade him to do

one last song. The band seemed like they were pumped up

enough to keep on playing. But that darn clock on the wall

stopped them. Patrons will know who to see if they visit

Chicago, where the band plays until the wee hours.

Collegian photo by Andy Heitrr

Son Seals showed them how it was done at the
Blue Wall Friday night.

artslines,..
Michael Curtis, senior editor of The AtUmtic, will give an

informal lecture on Monday. October 22. 1984, at 3:00 p.m.

in the Third Floor Lounge. Herter Hall, the University of

Massachusetts. The lecture is part of the University's

Visiting Writers Series, and is sponsored by the M.F.A.

Program in English and the School of Journalism. Events

in the Series are free and open to the public.

Imperfect, an installation by William Feeney, wUl be

exhibited through October 25 at the Wheeler Gallery,

located in Wheeler House, room 104. This exhibition is

sponsored by Residential Education East and the East Side

Arts Council. For more information contact Mindi Sahner

at 5450422.

The Smith College Theatre Departpient opens its 1984-85

season with Moliere's comedy. The School For Wives.

directed by John HeUweg, in Theatre 14 at 8:00 p.m. on

October 25. 26. 27. 31. November 1. 2, and 3. Tickets are

on sale at the Theatre Department Box Office, weekdays.

12:30 4:30 p.m. For reservations call 584-3023. Dollar

Nights are October 25. 31. and November 1. General

admission is $4.00; students and senior citizens. $2.00.

The Student Union Gallery is pleased to present the

works of Ann Tecla Lundquist, a painter domg graduate

work at Rhode Island School of Design. The theme of this

show is "The Spirit, the Heart". These are large paintings

approximately 5' x 7' in size. The opening for this exhibit

will be Thursday October 25. 7 9 p.m. The show wUl run

until Friday November 9. The Student Union Gallery

hours are Monday to Friday 11 a.m. 4 p.m.

Pianist Peter Serkin will perform as guest soloist with the

Springfield Symphony Orchestra on Friday October 26 at 8

p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Under the

baton of Robert Gutter, the Orchestra appears as part of

the Fine Arts Center's Orchestra Series. The program

includes the "Overture to Beatrice and Benedict" by

Berlioz and Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 2 in C minor.

Serkin will perform Mozart's Concerto No. IS in C Major

and Capriccio for Piano and Orchestra by Stavinsky.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office

(545 2511). at local DATATIX outlets, and at the

Springfield Civic Center. For phone charge reservations,

call 1 800-243 4842.

The UMass Department of Theatre will present Anton

Chekhov's The SeaguU October 30 31 and November 13 at

8 p.m. in the Curtain Theatre of the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center. Tickets are $4.00 for the

general public and $3.00 for students and senior citizens.

Ticket information can be obtained by calling the Fine Arts

Center box office at 545 2511.
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I
PlZZA-RAMA

I Our Specialties Are

I Delicious Pizzas

I Hot Oven Grinders
s

Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

SPEED READING
SEMINAR

Like to read 2 to 5 times faster or more?

And remember more of what you read?

A five session seminar will begin

on Wednesday October 24 at 7:00 pm
at the University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

only $75.00 plus Lab fee.

For info or registration call 549-4645 or 536-2794

University Hypnosis Center is non profit and open to the public

Askepios, Apollo
|

and Zeus: I

Health, Community and
Government

XT I 1 M 1 N 1 1 M 11

Victor W. Sidel, M.D.

11 II I , ^

Distinguished University Professor of
Social Medicine at

Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NX
Extensive work in international health and proponent of social change

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, koohi 165-169

Tuesday, October 23, 1984 1 1:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Sponsored by the Division of Public Health,

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

Is
s

§

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

^ Any Large Pizza

S
S

I
3 FREE SODAS ic.nsi |

I
_,s voo have coupons ^^i^

Any Med. Pizza

2 FREE SODAS (cn.i

Any Small Pizza

1 FREE SODA (cm
11

"place your ortle- please tell I «h«n you place you. order please tell j
when you place your order piPdse t.

I . _ 1 ^„, • us you have coupons
-l

us you have coupons 4.

Pinnocchio's ^6.

WEEKLY SPECIAL
Every Tuesday and Thursday

Large
Cheese Pizza

$5.00 (plus tax)

Extra toppings - $1.00 per item

FREE Delivery

M9-36M
TAKE-OUT & DELIVERY ONLY
INVALID WITH COUPONS

Monday, October 22, 1984
jCoUe^ian. is

TESTYOUR
TRIVIA 1.0.

THiyJAB
OF ALL

HCMr HHrl
youRmviA
HTBXMSBNCB.
Qucpmn

AOXMULVJi;
UM'SIAL r.M:i^
niAKLWRK

rsJ'.DTO

BOOST yOUR SRf-CONFDENa AND
MPftCM KXJR PWFORMANCE THE NEXT TIME YOU

PLW VOUR FAVORfTE TRIVIA GAMEI

LOREEN ARBUS

A Prince at home
by ROBYN KORENGOLD
Collt'Ktan Correspondent

Minneapolis is not all Mary Tyler Moore land any more.

In fact, the "Land of 10.000 Lakes" has gone from "nice,

sweet Mary" to "flashy, sexual Prince".

This transition was gradual, as was Prince's emergence

into today's pop music scene. But Prince is here, and it is

(jfivious he's going to stay for a while.

'Good evening, this is your pilot. Prince, speaking.

Brace yourself, this is International Lover. You are flying

aboard the Seduction Ikl, "Prince rasj "To activate the

flow of excitement, extinguish all clothing materials. " A
'
big, brass bed materializes. "We are now making our final

approach to satisfaction. Please bring your lips, your

arms, your hips into the up arid locked position for lan-

ding. " A piercing scream, and Prince and the bed

disappear. This is how Prince opened up his recent concert

lour.

Being a native of Minneapolis, it is hard for me not to

know "all there is to know" about Prince how he evolved

into the extravagant musician with the Sex Can Save Us

message he preaches today.

More trivia
Test Your Trivia I.Q.

by Loreen Arbus
Perigee Books (Putnam)

78p. $4.95

Since the fascination with Rubik's Cube has died down,

hack writers have had to find some new trend to capitalize

on. Plucky Lorren Arbus has picked up on the current

craze over a popular board game (no. not Monopoly) with

her book. Test Your Trivia I. Q.

The book, by a self styled "trivia expert" has more
categories than its length should permit. Because of this

we encounter questions ranging from the rather simple

Prince is an enigmatic prodigy. His life has been

shrouded by a cloud of silence, and that's the way he wants

it. After his parents' divorce when he was seven, Prince

bounced from home to home, and as a result, got very hurt.

Out of that pain came a great deal of what he expresses

today: a lot of anti culture, ant i family, anti-

establishment, and anti institutional feelings.

Probably contributing to some of Prince's anti people

feelings was the episode which occured when Prince was

very young, and his father locked him in a room for six

weeks with only a bed and a piano. Prince was forced to

learn to play it. Another time a cache of pornography was

discovered by Prince in his mother's bedroom, arousing

and perhaps "w arping" his sexuality at an early age.

It is true that Prince is a bit showy. He dot>s drive a

purple BMW with crumpled up dollar bills in the glove

compartment. He does ride a purple motorcycle, own a

purple limo. and yes. actually does live in a purple house.

Despite his flamboyant and decadent image. Prince is a

health food devotee, reads the Bible, shuns liquor and

drugs, and approaches his work with total devotion. In his

own environment. Minneapolis. Prince is much more

toned down.
P'irst Avenue, the funky danceleria that serves as setting

for Purple Rain, has been a regular hang out among

Minneapolis natives for years. Since Prince's recent

partial ownership of First Avenue however, it has been

noted as a Minneapolis tourist attraction. Prince not only

frequents the club, but he oversees its operation, and

although he really doesn't enjoy talking, he d(H's mingle

with the bargoers. and even has been known to put on

surprise midnight performances.

Being different is something of which Prince is very

conscious and when Prince told William Blinn. one of the

screenplay writers for Purple Rain, what kind of film he

wanted, the words he used were, 'a picture that people

would think of as weird, but couldn't look away from", and

this is exactly what Prince got. According to Mikal

Gilmore, formerly of Rolling Stone magazine, "Prince has

just become a very, very tough act to top!"

"Who host radio's America's Top Fourty..." to the

inanely obscure "Why was Faulkner rejected from the

army?"
Because of the ridiculously wide range of specific

questions, it is highly unlikely that the layman can get

above around 80 percent (my score). Yet the cover blurb

promises to "boost your self confidence" like other self-

help books that will enable acned misanthropes to meet

girls.

The book is entertaining enough for those who are

fascinated by useless information, but there exists far

better collections than this. It is by no means the ultimate,

authoritative test it claims to be.

Considering the number of people credited for con-

tributing to this slapdash effort, it is a very trivial book.

Amherst College's prodiiction of Hamlet continues

October 25, 26, and 27 at 8 pm in the Kirby Theater.

For ticket information call the box office at 542-2277.

10 PM SHOW ADDED!!

Tickets on Sale Now
presents:

an evening with

The Them or Us Tour '84
"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students

$9.50 and $10.50

Five Colleae Students,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

Frank Zappa's second show is open to

students, faculty, and staff of the Fivf

Colleges only.

UMass and 5 College ID required

for purchase of ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center

No cans, bottles or recording devices
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PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in searcti of

CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS

SOPHOIVIORES. . .JUNIORS. .

.

SENIORS. ..GRAD STUDENTS

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE Ydu'II be the first point

of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate

scheduling and price information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.

You'll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

THEJOB OFFERSALL THIS:

• $5 00 an hour to start—with regularly

scheduled raises

• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but

spouses, too, atler 30 days of employment)

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

• Minimum of 4 hours per day

• Minimum of 20 hours per week

• Maximum of 40 hours per week

I

I

I

I

I

TO QUALIFY you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currently enrolled, be articulate—and

have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must.

PRESENTATIONS WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY. NOV. 7th AT
1:00 PM. INTERVIEWS WILL FOLLOW. CONTACT YOUR CO OP
OFFICE, 110 THOMPSON HALL, TO SIGN UP. PLEASE BRING A
CURRENT TRANSCRIPT TO THE INTERVIEW.

.'Mr

PEOPlJExptess
nysMART
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sMonday. October 22. 1984

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of eventH held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

PI;BLIC policy committee - Public Policy will be

having the weekly meeting Monday. The room will be

posted in the Senate office Monday morning. 5:00 p.m.

STUDENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM (STOP) - The

UAS will be offering the Student Opportunity Program to

assist students whose alcohol-related behavior is causing

problems. Call 549 2671 ext 181 for more information. 6 7

p.m.. Room 302, University Health Services.

MICHAEL CURTIS. SENIOR EDITOR OF THE
ATLANTIC — will give informal lecture on Monday, Oct.

22. at 3:00 p.m. in the Third Floor Ix)unge. Herter Hall.

The lecture is part of the University's Visiting Writers

Series, and is sponsored by the M.F.A. Program in English

and the School of Journalism.

SOUTH AFRICAN DIVESTMENT COMMITTEE
MEETING — There will be an open meeting of the SADC
for those interested in the immediate withdrawal of UMass
support for the racist apartheid government in South

Africa. 8:00 p.m.. CC 917.

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY -
CEQ general meeting. Movie: The Selling of the Pentagon.

Questions the use of taxpayers dollars to provide financial

support for propoganda purposes. We'll discuss ways we
can better use our dollars to improve the quality of the

environment. 7:00 p.m.. CC 170.

SPAIN AND LATIN AMERICA NIGHT - Informational

meeting for students interested in study abroad op-

portunities in Spain and Latin America. 7:30 p.m., Third

Floor Lounge, Herter.

STUDY ABROAD THROUGH HIGHER EDUCATION IN

El^ROPE — A representative from HEE will be on hand to

discuss semester opportunities in the United Kingdom. 2

p.m.. International Programs Office, 239 Whitmore.

WMUA STATION BODY MEETING - WMUA general

station meeting. New members encouraged to attend. 7:00

p.m., 101 CC.

OUTING CLUB MEETING — Upcoming trips announced
and a slide show by Tom Foster of OCNE on climbing and
Joshua Tree National Monument in California. Everyone is

invited. 7:00 p.m., 168 175 CC.

THE WRITING CENTER - The Writing Center offers

free, confidential peer tutoring for all University students.

Bring any assignments or writing projects. Drop-in. No
appointment necessary. 7-9 p.m., Pierpont Classroom,

S.W.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - There wiU not be a lunch

meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 23. Next meeting will be Oct. 30.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION - We wUl be showing a

filmstrip for anyone interested in discovering what the

movement is about. Newcomers welcome! There is no
obligation to join. 7:00 p.m., 804 CC.

BEYOND WAR — Those interested in learning about
Beyond War and the new mode of thinking required for

survival, please attend. Carl Sagan, Jonas Salk, and
Evgeni Chazov support Beyond War. 7:00 9:30 p.m., 163
CC.

PLANNING SESSIONS - The Office of Internships
Planning Sessions are held daily for students interested in

internships. Over 2,500 placements are available. For
further information- 16 Curry Hicks, 545-0727.

Everyone's
talking
about...

A great place to eat
with friends...
Breakfast served anytime, have a deli-

cious deli sandwich for lunch — Dinners
served all nite.

Open 24 hours on Weekends
'til 3 a.nn. Sun.-Thurs.

Sun.-Thur«.

6 a.m. -3 a.m.
Fri & Sat.

24 Hr*.

Next to

Supar Slop ft Shop
Campus Travel Cantar

Rta 9. Hadlay/Amharat

Good Food, Great Prices,
Attentive Service
To complement our menu

we are now offering

beer and wine till midnight.

(' ^Cii^

scNion cmzENS
DISCOUNTS
2-6 P.M. 20%
AU. OTHER
T1MU 10%

Do., not apply
to apoclala.

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $350.

PANASONIC 818 DIGITAL IN DASH
AUTO REVERSE AM/FM

CASSETTE PLAYER FOR $149.95???

adirondack music

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE
FRIDAY NOON THROUGH SAT 6 PM

"THt sTlRfO PROflSSIONAlS"

15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-3100

Monday. October 22. 1984

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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TodaysWeatiier
More Indian

summer...mostly cloudy

skies with a chance of scat-

tered showers.
Temperatures in the low to

mid 70's. Tonight, more of

today with temperatures in

the mid 40's.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Yeasthead by Jason Talerman
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Layout Technician

needed

Work Wednesday evening

$10 a night

Good experience!

See John O'Conneil

or Call 545-3500

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdited by Trude Michel Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Highway

feature

5 Guam's capital

10 Remain
14 sin to tell

15 Negative reply

16 Bulrush

17 Pup. tor one
18 Immense dogs
20 Past

21 Dash
22 Wildes forte

23 Badgers' km
25 Oxidizes

26 Gauche
28 Elide

30 Carols

31 Armstrong and
Aldrin

35 Waterloo
general

36 Pilot Ota UFO
38 Santa ,

Calif

39 Concurred
42 Place to buy

French
mustard?

44 Alaskan cape
45 Easy to play

Slang

47 Early com
puters, in a

sense
50 Tenant

51 Mod musical

53 Quito's land

Abbr
54 Weir
57 Cynosure
59 Part of N B
60 Ecstatic cry

61 Oise feeder

62 Cherub
63 Bits of inside

information

64 Loam deposits

65 Volume

t>OWN
1 Pro follower

2 Shake
(hustle)

3 Melancholy
tonalities

4 Cosset

5 Walton, eg.
6 Former White
House name

7 Herbs of the

rose family

8 Teachers org

9 Dance and
drama

10 Ordinance
11 African capital

12 Wide awake
13 Sycophant s

words
19 Persian gold

com
21 Greek letters

24 Leather tool

26 Pavlova

27 Griefs

28 Cockney s

expectation

29 Anthro

pologist's

study

31 A Caesar
32 Head steward

33 Chem suffix

34 Zola title

36 Weather report

abbr

37 Light Horse
Harry

40 Containerizes

41 Dm
42 Software fare

43 Halogen ending

45 Praline

ingredients

46 Hardens
47 Lace tag

48 Short Comb
form

49 Fabulist

50 Delia or Peewee
52 Ot an epoch
55 Energy source

56 Stable mate
58 Personal

sketch, for

short

59 Styrons Turner

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLf
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Turkey Club Sandwich

Duchess Meat Pie/Gravy

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER
Veal Parmesan

Pineapple Ham Steak

Italian Ganien IMate

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with Lemon

Wedge
Eggplant Parmigiana
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Spikers 6th in Delaware
ByR{X.ER CHAPMAN
t'olU'tfian Staff

Normally, finishing ninth

out of a sixteen team field

wouldn't sit well with a

coach or team members.
But one cannot fault coach

Elaine Sortino for being

happy about the University

of Massachusetts volleyball

teams's performance in last

weekend's Delaware
Invitation Volleyball

Tournament when one

considers that some of the

best teams in the entire east

were present. some
nationally ranked.

"I feel pretty good about

our performance." said

Sortino. "It's the best we've

done in Delaware."

The Minulemen. ranked

fifth in the Northeast with

an 18 12 slate, split four

matches for a 2 2 record.

The wins came against

LaSalle University and

William and Mary
University. The spikers

dropped matches to Prin

ceton University and
Villanova University.

The spikers started on a

wrong note, losing their first

p<K)l match to Princeton 13

15. 1115. In this match, the

serving that had been a

strong point for the spikers

de.serted them.

"Serving definitely made
the difference." said Sor-

tino, "We knew coming that

we were going to have to

serve tough because we
were going to be served at

really tough."

UMass came back in their

second pool match, dropping

'.aSallel5-ll.ll 15. 15 12.

The third game of the

match provided some high

drama. With UMass trailing

10 1 and facing possible

elimination. UM. behind the

hitting of Sally Maher and

Sarah Ryan, stormed back

scoring 14 of the la.st sixteen

points to take the game 15-

12.

"We played better defense,

blocked alot better, and just

plain showed a lot of heart in

that game," said Sortino.

The match also witnessed

what Sortino said was "one

of the hardest balls I've ever
seen hit," courtesy of

Maher. "She really turned

some heads with that one.

The gym practically went
silent."

The spikers then faced a

lough William and Mary

squad. UMa.ss had little

trouble, disposing of the

Colonials 15 11, 15 7.

"We ju.st did everything

well in that match," said

Sortino. "We needed the

momentum going into the

elimination bracket."

The momentum didn't last

long. The Minutemen lost to

a strong Villanova team 12

15, 15 17.

In the second game
however, the spikers almo.st

pulled another incredible

comeback that would have

evened things up. After

falling behind 11 3, UMass
went on to score 11 of the

next twelve to take what

seemed to be a secure lead

at 14 12. But the Wildcats

wouldn't fall and hung on to

win 17 15.

I

The Kick Off

expires 10/26/84
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Open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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The Fruits of Atkins Orchards
Crisp, Crunchy and Juicy, Just Picked Apples

MACOUN - CORTLAND - SPENCER -

MCINTOSH - EMPIRE -

- GOLDEN DELICIOUS - GREENINGS
RED DELICIOUS

Right from the Orchard to you if you have not yet had the opportunity to

cxfjerience a fresh picked apple, you will be pleasantly surprised at how
much more flavorful and juicy they can be! Shop Atkins for the freshest!

BOSC PEARS
BARTLETT PEARS

ripened the way you
like them

for CANNING & EATING

PERFEa PARTY REFRESHMENTS for THE FALL:

CIDER - CIDER DONUTS
CHEESE

Easy St. Delicious! Tangy Cider. Fresh Donuts

Plus the added "zing" of cheese'

Stock Up and Save on
WINTER KEEPING VEGETABLES - Cauliflower 99*

5 lbs.

RUSSETT
POTATOES

79

Specials 10/19-10/25

RUTABAGA
(Yellow
Turnip)

14 lb.

RED
GRAPES

69 lb.

Vermont

SHARP
CHEDDAR

2.95 Lb.

BAKERY PRODUCTS you know are fresh because THEY ARE MADE
AT ATKINS OLD FASHIONED FRUIT PIES

Made from Scratch RAISED DONUTS, COOKIES. WHOLE
No Preservatives Added GRAIN A REGULAR BREADS A ROLLS.
Ht^st Quality Ingredients MUFFINS A A FULL LINE OF PASTRIES

Mountains of Pumpkins Gourds & Colored Corn

OPEN 7 PAYS A WEEK

[Monday, October 22. 1984

• soccer
continued from, pg. 20

"If you're playing a strict man-to-man team like Holy

Cross, you've really got to move off the ball," said Gettler.

"We created some chances in the first half, but not as

many as we could have. We just didn't finish. It was much

better in the second half. We were lazy in the first half. If

you've got a guy who's following you wherever you go,

you've got to drag him out of the space you want to be in

and go to a space you don't want to be in.

UMass could have easily scored a lot of goals in the first

half, but several booming shots ricocheted off Holy Cross

defenders and goalie Mike Webber slapped away

numerous others. However, it remained until the second

half to ITMass to break through. At the 55 minute mark

after a scramble in the front of the Crusader goal mouth,

Tom Uschok collected a relwund off a Kurt Manal shot

and kicked il into the goal. Both clubs barely had time to

catch their breath when Matt Cushing and Manal executed

a beautiful give-and-go that sent Manal in one-on-one with

Webl)er. Manal easily deposited the ball in the upper left

corner.

• field hockey
continued Jrojn pg. 19

The contest was hard fought throughout with UMass
dominating the majority of the game and UNH squan-

dering whatever opportunities they had. Forward Tonia

Kennedy had a crossing shot kicked in the goal by a UNH
defender at 13:30 in the second half for UMass' third and

final goal of the day.

"Defensively, we were tough and cut well on loose balls.

Kveryone filled their roles today, they were disciplined

and played very hard. I can't say there was any one

standout; we got key performances from everybody when
we needed it. I really think we played to our potential,"

said Hixon.

"The Harvard loss compelled us . It made us angry. When
things become too easy you tend to get lazy," said Hixon.

€>
Styles by Deborah

66 Uriiversity Drive

549 5610

mm
JAmcUT STYUCUTSI
with ftity iKirm ^-m *«*

expires 10/30/84

valid with this ad

NIGHT of the LIVING DEAD
1(<>>%<»CV>

Date

Time

Wed. Oct. 24th

^, 7, 9, 11 PM

Location: S.U.B,_

Admission $1^ for 5 PM
$1.50 for 7, 9, 11 PM

Advance tickets cari be purchased at the
"TIX" office during regular "TIX" hours

Sponsor: HAMLIN DORM

Ch*cU

LOW
Frlc««

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

500 Masks to
Choose From

Grease Paints • Hands • Feet
Witches' Hats and Brooms • Wigs
Moustaches • Beards • Noses

Fangs • Teeth • Tooth Black Out
Colored Hair Spray

open Thursday and Friday nights October 25th A 26th

H.L.CHILDS&SON
open daily end Saturday 8 5 15 Thurs nite until 9 00pm

25STA E STREET SH4 ."6(14 NdHIHAMPTON

Monday (Vtober -iJZ, J 984
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bouncing away and was ruled a fumble by referee Anthony
iVisco.

Maine increased their lead to 17-0 on a Jack Leone field

goal of 25 yards and a Wilder to Theobald 19 yard scoring

pass of 19 yards, both in the second quarter.

UMass wasted two possessions of four plays before Leone

booted a 118 yarder that sealed the victory.

Wilder had his best effort of the year (he had completed

only 36 percent of his previous passes and had averaged

only 101 yards a game) as he destroyed UMass cornerbacks

Chris Wood and Rod Turner, passing to the sidelmes and

running down them. Of Maine's 51 rushing attempts, only

17 went up the middle, the others were aimed right at

Wood and Turner with much success.

"1 knew that their linebackers were strong and that the

defensive line was good against the run," said Wilder. "So
we figured we had to go at their secondary, we ran at them
and passed at them whenever we could, especially the

corners, and it worked."

UMass also was hurt by a pair of missed field goals, one

coming after holder Bob Simeone took a high snap by Don

Day and had to attempt a rush as George Papoutsidis

pulled up, and another on a 47 yard attempt that fell short.

Bob Simeone, with 10 catches for 130 yards, moved into

second on the UMass career receptions list. He is third in

yardage.

• Abraham
cxmtmtied from ptige go

And we lost to these guys. I'm kind of disgusted. When
the best teams at shcool are the women's soccer and field

hockey teams, things are tough. Quick, name a national

power in either of those sports. But everybody knows the

Nebraskas, Oklahomas and Boston Colleges of the world

because of football.

It was 58 scholarships goin g to waste up in Maine
Saturday. For the first time since I can remember, I didn't

want to admit I wf nt to UMass. Sure, new head coach Bob
Stull has installed a new system and it "takes some getting

used to" but this was the seventh game of the season. The
biggest kidMainehad was a 260 pound nose guard. And he

was considered huge by the locals.C'mon UMass.

It's sad but true, but a school makes it's reputation

through its football program. And right now, our

reputation stinks, and deservedly .so.

Maine 20, UMass 7

Scoring:

Maine. Theobald, 27 run (Leone kick)

Maine: Leone, 25 FG
Theobald, 19 pass from Wilder (Leone kick)

B. Simeone. 6 pass from J. Simeone (Papousidis

Leone, 29 FG

12-18-219

Maine:

UMass:
kick)

Maine:

StatisticB:

First Downs: UMass: 22, ME: 24

Rushing Yards: UMass: 39-139, ME; 51:-258

Passing Yards: UMass: 25-38-266, ME
Total Yards: UMass: 405, ME: 477

Fumbles-Lost: UMass: 2-2, ME
Posession: UMass: 27:43, ME;
Gain per play: UMass: 5.2, ME:
Individual Statistics:

Passing: UMass: J. Simeone,

Wilder, 18-12-1-1-219

Rushing: UMass: Grange 13-48, Barnwell

Shelmire 5-29, Barrett 6-28, Fay 3-9, J. Simeone 6-16.

ME: Theobald 8-101, Hufnagle 20-89, Phelan 15-59.

Receiving: UMass: B. Simeone 10-130, Walsh 5-53,

Crowley 4-24. ME: Phelan 3-89, Gordon 3-34.

Punting: UMass: Tandler 2-35.5, ME: Labonte 2-39.0

Field Goals: UMass: Papousidis, 0-1 (47 miss), ME:

Leone 2-3 (37 miss)

2-2

32:17

6.9

38-25-1-1-266, ME:

5-20,

]M 1,1'tiyf

UMass forward Maura Coughlin lets Hy with a shot against New Hampshire on Saturday at NOPE.

The Minutemen defeated the fourth-ranked wildcats 3-1.

StickersbeatUNH,3-l
ByEDHAYWARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team was in

an unaccustomed position Saturday as they took on the

number four ranked team in the nation, the University of

New Hampshire Wildcats at NOPE field.

The Minutemen had to win: victory was vital. Rising to

the challenge the Minutemen did just that by a score of 3-1.

"We had to win this game," said UMass coach Pam Hixon.

"After working so hard and getting into the top five, a loss

today would have probably put us out of the top twelve.

Plus, to lose three in a row... it can tend togetcontageous."

After the Harvard game (a 10 UM loss) we had a

meeting and decided where we wanted to go as ateam.We

decided that we wanted to be in the post season cham

pionships. So when we went out on the field today we were

going to win," said Hixon.

UMass took immediate control of the game with forward

Judy Morgan scoring the first goal of the game just under

two minutes into the contest. UNH's Barbara Marois

countered with a goal at 27:00 in the first half. With

thirteen minutes remaining in the period UMass forward

Chris KtH'ot to<jk a Maura Coughlin pass on a penalty

corner and put the ball through the UNH goalies legs to

put her team up for g(K)d.

cimtintied (m pg. IX

CoUegxan pkiitot fcy Brian K Gonj/r

The ball gets loose in front of the New Hampshire net in action at NOPE on Saturday.

Wright (21) closes on the net in the background.

UMass' Kim
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AUDIO

Wonaar AM FM portabia atarao

caasatta AMS aotorawind CR02 $96 or

769"

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Datsun 2002 runs good no rust nice

imsrior $3500 sanous cali^nty 549 78b4

n Chavy Pickup good work truck beat of

far call Rick 546-6037

m4l:t»av» Nowa 79.000 mi runs well

new muHler S950 call 586 9128

ItTTFiaata 4 speed AM, FM cass Dark

blue 57,000 miles $1500 Call 256 6936^

^~ Audi $800 Running condition Larry

549 6061

Audi^on 7« runs m?nt now tires body

good. $1500 negotiable 6-5184

WirOpal Uuiu excellent running condi

t_^good gas miteage $696/80^61^

DRIVERS WANT¥o

tm M - 7 an Iteur. Muat ba IB or older

Hm« r>wn insured reliabia car Apply in par

Vwi -OS PiMa Rt 9. Hsdiey

RTAINMENT

WTCKEO AIM.. rtiLO 67* »"^« •?«'

visual amartainrnent fo- JthaBOs »»-o^^

rCotiagrSound the best '" P^JJi-
•""*

dWMa music. Call 5a&02« w 5aft-7M9

Rack A Disc Reck A Video Entertain

ment Agency Oiscjockeys and large

screen video parties tor the five colleoe area

549 7144

^^
FORRENT*

Single room in apartment »«' I*"'
reasonable rate cisoejo campus253 2284

' 76r saH

RCA'lS^oiorTV $120 call 586 91ffl

For sale Hanson ski boots shell 3 sue 8 9

$7»i 546 4745

HALL0WQRAM8

Sand a friand a cookiagram for HaMo

ween $1 00: order Tuesday Thursday CC
10 4 Find out if you ve been treated in Col

lagian Octobor 31 _^_
HAYRIOfS

Attantton Party Qoara. RAi. Social

Chairpersons Party on our Haywagon
Bonfire after ride Info and Reserv West

Hatfiald Stables 247 9098

HELP WANTED

i.

bvaraaas )«ba. Summer, yr. round.

Europe. S America. Australia Asia All

fields $900. 2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC. PO Bo« 52 MAI Corona Dei

Mar, CA 92826 .

ATTENTION STUDENTSI Want part lime

work vou can fit between classes' Place and

fill posters on campus earn base and

bonuses Year round possible

1 800 243 6679

i^ow taking applications tor full and part

' me positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Domino s Pizja Rt 9 Hadley

Tha Campus Cantar Board of Governors
needs youl The BOG r>eeds a Building

Operations Coordinator Duties include

overse«ir\g building problems and general

policies effecting students within the

CC SUB complex This is a paid position

For more info BOG Office 817 Campus
Center

Hampafiira County Nursing Service is

looking for sn working as aids and

homemakers lor home and nursing home
cases Flexible hours 586-8272

Houaaparaon wantad. Work for your

meals and get a DC rebate meals prepared

by a full time cook call Jim Houston at

5452150

Managers needed for Sporting Goods Co

op Gain valuable experience buying, srti

ing advertising scheduling, hiring b
payroll Applications available in 407 SUB
Deadline is October 25 5 00 AA/EOE

Help Wanted Day shift Apply in person

after 5 PM BeMs Piiia 86 University Drive

msTRucnoM

Need a Spanish Tutor? Conversation, cor

rection ot texts etc for advanced and in

termediate levels Natibe speaker Call

Mario 546 7081 late evos

LOSl

Stolen in Sylvan area or Boydan Gym
Brown leather wallet containing license

bankcaid and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4096 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Lost bfown plastic frame glasses in a red

leather case if fourtd contact 6-5641

Gold ladies watch at Changes on 10/4 if

found please call Pam at 253 7482 high sen

timantal value

PERSONALS

Who do VOU know? Who do YOU want

to meet? If you KNOW any celebs V I P s.

musicians etc have any info or input con

tact G P C Box 146 SUB or call 545 2733

This IS YOUR chance to shine on campus'

Dog Home Wantad tovaable white ba4gian

shepsrd needs home desprately'
Houaabroken call JR @ 253 7987 or

545-0341 anytime'

To whoaver borrowad my hat at tha

Dutchman. Please return it to Chapel,

UMMB staff room

Happy Birthday Eliiabathlll Love Beth

Helaine. Amy, and the rest of Bunerfield

Don't party too f>ard"'

Charyl, I really did thank you tha last time

but we II try it again Thank you for making

my birthday so special. Love M

(Mark. I love you more than ever please

remember tfwt' Love, your Babydoll

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papara. Caaas. Dfaaortationa. Th<
on campus low rates gueranieed sccep

tance Nancy 584 7924

TO AU UNIVERSmr
WOMEN

AH ara invitad to Opan Ruah at Chi

Omega' Monday Oct 22 Dinner Party 5 15

Wednesday Oct 24 Dinner Party 5 15 Thurs

day Oct 26 Hollowwen Parry for ndes and in

formation call 546 0162 or 545 2092 ask tor

Kristin or Lorria

TRAVtL

Weekend in Montreal. Only $79 Boston

Bruins game optional Don t be fooled by

tours that offer standing room only. Wa
have good seats Contact; Kim 546-5126

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USaTTi
student / budget travel agency Free catalog

Call (6171 2« 1926 or write 729 Boylaton St

suite 201. Boston. MA 02116

RIDE WANTED

To aHAnflfoln* to Mfoaa Gotland 28,

I need a ride Will help with gas Call Rick at

546 5667

ROOMMATE WANTED

To ahara maatar badroom f> privata

bath with a male in a house with large kit

Chen, livirig room and game room ISO/mo

VOUEYSALL

Players interested in competitive
volleyball The Pioneer Valley Volleyt>all

Club practices Wednesday 7 9 PM at Leeds
school Call 564 7577 lor directions

WANTED TO RENT

utilities 2&3 9882

Ona batfroem apartmant c>oaa to earn-

pus. Will take over lease in January Please

call Jim 549 7862
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UMass hits bottom, Maine wins 20- 7
'This was our worst yet" Stall
By PETEH ABRAHAM
ColieRian Staff

ORONO. ME. — A loss to I/ehigh wasn't all that bad.

they were at least in the game. Holy Cross? They're second

in the nation in Division 1 AA, URI? They're ranked too

and have a great quarterback. Richmond was a former

Division 1 team so who could complain?

But the University of Maine?

Yes. the University of Maine. Behind the running of

halfl)ack Lance Theobold and the game plan of coach Ron

Rogerson. the Black Bears administered a 20 7 whipping to

the Minutemen on Saturday in front of 7,200 Homecoming

Day fans.

•'We were outplayed and outcoached today. ' said UMass
coach Bob Stull. now 2-5 as a head coach. 'It was the worst

we've played for a game all sea.son. It was awful.'

That it was. The UMass defense allowed 477 yards of total

offense to a Bear team that was averaging 266. The

Minutemen's offense, despite compiling 405 yards of their

own. manged but a meaningless fourth quarter touchdown

while committing three turnovers.

The Black Bears, now 2 5. will look back on this one for

some time. After a parade and the crowning of the

homecoming queen, sophomore quarterback Bob Wilder

went to work on the UMass defense in the opening

possession driving Maine 64 yards in six plays for a score.

Theobold, who had a previous best day of 35 yards,

capped the initial drive with a 27 yard run down the right

sideline with 11:49 to go in the quarter to make it 7 0.

UM quarterback Jim Simeone then took over and

directed a 13 play UMass drive down to the Maine 27. With

tailback George Barnwell out with a pulled hamstring.

UMass went to reserve Duckworth Grange and the passing

game. With Grange running for 19 yards and Simeone

passing for 48 (he was four for four at one point!, the

Minutemen found themselves deep in Bear territory.

Simeone dropped back to pass and, with his arm clearly in

motion, was hit by right end Steve Donahue. The ball went
Bob Stull

killMaine?" "welLM...
99

Just how terrible was UMa.ss' loss to the

University of Maine?
To put it in perspective, let me relay this

story. On the way home from the game
we (myself, the crew from WMUA and

dLnoiher Collegian writer) stopped off at a

pizza place in Lewiston, about an hour

from Orono.

We walked in, ordered our pizzas (which

were terrible, never get a pizza in Maine)

and talked to the guy behind the counter.

"So how bad did you guys kill Maine?"

isked Greg (the pizza maker).

"Uh. we didn't," I said.

"You don't mean they beat you?" asked

.ireg with a doubling tone.

"Yea. 20-7." I mumbled, kind of

iheepishly.

"Shoot, you guys must be terrible," said

Jreg. "Because we're really bad, we

stink."

"Yea. I suppose we are," I said.

It's hard to admit that to mysell. My
school's football team isn't good, in fact its

bad. The University of Maine was the

worst team in New England, at 15 they

had defeated only hapless Lafayette.

They hadn't scored over 13 points in five

ot their six games and their quarterback

completed only 36 percent of his passes.

Their leading rusher was averaging 55

yards a game.

But no more. The quarterback looks like

an All American candidate. The running

back has his first 100 yard game since

when? "P'or a lo.ig time, I think it was last

year, early in the season. I don't do it

often." said Maine back Lance Theobald.

Why is UMass 2 5? Losses to Holy Cross

and URI are acceptable. Both are

nationally ranked, well coached teams

that have better players than we do.

Richmond was a former 1 A and they have

the size and strength advantages.

The loss to Lehigh, (considering they're a

small engineering college with an

UMass midfielder i om Uschok dribbles past a Holy Cross defender on Saturday

at Boyden. UMass beat the Crusaders, 2-0.

Men's soccer boots Cross
by SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

For 55 minutes Saturday on Boyden

Field, purple sandbags disguised. as Holy

Cross soccer players restrained the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts onslaught. The

Crusader forces eventually succumbed

however, as UMass scored two goals

within a three minute span to roll to a not-

as-close-as-the-fmal-score-indicates 2-0 vic-

tory.

enrollment of 4.400, it is kind of sad,)

wasn't that terrible, at least we were in

the game.

But losing to the University of Maine, a

1-5 doormat of a team, is inexcusable.

We're a sch(H)l of 19,000 students, so far

we've been beaten up by a school of 2,500

(Holy Cross), another of 2,600 (Richmond)

and Maine. The Maine football facilities

consist of a coach's office with a beat up

coach and a desk, a lockeroom that, when
I was in high school, was considered bad.

and three tackling sledges. It's basically

rinky dink, small time. The crowd of

7.200 at Alumni Field was considered

"huge" by the local media.

nmlinued i>n page 19

jVomen crush

look toward playoffs

The Minutemen not only outshot the

Crusaders 26-6, but controlled the ball in

the Holy Cross end for close to 40 of the 45

minutes in the second half. And were it not

for a first half tendency to stand around on

offense the Minutemen's domination could

have equaled that of the second half.

Despite outshooting the Cross 14-2 in the

half, the score stood 0-0, and prompted a

Coach Jeff Gettler halftime lecture on the

proper strategy to conquer a man-to-man

defense. It worked.
continued onpg. 18

ByADAMNAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

It was another routine victory for the

second ranked University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team as they dominated

.•\delphi University on their way to their

eighth straight win, a 6-1 triumph at

Boyden Field Saturday afternoon.

The Minutemen were in command
throughout as they demonstrated better

ball control and passing. Their only letup

resulted in a goal when they were well in

controlof the match.

"It was a g(X)d game." said coach Kalekeni

Banda. "We played excellent heads up

soccer. There was a little breakdown on the

back, but that happens when you play a

high pressure game. It was a matter of who

had better skills and players."

Senior co captain Chris Taggart opened

the scoring nine minutes into the game as

she booted a Kristen Bowsher pass into the

right corner of the net.

UMass played well at both ends of the field

and put on pressure but several good

chances were stopped by Adelphi goalie

Colleen Carroll.

The pressure finally began to pay off as

the UM freshmen began to take over the

play. Leah Eicher converted a beautiful

header off a Lisa Merlo cross at 30:27 mark

for her second goal of the year and a 2

UMass lead. Merlo then got her third goal

four minutes later on a nice give and go

with Catherine Spence.

That same connection hfwked up again

eight minutes later as Merlo got her second

of the game and fourth of the year off a

Spence touch for a 4 UMass halftime lead.

The hooters might have had more goals

were it not for the several limes their shots

rang off the top crossbar. The Adelphi goal

occurred 16 minutes into the M'cond half,

when goalie Jeanne Paul and )iack (',hr\'i

Schmitt got crossed up and the bail rollird

by both of them.

After the goal, the Minulerrn-r, i«-i up i/i

intensity some as Adelphi kepi ih* )>*JJ ./,

their end, but couldn't come up with any

more goals.

Taggart got her second of the game 22

minutes in. as she used good ball control to

go around some defenders and blast the ball

by Carroll for her fourth tally of the season

and a commanding 5-1 lead.

A blast by defender Debbie Belkin that hit

the crossbar and apparently went over the

goal line according to the linesman's call,

was not seen or called by the referre. But

she finally got one. as she closed out the

scoring with her first of the year at the 36

minute mark, with a left footed shot from

Jolie DePauw, who had a frustrating af

ternoon, up to that point, and a 6-1 UMass
win.

"I was happy that we didn't have to work

too hard. We were able to rest some

starters, so that was good. It w as the best

game for the subs. They've been listening

in practice and scored a few goals today,

'

commented Banda.

The Minutemen with an 11-1-2 record will

have their hands full this afternoon as they

host the number five ranked and New
England rival. Harvard on Boyden Field,

beginning at 2:30 p.m.

The mens tennis team dropped a pair of

matches, on Thursday the Army took a 6-2

decision from ihe Minutemen and on

Saturday the Catamounts of Vermont were

8 1 victors.

The UMass rugby team was outplayed by

the Terriers of Boston University on

Saturday, losing 1.5-0 to fall to 4-1 in league

play.
^^

"We were outplayed, they Beat us fairly,

said coach Doc Laurence. BU is now 5-0.

sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Today: Women's Soccer: H«nr«rd,

Boyden, 2:30 p.m.
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Unity Through Organization
Black Homcoming and Third World Leadership Conference Come to UMass

by Marilyn G. Bou
Nummo Staff

The New England Third World Leadership Con-

ference along with Black Homeconriing will be held

from Friday October 26 through Sunday October 28,

at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst. The

two events will connpliment each other throughout the

weekend. They are two very significant happenings

for the Third World Community. Third World Leader-

ship Conferences began in December 1983 at UMass

to encourage students, administrators and faculty to

gather together for the purpose of networking for

Third World interests, while Black Homecoming has

been a tradition for the Third World Community since

1975.

True student power comes from effective organiza-

tion and implementation of ideas." The conference

will help to bring together the minds of students of

color, for the purpose of networking and exchanging

contacts and mutual cooperation", said Sherwood

Thompson Director of the Office of Third World Af-

fairs.

The conference will feature panel and workshop

sessions which cater to issues such as students of col-

or and administrators in predominalty white univer-

sities. The conference will also feature cultural events,

karate demonstrations, display booths and an evening

dance.

The conference registration will begin at 8:30 a.m.

with a welcome and conference overview to follow at

9:15a.m.

The keynote speaker will be Mr. Playthell

Benjamin, Political Advisor for Fight Back Labor

Organization in New York City. Ambassador Omaru

Yousofous of the Organization of African Unity's

representative to the United Nations will also be

featured as a guest speaker at the luncheon which will

be held in the Student Union Ballroom from 12:45 to

1:45.

Concurrent workshops will begin at 11:00 a.m. and

last till 12:15 for session one, while the second set of

workshops commence at 2:00 p.m. and end at 5:15

p.m. The workshops range from International Health

Issues, Student Leadership Development, Cultural

Event and Music Presentation to Housing Discrimina-

tion in College Towns.

Black Homecoming will kick-off its schedule of

events Friday at 8:00 p.m. with a comedian nite,

featuring Herb Quinones and Mitch Kyser at Hampden

Theatre. On Sunday October 28 there will be a Semi-

formal and dinner beginning at 7:00 p.m. in the Cam-

pus Center Auditorium and ending at midnight.

The conference will assist students of color in gain-

ing strength and a better communications base.

Lifestyles of people of color at colleges and univer-

sities is a unique experience for all of us, in order to

improve these obstacles which are part of a college

experience as people of color we must come together

to ensure the exchange of ideas, influence and make

our voices heard. If we do not address our unique

needs and exchange cultural interests, universities will

almost immediately cease to exist. The struggle has

taken many steps forward but still continues. Third

world students, faculty and administrators must begin

taking active responsibility in the continuation of the

transformation and education in order to produce

even more progressive changes on the campuses

throughout the New England area.

Conferences such as this provide the opportunity

needed to ensure influence and power. They en-

courage dramatic change in institutions which tradi-

tionally tried to obliterate the existence of students of

color on campuses along with creating misconcep-

tions of our peoples. Through effective communica-

tion among ourselves and people sensitive to our in-

terests the practices of these educational institutions

can come to pass.

Black Homecoming provides the community with

an opportunity to share cultural and social activities

Continued on page 3

Mandate/FerrarO:A Political Analysts,

Geraldine Ferraro speaks at Saturday's rally.

Photo by Andy Heller.

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

As most people affiliated with the University of

Massachusetts already know, Gelardine Ferraro, the

Democratic Vice-Presidential candidate, visited the

campus and participated In the rally this past Satur-

day. Anyone who watches television or reads any

newspaper in Massachusetts probably already knows

just about everything that Ferraro said and did at

Saturday's rally so we will not waste space repeating It

here.

Instead, what we would like to do Is to take a little

time and space analysizing what Ferraro and Mondale

represent for Black and Third World voters. Even

more so what Ronald Reagan represents.

First of all, let's be honest with ourselves.

Democrats have never done much for black people

unless they have been politically forced to do so (of

course this goes double for Republicans). When Jim-

my Carter was In the White House he didn't do a hell

of a lot for blacks. However, Carter knew very well

that It was the black vote that got him Into office and it

would be the black vote that would keep him there.

Therefore, he implemented a few programs and put a

few blacks into his administration (very publically I

might add).

Perhaps, if Carter would have been a little more

receptive to the constituency that made the difference

in getting him in elected, we may have gone out and

voted and the Democrats would not be in the spot

that they now find themselves.

For now, let's put all of that aside and deal with the

issue at hand: Mondale/ Ferraro. Thanks to the hard

work of black political leaders such as Jesse Jackson,

Richard Hatcher, Louis Fan-akan and many others.

Black Americans have the chance to play a more

pivital and important role in the upcoming election

than perhaps in any other Presidential race in United

States history.

In the past. Black Americans have always been

stuck in a dilemma over which candidate to vote for.

We would get to the polls and say, "Uh, let's see, will

it be Dwiddle Dee or Dwiddle Dum?" However, the

tide seems to be changing and black voters, for the

first time In many years, have the opportunity to cast a

vote that will actually make a difference in their lives.

Now I'm still not totally convinced that the leaders

of the Democratic Party have gone through any

dramatic changes, but I know that the current ad-

ministration is the most dangerous leadership to black

people since James Edgar Hoover and his

COINTELPRO programs.

When I listened to Geraldine Ferraro speak on

Saturday, I felt better about American politics than I

ever have before. Perhaps this Is because when I listen

to Ronald Reagan (Re-Ron) I feel worse about

American politics than I ever have before. I guess I feel

kind of hypocritical when I say, "Hey, let's vote for

Mondale/ Ferraro. At least the Racism, discrimination

and oppression of people of color won't get too much

worse."
Yet I know that the political pressure is on the

Democrats full force and they can't afford to alienate

Continued on page 2
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NAACP Fights For Justice
by Julian Tynes
Nummo Staff

When the N.A.A.C.P. was founded in 1909, "Jim

Crow" laws had been in affect since 1896 when the

Supreme Court ruling established the "seperate but

equal" doctrine in its historic Plessy vs. Fergusen deci-

sion.

Disenfranchisement had been considered one of the

most flagrant forms of discrimination. It was felt by

members of the N.A.A.C.P. executive committee that

there could be no solution to the race problem in the

south until blacks obtained the right to vote. The Fif-

teenth Amendment had given blacks the right to vote

but Constitutional changes in many of the southern

states after Reconstruction prevented blacks from go-

ing to the polls.

There were several methods used to prevent blacks

from practicing their right to vote. Among some of the

more common were: 1) Registration months in ad-

vance of actual voting. 2) Payment of poll taxes. 3)

Required ownership of real estate property. 4) Literacy

tests in which people were required to read and inter-

pret the Federal and State Constitutions to the

satisfaction of election officials. 5) The infamous

"Grandfather Clause" which stated that a person

could become a registered voter only if they had serv-

ed in the United States Army, the Confederate Army,

or was the descendant of such a person or had the

right to vote before 1867. 6) Force and intimidation.

The N.A.A.C.P. began to investigate the Constitu-

tionality of the Grandfather Clause and appealled to

the U.S. Solicitor General to challenge the law. The

case was brought before the Supreme Court and in

June of 1915 Chief Justice Edward D. White read the

decision stating that the Grandfather Clause was un-

constitional.

The N.A.A.C.P. also attacked discrimination in

education. After Reconstruction blacks recieved only

a small amount of public funds for education.

Facilities and materials for the education of black

children were far inferior to those of white children.

Because of this the organization felt that the answer

was an intergration of school facilities.

Segregation was fought on all fronts including

housing. One of the more famous cases was that of

Ossian Sweet. Ossian Sweet was a promenient black

surgeon in Detroit, Michigan. In 1925 Dr. Sweet pur-

chased a house in a modest income neighborhood but

hesitated to move in for several months because he

was receiving threatening letters. Finally, on

September 23, 1925 Dr. Sweet asked for police pro-

tection and moved his family into the house.

The police guarded his house for that night and the

following day. On the second night, as the Sweets

and their guests were about to eat dinner, stones were

thrown through the windows and a huge mob
gathered outside the house. The police arrived but

failed to disperse the crowd. Shortly after, more bricks

were thrown through the windows followed by gun-

shots. Those inside feared for their lives and someone

in the house grabbed a gun and fired into the crowd.

A member of the mob was hit and dropped to the

ground dead. The police entered the house and charg-

ed all 11 occupants with murder in the first degree.

The N.A.A.C.P. hired a panel of six lawyers, head-

ed by the great Clarence Darrow, to represent the

defendants. Because of Darrow's great fame (he had

just concluded the Scopes 'Monkey trial) white

newspapers gave the Sweet case wide coverage. The

first trial began on October 30, 1925 and resulted in a

hung jury. Clarence Darrow's arguement was based

on the premise that everyone has a right to defend

their home.
The second trial involved Sweet's brother Henry as

the only defendant. This case recieved a lot of publici

ty because the prosecuting attorney was a member of

the Klu Klux Klan. Hostile witnesses took the stand

and testified that there had been no crowds milling

outside, no threats, no stone throwing, no shooting

and no riotous action. When cross-examined by the

defense many of these witnesses seemed to have

memory lapses. No one remembered being at a

meeting in which plans were made to rid the

neighborhood of the black family.

There was, however, one man of basic integrity

who admitted that he did not like blacks and told the

truth about the events that occured that night. There

had been threats and stone throwing. There had been

shots fired from the crowd. A white woman from the

neighborhood corraborated this testimony. Also a

white newspaper reporter, who was at the scene,

testified that the crowd had become so riotous that he

had become filled with fear and left.

Numerous witnesses testified to the difficulties

blacks in Detroit had been facing in obtaining housing

and of the moral integrity of Henry Sweet and the

Sweet family. Finally Clarence Darrows' summation of

the defense was presented to the jury. Darrows'

speech was called one of the greatest in the history of

American jurisprudence.

The main point of Darrows' arguement was that the

Sweet case involved racial prejudice, not murder. He

said, "If white men had shot and killed a black while

protecting their home and lives against a mob of

blacks, no one would have dreamed of having them

indicted....They would have been given gold medals

instead." He told the jury, "You are twelve white men
trying a colored man. I want you to be on your guard. I

want you to do all you can to be fair in this case - and I

beleive you will."

Near the end of his seven hour address Darrow

placed his trust in the jury. He stated: "I do not believe

in the law of hate.... I would like to see the time when
man loves his fellow man and forgets his color or his

creed. We will never be civilized until that time comes.

I know the Negro race has a long way to go. I believe

the life of the Negro race has been a life of tragedy, of

injustice, of oppression. The law has made him equal

-but man has not. And after all, the last analysis is

what man has done. Gentlemen. ..1 ask you in the

name of progress and of the human race to return a

verdict of not guilty."

Clarence Darrow then sat down. The next day the

jury went into deliberations. Late that afternoon the

jury informed the court that it had a decision. The ver-

dict: "Not Guilty".

Next week: Brown vs. Topeka.

<•
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any of their would-be supporters; even if they do get

elected to office. And when I hear Ferraro speak of

making the Civil Rights Act a permanent part of the

Constitution and fighting for Human Rights in South

Africa (in front of an over 90 percent white audience

no doubt), I can't help but feel good. And when a

woman can step up to the podium and command

respect and leadership as well as any man has ever

done, how can you complain (too much).

Of course the middle/upper class, vast majority

white male Republican club, complete with signs such

as, "Ditch the Bitch, Ronnie kick ass at UMass",

came out to show their true colors. But then the

typical white male has always seemed to be paranoid

of blacks and women (perhaps with good reason

now).

Yes, I believe that we, as people of color, finally

have a half-way decent choice. I would just like to say

thank you to Jesse Jackson and the many, many

other strong leaders, black and white
,
male and

female, for making this choice possible. And especial-

ly thanks to Walter Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro for

being smart enough, maybe even sincere enough, to

realize that Reagan is a threat to all of us and he can-

not be defeated without a "Rainbow Coalition".
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Correction: The photo of the "BCP Family" on page

two of last weeks issue was taken by Ed Cohen not

David Walker.

Maria Cahillane, Nummo News

extends its thanks.

Editor's note: Nummo News would like to inform the

organizers of the Freshman recruiting programs that

every effort was made to cover the recent field trip

made by high school students. Unfortunately, the

communication came too late for adequate, fair

coverage. We sincerely hope that communications

will improve and that we can continue to serve the

media needs of such an important project.

South African Bishop Receives Nobel Prize
by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

Bishop Desmond Tutu, General Secretary of the

South African Council of Churches, was named as the

1984 recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize, last Tuesday.

A visiting professor in Anglican studies at the General

Theological Seminary in New York City, Bishop Tutu

is said to be the leading spiritual voice of Blacks in

South Africa His congregation has 18 member chur-

ches with more than 12 million followers.

A nonviolent but nonetheless strident foe of

aparteid, Bishop Tutu's method of opposing South

African rule was applauded by the selection commit-

tee, which said that his struggle "is of vital importance

for the whole of the continent of Africa and for the

cause of peace in the world."

Described as small in stature but large in heart.

Bishop Tutu said, "the award made a tremc-idous

political statement and despite all distortions af truth,

the world recognizes that we are striving for peace."

The news of his being awarded the Nobel Peace Prize

has been given very limited coverage in white South

Africa, with dismay being spread as to how such a

man could stand for peace.

Bishop Tutu began his involvement in the church at

an early age and at 25 trained to become a clergy. He

was ordained in 1960 and used the church to espouse

his views of nonviolent opposition to apartheid. In

1975 he became the first Black Anglican Dean of

Johannesburg. In 1978 he was appointed the first

Black General Secretary of the South African Council

of Churches and quickly became the most outspoken

of the Black clergy W, c'e-iouncing apartheid.

He made it known that this is the last chance for

peaceful change in South Africa, with the chance of

bloodshed occuring if nothing is done. Bishop Tutu

said, "BJacks don't believe that they are introducing

violence into the situation, they believe that the situa-

tion is already violent." Although a clergyman, he

knows that the voices of Black protest are getting

stronger, and that the church will have to take a side if

a civil war ensues.

Bishop Tutu is expected to arrive in South Africa to

celebrate, although his passport has been withdrawn
several times in the past. His plans are to then attend

an awards cermony in Olso, Norway and then return

to New York to finish his term at the Seminary. After

which he will travel back to South Africa to continue

his work.

Mr. Tutu is not the first South African to receive the

Nobel Peace Prize. In 1960, Albert Luthuli, former
president of the African National Congress also receiv-

ed a Nobel Peace Prize for his nonviolent oppostion to

apartheid. The only other black person to receive the

Peace Prize was Martin Luther King Jr. in 1964. To all

these brothers and fo'' the others still to come, men
and women alike, we say "Don't give up the fight.

Duke Ellington Series Begins With Dizzy Gillespie It Don't Mean A

Thing K It Ain't Got No
by Keith Johnson

This past Wednesday October 17, the University of

Massachusetts was honored with the performance of

Dizzy Gillespie, one of the major innovators of jazz

music, at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. The con-

cert was the first in the FAC's Duke Ellington Series

which features notable jazz musicians. Gillespie was
joined by Sayyd Al-Khabyyr on sax, Walter Davis on

piano, John Lee on bass and Nasyr Al-Khabyyr on

drums.
Although the concert started a half hour late, the

impatient crowd of about 1500 people seemed pleased

from the first song to the last. Gillespie set the tone

from the beginning with his raspy voice, when he

belted out, "UMass, take me I'm yours. I offer my life

for your love". From that point on the crowd bobbed

their heads, tapped their feet and laughed at the antics

of the performers.

Gillespie, with his curved-bell trumpet and bulging

cheeks, went through not only some of his own
famous tunes, such as "Night in Tunisia", but also

performed Don Redman's "Gee Baby, Ain't I Good To

You", and Lalo Shifrin's "The Blues". Besides

Gillespie, Sayyd Al-Khabyyr was a definite stand out

on sax, flute and clarinet, recieving loud applause for

his solos. Both Nasyr Al-Khabyyr and John Lee, for-

mally of the Mcoy Tyner Group, proved that, although

they are young, they can hold their own among such

veterans. Walter Davis was one of those veterans

with his strong piano playing and stage presence.

Gillespie has been a musician since 1935. He is

noted for helping to create the jazz form "bop". It was

a new form that was based on the New Orleans Jazz,

made famous by Louis Armstrong and "Jelly Roll"

Morton. "Bop" turned the New Orleans Jazz into a

more harmonically and rhythmically complex form. It

was not accepted at first but by the 1950's Gillespie

and Charlie "Bird" Parker, Charles Mingus and others

had turned it into a very popular form of music.

After 45 years of playing with such Jazz greats as

Dizzy Gillespie chats with admirers after his con-

cert Wednesday night.
^^^^^ ^^ Marc-Elliot Giles

Cab Calloway, Earl "Fatha" Hines, Billy Eckstine and

others, Gillespie is still playing, touring and cutting

records.

About a year ago Gillespie performed on a hit tune

with Stevie Wonder. Gillespie now plans to appear

with Wonder on his next LP. He is also taping a seg-

ment for the "Bill Cosby Show" that will be aired in

November.
The crowd participation and standing ovation at the

end of Dizzy's performance proved that he was greatly

appreciated. Dizzy Gillespie will go down in history as

one of Jazz music's greatest innovators.

Roving

Reporter

T

What does Black Homecoming mean to you?

Dierde Lawyer

Keith Johnson ^^^^

Black Homecoming should be a time of the year

when Third World Students and alumni come

together to honor Third World experiences at UMass.

To remember past struggles and triumphs and to plan

for new ones. To reunite old friendships and to bnng

the community together to have a good time.

photos by Marc-Etiiot Giles

Soul.

I

All the Black people can get together with a com-

mon understanding of Brotherhood and Sisterhood

and unite as one. UNITY'

Terry Armstrong

I feel it is good that Black people can come together

to make a strong bond among themselves within the

Black community.

Brett Andrews

Knowing that there is a lack of unity in the Black

community as a whole in America. I feel Black

Homecoming is a stepping stone to bring Black people

together. Therefore we can set an example for the

youth so they have a higher view of life and can

establish themselves in the American ^society.

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

Last Sunday, October 14, the Fine Arts Center

presented the production of "Sophisticated Ladies",

the famous Broadway musical based on the music of

Duke Ellington. Although "Sophisticated Ladies" was

a long running, smash hit on Broadway, the produc-

tion at the FAC lacked the charisma, talent and most

importantly the soul that the orignal production must

have had.

Under the dierction and choreography of Claudia

Asbury and the musical direction of Duke Ellington's

son Mercer Ellington, the show consisted of an array

of tunes and melodies from Duke's outstanding reper-

toire with the singers and dancers performing a variety

of skits to fit the music. The hour and a half show per-

formed over 30 of Ellington's best going as far back as

1928 and ranging all the way up to 1966.

"Sophisticated Ladies" did have its high points.

The band and the music was excellent. Freda Payne,

who played the lead female role, proved that although

she cannot move like she used to, her voice is just as

powerful and beautiful as ever. The performances of

Bruce Anthony Davis, who played the lead male role,

and Lynn Sterling were also very commendable. Other

than those few highlights "Sophisticated Ladies" was

rather flat.

Given that the sound system provided and the

acoustics of the Fine Arts Center were as bad as they

could possibly have been, the performance could not

have reached its full potential anyway. However,

these were not the decidings factors that made the

performance a dissappointment. As previously men-

tioned, the production at the FAC lacked the soul it

most definitely needed.

The Company of dancers and singers performed the

choreography with typical "Juliard" precision. That

would have been fine for a Classical ballet but it was

not appropriate for the music and style of Duke Ell-

ington. The music of Duke Ellington is not just lyrics

written on a page. It is tied into a broader picture of

history and tradition. The Harlem Renaissance, the

"bop" and jazz eras, and African culture all influenced

the music of Ellington. And it seemed clear that the

original intent of "Sophisticated Ladies" was to bring

the rich culture and history of Black America to the

stage. So when a white singer says "I'd rather be in

Harlem", it just did not sound right.

1 am not critizing the performance of the cast as

much as the ability of the cast to understand and

"feel" the music, its history and its significance. The

lack of swing and soul was not due to lack of talent

but lack of the experience and understanding of black

musical history. Most off the roles we-e clearly written

for black performers and I'm sure there are many

talented black dancers and singers who would have

been honored to perform in the production.

So as not to end on a negative note let me once

again commend the wonderful performance of Freda

Payne and the Mercer Ellington Band (which received

the most enthusiastic applause of the evening with a

excellent piece after the stage performance was over).

1 would have enjoyed the perfromance more if the

band would have played and Freda Payne just walked

out and sung.

Continued from page 1

unique to Black students at the University. The strug-

gles of past students and the hard work of the current

organizers of Black Homecoming W!ii come to fruition

with what will surely be a beautiful event and rewar-

ding experience for anyone who ar ids.

Finally, both Black Homecoming and the Third

World Leadership Conference will depending on

one very crucial factor for their sucr ss. YOU' Please

come out and support the hard work of fellow

students. Remember these events tie designed with

you in mind.

•-*i«J
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A RastafarianPerspective
TheMassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

li'^^y

Ras Douglas of the Royal Theocratic Government

of the Rastafari spoke of the current levels of political

violence occuring in Jamaica, last Thursday at the

New Africa House Library. Douglas talked of the

history of violence, beginning with the situations at

the end of slavery in 1838 and coming up to the pre-

The Jamaican landocracy, in 1838, never believed

that slavery should have ended and began to transport

slaves illegaly to the West Indies. When it was learned

that heavy fines would be levied to any new shipments

of slaves, masses of black men and women were

thrown overboard to drown. The British government

compensated the Jamaican Landocracy for their loss

of property with $200 million. The attitudes of this elite

have not changed much over the ensuing years, said

Douglas.

In Ras Douglas' view, there is a sinister plot by the

government to keep the people backwards.

Jamaicans are the fourth group of immigrants enter

ing the U.S. and if it were possible for more to leave,

the island would be practically deserted says Douglas.

Jamaica is a "slave plantation" with prisons so brutal

they have been described as resembling the Middle

Passages of the slave trade, continued Ras Douglas.

The scenario of mass political murders began in

1972 when Michael Manley, leader of the People's Na-

tional Party (PNP) defeated the Jamaican Labor Party

IJLP). Under Manley's "democratic socialist" govern-

ment Jamaica's economy began to improve and he

won a second term in 1976 by defeating Edward

Seaga, leader of the JLP.

After the election, however, things "went a bit

bad" for Manley, said Ras Douglas, because some of

his programs were too ambitious and lacked the

necessary funds. Meanwhile, Mr. Seaga, determined

to lead his party (the more conservative of the two

with close ties to the U.S.) to victory in the 1980 elec-

tions, began to mix the ballot with the bullet, said

Douglas.

Mr. Seaga began to have community and political

leaders murdered. A series of "tit for tat" murders

began to take place with the JLP killing on and the

PNP killing another for revenge.

The level of terror that the special government

forces or "Eradication Squads" spread was increasing

said Douglas as he described how he was almost a vic-

tim of their brutality. Although the official figure for

those who died was 750, Ras Douglas said it was more

like 4,000. For an island of nearly 2.5 million people

that is a very high figure. Douglas put it in perspective

by asking the audience to imagine that during the

Reagan-Mondale campaign, 400,000 were killed.

The level of violence has decreased since the elec-

tion but Seaga, who won the 1980 election, has let it

be known that before the JLP gives up power there

will be a fight and if they don't win the election they

plan to win the war noted Douglas. There was to be

an election in 1985 but in December 1983 Seaga called

a snap election. The JLP now claims that it has power

until 1989 but the PNP fiercely disputed this.

Douglas noted that there has been a call for

Rastafarians to become politically involved in

Jamaica, something they have not traditionally done.

Now some Rastafarians are saying that political steps

must be taken. In Douglas' words, "repatriation yes,

but liberation before repatriation."

The people of Jamaica now live in a state of

perpetual fear, said Douglas. The island that produced

some of the fiercest maroons (rebel slaves) such at

Cudjoe and more modern leaders like Marcus Gan/ey

and Bob Marley who spoke out against foreign

domination, now finds itself brutalized by its own peo-

ple.

In the opinion of this reporter there seems to be no

easy solution to the country's problems if any at all.

Perhaps Bob Marley said it best in the song "Natural

Mystic":

There's a natural mystic blowing through the air.

If you listen carefully now you will hear.

It could be the first trumpet.

Might as well be the last.

Many more will have to die.

Many more will have to cry.

Don 't ask me why.

Ras Douglas gives a presentation on violence in

Jamaica at the New Africa House this past

Thursday.

photo by David Walker

Announcements^Announcements
MINORITY ENGINEERING CAREER

DAY
A Minority Engineering Career Day

will be held October 24 in the Campus
Center Auditorium from 10:00a.m. till

3:00p.m. The event is sponsored by the

National Society of Black Engineers,

University Placement Service, and the

Minority Engineering Program. All

engineering students are encouraged to

attend.

BLACK WOMAN'S SUPPORT GROUP
Everywoman's Center will be sponsor-

ing Black Woman's Support Group
beginning on October 24,1984 and runn-

ing for six weeks. The group, which will

meet on Wednesday evenings, will be

facilitated by Wanda Ruffin. Discussion

will focus on issues pertinent to Black

women; specific topics will be decided

by the group.
For more information and to register,

please contact Everywoman's Center by

calling 545-0883.

ASSERTIVENESS AND LEADERSHIP
SKILLS

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center will be sponsoring

an Assertiveness and Leadership Skills

group beginning October 23 and running

for eight weeks. The group will meet on

Tuesday evenings from 7-9p.m. at the

EWC, and will be facilitated by Joyce

Clark.
For more information and to pre-

register please call EWC at 545-0883.

Conference

A week long conference entitled:

"Clouds of War, Winds of Change - The
United States and Revolution in Central

America" will be held at the University

of Massachusetts, Amherst campus dur-

ing the week of October 22-26, 1984. The
Keynote speaker will be Howard Zinn,

author of "A People's History of the

United States" and professor at Boston
University who will speak on 'The

History of US Intervention in Central

America'. It will be held on Wednesday,
October 24, 1984 at 7:30 p.m. at the Cam-
pus Center room 163.

The schedule for the weeks events is

as follows:

Monday, October 22, 7:30, Red Room,
Amherst College, Discussion: "Elec-

tions, Democracy and Popular Participa-

tion "Speakers: Mel King- Rainbow
Coalition; Carolee Bengelsdorf-
Hampshire Co. and Jon Childs- Amherst
Co.

Tuesday, October 23, 7:30, at a local

church in Amherst to be announced.
Discussion: "The Role of the Church in

Central America " / 'The Sanctuary
Movement". Speaker: Jim Stormes-

Jesuit Preist, UMass.

Thursday, Oct. 25, 7:30 pm CC163
Workshop: "The Militarization of Central

America-Anniversary of the Grenadian

Invasion". Speakers: Karen Wanza
Esq.-Grenada Foundation, NY and Ar-

thur Barisano Esq.- Lawyer"s Committee
against Intervention in Central America.

Friday, Oct. 26, 7:30pm CC101 Discus-

sion: '"Elections, Media and Misinforma-

tion" Speaker: Frank Brodhead, Co-

editor of Radical America, and author of

'Demonstrations Elections'.

These public forums are sponsored by
a Central America Coalition of various

5-college and comunity groups and are

designed to provide for education,
discussion and protest concerning the
current administrations repressive and
undemocratic policies in the region.

Films, video and slide shows about the

region will be shown on the Campus
Center Concourse on Oct. 19, 22 &- 2Sth

from 10-4pm.
For more information call: days

545-2146; and for press interviews with
speakers call nights 586-1449 or Mauricio

at 785-1251, ext. 246.
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Jerry Brown sees

'schools for future

'

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Following his participation in a panel discussion

yesterday evening, former California Governor Edmund

G. Brown further explained his view of the role of public

education in promoting industrial innovation and in-

ternational competitiveness.

In 1982, Brown's last year in office, he developed and

implemented a model program in California that integrated

computers into secondary schools, trained secondary

school teachers to a high level of technical competence, and

retrained unemployed workers for increasingly technical

jobs.

Since then. Brown noted, other states have begun their

own programs independently to help students deal with

these ideas of technological innovation and modernization.

"I'm working on developing a national competition, where

we could award three 'Schools of the Future' in each state

that the federal government would then finance," Brown

said.

Questioned about the cost and funding for maintenance of

computer equipment donated by corporations to secondary

schools. Brown said that it will be up to each individual

school to decide who will be responsible for this.

"I'd like to see a national body that would select the best

plans for these schools, so we can overcome the barriers of

poor software and inadequate computers," Brown said.

"There is a limitation (to the role of computers in

education). I think these 'Schools for the Future' are the

answer. We'll need to elicit creative designs for software,"

Brown said. "That's why we need experimentation right

now, so we'll know the limitations."

Noting a shortage of math and science teachers in his

home state, and responding to the question of how to make

the profession more attractive. Brown said, "you're going

to have to give them decent wages and promote excellence

in the classroom."

Brown also said that computers may be the best way to

make students aware they may have to make sacrifices m
the future and accept the idea that they may have several

different careers in their lifetime.

Collcfuui photo by Brian K. (rf>nyc

Former California Governor and presidential can-

didate Edmund G. (Jerry) Brown.

Brown is currently the chairman of the board for the

National Commission on Industrial Innovation, a tax

exempt corporation that "brings together labor, high tech,

and political leaders to raise the level of awareness of how

America can make itself more competitive in the in

ternational marketplace."

Brown said this idea was part of presidential candidate

(iary Hart's "New Ideas" platform, including the further

imposition of import quotas on foreign goods and increased

relaxation of federal restrictions on exports and business

ties to foreign nations, such as China.

"(Hart) was looking at (economic) expansion in a

traditional role. " Brown said, "and even though his can

didacy wasn't fully successful, his campaign did have it's

benefits... but it takes a while for these ideas to be ac

cepted."

Rape reported; police investigating
ByJOELP.COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A female University of Massachusetts student reported

that she was raped early Saturday morning, police said.

Chief of Police Robert G. Joyce said the investigation was

turned over to the sensitive crimes unit, but would give no

further details until after the investigation.

A male UMass student was injured in a fight early

Saturday morning in John Adams Dormitory, police said.

Police responded to a call at 2:51 a.m. Saturday and found

the man bleeding in the back of his head. Police said the

man was intoxicated and that he had trouble remembering

how he got involved in the fight.

Police said they took the man to the infirmary for

treatment. The man received stitches but police said he

refused to be fully treated.

During a second interview with the man, police reported

that the man had difficulty remembering the fight but he

identified the men involved and police are attempting to

get a warrant for their arrest. The complaintant wants to

press charges, police said.

Police said a 20-year-old Shrewsbury man was placed in

protective custody at 2:11 a.m. for being drunk and making

threatening statements against Geraldine Ferraro. The

Secret Service was notified and questioned the man. who

was later released.

A portable salad bar with a glass hood, valued at $800,

was stolen from Berkshire Dining Commons. Police said

the theft occured between 6 p.m. and 7:05 p.m. Friday and

it was reported an hour later.— —>.

Inside:

CIA testifies on terrorism manual p.3

Anniversary of a tragedy P-7

A UMass police cruiser, with its blue emergency lights

activated, skidded into a 1976 Pontiac on Curry Hicks

Drive, causing $500 damage to the cruiser, police said.

Police said that there was $200 damage to the other car

involved and no injuries reported, and blamed slippery

road conditions for the accident.

contwued oh page 3

"What! Me worry?"— Alfred E. Neuman

Collcipaii photo by Pam Madnick

MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE MALL-
Sculpture in front of the Fine Arts

Center sees itself in concrete soaked by

yesterday's rain.

Ex-Ca. governor:

technology crucial
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The United States need to "assess its priorities" in the

face of increased foreign competition, or it "will be run

over" as a world leader in technology and trade, according

to the chairman of the board of the National Commission on

Industrial Innovation.

Edmund G. Brown, Jr.. who is also a former California

governor and US presidential candidate, yesterday par-

ticipated in a panel discussion of "International Com-

petitiveness and Industrial Innovation" before about 150 in

the University of Massachusetts' Rand Theater.

Brown was joined by three School of Management

professors in the first of a series, the Chancellor's Seminar

on the New American Economy, moderated by UMass
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

Brown said, "we are first in world economy, and the

world economy has been growing through the transfer of

US technology. But we're making investments where

we're .seeing less of a profit."

He said that because the US is being pressured by

countries like Japan and Korea in the export of

technological goods, mony of which are copies of US
products, the country "must ri.se to the challenge" of in-

ternational competition.

One way to mtnH the challenge is through a "saturation"

of US technological interests with "other social and

political domains." he said.

'We must always be on the cutting edge always reaching

for new markets and products through coherent national

policies which enfourage the creation of wealth for com-

panies and their employees." Brown said.

Brown said a computer literate society and federal tax

credits to companies which have "innovative research and

development programs" are areas on which the country

should focus its energy.

He also said Korea. Japan, and Taiwan are among the

leaders in the world market because of their en-

couragement of corporations with large research and

development programs; thus, "maybe we have to copy the

copiers" in this area.

"The country needs political decisions setting up goals

which would enhance the quality of life for everyone. The

environment, space, transportation, and education are all

areas where we must focus," Brown said.

Brown answered questions from the three panelists.

Professors Elliot Carlisle, Steven Coelen. and Patricia

Meyers, as well as from Duffey and members of the

audience.

Technicality delays

Puffer's renovation
By KATHY KELLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Renovations that were planned for Puffer's Pond have

been delayed because of a technicality, according to a town
official.

The town plans to turn State Street into a one way street

in the hope of reducing traffic problems, to control erosion,

and to create a parking area and handicap accessibility.

Peter Westover. director of Amherst Conservation

Services, .said an urban self help grant from the state

Division of Conservation Services would have provided 90

percent of the costs of renovations, but the grant program

is being rewritten.

The grant program gives money to towns with

populations of 35.000 or more. Westover said. Amherst

has a population of nearly 33,(X)0.

"I am confident that the town will be able to demonstrate

that the pond is widely u.sed by ptniple in more than the

Amherst area alone, " Westover said.

The revisions of the grant pUn would include lowering the

re<iuired population for aid. Westover said there is a

provision in the grant that allows towns with smaller

populations to apply if they can prove that there is regional

use of the proposed area.

Westover said the renovations will cost $95,000 and the

state will probably reimburse 90 percent of this when they

finish rewriting "the grant program. He said he will

request the remaining 10 percent at the Town Meetmg

next spring.
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Correction: A picture of security officers on page three of Mon

day's Collegian incorrectly identified the security officer on the

Fine Arts Center roof The man was a member of the student

se<"urity force.
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Convert your foreign language skills to an

all-pro career at the National Security

Agency.

If you're a graduating foreign language

major who's looking for an opportunity to

apply your proficiency in a highly professional

work environment, you owe it to youself to

consider the National Security Agency (NSA)

As an NSA linguist, you will work on a wide

range of assignments involving translation,

transcription and analysis/reporting

that contribute to the production

of vital foreign intelligence

information.

You can count on receiving

advanced training in your

pnmary language(s) along

with many years of

continued professional

growth There are

opportunities to travel

and to enjoy the

numerous cultural, 4

recreational and

educational advan-

tages of being
home-based in one

of the most exciting

e**.
i*ii

On Campus
Recaiiting Dates:

Nov. 5, 6, 1984

.<*JW'i» ->

Tuesday, October 23. 1984

r"
HI MOM?

S I miss you, this is my dorm,

i Happy Birthday, I need money. .

\ Say it on a

I VIDEO LETTER
\

[ Low as 50"^ per minute
j

; Videotaping for any occasion (VHS)
^

call for appt. 253-5769 ask for Thor ;

growth regions of the 1980's. the Baltimore/

Washington metropolitan area.

If you are proficient in a Slavic, Near Eastern

or Asian language, the National Security

Agency offers you an all-pro career

opportunity

Salaries at NSA are competitive and are

commensurate with qualifications. Moreover,

you will have all the additional benefits of

federal employment. United States citizenship

is required for all NSA career positions.

So don't compromise your talent.

Convert your language skill

into something much more

by scheduling an interview

with the National Security

Agency through your

college placement
office. If that is not

possible, you may
write the National

Agency, Attention:

M322, Fort George
G.Meade, f^aryland

20755.

i/TOPi^ Student Special

SPAS
'

2 FOR 1
or

Vi PRICE
on

.*' houi
HOT TUB

every Monday and Tuesday

call for Reserations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

Open: Mon 4 pm - 1 am; Tues 1 1 am - 1 am

14th ANNUAL BUSH BASK]

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 20 - 25
Trip includes:

5 1/2 DAY LIR TICKET

(2 Mountains)
\

5 NIGHTS LODGING
CONDO (on me mountain) i

HOTEL(1/2 mile to mountain)
^

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(hotel only)

{

VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
FAMOUS UMASS PARTIES

ALL TAXES AND GRATUITIES

MATIONAL SECURTTY AGENCY
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CONDO PACKAGE only $194

HOTEL PACKAGE only $149

LAGNAF 85

FIRST 100 SKIERS TO SIGN-UP ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR A FREE TRIP

ALL SKIERS SIGNED-UP BEFORE

NOV. 1 WILL RECEIVE

A FREE C^UGARDUSHVALLEY/ LAGNAF) T-SHIRT

NON-MEMDERS WELCOME

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

SPEED READING
SEMINAR

Like to read 2 to 5 times faster or more?

And remember more of what you read?

A five session seminar will begin

on Wednesday October 24 at 7:00 pm

at the University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

only $75.00 plus Lab fee.

For info or registration call 549-4645 or 536-2794

University Hypnosis Center is non profit and open to the public

i

\

i

\

\

\

^"-^J^.
^'-y-'^p

^^
'^'"rNEEDs:!"

With the

Q^vemnSUissmarks

you can help build a world

richer in love.

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE TO:
Vocation Director

101 Summer Street

Holliston, MA01746

1 am interested

NAME

in the XAVERIAN (

(

) Priests

) Brothers

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

TELEPHONE

ZIP

AGE

r/?e Xaverian Missionaries

can help you give meaning to

I your life by continuing
' Christ's work in Japan,

Mexico, Bangladesh,

Indonesia, Zaire, Bur-

undi, Sierra Leone,

Chad, Cameroon, Brazil

and Colombia.

Tuesday, October 23, 1984
Collegian 3

Collrician phutit b> Mitrh Dranlch

AUTUMN STORM— Department of Parks workers Mike Kelly and Dave Orrell clear fallen foliage from Amherst

Common with new leaf blowers. ^
America

By LORI KIRKLAND
Special to the Collegian

In an effort to inform and challenge us to

explore the nature and history of United

States involvment in Central America, a

week long conference titled "Clouds of

War. Winds of Change - The United States

and Revolution in Central America" is being

held this week at the University of

Massachusetts.

In planning since mid July, the conference

was designed by a coalition of University

and community groups which has scheduled

a number of well known people to speak.

The conference opened last night with an

address by former Boston mayoral can

didate Mel King at Amherst College.

The first discussion at UMass will be led

by Jesuit priest and UMass graduate

student Jim Stormes this evening. His

speech on the role of the church in Central

America, will include information on

Uberation theology and the sanctuary

movement in the United States.

Tomorrow, keynote speaker Howard Zinn

will speak on "The History of US Inter-

vention in Central America" at 7:30 in the

Campus Center Room 163. Zinn, a

prominent professor at Boston University,

is also the author of "A People's History of

the United States".

On Thursday, the first anniversary of the

American invasion of Grenada will be

remembered with a rally at noon in front of

the Student Union Building. Karen Wanza

of the New York based Grenada Foun

dation and Arthur Barisano of the Lawyer's

Committee Against Intervention in Central

America will hold a workshop at 7:30 that

evening titled "The Militarization of Central

America -Anniversary of the Grenada

Invasion" in Campus Center room 163.

The week's events will conclude Friday at

7:30 p.m. as Frank Brodhead, co-editor of

Radical America and author of Demon-
strations Elections speaks on "Elections,

Media and Misinformation" in Room 101 of

the Campus Center. In addition to these

events, films, video and slide shows

relevant to Central America will be

presented on Thursday from 10 a.m. to 4

p.m.

According to Graduate Student Senate

Vice President Christos Karastamatis, the

conference is sponsored by the Western

Massachusetts Latin America Solidarity

Committee, the Graduate Student

Senate, the Student Government

Association, the Radical Student Union, the

Commuter Area Government, AHORA, the

Five College Speakers Fund adn the Gay

and Lesbian Alliance.

Organizers said the program is intended to

be educational and in protest to the

repres.sive regimes of the region. It is their

goal that the conference will prove in

strumental in helping the voting public to

know the realities of the area, and the past

and present roles of the United States in

these countries so that ultimately we can

make the wisest, most knowledgeable

decision on Election Day, Karastamatis

said.

All 'contra' manuals advise killing

Testimony indicates Reagan statements false

WASHINGTON (AP) - The CIA told the

Senate Intelligence Committee on Monday

that all copies of a CIA written

psychological warfare manual for

Nicaraguan rebels contained language on

"neutralization" of government officials, a

panel member, said.

After a three hour briefing. Sen. Sam
Nunn. D Ga., said that while some

deletions were made in the 90 page manual,

"the term 'neutralization' was in all the

documents."

During the presidential debate Sunday

night. President Reagan said CIA officials

had deleted a number of pages that dealt

with assassination of Nicaraguan gover-

nment officials, although adding that 12

copies of an original with such references

"some way...got out down there."

Nunn and Sen Malcolm Wallop. R Wyo.,

were the only two committee members who
attended the CIA briefing, which the

Georgia senator said was handled "by

people who were new...and not by people

who presumably would know the most

about this operation."

Wallop and Nunn also said the CIA's in

ternal investigation into the production of

the manual was continuing and that many

questions remained. Wallop said he saw no

indication of "footdraging," adding that

tracing the decision making process on the

manual involved "a complicated paper

trail." But on the key question of whether

the CIA produced manual encouraged

assassinations, Nunn said:

"There were deletions before some

printings were made and before some

distribution was made, but all of the

documents presumably. ..had some of what

would be called questionable to some and to

others offensibe language, including

language relating to so called

'neutralization.'"

c .Women's Forum J

UM veterans

face financial

aid difficulties
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Most college students feel a financial

squeeze, but the squeeze is even tighter for

students who are veterans according to the

director of the University Placement

Service.

"The greatest difficulties facing veteran

students are financial. " Arthur Hilson, who

supervises both the Veteran Fund and

Veteran Counselling Service located in

Hampshire House, said. "They simply do

not get enough money."

There are currently 850 veterans at-

tending UMass. Two hundred of these are

combat veterans, having seen active

service in Vietnam or Korea, and the

remaining are post war veterans who

entered service after 1971.

According to Hilson, veterans are entitled

to receive the following benefits:

- Combat veterans receive money

through the G.I. BUI. The G.I. Bill gives the

veteran a monthly stipend, the amount of

which is determined by family status. At

present, a single veteran may draw $342 a

month, but only for 45 of the months within

a 10 year period after discharge.

— Combat veterans are entitled to a state

tuition waiver at UMass only if they wee

born in Massachusetts. Non residents must

pay their own tuition. The waiver has a

time limit of 20 years from date of

discharge.
— Post war veterans receive benefits

from the Veteran Education Assistance

Program (VEAP). This is a contributory

program; for every $1 a soldier saves

t«)ward returning to school, the Defense

Department contributes $2. This applies

only to savings made while still in service

and may only be drawn upon within ten

years after date of discharge.

"I think veterans get screwed." said Terry

Kalaghan. a post war veteran and coun

selor with the Veteran Counseling Service,

"Veterans are inehgible for work/study

positions and state financial aid because the

government thinks they are earning too

much money. "Their benefits work against

them, not for them.

"

For this reason, the Veterans Fund at

UMass was created in 1976 to offer short

term loans to Veterans in emergencies. It is

not state funded, but financed by con

tributions from veterans. Alec MacLeod,

president of the student Veteran Service

Organization at UMass, said these loans

"can mean the difference between going

and not going to school."

The loan fund will soon be expanded to

include a full scholarship and cash stipend

totaling $6500. This will be funded jointly^

by the University which has agreed to a

tuition waiver, and contributions from

veterans and sponsors.

The scholarship will be named after Tony

Melchionda, a Vietnam war veteran and

senior staff physician at the University

Health Service who died in February 1983.

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to woman's issues. Notices

shmdd he sent to the Women's News
Editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday

before the event.

TUESDAY—The Working Women's
Program will hold its first meeting from
7:30-9:30 at the Everywoman's Center.

This is the first meeting of an eight week
support group for unemployed women.
For more information and to pre-register,

contact the Working Women's Program
at 545-0883.

The Working Women's Program at

the Everywoman's Center will sponsor an

Assertiveness and Leadership Skills

group beginning Tuesday from 7-9 p.m.

The group will run for eight weeks, and

will be facilitated bv Joyce Clark.

Theater Too, a woman's theater group,

will hold auditions at 7 p.m. at Jones

library, Amherst, for Sarah Dreher's

new play titles 8x10 Glossy. Call

256-8397 or Sarah Dreher in Amherst for

more information.

A one credit colloq titled, "Por-

nography: Fact and Fiction" meets

Tuesdays 6:45-8:45 p.m. in the Men's

Center, Hamlen. All are welcome.

Ann Ferguson will present the first lec-

ture of the Five College Women's Studies

Seminar, "Sexual Freedom, Pleasure and

Danger," at 8 p.m. at Amherst College

Alumni House.

A faculty/staff panel titled "Before Roe

V. Wade: Memories of Illegal Abortion"

will be held at 7:30 p.m. at Hampshire

College, Franklin Patterson Hall.

WEDNESDAY—Everywoman's Center

is sponsoring a six week black woman's

support group beginning Wednesday

evening. For time and place, contact the

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883

The woman's issues team of the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy will meet in Campus
Center room 802 at 4 p.m. New members

are encouraged to attend.

Graduate Woman's Admission and

General Educational Support (WAGES)
sponsors a Brown-bag luncheon every

Wednesday from noon-2 p.m. in Campus
Center room 805-809.

THURSDAY—The Woman's Leader-

ship Project will meet at 4 p.m. in 415

Student Union. New members welcome.

FRIDAY—Women's Admission and

General Educational Support (WAGES) is

holding a Welfare and Financial Aid

Workshop from 6:30-9 p.m. at the

Everywoman's Center.

SUNDAY—The Women's Media Pro-

ject airs Sunday evenings from 7-10 p.m.

on FM 911. The project includes female

vocalists, all-women bands, music of all

styles, and news with a feminist perspec-

tive.

Debate moderator speaks today
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The moderator at the final presidential

debate Sunday and former host of the late

night show Saturday Night Live will

present a lecture tonight titled "Preserving

the Civil Tongue" at the University of

Massachusetts.

Veteran broadcast journalist Edwin

Newman, who was an NBC News
correspondent for more than 30 years, will

focus on his book, A Civil tongue, a national

bestseller at 8 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

Newman will also give a seminar at 4 p.m.

in room 165 of the Campus Center where he

will hold a question and answer period on

his experience in journalism and com-

munications.

Mark Zuckerman, co chairman of the

Distinguished Visitors Program which

sponsors the lecture, said, "we pretty much

left it up to him on what he wanted to talk

about."

"We hope that Newman will be touching

on political aspects as well," Zuckerman

said.

Newman is well known in both the print

and broadcast media as a grammarian who

has sharply criticized misuse of the English

language. He is currently a nationally

syndicated columnist for King Features and

has written for several major magazines

and anchored a number of television

documentaries.

Newman was also the moderator of the

first presidential debate between Jimmy

Carter and Gerald Ford in 1976.

ifpolice

A 1979 Mazda in lot 22

was broken into and a pair

of speakers valued at $150

were stolen, police said.

Police reported that the

locked driver's door was

forced open. The thieves

broke the rear view mirror

and antenna and smashed

the windshield

known address was ar-

rested for trespassing after

prior notice at 2:39 a.m.

Monday near James House.

Police said the man
trespasses in Southwest

regularly.

A hit-and-run accident

causing $400 damage to a

1979 Oldsmobile Cutlass

A 33-year-old man with no was reported at 4:40 p.m.

contxnued from page I

Friday, police said. The ac-

cident occured in lot 46 and

the car's right passenger

side door was hit below the

molding.

Two 10-speed bicycles

valued at $260 were
reported stolen at 12:27

p.m. Sunday from the front

lawn at the C area in North

Village, police said.
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A

AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC

YOU CAN BUY A $250.00

NAD 5120 TURNTABLE FOR $99.95

ONLY AT MIDNIGHT MADNESS

THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

adirondack music
THt SlfRlO PKOf hSSIONAlS

15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

(4131 263 3100

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE

FRIDAY NOON THROUGH SAT 6 PM

Mr

•X-

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am *

•X-

-X-

•X-

•X-

*
•X-

•X-

*
•X-

•X-

-x-

•X-

The Navy
NeedsYourHead In

The Clouds.
The Navy needs people in the sky who can think fast. Pilots to fly the

worlds most sophisticated aircraft and flight officers to control th^

complicated weapons and
navigation systems onboard.

Both jobs require advanced
training. And both jobs

reward you with the kind

of management respon-

sibility and leadership au- ^
thority it takes to make your'

career take off.

To qualify, you must have a

BA or BS. be no more than 27, be able to pass aptitude and physical

examinations, qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.

Your base pay is above $30,000 after only four years. On top of that,

you'll receive an outstanding benefits package: 30 days' paid vacation

earned each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance,

and tax-free allowances.

If you've got a good head on your shoulders and high hopes for the

future, find out more about becoming a member of the Naval

Aviation Team.

LT Ed Donovan, 470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02210

(617) 223-5761

Tuesday, October 23, 1984!
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^fe;|c****************
^Navy officers Get Responsibility Fast

SWEATERS
Acrylic

Warm
24.95 S-M-L-XL

photo by Open

Dwayne Autery M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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OPINION
T he opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily leliec

iho views ot the ColUgian or the university unless otherwise noted

Oct. 23, 1983
A year ago today the United

States and the world were
stunned to learn that 241

Marines had been killed in an
early morning bomb blast at

their barracks in Beirut,

Lebanon.

In the days following, the

Marines were slowly identified.

One of them, PFC. Michael J.

Devlin, was a former UMass
student who left Amherst after

his first year to enter the

military.

Today we honor Michael J.

Devlin, not for his death, but

for his life. We honor his

courage. We honor his bravery.

We honor his commitment to

this country and to freedom.

There are many political

ramifications which have sur-

rounded the Beirut bombing.

The question of who is to blame

for the bombing still exists.

How and why the tragedy oc-

cured is still under debate.

Today, we ask that the ques-

tions be put aside for tomorrow
and that Michael J. Devlin and

his 240 fellow servicemen be

honored not for their deaths

but for their lives.

For some, particularly those

who knew Michael Devlin, to-

day is a day to remember the

pain and shock of Oct. 23,

1983.

Today, we ask those who did

not know Michael Devlin or

any of the other 240 Marines
killed in Beirut to take a few
moments to reflect on the

events of a year ago, and honor
the men who died much too

young.

Unsigned editcyrials reflect

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors.

And now the end is near...
This is a column that I have not wanted

to write. I might very well have written it

last week, or last month, or even last year.

Political obituaries are often written pre-

maturely—this time, I think it is time.

Draw the curtains...dim the lights.. .let

the dirges begin...

The candidacy of Walter F. Mondale has

been honorable. He has run on the issues in

an age of appearances. He has tried to cap-

ture the public with messages, in an era

when political realities take a second seat

to favorable televised images.

In the second presidential debate, Mon-

dale won on points. President Reagan

didn't know the specifics of his own "Star-

Wars" proposal for space-based defensive

capabilities, nor could he defend his ad-

ministration's dismal record on human
rights abroad except to say that Iran and

Afghanistan were not "lost" on his watch,

nor could he figure out what he wanted to

say in his closing statement. (What was all

that shit about the letter anyway?)

Mondale tried again to paint Reagan as a

well-intentioned but incapable, and thus

dangerous president. But as long as

Reagan can mouth platitudes about wan-

ting to rid the world of nuclear weapons,

he's all right. His argument is basically:

"I've been here four years and I haven't

pushed the button yet." The point that

there is no time to wait for mistakes, that

all it takes is for that button to be pushed

once, is lost in Reagan's "springtime in

America" optimism and good feeling.

Reagan showed up, remembered most of

his lines, and did not drool—and that is all

he needed to do. I wrote in this space not

long ago that age is an issue that cannot be

deflected with a slight tilt of the head and a

good joke. I underestimated the

President's speech writers, and his own

talent for delivery:"! want you to know,"

said Reagan, "that... I am not going to ex-

ploit for political purposes my opponent's

youth and inexperience."

My point is this: Although most analysts,

incliiding Reagan's former director of com-

munications, David Gergen, thought that

Mondale had won the debate on points, I

don't think that many staunch Reagan sup-

porters found anything particularly unner-

ving in th« Presidpnt's wrformance, which

Andrew M. Paven

would have sent them running for cover to

Mondale camp.

If Mondale won on points, then, as

Gergen said, he won the debate for

Secretary of State. Reagan may not know

his shit when it comes to foreign policy, but

it's obvious that we don't elect presidents

in this country, at least in this age of televi-

sion, if ever, on the basis of whether they

know their shit when it comes to foreign

policy.

Foreign policy specifics are what the

political analysts call Inside Baseball. Mon-

dale might be able to tell you the combined

Earned Run Average of the starting left-

handed pitchers for his hometown Min-

nesota Twins for the past 20 years. Most

people want to know if the Tigers beat the

Padres.

I don't applaud this outlook, just

acknowledge it.

As I said, political obituaries are often

written prematurely, and as I said, I cer-

tainly was wrong about the age issue.

(Though I still wonder if the President tilts

his head the way he does because only half

of his brain works and he wants to get his

blood to circulate to that half.) I hope I am
as wrong about this obituary as I was about

the age issue, but I don't think so.

In fact, the only way that I think Mondale

could win now is if Reagan should fall ill

between now and Nov. 6—I'm not talking

anything serious, just a mild case of

pneumonia, perhaps.

But I'm not going to bet next month's

rent on it.

By the way, this obituary is not intended

to lay to rest Rep. Geraldine Ferraro.

Whatever happens on Nov. 6, she has earn-

ed her place among national political

figures. Panelist from the second presiden-

tial debate, Morton Kondracke of The New
Republic, has a column in this week's issue

of TBN titled, "Rookie of the Year."

"Even if Ferraro can't carry the team,

she's ready for the big leagues." I quite

agree.

Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian columr

nist.
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In the name of peace...
It was a cloudy, dreary Oct. 23, 1983. It

had all the makings of a terrible day.

One by one, body by body, they were car-

ried out.

You wonder what it's like to be dead, to

die, and to die for what? Peace? Justice? To
die for America? Is to die an American any

different than to die a Canadian? An
Israeli? A Lebanese? A Russian?

Isn't our blood all the same color? And
aren't we all succeptable to death?

A truck, a bomb, an explosion, an air-

port, and then finally, 241 bodies of men,

young men, our age, our generation, our

people. "Give me liberty or give me death."

But what is liberty when you are dead?

Who were they? One of them may have

been a doctor. One a lawyer. One of them

may have come to UMass in the year 1990

to teach philosophy. One of them may have

even been President. Who knows? We
never will, because one of them, 241 of

them to be exact, never had the chance.

Sleeping, oh so soundly, to be awaken by

the sound of death. No time for warning,

no time for life.

If there is a God, how could such a thing

have happened?
We are people ready to blame anyone

and anything but ourselves. So who should

take the blame for 241 lives? The driver of

the truck? The "Christian" militia? The
Pentagon? The President? The American

people? All of the above?

"We will find the perpertraitors of this

insidious act and we will deal with them ac-

cordingly,"—Ronald Reagan, President of

the United States.

PFC. Johnny Copeland, Lance CPL,
Guillermo San Pedro Jr., PFC. Edward C.

Rita Murphy

Johnston,...what do we say to them? We
sent you there for peace. We sent you there

because only by your presence could peace

be achieved. We sent you there to stabilize

a country, a region of the world.

But you died. You died for peace. You
died heroes, each and everyone of you. You
died for peace, cant' you understand? In

the name of peace, in the name of God,

what have we come to?

How have we come to twist that word

which is more sacred than any other word.

How can we utter "peace" in the midst of a

war? How?
Peace doesn't mean guns. Peace doesn't

mean bombs. There is no blood where

peace is. No limbs without bodies, no pain,

no tears, no fears, no men under rubble.

There are no men whose bodies have been

blown to bits and pieces where peace is.

How can we be so hypocritical to say 241

members of our peacekeeping force died in

the name of justice?

A year has passed. A year? But wasn't it

just yesterday when we shook our heads,

when we said "no, it just can't be—we're a

peaceful nation—peacekeepers don't die."

It didn't happen, the truck ran out of gas.

The bomb didn't work. The men were all

outside. No one died, no one died in the

name of peace or in the name of anything.

It was a warm day, sunny, cheerful, Oct.

23, 1983. It had all the makings of a

wonderful day. It was peaceful. Peaceful

everywhere...

Rita Murphy is a Collegian Columnist.

Letters Policy
All letters must be si^ed and include the writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limiUtions and the volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editinf for claritj and length.
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LOW

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

500 Masks to

Choose From

Grease Paints • Hands • Feet

Witches' Hats and Broonns • Wigs
Moustaches • Beards • Noses

Fangs • Teeth • Tooth Black Out
Colored Hair Spray

open Thursday and Friday nights October 2Sth & 26th

H.L. CHILDS & SON
opan daily and Saturday 8 5 15 Thurs nita until 9 00pm

25STAESTR£ET 584 2604 NORTHAMPTON

The Better

Ballpoint -?'?

yw
The excitiag Pif«t

kailp«iit. H*s f«t every

-

thiag goiH *«« it Saootter

writiif. S^cUlly iesigacd finer

riMiag for cmrtiaul writiag coa-

fort Staialess steel ^oiat laacstea

carbide feaU. Perfectly baUiacedU A

ciraice of aediui or fiae poiats.

Aad kest of ail...yoaMI aever

tiutiwHoirt.

Jast slif ia a 39< refill aad

yo«*re re»iy t» write agsia. Sa

aext tiite yottr aM scralehy

IfeanMseal, ffMMlaMlietilte

lieat. TkcitcfM MifeM pea.

PHOT
nCKIIAtMlPOIHr

i-/

TUESDAY

RACK:A-VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen -

Video Music

— ,«%l>t\PtVC'^ ^. • Latest Video Releases •

OttI

15 E. PLEASANT ST AMHERST .VIA

•113-5491200
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Black Affairs
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King raps political involvement
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

If the United States pays attention to their domestic pro

blems, the external ones will take care of themselves,

Melvin H. King said last night at Amherst College.

"People in Nicaragua are dying because of the United

States policies," King said, kicking off a week-long con-

ference on the U.S. and Revolution in Central America.

Carolee Bengelsdorf, of Hampshire College, said the

United States does not understand the meaning of a

revolution, even though they experienced one only 200

years ago.

"Nicaragua has almost consistently responded with in-

creasingly democracy," she said. "They (the United

States) will not destroy Nicaragua."

"There is a need for democratic participation other than

people voting in elections. We need people organizing ac-

tivities," said King, a one-time mayoral nommee for the ci-

ty of Boston.

"A woman who is the most important person in the

country to me is Rosa Parks. She made a statement we

must all make." She put her life on the line \a make equali-

ty possible. King said.

People must define themselves to get their right^, they

must explain what they believe they deserve. What is hap-

pening in Nicaragua, is what comes out of people saying

'we are somebody,' said King.

King also said he likes the Declaration of Independence,

which creates all men equal and gives the people the nght

to revolution is something is wrong.On the other hand, he

dislikes the constitution, because "Women don't count at

all, and at least I'm half a person," he said.

CullcKian photo by P»m M«d"Tk

Mel King speaking at Amherst College last night.

If there were colored people and women in that room,

the constitution would not have been written as it was,

King said.

King said, in reference to Jesse Jackson, former

democratic presidential hopeful, "His role has been the

most democratic work that has taken place in this country

since the civil rights activity."

"People are not going to vote racism, or sexism, or poor

people out of existence (if they vote for Ronald Reagan),"

said King.

tTAVIOM

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P1&6/SaRl3

$29»
• Includes Mounting
plus MA Stat* Tax

NorthAmherst
TIreAAuto

Center
fuf Service Jww Skm

7S Sundvland M.. No Amh«<«l. MA
Acto» hom WalrotM s Store

549-4704

Concepto Latino is WMUA is looking for people from

Martinique, Guadalupe. Haiti and Curacao to help put

together a show with music from the Caribbean to

celebrate Caribbean Week in November. Please call Luis

Melendez Fridays from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. at 545 3691.

Democrats raise

hope forminorities
Cilinn the issues of employnu'nl, social justice, foreign

policy, education and community improvements. Third

World people polled at the Perraro rally Saturday at the

University of Massachusetts said minorities will be

better off if the Democratic ticket wins on November 6.

"Democrats at least are talking alwut us in their

speeches, that's something you didn't see the present

administration do. We were ignored and our throats

were slashed at the same time." said John Gireas, 34.

Gireas came from Holyoke to see Ferraro and hear what

she had to say about minorities. "Seeing how our society

thinks of women as .sensitive people, she should be more

concerned about the problems Third World people face."

he said.

Jyotsua Pradhan. a UMass chemistry visiting professor

is thinking positively about the elections. "Americans

will be worse off in the long run." if Ronald Reagan is re

eUnled, she said.

Pradhan said America's foreign policy needs to be

revised and the recovery issue needs to be more explicit.^

She considers Ferraro a good political candidate. "I

hope she is going to give what she promises," Pradhan
said.

Hut two Latin American university students think

P'erraro is ignoring Latinos. Evelyn ('epeda Schick, a

Labor studies graduate and Luis Melendez, a University

Without Walls student said this was eminent in the fact

that no Latino representatives were present in the

podium.

"She made no attempt to really say that she is willing to

make an effort." Cepeda Schick said.

(^epeda S<'hick wanted Ferraro "to make a statement

that (Ferraro) is willing to increase and include a part of

society left out by the Reagan administration." "We
deserve that." she concluded.

Melendez said supporting the Mondale F'erraroteam for

the presidency "is the only way for us to contribute to the
overthrow of Ronald Reagan; an imperative at this time."

Melendez's main concerns are the foreign policy issue,

education and social justice. "I'm afraid of a war in

Central America which will inevitably throw my country

(Puerto Rico) into a war situation with its sibling

country," he said.

We a« hate to mention
that we're feeJina some

TENSIOKT
But come to the student

STRESS
MANAGEMENT &
RELAXATION
WORKSHOP

and learn to unwind
Tues. Oct. 30th 4-6 pm
pre-registration required

by noon 10/26
call 549 2671 oxt 181

for further details

STUDENT *

EXCHANGE
National Exchange

Club Meeting
Topics will Include:

Sj Weekend Trips >^

^ and how the club can ^
S save you money S)

^ Wednesday,
$ Oct. 24, 1964

J at 7:00 PM
^ 917 Campus Center

GREAT
GIVEAWAY

#2

WIN AN ALL TERRAIN VEHICLE (wagon)

Two vehicles to be given away
our SportingJ^2.^,££El—.

Vehicle "bcKuS
"'vehicle is on display in

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
1 . To enter, complete the oHicial entry form

and bring it to the store. Enter as often as

you wish by using only original entry forms.

Enter Nov. 1, 1984

2 The winner will be selected in a random

drawing on Nov. 2.

3. Employees of the University Store and

their families are not eligible Taxes on the

prize are the sole responsibility of the win-

ner.

Register to win an all terrain vehicle. Fill out thb

coupon & return. No purchase required.

Name

Address

Phone

I

I

I

I

I

I

V,

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

*"~CScatei^inReTampus render

^^ UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

—»———————'
Tonight

^^^S^ Cocktail Loun^e^4|^

LADIES NIGHT
Ladies are cordially invited to enjoy

OPEN BAR 8-9 PM
Gentlemen invited to come early

OPEN BAR 7-8 PM for men
All Bar Vodka, Gin, Rum, Tequila and Whiskey

Drinks, Draft Beer and Wine will be served

A GREAT TIME NEVER COST LESS
Rt 9 Hadlev (across from Mt Farms Mall)

STAR MARKET
SUPERMARKET
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PURSUING AN
EXCITING CAREER IN THE SUPERMARKET

INDUSTRY?
If so, we are interested in talking to you about excellent

growth opportunities. Currently we are interviewing for

Coop positions as well as December and June graduates

for our f\/Ianagement Training program.

Star IVIarket Co. is based in Cambridge, Mass. and

openings are in Metro-Boston area.

Interested candidates contact Mr. Jeffrey Silver at the

Department of Cooperative Education, Room 110,

Thompson Hall for details.

ST/\RMARKET
^()l KK l\ IHK M \UKKT lOM TIIK HKSi.

An Equal Opportunitf Employer M/F
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THINGS TO REMEMBER

^CLEARANCE!
25-80% OFF

selected items located in the front of the store

SHIRTS
JACKETS
SWEATSHIRTS
SWEATPANTS

ORIGINALLY $11.50-$21.90

NOW $4.40-$7.00
* Additional sale items in Clothing Dept.

at great savings!

Located in

Sat 11

4

mSTORE-^

Distinguished Visitors Program
Presents

Edwin Newman
Preserving A Civil Tongue

Moderator of Second Presidential Debate

acclaimed Broadcaster - Journalist

author of Strictly Speaking

and a Civil Tongue

Tuesday, October 23rd

8:00 P.M. Free

Student Union Ballroom

10 PM SHOW ADDED!!
Tickets on Sale Now

presents:

an evening with

The Them or Us Tour M"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students
$9.50 and $10.50

Five Colleae StuHpnts,

Faculty and Statf

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

Frank Zappa's second show is open to

students, faculty, and staff of the Five

Colleges only.

UMass and 5-College ID required

for purchase of ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center

No cans, bottles or recording devices

Tuesday. October 23. 1984!

Doonesbury

Collegian

By Garry Trudeau
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Today 8Weather
TODAY: Definitely a humid scene. 90

percent chance of rain.

TONIGHT: Like our minds, our windows

get fogged up. More showers, low around

50s.

TOMORROW: Still clammy, high about

60.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

t/srev UP, m\PomiK6..
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UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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By Bill Bearing
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By Jason Talerman

Layout Technician

needed

Work Wednesday evening

$10 a night

Good experience!

See John O'Connell

or Call 545-3500

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Kelly comic
character

5 Points ot time

9 Pearly

14 Love symbol
15 Win handily

16 Resident ot

Tabriz

17 "TheFoun-
tainhead"
author

IB Summoned
enough
courage

20 Angler's basket

22 Fashion
23 Russian Sea
24 Communi-

cated, in a

way
26 Make do (with

ouf)
28 Senate

response

29 Actress
MacGraw

31 diem
32 "...is born an

angler ": Walton

34 Is Important

36 Natives ot

Germany
39 Cold sensation

40 " were

done when 'tis

done" Shak
41 Irritated

45 Breakable

48 Poet Heinrich

49 Air, in

compounds
50 Onto
51 Supped
53 Celebration

sound
54 Lariat feature

56 'Tamertane"

dramatist

58 Before hopper

60 Below, to Byron

63 Not settled

66 Fencing
weapon

67 Mask maker of

note

68 Deuce follower

69 Mats, Jets or

Nets, e.g

70 Warmth
71 Actual being

72 Christiania

today

DOWN
1 Green spot, in

Paris

2 Khayyam
3 Mitchell

masterpiece

4 Neatness
5 Work unit

6 Paying guests

7 Means ot travel

35 Head, to Henri

37 Blue or White

river

38 Riser section

42 Pitcher part

43 One of the

Ardens
44 Dram
45 Exchanges

words
46 Hudson con

temporary

47 Pressing need
51 Dutch Island

52 Eltjow t>ender

55 Tend
57 Within: Comb.

form
59 Trireme gear

61 Blue shade
62 Prefix with

globin

64 Salt

65 Bakery product

8 Senior, for one

9 Game for two
to Space
1

1

Lord Greystoke

12 Agent on a

mission

13 Filter

19 Tea type

21 Effortless pace

25 Three Prefix

27 Bird from Down
Under

29 To
30 Alencon

product

33 Keep

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Shrimp Cantones

Tacos

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme Sauce,

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

Shrimp Cantonese

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Baked Chicken/Supreme Sauce

rT y <tt l f < *l lt<*<I I » 1 I I I « I
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You can be part of the

greatest alliance in Ameiican

business history — Electronic

Data Systems and Cieneral Motors.

This alliance combines the

information processing strengths

of EDS with the resources of the

largest company in the nation.

And with it comes vast

opportunities for you — the kind

that business professionals can

spend their entire careers seeking.

You re already starting at the top

with our outstanding resources

for growth and success. And the

only way to go is up.

We're looking for self-starters

— people with the confidence to

set high goals and the

determination to reach them. We
want to put you at the core of

EDS' operations as a Systems

Engineer. EDS Systems Engineers

use both business and technical

skills to solve complex problems

for our clients.

The SED Program will

prepare you for the leadership

responsibilities you will have in

the EDS and GM alliance. It lasts

approximately 18 months and will

undoubtedly be one of the most

rigorous and rewarding business

experiences of your life. You'll

receive intensive classroom

training, and you'll also have the

chance to deal directly with our

customers. You'll gain knowledge

that will place you far ahead of

your peers. And when you
graduate, you'll have an exciting

position with unlimited growth

potential.

To quaUly for the SED
Program, you must be a college

graduate with a technical aptitude

and an outstanding record of

achievement. You should have a

major in Management Information

Systems, Computer Information

Systems, Computer Science, or

Engineering. We will also consider

candidates with any academic
major and a strong interest in

business and information

processing. In addition,

you must be flexible to

rekxrate and travel. Finally, you

must be a U.S. citizen or

permanent resident. If you are a

successful candidate, EDS will

reward you with a competitive

compensation package. And you're

sure to thrive in our corporate

environment where rewards are

based on achievement — not

seniority.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARDJOINING THE
GREATEST ALLIANCE IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS

HISTORY.

Contact your college placement oflSce

today to schedule an inter-

view with a local EDS recruiter. Or,

write to: Electronic Data Systems

Corporation, 7171 Forest Lane,

Dept 1MD2964, Dallas, TX 75230.

(214) 661-6060. An Equal

Opportunity Enployer.

Electronic Data Systems Corporation

Tuesday. October 23. 1984!

iCollc^iiill n

Delta Zeta
Sorority Rush
Monday 8:30 pm
Tuesday 6:00 pm
Thursday 7:00 pm
11 Phillips Street

call 253-9916

All University Women
Invited

^nt
on«

r

of OUlt

Car
Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

i All University Women Are Invited to Open Rush Parties

at:

I CHI OMEGAIIIil

I
Monday: Oct. 22 Dinner Party 5:15 pm

• Wednesday: Oct. 24 Dinner Party 5:15 pm

\ Thursday: Oct. 25 Halloween Party 7:00 pm

S For rides and /or information call 545-0162 or 545-2092

i Ask for Kristin or Lorrie"' Conie^onjjpjfor^^eat^time^ i

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

,^
«s,^r-**.^^«*aa

Make your autumn
weekend a romantic

one with fine lingerie

from Le Boudoir

We have a wide selection of

lingerie in an array of

sensuous fabrics.

Everything from basic

cotton bras £r bikinis

to luxurious silk teddies

and night shirts.

"Calvin Klein Underweai
(or women is available

PUT US TO THE TEST!
LSAT-GMAT-GRE

MCATDAT
GRE PSYCH GRE BIO

MATPCATOCAT
VAT. TOEFL. SSAT

PSAT-SAT

ACHIEVEMENTS ACT

CLASSES FORM»IG
NOW!

• Permanent Centers open days,

evenings, weekends

• Complete TbSTN UPC-

facilities

• Skilled instructors and

dedicated, lull time statt

• Homestudy materials constantly

updated by Research Experts

• Low Hourly Cost

• Transfer prtviliges to over

120 locations

Carriage Shops. 233 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 549-69 IS

LSAT
GRE
GMAT

NATIONAL MED BOARDS

MSKP FMfiEMS

FLEX-m NP6

NCBNCLEXRN
C6FNS CPA

SPEB) READING

ESI INTBISIVE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION TO

LAW SCHOOL

CALL OAYS.EVENINGS
AWEEKENDS:

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TtSI FWPIM<ATWN SPECMUSTSSMCt 1938

In Nr» >*Mk Sljlf '.Uiin^H iui)Unl(lu<Jlioivil(*nlfcll(1

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

«• .^^« s.^^ • .^ • • ^

*Whr^fiE*trAKrY0U*BljY*APATR*6F**

TOP RATED EPI T.E. 100 SPEAKERS

FOR % PRICE - $125.00 A PAIR???

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE

FRIDAY NOON

adirondack music

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE _
FmDAY NOON THROUGH SAT. 6 PM

"THE STFREO PROFFSSIONALV
15 East Pleasant St

Amherst, MA 01002

fe*»«>

[ ifi^!^^^^^,^.^.^^^*^*'*^**^**

GIA]%T SEJBS
Freshly Sliced

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See.

Eat In

or

Take Out

I

I

/F THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREA!!

I

Rt 9 253-9521 314 College St.

Monday- Friday
Saturday

r. ^ A r^ 6:30 am - 3:00 pm
^^^tMm-J^'TS"^

Pionaar AM-FM pertabU atarao

caaaatta AMS/8utorawind/CR02 tSB Of

BO 6^7697

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^MooSa^^hursday 8 45 345 • Friday 8 45 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% tfiscount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone nunibe>_»~*

AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE

H74 Dataun 2aOZ runs good no rust nice

interior $3500. serious call only 549- 78S4

_. Chavy Pickup good work truck best of

fer call Rick 546-6037

1f74 Chaw Nova 79,000 mi runs well,

new muffler $960 call 586 9128

72 Audi
549 6061

$800 running condition Uarry

Audi Fox • 7« runs mint new tires body

good, $1500 negotiable 6^5184

1976 Opal Isuiu excellent running condi-

tion, good gas mileage , $695/80 256-6121

1M0 CltatTon 57.000 mi. 4 spd, vary good

condition call evenings 546-1060

DRIVERS WANTED

Earn IS • 7 an hour. Must be 18 or older

Have own inaurad, reliable car. Apply m par

son. Domino's Piaa Rt 9, Hadjay

ELLEN REYNOLDS
FEMME FATALE

ENan eat the Chicken Wooiao' I'm so glad

you're hara. Stop vamping aN thoae man
thoughi In »* bibical aanaa" Lova the

Fanatic Count

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ's audio and

visual entertainment for the 80's 584-6712^

5 Collage SounTlhe best in party and

dance music Call 5860245 or 586^7689

Rack-A-Dlac Rack-A-Vldao Entertain

mant Agancy. Discjockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

5497144

FOR RENT

Single room In apartment for rant

reasonabie rate cisoe to campus 253 2284

FOR SALE ^
RCA ir- color TV 120. caH 886-9128

"~

For sale Hanson aki boota shall 3, size 8-9

$76 546-4746

HAYRIDES

Attention Party Goora, RA's, Social

Chairpersons. Party on our Haywagon.
Bonfire after ride Info, and Reserv West
Hatfield Stables 247 9098

HELP WANTED

FOUND

One gold aarrfng in NOPE woman's pool

kx:kef room if you thir* it's yours, caH

646-1281

HAUOWORAM8

a frtand a oooktasram for Halk>-

„_.. 11.00; Ofdar Tuaaday Thuraday CC
1(M. Find out If you'va baon Iraaiad In Col-

laglan Octobar 31

Now Mklng applicatlena for fun and part-

time positions Must be 18 or oMer. Apply in

person Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadley

The Campus Canter Board of Oovarnors

naads youl The BOG needs a BuiMing

Operations Coordinator Duties include

overseeing building problems and general

policies effecting students within the

CC/SUB complex. This is a paid position.

For more info: BOG Office 817 Campus
Canter

Housaparson wanted. Work for your

meals and get a OC rebate meals prepared

by a full time cook call Jim Houston at

546-21S0

Managers needed for Sportirtg Goods Co
op. Gain valuable experiarMM: buyir^. sell

ing, advertising, scheduling, hiring b
payroll Appiicatkms availabta in 407 SUB
DaadMna la October 26, 5:00 AA/EOE

H«lp Warttad. Day ahift Apply in paraon
aftar 6 PM BaTs Pina 86 Untvarwty Oriva

Part-time position evailaMa for college

student to represent travel company on

campus Earn commission, free travel and

work experience Contact: Beachcomber
Tours. Inc 1325 Millersport Highway.

Williamsville. New York 14221 17161

632 3723

Part-time laborer In Hatflald. Some mor
lings, some afternoons. Tel. no. 247 5801

INSTRUCTION

Naod a Spaniah Tutor7 Convaraation, cor

rection of texts, etc. ftjr advanced arKl in-

termediate levels. Natibe speeker Call

Mario 546 7081 late eves

LEAQAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

Legal Aaaiatanta Wanted The Legal Sar

vices Office, an on campus agency serving

University students, is looking for legal

assistant interns for the Spnng 1985

semester. Gat f»ands on (ob experience in

the legal fieW. assisting attorneys at LSO
with client interviewing, investigations,

negotiations, legal research, giving advice

and referrals, preparation for Federal and

State Court litigation, attendance at court

hearings, and participation in administrative

hearings Interns maintain continuing

caseload under anorney supervlaion. Up to

15 credits may be received from academic

departments. To apply, for advice on er

rsnging an internship and credit, contact Of

fKe of Internships, Curry Hicks BuiWing, by

Wedneeday, November 7th Writbta san^
required Furtt*ar inlormatfc»n. LSO. 8Z2

Campus Canter
^

LOST

Stolen in Sylvan aree or Boydan Oym.

Brown leether wallet containing license^

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6-4098 no questions

asked the name >s Kelley McCormick

Qoid ladies watch at Changes on 10/4 if

found please tall Pam at 253 7482 high sen

timental value

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papara. Caaaa. DIaaartattona.

on campus low rates guar» itet

tance Nancy 584 7924

I

RIDE WANTED

An AIWA radio/tape Walkman on Fnday

12 indentifiable reward 546 1223

PERSONALS

Who do YOU know7 Who do YOU want

to meet? If you KNOW any Calebs. V I P s,

musKians etc. have any info or input con

tact G P C Box 146 SUB or caH 646-2733

This is YOUR chance to shine on campuai

Dog Home Wanted loveeble white balgian

shspard needs home desprstely'
Houaebroken call JR 9 253 7987 or

6464341 anytime*

Happy Birthday Ellzabettillt Love Beth.

Helaine. Amy. and the reet of Butterfield.

Don't perty too ftard"!

Happy^'S-Mlirthdav EHon Nwa h up< We
tova you, Wendy and DanlM

Contact Lanaaa Replaced
«2&-t2S. Dr Sparwsar Unlvaraity Oriva

to all Ang going to Samoa Oct 27 ar>d 2S,

I need a ride Will help with gas Call Rk* at

546 6667

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share master bedroom B private

bath with a male m a house with large kit

cfien. living room and game room 190'mo
< utilities 253 9692

VOLLEYBALL

flayars intaraatad in competitive

voHeyMI The Pioneer Vallay Volleyba«

Oub prectices Wedneedey 7 9 PM at L

school. Cell 684 7577 for diractions

WANTED TO REN •

Ofi# bodfoofn
pwa. WMtakaowt
ealJbn 648-7862

I In January.

*V« « 4* A
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There will be a meeting for all volleyball in-

tramural managers on Tuesday and Wednesday at 6 p.m.

in Hoyden, room 215. All managers must attend one of

these meetings. There will also be a meeting for anyone

interested in officiating volleyball on those same days at 7

p.m. in Room 215.Sports
Women outhustledby Harvard, 1-0

;«:<v:<s<<<*."iNwiV'V'V«'^^^^^^^-'

Number two national ranking in jeapordy
BydERRYdeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The Harvard University

women's soccer team is

proving to be quite a

nemesis to the University of

Massachusetts. Last

season, the pesky Crimson

upset UMass 3 2 in overtime

and yesterday Harvard did

it again sneaking by the

Minutemen. 10, on Boyden
Field.

Harvard was outshot 14-3

by Massachusetts but they

made good opportunities of

the few chances they had.

The fifth ranked Crimson
had Ann Baker roll a goal

past UMass goalie Jeanne

Paul with 4:40 to go in the

first half, for the lone tally of

the afternoon.

Baker's shot went towards

the left side of the goal, close

to the post, and right off the

sophomore's (Paul's) hands,

and into the net.

"We made one mistake.

That was it," coach Kalekeni

Banda said. "It was a

mental thing. We have to

stay aggressive in the last

five minutes of a half."

"We knew Harvard would

be tough. They took their

chances and won," he said.

The loss drops UMass to

11 22 with one game
remaining against Boston

College on Saturday.

Harvard frustrated UMass
with speed and a defense

that hustled and clogged up

the middle of the field,

leaving UMass with not

many good shots.

"That's what we were

trying to do," said Crimson

coach Bob Scalise. 'UMass
didn't connect on their long

range shots and that's what

we wanted to happen."

"They bottled up the

middle \(M^ much," Carolyn

Micheel said. "We were

i(X)king for something that

wasn't there. We didn't get

any g(H)d shots off."

"On a given day, I feel that

we are capable of beating

anybody. And today was

our day." Scalise said.

"With overall talent. UMass
is a superior team."

The Minutemen, ranked

second in the nation (behind

North Carolina) and second

in New England (behind

Brown), had their best

chance when freshman Lisa

Merlo missed after Harvard

keeper Tracee Whitley
bounced a pass off of Inga

Larsen, with 20:00 to go.

Harvard played stellar

defense, led by the freshman

Whitley. With 37:.50 to go.

Jolie DePauw and Kristen

Bowsher fired three shots in

front of the net. Defender

Ix)ri Barry made two kick

saves with her legs before

Whitley gobbled up the ball.

"We expected a high tempo
game with a lot of pressure,"

Whitley said. "I was pleased

with the overall team effort.

They hustled the entire

game."

Micheel, who got off quite a

few shots, led the UMass
pressure in the last minute

of the game. Micheel shot

from the corner and Whitley

made a great save punching
the ball over the cross bar

with 40 seconds to go.

Micheel sent a rocket over

the net with 30 seconds left

before the Crimson cleared

it out.

"We certainly had our

chances," Banda said. "We
didn't move the ball quick

enough. We were a little

hesitant in the first half. We
played a little better in the

second half, but we were
playing catch up ball. Their

goalie was tremendous."

Scalise said, "We were

Women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda walks dejected-

ly off Boyden Field...

fortunate to score the goal.

But we have a good goalie

who seems to be able to ri.se

to meet the challenge." The
Crimson, who have lost to

Brown 10 and Boston

College, improve to 10-2 1.

Now the Minutemen, who

haven't beaten Harvard in

two years get ready for

Boston College Saturday at

1 p.m. at Boyden. But this

loss won't be ea.sy to forget.

"We should have won,"
Micheel said. "We're a

better team."

Harvard 1 UMass

Harvard (10-2-1) 1 0-1

UMass (11-2-2) 0-0

Goals: Ann Baker, (H) 41:10, unassisted.

Saves: Jeanne Paul (M) 2, Tracee Whitley (H) 14

Shots: UMass 14, Harvard 3

Minutemen go for three in a row vs. Southern
Field Hockey faces inconsistent' Dartmouth
By SCOTT HOOD and ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

Southern Connecticut may not be amoung
the most publicized teams in New England
collegiate .soccer circles, but their record

speaks for itself: 10 2. the number one

If :f' .•**0!*

ranked Division II team in New Enagland
and a top ten team nationally.

Today, at 3 p.m.. So. Connecticut will

invade Boyden Field and University of

they travel to Dartmouth College to play,

according to I'Mass coach Pam Hi.xon. a

4 ^

UMass forward Tom Giordano dribbles between three Holy Cross defenders

during Saturday afternoon's 2-0 victory. The Minutemen host Division II

power, Southern Connecticut on Boyden Field, beginning at 3:00 today.

Massachusetts coach Jeff Gettler realizes

how dangerous and talented the Owls are.

"They're as good a team as UConn," said

Gettler. "They've said for years that

they're the best team in Connecticut and I

wouldn't disagree. They're a great team
with great players. They definitely would
be a top flight Division I team."

Unlike recent UMass opponents. So.

Conn, plays a straight zone defense with a

short passing. European like offense. The
system has been so successful that the

Owls have advanced to the Final Four in the

Div . II championships the last five years.

UMass. 8 4 2 and the fourth ranked Div. I

team in New England in the latest polls

released yesterday, will return tothe4 4 2

lineup they deployed earlier in the sea.son in

anticipation of a free-flowing, less physical

game.

"The nice thing about this game is that we
know we're going to get a good, well

coached. well-disciplined team." said

(u'tller. "It will be a well played game.
They try to play soccer, instead of trying to

kick your ankles all the time."

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team takes on 11 3 record north as

team plagued by a characteristic common to

most Ivy League field hockey teams: in-

consistency.

"With the inconsistent teams you never

know what to expect." said Hixon. "They

can be great, or they can be awful. It's

tough to play a team when you're not sure

what they are going to do.

While describing Dartmouth as a hard-

hitting team with good speed, Hixon noted

that UMass will have its hands full with

Dartmouth goalkeeper Torrey Parrot.

"She is very quick and protects the net

well. Basically, she keeps Dartmouth in

games. They are very inexperienced on

defense." said Hixon.

"We are going to have to be on target

tomorrow with our shots because of Parrot.

Wi'll have to create a lot of scoring op

port unities and not let them get down field.

We have to play smart." said Hixon.

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:

Men's Soccer: Southern Connecticut,

Boyden 3 p.m.

Field Hockey: At Dartmouth, 3 p.m.
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STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN — The ladder next to the chimney near the power plant clumbs up into

the skies.

Headofgradresearchprogram

Conti appointed as new vice chancellor
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Samuel F. Conti, recently appointed to the new position

of Vice Chancellor of Research, says he is finally domg

what he came here for after five years of holding a number

of temporary offices.

Conti's appointment is the third vice chancellor position

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey has created within the past

two years.

"I'm a good administrator," Conti said, because "I'm

experienced."

Conti said the creation of

his position, paying a yearly

salary of $70,000, is basical-

ly a "recognition of ex-

cellence by the com-
monwealth of
Massachusetts" for the

research conducted at the

University.

"My job is to get money to

carry out research for the

graduate students," Conti

said. "I also insure that the

faculty are aware of the

resources, and I make agen-

cies aware of the faculty."

While holding the position

as the dean of the graduate

school since 1980, Conti was
also acting dean of

engineering. He recently

left his one year position as

acting provost for

undergraduate education.

Conti said his new posi-

tion is "more enjoyjJale"

than his previous job

because "this position has

fewer constraints."

"The quality of work is

different," he said,

"because it focuses on dif-

ferent components." Samuel F. Conti

Conti said both dean and acting provost positions have

provided him with the "appreciation of graduate and

undergraduate education," but cites that his job entails

"an enormous amount of frustration."

"The frustrations are the same — insufficient funds.

Problems are generic interrelating with the needs of the

undergraduate level," Conti said. "Low TA (teaching

assistant) stipends have not kept up with inflation. ..we

don't pay them as much as we should."

Despite low TA stipends, deteriorating campus
buildings and inadequate equipment, Conti said research

at the University of Massachusetts is "tops in New
England."

"A few years ago, a na

tional survey was conducted

and we did extraordinarily

well. There were a number
of graduate programs cited

for its quality," Conti said.

While research funds

have shrunk 20 percent at

Harvard and Yale Univer-

sities, UMass has increased

its research budgets over

the years, Conti said.

Conti said that $30 million

is spent yearly at the

University on research

which comes from local,

state, federal, and industrial

funds.

Another frustration of the

job, Conti added is "actually

finding the money." He said

that the $70,000 allocated

from the federal and state

levels in the 1970*s for

research has shrunk to

$20,000.

Conti received his Ph.D in

microbiology from Cornell

University, his Masters of

science from the University

of Connecticut and his

Bachelors of Science from

Brooklyn College.

Newman assails

use oflanguage
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Veteran broadcast journalist Edwin Newman attacked

the misusers of English language, the media advertisers

and politicians before a crowd of about 700 last night at the

Student Union Ballroom.

During the hour lecture, called "Preserving a Civil

Tongue." sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program, Newman, an NBC News correspondent for 30

years, commented on various news organizations'

redundancy and butchering of the English language.

In the media, foolish language. Newman said "is

everywhere."
"Epidemics are no longer epidemics but epidemic

situations. Pain is now an alteration in comfort . . . and

when someone dies." Newman said, "it is referred to as

negative patient outcome."

If plain and easily understood words "can do the job, why

not let them"/" Newman asked.

"When it comes to language, millions of Americans are

being cheated. They are being cheated because they have

never been led to understand the pleasure of the

satisfaction that comes imaginatively and precisely. Their

lives are narrowed and impoverished as a result."

"If the level of English we speak declines, we decline with

it." Newman said.

Newman said the media, including CBS News, the New
York Times, cable news, and the New York Daily News all

tell us about people who are not only strangled, but

strangled "to death."

Newman said even NBC has had correspondents that

have put redundant words like "hungrer fast" into their

vocabularies.

Collegian photo by Pam Madnick

inSiue ''What do you guys do around hereforfun
anyways?"

Polymer science looks to get funds p.3 -Steve Cooperstein in Orono, Maine
Abortion: Difficult choice P-9

Buses to transport hoop fans to Springfield. . . p.20

Edwin Newman Collegian photo by Andy Heller

Newman said that the English language is abused because
people think redundant terms often sound attractive and
prestigious.

"We have no hope in dealing with out problems except by

chance unless we understand them, and we cannot un-

derstand them or one another unless we dig ourselves out

of the jargon, the must, the smog, the dull, pompous,

boneless, ghastly language under which we Americans

have been burying ourselves," he said.

Some of the worst offenders. Newman said are in

education. Newman said educators have described rob-

bery and stealing as ".
. . the coersive extraction of un-

willingly surrendered transfer payments."

Advertisers also misuse theEnglish language, he said.

"Preparation H has a satisfied customer tell us, 'I never

buy any product on the market that wouldn't shrink

hemorrhoidal tissue." Newman said. Newman. 65. then

proceeded to reveal some political grammatical errors.

"Sen. Edward Kennedy, having seen what happened in

Vietnam did not want the same thing 'in regards' to

Nicaragua. Give my regards to Nicaragua." Newman
jeered.

"More recently." Newman said. Democratic presidential

candidate Walter Mondale "spoke of many Europeans who,

in search of religious freedom, have 'fleed' to this country."

People don't fly. he said.

Newman said that grammatical rules should not be

"slavishly obeyed." but that they "cannot simply be thrown

away."
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500 people pray for

end to terrorism
WASHINGTON AP Children prayed for peace and an end

to terrorism Tuesday, a year after the bombing of the U.S.

Marine barracks in Lebanon kiUed 241 American ser-

vicemen.

The somber ceremony at Arlington National Cemetery

was one of a number of remembrances around the nation

the attack last Oct.23 which caused the highest death toll

of U.S. servicemen from a single incident since World War

n.
, , ...

About 500 people, including Barbara Bush, wife of Vice

President George Bush, attended the ceremony sponsored

by No Greater I^ove. a non profit organization founded 13

years ago to help the families of American prisoners of war

in Vietnam.

The program was highlighted by the dedication of a tree,

a 14 foot high Cedar of Lebanon, which had been planted

last May in a section of the cemetery where a number of

the Beirut dead are buried. The section sits near the front

of the cemetery, surrounded on all sides by thousands of

white marble tombstones.

As the ceremony ended, dozens of children dressed in

costumes of peoples around the world, passed by the tree

with roses symbolizing their hope for unity and an end to

XvX-xxx-:wv:->Xv::-::::'::->:wv
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terrorism.

CIA orders recall

of manual
WASHINGTON AP) - The CIA has ordered a "full

recall" oi its controversial manual for Nicaraguan rebels

and is asking that its contents, including advice on

"selective use of violence" to "neutralize" government

officials, be ignored, the spy agency has told Congress.

Sen. Patrick Leahy, D Vt., a Senate IntelUgence Com

mittee member, said Tuesday that he was informed of the

recall by CIA officials Monday night. A committee source

said the CIA also mentioned the recall of all copies during a

three hour briefing of the panel earlier Monday.

Leahy said the CIA. in ordering a "full recall." is telling

AP Laaerphotd

STUMBLE — President Reagan grabs the

rail as he stumbles boarding Air Force One

yesterday in Seattle. He wasn't injured.

rebels that the manual "is inoperative and should be

ignored." He said the rebels are being instructed to follow

another book containing a code of conduct that reflects

traditional guidelines of war.

The committee source, who insisted on anonymity, said

the agency was trying to recover several thousand printed

copies of three versions of the manual. He said only about

two dozen of the original uncensored edition remain in

existence, with about 12 in Washington and 12 in Central

America. A copy of one of those originals was obtained by

The Associated Press.

Navigation and guidance systems, real-time digital and

analog communications, avionics integration, signal

processing, inertial sensor assemblies. Work on these

complex assignments and others while bringing your

career into clear focus...with Kearfott.

See your Placement Office for our company profile and to

sign up for a one-on-one interview U.S. citizenship

required An equal opportunity employer, m/f, who
creates opportunities.

Kearfott
a dKision olThe S I N C E R Company

BS&MSEE.BSCE

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

WEDNESDAY,

N0V.7
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Risk of radiation

"relatively trivial"
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Environmental Protection

Aeency tEPA), calUng the risk "relatively trivial," on

Tuesday scrapped standards it proposed last year for

croverning radiation levels around the nations atonlic

weapons plants, uranium mines and university research

reactors.

The agency was under a court order to make a decision on

standards for low level atmospheric radiation from the

facilities by Tuesday.

Instead. EPA withdrew entirely the proposed standards

for Energy Department weapons-manufacturing plants,

elemental phosphorous plants and certain non power

faculties licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Also withdrawn were proposed standards on radioactive

radon 222 emissions from underground uranium mines,

though agency officials said they would develop new

standards for mining.

"In our judgment these risks are relatively trivial."

Assistant EPA Administrator Joseph Cannon said at a

news conference. "We are trying to develop the kind of

atmosphere where we can issue our regulations with a

sense of credibility."

Kerry, Shamie prepare

for three final debates
BOSTON (AP) The U.S. Senate battle between Democrat

John Kerry and RepubUcan Ray Shamie is in the home

stretch, with each hoping a good performance m televised

debates wiU cement victory on Nov. 6.

The three remaining debates, which begin Wednesday

night are especially crucial to Shamie who remams within

striking distance of Kerry but needs a boost to turn his

campaign around.
, ^ . .u r- * oa

In a bold move. Shamie suggested that the first 30-

minute debate, on the "Chronicle" program on WCVB TV,

Channel 5 in Boston, be held in a minority neighborhood in

Boston where the candidates could debate causes of

poverty and possible remedies.
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HALLOWEEN
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500 Masks to
Choose From

Grease Paints • Hands • Feet
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Colored Hair Spray
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Grad Student Senate will not

support invasion celebration
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate passed two

resolutions last night aimed at

disassociating itself with a rally planned to

celebrate the one year anniversary of the

U.S. invasion of Grenada.

The senate endorsed the Statement of

Principles of the Student Leadership

Project, which urges that no U.S. troops be

sent to Central America, that aid to the

military of Central American nations be

contingent on improved respect for human

rights by their governments.

The senate later passed another motion

directly aimed at the Student Liberation

Day Coalition, a nationwide group. The

second motion said that the senate, "does

not support any rally on October 25 by the

Student Liberation coalition to celebrate

the invasion of Grenada."

The Student Leadership Project, a group

composed of students from colleges across

the nation, is attempting to focus attention

away from the 89 planned rallies. The

project says the rallies are intended to "stir

enthusiasm on campus for the current

administration's interventionist pobcy in

Central America, and persuade the media

that students support U.S. military action

in Grenada and other Central American

countries."

Rick Patrick, UMass Student Government

Association president, signed the project

statement along with student presidents

ironi brown. University oi California Santa

Barbara, and Southern Illinois University

of Carbonda.

The Student Liberation Day Coalition,

which is alleged by the Student Project to

be funded primarily by the Republican

party, is planning the rally to support the

invasion.

The rally is scheduled for Thursday and

will start at Amherst College and march

through Amherst.
These motions were the first tests of a

procedure for dealing with "political" issues

which the senate passed December 1, 1983.

This procedure which requires that the

senate officers and then the entire senate

first vote whether or not to discuss the

issue, was put in motion as a result of

several controversies concerning political

issues in 1983.

Before the procedure, the senate had

lengthy debates on motions concerning

Grenada and South Africa. Some senators

said they were not authorized to speak for

their constituents on such national and

international issues.

Also last night, senate President Sanjiv

Dugal said he would ask University

Treasurer Robert Brand to appear before

the senate to answer charges that the

University still has three stocks in its

portfolio with companies which invest in

South Africa. These charges are being

raised by the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) and the South African Divest

ment Committee (SADC).

Before abortions were legal:

Back-room horrors recalled
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

The horrifying memory of back room

abortions before it's legalization in 1973 was

the topic of a panel discussion at Hampshire

College last night.

"I was sure I was going to die," said one

woman who had an illegal abortion in 1968

while she was a junior in college. "I was

taken to a cottage in the middle of the

woods where we had to wait three hours for

the doctor, who arrived wearing a

Halloween mask. The woman who had one

before me was hemorhaging so much, they

thought she was going to die. I was

terrified."

Dr. Kay Reichert, senior staff physician at

UMass Health Services spoke about her

experiences as a physician when it was

illegal to both prescribe contraception and

recommend abortion.

"I treated one UMass student who almost

died because she didn't want anyone to

know she had an illegal abortion. When her

friends finally brought her in, she had a

fever of 105 and a severe case of pelvic

inflammatory disease from untreated

complications."

Another UMass student she treated had a

perforated uterus from an illegal abortion.

Reichert said. "The infection spread and

she had to have a complete hysterectomy,"

she said.

She said before legalization most women
were given abortions by "butchers" under

unsanitary conditions, while other women
tried to perform abortions on themselves

with coat hangers, which usually led to

infection and hemorhaging.

"Upperclass women have always been able

to get sanitary, safe abortions. When
abortion is illegal it is poor and young

women who suffer the most," said Janet

Gallagher, moderator of the panel and

director of the Civil Liberties and Public

Policy Program at Hampshire.

Gallagher said contraception was illegal in

many states for married people until 1965

and illegal for single people in some states

until the Supreme Court made it legal after

the Roe vs. Wade case in 1972.

"1 felt very stupid and ashamed," said

another woman who had an abortion when

she was 15 years old in 1%6. She said the

decision to have the abortion was "taken

completely out of my hands. Because my
family was rich and had connections, ob-

taining an abortion was not really a

problem."

She said when abortion is illegal, murder

of the fetus is not so much an issue because

it is the woman who is very likely to die.

Gallager said "before contraception and

abortion were legalized, many women could

not plan their lives beyond their next

menstrual period."

Collegian photo by Pam Madnick

PREP WORK - Chutk Urekev (left) and Peter Kain put up the fence

Ending the cage Monday in preperation for renovations.

Collegian photo by Paul UesmaraiB

GARY DORN — a senior plant and soil major examines experimental

data.

POLYMERS
New research facility to study polymer science

By JIM AVERILL
Collegian Staff

The Polymer Science and Engineering

Department at the University of

Massachusetts has proposed the addition of

a new research facility at an estimated cost

of $20 million over the next seven years.

Polymers are long chain like molecules

which are made up of small repeating

segments. "Most of the building blocks of

life are polymers," according to Professor

William J. MacKnight, head of polymer

science and engineering at UMass. They

include such things as proteins, cellulose,

and cotton fibers, he said.

Much of the research in the new center

will be "on the frontier of high technology in

polymer science." MacKnight said. This

would include high performance polymer

composites that might replace certain

metals, electronic conducting polymers,

and develop new theoretical concepts in

polymer science, he said.

The goal of the center is to study basic

science that industrial firms will use and

apply. MacKnight said. He added that the

Polymer Science and Engineering

Department is one of the "strong point-s" of

the University and it is expected to draw

even more scientists to the program in the

future.

A $6 million capital outlay has already

been earmarked for a new. combined

• FormerUM student conducts

Polymer Science/Computer Science

Institute at the University.

The additional $14 million would have to

be raised from other sources which "could

include private industry, the federal

government, and additional state ap-

propriations," MacKnight said.

Two companies that have already ex-

pressed an interest in funding the project

are Monsanto of Springfield and General

Electric of Pittsfield.

The polymer research facilities at the

University are among the most com-

prehensive in the nation, MacKnight said.

Because of the amount of research they are

doing and the type of research they would

like to do, the department needs a new

facility, he said.

"We need something more up to date and

larger to house our effort because we have

outgrown both the quality and quantity of

our present facilities." MacKnight said.

The Polymer Science and Engineering

Department began as a graduate program

in 1967 and was expanded to a department

in 1974. Although it is not an un

dergraduate major, there is a polymer

option available to chemical engineering

majors. The department consists of 16

faculty. 150 students, and numerous

visiting scientists. Two members of the

faculty are Presidential Young

Investigators. (See story below)

mer researchpoly

By LARRY BOUCHIE

Collegian Staff

A former University of Massachusetts

graduate student has joined the faculty as

one of 200 nationwide Presidential Young

Investigators chosen by the White House to

conduct funded research in their field of

study.

Dr. David A. Tirrell, 31, was nominated

last year by his departmtnl head a* Car-

negie Mellon UnivtTsitv, whi-re Tirrdl was

an associate profe-ssor of chemistry. Tirrell

earned his master's and Ph. I) dejrrees at

UMass in polymer science and engineering.

Although polymer research has

traditionally contentrated on developing

new indu.strial materials of liirhter weight,

and greater strength and elasticity, Tirrell

is working on manulaciuriiiK \vnlhelic

polymers that might duplicate the

characteristics of natural polymers like

proteins. DNA. and RNA.
Tirrell said that he hopes to integrate

several different biological characteristics

into a single molecule so that it will trigger

the proper reaction to a formerly deficient

molecule.

For example. Tirrell said, it may be

possible to make a polymer molecule for a

diabetic that would recognize glucose

(sugar) in the body and subsequently

release insulin. One problem that diabetics

face is that molecules in their blood stream

don't recognizA' glucose and the needed

insulin is not normally released.

"The most ambitious use of this research

will be for medical purposes. It may be

helpful for diagnostic use, as opposed to

actual treatment of disease," Tirrell said.

When such substances are introduced into

the body for treatment, there is an in-

creased problem with possible side effects

that wouldn't occur with a diagnostic test,

he said.

The program is funded by the National

Science Foundation (NSA) and private

industry. NSA provides $25,000 initally

and matches corporate donations up to

$87,500 a year, up to five years, Tirrell

saul.

Tirrell joins four other Presidential Young

Investigators conducting research at the

University. The newly initiated program is

sponsored by the White House to "foster

university industry collaboration," Tirrel?

said.

Tirrell's research funds are being provided

by 3M. which contributed $30,000. and

Alcoa, which provided $7,500. The NSA is

matching that $37,500 in addition to the

initial $25,000 it provided, resulting in

$100,000 a year for up to five years, Tirrell

said.
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STAR MARKET
SUPERMARKET
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PURSUING AN
EXCITING CAREER IN THE SUPERMARKET

INDUSTRY?
If so, we are interested in talking to you about excellent

growth opportunities. Currently we are interviewing for

Co-op positions as well as December and June graduates

for our Management Training program.

Star Market Co. is based in Cambridge, Mass. and

openings are in Metro-Boston area.

Interested candidates contact Mr. Jeffrey Silver at the

Department of Cooperative Education. Room 110,

Thompson Hall for details.

ST/\RMARKET
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An Equal Opportunity Emp/oyer M/F

FACULTY
The Textbook Annex Needs Your HELP

De Sure to give us your

textbook requirements for

the Spring semester !!

We would like to provide

the most efficient service

possible, but we need
your help.

Please Send Us Your Orders By

Octobef 25th
1 Your eorly orders will enable us to check orcJers to eliminate some of the problems

thot might onse We con order from the publishers sooner ond reduce the risk of

out of stock situations This will olso help us ovoid the problem of hoving your books

held up in the holiday moils.

2 We con buy books bock from the students ot the end of this semester and pay good
prices for them if we know whot you plon to use for the Spring semester

3 Deportment secretaries hove textbook information forms or you may request them
from the Textbook Annex

We oppreciote your cooperation and if the Annex staff con assist you, please do
not hesitote to coll (5 3570-1-2)

Justino Kielec

Faculty Lioison

Russell Evans
Textbook Monoger

Th« return of unsold textbooks to publishers will begin October 25th.

Pleose notify your students to purchose the textbooks needed for the

remainder of the semester prior to this dote.

the party

UPSTAIRS
Nightly Specials:

(No cover!)

D Upstairs

The Valley'F hottest danceplayce

D Downstairs in the Kickoff Lounge

sports are always in season.

•Wed... Bruins vs. St. Louis. Cheer them oni

•Thurs... CoMEdy NigHt

•Fri... Celtics Season Opener -Be therel

•Sat...Just George 4 pm

Coming Soon. ..FREE trips for 2 to Florida!

Stand by for details'

AND

at
the m

'":>

! !
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NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC

As the need for specialized health care continues to grow, Northwestern

College of Chiropractic can help you enter a satisfying career taking care of

people as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Committed to high standards in education and research for over 40 years,

Northwestern offers you comprehensive chiropractic training on a modern
campus distinguished for its excellent facilities and dedicated teaching staff.

If you would like to know how Northwestern College of Chiropractic can

help you achieve your career goals, complete the form below or call the

admissions office TOLL FREE at 1-800-328-8322, Extension 290 or collect at

(612) 888-4777.

Please send me more information on
Northwestern College of Chiropractic

Name

State. Zip-

Phone
( ) Years of college experience.

SEND TO: Northwestern College of Chiropractic,
Admissions Office, 2501 West 84th Street,
Bloomington, Minnesota 55431
1-800-328-8322, Extension 290; collect at (612) 888-4777

401

PSST!
WANNA BUY A RECEIVER CHEAP??
COME TO ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE

AND GET A 30 WATT RECEIVER

FOR $13.13 ONn^^N^IDNIGHT

adirondack music

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE
FRIDAY NOON THROUGH SAT 6 PM

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-3100

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie meriu

daily!

VVEDNESDAY IS tor only

' PASTA NIGHT $4.2^
Includes spaghetti with a choice of homenr^ade

meatball, sausage, fresh eggplant, sauteed

mushrooms, or broccoli served with salad or soup,

bread and butter, and a glass of wine or beer

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive. Amherst 549 5713 u

Cyclists bike to Conn, for life, peace
Members of the University of

Massachusetts community can bicycle from

UMass to Groton, Connecticut this

weekend for a "Harvest of Life" celebration

sponsored by the Coalition for Enviorn

menUl Quality and the UMass Bike Coop.

The cyclists will ride for life, peace, human

needs, and for the prevention of nuclear

war.

"Bicycles bring the message into com-

munities." according to Brad Powell,

member ol the coalition. The cyclists will

. , ;i.li \\h' Ktmmuriities because people

an-n i afraid" of bicycles the way they are

(»f Oil s. I'owHI said.

Bicyclists will leave UMass of Friday at 2

p.m. and ride 48 miles to UConn in Storrs,

Conn. On Saturday they will ride 40 miles

to Ft Griswold State Park in Groton. Conn.

There will be a nonviolent march to the

Electric Boat Shipyard where there will be

a puppet show presented by the Pumpkin

Players and a food drive to collect food for

the area soup kitchens.

On Sunday the cyclists can bike 88 miles

back to UMass. or car pool for the return

trip. For more iniormation cro to the Bike

Coop in the Studeri lw> .u.|di«K. t call

Sarah at 253 5935. oi Tom ai 549 bSbo.

TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN

Absentee ballots must be notarized
Students who wish to vote

with absentee ballots in the

Nov. 6 national and state

elections can have those

ballots notarized and made
legal next week at Memorial

Hall.

Anyone who is not

registered to vote in

Amherst but is already

registered in their

hometown can vote Nov. 6

by mailing the absentee

ballot to their Town or City

Hall by election day.

To be legal, absentee

ballots must be notarized in

Amherst, according to Rick

Patrick. Student Govern

ment Association co-

president. Patrick said

notary publics will be at

Memorial Hall Monday.
Tuesday, and Wednesday of

next week.

The schedule for notarizing

ballots will be: Monday. Oct.

29. 1 to 4:30 p.m.. and

fe^e^saiy.&l.31%a*{tf

their town or city clerk and
provide their name and

home, and campus or off

campus addresses. Patrick

said. The absentee forms
must be mailed back and

notarized before Nov. 6 to

make the student eligible to

vote in the election, he said.

Located in the

Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

>t«
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Party with Crazy George and
Get Every Other Draft for just 1

Rt 9 Hadle
••••• 'I

(across from Mt. Farms Mall)
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GET IN
GAME

It's fourth and goal and you've got the ball. Make your move to the first team.

The National Security Agency offers you an all-pro career opportunitym the

following fields:

NIGHT of the LIVING DEAD

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING There

are opportunities in a variety of

research and development projects

ranging from individual equipments to

very complex interactive systems

involving large numbers of micro-

processors, minicomputers and

computer graphics Professional growth

is enhanced through interaction with

highly expenenced NSA professionals

and through contacts in the industrial

and academic worlds Facilities for

engineering analysis and design

automation are among the best

available.

COMPUTER SCIENCE At NSA you II

discover one of the largest computer

installations in the world with almost

every ma|or vendor of computer

equipment represented NSA careers

provide mixtures of such disciplines as

systems analysis and design, scientific

applications programming, data base

management systems, operating systems,

computer networking/security, and

graphics.

MATHEMATICS You'll work on

diverse agency problems applying a

variety of mathematical disciplines.

Specific assignments might include

solving communications-related

problems, performing long-range

mathematical research or evaluating

new techniques for communications

security.

LINGUISTS NSA offers a wide range of

challenging assignments for Slavic.

Near Eastern and Asian language

ma|ors involving translation, transcription

and analysis/reporting Newly-hired

linguists can count on receiving

advanced training in their primary

language(s) and can plan on many

years of continued professional

growth

THE REWARDS AT NSA NSA offers

a salary and benefit program that's

trulycompetitivewith private industry.

There are assignments for those who

wish to travel and abundant good living

in the Baltimore-Washington area for

those who wish to stay close to home

Countless cultural, historical,

recreational and educational opportu-

nities are just minutes away from NSA's

convenient suburban location.

To find out more about NSA career

opportunities, schedule an interview

through your college placement office.

For additional information on the

National Security Agency, write to

National Security Agency. Attn: M322.

Fort George G Meade, Maryland 20755.

v<M ''<«utt'u|yHJt-H4i#.«\ -xjh; «tTt«« Mt«^: 'X4* '•.,j^' «..
:

Cat*:

Tim*

Wed. Oct. 24th
' ^

^, 7, 9, 11 PM

Location: S.U P.

AdmisslQn:$L_fOr 5 PM
$1.50 for 7, 9. 11 PM

Advance tickets can be purchased at the

"TIX" office during regular "TIX" hours

Sponsor: HAMLIN DORM

ZJichet \^onnectlon

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

On Campus Recruiting Dates:

Nov. 5, 6, 1984

^

PROMPT TICKET DELIVERY SERVICE

FOR ALL CONCERTS AND SPORTING EVENTS

Sammy Hagar Oct. 30, Worcester

Nov. 1, Hartford

Nov. 2, Hartford

Nov. 13, Worcester

Nov. 20, Hartford

Nov. 23, Worcester

Also Tickets to:

Whalers, Celtics, Bruins & Patriots

Call Jon Anytime

in Springfield 413-788-6938

Hall €r Gates

Elton John
Culture Club

Kiss

Wed. thru Sat.

Pirates on Parade 7:15

Monty Python 9-W)

Live at the Hollywood Bowl

Fine Arts^Henter

diHallUnncert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

PEARL STREET IS THE PLACE TO DANCE
TUESDAY (Alternative Lifestyles Night) through Saturday

The Best DJ's and watch for our great live music too!

Friday 26th Oct.
'Squealing Motown Saxaphone'

it's

JUNIOR WALKER and

THE ALLSTARS
Dance your socks off

$8.00 cover at the door

ith

PETER
^

SERKIN^
Piano

Wednesday 31st Oct.

^HE'HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY
Vampire D.J. Count Dread

Great Prizes: Dom Perignon, T-Shirts and all sorts

$3.00 cover at the door

Positive I.D. required at the door - photo drivers license, ABC cara

Mfim 51BUJ mHlllinBH, m. 413 584 7JJt

Robert Gutter,

Music Director

FRIDAY, OCT 26, 8PM

TICKETS: $12. $10. $8

iSltn^fcam^^iiwaiiy

THURSDAY, NOV 1,8PM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

RmWlNNlPEGBuiH

MONDAY, NOV 5, 8PM
TICKETS: $13. $11, $9

Five College Siudenis Holf-Pnce. Ttckeis ovoiloble oi Fine Arts

lenier Box OHice, Springfield Civic Cenier, ond DATATIX Ooileis ,2g_K

Call (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 \^JS

I
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SWEET TOOTH
FAST FREE DELIVERY

o( individual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES

ECSTASY BY CHOCOLATE CAKE Coutd b* • tubsniui* tor h>
The theapesi idsle nt sin you II 9v9' eapenance

CHOCOLATE LAYER CAKE Anothat ismpiairon lo> in« chocoholic
A whole new appioach with chocolate cream and laspbenias

CONTINENTAL - A nch pastry horn tilled at both ends with chocolate cream
foi the chocolate sophisticate

CHEESECAKE • We ve saved you a inp to New York The tMst cheesecake
nurlh ol the Big Apple Toppings nnake it even t>enet strawberry or cherry

CARROT CAKE - We can i promise bui it may help you imd what yo j

want in the dark Deee licious*"

NAPOLEON - Or>e hiie and you li surrender to the |0y ot cusia'O and pastry

with frosting on lop

ICE CREAM from Bans the best <n the Valley

Vanilla Chocolate Strawberry Mud Pie Cc^a* Heath Crunch Oreo Crunch

Ask about our flavor 01 the weeii A double scoop

MUNCHIES
OATMEAL FUDGE BAR A BIG chewy bar laced win thick tudge lirasisiibie

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE - A sizeable cookie loaded with goodies Vummy

FRUIT BREAD - A cnange or pace Could be bar\ana nut lemon nut

cianbPrry nul or pumpkin raisin Ask

BAKLAVA A Greek delight A small rich inangK! <

lienched m honey Vou II love il

pastry ano nuts

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE Superioi confections to make your taste buds delirious

Vou never had it so good*

FUDGE FLAVORS - Chocolate Chocolate Walnut

H.Ki., Mocid Chocolate Peanui Butter

BLOCK CHOCOLATE - Muk or Dark

'

/ poured
f pound

'

.- pound
1 pn.jnfl

2 SO

1 iO

1 50

1 7i
35

150

150

1 55

1 50

75

75

1 05

4 00
7 50

3 75
7 00

* STUDENT
EXCHANGE

National Exchange
Club Meeting

Topics will include:

Weekend Trips

^ and how the club can

^ save you money
^ Wednesday,
$ Oct. 24. 1964
i» at 7:00 PM
^ 917 Campus Center

CALL

256-8102
f M,j.(, and Saiufddv t' Oh M"
SuHtJdv t^'L, ThufSday 6 00 pn»

* 00 a"i

79 S Pleasant Si , Amherst
Minimum order $5 00

Car

Trucii

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

I

tHEERs
Lounge

No Cover

I

CAROtHAHNj
SKylarK

THUR FRIDAY V
25 26

I
Located next to Ground Round |'

Pleasant St. Northampton I

( ulU-toan photo by Kalhy .luniiin

HANGING OUT — A wooden Indian head has a solitary view of Main
Street in downtown Amherst.

NOW OPEN
UNTIL 2:00 AMI!!

JB's
ROAST BEEF

)) n \{

:jfKSi

:<r**r:

50 Main Street

Amherst
253-7018

(right around the corner from the bars)
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Letters

Sensitivity missing

at Senate meeting
I was extremely disappointed at the

senate meeting of October 17. The motion

to fund a campus wide gay lesbian educator

was voted down on the grounds that there

weren't sufficient funds. I find it very hard

to believe that we can't find funds to fight

for the rights of 10 percent of the entire

community, yet we seem to be able to come

up with over •81,013 worth of funding for

concerts, conferences, theater, yearbooks,

etc. The fact that a close analysis of the

budget act. showing the stablization ac

count in potential trouble, came out the day

of the vote is a bit ironic. The senate picked

a rather ironic time to become budget and

funding fanatics.

My question is this: How can we even

think of funding student events when we

know that a large portion of the student

body won't be able to attend those events

for fear of physical harm. 10 percent of

every constituency is known to be gay or

lesbian; 10 percent of every constituency

cannot enjoy everyday activities because of

threatsC 10 percent of every constituency

desperately needs the recognition of the

entire community.

Not only did the Senate not fund the

motion, but many senators did not Uke the

issue seriously. Many of them used the

occasion for partisan political attacks on

individuals in the senate. totally

disrespecting the community of students

involved. I, and many others, find /^^s

offensive and totally uncalled for. When

this happens, the senate ceases to function

as a representative of the students and

becomes a battleground for political per-

sonalities.

Many things hapened the other night that

call for careful reflection on the part of all

students, especially the senators. By

voting down the motion, we told the gay

and lesbian community that their situation

wasn't urgent and that their fight for

equality wasn't worth the definition of

"student activity." This shows a total lack

of sensitivity to the issue. On top of this,

the issue became a vehicle for political gain

on the part of certain senators. This is

unforgivable. In the future. I would hope

that the senators would represent 100

percent of their constituency by putting

their personal phobias and differences

aside, and having respect for each other.

Maybe then, the senate could function as it

should.

Margie Boone
Amherst

Ignorance must be
^

fought with education

Wednesday night the Undergraduate

Student Ste voted against a motion t«

fund the position of heterosexism

awareness trainer. ^, j u f« i

As 1 listened to the lengthy debate, I

be^e aware of the magnitude of oppres-

STs a lesbian. I am all Ux) aware of the

violence and harassment dir^^d at les-

bians gay men and bisexuals. But the ram-

pant homophobia in the Senate w^ ex-

^essed in a much more subtle way. By de-

nying funding for the position, the Senate

judged the need for such a person as in-

valid against lesbians, bisexuals and gay

men that occurs on the UMass campus.

The root of heterosexism is ignorance. 1

believe that education can eliminate ig-

norance. To deny the need for education is

to deny that such oppression exists - and

thereby perpetuate it.

Annie Clattenburg

'imherst

The punchline that

never showed up
When I started to read David Tumey's

letter concerning (if this man can be con-

cerned about anythiner but his self-

i^

aLYS
ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CLOTHING
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS

,,^^, « at i n >^

233 NORTH PLEASANT ST. ^ON-SAT 10-5

AMHERST, MA 01002
413-549-6446

10 PM SHOW ADDED!!

Tickets on Sale Now

Wednesday. October 24, 1984

righteous, holier-than-thou inuige) his

perceptions on the pro-choice movement, I

thougnt it must be some kind ofjoke. I kept

waiting for the punchline, but it never

came. Who does this man think he is to

codemn me, and to blatantly laugh at my
views simply because they differ from his?

I have no objections to people expressing

their sentiments in print; the issue here is

not whcse opinion is right or wrong.

Rather, what I do object to is the way

Tumey procee-is to viciously attack all ad-

vocates of pro-choice, even going so far as

to infer that we have no morals, no feel-

ings, and that we consider abortion a form

of birth control.

I demand, as I'm sure do many other peo-

ple on this campus, that Tumey apologize

for his sarcastic slander of his adversaries.

I think Tumey is a very poor representative

of the Pro-life Communications Systems.

Communication involves an exchange of in-

formation, not a malicious, one-sided view-

point.

M. Beth Jazab
Southwest

Wednesday, October 24, 1984 .Collegian 9

Read the
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THE TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

Jeffery

Amherst

Bookshop

Call u7^ for information about

ordering your spring coursebooks 253-3^»l

fPRODUCTIONS

presents:

an evening with

The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

UMass Students

$9.50 and $10.50

Five Colleae Students,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

Frank Zappa's second show is open to

students, faculty, and staff of the Five

Colleges only.

UMass and 5-Collego ID required

for purchase of ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center

No cans, bottles or recording devices.
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Abortion: a difficult choice
The two small, quiet Hispanic kids came

to the clinic together. At 16, the boy was a

year older than his pregnant girlfriend. He
held her hand throughout the abortion,

talking to her gently, and touching her

face. Somewhere the boy learned a new
definition of masculinity. Afterward he

asked me to call his school and to lie that he

had had a doctor's appointment.

I worked in the abortion clinic for half a

year. I'd like to tell you from the perspec-

tive of a counselor, what an abortion is like.

Amidst all the political fury, it's something

we seldom hear about.

First of all, it hurts. Many women said it

was the worst physical pain they had ever

felt. I was shocked by their physical pain,

shocked that in all the talk about abortion

this central fact of often intense physical

pain is never mentioned.

Why? I believe that the pro-choicers do

not want to scare women away, especially

considering that birthing pains are usually

much worse. They also know that making a

woman feel more tense is likely to make the

pain worse.

I believe that anti-abortion people may
consider the pain irrelevant to their argu-

ment that abortion is immoral. Yet it is cer-

tainly relevant — and damaging — to their

characterizations of the free and easy abor-

tion, the irresponsible woman's painless

alternative.

Abortion is neithpr free nor easy. Many

of the women had to borrow the $200 fee.

Many came to our clinic, where they had to

go through the procedure awake, because

they could not afford the extra $500 it

would have cost to go to the hospital for

general anesthesia.

The "painless alternative" definitely was

emotionally painless for a few women. Just

as there are a few women, particularly

young adolescents, who fall into

Deborah Kutenplon

OPINION
The opinions expressed on this page are those ot the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily 'etiec-

the views o) the Collegian o' the universily unless otherwise noted

Debate is a disappointment

motherhood with as little thought and emo-
tional investment. However, the great ma-
jority of women approached the decision

neither lightly nor painlessly.

As for being irresponsible, some of the

women might be considered that, if ir-

responsibility includes not having the social

resources to get the kids taken care of and
come up with bus fare to get to the clinic

every three months for pill refills, and if ir-

responsibility includes simply not

understanding — because she understands

nothing of hormones and fertility cycles —
why skipping a pill or two at the beginning

of the month can possibly make her preg-

nant from sex three weeks later.

Of course not every unwanted pregnancy

results from a lack of understanding of

resources. Sometimes women, and their

partners, get careless. It's hard to con-

tracept conscientiously every single time,

especially in a culture that worships spon-

taneity. And the same cultural messages do

not encourage women to take responsibili-

ty for their sexuality — neither for their

pleasure nor their fertility. For instance,

the whole romantic notion of being swept

away precludes planning ahead, or even

acknowledging with your brain what the

rest of your body is doing. In order to con-

tracept, women then have to go against all

the cultural messages defining femininity.

Is it any wonder so many unplanned

pregnancies occur?

' l-'urtnermore, due to the failure rate of

contraceptives, even a woman who uses

*.hem correctly and consistently can expect,

Ftatistically, two unplanned pregnancies in

the course of her fertile years. That's

;something else we seldom hear about.

f){t!borah Kutenplon is a UMass student.

I found watching the Reagan-Mondale

debate on Sunday night a profoundly

disturbing event. Not only were my fears

about the two contestants more than con-

firmed, but I began to worry about the

viability of the whole election process. If

the American presidency is such an impor-

tant office, steeped in grandor and vital to

all life on earth, why must the only two real

candidates be these two men.

If nothing else, the debate gave the

public a chance to get a look at the can-

didates for more than the usual 30-second

news spot. I was not happy with what I

saw. I watched the debate with a friend of

mine from Bangladesh. About President

Reagan he said, "He is almost as stupid as

my dictator." Though my friend and 1

often argue about politics, this time 1 could

think of no response.

With regards to Mondale, his appearance

was just as unpleasant. Whether through

cowardice of lack of anything even

resembling wit he let pass everyone of

Reagan's blunders. While answering his

first question Reagan made on of the great

political Freudian slips of the decade, an-

nouncing that "We have a gentleman down

in Nicaragua who is on contract to the CIA,

advising supposedly on military tactics to

the Contras..." In one line the President

refuted his own administration's claim that

the CIA was not involved with the Contras.

A minute later Reagan corrected himself

with another enlightening line, saying "I'm

afraid I misspoke when I said a CIA head in

Nicaragua. There's not someone there

directing all of this activity. There are, as

you know, CIA men stationed in other

countries in the world, and certainly in

Central America. And so it was a man

down there, in that area..."

Mondale either was not paying attention

or just didn't deem this oddity worthy of a

response, because in his rebuttal which im-

mediately followed he did not mention it,

instead giving us a vague, platitude rid-

den, general attack on Reagan. In

Reagan's rebuttal to Mondale's rebuttal he

Random Notes

Letters to the Editor

An 'arrogant' attitude towards pro-choice

I highly resent David Tumey taking a

sarcastically presented, arrogant view and

assuming to represent with them a position

for all individuals who believe in freedom of

choice or feminism. The definition of

feminism is: a doctrine advocating the

same social, economic, and political rights

for women as those granted to men. How
did Tumey come to his conclusion that

"...feminists maintain that until the second

a baby is born, it is nothing more than a col-

lection of tissue"?

I consider myself to be a feminist and I

am pro-choice. I wholeheartedly disagree

with Tumey's statement. I took an infor-

mal survey on my floor: 8 out of 10 women

consider themselves feminists; 9 out of 10

Matthew Berman
effectively ended discussion on Central

America by saying "I have so many things

there to respond to, I'm going to pick out

something you said earlier." He then went

on to refute an irrelevant charge that Mon-

dale had made against him earlier in the

week.
The press further helped the issue disap-

pear by asking Reagan next if he really

thought the Soviet Union was an evil em-

pire. (He said he did.) Fritz Mondale gave

the whole Central America issue its coup

d'grace when instead of putting together

any attack on Reagan's policy in the

region, or even mentioning that Reagan ad-

mitted CIA involvement with the Contras,

he responded to Reagan's counter charge

to his earlier charge. (Reagan later came

back with a counter-counter charge).

This is only one example of Reagan mak-

ing a questionable statement and Mondale

letting it pass unnoticed. What Mondale did

choose to respond to was the notion of

sharing American Star War's technology

with the Soviets. An interesting idea, but

hardly worth debating yet since the

technology in question doesn't exist and

may not exist in our lifetimes. He lets the

Central America issue slide and brings up

this.

Reagan's answer to the age question was

ingenious, when he said that he will not ex-

ploit his opponenet's "youth and inex-

perience." Amusing but not true as Mon-

dale is 55 and very experienced. Again

Mondale did not bring this up.

Mondale had his chance. Reagan gave

him every opf)ortunity to deliver a fatal

blow, but Mondale did not take them. Mon-

dale "won" the debate because he was dull

instead of stupid, but it will do him no good.

In this business, you can be stupid as you

can get away with, but being dull is an un-

pardonable sin.

Matthew Berman is a Collegian staff

member.

Central America: A view from the other side

are pro-choice; and 10 out of 10 disagree

with his statement. If Tumey took the time

to ask, I think he would find that the ma-

jority of women feel the same way.

Since Mr. Tumey feels abortion effects

him "in a private and personal way", how
would he deal with these circumstances: a

child's pregnancy through an incestuous

relationship; a woman's pregnancy by

rape; a pregnancy through the failure of

birth control. Is everything still so black

and white, right and wrong for David

Tumey?

Kinten M. Lacovara
Southwest

As one of the medical students in

Grenada at this time last year, I am deep-

ly concerned about the so-called "Student

Liberation Days" being organized on col-

lege campuses by right-wing groups, pur-

portedly to celebrate the United States in-

vasion of Grenada.

Whether my life and those of my fellow

medical students were endjigered by the

coup that overthrew Maurice Bishop is

very much open to question. It is clear,

however, that our "liberation" by the

Reagan Administration came at a terrible

cost: dozens of young American, Cuban

and Grenadian lives.

That is a fact that the people organizing

"Student Liberation Day" may not want

you to know. Nor may they want you to

know the course they'd like to see our na-

tion follow in other parts of Latin

America, namely such places as

Nicaragua, El Salvador and Honduras.

If American troops are sent to those

countries as some would like, they won't

be facing a few hundred glorified

policemen and Cuban Construction

workers as they did in Grenada. They

won't be fighting on a sunny tropical

island, as they did in Grenada.

If American troops are sent to Central

America, it's more likely they will fight

thousands of well-trained soldiers and

guerillas willing to give everything to de-

fend their homelands and their ideals.

As in Viet Nam. American soldiers will

face the uncertainty of whether the

peasants in the village before them are

...vMU or foe. They will battle again in

scorching leat, dense and hilly terrain

ana uniamiiiar territory.

Polls show that most students, as well

as the majority of Americans, want peace

in Central America through political and

diplomatic means, not more bloodshed

through clumsy and misguided American

intervention. If the organizers behind

"Student Liberation Day" mean to sug-

gest through their mindless celebration of

the invasion of Grenda that students sup-

port military adventures on behalf of un-

popular and repressive dictators in Cen-

tral America, I suggest they ask students

first.

Instead of celebrating the liberation of

students, their actions only encourage the

decimation of students. The publicity

from their rallies, if not countered im-

mediately, encourages the worst tenden-

cies of our government to believe it will be

politically acceptable to send us off to

war.

They should recognize, as El

Salvadoran president Jose Napoleon

Duarte has, that hundreds of years of

poverty, exploitation and despair are at

the roots of the conflict in Central

America, not the struggle between

foreign ideologies. They should recognize,

as most students do, that it only hurts the

prospects for peace when our government

auppoi U3 those who have the most to gain

by continued blo<Kished: the contras in

Nicaragua and the government-tolerated

death squads in El Salvador and

elsewhere.

There still is time to act before our

government sends us on a hopeless mis-

sion in Central America. Regardless of

the foolishness of these right-wing "Stu-

dent Liberation Days." let us ensure that

our country not repeat the mistakes ol

the v'.\^^ ^'v y'-'tiiiK .w,v)'"od in an endless

war on the wrong side oi ti.e battle.

Morty\\et88ieiiier >• a medical stvdi-nt at

St. Georyt » unxvpfS^ty-..
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Murray straight
The Razor '§ Edge
Directed by John Byrum
Starring Bill Murray, Theresa Russell.

Catherine Hicks. Mt. Farms Theatres

By Julie Bennett

Collepan Correspondent

BiU Murray has turned to drama in The Razor's Edge;

just weU enough, he portrays a serious somewhat sad and

confused, but kind and loving man. WhUe Murray may

initiaUy be the reason one would go to see this movie, he is

not reaUy the main attraction. Through the main

characters, the director, and Somerset Maugham, whose

novel this film is based upon, comes a fe«l»"8,?°^P?y^

vasively realistic, in terms of its use in literature that this

L the caUing card of the film. The mam intent was

evidently U) show the characters emotion and thought

through action, plot, and facial expressions instead of to

tell it. through dialogue.
„„„„*rv

Larry Darrell. Murray's character, decides to go country

and experience-hopping in a desperate attempt smce his

discharge from VVWI. to find a truth and logic to bfe He

finds that the most infiuential times for him seem not to be

in the snow covered Himalayas or in the fish markets ol

Paris but to be when he is with his old friends, his ex-

fiancee Isabel, her husband Gray, and their fnend Sophie^

None of these people are without their own mental and

emotional anguish sometime in the movie either Each

deals with the trouble in different ways, but Urry « the

only one who actively searches to alleviate his discontent

without resorting to cheap rationaUzations.

Theresa RusseU and Catherine Hicks, as Isabel and

SophLare both excellent and whole in the hfe t ey give

their characters. At one point, both are in love with Larry

and the compUcations which arise really ^ve U.e a^tre^ses

a lot of substance from which to ^ork especiaUy RusseU^

Murray's performance is suitable to the film.
^^f^y'J^

success d^s not hinge on his total success as a dra^aUc

actor. In his non-comedy career he is off with a step m the

right direction but still needs even more refmement and

study of his verbal and nonverbal expression.

Throughout the movie there
^^^'^f^JJ^^'^'Z-

rather than wUs 'h^^^^'j^J^hi are thinking, much of

h7
u;:e«p)£„AsVicuit ^ ^^^^

that much more involving from the sUrt. Even so.

Arts
•;^^:•:•:•^x•:•:•:•x•^^>x•:'s.sw:wx.:.:.tt.xi:^

This Volcano doesn't erupt

subtle and deUcate in its characterizations and unwiUmg to

wait for the obvious; it is a story necessiUtmg as much of

the viewer's active participation in bringing it together as

the actors themselves must employ in giving their

characters life. For this reason alone, despite certain

weaknesses. The Razor's Edge is really worth seeing.

Under the Volcano
Starring Albert Finney. Jacqueline Bisset

Directed by John Huston at the Academy of Music

By RENEE BACKER
Collegian Correspondent

Under the VolcaTW, is a tedious, pointless, chore of a film,

it takes stabs at being philosophical and misses with each

one.

Albert Finney plays the former British councUor to

Cuernavaca. Mexico, whose estranged wife. Yvonne.

(Jacqueline Bisset) mysteriously returns to him. it ap^

pears that Yvonne has been galavanting around New .ork

with an acting company and has now decided to rejom her

ex-husband in Cuernavaca to piece their lives together.

Why she choses to come back to her ex-husband. Jeffrey

is entirely beyond comprehension. He is an alcoholic who

has obviously done himself permanent mental damage.

The film never bothers to let us know why she left him in

the first place, not even hinting that it might be a result of

his alcoholism.

The fUm takes place in 1938 during war time. There were

definite statements that could have been made by this film.

The political situation in Mexico was not clear. It was

skimmed over when it could have been utilized to create an

impact on the audience. What we had was the typical

situation in an impoverished country where westerners

appeared grossly out of place.

:>x«X'X'::::'X«x-x>X':':<-X':^:W:':':Wx-:'XW^

There were corrupt officials, murder, horse thievery, and

prostitution, yet none of the above made any significant

point. Just as quickly as one issue would begin to

materialize, it would vanish into thin air.

All things considered. Albert Finney was good in his role

as an unruly drunk. His antics were comical at times

though when they probably should have been very sad.

The fact that Yvonne kept trying to seduce him into taking

her back made no sense. He was simply repulsive.

JacqueUne Bisset was disappointing, to say the least. Her

beauty just was not enough to carry her through this one.

Even her rain soaked dress in the last scene didn't seem to

capture anyone's attention.

The major problem with this film was that it was plotless.

Perhaps the film would have been more comprehensible if

it took some direction. The personal problems between

Yvonne and Jeffrey alone could have made a theme if they

were at all developed to reach some sort of conclusion.

Tropic

Isle
Plants & Gifts

Liven up your home
or room with fresh

ideas from
Tropic Isle

Foliage Er

Flowering Plants

Dried & Silk Flowers

Fresh Flowers
Suncatchers
Crystals

Chimes
& more

RED ROSE
SPECIAL 99*

Oct. 25-28

•We send flowers

anywhere
Hampshire Mall

S86-4612

OL YMPIAN . .

.

WE'VE GOT THE COMPETITION
ON THE RUN

Zaca Trading Compan}
r

Hampshire Mall

OT JP
QQ^^^fmJRSDAYthru SUNDAY

Oct. 25, 26, 27 & Z8 Harvest of Savings

^ . —^^ ... ... inside & out!

WIN...
Diamonds n a Haystack

plus Other valuable prizes

Sciiedule of Events-
Thursday, Oct. 25:
Cafe Square:

730 Count Drrds Tales (or Utile

Goblins Ghosts & Witches

FREE PUMPKINS fc BALLOONS'

Saturday, Oct. 27:
Cafe Squurc: tfhA 9

111X1200 Live nmolc ^^Cft*- «. C.uimii Btucic

2 CK) Drawing (or Diamonds in Hayslaili

lover Jb tXXl worth ol diamonds andollifr

valuable pri/es Iron) our Merthanis Reijistcr

lo winal Kurnari Jewelers or Kay Jewelers

100 3 00 Live Blue Grass by

The Shy Americam

FANTASTIC
SALE 0^%

We have purchased the entire stock of a

BANKRUPT SWEATER SHOP

HILTON
MUSIC STORES

PA Rentals, Guitars

New & Used

BC Rich, Kramer, ARIA, Percussion

Lessons - Guitar, Keyboards,

Bass, Drums
HAMPSHIRE MALL, RT. 9

s»%

THIS COUPON GOOD *

FOR ONE FREE |

Hayride for Two!

,

at Hampshire Mall, i

(next to JC Penney) l

Sunday. Oct 28 l;00-4;00 C

\tuondnfice

is

Oiiiici

COMICS
PLUS!

SAUCOIMY FLIGHT
Reg.'54.99

Now '42.

SAUCOIMY JAZZ
Reg.H9.99

Now *39.

SAUCONY DIXON
Reg. ^54.99

Now '42.

Sunday, Oct. 28:

1 O0 4 0t) Mayridesinexl lo JCPonneyl

I ate Square:
1 «(l Count Dred 5 Tales lor Lit lie

Goblins Ghosts & Witihes

2 30 & J M< \Sildlilf Annual I'ronram

plus FREE Balloons
where you'll find

STEIGERS.JCPENNEY,
KMART and over 70

other tine shops and restaurants

SOUTH MAPLE STREET-ROUTE 9 HAOLEY • MONDAY THRU SATURDAY lOAM-9 30PM SUNDAY 1 2PM 5PM

Hand Knits, cashmeres, fishennan knits, ski sweaters,

and thousands more to choose from.

Sweaters were '20-»150 NOW •10-»75

MENS WOMENS & CHILDRENS
Dozens of styles and blends — You can't afford to mtas
this unbdtevabfe bargain eapedaBy at this Hme of yov.

What an oyiKwrfatty to do mmbo
early Cluri«tHka« shoppiag.

Remember — before going to tupiim or sshmge stores, ahop ZACA Bat

THE Comics Authorities
Hampshire Mall. Hadley/lngleside Mall, Holyoke

ZACA! We always
sell for less!,r

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

''^iereecl«&
10% Discount

with this coupon

On Any Non-Sale Item

Free ear piercing with purchase ot

ear piercing earrings

Good thru Nov. 4, 1984

Ifyou run a lot. Saucony5)joggers are for you.

Add control and stability to your every stride with

cushioned nylon and suede joggers. The only thing

Sauconyjoggers don't do are run you

a lot of money at Olympian.

Men's & women's sizes.

I
I

I

^iSfAfjPMM
\XAs tiviveonconv>etitk>n. >

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley

^^
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SHOWER UP
LIQUID

SOAP

*:iS100
.ES Jl

OUNCI
.BOTTLE!

FILTERS
AVAIL. IN

ASST SIZES
OUR
REG.
»1» 88 PNC.

OF 3

PUREX
BLEACH

COMPARE ^., . .^
AT89C "''•<>'*

00

^ LB BAG
KITTY WHITE

CAT LITTER
WITN TIME RELEASE
ODOR ^ tm AA
CONTROL^ I 79V

25 LB
BA<

AMERICAN T0URISTER1&

KOOKY
SPOOKS
GIANT BLOWUP
COSTUME KIT

WITH MAKE-UP
1 1 Costumes to choose from

Ages 3 to Adult

Value Si 99
$5.99 %]}

LUGGAGE
BUY-OUTS
• RUBY BOUGHT 10,000 PCS •
DEPARTMENT STORE OVERSTOCK

BEAUTIFUL ON THE OUTSIDE
AMERICAN TOURISTER ON THE INSIDE

• HERE'S JUST A FEW EXAMPLES •

SHOULDER TOTE 9^
VALUE »5P«

iKW

American
TouristerNC

SUITCASES
MATCHING PIECES

• 22 INCH VAL»61S*29*^

• 26 INCH VAL»81S^39^®

• 29 INCH VAL»90SH4^®
8 TRAILER LOADS

KEROSENE HEATERS
AU HEATERS ARE ELICnnC/BATTERYKMmON AND COME PACKED WriN SYPHON PUMP

$1499
ICWECK STORES FOR LOCAL WECJS^wfl

I
OH VCMTIMC TO THE OVTSIDC • SMONCLCSS AND OOOH FIKC

1

SORRY-HEATERS NOT AVAILABLE IN WEST HAVEN

S2O6
BTUi

Vl

KEfKD5UW
HEAT

GALLON TANK
• CONTINOUS
HEATING TIME

0F 28 39 HOURS
Check stores for

local rcKulations

Y0u$j^O88

TYPICAL ROOM SIZE 12rrx23Ft

8700 BTU

TYPICAL ROOM
SIZE TO HEAT
12 FT X 24 R

PrcMktM HaaL UgN and CooUig
E^specaKy useful dunng pow«

failure Of ofrier emergency

• OONVECTWE AND
RADIMmCAT

• 1.7 GAUjON taw
• CONTWUOUS l€ATWG
TME OF 24» HOURS

$

18.000 BTU

Sunheam

• CONVCCIMAM)
RADMNTHEAT

• TWOGAUONTAMl
• OONTNnUSHEATMC

TMC0ri7HRS

19,400 BTU

• OONVECTRC AM)
RADMNnCAT

• 15GAUIMT««
• ooNTMuous wnwc
TMi oris TO IS MB.

$9888

GLASS FIREPLACE SCREENS
CONTNOLS ORARS AND FLY

ING SPARKS, REDUCES
HEAT LOST UP CHIMNEY
TEMPERED CLASS DOORS

VALUE N $$79950^

FIREPLACE GRATE
AND BLOWER
coNvifii Youa s'cvi

.0* nMriACi INTO M
[rftCTIVE »00M HIATt*

nnOMOOCU TO
CMOOSf FHOMMOMl

SNOWN MO LOW MMnU
f0* UMOEI CUSS SUEEttS

2888

STACK
TABLES

»-7?fc<*-;r

288

HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED STEEL

STORAGE SHED BUY OUT
3 FOOT X 10 FOOT

88
' EACH

ROUTES
EAST WINDSOR

CONN.
SAT & SUN 10-6

MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE 184
GROTON, CT

OPP CROTON MOTOR INN

SAT & SUN 10 6
MON-FRI 10-9

NAME
BRANDS BOYS WEAR BUY-OUT

YOU SAVE 50% TO70% OFF
DEPARTMENT STORE QUALITY BOYS WEAR

AT 50% AND MORE OFF THEIR PRICES
HERE'S JUST ONE EXAMPLE:

MIGHTY MAC CORDUROY SLACKS/\
SIX POCKET SOLID COLORS

VALUE N $1 ^99
YOU
SAVE

65% *37.50 w $14 PAIR

MEN'S SILK TIES >»£s»6'»

[ii^P APPROX. 6x9'

»89"
OUR
RCC

N
RUBYBOTo $^g88

SOO
_^Jl rugs APPROX. 9>12'

^Sm T. >i49»

s »88"SPECIAL PURCHASE

FOIL BAKING PANS
9'' CASSEROLE & MUFFIN TIN

PIE PANS • CAKE PANS
3"x5" • 8"x6'' AND MORE

RUBY BOT 100,000 PIECES!
NOW MIX & MATCH

FIRST QUALITY

SWEATER
BUYOUT

6600 SWEATERS ^

VALUES TO »40°°

CHILDREN'S UDIES MENS

$099 $999 $]^499

6ffC4r

FOOTBALL
64A»CS. ^

*U OCCASION BLANIlbT
WITN RCUSCABLC TOTE BAC

POLYESTER
WHIP STITCNCD AROUND
MACMNf WASH AND DRV

VALUE

$ip5
N $1:886

15'' HATAIN FRINGED

THROW PILLOWS
VALUE *4**

YOU $099
''^^ ^ EACH

1131 CAMPBELL AVE

WEST HAVEN
CONN.

SAT & SUN 10-6

MON-FRI 10-9

CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS

MASS.
SAT 10 6. SUN 12-6

MON-FRI 10-9

VCflSRTIlC PIT GAOUP

S4vr»200"
ALISPCS.

«Mu<: ION luT ( n>e SHU Bii trra

FORn00

FIRST QUALITY J.P. STEVEN TOWEL CLOSE-OUTS

COORDINATED KITCHEN ENSEMBLE
YOUR CHOICE
DISHCLOTH

OR POT HOLDER
VALUE ni%t

SOLID COLORS

MATCHING

TOWEL
VALUE $139
f079Z W A EA.

• BLUE • GREEN • BROWN • RED
• YELLOW • RUST • VANILLA

MAHRESS AND FOUNDATION
COMPLETE MATCHED SETS

THESE PRODUCTS ARE MANUEACTURED TO EXACT SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCT FOR PRODUCT • ITEM FOR ITEM • SPECmCATWN FOR

SPCCmCATION AS THAT OF MAMNI BRANDS AU ARE FIRST QUALITY

TWIN SET FULL SET

78|« '88!«
S4yC50% MO MOR£ ON EVERY SET IN STOCK!

2 PIECE

Livi
HERCULON

HAMPSHIRE MALL

HADLEY MASS.
SUNDAY 12-5

MON SAT 10-9:30 RAILROAD SALVAGE rr 'I
QUANTITIES I SUBSTANTIAL

Enjoy the Increasingly Popular

LIP-SYNC CONTEST
Group Contestants also Welcome

$50 First Prize Tonite

6 Weeks Remaining until the Grand Finals

Starts at 11 PM Sharp!!

99' BAR DRINKS ALL NIGHT
25' Champagne till 10 with Dynasty

Halloween Costume Contest This Saturday

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Cash Prizes $$$$$$$$$$$$3$$

Changes Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

Slogan art
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL

Collegian Staff

If anyone asked you if a political slogan in

itself could be a work of art, you'd probably

have your doubts. But Jenny Holzer's

exhibit of "Truisms" and "Imflammatory

Essays" at the University Gallery not only

proves that polemics have their place in art

galleries, but also that when put forth in a

sophisticated way, a political slogan can

attain the status of art.

The exhibit is comprised of three parts:

"Imflammatory Essays." an entire wall

papered with nine different extremist

position papers, offset in different colors

and arranged in vertical strips so that the

colors move diagonally; "Truisms," another

wall covered with one-line statements

arranged alphabetically, expressing ex

treme points of view; and "Survival" texts,

red diode LED signs flashing the truisms

across their screens.

Holzer's posters and message boards

attest to the manipulative power of media,

but she has inverted the techniques of mass

media to address her own concerns. To

reproduce here selections from her work

would be to take one poiont of view out of

context of a multiplicity of viewpoints, but

in one of the message board blurbs the

artist states what I think is the underlying

theme of her work: USE WHAT IS

DOMINANT IN A CULTURE TO
CHANGE IT QUICKLY. The critic Jean

Christophe Ammann proposes that Holzer's

works "assert the difficulties with which

one forms an opinion in an ambiguoos

situation and forces the reader to at least

trv to sort himself out."

The problem with such political

suggestions in a conceptual framework is

that it may not read simply enough. That is

why we have narrative and documentary

genres such as film. But the direct ap-

proach doesn't necessarily have to be the

only way for art to affect change. In fact,

many are unaffected by the explicit

statement and require a more subtle force.

Holzer confronts our conventional reality

by confounding it with a profusion of in-

flated truths which, in their very

presentation ask us, if not force us. to

question their validity, and furthermore the

validity of a society which up holds slogans

as truth. Without clearly spelling out her

own beliefs (which could only be didactic in

this medium) Holzer succeeds in conveying

an anti totalitarian concern for the world.

By abstracting ideas and presenting them

en masse as commonly accepted trutin,

Holzer challenges the viewer to reevaluate

the usually passive position he has to mass

media society. The dominant ideology of

subjugation as expressed through languafe

and art is seen as an elaborate hoax. We
realize, not unlike Winston Smith before

the Ministry of Truth, the doublespeak that

true is false. Holzer's art is not neutral, but

critical. But the only way for art to liberate

is for us to see it. So I challenge my
audience to view Jenny Holzer's "Truisms"

and "Imflammatory Essays," to read them,

to reflect upon them, and to react to them.

The exhibit closes October 26.

Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer

commissioning program. You could start planning on a career

like the men in this ad have. And also have some great

advantages like:

Earning $100 a month during the school year

As a freshman or sophomore,

you could complete your basic train-

ing during two six-week summer

sessions and earn more than $1100

during each session

Wmttqmove
apquickly?

Jumors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week

summer session

You can take free civilian flying lessons

You're commissk)ned upon graduation

Ifyou're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps

undergraduate officer commis^on-

ing program. You could

start off making more

than $17,000 a year.

Wn'relookingHwaiiwgoodmen.

WPMAUI
*~*fA»

Sec your U.S. M^ine Corp. Officer Selection Officer
i«

the Ojmp„. Center on October 29 «>d 30 or

call collect (203) 722-2168.

MS^CCTHM STATIOM

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P166/80R13

$29»
• Includ** Mounting
plus MA Stat* Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire A Auto

T» SundOTland M.. No *n*«r«l. M*
Acoti trom Wairoba > Star*

S49-4 704

LEARN ^'^ FLY
H3*. '^ Tr-. Y^ TMt t»V-** C'trr W-^M

in vkiKrutm-PrT^ >, FR«e fc<->S Li"t.

: UMI>tPGPW)0FT£5«^
: NEEPCP Now?nf:?^5^
•. .'•rMns«.«:'.'rr.'^

We all hate to mention

that we're feeling some
TENSION

But come lo the student

STRESS
MANAGEMENT &
RELAXATION
WORKSHOP

and learn to unwind
Tues. Oct. 30th 4-6 pm
pre-registration required

by noon 10/26

call 549-2671 ext 181

for further details

Now's
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
RecondKioning

^^TtTTT^^iT^'
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STUDENT
SAVINGS

New purchases only • Limit one pair pf customer • Cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts

Bausch h Lomb

Soft
Contact Lenses

•49
Full credit on the cost ot the lenses

It not sotisfiecJ • Professional end tit-

ting tees not included

Coupon mud t>« pnn ritad a) Nm« ot purchoM
(iplivi 11')0-M

UM l_

MO
OFF

any purchase of

a complete pair

of prescription
eyeglasses

(*49 value or more)
Coupon muH D* p««M n>»a at Mm* ot putcFiOM

EipMM tl'lO-M

Bausch h lomb

Extended Wear
Contact Lenses

I s69 Reg M49
'The len«es you con sleep with"

30 day trial wearing plan • Full

credit within 30 days on lenses on-

ly it not satisfied • Eye exann. pro-

fessional and fitting tees not in

eluded • SPH lenses only

Coupon muH ba pnn rifd at tkn* ot putctKM
EiptcM it-lO-M _

AMERICAN VISION CENTERS
greot eye core • great eyewear

Hadley • Hampshire Mall • 584-7958
Open M-Sat. 10-9

We accept ma|or credit cards.

Shear Delight

Wednesday, October 24. 1984

Hypercurricula
WILDLIFE SOCIETY
MEETING — Dave Nelson

will speak on the rein-

troduction of the Bald Eagle

in Massachusetts at 7:00

p.m. in Rm. 312 Holdsworth

HaU.

STUDENT HEALTH
ADVISORY BOARD -
General meeting to discuss

up and coming events.

Anyone interested please

feel free to attend at 5:30

p.m. in University Health

Services Rm. 302.

25 PLUS CLUB MEETING

AND SOCIAL - Come
meet other older students at

the Faculty Club (behind

Morrill). Activities planned

and elections held. 4 - 7 p.m.

at the Faculty Club.

MORTAR BOARD
MEETING - Mandatory
meeting for Mortar Senior

Class Honor Society
members. Halloween fund

raiser and other important

topics to be discussed. ALL
MEMBERS MUST AT-
TEND at 6:30 p.m. in CC
163.

i As

All University Women Are Invited to Open Rush Parties

at:

CHI OMEGAIIIII

Monday: Oct. 22 Dinner Party 5:15 pm
Wednesday: Oct. 24 Dinner Party 5:15 pnn

Thursday: Oct. 25 Halloween Party 7:00 pm
For rides and/or information call 545-0162 or 545-2092

Ask for Kristin or Lorrie" Come on up for a great^^e
)92 (

leii J

HER-TElt.
1-rt

Beauty Salon
228 Triangle St.

Amherst

549-1502
COMPLETE

HAIRSTYLING
FOH

MEN and WOMEN

Hours: Tues-Sat
9:00-5:30

Walk Ins Welcome

r

j WASH
CUT&

I
BLO-DRI

I offer good thru 11/3/84

$10
r.it $12

1
I

I

I

I

I

YOU COULD BE LUCKY ENOUGH TO
BUY A PAIR OF Ohm WALSH II

DEMO'S FOR $299.95 A PAIR

(THAT'S $700 OFF) ONLY AT
ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE at 1 AM

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE

FRIDAY NOON THROUGH SAT 6 PM
THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-3100

Wednesday. October 24, 1984

HvptTcurritula

ANTI RACISM TEAM
MTG — A group of people

dedicated to learning more
about personal and in-

stitutional racism is looking

for new members - come and

learn how we can move this

society from Racism to

Pluralism. Film and

^^"^^iah 15

discussion at 4:30 p.m. in CC
177.

^

THE RISE OF
SOLIDARITY 1970 1982 -
Roman Laba, doctoral

candidate at the University

of Wisconsin will present a

sUde lecture on his first-

hand study of the workers'

movement in Poland at 7:30

p.m. in Bartlett Auditorium
61.

BEYOND WAR - Those
interested in learning about

Beyond War and the new
mode of thinking required

for survival, please attend

from7 9:30 p.m. in CC 171.

ISRAELI: FOLK DAN
CING - Every Wednesday
night in the Commonwealth
Room. S.U.. at 7:30 p.m. for

beginners, 8:30 p.m. all

others. Everyone welcome!

MINORITY
ENGINEERING CAREER
DAY — There will be an
engineering career day on

General Dynamics, GTE and
about 30 other companies

will be represented. All

engineering students are

encouraged to attend from

10 a.m. 3 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

FIRST SPANISH CLUB
TERTULIA - The Spanish

Club invites everyone to its

first tertulia at the 4th floor

lobby of Herter Hall. Come
and speak Spanish with us!

Refreshments served. 2:30 -

4 p.m., 4th floor lobby,

Herter HallRALLY/IN-
FORMATIONAL SESSION
ON YALE CLERICAL
WORKERS STRIKE -
There will be a rally and

informational meeting about

the Yale clerical workers

strike. Members of Local 37

from Yale will be speaking

froml2 1p.m. atCClOl.

PEOPLES GAY
ALLIANCE RAP GROUP

— The Lesbian. Gay,

Cuunseling Collective

sponsored discussion 'on

topic "Issues of Homosexual

Visibility on (Campus" at

7:.30 p.m. in PGA Office.

BLACK WOMEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP -
For more information and to

register, please contact

Everywoman's Center by
caUing 545-0883.

The besthas a taste all its own.

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something
you have to strive for. In everything you do.

And when you Ve done it, when you 've

found the bestm yourself, taste itm the beer you
dnnk. Ask for Bud Light.'
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I CALL I

CAMPUS i

Wednesday. October 24, 1984

AUTO PARTS
549-3945

FOR

S
E

M€RI\
ORIGINAL QUALITY IMPORT CAR R^TS

IMPORT
CAR PARTS

./js:^^.

YOU WON'T BE SORRY WHEN YOU
INSTALL THE REAL THING! We carry Vera

Imported Car Parts the original quality parts from

Japan. England and Western Europe .. made
precisely to maintain your car s onginal performance!

HEALTH & BEAUTY
SALE

all items

available

In the mini

store

>L.

$1.25

4.6 oz.

reg. $162

Aim
MWTn>V(MIO TOOTMMSn

FLUORIDE
>«M0

CMMT* MIOItC'IOM

•J/

REGULAR AND MINT FLAVOR

Shampoo
and

Conditioner

1 oz.

$1.63

reg. $2.59

AUTNOniZEO

AJ€RI\
ORIGINAL QUALITY

IMPORT CAR
PARTS

Campus Auto Parts

107 Sunderland Road
No. Amherst

"^

The store where you get the real thing!
g

•lailNNIIIIHCJnillNINtlDNHtlllNIIOIIUHIIIHiailHHHIIIICItllNlinniDIIIIIINHtiaillllNNIIiailllll^

Mennen
Speed Stick

$1.59

reg.

$2.39

^?l

Good News Razor

6pacl( $1.19

reg. $2.22

VoTMShing or Tinted Formula

$1.89

6.5 oz.

reg. 2.59

UmsoM
$2.19 4 oz.

reg. $3.27

$2.09 box of 26
reg.

scented or
unscented

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^ DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S 1
^ COUPONS g
I on all Henlth and Beauty Aid« Producta |

BBiiiiateiAliaHJ

Campus Center

Located in the ^XJNIVERSITY
^USTORE^

«g-vf^w^3e>^vt.

)

ATTENTION
All ON-CAMPUS RESIDENTS
EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION!!

A potentially dangerous situation has arisen which, for the safety of all

on-campus residents, nnust be corrected immediately. Recently the

Residence Halls have been the target of an unauthorized advertising cam-

paign linked to a local pizza restaurant. They have wrongfully distributed

telephone "stick-ons" which indicate incorrect emergency telephone

numbers to be used by on-campus residents in the event of Police or Fire

emergencies. These stickers, which bear the name of La Mia Pizza, of

Amherst, must NOT be used and should be immediately discarded. In the

event of a true emergency such misleading information could result in the

tragic loss of life or property.

THE CORRECT TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR ALL ON-
CAMPUS EMERGENCIES IS 545-3111. the number for the University

Department of Public Safety.

The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, Housing Services, and the

Residential Committee urgently request your help in removing and preven-

ting the use of these misleading stickers. We also strongly urge all residents

to take the time to re-familiarize themselves with the correct safety pro-

cedures as stated in the RESIDENCE HALL MANUAL and other authorized

publications.

Thank you for your attention and cooperation in correcting this poten-

tially hazardous situation.
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Todays Weather
Today: rain ending in the

morning, mostly cloudy in

the afternoon with highs in

the 50s Tonight: Clearing skies with

lows in the 30s.

Tommorrow: Partly sunny

and cool with highs in the

50s.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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{ Twenty Questions forFrank
|

I

I Do you have a question

I for Frank Zappa?
|

I
If you do, bring it down to the j

j Collegian office c/o Jack Bresnahan I

I
Twenty of these questions will be j

selected, so make yours good. |

Deadline: Friday, Oct26__j

I

L

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Cltjrks'

concerns
5 Kind of

detector

10 Bridge term

14 Sharp
15 Sets the tempo
16 Informality

17 Inter

18 Concerning
19 Title in mideast

lands

20 US military

leadership (with

•The")
22 Foolish

24 Western
footballers

25 Hebrew
measure

26 Goes around

29 Pleasant,

welcome
33 Chorister's

concerns
34 lux (Let

there be light)

35 Finished

36 f^ine product

37 Veil material

38 Motorists' abbr

39 Comparative
endings

41 Family mems
42 Movings
44 Marsh plants

46 Hard as nails''

47 Historic

periods

48 Disappear

49 Athlete's

problem
52 Separation

56 School, for

short

57 Fireplace

59 Super
60 Virginia of

tennis

61 In the future

62 Seme sights

63 Type of battery

Abbr
64 Washstand

items
65 Minimalist

word

Miled by Trude Michel Jaffe

DOWN
1 An easy )ob

2 Ubangi feeder

3 Most important

4 Eminence
5 Puts on an act

6 Mythological

king of Crete

7 Augury
8 Understanding

9 Calculate

10 Is angry

11 Himalayan holy

man
12 'It's to

tell."

13 Simple
21 Courtroom

personages,

for short

23 Bag for a

marketer

25 Collegian s

concerns

26 Patient person

27 Eastern
peninsula

28 Sluggish

29 Fish features

30 Strong point

31 Up to

32 Not sure of

34 Gas and oil 49 up

37 Bermuda or 50 Builder's map
love 51 Change the

40 Shellfish decor

42 Gudrun's 52 Calendar

husband notation

43 Cast oft 53 Hercules'

45 Biblical lion captive

46 Breaks off 54 Individuals

48 Bishop's 55 Headland

headdress 58 Weather word

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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D.C. Menu
Lunch

Country Broil Sandwich

Royal Zucchini Beef Parmesan

Basics Lunch
The Salad Sandwich

Carrot, Broccoli,

Cauliflower, Quiche

Dinner

Braised Beef and Onions

Mushroom-pepperoni Pizza

D.C. ICE CREAM PARLOR
Basics Dinner

Sauteed Tofu and Snow Peas

Mushroom Pizza

D.C. ICE CREAM PARLOR
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IT S THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS

RETURNS START
OCTOBER 25

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -

YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTEDI
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

HOURS
MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

tr^LMVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANISEX

@ physical pantWg

SILADIUM*COLlJX}E RINGS

Your college ring is now more affordable Vhan ever. Save on an irK:redibie

variety of Siladium hng styles with custom features that express your taste

and achievements. Each Siladium ring is custom made, with careful atten-

tion to detail. And every ArtCarved ring is tracked by a Full Lifetime War-
ranty. Don't miss out. It's the perfect time to get a beautiful buy on a great

college ring. See your ArtCarved representative soon.

/IKMRVED"
^CLASS RINGS INC

Oct. 24-26 9 am - 5 pm
Located in

the

Date Time
Daposat Requ>«d Master Card or Visa Acoagiad

^UNIVERSITY
iftWSaORE vm Campus Center

Race
e 1964 AnCarvad Oaas Hlng». mc.

XX .agx ic g« ic :g:

GREENOUGH

^g 'aesc ^^^^^j^p^g^g^g" ^^^fcP ^
y

SNACK

STEAK & CHEESE

ROAST BEAST

HAM & CHEESE

TURKEY

LOUIS PASTEURAMI

CHEESEBURGLER

HAMBURGLER

TUNA

VEGIE

HOT OIGGITY DOG

j SALADS

!
GRILLED CHEESE

I

( YOW/ )

I

I

(

(

(

^/tomato

*/tuna

I BAGELS

MUNCHIES

BAR GREENOUGH DORM
CENTRAL AREA ^ UMASS

MON.-THURS. 7:00-12:00

FRL 7:00" 1:00

SAT 1:00-1:00

SUN. 1:00-12:00

HOT FUDGE SUNDAES

BROWNIE

-

ALA MODE

DELIGHT

SHAKE

FLOAT

ICE CREAM

^v^^ fl^kti

^w #

Sutcliftenamed
NL Cy Young

NEW YORK AP Rick

Sutcliffe, wh' ..I'lp « •i.m

the Chicago v^i.. fro '.,

losers into winnei i >.. .•

season as his own t,. eer

took a dramatic lurn. was
unanimously elected the

National League's 1984 Cy
Young Award winner, it

was announced Tuesday.

He was the first

unanimous selection since

Steve Carlton of the

Philadelphia Phillies won
his second Cy Young
award in 1977. Only Sandy
Koufax and Bob Gibson
had been previous
unanimous selections

Koufax in 1963. '65 and '66

14th ANNUAL BUSH BASKi

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI (j PARTY WEEK
JAN. 20 - 25
Trip includes:

\v j^v^ "Ni

5 1/2 DAY LIR TICKET

(2 Mountains)
]

5 NIGHTS LODGING
CONDO (on the mountain)

j

HOTEL(1/2 mile to mountain)
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

(hotel only)
{

VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
FAMOUS UMASS PARTIES

ALL TAXES AND GRATUITIES

CONDO PACKAGE only $194

HOTEL PACKAGE only $149

LAGNAF 85

FIRST 100 SKIERS TO SIGN-UP ARE
ELIGIDLE FOR A FREE TRIP

ALL SKIERS SIGNED-UP BEFORE

NOV. 1 WILL RECEIVE

A FREE CSUGAROUSH VALLEY / LAGNAF) T'SHIRT

NON-MEMDERS WELCOME
ii-..^mmmmmmmmmmmt

FOR MORE INFO 545-0407 400 STUDENT UNION

UM harriers meet expectations
WaterPolo takes third, intramuralhockey starts

Weekend leftovers...

The University of

Massachusetts cross country

teams had the weekend they

expected with the women
finishing third in a four way
meet and the men taking

fourth in the Atlantic 10

championships in

Philadelphia.

For the men, West Virginia

took top honors with the

first five runners being

I

Mountaineers. Penn State

placed five of the next six

with St. Joseph's coming in

third.

The Minutemen had Paul

Stanislawsik in 13th, fresh

man Bill Stewart was 18th

and Jack MarinilU was 25th.

Coach Ken O'Brien said he

"anticipated"a fourth place

finish and felt it was a good

effort by the young UMass
squad.

For the women, Sally

Howes was eighth in a four

team meet pitting UNH,
URI and Vermont against

UMass.

URI took the meet with

UNH second. Other UMass
finishers included Lauren

Heyl (12th) Sarah Kitchell

(13) and Diedre Doyle

(15th).

The water polo team took

third place in the six team
N'tiT'"* torirnament in

Brown, winnmg only two of

their five games in a

disappointing effort.

"We just rested on our

laurels out there." said

coach Russ Yarworth. "We
weren't mentally ready to

play."

The Minutemen defeated

Columbia 8 6, lost to Y^le in

overtime, 11 10, lost to

Harvard 9 2, lost to

powerful Brown 15-2 and

beat MIT 11 7. Paul McNeU
and Mike Hoover provided

much of the UMass offense

with Fred Maruis playing

well in goal. Phil Surette

did the job defensively

according to Yarworth. who
was recently named director

of UMass aquatics, he will

stay on as men's swim coach.

The UMass intercollegiate

riding team took third

behind good Mount Holyoke

and Smith teams in their

first meet last week at

Smith.

A host to UMass riders

placed highly in the five

levels of competition with

coach Anne Young taking

second in the highest level,

the open category, in the flat

class.

Intramural notes... The ice

hockey season is well under

way at Amherst's Orr Rink

and defending champions.

The Nads, began their

season with a 6 5 decision

over The Stickers.

The Stickers, The Blades

and The Halls are expected

to fight for the Nads title

along with the impressive

unit from Phi Sig. Mass
Consumption and Yukon
Jack are also tough.

Both UMass crew teams

concluded their official fall

schedules at the head of the

Charles Sunday, with the

women placing twenty fifth

overall while the men placed

thirtieth in their divisions.

Though neither squad

appeared to have performed

up to expectations, the

consensus was that both

teams are certain bets for

improvement in the spring.

[Collegian reporters Chris

Tremblay, Mike Levine and
John NoUm contributed to

this story. \

^edtaurant
-^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Tb Best Cluia»e Fmu('
Try Our New

Luncheon From fpZt.JdU
Specials served 1 1 a.iii.-3 p.m.

New BuHet ft'sunday Brunch canISt ^5.25
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday 1 1;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chiklren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet ft Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials £r Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
FrI. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9. Amherst

2560252

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^iSonday Thursday 8 45 345 • Friday 845 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consecutrve days 5% dacoum

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number free

AUTO FOR SALE

1t74 Oattun 20K runt good no nax nic*

intariof tSSOO. lariout call only 549-7864

1*74 Chaw Nova 79,000 mi. runt wall,

naw mufftar »9G0 call SK 912B

72 Audi MOO running condition Larry

549-6061

Audi FoK • 76 runs mint new tirBS body

good, »1500 negotiable 6 5184

1978 Opal iauiu exceltont runnirigcondi

iwn. good gat mileage. fl95/B0 2S6-6121

isao CltatlorT 57,000 mi. 4 tpd, vafy good

condition call eveningt 546-1060

Rack-A Ditc Rack -A Video Entertain

mant Agency Discjoclteys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

5497144

FOUND

BAHOAINI

Toahlba Walkman AM/FM Caaaatta

new aarphonat and adaptei »7S can

986-7567

DRIVERS WANTED

Earn M - 7 an hour. Must ba 18 or oMar.
Have own inaurad. reliable car Apply in par
ton. Domino't Piua Rt 9, Hadiey

Ona gold aarring in NOPE womant pool

locker room if you think it't youra. call

5461281

24-hour^ank card. Call to identify where

and wtien lost and what bank Joan

549 7676

Found 10 tpaad bicycle in Townahoubt

apartment area for information call Garry ai

549^72

Found at Colonial Village Sunday Oct 2t

male gray tiger kitten with stitches" Pleaw

call 253 2251 . hp wants to qo home

Kaychain found after Ferraro Rally neai

Haigus Mall Has two keys b Mondaie but

ion on It Call Ellen 549 6378

Approximately 4 month old Siamaea
kitten found on 10' 19 Townehouta area be

able to identify 546 9731 or 549-5613

aAV

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WtU) OJ't audio and
vitual entartainmant for the 90't 584-6712

The People'! Gay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Butinet!

meetings are at 6:30 each Thurs Check the

Campus center schedule for room nurr>bers

New people are welcome and encouraged

to etterHf'

HALLOWQRAMS

Sand a friand a eooklagram for Hallo

ween »IUU, oraei luesoay I liursuay LL
10-4. Find out if you've been treated in Col

legian October 31

HAVRIOES

Attention Party Goara. RA s. Soc
Chairpersons Parry on our Haywagi
Bonfire after ride Info and Reserv Wps
Hatfield Stables 247 9096

HELP WANTED

Now taking applications for full and part

tirne positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Domino s Piiza Rt 9 Hadiey

T»»a Camput Canter Board of Qovamora
neadt youl The BOG needt a Building

Operations Coordinator Outlet include

overseeing building problems and general

lioliciet effecting students within the

CO /SUB complex Thit it a paid petition

For more info: BOG Office 817 Campus

Center

Managart naadad for Sporting Goodt Co

op Gain valuable experience buying, tell

ing. advertising, scheduling, hiring b
(jayroll Applications available in 407 SUB
Deadline is October 26. 5:00 AA/EOE

Help Wanted Day shift Apply in perton

after 5 PM Bells Pizza 86 University Drive

Part-time potKion availabia for college

ttudent to repretant travel company on

camput Earn committion. free travel and

work experience Contact Bearhromber

Tourt Inc 1326 Millertport Highway.

Wlllitmtville. New Vork 14221 17161

632 3723

Part-time laborai in Hatfield Some mot

nings some ahernoont Tel no 247 5801

Reward tree trip to Daytona p<us commis

sion money Wanted organized group or in

dividual to promote the #1 spnng break trip

in Oavtona If vou are interetted in oui

;^,,dc.l'414l 78' : -166 or 1 800^ 9074

immediateiy' Oi write Designers of Travel,

N 48W 13334 W Hampton Ave.

Mpp,,- tee Falls Wl 53061

Ret'de-iiial Aiiittants and relief workers

needeo tor an apartment program m
Belchertown serving people witn

developmental disabilities Call Meridian

Astociates at 323 6872 tor more information

eOE/AA

Drivara Warrtad earn »6-9 an houi Mu.i

have own car Apply in person College Pi/

za 173 Sunset Ave

Open Houaa Nurting Studentt/Nurw s

Aides free giftt wine and chaete cidei

and donuts check us out' October 30th

1 30 pm to 4 30 pm Medical Personnel Pool

13 Old South Street Center Northampton

586 7365

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

LagaTAaaiatanta Wanlad The Legal Ser

vices Office, an on campus agency serving

Univertity itudents. is looking for legal

attittant interns for the Spnng 1986

semetter Get hands on job experience in

the legal lield. attitting artorneyt at LSO
with client interviewing, invettigations,

negotiations, legal retearch, giving advice

and referrals, preoaration for Federal ar>d

State Court litigation, attendance at court

hairingt. and participation in admimatrative

hearings Inteini maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervision Up to

15 credits may be received from academic

departments To apply, for advice on ar

ranging an internship and credit, contact Of
fice of Internships, Curry Hicks BuMing, by
Wednesday, November 7th Wnting sample

required Further information, LSO 922
Camput Center

L(MtT

Stolen in Sylvan area or Boydan Gym
Brown leather wallet containing license,

twnkcard and other eesentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4098 no questions

dsked the name is Kelley McCormick

Gold ledles watch at Changes on 10/4 if

found please call Pam at 263 7482 htgh ten

timental value

An AIWA radio/tepe Walivman on Friday

•; indentifiable reward 546 1223

Latt weak Tuesday, brown camera cate

pocket calculatoi eraser, pencils inside Fr'

day dorm key Key nny Record Bar" Con

tact John 6 7145

PERSONALS

Dog Home Wanted loveable white belgiai

shepard needs home desperately

Housabroken call JR 9 253-7987 or

546-0341 anytimei

Danar Qrag (t Paul. Hope you fud aa

much fun as we did on Saturday night"

Randee. Hope, b Tare

Michael Fh aiwayt love you. Julie

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papara, Caaae, Oiaeartatlona. The
on campus low ratet guaranteed accap

tanca Nancy SB4 7924

W'Pg WANTED

To aM Ang going to Bantaa Oct 27 and 28,

I need a ride Will help with gat Call Rick at

5465667 _
Albany NV or SUNY Friday October 26 will

there expenses please call Beth 549-3740

ROOMMATE WANTED

To there matter bedroom h privata

bath with a male m a house with large kit-

cf>en, livirtg room and game room. ISO/mo
* utHitiet 253 9682

•200 e month includes utilities or>e minute

from bus line call 584 2873 Northampton

Non-amoking female, 2 bedroom Brittany

Manor apartment $120.00 includot utilitiet

Mary 253 7344 263 3786

VOLLEYBALL

Playart interetted in competitive

volleytwil The Pioneer Valley Volleyball

Club practices Wedneeday 7 9 PM at Leedt

school Call 584 7577 for directiont

WANTED TO R6NT

Ona badroom apartmattt eleaa «o^«»-
pua WHI take over leate in January.

'"

call Jim 549 7862

ac >g:MC^g a " ** ** J» ae *g
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The buses will roll to Springfield
UMfans willpay $3 for trip to seemen *s hoop
By PETER ABRAHAM
Colleffian Staff

University of Massachusetts assistant

athletic director Chet Gladchuek announced

yesterday that the school will provide bus

service to men's basketball games at the

Sprin^ffield Civic Center this season.

The team is playing in Springfield due to

renovations at the Curry Hick's Cage at

UMass. The Minutemen will play eleven of

their 27 games in Springfield.

The buses will leave from Boyden Gym-
nasium beginning an hour and a half before

game time for 30 minutes. All students

riding the buses will have to have tickets

good for a round trip prior to boarding.

Tickets will cost $3.00.

"I feel this is the best way to get students

to the game in a quick and easy manner,"

Gladchuek said. 'Hopefully the team will

do well and we'll see a lot of people at the

games."
The Civic Center holds about 8,000 for

basketball and Gladchuek said under the

contract with Western Mass Bus Lines,

everyone wanting to go to the game will be

able to go.

"We have unlimited buses available from

Western Mass plus up to eight from the

UMass transit system people, if there's an

overflow. Everyone who buys a ticket will

get on a bus," Gladchuek said.

Each bus holds 40 people and on game
days they will leave Boyden as they fill up.

The last bus will leave one hour prior to the

game. UMass night games start at 7:30

p.m. the four Saturday games are at 2 p.m.

There are four home games during

Intersession.

"Buses will be available for every home

game," Gladchuek said. "But the ticket is

non refundable so we can get an accurate

count of buses we'll need on game days.

The ticket is transferable."

Tickets to the game will be available from

the UMass ticket office and at the Civic

Center. Any student with an identification

card will be given a free ticket to the game.

Bus tickets can be purchased at Boyden in

the ticket office or in the Student Union at

the Tix window near the post office.

"Students must have a ticket to board the

bus," said Gladchuek. "Alcohol will not be

allowed on the bus at all times and if there

are any disruptions. Western Mass will

terminate the contract. We're counting on

fans to De orderly.

"

Tickets for both the game and the bus will

be available up to seven days prior to the

game. At 3 p.m. on game days, they will

become available at the Civic Center and

students may show an ID there and obtain a

After the game, buses will leave im-

mediately and then randomly as they fill up

until an hour after the game.

Till- women's team will play three games
in the Civic Center and 10 games at

Amherst Collff^r. Plans have yet to be

finalized for those contests regarding

transportation.

The logi.stics were hard to figure out,"

•(iladchuck said. "But the athletic depar-

tment feels that this is the best way. The
cost is minimal considering tickets to the

actual game are free."

Sports
There will be an important meeting for

all Stockbridge Basketball candidates on

Thursday Oct. 25 at 4:30 in Room 223

Boyden. Practice begins Monday Oct. 29

at6:15inNOPE.
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Southern Conn
drops UMass
Playoffhopes fade...

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

They came as advertised.

Ask any well informed collegiate soccer coach in New
England who the best team in the state of Connecticut is

and chances are the response won't be UConn or Yale.

Rather, the answer will be Southern Connecticut, a

Division II school from New Haven who is the top ranked

team in its division in New England, as well as a top ten

team nationally.

Yesterday on Boyden Field, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team experienced the un-

derpublicized talents of the Owls, losing 10. The lone goal

came at 36:28 of the first half when SC's Juan Vargas

dribbled through four UMass defenders, had a shot

blocked by UM goalie Don Donahue, and Elias Zurita

collected the rebound and drilled it into the unguarded net.

I'tilb.ing a controlled, short passing game that features

fancy footwork on the part of its players, most of whom
hail from the New York City vicinity. SC was able to

dictate the tempo and keep I'Mass from generating any

real offensive opportunities until the final 20 minutes when
the Minutemen went full throttle in a vain attempt to tie

the game and keep its slim playoff hopes alive.

"Our plan of attack is to control the ball and take what the

defense gives us," said SC coach A. Robert Dikranian.

"Offensively, they had low pressure, so we were able to

build out and do an effective job. If UMass pressures and

wins ball at midfield and counters, then it's their type of

game.

Were it not for outstanding goaltending by Don Donahue,
SC easily could have scorecTseveral more goals in the first

half. Zurita had two near-misses at the 22 and 19-minute
marks, while Vargas kicked the ball over the net in another
sequence. At the other end. fullbacks Chris Tolkin and
Jack Thflusma made life easy for goalie Joe Messier by
knockmg back any UMass advance tiiat ventured near the

Owl goal.
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UMass midfielder John Shannon is dumped by Southern Connecticut's Chris Greene in soccer
action at Boyden yesterday. UMass lost to SC, 1-0.

In the attempt to tie, UMass applied continuous pressure

for the final twenty minutes, but came up empty. With 15

minutes left, Tom Giordano was denied from point blank

range by Messier, while Andy Bing and Paul Ricard also

had opportunities slip by.

"If we had played a little better earlier in the game we
would have been a little better off later than getting into a

panic situation," said UMass coach Jeff Gettler. "When
that happens you're pressing and everything has got to be

the last chance. Too bad we didn't find the ingredient to

play better a little earlier in the game."

UMass switched to a high-pressure, man-to-man game
late in the first half in an attempt to disrupt the free-

flowing Owls. The tactic, built upon a gambling,

aggressive defense, resulted in improved play for the

Minutemen in the second half.

"We didn't have the ball a lot early in the game." said

Gettler. "It's like a football team that takes a ten-minute

drive. You can't score when your offense doesn't have the

ball. When we switched over to high pressure, things

improved."

Field hockey holds on to beat Green
Canniffscores winneras UMass takes2-1 decision

By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

With all scoring taking place in the first

half, the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team shut down Dartmouth College

in the second half to preserve a 2-1 victory,

raising UMass* record to 12-3 yesterday in

UMass midfielder Psm Meryl

Hanover, New Hampshire.
"We played steady; nothing flashy," said

UMass coach Pam Hixon. "We played well

enough to win but we didn't do anything

outstanding. But we kept the lead and
that's what we had to do."

Going into the game Hixon was not sure
what to expect since Dartmouth has had a

very inconsistent year, playing hot and cold

throughout their season. Hixon did an-

ticipate that Dartmouth would be quick, hit

hard, and challenge UMass forwards with a

strong goal keeper in Torrey Parrot.

Otherwise, Hixon would have held to her
normal practice of waiting until game time
to see what problems her team's opponent
presented then finalizing her game plan.

Her expectations held true and so did her

approach.

In the first half Dartmouth used its speed
and aggressiveness to open up play, thus

creating a wide open midfield game.
Also, Parrot provided a strong opposing

force.

Despite the scrappiness of the Dartmouth
attack, the Minutemen drew first blood
with the team's leading scorer, freshman
forward Tonia Kennedy scoring unassisted
at 18:50. It was Kennedy's thirteenth tally

of the season.

Dartmouth responded with a goal at 7:11.
Toward Allison Barlow succeeded in

putting a shot past UMass goalie Lynn
Carlson.

Sophomore forward, Erin Canniff scored
the winning goal for the Minutemen with
1:30 on the clock.

"In the second half we tried to control the
ball more and we tried not to let them get so
deep into our territory. We countered their
long ball (long pass) and tried to get them to
take the ball down the middle of the field

where it's more congested, as opposed to
the sidelines," said Hixon.

Hixon's strategy worked as Dartmouth
only took two shots in the second half.

Hixon felt her team's troubles in the first

half stemmed from the fact that UMass was

not accustomed to playing teams that used

the long ball as frequently as Dartmouth
did.

"But in the second half we adjusted and
controlled the ball very well. We play

better when we have a chance to react." she
said.

UMass outshot Dartmouth 29 to nine. All

Dartmouth shots were on target as Carlson
saved eight. Parrot had a strong day for

Dartmouth, saving fifteen UMass shots

(twelve went wide). UMass was awarded
ten penalty corners, Dartmouth only three.

UMass now has a few days to rest until they
play Boston University next Tuesday at

NOPE field at 2:30 p.m.

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:

Volleyball: Smith, Boyden, 7 p.m.

Check out today *s CollegianFallFashionReview
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Louis' Foods
gets approval

for rezoning
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By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The Amherst town meeting voted 129-57

after two hours of debate in favor of a

zoning change that will allow Louis' Foods
to move their downtown location to the

corner of Amity Street and University

Drive.

According to store manager Richard
Vincent, this space is "the only viable site

for the future Louis' Foods."

The lease on the current downtown site

expires in July and it is "now no longer

economically feasible" for the store to

remain, according to Ralph Sullivan, a

representative of the Freedom Bank which
owns the land.

Alan Root, speaking in opposition to the

motion, said that the new location would be

economically unsuccessful because it is so

close to the Price Chopper and Super Stop

and Shop supermarkets. He added that

once the land is designated a limited

business zone, a liquor store could move in.

The move will also create traffic problems

because the store will have two parking

exits on Amity Street, he said.

Root said that he had a petition against the

motion signed by 604 people, not all from

the Amherst area.

Robert Weiner said about 200 older and

handicapped residents like to walk the half-

mile to get their food. "Nothing he's telling

us proves that he

money," he said,

disaster, bad town
zoning, he said.

(Vincent) is losing

This is a potential

planning, and bad

Frederick Rice said the bank which owns
the land feels they can get triple the current

rent. "Dick Vincent believes sincerely that

his success depends on moving Louis*," he

said. As former chair of the planning board

he said, "Fm opposed because it's poor

zoning. Downtown is becoming too high

priced for small volume businesses like

Louis'," he said.

On Monday night, a motion requesting

that the Town Manager and the Chief of

Police "develop a program for the con-

sistant enforcement" of bicycle laws, was
passed.

A motion to extend the life of the Kent
Control Study Commission to March 1. 1985,

was also passed.

Inside

Aquino report released p.2

No showers for Orchard Hill p.3

Napping woman robbed p.3

Grenada invader wonders why p. 7

"S(yme people see things as they are

and ask 'Why?', I say, see things as

they could be and ask 'Why not?'"

— Robert Francis Kennedy
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1313 MOCKINGBIRD LANE?—No, Herman Munster doesn't live here, it's the

Stockbridge Fraternity decorated for Halloween and aglow on North Pleasant
St.

SGA Senators unanimously

demand new safety steps

V.

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate,

taking steps to decrease the number of

campus rapes, last night unanimously

passed a motion demanding that University

of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey "act immediately" on their

recommendations to provide more lighting

and police monitoring of "hazardous areas."

The motion also calls for the formation of a

task force comprised of representatives

from senate, administration, public safety,

and Student Center for Education and

Research Advocacy (SCERA) women's

groups to meet Monday to finalize details on

improvements in lighting, police patroling.

and emergency phone availability.

Senators spent about I'A hours ham
mering out a suitable reading of the motion.

Grayson senator Robert Griffin, told the

senate that he felt these improvements

were necessary because he "heard that two
rapes" had occurred within the past week
near the access road connecting Worcester

DC and Orchard Hill residential areas.

Rally today protests

invasion of Grenada
Bv BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

A rally protesting intervention in foreign

countries will be held today at noon outside

the Student Union Building in recognition

of the anniversary of the U.S. invasion of

Grenada.
Sponsored by the Radical Student Union

(RSU) as part of a nation-wide protest, the

rally will feature speakers Michael Thelwell

from Afro- American Studies, visiting

professor of English Julius Lester and

Ingrid Bracey.

The protest is a direct response to a rally

at Amherst College today, according to

RSU member Mitch Gaslin.

Gaslin said last night that the Amherst
rally, which is sponsored and paid for by the

Continued on Page s

UMass police have denied that these rapes

happened.
Griffin and Orchard Hill Area Government

representative Greg Fink originally asked

the senate to vote for their proposal asking

Duffey to increase lighting and place more
emergency phones along the access road,

the fire path connecting Orchard Hill and

Sylvan Residential Areas near the ob-

servatory.

Student Government Association co-

president Rick Patrick said that the money
to provide these services should be

available, because "the Board of Trustees

already has $1 million committed to ad-

ditional lighting," and that the ad-

ministration should agree to the senate plan

"because it is working for us, the students.'

Pizzeria ads

misleading

dorm students
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Incorrect emergency phone numbers have

been given to University of Massachusetts

dormitory students by an Amherst pizzeria,

says the Housing Services director.

In response, UMass administrators placed

a half page ad in yesterday's Collegian,

explaining that the emergency numbers on

La Mia's Pizza's advertising stickers are

invalid for on campus phones, .and said

UMass will soon distribute their own
stickers.

The stickers list 911 as being the number
for "Fire" and "Police". These numbers will

not work when dialed from an on-eampus

phone. The correct phone number for an

on-campus emergency is 54,5 3111. The
third number on the stickers is La Mia's

business number.
The manager of La Mia's. Fraggiusto

Bonzoni, said yesterday that he was
unaware the 911 phone numbers provided

wouldn't work for on-campus phones and

said that "the stickers were mainly for

families living in Amherst."
"We mailed these to our regular

customers," Bonzoni said, "because they

appreciate them," but he said they were

also distributed throughout the University

campus.
Gerald A. Quarles, director of University

Housing Services, said that the stickers

first came to the administration's attention

last week.
"The stickers had been plastered all over

the walls in the residential areas to the

point where it became absurd," Quarles

said.

Quarles said that the University ad

ministration was trying to determine

exactly who was responsible for

distributing the stickers because "if on-

campus students try to get help by dialing

911. (they'll) get zip."

"We're trying to get 7.000 new stickers

printed up. with the correct information

within the next two weeks." Quarles said,

noting his concern that next semester's

students may try to use the incorrect in-

formation from these stickers.
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CIDER STAND— Fall's here, so Louise Spinner, Chuck Tanner. Kate Singer,

Ben Murphy and Dwight Bristoe dig into doughnuts, apples and hot apple cider

outside the Student Union Building.
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Investigation over

Phillipine general steps do\m
MANILA An investigatory board on Wednesday

accused armed forces chief Gen. Fabian C. Ver of com

plicity in the assassination of Benigno Aquino, and Ver

temporarily stepped down. Opposition leaders caUed for

President Ferdinand E. Marcos to resign.

Marcos accepted the request of his most trusted and

powerful mUitary officer for a leave of absence, but sup-

ported Vers claim of innocence of involvement in the Aug

21. 1983. killing of the opposition leader and Rolando

Galman. the man the military said shot Aquino.

The board, in a 457 page report, claimed Aquino and

Galman were killed in a military conspiracy involving Ver.

two other generals, two colonels, three captains. 17 other

soldiers, and one civilian.

It said the military's elaborate plan to protect Aquino as

he returned from voluntary exile from the United States

was a 'gigantic" hoax "in reality designed to camouflage

the taking of that life." Aquino was shot m the head while

under military excort at Manila's main airport, and Galman

was gunned down shortly after by police.

Marcos said he believed Ver's record would survive a trial

and told Ver in a letter that "the circumstances under

which the board has chosen to implicate you in its

findings are fraught with doubt and great

contradictions of opinion and testimony."

It was the first time since Marcos assumed

authoritarian powers in 1972 that a civilian

non -opposition body had so openly

challenged the military. Marcos' chief

support.

Vietnam veteran

seeking release
NORTHAMPTON Another bail

hearing will be sought for a Vietnam

veteran, who was ordered held without bail

Wednesday pending his trial on charges of

burning a Buddhist temple in the Berkshire

Hills, the veteran's attorney said.

Maintaining his client. Richard Papineau.

35. of Hartford. Conn., "wants help." at

torney Stuart Steinberg of Northampton

said if Papineau is released, he would work
to get him into a treatment program.

Papineau was the last of three veterans

charged with torching the little shrine last

December at Hawley to appear in state

court.

The three maintained they set the fire

while on a weekend pass from the Vtterans

Administration Hospital in Northampton to

call attention to nine-month delays in

getting into the only psychiatric treatment

program aimed at Vietnam veterans in New
England.
Following his arraignment in January.

Papineau and the two other men were

relea.sed on their recognizance and returned

to the VA hospital in Northampton to

continue treatment while awaiting trial.
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Reagan maskspopular
BOSTON -Forget ghouls and gobUns. This

nXween. the owner of the country's largest costume

"hop"a% Ronald Reagan and Richard Nixon masks are

semng like crazy, along with Michael Jackson gloves at

1 95 a shot, m' . T and his gold chains are very popul^.

but remarkably few customers want to look hke Waiter

Mondale or Geraldine Ferraro.

"Reagan Is a very, very big seller. I say we sell aboutl^a

day. even more than that." David Bertolino said Wed

nesday at his store Little Jack Horner.

"And Nixon is hot. Easily as popular as Reagan, ber

olino continued. "I guess people still love to hate him.

sometimes they come in and buy the Nixon mask and then

)uy handcuffs or a ball and chain to go with it."

i_^^ AC Lasenihiito

Sam Bertolino. left, owner of a Boston area

costume shop, sports one of h.s best-selling masks

Richard Nixon, while a customer sports a Mr. T

modelas they stroll down a Boston street Wednes-

day
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U.S. offers 'endless excuses'
Historian reviews CentralAmerican intervention

Collegian photo by Kathy Jordan

FALL CHORE— Steve Crowe paints Stockbridge Fraternity house from a lad-

der Wednesday afternoon.

Yale strikers

present their
By LAUREEN DELANEY
Collegian Correspondent

During the five- week long strike of clerical

and technical employees at Yale University,

the campus has "been like a concentration

camp" according to a group of strikers who
spoke yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts.

"At a university where free speech should

reign. Yale has no freedom of speech on

campus right now" said Yale striker Stacey

Klinzman. For example, "a student had his

computer shut down and couldn't get into

his work after making a public statement in

favor of the union," Klinzman said.

The union of 2000 clerical and technical

employees. Local 34, which is 82 percent

women, has been on strike for five weeks.

Because of the strike, many of the dining

commons have been closed, the library

hours reduced, and many cla.sses have been

held in professors' homes.

.Although it has crippled the routines of

the faculty and students, the strike is

directed toward tearing down the Ivy

League image. "We never thought we
could win by shutting down the University.

The achilles heel (of Yale) is their

reputation." said Stacey Klinzman, local 34

member.
The strikers said the university is being

pressured from all directions.

UMass

By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

The United States justifies its in

tervention in foreign countries by claiming

to be the lesser of two evils, according to a

historian who gave the keynote address on

the "History of U.S. Intervention in Central

America." last night in room 165 of the

Campus Center.

"When people suspect something, (the

government's) first defense is to deny it.

"

Howard Zinn. a political science profes.sor

at Boston University and civil rights ac-

tivist, said speaking at the University of

Ma.ssachusetts.

As investigators acquire some proof of an

improper action, the U.S. government pins

the blame on a subordinate, and if, finally,

there is some concrete evidence, "the

government will say 'It's an ugly world (and

we) had l<> do it,"' Zinn said.

"They did it first" and "we acted to

prevent a larger evil" are two common

excuses heard, he said. People assume that

this "liberal democracy is a nice govern

ment," Zinn said.

Zinn said that "another good one" is the

justification that something was done in the

"national interest" and to protect the

country from communism. "Communism,"

he said, is a good word to use when ex

cusingU.S. action.

"Reagan says communists will resort to

anything, even immorality, to further their

cause. They will lie, steal, cheat, in-

tervene, and even murder. I was thinking

of that as I was reading the CIA manual."

Zinn said.

"A good starting point for understanding

politics and world affairs." Zinn said, is that

"governments lie."

Zinn talked about communism as a threat

and said he wondered what the U.S. saw as

a threat before Russia became a sovereign

state in 1917.

"No Soviet Union, no hot spots." Zinn

suggested.

Zinn reviewed U.S. foreign policy before

the Bolshevik Revolution, mentioning the

intervention that led to the "Florida

Purcha.se" and the "Mexican Secession.

"

Zinn said these terms ("purchase" and

"secession") make it sound as if people in

these areas "gave us the land out of

hospitality. (They were) good neighbors."

"The thing about expansion." Zinn said, "is

it's a natural phenomenon, it's almost a

biological thing... things expand."

What we all must do is "become amateur

historians (and) get underneath the lies and

the shallow understanding of what is

happening in the world," Zinn said.

"I believe that the American people, as

many lies as they hear... as limited as the

access is to what goes on... have certain

basic instincts of what is right and wrong.

If they could only learn a few things." he

said.
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Howard Zinn

People took it upon themselves to

organize, rally, and act during Vietnam,

and "it can happen in regard to Central

America." Zinn said. "At some point,

whoever gets elected will realize that a

number of people will resist what is going

on in Central America." Zinn said.

Questioned on the "causes for the national

addiction to power." Zinn suggested "direct

economic interests in Central America."

"corporate greed." and the "capitalist

system."
"Capitalists create a special interest for

expansion, domination, and murder." Zinn

said.
J Hurcha.se and the Mexican secession. '""•

argument fh-chardHUl residents without water
Alumni have refused to send any money

until the strike has been settled and

students have brought a suit against the

university, claiming their educations have

been disrupted. Rozen said.

The management school is appalled by the

university's handling of the strike and the

economics department keeps telling the

press that the university can afford to pay

the wages the employees are demanding.

Comparable worth is the central issue of

the strike. For example, a truck driver, has

an average wage of $18,000 after one year

of service, but clerical workers, many of

whom are college educated, have an

average salary of $13,400. Many Yale

employees who have been working for the

university for 10 to 11 years still earn only

$11,000, the strikers said.

Myra Hindus, coordinator of the Working

Women's Program at the Everywomans

(enter at UMass said, "pay equity for

women is an important issue. This is

setting precedents for women
everywhere."

There is a clerical workers union here at

UMass. said Barbara McGlynn, who is a

secretary in the German departinent and

also a union member. "Because UMass is a

state university, the employees get more

benefits than at private colleges." she said.

By WILLIAM COLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

Residents on the 5th, 6th. and 7th floors

of Orchard Hill dormitories went without

showers Wednesday due to an ele<-trical

failure at Fisher Laboratory which caused

water pumps to malfunction.

All water was restored by late Wed-

nesday afternoon, however. Peter

Wozniak. director of operations for the

Physical Plant, said that the failure was in

some part of the electrical transformer

outside of Fisher. He said the Physical

Plant still does not know what the

problem is. However, workmen were

completing temporary repairs he said.

Due to the loss of water pressure, 624

residents in Orchard Hill were unable to

use toilets or showers after 6:30 p.m.

Tuesday, said Dorothy Burke, the

assistant director of the Grayson Field

ciu.ster. The sinks worked slowly, but

nothing else worked. "If you want a glass

of water, fine, but don't expect to

shower," said Barry Sanders, a resident of

the cluster.

Residents on the lower floors were able

to u.se the bathrooms, but things were

"very slow" Burke .said.

Several residents have labeled the loss of

water "a real nuisance." Ixjuis Stead, a

resident of Grayson dorm, said "If they

(the University) can hit me up for a $4 lab

fee. they should give me a $4 refund for

this."

"Sweets and More," the snack bar in

Field, sold ice cream at reduced prices

because the Physical Plant was going to

shut off power to the area for several

hours, which would have caused the ice

cream to spoil in the freezer. The power

only went off for a short period Wed
nesday morning, but has stayed on since

then. W'ozniak said that the plant had

been unable to locate the transformer

problem, so they had shut off power to

make one repair.

$375 stolen from sleepingwoman

New WAGES coordinator

aids female grad students

A female University of Massachusetts

student reported to police Monday that her

wallet containing $375 in cash and two

necklaces were stolen while she was

sleeping on a Peter Pan bus. According to

UMass police, the woman fell asleep with

the articles in a bag on the seat next to her.

and when she awoke the articles were gone.

A pair of prescription sunglasses, clothing,

a 40-piece socket wrench set and jumper

cables, worth a total of $430. were reported

stolen from a car in Plot near Fraternity-

Sorority Park. A coat han-er was used to

gain access to the passenger side door.

One hundred dollars in cash was reported

ifRally

USA Foundation, has been "coordinated

out of Washington" as a "celebration" of the

Grenada invasion.

"The USA Foundation." Gaslin said,

stolen from a locked room on the second

floor of Arnold House, police said.

According to police, the cash was taken

from a sweater that was hanging on a

coatrack sometime between Monday and

Tuesday at 1:01 p.m.

A 1979 Datsun was reported stolen from

lot 44 at 2:41 p.m. Tuesday, police said.

Police reported that the owner last saw the

car at 9 a.m.. October 20,

An hour later, a 1975 Dodge Dart was

reported stolen from lot 22. Chief of police

Robert G. Joyce said that the last time the

owner saw the car was on October 15.

mtinui'd frxm I'nge 1

"works hand in-hand with the College

Republican National Committee, which is

an arm of the Republican National Com-

mittee." According to Gaslin. the rally is a

Republican political ploy in an election year.

By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Women graduate students

don't have any help in

juggling their personal,

professional, and academic

lives, according to Diane

Goodman, coordinator of the

new graduate Women's
Admissions and General

Support (WAGES)
program.
Many women graduate

students are caught up in

trying to do it all. Goodman

said what they will get out of

,the program is "a sense that

they're not in it alone, that

their experiences are not

unique."

The WAGES program has

a "broad focus to provide

personal and academic

support and information.

and to respond to what

women cite as their needs."

Goodman said.

"An informal survey was

done on what services were

available to women graduate

students, and it was

discovered that there were

no programs tailored to

their needs." she said.

The Graduate Student

Senate approved funding for

the new program, which

officially began last May,

Goodman said.

Goodman said that initial

reaction to the program has

been good. "Many graduate

women feel isolated, and

they are very excited about

having a program where

they can gel support and

information." she said.

Activities this semester

include the mailing of a

survey to all graduate

women, weekly informal

brown bag lunches,

speakers on nutrition for

women. and time

management.
The program is also

planning to have a speaker

on sexual harassment and

the academic climate for

trraduate women, as well as

a weekly support group,

beginning on Nov. 4.

Goodman said the largest

part of her job is being a

resource person. She talks

to women who want to

return to graduate school

about the admissions

process and programs of

study. Goodman provides

information and referral on

financial aid and child care
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. . e all hate to mention

that we're feeling some
TENSION

But come to the student

STRESS
MANAGEMENT &
RELAXATION
WORKSHOP

and learn to unwind

Tues. Oct. 30th 4-6 pm
pre-registration required

by noon 10/26

call 549 2671 ext 181
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Winner of the

BEST DINNER UNDER $4

&
BEST MEXICAN
RESTAURANT

In the Valley Advocate's

Best of the Valley Poll 1 984

79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002

413-253-3442

• Over 150 imported cheeses

S * Over 20 selected types of coffee beans

i • Bulk teas

\ * Freshly baked croissants & pastries

j Fresh pasta

\
* Party trays * SPECIAL *

Fresh Peanut Butter 99* lb.

Brazillian Santos $4.99

Choose your gift boxes now

for mailing during the H
Coffee tasting Saturday

Hours: Daily 9::i()-6:0(»;
'^

iw,——^—

21 Center St.. Northampton 584-0673

Bring your own beer or wine

41 Boltwood Walk. Amherst 256-8217

B«er & Wine Served

VILLA

LOW

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

500 Masks to

Choose From

Grease Paints • Hands • Feet

Witches' Hats and Brooms • Wigs

Moustaches • Beards • Noses

Fangs • Teeth • Tooth Black Out

Colored Hair Spray

open Thursday .nd Fr.d.y otflhts October 25»h & 26th

H.L CHILDS & SON
op.n d«My iKl S.lurd.y 8 5 15 Thurs n.t. until 9 OOpn-

2SSTAE STREET S84 2604 NORTHAMPTON

i^

boxes now J

; Holiday Season
j

ay 10 am to 1 pm t

Sunday 9:00- 1:W
[

951^E2I^-§-------
Keri Lotion

6oz.

$1.99 with coupon
Reg. $4.29

expires 11/3/84

Colgate Pump
Toothpaste
99* with coupon

Reg. $1.79

expires 11/3/84_

Coke
2 liter bottle

expires 11/3/84 l^^^^]^'^'^^^
"Rex'Shampoo" J

Coke
and Conditioner 2 liter bottle

$1.79 with co^uVon I $10* ^ '"Pf

'

D^r. <;9Rq I with coupon

exp?^sjw|84 i J^P^e^

l""""""" I
Durabeam 1

I cottonballs I
Compact Light

79* with coupon | $3.49 with coupon

expires^1^^^ I Reg. $4.99

Soltiens"" eVJl^i^l.^lSL-
Tablets 24s - posteiTBenzoyl
Reg

^^^L 00 Peroxide
with coupon $5.99 | Clensing Bar

expires 11/3/84 J 3% oz.—»""——"^ $2.99 with coupon
^"^

reg. $3.96COLLEGE I

C(d like Id

introducevou to

The Adirit

K'.^ co^P°" ^°\ C\M ^—

-

..!

f'"^ "mONOM N.TE .,

'^^^'^V^^''
SkateBenta^l

;,8
yeais l^pjres

<i-<>-8A £j

I exRie^liS'sL^

4 IVIAW SIRH t AMHtKSl l't««»' m ^^^

Intorskate 91 has times available for Private Parties

call Jay McCoy at 586-8346

I

I

1

I

Legal Assistants Wanted
The Legal Services Office, an on-campus agency serv-

ing University students, is looking for legal assistant

interns for the Spring 1985 semester. Get hands-on job

experience in the legal field, assisting attorneys at LSO

with client interviewing, investigations, negotiations,

legal research, giving advice and referrals, preparation

for federal and state court litigation, attendance at

court hearings, and participation in administrative

hearings. Interns maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. Up to 15 credits may be received

from academic departments. To apply, and for advice

on arranging an internship and credit, contact Office of

Internships, Curry Hicks Building, by Wednesday,

November 7th. Writing sample required. Further in- I

S formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center. ^^^^^^^^A

I

I

Sponsored by UMass Ski Patrol

MeetingRecruitmg

National

Ski Patrol

Recruiting Meeting Thurs. Oct. 25

CO Rm. 911-15 10:00 pm
if unable to attend call Jim 6-9314

NOW IN PAPERBACK!"
Savor the Spellbinding Climax of

a Grand Science Fiction Thlogy.

IROIMT

\

rhe Mappoor Irilogy

LORD VALENTINE S CASTLE
%\ SO

MAIIPOOR CHRONICLES $V50

HIVALENTINE PONTIFEX $} 9S

^ BANTAM BOOKS
On Sale at Your College Bookstore or Wherever Books Arc Sold
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Grenada: One year later

People can be so cruel
Last Saturday was a very special day in

my life. I was visiting a friend at your

University and I was able, for the first time

to hear and see the first woman vice

presidential candidate speak. My heart and

lungs were pounding with the excitement

of hope at hearing her inspirational

delivery. Those of you around me were pro-

bably slightly embarrassed by my over-

enthusiastic shouts which rang out at even

the most conspicuous moments. My friend

understf)od, he knows how enthusiastic and

idealistic I can be

Tracey J. Boisseau

whirled on him to ask him to explain

himself. I shouted my indignation and my
fury. He laughed at me and told me that I

too, since I disagreed with him, was a bitch.

In a vain search for the most vile of insults

my mouth could only project spittle. I spit

on his face. Now many of you know that

spit is the lowest form of insult one can im-

pose and you know how belittled someone

A horrible certainty arose in my mind—whom had he

already raped? How many? My body rose in revolt as did my

throat, stomach, and hand. To my extreme dissatisfaction, 1

struck that man. I say I struck him in self-defense. There are

many ways to rape a woman.

'I'i'i >*•! •'•-''•*"** ^

But Saturday was a day I will never

forget for another reason too. On Satur-

day, I was raped at your University. Oh,

don't be shocked, there won't be any big

publicity trial or manhunt conducted. No

crime was committed. But 1 was raped and

there were at least 50 of you who saw it.

I was one of those thousands of women

who were appalled at the sign held up

across that little pond. Don't play in-

nocent—you know which one I mean. I

wanted to see just what {)eople, who would

call a woman "A Bitch" because they

disagreed with her politically, looked like. I

always picture those people as men for

some reason. I picture them as either large

men with fraternity pins and tattoes, or lit-

tle men with army caps on. I wanted to see

my stereotype exploded, but it wasn't. I

crossed to the other side of the pond there

and entered a different camp. It was like

crossing the river into a different culture. I

had been walking next to people in

wheelchairs, next to parents draped with

small children, next to old men and women

with canes. When I left that zone 1

discovered the other side was populated

with only one class of people—men. I ex-

pect I even felt the air was a bit colder

somehow as my pulse slowed and my

eagerness and enthusiasm quietly drained

away.
Miraculously, the men who wanted to

"ditch the bitch" were just as I had envi-

sioned. I was mildly pleased that others

from our side had had the same thoughts

and had come to gawk at them. I quietly

stood next to a calm, bright-looking young

man and watched sadly as a woman began

rebuking the men under the sign. I nearly

jumped out of my skin when the nice young

man next to me barked at her.

I turned with incredulity to look at this

one who didn't fit my stereotype at all. I

felt an overwhelming despisement sudden-

ly as I was faced with the truth that even

men who look like unmacho, real human be-

ings could feel that way underneath. I

is by it. When this man was i>elittled so. he

reacted in a dee|> and nakedly honest way

as one (jnly does when faced with such

humiliation* He only managed five words

until that sincerity ran out and he realized

what he was saying.

He threw caution and pretense away and

told me bluntly, enunciating each wcrd

slowly into my face so I would feel the im-

pact of every word. "You need to be screw-

ed to the wall."

Then I was accused of being lesbian. 1

was called a dyke. I was told I "would love

it" and I "would probably fall in love with

the guy afterward." 1 could not help

swallowing the vomit that formed in the

back of my throat and I could not help

wondering who he had in mind would be

the one to do this U) me. Whose sick fan-

tasy was this really?

A horrible certainty arose in my

mind-whom had he already raped? How

many? My body rose in revolt as did my

throat, stomach, and hand. To my extreme

dissatisfaction, 1 struck that man. I say I

struck him in self-defense. There are many

ways to rape a woman.

This isn't just a story to t«ll your fnends.

There are connec tons to be made. All you

men know you are potentially rapists, all

women know they are your potential vic-

tims. Misogyny (hatred of women) has lined

up on the side of Reagan. No one is saying

every group doesn't have its nuts. But this

perversity sees Reagan as its ally. Why?

This man was not a nut, as much as I'd

like to think it. He merely said out loud

what is said over beers and under breaths.

He merely recognized my forever fatal

flaw—my rapeability—and used it.

Seeing the worid as populated only by

rapists and rape victims is truly perverted

view of life but until we realize that rape is

an underlying theme behind many at-

titudes, policies and politics, we can not

hope to combat them at their most base and

fundamental level.

Tracey J. Boisseau is a resident ofAyer.

On October 25 one year ago, I was with the

U.S. Army forces that invaded the island ol

Grenada. One year later, I'm still often

asked what we were doing there.

The most obvious answer, of course, is

that we were sent to rescue the American

students whose lives had become en-

dagered by the growing Cuban military

presence and the deterioration of the

Grenadan government. As an eye witness,

there is no doubt in my mind that the

students were indeed in a position of such

extreme danger that only direct and for

ceful intervention could have insured their

safety. Tm sure that if you ask any of these

students, they will tell you that this reason

was justification enough for the invasion.

After the students were safely removed,

however, we were still fighting, so there

must have been other reasons as well.

Certainly no one who saw the military

installations being built by the Cubans, no

one who saw the stockpiles of arms and

munitions, no one who saw the acres of land

with empty homes and fields surrounded by

barbed wire barriers could reasonably

claim that the Cubans were there to

promote peace and stability in the region.

I'm sure that if you were to talk to the

people of the neighboring countries they

would say that the threat imposed to their

security by the airstrip being built on Point

Salines was reason enough to justify the

invasion.

Was it worth it? Well, you can say that

I'm prejudiced by my involvement, but my
answer is an unqualified yes. Regardless of

why we were there, it is what we ac

lornplished there that makes me proud

today to have been a part of it. What we

accomplished was the liberation of an entire

nation from a state of unrestrained terror.

The deterioration of the government in

Grenada had left its citizens in a state of

constant fear. Sudden death and arbitrary

violence were fast becoming the social

norms.
Now. I'm not one to try to defend the

Orwellian paradox of creating peace

through war. I could not begin to explain

how that contradiction could possibly be

true. All I can say is that I saw this happen.

I saw and spoke with enough Grenadansto

believe thai we released them from lives of

terror. I sa\*- a police force that had become

mortally afraid of putting on their uniforms

return to work. I saw stores that had been

systematically plundered peacefully

Kenneth B. Albert

reopened. 1 saw children return to school,

and congregations to churches. In effect, I

saw life return to a dying society. This

happened only because the one nation in the

world strong enough to take positive action

used its strength to do just that.

Everywhere I went in Grenada, the

spontaneous outpouring of love and

gratitude from its people was over-

whelming. In a country where the word

"poor" takes on a meaning un-

comprehensible to even the most destitute

American, the people still gave freely of

whatever they had. whether it was food or

lodging or just love. Every soldier that I

was with seemed touched by this unaffected

display of gratitude. In one short month,

the thoughts of most of us changed from the

wondering of what we were doing to the

wonderment of what we had done.

I am certainly no proponent of war. I can

hate it with the kind of hate that only one

who has lived through it can understand.

But the joy that radiated from the people of

Grenada was so moving, so gratifying, that

it filled those of us who were there with a

real sense of pride. I saw unashamed

patriotism reborn in soldiers made cynical

by long years of doubt in the ability of

America to uphold and defend the ideals to

which it claims allegiance.

When an entire nation can be freed from a

reign of sanctioned terror and given the

chance to determine and control the course

of their future, the cost cannot be measured

in terms of lives lost or morals compromise<l

to necessity.

If America is to maintain the role that it

has assumed in the world as the protector of

freedom and human rights, then it mu.st be

willing at times to pay that great cost.

.America showed that willingness in

Grenada last October 25th. For the rest of

my life 1 know I will treasure the memory of

the pride I feel now in having been a part of

it. I was only one of many who answered

the call, but I truly feel that I had a hand in

helping a na(if)n find its way to freedom. I

t(M)k that feeling home from the faces of the

people of Grenada, and I reaffirmed it in the

faces of the people of America. I hope the

feeling never fades.

Kenneth B. Albert is a UMass student

Letters to the Editor

A display

of hypocrisy

The individuals responsible

for the large 'DITCH THE
BITCH" banner at Satur

day's rally deserve public

condemnation. Their sign

and particularly their

behavior following the rally

pubhcly confirmed the anti-

intellectualism which
supports and promotes the

actions of Ronald Reagan

and his administration.

While other students spoke

factually about the current

political situation, this

slanderous display,
reflecting a severe lack of

insight and substance,

simply provided further

justification to- the con-

victions of the Democratic

platform.

I would like to say that the

UMass Republican Club

dissociated itself from the

display of this banner. The

Republican Club cannot,

however, claim that this

mentality is foreign to their

organization or the ad

ministration which they

support. Human dignity has

not been a priority in

Washington during the last

four years. Ronald Reagan

is supported by the Ku Klux

Klan; this is not an arbitrary

selection. The Ku Klux Klan

represents a mentality

abhorrent to any American

who values and believes in

civil liberties. Any can-

didate whom they support

has no place in the White

House.
I welcome a response from

the Republican Club

specifically addressing their

candidate's support from the

Ku Klux Klan. I know that

Reagan has "shunned" this

acknowledgement, as would

any politician. I find it

strange however that an

administration which

professes concern and action

for human rights finds

support in such a heinous

organization. I am curious

to hear how the Republican

Club, which claims to

beleive in the American

dream, can justify sup-

porting such a nightmare.

Jane Donohue
Amherst

Man deserved

to be spit at
"You should be screwed

up against a wall, and you'd

probably love it!" This letter

is aimed at the man who
spewed that comment at a

woman at the Ferraro rally

Saturday. I sincerely hope

that someday you are

assaulted, held against your

will, and made to feel totally

powerless like a woman is

when she is raped. Only

then will you be able to

understand why that

woman spit in your face. A
comment like the one you

made only strengthens the

belief that some men think

they have the right to teach

a woman a lesson by raping

her. People may feel I'm no

better than you because I'm

advocating violence, but I

feel a hell of a lot better by

telling you to get a grip.

Chris Alibrandi

Orchard Hill
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HVNGEK TASK FORCL

MEETING -Discussion

will center around plans

for the OXFAM Fast for a

World Harvest on

November 15. at 4:30 p.m.

in room 428 Student

Union

SPECIAL LECTURE ON
ISRAEL-Alberl
Schlossberg, columnist for

the Boston Globe and

Jewish Advocate, will

speak on "Israel's

Relationship with the

U.S." at 7 p.m. in Herter

112.

Thursday, October 25, 1984

THE WRITING CEN
TF]R— The Writing Center
offers free, confidential

peer tutoring for all

University students.

Bring any assignments or

writing projects. Drop in;

no appointment necessary,

from 7 to 9 p.m., Pierpont

Classroom in Southwest.

No Cover

I
Located next to Ground Round |"

Pleasant St. Northampton I Tonite

at
'

i

I
i

I

I

1

1

< <

From 8 PM to 12 AM

No Cover

Friday 10/26 - Wednesday 10/31

^
< 1

i;

• Free Hamburgers, Hot Dogs

and Munchies!

• 2 for 1 Mixed Prinks

Halloween Costume Contest This Saturday

$$ Cash Prizes $$

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284nt. :j Mmnersi ^oo-cw:oh

•
>

:;

:;

10 PM SHOW ADDED!!

Tickets on Sale Now fPRODUCTIONS^

presents:

an evening with

The Them or Us Tour '84"

FRANK ZAPPA

SUN. OCT. 28th

7:00 PM
F.A.C. UMASS

Good Seats Still Available

UMass Students

$9.50 and $10.50

Five Colleae Students,

Faculty and Staff

$11.50 and $12.50

Tickets on Sale Now

Frank Zappa's second show is open to

students, faculty, and staff of the Five

Colleges only.

UMass and 5-Coilege ID required

for purchase of ticket

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

Thursday, October 25, 1984
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Our Biggest In-store

*N0 DEALERS *QUANTITIES LIMITED * FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

SAVE =^40
II SAVE

^20 I

SAVE ^60

tTWji^ss^mm
DBS

22 Watt Solid State

AM/FM Stereo Receiver
AKAI

Soft Touch Controls, Metal

Tape Capability, Color Flow
Meters, Auto Rewind, Cue
Review.

SAVE ^70

m BiBiTiiir-""^^M^ .Q
^^^^

—

— '

1=^?

Tectinics 35 Watt AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

iSlim Profile, Auto Loudness
(control. 4 Speaker Capable.

IFM Stereo Indicator.

99

SAVE «60

^ ^.

3 Sill!
^ -^ I

Teciinics 25 Watt Digital

AM/FM Stereo Receiver

iQuartz Synthesized Digital

Tuning, 14 Preset Memories, 4

Speaker Capable, Auto Loud-

ness Compensation. 13999

SAVE ''^TO

niMMni a 6 a

/

AKAI 5 Band Stereo

Graphic Equalizer

99
5 Bands Per Channelx2, Equal-

izer Defeat Switch, Tape Moni
tor Switch, Record Switch and
Indicator Light, Line In/Out

and Tape Play/Record Jacks,

Plus/Minus 12 dB Range.

79

Semi Automatic
Belt Drive Turntable

Technics Dolby **B

Stereo Cassette Deck
Soft Touch Controls, Metal

Tape Capability, Single Touch
Recording, Oil Damper Cas-

sette, Flow Meters.

SAVE 550

•Im: T\

TEAC Soft Touch Dolby

Cassette Tape Deck

Dolby B, 2 Heads. Soft Touch ^^^\QQ
Operation, DC Servo Motor ^J ^J i# i#
Transport. Metal Tape Capa
ble

Panasonic Compact AM/

FM Stereo Cassette Player

SAVE

SAVE MOO

AKAI
0X3

AKAI Auto Reverse

Dolby B/C Cassette

Silent Quick Auto Reverse Recording'

Playback Mechanism, Operational Flu

orescent Display, Electronic Recording

Level Control. IPLS Metal Tape Capa
bility Dolby B/C 249

99

Panasonic Break Away

3 Piece AM/FM
Stereo Cassette

/1LPINE Auto Reverse

AM-FM Car Stereo
Cassette

SAVE ^20

SAVE M 10

AKAIIComputer Controlled

Dolby B & C Cassette deck

Computer Controlled Operation. Dolby*

B/C NR System Twin Field Super GX
Head Auto Tape Selector DC Ampli

tier. Direct Drive. Quiet and Quick

Mechanism

99229

TDK SAC 90

CASSETTE

139
99

/ILPINE Digital Car AM-

FM Stereo Cassette Tape

SAVE ^20

HITACHI AM/FM Stereo

Phono Music System with

Built-in Cassette Receiver

he Sound CompanV^
SPRINGFIELD Boston Rd Marshall s Plu*

7t2-70t3 Open Mon thru Fn Nites Until 9PM

MO RAIN CHICKS. 0«»nlH»«« LlmM»d All Itamt not (vallabl* In all tloraa NO OIALIW

SPRINGFIELD 477 Sumr>«r Ave !at if.« X,

736-3626 Open Thurs 4 Fn Till 9PM
CHICOPEE Fairfield Mall near Caldors

593-5330 Open Every Evening til 9 30 P M
Open Sundeya 12-5

AMHERST 201 N Pieasam Street

256-0744 Open Thurt 4 F'lflay : /enmgs Til 9 P M
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IGREENOUGH SNACK BAR|

I CENTRAL AREA U.MASS

HOURS:

I mon. thurs. 700-1200

fri. 700-100

h
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
III

—Thursday. October 25, 1984

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

I sat. 1:00—1=00

I
sun. 1:00-1200

Frosh sophomores and Stockbridge students who

wish to live off-campus for the Spring 1985 semester

should apply for an exemption from the on-campus

housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications

are now available in the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than Tuesday, October 30, 1984. Please submit all ap-

plications to the Housing Assignment Office, 235

Whitmore. Thank You.

Important Notes:

Please read carefully
**

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR

-free soda with the

purchase of a hamburg

orcheeseburg sub-

NO LIMIT COUPON GOOD THRU NOV 1 1984

Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an exemp-

tion from the on-campus housing requirement. DO NOT SIGN

A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION.

Any student who signs a lease without prior approval from the

Housing Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus

fees and will be required to reside on-campus.

** Students who are granted an exemption from the on-

campus housing regulation will lose their housing assignment

for the Spring 1985 semester on the last day of this semester

unless prior arrangements are made with the Housing Assign-

ment Office.

We SaveYou More
ThanTime

BUDWEISER
SUITCASE

24 12 oz. cans

$10.99
Plus Deposit

PEPSI,
DIET PEPSI

1 Liter Bottle

2 for

$1.19
Plus Deposit

Try A

Roast Beef

Big Bite
f r

$1.88
Plus Tax

BURRITO
10 OZ.

Our Everyday Low Price on

MOLSON GOLDEN
ALE

5 pack 12 oz. bottles, beer red cap

Vw WW plus deposit

Buy the case $13.07

7-ELEVEN
COFFEE «oz

plus tax

tea, hot chocolate included

Availabieonly at 116 Amherst Rd. Sunderland

Open 7 days, 24 hours a day

P«iCt& GOOO THRU AT rARTKI»»*TIMC STOHtS THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION

Thursday, October 25, 1984 J
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Big. bold, oversized styles accompanied by short hair cuts and funky accessories,

modeled by Julie Cian and (iail Rice, complete the fashion look for this fall.

UMass wardrobes lack
variety, foreign students say
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

American students lack

individuality in their war-

drobes and tend to dress

less formally than students

from other countries, accor-

ding to international

students at the University

of Massachusetts.

Students living in Prince

House, the International

Student dormitory, were

asked what they thought of

the fashion sense of

American students.

"They haven't got any,

have they? asked Michael

Phillips, an art student from

England.

"Everybody obeys the

rules of jeans and sneakers,

there are no extremes

here," said Walter Zim-

merli, a Swiss. American

wear "radical stuff. In

students rarely dare to

Switzerland you see much

more variety. ..punks,

skinheads, high fashion."

Tom Hartmann an english

major from Germany said

American students here are

noted for their backpacks

and UMass t-shirts.

"There's too much badge

marketing and not enough

taste," said Jason Hicks, a

food engineering student

from England.

"Everyone wears t-shirts

with little alligators on

them.'

Mukul Shahi, a graduate

business student from India

said people across India

dress differently according

to what region they come

from and at school there is a

wider variety of clothing

styles.

Twenty-two-year-old
Maki Tagaya from Japan

Clothing shuns

through Identity dressing'
By Mary Lou Sullivan

Collegian Correspondent

It's no surprise that Jordan Marsh is sell-

ing low, flat, patent-leather shoes "«;

spangled socks after the recent Michael

Jackson Victory Tour craze.

It's not unusual to see a woman wearing

an Esprit miniskirt standing next to a

woman wearing a more staid, long-cut wool

maxi skirt by Anne Klein.

In short, women are wearing what they

please this fall, yet still conforming to some

five or six different styles-everything from

punk/new wave casual to somber but

stylish tones. These styles vary because a

woman's lifestyle varies.

Representatives from main departments

stores and a fashion marketing professor

talk about what arethe main styles and

why.

According to a spokesperson from Jor-

dan Marsh in Boston, people may have

many new and different moods and are

dressing accordingly. They label this new

buying trend of the 80's "identity

dressing".

"People are not just dressing in a specific

mode. Rather, the traditional customer

will also purchase contemporary pieces and

vice versa. People do not only want play

wear, they want and need suitable, contem-

porary work clothes as well." she said.

Dr. Jacquelene Robeck, the fashion

marketing coordinator, said that although

women are still enjoying over-sized,

masculine styles, there is also a trend

towards more feminine dressing, especially

in the office.

In today's liberated society, women are

feeling more confident in business. They

are not afraid to show-off their femininity.

Lacy dresses and floral prints are a nice

substitute for conservative suits and

sweaters." added Robeck.

About the current "dress for success"

trend, Robeck said while clothing and

grooming are important at a job interview.
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motivation, education, and desire are the

keys to success.

"I won't deny that dressing is important

to many of the majors," said Robeck. "But

when you are interested in something you

tend to work harder and have more desire

to perfect your knowledge. One of the

ways they demonstrate this interest is

through dressing."

Even Politics influence fashion, Robeck

said. U.S. presidents' wives have been

known to set the fashion stage with their

particular styles.

"Nancy Reagan's message has been to

show off your wealth by dressing well,"

Robeck said. "The American public is not

holding onto their money. They are spen-

ding it. Much of this disposable income is

spent on clothing."

She added that Democrats are concerned

with neutralizing wealth. "If Mondale

wins, Americans are expected to practice

more conservative spending. This will

directly affect how people will dress."

Robeck said music has had a big influence

on fashion this year. "Prince's movie,

"Purple Rain" drew a close liason between

heaven and hell," she said. "As a result

harsh contrasts such as leather mixed with

lace will be worn and accepted, especially

this holiday season."

MTV has influenced hair styles most

dramatically. Short, spikey, gelled and

moussed hair is in. These styles, inspired

by punk rock, are worn by people who want

to look good and have fun, not worry about

whether or not they packed a comb.

Michael Jackson found his place in the

world of fashion by originating the an-

drogynous, neither-male-nor-female, look.

Calvin Klein enhanced this idea by revolu-

tionizing underwear and putting briefs on

women.

"This is the 80's, after all, and the ques-

tion of 'who wears the pants?' doesn't mat-

ter anymore. A confident person does

what he or she wants, and this includes

how they choose to dress," Robeck said.

said Japanese students

dress more formally. Jeans

are less popular and women
wear skirts more often. The

same is true in Poland, ac-

cording to Bozena
Rowadowska, a linguistics

student. In Poland jeans

are very expensive but

"elegant styles are more ac-

cessible."

Rowadowska, along with

other foriegn students, said

she felt American women
wear too much makeup.

"Girls here look as if they

are going to parties, not

classes,"Aud Fjellvang, a

Norwegian, said.

Riffat Sardar, a graduate

international relations stu-

dent from Pakistan, said

that in her country women
make an effort to be

fashionable, but they try "to

conceal their lH)dies. not

show them off."

Lars Thueson, a political

science major from Den-

mark was more enthusiastic

about American college

fashion. "It's very relaxed.

1 like the fact that you can

wear jogging suits and

shorts to class."

"There is a big athletic

fashion movement on cam-

pus, "said John Gould, a

music student from
Australia. He added, "You
wear jogging suits and then

you put shorts on top.

What's the purpose of that?

1 just don't understand it."

Fashion marketing means business, not beauty
. ... ... *-«.^«» *!. ^,,^^^f^ ir\ hic2 Kiicmfkcc It,

By MARY LOU SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondant

Think of a major on this campus, and you can probably

think of a corresponding stereotype: engineers are male,

Republican, and industrious. English majors are spacy

and unrealistic about their career choices. Art history ma-

jors will make little money. Well, just as there are many
engineering, art history, and English majors ready to

refute these images, fashion marketing students here at

UMass are refuting the Morgan Fairchild image

associated with their major.

Dr. Jacquelene Robeck, the fashion marketing coor-

dinator, said fashion marketing majors are not primarily

concerned with reading Vogue and looking beautiful.

They are trained to become self assertive professionals in

the business and fashion industry, and not models.

"Not one course in the curriculum focuses on looks or

beauty"Robeck said. "In fact they do just the opposite."

humanities, arts and sciences with specialized emphasis in

textiles. In addition to these courses, a major must take

chemistry, statistics and computers. The program also of-

fers a senior year retail internship.

Fashion is a consumer oriented business, Robeck said.

"Some courses do emphasize current fashion trends only

:::::::::::^x^:^^t^;•gt^^^;'^:^^^^^^^^^^!•!•"•'•'•'^^

"You don't have to be a 'stah any&m in the backfor

mccess type' in this business... You must be. peopU

oriented."
—Dr. Jacqueline Robeck

Fashion Marketing Coordinator
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because our students will have to take an analytical ap-

proach to predicting the wants and needs of tommorrow's

consumer."

She said the image of the fashion business created by

Morgan Fairchild on t.v.'s Paper Dolls is a false one.

Majors are required to study a liberal education in the ''You don't have to be a
"
stab anyone in the back for

success type' to succeed in this business. It is true that

you must be assertive, but most importantly you must be

people oriented."

"If you are as intimidating as Fairchild, you can't work

with or for people. And that is the objective of the

business," she said. The Home Economics major which

was labeled as one of the two least popular majors \n Lisa

Birnbach's College Hand Book, is one of the fastest grow-

ing majors at UMass, Robeck said.

"In the division of Fashion Marketing alone we have

more than 300 majors," she said. Population growth, ex-

pansion of retail operation, and an increase in the number

of shopping malls and chain stores mean that more posi-

tions are available to fashion marketing graduates.

Robeck also said there is an increasing number of male

majors in the program.

"The old thought that fashion is just for women is an at-

titude of the past. Graduates are making money in this

field and job opportunities as well as excitement are at-

tracting all types of students from every imaginable

background." she said. Starting salaries for 1984

graduates were between 16 and 20 thousand," she said.

Wherehave white t-shirtsgone?

BLAST FROM THE PAST—4969 homecoming court wearing the

original miniskirts.

Dressing to impress creates image

illustrations by !s»bel Perkins

American students have no fashion sense, according to foreigners at UMass.
Can you imagine trucking around campus like this?

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
and GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The media, career motivation and emo-

tions determine what clothes we buy and

are responsible for a current attraction to

men's fashion.

Barbara Schrier, who teaches a course

called "Man and clothing" said people have

conscious and unconscious reasons for buy-

ing the clothes they buy and wear. People

buy clothses when they are depressed or

want to reward themselves, she said.

People are now dressing to impress pro-

spective employers, she said. When you

are looking for a particular job one has to

dress the part because this enhances the

candidate's image in the eyes of the inter-

viewer," she said.

Students interviewed agreed with

Schrier's assessment. "Individuality isn't

promoted in the workplace," said Jame

Donahue, an economics major. "If you

represent the image (the employers) want,

you'll get the interview."

Evelyn Diaz, a fashion marketing senior

said, "impressions and reputation

employs." Diaz asserted one has to live up

to the expected image of the profession.

"In business and retail one has to look good

to show what you sell."

"Dressing can do a lot for a person

psychologically and physically," James

Kendall, senior industrial engineering stu-

dent. "Fashion is like a costume. It can br-

ing you up or down." he said.

Schrier said "the changes taking place in

sex roles"and several new mens

magazines have influenced men's fashion.

People have to realize life doesn't start and

end at flannel shirts and jeans," Kendall

said.

While men's casual attire is looking very

rock-and-roll, lavender leather pants and

leopard skin shirts are still not the most

common clothes at UMass. Men are still

wearing army fatigues, but parachute

pants and dressier jeans are also becoming

very common.
Men are also wearing braver colors, like

purple and turquoise. Capped sleeves on

cotton shirts have replaced ripping the

sleeves off T-shirts, and dress shirts are

more popular if they have a small collar, for

a design that strays from the traditional

dress shirt.

Flannel shirts, T-shirts, and Levi cor-

duroys have not disappeared. But mostd

men are beginning to supplement their

wardrobe with jazz shoes and leather ties,

as well as sneakers and bandanas.

Traditional men's clothes, like cotton

jeans, leather jackets, and bikini briefs, are

becoming flashier and more colorful,

thanks to teen idols like Michael Jackson

and Prince. Bright red leather jackets and

purple parachute pants have adorned the

racks of local mens stores, but they are not

as highly visible on the local population.

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

It used to be that, if you hit the right

thrift shop, you could find a half-decent,

funky bowling shirt or an already broken-in

pair of trousers for about the price of a

Newman Center lunch. Not a bad bargain.

If you were lucky, you could eventually

spot a fairly sharp tux jacket (white is

always a good find) with seams that didn't

separate after only one wearing. The price

didn't clean you out, either.

Things are different now. Maybe it has

nothing to do so much with fashion or

"fashion marketing""maybe it's the

general social acceptance of things like

bland New Wave or bad synth pop or peo-

ple like Duran Duran or Wham! that have

made funky clothes a "fashion item."

"Fashion item." Like hell.

Commentary
Thrift clothes are now 'in'; they're now a

business, and the five dollars you paid for

that shirt five years ago is now fifteen. It

used to be that you'd have to dig them out

from polyester-littered aisles in Goodwill.

Now you find thrift clothes in places with

fancy overhead, like High Society in

Boston or certain used clothing stores in

the area. What's happening?

Why has the fashion sense, or "fun"

seemed to have left this university?

Disagree? Look around campus: everyone

is wearing Guess or Esprit or Palmetto's;

everything is canary yellow linen or stark,

black denim... is there no longer a Col-

eman's $3.79 special price real gray sweat-

shirt on this campus anymore? Does

anyone really cut off sleeves or does a

machine do it? (Go to Southwest Sunday

breakfast, stand in line, and see what I

mean.) Look closer, still. Flat pumps

mateh perfectly with handbags; t-shirts and

sweatshirts scream identification: "New
York;" "Boston;" "Camp Beverly Hills;"

"Physical". Why do we feel or need to

'label' ourselves? Granted, there's nothing

wrong with color-coordinated dressing,

certainly not with impeccable grooming.

The fashion buyers love us. Buyers from

Bloomingdale's or Neiman-Marcus or even

more mainstream stores like Jordan Marsh

or Filene's are trying to sell us what we see,

not apparently, what we are. Look at

many of the fashions on the racks. Are

they attractive? Everything is bound with

fat buckles and straps; a pair of plain beise

s(xrks sells for nine dollars in Lord and

Taylor. Nine dollars? Jordan Marsh, in

fact, has an arrangement with Boston's

Metro nightelub: Metro installs a television

screen showing the latest videos. Not so

coincidentally, the screens are located in

the section selling jeans for $45.00.

Look. No one "fashion" is -or should -be

better than another. Whether or not

fashion frees or constricts us or makes a

statement about our inner selves is not so

much the question here as the motivation

we have for the way we dress, whether or

not we wish to put forth our image or so-

meone else's image.

There is one, thing, however, one last

thing. There seems to be fewer fashion

diversity on this campus; and now it's

refreshing, dammit, to see someone come

in with purjile hair, or even a mohawk.

Two years ago, there were more people on

this campus who dressed like that. And

maybe it's just me, maybe I'm getting jad-

ed, but there's something inside me that

says the campus was more-oh, happy or

easy-going then.

Does anyone on this campus own a plain

white t-shirt? Visit me. We'll com-

misserate
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Details, color, in forshoes
By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

The most noticeable feature in women's

shoes this fall is color-big, bold and bright,

according to area shoe retailers.

Women's shoes this fall are for the most

part low-heeled and sturdy-looking, reflec-

ting the same menswear touch that has in-

fluenced all fashion. Details of texture and

styling in shoes help balance the longer,

more narrow clothing outline that's

popular this fall.

At Strut, located on Main Street in Nor-

thampton, Jana Fugate talked about

what's selling this fall.

"The big news is in colors," she said.

'Colors are big -bright primary colors.

Also a lot of black, and winter white, which

is very new and unusual."

As for details, "Straps and strappy looks

are popular especially when accessorized

with patterned and textured stockings.

Heels are low, which makes this fall's shoes

easy to walk in,"she said. In boots, "Short,

low-heeled boots are still popular. We're

seeing lots of desert boot styles, with atten-

tion paid to details-wrapped

leather,straps, laces."

At Chona, located in Thome's Market,

also on Main Street in NorthampU)n, Lise

Schellman pointed out that menswear

details stand out in shoes this fall. "Shoes

this fall are very tailored, with a men's look

in mind. Lace-up oxfords and man-styled

loafers are everywhere. Alot of snake or

lizard skin-looks are being used, as well as

texturized leathers, which let the natural

grain of the leather show

through. "Schellman said.

Olives and purples are the popular colors

at Chona. In boots, "Almost all are low-

heeled short boots. We're also seemg

something new -fashion boots that are

winterized for foul weather wear," she

said.
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Campus barber shop goes

unisex, trendy under owner

By DEBORAH ROSS
COLLEGIAN STAFF

Last year, if you wanted a

trendy hair cut, the Univer-

sity Barber Shop in the Stu-

dent Union would not have

been the place to go.

This year, with the shop

under new management, it

is adopting a more modern

image.

"I'm trying to get the im-

age away from old-

fashioned haircuts," said

Phill Greco, the new owner

since July, "we are going

for more modern styles."

Under the previous

owner, Nelson Major, who
had owned the shop for 50

years, "It was just regular

cuts" Greco said, "but now

I have employees trained by

Jingles of New York and

Vidal Sassoon."

Greco "wants to repaint

(the shop), redecorate it,

and get more modern equip-

ment", Laurie Gibson, a

barber at the shop since

February and the first

woman barber ever at

UMass said. She added,

"We're working on a new
sign for the shop right now
that will have the word

'unisex' in the title."

According to Jim Reed, a

barber in the shop for two

months and a hair stylist for

twenty four years, more

and more women are taking

advantage of the shops con-

venient location, relaxed at-

mosphere and competitive

prices.

He said, the trend for

men's haircuts is 'the short

clean-cut look' and that

women are seeking a

greater variety of

hairstyles.

The shop also gets

reguests for novelty cuts

and outrageous styles. Ried

said he "likes the challenge

of the Mohawk look",which

he said is an occasional re-

quest, "but I personally

don't care for it".

Reid and Gibson said what

makes working in the shop

fun and pleasurable is the

diversity of the clientele,

which includes not only

students, but also Amherst

residents and faculty

members.

The shop is usually very

busy although no appoint-

ment is necessary. It has

recently extended its open-

ing hours from Sam to 5pm
Monday through Saturday,

and is now open until 8pm
Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday.

The prices are fairly low.

A regular hair-cut costs

$4.50 and a complete hair

styling including wash, cut

and blow-dry costs $8.75

Collejfian phuUi hy Andy Hell«-r

George Lewis, a senior engineering stu-

dent will be ires chic with his new short

haircut by campus barber.

**Keep the Summer Alive"

CAPE COD at the PUB
with Cape Cod's #i

"D.J. GARY TITUS'*
of Pufferbellies and Cape 104

me0
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Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Actors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning
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Cocktail Lounge

Party with %
THE INVISIBLE MAN"

Dance to all the great tunes,

you thought no DJ played

Disco's Dead & Top 40's Out!

THE ALTERNATIVE IS HEREI
and while you dance to a different drum
enjoy 99' BAR DRINKS TILL 11 PM
Rt 9 Hadley (across from Mt Farms Mall)
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TIGHTS

LEOT/1RDS

BODYSUITS

BLOUSONS

X
HANSKIN

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Daily 10-6, Sun. 12-5

Isn't it time you got an "A"?

The Student Note & Printing Service

Can Help!

We offer Lecture Notes for ttie following courses...

^

I
ASTRON 100

BIOCHEM420
BOTANY 100

COINS 123

COINS 544/ECE 544

COINS 546

ECON 103D

ECON 103E

ECON 104A

ECON 1048

ECON 104C

FSN 130

HRTA 100

MATH 104A
MATH 121 /Brown
MATH 121/Janowitz

MUSIC 100

PHYSICS 141

PHYSICS 142

PHYSICS 161

PHYSICS 162

PYSCH 100E

PYSCH 350

I

Studmt
|ltot«

l&ltahitliig

IfteralWi

403 Student Union (upstairs)
OPEN: Monday - Thursday • to 8

Friday 10 to 3

S4S-2271
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LEARN TO FLY
City Aviation Flight Services

• Qualified Flight Instructors

• Private Pilot Rating

• Rentals / Charters

• 7 days a week

Northampton Airport

• On UMass bus route

• Discounts for UMass
on first lesson

• Financing available

Northampton, MA 584-1860
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PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in searcit of

CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS

SOPHOIVIORES...JUNIORS...

SENIORS. ..GRAD STUDENTS

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE ybu'll be the first point

of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate

schedulina and price information-and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.

You'll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

THEJOB OFFERSALL THIS:

• S5.00 an hour to start—with regularly

scheduled raises

• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but

spouses, too. after 30 days of employment)

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

• Minimum of 4 hours per day

• Minimum of 20 hours per week

• Maximum of 40 hours per week

rr^ ni iai ipy ^ou must have a GPA of 2.5 or t)etter. be currently enrolled, be articulate-arid

IZeamaturl^^^^^^^^
appearance. Pre.ous .ork expenence ,s a must

PRESENTATIONS WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY. NOV. 7th AT

roOPM INTERVIEWS WILL FOLLOW. CONTACT YOUR CO^OP

OmCE irTHOMPSON HALL. TO SIGN UP. PLEASE BRING A

CURRENT TRANSCRIPT TO THE INTERVIEW.

Equal Opportunity Employer M F MW

PEOPUExpress JJ

FLYSMART Ij

8
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Developing Coping Skills

for the Holidays

S&vs 3:30-5 pn.

Where. 127 Hills North

«-' Sh" th service.

Uth ANNUArnBUShTlBASK

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI Cj party week j

JAN. 20 - 25
Trip includes:

5 1/2 DAY LIFT TICKET

(2 Mountains)

5 NIGHTS LODGING
CONDO (on the mountain)

HOTEL(1/2 mile to mountain)

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(tiotel only)

VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
FAMOUS UMASS PARTIES

ALL TAXES AND GRATUITIES

CONDO PACKAGE only $194

HOTEL PACKAGE only $149

LAGNAF 85

FIRST 100 SKIERS TO SIGN-UP ARE

ELIGIBLE FOR A FREE TRIP

ALL SKIERS SIGNED-UP BEFORE

NOV. 1 WILL RECEIVE

A FREE (SUGARDUSH VALLEY / UGNAF) T'SHIRT

NON-MEMDERS WELCOME

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION
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The Weother is In Tronsition

and so might be your Health.

For Health Core Info

Coll TIPS at 545-1540

and ask for TAPES

The basic student health plan

Cold self-care

The student dependent health plan

The supplemental health

benefit plan

The Valley health plan

In a medical emergency

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

JACKET Heavy weight

Nylon

Lined

Machine Washable
Black w/grey
Snap Front

2 Pockets

Virgianne

photo by

Dwayne Autery
Located in

the Campus Center

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 i

^UNIVERSITY
^ STORED
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Doonesbury

Collegian iv

By Garry Trudeau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

JU5TG((efiT. fl

CAT. VjmSORTOF

UmY, THAT'S WHirr.

fOPVLAR IMfiee

H(M 'BOUTm
et COWBOY
^TOR^

\

Gorde by Gorde

t<^NO\AJ YOU
ANO^ARTHUR"

'' close;

IT'S
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GOROeS 3ACK

I -JOST SOT
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AIRQF Roy^LTY- /'M
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UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

I \^OhtQ£IK WHAT

let's see...
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cnFATLfR£^ one
THAT PffryS o*^

INNOCENT WOMfhI.

I'll OoAi AN.

f»Ar^ U/£rt( 0'59*NPtD lA^T S^^'^t-

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Mnu) \>o you DoQiH.
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f^ COT of^ rvtR/
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Life. irN t^e ^o.s+

TodaysWeather

TODAY: Partly sunny with

increasing clouds in the

afternoon, highs near 60.

TONIGHT: Partly doudy
with rain developing over-

night.

{ Twenty questions forFrank
j

I Do you have a question I

I for Frank Zappa?
|

I
If you do, bring it down to the !

I
Collegian office c/o Jack Bresnahan I

Twenty of these questions will be j

I

I

I
.A

I

selected, 80 make yours good.

Deadline: Friday, Oct 26

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled by I rude Michel Jafic

ACROSS
1 Small garden

5 Meeting Abbr

9 Receipts

13 Home feature

14 Neaten
15 Herons relative

16 Secretary

18 Caviar make up

19 Poetic contrac-

tion

20 Monceau.
Paris

21 Refer (to)

23 Speaks,
soutfiern style

26 Stroke of a

letter

27 Network
29 Title for a royal

Russian
33 Madames

husband
36 Village in NW

Greenland

38 Fine material

39 Rice-Webber
musical

41 Prefix vi^itti

gram or

center

42 Dancing sister

43 Writer Pierre

and family

44 Mansard
46 Sale words
47 "Sunset

Boulevard" star

49 A Town
Without

51 Stations, in

Soissons

53 Break, in

poetry Var

57 Open
60 A Wizard Of

Oz star

62 Velvet quality

63 Indonesian

islands

64 Secretary

67 Alpine feature

68 Island in

Argyllshire

59 Not those

70 Long lourney

71 Racetrack
nudges''

72 Shamrock land

DOWN
1 Conundrum
2 Swimsuit

material

3 "The voice that

breathed

Eden
4 Diamond play

5 Place for fur m
summer Abbr

6 Ambler and
others

7 Dear

8 Daubs
9 Secretaries

10 Father, in the

East

11 Equal

12 quam
videri

13 Provide

provender

17 A touch of

class

22 Creeper

24 Secretary

26 African, to

Shakespeare

28 Unending

30 Chemical
endings

31 me
tangere

32 Ones at St

Andrews
33 Ott and Torme
34 Swear to

35 Actress Gam
37 Gl s address

40 Very, in music
45 Neckwear tor

ladies

48 Issue an order

50 Like some
seed pods

52 Substandard
language

54 Alof Indy

55 Poker ploy

56 Cathedral

section

57 USN title

58 Sandarac Iree

59 Winning
margin
sometimes

61 Anecdotes

65 Flightless bird

66 UK health ins

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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1
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1
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1
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67 6(

1
69

I70 71 n

4niOciaj I4t4 luv 4 nxrlr^ Iinifs Svndktir

D.C. Menu

LUNCH:
Hamburg on Roll

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH:
Oatburgers
Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce

DINNER:
Roast Turkey/Bread Dress-

ing
Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche
Seafood Rice Salad Plate

BASICS DL^JNER:
Roast Turkey/Bread Dress-

i ng
Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche
Seafood Rice Salad Plate
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Canada's Bear ofBeers
is here!

Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.

An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor

no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by \^n Munching & Co., Inc

, New York, NY

GIA]%T SUBS
Freshly Sliced

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

/F THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THEAREAIII

Rt 9 253-9521 314 College St.

Monday-Friday ^ ^ ^^^"'^^^

m - 400 Dm 6:30 am - 3:00 pm

the party

UPSTAIRS
^Nightly Specials:

(No cover!)

D Upstairs

"The Valley's hottest danceplayce

D Downstairs in the KIckoff Lounge

sports are always in season.

•Wed... Bruins vs. St. Louis. Cheer them on'

•Thurs... CoMEdy NigHt

•FrI... Celtics Season Opener-Be there'

•Sat...Just George 4 pm

STAR MARKET
SUPERMARKET
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PURSUING AN
EXCITING CAREER IN THE SUPERMARKET

INDUSTRY?
If so. we are interested in talking to you about excellent

growth opportunities. Currently we are interviewing for

Coop positions as well as December and June graduates

for our Management Training program.

Star Market Co. is based in Cambridge, Mass. and

openings are in Metro-Boston area.

Interested candidates contact Mr. Jeffrey Silver at the

Department of Cooperative Education. Room 110,

Thompson Hall for details.

STARMARKET
vol MK l\ INK M\MKKI K >W INK liKSI

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Come To Our Party

My Pretties

CARBUR'S
KISlAl)RANr&l()l)N(.».

Second Annual
Carbur's Halloween
Party, Wednesday.
October 31 at 9PM
Prizes for Best Costume
Grand Prize; a Weekend
for Two in Montreal
Accommodations at the

Bonaventure Hotel,

Breakfast plus Fifty

Dollars in Cash Other

pnzes include Ski

Tickets to Killington, VT,

Free Tickets to Comedy
Nite, Free Hot Tub
Certificates, Carbur's

Gift Certificates, Patrick

&Co Gift Certificates

Prizes awarded at 1 1 PM
No Costume'? You, too,

may win the "Eat vour

wav thru the 1 6-Daae
section of unusual

sandwiches i-REE'

That s over lOOot em
Special 99c; offer for

MyPtetties Buy any

Carbur's Sandwich and

get a heaping plate of

Carbur's Nachos for only

1 tin- HinvMMiil, Kl l..ill.-V, MA |4I Ij IIMi 1<l7n

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^tSnlillr Thursday 8 45 3 45 • Friday 8:45 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consecutrve days 5% <fac«jnt

.10 consecutive days 10% discount » 15 consecutive days 15% discount » phof>e^nimbgr_fTg«,

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Dattun 20OZ runs good no rust nice

intenor $3S00 lerious call only 549 7864

T2 Audi MOO running condition Larrv

549 6051

1976 Opal Ituzu excellent running condi

tion. good gas mileage, $696/BO 256-6121

1980 Citation 57,000 mi, 4 spd, very good
condition call evenings 546-1050

1977 Datsun. B210 hatchback 5 speed, 35

mpg, excellent running condition, $1500.,

667 3456 early AM or eves

1972 Cha^^ Impala ruM^well eOO/BO
256-8137

74 Qran Torino Sport 361 4 spaed many
new parts and extras »650 or 80 666-8316

197S Volkswagon Daahar sun roof

AM FM stereo $1500 549 6596 also VW
Bug $600

FOR RENT

Single room In apartmant lor rant

reasonable rate cisoe to campus 253 2284

FOR SALE

DRIVERS WANTED

Earn »6 7 an hour. Must be 18 or old*

Have own insured, reliable car Apply m per

son Dominos Pizis Rt 9, Hsdley

ENTERTAINMENT

For aala Hanaon aki boots shall 3, size 8 9

$75 546 4745

Unlvaga Mountain Bika landrover sport 1

month old please ca ll Paul 6-6045

Ski EquTpmant for sale Rossignol Rossi

175 skis Solomon 222 bindings, polos and

boots mens sire 10 by Nordics call stter 6

PM 549 1369

Aquariums fi^r sale 2 10 gallon, 120 galton

complete with stand call 549 1389 after 6

PM

FREE MEALS

KKchan Help Naadad in local sorority five

days s week lunch and dinner in exchange

for free meals If interested please call

5^B39 or 253 9971

OAV

FOUND

WICKED AND WILD DJa •"*<> '^^

visual entertainment for the^ s 6e4^«>^i^

Ri^iTAlDiir^aikXvidao Entertain

mant Agancy DJacjockeys and large

screen video partiaa for the five cottage area

5497144

24-hour bank card. Call to identity whwe
and wh«i loat and what bank. Jean

549 7676

Found 10 spaad blcycla in Tovimahouse

apartment area for information call Gerry at

549^72
Kaychal^found after Ferraro Rally near

Haigus Mall. Has hwo keys & Mondale but

ion on it. Call Ellen 649^78

Approximately 4 month old Slamaaa

lri?r.n found on '0/ 19 Towr^houje araa be

able toJderitifv546j7T1^rjg 56 13

Foun"d^iirof keys, blue key ringjn Stu

dent UNion on Sunday 10/21 call and idwi

tify 549-8833

The People's Qay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6:» each Thunt. Check the

Campus center schedule for room numbers.

New people ere welcome and encouraged

to atiendi

HALLOWQRAMS

Sand a friend a cookiegram for Hallo-

„„., »1.00. order Tuesday Thursday CC
10-4 Find out if you've been treated in Col

legian October 31

HAVRIDES

Attention Party 0«wa, RAs, Social

Chairpersons Party on our Haywagon^

Bonfire after ride Info and Reserv West

Hatlieid Stables 247 9098

HELP WANTED

Now taking •ppllcations for full and pan-

time positions Must be 18or older Apply in

person Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadtoy

iwian^ars naadad for Sporting Goods Co

op Gain valuable exparieoce: buying, sell

ing, advertising, scheduling, hiring &
payroll Applicatioos available in 407 SUB
Deadline is October 26, 5:00 AA/EOE

Help Wantad. Day shift Apply in person

after 5 PM Bells Pizza 65 University Drwe

Drivers Wanted earn »6-9 an liour Must

have own car Apply in person. College Piz

za 173 Sunset Ave

OparT^ouaa^Nursing Students/Nurse's

Aides free gifts wine and cf»eeae cider

and donuts cfieck us out' October 30th

1:30 pm to 4:30 pm Medical Personnel Pool

13 OW South Street Canter Northampton

586^7366

Nead^ood maala? Sorority needs kitchen

help Call Kathy 545-2152

WiMUA is looking for qualified student to fill

position of Business Mgr Applicants should

have some bookkeeping experience,

organizational skills, ability to work w/stu

dent staff and available for consistent week

ly time comminnr>ent 8 10 hrs Qualified

undergrads rrwy aply at 416 Stu Union by

Nov 2 AA/EEO women and third world en

couraged to apply

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

Legal Aaaletants Wantad The Legal Sar

vices Office, an on campus agency serving

University students, is looking for ligs^

assistant interns for the Spnng IWb

aemester Get hands on |ob experience in

the legel field, assisting anorneys at LSO

with client interviewing, investigations,

negotiations, legal research, giving advice

and referrals, preparation for Federal and

State Court litigation, attendance at court

hoanngs and participation in administrative

hearings Interns maintain continuing

casekMd under attorney sopervtswn JJp to

16 credits may be recervad from academic

departments To apply, for advice on ar

ranging an internship and credit, contact Of

fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Buikling, by

Wednesday, November 7th Writing sample

required. Further information. LSO. 922

Campus Center

LOST

Stolen In Sylvan ereo or Boyden Oym.
Brown leather wellet containing license,

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4098 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCorrnick^

An AIWA radio/tape Walkmon on Friday

12 indentifiablo reward 546 12^

Last week 'Tuesday, brown camera case

pocket calculator, eraser, pencils mside Fri

day dorm key Key ring "Record Bar". Con

tact John 87145 ^

Fifty dollar reweTd: Gold watch lost in

Brittany Manor near bus stop call Wendy at

546 8056

Michelle Mastarmanll Have a great birth-

day and a wonderful year' We tove you'

Your two roommates, Aiiny & Maura

Pebblea7 v«> tove you so' Happiaet Birth-

day' Gator & Hood

To ItM PJ PartieTTol 6 North Any objec

Zy to an encore? Wendy ftKevjn

Ifemember us?l PS When^sjhe weekend?^

HoppVlith BeckyI The day you have beer

waiting for is finally here Have a good tinrw

tonight' Love, Kathy and Coleate

UMaea Ski Patrol Recruitment Meeting

toniteCC Rm 911-16

PERSONALS

Dog Home Wanted loveabie white belgiati

shepard needs home desperately'

Housebroken call JR 9 263-79B7 or

546-0341 anytime' ^__^
Michael i'il always love you. Julie

Cheryl R happy Birthday

'love" you know wfw
Littia Giri"

Happy Birthday Michelle from Darling

Bob

Buah^BMh LAQNAF Now Sign up at

UMaaa Ski Club 430A SUB or Cc Concourse

646-3*37

Look for the Oreenough Snaek Ber

coupon lor free soda in today's Collegian

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papora. Caaea. Dissertations. Tbeaea.

on-campus low rates guaranteed eccap-

tanca Nancy 584^7924
^

RIDE WANTED

To ell Ang going to Barnea Oct 27 arNl 2S,

I need a nde Will help wnth gas Call Rick at

64&5e67

Albany NY SUNY area October 2eth will

Share expenses' Please call Beth 54^3740

ROOMMAtE WANTED

•200 a month includes utilities one minute

from bus line call 584 2873 Northampton^

Non-smoking female, 2 bedroom Brittany

Manor apartment $120.00 inclodee utilitiaa

Mary 283 7344/253 3786

STELLA DeRUNK

BtaHa DeRunk: Happy 21el

baby love, Ralph
give It tome
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Gorillas aren't waiting for Spring
...Garber's crew worksnow fornational recognition

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The fall lacrosse season, in full swing and Garber's
Gorillas, already with a couple of games under their belt,

will culminate the season with a battle this Sunday against
Army.
"Fall lacrosse is not as intense as some other sports. We

don't do the conditioning that we do for the season. It's a
much more low key type of things," said Coach Dick
Garber.

"That'll be (Army) the culmination. Probably, our best

people will be on the field most of the time. Army is in

awesome shape," said Garber.

"We'll give Army a game. They're in better shape.
Skillwise, I know we can play with them. I wouldn't be
surprised if we beat them," said Co-captain and Honorable
Mention All American Karl Hatton.

"The interest of other coaches and high .school players
tx)th in and out of state has been overwhelming in UMass
lacrosse," commented Garber. "Our recruiting has
stepped up. We've got plenty of good players." he added.
Some of the returning players from la.st year include the

other Co-captain and midfielder Perry Seale. The attack

line of Mike Fiorini. Rubba Sandford and Ken F>eeman has
been playing well together. Other attackmen. Tom
Lukacovic and Ed Boardman are out with a separated
shoulder and a knee injury, respectively suffered last year.

Others returning in the midfield include Matt O'reilly,

Greg Fisk. Seamus McGovern and Richie Abbott and Neal
Cunningham, who have both improved tremendously
according to Garber.

Tommy Aldrich is the only returning starting defender
from last year's squad, but Gerry Byrne, who played

behind the departed third team All-American Barry Cain,

has looked very good and will start. Defensive midfielders'

Mark St ration and Ted Spencer may be moved to the

backline, to add some experience. Scott Ciampa also

returns.

The most open position is goalkeeper. Quint Moore has

been getting most of the work, followed by another fresh-

man. Paul McCarty of Dematha High School in Maryland,
better known for their basketball program. Still another
newcomer is Glen Munchaw from Peterboro, Canada who
has been plagued by a hurt ankle.

Two weeks ago, the Gorillas pit two split squads against

Holy Cross and the W.M.L.C. and the team that opened up

against the Crusaders played well, while the other team
was a little shakey.

Last week in the Annual UMass Alumni game, the
Varsity squad made good work of their former teammates,
defeating them handily, 16 10, while the JV team crushed
Lowell, 16-6.

Sophomore Doug Musco, who was with the team last

year, but didn't play because of a knee injury, and has the
fastest shot on the team, poured in four goals and an assist

to lead the team to victory.

Transfer Tom Carmine from Farmingdale, Long Island

also looks to be a good player as he showed some good

moves in adding four goals of his own along with a couple of

assists.

Other new players include Al Rotatori, Kelly and Brad

Carr, a twin tandem from high school lacrosse power. West
Genesee. Glen Stevens a midfielder, and attackmkcDave
Burke and Craig Pietz.

"At this point of the year, this team looks better than last

year's (a 10th place finish nationally) team did," concluded

Garber.

Coileipan photo by Derek Roberts

UMass lacrosse coach
Dick Garber in conference

with one of his players

during yesterday's fall

practice.

Spikers
destroy

Smith
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team's win over Smith
College last night was
truly a pleasure to wat»

ch— if you had a flashlight.

The lack of light ap

parently didn't bother the

Minutemen, as the spikers

trounced the Unicorns 15

5. 154. 15 6 at a dim-lit

NOI*E gym la.st night

A whole .section of the

gym was left in the dark as

center court was provided

with full lighting for the

first time this season with

light bulbs borrowed from

other ceiling lights.

Last night's game also

served as Patti Grant's

final home game as a

spiker. Grant led the team
in serving the last four

years, amassing 89 service

aces in that time. Grant,

making her 169th start, led

UMass to the ECAC
championship la.st season.

UMass dominated the

match from start to finish,

capitalizing on numerous
Unicorn miscues.

"We were in control,"

said Coach Elaine Sortino.

"It gave us a chance to try

some things we haven't

been able to do this

season

UMass now prepares for

this weekend's Westpoint
Volleyball Tournament.
This tournament is crucial

to UMass' post-season play

hopes. Four of the top five

teams, including UMass
who is ranked #5, will be

present. Wins against #2

New Haven or /<3 Army
would put the spikers in

contention for a playoff

spot.

Sports Log

lletria" phoici hy Derek Rutierls

Senior attackman Ken Freeman is seen here in action in front of the net. The
Grorillas are scrimmaging again this fall in preparation for a tough spring

schedule, as they fight for national ranking.

Just a few thoughts...

We have quite a crop of free agents this

year, ranging from the ridiculous to the

sublime. Bruce Sutter and Cy Young
winner Rick Sutcliffe will probably be the

most sought after, while guys like Bill

Almon. Champ Summers (what kind of

mother names her kid "champ"; never
mind. I don't want to know), and Chris
Spreier will probably be better off serving
Fribbles at your local Friendly's... Sutcliffe

can ju.st about name his price, especially

after being the unanimous choice for

baseball's highest award for a pitcher.

Sutter's wallet will also be getting a little

fatter come next season. Expect to see
both signing for more than one million a
year, easy.

Someone who should be making that much
is Dan Marino, quarterback of the
Dolphins. This great athlete drove the
Dolphins to touchdown after touchdown
against the Patriots. In fact, he made the
Pats secondary look mighty bad on many
occasions. I don't think Mr. Marino will be
getting something under the tree from Ron
Meyer this December...Another football

coach has bit the proverbial dust. Sam
Rutigliano got his pink slip after that fine 1-

7 start with the Cleveland Browns. What
really did him in was his lousy call against

the Patriots a few weeks ago. I have an
eerie feeling that Sam will be guiding the
Pats before too long.

One team I don't think anyone should

coach is the Houston Oilers. They have

gone 3-33 over the past few years with no

hope in sight. Yup. they are the Ball State

(now 2-6) of the pro ranks...

Hockey season is already a week old and

we haven't even hit 40 degrees yet. The
Bruins are off to a rough start of it, with

Pete Peters giving up more than four goals

a game. To bolster their attack, the B's

acquired Charlie Simmer from the L.A.

Kings. Simmer is a pretty good player from

a pretty bad team. The Kings have yet to

win a game this year and haven't made the

hockey playoffs in years, which is like your

sister turning you down for the Senior

Prom...The Oilers picked up right where
they left off, not yet losing a game and

averaging six goals a contest. They're

giving up less than three a game as well.

They can do it all. Gretzky can probably

even lip-sync.

How dare the WBC strip the title from
Hagler'.' He is the best middleweight,
period. I'd like to see the guy who told him
to his face. That would not be a pretty

sight...This weeks quote goes to WMUA
guru Steve Cooperstein. who inquired as to

what people in Maine do for fun (check

yesterday's paper). I don't know, Steve,

but I'm really not looking forward to going
back up there to find out and neither is

Pete.

No more need be said.
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UMass professor of Afro-American Studies Michael Thelwell addresses a noontime "Free Grenada

rally yesterday outside the Student Union. More than 200 students gathered to hear students speak

against the one year anniversary of the rescue mission of American medical students, two of whom

spoke at Amherst College.

Asbestos still plaguingUM buildings
Workers to removefrom iwiorily 'areas

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Despite spending over a third of a million

dollars on asbestos removal last January,

the University of Massachusetts is far from

finished in removing the substance from

campus buildings.

The Physical Plant is beginning an

asbestos removal program that will cost

$75,000 a year to rid pipe and ceiling in

sulation of the fire-retardant substance,

according to Peter Wozniak, operations

director of the Physical Plant.

As part of the effort, the Physical Plant

will hire three asbestos removal workers

and will post warning signs in buildings

where there may be high levels of asbestos

in the air.

The highest levels of potentially

dangerous asbestos are found in mechanical

rooms of University buildings, according to

an Asbestos Commission study. The

buildings include the Hampden Dining

Commons, Goodell Library, the Water

Resource Center and Morrill Science

Center. These rooms have been placed on a

"priority list" by the Physical Plant.

Wozniak said.

Last January, the University hired

private contractors to work on a large scale

asbestos removal project on the Campus

Center concourse. With the hiring of three

asbestos workers, the University will no

longer have to call expensive contractors

into the school, Wozniak said.

"The primary function of the workers

would be to remove or encapsulate asbestos

on the ceilings and pipes," Wozniak said.

"The Massachusetts Asbestos Commission

and the Environmental Health and Safety

Division have gone out and looked at where

asbestos is installed in the University."

Wozniak said. He said the inspection

process includes making a list of all the

places on campus where there might be

potential health and safety hazards if

asbestos is in the air.

Asbestos is "normally a stable substance,

but if it is powderized. then it becomes a

problem," Wozniak said. Asbestos has

been found to cause cancer after prolonged

exposure.

"We will ensure that they get proper

training and equipment." said Alfred

Sorenson, safety and occupational health

officer at UMass. He said the Environ

mental Health and Safety Division will also

monitor the work sites where the workers

will remove or seal a.sbe.stos.

Wozniak said there is no single correct

method for asbestos removal. "There is no

one right way to sea! off a room and en

capsulate asbestos." Wozniak said. "It's

really on a trial and error basis. " he said.

The highest acceptable level of asbestos in

the air is .02 fibers per cubic centimeter,

said Wozniak. He said the standard was set

by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Orchard Hill lighting fixed;

concern for safety voiced
By REBECCA THATCHER
and LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Rumors that up to four rapes occurred on

campus earlier this week led to increased

concerns over a darkened path to Orchard

Hill, though that lighting has now been

restored.

The lights on the path from Worcester

Dining Commons to Orchard Hill had been

out since Tuesday night, but have now been

restored, according to Tony Fusco,

assistant director of operations of the

Physical Plant.

The lights had been out because of a

transformer failure at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday.

The transformer, which also supplies power

to the observatory and Fisher Laboratory,

is responsible for adjusting voltage, Fusco

said.

In order to restore lighting to the path

way, a temporary line was set up from

another power source, Fusco said.

He said he hopes the transformer itself

will Ho rppairod ^>y today

A motion passed by the Undt^rgraduate

Student Senate Wednesday called for the

formation of a task force to study campus

lighting and other safety measures. 'The

panel, to be made up of representatives

from the Senate, the administration, the

Department of Public Safety, and the

women's issues team of the Student Center

fro Educational Research and Advocacy,

should meet Monday to finalize details on

the.safetv measures.

Women acbisedon

how to awidrape
By DENISE FULLER
Collegian Correspondent

At least 15 rapes are reported on this

campus each year, according to police

statistics. Officials estimate that only 10

to 25 percent of rapes which actually oc-

cur are reported.

For women the fear of rape can be

lessened by using some precautionary

measures.

"No matter what we tell people, so

much depends on the style of the of-

fender, but we suggest people stay in

lighted areas, look alert, and pay atten-

tion," said Mary Dumas, an administrator

in the sensitive crimes unit of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts police.

Date rape is one of the most frequent

Continued on page 4
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Students react

to Grenada
anniversary
Hy BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students

rallied yesterday against the U.S. invasion

of Grenada on its first anniversary, calling

the action an "obscenity" and "a low point

in American activity."

The protest, which began on the steps of

the Student Union Building and later

resumed at Amherst College's Converse

Hall, was part of a nationwide response to

"Student Liberation Day." a celebration of

the anniversary of the rescue mission of

American medical students studying in

Grenada.
Sponsored by the Radical Student Union

and the Western Massachusetts Latin

America Solidarity Committee
(WMLASC), the rally brought together

students who opjKJsed the invasion and

other U.S. intervention in Central

American countries like Nicaragua and El

Salvad«)r.

About 250 i)eople gathered at noon,

where they first saw a skit put on by

UMass' "The Not Ready for Main Street

Players." The skit showed U.S. soldiers

killing (irenadians and Cubans, while res-

cuing an unconcerned "student" who was

then paid off to give a nationalistic speech

praising the action.

RSU member Beatrix Hoffman initiated

the s[)eaker list by saying, "We're here to-

day... to show that students do care (about

U.S. intervention into Third World ('oun-

tries), and that we don't want to see young

people die in another useless war."

Hoffman then invited the gathering to

move on to Amherst College after the rally,

where two medical students evacuated by

the U.S. were si)eaking. Their appearance

was paid for by the USA Foundation, an

organization that says it is non-partisan but

whose president, Jack Abramoff, is also

head of the College Republican National

Committee.

Amid post-ers reading "Stop U.S. sup-

port for Right Wing Thugs" and "CIA

'saved' medical students and bombed a

mental hospital," alM)ut a dozen speakers

addressed the UMass audience.

Afro-American Studies professor

Michael Thelwell told the crowd, "You

must ask yourselves why you are here.

Have you not heard that American is stan-

ding tall? If so, then why'r'

hollowing the rally, a group of students

went to Amherst College to hear medical

students Victoria Saccaro, 25, of Hacken-

sack, N.J., and Chris Anselmi, 23, of

Queens, N.Y., describe their Grenadian ex-

perience.

Prior to the invasion, the students had

l)een under a four-day curfew following the

assasination of Prime Minister Maurice

Bishop, when they would have been shot on

sight if they left the campus. During this

time, the students had to live on food ra-

tions, drink impure water that was brought

in because they had no utilities, and build

latrines.

The audience of about 75 people fre-

(juently attempted to change the forum to a

discussion on foreign policy and the politics

of the Grenada move.

"We're not here to debate foreign policy

or to espouse Reagan or Mondale,"

Anselmi. who said during an earlier news

conference that he was a Democrat, stress-

ed. "Some American soldiers died to

rescue us. whether you believe we were in

danger or not. One reason we are here is to

honor them."
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Kerry, Shamie debate economic issues

BOSTON (AP) Democrat John Kerry and Republican Ray

Shamie clashed repeatedly on econmic issues last night m a

U.S. Senate debate, with Shamie surprising his opponent

by saying that his "no new taxes" stance applied only to tax

hikes to reduce the federal deficit.
j „ , i

The hour long meeting at P^aneuil Hall started off slowly

with discussions of Central America and arms control

formulas. But the debate came alive when Kerry, the

state's lieutenant governor, tried to push Shamie on his

position on tax hikes and Shamie tried to paint his

Democratic opponent as a big spender.

Midway through the debate. Shamie was asked a ta.

question and responded by saying he's "been talking about

it so long now Im tired of hearing myself talk about it.

But the Republican startled Kerry by adding that he only

opposed tax increases to reduce the federal deficit. He

indicated he would support a tax increase for worthwhile

social programs, especially if they were matched with a tax
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reduction in another area.
, ,,, .u

Kerry, who has tried to force Shamie to back off i'"<"" ij^e

•no new taxes" stand that he used to help win the GOP

primary, quickly tried to capitalize on the statement.

"On September 10. with Elliot Richardson sitting right

here in this room, he (Shamie) said, i wUl not vote for new

taxes, new federal taxes, under any circumstances. And

that was a continuing pledge throughout the campaign,

Kerry said. Tm delighted to have him adopt a more

reasonable attitude and realize you have to bend."

Shamie. a millionaire businessman, also accused Kerry ol

flip nopping on the tax issue by initially saymg a tax hike

was inevitable and now saying he would support an m-

crease only as a last resort.

He said Kerry could not pay for the social spendmg in

creaes he wanted "unless you go back to your original

program to raise taxes."
continued on page 7
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WASHINGTON (API The

federal government ran up a

$175.3 billion budget deficit

in fiscal year 1984. down

from the all time record set

last year but still the second

largest flood of red ink in

U.S. hi.story. the Treasury

Department announced

yesterday.

The deficit total for the

fiscal year which ended on

Sept. 30 was $1 billion

higher than the Reagan

administration had
predicted in August but was

down considerably from

what both the ad

ministration and private

economists had feared at the

beginning of the year.

The $17.5.3 billion deficit

was 10 percent below the

$19.5.3 billion record set in

1983. the year that Ronald

Reagan had pledged while

campaigning in 1980 that he

COME CELEBRATE!

would balance the gover

nment's books.

Democratic candidate

Walter Mondale has sought

to make the government's

budget deficit an issue in the

presidential campiagn.

accusing President Reagan

of ignoring the problem.

Mondale has offered a plan

of budget cuts and tax in

creases to slash the

projected deficit in 1989 by

two thirds and has

challenged Reagan to do the

same.

The president has declined

to offer specifics of his own

deficit reduction plan. He
has said he would increase

taxes only as a "last resort,"

preferring to rely instead on

further budget cuts and

growth in the economy to

erase the red ink.

The final deficit figure

would have been even

higher but the government

actually ran a rare surplus of

$16.8 billion last month,

brought about because

September government
checks such as Social

Security were mailed in late

August because of the Labor

Day holiday.

The final report showed

that government revenues

totaled $666.4 billion in

1984. up to 10.9 percent

from 1983. Government
spending totaled $841.8

billion, up 5.8 percent from

1983.

AF Last-rphoto

21 arrested in D.C
WASHINGTON (AP) Twenty one people, including the

Rev. Daniel Berrigan. were arrested yesterday when they

blocked the northwest gate of the White House by kneeling

in prayer and denouncing President Reagans policies.

Organizers for the Community for Creative Nonviolence

said the arrests brought to 101 the number of demon-

strators taken into custody outside the White House

during almost daily protests this month. They said 27

people were arrested there Wednesday.

Singing hymns and folk songs, reciting Scripture and the

Lord's Prayer, the demonstrators Thursday stood in front

of the high iron gates of the White House, then sat on the

driveway and finally knelt on the pavement.

A spokesman said many of the protesters were from

Boston or New York. The names of those arrested were

not available.

The demonstrators held cardboard signs and painted

cloth banners, some of which read "No More Grenadas,"

"Reagan's Harvest of Shame" and "Shelter the Homeless."

Berrigan, a Roman Catholic priest, is a longtime peace

and anti war activist who has been arrested often for

taking part in protest demonstrations.

Grenada remembers
ST. GP:0RGES. Grenada (AP) On Oct. 25, 1983.

Grenadians huddled behind closed doors as gunfire from

invading troops crackled nearby. Yesterday, one year

later, they marked the anniversary with thanksgiving

church services and the peaceful pleasures of a midweek

holiday.

"Let us not for a moment forget those American ser-
vicemen who gave their lives that we might live." Vicar
General Cyril LaMontagne told some 500 people gathered
3t the Roman Catholic cathedral here yesterday morning.
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Construction workers begin their day in mist yesterday at this University Drive

Union Records vacant til'SS
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Covernors decided last

night to leave the Union Records Unlimited store empty

until next semester, despite a request from the

Undergraduate Student Senate to allot the space to the

Sporting Goods Co-op.

BOG sf)ace coordinator Ron Homa said the board

wanted to make sure that the group that gets the space

deserves it the most. He also said the record store needs

till the end of November to sell the rest of its records.

Campus Center Director Bill Harris said the board had

to protect Campus Center businesses from direct competi-

tion. He said that if the BOG let the Sporting Goods Co-op

expand and move into the Union Records Unlimit^ store,

as some BOG members had suggested, it would create un-

wanted competition with the University Store's sports

department.

Harris said if the Sporting Goods Co-op expanded,

maybe the University Store should cancel its line of spor-

ting goods.

Homa said the Republican Club is first in line for office

space, followed by the Asian Students Group and Circuit

Magazine. He said usually about 30 groups ask for office

space but that these were the only groups which asked for

space this year.

The BOG also agreed to sponsor the re-opening of the

Craft Shop, on Nov. 6th. B(X; vice-chairperson Karen

Karina Gray said the re-opening, for which the BOG
donated $150, should show students the crafts they can

practice, have students meet the new manager. Anna

Dolan, and encourage people to use the shop, which was

not very productive last year.

The BOG also donated $250 toward a free concert on

Nov. 17 by Debitrasad Chatterjee, a sitar player from In-

dia to be held in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Harris also said that with the rise in the drinking age to

21 next year, the Campus Center bars will have to find

something other than alcohol on which to make money and

entertain laree numbers of students.

The BOG is planning to intrcxluce a "fruit juice t)ar' in

the Campus Center bars, said BOG meml)er Sid Flynn. It

would serve fruit juices, virgin drinks, non-alcoholic da-

quiries, malts, soda, and vegetable drinks. There currently

is a machine which makes non-alcoholic drinks in one of

the bars.

Alumna buys sculpture
In a brief ceremony yesterday, University of

Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey unveiled a

newly installed outdoor .sculpture created by a UMass

alumnus, and purchased, for the most part, by a UMass

alumna and patron of the arts.

Speaking Irom atop the sculpture, which features a 20-

feet long deck that leads to a large stone partially encased

in concrete, Duffey said "This is a very special addition

and it's something to play with, enjoy, and celebrate."

The -sculpture, titled "Separate Change." is located in an

opening in a small grove of trees directly outside the

chancellor's house near Orchard Hill

After spotting the piece in ths University Gallery last

year, Lois Torf '46, said she questioned what was to

become of it, and worked to keep the sculpture on

campus, eventually, to locate it outside the chanceUor's

house.

LARRY BOUCHIE
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Chancellor Joseph Duffey, alumna Lois Torf

and artist Jeffrey Schiff unveil artwork in

garden near chancellor's house.

Amherst forms
S. Africa board
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Amherst College President Peter R. Pouncey has form-

ed a committee of students, faculty and alumni which will

advise him on possible divestiture of the college's holdings

in companies that do business in South Africa

The President's Advisory Committee on Investments in

South Africa will recommend to Pouncey "what the (col-

lege's) trustees might do about sf)ecific companies in

which we own stwk, and continue to discuss the moral

issue and the wisdom of divestment in general," according

to the committee's chairman, sociology Professor Jan

Dizard.

Sarah Arnholz, one of two students appointed to the

committee, said the college has approximat*'ly $17 million

worth of shares in corporations with business ties in South

Africa, "although that figure may he dat^ni." Amherst

College Comptroller Sharon Siegel would neither confirm

nor deny Arnholz's estimate.

Dizard was a member of a committee, which in a

30-page report last year, condemned apartheid but re-

jected immediaU' divestment, concluding, "it is simply not

within the power or authority of the Trustees to effect

materiallv the course of history in South Africa."

The report recommended that the trustees "indicate

that they are not categorically opposed to divestiture" and

that the college incre.'ise "educational activities...on the

nature of apartheid." South Africa's system of racial

segregation and ine<juality.

Both Dizard and Siegel said the college is most concern-

ed with companies' adherence to the Sullivan Principles,

guidelines for corporate l)ehavior in South Africa written

in 1977 bv Reverend Leon H. Sullivan of Philadelphia.

The Sullivan Principles call on companies operating in

South Africa to eliminate segregation and discrimination

from their facilities and hiring practices and to recruit

blacks, who are allowed no political rights by that

country's ruling white minority.

Siegel said the college divested from 12 companies bet-

ween 1978 and May 1983 because the firms were not

following the principles.

Siegel said "blanket divestment" might be counter-

productive, and that pressing corporations to adhere to

the Sullivan Principles is a more effective step U)ward im-

proving the lives of South African blacks.

Dizard said he was more concerned with "seeing that

American foreign policy toward South Africa changes.

I'm not sure divestment will have an 'fYpct.

Ini leery ol Liymg i-<' gel corpuiaLu»MS lo in^-liave weii.

I'm less leery of' trying to get Congress to pass goo<i

laws," he said.

He said the financial effect of divestiture would l)e only a

short-term problem, "but trustee reluctance...comes from

the possibility of antagonizing alumni. I'm sure many of

(the alumni) don't want the institution they attended and

love liecoming politicized.

"Many of the trustees are leaders of corporations and

banks," he added.

Arnholz, a senior, called student involvement in the

issue "sporadic. People aren't aware; they don't want to

l)e aware." She said the last "reasonably powerful"

Amherst student action was a spring 1982 anti-apartheid

rally she helped organize.

Arnholz said she was not aware that a University of

Massachusetts group, the South Africa Divestment Coali-

tion, this fall succeeded in getting the UMass Board of

Trustees and Treasurer Robert Brand to adhere U) a 1977

divestment policy.
, .

"It's too bad we (the colleges in the area) haven t in-

tegrated campaigns enough," she said.

Police report stereo, bicycles stolen

University of Massachusetts police

reported that a 1974 Buick was broken into

in lot 44 and its AM/FM cassette stereo and

equalizer, valued at $200. were stolen.

Police said thieves also smashed the car's

windshield. The report was received at

6:40 p.m. Wednesday.

A 10 speed bicycle valued at $325 was

reported stolen at 7:06 p.m. Wednesday,

near Worcester Dining Commons. Police

said the bike's owner locked the bike

outside of the dining hall and returned 45

minutes later to find it missing.

Police said another 10-speed bicycle

valued at $225 was reported stolen at 1:57

p.m. Wednesday from the basement of

Cashin dormitory. Police reported that the

bike was locked to a metal rack, but the lock

was apparently sawed oil.

A 20 year old male UMass student was

arrested and charged with driving while

intoxicated, police said. Police reported

that the man was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue at 2:10 a.m.

Thursday.
Police said a 25 year-old Sunderland man

was arrested on warrants for previous

motor vehicle violations issued by the South

Yarmouth police department. According to

police, the man was stopped for speeding on

North Pleasant Street near the Fine Arts

Center at 12:13 a.m. Thursday, and sub-

sequently arrested for the outstanding

warrants.

- JOEL P. COFFIDIS

Europe fears Reagan, nukes

says Danish party official

Nonviolence workshop to be held

A workshop on nonviolence will be held at

1 p.m. Sunday in Campus Center room 163.

This workshop, which will be led by

UMass Peacemakers Randi Saslow and

Jonathan Spaulding, will be preparation for

the Harvest of Shame Civil Di.sobedience

Action on Nov. 3 in Washington D.C.

For more information contact Jon

Spaulding or Randi Saslow at 545 2661

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

President Ronald Reagan will win in

November and one of Europe's basic fears is

that Reagan will not do anything about the

arms race, a leader of a swing party in

Denmark and a former high ranking official

in the European Common Market said

yesterday.

Niels Helveg Petersen, leader of Den-

mark's Social Liberal party, spoke to about

40 UMass students yesterday morning on

the Common Market and its relations with

the United States.

The Common Market is composed of 10

Western European nations that act as one

in economic trade. Great Britain, France,

Italy and West Germany are the major

countries.

"Everybody knows that Reagan is going to

win," Petersen said, "and we have known

that for a long time and so have the

Russians. It's really an academic question."

Petersen, a former leader of the Danish

delegation in the Common Market com-

mission (the body that writes and ad-

ministers laws), said Europe is concerned

about arms control.

"There is a genuine tear in Europe that

Reagan will not do anything ;k- ut arms

control. The arms race will just get faster

and faster. This adminstration is not see'.

in Europe as an administration that has

seriously tried to come forth with proposals

towards arms control." Petersen said.

"We have more destructive capability

packed in Western Europe than any other

spot on Earth," he said. "We don't want

any more."

Petersen, who is in America by invitation

of the government touring high technolof

cities such as Boston, Dallas, and San

Francisco, also said the deficit is

unrealistic.

"I believe Reagan has to do something

about it. I'm convinced there will be tax

increases and deficit cuts. It is a

manageable budget if it's taken care of

now," he said.
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•rape

Continued from page 1

types of rape, according to Kathy Alex-

ander, coordinator of the counselor ad-

vocates training program at the

Everywoman's Center.

"On campus, the most common kind of

rape is aquaintance ra[)e which accounts

for at least 67 f)ercent of all rapes," Alex-

ander said.

To avoid l)eing attacked at night, women
should travel in groups and interlace keys

between their fingers to use as a weapon

against a rapist. An escort service

(545-2123) is also available to women walk-

ing alone at night, according to pamphlets

provided by the Everywoman's Center.

Violent crime exp)erts suggest using only

first and middle initials on a mailtox or in a

phone b(X)k instead of Miss, Mrs., or Ms.

Keeping doors and windows locked, leav

ing lights on when the residence is vacant,

and reporting any suspicious behaviors are

three measures women can use to decrease

the likelihood of l»eing victimized, the pam

phlet state<].

"Reporting a rapist is an important

aspect of rape prevention. We give of-

fenders the message that rape is not a

crime that they can get away with," Dumas

said.

If a woman is victimized, the rape hotline

(545-0800) provides victims with a

counselor advocate who "is there to sup-

port and not to U'll the woman what to do,"

said Peg Lazarchick, a counselor educator

at the F^verywoman's Center.

Lazarchick said a counselor advocate

usually accompanies a victim to the health

services or a hospital, where she is given an

exam. The exam is important. Lazarchick

said, in case the attacked {>erson later

wants to press charges. The victim should

also not shower l)efore the exam.

Victims can also call the University police

to receive assistance.

A counselor advocate can also report the

rape to the police if the assaulted person

does not want to press charges, if the

woman decides to press charges, she can

drop the case at any time, Lazarchick said.

Students must 'take a stand

'

on gayrights, other oppression
By TAARA EDEN HOF-

FMAN
Collegian Staff

People who do not face

harassment and
discrimination daily cannot

fully understand the need

for education on those

oppressions, according to

Paul Throne, member of the

People's Gay Alliance (PGA)

at the University of

Massachusetts.

'It's hard to be committed

to people whose experiences

you don't share," Throne

said.

Last week, the

Undergraduate Student

Senate voted 48 34 against

the allocation of funds for a

heterosexism awareness

educator. Some senators

maintained that the Student

Government Association

(SGA) did not have enough

money in the SGA
emergency stabilization

account to fund the

educator, who would receive

$3,824. Others said that the

need for an educator is not

an emergency.
People using these

arguments "don't know that

every day people are being

harassed." Throne said.

"An awareness educator

would publicize the fact and

bring (oppression) to the

people's attention."

Good friends won't leaveyou flat.

The moon was up, the stars

were out and-pfftt!-your rear

tire was down. Good thing there

was a phone nearby. And a few

good friends who were willing

to drive a dozen miles, on a

Saturday night, to give you a

lift. When you get back, you

want to do more than just say

"thanks!' So tonight, let it be

Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's togood friends.

Last year the SGA spent

$12,000 on a Cheap Trick

concert in Southwest, using

monies from the emergency

account. Throne said.

"People in the senate just

didn't want to be faced with

gay and lesbian issues," he

said.

The senate decision was

reached through a secret

ballot, and had the senate

taken a verbal vote, and

heard their own views,

"they would have had a pang

of conscience and voted

yes," Throne said. "If

people didn't verbally take a

stand, you really can't

educate them at all," he

said.

Throne suggested that in

order it reach those people

who are apathetic about gay

and lesbian oppression and

other oppressions such as

racism, sexism, and ageism,

a referendumshould be

created to make people

think about these issues.

Make a list of 25 questions

"asking people if they

support gay rights, if they

believe the text book annex

should be handicap-

accesible. if they believe the

record stores in the mall

should sell only the black

[

artists that appeal to a white

I

(consumer)," Throne said.
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Book on futurepublished
May help educators forecast trmds

By ILENE MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

A handbook that aids administrators,

policymakers, and teachers in bringing a

more effective future to their schools has

bee published by the Phi Delta Kappa
Commission on schooling for the 21st

century.

The handbook, published by the

University of Massachusetts Future

Studies Program, "enables ordinary

people to gather and formulate in-

formation which gives them a detailed

picture of future trends," according to Lon

Freeman. Future Studies Program
coordinator.

Although many statistical methods have

been developed for forecasting probable

trends in education, the consequences

have been studied less. Freeman said.

The handbook, titled "Handbook for

Conducting Future Studies in Education,"

is available for $4 a copy. The report,

finished last vear. includes several years

of research.

The Office of Ix)ng Range Planning at

Army Headquarters in Washington D.C.

has some interest in this report, Freeman

said.

"Lieutenant Colonel McCaa has called a

national assessment of groups, univer-

sities and think tanks that are involved in

long range planning to see what facilities

are out there for their own purposes,

"

Freeman said. At a Future Studies

meeting Wednesday, the question arose

on what degree of involvement the Future

Studies Program should have with the

military.

"It was decided that we will send them

this information," said Freeman. "No one

knows if this will be valuable to them."

But Freeman added that it is difficult to

find adequate funding for the Future

Studies Program, and since the Depar-

tment of Defense is the second or third

source of research funding , an

arrangement with them would be tern

pting." he said.

U.S.- Israeli relationship

important says columnist
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Albert Schlossberg,
columnist for The Boston

Globe, The Christian

Sicience Monitor, and The

Jewish Advocate, said la.st

night that Israel is

strategically of vital im

portance to the United

States.

Schlossberg spoke to

University of Massachusetts

studnets in Herter Hall as

part of an ongoing lecture

series on contemporary

issues in the Middle East

sponsored by the UMass
H'nai M'rith llill«>l Foun

dal 'Of'

In his lecture "Israel's

Ki'lationship with the U.S.,"

he said that "the one

strategic ally of the United

States in the Middle Fast
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which can be depended upon

i.s the state of Israel,

"because," he added, "it is

tht' only domooratir nation

Th»> roa.s()n why it i.'^

imperative thai th<' United
States has a strong statet:ic

relationship with at least

one country in the Middle

East is because "of the oil

which is controlled, by and
large, by the Arab nations,"

Scholssberg said.

He said that the U.S. was
not entirely dependent on oil

supplies from the Middle

East. But Western
European countries, Japan

and a number of America's

other allies across the world

are.

He said that "the U.S. is in

agreement with its allies

that if the flow of oil from

the Persian Gulf is cut off.

then the U.S. will share i««

own oil."

"This would entirely

disrupt the U.S. economy."

Schlossberg said. "This is

the major rea.son why
planners in the U.S. see the

Middle East as so

strategically important to

them, "and whv it is so

important to have a Middle

Eastern ally.

Schlossberg also spuke of

other reasons which con

tributed to Israel's im-

portance for the U.S.

He said that "If war were

to break out in the Middle

East which involved the

Soviet Union, who could the

U.S. depend on?" It is only

Israel, said Schlossberg,

which has a military force

predicated on the American
system and "reported to be

one of the best in the world."

He also spoke on the

psychological elationship

between Israel and the U.S.

Essentially Israel and
America have "the same
goals, the same hopes and
dreams and speak the same
sort (»f language." .said

."schlossberir.

Israel's strategic ini

portance for the U.S. is

made plain, he said, if one

considers that the United

States gives $2.6 billion in

aid to Israel annually, "even

though only 2.7 percent of

the U.S. population are

Jewish." he said.
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continued from page 2

Kerry denied making such a statement.

The emotional hi^h point of the debate came near the end

when the candidates discussed the recent mcrease m chUd

malnutrition in Massachusetts.
. . ,1.

Shamie, who defended President Reagan throughout the

night said the federal government should not be blamed

for cuts in social programs if the state can come in and do

the job.

"As long as there is a state government that will add

6.000 new jobs in two years... for no reason other that

patronage when we have children not being fed properly,

that is a disgrace." he said, referring to the Dukakis ad-

ministration in which Kerry serves.

Kerry said Massachusetts taxpayers were forced to spend

and extra $2.3 million on the Women. Infants and Children

nutrition program to make up for budget cuts pushed by

Reagan.

"I refuse to believe we are going to make selfishness so

fashionable in this country that we refuse to accept the fact

there are that 6.5 million more people in this country" and

that malnutrition is a growing problem, Kerry said.

Styles by Deborah
66 University Drive

549-5610

E3SANDERS
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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Random Notes
No woman deserves to be raped

This Saturday at the Ferraro rally,

we had a horrifying experience.

We observed a sign referring to

(k-raldine Ferraro saying "DiU'h the

Bitch." We and several women approach-

ed the men carrying the sign, and sug-

gested that they hold a sign supporting

their candidate instead of one that insults

women with sexist slurs. At this point,

(jne man turned to one of the women and

said "You should Iw screwed up against a

wall." He continued by stating that she

would enjoy being ra{)ed. The woman spat

in his face, and several of us began yelling

at the man; some of us pushed him as he

continued to make threats and slurs

against us. Members of the Republican

Club were standing by during the inci

dent. They denied that the man was a

Republican Club meml>er and said that

they did not condone the sign that the

other men were carrying. They also refus

ed to n-lease a statement condemning the

sign or the man's actions. However, a Col-

U-qidv article Monday quotes "Republican

Club member, Paul Kasman." Paul

Kasman was the man who told the woman

she should l>e raped, in the article

Kasman claims that he felt {xTsecuted for

l)eing spat on; he doesn't tell the Colhgian

what he really said to make the woman

,^pil at him.

Another incident occurred that day

along the same lines. A fraternity on

North Pleasjint St., Beta Kapi)a Phi

(BK( »), ha<l many Reagan/Bush posters in

their windows. They also displayed a sign

reading "Cerry Slept Here."

The feeling that we and other women

and men have gotten from the male

Republicans on this camfuis is this: many

of them feel that women who get involved

in fK)litics and assert their views are bit-

ches who deserve to be raped. It seems

that the same men who are threatened by

the candidacy of a woman for national of-

fice also think of rape as the way to "keep

women in their place." Ferraro's can-

didacy, which has Vn'en a source of inspira-

tion and encouragement for women, has

brought out the worst instincts of those

men whose mission in life seems to be to

make the world as dangerf>us for women

as i>ossible.

We wish we could say we were surpris-

ed by the actions of Republican males on

this campus, but we are not. They support

a party and a president that not only con-

demns the Equal Rights Amendment, but

won't even support the principles of equal

rights for women.
President Reagan does not believe that

women deserve eijual proU'ction under

the law, he does not beleive that women

are capable of making decisions that af-

fect their own lives, and he doesn't believe

that women deserve the same quality of

life that men do.

Republican men on this campus seem to

sup|>ort their leader's notions about

women, and .some of them t;ike it even

further. They l)elieve that women who

speak out figainst unfair treatment should

l»e punished through rafX".

And for those who claim t lese men are

just "joking around:" violence against

women is not funny. On Saturday morn-

ing, a woman was raped on our campus.

UriHi HoHiirid ts a mrmlter of thf;

SCKHA Wtrmen'ii hsues Tmtn and

Beatru Hnffmnv !.s o member »f Ihr

'Wi>rm'n'K Leitderahi]) Project.

Letters to the Editor

Hey! The Collegian

actually prints

students' Letters to the Editor
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No better or

no worse...

It is with considerable

agitation that I read Tracy

Boisseau's column yester-

day. I resent her assump-

tion that all men know they

are potential rapists. I do

not know that; I have never

felt this way, and I believe 1

speak for many men on this

c<impus. Boisseau seems to

tliink of the world as black-

and-white, where every

man is a rapist and every

woman a victim. As a rape

victim, i am saddened to say

that this is not so.

I cannot ap-ee with the

actions of the man who

became involved with

Boisseau, or the people

holding the banner. But I

iH'lieve that in resorting to

violence, Boisseau was

worse than any of them.

She is almost an embodi-

ment of the male stereotype

she peryx'trates. She is loud,

violent, physical, and anti-

male. She initiates a verbal

attack on a man standing

next to her, and when he

responds in anger, she spits

in his face, in an attempt to

humiliate him. At least in

my experience, humiliation

was a large part of the pain

of Ix'ing raped. Then, when

he responds to this (again,

verbally), she hits him. Then

Boisseau claims that she

was mentally raped. I think

that in humiliating this man

and sulfjecting him to

physical violence, Boisseau

came much closer to com-

mitting raf)e than did her

opponent.

Ron Lussier

Northeast

Not all men
are attackers
Every day I read the Col-

legian, it seems another

feminist is telling me what a

travesty of justice it is to be

born a male. We're all

rapists. We're all woman-
beaters. Our mothers
should have had am-
niocentesis in their first tri-

mester of their pregnancies

and aborted us when it was
learned that we possessed

the dreaded X-Y
chromosome pair.

Now Tracee Boisseau is

telling me what a potential

rapist 1 am in Thursday's

Collegian. It seems
Boisseau found herself face-

to-face with a rude man. or

group of them last Saturday

at the Ferraro rally. If he

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

really said those things to

you. he deserved the spit

and' the slap and probably a

lot more. But the purpose of

this long overdue letter is to

say we don't all deserve it.

My father never raised a

hand to my mother. She has

told me that more than

once. I've never hit a

woman or raped one and I

don't believe I could if I

tried to. But y«JU don't

believe that. Because you

had the misfortune to run

into one of the sickos, who

are indeed out there, you

grabl>ed your pen and ran to

the Collegian to inform the

world that all men are

potential rapists, that we

hate women and wait like

animals on a dark street for

our prey.

Well, I say you're wrong.

1 feel it's a combination of

the actions of the cretins

that infect the real world,

and the hatred that lies

within you for men in

general. I am of the opinion

(and yes, 1 have a right to

one) that there are too many

women in the feminist

movement who hate men,

truly hate them, and it's

these people who constantly

alienate decent men, (and

women too).

Almost every day there is

a letter to the Collegian ad-

dressing ra{»e. I think a lot

more thought should go into

them, other than a spur-of-

the-moment slanderous

diatribe directed at men in

general. I'll go back now to

being my mellow, non-

raping self, and you can all

run for your pens to tell me
what a typical male I am. Be

gentle.

Dave Johnson
Amherst

Readers need
to know more

I am writing to criticize

you for your irresponsible

journalism, with regard to

your "rape" headline in the

Collegian of Tuesday. You

devoted one sentence to the

headline, stating that a

University of

Massachusetts woman was

rape<l. You didn't specify

, where; was it on campus or

off campus; what the status

of the investigation is;

descriptive features of the

rapist; whether or not the

woman was beaten;
whether the assailant was
known to the woman; etc...

Rape is not just any crime

which can be casually refer-

red to in one stock phrase.

Perhaps if the media were

to graphically describe its

brutal physical and
pyschological effects, us

non-victimized folk could ac-

tually feel the horror of the

act's consequences.

Many people rely on your

publication for their news.

You owe it to them
therefore, to pursue infor-

mation that affects their

lives in such a dramatic

way. It is apparent that you

are willing to accept police

reports without probing

deeper. If, for instance you

would write an editorial

about rape, or pursue the

issue in a series of articles

perhaps the law enforce-

ment and legislative agen-

cies of this country, as well

as its individual citizens

would realize the ghastly,

hideous, foul degree to

which this crime is commit-

ted against women, and

work to erradicate it from

the set of socially acceptable

human l)ehaviours once and

for all.

Rape is an act which af-

fects both women and men.

Let's put an end to it.

Philip Werner
Amherst

Tolerance

is needed
In response to points

brought up in yesterday's

opinion page, the I'Mass

Republican Club would like

to clarify the role it played

at the Ferraro rally.

First of all. all of our

signs were in the best of

taste. Others were not held

by members of our
organization. Secondly,

the UMass Republican

Club made a conscious

decision not to heckle.

Political intolerance was
rampant at the rally.

Republicans had signs rip-

ped from their hands, were

called names, and had

obscenities shouted at

them. As a university, we
place a great deal of em-

phasis on social tolerance.

It is clear that attention

needs to Idc placed on

political tolerance as well.

With regards to the

KKK endorsing Reagan,

so what? The Kremlin has

endorsed Mondale.
Neither association should

be made.

The Executive Board
The UMass Republican

Club
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Giving El Salvador a hand
For many years now there has

been much debate over the small

country of El Salvador, and

whether the L'nited States should continue

to support it. President Reagan wishes to

turn El Salvador into another successful

Central American democracy, in the

footsteps of Costa Rica and Grenada, while

the American leftists and UMass radicals

vehemently oppose "U.S. intervention" in

the area.

While many people are still subject to the

"Vietnam Syndrome," the rest of us must

look at the issues, policies, and realities in

El Salvador as objectively as possible. The

argument continues to surface that the

United States has illegally intervened in

Central America, and in the process

America has broken a multitude of interna-

tional laws. Yet if we research some details

of various international treaties, we can

uncover many legal justifications for U.S.

assistance to El Salvador.

For example, it is an undisputed truth

that El Salvador has been subject^ to an

armed attack organized, directed, armed,

supplied, financed, trained and politically

supported by Nicaragua and Cuba. Under

such conditions, as outlined by Article 51 of

the United Nations Charter and Article 3

of the Rio Defense Treaty, El Salvador was

entitled to receive adequate assistance to

defeat this insurgency.

The United States has been obligated by

these treaties to assist El Salvador in

restoring peace to its country, just as we

would if any NATO allies were subject to

attack (under Article 5 of the NATO Trea-

ty)-
. ..

Not only are we legally obligated in this

manner, but we are also politically

obligated. The United States is the world's

leading democracy and if we don't believe

in democracy for El Salvador, how can we

believe in it at all? The Reagan Administra-

tion has made this perfectly clear in its

foreign policy, by adhering to the fact that

a democratically elected government is a

legitimate government.

A definite indication that the

Salvadorans yearn for the long absent free

elections was evident both in 1982 and

earlier this year. On March 28, 1982, these

people voted for their representatives to

the National Assembly, despite many

threats from guerillas. Indeed, the

Salvadorans flocked to the voting booths

not only despite guerilla threats but also

despite guerilla violence; towns and

villages were attacked, voting booths were

destroyed, highways blocked, and citizens

kidnapped. In defiance, 81 percent of the

Peter Dow

Salvadorans risked their lives to vote for

democracy. The results of this election and

the 1984 presidential election in El

Salvador shattered the image which had

been built by the American left that the

Salvadoran guerillas were a popular force

in the country. Indeed, the communist

guerillas managed to gain only 6 percent of

the popular vote.

But there are still those who attempt to

discredit these democratic elections by

claiming they were somehow rigged or

voters were subject to spying and intimida-

tion. Yet it is a fact that over 500 foreign

delegates (including liberal democrats from

the U.S. Congress, such as Chris Dcxld)

formed teams of international observers

and inspected the voting procedure at most

polling places. They concluded that the

elections were fair, democratic, and not

rigged.

In addition to holding democratic elec-

tions. El Salvador is providing a stumbling

block to the success of the domino theory in

Central America, where an aggressor na-

tion moves into one nation, gains a

foothold, solidifies its base, and then moves

on to another nation. First it was Cuba,

and then Nicaragua, but the Reagan Ad-

ministation saved Grenada, and now is

working to save El Salvador. Therefore it

is essential for the United States to provide

economic and military aid to Central

American democracies to fight communist

subversion now, instead of later when it

will surely require a far more massive

American military effort. And, at the pre-

sent time, it appears as if this policy has

been successful. President Reagan's strong

defensive posture in El Salvador has forced

the guerillas into negotiations with Presi-

dent Napoleon Ehiarte, since it is apparent

to the guerillas that victory is unattainable.

Certainly El Salvador has far to go in

terms of improving human rights and the

economy, but the first step to eliminating

these problems lies in the establishment of

a democracy free from external subver-

sion. The Reagan Administration has done

much to turn the dreams of the

Salvadorans into reality, yet still there is-

much that must be done to secure Central

America for democratic freedom. This is

why Americans should vote for President

Reagan and Vice-President Bush in 1984.

For the last domino is not El Salvador, or

even Mexico, it is the United States.

Peter D&w is a Collegian columnist.
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Let the Nicaraguans vote

The Nicaraguan government has

scheduled elections for this Nov.

4. It has done so in the face

of Reagan Administration charges that

they will be "Soviet-style sham elections,"

an American-engineered "contra" war,

and cries that they will tiot l)e fair l)ecause

the chief opposition candidate, Arturo Jose

Cruz, refuses to participate.

Seven of the country's 11 political par-

ties, however, will compete for the

presidency and 90 assembly seats. A week

from Sunday, Nicaraguans have a chance

to cast the first honest ballots in their

history, having previously voted only under

the surveillance of the United States

Marines or the SonK)za dynasty.

The U.S. government's posture should l)e

to encourage the Nicaraguan p<M)ple to

vote. Not to do so is hypocritical for an Ad-

ministration that lauded the elections in El

Salvador even though Salvadorans used

glass ballot boxes, right wing death squad

itTror hung over the proceedings, and the

CIA funded now-President IXiarte's cam-

Instead, our government has int*»nsified

its attacks on the Sandinistas in both

military and ideological terms. Congress

recently refused to send the contras an ad-

ditional $21 million, but the Reag-an Ad-

ministration has circumvented that

, somewhat by saying it "will not

discourage" private corjH)rations or in-

dividuals from financing the guerrillas. The

president threatens to follow some of his

predecessors down a vicious, well-lueaten

circular path: menacing leftist leaders,

which forces them farther U> the left, which

in turn is use<i to justify further hostilities.

Rut thus far the SandinisUis haven't

followed the circle. Rather than increasing

repression in respt)nse to the war and to

the CIA's harbor-mining operations last

January, they Ufted censorship on all but

Letters Policy •
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Ian Polumbaum

militiiry information and restored the right

to strike and to demonstrate.

Rather than scrapping election plans as

unworkable thanks to the Yanquis and

dismissing Cruz as a CIA dupe, they made

concerted efforts to get him to participate,

including twice extending the deadline for

registering candidates. Cruz then clamored

for postponement of the vote until at least

Jan. 15, to give his coalition "a chance to

conduct a minimal campaign." but the San-

dinistas know that the longer the election is

delayed, the greater the chance it will be

sabot;iged.

It is evidently unrealistic to hoj)e that the

Reagan Administration will nunlerate its

stance. The revelation that the ('lA is ad-

vising the contras in terrorist techniijues

proves our involvement in Nicaragua l<> he

far deeper than we w'ere told. Reagan con-

tinues t(. accuse Ni<-aragua of supplying

arms to S.ilvadoran rel)els without a shred

of real evidence, and Vice President

George Bush stammers the word

"Marxist" as if it were an obscenity.

But the American f)eople and the inU*rna-

tional community should recognize that

with the cards stacked against them, the

Sandinistas are proceeding with a welcome

attempt to introduce democracy to a coun-

try that has never known it.

If Reagan wins a second term, he may
well wish to invade Nicaragua. But if the

Sandinistas convene elections which ap-

pear coercion-free and honor the results,

U.S. and world public opinion will f)resent

him with an obstacle, and fK-rhaps .self-

determination can at last l)e achieved in a

Central American nation.

Ian Polumbaum is a Collegian columnist.

An urgent appeal

In the past week, there have

been four "unofficial,"

unreported rapes on this campus.

While this is both alarming and atrocious,

we should realize that this is only part of

the larger statistic. Violence against

women, of which rape is only a part, oc-

curs every second of every day,

everywhere. For various reason, most

rapes go unreported. While rapes con-

tinue to be "unreported," women con-

tinue to be unaware, and are continuously

in danger.

What everyone should know is that the

rape of a woman goes beyond the sexual

penetration of her physical body, but is

the degradation of her entire being. She is

absolutely desecrated by the invasion.

Whether it is day or night, with friends or

without, in familiar territory or not, the

woman must constantly be aware of the

danger she is in.

Last night, the student senate debated

the issue here on the UMass campus.

Should they put more lights in on campus

or not? What is there to talk about? Of

course more lights should be put in all

over campus to insure the safety of all

women. The fact that there are only five

emergency help telephones scattered on a

campus this size is a disgrace. Why is the

senate only discussing the issue of the

safety of women on campus now, after

four rapes have already occurred in one

week, no less?

But without stopping to ask why at this

moment, this is an urgent appeal, right

now, to all women on this campus. Take
the following precautions to insure your
own safety:

When in a potentially dangerous situa-

tion, make a scene. Walk with your head

I and shoulders up, walk purposefully, and

Deborah Neubauer

with determination. In any social situa-

tion, do not leave yourself dependent on

someone you don't know well for

transportation. Know that the right not to

be raped does not change because you

have been drinking alcohol, or taking

drugs.

Arrange safe transportation to and

from everywhere you need to go. Take the

extra few minutes to devise a safe mode
of transportation. Make sure a light is on

outside and/or inside your home when
returning at night. Keep windows and

doors locked. If you lose a key, have your

locks replaced. Report suspicious ac-

tivities. Don't walk alone at nif^t.

If you're walking at night, alone, and

you hear someone behind you, ttim

around. See who it is. Stay in well-lit

areas. Avoid parks, buildings, trees, and

shrubs. Walk near curbs, walk facing traf-

fic. Avoid leading someone directly to

your home. If attacked, yell loudly. Carry

keys in your hand, sticking out between

your fingers. But remember, anything

you use as a weapon can potentially be us-

ed against you. Avoid parking in dark

«*& ca3.

If, in spite of taking all precautions, you
are the victim of rape, this is not a per-

sonal failure.

I urge all women on this campus to be

aware of the number of rapes that have

occurred on this campus in only the past

week, and to take some precautions to in-

sure your safety. It is left to you to pro-

tect your own body, so do it! Be aware, be

smart, and protect yourself.

Deborah Neubmuer is a UMass student.
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A SUNDAY EXCUfcSlON
Join us at North Leverett Baptist Church. Let

someone else do the driving' Church bus leaves

Southwest Horseshoe at 10:00

and Worcester at 10:10.

Coffee and donuts at 10:30

Church at 11:00.

ALL WELCOME"
Rev. Carl McConchie
549-6387 i

dmherst Chinese foods

B««.1 Mmnamrin FoofI'

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST

BEER 4 WINE LICENSE

from Our Owrt Farm

cLOseo weoMesoAY

,t DO NO' KM IMO OK M'-ClAl COlOKWO

253-7835

The incnanut G«i«v«- FortabI* Computer $y«t«in from EpMn?

This Saturday Oct. 27th

HALLOWEEN PARTY!
and

Best Costume Contest

$$$ CASH PRIZES $$$

Come in for a frightfully

delightful evening!

Changes, Rt. 9, Amherst 256-8284

V
by

-Arts
::.:.^^:irt•^:•:W^:•:•:%<•:•^^:^^:•^^^^^

$ This Coupon Good For $

$ 75 ^
OFF $

ALL WELL DRINKS
(8-10 PM)

_$ Oct. 26 and 27 only^H$

J This Coupon Good For $

$
50e

OFF $

$

ALL WELL DRINKS
(10-12 PM)
Oct. 26 and 27 only $

A desktop computer system you

can carry In a briefcase.

The Geneva Ponj^bie Computer comes standard wuh

• MicroPro" ROMb<<sed soft w<»re mouamq

o WordStar'*

o Portable Ciic' Spreadsheet

o Portable kheduier'

• 64KRAM 32KROM
• Bu-if m 8 I'ne by 80 column LCD si rppn

• Built mmiffocassette drive

• CP/M* Operating System

EPSOI^

$995.
AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

CiNEMASCOOP
by Count Ramin Zahed

lU]ComputerWorks
"Home ol the free Loanei

22Q Triangle Street, Amherst

549-7133

Mon-Fri 10-6. Sat 10-5

Last Sunday, on a melancholic day of autumn, one of the

liveliest fUm directors of all time. Francois Truffaut. died

of cancer in a Paris suburb. His career whcih began with

the phenomenal success of the autobiographicalm Blows

was a consistent collage of unconventional sensitivity.

His portrayals of children (400 Blows, SmaU Change).

women (Jules and Jim, The Story of Adele H.), and ob-

sessive relationships (The Wormn Next Door. Shoot the

Piano Player) will surely remain as some of the truest and

most lyrical ones in the history of cinema.

Unlike the other master of the French new wave cinema.

Truffaut managed to be avant garde without becommg

dry crude, or cruel in form. He observed, made his pomt.

polished his actors and then splashed his wonderful sense

of humor on the lens. More than anything else. Truffaut

will be remembered as a humanist. Rest in peace.

Francois.

Halloween shall be with us soon and to celebrate this

occasion, the Hampshire Mall is showing Terror m the

Aisles, which is a montage of all the climatic scenes of aU

your favorite horror flicks. So grab some cyanide- flavored

popcorn and scare your anxieties away.

Just when your thought it was safe to go to Paris, these

movie people come up with another romantic comedy set in

the city Jobeth WiUiams (The Big ChiU). who strangely

reminds me of the late NataUe Wood, plays a writmg

Songs ofthe city
By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

Suzanne Vega and the Iron Horse are both originals. Vega

played two sets of urban folk music at the Iron Horse

Monday night. Quiet intensity is the mood for her songs

A'hich are simply written around flowing chords and ac-

companied on guitar. Her songs, with love and intensity,

contest winner who is charmed by an English playboy

played by Tom Conti (Reubjen. Reuben). This whimsical

comedy called American Dreamer premieres today at the

Hampshire Mall. Also opening today at the same place is

the risque Body Double from DePalma. The movie is said

to make some statement about pornography. It contains

your average material - woman being electrically drilled

to the floor, woman assaulted in the shower, etc. Frankly.

I hope nobody will see this film. The world has enough

problems without Mr. DePalma making his profound

statements'.

Not every movie that is produced these days deals with

the darker side of our society. I recently heard of a film

called No SmaU Affair which is about a sixteen year-

Demi Moore and Jon Cryer share a warm mo-

ment in Columbia Pictures' No Small Affair.

oldphotographer who fancies a beautiful model.

Newcomers Demi Moore and Jon Cryer cruise the

romantic streets of San Francisco together as Rupert

Holmrs (The Pina Colada Song) provides the background

mniir *innnH«! |ikp t clean break.

Weekend Winners: Bravo to the Pleasant Street Theatre

once again. Foreign film lovers can see an exceptioanl

movie about a Scottish woman who falls for an Italian

prisoner of war during the second world war. Another

Time, Another Place captures the beauty of Scottish

landscapes perfectly. Fassbinder's fifteen-hour long

Berlin Aleranderplatz plays at the small theatre. If you

can sit through that, you are a better person than I am. It

is worth the hours, though.

Our old fruMul. Andy (rt.rdon'.s show,KIDS, Inc. will air-

ihi.s Siiiuiav al 11 a.m. on Channel 6'. Andys piec.- is

.11,.. I • \ M... lr>i:i^c.' I wouldn't miss it for the world.

Local Loser: I couldn't believe it. Arnold Shwazer-

muscleger has managed to memorize his lines for another

niovif, aiul iH'hold. he is not even a barbarian. His is a

terminator, whatever that may be. In this case, nothing

ventured, something gained.

Killer Question: Believe it or not someone identified last

week's mystery woman as Barbara Stanwyck. Alan

Hunter was the first person who got it right. Yes, it was

the seductive Kathleen Turner who turned blonde after

romancing the stone for too long. Runners up Sandy Zweg

and Brett Bowden can come and select their prizes from

mv limited coUwtion at tho CnUpqim Thi«-- wcok's toiin;bio

goes back to the film No SmaU Affair. In what movie did

Jon Cryer star in last year? Hint: Think exotic. I have

stills of Crimes uf Possum to give away, an ideal Hallowwn

gift. Good luck with the Great Pumpkin. As Francois

Truffaut might have said, it is your sincerity that counts.

reveal the inner city, with portraits of prostitutes making

love in Central Park.

At 24, with nine years of performing behind her. Vega s

youthful sweetness and a more mature sense of knowledge

go hand in hand. Coming from New York she conveys her

feeling for inner city culture, from old movies to rock and

roll. Vega sounds like a cross between Patty Smith and

Simon and Garfunkle. She said that when she started

singing she wanted to sound like Laura Nyro but didn't

The Iron Horse is a iaar that seems to have been designed

for hippies and those suspected of being hippies. But

somewhere they went wrong and managed to build one of

the only clubs I've every seen that's designed for people.

The club holds under a hundred people and features live

music every night. Besides special touches such as a

magazine rack and waitresses who only serve between

songs I was happiest to find that food was not disap-

pointing as expected in night spots but instead left you

glad that you had ordered it. The sign on the table

continxied on page IS
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^ I "free
V I liter of soda
-^

I
with purchase of

-{{
I

a large pizza

Beer &
Wine

IN HOUSE SPECIAL:
Sundays between 5 - 7

all cheese pizza you can eat for $3.50
Sunday thru Thursday 3-7

Pitchers of Miller and Miller Lite $1.99

I **Heart-stopping. A
I spellbinding horror film.

- Janet Maslin, New York Times

I

I

I

I

I

50* 1^
Off Any Small Pizza

| ^
1 coupon per visit

| ^
Expires Nov. 15, 1984 1^Jr I 1 coupon per visit

T
j_

Expires Nov. 15^ 1984 _ ~"'
' ' ««.j^

^ FFTeTdELIVERY *
<i 175 University Drive, Amherst Tel. 256-8148, 256-8147 <r

Friday Afternoon at Mikes
AHAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH
f-DOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1.

Eggplant Parmesan

Sausages

Beef Stroganoff

Cold Cuts

Salads
"*•

Swedish Meat- .t

Marinated Chicke.-

Beef Ribs

Thicken Caccitore

Spanish Rice

p.'. '..'<
tax and tip included

^'
0^ FOUR
SEASONS
WINES/LIQUORS

BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES
LITE 12 oz cans $10.99

BUSCH 12 oz cans $8.99

PJELS 12 oz. cans $6.99

CARLING. 12 oz. btl $6.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
DAB $3.99 RINGNESS $3.99

MOOSEHEAD $3.99 GRIZZLY $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
MOHAWK VODKA & GIN. . . . 1.75 liter. . . . $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 liter $9.99

COLOMA COFFEE LIQUEUR750 mlwith rebate $3.

POPOV VODKA 1.75 L $9.99

GILBEY'S GIN 1.75 L $11.99

CUTTY SARK 1.75 L $19.99

WINE SPECIALS
CARLO ROSSI 4 L $5.99

CHANTEFLEUR red & white $2.99

BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU
If you want some before Thanksgiving -

special order it now! 584-8174

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls J

SILADIUM»COlJ.EGE RINGS

Your college ring is now rrwre affordable tfian ever Save on an incredible
variety of Siladium ring styles with custom features that express your taste
and achievements. Each Siladium ring is custom made, with careful atten-
tion to detail. And every ArtCarved nng is backed by a Full Lifetime War-
ranty. Don't miss out. It's the perfect time to get a beautiful buy on a great
college ring. See your ArtCarved representative soon.

Oct. 24-26 9 am

^CLASS RINGS INC

f^UNIVERSITY Located in

5 pm J^USTORE "W Campus Center

Date Time
Oposil ReqiMrad Master Card or Vsa Aooaptad

Place
1 1904 AnCarvad Class mngs. tnc

More enjoyable Bowie
Tonight combines material
that's energetic andpowerful.
ByJACKBRESNAHAN
(Collegian Staff

TONIGHT
David Bowie
EMI/America Records

F'or a guy who claims that music isn't

really the best medium for him, David

Howie sure does pretty well for himself.

With a voice like his, it is no wonder that

Bowie's still in the Music business. Tonight

constitutes the 23rd of his official LP's

released since Space Oddity, and

represents more enjoyable Bowie.

There are many reasons you'd want this

album. The songs range from energetic to

romantic, to psychological, incorporating

rook, reggae, and orchestration. One of the

most obvious aspects of Tonight is that five

of the nine songs here were co-written with

Howies longtime cohort, Iggy Pop (The

.lean Genie). Also, the songs in almost

every instance have a brief introduction,

getting right into the vocals. No doubt this

was done intentionally, given Bowie's

calculating ways, most likely made with

radio airplay in mind.

And Howie has been gettmg a lot ol airplay

irom his new release. It differs from his

Let's Dance album in that every song isn't a

radio hit. But as on the majority of his

previous records. Bowie has an American

hit on Tonight. Hopefully, the airwaves

won't overplay "Blue Jean" like they have

\Nith his other singles.

There are some songs on Tonight that go

lieyond that commercialism. One of my

tavorites here is "I Keep Forgetting," a

1%2 Lieber and Stoller song. This is one of

their lesser known songs that is simple but

driving, with Howie adding his personal

touch. It is reminiscent of Bowie doing the

Stone's "Let's Spend The Night Together,"

or his version of Chuck Berry's "Round and

Round." Bowie has also chosen an old Beach

Boys tune, "God Only Knows," from 1966.

It is sooo sentimental. There seems such a

sincerity, an almost desperate reaf

firmation of love.

There are a couple of Bowie/Pop
collaborations that stand out as potential

hits. The title song, "Tonight," is a reggae

duet with Tina Turner. She draws a

distinct contrast to Bowie's earlier days

doing "I Got You Babe," with Marianne

Faithful. I also think that "Dancing With

The Big Boys, " has got to be one of the

stronge.st songs on the album. The tempo is

fast, the horns are blaring, are you're

caught up in its energetic rhythm. The
same Borneo horns were used in the

Serious Moonlight tour, as were most of his

present contributors. Much focus is on

Carlos Alomar, who plays lead and rhythm

guitar on most of the album. 1 still think

that letting Stevie Ray Vaughan go was one

of the worst choices Bowie has made,

although one of the best for Stevie.

'Tumble and Twirl" is a song that sounds

like a vacation in Borneo. In addition to

visual lyrics, (..."That dusky mulatto/In

nylons and tatoos/Hot juice in coke bot

tles/We dance in the sand..."), it builds into

a series of powerful crescendos. The only

thing I wonder about is why Bowie decided

on so much collaboration in light of his past

efforts.

Bowie's persona has relied so much in the

past on posturing and schtick. But we have

here a less mysterious Bowie. There's less

to guess about. His songs of old are still

timely, but he isn't the outlaw that he once

was. He is firmly established and even chic

nowadays. I guess that's the earned

reward once you get to the top of the heap.

One thing that he still hasn't lost is his

professionalism and good taste, as

demonstrated on this record.

NOT JUST ANOTHER PRETTY FACE - Plenty of pood seats are

still available for lIMass and Five College students, faculty, and staff

for the 10 p.m. Frank Zappa show this Sunday night. Tix available at

the FAC box otfice.

• Vegn
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The atmosphere was friendly. .
.

system was amazing (and had to i.i to ci'U i.

the high claritv of Vega's voice.)

Suzanne Vega looked about 17. The crowd

and

appeared to be in its thirties. There was a

sirious absence of college aged customers.

1 think this is a shame for a performer who

has far more power and charisma than

almost anyone on records but who does not

yet have a record of her own. Vega appears

at the Iron Horse regularly, and those who

missed this show' should try to catch her

next one.

Read the^rte page!

You won't regret it.

M^ \^ 'ff^aCL Next door to Town Hall

^1^^ ^^1^^ FREE DELIVERY
^^ JSs OFF UMASS CAMPUS

f l/\IT/\OC of $15 Minimum Order

LlVEUUli9 Dial 253-3091

All specials in-store cash prices good thru Oct. 27
pmmwm^m^'^^

i^MMMMMtM

SUITCASES j»#in AC
24 Loose Cans V1 W ^^

12-02-
Plus

BUD - MILLER Deposit

MILLER LITE

Fine Arts^ Center

UancertalHall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

/ilh

PETER
SERKIN

Piono

Robert Gutter,

Music Director

FRIDAY, OCT 26, 8PM

TICKETS: $12, $10. $8

GRIZZLEY CANADIAN BEER 6^^k $3.45 dep.

ROLLING ROCK 12-oz. refills case $10.00 dep.

GROLSCH 6-pk ^^-^^-^^P-

FOLONARI
Valpolicella

Bardolino

Soave

1.5 Liter

$4.25

iSfiaJtiSfKarci^Qiiijiaiii/

THURSDAY, NOV 1,8PM

TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

RowlWinnipeg Bmitt

MONDAY, NOV 5, 8PM
TICRHS: $13, $11. $9

Five College Students HolfPnce Ticket* ovoiloble ol Fine Arts

Center Box OHice, Springfield Cw.c Center, and DATATIX Outlets

Call (413) 545-251 1 or 1 -800.243-4842 I '''

ALMADEN
MOUNTAIN
WINES

15 Liter $4.49

trHEERs
Lounge

CAROtHAHNj
SKylarK '(

THUR FRIDAY
25 26 •\

I
Located next to Ground Round *

No Cover
Pleasant St. Northampton I

MmMMM
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Conference to help

lighten campus life

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Ambassador Oumaru Youssoufou, the

Organization of African Unity's

representative to the United Nations, will

be the principal speaker at the New-

England Third World Student Leadership

Conference tomorrow at the University of

Massachusetts.

The day-long conference will attempt to

explore issues surrounding Black and

minority students and administrators in

predominantly white cplleges and

universities.

Registration begins at 8:30 in the Student

Union Ballroom in the Student Union

Building. Welcome and conference

overview will be from 9:15 to 9:45. The

keynote address by Playthell Benjamin.

Political Advisor for the National Fight

Back Labor Organization in New York City,

will be delivered at 9:45.

Ambassador Youssoufou will deliver the

luncheon address at 12:30 p.m.

Ambassador Youssoufou is a native a

Maradi. Republic of Niger. He completed

his primary and secondary schooling in

Nigeria and has studied in the Alliance

FVancaise. Paris, France, the Institut des

llaules lnl<Ti\ationales (ieneva and the

American University in Washinurton. D.C

Ambassador Youssoufou has worked as

deputy chief of protocol in the President's

office/ Foreign Ministry and was the first

secretary ot the Niger Embassy in

Washington.

He has also served as ambassador to

Nigeria, CamertMin and Uganda with

residence in Lagos, Nigeria and am
bassador to Ethiopia. Uganda. Kenya.

Mozambique and Zambia with residence in

Addis Ababa. Ethiopia.

Benjamin was a community organizer in

the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. He

was also an instrumental figure in the

development of the Afro American Studies

Department at I' Mass. and was a faculty

member of the samp

Presently, Benjamin is working on a book

about student activism on American college

campuses, due out in Spring of 1985.

Paul Barrows, director of the Committee

for the CollegiateEducation of Blacks and

Other Minorities (CCEBMS) endorses the

conference "whole heartedly".

Frankie "Jay" Sim«. a program manager at WNAS ^nd^o"'
.^^^^^^^^

Carolina, will lead a broadcast production workshop at the Third World Stu-

dent Leadership Conference tomorrow.

"Students need to be concerned with

events and activities that affect their

livelihood," he said.

Barrows added students need to assess

their standing in college and university

campuses, in the state and should also be

concerned with national isssues affecting

them, such as financial aid cutbacks and the

status of minority programs.

Noting students were the ones responsibl

for establi.shing many of the program

existing today. Barrows said, "students ca

play a constructive role on how they shoul

be run."

"They are responsible for contributin;

more." Fiarrows said.

The conference will conclude with culture

events, karate demonstrations, displa

booths and an evening dance.

BlackHomecoming Black fraternities stress unity

a time for pride
Bv YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

We are once again in the midst of Black Homecoming.

The activities will start and continue tomorrow until

Sunday.

As a group of people with a rich and diverse culture, this

is a time to reaffirm one's roots and fill one's self with pride

and joy.

Black Homecoming's main purpose is to look back at the

efforts and committment people of color have made at the

University of Massachusetts to eradicate a solid base of

justice and equality so future students, like ourselves can

enjoy.

But as many of us have come to see and experience, the

struggle is by no means over. It will not terminate until we

have equal and total representation in this microcosm.

Nothing comes easy for people of color in this country and

UMass is no exceotion, the facts speak for themselves.

A group of students put their education and their future

on the line to create the Black Affairs department m the

Colhegxan, Nummo News, Black Mass Communications

Project. Concepto Latino.Afrik Am. AHORA. and

countless other services and organizations for students.

Thanks to thoie effbrts. we now have the New Africa

House where we can learn about our history and exchange

cultures in a familiar atmosphere.

Through the concerted efforts of Black faculty and ad-

ministrators, the W.E.B. Du Bois department of Afro-

American Studies was created to teach students that

American history does not begin nor ends with George

Washington and Thomas Jefferson.

Students can find personal and academic counseling ana

support in programs such as the Committee for the

Collegiate Education of Blacks and Other Minorities

(CCEBMS) and the Bilingual CoUegiate Prograni (BCn

because former students found it hard to deal with an all

white institution.

For the above reasons and countless others, students as

beneficiaries, should be thankful. B"^ «">•f«^';,"^V^^°"^^
be expressed by reciprocating the struggle and becommg

involved.

Celebrations such as Black Homecoming should not be

short-lived or should not be a feeling emerging annual y.

tXv ..Tomorrow...Every day tor the rest of ones life

remember our heroes imd heroines.

While eulogizing past struggles and triumphs. Black

Homecoming also makes way to tailor new plans for the

future, a tuture that all oi us can create.

By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Th r^r^in .dea of unity and togetherness was stressed at a

meeting on Black Fraternities and sororities held Wed-

nesday at the New Africa House, at the University of

Massachusetts.

The meeting sponsored by Iota Phi Theta. was held to

inform interested students about the rich traditions of

Black fraternities and sororities.

Several fraternities and sororities were represented,

including Delta Sigma Theta, Alpha Kappa Alpha. Phi

Theta Delta, Kappa Alpha Si. and loU Phi TheU.

Each representative gave a briel nisiory oi meu-

fraternity or sorority. Many of the fraternities/ sororities

were established becau.se Blacks couldn't get accepted into

predominantly white fraternities/sororities, thev said.

There are plans to establish several chapters on campus

and in the five college area.

Many Black professionals at the meeting said they were

pleased by the prospect of a Balck traternity /sorority o;

campus. "The Afro Am department welcomes Blacl

fraternities and sororities. They have an illustriou

tradition of a scholarship and have always been in servic

to the community. The Afro Am department wUl d

everything they can to help. " said Chester Davis of th

Afro Am Studies Department.

'Tm very excited about what's going on. This is an im

portant time in history for our people and we need tocomt

together. " stated Josie Johnson who's on the nationa

board of Delta Sigma Theta.

Bob White, the new head of the UMass Greek Depart

ment said Balck fraternities and sororities represent the

best of what the Greek system can be. "I look forward to

the development of chanters on camous."

Bill Darriy, one of the co founders of the Committee foi

the Collegiate Education of Blacks and Other Minoritie:

(CCEBMS), was against Balck fraternities coming oi

campus because he didn't want to see the Balck communit;

split. However, he changed his mind because "t he-

promote unity and that's important for us as Black people.

Oiisholm; Ferraro is a catalyst for change
By POLA DUVAL
Collegian ('orrespondent

Speaking on observations obtained thr .::r^^ her extensive

travel throughout the Southern part o li*-' Inited Stales.

Shirley Chisholm. a political veteran ui.u now puritan

professor at Mount Holyoke CoUege said "in all of my 25

years in the political arena, never have I experienced one

(campign) like the one which I am now experiencing." at a

lecture Wednesday in Mount Holyoke College. Chisholm

participated in the primary selection process and traveled

17 states in support of the Rev. Jesse Jackson. She has

also campaigned through 11 Southern states on behalf of

the Mondale/Ferraro ticket.

"For the past three years...there has been a tremendous

dolotarious impact of Reagan's policies on the quaUty of bfe

of people in this country. " said Chisholm. a foremost

educator and the first woman to be seated in the House of

Representatives.

Chisholm said the records speak for themselves, giving no

statistics, but noting the negative impact has not only been

felt by minorities and the poor, but by all Americans.

One experience which has both scared and bewilderc

Chisholm is that the South "loves the cowboy " despite tl

severeness of his domestic politics.

"This is the first election where people. especiaUy peop

in the South are not interested in hearing about tl

isssues," she said citing an example of a woman who;

family members lost their jobs and went through wh;

they called an indignation of being on welfare list, b)

Chisholm said the woman said she still "likes the cowboy.

Chisholm said if the Democratic party wanted to attra

the South, which was "tilted towards Ronald Reagan" tht

had to put a Southern woman on the ticket.

She said if Reagan is re elected and attempts to finish h

agenda, the American people will then see a war in Centr

America and the Middle East and a more conservati\

spectrum of judges in the Supreme Court.

Ferraro is the "catalyst for change in this Orwellian yei

of 1984." Chisholm said adding this year's campaign "goi

beyond a Geraldine Ferraro."

"This campaign has to do with the direction in which th

country is going to be moving in the future."

^^^ Keep in touch, read The Collegian -^^^
"^ Black Affairsevery Tuesday and Friday ^
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Then gel in on the ground fl(K)r in our undergraduate officer

commissioning pn)gram You couid start planning on a career

like the men in this ad have And also have some great

advantages like:

Earning $1(K) a month during the school year

As a freshman or sophomore,

you could complete your basic train

ing during tv^o six-week summer

sessions and earn more than $1 1(X)

during each sessk)n

Jumors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week

summer session

You can lake free civilian flying lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

If you're looking to move up quickh, look into the Marine Corps

undergraduate officer commission-

ing pn)gram You could

start off making more

than$r,OOOayear.

y^hlookingiffa^goodmen

See your U.S. Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer in the Campus Center on October 29 and 30 or

call collect (203) 722-2168.

Fridav. October 26. 1984

Hvpercurricula

PETER SERKIN WITH
SPRINGFIELD SYM-
PHONY Pianist Peter

Serkin will be guest soloist

with the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra in a

program of Berlioz,

Stravinsky, Mozart, and

Tchaikovsky. 8 p.m. Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall.

GRAD GROUP
POTLUCK DESSERT
The Hillel Grad Group will

meet on Friday, Oct. 26 at

8:00 p.m. at 87 N. Plea.sant

St. Dr. Ervin Staub

(Psych. Dept.» will speak

on his personal experiences

in Nazi Europe. RSVP
Mildy. 253 9689 or Debby.

.549 4809.

SHABRAT SERVICES -

Services tonight (and every

Friday! at 7:oo p.m. in the

Dukes Room (310 S.U.B.).

AMHERST .AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHimCH
Come join us for worship,

teaching and fellowship.

10:15 a.m. Campus Center

174.

FILM HESTER
STREET Don't miss this

"charming, wonderfully

human film about the

agonies, traumas. and

embarrassments of

becoming an American."

7:30 p.m. in 104 Thompson.

Free. Sponsored by Five-

College Hillel.

UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICES This is a

reminder from the

University Health Ser

vices. The Health Services

offer comprehensive dental

care at reduced rates to all

UMass students.

Services include: Exams
and consultations,
cleanings, routine fillings

and other services as

necessary. Underlying all

aspects of care is a

philosophy oriented toward

providing information and

needed support for sound

preventive practices.

Saturday and evening

hours are available for your

convenience. Why not

consider attending to your

dental care while it is .still

early in the semester? Call

545 2400 for more in-

formation.

M
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Magnum
F6rce
CLINT EASTWOOD IS Dllmr^HARRV

"Years best crime

picture bolder,

bloodier, and better

thanbefore ..
"

I
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Special Grand Re-Opening Sale

Saturday, October 27, 1984

FENTON'S
Athletic Supplies

Specialties in

Hockey Equipment and Skates

Basketball Equipment

Tennis Racquets

THE BEST IS AT FENTON ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 Main St., Amherst

253-3973

^
J
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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TodaysWeather
Occasional rain likely to-

day. High in the 508. Cloudy

with patchy fog and a

chance of rain or showers

tonight. Low in the 408.

Saturday, mostly cloudy

with a chance of showers.

High in the 6(>8.
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D.C. Menu
Friday, Oct. 26

LUNCH
Tuna Grinder

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Meatloaf/Oravy

N.E. Style Scrod with

Herb Crumb Topping

Kgg Salad Plate

with Crackers

Bloom County By Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b) I rude Michel Jaffe
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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1(1 _<«,:

ACROSS
1 SuMragist

leader Carne

5 Nebraska
Native

American
10 and parcel

14 Flat surlace

15 Informal notes

16 Together, in

music
17 Look after

one's own
interests

20 Toward the

Orient

21 Almost
Inadequate

22 Otherwise

23 "Giselle

"

composer
Adolphe

24 Star Prefix

27 Like a diagram

32 Cheerfulness

34 Botanist Gray

etal

35 Senator

Ribicoff

36 Dog, in

Dortmund
37 Special jargon

39 Looped handle

40 Math study

41 dieu

(prayer bench)

42 Beach attire

44 Oockworker
47 Full assemblies

48 Energy
measures

49 Part of AD
51 Ancient Comb

form
53 Bonjouror

aloha

57 They flock

together

59 Blind feature

60 Premiere

61 Drip area

62 Is afflicted

63 Term in

falconry

64 High spot of

WWII

DOWN
1 Bistro

2 Flat surface

3 London
repasts

10

11

Frayed
Measures m
Bible times

Blackbirds

Island in

Taiwan Strait

8 Sweets
9 Grieg opus

Hattie,

Cole Porter

score
Gulf of the

Arabian Sea
12 Shade of red

13 Fete day in

DaNang
18 Spartan serf

19 Swindles

23 Of course'

24 Important

Moslems
25 Sainfe

Mane
26 Slight

coloration

28 Laker, for one

29 Karl s aunt

30 Norwegian
dramatist

Henrik

31 State in NE
Brazil

33 Drapers stock

38 Ebro and Mayo
39 Earmarked
41 Parisian papas

43 Respiratory

problem
45 Places for treks

46 Outpouring

of gossip

50 foot oil

51 Philippines

nut tree

62 Lake of Soviet

cen Asia

53 TVs Kaplan

54 •

—

— a dream,

dear

55 Leningrad's

river

56 Joel of

Broadway
57 Youth gp.

58 Charge
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Do you have a question

for Frank Zappa?

j If you do, bring it down to the

j Collegian office c/o Jack Bresnahan

I
Twenty of these questions will be

I selected, so make yours good.

! Deadline: Friday, Oct 26
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Celtics sign

Maxwell
Young, WiUiams released

BOSTON (AP) The Boston Celtics announced today the

signing of veteran forward Cedric Maxwell to a mulit year

contract.

Maxwell, who missed virtually all of the Celtics' pre

season training camp, agreed to a deal for an estimated

$800,000 a season.

To make room for the veteran forward, the defending

NBA champions released number one draft choice Michael

Young of Houston and number two selection Ronnie

Williams of Florida.

Maxwell was the second of two Boston holdouts to sign

prior of the season opener at Detroit tonight against the

Pistons, guard Gerald Henderson signed two weeks ago

and was immediately dealt to the Seattle Supersonics for

their first round draft choice in 1986.

Rookie guard Rick Carlisle from the University of

Virginia replaces Henderson in the Backcourt, the Maine

transfer hit 57 percent of his shots during the exhibition

sea.son.

Gorilla warfare resumesSun

.

The best bet for UMass sports fans this weekend may be

the men's lacrosse team.

Despite being a spring sport, the team plays a fall

schedule and their toughest opponent this autumn, the

Army, will be at UMass on Sunday at 1 p.m. to face Dick

Garber's Gorillas on the Boyden Lower Fields. This will

be a preview of two of the nation's top teams.

Yesterday in a scrimmage game. Tommy Aldrich's

gutsy team came back late in the game to tie Karl Hat-

ton's squad 10-10.

Stop in at the

VILLAGE INN
DRAKE
for a quiet

glass of-wine,

foreign and domestic beer

or a mixed drink
Great Homemade Food Also

- Mexican Food
- Super Burger Baskets (biBgest in town)

- Specialty Fried Chicken
- Light Meals
- Homemade Drake Fries

all at very reasonable prices

BRAD'S - 85 Amity St., Amherst
258-2548

I

I

I

D

Friday 10/26 - Wednesday 10/31

<^^ ^
^^^ ^^i^^

STAR MARKET
SUPERMARKET
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PURSUING AN
EXCITING CAREER IN THE SUPERMARKET

INDUSTRY?
If so, we are interested in talking to you about excellent

growth opportunities. Currently we are interviewing for

Co op positions as well as December and June graduates
for our Management Training program.
Star Market Co. is based in Cambridge, Mass. and
openings are in Metro-Boston area.

Interested candidates contact Mr. Jeffrey Silver at the

Department of Cooperative Education, Room 110,

Thompson Hall for details.

STARMARKET
^()l \\\. \\ I II K \1 \HKh I lOH I II K KKSi,

4n Equa\ Opportunity Employer M/F

Collegian 'sNFL Picks
Scott Hood went for the gold and fell

far short, picking mostly upsets, the
much-maligned Hood had a terrible 6-8

week to fall to third place behind Tony
Betro.s (9-5, 61-36 overall) and the oft-

Peter

Abraham
(63-34^

threatened Peter Abraham (9-5, 63-34).

Kevin DeLuca posted a 7-7 week as did

the Maine-hating Gerry deSimas. Home
teams in CAPS this week.

CHICAGO
Cincinnati

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
GREEN BAY
KANSAS CITY
RAIDERS
MIAMI
NEW ENGLAND
PITTSBURG
St. Louis
SanFran
Washington
SAN DIEGO

6V2 MinneHuta
4 HOUSTON
IVi NewOrl
10 Indv
2'/2 Detroit
6 Tampa Bay
6'/2 Denver
18 Buffalo
3 Jets

3 Atlanta
3V2 PHILLY
3V2 RAMS
6 GIANTS
V/i Seattle

Chi

Cinn

NO
Indy

Detroit

KC
Raiders

RllffRlo

PaUs

Pitts

StLou
SanFran
Wa.'^h

Seattle

Tony
Betros

(61-36)

Chi
Cinn

NO
Dallas

GB
KC
Pwaiders

Buffalo

Jets

Pitts

StLou
SanFran
Wash
Seattle

Kevin
DeLuca
(54-43)

Minn
Cinn

NO
Indy

Detroit

KC
Denver
Miami
Jets

Pitts

StLou
SanFran
(Jiants

SD

Scott

Hood
(60-37)

Chi

Hou
NO
Dallas

GB
KC
Raiders

Miami
Pats

Pitts

StLou
Rams
(iianls

SD

Gerry
deSimaK
(52-45)

Chi

Cinn

NO
Dallas

GB
TB
Raiders

Buffalci

Pats

Pitts

StLou
SanFran
Wash
Seattle

Eagle soccer teams
challenge Minutemen
Volleyballmust win atArmy

* Meyer -

continued from page 20

fired when Ron Erhardt lost his job as New
F^ngland's head coach and was replaced by

Meyer after th»' team had a 2 14 recorH in

1981. Since then, he's been out of football,

working for a Vermont resort and a com-

pany that sells such items as caps.

Berry said Sullivan railed him Wednesday

mornmg.
"He just asked me if I was home. I said I'd

be here," .said Berry, the Patriots' ninth

head coach. "I was aware of the fact that it

(replacing Meyer) was a definite possibility.

Berry, was given a contract through the

1985 season for his first head coaching job.

He added that he didn't plan any changes

for Sunday's game with the New York Jets.

[ l^ lalwags win my card! Icheck

\ the Collegian .\TL picks every Friday.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The goal for the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team will to

be, quite literally, to score goals in

Saturday's match with 11th ranked Boston

College in both team's regular season finale

at 1 p.m. on Boyden Field.

"We have to go to work early." coach

Kalekeni Banda said. "We have to go to

work on scoring the early goal. We've been

waiting too long. We have to work on

moving the ball faster."

Banda is moving freshman Jolie DePauw,

the team's top scorer, to the wing and

moving senior Chris Taggart to center

striker "to open up our scoring chances."

The fourth ranked Minutemen will face a

114 1 Eagle team that defeated UConn, 2

1, on Wednesday.
"'This is a critical game for us to win,"

Banda said, "and it could guarantee a home

field advantage for the first two rounds of

the playoffs."

The seedings for the 14 team NCAA
playoffs will be announced Monday and the

top two teams will receive byes into the

quarter final round.

It won't be Friday night at the Fights at

Boston College's Alumni Stadium tonight,

but don't count out a few fireworks

erupting as the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team takes on

the Boston College Eagles, a team well

known for their roughhouse .style of play.

'"BC is probably one of our biggest rivals

that we Hon't likp because of the way they

play soccer. ' said UM-ss roach Jeff Gejtler.

"fhpy'.i- not goin« K ir; lo play. They're

tford, only worst». They are a very physical

team."

No weekend could be bigger for the

University of Massachusetts volleyball

team as the spikers prepare to meet their

toughest challenge of the season. That

challenge awaits in the form of the West

Point Volleyball Tournament being held

today and tomorrow at the United States

Military Academy.
"We control our own destiny," said UM

coach Elaine Sortino. "We're going to have

to go in and do some damage to some

people."

The people Sortino are referring to are the

University of New Haven and Army. New
Haven is currently ranked number two in

the Northeast while Army is ranked

number three. This tournament is crucial

because the top four ranked teams in the

region continue on into post season play.

The Minutemen are ranked fifth behind

Bryant College. Bryant will not be at the

tournament.

""It's plain and simple, we have to beat

New Haven." said Sortino. "We've gotten

closer to them each time we've played.

We're ready. I think we can do it."

There are some question marks going into

the tournament, one of which is how Junior

('o captain Sally Maher will perform.

Maher has been hampered by a knee injury

the pa-st few days and saw limited action

against Smith Ollegeon Wednesday

The UMass women's cross country team
will go into Boston's Franklin Park with

hopes of repeating last year's fourth place

finish. Coach Caroline Gardiner believes

the race will be between BC and BU for

first, with either UNH or URI taking third

and UMass in between them for fourth

piice.

i« ilLegiav reporters Scott Hood, Roger
Chapman and Chris TYemblay. )

IS SATURDAY
THE END OF THE WORLD?

not if you're at fl^M'^lg.Qjk^ on Sunday"

1 PM open for PATRIOTS vs JETS
1-7 FOOTBALL ACTION CONTINUES

with 99' Bar Drinks, Bottled Beer,

and SchnaoDS Shots!

7 PM CRAZY GEORGE
Cranl<s Up the Hits'

9 PM "7THE GUESSING GAME? "

a trivia contest with drinl< prizes

• OPEN TILL 1 AM EVERY SUNDAY *

Funnybones Rt 9 Hadley (across from Mt Farms Mall)

m LIQUORS^
HAPPY HALLOWEEN

St. Pauli, Grolsch, Steinhauser $4.25 6 pk + dep.

Grizzly Canadian Beer. . . $3.59 6 pk $13.95 case + dep.

Narragansett i6oz. cans. .$2.50 6pk + $9.50 case + dep.

BuSCh 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $10.95case + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $5.99 liter + up

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.49 1.75 liter

ChamDaanes & Spumante $2.99 750 mi + up

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^iBooday - Thursday 8 45 3:45 • Friday 845 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% *«-'«—

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number

AUTO FOR SALE

1174 Oataun 2nZ run* good no rust race

interior »3S00 »eriou« oH only 549-7864

MOO ninning condition Larry72 Audi
S4»-«>S1

IWt Op«l lautu excallwit runningcondi

tion, good gat milaage, I6B6/B0 256-6121

1M0 Citation 57,000 mi, 4 »pd, wy good

condition call avsning* 54fr1060
^

1f77 Oataun, 8210 hatchback 5 tpaad. 36

mpg, BKcellent running condition, I1S0O..

967 3466 aarly AM or «v««

1»^ Chivy Impata runt wall •600/80
266-8137

74 Gran Torino Sport 3B1 4 tpewl many

naw partt and extras »660 oi^BO 966-83 16

H76 ^^oikawagoiT Daahar tun roof

AM/FM ttareo »1500 549-8695 also VW
Bug »600

BMW 2002 73 axcaMant intida and out: ar>g

& tran very ttrong. well mamtamad,

sunroof, BHitient. Watjer. etc 3800 or BO
5464170

Rack-A-Oitc Rack-A-Vidao Entertain-

ment Agency. Disctockeys and large

acrean vtdao parties lor the five college aiaa.

549 7144

FOR RENT
~~

Singia room In mprnttmrnnt »•' f^"

rMaonaWe rate daoa to camput 253-2a4

FOR SALE

For aala Hanaon aki boota ahall 3, tiia 8-9

75 546-4746

Univaga Mountain Bike landrover spoct 1

month oW please call Paul 6 6045

Ona^ Roeaignol FP 200 cm like new

(•iQhtv 'ive doltart 247-S087

FOUND

Found tat of kaya. blue key ring, in Stu

dent UNion on Sunday 10/21 call and iden-

tify 549^833

YOU loat your glovaa at the"Edvvin

Nawman «>aach. Call 253-3180 and identify

HALLOWQRAM8

Sand a friend a cookiagram for Halk>-

ween 1.00: order Tueeday Thursday CC
10-4. Find out if you've been treated in Col-

iegian October 31

MAYRIDES

Attention Party Goers. RA't, Social

ChairpersofM Party on our Haywagon
Bonfire after ride Info, and Reterv. Weat
Hatfiaid StaWat 247 9098

HELP WANTED

74 VW Bug ex. body new muffler heet

21,000 m( on engine asking 1595 call Steve

at 2588810

DRIVERS WANTED

tum »8 7 an hour Mu« be 18 or ofclar.

Have own inturad, reiiaWe car Apply m par-

aon. Dominot Pizza Rt 9. Hadley

ENTfRTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJJi ^^
vtaual antertamment for the 8ffa »»^ri/

FREE MEALS

JcRThan Ha^p Naadad in local w™;;!*
J^J

days s wee* lunch and dinnef m ""Change

for free meals. If interested please call

MSa9 or 263-9871

hour eech Wed ''«"J^^ * f-"^*^
maMifxM are at 930 eech Thurt Check ine

S:^c::r.:^sch«lu.e ^^^-^ru^^r^
;;j7paopte are walcoma and anceuragad

Now taking appllcatlont for full and part-

time positions Must be 18 or otdef Apply in

person Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadley

Help Wanted Day shift Apply in person

after 5 PM BeM s Pi«a 96 University Drive^

Open Houaa Nursing Students/Nuraes

Aides free gifts wine and chaeae cider

and donuts check u* out' October 30th

1 30 pm to 4:30 pm Medical Personnel Pool

13 Okl South Street Center Northampton

5867388

Naad good meai*7 Sorority needs kitcfien

help Can Kathy 545-2152

WMUA IS tooting for qualified student to fHt

position of Business Mgr AppliganU shouW

have tome bookkeeping experience,

orgenizational skills, ability to work w/stu

dent staff and available for consistent week

>y time committrt»ent 810 hrs Quelified

ndergrads may apiy at 416 Stu Union by

Nov 2 AA/EEO woman and third world en

couraged to app<y

Qanaral laborar* apply at Rualy Nal 9 to 8
PM Wed iftrough Sun

Experienced Ski Mechenic pert-time app

ly in person Western Village Ski Sports 32

Main St Northampton

MARKETING INTERN earn money white

workir>g on your resume "The Braaaworks

on Route i minutes from UMass call; James

Ooherty «'7I 542 8906

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

Legal Aaaiatants Wanted The Legal Sar

vices Office, en on-campus agency serving

University student*, is tooking for legel

asaistant interns lor the Spnrtg 19B5

semester Get hands on (ob experience in

the legal fieW, eaeitting attorneys at LSO
with client interviewing, investigetiom,

negotiatk>na. lege! reeeerch, giving advice

and referrels, preperation for Federal end

State Court litigetion, attendance at court

heenr>gs, and participation in administratrve

hearinga. Interns maintain continuing

caaekMd under attorney auparvieion Up to

IS credits may be received from ecademic
depertmentt To appty, for advice on ar

rar>gir>g an internship and credit, contact Of

fica of Internships, Curry Hicks BuMing, by

Wednesday, November 7th. Writing sampie
required. Furttter infomrMtk>n. LSO 922

Campus Center

LOST

Stolen In Sylvan area or Boyden Gym
Brown leatfver wallet containing license,

benkcerd and other eeeentials Substantial

reward for return call 6-4098 no questions

asked (h# r^mrry^ « Keiiev McCorm«ck

Freshman I '.osl watch at dance m
S«>ptem^ - •war'* no qua*u..na asaed Kta
546^1223

Last weak Tuaaday.
pocket csteulator, eraser, pencils iraids. Fri-

day domn key Key hng Record Ber
"
Con

tact John 67146

Rfty doHaTraward: GoW watch tor in

Brittany Manor near bus stop ci» WerwJy at

54&t056

~ PERSONALS
"

Dog Home Wanted kweeble white betgian

ahepard needs home detperet ely'
Houaebroken call JR © 253^7987 or

546<»41 anytime'

Coiiiten
~
Heppy 8 Day" 1 yr Mt on Sugar

Mt to P T T £_ Deb_

To Lite (Caridyi In 621 1 still have your

if you still have my towel' A Fnend

DAVlb Weteome to the too* Beware of

tt>e Myn«, she'll run yoo ragged Are you up

to It? I love you' Happy Anrwersary'

Attn: Wm. Faanay 'Imparfact"
(hanHyl Congrats"

Patty Sixpack You oughta be in picturea

Ha Ha Happy 19th Sorry it's a day late can

her at 67209 and wiah her a baletad Happy

Biritiday Love Carol

Congratulationa Kannyl Gotta tove tl\et

smile Leore

Dave - fhank~you for a year ttiat will ahways

be speciel to me Happy Anniverteryi Love

elways Cirvly

Happy 20th Birthday Chrlatlita you flnaHy

iti Love, Jeannie

Amanda M, Happy Birthday you fool' Ian

—yt i>*' l.rwe lr>hn

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers. Caaae, Dlcaertationa,

on -campus, kjw rates guaranteed accept

tanca Nancy 584-7924

RIDE WANTED

To all Ang going to Bamaa Oct Z7 and 28.

I need a ride Win help with gaa Cat Rick at

546-5867

ROOMMATE WANTED

aOO a month indudea utiiitiaa or>e nunuta

from bus hne call 584-2873 Northampton

Non-amoking female, 2 bedroom Brtttarty

Menor apartment ^120% includea utihtiaa

Mary 253 7344/253 3796

Fatnaia wanted for alngle in 2 bedroom In

Praatdantiel ^175 548 1083

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/GIBE USA's «1

student/budget travel agency Freecatelog.

Call (617) 2881926 or wnte 729 Boyttton

St Suite 201. Botton. MA o2l16

KNHngton
70-25 can

Ski Trip - coTKhM
Sr>o SEarch Brian

196 Jw
or Kevin

WANTED TO RENT

2 woman ^nt to suMat room in hortta or

apertmeni for wintenatston end tpring caB
64«-fl623 or S46S619
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Who's looking for a new job
Meyercannedafter firingRust, confusion again reigns inFoxboro

FOXBORO. Mass.(AP) After a

tumultuous 24 hours in which his defensive

coordinator lost and regained his job. Ron

Meyer was fired Thursday as head coach of

the New England Patriots and replaced by

Raymond Berry.

"We need a stable situation here." said

Patrick Sullivan, general manager of the

National F^ootball League team. "There are

many issues that came up that led us to the

conclusion that we had no alternative."

One of those issues was Meyer's unex

pected decision, without consulting

Sullivan, to fire defensive coordinator Rod

Rust. Meyer. 43. did that Wednesday

morning, citing philosophical differences

over defensive strategy. He then informed

Sullivan, who was at the NFL meetings in

New Orleans.

"I made the move that I felt would make us

a better football team and I would do it

today." Meyer, who had IVz years left on

his four year contract, said at a news

conference Thursday.

Sullivan rushed home and met with

Meyer. Berry, an assistant coach with the

Patriots from 1978 through 1981. was of

fered the job late Wednesday afternoon and

Meyer was informed by Sullivan Thursday

morning.

"He said. 'Ron. we've come to a decision.' I

said. 'You've got to be kidding me.' " Meyer

said.

He is the second NFL head coach to be

fired this season. Sam Rutigliano. a former

New England a.ssistant. lost his job Monday

with Cleveland.

Meyer, whose 18 15 record was the best

winning percentage of any Patriot head

coach, said he didn't ask for a reason and

was given none. Sullivan indicated that the

decision to fire Rust was a factor.

Rust, who was highly praised by his

players before and after his firing, was

rehired Thursday.

"One of the first things I wanted to do was

get Rod Rust back," said Berry, who was

named to the Hall of Fame after a brilliant

13 year career as a receiver with the

Baltimore Colts.

Berry. 51, was part of the staff that was

continued on page ly
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BatteredMinutemen limp towardBU
FourUMstarters out,

Stull looks for effort

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

"We're not in the best possible shape and we're facing one

of the best teams on our schedule, and that could mean

some problems."

University of Massachusetts football coach Bob Stull isn't

putting on the happy face most coaches don before

discussing their upcoming game. He knows his Minutemen

have troubif's.

Specifically shoulder troubles, ankle troubles, hamstring

Four si irlers. twti on oltense and iwo on di'lenso, will not

start Saturday as UMass travels lo Fioston llniversity to

face a hungry T«'rri«>r team at Nickerson Field at 1 :S» p.m.

Tlie Terrier.s, 3 li. have lusl Iwo in a n»w ann net'O lo win

this Yankee Conference game to stay a game behind Rhode

Island. UMass. 2 5 and 2 in the conference, have little

other than the spoiler's role to fill.

UM linebacker Mike Favreau. second on the team in

tackles, w ill miss at least this game and possibly the season

with a separated shoulder suffered in practice this week.

Defensive tackle Dan Sullivan continues to be bothered by

a badly sprained ankle, tight end Paul Walsh adds a case of

the flu to a mild concussion and fullback Frank Fay is

suffering an ankle sprain. None will dress.

What else could happen to the Minutemen? The backup

fullback. Boh Shelmire, is questionable with a neck injury

so freshman tailback Ted Barrett will move into the

starting fullback's position beside tailback (leorge Bar

nwell. still hurling from a hamstring pull that kept him to

fi\f' f.nrric- in w 'JO 7 '.o-^' f- M.nm' l.i^t wt fr

Cornerhacks Chris Wood and Rod 1 urner have a case oi

the flu. nose tackle Peter Tracy has a hamstring problem

and lineha<'ker Dave Cavanauirh has a hum shoulder.

IJther I hail I hal , we re ok, laugnt-u .luii dlifi iiMin^ tin

injuries. "But seriously, we've got a big test in front of us

with BU and I wish we had everybody healthy."

The Terriers dropped a 17 1 decision to I'Mass last season

and coach Rick Taylor is 2 5 against the Minutemen. the

only conference team that he has a losing record against.

All-American tailback Paul Lewis just broke former

UMass tailback Gary Pearson's yardage record with his

( ollefnan photo h> Krian (>on.ve

UMass tailback George Barnwell, here against Richmond, will be looking for another big

game.

3,866th career yard and has scored a New England record

49 TDs. Quaterback Pat Mancini has ankle problems and

completion problems with a 41.1 percent ratio.

Defensively, the Terriers are the best team in the league,

lit'd by a corps of strong linebackers and a 6-3, 277 pound

tackle in Don Brain, Bu figures to give UMass quarterback

.lim Simeone a difficult time.

Simt'one completed 25 passes for over 250 yards again.st

Maine, but as Stull said, "We didn't get the complections

when we needed to score."

The Minutemen's offense is keyed around Barnwell (590

yards and two TD's) and the receiving of senior spht end

Bob Simeone (34 catches for 422 yards).

Defensively for UMass. Glen Holden made 17 tackles

against Maine while both W(X)d and Paul Platek have four

interceptions.

"BU is not the team to be this banged up for, " Stull said.

"Rut we practiced hard, we're going to forget about Maine

and go at them with all we have, we're not going to hang

our heads."

UMass atBU
Where: Nickerson Field, BU
When: Saturday, 1:30 p.m.

The Latest Line: BU by 12

The Serie's: UMass leads 17-12

The Records: UMass is 2-5. BU is 5-2

Conference Records: UMass is 0-2, BU is 2-1

Injuries: UMass — LB Mike Favreau (separated

shoulder) is out, DT Dan Sullivan (ankle) is out, TEl Paul

Walsh (concussion, flu) is out, FB Bob Shelmire (neck) is

(luestionable, FB Frank Fay (ankle) is questionable, TB
(k^orge Barnwell (hamstring) is probable. NG Peter

Tracy (hamstring) will start, LB Dave Cavanaugh
(shoulder) will start. BU: OG Mike Moylan (knee) is out,

QB Pat Mancini (ankle) will start, DE Gary Durgin (knee)

is out.

Radio: WMUA-FM (91.1) will carry the game.

'PVlo XTq^imiQl Pnllc* UM coaches can't agree on their importance butthe
1 lie i^dliUIlai r Ullb# rankings play a big role for all sports

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Sometimes they make no sense at all.

Sometimes they are right on the money.

They are conducted by coaches, writers and

radio shows.

The only thing consistent about polls is

that they always leave someone mad and

upset.

"The only good thing about them is the

publicity," UMass women's soccer coach

Kalekeiii Banda said. "They are good for

recruiting, but you can't believe the polls

and I do them, .some of the stuff isn't

consistent."

Women's volleyball coach Elaine Sortino

doesn't quite agree.

"I think they an- very good," she said.

"Whether you agree or disagree, it gives

you something to shoot for."

For different teams. poll« m»'«n a lot in

letermining chances lor post seas(<n pl.i

.

The Northeastern p«-ll. conducted 1>\ i he

NCAA in voll««vball. will l>e the mam

criteria in selection for the Division II

ECAC tourney. UMass (21 12) is ranked

fifth and only the top 4 go. "The polls are

very important to us," Sortino said.

The field hockey team (12 3), fourth in the

latest NCAA poll, was ranked as low as

»>iphl H ';»rlior in <lio v»>flr

I think poii> become more importai. as

the spason goes on," field htx'key coach Pam
Hixon said. "It l»ec(im<'s irvire important in

the last two weeks, make it or break it

time." The NCAA u.ses the polls to help

pick the twelve playoff teams.

"P(»lls are helpful but not the major

priority. " Hixon said.

The latest poll doesn't mean much to the

women's soccer team, currently rated

rourih. two points behind second pla<'e

Hrowr. and (ieor^^'c Mason. UMass (112 2)

w.i'^ ranked second last week.
'

I he N( A.A has nothing to do with our

m||," P,an<l;t said. The Internal ion;-.! So<!'er

ssociation of America conducts ihe

national poll. Banda said the NCAA looks

at the strength of the schedule, wins and

losses and common opponents (not

necessarily in that order).

That's what most teams will be judged on

for playoff spc; s. The men's soccer team, at

once ranked i2th nationally and fir.st in

New England, has dropped to fourth in

New England and no national ranking.

"Anytime you're ranked, " UMass football

coach Bob Stull said, "everybody shoots for

you. Everybody plays their best game for

you." The University of Washington,
where Stull was an offensive coordinator, is

currently ranked first in Division I-AA
football.

No UMass team has been ranked first in

the nation since the 1982 field hockey team
vhirh lost to UConn in the finals. 4 1.

The only poll mat really counts." Banda
^aid, "is the last poll." After the National
championships.

Sports al a glance
UMass schedule:

Today:
Men's Soccer: at BC
Volleyball: at West Point Tourney

Saturday:
Football: at BU. l:.30-p.m.

Women's soccer: BC at Boyden. 1

p.m.

NewWfimen's Cross Country:
i-.iigiands at Boston
Rufrby: at WPl
Women's Tennis: at New Englands

Sunday:
Men's Lacrosse:

Lower, 1 p.m.

Army, Boyden
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Elections for

SWAG posts

next two days
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Southwest Area Government (SWAG)
presidential elections will be held today and
tomorrow in the Hampshire. Hampden and

Kosher Dining Commons during lunch and

dinner hours.

The three co presidential candidates this

year are. Arthur Stephenson and Mike

Gilbert. Bill Collins and Laura Goldstrich.

Sharon Jackson and Richard Stewart.

Last year, more than 600 of the 5.500

students living in the Southwest Area

voted in the area's elections, according to

Student Government Association

Governmental Affairs Committee Chairman

Joel Rabinowitz. "Hopefully, there will be

more voting this year because there's been

a lot of campaigning in this race." he said.

Last May. the Undergraduate Student

Senate invalidated all of the area's elections

after co presidential candidates Sharon

Jackson and Paula Williams claimed they

were unfairly barred from the ballot.

In September, the Student Supreme Court

unanimously dismissed a case Rabinowitz

brought against the student senate in-

volving the SWAG elections. Rabinowitz

charged that the .senate acted illegally when

it invalidated the elections by not filing a

formal protest and by failing to hear from

its elections Coordinating Committee.

On Oct. 3, the .senate voted to reverse the

invalidation for all Southwest Area offices

except the president's. Up to that point

SWAG had not been able to spend money
because Student Government Association

Treasurer John Mooradian had frozen the

area's account Sept. 23 bei:ause there were

no officially recognized representatives to

the senate from SWAG.

Results from this week's elections should

be available by Tuesday night. "I'm sure

they will be counted by then," Rabinowitz
said.

i'ollrKian photo by Mitch llrantrh

ZAPPED! - Chainsmoking, enigmatic Frank Zappa entertains a sold out crowd at

the Fine Arts Center last night. Watch the Arts page this week for a review.

Is illness an

excuse for

students?
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The [(olicy of whether students should be

e.\ciis»'(l from e,\ams or (juizzes due to

illness is again causing debate among
University of Massachusetts faculty.

David P. Kraft, director of Mentiil Health

Services, said at last Thursday's faculty

senate meeting. "There's an argument that

comes up every other year" about who
should be responsible.

"It remains to be a debate among the

professors of whether students should be

excused or not." he said.

According to University Health Council

policy, students are considered "respon-

sible adults" when they mi.ss scheduled

exams or quizzes and are responsible for

informing their professors when they

cannot attend classes due to sickness.

"These students aren't in grade sch(X)l,"

Kraft said. 'Why can't professors believe

them (students) or allow students to take

the responsibility'.'"

Irving Roth berg, professor of Spanish and

Portuguese, said University Health Ser-

vices should be responsible for verifying

student absence in response to the council's

annual report to the senate.

v:t:::::vW'>>''vvv'"'*-*v'"' • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•

"Thesr students aren't in grade school.

Why can't professors believe them or

allow students tn take the responsibility

r

- Davul P. Kraft, directirr Mental He<dth

Sertnces

Oxfam will only get donations

IMningcommons fasts violatedtrust fundlaws

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The Oxfam America Fast For A World
Harvest will be held at the University of

ONE TWO THREE - Theresa Hawboldt of Patterson dormitory enjoys

Halloween prank at a holiday celebration over the weekend. Strict residence hall

security did little to dampen the spirits of these costume- bedecked students
did little to damper

haunting the campus the last two days. Photo by Steven Weissbluth

Massachusetts again this year Nov. 15,

though students will not be able to con

tribute funds through the dining commons

as they have in the past.

'They (P'ood Services) told us that they

found a law that prohibited giving trust

fund money to charity." said Daniel Stock

ford, president of the UMass Hunger Task

P'orce. The dining commons operate on a

trust fund account through student meal

plan fees.

Stockford said the law was discovered last

semester when the Southwest Area

Government tried to work out a rebate plan

with the dining commons during Hunger

Awareness Week.

The Board of Trustees would have to vote

on the law and make an exception for the

Oxfam fast, though it is not scheduled to

meet again until Dec 5.

"The trustees have to give us a green

light," said Josephine Keeley. acting

director of F(x)d Services.

OnUinued (/n paqe 3

"Notes excusing students from class when
quizzes are scheduled has become a burden

of the profe.ssor to verify student absence

from class." Rothberg said. "What great

deal is it to have University Health Services

call pn>fessors to verify student absence'?"

"It seems a petty matter. " he said, "but

others share this common concern."

But English professor Howard O. Brogan

said. "Having students report their illness

won't make any difference."

"Students are always waiting in line at

health .services and all they have to do is

wait until the class is over." Brogan said.

"My policy is there is no excuse."

Kraft said professors should not demand

notes from students unless "students have

had a serious accident."

"In that case, the student should have the

health center contact the professor."

The council's consideration to

expansion of health services

make the

a higher

priority wa.s also met with debate because it

did not follow proposal guidelines.

David A. Booth, senate rules committee
chairman, said the consideration should

have come lo the senate before being

forwarded to Chancellor Jo.seph D. Duffev.

But Robert Levin, council chairman said,

"there is a critical need for the expansion of

health .services." — s^

INSIDE
Shame on you. Mr. Reagan....

Notes on The Little Drummer Gir.l

Terriers bite M in u tern en

"Did anyone €ver have a boring dream f"
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p. 12

Ralph Hodgson
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Israel requestsUS help in

withdrawal ofLebanon troops

Pioketers both in favor of and opposed to the transplant of animal organs into

humans demonstrate outside Loma Linda University Medical Center. Ia)s Angeles,

during yesterday's press conference about the transplant of a baboon heart into an

infant. Protesters charged the transplant was "ghoulish tinkering," while medical

authorities said the 16 day old infant would not have lived otherwise.

Organized crime bust nets 20 arrests

LOS ANGKLKS (AP) A
bid by organized crime

members to take over $1

million a week bookmaking

operations here was cut

short yesterday with the

arrests of 20 ptH)ple, in

eluding the reputed crime

boss of Southern California,

polic«' said.

Among I hose arresU-d was

Peter John Milano. "con

sidered to be the head of

organized crime" in

Southern California, police

Chief Daryl Gates said.

The investigation dubbed

"Operation Lighlweigni

began in the spring, was put

on hold during the Summer
Olympics and resumed
immediately afterward.

Gates told a news con

ference.

"We feel the name is ap

propriate because organized

crime is such a lightweight

III Southern California." said

Gales, who referred to

Southern California crime

families as "the Mickey

Mouse Mafia."

Gates said seven book

making locations were
seized and that it was

estimated that ap

proximately $1 million in

wagers were being handled

at those locations each

wwk. Plight of the arrests

took place at bookmaking

joints.

Some of the bookmakers

approached "were scared."

he said.

"The important thing here

is that b(H)kmakers in

Southern California are not

organized. . .We have
managed to keep organb.ed

crime from doing that." he

said.

JERUSALEM (AP) Israel

appealed to the United

States yesterday for help in

reaching a Lebanon troop

withdrawal agreement with

Syria and al.so called for a

broader role for the United

Nations in securing peace

along the Israel Lebanon

border.

A statement issued after a

policy review by Prime

Minister Shimon Peres'

Cabinet said Israel will

continue efforts "for

reaching an agreement with

Syria through the good

offices of the United States."

At the same time, the

statement called for talks

between Israeli and

Lebanese military officers,

under U.S. auspices, to

arrange security for Israel's

northern border once

Israel's troops pull out of

southern Lebanon.

Cabinet sources, who spoke

on condition they not be

identified, said a partial

withdrawal which Peres has

mentioned publicly did not

come up Sunday.

Peres suggested this

month that if an agreement

could not be reached with

Syris to pull Syrian troops

out of Lebanon or to control

its Palestinian and Lebanese

militia allies, then Lsraeh

troops who are withdrawn

from the border area could

be redeployed against

Syrian positions in

Lebanon's Bekaa Valley.

Yesterday. Cabinet

Secretary Yossi Beilin said.

"No redeployment was

discussed."

U.S. Secretary of State

George P. Shultz has said

Washington was ready to be

"as helpful as we can" in

building conditions for Israel

to withdraw from southern

Lebanon, which it invaded in

June 1982 to stop cross-

border attacks by

Palestinian guerrillas.

But informed Western

sources said the U.S. ad
ministration does not
believe the countries in

volved were ready for a full

scale mediation effort at this

point. Syrian officials have
refused to discuss a with

drawal of their troops.

which entered Lebanon in

1976.

Richard Murphy, the U.S.

assistant secretary of state,

was due back in the Middle

East this week for ex-

ploratory talks de.scribed by

Western diplomatic .sources

as "poking, prodding and

probing."

The Cabinet review
produced no 'apparent

change in Israel's approach.

Due to technical difficulties. Nummo News could not be

printed in today's issue. Nummo will be back next

Monday with an expanded edition.
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Ivy League students favor Mondale
ITHAC.X. NY. (AP) Democratic

presidential nominee Walter Mondale holds

a 19 percent lead over President Reagan on

seven Ivy League college campuses, ac

cording to a poll conducted by the schtwis'

studt-nl newspapers.

'Yhv poll, however, indicated that Reagan

had more than doubled the support he

received in a similar poll four years ago

when Ivy League students supported

Independent candidate John B. Anderson

for president.

Of 1.626 undergraduates polled between

Oct. 9 and m-t. 12. 53 percent said they

support Mondale .•l"'^ '^1 nprrmt said they

were in favor of Reagan. The remaining

students said they supported other can-

didates, didn't plan to vote or declined to

answ«'r I hi- questions.

ne To Our Party

My Pretties

styles by Deborah
65 University Drive

549 5610
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Read

expires 10/30/84

valid with this ad
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DIVORCE:

Developing Coping Skills
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Where: 127 HiHs North
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•^ KHeluh services
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Second Annual '

Carburs Halloween
Party, Wednesday.
October 31 at 9PM
Pnzes for Best Costume
Grand Prize; a Weekend
tor Two in Montreal
Accommodations at the

Bonaventure Hotel.

Breakfast plus Fifty

Dollars in Cash Other
prizes include Ski

Tickets to Killington. VT.

Free Tickets to Comedy
Nite. Free Hot Tub
Certificates, Carbur s

Gift Certificates, Patrick

&Co Gift Certificates

Prizes awarded at 1 1 PM
No Costume'^ You, too.

may win the 'Eat your

way thru th,e 1 6-page
section of unusual
sandwiches' FREE'
That's over 1 00 or em
Special 99c offer for

My Pretties Buy any
Carburs Sandwich and
get a heaping plate of-

Carburs Nachos for only

i4^

1^"

Now's
the time

to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

' ^^ Cocktail Lounge ^rf J^

NICKEL NITE!

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Every Other Drink Just 5'

Dance the night away with Crazy George

RT. 9 HADLEY (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

Administrator stresses
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Interaction with students in the

classroom is imperative for academic

administrators to retain their "sanity."

according to the associate provost for

undergraduate education at the

University of Massachusetts.

Fern L. Johnson, who has been at UMass

for 10 years and is also a professor of

communications studies said teaching

gives her a sense of "what's going on" on

campus.

hern Johnson
<\,lle(ruin fhiilii try Andy Hellrr

"My philosophy is that people in

academic administration should stay with

student interaction. If you're not actively

involved with students, you're missing out

on a lot that's going on," Johnson said.

"Teaching students makes real all of the

things people say about the University."

Johnson said, "It is crucially important

that the office has a sense of the reality of

the issues and the type of environment the

students and faculty work in."

"Teaching is a refreshing refuge." she

said. "Things often get crazy and chaotic

in the provost's office — that doesn't leave

a lot of time for contemplation. Interaction

with the students keeps me thinking."

Johnson said "It is frustrating that the

faculty and students are on opposing sides

with the administration. This is a large

bureaucracy."

"I think we need to work with the

faculty, students and the administration

to make the relationship more cooperative

and to make information more public

because there's a lot of mistrust and

misconceptions between the two sides,"

she said.

Johnson, who was acting assoi-iate

provost for undergraduate education last

year, made that position permanent less

than six months ago upon recom

mendation by Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey.

"When the provost search committee

was interviewing for a permanent provost

last April, the chancellor decided it was in

the best interest to the office to have a

sense of continuity and asked me to stay

on a continuing basis," Johnson said.

"And I'm still learning the ropes," she

added.

Johnson said Duffey wanted someone

who knew the operations of the office

before the new provost, Richard O'Brien,

assumed his post. She said she was

required to give O'Brien assistance and

advice on various issues.

As associate provost of undergraduate

education, Johnson works under O'Brien,

who has the highest academic position at

the University. Johnson's duties include

writing proposals for all provost level

courses and programs, supervising

evaluations in special academic budget

preparation and representing the provost

on any committee dealing with the office.

In addition. Johnson's position requires

interpreting academic policies and

reporting to the Board of Regents on

systematic evaluation, which includes the

recently proposed general education

proposal.

"The work in the general education

proposal is just about over.. .the faculty

senate should vote on it in the next few

meetings." she said.

Johnson said she has spent the past four

months on a review of UMass academics.

"A visit from the New E.ngland

Association of Schools and colleges, which

accredits the whole University, are

coming next week to examine the ar

ticulation of the statement and mission of

UMass, (and to evaluate) faculty and

courses, undergraduate budget

allocations and the long range plan." she

said.

"One of the latest and important things

we're working on is that the Board of

Regents will ask the Legislature to set up

programs (at UMass) to retain minorities

after matriculation."

While serving on a number of other

academic committees, Johnson is also the

chairwoman of the provost's committee on

academic computing, which is working on

how to develop a micro computing plan for

the campus and for instructional com

puting purposes in classrooms.

"Some of my collegues thought I'd lo.st

my mind when I decided to work in the

administration." she said. But, "I've really

gotten a chance to see diversity and

complexity" through the work, Johnson

said. "I kind of feel like a missionary."

Yale Strikers

gain support

from UM profs
By RKBEUCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

As the clerical and technical worker's

strike at Yale University goes into its fifth

week, some University of Massachusetts

professors have voiced their support for the

union and its goals.

"The principle of comparable worth is one

of the paramount social issues of our time.

The Yale staff are pioneers in defining that

issue for us," said women's history

professor Joyce Berkman.

The union "of 2,650 clerical and technical

workers, which is 82 percent women, went

on strike on Sept. 26 when contract

negotiations rejected the administration's

final contract offer.

The strikers frequently cite the example of

a truck driver whose job requirements are

basically a high school diploma and a

driver's liscense who earns $5,000 more

than an administrative assistant with a two-

page job description.

Berkman, who got her doctorate in history

at Yale in the early 60s, said she supported

the striking union "both philosophically and

pragmatically."

Berkman said Yale's failure to support a

women's studies program, its treatment of

women faculty in general and the way Yale

is behaving towards the strikers are all

evidence of a "male centered" and

"arrogant" institution.

UMass sociology professor Dan Clawson

said the strike is important because it is the

first strike over comparable worth

.

He said support from people in

surrounding communities is necessary

because it is "the most important strike at a

university in years."

He said the strikers "seem to be doing

everything right." He listed the union's

community support, good publicity, its

evidence both that Yale does discriminate

and that is can afford pay increases as

reasons why the union deserves support.

He said a' very high percentage of Yale's

primarily male union of maintenance and

dining commons workers have been

honoring the picket lines and are therefore

ineligible for strike support money.

"I don't think any ofthese things can go on

forever." he said, adding, "If the Yale

clerical and technical unions win. it would

be a substantial victory which would help

rejuvenate unionizing."

Over the weekend the Bostov Globe

reported that 450 people were arrested for

disorderly conduct at a civil disobedience,

"witness for equality." outside a meeting of

the Yale corporation. One of the people

arrested, the article stated, was Baynard

Rust in. a veteran of the civil rights

movement who received an honorary

degree from Yale last year.

Students are suing the university for

$10,000, charging the university w-ith

failure to provide services and unfair labor

practices.

IN THE (X)RNER I'OCKET - Brian Casey of Southwood Apartments takes a shot

one recent afterntH)n in the Campus Center pool room, (bllegian photo by MiU-h Drantch

WOMEN'S FORUM
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's News
Editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday

before the event.

Monday - Committee for Equal Rights an^

Reproductive Freedom will meet in Campus

Center. Check C.C. schedule for time and

room number.
The Everywoman's Center will hold a

workshop on sexual harrassment called 'It's

not academic' from 7 to 9 p.m. in Campus

Center 901. Open to graduate women

students only.

Tuesday - The Working Women's

Program at the Everywoman's Center is

sponsoring an Assertiveness and

Leadership Skiils group from 7 to 9 p.m.

This is the second in a series of eight

meetings, and will be moderated by Joyce

Clark.

Not a love story, a film which addresses

the issue of pornography and its harmful

effect on women, will be shown at 7:30 p.m.

in Morrill 329.

Wednesday - Graduate Woman's

Admission and General Educational

Support [WAGES] spon.sors a brown bag

luncheon every Wednesday from n<X)n to 2

p.m., in CampusCenter room 805 809.

The Women's Caucus will meet at 4 p.m. in

room 415 of the Student Union BuUding. All

women senators are encouraged to attend.

Thursday There will be an open house to

mark the re opening of the Nor-

theast/Sylvan Women's Center from 6:30

to 9:30 p.m. at the Knowlton Women's

Center, room 01. The program will include

a talk on contraception, films on self

examination, and a health workshop.

Munchies will be available.

Women's Images/Women's Lives, an

informal discussion series sponsored by the

Women's Leadership Project, will meet at 4

p.m. in Campus Center 811. The topic this

week is Beauty Contests.'

Professor Daniel Maguire, a pro choice

Roman Catholic Moral theologian, will talk

on Church, State and Abortion at 8 p.m. in

the Mary Wooley Hall, Mount Holyoke

College.

Friday The Third Annual Women's Talent

show w ill be held at 9 p.m. in the Backroom,

Amherst College. All forms of performing

art are expected to be represented at this

event.

The Women's Admissions and General

Educational Support \WAGES] Program at

the Everywoman's Center is holding a

support group for graduate women from 7

to 9 p.m.

New professor

holds lecture

at Hampshire
By PATTY NEUF
Collegian Correspondent

A lecture titled "War and Peace in the

1984 Eh'ction: A lx)ok at The Issues " to be

held tomorrow night at Hampshire College

will serve to intrt)duce the newly appointed

faculty director of the Five College Peace

and International Security Studies

Program to (he community.

The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. in

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire

College.

Michael T. Klare is currently a fellow at

the Institute for Policy Studies in

Washington, D.C., and has been co director

of its National Security Program since 1977.

The institution is a left wing, liberal think

tank that holds high expectations for its

employees, according to UMass professor of

political science Luther Allen.

As faculty director of the five college

program. Klare will coordinate project

planning and will teach at each of the area

colleges, said Marian Duncan, Hampshire

College public relations a.ssistant. Klare

will reside at Hampshire beginning next

semester.

K lares visit is among the activities

sponsored by a three year, $185,000 grant

made to the Five College foundation by the

Ford Foundation last March.

Klare received his bachelor's and master's

degrees from Columbia University and his

doctorate from Union Graduate School. He

has written four books, including The

American Arms Supermarket: Military

Sales to the Third World; Beyond the

Vietnam Syndrome; and Supplying

Repression and War Without End:

American Planning For the next Vietnams.

Kalre has also published articles in The

Nation, the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists,

Harpers, inquiry and Diplomatic World. In

April of 19a3, he appeared as guest editor of

The Nation, a special issue concerning

New Arms Technology.

ifOxfam

Domestic violence, car theft occur last week
A 36 year old Amherst
man was arrested Thursday

for assault and battery with

a dangerous weapon during

a light with his wife at their

apartment. University of

Massachusetts Police said.

Police said the man struck

his wife with a mop and the

woman was taken to

University Health Services

for injuries to her head and

shoulder area. Police said

the fight was reported at

7:20 p.m. Thursday, and the

man was arrested at 9:09

p.m., when he returned to

the apartment.

In other police reports, a

1977 Ford was reported

stolen from lot 44 at 6:50

p.m. Thursday. Police said

till- ownei la.si. saw me car

on Oct. 21.

Chief of Police Robert G.

Joyce said. "It would be a

good idea if car owners

(•h«H-ked their vehicles once a

day" because recent reports

of auto thefts have indicated

that some car owners do not

check on their cars more

than once a week.

^JOELP.GOFFlDk>.

Continuedfrom page 1

Students will still be able to contribute to

Oxfam, a nationwide group that sends

money to Asia, Africa and Latin America,

through private donations. This will be the

fifth year that the Oxfam fast is collecting

money on the UMa.ss campus. Last year,

UMass contributed $2560 to the hunger

fast.

"I think that the fast is a good way to raise

the students' awareness of hunger. Many

will order pizza, but some will go hungry,

"

said Stpckford.

^f^j;.
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We're lucky to be here at UM
"(lot an old mule and her name is Sal..." I

hummed while paralleling the Erie Canal

recently on the way to Syracuse. Prior to

the canal's opening in 1819. this settement

on the northern end of New York's

Onondaga Lake was known as Webster's

Landing, as Cossit's Corners, as Milan,

Corinth, and as Salt Salina.

I was going to Syracuse, however, to

compare their big University (SU) to our

beloved UMass/Amherst. Both of these

respected institutions have a wild side to

them enrollments exceeding 20,000 see to

that.

SU is truly a party school. Like UMass, it

has been branded a "zoo," but unlike our

recent righteous uproars about the label,

SIT students relish it. even wallow in it on

weekends. But a school is a school is still a

school, and everybody parties sometimes.

(Unlike Lisa Birnbach [Official Preppy

Handbook], who toured many colleges for

her "preppy sequel. I'll try not to jump to

cliched conclusions, especially regarding

lifestyles that don't need elaboration.)

SU and UMa.ss has striking contrasts

which are worth mentioning; indeed, they

contribute to the distinct personality of

each place. Syracuse University and

Syracuse the city are vastly different

places; in fact, they are worlds apart. SU is

a microcosm of well off collegiates planted

amidst the poverty of a black dominated

urban enclave.

An earlier prosperity which brought the

city status as a cultural and religious

stronghold is continued today as growth in

the suburbs. Somehow the inner city was

neglected, and renewal programs, begun by

1970. have yet to revive a once-thriving

area.

.•\mherst. traditional hlueblocxl breeding

ground, has not such a stark color boundary

about it. True, racial dis harmony is bound

to exist, but at SU I was really struck by a

strong "them vs. us" mentality.

Around the Pioneer Valley, it's taken for

granted that students can study or socialize

at any one of five colleges nearby, not to

mention make use of many outlying areas

partly served by the free bus line.

In Syracuse, you are either "on" campus,

Rob Skelton
or you are in the city, in danger of

harassment from long time residents

(resentful of the influx of rich kids from

Westchester?).

Because most social activities must be on

or near campus, the Greek system at SU
has tremendous influence. My contact at

that school talks, eats and sleeps sororities,

and spent two days rationalizing her

decisi<in to pledge to be a sister. In a

"closed" society like SU it must be very

important to find a place.

How lucky we have it! Thankfully, the

frats and sororities at UMass don't

dominate the social life, and yes, although

we do have some Westchester folks here,

they are balanced by regular people from

Maine and Mansfield.

From the content of the Syracuse Daily

(Jrange we learn that SU, loo, has SGA
problems, and that, not surprisingly, the

concerned and conscious write in wondering

why there are not more conscious and

concerned.

Recently a reader wrote in bothered by an

ab.sence of debate on a SU Union showing of

an X rated movie. He also noted that the

campus convenience stores had begun

selling Playboy and Hustler, and invited

women to air their views on student- and

university subsidized porn.

I think that the women of UMa.ss and area

don't need an invitation to prote.st,

especially from a man.

I like io think that UMass beats them

hands down, but it ain't so. SU enjoys a

towering reputation in academics, sports,

and social life. Undoubtably it's all worth

the yearly $10,000 in fees.

Our Iladley flatland and the Holyoke

Range are hard to heat, as are the bargain

prices we pay for public vs. private

education. Our waterway is almost as

famous as theirs. Such are my reflections

as the sun melts behind Mount Carrier

Dome, and still..."fifteen miles on the Erie

Canal!"

Rob Skelton is a Collegian Staff member.

Letters to the Editor

Don't elephantsremember?
Shame on you Ronald Reagan, shame on

you.

The one year anniversary of the deaths of

241 Marines in Beirut came and went and

you swept it under the rug. You said not

one word public about any or all of the

young men who died after you ordered

them into I^ebanon.

Not one word.

Did you forget Mr. Reagan".' Did you

forget those men like you have forgotten a

lot of things since you became President of

the United States'.''

Did you forget them like you have

forgotten minorities, and women'.' (Do you

remember the term equality, Mr. Reagan".')

Did you forget them like you have

forgotten about Salt I. Salt II, Camp David,

or thr Organization of American States

which strictly forbids military intervention

in another country'.' (Do you remember
Grenada".')

Did you forget them like you have

forgotten the common sense theory that

you cant keep spending what you don't

have"' (Do you remember a $'2(X) billion

deficit, Mr. Reagan?)

Did you forget them like you have

forgotten each and every economically

disadvantaged college student? (Do you

remember cutting the Social Security

Education benefits for V.^O.OCX) students, or

cutting $100 million from the Pell grant

program, or <'utting $100 million from the

National Direct Student Loan program, or

cutting 800,000 students from the

Guaranteed Student Loan program?)

Did you forget them like you have

forgotten what Thomas Jeffer.son stood for?

(Do vou remember that .some what famous

Rita M urphy
document we call the Constitution which

says a little something about the separation

of church and state?)

Did you forget them like you have

forgotten the elderly? (You'll deny it, you'll

even lie about it, but you attempted to cut

$20 million from Social Security right after

you took office. Do you remember that. Mr.
Reagan?

>

What do you remember? The flag? Apple-

Pie? Vacation after vacation after vacation?

Come on, is it too much to ask that our

President remember things Ike saying trees

cause pollution, the bombing begins in five

minutes or hiring people like Anne Burford,

James Watt, P^dwin Meese. and Raymond
'^)onavon?

Your memory seems to be fading Mr.

Reagan, you seem to forget double digit

unemployment. What about the time you

said the Nuclear Freeze Movement was

underminding .America and run by Com-
munist sympathizers? Do you remember
that?

You'd probably never forget that Adropov

is dead if someone didn't remind you every

now and then, (after all, you're not exactly

on speaking terms with the Russians, so it's

i'asy to see why you'd forget who was in

charge.)

Maybe you should he torgiven tor being a

little absentminded. But the Marines, Mr.

Reagan? Can we forgive you for that one?

Do vou remember Dewey. Mr. Reagan?

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.

CIA is stifling democracy

There's more

than one team
Peter Abraham's column

Oct. 22, was his worst to

dale.

As a member of the

University's Admissions

staff, I speak with hundreds

of prospective students and

their parents each year, and

of greater intere.st than

whether or not the football

team is having a winning

season are the following

facts :

1. The women's lacrosse

team won the NCAA
National title in 1981,

2. Last year's women's

soccer and field hockey

teams finished post-season

play ranked 3rd in the

country.

3. The women's soccer and

field hockey teams are

nationally ranked second

and fifth, respectively.

4.The field hockey coach

served as the assistant coach

of the U.S. Olympic field

hockey team.

It's unfortunate that the

football team is having a

disappointing season and I

hope the team turns things

around in the remainder of

this season or next.

However, Peter should

wake up and realize that the

University has not one but

28 varsity teams.

Additionally, Peter (who is

kind of digusted when the

best teams at .school are the

women's soccer and field

hockey teams...") should

begin his next column with

an apology to the talented

young women and coaches of

both the.se teams for his

insults. He would also do

well to make an effort to

keep in touch with what is

occurring nationally in

Division I women's athletics.

Then perhaps he wouldn't

Since 1981 the CIA, in collaboration with

the Reagan administration, has been

assembling a terrorist apparatus in an

attempt to undermine and topple

Nicaragua's Sandinista government.

It was in December of that year that

President Reagan authorized CIA covert

operations on the Nicaraguan Honduran

border. The conflict has greatly strained

the socio-economic systems of both

countries.

La.st April. Washington expUnled in

response to the mining of Nicaraguan

ports-acts of deliberate sabotage which

were sponsored by CIA operatives.

RtH-ently. however, it was discovered by

the Associated Pre.ss that the CIA has

fitted yet another component onto its

oppressive apparatus; a manual titled

"I'sychological Operations in Guerrilla

War" has been distributed among the

rebel factions in Honduras. Among other

things, the manual advocates the need to

"neutralize" Nicaraguan officials while

injecting considerable amounts of anti

government propaganda into the

Nicaraguan mas.ses as a way of generating

support for the (Jontras.

Ronald Rt?agan has repeatedly accused

the Sandinistas of sponsoring a "reign of

terror" throughout Central America when

in fact it is the CIA which is the real

perpetrator of violence and oppression in

the region. The distribution of the

pamplets poses yet another em-

barrassment to the Reagan administration

and once again demonstrates the sheer

barbarism of Bill Casey and the

Intelligence Agency.

R ob G inocchio

Standard CIA policy towards (Central

.America has been to act against any kind

of revolutionary Hare up which might

threaten the ecomtmic and strategic in

terests of the United States. It carries out

such p«)Iicies with total disregard for

human rights; the vast majority of the

U.S. backed ('ontra rebels are former

m«'mhers of Somoza's National (Juarrl and

stand guilty of butchering thousands of

Ni<'araguan civilians under that regime.

Because of the border war, the San-

dinistas ahve be«'n putting a large

proportion of the country's resources into

the armed forces in order to prevent the

counter revolutionary forces from sue

cessfully toppling its regime. An
emasculated economy has severely

stagnated the development of educational,

medical, and industrial institutions.

It is logical to assume that the CIA and

the current administration are not in-

terested in promoting democracy in the

region but rather in stifling it. The
economic and military sponsorship of

Contra guerrillas, the mining of

Nicaraguan ports, and the distribution of

a terrorist manual proves beyond a doubt

that the CIA is a habitual violator of

human rights. The purpo.se of the

Intelligence Agency is to preserve the

national .security and not to violently

harrass nations and engage in political

assasi nations.

Rob Ginocchio is a UMass student.

have such a difficult time

naming the "national

powers," any list of which

would include the

University of Massachusetts

at .\mherst.

Perhaps if the space
currently devoted to Peter's

column was all(x*ated to

provide more

coverage of

extensive

women's

athletics, the entire

University community,
inrluding FVter, would be

better served.

D.R. Bousquet

Amherst
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Pet Sematary

by Stephen King

Open:

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

cj.ujv/VEKS/ry

Located in the Campus Center

iMondav. October 29. 1984
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LEARN TO FLY
City Aviation Flight Services

• Qualified Flight Instructors

• Private Pilot Rating

• Rentals / Charters

• 7 days a week

• On UMass bus route

• Discounts for UMass
on first lesson

• Financing available

584- 1860 ^% .Morthampton Airport Northampton, MA
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I
PIZZA-RAIAA «

I Our Specialties Are

I Delicious Pizzas

I Hot Oven Grinders

I Spaghetti

I
Shells

I Ravioli

1

I

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

s rs
I

Any Large Pizza
1—
I

1 5
I i

?,

Any Med. Pizza j Any Small Pizza

j 3 FREE SODAS ten., j 2 FREE SODAS ten.) | 1 FREE SODA (c.n, i =
r ,r let please Tell j '''>«" vou place your ordef please »e*l |

when you place your order pleas* l«l| U
, ,,^i„jns \ _iSv_)ij i-MvP ( oufions | us^ you have couBons j S. : a^f vOu
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University of Massachusetts

Seniors and Graduate Students with

the following majors:

• Electrical Engineering

• Manufacturing Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering

• Industrial Engineering

• Connputer Science (COINS)

• Business Administration

• Finance

• Applied Mathematics

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1984

10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER
ROOM 101

Come informally any time during the hours indicated above and learn about technical and

marketing career opportunities in IBM from many different locations. Then sign up on in-

terview schedules of your choice for formal interviews to take place on November 1 and 2,

1984.

Bring 3 copies of your resume and transcript for admittance

Citizenship or permanent residence required for interviews

Monday. October 29, 1984

1
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Arts
Ofsoldiers andspies
THELITTLEDRUMMER GIRL
Directed by George Roy HiU

Starring Diane Keaton, and Klaus Kinski

Mountain Farms Theater

By Elaine Senay
Collegian Staff

The Little Drummer Girl is one of the best

film adaptions of a novel in many years. It

sacrifices little of the plot to the cutting

room floor or wander from the original

nature of the characters. Director George

Roy Hill picks up the pace and whirls us

across the globe as Charlie (played by Diane

Keaton) plunges into a role that takes her

into the theater of the real

Kinski as Marty, the chief of the Zionists, is

methodical as he masterminds the

operation. Yet. Kinski retains a tongue in

cheek attitude that prevents him from

seeming cold blooded. Yorgo Voyagis as

Joseph, Charlie's mentor and later lover, is

sympathetic as a burned out fighter who

has done and seen too much killing.

The l«H-ation footage is sharp and

memorable taking us from England to

Germany to Lebanon. It gives the im

pression that international espionage is

glamorous and this does stray from the

mood of Le Carre's novel which is more

olSadly this fine portrayal

terrorism is undermined by the miscasting

of Keaton as the actress Charlie. She is not

believable as a political radical. Keaton does

communicate the desperation and

aimlessness of the character created by the

author John Le Carre. What Keaton lacks is

Charlies frenzied vitality which came from

her youthful age. Keaton cannot pass for a

woman in her middle twenties, as she

seems too worldly for this role.

Charlie is persuaded to audition for a part

which will help Zionist agents trap a net

work of Palestinian terrorists. They

fabricate another life for her where she

hiH-omes a part of this network. Klaus

Dolitical
plt»<Jfl'nK- The film is filled with too much

brightness whereas the novel has a

grimness that is more real. The film tries to

lighten the danger of the operation with

jokes and humor that seem out of place in

the film.

The Little Drummer Girl is an en

tertaining film as long as you have not read

the novel. It is a good film in its own right

but it could have been an excellent one had

another actress been chosen to play

Charlie. The film loses credibility where it

strains to create a world that is not real or

probable. This is a shame because the film

has so much going for it and is full of g(Kjd

intentions to tell its story.

Diane Keaton plays an actress involved in espionage in George Roy Hill's adaption of

Le Carre's thriller The Little Drummer Girl!

A favorite of western Massachusetts

audiences, Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet

returns to the University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center on Monday, November 5,

at 8 p.m. Under the artistic direction of

Arnold Spohr. the Royal Winnipeg Ballet

has gained international respect for its

versatility, technical excellence. and

captivating style.

The performance will include four major

works opening with Allegro Brillante,

choreographed by George Ballanchine to

music of Tchaikovsky. Lento, A Tempo E
Appassiimato is danced to piano music by

Scriabin. Translucent Tones utilizes

Bartok's 3rd Piano Concerto; and finally,

The Hands incorporate musical motifs

ranging from Mozart to the Beatles.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center box office (545 '^.^ID, at DATATIX
outlets, and at the Springfield Civic Center.

For phone reservations, call 1 800 243-

4842.

Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer

commLssioning program. You could start planning on a career

like the men in this ad have .\nd also have some great

advantages like:

Earning $100 a month during the sch(K)I year

As a freshman or sophomore,

you could complete your basic train

ing during two six-week summer

sessions and earn more than $1 100

during each session

Wmttqmove
upguickly?

Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week

summer session

You can take free civilian flying lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

Ifyou're looking U) move up quickly, look into the Marine Corp:

undergraduate officer commission-

ing pn)gram. You could —

^

start off making more

than $17,000 a year.

yWrelookingiffa^goodmoL

Read the

arts page l^

Car

Trucli

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

WINTER
BREAK

Help us sponsor your

school's winter break

ski trip and ski free!

(MO) )M-20M TOLL FREE

MAM. A^MMVtO
MSMCnON tTAnOM

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P156/8aRl3

$29^
• Includas Mounting

plus MA Stat* Tax

Se. your U.S. M«to. Corp. Offlcr S.I««loo OBkjr ^ *•,^P" C«"«" »" °<^^' ^^»" '""
call collect (203) 7Z2-21CKI.

NcrthAmherst
Tire A Auto

Center
f\JI ServKt Tire Slort

78 S«n*«f1««K( Rd . No »iT*>«f»l. tM
Acrms Irom Walruba t Slora

549-4704

r="
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Hypercurricula

[Monday, October 29. 1984

Friday 10/26 - Wednesday 10/31

AHMKNIAN STUDENTS
()R(iANIZATION
MEETING Meeting to

Nov. 9lh dance. 7:30. CC
HO'.i.

SPORT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION MEETING
There will be a meeting of

the Sport Management
Association. It is open to all

undergraduate Sport

Management majors
wishing to become involved

in events. 7:00 p.m.. Curry

Micks Room 10.

LUNCH WITH THE
RABBI Guest: Ted

Slovun. speaking on "Gems

of Judaism: Sources of

Inspiration in My Everyday

Life." Tuesday. Oct. 30 at

12:30 in the Suffolk Room
(301 S.U.) Bagels and cream

cheese provided.

ANOTHER VIETNAM
All welcome to come learn

about the issues in Central

America. Film: "Americas

in Transition" (35 min.)

Discussion afterwards with

students who've lived in

Nicaragua. 7:30 p.m.,

Knowlton 1st Floor Study.

BEYOND WAR Will our

generation make a positive

contribution to the evolution

of humanity? Working

together for a world Beyond

War is one way to ac

complish this. 7:00. 164

Campus Center.

OUTING CLUB MEETING
Upcoming trips including

winter adventures to be

announced. Everyone in-

vited. Dress up or just show

up for some Halloween fun.

7:00 p.m.. 168 175 Campus
Center.

EAST SIDE SPRING
EVENT PLANNERS
MEETING Represen-

tatives from East Side Area

Gov't's and East Side

cultural centers are en-

couraged to provide input as

to what form the srping

event(s) will take. 5:00

p.m.. Brett Conference

Room

.

ANIMAL RIGHTS
COALITION Come in and

see what we're about.

Tonight's meeting will be

informational. newcomers

welcome - no obligation to

join. 7:00 p.m.. CC917.

r r_^ /always winmy card! Icheck

H-Ik\ the CollegianNFLpicks every Friday.

utopij^ Student Special

SPAS
'

2 FOR 1
or

V2 PRICE
on

ihour HOT TUB
every Monday and Tuesday
call for Reserations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

Open: Mon 4 pm - 1 am; Tues 1 1 am - 1 am

Having Hassles?
We Can Help. ^

Mediation Project
an altsmativ* method of solving problama:

• Roomates
• Landlord/Tenant
• Neighbors

'

• Student/ Faculty

• Saxuai Harassment
• Family members
• Employee/ Employer

545-2462

1

Madiaaon

Mon.-Fr1. »-S 127 Hasbrouck UMsm

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

out
LOW

500 Masks to

Choose From

Grease Paints • Hands • Feet

Witches' Hats and Brooms • Wigs
Moustaches • Beards • Noses

Fangs • Teeth • Tooth Black Out
Colored Hair Spray

open Thursday and Friday nights October 25th A 26th

H.L. CHILDS 8i SON
op»n daily and Saturday 8 5 15 Thurs nita until 9 00pm

i t -,-hK S«4 2604 NOPTHAMPTON

Monday, October 29. 1%4!P

Doonesbury

Collegian 9

By Garry Tnideau
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Today'sWeatfcer
Cloudy and ccrI with a

chance of rain today and

tonight. Onytime tem-

perature 6S to «0. Low

tonight in the 40a. Moetly

cioudy with a chance of rain

Tuesday. High in the 50«.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

[jp eARVf FOR ime
LASTmum ^
cmvii6Nim, CH ?

HA/ 60 BACK
^

usriN TV wi, fWR eeniR
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UMrr/moNd ' takbm honest
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L00t( Lone MP peep,
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wnyMiR".

UMass Zone
By Mark Rollins
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Gorde by Gorde

>Th£ 4f?T OF COMIC ^RIPPINS'.'

T^OAYS lBSSOK'. OBSCENITY!
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>^v^ Of fAI\N60

mAT 0N5 SHOULPMT DO

IN A COMIC STRI''

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Attention Art and

Graphic Design Majors

Want experience and money?

Apply at the Collegian for

night paste-up work.

See Mark Roden

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
lulitrd by Trude Michrl Jiff«

ACROSS
1 Succotash
Items

6 Stir into

action

10 Ending wtth

convert

14 Come up
15 Bedot roses

16 Reunion goer,

for short

17 Very pleasing

19 Old World
heather

20 Former
Spanish queen

21 Converge
22 Tristan's love

24 Captivate

26 Keep
head

27 Wind up
28 Bloke

29 Ending with

act or trad

32 Wont
35 Kind of arsenic

37 West Coast
state Abt>r

38 Realty deal

40 Ending with

refer or prelef

41 Going across

43 Let up
44 Water, in Nice

45 How sweet ,

i-

46 US soldiers

47 down
(muted)

49 Was profligate

52 Web weaver

54 Nestorian

55 A Louis

57 Sidewalk eating

place

58 Appealing

61 In

(programmed)

62 Roost or

apartment

63 Lawn sign

64 Ferrer and
rillis

65 Kennel sounds

66 Birdfood

DOWN 36 Ability to 50 Emigre

1 Take on cargo read and write 51 Old a gainer

2 One of the 39 Author Bagnold 52 Ripotf

Forsytes 42 Broadway 53 Cut back

3 La Scala locale offering 54 Discontinue

4 ' was 43 Cuts in half 56 Old stagers

saying 46 Adither 59 Skylark

5 Portion 48 Golden Boy Shelley

6 Actor Falk playwright 60 Shoe part

7 Swimmer s 49 Contorts

resting place

8 The Buckeyes

9 Dainty

10 Arctic atjode

11 Daz/lmg
12 Touch down
13 Headslart

18 Take charge

23 Small bribes

25 Condescend
26 Shouts of

discovery

28 High spots

30 WhiloiTi

31 Have to have

32 Garden need

33 Harp, in Roma
34 Pulchritudinous

36 Creature

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

L 1 Ml P

R A «,
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Cheeseburger
Corn Fritters/

Sausage Links,

Syrup

DINNER
Roast Lamb/
Gravy,

Mint Jelly

Chicken a la King/

Puff Pastry

Italian Garden Plate

Bon

flpp^tit!

BASICSLUNCH
Spinach Noodle

Casserole

Golden Burgers

BASICS DINNER
Golden Carrot flake/

White Sauce

Chicken a la King/

Puff Pastry
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TODAY the semester is HALF OVER and

we haven ' t heard from YOU

CALLUS, CALL «TIPS>^ at

545-1540

the University s TAPED INFORMATION PHONE

SERVICE for current campus athletic and cultural

events. For information not on tape CALL^^I D B

the INFORMATION DATABANK at 5-1555

TT

P

S is open: Mon.Fri. 8.30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

weekends 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

II INFORMATION DATA BANK

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

»

II A Service o f ^^p nran ni ShidenK Office

''class''
shirt

11.50

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

"MASS

100% cotton

long sleeve

available in:

84-85-86-87-88

S-M-L-XL

Located in the

Campus Center

QjUNIVERSITY
kmSTORED

Eagles comeback to tieMinutemen 4-4 in OT
Volleyball splits fourat tourney, Rugby wins
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Two goals down and 20 minutes from
defeat, the University of Massachusetts
men's soccer team rallied to take a one-goal

lead in overtime before settling for a 4-4

draw with Boston College Friday night at

Chestnut Hill.

UMass opened the scoring in the 15th

minute when Kurt Manal scored his ninth

goal of the season. BC evened things when
Todd Toensing scored the first of two goals

at 26:28 of the first half.

After intermission the play became hectic.

Four goals were scored by the two squads,

with BC connecting on the first two to take

a 3-1 lead with 20 minutes remaining in

regulation. Toensing scored his second goal

at the 57 minute mark to give the Eagles a

one goal edge. Twelve minutes later, Paul

Connors, off an assist by Ara Barsamin,

banged home a shot by UMass goalie Don
Donahue to furnish BC a 3 1 advantage.

However, the Minutemen struck back

quickly. A little more than a mintue after

Connors' goal, Tom Giordano netted a goal

to cut the lead to one. The comeback
became complete in the 78th minute when
Tom Uschok scored to knot the contest at 3

3.

In overtime UMass struck first as fresh-

man Andy Bing scored an unassisted goal in

the first 10 minute period. The Minutemen
were three minutes from a victory in the

second overtime period when BC's George
Rico scored at the 107 mintue mark.

Goalie Don Donahue of UMass made six

saves, while BC goalie Mike Wood collected

seven.

The Minutemen, 8 5 3, have four games
remaining in the regular season. Today at

2:30 on Boyden Field, they will entertain

the Springfield College Chiefs. On Sunday.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
SALE

all items

available

in the mini

store

$1.25

4.6 oz.

reg. $1.62

^^^ V 1^^% FLUORIDE

l

*^^]

MMT FLAVOMtO TOOTMMkCTI

REGULAR AND Mlf.T FLAVOR

Shampoo
and

Conditioner

7oz.

$1.63

reg. $2.59

Mennen
Speed Stick

$1.59

reg.

$2.39

m

Good News Razor

6 pack $1.19

reg. $2.22

Varnshirig ex Tinted Formulc

$1.89

6.b oz.

reg. 2.59

Unisol-4

$2.19 4 oz

reg. $3.27

^i

$2.09 box of 26
rey.

scentf-d or

unscented

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

,«^^ DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S 5
^"""^ COUPONS I
i on all Health and Beauty Aide Products |

Located in the

Campus Center

V^VNIVERSITY
iihUSTORE'^

the Minutemen host Maine, and will finish

the campaign with two road games, Nov. 6

at Harvard and Nov. 10 at nationally

ranked Hartwick.

In heated Rugby action in Worcester, the

UMass Minutemen went to 41 on the

season with a 33 6 demolition of Worcester

Polytechnic Institute.

UMass had a 7 3 lead at halftime but

poured it on in the second half to crush the

Engineers.

Keith Kelly and "Goose " Gosselin scored

twice for the Minutemen with Stephan

Rutherford tallying once.

The game marked the final one of the

regular sea.son for UMass as the team and

coach Doc Laurence await word on the

playoffs.

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team went into this weekend's

West Point Volleyball Tournament needing

wins against the University of new Haven
and Army to enhance their post-season

playoff chances.

But while the former didn't happen, the

spikers did get a boost towards the

playoffs. UMass placed fifth in the sixteen

team tourney with a 2 2 mark. UMass
defeated the University of Bridgeport in

straight games and Lemoyne-Owen
College. They dropped matched to Brown
llniversity and New Haven.
While all this was going. Northeastern

University, who is ranked number one in

the Northeast, dropped three consecutive

matches to put that ranking in jeopardy.

The Huskies were previously undefeated.

Umass could move up in the rankings from

their current number five spot due to the

absence of number four Bryant Collge in the

tourney.

With the West Point tourney behind them,
the Spikers are now gearing for two back-

to back tourneys of grave importance in the

next two weeks.

[Collegian reporters AUstair Atwood and
Roger Chapman contributed to this story. |

• football Continuedfnrmpage 12

Trifari lo<iked nervous in his first varsity

action and after fumbhng out of bounds and
being intercepted, Simeone was back in

there.

The junior signal caller hooked up with
brother again for their third TD pass of the
season, a 41 yard bomb that came after

defensive back Chris Scerra fell down
chasing the elder Simeone down the left

sideline. That score made it 17 14 with
12:22 to play and the sparse crowd of 3.161
was starting to worry.

In an 11 play drive that covered 72 yards
in a clock eating 6: 14. Lewis carried the ball

seven times for 36 yards. The score came on

* Abraham
"p]verybody decided on their own that we
had something to prove," said linebacker

Dave Cavanaugh. who scored a touchdown
on a one yard interception return. "The
Maine game was something we had to put

behind us and 1 think we did."

"We lost and that's never good, but BlI's a

hell of a team and we stuck with them,"

Cavanaugh said. "You could tell we were

pumped for this game, and not just because

it wasBU."
It may have been Stull indicating just how

ready he was to change some starters by

sitting quarterback Jim Simeone in favor of

freshman Mike Trifari for a short time. It

may have been the sting of the Maine loss

or the fact that they were playing an old

a Mancini to Brooks 20 yard pass with 5:45
to go. The worries ceAsed, until the
"fumble" that upset Stull.

In all, UMass fumbled six times and lost

the ball four times to the Terriers, 6 2. The
UMass running game also produced only 63
yards.

UM wrapped up the scoring with a Jim
Simeone one yard run in the final minute.
Statistically the Terriers totaled 395

yards. UMass had 263. Both teams had 17

first downs. Simeone was 15 of 32 for 172
yards. Trifari was three of five for 28.

Mancicni was 9 of 17 for 116. Simeone
caught five passes for Hti yards.

C4mtinned fmm page 12

rival in BU. No matter the rea.son, one
thing is clear. UMass has regained the guts
ihey lost.

Three games remain, homei-oming vs.

lU'onn, at Delaware and against UNH at

home. Ut'onn is hardly as good as BU and
with a go«Ml homecoming crowd the

Minutemen have a good shot. Delaware is

much hated and having a sub par season

beating a good UNH team at home to cap

the st'ason would erase a lot of bad
memori«>s.

A record of 5-6, considering the op
ponents. isn't all that terrible and a lot of

respect would come their ways, it's a goal

worth shooting for.

How theAPTop20 fared
1. Washington (8 0-0) beat Arkansas 28-

12

2. Oklahoma (5 1 1) lost toKansas28-ll
3.Texas(5 Dbeat SMU 13 7

4. Nebraska (7 1) beat Kansas State 62
14

5. Brigham Young (8 0) beat New
Mexico 48-0

6. Ohio State (6 2 0) lost to Wisconsin 16

14

7. I^uisiana State (5 11) lost to Notre
Dame 30 22

8. Miami (Fla.) (7 2-0) did not play

9. South Carolina (7 0-0) beat Ea.st

Carolina 42 20

10. Oklahoma State (6 1 0) beat Colorado '^J ^

20 14

11. Boston College (5 10) heat Rutgers
3r)23

12. Auburn (6-2-0) beat Mississippi State

24 21

13. (ieorgia (6 10) beat Kentucky 37 7

14. SMU (4 2 0) lo.st to Texas 13 7

15. Florida State (5 11) did not play

16. Florida (5 11) did not play

17. Iowa (6 2 0) beat Indiana 24 20

18. West Virginia(7 1 0) beat Penn State

17 14

19. Penn State (5 3 0) lost to West
Virginia 17 14

20. Southern Cal (6 10) beat California

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday Thursday 8 45 3 45 • Friday 8:45 2 30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutrve days 5% dbcoum

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number frB»

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Oatsun 260Z runs good no rust nice
inienot $3500 serious call onlv 549-7854

1976 Opal Uu2u excellent running condi
'ion good gas mileage, $69660 2566121

1990 Citation 57,000 nrn, 4 spd, very good
condition call evenings 546 1050

1972 Chavy ImpaTa^uns well $600 BO
256 8137

I

I
*:
11973 Plymouth Satalita must sell BO Wen
»c1y 253 3396

* CHEAPREfrTqeHATOW

^5 cu, ft. largest legal dorm %ite must sell

kholds many cases only $36 or BO call Mitch

|253 5204

». ...^A

1975 Volkswagori Dashar sun roo*
AM FM stereo $1500 549-6595 also VW
Bug $600

BMW 2002 73 encellent inside and out. eng
l3 Iran very strong, well maintained.
Sunroof, Bilstiens, Waber. etc $3800 or BO
546 8170

Toyota Corolla Daiuxa 1974 excellent con
dition 665 2492

BUY THIS CAR

DRIVERS WANTED

Earn »6 7^n hour. Mu»t be 18 or older

Have own insured, reliable car Apply m per

son Domino s Pl^^a Rl 9 Hadley

ENTERTAiNMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJs audio and

visual entertainment for the 80 s 584 6712

Rack A Disc Hack A Video Entertain

ment Agency Disc)Ockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

549 7144

J
QAV

2 The People's Gay Allianca hosts a social

' hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business
' meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the
I Campus center schedule for room numbers
* New people are welcome and encouraged
* to anend'
«
«

HAPPY 8DAY. NANCY!

^Our Sunday Copy Editor turns 2V Now s

kthe time to do it make it a good one and
»rememt>er caddiness makes the world ge
Jaround' Love, The News Desk

FOR SALE

6na pr Rossignoi FP 200 c>n like new
eighty five dollars 247 5067

Stereo System Gerard turntable raceivei

and two 30 inch speakers $100 323 4829

~ FOUND

YouHost your glovas at the Edwin

Newman speech Call 253 3180 and identify

HELP WANTED

^Now taking applications for full and part

^time positions Must be 18 or older Apply m
^person Domino's Piiia Rt 9 Hadley

|Naad good maals7 Sorority needs kitchen

Jhelp Call Ksthy 546 2152

%Oanaral laborers apply at Rusty Nail 6 to 8
*PM Wed through Sun

^EHperiancad Ski Mechanic part time app

Jiy in person Western Village Ski Sports 32
'Main St Notfiampton

MARKETING INTERN earn money while

working on your resume "The Brassworks'

on Route 9 minutes from UMass call James
Doherty (6171 542 8905

Sweet Tooth hiring pan time drivers must
have own reliable car, willing to work nights

and weekends Must be at least 18 years

old Apply in person after 5 30 79 S Plaa

sant St Amherst

Herdsparson to milk 60 cows m parlor plus

odd chores. Call between 9 am 3 pm
6657174

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

Lagal Assistants Wanted The Legal Ser

vices Office, an on campus agency serving

University students is looking for legal

assistant interns for the Spring 1986

semester Get hands on |Ob experience in

the legal field, assisting attorneys at LSD
with client interviewing, investigations

negotiations, legal research giving advice

and referrals preparation for Federal and
State Court litigation attendance at court

hearings, and participation in administrative

hearings Interns maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervision Up to

15 credits may be received from academic

departments To apply, for advice on ar-^ — - —
ranging an internship and credit, contact Of ^
fice of Internships. Curry Hicks Building, by^
Wednesday, November 7lh Writing sample'
required Further information. LSO 922'
Campus Canter '

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

LOST

Stolan in Sylvan area or Boydan Gym %
Brown leather wallet containing license. %
bankcard and other essentials Substantial %
reward for return call 6 4096 no questions t
asked the name is Kelley McCormick %

FrashmanI Lost watch at dance in
J

September reward no questions asked Kris ^

546 1223 •

Gold Bracelet if found please contact ^
Janet 546-6327 reward if returned

^

«

PERSONALS
'

Papers. Cases. Dissertations. Thaaa*.
on campus low rales guaranteed accep
tance Nancy 584 7924

s

TRAVEL

Congratulationa Konnyl Gotta love that|

smile Leora

Amy Ellis who loves ya baby'

$44%
the*

Is it true you can buy ieaps for

through the US Government' Get

facts today' Call 1 312 742 1142 ext 5931 A»

get a^

Kiilington Ski Trip - condos $196 Jan %
20-26 call Sno SEarch Brian or Kevin %
549 1466 ^

FREEPOR"', BAHAMAS Todays, airfare
J

and hotel included $229 over January Break J
call Paul 546 8819 or Alan 546 8841 %

WANTED TO RENT

Jiff Happy 22 B day do us a favor

real dream' S £>

2 women want to sublet room m home or %
apartment for wintersession and spring call %
546 5523 or 546 5519 t

"V
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The guts
•i return for

VMass

( DllrRian phtilo hv Brmn dome

UMass tailback George Barnwell (27) busts throuRh the BU line as linebacker Bob

F: « a n (48) fo lio w s . The Terriers beat I' M a s s 3 1 - 2 1 .

Terriers hold on, 31-21
BOSTON F^or a player that can run so

fast. Boston University tailback Paul Lewis

was moving very slowly.

"I picked up three New England records

today and all I'm going to rememeber about

this game was the hitting. " Lewis said after

his Terriers defeated the University of

Massachusetts 3121 Saturday at Nickerson

Field.

Lewis set career marks in carries, points

scored and touchdowns, ran for 137 yards,

scored two touchdowns and threw for

another.

UMass, 2 6 came into this game missing

five starters due to injuries and having

numerous others slowed by injuries, yet the

Miniil«men were down just 17-14 with

12:22 to go in the game.
"We really hung in there. I give the team a

lot of credit, said UMass coach Bob Stull.

"After the Maine game (a 20 7 loss) we
wanted to go out there and look like a team,

and if it wasn't for that call we might have

even pulled off a win."

The call that Stull was still fuming over 30

minutes after the game came with 4:15 to

go in the game and BU leading 24 14.

After taking the ball at their own 22,

' Mass had driven to the to the BU 14. On a

. rucial third and ten, quarterback Jim

Simeone hit split end Bob Simeone (his

brother) with a pass over the middle to the

three yard line.

Simeone was hit by a gang of Terrier

defensive backs and had his forward

progress stopped. In the process of being

pushed back, he fumbled the ball into the

end zone.

Safety Phil Gaudette recovered the ball

for a touchback. On the next play Lewis

took a pitch and lofted a perfect strike to

flanker Billy Brooks. The 6 1 speedster was

alone in the end zone. One play, 80 yards,

ballgame.

The game began with freshman Ted

Barrett taking BU's kickoff and racing 86

yards to the ten. George Barnwell carried

twice to the three before a holding call

caused a third and 13. Simeone hit his

brother for a 12 yard gain to the one. Stull

went for the touchdown and Barnwell was

stacked up at the line for no gain.

"It killed us," Stull said. "A score there

would have given us a big lift. Then Cav did

what he did."

UMass linebacker Dave Cavanaugh hasn't

carried a football ever. From midgets to

college he's been a lineman or a linebacker.

No glory, no headlines.

Then Bl' quarterback Pat Mancini made

the mistake of dropping back to his one

yard line and attempting a pass in the flat to

Lewis. Cavanaugh rushed in, deflected the

ball with his left hand into his right hand

and cavorted into the end zone to tie the

game at seven after a Lewis one yard

plunge three minutes before.

The score remained 7-7 at halftime. In the

third quarter BU took a 17-7 lead as fresh

man Dan Green booted a 47 yard field goal

and lewis capped a 29 yard drive after a

Duckworth Grange fumble with a one yard

run.

In the second quarter Stull replaced

Simeone with freshman Mike Trifari.

Continued on page 11

Peter

Abraham

When people Ux>k at the score today,

tomorrow or next year it will still be a loss,

:il 21 to Boston University at Nickerson

Field on Saturday October 21. 1984.

Nothing can change that

.

But the University of Massachusetts

football team came away from Boston with

more than a defeat, they regained a lot of

lost pride.

BU tailback Paul Lewis ran for 137 yards

agiiinst the Minutemen. He scored two

touchdowns and threw for another on an

option play. He also picked up some cuts

and bruises to go along with New England

records for touchdowns, carries and points

in a career.

"I'll tell you one thing. I sure didn't expect

them to come at us like they did," Lewis

said. "After they got beat by Maine and us

needing a victory like we did I expected an

easier game, they're always tough but

under the circumstances I thought it might

be different. I was wrong and I've got the

pain to prove it."

UMass did everything they didn't against

Maine they hit with a lot of authority, the

cornerbacks kept the outside shut off and

the offense played with desire.

"We hit hard in practice on Monday,

Tuesday, Wednesday. " UM coach Bob Stull

said. "I told every starter that their

position wasn't a lock, they had to work for

it. After that work I told them they had to

keep it up during the game or they would be

out fast. I guess it clicked."

The Minutemen. now 2 6. kept BU
scoreless in the first quarter and hung

tough at 7 7 at halftime despite numerous

injuries. They were as close at 17-14 in the

last period before the Terriers and Lewis

closed the door with two quick touchdowns.

Continued on page 11

Minutemen score early, blow out Eagles, 5-0
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Senior co captain Chris Taggart has two

goals and an assist whUe fellow co-captain.

Lori Stukes, added an assist to lead the

fourth ranked University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team to a 5-0 blasting of

Boston College in both team's regular

sea.son finale's Saturday at Boyden Field.

The playoff bound Minutemen, who
finished with a 12-2-2 record, never let the

11th ranked Eagles into the game scoring

with just 18:12 gone in the game. Fresh

man forward Jolie DePauw took a rebound

from a Taggart shot and put UMass on top

for good.

"Scoring early was a key." Taggart said.

"It helped us out a lot. It opened up the

game for us. We wanted to score a lot."

"The defense seems to play better if we
score points," coach Kalekeni Banda said.

And the offense also plays better wil a

lead. Banda said that with a UMass lead,

opponents cannot stuff the backfield with

defenders and deny UMass the opportunity

for the good shot, like Harvard and Brown

did. The two Ivy League schools both beat

UMass 10 this year.

It was 10 in favor of the Minutemen at

halftime but UMass dominated outshooting

the Eagles, 9 2. In the second half, UMass
opened it up outshooting BC by a 13-3

margin.

Taggart headed in the ball off of a DePauw
pass with 14:41 gone in the second half to

make it 2-0, UMass. That was followed by

goals by Monica Seta, defender Debbie

Belkin (with an assist from Stukes, the

sweeper), and Taggart (in a one-on-one

situation).

"We had to play well and get up for the

game and we did just that," Taggart said.

"We just worked really hard and had our

fullbacks take care of BC. Lori Stukes was

awesome at sweeper. It was her best game

of the year."

The Minutemen will find out who they play

this afternoon when the NCAA seedings

are announced. "Everything after this is

gravy," Banda said. "It's been a good

season.
"

UMass forward Jolie DePauw reacts to Chris Taggart's (11) goal. UM vs. Boston

College at Boyden, Saturday. UM whipped BC, 5-0. "
Collegian j*wto by Paul Desmarais

Sports at a glance

UMass schedule

Today: Men's Soccer .. Springfield.

boyden, 2:30 p.m.

Absentee ballotsnotarizedtoday and Weds.-p.3
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OCTOBER SUN The end of daylight saving time brings early evenings to the

Northeast, although weather is warmer than usual. Today should be cloudy in the 60'

s

Nicaragua gears up for elections
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

(Editor's note: Collegian staff member Ian Polumbuum is

in Nicaragua with a group observing that country's first

election under the Snndinista government. ]

MANAGUA. Nicaragua As Nicaragua prepares for

their Nov. 4 presidential and assembly elections, the

Sandinista government is still awaiting word from one

opposition party, the Independent Liberal Party (PLl), as

to w bother it w ill participate.

Candidates from the ruling Sandinista National

Liberation Front iFSLN) and six other parties are on the

ballots, which have already been printed.

Five of the non Sandinista parties will definitely run

candidates. But according to Supreme Electoral Council

Member Leonel Arguello Ramirez, the PLI has not given

the council "legal notification" of its participation.

PLI presidential candidate Virgilio Godoy announced two

weeks ago that he would withdraw. But the newspaper. El

Nuevo Diario, reported so many PLI campaign posters

have been put up in the past few days that the Socialist

Party complained its own posters were being obscured

The newspaper continued that "prestigious founder

members of (the PLI) publically expressed their absolute

opposition (to withdrawing), because it would benefit the

abstentionist policy of the ultra right, erected by the

Reagan administration.

"

The same edition carried a full page PLI campaign ad

vertisement.

According to the electoral council, which Arguello said is

independent of the FSLN. 90 percent of ehgible

Nicaraguans are registered to vote this Sunday.

Arguello said the Council has assured "fair and secret"

voting by guaranteeing that every party fielding can

didates will participate in "every stage in the election."

This includes, he said, counting the ballots, recountmg

them if necessary, and running the country's 3,896 polling

places.

But assertions are frequent that the FSLN has coerced

voters. Many assertions have come from Managua's op

position newspaper. La Prensa, which said Sunday, that

the Sandinista Worker's Central had told farm laborers

"who they should vote for."

A column in La Prensa asserted that the election will be

"an electoral farce."

Arguello noted that La Prensa had previously accused

him of being an FSLN member, which he said was not true.

"I don't now consider myself part of any political party,"

he said.

students, officials form rape task force
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

A campus wide rape

education and awareness

program and a campus tour

measures were planned last

night at the first meeting of

the rape task force set up by

the UndTr^nduate "^^"ludent

s\'iia'<'

program anu a taiii|/uo ivfu. " <' in«' .« itumg

by University officials and University nr.ipe survival

students to plan more safety stivm.^ and rape

I
Inside:

Editorial face-off on the presidential candidates.. .p..5

Third World Student Leadership Conference... p. 7

Gorillas close fall season with win over Army... p. 12.

"You can observe a lot just by watching" Yogi Ber»-»

,i\\ir«'iu's>. •^."" Kathy

Alexander coordinator of

the counselor advocate

program of the

Everywoman's Center. "But

we have a long way to go."

Students, administrators

and a University of

Massachusetts police

representative also attended

the meeting in the Campus
Center.

During the two hour

discussion . meeting
members agreed that

education was most im

portant because services are

already available.

Women at the meeting

emphasized the importance

sf involving men in the

educational and awareness

activities.

"Women are very aware of

rape. Men need to be more

aware because they can take

the luxury of not dealing

with the issue," said Lisa

Trocki, coordinator of the

Women's Leadership
Project.

Alexander said the

Everywoman's Center is

geared toward helping

survivors of violence.

"It's time for men to

educate men," she said.

She said programs for men

are set up but they lack

support and funding. Men

continued on p. 3

Town Meeting:

shift investment
HyTOMMIDDLKTON
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting members la.st night voted

overwhelmingly to instruct the Board of Selectmen to

develop a town investment policy requiring divestiture

from all companies that do business in South Africa or are

involved in the production of nuclear weapons or their

components.

The vote was lli9 to 11. in favor of th article, after about

15 minutes of debate.

According to Amherst College Professor John Childs. a

sponsor of the article, the town now has $2,000 invested in

American Telephone and Telegraph. The corporation is the

only one which the town would have to divest from and

would not have a significant effect on town finances, ac

cording to a finance committee statement.

Francis Fortino. another sponsor of the article, said this

"certainly broadens the policy initiated in the spring."

Fortino was the sponsor of the Nuclear Free Amherst Act

passed at town meeting May 17. The act ws ruled un-

constitutional by Massachusetts Attorney General Francis

Bellotti as being beyond the town's jurisdiction.

Nathaniel Reed urged rejection of the motion. "It

oversimplifies very complex" foreign policy issues, he said.

"It doesn't take a position against all nations which oppress

people. I don't think this is the proper place to debate

this," he said.

Childs said that many of the same companies involved in

nuclear weapons production are operating directly or

indirectly in South Africa. Much nuclear technology has

been given to South Africa by the United States, he said.

Finance Committee Member Pat Murphy said the

committee recommended passge of the motion because "we

believe enactment of the article is fully compatible with the

generally enlightened stance" of the town.

In other action, town meeting members defeated by voice

vote a motion to petition the state Legislature to allow the

town to grant a 50 percent property tax exemption for

citizens 65 to 70 years old.

Sponsor of the article, Frank Decker of the Amherst

Taxpayers Association, said property tax increases have

forces some residents to move out of Amherst, although

Amherst is in excellent financial condition he said, the tax

burden has and will continue to fall on property owners.

Ruth Curtis said elderly residents cannot be considered

full members of society while not paying their share of the

taxes. In many ways senior citizens spend less money than

younger residents because stores in the area give

discounts to them and mortgages on houses have been paid

off in many cases, she said.

Yearbook staff selling

surplus back issues
HyPHILSERAFINO
C'ollegian Staff

About 6.000 back issues of the Index yearbook are on

sale at reduced prices from a trailer in front of the Student

Union to eliminate surplus stock.

The yearbooks, which originally cost $5. are being sold at

$3 for the 1982 issue and $4 for the 1983 issue according to

/n«/ex editor Cii..i> Orlowski.

We telt thev wouid have bettor marketabi.iiy if we
1........ -' -^i r-v- "' :'•

••

-''• -•

The 1982 and 1983 editions both came out months late so

ihen- wasn't much of a chance to sell them." Orlowski said.

She sid the 1982 and 1983 staffs did not fulfUl their

responsibilities.

"They didn't make their deadlines. The'83 staff had to

finish of the '82 book, and the '84 staff had to finish off the

"83 book," she said.

Because of the limited distribution in past years, Orlowski

said Ihi' dv mand for the back i.ssues is fairly steady, and

orders arr still being r.ceived from members of the Class

of 1^8'^
. ...

OrlowsKi said the lasi ol the old Indexes should seb out at

the homecoming football game this Saturday. The /n<*i

staff will be located on the west s.uc of tne William

McGuirk Stadium during the game, she said.

The Index almost lost funding from the Student

Government Association earlier this semester because the

Senate budget committee did not want to fund a

publication that did not publish on time.
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Reagan, Mondale to visit

RftV State on Thurs., Fri.

AUTO WORKERS VOTE Oshawa United Auto Workers lined up to vote on a

new contract with General Motors of Canada, Inc., Monday, the agreement

ended a strike at 13 plants that also forced more than 40.000 iavoffs in the

United States.

Baby Fae removed from critical list

LOMA LINDA. Calif. (AP)

Baby Fae. her transplanted

baboon's heart "working

well," was removed from a

respirator yesterday as

hospital officials drew

criticism for not trying to

find a human donor before

performing the operation.

The infant was removed

from the critical list and

doctors prepared to feed her

orally for the first time since

the operation, said Anita

Rockwili. ii spokeswoman
for Loma Linda University

Medical Center.

Meanwhile. doctors

acknowledged they did not

know the heart of a 2 month

old human was available the

day of the operation but said

it would have made no

difference because it was too

large for the ailing infant,

who was 14 days old and

hours from death when she

received the baboon's heart

Friday.

By lat this morning, she

would become the longest-

surviving human recipient of

a cross species heart

transplant, surpassing the

3V2 day record set by a

Benjamin F'ortes. 59. a

South African accountant

who received a chimpanzee's

heart in 1977.

BOSTON AP Massachusetts voters will

get first hand UK)ks at both presidential

candidates this week when President

Reagan visits the state Thursday

and Walter Mondale arrives on Friday.

Campaign aides to the candidates con

firmed the dates Monday and said the back

to back appearances will give Bay State

voters a chance to compare the two men

before casting ballots Nov. 6.

The president's brief Boston visit,

scheduled for City Hall Plaza at noon.

Thursday, is coming just in time in this

largely Democratic state, according to Sen.

David H Locke. R Wellesley, chairman of

the Reagan Bush '84 committee.

"This last moment swing is perhaps more

effective for Massachusetts." Locke said at

a news conference confirming the ap-

pearance Monday.

'If we could have written the script this is

when we would have wanted him. It in-

dicates a clear recognition that Reagan has

not in any way written off Massachusetts,"

Locke said.

He said Reagan will be joined at the rally

by New Hampshire Gov. John Sununu and

U.S. Sen. Gordon Humphrey,RN.H^, Ray

Shamie. the GOP nominee for U.S. Senate

in Massachusetts and 10th and 5th

Congressional District candidates Lewis

Crampton of Plymouth and Gregory Hyatt

of Melhuen will also attend.

Most of the state's best known Democrats

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis. Boston Mayor Ray Flynn and

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. are

expected to be on hand to welcome Mondale

Friday when he appears at a rally on the

Boston Common at noon.

"We hope that it will just continue

showing people the amount of enthusiasm

for Mondale that we find is quite prevalent

in Massachusetts at the moment." said

Karin McCarthy, communications director

for the Mondale Ferraro campaign in the

state.

It will be the first campaign appearances

byeither candidate in Massachusetts since

the national political conventions. Both

men scheduled the stops at noontime to

capitalize on the large numbefr of office

workers who will be in the area on lunch

breaks.

Mondale has avoided Massachusetts,

which he hopes to easily carry, in order to

spend time in areas Uke the Midwest and

the South where he expected to have more

trouble. Reagan's aides said they hoped to

carry Massachusetts, as they did in 1980, as

well as all 49 other states.

A Boston Globe poll released Saturday

showed Reagan with a 53-41 percent lead in

the state, with 6 percent undecided.
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• You don't need prior experience. Ycu do
need the desire to succeed and the ability to

recognize this unique opportunity tor your

tinancial success

• You don't need a lot ol time You can sell our

prestigious high demand products at your

convenience to Iriends relatives school

nnates etc

e You don't need a big inTestment. There are

no franchise tees no deposits, no fixtures

required Upon receipt ot your payment
we 11 rush you quick selling merchandise at

greatly reduced prices

e You don't need to gramble. For as little as

S 100 you can select a wide variety ol desira

ble products trom our catalog You may
return any unused, unsold merchandise lor

any reason within 1 5 days tor a lull relund

campus Connection is a rapidly expanding lirm with access to ^"^'^wide monu lac -

turnrs and lobbers ot watches calculators recorders stereo radios and sunglasses

You can buy and resell these last selling prestige items at rock-bottom

Dnces(at25%to66%prolit)tostudents Inends townslolk and relatives belltrcm

vourroom oncampv-s mtown at lleamarkets or anyplace You can even sell to

local storekeepers in vclume tor less than they re pr.^t.nbly now payma their

wholesalers and you
can still make a hand-
some protit

We re in the
process of setting

up a nationwide
network of

campus dealers
Get in on the

ground Ooor NOW
You can't lose

WINTER
BREAK

Help us sponsor your

school's winter break

ski trip and ski free!

(MM) ]«• 2«M TOLL FREE

Mail to CAMPUS CONNECTION. CORP
Sutl«1101.17»FII1h*v«nu»,N«w Yofk.HY 10010

1 m inieresieJ .r. ir.jk.ng montv •'• rriy

spare liTie as an independerl or. carr.

pus disiribuior ot qualiiY producis .

Please send me your KREE no obligaiion caialog to ihat 1 mG< jeleci

merchandise ol rock bollom discount prices

I can I wail lor Ihe catalog to order 1 want to start selling immed.aietv

Please select hot selling products lor me 1 understand that 1 may le'urn

any unused merchandise within lb days tor a lull relund Enclojedisrr ,

check in the amount ot 5 l SIOO minimuml

YES.
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Correction:

Voting for Southwest Area Government presidential

elections will take place in Hampshire. Berkshire and

Kosher Dining Commons.
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SuilellOl 1 7b Fitth Avenue New V<irk mViOQiO

OPEN
r™ HIDNKHTSr

tMlM*

C'ollecave 2jr6'642s

YOUNGERBROTHERS LIVE 9:o«|

Draft Beer and Wine PartyI

50' Glass 9-1

• Horror Movies All Nite in Pub •

Rt. 9 Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall) I

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
, Reconditioning

uTOp^ Student Special
|

(^v/ji 2 FORI
I

^'-v, * ./-/ or I

Vi PRICE »

on

1 1 hour HOT TUB

I

every Monday and Tuesday
call for Reserations 253-7727

175 University Drive, Amherst, Mass
(next to Stadium Liquor* in the Price Chopper Mall)

Open: Mon 4 pm - 1 am; Tues 1 1 am - 1 am
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Two formerUMass students

hired by Legal Services

Collegian photo by Pam Madnick

MEN AT WORK Workers lower a safety net into place Monday morning at the North

Pleasant street construction site. Buildings will house a DAngelo's sub shop, a Steve's

Ice Cream store, a copy center and two n<¥>rs olOffiit* -^pace

Police report jewelry stolen
•hai^ged

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Jewelry valued at $1225 was reported

stolen from a second floor room in Cance

House. University of Massachusetts police

'reported. According to police, the room

was locked, but the jewelry was stolen

sometime between 7 p.m. Thursday and

4:51 p.m. Friday when the theft was

reported.

Police reported that a 19 year old female

UMa-ss student was arrested for driving

while intoxicated al the corner of Philips

Street and Nutting Avenue. According to

police, the woman was observed driving

onto an embankment near the First Baptist

Church, and then driving on the wrong side

of the road. The woman who failed to

recognize the pursuing police cruiser almost

collided with other cars, police said.

A 20 year old male UMass student was

arrested and charges Saturday with

cultivation and possession of marijuana, by

UMass police. Police said various

paraphanalia was also confiscated during

the arrest.

Police reported that a 35 year old Ver-

mont man was arrested for trespassing

after notice at 1:52 a.m. Saturday. Police

said the man attempted to enter the School

of Management by forcing a window open.

Police said that a fire extinguisher was

thrown from a window in Patterson House

and landed on the windshield of a parked

1978 Chevrolet causing more than $200 in

damage. The incident was reported at

11:15 a.m. Sunday.

A 1979 Chevrolet was reported stolen

from lot 22 at 1:42 p.m. Sunday. Police said

the theft is under investigation.

A 1979 Volkswagen, parked in lot 22, was

broken into and an AM/FM cassette stereo,

valued at $400. was stolen over the

wtH'kend, police said. According to police,

the right vent window was smashed and the

dashboard was damaged during the in

cident that was reported at 1:52 p.m.

Saturday.

A 1979 Mazda, parked in lo( 42. was also

broken into and an AM/FM stereo cassette

and speakers, worth $400, were stolen,

police said. The report was received at 3:26

p.m. Saturday.

A 1977 Datsun parked in lot 22 was broken

into and it car stereo, valued at $300 was

stolen, police said. The drivers side

window was smashed and the dashboard

was damaged. The report was received at

4:05 p.m. Saturday.

A 1965 Chevrolet van, parked on Fearing

Street Extension was broken into and a tool

box. blanket, wallet and jacket, all valued

at $225 were stolen. Police reported that

access was gained by forcing open the rear

window.

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The student Legal Services Office has

hired two new staff attorneys to replace

senior staff attorney Michael Pill and

temporary staff attorney Michelle Leaf,

according to Charles DiMare. director ol

the office.

The two new attorneys, Thomas Coish and

Jill Franks, are former students at UMass.

Coish, a 1975 UMass graduate, specializes

in landlord tenant relations, and Franks,

who spent one semester here in 1978, works

mainly with consumer complaints and racial

and sexual discrimination and harrassment.

The LSO is a student funded law office

which provides free legal services to all

student activities fee paying students. The

attorneys offer advice, representation,

and or referral in most legal matters af

feeling students.

Coish said he -s looking forward to

educating students about their legal rights.

"Many people have legal rights they're

not even aware of." he Naid. "If they don't

know the rights and they don't enforce

them, they (rights) are meaningless.

"

"I'm interested in talking with students

who are interested in organizing unions al

their workplace and also organizing tenant

unions in the area. They can be useful m
informing tenants of their rights and

helping them execute those rights," Coish

said.

He said unions "can be a very effective

political force like they've been in Boston in

succeeding to obtain rent control and

controls on condominium conversions."

"There's no reason why that can't happen

here," he said.

Franks, who worked for two years at a

private practice in Northampton said she

"would like all students to be aware that the

services of the office are provided to them

upon payment of the student activities fee.

"We're concerned with civil rights

violations and we would like to represent

those who feel that their rights have been

violated." she said.

Franks received an undergraduate degree

in political science from the University of

New Hampshire and a law degree from

Western New England Law S<-hool. Her

private practice in Northampton con-

centrated on civil rights litigation.

l\)ish. originally from New Bedford,

studied sociology at UMa.ss and now deals

with issues such as employment,

discrimination, university housing and

labor issues.

He received a law degree from Nor

Iheastern University Law School in 1980

after working in the Western

Massachusetts Legal Services as a

paralegal for three and a half years. Coish

also spent a year at the Student Ugal

Srvices at the University of Maine in

Orono.

For the past three years. Coish has been

an attorney for Southeastern

Massachusetts Legal Assistance Corp.. a

lederailN funded legal services program for

li.w mconie people, specializing in landlord-

t. nam rel:i»''>ns.

Michae. Pill worked part time at LSO for

li\e years and served as senior staff at-

torney full lime for the last five years.

"Michael was the house counsel, which

included advising and couseling and being a

behind the scenes lawyer," DeMare said.

Pill will remain a consultant for the LSO

until the end of this year and then go into

business, DeMare said.

The LSO IS siatuo by lour attorneys, two

administrative and >e.retarial support

stuff law students. an<i during the school

semester, six loeighl undergraduate legal

Former art director Wozniak dies

13 appointed to FAC board

James L. Wozniak, 57. a professor of art

al the University of Massachusetts and a

nationally known potter died a week ago

in his Sunderland home after a long

illness.

Wozniak. who retired last semester

because of his illness, was known as an

authority on ceramics, precious metals,

gems and hand made jewelry. His

sculptures are on display throughout the

country in St. Paul. Minn., Dallas, Texas

and Bloomington, H^L.

"He (Wozniak) was a respected craf-

tsman and very dedicated to the quality of

education in the crafts," said Paul Berube.

art department chairman. "He was very

committed to teaching students by

example."
During his 15 years at UMass, Wozniak

served as director of undergraduate art

studies, an academic advisor in the school

of arts and sciences and president of the

UMass faculty club.

In the late i970's. his illness caused him

to direct his work towards the area of art

metal but Berube said Wozniak continued

to be a teacher who took personal interest

in his students.

Wozniak gave demonstrations and

workshops and led panel discussions on

ceramics, and pottery nationwide.

He was born Jan. 15. 1927 in Milwaukee.

Wis., and earned a bachelor of science and

master of science and a degree in fine arts

from the University of Wisconsin.

Wozniak taught at the University of

Tennessee, Wisconsin State University at

Eau Claire, Texas Christian University at

Fort Worth and Illinois State University.

He leaves his wife Margaret, a son.

daughter and grandson.

The Fine Arts Center directors recently

appointed 13 businesspeople to a Com
munity Advisory Board to help fund raising

and promotion for the center.

Panel members were chosen because of

their influence and contacts in the western

Massachusetts area, said Fine Arts Center

publicist Noel I>ei Sporny. She said the aim

of having an external advisory board is to

broaden the fund raiding base of the center.

"We have an organization called 'Friends

of the Fine Arts Center' who are people

that contribute money toward our program,

and the external board is very helpful in

gaining new friends for the Center," Sporny

said.

According to Sporny, the "Friends of the

Fine Arts Center" give donations to the

Center in return for small benefits such as

quality tickets to Center events.

Some of the new Community Advisory

Board members include Barry Gottehrer,

senior vice president of Massachusetts

Mutual Life Insurance Co.; John Dill, vice

president of Springfield Institution for

Savings; Carey Jack, director of public

relations at Western New England College;

Jane Peters, of Kidder Peabody and

Company; and Janice Throne, Director of

the Thronja Gallery. The newly appointed

vice chairperson is Stephen S. Root, Senior

Vice President of Marketing for Bay Bank

Valley Trust.

The board members are appointed by Pru

Arbib, Director of Community Relations,

and John Jenkins, Associate Director of the

Fine Arts Center.

Tom Vincent

Notary Publics available foe absentee ballots

Notary publics will notarize

absentlee ballots today and

Wednesday in Memorial

Hall (near the Fine Arts

Center).

Students who are not

registered to vote in

Amherst but are registered

in their hometowns can vote

in the national and state

elections by mailing the

absentee ballot to their town

or city hall by Election Day.

To be legal, absentee

ballots must be notarized in

Amherst, according to

Student Government
Association co President

Rick Patrick. Notary

publics will be available

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. both

days, Patrick said.

To get absentee ballots,

students should write to

their town or city clerk and

provide their name and

home and campus or off

campus address. Patrick

said.

• task force

Against Violence Against

Women has only three

members and very little

money, she said.

Mary Dumas, an ad-

ministrator in the sensitive

crimes unit of the University

of Massachusetts police, said

in most cases of rape,

especially at a university,

the victim knows her at

t acker to some degree.

"It's not a lot of people

jumping out of bushes," .she

said.

But she said lights and call

boxes are important. "We

never meant for there to be

only five call boxes on the

UMass campus." Duman
said.

Student Center for

Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA) director

Debra Piltch suggested that

rape as an aspect of social

behavior could be part of the

first year student orien

tation program.

"Just letting them know

that the institution has the

mechanisms to deal with it

might help." Piltch said.

Chris Alibrandi said it was

continued from p. 1

necessary to target

fraternities and off campus

housing centers for

education projects.

Informing people of the

services available such as

the hotline, the escort

service, and Men Against

Violence Against Women
was seen as a first step in

the program.

Piltch said it was important

to get students to take a

stand. She said SCERA was

organizing a "take back the

night" march to protest

violence against women.

LIGHT AT THE END OF THE ROAD

rises on a recent morning.

Collegian photo by Judy Fiola.

Haze covers North Hadley Road as the sun

\
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Letters to the Editor

An open debate challenge

The UMass Republicans Ciub has anain demonstrated

that image is more important to the Republican party then

substance. On the first of November there was to have

been a debate between their club and our organization, the

University Democrats. These plans have been canceUed

and I believe that the University community should know

"it^was our proposal that we have a traditional 'political"

debate format of oi.e person against one person We also

proposed that the topic of discussion shouM be our

respective party platforms. The Repubhcaiib objected to

both suggestions.
. .. n « ••

The argued that we should debate m the coUegiate

team style. Any individual famUiar with the format,

realizes that more time is spent refuting evidence, because

of technicalities, rather then discussmg the issues. Ihis

would be absurd since the purpose of such jde^^JfJ""'^

be to inform the general public of the distinctive d.f

ferences between their party and our party.

Similarly, the Republicans were not wUling to debate our

platforms They claimed that the party platforms were not

Licative of what the parties actuaUy stand for^ Having

read my party's Mlatlorm several limes. I am confident that

it represents full , ihc vi. ws of the Democratic Part^ This

can only lead mr l« believe that either theRepublican^are

afraid of their pi. tlon... ..ril.ey are afraid to dicuss the real

nuts and bolts ..su.s oi III. cou.paig... N«'V^«'-„^*>"^'"*'^"

paints a particularly uplifting picture of the Republican

party.

Even on this note wo were wUUng to work out a com-

promise. We were willing to accept their resolve. WUl

America be better off in four yt'arsV .f they accepted our

format We felt that then we could mject issues into the

debate even if they tried to skirt them using their resolve.

Tuesday. October 30. 1984

Of course they were not willing to compromise, because

they were obviously not interested in the issues.

We of the University Democrats are still willing to debate

the UMass Republicans Club, if they are wUUng to accept

our logical compromise. Campus Center Room 168 is still

reserved, and we would still be glad to confront them there

this Thursday evening.

Kevin M.Sweeney
President. University Democrats

Tuesday. October 30. 1984,
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PERSONALS
Dynamic. exm>c country seeks close, reward-

ing relationship with female and male

students. Will send photos, details to sincere,

motivated individuals. Contact The Israel

University Center.

TUESDAY

RACK-AVIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen -

Video Music

J

vsi;s^^S^^S^^^^^^^^^^\ISMAEL
fEES. SCHOIAMSMIM. TOURING

^•tPllC^ - • Latest Video Releases •

^g^^\C»» ^^H. .9 tin

I

The Israel

University Center

$15 Parti Avenue
Znd floor
NcwYorti,IWIM22.

1 have a pervona)

interest in great study

abroad in Israel.

Please send me more
information.

Lastflame
firtt Name

Current School

School Addrcis
City State Zip

( )

)

School Phone

(

Home Wrorw
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University of Massachusetts

Seniors and Graduate Students with

the following majors:

• Electrical Engineering

• Manufacturing Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering

• Industrial Engineering

• Computer Science (COINS)

• Business Administration

• Finance

• Applied Mathematics

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1984

10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER

ROOM 101

Come informally any time dunng the hours indicated above and learn about technical and

marketing career opportunities in IBM from many different locations. Then sign up on in-

terview schedules of your choice for formal interviews to take place on November 1 and 2,

1984.

Bring 3 copies of your resume and transcript for admittance

Citizenship or permanent residence required for interviews
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Four more years? Or four too many

;

Let the record speak for itself...But let'shave the 'real' record
^^^^^.^^—^-^^-^—-^ I. ;o tirrx^ for th»> ploves to come off. The

On November 6 we. the voters of our

nation. wUl be faced with a fundamental

choice as to the kind of leadership that wUl

guide us through the mid 80s and beyond.

The options are as distinct as night and day.

We can vote the tax and spend philosophy

of Walter Mondale which consists of

malaise. Umits and economic redistribution

or we can endorse recovery through

economic growth, limited taxation, and self

confidence as we have seen under President

Ronald Reagan. Like no other President in

recent U.S. history. Ronald Reagan has

dramatically turned around a deteriorating

economy, the causes of which can be found

in the failed policies and philosophies ol

Jimmy Carter and Walter Mondale. Let the

record speak for itself.

Inflation is perhaps the cruelest result of

disasterous economic policy. When

President Regan took office, inflation was

running at an incredible rate of 12.4 per^

cent Today, it is down to a healthy i.l

percent. Under Carter Mondale. salaries

could not keep pace with inflation and

personal savings were eroding. Under the

Reagan Administration the earnings of the

average worker have consistantly risen.

People on fixed incomes. Uke the elderly,

were especially hurting.

The dream of buying a house was not only

clouded by an inability to save, but by high

interest rates which were primarily a result

of inflation. When President Reagan took

office the Prime rat^ Was through the roof

at a staggering 21 percent. Today it is down

to about 13 percent. Housing starts have

doubled since 1981.

As if the inflation and high interest were

not enough of a burden on the American

people, taxes had nearly doubled in the five

years prior to the election of President

Reagan. Reagan cut taxes fairly by 25

percent across the board, which

Stephen C. Erickson

signilicantly contributed to the economic

recovery.

More Americans are working today than

ever before in the nation's history. Jobs are

being created at an accelerated pace as the

economy booms with a GNP of 7.1 percent.

The rate under Carter Mondale was .3

percent in 1980.

Allegations that the poor are somehow

worse off under President Reagan are

unfounded. When Reagan took office 42

percent of social program benefits went to

persons with salaries 50 percent above the

poverty line. Funding was reallocated to

the truly needy. Overall spending for child

nutrition, food stamps, medicare, and

medicaid. Supplemental Security income,

and subsidized housing all increased. The

rate of those falUng below the poverty line

has begun to decrease under Reagan Bush.

The deficit is still a problem, but its annual

growth has been slowed. The Reagan

Administration is taking steps to Umit

waste in federal government, such as

implementing portions of the waste finding

Grace Commission report. Taxes will only

be raised if absolutely necessary.

Put simply, a vote for President Reagan

and Vice President Bush is a vote for a

successful record. . Walter Mondale is

talking about the future because the past is

riddled with his and Carters failed policies

and philosophies. He cannot talk about the

present because it is a Reagan success

story. Walter Mondale is a desperate man.

for as we all know, you can't argue with

success.

Stephen C. Erickson

Amherst

It is time for the gloves to come off. The

Democratic Party leadership has been

reluctant to attack personally a President

who is seen by so many as a kindly gran

dfather figure. They are afraid of ap

pearing to be negative. By adopting this

policy the Democrats have let him walk

away virtually unscathed from every

ignorant statement he has ever made and

from every lie he and his people have told

us.

However, as an irresponsible college

commentator. I am under no such con

strainls. Perhaps the ears of srnall children

corrupted UMass students can take it. It is

with \his spirit in mind that I now en_

thusiastically join Ms. Ferraros truth

squad".

Mow about we begin with a bit of name

callinir. Mavbe it's crude, hut it .-Hn hHn

get a point across. The way I see it. Ronald

Reagan andCo. are nothing more than

a bunch of mean spirited, money grubbing,

union breaking, would be anstucial.s who

hide their desire to create a caste system

behind the symbols of God and country.

Wealth is their sole measure of success and

the determining factor when they choose

friends and allies. I wiU even go so far as to

Kuess that Ronnie holds people like Ray

Shamie in higher esteem than he does

Mother Theresa. We know that the G.O.P.

doesn't buy all that network air time with

donations from welfare mothers.

But hey. all these rich guys are doing one

hell of a job with the economy. That is, if

you measure economic prosperity only by

the level of corporate profits. I doubt that

all the new families below poverty level see

things in quite the same way. What the

hell, they are only good for cheap labor,

anyway. The rosy picture the Republicans

draw is also rather clouded by those 12

William J.Spain

TH£ Soviets-

NAJH\L9 HIS OPPONENT CAME O/T IN

sufffc^T OF THe &^^IAP^ \nvasiow

hW AM mcCEA^E ^
IN PEfEMSe h >j fm

mv ^D HtNNOULD C0M5\DtR

^ QUARAN-nNe of vi\ca^&^J^ Be A ifeuert

a\o\cG:

OR NA6A&AW 1

1

figure deficits. Excuse me. I forgot. R.R.

has the perfect solution for them. All we

have to do is pass a law requirmg a balanced

budget. That should work great, huh?

Actually all these economic questions will

turn out to be irrelevant if the Republicans

keep the White White House in their

HANDS. You see. our air and water wUI be

so poisoned by Ron's industrial buddies that

a few debts will be the least of our

problems. Yes. I speak of our environment.

I have seen even hard core Reagan sup-

porters squirm about this. The rape and-

pillage crowd is loose and you know who set

them free. This president believes that the

wUderness is only for those who can afford

to buy a piece of it. When 1 saw him don a

ranger's hat and brag about his en-

vironmental record. I almost threw up.

James Watt. Rita Lavelle. Anne Burford

who is kidding whom?

Then there is the repulsive way in which

this administration sucks up to those right-

wing anti abortion television preachers.

YOU KNOW WHO 1 mean the guys who

make you proud to be an American. I

shudder to think that men liktJerry Palwell

might have input into selecting our next

Simnme Court. I don't know al>out you.

bur^T take the Bill of Rights over some

fanatic's version of the Bible anytime.

I submit that four more years of this crowd

will leave unsightly scars not only on our

environment, but on our Constitution as

well Please join me on November bth and

ca.st your vote to send Ronald Reagan and

his latest bad movie back to HoUywood.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist and a

member of University Democrats.

Letters to the Editor

There's blood

in peacetime
As a soldier, I was deeply

saddened by Ritii Murphy's

article on the Marine bomb-

ing. The very implication

that those dedicated men

died as a result of American

hypocrisy, or were unwill-

ing participants in an in-

terventionist strategy is an

affront to everything they

stood for. If they could read

her article they would roll

over in their graves.

Those 241 people, for

their own reasons, made a

commitment to the

American nation and its

people by their lives, not

their deaths. In life every

man or woman who joins

the Armed Forces says (by

that act) that they will de-

fend us and be ready to lay

their lives on the line in that

defense. Every one of them

knows that he or she may be

called upon to risk their

lives and accepts the

authority of the President

to decide where and when.

Yet. they make the commit-

ment anyway, knowing that

they may end up paying the

price.

Given the nature of their

sacrifices in life, how can

Murphy hold up their deaths

as the result of hypocritical

ideas of peace? She says

that there is no bUxni where

peace is; no tears and no

fears. I have sad news for

her, as long as the world is

divided into nations, there is

blood where peace is. There

is pain sacrifice, and the

commitment of soldiers like

those in Germany and South

Korea. Peace must be earn-

ed. It is by their sacrifices

that we live in as much

freedom and peace as we

do.

In death they should be

remembered, but in life they

should be honored.

David Julian Abram
Orchard HUl

'Undisputed'

facts disputed

Peter Dow has done it

again. He seems not to

understand the meaning of

the word "undesputed". His

column P>iday states that it

is an undisputed truth that

the guerillas in El Salvador

are organized and directed

by Cuba and Nicaragua.

Undisputed means that no

one disputes it. However,

some do dispute the above

"truth." He also states that

the "communist guerillas"

received only six percent of

the vote. I was not aware

that any communist
guerillas participated in the

elections. Dow should state

specifically which party he

claims represented com-

munist guerillas in the

elections. I was under the

impression that the guerUlas

boycotted the election.

Geoffrey Feldman
Belchertown

Letters Policy

All letter, mu.t b« .irned and include the writer'. «kl«M wd telephone number, which will not be

1 .C n^yrdouble .paced .t «7 chan^ter. p.r line. Due to .pnc. HmiUtion. «d the volume

o? nll^rte re^t iTare «n.bte to «knowl«Ig. -np.bli.h«l letter.. A.I letter, are .ub,ect to ed.t.n.

for clarity and length.
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artslines...

Massai-husi'lls based Shakespeare &
Company brings the lull len^h production

of Romt'oinui Juliet to the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall on Thursday, November 1 at 8

p.m. Tickets for the evening performance

are available at the Fine Arts Center Box

Office (545 1945). at DATATIX outlets, and

at the Sprinj^field Civic Center.

I'oet Siv Cedering will give a reading from

her work on Thursday. November 1. at 8

p.m.. in the Third fl(H)r Lounge (Itoom 301)

of Herter Hall. The reading is part of the

University of Massachusetts Visiting

Writers Series, and is sponsored by the

M.F.A. Program in English. Events in the

series are free and open to the public.

The Five College Orchestra, under con-

ductor Dennis Burkh. will openits season

with two concerts which feature a musical

tour through Europe. They wUl be

presented on Saturday. November 3, 8:15

p.m.. at Chapin Auditorium. Mt. Holyoke

College and on Thursday. November 8. 8

p.m., at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Both are open to the public free of charge.

Masks
By MICHAEL I'HILLH'S

Collegian Correspondent

Shakespeare & Company will present

Romeo and Juliet at the Fine Arts Center

Thursday night. For more information see

Artslines.

GMANT SUBS

C*
Eat In

or N

Take Out

Freshly Sliced

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

/F THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREA!!!

Rt 9 253-9521 314 College St.

Saturday

6:30 am - 3:00 pm

:

I

I

ij Monday-Friday

^1 M"ini^7]-M''ii"o ^^V -w vtr^T -^ vt ^j-'^w wvWiHt^XXVr

GREAT
GIVEAWAY

n

WIN AN ALL TERRAIN VEHICLE (wagon)

Two vehicles to be given away

vehicle is on display in our^S^ortingJjoods^Degt^^^

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
1 . To enter, complete the oflicial entry form

and bring it to the store Enter as often as

you Wish by using only original entry forms.

Enter Nov 1. 1964

2 The winner will l>e selected in a random

drawing on Nov 2

3 Employees of the University Store and

their families are not eligible. Taxes on the

prize are the sole responsibility of the win

ner

I

I

I

I

I

I

Vehicle B€)NUS
Register to win an all terrain vehicle. Fill out the

coupwn £f return. No purchase required.
I

Name

Address

Phone

Open M-F 9-b

Sat 11-4

~focate(nn"tTTeTampu?^en^er
"""

e VmVERSITY
MSTORE^

Autu Portrait, self examination explored

through the recent work of Guy Leblanc.

will be exhibited from Oetober 25

November 1 at the Wheeler Art Gallery

located in Wheeler House.

The blurb on the poster reads "Some

pieces are very personal self portrayals

while others make a more universal

statement about the struggle of human

kind
• This theme which I have seen before

borders on the tradition of the demented

artist, angsl ridden and mentally unstable.

Leblanc says he is aware of this. "The

theatricality and the dramatization of the

image is important to the romantisized

vision of the Arti.st. Some works are

overstated to draw you in to discover the

conlent

What could possibly make a UMass
student feel so \)ad?! Well, a second look

reveals a little less tragedy and a little more

comedy. The looks offear and agony melt

into those of surprise and self-conscious

humor.

Iveblanc spoke of his movement towards

social masks. "They represent how people

approach people in society, how they see

themselves and how they expose their

emotional states. You can't be honest all of

the time."

Ry far the most outstanding images are his

drawings. Gazing at the life-sized and

larger than life sized self portraits. State of

Mind, the seething mass of eyes, ears, and

noses struggling tor dominance. 1 thought

"is it a mask or a mirror?" It seemed to grin

back while retaining a stupified look of

surprise.

Leblancs lithographs lack the vitality of

the drawings. The print making process is

apparently ttx) overpowering to retain the

immediacy of image that the drawings

possess. He has not fallen into the trap of

constructing a formula. P^ach peice is a

progression, an experiment in a line of

investigation into materials and technique.

Going clockwise around the gallery one

can see a gradual development, which

seems, to some extent, to have been

resolved in the final piece. Untitled, acrylic

on canvas, is far more fragmented than the

others, the portrait being less dominant. It

incorporates the peeling away of the lips

revealing a strained grin (teeth always

being a useful reminder of our ba.ser side),

and the Freudian slip lurking in the lov/er

recesses, an ebony monument u ferrite

ro(i?). The whole image is laced together

with smears of color and the balancing of

under and over-painted areas. It is

•somewhat reminiscent of a Rau.schenberg

print, happilv escaping the clic;ie of

i; . .iit«' ••"!'<• -irldnn alcoholism.

One ol tne nicer aspects of .ine opening

I apart from the food) was the complete lack

of frames This supported tie vilaiity of

the image, giving a feeling ol greater in

timacy as well as indicating an enthusiasm

to simply show the work without the

pretentions of the painting convention.

Leblanc obviously enjoys the work, and I

got the impression others did as well. AS
HE SAID. "I'm trying, I really am." That is

far more important and interesting than

getting it right all the time.

t^

of the Soaps''
UfiJ^

*

'

in the

TOC Lounge

?9

Tlie country \s first evening presentation

of your two favorite daytime soaps

"ALL MY CHILDREN
and

"GENERAL HOSPITAL
Each evening from 7 pm-9 pm

in the TOC Lounge

99

ADVANCED RESERVATIONS ARE
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED i;i-

TOI^ffthe
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

llth Floor •Campus Center* UMass

Black Affairs
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Speakers stress unity

and struffffles

Bv KIMBERLY BURGE
MARAAN CASSELL
and YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Encouraging to retrace one's roots and

origins as Black Americans by means of

education or traveling and to learn about

the South African struggle against apar-

theid, ambassador Oumaru Youssofou. the

Organization of African Unity's

representative to the United Nations spoke

to over 200 students at the Third World

Student Leadership conference Saturday at

The University of Massachusetts.

"As Black students and Americans, its

important for you to understand what's

going on in South Africa," he said."

"Whatever affects Africa, effects Black

students in America, sometimes indirectly,

sometimes directly," he said.

"You better find out the truth about your

roots and origins. Image is distorted in the

media. If you continue to believe what is

given to you, you'll be in serious trouble, he

said.

Keynote speaker, Playthell Benjamin,

political advisor for the National Fight Back

Labor Organization in New York City

"If you think your only worry after

graduation wUI be fitting in a big cor

poration, you're going to find a great

disappointment... Even if you came out of

Harvard with an MBA (master of business

administration) it will not ensure that you'll

reach the top."

Benjamin said his generation understood

there would be obstacles on their road to

progress, but they were able to wage a

struggle to get rid of them.

"It can only be worse with another four

years of Ronald Reagan." he said adding the

democrats are not the "panacea" of the

problems confronted by minorities, but "it

should be the choice of working class and

minorities."

"Is not an exaggeration to say that the rich

are getting richer at a larger rate and the

poor are poorer... You can expect it to get

worse by the time you get out of college."

Benjamin said the power of organized

labor has saved the working class because

the corporate elite are not interested in

social good and social welfare, but in in-

creasing their profits.

Ambassador Youssofou said investment in

South Africa must come to a halt, in order

for the whites in South Africa to realize

what it is Uke to experience hardships. He
said, (Black) South Africans have now seen

so much hardship that it won't make any

difference to them.

Ambassador Youssofou said the only

survival for the Black race will be through

"collective self reliance." He said students

play an important role in the decision

Playthell Benjamin, political advisor for the

NYC, speaking at the Third World

making process. "People who are bringing

revolution to South Africa aren't people like

me, but people like you."

He also said the South African struggle

can only be victorious if violence is applied.

"We are not a violent people. However, we
will support every killing, every

destruction until South Africa is free."

National Fight Back Labor Organization,

Leadership Conference Saturday.

"We have been pushed to the wall. We
have no choice, we have to kill in order to be

free." Ambassador Youssofou said.

Benjamin considered the Rev. Jesse

Jackson's Rainbow Coalition "a great idea.

It is the direction to go in. It is a vital

concept." However, he said it was not

radical enough.

Workshop educates students on world campus issues

By KIMBERLY BURGE
YADIRA BATENCES
and MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

Attempting to find solutions, issues surrounding Blacks

and minority students and administrators in

predominantly white colleges and universities were

discussed in various workshops at the Third World

Student Leadership Conference Saturday at the

University of Massachusetts.

The Africans and Afro Americans in International politics

workshop discussed the lack of power in African leaders.

Mulugata Aganafer said leaders do have power, but they

do not realize the potential of their leadership therefore,

they feel powerless. This is shown in the minimum
response to the situation of South Africa, he said.

In order to accomplish those goals, one must understand

the problem fully and united Blacks and Africiins together.

'We must return home and despite the hardship continue

the struggle and let the world know that we are no longer

Dowerless."

In trying to define racism, at the Combating Racism

Workshop, Mitchell Smith, director of Better Chance

Hou.se (.ABC) in Amherst found is no specific definition

because the word entails so much.

There are two types of racism, overt and covert racism.

Perhaps the most serious form is cultural racism, he said.

All of the heroes, holidays, myths, and even toys in the

American society are molded after the white culture.

Smith said.

Smith said racism can be combatted by educating young

minds. "liegin at home and at conferences to try and define

racism. Initiate programs that will promote Black unity.

Finally, we have to be prepared to unlearn what we have

been taught and take the role of the teacher at the same

time." he said.

Mentacide is the deliberate and systematic destruction of

an individual's or a group's mind and is primarily caused by

the media and language.

Nouns describing Africans and Afro-Americans have

be.;n «>xtracted from distorted views of the race. One can

see this in the difference between Black and White.

Mulazimuddin Rasoul. who conducted the workshop said

the word black comes from the Greek work necro. meaning

death while white means light, knowledge and wisdom.

Black "is fine for them." he said adding the noun was
appropriate during the t'ivil Right Movement when "we
were trying to turn a negative situation into a positive

situation."

Mentacide can be prevented by self-acceptance, self-help,

self discovery and self pre.servation, he said.

Techni(]ues on community organization discu.ssed how to

apply one's skill. Knowledge is not only what you know,

hut how to use what you know.

Exploring similarities and characteristics will be the best

i;ap bridging technique between African and Afro-

American women, the workshop concluded.

me majority oi me pariicipants felt the speakers were

excellent, but more time should have been .set for the

workshops. Students were also disappointed by the low

turn out of UMass student leaders.

New program will

join two cultures

Ray Almeida. Public Relation. Officer of the Cape Verde Embussy
j"

Washington
^ between U .lass and Cape Verde.

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Plans are being drawn to develop an

academic collaboration between the

University of Massachu.setts and the Cape

Verde Island in an effort to build in

stitutional connections with this developing

country off the West African coa-st.

Rav Almeida, public relations officer for

the Embassy of Cape Verde has been

recently hired as special consultant to

Chancellor Joseph Duffey to assist with

these efforts. Almeida said UMass "is a

logical place " for these efforts to be con_

centrated because of the large number of

Cape Verdeans residing in Massacusetts.

UMass has approximately 80 Cape Ver

dean students and they are either American

born or have lived in the United States a

great part of their lives, he said.

Almeida said other American universities

have exchange programs with Cape Verde,

but until September, there was no such

program at UMass.

"UMass has unique contributions it can

mak<' to individual students," he said.

Almeida added the academic exchange is

"a means of creating personal and in

stitutional relations with the University

and this onintry."

Almeida was encouraged by Chancelloi

Dulffv's enthusiastic support. But he note

c

(•onnections between the Cape Verde

Islands and the United States is "an ancient

phenonH'na" dating back to almost 50(

years.
" Community leaders have also expressec

their interest and commitment to assist

these efforts with their time and net

working. Almeida continued.

Paul Barrows, director of the Committe*

for the Collegiate Education of Blacks anc

ether Minorities (CCEBMS) is excitec

about the exchange.

"We've got nothing but support from Dr.

Barbara Burns, (director of the Inter-

national programs at UMass)" Barrows

said.

Barrows said with this kind o

arrangement it is important to start small

"You do a good job with just a few."

"With one student, we got one hundred

perr«>nt increa.se. If we can go for five, it

will be a five hundred percent increase." he

"These are efforts to expand the number

of Cape Verdeans in UMass... It is an ex-

cellent support group for other Cape

Verdcaii," Harrows said.

"The program is a success story already.

The next step will take a leap to greater

success." Almeida said.
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MOUNTAIN GOAT SKIWEAR IS

CHOCK FULL OF FRESH DOWN.
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Hypercurricula

FILM: NOT A LOVE
STORY - This film ad

dresses the issue of por

no^raphy. and its harmful

effi'ft on women. This film

was made and produced by

women. 7:30 p.m.. Morrill

329.

FINANCIAL AID
WORKSHOP FOR STUDY
ABROAD — Financial Aid

Office workshop for

students planning to study

abroad for the Spring 1985

semester. 4 5 p.m., (X'903.

IINITED KINGDOM
UMASS EXCHANGES IN

THE NATURAL
SCIENC^ES — Informational

meeting for natural sciences

majors on .studying abroad

for the academic year in the

United Kingdom. 7 p.m.,

Lederle GRC. 16th floor.

Ft<H)m 16,34.

SPANISH tl;rtulia^
C:ONVERSATION HOUR
- The UMass Spanish ('lub

invites you to its second

Ifrtulia. Come practice your

Spanish with us all levels,

beginners to native!

Refreshments will be

served. 2:30 4 p.m.. 4th

floor lobby, Herter Hall.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
MEB:TING — Discussion of

the General Education

Proposal. Residential

Academic Programming and

CATE.5p.m..CC177.

PEACEMAKERS
GENERAL MEETING -
Come join us in our work to

stop the Nuclear Weapons

race which threatens our

very survival. Lots of pre

eh-ction happenings! 4 p.m..

CC IM 171.

UPC GENERAL MEETING
_ Now Zappa's over, we
have the rest of the

semester to work on! \ou

can still get involved. New
members always welcome.

(v.30 p.m.. Commonwealth

Room. SUB (Earthfoods).

AL ANON MEETING -
Open discussion meeting for

family and friends of

alcoholics seeking help. »

p.m.. Baptist Church. No.

Pleasant St.

Car

Truc/i

Passenger Van

I North Amherst
I

Motors
I Rt. 63 No. Amherst

I
549-2880

fime:Tues, OCT 30th sponsored

Flatt;. Cam pu& Center Aud. ^y EK
5pm $1. 7,9,11pm $1.50
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Bloom County

Todays Weather

Weather Mostly sunny

weather in the morning

should turn to clouds by

Tuesday afternoon, with

highs expected in the low

to mid 60s. Tonight will be

cloudy with patchy fog.

temperatures 40 to 45.

High temperatures ex

pected 60 to 6.5 degrees

Wednesday.

Bv Berke Breathed
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UMass Zone
By Mark Rollins
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Gorde by Gorde
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Attention Art and

Graphic Design Majors

Want experience and money?

Apply at the Collegian for

night paste-up work.

See Mark Roden

DAILY CROSSWORD PUULE
i:dilrd by Trude MichH Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Fairytale

character

5 Conlainer
At>t>r

6 Gawk
12 Small amounis
13 Memorable

sayings

14 Utile

Glaswegian
16 (nione

17 Wretctied

19 Part of RN
20 Stableman
22 \A/aler sprite

23 Rubbed out

25 Wilstiire s

neigtibo'

21 Against a thing

Law
29 Stoic

30 War
32 Modernire
34 Vacillate

38 Moreovei
39 Speck
40 Withered
41 Brothers ot

movie tame
42 First

appearance
44 Andean native

45 Holiday
preludes

47 Roger Moore
role

49 Certain bicycle

52 Submissive

55 Columbus inst

56 Feted, m a way
60 Romanian

monetary unit

61 Takes up. as

a hobby
63 Sub
65 V/erdi s

Chorus'

66 Commotion
67 Small change
68 Small spiny (ish

69 Agile Bolger

70 Easter

specially

DOWN
1 Oitlerent

2 Oppose
3 Between LBJ
andGRF

4 A Williams

5 Rover sleet

6 Sheepshank
7 Highlander

6 Husband ol

Tiiania

9 Practical loke

10 Celebrities

1

1

Kovacs
12 Land measure
IS Following

18 Moisten
21 Frankturt s

river

24 Napped
26 William Tell

composer
28 Ancient

Persians

29 Oxen ol Asia

30 Blemish

31 Ring king

33 Collar

53 loot Oil

54 Sounds ot

disapproval

57 From a

distance

58 Kindotierk

59 Where Priam

ruled

62 Brother

64 Petition

36 Rainbow
37 Allirmalive

42 EnlhusiasI

43 Ribbon
46 In tact

48 Mussolini

49 Coliseum wear

50 With in

My Heart

51 New, in Madrid
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH

Turkey Roll Florentine

Sandwich
Fried Fish Squares/Tartar

Sauce

DINNER

BASjCS..t.UNCH

Flat Bread Sandwich

Fried Fish Squares/Tartar

Sauce

BASICS OjHNER

Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce

Silver Palate Salad Plate

Baked Ziti

7 iti /Tomato Sauce with Tofu

and Mushrooms
Chili Cheese Puff

Bon
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The Great
THORENS

Digital Party

Platform
1 ) Compact discs are a tunda-

mental breakthrough m audio

pertormance and ease ot use

2 ) No ordinary record or sty

lus wear

3 )
Vanishingly low noise, dis

tortion and flutter

4 ) Up to 70 minutes ot unm

terrupted music on each tour

inch disc

5) Over 1.600 titles already

available

Three year limited warranty

Digital clarity and convenience at an

affordable price

Two week no-risk home trial period —
ask for details.

mK^K^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^K ^K ^K ^K^^^^^^^K^K rf^ <^^ rfj^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^%^^^^#J%^^^^^^w U

TD-166 Mk
with

orrofon oM-10

$299
Five year limited warranty ^
Free "Q-Up" arm lifter* and Discwasher D-Stat

mat Free "Toz mod" tonearm modification._
Free cartridge installation and alignment.

*when available

t

I
t

t

CDP-610ES
with remote control

and five free discs

$700 PS-LX310
with Shure IV192E Cartridge $119

Analogue Party

Platform
1 ) Record technology is at its

pinnacle

2 ) The choice ot music avail-

able on records far surpasses

that of any other medium

3 ) Record prices are still

lower than either CDs or pre-

recorded tapes

4 ) With proper care, records

can be enjoyed for many

years

Debate Rebates:

$300 manufacturers rebate

with any Original fvlaster vinyl

disc. Limit three per customer

Expires Dec 31, 1984

$5 00 to $25
nnanufacturer's

rebate on selected

liJEEBE^M cartridges

and styli Expires Oct 31, 1984.

r^ -1 r—I r—i r w j

r tr—1 1^—1 (~~i c

R^OX
B225

rxz-mr

$1,150
SOTA
Saphire with

Premier MMT arm $1,075

Secretary of Tape

D

Election Specials
(sample ballot)

Speakers of the House

I I Bo9tonAcoustics Q] |:!.\Vi

Buy 10 CD's and

get one free with

your Sound &

Music "CD- ID" card

Ask for details.

••~i.t:

IS

TCFX-410R
Auto Reverse $199

D
A-40 $135/pr. Df^-110 $298/pr,

"Siga
• ^- : Jl— o c: r.

^ •

VO"^h
V,

TA-2055 w/free head

cleaner ^285
D harman/kardon

Dept. of the Interior

D CWD

CD-391 Including calibration

and 6 free

XL-II90 $535

«

[ ^^
F= /

Dept. of

Transportation

D piONeen

Audio
Furniture

from $235
KEA-330 $199

Endorsed by:

Acoustat

ADC
Apature

AR
Audio Technica

Avid

Boston Acoustics

BSR
B&W
Carver

Celestion

Concord

CWD
dbx

Delos

Denon
Discwasher

Dual
Empire

Fried

Fidelity Research

Hafler

harman/kardon
Revox

JVC
Maxell

tvlobiie Fidelity

Monster Cable

Nitty Gritty

Onkyo
Ortofon

Pioneer

Pfanstiehl

Pyramid
Reference Recordings

PS Audio

Sheffield Lab

Shure
Sonus
SOTA
Sony
Stanton

Sumiko
TDK
Teac
Telarc

Thorens

- Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

Sunday -4 pm - 1 am

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

X-

•x^

•X-

•X-

^**************3Mc*******************^
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I SPRING
9

I infieldhockey

BREAK

i Help us sponsor your 1

g Ft. Lauderdale trip Q
s and you go for free! 5

= ,»00i v.* 200* TOM »Rt» =
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MAM. APrnOVfO
IMSMCnOM CTATWM

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P1S6/80R13

$29^
• Includes Mounting
plus MA SUI* Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
/ij0 S0rvK» Tre Store

rt Sunduttmtd M.. No krnhvt. M*
Ac'0»> lron\ Waiioba > Slwe

S49-4704

Continued on irom /2

Hixon iVcIs HV will play much like past UMass opponents

Harvard and Dartmouth. The Terriers should hit hard,

make frequent use of the long pass, and try to outrun the

Minulemen. Hixon said.

"They're the kind of team thai has nothing to lose. "
Hixon

said. Hixon said KUs be.st effort was all lying of the

rniversily of New Hampshire (a top ten learn) in overtime

i-arlier this .season.

They are a fiesly team. They don't do anything in

parlii'ular so they're hard to read. We'll just try to keep

the game in control." Hixon said.

Sinto the games of this final week are of importance so

art' the praclices. Hixon feels that the team's intensity has

not been a problem since the Harvard game (a 10 loss) and

thus she has been working on refining certain aspects of

the team's play.

"We've been working on our transition game, moving

from defense to attack. We've also been working on

special situations like penalty corners and free hits. We're

trying to clean up some of the things we'll need to draw on

in the next couple of games." Hixon said.

"We worked on situations in practice such as if we're

ahead by one goal or behind by one goal. These are things

thai will help us keep a lead or regain a lead. We (the

coaches) set time restrictions, we try to gel the players to

score a goal in ten minutes or draw five penalty corners.

These are the special situations that will make a dif

ference," Hixon said.

ALE - SALE - SALE

cotton /acrylic

navy Blue

S-M-L-XL

shirt
sale on the

concourse

photo by

Dwayne
Autery

Vira

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in

the Campus Center

r"

STORED

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^MoodT^Thursdav 8 45 3 45 • Friday 8 45 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consecutrv* days 5% <§acount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phooe number fTB«

AUTO FOR SALE

Itn opal Uuiu exceltont funn''5<:°":J;

lion, good gas mile»8«, $«96/B0 25fr«12l

H72 Chovv Impal* run» w«ll »600'BC

256-8137

'H75 Volktwagon Oathar sun roof

AM/FM stereo $1500 549-6S96 also VW
Bug*600

DRIVERS WANTED GAY

Earn «6 - 7 an hour Musi be 18 or older

Have own insured, reliabte car Apply (n per-

son Domino s Pizza Rt 9 Hadlev

ENTERTAINMENT

90-92 King St. (RteSi, Northampton •Men - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9

VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available- 584-9547

BMW 2002 73 excellent inside and out: enu

!j „.n verv strong, well ^^''^^^
,
sunroof Bilstiens, Weber, etc »3800 or BO

546-8170

fiy;ii, Cofolla 6ihtn^n*»n^^^ con

(Mion 886-2482

WICKED AND WILD DJ s audio and

visual entertainment for tl>e 80s 564 67 12

RacK-A Disc Rach-AVidao tntartaio-

ment Agency Disciockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

549^7144

FOR SALE

The People s Gay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed Irom 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the

Campus center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and encouraged

to attend'

MARKETING INTERN earn money while

working on your resume The Brassworks

on Route 9 minutes from UMass call James

Doherty 1617) 542-8905

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

HELP WANTED

Stereo System Gerard turntable receiver

and two 30 inch speakers tlOO 323 4829

Now taking applications for full and pan

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Domino s Piiia Ri 9 Madley

Hardsparson to milk 60 cows in parlor plus

odd chores Call between 9 am 3 pm
6657174

Qanaral laborara apply at Ruaty Nail 6 to 8

PM Wed through Sun ___^

Legal Assistants Wanted The Legal Ser

vices Office, an on campus agency serving

University students, is looking for legal

assistant interns for the Spring 1985

semester Get hands on |Ob experience in

the legal field, assisting attorneys at LSO
with client interviewing, investigations,

negotiations legal research giving advice

and referrals, preparation for Federal and

State Court litigation, attendance at court

hearings, and panicipation m administrafve

hearings Interns maintain continuing

caseload under anorney supervision Up to

15 credits rnay be received fiom acadenm.

departments To apply, for advice on at

ranging an internship and credit, contact Of

fice of Internships. Curry Hicks Building, by

Wednesday. November 7th Writing sample

required Further information. LSO 922

Campus Canter

LOST

Stolen in Sylvan area or Boydan Qym
Brown leather wallet containing license,

bankcard and ottiat essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6-4098 no questions

asked the name is Kellay McCormtck

FrashmenI Lost watch at dance in

September reward no questions asked Kris

546 1223

Gold Bracolat i« found please contact

Janet 546 6327 reward if returned

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers. Caaes, Oissortetions. Thaaes.

on campus, low rates guaranteed accep-

tance Nancy 664-7924

TRAVEL

Klllington Shi Trip • coodos »19B Jan

2026 call Sno SEarch Brian or Kavtn

649 1466

FREEPORT. BAHAMAS 7 days, airfare

and hotel included »229 over January Braak

call Paul 546-8819 or Alan 546 8841

WANTED TO RENT

2 woman want to sublet room in home or

apartment for wintersesswn ar>d spnr>g caM

546-5523 or 546 5619
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Sports
The championships for fall intramural

sports take place this week. Soccer is

today at 4 p.m. Football begins Wed
nesday at 4:30 p.m. with co-rec at 5:30.

Ultimate frisbee is Wednesday at 6:30

p.m.
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Minutemen
outclass

Springfield
...4 goal half seals win
By AI).'\M NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff —
\'hv soretT bal'. .loolt'd all

over slippery Movdtm Fit'ld yesterday,

hul ihankfullv tor thi- UMass men's soccer

toam il bounctd their way more often

helping them to a 5 1 triumph over the

Springfield College Chiefs before a small

rrowd yesterday.

The game was anybody s early in the

second half until the Minutemen Iranked

number four in New England) broke it open

with four goals in a 19 minute span for their

ninth win of the season again.st five losses

and three ties. ,.
. , , ,, «;^

"Honestly, we didn t play very well. We
didnt raise the level of play. „We ^mished

and at times we played okay. But I can t be

too harsh." said coach Jeff Gettler.

The score was only 10 UMass at halftime

as both teams took awhile to adjust to the

ball and the wet grass. They both created

good scoring chances, but were foiled by

the steady play of both goalkeepers, who

stood their ground.
^ . j

UMass Don Donahue stopped a head-on

shot by forward Ed Beauregard of

Springfield as a cross bounced over the

head of defender Mike Rudd and left a clear

shot for Beauregard, but Donahue caught

The Minutemen responded with more

pressure at the other end. Kurt Manal and

John Shannon had some nice passing plays,

but were turned away by Springfield

keeper Tim Miller or could not reach the

free ball in time.

The pressure finaUy paid off for Manal. as

he took a Tom Giordano feed off a sideline

run and slid his tenth goal of the year into

the right corner of the net past Miller at the

39:07 mark for a 1-0 lead.

The teams again needed time to adjust and

get their games in gear early in the second

half, but UMass surprisingly found

Springfield down in their end more than

they wanted.

But the Chiefs couldn't put it in the net and

UMass was about to show they could . Nick

Marciano opened up the scoring barrage at

the 13:45 mark as he put on his jets, beat

two defenders and lofted a Ferdie Adoboe

pass over the goalie for a 2 lead.

Adoboe three minutes later picked up a

loose ball off a deflection of a Manal indirect

kick manuevered his wav in front of the net

and scored his first goal of the year to put

UMass up by three.
,

Glenn Judge spoiled Donahue s shutout at

the 19:58 mark as he booted home a free

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Paul Serafino overjumps an attempted header while teammate John Shannon looks

on. Serafino had a goal and Shannon an assist in the Minutemen's 5-1 victory over

Springfield at Boyden yesterday. __^

Umass 5, Springfield1
UMass (9-5-3)

Springfield

Goals: UMass: Manal (10) - Giordano,

Marciano (2) - Adoboe,
Adoboe (1) - unassisted, Serafino (4) -

unassisted.

ball in front of the crease to cut it to 3- 1

.

Gettler then replaced Donahue (6 saves)

with backup Mike Sarnacki. a sophomore (1

save), to give him some game time.

"Donahue played very well. He made
some great saves in the first half. Sarnack

came in and did vhat he had to do. We
played everyone, and gave people a lot of

time in the trame Vf tooK i look at some
new people in difi • ent positions.^' added
Gi'ttler.

\\w coring binge continued a few minutes

later as wing Paul Serafino showed great

hustle in beating the defenders ball back to

the goalie and putting it over him for his

Uschok (3) - Shannon.
Springfield: Judge - unassisted.

Saves: UMass: Donahue - 6, Sarnacki - 1.

Springfield: Miller - 9.

Shots: UMass: 22. Springfield. 10.

fourth goal of the season and a secure 4-1

Minuteman lead.

Junior co captain Tom Uschok closed out

the scoring 52 seconds after Serafino's goal

as he easily put in the rebound of a Shannon
shot stopped by a defender for his third goal

and a 5-1 final.

Freshman midfielder Matt Gushing was
rested because of a pulled hamstring that

has been bothering him for some time, and

junior back Matt Dowd sat out because of a

knee injury suffered in the Boston College

game. The Minutemen outshot Springfield

by a 22 10 margin.

Gorillas ambush Army to close Fall
Garber "enthused'about upcoming lax season
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse

team capped off the fall season in fine

fashion Sunday afternoon as they held off

the West Point cadets of Army by 14 11

count before a nice sized crowd down at

Lower Boyden Fields.

"They played pretty well. I was pleased

and I think they were pleased." said coach

Rick Garber of his Gorillas. "I was really

concerned that we might get our socks

blown off physically and that both of our

freshman goalies never played a college

game before, but both played really well.

We got the making of a good team."

UMass quickly built a 4 lead on goals by

Tom Carmine, Mike Fiorini, co-captain Karl

Hatton and Bubba Sandford. Goalie Quint

Moore stopped some big shots and the

defense led by junior Gerry Byrne held

tough in front of him.

But Army, the number four team in the

nation last year, showed they were no

slouch, as they used their superior shape to

slow down the Gorillas fast break and put

themselves back in it.

They scored three straight goals, before

Doug Musco finally blasted one by Army's

goalkeeper to make it 5-3.

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ The cadets then continued their assault as

'''^^^^^—^^^^^ Garber looked to find the right combination
CoUegian Photo by Brian Gonye^^

^^^p ^^^ ^^^^^^
r^^^^ ^^^^^ three

UMass lacrosse co captain Karl Hatton straight goals again to take the lead for the

played a strong game at both ends of the
fj^st time at 6-5 before Matt O'Reilly

field as the Gorillas beat Army on Sunday. evened the score again.

Women to

host no. 5

BC on Sat.
Look to FinalFour
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The Boston College women's soccer team

will get another crack at the explosive

University of Massachusetts women's

stK'cer team when the two squads square

off in the first round of the NCAA
playoffs. Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at

Boyden Field.

The Minutemen. who finished at 12-2-2 in

the regular season, crushed BC on

Saturday 5 in both team's regular

season finales The winner of the UMass

game will face llie winner of the Harvard-

Vermonth matchup most likely, on

Saturday October 10. Harvard beat

UMass 1-0 on an early goal but the

Minutemen popped Vermont 5 0, earlier

this season.

"This is a young team," coach Kalenkeni

Banda said. "This is a good team. There

shouldn't be any pressure on them. They

have nothing to lose."

Brown, who defeated UMass 1-0 this

year, was seeded first in the 14 team

tournament and North Carolina, the three

time defending champion was seeded

second. Both squads received first round

byes and both are undefeated.

Six teams from New England made the

tourney. Brown (2). UMass (4), UConn

(6), Vermont (9), BC (11) and Harvard (7)

all made the NCAA tourney. All rankings

are from the last week's ISAA polls.

Cortland State faces UConn for the right

to take on Brown. Third seeded Gerorge

Mason takes on Colorado College, the

University of California-Berkley faces

rival UCal Santa Barbara, and WiUiam

and Manry takes on Central Central

Florida in other first round games. North

Carolina takes on the Central Florida-

William and Mary victor.

"In the playoffs, its anybody's game,'

Banda said. "They're all good teams. You

need a little luck to go farther."

The Minutemen Eagle playoff game will

cost students with an ID a dollar for

admission. People without an ID will be

charged $2. Admission is being charged

because it is an NCAA sanctioned playoff

game.
Again.st the 14 playoff teams. UMass

posted an 8 2 2 record. The only teams

UMass didn't face was North Carolina.

George Mason and Central Florida.

The Minutemen beat UConn. Cortland

State, Colorado College. UCal Santa

Barbara. BC. and Vermont. Brown and

Harvard tagged UMass with 1-0 defeats

while UCal Berkley and William and Mary

tied the Minutemen 2-2.

West Point took a 7 6 lead on a man- up
situation, something Garber admitted his

team had not worked on enough during

practices. Sandford's second goal tied it up

again, and Carmine put UMass ahead with a

nifty inside to outside move for an 8-7 lead

at the end of three quarters.

The second stringers came in for the

fourth quarter and Army jumped all over

them at first. They scored two quick goals,

and the Minutemen offense couldn't find the

target. Hatton then stepped back in and

fired in his second goal of the day, a much
needed one, to tie it once again at 9-9.

Ken Freeman got a goal to put the Gorillas

ahead to stay. He assisted on John Blaze

goal, and freshman attackman Pat Cain (the

younger brother of former AU-American
defender sleepy Cain) showed some deft

moves in scoring two goals and adding an

assist to secure the UMass victory.

"We got a look at some new people and
blended them in with some of the old. We
emphasized the fast break and run and gun
type of game we like to play. We didn't

spend enough time on man to man defense

and riding. There's a pretty clear picture of

where we're going to start for the spring. It

looks like it ought to be an awful exciting

team. I'm enthused," concluded Garber.

Fieldhockey
gears forBU
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

For athletic teams vying for post-season

playoff berths the final week of the season

is crucial. Such is the case with the

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team, currently ranked fourth in the nation,

as they play Boston University today at

NOPE at 2:30 p.m.

"These last two games are must wins,"

UMass coach Pam Hixon said of BU and her

team's final game against UConn on

Saturday. "If we want to stay or move up

(in the national rankings) that's what we
have to do." The national rankings are used

by the NCAA to determine playoff status.

Umass is 12-3 on the season.

Continued cm page 11

sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Field Hockey: Boston University, NOPE
field. 2:30 p.m.
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Reagan coming to UMass

Collegian photo by G. Bush

Ronald Reagan who will be at UMass tomorrow is shown passing a

campaign secret to his new friend "Babs" who has been travelling with

the president everywhere as of late.

Students hope for bombing
by High Asa Kite

Collegian Staff

It could be June, October, or February,

r>r May when the Snowstorm hits UMass.

The Snowstorm. A Nuclear Winter

that turns the sky pale, raises the flakes

of human existence down upon the earth,

causes Brown University students to in-

gest their cyanide, and UMass students

their cocaine.

The govermng board of University

Health Services last night agreed to the

stocking of some 800 pounds of 80 percent

pure cocaine for consumption by students

and all members of the Valley Health Plan

in the event of a nuclear holocaust.

Spurred by the decision two weeks ago

of Brown University students to ask their

administration for supplies of cyanide to

be consumed in wartime, the decision en-

forces the ideal that "instant reaction,

rather than instant paranoia be the basis

for which we, the University of

Massachusetts, seek an end to the nuclear

arms race," Health Services said in a

prepared statement.

The motion must still be approved by

the University's Board of Trustees before

going into effect, though approval does

not seem a point of disparity.

Board chairman Hope Idont Sinn,

whose nose had a perpetual drip during a

recent interview, said the board would

solicit public opinion before moving on the

decision.

"Obviously, the matter is of a very con-

troversial nature," the chairman said. "I

think the public will agree that the cause

is worthy, although the drug 'prescribed,'

as it be, is a little extreme. Qualuudes,

mushrooms, marijuana maybe, but the ex-

penae of the secret transport alone for the

cocaine is going to cost taxpayers a lot of

money. And with all the hands it must go
through, who can be sure it'd be pure

enough to get the kids off, when and if

they ever have to take it?"

Student senate member Para Femalia

notea mat security costs may also have to

be raised in the event the Health Services

is allowed to stock the cocaine.

"I know 10 or 15 people who would try

to pay for their college educations with

that (the cocaine supply)," she said.

Panic around campus as leaves fall to ground
Leaves have been turning

brown and falling off trees

all over campus, the lone

Collegian reporter who goes

to classes noted.

University of

Massachusetts botany pro-

fessor John Muir held a

press conference to prevent

"widespread panic."

"Don't worry, it's

natural," Muir said.

"Don't worry,

it's natural."

—John Muir
:::xW:WSS:WxW:-xW:-x-:-:-:-:-:

He said leaves turn brown
and fall off the trees every

f
Nancy freaks out P-2

How does a pumpkin have sex? P-3

Food is fun P-*^

Sports is not P-l^

Harumphl They call this a paper? ^Anonymous

Smallest crowd ever expected

fall as part of a natural cy-

cle.

Muir said students should

rake up the leaves in order

to prevent them from in-

hibiting the growth of the

lawns but, "other than that,

fallen leaves are healthy and

"*^^^" Tom Sawyer

Bv RITA Ft:RRARO
Collegian Staff

President Ronald Reagan will visit the

University of Massachusetts tomorrow

following his campaign stop in Boston,

sources announced yesterday.

Reagan will give a short speech near the

Campus Center Pond to what some
authorities expect will be the smallest

gathering in UMass history.

Bill Wilkinson, the Grand Wizard of the

Ku Klux Klan, who resides in nearby

Connecticut is expected to be master of

ceremonies.

The UMass Republican Club, holding its

weekly meeting at the Lord Jeffrey Inn in

Amherst issued a brief statement saying

UMa.ss should be proud that Reagan chose

it to to make his Western Mass. stop.

"We're all very proud in the Republican

Club, all six of us are very, very,

proud, "according to the statement.

The University Democrats, when reached

at their weekly meeting at the Hatch said

they were "surprised" by Reagan's decision

to come to Amherst. But in a statement

released late last night, the Democrats

changed their minds, however.

"We're not surprised," was all the

statement said.

It is not yet clear what time the President

will arrive at UMass or what kind of rally

will take place. A source at Tilson Farm
said it was "highly likely" the President

would arrive riding on an elephant.

A Reagan aide would neither confirm nor

deny the rumor but did say the President

"wanted to do something to make UMass
take notice."

"UMa.ss students are so damn boring,

maybe this will put some excitement in the

campus, but then agiiin maybe it won't, it

really depends on whether or not he

(Reagan) can stay awake during the rally,"

the unidentified source who told the

Collegian his name but due to a lack of ink in

the pen, the reporter forgot it.

The source also said plans were in the

making to have the Campus Pond swans

carry Reagan/Bush banners around the

pond, but because of fear the University

Democrats might strangle them its not sure

if the Republicans will risk it.

Collegian photo by Pun Snow

MAKIN' SURE IT'S PURE — These ambitious UMass students try out

the newest 'medicine' at the Health Center.

"Then again, I think some people might

even come to support a tiny nuclear war,

just so they could do a few lines."

The Undergraduate Student Senate has

offered to conduct a referendum of

whether to commend the administration

for undertaking this effort in their behalf.

"I know a lot of people who would feel a

lot less gloomy about the prospect of a

nuclear war if they knew they would have

the resources to afterward to recover

from it," she said. "We will, of course,

continue our lobbying for a nuclear freeze.

But if a disaster ever occurs, at least we
can know that as hell freezes over, there

will be a snowstorm in Amherst."

Students washing hair
By JOJOBA
Collegian Staff

A campus-wide shutdown was narrowly

avoided last week when dormitory water

pressure levels fell dangerously low,

officials announced yesterday.

Physical Plant spokesperson Will Duit

said the water shortage was caused

because "Every morning between 7 and 10

a.m. everyone on this campus decides to

take a shower and wash his hair. It's not

the showering that causes the problems,

it's all that extra time that goes into

shampooing their hair," Duit said.

"Millions of gallons go down the drain

daily in an effort to rinse out conditioners

and anti-tangling formulas," Duit said.

UMass students were asked by the

Collegian what they did with their time

while they weren't attending classes or

studying. The answer given by a majority

of respondents came as a surprise. They
were indeed washing their hair.

Profes.sor of Polymer Research, Alberto

Veofive, with a grant from the Prell

Foundation, has developed a new
shampoo that has to be used only once a

year. Veofive's invention should

revolutionize the world of shampoo as we
know it today.

"An annual application will effectively

repel dirt, oils and other foreign particles

known to necessitate daily shampooing,"

Veofive said.

The cost for a one time application

should be around $5.00. This is far less

than the $40 annual cost of dally sham-

pooing. Student reaction has been

favorable. Mary Breck, a Fashion

Marketing major, "It's technology like

this that makes the University of

Massachusetts stand up head and

shoulders above the rest".
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Diana new TV star

By ROSS MYEART
CoUeffian I/)ndon Staff

A Buckingham Palace Spokesman said yesterday that

Princess Diana has decided to provide a weekly televison

broadcast for the British nation on the state of her womb.

The spokesman, Nosmo King, said that "Diana feels it is

only fair that the British people have the up to-the-minute

information on her reproductive status."

In this way. King said, the British Public will not be kept

"in the terrible 'is she or isn't she' type of suspense that

occured before the birth of William and Harold."

Princess Diana will appear on the British Broadcasting

Corporation channel two (BBC2) on Sunday nights at 10

p.m.. between the wildlife program 'The World about Us'

and the program 'A Book at Bedtime', in which boring

English people read bits out of books they have read and

loved.

Eileen Dover, chairwoman of BBC said that the program

will be called "Diana on the Tube talking about her Tubes."

According to Dover, on the program Diana will be seen

taking her temperature (to determine her position in the

reproductive cycle), doing her exercises to ensure the

elasticity of her pelvic muscles, and talking about when her

and Charles last 'did if and whether or not its likely she is

knocked up.

This is a headline
Washington D.C. (PU) In an un-

precedented attempt to emulate the

democracy he witnessed in Nicaragua last

weekend. President Ronald Reagan has

created by executive order, four new seats

in the U.S. Senate.

Reagan said yesterday he regretted the

decision he made in a "mistaken effort to

keep up with the Sandinistas."

"I didn't realize that by inviting the

presidential candidates of the major op-

position parties to take seats in the Senate,

I would end up with the likes of Angela

Davis, Gus Hall, Sonia Johnson and Dennis

Serret." he said at a press conference.

Reagan said he realized that by describing

the Sandinista regime totalitarian in the

debate last week, he had put himself in the

difficult position of trying to prove that the

United States is at least as Democratic as

post revolutionary Nicaragua.

'What a mistake that was!" Reagan ex-

claimed.

"Angela Davis is not only a black woman,

but she is a communist," he said.

Reagan said he was most worried about

Davis because his advisors had explained to

him that as a Marxist black woman who had

undergone extraordinary persecution for

advocating social change during the 1960's,

her politics could possibly be "quite

transforming."

November 29, 1964

NANCY LOSES IT — The first lady finally cracked at this

Washington elementary school and started throwing pun-

ches. "She's fuckin' crazy," yelled the school principal.
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Murphy
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DISCLAIMER
Every Halloween and April Fool's Day, the Colhgian

prints an issue full of jokes and general nonsense that are

intended to humor our audience. We hope readers take

ihe issue in the lighthearted manner it was intended. To

those we offend, we're truly sorry. But, if you can't take

a joke,./uc/c it.

HAPPY Halloween
If your name is on this list you have a Halloween Carnation and

a message waiting for you, today, on the Concourse. Please

stop down and pick them up.
Karen Fletcher Caxrie Robbins
Tim Forbes Jim Robinson
Karen Fortuna Rock Lobster
Robin Gamache(2)Robin Roht

Kclarn

ddie A.
Cathy Abrams
Jonathaa ivdams
Chrisline

A.librarvl:
Audrev Kivarez
Barry Anderson
John Anderson
Kristin Anderson
Julie Angilont
Brian Archer(2)
5reg Archer
Anna Aurillo
Bob 3eaumier
Jiimie Bishcp(2)
Janine Blundell
Audrey Bolen
Sue Bonacetto
Nicole Bonnano
Bonnie & Susan
Boula
Cindi Brown
Sandie Burbank
JTrisha Burns
llara Berkowsky
Isabel Cachopo
Bruce Cantwell
Gayle Carlisle
Beth Carmitros
Karen Carr(2)
Jack Carr
Vicki Chapman
Tammy Cirillo
Catherine Couig
Karen Courtney
>'l^ya Chaubhuri
3onhui Chi
hicquita

Gudy Conmorf
Irish Costa
Shell Csongor
Boby D'Ambrosio
ene Daley(2)

Dandy
P^attj DeMarco
Donna __ . .

.'S09 Dickinson)
Susan DiMusio ~

Dan Donovan
aunin Doorandish
ave Doran(2)
athy Dowd
Katie Dustin
om Emerson
imberly Erickson
hristine Faushing

Pam Griffin

8Rf?8^siadad
Bailey Hare
Kappa .^i>pa

Gamma \ ?

;

lenniici-
.:,t triage

•KAV
Audrey Keithe
Mike King
Cindy Kingston
Kirst2'
Kathy Knight
Elenor 1. (307)
Rafi Laffitte
Kim Laposta
Bobbin' '{obin

Lawier
Sandy Leary

Andrea Roy
Michael Runeau
Lisa Rupprecht
Susan Sawula
Bonnie Samuels
Beth Selbst
Kathie [-lartin

3e*-°y Schneiders
Shaffer
Shan''
i^iarp

;^tos
.'heedy
ueehan

Catnrin Skelton
Sara Sloat
Lesley Stewart
Sh ron Spoon r

Cathy Swiss(5)

Kelly
Glenn
Yike .

•''. e f ,
..',

:

Cal;;y
JacK

Dincy Lees
Ellen Levine(2) T.B.
Michele Linehan Teddy-Bum
Doranno Pano

Noelle H. &
Jerry Epstein

Martini & the
Portuges P.

Gina Mazzocco
Sue McCall
'Bill McCarthy
Eric Mello
Molly McDonald
Beth Miller
Billie Munro
Nichol(@XO)
Kris telle

Norcross
Deanna O'Dwyer
Lauren S .B.E

.

Parnes
Marv Peterson
"PIKE'S Scuba

Team"
Todd Pombal
Lauren Prince
Anne

^uackenbush
Terri ^juinn
Agnes ^uinones
Radar
Charlette

Ted (aoX)
Tuan Minh Tran
Liz V as tine
Jeremy Vishno
Wally
Lisa Williams
Mark Woodruff
Diana Yellen
My Roomies
280 Pufton
Kim from Leisure

Tours
Robyn Shamad
Wendy Croft
Barbara Breitung
Kelli Conlin(2)
Kathy Godek
Jennifer Sara

Jubie
Leslie

Silvierstein
Julianne Murphy
Stephanie Howard
Gino Lorrico
Katie Stewart
Scott Fasler
Jill Osgood
Doug Wright

Janette Ridner

Tom Boback
Charlie Tyrrell
Kristine Fernald
Carol Green
Cathy Miele
Amy Finsilver
Daniela Smith

Steven 2)
Megazzini

Jen Baba
Kirsten Froede
Elliot "Stud"

Grossman
Audrey Alvarez
Kathie McKeon
Robert

Williamson
Jim Knopf
Cynthia Veliko

S¥ln8°i«lrks
Lynne Dowd
Beth S imon
l.acline , ant or-

Lauren I'arnes
jjame ^'(SSS)

Mary t. Ahearn
Paul 3erger
J. M. Bertreaux
Kochelle Uhesler
Nancy Cashen
Ashley Cleland
Elaine & Susita
The Oblivios Figg
Sue Fitzgerald
Lynn Kratus
Linda Greces
Eileen Grima
Christine Haddad
Keg
Ken Koocher
Sinyounp; Lee
Mark MacDonald
Kimberlee Milinaz
Shaun O'Rourke
Tom Sinnott
Susan Varrichione
Erica Walker
Dawn Munsch
Tom Dougherty
Vat ". tkins

Noim Achln
Mark Rich(2)
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Students cannow eat
by DERWOOD LEVENBURG
Collegian Stud

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst is agreeably responsible for most

of the restaurants in this area's business.

So it came as no surprise that yesterday

they finally made it official — the DC meal

plans are now considered legal tender by all

the restaurants in the Amherst area. The

list includes Judies, Plumbleys, Delanos,

Lord Jeffs, The Pub, The Sub, and all the

pizza places.

For those restaurants that do serve

alcohol, the DC meal plan will only be valid

for those over the current drinking age of

20.

Currently available at the DCs are such

dishes as Chicken Cutlets, Clam Strips,

Chopped Beefsteak "special," Baked

Chicken "supreme sauce," and Golden

Burgers.

With this new plan, you can now enjoy

such tantalizing delicacies as Pate Fois

Gras, available at the Lord Jeffrey Inn,

Chicken Cordon Bleu, available at Judies,

and The Pub's famous Pubwich, which con-

sists of a half-pound all-beef burger, grilled

to order with sauteed onions, and your

choice of soup and salad bar, just to name a

few.

Bill Dollins, originator of the It's our

dcrugh, mir food bill, said, "Now they don't

have to choose between Roast Beef as

tough as Mr. T., and Seafood that tastes

like it came from the bottom of fishermen's

shoes!" Dollins continued, "We can finally

stroll over to Delanos and have a 'real'

sandwich with 100 percent beef."

Dollins closed his remarks saying, "No

more will we have to eat this meat with so

much cereal filler that the crat« the stuff

comes in is marked Cap'n Crunch."

Marie Primadonna, Director of Food Ser-

vices, who was the chief dissenter of the bill

said, "We will fight fire with fire. There

will now be a happy hour every Wednesday

and Friday afternoon at the DCs. We will

not card the IDs and will rely solely on the

/lowor ^stem to determine who is of age

and who isn't," she said smiling defiantly.

When confronted with the issue of the

DCs providing nutritious meals, Primadon-

na countered, "We will have our pizza at

the happy hour mixed with an extra dose of

Vitamins A, E, and D."

The students seemed pleased as a whole,

with the exception of the student senate,

who were understandably confused by a

decision that directly benefitted the

students.
^

Ray Funn, a senate member, said, "It s

not clear who we can take to court in this

matter. Can we take anyone to court?

Where are we?" No further questions

were asked of the senate.

Other reactions were from our

Chancellor Joe "if Fritz is in I'm out" Duf-

fey who said, "Well, if the students are for

it, so am I."

The plan will begin in the year 1994.

Hyperactive

STONE YOUR KIDS -
Sociology Professor Mary

Jane Fryen holds a

workshop on alternatives to

conventional childrearing.

10 p.m. in the stairwell

behind the Campus Center

Auditorium. Refreshments

and kaleidoscope glasses

provided. Bring your

preschool children and about

48-60 hours of free time.

STOCKS AND BONDS
SOCIETY — invests where

most other clubs don't dare

to! Own equity in S.

African, Filipino, Chilean

companies. Meeting in

S.B.A. south janitor closet,

4 a.m.

ANTI TOFU COOKING
WORKSHOP - beef and

pork are good high-protein

substitutes for green

vegetables, miso soup and

that slimy earthy-crunchy

stuff. 3 p.m. at TiUson

Farm.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI
— "What's green, hangs on

the wall and whistles?"

"What?" "A herring." "A

herring is green?" "So you

paint it green." "It hangs on

the waU?" "So you hang it

on the wall." A herring

whistles?" "...so it doesn't

whistle."

HECKLING CLUB - form

strategy for last-ditch anti-

Fritz effort. Emphasis on

loudness and disruption

techniques. Must have

Marine haircut and drink

lots of beer. Meet at end of

Fraternity-Sorority Park.

LUNCH WITH REV.
j^OON — Brainwash

yourself into our beautiful

world and work to pay the

Reverend's back taxes - uh,

for the good of humanity.

LUNCH WITH GOD - SBA
111, noon. Sponsored by the

UMass Republican Club.

PIZZA!
Dial 911

AMHERST INVADED — No one knows for

sure when they arrived, but white sheets

began beaching themselves in Amherst center

at 2:45 yesterday.

—— ColkfO*" phoU) by Hugh Heftwr

IMPOTENT, IT AIN'T — This local pumpkin and squash prove op-

posites attract as they passionately have sex.

Students cannow live
Hy ELIZABETH LOOSEPIANO
Collegian Staff

Housing director Joseph Nazizzi surprised

UMass administrators. faculty. and

students alike yesterday morning when he

announced plans to level the Northeast

Residential Area by next semester.

"I've never liked Northeast much,

personally." he said. "It looks so damned

much like Central. I keep getting the two of

them mixed up."

The 1.500 students who live in Northeast

will receive eviction notices beginning next

week.
"We sure as hell can't have them in the

buildings when we bring in the dump trucks

and demolition crews," he said.

The University will not be responsible for

providing housing to the soon to be

homeless students. Nazizzi suggested that

students begin practicing yoga, so they can

fold themselves into lockers in the Campus

Center.

"I think this is a great opportunity for

people to show some creativity and

Guess who just came to Amherst? Yup, and he

wants you! Come and visit nearby, okay?

initiative. Think of it as a challenge to turn

something negative into something

positive. It's a chance to rely on yourselves

as adults. I mean, this is college. You can't

go around with a silver spoon in your mouth

for the rest of your life, you know. "
Nazizzi

said.

Plans for a suburban style residential area

to replace Northeast are on the drawing

board, according to the Housing director.

This will give students from Long Island

and New Jersey an area in which they can

feel at home, "without living in a ghetto, or

out in the boonies, surrounded by a bunch

of dumb old trees."

Homes in the new area will include dish-

washers, side by side refrigerator freezers,

and used Ford Country Squire station

wagons. Amherst area children will live

with students in the homes, to help foster a

feeling of commitment to the nuclear

family. Nazizzi said. Students will be

required to sign the children's report cards,

go to their school plays, and make sure they

eat all their vegetables.

Trip or treat or tripping?
By SUGAR FIXX
Collegian Stuffed

A number of local children plan to ex-

pand their annual quest for goodies this

Halloween. Youngsters will be knocking

not only at houses, but at UMass dormitory

rooms as well.

Several primary school pupils told the

Collegian that trick-or-treating in

residence halls has the added attraction of

receiving drugs and alcohol as well as can-

dy. .

"We're sick of Unicef pennies and all

that crap," said Frank Lee 0. Beese, Jr.,

age seven. "This way, if they don't give us

candy, they can give us Doonesbury blotter

acid instead of us throwing eggs at them

and shaving-creaming their doors.

"But if they don't have anything, not

even a few beers, we'll really let them have

it," Beese warned. "I'm out for all the fat-

tening stuff I can get my hot little hands

on."

Police will not be caught unprepared for

the unexpected increase in sugar-related

incidents. Sergeant Bill E. Clubb said of-

ficers will be issued tranquilizer darts with

which to subdue "littluns" speeding on too

much candy corn.

"I'm happier'n a cop in shit about these

new weapons," Clubb said.

Nine-year-old Sheena Hyena of Amherst

said she had not known about the dart guns

but was not worried.
^^

"I'll mess 'em up if they come near me,

she said. After a moment of thought, she

added, "actually, tranquilizers are fun to

do. They sorta make you feel like you're

made of rubber."

"I don't care too much for candy. I m
out for real drugs," she said.

Thanks to the efforts of some Southwest

Residential Area residents. Hyena and like-

minded children may not have to look far.

Students in Kennedy, Melville and Pier-

pont houses, all of whom declined to be

identified, said they planned tx) "saturate"

the campus with illicit drugs for trick-or-

treat distribution.

"Sometimes it'll be obvious what it is,

like little vials of coke or something," said

one Pierpont resident. "But other times

they might get an 'Electric Three

Muskteers' bar and not know if it's MDA,

acid or what."

"It's sort of like pot luck — no pun in-

tended," said another student.

Teachers are misguided
by LAURA LENIN
Collegian Communist

In a heated six-hour debate. Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey told the faculty senate

yesterday that all Marxist professors "had

to be evicted from the University."

Duffey presented a motion barring all

Marxist professors from the faculty that

was unanimously passed by the senate. He

said this motion would affect "most or all

of the professors in the political science

department.

Duffey pressured the senate to convene

in a special meeting yesterday because of

"the overwhelming concern for the spread

of communism on campus."

"I've received a number of complaints of

professors in the political science depart-

ment. We all know that the polisci pro-

fessors are Marxist and for the sake and

future of the University, we must ter-

minate t^heir emnlovment immediately."

Rules Committee Chairman, David

Booth, and political science professors

denied all accusations.

"I am outraged, sir Chancellor," Booth

said. "In all my years of service to the

University, this is how I am repaid. I won't

stand for this."

Booth tried to appeal to Linda

Lockwood, delegate to the Massachusetts

Society of Professors, but she emphatically

said her "hands were tied."

Students who attended the meeting said

they "were relieved." But were confused

as to who would now teach their classes.

I
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Newman: Speak Good

Last week journalist

reporter and TV journalist Ed-

win Newman says that

language misusing is

something we shouldn't do. He
said it is undesirable for jour-

nalists and other users of the

English language to include in-

correct grammar or redundan-

cies in what they wrote or said.

Repeating oneself over and

over again in a numerous dif-

ferent ways is another practice

Newman condems.

We are in the most pronounc-

ed agreement.

The use of language in cor-

rect ways, something we all

should strive towards. The in-

stigation of the UMass's
writing requiremement for

each and all students approx-

imately a couple of years ago is

step in the direction we want to

go, it held promising outlooks

for someday learning to write

and talk good.

But more is needed — our

resolve to commitment to to

promise to make efforts to

commit ourselves fuU-

heartedly to realize that to

write and talk good we gots to

learn good. Any other
philosophy: means that we
never express nothing right.

We in the Collegian strongly

urge for every boy and girl at

University of Massachussetts

to follow in the footsteps of de-

cent grammar, we could like

push forward in our destiny

more affectively as such. As it

were, we replenish our commit-

tedness. To clarity accuracy

lack of redundancy accurate

word choice and
Newman's right when he

said "if the level of English we
speak declines, we decline with

it," Newman said. And he's

right.

Unsigned editorials don't

reflect anyone's opinion but the

editorial editor who doesn't

want to put her name on the

above crap.

Letters to the Editor -

Stop it and, Bird Squished

stop it now
What is all this liberal shit I

keep reading in the

Collegian? I'm sick of it, 1

say. sick of it. Piss and

moan, moan and groan,

what next? Can't you

liberals do something better

with your time than trying

to better the world? Maybe

if you spent a little more

time lying awake in your

beds helping keep Catholic

Bishops happy, and less time

fighting for equality and all

that shit, well maybe the

rest of us wouldn't have to

keep so many secrets. Stop

it and stop it now.

R.A. Shame
Boston

I'm appalled. Last Friday

while leaving my dorm

rtx)m. I accident ly stepped

on my neighbor's bird and

squished him. His guts

splattered all over the floor.

But it wasn't until Monday
that our floor janitor cleaned

the birdie up. Several

people got sick Saturday and

Sunday. Can't the

University afford to pay

janitors to work on

weekends? How many birds

must stay on the floor for

three days until they are

removed?

E.F. Fowl
Belchertown

Flunked out
Last week I flunked my

history midterm. How dare
the Collegian force teachers

to give tests. You're all a

bunch of jerks who are

responsible for everything.

You can all rot for all I care.

A. Hole
Belchertown

Letters Policy

The Collegian receives too

many letters already and the

Editorial editor is too busy

to read them all, which are

very boring anyway, so

plea.se keep your opinions to

yourself, because she

dfx?sn'l care what you have

to say and neither does

anyone else so shut up,

double spaced with margins

of 10 and 77 . We reserve

the right to change
everything.

Hey! The Collegian

actually prints

students' Letters to the Editor
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Senate to debate on
question of elections
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

decide tonight whether to have new

elections this semester for two senate

officers who were elected last spring.

Senators will be voting at tonight's

meeting on a two part proposal sponsored

by commuter senator Gilbert Stair which

calls for dismissal of last spring's senate

election of senate speaker and Student

Government Association treasurer, and for

new elections for these positions.

Chris Sullivan is now speaker, and John

Mooradian is treasurer.

According to Stair yesterday, the motion

was made "in order that the present body of

senators may be allowed to participate in

the election of their speaker and treasurer

for this school year." Stair said he thinks it

is unfair that senators elected to the 1984

S5 senate on Oct. 1 and 2 have to wait until

March to vote for new officers.

Among other duties, the speaker sets the

agenda for the senate and moderates

weekly meetings. The treasurer monitors

spending of the $2 million Student

Activities Trust Fund, which is made up of

mandatory student activities fees.

Collegian phou> by Paul Desmarsjs

"A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD" - Students pro-

crastinate on their way to class to eiyoy yesterday's sunshine at the

Fine Arts Center. .

Students disUke HaUoween
guest policy restrictions
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS and LARRY
BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Although the Halloween restrictions kept

the University of Massachusetts campus

calm this past weekend, many students

expressed dissatisfaction with the

restrictions on campus visitors.

Only two guests per dormitory room were

allowed and the guests had to be UMass

students. Twenty-four security was also in

effect throughout the weekend.

The restrictions are a result of committees

put together to change the HaUoween

policies after the campus was vandalized in

1979.

In 1979. the Campus Center and Hampden

Dining Commons in Southwest were

severely damaged. Windows were broken,

furniture was destroyed and cars were

vandialized.

There was thousands dollars worth of

damage in 1979," UMass police chief Robert

Joyce said. Forty two students were

either arrested, or put into protective

custody. Thirty-two were non-UMass

students.

After Halloween in 1979, representatives

from Housing, public safety, the Campus

Center. Student Government, and Dean of

Students office met with vice-chancellor

Dennis Madsen to change the Halloween

policies.

"In 1980, the entire place was shut down,"

Joyce said. "We called in extra security. It

was very busy that year. That was the

turning point. Things started to settle

down after that."

In 1981. written policy of regulations was

implemented and it is the same policy that

is being followed today.

There was only five arrests on campus

this weekend, UMass police said, and only

one non-student was arrested.

"I think it does restrict students a

bit,"Laura Gottschalk, 19, of Concord, said.

"It was defintely a hassle with 24 hour

security and having to show your ID at one

in the afternoon to get in your dorm."

"We thought security was pretty tight.

"

Nancy Stevens,20, of Concord said. "We

had to sign in and out all the time. 1 1 was

irritating."

SGA CO president Rick Patrick said

students are paying for past student

mistakes.

"Students now are different (than in

1979)." Patrick said. "They've proven

themselves to be responsible and can act in

a civilized manner. Hopefully, in the

future, these (restrictions) will be eased."

"Despite the restrictions, I think students

had a good time this weekend,"he said.

While Stair maintains that his proposal is

not "intended as an attack" on either

Sullivan or Mooradian. both feel otherwise.

Tm personally hurt by this motion,"

MtK)radian said yesterday. "It is being

made by a senator who has never spoken to

me. He wants me and Chris out, and I don't

know why."

Stair said that this action is "part of an on-

going effort among various groups to make

people in the senate more aware of the

(senate leadership) process."

"If nothing else," Stair said," this will be a

learning experience for new senators" on

what the speaker and treasurer's jobs are.

Sullivan has been criticized for speaking in

support of senate motion funding a

Gay Lesbian Awareness educator at the

Oct. 17 meeting. The senate voted 43 17 in

favor of Sullivan retaking the chair after he

spoke that night.

"When people call into question how I

feel," Sullivan said Monday, "I answer

them. But I try to treat people fairly and

objectively."

Mooradian said senate officer elections

are held in the spring so that senators

elected in October have enough time to see

how the senate works, how candidates for

these positions vote in the senate, and what

officer responsibilities are.

Groups promote candidates
Students to seeMondale andReagan in Boston

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

With eight days to go before the

presidential elections, student groups

supporting both parties are out to make

their candidates win.

The University of Massachusetts

Republican Club has organized a Reagan

Bush and Shamie rally to begin at noon

today on the steps of the Student,Union

Building. The club has also rented a

Western Mass. Buslines bus at a cost of

about $300 to take club members to see

President Reagan in Boston Thursday.

The bus which will hold about 50 people

and will leave at 8:30 a.m. from Haigis Mall,

is free for club members who have paid

their dues and will cost $3 for others.

Preference will be given to dues paying

club members in the event that all students

cannot be accomodated.

Due to a lack of support and schedule

conflicts. University Democrats have not

rented a van to transport students to see

Walter F. Mondale Friday in Boston,

though some members will be carpooling

and interested students should sign up at

concourse table or contact group President

Kevin Sweeney. The group is on standby

for a table the rest of this week and had

secured a space for Monday and Tuesday.

Over the weekend, the Democrats will

concentrate on visibility at the homecoming

football game at 1 p.m. Saturday on the

Amherst Town Common. Candidate for the

U.S. House from the First Congressional

District. Mary Wentworth, and local ac

tivist Frances Crowe will be among the

rally's speakers.

The Republican Club has no weekend

plans, but will hold a meeting at 7:30 p.m.

Sunday in Campus Center rooms 162 175 to

organize students at the polls on Tuesday.

Republican Club members will also con-

vene election night at 7:30 p.m. at Haigus

Mall to carpool to a Smith College

Republican Club election party to be held in

the Gammet at Smith.

In addition, members of the non partisan

UMass Big Vote '84 coalition will be

telephoning registered voters Sunday and

Monday night to urge them to go to the

polls. The group has also given voter lists.

which include voters' party affiliation, to

the Democratic and Republican student

groups.

A Big Vote table on the concourse next

week will have information (in poll locations

and vans to take handicapped students to

them.

Collins, Goldstrich win in Southwest

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

With about 25 percent of

the area turning out to vote.

Bill Collins and Laura

Goldstrich were elected co-

presidents of the Southwest

Area Government (SWAG).

Jay Flynn. a member of the

Student Government
Association's Governmental

Affairs Committee and

coordinator of the SWAG
elections, announced last

night that the candidacy of

Collins and Goldstrich

received 628 of the total

1110 votes during the

Monday and Tuesday voting

period.

Their closest opposition,

Sharon Jackson and Rich

Stewart, received 347 votes,

while the team of Arthur

Stephenson and Michael

Gilbert got 135 votes.

Flynn said last night that

this "is the highest turnout

in any election of its size, to

my knowledge. Almost

twice as many Southwest

residents turned out to vote

for CO presidents as to vote

for senators."

The election was necessary

as a result of an

Undergraduate Student
Senate vote to accept all

SWAG election results from

last spring except co-

presidents.

Collins and Arthur
Stephenson were elected at

that time, but due to a

controversy over Sharon

Jackson's being barred from

the ballot, the result was not

recognized by the senate.
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f And
) Browse!

Lota to warm you up
this fall 1

1

We have a wide selection of

lingerie in an array of

sensuous fabrics.

Snuggly Chenille Robes,

Silk Long Johns

for women and men
Cotton P.J.'s and long underwear

Nightgowns in flannel

and cuddleskins

and much more

•Calvin Klein uncler\wedr

(or women is available

Carriage Shops. 233 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 549-6915
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EEN PARTY ^«|^
and

Best Costume Contest

$50 in CASH PRIZES
Come in for a frightfully^

delightful evening!
Soonsored by the UMass Greek System

nc to continue next week

H 99* BAR DRINKS ALL NIGHT
25' Champagne till 10 with Dynasty

RENT YOUR OWN NIGHTCLUB!
For Semi-Formals, Christmas,

Dormitory, Fraternity and Private Parties.

IVIANAGE YOUR CAREER
WITH A
ROCH'-^

A t the University of Rochester's Graduate School

of Management you can manage your career with a highly

respected MBA. With our wide variety of financial aid and loan

programs, you can manage your finances, too. So, take charge,

and manage your way to a top quality management education

Linda A. Randolph M.D.

Director of the

Office of Public Health

State of New York

Careers in

Public Health
with State Governments

Friday, November 2, 1984

1 pm Room 120, Arnold House

sponsored by The Division of Public Health

The Complete Audio-Video Center

BERTS
ELECTRONICS, INC.

Panasonic.
HOME VIDEO . TELEVISION • HOME ENTERTAINMENT • RADIO CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDER • TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT • CALCULATOR • MICROWAVE OVEN

CTF 1923 reg. $479.95

On Sale $429.95

Halloween Week
...oT, . , ^, All 19" Color T.V.'s in store
228 Triangle St.

Amherst,MA 549-7121 $50.00 OFF

SEE OUR REPRESENTATIVE
Our representative will be at you' placement office

Nov. 7, 10:00 am-3:00 pm

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL TOLL FREE:

'^°
ouTs^N ^Y stL'Je c'a^

1-800-621-0095

FromwithmNY State call 1-800-462-0073

Call toll free during these hours

Monday - Friday

Tuesday
Saturday

8 30 a m - 5 00 p m
500pm • 1000pm
10 00 a m - 2 00 p m

THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Rochester. NY 14627

Any undergraduate major can qualify you as an M.B.A. candidate.

ITS TUNBERLANDTIRRE AGAIN.
Why put your feet tfuou^fi ttie cold wet misery of winter

wfien vou can put them m the warm dry comfort of

waterproof, iiisuidted Timberland boots?

SHOE STORC
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Whenlaughterturns to fear
"There is nothing more frightening than

ignorance in action.

"

^ .

Johann Von Goethe
Mary Cresse

'•Sheikh!"
. .

One of the men leaned over and npped

from her shoulder a bit of the old white

sheet that served as part of a simple sheikh

costume. She reached around the en-

tranceway of the house and struck on the

arm one of the eight or so men assembled

there. A chorus of mocking male voices

followed:

"Oooh, I'm scared."

"Real tough, man. Watch out for that

chick."

Earlier in the evening, they'd been mak-

ing jokes, some innocent, some a little un-

called for, but hell, it was Halloween, she

said later, and everyone was drunk, saying

things they probably didn't mean or that

they'd probably forget.

Inside, a non-costumed man wearing a

pair of Ray Bans, breathed beer in her face

and caustically shouted, "Yeah, man, you

PLC. YOU f -- PLO. PLO. You stupid

Arab fool..."

The sheikh said nothing.

An impersonator of a bishop caught a lit-

tle flak from some Catholics; a man going

as Keith Richards caught 'homo' jokes

because of his eyeliner. But the sheikh felt

especially vulnerable and at times fearfully

aware of being a five-foot tall, 11 5-lb.

woman without a male companion.

As the keg emptied, everyone floated in

drunken confidence from room to room,

singing, arguing, and dancing louder and

longer on their increased currents of

adrenalin, courtesy of Anheuser-Busch.

The sheikh suddenly wanted to leave,

and thought of running through the en-

tranceway where the men stood.

One of them, dressed as a soldier, liked to

shout 'Arab' across the room. He did it

again as she hurried through the foyer, but

not after her headress was pulled off by an

unknown hand and another hand ripped

the sheet down her back.

Using her only weapon, a cup of beer, she

spun around and threw it in the face of a

man who had laughed and jeered at the

proceeding but claimed he never par-

ticipated. She kicked another in the shin

and was followed out of the house by three

taunting men throwing beer in her face and

ears, yelling repeatedly what is known in

more civilized circles as the "c" word.

The man had trouble breathing. He was

over 200 lbs, maybe and the sheikh could

only reach his chest, but aimed instead for

his ear.

"You don't know do you? Do you know

what it's like to have someone do that? Do
you know? Do you

—

"

He stood up and screamed again as his

friend threw beer in her face.

It continued as the men followed the

women out to their car, after pleas of "it's

over, stop it, just please, it's over"; it

continued as the heavy man hit one of the

women; it continued as the women fought

back in self-defense, and tried to ignore the

vows of the men "going to get you bitch.

"

And it hasn't ended.

Events like this will continue after at-

tempts to reason, to explain, to reveal, for

instance, that the sheikh chose her costume

because she had neither the time nor

money but instead an old white sheet. That

she thought dressing as a ghost would be

"kind of boring." No problem.

But apparently it was, to those men ig-

norant of how it feels to be chased by three

beings so much bigger and stronger that it

would be a nightmare to imagine what it

would have been like if neither of the

women had a car or friends ready to defend

them.

The sheikh now jokes about next Hallo-

ween, about not going out as a witch: so-

meone might thin^ she belongs to a coven.

About not going out as a nun: someone

might think she's anti-Catholic...what she

thinks she'll do instead, maybe, is skip the

parties or maybe UMass altogether and hit

a good Rocky Horror Picture Show where

people are used to costumes, every week of

the year.

What she forgets is that we at UMass
wear them all the time.

In the last year we have heard most of the

U.S. Government portray the invasion of

(;renada with seductive images of

American power as defender of liberty and

justice. We all want to believe that our

government stands for, and acts upon, clear

and unchanginjii: standards of justice and

legality. It is this desire to see ourselves in

a positive light that motivates unrefleclive

praise; it is this same desire that compels us

to ask questions when confronted with

questionable acts. Approval or con

demnation of an action must be more than

an expression of its popularity. A lynching

can be very popular, and everyone might

feel that they did the right thing. But it is

still antithetical to the principles, embodied

in law. that we live by. Grenada is another

such instance. Our government not only

violated the law, it violated the bounds of

credible argument. We were told that the

main reason for the invasion was a request

made by Eugenia Charles, representing

something called the Organization of

Ea.slern Caribbean States (OECS). for

American assistance in restoring peace to a

situation of local turmoil and violence. We
were told that the U.S. was simply

honoring the terms of the DECS Treaty of

1981. But our action violated provisions of

the Rio Treaty, the Charter of the

Organization of American States, the

United Nations Charter, and our own

Constitution (Article I. Section 8.

paragraphs 10 and 1 1). Now either we have

made a commitment or we haven't; we

cannot suspend treaties and law when they

are inconvenient. One does not endorse

treaties by violating treaties.

Realizing the difficulties with this

rea-soning, we were then told that we had to

act immediately to secure the release of

hundreds of medical students in imminent

danger. There was no time for 'formalities'

of democratic government. Assuming that

this is true, although many of the students

George R. Leaman

Letters Policy
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All letter, must be .ipied and ii,clude the writer', .ddre.. .nd

telephone number, which will not be published. Ple«e type double

,p.ced .t 67 character, per line. Due to .p«re limiUtion. and the

volume of mail. w. regret we are unable to acknowledge unpubli.hed

letUra. All letter, are .ubject to editing for clarity and length.

themselves dispute it, we can well ask what

rescuing students has to do with over

throwing governments. If the U.S. military

had rescued' the students and left, this part

of the official explanation might be more

plausible. To be still more plausible, the

Army's After Action Report would have to

be altered. In it the Army acknowledges

that it did not know how many students

there were on the island or where both of

the school's campuses were located before

the attack. If the students were a central

feature of this operation someone could

have at least called the school on the phone

and asked; communications with the

medical school were never cut.

The rationale of a rescue projects a dif-

ferent image than an otherwise obvious

intervention. This alteration of impressions

was made easier by the exclusion of any

media presence during the first 48 hours of

the operation. Why? The Defense

Department said that it was concerned for

the safety of the reporters and couldn't

spare transport space anyway. Reporters

were at Inchon, at D Day, at Iwo Jima,

etc.. etc. If the Defense Department

cannot make space for witnesses to the use

of deadly force we need to examine our-

selves very closely. Since World War II

over 115.000 Americans have died in police

actions' or undeclared wars. If we really

believe in any of the principles embodied in

our Constitution we need to soberly

examine the reasoning and motivations

behind the actions of our government. Only

we have the power and the duty to make

OUT government obey and live by our laws

and t radit ions.

George R. Leaman is a UMass graduate

student.

Letters to the Editor

Mary Cresse is a Collegian columnist.

Correction
Due to an editing er-

ror, Stephen C. Erickson

was not identified in

yesterday's opinion

page. Erickson is a Col-

legian columnist and
president of the

Republican Club.

Great debates
that weren't
Kevin Sweeney's letter to

the editor yesterday on

behalf of the University

Democrats regarding recent

discussions about a debate

with the UMass Republican

Club is rubbish.

Our organization proposed

the debate.

The University Democrats,

apparently, have only one

member in their

organization capable of

debating, and therefore

refused to have anything

more than a one on one

debate.

It was our hope that a panel

debate would be more

entertaining and in

formative to students and

would provide a comparison

of the relative depths of our

two organizations.

We were hoping to

organize something less

rhetorical and less super

ficial than the Presidential

debates. It is not surprisng

that the University

Democrats are afraid of the

facts.

We have made a genuine

effort to promote a good

working relationship with

the University Democrats.

It is too bad they are so

wrapped in their ideology

that they cannot deal

reasonably with us

The Executive Board

UMAss Republican Club

Men can help

prevent rape

Dave Johnson was correct

in his letter to the editor in

Friday's Collegian; not all

men are rapists. However 2

out of 3 women in this coun-

try will be raped in their

lifetime. How many
"cretins" does Johnson

think are raping 66 percent

of the women in this coun-

try? The number of men

who rape is much greater

than Johnson is willing to

admit.

How can a woman tell a

rapist from a non-rapist?

Hearing men defensively

say "I do not rape or batter

women," is not enough.

Should women really trust

every man who says that?

Rapists are fathers,

boyfriends, bosses, public

service workers, doctors,

lawyers, and friends. In

other words, people from all

walks of life.

What men can do is try to

actively prevent rape. Men

can refuse to participate in

discussions and activities

which degrade and abuse

women, join Men Against

Violence Against Women,

the Men's Center, or the

Escort Service on campus,

work to educate friends and

peers whose attitudes

perpetuate violence against

women. Only when men are

part of the solution are ihey

no longer part of the pro-

blem.

Johnson'sclaim that most

feminists MP "^*" haters is a

common tactic used against

feminists to try to invalidate

the message of feminism.

As someone who is called a

man hater on practically a

daily basis, I would like to

say that I am not in-

timidated by the charge. I

see it as a reflection of the

ignorance people have

about women and about

feminism. Most feminists do

not hate men, they hate

what men do to women.

And that is simply a sarie

response in this insane

society we live in.

Finally, as for Johnson's

claim that there is "a letter

about rape almost every

day" all I can say is I wish

he wasn't wrong. Unfor-

tunately, the subject of rape

is immobilizing for many
women, and we often find it

difficult to continue to raise

our voices against it. I

would like to encourage all

women to speak out against

rape and all other issues

which affect women at

every opportunity and in

every forum available.

Writing letters is an easy

way to start, or perhaps

joining area women's
groups and organizations of

the Student Union and talk

to other women who are

concerned. I hope to see you

soon.

Liisa Trocki
Women's Leadership Pro-

ject Coordinator
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BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
"An upbeat & exultant ensemble..." N.Y. Times

The fivc-colk'gc B'nai B'rith Hillcl Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
"Jewish Ja::"

o« o

Saturday
Nov. 3

8:00 PM

FUNNY HOUR

99' BAR DRINKS
with Vodka, Gin, Rum, Tequilla, Whiskey

99* BOTTLED BEER
15 kinds. Domestic and Imported

$1.49 TOP SHELF
all brand liquors, all mixed drinks

3-7 PM Mon-Sat, 1-7 Sun

Rt 9 Hadley (across from Mt Farms Mall)

1
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I SPRING

I BREAK
s

1 Help us sponsor your

5 Ft. Lauderdale trip

S and you go for free!

& 5
^ (M0))6S 2006 lOlt^RKI S
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John M.
Greene
Hall

Smith College

MAW. A^mOVtO
MSMCnOH tTATIOM

LONTRIBUTION: $7 General Public, $5 Studento & Senior Litiiens

Northamrtc.r. • ^o»HJ for ThouKht, .AmherM • TlCkhT^ .M THK D(H)R

WINTER
BREAK

Help us sponsor your

school's winter break

ski trip and ski free!

(MM)M ZOM TOLL FHEt

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P156/80R13

• Irtclude* Mounttin)

plus MA state Tax

.fit
on«

of
OOjt

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

j^3=aga=g

Fxjt S0r*tc» Tin Ston
76 SundwiMMi M.. No A>ntMr*t. MA

Acrott Horn WclrotM t Star*

S49-4704

^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Ibe Besi ClttKii»eiW

Car

Trucli

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Styles by Deborah
66 University Drive

549-6610

Try Our New
Luncheon
Specials

From tp^ •^
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

and

New Buffet & Sunday Brunch
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms

2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ALL YOU
CAN EAT 55.25

Children under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet £f Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

expires 11/31/84

valid with this ad

ITHEI
AMHERST DELICATESSEN

In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

On-Cmmpua & Apartment
Delivery Available • 549^314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & Salads
• Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

FrI. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

—

;

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 54^^14
Open MonSst.. 9 a.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun.. W

Wednesday. October 31, 1984

gi^n

COUPGN-COUPON-CGUJWJ

.^..2^

, FREE 16 OZ. SODA
8 with purchase of whole sub.

The Kick Off

expires 10/26/84

mm

^ HALLOWEEN
"*

BALL!
The phantom of the opera spins all your favorite hits

DRESS TO DISTRESS. . .

come in COSTUMES
Beauty, Beast, and the best of the rest Judging

Don't forget it's

PENNY DRAFT NITE

every other draft just V
Rt. 9, Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

Get On Your Feet and Down to Pearl Street

For the Best Dancing Time Wednesday through Saturday

WEDNESDAY 31st OCT.

School of Management

CAREER DAY '84

November 14th

First Floor Campus Center

Over 30 Companies Represented!

Presentations, Luncheon, Career Fair, Reception

Luncheon Tickets on Sale SOM Lobby

through November 9th

Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club

AH Majors Welcome!

TONIGHT
THE HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY

you've all been waiting for

First Prizes of Dom Perignon for best costumes

(male, female, couple, most bizarre)

and many other prizes

The Only Vampire - D.J. West of Transylvania

COUNT DREAD
$3.00 Cover

Friday 2nd Oct.

DA' UNO DA' DUO D.J.'s

They're Spinning Dancing Disks Every Friday

And Every Saturday
Spinning Dancing Disks is

ANDREW WOLFE of Kl?? 108 FM BOSTON
Coming Up: Eight to the Bar Wed Nov 28Th

Starting Sunday Afternoons 11th Nov Polka Party

from Chicago MARION LU9M
Positive IDs Required at the (loot Photo Dnvei s. Licensa .ABC catd

IB flUSl SltUJ HdmhllMPm. MH. I>3 5U7771
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HALLOWGRAMS
"Have you been treated?"

Pick up at CO between 8-4 today. Sponsored by Mortar BoardHonor Society

Ardria Affannato
MTy E. 'hearn
Amy (208 Waahirigton)
Julie Anderson
Trncy inderson
Jennifer Andrews
Lealie Armstrong
Katy Arnold
Elizabeth Auger
3teven Bailey
Chris Barber
Kira Barber
Brian Bartlett
John Barrasso
Dlsnne Barry
Cinde Bettys
Kelly Baxter
Sir B«nnett
Julie Beraan
Karen Berns
Tony Betros
Sue Bird

Chrissie Birni .igham

Lynne Blackln ,ton

Peter Blaclcsi' n
fllison Blount
Susnn Bo«ac9to
Ann Bonanno
•lice Bonsignore
D«bbi e Bori
Debbie Bernstein
Ruth Boule
Lisa Bower
Donnn Brsbaion
Julie Br«deen
Chris Bpenco
Maura Brettin
3<isan Breitsteln
Jill Bresnick
Laurn Brewer
B«t9y Broadbant
Jenny Bruaberg
Catharine Brun*Sge
Llndn Buck
Thomas Bushman
Plsyer Butler
lancy Buttine
iMbella Oeebopo
Bukbles Callahan
Ihul Csnltaro
J*rr Csv«*M

Carmine Caporelli
Laurie Carroll
Nabbio Cavallaro
Jennifer Casper
Chris Chadwick
Trici« Chambers
Cathy Cnilson
Diann^ Churchill
Sue Collagen
Susan Collins
Rosens ry Gonlen
Kevin Connors
Mark Connelly
Norman Cooper
Ana Correa

Frank Correra
Josrin Gostflntini
Jean Cowen
Karen Coyne
Michael Jeffery Creato
Grace Cucchissi
Amy Custance
Catestuffin
Linda Danco
Virginia Danner
Nancy Dardzinski
aary Darn
Kenny Davenport

Erin Dempsey
Karen Uenker
Lisa Desgroselliers
Ruth Devine
Elitabeth Ann Dibbli
Lenore Difioro
Janet Dillingham
Gary Dixon
Stephen Dorato

' Patricia Driban
Jennifer Drosens
Judith Drobnyk
Keren Druramely
Dave Duggal
Tinmy Durkin
Kris Dyer
Sue Eastham
David Elkins
Julie Qnbriano
Paul Endera
Meaghan Pahey
Oreg Pahn
Lisa Psjnor

Valerie Palk
Wendy Peen
Dpvid Feldman
Scott Ferrazzani
Dave Fick
Karen Fields
Helaine Fingold
Amy Finailver
Leslie Fisch
Nancy Fisher
Heidy Fishkind
Karl Fleischman
Wayne Fletcher
Tom Flynn
Mark Fagarty
Diennie Fonseca
Erika Franzel
Russell Friedman
Liz Gagliardo
Gary Gauthior
Laura Gauantor
John Oazziniga
Malcolm George
Parhad Ghadushaby
Michele Giuditta
Janet Glavin
Jill Goodwin
Paul Franz Oorter
Pamela Goldsmith

Susie Graham
Susan Oranzer
Barry Greenwood
Bob Griffin

,
Ellen Gross
Beth Gross
Matthew Grouy
Jodi B. Green
Brian Greenwood
Roberto Guadalope
Meryl Gura
Yuonne Gutierrez
Robin Hamil
Martha Hanley
Erik Hardy
Pat Hartigan
Jane Hasten
Kristin Hawes
Christopher Hsyduk
Bandi Heiman
Susan Heruiing
Bertha Hernandee
Marc Hershon

Kevin Hill
Scott Hill
Perry Hobson
Lauri Hochberg

Rodney Holt
Lisa Horan
Jim Horgan
Sue Horn
Sandra Home
Mark Hull
Suzanne Ingeis
Victoria Iritsky
Bill Irwin
Chris Irzyk
Kirstin Jahn
Neil S. Jensen
Shells Jewett
Janice Cubic Jordon
Jeff Juneau
Lynn Kachuvak
Phil Kaiser
Jenni fer Keenen
Debby Kelley

Jen Kennedy
Maureen Renney
Cassandra Klotz
Sandi Knowlton
Robyn Korengold
Scott Kresge
Tim Kronk
Carl Kropewniki
Jack Kunces

Lacey, Lydia
Ladenberg, Kathy
Laffiate, Rafi
Lam, Elizabeth
Langford, Sandra
Laroche, Laura
Larry &Wally
Lavoie, Michael
LeBrun, Elaine
Lee, Adeline
Lee, Peter £rick

Leferve, Jeainriine
Leonard, Daniel
Leshine, Jody
Levenson, llama
Levine, Ron
Liban, Jay
Libardi, Gene
Libman, Brian
LoBip, Jennifer
Long, Lannae

ILucchesi, Frank
Lucia, Tim
Lunn, Susan
Lutz...norma Jean

JMaciver, Leslie
iMapiolia, Doug

Maguire, Joe
Mailer, Sharon
Mainville, Molly
Malony, Pete
deMarco, Carlo T.
Martin, Dawn
Martin, Kathie
Mas tro to taro, Julie
Mattel, Jonathan
Mattera, Beth

Matthews, Jim
Matukaitis, Bill
Maxwell, Mike
McAllister, Dawn
McCarthy, Mar> Beth
Mc earthy, Greg
McDawitt., Brian
McDonald Kelly
McGovem , Terry
McKay, Kelly

McKenna, Carol
McManus, Kathleen
McNichols, Diane
Mejia, Marcla
Melilli, Beth

Melvin, Rebecca
Mendelson, Karen
Meyer, Eetephanie
Moranhas, Mike
Muiee, Lauretta
Mulherln, Joan
Mullett, Donnaalehi
Mundt, Diane
Mufphy, Donna

Neff, Tracy
Nettleton, Kimberly
Naylor, Mar^orie
Nichols, Russ
Niewzwiadek, Walter
Noel, Debbie
Noonan,Loai8e
Nordy, Craig
North, Jennifer
North, Jennifer

0"Brien, Mary
0"Connell, Patricia
Ogintz, Elise
Loson, Susan
Opprecht, Kerrie
Ordway, Melinda
Ortler, Faith
O'Shea, Jim
Osherow, Uene
straw, Adam

Ott, AnnMarie

Packard, Debbie
Palazzo, Martylee
Parsek, Janice
Peltier, Craig
Perera, Luis
Pfister, Kira

Pfister, Kim
Pisano, James
Piatt, Sandy
Pro to, Pam
PruBkin, Laurie
Pugsley. Andrea

Quinn,3e.9n
Qu inn, Terry

Rane, DianaLee
Havitz, Terri"S,Sr
Ready, Kathy
Reidy, Mary
Reidy, Mary
Reiss, Robin
Reynolds, Fifi
Rhyder, Katherine
Eicord, Joann
Robert*Andy
Rita, Bevedy
Robinson, DVtoe

Rodriguez, Luis
Rosen Diane
Rosenthal, Michael
RosBr Jinny
Roth, Vanessa
Roy, Christopher
Roy, Mike, Rob, Pet<
Roye, Mitch
Russell, Nancy

Sawula, Sue
SchlMBsr, Dean
Scileppl, Jennifer
SohofeK, Jennifer
Shu back, D«b
SfcMulEe, Vicki
Senra, aiddy
Shapiro, Linda
Sheehey, Brian
Shep^*rd, Laurie
Short, Brent
Sincn, Beth
Skvoric, Violet

Sllney, Donna
Smith, Holly
Solberg, Larry
Spellos, carol
Spemcer, Jane
Spltt,Caryn
Steadman, Kim
Steenstra, Curt
Stem, Erica
Strauss, Jonl
Stolls, rr«cy
Sulllwan, Kevin
Swan eon, Ronald
Swltko, Sharl

Talbot, Mary
Taonen kmy
Thatcher, Becky
Thereau, Mark
Toto, Julie
Traiian, Michelle
Tucker, Lynne
Tucker,Margie
Tur«tBky, R«chel
Ushlo, Tualo
Taall. Paul

yralte, Baaa
Walcak, Rlok
Walk, Bally
Walah, Mary
Vaxaac, Suaan
Whlta, E«D

Vhlteford, Cory
Wlederllght, Staoy
Wlllatt, B. TlBBT
Wllllaaaoa, »rii
wllllaaaoB, Bob
tfllaar, JolB
Wlnav, fatfay
win slow, Paa
Win tar, Kristlaa
V-boof, Jallaua
Tooag, 0«r*lya
SixkM, lUrla

SWEET TOOTH
FAST FREE DELIVERY

o( individual tarvings

CAKES & PASTRIES

ECSTASY BY CHOCOLATE CAKE - CouW 0» < iuow.iuie '«< «•• ' *'

CHOCOLATE LAYER CAKE Anotnw wmpiaiwr. (o- ih« chocoiww ' W

CONTINENTAL - * 'k-H paa'y "wn i.iwd •! ixxh tna% min cnoeoi»w crea- I 5<

For irw cttocumn aocmM:*!*

CHEESECAKE w.« M..d you • >'.p w N«. vb..i '""j*^'
''T'!ff«,.v

'
3-

CARROT CAKE • We c«" 1 promiM. Bo! .t m., h«ip you 'ina *^al yy> ' S<

NAPOLEON - On» t-ie ana ,ou 11 sue*"*' 10 iw loy o< cu»ia«a ^ '
*'

^.tn (rij^iing on top

• 'XHiOl* «tO0P

ICE CREAM Fton, Ban 5 tfw OMI .n ir» Valley

Vanilla Cnoco(ate SnawOw'y Mud P'f ' "' " "

Aak abouT oui *iavo» c* ih« w««*i

MUNCHIES
OATMEAL FUDGE BAR « Bio r,«w» oai lacad «itn ih'O 'udge ii'es 5' t, o

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE • A v«at,ie coofe loadw) wnh gooOws

FRUIT BREAD - A change o« paca CouW t>« banana nui wmor n,.i

crHnt)«rfv '^'^' O* pumpkin faiSin A»*

BAKLAVA - A O'tet rtoi.gM A ainaii r.c« inangia o» paa-y ano nuis

ilfpnrhed ir ^nnfy Vbu II love •

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE Sup«no- coni«iion» 10 maw you. MMo BuOa daiirioua

vbu n«v»r naa n So good'

/ pound
1 pound

155

1 50

75

75

105

FUDGE FLAVORS • Chocoiala Crwroiaie Wainui

Rorky Hoal Cnocofala Paanul Bulla'

BLOCK CHOCOLATE • Mi* w Da-i.
•/, pound
1 pound

CALL

256-8102
Sunday ll'u Inuilday 6 00 pr^ 1 00 am

79 S Pleasant St ,
Amherst

Mmimum ortf«r $S 00
Prtcas do r>ot )rfclu<>« !•>

DOUBLE FEATURE r||\|£|\|A

Wednesday thru Saturday

October 31 - November 3 i
I

i American Werewolf

I in London

! Animal House

7:15

9:00

»T«1
rrr
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Field hockey grinds out 2-0 win

over Terriers, Donnelly shines

T—r in—or-

HOME nn:yy visitor

PERIOD ,

ByEDHAYWARD
Collegian Stall

With junior Ail American Megan Donnelly providing the

offense, the University of Massachusetts field hockey team

defeated Boston l^niversity 2 yesterday at NOPE field.

While BU put an unranked team on the field to face the

fourth ranked Minutemen the game carried some extra

tension with UMass' next opponent, a powerful University

of Connecticut team (ranked fifth in the nation), waiting in

the wings. The Minutemen play UConn this Saturday in

their regular season finale. UMass wiU take a 13 3 record

into the contest.

"It was a hard game to play, knowing we have a big game

against UConn but we had to win this one. We couldn't

help looking to Saturday but we couldn't look past this

game. We knew we had to win; we had to do it," UMass

coach Pam Hixon said.

UMass started the game strong taking the ball deep into

BU territory. Minuteman forwards Judy Morgan and Erin

Canniff applied strong pressure to Terrier defenders and

goalkeeper Mary Linham.

But it was Donnelly, a midfielder, who put UMass on the

scoreboard.
, t u

After a struggle for possesion in front of the goal. Linham

was caUed for illegal obstruction of the ball and UMass was

awarded a penalty stroke. Hixon called on Donnelly and

the junior confidently put the ball in the lower right corner

of the goal. The goal came nine minutes into the game.

At 9:38 Donnelly scored the final goal of the game. With

UMass awarded a free hit foUowing a BU foul, senior

midfielder Pam Moryl faked several swings at the ball.

unsettling the BU defense. Moryl then tapped the ball to a

nearby Donnelly who blasted a shot into the lower left

corner of the BU goal from twenty five yards out.

The remainder of the first half along with the remainder

of the game consisted of a see-saw battle between the two

teams. Both succeeded in taking the ball deep into the

opponent's territory yet neither team could produce any

results.

"BU used the long ball and they got their transition game

going. The game became the ping pong type of contest:

back and forth, back and forth. It turned into a midfield

battle." Hixon said.

Statistically. UMass dominated the game. The

Minutemen out shot the Terriers 30 to five. UMass goaUe

Lynn Carlson saved all five BU attempts and Linham saved

seventeen. BU was awarded six penalty corners but

yielded fourteen.

"We played ok. " said Hixon. "It wasn't a stellar per

formance but we did what we had to do. I would have liked

to have seen a little more passing...! thought there were

more one on one situations than I wanted. But BU moved

Donnelly gets i

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It wasn't your ordinary field hockey win at the NOPE
field as the fourth ranked University of Masachusetts

disposed of unranked Boston University, 2-0 yesterday.

It was, maybe, the last home game for seniors Pam

Moryl, a midfielder, defender Andrea Muccini. forward

Judy Morgan and forward Maura Coughlin.

Junior Megan Donnelly, who has scored just once since

her four goal, one assist outburst in the first three games,

tallied both Minutemen goals.

And the 13 3 Minutemen didn't play their best because

their minds were on Saturday's upcoming matchup with

Colletoan ph'>U. by Andy Heller

UMass forward Erin Canniff (right) battles a Boston University defender for the ball in action

yesterday at NOPE. UMass won. 2-0.

the ball well and they took away a lot of our chances."

"It was a long game to watch, " Hixon said. "When you

over emphasize the outcome of the game the time between

the beginning and the end drags and you can lose sight of

what you have to do. So you just have to hold on and we

did."

"With UConn in the back of our mind this game was made

even tougher. UConn is a big rival. We don't need to work

on psyching ourselves up. we know what they present.

But we still had to play this game and get it out of the way.

I'm glad it's over and I'm glad we won. Now we can start

devoting all of our thinking towards UConn. "
Hixon said.

IMassZBUO
UMass
BU
Scoring:

from Moryl (4)

Shots:

Saves:

Comers:

2-0-2

04W)

UM: Donnelly (6) tmassisted, Donelly (7)

UM: 30, BU: 5

UM: Carlson 5, BU: Linham 17

UM: 14. BU: 6

arch-rival Connecticut, who UMass hasn't beaten m over

four years.

"Overall, it was a tough game to play," Donnelly said.

"BU was a pretty scrappy team. No one had a chance to

develop the passing game. You just tried to survive."

Donnelly scored her third penalty stroke of the year (she

previously scored against North Carolina and Virgina) to

give UMass the 10 lead and took a nice pass from Pam

Moryl to score the second goal.

Moryl passed her stick over the ball and Donnelly fired it

into the net from 25 yards out. "It was a great pass from

Pam." Donnelly said. "All I had to do was hit it. She saw

the space and told me. We work on those plays a lot."

"Those plays," coach Pam Hixon said, "are designed to

get the ball on goal not necessarily score. Our philosophy

is try to get the goalie to play as many balls as possible.

We try to wear them down."

"She (Megan) played well," Hixon said. "She controlled

the flow of play."

The seniors also played well in their last home field ap-

pearance unless they are seeded in the top four in NCAA
playoffs and get the home field advantage. "Andrea

(Muccini) played well and Judy Morgan did a good job,"

Hixon said.

But to have any chance at home field advantage for the

Nov. 10-11 playoffs, UMass has to beat UConn on

Saturday, Hixon said.

Minutemen cross country

look to New Englands
By CHRIS TREMBLAY
Collegian Correspondent

The men's cross country learn went into

Van Cortland Park, New York to compete

against Manhattan College, St John's and

Rhode Island this past weekend. When

thev came out ihey had defeated Rhode

Island 22 37, but lost to St John's 26 29

and Manhalten 17-38.

"I thought we would beat Rhode Island

and lose to St Johns and Manhattan,

"

coach Ken O'Brien said, "But I didn't think

we'd come as close as we did to St. John's

The Minutemen had left seven of their

top 10 runners at home to rest up for the

next few weeks when they participate in

the New Englands and IC4A's. Of the

runners that did show up in New York it

was John Pannichione who came across

first for UMass. sixth overall. Ricky Dow
(ninth) and Tim Flynn (10th) were the

next two runners in for the Minutemen.

While the men's team was preparing for

next weeks New Englands women's team

was in Boston at Franklin Park competing

in their New England meet.

UMass took ninth place overall out of the

36 competing teams, with Boston College

winning it and Holy Cross and Boston

University taking second and third

respectively.

"I was hoping the team would place a

little higher," coach Caroline Gardiner

.said. "But it was really tough. Holy Cross

(who came in second) wasn't there last

year, so they made a difference in the

standings."

The Minutemen did very well, according

to Gardiner, but still lack the runner to

place in the top 15.

The Tigers win again
Hernandez wins Cy Young in relief

NEW YORK (AP) — Willie Hernandez,

whose near-perfect relief pitching played a

major role in the Detroit Tigers' drive to

the World Series Championship, was

named Tuesday the winner of the American

League Cy Young award as the league's

best pitcher.

The Puerto Rican left hander. who joined

the Tigers in a trade with the Philadelphia

Phillies just before the 1984 season, had 32

saves in 33 save oppportunities, five more

saves than he had in a mediocore seven-

year career in the National League.

He combined that with a 9-3 won lost

record and a 1.92 earned run average as the

Tigers coasted to the AL East crown, then

went on to win the playoffs over Kansas

City and World Series over San Diego.

Hernandez saved the third and deciding

game of the playoffs, then added two more

saves in the World Series, in which he had a

1.69 ERA. The voting was based on

regular season performances.

Hernandez, who will turn 30 on Nov. 14,

had 12 of the 28 possible first-place votes

and 88 total points to edge another relief

pitcher, Kansas City's Dan Quisenberry. in

the balloting by two baseball writers from

each of the 14 American League Cities.

Quisenberry, who had a 6-3 record, a 2.64

ERA and 44 saves as the Royals won the

AL West, had nine first place votes and 71

total points.

Rick Sutcliffe of the Chicago Cubs was
named the National Ix^ague's Cy Young
winner last week.
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Sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Volleyball: at Sosthem Conn
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fAe party

UPSTAIRS
Nightly Specials:

HALLOWEEN PARTY
Cash Prizes

3 Categories

|$100 GRAND PRIZE

Sing Along with

Gordy Milne

Special Witches Brew

AND DOWN

rliailMNNNNOiimnimH

. CALL
I CAMPUS
I AUTO PARTS
I 549-3945

amNNNMaillMNNMOIIIININHiaimNINHICMIHIII

FOR ^VI€Rt\
s

ORIGINAL QUALITY IMPORT CAR R&RTS

IMPORT
CAR PARTS

Q

I

mm

i

YOU WON'T BE SORRY WHEN YOU
INSTALL THE REAL THING! We carry Vera |
Imported Car Parts the original quality parts from 5

Japan. England and Western Europe made I

precisely to maintain your car s original performance! f

AUTNOflllCD

^€lipM€Rt\
ORIGINAL QUALITY

IMPORT CAR
PARTS

Campus Auto Parts

107 Sunderland Road
No. Amherst

The store where you get the real thing!

MtnnianiNiiNnioiiiiNmniaimiiiimiDiiiiHiiiiiiaiiiimiiiiioiiiiNNiniDiiiiMiHiiiaiiiiiimiiiaiiiiiii*.

HALLOWEEN PARTY!

with

THE WHITEWALLS

jUl^t

sou'

•;>

THE WHITEWALLS
Bfe* B'p*»*fl 0- Th*- M.llff B'f*rnq Cgn^Ddny M-lwduK-P *J

.0^°°:'*''''*-

'::;:>"

.<^r-^^
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WELCOIVIE TO MILLER TIME

and special guest

THE RADIATORS
WEDS. OCT 31, 8:00pm

THE RUSTY NAIL
ADMISSION $2.00 ADMISSION

$.25 MILLER DRAFTS UNTIL KEGS RUN OUT
),,-«.. rt'*-***"! TJ, ^he W.itef &r*f*.rtg ':o"-.[jj'-< V miu**-^ iWiSCOnv^^^^F
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m LIQUORS
HAPPY HALLOWEEN

St. Pauli, Grolsch, Steinhauser $4.25 6 pk + dep.

Grizzly Canadian Beer . . $3.59 6 pk $13.95 case + dep.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans. . $2.50 6 pk + $9.50 case + dep.

Busch 12 oz. cans $9.95 case -»- dep.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $10.95case + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz cans $10.95 case + dep.

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $5.99 liter + up

Vodka or Gin 80° $849 1.75 liter

Champaqnes & Spumante $2.99 750 mi + up

COUPON SPECIALS,
''"Colgate

Pump
Toothpaste

ear Delight

Hours: Tues-Sat

9:00-5:30

Walk Ins Welconne

U
HAIRCUT $7.00

CELLOPHANES $16,50

Offer good thru 12/1/84

Beauty Salon
228 Triangle St.

Amherst

549-1502
COMPLETE

HAIRSTYLING
FOR

MEN and WOMEN
—Hi

Keri Lotion
6oz.

V1 >99 with coupon
Reg. $4.29

expires 11/3/84

Flex Shampoo
and Conditioner

15 oz.

$1 .79 with coupon
Reg. $2.59

expires 11/3/84

Curity

Cottonballs

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

79 with coupon
expires 11/3/84

SoftlenS Enzyme
Tablets 24's

Reg. $8.77

with coupon vO-S/if
expires 1 1 /3/84

COLLEGE
D=fUG

4 MAIN <;iRMT AMWRST Phont- ?b1 7S!\

99 with coupon
Reg. $1.79

expires 11/3/84

cioice
2 liter bottle

$1 .04 -H deposit

with coupon
expires 1 1 /3/84

Durabeam
Compact
Light

$3.49
with coupon
Reg. $4.99

expires 11/3/84

Fostex
Benzoyl
Peroxide

Clensing Bar
3% oz.

$2.99 with coupon
reg. $3.96

i expires 11/3/84

Ito

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 15. 1984

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE

^GRADUATE STUDENTS AND UNDERGRADUATES, TEACHING COURSES WITH THE

APPROVAL OF THE DEPARTMENT) WHO IS CURRENTLY TEACHING, TRULY OUT-

STANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION, SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING

WITH A BRIEF DESCRIFION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

ANY STUDENT, PAST OR PRESENT, MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1984

TO- DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMIHEE
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

919 CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Ahts

Pooperscoop
By COUNT RAZORHEAD
Collegian Staff

You wild movie-goers out there who just

love to sit in the dark all your lives cuz

you're too ugly to walk the streets, do I

have some scoops for you.

This season's highlight The Worms that

Live in Our Ears stars Drew Barrygore,

Jerry Lewis, Yawn McEnroe and the ears

of Prince Charles. The best part of this

production is said to be the elegantly-

photographed sequence where the stars

march into a gigantic La Machine. Also ap-

pearing in this blockbuster are

Barishnicough, Roman Impotensky, and

the Arab sheik talking about their follies

with Nastrasha Kinki and her boa.

Weekend Winner: Amherst Cinema has
the number one box office hit of the year
Watch Jane Fonda Have a Heart Attack
After Working out with Richard Simmons.
This is running with the shortest feature in

film history a nineteen-second
documentary on the sweet innocence of Pia

Zadora and the modesty of Rob Low.
Local Loser: Bo Derek plays Snow

White to Dudley Moore's Seven Dwarves
in the latest Disney production of the

favorite fairy tale. Mrs. Bush sings her hit

single Words that Rhyme with Rich in a
melodic sequence which also involves

Senator McCarthy and Jerry Ealwell sing-

ing Happy Days are Here Again. Only
recommended for Grenadian children.

If you enjoy reading books about films, I

have a few suggestions. Jodie Foster's

Starving Yalie, Joan Collin's Very Very

Ancient Evenings, and Victoria Principal's

My Plastic Surgeon, Myself are required

readings for this semester.

New Film C(mrses: This course which

serves as a prerequisite for all other film

courses is titled Elementary Preten-

tiousness and is taught by student Suzanne

Saliva. The purpose of the course is to

enable the student to become sexually

frustrated and see phallic symbols in every

thing and to dominate discussions in class.

Warning: Professor Saliva is known to spit

on students when she talks about Freud.

Killer Question: Ed Jeye, Marcie

Moscowitz, Queen of England and the

AyatoUah got the right answer last week.

Yes, it was my mother who cooked my pet

chicken for lunch. Next week's question is

very simple. Does Yoko Ono rhyme with

rich, and is her son really a spoiled idiot?

Refrigaletto is "chilling"
By PIA ZADORA
Special to the Collegian

The Amherst Lite Opera Company open-

ed the winter season with a production of

Refrigaletto, with libretto by Guiseppi Ver-

ti and music by Lev Strabinsky. Alth -igh

certainly an interesting opera, Refrigaletto

failed to sustain the suspension of disbelief

that its fantastic premise required.

Sally, our heroine, wants to have

something for lunch. She is unable to make

up her mind what to eat. When she goes

off to decide, the foods fight amongst

themselves; each wants to be eaten, think-

ing it a form of religious transcendence.

The FZgg (a holy and educated inter-

dominal priest figure) is the only one who
realizes that after the 'fridge, there is

nothing but death. The others ridicule his

blasphemy and eventually kill him.

Despite the efforts of the Bread to unit*

everybody, a war breaks out between the

meats and the milk products. Destruction

is widespread. When Sally returns, she

sees the place is a mess and decides to go

out for Pizza, and the opera draws to a

close.

Unfortunately, the opera isn't sure

whether it wants to be an action-packed,

free-for-all, or a philosophical discourse.

The murdering of the Egg, and the

"Sacrifice of the Leftovers" scenes are

among the most gruesome ever produced

on stage, while the poignant aria "I Will

Be Devoured Tonight" by the Chair ques-

tions the palatability of inanimate objects.

The Amherst Lite Opera staged a

remarkably baa production: the Bread's

voice cracked so often I thought he was an

egg. Their show left me, like the food, cold.

A Real food fight from the Amherst Lite Opera Company's production

of Refrigaletto

Joyce it ainV
Regulation & Policies

by Dennis L. Madson,
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs,

et al.

UMass Press

30p $0.00

by Lenny Lit'rachur

Koleegeein Staff

UMass Press, which has brought us such

best-sellers as Course Catalogue and

Schedule of Classes, takes a turn for the

worse with their recently released Regula-

tions & Policies.

This slim and rather uneventful book

chronicles the misadventures of A. Student

as he journeys through an ambiguous ter-

rain. The main flaw is the characterization:

A. Student is very much a passive hero,

with little control over his own life.

The book starts off with a confusing and

long-winded description of the forces which

govern our protagonist, and try to guide

him to an ideal which includes "...honor,

self-respect, and consideration for the

rights of others." The author apparently

considers this an unobtainable goal, since

he goes on to describe the various

punishments and agonies A. Student will

suffer.

Although it is unclear. A, Student

evidently tries to escape, but fails after two

attempts. These are chronicled in the con-

fusing Administrative Withdrawal and

Health Withdrawal chapters, the latter of

which is thankfully short.

Sense is completely lost in the ludicrous

Alcohol Beverage Policy section, which

abandons all previous pretensions of reali-

ty. Subsequent chapters only add to the

deterioration of plot, although they are

worth noting in their own right. The

lengthy section entitled Educational

Record & Privacy is one of the great

masterpieces of paranoid dystopian fiction

since Rand's Anthem.

Madson's Regulations & Policies is far

from a tour-de-force. It tries to be daring

by ignoring the usual delineations for plot

and structure, but only succeeds m
bewildering the audience. It is a mildly in-

teresting book, but far too abstract for the

casual reader.

University of Massachujftts

at Amherst

Regulations
& Policies

September 1984

Via Umnllw lot SnirinM Aflain

and iht OOia (i< ihr Pmwl
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The Great Pumpkin viaita the »et of

Dune in Mexico. Move over Sting!

J Song of the week; Boy George sings the soundtrack ofThe Wives of the

4- Seven Samurai, "Church of the Poison Suchi, " accompanied by

•^^^^••••••••••••••••••••••*****************

Movies andManhood
by HERB DRESSING
Collegian Salad Bar

This summer a very special anniversary

came and went — that of a certain type of

movie. In most learned circles these films

are referred to as "socially aware

theatrical events." Unfortunately, many

of you may know them by the original

name they were unfairly christened with:

"teenage sex flicks." It may be a little late,

but I think it's high time someone gave

these fine films their d ue.

Any look back at these works of art must

begin with Porky's. The plot of this film

revolves around a small group of friends,

incorporating stellar acting and directing.

A secondary theme that runs through the

film is the members' attempt at passage in-

to manhood. Many parallels can thus be

drawn betwen this movie and such literary

classics as the Illiad and the Odyssey.

There is one problem with this movie.

The director wasn't as explicit about sex as

he should have been.

Porky's is considered to be the

predecessor of all modem day "teen film,"

and should be allowed this one error. The

next film we will look at learns from

P<yrky's mistake, and is considered the best

of this genre. My Tutor shares a basic

•^

, <>

theme with P&rky's, a boy's trek towards

manhood. Here, the similarities end. The

main character has just graduated from

high school, but failed his French class. He

needs this class in order £o get into the col-

lege of his choice. To help his son, the boy's

wonderful father hires a live-in French

tutor. After many weeks in close proximi-

ty, their relationship blossoms from one of

student/teacher U) that of lovers. On the

point of the boy maturing into a man the

film excells. Not only does he become a

witty, urbane, and sophisticated adult, but

he also turns into a caring lover. Not bad

for a two-hour movie. Although the

romance inevitably breaks up, our new

man goes on to pass his French exam. At

this point I would like to point out that

themes such as true love and college accep-

tance are rarely discussed in "sex flicks."

I'm glad I could find nothing wrong with

this film, and rate it a ten.

I can still remember the joy I felt first

seeing these films more than two years

ago. Unlike such trifling pictures as Gme
urith the Wind and Caeablanca these

movies had concrete and enjoyable end-

ings. Above all etee, these movies

realistically portray life as we know it. In

this sense they may -be 'Uie greatest film

achievements of our ti^.
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Excitement!
"You'll never be bored at Advanced Micro Devices" That's what the authors of

The 100 Best Companies to Work for in America* said They ranked AMD
right up there in Ihe top 15. with high points for benefits, job security, ambience

and — perhaps most important — the chance to move up.

AMD is the fifth largest and fastest growing major integrated circuit company in

the U.S. producing both Bipolar and MOS products

Opportunities for graduating engineers are expanding at our Sunnyvale, Califor-

nia headquarters and in Austin and San Antonio, Texas

Your BS, MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering, Solid State Physics, Materials

Science or Computer Science could be the first step in your move up with AMD.

jjJ Jjffr

«

#»*»*»»»*»**»»»»#****»*»**•***•***

On Campus Interviews
November 14, 1984

If our campus interview schedule is full, send your resume to Toni Doyle,

College Recruiting, Advanced Micro Devices, Dept. UMC-1031, MS-57, 901

Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, California

94088. Or call TOLL FREE (800) 538-8450, ext.

2377. An equal opportunity employer.

'Copyright 1984 by R Levering.

M Moskowitz and M Katz

Published by AddisonWesley

LEARN to FLY
For Vi the usual cost

with U.Mass R.S.O. Club.

Free Bus Line. Pilots are welcome.

UNDERGRADUATES
NEEDED NOW!

Course Credit Possible

»*»*****<< >*»****»»»»»»*<

Michel C-onnection

Advanced
Micro
Devices

Catch the wave

PROMPT TICKET DELIVERY SERVICE
FOR ALL CONCERTS AND SPORTING EVENTS

We deliver choice tickets to

HALL er OATES Nov. 1, Hartford

ELTON JOHN Nov. 2, Hartford

CULTURE CLUB Nov. 13, Worcester
Nov. 20, Hartford

KISS Nov. 23, Worcester

Call Jon anytime in Springfield

413-788-6938

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

WEDNESDAY IS for only

' PASTA NIGHT $4.25
includes spaghetti with a choice of homemade

meatball, sausage, fresh eggplant, sauteed

mushrooms, or broccoli served with salad or soup,

bread and butter, and a glass of wine or beer

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

1981 Bordeaux Tasting

November 1, 1984

Lord Jeffery Inn, Amherst

$1 fioo
JLO per person

reservations & information ZJJ' JJOT

Iby*^ i ^-^ Rte.9
SF>onsored , AmhcFst i

Coiduroy shirts and Wrangler® jeans go great together!

Team up these separates for a comfortable, casual look! Solid cotton corduroy shirts with plaid flannel lined

collars and cuffs, and 2 button-thru flap pockets, S-M-L-XL. Wrangler-^ No-Faulf" denims or fashion denims, both

of cotton, 28-42; cotton-polyester corduroys in basic and fashion colors, 28-38. All with 5 pockets.

SALE NOW THRU SATURDAY
SHIRTS JEANS

i99 4 A99
REG. 13.99 ^m REG. 18.99 AND 19.99

onir% I o

10 the department store with a difference

Ont of TfM Slop t snap ComptnWt

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON • SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD 6

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number free

AUTO FOR SALE

Itn Opat Imiiu MCsKant running condi

tion. good gm m»»tBi, *eB6/B0 2Bfr«121

IffTC Volkawaaen Oashar tun roof

AM/FM atarao tlSOO G4»-eB0e alK> VW
Bug MOO.

BMWan 73 aKoaaant inMa and out: ang

6 tran vary atrong, VKa* maintainad,

•unroot. BHatiana, Wabar. ate *3800 or BO
6*6-8170

Toyota CeroHa Daluaa 1f74 axcaflant con

VW Bug yaat m«aaga. rabuilt angina

w/onty 1000 mtaa. «aOO caN aftar 2GB-inB
Kavin

n Audi Foa wagon. Four ^>aad chocolata

brown »»tth aunroof . Naada altamator. Aa a
600. Call M^OIBB

1B7B Toyota Cor«>Ha good condition

«800.a0 can balora 11:00 am or aftar 700
pfn54B-1277

UVE CONCERT TAPES on TDK SA
Caaaanaa Springwean, Floyd, Dead ate

FraaKat Bo« 796 Stoughton. MA 02072

M kt gold rtall *3B00 caN Carolyn aftar 6

»-S«a6

Soft Contact Lanaaa. Moat daily waar

lanaaa »18 00 to *2S.00 aa Extandad waar

lanaaa tSB 00 to M8 00 Soft tintad 136 00

to M6.00. Lowaat pricaa on contact Ian*

loiution. Haat units t12.9e Amharat Optical

Shoppa, Amharat 413-2S3-6412. 2S8-6403

Siiiis Dynaataf Omoglaaa II with Markar

M40 binding* axcallant condition call

6«6-7144 aak for Grag

1W7 charry rod OttMon BO graat action

mint condition »2B0, Ibanai AP 50 black

douHa cutawray amooth faat rtack mint con-

dition •200 call <^408B

MARKETINa INTERN aam monay whito

«worliing on your raauma "Tha Braaaworta

on Routa 9 minutaa from UMaaa cal: Jamaa

Dohorty (617) Btf-BBOB

Hardap^raon to mi* 60 cowa in parkK plu»

odd choraa Call batwaan 9 am 3 pm
686-7174

ftia Sub Raatturant la now accapting ap-

plicationa tor part tima ayaning work. 20-30

hour*

Hava fun and aam good monay part -tima

murt h»v« Monday avaninga fraa lor fraa

trairung. Earn I30-*190 in about 4 houra part

tima flaxWa own houra can 686-2847

UMT Cathyaa - Happy HaMowaanyaa* Hang in

thara - 1 mora waak iova Cub

Stoian In Sylvan araa or Soydan Oym.
Brown laathar wallat containirtg Hoanaa,

bankcard and othar aaaantialt. Subatantial

raward for ratum caN 6-4088 no quaations

aakad tha nama i* KaNay McCormtck

HEY WEISSSLUTHI

FOUND

Vou battar bo carafull I am watching youi

LHUFF, T

DRIVERS WANTED

Earn M - 7 an hour. Mual ba 18 or oldar.

Hava own inaurad, raliabia car. Apply in par-

aon. Domino* Pina Rt 9. Hadlay

OoM-eolor wMch. naar Campus pond. N

niaaam St aida. CaM and daacriba Mary

e8B^2»«0

Sat of kaya found aftar Farraro RaMy Blan

S4S4378 .

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

Gold Bracatot if found
Janal 546-6327 raward if ratumad

RoyaTbluaiackat'ln Bartlatt. Says Robart

on front, Ocaanaida on back. Raward.

Plaaaa can 646-7660

f>aar1 (with altamating goM baadal bracalat.

Plaaaa call 546^671 srtytima

LOST-DOO
~

Loat: SIbarlan Huaky on« Mua aya and
one brown aye Har num» a Panda rKi tag*

on har Black outar coal wtiita chaat Call

Eric avanmgs 666-3201 work-64B-34B0 axt

276 Raward

Oava S. - I figurad you'd forget ao I didn't

laava ona. Guaas I ur>daraatimatad you.
WaN, good things coma to ttMMa who wakt
Plaaaa Raply - Robyn

Androa. It was graat to saa ya again' I hopa
you c;>dn't firnJ my approach too strong

Parhapa thars's stM time to repair tha

damage. Call ma - alwaya your* Adolfo

AASA Matnbara * November 1st maatlrtg

haa bean poetponad until Tuaadey Nov 6

SOM Caraar Day 'B4. No7l4 let IhxK
Campui Center. Sponsored by
Ur«dargraduata Bustneee Club Lur>cheon tin

on sala thnj Nov B in SOM Lobby t6 00
mamtiars, M.OO non-mambars all are
welcoma to attend

hT Bath How are thtnga? OPW

PROFESSIONAL
~

TYPING SERVICE

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female «Mntad for alnota in 2 bedroom in

PreeMential 176 549 lOfe

To ahare one badroom ept In Craantow
Nonsmoking fenrtale 22 t yeer* Studioue

192.50/month plu* utiHtie*. Can 546 6468

evaHaMa 9 Dec 20

RUBBER BRACELETS
THERE HERE

GAY

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ's audio and

viauel entertainment for the 80 s 564^71 2

Rack-A Olac Rack A Video Entarteln

mant Agency. Diaciockey* and large

Bcreen vkJeo partiae for the five collage eree.

546-7144

The Paoplo'a Gay AHtanca boats a aociel

hour each Wed from 3 to 6. Buainee*

meetings ere el 8 30 eech Thura Check the

Campus center schedule for room number*

New people are welcome and encouraged

to attar>d>

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Starwi Sywwn Qmtnt ^'fJJ^'^'SS^
and two 30 Inch spaakai* »100 32»-4S29

N«w Mking appHeMlona for hil and part-

tima poaibona. Muat ba 18 or oMar. Apply in

paraon. Domino's Pins Rt 9 Hadlay

OonarallaberaraapplyatRuatyNaiietoB
PM Wad through Sun ^^^^^

Laoal Aeeletanta Wanted The Lagal Sar

vJceTotfice, sn on-campus agency serving

University students, is looking for \t^

aiewtent intern* for the Spnng i»»

Mmester Get hands-on job •««*'*^ '"

the leoel field, eseieting attorneys at Lsu

wrth dient interviewing, investigatron.

negotietions, legel reeeerch, fliving sdvics

end rsferrsl*. preperation for Federal and

State Court litigation, attendance at court

heenngs end participation in edministrative

hearings Intern* maintain continuing

caieloed under attorT>ey .uperviaion Up to

15 credit, may be receivwl 'w".'***?^
(..patment* To apply, *°[f*^,°Z^
r,ngi„fl an mtemahip and credit. c«>ntact Ot

ficeof Intemahipe. Cun> Hick* Bu**ng. by

Wedneedey, November 7th Wnono aange

raquirad. Further informatton, LSO. KZ
CafT^ua Canter

PERSONALS

You sta hara7Toby from Sonoma St.

Steve 646-7123

Heidi. Friday in GRC, our glanoae incited in

eech other en irwjetermiriata Miea and exclt-

rnoni WouW like to conekJer furttiering it.

Nice to meet you Jim 549-6147

Contact Leneee Repleced Moat branda

120 »25 Or Spencer University Drive

2S6«ei

Sueanna - Happy Halkiwaen i I wlah I could

ba •eying Happy Annwaraary alao* But I

gueea not I hope you re heppy. Love. Linua

Chip^Hed' a greet one" Working on two'

LoveRMU Men

on-campu*. low ratea guaranteed eccep-

tance Nency 584-7924

RIDE WANTED

Mack rubber O-ring bracalatall Madon-

na??' Campu* Center Concourae Wad-Fil

SAVE MY LOVEUFE

I naod a iMa to Boaton it ^
spacmcaKv) on Fri Nov 2 CaN Ui at 64704.

or at the CoNegien Editoriet Oeek Pleaee

keep trylngi

TRAVEL

KHNn«ton Ski Trip condoe *19E Jan
20-26 caM Srw-Saerch Brien or Kevin

54^1466

To Rocheatar NY November 9 (Friday) wW
sfiara expenaae Oeeperste' 6-5774

Ride needed to Buffalo or
Rochaeter/Syracuee Share I Nov. 2

646412B

RIDERS WANTED

Ridara to Rockland County NY or

anywhere on route on 11-2 ratum 11-4 Jody
263-6222

WANTED TO RENT

2 woman want to auMat room in heme or

apaitmant for wmterseaakHi and spring call

646-6623 or 646^5619

2 woman want to take over ap<^

Jan Towr»ahouae , BW. Puffton

6464066

m
Jan

wanted atarting Jan for Bran-

dywkte, Puffton or Twnhouee
64B-3B14 Mike or Tom
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Score!

Football to get help against UConn
by Red Smitii

Collegian Staff

In a shocking decision announced yesterday in Boyden,

University of Massachusetts athletic director Frank

Mclnemey revealed that football players at UMass would

be replaced for the remainder of the season by varsity

The football team, 2-6 on the season and losers of their

last four games, "just wasn't cutting it," according to

Mclnerney.

"Hey, we hired a new coach, gave them a few more

scholarships, and they're 2-6," said Mclnemey. "The

lacrosse team gets nothing and they're always nationally

r3.nkG(i so whnt tht^ hdl.

Lax coach Richard Garber, although admitting he was

surprised by the move, said that the Gorillas would give it

their best shot.

"We've been working out anyway for the spring season,

so we'll just go over to the stadium from now on," said

Garber. "I'll probably run a wide open offense with a lot

of sets and defensively we'll front our man and keep him

between us and the goaline, it's no different than

Iftcrossc

Football coach Bob Stull, in his first year after coming

from his offensive co-ordinator position at the University

of Washington, was unavailable for comment.

"I think Bob packed up and headed back to

Washington," said assistant coach Jimmy Reed. "He was

never too happy here anyway."

The Gorillas, tenth ranked nationally last season and ex-

pected to compete for national title this season, face Con-

necticut this Saturday at Alumni Stadium. The game is

UMass' Homecoming contest.

"A lot of us played in high school anyway and we're in

pretty good shape, so why not," said lax captain Karl Hat-

ton. "If we can beat Army, we can beat UConn."

Garber said that although no positions were definite he

plans on using attackmen on offense .as backs and

receivers, midfielders will play the line, and defensemen

will play linebacker and defensive backs. Goalies will come

ScAllegimn photo by the Madmmn

The UMass men's lacrosse team will take on UConn Saturday in Alumni Stadium for Homecom-

ing.

in in the nickel back situation.

"We're pretty pissed," said football co-captain Peter

Tracy. "OK, we're not the best football team in UMass

history, but we try pretty hard."

Mclnemey said that all football scholarships would be

taken from the football players and distributed among the

lax players.

"I figure that each lacrosse player will get about $200.00

each," said Mclnemey.
Also, on the UMass helmets, the Minutemen will be pic-

tured holding a Brine lacrosse stick instead of his usual

musket.

"I've always wanted a bigger office," said Garber, "And
the players have always wanted to play in the stadium. So

I think it's a good move."

Women's varsity teams

reduced to club status
by ARCHIBALD V. BUNKER
Former Collegian Women's Sports Editor

In a stunning development, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts athletic department

has cancelled all varsity women's athletic

programs, effective immediately, accor-

ding to a department spokesman.

The move will save the University $70,000

and the extra money will go to the football

and basketball programs. UMass will also

.set up a home economics department for the

women left with no teams.

"It's high time the University got down

to basics," Athletic department dean David

H. Whaler said. "Women need to leam

real skills that will help them in life like

cooking, cleaning and ironing. Playing soc-

cer, field hockey, and lacrosse just doesn't

hack it."

Whaler said one of the first benefits of the

program would be women sewing numbers

on the shoulders of the UMass football

team's uniforms so the spotters in the press

box will have an easier time identiJFying

players.

Former women's soccer coach Kalekeni

Banda was very upset at the move. "First

they eliminate the women's soccer pro-

gram, which goes to three national cham-

pionships. What's next? The men's soccer

team? Don't they like soccer around here?

What's their problem, anyway? Besides,

what am T ominor to do with the five dif-

ferent sets of uniforms?"

"What do we have to do to please the ad-

ministration," former field hockey and lax

coach Pam Hbcon said. "All we do is go to

the Final Four every year? What's the

football team done around here but lose to

Maine? We haven't lost to Maine in ten

years."

The women's varsity sports, soccer, field

hockey, basketball, gymnastics, softball

and women's lacrosse, will all be reduced to

club level sports and the coaches will be

reassigned or let go.

"Oh, well. You win some. You lose

some," athletic director Frank Mclnemey
said. "We had to make a decision

somewhere. We feel we are taking a

strong moral stand on the issue. America

is in a bad way because women are out run-

ning around instead of learning how to act

properly in society.

The athletic department also announced

that they will take over the annual Pum-
pkin Bowl and will move it in Alumni

Stadium in 1986. This year's game was

held in Salem, Mass. in Jack O'Lantem
Memorial Stadium. BYU upset South

Carolina, 52-46.

"We look forward to playing in

Aniherst," Pumpkin Bowl director Beth

Reilly said, "and we expect to sign a big

money contract with Channel 57 very

shortly. We're looking for Tony Betros to

do play by-play.

sports ata glance

MuaclM photo by Howard Kilp«trick

Football Coach Bob Stull has announced that Scottish strongman Sean

O'McGovem has been employed as a walnut crusher.

UMass Schedule:

Australian Rules Football: at

Sydney, 3 p.m.

ProfeBsional Wrestling: The Iron

Sheik vs. Hulk Hogan, 3 p.m. Boyden
Gym.
Curling: Newfoundland Tech, Cam-

pus Pond, 5 p.m.

Trivial Pursuit: MIT at Tower
Library (18th floor), 6 p.m.

New England Quarters Champion-

ship: At the Pub, 9 to 1.

Nerf Football: Townhouse Apart-
ments, front lawn.

Swan Shooting: Campus pond after

curling.

Radical shooting: sponsored by

Republican Club, Earth Foods Cafe,

noon to 6 p.m.

Keg Rollinr Stadium parkinf lot,

Saturday only.
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Stephen Erickson, president of UMass Republican

Club, speaks to a crowd outside the Student Union

Building yesterday at a rally for Ronald Reagan.
Erickson confronted many hecklers and Democratic

supporters waving signs.

Republicans rally, heckled by crowd
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

More than 100 students attended a

political rally sponsored by the University

of Massachusetts Republican Club on the

steps outside of the Student Union Building

at noon Wednesday.
Six speakers lectured on subjects ranging

from the economic recovery to foreign

policy at the rally. About as many
Democratic supporters as Republican

supporters attended the rally which lasted

about 45 minutes.

Stephen Erickson, president of the

Republican Club, speaking on the candidacy

of Republican Ray Shamie for the U.S.

Senate, said, "Shamie realizes there are no

limits to the American people. Liberals like

Kerry and Mondale put limits on

everjrthing but the government."

Erickson stopped in the middle of his

speech to address hecklers who harrassed

speakers throughout the rally. "As a

university, we place a lot of emphasis on

social tolerance," he said. "We need more

political tolerance. Our organization made

a conscious decision not to heckle at the

Ferraro rally. If ideas cannot be heard then

our society is in a lot of trouble," Erickson

said.

Erickson continued his speech, stressing

the importance of pluralism in

Massachusetts, which has only on

Republican representative in Congress.

With a Republican president, it is im-

portant to have Republicans to represent

this state in Congress, he said.

Hecklers shut off power to the public

address system while master of ceremonies

Kim Hackett was speaking. As one speaker

was talking about Nicaragua, several

students walking by shouted "liar" and
"shut up". One student, dressed in a white

sheet and wearing a gas mask held a sign

reading "Mutants and Nukes, vote Reagan-

Bush."

After the rally, a Mondale supporter

apologised to Erickson for the hecklers and

said there was no place for that kind of

behavior, Erickson said.

Susan Mitchell, speaking on the economic

recovery, said, "Inflation is down,

unemployment is down, taxes are down. It

only makes sense to continue the policies of

the Reagan administration in an effort to

reinforce the economic recovery that

Americans have come to enjoy."

"We're making a statement about UMass,

that the conservative voice cannot be

silenced," Erickson said after the rally.

Gandhi death shocks Indian students
By MATTHEW BERMAN and PETER
MENTOR
Collegian Staff

The assassination of Indian Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi by Sikh extremists sent

emotional shock waves throughout the local

Indian community, who feared a renewal of

religious strife between Hindus and Sikhs

in their homeland.

"I think it's terrible," said graduate

student Amala Reddy. "Gandhi was very

popular with people in the villages. She's

done a lot for them in terms of land and

social reforms. Now everyone is going to

turn against the Sikhs."

"My first reaction was total shock," said

Indian graduate student Rema Pai. "The

assassination could trigger mass hysteria.

Rioting could spread. There could be a

major bloodbath. It's unsettling to people

like me who want to go back someday."

Gandhi assassinated by Sihks
NEW DELHI, India (AP) - A tearful,

vengefu' India mourned the assassinated

Indira Gandhi on Wednesday and turned

to the slain prime minister's son to lead

the huge nation through its time of crisis.

The 66-year old Mrs. Gandhi was cut

down outside her home Wednesday
morning in a rain of submachine-gun

bullets fired by her own Sikh bodyguards,

officials reported. At least one of the two

or three gunmen was killed, the reports

said.

The mortally wounded prime minister, a

Hindu, died five hours later, setting off a

wave of anti-Sikh violence across the

nation.

"Return blood with blood!" Hindu

crowds shouted in New Delhi, where Sikh

shops were set ablaze and Sikh shrines

stoned. Hundreds were reported injured.

Extremist members of the minority Sikh

religion had threatened repeatedly to kill

the prime minister, especially since she

ordered a bloddy army assault against the

Sikhs' holy Golden Temple last June to

crush the Sikh separatist movement in

Punjab state.

National legislators of Mrs. Gandhi's

governing Congress Party met in

emergency caucus Wednesday and

unanimously chose her son, Rajiv, 40, a

party general secretary, to succeed her.

Later, under heavy security at the

presidential palace, President Zail Singh

adminstered the oath of office to Gandhi, a

member of Parliament and former airline

pilot who had been groomed by his mother

to continue the "Nehru dynasty."

Continued to p. 5

Political science professor Anwar Syed

said he was not optimistic about the

situation. "I think the thing to worry about

is reprisals against the Sikhs," he said. "I

think the possibility exists that Hindu

extremists will want to take revenge

against the Sikhs."

According to Syed, who is from neigh-

boring Pakistan, there has been a tradition

of hostilities between India's Hindus and

Sikhs, who make up less than one percent of

the population. Earlier in the year, the

Indian Army put down a major Sikh

rebellion.

Sanjiv Uugal, president of the University

of Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate

and a Sikh, said he was "quite upset" at the

news. "I felt a little ashamed." he said. He

added that he didn't attend classes because

of the way he felt.

Cffntinued t^V- ^

Senators bar
SGAfunding
censorship
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night prohibited using student fees for

funding Student Government Association

groups that "attempt to implement cen-

sorship and other forms of media control."

Earlier in the meeting, the senate voted

61 27 against having new elections for the

speaker and SGA treasurer seats presently

held by ('hris Sullivan and John Mooradian.

The support for the two officers denied a

motion made because new senators had not

participated in the officer elections last

spring.

In a lively debate, the senate voted 40 37

to freeze funding to Recognized Student

Organizations (RSO's) and other SGA
groups which "attempt to implement

censorship.

"

Jordan Rosner. a senator from John

Adams, said that the motion upholds, "Not

only the Senate constitution, but also the

constitution of the United States."

"I think that any student on this campus

has the right to freely express him or

herself, read any magazine they want, or

see any movie they like. UMass students

pay $96 every year, and that money should

not be used to inhibit their rights to

freedom of expression, speech, or the right

to form opinion," Rosner said.

Many senators argued that the campus

wide censorship issue, which surfaced last

spring when playboy andPlaygirl were

removed from the University Store, in-

fringed upon student's First Amendment

rights.

Commuter senator Marilyn Bou said that

"All the progressive work which the senate

has done on anti-oppression and anti racism

would be stepped on," if the proposal was

approved.
, ,.•

The senate is presently holdmg anti-

oppression workshops which are mandatory

for all senators.

The Student Center for Education and

Research Advocacy (SCERA) student

coordinator. David Martin, said he did not

like working of the motion.

"This motion is dangerously vague,

Martin said. "What is the definition of

censorship, and freedom of expression?

This is too broad and I urge you to vote

against it."
^

Others complained about the motion s

wording. Its intent is to freeze funds of

"groups that attempt to implement cen-

sorship, prior restraint, and other forms of

media control."

According to chief engineer Bill Stepchew.

radio station WMUA is required by the

Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) "To exercise prior restraint and

censorship in all broadcasts."

Stepchew, who did not address the senate,

said that the use of profanities over the air

is an example of this. "If we don't adhere to

FCC requirements, we can lose our license.

Stepchew also said after the meeting that

he now considers all funds which WMUA
receives from the senate to be frozen.

Rosner defended that senate vote, saying

that the motion "Stops people from saying

'you can't read that book or see that movie,'

" but not from students' rights to protest

against the material.

Inside:

UMass meds seek accreditation.. . p.3

Student notes being abused? p.3

New Right and Reagan p.7

Russ returns, firing away p. 16

"He who makes a beast ofhimselfgets

rid of the pain of being a man.

"

—Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
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81.00

BOSTON (AP) - Official

totals aren't in, but it ap-

pears Massachusetts
residents have set an all

time record for registering

to vote, election officials said

Wednesday.

"It's the highest ever."

Nancy Driscoll. a

spokeswoman for the

Secretary of State's elec

tions division, said of

3,254,004 registered voters.

Of that number, 22,000

signed up since the August

registration deadline for the

Sept. 18 primary.

The previous record was

set in October 1980. another

presidential election year,

with 3.156,672, she said.

"The actual, certified

numbers may be a little

different but nothing better than 85 percent for

major." Ms. DriscoU said, next Tuesday's election.

who added that figure for

those signed up since

August cannot be described

as "newly" registered

because they may represent

people who have moved.

Of the total, about 48

percent are Democrat, 13

percent Repulican and the

rest are independent, she

said.

Meanwhile, Secretary of

State Michael J. Connolly

said the new total means 73

percent of the state's eligible

voters are registered. He

also predicted a turnout of

"The people of

Massachusetts take their

politics very seriously and

they want to make their

voices heard," he said,

adding that a lively U.S.

Senate race between
Republican Raymond
Shamie and Democrat Lt.

Gov. John Kerry, as well as

the presidential contest,

should attract voters.

Connolly, noted that while

54 percent of voters turned

out nationwide for the 1980

election. Bay State turnout

was more than 81 percent.
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Duke unveils plan
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis unveiled

a four-year, $545 miUion plan Wednesday to upgrade

Massachusetts' public education, but said local school

districts would have the option of participating in many of

the grant projects.
. , j n j

Dukakis told about 75 secondary school and college ad-

ministrators that the money would be distributed in ad-

dition to the revenue-sharing funds communities already

receive from the state.

Dukakis' proposals are in the form of amendments to an

education reform bUl in the House Ways and Means

Committee. Rep. Jame Collins, D-Amherst, is one of the

CO sponsors of that bill.

"One of the most important priorities is passage of this

legislation." Dukakis said, adding that the bill may be the

"most important education bill we pass this century."

Dukakis said his proposal also would require statewide

testing of students in grades 3, 5 and 7 and evaluation of

teachers and administrators every two years, but he said

communities would help create the tests. The governor s

proposal also would set course requirements for high

school graduation and a disciplinary code for every school.

Dukakis' plan earmarks the largest amount of money for

new Eaual Educational. Opportunity grants to. help poor

school districts meet minWum per-pupil spending wfthin

four years. By law. all school districts must spend at least

85 percent of the statewide average spent per child on

education by 1989.
, s.n or^

The average per pupil is currently JJ.bOU a year.

Frank Keefe. secretary of the Executive Office of

Administration and Finance, said 130 of the states 430

school districts fall sharply short of that spendmg stan-

Most of those school districts are in southeastern

Massachusetts. northern Worcester County, the

Berkshires and in Springfield. Holyoke and Chicopee,

Keefe said. _^^_^^_^^^^
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HALLOWEEN HIJINKS—Band member Brian Curro

(left) grows a beard while practicing his rifle drill in

front of Old Chapel yesterday. Melissa Christenson

(right) easily gets people to smile for the camera as

she works in the student LD. office in Hampden Din-

ing Common.

University status under review
By WILLIAM COLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

A team of investigators has been meeting with students,

staff and faculty to determine whether the University of

Massachusetts meets the requirements for accreditation

from the New England Association of Schools and

Colleges.

According to Fern L. Johnson, associate provost for

undergraduate education, and acting liaison between the

accreditation group and the University, the committee has

planned to examine and evaluate the faculty, students,

curriculum, undergraduate budget aUocations and the

Long Range Plan. .

George Christensen, the vice president for academic

affairs at Iowa State University, is the chairman of the

team doing the review.

"Everything is going well." Christenson said "Everyone

has been very cooperative and informative that the team

has interviewed." he said. However, he refused to discuss

the results because the members of the team have not

gotten together to discuss them yet.

The accreditation committee has been on campus since

Sunday, and met with Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey to

discuss procedures. The have been meeting with members

of the University to also determine how the school has

improved since the last evaluation in 1979.

A progress report was issued by the University in

September that described the changes made over the past

five years. The changes include the estabUshment of an

Executive Vice Chancellor, the creation of the Office of the

Vice Chancellor for University Relations and Develop^

ment, the Vice ChanceUor of research and the Office of

Institutional Research and Planning.

The report also says that minority enrollment at UMass

has increased from 5.4 percent in 1980 to 7.9 percent m

1983.

The Tower Library was designated as a problem in the

report, which is described as "consistently funded at a

substantially lower rate than libraries at comparable in-

stitutions." The report also cited that computer

capabilities have been strained beyond capacity in recent

years.

In its first accreditation, the University was called "one of

the country's major universities in size and distinction."

The final report, which will be issued later this year, will

identify the progress the University has made, and any

areas that may need further work.

Note service

questioned
Hy RONDA APPLEBAUM
('ollegian Staff

Some University of Massachusetts professors are

questioning the use of the Student Notes and Printing

Service because its purpose is not clear, according to Linda

Irwin, manager of SNPS.
"Many professors feel that the sales of the notes of their

lectures is unethical. They think that SNPS sells notes

with the intent of assisting students who don't want to go

to class." Irwin said.

"The notes are intended to be a supplement to the

students own class notes and regular attendance of

classes," she said. The notes also serve as an aid to

students who have missed class due to illness.

Sheldon Cashden. Psychology professor, said that he

doesn't allow SNPS to offer notes from his lectures

because, 'some semesters the note taking was excellent

but sometimes there were many inaccuracies" with the

transcripts. Cashden said many students substitute the

notes from SNPS for class attendance.

"I feel that class attendance is important." he said.

Fergus Clydesdale, a professor of food science and

nutrition, said that SNPS provides a good service.

"The key is precision and accuracy on note taking, and I

think that at times the note takers are not accurate. They

should be because the notes are rather expensive," said

('lydesdale. But Clydesdale also said that students

shouldn't complain about inaccuracies because they should

use it as a supplement and not a primary source.

Jennifer Clapp. senior HRTA major said she uses the

notes, "because sometimes I'm sick and I have to miss the

class, or because one of my classes conflicts with another."

Chris Gallucci, sophomore engineering major said, "I use •

the notes as a supplement, but I still go to class."

"We never sell lecture notes without the professors'

explicit permission," said Irwin. "Some professors even

supply their own notes," she said.

Irwin said students don't understand the purpose of

SNPS. "If the students abuse the system and do poorly, it

wUl be their fault, not SNPS."
Dennis Mad.sen. vice chancellor of student affairs, said of

SNPS, "Clearly it's been an aid to many students. It's been

helpful in terms of supplementing their whole classroom

experience."

Guitar stolen from DC
stereo taken from room
An AM FM stereo, valued at $208. was stolen from a

locked room on the first floor of MacNamara dormitory

sometime Tuesday. UMass police said.

A Yamaha guitar, valued at $180. was reported stolen at

1:49 p.m. yesterday from Worcester Dining Commons.

The guitar was placed on the floor near the owner and

stolen during a 15 minute period.

A jacket, valued at $.50. and a wallet containing $55 in

cash, were stolen from Holdsworth Hall. Police reported

that the owner left the jacket and wallet in the room and

returned an hour later to find it missing.

JOELP.COFFIDIS

Mass. facing pre-natal crisis
By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Correspondent

A current crisis involving pre natal care for low income

women in Western Massachnusetts must be addressed

immediately, according to a group of local doctors.

The Western Massachusetts Obstetricians and

Gynecologists Association has requested the

Massachusetts Attorney General's Office to examme the

state's Medicaid system, which they say is the cause of this

public health emergency.

The Medicaid program, jointly funded by the state and

federal governments, provides medical aid to people who

fall below a certain income level.

The situation "puts patients in a bind, Liana Wolle

director of health education at the University of

Massachusetts said. "They cannot afford pre natal care

without Medicaid."

In a letter addressed to Attorney General Francis X.

Belotti. the Association claimed that many women are

being denied pre natal care until their sixth month of

pregnancy. They attribute this to various problems within

the Medicaid system.

Wolfe said it is "Extremely important that the women are

seen early in thier pregnancy." Delayed care may lead to

high infant-mortality rates, according to the letter.

The Boston Globe stated that the ratio or obstetricians to

Medicaid recipients in Holyoke is one to 2356.

Whitmore promotingUnited Way
University of Massachusetts' administrators are trying to

encourage UMass employees to make personal donations

to the United Way.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, Provost Richard O'Brien

John L DeNyse, vice chanceUor of admmistration and

finance Dennis Madson, vice chancellor of student affairs,

and Deirdre Ling, vice chanceUor or university relationL

and development, all made personal <=o"tr.butions that w.U

go to non-profit organizations through the United Way

Madron said that the goal of the campaign is not only to

raise $50,000, but to "get a higher percentage of university

employees involved" in the drive.
.

. , „,
Robert White, who represents the United Way campaign

at UMass. said UMass participation is "unique" in the

campaign this year, because employees who bve in

cZt^ other Ihan Hampshire, can designate which

county wUl receive their contribution. Employees can ahso

specify which of the organizations wiU receive theu- money.

White said.

"In the past." White said, "we have been disappointed in

UMass compared to sister organizations."

Last year Amherst College and Smith CoUege had a

donation percentage of about 50 percent, while UMass had

13 percent participation rate he said. The Participation

rate is the percentage of university employees who con-

tribute.

Collegian photo b> Michelle Segall

YOUNG ENGINEERS—Alex and Justin from the

Grass Roots Day Care Center to enjoy the last few

days of Indian Summer by playing with the boards pil-

ed up by the Campus Pond for this weekend's

Homecoming bonflre.
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Dugal said he had met

Gandhi several limes while

working in the Indian

government and that, "She

represented in India the sort

of perserverence and grit

whirh my people have." In

her political dealings, "She

was very authoritative," he

said. "I personally feel my
country needs* that because

it is so large," he said.

"Personally, I was a great

admirer of hers. She was

very warm and humane."

Dugal said, hhere are about

120 Indians in the Amherst

area, most of them graduate

students.

Rajiv Gandhi, the son of

Indira Gandhi, was sworn in

yesterday as the new leader

of the Indian government.

This prevented a break in

the Gandhi dynasty that has

led the country since their

independence. Local Indian

reaction regarding his

ability to lead the country

has been negative.

"He is inexperienced," said

Rema Pai. "His political

career has been short and he

iCollegian 5
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AP RaduiphoUi

Angjy mobs set fire to a train in Calcutta Wednesday soon after the news of In-

dira Gandhi's assassination reached the city. All offices, educational institu-

tions and shops closed, and movement of all transports halted as the news
spread in the city.

is weak in the area of foreign

policy."

Indur Mandhayan, a

graduate student, thought
that the killing must have
been personally motivated.

"The elections are only on

the 23rd of January," he
said. "If the Sikhs wanted to

change the situation, they

could have done it

politically. They didn't have

to resort to violent means."

Most members of the

Indian community, though

they may not have agreed

with Mrs. Gandhi's politics.

respected her as a strong

leader. As Amala Reddy
said, "She was an in

stitution, I can't beheve
she's really dead."

[Collegian staffer Tom
Middleton contributed to

this story, j

Some things speak,for themselves

ir Gandhi Ctmtinued Jrom p. I

Indira Gandhi, daughter of India's first jjrime minister,

Jawaharlal Nehru, dominated the political life, of this

teeming nation for two decades. She turned India mto a

nuclear power and strengthened its role as a Third World

leader, but her governments made little progress in

relieving India's deep poverty, or in overcoming its in

lernal religious and ethnic conflicts.

"Our beloved Mrs. Indira Gandhi is no longer with us," a

grieving President Singh, himself a Sikh, siad in a

nat ionwide televised address Wednesday night.

".... Let us demonstrate to the world that India's stability

cannot be jeopardized by a handful of sub human

assassins."

The funeral and cremation were scheduled for Saturday.

I ntil then, her body will lie in state at her late father's

home. The armed forces were put on alert and a 12 day

period of national mourning was declared.

The Indian leader was shot at 9:20 a.m. 10:50 p.m. EST
Tuesday as she emerged from her home on a tree lined

New Delhi avenue for a recorded interview with British

actor Peter Ustinov.

•'Suddenly ... two persons carrying Sten submachine guns

one uniformed and one in civilian clothes shot at Mrs.

Gandhi," the news agency United News of India later

reported.

One of the Sikh security men fired from ju.st seven feet

away, it said, and the prime minister, clad in an orange

cotton sari, fell with a cry. Between eight and 16 bullets

struck her in the chest, abdomen and thigh, various

reports said.

The Ustinov camera crew was waiting in the Gandhi

garden, about 80 yards away, and heard but did not see the

attack, which they said occurred at the residence's gate.

"We heard three single shots followed by machine gun

fire.... Then 20 seconds later there was another burst of

machine gun fire. " said cameraman Rory O'Farrell.

Pearly reports variwi on the number of assassins and what

happened to them.

Womencenters open
The Northeast and Orchard

Hill women's are kicking off

their re opening with an

open house this Thursday
evening.

Both centers have been

closed since last May, and

according to Lynn Wilson,

the new Sexism Awareness
Programmer, the centers

opening now will have a

broader focus designed to

attract a more diverse group

of women.

"The women's centers had

gotten to be the voice of one

group of women. They now
have a new role: women's
coalition centers, spaces

where individuals and
groups with different ex-

periences and needs can

work together and get to

know what each other's

interests and resources

are." Wilson said.

The centers' new coor^

linators. Heather Levi and
'oTette Rausch. said they

will have a better idea of the

center's direction and plans

after the open house. AH
women are welcome to

attend.
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Now's
the time
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Letters to the Editor

Failed policy

merits scorn
"There's blood in

peacetime," a letter by

David Julian Abram in the

October 30 Collegian, im-

plies Jthat to condemn the

policies that cost the lives of

241 Marines in Beirut is to

denigrate the memory of

these men. George Bush at-

tempted to make the same

point against Geraldine Fer-

raro in the Vice Presidential

debate. Neither man
realizes that it is fully con-

sistant to feel the deepest

respect for those Marines,

their sense of duty and their

sacrifice, while feeling utter

contempt for the ignorance

that led to their deaths and

nothing else. Those who

hold that the Reagan Ad-

ministration's policies in

Lebanon did not fail, that

something besides tragedy

came from the Marines'

mission, must explain why a

government of national uni-

ty was formed promptly

after our military

withdrawal from Lebanon.

Thomas E. Rhodes
Amherst

Either sex
can be raped
Rape is a physical act of

degradation that is inflic-

table by a member of either

sex, upon a member of

either sex. In response to

Tracey Boisseau's October

25 column, I do not condone

the "Ditch the Bitch"

crowd, and I cannot con-

done the woman's assault

on the man. When talking

about the other sex in public

and in private, both sexes

can be degrading. In her col-

umn, she says, "I say I

struck him in self-defense,"

yet she makes no mention of

the man physically attemp-

ting to attack her. This is

assault. If he had struck her

after she spit at him, would

the authorities haul him in

for assault and battery and

attempted rape?

Why is it that only men

are targeted, in a sweeping

generalization, as rapists

and women protrayed only

as rape victims? Certainly

there is such a thing as a

man being raped, which, I

imagine, also degrades the

victim. If an undesired sex-

ual act is only one of the

ways rape occurs, then she

"rapes" him by the same

definition that he "rapes"

her. His acts, while not

laudable by any decent stan-

dard, constitute a verbal

degration. The result of her

inability to speak, her act of

spitting constitutes a

physical degradation.

How could she be certam

he had raped one or more

people? What should be ask-

ed in the same question is:

/f

fsJOLLYS
ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CLOTHING
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS

* 233 NORTH PLEASANT ST. MON-SAT 10-5

AMHERST, MA 01002 413-549-6446

How many people has she

raped? She portrays men as

another class. Are men

"The Second Class"?

Boisseau in her closmg

statements, sets forth that

she must suffer from this

"fatal flaw of rapeability"

and that we are a society of

rapists and rape victims. I

do not approve of rape

under any circumstances, so

I must ask: If both men and

women, society as a whole

can be raped, then who is

left as the rapists?

Murray Anderegg
Amherst

Can't UMass
take a joke?

As publishers of parodies

and other specialty

magazines, my partner,

Gerald L. Taylor (previously

the publisher of The Na-

tional Lampoon for seven

years, as well as publisher

of Harper's Bazaar for

several years), and myself

subscribe to a clipping ser-

vice which enables us to

measure the media atten-

tion given to our magazines.

We were therefore able to

read with horrified, albeit

fascinated, interest of the

dialogue currently between

the bookstore, the college

administration, and various

student special interest

groups concerning our

magazine Cosrrwparody.

Assuming that we have

properly understood your

reporting on the matter, it

appears that some people

were unhappy because our

magazine was thrown off

thT newsstand because of

poor sales. They feel rt

Siould have been thrown off

the newsstands because it

was idealogically unsound.

Such a tactic would have

given them greater peace of

mind since it would have

granted them an a pnon

certainty that there

wouldn't have been any

sales at all.

S'S^^.
n^lS^^""'"
i)icis

1 THE GRE>4T

?All HAl

S>4LE

20% OFF

our entire selection

of Fashion &

Casual Hats

Two elements of this mat-

ter trouble me. I am sadden-

ed that supposedly in-

telligent, literate people

have placed ideological

filters of sufficient strength

on their brains so that they

seriously misinterpret both

meaning and intent. I am

outraged and frightened

that there would be an at-

tempt to censor in the midst

of a bastion of academic

freedom.

CosTnaparody is a parody

of Comurpolitan Magazine.

We see Cosnurpolitan as the

most sexist of all

magazines. Our intent, and

from the mail response we

have received from

delighted readers it appears

to us that we have succeed-

ed, was to reveal the

magazine for what it actual-

ly is in a humorous, and oc-

casionally outrageously

humorous, manner. The ar-

ticle "How To Seduce Your

Rapist" was intended as the

ultimate Cosmopolitan ser-

vice article—inane, silly,

sexist, and out of step with

today's women. Everyone

else got the joke. What hap-

Thursday, November 1, 1984

pened at the University of

Massachusetts?
Edward M. Shain

Cosmoparody

Team names
must change

I find it difficult to believe

that a newspaper such as

the Collegian which prides

itself on its awareness of

women's issues still allows

the word "minutemen" to

be used or women's sports

teams.Granted," minut-

emen" leaves much to be

desired as a word and as a

concept, but really!

Calling women athletes

minutemen is just as sexist

as calling a woman a chair-

man, fireman, or policeman.

These words are reflections

of a patriarchal society in

which men are the norm and

women, especially won^n

who hold the jobs described

by these words, are de-

viants.

The Collegian has shown

continuing commitment to

its women's news desk and

the Board of Editors has in-

stituted a policy against sex-

ist advertising. It's time the

sports page caught up with

the rest of the paper.

Liisa Trocki

Women's Leadership Pro-

ject

Editor's note: All UMass

varsity athletic teams are

called the Minutemen. The

Collegianfollows University

style.

TONIGHT _
THE INVISIBLE MANS
ALL REQUEST NIGHT!

Bring in your own records

Dance to the songs you really want to hear!

Rt 9 Hadley (across from Mt. Farms Mall)

TALKMBA
with over 75 schools. In one place.In one day.

Here's a rewarding opportunitY to meet with representatives from many of

the countrv s leading graduate management schools

# Discuss admissions, curriculum, financial aid. career development,

and placement

* Attend workshops on school selection, MBA and PhD careers, and

the GMAT
Obtain admissions material and catalogs Plus the free booklet,

The MBA and You.

Daily registration for Forums and workshops is $5 payable at the door

1984 MBA FORUMS » BOSTOW
Boston Park Plaza The Castle, 64 Arlington Street

Friday. November 9 200-800 Saturday, November 10 1000-400

COHCURREHT WORKSHOPS _„
• The MBA and You MBA Careers

Friday

3 00-4 00 and 6.00-7 00

Saturday

n 00- 12 00 and 2 00-300

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Daily IP 6, Sun. 12 -5

DOCTORAL WORKSHOPS
• Doctoral Programs

Friday. 430-530 Saturday, 12 30-1 30

For more Information, call 800-922-1086 an New Jersey 609-734-1539).

Sponsored by the Graduate Management Admission Council.
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OPINION
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Reagan and the New Right:what didn't get mentioned
President Reagan addressed a congrega-

tion at Temple Hillel in North Woodmere,
Long Island, Friday, to whom yarmulkes

complete with the Presidential seal, were

handed out like so many campaign buttons.

He told the congregation that the

Republican Party at their convention in

Dallas this summer, passed a resolution

condemning anti-Semitism, while the

Democrats "couldn't find the moral leader-

ship or courage to pass a similar

resolution" at their convention.

Reagan didn't tell the congregation that

the GOP convention opened with a prayer

of thanksgiving by the Rev. James

Robison, an evangelical preacher who hosts

a syndicated television show, who has also

been quoted as saying: an anti-Semite "is

someone who hates Jews more than he's

supposed to." And, "The non-Christian

can't understand spiritual things."

Nor did Reagan tell them that the Rev.

Robison is someone with whom he has met
frequently over the past four years.

Robison's prominence at the GOP con-

vention was not accidental. The script for

the convention was approved by the White

House,the Reagan-Bush Committee, and

the Republican National Committee.

"Robison's elevation to the honored party

pulpit was a testament to the rise of the

new Evangelical Right," writes political

reporter Sydney Blumenthal in The New
Republic. Oct. 22.

Robison is in the forefront of the far

right of the Republican Party that wants to

make the non-economic "social

issue"—e.g., school prayer and abor-

tion—the dominant theme of the party—to

force their moral views on the country, to

make this nation as they imagine it should

be, a "Christian nation."

Other leaders of the evangelical New
Ri^t at the GOP convention included the

Rev. W.A. Criswell, and the Rev. Jerry

Falwell.

Criswell, pastor of the First Baptist

Church in Dallas, campaigned fervently

against John F. Kennedy in 1%0: Ken-

nedy's election would "spell the death of a

free church in a free state." He wrote and

circulated pamphlets, one of which was

titled, "Can a Man Be a Loyal Roman
Catholic and a Good President of the

United States?" His answer: No.

It was at a prayer breakfast hosted by

Criswell on the last day of the convention,

that Reagan declared religion and politics

"inseparable."

Falwell, a prominent leader of the

evangelical New Right, began his rise to

fame when as an unknown pastor in Lyn-

chburg, Va., in 1978, he was introduced by

a man named Ed McAteer to a man named
Howard Phillips.

McAteer, a former sales marketing

manager for Colgate-Palmolive, left

Palmolive to join the Christian Freedom
Foundation, an organization begun in 1950

with the goal of electing "real Christians"

to political office. The C.F.F. company

published One Nation Under God, which

first laid out the notion of America as a

"Christian Republic" based on "Christian

principles."

In 1976 McAteer left the C.F.F. to work

for the Conservative Caucus, run by

Richard Viguerie. Viguerie had taken the

list of George Wallace's contributors and

through direct-mailing turned it into a

populist movement based mostly on single

issue caucuses.

McAteer introduced Howard Phillips,

Viguerie's right hand man, to Falwell.

Phillips proposed that Falwell head a new

movement, for which Phillips already had a

name: The Moral Majority. Writes Blumen-

thal, at first, "'There was skepticism from

(Falwell's) people that there wasn't enough

Andrew M. Paven

Waiting for a dream
With the election just days away, no one

can say we have not had our glimpse of

the future, as seen through the slogans of

Walter Mondale and Ronald Reagan. Men
of Peace; Bread not Bombs...why then,

don't I feel comforted? In many ways I

feel as though this campaign has been

waged over my head, in a mushroom

cloud of tough talk about warheads and

missiles and armageddon. I am not com-

fortable with the rhetoric of war, or the

fighting of it; yet everything about this

election seems to have degenerated into

some kind of manhood issue. For a while

there I thought maybe I had stumbled, ac-

cidentally, into an all-male weight lifting

club, what with all the talk of arm-

wrestling and ass-kicking.

It is interesting that Geraldine

Ferraro's presence in the campaign has

caused such a niacho ruckus. She was sup-

posed to herald a new era of women's

rights—instead she has pointed out the

quite massive gap that still exists between

perceptions of us and them. And while I

have always tried to maintain a healthy

perspective between my own beliefs and

those of radical feminist groups, the

things I have witnessed in the last few

weeks of this campaign have, literally,

turned my stomach.

Male students made crude sexual jokes

about Ferraro, elderly grandmothers

display an astonishing, almost personal

hatred of her and there has been a putrid

parade of anti-choicers who dare to tell

I had a dream the other night that I was

with John Kennedy when he was shot,

and in agonizing slow motion, I ran to

help him. It was a strange dream, made

all the more so because I was only two

years old when he died and cannot claim

to have known him. They say he had "vi-

though, and perhaps it is that for

Diane Lane

sion
»»

which I reach out in my restless sleep.

me about my body. Woman's freedom

should not be a topic for debate.

The structure of democracy has grown

immense and clumsy, trampling on the

backs of those who have believed in her.

We insist on chaining ourselves with the

freedom we desire. America hurries, inor-

dinately, towards her destiny and I cannot

catch up to warn her, so discouraged have

I become at the turn of things.

There is an alarming wave of in-

tolerance sweeping through this country;

the crest of which will wash Mr. Reagan

and his party of elitism into four more

years of office. I feel I may be drowning in

that wave. Major newspapers are refus-

ing to carry anti-Reagan political cartoons

such as Doonesbury and Bloom County;

Feelings of anti-unionism run rampant.

Radical religion threatens to force its way

into my life.

The mandate Mr. Reagan will claim on

November 7 will be, at most, 30 percent of

the eligible voters. Many people will stay

at home, through apathy or ignorance. I

am frightened and uneasy at Qie thought

of another Reagan term. I am afraid for

the democracy the constitution promises

me and for the dreams my father promis-

ed me. Reagan's vision is not mine.

In the 18008 Thomas Wolfe wrote, "I

think the true discovery of America is

before us... I think the true fulfillment of

our spirit, of our people... is yet to come.

The true discovery of our own Democracy

is still before us." And we are still

waiting, my friends and I. We are women
and men, we are white and Black, we are

Indians and hispanics—indeed, we are

multi-colored and we are still waiting.

Diane Lane is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy
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money,' says Phillips. At the next meeting,

Falwell was converted."

Falwell's rise to prominence in this coun-

try was thus no more happenstance than

was Robison's prominence at the GOP con-

vention. The New Right has a well or-

cheatrat-ed campaign.

Reagan's administration has treated the

New Right with what Blumenthal
describes as "repressive tolerance"— i.e.,

the administration has encouraged the

Right, but it has not lent solid legislative

support to the cause.

But when Reagan's gone. Falwell,

Criswell,' Robison, Viguerie, et al., will still

be around. As Reagan says, "You ain't

seen nothin' yet."

A vote for the Republican Party this year

is as much a vote for these men and their

groups, as it is a vote for Ronald Reagan.

The President didn't tell that to the con-

gregation at Temple Hillel.

Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Random notes
The battle neither men nor women won
Now it seems like a long time ago; I

remember it vaguely, even though it scared

the hell out of me. But the fact remains

that I was mugged in Jamaica Plain only

two years and four months ago.

I can remember lying in bed during the

first few nights afterward. The night that

it happened, I could not sleep until the

daytime. The first night that I had used a

light, I still could not get to sleep for seven

hours. Then when I could sleep with no

light except that which came through my
window from the street, I would lie in bed

and congratulate myself for having taken

it. I had not been hit for a long time, but I

had taken it.

Whenever you congratulate yourself for

enduring something, though, you have to

recall to yourself what you had endured.

And that can be scary in a dark room.

For about foiir months I was scared of

my own community. Four months of look-

ing over my shoulder and taking more than

the usual precautions. One morning while I

was waiting for the Arborway to Boston, I

thought that those two boys had come and

torn something away from me. They had

decided to make me helpless and afraid, all

for a couple of dollars, a jacket and a pair of

glasses. For 15 minutes I had absolutely no

control over my own life. My life was in the

hands of two boys, who, I believe, didn't

care if I lived or died.

In short, I had been violated.

Last week, a woman said that she had

been rj^)ed by the presence of the "Ditch

the Bitch" sign displayed at the Ferraro

rally. 'The sign does violate women, so, by

legitimate association, the presence of the

sign raped women.
The banner was humiliating. It showed

that women will not, for some time, escape

the attempts at their own degradation, no

matter how much good they try to do.

But I would like to know if the woman
felt clear and content after hitting and spit-

ting on the men who displayed the "Ditch

the Bitch" sign.

Did you feel that you had accomplished

something? Or had you just helped to

deepen the alienation between men and

women, which ultimately causes rape?

Did you feel that you were being active

while the other women at the rally were be-

ing apathetic? Were you really of such a

higher knowledge to realize that hitting

and spitting were the only effective and

necessary measures available?

Or were you just angry, like the men, and

therefore unable to control yourselves, like

the men?
No one was right or wrong at that rally

sign. In the end, all that was left were the

two sexes continuing their battle.

Dan MiUfiT w a ColUfoian rnlumttiot
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AREN'T YOUbURGER
HUNGRY? ffllJQ

Tuesday, Nov. 13 ONLY
Bacon Double

Cheeseburger

99*

Hadley Burger King
ax acz

Sponsored by

The Mass. Daily Collegian

TAN QUICK
SUN TANNING CENTER

SAFER THAN THE SUN!
Our European tanning Deds

completely filter out the burning

UVB rays, while intensifying

the gentle UVA tanning rays'

Pot Pourri Center

(next to Registry)

241 King St.

Northampton, MA
please call for an appointment

584-2230

^®<i

November Special

TWOFER ONE BECKS
Plus our Original Twofers & hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights 4-6 pm 10-midnight

Proper ID a Must
57 N. Pleasant St

-5141

Everyone^s
talking
about— _^

Breakfast served anytime, have a

delicious deli sandwich tor lunch

Dinners served all nite.

Sun.-Thurs.

6 a.m. -3 a.m.

Fri. Cr Sat.

24Hrs.

N«xt to

Sup*« Stop ft Shop

Campus T'BV«I C«nt«r

Rta 9. H«dl«v/Amh«r»t

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA

10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS

ALL COMBINATIONS - LARGE 4 SMALL

Daily 11 am Till 7

HOT OVEN GRINDERS
STEAK GRINDERS

SPAGHETTI • LASAGNA • RAVIOLI

MANICOTTI • STUFFED SHELLS

GREEK SALAD

COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE

NEXT TO'. HE FREE DELIVERY
NORTH AMHERST FOR FAST SERVICE
PosTOFFicE

Ca/Z 549-0626
1 7 B MONTAGUE Rd.. AMHERST

$1.00 OFF
with 2 or more items

on a large pizza

50* OFF
with 2 or more items

on a small pizza

(one per pizza)

iJlllillllTHEII

i AMHERST DELICATESSEN
S In the Carriage Shops. Amherst since 1975!

On-Csatpum A Apmrttnent
Delivery Avmilmble • 549^314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

•Fresh Soups & Salads
•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEI^

^/^<>A^
AUTHENTIC HAT

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549^14
Open MonSat. 9m.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun., W

We have the authentic INDIANA JONES ' hat.

Now the adventure can be yours'

Exclusively at RVC
Located on the triangle

Amherst MS 10-5:30 Sun 1-5

1 BOLTWOOD WALK, AMHERST

NOVEMBER CALENDAR
You can be part of

the upcoming calendars

contact the Collegian 545-3500

SUNDAY MONDAY I TUESDAY | WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

8:00 p.m. -Play: ROMEO AND
JULIET by the Massachusetts-basad

Shakespeare Company FAC Concert

Hall

17:15 & 9:30 P.M. -Film: AN OF

FICER ft A GENTLEMAN (admission

I $1 50 to benefit the Republican Club),

I

W.ight Hall, Smith College

17:30 p.m. -Lecture: WHO IS A

JEW? Sponsored by the Jewish

Community of Amherst, and the

5-ColleQe Bnai Brith Hillel Founda

tion (Jewish Community of

Amherst. 742 Main St.. Amherst

8:00 & 10:00 m. -Amherst FUcs:

THf STUNT MAN. Merril I. Amherat

College

7:15 am. 9:30 p.m. -MUSEUM
TRIP to the Metropolitan Museum,

New York to view the VAN GOGH IN

ARLES exhibition, (for more info call

Smith College Museum of Art,

584-2700 ext 2780)

7:00 p.m. -Vietnam War in Film:

HEARTS & MINDS, Hooker Aud.,

Mt. Holyoke College

7:00 p.m. -Vietnam War in RJn»:

APOCALYPSE NOW. Gamble Aud ,

Mt. Holyoke College

11 12 13

7:30 & 9:30 p.m. -Service Organize

tions of Smith Film: CASABLANCA,
admission $1.50, Wright Hall, Smith

College

7:30 p.m. -Hillel Foundation Film:

SOPHIE'S CHOICE, Wright Hall,

Smith College

8:00 & 10:00 p.m.-

AND JUSTICE FOR
Amherst College

Amherst Flics:

ALL, Merril I,

12:00 noon -Lunch/ Lecture: Lunch

with the Rabbi. Guest Speaker: Rabbi

Louis Rieser OPTIONS FOR SOCIAL

ACTIVISM Suffolk Room (301) Stu-

dent Union, UMasa

7:00 p.m.— Vietnam War in Film:

SECRET AGENT, a film about agent fj
orange. Gamble Aud , Mt. Holyoke I

College

7:30 p.m. -ISRAELI FOLK DANC-
ING: beginners (all others 3:30) Com-
monwealth Rm, Student Union, UMass

7:30 p.m. -Lecture; Uri Ra'anan,

Professor of International Potitics at

The Flectcher School of Law and

Diplomacy at Tufts, speaking on

The Middle East and t^e Super-

pov»(ers " Campus Center 163, UMass

7.30 p.m. -ISRAELI FOLK DANC"! 4
ING Beginners (all others 8:30) Com- •••^

monwealth Rm, Student Union,

UMass

8:00 p.m. -Lecture RICHARD
RODRIGUEZ, "Writers Speak:

America and the Ethnic Experience"

sponsored by the Institute for Ad-

vanced Study in the Hurrianities,

Campus Center Room 165, UMass

8
7 00 p.m. -Vietnam War in Film:

TTHE DEER HUNTER, Gamble Aud.,

Mt Holyoke College

8 00 p.m. -Concert: FIVE COLLEGE

ORCHESTRA, FAC, UMass

15
7:30 p.m. -Movie: SOPHIE'S
CHOICE, sponsored by Hillel, Herter

227, UMaae

8:00 p.m. -Concert: FIVE COLEGE
CHAMBER SOLOISTS, Bezanson

Recital Hall, UMasa

18 19 20 21 22

8 00 p.m. -Chamber Music Series:

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY OR-

CHESTRA, FAC Concert Hall, UMass

8:00 P.M. -Faculty Recital: JULIAN

OLVESKY, VIOLIN WITH ESTELA
OLVESKY, PIANO, Bezanson Recital

Hall, UMass

8:00 p.m. -Lecture: LEONARD
BASKIN "Artists' Self Perceptions in

Self-Portraits, Room 120, School of

Management, UMass

8 00 p.m. -ISRAELI FOLK DANC-

ING beginners (all others 8:30) Com-

nx)nwealth Room, Student Union,

UMass

25 26 27 28 29

12:00 noon— Lunch /Lecture: Rat>bi

Saul Oerlmutter speaking on
RECONSTRUCTIONISM, Suffolk

Room 1301) Student Union, UMass

8:00 p.m. — Faculty/Concert:
UMASS JAZZ, Bezanson Recital

Hall, UMass

7:30 p.m. -ISRAELI FOLK DANC-

ING, beginners (all o'j;f^8:30)
Com-

monwealth

UMass

Room, Student Union,

8:00 p.m. -Play: PARTI -VANITY

FAIR, Alice Withington Rooke

Laboratory Theatre, Mt Holyoke Col-

lege

8-00 p.m. -Concert UNIVERSITY

SYMPHONY BAND, FAC Concert

Hall, UMass

Happy Thanksgiving

inals Schedule Appears November 7

FRIDAY

8:00 & 10:00 p.m. -Amherst Flics:

THE STUNT MAN Merrill I, Amherst

College

8:00 & 10:00 p.m. -Film:

WESTWORLD, presented by Second

Sight Films (admission $1.1 Main Lee

ture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire

8 00 & 10:00 p.m. -Amherst Flics:

AND JUSTICE l-OR ALL, Merril I,

Amherst College

8 15 p.m. -Music at Amherst Series

Concert: DAVID LEISNER, guitarist.

For reservations call 542 2196 morn-

ings beginning 11/5, Buckley Recrtal

Hall, Amherst College

SATURD

8:00 & 10:00 p.m. -Amherst Flics:

THE STUNT MAN, Merrill I, Amherst

College

10
800 & 10:00 p.m. -Amherst Flics:

AND JUSTICE FOR ALL, Merril I,

Amherst College

8 15 p.m. -Homecoming Concert:

AMHERST CHORAL SOCIETY (stu

dent admission $1) Buckiey Recital

Hall, Amherst College

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

J Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am
¥r Sunday 4 pm - 1 am

*#

16 17

800 p.m. -Concert: UNIVERSITY

ENSEMBLE AND CHAMBER
CHOIR, FAC Concert Hall, UMass

8:00 p.m. -Lecture: SOVIET
JEWRY: FREEDOM AND SCIEN

TIFIC EXCHANGE, Jewish Com
munity of Amherst, 742 Main St.,

Anoherst, UMass

23 24

SALADS SUtMARlNES

t;he eub
tS SVWIAHSN.

11 AM TO 2 AM / 7 DAYS

M e PLEASAWTsf .
AtitJEilsT I 449 5160

30

800 & 10:00 p.m. -Amherst Flics:

TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN, Merril

I, Amherst College

STUDENTS. ..You

can now buy
classified ads in the

Collegian for only

10 cents a word!

That's a 50 percent

reduction from last

year!
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llNpercurriciila

MUSIC CONCERT WITH
SALVATORE MACCHIA
String bassist Salvatore

Macchia. a UMass music

faoulty member who also

plays bass with the

Springfield Symphony
Orchestra, performs in a

free faculty recital. 8 p.m.

Bezanson Recital Hall

THIRD WORLD STUDY
ABROAD OP-
PORTUNITIES Infor-

mational meeting for

students interested in study

abroad opportunities in

Africa. Asia, Latin

America. 3:30 4:30. Herter

6th Floor Lounge

ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS ASSOC.
MEETING Our next

meeting is here! Share

ideas. Join us everyone!

p.m. Campus Center

"TERRORISM IN THE
MID-EAST" Talk given by

Prof. Paul Bookbinder,

UMass Boston, on Thur-

sday, Nov. 1 ,in Herter 112.

"ENTIRETY" (OPENING)
A Retrospective Exhibition

by Bridget Galway will show

work from the last several

years in its "entirety." The

media range from pen 1 ink

drawing to watercolor.

pastel, and collage. 5-8 p.m.

Wheeler Art Gallery

Wheeler House

UMASS FREIBURG
BADEN WURTTEMBERG.
GERMANY EXCHANGES -

Informational meeting for

students interested in the

UMass exchanges to W.
Germany thru expanded

Freiburg Baden Wurt
temberg Program 7:30 9:30

p.m. Campus Center 162-75

UNIVERSITY HOR
SEMASTER'S CLUB
Meeting to discuss some

important topics. 7:00 p.m

Paige 202

*««=5:^5iS!«»

Legal Assistants Wanted
The Legal Services Office, an on-campus agency serv-

ing University students, is looking for legal assistant

interns for the Spring 1985 semester. Get hands-on job

experience in the legal field, assisting attorneys at LSO

with client interviewing, investigations, negotiations,

legal research, giving advice and referrals, preparation

for federal and state court litigation, attendance at

court hearings, and participation in administrative

hearings. Interns maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. Up to 15 credits may be received

from academic departments. To apply, and for advice

on arranging an internship and credit, contact Office of

Internships, Curry Hicks Building, by Wednesday,

I
November 7th. Writing sample required. Further in-

I formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center.
jj

Twisted Beauty
By HERB RAMY & MATT MACHERA
Collegian Correspondents

A camera pans across what appears to be an old

cemetary Suddenly, the camera focuses on a vampire who

boars a ««t ricking resemblance to BiUy Idol. Is this the

opening to another low-budget horror? No, It's the

opening to another high budget Brian UePalma lilm. The

lights go up on what we learn is a HoUywood sound stage.

The entire scene has been an elaborate iUusion set up by

DePalma to introduce the main character. This character

is Jake, a struggling claustrophobic actor played by Craig

Wasson.

Jake's claustrophobia causes him to lose his job because

he can't stand to be in the vampire's coffin. That same day

he drives home to find his girlfriend in bed with another

man Later he meets another struggling actor who is

housesitting for a friend. This new acquaintance asks Jake

if he will move in and keep an eye one the place whUe he is

out of town on a five week acting job. The most important

feature of this spaceship like house is a telescope pomting

at the bedroom of a beautiful young woman. To say any

more wouldn't be fair to you. Suffice it to say that fronj

here Jake becomes involved in a twisted plot of sex and

murder.

In his past works, DePalma has always borrowed bits and

pieces from Hitchcock movies, and Body Double is no

exception. Only this time he seems to steal directly from

these old classics. To a person who has seen some of Hitch-

cocks pictures these thefts are obvious. Why then does

DePalma do it? Body Double is a satiric look at the

Hollywood film industry. Obviously stolen scenes are

placed there to add to this theme, and these make the

movie.
, „ .

It is unfortunate that these same scenes are also Body

Double's major flaws. Unless the viewer has seen Hit-

chcock's Rear Wmdow and Vertigo the impact of this film

may be lost. There are other satiric moments in the pic-

ture, but unless the major ones come through the others

fall short. . .

For the Hitchcock fan this movie is quite entertainmg. It

provides a suspenseful thriller with touches of comedy and

eroticism. For the average movie-goer, though. Body

Double might be a bit hard to understand.

The Collegian...

..iascinating

C4MPUS CENTER Al U/VHSS

Entertainment Calendar for NooemLeA. f9S4

SUN. MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.

NOTE: The Bluewall is now> open

to all ages (IB and over) at all

times except Friday Social Hours.

(3:00 pm to 6:00 pm).

Be sure to watch ROCKWORLD. the College-

Only Music Video Show and enter

ROCKWORLDs College-Only Sweepstakes

(See reverse for details)

It/Lit u

11

VFTERANS DAY

Jtow. did iB

CkoftfUtuUiuft.

Watch 5
MONDAY NIGHT

FOOTBALL
every Mon ev' on

WIDESCREEN TV
9 00 PM
fnt popcorn

wUti b»r purthtM m 9
III tvtnlng ' *

^ Featuring '

^ Steve Morris

Jay Charboneau

g 9 30 PM/$ 99/18 & ovet

e ELECTION DAY

BLUEWALL
closed in obs«rvance o(

VETERANS DAY |

25
^n wJtal fta*

did ui* mZpI*

tU GrJUf*

COLLEGE i9W The
*• Varsity Sport

of the Mind
Evury Monday Evening

7 00 III 9 00

TrfvH Ptrvill
— Lonn Ttm

aosi Noticti

See MAWrv
r the GAMES BOOM
MonFri 8 AM-Noo"

to sign up lor

Team Contpelilion

A More Inlormatior

"9 Featunng 13

E Mark BanU
^ BUI BraudU
«. Chauce Langtoh

5i 9 30 PM/$ 99/18 & ovei

Movie Night
Free Shows

BtBOOPMA 10:00 PM
fm popcorn

mm tor puitltnt

JACKSON 1

PRODUCTIONS
preienis

"The Great Up
Svncb Contest"

on the 1st/8th/15th

CS

26

Featuring *"

Bob Nlckman
Brian Klley

Lenny Clarke

9 30 PM/$ 99/18 » pvet

1^
Movie Night

Free Shows
ateOOPMA 10 00 PM

fm popcorn

wHh b»i ptiit^u

9y
Featunng *

'

Louren
DombrowskI
Kevin Meaney
Mike Donovan

9 30 PM/$99 18 & over

21
BLUEWALL BAR
CLOSED AT

5:00 PM
TODAY

Each week's m
winner will receive a **

SSO.oe CmH Mnl
Weekly winners eligible to

compete in finals for a

top prize ot SKO.tO

Overall winner to compete

__ in New Eryglcnd

finals for a

Seem InhrtommmH: 9
CUPFM^ERS
WMUA presents:

Grattful Daad Night
Witt

•'Tlinb*r««li«'*
8 30-12 30 /COO cove.

SocM imrtaUimml: a
PAULJWAVNE
Lowenbrou College
Film Series f:reaents

"Trading Plaeea"
Sfiows at 7 PM/9 PM/11 PM
$1 i.ovet whiCi TOfs I'l r^ inty

MCMMCOAIMf ^
HapfifHour ^OO-ex

"

Intf- ratamrty Council pfesents

A Homecoming Party

witn RACK-A-DISK
9 00 1 00/$2 00 cover

grand pnze ot

t1.tM.lt

15

Ptni.:
VlDi.O DANCING

8 30 li30 / $2 00 cover

9fi
LoitMibrtu

•**

Collegt Film Serits

featuring

"Bluva Brothers"
S-r>«'. al 7 PW9 PM 11 PM
$1 nver whicn goes to cfianty

22
BLUEW/ LL BAR

CLOSED
THRU NOV. 25TH

Jtoftftf *1UajJUfiiiit*^

29
ne Miner

Brewing Company

presents

"Th* Foola"
9 30 PM $2 00 cover

Soi<»l f«fr 1»i>imeiri: ^
CUFFJIVERS
WMUA
presents

70's Rock
8 30 12 30 / $2 00 cover

10

23

Bea«'r

17

24

Setlel fnttrttlnmurt 30
CUFFJNYIRt
Tremendous
Richard Band

featunng «48 Swing
and Motown Sound

8 30 12 30 ' $2 00 cover
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By CHARLES
CARROLL
Collegian

FRANCIS

Staff

After studying the photographs in this exhibit and also

attending the panel discussion about them, it is my con

elusion that this experimental presentation of an

thropological photography as art is for the most part a

failure. I found the exhibit to be extremely pretentious m

that is pretends to explore society and also pretends to

have artistic value. This pretension is partly the fault of

the curators, but may also reflect the pretensions of an

thropolojrv in general.

First, even though the show is a composite of very

diverse elements and points of view, from 'Balinese

villagers to MacDonalds' workers in Iowa, it lacks a real

thematic continuity as well as a homogeneous presen-

tation. Rather than explore society, the exhibit really

explores whether or not snapshots by anthropologists can

be called artful because their subject matter is interesting.

The photos are not artful overall, although undeniably

several of the photographers are artists. Most notably m

this genre is Peter Matthiesson. or else BiU Aron. There

are aesthetic problems that the viewer cannot ignore:

oraininess. focus, contrast, balance, etc. FinaUy. without

the accompanying text, the photos do not teU the story.

To merely put poor photographs in expensive mats and

frames does not make them objet d'art. These

photographs belong in textbooks or museums, certainly^

but just as certainly not in art galleries. Fortunately th^

exhibits close this Saturday. November 3. I might add that

the Herter insUllation is the best of the three.

Collegian photo by Mitch Drmntch

Zappa plajinf to the crowd Sunday night.

* You've gotta ^
*'* have arts! * ¥

FLUOmDATION?
• DES
• Thalidomide
• Swine Flu Vaccine

• Dioxin
• Agent Orange
• Asbestos
• DDT
THESE were once
said to be SAFE 4

Now some "Experts" tell us

that FLUORDIDATION is

safe. Others say that it is not!

THERE IS A DOUBTI

I do not believe that adding

more chemicals to our water

will solve anything. As a

teacher o* health thru natural

diet for the past 10 years, the

fallacy of the chemicals ap-

been
many

proach has

demonstrated to

times.

DO WE WANT TO EXPERIMENT ON OUR CHILDREN?

VOTE "NO" ON

me

i FLUORIDATION NOVEMBER 6 ^^^^^^^j

Frank & band bring
their weirdness
to the FAC
ByJACKBRESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

, . .. r l
It's safe to say that everyone had a good time at the F rank

Zappa concert in the FAC Sunday night. Not only was the

music clear and precise, but we were able to witness

Frank's bizarre sense of humor first hand.
^ . . ... .

Before beginning the show. Frank said that hed bke to

dedicate it to John Smothers (a member of his crew) and to

find out who is spreading the rumour that John is g a-y.

Then he started into "Zoot Allures." an instrumental ice-

breaker in which Frank took the first of his many hne

solos He also introduced the band at the end of it (Ray

White guitar and vocals. Chad Wackerman-drums. Al

Tunis bass. Bobby Martin keyboards, vocals Alan Zabal

keyboards, sax. vocals, harmonica, and Ike WUbs-gmtar.

vocals, and percussion). Next cam "In France. (...In

France you'll smeU like that cheese box for a couple of

weeks) from their new album. The third song was 1 Am

The Slime." from the Overnight Sensaiton album, which

had an ominous bass line throughout. "Smell that suitcase

boy'" Frank made great use of the whammy bar on this

one They also did "Cocaine Decisions." a song of consUnt

harmony, with Frank content to sit in a chau- smoking

during guitar and horn solos. But there was mention of a

cheesey little atom bomb and suitcases again and I felt a

definite pattern developing.

I was surprised to hear "WPU" (though it was a shor

tened version) from the Burnt Weenie Sandwtch album.

Frank made first use of his conductor's baton durmg

•Goblin Girl." ("Halloween night At the costume ball She s

a Koblin girl She can gobble it all") in the fine spirit of the

season. TJext came "Montana" and Easy Meat, sung by

Ike Willis. Right before the encore came 'J«fs parage

("1234 let's see if we smell some more ) and Why Uoes ii

Hurt When I Pee." ("why does it hurt when I cheese").

Before the first encore song Frank clarified the cheese

and suitcase phenomena. It seems that one Arthur Barrow

in the crew got into an argument with John Smothers. It is

possible that he started a rumour that John >s g a y. bo

John inserted some bad smelling Danish breakfast cheese

in Arthur's suitcase where it remained undetected for a

whole day. Frank wasn't sure who spread the rumour but.

^Whoever said it is destined for cheese in the suitcase.

We'll vote later to see if John is gay."

•Camarillo Brillo" was the first encore song, followed by

•Muffin Man. " "Cosmic Debris" was well "-eceived and

contained some clever lyric on the Ih^"'^
""'v.*^'

.

^t1
kindof cheesecake are we talking about here.' and The

price of beef has just gone up and your suitcase has just

Tefol-eThe second encore Frank took a vote for John

fromthe audience to see if he was gay. Apparently the

vote supported the rumour because Frank said. Uh Oh.

All the cheese in the world wont help you "ow John^

With that they did their final song. "»"^«'^.Fr"|";^,S^,

dit." sung by Ray White and Frank, "...m which Smothers

might say. Don't you call me gay!"

I

uy
vy
•vy

IT PAYS TO BE IN SHAPE!
<fy
•vy
\-vy
</>-

•uy

Are you strong? Aerobically conditioned? Well-

coordinated? A paragon of stamina?

IF GRACE UNDER PRESSURE IS YOUR TRADEMARK.

YOU CAN WIN A $250.00 CASH PRIZE.

Changes nightclub, in conjunction with the Pioneer Weight

Club will host a contest to find the women's aerobic fitness

champion of the Pioneer Valley. Competitors will follow a com-

plex Intensive aerobic workout routine led by a professional in-

structor. A panel of fitness specialists will base their sconng on

such criteria as stamina, form, coordination and strength.

If you think you will be ready two weeks from now,

call The Pioneer Weight Club to enter.

584-2175

Ask for one of our instructors.

PIONEEf^
WEIGHT
CLUBR3

November is a * * * *
month at

Brattleboro's Newest Night Club

B

Cheers Calendar
NOVEMBER 1984

Sunday

WITNESS

STRAIGHT
/ 1 USH

Xf)

XUNSI.NSi

Monday

(L

Tuesday

TheDI
Sounds ij(

tRU80
Mo C.ovcf

ACES ©

13 ThcDI
Sounds o(

CRUSO'
No Covci

'" ThcUl
S<jjnd*of

LRU 80'

NiiCovcf

WeAiesday

' Happy Mouc
AIINite

•CHU80'
NoCo»e'

' Happy Hour
AIINitc

CBUBO"
NoCovf

." IhcUl
Viundsol
CRU80'
No ( over

'' Happy Hour
All Nile

•CRU80"
No Cover

Thursday Friday Saturday

WITNESS

'Screw Ntght"

"CRVSO"
No Cover

Ii

"Screv^ Night"

CRL'SO"
No ( over

-^Happy Hour
All Nile

CRU80'
No Cover

"Vrr* Nighl'

XRUHO'
No Cover

"Sirei^ Nii/hl'

LRU 80
No Cover

FOXIE

THE TRANSFORMFRS

ACES

MISTRESS

Landmark Hill Putney Road Brattleboro, Vermont (802) 257 1778

Positive Photo lO't Required

Directions: Take Brattleboro Exrt 3 off I 91 Bear right at liflhta by HoJo't. Go 54 mile

on Rte. 5 South. Take firat left just paat Perkins Home Center. Turn left at top of hill.

Cut and Save this! I

..jjjMtJijiwi**'* •
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Davey Croakett got the jump on the

competition by leaping farther than

any other frog-2p feet 3 inches at

the annual Calaveras Jumping
Jubilee atAnge^ Camp in

California in Mc^ 1976. \ kM<

TrW^^Z^^'^*v

htc^f^

AT&T gets the jump on the

competition, too, so you'll get

more mileage for your money You'll

save 40% evenings-60% nights

and weekends-plus service that's leap
years ahead.

For information on AT&T Long Distance

Service call 800 222-0300

The more you hear the better we soured.

Ftom the Guinness Book o( World Records. - 1983

by Sferttng Publishing Company Inc . New Yorl<. NY

Thursday, November 1, 1984!

Doonesbury
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By Garry Trudeau

C0mi60UT0F1HI5AimN-
iismffnoN.frsJUSTAJOi
Tosep^'mis — ^-

BUT TPONTTHINKA PKSSIP&fr
I

SHOULPe/ER.H/WE WLCOKO^BR
HIS SHOULPSR. AiWAy^ iUONPeR-m IF HIS VICB PRBSlDem
HASA MlNP OF
Hisomi

IT 15 Thus A 6R5AT HONOR. FO^
M^ TO SON THIS DOCUM^tfT

PLAQNOIWMANHOOP INA
3LINP TFU5T. TO 0a APMIN -

FAMILY FFUBNPS'J^tJX A%^-.^

I'LL TAKB THAT
P&tN(M.GeOR6e

pRBsiPem' K^

Today's Weather

TODAY: Partly cloudy,

with highs in the mid-50s,

becoming cloudy tonight

with lows 40 to 45. Increas-

ing cloudiness on Friday,

with a chance of showers,

although should be mild in

the 50s.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

weuH&^TAM

RlPlCUiOUS ...

.. 5UCklN0 IfTTDXICftNTd

ANP HOPING FOR ft

ume F6m,e

vueufiBARis HftRPiy -m.
ffKiST ftffRoeRi/ne PiK.e

FOR A LONeiy, 5eN5m%
Sincere PtRbON to m
LOOklNb FOR QUftlTY

ca^FmONSH/p. YeftH.

miims

^if-^

1 ^^

Gorde By Gorde

THEAfrr OF CJOMIC

70P«Y'S I5$S0*/ e\/OL\/£S

mm h LsrreF i ^ciBi/BD

h ffW P^YS A60,

A^JO rr REAPS...

&LAOLY &iyf Ue M\ 5BX
LIFE ^JX 7?*fc M/SWg^ TO
THIS QUEST/OA/ "CO COAIIC

STRIP CHAI^CJ^S 6C TO

THE Sf>THRfym?" Si<b*€0

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

fl hlfltf Wt>UR ir>«,uuv> IHt

fjtcJ m&H Ri?>f rt>uJt«?

^ou.1 mnr4\| CoK»'('tt^ bo
foo GOT TO Put »r uP
60 FWt.T?

/rJC Of r>4* (tg«fl« ><

UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Yeasthead
By Jason Talerman

Sc^Jl will log W/>
.

Gtxrdei^ of ejder\/

^1

Layout Technician

needed

Work Wednesday evening

$10 a night

Good experience!

See John O'Connell

or Call 545-3500

1

DAILY CROSSWORD PliniE
Kdiird h> Trudr Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Tennis name ot

fame
5 Moroccos

capital

10 Adherents
14 Mullinsof

comics
1f^ Unique
16 Tete a tete

17 Gender Abbr

18 Lariat

19 The
Abominable
Snowman

20 He helps one
see things

clearly

23 Brig or Ma|

24 A Reiner

26 Upper limit

27 Abstemious
ones

32 Matched pair

of horses

33 Sci course

34 Packs away
36 Waterlogged

39 Stalely trees

41 The Big

Chandler
43 Garage or yard

44 Miller's

Willy

46 Moves swiftly

48 Fowl's crop

49 Curved molding

51 Box office

takes

53 Buys back

56 Take the sun

57 Part of NFL
58 He spelled

things out for

Americans''

64 National

Park

66 Puts to test

67 Tiny quantity

68 Heraldic band

69 Great white

heron

70 Pinafore

potable

71 Comedian Foxx

72 Sesame and
caraway

73 "This little pig

had

DOWN
1 Shot and shell

2 TV feature

3 Carson role

4 Concertgoer s

reward

5 Cheese dishes

6 Came to rest

7 Porcine quarry

8 Hay
Huxley

9 Fluffs hair

10 Frigid

11 Ell Whitney's
line on stage''

12 All gone'

13 Swindle

21 Witty sayings

22 Rewards of

sorts

26 Cambodia s

neighbor

27 Film maker
Gance

28 Barn adjunct

29 Ailment

contracted at

Boston
landmark''

30 Stable dweller

31 Oar
35 Brown, as

meat
37 Kind of hand

38 Evergreens

40 Settles

42 Some
demonstra-

tions

45 Noble gas
47 Sign of

healing

50 Overacts

52 Annapolis
product

53 Occam s —

54 Glowing
55 Noncom
59 Take on

60 Garden
intruder

61 Corrida

participant

62 Collar style

63 A to

Live O Hara

65 Composer
Rorem
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH:
Barbecued Pork on Bun

Shells in Cheese Sauce

DINNER:
Chicken German
Ratatouille
Quiche Lorraine

Style

BASICS LUNCH:
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS DINNER:
Ratatouille
Chicken German Style
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DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

isttt tt tt tt mtrr" ****'

Compete Against The Elements

In Buck Leather Boots

LEARN to FLY
For 1^ the usual cost

with U.Mass R.S.O. Club.

Free Bus Line. Pilots are welcome.

UNDERGRADUATES
NEEDED NOW!

Course Credit Possible

Katharine Gibbs
ENTREE-an U-
week program
that gives you
the skills you
need to put your
education to work.
Many college graduates have learned the hard

way that a college degree alone doesn't guarantee

a desired |0b Employers want more even tor

entry level positions Kathanne Gibbs ENTREE

can give you the basic skills you need to get a

Stan in your preferred tieW Eleven viieeks is all it

takes to make your education competitive Call

Kathanne Gibbs School tor complete course

intormation on its ENTREE program Ask about

Gibbs Placement which provides lifetime counsel

ing and placement tor Kathanne Gibbs graduates

The Gibbs Tradition;

Excellence in aU youdo.^

[I<^tharm C^ihhs Sciiool

86 Beacon Street, Boston. MA 021W

178 Butler Avenue Piovidence Rl 02906

Next classes start January 7, 1985

Financial assistance available Send tor our

ENTREE catalog, or call Boston (617) Z6ZZZ30

Ext 0000 or Providence (401)8611420

Ext 0000

Insulated buck leather on
Oil resistant sole.

Reg. S43 99

*31.95

All leather waterproof

boots with full storm welt.

Reg. $64.99

*46.95

Cambrelle^' lined buck

leather and suede boot

with extra support lacing

Reg. S39 99

31.95

Take on winter with insulated buck leather Outdoor'** boots.

Whether you explore back trails or pa\^d streets, nothing can

compare with the durability and comfort built into these buck

leather boots. Come to Olympian and save on the

boots that buck the elements

Name

.

Address

.

City

Wi

. State

.

Apt
I

^/SfMPMM
\XAs thriveon competition. ^

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

7"? ^ K » IK.M'j

GfAiVT SUBS
Freshly Sliced

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREA!!!

Rt 9 253-9521

Monday-Friday

Wi^TlV'iTfl

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
"An upbeat & exultant ensemble..." N.Y. Times

The five-college B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
"Jewish Jazz"

A|

Saturday
Nov. 3

8:00 P.M.

John M.
Greene
Hall

Smith College

314 College St.

Saturday

CONTRIBUTION: $7 Ceneral Public, $5 Students & Senior Citizens

TICKFTS AVAILABLE: UMass Hillel • Smith Hillel • Downtown Sounds,

Northampton • Food for Thought, Amherst • TICKETS AT THE IXX)R

M ^ ^ A ni\r.r^ 6:30 am - 3:00 pm
n fi-nn am - 4.00 om _ - %ji w ^ '^ 'K, -^ i^-vp^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Tonite

The First 100 People Receive

A FREE Budweiser Mug or Hat

Free Hamburgers, Hot Dogs

and Munchies!

2 for 1 Mixed Drinks

NO COVER

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

U27 Pleasant St7Northamplon 586-09^^

C^R«LLl^VbL
1985 WINTER CHARTER

VACATIONS
7 nights - 8 days

Montego Bay — from 399.00*

St. Thomas - from 449.00

Barbados — from 399.00

Acapuico — from 449.00

Ski Innsbruck - from 469.00

plus many more destinations

call for details 256-8931

* plus 15% tax and service

15 Cowles Lane, Amherst

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^^Monday Thursday 8:45 - 3:4b • Kriday «:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone numberjrge^

AUTO FOR SALE

197B Opal iMicu axcallant running condi-

t.on
. B^ gw mte»q«^»a»^BOjS6j1^21^

BMW 2002 73 axcatlant inside and out: eng

Et tran very strong, well iT>aintain«(l

sunroof, Bilstiens. Wabar, etc »3800 or BO
546-8170

Toyota CoroHa Daluia 1f74 axcallant con-

dition e6&-2492

VW Buo^graat ^laage. rebuilt eofl^
w/onlv 1(X» milea. »900 call after 6 256-18W

Kevin ^__
1978 Toyota Corotle good ^ndrtion

»800 00 call before 11:00 am of aftef 7:t»

(xn 546 1277

Pon^iac Lamans six cylinder excelleot run

ning condition $500 733-8641

76 Plymouth Volara wagon, good cood

power st/br, snows, recent tune up,

stereo.Muat sail »860 call 546^7766

BUY THIS CAR

ItTJ Plymouth SMollta must aa« BO Wen-

dy 253-3396

Soft Contact Lanaaa. Moat dajty wear

unM> SIS 00 to 25.00 aa. Extended wrear

"ZZ tffioS To i5 00 Soft tinted »36^
to »46 00 Lowest pncas on contact lens

«Mut.on. Heat ""*« •J2,« ^T,^*^*^'
Shoppe, Amhefst 413^ 541^2 266^403^

Sinlis D^i^iatarOnraglaas II with Marker

M40 bindings excellent condition call

54fr7144 ask for^eg

mint condition »2S0: Ibanei ARM ""^k

double cutaway smooth fast neck nunt con-

dition »200 call 6^)68

FOUND

Oold-color w«teh. near Campiy-ipood, N

Pleasant St skJe Call and deacnbe Mary

686^2840

S^ranTays found after Fafraro Rally Blen

54M378

The Hadley School System is seeking

^a'lif!ed' .orients ,o »;;'>*;;'"'• '^^^^ ^
oTades 7 12 Applicants do not have to oe

^XTe graduates T». daily rate of pay »

^00 Send l^ter of applicatK«> and

niiim. to: Supt^ Paul ^ L^^fli^-

Russell St , Hadley, MA 01M8^^
^^

127

<• pcoBOWLi Now thai we have your at

fS t^r^NDEX, the UMass yearbook, is

:^^ in writing '-^"^'^'^J^'^'^
nldMt veaitoooks In the country, ptaaaa app^ 1M CC. This position is a non

workstudy job. ......,.,..,„......•••

OAY

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a •u^io and

visual entertainment for the 80 s 5B4-e/i^

Rack-A-DIsc Rack-A-Vldao Entertaln-

ment Agency. Oiscjockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area.

5497144

ThTPaipleVOaTAliiiiic^hoats a social

hour e«:h Wed from 3 to 5 Busineas

^ir^ar. at 6:30 each Thurs Checkthe

SJmpXenter schedule for room numbers

f^lw people are welcome and encouraged

to attend'

FOR SALE

Starwk System Gerard turntable receiver

and tvvo 30 inch speakarsri003g_4829

LIVE CONCERT TAPES on TDK SA

Caaaattas Spcfnosteen, "oyd;. ?!S'J"=
Fraa Hat. Box 798 Stoughton. MA OZOTZ

14 kt goM ni« »28,00caii'Carol>n after 5

•-5486

LEOAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

Paari (with altomating gold baadal bracelet

Pleaae call 649-B871 anytlma

LOST-OOQ

gwieral laborers apply at Ruaty Nan B »8
PM Wed through Sun

^

iuARrKETiNiTTJ^TERN earn rrroney while

forking on your resume The Bra-work,

on Route 9 minutaa from UMaas call; James

Poh,rty (617) 542-8906

7^e Sub Raatauraot ia "or;»**S'1^3D
plications for part time evening work. 20-»

hours

piS^Siiia. San wimar b spring break vaca

ttorw for major ooNagiata travel oo<^Pf;;;;v_

Sgh oommlaalona - ftaa tnpai Phone
"'rl Sand application to: Joe

SSJSTcanilirvaciSon.. 28 Court St.,

BrooWyii, NY 1ia«

tMal AaalatMtta Wantad The Legal Sar

vices Office, an on-campus agency serving

University studenu. is looking for i<^

taeistant interns for the Spnng 19»

semester Get hands-on job experience in

the legal field, asaisting attomeys at LSO

with client interviewing, investigations,

negotiations, legal research, giving advice

and referrals, preparation for FedersI and

State Court litigation, atter>dence at court

hearings, and participation in administrative

hearings Interns maintain continuing

caaeloed under attorney supervision Up to

15 credits may be received from academic

depertments To apply, for advice on er

ranging an internship and credit, contact Of-

fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Building, by

Wednesday, November 7th. Writing sample

required. Further information, LSO. 922

Campus Center

Loet: Slbadan Huaky one blue eye and

one brown eye Her name is Psnda no tags

on her Black outer coat white chest Call

Eric evenings 6863201 work 54*3490 ext

276 Reward

Haldl, Friday In GRC. our glances incited in

eech other an indeterminate Wias and exert

mant. Would like to consider furthenng it

Nice to meet you Jim 549-6147

Bush Bash LAQNAF Now sign up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con-

course 546^3437

LAST CHANCE BEFORE HOMECOMINGH
The 1984 INDEX, the UMass yeerbook, is on

ssle outside ot the Student Union If you

want a copy, by it NOW We expect to sell

out at the Homecoming game on Nov 3.

Oon't be left »vithout your yeerfxjoki

LOST

Stolon In Sylvan area er Boytfan Qym,
Brown leather wallet containing licenae,

bankcard and other eaaantials. Substantial

ra«vard for return caM 6-4088 no questions

aaked the name ia KaMay McCormtok

Royal MiM toekM In •MttoR. Saya Rob«i

on from, OoaanaMa on back, " '

Ptaaaa can 646-7890

Andrea, It was great to sea ys agalni I hope

you didnt find my approach too Btror>g

Perhaps there's still tinr«. to repeir the

damage Cell me always yours Adolf

o

AASA Mambora November 1st meeting

has been poyonaduntH Tuaaday Nov 6

SOM Career Day IM. Nov 14 1st floor

Campus Center. Sponsored by

Undergraduate Busineaa Club. Luncheon tix

on sate thni Nov 9 in SOM Lobby »6 00

members, »6.00 non-members all are

welcome to attend

HiS^iith Birthday Kallyl Coograta

Kiddo love ya Amy

theTesbian bisexual » OAY
MEN'S Counseling Collective offers tree

peer counseling for '^'2°^' .'^T'l^r^
sexual onentation laauea M TuThF 4^pm_

Call 646-2646, or into-ltne 546-08B4 Rm *M
Student Union

O^iiiiTi'hairkrror the beat TWO YEARS

of my life. The memoriea and the kjvo will

lest forever '
I love you. Poopooa

FOL Happy Annlvaraaryl Let's celebrate 4

great yaara I tova youi BHa

Cathyaa - tarrlaca an cuddto • yah tova CUJ

David - Enginaring student from Pro-

vidence I geve you a ride (SurvJay 28thl on

146 in my yellow Volkswagen t couldn't tell

you then, but I think you are a fascinating

person, eaay to talk to, and incredibly good

looking. I'd like to arrange to heve a date If

you would alao. write me at 71 Evergreen

St , Providence, Rl 02906 If not, pleaae just

take this as some sort of crazy compliment

ilappy Birthday Marthal Love your Gutta.

(laylee and Ann

RHEDONDA Happy Birthday
Remember I don't need a Marcedas' Its

been greet so far don t forget ysbuts Cape

Cod condaments climing stairs head

hunter's stubbumeas Don't let your teer

drop turn inn a bigbuti Have fun in New
York but don't meat Wow Alex Let's go

cross country Love Avery

Caeh for College eveileble 116.6 miBwn

unclaimed Send ! 00 I refundable t results

guaranteed S^OR 49^10 Downing St. Fall

River, Mess 0Z733

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

ROOMMATE WANTED

To ahara one bedroom apt In Craatvlaw

Non smoking female 22 + yeers Studious

192 50/month plus utilities Call 549-5469

svaileble @ Dec 20

Quiet houaahold of 2 M. 1 F aaaka fourth

for large 4 bedroom apt walk to towm.

1160 1 Jack 2S3 9237

RUBBER BRACELETS
THERE HERE

Maek rubbar O-ring bracalatall Madon-
na?7' Campus Center Concourse Wad-Fri

SAVE MY LOVEUFE

Caaaa, DIaeartattona.

on<ampus low rates guarantaad accep-

tance Nancy 66*^7924

RIDE WANTED

To Rodtaatar NY November 9(Fridayl oM
share axpanaaa. Oaaparatai 6;6774

RIda naadad to Buffalo or

Roahaatar/Syracuaa Shara » Nov. 2

64fr«12B

I naad a ride to Boston (Brighton,

specificallyl on Fn Nov 2 Call LiJ at 6-6704,

or at the Collegisn Editonal Daek

keep trying I

TRAVEL

KNHngton Ski Trip

20 26 call Sno Search

546 1466

Brian

*1tB Jan
or Kavin

WANTED TO RENT

2 women went to sublet room in home or

apartment for wmlerseaaion and spring cat

646-5623 or 546-5619

Laaaa wanted startlrtg Jan for

dywina, Puffton or Twnhouaa
649-3914 Mike or Tom

Bran-

2 people looking to fent room in Bran-

dywine. Toywiehouse or Puftton for Sprfng

86 caK Donna or Diarta 266^14 Uatwaan
4-6 or after 11 pm^

rfr' •«•«•' V*,f«« -?««•
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Of Meyer,
Marvin
and Max
This time the bossman went too far. ThLs

time he not only crossed the players, but

the brass too. This time when Ron Meyer
made a decision, he upset the wrong
people.

So now, Meyer is out, Raymond Berry i.'

in, and Rod Rust, the man Meyer thought

he could do without, is back. Pat Sullivan,

Daddy Sullivan, and the rest of the

Sullivan monopoly simply didn't take

kindly to their coach axing a defensive co

ordinater. who they had done quite alot to

get in the first place, without so much as

letting them know first.

The Meyer firing can be looked at in two

ways. First, that it is the worst possible

time to fire a coach. The team, whether

you care to believe this or not, really is in

a playoff race, and more disruptions at

this point could be fatal.

The second possibility is the opposite.

Now that Meyer is gone, the disruptions

may very likely be gone also. The players

themselves are happy with the move and

that could be all the matters. Unhappy
players give less than is needed. Happy
players often give more.
This writer leans towards the second

possibility.

>»»»l»j

Ex-Hogsters grab
Tough defense holds on, beats Sixpackers 23-18

Mustafa was simply another talking

punching bag. Marvin was only doing

what Marvin knows what must be done.

Destruct and Destroy. Mustafa played

the fool to the hilt.

Not only did he come back for a second

beating, but he predicted he would take

away Marvin's crown, maybe even knock

him out. Oh, what a silly person Hamsho
is. Things like that only serve to make the

Marvelous one furious. It makes the

hungry dog rabid. You can almost picture

the foam.

But thanks to a group of pretenders

known as the World Boxing Council,

Marvin took a worse beating. In all their

infinite wisdom, they have taken away

their share of his title for reasons still not

comprehensive to human thinking.

The one scenario that no one has thought

out yet is what the WBC is really doing to

some poor slob down the line. If they

really pull off this insane ploy, suc-

cessfully steal Marvin's belt, and give it to

someone else, you know who Marvin will

want to fight next. He will want that belt

again and the same hunger, only in-

tensified, will be in Ihis eyes.

It will be a very long, no, make that very

short, night for some opponent.

Didn't you know that it would happen

this way? Didn't you know that Ole Max
would sit at home through the Celts

dreaded training camp, and then make his

return when the fun started? Well, Max is

indeed home and the city of Boston has

breathed a collective sigh of relief. So too,

it seems, has Max. Word has it that the

prodigal son signed for the same money

that was offered a month ago. Chalk

another one UD for Red.

Could it be that Cedric and agent Ron
Grinker got a little nervous when Gerald

Henderson was shipped to the West
Coast? The only place Max really wants to

play is Boston. Atlanta wouldn't be

horrible, but Portland or Seattle would.

Whatever the reason, the Rubberband

Man is back in Green, and that's all that

matters right now. The past is the past,

and in the future holds more cham
pionships to be won. It is time for the

quest to begin,

[Editor's note: Russ Whinnem is a

Collegian staff member currently on an

internship in Boston.

By BRIAN FRATES
Collegian Correspondent

As the old football adage goes, "The team

that lives by the pass dies by the pass."

Such was the case Wednesday night, as the

Ex Hogsters defeated the Six Packers 23

18 for the Men's Intramural Flag Football

Championship.

In a game that saw both quarterbacks

combine to put the ball in the air over fifty

times, it was the ability of the Ex Hogsters

to mix their pass offense with a solid ground

attack that led them victory.

"It really seemed as though they threw the

ball a lot more than we did," Ex Hogster

captain Dan Teneczar said. "I felt we mixed

up our plays more effectively, and that it

had a lot to do with our victory."

The Six Packers drew first blood, wasting

little time in taking advantage of an Ex-

Hogster turnover. On the first play of the

second quarter. Jack Bloise rolled to his

right and hit Jim Knopf in the end zone for a

quick touchdown. The two point conversion

failed, and the score stood at Six Packers 6,

Ex Hogsters 0.

It did not take long for the Ex-Hogsters to

.strike back. Starting on their own twenty

yard line, they put together a time con-

suming drive, climaxing when Economou

called a reverse on second down which

caught the opposition flat footed. Mike

Galvin romped into the endzone, and Sid

Niang added the point after for a 7 6 Ex

Hogster advantage.

The lead did not last more than five

minutes. With two and a half minutes left

in the half, Bloise hit Salustri with a thirty

yard scoring strike. The two point con-

version again failed, and the Six Packers

were up 12 7, content to take their lead into

the second half.

They would, but not until both teams had

scored again. After a nineteen yard field

goal from Niang, Bloise then hooked up

with Mike Brennan with fifteen seconds left

to the half to make the score 18-10.

Aided by three penalties, the Ex-Hogsters

closed out the first half scoring with just

seconds left, with Economou hitting Vinnie

Burton on the run. A two point conversion

Volleyball
playoffs:

up in the air
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

If you think that Calculus 340 homework

you've been doing for weeks is confusing,

take a look at the playoff situation for the

University of Massachusetts volleyball

team.
Before last weekend's West Point torney,

the Minutemen were ranked fifth in the

Northeast region and facing must win

situation. But then number one Nor

theastern University lost three matches

and fell to third in the region and Bryand

College, who was ranked fourth and didn't

compete in the tourney, fell to sixth. The

spikers are now breathing a bit easier,

because they are now fourth in the region

with a 24 14 mark.

What does all of this mean?

Simply this: the top four teams from the

combined Northeast and Mid-Atlantic

regions make post season play in the ECAC
championships. Add in that New Haven

University, who is now ranked number one

in the Northeast, didn't apply for league

status, and you have a very promising

situation for the spikers.

"We're definitely in contention, especially

sinqe there is one spot open," said coach

Elame S5ortino.

And if you think that's the whole deal,

Lhink again.

The spikers also have the small matter of a

state championship to deal with at this

weekend's MAIAW tournament at Eastern

Nazerene University.

•'We've been the bridesmaid for a couple of

vears, " said Sortino. "We really want to

^et this one."

The three team tourney includes UMass,

Eastern Nazerene and the University of

Lowell

Colletoan photo by Andy

The winning intramural Hag football team, the Ex-Hogsters, is seen here in a

team photo. They played a tough second-half defense and held on to beat the

Sixpackers 23-18 at lower Boyden fields yesterday.

failed, and the first half ended, Six-Packers

18, Ex-Hogsters 16.

The second half was anti-climatic as far as

action went. About two minutes into the

third quarter, the Ex Hogsters scored on a

Economou to Rich Manning touchdown

pass. Niang booted the point after, and the

Ex Hogsters held a five point lead, they

held throughout the second half.

Jack Bloise, however, put together one

last drive. On fourth and goal. Bloise rolled

to his right looking for Knopf. He fired

what seemed to be a sure touchdown strike.

However, the Ex Hogster defense came
through again, as a defensive player was

just able to get his hand on the pass to give

the Ex Hogsters the victory.

"We've been waiting for this for four

years," Economou said. "A lot of us are

seniors. Maybe the wait made us a little

hungrier."

Latest polls
The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team fell to fifth in the nation

despite not losing.

The Minutemen, 13-3, defeated by BU
yesterday and must defeat rival UConn
on Saturday to move back into the top

four and gain a home field advantage in

the playoffs. UNH, who lost to UMass
earlier this season, climbed to fourth after

losing only 1-0 to powerful Old Dominion,

the number one team.

The playoff-bound women's soccer

team, 12-2-2, stayed at fourth in the coun-

ty in the final poll. The volleyball team is

fourth in the Northeast Division 2 poll.

I
Men's soccer is fourth in New England.

Sports Log

Tony

Betros

Just a few thoughts...

We're more than halfway through the

football season and we have quite a few

interesting developments. The Dolphins

are still undefeated and looking to better

their 17-0 season in 1972. The rarity in

which undefeated seasons occur makes it

tough to see Miami repeat, but they have

the personnel this year to do it. ..Dan

Marino (who ironically wears number 13--

not what you would call a rabbit's foot) is

having a better year than a human should

have a right to. The Dolphins already have

a three game lead over the Pats and Jets

and, get this, a nine game lead over the

Bills. Why am I suddenly thinking about

the presidential election?

Speaking of the Pats, they once again

showed incredible poise in coming back to

beat the Jets last Sunday. That marks at

least the fourth come-from-behind victory

they've had this season, something they

just weren't able to do in previous years.

It's still going to be an uphill struggle for

the playoffs, though. They won't catch

Miami and have to battle the likes of the

Raiders and Broncos as well as the Jets for

the wild card...New coach Raymond Berry
has the players in a happier frame of mind.

Tony Collins said that Berry earned more
respect in a day than Ron Meyer did in

three years. What the SuUivans should

have done was to fire Meyer and hire

Rodney Dangerfield. I mean, he has a song
out and everjlhing.

1. The Celtics hung up championship flag

number 15 last night, and they have set out

a quest for number 16. They have quite a

road block this year in the 76ers. Two
rookies, Leon Wood and Charles Barkley

have given the Sixers the added depth they

lacked last year. Boy, the Barkley is one

big fellow 6'6", 280 pounds. Instead of

wasting space with a fat joke, the next time

you hear Joan Rivers talk about Liz Taylor,

substitute Barkley's name... A big surprise

this year could be the Washington Bulletts.

They have always had a solid front line, and

adding Gus Williajn'' to the back court sure

can't hurt. They will also challenge Boston

for the top...With Milwaukee trading away

their team earlier this season, the Chicago

Bulls may be surprise winners of the

Central Division. The Bulls have probably

the most exciting player in the NBA since

Juhus in Michael Jordan. The man's got

more than a three foot vertical leap. To

really put it in perspective, he can almost

jump over the Whitmore red tape.

It's been another week of hockey and

Edmonton is still without a loss. Miami is

one thing, but if they go undefeated, that

would be, as they say in Amherst

wicked...The Hartford Whalers are tied for

first (I'd never thought I'd write that) in the

Adams Division with the Canadiens with

Quebec and Buffalo struggling to get out of

the cellar. The Bruins, meanwhile, fact the

arch-rival Nordiques tonight. Forget about

Hagler-Hamsho, or even Friday the 13th; if

you want to see blood, tune in.

No more need be said.

Sports ataglance

UMasa schedale:

There are no aporta scheduled today
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Reagan: 'You ain't seen nothing yet

'

Mondale 's taxplan is criticized;

protesters shout fourmore days
*

Mv KITA MlRrilY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON— President Ronald Reagan told

more than 20,000 cheering supporters

".Ameri''a's he'st days are yet to come" at a

politic'' rally ^^oro yesterday that was

di> up»»"! <»'ver;il times by nearly as many

ar.«i auniinistr.r on protesters.

.^'a^;'?,. •* .'..• ->' :<i)-.i(>n lo holster the

C.S. Senate candidacy of Republican Ray

^h;"x\'(^ :n •.*ic Bay State, told the noontime

crowd at City hall Plaza that since he took

office four years ago, "America is back with

a powerful renewed spirit."

"Four years ago, we began to navigate by

certain fixed principles. It was a second

American revolution. It has only just

begun. But America is back," Reagan

said. "And you ain't seen nothing yet."

Chants of "I'.S.A. " and "Four more years"

interrupted the president more than a

dozen times while a loud, boi.sterous throng

of demonstrators just outside the roped off

plaza, estimated at 25.000 by police, jeered

Reagan with shouts of "Four more days"

and "Dump Reagan."

"You know there's an echo in here, isn't

there?" Reagan asked the crowd. He went

on to say that when he took office he cut

taxes for everyone, not just a certain

segment of America, and pointing to the

crowd of protesters said, "There's one

group here that if they keep yelling, I'm

going to raise their taxes."

But the boos and chants continued, which

prompted those inside the plaza to shout

back: "Mondale is a wimp."

Reagan attacked Walter Mondale's record

in the U.S. Senate, claiming the former vice

president voted 16 times to increase taxes.

Reagan said Mondale has "consistently

supported legislation time after time which

increases taxes for my constituents.'

"Now doesn't that make you want to

become one of his constituents?" Reagan

asked the crowd.

Mondale's proposed tax hikes would cost

every household in America "$1,890 a

year," Reagan said.

"That's like having a second mortgage, a

Mondale mortgage. His economic policy

has two plans, one to raise your taxes, the

second to raise them again. The American

people don't want those taxes and he's not

going to get them."

The Democratic tickets tax plan would

bring the present administration's economic

recovery plan "to a roaring stop." he said.

"If my opponent's campaign were a T.V.

program, it would be 'Let's Make a Deal.' If

his campaign were a Broadway show it

would be 'Promises, Promises' and if it

were a book you would have to read it back

to front to get a happy ending.

"He -sees an America in which every day is

tax day, April 15. We see an America in

which every day is Independence day, July

4th."

There was heavy security on hand for the

rally. Everyone let into the plaza area had

to first pass through a metal detector

device and be searched by security officers.

Most of the 20.000 in the plaza area were

Reagan supporters but a few Mondale

supporters roamed the crowd carrying

"KKK for Reagan". "Dump Ray gun" signs.

.Just before the president arrived, a fight

broke out between two older women near

the front of the crowd, one trying to

position a Reagan/Shamie sign, the other a

"Prevent Nuclear War, Vote Mondale"

sign. Following several push and shoves

between the two. the woman carrying the

Reagan sign punched the other woman,

knocking her to the gfround.

contimued on page 5
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President Ronald Reagan addresses a 45,000 strong crowd of sup-

porters and critics yesterday outside Boston City Hall.

Alumni warm up

pep rally, bon fire
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

This year's Homecoming weekend, expected to attract

5,000 University of Massachusetts alumni, will warm up

tonight with a bonfire and pep rally at the Campus Pond.

Other events this weekend include the homecoming

football game, a parade, and a big band concert featuring

the University Jazz Ensemble.

Eric Snoek, an assistant at the Alumni Affairs office,

said, "This year's homecoming will be better attended

than ever.

"Last year, we had torrential rain, which dampened

things alot," he said, "but this year, we have the poten-

tial for a fantastic weekend."

All of this weekend's events will be open to students,

faculty and staff, as well as alumni and their guests.

This year, the British students at UMass will join the

homecoming celebration by lighting a unique Anglo-

American 'Guy Fawkes' bonfire at 7 p.m. today at the

Campus Pond.

Guy Fawkes attempted to blow up the British Parlia-

ment in 1607, but was arrested before the explosion took

place. The anniversary of the intended demolition is

celebrated in Britain by the burning of bonfires with ef-

figies of 'Guy' and fireworks displays.

continued on pa^e U

Students 'die' to protest nuclear war
Takepart in nationalcampus demonstration

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Members of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts
Peacemakers will "die" as

part of today's protest on

college campuses nation-

wide to demonstrate the

belief that suicide is better

than surviving a nuclear

war.

According to Julie Fit-

zgerald, an organizer of the

event, about 20 students

will march to the beat of a

drum from the Fine Arts

Center dressed in "somber,

funeral-like" clothing to the

Student Union Building,

play a recording of the

Emergency Broadcast
System, and on the cue of a

siren, fall down and silently

"die" at noon.

"The recording will an-

nounce that 'this is not a

test' instead of the usual

'this is a test.'" Fitzgerald

said. "A few people dressed

in shroud garb will trace the

bodies with chalk on the ce-

ment," she said.

A cyanide referendum
passed recently by Brown
University's student
government, requests
health services tfl stock

cyanide pills for students to

ingest in the "unfortunate

circumstance that we would

survive a nuclear war,"

Brown student David
Waskow said.

The peacemaker "die in"

is part of an effort on 17

campuses throughout the

country to continue the

cyanide issue.

Waskow helped organize-

the action two weeks ago at

Brown "to raise a unified

student voice on the issue

that the arms race must

stop, and that suicide is a

better alternative than try-

ing to live after a nuclear

war," Waskow said in an in-

terview yesterday.

The 17 universities par-

ticipating in the rally calling

for "the end of the arms
race" include Lewis and
Clark University in Oregon,

Ohio State University, the

University of North
Carolina, Tufts University

and Cornell University.

"The universities are

demonstrating against
nuclear war in different

ways that fit their school's

stand on it," Waskow said,

continued on page 7
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Assassinations
Indian Army ordered to

shoot rioters on sight
NEW DELHI. India (AP)- Soldiers were

ordered to shoot rioters on sight in six

major Indian cities yesterday to stop

lynchings, beatings and arson that have

killed a reported 157 people in northern

India since the assassination of Prime

Minister Indira Gandhi.

Hindus were reported to have hanged

Sikhs, beaten them to death, and burned

their shops, cars and homes in revenge for

the prime minister's death Wednesday at

the hands of two of her Sikh bodyguards.

Sikhs number 13 million in the

predominantly Hindu nation of 730 million

people, whom the 66 year old prime

minister ruled for 15 of the last 18 years.

For the first time since India's in-

dependence from Britain in 1947. the army

was called into the capital to help police

maintain law and order. When roaming

Hindu gangs defied a round the clock

curfew declaration, authorities ordered the

troops to shoot rioters on sight.

Black smoke from burning buildings,

shops and cars billowed over the city of 6

million.

Rajiv Gandhi. 40. who was selected by

leaders of the ruling Congress Party to

succeed his mother, met with opposition

leaders Thursday night and issued an

appeal for peace saying: "This madness

must stop."
.

More than half a million people stood m a

two mile long line to view the flag draped

body of the slain leader at her childhood

home, the Teen Murti House. Police used

tear gas and bamboo staves to keep

enraged crowds from running wild over the

residence grounds, and some frenzied

AP Ijui«n>hoto

An Indian Army soldier kneels in a Calcutta street yesterday as

pedestrians raise their arms. Soldiers were ordered to shoo noters on

sight in six major India cities in the wake of violence following the

assassination of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi Wednesday.

mourners chanted. "Blood for blood." and

"Indira Gandhi is immortal."

Shoot to kill orders were also issued m
five not hern cities: Indore in Madhya

Pradesh state. Patna in Bihar stale and Rae

Bareilli. Kanpur and Dehra Dun in Uttar

Pradesh State. Curfews were imposed m
30 cities.

A nine mile prwession of people wearmg

black badges and carrying pictures of Mrs.

Gandhi drew 10.000 mourners m Calcutta.

India's most populous city.

Woman injected
RALEIGH. N.C. <AP) - Velma Barfield.

rejected by court after court, dropped her

appeals and awaited a 2 a.m. execution

this morning for poisoning her boyfriend

that would make her the first woman put

to death in the United States since 1962.

Barfield. 52. told prison officials she

would exchange her brown prison dress

for her own pink cotton pajamas shortly

y --fore she was wheeled on a gurney into

i»f Vath chamber to receive a lethal

injt.Lion.

Barfield confessed to poisoning St. Pauls

farmer Stuart Taylor, who died Feb. 3.

1978. She also confessed to poisoning her

mother and two elderly Lumberton

residents who employed her as a live m
housekeeper. She repeated the confession

on the witness stand while testifying at

her December 1978 trial.

She was never charged in the killings of

her mother and two employers.

Africa
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WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan yesterday approved $45.1 million

worth of food shipments to three drought

stricken African countries and also

authorized the chartering of two cargo

planes to help speed food supplies to

drought victims in Ethiopia.

The approval of new food aid for Kenya.

Mozambique and Mali raised the total of

emergency U.S. food assi.stance for Africa

to $131 miUion in the last month alone,

compared with $173 million for the

preceding 12 months.

On Tuesday, the White House accused

Ethiopia of ignoring the needs of its

estimated 6 million hungry shile spending

lavish sums for a celebration in September

commemorating the 10th anniversary of

Marxist rule.

M. Peter McPherson. administrator of the

Agency for International Development,

told a news conference that since the an

niversary. Ethiopia has focused "sub

stantially more attention " on the hunger

problem.
Reagan's announcement of new food

deliveries was made by White House

spokesman Larry Speakes while the

president headed for a campaign ap

pearance in Boston.

Speakes' announcement said Kenya will

receive 120.000 metric tons of food worth

$25.5 million. Mozambique 73.000 metric

tons worth $12.7 million and Mali 1.500

metric tons worth $6.9 million.

Since Oct. 1. emergency lood aid has been

sent to 15 countries. Speakes said. Niger

and Chad also are under active con-

sideration for such assistance, he said.

Cocaine was to finance

Honduran death ploy

WASHINGTON (AP) - The FBI arrested

eight people yesterday in what it called an

alleged plot by exile businessmen to

assassinate Honduran President Roberto

Suazo and take over that Central American

government.

FBI Director William H. Webster said the

bureau learned of the alleged plot last July

from a U.S. citizen and inserted an un-

dercover FBI agent into the scheme as one

of thetriggermen.

Webster said the FBI had seized 760

pounds of cocaine Sunday at a remote

airstrip in south Florida. The drugs, which

Webster said are worth $10.3 million

wholesale, were to be used to finance the

overthrow, Webster said.

He said a Honduran general. Jose A.

Bueso-Rosa. 47. who is the military attache

posted to Honduran embassy in Santiago,

Chile, was among those named in a criminal

complaint filed in U.S. District Court in

Miami
Also charged in the complaint was Faiz J.

Sikaffy. 49. a Honduran citizen and

businessman who lost more than $7 million

in Honduras when the government

nationalized his cement business. Sikaffy

now operates a seafood business in Florida

and resides in Miami.

in addition, the complaint charged Gerard

Latchinian. 46, a Honduran citizen who

lives in Miami, and who was described by

the FBI as an international arms dealer

with business interests in Honduras.

Webster said the conspirators planned to

have Suazo killed and to u.se the resulting

civil unrest to take over the Honduran

government between Oct. 15 and Nov. 15,

1984.

Webster said the FBI undercover agent

way to be paid $300,000 for the

assassination of Suazo, with $100,000 of

that to be paid in advance.

AP l*»erphoto

Democratic Presidential Candidate Walter F. Mondale and running

mate Geraldine Ferraro drew this crowd of 100,000 yesterday on 37th

Street in New York City. The rally, the largest the pair has drawn, was

organized by the International Ladies Garment Workers Union.
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Duffey, others

tour campus
for dark areas
Administrators met with members of the

student senate rape task force and toured

the campus last night in an effort to

determine the location of problem darkness

areas at the University of Massachusetts.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson, Director of Public Safety Gerald

O'Neill, and Physical Plant Director Roger

Cherewatti met with student senators

SUcy Roth, Greg Fink, Suzanne Gauger.

Robert Griffin, Student Government

Association President Rick Patrick, and

Coordinator of the Women's Leadership

Project Liisa Trocki.

"We are here to point out unlit places on

campus that are lacking security measures

such as lighting, call boxes and untended

undergrowth," Fink said.

The group started out in a van at the

Student Union Building and immediately

found the dark area behind Thompson Hall

on the trail down to"P" lot.

The students pointed out dark areas and

lack of call boxes in "P" lot. lot 25, lot 44,

and the rest of campus including sections of

Orchard Hill, Central, Northeast, Sylvan,

and Southwest to the administrators.

Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neill

said the action taken by the students

"reaffirms what we are planning."

The only confrontational moment came

over the suggestion proposed by the

students that the trail through the orchard

from Sylvan to Orchard Hill "be made more

safe."

Duffey said he thought it would be better

to discourage people from walking on the

path at all. Cherewatti said the cost of

putting lights and call boxes on the path

would be very high.

Trocki from the WLP said, "Rape has a

very high emotional cost in a woman's life."

Duffey stressed the need for more

education and said his office was planning

"ads in the paper, signs on paths and

bulletins (regarding personal safety)."

The rape task force of the student senate

was formed last week by Fink, Griffin, and

Roth in response to one reported rape and

other rapes that were rumoured to have

happened on campus.
- REBECCA THATCHER

Machine bums in JFK
About 300 residents of John F. Kennedy

dormitory in Southwest were evacuated

last night after smoke was discovered in a

14th floor laundry room.

According to 14th floor resident a.ssistant

James Gilmartin, Kennedy residents spent

about 15 minutes outside as fire department

officials investigated.

Gilmartin said the cause of the smoke was

a worn out washing machine belt which had

burned, but he did not know whether the

fire alarm had been pulled or if the smoke

had set it off.

The alarm went off about 8:41 p.m.

Damage was reported at $70.

BOB BURGESS
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LOOK, MA—NO HANDS — Steve Cayer, 14, of Amherst, practices a

bicycle stunt near the Fine Arts Center yesterday.

New vending rules proposed
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last night proposed to change vending rules

so non-school related vendors in the Cam-

pus Center would be charged more and

have to be monitored by the student groups

that sponsor them.

The proposal will be voted on next week.

Most of the vendors who sell on the con-

course are student related. Those who are

not wrill be charged 20 percent of their sales

if they make more than $300, if the pro-

posal passes.

BOG chairperson Bob Abele said he ex-

pects the motion to pass and that it may be

amended so that part of the fee goes to the

Board of Governors.

The bulk of the fee would go to the

Recognized Student Organization who

sponsored the outside vendor. Presently

the only fee the outside vendors pay is a

daily rent of at least $60 to the RSO. Under

the new policy, vendors making under $300

will only have to pay RSO rent.

Abele said that with the new fee .system,

RSOs will have to justify what the money

will be used for before they are allowed to

sponsor a vendor, so they do not just take

the money and throw a party.

The vendors may aJso be asked to

demonstrate that their product is "unique"

to the student market.

The proposal also limits the vendors to a

10-day maximum contract; vendors now

can get 20 days. No more than two outside

vendors a day will be allowed on the Cam-

pus Center concourse. Vendor Coordinator

Jim Thompson said this will help stop the

concourse from looking like a flea market.

Pro-lifers are

'tied to right,'

Catholic says
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY - Addressing the in-

creasingly heated abortion debate between

pro-choice Catholic politicians such as

Geraldine Ferraro and conservative church

officials. Professor Daniel Maguire of

Catholics for a Free Choice spoke to a

receptive audience of 80 last night at

Mount Holyoke College.

"There is no evidence that illegality will

mean fewer abortions, but it will mean the

deaths of poor women," Maguire said.

He cited an obscure doctrine of the

Catholic Church called "Probabalism," in

which in cases of moral doubt one is free to

follow one's conscience as theological

justification for a pro-choice position.

"The Catholic tradition contains a lot of

subtelty and ambiguity which unfortunate-

ly has been lost," he said.

Maguire said almost all moral theology

on abortion "has been written by celibate

men sitting behind desks." He cited a pro-

found mistrust of women as one of the

reasons for the furor surrounding the abor-

tion issue.

Insteaci of condemning women who
choose abortion, Maguire urged people to

think about the reasons so many women
are pregnant who don't want to be.

"Women act out the feelings of inferiori-

ty" by not taking responsibility for con-

traception, he said.

Maguire characterized the pro-life move-

ment as "fixated, narrow, and tied to right

wing politics." The way these activists

characterize women who choose abortion

as "lusty sluts" amounts to nothing more
than "sexism and misogyny," he said.

Maguire also criticized the policies of the

Reagan administration and the silence of

pro-life activists on the arms race.

"We spend $2 million per minute on

preparation for death while 43,000 children

whose personhood is not in question die

every day due to insufficient ffxxi and vac-

cinations. Why is there such a fixation with

pre-natal life instead of post-nataJ death?"

Maguire charged that the Catholic

Church is giving a "wink and a ncxf" to an

administration which has "increased the

military budget by $6 million an hour and

taken an additional $20 million from the

lower fifth of the population while giving

$35 to the top fifth."

"There is already a nuclear war being

waged on the poor — we're taking food out

of their mouths to buy these weajMjns we

don't need," he added.

Maguire is a professor of moral theology

at Marquette University and Notre Dame.

He was also named by Ms. Magazine as one

of the top 40 men of the decade.

Maguire frequently relied on personal

anecdotes and experiences to reinforce his

views on abortion. He visited an abortion

clinic because "it is good to get close to the

reality of these women's lives before you

make a self-righteous condemnation of

women you've never met."

Pagoda built for worldpeace in Leverett

Buddhist monks choose first nuclear-free zone for peace project

By STEPHEN HIGGINS
Collegian Correspondent

LEVERETT— Buddhists and non sectarian volunteers

are building North America's first peace Pagoda which

will rise 100 feet above Cave Hill in this town of 1500

which is the first nuclear free zone in the country.

When completed, the dome-shaped cement pagoda wUI

be fiUed with Burmese artifacts and will serve to

stimulate thought about world peace.

"We really believe building peace pagodas helps change

people's hearts and minds. It will remain as a source of

light for people in this violent age," said Clau-e Carter, a

Buddhist nun. ,c , c^n

The daily turnout of workers ranges from 15 to M
people from all parts of the continent, according to Bob

Davidson, an on site architect from British Columbia,

Canada. Construction begins at 6 a.m. and continues

until dusk. i.:„^..

"It's truly amazing and moving to see all different kmd^

of people donating all different kinds of things. Cart.

.

said. Food donations help feed the workers, some o

whom stay in a renovated barn below the pagoda .site.

The pagoda is being built on 70 acres of land donated by

Warren Lett. ,

The 2500 year old practice of building pagodas,

forgotten in 'the 20th century, was revived m Japan by

the Most Venerated Nichidatsu Fujii, a Buddhist high

priest, shortly after the atomic bomb was dropped. At

the age of 60, Fujii spent eight years building a pagoda

using his hands and a few crude tools.

"We really believe building peace pagoda.'i

helps change people's hearts and minds. It

will remain as a source oflightfor people in

this violent age.

"

— Claire Carter, _ Buddhist nun

Work on the pagoda, was begun last March under the

direction of the Buddhist order Nipponzan Myohoji. It is

expected to be ready for dedication by May 1985, when

the 100 year old Fujii, will come to Leverett.

The monks chose Leverett to build the pagoda partly

because it was the first nuclear free zone in the United

States. Reaction to the project has been generally

favorable in the town.

"People have been more interested and curiaus than

antagonistic." Jane Davis, Leverett's administrative

assistant, said.

"We are trying to help recover a righteous and

passionate way to live," Carter said.

"We hope this is just a beginning."

Photo h» Stephen HiKirnii

The Leverett Peace Pagoda
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Empties returnedon campus
Bottles, cans redeemed in residential areas

By DAN WHITE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students

don't have to trudge all the way to the

gfrocery store to redeem their empty
bottles and cans -they can return them at

centers in their own residential areas.

The Student Redemption project is the

only student- run redemption service in

the state, and was started with a $4000

loan from the Student Government
Association in 1983.

"We did a feasibility study on how many
empties there were on campus and how
feasible it would be to collect them. We
discovered that there were an incredible

amount of empties around here," said Lisa

Vatske, a senior business law student and

CO- administrator of the project.

But one problem the redemption service

faces is that. "Most people don't know we

exist," Vatske said.

"Things usually start off slowly at the

beginning of the school year and then

build up as more and more people f^^f^ "••

about it," said Michael Pattavina,

operating manager for the Kecyclmg

Project, who serves as an adviser to the

Redemption Service.

At present the service is averaging 4,000

returns a week, he said.

"This is about half the amount we need to

keep going," Pattavina said.

Students get 5 cents per empty and the

empties are then sold back to the

distributer for 7 cents. The 2 cents per

can and bottle goes for paying employees

and paying off the loan from the SGA.

Alcohol ads get guidelines
By JIM AVERILL
Collegian Staff

The University Health Council has en-

dorsed a 12-point resolution on the control

of the marketing of alcoholic beverages on

campus.
,

., , .
,

The resolution, which was conipiled by

The National Association of Student and

Personnel Administrators, consists ot 1^

recommendations for various groups

within the University to refer to when plan-

ning events or promotions that mvolve

alcohol. J • 4.U

Some of the rules mentioned in tne

resolution are:

• promotion of alcoholic beverages

should not encourage any form of alcohol

abuse or place any emphasis on frequency

or quantity of use.

• beverage alcohol should not be provid-

ed as free awards to students or campus

organizations.

14

;

^

beverage alcohol advertising on cam-

pus should not portray drinking as a solu-

tion to personal or academic problems or as

necessary to social, sexual or academic suc-

cess.

• alcoholic beverage marketing programs

specifically targeted for students and/or

held on campus should conform to the code

of student conduct and should avoid de-

meaning sexual or discriminatory por-

trayals of individuals.

• no uncontrolled sampling as part of

campus marketing programs should be per-

mitted and no promotional activities should

include "drinking contests."

While this resolution is not University

pohcy, most members of the UHC adhere

to it, said Dr. David P. Kraft, executive

director of University Health Services.

"This resolution is a step in the right

direction, but I don't think it goes quite far

enough," Kraft said.

• homecoming
continued from ipage 1

The UMass Marching
Band, the football team, the

UMass cheerleaders, foot-

ball Coach Bob Stull and
women's soccer Coach
Kalekeni Banda are all ex-

pected to attend the bonfire

and help lead the annual

pre-game pep rally.

At 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall, the

department of music and

dance will present a special

concert, "Tribute to the Big

Bands," featuring Jeff

Holmes and the University

Jazz Ensemble.
"Decades" is the theme

this year for the traditional

homecoming parade
through Amherst Saturday

morning. Floats represen-

ting the 1920s, 30s, 50s and

60s have been constructed

by various sororities and

fraternities, and by Leach

and Washington Tower
residence halls, said Todd

Thomas, assistant coor-

dinator of Greek Affairs.

The parade, which will be

led by the Minuteman Mar-

ching Band and UMass
cheerleaders, will leave

Haigis Mall at 11 a.m. and

proceed down
Massachusetts Avenue to

North Pleasant Street, and

through the center of town.

The route then turns right

onto Amity Street, follow-

ing it to University Drive

and then proceeding on to

the stadium.

At the stadium, the

Minutemen and the Univer-

sity of Connecticut's
Huskies will clash on the

gridiron at 1 p.m., as the

two teams square off for

another episode in the long

standing rivalry.

After the game, there will

be a reception in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom in

honor of the reunion classes

of '69, '74 and '78, to which

alumni and friends are in-

vited.

4>'|9&4 Seer Brewed by Miliar fifewiiiigCt;^'^)
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President supports Shamie:

*He'll work for growth, jobs'

C«U«(Ua photo b; lUtli; Jordui

More than 20,000 spectators jammed the fenced-in area of Boston's

City Hall plaza yesterday to hear President Ronald Reagan speak.

* Reagan 5
continued from page 1

hollowing the rally, several

verbal fights broke out

between Mondale and
Reagan supporters. In one

instance, one man said that

because of Reagan he has

been without a job for over

two years, and because he's

not educated, doubts he'll be

able to get one. Another

man then told him he should

open up the want ads, and

the group quickly grew in

size. The incident turned

into a prolonged shouting

match lasting well over 20

minutes.

Two senior citizens, one 75-

year-old Evelyn Bernard of

Tewksbury, called the rally

"one of the greatest

moments of my life. He's

the best man this country

has ever had. He's so warm,

so friendly."

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON At 12:10
yesterday afternoon, a man
in a blue suit approached the

bare blue podium facing a

crowd of nearly 20,000. He
reached forward and placed

the presidential seal firmly

of the lecturn. A local

elementary school marching

band played "Hail to the

Chief and in strolled the

president of the United

States. And Ray Shamie.

Shamie, a self made
millionare, is about six to

nine points behind Lt. Gov.

John Kerry in the battle for

the U.S. Senate seat being

vacated by Paul Tsongas.

According to many political

analyists, Reagan's visit to

"the Hub of the universe,"

as the president called it,

was more for Shamie's

political future than his own.

The president repeatedly

told the crowd that

Massachusetts needs
Shamie.
"All of us need Ray Shamie
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in the Senate because he'll

work for growth, prosperity

and jobs. He knows better

than most that jobs are the

key to opportunity.

"Ray Shanue cares at.r.ul

the people of Massachusetts

... He went into public

service knowing the odds

were against him, but the

truth ultimately prevails.

And he will prevail next

Tuesday il you all help him,"

Reagan said of the con-

mediate nuclear weapons

freeze while supporting a

strong national defense and

a constitutional amendment
calling for a balanced

Budget.

Following the rally, Shamie

said the president's visit will

help his campaign, but "I

Ray Shamie

servative Republican who
ran unsuccessfully for

senator in 1982 against Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy.

Shamie was also helped by

the presence of former

Massachsuetts Gov. Edward
King, who arrived on stage

with Reagan. King has not

formally endorsed Shamie

but both men's political

views are similar.

Shamie favors cutting

taxes and limiting the role of

big government; he is op

posed to abortion. He is

opposed to the Equal Rights

Colkgiaa pkoU hj Briu Gmj*

Amendment and an im-

could have won on my own
and I will now.
"When the president of the

United States asks to help, i

take it."

Shamie said he thinks he

will do especially well in

Tuesday's election among,

college age students.

"I certainly hope and

expect to do well at UMass.
Young people will surely

want to vote for me. I

represent the plans for the

future."

LOOKING FOR:

EXTRA CASH?

EXCITEMENT

PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES?

$3.50/HOUR STARTING WAGE
WE'RE LOOKING FOR YOU!
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employment, on all shifts.
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• 1 Wk. Paid Vacation aftar 1 yaar
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• nrat raviaw for pay incraasa

aftar 1 month
• Maal allowanca
• Uniforms
• Incantlva plan
• Complata Training
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NEWSLINE S.
Conference on careers
An international women students con-

ference on careers in the home country will

be held today and tomorrow at Mount

Holyoke College commemorating the

United Nations Decade for Women: 1975

1985.

The conference will include several panel

••
discussions and workshops. Among the

speakers are Dane Nita Barrow, convener

of Non Governmental Forum for the U.N.

Decade for Women; Zulma deLattes, U.N.

se<Tetariat chief of Population Trend

Analysis: a well known Latin American

author, Ann Hutchinson Wesp of American

Express International; Peter Williams,

program manager for IBM World Trade,

Far East Section; and Knshna Boy. a

technical adviser in the U.N. Secretarut.

Kegistration is in Gamble Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke.

SANDRA DIAS

Women and business
Women who wish to obtain information

helpful in running a business or becoming

economically self sufficient are invited to

attend the Fifth Annual Women and

I

Friday, November 2, 1984

Business Conference Saturday at Holyoke
Community College.

Late registration for the conference will be

available between 8 ai:d 8:30 a.m. and will

include a $50 fee. The first half of the

conference begins at 9 a.m. with 11

workshops.

At 12:45, Keynote speaker Dr. Joanna

Henderson will address the conference with

her ideas on change, risk-taking and

professional growth in the business world.

LORI KIRKLAND

Friday. November 2, 1984
Collegian '

* Die-in
continued from page 1

"Tufts will focus on a 'no

first strike' policy and
Washington University in

St. Louis will rally on
halting nuclear arms and
research at their school," he

said.

Waskow said students at

the University of Colorado

will propose referendum
similar to Brown's.

Fitzgerald said the
Peacemakers hope the "die-

in" will influence voters "to

vote for candidates who will

work for the end of the

arms race" and provide a

scenario of what conditions

would be like in the event of

a nuclear war.

The participating schools

have also planned to en-

courage students to call

CBS News in New York bet-

ween 2 and 5 p.m. today to

"say they are concerned

about nuclear war and its

aftermath" at (212)
975-4321.
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Check Out
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Happy Hour
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Homecoming
Happy Hour

. . .all weekend long
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2 in 1 well drinks

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713
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•V STUDENT UNION BALLP^OOM

Xi UMASS
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Admission- $2.00
fREI JUICE BAR

Collefoan photo by Kathy Jordan

A puzzled Richard M. Nixon imposter waves to the crowd at yester-

day's Republican rally in Boston.
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TONIGHT
Friday 2nd Oct.
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ANDREW WOLFE dressed in lambs clothing TONIGHT
at the nightclub that prefers 'Little Bo-Peep' to sheep

LET'S DANCE
Coming Up: Eight to the Bar - Wed. Nov. 28th

starting Sunday afternoons, Polka Party, 11th Nov. from Chicago

Marion Lush

Also on the evening of Sun 11th Nov. a post election party
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Letters to the Editor

Stockbridge
appreciative

I would like to thank the

Collegian for their recogni-

tion of the Stockbridge

Sch'^"' of Aorir-iilt —o. We
were happy to see three

photographs of Stockbridge

events published last Thurs-

day. The 318 students of

Stockbridge are an impor-

tant part of the University

and quite often our events

go unnoticed. Stockbridge is

looked down on quit*" often

in spite of all our contribu-

tions to the University and

the campus and we are

pleased to receive some

positive recognition. Once

again we thank the Col-

legian for recognizing

Stockbridge.
Jennifer Baker

Stockbridge Senate Treas.

Rally causes
resentment
They represent a

frightening cold war at-

titude: detente is dead.

They do not represent the

values of people concerned

with the quality of life in

America and around the

world. They represent en-

vironmental degradation by

attempting to deflate en-

vironmental policies and

regulations that protect

America's environment and

Americans' health.

The UMass Republican

Club at its rally on Wednes-

day insinuated that those

who support Mondale and

other candidates are un-

American. According to the

club, we are un-American

because we support a sup-

posedly communist-backed

nuclear freeze movement in

the U.S., we care about peo-

ple rather than corporate in-

terest, we care about clean

air and water, and we care

about public education and

equal rights.

I resent being told

through innuendos that I

am un-American. I resent

being told that as an opposi-

tion party member I have

left America.

I am proud to be an

American who backs human

rights, a nuclear freeze, pro-

tection of the nation's en-

vironment, and Americans'

health. This is a great coun-

try, and we have come a

long way in 204 years. As an

American, I will not vote for

a leader who embraces all

Americans on T.V. and

alienates America with his

policies on public education,

the environment, equal

rights and foreign affairs.

Tom Gentile

Belchertown

Fluoridation

needs
thoug^ht

As a member of the Five-

College community, I write

to express my concern over

the impending vote on the

fluoridation question. When
the Board of Health ordered

the fluoridation of the

Amherst water supply last

May, they knew that the

matter could not come to a

vote on November 6 unless

10 percent of the registered

voters signed a referendum

petition within 90 days.

They also knew that

thousands of voters were

University students, most

of whom would be away for

the summer. Concerned

citizens managed to get the

signatures anyway, but had

iWMECOMiNG mmm
13th ANNUAL BLOODY MARY BREAKFAST

14 oz. Bloody Mary. 2 Eggs. Ham. Bacon or Sausage
Homefries, Toast & Coffee

Saturday

10:00 AM til 1:00 $4.25 November 3, 1984

they not, students at the

University would in effect

have been disenfranchised

on the fluoridation question.

This question has always

been controversial, partly

because scientists do not

agree on the effectiveness

or the safety of fluoridation.

Boston's Forsyth Dental

Center reported that people

in unfluoridated areas were

experiencing "marked
decreases in caries

prevalence approximating

those expected from

lifetime exposure to

fluoridated drinking

water." Thus, a nationwide

decline in tooth decay rates

is not necessarily a conse-

quence of fluoridation.

In 1978 Judge John P.

F^laherty, now a justice of

the Pennsylvania Supreme

Court ordered an injunction

against fluoridation in a

large portion of Allegheny

County after hearing exten-

sive scientific evidence in

court. Judge Flaherty wrote

in 1979: "In my view, the

evidence is quite convincing

that the addition of sodium

fluoride to the public wat«r

supply at one part per

million is extremely
deleterious to the human

body, and a review of the

evidence will disclose that

there was no convincing

evidence to the contrary."

He also noted that "the pro-

ponents of fluoridation do

nothing more than try to im-

pugn the objectivity of those

who oppose fluoridation."

Let us bear these things

in mind as we read the

charges and countercharges

to be found in the local

press.

D.L. Armacost

Professor of Mathematics
Amherst College

Democracy is

not consistant

I would like to ask Mr.

Dow (October 26) if he gets

his information directly

from the White House, or

perhaps he gets it from CIA

pamphlets dealing with the

neutralization of Central

America. Dow likens

democracy in El Salvador to

democracy in Costa Rica

and Grenada. Companng

Costa Rica to Grenada is

ludicrous, Costa Rica is a

peaceful democracy, with a

strong middle class and vir-

tually no army, though the

Reagan administration

would like to change that.

Grenada is a tiny island

overrun by U.S. Marines

last year in the name of

democracy. I don't question

that the people of Grenada

were frightened and

f)erhaps in danger at the

time of the military coup

last year. However, anyone

who has kept up with the

situation in Grenada
realizes that, if anything,

the continued U.S. military

presence there has scared

off their once thriving

business, tourism.

As for El Salvador, Dow
obviously has picked up on

the Reagan
administration's view of

supporting oppressive

military dictators in the

name of fighting com-

munism. Many people do

not realize that the problem

in El Salvador is not simply

a question of communism

vs. democracy. It is a ques-

tion of a severely oppressed

and very poor mass of peo-

ple controlled by a few very

rich families who have the

SS Friday, November 2, 1984

support of the military. This

problem has been going on

since the early 1900s when
Fidel Castro was barely into

his diapers.

If my sister was raped, or

my mother and father

murdered by the govern-

ment, I, too, could become

desperate enough to pick up

a rifle and oppose the

government. Many of these

rebels had never heard of

communism before. They

only knew misery, oppres-

sion, hatred, and murder of

their loved ones. In El

Salvador anyone who sup-

ported human rights and

wished to help the poor was

quickly executed and labell-

ed a communist. Archbishop

Romero was brutally

slaughtered in 1979 by the

military. He was a man of

peace fighting for the op-

pressed. The Carter ad-

ministration opposed
military aid to El Salvador

because of this murder and

the other human rights

violations.

A military victory cannot

be won in El Salvador. You

cannot keep people oppress-

ed and continue to murder

them at will without an arm-

ed uprising resulting. Only

through peaceful negotia-

tion can this problem be set-

tled. Unfortunately, the

policies of the Reagan ad-

ministration make that

possibility unlikely.

Frank S. Wertheim
Graduate student
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The wall of racism remains

M COMi^ANKR-lN'CMl!^ Wlll^SlE vou NOW,

Open your eyes, America
What's going on here? I was

highly optimistic about the new

vigor growing around the 1984

presidential campaign. The Ferraro rally

enthusiasm was still fresh. Encouraged, I

watched a presidential debate, in which

Ronald Reagan absurdly and dangerously

over-simplified the volatile foreign arena,

displayed his undying ignorance of reali-

ty, and wrapped it all up by losing himself

in a hazy reminiscence of a drive down the

shining California coast.

In the same forum, Walter Mondale ap-

peared intelligent, well-grounded and in

command of the truth. Mondale's two ma-

jor liabilities were lack of time to jump on

Reagan's mistakes, and the circles under

his eyes. It became even clearer to me

that night that Ronald Reagan was not a

justifiable candidate for a second t«rm. To

my surprise, in the following days support

flowed gradually and dismally towards

the Gipper.

How is this possible? I suspect that we

as a nation have traded responsibility for

charm. Sacrificed our integrity for mental

sloth.

At this University, it is possible to meet

those who contend that Reagan is the best

foreign policy maker in not-so recent

history, and many who credit him as being

very good. "Peace through Strength" is

the one-point foreign relations strategy

Reagan's administration is feeding to the

masses, diverting attention from his un^

precedented failure to meet with any of

the Soviet premiers. Reagan's "superiori-

ty" steeplechase, absent of dialogue,

tempts our destruction. Yet we are

swallowing the simple slogans and empty

images handed us by the smiling actor.

"America is Back", we're "Standing

Tall" because we romped the tiny island

of Grenada for reasons nobody can

substantiate.

On the home front, our president has

failed to a lesser degree, and inspired con-

siderable confidence while doing so

Laudably, Reagan's inflation is half of

what it was when he took office. At what

cosf Unemployment is slightly higher

than it was in 1980. The Pell Grant pro-

gram has been cut 100 mUlion dollars.

Stephen Higgins

Some students have dismissed this, asser-

ting they don't want handouts anyway.

What cannot be dismissed is the ad-

ministration's denial of loans to 200

million students, while increasing the debt

of all Americans by 200 billion each year.

The huge budget deficit Reagan has

created to finance the economic recovery

is a "loan" from the American people.

Does anyone feel cheated in paying for

what Ronald Reagan takes credit? It has

even been said that Ronnie is helping the

"truly" poor in great numbers. He has in

fact created greater numbers of truly

poor, placing the burden of society on

those already struggling at the bottom.

Yes, we're back....to nineteenth-century

stratified America.

Some claim the silver lining inside the

Gipper cloud is George Bush. Optimism

exists for a George Bush administration

should Reagan's health fail. However a

strong man Bush is not. So dazzled by

Reagan who sells himself well. Bush has

also sold himself. To Reagan. He has sur-

rendered his own beliefs to Reaganism for

the ascension to power. Bush's revealing

references to "blacks," as if it is a blanket

term for all the minorities and under-

privileged in America, is offensive. His

stated belief that nuclear war is winnable

is unrealistic. These, and his vaccilation to

please Ronnie are not presidential

qualities. ,

Real contemplation, I am convinced,

will lead the majority of the unsided

voters to the Democratic ticket. If this ex-

amination does not come about, Walter

Mondale has a dim political future. Under

such regrettable circumstances, I would

offer this advice to Geraldine Ferraro:

"You are articulate, tough, and principl-

ed but that may not be enough. If you can

land a space princess part in some fantasy

flick, keep looking good, and learn U)

speak but say little, there will be no stopp-

ing you."

Open your eyes, Amenca.

Stephen Higgins is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

When will the "civilized" American

society ever come of age and

end its backwards thinking of

scKial inequality due to race?

I viewed several cases Uist week, which

did not surprise me at all. but made me

wonder of how far the American eagle has

spread its wings of racism in society and

how the American people have accepted it

almost unanimously.

Take, for instance, what happened to a

friend who has a strong accent. A white

man made racial slurs about her "funny"

accent because, he "felt like it."

A white woman friend was approached

by a white man at a local bar and felt com-

pelled U) tell her that he was a racist. He

then rattled on with derogatory statements

about the black race. Since she is white, he

thought she would understand his point of

view.

Only yesterday, a Chinese sist<>r was

looked down upon when she attempted U)

take a table being vacated by some whit^

men at the school cafeteria.

It's 1984, America. The walls of segrega-

tion crumbled down two decades ago. The

United States of America was founded on

the basis of "democracy" meaning of the

people and for the people.

According to the laws of God and to the

Declaration of Independence, all men are

created equal with unalienable rights of

Yadira Betances

life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

Yet people are scrutinized l)ecause of their

race, creed, color, nationality and religious

In order to suck the venemous stings of

racism out of the American society, there

needs to be more education and more

understanding of cultural and racial dif

ferences.

Some weeks ago. the Anti-Racism Team

at SCERA had an introducU.ry meeting,

and no one showed up. What is that telling

about the society? Of course there is a pro-

blem, but those inflicted with the disease do

not want to find a cure.

There can be no progress without learn-

ing and there can't be a unified and

cohesive society if the wall of racism hangs

over America.

Racism will not end until Amenca takes a

good, hard look at itself and realizes that it

is not white.

Not until this great nation of ours comes

to understand and appreciate the contribii-

tions peoples of color have made to this

scKiety, America will not be the great na-

tion it claims to be.

Yadira Betances is the Collegian BUwk Af-

fairs editor.

Random notes-

Indira: a fiesty leader of a turbulent nation

India once again has

a tryst with destiny.

The barbaric

assassination of India's

leader is a cruel reminder

that the worid is beset with

ugliness of all kinds. There

are several politicians today

but very few leaders. In the

demise of Indira Priyadar-

shini Gandhi, the worid has

lost another leader in the

genre of Marshall Tito, John

F. Kennedy and Anwar

Sadat.

India is a collage of

religious and cultural varia-

tions. This rich heritage

weaves the fabric of a

strong and proud society.

But time and again these

variations manifest

themselves as sparks of dif-

ferences erupting in a

towering inferno. There has

been turmoil twice: the first

communal tension resulted

in the assassination of

Mahatma Gandhi - the

father of the nation; the se-

cond eruption of communal

tension has resulted in the

death of Indira (iandhi,

whom many regard as the

mother of the nation.

In f)aying Indira Gandhi a

tribute, one observes that

she was a controversial

figure in a land of con-

troversies. That's what

made Indira unique and that

is what makes India unique.

She was adored and ad-

mired, revered and feared,

and at times, lauded and

loathed. Her life was a saga

of politics. As a young girl

of 12 she burnt her fine

British garments as an ex-

pression of her will to fight

for a free India. As India's

first woman prime minister

she acquired a nation

described as a "quagmire of

poverty" and molded it into

an agricultural land self

sufficient in food. On the in-

ternational front she was

the voice of the third world;

she treasured a non-aligned

India which irritated both

superpowers. In both

domestic and international

affairs Indira Gandhi was a

keen strategist and an

adroit executor of her plans

and visions. Of course, she

had her flaws, like the im-

position of emergency, but

leaders make mistakes, and

so did she.

As I and my countrymen

watch India's new tryst

with destiny with nervous

tension, we pray for a

strong, secular and
demcx-ratic India. It seems

apposite to call on the words

of fellow countrymen and

Nobel laureate Rabin-

dranath Tagore "Into that

Heaven of Freedom my
Father let my country

awake!"

Shoba Rajagopalan Murali

is a UMass graduate stu-

dent.

Free speech

rights are vital

The only account I have of

the events of Wednesday,

October 31, involving the

rally held by the UMass

Republican Club is the Col-

legian account of what

transpired. To the best of

my knowledge this is the se-

cond time in recent months

when demonstrators have

exceeded the bounds of free

speech to harass and

threaten the rights of others

to free expression. Such

behavior is not appropriate

in a democratic society. It is

contrary to campus regula-

tions. I hope all members of

this community will join nrie

in expressing our commit-

ment to an atmosphere in

which civility and freedom

of expression is cherished.

Joseph D. Duffey
Chancellor

Are we being

un-American?
The recent awarding of

the Nobel Peace Prize to

Bishop Tutu of South Africa

is heartening. And as he

himself stated, it also

honors those countless "lit-

tle people" who struggle for

better race relations.

Unfortunately, this con-

cern for the oppressed —
not only in South Africa but

here — is not grasped by the

Reagan Administration.

Mr. Reagan's policy of

"constructive engagement"

with that ^
nation's pro-

apartheid* government
speaks poorly of our con-

cern for civil rights. Cer-

tainly the arduous struggle

for Blacks in America, ex-

pressed with such fervor by

the late Dr. Martin Luther

King and the civil rights

movement which he guided,

hasn't already been forgot-

ten by our leadership. Or

has it? Prophetically, the

author George Orwell warn-

ed in his classic 198Jf that

those obsessed with main-

taining power would
rewrite history. And if it

hasn't been rewritten, when

we have Black teenage

unemployment rates of 55

percent, the noble moments

when America stood for

equality have fallen into

disfavor.

Encouraged at every turn

to consider life chiefly in

terms of material well-

being, many people are

frightened that their stan-

dard of living will be jeopar-

dized if others achieve social

and economic justice. Mr.

Reagan panders to these

fears with simplistic anec-

dotes - vaguely couched

prejudice really — about

welfare cheaters, food

stamp fraud and various un-

Americanisms. But isn't it

un-American to neglect the

truly needy, ignore hardship

and turn selfishness into a

new idol?

Jay Allain

Northampton
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BEDTIME
FOR BO^ZO

(THE MOVIE)

I KII>VV. ><)>E>II4EU

EVil\ El ST \l I).

STARRING:

RON

REAGAN

&

BONZO

5.7.0. 1

1

• SUPPLY J

•SPECTACULAR I

•X-

X-
•x-

•X-

I 256-0222 I

I FREE DELIVERY |

\ Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am %^ "X"

* Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am ^

Disks

SAVE $5.00

3MDSDD Box 10 $34 96

3MSSDD Box 10 $3195

Wabash DSDD Box 10 $27 95

Quality Pizza - Subs -

- "" "

Printer Ribbons

SAVE $1 00

,[i '80' Series $6 95

hjson '100' Series $1095

Brother Nylon $4 95

Brother Carbon $4 95

Brother Multistrik" $5 95

1 1

Accessories

vNl^
^^^

^ Flip 25 Disk Storatje $9 95

Style 1 $14 95

Style 2

Flip 25 Disk Storage $15 95

with lock

<b^
.M^

^^

Flip 50 Disk Storatje

S^nJ^

with lock $20 95

Epson Printer Covers $5 95

U]ComputerWorks
"Home <y f^e free iooner

228 Triangle Street, Amherst ^^^
549-7133 vS<

Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-5

*t*B»*^-^»*!W

vKt^'^%5^^^^^fi*f^^^^^* j^:^-

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events happen-

ing in and around the University. Events listed

will appear on the day they take place, except

Friday, which will also carry the events happen-
ing Saturday and Sunday.

SCIENCE FICTION
STORIES WANTED -
Betelgeuse, the science fic-

tion literary magazine,
wants stories, articles and
illustrations for spring edi-

tion. Contact Bill Collins at

6-7027 or bring submissions

to Room 166 CC.

s^^^ -.1 3<

AFTER the ^'

HOMECOMING GAME
All You Can Eatt 2 for $9.95

o roast top round of beef o coffee

« tender cut ham e tossed salad

o spaghetti , dinner rolls

o baked potato

o chicken with rice

..- soup
o corn with ^

butter sauce
Located Rt. 9. Amherst 256-1059

TRIBUTE TO THE BIG

BANDS - A concert with

the Jazz Ensemble I,

directed by Jeff Holrnes,

features music of Glen

Miller, Count Basic, Tommy
Dorsey, Duke Ellington and

Benny Goodman. 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
& THEORY GROUP -
People concerned or ef-

fected by lesbian, bisexual

and gay issues and their

relation to our academic

work and contemporary

social theory will meet at

the PGA office on Friday at

4:00 p.m. PGA Office Room
413B.

SHABBAT SERVICES
— Every Friday night at 7

p.m. in the liukes Room
(310 S.U.B.). Join us this

Friday (Nov. 2) 7 p.m.

Dukes Room.

For Saturday, Nov. 3

KLEZMER CONSER-
VATORY BAND CON-
CERT - They're only here

once a year, so don't miss

this great concert of

"Jewish Jazz"! Tickets ($5)

available at Hillel office (302

Student Union) for Satur-

day, Nov. 3, 8:00 p.m. at

Greene Hall, Smith College.

F^or Sunday, Nov. 4

FRENCH MUSIC
FEATURED IN UMASS
CONCERT - In a free con-

cert, the University
Chamber Winds, Madrigal

Singers and a Five College

Early Music group will per-

form sixteenth century

French music. 8 p.m. Bezan-

son Recital Hall.

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH -
Come join us for worship,

teaching, and fellowship.

10:15 a.m. Campus Center

(check schedule for room

number).

DOMESTIC BEER
SPECIALS

Bud & Bud Light

Is $10.95 OS -f dap.

Miller £f Lite is $10.95 cs + dep

BuSCh loose $9.49 case + deo.

IMPORTED BEER
SPECIALS

Wurzburger Oktoberfest
$4.50 6 pk -t- dep

Moosehead . $3.75 6 pk + dep.

Pilseuer Urquell$3.50 4pk + dep

Holland Brand $3.95 6 pk + d^p

338 College Street
not responsible tor

WINE SPECIALS
WINE OF THE WEEK:
Bale Mill Gamay Beaujolais

750 ml 3fer$8.99

PrincipatO red or white. ... 1 .5 $3.99

Macon Lugny 750 $4.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
Johnnie Walker Red
1.75 $21.95

Jim Beam Bourbon
1.75 L $11.99

Tanquaray Gin 1.75 $19.95

Absolut Vodka 750 $9.95

Amherst 253-5384
tvpographical errors

.j«*«N.\ --igBjH*;
NjjilW^irt^ ;^-*.*MllW"''*

i Ljm,m»i iw»
-

immm,v

• '>T4^-^i;:«;i*i^'

r;^ -S- '^^^^^ ^f^^^^^l

•^-ir«*5*»"^*-
^'^t^^ -

,r-*»-_*'
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This may be your

LAST CHANCE^DANCE
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PIZZA-RAMA
beforethe election

FRIDAY, NOV. 2NB
» 9pm fill 2am

•y STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Xi UMASS

MARC ELLIOT, DJ

Admission- $2.00
FRtt JUICE BAR

•^•X' ,rt4 *r T*. C»»»»t«» A^t «•

I Our Specialties Are

I Delicious Pizzas

I Hot Oven Grinders

I Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

s
i

s Manicotti

I
Eggplant

1 FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

—

I

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

^iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiHiiiiiiaiiiiiiimiiaiiiiiHiiiiiaiiiii iiaiiiiiimiiianiiiiiimiaiiiiiimiiiaii

Be Part of the Tradition

Hair

Skincare

Make-up

Nails

fSIb
J Frhn I-

15% off

on Nails and Skincare
with this ad (exp. 11/84)

Echo Hill Route 9 Amherst 256-6008

UMASS SKI CLUB
MANDATORY
MEETINGS

For Work Committees

THEGREATSKISNATCH
Campus Center

Monday, November 5, 1984

Room 168, 4:00 PM
Southwest

Wednesday, November 7, 1984

Hampden, 7:00 PM

^wSV*-'*
T)KXS

OU^^

THE GRE>1T

S/1LE

20% OFF

our entire selection

of Fashion &

Casual Hats

TTT^-TT^—^—^ M I t ' " '" ^

61 Main St., Amherst
next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELfVERY OF
$15 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

l l l l ] | | ll l Mil lll l I I "'

LIQUORS

BUD and

MILLER LITE

SUITCASES
loose 12-oz. cans

$10.95
plus deposit

KAHLUA
750 ML

$9.99

A store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Daily 10 - 6, Sun. 12-5

Cordon Negro

Sparking Wine

750 ML $4.99

BALLANTINE
BEER

12pksvo>oO plusdep.

LABATTS
BEER & ALE

6-pk $»3. I O plus dep.

P I PI L . . .V

IW»»f^P^**»**"

-^riAMAUA*^^A^^^^^^*Mh^^^HM«

All specials are

in-store cash prices,

good through

Saturday, Nov. 3

.i iini ii i iiiii r iiiii

Black Affairs
•:-:-x-:r:-::WrW:W--*'-W!%W:%%%W:^^

'-•.•-•.•.•.•." • • •__•_•.•-'
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Interest in political issues must be raised prof, says

By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

It is very important for Black students to raise their

interest on what is happening in the Black community,

with relations to a political activity tied to a social

strategy, according to Ronald Walters, coordinator of the

Rev. Jessie Jackson campaign and a political science

professor at Howard University who spoke at Hampshire

College yesterday.

The politics of bargain rather than a political change

should be talked about more, he said. The democratic

mr* V nn'"*-'"': '^' •-.f'sni contrihiitpH »m t hp lo<!«; of thp Rp\'

Jackson's campaign, rather than they losing control of the

nart v

.

Students get a view

of college life

ByYADIRAA.BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Ninety high school students from high schools in the

Boston' area visited the University of Massachusetts

yesterday to become acquainted with the college en-

vironment and to learn more about UMass.

Jamaica Plain High School. Madison Park High School

and Another Course to College, a preparatory school

St udents and coun.selors spent a full day of activities known

as College Awareness Day where they learned statistical

faots, as well as UMass life styles, academic programs and

application deadlines, for recruiting efforts.

Revnold Winslow. director of the Minority Engineering

Program emphasized personal goal in career pursuit as he

introduced the University to the high school juniors and

seniors.

Winslow said students will not be cheating themselves if

the! ch^se UMass because of the support programs for

minorities available at the University.

Speaking on student activities and core-curriculum ac-

tivities. Sherwood Thompson, director o the Of^ce ol

Third World Affairs accentuated the importance of getting

involved.

\ new approach to the college awareness day is a student

panel discussion whereby university students answer

questions about academic and social life at
V.^^^^^

. .^^ .

'
It allows other students to give them <h|gh scho^e^^*

their oerspectives of what it is to be a student at UMass,

Rudy 'jon'e^ Assistant Director of Freshman Admission

said.

Jones said he was "extremely pleased" with the student^s

enthusiasm and participation in the P'-«&^^^'"-
"^J^^'^

pleased with the repoll between university « "dents and

the high schoolers, but he was disappomted with the httle

attention the media has placed on these recruiting efforts.

"It is the most effective way of
'^^'''^'^^'^Z'JTio

said the visit helps them better decide if they want to

attend the university or not.

Jones said the percentage of students who attend the

university after participating in the program is decent ii

measured by the level of interest and participation durmg

the program.

The prospective students found the university a good

academic institution with a "nice atmosphere. The

College Awareness Day gave them a clearer view about

the University and what is expected of them.

•It was interesting. I learned a lot about different

programs and whafs expected of you here, said Cheryl

Graham, a Madison Park senior.

Steven Johnson, a senior at Another Course to CoUege

was glad he came. He learned the university has a good

engineering school, something, he said he did not learn

from reading the university catalog.

Wiiliani Strickland, UMass .\fro American studies

professor said, "who does one vole for? i\iondale may hv a

fool, but Reagan is a devil. Neither one is valid. A dif

ferent system of beneficiary vote must be created."

Donald Cleaveland assistant to chancelor JosephDr. Donald Cleaveland assistant to chancelor Joseph

Duffey questioned the lack of internal organization, and

what are blacks as leaders going to do about the leader for

the next four years.

Walter also addressed the problems of the split between

Mondale black supporters and Jackson's black supporters.

"85 percent and more blacks voted for Jackson." A large

number of Jackson's black delegates were later appointed

to Mondale's delegation, he said, which raised the question

of legitimacy of those elected or those appointed.

When it came to making decisions, he said, the black

delegates were refrained from using their powers that

they could have had with the Rev. Jackson. With Mondale

the Blacks became clients rather the independence they

had with Jackson, he said.

Walters pointed out one of the importance about Rev.

Jackson's campaign was that during his candidacy he made

trips to South America. Cuba and the Middle East. His

interest in the issues confronting these countries should at

least make the voters aware of the issues he stood for and

how seriously he was about solving them. "This we do not

see in any of the candidates," he said.

The Rainbow Coalition is not dead we' have form a

national cooperation, that has a branch in nearly every

state of America. Walters said.

"Iwant to succeed,

Jamaica Plain High School

University is good," she said.

said Lizbette Marrero, a senior at

"and I have heard the

undecided on what career to pursue,
Although Graham is undecided on what career lo p

he said. "I can't do it with (my) high school diploma.

AP Uwcrphoto

MANAGUA NICARAGUA — A young girl carries a wooden machine gun in one hand and a

FSLN n^g fn the otSer during . /ally to?Pre,identi.l candidate Daniel Ortega Wednesday .n

Managua. The elections are scheduled for Nov. 4.

Film offers no solution
By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

The resource map of South

Africa looks like a jigsaw

puzzle. The whites have

taken 80 percent of the land

that are of natural

resources, they have given

the black Africans 30

percent of the land with no

natural resources.

The whites have build

conservation camps for the

Africans, for the whites to

take tours. This is an

example of human rights in

it's highest form of

degregation.

The White Lager is a film

that gives the historical

overview of the situation in

South Africa shown at

Amherst College Tuesday

and sponsored by the ¥'\\e

College African Student

Association.

In this film one sees how

the western ideas have been

superimposed in the black

country of South Africa.

Blacks in South Africa are

less then second class

citizens in their own land.

The leaders in South Africa

feel that in order to keep

Blacks from taking over

"their land." the Whites

must use the bullet to

succeed.
The film showed one of the

earliest battles where the

Zulu tribe of 10.000 came to

fight with spears and

traditional weapons. " The

whites, using guns and

cannons, left over 50^0

South Africans dead and the

Whites did not lose one of

their men because they

stood behind a stone wall

and fired into the rushing

Zulu army.

Today this battle ground is

built as a monumental shrine

where thousands of Whites

take pilgrimage to every

year or so, to celebrate

"their" victory.

The movie also showed how

the white leaders of South

Africa persecute those

Whites who speak up

against Aparthied.

Dofi Afusi, an Afro

American Studies professor

at Amherst College said as

most Africans will say

"when the shite man came

we had the land, and they

had the Bible, now they

have the land and we have

the Bible."

Although the movie

presented a realistic view of

the problems plaguing the

black nation, it made no

attempt to find solutions to

Apertheid.

The problem of South

Africa will not be solved

today. Afusi said. The

struggle is not between

South Africans and Whites,

it is about fundamental

Justice equality. This is not

to say that their will be

reverse racism. We un-

derstand the whites in South

Africa have nowhere to call

home. All we are asking for

is that human rights in

South Africa to be

respected, Afusi said.

BCP New advisor has plenty to add
By CAROLINE ROTHKEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

Understanding the hardships of life as a refugee, the

Billingual Collegiate Program's new advisor wants to

educate the community on the history of Vietnam, besides

helping students academically.

Lucy Nguyen, who started her post in September, will be

advising mainly Hispanic and Asian students. She helps

them with academic, personal and economic problems as

well as informing them of how to take advantage of the

various services offered at UMass. "Students see me as a

mother." she said.

As a native of Central Vietnam she can identify herself

with foreign students, especially Vietnamese, most of

whom had to flee from their country and come to a totally

different culture because of the political situation there.

Nguyen believes UMass is a wonderful place for foreign

students because of its diversity, openness and

uniqueness. Her message to students is that the key to

success is "fighting, perserverance and patience," although

she warns them to seek help on time and not wait until it is

too late.

Nguyen feels that more can be done to help students by

educating the community itself. "I want the community to

learn about Vietnam's 4,000 year civiUzation. people know

too little about Vietnamese culture and can only recall the

Vietnam war of the 60s."

Besides her counseling at the BCP. she will also be giving

lectures about Vietnamese history and culture as part of

workshops for teachers a the local junior high school.

Nguyen received a masters degree in teaching from the

University of Saigon, Vietnam, and a doctorate in French

from the University of Massachusetts.

*atlft»*B«»lt*«k* • • M » M ,
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Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P156/80R13

$29^
• Includas Mounting
plus MA SUt* Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire A Auto

Center
Ftjt Service Tin Store

7» Sundsriand Rd . No *mt>*f«t. iM
*c'0« ''om Wilroba s Store

S49-4704

ISRAEL S REMARKABLE UNIVERSITIES OFFER SEMESTER TO YEAR PROGRAMS. COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH, TRANSFER CREDITS, MODERATE

FEES, SCHOLARSHIPS, TOURING & MORE! SEND COUPON NOW TO THE ISRAEL UNIVERSITY CENTER, 515 PARK AVENUE, 2NO FLOOR, "Y^NY 10022.

The Israel

l!ni\er%il> Center
515 Park Avenue
2nd Floor

Last Name Fint Name

New York, NY 10022.

1 have a personal

interest in great study
abroad in Israel.

Please send rTie more

Current School

School AcWresi

( )

City State

( )

Zip

information. School Phor« Home Phone

f Major Graduation Date

FUNNY HOUR

99' BAR DRINKS
with Vodka, Gin, Rum, Tequilla, Whiskey

99* BOTTLED BEER
15 kinds, Donnestic and Imported

$1.49 TOP SHELF
alt brand liquors, all mixed drinks

3-7 PM Mon-Sat, 1-7 Sun
Rt 9 Hadley (across fronn Mt Farms Mall I

Stop in at the

VILLAGE INN -

DRAKE
for a quiet

glass of wine,

foreign and domestic beer

or a mixed drink
Great Homemade Food Also

- Mexican Food
- Super Burger Baskets (biKKest in town)

- Specialty Fried Chicken
- Light Meals
- Homemade Drake Fries

all at very reasonable prices

BRAD'S - 85 Amity St., Amherst
258-2548

I

i

[

I

I

J
^t wNatural Fiber ''K»

NEW ARRIVALS! ^

Alpaca Sweaters

Wool Sweater Jackets

Heavy Cotton

Turtlenecks -Crewnecks

Cotton Pants

New Posters and Cards

More Blouses-Skirts-Dresses

SALE CLOTHING

For a 20' « ?8tuH<olo' poslei of Ihisad send $6 00 checx o» money O'de' payable to Anheuse'Buscn Inc Oepi '2-0 One Buscn Place Si LooU MO 63118 Allow «-6

04l*« eipires Oecembe' 31 1964 void wnere cKoriit)iied suowi sib* ' xngo' bios* • t»is tuo s rcw «Oc '•NctustRauscH inc s* iOu'S

Mon Sat 10 6

Sunday 12 -5

MEI^C/tNTILF
AVHfBST rA.V»IAGf SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

Arts
'.•»>.«."i«j

T. ...:.;. ».•.•.•.•.•-•.' '.•.•.•.•.•.•.' WiSX-X'X':*^rWwWr'WWX'X'X

Striking punk
TOO TOUGH TO DIE
The Ramones
Sire Records

By JON STRYMISH
Collepan Staff

Ten years ago the Ramones were born in

the bars and backstreets of New York.

They originated a new breed of aesthetics

based on volume and speed. l^eather

jacketed and alone, the Ramones preached

the gospel of the loser.

As musicians they became cartoon

characters for independence, determined to

be accepted on their own terms. In their

lime they've seen all their punk buddies

from their scene (Television, Patty Smith.

Richard Hell) fall only to see their style

capitalized on by the Sex Pistols and a

hundred other English groups.

Although they have sold few records and

are still playing in bars, The Ramones have

been one of the most studied and critically

popular bands. For ten years they have

been sloXly. very slowly, evolving and

making concessions to popular con

sciousness. Their newest disk. Too Tough

Jeff Holmes will direct the UMass
Jazz Ensemble I in a Tribute to the

Big Bands on Friday, November 2, 8

p.m. at the Fine Arts Center Concert

all. The free concert will also

'eature several guest soloists.i

To Die, puts an end to this. You might say

this misunderstood band has given up
fighting for their life and allowed them-
selves to die and go to Ramones heaven.

The production is good. What is most
striking about The Ramones' music is not

the changes they have made, but the

concessions that have been made towards
them. A close comparison between The
Ramones and Bruce Springsteen's Bom In

The USA (without voices) makes this very

clear.

The Ramones have proven their sincerity.

They are right for people who think there

have been two important popular music

milestones in the last 15 years: The Sex
Pistols to bring excitement into music, and

the Cars to lake it back out.

Theaternews
By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

The following is a list of theatrical

productions which will be presented in the

five-college area from November 1-3.

The Seagull by Anton Chekov will be

presented at the Curtain Theatre at UMass
at 8:00 p.m.

Tickets are $3.00 for students and senior

citizens and $4.00 for the general public.

Call the University's Fine Arts Center box

office for more information at .54.5 2511.

Moliere's The School for Wives will be

performed at 8:00 p.m. in Theatre 14 at

Smith College. General admission is $4.00;

students and senior citizens $2.00. For

reservations call 584-3023. weekdays 12:30-

4:30 p.m.

Musical Chairs, a musical play in two acts

by Barry Berg. Ken Donnelly and Tom
Savage with music by Tom Savage will be

presented at 8:00 p.m. in Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theater at Smith. Admission:

$2.00. For reservations call 584 3023.

weekdays. 12:30 4:30 p.m.

WNK FLOVO

TM€ WALL

DAWN Of

TMf D€AO

DOUBLE FEATURE CMJiff^
Friday and Saturday

American Werewolf

in London 7:15

Animal House ^ .

^'^
Sunday thru Tuesday

Stage Fright 7:05

To Catch A Thief 9:00

A Hitchcock DoubleThrillei^

PINEMASCOOP
by Count Ram in Zahed

Last Saturday night. I was telling myself,

"Now Count, be reasonable. Although the

worldly side of you might be tempting you

to see Body Double, you should also pay

attention to the spiritual artsy part of your

existence. Come on. stay home and watch

PBS. Don't give in to those cheap DePalma
thrills." But before I could say Masterpiece

Theatre. I found myself trapped in the

ticket line at the mall.

Yes. the film leaned on the sick side. Yes.

the plot was not very dynamic and the

dialogue was not exactly Prouslian. Yes,

there were many explicit scenes. But. boy

did 1 enjoy myself. I guess I'm just a sick

kind of guy. ()ne thing for sure, the film did

not have a dull moment. Eat your heart

out. Alistair Cooke.

If you are going to Boston this week. I

force you to see Falling in Love. With

DeNiro and Streep. nothing can possibly go

mine ol opp«)rlunilies. You can catch the

cool and offbeat Repo Man at Pleasant St.,

or stay on campus and see the ultimate,

incredible, magnificent Rear Window.

Hitchcock fans will be in frenzy at Amherst
Cinema this Sunday. Stage-Fright is

playing with another favorite of mine. To

Catch a Thief When I think about the late

Grace Kelly, I think of this movie. There's

something magical about her ice cold

beauty mixing with the old Cary Grant

charm against the picturesque

Mediterranean backdrop. Frankly, I flip

every time I see it. If you enjoy Alan

Bates's acting. I suggest An Englishman

Abroad which is on PBS tonight.

Killer Question; Last week's answer;

Demi Moore was Michael Cain's daughter in

Blame It on Rio. Clever lot. no one an-

swere<i. Does anyone read this column or

what".' Well, this week might be a bit

Howard E. Rollins, Jr. stars as

murder in A Soldier's Story opening

wrong. The new Terri Garr movie Fir-

stborn lcx)ks pretty good too. However. I

believe The political movie of the season is

The Killing Fields. This film is directed by

Roland .Joffe and is ba.sed on a Pulitzer

Prize winning column in the New York

Times which reflects the Cambodian

situation under the Khmer Rouee. It is also

an account of the friendship between an

American journalist and his Cambodian

friend. You might be able to catch this film

if you are in Boston or New York.

The good news is that we are finally

getting A Soldier's Story in the area.

Howard E. Rollins. Jr. whom you might

remember from Ragtime, stars in this

mystery of black and white social attitudes

near the end of World War II. Note: This

film did not get one single bad review as far

as I can remember.
v*eeKena ¥^tnners: i lu.s weekend oilers a

an Army officer investigating a

today at the Hampshire Mall.

easier; If you can tell me what movie

DeNiro and director Ulu Grosbard

collaborated on before Falling in Love, you

shall win two free pas.ses to the sneak press

preview of Oh God, You Devil, the latest

from dirty old man George Burns.

Gifts from the Gods; More good news from

Boston; Twentieth Century Fox has sent us

25, yes 25 free passes to see the hilarious

The Gods Must Be Crazy on Thursday night

at the Sack Copley in Boston. So if you're

going to be in Boston on Thursday, you are

a fool if you let this golden opportunity pass

you by. Come by the Arts desk at the

Collegian for your pass.

One final Scoop: American Film magazine

has an excellent essay on Hitchcock written

by Truffaut. Also, tne Curtain production

of The Seagull is really superb. Good luck

on ye mid terms.

Amherst Flics presents

The Stunt Man
Fri, Sat, Sun
8 and 10 PM
$1.50 Merril /, Science Center

Amherst College

Amherst Chinese Foods

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST
BEER a WINE LICENSE

Fr0sh V»g0t0bl9t
from Our Own Farm

CLOseo WeOMtSDAV
•t 00 NO' jM IIISG O" »l«TiCl»l COl 0«l»«i

253-7835
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WINES/LIQUORS
BEER SPECrALS - BEST PRICES

HEINEKEN 12 oz. btis $14.99

MICHELOB 12 oz. btIs & cans $11.99

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99

LITE 12 oz cans $10.50

GENESEE CREAM ALE 12 oz. btIs $7.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
HEINEKEN $4.25 RINGNESS $3.99
MOOSEHEAD $3.99 GRIZZLY $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA £r GIN 1.75 L $7.99

BOOTHS and GORDONS GIN. . . 1.75 L. . . $11.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 liter $9.99

POPOV VODKA 1.75 L $9.99

LORD CALVERT 1.75 L $12.99

WINE SPECIALS
SEBASTIANI WINES 3 L $5.99

CARLO ROSSI WINES 4 L $5.99

ALMADEN 4 L bag in a box
Golden Chablis, California Risling, Chenin Blanc

Only $6.99

WE DELIVER
584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

Friday Afternoon at Mikes
A HAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH
FOOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1.

iTI

4

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
"An upbeat & exultant ensemble..." N.Y. Times

The five-college B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
"Jewish Jazz"

Saturday
Nov. 3

8:00 P.M.

CONTRIBUTION: $7 General Public. $5 Student* & Senior Citiiens

TICKETS AVAILABLE: UMa»s Hillel • Smith Hillr ! • Downtown Sounds

Northampton • Food for Thought, Amherst • TICKETS AT THE DOOR

J
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS

If you are now receiving

social security benefits

you should be aware

of the federal legislative

changes in eligibility

For more info call TIPS ( 5 1540)

ASK FOR TAPE ^2441

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 5451540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

J

BLAZER BUTTONS
With the University of

Massachusetts Crest

A distinctive accent to enhance your favorite

blazer. The university crest, authentic in

design and colors, is handcrafted in cloisonne

enamel and finished in 24 kt. gold plate. The
set 3 large and 4 small buttons is beautifully

giftboxed.

Other college, university and prep school

blazer button sets are available by special

order.

$auseof]9al9l|

32 Main St., Amherst • 253-3361 • Men. -Sat. 9-5:30

Fridav, November 2, 1984 •

Doonesbury

.Colle t^iar n

By Garry Trv.deau

M/? BU5H, IN RBC3IT UJeej(5,

MB'VBHBARPA LOT Of"

VULGAR LAN6UA0e ABOLTT

MRS FeRI?ARO H^OM YOO,

youR.ujif=e.ANpyouR.

CAMPftm MANASefi.

UJAS AU OF THIS fWU OFA
PLANN£PMANH00PSTRAJB6y,
TO coumn Tut MMPimse

\ THAT HAS PLAOUeU iOUR-

POLITICAL CARaaR''

ARa YOU KIPPING' VVB ALWAYS
TALKBP T0U6H ' iiJHBN I 5AlP I

KICKSP MR5 FiRRAROS BSHl'^^

THAT'S aXACnyUJHATI MBA^r

'

ANP YOU CAN PRINT
THAT'

IN A
FAMILY

NOUSPAPBR^

60SH. *e5'

HBCK.irs,

JU5TAN OLP
fOOTMLi
TtJ^i

Today's Weather
Chance of showers early,

then clearing. High
temperatures 55 to 60 in the

morning, but turning colder

in the aifternoon. Clear and

cold tonight. Lows in the

20s and low 30s. Sunny and

cool Saturday with highs in

the 408.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

TOP(^s'b CB5 ececwN
POU 5HOW5 mfifM
CfiNPlP^rE5 fiPe RUNNINO

H
/

A5 )V€Li fi5
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.
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MP BUb ppmPt l^^iQ

PLUMBFRb (\NP 5M0e Rmif-

w

^iUL I JUSr

BetTHey
PIPN'T CONilPeP

-me FUGHTLi^b
jJfnBPfO^i JOIF

m bHOKl
tOPTHe

BOOTH

. \

jnz:

UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

SO h^cH CANoy -yooii

oer cAyir^es'

HC MAKES M£ BRUSH U/IT^

X doi\j't H/^ve The Hef^RT

TO reiL /v/A) ryAT

Slugs Oor\> r /-^vf Terry.

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

P(o you CFV^ bit, THt

BUaDt«6 HWf OHii

flt^f «u7 TVMl V HPf\it

moST Of T^tl FKftryib

foR )H£ MICH (^^^t

I TD(-D SOU
TOTPPE THOSE
UhiC0U4 LOGS

.JUST Bftt/^r»^^

^) THEf^ i f

f/ SUPPOSED
TO ^^^r JJ

I HOPE i-Je CPi^

rY1rtlt»<l*»li, Lei
nnt i^\j^ yoKj

Co I »>* t »>v' '
^

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

On -foor... Oa t^^
rocxd

.

5, feUbo^'^+e UovVher

,f\ ex foreign c&^.

^c\ck to the *" ^ <.+vydiP
I

oorks:
i'

Mondale or Reagan?

Shamie or Kerry?

The issues, the views,

the record.

Monday in the Collegian

1984 Election Special.

Watch for it!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
» diltd h\ I rude Mithel Jafte

ACROSS
1 Ascended
7 Theeiemer'

13 Kict<bacK

14 C'anston
The SfiadoA

15 Sojp opoa
18 Rivor 0' ,' i

19 Signs ,;

20 R.-sh

21 BiiiP lA

23 B'dvfjs

24 Certain hfide

25 Goiters

27 Wo'd ^i\^

co"ee o' tea

28 fypeo' disc

29 Supplements
ot sorts

31 Dieters

perhaps
33 Like Hameiin s

piper

35 Hawt'Shdw

36 Dancers
40 Out ot the

nt>S!

t*. : ' .
•

jL *!<«.•. .f

4') Intermediate

Comb lorrn

47 Sciutfs

48 Song m Bonri

49 Ana o' Rosa

52 Champagn'-
choice

53 Wild West
catering

holes

55 Beneo an i

necK

56 Soap opera

59 One and all

60 Rubbed out

61 Royal wrap

62 Sight taste

etc

DOWN
1 ExpedileJ

2 V^a'i to se' .-

4 E'udiliijn

r African

iitelop*-'

_ i-^nmo lirrif

soap opora

7 SeQuPStored

8 Cobblers
fquiprTient

9 Devii^ins
•') Ruling r:h.»''

n Ma*(ai'

11 Babble ov»?r

12 Dye
15 Garbo
16 Employer
17 Villain s

glances

22 Watt/ed
24 Sailor

26 Small amounts
28 Pertaining to

SI LuKe
30 ' no

evil

32 Obscure
34 Radio s

Young
36 Italian

sauce

49 l^onth ot th.>

Hindu yeti' _,

>) ConOu '

Prffvih

53 Tractor lid' '<

54 Laurel or

t^usiai

^1 Grandstani—
58 Legislative

house l'5'

short

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

>i s;h;eMr> b>;t«i;t;e's:
twio'plNB A L n'eBc H >7^

YTETfi

•i! beaport

NE Italy

r* Poiiticia'

r ; em
39 tv . lona title

41 C^ lered

42 Jogs the

memory
43 Road Shapes
4F, ' : r -r-

^v^lM

Hp 7 6 H|- <? ^1

t 'wT '^ "
1 J"
7? H" H'"

^^ ^^H^^
V

" "t Ml ll
\n(r4r^ I imr* *<>»ndit »tr

1W2/84

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza/

Sausage, Hamburg or

Pepperoni Topping

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza/

Eggplant, Tuna or Chopped
Chick Peas Topping

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cheese

Strudel

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Ccx;ktail Sauce

mm
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Biily by "Encore"

^
the perfect kick-off to

great boot selection, for

season. Black, bone, blue

tan, grey.

y

N

v /'

\,
Open Sundays

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Grizzly Canadian Beer. . . $3.25 6 pk $12.95 case + dep.

Busch 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $10.95case + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Schaefer 12 oz. long necks $7.99 case + dep.

Becks, St. Pauli, Grolsch $4.25 6 pk + dep.

Narragansett i6oz. cans. . $2.50 6 pk + $9.50 case + dep.

Champagnes & Spumantes $2.99 750 ml -i- up

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $5.99 liter + up

ALL SPECIALS ARE COLD & READY TO GO!!!

KICK^%FF

WEEKEND LINEUP

AFTER THE
HOMECOMING GAME

COME MEET
BEN DAVIDSON
FROM THE

L.A. RAIDERS
LITE COMMERCIAL

B.C.

NFL

FRIDAY: Celtics Home Openers

SATURDAY: Homecoming

Happy Hour with Just George

3:30 B.C. vs Penn State

7:30 Bruins vs Canadiens

Sunday: Pats vs Denver 4:00

all the spaghetti

you can eat $2.99

Stvl<*s bv Deborah

) FREE STYLE CUTSi
VHAIRCUT

with any perm
$30 $40

expiresTMov. 30, 1984

''tb University Dr
549-5610

'mw<»^^3% tf5«2k^<»-rf:»a #»Ci*jep,>:y& ^sc^ji£>.^3^ ^''^^
6

a

d

9

a

9

NOVEMBER
SPECIAL
Twofer One
BECKS

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

^3^ ^TT^SfT^CiSfi C^r^^C^-^aA* C£:^<»"""«C5i9 ^£T'(X'

"^IIT" ^_ ^B^^ ^^':ir"irPIHSWEET T • It Tl\ 1^WW Ki ^m '^^ '^^

FAST FREE DELIVERY
of individual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES

ECSTASY BV CHOCOLATE CAKE Couit) be a suBfi 2 50

CHOCOLATE LAYER CAKE - Anoiiwr lempiafion (or the :h„tD^n.^

A *hi w -» ,,i,pf.i.ir h «i!h chocoiale cream and fascbef'ies

1 50

CONTINENTAL • A -cr past-,

fr\r the Chocolate sophist' -

1 50

CHEESECAKE - Weve saved you ^ ti* K. r«w Van Tr« »6

u •" 1 1 ihp B'q Apple Topti-ngs msKe il ey«n betW' ie"y
1 75
35

CARROT CAKE - We can i piotnr>^e But n r-

*,."• n it.e aark Oeee Iccous"

'

150

NAPOLEON - 1 50

ice CREAM
' ot the *ee-

1 55

MUNCHIES
OATMEAL FUDGE BAR t 50

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE 75

FRUIT BREAD 75

BAKLAVA ' DaMry md ri.jtt 105

FUDGE v; CHOCOLATE ,'.ui ia*i» buos dei - "us

FUDGE FLAVORS . p
H „ . , I,.,,,,-

1 ' , , ,-. 'i--i . : ,T' ' CCi^

4 00
7 50

BLOCK CHOCOLATE M » i
"

7 pOlJnC 3 75
7 00

1 Minimum order $5 00

CALL

256-8102
^- Oti, .tr-i S..'..- l.u 6 m p"' ? 00 a"
Suf^day if'u Tht.,rs'.Ji)¥ 6 00 p"" i £K) af^

79 S Pleasant St Amherst ^
Price* do not inc*ude tai I

Friday, November 2, 1984
^Ccilk'^^ian »»

Collegian 's NFL Picks
Maybe Walter Mondale does have a

chance. When Gerry "7-7" deSimas goes

11-3, anything can happen. The multi-

talented deSimas led the pack with his

stellar week but still trails Peter Abraham

by eight games. Both Tony Betros and

Scott Hocxl, with 9-5 weeks, drew closer

to Abraham who went 8-6. Abe holds a

slim one game lead on Betros.

Peter Tonv Kevin Scott Gerry

Abraham Betros DeLuca Hood deSimas
(71-40) (70-41) (62-49) (69-42) (63-48)

Cleveland 2 BUFFALO Clev Clev Buf Clev Clev

DALLAS 7 Gian««* Dallas I )ailas r.lHii's n iiv,^ !>aH..

DENVER 5 Pats Denver Denver Denver Pats Denver

DETROIT 3 Philly Detroit Detroit Detroit Philly Philly

Raiders 2Vi CHICAGO Raiders Raiders Chicago LA Raiders

ST.LOU IS 6 Rams StLou StLou StLou StLou StLou

Miami 7 JETS Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami

MINNESOTA 2 Tampa Bay Minn Minn Minn Minn Minn

NEW ORLEANS 2'/2 Green Bay NO NO NO NO GB
PITTSBURG 13 '/2 Houston Houston Houston Houston Pitts Houston

San Diego 6 INDY SD SD SD Indy SD
SANFRAN 10 Cincinnati SF SF SF SF SF

SEATTLE .5'/2 Kansas City Seattle Seattle Seattle KC Seattle

WASHINGTON 10 Atlanta Wash Wash Atlanta Wash Wash

^}^PlfiIhnr'kpll

Black Bears challenge
UMass men's soccer
Lanl homegame forDonahue, Rudd, Ryneare

J

Footballand

frisbee idnners

crowned

ByADAMNAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

In late scores from
yesterday's intramural

championships the Why-17

squad defeated HSl 20-7 in

the co-ree football finals at

the lower Boyden Fields.

In the Ultimate Frisbee

championships the Rage

tr)ok the coveted crown for

the third straight season,

downing a rugged Worthless

and Weak unit 11-10 in

heated action.

continued from page 20

"We will be in the championships. We are playing for the

seeding and the top rankings. We are trying to satisfy a

team goal that has been with us the whole season," said

Hixon.
With UConn's losses commg to ODU (2 1). UNH (4-3 in

overtime), and a strong Penn State team (2-1 in OT) the

Huskies must be respected, said Hixon.

"They have a good forward line and their midfielders are

very strong." said Hixon. "Their defensive backs and their

sweepers are probably the weakest parts of their game.

That's what we'll try to exploit."

When UMass forwards Tonia Kennedy. Christine Kolot.

and Judy Morgan get by the UConn defensive corps they

will have to deal with goalie Terry Kicks. Kicks is a first

team All-American player and should provide the

Minutemen with one of their toughest challenges of the

year.

"We're going to try to create as many opportunities as we
can and take advantage of them." said Hixon. "We'll try to

take away the opportunities for their midfielders to play

the ball and then we'll try to play the ball as deep as we can

in their territory. We're not going to do anything new.

We'll take risks, there's no reason to play it safe this late in

the season."

By SC OTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

lxx>king to tie the University of

Massachusetts record for most wins in a

single season, the men's soccer team

engages the University of Maine Sunday on

Boyden Field at 1:00 p.m.

With a 9 5 3 record and three games left,

the Minutemen are solid candidates to set a

new win record. However. UMass coach

Jeff Gettler isn't looking past a Black Bear

team that is 7 6 1. although they play

mostly Division II and III schools.

"Maine is not a team we're taking lightly.

They're well coached, well organized, and

they're trying to play soccer. We just have

to take the game totally seriously." said

Gettler.

Besides pursuing a record tying 10th win

of the campaign. UMass is seeking revenge

for a 10 loss suffered last year in Orono.

Maine in which the Minutemen outshot the

Black Bears 28 3. hut came away empty.

"That game was probably our best game of

the season with the hall." said Gettler.

"None of our players have forgotten that

game."
This Sunday will be the final home game of

the 1984 season. Thus far the Minutemen

sport a fine 6 2 slate on Boyden Field. It

will also be the final game on Boyden Field

for the three men most responsible for

UM's outstanding defensive play this year,

fullback Mike Rudd, sweeper Mike

Runeare. and goalie Don Donahue.

In other sports action this weekend, the

volleyball team, fourth in New England

UMass footballnotebook
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

In case you didn't know. Alumni Stadium

will be renamed the Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium before Saturday's game

against UConn. Mr. McGuirk was UMass

athletic director from 1948 to 1971.

Minuteman quarterback Jim Simeone and

his brother, senior split end Hoh. have set

their sights on a number of UMass career

and seasonal records.

Bob. a 6-0, 195 pounder, needs only four

catches to tie Tim Berra's career record of

99 receptions. He needs only 201 yards to

catch Rerra's record for yardage gained.

The older Simeone also needs 23 catches to

tie the single season record, again held by

Berra. With three games to go. Bob should

rewirte the record books providing Jim can

get him the ball.

Jim, with 113 completions with season,

needs only 19 completions to tie Noel

Reebencker (1952). He also is fifth on the

all time career yardage list, fourth on the

career completions list and his 25 com

pletions against Maine was second best for

a UMass quarterback (In 1976 Brian

McNally picked apart UConn for 32 com-

pletions.)

Glenn Holden has been doing some serious

hitting as of late. The free safety had 17

tackles against Maine and 16 against BU, as

he was defensive player-of-the game for

both those weeks.

UConn at UMass
When: Saturday at 1:00 p.m.

Where: Mc(juirk Alumni Stadium

The Latest Line: UMass by 2

The Series: UMass leads 30-22-2

The Records: Both teams are 2-6

Conference Records: UMasa is 0-2,

UConn is 0-3

Injuries: UM: LB Vito Perrone (leg)

will not play, DT Ed Sullivan (ankle) will

not play, LB Mike Favreau (shoulder) will

start, DT Mike Kowalski (knee) will start,

FB Frank Fay (ankle) will start. UC: TB
Billy Parks (hip) will play, FB Gary

DuBose (ribs) is doubtful, FB David Scott

(ankle) is out, OG Tony D'Agostino (knee)

will not dress, LB Ed Micklovic (knee) will

not dress.

Next Week: UMass is at Delaware,

UConn hosts Boston University.

Radio/TV: The game will be carried on

WMUA-FM (91.1) with Wayne Schofield,

Steve Cooperstein and Tony Betros.

WTTT-AM (1430) with Tim AshweU and

Howard Herman wrill also carry the game

as vdll WEBCAM (420), and WSPR-AM
(1270).

with a 24 14 record and still in good

standing for post season action in the

ECAC championships, will travel to

F:astern Nazarene University to lake part

in the MAIAW Tournament, the state

championships, along with Lowell.

Coach Russ "i arworth's UMass Water Polo

team travels to Brown University this

weekend for the New England Water Polo

Championships, in an attempt to qualify for

the Eastern Championships next weekend.

The Minutemen. currently ranked third in

New England behind Brown and Harvard,

will take on Yale in their first game. The

teams split their two games this season,

with UMass winning the first encounter 7

4. and the VA\s winning their most recent

meeting 11 10 in overtime. The one two

scoring combo of Paul McNeil and Mike

Hoover will once again be called upon to

provide the offense, while goalie Fred

Marius will have to come through with

another solid performance for the

Minutemen this weekend.

The women's cross country team has the

week off. hut the men will be in Boston to

take part in the New Englands.

(\)ach Ken O'Brien sees Providence as the

frontrunner with Boston College and

Boston University right behind them.

"I'm hoping for an improvement on last

year's performance, but we'll need great

performances from three people." said

O'Brien. "We are a strong team in our

fourth and fifth runners, but we need to

improve on our front runners to have a shot

at it." ...

The women's swimming team will see its

first action of the season as they travel to

the University of Vermont for their first

scheduled meet Saturday afternoon.

Also contributing to this stctry were

Collegian reporters Adam Nazimountz,

Mike Levine and Christ Tremblay.

* foolhidl
cxmtinujed from, page 20

ome ihroujjh I his week, whuh he has to.

« •< h;«v«' ;in exrcllent shot ,il winning."

Muii said that UMass needs to keep up the

intensity they showed against BU, but

avoid the crippling mistakes that has kept

them from scoring.

"We played well, with intensity, against

only four teams." Stull said. "That's Ball

State. URI. Northeastern and BU. When
we fail to s<"ore on a first and goal, fumble

the ball, drop the ball, or run the wrong

route, all the intensity goes out the win

dow. We have to execute better to win. out

stats our impressive, we're improving, but

we arent scoring the points we need to

win.""

"Indications point to a low scoring game."

Stull said. "But I learned to ignore in-

dications long ago. Anything can happen,

as long as we are the better for it.'"

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^'^
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number tree

AUTO FOR SALE FOR RENT

197S Op«( lauiu excellent running condi-

tion . good ga* mil—ge, »e96/B0 256-6121

BMW 2012 73 excellent inside and out; eng

& tran very (trong. well maintained,

sunroof, Bilatiens, Weber, etc »3800 or BO
546-8170

Toyota Corolla Oaluxa H74 excellent con

dition 865-2492

VW Bug great mileage, rebuilt engine

w/only lOOOmilei, »900 call after 6 286^ 1888

Kevin

ItTS Toyota Corolla good condition

$800 00 call befof* 11:00 am or after 7:00

pm 546-1277

Pontiac Lamant tix cylinder excellant run-

ning condition 1500 733-8541

7B Plymouth Volara wagon, good cond

power «/br, anowi, recent tune up,

stefeo Mutt aeU »a60 call 546-7786

ItTB RanaulTsQTL. good running condi

tion 400, 584-7782

BIRTHDAYS

Room In 3 bedroom apartment in

Amherst center, available Nov 1 »m in

, dudes heat. Call Debbie at 256«»4 or

263 2067

• Brandywin* 2 badroom apt.

grad or family, January first, call 6-9 pm.

548-0220 _^^___
FOR SALE

LIVE CONCERT TAPES on TOK-SA
'

Cassettes Springsteen, Fiord. Onud etc

;
Free list. Box 796 Stoughton. MA 02072

;
14 kt gold nail »26,00 call Caro«yn"it»r6

I 6-5465
^^

; skiie Dynastar Omeglass II with Marker

M40 bindings excelleni condition call

546 7144 ask •" '••:

The Sub Raataurant is now accepting ap *

plications for part time evening work 20 » .

hours _^ ',

The Hadlay School Syatam iTseeking.

qualifiod applicants to substitute teach m.

aJTadas 7 12 Applicants do not have to be.

^o««ia graduates The daily rate of pay is-

t30 00 Send letter of application and.

raaume to: Supt Paul F Lengtera 127.

Russell St, Hadtey, MA 01036
;

SUPERBOWLi Now that v»e have your at- '.

tention. the INDEX, the UMass yearbook, IS.

tooking for a sports editor If you »n m
.

terested in writing and editing for one of the.

oldest yearbooks in the country, please spp
;

'

ly at 103 C C This position is s non-.

rr.i'r.i^y.'??.
'

LEGAL ASSISTAHrrS
WANTED

FOUND

A gray r*!" c«>«* found Monday, by dam o'

Campus Pond Contact Reg or Thia dunng

,
549-6809

OAY

Rick D. Happy Itth B-d«vl Smila - 86 ian't

that tar. Party it up and anjoy' Love. Laura

BUY THIS CAR

1173 Plymouth S««llte must sell BO Wan
dv'2S3-33Be ^^^______

The Paoplas Oay AIIIWMsa hoata a aocial

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6:30 each Thurs. Check the

Campus center schedule for room numbers

New people sre welcome and encouraged

to attend'

ENTERTAINMENT
HELP WANTED

WICKED AND WILD DJa «J«o
f?"

visual entertainment for the BO's 564-6712

Rack-A-Dlac Rack AVidao Entartrtn-

mant Agancy. Diacjockays and large

screen vidao partiaa for the five collage area

548-7144

: Gan«nMI«borafaapplv»««u«vNail6to8
• PM Wed through Sun

• MARKETINO INTERN earn "^oj^^VJ^tj*!

I working on your reeuma "The Bisaaworta

• on Route 9 minutaa from UMaas call: Jamaa
• Doharty (617) 542-8B06

I Legal Aaalatwita WMitad The Legal Sw
• vices Office, an on-campus agency serving

; Universrtv students, is looking for legal

'. assistant interns for ttie Spring 1985
• semester. Get hands-on job experience in

'. the legal field, aaaistiog attorneys at LSO
• with client interviewing, investigations,

• negotiations, legal research, giving advice

: and referrals, preparation for Federal and

• State Court litigation, attendance at court

• hearings, and participation in administrstive

'. hearings. Interns maintain continuing

• caseload under attorney supervision Up to

[ 15 credits may be received from academic
'• oepartments To app»y, for advice on ar

• ranging an internship and credit, contect Of-

'. fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Building, by

• Wednesday, November 7th Writing sample

', 'nquired. Further information, LSO 922

• Campua Canter

Stolen in Sylvan area or Boyden Qym.
Brown leather waliei containing license,

benkcard and other essentials Substantial

revirani for return call 6-4096 no questions

aaked tf>e name is Ketley McCormtck

R^arbiuVlackat In Bartlatt. Says Robert

on front, Oceanstde on back. Reward

Please caH 546^7890

Paarl (with alternatir>g gold beadsl bracelet

Please call 549-8671 anytime

Siivar'artd gold tonad Plagat watch sen

timental value reward offered call Leslie

546-9756

Loat grav hraa St Laurwtt •*»«" ••»''»

lacfcat wWh ptnfc attlpaa call 546-7403

Loat: S»bafl«» Huaky one bhia aya and

one brown eye. Her name is Panda no t»q-|

on her Black outer coat white chest m

Eric evenings 886 »0i wort M"
276 Rev'""

LAST CHANCE BEFORE HOMECOMING'i
The 1984 INDEX, the UMaaa yeertwok, is on

ssia outside of the Student Unkjn If you

want a copy, by it NOW We expect to sell

out at the Homecoming game on Nov 3

Don't be left without your yearbook'
•••••••••••••••••

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers. Caaaa. DIaaartatlons, The

on campua low rataa guaranteed accap

tanca Nancy fiS4-7Sa4

••••••••••••< ••••••• RIDE WANTED

Happy Birthday Marthal Love your Gutts,

Gayiee ar>d Ann^

Caah foTCoH*** avaHabla »16 5 mWon
unclaimed Send »1 00 Irefundeble) reeults

guaranteed S D R 49 10 Downing St Fall

River, Mass 02733

Rick from Stud^ Saeurlty Got your

iiieaaags laat Friday night. Hi to you too"*

Beth

NURP I

Happy Birthday land stuff i)

(Hey, one out of three ain't bad)

I hope there will t>e many more

because I love you
WHISKERS McGEE

' To Rochaatar NY Novambar 9 (Fridayl w«
; share expeoeea. Desperate' 6-6774

;Rlde' needed to Buffalo or
• Rochaatar /Syracuaa Shere Nov. 2
'546^125

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

LOST

r s i « l » ti"» » »""*''''*'

HaidI, Friday in GRC, our glances incited m

each other an indetarminale Wiss snd excit

nient WouW like to corisider furtfienng it

Nice to tT>eat you Jim 548-6147

Andrea. It wasgraat to see ya again' I hope

you didn't find my approach loo strong

Pertups there's still tim«« to repair the

damage Call rne ekways yours Adoifo^

SOM Cara«r~Day '84. Nov l4 1st Hoot

Campus Center. Sponsored by
Undergraduate Buainaaa Club. Luncharwi '»

on sale thru Nov 9 in SOM Lobby »5.TO

members, »6 00 non members sll are

welcome to atter>d

Buah Baah LAQNAF Now aign up at

UMaaa Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con
course 546-3437

Happy 22nd Birthday Paulla Honaybun
ny 'Hianks for a grrreat year' Lova Baby

Cakes

Sugarbush Vallev Roomnr«te wanted',

Jan 1-28 chalet at base of mountaini Call

646-6041 or 296^8802 after 4:00

Cathyoa - How s it gomg? Keep gunning

two iT»ora days Lovs PJ^

Bill. This Sunday will be a quarter of a y«»'

'

Thirty days in s month time four months

equals 120 days' 180 days 120 days ' 90

days, so ctoae' Happy Anniversary' Love'

Suebort

! To ahara one badroom apt In Craatvlaw

•Nonsmoking female 22* years. Studious

; 192 50/month plus utilitiaa. CaH 54*^5468

• available 9 Dec »
• QuIaThouaahold of 2 M, 1 F seeks fourth

•for large 4 bedroom epi walk to town.

.$180+ Jack 253 9237

SAVE MY LOVELIFE

a ride to Boaton (Brighton,

^p^^ifeallyl on Fri Nov 2. Call Ui at 6-6704,

or at the Collegian Editorial [>a# -•

[ ijoeo tryifHj' .

TRAVEL

• Klllington Ski Trip condos

•20-26 call Sno Seerch Brian or

.S49 14e6

*195 Jan
Kevin

WANTED TO RENT

Happy B day Sharon Make it

ramember love Stella Mimi
to

w» • • • • I I «••••« I

Happy ard Birthday PInuccI I love you

Chris TherAs for s fentaatic year' I lov| you

"mora than worda can awar say" yours

always and forever Li

• LaM* «Mnt«4 atarttn* Jan for

•dywina, Puffton or Twnhouaa reward

1 546-3914 Mike or Tort>

'^^^p4e looking to rent room in Bran-

•dywine Townehouse or Puffton for Spring

^86 call Donna or Dians 2860014 between

!4-6oref1«»'l pm^
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Big Homecoming weekend:
Football faces

rival UConn
Minulemen needa victory

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts football team

looks across the field at the University of Connecticut on

Saturday at Alumni Stadium they will see something

."amiiiar.

Both teams are 2 6. winless in the Yankee Conference

(I'Mass is 2, UConn is 0-3). both teams have lost to

Rhode Island. Lehigh and even Maine. The two quar-

terbacks complete under 50 percent of their passes. The

defenses are the strong point of the teams, and of course

both are riddled with injuries.

Yet. the 55th meeting between these interstate rivals

should be a good one (1:00 p.m.) for the alumni returning

for homecoming and for students who haven't seen their

team in two weeks as both teams need victories badly.

Both UMass and UConn went for October as promising

starts faded quickly into disappointing seasons.

The Minutemen lost to a solid Boston University team 31-

21 last week in a game that featured hard hitting by the

Minutemen and a quarterback change (for five passes)

from junior Jim Simeone to freshman Mike Trifari. Both

could happen again this week.

"We hit hard in practice again this week," UM coach Bob

Stull said. F^very position is open and that includes the

quarterback. If Jimmy isn't moving the team or throwing

the ball badly. I'm not afraid to go back with Mike, he's

been in there, tested the waters and I'd like to see what he

can do. Jimmy is still the starter for as long as he can do

what we want him to do."

The Boston University offensive line and the UMass defensive line head toward each other

last week in Boston. UM faces UConn on Saturday.
back. Tailback Billy parks (572 yards) has a hip pointer but

indications out of Storrs this week reveal he may see ac-

tion. Fullback Garv DuBose has cracked ribs and will not

On the injury front. UMass returns several key starters.

Tight end Paul Walsh will be back as will linebacker Mike

Favreau. who suffered a shoulder injury in practice before

the BIT game. Fullback Frank Fay will start as will

tailback George Barnwell (623 yards on the season). Both

had been questionable for the 1 <rricrs last week.

Still out however will be defensivf tackle Kd Sullivan

(knee), and linebacker Vito Perrone (leg). Tackle Mike

Kowalski. Sullivan's replacement, will be spelled by

linebacker Bruce Strange if his injured knee can't hold up.

UConn is al.so hobbled by injuries, especially at running

dress.

UConn is first in the conference in defense, with a 41-0

rout against Holy Cross their only blemish. They held

UNH to 13 points and Colgate to nine. They are fifth in the

nation in pa.ss defense.

"Obviously it's important for Barnwell to have a good

game," Stull said. "He did not plav well at B", he fumble<i

twice and I was very disappoint«*d m hi« eflort If he can

continue on page 19

Second season startsforUM soccer
women face Boston College

By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

It's a whole new ball game for the fourth seeded Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's soccer team as they take

on" the 11th seeded Boston College Eagles for the second

time in a week in the opening round of the NCAA playoffs

Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at Hoyden Field.

"This game is another season," coach Kalekeni Banda

said. "It's just one game at a time for us." UMass, 12-2-2

on the regular season, blew out BC 5-0 last Saturday.

"It won't be as easy as it was the first time," Banda

said. "The bottom line is how much we want it. We respect

BC very much."
The Eagles, who finished their regular season on Tues-

day with a 1-0 win over Keene State, have beaten UConn

and Cortland State, 2-2-1 this season. Both t«ams are in

the NCAA's.
"They are capable of beating anybody on a given day."

Banda said.

The key in last Saturday's win over the Eagles was the

Minutemen's ability to score first. In three games, UMass

has teen scored upon first, they have lost two (1-0 losses

to Brown and Harvard). UMass came from behind to top-

ple Cortland State 2-1.

"Mentally, we need to score first," midfielder Jamie

Wetson said. "There seems to be more frustration (if we
don't score first). But we do have the ability to come

back."

The one woman who has scored the bulk of the

Massachusetts goals is freshman Jolie DePauw with 12

goals, five assists for 29 points. DePauw has also scored

seven game winning goals.

In fact, seven of the eight top UMass scorers are

freshmen. In all, six starters on the Minutemen are

freshmen.

"We just have to play smart," Watson said. "We'll be

asking the freshmen to grow up a little faster. If we can be

smart and play a step above and think, we'll do alright."

"It's explossive," Watson said of the freshman attack

force that includes DePauw, Monica Seta (7 goals, 1 assist,

15 points), Kristen Bowsher (6-3-15) and Carolyn Micheel

(3-2-8).

"BC will be looking for the quick goal." Banda said.

"They'll be better prepared. We want to come out and put

high pressure on them right away."

Banda is thinking of moving the front line around to give

BC something different to look at. Last week, Banda mov-

ed DePauw from centor striker to wing and it opened up

the middle for Christ Taggert, the senior co-captain, that

scored twice.

Sophomore goalie Jeanne Paul sports a 0.46 goals

against average and has eight shutouts in 12 games.

"We've outplayed everybody this year, even in the

losses. But we have to get results. We have to put the ball

into the back of the net and I would like to do that right

away," Banda said.

"BC has nothing to lose," he said.

There will be an admission charge at the door to enter

the game since it is an NCAA sanctioned event. UMass

students with an ID will be charged a dollar and everyone

else $2.

The winner of Saturday's game faces the winner of the

Harvard-Vermont matehup for the right to travel to the

Final Four. UMass took third at the Final Four last year.

BC made the NCAA quarter-finals.

Field hockey "must win" at UConn to up ranking
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team travels to the University of

Connecticut for tomorrow's contest. Plain

and simple, it is a big game.

UMass is ranked fifth in the nation.

UConn is ranked a deceiving seventh. Both

teams look to improve their post season

playoff positions. It is the final game of the

regular season for both teams. A fierce

rivalry has developed between the two New
England powers. It is a rivalry UConn has

dominated in recent years.

—November 5 1983: UMass 1-UConn 1.

—November 5 1982: UConn 2-UMass 0.

—November 22 1981: UConn 4 UMass 1

(playoffs).

—November 7 1981: UMass 1 UConn 1

(regular season).
The playoff loss was particularly painful as

it came in the title game of the National

Championships CNCAA's. UMass was

seeded number one in those playoffs having

compiled a 17 2 record. UConn was

.seeded second.

Tomorrow, the Minutemen will shoot for

their first victory against UConn since

October of 1980. UMass takes a 13 3 record

into the game against the 14 3 Huskies.

"It's our biggest rivalry, no doubt," said

UMass coach Pam Hixon. "We have always

vied for the top spot in New England and

every year this has been a big game. It

always comes at the end of the season. It

gives the team something to look forward

to. ..playing a strong team."

Both teams are assured of playoff births

but with a victory tomorrow the

Minutemen would have a chance to

recapture their previous week's ranking of

fourth. By climbing into the number four

spot, the minutemen would receive a bye in

the NCAA playoffs. The top twelve teams

make the tournament but only the top four

are seeded, thus receiving byes in the first

roiin(<

While UMass defeated Boston University

on Tuesday they dropped in the rankings by
virtue of the University of New Hamp
shire's narrow 1-0 loss to defending national

champion and currently number one ranked

Old Dominion University. Earlier in the
season UMass lost to ODU 7-1 and defeated
UNH 3 1. UNH currently occupies the
'oveted r imber lour spot.

continued on page 19

Homecoming sports al a glance

Today:
There are no sports scheduled for

today.

Saturday:
Footbail: UConn (Homecoming),

McGuirk Alumni Stadium, 1:00 p.m.
(Stadium to h« dedicated before giJne).

Women's Soccer: Boston College
(NCAA playoffs). Boyden Field, 10:30
a.m. Cost: $1 with a student i.d. $2 for
others.

Field Hockey: at UConn, 1:00 p.m.

VoUeyball: at MAUW Toum»-
ment.

,

Men's Cross Country: At New
Englands, Franklin Park, Boston.

Water Polo« at New England
Championships, Brown University.

Women's Swimming: at Vermont.

Gymnastics: Alumni Toumament,
Boyden Gym.
Sunday:
Men's Soccer: Maine, Boyden

Field, 1:00 p.m.

Election Special inside: p. 8,9
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xualharassment a frequent problem at UMass
1

By DEHOKAH HOSS
Collegian Stall

FAitors note: This is the first article in a

two part series on sexual harassment.

The high incidence of sexual harassment

al the University of Massachusetts has

become a serious concern, according to

Grant Ingle, process concsultant at the

Office of Human Relations and member of

the UMass Sexual Harassment Education

Committee.

Sexual Harrassment
on Campus

Sexual harassment is a "large problem in

our society." Ingle said, "and UMass

reflects that."

In a Student Affairs Research and

Evaluation Office (SAREO) telephone

survey of 237 graduate and un-

dergraduate women for the UMass Sexual

Harassment Committee in the sprmg of

1983. 25 percent of the women surveyed

said they personally had experienced

sexual harassment at UMass.

University policy states that sexual

harassment includes "Unwelcomed sexual

advances, requests for sexual favors, and

other verbal or physical conduct of a

sexual nature."

Half of the women surveyed said they

had experienced negative remarks about

females, the stereotyping of women in

sexually derogatory ways, and sexual

remarks about their appearance or sexual

activity by course instructors or other

staff member.
Ingle said the SAREO figures are

"probably deflated" and Howard Gadlin.

UMass Ombudsman and co chairperson of

the Sexual Harassment Committee, said

the SAREO data "gives and inkling of the

percentages." but it is not a sufficiently

thorough study.

Ingle said the UMass study did not m
elude female staff and faculty and thus

underestimated the incidence of the

problem.

He cited a Harvard study conducted in

September 1983 which found that 49

percent of unt enured women faculty

reported experienceing sexual

harassment, as did 40 percent of graduate

student women and 3.5 percent of all

women surveyed.

Carol Johnson, assistant manager for

Staff Training and Development and the

CO chairperson of the Sexual Harassment

Committee at UMa.ss, said even the

Harvard data is a "conservative

estimate." She added that "the incidence

of sexual hara.ssment if very high."

University Ombudsman Gadlin said "You

hear enough about it to know^ that it is an

on going problem to be taken seriously."

Johnson said the problem arises because

"rules have changed and what used to be

acceptable behavior is no longer ac

ceptable."

"It's a problem of a male dominated

society," said Ingle, "in which men's

traditional attitudes towards women

transfer to the workplace."

He said men "Related traditionally to

women as mothers, daughters, sisters and

wives and don't relate to women as

colleagues in the workplace."

Although sexual hara.ssment occurs in all

gender combinations, the victims are

predominantly women. Johnson said she

d(H'sn't "blame men." but that "they're at

an adolescent stage about this."

She said "It's an awkward stage in which

men do not know what sexual harassment

is. " For example, she said, men ask her

"Can I still tell jokes?" to which she replies

"yes... .so long as they're not sexist or

offensive."

She said "people don't know how to

adjust " to different cultural circumstances

and that although change will be a slow

process "we can't afford not to deal with

this issue."

Tirmorrow's ijistallment will focus on the

legal issues and available procedures for

harassment victims.

(^llll•^^a" ('ti<'i"ii> Mi-

These local Democrats were among the 125 who rallied for their party most
«|[

Saturday after-

noon on Amherst Town Common. For information on Tuesday's election, see the Election

Special on pages 8 and 9.

Democrats stage rally in Amherst center
By LAURA YEE and

JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Amherst and other local Democrats held a rally and

"teach in" Saturday on the Amherst Town Common in a

final attempt to either strengthen or sway undecided

voters to their side of the presidential ballot before Nov. 6.

The 16 groups, including Amherst College Democrats,

the Amherst College Progressive Student Alliance.

Physicians for Social Responsibility and the Belchertown

Citizens for Peace, sponsored the four-hour rally where

politicians, professors and activists spoke before a crowd of

about 150.

Polls that show President Reagan and George Bush in the

lead are "wrong," according to Rep. James Collins (D

Amherst), who is running for re election.

"This week, Mondale and Ferraro broke all records in

Chicago. Seattle . . . with^the biggest turnout in (lover-

rlment Center (Boston) andin New York," Collins saiJ.

Collins cited the 1948 elections when polls predicted that

Harry Truman would lose the election that he won. "Polls

lie," Collins said.

"If the polls are right, the American people are as stupid

as those right wing fanatics and Ronald Reagan," Michael

Thellwell, a professor of Afro American studies at UMass,

said.

Bob Weiner. chairman of the Amherst Town Committee

lasK e orce who^ocused hi? speech on getting people .to the

polls, said President Reagan "has started a reign of tferror"

and Ray Shamie "is a dangerous man."

"Let's make sure Reagan doesn't win by 3,000 votes

again" in Massachusetts, he said. "Reagan is the reason

for gloom and doom."

Pat Lewis Sackrey, who has never held political office and

is running for Hampshire County Commissioner said, "We

want Mondale and Ferraro to win because we want time m
this world."

Mary Wentworth, who is running against Kep. biivio

Conte, focused on the Reagan administration's strategy in

dealing with the potential dangers of war.

"Ronald Reagan rides through the international arena

shooting off his six guns, terrorizing the world." Went-

worth said.

Sidney Alexander, president and one of the founders of

Physicians for Social Responsibility, said that the danger

of nuclear war is the primary threat to our lives.

"This is not a political issue, it's a morll and biological

i.ssue, " Alexand^ said. "Nuclear war and the threats have

no cure. The only treatment for nuclear war is preven

tion."

During the rally, moderator and .senior Amherst College

chemistry major Michael Shorr induced the crowd to shout

chants of "four more days, " in reference to a hopeful end to

Reagan's presidency, "Fritz and Gerry", "out the door, no

more Reagan in '84" and "no more Ron."

Hecklers were at a minimum but Shorr said some Reagan

supporters held a counter rally earlier in the day.

SGA debates funds

for student groups
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Questions on Student Government Association (SGA)

work on pornography and anti oppression have surfaced as

a result of The Undergraduate Student Senate s decision

last Wednesday to freeze funds of groups that "attempt to

influence censorship" at the University of Massachusetts.

Debate continued at the end of last week on First

Amendment rights of students versus the student

government's role in carrying out anti oppression work.

Southwest senator Craig McDermott. sponsor of the

motion passed la.st Wednesday, said his motion was raised

,n response to a movie policy introduced in the senate Oct.

10 and later removed. The policy was to "prohibit. . .
the

showing of X rated motion pictures and other media

material which graphically (depict) the brutalization or

sexual degradation of any class of people at UMa.ss.

Although that motion was removed. McDermott .said 1

don't think anv government, whether federal local, or

student, has the right to intervene in a person s decision on

whether he or she wants to see a film. It goes agamst the

crain of democracy and freedom."

SCERA student Coordinator David Martm, who spon

sored the movie policy proposal, said he did not see any

immediate reprecussions of the senate vote. But he said.

"Eventually the senate may attempt to construe the

wording (of the anti censorship motion t to freeze funds of

groups which are doing work which the senate disagrees

^'l advocate freedom of expression," Martin said, "but

that is according to my definition. I see the brutaUzation of

women as being anything but a freedom.
.

Director of the Student Center for Education and

Research Advocacy (SCERA), Debbie Piltch, said

Thursday that the senate vote would impede the progress

made by SCERA in educating students on anti-oppression.

Presently, the senate and SCERA hold awareness

workshops which are mandatory for new senators. The

workshops are designed to make senators more sensitive

to racism, sexism, and homophobia.

(I.nside

ThelCIA comes to UMJuss p.^
Getting out the vote P-T^

Minutemen chased by Huskies p. 16

"Heaven for climate, hell for
ccmpany. "—Jarrws M. Barrie
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FUNNY HOUR

99' BAR DRINKS
Vodka, Gin, Rum, Tequilla, Whiskey

99* BOTTLED BEER
15 kinds. Domestic and Imported

$1 49 TOP SHELF
all brand liquors, all mixed^drinks I

Nicaraguans wait

for election returns
Digest

By the AssociatedPress

3-7 PM Mon-Sat, 1-7 Sun

Rt 9 Hadley (across from Mt Farms Mall)

MANAGUA— The ruling

Sandinistas confidently

awaited victory yesterday

as large numbers of

Nicaraguans voted in their

tirst election in 10 years

despite a boycott by the

government's main political

opposition.

Even before polls closed,

supporters of the leftist

Sandinistas set off

firecrackers to celebrate

tlirii rxptttiLii victwpy *^
fireworks could be heard

throughout Managua.

WHY YOUR WATER SUPPLY

SHOULD NOT BE FLUORIDATED

NO
Know these facts before yo" v^^"* "^T" '^"^ ^^^

Is the principle of water fluoridation the same as that of chlorlnation?

(Chlorination treats and purifies the water supply. Fluoridation treats and medicates the .n-

dividual.

Is fluoridation of the water the only means of providing fluoride treat-

ment for young children?

(Flouride tablets, drops, tooth pastes and topical applications are available to those wishing

flouride treatment.)

e

Is fluoradition of the water supply universally accepted?

(in several countries, flouradition of the water supply has been nationally banned. In Den

mark Sweden. West Germanv. Italy and France, fluoridation has been nationally rejected.

Is there any scientific proof that water tluoridation Is harmless to th

tUJT" Ra°e'*lIsociate professor of chemistry and Ph.D. in biochemistry and organics,

University of Toronto, states . . .'It is known as a scientific fact that fluoride is deadly poison

to enzymes, upon which all life depends.')

NO

Is it economical to fluoridate the entire water su ply when less than TO

of the f^rridated water supply reaches the children claimed to

SuVexpenditures of the taxpayers' money is not consistent with sound municipal

economy.)

Should the public water supply be used ^^^V^^P^^P^^^^J^^Y'^^"^^
potentially toxic, potentially cumulative, fluoride chemical into our

f^The l?blic wlyJr supply shoud NEVER be made available for mass-medication of the entire

community.

NO

almost 4,000 polling places

all in the northern part of

the country - were disrupted

by violence, and one
{lAliceman \ka& killed- he
said.

"Up to now we only have to

be sorry for the death of one

policeman," he said without

elaborating.

Tilt OuiiiJh!ti««T!Wfwmwwi^

had announced that early

returns would be announced

last night. But later it said

no results would be reported

until today. It did not give a

reason for the delay.

NO

Should the individual be denied his right to '««<'°'; °' =''°'"
"""'o

ning the substances he may wish to talte. or prefer not to talie, into

J'i^nren^ x?Jof Section , of ,he United States . . .-'No state shall maKe o, enforce any

law which shall abridge the pnvileaes or immunities ot atizan^ot tbeAJniled States. I

WHAT IS THE COST OF FtUOBIDATION?

NO

Lines formed at poUing

places throughout the

country before the polls

opened at 7 a.m. Many

^y n^ti^ 4o vote ma& X.-

shirts, hats and other items

of clothing emblazoned with

the red and black insignia of

the Sandinista National

Liberation Front.

Mariano Fiallos. the

president of the Supreme

Electoral Council, said

preliminary returns in-

dicated a turnout higher

than the 80 percent forecast

by the government.

Eleven of Nicaragua's

'MostWanted' arrested

CLEVELAND-The FBI arrested five pefple in nor-

theast Ohio yesterday, including Raymond Luc Levasseur,

an alleged terrorist group member who has been on the

agency's 10 Most Wanted list since 1977, the agency said.

FBI Director William said in a prepared statement from

Washington, U.C, that Levasseur, 38, was apprehended

along with his common law wife, Patricia Gros. They were

arrested while riding in a van in Deerfield, where they had

been living, said John Dunn, an FBI spokesman in

Cleveland.
,, , x m.

Arrested in Cleveland were Jaan Karl Laaman, 3b,

Richard Charles Williams, 37, and Barbara J. Curzi, 26,

according to Webster.

NO

In many cases, actual cost of fluoridating the water supply has far exceeded original

**'*'ln the'past ten years, the following Massachusetts communities have discontinued

fluoridation after a trial . . . Northampton. Andover. Cambridge, Hudson. North An-

dover, Reading, Wilmington and Williamstown.
^

Vote "No" on Fluoridation
Concerned Citizens for Bette. Wdle. Robert Mannheim, Trees. 374 Middle St.. An^herst

Webster said Levassgir Mt; fu'r-n iMentifiml -ir n mom
of the Sam Melville-Jonathan Jackson Unit, which he said

has financed terrorist activites through^ bank robberies

and has claimed responsrtJttTCjrToT'severai Dombings in

New England.

Hunger striker wins demands

WASHINGTON - A
community activist who

abandoned a business career

to become an unpaid

crusader for the capital

city's down and out ended a

51 day fast yesterday after

the Reagan administration

agreed to renovate a shelter

for the homeless.

Mitch Snyder, 41, was

admitted to the intensive

care unit of Howard
University Hospital, shortly

after President Reagan

acceded to the demand and

four hours before millions of

television viewers were to

see him featured on CBS' "60

Minutes" program.
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If

if

ELECTION NIGHT
at

Bribes, Prizes, Contests & Results

GRAND PRIZE -

Magavox V.C.R.

winner must be present

at the drawing

DISCOVER
PRESIDENTE

. . .many contests and prizes

The result. . .a good time! 4

UNDECLARED
SCIENCE MAJORS

If you would like to learn how you can app-

ly your skills and interests in math,

chemistry, physics, and biology to the con-

tinued development of our food supplies,

attend the open house being held by the

Dept. of Food Science and Nutrition on

Wednesday, Nov. 7

and
Thursday, Nov. 8

at 3:30 PM, Rm. 127 Chenoweth Lab.

Curricular requirements, job opportunities,

and scholarship aid will be discussed for

the major in Food Science only (not

Human Nutrition). Refreshments will be

served. For additional information call Prof.

Buck at 5-2277.

the
Courchevel, France

World's Largest

ALPS!!! ^'i^^^CHRISTMAS BREAK '84 DrpHrts nv. fioston: ^XUX^
INCLUDES CVERYTMinO:

H rnqhls ItxUtimV

t)r<-,iKlHSI * clinncT

i)<)iih!«- occupancy

privatr hath

Ml I iH Ti< Ktis h.hkI

lor 170 lifts

One rlay and niqht

111 (irnf VA.

SWITZEKI^MI)

Call For Reservations and Information:

International Collcoiate Ski Aa*n.

1-800-521-6455

Koiind lrl(> airfarc

VIA AIR TRAnc r

mec ciiiidfii

povydcr skiinq
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CIA,NSA arrive in Amherst
Responses are varii

as interviews begin

('(illeioan \i\v>u< tiy Andy Hi-ller

Members of the UMass Peacemakers "die" Friday outside the Student

Union Building to express their belief that nuclear war is suicide.

Effects of nuclearwar shown
. . .u.. u..lw.f \\\-\i "uiii<

By LAURA YEK
Collegian Staff

A "dif in" in front of the Student Union

Building Friday to protest the possibUity of

a nuclear war left an "eerie feeling" among

some students who saw the demonstration,

while others thought it was "funny."

"After I saw the demonstrators pretend to

die and heard the announcement, it left me

with an extremely eerie feeling." Laura

Yudow, a senior journalism major said.

"All the protests and the attention focused

on nuclear war in the presidential elections

makes you realize that it could really

M^nwn, about 25 to 30 members of the

University of Massachusetts Peacemakers

bedecked in black clothing and wearing

somber, serious expressions marched to the

Student Union from the Fine Arts Center to

"die" as part of a demonstration on 17

college campuses nationwide.

Two demonstrators carried a banner that

read, "Preparation for nuclear war is

preparation for suicide."

Julie Fitzgerald, an organizer of the event,

said the protest was organized by David

Waskow. a student at Brown University, to

bring awareness to the belief that •suicide

is better than surviving a nuclear war.

About 70 ptH)ple heard an announcement

that siad. "There has been a mistake, please

proceed to the nearest fall out shelter and

remain calm. . . this is not a test. A

recording of a bomb exploding was then

heard, which was met with gruntmg and

groaning noises as the bodies fell to the

ground. Other protesters then proceeded

to outline with chalk the "dead" bodies.

During the demonstration that lasted

about 15 minutes, some students joked and

laughed.

"I thought it was funny." Bill Hurney. an

electrical engineering graduate student,

said "A lot of people think it's stupid (the

demonstration). Next thing you know,

they'll be asking for cyanide here. . . they re

a bunch of radicals."

But Lisa Putignano. one of the protesters

and a junior comparative Hterature major,

did not share those sentiments.

'We're not radical." she said. "But if

wanting to life in peace and having our

children live in a safe world is radical, then

we are radical.

"I thought it was very effective and it

made people stop and think that nuclear

war is serious and is suicide."

Yale students suing school

for $2 million over contract
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

As the clerical and technical workers

strike at Yale University enters its sixth

week, students are escalating pressure on

the administration to settle with the union

and end the disruption of their academic

and personal lives.

One hundred and two Yale law students

have filed a lawsuit against members of the

Yale administration and Board of Trustees

and are trying to get the suit certified as a

class action suit on behalf of the entire

student body, according to Yale law student

Susan Sachs.

"We are filing on the grounds of breach of

contract. The University had all spring and

summer to come to an agreement with the

union. They know there might be a strike

but they made no effort to notify the

students of this possibility," Sachs said.

Sachs emphasized that students pay

$14,000 per year to attend Yale, and that

their academics have been "severely

disrupted" by the strike.

"You can't eat fast food three times a day

and expect to be healthy. It often takes a

long time to get a meal because the

restaurants are so crowded. The library

hours have been cut down, loans are bottled

up in financial aid, and lab results from

health services take an inordinantly long

time to get," she said.

The stiit is asking $2 mUlion pfcr week in

damagTs, according to Sachs. THe students

also want their second semester tuition

placed in an escrow account until the strike

is S6ttlpQ.

"Why throw good money after bad? Yale

keeps saying what a liberal institution they

are, but there have been five strikes here m

13 years. They don't understand that labor

is a force to be reckoned with," Sachs said.

The university has not met with members

of the negotiating team for two and a half

weeks. In an effort to lure students across

dining hall picket lines. Yale has been

providing free dinnc^rs for first year

students.

However, students supportive of the union

set up their own picket line of 100 to 125

nightly, according to Jenny Sturnik. a

member of Students for a Negotiated

Settlement (SNS). As a result, the free

meals have been cancelled.

SNS member Christopher Maider called

the free meals a "slimy tactic."

"The University can afford free steak

dinners for freshmen and scabs, but they

calim they can't afford to pay their workers

a decent wage," he said.

Maider cited the recent arrest of 15U

students in an act of civil disobedience,

called a "Witness," as evidence of growing

solidarity between students and strikers.

Sturnik said SNS has been supporting the

strike by fundraising for the hardship and

strike funds, distributing information and

educating people on the issues by holding

debates and forums.

SNS is also helping to organize a three day

strike just before Thanksgiving in which

the union will attempt to completely shut

down the University.

"We support the union's right to a lau-

contract. Students have to put pressure on

the administration, which is being in-

transigent. We are in favor of binding

arbitration," Sturnik said.
^ r , r

Last Thulfsday, Minorities in Support ot

Local 31. a coalition of students, faculty and

community members, held a presfe con

ference to publicize the position of the

minority community.

"New Haven has a very large minority

population. There is a high unemployment

rate, but minorities comprise only 13

percent of the Yale work force. This is not

proportional representation," said Isabel

Zambrano, a chicano student and active

supporter of the union.

By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

As representatives of the CIA and the

National Security Agency bring their

college recruitment campaigns to the area

with expectations of high success, student

groups are planning protests and local

college administrators say interest in the

agencies varies from school to school.

College campuses are "one of the major

sources of where we (the CIA) get our

employees because of their (students')

advanced degrees." said Kathy Pherson,

chief of media relations for the CIA in

Washington, D.C. She said the agency

expects a high success rate at all campuses

where it conducts interviews, which are

being held at three of the five area colleges

and for the first time this year at Amherst

(College, where only information sessions

were held in the pa.st

.

husan Little, director of Amherst's Career

Counseling Center, said the sign up

schedule for interviews with the agencies

last week was not filled and some students

staged a sit in Friday to protest the

recruitment (see related story).

The CIA and NSA do not have "a par

ticularlv high success rate here," Little

said. "There isn't an overwhelming display

on the part of students not a great rush to

sign up for interviews."

Arthur L. Hilson, director of Placement

Services at UMass. said he expects to see

some protests whUe the agencies are on

campus, beginning today; Tim Hams of the

Radical Student Union confirmed there

would be action but refused to disclose its

nature.

Two years ago, protestors entered the

interview booths and destroyed student

files. Hilson said, though students now have

a chance to voice their opposition in a more

peaceful way.

"Any group that has literature that states

why a group shouldn't be here can have it

placed in the Placement Office file along

with the company's literature," he said.

Hilson said he sees the CIA and NSA as

"employers looking for employees" and the

groups are treated in the same way as

others that recruit on campus.

"Our position is that we respect the will of

the student body. The only reason we bring

an employer here is because there are

enough students who expressed interest.

he said.

Wright, director of the Career Options

Resource Center.

Mount Holyoke's career center could not

be reached for comment.

The agencies look to recruit research

analysts with economics and political

science backgrounds, students majoring in

electrical engineering, computer sciences,

mathematics, physics and Russian, Asian

and Far Eastern languages, according to

the various placement offices.

Recruiters "don't usually expect protests."

hut "they've learned to steel themselves

against it. " Pherson said.

At Smith College, 35 women have signed

up for interviews with the CIA, accordmg

to Barbara Reinhold. director of the Career

Development Office. "We've had a longtime

relationship with them (CIA and NbA).

she said.

Reinhold has been informed of protests

that will occur on the Smith campus. We

expect that. The demonstration will be

orderly," she said.

Hampshire College has not been contacted

by either agency for recruitment pur

poses. "I think that we're not high on their

list for a place to recruit." said Andrea

Amherst students hold

anti-CIA sit-in and ratty

ByJOHNYONCE
Collegian Staff

Chanting "('lA go away" and holding

signs criticizing the agency for "in-

ternational crime" and "terrorism.' a

small group of protestors staged a

demonstration and sit-in Friday durmg

(^A recruitment at Amherst College.

The CIA and the national Security

Agency interviewed students at the

college last Wednesday through Friday.

•We feel the CIA is a criminal

organization using Amherst (College)

facilities to recruit new members, said

Jason Kliot. a junior political science-

English major at Amherst and one of the

protest's organizers.

The protestors asked to meet with the

CIA recruiter, but Susan Little, director

of the Office of Career Counseling at

Amherst, said the recruiter would not

neet with students because he felt "un-

comfortable being a spokesperson for the

<^^1A."

But the recruiter later agreed to meet

with the group when his work was

completed, after the protestors said they

only wanted to express their views.

Amherst College has an "open

rt>cruitment" policy. Little said, which

allows any corporation or organization

that meets the school's affirmative action

guidelines to recruit on campus.

Kliot said the.se guidelines are not

enough because they do not have

provisions for companies that discriminate

on the ba-sis of sexual orientation.

Little said the college administration is

willing to discuss policy with its students,

and that the protest "could be a begmning

for dialogue."

Some people at the protest were not

totally supportive of the protesters

position.
1 "Some people don't have qualms about

working for the CIA," said John Shope, a

sophomore Russian studies major.

Although he said that he wasn't sup-

portive of the CIA personally, Shope said

"(We) shouldn't deprive people who are

interested."

The sit-in, organized by the ( lA out

coalition," an Amherst group compri.sed of

members of the Progressive Student

Alliance and other student groups, was

"very successful," Kliot said.

"Dean Little wants to start a forum to

decide which groups can recruit on

campus." he said. "We'll have student

input into decisions."

*»-
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"Dust in the Wind." Dawn Perry, an employee of the ^^P^^^^^\^l
Environmental Managemeak. prepares Hower beds located behind the

PVTA garage for wiijlef

.
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DEAN'S LIST - SPRING 1984

^'
fS S f \ The following names were inadvertently omitted by the printer from the Dean's List names

i^.f I published in the last section of the Spring 1984 Student Telephone Directory. Sorry'

'"^

I KtV.<.

ARTS and SCIENCES - UNDECLARED

Wiberg, Margaret E. 87 CAS
Wiederlight, Stacy B. 87 CASSUH
Wilday, James R. 87 CAS
Wilgren, Christina H. 87 CAS
Willis, Christine C. 87 CAS
Wilmot, Paul A. 85 CAS/E

Winer, Matthew NC CAS
Winer, Scott E. 86 CAS
Wright, Timothy M. 86 CAS/C
Zinter, Ansel 87 CAS
Zona, Jeanmarie M. 87 CAS
Zweig, Sandra A. 85 CAS

I

Also, the printer omitted the "BDIC" heading over the names on the last page, last col-

umn (beginning with "Abbott, Jamison H.").

Please note that, as indicated in the text accompanying the Dean's List names, only those

whose grades were received, corrected, and recorded by the Registrar's Office as of

September 11, 1984 were able to be included. Further, to qualify for the Dean's List a 3.5

semester average or higher must be achieved with twelve or more GRADED (not including

Pass/ Fail) credits.

Dean of Students Office

ll

We can deal with anything else if we
have time, but Nuclear War will call

time on us. We must put the issue of

Nuclear Weapons ahead of anything

else because it is the issue of whether

there is anymore time left for the

human race.

THE CHOICES ARE CLEAR

These candidates support a

mutual, verifiable US/USSR
nuclear weapons freeze.

Mary Wentworth, U.S. Congress

John Kerry, U.S. Senate

Mondale/Ferraro, President

and Vice-President

Doris Atkinson

Karen Anderson

Gary L. Aho
Ruth E. Arroyo

Sal Assad
Alison Apotheker

Helen Anthony
Nancy Arnold

Dianne Arice

JOIN US IN VOTING FOR THEM
YOUR VOTE

COULD MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE

Jacqueline Berger

Shari Brunell

Laurie Battisti

Jonathan Bach
Tony Berg
Charlie Bass
Zachary Boyajian

Dani Burgess
Usa Berman
Peter Brickhead

Joanne Breccia

Joel Brock
Jill Bodman
Nancy Baker

Beth Bazinet

Stanley Brown
Laura Jean Beretsky

Jim Bonilla

Kelly Berger

Bermuda Shwartz

Lee Beaty

David Barron
Debra E. Christensen

Doug Calvin

Nancy Czarnota

Patrick Carnahan

Ken Cleveland

Peter A. Conner
Diane Cristoforo

Grant Cos
Mark Caldeira

Alan Compagnon
David P. Carney

Betty Dzendolet

Lisa J. Davidson
Debbie De Santis

Naomi S. Davis

Stephen Dorato

Constance Dohn
Steven DePalma
Andrew Dale

Vincent DeMartino

Pascale Eidman

Debby Finlow

Helaine Fingold

Denise Fuller

Doreen Fleming

Julie Fitzgerald

Pam Finley

Risa Goldman
Linda J. Geadu
Juanita Giner

Nancy M. Gingras

Steve Gilson

Jo Gates
Mitch Gaslin

John Gallini

Mark P. Green

Peter Guerra

Tracey Hollander

Robert Halliday

Paul Hughes
Sven Huggins

Kim Hart

Tom Harimann
John Horsier

Debbie Hoak
April Hart

Michelle Holliday

Jeremy Hutchins

Sheila Hingorani

Peter J . Horr

Robin L. Harden
T. Hoffman

Kelly Jackson
Catherine D. Jurdzyk

Dan Tepperman

Philip Johnson
Paul D. Jacobs

Asmina Jiwa

Frederick Johnson

Erika Lange
Jonathan Lord

Karen Lowe
Sarah Lennox

Amity Lee
Andrea Llamas

Paul Malovich Hethare Roberts

Bill McCaskie Clara B. Ruiz

Karen Newman Cathy Roth

Nancy Nutile-McMenemys^g Rothberg

Allison Malkin

Lora Minty
Robin Matisse

James McMenemy
Terry McGovern
Michael "Marty" Marty

Kevin Mertes

Scon Michaud

iNau.T -^
. Steve Mathewson

Dikran M. Kaligan Susan Mahony
Diana Kundert Alec McLeod
Arthur Keene Margaret Heluwa Maria

Carolyn McGowan
Marie E. Leonard g^ic Mendelson
Stephanie Lubash Kristin McCarthy

Melissa Kornfeld

Jonathon Keller

Thea Kearney

Mari Keefe

Ed Kurtzman
James P. Kelly

Jeffery J. Karl

Kathy Kerwan

Dorann Lomp
Yvelle Laurent

Brian G. Lucier

Suellen Loyd

Jane Lidsky

W. Landesman

Martha McClune
M. Lynne Murphy
K. Nour Mahmoud
Kelly Morse
Jeff Marganian

Cathy MacBain

Carolyn Fnmpter
Molly Fitzgerald-Hayes ^^^^
Harvey L. Friedrnan

Christopher Fiori
g^^^ Jazab uaviu nuaoi

"pitditr by contributions to Freeze Voter '84 and U Mass Peacemakers. NOT authorized
raio Tor oy i-oiiu

^^ any candidate or candidate's committee.

David Orenstein

Grace R. Olshansky

John O'Sullivan

Sharon O'Brien

Pattie O'Brien

Hillary Osborn

Stacey Piszczkiewicz

Michael Plotkin

John Peterson

Diane Porcella

Paul Peczon
Clare Pitoniak

Ross Pitman

Jessie Prunier

Ellen Pinter

Elizabeth Preston

Rick Patrick

Elaine Martina Quinn

Romy Rosenthal

Susan Ryan
David Roser

Paul J. Ryan

Laura Sylvia

Lauren Segarra

Caroline Samoiloff

Andy Spaulding

Dina Stacey

Kent J. Waaner
Lisa Trolky

JudyVenezia

Mathew Mclntyre Shakespeare

Robert Spadoni Karen Thalin

Nick Sokoloff

Catherine Skelton

Alex Sokoloff

Linda Sckalor

Rebecca Smith

Jon Strymish

Daniel Sobel

Susan Toscano
Jessica Thibodeau

Dave Tauber

Peter P. Thomson
Talin Tamzarian

John A Tariot

Alesia Antoinette Wanza
Diana Sherwood
Michael Andre Sophinos Dean Whitehouse

Rafael Lopez-Sanchez

Jon Spaulding

Dan Stockford

Kevin A. Scalon

Randi Saslow
William Spain

Kevin M. Sweeney
Cynthia Scheumann
Ira Spool

Judith White
Frank Weitheim

Matt Willis

Paul Wingle
Mark Weidenfeld

Jon T. Wroblicka

Fran Weinberg
Patrick Warner
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Reversing a sorry situation
During this presidential campaign, much

has been made of the fact that miUions of

young people are whole-heartedly suppor-

ting Ronald Reagan. I have read this in the

newspaper, seen it on TV and come in con-

tact with it first-hand. Over the last few

weeks, hundreds of lIMass students have

seen fit to curse at me and my fellow

Democrats as we fan out accross campus

with our Mondale-Ferraro signs and

literature. Don't worry, I am not going to

whine about it. I knew when I started that

abuse comes with the territory. I am also

aware that our rivals are not treated much

better.

Of late. President Reagan has been

speaking a lot about the patriotic fervor he

sees in the eyes of young Americans. He

finds their "U.S.A. First" attitude

refreshing after living through the student

riots and flag-burnings of the 1960's. Our

older brothers and sisters used to drive

people like him crazy. Things are rather

different these days. The president and his

men relish the idea of having the better

part of a generation become unquestioning

nationalists at the l)eck and call of the

Republican Party.

Liberal enclave though it is, our lovely lit-

tle community has its share of these in-

dividuals. Hopefully, some of them are

reading this because I have a few questions

you might like to ask yourselves. It is much
more important that you can answer them

to your own satisfaction than it is to

anyone else's.

First of all, what inspired such an out-

pouring of affection for a living relic from

the last century? Is it the laissez-faire dog-

eat-dog capitalism that he promotes? Has
the prospect of a new car and a nicer stereo

completely overwhelmed your feelings for

those less fortunate than you? Say it ain't

so, folks.

Second, and more importantly, how far

are you all willing to take it? Draft-age

males should pay particular attention to

this question. Conducting foreign affairs

and being Commander-in-Chief are the

most important responsibilities of our
president. Right now, we have a man in

WiUiam J. Spain

control who sees the world as a kind of

good vs. evil chess game with you-know-

who as the pawns. I have faith that if the

old guy suddenly went senile one day, his

handlers would not pass on the order U.)

launch the missiles. However, that won't

keep our men's bUxxi from being spilled in

some jungle.

What disturbs me even more is on whose

behalf our servicemen might die. Our

government is still very much in the

business of defending tyrants. The Reagan

policy-makers see countries like South

Africa and the Philippines as vital to our

security. Both parties agree on that point.

It is necessary to keep those nations from

falling into the Soviet sphere. The problem

is that our present policy is incredibly

short-sighted. Every dictator is bound to

fall sooner or later. Have we learned so lit-

tle from the experiences of Iran and

Nicaragua? The people of those areas have

every reason to despise the United States.

Ameican support kept them under the

heels of brutual despots.

Our backing of power-hungry scumbags
brings us down to the same level as our

enemies. The "hearts and minds" of those

we need to win over view the U.S. and the

U.S.S.R. in the same way. Can you blame
them? That really makes me sad. We have

so much more Ui offer.

You can help reverse this sorry situation

when you go into the voting booth tomor-

row. As president, Walter Mondale will

couple a firm stand against Soviet agres-

sion with a clear understanding of world

problems. He knows that poverty is the

chief cause of violent revolution in the

third-world and the Russians just take ad-

vantage of it. Bluster and bravado may
work great in B-grade movies, but we
deserve better from our chief executive.

WiUiam Spain is a Collegian columnist

and a member of University Dem-ocrats.
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Every Other Drink 5* All Night

Party with Crazy George in our Main Lounge

Watch Monday Night Football in our Pub

A GREAT TIME NEVER COST LESS!

Rt 9 Hadley (across from Mt Farms Mall)
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Sending out a firm signal

— Be Part of the Tradition

UMASS SKI CLUB
MANDATORY
MEETINGS

For Work Committees

THEGREAT SKI SNATCH
Campus Center

Monday, November 5, 1984

Room 168, 4.00 PM
Southwest

Wednesday, November 7, 1984

Hampden, 7:00 PM

Voters on this coming election day can

easily measure the new economic

prosperity that we have seen as a result ol

the Reagan administration relative to the

hard times created by the Democrats

President Reagan's success in the area ol

foreign policy is less easy to perceive, but is

nevertheless impressive.

One way to measure the success ol

Reagan Bush in the area of foreign policy is

to note what did not occur. Under Carter-

Mondale. no less than five nations fell into

the Soviet bloc. including Angola.

Afghanistan, Yemen. Ethiopia. and

Nicaragua. Under Pre.sident Reagan s

leadership not an inch of territory was lost

to communist forces.

Faced with a leftist insurgency in EI

Salvador, the Reagan administration acted

to both preserve U.S. interests and

promote democratic ideals in that Central

American nation. As Democrats like Walter

Mondale and Chris Dodd pleaded against

giving military support to the government

of El Salvador, the Reagan administration

persevered with economic and military aid.

while encouraging economic reform and

human rights. Had the Democrats had their

way. military aid would have been with

drawn and the rebels would have trium-

phed. Democracy, as it presently exists in

El Salvador, would be dead. The

negotiations that have recently taken place

between government and rebal leaders

would never have occured. Central America

would be on its way to having another

country fall in line with Cuba and

Nicaragua, where human rights are abused

and democracy is a sham, if it were not for

President Reagan.

Under Carter Mondale the United States

faced the utter humiliation of the hostage

crisis in Iran. For 444 days U.S. citizens

were held in captivity by Moslem fanatics,

the U.S. seemingly impotent in protecting

its people. Under President Reagan, the

possibility of a similar situation arose in

Grenada. Acting decisively, the President

sent troops to rescue endangered American

students and to restore security, peace, and

democracy to a grateful nation which

welcomed the Americans and liberators.

The Reagan administration sent a strong

Stephen C. Erickson

signal to those who wish to expand their

totalitarian systems. The United States is

now willing to stand up for the free world.

Under Reagan Bush, the U.S. has begun

responding to the largest peace time

military build up the world has ever seen.

In a drive for nuclear superiority, the

Soviet Union has bult massive quantities of

new generation intermediate and inter

continental missiles. The U.S. defense

build up under President Reagan is a

response to this. If this dangerous Soviet

drive for nuclear superiority were to go

unchecked, the theory of deterrence, which

has kept us at peace thus far. would be

undermined.

The Soviet system is a brutal political

monstrosity, having absolutely no respect

for human rights, and making no bones in

both its words and actions about it ultimate

goal of world domination. The Soviets only

compromise when they feel it is in their

interest to do so. As they see it. the

promotion of Soviet world domination is

their chief interest. Given this, it is clear

that the president has embarked on the

most logical course. By matching the Soviet

drive, the uselessness of an arms race

should become apparent to the Soviets, and

only then will there be a possibility for

meaningful arms reductions. The Soviets

have placed their hopes in Walter Mondale,

for if elected president, even before sitting

down at, the bargaining table, he has

promised to scrap the B 1 bomber and the

MX missile, without any Soviet concessions

in return.

The re election of President Reagan will

send a firm signal to the rest of the world.

We will stand by our friends and allies,

oppose aggression, and promote our ideals

throughout the world. Tomorrow.

Americans with vision everywhere will be

voting to re-elect the President. Think

seriously about being one of them.

Stephen C. Erickson is a Collegian

Columnist and President of the UMass
Republican Club.
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BOOK SALE
20% Off Regular Price

On All Books

Sat. Nov. 3 — Sat. Nov. 10

Valley Book Shop
Carriage Shops

Amherst

Mon-Sat 10:30-5 Sun 12-4 549-6052
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I Our Specialtios Are

I Delicious Pizzas

I Hot Oven Grinders
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Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

r* Any Large Pizza | Any Med. Pizza

I 3 FREE SODAS (cn.i | 2 FREE SODAS (c.n.. , ^ ,^^,^ „
Lvre" vou place youf Ofder please tell | '^^on you place your order please ted, I v>rt>en you place your order p *^ 5
I uS \ou have coupons I us you have coupons "» ypujiavecougons^^^j a
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Any Small Pizza
\ |

1 FREE SODA (cnij |
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Voting makes a difference
Tomorrow, every registered

University of Massachusetts

student will have a chance to

make a difference-in the com-

munity, state and nation.

After a year and a half of

media bombardment, Election

Day is finally here. The can-

didates have been chosen after

a long and painful process and

hard work. They have done

their part. Now it's up to us.

It's up to us to get out to the

polling locations and vote. It's

up to us to convince our friends

,

and classmates to get out and

vote. Ic's up to us to show that

we students have a great deal

at stake in these elections.

And it's up to us to show that

we care about the state we live

in and the country our

ancestors worked so hard to

build.

Now it's our turn. As the

next generation of leaders,

what happens in the elections

will affect us all. We can no

longer use the excuse that it

doesn't matter who wins, that

their decisions won't affect us.

We are now responsible adults

who have to take responsibility

I for our state and country.

Voting tomorrow will be the

best way to show our commit-

ment. Don't let anyone tell you

that one vote will not make a

difference. It does. It has in

the past and it will continue to

do so in the future. Elections

have been won by just one

vote. And they've been lost for

the same reason. Not only will

your vote help choose our next

government leaders, but will

also show that the University

and that students in general

are a force to be reckoned with.

Even if you're not old enough

to vote or are not registered,

you can still make a difference.

Go to the polling areas. Let

those voting know who you

support and why. Many people

decide at the last moment who

to vote for. You can make a

difference.

For the sake of the future

and for the sake of the world,

don't stay in your room tomor-

row. Forget your classes. Use

every minute of tomorrow to

help shape our future.

Vote.

Unsigned Editorials reflect

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

The President remembers
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T(X) many people on campus feel that

every move by President Reagan, and Vice-

President George Bush has helped to create

a national "malaise." (Do you remember

that word?) I can no longer restrain myself

from addressing a few remarks which are

seen in print too often.

Does Mr. Reagan remember the term

"equality"? Who was his first and only

Supreme Court appointment? Who was

President Reagan's appointment as United

Nations ambassador? Perhaps you might

remember who his recent appointments to

the cabinet positions of Secretary of Health

and Human Services, and Secretary of

Transportation were? All of the positions

noted above are filled by extremely

qualified women. President Reagan does

not appoint women as "tokens" to gover-

nment posts, he has too much respect for

women to do so.

Did Ronald Reagan forget the minorities?

No. he did not. but the Democrats (m-

cluding that Mondale fellow) have forgotten

them in favor of party poUtics. The

President recently backed a Republican

sponsored program that would have given

tax credits to private corporations if they

put money into impoverished minority

neighborhoods. This would have promoted

industry and employment for people livmg

in these areas. This measure, however, was

voted down by the Democratic House of

Representatives because it would have

helped Reagan and other Republicans to

gain minority support. It is also contrary to

the handout policies which the Democrats

like to implement.

What about "Reagan's deficit? Do you

remember his proposed "balanced budget

amendment, which would keep the deficit

from increasing? (Do you know who is

against such a document? Here is a hint, it

is the same man who was against every

deficit-reducing bill in the past, and who

Ronald Berutti
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Let's not vote on images

now claims that if elected president, will

reduce the deficit by taxing us).

Do you remember the Social Security

program which was on the brink of

bankruptcy? Do you remember the directon

and leadership that the President displayed

in restructuring Social Security so that it

would last for our grandchildren? (Is there

any leadership or direction left in the

Democratic Party?)

Does Mr. Reagan remember appointing

people such as Anne Burford, James Watt,

Edwin Meese, and Raymond Donovan?

Somebody actually asked that question.

Yes, he is faithful to those he employs. Was

the question implying that the.se people are

guilty of crimes, or do these people just

have different opinions than those of the

questioner? (Surely I jest). Doesn't the

"somewhat famous document we call the

Constitution" say that you are innocent

until proven guilty? (Do you remember

.John Zaccaro, and Bert Lance?)

Does Reagan remember double digit

unemployment? Do you remember the

statistic of today which says that more

people are employed in this country than

ever before? Do you remember that the

medium income family has $4,0()0 more

purchasing power than it would have had

with the intlation and tax rates of 1980?

President Reagan knows all of this. He also

remembers double digit inflation, and

interest rates which peaked at 21.5 percent

(Do you want to forget the Carter Mondale

administration?)

It has also been asked if Ronald Reagan

remembers Thomas Dewey. Do you

remember George McGovern?

Ronald Berutti is a UMass student.

"Are you better off than you were four

years ago?" Ronald Reagan asked this at

the end of his debate with Jimmy Carter in

1980, intimating that if he was elected

president we would all be better off four

years later. Well, those four years have

come and gone, and now Mr. Reagan is

looking for an answer. As Walter Mondale

eloquently pointed out in their first debate,

it depends on which stratum of American

society one belongs to. The poor are worse

off than they were four years ago, the

middle class is about the .same, and the rich

are better off. Personally, my situation is

worse than it was four years ago. but I

cannot blame Ronald Reagan for rising

phone bills and spiraling rents. However,

when I cast my vote on Tuesday, I am not

going to make my decision on the basis of

how I am doing in 1984, or how my
prospects look for 1987 or 1988. To do so

would be to shirk my re.sponsibility as a

voting member of American society. There

are more important issues then my personal

economic standing.

The most important issue of this cam

paign, and unless the human race gives

birth to an unexpected wave of

enlightenment, the most important issue of

the next several campaigns, is nuclear war.

We now have a president who has talked

about winning a "limited nuclear ex

change," has poured billions of dollars into

new nuclear weapons, has seen fit to only

talk to the Russians while on the re election

campaign trail, and joked about bombing

the Soviet Union. Instead of acting to inch

the world away from the brink of the

nuclear Armageddon that the two

superpowers have brought us to, Mr.

Reagan prefers to discuss it philosophically

with the demagogues of the television

puplit. WhUe these chats may be

enlightening for Mr. Reagan, they do

absolutely nothing to make the world any

safer for us, let alone our children. The

cavalier attitude that Mr. Reagan treats

this, and other presidential responsibilities,

is appalling.

The Reagan plan for slacking the Supreme

Court is another example of the danger of

"four more years." While other presidents

have attempted to stack the Court, Mr.

John Gilman

Reagan has the historical distinction of

wishing to base his choices for the bench on

the religious views of the prospective

justices. President Reagan has demon

st rated his disdain for the Constitutional

framers' belief that there must be a wall

between church and state on numerous

occasions, this is just the most dangerous

manifestation to date. The far reaching

implications of this to the long term vitahty

of democracy in the U.S. could be

staggering.
, Th^

Finally, there is the issue of honesty, ine

Reagan administration h;is a corruption

track record that is reminiscent of the

Nixon administration. Raymond Donovan is

the first cabinet member in the history of

the U.S. to be indicted while in public

service. Did he resign? Of course not, he

took a leave of absence. Are we to a.ssume

that he will be back on board if Reagan gets

a second term? And we should not forget

David Stockman, the economic whiz kid.

Does anyone remember his interview at the

beginning of Reagan's term, in which he

stated that he kept feeding figures into the

computer until he got the results that he

wanted? Are we to assume that he has

stopped that practice, now that he is out of

the public eye? The disclosures that have

come out of the White House in the la.st four

years are most likely only the tip of the

iceberg.

On election day. I am going to vote on the

issues of this campaign, not on the images.

Long after the polltakers and the television

cameras have taken an interest in other

topics of relevance to the Americans in the

viewing audience, we will have to be

dealing with the choice we make on

Tuesday. The debate is over the future of

America. It is a choice between equity and

injustice, equality and prejudice, national

interest and self interest. But, most of all.

it is a choice between war and peace. After

all. no one is going to win the next world

war.

John Gilman is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Don't throw

in the towel
Andrew Pavens Oct. 23

editorial rubbed me wrong.

He said something that I've

heard too many times these

last few weeks. He said

Mondale's the better man;

Reagan's going to win.

Maybe he's even right, but

that's for Nov. 6 to tell, not

Oct. 23.

This is "cutting your

los.ses" before you've lost

anything (i.e. before the

fight is over). For example,

the Convention Boycott,

organized by N.O.W. in a

"last ditch" effort to save

K . R . A

.

Enough
organizations complied with

the call to cost the unratified

states 60 million convention

dollars in the first year. But

the next year feminists

began saying E.R.A. was a

lost cause. And then E.R.A.

died.

Yet who am I to tell anti-

Reaganites about the

millions of uncommited

voters waiting to be swayed

and to help snatch our future

from the gaping jaws of the

Reagan nightmare? It took

me 8 days to write this -and

I wasn't busy. I don't care;

not like Americans used to

in the good old Reagan
movie days. Anybody
caught going down with the

ship today is likely to get

lynched as well.

No, I don't care and you

don't care; and I don't care

about that either. I'm not

depressed. However, I will

be spending 1988 in France,

if Reagan hasn't made it a

U.S. province by then.

Alex Guest

Northeast
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Fluoridate Amherst water?

Voters lo sellle conlroversialhealth issue

Hy TUMMIDDLI
('ollf^,n;in Staff

;T()N

Anlhe^^l voters will decide by

referendum t)n Tuesday whether or not

their water will be fluoridated.

I'niponenls of fluoride claim that it

prevents tooth deeay. while many
residents oppose adding any more

ehemieals to drinking water.

On May 24. the Amherst Health

I)«-partment voted unanimously to add

fluoride to the town's water after a

feasibility study by the State Health

Department recommended the move.

T«)wn residents opposing fluoridation

submitti'd a petition on Aug. 28 to have

the issue .settled by referendum. The
T<»wn Clerk's office validated the more

than l,«il8 signatures required for the

referendum.

. ,,j.i-.n Ills Ol iiuu. .uaiiwii lUf^Uf llial It

can cause mottling of teeth, liver damage

and other unhealthful side effects.

Opponents also argue that it is mass

medication without con.sent of the in-

dividual citizen.

According to a statement released by the

Amherst Hoard of Health. water

fluoridation has proven to be the most

effective method of preventing tooth

decay. The statement adds that more than

lL'3 million .Ameriians are receiving

fluoridation in their water.

Fluoridati<»n is supported by virtually

every health organization in

Massachusetts and the United States,

including the World Health Organization,

according to the statement.

The State Health Department's

feasibility study estimates that

lluori(lation would cost each .Xmherst

n-sident V) cents per year.

Where to vote

if you live on campus or off

Incumbent Conte's record like

Reagan's, Wentworth claims

Precinct 1: Vote at the North Congrega-

tional Church on North Pleasant Street

across from the Meadow Street intersec-

tion Precinct 1 includes the following:

IX>!ta I'psilon, North Village Apartments

A through J. Brandywine Apartments 01

through 16, and Gilreath Manor

Townhouse, Mill Hollow, Presidential, I ut-

ton Village, and Riverside Park apartment

c(»mplexes.

Precinct 2: VoU' at the North Fire Sta-

tion on the right side of East Pleasant

Street by Tillson Farm. Precinct 2 in-

cludes: Alpha Delta Phi, Alpha Delta Phi,

Alpha Tau CJamma, Beta Kai)pa Phi, But-

t^rfield Dormitorv. Chi Omega, ('hi Rho,

Delta Chi, Lamhla Delta Phi, Sigma Alpha

Mu, Sigma Delta Tau, and Colonial Court

and Village Park Apartments.

Precinct 3: VoU* at the Lutheran

Church at 867 North Pleasant St. on the

far side of the Marks Meadow School from

UMass. Precinct 3 includes the following:

Crestview Apartments, Kappa Sigma.

University Apartments and all UMass dor-

mitories not in the Southwest Residential

Area

Hy UFBKCCA THAT('HKR
ColU'gian Staff

Amherst resident and community activist

Mary Wentworth wants what Silvio Conte

of Piltsfield has held for the p;Lst 26 years

the First Congressional District seat in the

U.S. House of Representatives.

Throughout the campaij^n Wentworth. a

Democrat, has charged that Conte. a

Republican, is a friend of the Reagan ad

ministration and has no{ accurately

n'presented ihv progressive politics of

Western Massachusetts.

A vote for me is lik«' taking out in

siirance." Wentworth said yesterday.

Haxiiu; a progressive Democrat and a

woman in the first Congressional seat will

pro\ide that much more of .in obstacle to

Reagan's programs if h»' i- rv elected or it

will provi<ie that much more of a lift Itt

Mondale and Ferraro if they get in."

Uonte was not available for comment. l)ut

his staff workers deny that claim, as.serting

that Conte is "an independent guy who

\otes his conscience
"

C(mte is the ranking Republican on the

H«)use .Appropriations Committee. He is

also on transportation, education an(i labor

appropriations subcommittees.

Wentwt»rth said the press simply reports

what Conte says antl never compares his

statements with his actual record.

He voted to cut financial aid. he voted to

cut higher education grants, and he voted

to end s«H-ial security benefits that students

get if a parent who dit'd was on social

security, " Wentworth said.

Wentwt)rlh, who worked at the UMass
Kvery woman's Center as the ciM)rdinator of

lh»' })oor women's task force and is founding

member <tf the Massachusetts Tenants

Orqani/ation. said she is a feminist who is

pro choice on abortion and support ive of the

F.(jnal Rights Amendment.
Conte voted in opposition to Medicaid

funding of abortions, according to his slafi

member Pat Larkin. He was an original

sponsor of the Equal Rights Amendment.

Wentworth .said parly regulars consider

her a "sacrificial lamb.

"

Conti'. a veteran of World War H, at

tended fioston College and Boston Law

Scho(.l. Wentworth graduated from Smith

College and has been involved in many

actixisl causes including a fact finding

delegation lo Nicaragua and Honduras last

vi'ar.

Republican Foley challenges

Rep. Collins' re-election bid
ByJOHNOCONNELL
Collegian Staff

The race for the Massachusetts

Ijcgislature Third Hampshire District seat

now held by Jim Collins (D Amherst t has

been low key so far. with both candidates

speaking to small area groups and leaflet ing

local n'sident s.

Collins, seeking a seventh two year term

in the lA'gislature. is being challenged by

Republican Mary Ann Foley of Granby. The

district includes .\mherst, Belchertown.

Pelham and Cranby.

Collins. 38. is House chairman of the Joint

Committee on F2ducalion. He said his two

priorities for a seventh term are "making

sure the University continues to become

stronger each year, in terms of state aid,

"

and working for passage of an education

reform package he designed with Senate

education committee Chairman Gerald

D'Amico (D Worcester).

\ 1968 graduate of UMass, Collins said the

Uni\ersity "is the main economic un

derpinning for the entire area." The

University employs more than ,5,000 pe<iple

and its budget is the area's 'prime economic

building block," he said.

Collins said he finds "a commonality of

Precinct 4: Vote at the Bangs Community

Center on Kellogg Street. The street is

located between the Post Office and the

Unitarian Church on North Pleasant

Street. Precinct 4 includes: all Southwest

Residential Area dormitories, Alphi Chi

Omega, Iota Gamma Upsilon, Kappa Kap-

pa Gamma, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Sigma

Kappa, Phi Kappa Alpha, Pi Lambda Phi,

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Kappa,

Sigma Sigma Sigma, Theta Chi, ZeLa Psi,

Phi Mu Delta, Delta Zeta, Lincoln Apart-

ments, the Village Inn, Halcourt Gardens.

Precinct 5: Vote in the Bangs Com-

munity Center. Precinct .5 includes: The

Amherst College campus, Amherst Motel,

Ann Whalen Apartments, Clark House,

Crown Point Apartments, Knickerlxx-ker

Apartments, Newel Court, Winston Court,

and Woods Court.

Precinct 6: Vote at the Fort River

School off F^ast Street near the Amherst

Savings Bank branch. The precinct in-

cludes: Bedford Court, Chadwick Court,

Colonial Village, East Amherst Village,

Eaton Court, Sutton Court, Swiss Village,

The Hollow, Rolling Green and University

Park Apartments, and Webster Court.

JJie ballot:
10 choices, including referendum, to be made

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Amherst voters will make 10 choices

when they cast their ballots tomorrow,

including whether or not to lluoridate

Amherst water and who their elected

officials will be.

At the top of the ballot will be the choice

for president and vice president of the

United States. It is a three way race

between Republican incumbents Ronald

Reagan and George Bush, DemtK-ratic

challengers Walter Mondale and

Geraldine Ferraro and Massachusetts

Independent Alliance candidates Dennis

Serrette and Nancy Ross.

The race for the l^S. Senate seat

vacated by Paul Tsongas due t«> illness is

between Democratic Lt.Gov. John Kerry

and Republican businessman Ray Shamie.

Incumbent Silvio C!onte is running

against Smith College graduate Mary

Wentworth for the First Congressional

District seat in the U.S. House of

Representatives.

On the ballot in the race for the state

House of Representatives is incumbent

James Collins (I) .\mherst) and Mary Ann

Foley, a Granby Democrat.

County Commissioner Paul Dineen (D) is

running for re election against Pat Lewis

Sackrey(D).

Running for office unopposed are: State

Senator John Olver tD). State Treasurer

William F. O'Connor (D). Registrar of

Probate Robert Czelusniak (D) and

Councillor Edward O'Brian (D). all of

whom are running for re election. Norma

June Thibodo (D) is running for the office

of Clerk t)f Courts.

Polls show Reagan leading;

Mondale says 'Don't give up'

Precinct 7: Vote at the Crocker Farm

School on Route 116 past the Grist Mill

Bridge. The precinct includes: the Brit-

tany Manor, Brookside Court, Hollisten.

Riverglade and Southwood apartment

complexes.

Precinct 8: VoW at the Munson Library

Building on the South Amherst Common.

The precinct includes: Hampshire College,

Jeffery Amherst Manor Apartments and

Pomeroy Court.
T'Mii Miii.iK'ton

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer

A confident Ronald Reagan, campaigning

to the "final whistle." invaded Walter F.

Mondale's home turf of Minnesota

yesterday in a drive for a .50 state sweep in

Tuesday's election, while Mondale urged

supporters, "don't despair, don't give up"

despite polls pointing to a Republican

landslide.

Campaigning from a black Baptist pulpit in

Memphis, Tenn.. the Democratic

challenger catalogued the president's cuts

in the welfare, sch(K)l lunch and food stamp

programs and said, "We've got more people

in poverty than at any time in the last 20

vears."

Reagan, who decided at the last minute to

campaign in Minnesota, said he would bar

tax increases unless someone proved there

was "some excuse for doing such a thing."

That seemed slightly softer than Saturday's

statement that taxes would go up in a

second term 'over my dead body."

With the verdict of 12.') million registered

voters only 48 hours away, Reagan's lead in

t he public opinion polls was impressive.

The Washington Post ABC News poll put

it at 57 percent to 39 percent, with 4 per

cent undecided, and said the Reagan Bush

ticket appeared to be ahead in 47 of the 50

states. An A.s.so<iated Press survey gave

Reagan the lead in 49 states, and said

Mondale and running mate Geraldine

Ferraro were narrowly ahead in his home

state while leading solidly only in the

Distri<-t of Columbia.

Lii>»(
t

Democratic presidential hopeful Walter F. Mondale greets the more

than 80,000 people on the Boston Common Friday as Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy, left, and outgoing Sen. Paul Tsongas look on.

Collegian photo !)> Bnari K. (rt>nyf

President Ronald Reagan accepts a Boston beanpot given him at the

Republican rally at City Hall Plaza last Thursday. Reagan drew about

45,000 spectators.

UM Democrats

int«>rests
" belwt-en local residents and the

Cniversity.

By working to sH)p the 15 percent tuition

increase proposed by the Board of Regents

and by securing strong Un-al aid money from

the slate. Collins said he has served both

constituencies in the State House.

Foley, ;U), serves on the Granby Zoning

Board of Appeals and before that served

two years on the town planning board. She

said sht> decided to run for the Legislature

lu'cause 'after researching the past four

years of Rep. Collins' voting record. ..I just

got angry."

"He's not serving the people of the area,"

she said.

F<iley said she w ould set up home offices in

all four towns and at the University if she is

eUnted. And a student will work with her

one day a week to make sure student

pn>blems are addressed in the State House,

she said.

Folev said she is also interested in

corrtHling some of the problems in child

care sv stems, and said she would con

centrate on issues such as wife and child

abuse and elderly affairs if elected. She

serves on the Granby Councilon Aging and

d.H's volunteer work with a drug and

alcohol abuse program for Granby

teenagers.

By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Like the unknown fighters on the under-

cards of a heavyweight title bout, they've

Iwen going toe-to-toe for the past two

weeks. No dancing. No pulling punches.

At least Reagan and Mondale were able to

agjee to two debates.

University Democrats President Kevin

Sweeney and University Republicans

President Stephen Erickson will meet at 6

p.m. today on radio station WMUA to

discuss the issues of the 1984 presidential

campaign.

Over the past two weeks Sweeney and
Erickson have been arguing on the

tniitorial pages of the Collegnian about why
their two groups haven't been able to get

together and debate. A closer look shows
that the two disagree on more than just the

proper format for a debate.

Republicans reject 'radical' politics

Erickson, 20, is an art history major

from Wellesley. He is one of the club's

original 15 founding meml)ers in October

1983, and says that there are now 150

members paying $3 yearly dues. There are

another 240 unofficial members. The club

grew out of discontent with the traditional

modes of political discussion at UMass.

"We're working and campaigning on a

campus that's kind of different. We con-

sider this campus not just lil)eral, but

radical in the context of American politics

in general. By that I'm not referring to the

political beliefs of the typical student, but

organizations on campus like the Radical

Student Union, the editorial page of the

Collegian, and the student

senate,"F>ickson said.

Erickson said the club is backing Ronald

Reagan because the president has carried

out his promises to reduce inflation, in-

terest rates, and unemployment, along

with upgrading the military. The UMass

Republicans don't embrace the ultra-

conservative National platform, however.

Erickson said, "Our own platform rejects

socialism as unfair, and inefficient. It em-

braces capitalism and free enterprise, and

says that the best way to maintain peace is

through a deterrent. Socially, we
recognize the importance of religion and

the family. We did not adopt the entire

Republican national platform because

something like putting in school prayer

would alienate a lot of people. Our goal is

to appeal to a broad sector of people.

Besides, platforms aren't historically bin-

ding."

Democrats support party platform

Sweeney, 19, is an English major from

Westfield. He's been leader of the Univer-

sity Democrats since they formed six

weeks ago. He gave a rousing warmup
speech at the Ferraro rally, after which

Rep. Ray Jordan called him "a born politi-

cian."

Sweeney said there are about 60 UMass
Demwrats paying $2 dues, but that there

about another 150 unofficial memlx*rs

working in the campaign.

Sweeney said that straw polls of the cam-

pus by his group show that the majority of

students are Democrats, and that their

group is representative of the campus as a

whole.

He said the main reason the Democrats

and Republicans have not debated is that

the Republicans won't address the issues of

their platform.

"They are afraid of their own platform,

at least that's the sense I get. They say

that they are supportive of the president

and the party but they don't even agree

with what the party has to say. They

wanted to have team debating, which was

fine with us, but by talking with wide open

format, that would reduce the debate to

rhetoric and lack of substance (that was) in

the presidential debates," Sweeney said.

"We can support the Democratic party

platform completely across the board. We
didn't see any need for moderation. We
were happy I)ecause it's an excellent docu-

ment and igree with it on the issues—the

nuclear freeze, ERA, deficits," he said.

Sweeney^said his group supports Walter

Reception to be held

to view election returns

UMass faculty and students are invited

to watch television coverage of the

presidential election. Tuesday night from

8 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the main lounge of

Memorial Hall. Beer, wine and food will

be served, according to Jon Hite. director

of alumni affairs.

The event will be sponsored by the Office

of Alumni Affairs and the Collegian.

While Mondale and Ferraro were virtually

the only ones foreca.sting a Democratic

victory, late polls pointed to gains for the

underdog Democrats.

.\ survey by pollster Louis Harris for

National Public Radio indicated a Reagan

lead of 55 43. a decline of 4 percentage

points from his margin two days earlier.

Mondale left the indu.strial states of the

Midwest behind and was working his way
through Tennessee and Texas, hoping to

spur support from blacks and Hi.spanics,

before spending the night in Reagan's home
state of California.

The president's nighttime destination was

California as well, but he criss cros.sed the

Midwest on the final Sunday of the cam-

paign ItHiking to help himself and GOP
congressicmal candidates.

Reagan refused to flatly rule out

eliminating tax deductions for state and

Unal income taxes. Nor w«)uld he rule out

the possibility of taxing unemployment

benefits and workers compensation benefits

and workers compensation benefits, all

propo'sals that have surfactnl in recent days

from Treasury Department officials looking

for recommendations to forward to

Secretary Donald Regan.

Mondaly says taxes will have to go up

after the election to reduce the federal

budget deficit, no matter who is elifted.

but Reagan has always said he has no plans

for a tax increase.

Tough U.S. Senate campaign

ending with Kerry ahead

Mondale because he ref)resents a break

from selfinterest. He said that Mondale

represents all types of people and "We are

stronger as a nation of diversity rather

than as a nation of sameness."

Sweeney compared the federal deficit

and economic recovery to that facing the

country in 1929, when there was an

economic boom under Herbert Hoover that

was followed by the Great Depression.

"Mondale represents the best choice for

the future for us and our children. He's go-

ing to make the difference when he sits

down at the negotiating table with the

Soviets. It will be a scary decade if we

don't have a mutual, verifiable nuclear

freeze now." Sweeney said.

By JAMES SIMON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON .\P — Demwral John Kerry and

Republican Ray Shamie fought campaign

fatigue instead of ea<-h other as they con

tinue<l l<» hunt for enough votes to bring

them victory in the final hours of their long

U.S. .Senate (-ampaign.

Kerry, battling a raspy cough, and Shamie

appeared weary Sundav as they continued

to campaign in various parts of the state.

The concentrated <m their usual themes

Shamie's cail for limited government.

Kerry's suftport for Democratic social

programs and avoided the personal at

tacks that have marked the campaign.

Kerry planned a final statewide series of

appearances today with Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy while Shamie will be aided by the

man he' beat in the GOP Senate primary.

Elliot Richard.son, in a final swing through

t he (ireater Boston area.

Both Kerry and Shamie said they planned

to ignore recent polls that showed the

DemcKTat with a comfortable lead in the

race.

A new Boston Herald survey, conducted

after back to back visits by President

Reagan and Democrat Walter Mondale to

the state la.st week indicated Kerry had

increased his lead over Shamie lo .57 39

percent, up from 11 points in a survey taken

before the visits.

Kerry, worried about his troops becoming

overconfident, said he did not consider the

race to be over.

"Absolutely not. I think it's closer than

that, personally." he said. "I have said

throughout this race since January that I

have never placed that much stock in the

polls. . . I have never ever felt that any vote

can be taken for granted. I will be working

until Tuesday night at 8 p.m."

Shamie said pollsters repeatedly had been

wrong in trying to predict how well he

would do in election campaigns.

The Walpole Republican said he did better

in losing to Sen. Edward M. Kennedy in the

1982 campaign than polls predicted. This

year, he said he won the 1984 GOP Senate

primary even though polls showed rival

Elliot Richardson ahead.

"When the pollsters now say Mr. Kerry is

ahead. I don't worry about that becau.se

historically I'm always behind." said

Shamie. who believes the race is a dead

heat.

Almost 1.000 Kerry supporters packed a

Fall River restaurant banquet room for the

noontime rally. As a Dixieland band played

"llappv Days Are Here Again," the crowd

showed a warmth toward Kerry that often

is lacking at the DeoKK-rat's events.

Kerry promised to go lo Washington and

help clean up the poisonous PCBs in New
Ht'dlord harbor and expand foreign trade

opportunities for th<' ar«'a's textile mills.

He also vowed to fii;Ht ;iny cuts in Social

AT l,».s«T pholo

Democratic U.S. Senate candidate

John Kerry, left, and Republican
opponent Ray Shamie shake hands
following their final televised

debate last week.

Security and Medicaid while trying to

restore social programs cut by President

Reagan.
"We have not lost our conscience and we

will not ratify the notion that selfishness is

going to be made fashionable in the United

States of America." said Kerry.

At his New Bedford stop. Shamie returned

to the themes that he began the campaign

with the need to reduce government

spending, hold the line on taxes and en-

courage small businessmen to expand their

operations and generate new jobs.

"Who knows more about creating jobs -

John Kerry or Ray Shamie." asked Shamie,

a millionaire owner of two high tech

companies. He got a strong response from

a small but loyal band of followers at a news

conference.

Kerry's plan to reduce military spending

by $200 million over three years would lead

to "emasculating the military." the

Republican said, and would have a

disa.strous impact on the Massachusetts

economy in which 30.000 jobs could be lost.

Shamie says he is confident of receiving

enough votes from Bay State Democrats

and independents to outweigh any losses

among Republicans.
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An Appeal to the Heart and to Common Sense

Ask Not for Whom the Bell Tolls-

can a person of conscience and humanity--a person who loves this

country-endorse the Reagan policies in the Caribbean and Central America.

We stand condemned by the overwhelming majority

of the world's nations for our lawless occupation of

Grenada.

The World Court ruled against the U.S. 15-0 for en-

dangering access to Nicaragua's ports and 14-1 for our

military aggression against the people of Nicaragua.

Article 2 (4) of the UN Charter

"All numibers shall refrain in their inter-

national relations from th^ threat offorce or

me offorce against the territorial integrity or

political independence of any state, or in any

other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of

the United Nations!
''

U.S. Lawlessness
'^Throughout the 20th century, the U.S. Government

has routinely concocted evanescent threats to the lives

and property of U.S. nationals as pretexts to justify arm-

ed intervention into sister American states.

**The Reagan administration has not established by

means of clear and convincing evidence that there did ex-

ist an immediate treat to the safety of U.S. citizens m
Grenada. Even then, such a threat could have justified

only a limited militarv operation along the lines of the

Israeli raid at Entebbe for the sole purpose of evacuating

the major concentration of U.S. nationals at the medical

college.

*'.
. .the only consequence can be an increasing

degree of international violence, chaos and anarchy. In-

ternational lawlessness in Grenada will return to haunt

the future of American foreign policy around the world.

Yet right now the Reagan administration seems to be

planning an identical fate for the Sandinista Government

of Nicaragua."

-From a statement by a ^roup of international law

authorities in the American Journal of International Law,

Vol. 78, No. 1: Francis A. Boyle, U. of Illinois; Abram

Chayes and C. Clyde Ferguson, Jr., Harvard; Isaak Dore,

St. Louis U.; Richard Falk, Princeton; Martin Feinrider,

Nova Law Center; J. David Fine and Keith Nunes, Loyola U.

in New Orleans, and Burns Weston, U. of Iowa.

Inhumanity of U.S. Policy

"No description of hell

touches the bestiality of

what is happening to the

people of El Salvador. Not

a handful of people;

thousands of people. It is

not sentimental to face

squarely the consequences

of human brutality. It is the

necessary reality for those

who order, allow, and do it

and those who bankroll and

apologize for it."

-Patricia Derian, Assistant Secreatary of State for Human

Rights under President Carter, after her participation in a

visit to El Salvador with the Commission on U.S.-Central

American Relations, headed by former Amabassador Robert

E. 'Vhite.

Peace, not War

"Peacemaking is not an optional commitment. It is a

requirement of our faith."

-American Roman Catholic bishop's pastoral letter calling

for a halt to the production, testing and deployment ot

nuclear weapons.

It Tolls for Thee

War preparation under Reagan is costing us dearly in

domestic programs. It is piling up a gigantic national debt

that imperils future generations. For instance

Reduction in federal funding for education at all levels.

Tens of billions of dollars cut from Social Security,

Medicare, and Medicaid.

Tens of billions of dollars and 270,000 elderly severed

from Medicaid benefits. 450,000 others ruthlessly and il-

legally cut from Social Security disability rolls.

Under Reagan, federal support for child care for work-

ing parents was initially cut 21%. Three million fewer are

receiving school lunches.

Twenty states showed increased death rates for infants

in the Reagan recession year of 1982, a time when

unemployment hit 10.6% (worst since the 1930's).

We are No. 1 in military spending, but No. 17 in keeping

infants alive in the first year of life.

Members of the UMass Faculty

Jules Chametzky
Sidney Kaplan

Jay Savereid

Meyer Weinberg

Leonard Baskin

Michael Thelwell

John Bracey

Bruce Laurie

Ann Ferguson

Donald Junkins

Joyce Berkman
Lee Edwards
Cathy Portuges

Arlyn Diamond
.lohn Nel'^on

Sara Lt^nnox

Howard Ziff

Esther Terry

Eugene Terry

Jack Weston
Michael Wolff

Sylvia Forman
James Boylan

Lawrence Pinkham
Ralph Faulkingham

John Brentlinger

Sara Grimes
Norman Sims

John Clayton

Ralph Whitehead

Milton Cantor

Ruth E. Hooke
Chester Davis

Tht' atKivi' advfrtisi'tni'nt i?

Jules (hBm^•t^kv, ^44

|iaM) ffir by the ahuvi- signatories.
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AremarkableSeagull
by CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

The Seagull
Wednesday, October 31

Curtain Theater

The UMass Department of Theater's

production of Anton Chekhov's The SeaguU

was consistently entertaining as well as

thought-provoking. For three hours the

tiny Curtain Theater absorbed the tosca

and languor of a Russian country estate

party as the characters question the

meanings of success, happiness, fame, and

love.

It is a credit to both the playwright and

the Department of Theater that this

production (despite contemporary turn of

thecentury fcostumes and furr^shings) was

strikingly modern in its impact. The

problems Chekhov's <fharacters face-

warped famUy dynamics, misdirected

passion, personal regrets -have lost none of

their freshness iiithe intervening century. \

Director Richar|d Trovsdell brought thi$

complex work to life with skUl and wit. The

sets and lighting (designed by Daniel Gray

and Robert Shakespeare respectively)

fulfilled the many purposes required

without distracting. The lighting in the

play within a play was particularly ef-

fectual. The cast was uniformly excellent.

Each player helped maintain the balance

between seriousness and frivohty upon

which this play relies.

Outstanding performances were given by

many. Oliver Wadsworth credibly in-

terpreted the difficult role of Konstantin

Gavrilovich. David Alun Spencer's Dr.

Dorn was wonderfully mocking and sincere

by turns. I^etitia Cresap Ord, playing the

actress Irina Nikolaevna, displayed a wide

range of emotions with the style and power

of a ture actress -one who is never "off

stage." Boris Alekseevich Trigorin, the

famous novelist, as played by Brian Crow,

was remarkable. One was aware of his

presence on stage long before he was in-

troduced. Crow's love-hate scene with

Ord's Irina at the beginning of Act II was
electrifying. Togethier these

i

players and

the\ rest joined to i present a powerful

production of a great play.

One awkward moment occiired: the

device used to convey the two-year pause in

the action between the first two scenes in

Act II was mock- solemn and unintentionally

amusing. But the absorbing performances

before and after this interlude lessened its

(unpleasant) impact.

The Seagull, unfortunately, had a short

run. Those who missed it are urged to see

the Department of Theater's productions

later this semester of Howard Brenton's

Sore Throats and Shakespear's A Mid-

summer Night's Dream.

I Dawn in the Distance I

I Paintings by Roxi Marsen %

Nov. 5 - Nov. 10th

Student Union Art Gallery

Jeanne Collins as Nina and Letitia Ord as Irina in the Department of

Theater's production of Chekhov's The Seagull.

Controversialstudent art

Opening

Tuesday, Nov. 6, 5-7 pm

Discussion/Slide Presentation of work of artist

7-8m ^
I following opening ^

Bridget Galway
at the Wheeler Art Gallery

By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

UMass Art student Bridget Galways

controversial show at the Wheeler Art

Gallery opened on Nov, 1st to a receptive

audience.

Her ink drawings, the "erotica" series,

caused some consternation amongst the

Wheeler Gallery administration. They

questioned what was appropriate for a

college audience.

Their fears, however, seem to be un

founded as no one has complained. One

viewer commented, "I don't find it offensive

» all. In fact, I kinda like it".

With self proclaimed roots evident in

Erte, Mati.sse and Gaughan. Galway's work

struck the audience differently. "I like her

use of color," said one viewer, while

another contradicted: "The black and white

drawings are definitely better."

Having returned to school H a freshman at

age 29. Galway seeks to learn the discipline

and patience she feels she needs. "If I start

something I either finish it (then and there),

or I never finish it", she said.

"Having (my son) Balke was the

motivation to get serious about my life,"

she said.

Galway's show remains open until Nov.

7th.

RE-ELECT YOUR REPRESENTATIVE

JIM COLLINS
State Representative

- Democrat - Third Hampshire District

Jim Collins Works for Education,

and is the Chairman of the House Committee on Education

Jim Collins Works for You

r
s«^

f

Jim Fought For:

• Student Membership on the

Board of Regents

• Student Membership on the

Board of Trustees

• UMass Budget Increases of 30%
Over the Past 7 Years

• Increased Scholarship Money

Jim Fought Against:

• Tuition Increases of 15%

• Linking Financial Aid to Draft

Registration ^

—

"For over a decade I have represented the University community at the State

House. In order to continue serving you, I need your vote on November 6. Jim

Paid for by Citizens for Collins, Kathleen Reardon Treasurer

M Monday and Tuesday

A Hitchcock Night!

M Stage Fright 7:05

1 To Catch a Thief 9:00

s with Grace Kelly & Gary Grant

DOWNTOWN AMHE

THEI
AMHERST DELICATESSEN

In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

On-€^mpus A Apatfaaent
Delivery Avaitahle • 5^9-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

•Fresh Soups & Salads
•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEPi

233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-6314
Open MonSat.. 9 a.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun.. X
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Smith College Rec Council
presents

The

~rj.^"' Psychedeli^Furs
Outdoor Spring Show

Wednesday, Nov. 14, 1984

West Side Story SrOnP.M. John M.Green

We're looking for a few good

people to fill the artistic and

technical staff positions as

well as crew members and

musicians.

Come be involved and see

what the Guild has to offer

you!

Interviews will be Nov. 7 and 8

Pick up applications

at CC Concourse Nov. 5 and 6

or call 256-1434

TICKETS
For the Record (Faces)

The University Store (UMass)

Main Street Records

PRICES
Smith students $7.00, $8.00

Non-Smith students $8.00, $9.00

At the door $10.00

No Cams, Bottles or Recording Devices

Hall is Wheelchair Accessible

beattbe
cafeteriablues!

Come meet Mollie Fitzgerald, a senior at Duke University

and author of the ON CAMPUS COOKBOOK. Sample her easy,

delicious recipes and learn how to cook inexpensive real food

in your dorm room with a hot pot, toaster oven and blender.

CO<^

date: tuesday nov.6 ^vniversity
time: 11:30-2-00 place: in front of the mSTORE^

.. i,
;^^^^i,.>^->».>wm...... ,...fM^. MM. I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Doonesbury

Collegian is

By Garry Trudeau
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Today's Weather

Occasional rain today,

tapering to showers ex

treme west during the af-

ternoon. Highs from the

mid 50s to low 60s. Cloudy

with lingering showers

possible tonight. Lows in

tl
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
(xliled by Trude Michrl Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Asterisk

5 Home loiiowet

10 Quarrel

14 Oreconcen
tration

15 Pianist Frankie

16 Gourmet treat

U Grew up
18 Namesakes ot

a Saroyan hero

19 La
Douce'

20 Type of root

22 Ending witti

Oorm and labor

24 Playing card

25 Southern
France

26 Skedaddles

29 Slender smoke
33 Mountain pools

34 Moderate
35 Pearl Buck

heroine

36 Hamburg s fiver

37 Repaired a

hamper
38 Easy

Pieces"

39 Inter

40 Shoulder

related

41 Ruhr city

42 Womanly
44 Slow
46 Setting

46 Canvass
47 — dealer

50 Shutdowns
54 Merit

55 Gam and
Cooiidge

57 Asian boundary

range

58 Tosca
"

highlight

59 Portray

60 Smidgin
61 Overturn

62 Calendar
notations

63 Small duck

DOWN
1 Strike

2 Garb tor

Brutus

3 Yemen port

4 NASA facility

5 Gives a turn

6 Behind time

7 Time period

8 Place lor a

reunion

9 Predetermined

10 Lindys vehicle

(with The")

1

1

mutuel

12 Ma, He s

Making Eyes

13 Cardiff repasts

21 Knacks
23 Zenana room

26 Watt s

interest

27 Kind of Illy

28 Columbia's

path

29 One of the

Visayans

30 Beth's cousin

31 Court ace

Rod
32 Means to

34 Swan Lake
figure

37 Traveled a

bridle path

41 Elusive

43 Squeak
treatment

44 Friars Club
events

46 setting

47 Fragile

48 Maich
49 Put in Bay s

lake

51 Oulot
52 Kismet

53 Side dish

56 Make doilies

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Egg and Cheddar
Florentine

BASICS DINNER
Bartiecued Chicken

Egg and Cheddar
Florentine
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• UMass loses.—
came after a Jim Tandler punt of 29 yards

that gave UConn the ball at their own 47.

The Huskies then took a 21 10 advantage

as DuBose took off from his 46 and went the

distance to the end zone with 5:57 to go in

the game.

But the gutty Min»tenien offense refused

to fold. Simeone corhpleted passes of 5. 19.

and 17 yards before finding Brother Bob

again with a highlight film perfect 24 yard

pass to the left corner of the end zone with

3:48 to go. The drive covered 79 yards in

eight plays in just 2:08. The conversion pass

was picked off.

conttmwd jrom i^

But UConn coach Tom Jackson. 2

against UMass. called on DuBose and eight

times the senior carried it. chewing up the

final 2:48 seconds after UMa.ss' onside kick.

UConn got as close as the UMass one yard

line but mercifully let the clock run out.

In the game. UConn ran up 504 yards of

total offense. They ran 77 plays for an

average of 6.5 yards. UMass has 391 yards

of offense, but again mistakes close to the

goal line hurt the Minutemen. UMass was 5

of 14 in third down conversions and for 2

on fourth and ones.

1

1

BC
UMass 1

Shots-M. 26: BC. 7

Saves—Jeanne Paul (M), 5; Kathy

Brophy (BC), 23

Corners-M. 10; BC, 2

VMass3,BC2 0T
Scoring- M, Cathy Spence (Monica

Seta), 12:00; BC Lynne Collins (Jeb Fitz-

patirick). 74:40; M, Carolyn Micheel

(unassisted), 92:10; M, Jolie DePauw
(Micheel), 116:55; BC Karyn ^eese

(unassisted). 119:00.

1-2
1-3

't

Ialways win my card! Icheck

>^ the CollegianNFLpicks every Friday.

For students planning to take English 112 (formerly 190A),

"8" Core, during Winter Session 1985

NOVEMBER 7, 1984

WEDNESDAY
7:00 PM

BARTLETT61

No one will be admitted into English 1 1

2

without this test. Bring ID and pen or pencil.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

• NCAA soccer—
coach Susanna Kaplan said. "In the second

half, we really took it to them. It was a

matter of taking every opportunity we

could." .

The game went into two 15 minute

overtimes and the Minuteman pressure

increased. Seta sent a shot off the post from

15 yards out and about four passes later

Carolyn Micheel tofted a rocket from 25

yards out. with 2:10 gdne in the first C)T.

into the left corner for the 2 1 UMass lead.

"We wanted to win." Micheel said." and

we had to be more aggressive. We con

trolled to first half but the second half they

kind of took it to us."

In the first and second overtimes, the

UMass pressure never subsided and

UMass' leading scorer Jolie DePauw scored

her first playoff goal with 3:05 to go m the

2nd()Tfort"he3 1 lead.

B("s Karyn Hesse sent a shot off the hands

of Paul into the net with one minute to go to

narrow the score to 3 2 but the Minutemen

killed the clock to set up next weekend s

meeting with Harvard, a 2 1 winner over

Vermont Saturday.

"This was a tough game to play," Banda

said. "We made some mistakes that could

be costly but good teams should be able to

win even with mistakes."

Cathy Spence. in her first start of the

year, took a beautiful backwards head ball

____«——^ continued frmn page 16

from Monica Seta and challenged Eagle

goalie Brophy one on-one and slammed the

ball into the net for the 1-0 UMass lead with

8:00 gone in the first half.

"Cathy is improving every game," Banda

said. "I'd rather not have her start. She can

kill you off the bench."

But the lead didn't stand up against an

F^agle team that UMass had pummeled a

vvtek earlier, 5 0.

"They had a very veteran team and as

good as we are we're still a young team,"

Banda said. Seven freshmen and a

sophomore started on UMass' 11 person

lineup Saturday.

The game was an intense one in the latter

stages of the .second half and in overtime.

As a result, three UMass players. Debbie

Belking (who had a stellar game at back),

Monica Seta and Kristen Bowsher all went

down with leg cramps. Jamie Watson

turned an ankle but Banda expected her

back next week.

"They grow lough kround here," Banda

said. "Watson's an athlete. She'll play on

one leg.
"

The UMass Harvard NCAA quarter final

match will be played in Amherst either next

Saturday or Sunday, said Banda. The

Crimson took a 1 decision from UMass

earlier this year. The UMass Harvard

winner goes to the Final Four and matchup

with either top seeded Brown or UConn.

How theAPTop20Fared
1. Washington (9 0). beat California 44-

14.

2. Texas (6-0-1). beat Texas Tech 13-10

3. Nebraska (8-1-0), beat Iowa St. 44-0

4. Brigham Young (9-0-0), beat Texas-El

Paso 42-9

5. South Carolina (8 0-0), beat North

Carolina St. 35-28

6. Miami (Fla.) (8-2-0). beat Louisville 38-

23

7. Oklahoma St. (7-1-0), beat Kansas St.

34-7

8. Georgia (7 10). beat Memphis St. 13-3

9. Boston College (5-2-0), lost to Penn St.

37 30

10. Oklahoma (6-1-1), beat Missouri 49-7

11. Auburn (6-30), lost to Florida 24-3

12. West Virginia (7-2-0), lost to Virginia

27-7

13. Florida(6 1 1). beat Auburn 24-3

14. Florida State (5-1-1), beat Arizona St.

52 44

15. Lousiana State (5-1-1), beat

Mississippi 32-29

16. Ohio State (7 2-0). beat Indiana 50-7

17. Iowa (6-2 1). tied Wisconsin 10-10

18. Southern Cal (6-1-0). beat Stanford 20-

11

19. SMU (5-20). beat Texas A&M
20. TCU (7-1-0). beat Houston 21-14

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS

Our recruiter will be visiting your campus on

Contact the job placement office 'for

interview times and appointments.

Judge ttie patentability of scientific and engineering discoveries made

by R & D engineers, inventors and scientists world-wide as a

PATENT EXAMINER
in Washinototr DC.

The Patent and Trademark Ottiue has unique career opportunities

offering • Challenge and responsibility • Career growtfi • Outstanding

cPiTPPT Federal Government service benefits

For more information about your career as a Patent Examiner

contact:

Manager. College Relations ^'*^ ^j *^
Office of Personnel /" 'j^ %
Patent and Trademark Office

Washington, DC 20231

Call toll-tree 800-368-3064

(7R3^ 557-3631 (Collect in VA)

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

MAM. AWIOVCO
iMSMtmoM rrAtiOK

Exp>ert Repairs &
Reconditioning

^ATBS 0^

npiCV^i'
•

! '
.'^ C't':e'i<t-'ip Required

-^^ ftoss

University

nois'i t)niv<*'sity o"r»s ^upef Of courses

o* slwfly iftfcn^nq to qufliiVd dcg'pes 'H Med-

itin« and >^lC"na'y Mod.ci'^e The Sc^OO'S

are locflipd on the beaut'fol Ca^bbcan Ij-

larvls oi DprntCKca s'h) Si Kills Ati coufscs

a'e ia.*g^it m Engush by ouisia'vi'ng lac

uM.p*. I'OTi ihe U 5 No** accept fiQ Arp>ica

lions tO' t-ir-Jf*mr-ff I9fi4 anri Ma'Ch 19B5

s^mesie"-

TRANSFER APPUCATtONS ACCEPTED

FOR CLINICAL CLtRKSHtPS

fPOM QUALIFIED STUOtNTS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Ame"f.T> Med'cal Sc^oo^ cu'f'Cu'um

We have a'Miat'C^s »ncJ <*ro'"<ing aq'ee

men's "> Tto^e t^ian 30 hosprias -n ihe tj 5
whe'e ou' siudpnts Oo thpif ir>i'cl and lounn

ypa' o' c''nica'Cie'hs**ts Listed m Oi'ectcwy

oi Med'C,.i'&{ hoots and WH O The maK>"'y

O' cut' QMdvi^'PS a'f do-ng the-f re^'dency

»fyj intpmsh'p m U S MosptUts We have

us Dcpt o* tdocaiion Cua'a<tieed Siu

deoi U'Ti^ Avaiifthir VA App<ove<t

SCHOOL OF
VETERINARY MEDICINE

• AmpfiC^n Vele'inaty Sc^ixvl Cu'riCulum

L'jtpd'n AVMADi'e<io*y CuTtcufuTtiaughi

on caf"r''S "1 S' Kitis and cl-ntcai fo^ai'on

awB'iati'e -n u S 3^? ^*'? veicnary med<-

cne p'og-aT^ Financial a>d ava'tat* VA

apT'Cved

• for futff>tt inicffn/iiion ca'f (2W)
279'5SO0 O' «•> 0"<ia' NoMh Amf.f,can

Rep«esciiat'v« Ca'«>bean Admiss-ons. If>c

460 west 34 S( . New >tyk. n v iqoov

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P156/8aRl3

,29«
• Includes Mounting
plus MA SUt« Tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuH Service Tire Store

78 Sund»rt«nd Bd.. Mo Amh«r«l. MA
Across t'om \WaUoba s Store

S49-4704

toy
0(i^

of
0^^^

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880
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Fieldhockey loses in season imale
UConn spoils bid forhome fieldadvantage, first roundbye in playoffs

... yT 1 ^ I'i i/x .lithop rarknn savpfl nine shotS (tWO

By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

Suffering from an uncharacteristic mid game collapse, the

University of Massachusetts field hockey team surren

dered the final game of their season 2 1 to the University of

Connecticut Saturday.

"It looked like there were four different teams on the

field." said UMass coach Pam Hixon. "We put a different

team on the field in the second half and so did UConn.

"Before the game our goal was to be consistant, control

the tempo of play and deny our opponents the bail. We did

all that in the first half -we controlled the tempo,

dominated their territory arid kept thbm out," Hixon said.

With UMass controlling the midfield game they were able

to create numerous scoring opportunities in the first half.

However, as expected, Minuteman forwards encountered

stiff opposition from UConn's All-America goalie Terry

UMass got off 17 shots in the first period 12 of which were

saved by Kicks. Five went wide. UConn could only manage

eight shots in the first half. UMass goalie Lynn Carlson

saved five.

In the second half UMass came out strong, playing a^ they

had in the preceeding period. Minuteman forward

Christing Kocot put the first point on the board at 24.21 of

the half. The goal was unassisted. But the goal was the last

sign of success to be seen from UMass for the afternoon as

their dominance of the contest disintegrated.

"After the score we had a mental let down," Hixon said.

"I think we were just trying to hold on for the victory."

"The goal seemed W take the wind out ot our sails. Once

we scored we couldn't play our game aqd then UConn topk

control. We panicked. We gave them opportunities and

took the pressure off of UConn and put it on ourselves.

Usually when you score you like to think you're in control.

But we didn't stay in control; we didn't continue to do the

jobs we needed to." Hixon said.

With UMass failing to maintain superiority in the contest

UConn took advantage. With ten minutes to play in the

game UConn got its first goal. Four minutes later UConn

scored the game winner. In the half UConn outshot UMass

13 to either. Carlson saved nine shots (two went wide)

while Kicks saved five UMass shots.

"We just didn't take charge when we were in charge."

Hixon said. 'We consistently gave the ball back to UCohn

and you cannot do that with them. They are a dangerous

team; they have speed and skill and it was going to take a

good effort to beat them."

Hixon did praise the play of her deep defenders, Carlson

and sweeper Karissa Niehoff.

"Lynn played well and Karissa probably played the best

game she has played for us all year. Of all the players out

ther^ they were the most consistent." said Hi»«n.

The Minutemen finished the regular season with a 13-4

record. While they are assured of a playoff position,

chances of being seeded (given to the top teams) are slim.

UMass was ranked fifth prior to their game against the

seventh ranked Huskies.

On the loss of Hhe chance'tb hd seeded, thus recelvmg a

first round bye Hixon said, "It's made our job more dif

ficult. I'm not saying it (winning the NCAA's) cannot be

Hone , it 's just going to be more tedious."

Men's soccer shutout

by Maine athome
Minutemen fail to capitalize

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

They had a chance. But no more.

All dreams of advancing to post season

action vanished yesterday for the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team as they outplayed and outshot the

University of Maine on Boyden Field, but

were blanked. 2 0.

As the number four ranked team in New
England, the Minutemen. with victories

over the Black Bears and Harvard this

Tuesday could conceivably have been

selected to represent the New England

region in the NCAA tournament. But

thanks to stellar goaltending by Maine's

Jeff Spring, who even managed to score a

goal on a penally kick yesterday. UMass is

looking to play the role of spoiler on

Tuesday against the crimson.

Twice in the first half yesterday did Main

penetrate as far as the UMass penalty

box. And both times they scored. The

first goal came 18 minutes into the game

when John Tierney booted a seemingly

harmless ball toward the UMass net and

Minutemen goalie Don Donahue stepped

out to snare the ball. However. Donahue

misjudged the shot and the ball ended up

in the lower left corner.

"The ball came through a screen of

players and they had a forward running on

and I anticipated the head, which 1

shouldn't have, and the ball went by my
food." Donahue said.

The second goal, scored with three

minutes left in the first half, came off a

penalty kick by Springs after a UMass

defender had stopped a sure Maine goal

with his hand moments earlier when

Donahue dropped a cross from a Black

Bear corner kirk

"We made two mistakes and it ended up

costing us the game," UMa.ss coach Jeff

Gettler said. "We never should have been

in this situation. We can't afford to make

mistakes like that. Psychologically it

affects the whole team."

UMass never lacked an opportunity to

score, but Springs denied the relentless

Minutemen like a brick wall. In a two

minute span shortly before Maine's second

goal, Springs made three superb saves off

IIM corner kicks. Another time, the

UMass players actually started to throw

their hands up in celebration of a goal, but

Springs, at the last second, deflected the

hall just past the left post.

In the second half. Springs denied Kurt

Manal early on. but saved his best for last,

when at the 12 minute mark, he dove to

stop a Tom Giordano shot from point

blank range. In other instances, the UM
shooters simply misfired. With 8:34

remaining, the Minutemen had an indirect

kick in front of the Black Bear goal after

Springs was called for taking too many

steps after catching a shot. However.

Manal drilled a left footed shot wide left.

With three minutes remaining. John

Shannon had a shot in the front of the net.

but kicked the ball over the goal.

"In the second half. I don't know if we

could have done more offensively."

Gettler .said. "Everybody had chances,

but we just didn't finish. That's just going

to happen sometimes."

The game yesterday was the final home

game for UMass this season and marked

the last appearances of fullbacks Mike

Runeare and Mike Rudd on Boyden Field.

On Tuesday, the Minutemen travel to

Cambridge ' to take on Harvard and

conclude the

Ilartwick.

season on Saturday at

CoUcffian photo by I'aul I><-iimarai8

UMass back Lori Stukes (15) runs into BC goalie Kathy Brophy as

Cathy Spence (9) closes in. UM won the NCAA playoff battle, 3-2. See

story, page 16.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 -\ 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash In advance'* 5 consecutive days 5% discount

10 consecutive day^ 10% discount • 1 5 consecutive dsys 15% discount * phone numbei_free_

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 200S 73 axcaHant inside and out: eng

& tran very strong, v»a« maintained^

lunroof, Bllatiena, Weber, etc »3800 or BO
54fr«170

' Bug gr€

)i1HaO00mi

i Toyon

Toyota Corolla D«luM H74excetlent con

ditlon 666^2492

VW
w/o
Kevin

great mileage, rebuilt engine

miles, »900 call after 6 266- 1888

1171 ToySI* Corolle good condition

1800.00 cell before 11:00 em or after 7:00

pm 546-1277

Pontlac Lemans six cylinder excellent nin-

ning condition »500 733-8641^

Rack A-Diac Rack A Video Entertain

ment Agency. Disc)o<;'<ey »nd large

screen video parties for th« frve college area.

549-7144
I

FOR RENT

Room In 3 bedroom apertmeot in

Amherst center, available Nov 1 »175 in-

cludes heat Call Debbie at 2S6-8064 or

253 2067

Briiridywine 2 bedroom apt, fuJh^ turnish-

ad grad or family, January firat, call 6-9 pm,

54^0220

A bedroom In lerj* hou«« in Echo HM
168 + phone 253-9824

76 Plymouth Volare wegon, good cond

power st/br, snovw, recent tune up,

stereo. Must sell »a60 call 546-7766

ItTt RehmjiTMTL. good mnning condi-

tion MOO, 584-7792

7S Monte Carto excellent condition el^tric

everything »1900 fimi call Wayne 5465310

1M0 Dataun 2104 door 6 speed 41 mpg

good condrtion 42900

7t Honda Civic exc cond reg g»J|ttle rust

snovM »1900 John Gordon 664-

FOR8ALE

Sklls Dyneatar Omeglaaa II with Marker

M40 bindings excellent condition call

5467144 ask for Greg

1-3666

BUY THIS CAR

\m Plymouth SMallt* mu« sail BO Wen-
dy 253-3386 __^ ,

EMTERTAINMEMT

WICKEO AMD WILD OJJl •H** •j"

vtMMl aolwtrtnm^ fcr the Wa B8M712

Roaaianol"Snowbird Skia 186 cm P'u'^M

Nordica boots 2S0 00 takes^em 546-9061

1M7 Cherry red Olbeon SO groat action

mint condition »260: ibanei AR 60 black

double cutaway smooth feat neck mmt con

dition »200 call 6-6068 ________
V^aha Stereo Syatem like newl BO

New American Touriater luggage aet BO

Adam 549^162

FOUND

A grey r«ln coat found Monday, by darn

Campus Por>d. Contact Reg or Thia du-*

ava. 0^^"^^"" ^ ™

irftg

la People's Qay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5. Buaineas

mwitings are at 6:» each Thurs. Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ad to attend'

HELP WANTED

1
MARKETING INTERN earn mortey while

working on your reaume "The Braaaworka

> on Route 9 minutes from UMesa call James

Doherty 16171 6426906

The Sub Reataurarrt ia now accepting aip_

pKcatkina for part time evening work. 20-30

fKMjra

depertments To apply, for advk:e on ar-

ranging an internship end credit, contact Of

fice of Internships. Curry Hicks Buikjing, by

Wedneeday, November 7th. Writing sample

required. Further information, LSO. 922

Campus Canter ^^
LOST

The Hedley School Syatem is seeking

quelified spplicants to substitute teech m
grades 7 12 Applicants do not have to be

college graduatea The daily rata of pay is

$30 00 Send letter of application and

reeume to: Supt. Paul F. Laogieia 127

RuaaaM St., Hedley, MA OlWe

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

OAV » LIMIAN

Legal Aaalatanta Wanted The Legel S«<
vices Office, an on-campus agency senM \

Untversity students, is k>oking for legw

assistant interns for the Spring 1966

semester Get hands-on job experierice in

the legal fiek), assisting attorneys St LSO
with client interviewing. inveatigatk>ns,

r>agotiations, legel reeeerch, givir>g edvk»
and referrata, praperation for Federal and

State Court HtigatkHi, attendance at court

heerirtge, and pertKtpatkxi in adminiatrativa

heeringa. Interns maintain continuirtg

taaelnart under attorney aupervWon. Up to

16 cradtta may b« taoalved from academic

Stolen l« Syhran arae or Boyden Gym.
Brown leather wallet containing license,

benkcard and other eaaentiels Substantial

rewerd for return cell 6-4096 no queetions

asked the nan»e is KeHey McCormick

jieerUwith alternating goW beedsl brecelet.

Pleeae call 549-6671 anytime

Silver and gold toned Plaget watch aen

timental value reward offered can Lealia

546-9756

Loat gray Ives St Laurent awaet ahirt

(acket wrth pink stripes call 5467403

L08T-DOO ^
Loat: Siberian Huaky one blue fcre and'

one brown eye Her name is Panda >o tags

on her Black fluter coat white chest Call

Eiic evenings 8^^3201 work 549-3490 e«t

276 Reward

I PERSONALS

SOM Career Day "Bl. Nov 14 Itt floor

Campus Center. Sponsored by

Undergraduate Business Club Luncheon tix

on sale thnj Nov 9 in SOM Lobby 15 00

members, »6.00 nonmembers all are

welcome to attend

i^Teh Baeh LAONAF Hem iiQn^uP «
UMaee Ski Ckjb 430A SUB or CC Co«-

lOOUTM 646-343f7

Caeh for College eveliable 116.6 milNon

unclaimed Send 1.00 Irofundebiel reeults

guarantewl S D R 49 10 Dovming St. Fell

River, Mass 027:0

jPltelTYriiTr^t'udent Sicurity Got your

meeaage last Frklay night. Hi to you too**i

Beth ^_
Sugarbuah Valley Roorttmata wanted'

Jen 1 28 chslot SI baaa of mountain' Call

5465041 oi 2568902 after 4:00

illM, Thia Sunday^wiH t>e a quarter of a yeor'

Thirty days in a month time four months

equals 120 days' 180 days 120 days = 80

days, so close' Happy Anniveraaryl Love'

Sueben

The LeeWan Biaaxual » Gay
Couneeling Collective offers FRES peer

counseling for everyone effected by ••""fj
onentatmn issues M Tu Th F 4-8 PM Call

546^2646, or info-koe 5460664 Rm 433 SUB

JMerkPrertcie. Do you stUI reed the per

sonals? I hope you find wfwt you're kwking

for. Me _
liHt true you car> buy jeeps for »44

through the U.S. government? Get ttee facts

today' Call 1 312W1141 ext SWIjA

ContactTerTaaa replaced. Moet brarida

20 »25, Dr Spencer Universijy Dnve

2S68E61

SOM Career "U - Nov 14 let floor CQ^

meet distinguished company 'f>'*'*'ji
tatives and diacuaa induetry outlooka y^j
career opportunities' All maiora Iwatoomef

Sponeored by Underfraduate . BuaHtae*

aub. r

THE MANAOIMINT CLIii

Come to Justin Ryen'sl The Mer>egement
Dub preeents Bob Ross, owner of Juatin

I Ryan's and a U Maes graduate Top«c of

diacuaaion: Running a Succesaful Busmeea
Data: Thurs Nov 8 lima 7 15 PM All

Welcome, free mur>chies' Come listen to

Bob snd dence the night away'
TRAVEL

Kintngton SKI Trip coodoe »196 Jan

20 25 c»" Sno Seerch Brian or Kevin

549 1466
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papora, Caaae, Dlaaertatlona, Thaaae.

on-campus. tow ratea guaranteed eccep-

tanca Nancy SB4-7924

RIDE WANTED
3=

Halp I need a rMe on Tuea artd Thura from

now until December 13 td Boston caM

Maureen after 10 PM 266-8ailg

ROOMMATE WAITED

To ahara one bedroom ept In Creetviaw

Non smoking female 22 veers Studious

192 50'month plus utrtitiee. Call 5465489

availebie9 Dec 20

Puffton orM bedroom auMat avaNaMa
Jan July fet' optton call Chris 549-1307

WANTED TO RENT

2 people looking to rent room in Bian-

dywine, Townefiouse or Puffton for Spring

•6 can Oonna or Diana 266-0014 between
4-6 or after 11 pm

Laaee wanted atartirtg January. II

apart(T>ent on bua Hne. CaM Dave 6-GB8S or

Dienne 63263 after 7

»••»•• • • t • . . . . a s-.V.-.V.VsV.V.W.VA »
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UConn spoils Homecoming, 21-lb
By PETKR ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Rennie Benn. Paul Lewis, Greg Grooms.

Marty Horn. Lance Theobald and Peter

Muldoon.
To this list of players that have set school

records while against the University of

Massachusetts this season, add the lesser-

known but just as capable Gary DuBose.

DuBose. whose previous claim to

distinction was having a younger brother

play for Nebraska, rambled for 245 yards to

help the University of Connecticut snap a

four game losing streak and stretch UMass'

.o five with a 2116 dismantling of the

Minutemen at the newly named Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium Saturday.

"What do 1 think we did weU? We tried

pretty hard." UMass head coach Bob Stull

said after the game. i

"
.

The Minutemen, who haven't won since

beating Northeastern on September 29. are

in danger of recording their first winless

Yankee Conference season since 1957. Since

1982. UMass is 5 8 in the league after

enjoying a 25 5 dominance from 76 to 81.

They are now 2 7.

The Homecoming day crowd of 13,031 at

the stadium, renamed for the late UMass

athletic director before the game, saw

UMass jump ahead 3 as consistent George

Papoutsidis booted a 21 yard field goal with

20 seconds to go in the first quarter.

The score capped an 87 yard, 17 play drive

that saw UMass start at the UConn 10 and

march to a first and goal situation at the

five on the strength of George Barnwell's

running (seven carries for 56 yards in-

cluding a 28 yard jaunt)

.

But at the goal line, the Minutemen again

failed. Barnwell took a handoff left for no

gain, fullback Frank Fay tried the middle

for no gain, and quarterback Jim Simeone

(12 for 25, 153 yards) failed to connect with

Fay on third down. Out came Papoutsidis

and the golden Greek gave UMass a 3-0

advantage.

In the second period, UConn, now 3-5 put

together an ugly but effective drive that

resulted in a Chris Riley to Brian

McGillicuddy ;^9 yard scoring pass for a 7-3

lead that held up through the half.

In the second period, UMass missed a key

fourth and one from the Husky 31 as

Simeone couldn't get a yard on a plunge.

The go ahead TD for UConn came 10 plays

later after two Huskie penalties, two in-

complete passes and two carries for losses.

The second half belonged to DuBose. The

6 185 pounder had gained a total of 231

yards all sea.son for UConn. His longest had

been 29 yartis; the injured Billy Parkslhad

been the glory man.

DuBose. who had been listed as

questionable for Ihe game with cracked'

' ribs, ran for 168 second half yards. He led
^

the nation in rushing Saturday. ^^

"Yea I had a good day, but the offensive

line opened the holes for me, "
DuBose said.

"My ribs hurt a little but a win takes a lot of

the pain away."

Yet despite DuBose. UMass took a 10 7

lead with 4:34 to go in the third quarter.

After Riley was sacked by nose guard Peter

Tracy at his own 49, the sophomore QB

coughed up the ball to a waiting Dave

Cavanaugh.
Simeone and company took over from

there, Barnwell carried twice for a first

down (He had an overshadowed 145 yards

rushing) and Simeone hit his brother Bob

with a 22 yarder to the UConn seven.

From there the junior quarterback faked a

pitch and went right unmolested to make it

10 7 after Papoutsidis booted the PAT.

UConn took the lead for good in the final

period as Riley found Scott Jennkins at the

UMass ten and the sophomore split end

carried it in for a 14 10 advantage. The play

continued on page U

Collepan ph»>U) hy Uavid 1' DeulK-r

Women's soccer advances

by nippingBC in OT

CoUepan photo by Paul Dcsmai ais

UMass Jamie Watson dribbles past

inOT.

a BC defender. UMass beat BC, 3-2

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The llniversity of Massachusetts women's

soceer team did accomplishTT few of their

pre game goals in Saturday's first round

NCAA playoff game at Boyden Field.

The fourth seeded Minutemen did score

the first goal of the game. They did it early,

eight minutes after the opening whistle.

However, UMass let the Uth ranked Eagle

convert on one of their two shots in the

second half and ended up having to go to

overtime to take a 3 2 win.

UMass, 13 22, lost their killer instinct in

the second half. "People were just getting

hammered. We were getting tired," senior

CO captain Lori Stukes said.

Thus, when Lynne Collins took a pass from

Jennifer Fitzpatrick with 16:20 to go in

regulation and snuck it past UMass goalie

Jeanne Paul, it tied up the score aUl-
UMas"S!" who outshot the Eagles 26-7,

missed senior All American Chris Taggart

on the forward line. Taggart and her sister

Ellen had to miss the game due to personal

reasons.

"We missed Chris," coach Kalekeni Banda

said. "We needed the maturity."

The Eagles goal fired up the UMass attack

and the Minutemen peppered BC goalie

Kathy Brophy with shots in the last 15

minutes, but the senior goahe was coming

, uD with her best game of the season.

"We pretty much stuck to our game plan

and contained them in the first half,
"
BC

ccmtinwd on page U

Who to argue thatLite tastesgreat?Notme
^^

, ,, o .• .. taoine of the commercials," Davidson sai

Peter

Abraham

Who was the most impressiie football

player, at the newly named McGuirk

Alumni Stadium on Saturday?

UConn tailback Gary DuBose maybe?

UMass linebacker Dave Cavanaugh?

Perhaps Minuteman nose guard Peter

Tracy?
Strong cases could be made for all three,

but one person stood, literally, head and

shoulders above all three.

At 6 7 270 pounds former Oakland Raider

defensive end Ben Davidson turned more

than a few heads as he climbed the stau-s to

the pressbox at the stadium duri^ig halftime

on Saturday.

Known recently for his Lite Beer from

Miller commercials (in 1975 he arm-

wrestled a tpuck of a man at a bar and after

barely straining to beat his opponent, he

growls "next!"). Davidson is better known

for crushing NFL quarterbacks during his

reign of terror in the 60's.

Now. he makes $2,000 a weekend to travel

around tha country promoting LiteiBeer.

All of the iite beer all-stars are reqijired to

make two! appearances a year; Davidson

makes ovef 40.

"Name me a better job than what Im

doing." Davidson said. "I get to meet a lot

of people, visit old friends (ex Raider

linebacker Bill Budness got a visit in his

Deerfield home by Davidson on Saturday)

and drink beer, it's great
."

Still trim after his retirement. Davidson

admitted he started looking for something

to do before he quit crunching quar

terbacks.

•1 wanted to travel and make money, this

is it." the massive Davidson said. "Its a

hell of a time."

Despite being subjected to numerous

interviews (he was on WMUA) a lot of basic

questions ("I liked hitting all quarterbacks.

1 didn't have a favorite.") and living in a

different hotel every night. Davidson still

finds time to write personal autographs (To

Pet. thanks for the great questions, good

luck, Ren Davideon) and shake the hands fcf

lower level adninistrators to quiver in feilr

when he approaches and retain a good sen$e

of humor.
"1 haven't really watched the game too

much." admitted Davidson during the

intermission when UMass held a soon-to-

fold lead. "But I like UMass because coach

Stull coached at my school (Washington)

and I like the way the teams hit."

Davidson visits colleges, bars (he was at

Changes), and other places across the

nation to promote Lite Beer (he's for the

Less Filling side in case you're wondering).

"It's the greatest thing to get logeiner

with all the famous athletes during the

taping of the commercials," Davidson said.

"Even Rodney."

He's as big as you would expect in person.

His hands are big enough to engulf the

pictures he autographs.

And he's with little doubt the last person

I'd think of insulting, he could twist your

head like a doorknob.

"Nah. I never held any grudges against

sportswriters." said Gentle Ben.

And I'm not the first, right Mr. Davidson?

FOOTBALL NOTES: Next week's op-

ponent. Delaware, crushed a hapless

Morgan State 76. yes that's 76, to zip. BU
coach Rick Taylor said last week that every

team should have a Morgan State on its

schedule. Well, we have Ball State.

And finally, where have you gone Jo Jo

White.'

sports ata glance
There are no spcNrts scheduled for to*

day. __________,__...__.._.^_,^,___,,«,i.
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Election 1984: Our Time Has Come
by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Statt

With the Presidential eleciion just L..ie day away,

most voters already have their minds r.ade -.p about

who to vote for. However, as this crucial day comes

closer, many still do not realize its significance. Not

neccesarily the significance of the Mondale campaign,

but the possibility of four more years of Ronald

Reagan.

Mr. Reagan himself has made the threat very clear

with his favorite campaign slogan, "You ain't seen

nothing yet." If one takes the time to look at exactly

what Mr. Reagan has done for/to this country, it

becomes apparent that this slogan is indeed a

"threat" and a very dangerous one.

A few facts about the Reagan administration may

make this point clearer. Reagan brags consistently

about his big tax cuts and how much they have saved

the average American. Obviously, Reagan does not

consider eighty percent of the population as average.

The fact is that anyone making less than $20,000 a

year (eighty percent) has paid MORE in taxes, while

those making between $30-50 thousand (a mere fif-

teen percent of the population) have saved a whopp-

ing one percent in taxes, while the remaining five per-

cent of the population making $51,000 and above

received the largest tax break.

-"You ain't seen nothing yet"

-

Are low-income college students or women "better

off now"? More than 3 million school children have

been dropped from school lunch programs, hundreds

of thousands of women, infyits and children have

been cut from nutrition programs, 700,000 low- and

moderate-income families have been unable to obtain

Guaranteed Student Loans and over 5.4 million men

and women have fallen into poverty -"You ain't seen

nothing yet."

Reagan has: Cut real Federal spending to education

by twenty-five percent, tried to eliminate the Depart-

ment of Education and Federal aid to college educa-

tion, gutted the Civil Rights Commission, tried to end

the Voting Rights Act, spoke out against the Equal

Rights Amendment, engaged in union busting, and

supported the racist South African Regime and other

dictatorships, and promised us, "You ain't seen

nothing yet."

The evidence is strong and the threat is very clear.

Yet in debate, Reagan and his supporters can only

ramble on about a stronger America, a communist

threat and something about cheating on welfare and

buying steak with Food Stamps. We have yet to hear

facts or weigh evidence, for there is no evidence of

which to weigh. Only imagery, trickery and deceit.

If white America falls for the imagery (Black

America has not), they will prove to be the most

gullable, unknowledgable, selfish voting population in

recent history. One Republican, who happened to be

a woman, simply loved the television commercial of

Reagan symbolically standing up to the mysterious

bear (U.S. S.R.).

If a majority of the American voting public is this

naive and ignorant of the facts, then Ronald Reagan

will win tomorrow's election. However, we don't

have to accept or be discouraged by the results of

Mass Media's polls which state that Mondale doesn't

have a chance.

Nummo News fully supports Democratic party can-

didates Walter Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro. In the

words of Jesse Jackson, "Our time has come" and,

unlike Reagan, we believe whole-heartedly in the

Voting Rights Act and popular participation.

Therefore, we encourage everyone, no matter what

your political beliefs are, to exercise your right to vote

on Tuosday, November 6th.
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Perspectives of a Divided Nation

Playthell Benjamin speaks at

Third World Leadership Comerence.

See story, page 2

by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

Indira Ghandi, Hindu prime minister of India, was

gunned down Wednesday in New Delhi by two

vengeful Sikhs who were angered over the repression

of their religious group through Gandhi's policies.

There has been tremendous strife between Sikhs

and Hindus in India over the past few years. Sikhs,

two percent of India's 730 million population, have felt

that Hindus, seventy-eight percent of the population,

control Sikh lives too much. A majority of Sikhs now

favor creating a separate state in the Punjab region

where Sikhs are over fifty percent of the population.

Last June, Gandhi moved to combat growing Sikh

militance by ordering the invasion of the "Golden

Temple in Amritsar," the Sikhs' holiest shrine, to rid it

or extremists who were using it as a shelter. The of-

ficial number of those killed is listed at 600 but this is

highly disputed. There was and still is a news

blackout along with a state of emergencey taking

place in the Punjab region so there was no free inquiry

into the amount of people killed, but it is said that at

least 1500 people were killed. Also, Golden Temple

was not the only temple attacked. All the Sikh

temples in India were invaded, raising the death toll as

high as 30,000 in some estimates, a situation virtually

unreported in the news media.

This incident galvanized the Sikh population, prod-

ding even moderate Sikhs to take a more hard line ap-

proach. Cries that Ms. Gandhi be brought to justice

were echoed throughout the Sikh community and

some Sikhs threatened her life. Although hostilities

had shown signs of slowing down, apparently enough

anger remained among some Sikh individuals to cause

such an attack to occur. „^„«.„hat
Indira Gandhi's rule was always somewhat

autocratic. India is a country of such diverse religious

and ethnic groups that it is very difficult to rule. The

invasion of the Sikh temples was not the first time she

ruled with an iron fist. She took part in a war against

Pakistan in 1971 to help create the new nation of

Bangladesh and among other things carried out forc-

ed sterilization measures against thousands of men

during the mid-70's.

At the same time she was dearly loved by a great

portion of the Indian population. Daughter of the first

prime minister of India, Jawaharlal Nehru, she was

said by many to be the mother of all India and the

phrase "Indira is India" was often quoted in :eference

to her. The country had seen progress in agriculture

and technology under her rule and she was often the

unifying force that kept India together.

Her funeral took place last Saturday as many

foreign heads of states attended the ceremonies.

Meanwhile, major Hindu rioting is taking place

throughout the country, with at least 500 Sikhs

reported dead and thousands injured. Curfews along

with orders for soldiers to shoot rioters on sight have

been given by Rajiv Gandhi, Ms. Gandhi's son and the

new prime minister of India, in order to quell violence.

Mr. Gandhi has been described as soft and inex-

perienced in Indian politics, entering the field in only

1980. It will be his major task to try and bring peace to

a country that has always trod a thin line of stability

and which now faces a serious crisis.
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Today's Student Leaders,

Tommorow's World Leaders
by Marilyn G.Bou
Nummo Staff

Keynote speakers, workshops, live music, a lun-

cheon, and demonstrations, along with enthusiastic

participants contributed to the overall success of this

year's third world student leadership conference held

at the University of Massachusetts/ Amherst on Satur-

day, October 27th.

Workshops ranged in content from Housing

Discrimination to International Health Issues. A
workshop on Combating Racism, for example,

discussed overt and covert methods of oppression.

Mitchell Smith, director of A Better Chance House

(ABC) in Amherst and facilitator of the workshop said

there is no specific definition for the word racism

because the word encompasses so much for so many.

Educating no only ourselves but each other is

something which we all must do in order for us to

learn and unlearn about our past, present, and future.

Several booths displaying and selling jewelry, dies,

and various products lined the Student Union

Ballroom.

Mr. Playthell Benjamin, political advisor for the Na-

tion Fight Back Labor Organization in New York City

and keynote speaker, said in his address that

Democrats are not the answer for all the problems

minorities and the working class face, but another

four years of Ronald Reagan can only be worse. He

went on to say, "It is not an exaggeration to say that

the rich are getting richer while the poor are getting

poorer." Benjamin advised the young that an educa-

tion is of utmost importance but it would by no means

secure us a position at the top. Benjamin said,

"through organized labor the working class can and

had power, for the corporate elite are not interested in

social good and social welfare, but in increasing their

profits."

Ambassador Oumaru Youssofou, speaking during

the lucheon began his speech by emphasizing to

young and old and those in between the importance

of retracing one's roots and origins. He said, "Only

%, .A>

United Nations Ambassador Oumaru

Youssofou from the Organization of

African Unity, gave an exciting and

informative presentation at the

Third World Leadership Conference.

through obtaining this knowledge can you give and

demand respect as Americans, for the image is

distorted in the media. If you continue to believe what

is given to you, you'll be in serious trouble."

Youssofou has served as Ambassador for various

nations in Africa and has travelled extensively

throughout the world. He said, "Americans must look

at themselves not only as they want to se themselves

but also accept the true image they portray to the rest

of the world."

As Afro-Americans, Blacks, People of Color, or any

other noun you wish to address yourself with, you

have a responsibility to understand what is going on in

South Africa because what ever effects Africa, effects

you, whether indirectly or directly, Youssofou said.

Students are at their intellectual prime and also

Hbve the time flexibility, among other factors, needed

to eliminate aparthels In South Africa, said

Youssofou. He also said, "People who are bringing

revolution to South Africa aren't people like me, but

people like you."

When asked if UMass should divest from stock in

South Africa Youssofou said, "We are not a violent

people, but when Black South Africans are told that

34 million people don't exsist because the white South

Africans don't want you to and you have struggled for

over fifty years to peacefully negotiate, you then

realize you can only be victorious if violence is applied.

We have to kill in order to be free. So here you

(America) take care of crushing them financially

through divestment and we'll take care of the killing."

The conference ended with a spectacular karate

demonstration. Pariticpants showed the audience the

beauty of the "u" system of karate while effectly

displaying the art of self-defense. The demonstration

ended with the instructor breaking 200 pounds of ce-

ment blocks with his feet, elbows, hands, and head.

Those who paricipated in the conference enjoyed a

day filled with cultural, educational, spiritual, and

political enlightment; for those of you that didn't

bother to partake, you are the losers.

Grenada Revisited
by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

The U.S. invasion of Grenada which began on Oc-

tober 25, 1983 was the most recent in a series of

American violations of the Carribbean countries'

rights to sovereighty, according to a member of the

Grenada Foundation.

Karen Wanza, Grenada Foundation member, said

the intervention in Grenada is one example of U.S. ex-

pansionist tactics in the region. She cited the Bay of

Pigs incident in 1961 and the blockade of Cuba which

followed, and the destabilization of Jamaica as other

examples.

Speaking on October 25 in response to the first an-

niversary "celebration" of the invasion, Wanza also

discounted claims that U.S. national security was be-

ing threatened by the unstable Grenadian government

set up after Prime Minister Maurice Bishop and

members of his cabinet were killed. U.S. officials had

feared communist infiltration in the new government.

Tommorrow is

Wanza and Lawyer's Committee against Interven-

tion in Central American member Arthur Barisano ap-

peared at the University of Massachusetts on "Stu-

dent Liberation Day," which celebrated the anniver-

sary of the American medical students at St. Georges

University in Grenada.

Grenada is presently under much repression, accor-

ding to Wanza. Although psychological warfare by

U.S. forces against Grenadans is evident, the old

political songs remain strong, as does the only in-

dependent newspaper in the country, which is the

most widely read.

"A people united can never be defeated," Wanza

said in closing her speech.

Barisano started his discussion of Central America,

and the U.S. role there, by saying that the theoretical

context for U.S. involvement in Central America since

World War II has been anti-communism.

In the U.S. eyes, Barisano said, any people's upris-

ing must be ultimately sponsored by Cuba or the

Soviet Union. Barisano also said the one thing that

President Reagan has consistentiv overlooked in the

region is the severe poverty existing there.

Barisano said starving people do not need com-

munists to tell them they are hungry.

Turning to the specific example of Nicaragua,

Barisano said that Reagan views the countrv, which Is

ruled by the Sandanlstas, as a cancer to be excised.

Showing the Sandanlstas to be more democratic than

acknowledged by either the U.S. State Department or

the press, he pointed to constant U.S. pressure as

pushing the goverment further to the left.

Barisano said the basic purpose of the anti-

communist rationale in Central America on the part of

the U.S. is an excuse to get into the country and set

up intelligence networks. "All the rules can be thrown

out of the book because we're searching for com-

munists'" Barisano said.

According to Barisano, he became involved with

the Lawyers Committee Against Intervention in Cen-

tral America because he felt the country was becom-

ing too conservative. He said he was not sure If

WnlT^r Mondale was the answer to unifying

moderatps and liberals, but that he was a reponse to

"Reagan's Social Darwinism."

Election Day
vote with

a friend !!!!!/ v^ ^^

)
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ANELECTIONDAYMESSAGE:
Jesse's CMUenge Remembered

Address all letters to the Editor to: Nummo News,

New Africa House Room 103

EXCERPTS FROM THE REVEREND JESSE

JACKSON'S SPEECH DELIVERED AT THE NA-

TIONAL DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION ON JULY 17,

1984

"The Democratic Party is the best hope for re-

directing our nation on a more humane, ,ust and

peaceful course. This is not a perfect party, we are

not a perfect people, yet we are called to a perfect

mission. Our rplsslon; to feed the hungry, to clothe

the naked, to house the homeless, to teach the il-

literate, to provide jobs for the jobless and to choose

the human race over the nuclear race."

"Throughout this campaign I have tried to offer

leadership to the Democratic party and the nation. If

in my high moments I have done some good or of-

fered some service, shed some light, healed some

wounds, re-klndled some hope, or stirred someone

from apathy and indifference or, in any way along the

way, helped somebody, then this campaign has not

beerl in vain... If in my low moments, in word, deed or

attitude, through some error of temper, taste, or tone

I've caused anyone discomfort, created pain or reviv-

ed someone's fears, that was not my truest self. If

there were occasions when any grape turned into a

raisin and my draw bell lost its resilience, please

forgive me. Charge it to my head and not to my heart.

My head so limited in its finitude, my heart which is

boundless in its love for the human family. I am not a

perfect servant, I am a public servant. Doing my best

against the odds, if I develop and serve, be patient

god is not finished with me yet...

"Leaders must be tough enough to fight, tender

enough to cry, human enough to make mistakes,

humble enough to admit them, strong enough to ab-

sorbe the pain and resilient enough to bounce back

and keep on moving.

"Our flag is Red, White and Blue, but our nation is

Rainbow, Red, Yellow, Brown, Black and White. We

are all precious in God's sight.

We have proven that we can survive without each

other but we have not proven that we can win and

make progress without each other. We must come

together. ^ u -j

We are bound by shared blood and shared

sacrifices. We are much too intelligent, much to

bound by Judiao-Christian heritage, much to victimiz-

ed by racism, sexism, militarism, and Anti-Semitism.

Much too threatened as historical scapegoats to go on

divided, one from another. We must turn from finger

pointing to clasped hands. We must share our

burdens and our joys once again. We must turn to

each other and not on each other and choose higher

ground.

"The Rainbow Coalition is making room tor Arab-

Americans. They, too, know the pain and the hurt of

racial and religious rejection. They must not continue

to be made pariah. The Rainbow Coalition is making

room for Hispanic Americans who, this very night, are

living under the threat of the Simpson-Mlssola Bill.

And farm workers from Ohio who are fighting the

Campell Soup Company with a boycott to achieve

legitimate worker rights. The Rainbow is making

room for the Native American, the most exploited

people of all. A people with the greatest moral claim

amongst us. We support them as they seek the

restoration of their ancient land claim amongst us...as

they seek their ancestoral lands and the beauty of a

land that was once all theirs...The Rainbow Coalition

Includes the Asian-Americans now being killed in our

streets; scapegoats for the failures of corporate, in-

dustrial, and economic policies. The Rainbow is mak-

ing room for young Americans. Twenty years ago,

our young people were dying in a war for which they

could not even vote. Twenty years later, America has

the power to stop a war in Central America and the

responsibility to vote in great numbers.
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•7a/n more convinced than ever thai

— we can win. We 've fought up Ihe

rough side of Ihe mountain, we can

win. Our faith, hopes, and dreams

will prevail.'*

liev. Jesse Jackson
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"Too often what we call hate, as if it were some

deeply rooted philosophy or strategy, is simply ig-

norance, anxiety, paranoia, fear, and insecurity..."

"President Reagan says the nation is in recovery.

Those 90,000 corporations that made a profit last

year, but paid no taxes, are recovering. The 37,000

military contractors who have benefited from

Reagan's more than doubling the military budget in

peace time, surely they are recovering. The big cor-

porations and rich individuals who have received the

bulk of the 3-year multi-billion dollar tax cut from Mr.

Reagan are recovering.

But no such recovery Is on the way for the lest of

these. Rising tides don't lift all boats, particularly

those stuck at the bottom. For the boat stuck at the

bottom, there's a misery index. This administration

has made life more miserable for the poor. Its attitude

has been contemptuous. Its policies and programs

have been cruel and unfair to working people. But it

must be held accountable in November for increasing

infant mortality among the poor in Detroit, one of the

great cities of the Western world. Babies are dying at

the same rate as Honduras, the most underdeveloped

nation in our hemisphere. This administration must be

held accountable for policies that have contnbuted to

growing poverty in America. There are now 34 million

people in poverty; fifteen percent of our nation.

Twenty-three million are white, 11 million are black,

hispanic, asian, and others. Mostly women and

children. By the end of this year, there will be 41

million people in poverty. We cannot stand idoly by,

we must fight for change now"

Under this regime we look at Social Security, the

1981 budget cuts included 9 permanent Social Securi-

ty benefit cuts totaling 20 billion dollars over 5 years.

Small businesses have suffered under Reagan tax

cuts Only eighteen percent of total business tax cuts

went to them. Eighty-two percent went to big

business. Health care under Mr. Reagan has been

sharply cut. Education under Mr. Reagan has been

cut twenty-five percent. Under Mr. Reagan, there are

now 9.7 million female-headed families. They repre-

sent sixteen percent of all families. Half of all of them

are poor. Seventy percent of all poor children live In a

house headed by a woman, where there is no man.

Farmers' net income is only half Its level of 1979.

In his appeal to the South, Mr. Reagan Is trying to

substitute flags and prayer for food, clothing, educa-

tion, health care and housing. Mr. Reagan will ask us

to pray and I believe in prayer... But then we must

watch false prophecy. He cuts energy assistance to

the poor, cuts breakfast programs from children, cuts

lunch programs from children and then says to an

empty table 'Let us pray.' Apparently he Is not

familiar with the structure of a prayer. You thank the

lord for the food you are about to receive, not the food

that just left. I think that we should pray. But don't

pray for the food that just left, pray for the man that

took the food to leave-We need a change In

November."
"Under this administration we've lost the lives of

our boys in Central America, In Honduras, in Grenada,

in Lebanon, in Nuclear stand off In Europe. Under this

administration, one-third of our children believe they

will die in a nuclear war. The danger index Is increas-

ing in this world."

On voting...

It is not enough to hope the ERA will pass, how can

we pass ERA? If blacks vote in large numbers, pro-

gressive whites win. It's the only way progressive

whites win. If blacks vote in great numbers, hispanlcs

win. When blacks, hispanics, and progressive whites

vote, women win. When women win, children win.

When women and children win, workers win. We
must all come up together.

"In all of our joy and excitement, we must not save

the world and lose our souls. We must never short-

circuit enforcing the Voting Rights Act at every level.

When one of us rise, ail of us rise. Justice is the way

out. Peace is the way out. We should not act as if

nuclear weaponry is negotiable and debatable. In this

world in which we live, we dropped the bomb on

Japan and felt guilty. But in 1984, other folks also got

bombs and this time if we drop the bomb, six minutes

later, we, too, will be destroyed. It's not about dropp-

ing the bomb on somebody, it's about dropping the

bomb on everybody. We must choose developed

minds over guided missiles and think it out and not

fight It out.

To the youth...

"I have a message for our youth. I challenge them

to put hope in their brains and not dope In their veins.

I told them that, like Jesus, I, too, was born In the

slum. But just because you're born in the slum does

not mean the slum is born in you. And you can rise

above it If your mind is made up."

"We leave this place looking for the sunny side

because there's a brighter side somewhere. I am more

convinced than ever that we can win. We've fought

up the rough side of the mountain, we can win. I just

want young America to do me one favor... exercise

the right to dream. You must face reality that which

is but then dream of the reality which ought to be,

that must be. Live beyond the pain of reality with the

dreams of a bright tomorrow. Use hope and imagina-

tion as weapons of survival and progress. Use love to

motivate you and obligate you to serve the human

family. Young America-Dream" Choose the human

race over the nuclear race. Bury the weapons and

don't bury people. Dream of a new value system.

Teachers who teach for life and not just for living.

Teach because they just can't help it. Dream of

lawyers more concerned about justice than a

judgeship. Dream of doctors more concerned about

public health than personal wealth. Dream of

preachers and priests who will prophesize and not just

propheter."

"Our time has come. Our faith, hopes and dreams

will prevail... Give me your tired, give me your poor,

other masses who yearn to breath free and come

November, there will be change because our time has

come. Thank you and God bless you."

-The Reverned Jesse Louis Jackson
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CENTER FOR RACIAL STUDIES
Moore House-Southwest Residential

Area
Film Series

Nov. 6--Guilty By Reason of Race,

Asian American-Film
Nov. 13-To Be Young, Gifted and

Black, Life and Works of black

playwright Lorraine Hansberry

Nov. 20 -Brave-Hearted Woman, Life

of Annie Mae Aquash, Native American
Film
Nov. 27 -Number Our Days, Ac-

count/Creation of a Jewish Community
Ageism

All Film Showings--? p.m.

PLEASE COME!! REFRESHMENTS
SERVED. Traditional Food following

each film. Pot Luck Welcome.

The brothers of the Delta Chi chapter
of "Omega Psi Phi" is presenting a

"Smoker" on November 8, at 7.00 at the
Malcolm X Center. This is a meeting for

young men interested in gaining more
knowledge of the fraternity. So come
and bring a friend, refreshments will be
served.

TERTULIA/COFFEEHOUSE

On Friday, November 9 beginning at

7:30 p.m. there will be a celebration of

the 15th Anniversary of the Venceremos
Brigade. Featured artists include the

Sorobei, a Puerto Rican children's dance
ensemble, jazz pianist Mark Weidenfeld,
Joe Platz and the Afro-Cuban drum
ensemble, songwriter &- guitarist David
Weidenfeld, poetry on women by Irma
McLauren-Allen, and others. There will

be refreshments, dancing, and a Cuban
poster art sale. Bring instruments and
your dancing shoes! A small donation at

the door-benefit for the WMass.
Venceremos Brigade

KAPPA ALPHA PSI JEWELS OF
ACHIEVEMENT COMMITMENT TO EX-

CELLENCE EXTRAVAGANZA 84

A Sensual Journey Through Pure Par-

ty Pleasure Ectasy and Pain!

The Brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi Invite

You to their Autuman 84 Extravaganza

Saturday. Nov. 10, 1984, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Marriott Hotel, Springfield Room, Spr-

ingfield, MA

$5.00 in advance
$6.00 at door

Cash Bar

Dress To Impress, No Sneakers or

Jeans, Please.

THE 16th ANNUAL VENCEREMOS
BRIGADE

The Venceremos Brigade has the

longest his/herstory of any educational

project in solidarity with the Cuban
Revolution. For 16 years the Brigade has

sent 15 contingents-over 5,000 people-
to Cuba. Whether you've made the trip

before, or have just been curious and
never applied, come join the Brigade for

three weeks in the Spring of 1985.

Join people from across the U.S. in

working alongside Cubans in citrus or-

chards or on construction projects. Tour

the island to learn first-hand about the

"NEW" Cuba.
For more information on the up-

coming contingent, contact us by
November 12, 1984, or for general infor-

mation on the work we do and up-

coming events: Venceremos Brigade

P.O. Box 539 No. Amherst, Ma 01059, or

call 586-7863L 586-7615, or 549-4593.

The New World Theater at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst

presents 'Life in the Fast Lane' on

Saturday, November 17, at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. Written and per-

formed by Japanese Hawaiian poet.

Lane Nishikawa, "Life in the Fast Lane"

is a dynamic play about growmg up

Asian-American. Critics have called it a

"one-man tour de force". From the

country twang of the good ol' boy in

The Bigot', to the street rap of The

Black Jap', to the pigdin English of They

Was Close, Those Brothers', to a

recollection of foods prepared by his

Oba-Chan (grandmother), Nishikawa

shares his experiences with the au-

dience. Produced by Sansei Productions

of San Francisco, "Life in the Fast Lane"

returns to Amherst after a successful

performance at the University in 1982.

In conjunction with the play,

Nishikawa will present a lecture

demonstration on Asian-American
Theater at 2 p.m. on November 17 at

Emily Dickinson Hall, Hampshire Col-

lege. The lecture is free and open to the

public.
Tickets for the evening performance

are available at the Fine Arts Center Box
Office (545-2511) or at the door the night

of the performance. Childcare can be

provided by phoning 545-0190 one week
prior.

SUPPORT GROUPS

A Battered Women's Support Group
will focus on some common issues fac-

ing women who have been or are In

physically and/or emotionally abusive

relationships. Some of these are self-

esteem, building new relationships,

trust, and dealing with family and

friends.

Any woman who has experienced in-

cest is invited to attend an Incest Sur-

vivors' Support Group. Pre-reglstration

is required.

A Support Group for Survivors of Rape
will focus on some common concerns

facing rape survivors such as,fear,

anger, making plans, family and friends'

reactions and trying to recapture in-

timacy in relationships.

Dates of the groups will be announc-

ed. For more information and to

register, please call Everywomen's
Center at 545-0883.

ASSERTIVENESS AND LEADERSHIP
SKILLS

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center will be sponsoring
an Assertiveness and Leadership Skills

group beginning October 23 and running

for eight weeks. The group will meet on
Tuesday evenings from 7-9p.m. at the

EWC, and will be facilitated by Joyce
Clark.

For more information and to pre-

register please call EWC at 545-0883.

Tired of the Meal Plan?

YVONNE'S PLACE

Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include

i^Tied Chicken

hUind Cumed Fish

Vegitarian Platter

Fried Race

Curry

Thursday - Friday

Student Discount Days

'4 Ui^jgyif 'M^

BLACK WOMAN'S SUPPORT GROUP
Everywoman's Center will be sponsor-

ing Black Woman's Support Group
beginning on October 24,1984 and runn-
ing for six weeks. The group, which will

meet on Wednesday evenings, will be
facilitated by Wanda Ruffin. Discussion
will focus on issues pertinent to Black
women; specific topics will be decided
by the group.

For more information and to register,
please contact Everywoman's Center by
calling 546-0883.

Today isElectionDay-Remembe to Vote
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Harassment
policy offers

victim relief
Ry DEBORAH ROSS
ColU'Kiiifi Staff

[Kditor's note: This is the second article in

a two part series on sexual harassment. \

Sexual harassmt'nl is sex discrimination

and therefore a violation of state and

federal law. atcordinK to the University of

Massachusetts Sexual Harassment Policy

passed by the Faculty Senate in 1982.

The policy, and the grievance procedure

developed to cope with it's violations, were

drawn up over a four year period by a

committee of students, staff and faculty to

"Stop the behavior and more specifically

enforce the law,'" said Grant Ingle, process

consultant with the Office of Human
Relations and Member of the Sexual

Harassment Education Committee.

The policy and grievance procedure

passed "because people were becoming

aware that harassment was becoming an

issue on campus but that there was not

method of formal recourse," said Howard

Ciadlin. University ombudsman and co

chairman of the Sexual Harassment

Educati«)n Committee.

According to the policy, sexual

harassment includes: "sexual advances,

requests for sexual favors and other verbal

or physical conduct of a sexual nuture."

when such conduct is a condition of an

individual's work, interferes with their

work performance, or creates an offensive

working or academic environment.

"Sexual harassment is not just a question

of poor manners, it's illegal," Ingle said.

Any member of the campus community

who feels they have been sexually harassed

and that the policy has been violated, has

access to the University grievance

procedure as follows:

9 Individuals with sexual harassment

complaints are encouraged to resolve them

informally wi'h first their department

heads and then through the University

ombudsman.
% If it is not resolved informally, formal

grievance procedures begin with the filing

of a written complaint and subsequent

closed appearance before a board of three

representatives of a trained sexual

harassment hearing panel. It determines

whether a violation of the policy has oc

cured and proposes penalties.

# .Appeal may he made to the vice

chancellor whost decision within the

university is final.

# Victims may al.so .seek relief in the court

or through non university agencies.

During the academic years 1982 to 1984,

2<i complaints have been initiated through

the procedure although "they have all been

resolved at the informal level," Gadlin said.

"We are having our first formal hearing

now .

"

"Although all possible gender com

binations have occurred, the victims are

predominantly women" and "the number of

cases handled through the procedure

serriously underestimates the incidence of

the problem," he said.

According to Ingle "the biggest problem is

getting the victim to complain." Similar to

the victims of rape, "harassment victims are

frightened of the bureaucracy, stigma and

retaliation involved in bringing a formal

complaint," he said.

Ingle said, however, "all women should

complain if they feel they have been a

victim" and stressed that the procedure is

completely confidential.

continued on page S
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EMILY REVISITED — Myles Gordon, a Journalism/English major,

right, and Cindy Emmons, an English major, take their studies a step

further and pay tribute to the famous reclusive romantic poet Emily

Dickinson's grave in Amherst.

Walkways in need of repair
Go everyway 'except where the students walk

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Pedestrian walkways near the Student

I'nion Building will be reconstructed

because the present paths are not suitable

for the large number of people who use

them.
"We have to build walks that understand

that 25,000 students walk on them every

day.' Physical Plant Director Roger

Cherewatti said. He said the walks between

the Student Union and Goodell library, "go

every which way except where the students

walk."

The area in front of the Student Union,

known as the "inner core," is the Campus

Physical Planning Committee's top priority

project. Chairman David Booth said.

Cherewatti said he asked the Landscape

Architecture Department for assistance in

developing a practical theme in the

redevelopment of the inner core area. He

said preliminary drawings of the

development will be written after the 198()

Capital Improvement Budget is approved

by the Massachusetts State Legislature.

Cherewatti said he wants $8. .5 million fur

landscape improvement. Professional

designers will probably be cho.sen to

remodel the area in 1986 and construction

wil begin in 1987, he said.

The committee has also identified two

other major landscaping problems that

need immediate attention, Booth said. A
walking mall will be constructed on Stock

bridge Road, extending from the Central

Residential Area to Worcester Dining

Commons, Booth said.

Signs need to be made that mark the

University entrances is third on the

committee's priority list. Booth said.

Cherewatti said the signs will be placed at

several points along North IMeasant Street

and on Massachusetts Avenue.

B(X)th said ihat the signs will be

illuminated and surrounded by shrubbery.

In addition to identifying landscaping

priorities, the committee also advLses the

administration on long term physical

de\ c'lopments on campus. Booth said.

(545-3500) Tuesday, November 6, 1984

Two arrested

during CIA
recruitment
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police

yesterday arrested two people for

trespassing after they refused to leave a

Hampshire House office where recruitment

interviews were being conducted by a

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

representative.

Police said that I'erry M. Am.sellem. a

UMass It-gal studies major, and Lisa

Sh«>ehy, member of the Northampton

Committee on Central America, were

arrested yesterday about 10:110 a.m. after

refusing to lea\ e the office.

.\msellem and Sheehy were protesting

with graduate students Jerry Fishbein and

Ron Milcarek against the CIA recruiter's

presence on campus.

Amsellem and Sheehy were arraigned

yesterday in Northampton District Court

and were released on a personal

recognizancy. Amsellem said. A pretrial

hearing has been set for Nov. 19. Amsellum

said.

"It is clear that the CIA is not acting in the

name of the people of the United States,"

Amsellem said. "And we are seriously

<)iiestioning why UMass would allow a CIA

recruitment prwess to ix'cur."

cuntinued '>w fxtife .i

UMass to sleep
By KATHV KELLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Three people, dressed in

evening gowns and suits,

can enter your nM)m and ply

you with champagne,
lollipops, Hershey kisses,

and a real kiss goodnight.

No, this is not a dream.

The Hotel Sales &
Marketing Association's

(HSMA) "Tuck in" Director.

Brian Reynolds, .says the

event held each semester

will take place on Nov. 7.

when some students in the

Greek and dormitory areas

will be "tucked in for a good

night's sleep." The 50

volunteer tuckers who are

all members of HSMA will

dress formally for the oc-

casion.

They will also be "put into

the right spirit." Reynolds

said, "by a Happy Hour
before they gooui tucking."

Reynolds said the tuck in

service "breaks the tension

of both the tuckers and

tuckees and relieves the

pressure that comes at this

time of the year."

He said half of the $3 tuck

in charge will go to

"Bright side", a non profit

organization in Springfield

that cares for orphans. The

other half goes to expenses

such as champagne and

lollipops. Reynolds said this

is the first time the tuck in

service has contributed to

charity.

"We usually break even but

we may even lose this year,"

Reynolds said. "As future

hotel and restaurant

professionals, we do this to

learn how to deal with

different interest groups,

like media," said Reynolds.

"It will also give us a feel of

what the hospitality in

dustry will be like."

The tuck-in .service is in its

fifth semester and student

reactions in the past have

ranged from surprise to

confusion and shock,

Reynolds said. Some
students enjoy the ex

perience but others do not

understand the operation.

Reynolds mentioned that

some tuckers have had the

door slammed in their face

by a frightened would be

tuckee. But most of the

time, the confusion is ex

plained away by the

roommate or person

responsible.

Tuck ins tan be purchased

on the Campus Center

Concourse.

Man arrested for DWI,
cocaine possession

\ 2.'i year old Beverly man was arrested

at -iSyh a.m. Sunday and charged with

possession of cocaine, driving while in

toxicated and impeded operation of a

mtttor vehicle. University of

Ma.ssachu.setts police said.

Police said that a car parked in P k)t near

the stadium was turned over on its side.

The incident was reported at 2:09 a.m.

Sunday but damages have not yet been

estimated.

plight people, including five I'Mass

minors were arrested for various

possession of alcohol and transporting

charges in different incidents this past

wt'ekend. police said.

.'\ 1974 Ford van was reported stolen at

12:15 p.m. Friday from lot 26, police said.

A set of luggage and its contents, valued

at $300. were reported stolen at 4:.")1 p.m.

Sunday, from a car parked in the Campus

Center garage, police said.

Police said a couch, valued at $250, was

reported stolen at 5:44 p.m. from the Cape

Cod lounge in the Student Union Building.

There are no suspects in the case.

A motorcycle parked near Hampden
Dining Commons was vandalized causing

$200 in damage, police said.

Police reported that a car's rear window

was smashed while parked in lot 22,

causing $1.50 in damage. ,„,,„...— .loel P. ( offidis.

Take a stand on issues P-o

The success story of an all-Annerican soccer player. . p. 12

"If there has to be a bloodbath, let's get it

over with now.
"

— Ronald Reagan

University of California, 1968 ^
^•*uam ii n iai-iii III' ...a—————«——*—»———^
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Shamie moves toward Kerry's lead
BOSTON - With a final

pre-election poll showing

their race getting tighter,

Democrat John Kerry and
Republican Ray Shamie
toured I he state Monday and

presented their campaign

messages to the voters for

the last time.

The two men, who have

spt'iit atotai of more than $3

million since January in

trying to become the state's

next U.S. senator, stuck

with the themes that

brought them victory in the

Sept. 18 primary: Kerry as

ihe protector of Democratic

social programs and Shamie

as the champion of President

Reagan's tax cuts and

reduced government
spending.

The two men also enlisted

their primary opponents for

a final round of stumping.

Political veteran Elliot

Richardson toured eastern

Massachusetts with Shamie

while U.S. Rep. James
Shannon joined Gov.

Miihael Dukakis, Sen.

Kdward Kennedy and other

Democratic officials in

urging support for Kerry.

A final preelection poll,

conducted Sunday night well

after the visits to the state

by I'resident Reagan and

Democrat presidential

candidate Walter Mondale,

found Kerry had only a 6

point lead over Shamie.

Kerry. the state's

lieutenant governor, criss

cros^-fd I he state by airplane

Monday, trying to hit as

nianv media markets as

possibU- and show people in

various regions of the

comnionweallh that their

votes were important to

him.

Shamie stayed in eastern

Massachusetts, touring

town halls in Weston,

Wcllesley and other com

niunilies with Richardson

before departing to join

Kerry at an old fashioned

political rally in Boston's

West Roxbury neigh

borh(X)d.

Although Democratic Presidential candidate

Walter Mondale is lagging in the polls, he gives

the thumbs-up sign at his last campaign effort in

Los Angeles.
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Toxin law ignored by many
BOSTON - Less than 2

percent of the companies in

Massachusetts have com-

plied with a month-old law

requiring them to tell their

employees and the state

about the toxic substances

tht'y us»', according to a

report published Monday.

The state's 128,000 firms

had until Sept. 2H to tell the

stale Division of

p:nvironniental Quality

Engineering (lEQI) about

the toxic substances at their

facilities, but only 2,000
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Taste Delicious Little Known Wines

50" Glasses Wine All Night

Rt 9, Hadley (across from Mt Farms Mall)
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North Amherst
Tfr«& Auto

Center
fu# ServK* Tre Store
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Acro«i Itom <Nt\iot>ai Store

549-4704
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have complied with the law,

so far. The Boston Globe

said.

However, state officials

said they are not alarmed by

the lack of compliance to the

"RiKht to Know" law

because many of the firms

may not have to respond

because they do not use

toxins.

Myra Schwartz. lEQE's

right to know coordinator,

said there may be only about

6.000 major users or

generators of toxic wastes in

the state and that 20.000 to

40.000 companies may have

no hazardous chemicals and

are exempt from reporting.

"It's almost impossible to

tell you how many people we

will hear from." she said.

"There are 1,500 substances

we are talking about."

She said many firms don't

know about the law and

many others are waiting for

information from chemical

manufacturers. Most big

companies have answered,

and the responses average

50 to 100 pages, she said. "A

lot of companies are trying

to comply."

The law requires

manuiacturers; businesses,

includmg dry cleaning and

auto b«xly shops; univer-

sities, banks. insurance

companies, industries and

cities and towns to list toxic

substances they use.

Ex U.S. Rep dies
WORCESTER - Harold

Daniel Donohue. a 14 term

U.S. congressman who
served on the House
Judiciary Committee during

the Watergate scandal, died

Sunday at St. Vincent's

Hospital. He was 83.

Donohue represented the

3rd District and the former

4th District in the House of

Representatives from 1946

until his retirement in 1974.

He was a longtime Wor
cester resident and prac

ticed law in the city when he

wa« not in Washington.

During his last year in

Congress. Donohue con

centrated on his duties in

the House Judiciary

Committee which conducted

the Watergate impeachment

hearings against former

President Richard Nixon.

Donohue was born in

W^orce.ster in 1901. He
graduated from St. John's

Preparatory School in 1920

and Northeastern
University School of Law in

1926 after four years of

night school.
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RINGS AROUND THE WATER — A tree's branches are reflected in the Campus Pond, swollen

with yesterday's heavy rain. .

Kerry, Shamie ignore financial aid letter

Other candidates also fail to respond to query on stand

By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

John Kerry and Ray Shamie. contesters for the U.S.

Senate seat in Massachusetts and other candidates running

for office failed to respond to a letter sent by students at

the University of Massachusetts that asked whether they

supported financial aid.

The letters, sent by Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA) on October 12. asked, "If elected, will you support

the current federal programs of financial aid to students in

higher education, and current level of appropriations'.' If

not. what changes will you support?" The letter em-

phasized that responses would be revealed "to our student

body of 25.000 before November 6."

The letters were sent to 24 candidates and seven

responses were received, according to Cynthia Howland,

president of SAFA.
"I think that Kerry and Shamie, above all. should have

made sure that a letter be returned," said Howland. "I

think it reflects poorly on them. It's really saying

something when our two people running for a Senate seat

haven't returned letters to their state university."

SAFA received responses from Rep. Silvio Conte (R-

Pittsfield), Mary Wentworth. Conte's Democratic op-

ponent. Rep. Gerry Studds (D-New Bedford). Lew

Crampton. Studds' Republican opponent. Rep. Nicholas

Mavroules (D Peabody). Rep. Edward Roland (D

Springfield)and Rep. Barney Frank (D-FaU River).

Howland expressed some surprise at Conte's letter

supporting financial aid. Conte voted against the Wright

bill, a measure to increa.se funds for financial aid and social

welfare programs for fiscal year 1985. she said.

"Nobody sent us a letter saymg they were against it

(financial aid). The only one that really didn't impress me

was Lew Crampton he didn't even use his own let

terhead." Howland said. Crampton's response was a

written "yes" directly on the original letter that SAFA had

sent.

University criticized

for concert policy
Bv JONATHON PERRY
Collegian Correspondent

The decision by University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators to restrict ticket sales to the two Frank Zappa

concerts on Oct. 28. has drawn criticism from the shows'

producers.

The first show at 7 p.m. was restricted to UMass
students, faculty and staff and was about 200 tickets short

of selling out .said Lance Foley, talent coordinator for the

Union Program Council (UPC).

The second show was restricted to five college students

and attracted 650 students, enough to fill the first four of

the 38 rows of seats. Foley said. "It definitely hurt our

revenue," he said.

The decision to restrict ticket sales was part of the

Halloween restriction of on-campus events that weekend.

The decision was made the first week of October, by John

DeNyse, vice chancellor of administration and finance,

Dennis Madsen. vice chancellor for student affairs and

Randy Donant and Michael Jones of the Student Activities

Office. Foley said.

UPC was not consulted or informed of the decision until

four days before tickets went on sale, he said. Madsen said

UPC members should have anticipated the administrative

action.

"The UMass policy is a four-year-old restriction." he said.

"Clearly. UMass has had a history of limiting Halloween

events, and our decision was ba.sed on the same kind of

rationale we've had the last four years."

"Our office staff seems to be together in our support of

UPC." Jones said. "We're talking about four or five years

ago that all of this bad business happened. The students

seem to be very resposible in the way they present ac-

tivities and I think it's time to give the students the benefit

of the doubt." Jones said.

Donant. director of the office, said, "It's important that

we look to the future to make sure this type of thing

doesn't happen again." A proposed compromise to open the

first show to the general public was rejected by the other

administrators involved, Donant and Jones said.

"Normally, every show we produce, we sell to UMass and

the community," Foley said. "Had UPC been able to sell to

the general public, we probably would have sold out both

shows and maybe made a profit."

DeNyse said that the decision addressed a concern of the

UMass community based on "the problems we've had in

the past when the campus was open to everybody."

Foley said that UPC, which produces about 30 shows a

year, tries to get back 80 percent of its pro|frammLng

money for each show. UPC is funded by the Board of

Oovernors, the Student Activities Trust Fund and the

UMass Arts Council.

The exclusion of non students from campus on Halloween

weekends began four years ago in response to vandalism

on campus.

C _Womens Forum ;]

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to wtrmen's issues. Notices

should he sent to the Wmten's News Editor,

care of the Collegian, the Fridny before th£

event.

TUESDAY - The Working Women's

Program at the Everywoman's Center is

sponsoring an Assertiveness and Leader-

ship Skills group from 7 to 9 p.m. This is

the third in a series of eight and will be

facilitated by Joyce Clark.

WEDNESDAY - The Everywoman s

Center will sponsor a Career Development

Skills Group from 7 to 9 p.m. It will be

facilitated by Joyce Clark.

Graduate Woman's Admission and

General Educational Support (WAGES)

sponsors a brown-bag luncheon every

Wednesday from noon to 2 p.m. in Campus

Center Room 805-809.

The Women's Caucus will meet at 4 p.m.

in Room 415 of the Student Union

Building. All women senators are en-

couraged to attend.

THURSDAY - My Sister in this House.

an award-winning drama about four lonely

women, will play at Hampshire College at 8

p.m. Admission is $2.50.

Susan Heschel will give a talk "On Being

a Jewish Feminist" at 4.15 p.m. m the

Chaplain Lounge at Amherst and again at

7:30 p.m. in Seelye Hall at Smith College.

FRIDAY — The Women's Admissions

and General Educational Support

(WAGES) program at the Everywoman's

Center is holding a support group for

graduate women from 7 to 9 p.m.

The rape hotline is 545-0800.

Collclfian [>liolu liy I'htii MH^ItiKh

WHERE'S NOAH? Yesterday morning's heavy rainfall floods a Puff-

ton Village parking lot, but today the sun will make an appearance.

iKharassment
.continued from page 1

200 pints of UMass blood wanted

Carol Johnson, co chairwoman of the

Sexual Harassment Education Committee

said, "I don't think women really un-

derstand the procedure, " because "all the

research and data shows that women are

afraid of the reporting environment (formal

hearing)."

According to Gadlin, the procedure is still

in the midst of evaluation "with every

feature being looked at," and expects "to

have some revisions by the end of this

year."

Although the policy and procedure are

campus wide, a student who wishes to bring

a complaint against another student may

also do so under Section 2B 1 or the Code of

Student Conduct said Charmaine

Wijeyesinghe. a judicial liason for the Dean

of Students Office.

Under this section harassment mcludes.

"verbal and or written invasion or violation

of any individuals rights through graffiti,

obscene telephone calls and or other

means.
In cases of student complaints against

another student informal resolution is first

sought either through the victim's resident

director if the student lives in a dormitory

or through the Dean of Students Office.

If informal resolution fails, either party

has a right to a closed hearing with the

Student Judicial Board. The Board's

decision may be appealed either to the

Residential Appeals Board or the

University Discipline Board.

According to Wijeyesinghe, 24 cases were

handled by the Dean of Students Office for

the 1983 academic year. "I don't think that

adequately reflectes the problem out there,

the biggest problem is getting victims to

'ome forward." she said.

"The best way to deal with it is to educate

people about harassment," and "education

on sexual harassment is absolutely essential

in changing the norms of how men treat

women," she said.

In addition to its weekly

effort, the American Red

Cro.ss is holding a special

blood drive today through

Thursday in the Student

Union Ballroom from 9:30 to

3:30 p.m.

The special drive, held

eve y semester, is shooting

for 200 pints of blood each

day. according to Richard

Rubin, field representative

for Western Mass.

Rubin said that they need

about 220 people to donate

each day. and welcome both

students and faculty.

"UMass will be carrving

most of the weight for this

drive." Rubin said.

The drive is being spon

sored by the Faculty Wives,

Gamma Sigma Sigma, and

Alpha Phi Omega.

— DANIEL WHITE

ifprotesters
The CIA representative was on campus as

part of the University Placement Service

(UPS) program, which schedule interviews

for students with prospective employers.

According to Clark Edwards, UPS
as.sociate director, the University does not

choose organizations to come to UMass for

recruitment unless surveys through ad

vertisement response and student resumes

show that a market for a company's visit

exists amoung UMass students.

Edwards said that although people showed

_^.i^.^.^—^——> continued from page 1

interest in the CIA. the recruiter left

campus early because only four people had

spoken to him.

Jerry Kishbein said yesterday that the

demonstration had been organized by the

Radical Student Union and the Western

Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity

Commntee. The protest was expected to

draw about 25 people, but that number

diminished because most of the planned

participants were arrested for civil

disobedience demonstrations this weekend

in Washington D.C.
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Letters

Just wondering about Reagan

In a recent interview, Ronald Reagan criticized Walter

Mondale for picking Geraldine F'erraro for his running

mate l)ecause he believes the choice was based on her sex

and not her ex|>erience.

Reagan was quoted as saying "1 guess what I'm trying

to say is that the [selection] must f>e based not just purely

on the sex of the candidate, but must also be based on the

qualifications of the candidate." He also suggested that

the choice was "tokenism or cynical symbolism."

Now I ^vas wondering: If Reagan is so much against

choosing ^vomen for important roles because of their sex

and not their experience (and Ferraro has served three

terms in ;he House of rtepresentatives, far more ex-

perience than many Vice Presidential candidates), then

why did pe choose the relatively unknown and un-

distinguished Sandra Day O'Connor for the Supreme

Court?

Thomas Harrington
Sylvan

Healthy teeth a necessity

Mr. Armacost and his friends from the Flat Earth Socie-

ty continue to mislead and misquote scientific literature in

order to persuade the public that flouridation is BAD.

F^luoride is ,wt a drug! It is a mineral essential for proper

nutrition as are iodine, calcium and many other

substances. True, it is only required in relatively minor

amounts and is deleterious if given in excess dosages, but

the same holds for most other nutrients - even pure

water!

It is also true that dental cavities have decreased nation-

wide in part due to nettei- nutrition and to some extent

tecause the general levei of fluoride in food has increased.

However, in areas of low aatural fluoride availability, such

as ours, we still are below the optimal level recommended

- one oart oer million! Mr. Armacost cites a judge's opin-

ion against nuoridation. Legal procedures cannot make

scientific decisions - they merely affirm or negate opi-

nions. Be that as it may - no anti-fluondation decision

has ever been sustained by a court of last resort! No

reputable source has ever documented a case of injury due

to fiuoridated water in 100 years' experience with natural

fluorides and 40 years' of fluoridated water - well beyond

the lag ueriod for cancer to occur, yet anti-fiuoridationists

continue to raise this specter. There are documented

cases of death due to systemic infection from tooth decay!

lyRv/as +^e N..^V>V of V^t t\e->»oN aN\D all tWo^c^V, -the VlWc House ..
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ISRAEL S REMARKABLE UNIVERSITIES OFFER SEMESTl R TO YEAR PROGRAMS, 'OORSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH. TRANSFER CREDITS, MODERATE

FEES, SCHOLARSHIPS, TOURING & 'JIORE! iENO COUPON NOW TO: THE ISRAEL UNIVERSITY CENTER. 515 PARK AVENUE, 2ND 'LOOR^NY^NVJ0022

The Israel

Uiuvereity Center
SIS Park Avenue
/ind Floor
iXew York, NY 10022.
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To master your career in business, see
The Specialist Bentley Graduate School.
Organizations m today's complex business world

need both competent general managers and

skilled specialists with expertise m specific busi-

ness functions That's why Bentley College offers

students a choice of five different graduate busi-

ness programs

You can select from four specialized master of

science programs, m accountancy, computer

information systems, finance or taxation, to com-

plement your undergraduate degree m liberal

arts, science, or business Or choose our unique

f^BA program that, unlike most other MBAs, is

tied into our specialized programs, allowing

you six areas of concentration plus interaction

with fellow students and professors with special

ized perspectives

Located )ust nine miles fram Boston on Route 128

fVlassachusetts high-technology highway Bentley

College offers graduate programs tha' mirror the

real-world business environment where general

managers and their more specialized colleagues

work hand-in-hand to achieve success for their

organizations and their own careers

If you're looking to be the master of your

business future, see The Specialist. Send this

coupon to the Bentley College Graduate
School or call (617) 891-2108.

Visit us on Graduate and Professional School Day
November 7, 1984

Tuesday, November 6, 1984

Your friends from Boston, New York and many other

municipalities with public water supplies (over 120 million

Americans) enhance their chances to have healthy t«eth —
we think Amherst's children are entitled to the same.

Otto L. Stein
Professor of Botany

Fluoridation? Answer today

The following facts dealing with the efficiency and cost

of fluoridavmg Amherst's public water supply were ob-

tained from the State Department of Public Health's

engineering prospective prepared in A {»ril for Amherst's

Board of Health, and should be carefully considered by

voters in arriving at their decision as to how to vote on the

upcoming referendum question.

Approximately 24,000 pounds (12 tons) per year of

sodium fluoride would be added to Amherst's water sup-

ply at five or six points of application. Of these 24,000

pounds, only a maximum of five pounds would be utilized

to provide the 1 p.p.m. dosage suggested for some 2,500

children if each drank the necessary daily amount of

fluoridated water. The remaining 23,995 pounds of

fluoride would be in water used for cooking, dishwashing,

showering and bathing, flushing toilets, clothes washing,

watering flowers and lawns, wasning cars, air-

conditioning and commercial purposes; ^vith most of it

ending up in the Connecticut River!

Amherst already has an excellent low-cost dental care

program for their school children and fluoridation would

be of little, if any, benefit. The yearly cost of the proposed

fluoridation of the water is $15,000 for Sodium Fluoride,

$6,400 for daily labor, $1,000 for electricity and $2,000 for

amortization of equipment.

Water Department operators handling sodium fluoride

will be required to wear protective gear - gloves, goggles

and dust masks.

Amherst has a complex water system and most agree

the water is not of the best quality. Adding sodium

fluoride will not improve its quality and will only result in

farther complications. Fluoridation was tried in Nor-

thampton and discontinued because of operating pro-

blems. Agawam. Chicopee ;ind Spriiigfiold have voted

overwhelmingly against fluoridation. If there is any doubt

about safety, efficiency or cost, 'ne prudent thing to qo is

leave it out. Vote "NO" on Question 1 today.

L.R. Mannheim
Amherst

Having Hassles?
We Can Help.

^X/^

Mediation Project
an nitamativ* m«thod of solving problamt:

• Roomat**
• l_andlord/Tenant
• IMaighbors

• Studant/Facuity
• Saxual Haraaament
• Family membara
• Employaa/ Employar

545-2462
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Bentley College
M Graduate School

Waltham. MA 02254

Yes, I'd like to learn more. Please send me
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MS in Computer U MS in Finance
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Master in Business Administration
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Vote for the issues
Today, University of

Massachusetts students, staff,

faculty and administrators will

vote for candidates who will

lead this nation and the state

for the next several years. By
casting their votes for the can-

didates, voters will also be

making choices on issues that

will shape the future of this

country.

Too often, the real issues at

stake can be lost amid cam-

paign rhetoric. We urge that

voters not only choose the can-

didates who they feel will best

lead the country, but also to

vote for the candidates who
have demonstrated a

knowledge of the issues and

willingness to work to benefit

all of America.

The Collegian feels the

following issues merit voters'

attention while casting ballots

today, and we urge you to

decide according to their

stands on these issues.

Equal Rights Amendment:
Vote for the candidate who op-

poses discrimination in all its

forms, and who supports a

Constitutional mandate
guaranteeing equal rights and

equal opportunities for all

Americans.
Nuclear Freeze: The

senseless nuclear arms build-up

squanders resources for all

Americans while endangering

the security and future of the

entire human race. Vote for

the candidate who supports a

mutually-verifiable freeze, the

first step toward reducing ten-

sions and the nuclear stockpile.

Financial Aid: Vote for the

candidate who believes that the

federal government should in-

sure that anyone who wants or

needs an education should not

be denied that right to oppor-

tunity because of economic

hardship.

Abortion: Vote for the can-

didate who supports a woman's
right to control her own body.

Social Security: America's

elderly, who have supported

the government all their lives,

should not have to live in con-

stant fear that their benefits

will be cut back without their

consent. Vote for the can-

didate who supports strong

social security programs for

the elderly and disadvantaged.

Central America: Vote for

the candidate who will not

allow U.S. tax money to sup-

port corrupt and cruel regimes,

and who will not allow the

United States to become in-

volved in international ter-

rorism, in that region.

Supreme Court: Vote for the

candidate who will make sure

the people who interpret the

Constitution represent all

Americans, not just special in-

terest groups.

Federal Budget: Vote for

the candidate who has a

realistic plan to reduce the

huge federal deficit that

threatens the economic future

for all Americans. Vote for the

candidate who will distribute

the government's money fairly

and sensibly.

The United States govern-

ment was built on the ideal of

equal opportunity for all. Vote

today to support those ideals.

Unsigned editorials represent

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Random notes-

By process of elimination, the winner is...

Geez, these certainly aren't the g()o<i ole

days. Somebody told me that these days

are better; that these are the best days

mankind has ever seen. That is precisely

the type of vote getting, upper-middle-

class, idealistic bullshit that politicians (and

thus our government) are thriving on.

Well, it's election time again. It's time

for glorious rallies, elaborate campaign

platforms, and cheering crowds. It's elec-

tion time again; it's time for fear.

The bathroom stalls are becoming

politically active again. I read one neatly

done, well-researched statement this

groggy morning warning young

Republicans to wake up. It warned them

that good ole Ronnie has been brain-

washing them for the last four years.

Following the warning were several of the

'bad' thi. ?s that he has done. "VOTE
DEMOCF'ATIC, VOTE MONDALE!" was

the cry of this bathroom editorial. Another

messaee. scrawled across the wall in the

STger rriotif. stated. "FRITZ SUCKS!

VOTE AMERICAN!"

understood human rule that those with

money can't lose.

These are the days of wishy-washiness.

Honorable men with brilliant minds, and

brilliant pens, do not run for political office

anymore. There are no more Ben

Franklins or Thomas Jeffersons. Instead

we. today, have actors and businessmen,

people who know how to get ahead but

don't know how to treat those who are

beneath them. It's a tough, complicated

world and it's difficult to please everyone,

but today's leaders plea.se nobody but those

who have money — those who get votes.

Both Mondale and Reagan are less than

what I would choose to be the President.

I'd like neither of the i to be President.

What it boils down to, though, is that I

dislike Reagan more so I'm going to vote

for Mondale to keep Ronnie out of office.

It's a sad state of affairs when we have to

employ the process of elimination to vote

for the most powerful office in the world.

Jason Talerman is a Collegian staff

member.
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Democrats and the future
'He cumbers himself never about corme-

(fuences, about interests: he git^es an in-

dependent, genuine verdict."

Ralph Waldo Emerson, from Self-Reliance

On this election day. when President

Reagan will l>e elected to his second term,

there are many who say that WalUT Mon

dale's campaign is the last gasp of the old-

style Democratic Party.

But it cannot be argued that there is a

great re-alignment, portending GOP
dominance, at hand. A recent Harris Poll

indicated that by a two-by-one margin,

voters said they thought that the country

would Ix' worse off if Reagan had a

Republican majority in the House with

which to work, than it would if the

Democrats retained control of the House.

But (/^'-alignment, wherein party affilia-

tion counts for less than individual drawing

fK)wer. seems j)lausible — at least for now.

It is evidenced in the fact that many of

those who voted for Gary Hart in the

primaries will \>e voting for Reagan today.

Reagan appeals to them, as Hart did, as the

maverick outsider fighting against what is

{)erceived as an ineffective system.

Ralph Whitehead, professor in UMass'

Journalism Department, said on WCJBY's

Face the State last Friday that the

Democratic Party cannot chalk up this

year's results to nothing more than an un-

successful race against a popular incum-

bent President and assume that no changes

need be made to the party Ix-'tween now

and 1988.

But what about after that?

Whitehead mentioned that he notices

among his students and others not

selfishness per se, but a desire for in-

dependence, a desire U) succeed without

too much help - a desire for self-reliance.

I watched a professor from Harvard's

Kennedy School of Government say

something along these lines on Channel 2's

Ten O'clock News one night, aft*r John

Kerry and Ray Shamie had debated about

poverty in Boston's South End.

This professor said that the positive reac-

tion of those in poverty when Shamie says.

"I made it on my own and so can you,

without government handouts" should not

be discounted. He said it relates to the

pioneer spirit of this country, and those

who are poor want desperately to believe.

This is the same spirit of independence that

Whitehead sees as emerging and of which

Reagan preaches.

But Reagan's spirit of self-reliance has

not worked for the betterment of the

many: More people live in poverty today

than have at any time since 1961; five

Andrew M. Paven

million newly-imfM)verished since he took

office - in 1982 alone, IVZfy.om children.

Median income in 198.'^ was up from 1982,

but was still lower than it was in 1980 -

the last year of Jimmy Carter's presidency.

As many people are out of work now as

were when he first took office and in an

economically-ravaged place like (Jary, In-

diana, unemployment is still around 18 ^>er-

cent. The economy is booming, yes, but not

from cuts in the federal budget as was pro-

mised but, rather, from a massive Keyne-

sian infusion of capital into the budget of

the Defense Department that has driven up

the Federal Deficit to an unprece<lented

level. Inflation is down, but intere.st rates

remain some nine or 10 percent above the

raU' of inflation, thus real inU'rest rates are

about what they were when he took office.

And still Reagan will l)e elected by a land-

slide — dreams die hard. The dream of l)e-

ing self-reliant is powerful and regardless

of Reagan's success in his second term, it

will probably still live on in 1988. In the

IX'mocratic F'arty, charismatic, but old-line

Mario Cuomo may have his hands full with

a populist like Hart.

But beyond 1988?

It seems to me that reliance on the

Union, the Social Program and the Coali-

tion did not spring full-blown like Athena,

but grew up as a reaction to a system that

did not fulfill the warts and needs of the

pf)pulace. The individual found that his or

her strength rested in the numl)ers provid-

ed by the institution.

If this populist mo<xl of self-reliance con-

tinues, with only the limited economic suc-

cess of the last four years, and those who
were once employed by core industries in

union jobs — or their children who succeed

them — find that because of de-

industrialization the salaries of their new
non-union jobs in the service industries

cannot provide them with the standard of

living to which they aspire, then there may
be a strong return in 1992 or 1996 to coali-

tion politics.

The unions and the social programs grew

out of felt needs. If those needs are not

met by populist self-reliance, then it will be'

interesting to see what happens to the

corose of the old Democratic Party.

Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian columnist.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events hap-

pening in and around
the University. Events
listed will appear on
the day they take
place, except Friday,

which will also carry

the events happening
Saturday and Sunday.

ECK STl'DENT
TEACHING II - Early

Childhood Education
majors: There will be

MANDATORY orienlation

meeting? for Student

Teaching; II (EDCC 500C).

Spring '85, 2:3() 4:()0 p.m..

R<K)m 151. Hills South.

CONCEKT: ESTELLA
OI.EVSKY. VALTEH
DESI'AIJ - Notec
Yugoslav cellist and visiting;

music professor Valtei

Despalj and pianist Estelb

Olevsky perform works ot

Frescobaldi. Beethoven,

Schumann and Yuj(osla\

composers Macek ano

I'apandupolo. 8:00 p.m.,

Bezan.son Recital Hall.

AASA MEETING- All

AASA members encourajfed

to attend Tuesday's
meeting. Agenda includes

Lane. ECASU, Spring
show, upcoming activities,

etc. New members always

welcomed. 7:30 p.m.. CC.

UPC GENERAL
MEETING - We still have

talent on the make! There's

still time to get involved.

Watch the showcase or come

up to the office for meeting

Ux-ation. 6:30 p.m.

FILM: GUILTY RY
REASON OF RACE -
•JLMKK) .American citizens

\M 1, lieiamed" in 1942

behind barbed wire and

under guard. Their crime?

They were of Japanese

ancestry and we were at war

with Japan. 7:00 p.m..

Center for Racial Studies.

Moorehouse.

ANNUAL FALL RED
CROSS HLOOI) DRIVE -
Participants must be ol

normal health, over 110 lbs.

and between 18 yrs. and 6t}

yrs. Donating blood is a

simple procedure — the

total experience takes about

A') minutes. Tues, Nov. 6,

Wed. Nov. 7, Thurs. Nov. 8.

SUB.

^00^
OF THE

$1.00 OFF
^eeH

Eat In

or

Take Out{

GIANT SUBS
Freshly Sliced

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREA!!!

Rt 9 253-9521 314 College St.

Mondav-Fridav 6?0 ^^^^"^^^m

Pet Sematary

by Stephen King

Open:

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Q,UNIVERSITY
^ ^<7a ^^^ fnr\ ^^ T^% TTT^. i^J-

ihfUSTORE
I

Located in the Campus Center

FLUORIDATION IS FOR
EVERYONE!

97 communities in Massachusetts enjoy the benefits of

fluoridation--half of the people in the Commonwealth-many
since 1951.

123 million Americans do, too

Fluoridation is endorsed by every major health organization

including:

American Academy of Allergy American Osteopathic Association

National Kidney Foundation

U.S. Centers for Disease Control

World Health Organization

American Cancer Society

American Diabetes Association

American Heart Association

New York City

Boston

Chicago

Some of the many cities with fluoridated water are:

Philadelphia Washington, D.C. St. Louis

Detroit Cleveland

San Francisco New Orleans

Atlanta

Oklahoma City

Minneapolis

Buffalo

Miami

CAN ALL THESE ORGANIZATIONS AND PEOPLE SU PPURT
DON'T BE SWAYED BY HYSTERICAL CLAIMS' FLUOR IDATION

s/« ATEF^c^fvE. VOTE "YES" ON #1 - TODAY!!!
Amherst Citizens for Fluoridation, Karol Wisneski, Treasurer, Amherst

5
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Black Affairs

Issues before canidates
By YADIKA A. BKTANCES
Collegian Staff

T<xiay, the American people will make a very important

decision. The decision is a tough one, but it will determine

the future of America and whal course the destiny of the

world will take, particularly in Central America. South

Africa and the Middle East.

Because the 1984 elections wUI be one of the most im

portant elections in the history of America, before deciding

which presidential candidate will best represent us and

cater to our needs as Blacks and minorities, a review of the

present administration is necessary.

First, let's start with the cruel realitie>^. During the first

half of 1984. 1*).5 Blacks were unemployed, according to

the Monthly Labor Review. This figure does not include

people w ho have hopelessly given up looking for a job.

I'.S. aid to El Salvador in the past four years is $1 billion.

The number of U.S. supported guerrillas in Nicaragua is

1.').()()().

The number of civilians killed in El Salvador since the

present administration look office is 4U.00U. El Salvador's

population is five million.

The present administration tore up the Civil Right

Commission, while telling the American public that it has a

great Civil Rights record.

This is the same administration that cut the CETA
program. Welfare and school lunches, which help Blacks

and minorities make ends meet.

.\nti discrimination regulations for federal contractors

doing business with the federal government has been

relazed. In 1979. the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission filed 'M) employment discrimination cases

against employers; in fiscal year '82. the EEOC filed only

104.

As a "christian." President Ronald Reagan supports the

racist government of South Africa.

To cite how the present administration have turned back

the clock on civil rights and on programs to create op

portunities for Blacks and other minorities will take the

entire Cullegian.

When ch(X)sing a candidate today, look at the issues,

review the records and make the RICHT choice.

UMass provost is a man
with many hats

KOREM, ETHIOPIA — Boy sits on his mother's lap at an emergency feeding

center in 1983. Ten million Ethiopians are dying of famine each day. The plight

in the East African nation underscores what they call a disastrously skewed

and inefficient international system for averting African food crises.

By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

Dr. Erederick Tillis wears many hats.

Director of the Fine Arts Center at the

llniversity of Massachusetts, and assistant

provost, he is also a musician, a composer,

and an educat«)r.

As a composer he has written more than

HH compositions, both of jazz and classical

European style. He is also a da-ssical

American jazz saxophonist. Since 19HH he

has deliberately written in a style based

upon elements that are natural outgntwths

of his ethnic and cultural background.

Some rhythmic structural influences in his

work go back to Africa, including various

elements of jazz. Tillis has written and

published texts on Jazz Theory and Im-

provisati<m. He has performed in over 33

public performances and has published

over a dozen books and recorded over

seven symphonic pieces.

He proved his musical abilities FYiday

when he appeared as sfx'cial guest at the

Big Band Music of the SOs and «i()s at the

FAC. Tillis' {K'rformance was excjuisite.

He played the saxophone with the

Caribbean week slated
By PAliLA DUVAL
Collegian Correspondent

Attempting to embrace Caribbean people

in a week of cultural events, the Caribbean

week w ill be celebrated at the University of

Massachusetts starting tomorrow with a

music, art and literature tertulia.

The week will be highlighted by a poetry

reading by Jose Ramon "Che" Melendez. a

Puerto R"ican poet on Thursday at the

Campus Center at 4:30. A film entitled "The

Two Worlds of Angelita." will be shown

later that night. A panel discussion on the

conflicts and prejusism confronted by

Caribbean immigrants in the United States

will be held on Saturday at 1:00 p.m. m
Romm 803 of the Campus Center.

The theme of this year's celebration is

Caribbean Unity.

The rclebrati<»n is sponsored by .MIOR.-A.

the Latin American student organization at

UMass.
Rut hie Arroyo, AHORA member ex-

plained Caribbean people are united by

their I ndio African roots despite cultural

differences such as language.

"Our rhythms, feelings and history is

one." Arroyo said.

"Che" Melendez is a political poet. Many

Puerto Rican singers put music to his

poems as part of the "new song" movement.

The movie is the story of a Puerto Rican

girl torn between ihv .American and the

Spanish culture.

The fiftieth anniversary of the Western

Mass. Veneremos Brigade will be

celebrated Friday at Yvonne's Place in the

New Africa House within the week of ac-

tivities.

"I At AHORA) We are doing a job with a

bright future." Arroyo said.

^«= =*«= =»#= =»<= ^«=
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Minority Opportunities Committee

University of Texas at Austin

School of Law
will be recruiting prospective

law students on campus

Wed. Nov. 7th 9:00 - 12:00 pm
Hampshire House

University Placement Service

energetic blow that made the audience

cheer with much enjoyment.

As an educator. Dr. Tillis feels very

strongly about the education provide(l at

UMass. "It is very healthy and go«>d," he

.said.

"1 think the University of Massachusetts

is a very strong public university. I point

out that it is a very strong public university

iH'cause I l)elieve its very success in educa-

tion is a cross-section of students probably

with greater range of understanding than

can be found in many private institutions,"

he said.

"Aside from academic strength it has

developed a critical mass of diverse ethnic

and racial groups of students, which serve

to teach basic attitudes regarding the give

and take of memlK-rs in our educational

community," Tillis said.

Tillis .sees the increase of Third World

students at the I 'niversity a need for diver-

sity Iteing met. "It's ecstatic, marvelous,

and it's gofxi for the University." he said.

"It make the University a richer place in

terms of its racial and ethnic body, which

American democracy strives to achieve."

he .said.

Asian advisory program
successful
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Correspondent

A program emphasizing friendship

designed to help Asian American students

make the transition from high school to

college has been very successful during its

two years, the program's coordinator said.

Carol Young, assistant director of the

(\)mmittee for the Collegiate Education of

Blacks and Other Minorities (CCEBMS)

said, "the purpose of the program is to help

Asian American students blend into the

University community and establish a

strong sense of identity."

As a minority group, Asian students face

manv prejudices. One major prejudice is

that all Asian students excel in academics.

This <reats a negative positive feeling

toward the students placing them under

subconscious pressure to succeed,

cspirially in the .sciences, he said.

.Another prejudice that Asian students

face are the stereotypes created and en

forced by the media. "The media portrays

Asian women as exotic, erotic, mystical,

and special in worldly ways. It portrays

Asian men as awkward, gawky and nerd

like. " Young said. "We have represen

tatives of all types of personalities ju.st like

all other races of people." she said.

The program helps students overcome

these prejudices by providing a support

group and generating camaraderie among

the Asian students. It also helps to break

the stereotypes and create internal pride

amoung the Asian student community.

During the spring, the program sendsout

flyers, a program's representative talk to

Asian American groups, upperclassmen.

and former peer advisors to .see it they are

interested in the program.

Advisors meet once or twice a semester

with Young to discuss orientation, talk

about schedule, and attend various

workshops.

"We want the students lo feel as if they

are talking to a "big brother" or 'big

sister.' Young said.

She said the program helps make the

transition easier for Asian .American

students and the students make more

friends among the .Asian community.

Many of the advisors are former advi.sees of

the pr(»gram. Young stated they volunteer

for the program because "the program

helped them so much that they want to pass

on whal thev have learned toothers."

^^

Announcements
The Center for Racial Studies in Moore

House. Southwest is sponsoring a film

series. The series will show films about

.\i;.. ri.i'.n minorities starting tonight at 7

with the A.sian American film. "Guilty by

'ea.son of Race."

Other films to ue shown will be. Nov. \d.

To Be Young. Gifted and Black" about the

life and works oi Black playwright Lorraine

Hansberry; Nov. 20, "Brave-hearted

Woman" a Native American film about the

life of Annie Mae Aquash and "Number

Our Days" an account /creation of a Jewish

community ageism to be shown Nov. 27.

The Cape Verdean Student Alliance will

have a meeting Thursday at 5 p.m. in the

New Africa House 2nd floor lounge.
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hi^4LTH & BEAUTY
SALE

$1.21
original

dry

scented

$1.39
3 oz.

Right

Guard

bronze

$1.99

reg. $2. 79['^•0X28^3:

$1.79
8oz.

shampoo
and

finishing

rinse

$1.09
5 oz.

reg. $1.48

regular

gel

$2.89
Playtex 28's

Sale Items

also available

in the

Mini Store

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the

Campus Center

Cidig&t!^

$1.29
Actifed

12 pack

ESIQIi

,&^'
sT
DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S J

i^^ COUPONS I
i on all Haf»lth and Baauty Aidt Products |
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ELECTION NIGHT
at

Bribes, Prizes, Contests £f Results

GRAND PRIZE - Magavox V.C.R.

winner must be present at the drawing

Fidel Castro Look Alike Contest
(1st Prize - Box of Cigars)

Ballot

1. Name the Presidential candidate this year with the initials L.L.

2. What President probably hung around Smith College?

3. Who is the last bachelor president?

4. What party did Ronnie Reagan belong to?

5. What candidate claims to be a better fisherman?

Name

College

There will be more ballots available the night ot the election

(Stuffing the ballot box is legal)

Many other prizes and contests

The Result. . .a good time'
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Today's Weather
Partly cloudy Uxlay with some streams of sun.

Temj)eratures in the mi(i-40s to -fiOs. Tonight, clear and

cold; get the blankets out with temj)eratures in the 2()s.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
(xliird by Trudr Mkhrl Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Luxurifile

6 — girl'

9 Skiets tow
tj Feel pity lor

14 Fish eating

bird

15 Bull Comb
tofm

16 Crossing sign

1? Wordy
19 Silver Screen

jiren

:m TrinidadS

neighbor

22 Lukewarni

24 Satebreakei

2f) Exploits

ff«cessivelv

t'» Hall pirit

32 DesK set it. •

33 ArranqenH"

35 Praci

36 Arthu

38 Timebpdfi

39 Pierre s stal.

Abb'
4j Magi
42 Changi! a ubr
45 Pans season

4h Father <)(

Ihesev^b

48 Groups antv\

50 Legal suit

52 Busybody
53 Cellulose

lab'ir

56 Accustoi-n. :

59 Strait bel^-. •

Long I an :

Stalen I

N V

61 Fix over

62 Chiet feulonii

god
63 Partct a

monogram
64 Orne Rive' '

65 and
terminer

66 P A Taylor s

sleuth -

—

Mayo
6/ Miiiay

DOWN
1 Wingding
2 part

3 Bakery need

4 German
astronomer
I5n 1630

5 Omniscient

6 Likewise
7 Chinese

society

8 In a rage

9 Coiottui birds

10 Billy

11 Type ot code
12 Reel s partner

15 Stained

18 Lament
.""O t )mpositniii

• (Restrain

fAnw conliil*-n'

29 E. "tensive

30 Gladden
•

' Actri^SS

Sommer ot al

i4 Noaqin"!

37 Digger at

times
41 Turkish title

43 Forgiveness

44 Jewish title

ot honor
4 7 Scorch
49 Fountainhead
51 Courtyards

53 Ship '

54 Yield by treaty

55 Years and
years

57 First garden

58 Title lor a

Spanish lady

59 Noah s number
60 German how.

as in

geht s^
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D.C. Menu

Roast Beef
LUNCH
Open- Face
Sandwich

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

DINNER
Scalloped Spajchetli

with Meat Sauce

Simmered Corn Beef/

Horseradish Sauce

P'niil Plate with Orange

Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Hi Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce

Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom

Sauce
Fruit Plate with Orange

Bread
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Uri Ra'anan
Professor of Ir^ternatior^ol Politics at

the Fletcher School of Low or^d

Diplomacy, at Tufts University
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V)<VNer^^
p\acert\ent

Speofc/ng on

"The Middle East and
the Superpowers"
Wednesday, Nov. 7 7:30 p.m.

Campus Center 163

Co-eaitor and Contributor to The
Superpowers m a Muitmuciear World.

Ethnic Resurgence m Modern
Oerriocratic Stotes Human Resources

and Conflicts omong others

Former advisor to both Sen Paul
Tsongas' Panel on SALT and (then)
Governor Reagan s Foreign Policy and
Defense Team

Dr Radnan has made hundreds of local

and national TV and radio
appearances, especially during the

various Middle Eastern crises

Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Htllel
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beatthe
cafeteriablues!

Come meet Mollie Fitzgerald, a senior at Duke University

and author of the ON CAMPUS COOKBOOK. Sample her easy,

delicious recipes and learn how to cook inexpensive real food

in your dorm room with a hot pot, toaster oven and blender.

CAE/CAD/CAM

'''CoMPUTERVISION

Future isYours

Design
TO I ^.— ^^.,-vk I As a Fortune 1000 leader

with an installed base m
excess of $1 25 billion.

Computervision Corporation has the resources to

build on your best ideas — ideas that will help rev

olutionize plant design and construction, microelec

tronics. aerospace, energy, mapping, and industrial

and con.-.umer products manufacturing Resources to

help you play a vital role in creating our new genera

lion of CAE/CAD/CAM systems that will bring the

integration of Computer Aided Engineering/Design/

Manufacturing within the reach of every industry

We pioneered CAD/CAM Today, we re an industry

leader, constantly developing and implementing solu-

tions of the future For example, we recently launched

a development program des.gned to make CAE/CAD/
CAM technology even more comprehensive and acces-

sible to a much greater number of industrial and com
mercial users The result of the program is a three-

tiered product offering the CDS-3000. CDS 4000. and

CDS-5000 Series The CDS-3000 Series of intelligent

workstations is designed to bring 32 bit microprocess-

ing power to the engineer s desk for a variety of

focused CAE/CAD/CAM applications The CDS-400C.

the heart of the CDS family of integrated systems,

offers functionality unmatched in the industry and

sets the standard for productivity, cost-effectiveness,

quality of results and expandibility for multi-applica-

tion, high performance systems. Our large CDS-5000
provides sophisticated applications tools never be'ore

offered for relational database management to inter

face vi/ith other information processing tools, plus

CAE/CAD/CAM data distribution and management
capability.

Our unprecedented success in the past and

our very practical vision of the future offers talented

creative engineers a wide variety of challenging oppor

tunities in areas such as;

MARKETING
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
HARDWARE ENGINEERING
DIAGNOSTICS ENGINEERING
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MANUFACTURING
CUSTOMER SERVICE

If you want a future that includes working on the most

exciting technologies in a fast-track environment, consider

Computervision Corporation We will be on campus
November 13th Please contact your Placement Office to

arrange an interview or send your resume to

Tim Stark, Manager of College

Relations, Computervision
Corporation, 15 Crosby Drive,

Bedford. MA 01730 An Equal r«r-iiv>irai i-rE=C3\yicsir~ilSJ
Opportunity Employer COMPUTERVISIOIM

* Mckay
ctmtinuedfroin page 1-i

Culverhouse. The 61-

yoar old McKay underwent

cataract surgery on his right

eye Sept. 19 and said he

would have a similar

operation on his left eye at

th<' end of the season.

"Kecenl weeks have shown
that while 1 believe we are

fairly close to where we
want to be, we are not there

yet," said McKay.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIR£UJS_

i $7.00 1

I
(with this coupon) |

I
$10.00 with Shampoo

and Blow Dry -

j
fll.SO Long Hair

|

Please Call tor an Appointment

Styles by Deborah
Amtw.tl ll-.A M0MIO

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Now's
the time

to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

-

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 fSlo. Amherst
549-2880

QO<^

date: tuesday nov.6 qjumvERSiTY
time: 11:30-2-00 place: in front of the mSTORE -»
P^nTTTT—

—

f .
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^^Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance'* 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 conseCL;tive days 15% discount • phone number free

AUDIO
BUY THIS CAR

AM/FM CaMatte Starao w/turntabte for

sale good condition-perfect for dorms WO or

BO 549 0660

1973 Plymouth Satalita must sell BO Wen

dv2S3 3396

the

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 73 excellent inside and out: eng

b Iran very strong, well maintained^

sunroof. Bilstiens, Weber, etc »3800 or BO
546 8170

Toyota Corolla DaluKa 1974 excellent con

dition 665 2492

VW Bug great mileage, rebuilt engine

* only 1000 miles. S90O call after 6 266 1888

Kevin

1976 Toyota Corolla good condition

$800 00 call before 11:00 am or after 7:00

pm 546 1277

Pontiac Lamant six cylinder excellant run-

ning condition $500 733-8541

1976 PTanault BOTL. good running condi

tion $400. 584 7792

78 JWIonta Carlo excellent condition Bl^'fjc

everything $1900 firm caM^Waj^ne 546 Mi

o

19B0 Datsun 21T4 door 5 speed 41 mpg

good condition $2900 666 3986

7rHo^«Ja Civic exc cond reg fla*)^* '"*'

snows $1900 John Gordon 584^5»

1978Chavvr Maiibu itn wgn engine and

body in great shape good mpg "»* 9°"''"9

system snow tires and more $1WW can

54&9666

76 Volvo^lME loidid^wTiimii^ini^i^
dependable moving must sell /o"u

617 867 3054 or 617 867 6343

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ s audio and

visual entertainment for the 80 s 584 6712

Rack A Disc Rack-A-Video Entertain

ment Agency Disc|Ockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

ri49 7144

meetings are at 6 JO each Thurs Check

Campus Center schedule tor room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ed to attertdi ^^

FOR RENT

Room In 3 bedroom apartmerit in

AmCst'center. available Nov 1 $^-
eludes heat Call Debbie at 256 8064 or

253 2067 -.

A bedroom in large hooaa in Echo Hill

165+ phone 253 9824_

Roaaiil.S"Sr>owbirdSkis ^^^1Pl"lI!f
N^rdica boots 250 00 takes them 546 9081

rUrurry :^.Ma.t neck m.nt con.

dition $200 call 6-6066

^^T^l 9l«»«« (with easel between

X"^Wtd^AC_Phone^;0^

-^.Tii^^^i;^ Oay Alllartca boats • social

i^/y*'-''— ^'°S Bu..ness

HELP WANTED

MARKETING INTERN earn money while

working on your resume The Brassworks

on Route 9 minutes from UMass call James

Doherty (617) 542 8905

The Sub Restaurant is now accepting ap

plications for part time evening work 20 30

hours

The Hadiey School System is seeking

qualified applicants to substitute teach m
grades 7 12 Applicants do not have to be

college graduates The daily rate of pay is

$30 00 Send letter of application and

resume to Supt Paul F Lengieia 127

Russell St ,
Hadiey. MA 01035

Housecleaning. some child supervision.

1 30 5 Wed S. $16. experience, references

2S37840
""

Politics Can Pay
Massachusetts Fair Share offers full and

part time work on voter rights, toxics, and

economic reform Paid training Hours

1309 30 PM $160$250/wk or 4 » 9 30

PM $60 $150/wk Call 586 8713 01

1 «J0-952 7478

LEOAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

Legal Assistants Wanted The Legal Ser

vices Office, an on campus agency serving

University students, is looking for IjMal

assistant interns for the Spring 136b

semester Get hands on |Ob experience in

the legal field, assisting attorneys at LbU

yy|

.h client interviewinfl, investigations

negotiations, legal research, giving advice

and referrals, preparation tor Federal and

State Court litigation, attendance at court

hearings, and participation m administrative

hearings Interns maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervision Up to

15 credits may be received from academic

departments To apply, for advice on ar

ranging an internship and credit, contact 01

fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Building by

Wednesday, November 7th Writing sample

required Further information. ISO 922

Campus Center

iiosf

Stolen in Sylvan area or Boyden Gym
Brown leather wallet containing license.

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward lor return call 6 4096 no questions

asked the name is Kolley McCormick

Pearl (with alternating gold beads) bracelet

Please call 549 6671 anytime

Silver and gold toned Piagat watch sen

timental value reward offered call Leslie

546 9755

Lost gray Ives St Laurent sweat shirt

jacket with pink stupes call 546 7403

LOST - DOO

Loet: Slbarian Huaky one blue eye and

one brown eye Her narrte is Partda rto tags

on her Black outer coat white chest Call

Eric evenings 665-3201 work 649 3490 ext

276 Reward

PERSONALS

SOM Caraar Oay '84. Nov 14 Itt floof

Tampus Center Sponsored hv

Undergraduate Musiness Club Luncheon lix

on sale thru Nov 9 in SOM Lobby $5 00

members. $6 00 non members all are

welcome to attend

Bush Bash LAGNAF Now sign up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con

course 645 3437

The Lesbian Bisexual & Gay Mens
Counseling Collective offers FREE peer

counseling lor everyone effected by sexual

orientation issues M Tu Th F 4 8 PM Call

545 2645, or info line 545 0684 Rm 433 SUB

SOM Career '84 Nov 14 1st floor CC
meet distinguished company represen

tatives and discuss industry outlooks and

career opportunities' All ms|ors welcome'

Sponsored by Underfraduate Business

Club

AASA Meeting Tonight at 7 30 Campus

Center Check into desk tor room number

New members welcomed

Happy Birthday Gynol Going to M, with

DP? Of course'

To Richard. Wocka, wocka, wocka. Fell/

Aniversario Hugs and Kisses and Hugs J

& J

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share one bedroom apt in Crastviaw
Non smoking female 22 * years Studious

192 so/month plus utilities. Call 549 5469

available @ Dec 20

Puffton one bedroom sublet availatMa

Jan July (all option call Chris 649 1307

Female wanted to share large bedroom in

Puffton call 549 3809

THE MANAGEMENT CLUB

Come to Justin Ryan si The Management

Club presents Bob floss, owner of Justin

Ryan's and a U Mass graduate Topic of

discussion Running a Successful Business

Date Thurs Nov 8 Time 7 15 PM All

Welcome, free munchies' Come listen to

Bob and dance the night away'

TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers. Cases. Dissertations.

on campus low rates guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

IMp I naad a ride on Tues and Thurs from

fH>w until December 13 to Boston call

M».,»en ifter 10 PM 256 88^

Killington Ski Trip condos $195 Jan

20 25 call Sno Search Brian or Kevin

549 1466

WANTED TO RENT

2 people looking to rant room in Bran

dywine. Townehouse or Puffton for Spring

86 call Donna or Diana 2S6-0014 between

4^6 or after 1 1 pm

Leese wanted starting January, 1 bedroom
apartment on bus line Call Dave 6^5692 or

Dianne 6-3263 after 7

One bedroom apartment near campus.
Will take over Jan 1st Call Cesar 549^)425

"Se 6489 a^•!r 6 00 rewerri
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Gushing aids UM's men's soccer rejuvenation
Duxbury Ail-American sees success in Minulemen 'sMure
Hy SCOTT HOOD
ColU'K'Jin Staff

Rare indeed is the blue-chip schoolboy

scx'cer All American who would even

consider journeying to Amherst for four

years of higher education at the

University of Massachusetts. Especially

without a full scholarship.

Matt rushing is one of the exceptions.

Named to Parade Magazines High School

All American Swcer team la.st year as a

member of powerful Duxbury (MA. I High

School, the 5 11, 170 lb. Cushing never

gave second thoughts to enrolling at

UMass despite the University's less than

overwhelming reputation for soccer

prowess and financially more attractive

offers from other institutions.

"I always wanted to go to I'M ass. Three

generations of my family have attended

school here." said (lushing. "You're not

just playing soccer in college. It's four

years of your life and you've got to go

where you want to go."

A three year starter for Duxbury,

Cushing was originally a forward, but

switched to center-halfback in his

sophomore year when injuries struck. He
has been at that position ever since.

"In Duxbury you start playing soccer at

about eight years old." said Cushing. "To

piay lor me varsity is such a big thing.

Everyone wants to play on the soccer

t«-am."

In his senior season, Cushing scored 30

goals, including eight in the state tour

nament. However, most of his ac

complishments were overshadowed by the

exploits of Yale bound Steve Cass, who
has scored more than 130 goals in his

career. Nevertheless, due primarily to his

post season scoring explosion, Parade

Magazine named Cushing as one of the top

VI high school players in the country.

"All the college scouts are at those

tournament games, plus all the

newspapers, so I got some headlines.
"

said Cushing. "Being named to the All

American team is something I'll cherish

fcr a long time. It's something every high

school athlete strives for, but I was

surprised I got it. At the beginning of the

season, because you're the state champs,

people notice you. But being an All

American was something I never gave

much thought."

Cushing met UMass coach Jeff Gettler at

a soccer camp run by Williams coach Mike
Russea and .\mherst College coach Peter

Go«Kling. Although Gettler and Cushing

kept in contact for two years, the third-

year Minutemen coach didn't seriously

recruit Cushing until the latter's senior

year.

"He was real positive." said Cushing of

his current mentor. "I knew he was a

great coach. I felt if I came here I could

help out and turn the program around.
"

Last year I'Mass was 3 12-1. However.

with new talent like Cushing. Kurt Manal.

and Andy Bing infiltrating the lineup, the

Minutemen have surged to a surprising 9-

6 3 record. And with only two seniors on

the present squad the prospects for

greater future success appears bright.

"With the players we have now. we can

definitely be a top contender." said

Cushing. "The biggest thing that helped

the team this year was the new players'

attitudes. Myself. Bingo, and Kurt were

used to winning and that seemed to rub off

on the other players."

Success however does not come so easy

at this level. Cushing, in adjusting to the

college game, has battled injuries and a

scoring slump. A hamstring injury that

he first suffered in middle September

cropped up again in recent days and put

him on the bench for the last few games of

the campaign and, although he has scored

only one goal. Cushing does feel he has

improved and matured as a player,

especially on the defensive end.

"Scoring wise, it's been a pretty

disappointing season for myself," said

Cushing. "However, I'm much better

defensively. I really had no idea how to be

an effective defensive player. The first

three or four games I was having trouble

on the attack becau.se I was so worried

about staying marked with my man
because I was so unfamiliar with it."

Cushing has quickly found in his first

year, the college soccer atmosphere to be

quantum leaps ahead of high school,

especially in terms of strategy and the

talent possessed by the players on both

sides.

"You can't hide a player in college," said

Cushing. "In college you have to put 11

gofxl players on the field. The emphasis is

to keep pos.session. In high school there

was a lot of kick and run. Tactically, the

game's so much more progressive in

college. People know w hat they're doing.

You can't get away with some things like

in high school.

"Mentally, college soccer is so much
more demanding. The pressure from

everything just mounts. You are ex

pected to produce. I came in as and All

American and was probably expected to

do sensational things. I feel I was getting

better with every game, but then I got

injured and that has been holding me
back."

"I'm sure coach Gettler feels I should

score some goals in the next three years.

I just want to be a solid player and outplay

my opponent. If you do that, we'll win.

"

The Minutemen will be looking for a win

to .set the school seasonal record today at

Harvard at 2 p.m.

Key matches ahead
for UMass volleyball
Spikersface Springfield tonight
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian .Staff

The Uni\ersUy of .Massachusetls

vt>!leyball team wanted to get a monkey off

I heir back la.st weekend by winning the

M.\I.\W state tournament and getting

their first state championship. But Eastern

Na/aren University found a way to chain

the monkey to the spikers backs as UMass
l(»sl t<> Ea'-tern Nazerene in the finals 11 1.5.

13 IT), 7 1").

"\\{ ju>.t (lid not play well," said coach

F'laine Sortino. "We didn't pass well, we
didn't block, and we didn't pick of! balls on

our attack. Because of that we never got

into our offensr."

The spikers did beat the I'niversity "

Lowelll 13 15. 1.5 10. 15 9 t(» earn a spot ii.

the finals against Eastern Niizarene. The
ifisv against Eastern Nazarene does not

affect the playoll situation for the spikers.

however. The Minutemen are ranked

fourth in the northeast with a 2.") 13 mark.

The latest poll comes out this morning with

not much ot a change expected.

The Minutemen did suffer more than jusi a

loss, howt'ver. Senior Co captain Patti

Grant. >Aho has led the spikers all season,

sustained a minor ankle injury in the second
game against Eastern Niizerene. An
Eastern Nazerence player cros.sed under
the net and lande<l on (irant's ankle on a

block attempt. Grant is expected to play in

tonight's crucial mat<h at Springfield

ColU'ge.

InjuruN have also hampered junior Co
captain Sally Maher. Maher, who leads the

Minun-men otiensively, has been nagged by
ankle arid knee injuries over the last couple

of we«'l\s.

Sortino diM's not expect her strategy to

change against Springfield, despite the

injuries.

"Patti's injury makes a little difference in

the right side blocking because she is taller

than Susie (Grant I." said Sortino. "The
whole offense will have to contribute to

take some of the pressure off Sally. They
are going to be keying on her."

The spikers met the Chiefs twice last year

winning both meetings. UMass won a

regular season match in five games and also

Springfield in the ECAC cham-
|uiMi-iiiji uame in three straight. But

Sortino was cautious about such an easy

repeat performamc.
'Last y<-ar's wins don't mean a thing. ' said

Sortino. "It's going to be a well played

game. Whtn-ver comes to [day is going to

take it . Wf u ill give it our best shot."

The pla>otf implications in this game are

high. Springfield is ranked fifth in the

Northeast .md a win tonight would, no
doubt, \m\ the Chiefs in the crucial number
four spnl .

"Only four teams from the combined
Northeast and .Mid Atlantic regions will go
to the EC.AC tournament," said Sortino.

"Wf are in a g(K)d spot because the
University of New Haven won't be there, so

there is one spot open.
"

n-Hiaii photo (ly I'aul Desmarai-

UMass' Jamie Watson (8) cruises by a Boston College defender in action

at Boyden Field on Saturday. UMass defeated the Eagles 3-2 in over-

time in NCAA tournev action. Thev face Harvard next.

McKay quits Tampa Bay,

goes to front office

Was club 's only coach fornine seasons

Vermont sinks swimmers
•u (JERRY deSI.MAS
Collegian Staff

"The> Kxik us by surprise.

We e.xpected to go up there

and win." nxjkie University

of Massachusetts women'^
swimming c(»ach Bob
Newcomb said after

Saturday's 73 67 season

opening loss to the

University of Vermont in

Burlington. VT.

The UMas^ loss came
despite three first place

perlorniances by senior

Eli/ab«-th Eeinberg and

double wins by sophomore
.Mlison and f:eshman

Julie \\ HKiris. UMass beat

N'ermont H() H() last year.

We w<m a majority ol

races, ' New«'omb sai<l. "But

they were very ready and
excited and they had a few

more freshmen than we
did."

The niett came (low n to the

last relay race, the 400

meter freestyle. UVM led

the Minulemen by one, fi7

H«) and the Catamounts took

the race and the meet by

outsprintmg UMass at the

end.

Our sjirinting. other than

Li/, was a problem,"
Newcomb said. Eeinberg
v\as winner in the .50 meter
freestyle. 100 free and 200

free races.

TAMPA. Ela. lAPi - John McKay, the
only coach in the nine year history of the

Tampa Bay Buccaneers, announced Monday
he w ill resign at the end of the season.

His resignation leaves only Tom Landry of

the Dallas Cowboys. Don Shula of the
Miami Dolphins and Chuck Noll of the
Pittsburgh Steelers as coaches with longer
careers with the same National Football
League team.

McKay, who amassed a 127 40 8 record
during Hi years with Southern California.

v\ill become the Bucs' president at the end
of the 19H4 sea.son. the club announced.
.At Southern Cal, .McKay led the Trojans

to nine Pac 8 championships and to eight
Rose Bowls. But with the Bucs, McKay's

record is only 41 85 1, including a 3-7 mark
this season.

His Bucs have made the play-offs three of

the past five years, but have won only five

of their last 26 games.
McKay cited the team's performance and

his health in his resignation to owner Hugh
rontimied on page 11

sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:

Men's Soccer: at Harvard.

Volleyball: at Springfield College.
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Reagan wins in landslide
WASHINGTON(AP)-President Reagan

swept to runaway re-election over Walter

F. Mondale Tuesday night, but Republicans

struggled to translate his landslide into

significant gains in Congress.

Mondale conceded defeat, telephoned his

congratulations to Reagan and told cheer-

ing supporters in St. Paul, Minn., "He has

won. We are all Americans; he is our presi-

dent and we honor him tonight."

The GOP renewed its control of the

Senate, even if by a reduced margin, and

were gaining in the House. But Democrats

successfully battled against the Reagan

tide in district after district to protect their

large majority.

The president's victory was convincing;

he and Vice President George Bush came
close to the 50-state sweep they sought.

Mondale won the District of Columbia and

claimed victory in his home state of Min-

nesota.

Reagan won 37 states writh 381 electoral

votes, led in 7 more with with 89. In the

Associated Press count, the electoral vot^s

of South Dakota pushed his total past the

270 majority mark.

Mondale's running mate, Geraldine Fer-

raro, hailed Mondale in a concession from

Kerry prevails over Shamie
BOSTON (AP) John F.

Kerry, a liberal Democrat,

defied a nationwide
conservative voting trend

in Tuesday's voting for an

open U.S. Senate seat

from Ma.ssachusetts as he

defeated Ray Shamie.

"I feel wonderful," a

weary Kerry said in a brief

television interview with

Democratic Sen. Paul

Tsongas. whose
retirement opened the

Senate seat.

With 662 of 2.196
precincts, or 30 percent,

reporting. Kerry led with

371.847 votes, or 58
percent, while Shamie had

268,492 votes, or 42

percent.

The margin wa.s com
parable to the 61 39

percent defeat veteran

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
handed Shamie when the

Republicn was a virtual

political unknown in his

first race.

Kerry ran well

throughout the state and

had little trouble in

winning the right to

succeed the retiring

Tsongas and keeping the

seat Democratic.

"I believe that this race

gave Massachusetts a real

choice about the future.

And the results speak

loudly about which
direction this great

commonwealth of ours

wants to move in," Kerry
continued on page j

New York City, saying he won another bat-

tle- "That battle for equal opportunity...

he opened a door that will never be closed

again" by naming her first woman on a na-

tional ticket.

Sen. Paul Laxalt, Reagan's campaign

chairman, said, "We've got at least a

reasonable chance to have the most historic

landslide in all American histor

No matter what the margin, Mf)ndale

told his supporters, "I'm at peace with the

knowledge that I gave it everything I've

got."

"This fight didn't end tonight," he said.

Mondale praised Ms. Ferraro and said.

"We didn't win, but we made history and

that fight has just begun."

The president got news of his vicUiry in

Los Angeles, where he and his wife watch-

ed the returns in a Century Plaza Hotel

suite equipped with four television sets.

He told rep<jrters he hoped to participate

in a summit with the Soviet Union during a

second term in office.

The president insisted all day he was

superstitiously avoiding predictions, but

felt confident enough to outline his goals

for a second term in an interview with the

Wa.shington Post. He said he wi^uld push

again for congressional approval of a

balanced budget amendment to the Con-

stitution and the right to veU) individual

sections of sj)ending bills, two measures he

wants U) help reduce federal spending.

He also renewed his call for a defense

system in space designed to shocjt down
missies.

With votes counted in 48 percent of the

precincts, Reagan was {K)lling .58 percent
to 41 for Mondale.
The largest popular vote in history

telonged to Lyndon Johnson, elected with

61.0.5 p)ercent of the vote in 1964.

(fuui phoU) by J'mul Desmarsis

A LONG, LONG WAIT—Students and residents patiently wait for their chance to vote in

yesterday's Presidential, State and local elections at Bangs Community Center in Amherst.

GOP solidifies Senate control
Sludds, Conte win House contests
WASHINGTON (AP) Republicans retained control of

the U.S. Senate on Tuesday, but not without some

casualties as Democrats chalked up enough victories to

prevent President Reagan's landslide from translating into

a GOP rout in that chamber.

In the Senate. Democrats sought to narrow a 55-45 GOP
majority.

The Democrats' best hope was in Tennessee, where Rep.

Albttrt Gore Jr. was favored to claim a seat being vacated

by Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker.

Republican incumbents Roger Jepsen in Iowa, Charles

Percy of Illinois and Jesse Helms of North Carolina found

themselves in close contests.

Helms, a leader of the New Right, won a third term

Tuesday by defeating Gov. Jim Hunt, a moderate

Democrat, after a bitter campaign that saw the two spend

more than $22 million in the costliest Senate race in

history.

In the House, where Democrats hold a 266 167 edge, with

two vacancies, it was the Republicans who were looking to

gain ground.

Combined with the support of conservative Democrats,

that kind of GOP advance would give the president a

"working majority" for his second-term legislation.

Massachusetts Democratic leaders predicted a sweep of

all 11 congressional districts except the 1st District in

western Massachusetts, where GOP incumbent Silvio

Conte is considered strong.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., seeking his 17th

and final term in Congress, and censured U.S. Rep. Gerry

Studds were expected to lead the Democratic sweep.

Studds held a 20 point lead late Tuesday in his first

election since he was censured in Congress for a 1973

homosexual affair with a teen age page.

Studds, a Democrat, faced Republican I^ewis Crampton, a

former Environmental Protection Agency official who was

a boyhood friend of Studds' in suburban Cohasset.

With 39 percent of the vote tallied, Studds led Crampton

60 percent to 40 percent.

Amherst voters

go Democratic
Fluoridation also approved

Amherst residents voted for the Democratic Party down

the line in Tuesday's national elections.

Amherst voters also decided t«) support the town health

department decision to fluoridate town drinking water to

prevent tooth decay. The vote was 6,901 to 4,497 in favor

of fluoridation, according to Pamela Robinson of the

Amherst Tow n Clerk's office.

Amherst voters went against the tide in the state and

most of the nation by voting for Democratic challengers

Walter Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro over President

Ronald Reagan and Vice President George Bush by a

nearly three to one margin. Voters also favored

Democratic Lt. Gov. John Kerry over Republican

businessman Raymond Shamie by an even bigger margin.

Mondale and Ferraro recieved 9.8.30 votes to 3.972 for

Reagan and Bush. Robinson said. Massachusetts

Independent Alliance candidates Dennis Serrette and

Nancy Ross recieved 36 votes. Robinson said.

Kerry received 10,107 votes, over Shamie's 3.178.

Robin.son said.

And University of Massachusetts Everywoman's Center

founder Mary Wentworth won Amherst over incumbent

Republican Silvio Conte, although Conte won western

Massachusetts for re election to his 13th term in the U.S.

House of Representatives. Wentworth received 7.537

votes in Amherst, over Conte's 5,625.

In the race for the Third Hampshire District seat in the

Massachusetts Legislature, incumbent Democrat Jim

Collins won Amherst with 9,911 votes, over Republican

challenger Mary Ann Foley of Granby, who received 3,188

votes in Amherst.

State Senator John Olver (D Amherst), running unop-

posed for re election, received 10,185 votes in Amherst,

Robinson said. There were no write in votes for that

position, she said.

Inside

Olver to speak to SGA on elections p.3

Smoke but no fire P-4

Volleyball pulls off blK win over Springfield. .
.
p.l6

"I'm at peace with the knowledge that I gave it

everything I got. "-Walter F. MondaU
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President Ronald
Reagan, re-elected by a

wide margin yesterday,

waves to the press on

the vvay to vote yester-

day in Solvany, Califor-

nia. Walter and Joan

Mondale (right) in a

happier moment Mon-

day night at

Minneapolis-St. Paul

International Airpot at

the last rally for the

Democratic candidate.

Sikh protection demanded U.S. -Soviet nuke talks begin
K^M.M.'^J.M. ^i. x^ wwv^ w-.^v^ -.

. ,^. ,, . J Soviet Foregn Minister Andrei A.
. . ..^. ....... .r.„_ :_ „ ......rH.v fronzv of killing and WASHINGTON (AP) The United .,^„^.L _„. u„-„ ;. i... <.r,t«mh.r with

NEW DELHI. India (AP) A week after

Indira Gandhi's assassination, opposition

political and religious leaders told the new

government the situation was "still serious"

throughout murh of India and urged firm

action to protect Sikhs from marauding

Hindus.

A Sikh leader said thousands of Sikhs had

been killed.

Indian army troops kept peace in New

Delhi Mnd other major cities, where Hindu

mobs had ransacked Sikh shops and homes

m a four day frenzy of kilhng and

destruction. The violence broke out after

Mrs Gandi's assassination Wednesday by

two men identified as Sikh members of her

security staff.

The United News of India said two of the

senior police officers responsible for Mrs.

Gandhi's security G.R. Gupta deputy

commissioner fo police, and D.C. Gulia. the

assistant commissioner had been

suspended pending completion of an m

vestigation into her killing.

WASHINGTON (AP) The United

Slates and the Soviet Union have agreed to

hold talks in Moscow beginning Nov. 28 on

controlling the spread of nuclear weapons

and technology to other nations, an ad-

ministration official said Tuesday.

The talks are the fourth in a series that

began in December 1982.

Beyond that, the official said, there are no

immediate plans for high level contacts

between the two superpowers on arms

control.

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.

Gromyko met here in late September with

President Reagan and Secretary of State

George P. Shultz.

During the visit, the official said, the

administration raised the possibility of

another meeting between Shultz and

Gromyko, but it has not panned out.

The United States and the Soviet Union

are among 126 countries that are parties to

the 1968 treaty designed to curb the spread

of nuclear weapons.
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NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
INFORMATION MEETINGS

I
There will be two information meetings for students

I
interested in the National Student Exchange Program

^^ for fall 1985.

Thursday, November 8 7-9 PM 904 CC
Tuesday, November 13 4-6 PM 804-08 CC

{• Financial Aid representative at this meeting)

Wednesday. November 7, 1984
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Graduate Student Senate

grants loan to heating co-op

CdlleKiafi photo by Paul IV-srrmrais

PEACE, QUIET, TRANQUILITY—The Campus Pond is tranquil and

quiet yesterday, oblivious to the elections taking place across the na-

tion.

Olver addresses SGA
ByBOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

State Sen. John Olver will present an

overview of yesterday's election results

tonight to the Undergraduate Student

Senate, including how University of

Massachusetts students may be affected by

elections in the legislature.

Also addressing the .senate will be Fern L.

Johnson, associate provost for un

dergraduate education who will discuss a

general education proposal to be voted on

tomorrow by the faculty senate. If passed.

CD, and E core requirements would be

replaced with "social world, ""biological and

physical world." and "analytical reasoning."

Students would be required to take specific

courses in these areas and if the faculty

approves it. the bill would become effective

beginning with the incoming class of 1986.

Olver. who ran unopposed for re-election

as state senator from Amherst yesterday,

is expected to discuss the state's higher

education budget and how funds will be

affected by having more Democrats or

Republicans in the state legislature.

Kathleen Merrigian. an Olver ad-

ministrative aide, said yesterday this is the

senator's first visit to campus this

semester, and that the student senate had

invited him. Merrigian also said a question

and answer period will follow Olver's

presentation.

University administrators have been

working on the general education proposal

for eight months, and Johnson's address

tonight will be the first official plan

presentation to the student body.

The senate will also vote tonight on

whether to establish an advisory board

which would suggest "receive complaints

from individual students and student

groups regarding the showing of a specific

film."

.According to the motion on the senate

agenda, this is aimed at films which show

the brutalization, dehumanization, or

sexual degradation of any class of people.

S.E. Chase, a member of the Women's

Issues Team, said yesterday that the ad

visory board would be a "common ground"

for people who object to the showing of a

certain movie to meet with the group

showing the movie. Cha.se said the board

would be "another form of education," and

not a censor attempt.

Peer conselors will listen
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

People "personally influenced" by gay and

lesbian issues should feel comfortable

discussing them, according to members of

the Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Counseling

Collective at the University of

Massachusetts.

The most important aspect of the

collective is that "we exist". Tammy Boots,

one of the peer counselors in the collective

said.

"People are oppressed by in

visibility... having people know we're there

with a sympathetic ear " is important to the

UMass community. Boots said.

The peer counselors are trained at the

beginning of each semester to help people

"be at ease with themselves and other

people, and what's going on around them.

"

Boots .said.

People not only talk about homosexuality,

but all issues that concern them, according

to collective member Kathleen Offenhartz.

"People who come talk to us are quite

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate last night

granted a loan to the Off Campus Housing

Office for help in starting its heating oil

coop, and denied a funding request by the

Student Controlled Businesses (SCB) to

send a graduate employee of the People's

Market to attend a conference on

cooperative business management.

The senate voted aLso to increase its

budget for funding events because requests

have doubled in two years.

The Off Campus Housing Office request to

aid in publicizing and coordinating the fuel

cf)operative which would be run in con

junction with Massachusetts Fair Share.

The senate voted to allocateSlUOOout of its

reserve as a loan to the co op, half of which

would be paid back in each of the next two

years.

The coop will provide oil at reduced rates

to off campus students.

The Student Controlled Businesses (SCBl

request to send a graduate employee of the

People's Market to a conference on

cooperative businesses along with workers

from several other SCB's was voted down

bv the senate

capable of making themselves happy,"

member Leslie Powers said.

"It's seems like magic. They hear them

selves and (understand) what concerns

them," Powers said.

Everyone in the counseling collective has

to deal with some form of oppression, so the

peer counselors understand the concerns

and needs of oppressed groups, according

to Felice Yeske, gay and lesbian awareness

programmer on the East side of campus.

There are currently two Spanish speaking

peer counselors in the collective.

"We'd like to reach out to the Hispanic gay

community to make (people) feel com

fortable, to say 'we speak Spanish, we

speak your language'." according to a

collective member.
The collective holds "rap groups" on

Wednesday evenings at 7:30 in SU 413B. to

which all members of the UMass com

munity are invited.

Tonight's topic is "Bisexuality," and future

topics include "Coming Out to Roomates,

Parents," "Lesbians and Gay men:

Similarities and Differences, " and "But-

ch/Fern Stereotypes."

The conference would have concentrated

on building business skills of the student

workers. Earth F'oods needed a $10.(MX)

grant before it could open this semester.

The .senate voted last night to increa.se the

$7,000 ad hoc funding budget by $2000

since the senate has spent half of these

funds, which are supposed to carry the

senate through the spring semester.

The senate allocated the money from its

cash reserve, which stands at $.50,000. It

could increase since it is contingent on the

number of fee paying graduate students, a

number which the senate is not sure of. said

senate treasurer Al Huettner.

"We seem to be getting more fee paying

students than we expected, so we are

pretty well off financially." Huettner said.

Huettn«'r explained that funding requests

have increased from Ifi in the 1982 83 sch(X)l

year to 30 last year, and the senate has

already had 14 requests the first semester

of this year.

"Maybe word had gotten around that the

(Iraduate .senate is giving away money, and

that's why we're getting more requests,"

Huettner said.

Half the money allo<-ated last night will go

to replace $1(KJ0 dollars spent from this

year's budget by last year's senate.

D.C. meals donated toOxfam
By JOANN WILLL\MS
('ollegian Correspondent

University officials have found a way

around the law prohibiting students from

donating dining commons meals to Oxfam

America, by having students sign a release

card.

"Students will have to fill out an Oxfam

rebate card in addition to telling the cashier

thev want to fast. " Daniel Stockford, the

prsident of the UMjuss Hunger Task Force

said.

Representatives of the Task Force, which

coordinates the annual Oxfam America Fast

for a World Harvest, said officials are using

this alternative to conduct the fast this

year.

The Board of Trustees, which does not

meet until Dec. 5, will have to vote on the

law prohibiting the donation of trust funds

to charity. The dining commons operate on

a trust fund account through student meal

plan fees.

The law was discovered last semester

when the Southwest Area Government

trjj'd to work out a rebate plan during

Hunger Awareness Week. Last week it

was reported that students could not

donate a meal to Oxfam. an organization

dedicated to combatting world hunger,

because of that law.

"The cards are actual formal written

contracts which give the university a record

of the students donations." Stockford

explained.

"We're really excited about this. "
Stock-

ford said. 'We're glad we can hold the fast

again this year.

"

The fast will be held Thursday. Nov. 15

during dinner and students may sign up

next week, Tuesday breakfast through

Thursday lunch.

"Its important that they give up their

Thursday dinner only, or it won't go to

Oxfam," Stockford warned. "Sometimes

students sign up but eat that night anyway

if they have extra meals," he said.

UM learns cuUnaty creations

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Mollie Fitzgerald recalls her one and on-

ly culinary horror: "Well, I was making

the fruit frappe, you know, on this cable

tv show I have at Duke? I'd put the apples

and the bananas in the blender okay, but

the mellons were sticking out on top? So I

stuck in the wooden spoon to push them in

and the next thing you know, it got

caught. Splinters all over. And 1 couldn't

even fake it, I had to go on."

The Duke University senior and author

of the On Campus Cookbook looked em-

barrassed for the first time all afternoon

while giving demonstrations of recipes.

The people in front of the University

Store were wondering just what was go-

ing on, but didn't seem to care once they

found the free artichoke dip, crackers,

and onion rings. They liked the frappe

(sans splinters, naturally), but too many

of them didn't seem to linger and find out

just why she was there.

This didn't seem to bother Fitzgerald,

as she sliced, diced, mixed, and baked for

three hours while explaining to the

bulging-mouthed people, who did stay,

just what she was up to.

"Look, I'm a college student. 1 dislike

dorm food as much as anyone else. I had

lived in a dorm room for three years—in a

triple, mind you, if that wasn't in-

sane—and believe me, I know what it's

like to want to eat normal imA once in a

while."

So she put together 128 pages of recipes

catering to college students and our

distinct culinary habits (i.e. crazy cravings

at 3 a.m.; food to bring to reservoir par-

ties, etc.).

Released by Workman Publishing (the

same peof)le who brought you T>w I'repjyy

Handbook), ()n Campus CookbiMjk is really

a guide for cooking in dorm rooms or

suites or other {)laces where there is little

or no refrigeration or storage space.

After completing three years of taste-

testing, and a year and a half of digging

publishers, Fitzgerald came out with the

guide, including recipes for whole din-

ners, weekend breakfasts, munchies, or

low-cal things like fruit salads, vegetable

hors'douevres, and take-along potato

salads and the like.

"I realize that in dorm rooms you're not

supposed to cook, but you know as I do

that we all do it anyway, and what I'm

trying to do is share some ideas I've had

while at the same time trying to show peo-

ple who might be afraid of cooking that

it's really easy." Then, "Well it's better

that the ffxxi hall, isn't it?"

Yes, Mollie, anything is better than the

D.C.

New fence torn down outside Curry Hicks Cage

Vandals ripped down a

newly constructed fence

outside of the Curry Hicks

Cage Monday night and

University of Massachusetts

police are warning students

to keep away from the area

because construction has

started on the athletic

building.

Gerald O'Neil, director of

Public Safety, said the torn

down fence was discovered

yesterday morning, and

rather than walk around the

fence, people were walking

over it.

"It's a danger with con

stniction and everything.

We have a fear that people

might get hurt. We're

asking people to take

alternative routes (aroun^

the building)," O'Neil said.

Construction is expected to

last one year on renovations

of the Cage.

RITA MURPHY
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Fire dept. finds smoke, no fire
Fivf Amhrrsl Fire Department trucks responded to a

report of a fire in a first lloor room in Chadbourne House at

'^A0 p.m. yesterday.

Chadbourne residents were evaruated for 'M mmutes

aftJT other residents smelled smoke and notified fourth

floor resident assistant Kathryn Mahoney. who discovered

the room filled with smoke after obtaining a key from the

duster offiif. The (K-cupants of the room were not present

at the time.

Captain (IwrK*' Bowler of the Amherst Fire Department

said faulty wiring in a fan was responsible for the heavy

s,noke, but no f.re was present. He said the "•- depa

n.ent resp..nde<l to the call as .f .t was a regular brt

Locause of the heavy smoke that was reported.

Fire officials turned off the elect ru-Uy and then it was

just a matter of finding out what caused the smoke,

liowlersaid.
_

... ..
,

.

In addition to the fire trucks, two University ol

Massachusetts police cars responded to the alarm. Ihe

majority of the residents were not re admitted to the

building until the smoke had dissipated at

^j^^f j^^j.,, ^^.()

LINCOLN SUGAR MINOTT

MICHAEL PALMER
AS LICK SHOT

ALSO
ONE PEOPLE
OF BOSTON

MAM. A^NOVCO

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P156/80R13

• Includes Mounting

plus MA State Tax

HALF PINT
AS LANDLORD

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
fU» SefvKe Tire Store

78 Suo«»«f1»od Rd . No *tnh«'»l K*
fct'OSS liory Wal''jb4 s StOfe

S49-4704

JUNIOR REID
AS THE ORIGINAL FOREIGN MIND

BACKED BY EMPEROR'S CHOICE
1 REGGAE BAND

RUSTY NAILS
Rout. 47 ADMISSION:

Sunderland, Massachusetts "^/O ^^

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th 1984

SHOWTIME: 9:00 p.m. INFO: MUSIC MASTERS 342-3569

TIGHT REAGAN STYLE SECURITY

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
I 549-2880

JUS
ThR !Vcfii^ Place
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FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
In Celebration of our Ist Year Anniversary

We will give away 6 free trips for two

to Florida over Spring Break

* One every week from now till Spring Break
* First Drawing November 22

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO TO WIN
IS COME IN BEFORE 10 PM

STOP BY OR CALL FOR DETAILS

Rt 9 Amherst 256-1059

Wednesday, November 7. 1984

Money stolen from dorm;

dump truck window smashed
Two hundred and ninety dollars in cash was reported

stoU'H from an unhx-ked room on the fourth floor of

Washin^rton dormitory, police said. The theft occured

between 6:45 p.m. and 11:59 p.m. Saturday and there is a

suspect in the theft.

A 19 year old Amherst man was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue at 1 :48 a.m. Tuesday and charged

with driving his motorcycle whUe intoxicated, police

reported. Police reported the man was driving 55 60

miles per hour in a 30 mph zone.

\ state owned dump truck parked near Fisher

Laboratory had its windshield and roof light smashed,

causing $350 in damage, police reported. Police said the

vandalism occured between Nov. 4 and Nov. 5.

\ video machine in Greenough basement was broken

into and its front glass panel was broken, causing an

undetermined amount of damage, police said. The

vandalism occured between 2 a.m. and 8 a.m. on Monday

and reported at 3:57 that afternoon.

.K.RI.P.COFFIDIS
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ALL SMILES—Lt. Governor John Kerry is

a happy man defeating Republican

businessman Ray Shamie in yesterday's race

for the U.S. Senate.

• Kerry
iimlinued frnm pagr I

in." Kerry said. "What the people of Massachusetts said in

this Senate race is we emphatically reject the politics of

selfishness.

"We reject the notion that women must be treated as

second class citizens. We reject the idea that we cannot

halt the nuclear arms race and we reject the extension of

that race into outer space. And finally I think we all join in

rejecting the simplistic slogans that masquerade as

solutions to very difficult and complex problems," he said.

Shamie conceded the Senate race at 10:25 p.m., saying he

had brought new life to the long dormant Republican Party

in the state.

"All of you tonight who believe in individual freedom,

celebrate" tonight with us a new beginning. We have

ignited a chain reaction of truth that will give this state

two parly competition, that will very soon give us victory

after victory," Shamie said, adding he was undecided

about his political future.

Shamie, who owns two high technology firms, has poured

at least $2.2 million of his own money since 1982 into his

campaigns.

However. Shamie called his defeat "anew beginning" and

in his concession 2 1?2 hours after the polls closed he ad-

ded:

"When you are handed defeat, we accept it as a challenge

to win a much larger victory...What you see tonight is the

foreshadowing of a victory that can't be held back."

ITHEI
AMHERST DELICATESSEN

In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

OtfCampua A Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & Salads
• Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 54^^14
Open MonStt. 9 a.m.- I0p.m. ...Sun.. W
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Gathering protests corporate oppression
By DEBORAH NEUBAUER
Collegian Correspondent

Bringing to public attention the "world of

violence and oppression" perpetuated by

multi national corporations is the goal of

local women who are organizing the "Not In

Our Name" resistance action to lake place

in New York City, on Nov. 18 and 19. ac-

cording to resistance organizer Cathe

i)Connor
"Not in our Name" is a group of individual

women gathered together to sound the

alarm acros^ the United States. We are

united to bring to people's attention the

effect the multi national corporations are

having upon members of the Third World,

women and people of all color in the United

Stales and all over the world,"O'Connor

' lid.

The women involved in the resistance

:i(tion are primarily those who first

gathered in the Pentagon action of 1981 to

protest the build up of nuclear arms, she

said.

The Pentagon action was the first public

display of outrage over the connection

between the profit of the multi national

corporations and the oppression in the

world she said.

The gathering of women started in

Northampton, and now has bases in New
York. Rochester New York, Seneca N.Y.

Syracuse, I'hiladelphia, New Hampshire,

New .Jersey, Boston, and Western Mass.

Their constitution states, "Each day the

white men in power make decisions in the

name of lh»' people of the United Stales.

Their choices greate a world of violence and

oppression. These decisions are ba.sed on

the desires of these men to increase their

power and wealth. They say it's in our
nam*'.

"We say it's not in our name. We look

toward a society that is equality based, free

from oppression, and which guarantees

fulfillment of basic needs and a safe future

for all ptH)ple of the world."

On Nov. 18, and 19, "Not in our name" is

organizing a march through the streets of

New York City "To protest these multi

national corporations who profit off the

oppression and exploitation of workers,

environmental destruction and violence

against women. The message the gathering

of women will send is one of alarm and

awareness O'Connor said.

The women's resistance action will target

specific corporations such as Upjohn, which

manufactures the non FDA approved

<'ontracept ive. Depo Provera.

Also targeted are CitiCorps. General

F.lectrtt- and Harper and Row publishers,

she said.

Honor program hosts

UM awareness day
The I'niversity Honors Program will

host an awareness day in the Campus

Center Concourse from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

today in order to familiaraize students

with the program.

Honors students who are sophomores

and upper classmen will be at a table to

tell intere.sted students what the program

is offering, and its requirements. There

will be two groups of advisors giving

information on the Departmental Honors

Program and the University Honors

I»rogram. Lauren Segalla, an advisor, said

"We hope to eliminate fear among

students thinking about taking the

courses."

The program just became a Registered

Student Organization in order to acquire

funds -so they could maintain a budget,

Segalla said.
, , ,,^

CHRIS MARAK

Tonight, Wed. 7th Nov

Thursday, Nov. 8th

Tomorrow Night, One Show Only

A Special Area Performance

THE OUTLAWS
$6.00 at the door

Friday, Nov. 9th

The Diskecentric Duo
Two D.J, for Maximum Danceabilitv

Saturday, Nov. 10th

Andrew Wolfe Howls at the Lightbulb

Kiss 108 FM Boston

Beginning Sunday, Nov. 11th

Sunday afternoon Polka Parties 3:00 til 7:00

MARION LUSH .

Sunday, Nov. 11th Evening

Post Election Party Fund Raiser

Pat Lewis Sackrey County Commissioner

Restive I.D.'s required at the door
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The SPOT for your basketball needs

•LARGE sizes available. . .special orders may be required

IN THE CAMPUS PLAZA
NexttoSuperStop&Shop Rte 9 Ha.lievAmhe-stL-e

Talk of

the Town.

Kenneth Cole

redefines the

penny loafer. In

black, grainy alf

with a rubber sole

for aaion wear.

Made in Italy. Now

only at Chona

Men.

CHO NA
MEN CONTLMPORARY

FASHION
FOR MEN

2nd FLOOR THORNtS MARKITPlACt. N0STHAMP10N. 5«4 7901
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Random notes
Meyers 'joke' uncalled for

Last Friday aftertioon at aUjul h:M), a friend and 1

decided to go" into the Bluewall for a drink. Cliff Meyers

was the "entertainment." In the half hour between when

I walked in and the end of his show, he aimed a flashlight

at and ridicule<l a woman he thought was flat -chested,

made a string of "gang-bang" jokes, and shmed the light

on and laughed at a woman in the front who was getting

upset with his "jokes." The worst came when he said,

"We have a Portugese woman in front here-someone br-

ing on the pool table." ,
• . u

Aft«?r the show. I went up to Meyers and tried to speak

with him. Without getting too political (I figured that with

him it was useless) or too {)ersonal (I think his guitar play-

ing is lousy and his singing is worse), I explained that 1

thought his jokes were offensive, and that it was exploitive

and outrageous for him to make a joke out of gang-rape.

Meyers told me he believes many people think "gang-

bang" jokes are funny, and that his show isn't "geared to

people like me. and that if I don't like it, I should just stay

home Then he asked me if I was Portugese. I told him

no but the comments he made were infuriating to me and

probably to many others. Meyers just said I was being ir-

rational" and refused tx) discuss it anv further.

I think it is time that other entertainment be brc.ught iiv

to the Bluewall. I am not suggesting that C liff M*^>^y^jf

l)anned from the Bluewall entirely, but the l^^-" "^_^"^^.

ment, and others responsible for bringing entertamment

into the Bluewall, should take a stand in saying that the

kinds of comments Meyers was making last Friday are in-

tolerable, and that if he wants to continue playing in the

Bluewall, he should clean up his act. If Meyers has to con-

tinue stooping that low just to get a cheap laugh, maybe he

should face the fact that it is time to retire.

Denise Descoteaux
Sylvan

Letters to the Editor

Zappa good

Frank Zappa's ap-

pe .ranees at the Fine Arts

Center were "a gofxl time."

It was not however, such a

good time to read the

review of the shows in the

Cidkgmn. A little accuracy

please. Arthur Barrow is

one of the regular Zappa

bassists, not a crew

member. Scott Tunes, not

"Al Tunis" plays bass on

this tour.

More importantly, what

about the second show,

which was certainly a finan-

c-ial disaster for UPC. but a

much more intimate show

for the crowd of 300 {)eople?

Wasn't it at all interesting

to readers that Archie

Shepp played with the band,

as well as on "Tied to the

Whipping Post," what Zap-

pa called "conceptual

history"?

Why not enlighten

readers on the diversity of

audience participants?

What kind of people attend

such a show? I spoke with

one older man. who was

over 40. who said that he us-

ed to see Zappa in jazz bars

in New York City, and had

always been fascinated by

what he had to say. not to

mention his musical im-

agination and flexibility.

Here is an artist who has

survived. He is a survivor

and an apostrophizing voice

in the midst of an even

larger heap of swill. He is

not just "wierdness." What
is he saying about iis'l In-

deed.

And what does a review

like the one in the Collegian

say about readers and what
they like to hear? No. he did

not bite the heads of bats or

torture gerbils. What he
does say and do are things

we might not want to hear

or see. That is because he is

often using us as objects of

his castigation. But all of

this is rejected as wierd-

ness. Too bad. He's right

again.

Most people do smoke

what is in their college

degrees. It really gets you

out there.

C. Smith
Northampton

If If **' ^L^s,

PRE-MAJOR MEETINGS
FOR CAS STUDENTS INTERESTED

IN:

ENGIN: Wed. Nov. 1, 4 PM, 227 Chenoweth

SOM: Wed. Nov. 1, 4 PM, E-37 Machmer

COMSTU: Thurs. Nov. 8, 4 PM, E-37 Machmer

COINS: Tues. Nov. 13, 4:30 PM, E-37 Machmer

ECON: Wed. Nov. 14, 4:30 PM, 106 Thompson
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Is your academic major
a puzzle? Can we help you put

the pieces together?

BDIC
Hii. hi-ioi , Dtfiiee vvi//i Individual Concentration

a proiiram for selfdesifined majors

CiintiKt BDIC
15 BartliMl Hall

.545-2504 or '"i4:^07^(i
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It doesn't end here
Election 1984 is over.

Ronald Reagan has won over-

whelmingly and will be President of

this nation for the next four years.

Today, we must all remember that

once the euphoria or disappointment

following the election has passed the

political process goes on.

We must not forget the issues in

1985, or the years beyond. We must

continue to fight for what we believe

to be right and fair for all of America.

We must continue to let those in of-

fice know how we stand on the issues

that confront us and our future.

We are the generation that has

been talked about throughout this

campaign. It is our future, and our

children's future that will be most af-

fected by the next four and the next

, forty years.^

It is crucial that we lay claim to

that future and help to shape it. One
man does not lead a nation, we all do.

We must send the message to

Washington that we, as the youth of

America will take an active role in

our and America's future.

We must not only send that

message once every four years, we
must send it each day, by holding

rallies, writing letters, calling our

representatives in Washington, by

actively participating in the

democratic process. We must do it

today, tomorrow, every day.

Unsigned editorials reflect the ma-

jfrrity ojmim of the Collegian Board

of Editors.

Another time,another place
It has happened again. It was Indira

Priyadarshini Gandhi this time. The Prime

Minister of India, known to millions of In- -

dians as 'Amma' (mother) was killed by the

bullets of two mad men. That same mad

element in the human psyche, which took

away Abraham Lincoln, John Kennedy,

Martin Luther King and Mahatma Gandhi

from us, has struck again. Ironically this

despicable crime of violence has taken

place in the land of Mahatma Gandhi and

the victim was also a Gandhi (not related to

the Mahatma).

Wednesday morning, I woke up to hear

this shocking piece of news. The television

was full of it. I watched with horror and

sadness the reactions of some people of In-

dian origin interviewed on the media mak-

ing such disgusting comments like "We

feel exactly the same way that Jews in Ger-

many felt when Hitler died." These com-

ments were of course by Sikhs, the more

extremist among them. There were saner

reactions too like that of the Indian Am-

bassador in the United States who said "In-

dia will still continue to be friendly and af-

fectionate to the Sikhs." The reaction of

most Indians in UMass is one of shock and

disbelief.

Since a lot of readers are not likely to be

aware of the background behind this

assassination, a brief explanation is in

order. Punjab is a state in North-west«rn

India, it is the home land of the Sikhs, a

religious minority in India. The religion

that they follow is known as Sikhism. For

quite some time the Sikhs have been

agitating against allegedly unfair treat-

ment and discrimination. The agitation

was localized to the Punjab. The discon-

tent among the Sikhs gave rise to a militant

and intolerant section among them. They

demanded that an independent and

Sovereign state-Khalistan-be created to

protect Sikh interests. This movement

derived moral and financial support from

wealthy Sikhs living in Canada, the United

States, Great Britain and Australia. This

militancy among a paritcular group of

Sihks resulted in large scale violence m the

Punjab. Looting and murder became daily

news. Some prominent academicians and

journalists who were known not to concur

with the extremist Sikhs were murdered in

cold blood. Communal riots resulted m the

death of Sikhs and Hindus m large

numbers. The once peaceful Punjab

became a battle field. The most prominent

militant Sikh leader was Mr. Jarnail Singh

Bhindranwale. He lived with his band of

followers in the Golden Temple in Amnt

sar the holiest shrine of the Sikhs and

directed the Sikh agitation from there.

Arms and ammunition were amassed on a

large scale inside the Golden Temple which

is Apposed to be a place of worship. (Some

of the weapons retrieved from the GoWen

K. Arvind

Temple were shown on the Indian Televi-

sion. They were heavy arms which normal-

ly would be used only in a war.) Seeing no

solution, Mrs. Gandhi's .Government

declared an emergency in the Punjab and

handed over the Punjab administration to

the armed forces. In June. aft«r repeated

warnings to the extremists in the Golden

Temple went unheeded, the army act«?d

and committed the terrible act of

sacrilege— it marched into the golden Tem-

ple and captured it. A lot of blood was

spilt. Mr. Bhindrawale was killed in the

operation. This action shocked Sikhs in In-

dia and all over the worid. The Sikhs were

angry at Indira and her son Rajiv (the new

Prime Minister of India) and held them

responsible for the violation of the sanctity

of their holiest shrine. Many of them

wanted revenge. A spate of hijackings by

extremist Sikhs brought world attention to

the Sikh agitation. Ever since Indira and

Rajiv had been living under a threat of

assassination. The security around the

Prime Minister was too tight to permit

penetration by any assassin from outside.

As fate would have it, she was killed by two

of her own security men who were Sikhs.

Nobody can claim that Indira was

perfect. She had all the unavoidable

characteristics of a politician. Some even

doubt her faith in democracy and allege

that she tried to perpetrate dynastic rule in

India. But there were bett<»r things about

her too. She was the only stabilizing factor

in the politics of the world's largest

democracy. The country has no other

leader of her stature who could lead it. In a

nation which has 14 official languages and

umpteen religions she was the only leader

known in every nook and corner of the

country. Above all she was a woman-she

was walking proof of the truth that women

are in no way inferior to men. She was

symbolic of the triumph over evil of

discrimination on the basis of sex. She was

the boldest leader that India has produced.

There was a joke that used to go around

New Delhi that chracterized Indira as "the

only "»f" to her Government." Her

boklMia MOMtiines made her appear

reckless as in the way she handled the Pun-

jab agitation.

Now Indira is no more. I am still unable

to believe it. A great woman that India has

borne has been killed by a band of mad

men. Womankind has lost one of its

brilliant representatives. It is a moment of

sadness for all humanity for the immoral

act of violence against a human being has

been successfully committed once again.

This moment, I as an Indian have the same

feelings that Americans felt when Presi-

dent Kennedy fell victim to a similar act of

insanity.
K. Arvind is a UMas9 stwkmi.
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The threat from within
Since this is my ninth and last semester

here at the university, I feel pretty much at

home. But before this semester I never

had a class in Dickinson, home of the police

and ROTC. Having to visit there three

times a week, however, has made me more

aware of a great national tragedy. The

martial atmosphere in that building trig-

gers in my mind a series of thoughts in

regard to the mentality of to<i many college

students. It's a sad situation.

After I enter the building, aiming for

Latin. I step within the sights of a glass

case filled with miliUry pitures. Above the

jets with names like "NATO Code Name
Foxbat" is the crowning glory: "Counter-

ing the Threat." This attitude, for me,

sums up the successful brainwashing of

masses of people, some of whom can't

remember the daily death counts in Viet-

nam flashing behind Huntley and Brinkley.

Do they care about today's tragedies?

Alexander Orcullo was an editor for the

opposition Mindanao Current in the

Phillipines. Last Thursday, he and his wife

were stopped by armed termrists in Davao

City. He was dragged away and murdered.

Is it a coincidence that the critic, probably

outspoken, was silenced in a country that

happens to be run by guns? Even given our

concern for the investment climate to suit

our needs, our support of this un|>opular,

unjust regime is shortsight^'d. Turmoil is

beneficial only to those who win or have the

guns. Or sell" the guns: Your l>est defense

!,s defense.

The Reagan Revolution has made macho

intransigence seem infinitely sujji'rior to

"wimpy" concern for f)eace— the real stuff

and not the flimsy kind that supposedly

results from more weapons. I believe more

weapons will only lead to more death. The

living, breathing life is more valuable than

the clanking, crashing, and irradiating

mechanics of destruction. People love to

snicker when I tell them I'm an English

major. It doesn't matter. It's what I rlo

because I genuinely love the subject. I'll

have U) work hard, but I won't be searching

for personal fulfillment in the nose-cone of

the Peace-maker.

Thomas Pitoniak

Young people rally around Reagan's im-

age l)ecause it's the thing to do. There are

too many clones who are joining Reagan's

team, forsaking ideals for thoughts of a

much less troublesome BMW. The ideals

are relegated to the trunk. Trendiness has

not only con«iuered reality, for sr)me it

alone is real. Balloons and train rides cm--

cupy a greaU»r position in the national

psyche than acid rain, for example. Does

anyone else sense a vacuum where leader-

ship and initiative shoul'l l»e? The only

studies the Administration acknowledges

are the ones that exist as excuses for inac-

tion. They suppress their own reports,

which point to the need for immediate ac-

tion, and corrupt the integrity of the EPA.
Acid rain belongs with apartheid—back in

the trunk of imagined problems.

Mondale has recognized our problems as

real. If he lost, it will l)e because of the

apathetic and the illil)erals, too blind to .see

that we need to counter some threats from

within. A local columnist sf)eaks of the

"ruthless" Sandinistas, but forgets that Al

Haig tried to convince people that the four

nuns murdered in 1980 by the Salvadoran

national guard had crashed a gate, isn't

our textlM)ok for terror in Nicaragua a bit

ruthless, and totally undem«KTatic? With a

semblance of separation from this dirty

business, Reagan I)eams into the great

American living room like a harmless old

man.
Many of us are merely in stride with the

trend toward sanctioned selfishness. F^)r

some, college is a job training first and a

wholesome enrichment by accident or not

at all. Taxes and social programs are the

unwanted burdens of Big Government.

But defen.se is a blessing, no matter what a

light bulb costs. Peace through strength is

actually wealth through war. Get a job in

Groton and, as the ad says, your ship is in.

Join the Gipper's team, and we'll counter

that threat if it kills us.

Thtrmas Pitoniak is a Collegian staff

member.

Letters to the Editor

Stats and more stats

I think it should be a requirement for

people who write to the Collegian and sit«

vague facts and figures, to have at least

two semesters of statistics before they

start using numbers that imply extreme ac-

curacy.

Liisa Trocki's letter in last Wednesday's

Collegian was a prime example. Liisa in-

formed us that 66 percent of the women in

this country have been or will be raped in

their lifetime. Did Liisa take a Sabbatical

from her job as Women's Leadership Pro-

ject Coordinator and go around the U.S.

asking each and every woman if she had

been raped, or expected to be raped in the

future, then tabulated the results to come

up with this figure of 66 percent? Also,

even if this figure were correct, is this

directly correlated to the male population,

ie 66 percent of them are or will be rapists?

Or do some men rape, or intend to rape

more than one woman, making the ratio of

rapists (men) to victim (women) smaller?

It's interesting Liisa, in that rushing to

prove that "the number of men who rape is

much greater than men care to think" you

are able to imply extreme accuracy by us-

ing a figure like two-thirds, or 66 percent.

I hate to disillusion you, but citing that

type of accuracy to something as variable

as human behavior, especially to events

that haven't occurred yet (ie urill be raped)

is statistical hogwash, regardless of where

you read it or imagined it. It's ironic that

this letter appeared in the "Joke" issue of

the Collegian.
John Traey
Amhent
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Call
545-4376

for Information
on

Current Activities

School of Management

CAREER DAY '84
November 14th

First Floor Campus Center

Over 30 Companies Represented!

Presentations, Luncheon, Career Fair, Reception

Luncheon Tickets on Sale SOM Lobby

through November 9th

Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club

All Majors Welcome!
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Sponsored by the Conr>muter Area Government
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f/ie m

f/ie party

UPSTAIRS

Ladies Night

Free Buffet

AND
DOWNSTAIRS.

7:30 Celtics vs Clippers

Party after

with Gordy Milne

Look into the one
market research

graduate program
that all

these companies
are involved in:

A.C. Nielsen Company
Advertising Research Foundation

Audits & Surveys, Inc.

Burke Marketing Services

Campbell Soup Co.

Coca-Cola USA
Custom Research Inc.

Frito-Lay
General Foods
General Mills, Inc.

Grey Advertising

Kenneth Hollander Associates

McDonald & Little Advertising

Market Facts, Inc.

Marketing & Research
Counselors, Inc.

MRCA Information Services

Needham, Harper & Steers Advertising

NFO Research, Inc.

Procter & Gamble
Ralston Purina Co.

Sears, Roebuck
SSC&B: Lmtas Worldwide
The Pillsburv Companv
Yankelovich Skelly & White

Young & Rubicam

The University of Georgia's Master of Marketing Research Program is

truly unique. It is governed by a Board of Advisors drawn from the leaders

of industry. Their personal involvement results in an outstanding program

that prepares you for the real world.

It's an eighteen month program that combines classroom and on-

the-job research experience. It was the first and is still the finest integrated

program of graduate study leading to a Master of Marketing Research

As you would expect, admission is selective and competition is stiff.

Scholarships are available for qualifying applicants.

Professor Fred D. Reynolds
122 Brooks Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

Dear Sir;

Please send mc complete information on your MMR program.

Name_

Street_

Citv_

-Apt.

-State. _Zip_
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ALL OF OUR MOUNTAIN GOATS ARE

NOW STUFFED WITH DOWN.

llvpercurricula

WOMEN'S CAUCUS MEETING The women's caucus will

meet in room 415 S.U. on Wed. Nov.2 at 4 p.m. All women

senators are encouraged to attend.

ANTI RACISM TEAM MEETING A ^oup of people

dedicated to educating themselves and the campus com

munity about how racism oppresses and liinits us all in

varying degrees. F'ilm and discussion. 4:30 CC801.

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANTS COUNCIL MEETING The

introductory meeting of the group that works for the

benefit of all student residential hall staff. Improve your

working conditions and your relationship with the housing

administration join the RAC! 7:00 p.m. CC901.

WMLASC BUSINESS MEETING The Western Ma.ss.

Latin America Solidarity Committee needs volunteers.

Our current and future projects and events will be

discussed at the meeting. All welcome. 6:30 p.m. 404 S.U.

"GYPSY" MUSIC IN RUSSIA Professor Robert Rothstein

will present his view of "gypsy" music in Russia. Refresh

ments will be served. 7:00 p.m. Herter 301 (lounge).

A NIGHT BENEATH THE STARS Visit a local ob

servatory or planetarium (depending on the weather)

courtesy of the UMass Astromomy Club. We'll meet in

room 1033 and proceed from there. All welcome. 7:00 p.m.

Rm 1033 Grad Tower. _,^
RUN FOR RITTER ORGANIZATION MEETING

Planning session to organize 6th annual Run For Ritter.

Proceeds benefit Fr. Bruce Ritter's work with homeless

and abused children. Help needed in all areas. 7:00 7:30

p.m. Front Lounge, Newman Center.

BISEXUALITY will be the topic of a rap group tonight at

the PGA office. Share your views and comments! All are

welcome. IM p.m. PGA office. 413B Student Union.

PRE VET CLUB MEETING Pre vet club meeting. All new

members welcome. 8:00 Paige Lab Rt>om 202.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING Paul Lyons will speak

on 'Common Loon Conservation in Ma.ssachusetls." 7:00

p.m. Rm. 30.5 Holdsworth Hall.

URI RA'ANAN This noted foreign policy expert will be

speaking on "The Middle East and the Superpowers." on

Wednesday. Nov. 7, 7:30 p.m. in CC 163.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD To discu.ss the

NECHA convention and other events coming up in the

semester. 5:30 p.m. University Health Services Rm. 302.

FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDY ABROAD Financial aid

office workshop for students who expect to receive

financial aid for study abroad during Spring 1985. Herter

3rd n(x>r lounge. 4-5 p.m.

BIKE CLUB MEETING For more information see the bike

club bulletin board across from the Post Office in the

Student Union Building. Don't miss the slide show! 7:30-

9:00 p.m. Room 81 IB 815 CC.

UMASS SPANISH CLUB TERTULIA Come practice your

Spanish with us in an informal conversation hour. All are

invited and refreshments wUl be served. 2:30 4:00 4th floor

lobby Herter Hall.

"ONORS AWARENESS DAY Stop by our table to learn

about Honors Program and options of study offered. Find

out how to make the most of your undergraduate program.

9 4 CC concourse.

MICHIGAN TEST OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
PROFICIENCY Placement test for fully matriculated

undergraduate students who plan to enroll in ESL courses

for spring semester. Call (54)5 2578 to register for the test.

6:00 p.m. 308 Bartlett.

BLOOD DRIVE Help save a life. Donating blood is safe,

painless, takes only a few minutes, and says you care.

Allow total 40 min. to donate and rest. 9-4 SUB.
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SSWEET
TOOTH

S5. min ltd del <ir«a

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
I

(with this coupon)

I
$10.00 with Shampoo

I
and Blow Dry

I
$11.50 Long Hair

I- . J
Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 11/30/84

Styles by Deborah
•Jb Unn r-wtv 1)mv»

Amhwtl MA/5«5610
FREE CONSULTATIONS

i 1/2 Price i

S Perm Special
When you bring a

friend I

iStvles by
Deborah

I

One perm is full price— the other perm is % price

Total valua $20.00 by appt. exp. 1 1 /30/84

6.S I'niversitv I>t.

Amherst
49-5610

I
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UTOPIA

SPA3

UTOPIA SPAS
HOT TUBS - MASSAGE

FLOAT to RELAX TANK - SUNTANNING BEDS
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

GRAND OPENING WEEK
NOV. 5- 11

•«»*»***»**»*******************************

Wed. Nov. 7 - "99' Day"

All Hot Tubs, Tans and Floats Only 99'

Thurs. Nov. 8 "Open House"

Complete Tours through The Spas with

Refreshments & Giveaways

All who come in receive a free hot tub pass and a chance to win a

free ski weekend for two at Killington, Vermont with the UMass

Ski Club pq^ More Info 253-SPAS

175 University Dr., Amherst

ViunaH (garden

- ^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Die Befti CluKe»eW
Try Our New

Luncheon From tp^rf«^9
Specials served 11 a.in.-3 p.m.

New Buffet ft^'sunday Brunch ca>i^t ^5.25
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday 11:30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

CAN EAT

Children under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet & Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun. -Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Fri. £r Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

(Wednesday. November 7. 1»84

Silly fun
AMERICAN DREAMER
Directed by Rick Rosenthal

Starring JoBeth Williams and Tom Conti

At the Hampshire Mall

By RENEE BACHER
Collegian Staff

"Amorican Dreamer" is a light hearted slapstick comedy

that is silly and predictable, yet nonetheless enjoyable.

Cathy Palmer ( Jobeth Williams) is an oppressd suburban

housewife, with a little fantasy lurking around in her head.

She enters a contest to win a free trip to Paris by writmg

the end of the latest "Rebecca Ryan" trashy detective

novel. Cathy wins the contest and joyfully informs her

husband (Tom Conti)that they are on their way to Pans

together. He in turn informs her that they are not. in fact,

on Iheir wav to Paris together because he is too busy at the

office. Palmer's husband, played by Tom Conti, is more of

a conservative phenomenon than a character.

So. off goes Cathy Palmer, against her husband's wishes,

to Paris. Once there, she is involved in an accident, suffers

a ca.se of amnesia, and believes she is the fictional heroine

of her novel, Rebecca Ryan.

Williams, as Cathy Rebecca is outrageously zany, and

melodramatic. She was well cast in her role. F^ven the

most trite of farces she manages to pull off with a comically

classy flair. Her partner in crime, actor GianCarlo Gianni

is also quite good. He comes off as a delightful combination

of Dudley Moore, Dustin Hoffman, and Al Paccino.

The film has a story book ending and a Walt Disney feel

to it yet it's worth a good hard chuckle.

ArtsUnes
Spectrum, the P'ine Art and Literary Magazine of the

University, is back from the printers and ready for

distribution. This year's magazine," 1984 and Beyond", is

the largest and most elaborate in the magazine's 17 year

history. Spectrum is free to students and distributed

through the different galleries at the University: the

Student Union Gallery, Herter, Hampden, and Wheeler

Galleries and the Savage Gallery in the New Africa House.

Copeis are also available through the Spectrum office in

the (Campus Center. To celebrate the arrival of this year's

magazine, an open reception will be held on Monday,

November 19, from 5 to 9 pm, in Memorial Hall. Refresh

ments will be served.

UNDECLARED
eeeoooo

SCIENCE MAJORS
If you would like to learn how you can app-

ly your skills and interests in math,

chemistry, physics, and biology to the con-

tinued development of our food supplies,

attend the open house being held by the

Dept. of Food Science and Nutrition on

Wednesday, Nov. 7

and
Thursday, Nov. 8

at 3:30 PM, Rm. 127 Chenoweth Lab.

Curricular requirements, job opportunities,

and scholarship aid will be discussed for

the major in Food Science only (not

Human Nutrition). Refreshments will be

served. For additional information call Prof.

Buck at 5-2277.

I

I

i

I

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

daily!

WEDNESDAY IS for only

PASTA NIGHT $4.25
includes spaghetti with a choice of homemade

meatball, sausage, fresh eggplant, sauteed

mushrooms, or broccoli served with salad or soup,

bread and butter, and a glass of wine or beer

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week
2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive. Amherst 549-5713

Shear Delight
Beauty Salon
228 Triangle St.

Amherst

549-1502
COMPLETE

HAIRSTYLING
FOR

MEN andWOMEN-——————-Ti

j
HAIRCUT $7.00

I

Hours: Tues-Sat
9:00-5:30

Walk Ins Welcome

I

CELLOPHANES $16.50

Offergood thru 12/1/84

I
I
I

I

Arts
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Technicalandartisticprowness
THE ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET
At the Fine Arts Center

Monday, November 5

By WENDY LEWIS
Collegian Correspondent

Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet gave the full house at the

FAC a good excuse to forget about the election for two and

one half hours Monday night.

The selections that ranged from a Tchaikovsky score

choreographed by George Balanchine to a funky in

terpretation of an Eric Clapton song proved that ballet can

entertain on a classical and on a popular level.

During the first two thirds of the performance the

company proved its technical prowess more traditionally.

In "Allegro Brillante" the female dancer seemed too

powerful to need to be guided by her partner. Their

movements were framed by other members who supported

them with synchronic movement to the changing tempo ot

the music. The light and airy costumes, simply designed,

helped to focus attention on the movement.

In a spectacular pas de deux the male dancer (bedecked

with a ruby studded outfit that offset his remarkable

musculature) defied gravity by thrusting his powerful

body into the air in a series of dramatic leaps; his body

seemed reluctant to touch ground.

Early Basic
By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

There is no denying that William "Count" Basic is one of

the great jazz pianists. Yet even greats must start out

somew here. Kansas city style is a collection of recordings

made between 1929 and 1932 when Basie was playing with

the Bennie Moten Orchestra.

While Basie is the brand name used to sell the album, he

by no means dominates the cuts. They were recorded at a

time when the music was so intricate and swiftly paced, a

solo (other than vocal) rarely exceeded 20 seconds. Basie

here is just part of an integrated whole.

And what parts! We have Eddie Durham, the stirring

purah pwah pwak of his angry trumpet giving such songs

as "Lafayette" a soulful sound. We have the immortal

Jimmy Rushing, whose rough, ejaculatory crooning ap-

pears on only Vz of the cuts on the album much too smaU a

number for my taste. We have "Hot Lips" Page on trumpet

and Eddie Barefield on alto sax who give a vibrant, joyous

quality to pieces 'ike "Blue Room". And of course we have

Basie.' who playfully helps out in "Blue Room", and whose

nimble fingers make "Prince of Wales" a lordly dehght.

VQumBaHhm

Sarah Slipper and Andre Uwis were statuesque lovers in

the tree movements of "Lento A Tempo E Appassionato."

performed with the on stage accompaniment of Principal

Pianist Michel Szczesniak (who looked like a latter day

Omar Sharif). The white unitards of the dancers gave

their movements a stark look that emphasized the

dependence of lovers; the pair danced as a unit

.

"Translucent Tones", the post intermission selection

choreographed by Nils Christe to the 'Third Piano Con

certo" by Bela Bartok. was a kaleidoscope of l>oth

movement and color. The costumes were amazing as they

seemed to change color while the dancers performed. And

the smiles on the dancers' faces conveyed both confidence

in their professional skills and a desire to reach out to the

audience in a warm, human way. This was one of the most

appealing aspects of the company's performance.

After a second intermission (heralded by trumpets in the

upper balconies) the company pt-rformed its seven part

dance collage entitled "The Hands." Choreographed by

Paddy Stone, the pieci' had surprising burets of comedy in

its interpretalii)ns of Claptons "Willi*- and the Haiui .live,

Mozart's "La Ci Darem La Man^'fmd "Pale Hands I Loved'

by .\my Woodforc e Finden.

The Beatles' "1 \\ ani to Hold Your Hand" was a par

ticularly sweet and creative work that let the dancers

perform shadow puppetry on .stage. The final ensemble

work was danced to "He's Got The Whole World In His

Hands" sung by Cleo Laine. Those lucky enough to see the

Winnipeg Ballet were truly and thoroughly entertained.

The second side is more bluesy and dated than the first,

but who cares? Eddie Durham's happy guitar and Bus

Moten's prancing accordian give an element of cheer to

whatever may be mourned, allowing us to snule through

the (Sidney) Bechetlike clarinet on "New Vme Blues .

The treasure on the album is "Somebody Stole My Gd"

featuring a too-short scat vocal by the youthful Bas'e. with

a number of enthusiastically cheerful solos from the brass

section.

This retrospective of the lost world of big band jazz is

recommended for admirers of the pre bebop period^

Despite the tackily misleading packaging, the music stands

for itself.

XTC erratic
By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

"The Big Express "—XTC
19g4_Virgin Records

The Big Express was a large disappointment as I play side

one. I mean, four weak songs full of herks and jerks, with

no really catchy hooks in verse or chorus, and a half decern

slow one about missiles just does not cut XTC's mustard.

They seemed to be trying to recover territory already won

during their "Black' Sea" days(i.e. hard edged, hard

rocking, herk jerk pop.)

Side two, then was a complete surprise. Lead

singer writer. Andy Partridge, searched his inner soui

and found Ray Davies!'.' He dished out four hard edged,

imaginative, hook laden poppers in a row. Bassist Colin

Moulding, followed up with an extremely warm "I

Remeber the Sun" like a not so weird Steely Dan.

The last cut. about a train that is running (get this) low on

soul coal, is shrill and loopy, but does contain a fun hook.

One of the problems with this record is the production.

Steve Lillywhite gave their sound depth and clarity. This

new guy, David Lord, had a sound that is thinner and more

mushy. The band is also missing former drummer ex

traordinaire Terry Chambers more than they would like to

think.

This record's major problem, is a lack of consistent song

writing. The weak tracks, exhibit none of the drive or

melody that earmark most of their better songs.

The strong tracks resemble past triumphs in their basic

intelligence, humor, and overall catchiness. They exhibit

Partridge's knack for the pop tune that places rhythm and

melody in synch with each other.

In summary, four extremely good songs, three middling

ones and four generally lousy ones, making for very

uneven wear on the disc itself. They should have released

three really good singles or a mighty fine EP. Unfor

tunalelv, we must deal with the chaff as well.

;.:-:.:-X'X'X':'X'X'X*>>--'*' :•:.>:•:•:•;•:•.

Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet filled the FAC

Monday night

The camera lies
MKHAKL PHILLIPS
Collegian ('orrespond<'nt

The large color pht)tographs, all "untitled" 30"X40".

which bedeck the walls of the Hampden Gallery were

commissioned in 1983 by Diane Benson, owner of the

fashionahU' Dianne "B" clothes bouti<jues. They provided a

useful projei't for Cindy Shnnian lo work as well as a

(hadline to meet.

Sh.-rman's realization, in 197.'), that painting was dead

lead her towards photography. Not the traditional con-

<-ei ns of the photographic image, but like Barbara Kruger,

Sherrie L< v ine and Richard Princt-. She foun.J her con-

cerns lay with the issues thrown up by other art forms.

Her concerns lay with the moments before and after the

image, and the situatitm running through it. Concepts of

science, of experience and of how lo record such things as

the documentation of an event.

For instance, in her earlier work, around the end of the

seventies. Sherman pnnluced a series of black and white

photographs. "'Film Stills'. These were staged images,

stills from 19,5()'s movies, not the vital, climactic images of

a movie, but those images which give the foundations for

the finale. Vet each photograph had a tension no film could

possibly contain. We are the expectant voyeur, watching

the stereotype confronting a media based image, which is

obviously staged torleny itself.

These recent photographs lack a lot of the narrative value

of the earlier film stills. They appear posed and less Ouid.

no longer in transit. Yet they still retain the tension. There

is a distan<e between Sherman and the image she por

trays. She is not the person just the image in a situation.

One cannot deny her chameleon qualities, her features

absorhe<i into the chosen image, something more than, or

mavbe different from, acting. Tiny "mistakes", hints a.s to

the pose.' nature of the image, lurk in the photographs.

The ba<k drop, where it meets the Hoor for instance,

certain inconsistencies which contradict the image,

creating .1 tension, an ambiguity.

It is this ambiguity which makes any interpretation of the

image unnecessary. It is often done with each in

terpretation contradicting the la.st, whether .he.se are

images of the real anxieties of women, or parodies of the

media image of these anxieties.

It is interesting to note- that these projects were inspired

by soft porn images of women. For Sherman it was not the

issues of exploitation that inspired but the devices,

associations, and mechanics used to achieve the image.

Cindy Sherman's rise to fame has been relatively quick.

Herimages sell for around $1,500, and she fulfills a hole in

the market. One cannot help wondering how long that hole

will last, how many variations can there be on a theme,

especially when the theme is a figure and a face. Sherman

has said, "Sometimes I just get sick of looking at myself

These images, due to their ambiguity, provide a blank

wall onto which issues can be thrown. It is the ricochet of

these issues and arguments which make the work

essential. They make you .stop and think.

jf You *ve gotta ^
^^ have arts! * ¥
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Additional copies of the

Fall 1984 STUDENT TELE-

PHONE DIRECTORY have been

received. They are available at

the Information Data Bank

227 G Whitmore or call

545 1540

INFORMATION DATABANK 5451555 _

TAPED INFORMATION k^^^
PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF ST 'iPENTS OFFICE

Uri Ra'anan
Professor of Internatior^ol Politics at

the Fletcher School of Low and
Diplomacy- at Tufts Ur^iversity

speakina on

"The Middle East and
the Superpowers"
Wednesday, Nov. 7 7:30 p.m.

Campus Center 163

Co-editor ana Contributor to The

Superpowers m a Mulfmuclear WorlcJ.

£thnic Resurgence m Modern
Democratic States Human Resources

and Conflicts, among others

Former advisor to both Sen Paul

Tsongas' Panel on SALT and (then)

Governor Reagan s Foreign Policy and
Defense Team

Dr Ra'anan has made hurtdreds of local

and national TV and radio
appearances, especially during the

various hAiddle Edstern crises

Sponsored hy B'nai B'nth Hillel

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 15. 1984

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE

(GRADUATE STUDENTS AND UNDERGRADUATES, TEACHING COURSES WITH THE

APPROVAL OF THE DEPARTMENT) WHO IS CURRENTLY TEACHING, TRULY OUT-

STANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION, SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING

WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

ANY STUDENT, PAST OR PRESENT, MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1984

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMIHEE
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

919 CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Wednesday, November 7, 1984
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Today's Weather

Weather: Today sunny,

highs in 4()s. Tonight dear

and cold, ternf)eraturt's in

the teens. Thursday should

be cloudy and cold.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUniE
txlilcd b> I rude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Cdlical

comment
5 Biblical spy

10 Catfish

14 Olive genus

16 Cliilean pott

16 Zaire nvei

1? Latin

catchall

18 Roses asset

19 Log splitter

20 ones
sleeves

22 Diamond call

24 i»orlh Sea
feeder

26 JacK or tap

27 Fastened
31 Goodies
35 player

that struts

Shak
36 Formed a bow
38 DVM holder

39 Vesuvius
teature It

40 Family ol

young
41 rheda
42 Food lish

43 Certain singer

44 Wee one
45 MalelakMP,

Vdr

4 7 Ambled
49 Snaky

creatures

SI Notary s

insignia

'i2 Dancing spot

1)6 Hiker s haunts

60 HacelracK

61 Hokkaido city

63 Strawberry

64 Verne s captain

65 Observer

66 Handle

67 Victorian and

others

68 Done in

69 Pierre s pate

DOWN
1 Soulh Atriran

2 Voice range

) Authentic

4 Clamor
5 City on the

Platte

6 Body pari

7 Dear, in Ulm
8 Conspicuous

hit

9 Cast a vote

10 Frill

11 Flying

beginning

12 Baseball

brother

13 Forest creaturf

21 Consumer
23 Olivier title

25 Raises

27 Implied

28 Lyric poem
29 H^assage.eg
30 Something

interior

32 Be ot use

33 — Haute
Ind

.34 Fair sight

^7 Scoters

40 Parly

decorations

41 CityWNWof
Melbourne

43 Malt product

44 Wild hoy
46 Violas

cousins
48 Profit

50 Plant of the

Illy lamily

52 Study hard

53 Declare

54 Tibetan monk
55 Han
57 Lytlon heroine

58 Wear well

59 Snicker

62 Adherent ol
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D.C. Menu

Royal
LUNCH
Zucchini Beef
Parmesan

Grilled Cheese and
Mushroom Quiche

DINNER
HARVEST FESTIVAL

Roast Turkey/Dressing,
Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Fried Deep Sea
Scallops/Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

drilled Cheese on
Wheatberry

BASICS DINNER
HARVEST FESTIVAL

Harvest Stuffed Acorn
Squash

Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
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CAMPUS
AUTO PARTS
549-3945
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Wednesday, November 7, 1984

ORIGINAL QUALITY IMPORT CAR PARTS

IMPORT
CAR PARTS

.v-31

S

Q
1

lOtN"TSW
^^»- s^S?»^e ^°^''^'

3rd ^'^"

Q
2

YOU WON'T BE SORRY WHEN YOU
INSTALL THE REAL THING! We carry Vera

Imported Car Parts the original quality parts from

Japan, England and Western Europe made
precisely to maintain your car s original performance!

AUTNONIZEO

ORIGINAL QUALITY
IMPORT CAR

PARTS

Campus Auto Parts

107 Sunderland Road
No. Amherst

S

I

^ ' The store where you get the real thing!
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careers OP

career
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Robin

UMASS
MICKEY MOUSE

T-SHIRT

695

v.^^

if'' s

All Cotton

S-M-L-XL
Also available in

Children's Sizes

Photo by

Dwayne Autery

Open Located In

M-F 9-5 the Campus Center
Sat 10-3

QjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

Wednesday. November 7, 1984!

Hoop limes set
Ef ft' (live through

I)oct>mber 14. these are

the open play times at the

BoyHt-n basketball courts.

On Monday throug..

Thursday open play will be

from 2:30 to 4 p.m. and

fn»m 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.

Monday through Friday

the times also are 12:05 to

1:10 p.m. and on Fridays

from 2:;W) to 4:00 and 6::«)

HernandezMVP inAL
NEW YORK (AP) Relief ace Willie

Hernandez of the world champion Detroit

Tigers was named the Most Valuable

Player in the American League Tuesday,

his .second major postseason award.

Hernandez, who saved 32 games in 33

opportunities and posted a 9 3 record with a

1.92 earned run average, won the AL Cy

Young Award la.st week. He became the

fourth American League pitcher to win

both awards. Rollie Fingers of Milwaukee

did it in 1981 . Oakland's Vida IMue won both

in 1971. and Denny McLain of Detroit, the

last Tiger MVP. swept the awards in 19(>8.

Three National League pitchers Hob

(;ibson of St. Ix)uis in 1968. Sandy Koufax

of Los Angeles in 19t>3 and Don Newcombe

of the Brooklyn Dodgers in 19."iti scored Cy

Young and MVP sweeps.

r

•i-^i-^^^,ji5ijji5S5i(5;ii!>5i<i5<i^S^^ "1

THE TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

Jeffery

Amherst
Bookshop

Call us now for information about

ordering your spring coursebooks * 253-3381

Now's
the time

to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

.Collegian, is

Cross country

fourth inNE
Minulemen ^aggressive'

By CHRIS TREMBLAY
Collegian Correspondent

Th«' I nivtrsitv of Massachusetts men's cross country

ran with aggression this we<'k in the New England meet

in liostons Franklin Park.

The Minutemen grabbed fourth place in the ;J5 team

fi»<ld with Boston College coming away with the win with

37 points. Northeastern was stn-ond with .'VO. Yale with

124 was third and CMass was three points behind in

fourth.

• Thi' ra«»' ran preMy mvii-h the way I thought. "
UMass

coach Ken O'Brien said.' Th«' only difference was that

Pro\idenc»' College didn I compt'te as they were

preparing for next w»'ek. That gavr us tht- chance to

mo\c into fourth."

.lohn Pannich'ine. who according to t)'Brien was
aggressive in the race, was 1.3lh overall and the first UM
tinisher. I'aul Stanislaw/.ik and Jan Novack were second

and third for the Minutemen. 22 and 25 overall.

"Y\\v entir«' team ran very well over the first thr»H' miles

of the race. " O'Brien said. 'This helped us U> hold on and

stay close to Yale and take fourth place."

The CMass women's rested up f»)r the ECAC 'NCAA
(Hi;tlifying meet at Penn State this Saturday.

ifnotebook

Enjoy the Increasingly Popular

LIP-SYNC CONTEST
Group Contestants also Welcome

$50 First Prize Tonite

5 Weeks Remaining until the Grand Finals

$750 in Cash Prizes Tonight
No Cover

99* BAR DRINKS ALL NIGHT
25' Champagne till 10 with Dynasty

RENT YOUR OWN NIGHTCLUB!
For Banquets, Birthdays, Christmas, Dorm and Private Parties

Changes. Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

continued frim paffe Id

(M'orge BarnvM'll has rusheil tor 777 yards

|8t>.3 a game) and averages 2:1.3 yards per kick«)ff n-turn.

Freshman T»-d Barrett has a 2.'?. 4 averag«'.

Th«- s()uad also has 14 intercept i«»ns. but they are allowing

4.38.22 yards a ganu-. .').7 yards per play. CMass has scored

only 13 points in the first quart»r.

CConn'stiar.N DuBose. nho rambled r«»r 245 yards against

CMass on Saturday, was named both KCAC and Yankee

Conference offensive player of the week.

(;ienn llolden made 11 tackles in the CConn game, he has

administered 38 hits over the last three games. Senior

Sjdit end Bob Sinieone needs but one catch to I ie Tim Berra

on the career receptions list.

7^ s

•X-

X-

*

$2.60

Wednesday thru Saturday

Catch 22

Slaughterhouses

7.00

9:05

X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consectutive days 5% discount

• 10 consectutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number free

AUDIO
ENTERTAINMENT

AM/FM Casiatt* St»r«o w'tumtaWe for

sain good condition pertecl for dorms >80 or

BO 549 0660

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 "TS excaltent inside and out. eng

& tran very strong, well rnainfainad_

sunroof, Bilstiens, Weber, etc »3800 or BO
546 8170

tovotrCorolla Daluxa 1174 excellent con

dition 665 2492

1976 Toyota Corolla good condition

$800 00 call before 11:00 am or after 700

pm 546 1277

PontiacTamana six cytinder excetlent run-

ning condition $500 733-8541

iOTtlRaftaiiit MTL. good running condi

tion $400, 584 7792

ino DatsuV210 4 door 5 speed 41 nr>pfl

good condition $2900 665-3986

1970 Chewy Malibu stn wgn engine a»>d

body m great shape good mpg "<»r£«'''"9
system snow tires and more $1600 call

5469665

76 Volio 164E loaded with extras runs good

dependable moving must sell ^W"
617 867 3054 or 617-867^343

IfT* RMta 57000 mi std trans, 9°^^^^
dk blue w/red int $1600 ASAP 256^936

76 Bul7k Century good condition must aell

$850 549 2874

ItTl Plymouth SatallM must sa« BO Wan

dy 2S3 3396

WICKED AND WILD DJs audio and

visual entertainment lor the 80s 584 6712

Rack A Disc Rack A Video Entertain

mant Agency Disciockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

549-7144

FOR RENT

The Sub Raataurant is now accepting ap

plications for pan time evening work 20 30

hours

ftTaHadiay School System is seeking

qualified applicants to substitute teach in

grades 7 12 Applicants do not have to be

college graduates The daily rate of pay is

$30 00 Send letter of application and

resume to Supt Paul F Langie/a 127

Rusaell St., Hadley. MA 01035

A badroom In large houaa tn Echo HHI

166 + phone 253 9824

Two'b«lroom apt Cliffside Apt 410 a

month utilities included close to college call

665-8302 in morning before 1 1 00 AM

Found pr ol glaaaaa (with easel between

Whitmore and FAC Phone 5^)692

FREE

Politica Can Pay
Massachusetts Fair Share offers full and

part time work on voter rights, toxics, and

economic reform Paid training Hours

1 M930 PM $160$250/wk or 4 30 9 30

PM $60 $150/wk Call 586 8713 or

1 800 952 7478

Counter Help and Oalivary Drivars apply

at Amherst Delicatessen

DJ Wanted - need someone with DJ equip

I have the contacts $50 00 each per night

cell Suzanne 549 4800 « 244 (extl

vices Office an on campus agency serving

University students, is looking for li^
assistant interns foi the Spring ISBb

semestei Get hands on lob experience in

the legal field assisting attorneys at LbU

wiflth client interviewing, investigations

negotiations legal research, giving advice

and referrals, preparation tor Federal and

State Court litigation, attendance at court

hearings and participation in administrative

hearings Interns maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervision Up to

15 credits may be received from academic

departments To apply for advice on ar

ranging an internship and credit, contact Ot

fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Building, t>y

Wednesday, November 7th Writing semple

required Further information. L5U »/^

Campus Canlat

LOST

FRaa one half hour paaaes to all batwean 4

PM and 9 PM at Utopia Spas HEY KARENI

QAV » LESBIAN

The Paoplas Oay Aliianca hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Buain^

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ed to attorw)'

Uttla Aba: This is the best I couW do Hap

py Birthday to a great sister whafs the

drinking age in Delaware? Best of luck, the

original (almost) Abe

HOT TUBS

Stolen In Sylvan area or Boydan Oym
Brown leather wallet containing license

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4098 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Silver and gold toned Plagat watch sen

timental value reward offered call Leslie

546 9756

Sloran 11/2 at Drake Green ragwool

sweater Return for reward No questions

asked 549 7687

PERSONALS

SOM Career Day M Nov 14 1st floor

Campus Center Sponsored by

Undergraduate Business Club Luncheon ti«

on sale thru Nov 9 m SOM Lobby $5 00

members, »6 UO non members all are

welcome to attend

Buah Bash LAGNAF Now s.gn up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con

course 545 3437

SOM Caraar 84 Nov 14 1st floor CC

meet distinguished company represen

tatives and discuss industnr outlooks and

career opportunities' All mators welcome'

Sponsored by Underfraduate Business

Club _
Eric F. I love you Poohkey

Ouka's Owner Thank you for a beautiful

night It was worth the wait Please forgive

me for foiling your plan I loved it' Love

Duke's Other Owner

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted to share large tMdroom in

Puftton call 549 3809

2 bedroom apartment Brittany Manor
call Steve or Pete 26fc "vJ6

THE MANAGEMENT CLUB

Coma to Justin RyansI The ManagemanI

Club preaents Bob Ross, owner of Justin

Ryan s and a U Mass graduate Topic of

discussion Running a Successful Bunness

Date Thurs Nov 8 Time / 15 PM All

Welcome, free munchiesi Come listen to

Bob and dance the night away'

TRAVEL

KWIngton Ski Trip condoa »196 Jan

20 25 call Sno Search Brian or Kevin

549 1466

raOFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE WANTED

Papara Caaas, Disaartatlons, Thaaas.

on campus, low rates guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 584 7924

Vocalist Naadad for progresatva rock band

665 4644 253 9714

RIDE WANTfD

"help wanted
Utopia Spas Orand Opening Wad 99"

tuba tans floats call 2S3 7727

IMARKETINa^iNTERN earn mooay whila

working on your resume The Brasaworks'

on Route 9 minutes from UMasa call: Ja

Ooharty (617) S42-8B(R

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

Ugal A—lafnta Wantad Tha Lagai Sm

LOST-DOQ

Loat Slbarlan Muaky one blue eye and

one broy»n eye Her name is Penda no tegs

on her Black outer coat white chejt LaH

Eric evenings 666^3201 work 549 3480 axt

27iB Reward

Help I r>aad a ride on Tues and Thurs from

now until December 13 to Boston call

Maureen after 10 PM 256 8802

To UVM Nov
6-7470

9 or 10 caH Mary

Daaparfty naadad rWa to IttMWsa NY
Friday Pteaea call S4SS401

WANTED TO RCMT

Laaaa wanted starting January. 1 tMdroom
apartment on bus line Call Dave &Sea2 or

Dianne 6 3263 after 7

Ona badroom apartment naar campua.
Will take over Jen 1st Cell Ceaar 548^)426

256-6489 after 6 00 rewerd

2 or 4 paopta looking to rant room or apt.

for Spring 85 call Todd 6-7888
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UMass teams await playoffs Saturday
Women 's soccer and field hockey look to Final Four
By GKRRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

The fourth seeded University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team gets

another crack at Harvard, one of the two
teams to hand UMass a defeat this season,

Saturday at 1 p.m. at Boyden Field in the

NCAA quarter finals.

The winner of Saturday's match up will

earn a spot in the P'inai Four, November 17

and 18 at the University of North Carolina.

The I'Mass Harvard winner will face

VoUeybaU
prevails
Solidifies playoff
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The sign of a good team is the ability to

overcome obstacles and prevail in the face

of adversity. The University of

Massachusetts volleyball team, with co

captains Sally Maher and Patti Grant

hobbled with injuries and post season play

hanging in the balance, showed just how

good of a team they are by beating

Springfield CoUege 9 15, 15-6. 15 3. 12 15.

15 8 in one of the most excitingmatches of

the year at Springfield.

"Win, lose, or draw we were going to leave

with a smile", said coach Elaine Sortino.

"We really played well. I am very pleased."

The win over the Chiefs solidifies the

spikers current number four ranking in the

NCAA Northeast poll. Springfield is ranked

fifth in the region and is probably out of

contention for a ECAC tournament bid.

A question mark going into last night's

game was whether or not the spikers could

play well with Maher and Grant playing

hurt.

"Sally is playing hurt", said Sortino. "Patti

hobbled a bit. but she played well. We got

good outside hitting from Annie (Ringrose).

Leslie (Smith*, and Marcy iGuiliotis) and

Sarah (RyanI did an exceptional job in the

middle, both hitting and blocking."

The Minutemen are in a very good spot to

gain one of the four at large bids that are up

for grabs in the combined Northeast and

Mid Atlantic regions.

UMass. now 26 13 on the season, are

battling with James Madison University

and the Naval Academy for the last two

bids to the tournament. The bids will be

awarded this afternoon at 3 p.m. by the

ECAC tournament selection committee.

"This win over Springfield was very

important", said Sortino. "Losing would

have dropped us out of the top four and that

would have pretty much decided the issue

about the playoffs."

The Minutemen are now preparing for

another important tournament this

weekend. The spikers travel to Boston and

Northeastern I'niversity to compete in the

Northeastern Volleyball Invitational.

Because the playoff bids are being an

nounced today, the tourney will have no

bearing on the ECAC playoff picture.

MINUTEMAN NOTES: Senior Patti

Grant and junior captain Maher were

named to the MAIAW All Tournament

team at the MAIAW championships last

weekend.

either top seeded Brown or UConn. a 2 1

winner over Cortland State last weekend.

UMass, 13 2 2, advanced to the quar

terfinals with a 3 2 overtime win over a

stubborn Boston College. Harvard disposed

of Vermont by a2 1 margin.

Harvard dealt UMass a 10 loss earlier this

season and the Minutemen have not

defeated the Crimson in two years. UMass
has not ever lost an NCAA playoff game in

Amherst.
In other soccer playoff action last

weekend. C'olorado ('ollege. ranked 14th in

the country, upset third seeded George

Mason 2 1. Colorado will face University of

California Berkeley. a2 winner over rival

UCal Santa Fiarbara.

The UMass field hockey team has a tough

road ahead of it if they wish to reach their

second consecutive F'inal Four. The

Minutemen. 13 4. face UConn. 15 3,

Saturday at 11 a.m. in Storrs.

If UMass beats UConn. they will face

fourth seeded New Hampshire on Sunday.

in Storrs. for the right to go to the Final

Four. November 17 and 18 in Springfield.

UConn defeated UMass in both team's

season finale. 2 1 on Saturday. The

Minutemen did defeat UNH (16 2 1) earlier

this season.

Underdog s

lament

Al' Lasi'riih.ili'

McMAHON OUT—Chicago Bears quarterback Jim McMahon, shown

here in action Sunday against the Los Angeles Raiders, will miss at

least a month of action with a lacerated kidney suffered against L.A.

Men's soccer crushed, 5-0
By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

When you face a team vying for playoff

contention, you better come to play. The

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team wasn't ready for Harvard and the

Crimson took it to the Minutemen. crushing

UMass 5 yesterday in Cambridge

.

"I don't feel many players came to play."

coach Jeff Gettler said. "I don't know why

we were so down. We were supposed to be

a good team, but we weren't today."

With the loss. UMass' second in a row. the

Minutemen are stiU looking for their elusive

tenth win. UMass is 9-7 3.

Harvard got two quick goals in the first 15

minutes and Gettler pulled most of his

starters out of the game. The substitutes

played well but after the Crimson took a3

lead, it was all over. Gettler said.

Harvard, fighting for a possible NCAA
playoff berth with UConn, Providence, and

Yale, outshot UMass by a 34-4 margin.

UMass goalie Matt Ginnizburg. starting in

place of Don Donahue who Gettler felt had a

poor game in the 20 loss to Maine, made
eight saves while his Crimson counterpart

made just one.

"The most important thing to me is not

necessarily if we win or lose but if we can

walk off the field with our heads high. We
couldn't do that today." Gettler said.

Gettler did praise the play of freshmen

Andy Ring. Aaron Feingenbaum and Paul

Serafino. who wasn't even going to play due

to an injury.

UMass was hurt by an injury to freshman

scoring sensation Kurt Manal in the first

ten minutes of the game. He may have a

broken toe.

Minuleman football notebook

Statistically, the reasons are clear
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A 2-7 record is never good, but a closer

look at the UMass football schedule sheds

some light on the reasons why.

The seven teams that defeated UMass are

a combined 37 24 with four of them (Boston

University. Holy Cross, Rhode Island and

Richmond) ranked in the top 20 in Division

1 AA. Those teams are 21 8 combined.

On the other hand, the two teams UMass
defeated (Ball State and Northeastern) are

a combined 5 13 with Ball State ranked as

the 100th best team in Division 1-A (out of

105).

UMass next two opponents should prove

to be major problems. Delaware is 6-3 and

in eight attempts are 8-0 against UMass and

New Hampshire is 8 1 and fourth in the

nation. The Wildcats will need a win to

make the national playoffs.

Individually, several UMass players have

distinguished themselves.

continued on page 15

G*rry
dvSimas

After every season there are two types

of fan. There are the fans of the cham

pionship teams, who bask in the glory and

excitement of their championships. People

in Detroit (Tigers). Boston (Celtics), Ims

Angeles (Raiders) and P^dmonton (Oilers)

are having just a grand old time.

But let's not dwell on something that a

vast majority of us cannot participate in.

Lets turn our attention to the fans of the

teams who didn't win the divi.sion crown.

They didn't even win half their games.

And they probably don't have a prayer of

winning this year, either.

They are the fans of the "losers", the has-

beens, the underdogs.

They are the fans that are the most loyal.

They'll sit there and root for their teams

in the face of the biggest obstacles. They

just don't have that Pete Peeters. Wayne

Gretzky. Larry Bird or Marcus Allen.

I know of many of these frustrated fans,

who feel that their team will never get

there and live on past glories. Remember,

t<xlay's champions become yesterday's

heroes fa.ster than you think. Just ask any

Steeler. Canadian, and Brewer fan.

So to you championship fans, watch your

step. You'll be back amongst the un

derdogs soon enough. And if you insist on

rubbing our noses into the carpet, wait

until we get our chance.

To (he fans of the underdog has beens,

here are a few rules of decency to follow to

ensure that you won't get into fights at

the bar and to prevent yourself from being

chewed up and spit into the street

defending your hometown herws.

I am qualified to talk on this subject. To

the readership, 1 present my
qualifications. Rooter for the Green Bay

Packers (last won anything in 1972),

Hartford Whalers (last won anything in

1978 in the WHA). Boston Red Sox (It's

August time to break my heart) and fans

of lIMass football and basketball (let's

remember Dr. J. and Gary Pearson).

I also root for the Celtics (an exception to

the rule).

Here are the groundrules:

Underdog fans: don't switch allegiances-

nothing brands you as a zero, non faithful

fan than jumping on the champions

bandwagon each year. Show pride,

resolve, courage. Stand up for your

losers... uh. I mean team.

Know your players So the Buccaneers,

Oilers and New Jersey Devils aren't on

TV as much as the Cowboys but nothing

makes you look dumber than when you

don't know your team.

Territory Realize that you're in Celtics,

Bruins and Patsies....! mean Patriots

territory and all your whining in the world

won't make the Gbbe cover the Rangers,

Canucks and Dallas Mavericks as much as

you would like.

Patience and Hope The Red Sox won in

1975. So what if their last World Series

win was in 1918? Hell, anything can

happen. Look, the Cubs won this year.

When they win If it has been more than

10 years-go crazy, have a ball, enjoy. Who
knows when it will come your way again.

One exception: Islanders fans have won
enough in the last four years to last them

40 years. Right. Ranger fans'?

Sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

There are no sports scheduled for to-

day.
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SGA funds shopper shuttle,

hear General Education plan

'"'lleir.ai' photii by Mirhello SeK

JUST PLANE WORKING-Jim VanNatta of the J. A. Wright Company planes

down a new door yesterday as part of renovations for Grace hpiscopal

Church in downtown Amherst.

Port Authority head lectures

Says public and private sectors must cooperate

By LARRY BOHCHIE
Collegian Staff

Speaking to about 60 University of

Massachusetts students and faculty

yesterday, the executive director of the

Port Authority of New York and New

Jersey explained how the public and

private business sectors must work

together to aid America's economy.

Peter Goldmark was the second speaker

this semester in the "Chancellor's Seminars

on the New American Economy" series at

the University.

In 1977. Goldmark was the youngest

senior municipal executive in metropolitan

New York when, at the age of 37. he

assumed his position of Port Authority

director.

When he accepted the job. New York City

almost defaulted and Goldmark said that he

decided one goal of the Port Authority

could be to prevent municipal defaults in

the area by conceiving and executing long

term plans that would do more than

keeping area transportation and shipping

running smoothly.

One of the first projects the Authority

initiated was developing industrial parks in

the area, a task previously left to the

private sector. Goldmark said. The goal on

a larger scale, he said, "was to affect the

energy cost (of the parks), lo expand the

energy base, to find alternative (energy)

sources, and to target (private) companies

("olleifian photo by Michello S»'p»ll

Peter Goldmark

willing to grow and expand in the region."

Another project the Authority began was

the promotion of New York City as a travel

stopover. Through the "I love New York"

ad campaign, and promoting the city as an

excellent value for air travel stopovers to

overseas travel agents, the Authority and

the avel agents were able lo convince

tra\ Hers lo include New York City in their

travel plans.

"It's working and one of the three sectors

that pulled New York and New .Jersey out

of their fiscal crisis was the airport service

sector." Goldmark said.

Rep. Olver lectures

student senators

By NANCY A.BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Stale Senator John Olver addressed the

Student Government Association (SGA)

at the University of Massachusetts

Wednesday night on the presidential

eUn-tion results and the consequences for

the Democratic party.

Olver. a lormer chemistry professor at

UMass and a representative in the state

senate since 19tt9. asked the audience to

excuse his "rambling" because "I am a

very tired politician." from campaigning

for other condidates. Olver ran unop

posed.

"At first glance, there's a need for some

work to be done in the Democratic party."

Olver said.

"There were very limited gains for

women (in Congress) even though an

enormous amount of energy was put into

the campaigns by women's issues and

other groups." Olver said. The election of

minorities, environmental activists, and

iemali' activists was "not enough, simply

not enough." he .said. "The activism was

ingrown and it never reached out as far as

it intended to." However. Olver did

commend theelection of the first woman
g(»vernor in Vernumt. Madeleine May

Kunin.

Olver then discussed why many people

voted for Ronald Reagan.

"There was a large percentage of the

population that could say that they were

better off in 19H4 than they were in 1980."

he said. "I think what happened more is

the question of their styles. Reagan has a

sunny personality and he's witty." Olver

said, while, in comparison. Mondale came

off as "strident" to large crowds.

Olver said that Mondale gambled with

his deficit proposals, which included the

raising of taxes.

"President Reagan will rai.se taxes in the

next four years there can be little doubt

about it. Hut. it will be called something

else besides taxes. The tax issue was

extremely detrimental to the Democratic

cause." Olver said.

As for the Democrat's role in the future,

Olver said, "I think that the Democratic

coalition it's .still too early to be

rethinking it and there will be a lot of

opposition; they (Democrats) stick by

t hj'ir guns. There will be a lot of attitudes

of thev'd rather fight then switch."

Goldmark cited the space program as

another example of private business and

the government working together. "As a

result, we have the number one airplane

business in the world," he said, "and 80

percent of the world's aircraft are American

made."
Goldmark also said that he thinks the

economy, the recent recovery, and our

productivity is "weaker than it looks." But

people believe economic rhetoric about the

economy's health and our ability to control

it. (ioldmark said.

"We are the only country in the world that

has this debate about who should do it."

(;oldniark said, referring to either the

public or private se<-otr's roles in economic

development, "other countries use both."

"Together, we play a role in cost com

petitive projwts for the country and the

world." he saitl.

By LAURA KOESTER
and LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night approved funding to continue the

shopper shuttle bus. listened to an ad

ministration official talk about the proposed

(ieneral Educati«)n plan, and instructed the

Rents & Fees committee to study the

possibility of changing the meal plan to

make it more tlexible for students.

The shopper shuttle, which began running

last spring, was given $624 from the finance

account.

The bus. "provides an alternative to

shopping in downtown Amherst and to

eating in the D.C.'s for people who live on

campus. It also provides a service for

people who don't have cars." said Gregg

Klauson. a member of the UMass Transit

Advisory Board.

Commuter senator PVan Hegeler said.

"The shuttle provides a valuable service to

students."

The shuttle will continue to have ex

perimental status until next spring, when

the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority will

either approve or reject the route.

The senate also heard asswiate provost

for undergraduate education. Fern L.

Johnson, who has worked on the General

Education proposal for the past four years,

give an overview of the plans history,

format and purpf)se.

.lohnson said the first proposal introduced

to the faculty senat«' two years ago was

rejected an<i the (Jeneral Education Council

was fornu'd to further review the bill. The

second proposal, which is now in the faculty

senate, is undergoing revisions and

anu'ndments.

"We'll soon have a proposal we'll all feel

go«Mi about." she said. "General fc:ducation

is an idea whose time has come."

Johnson said the General P^ducation

proposal differs in that it is "a university

requirement" for all undergraduate

students beginning Fall 1986 and "not a

college requirement."

"The proposal (if passed) includes 33

distributed credits including the writing

requirement." she said. The proposal

would "minimally add three credits to the

present system and maximally add six.

"

She said general education would provide

students with a more developed knowledge

in the areas of the social world, biological

and physical world and in analytical

reasoning.

Some senators expressed concern with the

proposal's required two level math

requirement called analytical reasoning but

Johnson said the the tier I level could be

satisfied through a competency test or a

remedial level class. The tier II level could

be fulfilled through quantitative or

analytical reasoning.

/:
Inside:

New core requirements proposed.p.3

World reacts to Reagan win p.2

UMass goes Democratic again— p.3

America falls asleep p.8

Flutie making a move p. 16

"M(mey w happiness only when it can

buy you happiness.

"

-K. Looby, 1981
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Election reaction
(AP) The re elected Ronald Reagan was burned in effigy

Wednesday in Manila, was the toast of the town at Harry's

bar in Paris, and was urged by one world leaderr after

another to dedicate his second term to ending the arms

"^irReatfan dream«= of a place in history, commented the

nrestigious French daily Le Monde, "he ought to dream

of beinjT a man i.f reconciliation rather than the impetus for

the Cold War."

Outside the embassy in Manila. 100 demonstrators

hiirned effigies of Reagan and Philippine President Fer-

dinand F Marcos and.alU-d for an end to U.S. aid to the

autht.riturian Marcos government.

The Reagan reelection also met with disapproval

amon ant inuclear activists in Western Europe^

Outside the U..S. Embassy m London, as 1.500 gusests

irrived for the all night election party. 100 protestors

staged a torchlight vigil for nuclear disarmament.

The American election resulis mean 'in all

nrobtbility .four more vears of reckless armament and

overt threats of war." said Anne Borgmann. a

spokeswoman for the anti NAT(3 Green's parlimentary

faction in West Germany. David Steel, leader of Britian s

centrist Liberal Party, described the election outcome as

"sad."

<<Keep the Summer Alive"

CAPE COD at the PUB
urith Cape Cod's §1

"D.J. GARY TITUS"
of Pufferbellies and Cape 104

THE
PUB

15 E PLEASA.NT ST X.MHESST NU

siiiithC^ileg^^ Council
presents

The
Psychedelic Furs

with Lou Miami

Wednesday, Nov. 14, 1984

8:00 P.M. .TohnM. Gree

r»» 'X?

"*•'

'~-'-y

TICKETS
For the Record (Faces)

The University Store (UMass)

Main Street Records

PRICES
Smith students $7.00, $8.00

Non-Smith students $8.00, $9.00

At the door $10.00 ^. ^ .

^o Catv .^ Bottles or Recording Devices

Hail is Wheelchair Accessible

CHAMPION
JACKET
mprinted

44.95
2 pockets

available in:

Light grey w/blue
Light grey w/red

Sarah

Store Hours

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in

the Camous Centp-

Photo by Dwayne Autery

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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WHOLLY COW—Dr. Paul Roullard performs an embryonic transplant on cow at Cook Farm in Hadley.

Peter Cook assists Roullard, who came down from Skowhe^^an, Maine to do the operation. The transplan-

ting of fertilized eggs into this cow and six others will allow them to reproduce more dairy cows.

Regent chair to address faculty senate
Hv LAliRA YKK

('olieKiiin Staff

The chairman of the Massachusetts State Board of

Re>^ents of Tublir Highrr Kducation will address the

Professional Association of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst (PAIJMA) and the faculty

srnat*' today.

David J. lieaubirn will present his views on the "unique

qualities of hi^jh<'r education in Massachusetts, its positive

aspects and future trends in education," to PAUMA at

noon, according to the retjents office.

At today's faculty senate meeting. Beauhien will address

the senat<> before they vote on whether to form a com
niittee that v\ill monitor the re>,'ents policies, actions, and

initiatives.

"We have a delegate to the board of trustees but not to

the regents." (;hester Davis, professor of Afro American
studies and Rules Commit te member said.

Davis said the committee will help give the senate reports

on the reg«'nls becaus*- the senate "often don't hear about

their actions until weeks later."

Fierause creation of the committee re(juires a senate by
law change, an action that must be considered at three

meetings before the senate, the committe will be
eslablisht'd on a temporary basis.

Heaubien, 49, was re«'ently appointed chairman to the

Regents by (Jov. Michael Dukakis. He was a graduate of

engineering at I 'Mass and has served on the board of

regents for several years. He is also ;i former nieniluT of

t he I 'Mass board of Trustees.

Heaubien is curr-ntlk «.(••>:. ^r v i-v nresi<ienl ol K.ti. & G
Incorporated, a h'i;h tech firm in Wellesley.

UMass police take on illegal parking
By MINDV ANTONIO
(^ollegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts police are

conducting parking slicker checks more

freciuently to eliminate illegal parking on

campus.
The Department ol Public Salet\ is

also conducting a study to determine which

lots are u.se<l illegally most often. The

problem of getting a parking space in the

central area of campus is caused in part b\

drivers who park illegally. James Lewe.

parking coordinator, said.

"We want to find out if some of the lots

have vacant spaces and. at the same time,

which on<'s are crowded. We also want to

find out Iiow manv cars are illegally parked,

how many shouldn't be there. " Lee said.

"Students duck into a lot for a class, then

out again. They don't park long enough for

campus police to catch them," Lee said.

He said lot ti.'i near P'.ngineering Eas{, lot

fhi near Worcester Dining Commons, and

lot 50, the small lots around Southwest are

areas where problems have been greatest.

Lee said, "We are hoping to .set up at

tendant control booth' at the lots very

soon."

Lee said the office is discu.ssing proposals

of how to staff and finance tlw booths and

may hir«' work study students.

"There's also another concern about

information in terms of the parking booths

and how there can b«" greater utilization

for people coming to campus who don't

know w here to park as well as where to go

to get information, '{"here is ccmcern for

how those bo<»lhs might be staffed, evi-n

longt'r hours p«'rhaf)s," \'ice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dj-nnis Madson said.

Mads<tn and Jonhn DeNvsc. \ iie

chancellor of administration and tinance,

will b<' meeting with the Parking and

Transportation ("ommiltee to present their

ideas in the next few weeks, according to

Madson.
The peripheral lots (P lots) near William

.J. McCuirk Stadium are now absorbing

some demand for parking spaces on

campus, said Le<'.

"There aren't enough spaces in the central

area for everyone, and people are adjusting

to the outside lots," he said. There is no

real shortage."

Lee said the situation is not a new problem

and complaints have not been high this

semester "We encourage people to report

any problems they have to us immediately

so we can deal with it," hed said.

Women to relate stories of injustice

"Personal Histories of Resistance," a

women's resistance gathering will meet
tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m., at the First

Congregational Church in Amherst.
The gathering will provide a forum for

women to share their stories of injustice.

The gathering is sponsored by Traprock

Peace Center of Deerfield and "Not in Our
Name," the Women's Resistance Action

from Northampton. Speaking at the

gathering will be Jean Grosshotlz. a Mt.

Holyoke College faculty member; Juanita

Nelson, a long-time tax resister, and

farmer; Judy Scheckel, a staff member of

Traprock Peace Center; and Felice Yeskel,

a feminist activist and UMass doctoral stu-

dent.
DKinni: \KrHArKK

Cash, wristwatch stolen from different offices

A woman returning to her

unlocked office in Arnold

House at 12:40 p.m.
Tuesday observed a man
leaving the office after he

stole an undetermined

amount of rash from h»r

pocket b<K)k in the office.

I 'Mass police said.

A wristwatch and a di'

tating machine, togeter

valued at $300, were

re[)orted stolen Tuesilay,

from an unUn-ked stvi nth

I'lnor office in Herler Hall,

(iniice said.

JOFLP. COKKIDKS

RSO members
arrested while
protesting
Thirti-en members troiii

the Cniversity of

Massachusetts Radical

Student Cnion (FiSCi were

arrested in Washington,

DC. for civil disobe«li<'n(c

at the White House
Saturila\ .

"Ihi demonstration in

which we participated in

was only one of three

(H'curring that (la\.' ^aid

BSC memberr Beatrix

Hoffman. "One group of

protesters took the White
House tour and when they

walked out of the l)uilding

they stepped over the

fence and prayed <m the

White House lawn," she

sai.;.

Another grou[) blo<-ked

traffic on Pennsylvania

Avenue for about one

hour, according to RSU
member Matthew
S hakespeare.

After these demon
St rations, the RSU, the

UMass Peacemakers, and

the Westerrn
Massachusetts Latin
American Solidarity
Committee entered the 60-

foot lawn in front of the

White Ibiuse fence and

stiHid in one place

sii^ns and barmi-rs,

cordint", to Hoffman.
1 )eii,onsi r.nor^

eilhc- cariied
dr.igged off the lawn,

Hoffamn said. Protestors

are r«'(piired to keep
moving so no photographs

can be takerr and bombs
can't be hidden from view,

RSU member Patty .\nian

said.

with

ac

or

Faculty mulls

amendments
General Education nears vole

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Five amendments by University of Massachusetts pro-

fessors to the General Education proposal will be voted on

at Uxlay's faculty senate meeting l)efore a final vote may

be taken later this month.

The General Education proposal would require all

undergraduate students to take specific classes in certain

departments to fulfill University core requirements. For

instance, in order to fulfill the C core requirement, a stu-

dent won't be able to take just history classes; or take just

fK)litical science classes to satisfy the D core.

If passed, the C, D. and E cores would be replaced by

areas called, "the scx-ial world", "biological and physical

woHd", and "analytical reasoning" for all incoming

students during the fall of 1986 and thereafter. The

University writing requirement would still need to be

fulfilled and is not included in the General Education pro-

posal.

During the past three senate meetings faculty and ad-

ministration have debated the language, philosophy, pur-

jM)se and goals of the General Education bill that would

change the present core re<juirements.

Chester Davis, professor of Afro-American studies and

meml)er of the faculty senate rules ct)mmittee said the

senate will eventually "pass the proposal."

"The debate has not been as heated as we anticipated,"

he said. "But it might l)e, once tmnlifications go through."

Davis said that the .senato will make a final vote on Nov.

The proposed amendments include:

•Since no more than 25 {xTcent of the courses in a given

department can Ix* dassifieti as (k^neral Education re-

quirements, when that limitation becomes a problem the

General Education Council may grant approval to depart-

ments to offer a greater p)ercentage of their regulariy

taught courses to fulfill retjuirements.

•Courses in the "social worid" will have two divisions call

humanities and fine arts, and social and behavioral

.sciences. The amendment requires three courses l)e taken

from each division. Students must also Uike one course

from the "historical studies" and "cultural diversity"

components.
• "ScK-ial worid" and "biological world" requirements

must l)e taken in different departments, or they "must be

explicitly interdisciplinary."

•At least one of the three courses taken to satisfy the

"biological and physical world" requirement must include

a lab class.

•The sections in the social world requirement now refer-

red to as "the arts" and "liU'rature and the arts" will be

renamed "humanities and Fine Arts."

Students choose
Mondale, Kerry
By HICllARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

On campus voters from the University of Massachusetts

backed Waller Mondale by a .J 2 margin over President

Ronald Reagan, and supported .Senate candidate John

Kirry by a 3 1 margin over Ray Shamie

Amherxi \(>ting precinC .{ and 4 ar»' coriiprised ainiost

•niirely of UMass students. Precinl 3 includes all dor

milories rmt in the Southwest liesidimtial ,\rea. University

.Ap.trtnients. and Kappa Sigma. Precinct 4 includes 1,5

ftafernilies a:id sororities, .ind the .Southwest Residential

Area.

Precinct '.\ voted f<»r M<mdal«' over Reagan, 1497 636,

while Precinct 4 wiis 1460 587 in favor of Mondale. Kerry

won in the 3rd Precinct, 1618 465, while his margin in the

4th FVecinct was 1.592 402.

In backing the Democratic ticket, UMass students

followed the .same voting pattern that had been established

in every presidential election since 196(), the year the

Southwest was completed.

Since then, the Republicans have done well at UMass in

only on«' election, in 1968. In the two predominantly

student precincts, Democratic running mates Hubert

Humphrey and Edmund Muskie defeated Richard Nixon

and Spiro Agnew by 790-529.

Republicans did well in 1968 while many college students

were dis<'nchanted with the Democratic party because of

Humphrey's nomination over Minne.sota senator Eugene

McCarthy, at the I^emocratic convention in Chicago.

"Clean C.ene"McCarthy was at the forefront of the "Dump
Johnson" (President Lyndon) movement at the height of

the Viet nam War. McCarthy received 778 out of 999 votes

from th«- two precincts in the April, 19t)8 presidential

primary. Humphrey received 79 votes.

In 1980. the two pre<-incts combined 1419-491 in favor of

Carter and .Mondale over Reagan and Hush. The election

recorded the lowest turnout of registered UMass students.

In the 197() elections. Carter and Mondale received 2035

votes from the two precincts while Republican Candida'-

Gerald Ford and Robert Dole received 907 votes.

Incumbent Senator Ted Kennedy defeated Michael

Hnbertson and received 2337 votes compared with

Robert son's 572 from the two precincts that year.

In 1972. George McGovern and Sargent Shriver were

l'a\ored t)ver Richard Nixon and Spiro .Agnew 2i»'JH •iHL', by

voters in the third and fourth precincts.
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BUTTERFIELD
INFORMATION

SESSION
^ Any student interested in living in Butter- ^

Z field for the Spring 1985 semester should ^

^ plan on attending an information session.
;^

-^ This information session will be scheduled ^

November 15. 1984

7:00 p.m.

-^ as follows:

<t Thursday,

^ Butterfield Main Lounge ^

I Those attending the information session
^

^ will be given Butterfield House Contracts <^

^ and Butterfield House Housing^

I Preference Forms to sign. Questions: Call ^

^ the Housing Assignment Office, 235
^

-^ Whitmore Administration Building, <r

^ 545-2100. Thank you. ji

NN.
LLEGIME
CKET BILLIARDS
URNNi^NT

You can qualify for the

Lite Beer/ACU-l National Championships

by winning your local and regional

tournaments.

To register and for further information

contact:

The on-campus tournament will be:

Place Student Union Cannes Roonn

Date Sunday Nov. 11

Time 1:00 pm
$2.00 regr.

T-Shirts - Hats - Trophies

ii-^ M Ute
ikna.

Great Taste... 5^^^ ''l^'?,

LessFilliii9 ^^^''

ii)H;> MiIIi" Btcwimi CfimiMi

^.^*>rt

IV M.l«.iiil>f<' Wisr.'iis.n

SUN QUIZ
Thanksgiving

Special

Hypercurricula

Q. How would you like

to go home for

Thanksgiving with the

golden glow of a tan?

If the answer is yes, Bon Soleil is offering unlimited visits

between now and Thanksgiving for only

Le Bon Soieil
264 N. Pteosont StreeT

Amherst
253-9464

M-F 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Sat. & Sun 9-6

WPJCT ViSIT FPg WITH THIS AD,

UMASS SPANISH I'lAIB

GENERAL MEETING
jThe I'Mass Spanish club

invitrs all n»»v\ and old

nu'mbers to its second

(general mtn'ting. IMans for

the srnu'ster including our

annual dinnt-r will be

discussed. 7:00 p.m. 3rd

noor Herter Hall loungo

$29.00

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

|W|M|U|A| |P|r|e|s|e|n|t|s

ULTIMATE DANCE PARTY

Friday, Nov. 9th

NEATS
Ace of Hewt lecorAig Artists

WITH THE

Museum Direktors

\A/I

[^th ROUTE ARMY
one dimensiond recording artists

0€€R

lUJINC

UJ/I.D.

DOWN AVENUE

(former November Group rhythm section)

Doors open at 7:30

Friday, |Nlo|v[. |9|t|h| |S|.U.B|. |UM|AS|S Ui8 Allow 4-6 *eeKs

WMUA's Jim Neil spinning
.ora.o ..8 '-'---^-,^j-i^^3r;;e4";o:;w;e.e',;o.;;;i.e<,-;::;«. MyusfuH *0>J • *'-•*

FILM ON CENTUAl
AMERICA
Wonderinjj what's k<>'"K ""

in Central America? Feel as

though you can never get

the facts? Come see

"Americas in Transition" (35

min.) Open discusNion af

terwards. luM) p.m. Cashin

Lounge, Sylvan

THE MANAGEMENT
CLUB
Come to Justin Hyan's! The

Management Cluii pre.sents

Bob Ross, owner of JR's and

a I'Mass graduate. Topic of

discussion: Running a

successful business. All

welcome, free munchies.

(!ome listen to Bob and

dance the night away. 7:00

P.M. .Justin Ryan's

ANTllROl'OUHlV PRE
REGISTRATION
DAYPARTY
Come and meet the an

thropology professors and

find out about course of

feringsfor next semester.

:\:M) p.m. Machmer Hall rm.

E Iti

INVESTMENT SPEAKER
Presents .lerry P. Buisseau

financial planner for

Prudential Bache, will speak

on investment strategies for

the coming year. All

welcome! 7:00p.m. SOM lOH

flllNA TAIWAN
STliDY ABROAD EX
ITIANGES
Informational meeting for

-itudents interested in the

CMass sponsored China and

Taiwan exchanges
Ip.m.Thompson <ilh floor

lounge

THE WRITING CENTER
The Writing Center offers

free, confidential peer

tutoring for all University

students. Bring any

assignments or writing

project. Drop in, no ap-

pointment necessary. 7pm
to 9 pm Pierpont classroom,

S,W.
HERPES SUPPORT
GROUP
The emotional stress of

dealing with herpes can be

more difficult to cope with

than the actual virus. If you

have herpes, you can share

your concerns with others.

Call Debbie at the Health

F]ducation Office at .549 2671

ext.181 8p.m.

I'OLISH FOLK DANCING
ATUMASS
Polish folk dances will be

discussed and taught by a

member of Boston's Mandala

Folk Dance Ensemble

Free. 7:30 p.m. Com-
monw«'alth R(M>ni S.U.

DaytonTires

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

$4Q00
P1S5/80-R13

R.idi.il White W.ills

ALL SEASON
RADIAL
TIRES S 43 00

PIbb'tJO

Size

PI55/80R1 3

PI65/80R13

PI85/80R13

P)95/75R»4

P205/75Rt5

P215/75RI5

Pfkr

40 DO

4 7 00

5200
56.00

62 00

64 00

AilSecison White U/Jii

Price

43.00

46 00
50 00

Size

P155'80R1 3

PI65/80R13
P185'80 RI3

P195/75 R»4

P205/75 RI5

P2I5/75 RI5

53.00
57.00

60.00

POLYESTER $320°
TIRES A/e 13

Polyester Blc«k W<ills

size Price

A78 13 3200

E78 14 39 00

F78 14 40 00

G7B 14 4300

G78 15 44.00

H78 15 4700

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest

<^

10 ''0

Additional Off
With purchasf^

(>t ,1 set ol 4 tifes

MASS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

North Amherst Tire
, & Auto Center

vkTI pfjii Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No Amherst, MA
Across Irom Watroba s Store

™. 549-4704

UNDECLARED
SCIENCE MAJORS

If you would like to learn how you can app-

ly your skills and interests in math,

chemistry, physics, and biology to the con-

tinued development of our food supplies,

attend the open house being held by the

Dept. of Food Science and Nutrition on

Wednesday, Nov. 7

and

Thursday, Nov. 8

at 3:30 PM, Rm. 127 Chenoweth Lab.

Curricular requirements, job opportunities,

and scholarship aid will be discussed for

the major in Food Science only (not

Human Nutrition). Refreshments will be

served. For additional information call Prof.

Buck at 5-2277.
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
FOR SPRING 1985

Please read carefully

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

changing
[your
'ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

„ you i„,en. .0 keep vour P-esen. ;esiden^^^^^^^^^^^^

r:T?esZ:Nr:ri3"DrdleroL reservation is Tue,.

day November 13.

If you want to keep your present Residence Hall ass'gnment

white also submitting a preference form you must do the

1° S*i^"up'for a room in your current residence hall on either Tues-

day November 13 or Wednesday November 14.

2 Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower

right comer is a box you must "check" if you wish to be retumed to

your residence hall if your residence hall or area choices cannot be

met.
. 1 -x A

Your old residence hall assignment is guaranteed only if you do

both steps.

If you wish to move to another room in the same residence hall, you

must sign up with your Resident Director/ Residence Hall Manager.

Deadline for moving within a residence hall is Wednesday.

November 14.

If you wish to move to another residence hall, you must complete a

Housing Preference Form. Deadline for returning completed

Housing Preference Forms to the Housing Assignment Office

is Wednesday, November 21. Preference Forms may be dropped

off at any Area Operations Office (Southwest-JFK Lobby,

Northeast/ Sylvan-Johnson, Central/Orchard Hill-101 Baker).

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a student

already assigned to that residence hall, you must together com-

plete a Roommate Request Form. Deadline for returning Rooni-

mate Request Forms to the Housing Assignment Office is

Thursday, November 15.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a residence

hall to which neither of you is currently assigned, you must

each complete a Housing Preference Form. These forms

should be identical (with the exception of the "check" box) and

stapled together. Deadline for returning Housing Preference

Forms is Wednesday, November 21.

IN-HOUSE If during the regular In-House Room Choosing period, you were

ROOM REQUEST unable to secure a particular type of accommodation (a particular

FORMS single or double room), please contact your Resident Direc-

tor/Residence Hall Manager and fill out an In-House Room Request

Form. Rooms that become available during Intersession will be

assigned according to seniority, to those students who have filled out

this form and returned it to their Resident Director/ Residence Hall

Manager.

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

iQUESTIONS? If you still have questions about the Room-Choosing process, please

contact your House Staff or the Housing Assignment Office

(545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

Thursday, November 8, 1984
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4^^^«fP Cocktail Lounge ^^
TONIGHT!

WHATS THE RUSH?
99* BAR DRINKS TILL 12

Party hearty all night with Crazy George

A Great Time Never Cost Less

Rt. 9 Hadley (across from Ml Farms Mall)

: I

fcHEERs
Lounge

(no cover)

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Thurs. Nov. 8th

UMass DJ - Geo Bear

Fri & Sat - Nov. 9 & 10

Carol Hahn

Drafts 50*

Draft Pitchers $3.50

LOCATED next door Ground Round
Pleasant St Northampton

i!

I,
m

I

*N0 DEALERS ^QUANTITIES LIMITED

SAVE 570

lit''iiiiiiaiiiiiiHiiiiitN^

1

Technics 35 Watt AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

Slim Profile. Auto Loudness
Control, 4 Speaker Capable,

FM Stereo Indicator

SAVE ^60

33Ci:

AKAI 22 Watt Solid State

AM/FM Stereo Receiver

99Soft Touch Controls. N/letal

Tape Capability, Color Flow

(vieters. Auto Rewind, Cue
Review

SAVE «40

a 9^

Technics Dolby ''B

Stereo Cassette Deck
Soft Toucfi Controls. Metal

Tape Capability. Single Touch

Recording. Oil Damper Cas

sette. Flow Meters

99

SAVE «50

* FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
SAVE
S30

TEAC Soft Touch Dolby

Cassette Tape Deck

Dolby B. 2 Heads. Soft Touch #^^%QQ
Operation, DC Servo Motor UU «# «/
Transport. Metal Tape Capa-

ble

SAVE MOO

y^^r

AKAI m

Panasonic Break Away

3 Piece AM/FM
Stereo Cassette

AKAI Auto Reverse

Dolby B/C Cassette

Silcn; Ouir> Auto Reverse Recotdmy
Playback Mechanism Operational Flu

orescent Display Electronic Recording

Level Control IPlS Mpla' T.ipe Cspa

bihly Dolby B'C

99

SAVE M 10

] <>

/1LPINE Auto Reverse

AM-FM Car Stereo
Cassette

SAVE ^20
99

~ii,AH«r''--

loa • o

AKAIIComputer Controlled

Dolby B & C Cassette deck

Computer Controlled Operation Dnil^

B'C NR System Twin Field Super G»
Head Auto Tape Selector DC Ampli

tier Direct Drive Quiet and Quick
Mechanism

99

/ILPINE Digital Car AM-

FM Stereo Cassette Tape

SAVE '20

he Sound Compaht^
SPRINGFIELD BMton no MtrtMH • piv*

7tt-7M2 Op«n Mon thru Fri NitM Until 9PM

MO nun CNCCHt ou-tttut* ui«i«»« *» «•«• r»« •»•<•••»• i« ••' •••'•• -o o«»if «»

SPRINGFIELD 477 Sumnar Av«l(tiri««i

73*-Mat Op«n Thurs i Fri Till 9PM
CHICOPEE Fiiffiatd Mall r>«sr Cddors

Sa3-S330 Op«n Evary Evaning tii 9 30 P M
Opan Sundays l?-5

AMHERST 201 N Piaasant Straal

2M-0744 Opan Thun t Friday 1 /anings Tii 9 P W
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Time to wake up, America
Sure, I could see catching a few z's at a

meaningless cabinet meeting, but it seems

the majority of Americans have slept

through an entire campaign. What threw

this allegedly patriotic country into such an

ignorant, apathetic stupor? Maybe Ron's

not the only one with a memory lapse.

I seem to recall somewhere back in 11th

grade a big, red, white and blue textbook

shouting, "...a country built on the principle

of democracy. ..equal rights, opportunity,

and treatment!" I'm afraid that democracy

has joined the ranks of Santa and the Tooth

Fairy. We'd all like to believe but it's just

time to grow up, right?

Mr. Reagan appears to dream of his own

absolutism. He wishes to dictate that

students pray in school; that women bear

unwanted children whether conceived in

the midst of terrifying force or not. Sure,

these issues are old and worn-out but

citizens should not act as children bored

vkrith a toy too often played with. This is

real. This is the future. Whether or not an

individual believes in God or abortion or

not, still is it not scary that a government

can attempt control over personal decisions

of any kind? Not only is it frightening on a

small scale, it. too, can be interpreted as a

step towards absolutism. Well, we voted

for it.

Personally, when we're talking about the

equal rights that means that I have the un-

disputed power to do with my life what I

want. Everybody should have this right un-

conditionally. Who do these Republicans

and company think they are in wanting to

command our kindergarteners to conform

to daily religious rites? Obviously, the rules

of conduct are to be ordered, but school is a

place to be taught theories, not told which

theories to observe or dismiss. These are

children—they're impressiovxible. Wiser

Lori Kirkland

we would be to allow them to become

educated and determine their own in-

dividuality before attempting to sell our

mere theories, religious, political or other-

wise, as truths. Unique, distinguishable

things are not shaped by cookie cutters.

We should not allow our children to be

molded by an educational system along

these lines. Let them think on their own

and who knows? Maybe we'll crank out

some real leaders with original ideas for a

change. No—we voted against it.

Forget nuclear war for a minute because

it looks like the hugest threat to American

life is our own negligence and nonchalance

in educating ourselves of issues and deci-

sions of state. Turning our biggest threat

into our best weapon would have been as

easy as reading a newspaper. Or even

televised news. Or at least, the debates.

Well, we blew it, America. Even though

he sucked in Oscar, Ronald McReagan has

snowed us again and the word "trouble" is

about to take on greater proportions as is

governmental control.

Okay, so we don't have a democracy. It

never really was; just like Santa. But we

did believe once and it started to work. The

least we could have done was to preserve

what freedom we have and give back what

foreign freedoms we've stolen.. We had a

chance to elect such liberties as well as the

all-imperative arms freeze. This candidate

invited a chance but instead we opted for

inevitable doom. Were votes cast blindly or

what? There were blatant conflicts in

Reagan's platform, especially with the less

pressing and clearly uncomfortable issues.

y*MC ^tt> To ?Ba/W^y

/ '^' //

Random notes
A night in jail

It's Sunday. Yesterday I woke up in a

Washington DC church after a few hours

sleep on the floor. Light streamed

through the blue stained glass over the

still sleeping figures all around me. As

others awoke and began preparations for

the day to come their bright eyes and

warm smiles reassured me that ours was

a just cause.

I write this from Washington's Central

Cell Block. It smells like urine and Roach-

Pruf and the walls don't look like they've

been cleaned since at least 1980. The bed

is made of cast iron and there is no mat-

tress. They feed us through the bars at 6

a.m. and 6 p.m. with bologna sandwiches

and donuts. By acting upon my conscience

I became one of the 133 persons arrested

at the White House for civil disobedience.

I am number 374080. The police have

taken my picture three times that I know

of, finger printed me twice, and handcuff-

ed me four times. Such is the price of

violating the laws of a "free" society.

It was the last day of the "Harvest of

Shame." Seventeen of us came from

UMass to Washington to state that there

are 12,000,000 hungry people in the

richest nation on earth. We are ashamed

that the nation's capitol can't shelter its

own homeless. We are ashamed of our

role in the genocidal war in Central

America. We are ashamed of the

American people who let this continue.

Jail is a dehumanizing experience, and

it's easy to begin wondering whether

holding a sign in front of the White House

really might have been a crime. The sign

read "Preparation for Nuclear War is

Preparation for Suicide." It exceeded the

three foot allowable limit, thereby block-

ing the picture-perfect postcard view of

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. The max-

imum j)enalty for this is six months in jail.

While I sit here as 374080 the real

criminals engineer new arms contracts,

finance a war against civilians and pay for

it all by taking food out of the mouths of

the hungry. They derive their legitimacy

from the American people. If you feel

ashamed, it's time you said so.

Tim Harris is a UMass student.

OPINION
The opinions expressed on ihis page are those of the individual writet or cartoonisi and do not necessarily retiec"

ihn views of the Collegian or the university unless otherwise noted

I^EXL^^.^

which he promptly and frequently pushed

aside. Yet, problems with seemingly simple

issues are tell-tale of difficulties with larger

ones. Accumulation of your single votes

has determined the fate of the nation as

well as that of other nations.

It's time to stop shaking our heads in

denial. The U.S. has a lot of problems,

especially in foreign policy. The nuclear

war threat is not imaginary. (Reagan and

his cronies say that such a war is winnable

but I'm not too psyched about experimen-

ting.) The election are over but the issues

haven't vanished. If U.S. citizens became

more knowledgable about what lies beyond

their own backyards and stood up against

the atrocities found there, the next four

years could be a little less grim. It is worth

a try I don't know about the rest of you, but

I'm one who doesn 't hope to die before I get

old. And now—I'm scared.

Lori Kirkland is a Collegian correspon-

dent.

Keep an open mind...
I wear a button on my shirt, two in-

terlocking male symbols, that identifies me
as a gay man. I give up my "privilege" to

fit silently into the heterosexual majority. I

am openly gay in a society where some look

upon gays with disfavor or worse. Why?

Let me make a distinction. The question

"Why am I openly gay?" is different from

the question "Why am I gay?" The latter is

a question whose answer does not concern

me. I don't care why I'm gay; I simply

know that I am. Questions about the cause

of homosexuality too often imply that so-

meone or something is to blame. Accusa-

tions of blame needlessly hurt many peo-

ple, especially parents of gays. I'll save my
ideas on this last point for another time.

So, why does this man, who happens to

be gay, feel it is important that everyone

know this fact? Two reasons come to mind.

One is a bit selfish, and the other is not.

First the selfish one.

I feel better, more empowered in my dai-

ly life, knowing that I am not hiding my
sexual orientation. There was a time when
I was very afraid that people might

discover my homosexuality. I was worried

they might sense it in the way I spoke, or in

the way I stood. I. like most people exposed

to our society, had a negative view of gay

people. Being gay, I let this negative view

affect the way I viewed myself. I felt I had

this hidden fiaw and was careful to try and

keep it hidden. I was overly self-conscious

and anxious about other people's percep-

tion of me.

Now that I have learned to accept being

gay as just another part of my personality.

John Jablonski

it feels very good to share that part of me

with others in the world, just as heterosex-

ual people do. The button I wear is nriy way

of expressing pride in myself, pride in the

part of myself that I was afraid of for so

long.

Now reason number two. This is the

"unselfish" one.

Gay people as a whole have suffered from

their invisibility. Young gays grow up

without the benefit of a role model.

Straight people and young gays do not see

the large number of gay people who con-

tribute to society. Being openly gay, I

demonstrate that the negative view of peo-

ple have of gays is wrong. I dislodge

stereotypes, and the discrimination that

comes with them, by counter-example. I

show other gays that they do not have to

discriminate against themselves by accep-

ting the dreary forecast of lonliness and

failure the society would have them

believe. I show them a positive, self-

assured, confident-of-his-success, gay man.

If I can help gay people feel good aboiit

themselves, if I can help straight people rid

themselves of oppressive stereotypes,

them I feel good about myself.

The next time you meet an openly gay

person, open your mind; learn. You've got

nothing to lose, and society has a lot to

gain.

John Jablonski is a UMass student.

Letters Policy

AH letters most be signed and include the writer's address and telephone nninber, which will not be

published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the volume

of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are sobject to editing

for cinrity uid length.

It's the 'chameleon' in us

The false hope of abortion
A recent Gallup poll indicated that 43

percent of Americans favored having our

laws based on the Ten Commandments.
It's not 57 percent, but what the heck,

that's still a pretty significant minority.

Among those polled, the professionals who
least favored decisions based on the Ten
Commandments were judges, teachers,

and media personnel. I find it interesting

that those people also happen to be the

positions most responsible for influencing

public opinion. W4iether that is because

liberal-minded people seek out those posi-

tions, or because the positions change their

thinking is not really mine to say; I just find

it interesting.

What I can comment on is a prevailing at-

titude that says if my highest priority isn't

on people and what they think they need,

then I am not compassionate. The Ten
Commandments were fine for primitive

Israel, but they have no bearing today.

Very interesting. In other words, the strict

Judaeo-Christian ethic is not compas-

sionate.

There are some who would take issue

with that, and I am one of them. People are

way up on my list of values, but what they

may think they need is not always so high.

Let's take an example: abortion.

The argument which is forwarded again

and again is that a woman who has been

raped or been forced into an incestuous

relationship should be entitled to an abor-

tion. Well, that's pretty fair-minded so far.

Now tell me, what percentage of abortions

performed today will have to do with rape

or incest? A miniscule percentage. I sup-

pose that I'm not really being fair if I don't

mention unwed teenage mothers who do

not want or cannot properly care for

children. I won't comment on the cir-

cumstances that brought them to that.

W^at about older women who could sustain

bodily damage from giving birth? That

seems fair. What amount women whose
husbands or lovers have left them? Gee,

Rusty Denton

that's a pretty good thing to think about.

Even if we should somehow only consider

abortions performed for reason other than

these, there is a whopping number that will

be done today.

However, saying "no", to something like

this is not usually seen as compassionate,

so let me tell you about the compassionate

side of saying "no".

I say "no" to fathers who leave their

children and/or the mother stranded. I

think it should be criminalized. I say "no"

to social circumstances that leave an im-

mature teenage woman stuck with a life or

death decision for this fetus which she is

beginning to love. I say "no" to court deci-

sions which trivialize the trauma of rape.

What else do I say "no" to ? To the emo-

tional upheaval that follows a woman for

years after an abortion; "No" to the pro-

choice education that never mentions how
abortion often permanently damages a

woman's ability to have children. You don't

hear much about these things, do you?

"No" to life-or-death decisions for babies

which don't involve life-or-death situations

for a mother. Ask me who is trivializing the

seriousness of an abortion. I'll tell you. And
I'll tell you about real alternatives.

There are thousands of couples who
desperately want to adopt. There are

thousands of women who are not much bet-

ter off after an abortion than they were

before they gf)t pregnant. How sad to be

concerned about a few months of their life,

worried about their future misery, and

never consider that they need much more

help than an abortion. They also need home
skills, job skills, and self-respect.

It seems to me that abortion's false hopes

for painless solutions are far less compas-

sionate than Ten honest Commandments.
Rtuity Denton is a UMass student.

This statement may seem twisted, but 1

like Boy George. It's true— I respect this

crazed androgyny. It may seem un-

fashionable, and I have been known to play

devil's advocate, but for what he has done

Boy George has earned tremendous

reverence from this writer.

The funky pop beat of the Culture Club,

with its compelling hooks, has been im-

pressed on us all through the Top Forty.

But more than their likeable simplicity, for

me, is the overall phenomena of the scene

and the effect it has had worldwide.

Here we have Georg:e O'Dowd, a bloke

from working class origins who, through

his personal initiative (and weirdness),

found himself a niche in the London music

scene, and then in the hungry-for-

gimmickry world of pop.

He has done, despite persistent ridicule

and other obstacles, what most of us dream

of but never wake up to—he has become

wealthy by achieving fantastic success in

his chosen field.

I felt a twinge of the same respect recent-

ly as the campus Republicans rallied at the

Student Union. In what is supposedly a

tolerant academic atmosphere, the right to

free expression was severed as hostile

forces disconnected a PA system.

Steve Erickson, the president of the

UMass Republican Club (and a speaker at

the rally) is a neighbor of mine. Often he is

seen wearing Reagan or Shamie buttt)ns,

and for this he is the subject of some

whispering, but not from me. I have only

respect someone who has the courage to

stress his view in what is becoming an in-

creasingly hostile p<ilitical environment.

Oppression is a word that gets a lot of

use around here, especially when dealing

with topics such as bigotry, South Africa,

and the umpteen "isms". Speak of the

repression of Republicans and the meaning

Rob Skelton

Letters to the Editor
Overstepping
the bounds?
Where is the apology

from the Collegian's "sex-

ist" sports editor, Peter

Abraham, requested by

D.R. Bousquet on Oct. 29?

Abraham has clearly
overstepped his bounds by

commenting so derogatori-

ly,("disgusted when the

best teams at school are the

women's soccer and field

hockey teams")on women's
athletics at UMass. At first

an apology might have been

sufficient.

His blatant disregard of

an apology demonstrates

very well that Abraham
meant what he wrote.

Therefore, is there any

reason for his trash to be in

print? It must be an over-

sight of the Collegian's staff

that he has maintained his

position. Certainly the staff

cannot support his belief

that women's athletics are

not worthy of notice and
respect.

The sports section rarely

offers a ny support for the

athletic teams. It often

headlines the losses;

whereas, the victories are

sidelined and spread across

three pages (e.g. the sports

pages Monday). Can the

Collegian not find a more
open-minded sports editor

as well as a more capable

layout procedure from a

population of approximately

25,000? I'm certain they

can. I only hope these sug-

gestions aid them in realiz-

ing the need sooner than

they probably would have.

DeVere Carney
Southwest

Do students

value lives?

When the Southwest
Residential College was

built, I worked in the Hous-

ing Office. Also built was

the tunnel under
Massachusetts Avenue con-

necting the southwest area

to the main campus. This

tunnel was built to be used

by the students living in the

Southwest area and was

built with their safety in

mind. However, I don't

gets changed to "righteous revulsion".

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey has

made the official line clear: to harass and

threaten the rights of others to free expres-

sion is not appropriate in a democratic

society.

An indignant Ferraro supporter, claim-

ing she had been mentally raped at the re-

cent rally by a Reagan-man, astonished and
astounded the University community by

admitting that she provoked his verbal

atrocity by spitting at him as a response to

his freedom of expression. Granted they

both entered the scum-zone. Why did their

two-sided dispute get such play?

Is it possible to be political without

becoming poisonous about it? Is open-

mindedness, or objectivity, a thing of the

past? Can we weigh the g(X)ds and bads of

each issue without becoming insane?

It is a fact that substantial portions of the

population, and notably the young urban

professionals, are economically conser-

vative but socially liberal. This holds that

no one in their right mind has a serious

gri{)e with the free-market economy. And
who in their right mind wants to see more
government interference?

By the same standards, what sane person

cannot see conflict in the non-separation of

church and state as perceived by our in-

cumlK'nt President?

And of course Boy George has a point

when he sings that "war is stupid". We all

have some "chameleon" in us, as he has

helped us see.

There's more to it all than rising

tempers can tamper with, and that's why I

plead, please, be reasonable.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian ataff member

Exchange of ideas valuable

believe the students know

or realize that that tunnel is

there. Anyway, it doesn't

seem that they know
because when I drive on

Massachusetts Avenue in

the morning or evening,

many students cross Mass.

Avenue to and from SWC
not using the crosswalk and

not using the tunnel. I am

wondering if the students

are aware that there is such

a tunnel. Also, I am wonder-

ing if they value their life at

all trying to cross Mass.

Ave? I fear someday a stu-

dent will be hit or even kill-

ed trying to cross from

Southwest Area to the Main

Campus.

Shouldn't someone
educate them in crossing a

highway? Or shouldn't so-

meone inform them about

the safety in using the tun-

nel? Who is responsible for

their safety, the University,

the student, or the driver of

the car using Mass.

Avenue?

Blanche Baj-Lashway
Classics Department

As much as things change, they stay the

same. After two months of reading these

pages, talking to other students and being

a 36-year-old freshman, I feel a need to

make some self-indulgent ob55ervations.

Over the last 60 days, I have read a

healthy exchange of opinions covering gay

and lesbian rights, politics, abortion, rape,

women's rights. Third Worid rights, non-

smokers rights, the pros and cons of cheap

phones and expensive art objects, to name

just a few. They key words in this

paragraph are "healthy exchange". Even

though each individual person devoutly

believes his/her own position is the healthy

one, the fact that every side of an issue can

be heard is very healthy.

My first time through college was in the

mid 60s when politics, student rights and

the war gave us many intense, heart-felt

issues that spurred protest, debate and

editorials. I was at Kent State University

during the riots and witnessed students

and innocent by-standers pay the ultimate

price for protest and dissent. The decade of

the 60s and early 70s gave us many dramas

and issues for debate, it also entrusted us

with an important legacy. People on every

side of every debate during those years

paid dearly, whether in a jungle in Viet-

nam, a grassy hill at Kent State, or the

pages of editorial sections, so the rest of us,

years later, can continue the debates, no

matter what the subject. The Vietnam

debate becomes the El Salvador debate,

the students' rights debate gave way to

gay, lesbian and Third World debates, and

the desperate fight for Grateful Dead

tickets becomes the same desperate fight

for Bruce Springsteen tickets. Some things

come full circles, i.e. short hair and short

skirts.

Some things stay the same. It's been IS

years since I was in college and I find the

debate goes on. This may be one of our

most important accomplishments, for

without the right to debate, dissent, ques-

tion, object, picket and rally, we have very

little.

So, to those three gentlemen sitting in

the Hatch who were discussing in graphic

detail what they would do with a "faggot"

if they caught one; to the young woman
who said all men were potential rapists and

all women potential victims; to those with

their one-sided look at abortions; to all of

you who feel that only your side of the issue

should be heard, I would suggest the

following: Listen to other views. Dislike

them if you want, hate them if you must,

but at least let them be expressed. Only one

of two things will happen. First you wil

still feel your view is correct or secondly

you may be provoked into deep thought

and questioning. In either case, you will bt

the better for the exchange of ideas A.'

human beings, it helps to have our belief;:

and ideas gently disturbed from time t<

time.

So the next time you are moved to writ*

a letter or answer one, remember 20,00(

other people out here have the same righ

to express their beliefs, no matter wha
those beliefs. We can only come out loser

when we stifle that rights. Thank you fo

your indulgence. One last thought for thos<

of you who may dismiss this letter as com
ing from an "old man". I say, it seems i

was only yesterday that I was 18.

Michael C. Oestreicher is a UMass studen
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COMPUTER NFk

YOU know this stereotype.

And you know it doesn't apply

to you. Yet finding an employer who ignores

stereotypes and recognizes talent may seem
difficult, if not impossible.

At The Travelers, we know excep-

tional talent when we see it. And we have a

program that prepares gifted, highly moti-

vated individuals for management careers in

data processing.

OurACCENT (Accelerated Entry Into

Management) program will challenge your

technical and intellectual abilities. Through

rotations, you'll contribute to areas like Net-

work Design and Development, Personal

Computer Development, and Operating Sys-

tem Support. And across-the-board experi-

ence is good preparation for management
responsibilities.

And with yourACCENT training

behind you, you'll be ready for a visible man-

agement position. In a department with an

annual budget exceeding $200 million dol-

lars, state-of-the-art data centers in Hartford

and Atlanta, and one of the largest distrib-

uted networks in the world.

The Travelers is a diversified financial

services corporation with $33 billion dollars

in assets. We are committed to improving

productivity with the help of such leading-

edge technologies as the 12,000 IBM per-

sonal computers we've purchased.

So if you want a career that matches

your ability ACCENT wants you. Come talk

to The Travelers representative on campus.

Nerds need not apply.

TheTravelersj
The Travelers Companies
Hartford. Connecticut 061 15

Recruiting Dates : 11/15/84

11/16/84

Arts
•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:

'.•.•.•.•.•.••.•.'

Silentspew
THE TERMINATOR

Directed by Jim Cameron
Starring Arnold Schwarzenegger and Michael

Biehn
At the Mt. Farm Cinemas

By JIM TAYLOR
Collegian Staff

Arnold Schwarzenegger found his perfect role in The

Terminator as a cyborg unit one zero from 2029. which is

unleased in 1984. He. or it. is sent by a superior race of

computers, whose main interest is the extermination of the

inferior humans. He plays the part with machine like

quality and? 8 lines of dialogue, nothing new.

The story is typical, recycled stuff, but it seems to work.

The film is tolerable until the last fifteen minutes, which is

Performers from Spider Kedelsky's Civilization

and its Discontents, will appear in FALLDANCE,
the Five College Faculty Dance Concert at Mount

Holyoke's Chapin Auditorium, Thursday and Fri-

day, November 8 and 9. and Kirby Theater,

Amherst College, November 10 and 11. All shows

begin at 8 p.m.

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
I

(with this coupon) j

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair I

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 11/M/84

Styles by Deborah
Amrwril MA MS 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

>;.;•»:•>»»••.•.
>:•:•:•;•:•;•; •:•:•:•:•:•:•;•

»......-.-"

one of the slowest ever anti climatical endings next to a

horror movie. There's even an epilogue tagged on to tie in

the mess and explain the future, if you were too slow to

figure it out. If you don't understand the mystery of the

child by the quarter mark, you're a little more than slow.

The writers made an attempt at characterization, which

didn't work. There are many action sequences but no new

stunts.

Michael Biehn is a revolutionary who is trying to prevent

the Terminator's programmed plans. Linda Hamilton is

the poor heroine. The film is so low key that the per

formances become interesting. Paul Winfield is wasted as

the typical cop.

Director Jim ('ameron's previous works include such

classics as Piranha 11. special effects assistant on Escape

from New York. At least he's getting better.

Alan (Iroenburg's photography plays off the diffusion of

light. It gives downtown L.A. a futuri.stic look for the

present, which 1 actually like. Just about every bit of L.A.

has been used to the max. so they tried something new.

K very thing, even various characters like New Wavers is a

di.sco and some punks, has a machine like quality to it.

Huum, is this a message'.'

A lot of this film resembles an ad for Fantasy IL a new

spec effects group. Award winner Stan Winston created

the "Special Terminator Effects ". which are quite good if

you're into that sort of thing.

Schwarz... carries an arsenal that would make Charles

Bronson jealous, with everything from a laser sighted .45

to a 9mm Uzi. He kills all but about four people he meets.

Some scenes come across very funny, like a fight with a

nximie's boyfriend, and a program selected comment to an

insultive janior. After the machine's eye is scorched, big

Arnie cuts it out with an X acto and slips (»n some shades.

All in all. this simple minded farce is a tolerable film. You

just have to go in a mood for it. Its formula stuff, and

destined to make a buck.

[Editor's Note; This movie was the number one box office

seller of the past week all over the nation\.

LOWENBRAU
Presents

DAN AYKROYD EDDIE MURPHY
They're not just getting rich...They're getting even.

Some very funm business.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS AN AARON RUSSO PRODUCTION A L ANDIS/FOLSEY FILM

RALPH BELLAMY DON AME^>^F DfNHQ M ELLIOTT AND JAMIE LEE CURTIS

MUSIC BY ELMER BERNSTEIN EXECUTIVE PRODUCER GEORf:>E FOLSEY JR

WRITTEN BY TIMOTHY HARRIS A HERS{>^EL WEINTHXD

PRODUCED BY AARON RUSSO DIRECTED BY JOHN LANDIS A PARAMaiNT RCTURE

RaatTM(CT«D h{^

Blue Wall Friday Nov. 9

Showings at 7, 9, 11

Admission $1.00

OPEN TO ALL 18 or older

Kerens to III! friends
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The Stereo

Professionals
i adirondack music

all teif; 4akje'^-bp^ ^ak'- ^^avt{^t5 6ii^/+^' y^^ rSiyt cUedc^' y\cA.Ve^yoy\^L[;le ^f< hjpcY^^^l ^^»^^^

GREAT \^ ®

^^.
SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 2

SCOTT, JENSEN, NIKKO

SCOTT 70 watt integrated amplifier AM/FM stereo tuner

NIKKO belt drive semi-automatic turntable with stereo cartridge

JENSEN deluxe three way speakers ^QW $399.95
OT.UMlCl.l.•».'. ^fc.^^ llXl- M

I
<1 lllfcl

• tin n i

NIKKO NR550 40 watts per channel digital quartz lock receiver ^
SCOTT PS88A fully automatic direct drive turntable

EMPIRE 300 ME deluxe elliptical cartridge

SCOTT 312 DL 3 way 12" speakers
,*-fc,m.Twmr ^ ^AA *>l-

SAVE OVER $650.00-value over $1250 ONLY $5!l^>^5

KffATMirirCC CWrTAI C TEAC VSOSX dolbey/OBX soft touch cassette deck

FAMOUS BRAND ^^^ J>1»».»&

FULL FEATURE DELUXE
MICRO PORTABLE RECORDER
with FREE accessory kft/AC adapter ONLY $34.95 while supply lasts

ROYCE FREEDOM PHONE III portable wireless telephone §39 95
ROYCE FREEDOM DIALER PHONE with 35 number memory dialer redial and much more...

a $250 value

DELUXE
AUTO

Ot

ONLY
$34.95

^^ LSR 12 15 watts per channel, auto key off, bass/treble, fader, plus more

$269.96o LS55 5 'A" coaxial speakers

a TRUE $360.00 value

KOSS
portable AM/FM personal walk-a-around stereo

$39.95

SUPER
TAPE

SPECIALS
NEW TEAC metal tape MDX 90..

TDK SA9() High Bias $J99

MAXELL UDXLII... $^99

audio-technica

$3.99

SHURE
NEW PRESENCE I

REG. $50.00

AKG
P5 ED

reg. $80.00

$25.00

STEREO CARTRIDGE
MADNESS

ALL TOP QUALITY BRAND NAMES

AUDIO TECHNICA AT 152LP

REG $225.00 ONLY $95.00
EMPIRE
lOOS reg. $49.95 $9.95

200E reg. $60.00 $12.95

300ME reg. $75.00 $19.95

400rrC reg. $100.00 $29.95

500ID reg. $130.00 $45.00

ADC
QLM MKin improved/omni

all elliptical values to $100.00

XLMD INTEGRA reg. $115.00

SUPER
SPEQAL

EMPIRE
EDR. 9 CARTRIDGE

REG. $250.00

NOW $79.95

$29.95

$40.00

$39.95

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE _
Adirondack Music, 15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst

15 DEMO TURNTABLES LEFT

AKAI, JVC, ONKYO, MARANTZ, TECHNICS, PIONEER

ONLY $50.00 each

REGISTER TO WIN
UNITECH WALK-AROUND
PORTABLE STEREO CASSETTE
WITH STEREO HEADPHONES

$89.95
VALUE

DRAWING FRIDAY, NOV. 16th at 8 p.m.
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Doonesbury

Colle gia! 13

By Garry Trudeau

youVt 60T -me saNsmviry ofA
HJ6UJf?£/^CH,KN0UIJHAlJJ.^l'^

JUST MI^5BPI^FIR^-£^eRami:

j TD\/OT^ANP/UyOUCANPOI5R£
- •

. . MINP Me I
[ASTUPOM'T

i(J5lL I PONTm\/£ TO

TAKB THIS ABUSE. ' I'M OOOP
60IN6 im TOU/N ID PLAH.l.

set A Mov/a ' HAve a
p] ^ -^ NiariMB

THANK YOU, MIKa dV
THBmt CAN I HA^
MY AUOUJANCe SBFORe

^ ,
^^ / 160^

^

'^ Ji^i

5He suRt IS deim
„ ARMYMB-S-UJITH

^OUI^ mCMTDPAV.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

cfimm,m...m
jioi^mpocLd/
.mmeveBmsf

umH yWRB no^
PbTRmjoHT.. fu tint
/noNpAUiswo' /Kiruaik\
CAN I SAY JUST 'XrJzHZ.

.

Mr one. ppHm/ \

HEY...

Mm-
yew/

I

Gorde By Gorde

¥ LP\JB GOO OF /V-^SS

The Nuclear Broach ByNRC

J, Tofli ..

own ^tsl^n

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

DOW'r you

TOOVOL)ST^

Give uFSmOK^^^G
OP &TOP flSKIf/<'

POR R Llt nT_- THt I

mc r<'>i>r "TOO ujt'^ii

O

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

YcastheA^ * Sluc^e are

You are invited to a

Q)llegian Forum on

Women's Issues

TODAY

3:00 - 4:30 pm

Campus Center 903

For more informalion ,

vail Becky Thacher,

Women *s Editor,

al the Collegian, 545-3500

Today's Weather
Sunny and warmer Unlay,

with temps ranging bet-

ween 50-55. Mixture of

clouds and sun on F>iday,

with highs up near 60. A
good day to cut classes.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
fcdited by Trudr Mkhcl Jaffe

ACROSS
1 TfectrunK

5 Angler's count

10 Play parts

14 Islands ott

Galway
15 Missouri River

city

16 Roaldor
Atlene

17 ONeiH s trees

18 Type style

19 Common
French verb

20 Explorer who
reached his

Peak
23 Addedluelto
24 Took flight

25 Tender —
27 Leavetaking

32 Spanish ' vers

34 Fabulous
bargain

36 The heavens

39 A Williams

41 Goalies actions

43 Gardner

44 Merry Widow
composer

46 Quiet s

complement
48 Simple sugar

49 Son ol Seth

51 Followed
closely

53 Puts on '..li''

% Cashew
')7 BroadCd'.'

SB ChieUuslici-

186473
64 Copy Ahh'

66 Electioi"

device

67 Watched
68 GreeK Stoic

69 Among Preli>

70 avis

71 Irritable

72 Curing aqr'nl'

73 Pretensi-

DOWN
1 Folksinge'

Joan
2 Heraldic band

3 Eiia

4 Make certain ol

5 Crowns
6 Egyptian sun
god

7 Prepare a pipe

8 Weizmann
9 Long lor

10 Fruit drink

11 Porgy and

Bess setting

12 Tresor drei

U Winter
playthings

21 Axioms
22 Great Lakes

city

26 Pigeon shelter

?7 Ranch
'lewcome'

28 Diana s sister

m law

29 F.iUeclue

TO Jele lor onf

11 Washes
!) Wi'eol Jacob
U Otherwise

58 Oboe Of

clarinet

40 Strong
MMl<lr»M liJfj

42 Radio tuning

devices

45 Caviar

features

47 PartotNEA
50 Sports

structures

52 as
see us!"

Burns
53 Indian com

54 Intended

55 David s weapon
59 Dust particle

60 German Polish

nver

61 Hindu
nursemaid

62 Antitoxins

63 Dutch cheese

65 Whim wham

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1 ? 3 4

1

S ( 7 « 1)

1

10 1 \ 1? IJ

14 li 16

17 "Ti' It

?ll
fP ?7 73

74 n 76

V r?r 7S 31 I 3?

Ipl
J3 I

34 15 3fc

M~ 40 41 4?

P
43

IT" 4S 4t I
il

49 Ml I
SI S?l

TT' 5- H se Ihh
57 I

SI M M •1 6?

64 61

1

66

1

6'

M- t« 70

71 7? "

1*14 iO< puffin Il"l" V> "<»•!» 11/9/84

D.C. Menu

LUNCH:
Chicken Gumbo Soup
Ham Crinder
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH:
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

DINNER:
Cheese Lasagna with
Tomato Sauce
Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER:
Vegetable Squares
Cheese Lasagna
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In 1900, Johann Hurlinger ofAustria walked on his

hands from Vienna to Paris in

55 daily 10'hour stints, ^
covering a distance

of 671 miles

IMMN«M«>w«iM>wMMl<MMMMMiM

lOM.'^OV^

With AT&T you don't have to stand on yourhead to

get more mileage for your money \bu'll save 40%
evenings, 60% nights and weekends Ydu'II get

immediate credit for wrong numbers. .plus quality

that wins hands down

For information on AT&T Long Distance, call

1800222-0300

The more you hear the better we sound.'

From the Guinness Book of World Records, ©1983

by Sterling PiAjlistiing Company, Inc. New \brk. NY

Thursday, November 8. 1984 "^ ^

fc^»«V
Eat In

or

Take Out

GIANT SUBS
iFreshly Sliced

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREA!//

Rt9 253-9521 314 College St.

Monday-Friday
Saturday

6:30 am - 3:00 pm

w_
the parfy

UPSTAI

AND

(No cover!)

JUST!
th9 me9
RTE 9, Anfmi^t

ifSpence

Collegian is

' Cimtinwd from page 18

The Eagles "were more

aggressive and more physical tahn last

time" Spencc said.

Spence has played behind senior Co-

Captain Christine Taggart for the entire

season. She has thus far been used ex

clusively as coach Kalenkeni Banda'a

"instant offense" coming from a young and

powerrful UMass bench.

She has easily lived up to the description.

With six goals and seven a.ssists, totaling

ninet«»en points, she is the team's second

leading scorerr. Only freshman .lulie

Depauw totals more goals and total points.

"I don't like for her to start," said Banda,

"but she got the goal." Which, for the coach

of the fourth ranked Minutemen. is what

matters.

Cathy herself said she is more comfortable

ifgymnofttics*^*^
Ciintiuuciijnm page 16

are Sue Allen, Tricia Camus. Chris

Cloutier, Lisa Griffin. Trisha Harrity, Liz

.lanney and Maureen Sutherby, ail

returning letter winners.

Allen, Cloutier and Criffin have great

routines on the fl(K)r exercise that

shouldn't be missed.

('loutier and Griffin also take their power

and twisting ability, respectively, to the

vaulting even where both execute difficult

in her supporting role as an infudion of

devaxtating offense.

"It's easier coming off the bench, I can just

go all out." S tarting against B.C. Spence

fon"fi ''•*' «H«> KlH to nuM- horvoK "WHon

you start therre is pressure" Spence added.

"We missed Chris Taggart maturity"

Banda said, but added that "Cathy is im-

proving with every game.

"

Spence said she felt that starting in such a

cruci<'»l game showed "that coach Banda has

faith in me.
With Taggart back in the line up for this

Saturday's contest with Harvard, Cathy

Spence will most likely return to her role as

the offensive machine she has paayed all

season. 'She can kill you off the bench."

Banda said.

manuvers, like Griffins full twist on, full

tw ist off.

The uneven parallel bars and the balance

beam are events that are up for grabs.

These have bet-n a problem for the women
in the past.

The women will try and put it all

together for the start of their season on

December 7 when they host the

University of New Hampshire, Nor

thea.stern. and the University of Con

necticut in the UMass Invitational.

J'O^ Marion Hair Design
iMarjon

Han
Deitgn

ilrtc

Marjon brings you the endless summer!
ONLY
$40.00

-Safe

-Fast
- Beautiful

- Prefered

- Professional guidance by

trained cosmetologist

- Relaxing atmosphere

- Tan the safeway

CALL US NOW FOR DETAILS
Mt. Farms Mall

Route 9

Hadley, MA
^i" 586-4.551

I

!

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consectutive days 5% discount

• 10 consectutive days 10% discount •15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

AUDIO

AM/FM Castatt* Starao w/turntabl« for

sale good conditionparfect for dorm* MO or

80 549-0660

AUTO FOR SALE

Rack-A-Ditc Rack AVldao Cntartain

mant ABar>cv. Discjockeys and large

screen video parties for the five collage area.

5497144

FOR RENT

BMW 20aS 73 excellent imide and out; eng
£r tran very strong, well maintained,

sum -of, Bilstiens, Webar, etc $3800 or 80
546-8170

Toyota Corolla Daluxa 1174 excallant con-
dition 865-2492

1976 Renault 5QTL, good running condi-
toi »400, 584 7792

''•aO Dattun 210 4 door 5 speed 41 mpg
good condition $2900 666 3986

1976 Chavy Malibu stn wgn engine and
body in great shape good mpg new cooling

system snow tires and more $1600 call

546-9665

76 Volvo 164E loaded »vith extras runs good
dependable moving must sell 2800
617«7 3054 or 617-867 6343

1979 Fiesta 57000 ml std trans, good cond,
dk blue w/red ini $1600 ASAP 256-6936

76 Buick Century good condition must sail

$850 549 2874

74 Toyota Corona f om Georgia, no body
rot, runs fine $950 or 80 256-1510

BUY THIS CAR
"

Two bedroom apt Cliffside Apt 410 a

month utilities included close to college call

666-8302 in morning before 1 1:00 AM

FOR SALE

Qood atudant daak, hardwood, 32x42 in

ches, three side drawers, one cerrter

drawer, $160. Call eves. 263 5790

FREE

Fraa one half hour passes to all between 4

PM and 9 PM at Utopia Spa*

QAY » LESBIAN

The People's Qay Alliance hosts a sociaP

hour each Wed. from 3 tn •; 8u»ine*s

meetings are at 6:30 each Thurs ChecK the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encoura?

ed to attend I

HELP WANTED

1973 Plymouth Satalita mu»t »e« BO Wen
dy 253 3396

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND^^ILO OJ"* '^°'"''
visual entertainment for the 80 s 584-0/ 1^

MARKETING INTERN earn money whtl^

working on your resume "The Brassworks

on Route 9 minutes from UMass call Jsme*

Doherty (6171^^06
The HadiaySchool Syatam is seeking

qualified applicants to substitute teach m
Grades 7 12 Applicants do not have to be

college graduates. The daily rate of pav is

$30 00 Send letter of application and

resume to Supt Paul F Lengiez* 127

RusaallSt , Hadley, MA 01035

Politics Can Pay
Massachusetts Fair Share offers full and
part time work on voter nghts, toxics, and
economic reform Paid training Hours
1:309:30 PM $16a$2S0/wk or 4:30-9:30

PM, $60 $150/wk Call 586-8713 or

1 -800^952 7478

Counter Help and Dalh/ary Drivora apply

at Amherst Delicatessen

DJ Wanted need someone with 6J equip
I have the contacts $50 00 -f each per nigh'

- call Suzanne 549-4600 x 244 (extl

Part-tlma. Sell winter b spring break vaca
tions for major collegiate travel company
High commissions free trips' Phora
necessary Send application to: Joe
Sharalli, Campus Vacations, 26 Court St..

Brooklyn, NY 11242

Wanted tor Internship. Toula Sihrar Mfg.
East Boston. MA Duties include:
telemarketing /sales, observing /assisting
showroom presentations Showroom Floor

Displaying Contact Office of lntern*hip at

16 Curry Hick* or call Garry Werman at 16171

569 7600

HUMAN SERVICES

Evening /Weekend Director for North

Central Mass Residential Treatment School

for Emotionally Disturbed adolescent
females seeks career minded professional

with high energy level, good leadership

skills, creative thinker. Salary range
$12,000-$14.000 with benefits This position

represents an excellent opportunity for a
talented individual to implement new tdees

and personal vision and to grow profes
stonally Graduate training in a field related

to job description a plus. Bachelor degree
and suitable experience acceptable Res
pond with resume and personal statement
describing phikMophy of chikf care goals
and overview of experience, to Program
Director. P.O. Box 23. Baldwinville. MA
01436

CEnSOM^JS

LOST

DRIVER EDUCATION COURSE for

teachers Certificate will be given by
Registry of Motor Vehicles allowing you to

teach dnving in Mass Class starling early

December 584-1657

General Laborers apply to the Rusty Nail 5

to 8 Wed through Sun

HEY KARENI

Uttia Aba: This is the best I could do. Hap-

py Birthday to a great sister what's the

dnnking age in Delaware' Best of luck, the

onginal (almost! Abe

HOT TUBS

Utopia Spaa Grand Oponlng Wed 99*

tubs tans floats call 253-7727

Stolan In Sylvan araa or Boydan Gym.
Brown leattter wallet containing license,

bankcard ar>d other essentials Substantial
reward for return call 6-4098 no questions
asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Sliver and gold toned Plagat watch sen-
timental value reward offered call Leslie

W69756

Stolan 11/2 at Drake Green ragwool
sweater Return tor reward mo quesiions
asked 549 7587

Lost gold bracalat great sentimental value

call 546 5375 $$ reward

Grey leather iackat with white leather

trim In CC Concourse 11/1 Please return

It. great sentirr>ental value Call 6 8544 or

2S3 5155 anytime

SOM Caraar Day "St. Nov 14 1*1 floor

Campus Center Sponsored by
Undergraduate Busineea Chib Luncheon tix

on sale thru Nov 9 in SOM Lobt>y $5.00

memt>ers, $6.00 non-members all are

welcome to attend

Bush BaahLAQNAF Now aign up at

UMai* Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con-

cour»e 545^3437

SOM Caraar'M Nov 14 1*1 floor CC
meet distinguished company represen

tatives and di»cu*» indu*try outlooks and

career opportunities) All major* welcome'

Sponsored by Underfraduate Business

Club.

irVia^LMblan Blaaiiual and Gay Man'*
Counseling Collactlva offer* FREE peer

counselina for everyone effected by »exu*l

orientation i**ue( M T Th F 4 8 pm Call

54&2646 or info line 546-0684 Rm 433 Stu

dent Union

Happy Birthday Gaorgal Sorry I'm a day

lata' Hugs and kisse*. . Loveya, Stephanie

2 bedroom apartment Brittany Manor
call Steve or Pete 256 1536

THE MANAOEMENT CLUB

Coma to Justin Ryan'al Tfta Management
Club pre»ents Bob Rosa, owner of Justin

Ryan* and a U Ma*( graduate Topic of

di*cu**ion: Runnit>g a Successful Busineea.

Date Thur* Nov 8 Time 7 15 PM All

Welcome, free munchie*' Come lieten to

Bob and dance the night away'

TRAVEL

Killington Ski Trip - condoe $196 Jan

2025 call SnoSearch Brian or Kavin

549 1466

Ski FranchlUpa. Chamonlx. Spring break

$699 info ski sale or call Tad Salig 546^6082

WANTED

Vocalist Needed for prograaahra rock band

866 4644 253 9714

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Paper*. Ca*a*. Diasartationi, These*.
on campus, low rates guaranteed accep
tsnce Nancy 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

Halp I nead a ride on Tuas and Thui* from
now until December 13 to Boston call

Maureen after 10 PM 256 8602

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted to share large bedroom in

Puffton call 549-3809

Lea** wanted jtarting January, 1 bedroom
apartment on bu* lir>e Call Dave 6 5692 or

Dianne 6 3263 after 7

One bedroom apartment naar campua.
Will take over Jan 1*t Call Caaar 540-0425

25&6489 after 6:00 reward

2 or 4 people looking to rent room or apt.

for Spring 85 call Todd 6 7686

Female need* place to live ASAP I have

2 cats Preferably Amherst area Call

666-4812 or 253 2268 __
fwo woman looking to rent room o' apart

ment starling Jan 1 call Mary 6-5689 or Kara

6-4967 keep trying i
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( illfinan phiiUi hy Paul Desmarais

Cathy Spence is seen here driving against Boston College in playoff competition last Saturday. Spence and

the rest of the Minutemen square off against Harvard this weekend.

Spence starts

to show skill
Freshman looks impressive
By PAUL F. DESMARAIS
Collegian Staff

When Ireshman Cathy Spence made her starting debut

with the University of Massachusetts Women's Soccer

team in the first round play off game against Boston

College last Saturday, she may have saved her team's

hopes for a national title.

Spence got over her first lime jitters quickly, as eight

minutes into the first half she went one on one with Boston

College goalie Kathy Brophy and scored the first and only

Minuteman goal of regular playing time.

"I just tried not to panic. They made a mistake, and we

took the advantage." Spence said.

For the remainder of the half the offensive unit seemed to

go into paralysis. Then with only 16:20 to go in the game.

Boston College's Lynne Collins slipped a goal by UMass

goalie Jeanne Paul, and the Minutemen's lead was gone.

UMass was unable to generate any more offense and the

game went into overtime.

UMass beat the Eagles in their last meeting (only one

week earlier) 5 0. but B.C. seemed to forget their previous

performance. The game proved to be a hard one for the

Minutemen. At the games end Cathy Spence admitted to

being "tired and beat up."College football notebook

Flutie to the USFL? IfDonald Trump has his say
By DAN LKIiKRFKLD
Collegian Staff

Honald Trump i^ i>nr u| tin- v\«Mit hie>i

humans in subsistence. He longed for an

Atlantic City casino so he built one
(Harrah's at Trump Plazal. lie dreamed of

the ultimate skyscraptT bathed in luxuriam

so he built it (Trump Tower in New Yorkl.

He wanted a professional l'<M)tba!! team so

he bought the New Jersey (ienerals. He
insisted on his team having the best player

ali\e so he signe<i Hershel Walker. He
currently has another lanry to fill. Sources

say he wants Boston College quarterback

Doug Flutie.

Flutie has said that he wants to try playing

in the NFL for at least one season. This

USFL billionaire will make it worth Flutie's

while to forg« 1 .ihout the NFL. A goldmine

will be offered I»t member I^onald Trump
has a good {tacV lei-orH !i>r i^etlinjj what he

wants. This soon to be Heismann trophy

winner is his current want.

THIS. THAT AND TIIK UTHKU THING
UMass senior middle guard Peter Tracy is

like Rasputin, the old Russian who survived

poisoning and two gunshot wounds, a tough

man to keep down. Earlier in the season he

had a brush with death after ripping

stomach muscles and losing massive

amount of blood. He came back after

missing jusi two ganu's. Since then he has

been playing with a bum shoulder that

separates constantly. The 6 2. 255 pound

Navy transfer is a gutsy in

dividual... Uncasville, Connecticut was a

town basking in glory after the per

formance of two native sons on the football

gridron last Saturday. Brothers Cary and

Doug DuBose shined. (iary rushed for 246

yards in leading the University of Con

necticut to victory over I'Mass. Doug
rushed for 134 yards to lead Nebraska over

Iowa State. UMass corner back Rod

Gymnasts beat alumni; men
and women prep for season
By WAYNE SCHOFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

About 300 people packed Boyden
Gymnastics Meet where the varsity

squads beat the visiting alumni.

But. the fun is over for now and both the

men and women are looking forward to

successful seasons. The men get started

on December 1 when they host Army.
Although the Minutemen lost some

excellent gymnasts in the likes of Willie

Stevens, Bert Mathieson and Jim Corbett,

they still have a very competent group of

gymnasts.
Roy Johnson, men's coach said, "the

team looks great this year. We've just got

a few more areas to strengthen on

pommel horse, vaulting and rings."

Senior co captains Ken Dougherty and

Tony Sbarra are expected to hold the

men's team together. Dougherty is the

number one all around while Sbarra

spe<Malizes in long horse vaulting and the

high bar.

Top notch peformances are expected

from this year's team which is full of

depth. Phil Gorgone, Eric Ciccone and

.Io<> Deman-o are expected to score high

this year in the teams quest to surpass the

present record of 262.00 points. The
record was set back in 19H1 and is in

definite jeopardy.

Johnson is optimistic of this year's fresh

men and says of one, Roberto Weil, "he is

such a positively motivated kid". Weil is

expected to excel in the all around.

Chuck Shiebler, first year coach of the

women says, there is "definite im

provement from last year skill wise. The
women are performing at a point far

above last year at this point." Schiebler

saw the women last year at the UMass
invitational as an assistant at the

University of New Hampshire.

Although the team is practicing well,

there have been setbacks.

Yael ('antfir, a junior who red shirted

last .season with an injury, may also be

lost for this season. Doctors say that

Cantor may have torn ligaments in her

knee. The incident occurred when she

was vaulting in practice.

Abigail Farris, a senior theatre major,

has decided to forego gymnastics to

pursue her dancing and acting career.

She suffered a knee injury two years ago

which required an operation and after a

long, hard recuperative process she

n-turned last season to compete in the

floor exercise event.

Doctors have recommended that she

leave gymnastics if she wants to continue

her theatrical career. Farris isn't totally

abandoning her affiliation with gym
nasties or her title as co captain. Shiebler

says Farris will "take on the responsibility

of h'.iding the team, help to coach, and use

her years of dance to help with

choreogr.iphy."

The outlook for the v\()men is far from
glum, however.

Senior co captain .jenmier Pancoast wni

compete in the all around and sho>. ute

extremely well.

Other team members to keep an eye on

Continued on pnqf IFi

Turner was a high school teammate of the

galloping DuBose brothers.

1984 UConn graduate John Dorsey,

possibly the best linebacker in Yankee

Conference history now performs for the

Green Bay Packers. Before the season he

re«-eived the highest compliment a Packer

linebacker could get from his coach Forrest

Gregg. "He (Dorsey) reminds me ol

another guy we had here at one time,

(iregg said. "Ithink Nitschke was his name

or something like that."

The University of Pacific has the two mos^

imposing offensive tackles on any level in <S

8. 275 pound Steve Smith and 6 8, 27(i

pound Floyd Layher...The most in

timidating defender in the nation has to be

Grambling defensive end James Polk, all 6-

1 1 . 325 pounds of him

.

Two more additions to the collegiate All

Names team. They are Springfield College

linebacker Burnell Burrell and Miami's

answer to "poetry in motion" wide reciever

Stanley Shakespeare. ...And finally, UMass
coach Bob Stull. whose Minutemen have

suffered through a long, hard mjury

plagued 2 7 campaign on how he sleeps at

night. "I sleep like a baby. I wake up crying

overy two hours."

Codepan fil* photo

Troy Turner, high school teammate of

the galloping DeBose brothers

Sports Log

Tony

Betros

Just a few thoughts...

What a way for the Pats to lose. They go

to Denver, play a Broncos team that hasn't

liM)k»-d as good as in 1977, the year of the

Orange ('rush, play "em tough for the most

of the game, then lose it on a fumble by. of

all people. Mosi Tatupu. Mosi fumbles once

every Haley's Comet, but coughed this one

up and Denver went on to score the winning

TD...Even so. Mosi is still one of the best

backs to watch. He gets more yardage off

the second effort than anyone I've seen in a

long time. Where do I sign up to be one of

Mosi's Mooses?...He and Craig James look

to make a fine backfield in the near future

for New England. James rushed for 120

yards last Sunday and is improving with

each game. The real que.stion is will he

make the fans forget Vagas Ferguson; I

think so.

That fumble reminded me of one that

Giants fans painfully remember. Joe

I'isarcik hands off to Larry C/.onka's ribs

and the Eagles recover and win th(> game.

Hut it's a new Giants team this year.

Th(>yve be.iten the Redskins once and the

Cowboys twice ("America's team" is

playing like "Southern New Jersey's team")

and are playing the tough D...I. personally,

would love to see the Dolphins and 49ers in

t he Super Bowl. The offense that those two

sports at a glance
UMass schedule:
There are no sports scheduled for today.

clubs can generate would most definitely

make for an enjoyable game.
Well (how do you like my Reagan im-

personation), chalk another one up for the

Detroit Tigers. Willie Hernandez, already

the recipient of the Cy Young, also copped
MVP honors, easily outdistancing Kent
Hrbek. I betcha if he bought a Boston
Herald, he'd win the Wingo...It looks like

they're trying to form a rival league in

ba.seball, called the North American
Baseball League. They will include a

franchise in Mexico City. How much is a

million dollars in pesos?

Hoop is getting in full swing as the Celtics

look to repeat. They've started off well (3-

01 but so have the 76ers (4-0). You wont see

better contests than the Celts and Sixers

this year... I see former Celtic Rick Robey is

out for the year with an operation on his

right heel. Ma they should also remove
the bricks from his shot.

In Hockey, Edmonton is still undefeated,
but they lost a player due to his contract in

P'inland. Risto Jalo will be back in

PVbruary. So if you ; hink Edmonton is

g(X)d now, wait till the playoffs. Remember
that name, if you can pronounce it. ..Finally,

Ball (2 7) State's coach. Dwight Wallace.
will not be back next year. Maybe Wallace
can get a job with Mondale. they both have
a U)t of free time.
\'i. more need be said.
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UMass funding
can be higher
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The state legislature does not appropriate a propor-

tionate budget to the University of Massachusetts at

-Amherst because most senators and representatives are

not from western Massachusetts, the chairman of the

state Board of Regents of Public higher education said

yesterday.

"Politicians take care of their own constituents first,"

David J. Beaubien told the facility senate.

Beaubien, who also addressed the Professional Associa-

tion at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, fur-

ther said that the Legislature must recognize UMass-

Amherst as the "flagship institution" out of the state's 29

public institutions of public higher education if the school

is to get a better proportion of the state's budget.

The UMass share of the entire higher education budget

is "disproportionate" to the allocations of the other state

colleges because of its campus size, Beaubien said. He add-

ed that UMass could get a larger proportion of the funding

if its budget proposals were more organized.

He criticized Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey for not mak-

ing a "more detaUed budget," saying that it lacked ade-

quate distribution and breakdown of needs.

Beaubien, who reports directly to Gov. Michael Dukakis

with the needs of all state colleges and universities, said

UMass has also been criticized for not retaining top facul-
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Regents Chairman David Beaubien

ty and administrators.

"We've had three chancellors since 1976" and recently

lost three top electrical engineering professors. "You of-

fer peanuts and you get monkeys," he said, but UMass

must remain competitive in salaries.

Beaubien. who does not forsee any "significant tuition

hikes" in the next year, said he "is for" the general educa-

tion proposal now before the senate, and core re-

quirements.

The Legislature, Beaubien said, must recognize that 50

percent of the state's economy comes from the high tech

industry, whose leaders include UMass alumni. Some of

the leaders are the chairman of the board at General Elec-

tric, chairman of the executive office at Singer and the

president of Monsanto, "just to name a few," Beaubien

said.

Jolleipui photo by Brian (ionyc

AND HERE'S THE PITCH — Sophomore eneineering major John

Gentile gets ready to whack the ball pitched by Kevin Lvnch, a

freshman engineering major, yesterday in the Gorman quad. Mike

Liston, a freshman business major, joins in the outfield of the stickball

game.

Rumored attadc

on Soviet ship

incUes protests
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Noontime demon-

straions will be held in front

of the Student Union
Building and at the Federal

Office Building in

Springfield today by

students mobilized by

rumors that a Soviet

freighter in the Nicaraguan

port city of Corinto was

attacked early yeaterday by

unidentified PT boats.

The demonstrations were

organized last night by

about 85 University of

Massachusetts students who
planned protests again.st

"any U.S. invasion of

Nicaragua. and the

escalation of American
involvement" in that

country after hearing

rumors of the sonic boom

(see story p. 2).

Mobilization for Survival

member Gerry Scoppetuolo

said that yesterday's

emergency meeting
yesterday of Western
Massachusetts Latin

American Solidarity
Committee and Radical

Student Union members

was held becau.se "things got

out of hand today. We must

address two issues here.

One is rumor control, and

the other is to decide an

adequate wasy to mobilize in

case of a real emergency."

A group of students will

leave from the Haigus Mall

at 9 a.m. today for

Springfield's Federal Office

Building, and another group

will hold a demonstration on

the Student Union steps

New core plan
vote delayed
By LAURA YKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.ssachusetts faculty senate

yesterday moved a step further toward final approval of

the General F^ducation plan by passing two of five proposed

amendments, although the proposal's final vote may not be

made until next .semester.

"There's some news that it (general education proposal)

won't be voted on until sometime in December," Neil

Shipley, senate presiding officer and history professor

said. "After today, more motions may be voted in from the

history department."

But Robert K. Jones, secretary of the senate, said before

adjourning the meeting that he fears the final vote may be

delayed until next semester if additional admendments are

made or referred back for further discussion.

If passed, the present C,D and E University core

requirements would be replaced with coursework in the

area of "social world. " "biological and physical world," and

"analytical reasoning." The general education proposal

.seeks to give incoming students in the fall of 1986 and

thereafter a more well rounded education.

The senate could not agree on the amendment calling for

more than 25 percent of regularly taught courses in a

department to satisfy general education requirements.

The amendment that would make all "social world" and

"biological and physical world" requirements be taken in

different departments was defeated..

The academic matters council said it was against that

measure because it would "prohibit students from con-

centrating in one area."

The senate passed the amendment calling for the sub-

division of the "social world" area.

The amendment to require that one of the three biological

and physical world courses contain a lab class was passed,

but only after a lengthy, heated debate when some

professors showed concern about funding and lab space.

John Roberts, a professor of zoology, said the lab com-

ponent would give "hands on experience in sciences, and a

view of how experiments are conducted.

Provost Richard O'Brien said fiscal matters should not be

the senate's main concern. "It's nonsense not to have a lab

in sciences" he said. "Let's not let economics force us

through and consider academics first."

The renaming of "the arts" and "literature and the arts"

to "humanities and fine arts" was not voted on time

restrictions.

Donations sought

for Yale workers
By DENISE FULLER
Collegian Correspondent

A group of University of Massachsetts faculty and

students is collecting donations today in Herter. Thom

pson. and Bartlett HaU to benefit the striking technical and

clerical workers at Yale University.

"If people can make a small contribution of 10 cents, a

quarter, or a dollar per week, it will not hurt people to give

that little, but it will amount to a lot of money over the

course of time." said sociology Professor Dan Clawson,

organizeerr of the financial support group.

The union of 2.600 clerical and technical workers, which is

82 percent women, has been on strike since Sept. 26 when

negotiators rejected the administration's final contract

^"^^-
contimied on page ,3
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Sandanistas say U.S. 'harassed' Soviet ship
•^ _ Dossin e in

MANAGUA. Nigeria (Al'l

Thf Sandinista povfrnment

said yesterday it was filing

its second protest note in

two days with the U.S.

>jovernnient. this time

eoniplainin^,' about a sonic

bofim itl>iamed on a I'.S. spy

plane.

In a pnitrst note on

W e d n (• s d a > , Foreign
Minister Miguel D'Escoto

said two U.S. navy frigates

and U.S. aircraft "harassed"

a Soviet cargo ship when it

u'as <ipvpn miles off •V>p

.Nicaraguan coast. The
government has denied U.S.

allegations that the ship

might be carrying Mi(J

combat planes. The United

States denied allegations its

aircraft violated Nicaragua s

airspace,

A b«K)m shook the capital

about 9:30 a.m. Similar

bof>ms Oct. 31 were first

attributed to bombs, but the

government later said they

were produced by a U.S.

plane flying at supersonic

speed. After the Oct. 31

boom, military sources in

neighboring Honduras said

the plane was a Honduran

plane breaking the sound

barriiT <>\ «'r Honduras.

"It I- the same North

.American spy plane of the

SH 71 type that violated

Nicaraguan air space last

week," said ("apt. Rosa

l»asos of the Defense

Ministry.

The Soviet cargo ship

Bakuriani. allegedly
harassed by U.S. craft,

docked Wednesday at

t'orinlo. 10.") miles nor

thwest of .Managua, on the

Pacific coast. By yesterday

it had not been unloaded
Nicaragua a|)peared to

inlcrjiret U.S. concern o\(r

possible introduction of

Soviet made warplanes in

Central .America as a

prelude td military in

tervention.
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A DELIGHTFUL ADDITION TO DINING

IN THE PIONEER VALLEY
Distinctive food from Mexico and the American

Southwest. . .Comfortable dining at reasonable prices. .A

great blend of food, atmosphere, service and value. Try La

Cazuela soon.

FULL BAR AVAILABLE
Lunch & Dinner, Tuasday through Saturday

Dinnar. Sunday Closed Monday
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Now carry your
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shorts in a new
Campus Carry-A

Just buy any size

Clear eyes and
carry this great bag
for only $2 99 (plus

50C for handling)

And be sure to carry

along Clear eyes
to keep your eyes

clear, bright and
looking great
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The reactions of these two UMass students were like those of many

here yesterday, including 85 who organized a rally when they feared the

U.S. had bombed a Soviet ship in a Nicaraguan port. But the sign posted

here, like the rumors, was inaccurate — or at least premature.

Workers want equity at Yale
Strike continues over minority, women's wages

tant is "really striking and just extraor-

dinary."

Beverly Lett, member of the Local 34

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN - The issue at the heart

of the Union of Clerical and Technical

Employees (Local 34) strike at Yale

University is equity and economic justice,

and not just a demand for more money, ac-

cording to Tom Kfnan. i graduate stu-

dent at Yale.

NEWS - ^ NAL.YSIS

He said the di?

sector comparabl'

will make histor

issue."

Local 34, which

representing 12,6

workers at Yale

$13,424. The ui

against Yale sinc'

what many expe

and civil rights

.-1 he first private

-orth strike" and "it

a .ajor women's

2 ; ent female, is

1 and technical

-n an average

f. ., '>een on strike

•it. _, ) in a fight over
>(' a major labor

lie 1980s: com-

parable worth for tie lower paid jobs tradi-

tionally filled by women.
According to a Local 34 report to the

Yale community in September, the average

pay for an administrative assistant at Yale,

a mostly female position which has a job

description of two pages and requires an

associate degree, is $13,524. Yale's

truckdrivers, mostly men, must have a

clean driving record and earn $18,470.

Keenan said "although no one wishes to

denigrate the job of the truck driver," the

economic disparity between the

truckdriver's wages and those of the assis-

irSnUKE
continued from page 1

Clawson said the strike provides an op-

portunity for University .students and

faculty to lend their support to the issue of

comparable worth. If the .strike is resolved

in favor of the clerical and technical

workers. "Yale would send a message to

other universities around the country lo

.t!so adfiross this i«s'je." '^"'awson said.

Rob Garnett. a graduate student in

economics, also sees the importance of

student involvement in the strike.

Students play a major role in this issue, and

"if we could get together and give $60 a

week or so. we could make a meaningful

contribution." Garnett said.

Sara lieiinox. exeiulive board member of

the Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP) and associate professor of German at

UMass. urges faculty to assist the strikers.

The MSP and the National Education

Association (NEA) are very interested in

the strike because the issue raised at Yale is

one of solidarity. If Yale can break the

strike, we've all lost alot,' Lennox said.

Negotiating Committee, said "we are low

paid because we are women," and that

male members of Local 34 are similarly low

paid "because they are in a woman's pro-

fession."

"I think Yale undervalues the work that

women do," Ruth Kummir, a Local 34

member who worked at the Yale press

before going out on strike said. "Yale is

supposed to be progressive, set standards,

and uphold values, but their present at-

titude is really disappointing," she said.

The dispute is the first major collision

over the assertion that the job respon-

sibilities of women are undervalued and

"we believe what we accomplish will have

national implications for all women," Kum-
mir said.

According to Keenan, "Pink-collar

workers are the most oppressed and

stomped on people," and the strike at Yale

"represents the first time this hitherto

unorganized sector of the workforce has

become organized toward redressing years

of exploitation."

William C. Brainard, Yale University

provost, told Local 34 members in April

that "comparable worth is a national issue

that Yale cannot be expected to solve."

The President of Yale, A. Bartlett

Giamatti, told the New Haven Register in

October that women's jobs are low paid

because (women) come late to the labor

force because they traditionally raise

families, and the fact that they are under-

paid "may thus not be claimed as

discrimination," he said

Women say resistance must

be non-violent and perpetual
„.. tk.nn 'ill of a ciiriripn t hl>

By DEBORAH NEUBAUER
Collegian Correspondent

Individuals must resist oppression by

acting on their conscience and their own

authority in spite of feelings of

helplessness, according to speakers at a

women's resistance gathering held last

night at the First Congregational church in

Amherst.
The gathering "Personal Histories of

Resistance," was sponsored by the Peace

Traprock Center of Deerfield, and "Not In

Our Name, " the women's resistance action

protesting oppression on Nov. 18 and 19, in

New York City.

Each of the four speakers said she had

always been a resister and a revolutionary.

"Resistance takes lots of different forms,"

Felice Yeskel, a feminist activist, said.

Some statements of resistance are un

conscious, and may not be recognized as

acts of resistance, Yeskel said. "I think

when secretaries misfile reports, they're

resisting," she said.

Judy Scheckel. a staff member of

Traprock Peace Center, said that resistance

is always challenging, always difficult, and

always scary. "You go about your daily

aeiiviues anu then all of a sudden the

violence and oppression of the reality well

up inside until they cause the resistance

inside. Then you have to say no." Scheckel

said.

The women stated the necessity of non-

violent resistance as a way of changing

society. "Resistance must be a daily act,

and must be exemplified in the way you live

your life," Juanita Nelson, lifelong tax

resister, said. "There can be not difference

between what I say and what I do." said

Nelson.

"You have to pay attention to how much

toilet paper you use if you want to be a

revolutionary." she said.

"Just me living my life the way I want to

live it. is resistance." Yeskel said.

Nelson stressed that resistance must be

non violent, perpetual, and must challenge

today's economic system as being a vehicle

for oppression.

Upcoming events planned by "Not In Our

Name" include a non violence training

workshop on Sat., from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in

Earthfoods in the Student Union Building,

and room 17 - 19 at Seelye Hall. Smith

College. There will also be a women's dance

Saturday from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at 160 Main

Street in Northampton.

BOG condemns entertainer
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last night condemned the racist and sexist

comments singer Cliff Meyers directed at a

member of the audience Friday night at the

Blue Wall.

BOG treasurer Fran Hegeler said the

sexist behavior by Meyers was "absolutely

inexcusable." Board members said that as a

joke Meyers said one of the women near the

stage was Portuguese and he suggested

that she be "gang banged."

But rather than banning Meyers, the

board directors decided that because it was

the singer's first instance of this type of

oppression and because Meyers usually

brings in a crowd, to merely tell the

Campus Center administration to keep an

eye open for the rights of students when

hiring entertainment. The administration

has already spoken to Meyers, according to

BOG chairman Bob Abele.

The board also moved to establish a

weekly non-alcoholic night at the Filue Wall

next semester, where entertainment will be

offered. BOG chairman Bob Abele said that

when the drinking age rises to 21 next year

the Campus Center stands to lose only

$30,000 in alcohol sales. He said this could

be made up by raising the price of coffee in

the Hatch and the Coffee Shop bv 2 cents a

cup.

The board members passed a motion to

make non school related vendors pay more

for the priviledge of selling on the Campus
Center Concourse. The vendors will have

to pay a 20 percent of all sales to the

Recognized Student Organization which

invites them in.

Only two of these independent vendors,

such as portable stereo sellers, will be

allowed on the concourse per day.

Nuclear free Northampton passes
Voters in Northampton

Tuesday approved by more

than a two-to-one margin a

nonbinding resolution call-

ing for that town to be

declared a "nuclear-free

zone," while Leverett

voters passed a referen-

dum urging reduced
United States involvement

in Central America.

In addition, residents of

Sunderland and Leverett

voted along with the rest

of Franklin County to pass

a non-binding resolution

seeking an end to U.S.

military involvement in

Central America by a vote

of 16,325 to 9,490.

The nuclear-free resolu-

tion, which calls for a ban

on production, deployment

and storage of nuclear

weapons in Northampton,

got 9,930 "yes" votes, or

76 percent, to 3,117 "no."

It was also on the ballot

and passed in Hatfield,

Westhampton and
Southampton.

Similar resolutions were

passed last year in

Leverett and Amherst and

defeated in Cambridge.

The Central America

resolution, which was also

on the ballot in Boston,

Cambridge and a number

of other Massachusetts

communities, asks state

representatives to push for

Congressional and
presidential action to

remove U.S. military per-

sonnel from Guatemala
and Honduras, stop sup-

porting the "contra" guer-

rillas trying to overthrow

the Nicaraguan govern-

ment, and end military aid

to El Salvador, Guatemala

and Honduras, using that

money instead to "create

jobs and improve
services."

It was approved in

Leverett by 605 votes, or

72.6 percent, to 228.

- IAN POLUMBAUM

Soviet imperialism unchecked, expert says

By STEVEN SCHRAGE
Collegian Correspondent

The Soviet Union's intervention in the

Middle East has increased partly because

the superpower is an "imperialist country

that so far has not been made to pay the

price of its imperialism." according to an

expert on international politics.

Speaking Wednesday night to about 100

people in the Campus Center, former ad

viser to President Reagan and current

professor of International Politics at the

Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy Uri

Ra'anan said the United States is also

responsible for the Soviet Middle East

presence.

Ra'anan said American policy makers need

to send clearer signals to the Soviet leaders

to keep the Politburo from concluding that

there is little risk to intervening militarily

in the Middle East.

"Soviet leaders must be made av^are that

there are s6me places whipre the open

society is not willing to be pushed, he said.

Ra'anan said the Soviets do not act unless

they believe there is little risk of American

reaction to the intervention, and American

leaders pa.st and present have failed to

realize a stronger reaction to Soviet im-

perialism is needed.

The Tufts professor also analyzed the shift

in Middle East strategic balance brought by

the introduction of shoulder-fired anti-tank

and anti air precision guided missiles. The

increasing technological sophistication of

these weapons has made verification of

demilitarization a "nightmare." Ra'anan

said.

Although he was pessimistic throughout

most of his lecture on "The Middle East and

the Superpowers." Ra'anan expressed some

optimism about peace in Lebanon.

niiai .solutions can only result trom

people living together and making fine

adjustments over time. History and fate

have decreed that two peoples must live in

the same area. Can it be done in such a way

that they don't kill each other off? I believe

the answer is yec, " he concluded.

CoH«iri«n pliota by Kath? Jordaa

Uri Ra'anan
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Reagan's win
On Tuesday the American people

voted for who they felt would

best lead this country, and they

made the correct choice. Ronald Reagan
was re-elected as leader of the free world

because Americans believed in his policies,

not because they were fooled by his "im-

age." We all voted with our conscience on

Tuesday, and our message to Washington

was clear; America must continue on its

path of economic prosperity and as the

leader of world freedom. The 1984 election

is now behind us, and we should unite

behind Mr. Reagan and support his

policies.

In spite of the victory, there is still much
work to be done in the field of domestic

issues. President Reagan has drastically

cut the rate of inflation from over 12 per-

cent under President Carter to 4 percent

today. This cut in inflation has greatly

assisted all Americans in increasing their

purchasing power. A working family earn-

ing $25,000 today has $1,500 more in pur-

chasing power than if the tax and inflation

rates were still at the 1980 levels. We need

to continue this low inflation policy as an

important factor in guaranteeing steady

economic growth.

Under President Reagan prime interest

rates have fell from 21.5 percent to 13 per-

cent today. This drop has led to large in-

creases in productions for the housing in-

dustry and new businesses. Yet our

economic policy should continue to

pressure these interest rates; they need to

be lowered further, which provides another

goal for this administration.

Peter Dow

In addition, Reagan's tax cuts have

helped fuel an entrepreneurial explosion.

New incorporations have doubled since

1977, and reached a record of 600,000 new
businesses in 1983. Minorities and women
are starting these new businesses in

greater numbers than the average, accor-

ding to the Small Business Administration.

In the next four years, we need more
across-the-board tax cuts to further

stimulate investment, increase the

availability of new jobs, and sustain private

sector growth.

An important bill now pending in Con-

gress is the enterprise zone proposal sup-

ported by President Reagan. This bill

would provide tax incentives to businesses

who invest in the development of inner-city

areas. But this beneficial bill has been

blocked by the House leadership (Tip

O'Neil) in the weeks prior to the election;

now that the election is over, we should all

work for and support its passage.

President Reagan has also been in-

strumental in tax indexing, which assures

that higher rates of inflation will no longer

raise tax rates, and produce "bracket

creep." Many democrats (including Walter

Mondale) want to repeal tax indexing, but

hopefully Congress will not allow this to

happen in the next four years.

Mr. Reagan must also steer the Congress

and corporation away from their leaning

towards a policy of protectionism. Con-

gressmen, corporate executives, and the

media have lately been blaming the trade

deficit for the loss of U.S. jobs, thus claim-

ing that the U.S. needs protection from

foreign competition. Yet at the very same

time the U.S. built up a $69 billion trade

debt, unemployment dropped 2.5 percen-

tage points, the sharpest one-year decline

in 30 years; and civilian employment was

climbing to a record 102 million. The

strong U.S. economic recovery has not only

drawn in goods from abroad, thereby

stimulating recovery among foreign

trading partners, but also has generated

jobs at home. It is a historical fact that U.S.

exports always suffer in order to keep up

with the domestic demand during periods

of a strong dollar.

The argument for protectionism is more

certainly misleading. Protectionism would

reduce the flow of dollars abroad that

would come back in the form of purchases

or investments, no doubt increasing the

,..ANP WM05 LirfLt T)(^IH ARE VOU?'

Democracy and the CIA
Recently, the CIA was recruiting

on three of the five-college

campuses; Interestingly, they por-

trayed their "services" as if this were just

another "means of employment."
However, the protests with which they

were met at each of the campuses indicate

that the students and residents of this

valley do not share this "free market" con-

ception of their work.

The CIA activities around the world, but

particularly in Central America and in the

United States raise one serious fundamen-
tal question: Is an agency such as the CIA
compatible with the principles of

democracy as understood abroad and at

home? If the answer to this question were
"yes", then myself and Lisa Sheehy would
not have been purposefully arrested at

Hampshire House (UMass), for criminal

trespass on November 5th. The historical

and present record shows that the CIA in

fact poses a major threat to our democracy

at home and abroad. Of course, the basic

challenge with which we are met as civil

disobedience protestors is, "Well, what

about freedom of expression — Don't the

students have a right to interview on cam-

pus for employment opportunities with the

CIA? How are you protecting freedom and

democracy at home by infringing on this

basic right?" Granted, these are serious

questions which demand an honest reply.

By first answering our primary question

concerning the compatibility of the CIA's

present and recent history with those prin-

ciples fundamental to democracy, we are

led to the answers concerning our actions

and their effect on students' democratic

rights.

Presently, there is a war against

Nicaragua, a covert war whose strategies,

financing, and arms have been provided for

in our name. There is military training,

aerial reconnaissance and aerial and land

attacks led against civilian men, women,
and children of Nicaragua; This is done

under the direct oversight and advice of the

CIA. Question: What are American citizens

working for the CIA doing recruiting peo-

ple to actively carry out a terrorist military

coup against a popularly elected govern-

ment with which we are legally at peace?

This violates the Neutrality Act of 1794,

written by the same people who framed our

Constitution and the Bill of Rights. No

military or para-military activities could be

conducted by a U.S. citizen against any

country with which the U.S. was officially

at peace. Why then, is the CIA contraven-

ing those principles which Jefferson,

Washington, and Madison actually helped

create?

The CIA is an actual threat to our

democracy; The Congress and Senate, duly

elected to express the popular will of the

American conscience has repeatedly refus-

ed to renew those funds financing this

Perry Amsellem

Lisa Sheehy

covert war. The people of America,

through their representative democracy,

have expressed their will and have

withdrawn their sup{)ort. Thus, the ques-

tion is, why does the CIA continue to ex-

pand their war efforts against Nicaragua?

Not only has the CIA violated domestic

law, but, through actions such as mining
harbors and publication of pamphlets
designed to instruct the Contras on

political assassinations of government of-

ficials and civilians, the CIA has violated

the most basic principles of international

law. Finally, the CIA poses as great a

threat to U.S. citizens who disagree with

the administration's viewpoint as it does to

democracy abroad. Since Executive Order

number 12333 was signed into law by

President Reagan in 1982, the CIA has

been given the authority to conduct

domestic surveillance of U.S. citizens. If

this is not bothersome to you, the fact that

they may do so with exception to the 4th

Amendment requirements should be: What
this means is that the CIA could search and

seize your papers, documents, property,

even you in your own home wnthout so

much as even a warrant. What is most
shocking about this is the lack of outrage

expressed by the press and the American
people.

Chir convictions based on the foregoing

documented evidence led us to purposefully

break the UMass Picket Coide and the

Massachusetts Statute on Criminal
Trespass. Given that the CIA has shown
itself to operate in manners totally an-

tithetical to American principles of

democracy, why should the University feel

obliged to allow these "guests" on campus?

Why should students be afforded the com-

fori of recruiting on campus for a job that

destroys our democratic principles here

and abroad? Certainly, those students so

inclined to work for the CIA can easily find

their phone number in any major city

phone book, and like other people, call to

make an appointment. What ends up being

balanced out here is the protection of those

principles inherent to our system of

democracy against the democratic rights of

students to obtain CIA employment infor-

mation on campus; The CIA role over

which we were arrested threatens the very

democracy of those who insist on their

democratic rights to be interviewed on

campus: There is an inherent contradiction

in their argument.
Perry Amsellem is a UMass student and

Lisa Sheehy is a resident ofAmherst.

trade deficit, not reducing it. Thus America

should abandon protectionism and should

pursue policies that advocate free trade in

order to insure world economic growth.

In short, Mr. Reagan's economic policies

have been very beneficial for this country.

Although his social spending policies have

not been examined here, upon investiga-

tion these programs can also be well sup-

ported. But after Tuesday's election,

regardless of your view towards Reagan,

we can indeed be proud with the fact that

the world's leading democracy has once

again peacefully rendered its decision.

Peter Do?" is a Collegian columnist.

US: hands off
What elections?" a State

Department official said at a

press conference when asked

about the Nov. 4 vote in Nicaragua. Some
reporters giggled, and the official went on

with the argument that those elections

were, purely and simply, a "farce." The

Reagan Administration categorically

denies that the Sandinistas are moiving

toward demcH'ratizing their revolution, so

that the United States can continue efforts

to overthrow them.

The fact that the Sandinistas won only

two-thirds of the vote, rather than the 90

percent they anticipated, shows that the

elections were not, as Reagan branded

them months before they took place, a

monolithic "Soviet-style sham." More than

four-fifths of the electorate cast ballots — a

figure that puts Americans to shame. In-

ternational observers agreed that that

voting was secret and free of coercion and,

as an Irish visitor to Managua put it, "as

fair as they possibly could be in a country

under siege."

As the New York Times put it, this "will

not end the struggle for pluralism in

Nicaragua." But with regard to American

p)olicy, all this is beside the point.

Regardless of how this struggle is pro-

gressing, there is no justification for

United States harassment and intimida-

tion.

The Administration bases its suppt)rt for

anti-Sandinista guerrillas on two major

lies.

First is that the Sandinistas are prepar-

m^ a launching I'ud for Sovict-backt-rl ag-

lan Polumbaum
gression in the region. Nicaragua, in addi-

tion to being at war, is just beginning to

rebuild its capital after an earthquake

twelve years ago, the late dictator

Anastasio Somoza Debayle having spent

foreign disaster relief money on himself.

Faced with an American blockade on credit

and spare parts, the economy is crippled.

According to Reagan, this does not stop

the Sandinistas from funneling arms to

Salvadoran insurgents, though he has of-

fered no evidence.

Now the president, similariy without pro-

of, says the Soviets are sending -MIG

fighter planes U) Nicaragua. He raves

about "upsetting the balance of power in

the region" as if the U.S. has not armed

Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras to

the teeth. He would consider MIGs a "very

serious" threat, even in the hands of a na-

tion fearing invasion whose warplanes are

now largely propeller-driven vessels squat-

ting on the tarmac at Sandino Airport.

Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan says MIGs
would be "a political statement that this is

Soviet-controlled territory." Doesn't this

analysis make Israel, Egypt, Pakistan and

dozens of other U.S.-armed countries

"American controlled territory?"

Second is the notion that the "contras"

enjoy popular support. The Central In-

telligence Agency advises them to "win the

hearts and minds of the people." But the

guerrillas follow only the manual's

assassination and sabotage guidelines.

They attack economic targets —
warehouses, coffee processing plants, oU

tanks, electricity stations — and disperse.

They kill and abduct civilians — sue children

murdered recently in Nueva Segovia, 1300

abductions in one three-province region

alone since the contra war began.

According to the human rights commis-

sion in Managua, established under the

auspices of the United Nations, rare is a

family in northern towns such as Ocotal

and Murra which hasn't lost at least one

member to the contras. Of the female kid-

nap victims the commission has been able

to talk to, all but one were raped repeated-

ly in guerrilla camps.

Criticism of the Nicaraguan revolu-

tionary process is to be expected and ac-

cepted from an American government.

State-sponsored terrorism, rationalized by

anti-Soviet hysteria, is not.

Ian Polumbaum is a Collegian columnist

who spent the last week in Nicaragua.
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Week to educate
on apartheid

By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to educate the public about the struggle

against apartheid the South African Education week will

be held next week at the University of Massachusetts

with slide shows, speakers and movies.

John Rudduck, a member of SCERA's South African

Divestment Committee said "historically and presently

the issue of Apartheid in South Africa has been of great

public interest at the University of Massachusetts and in

the five-college area commands."
In 1977 the University of Massachusetts Boards of

Trustees ordered the university to divest stock holdings

of companies doing business in South Africa, he said.

This summer however, researchers at the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) obtained information confirming that the

University holds stocks in various companies with signifi-

cant investment capitals in South Africa.

Since then, a coalition of students have formed SADC
to insure full divestiture and to call for accurate monitor-

ing system as well as to educate the campus at large

about apartheid. SADC and other groups dealing with

human oppression against apartheid in South Africa

have gotten a great deal of media support. Ruddock said.

"The week long of events will be a part of a political

statement which we feel is necessary at the University. A
statement which hopefully will bring to light the tension

we feel is necessary to the issues of apartheid and its

ramification in South Africa as well as in the United

States," Ruddock said.

Ruddock thinks awarding Nobel peace prize to Bishop

Desmond Tutu is an acknowledgement to achieved peace

in the African nation. "I commend the Nobel peace prize

committee in selecting Bishop Tutu. I feel that it is a

statement for peace. Bishop Tutu is a man of peace and

have advocated peace for all people not just for the peo-

ple of South Africa." Ruddock hopes Bishop Tutu uses

the recognition to show that there is a possibility of

reaching peace in the African nations and around the

world.

Re-election brings disappointment
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

The landslide victory of Ronald Reagan over Walter

Mondale bt)th surprised and scared the majority of Univer-

sity of Massachusetts students. Even though the polls

predicted he would win, no one could have predicted he

would win by as much as 49 states.

One possible reason for his victor>' could he that

Hispanics, which have traditionally been a Demwratic

voting bloc, voted for Reagan, according to a story in USA

Today. His re-election will mean an increase in the number

of Hispanics in Congress, the Nov. 7 article said.

"His campaign was of image, shadows, illusions, and

very little reality," said Professor Michael Thelwell of the

Afro-American Studies Department at UMass. "I didn't

think that he would carry Massachusetts. I thought that

the election would be closer."

Tyrone Rachel, an electronic engineering first semester

student said he was greatly disappointed Reagan was re-

elected. "People seem to have forgotten what he has done.

He's cut financial aid and benefits for the poor. I can't

trust Reagan," Rachel said.

Hollis Cotton, a communications major, wasn't too

pleased with Reagan's re-election either. "His treatment

of people of color is not worth mentioning. I disagree with

his policies of defense. It's going to be a struggle these

next four years with President Reagan sitting behind the

desk."

Jodi Coburn, an English major, said Reagan's victory

was "embarrassing for all Democrats." She added "I

think he's a dangerous man. He hasn't talked U) Russia

and refused to vote for any legislation for arms control."

Popular party wins in Puerto Rico
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The Puerto Rican Popular Democratic Party took com-

manding control of the Legislature and wrests control of

at least six cities and towns in Tuesday's election for a new

governor.

Rafael Hernandez Colon received 998,991 vot«s or 48

percent while Carlos Romeros Barcelo of the New Pro-

gressive Party (PNP) received 444,950 or 44.54 percent,

with more votes being counted.

"The Puerto Rican people demonstrated a grand par-

ticipation in the electoral process," said Miguel

Hernandez-Colon, an attorney from Mayaguez, P.R.

Att. Hernandez-Colon, who is no relation to the elected

governor, said the PDP's victory "strengthened the ideal

of commonwealthood for Puerto Rico," while the PNP's

loss weakened the ideals for stateh(Kxl."

In a telephone interview, att. Hernandez-Colon asserted

Barcelos' defeat was influenced by the Cerro Maravilla

;ase in which two independent youngsters were murdered

.n 1979 while in custody of the police.

He also said the PNP lost accounts to the division among

the Puerto Rican Independent Party, and to the corrup-

tion during Barcelos' two terms as governor.

"The Puerto Rican people are anxious to have an honest

government," Hernandez-Colon said.

He added relations between the United States and Puer-

to Rico will be "good," because of the capabilities of Jaime

Fuster, resident commissioner in Washingtx)n.

Luis A. Rwiriguez, a UMass Hotel, Restaurant Ad-

ministration Junior thought Hernandez-Colon took advan-

tage of the Cerro Maravilla case to win the elections.

Rodriguez said the coverage of the Cerro Maravilla case

m 6*0 Minutes Sunday was "a decisive winning point for

his (Hernandez-Colon's) campaign." However, he said the

PDP had a "well organized campaign" which "paid off."

"If another candidate would have been running in the

PNP, (instead of Barcelo), they would have won,"

Rodriguez said.

Lourdes Hernandez, a senior journalism student does

not think Hernandez-Colon "is the leader for this period."

She was displeased by the attitude he t«ok when he was

defeated by Barcelo in 1976. "(Puerto rtico) decided over

one of the lesser evils," Hernandez said.

"Independence will be the culmination of the

commonwealth-hood."

Imported by Labatt Imporle
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CiNEMASCOOP
by Count Ram in Zahed

It is that certain time of year when the average college

student suddenly discovers the meaning of depression.

Some call it the post election blues. Your love life seems

non existent; you miss your pet chickens, and your

roommate is really getting into Twisted Sister. The only

remedy can be found in the dim lights of the movie

theatres.

I just got back from seeing an excellent double feature at

the Amherst Cinema. It seemed ironic to watch Catch 22

and Slaughterhouse Five on the day after the elections,

both movies being somewhat related to World War II.

Both films warmed the old heart with messages about the

evils of war and the nature of man.

Catch 22 has a lot of familiar faces; yet. it is rather choppy

and dated. Slaughterhouse Five on the other hand is the

perfect George Roy Hill {Little Drummer Girl, Garp)

adaptation of Vonnegut's story of an optometrist who trips

back and forth in time. The luscious Valerie Perrine and

the naive looking Michael Sacks give the performances of

their careers. My favorite line: "Learn to ignore the awful

parts of life and concentrate on the good ones."

If your enjoy laughing at Freud as much as I do, you

should be delighted to hear that Bud Kort and Carol Kane

will be starring in the upcoming The Secret Diary of

Sigmund Freud. This new film promises to be a comic

spoof on the origins of the Viennese psychologist's

theories. It was also relieving to hear that Master

Spielberg will be directing Stephen King's The Talisman in

'a^iiaiiiiNiiiiHaitNiNiiKOUiNNWiiaNiNNiiHiaiNiNiNNioiiiiiiiiniiaiiiuiiHiiiaiiHiiiiniiai^

PIZZA-RAMA '

Our Specialties Arc

Delicious Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

1 Any Small Pizza

I
1 FREE SODA ic.m i

11f Any Large Pizza | Any Med. Pizza

I 3 FREE SODAS icn,. | 2 FREE SODAS ic.n.) .

fcv^p" you place your orrte' pleaw tetl I <when you place your order please lell I wtien you place your order pleas* tcM g
• .

> ,i.f ; luiHir", I '.s you have coupons » us you have '^°"P°'i^^ -^J Z
^iiHHHiiiaiiiuiiHiiiamliiiHiiiaiiMHiHiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiMiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiHiHiiiiiaiiiiiiH

Amherst Chinese Foods

a«st Mmnamrin food'

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST
BEER « WINE LICENSE

fresh Vegetables
from Our Own Farm

CLOSED WeOMlSOA

Y

«( 00 NOT USI l»SO OB HBTICIAI C0t0»IN(.

253-7835

Change your
tires NOW .

Sit .99

4
per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderlartd Ra No ftmhersl M*

S4q-4704

An endlessly fascinating country, perfect

for study abroad. Remarkable univer-

sities in a land combining age-old tradi-

tion and dynamic experimentation.

Contact The Israel University Center.

ISRAELS REMARIIASLC UNIVIRSITIES OFFER SEMESTER TO-YEAR PROGRAMS. COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH. TRANSFER CREDITS. MODERATE

FEES. SCHOLARSHIPS. TOURING » MORE! SEND COUPON NOW TO: THE ISRAEL UNIVERSITY CENTER,
'«^_"*_*Y!f?y.':f!Vi!b??":!!7:™-'!?."

The Israel

Dniveraity Center
515 Park Avenoe
Znd Floor
New York, NT 10022.

I want to find great
study abroad in

Israel Please send me
more information.

U»t Name f\nt Name

Current School

School Address City State Zip

( ) ( )

School Phone Home Phone

Ma|or Graduation Date

the future. This is of course after girlfriend Amy Irving

gives birth to their child. Good going, Steve.

Weekend Winners: The American pastorals have finally

arrived in the pioneer valley. You have the rich choice

between goddess Jessica Lange and superman Sam
Shepard in Country and the pure Sally Field in Places in

the Heart. Vanity Fair calls these films "pretentiously

down to earth". I call them good stuff.

Remember how we were going crazy owerAmadeus in the

beginning of the season? Well, it is finally opening at the

Hampshire Mall. I hear it's mostly Mozart. Also opening

is the light romantic comedy No Small Affair about a

lovesick photographer. Now we're really rolling.

Local Loser: Why doesn't George Burns get a job? Who
needs a third installment of Aughhh God'? Get this man a

home. Why don't we tie him up with Brooke Shields and

blow them up? Please, no more Gods.

Killer Question: Last week's correct answer was 7Vu€

Confessions. This week's prize, a hot still from Body

Double will be awarded to the first enthusiast who can tell

me what television show Carol Kane starred in. The photo

might help you.

One Last Scoop: The controversial Frankie Goes to

Hollywood will be the musical guest on Saturday Night

Live. Perhaps if we play our cards right, the long weekend

may cure our depressions.

Bud Cort plays Freud and Carol Kane is his

devoted wife Martha in the upcoming "Secret

Diary of Sig^mund Freud."

Get set for winter fun'

Whetfier you participate or

spectale our coordinating
skiwear keeps you
warm and looking

good.

For your
shopping
convenience
we are open

Friday evenings
•jntil 8:30 p.m

Stop in and see
our complete line

of first quality

ski jackets,

sfiellsand

ski pants

for men, women
and children.

Come see our terrific

selection of boots

for fall! X

atMatetU

estaurant
Check Out

Our Fantastic

Happy Hour
Munchie Menu

Weekend Dinner Special

VEAL PARMIGIANA
only $6.70

includes SUPER-SALAD with

spaghetti and a beverage
Friday Happy Hour
99^ drink specials

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713
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By Garry Trudeau
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Today's Weather
Partly cloudy today with a

chance of showers late

tonight. Eteytime highs 50

to 55. Lows tonight in the

40s. Saturday variable

cloudiness with a chance of

showers. Highs 55 to 60.
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niustrators

Wanted
To draw for the

CoUegian

'Night Life' special

caU or come by TODAY!
ask for John O'Connell

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trudc Mkhd Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Supplemants

(with "oul")

5 Little Ann
10 Palindrome

locale

14 Nounsul<i«
15 Star in

Cygnus
16 Home to some
17 Small ship on

a rougti sea''

19 Opposing
20 Car ad|uncts

21 Endured
23 Concorde
24 longa

25 Exploiting

26 Soap ingredient

2/ Judging
standards

30 Prongs
33 Czectis and

SlowaKs, e g
34 Every

35 Extremely

excited

36 Copy ol a

kind

37 Word wiin

deep or riigh

38 Witticism

39 Fall guys
40 Summons
41 stages
43 Enthusiast

44 Part ol a suit

45
Sylphides

46 Motorist sgp
49 tad
51 Stronghold

53 CioaK

54 Ventilate Ihp

cargo''

56 Assert

57 Raccoon >

cousin

58 Level

59 Seas in

St Male

60 Bidckel eg
61 Florence s

river

DOWN
1 Orients

Wood knots

Acclaim
Bristle

Comb lorm

Cleave
Draws nigh

India and
invisible

8 Goii bag item

9 Emery is one
10 The Illy maid

ot Astolat

11 Catch Cary''

12 rake the bail

13 Jeiune
16 Overwhelms.

show bi2

style

22 Walk-on roles

25 Monitor

lizards

26 Journey stage

27 Coagulates

28 Arrow poison

29 Nautical

assents

30 Pack down
)1 Operatic prince

12 Otiseivc A

daily''

33 Louver parts

36 Sttrink

37 Kith spanner
39 Kelly or Barry

40 Brahman, e g
42 Thrittyones

43 Big wheel

at the lair

45 SoHo homes
46 NoTM sea god
47 Pal*

40 Houston
player

49 Sting

50 'To •nd
to Hold'

51 Wife, in

Wiesbaden
52 Little Margaret

55 Comparative
ending

AMSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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nnci nranranran
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anno nnnnn ngnri
nncina niicinn nnn

nnnn ncinngnnpi
araa

aa norann [igBri
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1 ^Hi* <<

^|<i 1'
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f"-pi

I" w"
......

•'
IIMfl

D.C. Menu
Friday, Nov. 9

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

Seafood Newburg/
Puff Pastry

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

(Jarbanzo Vegetable Bake

DINNER
Meatloaf/Marinara Sauce

N.E. Style Scrod/

Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

N.E. Style Scrod/

Herb Crumb Topping
Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

Saturday, Nov. 10

BRUNCH
Sausage Scramble

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Farmer's Omelet

Pizza

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Gravy
Baked Ham/

Orange Pineapple Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Ve^'otables

and Toi

Spinach Noodle ' serole
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Veterans Day Sale
Sale starts Sun. Nov. 11, 1984 thru Nov. 17th only

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

Houbigant's Chantilly

all 20% OFF
also limited offer on

Pantene 8 oz treatment reg. $17.50

SALE PRICE $8.75

Free Styling Brush

with Firm Hold Hair Spray

"^USTOMEYES
COM^CT

Buy 3 of Revlons's

Custom Eye Shadows
and get

Free compact

Tosca by 4711 20% OFF

Introducing

to our fragrance line

HOUBIGANTS LUTECE
Next Weeks Special: Vanderbilt

COLLEGE
DWG

• Mfi^kn^t' ^ ^ '•**

4 VAM SlWn AMMRST Chaw 7Si 7S73

¥

¥

¥

¥¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥"¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥¥-¥•¥"¥-¥-¥-¥-¥"¥¥#

Chancellor's Lecture Series

Vladimir Haensel

"Creativity and the Future

of Science and Technology"

Thursd.iy, November 15, 1<584 .it 8 p.m.

Memori.il H.ill Auditorium

University of M.iss.ichusctts <it Amherst

Friday, November 9, 1»84

from TIPS tapes #

2502 Veterans' assistance and

Counceling Services

2 500 Veterans' benefits

For Information not on tape

call IDB at 545-1555

or visit 227G Whitmore

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 5451540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

iS:

^c.0^ FOUR
SEASONS
WINES/LIQUORS

BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES
HEINEKEN 12 oz. btis $14.99

MICHELOB. . reg & lite 12 oz. btIs & cans. . $11.99

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99

LITE 12 oz cans $10.50

LABATTS beer €r ale 12 oz. btIs $10.99

UTICA CLUB 12 oz. btIs $6.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
KRONENBOURG $3.99HEINEKEN $4.25

HOLSTEN Lager $3.99 GRIZZLY $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

BOOTHS and GILBEYS GIN. . . . 1.75 L. . . . $11.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 liter $9.99

CUTTY SARK 1.75 L $19.99

BLACK VELVET 1.75 L $12.99

WINE SPECIALS
Just Arrived - NOUVEAU

Charles Shaw Gamey Nouveau 750 ml $4.99

ST. REGIS, no alcohol wine, try a split for 75*

1980 RIOJA 2 for $5.00

ALMADEN 4 L bag in a box

Golden Chablis, California Risling, Chenin Blanc

Only $6.99

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russeh Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

Friday, November 9, 1984

|W|M|U|A| |P|re{s|e|n{t|s{ Friday, Nov. 9th

ULTIMATE DANCE PARTY
MEATS

Ace o« Meofi Recording Arti«t»

cznaai

Museum Direktors

l\A/ITH

0th ROUTE ARMY
one dimenstonal recording art i$ts

in front of the malls J

[B€€R
&

|UJIN€

UJ/I.D.I

DOWN AVENUE

(former November Group rhythm section)

Doors open at 7:30

FridayL |N{o|v|. {9th| |S!.U|.B|. |U|M|A|SiS

Mens

IWRO//C
Presents

1st Annual Veterans Day Jam

Sunday Nov. 11th

8:00 pm - on

$1. Donation
1st Keg Free

2 Free Raffle Tickets

Collc tiian n

• football
rnntinued from pnqe 12

Hain)ack Tony Tobert

(412 yards) and fullback

Dan Keeder (406 yards)

carry the ball nn)st of the

time with Ciannon also a

RESEARCH
Send $2. for catalog of

^over 15,000 topics to

Tassist your research
Tefforts. For info: Call

^toll-free 1-800-621 5746
(in Illinois call

^ 312-922-0300).
Author* R*t««rch. Rm 600
407 S Dearborn, Chicago IL

60006

threat.

IIMass needs big games

from tailback Oorge Barn-

well (777 yards) and the

defense as whole if they

want to upset the Blue

Hens. The secondary,
especially free safety Glenn

Holden and cornerback

Carlos Silva, have looked

good lately but UM needs to

allow much less than the

438 yards a game they are

giving up to win.

On the injury front,

UMass is again riddled.

Nose guard Peter Tracy,

who plays until his shoulder

pops out, pops it back in and

plays, will not start.

London School of Economics
and Political Science

A chance to study and live In London
Diplomas
Research

Junior-year programs Postgraduate

One-Year Master s Degrees and
Opportunities in the Social Science*

The Wide range o' suDiCcis 'nc udes

AcCOunimg and Finance • Actuarial Science •

Anthropology • Business Studies • Economics •

Economet"CS • Economic History • European

Studies • Geography • Govemmem • industrial

Relations • intprnationa' History • Intemat'Onal

Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational

Research • Personnel Management • »• losophy •

Population Studies • Poi'tics • Regional and Urt)an

Planning Studies • Sea Use Poi.cv • Social

Administration • Social Planning m Developing

Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social

Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •

Systems Anayisis • -.

AppliCilion formi from ™
.

Admiitiont Registrar L S E Hougriton Slra«t

London WC2A 2*E EngianO »l«ling wh«tn«r

undargrtduti* or poiigraduai*

and Quoting Room lO

LSE

NOVEMBER
SPECIAL
Twofer One
BECKS

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight

Proper ID a IVIUST

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Monday - Thursday 8:45 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash .n advance • 5 consectutive days 5% discount

.10 consectutive days 10% discount > 15 consecutive days 15% discount > phone number free

AUDIO

AM/FIW Caaaatt* Starao w'tumtable for

sale good condition -pertact for dorms *60 or

B0 543-0ee0

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 73 excallant insida and out; eng

& tran very strong, well maintained,

sunroof, Bilstions, Wel>er, etc 93800 or BO
546^8170

Toyota Corolla Daluxa 1974 excellent con

dition 666^2492 ^
19S0 Dataun 210 4 door 5 (peed 4t mpg
good condition $2900 666-3986

75^Two^i64E loaded with extras runs good

dependable moving must sell 2800
617 867 3054 or 617-867-8343

197» Raeta '57000 mi atd trans, good cond,

dk blue w/red int <ie00 ASAP 256-6836

7« Biiick Canturv good condition must salt

8850 549 2874 ________
74^foyota Corona from Georgia, no body

rot, runs fine »950 or BO 256-1510

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a audio and

visual entertainmant for the BO's 564-6712

R»ck-A-Dtac Rack-A-Vldao Entacttln-

mam Agancy. Olaciockava and larfl*

aeraao vidao partiaa for tha fiva collaga araa

.

640-7144

FOR RENT

Two bedroom apt Clitfside Apt 410 a

month utilities included close to college call

666-8302 in morning before 11:00 AM

FOR SALE

Good atudant daak, hardwood. 32x42 in

chea, thraa aide drawers, one center

drawer, IIOO. Call eves. 253 5790

QAY ft LESBIAN

Tha Paopla'a Qay Alllanca boats a aoctal

hour each Wed from 3 to 5. BusinMS

meetings are at 6:30 each Thurs. Chackthe

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

ti4ew people are welcome and are encourag

ad to attend'

"^

HELP WANTED
~

Pollttca Can Pay

Maaaachuaatta Fair Share otters fuH and

part time work on voter rights, to«i<», and

economic reform. Paid training^ Houij.

r30-9:30 PV »160-»250/wk or «,»9 »
PM »60»150/wl> Call 586-8713 or

1 800 952 7478

Wantad for Intamahlp. Toula SHvar Mfg

East Boston, MA Duties include:

talamarkating/aalas, observing /assisting

ihowroom tiiaaantationa. Sho»*room Floor

Diaplavlr>o. Contact: Offica of Intamah* at

16 Curry HIcka or can Gany Warman at (617)

flaO-TBOO

DJ Wanted • need someone with OJ equip

I have the contacts $50 00 each per night

call Suzanne 549 4600 « 244 (extl

DRIVER^ EDUCATION COURSE for

teachers Certificate will be given by

Registry of Motor Vehicles, allowing you to

teach driving in Maas Class starting earty

December 584-1657

aenaraT Laborara apply to the Ruaty Nail 5

to 8 Wed through Sun

Part-tima axpartancad tallar naadad. Fri

day nights and Saturdays at Hampshire

Mall. $5/hr Call Mrs Ware 586 6606

HEY KAREN!

Little Aba: This is the best I could do Hap

py Birthday to a great sister what's the

drinking age m Delaware? Beat of luck, the

original (almost I Abe

Orchard Hill Central araa 1 1 -6 dark blue

with red stripe zipper pocketl>ook Sen
tinr>ental value please call 546- 1 189 keep try

ing

PERSONALS

LOST

Stolen In Sylvan araa or Boydan Qynn

Brown leather wallet containing license,

benkcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6-4098 no queations

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

LoatTouTbracaiat great aantimaotal value

call 546-6375 $$ reward

At FAC bua atop, graan backpack Fri at 6

pm aubatanttal raward'" Patar 546-9607

Wemana Watch kwt 11/S MO raward caii

5464B02

SOM Cmtmv Day "»* Nov 14 1st floor

Campus Center Sponsored by

Undergraduate Business Club Luncheon tix

on sale thru Nov 9 in SOM Lobby $5 GO

members. $6 00 non members all are

welcome to anand

BuafTBaah LAONAF Now sign up at

UMaaa Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con

course^46 3437

«OM"Ca7ear '84 Nov 14 1st floor CC

meet distinguished company represen

tatives and discuss industry outlooks and

career opportunities' All ma|ors welcome'

Sponaorad by Underfraduate Business

Club.

Chriatlna PInkartonll Thanks for the beat

night ever' Did y« sell enough girtscout

cookies? We love you' T im, Neil & Eddie

Wanted: brunette, 57", blue eyes, cute,

anawers to the nafnaJiM

Homacoming Danca sponsored by

Amherst Collage Gay & Lesbian Alliance

Valentine Annex AC. Saturday Nov 10

10:00-2:00 $2 00

PHI MUlll You ara a bunch of graet

paopla" Wave worked hard and our atforta

w« aoom baconie raalltv" Lova you'" Linda

To tha Slatara ft Pledgee of Sigma Daitt

Tau We' re psyched to party with you this

vraekend' Look our WPI' The Sisters &
Pledges of Chi Omega

^

• 'Romancing the Stone
"

• Tuesday November 13lh

" Campus Center Auditonum
6I$1 601, 7, 9, 11,($2 00l

sponsored by Central Area Govt
•••••«••••••••••****** •••••••

Dear Kria - Happy 21»t B day twin' Love ya

KT

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

DIaaertatlons, Tha

on -campus low rates guaranteed accep-

tance Nancy 584-7924

TRAVEL

KHIIngton Ski Trip - condoa «196 Jan
20-25 call Sno-Saarch Brian or Kevin
549 1466

Ski French Alpa. Chamonlx. Spring break

$699 info ski sale or call Ted Selig S46«»2

WANTED

Vocallat Naadad for prograa^va rock band
886^46W 253-9714

WANTED TO RENT

RIDE WANTED

Naad ride for Thankaglving to SpringfiekJ

VA or anywhere cloee Please call Craig

546^637

ROOMMATE WANTED

Farrtala wantad to ahara large bedroom In

Puffton can 64S-3B0B

2 badreom aiiaftmant Brtttany Mafier

call Stave or Rata 286-1538

Laaea wanted atarting January, 1 badroom
apartment on bus line Cell Dave 6-6682 or

Oianna 6-3263 after 7

One badroom apartment near campua
V/ill take over Jan 1st Call Ceaar 549-0426

256-6489 after 6 00 reward

2 or 4 people looking to rent room or apt

for Spring 86 call Todd 6-7666

Famale naada placeTo llva ASAP. I have

2 cats. Preferably Amharat araa. Call

66&4812 or 253 2268

Two women looking to rent room or apart

ment starting Jan 1 call Mary 6-5689 or Kara

6-4867 keep trying!

'-^
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DM
Soccer looks

for revenge
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

At stake is a trip to the Final Four next

weekend in Chapel Hill. North Carolina

when the fourth seeded University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team takes

on Harvard in a NCAA quarter final match,

Saturday at 1 p.m. at Boyden Field.

Pride is also at stake for UMass for

Harvard was one of the two teams to defeat

the defending New England champions this

year.

"This is our biggest game of the year," co

captain I.ori Stukes said. "It will be a real

challenge. Everybody is up for the game

but nervous too."

The Crimson, 14 2 1, used an Ann Baker

goal to take a 10 lead and then jusl sat

back, clogged up the middle and held the

13 2 2 Minuteman at bay. earlier this

.sea.son

.

Harvard holds a two game winning streak

over the Minutemen dating back to 1983

when Harvard upset UMass 3 2 in overtime

during the regular season.

"We want to try and simplify things,"

coach Kalekeni Banda said. "Defensively,

we want to mark up a little better and get

some more team defense. The offense will

take care of itself.

"We've been a little too nice and let the

other teams feel too comfortable. We have

to be a little more mean, mentally. We'll

have to play with mental aggressiveness."

he said.

The Minutemen will also be looking to

score the first goal so they can dictate the

tempo of the game. In the three games

UMass has been scored upon first. UM is 1-

2.

The Crimson, led by leading scorer Kelly

Landry (15 goals), is a team that moves the

ball upfield fast and with speed. They used

their speed last game to bottle up UMass in

the second half

"We respect Harvard." Banda said. "They

have a lot of speed. We don't want to leave

them open for any easy goals. We have to

deny them the ball in their half of the field." (

Harvard coach Bob Scalise respects tfie

Minutemen. "With overall talent. UMass is

the superior team. On any given day. I feel

that we are capable of beating anybody," he

said.

Crimson goalie Tracee Whitley, a fresh

man. will be under pressure to come up

with another big game. UMass outshot

Harvard 14 3 last game.
Senior co captain Chris Taggart and

Stukes. making their last home ap-

pearances, are both All Americans players.

"The team is really psyched up for the

game." Stukes said. "We really want to go

to the Nationals." Last year UMass finished

third in their first Final Four appearance.

ColicgMii plioto br Andrew Heller

UMass defender Andrea Muccini winds up a^inst BU earlier this

season. UM faces UConn in the NCAA playoffs on Saturday.

Their pride's at stake...
Sbmiping fiootball at Delaware
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

If indeed anything can make up for a los-

ing season defeating the University of

Delaware would go a long way in mending

the wounded pride of the University of

Massachusetts football team.

The Minutemen. 2-7, have played the

Blue Hens eight times and have come away

losers eight times. Delaware. 6-3, has

outscored its last two opponents 132-23 in-

cluding a 76-0 pasting of hapless Morgan

State last Saturday.

"I'm sure the fact they're playing

Delaware is a little added incentive,"

UMass coach Bob Stull said. "But the main

incentive is a win, we haven't had one of

those for a while."

Six games to be exact. It was September

29 when last the Minutemen won, 3-0 over

Northeastern. Since then they've come
close...but.

Collegian 'sNFL Picks
In the words of veteran sportscaster.

Marv Albert, "This is deSimas, off glass!"

Yes, Gerry has been on a tear. The wily

native of the Nutmeg State (Connecticut

for you from outside of New England)

went 9-5 for the best record last week. He

is six games behind pace-setting Peter "1

hate women's sports, only kidding folks"

Abraham who stands at 78-47 after a 7-7

week. Kevin DeLuca remains the cellar

dweller.

Peter Tony Kevin Scott Gerry

Abraham Betros DeLuca Hood deSimas

(78-47) (77-48) (69-56) (75-50) (72-53)

ATLANTA 1 ' New Orleans Atlanta NO Atlanta Atlanta NO
GREEN BAY 6 Minnesota Miami GB Minn Minn GB

KANSAS CITY 13V2 Houston Houston KC Houston KC KC

LA RAMS 3 Chicago Chicago Chicago CT'cago LA Chicago

MIAMI 14»/2 Philly Philly Miami Miami Miami *Miami

NEW ENGLAND 13Vi Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Pats Pats

Giants 3 TAMPA BAY Giants Giants Giants TB Giants

JETS 9 Indy Jets Jets Jets Jets Jets

Pittsburg 1 CINCINNATI PitUs Pitts Pitts Pitts Pitts

ST LOUIS 4 Dallas StLou Dallas StLou Dallas StLou

SAN DIEGO E Denver Denver Denver Denver Denver Denver

San Francisco 6V2 CLEVELAND SanFran SanF>ar1 SanFran SanFran SanFrar

WASHINGTON 9'/2 Detroit Detroit Wash Detroit Wash Wash

SEATTLE 3 Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders Seattle

"It's no single person or aspect of the

game," Stull said of the losing streak. "We
just can't work together as a team. The of-

fense will score and instead of bearing

down the defense lets up and the other

team scores on us. Or the defense causes a

turnover and the offense runs three plays

and punts."

Stull also said that junior quarterback

Jim Simeone will start the game and give

way in the second period to freshman Mike

Trifari (3 of 5 on the season). The coaches

vsrill then make a decision at half-time for

the rest of the game.

"It's not that Jimmy's doing poorly,"

Stull said. "He's improving a lot in the past

three games, but he just isn't making the

big play and at this point we need the big

play."

Delaware boasts what Stull said maybe

the best team the Minutemen will face all

season. With games against Holy Cross,

Boston University and Rhode Island under

their belt, a loss of major proportion may
be on the way for the Minutemen.

"We've got a lot of players hurt, they

have a great team offensively and they're

tough at home. We'll just go at them, play

hard and hope for the best," Stull said.

The Blue Hens are led by sophomore

quarterback Rich Gannon. Gannon, a

dangerous runner with good speed, has

completed 55 percent of his passes and

looks to receivers Guy Darienzo and Bob
Norris often.

continued on page 1
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Field Hockey

visits UConn
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

The second season for the University of

Ma.ssachusetts field hockey team begins

with the same opponent that ended the

first, the University of Connecticut.

The Minutemen face the Huskies in a first

round NCAA playoff game tomorrow in

Storrs at 11 a.m. with the winner to battle

with fourth seeded New Hampshire in

Storrs on Sunday for the right to go to the

Final Four to be held next weekend in

Springfield.

The Huskies, 14-3 on the year, knocked off

UMass 2 1 in a come from behind win last

Saturday in Storrs, extending the UMass
winless streak against UConn to five

games, dating back to 1981.

UMass. 13-4, is shooting for their second

consecutive Final Four appearance while

UConn is looking for their fourth straight

trip.

But the only game that matters now is the

UConn game, according to UMass coach

Pam Hixon.

"It's a door-die time, tomorrow," Hixon

said. "We win or we go home and if we

start thinking about the next game (UNH),

we're never going to get there."

"We've played them before so we know

what to expect," Hixon said. "We have to

play the best we can and have to sustain our

play for 70 minutes. If we do that, nobody

can beat us. But we have to play con-

sistently for the whole game."

The Minutemen, who lost to UConn in the

NCAA title game in 1981, 4 1, have left

S.itnrHav'«s ln<:<s alone. Hixon said.

"We laid down our plans for tomorrow's

games and know what we have to to. We've

left the last game alone. Hopefully it wiH

serve as a learning experience for

lomorrow." she said.

UMa.vs niidlieiuer.s I'am Mor>l and Megan
Donnelly will work to control the tran-

sislion game and the flow of the game,

Hixon said. Forwards Tonia Kennedy, the

team's leading scorer with 13 goals, Chris

Kocot and Judy Morgan will spearhead the

offense.

"We're going to have to work the ball out

of our defensive territory and reduce the

number of turnovers," Hixon said. "We
must build up our attack in the midfield and

work the ball down with two or three

forwards moving in as a unit."

The UMass defense should have their

hands full with the speedy UConn forwards

including Wendy Hug, the all-time leading

Huskie scorer, and Tracey Fuchs. Hixon

expects a wide open back and forth battle.

The Minutemen will have to exploit the

weak UConn backfield, but the biggest

problem facing the UMass offense is UConn
All-American goalie Terry Kix, 36-4-2 over

the last four years. Kix made 17 saves last

week against the Minutemen.

"With their weak defense, we're going to

have to attack all the time." Hixon said.

"We'll have to make Kix play a lot of balls.

W^e know she's going to make saves on good

shots but we must shoot to create more
opportunities. We must be persistent."

And looming in the future is a Sunday
match with 16 2 1 UNH if UMass wins.

UMass. though, has never won a first-

round NCAA playoff game, losing to Iowa,

1-0 in 1982.

Sjparts at a glance

UMass schedale:

Friday:

There are no sports scheduled.
Saturday:

Football: at Delaware, 1:30 p.m.
Women's Soccer: NCAA playoffs,

Harvard, 1 p.m. Boyden
Field Hockey: NCAA playoffs, at

UConn, 11 a.m.
Volleyball: at Northeastern

Tooiney

at
Men's Soccer: at Hartwick
Women's cross country:

NCAA/ECAC at Penn State
Women's swimming: Smith, 1 p.m.

at Boyden pool

Men's cross country: ICAA Cham-
pionships at Lehigh
Sunday:

Field Hockey: NCAA playoffs (if

they defeat UConn) vs. New Haavatifare,

atUCoiin
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Yale group calls for three day general strike

Plans "moratorium ' despite renewal of negotiations

By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

A Yale University group will call a three

day general strike this week despite the

renewal of negotiations between the union

and the administration, according to

graduate student Tom Keenan.

Last week the Coalition to End the Strike,

a group of students at Yale, sent a proposal

to both parties urging them to renew

negotiations.

On Friday the union accepted the offer and

called on the administration to negotiate.

The administration accepted and met

yesterday with the union.

Union negotiating committee member

Steve Fortes described the meeting as

"positive," but said the general strike, or

"moratorium." planned for Wednesday

would still occur.

Local 34 spokesperson Deborah Chemoff

said the coalition has demanded that "Local

34 and the administration engage in daily

negotiations, that both sides make specific

compromises over outstanding issues and

that each side adjust their financial

package, that both parties keep the Yale

Career Day 1984

to he biggest ever

By STEPHEN HIGGINS
Collegian Correspondent

The Undergraduate Business Club at the

University of Massachusetts will sponsor

its largest Career Day ever, featuring

speakers and recruiters from 30 companies

and a new "career fair", tomorrow at 10

a.m. in the Campus Center.

Career Day 1984, organized in three

sections, is open to students in all majors,

according to Jeff Solomon, the club's

president.

Twenty five representatives from ac-

counting, banking, marketing, and high-

tech firms will conduct question and answer

sessions to give students information and

advice on finding careers. The sessions wUl

run from 10 a.m. to noon in various rooms

on the first floor of the Campus Center.

At noon, all students are invited to attend

a luncheon in room 1009 of the Campus

Center.
conL onpg.S
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Coalition says students and

faculty will create an "alter-

native university" during the

three-day moratorium.

community informed on the progress of

contract negotiations by allowing non-

participating observers to attend

negotiating sessions, and both sides

seriously consider binding or non binding

arbitration or fact finding."

The coalition, in conjunction with the

union, is planning a moratorium on classes

and will ask students not to use university

facilities or participate in university ac-

tivities, Chemoff said.

In a letter submitted to Yale President A.

Bartlett Giamatti, the union stated "we are

willing to compromise significantly to

achieve a settlement. It is in the best in

terests of all concerned to settle the strike."

Tom Keenan, a graduate student at Yale,

said student support and enthusiasm for the

moratorium has been "phenomenal,"

although some parts of the community,

such as the science departments, are

"recalcitrant."

Keenan said students and faculty will

create an "alternative university" during

the three day moratorium.

He said various schools and departments

within the university will be teaching

seminars on labor issues.

"Everyone is utilizing their areas of ex

pertise and professional knowledge,"

Keenan said.

Also, visitors such as activist Barry

Commoner, author Michael Harrington and

members of the national women's

movement have been invited to the campus

on Friday, Keenan said.

A National women's committee to supportj

the strikers at Yale was recently formed by

members of national women's

organizations. Some of these women are

Judy Goldsmith, president of the National

Organization for Women, Judy Licktman of

the Women's Legal Defense Fund. Karen

Nussbaum. president of Nine to Five.

Shirley Sandage of the Older Women's

League, Joyce Miller, president of the

Coalition of Labor Union Women and Bella

Abzug, former U.S. Representative from

New York.

Protesters rap

US'aggression'

vs. Nicaragua
By TOM MIDDLETON
('ollegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - About 50 people, most

of them UMass students, picketed in front

of the Federal Bulding for two hours in

protest of Reagan Administration policies

toward Nicaragua.

The group started on the steps of the

UMass Student Union Building at a

noontime rally attended by about 300

people. After speeches by former

Congressional candidate Mary Wentworth

and others, about 150 protestors walked to

the Amherst Common, many holding hands

and chanting in a line 50 yards long.

At the common, the protestors held hands,

formed a circle and sang, "All we are saying

s give peace a chance." At 1:30 p.m. a car

pool was formed to bring protestors to the

Federal Building in Springfield.

Throughout the day participants chanted,

"U.S.. C.I. A. out of Nicaiagua." English

and Spanish versions of "The people united

will never be defeated." and other slogans.

The afternoon long protest was organized

Thursday night by a coalition of student

groups after rumors spread that the U.S.

had bombed a Soviet freighter in the

Nicaraguan port of Corinto. The rumors

were false, but protest organizer Todd

Little said the Associated Press had con

firmed "harassment" of the Soviet ship by

U.S. Navy boats and American intelligence

flights over Nicaragua.

The Reagan Administration has said that

if the Soviet shipped MiG 21 fighter planes

to Nicaragua it would be a "very serious"

threat to regional security. U.S. in

telligence sources have since reported that

no warplanes were on board the Soviet

ship, as Administration officials speculated

last week.

In her speech at the student union

Wentworth said, the Nicaraguan gover-

nment has "not only a right, but a

responsibility to the Nicaraguan people to

defend itself against U.S. backed guerillas

and American mining of its harbor.

The Reagan Administration repeatedly

has asserted that Nicaragua is supplying

weapons to rebels in El Salvador. Went-

worth said the main supplier of arms to the

rebels is the U.S.. Nicaraguan soldiers use

Soviet AK 47 rifles, Salvadoran rebels use

American M 16 rifles because they can

capture them from the army or buy them on

the black market, she said.

Nicaragua is buying weapons from many

countries around the world, including

France, she said. "Nicaragua is not

dependent on the Soviet Union and they

don't want to be dominated by another

superpower after years of U.S.

domination." she added.
, ^^ r
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Collegian photo by Pam Madnirk

HONORING WAR DEAD — At a Veterans Day ceremony in Northamp-

ton, American Lcgrion Post 28 Commander Ralph Sanert lays a wreath

on a monument commemorating American soldiers who lost their lives

as other post members look on.
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— Lennon & McCartney
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Oregon sniper

kills Olympian
EUGENE. Ore. (AP)-A sniper armed with two high

powered rifles opened fire at the University of Oregon's

stadium Monday, wounding a student and killing a former

Olympic athlete before fatally shooting himself, police said.

The man. who wore combat fatigues and ahd blackened

his face, fired so many shots during the 3 //2 hour siege at

Autzen Stadium that officers could not count them, said

police Sgt. Eric Mellgren. His body was found under a

section of seats at the stadium.

"There were too many too fast to count," he said.

Police identified the sniper as Michael E. Feher, 19. of

Everett. Wash., a University of Oregon student.

Feher wounded a student wrestler outside the stadium

weight room and shot the former Olympic athlete to death

on a nearby bike path before turning a rifle on himself

shorly after noon, said police Sgt. Tim McCarthy.

Chris S. Brathwaite. 35. of Eugene, who competed for his

native country. Trinidad, as a sprinter in the 1976 and 1980

Olympic Games, was found dead on a bicycle path near the

stadium about 11:30 a.m., police said.

Brathwaite graduated from the University of Oregon in

1976 and had been running for the Oregon International

Track Club.

Mellgren said police, including 12 Uctical officers also

wearing fatigues and blackened faces, fired no shots during

the siege.

The wrestler, identified as Rick O'Shea. 22. was taken to

Sacred Heart General Hospital, where he was in sUble

condition suffering from wounds to the shoulder and

buttocks. Mellgren said.
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University of Oregon wrestler Rick O'Shea is

wheeled into a Eugene hospital emergency room

after being shot by a sniper at the University's

stadium.

Cartoonist changeswork
BOSTON (AP)—A campus cartoonist said Monday that

hell bow to the wUI of angry student newspaper editors,

stop drawing a comic strip that depicted Reagan's

assassination— and draw political cartoons instead.

Kent Danish, the pseudonym for the cartoonist, who

declined to give his real name, said he expected his comic

strip "Flying Tsh" to "get axed" at a Monday night

editorial meeting of the Boston University Daily Free

Press because of the stir caused by last Thursday's comic.

The comic showed President Reagan hit by a hail of

bullets above the caption "Justice."

Danish said he drew the cartoon because "I was miffed. I

was peeved Reagan won the election.

•'1 suppose I could have said. 'Gosh, four more years.' But

1 was so fed up with the American political system that it

seemed like the only way to get things done was to make a

loud, rancorous statement."
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Nicaraguan army

on full combat alert
MANAGUA. Nicaragua (AP) - The Sandinista gover-

nment, following up its warnmgs of a U.S. mvasion

deployed tanks in strategic areas m and around the capital

Monday and put its armed forces on combat alert.

In a communique read over nationwide radio at 5:30 am
6-30 a m EST the Defense Ministry announced the state

of alert orderii^g troops to be ready to move anywhere at

Tlthoueh the communique did not mention the United

States by name. Nicaraguan officials over the past two

weeks have insisted that a U.S. invasion is immment.

U S State department spokesman John Hughes, ac-

companying Secretary of State George P. Shultz to a

meeting of the Organization of American States m Brasilia,

Brazil, said the talk of an invasion was "absolute non-

sense.

A state of alert has been ordered in all the national

territory for all permanent combat units on land, sea and

air. reserve units and the Sandinista miUtias." The

Nicaraguan communique said.

It also announced the deployment of armored and

mechanized units of land forces based in the capital and

said reserve troops and miUtia in the Managua area would

receive combat assignments.
. ., . ,

The communique urged citizens to report to civil defense

brigades and take part in defense operations organized by

the fire department, the Red Cross and the health, con-

struction and other ministries.

In a separate communique, the civil defense high com-

mand cited the "seriousness of the threats of miUtary

aggression the Nicaragua is experiencing" and issued an

urgent call for all citizens to be prepared for an attack.

Associated Press reporters and photographers saw at

least 20 Soviet made T 55 tanks. 15 of them patrolUng in a

northern industrial sector and others near the country s

only oU refinery, west of Managua, and on roads southeast

to the city of Masaya and to the southwest.

The Sandinista newspaper Barricada published front

page photographs of atiUery units and civiUans reopenmg

trenches.
. jn

Managua policemen who spoke with The Associated Press

on condition they not be identified said they were

mobilized Sunday night.

An Invitation

To: Thanksgiving Dinner

Place; Bluewall

Time: Wednesday. November 14. 1984

11:15 a.m. Lo 1:30 p.m.

MENU

Corn Chowder

EntreccS

Doasl Turkey with Stuffing and Gravy

8er\^ed with Cranber^ Sauce

5aked Ham

Entrees include choice of two:

Mashed Potatoes -^ Butternut Squash

Turnip & Boiled Onions

Squash Pie Apple Pie Mince Squares

Tuesday, November 13

Campus Center Auditorium

5($1.50), 7, 9, 11 ($2.00)

Sponsored by Central Area Council

( .illt-IOan ph.'t.i l>> IHT«>k KoIhtUs

HOLLYWOOD EAST — Pierre Takal (behind camera) and three classmates shoot part of a

20-minute movie Saturday at the Fine Arts Center for their Hampshire College filmmaking

course.

NEWSLINES...
Activities listing now offered

The Commuter Area Government is organizing a

service that will give University of Massachusetts students

information on upcoming events and activities taking place

in the five college area. The Activities Phone will supply

up to date listings, times, dates and locations of events.

Only non profit organizations, including Registered

Student Organizations (RSO). graduate student groups

and UMass academic departments, will be listed on the

phone service. Free activities will have priority over

events that charge admission and regular meetings will not

be included. However, some introductory and special

meetings may be listed.

Organizations that wish to list information on the service

must submit information two weeks before the scheduled

event to the office in 404 Student Union Buildmg or by

calling 545 4474. .,^„„ ,

JIM AVERILL

Smith honors abolitionist
Smith College will celebrate the opening of its new ad-

mission office with a dedication ceremony on Sunday af

ternoon.

The office, which was recently relocated to West Street in

Northampton to give workers more space and greater

reception and waiting room area for students and parents,

will be named for the family of William Lloyd Garrison, the

reknowned American reformer whose newspaper, the

Liberator, was influential in helping sway public opinion

toward the abolition of slavery in the United States.

The new site was formerly the home of Captain Samuel L.

Parsons.

To celebrate the opening of the new offices. Smith

president Jill K. Conway will dedicate Garrison Hall at

2:30 p.m.

In collaboration with the dedication, the college will open

a month long exhibition of the Garrison Family papers in

the Alumnae Gymnasium on the day of the dedication.

The exhibition will consist of thousands of letters,

photographs and memorabilia of the family's involvement

in politics, business, art, education, literature, religion and

reform movements. The papers are part of the Sophia

Smith collection. Smith's women's history archive.

- LAURA YEE

Hampshire attacks

high energy costs
By TIM RYAN
Collegian Correspondent

Hampshire College students formerly paid the price for

attending the only college in the U.S. heated solely by

electricity, but administrators have now started several

projects to conserve energy and .save students money.

Last seme-ster, for example, each student was required to

pay a $500 surcharge because fuel costs became so high.

According to Thomas Leue, energy conservation manager

at Hampshire, "approximately $1,000 of a student's total

bill each year goes to pay for fuel costs."

The college recently installed 50 propane burning boilers

providing heat for the three largest buildings on campus;

the Cole Science Building, Johnson Library, and the

Robert Crown Gymnasium.
Leue said these boiler were installed because "propane

burns more cleanly and our burners are approximately 90

percent efficient." The total cost for this project was

$400,000 and is expected to save $100,000 in its first year of

operation.

Also installed were two co generators. These are large

automotive engines coupled with other generators which

run on propane and they provide the Dining Commons and

Dakin and Merrill Halls with hot water and heating.

"These co generators." Leue said, "are almost as efficient

as the ones used by the local power companies."

This program is expected to save $91,000 in its first year,

while its total cost was about $140,000

A third project has begun which uses "super-insulation"

in Enfield, the college's modular living area. Although

Leue said he did not know exactly how much money was

spent, he did say that the insulation providing triple

thickness protection to the roof and walls was estimated to

save students about 80 percent of present fuel costs.

Only four buildings have been super insulated, but three

to four buildings will be sealed each year until the entire

complex is completed.

In addition, two smaller energy projects are scheduled for

completion this semester.

One is a new glass wall, measuring 200 feet by 28 feet,

which will replace the existing one around the college

swimming pool. More heat can be retained Leue said,

because the new glass contains microscopic metal par-

ticles.

Movement sensitive lights are also being place in rooms

which are used only periodically. The lights will serve a

dual purpose of energy efficiency and security because

they will only turn on when there is movement in the room.

Monitor sponsors contest Car thefts reported
The Christian Science Monitor is sponsoring an essay

contest challenging its readers, students, and faculty at

colleges and universities nationwide, to come up with

possible scenarios that could lead to world peace in the

next 25 years.

Entries should be written in English, French, Spanish, or

German and should be no more than 3,000 words. Entries

should describe, from the point of view of someone in the

year 2010. how lasting peace came to earth in the

preceding 25 years.

Entries should be postmarked no later than December 31,

1984 and sent to: the PEACE CONTEST; c/o the Christian

Science Monitor, One Norway Street, Boston, MA 02115.

The best three will be printed in their entirety in the

Christian Science Monitor in March, 1985 and distributed

to world leaders.
JIM AVERILL

A 1965 Ford Mustang, valued at $3200, was reported

stolen at 6:30 p.m. Thursday from lot 44, University of

Massachusetts police reported. The owner told police the

car had been locked and there are no clues as the in-

vestigation continues.

A car parked in lot 44 was broken into and two speakers

valued at $110 were stolen, police reported. The right

window was smashed and the car's dashboard was

damaged, causing $290 in damage in the incident, which

was reported at 1:48 p.m. Thursday.

Police said a hit and run accident in lot 21 caused $175 in

damage to a car's right quarter panel. The incident took

place between Nov. 6 and Nov. 8.

Police reported that a 19 year old UMass student was

arrested at 8:45 p.m. Thursday for a warrant issued by the

MDC police for breaking a window in a state com-

monwealth owned building.

JOKLCOFFIDIS

C Womens Forum J
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women's issiies. Notices

shmild be sent to the Women 's News Editor,

care of the Collegian, the Friday before the

event.

Sunday - The Women's Media Project,

featuring female vocalists, all-women

Tuesday - Joan Copjec and Jennifer

Stone will speak on "Psychoanalysis and

Feminism" and "Psychoanalysis and

Marxism at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room

162-175 as part of the Five College

Women's Studies Seminar.

Wednesday - The Women's Admission

and General Educational Support

(WAGES) Program at Everywoman's

Center will have a brown-bag lunch at

noon in Campus Center room 805-809. For

more information call 545-0883.

The WAGES Program is sponsoring? a

lecture titled "The Academic Climate for

Graduate Women." The speaker will be

Barbara Love, professor in the School of

Education at UMass.

The award-winninjr drama by Wendy

Kesselman. My Sister In This House will

be performed at Hampshire College

through November 17 on the Mainsta^e of

Emily Dickinson Hall at 8 p.m. Wednesday

i3 "Dollar Night." For more information

(jall 549-4600, Ext. 351.

The rape hotline is 545-0800.

Thursday - Professor Arthur Shostak,

from the Department of Sociology at Drex

el University, will speak on "Men and

Abortion" at 7:30 p.m. in Franklin Patter-

son West Lecture Hall at Smith College.

Saturday - The Working Women's Pro-

gram at Everywoman's Center is sponsor-

ing a one-day workshop titled "Doubting

Our Competence: Women's Image of

Work and Self from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at

Everywoman's Center.

Sondaj - The Women's Media Project,

featuring female vocalists, all-women

bands, music of all styles, and news with a

feminist perspective, will air on W^UA,
FM 91.1, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Not in Our Name, a women's resistance

action in New York City, including legal

protest on Sunday and civil disobedience on

Monday. Affinity groups and van rides are

being organized' for this protest against

corporations and Wall Street. For more in-

formation, call 584-7455 or .S86-8910.

Announcement: The WAGES Program

will be offerin^^ a support group for

Undergraduate Re-Entry WOmen b« ginn

ing soon. The facilitator will l>e Paula Tor-

res, a doctoral student, experieru-ed

counselor and re-entry single parent. For

more information, call 54r)-0883.

The cscor* serv'ce is 345*2123.

Shadowy tunes

((fian ph(>l" by I'am M.iiliiuk

These musical apparitions on a Fine Arts Center wall belong to

freshman guitarist Bill Janovitz and saxophonist Steve Mathewson, a

sophomore art major, who entertained passersby Friday afternoon.

i
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events hap-

pening in and around

the University. Events

listed will appear on

the day they take

place, except Friday,

which will also carry

the events happening

Saturday and Sunday.

SPRING 1985 COURSE
SCHEDULE: - Beginning

on Tuesday, Nov. 13. the

Schedule of Courses

pamphlet will be available at

the Scheduling Office. 168

Whitmore.

GENERAL MEETING
P^OR SAFA - General

SAFA meeting. All students

are welcome to attend and

join SAFA on Tuesday the

nth in Room 811 CC. 7:00

p.m.

SAFA (STUDENTS
ADVOCATING FINAN
CIAL AID) - General

meeting to disous.s Mass.

State House trip and

preliminary plans for lob i =
bing trip to D.C.! New

j ^
members welcome. 7:00 i =
p.m.. Room CC 811. I =
SLIDESHOW - Solly

I

=
Simelane from the African

i ^
National Congress and ' ^
David Barenburg from^
Mass. Divest will speak on ^
Divesting from apartheid.^
Slideshow. "Banking on ^
St>uth Africa" will be shown,

j ^
7-30 p.m., CC IW. i =
PEACEMAKERS ^

MEETING - New energy is =
needed for upcoming events. =
All those interested in =
helping to achieve world =
peace, please at 'end. 4:00 =
p.m.. CC l62-!7r).

~

STUDY ABROAD WITH MASSPIRG SPRING,

ic\ N D I N A V I A N PLANNING MEETING -
SEMINAR - Informational Come to MassPIRG s Sprmgi

meeting for students in Planning Meeting to discuss
j

terested in the yearlong next semesters projects,

study opportunities in Topics w.ll '"^'lyde:,

Scandinavia offered through Internship credit, consumer:

Scandinavia Seminar. 3:30 advocacy P'*«J«*'^,«'
.

"P"
I

4-30 p.m.. Herter 6th floor coming legislation.

, J hazardous waste and acid
'

rain oroiects ..and more.
WMLASC EMERGENCY ^^J p.

r;" MassPIRG office,
j

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

611IT Sll.S
MEETING - The Western

Massachusetts Latin

America Solidarity Com-

mittee invites everyone to

SUB 423.

UPC
MEETING

GENERALj
There are still!

Ji

'X"^ ^^^^^ '^'.:,.erf weU.o.e. 6:30,

involvement. 5:30 p.m. SUB P"'' ^^ ^^^

404.

BEYOND

\

r^
%

WAR - Ein

stein said, "...everything

has changed save our modes

of thinking." Come learn

about the new mode of

thinking that gives hope for

survival on this planet. 7:00

p.m.. CC 176.

ISRAEL FAIR - Infor

mation on all kinds of

programs, internships, and

work opportunities in Israel.

10 a.m. 2 p.m. in the Cape

Cod lounge SUB. Stop by!!

^^E^lThate to mertioti

that we're feeling some

TENSION
But come to the student

STRESS
MANAGEMENT Ef

RELAXATION
WORKSHOP

and learn to unwini

Wed. Nov. 14 4:30-6:30

pre-registration required

by 2 PM 11/14

call 549-2671 ext 181

for further details

x^ /

THEI _
AMHERST DELICATESSEH j

In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975! =

On-Campus A Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & Salads
• Bagels & Lox

-.->—--^ •N.Y. Cheesecake

THE
AMHERST

lOBTH OF TOP lAME

IIITEI €1§T1

&
SQIIPMIIT

PSICES THIS LOW SHOVLB BE OVTLAWEB,

DELICATESSEN =
233 No, Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549^6314

Open **on <«• <* . t» tOp.m . Sun. 9^

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilliillllllllllliHIIIIIIHIIillllii

Student Union Gallery

presents

COMIC RELIEF
Contemporary Comics, Cartoons, Graphics Art

and Illustration

Tues. Nov. 13th - Wed. Nov. 21st

OPENING TUBS. NOV. 13th 5-7 P.M.

STARTS THURSDAY

Tonight

Gallery Hours

Monday - Friday 11 AM - 4 PM

^^^ Cocktail Lounge^<^jp>

LADIES NIGHT
Ladies are cordially invited to enjoy

OPEN BAR 8-9 PM
Gentlemen invited to come early

OPEN BAR 7-8 PM for m«n
All Bar Vodka, Gin, Rum, Tequila and Whiskey

Drinks, Draft Beer and Wine will be served
A GREAT TIME NEVER COST LESS
Rt 9 Hadlev (across from Mt Farms Mall)m

« ^y *p w » JK-^ vrvaejig^M.wvgvea<. sgzsy
j

GIAIVT SUBS ^
,Eat In

I

or

Take Out

Freshly Sliced

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us and See. . .

IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS
IN THE AREA!!

I

Rt 9 253-9521 314 College St.

Saturday
Monday-Friday

6:30 am - 3:00 pm

What Dastardly Deed took place on

November 2nd 1984 at 35 East Pleasant

Street in Amherst?

'THE SPOKE'^s finally here

ESTABLISHED

November 2, 1984

A drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy.

Tuesday, November 13. 1984,

* Career
• Rally

Paul Paulson, former
president of Doyle, Dane
Berbach, Inc., a leading

advertising agency, will

deliver a keynote address

there.

A "career fair", a new
component of the event, will

begin at 2 p.m. in Campus
Center rooms 162-164.

Thirty comnanies will

cunt, from pg. I

maintain booths where
students can obtain in

formation from represen-

tatives about prospective

careers. Video presentations

and booklets will also give

information about the

companies and jobs.

The Business Club expects

to lose money on the event,

whirK will cost sever.il

cxml. from pg. 1

thousand dollars, mostly for

accomodations for the

companies' representatives.

But Solomon said the club

feels positive about the

money loss because "we

want to try to make it an

annual event. We got 30

employers this year, and we
want 60 for next year."

Little said. "This is a classic show of

arrogance that Keagan is characterized by.

1 think we should take this very seriously."

"Not only do we have to stop this nonsense

going on in Central America, we have to

stop it because it is our government causing

it." Wentworth said, adding that the

Reagan administration cannot continue its

policies in Central America "without mass

uprising."

,c:()llcgian 5

Signs reading "U.S. hands off Latin

America" and "Stop U.S. Aggression" were

painted along the route to the Federal

Building. At the building the protestors

caused traffic to slow down and people to

look out of their windows.

Jim Harney, who recently returned from

El Salvador, said "The irresponsibility of

the press" is to blame for the "support of

another four years of Reagan." Speaking

about Reagan's reelection, Harney said,

"People only vote about pocket books."

i

V2 Pnce
Perm Special
When you bring a

friend
One perm is full price— the other perm is !4 price | (

I
Total value $20.00 byappt. exp. 1 1/30/84

|

offer valid with this coupon "

Deborah

I

^MicaiiimwinoiiiiM—''TM«'"'—

SPRING COURSE:
Peer Alcohol Education Program

Peer Alcohol Educators are undergraduate

students who are trained and supervised to pro-

mote responsible decisions concerning alcohol

use throughout the UMass community. Ser-

vices provided by peer educators include

workshops, media projects breathalyzer

demonstrations, film series and referrals.

To become a Peer Alcohol Educator students

must:

1 Apply by December 15th

2 Commit themselves to the program for two

semesters-classes are on Wednesdays

from 2:30-5:00 pm.

Interested students should fill out an applica-

tion in the Health Education Office, University

Health Services.

Student Special

1 HOUR
TUB for

Vz HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

lOiimiiiimamiiMniii oiiiiNNtHtj:

.
PIZZA-RAMA

i Our Specialties Arc

I Delicious Pizzas

I Hot Oven Grinders

I Spaghetti

i Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant
q^|_|_ 253-3808

FREE DELIVERY! 256-0115
356 College Street, Amherst

s

r
I

Any Large Pizza |
Any Med. Pizza

2 FREE SODAS ( I
I 3 FREE SODAS .en.,

[ ^^^^^^X?^':^^^^^^:-^ .Jn vo^^.^ .0.. o.. p.«.»-

l^re^ you place your o,de. please Te.1 j
-^en y.^u ^.

^y ^^ L l us you have r.ouoo..s

Any Small Pizza |

1 FREE SODA (c.m 1

CAREER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITI

M.S.I. P.

iHous.ng S.rvlc.s l» off.rlng . «n.,u. Infrn.hlp progr.- to.qu..-

Ifled sophonores ^nd Juniors.

,h. progr.™ co.b.n.s theory .nd pr.ct.c. In .xp.rl.nc. b.s.d l..rn

,„g interns -ay ..ro »3.S0/hr. for . IS hour/..... (.c.d.-.c cr.dlt

Tnt.r.st.d stud.nts should sub.lt r.su... p.rson.l go.l .t.t.-.

and 2 letters of recoM.ndat Ion to:

Joy* Jl»enez. H.S.I. P. Coordln.tor

c/o JQA Lobby. SM

Application deadline: Hove-b.r JO. 1984

For Inforaiatlon call: 5-0626 or 5-1550

nt

us yau have coupons

Cross-Country Ski
Jamboree Sale!

Sample Savings on 2 of 12 Complete Outfits:

^69.95Nordic Waxless Outfit

Leather 75mm Boots

Tonkin Poles

75mm Bindings
fptci^

Sal"

KneissI HC Waxless Skis

Salomon SR 40 Boots

SNS System Bindings

Swix Fibreglass Poles
Reg. sna.oo

S112.95

Ika-
U

^^5g

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

Rental packages closeouts save $40.00

Last years ski leftovers '^2 price

All used boots $10.00

Specials on Childrens Outfits

Childrens Free Boot Exchange

Refreshments

Get a pstr ot Pelolon Ski Straps |ust lor stopping by

Mounting and Base Prep on all XC Outfits

Wax Kit with every Waxable Ski Outfit

. Pair of Wigwam Knicker socks with Outfit purchase

5 days worth of trail passes for Touring Centers

Savings of over $20 00

The Thomas Jefferson Society

Presents

General Robert C. Richardson

Tuesday: November 13, 1984

Cannpus Center 101

Speaking On:

"High Frontier Weaponry,

A New Nation Strategy"

Po/otoii Sf0orts
(he cross-country ski experts

Sale from Wed., Nov. 14 - Sun., Nov 19

Thurs. & Fri. open until Midnight-^

1 E PLEASANT ST - AMHERST - 549-6904^

suiixsroRT

ynrua

Joint Staff, 1946-1949. A member of the first post-World

War II Joint Chiefs of Staff.

German Rearmament and NATO Defense Plans, 1949-1952.

A member of the first NATO Standing Group which was

responsible for the development of the initial NATO war plan.

' One of the foremost advocates of "star wars."

UFA
iSgggSgVi

SALOMON

\
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We should not support terrorism in Nicaragua

On election day it was announced that a

Soviet freighter had docked in a

Nicaraguan port and was suspected of car-

rying MIG fighter jets. With this an-

nouncement came stern warnings from the

Reagan regime as to the unacceptability of

MIG jets in Nicaragua.

It is an internationally accepted principle

that every country has the right U» protect

themselves. War is being waged against

Nicaragua by the United States through

the contras, our warships have lined the

coast of Nicaragua for months and United

States military exercises are continuous

throughout Honduras. The Nicaraguan

people have the right to arm themselves

against this aggression. To view the ac-

quisition of MIG jets in Nicaragua as an ag-

gressive move by them (or the Soviet

Union) against their neighbors is a

manipulative lie being used in the same

vein as the Tonkin Gulf resolution.

Because the Reagan regime treads on no

moral ground it is forced to scare the

American people into supporting further

military aggression.

What the Reagan regime does not realize

IS that there are millions of Americans who

learned from the Vietnam war. We will not

be duped with red scares. We know the

Nicaraguan people are our friends and pose

no threat to neighboring peoples, much less

our own national security. And what the

Reagan regime and the right all across the

country must understand is that not only

do we support the right of self-

determination of the Nicaraguan people,

but that their revolution is an inspiration

and guiding light in our lives and we have a

very large stake in its survival.

There is no way that the Reagan regime

will defeat the Nicaraguan people. They

can napalm the entire country, quarantine

the coast line, starve them, murder them,

commit genocide, but Nicaragua will not be

conquered just as the people of Vietnam

were never conquered. It is time for the

North American people U) rise up on the

side of freedom and self-determination.

We are not an evil people. But we are a

very confused, manipulated nation facing

the same responsibilities and decisions of

those in Germany in the 1930s. Do we play

passive and enjoy the selfish fruits of

economic prosperity for a few while

millions perish at the hands of our govern-

ment"' Or do we take history into our own

hands, rise up and stop this madness that

threatens not only Nicaragua but the entire

world?
. , ,

For many of us the choice is clear and we

are prepared for the long struggle ahead.

The Nicaraguan people are ready to delend

their homeland to the death and it is up to

all of us to join in solidarity with them. Let

the right be put on notice. In the face ot

military aggression against Nicaragua,

business will not be as usual. We have the

power to stop the administration and we

will. Make no mistake about it. The people

will speak, just as we spoke against the

Vietnam War. Only this time it won't take

us a decade.

It is still unclear as to the path this

escalation will take. Up to this point the

Reagan regime has been too gutless to

send North Americans in U) fight. It is

easier, and safer (in an election year

especially) to let others do their dirty work

for them. And they still might choose to

pursue this cowardly course. But with the

election over there is no risk involved

anymore. And we have no electoral con-

trol. All we have are each other and the

Marc Kenen

Rumor has it...
Last Thursday was a day that many University of

MassachusetUs .students may never forget, no matter how.

hard thev trv

U was a dav i.nav r.tarted off for mtjst people jusl like an>

other ordinary dav. It ended with many i)e<n>^<' '"'^ ^^''\

ing whether Miey would wake up the nexi tnorning still

alive and with their country still at jxiact

It was a dav mI! which some l.hought il aduki v»i)1> I't a

matter of hours oefore it would officially be announced

that the ship suspected of carrying MIGs in Nicaragua had

been bombed and that the United Stales had been respon-

sible for that act of war.

Cris Schuster

It was only a rumor, a cruel and frightening rumor, but

it woke up many students to the true horror of an immi-

nent war.

Where the rumor began, no one knows. But alter it was

confirmed by the Neiv York Times and the Waiihirujtov

Post that troops were l)eing mobilized, the rumor began to

become more and more credible and more and more

frightening.
^ ,.. . , ^,

Peoples' faces as thev waited for confirmation of the

rumor on the radio, as they called people who might have

been able to either confirm or deny the rumor, as they

asked everyone thev knew if they had heard the latest,

spoke volumes. This was no laughing matter and no one

took it that way. Everyone's future was at stake.

It's eas,v , say now that there was no way the rumor

c<iuld have been true. But looking at it a little less ra-

tionally and a little more emotionally, it wasn t so hard to

believe it. It was feasible. Reagan had just won the

presidency with a landslide victory. He had received a

"mandate." It seemed as though he truly believed the

people backed him up on his policies. The situation m
Nicaragua was and still is extremely tense. And it

wouldn't have been the first time the United States had

committed an act of war.
.

It seemed as if it were the Cuban Missile Crisis all over

again Both the Soviet Union and the United States were

involved again. Again, the United StaU-s gave the Soviet

Union an ultimatum. During the missile crisis. Kennedy

ordered a blockade and was prepared to go further if the

power of our minds, our souls and our

numbers. If there's ever been a time in

history where we've needed to pull

together, it is now. For the sake of the

Nicaraguan people and for the sake of

worid peace we must lock arms and spirits

together and prepare for the fight. We

must be ready to act, swiftly and united.

There have been thousands of North

Americans visiting Nicaragua since the

revolution and they all seem to come back

with a similar message. The Nicaraguan

people understand the difference between

the North American people and the Reagan

regime. They know we are their brothers

and sisters. Please, let us not betray their

trust. The time to act is now. Let the

world know that we will not support

genocide...Join us! Groups are organizing

here on campus, around the valley and all

over this troubled land. Get involved to-

day. There might not be a tomorrow.

Mark Kenen is a UMass student.

Soviets didn't back down and remove the missiles. This

time Reagan has warned the Soviets to call back their

ship without unloading it, and he has ordered several ma-

jor maneuvers in Georgia and Honduras. Some of us

believe Reagan is fully capable of ordering the ship to be

Iwml^d if it doesn't return home.

Was that rumor really so unfeasible? Is it really so

unbelievable that we might find ourselves at war in Cen-

tral America? ...
Thursday was a day that made many of us step back and

really look at the direction we and our government

areheading towards. It's scary. Nicaragua is preparing

for war and so are we. War just may be on the horizon for

Up until last Thursday. I really l)elieved we had a future

and that no one would be so silly as to declare war «" "s
_

But now I'm not so sure. I woke up Friday and realized

exactly what I've got to lose, how many things I still warn

to do with my life and how many friends of mine might end

up going to fight in Nicaragua and never come back. I

woke up and realized I can no longer be apathetic and

think peoples' common sense is going to keep us out ot

war. It's going to take a lot more than that.

Thursday it was only a rumor. Next time we might not

be so lucky.

Cris Schuster is a CoUegian staff memtm:

ii«

Random notes-

Losing a little face

Senator Paul Tsongas, where is your con-

science?

A week and a half ago. you were on TV

telling us you should be succeeded by John

Kerry who supports the nuclear freeze and

opposes U.S. military involvement in Cen-

tral America, rather than Ray Shamie, who

endorses President Reagan's violent

policies.

Now you say that if Nicaragua imports

crates of MIG fighter parts from the Soviet

Union, there's no alternative but for the

U.S. to "bomb those crates."

Evidently you've decided not to close out

your career by seeing through the Reagan

Administration's lies, the false hype of a

threat to our security and the crass

assumption that a small Central American

country has no right to defend itself

against terrorism our government is spon-

soring.

You don't want to be remembered as a

voice for sanity, speaking out against a

policy that threatens U> lead us into a

bloody war against the people of

Nicaragua.

Instead, perhaps you want to go down in

history as did all but two members of Con-

gress by voting for the 1964 Tonkin Gult

Resolution, as just another senator who
jumped on the warpath.

Or do you?

Re-thinking your position would cause

you to lose a little face. Not doing so would

cause you to lose a lot of respect.

Ian Polumhaum is a Collegian columnist
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Letters

The nerve of some
I was standing in line the other day

waiting to vote in precinct four, and i

overheard someone say to another person

that they thought it was stupid how the

handicapped had the advantage of going

before everyone else. There were about

200 people waiting in line and only two
Pf^^

pie in wheel chairs went to the front ot tne

line. I think that it takes a lot of nerve tor

someone to say that, because they are not

grateful enough for not being handicappea.

Robert Colturc

Southwest
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It's morning for Mondale

The Ci^^-tAiitP.

Oh, the humanity
Thursday I had two midterms. One I did

poorly on, the other I did very pooriy on.

But Thursday was one of the most in-

teresting days of my life.

Thursday 1 became a Republican.

The envelope was normal enough; white

if I remember correctly. It had my name

on it and my address. The return address

was the College Republican National Com-

mittee.

Oh, God, what could they want with me?

My hands trembled. I held the envelope oh,

so cautiously. Were they suing me for

libel? Were they upset I called UMass a

"beacon of liberalism?" Was it a letter

bomb, set to go off in my face just because I

called one of "them" a misguided fool who

walked around with his finger up his crotch

while his fellow conservatives turned back

the clock on 200 years of achievements in

civil rights?

Rita Murphy

to pray at the dinner table, and not at

school lunches, just because I believe our

government should take care of the elderly

regardless of cost, just because I think

Solomon is an asshole who wouldn't know a

draft from a breeze; I mean, why would the

Republicans want to get me?

1 couldn't take it anymore. Thirty-two

seconds of wondering, of worrying, of

shaking was enough. I opened it. Yes, I

say to you all, I admit it. I opened a letter

from the Republican National Committee.

The sweat poured down my face. I was

shaking. I pulled the letter from the

envelope. Wait, I thought. I knew it, I

knew why they were after me. I don't

lUl^
V\IIS5K

u.
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Or maybe it was a letter condemning me

for protesting on the Capitol three years

ago. I knew I shouldn't have had my pic-

ture taken in front of that big white

building, holding a "U.S. out of El

Salvador sign."

Maybe it was a letter from Ronnie

himself telling me I was a communist

because I support a mutually-verifiable

nuclear freeze. Oh, God, I knew I shouldn't

have written that letter to my U.S.

Representative telling him to either veto

the MX or face the wrath of my fist.

What could the letter be? I mean, I'm a

good American, I thought to myself, just

because I believe a woman should be able to

control her own body, just because I'm one

of those damn feminists who, for some

God-forsaken reason, believes women

should be guaranteed equality in the Con-

stitution, just because I want my children

want to pay back a $200 million deficit.

They're upset with me. They think I'm

selfish because I would rather see the

defense budget go to Ethiopia? They think

I'm un-American. That's gotta be it, I

thought, anticipating a harsh-worded letter

from Paul Laxalt.

I grasped the letter. "Dear Rita Murphy,

welcome to the College Republican Move-

ment."
Ahhhhh, why couldn't it have been a war-

rant for my arrest? A death certificate

with my name on it? A bill from the Bur-

sar's Office for $200 because of an increase

in in-state tuition retroactive to 1951? A

letter from my history teacher telling me to

give up because I'll never pass? A free

sample of Tylenol, without the safety seal?

Yes, Lord, I'm a College Republican.

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.

It's morning in America. A morning

unhke any other he has seen in many years.

Because this morning is different for him.

On this morning his fight is over. And he

has been beaten badly.

Walter Mondale has spent more than 20

years in public service. He has been on a

campaign trail that has taken him all across

this country, and back again. And every

day of it he has talked about the same

things: a world of real peace, of equal

rights for every one, of caring for other

people. And Tuesday, when it really mat-

tered, no one cared.

But now there is a burden off of his

shoulders. For all of his political career he

has carried with him the voice of

Americans in need. And on his toughest

battle, this past year and a half, he let peo-

ple know that they still count. And that

women are an important part of our socie-

ty. The older people and black people and

children are important. Because Walter

Mondale realizes that there are people who

need help.

It was a tribute to Mondale to run with

Geraldine Ferraro. Finally someone had

the guts to look beyond sex and choose a

person on his or her qualifications. And

throughout the campaign Gerry Ferraro

was a voice of strength and reason.

Walter Mondale did not lose this race for

the presidency. America lost the chance

for real leadership. He told people that we

need a change in America; that too many

people in this country are treated unfairiy

and that as one of the most powerful na-

tions on the planet we must talk about a

peaceful future rather than build more

weapons.

He also realizes that we can't spend

money we don't have. And that the sad

reality of our life is that we have to pay

back the enormous debt we owe before we

continue spending insanely.

And yet people listen to the myths that

Ronald Reagan tells about how a govern-

John Kenney

ment can be run. People want to believe

that life in America is good. In the short

term, perhaps it is. But America is not a

country that plans for the short term.

And perhaps what is most tragic about

this election is the very reason it was won.

It wasn't catchy political commercials. It

wasn't precise marketing data. And it

wasn't the pollsters. The reason this elec-

tion was won is because of selfishness.

Ronald Reagan spoke about selfishness

during this campaign and it hit a very taut

nerve in the American public. We cannot

be a nation that asks what can be done for

us. But a selfishness has swept across this

country during the past four years. Under

the guise of leadership of a man who
doesn't understand the world he lives in,

we as a nation have forgotten to care about

anything other than ourselves.

In four years Reagan made priorities in

this country. But elderly people weren't

one of those priorities. Neither were

women. Or Black j)eople or Hispanic peo-

ple. Or students.

Walter Mondale had the audacity to talk

about the responsibility that we all share.

A responsibility to other people. To take

care of the p<.K)r, the handicapped, the sick.

Two weeks ago at a rally in Boston, Mon-

dale spoke of what it is like to live in Ronald

Reagan's America.

"If you're poor or sick, tough luck. If

you're Black or Hispanic or a woman,

you're out of luck. And if you're handi-

capped, you shouldn't be."

The polls were clear. Ronald Reagan

would win a landslide victory. But the logic

wjisn't clear.

It's morning in America. Reagan's

America. But the rest of the day has a very

bleak forecast.

John Kenney is a Collegian columnist.

Opening our eyes to communist aggression

This is in reference to the Collegian's

coverage of the inaccurate rumor that we

bombed a Soviet ship off Nicaragua on Fri-

day. I saw the photo of two people stand-

ing behind a "U.S. Bombed the Soviet Ship

Alert" sign. What's going on here? We
had a P.T. boat surveying a Russian

freighter which was carrying, as

Nicaragua's Foreign Minister stated on

Good Morning America "certain items."

We also had a spy plane fly overhead. Is

that new? Is that reason enough for us to

cut classes, panic, and call home to say

goodbye to Mom and Dad?

My memories go back to last year when

we invaded Grenada. I was walking to my
9- 15 class and saw this man on a pedestal in

front of the S.U.B. chanting "U.S. Out!"

Did this man know what he was talking

about? Did he know that Russian activity

was ensuing in Grenada? Did he know that

an airlift runway was being built that hap-

pened to be long enough to suit MIGs? No,

this man did not know that, nor did he

know that we had hundreds of medical

students in Grenada. I, of course, did not

know these things at that point either. But

I did not assume. I also did not assume

when I heard we "nuked a Russian aircraft

carrier." I did not cry or go eat my last

banana split. I waited to see. I waited with

faith in the country I love and whom I sup-

port 100 percent in foreign affairs.

Today I walked out of the S.U.B. and saw

a man making a big poster, "HANDS OFF
NICARAGUA," so I confronted him. I

asked, "Why don't you go make one of

those in Russia also?"

He blankly said, "I don't live in Russia."

Good answer. I fail to understand not

tolerating any type of U.S. intervention by

p>eople who don't even have open eyes t^)

the reality of communist aggression. I

don't like the thought of communist ag-

gression either, but it's reality. If people

don't see the world for what it is, and what

the U.S. does for world democracy, then

they should keep their thoughts to

themselves.

Stuart Gottlieb

Northeast

Letters to the Editor

Name-calling
is tasteless

This letter is not in response

to any article in particular,

but to a trend that has only

recently manifested itself in

Monday's Collegian in the

articles written by WiUiam

Spain (liberal viewpoint) and

Stephen Erickson (con-

servative viewpoint).

In the two years that I have

been at UMass it appears

many of the articles and

letters written by liberals

are filled

with derogatory attacks.

Spain calls Reagan a

'...living relic

from the past' an 'old guy

and claims that we back

'scumbaRs' .

Erickson. on the other hand,

uses no descriptors, let

alone degrading remarks

when referring to Mondale-

Ferraro Carter or the

Democrats in general. Of

course, letters like the ones

stated above are biaded by

nature, but to resort to

name calling detracts

from the content of the

article, indicating (to me
anyway) that

no logical points are availble

to be dicussed. In addition,

it shows a lack of taste.

Liberals are not alone in this

technique, it is just that the

conservatives do it much
less often.

Having both liberal and
con.servative viewpoints (in

this case I am not for

Reagan, although I am not

too thrilled with Mondale

either) I feel objective in

presenting my case. It is my
hop that we can have both

presented logically.

efTrcy
Je na":"t:nent of

exercise ccience

Let's call for

cooperation

We did it to ourselves.

Ronald Reagan has won a

second term and conser-

vatism is becoming the

wave of the future because

we. the left, have torn our

own movement limb from

limb.

Liberals in this country

are under as much attack

from radicals as they are

from conservatives. When
Blacks will not turn out to

support a woman candidate

who is not black, or when

feminists, in the midst^ of

their enthusiasm over Fer-

raro, regard Mondale with

nothing but contempt for

being a man and a

moderate, what can one ex-

pect?

The right wring reigns

triumphant because it is

made up of people who

respect one another and can

work together. There was a

time when that was true of

the left.

I call for an end to

separatism. I call for

cooperation between
radicals and liberals, be-

tween revolutionaries and

reformists. The enemy is

not men, the enemy is not

whites; the enemy is a

resurgence of reactionary

neoconservatives that will

take this country by default

if we continue to fight only

amongst ourselves.

Peter Bishop
Belchertown

Ethics before

presumptions
The protest Friday on the

steps of the Student Union,

organized by the Western

Massachusetts Latin

American Solidarity Com-

mittee and the Radical Stu-

dent Union, was based on a

rumor that the U.S. had

bombed an arms-laden

Soviet ship. The caption ac-

companying the photo on

page three of Friday's Col-

legian (the photo was of a

sign stating that the U.S.

had bombed the ship) stated

that the sign "was inac-

curate — at least

premature." Both of these

are exar.iples of the

ridiculous presumptions

made by some of the more

leftist organizations on this

campus.

We ask that the Solidarity

Committee, the R.S.U. and

the Collegian make an ef-

fort to have less of a

predisposition against the

U.S. and make an effort to

be more responsible in what

they protest or publish.

This letter was signed by

Mary Dzialo, Dan English,

Michael Galvin, John
Pironc. Kim PoUi, Dana
Smith, Matthew Ware.
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Smith College Rec Council
presents

The
Psychedelic Furs

with Lou Miami

Wednesday, Nov. 14, 1984

8:00 P M JohnM. Greei

^ School of Management

t CAREER DAY '84

^ November 14th

^ First Floor Campus Center

-U Over 30 Companies Represented!

^ Presentations, Luncheon, Career Fair Reception

-^ Luncheon Tickets on Sale SOM Lobby

^ through November 9th

S Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club

All Majors Welcome!
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TICKETS
For the Record (Faces)

The University Store (UMass)

Main Street Records

PRICES
Smith students $7.00, $8.00

Non-Smith students $8.00, $9.00

At the door $10.00 ^. ^ .^^
No Cans, Bottles or Recording Devices

Hall is WheelchairAccessible

Senmrs & Graduates!

Lookingfor a
Career?
RegUter with the

Career Placement
Registry

The Nation's &nploynient Network

The CPR ixxnputenzed employment net

work will make vour resume direct
l>

available to over 50,000 subscribers

kKated in businesses large and small-

research firms, accounting and financial

(wganizattons, publishing oompanies, ail

vertising agencies, government agencies,

and multuiatunal airporalions including

the Fortune 1000

Total cost is only MOO

To find out more about C:PR, just complete

and return the coupon

Ftor Faster Action

CaUToUPree 1 -800-368-3093

In Virginia (703) 6831085

Orrrr Plarrment Reglalry, Inc.

302 Swann Avrnue
AletaiMlria. VlrlKlnla ZX30I
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; UMASS MINUTEMAN BASKETBALL I

Student Ticket and Transportation j

t Information ^ '

All 1984-85 Home Men's Basketball Games will be played at

the Springfield Civic Center

UMass full-time undergraduate students must have a ticket

for admission to all UMass Basketball games at the Spr-

ingfield Civic Center.

To receive a Free Ticket you must be an undergraduate

UMass/Amherst student with a valid UMass/Amherst I.D V}^

Undergraduate students with a valid UMass/Amherst I.

may pick up one ticket per game at either of the following

locations;

UMass Ticket Office

Boyden Room 255

Monday through Friday

8;30 A.M. 2:00 P.M.

or

Springfield Civic Center Ticket Office

After 2.00 P.M. on Monday Friday Game Days

After 12:00 Noon on Saturday Game Days

Tickets for each home game will be available beginning

days prior to the event.

Student Bus Transportation Information

Student bus transportation will be available for all UMass Home Basketball games to be played

this year at the Springfield Civic Center.

Where and When to Pick Up Bus Tickets

Undergraduate students with a valid UMass/Amherst I.D. may purchase one round-trip ticket

beginning one week prior to game day at either of the following locations:

UMass Ticket Office

Boyden Building, Room 255

Monday-Friday, 8:30 A.M. 2:00 P.M.

'Tickets Unlimited
317 Student Union

Monday-Friday, 3:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.

\ 'Bus tickets are not available at Tickets Unlimited on game day.

, Cost for Bus Tickets
p- The bus tickets may be purchased for $3.00 (non-refundable) and includes transportation to

Y and from the Springfield Civic Center.

L Bus to the Civic Center Schedule

Y
Students may begin boarding buses in front of Boyden Building one hour and thirty minutes

\. prior to game time. Buses will leave randomly as filled. The last bus will leave Boyden no later

y than one hour prior to gar.ie time.

V

^ Bus from the Civic Center Schedule

^ Students may begin boarding buses for the return trip to Amherst immediately following the

|.
game Buses will leave randomly as filled. The last bus will leave Springfield Civic Center no

|. later than one hour aher the conclusion of the game.
•
* Questions: Call 546-0610

*
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Hunger committee
to talk on issues

All immigrants confront

same problems

ByYADIRABETANCES
Collegian Staff

A forum and press conference will be held

Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the Campus

Center of the University of Massachusetts

to bring educational awareness of hunger,

drought, famine and to discuss issues of

nutrition and agricultural technology.

The Hunger Awareness committee, a

University based group formed by the

urgency raised by the Ethiopian crisis, will

attempt to educate the University at large

on these issues through films, speakers,

lectures and sumposiums, said Sherwood

Thompson, director of the Office of Third

World Affairs.

The Committee will also hold a fund

raising drive for collecting monies to make

contributions towards hunger relief.

One quarter of a billion people in Africa

are threatened by starvation due to

drought and famine.

For more information, please contact

OTWA at 545-2517.

ReadBlack Affairs!
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By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Caribbean people who migrate to the

United States for economic betterment and

political freedom usually suffer the .same

indignities and oppressions as other Third

World immigrants, according to panelists

speaking Saturday at the University of

Massachusetts on the conflicts and

prejudice of Caribbean immigrants.

English speaking Caribbean immigrants

seem to do better than their Spanish

speaking counterparts because of selec

tivity process for exodus and a "historical

fear of losing face" once they return to the

island, said John Walter, professor of Afro

American Studies at Smith College.

Walter said that being educated, having

manners as well as owning property is

"drilled into you like a religion."

He<ause of their higher degree of

education, English speaking Caribbean

people are regarded as arrogant by Black

Americans, he said. There is also hostility

between the two groups because some

immigrants, like Marcus Garvey and

Stokely Carmichael, tend to dominate the

political scene.

English speaking immigrants are also

more fierce than Black Americans in

responding to the oppressions they face,

Walter said. He added they are the ones

who tend to intergrate all White areas.

People from Jamaica and the Virgin

Islands were "persuaded or seduced to

come here" after the depression of 1883 by

the prospect of success in the growing

/^oLlecnve 2^6-642s

Car

Truck
»

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

industrialism of the U.S. Many of these

newcomers had socialist ideals, said

Walters, then moved over to the communist

party.

Their political thinking invoked a literacy

test requirement in 1917 which cut down

the number of immigrants. Walter said.

After World War II, however, restrictions

were eased because a labor force was

needed.

Dominican immigration was "very small"

during the dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo

from 1930 1960, said Modesto Maldonado,

technical coordinator at Greater Lawrence

Vocational Technical High School in North

Andover. Mass.

People migrating during Trujillo's 30 year

reign were either affluent or had con

nections within the Dominican government,

"as to not put the country down."

Maldonado said.

"Doors opened up" after Trujillo

assassination in 1961. People then saved

money "to get a hold of a pot of gold" in the

U.S.. he said.

During the Civil War of 1965 Dominicans

fleo from political persecution settling in

New York. In the late 60s to early 70s, the

number of Dominicans increased temen

dously because they were able to migrate

easier than before.

"The New England states seem to be the

type of challenge for Dominicans as going

West for early Americans," Maldonado

said.

Dominicans tend to ignore the

discrimination they confront in housing,

education and employment because they

entertain the idea of returning home once

they become economically stable, he said.

"That hinders the dream of intergrating in

the American society," Maldonado said.

Hut Maldonado added that in the latter

part of the 70s and the 80s. "Dominicans

have become very stable." especially

second generation Dominicans.

"They are becoming more accustomed to a

new culture making a greater impact in the

socio economic life of the U.S.." he said.

"Dominicans are definitely going to

become a strong component in the

American society," Maldonado said. But

contrary to European immigrants their

cultural background will never dissappear

because of the strong ties with the

homeland, he said.

TUESDAY

DIViDEND NOTICE

Americans stiid>ang at remarkable universiries

in exotic land earn daily personal, eduoitional

and sociiil dividends that compound to make

unforgettable memories. Contact The Israel

University Center.

RACK-A-VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen -

Video Music

.^—^—^-^^—^—- ^^^^^"^^^"SJSfS^oURSE^AUGM^I^NGUSH. TRANSTER C«fDITS. MODERATE

r"

Thclsratl

Uirivcrsitv Center

Ifi^Fiow-

ns Park Avenue
New York. NY 10021.

I want to earn divi-

dends by studying

abroad in Israel.

Please send me
more information.

L«t Name
First Name

Current School

School Address

< )

School Phone

City State Z'P

{

Home Phone

Graduation Date

-^•tPfVCt - • l-atest Video Releases •

£v»^*\-*onli. • 9 til 1
•

IHE
PUB

15 E. PLEASAMT ST A.MHERST MA
A13-549-1200

I

¥***¥********¥¥¥¥*¥¥**¥¥*¥¥¥**¥*¥¥*¥*¥¥#***
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COUNSELING PERIOD STARTS
TODAY

coll TIPS ^o( PREREGISTRATION

info ond osk fof topes

1316 Preregistration for courses

1430 Counseling XdrreerDevelcpment
Center

1409 Findine or changing your aca-
^ aemic advisor

2688Communication Skills Center

1435 Tutors and tutorials

1607 Writing centers and workshops

Chancellor's Lecture Series

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

Vladimir Haensel

"Creativity and the Future

of Science and Technology''

Thursday, November 15, 1984 at 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

9^ CPFSPECIALS
SELECTED MENU ITEMS

Tuesday Wednesday
2 for $8.50 Meal Exchange

Friday

2 for $12.95

2 for $14.95

Thursday

2 for $11.00

Saturday

2 for $12.95

2 for $14.95

Specials include salad and beverage from menu

^oov^
OF THE

$1.00 OFF
^-f^H

TO^f the
CAMPUS

oncamEUS
coo]

"

irw
Kftrf^

Quick, easy, inex|x»nsive

(lisht^ loi' hot {H)K blender's,

and toaster oveas.

By Mollie Fitzgerald

"V V.MUSTf4/v^ct,'4^6fcO)

On Campus Cookbook

For the Non-Kitchen Cook

by Mollie Fitzgerald

Open:
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3 iSTORE-^
Located in the Campus Center

Arts
•:•;•;•-•.•.•.•.

•:•:••.•.•.•.•.•..•.'

Elton's remarkable final tour
Elton John

At the Worcester Centrum

Monday, November 5

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

11 it is true that a good concert review should be an ob

iective evaluation of a performance, then this is a pretty

poor concert review. I went into Worcester Centrum as a

riiehard Pulton John fan. fully convinced that I was going to

see a superb show. I was not disappointed.

The British pianist demonstrated that after fifteen years

of hits, he is still a master of the finely crafted pop song

with few equals. The only performers that come to mind

able to equal Elton for longevity and quality are Paul

McCartney and Stevie Wonder.

Opening with soulful renditions of "Tiny Dancer" and

"iicvon ' from his 1971 Madman Across the Water LP.

Elton and his band charged through a 23 song set that left

tew listeners dissatisfied. All the hits were there, as well

as a few obscure gems like "Candle in the Wind."

guaranteed to please fanatics like me.

Ballads are a trademark for Elton John, and Monday's

show was full of his best, including "Rocket Man."

"Daniel." "Sorry Seems to be the Hardest Word." and

"Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me. " His four member

Dand provided exemplary backing vocals, especially the

soaring harmonies on the latter two.

A new addition to the band, keyboardist guitarist Fred

Mandel. added synthesizers and rhythm guitar parts that

gave the sound a full, rich texture that was lackmg on

Elton's last tour.

Always the consummate showman. Elton was dressed m
blue tails, black pants, and a panama hat. While the

histrionic excesses of his mid 1970's ceoncerts have been

tamed somewhat, he still managed to kick over a few piano

stools, and smash one on the stage.

"Bennie and the Jets", from 1973's Goodbye YeUowBnck

Road allowed him to show off his considerable piano

prowess, as the band left the sUge whQe he took an ex

tended solo that incorporated snatches of Glenn Miller's

big band classic "In the Mood."

The rest of the band stretched out on "The Bitch Is Back

and "Saturday Night (is Alright for Fighting)", as

Mandel and lead guitarist Davey Johnstone traded hcks

while Elton exhorted the cheering, stomping audience

from the front of the stage.

The show also included John's latest singles, "Sad Songs

and "Restless." from his recently released Breaking

Hearts LP. I was horrified to learn that Elton had

bastardized "Sad Songs" by making it into a commercial for

Sasson on MTV. After Monday's concert, however. I have

decided that Ellon is forgiven: despite the trappmgs of

'commerciality. when it comes down to getting on stage and

giving a show, he is still one of the most honest performers

in the music business. Let us hope that he will change his

mind about this being his last tour.

artslines...

, lu Mass Department of Theatre wUl present Howard

vjren^on's Sore Throats November 13-17 at 8 p.m. in the

urtain Theatre of The University of Massachusetts Fine

\rls Center. Tickets are $3 for the general public and $2

or si iidenis and senior citizens. Tickets information can be

.)btained by caliing the Fine Arts Center box office at 545

:i5"» I .

The Student Onion Art Gallery is proud lo present Comic

Relief, 'hy ?i;< ot oontemporar; ^'omics. cartoons, graphic

\r\ and illustration. The show consists of books, printer's

i,roofs :ind wall arts bv thirteen '-artoonists. The exhibition

vill nan^ from Tuesday iNovember 13 uniU Wednesday

November 21. The opening lor this show is on Tuesday

November 13. 5 7 p.m. The Student Union Gallery is open

Monday through Friday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Wendy Kesselman's award-winning drama. My Sister In

This House, will be performed at Hampshire College from

Wednesday. November 14 through Saturday November

17 Nightly performances will begin at 8 p.m. on the

Mainstage of Hampshire CoUege's Emily Dickinson Ha^l.

Admission is $2.50 for students with an ID. $3 for the

general public. Wednesday November 14 is "DoUar Night.

P^or reservations contact the Theatre Box Office at 549-

4600. ext. 351. weekdays 1-5 p.m.

Linda Pizzotti and Amy Godreav star in the

UMass Department of Theater's production of

Howard Brenton's Sore Throats, opening tonight.

For more information, see Artslims.

The always well-dressed Elton John presented a

memorable concert at the Worcester Centrum last

week.

The India .AsscK-ialion will host a Sitar Concert on

November 17 al Thompson Hall Room 102. This program is

cosponsortil by the Saplaswara and WMUA. Professor

Debipradad Challerhee. a well known sitar maestro of

India has been louring this country. He will be ac-

companied on labia by Sankar Chowdhury. This concert is

iree and sup|)orled by StiA. Graduate Sludenl Senate and

the Board of (Jovernors of University of Massachusetts. All

lire welcome.

The Springfield Symphony Orchestra will perform at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Sunday November IH al

8 p.m. in a program ol chamber works. Violinist and

•onductor Alexander S<-hneider will appear as Iheir

^ruests Schneider, who gained recognition as a member ot

the lamed Budapest Quartet . has become a legend with

chamber musicians in the United States and abroad.

Tickets for this performance are available al the Fine Arts

Center box office, al DATATIZ outlets, and al the

Springfield Civic Center. For more information call the

FAC box office at 545 2511.

The Elisa Monte Dance Company ^" W^^j*!
Amherst College Thursday night. For more in

formation see Artslines

A rare opportunity to hear the music of northern Japan

will be provided by the popular and highly respected

shamisen performer Michiro Sato. The program will be

held al 8:00 p.m. Wednesday. November 14 in Memorial

Hall al the l^niversity of Massachusetts at Amherst. The

program is offered through the cooperative efforts of the

Five College Center for East Asian Studies, the University

Alumni Association and the Performing Arts Division. The

concert is free of charge and limited lo available seating.

For more information call the Performing Arts Division al

5450519.

The Five College Chamber Soloists, under the direction of

Ronald Steele, will perform an all Vivaldi program on

Thursday. November 15. The program will include two

violin concerti, featuring soloist Slavko Silic. and the

"Gloria", performed with a vocal ensemble under the

direction of E. Wayne Abercrombie. The concert will begin

at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. Admi-ssion to Thur

sdays performance is free of charge. For further in

formation contact the Department of Music and Dance at

5452227.

The Five College Dance Department and the University

of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center present a performance

bv the Elisa Monte Dance Company at Amherst CoUege s

Kirbv Theater on Thursday, November 15 at 8 p.m.

Tickets are available at the University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center Box Office or at the Kirby Theater l^x

office the night of the performance. General ptibUc Jb,

students $3.

Poet l.ee Upton wUl give a reading from her work on

Thursday November 15 at 8:00 p.m. in the Third Floor

Lounge, Room 301 of Herter Hall, the University of

Massachusetts. Upton's first poetry. The Inventton of

Kindness, was published in 1984. The reading is part of the

University of Massachusetts Visiting Writers Series, and

is sponsored by the M.F.A. Program in EngUsh. EvenUin

the series are free and open to the public.

Violinist and conductor Alexander Schneider will

join the Springfield Symphony Orchestra in a

Fine Arts Center performance Sunday. November

18. For more information, see Artslines.

* You've gotta ^

* have arts! *
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Jheri Redding
MILK n HONEE

SHAMPOO or CONDITIONER
8oz.

89'

save $1 .06

NOXZEMA
SKIN CREAM

10 oz.

$1.77
save 78*

ARRID
EXTRA DRY

4 oz. reg., baby fresh,

light pdr, XXDry
or unscented

$1.99 Dom
reg. $2.79

COVER GIRL
SHAPE n

BLUSH

$1.99

save
§^ .eD

MIDOL
30 tablets

$1.77
save $1.22

sale

ends

Nov. 18

DISCOUNT HEALTH
and BEAUTY AIDS

191 No. Pleasant

Amherst
253-3534

catalogs are here.

Pick upyoursnow!
At

• Division of Continuing Education,

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Winter Session classes

run from January 3 through January 25;

most carry three credits

and meet Monday through Friday.

For more information, call 545 2414.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Give yourself an edge on Spring with over 80 classes from which to choose.

CREDIT COURSES

Intro, to Accounting I

Intro to Accounting II

Business Applications of

Computers
Financial Reporting I

Federal Taxes

Intro, to Archaeology

Intro, to Physical Anth.

Urban Anthropology

Language in Culture & Society

Anth. Perspectives on Religion,

Ritual, & Myth
Individual & Society

Basic Drawing
Architectural Drawing

Painting: Oils

Photography I

Sculpture: Clay

Exploring the Universe

General Botany

Intro, to Mass Communication

Interpersonal Communication

Advanced Public Speaking

The Short Story

Myth, Folk, & Children's

Literature

Intro, to Microeconomics

Intro, to Macroeconomics

Inter. Microeconomic Theory

College Writing

Expository Writing/Rhetoric

Playwriting Workshop
Technical Writing

Creative Writing

Insects & Man
Nutrition & People

Elementary French I

Elementary French II

Intermediate Oral French

Elementary German
European History from 1815

to Present

Develop. American Civilization

to 1876
Develop. American Civilization

1876 On
Contemporary American Hist.

Personnel Management in

Hotel, Restaurant, & Travel

Administration

Elementary Italian I

Newswriting 8i Reporting

Intermediate Latin

Intro, to Legal Studies

Principles of Management
Personnel Management
Managerial Behavior

Fundamentals of Marketing

Marketing Management
Sales Management
Elementary Algebra

Algebra, Analytic Gaomatry.

8i Trigonometry

Precalculus Algebra with

Functions 8i Graphs

Thermodynamics I

Fluid Mechanics

Vibrations & Control

Music Appreciation - Intro.

Fundamentals of Theory

Intro, to Philosophy

Philosophical Approaches to

Science

Elementary Psychology

Psychology of Women
Social Psychology

Persoi>ality

Abnormal Psychology

Age, Sex, & Kinship in

Contemporary Society

General Intro, to Sociology

Society & the Individual

Intro, to Business Computers

Business Policy 8i Strategy

Elementary Spanish I

Elementary Spanish II

Intermediate Spanish I

Intermediate Spanish II

Oral Spanish I

Elementary Statistics

Advanced Wildlife Law
Enforcement

' T TT^'^-^'n-^ 't^ <if''»-.^.»i-i*fr«*

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

70mi^ lai AR£ OVBR IVB PS
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Today's Weather

TODAY: Snow?! Snow?! The kind that

falls out of the sky might come in flurries.

Temp. 35-40.

TONIGHT: Partly cloudy. Brrr! Lows
an)und 20.

TOMORROW: Sunny, but sun won't be

enough to keep us warm. Jump up and
down and prepare for sub-40
temperatures.
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Nuclear Broach NRC-Q
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By Jason Talerman
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled by Irude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
' G .mDo
s Otdeted
y The low-do*!!

I J Distrust

lb Aesir membe'
16 Ctiemicai sultm

M Deienoraling
'9 Oldil

i Rppaii brogans
. T'M- ,-. :

.'., A ^,. '

.'6 Anctio'

.'9 Take one s

leave

. Satatoga t g
Jb Skin ptobien'

J6 Pole "1 a

ttish sue I

,. I ,,nil

3 Grooves
4 Hatet

h Dulcn born US
editor Edward

6 Mineenltance
1 Caper
8 Use a :>pringe

9 Condescend
10 Put aside

11 Burns or By'in.

12 PielK with

mural

24 Adequate
?6 Souti.«ol bugai

21 Indian eg
2\S Square dealing

30 Corrimnn

Sense aui'

31 All — '

13 F.»e Pr».(i»

45 Absorb
49 Riviera resort

b2 Zealous
54 Segment
65 Dream Fr

*S6 Inteiirtr Prefix

5' Harrow rival

59 homo
60 Word with deep

or dive

61 Fast flyers

62 Tn-P

t.d ('.r,.ii.>

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZIE

46 Pieti» wll^

4.' vant- !

I '^!.-

S! tmbasS)
dweller "i •

'j5 Go tietwf.

•)H Pal

1)2 Son of Jdi '

'

•)J In peri!

66 Pi.J'

6/ Unspo*-'

68 Soccer w
m Mf.

DOWN
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2 Founlai'

1
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' 1 1 ^ h 1 9 H- '
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13 " '^ lb
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?t ^H
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1
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1
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h
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iS 4[)
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1
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Iimbi
I •>•: \h S' S« I'f kO t'

i?

1

hJ k*

dv b^i

IL
III hH m Id

It/13/84

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
French Dip Sandwich

Eggs Foo Yung/Duc Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich

Eggs Foo Yung/Duc Sauce

DINNER
Fried ChickenyCranberry

Sauce
Meatballs/Spanish Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Mushroom Fondue

Bake
Fried Chicken/Cranberry

Sauce
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• DePauw conttnui'd fnnn fiage 16

•We wiTf irvmK i«> play a strong defensive game."

Harvard coach Bob Scalise said. "We wanted to maintain

the defensive pressure and try to break something loose.

The offensive chances were few and far between for the

14 3 1 Crimson, the UMass offense, for the most part,

controlled the ball.

The Minutemen. playing at home before a crowd of .500.

had their persistence pay off with 11:30 left in the game as

DePauw took a pass from a tripled teamed Spence in the

center of the box and fired it past Whit ley's left side.

•Jolie took a nice shot." a disappointed Whitley said after

the game. "I just didn't cover it." In two UMass Harvard

games this season Whitley has made 31 saves.

it was a very aggressive and well played game by both

teams," the Crimson goalie said.

Banda credited his team's win to the defense his players

showed, not giving Harvard a chance to get back into the

game aft«r the goal.

"We worked on defense all week. We play defense as a

team and then everyone feels comfortable." Banda .said. "It

worked out pretty well."

So while a move to take advantage of the Harvard defense

may not have been crucial, making Jolie DePauw and the

rest of the UMass Minutemen feel comfortable was, and

Harvard will be the ones watching the Final Four, not

playing it.

Booters fall in

season finale, 5-2
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

It has certainly been an improvement over last season,

but the University of Massacu.setts men's soccer team

failed in their third straight attempt to tie the UMass

soccer record of ten wins in a season, dropping a 5 2

decision to 12th ranked nationally. Hartwick.

"It was a real good game. We played pretty well.

Hartwick's a great team. All things considered, the guys

were real happy. They could walk off the field and feel

real good about them.selves." said UMass coach Jeff

Gettler.

The Minutemen were still in the game, trailing only 2-1

at the half off of Kurt Manal's 11th goal of the year,

assisted by Tom Giordano. The two teams played seesaw

for a while as Hartwick went up 3-1. UMcut it to3-2. but

two good goals sealed the game for Hartwick.

Manal got his 30th point of the year as he assisted on co-

captain Tom Uschok's fourth goal. The other co captain

Mike Runeare played well on defense in his, along with

Back Mike Rudd's final game for the Minutemen (9-8-3).

"We had our chances during the year," said Gettler.

"I'm pretty happy with the season. It's a nice turnaround

from last year."

Ir -"ir -Tc—'Jc—'li

PRE-MAJOR MEETINGS

FOR CAS STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN:

COINS: Tues, Nov. 13

4:30 pm, E-37 Machmer

ECON: Wed, Nov. 14

4:30 pm, 106 Thompson

#^'
vA

I

*

AMHOUMCIHQ:

THt
ExeBCise
ROOM

A new concept in fitness classes

Because you're busy-
o Attend any class at any scheduled time - $2.50

o Mix & Match different kinds of classes

o Design a class program of your own

oWork with all of our expert instructors

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAI5£4JS_
'^

$7.00 I

1

1

(with this coupon)
|

I
910.00 with Shampoo i

I
and Blow Dry .

" $11.50 Long Hair j
^ mm^ wi^ ^^m m^m ^bm ^^m ^mb ^^"*
Pl«ase Call tor an Appointment

Expires 11/30/84 <

(tyle« by Deborah
Amtwu MA'S«S610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

DISCOUMT RATES
8 classes - $18
12 classes - 26
20 classes - 39

o AEROBICS PLUS
o BODY SHAPING
o JAZZ FITNESS

Call or stop in for more information

K^
584-2175

^ EXERCISE ';!$SiS^"l
(room at CLUBrLI

139 Damon Rd. Northampton

Now's
the time

to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Katharine Gibbs
ENTREE-an U-
week program
that aves you
the skills you
need to put your
education to work.
Many college graduates have learned the hard

way that a college degree alone doesn t guarantee

a desired |0b Employers want more even tor

entry level positions Katharine Gibbs ENTREE

can give you the baste skiHs you need to get a

Stan in your preferred field Eleven weeks is all it

lakes to make your education competitive Call

Katharine Gtbbs School for complete course

inlormafion on its ENTREE program Ask about

Gibbs Placement which provides lifetime counsel

ing and placement tor Kathanne Gibbs graduates

The Gibbs Tradition:

Excellence in aU you do.

0<^tiumfu Qihhs School

86 Beacon Street, Boston. MA 02108

178 Butler Avenue. Providence. Rl 02906

Next classes start January 7, 1985

Financial assistance available Send tor our

ENTREE catalog, or call Boston (617) 262-2250

Ext 0000 or Providence (401) 861-1420

Ext. 0000

Name

.

Address

.

City

lei 1.

.Apt

. State . .Zip.

JUS
The ftoind flaoe.

DaytonTires

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
In Celebration of our 1st Year Anniversary

We will give away 6 free trips for two

to Florida over Spring Break

* One every other week from now till Spring Break
* First Drawing November 22

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO TO WIN
LS COME IN BEFORE 10 PM

STOP BY OR CALL FOR DETAILS

Rt 9 Amherst 256-1059

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES
$^QOp
P155/80-R13

RadMi White Walls

Size Price

P155/80R13 40.00

PI65/80R13 4700
P185/80R13 52 00

PI95/75R14 5600
P205/75R15 6200
P215/75R15 64.00

ALL SEASON
RADIAL
TIRES $ 4300

P155/80-R13

AllSeason White Wall

Size Price

P155/80-R13

PI65/80-RJ3

P185/80-Rt3

P195/75R14
P205/7S R15

P215/75-R15

43.00

46.00
50.00

S3.00
57.00

60.00

POLYESTER $32 0°

TIRES A78-13

Polyester Black Walls
Size Price

A78-I3 32.00

E7814 39.00

F78-M 40.00

G78 14 43 00

G78 15 44 00

H78-15 47.00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
>P .

.' MliNiM-. i Tt NIK M
r'XMI NI f'l »** HI VO tflM.

V-

credit

eslttttl'Shed
m Tiirutes

10%
Additional Off

Willi purchase
of a set ot 4 tires

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

VKA

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Wafroba's Store
549-4704
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Minutemen drop
Delaware comes back to hand

UMass tough loss, UNH next

Flutie, BC climb in rankings.

Lord Jeffs are perfect at 8-0

By WAYNE SCHOFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

NEWARK. Del. — The University of

Delaware scored two third quarter touch

downs to erase the University of

Massachusetts' halftime lead and defeat the

Minutemen 27 14 Saturday.

UMass, now 2-8, increased its losing

streak to nine straight against the Blue

Hens while its current seasonal losing

streak stretched to six.

Next week, at home, the University of

New Hampshire comes to McGuirk Alumni

Stadium needing a victory to secure the

Yankee Conference title and a berth to the

Division I-AA playoffs. A UMass loss would

mark the first time the Minutemen have

lost nine games in a season since the 1893

campaign.

At Delaware Stadium before 13,367,

UMass fell behind 10 early as junior place

kicker John Gasson booted a 26 yard field

goal and fullback Dan Reeder (a Penn State

transfer) scored from the four with Gasson

adding the point.

But UMass took a lead with a George

Barnwell one yard plunge late in the first

quarter with George Papoutsidis' kick and

with another touchdown in the third period

when fullback Frank Fay busted the longest

run of his college career, a 42 yard scamper

that gave UM a 14 10 advantage.

The run was the Minutemen's secnd

longest rush of the season and gave Fay his

fourth touchdown of the year.Delaware

now 7-3, came right back as sophomore

halfback Tony Tolbert came out of the wing

T formation and gathered in a Rich Gannon

pass for 28 yards and a touchdown to give

the Hens a 17 14 lead.

Minutes later, Tolbert took Gannon's

handoff and went 12 yards to make it 24 14.

Gasson added a chip shot field goal of 12

yards after a goaline stance by the

Minutemen to close out the scoring.

By the Associated Press —

Quarterback Doug Flutie and Boston

College made a bid to regain ground in the

national rankings and New Hampshire

moved closer to a postseason playoff berth

Saturday as the curtain began to lower on

the 1984 New England college football

season.

In other features, Boston University

clinched a tie for the Yankee Conference

title. Harvard's Ivy League bubble burst,

Plymouth State wrapped up another New
England Conference title with an unbeaten

record and Amherst completed its first

perfect campaign since 1964.

Flutie ,who set a national record for total

yardage Nov. 3, became the NCAA's all

time passing leader as BC, 6-2, weathered

Army's wishbone blitz for a 45 31 victory

over the Cadets.

In his swan song at BC's Alumni Stadium,

Flutie hit on 19 of 29 passes for 311 yards

and three touchdowns. That boosted his

career passing yardage to 9,695. bettering

the record of 9,614 set by Ben Bennett of

Duke.

New Hampshire, beaten only by Boston

University early in the season, held on for a

14-13 victory over Holy Cross. Andre

Garron ran 28 times for 128 yards and two

touchdowns in leading the Wildcats to their

ninth victory.

New Hampshire. 3 1 in the Yankee

Conference, winds up its schedule with a

league game at Massachusetts this week.

The Wildcats will be heavily favored as

they bid for an NCAA Division 1 AA
playoff invitation.

That gave the Terriers a 4 1 league

record. New Hampshire and Rhode Island,

which plays Connecticut this week, are tied

at 3 1.

Harvard suffered its first Ivy League loss

and fell one game behind Penn in the

championship race in a 38 7 trouncing by

the Quakers in Philadelphia. The Crimson

are host to Yale in a traditional windup this

week, while Penn. unbeaten in the league,

takes on weak Cornell.

Yale tuned up for a showdown with

Harvard by edging Princeton 27 24 in what

Coach Carmen Cozza called "the most

spectacular comeback in the 20 years I've

been here." The Elis drove 98 yards in 12

plays for the winning touchdown, Mike

Curtin passing 14 yards to Keven Moriarty

for the score with nine seconds remaining.

Dartmouth, which lost its first six games,

made it two victories in a row, beating

Brown 25 11 as Lorenzo Chambers carried

29 times for 135 yards and one touchdown.

Joe Dudek ran for 201 yards and three

touchdowns as Plymouth State finished 10-

overall and 9-0 in the New England

Conference with a 43 14 romp over Curry.

Western Connecticut finished second in the

league with an 8 1 record by routing

Nichols 48-0. Curry was third with a 7-2

mark.

Amherst quarterback Jeff Templeton ran

for two touchdowns and the Lord Jeffs

completed an 80 season by winning the

Little Three championship with a 23-6

victory over Williams. It was the 100th

meeting in an old rivalry.

Boston University, 8-2 overall, clinched a

tie for the Yankee Conference title and kept

aUve playoffs hopes with a 21 17 victory

over Connecticut.

Main hit the road for a non league game

and pulled out a 27 23 victory over Howard

on forth period touchdowns by Todd

McAniff and Bob Wilder. Massachusetts

wa-s beaten 27 14 by Delaware in another

non conference engagement.

Final Four time

Collegian photo by Der

Fre.hm.n forw„d Jolie DeP.uw. ^^<»'JtV'^^^'°r'?ll "j"J '^J'^),
wine bv Coach Kalekehi Banda resulted in the winning goal. '»'«"•

heJIfdribbmig part defenders during Saturday afternoons playoff ac-

tion at Boyden Field.

Harvard wasn t helped by the loss of team

captain Jennifer Greenly, who broke her

hand with 26:49 to go in the game. "That

hurt us," Scalise said. "We didn't have the

continuity in the middle."

The Crimson went for broke with 7:30 to

go in the game, using Whitley as a sweeper

back for the rest of the game. But that

didn't work, as UMass continued to control

the ball. „

"It was a case of both teams being tired,

Scalise said of the only goal the Crimson

surrendered. "Whoever made a miscue in

the penalty area first would be scored on .

It was a well placed shot."

The win was UMass' first over Harvard

since 1983 and it left UMass undefeated in

NCAA play at Boyden. They are 4 since

1982 at home.

continued from page 16

"I didn't think it would be easy," DePauw
said of the win. "It was just a total team

effort. The whole team gave everything

they had."

"This is a very offensive minded team,"

Banda said. "It's hard for them to think

defense. But they did!"

The Minutemen will now turn their at-

tention to the University of Connecticut

Huskies, upset winners over Brown, the

topseeded team in the tournament,

Saturday night.

The Huskies earned their fourth con-

secutive trip to the Final Four on Huskie

forward Cathy Shankweiler's goal with

24:34 into the game. UConn goalie Laura

Skaza and the Huskie defense withstood

some heavy pressure. Brown outshot

UConn, 13 5.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^'
Monday Thulav 8:45 - 3:46 • Fnday 8:45-2:30 • Cash ,n advance ;^--,te d^vs

5^_
^^^-un,

. 10 consectutive days 10% discount « 15 consecutive days 15% discount pnon^n^^^^

AUTO FOR SALE

ino Oatsun 210 4 door 5 ip«ad 41 mpg
good condition tlSOO 866-3966

^

T^BulclTcintury good condition mu»t sell

$66 549 2874

74 Toyota Corona from Georgia, no bodv

rot, runs fine »950 or 60 256^1510

For aaia DattunTB F10 wagon »200 Tom

in evenings 666-4927

SOMA 27 in Bicycle with Citedel locti

T»vo summers old. Excellent condition

140. 549-0220

OAY 6 LESBIAN

fi,7pi^e-« Qay AWIanca hotta a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 eusinws

^tin". .re .. 6 30 each Thur. Ch^Mh.

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ad to anend'

Part-time anparienced tellaf neadad. Fri

day nights and Saturdays at Hampshire

Mall »5/hr Call Mrs Ware 5866606

Earn^7^n hour Must be 18 or older,

have own insured reliable car Apply m per

son Oomino s Piiia Ri 9 Hadley

NovTtakinfl applications for faH and par

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Dominos Pizit Rt 9 Hadley^

Womans Watch loat 11/6 »30 reward call

546 6902

Glaasas IfTcranbarry cm* deaparately

nMded back' Ptaaae caH 2Sfr«481

PERSONALS

HEY KARENI

ENTERTAINMENT HELP WANTED

WICKED AND WILD DJJa ^*« f?*"

visual entertainment for the 80 s SB4-C7i^

fUcirA~biBC "Rack A^idao Entertain

mant Agency Discjockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

5487144

Balloon Oativary by Clowna; ^fS'}*'*
rates, call Joan 584^10 after 3:30 PM

FOH rent"

Funtlahad atudio Buckland; Dac-Juna caH

collect 203«e-2380 after 6 PM

FOR SALE

Good atudwtt daak. '«'**«>^^^,^
chea, three skja *•>«;«». »?• <*"*•'

«|rwMr, lieo. Call ev«i 253-6790

PolHIca Can Pay

Massachusetts Fair Share offers full and

MrtTme y«>rk on vote, rights, toxics, and

S^onomfc refom, Paid training Hourj^

Tx-Tx PM »ieO»2S) wk or «,»,9»

PM »60»150/wk Call 586 8713 or

1 -8d0-9M^7479

iit? Boston, MA Duties /ncl"d«^

fe'emarketing/ sales, observing /assisting

^^r^m pr^tatKjns Showroom FloorS^ Contact Office of Internship a

ieclX^K^ks or call Garry Werman at (6171

689-7800

SmVEiPEDUCATioirCOORSE for

Sachers Certificate wHI be g-von by

S^of Motor vehicles allowing you to

tJS^ drivina m Mae. Claaa starting early

(SSinbara40e67__________
oiiiiiirubofafaapplytothaRuatvNailS

to • Wad thfoujhSun

Uttla Abe: This is the best I could do Hap

py Birthday to a great sister what's the

drinking age m Delaware? Beat of luck, the

original I almost) Abo ^
HOT TUBS

Hot Tub Spaclal every Mon Tue Wed all

day all nighi 1 hour tub at V, hour pnce call

253-7727

LOST

Stdan In Sylvan mtM or Boydwi Oy*".

Brown leather wallet containing license,

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6-4098 no questions

•kad the name is KeMey McCormick

Lost gold bracalM great santirrtantal value

call 546-5375M rewa rd

ArFAC^«rtatop, green backpack Fri at 5

pm substantial rewanJi" Peter 646-9607

Buah Bash LAGNAF Now sign up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con-

course 546 3437

SOM Caraar »r^Nov 14 1st floor CC
meet distinguished company represen

tatives and discuss industry outlooks and

career opportunities' All maiors weicome'

Sponsored by Underfraduate Business

Club

PHI MUhT You are a bunch of great

people!' We've worked hard and our efforts

will soom become reality' ' Love you'" Linda

• "Romancing the Stone
'

• Tuesday November 13th *

• Campus Center Auditorium *

5(»1 50), 7, 9, 11,l»2.00)
• sponsored by Central Area Govt
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Laora: Happy Birthday, thanks for being

such a good friernJ Luv ya Gail

Cohanhaad don't even try it' You're tf>e

best' Luv ya. LB

PROFESSIONAL
-nrPINQ SERVICE

TRAVEL

Papara, Cases. DIaaartatlona, Thaaaa.
on campus low rates guaranteed accap

tance Nancy 584 7924

KUIington Ski Trip condos » 196 Jan

20 25 call Sno Search Brian or Kevm

549 1466

Ski French Alps. Chamonix, Spring break

$899 info ski sale or call Ted Selig 546-8081

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA s f1

student /budget travel agancy free catalog

Call (617) 266 1926 or write. 729 Boylston

St Suite 201. Boston, MA 02116

WANTED
ROOM WANTED

Looking tor a aingia room in either

Townehouse, Puffton or Brandywine star

ting January Coming back from Europe,

ptease call Michael 548-6 122

ROOMMATE WANTED

Pareons whose paranta divoroad or

separated when you were 18 or older to res

pond to a research questionnaire Call Ann

Wytnan 1413) 772 0204

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apartment Brtnany Manor
call Steve or Pete 26&1536

Looking for 2 famalea to sftare Bran

dywine apt Starting 1/1/86 call Liaa/Jen

549 2614

THE LESBIAN BISEXUAL » OAY MEN'S
Counaaling Collective offers FREE peer

counseling for everyone effected by sexual

orientation issues M T Th F 4-8 PM. Call

54&2846. or Info line 546^)884

thaTxorclat Wedneaday Nov 14 at S. 7. 9,

11 Campus Camar Auditorium

SERVICES

TVPINO/WORD PROCESSING Nast day

MTvica. Typa-Rlta 253-5111

Laaaa wanted starting January. 1 ba^iom
apartment on bus line Call Dave 6-&G62 or

Oianne 6-3263 after 7

Ofiis badroom apartment near campua.

Will laka over Jan 1st Call Cesar 549-0425

26P 64(19 after 6 00 reward

Famala needs place to ilwa ASAP. I have

2 cats Preferably Amhatat area. Cai

885^12 or 253 22«^

Looking for two bdrm apt in Brittany

Manor for Jan 86 on call Sara 545^0046

* • * n • *w^ ^'% t^ »,-» % 4«« ap^*
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UMass cruises into Final Four, 1-U

Harvard falls as r-...-.^^:^^ illlll HV^^^ DeFauw

defense pays off

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Last year. University of Massachusetts

women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda took

a Minuteman team that lived and died by its

defense to a third place finish in the Final

Four.

This year's offensive minded machine (56

goals in 18 games) took a heavy dose of

defense and it helped the Minutemen ad

vance to their second consecutive Final

Four with a 10 win over Harvard

University in the NCAA quarter finals,

Saturday at Boyden Field.

"The difference was defense," UMass

midfielder Jamie Watson said. "Everyone

can play defense and it makes us feel part of

a unit. It builds confidence."

The 14 22 Minutemen face arch rival

Connecticut, a 10 upset victor over top

seeded Brown, Saturday in the national

semi finals at the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Three time defending national champion

North Carolina will face the University of

California Berkely in the other semi final

matchup.

The Minutemen outshot Harvard, which

eliminated Vermont 2-1 to reach the

quarter final round, by an impressive 17-2

margin.

But the stingy Crimson defense, led by

fullback Lori Barry and freshman Tracee

Whitley in goal, kept the Minutemen at bay

until UMass freshman forward Jolie

DePauw took a Cathy Spence pass and sent

a shot by Whitley with 11:30 to go in the

game.
DePauw's goal, set up by a crossing pass

from Watson to Spence, was her 14th of the

year and it brought the estimated crowd of

500 alive and to its feet and broke the

tension for UMass, who proceeded to go on

an offensive tear.

"We tried to play a very strong defensive

game," Harvard coach Bob Scalise said.

"We tried to deny them shots from inside

the penalty area. We have an unbelievable

goalie and I didn't think they would score on

30 yard shots."

As in Harvard's 10 win over UMass in

October, the Crimson packed in the middle

of the field and although UMass held the

ball in the visitor's end, they had a hard

time breaching the defense and Whitley.

But it was the UMass defensive play that

limited the Crimson offensive opportunities

and gave the Minutemen the chances to

score.

"We practiced defense all week," UMass

midfielder Carolyn Micheel said, and the

team was prepared. "We were ready to

Senior Co-CapUin and sweeper back Lo"SV;ke8 (15) leads the v.^

tory charge as Minutemen back Susan Bird (2) and "^^d^^^ld^j/*^;^

Watson(l) give each other high fives, while freshman midfielder

Ciiolyn M chael (7) trails the pack. They are seen celebrating team-

m^te Jolie DePauw's goal, the only one of the game wh ch pave

UMass a 1-0 victory over Harvard and earned them a trip {o North

C^olina for next vJeek's final four match-up against rival UConn.

counter-attack."

"We played a lot better than we did last

time (vs. Harvard)," freshman back Chris

Schmitt said. 'We didn't give up a goal in

the first half and weren't in a panic." Sch-

mitt has a stellar game in the back and

Micheel played well in the middle with

Watson.
"We played defense as a team," Banda

said. "If one girl gets burned, someone else

is there to pick it up so she isn't useless for

90 minutes. Lori (Stukes) is a senior back

there and that really helps." Stukes, an All-

American choice last year, anchors the

defense at sweeper.
, . ,.

continued on page 15

UMass i. Harvard
Harvaxd (14-3-1) 0-0
UMass (14-2-2) 1-1

ScoHng: M: J^ie DePanw (14) firomCathy Spence (8),

79:30.

Shots: M: 17; H: 2.

Saves: M: Jean Paul, 2; H: Tracee Whitley, 16.

Comers: M: 2; H: 0.

Fouls: M: 10; H: 5.

Cautions: M: Monica Seta, yellow card.

Attendance: 500.

moves,
goal!
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Both coaches in Saturday's

NCAA women's soccer

quarter final matchup
between the fourth seeded

University of Massachusetts

and Harvard University

agreed that the move of

UMass' Jolie DePauw from

left to right wing with about

18 minutes to go in the game
was not a crucial one.

Even DePauw, a freshman

from Arlington, Virginia and

UM's top scorer (13 goals

and five assists for 31 points)

thought it was no big deal

saying, "I guess it was a

good move."

It was, however, the right

move for the Minutemen

who used DePauw's eighth

game winning tally of the

season to topple the Crimson

10 and earn a berth in their

second consecutive Final

Four.

UMass had coach

Kalenkeni Banda said the

switch with freshman Cathy

Spence made DePauw more

relaxed.

"It made Jolie feel more

comfortable so she could

take that girl (Harvard

goalie Tracee Whitley) head

on," Banda said.

DePauw had been con-

tained by the outstanding

defensive work of right back

Lori Barry, also a freshman.

The UMass offense as a

whole had been kept in

check by an aggressive

Harvard defense, the same
defense that shut UMass out

10 earlier in the season.

The 14 2-2 Minutemen held

a 17 2 shot advantage but

the Crimson were stubborn

deep in their end with a

frequently paqked-in
defense and another stellar

game by Whitley, a fresh-

man goalie who recorded 16

saves. cmtinued on page U
midfielder Carolyn Micheel said, and the defense at sweeper.

^^^^^^ ^ j^^ge 15
Attendance: 500. _J c<m»«u.u y^

team was prepared. "We were ready to » ;- a tTtI T "W" T /^

Stickers fail on penalty strokes, fall to U tonn
4-3 loss drops UM out

ofNCAA playoffs
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

STORRS Conn.—The University of

Connecticut field hockey team eliminated

the University of Massachusetts from the

NCAA playoffs 4-3 Saturday with victory

coming on a Pam Larney penalty stroke in a

shoot off held after three overtime periods,

during which neither team succeeded in

breaking the 3 3 tie regulation play ended

in.

After 100 minutes (70 in regulation,

and three OT periods of ten minutes) of play

that clearly displayed the strengths that

put the two teams into the playoffs, the

game's decision rested on "strokes".

In the tie breaker each team is allowed

five shots, the teams alternating attempts.

Each team chooses five individual players

to shot.

In the first series, UMass sent sophoraosre

forward Erin Canniff up against UConn's

senior All-American keeper Terry Kix.

With the small crowd drawn along the side

lines and onto the field, Canniff put the ball

in the upper right corner of the net for a 1-0

UMass advantage. However, UConn's

career points leader, forward Rose Smith

quickly evened the score against UMass

goalie, freshman Lynn Carl-son.

Senior co captain Pam Moryl mis.sed

UMass' next attempt by inches as her shot

hit the left goalpost. UConn forward Tracy

Fuchs gave her team a 2 1 advantage as she

scored her third goal of the day.

In the third series AH American mid-

fielder Megan Donnelly evened the score

for the Minutemen as her shot deflected off

the right arm of a diving Kix. But UConn's

career goal leader Wendy Hug put her team

back on top 3-2.

UMass' other co captain Andrea Muccini's

attempt was blocked by Kix. With UConn

able to take an insurmountable 4 2 lead on

their next score, Larney was sent to shoot.

Her attempt was to the lower left corner of

the goal. Carlson made a strong effort but

the ball still rolled in for the game winner

after striking the keeper's stick. There was

no need for the fifth series.

"It was unfwlunate that either team had

to lose in the penalty stroke situation," said

UConn coach Diane Wright. "You would

have liked to have seen the teams keep

playing up and down the field until

somebody scored.

Midway through the first half UMass
began to dominate play but UConn turned

things around as Smith scored with ten

minutes remaining. With five minutes

remaining Maura Coughlin took a Muccini

pass to tie the score.

The score put momentum on UMass' side

and the team began to pressure the Huskie

defense consistently.

Donnelly took a Moryl feed with three and

a half minutes remaining and put UMass up

2-1. UConn made a strong last minute drive

but Carlson stopped six successive Huskie

shots to preserve the lead.

UConn came out strong in the second half

with Fuchs scoring her first goal of the day

after only four minutes of play. Then the

game turned into a see-saw battle with

UMass midfielders Donnelly and Moryl

leading Minutemen attacks and stopping

most Huskie efforts before they did any
damage.
About midway through the half Fuchs

scored again to put UConn up 3-2. Five

minutes later Donnelly scored the tying

goal for the Minutemen.

The remainder of regulation and overtime

play saw both teams taking control

momentarily but most drives ended with

strong opposition and fine stops from the

keepers Carlson and Kix. Both players

succeeded in keeping their teams in the

game and the score tied.

"It was a real good contest," said UMass

coach Pam Hixon. 'Both teams had their

chances and I think the keepers played big

roles for each team throughout the i^ame.

Lynn is a freshman and she did a good job

for us today. Terry Kix is a senior and an

All American, she's very, very strong."

"I thought everyone played well for us

today. " Hixon said. "We played well as a

unit, we passed the ball well and our

midfielders moved the ball well. We had our

chances, but we iust couldn't capitalize."

Sports at a glance

UMaM Schedule:

n^re are no sporta adM^Mtail Im t»-

day.

conn«ct«d #vith the Collegian

for the sole purpose of

distributkm
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APATHY
Editor's Note: In recent years the central issue sur-

rounding Third World Organizations has been student

involvement. Student apathy and lack of participation

have often been the root causes of ineffectiveness

among Third World groups. All too often a small core

of dedicated students have taken on the reponsibility

of running these organizations while the majority of

the student population, either directly or indirectly,

reeps the benefits.

A prime example of this was the Third World Stu-

dent Leadership conference held at UMass on Oc-

tober 27. This was the second year UMass hosted the

conference, specifically designed for student involve-

ment, and the second time that visiting students out-

numbered UMass students. In light of this situation,

NUMMO NEWS interviewed a number of students

and administrators, who were present at the con-

ference, to get their opinions on the cause of the pro-

blem and the potential solutions. The following are

excerpts from those interviews:

JOHN RUDDOCK, CO-EXTERNAL
DINATOR, THIRD WORLD CAUCUS:

COOR-

"I feel that the (Third World Leadership) conference

brings students together around the issue of leader-

ship. People are given intense exposure to ad-

ministrators, leaders and other directly involved in

post-college fields. It is a unique opportunity for

students to learn and share experiences from the Third

World, experiences in the University and life in

general."

"Students, in apathy or lack of support of Third

World organizations, are neglecting the experience of

acquiring practical knowledge in fields that they plan

to enter. Students must realize that over $100 thou-

sand of their Student Activities Fee is used to support

and provide co-curricular activities for this exact pur-

pose. If organizations are not used to learn more, they

(students) will cheat themselves of all the resources

the University has to offer."

"Leaders have a mandated reponsibility to recruit

and organize new students into organizations. If for

no other reason to lay down a foundation to protect

Third World resources which others made available to

them. While it is very important for Third World

students to expand and enlargen our sphere of in-

fluence at the University, it is more important for us to

maintain the power base which we presently have.

We have not yet gone over the mountain but we can-

not afford to slid into the abiss."

CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS. JUNIOR TRANSFER

STUDENT FROM QUEENS COLLEGE:

"I am gravely dissappointed in the turn-out (of the

conference). What has shown is a reflection not just

of black students at the Unversity but black people in

general. It seems they (blacks) will celebrate or par-

ticipate in anything, as long as it has nothing to do

with being black."

"Everyone is here to study but a lot of peoople

would have been here for other functions. A lot of

GROUPS weren't even here. When there is a party at

the New Africa House or Smith (College) everybody

knows and everybody goes. It's a shame that people

struggled for things like this (organizations and

events) to exist and what I see happening is that it is

heading toward extinction. Twenty years after the

Civil Rights Act and things are getting worse."

"Black people are too comfortable today. When

oppression gets worse it brings the most out of peo-

ple. The cushion (that blacks rest upon) will fall

apart.
"

RUDOLPH JONES. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF

ADMISSIONS:

"We are now in a post-activist environment. Prior

to the I970's. there were burning issues and interests

that students could be modivated to get involved in,

such as Civil Right and the war in Vietnam. This new

"me" generation and environment speaks to lesser

issues. Black students should never be caught in

complacent attitudes where they believe that they are

equal. They have a responsibility to perpetuate the

struggle." • m i-

"I am appalled at the level of participation m Black

organizations. Particularly Black males, who are

allowing females to carry the weight of leadership and

responsibility."

PAUL BARROWS, DIRECTOR OF CCEBMS:

"I am deeply troubled about the lack of presence

and participation of students. However, the Office of

Third Worid Affairs and the few core students who do

the leg-work should be commended for their outstan-

ding work. We must not dwell on the negative. We
have established where we are and the work that is

ahead of us. If the social consciousness of students is

low it means we must work that much harder and

make them aware of how they can participate in a

focused way."

"The enthusiasm of students in the freshman and

sophmore classes does not match the level of involve-

ment that I had anticipated. I am not sure, however,

that the lack of attendance is due, exclusively, to lack

of interest. All of the Third World staff and students

have a moral responsibility to provide leadership to in-

coming students so they can become aware and ac-

tive in issues at the University."

"More outreach with students is needed. More stu-

dent organizations need staff members to work with

them in an advisory roH. Staff can provide continuity

and leadership. Other incentives, such as credit and

financial arrangements can be used. If we get the

Tiessage to students, involvement will go up."

From left to right are: John Ruddock, Christopner

Williams and Rudolph Jones (Paul Barrows not

shown).

photos by Marc-Elliot Giles

Ethiopia ' s J)evestating Famine Stirs Old Issues

by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

On October 30, NBC broadcast a five minute report

on the massive famine in Ethiopia. The film captured

in horrific detail the plight of starving millions and ex-

plained that a number of factors contributed to the

severity and scope of the problem:

1.) inadequate rainfall,, which over the past 15

years has made the oil infertile;

2.) neglect of village level development projects;

3.) a sharp increase in world oil prices;

4 ) severe world recession stalling investment in;

5.) wars and civil strife hampering cultivation and

harvests.

In Ethiopia you will find the worst suffering in Tigre,

Gondar, and Wollo provinces and in the disputed ter-

ritories of Eritrea. In all of these areas, national

movements are fighting to throw off rule by the cen-

tral government in Addis Ababa ore stablish a degree

of local autonomy. An estimated 200,000 Ethiopians

died in the country's last great famine a decade ago

and relief officials estimate that well over a million

might die now.

Getting the food to Ethiopia's hungry is no easy

matter. The country's antiquated ports permit the

delivery of no more than 50,000 tons of food a month.

Only about 1 in 7 drought victims is easily accessib'-.

many live in mountain villages that cannot be reached

even by four-wheel-drive vehicles. As many as one

third of t^,e fnll«f commission s /OO trucks are crippled

by lack of spare parts, and until recently the Ethiopian

Army was reluctant to lend any of its own vehicles to

'%Z'::j:r:maa^s charged that Western govern^

ments had deliberately dragged their feet because of

their opposition to Ethiopia's socialist govermnent^

The U S however, has been the largest single donor

to Ethiopia, pledging over 100,000 metric tons of grain

this year. Actually, the government itself to even

acknowledge the crisis until after the September

celebrations markiny ih^ 10th «""'v«77
^ ^^.S

sci-urc of power - a .eieb.a.on that cost up to $250

"^'"'°"-
Continued on page 3

f
" * i'Xii:ii£;!X»\m :.\x»i£ixuLi^s.^^^
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Happenings in the Valley

by Marilyn G. Bou
Nummo Staff

The Five College Faculty Concert took place

November 8 and 9 at Mount Holyoke College and also

at Amherst College on the 10th and 11th of

November.
The dance concert series included choreographers

from the five colleges and Dr. Pearl Primus, a five-

college professor of dance and a reknowed black

dancer and choreographer.

The concert which highlighted "Excerpts from an

African Journey, " for the most part was a disappoint-

ment. The overall production was average with a few

capturing acts. The act entitled, "Ground," in which

the dancer performed the part of a person yearning to

fly, twisted his body into figures one only expects a

pretzel to do.
. u u

Two performers acted out a scene in which they

were having a romantic dinner while trying to kill one

another, this was done in such a way that laughter

was inevitable.

"Chants" where two songs, native of Afnca, were

performed. This seemedd to be enjoyed by the au

dience. "War Dance," lifted the mood within the con

cert hall. "Drum talk" featured two men on congas,

drums native to Africa and the Carribean, had the au

dience swaying to the beat. "Hi-Life," a social dance

which originated in Ghana and now danced

throughout the West and Central Africa, was the

overall highlight of the entire production. The deep

drum music and dancers enchanted the audience.

Dr. Primus should be complimented on her con-

tribution to this production. The tradition of African

dance and culture was portrayed as beautifully as

could be expected from people who are not native to

the continent. The dancers along with all the behind

the scences participants, I am sure, put forth i

countless hours towards the production and should be

given a round of applause.

The disappointment of "Excerpts" was the im-

balance of Black people in a production which catered

to Africa. It seems that perhaps there are not enough

people in the Valley that care about their African

heritage. Enough of us are ready to displace someone

who is not Black, but it seems they are more eager to

learn about our heritage than we are. Many of us are

to "busy" to care, being "cool" and worried about

learning the newest dance step to stop and wonder

where it came from.

Dr. Primus is known throughout the world and has

knowledge of her roots. This was a wonderful grow-

ing and learning experience which many of us passed

up.

by Marilyn G. Bou
Nummo Staff

The Caribbean Cultural Events which took place at

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst from

November 7 through the 10th, reinforced for many,

the continuous struggles of our people, but also the

pride which we hold in our hearts for those Islands.

The events ranged from films, poems and music to

art.

Guest poet Jose Ramon "Che" Melendez, from

Puerto Rico, read his poetry to an attentive audience

whose blood warmed an cooled with his words. A

film entitled "The Two Worlds of Angelita" encom-

passed one person's struggle of leaving her native

island and confronting the cultural and geographical

changes of New York City. "Brigada Venceremos"

celebrated it's fifteenth anniversary on November 9

with a talk on the longest history of any educational

project in solidarity with the Cuban Revolution. For 15

years the Brigade has sent 15 contigents -over 5,000

people-to Cuba. The participants enjoyed the perfor-

mance of " Sorobey", a folkloric dance group com-

posed of children from the Valley. Irma McClaunn

Allen delighted the audience with her poetry.

A panel discussion held on November 10th discuss-

ed the struggles Carribbean peoples encounter when

they come to America. Language is the most basic

problem of the barrier, for it emcompasses everything

else. A dance which featured "Massai ", a Reggae

band form Rhode Island along with "Junentud 77", a

Utin band from Springfield, rapped up the week's

events.

Rahim Imani

Nummo Correspondent

This past Saturday, the second concert of the in-

novations: Traditions In Change Jazz Series took

place at the new Center for the Arts in Northampton

with a performance by Clyde Criner and Omar Hakim

with special guest Tim Moran and Tony Vacca. The

concert was a collection of some very new and in-

novative jazz music by today's young-and-upcoming

artist. . _
The program started with Tim Moran and Tony

Vacca Both are local musicians of the Pioneer Valley.

Vacca showed great skill on various African percus^

sion instruments with Moran accompanied on sax and

flute Both are members of the local group Winds of

Change that will end the series in two weeks.

Clyde Criner has also lived in the area in the past

and is now residing in New York where he is playing

keyboard with some of today's jazz greats. Omar

Hakim who has some of the same credentials is most

noted as being the drummer for the group Weather

Report The two used a combination of recorded,

electronic, and percussion music to come up with an

innovative sound. Yet the concert was flawed at

times because the show started a half hour late. After

Moran and Vacca finished there was a long intermis-

sion and then Criner and Hakim took too much time

between songs. This lead to a show over at midnite.

The program was entertaining but much of the crowd

left before the show had ended.

Sports Talk
by Julian Tynes
Nummo Staff

WESTERN CONFERENCE PACIFIC DIVISION

The Los Angeles Lakers have captivated the Pacific

Division title and been in the NBA Finals four of the

past five years. However, this year there may be a lit-

tle more competition. Portland is tough and has that

look of a championship contender with the acquisition

of Kiki Vandeweghe and Sam Bowie. Phoenix

features the Greyhound, Walter Davis, and the

Ayatollah of Slamola, Larry Nance. Yet unless free

agent Maurice Lucas (McMean) is signed, there may

be problems in the land of the rising "Suns." The

L.A. Clipper have improved themselves with the ac-

quisitions of Lancaster Gordon, Harvey Catchings,

Junior Bridgeman, and superstar. Marques Johnson.

Seattle is attempting to find out if there is life after

Gus (Williams) and Golden State is entering the

Patrick Ewing sweepstakes.

Los Angeles Lakers-

The Lakers are, as usual, loaded, they have

superstars Kareem Abdull Jabbar, and Magic

Johnson. They have supporting stars, James Wor-

thy, Jamaal Wilkes, Bob McAdoo, Michael Cooper,

and a budding superstar in Byron Scott. Solid role

players Mike McGee and Kurt Rambis will play key

roles.

Rebounding is the Laker's weakness and the reason

why they are not the current NBA champions. Maybe

first round draft pick Earl Jones of U.D.C. is the

answer, maybe not. Unless the Lakers get more re-

bounds from their other front court players the road to

the championship will be filled with road blocks.

Portland Trail Blazers-

Pnrtland has that look of an up-and-coming con-

tender with Sam Bowie, Mychal Thompson, Kiki

Vandewghe, Jim Paxson, and Darnell Valentine as the

starters. With Audie Norris, Kenny Carr, and Clyde

Drexler, Portland has depth. With the acquisition of

rookie Sam Bowie, Wayne Cooper, Calvin Natt and

Lafayette Lever have been traded. Portland does have

question marks. Who will back up Valentine? Who
will back up Paxson?

Phoenix Suns-

A team with a lot of question marks. Will they sign

Maurice Lucas? Will James Edwards come through at

center? How good is Jay Humphries? If Lucas signs

Phoenix could be tough. With a front line featuring

6'10" Larry Nance, 7'1" James Edwards, aijd 69

Maurice Lucas, the Suns are big and quick. Quality

front court depth is present with Alvan Adams Alvin

Scott Charles Pittman and (please don't laugh) Rick

Robey. However, Lucas is the key player in the front

court. He contribute rebounding, leadership, and in-

timidation.

The Phoenix back court situation is unsettled, in

Walter Davis (Sweet D.) they have an all-star guard.

The question is who will play with him. Jay Hum-

phries may be the answer. Some scouts compare him

to Dennis Johnson because of his height (6 3 ),

defensive skills and leaping ability. Some compare

him to Norm Nixon because of his quickness, ball

handling and outsidee shot. While some compare him

to Ernie Grunfeld, a college star who has never been

more than a spot role player in the pros. If Lucas signs

and Humpries is a combination of D.J. and Norm Nix-

on, Phoenix could be tough.

A team on the move. In the past six months, they

have acquired Lancaster Gordon, Junior Bridgeman,

Harvey Catchings, and Marques Johnson. If these

new players blend with Norm Nixon, Derek Smith, Bill

Walton, and James Donaldson, the Clippers could

surprise some people. However, with Terry Cumm-

ings gone who will play power forward? With

Donaldson and Walton in the lineup, the Clippers are

much too slow defensively. The rest of the lineup ap-

pears solid with Nixon and Johnson set as starters,

Junior Bridgeman adding scoring and expeirence off

the bench and Gordon and Smith (the Louisville con-

nection) providing a youthful base to build upon.

Seattle Supersonics-

The Supersonics have problems. The Sonics who

won an NBA title as recently as 1979 and played in the

conference finals in 1980, have been victimized by bad

trades and poor drafting. Look at the record. Sum-

mer of 1980, Sonics trade Dennis Johnson for Puall

Westphal. Sonics refuse to sign Gus Williams for the

money he requested, Williams sits out a year. Result:

Westphal was injured part of a year, started declining

and is nearly washed up. A weak back court without

Gus and Seattle falls to 34-48 on the year.

Draft of 80-81, Seattle covets Al Wood as a sconng

fon/vard. However, Wood is picked fourth so Seattle

picking fifth chooses Denny Uranes ahead of front

court players Larry Nance, Tom Chambers, (whom

they eventually acquired). Jay Vincent, Gene Banks,

Eddie Honson, Lewis Lloyd, Kelly Tripucka, Orlando

Woolridge, Herb Williams, and Albert King. Seattle,

which also needed guard help, by-passed Mike

McGee, Frank Johnson, and Rolando Blackman.

Needless to say, Seattle would love to have some of

the players previously mentioned. The draft and trade

have not worked out well for Seattle and the team has

a lot of rebuilding to do before they could be con-

sidered contenders.

Here is the predicted order of finish:

1.) L.A. Lakers

2.) Portland Trail Blazers

3.) Phoenix Suns
4.) L.A. Clippers

5.) Seattle Supersonics

6.) Golden State Warriors

A Perspective of the State of Black America

by Christopher Williams

With this year's presidential campaign by the Rev.

Jesse Jackson and with over 200 African-Americans

as elected officials throughout the U.S., some

African-Americans have begun to form the opinion

that they are now better off than they have been in the

past. However, this opinion is not shared by one

African-American -Michael McCann-who is a student

at Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusetts. "A

selected few blacks have made progress, but I think

you'll find that a few go up and a lot more come

down," said McCann.
McCann said he believes that the individual

achievements accomplished by certain black people

like a black astronaut or even a black Miss America are

good within themselves, but they cannot solve the

problems that blacks have as a race. "A recent figure

released by the government showed that white's take-

home pay had increased by $500, under the Reagan

Administration, while that of blacks has decreased by

$2,500", said McCann.
When asked about the presidential election Mc-

Cann stated that it had no relevance to black people

whatsoever, democrats and the republicans are one in

the same. "Both parties are heading in the same

direction, one slighlty slower than the other, but with

the same goal in mind," said McCann.

McCann said he believes that this goal is to maintain

the existing American economic and political system,

and make any necessary improvements upon it. Fur-

thermore, he added, "that this is not a partisan goal,

but one that both parties zealously pursue. McCann,

also convinced that the system possesses innate con-

tradictions that help to produce disasters like famines

and scarce employment opportunities, especially for

black youth, "...no one seems to care, no one is doing

anything about it," stated McCann.

According to McCann, blacks are not free while

they are the constant victims of starvation and ex-

ceedingly high unemployment. Citing an analogy by

Malcolm X, McCann then said, if a prisoner who is

placed in solitary confinement was then suddenly

allowed to roam the prison at his own discretion,

would that constitute freedom?

McCann believes that blacks will be truely liberated

when they accept the fact that they are sometimes

their own worst enemies. He also added that Black

people should socially ostracize uncle-toms who

misrepresent black people, and replace them with

such leaders like the Minister Louis Farrakahn, the na-

tional spokesman for the Nation of Islam, a black

muslim group. "We should also realize that we as

black people are diametrically opposed not just to

white people, but to any non-black people, " said Mc-

Cann.
When he was asked whether or not this last state-

ment was racist, McCann replied by saying, "I con-

sider it racist in the sense that I have an unbridled love

for my people. I hold no true hatred for other races,

but I feel that at this stage in history it is too early for

universal love."

Since McCann said that blacks do not have much of

a future with the republican or even the democratic

party, he believes that blacks will have to become self-

reliant. "So, I feel that blacks in America will have to

sacrifice like never before to travel, learn and live with

blacks in other countries to try and solve the very real

threat of extinction," McCann concluded.

Asian American Students Association

What We Are

The Asian-American Students Association (AASA)

is a recognized student organization founded in 1974

by students who wished to amplify their education

and learn more about themselves as Asian-Americans.

Now, ten years later, our organization has grown in

awareness as well as in number. In order to continue

this growth, we need your support. The ultimate

goals of AASA are, as stated in the recently revised

constitution:

To promote the views and voice of Asian-American

students.

To provide Asian-American students with a foun-

dation, be it social, educational, and /or political, with

which they may relate.

To pursue incorporation of Asian-American

culture, customs, and folkways into contemporary

society.

Enroute to achieving these goals, AASA sponsors

many activities which in some way enrich our sense of

being and belonging.

Who We Are

Our organization is composed of members of

various national origins; They include Chinese,

Korean, Japanese, Phillipino, Indian, Cambodian, and

still others. Our officers and members (l(X)-»- ex-

pected this year) are unique individuals who want

something more out of this University and are

therefore dedicated to excellence.

THE DISILLUSION

Many students, Asian-Americans in particurlar,

embarassed to join our organization because of a cl-

inging myth that an assembly of any culturally-based

organization carries a bias towards their own culture.

These students, thinking that joining a club such as

AASA would "cramp their style", shy away from

alleged obsolencence.

If they were right, then what about all the current

members of AASA? Are we all so naive that we are

ignorant of how society runs or how we may be ac-

cepted Into society? Those who disapprove of our

organization are employers of stereotypes, guessing

without actually trying to find out what AASA is

about.

Asian-Americans are members of AASA because

they hold pride in their heritage and because they

want to be involved in social programs which they can

relate to. Non-Asian students join mainly for the

recreational activities and for the social context of the

organization. All members, regardless of why they

joined, will grow in cultural and social awareness.

Asian-American students may be sub-divided into

numerous categories. The two general ones are: V

those born or raised at an eariy age in the Un ted

States, and 2. those who are
f«<^«"V"li;i.^?« fhp

Those Asian-Americans who have adapted to^
American way of life naturally go on with th

activities with little or no problems. Those who have

recently immigrated are the ones who would benefit

most from our organization. This is because they are

in a new and very different environment. It takes time

to get used to a new environment and to become

fluent in a new language. AASA can shorten this

period of adaption by holding meeting and other

gatherings where students can familiarize themselves.

In addition, many Asian-American upperclasspersons

voluteer their time as peer advisors. The Asian

-

American Peer Advising program was founded a year

ago to help those students who are struggling in social

and/or academic areas. This program was started

because students tend to be more comfortable con-

fiding in peers rather than going through a more for-

mal format with professionals.

The Asian-American Student Assoication en-

courages and invites all students to attend our

meetings and functions. AASA meetings are held at

least every other Thursday in the campus center. Par-

ticipation brings success. AASA is only as much as

what our members put into the organization.

Other organizations of interest (contact RSO office):

Association
Chinese Club

Indian Students
Korean Students Association

Vietnames Students Association

The following are AASA contact persons:

Carol Young, Assistant Director of CCEBMS 5-0031

Jeff Mar, Co-coordinator of the Asian-

American Peer Advising program 5-0031

Mike Wong, Academic Advisor 5-0031

Phil Cheung, Co-chair, AASA 6-7532

Bobby Tam, Co-chair, AASA 6-8700
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The New World Theater at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst
presents "Life in the Fast Lane" on
Saturday, November 17, at 8 p.m. In

Bowker Auditorium. Written and per-

formed by Japanese Hawaiian poet.

Lane Nishikawa, "Life in the Fast Lane"

is a dynamic play about growing up

Asian-American. Critics have called it a

"one-man tour de force". From the

country twang of the good ol' boy in

The Bigot', to the street rap of 'The

Black Jap', to the pigdin English of 'They

Was Close, Those Brothers', to a

recollection of foods prepared by his

Oba-Chan (grandmother). Nishikawa
shares his experiences with the au-

dience. Produced by Sansei Productions

of San Francisco. "Life in the Fast Lane"

returns to Amherst after a successful

performance at the University in 1982.

In conjunction with the play,

Nishikawa will present a lecture

demonstration on Asian-American
Theater at 2 p.m. on November 17 at

Emily Dickinson Hall, Hampshire Col-

lege. The lecture is free and open to the

public.
Tickets for the evening performance

are available at the Fine Arts Center Box
Office (545-2511) or at the door the night

of the performance. Childcare can be

provided by phoning 545-0190 one week
prior.

Address all letters to the Editor to: Nummo News,

New Africa House Room 103

Continued from page 1

Nor has Ethiopia received much help from its majo

ally the Soviet Union. While Moscow has supplie

the 'country with $3 billion to $5 billion worth of arms

until last week it had shipped only 10,000 metnc ton

of rice. The severity of this famine could have bee

avoided if the warning signs that the Ethiopia

govemment put out itself in a 1982 report had bee

heeded. But instead civil strife and a government du

tatorship along with world politics has made the situi

tion what it is today. Aid is being rushed but the ol

problems will remain assuring that those in need w

receive it too little, too late.
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Announcements^Announcements
SOUTH AFRICAN
EDUCATION WEEK:
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST APARTHEID

Aparihrid N An o«ici»l polity of r»ti»l ««gteg»iion ptomul

gated in the RrpublK o< South Afri» with a virw toward

ptomoting »nd fnainuining whiw aiccndancy

MOVIX
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER KA. 7tJ0 p.m

CAMPL'S CENTER SM-SM UMASS

RISINC TIDE
DiHmmtmwy knto*y of

M Afnlunl itmh AffHt

l,tgA<a9'*

MOVIE AND SPEAKER
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER MA. »:00 p.m.

MORRILL IM UMASS

YftW HK^\ sratifjc a rock

ot kt^t iomth Afrusm uomtn

PENNY ANDREWS

SUDESHOW AND SPEAKERS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER HA. 7; M) p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER l6) UMASS

gANKJNC ON iOUTH AFRtCA

DAVID BAXENIURG
.Mall Dntil

«nd IUpf«wni«iivff oi

Afrutm Soltom^ Corngmi

THE
SOUTH>aAER1CAN

ARMY SAYS

i i I I

IMPORTANT -

thanks t'.S. universities!'

NpiM* >AU ^>RA hui more inform«(K>n conuct SCERA. 422 SUB. M5-0MI

All RSO's desiring funding for fiscal

year 1986 (7/1/85 - 6/30/86) must come to

Room 420 S.U.B. and get a budget

packet by 5 p.m., November 19, 1984.

RSOs that do not get a budget packet by

the deadline should kiss their budget

hopes good-bye.
. ^ ... < .

Please be advised that the deadline for

a rough draft of the budget is November

20 1984. Budget packets can be picked

up from 9-11 a.m. Monday-Friday In

Room 420 S.U.B., 546-0341. DO NOT
DELAY!

AUGUSTA SAVAGE GALLERY EXHIBIT

On the 8th of November, 1984 "The Luis

E. Guarnizo Exhibit" opened at the
Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery. The
exhibit includes Senor Guarnize's pain-

tings and drawings.
The strength and dramatism of his

work will move the viewer to see Colum-
bian life, the pain and the anguish yet

above this the colour and the beauty of

the society. Senor Guarnizo is presen-
ting us with volumes of feeling and col-

our which harmoniously protray man's
universal quest for strength and peace.

His painting technique explodes with
warm and strong "Alia Prima" colours
expertly executed through the exclusive
use of knives. This unique combination
generates rich and deep textures.

The exhibit will run until November 21

and a reception will be held on
November 16 from 2 until 5 p.m.
The Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery

is open to the public and our regular

hours are Monday thru Friday, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.

JAZZ CONCERT SERIES

Starting Monday, November 12th at 9

p.m., Amherst musician Greg
Chapopoulo will launch the first of six

weekly jazz concerts to occur on Mon-
day nights In the Tavern of the Lord Jef-

fery Inn. These concerts will feature the

talents of Black artists from New York

and New England. A different guest per-

former will be highlighted every week,
some of whom are top name recording

artists. Last spring, Greg Chapopoulo
submitted three proposals to the

Amherst Arts Council for review, and

this concert mini-series Is one which
was late approved. The Lord Jeffery Inn

has matched the Arts Council funds, and

Valley residents can now enjoy these

weekly Monday night performances

through December until Christmas

week. THE PURPOSE OFTHE SERIES IS

TO HIGHLIGHT AFRO-AMERICAN
MUSICIANS AND THUS FOSTER A
GREATER UNDERSTANDING, AP-
PRECIATION, AND AVAILABILITY OF
LIVE JAZZ MUSIC.
The Monday night shows in the tavern

of the Jeff will begin at 9:30 p.m., EX-

CEPT the first one (9 p.m. above), and

will consist of two shows. Future guest

artists will be listed in local papers.

CENTER FOR RACIAL STUDIES
Moor« HnMs«--«outhwest Residential

Arej* Mim Series

Nov. 13-To Be Young, Gifted and
Black, Life and Works of black
playwright Lorraine Hansberry
Nov. 20-Brave-Hearted Woman, Life

of Annie Mae Aquash, Native American
Film

All Film Showings-7 p.m.

PLEASE COME!! REFRESHMENTS
SERVED. Traditional Food following

each film. Pot Luck Welcome.

Wednesday, November 14, 1984

HUNGER AWARENESS, Rm 811-815,

C.C., Press Conference.

Thursday, November 15, 1984

WOMEN CONFERENCE, Rm 165, C.C.

Forum 1985 Women Conference.

For More Information, Contact the

O.T.W.A.

PEOPLE ARE STARVING!
Join the "Fast for a World Harvest" on

November 15th. Twenty-eight human
beings, twenty-one of them children, die

as a result of hunger every minute of

every hour of every day. THIS IS THE
EQUIVALENT OF A HIROSHIMA EVERY
THREE DAYS. It's a human
tragedy. ..that YOU can help change.
ON CAMPUS:
Sign up at the D.C.'s from November

13th until lunch on the 15th to fast, and
by skipping your evening meal on Thurs-

day the 15th, Food Services will donate
the cost of that meal to OXFAM. We en-

courage you to fast all day on the 15th to

experience hunger first-hand, and to

donate what you can spare to Oxfam
America through the UMass Hunger
Task Force (watch for the HTF table in

the Campus Center).
OFF CAMPUS:
Fast on Thursday, November 15th and

donate that day's food money (or as

much as you can spare) to Oxfam
America through the UMass Hunger
Task Force. Your donation can be drop-
ped off at the HTF table In the Campus
Center Concourse, the office in 428 SUB,
or mailed to HTF, Box 167, SUB, UMass,
Amherst, 01003.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT OPPOR-
TUNITY

Housing Services is offering a unique

internship program to qualified

sophomores and Juniors.

The program combines theory and

practice in experience-based learning In-

terns may earn $3.66/hr for a 15

hour/week (academic credit optional).

Interested students should submit

resume, personal goal statement and

two letters of recommendation to:

Joya Jimenez, H.S.I.P. Coordinator

c/o J.Q.A. Lobby, Southwest
Application deadline: November 30,

1984

For Information Call: 5-0626 or 5-1560

TALENT SEARCH!!
New Third World Gospel Choir - Spring

'85, Earn Credits!! Sign up at Room 211,

New Africa House, Hours: 8:30 - 5:00,

Monday-Friday.

SUPPORT GROUPS OFFERED
THROUGH THE WORKING WOMEN'S
PROGRAM

An Unemployed Women's Support
Group will meet on Tuesday evenings

from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. at the
Everywoman's Center. The group will be
facilitated by Betty Swain and will focus

on issues such as self-esteem, overcom-
ing stress, career goals, etc.

An Assertiveness and Leadership
Skills group. The group will meet on
Tuesday evenings from 7 - 9 p.m. at EWC
and will be facilitated by Joyce Clark.

A career Development Skills Group
will be meeting on Wednesday evenings

from 7:30 -9:30 p.m. at EWC. The group
will be facilitated by Jane Carey.

There will be no cost for these ser-

vices, and confidentiality is assured. For

more information and to pre-register,

please call the Everywoman's Center at

545-0883.

ASSERTIVENESS AND LEADERSHIP
SKILLS

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center will be sponsoring
an Assertiveness and Leadership Skills

group. The group will meet on Tuesday
evenings from 7-9p.m. at the EWC, and
will be facilitated by Joyce Clark.

For more Information and to pre-

register please call EWC at 545-0883.

Check tomorrow's paper for the final exam schedule
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1000 extra

course books
sold at store
By LESLEY ("LARK
Collegian Staff

Students, campus visitors, and anyone

who wants this year's course catalog must

pay $1.50 in the University Store to cover

the cost of publishing the additional 1,000

copies.

According; to Tim Rhinehart, assistant

director of academic support services, the

additional catalogs wen- printed because "it

is essentially a service to the students and

campus visitors who wanted a course

catalog and were unable to get one.
"

The University Store will receive 30 cents

profit for each copy sold. The catalogs in the

past have been distributed throughout the

campus free of charge every spring.

Rhinehart said the additional copies are to

serve as a supplement to the ones already

distributed.

Rhinehart said it is not economical for the

I'niversity to publish more free catalogs,

and that t he catalogs are being sold at a cost

to defray the publishing expenses.

Rhinehart said that the University is not

able to print unlimited copies, but selling

the catalogs at cost replaces money to funds

that were used to print the extra catalogs.

Winfred Cummings, manager of the

University Store, said he was reluctant at

first to sell the catalogs, but because they

were being sold to cover printing costs, he

agreed.

This is the first year that additional copies

have been sold in the University Store, and

Rhinehart said it has met with approval

"from people who said they wished it had

been done before."

Students reacting to the sale of catalogs

said they questioned who would buy them.

"Why would anyone buy one?" Meg
McAdam. a junior computer information

science major from B^verett said, ' and why
should they be selling something everyone

needs? That's what we pay tution for."

Brenda Sullivan, a junior psychology

major from Weymouth, said the sale of the

catalogs is "tacky, they should be available

free to anyone who wants one."

The Office of Publications produces 25.000

to :«).000 catalogs every spring, with 10.000

of these going to the Admissions Office for

recruitment purposes. The remiining

catalogs are distributed on campus.
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Fitnessprogram
shapes-uppolice
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS

Collegian Staff

To help increase employee morale,

reduce stress and improve fitness, the,

Department of Public Safety is en-

couraging its police officers to participate

in a two phase aerobic conditioning

program.
Marc Fifield, a UMass police officer, said

that he participates in the program at

least once a week.

"I've been participating in the program

since it started. It helped me quit

smoking and it's make a measurable

improvement in my heart and lungs,"

F'ifield said.

The conditioning program consists of two

phases of cardiovascular activity. The

first phase includes aerobic activity such

as walking, jogging, bike riding and

('iilleiiian pholo hy Paul Desnmrais

WINTER WONDERLAND — The first snowflakes yesterday were zap-

ped by above freezing temperatures but leave junior English major

Maria Cahillane feeling that winter may be here just a bit too soon.

Trustees reject constitution
Task force to resolve iinderlying disagreement

'

swimming. ('(mt^nitrd i/n f)
.*

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Board of Trustees

have still not approved a constitution for

the Undergraduate Student Senate,

because they are waiting for the resolution

of conflicts between the administration and

theSGA.
A task force that has been formed to

resolve the problems includes .seven

student representatives, and five

university administrators, who are working

on three underlying themes of

disagreement, SGA co president Jim Keller

said.

"The control of student activities fees,

control over University buildings funded by

student money, and the students' bill of

rights are the three major differences we

have with the administration," Chris

Sullivan, speaker of the undergraduate

Student Senated, said.

Sullivan .said the constitution gives a large

amount of authority to the student

government within the University

structure. "Basically, the administration

wants to limit our power," he said.

The constitution was passed by the senate

last spring and forwarded to the Board of

Trustees, after approval by the ad-

ministration. UMa.ss Chancellor Joeph P.

Duffey asked the Board of Trustees to

approve it subject to his recom

mendations," Keller said

'We came up with the constitution after

making concessions to the administration,

and the administration making conce.ssions

for us." Keller said. He said Duffey's

recommendations have cau.sed the Board of

Trustees to reject the constitution.

The trustees will not nqcs; the constitution

until th«' on campus conflict between the

administration and students is resolved.

"The trustees want everything in total

agreement," Sullivan said. 'They are

waiting to see how the positions will come

together. They don"t want to approve it

until the Senate and administration come

together," he said.

"The trustees want to make sure that

there is an agreement in writing for us to

abide by." Keller said. He said the tru.stees

could Ugally force the senate to stop

operations and i'reeze its funds without an

approved constitution. But more likely,

things will go on and the senate will con

tinue its activities, Keller said.

"The constitution is still valid, it doesn't

need approval from the trustees." Sullivan

said. "But when the constitution is ap-

proved by the trustees, it will protect the

rights we have in it," he said.

In addition to Duffey's recommendations,

concerns have been raised by an attorney in

Univer^^ity President David Knapp's office

Knapp feels that the Third World Caucus

overrides the one person, one vote prin

ciple, in the constitution, Sarah Boy,

assistant to the vice chancellor of student

affairs said. Basically, this means that a

senator could be entitled to more than one

vote if he or she is on the caucus while

representing his or her dormitory.

"But the task force feel that the overriding

principle (of minority representation) is

more important, " Boy, who is also coor

dinator of the constitution task force, said.

Boy said the task force is currently

working on the president's 'omments. She

said his greatest coikkis. deals with this

issu«- of .student representation in the

senate.

Divest stocks;

fight racism
speakers say
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

.\ representative from a political group

outlawed in South Africa and an aide to

Sen. Jack Backman (D Newton), said last

night that the University of Massachusetts

should sell its st<K'k in companies operating

in South .\frica to .set an example for other

investors and to create the d«)wnfall of its

racist government.

Of South Africa's 31 million people. 23

million bhuks have no vote in a political

system legally controlled by the 4.5 million

whiles.

Solly Simelane of the African National

Congress (ANC) was exiled from South

Africa in the early 1960's and has been

working through the ANC in New York

City since then to 'unite and mobilize all

liberal groups of (South) Africa, and

abrogate South Africa's racist policies."

Backman's aide, David Barenberg, 25,

helped pass a state law in 1980 that requires

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to

divest its pension funds from banks who
invest in South Africa.

Simelane and Barenberg were invited to

speak by the UMass student group, the

South Africa Divestment Committee.

SADC says UMass currently holds stock in

three companies that do busine.ss in South

Africa, which directly contradicts policy

established by the Board of trustees in

1977. SADC has been pressuring

University Treasurer Robert Brand, who is

responsible for the school's investment

portfolio, to sell UMass' stock in Koxboro

Co. Thomas & Bett. and Procter & Gamble.

As of yesterday, those stocks were valued

at $176.19«.25 on the New York Stock

Exchange.

Simelane. who is in his late 40's said of

blacks in South Africa, "Daily experience is

one of violence. War is imposed on us by

colonizers. The country is living in a virtual

state of emergency due tt»security laws."

Simelane cited examples from a slideshow

which illustrated poverty, segregation, and

police violence in his homeland.

We call upon the international community

to bring this monster (policy of apartheid)

to its knees and chop its head off by cutting

off all investments," Simelane .said.

He said that an embargo on South Africa

by international merchant seamen has

helped bring pressure on the South African

government.

Simelane said that international economic

warfare against the government would

bring eventual downfall because it would

not be able to financially support the police

and military who carry out the oppression

of blacks.

Barenberg, a UMass graduate, said that

divestment of American companies who do

business in South Africa was crucial to

bringing change in that country. However,

achieving divestment was not a simple

matter, he said.
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"What is essential is invisible

to the eye"
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Career Development
Opportunity

H.S.I. P.
Housing Services is offering a unique internship

program to qualified sophomore and juniors.

The program combines theory and practice in

experience based learning interns may earn

$3.50/hr. for a 15 hour/week (academic credit

optional).

Interested students should submit resume, per-

sonal goal statement and 2 letters of recom-

mendation to:

Joya Jimenez, H.S.I. P. Coordinator

c/o JQA Lobby, SW
Application deadline: November 30, 1984

For information call: 5-0626 or 5-1550
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Shear Delight

Hours: Tues-Sat

9:00-5:30

Walk Ins Welcome

HAIRCUT $7.00

CELLOPHANES $16.50

Offergood thru 12/1/84
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228 Triangle St.

Amherst

549-1502
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Ex. official becomes hero
NF:W YORK AP Former Israeli Defense

Minister Ariel Sharon is a national hero

defamed by "an accusation of mass murder"

in a magazine article, his lawyer said

yesterday as the trial began in Sharon's $50

million libel suit against Time inc.

Sharon alleges that Time libeled hmi in a

1983 article on an Israeli investigation into

the September 1982 massacre of hundreds

of Palestinians in Beirut refugee camps

following Israel's occupation of west Beu-ut.

The article stated that Sharon 'par-

ticipated in a conversation, which if... true,

is an accusation of mass murder," said the

former Cabinet member's lawyer, Milton

Gould, in opening arguments.

The conversation in question occurred the

day before the massacre by Lebanese

Phalangist militiamen and a day after the

assassination of I^ebanese President-elect

Bashir Gemayel, whose family controlled

that militia.

Seagulls bomb executives
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. AP-

Seagulls bombarding golfers

with their own golf balls

have sent Smith & Wesson

executives diving for cover

and forced the gun company

to close its newly installed

driving range.

"Clearly the birds think the

balls are clams." said Jim

Baird. conservation director

for the Massachusetts

Audubon Society. "It's

typical Gull behavior to pick

up clams and mussels and

drop them again and again

L until the shell breaks."

Smith & Wesson President

I>ee J. Deters could not be

reached for comment early

Tuesday afternoon. His

secretary said both Deters

"and our man* in charge of

the gulls" were colseted in

meetings.

However, a company of

ficial, who asked that his

name not be used, told the

Daily News in Springfield

that shortly after the

driving range was set up

behind the gun company's

sprawling headquarters
complex, the birds

began"cavorting with our

balls."
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Change your
tires NOW . . .

fk ji ||Q per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available
4
North Amherst Tire

& Auto Center
Full Service Tire Store
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^^^IHiate to mentior.

that we're feeling some
TENSION

But come to the student

STRESS
MANAGEMENT &
RELAXATION
WORKSHOP

and learn to unwind
Wed. Nov. 14 4:30-6:30

pre-registration required

by 2 PM 11/14

call 549-2671 ext 181
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Regents chairman: UMass ivorld class institution

'

By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

•When David J. Beaubien was a University

of Massachusetts student in the 1950s, it

cost him about $50 a semester and the time

it took to hitchhike 13 miles back and forth

from Montague.
Because he was limited financially, he

found it a natural choice to study at UMass.

*One hell of a bargain'

Now the chairman of the Massachusetts

Board of Regents of Public Higher

Education, Beaubien said that a UMass

education is "one hell of a bargain," and

knocks down student complaints of last

year's seven percent tuition increase.

"I've heard students come to me and say 'If

I have to pay an extra $72, I won't be able to

come to school next year.' And he's got an

$82 pair of Nike sneakers on his feet," he

said.

"It isn't so much the $100, it's the option

the child has to make, " he said.

Last July, Gov. Michael S. Dukakis named

Beaubien chairman of Regents, a 14-

member body that set policies and oversees

operations for the state's 29 public colleges

and universities, and is responsible for

about $500 million, or six percent of the

state's budget.

In a recent interview at UMass. Beaubien

said his ambitions for the regents and for

Massachusetts higher education include

making the state system the leading system

of higher education in the country, yet

maintaining access to its colleges and

universities.

Make investments in education

Beaubien said one way to make the

Massachusetts higher education system

number one in the country is to lobby for

more increases in state spending on higher

education.

"It's best for Massachusetts to make these

investments in education. It's one of the

healthiest states in the nation

economically." he said.

He describes Massachusetts as the "Mecca

of higher education."

UMass has emerged as a world class in

slitution and is "clearly the flagship" of the

state's colleges and universities, he said.

"Unfortunately, the House of Represen-

tatives does not know that. We have to get

them here to see the quality of this campus.

However, Beaubien said the regent's

primary responsibility is maintaining ac-

cess.

Beaubien said he recieved a solid liberal

arts education at UMass and wants to

ensure that all Massachusetts residents,

especially minorities, have the same op

portunity.

"It's not enough to say the door's open.

We've got to reach out of that door and grab

minority students, and create role models

"

for them, he said.

Tuition policy reviewed

Beaubien said one of the top agenda items

this year is reviewing the tuition policy. It

was the regents, and primarily Beaubien,

who recommended a new tuition poHcy that

would require students to pay up to one

third of the cost of their education and a 13

percent tuition hike that was capped to

seven percent by the state Legislature.

Response to Beaubien as regents chairman

has been generally favorable, Susan Lane,

from Dukaki-s' Educational Advisory office

said.

Beaubien is "taking the lead" in some of

the issues of concern to the governor and

the legislature, like the tuition policy. Lane

said.

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said

Beaubien is making himself '"very visible"

on the UMass campus, visiting, talking to

Education officials request22 % budget increase
BOSTON AP Education

officials re<ommend«»H ;m overall 22

percent budget increa.se yesterday for

public colleges in I he stale including the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

saying the money would help produce a

wellt rained workforce for the com

monwealth's high technology industry.

The board of Regents of Higher

Education approved the proposal and sent

it to (iov. Michael S. Dukakis, who has

urged all state agencies to keep their fiscal

19H«) budget requests down as low as

possible.

The regents' plan calls for the higher

education system 15 community colleges,

nine stat«' colleges and three state

universities, plus the central office to

receive a total of $681.0 million in fiscal

19W). which begins July 1. 19H5.

That would be a 22 percent increase over

I he lolal alliK-ation of $558.2 million in the

current 1985 fiscal year.

Higher Education Chancellor John Duff,

who proposed the budget to the regents.

said the increa.se would continue a trend

that saw Massachusetts' ranking jump
from .50th to :k)th in terms of state aid for

higher education in the last three years.

Regents Chairman David J. Beaubien

agreed, saying he hoped the "long dry

spell" of minimal slate aid for public

colleges and universities was over.

Beaubien said tech firms were deman

ding more and better educated people and

it was up to the state's schools to help

pnxluce them.

A breakdown of the regents' request

showed $614 million of the money would

go to maintaining current programs and

$66.7 million would go for new initiatives

and expansion.

The new initiatives included $10.5 million

to pay for expanded engineering

programs at the University of Lowell.

UMass Amherst. Southeastern

Massachusetts University and the

Massachusetts Maritime Academy.

Another $2 million would go for expanded

nursing programs, mainly at the com

munity colleges.

faculty and students and the physical plant,

and "knows how the campus is operating

before I do."

After graduati.-.g from UMass in 1957 with

an electrical engineering degree. Beaubien

and two friends founded Cambridge

Systems. an environmental in

strumentations firm, which they later sold

to EG&G. Inc.. a diversified high

technology company. He joined the firm

and is now a senior vice president of EG&G.

which is now a billion dollar a year com

pany. He is responsible for corporate

growth through new and emerging

technologies.

In addition to working at EG&G. Beaubien

spends two days a week working as a

regent. He is not paid for the regents

position.

Beaubien joined the UMa.ss/Amherst

engineering advisory council in the 1970s

and in 1980 was appointed to the UMass
Hoard of Trustees. When the Hoard of

Regents was formed under Gov. Edward J.

King, he was named vice chairman.

He is also chairman of the regent's

.\dministration and Finance C'ommittee,

and was recently appointed to the Board of

Directors of the Mas.sachusetts Technology

Park Corporation by Dukakis.

i^Aerobics

rijvt. from pg. 1

The second phase is participation in the Body Shop, an

excercise and research facility operated by the Depar

tment of Excercise Science that uses machines to im

prove body strength.

"Before the program started three years ago, most

employees ere not involved in a physical conditioning

program," said James Turati, a UMass poUce officer for

the pa.st 10 years. "Now there are 70 members (in-

cluding) police officers, security guards, and secretaries.

They range in age from 22 52 and are involved in either

Phase 1, Phase 2, or both," he said.

UMass police Chief Robert G. Joyce said, "People who

are interested can be relea.sed for almost an hour on then-

shift for cardiovascular excercise."

"The program has improved my attitudes and initiative.

It helps your conscientiousness and ambition" Fifield

said. "It takes those things to jjet there and work out.

"

Fifield added. "I'm really appreciative of it (the

program). I'm a better officer because of it."

Chief Joyce, who hasn't participated in the program,

cited another advantage of the program and said, "It

knocks down (reduces) sick days."

ALL ABOARD — The tower library appears to

students wondering about during study breaks

<ullftnan I'll"'" ''V t'»"' l>«"»ni»rais

be loading traveling passengers but they are just

Women¥Stu(Mes celebrates anniversary
By LAUREEN DELANEY
Collegian Correspondent

Fads come and go as

quickly as the tide, but

there is one fad that hasn't

faded, and that is the

interest in women's studies

courses on college cam

puses.

This year marks the 10th

anniversary of the

University of

Massachusetts Women's

Studies Program. The

program, which began as

an appendage of the

nationwide women's
movement. is now
recognized as one of the

"most mature and

developed programs of its

kind." according to

Women's Studies
Professor Joyce Berkman.

who has been with the

program since its in-

ception.

Because there are two

major women's colleges,

Smith and Mount Holyoke,

in the area, and there are

two female college

presidents, "it is difficult

for the UMass ad

ministration not to

acknowledge the

legitimate ambitions of

women." Berkman said.

"When I look at the

positive side, the women's

studies 10th anniversary is

like a glass half-filled. I am
thrilled with the immense

gains that women's studies

have made on campus. I

take great satisfaction

with the program's

national reputation,"

Berkman said.

"When I look at the glass

as half empty. the

euphoria fades and I see all

the problems. We need

more efficient ways of

attracting minority
students, and we have

problems such as com-

parable worth and sexual

harra.ssment that women's

studies still has to deal

with," she said.

The UMass Women's
Studies program grew out

of the bachelor's degree

with independent con

centration (BDIC) program

and was approved by the

faculty senate on March

21, 1974.

"Many students were

pursuing women's studies

anyway and the faculty

was doing their own
research, so it seemed to

be the next step to have a

women's studies
program," Arlene
Avakian, Women's Studies

staff assistant said. There

are 25 majors and 20

minors in the program.

Avakian said.

Most women do not

realize women's issues,

usually, until they are out

of college with a family and

are working. Berkman

said. "That's when they

discover all the obstacles

like poor day care, com

parable worth or .sexual

harrassment.

"A university is a shelter

to a young person.

There is little or no

hardship, and if there is.

most people believe it is a

circumstance peculiar to

them." Berkman said.

"If we could reach more

women sooner, we could

better prepare them for

life after college." she said.

Two 20-year-olds

break dorm window
Two 20 year old UMass students were arrested Saturday

afternoon and charged with attempted breaking and en-

tering by smashing a window in Gorman dormitory. UMass

police reported.

According to police, the men broke a resident's window

which they thought was a storage room window to gain

access to the dormitory.

A 1975 Mercury Cougar, valued at $2,000. was reported

stolen from lot 22 at 8 p.m. Friday.

Police reported a hit and run accident in lot 49 that

caused more than $200 in damage to the passenger door of

a Ford Escort Sunday afternoon.

The windshield of a Volkswagon. valued at $200, was

reported smashed at 12:31 p.m. Friday, police said. The

incident occurred in lot 22 between Nov. 1 and Nov. 9.

police said.

Police reported a 19 year old UMass student was

arrested in lot 50 at 6:28 p.m. Saturday and charged with

possession of an altered driver's license.

Two pool cues, valued at $180. were stolen from an

unlocked room on the fourth floor of Patterson dormitory,

police said. The theft occurred between Nov. 9 and 11:48

p.m. on Nov. 12. when it was reported.

Two car speakers, valued at $120. were stolen from a

locked 1979 Buick parked on the first level of the Campus

Center Garage, police reported. The theft was reported at

8:28 a.m. Saturday and police said access to the car was

gained by using a coat hanger. JOEL P. COFFIDIS
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Uncommon Plants

For Home, Gifts,

and Greenhouse

Gobble Up
the Savings!
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1

ig'mn

to

266 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

253-7070

tll6 estaurant
check out

our happy hour

munchie menu
daily!

4 Day
Shoe Sale

Savings
Storewide

on
Shoes
& Boots

Thurs/Sun., Nov. 15-18

I

WEDNESDAY IS tor only

PASTA NIGHT $4.25
includes spaghetti with a choice of homemade

meatball, sausage, fresh eggplant, sauteed

mushrooms, or broccoli served with salad or soup,

bread and butter, and a glass of wine or beer

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close 7 days per week

2 in 1 drinks

55 Ur>iversity Drive, Amherst 549 5713

NDAN ^I'.'rf.^iinJ bJ aiTih»ifs'

Have you ever seen;

A Man chained to his bicycle?

Bicycle skiing?

Bicycle polo?

A flying bicycle?

All can be seen at

"THE SPOKE"
35 East Pleasant St., Amherst

A drinkery to nieet, relax, and enjoy

Watch for our opening

^ School of Management

CAREER DAY '84

November 14th

First Floor Campus Center

Over 30 Companies Represented!

Presentations, Luncheon, Career Fair, Reception

Luncheon Tickets on Sale SOM Lobby

through November 9th

Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club

AH Majors Welcome!

w

'^f^/a^/^
P7^7na^

Come
In

And
Browse!

100% silk long Johns for women and
j

, I

i

men plus:

— Cuddly Chenille Robes,

— Nightgowns in cuddleskin, cotton,

silk

and nylon

— Cotton pajamas and long Johns

— Sexy bras and bikinis

Its not too late to start thinking

about that holiday gift'

"Calvin Klein Unaervwfd?

(or wnrren is available

s

the party

UPSTAIRS

Ladies Night

Free Buffet

AND
DOWNSTAIRS
7:30 Celtics vs Nicks

After the Game Party with

Gordy Milne

C arriagf Shops, 23^ N. Pleasant St.. Aitihorst 549-6915

atMS
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Fighting to end hunger
In recent weeks the world has been

shocked by the news of the effects of the

devastating famine in Ethiopia. Tomor-

row all members of the University will

have an opportuinity to contribute to the

world wide effort to help Ethiopia.

Tomorrow all members of the University

will have an opportunity to contribute to

the worW wide effort to help Ethiopia and

other countries where people are starv-

ing.

Tomorrow some UMass students will

participate in a day of fast, donating their

meal at the dining commons to Oxfam, a

group helping to fight world hunger. We
commend all those students who showed

the forsight to sign-up with Oxfara last

week and urge t£em to follow through

with their commitment. We also urge the

rest of the community to do their part by

fasting and donating the money that they

would have spent on food to Oxfam.

All too often the i uaponsibility is placed

on others to solve world problems. But

the recent photographs showing the

bodies of babies who died becasue the

world did not hear their cries hows why
we all need to work to end world hunger.

As painful as it is to hear those cries of

help, we must not ignore them. It is easy

to igfnore something we have never felt.

Few of us have ever felt real hunger. In

addition to donating money to Oxfam we
should fast so we can better hear the cries

of hunger by experiencing, even in the

slightest sense, hunger.

We must not let our commitment to

fight world hunger end tomorrow. World

hunger will not end with our donations.

We must continue to be aware of the pro-

blem and work to help those in need more

than one day a year.

All unsigned editorials reflect the ma-

jority opinion of the CoUefp^n Board of

Editors.

Caught between two evils

Well, the election is over and the

war is done but let us now
examine the results from a dif-

ferent perspective. Ronald Reagan won a

landslide election with a high Democratic

crossover rate that pulled in even women
and the elderly. In fact, the election was so

disasterous for Walter Mondale that the

Democratic tree was almost ripped from

the ground save for one rtMjt — the Black

vote.

Mondale received 90 percent of the Black

vote, actually more than Jimmy Carter got

in 1980. This is attributable in part to Jesse

Jackson's support of the Demwratic ticket

and to a Black distrust of Reagan. Now
here is a man. Reagan, who carried only 9

percent of the Black vote and who when

questioned about his lack of support from

the Black community states that blacks

haven't been allowed to get his message.

This sounds strange coming from the

mouth of "the great communicator," the

man able to sway partisan crowd with a

single quip. Perhaps Blacks got the

message that under the Reagan ad-

ministration their yearly pay has gone

down while white income has risen.

As virtually every Black leader will tell

you, the Reagan administration has been

hostile to the Black agenda and to the

Blacks at large. Yet still he won the elec-

tion handidly with hardly any Black sup-

port. This fact will send a message to the

Democratic leaders saying that if they hope

to capture the next presidential election

they will have to shift the party's orienta-

tion to the right.

This is not to say that Mondale's cam-

paign was expected to be the savior of the

Black people. In a sense Mondale was

worse than Reagan because Blacks never

voted for Reagan so he never really owed

us anything. The phrase "what you see is

Rod Clare

Christopher Williams

Letters

Hysteria doesn't help

I read Stuart Gottlieb's column. Opening

Our Eyes to Communist Aggression, in

yesterday's Collegian with severe distaste.

His comments iUustrate what Mary

Wentworth termed "communist hysteria.'

He expressed a fear that the airstrip being

built in Grenada "happenned to be long

enough to suit MIGs." I imagine that all

international airports have runways that hi

that description, even those in this country.

So where does this fear come from? He says

he doesn't "like the thought of communist

aggression... but it's reality." How does he

know what is reality in foreign countries

where he probably hasn't been, such as

Nicaragua and Grenada?

'Who told him? Who instilled this fear_

Then he says, "if people don't see the world

for what it is. and what the U.S. does for

world democracy, then they should keep
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Random Notes—
The difficulty of being a modern Democrat

what you get " never rang truer. Mondale,

after winning the Democratic nomination,

instead of saying that he understood the

message Blacks were sending through Rev.

Jackson, turned down all of his planks and

later declared that he could defeat Reagan

without his support.

During the election Mondale never said

anything new to Blacks, only offering to

put a few crumbs back on the table. There

was no talk of the decling human rights

situation and mass starvation that the peo-

ple of Africa are facing. Nor was there any

new talk on South Africa except for the

warmed over liberal rambling that the

situation can be solved {wacefully. not

much better than Reagan's talk of "con-

structive engagement."

What this election has candidly shown is

that a winning party does not need the

Black vote if whites are united. Blacks now

need to seriously re-evaluate our position in

American society and decide whether any

party can help us, for in demanding rights

we should assume responsibility for

creating some of the opportunities

ourselves. Black America possesses

revenues of over $150 billion and with the

right guidance, irrespective of Western or

Soviet dogma, we can rise economically

and thereby create our own political

climate. As Malcolm X said, "The time

when white people can come into our com-

munity and get us to vote for them so they

can be our political leaders and do what

they want is long gone."

Rod Clare and Chrispher Willianus arp

UMass students.

their thoughts to themselves." I'd like to

' know what Gottlieb saw that determined

what the world is for him. P^urthermore. I'd

like him to consider how U.S. supported

democracy in Chile. El Salvador, and

Guatemala stand up to his ideals. In these

countries. "democratic" governments

maintain a strict level of military control.

Atrocities against civilians are the norm.

Lastly. I don't think anyone should keep

their thoughts to themselves. Silence is not

democracy.

Gottlieb Should consider why people

oppose the U.S. government's policies.

Many of us study the subject much more

deeply than the network media. Personally,

my viewpoint comes from traveling abroad

in more than eight countries, including

Nicaragua and some Western European

countries. Here at home, our government

urges communist hysteria. Submitting to

this hysteria will in no way help the

problems of the world's people.

Nicholas Komar
Northeast

In the living room of my friends.Nat

and Katherine. the three of us sat

despairing over the Reagan victory.

We all had worked valiantly for the

Democratic ticket and were just beginning

to taste defeat. 1, tasting it. broke silence

and let out one big "yuck." Katherine

agreed, saying, "exactly." After seeing

enough of the Mondale trouncing we turn-

ed off the TV and Nat and I went down to

the center of Northampton to drown our

prtjgressive sorrows in ice cream or

something.

Dragging ourselves through town, Nat

suggested that we stop in at the Mondale-

Ferraro headquarters. That was exactly

what I needed. 1 just had to be surrounded

by those who felt the same way that 1 did;

feeling the sting of disillusionmeiU yet

knowing the work was well worth it,

somehow.
Right before we left the office a little boy,

alx)Ut eight years old, l(H)kefl up at me and

flashed the widest grin I've seen in too long

a time. Collin, still smiling, told me that he

could guess whom I had voted for: Mon-

dale. I smiled back and said, "Yes. I did."

He then explained that "{)eople voted for

Reagan because they just didn't

understand." That is yet thelx'st anlaysis

of the election l"ve heard so far. He then

related to me how he had voted in his se-

cond grade class and how Mondale had won
16 to 2. He was quite proud of that.

1 shook hands with Collin and told him

what a pleasure it was meeting him.

Heading for the door 1 waved to him and

said. "Take it easy, kid." He waved back

with all the glee he could muster. Right

then he shone with all the goodness, in-

nocence and determination that 1 believe

America is all about.

I knew as 1 walked out with Nat and

headed for Herrel's that 1 would have quite

a few battles ahead of me in the next four

years. But as long as there is (»ne Collio left

in the world, I could do it. As loot? as there

are children horo into the world threatened

by nuclear war, racism, sexism, hunger, in-

creasing overi»opulation. heterosexism.

and a deU'ricjrating environment, I knew 1

had to continue.

Sipping coffee and savoring chwolate ice

cream. I sighed and thought to m.syelf.

"shit, it's hard being a democrat these

days."

kichard Bige.ant is a resident ofAmherst

Romance: an issue shunned by the media

Can you believe it?

I wish to bring to the attention of the

UMass community a grave situation.

Amidst all the "exciu^ment" of the elec-

tions. I believe a few things have been

overlooked and forgotten by the media. I'm

talking about the engagement of Jennifer

Sheerin (who goes to UMass) and Jim

Witous (who df>es not) which was to take

place on the David Letterman show, but

due to his vacation plans (Can you believe

the audacity of the man?), the engagement

did not take place.

We, the friends of Jenny and Jim, make a

plea to you, the hopeless romantics of

UMass and its surrounding areas, to help

us correct this gross itijustice by sending

your cards and letters to Dave, asking him

to bring Jen and Jim to his show on

November 22nd, so that they may get

engaged on national television.

For your aid, we will provide you with

Mr. Letterman's address: David Letter-

man, NBC Studios, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

N.Y., N.Y. 10112.

Please get involved with this cause for

the two nicest |)eople you'll never know!

Harbara-Seda Aghamianz
Central

* Self-proclaimed compassion' falls short

I must commend Rusty Denton (Nov. 8);

you have a hell of a lot of nerve. To be in

the unfortunate position of having been

born a (probable) white upper-middle-class,

Christian male must have caused you much

pain. You'd probably also like to hear me

say that I, as a woman, am overjoyed that

you take such an interest in dictating what

you believe I should be doing with my body

and my life. Unfortunately, Denton, your

self-proclaimed compassion fell a bit short

in my book. The vast majority of complica-

tions caused by abortions occur when an

abortion is performed illegally; in un-

sanitary back rooms, by quacks; 'friends,'

or by the patient herself, because they

couldn't afford to have a safe, legal alwr-

tion. Do you honestly believe that the same

woman who cannot afford an alxjrtion

which usually costs under $300, can afford

the expensive pre-natal and hospital care

necessary? This is not even mentioning the

money lost from time taken off of work.

About all the 'thousands of childless

couples' you mentioned; there are

thousands of children in adoption agencies

just dying to join up with some parents.

But the vast majority of those children are

Black. Hispanic. Asian, or handicapi)ed. It

seems most of those parents want bounc-

ing babies that are also white, with all 10

fingers and toes. It's obvious that most of

the women who gave up their children for

adoption couldn't afford to keep them; and

being that women of color constitute one of

the largest, if not the largest, population

living in p<jverty. I can only say that maybe

you should research or at least think a little

more thoroughly l)efore making such ab-

solute statements. Your class background

is showing.

I have also seen the emotional upheavel a

woman feels following an abortion. But

what of the emotional upheaval of giving

up a baby you've brought to term, and pain-

fully given birth to? And what of the

ridicule and pain of being unmarried and

pregnant in a society that still punishes on-

ly women for having sex? Those "few mon-

ths" of sadness you mentioned could mean

the loss of a job, a high school or college

education, a family, and the same self-

respect that you said would be lost if they'd

had an abortion.

Although you tried to get people to

believe that you are compassionate,Denton,

I can only come to the conclusion that you

are a misogynist, and viciously cla.ssist.

Dana B. Kurtz

Amherst
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Hypercurricula
THE ToMSflJ CLUB MEETING IS

TODAY — 4:00 p.m. in Machmer E 32B.

We will talk about how YOU can see Late

Night with David Letterman amongst other

things. We will also discuss the fresh new

newsletter. UOME ON EVERYONE! 4:00

p m E 32B Machmer. Be there - Aloha.

FILM: THE RISING TIDE" This film is a

documentary history of resistance to

Apartheid in South Africa including footage

„„„ ,he 1^0 SharpesvUe ^a-ssacre
and

the 1976 Soweto Riots. Discussion to follow.

7:30 p.m.. CC 804.

SPANISH CONVERSATION HOUR The

U'Mass Spanish Club invites everyone to its

weekly tertulia, an informal hour of con

versation. Speakers of all levels are

welcome, and refreshments will be served.

2-30 400 4th fUM)r lobby Herter Hall.

THE ACADEMIC CLIMATE FOR
(JKADUATE WOMEN A lecture to be

given bv Barbara I^ne, Professor

school of Ed. at UMass. 7:30

Thompson 620. .

AlM'ROl'KIATK TECHNOLOGY

in the

p.m..

AND

DEVELOPMENT IN NICARAGUA Slide

show and discussion of energy work

sponsored by European Energy

development agencies and peasant

cooperatives. What are the challenges of

devel..pment in Nicaragua today.' 6:00

p.m.. Thompson 104.

•>5 PLUS CLUB MEETING "CalUng all

fellow dinosaurs", our next social and

meeting will be held Wednesday at the

Faculty Club (behind Morrill) from 4 7 p.m.

All old'er students welcome.

SEMINAR CAREER PATHS. COM

PUTER ENGINEERING Mary Ellen

U'wandowski. Digital (DEC), will be

talking on what do engineers/programmers

do 'out there", how does one get the jobs? 7

p.m.. Marston 126.

COMING OUT RAP GROUP TO
ROOMATES AND FRIENDS The coun-

seling collective is sponsoring a coming out

rap group for anybody who wishes to

discussthis issue. 7:30 p.m.. SUB 413B.

LUTHERAN FELLOWSHIP SUPPER All

students are invited for dinner and a

program on responses to world hunger,

with special focus on the Oxfam Fast. 5:30

7:00 p.m., 867 N. Pleasant St.

The besthas a iaste all its owtu

A taste that's not easy to find It's something

you have to stnve for. In everything you do.

And when you've done it, when you ve

found the bestm yourself, taste it in the beer you

dnnk. Ask for Bud Light'

your
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During the day it's Shakespeare. Marx-

ist theory and the discover.' of the atom

that fills the minds and time of five college

^ht the hooks are put

awav, the slide rules are locked in the toj)

drawer and the haven for scholars is

transformed into something just short of

Broadway.
It's nightime in the Valley.

Nightime in the area is more than just

clubs with live and recorded music. l)ars.

movies theaters, plays. (»r comedy acts, it

is a time for social gathering, to meet old

and new friends, to forget about life lor a

while and just to have a goo<i time.

There are at least three large danc(^

clubs in the area: Changes and .lustm

Ryan's h> Amherst, and I'earl Street in

Northampton. Manv "llier bars, including

the Blue Wall, and the Pub, have special

nights set aside for dancing to a D.J.

For live music, this area can rival much

larger towns like Springfield, Providence,

R.I. and Hartford. Conn, on a good

weekend. The largest concert venture in

the area is the UMass Fine Arts Center,

and smaller bars like Sheehan's in Nor-

tham.pton. the Rusty Nail in Sunderland

and even the Hatch in the Campus Center

have bands playing rock'n'roll and blues

every weekend.

If" dancing isn't your niche, don't

despair, downtown Amherst and Route 9

offer more than just dance floors. Here the

relaxing student finds a wide variety of

places for drinking beer, wine, mixed

drinks or anvthing. If you're in a bar you

don't like, walk a little further and chances

are you'll find another better suited for

you and your needs.

But YOU don't have to drink to have a

the Five Colleges has its own theater com-

pany, and UMass has three; the Rand, the

Curtain and the New World theaters.

Every area college also shows a variety of

movies on campus, and a wide range of

commcercial and art films are showing at

the malls and in downtown Amherst and

Northampton.

Pizza rolls and Jiffy Pop just aren't good

enough. With all the area has to offer

there's no excuse to sit in your dorm room

or a apartment and become part of the fur-

niture. Nightime in the valley is just too

plentiful for that.
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Alive and well:
A surveyor the area's musicscene showsyou can get

some satisfaclmn

H\ JACKHHKSNAliAN
Calk'Hian Stall

Sometimes, especially if you are a blues fan. the valley is

the placi- to be to see live music. James Cotton. John

Mavall. (leorKc Th<»roKo<xl and the late Muddy Waters all

ha\c played in the urea in the past several years. But lots

nt Ml her, nationally known and popular acts also play

Amherst area bars on a regular basis.

The follow ini; is a list of spots in the area where one can

go to hear and enjoy live music.

IHON IlOilSK - The Iron Horst- is io.aied on Ctiuer

.Street. Northampton. It is oneofthemo>t consistent clubs

an»und. able to b(K)k many fine music acts. I've seen blues

artists Albert Collins. Son Seals, and Koko Taylor in the

past. Recent I V Mike Hloomfield was there, a.s well as the

great Archie Shepp CJuartel. UMass alumnus and blues

great Taj Mahal is due to play in December. There are a

number of solo and diverse acts most everyday ol the

v\eek. My only wish is that they'd expand the place and put

in a dance floor.

('.MAINS - On Fiske .Avenue in downtown Greenfield.

CaU ins is an unpn-ti-ntious and friendly place. This is more

or less a working persons bar. There's a full circular bar,

v\ilh |»lintv of tables and chairs, and a dance floor in front

ol the handstand. Its not real close to UMass but worth the

lra\el. Regular bands are Wailin" Dave and the Blue Dogs.

Roger Salooni and the Stragglers. Sass. and the highly

enjoya»)le Fabulous Heavyweights with Kd Vadas. We
need a place like this m Amherst.

SHKKIIANS Sheehans is on Pleasant Street. Nor

thanipt(.n. and is one of the more popular spots in town. It

has three bars: the upstairs one. which is cheaper to drink

at. and two downstairs, where live music is played. There

is no cover charge, there's ample seating, as well as a

dance fUxir. The only lion in the path is the brick pillars

which somewhat obscure the stage and the low ceiling

impeding the sound quality. R&B can often be heard by

Wildcat Ollalloran. Albert Otis Blues Band. Al Fuller, and

Bobby Watson. Evening Fro Blusica is a weekly show,

usuallv on Friday nights.

TIIK BI.CK WALL Our very own. everyone knows

where the Blue Wall is. I'I'C's Blues in The Blue Wall

series has brought some fine groups such as Johnny

Co\)eland. S«in Seals, James Cotton, John Mayall. and

(.i\nne«\ Weal. The management has also brought nxk
bands in like The Lonely Bt)ys, David Johannsen, The

DBs. The Bongos, and Lou Miami. I think the Wall would

do well to b«M»k bands more often, since it's not always easy

Inr e\ er\ o'.'f '" ••••t (ilf ciinipiis to go elsewhere.

Texas bluesman Stevie ray Vaughan picks his guitar with his teeth during a March 1984 show at

, the Rusty Nail in Sunderland.

THK NORTH STAR — Situated across from Smith

College's Forbes Library bands can be heard here on oc

cassion. Though usually a DJ and dancing place, bookings

are also available for parties and bands. Owners David and

Ken keep a very pleasant atmosphere, and there should be

more bands playing there in the future.

I'K.XRL STRFFT This is one of Northampton's newer

atid more successful clubs and is much needed in the area.

It sort of fills up the void created by the closing of Rahars a

(•(.uple of vears ago. The Outlaws played there last week,

and I*h<Hbe Snow enjoyed a tremendous evening a few

weeks ago. Bluesman Clarence "Gat emouth" Brown as well

as James Brown played there this summer. Swing band

Fight to the Bar is due to play on Nov. 28th, and ska band

The GoikI Guys will be there on Dec. 6.The interior is

spacious and clean, w ith plenty of space to bwgy.

1704 This lounge is located at the Motel 6. South

Deerfit'ld. It's one of the most comfortable places to see a

band, with nice soft chairs and carpeting. They had

stopped booking bands for a few months, but beginning in

December, there should be a complete line-up again. Some

of their bands in the past have included Arabus. Raisin"

Cain. Temptress, Cruise Control, and Skyhne. This past

weekend Flyer was there and the place was packed.

possibl> a sign of things to come.

THF, RCSTY NAIL — For the past several years this

club has been one of the forces to be reckoned with.

Though it is way down Rte.47 in Sunderland, this is the

place in the area to see national acts. Blues greats like

Muddv Waters, John Lee Hooker, Willie Dixon, Johnny

Winter. B.B. King, James Cotton, James Montgomery,

Bonnie Raitt, George Thorogood. and Stevie Ray Vaughan

have all played the Nail. Diverse groups such as Warren

Zevon. X. The Ramones. Root Boy Slim. Bruce Cockburn.

and The Dead Kennedys have been a few of the many to

have appeared. Its capacity has swelled beyond belief on

occassit.n. and it is ama/ing that they can get these big

names to play way out there. Ca.se in point. Robin Trower

will be there on Dec. 7th. Lucky us!.

Where artandentertainmentmix
lU COrNTKAMlNZAHKD
Collegian St aft

II nni;lii simnH tii-hionable I" -.!> that the .\niherst area

does n.ii h, ligh good nio\ ie houses tor ihi'

costiiopoliian liliii luilt. llout-ver, t his is tar from the truth.

Ii iiiii'it lake a while betore the classy films arrive, but

I ( > ventually shown in the l»»ng run. One simply has

\" I'l .11 1 ,.( the an of patiem-e.

The I'ieasant Street Theatre in Northampton is usually

the ideal plac*- to see g<H>d foreign and domestic films. The
theatre has one large .screening room and another smaller

one for older classics or for independent prtxluctions.

Tickets usualy go for $.J..K). The only problem with the

house is that one can not bring cantly bars to the theatres.

Otherw ise. the place is a feast for I he college Bohemian.

.sjK .ikiiii; o! (u/\ pliices, one liefinilely has to mention the

snug .\nihersi Cinema, the home of the perfect double

fealures. Tiekels merely cost S'J.oO, and there is plenty of

room in ll.e theatre. Ltn-ated in downtown Amherst, the

cinema is conveniently close to Bart's so you can pick up a

fioi 1 III' 'I apple cidiT before or after the films. I personally

siiuLM'si ii lor a romantic winter date.

riie Calvin Theatre in Northampton is another bargain
place in the area. On Wednesday nights, the theatre offers

a current commercial hit [Ghosthusters} for only 99 cents.
On regular nights, tickets cost a buck and a half.

"II might tiike a while hflnfc (he rln.ssyjlitn.s arrive,

hut th^nf art' eventuaUy shown in the hmg run. One
simply has to practice the art of patience.

"

lonipeiing With the I'ieasant Street Theatre in

,
[)resentin^ (pi.ilily tilms is the pt)sh .Academy of Music at

the gales of Smith college. I have to admit I am always
impressed with the interior beauty of the .\cademy.
.Mtliounh the managt-ment ch(M>st.s to show older double
features al limes, the usual ticket price is $8. .50. I hear
Sm:i h women sinipiy adore i he .\cademy.

l,.ist, hut >«ruiinly not least, there are the mall cinemas.

Il.impshire Mali theatres along with Mt. Farm Cinemas

brum the latest commercial releases to the .\mherst area.

.Mthtiugh they tend to give priority to those abominable

tei-nage sex and violence comedies, they also carry gotxl

movies like Anuuitus or Plarts in the Heart from time to

;.iiie. They might not be rit/y. but they surely have good
deals for students and tor the Twilight Shows. On
wei'kends. one can also ca'ch a midnight movie or two if

one feels /.any enough. Of oour-( , the B\T.\ bus ride back
home probablv otters more ihriils than any film can
posvililv otter.

r,.ii,.^niiti pl,"i-. t't I'.'-' ' i; '•

The Amherst cinema had a popular double-

feature this weekend. There are more than a

dozen films playing at any given time at

theaters within five miles of downtown
Amherst.

Of ctHirse. (tne must also mention the wide range of films

sponsored by varit>us (»rgani/.ations in the Five College

,\r«'a every week. If they are not free, entrance price is

usuallv a dollar and a half, and it sure beats waiting out in

the cold tor the bus.

Let the pretentious criticize our cultural facilities.

.\mhersi can still give us many great films on a bleak and

bland winter night.
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Tellme, where have all thegood barsgone:
Drake, Dastardly Dan's

on the way out —
Local tastes changing?

By MARY CRESSK
Collegian Staff

First it was Barseloiti's. Then it was

Dastardly Dan's, This June, the Village

Inn. popiJlarly known as The Drake, will I)e

shutting off its taps and, with them, the

last bastion of a socially relaxed, pleitsingly

alcoholic atmosphere where Hendrix

replaces Maddonna on the jukebox and

pe(tple play pool instead of head games.

What gives',' Do the twin killings of The

Drake and Dastardly Dan's signify a

tendency of Amherst bars to shy away

from a "normal" bar atmosphere without

ubiijuitous deejavs or drink specials'.' Are

"Oreo Cookies" beating out Michelob

drafts in sales? In short. w:.ere will the

non- Ralph Lauren crowd go'.'

Surveyed late on Friday. Drake patrons

stared past their double dark drafts and

told why they came.

"No leg warmers, man."

"The bartender doesn't riiig a stuF)id Ijell

every time he makes a sale."

"I'like to l)e able to sit here and just drink

if 1 want to and have no one bother me."

"There'll l)e no place to go." says Drake

barHv and senior Kd Shaughnes.sy vvht,

has been frei^uenting Willy s Ralhskellar

since he first came to I'Mass. "It's the only

place in town where older i)eople and

vounger ones can mix and drink wit.h no

one making a big deal <^f anything^ He

shakes his head. "I can't think of any

oYo
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replacement, really.
"

Mark Zuckerman, also a senior, confers,

"It is pretty sad l>ecause the Drake is the

(mly place that doesn't have any preten-

sions. You can go there, have a drink, and

talk all night. You don't feel as if you have

to do anything."

There is hope. Part of it originates on

North Pleasant Street, where a 2'2-year-old

I'Mass undergrad has taken the old

Dastardly Dan's (previous owner Paul

Noetel IS pursuing otlu-r business interest

in South Amherst) and is in the proce.ss of

turning it into the "The Spoke," a bar that

he hopes will attract all types. Miles

Washburn is a biking enthusia.st who is ex-

panding his interest into the decor of the

shop; U'sides covering up the intimidating

bay window with a curtain (face it, who

wants to sit in a bar and drink when you

get the idea everyone walking past can see

you making bad pool shots), he will

decorate the shop with anticjues dating as

far back as 1870.

Washburn wants it to Ix- "a place where

you can take a daU'," but als«. where "a

woman can walk in alone and not be har-

rassed by nu-n.

"We'll al.so be playing tai>es. I liave

about 100 myself, aiwl people can liand me

one and re()uest what they like." Washburn

said. "If they want to hear the Grateful

1 )eH<l, we'll |)lay the Dead; if they want Spr-

ingsteen, we'll play Springsteen."

A familiar figure iR'hind the sunken

Drake bar is a short, black woman by the

name of Kthel Clemons, 42, has U-en ten-

ding bar there for five years and hates "as

niinh as atiyone here" the "phistic" bars

springing up uptown. Ethel says she might

open up her own Drake-like bar, if she can

raise the capitiil.

"I'm trying to get my boyfriend to mor-

tgage his house, but unless 1 win

Megabucks in the near future," .she laughs.

"I <i(m't know about that possibility.

Believe me," she says. "I see the need."

D(.wjistairs bartender Willie Whitfield

has al.so .said he will try to .iperi his own

ftlace if the Drake closes.

There seems little doubt that memlKTS of

the Drake community will keep tabs or\

Ethel. But until then and, of course, see-

ing how the new bars pan out ^ there is on-

ly one definite maj(»rity opinion:

"It's an abs<»lute .shame," siiys Chris

Marini, a senior who counts herself lucky to

have gone to The Drake as often as she has.

",\ j:lamn shame."

Clubs cope with

strictnew laws
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

This fall. Mike's Weslview Cafe and the Pub both

changed their advertising in the CoUegiav to emphasize

to<Ml. entertainment and door prizes instead of alcohol.

Then the Blue Wall's famous Friday happy hour was

renamed the Friday afternoon s(M-ial hour, and the Top of

the Campus changed its drink specials from two for ones

to lower priced normal sized drinks.

Also this fall, police stepped up their attack on drunk

driving through the u.se of roadblocks and special patrols,

trends showed bar patrons drinking less, and a

moratorium on l(M.'al happy hours is being drafted.

Are all these events related? Yes.

They are all part of a national alcohol awareness

education pn)gram that was begun by groups like

Mothers Against Drunk Driving iMADD) and has made

its way into the state legislatures and finally to the U.S.

Congress, which this summer passed a bill that requires

all states to set a legal drinking age of 21 or face cut oft of

federal highway money usually a large part of any state

budget

.

The Massachusetts Legislature recently passed a bill

that will raise the legal drinking age from 20 to 21 in

.hine.

The I'ub. Mikes Westview and UMass campus bars are

ti..i the only area bars that have made changes to ac

comoilate increased alcohol awareness measures. Most

clubs and bars in the .Xmherst area have also tried to de

emphasize hard drinking in favor of other activities.

Chick Delano, owner of Delano's in downtown Amherst,

saifl he is "thinking of doing a late night menu." to

supplement the bar's happy hour,

Delano said he thinks people are not drinking less, but

drinking more responsibly. " because of the Amherst

P.,lire Safety and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) and State Police

roadbUn-ks. »
i u

Tom Stoddard, a manager of the Rusty NaU m Sun

derland. said that "overall, the amount of money people

spend in clubs is less" now, and he blamed that on "the

m<M)d of t he day roadblocks, drunk driving."

Michael Kane, general manager of Changes in Amherst,

said he tries to create "a total atmosphere good sound,

dancing, videos.

"Mv idea has never been to try to get everyone in here

as drunk as they can," Kane said. The club always has

hotdogs for sale now. and the Thursday night .specials

include free hotdogs and hamburgers, he said.

•When people eat. they tend not to gel as drunk." Kane

said.

Dan Cowles. who has worked in bars and dubs in the

area for 10 vears, and now is a manager of Justin Ryan's

in Amherst, said "everybody's doing about the same

thing '

in response to the tougher drinking related laws.

"The ffK-us of everyone's ad campaigns are going away

troni two tor ones and open bars." he said.

Cowles also said customers don't drink as much as they

used to. "It used to be that UMass students would drink

until thev couldn't stand up,' he said, but now. "people

are not drinking shots as much." and many customers

<lrink soda or juice after midnight until closing.

Put on those dancing shoes

Boogie the night away lopulsating sounds al area dance clubs

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Whether you call them

discothecjues. nightclubs,

discos or dance clul)s, they

all mean one thing: a

darkened hall that pul.sates

with bass, atmosphere and

mixed company for an

eventful night out.

,\mherst, of course, is not

New York, or Bosti)n. and

d(jesn't have a Studio 54 or

even a Metro. But there are

several local establishments

that aspire to fill one's

iKjogeying needs, and while

the.se clubs do not ac-

comodate bands or non-

mainstream type dance

music, each club does have

its own personality. Here is

the basic rundown:

Pearl Street, Pearl

Street, Northampton
()j)en: 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Tuesday-Saturday

Cover charge: $2 Tuesday

and Thursday; $1 Wednes-

day; $3 Friday and Satur-

day, more if there's live

entertainment.

The club is the newest on

the area's disco scene; it of-

fers upbeat, diverse music

(new wave, punk, etc. as

well as top 40). The club is

located on the second floor

of an immense building. The

foyer has a bar and pastel

necm lightin; Beyond this

passageway lies a huge,

darkened hall where the ac-

tion takes place.

Pearl Street has the

largest dance floor I've seen

- and little else, in the way

of tables for a relaxing

drink. There are comfor-

table couches, though, to

get to know your new-

friends and watch the TV
mf)nitors with the latest

music videoes.

Justin Ryan's Route 9 and

University Drive, Amherst
Open: Upstairs (di.sco) 8

p.m. to 1 a.m., Wednesday-

Saturday; downstairs (kick-

off lounge) 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.,

sevefi nights a week.

Cover charge: .$1 after 9

t).m. Fridav and Saturday

This club IS popular for its

diversity — dance upsUiirs.

watch TV and play pool

downstairs. Music is

predominatly Top 40 with

some rock; two dance floors

offer more than 400 s<|uare

feet each. There are plenty

of booths and tables for en-

joying the various drink

sjiecials: $1.25 well drinks

with a free buffet till 10

p.m. Wednesday, In-at-the-
,

clock drinks from 7 p.m. to

11 p.m. Thursday. $1.25

drinks till 9 p.m. weekends.

Other attractions include

drawings for prizes such as

trips to Florida: eight will

be given away with draw-

ings every two weeks. Live

entertainment, such as .Mm
Plunkett, frequents the
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Local theater enriching
Shakespeare, Chekhov fillarea with culture

Students looking for a night out at the

theater will not lack a performance on most

weekends. The area has its share of local

theater groups, both traditional and non

traditional. But possibly the richest source

of theater entertainment are the five

college theater departments.

The UMass Department of Theater is

having one of its busiest seasons in recent

years, presenting five plays in its theaters.

The Rand Theater housed a production of

Eugene O'Neill's Desire Under the Elms for

six nights in early October. Shakespeare's

A Midsummer Night's Dream will be

presented in the Rand December 6 8 and

12 14.

The Curtain Theater opened its fall 84

season with a dramatic adaptation of

Donald Barthelme's Porcupines at the

University and Other Comic Diversions.

Chekhov's The Seagull had a short but

successful run Oct. 30 November 3.

Howard Brenton's Sore Throats, a con-

troversial play about sex and marriage, will

run November 13-17.

The New World Theater at UMass. which

presents non European plays, is producing

three plays in its tenth season this fall.

Love to All, Lorraine, a drama based on the

life of late playwright Lorraine Hansberry.

opened the season Oct. 13 at the theater.

On Nov. 17. the New World Theater

presents Life in the Fast Lane, starring

Japanese Hawaiian poet Lane Nishikawa.

The final production of the season will be

Migeul Pineros Short Eyes, a powerful look

at racial tension inside a prison.

The other area colleges also have full

theater schedules planned. At Hampshire

College this week is Wendy Kesselman's

My Sister in this House. Harold Pinter's

The Lover will be performed at Hampshire

December 5 8. Michael Tremblay's Les

Belles Soeurs can be seen at Smith College

December 6 8 and 12 14. At Mount Holyoke

College a two part adaptation of Thackery's

Vanity Fair is in the works. Part I can be

seen November 29 and December 1. 4. 6.

and 8. Part II plays November 30.

December 1. 5. 7. and 9. Either single

performance will stand alone, but to get the

entire story one should see both.

Watch for the Collegian

Wednesday. November 14, 1984

ii:Discos

Kickoff Lounge and comics

appear every Thursday
night.

Changes Route 9,

Amherst (about IVz miles

from town)

Open: 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Tuesday-Saturday

Cover Charge: $1 after 9

p.m. Friday, Saturday

Changes, formerly Poor

Richards, changed owner-

ship last Spring and
renovated itself in the

works. There is now a split-

level dance floor, with a

combined area of more than

400 square feet. New-
fangled couches (Nine

Lansdowne Street-style)

line another wall for those

too pooped to party to the

top 40 dance music.

Drink specials include 50

cent drafts on Tuesday, 99

cent mixed drinks on

Wednesday night and a

women's aerobics contest —
for a $250 prize — begininn-

ing this Friday.

Wednesday, November 14, 1984!
Collegian "

Dining Specialon Wednesday,November28

Wednesday thru Saturday

4 Year of Living

i Dangerously 7:00

; Under Fire 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

Car
Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAm£UJS_

$7.00
I

(with this coupon)
j

$10.00 with Shampoo •

and Blow Dry
$11.50 Long Hair I

Please Call for v\ Appotntmsnt

Expires 11/30 '84

Styles by Eteborah

FREE CONSULTATIONS

SPRING COURSE:
Peer Alcohol Education Program
Peer Alcohol Educators are undergraduate

students who are trained and supervised to pro-

mote responsible decisions concerning alcohol

use throughout the UMass community. Ser-

vices provided by peer educators include

workshops, media projects, breathalyzer

demonstrations, film series and referrals.

To become a Peer Alcohol Educator students

must:
1. Apply by December 15th

2. Commit themselves to the program for two
semesters-classes are on Wednesdays
from 2:30-5:00 pm.

Interested students should fill out an applica-

tion in the Health Education Office, University

Health Services.

J-^
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1 AMHERST DELICATESSEm
= In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

. lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllimilllllllllllllllHITrT TTT"r"T ' ' mummummii^ —

I CHALLENGING ENGINEERING POSITIONS I |
I

WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH i

|
I Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, has openings for: i ^
I ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS i =
I MECHANICAL ENGINEERS | ^
I The Shipyard's assigned mission is to modernize, refuel, convert, and repair Nuclear Sub-

| ^
I marines. Work involves design, development, and testing of submarine systems and equip-

| ^
I ment. | =

I Career advancement to journeyman level paying over $28,000 within 2V2 years if hired at
| ^

I GS-5 and IV2 years if hired at GS-7 level. l 1

On-i^mpum A Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

•Fresh Soups & Salads
•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEM

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549-6314
Open Mon.i*!.. 9».m.- lOp.m. ...Sun.. 9^

I

I

g

s

e

I

BS Engineering degree and U.S. Citizenship required.

Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13 working days paid

sick leave - outstanding retirement program - choice of health & life insurance programs.

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employs over 9,000 employees.

The Shipyard is a leader in the life-cycle maintenance and modernization of nuclear sub-

marines and offers unparalleled challenge and opportunity. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is

located in the heart of vacationland. All season sports and other activities are available

within minutes.

The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus on November 30, 1984.

If you cannot make this interview and are interested in employment, submit your resume

to: Industrial Relations Office, Code 170.5, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, NH
03801.

ft S
SPLASH some excitment

/J into your nightlife

with a HOT TUB at

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

i.,„„„.„, „„„., ,.„. , HH ••••••••.•••I •.MHHH.IMHU.IH.M.IIM. nMH.MMI.n. n.."". -iii. "" "••

<A

UTOPIA SPAS
Sf0

Private Hot Tub Rooms
by Vi hour or hour

Call for reservation 253-7727

.-^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

TrvOurNew
Luncheon From tpZ»ZO
Specials seivcd ll a.in.-3 p.m.

« .. o"^ J o ^K ALL YOU Sf; 9P;
New Buffet & Sunday Brunch can eat 0.£iO

Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

Vz Price
Perm Special
When you bring a

friend
One perm is full price — the other perm is Vt price

Total value $20.00 byappt.

offer valid with this coupon
exp 11/30/84

Stvlcs by
Deborah

6."^ I ni\ersitv Dr.

49-5610

tt-tttpa^t

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms

2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings

4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

ChUdren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet Cr Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot £f Sour Soup

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

2S6-0252

Having Hassles?

We Can Help. .

Ahm ^^ ^^
Mediation Project
an altomativ* m«thod o« solving proHlcma:

• Roomat**
• Landlord/Tenant
• Neighbors
• Student/Faculty

• Saxual Harasamant
• Family mambara
• Employaa/Empioyar

MadMtian

546-2462

.Wii.%* 1Z7 HMttreuek U<
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SkiCross-Country
Jamboree Sale!

Sample Savings on 2 ol 12 Complete Outfits:

S69.95
L

)

Nordic Waxless Outfit

Leather 75mm Soofs

Tonkin Poles

75mm Bindings

pMC^
"SaU

Lowest Price Ever!

JOSTEN'S

White Lustrmm
RINGS

W2.95KneissI HC Waxless Skis

Salomon SR 40 Boots

SNS System Bindings r- ^^^j,^
Swix Fibreglass Poles \ i^^p»^^

Rag. W8.00 V'vjiiU^
o^l

Rental packages closeouts save $40.00

Last years ski leftovers V? price

All used boots $10.00

Specials on Childrens' Outfits

Childrens Free Boot Exchange

S" : S:';riT".%..o.on S.. S,r.p. ,u., tor ..opp.ng by

""
_ Mounting .nd B.m Pr.p on ..I XC Ou.t.,.

FREE - W.i. Kit with .vtry W«K«bi« Sk. Outl.l

fSII - P.. o» Wlgwm Kn.ck,r «>ck. wth OutUt purchase

FREE - 5 d.y. worth of .r.H P«." 'or Touring Centers

Savings ot over $20 00

iHiimon Sftorts
the cross-country ski experts

Sale from Wed., Nov. 14 - Sun. Nov 19

Thurs. & Fri. open until Midnight^

1 E PLEASANT ST - AMHERST - 549-6904
|jj^

suiixsrom!

ilSSL ^SALOMON
UFA

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY JOSTENS WHITE LUSTRUM RING

Date: Nov. 14, 15, 16 - Wed, Thur, Fri

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit: $15.00

Place: outside ,^l^gjQ^£^

MS4'

Q§6>

UMASS SK\ CLUB presents Jostcns is the Official Awards Supplier <.f the 1^»4 Olympic (iames

•^mMm'^

Student Union Ballroom Amherst __

ftBiAT Ski Siitch Chancellor's Lecture Series

f\

\\\
r-^

>\\ ^1
\ /

\^ X

1 500^00
WOITH or TOP lAME

WIITEB €LOTHIH«

SII EQUIPMEIT
THURS, FRIDAY - High noon 'til 10 p.m. SAT - 10 a.m. 'till 5 p.m.

»IICIS TIIS LOW SieVLB BE OVniWlJ

STARTS
TOMORROW

Vladimir Haensel

''Creativity and the Future

of Science and Technology"

Thursday, November 15, 1^84 at 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Wednesday, November 14. 1984!
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Today's Weather
Yesterday's first fall flur-

ries end in cloudy skies and

cold temperatures in the

mid 30's. Tonight, lows in

the mid (Brrrr) 2()"s.

Tomorrow, a bit warmer
with sunny skies.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Gorde
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Fencing move
5 Church feature

10 boy!"

M PoKer holding

15 Arab republic

16 Gator's cousin

17 City vehicles

19 Tinnber wolt

20 Loser, at times

21 Ice bucket, eg
23 Skin feature

24 Hackneyed
25 Ending nvith

sect

28 Neat and tidy

31 Comely, old

style

32 Actress Field

33 Affirmative

34 Incises

35 Eastwood s

Harry'

36 Construction

piece

37 Dined

38 Largest

asteroid

39 Robert of

Scotland

40 Fine cottons

42 Relaxes

43 Slipper fabric

44 Cluster of

spores

46 Barbecue treat

48 Moves in

51 Exclamatory

word
52 Thumbs rides

55 Ran>eses I

successor

56 A faint path

57 Silly one
58 Notices

59 Tijuana title

60 Patedefoie

DOWN
1 LBJ.HHH,
GRF.etc.

2 Affirmation

3 Money, In

Modena
4 Ovsrttap

5 Fall flower

6 French school

7 Across Comb
form

8 Tire content

9 Knavish

10 under

of snow
"

Emerson
11 City vehicle

12 Words from

Hamlet
13 Acidity

IB Valuable wood
22 Sole

24 Wardrobe Items

25 Composers' gp
26 Way to go
27 Type ot 26

Down
28 Items to sell

29 ' be with

you''

30 Vetches

32 Street noise

35 Goodies
36 On the scent

38 Roman
statesman

39 Bunk
41 Troiitfly

44 Dry It

45 Alternate

46 DameMyra
47 Type of arch

48 Laurel

49 Descendant of

Judah
50 Evening, in

Roma
53 Choler

54 1960s campus'

gp

PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1*1

aBQi] aijija

Huciu iiaa(ia„ao|

11/14/84

D.C. Menu
Lunch

('heesebur^jjer

Bacon-Onion quiche
Basics Lunch
(iolden Burgers

Silver Burgers and

Plalinum Burgers

Hungarian Nwxlle Bake

Dinner
Roast Top Round of Beef/Gravy

Fried Chicken/Crani:)erry Sauce

p>ied Shrimp Dinner/Tartar

Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

hA\ro<t\ce& 6€.ts o-f^

<xre

Basics Dinner

Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Tartar Sauce,

Cod<tail Sauce

'mii\\\\\^
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On stage now — juniors' neon streetwear
It's the smash fashion hit of the season! Starring neon bright shirts in solids or paint-splashed looks with meriswear

ties and^eated co?du?oy^^^^^ with cuffs or button detail. In a brilliant cast of colors mc ud.ng electric yellow

fuchsia, peacock blue, purple, plus black. All of cotton or polyester-cotton. Shirts in sizes S-M-L, pants in sizes 3-13.

Pictured styles representative of group.

4.00
OFF!

SHIRTS
REG 15 99 TO 19 99 SALE 11.99 TO 15.99

TROUSERS, REG 17 99 SALE 13.99

.0 J

SALE THRU SATURDAY

the department store with a difference

On* ol Th» Slop t Shop Comp«ni*«
t\3

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON • SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD

Dance, Drink and Party

at
.^6^j\ % Cocktail Lounge ^^

Every other draft just V
Dancing all night

(Rt 9 Hadley, across from Mt. Farms Mall)

Tonite:

LIP-SYNC CONTEST
$50 First Prize

99*^ Bar Drinks

AllNiffht
25* Champagne til 10 with Dynasty

No Cover

Every Thursday:

FREE Hamburgera^
& Hot Dogs

2 for 1 Mixed DrinK
No Cover

This Friday:

Women's
Aerobic Contest

$250.00 Cash Prize

9:30 - 10:30

Every Friday and Saturday:

99*^ Bar Drinks til 10

I
Rte. 9, Amherst 256-8284

presents a

Free Weightlifting Seminar
Saturday, November 17th from 10 am to 4 pm

conducted by

VAN ANGELO GRAFAS II
two-time New Jersey State Olympic Weightlifting Champion

and President of Body-Builder Inc.

all are welcome to attend this exciting and fun-filled event

IN THE CAMPUS PLAZA
Next lo Super Stop & Shop. Rte 9. Hadley/Amhefsl Lme

p4fSon»/ chtcks acc^pttd

.

\Ne6. 14th Nov.

TONIGHT
Disktraction on the Dancefloor

D.J. JIM MACDEE
Thursday 15th Nov.
Disktinctive Dance Music

D.J. MARKSTONEHAM
Friday 16th Nov.

UNO D'DUO, D'DUO NO U
So Let's Dance

Two D.J.'s for Maximum Movement of the People

SaUirday 17th Nov.
ANDREW WOLFE, KISS 108 P.M. Boston

At the Nightclub that feels good
Sunday 18th Nov.

The Polka Party Continues
Every Sunday Afternoon 3:00 til 7:00

Try it, it's fun

this week $3.00 cover

THE RAY HENRY ORCHESTRA
Positive I.D.'s required at door

\ifmi smin hokjhihipjbii, hii. mmun

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Fnoay 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash m advance • 5 consectutive days 5% d.scount

.10 consLctutive days 10% discount » 15 consecutive days 15% discount > phone nurr^ber free

AUTO FOR SALE

1H0 Dataun 210 4 door 5 tpMd 41 mpg
good condition t2900 886-3986

n Buick Cantury good condition mu»t »•«

»«60 549 2874

FoTaal* Dstsun 7B F10 waflon »200. Tom
in avenings 985-4327

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a audio and

visual antanainment fof the 80'» 5B4-6712

Rack A Disc Rack-A-Vidao Entartaln-

mant Agancy. Discjockays and large

screen video parties for the five collage area

548-7144

Balloon Dallvary by Ctowna; raasonabte

rates, call Joan 584-6810 after 3:30 PM

FOR 8ALE

Good student desk, hardwood, 32x42 in

ches, three ude drawers, one center

drawer, tiao. Call eves. 253-5790

SOMA 27 In Bicycle with Citadel took

Two summars oW. Excellent condition.

*140 54»^J220

ri^Tpi^MVOt^ Alliance hosts a s^ial

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business

::^;,n''gs are .. 6 30 each Thurs. Ch^ha
Campus Center schedule tor room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ad to attend'

HELP WANTED

Polltlea Can Pay

Ma.Mchu.att. Fair Share o«er,uH and

part time work on voter nght., ^°*«^'"°

Economic refom,. P*^,'^'""^. ^^^.^
,»-9 30 PM 1«»-»»'r*j:^^®*
PM »60 »150/wk Call 686 8713 or

1 -800-952 7478__

wintad^rTntafnahlp. Toule Silver Mfg.

P..? Bo.lon MA Dut.e. include:

fe"m.r"°e;in°g/-.... o"---:-^"','^

^t'rCa^or««drrryWarm.n.t,617,
689-7800 -

to 8 Wad through Sun

Part-time experienced taller rtaaded Fn

day nights and Saturdays at Hampshire

MaH. »6/hr Call Mrs Ware 586-8806^

Earn t6-7 an hour. Must be 18 or oWer.

have own ineured reliable car. Apply in per

son: Domino's PiHS Rt 9 Hadley

l^ow taking eppllcetk>ns for fall and par

time positions Musi be 18 or oWer Apply in

person Domino's PiMa Rt 9 HarJIey

HELP WE NEED A PLACEI

2 tamatoa naad room or apt to rant for

^>ring Mmeeter. Willing to takeover

January
64080

PteaM call Barb 6-5344 or Jerri

HOT TUBS

Hot Tub Special every Mon Tue Wed all

day all night 1 hour tub at V4 hour poca call

263-7727

LOST

ittolan In Sylvan arae or Boydan Gym,
Brown leather wallet containing licanae,

benkcarti and other eeaantwla Subetantial

reward for return caH 6-4088 no quaatk>na

arted tt>e neme is KeMey McCormick

Lost gold bracalM great sentimental vakia

call 546-5375 »» reward

aTfAC bus stop, green backpack Fri at 5

pm substantial rewerdi^Peter 54e-9607

Wom^s Watch lost 11/5 »30 reward call

546 8902

Glasses In cranberry caaa deaperataly

needed becki Please caH 256-4481

PERSONALS

Btiah Bmh LAONAF Now sign up at

UMaaa Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con-

course 546-3437 _^__
80M Carew 'M Nov 14 1st floor CC
meet distinguished company repreaen

tativea and discuss industry outkxAs and

career opportunities' All mefors weteomei

Sponaorad by Undergreduata Bu»neea

Club.

The Exwrclet Wedneeday Nov 14 at 6, 7,

1 1 Campus Center Auditorium

At eaaa Cedet Qlngraa. . This is your day

to be a civilian Happy Birthday" Love Kim

bies 11/13/84

Happy Aniveralty Rach and may we heve

many more Love slwsys. Barry

Contact Lanaea Replaced, Moat brands

$20 »26, Dr Spencer, Unhrersity Drive

256-8661

Jerry BluewalTFrlday 7 Champegne? Your

homecoming friend hope to Me you

mOFESSIOMAL
TYPING SERVICE

Peper., Caaee, DIeeertellons. Th«

on campus low rates guarsnteed sccep

tanca Nancy 584-7824

RIDERS WANTED

SItoro a rMa to Atlantt Oaoraia or

anywftere in between around Thankagiving

call 413485-8697
:±

ROOM WANTED

To cute Wond In SOM 210 - furUva

glancea aren't enough conte say HI

Looking for a aingle room in eittter

S Towr>ehouse, Puffton or Brsndywine star

S ting January Coming back from Europe,

can Michael 649-6122

Love,

iwiHtmwiumminnitinwtiinHimiiiiiiiiiiiiitiin

Thanka for "Waltlingl For Ma'

Greg

Do you rtaod a roomie in Townohouea or

Braodywina/ Jeaa B4H377

flHIItMIIIHMNI

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 bedroom apartment Brtttany Martor

call Steve or Pete 256^1536 ^^
Looking for 2 femelae to shere Bran-

dywine apt Starting 1/1/86 call Liaa/Jen

549-2614

SERVICES

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next day

service Type Rite 263-51 1

1

TRAVEL

KNHngton Ski Trtp condoe t196 Jan
20-25 call Sno Seerch Brian or Kevin

54»14e6

Ski French Alpa. Chemonix, Spring breek

M89 info ski sale or call Ted Selig 54&8082

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEF USA's #1

student /budget travel egancy Free cetakig.

Call (6171 2e&192e or write, 729 Boyleton

St Suite 201 Boeton. MA 02116

HiniiimiiiiNnmfiHiiiiNMiiiMininiiiiiiniiitiiiiiitinit
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Scouting UConn

Huskies a

tough foe

for UM
liyCiKRKYdeSIMAS

Collpijian Staff

lliis 1984 wonu'n's sot-ciT season has

btH'n one of chanitje for the University of

Connecticut women's soccer team, the

opposition for the fourth seeded

University of Massachusetts in the NCAA
semi finals Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at the

Final Four at the University of North

Carolina.

The Huskies, who were ranked sixth in

theFinalFour

^< t

the country, are in the position of un

derdo^s after being the top ranked team

in the country for most of last season.

UMass. now lop ranked in New England,

beat UConn 2 in the regular season in

P'arminton. Conn, and owns a 10 con

solation round win over the Huskies from

last year's Final Four.

La.st year. UConn was the team to beat.

They were ranked first in the country and

coming off two previous third place

finishes* AlAW in 1981 and NCAA in

1982), Connecticut and young coach Len

Tsantiris were looking for the National

title.

(leorge Mason spoiled UConn's un

defeated season and knocked them off just

like UConn did to top set>ded and

Freshman back Debiie Belkin controls the ball against Harvard on

Saturday. UMass beat the crimson 1-0 to advance to the Final Four

against UConn on Saturday.

previously undefeated Brown on Saturday

with a 1 quarter final win.

UConn. 1632, has overcome early

season injuries to come around in the

playoffs. "We have really come together

as a unit, 'Donna MacDougall, UConn's

third leading scorer said. "We are playing

much belter now than earlier in the

season.

"

The addition of junior Missy Morrone.

the daughter of UConn's men's coach Joe

Morrone, who has recovered form early

sea.son back and ankle problems and has

started the last 14 games.

Starting goalie Laura Ska/.a, who gave

up the two goals in the UMass game, has

overcome a head injury and started in goal

in the Huskies last two playoff wins. In 10

games, Skaza has 0.75 goals against

average.

Two probable starters will not play.

Sophomore foward Lori Kessel has

mononucelois and back Linda Jackson

hyper extended her knee in the first

round playoff game again.st Cortland

State. She's questionable.

Still, it shouhl be a real battle with the

winner getting a crack at either number 1

'22 1 North Carolina or the 13-3 1

I 'niversily of California Golden Bears.

'I think it will be a very tough game,"

Tsantirtis said.

Women's swimming falls to Smith

despite Feinberg's three wins
Equestrian team closes season with victory

By PETER ABRAHAM

Collegian Staff

Senior F^lizabelh Feinberg remained

undefeated in the sprint freestyles, but

the University of Massachusetts' women's

swimming team went to 2 on the season

with a T.\ »;7 l(.->s at home to Smith

College.

Feinberg, who has recorded the best

times in New P^ngland according to coach

Bob Newconibe, won the "200 frvestyle

11:59.7.5), the .50 freestyle (:'25.80) and the

UK) freestyle i -.55.93). She is 6 in those

three events through two meets.

Freshman Margaret Cameron won both

the 100 breaslstroke and the 200

breaststroke and was third in the 500

freestyle.

.\ number of lifetime bests also came out

of the meet. Nancy Stephens (100 and 200

butterflies). Sue Freitas (200 backstroke

and 200 individual medley), Carolyn

Collins (200 backstroke) and Michelle Di

Biasio (200 breaststroke) all turned in

personal career bests.

"We're swimming really well."

Newcombe said. "Last season we lost to

Smith by :i0 points, so we're improving.

We had 15 people qualify for the New
England Championships. I'm very

pleased despite being 2."

The UMass ecjuestrian team shook off

the effe<-ts of rain and the ensuing mud to

win the Post ('ollege Intercollegiate Horse

Show in Waterbury. CN on Sunday.

The Minulemen defeated rival Mount

Holyoke and Smith College with nine first

place ribbons and five second place

awards.

The team was led by sophomores Jen

nifer Verril and Dana Penn, who under

the coaching of junior Anne Young, won

both their individual jumping and flat

classes. Penn was the high point rider for

the show after a ride off with two other

competitors.

The 14 member team, which has finished

up its fall season, stands a solid chance of

being the high point team in the area.

which is awarded with a berth in the

Intercollegiate National Horse Show in

Kentucky in early May.
Seven UMass riders would represent the

region in Kentucky if UMass wins the

local title.

•».'.'.v.v.x«»:v
».•-•-•."-•-'

Some more
rumblings

andsuch

Senior Elizabeth Feinberg won
three events but the UMass women's

swimming team lost to Smith.

Georgetown number one as college ballopens

Not that anyone cares what I think, but...

The Miami Dolphins will not go un-

defeated. No way.

The UMass men's soccer team deserves a

lot of credit. From doormats to the Top 20

(even for just a week) was a fine ac

complishment.

The Detroit Tigers bored me.

The New York Mets didn't.

The Celtics will repeat, the Knicks are

centerless, the Sixers are aging and

Kareem had his last fling last season.

Why".' Larry Joe Bird is the best damn

basketball player in America today. That's

why. He makes all us slow white boys feel

good about ourselves.

Is it me, or do the Bruins change players

every three days".' Hockey is the world's

worst sport. Until they stop fighti.ig and

consolidate the truly bad teams. I won't

watch it.

Anyone who says the Collegian doesn't

cover women's sports well is wrong. Ask

ihe players and coaches. I just love the

psuedo fans who complain when they read

one issue. Read the paper every day folks.

Wade Boggs should always be a Red Sox.

Mark Clear shouldn't.

Take basketball (it's easy), football (you

plav only half the game and walk most of

the time) and ba.seball (be serious) and

throw them away as "tough" sports.

Lacrosse is the hardest sport going, period.

I think John McNamara is going to be all

right. My sister could write out the starting

lineup (Boggs, pAans, Rice. Armas, Easier,

Buckner, Gedman, Barrett and Guitierez).

Just come up with left handed relief,

another long reliever and it's Miller time for

the Stwkings.

Is anyone sorry to see Gary Allen.son go'.'

Quick, name me a Vancouver Canuck.

Michael Jordan will be the best rookie this

season, the best guard next season, and the

best player of the next ten years after that.

Once he learns the .specifics, look out.

I can't wait to see the Knicks suffer

through a horrible season. Cartwright has

Bill Walton's injury (stress fracture of the

f(H)t). Webster is a head case, and Bernard

will have to deal with double and triple

teams for a whole sea.son.

Any real college f(X)tball fan will watch the

Nebraska Oklahoma game on Saturday. I

can't wait to hear Frank Broyles drawl,

Keith, look at that Spencer Tillman, look

at him." If you're into pain and suffering hit

the stadium and watch the UMass New
Hampshire game.
Bob Stull is a good coach. Give the

Minulemen three years and we'll be in the

1 AA championship. Give it time. Holy

Cross was terrible in 1980. Remember
when BC couldn't win a game 'I Even the

Celtics had a bad .streak.

But linebacker Dave Cavanaugh is a

player right now, so is Glenn Holden.

Watch for the Atlantic lO's John Battle

(Rutgers) and Mike Brown (George

Washington) when they play against UMass
thisseason. They're worth the three bucks

to go to Springfield.

Finally, where have you gone Ernie "The
Big Cat" Ladd'.'

By the Associated Press

Georgetown, the defending national

champion, was overwhelmingly selected as

the nation's .N'o.l team Tuesday in the

Associated Press' preseason college

basketball poll.

The Hoyas, who return 7 foot, two time

All American center Patrick Ewing as well

as 84 percent of their offense from last

sea«*on when they won a school-record 34

games against three losses, received 55

first place votes and 1,248 rating points

from a nationwide panel of 63 sportswriters

and bradcaslers.

Illinois was No. 2, followed by DePaul,

Indiana and Oklahoma.

Two longtime members of the Top

Twenty, however, were missing.

North Carolina, which finished No. 1 last

season before losing in the NCAA tour

namenl. was 21st in the preseason the first

lime science 1972 that the Tar Heels have

not started a season ranked.

And UCLA did not get a single pomt m
failing to make the preseason poll for the

first time since it began an unprecedented

streak of seven straight NCAA cham

pionships in the mid 1960s.

Illinois, which finished 26-5 last season and

fell one game short of the Final Four,

collected four first place votes and 1.044

points.

Sports at a glance

UMoss Kh*dui«!

"Th^r* Of* no sportt Kh«<Mod for todoy

TheMassachusettsDaily
NEW ENGLANDS LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

Volume CXIV, Issue
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Climate for

grad women
poor, says prof

Suffer limitedaccess

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian .Staff

Graduate women at the University of

Massachusetts must work in an academic

context where women are under
representefi, under employed and under-

paid, according to Barbara Love, Professor

m the School of Education.

Speaking la.st night to graduate women
si urlents in a lecture entitled 'The Academic

Climate for Graduate Women" she said

"This is your context, how are you gomg to

succeed?"

A major problem, according to Ix)ve, is

that there are .so few women faculty

members. Graduate women have ""fewer

roll' models, mentors, people to speak up
for them or talk to" she said.

"If you are dealing with a primarily male

faculty" she said ""you are dealing with

certain sets of assumptions and attitudes

about women."

Such attitudes may take the form of "they

are only here until they gel married and

have a family" which results in "graduate

women feeling they don't really belong,"

she said.

Men's traditional assumptions about

women "t rans,.iics into problems men have

evaluating women's work." she said, and

added that frecjuenl .sexual harassment al.so

arose because of these assumptions.

She told the audience that they con-

sequently 'had limited access to the op-

portunities acces.sible to most graduate

students."

She said ""powerlessness" characterized

the academic climate for graduate women
students in which "male professors have
power over you because you want a

degree."

It is these professors, according to Love,

"w ho decide what are important topics, who
decide what is to be learned and who have
final approval on a dissertation topic."

For graduate women students to succeed

in this academic climate they musl be clear

about 'the structure of the University, the

roles being played, and the expectations

being held" she said.

The talk was sponsored by the Women's
Admissions and General Education Support

(WAGF:S) Program which operates from

the Evervwoman's Center.
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Oxfam hopes

for 2,000 in

hunger fast

(nll^-Kian phot" hy Mi< hellf i^egsiW

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION— University of Massachusetts senior Dave Riz-

zoto, a communication studies major, shoots a scene in front of Delano's for his

film project on Amherst.

Award nominations due today
Teachers recognizedfor 'extra specialeffort'
Wy SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

Today is I he last day for students to

nominate faculty members or student

teachers for the 1984 Hfy Distinguished

Teachers .Award.

Any UMass student or alumni may
nominate teachers for the $2000 award,

which goes to three faculty and three

student teachers every academic year.

""The award gives recognition to teachers

who i[\\v extra special effort (»n behalf of

thru- students." said Sanjiv Dugal,

president of the (iraduate Student Senate,

v\hi(h oversees the award through the

(;r;idu;ite I^«'an's office.

l,;ist ye.ir's winners of the award were

Professors .lulius U<'ster from the Afro

\nirrican Studies department. Seymour

Shapiro fr(»nt the botany department, and

Andy Anderson from sociology, and

student teachers W. David Snowball,

William Rising and Mary Brydon Miller.

The graduate scinale office receives about

90 nominations for faculty and about 20 for

student teachers.

Nominated teachers are evaluated in their

present classes and in iheir clas.ses next

semester by their students on evaluation

forms. This year, evaluation responses will

b<- ((trn'latt'd by computer for the first

By UOUIKIRKUAND
Collegian Correspondent

Tixlay, students have the opportunity to

save some of the 2H people around the world

who starve to death every minute, ac

conling to Dan Stockford, president of the

UMass Hunger Task F'orce.

Allho\igh legal disputes almost killed the

program, the task force found a way around

a law prohibiting Student Trust Fund

money from being given to charily. By

filling out rebate cards each student gives

legal authority for funds to be donated. The

dining commons run on Student Trust Fund

money.

This is the fifth year that the task force, in

conjunction with Oxfam America has

colU'cted money from UMass. La.st year,

UMass donated $2.%0 to Oxfam.

The complication, however, will probably

not affect student turnout Stockford said.

"Though the turnout last year was slightly

OTTrter 1.7(K), I'm hoping for at least 2,000

students to participate this year." said

Stockford. He added that his goal is to have

.'>.()(¥) students participate, but "people are

out of touch with the situation. They don't

realize what starvation really is and how

mu<h we take for granted."

"Fifteen million pj'ople the of hunger every

year and that is something most Americans

can't perceive," he said.

The group hopes the fast will raise

awareness of the problem as it feeds the

hungry, according to Talin Tamzarian, a

member of the task force. It seems that

"not too many people express a desire to

learn more. They just give money, "
she

said. The task force will have tables set up

outside the Hatch and on the Campus

Center concourse all day today to both

accept donations and provide information.

The task force offered balloons as an in

cenlive for people to donate.

The money, given to Oxfam is about $1.16

per student. Stockford said. The remainder

of Ihe $4..% dinner fee pays for labor and

overhead. "Amherst College gives about

$3.00 for each meal and most other schools

contribute between $2.00 and $4.00,"

Stockford said.

Students who can afford to skip one dining

common meal can pick up an Oxfam Rebate

Card at the dining commons or at one of the

task force tables before noon. Students

then fill out the cards and give them to the

cashier In order for the money to go to

Oxf.im. the student cannot eat in the

commons tonight regardless of any extra

meals they have.

'Although individual contributions may be

small, as a whole the university con

I libution is enormous, " Stockford said.

f"oll«?pan photo by Michelle Sejfall

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS— An estimated 1500 students attended the

School of Management's Career Day '84 at the Campus Center yesterday.

Students received information from 30 companies.

Inside:
Household products a hazardous waste.

UMass i^of goes to Hollywood

Tony tells it like it is..

.p.3

.p.3

p.20

"There is no place in a free society for graffiti writes,

"

,.,»,.
—Richard M. Nixcn
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Dead Filipino a victim of state violence
*_ ^_....-' Uv AHNIOI.DZKITLIN won- his ht-ar. thrn

Today's Staff

Filipino Cesar Climaro, opponent of President Fer-

dinand Marcos, was killed Wednesday.

By ARNOLD ZKITLIN

AI' Writer

BOSTON I'hilippin*'

I'rosidont Ferdinand K.

Man-os's vow to calrh thf

killer of Zamboanga Mayor

Cesar Climaro recalls the

day in 1974 when 1 arrived

at Zamboan^a airport, and

Climaco bounded to the gale

to meet m<'.

"You've heard about the

shootinK!" he cried

ebulliently.

A billir opponent of

Marcos. Climaco had vowed

not to cut his hair until the

liftinR of martial law. He

wore his hear, then at least

18 months since it had been

cut. in a pigtail hound by a

rubber band behind his

neck.

Me apparently still wore

the pigtail when an

unidentified gunman shot a

.4.') caliber bullet in the back

of neck yesterday morning.

I hadn't heard about the

shooting, I told Climaco

then. I had come to Zam
boanga to cover four foreign

ministers from Moslem
countries touring the area to

investigate the Philippine

Moslem rebellion in that

Richard Martin

John Yonce
Brian Gonye

Michelle Segall

Lesley Clark

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production supervisor

Production Kim Foster, Mary Lllen Riley. Cns

Schuster. Becky McGee, Nancy Muller, Steve

Higffins, BethAnne Moskov,

Correction; Yesterday's page H photo of the

tower library entrance was taken by Peter

Mentor. ^_^^^____^—^—^—^-^—

i

predominantly Moslem

region.

Climaco explained.

The day before, two

drunken Philippine Army
soldiers had staggered

through the center of town

about noon firing their

KDIGKAN

Be on the look out for

Miller High Life's new 32 oz.

quart can. Ounce for ounce,

it's got more of that same

great Miller 1 ligh Life taste

aulomatir Armolite rifles

into the air.

A teen age ('hinese girl had

stepped out on the fourth

story balcony of their flat

over their shop. BulU'ts had

struck and killed her.

The soldiers fled. Climaco

said, outraged. The

military, he claimed, refused

to search for them.

Climaco wanted the story

to go out to the world. With

a "no comment "on the death

from military authorities in

Zamboanga. it did.

Hong Kong papers

displayed it on their front

pages.

The nest day. 540 miles

north in Manila. Primitivo

Mijares. then the press

spokesman for President

Marcos, stormed into the

office of The Associated

Press. He carried a

statement he said was from

the president himself. The

killers would be ap

prehended and punished, he

said.

The government never

again mentioned the death.

Periodic inquiry about the

progress of the search for

the killer never produced an

answer.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HA15CUJS_

li $7.00
I

11
(with this coupon) j

I
$10.00 with Shampoo

I
and Blow Dry .

I $11.50 Long Hair j

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 11/30 84

Styles by Deborah
•f:, U-ii ..-vry Drive

Amrwiit WA 549 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Change your
tires NOW . . .

per pair

99
Alignment and
balancing

available

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fu« Service Tire Store

78 Suod«fl»n<) M Ho Amh«r«l. M*
S49-4704

I

Study aids waste plan
Pesticides, antifreeze,painl thinner called toxic

ByPHILSEHAKINO
Collegian Staff

A recent study conducted by a University

of Mas.sachusetts profesor on hazardous

waste in Massachusetts homes will enable

' he state Department of Environmental

Quality F^n^ineering to formulate a plan on

how to eliminate such wastes.

The data revealed that few people are

aware of the connection between in-

discriminate dumping of waste and

pollution of groundwater, or that many
common household products are highly

toxic. "It may be a matter of the need for

more education." said Dr. Cleve Willis of

the agricultural and resource economics

department.

Willis conducted a telephone poll of 520

Massachusetts households to determine the

types and quantities of hazardous chemicals

ptH>ple have, how they are disposed, and

whether residents made sure of safe

disposal.

The DEQE will use the information to

propose legislation that deals with

hazardous waste in homes, because "there

is no state or federal legislation to cover

household levels of hazardous waste."

Willis said. People simply don't know

v/hal to do with it."

According to Willis, many towns sponsor

collection days, where people voluntarily

bring pesticides, antifreeze, or paint

thinner to a designated site so that it may

be disposed of properly.

He said that while Massachusetts has been

the most responsive state in such

programs, towns and private groups do not

have enough money to deal with the

problem.

Willis said he will consider factors such as

environmental impact, economics, likely

participation by households, and feasibility

of its enforcement in the recommendation

to the legislature.

Willis' study received fundmg from the

DEQE through the University's

Environmental Institute, a six-month old

program that serves as a liaison on en-

vironmental research between the state

and UMass professors. Willis said that the

institute wants to make the University a

more effective research facility for the

state.

"The state has often paid exorbitant

overhead to private consultants." Willis

said, noting that agencies such as DEQE
were not aware of the tremendous

resources available at UMass.

Man hitstruckwithbookbag
A I'Mass employee suf

fered cuts to his forehead

Tuesday morning when a

man swung a bookbag into

the driver's side window of

the tjrounds crew tru<k the

employee was driving.

University of Massachusetts

police reported.

According to police, the

grounds crew truck was

behind a car that stopped in

the middle of Stockbridge

Road for two minutes.

When the truck's driver

beeped his horn, the man in

the parked car approached

ihe truck and smashed his

bookbag through the

window.
Broken glass from the

shattered window cut the

driver's forehead.

Police said they have in

formation that should result

in the identification of the

man. The police said the

suspect may be charged

with malicious destruction

and assault and battery.

A Ford pickup. con»aining

$1,000 worth of carpentry

tools, was stolen Tuesday

from parking lot 2.5 near the

Physical Plant.

A set of speakers, a power

booster, and 40 cassette

tapes. worth $.'i.50

altogether, were reported

stolen from a car Tuesday in

lot 2.T.

A 19 year-old UMass
student was arrested and

charged with driving while

intoxicated and failure to

use care in backing out onto

the Fearing Street

Extension at 2:16 a.m.

Wednesday.

JOELP. UOFFIDIS

((.llrniaii lih.'l.i u. Muliellf ^-^W

GFTTING READY— Miles Washburn, of the new bar "The Spoke." carries a

wall hanging into site that was formerly Dastardly Dans. New bar opens on

Friday.

Professor works movie magic with Salem trials

By John Williams

Collegian (Correspondent

.\ University of Massachusetts history professor has

added a new dimension to his career - movie making.

Professor Stephen Nissenbaum finished advising for the

Public Broadcasting Service film "Three Sovereigns for

Sarah, "

a three hour production about life in 17th-century

Salem and the effect witch trials had on the town. The

movie, filmed outside of Boston, stars Vanessa Redgrave

as Sarah Cloyce. the only one of three sisters not put to

death for practicing witchrraft.

"It was personally exhilirating to see the effect of my
work coming alive right before the camera." Nissenbaum

said. "Usually professors don't see the immediate impact

of what they teach. " he said. "But it's a little different to

see 70 people in costume taking your suggestions."

"Usually professors don't see the irmnediate impact

ofwhat they tearh. But it 's a little, different to see 70

people in costume taking your suggestions.

"

—Professor Stephen Nissenbaum

Nissenbaum landed the job after the film's producer and

scripwriter Victor Pisano read the book "Salem

Possessed," written by Nissenbaum and former UMass

hist«)ry professor Paul S. Boyer.

Nissenbaum first became interested in the Salem witch

hunts when he taught a course about them in 1969, a year

after he came to the University. The history department

offers courses on particular events so "students can

become more active and get more control" in studying it,

according to Nissenbaum.

While teaching the course on Salem. Nissenbaum and his

students di.scovered more .sources of information about the

trials like tax and property records. He and his colleague.

Boyer. got together and wrote their trial citing many of the

students in the footnotes.

The book, published in 1974. received the John H.

Dunning Prize of the American Historical Association.

The highlight of his experiences, according to Nissen-

baum. was the actual filming of "Three Sovereigns for

Sarah. " Nissenbaum. who is on sabbatical this year, was

>n theset every day during the six weeks of filming.

"It was lucky for me that I was on leave." Nissenbaum,

Aho had planned the sabbatical last year to get a break

rom teaching, said. "I would have been involved with the

iroject anyways but. for me, the filming was the payoff."

SGA creates advisory board

to air disputes over X-fillms

Irinan photn liy Michelle Segall

HARVESTIME-Farmer Glen Hawthorne sells squash, apples and yams from

his fruit and vegeUble atand on East PJeaaant St.

ii[\\: i.j : (! ! ! i !i I n j h liiti

By BOB BURGESS
Collepan Staff '

The Underj^raduate Student Senate last

night approved the creation of a Student

Advisory Film Board for fielding objections

to X-rated movies shown on campus.

The board will be comprised of one

member from each of the following SGA
committees: women's caucus. Third World

Caucus, Jewish Caucus, senate, and from

all six area governments.

All board members will be trained by pro-

fessional arbitrators from the

Everywoman's Center.

According to bill sponsor Marjorie

Boone, the new review boanl approved

40-12 by senators, will act as a "buffer"

l)etween RSOs and objecting students. It

will attempt to "raise consciousness" of

the two opposing parties.

"We're not trying to take any rights

away from students, because the board is

only a means for students to vent their op-

position to movies shown by RSOs. The

board will then work with the both groups

for a solution. It's an educational process,

above all else," Boone said.

Governmental Affairs chairman Joel

Rabinowitz proposed that because the

board would have no power to make deci-

sions, a suggestion box for students objec-

ting to movie be used instead.

This met with opposition from many

senators l>ecause a letter submitted in the

lx)x would not have the same effect as

students sitting before a boanl and airing

their complaints.

Women's Leadership Project member

Liisa Trocki aske<l if Rabinowitz thought

-

"that a box is more responsive U) this issue

than people."

Southwest senator Jordan Rosner sided

with Rabinowitz. "It seems to me that this

board would take the side of the person

complaining rather than remain neutral in

the RSO, student dispute," he said.
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: UMASS MINUTEMAN BASKETBALL J

J Student Ticket and Transportation j

5 Information
>» '

~

All 1^4-85 Home Mens Basketball Games will be played at

? the Springfield Civic Center

4- UMass full time undergraduate students must have a ticket

» for admission to all UMass Basketball games at the Spr

> ingfield Civic Center.
t :>( '

To receive a Free Ticket you must be an undergraduate
I I 11

UMass /Amherst student with a valid UMass /Amherst ID Vr-/

i Undergraduate students with a valid UMass/ Amherst I.DS A/
)«. may pick up one ticket per game at either of the following'

4- locations:

^ UMass Ticket Office

1^ Boyden Room 255

H- Monday through Friday

8;30 A.M. 2:00 P.M.

or

^ Springfield Civic Center Ticket Office

J After 2:00 P.M. on Monday-Friday Game Days

J After 12:00 Noon on Saturday Game Days

!^ Tickets for each home game will be available beginning

j^ days prior to the event.

4-

* Student Bus Transportation Information
^ . j

» Student bus transportation will be available for all UMass Home Basketball games to be played

J* this year at the Springfield Civic Center. .

J
Where and When to Pick Up Bus Tickets ^

,, . *
Undergraduate students with a valid UMass/ Amherst ID. may purchase one round-tnp ticket ^

beginning one week prior to game day at either of the following locations: ^
UMass Ticket Office

? Boyden Building, Room 255 *

J Monday Friday, 8:30 A.M. 2:00 P.M.
J

If •Tickets Unlimited jT

• 317 Student Union ^
Monday Friday, 3:30 PM. 5:00 PM ^

-Bus tickets are not available at Tickets Unlimited on game day. j^.

jL. Cost for Bus Tickets *
4- The bus tickets may be purchased for $3.00 (non-refundable) and includes transportation to *

» and from the Springfield Civic Center. ^^ ^
T Bus to the Civic Center Schedule 4
jL. Students may begin boarding buses in front of Boyden Building one hour and thirty minutes »

)f prior to game time Buses will leave randomly as filled. The last bus will leave Boyden no later

If than one hour prior to game time. J
I* Bus from the Civic Center Schedule jf

^ Students may begin boarding buses for the return trip to Amherst immediately following the jf

J game. Buses will leave randomly as filled The last bus will leave Springfield Civic Center no 4-

^ later than one hour after the conclusion of the game.

4- Questions: Call 545 0810 *

House funds education plan

the party

UPSTAIRS

BEAT THE CLOCK
Don't forget to come in before 10:00

to pick up your Free Florida Trip Tickets

AND
DOWNSTAIRS.

Mike Gordy & The Chicago BuHs

Take On The Celtics

BOSTON (AP)- The Massachusetts

House voted yesterday to dedicate one pen-

ny out of every nickel in the state sales tax

revenue to finance a projK)sed four-year,

$566 million bill that would impose tougher

standards and upgrade facilities at public

schools across the state.

The lawmakers voted 125-24 in favor of

an amendment that would earmark 20 per-

cent of the 5 percent sales tax—an
estimated $265 million a year—to pay for

the education plan. They then continued

debate on other parts of the plan.

House Republican Leader William

Robinson of Melrose, who proposed the

amendment, said he had many objections

to the overall bill, but wanted to the l)e

sure it could Ix- funded without resorting to

a state tax increase.

Rep. James Collins, (D-Amherst) one of

the architects of the comprehensive pro-

posal to revamp public education in the

state, urged approval of the bill yesterday,

saying it came "at a historic point in the life

not only of Massachusetts but in the life of

our nation."
t

A series of measures to improve the

status of teachers is one of the proposals: A
statewide minimum stating salary of

$18,000, tougher teacher certification, loan

forgiveness for college graduates who
enter teaching and changes in tenure prac

tices.

Marjon Hair Design

COMEDY NIGHTc:
The Boston Comedy

Connection

\ Marjon
Han
Desigr

line

fit

at
//le m<

^r iN^'.^>^C^v^Vz^/^'^/:^j^^/^

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

Student Union Ballroom Amherst __

SXEAT $11 . SlATCH

JOHN TRUDELT

Marjon brings you the endless summer!
ONLY
$40.00

. gj^£g
- Professional guidance by

_ P^g^ trained cosmetologist

- Beautiful - Relaxing atmosphere

- Prefered
- Tan the safeway

- {^ ^^^ -^,^«, . »w ^ ' w Mt. Farms Mall

CALL US NOW FOR DETAILS ; T^ Route 9

^i3'

Hadley. MA
586-4551

>t*t

'-^
-'^'^^Santee Sioux

writer, activist

and visionary poet

\\
.y^

\.- ^^^

with talk, poetry and thoughts on

resistance and survival in the nuclear age

8PM IHDRSDAy NOVEMBER 15tl:

WOECHESTHl DINING OOUMCKS^

North Pleasant Street

(Free Paridng in Lot 63)

This event is free and the public is welcome.

Sponsored by The American Indian Students Association, The

Distin^ished Visitors Pro^^ram. and The Office of Residential

p:ducation of the I'niversity of Massachusetts

For nr>rv infonmtion; 253-7788

V

tSOOjJOO
WOBTB or TOP lAME

YIHTER €10TH!H«

SI! EQIIFMEHT
THURS FRIDAY High noon 'til 10 pm SAT ^ 10 a. m 'till 5 p.

m

IICIS TII8 LOW SieeiB BE OBTLAWEB

STARTS
TODAY

mtofi
Cross-Cbuntry Ski
Jamboree Sale!

Sample Savings on 2 of 12 Complete Oullits:

^69.95r.

,r

y

Nordic Waxless Outfit

Leather 75mm Boots

Tonkin Poles

75mm Bindings
Sp^
SaU

KneissI HC Waxless Skis

Salomon SR 40 Boots

SNS System Bindings

Swix Fibreglass Poles

^112.95

^Ua.'^
ĈK**'!

tn

'oregiass roies \ , '/a^uc**^
Reg sm.OO V^tC^

Rental packages closeouts save $40.00

Last years ski leftovers ^^2 price

All used boots $10.00
Specials on Childrens' Outfits

Childrens Free Boot Excfiange

FREE — RelreshmenJs

FREE — Get a pair of Pelolon Ski Strapt just for stopping by

FREE — Mounting and Base Prep on all XC Outfits

FREE — Wax Kit with every Waxable Ski Outfit

FREE — Pair of Wigwam Knicker socks with Outfit purchase

FREE — 5 days worth of trail passes for Touring Centers

Savings of over S20 00

the cross-country ski experts

^^^^:

Sale from Wed., Nov. 14 - Sun., Nov 19

Thurs. & Fri. open until Midnight^
1 E. PLEASANT ST — AMHERST — 549-6904 jjfc

SIUIX SPORT!

KneiSSL ... SALOMQiy
UFA

Papers donated to Smith
|{yPAl'LA.IAl{L()NEU
( 'olh'^jian Cont'spondenl

A women's history .stn-tion of the Smith

Collejje Library i.s aotjuiring the papers of

p«';ire activists Frances Crowe and Dr.

Helen Caldicott.

Caldicotl is an Australian physician who is

part of the nuclear disarmament movement
and produced a film called "If You lx>ve

This Planet." Crowe is a peace activist who
spent a month in jail last spring after spray

paintinp "Thou shall not kill," on the

coverin^i; of a nuclear missile.

The Sophia Smith Collection is adding the

works of Caldicott and Crowe to its

women's history archives, the second

largest in the country after Radclifle

College.

Virginia Christenson, a.ssi.stant to the

director, said the most widely used papers

in the archives are those of Margaret

Sanger, founder, leader and propagandist

for the international birth contn»l

movement. The collection holds half of her

papers in addition to many papers from the

National Tlanned I'arenthood league.

The collection was initiated by Margaret

Stores Geirson, who according t)

Christenson intended to "document the

intellectual and social history of women

nationally and internationally."

Christenson said there is still a huge

volume of material to he collected. Besides

historical material dating as far back a«

179(), the collection also receives ap

proximately M current women's periodicals

many of which are not available elsewhert

in the five college area, Christenson said.

In addition oral histories, personal

recordings of women's lives, have been

added to the collection as well as a video

tape of parts of the Equal Rights Campaign.

The aim of the archives is to "acquire,

preserve, and make available historical

material" for everyone's use. Christenson

said.

Film explores Ethiopia's widespread starvation

The widespread starvation occurring in Klhiopia now. and there has been an in

Ethiopia will be the focus of a film spon lernational effort made to ship food mtolhe
'

counlrv. The film, "Seeds oi Despair, will

sored by the Hunger Awareness Com
he shown at 6 p.m. in the Cape Cod Ix)unge

mil tee. There are seven million starving in for free.

m
tiitii^ HARVARD BUSINESS Sc:H()C)L ti^fiij^

MBA PROGRAM
An Adniissions Representative trom

Harvard Ciraduate Sehool

ot Busniess Admniistration

w^ill be on eampiis

November 15, 1984

to meet with students intere,-*vd in

the two-year MBA Progran.

Contact the

Career Planning and Placement Center

for more details and to sign up tor

an information session.

F^arvard Business Sch(M)l is committed to

the principle of equal educational t)pportunity

Everyone's
talking
about...

ffMj^''
A great place to eat

with friends...

Breakfast served anytime, hove a deli-

cious deli sandwich for lunch — Dinners
served all nite.

Oper 24 hours on Weekends
til 3 a.m. Sun. -Thurs.

Good Food, Great Prices,
Attentive Service
To complement our menu

we are now offering

beer and wine till midnight.

Sun.-Thur*.

6 a m.-3 a.m.
Fri ft Sat.

24 Hrs

Nail to

Supar Stop ft Shop
Campu* Travel C«nt*r
Rta 9 Hadlay/Amharat

Ralii^ place

^S

MNIOn CmZENfl
DISCOUNT*
2.S P.M. 20%
AlXOTMCn
TIMU 10%

Do«« not a^ly
le a^actsls.

^7ii;^.tit
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'<§^1*^ Cocktail Lounge ^«t^

tonight:

TAKE YOUR TIME!
W BAR DRINKS TILL 1 1pm

Party all night with Crazy George!

Rt. 9 Hadley (across from Mt Farms Mall)

B^
nn«

Letters

of̂
oi^^Ly I It's going tobe anuphill battle

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

JOHN CARPENTER'S

^m^wmmmm

In 1977 Voyager II

was launched into space,

inviting ail life forms in the universe

to visit our planet.

Get Ready.

Company's Coming.

COLUMBIA piaaRESPRESErrrs

fSflfSMV^ ^SmSR&mi
JEFF BRIDGES KAREN ALLEN

JOHN CARPENTER'S
STARMN

CHARLES ^^R™SMmRICHARDJAECKEL

BARRY BERNARDI

iLARRY J. FRANCO

pG'fMiw'w swMd sueKsra:?^: <U.l»K>Kt««f»«»»«D

Oreri DECEMBER 14 AT ATHEATRE NEAR YDU.

WIN A MUSTANG COBRA
USED IN THE FILM "STARMAN"

lOMATUMC
S«,dta STARMAN S«w»P»'»»"

PO Bo. 3'<S

tMnxo" IL tOlO*

nULES AND REGULATIONS
Ho Purch.iP N»c.t*»'V

1 Enlr»nl iTiull t>«i 1'""""^*"" ^
'

„; „*:, „. , ««-«. -« ~.' >o STARMAN S-e^^.".

PO Bo. 31 IS E..P.IOO IL 60?0« no ..«. -h..^ 1
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Any country- is in a sad staU> of affairs when a rational

issue vctinK human being is not m the mamstream of

society. When that country is a major superpower, leader

of the free world and the self-proclaimed defender of

••denuK-racy." the consequences could prove U> be

disasterous.

The Reagan administration is claiming a mandate from

the iH>ople of the United States, a request for the continua-

tion and implementation of existing and future Reagan

policies. Let's be real. Ron. With the marginal specific

^sue voting behavior of the general pubhe, how can you

and yours claim a mandate? One can only hope that the

Congress realizes this and acts to keep you in check.

I

Massachusetts, known nationally ^ the intellectual

'

capital of the United States, chose to offer its electoral col-

lege vot^s to Ronald Reagan, the same Ronald Reagan

who denied the many deserving people educational oppor-

tunity because of economic hardship. The
^"^f R'>"fld

Reagan who referred to the Soviet Union as the focus of

Tvil in the modern world." and subsequently referred to

Massachusetts as a "communist" state. How soon you

forget, Massachusetts, how soon you torget.

One bright spot for Massachusetts, however, came with

the eleSn of John Kerr>- to the United S^t^s Sena^^

The presidential coat-tails didn't seem to drag through

Mas4chusettts. However, the decision to vote aifairu^t aS of Selfishness locally and /or a policy of selfishness

Tatio'nally doesn't make ---
'.""'^'^hTfiO f^^rtenT^f

correct on election night when he said that 60 Percent of

v^omen voted for Kerry because he "looked like a model

D^n'Uaugh it happened before. !>. Warren Harding and

SnF Kennedy sound familiar? Nevertheless, it was a

much-needed victory for the Democrats.

As for the Collegian, I'm disappointed with the decision

not to endorse the Mondale/Ferraro ticket outnght. While

anyone who knows the issues knows exactly what can-

didates they backed, the Board of Editors did not come

right out and name them. 1 believe this was an example of

irresponsible journalism. You could have made a dif-

ference.

Lastly. I appeal to all Democrats to continue their strug-

ele Now that the election has been decided, our duty of br-

inging pertinent issues to the public eye is greater than

ever. We have an uphill fight. Let's not have to say I told

you so." Let's reach the top.
, «, i u i-' Thomas J. Walsh Jr.

Sunderland

Arms and the state are one

General Robert C. Richardson, one of the foremost ad-

vocates of High Frontier Weaponry, ("star wars ),
lec-

tured Tuesday night on the many advantages this new

defensive system, proposed by Ronald Reagan, would

have for the United States, and all "free people

everywhere. After describing in some detail this

"answer" to the nuclear threat (satellites firing non-

nuclear weapons at launched Soviet missiles and destroy-

ing them), the General elaborated on time (about five to

eight years to complete), and costs (about $26 billion).

When he finished presenting this fairiy developed star

wars scenario, which would in fact become a direct threat

to the Soviet Union, perhaps causing them to retaliate and

putting the lives of the people of the worid. not just the

US in danger, he said that after it has been im-

plemented, the U.S. would propose to congenially meet

writh the Soviet Union to discuss nuclear reduction.

"If someone can be so foolish as to propose jch ai.

elalM^rate and thoroughly planned ultra-modern detenst

system as star wars, and then aosurdly think that tne

Soviets will merrily come lo the table to negotiate, then

why can't that same person l^e so enlightened to propose

to sit down at the table before they endanger humankind

anv more with these plans, and to talk, not about weapons,

wars, and treaties, but of beyond-war, beyond-politics.

Ix^vond-culture ideas?" I asked him.

''Well, ah, leave that to the politicians." he said in repl\

Doesn't the General know there is no such thintr as thf-

seuaration of militarv and slate?

Mark A. C aldeira

Amherst
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Education before action
Since this week is South African "educa-

tion" week here at UMass. it is hoped that

this column might contribute to this educa-

tional effort by addressing the issues sur-

rounding South Africa in relation to the in-

vestment of U.S. companies in that coun-

try. Apartheid is an indefensible, repug-

nant social system based on the subjuga-

tion of non-whites in South Africa and

ought to be considered immoral and unjust.

That said, let us look at the most prudent

means of effecting peaceful change in

South Africa.

In recent months there has been much

talk around our University about divest-

ment in South Africa. Many people seem to

be up in arms regarding this university's

investment in stocks of U.S. companies

that do business in South Africa. They see

divestment as a means to achieving social

justice in that country, assuming that U.S.

companies are detrimental to reform in

South Africa. The fact is. however, that

U.S. companies in South Africa are, for the

most part, actively promoting the advance-

ment of people of color in that nation.

Seventy-four percent of all U.S. com-

panies doing business in South Africa are

signatories of the Sullivan Code, which

means they have agreed to, and have large-

ly complied with, regulations which strive

to raise up non-whites economically, educa-

tionally, and socially. U.S. companies in

South Africa have generally desegregated

the workplace, provided equal pay for

equal work and experience, funded the

training and education of Black employees,

increased the number of non-whites in

management and supervisory positions,

and. in many cases, improved the quality of

employee life outside the work-place in the

areas of housing, transportation, school-

ing, and recreation. U.S. companies are

working against apartheid, not for it.

Moreover, it seems that Black South

Africans also believe that U.S. companies

ought to remain. A recent poll by eminent

stK-iologist Lawrence Schlemmer shows

that 7.5 percent of Black South African

workers disagreed with campaigns in the

U.S. to divest in South Africa, for they see

the presence of U.S. companies as being in

their interests. The standard of living in

South Africa, even for Blacks, is higher

than in any other African nation. Although

no doubt" dissatisfied with the political

establishment of South Africa, Black South

Stephen C. Erickson

Africans seem to place their liveliho<id

first.

The question still remains as to how

Americans can encourage positive social

change in South Africa. Violence must lie

avoided. Given the size of the South

African military, a revolution would consist

of mass slaughter. Instead, we must en-

courage reform by leading by example. As

opposed to isolating South Africa, the

United States should encourage interaction

l)etween the two countries. Although

limited to white suffrage, and therefore far

from democratic, the South African

government is still an elected one, and just

as our country has been overcoming racism

through social awareness, so it must l)e

with South Africa. The more Americans

that interact with South Africans, the more

we can raise the white South African con-

sciousness. Isolating South Africa can only

encourage intransigence and violence.

If the U.S. were to cut off trade with

South Africa, would we not be compelled to

cut off trade vydth all oppresive govern-

ments? That would leave very few coun-

tries with which to trade. It even seems

strange that South Africa should head our

list of brutal oppressors. The Soviet Union

controls every aspect of its society,

threatens the world with nuclear annihila-

tion, and exports terrorism through its sur-

rogates. Yet U.S. trade with the Soviet

Union is greater than that with South

Africa: where is the move to divest in the

Soviet l^nion? From a strictly prs^matic

view, the U.S. cannot afford to lose South

Africa as a trading partner, for there are

minerals in that country which cannot be

found elsewhere that are vital to U.S. in-

dustry.

Divestment is like throwing the baby out

with the bathwater. It strengthens apar-

theid while discouraging peaceful change.

South African Blacks oppose divestment.

In terms of U.S. foreign policy, divestment

in South Africa alone is inconsistent. The

SGA Student Senate, along with other ap-

propriate bodies, ought to give the matter

of divestment serious consideration, by

really educating itself before acting.

Stephen C. Erickson is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Letters to the Editor-

Seeing Communist aggression realistically

I am writing in response to Stuart Got-

tlieb's letter in the Collegian Tuesday. I,

too, love the United States. However, I do

not naively support every foreign policy

move the U.S. and the Reagan administra-

tion make. I remember hearing of the U.S.

invasion of Grenada in 1983 and then feel-

ing angry and frustrated to know that my

country was guilty of a blatant violation of

international law. I also recall the

nauseating slaughter of American marines

in Lebanon. Reagan's attempt at a militar>'

solution to a political and religious problem

brought us that tragedy.

I recognize communist aggression. Com-

munism is a threat throughout Central

America, and in Nicaragua in particular.

Immediate steps must be taken in order to

be sure that the Sandinistas don't become

Soviet pawns. Mining Nicaraguan harbors

is not the answer. Social and political

stability is essential if democratic progress

is to be made in Nicaragua. Therefore,

outright resistance to a popular people's

movement cannot bring "world

democracy." By opposing the Sandinistas,

Reagan only forces them av/ay from the

"free world" and into the laps of the eager

USSR.
According to Gottlieb, "If people d(m t

see the worid for what it is, and what the

USA does for worid democracy, then they

should keep their thoughts to themselves."

I agree. I plainly see what the U.S. does for

world democracy. The U.S. oppwses the

legally elected Sandinista government.

(Recall the election results of November 4,

1984 in Nicaragua.) Is this in pursuit of

worid democracy? "Emperor" Reagan still

supports the discriminatory, iron-fisted

white rulers of South Africa. Is this also in

pursuit of worid democracy?

Think with your eyes open to the com-

munist aggression; see also the plight of

the Nicaraguans in their true pursuit of

self-government. Thank you.

Andrea F. Nuciforo
Amherst
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Going 'cold turkey'

I have one hell of a hangover. The binge

I was on for months finally ended last

week. Harsh realities are now l)eginning

to sink in. There will be no more elections

for a while. I will have to get (jff jK)litics

by the cold-turkey method. No longer will

1 1)6 able to get away with voicing my opi-

nions in a loud and obnoxious manner in

public places. We Americans, showing our

usual wisdom and taste, have spoken. I

must now resign myself to the fact that

Ronnie and his coaching staff get to play

first-string for another term.

Anyway, it will l)e good to put a lot of

that crap behind us. People have always

been more important than politics. One of

the greatest things almut America is that

we rarely kill each other for strictly

political reasons. Here, people only get

blown away for good reasons like greed

and jealousy. If we can keep on averting

full-scale race war, I think we will pull

through o.k.

Seriously, I am writing this l>ecause

there is something on which it is crucially

important all factions get together on. It

is way past time that environmental pro-

tection be removed from partisan

fighting. It is everyone's concern. All of

you, whether lil;)eral or conservative, are

aware of the Reagan administration's

shameful record in this area. This should

be of particular concern to any

Republicans in the reading audience. 1

doubt that you all want y<iur party to be

known to future generations as the one

that sold off the last of our wilderness to

big corporations.

Please folks, let's get to work on this as

a group. Disagreements on the economy

and Central America are all very fine but

we are all going to need clean air and

water in the future. Even though this is

William J. Spain

not an issue that many people vote on. it

would be a grave error not to realize that

it concerns us all very deeply. I strongly I

urge that those of you who have an "in"

with this administration to put the

pressure on.

Some very scary things have happened

in the last four years. Funding for the

clean air program was cut by 44 percent.

Timber froni our national forests has been

sold at losses that add up to hundreds of

millions. Out of 2,000 toxic waste dumps

targeted for cleanup with Superfund

money, only six have lx?en done. The ban

on commercial trappings of endangered

wolves was lifted. Regulations dealing

with safety in nuclear power plants have

l>een weakened while the multi-billion

dollar subsidies to their operators have in-

creasetl. Reagan appointees at the I'.S.

Department of the Interior and the EPA
have proved to be sUiunch supporters of

polluters and other ecological rapists.

What rocks did all these people crawl out

from under?

I have to wonder what the next four

years will bring. Will the Reagan ad-

ministration finally eradicate those iiesky

j)ollution-causing trees? Are we going to

take care of endangered species by extinc-

tion rather than protection? Is Nancy go-

ing to buy a black-footed ferret coat? D(j

we start strip-mining the Grand Tetons?

Will we only be able to get acid when it

rains? If you answered yes to any of the

above questions, you deserve to choke to

death on your next spoonful of fried snail-

darters.

William Spain is a Collegian colvmniJit.

Give us a chance to learn about the issues

Being a student at the University of .

Massachusetts gives one a grand oppor-

tunity to become aware of the

political/social issues of the day. This is the

thrust of much of the media and speech

material presented on the campus.

However like many students I am only

beginninff to «oieMiii*«on«^i and fed th» »

weight and importance in dealing with "the

issues."

I writ^ this letter because yesterday 1

went over to a table on the Campus Con-

course displaying articles on the

U.S./Nicaraguan relationship. Instead of

getting helpful, friendly information, I was

»lMM»«Blly* ignored. The young inan attien*

ding the table looked me over, shoved a

pamphlet in my face and resumed political

conversation with someone obviously bet-

ter informed than I. I wondered why that

table was there. Were they trying to reach

out to passersby with needed information

or were they merely displaying paperwork

advertising radical elitist views.

Though I strongly believe in the morality

of the radical movements on this campus, I

often take offense at the pompous arrogant

way that I receive information i.e.: you

should know this; you, of course, are aware

of this aren't you, for if not, you are ob-

viously a backward, capitalist, American,

run-of-the-mill moron. I am not. I feel this

attitude hurts the effort of teaching the

general public issues that they should

know.
It ateo cornea te ray attentidB iimLi |»»ms«

phlets are not a very good way of presen-

ting information. Unless people already

feel something for the issue talked about,

the material is generally overiooked or

tossed. People need to talk to people.

It would do well for those people who feel

informed to learn patience, tolerance and

love for common people which they profess

they already have. They must find effec-

tive, non-threatening ways of teaching,

otherwise important messages might be

lost to offended ears.

People must be given the time to explore

issues for themselves. Certainly it is every

citizen's responsibility to learn. But for

those who already do possess knowledge, it

is now your responsibility to "condescend"

to teach.

Diane Elaine Sherwood
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UMASS ALPINE
SKI COURSE
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MT. TOM
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1 Credit Course

Classes begin first week

in February.

Offered Wednesday

6 Thursday Nights

also offered

Saturday afternoons

$48
(includes transportation)

Sign up at GPE Office
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4 Day
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CALL 253-3808
256-0115
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I

i Our SpecialtiGS Are

I Delicious Pizzas

I Hot Oven Grinders

g Spaghetti
i Shells

I Ravioli
mm

I
Manicotti

I
Eggplant

1 FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street, Amherst

5 Any"Med. Pizza | Any Small Pizza

s I 3 FREE SODAS (c.n.i 2 FREE SODAS <c.n.) | 1 FREE SODA (en. i
|
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^ r Any Large Pizza i

Free Hamburgers
and Hot Dogs

and

2 for 1 Mixed Drinks

; til 12
* No Cover

{ Changes ^
{Rt. 9, Amherst 256-8284k

¥

Thursday, November 15, 1984
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hr:

ST PLACE

GRAND PRIZE

ii^^?£
Win and you and a frieml

will spend a one week spr-

ing hreak vacation in either

Vail, Colorado or Vi.

Lauderdale, Fl()rida. it's

your choice. P^astpak will

provide airline tickets, hotel

accomodations, $MH) in

spending money and an

Kastf)ak Kuropa Backpack

to brinp back all your

memories. $2100 value.

ND
PLACE
PRIZE

Cunie in s«'cond and you're

one of tlu' three lucky pe<>

pie who'll receive a I iiiveKa

l.^-speed touring hike, and

Kastpak Cross Country

I'ak'r II Backpak and a set

of Kastpak's toplinehicycle

accessories, .$.'iOO value.

Entries must
be received

by Nov. 30th.

TH
PLACE
PRIZE

You and 24 other peopli'l

lucky enough to finish'

fourth will each carry off!

Ea.stpak's Europa I'ak, andj

internal frame convertiiile]

travel pack. $95 value.

RD
PLACE
PRIZE

Be one of the ten third place

fmishers and you'll receive a

five piece assortment of

Eastpak's quality backpacks

and sports bags. $225 value.

TH
PLACE
PRIZE

If you're one of the fifty

fifth-place finishers, then

you'll be taking home

Eastpak's Cordura and

leather Cross Country Fak'r

11 Day Pack. $35 value.

Hypercurricula

ENTRY BLAMK<; AVAILABLE AT THE

^nmVERSITYl
mSTORE^

SKI KACKHS Candidates for the UMass men's and

women's varsity ski teams will have an organizational

meeting, rt.sitions available for experienced racers.

Meetings every Thursday until snow. 7:00 p.m. Hold-

sworthllall.'Uxi

.^SIA^ \MKK1CAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION Our

next meeling will be a discussion of upcoming events,

including Asian night, films, etc. New members welcome.

7:00 p.m. Campus Center

FILM "YOl' HAVK STRUCK A ROCK": Speaker- iVnny

Andrews. NAACI' U'gal Defense Fund The in.-.pir.ng

history of struggle of South African women against

apartheid followed by a presentation by I'enelope Andrews

from NAA( T Legal Defense Fund. New York. S p.m.

Morrill VM „ ,

TlIF WlilTlNC CFNTKR The Writing Center offers free.

<ont.d.-ntial peer tutoring for all University students.

Uring any assignments or writing project. Drop in. no

appointment n,K-«-s.sary. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. IMerpont

Classroom, S.W.

WOKK IN nUlTAIN IKKLAND PROGRAMS
Representatives from the Work in Britain Ireland

programs will b«' on campus Thursday. November 15.

I.ilormalion will be available at a (T concourse table 10 4.

I'nsenlalion at 7:(M) p.m. in Machmer K;}3 with former

part i<-ipanls (UMass in attendance.

UMASl'A CKNKRAL MEETING 'Jnd general meeting

with guest speak on the topic of ccmipensation from a

INrsonnelobiedive. 7::«) 9:.'«n CCWt.t

UM'NSS SPANISH CLUB GENERAL MEETING All

Spanish Club members, old and new. are urged to attend

,his highly important meeting. Plans for the rest of the

year, including <.ur dinner, will be made. U/M) p.m. .5rcl

'n«M.r lounge I lerler Mall

FREE FILM 'SOPHIE'S CHOICE" See this very moving

film starring Meryl Streej. on Tursday, Nov. ISth at 7:30

p ni. in •2'2'i llerler Sponsore*! by B'nai B'rith Hillel.

What's the question

of the day?

How Much?

All Domestic Beer $1.10

Imported Beers Molson $1.30

Heineken $1.50

Guiness $1.65

12 oz. Mugs of Draft;

Bud or Miller Lite 60*^

Draft Pitchers $3.50

All Well Drinks $1.25

'THE SPOKE''
35 East Pleasant St., Amherst

A drinkery

to meet, relax, and enjoy

(••»••••"••••••••••"•••••*"

TjMai7"fransit Service
presents the

Intersession

Training Program
for Bus Driving Jobs

100 applications will be given out

on Tues. Nov. 20th at 7:00 pm in CC 174

You Must: - have 3 + semesters left at UMass
- be at least 18 yrs old

- have had a driver's license for 1 yr

Bring proof of your class year |

(no ID'S) to the meeting |
women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply

g
UMTS is an AA/EO employer |
f«r fiirthpr info f^U 545-0056 S

fe^*«>
Eat In

or

Take Out

GIAiVT SUBS
Freshly Sliced

Meats

BREAKFAST
Beef Stew, Soups, Chicken and Seafood

Try Us snd See. . . _,

IF THEY AREN'T THE LARGEST TASTIEST SUBS

IN THE AREA!!!

Rt 9 253-9521 314 College St.

Saturday
Monday-Friday g.gQ g^ . 3.
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Paidfor by the

Office ofthe Registrar FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
FIHAL EXAJIINATION SCHEDULE

December 1984

1. the tv*o-hour examindtion periods *re identified by code numbers

according to the following chart:

HON TIIES

DEC 17 DEC 18

WED THURS rni

DEC 19 DEC ?0 DEC 2\

6:00 tm

10:30 ««

1:30 (Ml

4:00 pm

COURSE SECTION

C E

270

SOM
S23

MATH
?33

1.?

4.10

13 n.„
10 - 14 IS

15 19

16 20

SAT
DEC 22

21

22

2311

12

PERIOD

14 ---implies that section 1 of C E will

be examined on Thurs . . December 20

at !0:30 am

COURSE SEC. »*£«•

AtR EC

SOI 1
1)

SOS 6

S11 1
10

SI 5 1
20

121 1
19

211

241
290A
305 IB

321

323 21

425
443
452
461 1 15

471

COURSE

AERSTU

4 ---implies that SOM 523. sections 1 and 2

will be examined on Mon. , December 17

at > : 00 pm

.

17 ---imples that sections 4 and 10 wfll be

examined on Friday. December 21 at 8:00 am

ACCTG

221

111

HOU . WHEN SiC.riON WUM8EPS UIJIIIU A COdPSf AHf (.ISTEO, <SSU/(C THAT AW
UWlISrCt? SECTION IS WT SCKEOIMEP fOP AW EXAM.

S-.c your instructor for information on the place of examination. He or

she will NOT have this information before December 3. 1984.

CONFLICTS or MORE THAN TWO EX.V'IfMT IONS IW CUT DAY. Students who hawe

conflicts in their examination schedule (as published in this schedule)

or who have more than three examinations scheduled for one calendar day,

may report to the Schedule Office (168 Whitmore) for resolution of these

problems

.

PIEASE REVIEW T/(IS SCHftXitf fACEFIItlV. THE SCHCPIHE OFFICE UUL ASSIST

IN RrSOll/ING RftATfP PROBLEMS CEPORTtP ON OR BEFOPE OECFMPEP S. I ft*.

AFTfC THAT PATE STdPENT.S MIKT CONTACT THEIR ACA?rHIC 9EAN.

221H
222

311

321

322
331

371

1

2.8
3

4.14.20
5,18
6

7

9

10

11

12.15
13

16.19
17

1

1.2
3.4

5

1,3
2.4
1.2,3
4.5
1.2
1.2
3.4

1.2
3.4

4

14

4

7

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

17

4

4

8

16

16

16

14

18

8
12

17

22

6

2

111

223

335

441

AN SCI

S03
517

101

311

3S9
412
421
430
432
455
521

ANTH

lOOA
1008
102A
1028
103A
1038
104A

150
197A

206
235
372

ARTHIS

-8

-8

115

322

cowrtE sec. ftK

FRENCH

246 1

248 1 15

249 1

250 1

251
i t 11

312
324

325 1 16

371 1 10

386
441

457
473 1 12

482 1 20

584 I 13

COURSE SEC. PER.

FSIN

102
130
210
230
232
465
467

502
518

541

561

577

579

561

5900

GB FIN

260

ICO
301

302
303
304
310
320
330
3S3
361

362
370
374
413
47S

1.3

2.7

4.5
6

0.9
1

Z
3.4
6
7

8
1.2
1.2.3
1

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.2
1

ceoG

14»

5

6

12

8
5

7

9

8
5

1

9

13

21

18

16

6
10

2

8

15
4
4

3

4

4

4

16

13

3
12
1

9

7

20
II

8
6

22
10

21

155
1908
250
350
370
560

GEOL

101

310
320
330
340
415
445
488

562
570
575

GERMAN

5

14

18

20
5

6

9

22

5

16

10
9

15

10

19
20
5

COURSE SEC. PER,

HIST

GREEK

no all sec. 7

120 all sec. 7

126 12

230 1-4 7

232 7

235 20

240 1.3.4 9

310 1.2 12

314 5

341 16

361 10

365 4

380 17

390C 20

390F 13

413 14

491 22

K

126 1 15

312 1 15

393A 1 14

HEBREW

101 1,4

2

3

111 1

20) 1.2

301 1

HIST

100

101

102H
111

120

131

140

6
1

1

11

10

5

9

15

8
21

11

1

8

140

141

ISO
150A
151

300

302
304
308

311

315
317

319

322
334

336
337

344

34 9C

353
361

364

368

37)A
371C
371J
371S
372
374

380
382
384

387

400
431

OH EC

225

265

270
276

280

285

342

355

471

510
591C
5548

HRTA

100
202

211

220
291A
301

330
345

367

3918
393A

5

1A
3N
4N
all sec.

lA.2N.4li

8
15

15

15

13

2

5

12

3

10
21

3

22
1

14

11

17

8
16

13

20
6

5

15
16

1)

16

10
17

6

1

2

17

19

13

)C

13

)5

COURSE SEC. PER.

HUMOtV

270

38C

5858

I E

251

271

390H
454

460

478
479
520

522
586
587
590M

.2

21

21

7

5

15

1

17

5

13

14

19

12

12

7

20
11

20

COURSE SEC.

LO OPR

S01B
S01C
S010
S03A
S03B
S03C

S07A
S07C

S070

LEGAL

250

297 L

397G

LING

ITAL

110
126

230
246
324

371

1.2

l.S

2

1.2
1.2
1.2.3
1.2

1.2
1.2
1

1.2
1.2

3.4

10

22

1

21

16

20

6

20

13
5

16

11

16

10

6

8

9

20

2

18

15

12

S

1

JAPAN

JS

120
126

375

397A
497A

302

1.2.3.5.6 7

17

2.3.4 16

11

19

7

1,2 2

J 01

201

1

2

3
4
5
6
7

2

3

LSAR

1.2.3
1

1

1

JUDAIC

lOlA
1018
lOlC

305

391

A

LATIN

no
120
230

240
310
320
531

LD ARC

all
1-4

all

2.3
1

1

1

sec.

sec.

6

13

20

4

12

14

11

12

7

10

7

14

18

7

10

6

11

201 1

230 1

2

367 1

371 1

372 1

3910 1

M E

PER. COURSE

ARTHIS

19

19
19

16

16

14

14
14

14

2

10
9
17

19
15

16
12

16
4

18

10

1

1

3

18

22

11

19

4

3

22
1

11

8

ASTRON

SEC.

CE

1-4

100

SI 2

201

210
211

213
230
302
310
3)3
330
340
341

354
385
413
551

570
573
575

577
581

597L

2.3.4
.3

.3

.2.3

.2.3

BIOCHM

«;'ii

523

BIOL

1900
5900

BOTAUY

100

)01A
17'

22'

226

485
510
snA
511b

528
574

lA

28
3C

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

CH E

CHEK.

PER.
COURSE SEC. PER COURSE SEC.

HATH

1

1

1

15

15

15

15
15

15

17

17

17

22

16

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

3

3

6
10

10

5

1

15

13

13

9

3

2

22
3

18

20
1

15

17

5

9

7

11

21

4

6

16

13

14

S03 1 8

S04 1 22

OlOL 1-6 20

OIU 1.2.3 22

113 1 20

2 20

120 all sec. 20

121 all sec. 22

127 all sec. 22

128 all sec. 21

131 all sec. 21

1318 1 21

131M 1 21

132 all sec. 19

133 1 5

)97Q 1 10

229 1 5

233 1.8 18

2.11 17

3.14 21

4.10 17

5 17

6.15 21

7 17

9 17

12 17

13 17

234 1 17

235 1-4 22

236 1.3,4 13

2 22

5 22

411 1 3

421 1 2

425 1,2.3 14

431 1 21

2 21

3 21

4 21

5 21

431C ) 14

441 1 20

45) 1.2 9

MICBIO

MILSCI

112

MKT6

HGT

30)

3)4

330

331

347

365
444

482

1.2
1.2

3

4

5

)

2

3.4

S
6
7

1

2.3
1

2.3
1.2
1

2.3
1

459

HUSIC

212

OH I

lOOC
101A
1048
121H

t91L

COURSE SEC. PER. COURSE

COHSTU

SEC. •^"•1 COURSE

ECOM

asics

COINS

COMDIS

COML I

T

PER.

160 1 )0

3)0 ) 11

540 ) 15

560 ) 9

COURSE SEC.

PEP

PHIL

100

lOOA
110

160

PHYSIC

1.2

PLPATH

DANISH

126 1 1

DUTCH

120 )
. 10

230 1 19

ECE

21) 1.2 4

22) 1.2 9

313 1 .2 19

3)5 1.2 17

326 1.2 15

33) ) 6

357 1.2 12

544 ) 11

566 ) 20

570 ) 22

580 ) 10

584 ),2 16

PER.
COURSE SEC.

POLISH

101A
101B
111

1.2

374

PORT

SEC.

121 1
12

ISO 1 15

160 1
19

221 1
IB

226 2».4 20

1 13

234 1
8

240 1
20

2S0E 1
22

> 22

290C 14

310 11

31 7U 1 17

3S2 1 IS

355 1 13

394C 1 22

444 1 4

EDUC

291C

PER. COURSE

PSYCH

PUB.HL

123

350
36)

390A
575

104

103 ) 6

103A ) )8

1038 2 )8

103C )2

103D )8

103E )8

103F )8

103H 6

104A 12

104B 14

104C 2

1040 2

104E 4

191L 17

303 9

303H 14

304 1

2.4 17

3.5 2

6.7 13
1

9,)0 12

305 4

4

305U 4

306 W 4

31) 11

32) 8

322 17

330 16

348 22

36)W 21

362 12

366 10

37) 2

397B 5

397U 16

45) 18

452 12

49) b 10

5)3 17

53)

532

6

13

SEC.

1

2
1

1

1

2

3

1-4

1

1.2
1

1

1

1

1.2
IN
2A
38

)

COURSE SEC. PER. COURSE SEC. PER.

EDUC H 1

ENGL

5858 1 5
361

362

1

2

19

14

14

EDUC P
412
481

A

10

17

551 1 8
481

B

481

H

497A

21

4

12

E>iGlN

103 16

16

16

ENGL

112
126H
131

140
141

161

162
164

1808
20)

202
202H
203
22)

221

H

272
273

3))

33)

349
35)

ENT

226

526
574A

580
S90B

82 8

20

22
19

11

11

lA 19

2N 19

3N )9

)5

18

15

21

14

20
13

8

8

8
17

1 .4 12

5

5

5

5

))

)4

)5
1-6 )9

14 )9

16 )9

ENVOES

205
353

543

547

547A
574
577

597A

ENVSCI

303
515

565

EXSCI

8
2

14

4

10

19

2

13

4

COURSE SEC. PER.

FD ENG

SOI

509
512
SI 3

281

S65
590A

FOREST

212
225
321

324
426
536

FPTECH

SI 7

FRENCH

19
to
12

2
17

3

21

130

210
259

304

305B

307

4 78

4 110 all sec. » 7

22 in 1 7

2 120 all sec. 7

12 126 1 10

230 ).)2 10

2 16

3 7

4,6 17

1 230 7,)0 13

6 8 5

20 11.14 16

12 10

17 6

230A 1 2

240 1 «

13 2 11

1« 240A 1 2

19 241 1 IC

4 244 1 12

11 2.3 4

2

17

PER.

100A 1
2

1008 1
2

lOOC 1
13

1000 1
3

lOOE 1
3

noA )
10

)IOB )
11

HOC 1
19

1I0H 1
6

150A 1
2

150B 1
3

150C 1
e

1500 1
2

150E 1
6

240A 1

240B 21

240C 12

307 20

308 6

310 1 11

31 5A 1 10

31 5H 1 4

320A 1 3

330 1 5

330H 1 22

335 1 22

350A I 2

3S0H 1 10

355 1 15

370A 1 14

380 1 9

380H 1 17

381 1 7

391 A 16

430 1 12

486 1 20

572 1 18

SB1H 1 14

585B 1 5

591

B

1 2

591

C

1 12

COURSE SEC. PER.

SOCIOL

105

106

106A
109
110

201

211

212
220
220A
224
241

242
261

281

320
325
32 7A

341

342

343
360
381

397A
440
481

542

544

560

597 A

A
2N

N

2A
3N

SOM

14

14

9

]

14

14

14

6

16

20
7

10

5

16

13
1

1

1

13

4918
497

523
541

590B

1.2
1

2

3

4

5,6.7

9

1.2

1,2
1

9
9

14

14

9

6
10
14

22

20
II

12

15

8

8
8
13

19

16

10
6

15

)8

)

)2

)9

3

4

2)

8-

)7

1)

)0

20

1

18

18

18

18

18

18

4

3

5

COURSE SEC. PER.

240

11.13
15.16

17.21
18.20
1.2.4.5.6.
11.12.13.14
8.9.10

COURSE SEC. PER.

WtFBIO

565
597B

14

14

SPORST

150
200

201

210
321

39IC
394A

424
431

480
491A
492A
493A
562
563
564

565

22
11

8
3

3

1

9

8
15

12

11

20

6

22

2

7

18

WOTECH

401

508

538

4

22
I

UEST

311

ZOOL

STAT IS

SPAN

110 all SI

1I0A 1

120 1-17

126H 1

230 1.3
2.22
4.7
5.6
8.19
9.12
10.14

7

7

7

13
4
19
14
7
7

18
7

121 all sec.

140 all sec.

4971
SOS
SIS
516
S97I

1

1

1.2.3
1

1

SUEDSN

m 1

THEATR

100
100A
120
160
320
321

342
442

3

20

19

20
6
18

19

13

14

20
16

5

2
IS

22
6

101

102
104

235

245

17
17

12

18

19

339
510
521

523
530
531

634
537

S50
560
S60A
566A
572
SB2
590G
5918

18
10
3
2

II

19
13

5

10
17

17

12

18

2

2

2

THE PUBLICATION OF THIS SCHEDUl

HAS BE^N PAID FOR BY THE OFFICl

OF THE REGISTRAR.
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NEW PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
AT GILLETTE¥•

^ • SPEAKER: DEREK COWARD
^ VICE-PRESIDENT-MARKETING,

^ SAFETY RAZOR DIVISION, GILLETTE CO.

1[ • DATE and TIME; NOVEMBER 15, 1984

5 THURSDAY, 7:45 P.M

- • PLACE: CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 174-176

- • SPONSOR: MARKETING DEPARTMENT

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

artslines...
Violinist Slavko Silic will solo with the

Five College Chiiniber Soloists in an all

Vivaldi program on Thursday. November

15 at H pm in FJo/anson Recital Hall. The

cnnrrrl is free and opon to the public.

Noted sculptor and graphic artist Leonard

Fiaskin will deliver an illustrated lecture on

"Arisls" Self rcrcept ions in Self Portraits"

on Tu<'sdav. N()\ ember 20 at 8 pm in SOM
120 I School of Management). Baskin is the

1981 K) Distinguished Fellow of the

Insliluti- for Advanced Study in the

Ilumanililes. which is sponsoring this free

event . The public ic cordially invited.

You've gotta

have arts! *
Violinist Slavko Silic

STUDENT
SAVINGS

New purchases only • Limit one pair per customer • Cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts

Bousch & lomb

Soft

Contact Lenses

•49
Full credit on tt>e cost o« ttie lenses

if not satisfied • Prolwslonal and fit

ting fees not included

coupon mu* b» P»»«»nt«» al *»• o» pwchc»»

IBausch & Lomb .

Extended Wear I

Contact Lenses i

OFF

lipkM II-IO-M UM L_

any purchase of

a complete pair

of prescription

eyeglasses
(»49 value or moro)

Coupon mu* tM pt—u rmn at *«• o« pu»eho»»

ttfAit 11'M-M m^

69 R«g M49
"The l«n»«» you con sleep wHh"

' 30 day trlol wearing plan • Full

(credit withtin 30 days on lenses on-

ly if not satisfied • Eye exam, pro-

Ifessional and fitting fees not in-

cluded • SPH lenses only

Coupon mu* b» pt»»»nl»cl a» urn* o« potehot*

I
ixpkM 41 M-M ^

AMERICAN VISION CENTEI
great eye core • great eyewear

Hadley • Hampshire Mall • 584-7958
Open M-Sat. 10-9

I think. I lot about this kind of

stuff I do my best thinkin" (tn the bus

That's how com*.' I d<in t driw

Noil di>n't I'vcn know how to

drive.

I dont want to know. Idimt

want to U-arn. sev Tht nion you driw

thi Uss inlclhaint you ai

.\MI(1I.'\1I M.SMinit'n-vnlahi.n ..^..^,

\,,llM,t ( IIY lV<lu.iH,n KKPf.MAN IIARIA nKANSTANfrON ' [;M"l-«»/-'^T>^f^

,

v.,...,*.K()HBYMm>R..- ^^..MKHAKI NLsMlllt

,,., ,,.. MiNAniAN WA( K.S.~.inT>;K Mi( AK1HY » ,.,„-».iH,-wh, M}\(.y\
;- ,-. -] «H>.vl^Ml"-^"."'> "•'>"'• A llnivwal Picluir R "...-...- .r,:,-

The Pleasant St. Theater
J- Pleasant st. Northampton \^A =>H(v(lMr

PLANNING
SESSIONS

End Nov. 21st

for Intersession &
Spring

Hurry in to the '^
Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

Career Development
Opportunity

H.S.I. P.
Housing Services is offering a unique internship

program to qualified sophomore and juniors.

The program combines theory and practice in

experience based learning interns may earn

$3.50/hr. for a 15 hour/week (academic credit

optional).

Interested students should submit resume, per-

sonal goal statement and 2 letters of recom-

mendation to:

Joya Jimenez, H.S.I. P. Coordinator

c/o JQA Lobby, SW
Application deadline: November 30, 1984

For information call: 5-0626 or 5-1550

Thursday, November 15, 1984
iCoUegian 13
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Field'snew film flies
PLACES IN THE HEART
Directed by Robert Benton
Starring Sally Field

at Hampshire Four Cinemas

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

Diri'ctor Robert lienton creates a loving

remembrance of the American plains with

his latest film Places in the Heart. S&Wy
Field gives a fine performance as Edna
Spaiilding, a woman who is able to over

come the difficulties of living during the

Great Depression.

Field is not rehashing her Oscar-winning

performance as Norma Rae. This is a film

about lighting the system, 1930's style.

Edna is not a woman of this decade; the

manner in which she overcomes the racism

and se.xism around her is different. Edna is

not a crusader like Norma Rae. Instead she

IS a woman who has realized that she must

challenge her little part of the universe.

Edna's husband dies in a shooting accident

and she is left with two children to support.

There is a farm to run and the bank is

threatening foreclosure. She is over-

whelmed by her situation and its im-

plications.

Although Places in the Heart is tinged

with sentiment, the harsh realities of life

are presented matter of factly and not

sensationally. As Benton builds around
P'ield. he develops the sub plots which give

viewers a sense of what life was like in

Texas during the 1930s.

Edna's mentor is a black hobo named Moze
played by Danny (ilover. Moze shows her
how to plant cotton as well as how to deal

w it h the good ol" boys in the cotton trade.

F^dna finds the strength she needs and
quietly her own will to survive emerges.
The realization is not sudden; Benton
nurtures it through a series of ordinary yet

humorous events.

Places iv the Heart is a great movie
because it does not romanticize or patronize

its characters. The supporting cast is ideal

and could not be improved. Edna's blind

boarder is played by John Malkovich. He.

like many other characters is swept up by
her warmth and is able to overcome his self-

pity. Yankton flatten and Gennie James
are naturals as Edna's children, Frank and
Possum.

Hardcore from the heartland
By ELIZABETH C. LANGLOIS
Collegian Correspondent

Husker Du. hailing from Minneapolis, is

nnt- of the most exciting bands around right

now. This past summer, they released Zen
Arcade, a "white album" of sorts, and the

first double album ever released by a

hardcore band, following hard on the heels

of their wonderful cover of 'Eight Miles

High." Zen Arcade is an amazing album,

lull of twists and turns, and some not so

•surprising results. 23 songs were recorded

and mixed in Hrj hours, most in one take.

This wasn't so amazing twenty years ago,

but in today's times of Overdub City, it's

pretty incredible, as are the results of this

marathon venture.

The songs center around one disillusioned

guy. in "Something I Learned Today",

ir»oking out on a gray and very banal world.

He 'splits with his girlfriend and takes off in

Chartered Trips. " He wanders around,

gets involved with Hare Krishnas, decides

that's not the meaning of life, then decides

the satne thing about the military. Our

hero tries his hand at playing in a band

because he thinks it's all glamour, and finds

out he b«'lter wake up and face reality. "The
Biggest Lie." He returns home, his

girlfriend commits suicide, and he works at

a computer firm. He finally literally wakes
lip, discovers he's been dreaming, and

returns to school the next day.

OK. so what about the music'.' The style

shifting on side one alone will keep

guessing. What Husker Du is up to is a vey

definite move away from hardcore. Rut

don't let that disillusion any headbangers.

Side two is pure adrenalin rush from start

to finish with some very angry, biting

sentiments, especially the resentment

pouring from "I'll Never P'orget You." You
can be sure the person won't be remem
bered in the kindest terms.

Most of side four is taken up by the

fourteen minute opus, "Reoccurring

Dreams. "It is white noice at its finest, with

enough guitar thrash to sate anyone's

appetite. One of the real standouts on the

album is "Turn on the News" which

basically repeats what everbody already

knows that violence is everywhere, the

media is shoving it at us. and it's ob-

Elephant
Memory
Systems

Diskettes

sold here.
If you've been wonder-

ing where you can get

supplies for your personal

computer locally, look no

further. We carry a com-
plete line of Elephant

brand 5V4" diskettes,

which are compatible with almost every PC on the market.

Don't trust your valuable information to just any diskette.

Elephant Memory Systems® diskettes are thoroughly tested

to give you the highest quality and reliability possible. The

Elephant "never forgets".

Take advantage of the convenience of buying Elephant

brand computer supplies here. Stop in today

Open Located in QnNIVBRSITY

^.:.:.:.:.:.:^r^.:.yii^^:^^

Dr. Fred Tillis (above) will be featured in a free jazz concert at the

Tavern at the Lord Jeffrey Inn on Monday, November 19 at 9:30 p.m.

Saxophonist Tillis, who is director of both the UMass Fine Arts Center

and the Afro-American Music Program, will perform with bassist Ed

Jones as a part of the jazz series held at the Tavern.

structing us from the important thing, tar cry from earlier efforts. Bob Mould,

caring about our fellow man. guitarist and main spokesman for the band,

Husker Du has a real penchant for has indicated that the band never intended

psychedelia. The best example of this is the to stay with hardcore. It was just a

highly melodic, fuzzed out "Pink Turns to stepping stone, and not something the band

Blue", probably the best track on the wants to have asswiated with them per-

alhum. This talent also appears in the form manently. With this effort. Mould and Co.

of reversed tape loops. "The Tooth Fairy" don't have to worry about that,

and the backwards "Dream Reoccurring", There is a vein of melody underlying every

and the funny mystic chanting in "Hare .s«)ng on this record, even the hardest ones.

Krisna." Husker Du turned up the juice a The stmgs are brilliant, short pastiches of

hit for the powerful "('bartered Trips", highly personal feelings, strung together

with some real killer hooks. There is also coherently in a song cycle, making this a

the melancholy, acoustic number "Never concept album of sorts. Zen Arcade is a

Talkingto You Again.
"

very positive step in the right direction.

This is definitely a band in search of a and promises great things for this band

more diverse style. Their new sound is a from Minnesota.

Fine Arts Center

Cancert Hall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ith

KiWicsthv

ALEXANDER SCHNEIDER,
guest conductor and violin soloist

SUNDAY, NOV 18, 8PM

TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

SARAH VAUGHAN
The First Lady of Song"

SATURDAY, DEC. 1, 8PM

TICKETS: $13. $11. $9

Paul
Neubauer
Special Award, 1982 Noumburg Foundolion

Violo Compettlion

FRIDAY. DEC. 7, 8PM

TICKETS: $5

« f. !(>-»-*!*; f f t^'^-'B ^riM^

Five College Students Half -Price . icketi ovatloble ot Fine Arts

Center Box Office, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlet* 'mmm . I

\.««.^^
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

Vladimir Haensel

''Creativity and the Future

of Science and Technology''

Thursday, November 15, 1^)84 at 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Auditorium

Univerbitv of Massachusetts at Amherst

'O' 4 ruff

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Daily lO - 6, Sun. 12 -5

^fyf""T""*^^^**** ><.2gI^I

•Thursday, November 15, 1984
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Lowest Price Ever!

JOSTENS

White Lustnum
RINGS

i

*

i

<

<

<

(

YOUR CHOICK OF ANY JOSTENS WHITE LUSTRUM RING

Date: Nov. 14, 15, 16 - Wed, Thur, Fri

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit: $15.00

Place: outside ^^j^STORE^r

MM'

Josiens IS the Official Awards Supplier of the 1*^04 Olympic (James

"VP "Vg ^ ^wM, -wtfMM '"-««*»»»-H-^**3CJcacagx

SOPHIE'S CHOICE

-sr^

it««*«« -^

//^ l-nftrf(iitnfiinf Pn^rnfy

. MiryJStmp Ktrink/im l\hr. MiuSuol

m,in Umi I hihiliihim Sof)/lllS(fKflli' ,i hilh fi,iitJih'»/»n.m

llfinll)itiil(i'i.',Hilli<iinSr\nin: X-tnilhuititlm^. is:
' („"/-, Jivl//h

Thursday, November 15 at 7:30 PM
227 Herter

FREE
sponsored by B.B. Hlllel

Thursday, November 15; 1904

«

WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE

M.C. - VISA - AMERICAN EXPRESS

AT The Mountain Farms Mall - Hadley

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday Only

No Dealers No Rainchecks *Rrst Come, Rrsl Served

COLOR TELEVISION STER|OREC|!VERS
VIDEO RECORDERS
^ SAVE MOO

$AVEM20

99 229

$49999

S799"

^Emerson 10 function remote

VIDEO RECORDER
SANYO Beta Video Recortef '^^^^

*^*'

PANASONIC 2600 Portable Video Recofder

& Tim ^*^^ ^^
RSHER 8 FtrctKXi Cable Ready Wiretess

Remote Video Recorder i^^'' "^^

PANASONIC 1520 4 Head Wireless Remote
^

C*te Ready Video Reconter
'*850t WW

EMERSON 4 Head Wireless Remote Video

Recorter
'*^'*^'

HHACHI 7 b Rxiable Video Recorder (^I050i

RSHER 730 Dotoy Stereo 4 Head Wireless

Remote VMS Video Recorder
<*1100>

HIIACHI VHS Hifi Stereo Video

Recorder
<*^^*^'

PANASONIC 6600 8V2 b stereo Ooby,

C*le Ready VHS Video Recorder (*1300)

PANASONIC PK600 Color Camera (»800)

QUASAR VK731 Color Camera (*1000)

RCA 0010 Color Camera '*^100'

PANASONIC 450 tAni Auto Focus Color

Camera
<5^^'

PANASONIC 958 Deluxe Auto Focus-

Stereo Color Camera
**1300)

TDK SAC 90
CASSETTES

99

k"

5999"
S399"

«599«»

5599»«

'Emerson ^9

SOLID >TATE COLOR TV

EMLRSON \2 B&w TV

AOMRAL 13 coiof TV

EMERSON 13 Color TV

EMERSON 13 Rerrvte Control Colo»

TV

PANASONIC ^^ Color TV

HITACHI V u*x TV

HITACHI 19 Remote Control Color TV

PANASONIC 19 Remote Control Color

TV

RCA 25 Remote Control Cdor TV

HITACHI 25 Remote Control Color TV

RCA 25 Console Color TV

PANASONIC 5362 25 Console Cdoc

TV

SONY 2145R 21 Cable Ready Wireless

Remote Color TV

SONY 26 C*le Ready Wireless Remote

liis

lAKAl

ZJJO.

(«90)
S59"

(»250) «179"

(»280) M99"

(»330) 269*'

(«399i «299««

(M20) «339"

(»500)
S399"

(»550) *449"

(»800) *549"

(»800)
S599«"

(«750i
S599"

,S729) »599"

(»900) *699««

AKAI 22 WATT QQ
AM/FM RECEIVER \3\t

KENTECH 14 Wan Receiver

PIONEB) 30 Watt Receiver

TECHNICS 35 Watt Receiver

PIONEH) 45 Watt Receiver

TECHNICS 25 Watt Digital Receiver

TECHNICS 310 35 Watt Distal Receiver

SCOTT 359 45 Watt Digital Receiver

LUXMAN 5030 35 Wan Receiver

SANSUI 70 Wan Receiver w/Bu«m Graptic

Equalizer

(•99)

(«180)

(»199)

(»230)

(»199)

(»230)

(»325)

(«350)

(MOO)

99

•49"
»119»«

»129»«

M39M
«139»«

»189»«

«239««

«249»«

(»600)

Control Color TV
(»l000i

S799"

CAR STEREO

99

ROADSTAR AM/FM CASSETTE

JVC 70 Wan Okiu •• • -" w/Buit-m GraphK

Equakzer

LUXMAN 101 Deluxe 40 Wan Digital

Receiver
<*^>

BOSE Spatii 100 Wan Receiver (*900)

HARMON KARDON m\ ^o wan Digital

Recover ^
5399««

»499««

M99««

^
ea (bmit 5)

EXTENSION
TELEPHONES

ROADSTAR 4 Coiu soeaKer.

JENSEN 6k9 U)a* SoeaKefb

JENSEN 100 In DasT: AM/FM Cassette

PIONEER 5500 r OasH AM'FM Cassette

RONEER 600 Suoertuner III Cassette

ALPINE 7150 in Dash AM/FM Cassette

ALPINE 7162 Digital AM/FM Stereo

C3SSCtl6

JENSEN 520 Deluxe Digital AM/FM Sterer^

CdSS6tl6

JENSEN 530 AM/FM Digita Stereo

Cassette

i»50

(»160

l»250:

(»300>

(»160'

(«250

|M20)

$29*9

S3999

$7999

si29»9

$14999

si29'«

(»520.

CASSETTE RECORDERS
SAVE *50— \W

FISHER DOLBY B&C
CASSETTE RECORDERS

TEAC ooby Cassette
(^JJOJ ^„

TECHNICS 812 Doby Cassette (*160. ^^
PIONEER CT 20 Motor Doby Cassette (»200i IJ»

RSHER 40 Double Cassette

LUXMAN K210 Doby B&C Cassette

SCOTT 359 Auto Reverse Dob\ W.

MARANTZ 5010 Imear Skating Casseltr

LUXMAN KX100 DeUxe Doby B/C

(jdSSCttfc

HARMON KARDON 30i ooby 8/c

I actptlp

LUXMAN 101 Doby B/C Cassette

HARMAN KARDON 401 Doby bc

Cassette

AKAI F95 De^xe Corrp/ter Controled Siper GX

/JQQQj

Three Head Cassette

(»140)

(«l60i

(»200i

(»240!

(»300'

(t?RO)

.«450)

M49«»
S199"

$19999

S299"

(MOO)
S299"

(«550) «349"

,.500. 5399"

(»650) 5499»«

^ SINCE 1961

he Sound CompanB ^^^ ^.— c.,M:.c,r,^.„a.;.,a.au- AI«MlHtT?0 IN PLEAS*

t^MINCPIIlO BOSTON flO Ma^sna-P'.i'a SPniNOrilLO 47 7 SUMNER AVE ^*.
m»

j^.j^Joo." Evr, E,en,ng .,( 9 36 PM Qp*M Sur.da> i; s

AMHINtT 20 1 N PLEASANT STREET

a»«-0r44 open ThufS K f "day Evenings T,i » p M

>»
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Rdyidward "Dizzy" Carlyle hita 618-foothome run on July 4,

i929, in a minorleague game at Emeryville Ball Park

in California

Lcmg Distance gives you more mileage for

9Ayoufmoney rigtit off ttie tyat ybu'll enjoy 40%
j:^ount$ evenings, 60% nights and weekends

''^'"'"''^m'^bur calls will speed through even at the

Muslest hours...and sound as close as next

door It adds up to a winning score.

for information on AT&T Long Distance,

cam 800 222-0300

From

pmz by Sterling fMslijr^ O,

New\bfk,Ny

lo^^^
The more you hear

the better we souncL"^

Thursday, November 15, 1984

Collegian n

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

MM/WHOFPOn'- IPAiHIM
AUPfitNCB5AUl£APy 5N0U6H HAS

M^fii: IDSUtM iOU W lUmORA
-

-s/ IN' vonspmea.

^\f])ye6,3iR LAW
LA5TNI6HT. A jy^j
CI6ARSTTB somVS
dOATPROPPSP uKeBOBff/,
HIM OFF AT AURJ6HT..

. THBMARJNA. v^

eVBRSINCBU/e

RooMBP Toeenm
IN 00366,9000)^
AiMAt5HAm?0eiN6
mecMmocmBNVoN

mo OFA

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

OH. IT'S ft

C0N5Uf^eH'6

CHUKEP NI()HTMf\Re.

me ^Y&JM TOO MANY

1% MNm

CHAHai.

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

T To»-t> HfR r \.jf^:>

n CHut) moLtST£«.
Goof) mnt*K.
rr»rv/t. '^'^'^•

/ImW , \ I

Nuclear Broach By NRC-Q

#kt broach oj'ill ?llnhr\f 's itohtfhtfi. ^i lLa<ilLfii p«ss

ScathR coAhminatuI }r j-^^ peact bfi.o<>^<-h as msf-ft.yct^,^ , or

{kMmir\h Mhickc<xn n| y-Aty ^omthot>y r*y*>plact if only ^o

Gorde
By Gorde

'"" ""I i"ii- ''' '""""""'"

GOHOE tCLfiX SZVLPTV^ CLASS

LATEAGAmT SL/Vf 'T \
EH BILL ) OfJ THEM ^

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

/

\y*^\ abotH- 'poor

^iCjKt t^ake w^We^ +'^fy

i 1
«

A-o be a doc

(+5 c

dog...

L

Today's Weather
Mmmmm. Warmer today,

highs in mid-50s with less

wind. Partly cloudy Thurs-

day night, no chance to get

a tan, lows in the upper 30s.

Chance of an early shower

Friday, with mixed sun in

the afternoon as temps

reach mid- 50s.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b> Irude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Ristotantelare

6 Oneot Ihe

Jarksons
10 Talented

14 Seekei atter

roles

15 The oi

March
16 Holly

17 Certain

CovwOoy"
19 Mystery

2C Gerard
Borch Dutch

painter

2^ Turandol

eg
i2 Importune

23 Palm leal

2A Group ot nine

2ft Accumulate
30 Arranged in

threes

33 Dab ot cream.

tor enample
iA French money

olold

% Certain

youngster

if Tennis coach
Tinac

J8 Rugger score

40 MerKel o! the

movies
41 Guns
4f) Citi/e'' ol a

country Abt>'

47 Side wilh

48 Descendant u'

Esau
^0 Alternator

62 Either at sixes

or at —
WS GiitMjrt

54 Pecan

55 English poet

John

b7 Condescend
e,9 Pan ol H H S

62 Toward the

mouth
63 Fur bearing

rnammal

65 Set happening

66 Dies

67 Upright

6fl Winter sports

vehicle

69 Sandhill, m
Devon

70 DeMiiie ballet

DOWN
1 Leave
2 Result ol too

much exercise

3 Make
emotional

4 Bon
5 Small cavity

6 High llier

7 Put on a

pedestal

8 Inhabitant

9 Mall or Chin

lollower

10 Sky route

1

1

Waltzer s river

12 Home ol song
13 Deled

16 Flood

22 Marquette

23 Symbol ol

authority

25 Badminton
necessity

26 ".pry

?i' Nimbus
28 Amphibian ol

the south

eastern US
29 Outside Comb

lorm

31 Doctrine

32 Sister ot

Euterpe

35 Garden orna-

ment
39 Potato s rela-

tive

42 Corrected

43 split

44 Anne-de
Beaupre

46 It takes two to

47 Hill dweller

49 Last

51 Army man
53 Certain vehicle

56 Relatives ot

Dora
56 Test

58 Words ol en
lightenment

59 the Kitty

60 Fresh water

lish

61 Choir member
63 Took cover

64 Angels favorite

abbr

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

uuaaf3 jj(iaai3iiui|
[SO

Htf^
A L

T TilTII

013 UUtlliy jaUHil

uuuuci ubiug

1 ; 1 • i |H» '
I^BlO 11 17

J-
^|<>

IT ' '•

n 71 M " m" "17

WMu

WPu-«7
~ «4^H^ 'ill'4« ^47

^wW Jill
w

"
. iv.

11/15/84 <;I1*< IM Aafttn !•»• 'W

D.C. Menu
LUNCH:
Sour Cream Supreme
Hot Corned Beef on Rye

DINNER:
Roast Turkey/Breatl Dress-

i n g
Ham and Cheese Florentme

Dessert Special

BASICS DINNER:
Broccali and Cheese Studel

Roast Turkey/Bread Dress

i n g
Dessert Special

BASICS LUNCH:
The Salad Sandwich
California Quiche
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Adirondack Super System Special

UNBELIEVABLE!!!
r t i II

• ^ ro 9o n c

MARANTZ 308 hlm

demo 3-way deluxe speakers

NIKKO
NR320 28 watts/channel stereo receiver

NP 500II auto return belt drive turntable

EMPIRE
100s dynamic interface

elliptical

stereo cartridge

ALL FOR ONLY

ONLY

TEAC OVERSTOCK SPECIAL PACKAGE

V505X dolby/DBX. soft touch logic, bar graph

CASSETTE DECK
EQAIO 10 band graphic equalizer with

spectrum LKD display

^^ ^249^5

AITTYI SPFCIALS "-^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^'^ piece prices on auto stereos starting at $50.00
^^—— CONCORD HPlOO AM/FM in dash STEREO CASSETTE w/sendust alloy heads plus

HPA40 50 watt RMS povver amp

^^P^ " SHOCKING «99«»»

PIONEER TP900 FM Supertuner under dash 8 track ^14®*

EVADIN EQB-61 30 watts RMS per channel graphk equalizer booster ^19^^

PANASONIC CQ-S717EU supreme ^- 0095
black auto reverse AM/FM stereo cassette with presets - IN DASH \£9

SCOTT
PS 88/89 A ^lly auto direct drive turntable w/cartridge ($275 value) $135

428A 35 watts RMS per channel integrated amp with

539T AM/FM stereo tuner (a $385 value) $199.95 package

312 DL 3-way 12' dehjxe speaker ($600 vaKic) $150.00

NIKKO NR 320 28 watts per channel stereo receiver ($270 value)$119.95

EMPIRE lOOS d\namic interface elliptical stereo cartridge ($50 value)$9.95

ADC QLM MKm omni improved elliptical stereo cartridge

($85 value)

' ROYCE 'automatic dialer telephone D-OOl

•FREErX)M phone ID wireless telephont

VOIR CHOICE ONLY $19.95

$15.95

la $230 value)

- limited quantity
specials -

DEMON DIALER model 176T (176 Memory Dialer) $59.95

MAXELL liDXLn —---~;^:^ YOUR CHOICE L99 each
TDK SA90

--^""^

TEAC MDX 90 METAL TAPE 3 for $10.00 WITH THIS AD
KOSS AM/FM walk-around stereo (r^. $119.95) $19.95

MALLORY nickel cadmium battery charges ($25 value) $4.95

TEAC livX3 min. speaker system INTRODUCTORY PRICE
ONLY $29.95/PR.

ADC LMF-2 U)nearm (rejj. $149.95) only $19.95

EVADIN EM II nucm cassette recorder ($69.95 value) $19.95

15 EAST PLEASANT ST.
AMHERST 253-3100

all items subject to prior sale'quantities limited*no rain checks

not responsible for typographical errors

iiiiHiiiiaiiiuiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiNiiNiiaiuiHiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiai)^

I
An evening ofIndian Classical Music 5

S featuring |

I Debiprasad Chatterjee on Sitar I

1 & i

I
Sankar Chowdhury on Tabia |

I Vanue - Thompson Hall |

I
(Room 102) I

I
17th Nov. (Saturday), 7:30 PM

|
1 Co-sponsored by - 1

Saptaswara, WMUA; India Association 1
i Supported by - SGA, Grad. Student Senate 9

SiiiiiaiiiiHiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiianiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiR

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P156/ftaR13

• tncludet Mounting
plus MA Stat* Tax

NorthAmherst
Tire A Auto

Center
FUV S«rvK0 Tn Store

78 SundarlMKl Rd . No Amhartt. MA
Ac'Oki Iram W.lfotM > Sta>«

S49-4704

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

Student Union Ballroom Amherst _

«MAf SIKSIATCH

v^ -J"

People's Gay Alliance

GAY &: LESBIAN

DANCE
SATURDAY

November 17

10th Floor, Campus Center

9pm - 1

Fully A" P'.siMe

t SOOjDOO
WORTH or TOP lAME

WIITEK €LOTH»e

SII SQUIPMSIT
THURS FRIDAY - High noon 'til 10 p.m. SAT - 10 a.m. 'till 5 p.m.

>1I€IS TIIS LOW SieVlB IE OVTIAWEI

Convenience Store

Rt. 116 Sunderland

24 Hours

"We save you more than time

Michelob Reg. and Light

$3.39 6/pk

$11.99 case

Moosehead
$3.99 6/pk (

I

$12.99 case /^'
3i- -iS

Heineken
$4.49 6/pk

$14.57 case

$4.49 6/pk ^^

STARTS
TODAY

LEARN to FLY
For V, the usual cost

with U Mass R S O Club

Free Bus Line Piicus «>" woi( ntm

UNDERGRADUATES
NEEDED NOW

Course Credit Possible

253 747b m.^U

The Original!

Tr>oin«> Matkslploca • Old Sou), St Enltanca

Northamplon • Op*n dally III 11 lO p m
Fri ft Sat til Midnight • M6 4837

* * * * * * * * »«*«»*•»«*

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 3:45 • Friday 8:45* 2:30 • Cash in advance • b conseciutive days 5% discount

• 10 consectutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free^

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Oatiun 210 4 door 5 speed 41 mpg
good condition $2900 665 3986 ,

i'or sale Oatsun 78 F10 wagon $200 Tom
in evenings 665 4927

1966 Dodge Coronet w semi rare 273 eng

excetlent running cond looks good new
radials, new AM'FM cass b speak mucti

more new $1300 or BO Jon after 10 00 PM
at 263 5811

Pontiac Lamani si« cylinder excellent run-

ning condition $500 733-8541 will sttow in

Amherst

FOR SALE

DEAD ZONE

Stephen King* mind blowing "The Dead
Zone Friday 5, 7. 9 11 Mahar

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD OJ s audio and

visual entertainment for the 80 s 584 6712

Rack A Dlic Rack A Video Entertain

ment Agency Disc|Ockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

549 7144

FOR RENT

One betlroom In house To take Jan Ut

near campus and reasonable Call !>4»-t>^i9

ask for Mike

For rent 1 tMtfroont apt Cllffside $335

utMHIes irKludwl Dec 1 call 666 3337 after 7

PM
Furnished studio Buckland: Dec June

call coHect 203-668 2390 after 6 "M
^^__^

Good student desk, hardwood 32x42 in

ches three side drawers one center

drawer $160 Call eves 253 5790

Vantage electric guiter brand new with

case $175 or 80 546 5169

Men s 12 speed, new 549 0494

FOR SALE: SUNTANS

We invite you to visit our beautiful

spacious, facility Your first tannmg session

is always tree, our prices can t be beaten,

and we offer student payment plans that

make us very affordable Right now
unlimited visits until 11 30 only $29 00 Le

Bon Soleil, 264 N Pleasant St 253 9454

FOUND

CAT. Call to idwitify 6 4004

OAY » LESBIAN

The People's Gay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ad to attend'

HELP WANTED

Politics Can Pay
Massachusetts Fe» Share offers full and

part tirrie work on voter rights, toxics, and

economic reform Paid training Hours

130-9 30 PM «ie0»260/wk or 4 30 9:30

PM »60 *1S0/wk Call SS6-S713 or

Wanted for Internship, Toule Stiver Mfg

East Boston. MA Duties include

telemarketing sales observing assisting

showroom presentations Showroom Floor

Displaying Contact Office of Internship at

16 Curry Hicks or call Garry Werman at (617:

569 7600

General laborers apply to the Rusty Nail 5

to 8 Wert through Sun

Part time experienced teller needed Fri

day nights and Saturdays at Hampshin.

Mall $6 hr Call Mrs Ware 586 6606

Earn $5 7 an hour Must be 18 or older

have own insured reliatile car Apply in per

son Domino's Piz/a Rt 9 Hadley

Now taking applications for fall and par

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Domino s Pi//a Rt 9 Hadley

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round

Europe S America Australia Asia, all

fields $90 2000 mo Sightseeing Free into

Write IJC PO Bx 52 MAI Corona Del Mar

CA 92625

Part time. Sell winter Et spnng break vaca

tions tor major collr^iate travel company
High commissions tree trips' Phone
necessary Send application to Joe

Sharelli. Campus Vacations. 26 Court St
,

Brooklyn, NY 11242

Womans Watch
546 6902

lost 116 $30 reward call
Mike
Carol

Happy 21st your a great brn luv

PERSONALS

LOST

Stolan in Sylvan area or Boyden Qym
Brown leather wallet containing license

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6-4096 no questions

asked the nan>e is Kelley McCormick

Lost gold bracelet great sentimental value

c«l»4»-6375Mrwvatd,. ., . .^^.^..

Bush Bash LAGNAF Now sign up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con
course 545 3437

To cute blond in SOM 210 furtive

glances aren't enough come say Hi

The Lesbian Bisexual b Gay. men's
Counseling Collective offers FREE peer

cOlinselmg for everyone effected by sexual

orientation issues M T Th F 4 8 PM Call

545 2645, or info line 545 0684 Rm 433 Stu

dent Union

Bella, meow meow meow. Happy Birthday

Besos El Gato

Check it outi This Friday one' Party

lx>ogie, bash ai Hampden Commons (in

SWI Tunes by Rack A Disc JQA spon-

sored See ya there'

Malise Happy 21 Birthday Thank you tor

best 21 months o( my life Here s to our

week in the mountains I love you, David

Contre Dance All Welcome Saturday

Nov 17 Grinhell Arena 8 00 12:00 pm Ad
mission 2$ caller Camie Kaynor sponsored

by Wildlife Soc

W.RC. Just hoping for a smile and wishing

you a very Happy Birthday' With love and
affection P A M

• 'EDDIE AND THE CRUISERS
• Thursday Nov 1 5th
• Campus Center Auditorium *

5I»1 001, 7,9, 11,l$l 50)
• sponsored by Wheeler House *

To the Bud Crew - I'm sorry lor what hap

pene<J and I thank each ol you for canng so

much, I love all of you Ann

tVtVt^t^tV'ft'tViV

Townehousa Apts call 549 2872 Jane Am>j

or Debt)ie

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE '

Papers, Cases. Dissertations. Theses,

on campus low rales guaranteed accep

lance Nancy 584 7924

I
---

SERVICES

RIDERS WANTED

Shere a ride to Atlanta Georgia or

anywhere in between around Thanksgiving

call 413 666 8697

ROOM WANTED

Do you iHMd a roomla in Townehouse or

Brandywine' Jess 549 1377

Female looking for room in Brandywine

apt starting 1/1 86 call 549 7192

Looking for off campus housing for otte

single woman Jan 1 st 546 62S7

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 badroom apartment Brittany MJwtor

call Steve or Pete 2S6 1536

Looking for 2 femalae to ahare Bran-

dywine apt. Starting 1/1/86 call Lisa /Jen

649 2614

One bedroom available In two bedroom
aiMrtment Brittany Manor 9-5 546-2544 att«

6 2Sa-63»«ainaia4ai«olv«aklo(An«i»

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next day
service Type Rite 253 51 1

1

I Treet Yourself IBM ptolessional typing,

Romance langiiaqes Suranne 253 7955

TRAVEL

Killlngton Ski Trip condos $195 Jan
W 25 call Sno Search Brien or Kevin
A9 1466

>kl French Alps. Chamonix. Spring break

TB9 info aki sale or call Ted Selig 546-6082

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA s *1

student /budget travel agancy Free catalog

Call (6171 266 1926 or write, 729 Boylston

St Suite 201, Boston. MA 02116

WANTED TO RENT

Lease for dbl m Brandywine Puffton or

Townhs for Jan reward call Mike or Tom
84»«I4
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Cnllepan photos by MirheUc Seja

Cold weather means college basketball is back. In top photo, Darryl Carter

goes in for the easy two in practice as Bobby Braun looks on. On the bottom, the

team goes through its paces. The season opens November 26 at Springfield

against Stonehill.

Olympians in boxing debut

Brehind, others to fight inNY
Profitable careers start with giveaway

NEW YORK (AP) Six

{)lvmpi<- VwixiriR medalists,

including welt«'rweight

Mark Breland and
hpavyufiKht Tyrell Biggs,

will he given a coming out

party Friday night at

Madison Square Garden.

They will turn pro before a

free packed house of 21.000.

To obtain tickets, written

requests had to be made to

the New V(trk Daily News.

There was a limit of four

tickets per rec^uest.

The giveaway was the idea

of Breland. who grew up in

fi r o o k I y n ' s ii e d f o r d

Sluvvesant sei'tion. "After

all the yi'ars I've been

fighting at Madison .Square

(larden. I felt I owed the

fans something." said

I'.r'lanfl. who won five New
^ork Ciolden (doves titles in

th«' r,;irden.

The other Olympians are

light v^ eight Kernel I

Whilaker and featherweight

Meldrick Taylor. gold

meflalists. as were Breland

and Biggs; light

heavyweight Evander
llolyfield. a bronze medalist,

and middleweight Virgil

Hi'l, a silver medalist.

Breland's purse is tops at

$100,000, while Taylor gets

$."»0.000. The other three

will get $7.-).000 each. The
opponents are getting

bet ween $3..")00 and S.'i.OOO.

Breland will be in the

featured final bout against

Dwight Williams of

Svracose. N.Y.. who has a

7

1 pro record, with two
kncM-kouts. The 21 year old

Breland. who is 6 foot 2'?.

had a 11 1 record, with 73

knockouts, and also won a

world championship.

ll.>lyfield. 22. of Allar.ta.

1(;0 14. with 7.5 knockouts,

will box Lionel Byarm of

Philadelphia. 9 12. with

four knfx-kouts. Holyfield

was the subject of an

Olympic controversy when

he was disqualified in the

semi finals after knocking

dow n his opponent withwhat

the referee ruled was an

illegal blow.

Taylor. 18. of Philadelphia,

will fight Luke I/ecce of

Pittsburgh, who is 14 2 1,

with eight knockouts.

Taylor, who was 99 4. with

32 knockouts, won his

Olympic gold medal as a

featherweight.

Biggs, 22. of Philadelphia,

lOS (), with 41 knockouts.

will tight Mike Evans. 2.5: of

Los Angeles. 3 11. with one

knockout. Biggs was the

super h e a v y w (> i g h t

champion at the Olympics,

while Henry Tillman of Ix)s

Angeles was the

heavyweight champion 201

pound limit.

Whitaker, 20. of Norfolk.

Va., 201 13. with 91

knm-kouts. will fight Farrain

Comeaux. 23. of Nederland.

Texas, 10 0. with six

knockouts.

Taylor's fight will be taped

tor \iewing on the ti'U'cast,

while Breland, Biggs,

Whitaker and H(»lyfield will

be seen live.

Entries for three-on-three basketball are

still being taken by the intramural office in

Hoyden. The last day is Friday. For more

information, stop by 215 Hoyden or call

545-2693.
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Depleted UM wrestlers

regroup one last time
Hartford finalhome opponent

in the country, lop '20 and all. You look at

ByPETEFiAimAHAM
Collegian Staff

Last May. as word got around Boyden

Building that seven varsity sports were

being demoted to club level, unwarned

wrestlmg coach Rick Freitas was sitting in

his office offering a recuit the chance to

compete for one of New England's better

t«'ams.

The University of Massachusetts had

placed four wrestlers in the national

championships last February, more than

any other team in the region. The in

coming freshman class was projected as

one of the strongest in Minuteman

history. I'Mass wrestling was ready to

challenge Freitas" goal of reaching the top

20 in Division 1 nationally.

Now. in a small office away from the

other coaches, missing two of those New
England champs who quit the team in

disgust and hearing the complaints of

freshmen parents who believe their

children were misled. Freitas still won

(iers what happened.

"I really wish I could understand why.

but 1 can't." Freitas said in an interview

yesterday. "Sure, our duel meet record

(1 Mi) wasn't gowi. But wrestling is

judged by how individuals do. We placed

four kids in the nationals. Some people

I hink we have a good program"

Freitas will be gone next season after his

contract expires, off to a new school and a

new team, and 15 20 wrestlers will be

without a sport. You can't compete on a

club level without a coach again.st well-

coached players who can practice daily.

Freitas h;us a desk drawer full of letters

from high school and college coaches,

parents and others concerned about the

demise of wrestling at UMass. Petitions

w it h thousands of signatures have gone to

no a\ ail.

"1 think they (the athletic department

administrators) don't realize what we

could have. I think we could've been

go<Hl. we have a young team and in two

years we would have been among the best

mens sports here and we're the only ones

to have competed nationally last season.

It's senseless."

As for this season, most eyes will be on

sophomore Chris Lee. a 126 pounder who

is ranked tenth in the nation by the

NCAA.
Lee was named to the Wrestling News

all freshman team and won the New
England title in his class. He joins Tom
Becci (1181. Tom Piccirillo (1.50) and Tom
Pomella (190) as standouts on this year's

team. The later three are highly-

recruited freshmen along with

heavyweight Dan White.

The Minutemen will have their only

home duel meet of the season on Saturday

at 7 p.m. in Boyden against the University

of Hartford.

"We'll stay in there, give it our best and

that will he it." Freitas said. "After that,

it's all gone."

SfK>rts infnrmation phi.to

Sophomore wrestler Chris Lee is ranked
tenth in the nation. The Minutemen will

start their final season on Saturday.

SportsLog

Just a few thoughts...

It's too bad I missed that ten-round, light

heavyweight fight at the Boston Garden on

F'riday. l^arry Bird had already hit for 42

points early in the third quarter when all of

a sudden he starts going at it with Julius

Erving. Both were levied fines of $7,500,

and they were fortunate that they didn't

get suspended... . What struck me strange

on the replay was that it looked like Bird

may have instigated it. Even more
frightening to see was Moses Malone

holding Bird while Erving was hitting him.

I'm Irtoking forward to the installation of

penalty boxes at courtside with Moses

getting five minutes for being the third man
in.

It really is hard to believe that both

players would be embroiled in a fight with

each other, as both have been the class of

basketball for years. I wonder what the

next Converse commercial will include with

these two. It looks like another Stein

brenner Martin duo... All the other hoop

news centers around one man Michael

Jordan. I saw videotape of him against the

Knicks last week and. if you get a chance,

don't miss him. Some of his jams are

breathtaking (9.8s and 9.9's he would have

gotten a 10, but the East German judge was

tough). ..He is bound to be the most exciting

player in basketball. He might even make

Tommy Newsome smile.

College hoop is just around the corner, and

Georgetown is the overwhelming choice to

repeat. Ewing will probably have a better

year than last year, and John Thompson is

proving to be a tough, stern, yet successful

coach...Remember Michael Graham last

year, the big freshman who looked like a

young Yul Brenner? Well. Thompson has

him sitting out this year, the entire year,

lor academic reasons. It looks like Mike

didn't get the old GPA up. I guess The

History of Sneakers is tougher than people

make it out to be.

It is really strange to see North Carolina

and l^CLA not make the top 20. But mark
my words. Dean Smith will be there come
playoff time... I saw former UMass nemesis

Terence Stansbury play for the Indiana

Pa<trs early this week. The guard out of

Temple has the tools to make it in the pros
so look for him as well.

The college looiDall poll shows Nebraska
now in first, with their big showdown
.^gainst Oklahoma coming up...Can you
believe South Carolina is second in the

nation. They should drop a few just

because they are called the, of all things,

Gamecocks . If that's not bad enough, TCU
is tenth, and they are nicknamed the

Homed Frogs. If anyone, other than

Marlon Perkins, can tell me what either

animal is. I would love to know.
No mon- nf>«»d be said.

Women 's soccerprepares forFinalFour... p. 20
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Creativity down
at school, work

Ictfian phi'tM l.> Hri.iri i..mi>.

WHAT A SNATCH - Students crowd the UMass Ski Club's annual "Great Ski Snatch sale

yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom. The sale, which features $15,000 worth of clothing and

equipment, will continue from noon to 10 p.m. today and 10 a.m. at o 5 p.m. Saturday.

TSONGASOPENS SEMINAR
Industry reps review studies • New economicplan needed

By LAURA YEL
Collejfian Staff

The industrial and academic environment stifle an in

dividual's creativity in ways that threaten the ad

vancement of science and technology, a University of

Massachusetts chemical engineerinK professor said last

night in Memorial Hall.

In the second part of the Chancellor's lecture Series.

Vladimir Ilaensel in his speech. "Creativity and the P'uture

of Science and Technology." told an audience of about 300

that creativity cannot be forced in either the academic or

industrial world.

"It u-reativity) is like love. If you ask for it. it is not much

good," Haensel said. "But what happens when cir

cumstances and societal pressures become so dominant

that a proven positive person feels that he must perform?"

Ilaensel cited "one of the greatest composers" in stressing

his point that "creativity cannot be forced." He said

Shostakovich, "a musical genius." wrote "horrible music on

demand by the Soviet government."

Haensel. who was president and director of Universal Oil

PhkIucIs Company for 20 of his 40 years there before

coming to UMass in 1980, creativity must be nurtured.

"but first must be ignited. Once ignited, it will result in a

continuous thought process which attempts to exclude all

inferences until it culminates in either success or failure."

Haensel said that academia and industry are stifling

creativity because they are afraid of "failure, and making a

fool of oneself."

Haen.sel said management also stifles creativity by

programming individuals like "pavlov dogs" to always

consult it before taking acfion, which prevents spontaneity

and creativity.

This continuing contact." he said, "is a most serious

threat to innovation."

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts departments of elec

irical computer engineering and computer and mformation

>;,.j,.nre (COINSt v»'sierdav welcomed about 150 New
. jM. ... ,,iaii\es to me lW^4 Research

KcMcw.
.

The purpose of the two-day conference is to solicit

unrestricted corporate donations and to attract attention

m researrh conducted at the University that may be ap

pliciihle to regional businesses.

Chancellor .Joseph D. Duffy opened the conference,

saying that the University must realize its educational role

in the improvement of this country's ability to compete

technologically worldwide.

Pnno'it Richard O'Brien

agreed. "Particularly, we
are pledged to growth in this

graduate art>a ." He said the

University's first priority is

the development of graduate

research.

Edward Riseman. head of

the COINS department,

durther outlined the pur-

pose of the conference by

unveiling a proposed
Computer Research
Institute, which would
function as an umbrella

institute for COINS
scientists and ECE
engineers."

The institute funded by

unrestricted $10,000 annual

corfiorate donations or

$20,000 partially restricted

donations, and Riseman said

he hoped that about 20 to 30

corporations would par

ticipate.

•*We have quite a large

amount of research funding,

what we don't have is

flexihle fund-." Riseman

V liii "Our ecjuipmem neeHs

a-e almost i'l. niical lor

education and research.

Conhnuerl on paqr .5

#4^

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The OemfHTalic I'arty must adopt a new economic

platform in order lo attract more voters. U.S. Sen. Paul

Tsongas (0 Mass.) said yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts.

Tsongas was the featured speaker for the 1984 Research

Review, a two day conference organized by the depart

menls of electrical and computer engineering and com-

puter and information science. The conference showca.sed

research conducted at the University to about 150 New
England regional industry representatives.

"The Democratic party has to appeal to the middle cla.ss.

It's that simple." Tsongas said.

The most effective way of

doing so. he said, is to

confront the deficit with

either balanced budget or a

budget freeze, which

Tsongas favors.

"People believe that the

Democratic party doesn't

know anything or care

anything about economics.

They feel we're anti

business." he said. "The

reason they feel that is

because we are. And that

has to change."

Tsongas said that although

President Reagan has

supported a balanced budget

amendment, Reagan has

never submitted a balanced

budget.

"If you're for one. produce

one." Tsongas said.

Instead ol a balanced

budget, Tsongas said the

solution for a growing deficit

is a budget freeze. Tsongas

siad that every Democratic

senator who voted for the

budget freeze and ran for re

election was re elected last

week.
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Tsongas: "The Democratic party has to ap-

peal to the middle class."

('.>lli->;iaii phiito l>y Brian (.-inyp

Haensel: "All I ask for is to give creativity a

chance."

It is only a matter of time "before research managers

begin to sjpend their working hours trying to avoid risk, to

stay out of trouble and to manage their existing assets

more efficiently instead of concentrating on creating an

environment where the troublesome and wavering lamp of

the inventor can grow more brightly." he said.

Ilaensel recommends that a creative person look to the

entrepreneur in a research corporation who can "do more

to overcome the objections of the cautious middle

managers who are so afraid of failure."

Ilaensel. who has written hundreds of scientific and

technical papers, said industry and univeristies need to

"provide a proper climate so that more and more people

can be creative."

"University industry linkages will be successful only if

they are ha.sed on educational programs of intrinsic

academic value." he said. __^

Inside

The first UMass grad to become a governor p.3

Explaining the Ethiopian famine ' p. 7

Joan Rivers hypes it up P- 13

''Wit has truth in it; wisecracking is simp-

ly calisthenics with words.
"

—Dorothy Parker,

'msA
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REMEMBERING A BYGONE ERA — Soviet Army soldiers dressed in 17th century uniforms

charge across a snowy field in Suzdal, historic Russian village seveal hundred miles outside

Moscow, as moviemakers from 11 countries shout orders in four languages to the cast of Peter

the Great " Hollywood came to the USSR after a year of negotiation and preparation.

Kidnapped Pawtucket baby

found dead behind building

PAWTl'CKKT. R.l. - The body of missing 4 month old

Jerri Ann Richard was found late yesterday afternoon by

two maintenance men behind a building in the city, police

Capt. Carl A. Benson said.

The bf)dy was found at the end of a long day m which

Richard and his wife. Donna, appeared on several New

England teU-vision broadcasts to make a desperate plea for

help in the weekend kidnapping.

The little girl was snatched from her crib sometime early

Sunday morning as her parents slept in another bedroom

must 10 feet away, police said in earlier reports.

; (C^ Vocktail Lounge 4f^

Sundays Open 1 pm - 1 am
1-7 pm 99* Bar Drinks, Beer,

Schnapps

$1.49 Top Shelf and Cocktails

7 pm 'till 1 am DANCING!

Rt 9 Hadley (across from Ml Farms Mall)

Baby Fae's heart fails

LOMA LINDA, Calif - Baby Fae, the infant who

received a baboon's heart to replace her own congenitally

deformed one, died at 9 p.m. last night, a Loma Lmda

University Medical Center spokesman said.

"Baby Fae died at 9 p.m.," said F:d Wines, vice presi-

dent for public relations and development for the universi-

ty, reading from a statement issued by doctors.

Baby Fae, whose identity has not been revealed by

Loma Linda authorities, had been listed in serious but

stable condition earlier yesterday, ending her third week

with the walnut sized simian heart.

She struggled back from a rejection episode which peak-

ed Monday and weakened the heart's pumping abilities,

said spokeswoman Joyce Mc('lint()ck at Loma Linda

I'niversity Medical Center. The five-pound infant had

U'en on a respirator and was being fe(i intraveneously.

f Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Anne McCrory
Bob Burgess

Peter Soderberg
Brian Gonye

Conor Plunkett

Production: Dode B. Levenson, Julie Slayter

Linda Hudon, Peter Soderberg, Deborah Rugg
Andy Taylor, Andrew Held, Jeff Collins, and a

special thanks to Jah.

Correction: The page 3 story on professor

Stephen Nissenhaum in yesterday's CoUegmn

was written by JoAnn Williams.
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Lebanese military

presents demands
NAQOCHA, Lebanon (AP) — Lebanese negotiators

ve.sterday demanded a quick and complete withdrawal of

Israeli troops from south Lebanon and payment of $h

billion to $10 billion in war reparations by the Jewish state.

The Lebanese military delegations presented a long list of

toueh demands in the second round of negotiations with

Israeli officers at the headquarters of the United Nations

peacekeeping force.

Israel is concerned with the security of its northern

border if the troops are pulled back. Almost every point

the Lebanese raised on the future of southern Lebanon

contliced with Israel's previously stated positions.

Confc'rence sources said Israel rejected the I.*banese

declaration and asked instead for a detailed Lebanese plan

(,n security arrangements following an Israeli withdrawal

from the country it invaded 2V4 years ago.

The Lebanese agreed to continue discussions of the

security issue when the talks resume Monday in this

border town, according to the sources who spoke on

condition thev not be identified.

The Lebanese demands, read by chief delegate Brig. Gen.

Mohammed Hajj. included denunciations of Israels oc

cupation army and accusations that Israel had "strangled

liberty and freedom of expression" in southern Lebanon.

Conference sources and the joint closing statement issued

after the six hour session indicated the Israelis refrained

from arguing over the Lebanese charges in order to keep

the talks from bogging down.

In the statement read by Hajj, Lebanon demanded Israel

enact a "complete and quick withdrawal from all Lebanese

territory unconditionally." It spoke of "the eagerness of

the Lebanese people to be freed from the big prison in

which the Israeli occupation has been stranglmg them

sincetheJune6. 1982, invasion.
^ , ^ , ,

The Ubanese and Israeli military delegates met under

heavy security after a week of wrangling over Israel's

arrest of four senior Shiite Moslem militiamen m southern

I^banon. Israel released three of the men Wednesday and

promised to relea.se the fourth, militia commander Mah

moud Fakih.

Service to start again

for Provincetown airline

NAPLKS. Fla. (AP) — Provincetown-Boston Airlines

Inc., grounded for safety violations, said yesterday that il

should be able to comply with federal regulations and

resume service to 17 destinations on Tuesday.

The Naples based carrier was expected to u.se its smaller

aircraft on those routes, and then expand service by Nov.

25 to include all prefious points some 500 flights to .S.'i

cil ios. a PBA new release said.

The Federal Aviation .Administration "has made available

to us seven inspectors on a fulltime basis and an additional

iiv(> will he arriving to help with the recertification," said

Peter Van Arsdale. the carrier's president and rhiet

executive officer.

The regional airline's operating certificate was yanked

Saturday after a former pilot complained PBA was noi

maintaining ils lleet properly and that some crew memberv

were not cleared to operate certain aircraft.

DIVIDEND NOTICE

Anu'ricans stiitivinK at remarLil^lc universities

in exotic land earn diiily personal, educational

and stxial dividends that compound to make

unforgettiihle memories. Contact The Israel

University Center.

iCLliO'i

BB^B^HiH^^^^^M^^^^^^^^^^^5^^^S5rt^«M^^>n««^AUGHTINENGLISM, TRANSFER CWtDITS. MODERATE

FEES, SCHOLARSHIPS, TOURING I

The Israel

UnivcrsitY Center

2nd Floor

SIS Park Avenue

New York. NY 10022.

I want to earn divi

dends by studying

abroad in Israel

Please send me
more information

Last Name
First Name

Current School

School Address

( )__
S<hool Phone

City State Zip

( )

Home Phone

Maior
Graduation Date

NOVEMBER
SPECIAL
Twofer One
BECKS

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights
4-6 pm 10-midnight

Proper ID e MUST
57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

VMassgraduate, now Vt. governor, remembered
By DEBORAH ROSS
Colle)?ian Staff

Last week the people of Vermont elected

as their governor Madeleine Kunin, who
claims the distinction of not only being the

first woman governor in Vermont history

but also a graduate of the University of

Massachusetts.

Kunin. who graduated with a history

degree in 19.56. recalled in a telephone

interview that she "received a very fine

education" at I'Mass during the "relatively

quiet period of the 50s."

I'Mass history professor Louis Green

baum described his former student, then

Madeleine May. as an "utterly enchanting

and fine young woman" whose presence is

rla<« was "y^r" fj'iirt a^H ret'ring.

dreeniiaum said Kunin was a .student of

ex.''pt''>"a' quality." who was "serious,

scholnrly and goal orientated" as well as

"committed. devo(e«l and concernetl.

'

!i > iH«'~< iji-i'tn'-" v^.iicl, pitibaLi^ up

pealed to the electorate of Vermont," he

said, even though the odds were stacked

against her because she is "a woman,
.Jewish and a Democrat," he said.

Kunin. who managed to defeat the

Republican candidate by a 60 40 margin in a

Kunin: The campaign was "very exciting and very rewarding, but very

exhausting."

state where President Reagan won with a

19 point margin attributes her success to

the fact that she "spoke to the issues the

Vermont community cared about,

etlucation, environmental policy, and

economic growth."

She said the biggest challenge she would

have to face in her two year term would be

NoHo : an expensive place to live

By RENEE BACKER
Collegian Staff

Natives of Northampton are being priced

out of their homes because of the increase in

rents and the high cost of living that have

come with the city's growing at-

tractiveness, according to the citys housing

planner David Heflich.

Seven panelists discussed their im-

pressions of a changing Northampton in an

open meeting of Smith Colleges urban

sociology class, moderated by instructor

Richard P^antasia Wednesday evening.

The panelists included Northampton

Mayor David Musante, Councilwoman

Loise Bart. John Dunne of the Hampshire

County Action Commission, William Gillen

of the Gillen Partnership. Helen Seaming, a

Smith College professor of art, Gerald

Wallace, tax accountant and landlord, and

Heflich.

Scaring said when she came lo Nor

thampton from New York in 1967, it lacked

urbanity. But the opening of Fitzwilly's and

Beardsly's restaurants in the mid 1970s,

along with Bonducci's Cafe, lent Nor

thampton the charm "which later

designated it one of the Main Street

U.S.A's.'she said.

He«'!'<^» inriicati'd thai t ho development in

NorthjiHiptop hs«s experienced gen-

trificatie !<. .»«* ••' >ink{ the swial ladder.

He said • , >uinges have made Nor-

,1 .1 ipton r i».ti;i.;. prettier, but these

mean ccmtraci rent in Northampton is $255

per month, but Heflich found the mean rent

to be $452 a month in actuality.

These prices keep people with a waiver for

government subsidized housing at a bare

minimum, because housing within their

given rent ranges is scarce, if it exists at all,

Heflich said.

Ilejnan ph'iln li> Mnan

MOVING? — These empty cardboard boxes outside the Student Union

Building, shown here against a Tower Library background, are

available free of charge, courtesy of the "Great Ski Snatch" sale.

"to address these issues within the limits of

a tight fiscal budget."

Kunin's entry into politics followed a

circuitous route. After graduating from

UMass she went to the Columbia School of

Journalism and then joined the staff of the

Burlington Free Press in Vermont.

It was during a visit to Switzerland, where

women were struggling to gel the vot in

1970 that Kunin rediscovered her long held

political ambitions. On her return to

Vermont she became politically active and

was elected to the Vermont House in 1972.

By 1978, she was lieutenant governor.

Kunin's p'nglish professor at UMass, Leon

Barron, said he was not "surprised by her

success" because she was "very determined

and had the qualities of a future leader."

"She frequently led discussions at our

literary society meetings," Barron recalled.

"She was involved in many things but

always managed to keep her grade average

high."

At UMass, Kunin was an editor of the

Collegian's editorial page, a member of the

Operetta Guild, the International Com
mittee. the student senate and the Hillel

Foundation, while still managing to make
the Dean's list every year.

Greenbaum admits he is "extremely proud

of Kunin's success" and described her

election last week as an "historic and great

day for UMa.ss."

According to John Hite, director of

Alumni Affairs, Kunin "is the first alumnus
ever to be elected governor."

Kunin. who was busy packing for a holiday

in the Virgin Islands when interviewed,

described the last two weeks as "very

exciting and very rewarding, but very

exhausting."

Help available to rape victims

Sensitive crime unit stresses counseling, care

ByJOELP.COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Sensitive crimes such as rape and in

decent assault and battery are usually

handled by the sensitive crimes unit, a

specialized unit within the detective

division of the Department of Public

Safety at UMass.

Michael Grabiec, the head of the unit

said, "We investigate all crimes of a

sensitive nature that include rape, sexual

haras.sment, indecent assault and battery

and child assault." He added, "It could

include verbal assault, but there are a lot

of other crimes that could be included."

The sensitive crime unit staff member
are specially trained for sensitive crimes.

"The staff has been trained at the Boston

School of Nursing and various criminal

justice seminars," said Robert G. Joyce,

UMass police chief.

"They are trained for counseling,

evidence collection and rape protcx-ol,"

Joyce said.

"Basically there are two full time people

and at least six to eight others who are

certified," Grabiec said.

Joyce said the unit is important because

a sensitive crime "leaves a definite

traumatic effect on the individual and you

have to handle it differently."

He said the unit investigated three rape

cases last year and 12 sensitive crimes as

well as other a.ssault and battery cases

with "sexual overtones."

"One of the things that is difficult is to

say how many of any of the crimes go

unreported." Grabiec said.

One rape has been reported to the unit

this semester.

"When a rape is reported, we start an

investigation and get help from the

Everywoman's Center and other

resources available to us, " Grabiec said.

"We have rape talks upon request and a

system for people whowant to give us

rape information," said Grabiec.

Grabiec said the staff is "trained in in

vestigating, prosecution and prevention of

rape." He added, "People can give in

formation without revealing their names."

The unit is located at the Department of

Public Safety in Dickinson Hall.

"We share jurisdiction with the town.

Its a very good working relationship

that's beneficial for the entire town of

Amherst," said Joyce. "The sensitive

crime unit's investigations that involve

special handling are available lo assist

other jurisdictions throughout the area."

Hatch patrons to be served

,

two waitresses begin Dec. 1

By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The Hatch will start having

waiters and waitresses

serving out of the La

Cuchina part of the cafeteria

by Dec. 1, Assistant

Director of Food Services

Larry Jeffers said last night.

Jeffers said the new
service will create a low-cost

alternative to the Top of the

Campus restaurant for

dinner dates. Menu items

will average around $.3. .50,

which Jeffers said will be $2

to $5 less for a meal for-two

attheTOC.

Jeffers said he plans to

start with two waitres.ses

and a special of the day once

a week, along with the

regular La Cuchina menu,
with a few additions.

In other Campus Center
news, Bernard Wilkes,

assistant director of the

Campus Center, last night

told the Campus ('enter

Board of Govenors that

students no longer control

the day to day operations of

the Campus Center because

they could not handle the

responsibility.

('hristos Karastamatis, a

BOG member, asked why
the board has less power

than it did in the 1970s.

Wilkes replied, "They

(board members) could not

handh' it," and he pointed

out that the students had

some of their "power"

because the ('ampus Center

director had to answer to

them in the past.

Karastamatis asked Wilkes

about his position on

listening to student ideas,

after Wilkes had said he was

interested in student input

on future projects but that it

was loo late for students to

influence current decisions.

Wilkes al.so had his

definition of the purpose of

the {'ampus Center
challenged by BOG member
Fwangelos Kechris, who said

he felt the Campus Center

was primarily to serve

students.

Wilkes said the Campus
Center should serve the

"university community,"

which he said ranged from

students to all of western

Massachusetts and the

state.

Kechris said he doesn't see

how much will be ac-

complished unless the Board

of Governors and the

Campus (enter
.Administration realize they

are working from two

different points; Wilkes said

he doesn't see how much will

be accomplished on the

board until it stops asking

for input on current

decisions at 'I fo<'uses on the

future.
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Authorspeaksonmen 's role in abortion
abortion with no one but their partner.

Hy LAURA KOESTER
Collepan Staff

The impact of abortion on men is a "hidden and tabo(

issue" according to Arthur Shostak. professor ol

sociology at Drexel University, who spol^e to an audience

of 40 people last night at Hampshire College.

Shostak. CO author of the new book Men and AbirrUon:

Lessons, Losses and Love, said that men are taught to

abide by the rules and that rule surroundmg abortion is

that men should be "silent and supportive, a strong

shoulder. Men feel guilty when ^^ey ^ave negaUve

feelings about abortion. I want to take the subject out ol

'shosTaV emphasized that the "ll*"'^^.^^?;^^'''""
^^'

whether or not to have an abortion rests with the woman

but that in order to made the '•''P^"^"^*^.'*'''!^.'^'';^'^"^''^

damaging and less likely to happen again, both the man

^rthe woman must verbalize and deal with their

^^•MosTof the men in my survey were not honest with the

woman. Most had minimal pre thought before he

abortion and 7.5 percent of them had discussed the

abortion with no one but their partner.

Shostak acknowledged that the statisical sample used in

his book was "one of convenience versus a scientific one

because it was based on a questionnaire which many

abortion clinics, including Planned Parenthood, refused

to distribute because of privacy ^onsxdetiiUons His

sample was ba.sed on 30 abortion clinics in 18 states,

although "many clinics do not want to touch the issue.

Shostak said that 95 percent of the men in his sample

said they were in a serious relationship with the woman

involved. On the day of the abortion, only 3 percent felt

that the abortion was undermining their relationship

However. 40 percent of the men said they believed lite

began in the trimesters available for termination of the

Thostak pointed out that in both his data and data from a

Gallup poll. American men are more pro choice than

American women.
"We are drowning in suspicion, dishonesty, and game_

playing. Abortion is a good place to engage the issue of

quality coupleness. I want couples to seriously discuss

what they would do in the event of an unwanted

pregnancy, since no birth control method is 100 percent

effective." Shostak said.

Attempted car robbery,

violations reported

A 1970 Ford parked in P lot

by Alumni Stadium was

reported broken into and

vandalized at 6:21 p.m.

Wednesday, causing $365 m
damage.
UMass police said the

ignition was ripped out in an

attempt to steal the car. but

the car's owner had taken

the coil wire out. which

prevented the theft.

A 21 year old Ludlow man

was arrested and charged

with driving while in-

toxicated at 1:33 a.nri.

Thursday, when police said

they observed him driving

across marked lines on

Massachusetts Avenue.

A Bianchi 10 speed bicycle,

valued at $300, was reported

stolen at 2:37 p.m. Wed
nesday from the north side

of the School of

Management. Police said the

bike was locked to a tree and

the lock was cut.

A 36 year old Easthampton

man was arrested by

Easthampton police at 11:22

p.m. Wednesday and

charged with outstanding

motor vehicle warrants

issued by the UMass police.

-JOELP. COFFIDIS

I Good friends keepyou going

wlien allyou want to do is stop

Your feet hurt. Your legs

hurt. Even your teeth hurt.

But your friends thought

you looked terrihc. And with

them urging you on. your

hrst 10 kilometer race didn't

hnish you. You finished it.

Now that you have some-

thing to celebrate, make
sure your support team has

|

the beer it deserves.

Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Herels to good frieiids.

SWEET
TOOTH
FAST FREE DELIVERY

CAKbS » PASTBIES

ECSTftfiV BV CMOCOlATf "^^ *

.,- Nf NTAl

-F ' SfC»«F

s-
ICE CREAM
Var.ilia, ChocoiB'B

Mud Pie. Co<''

O'HO Ciuiioh

Wi" now hava topptng

MUNCHIES
OATWf *i FUOCt

r'.OCOlAtf CHIP rnn. I

35

1 pour

CALL

256-8102
^^dav and Satu'dav 6 o"

NewdviUychaimuffipkked
Jay Savereid a professor in the communications studies

department has been appointed chairman of the UMass
Commission on Civility in Human Relations. University

of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said

yesterday.

Savereid will bepin his service at the next meeting,

which is yet to be announced. He is replacing zoology

professor Vincent Delhier, who has been chairman for

the past five years.

Other new members to the commission include faculty

and officers of the undergraduate and graduate student

LORIKIRKLAND

Localwomen join in oppression protest

• Tsongas
f ''fnlinurit fri/m jMgt I

Tsongas also said that regaining a competitive research

ca^;ability over foreign nations cannot be dependent on

government action.

"Most of the progress in terms of long-term com
petitiveness has to come out of meetings like this, rather

than have the government be the leader in the process." he

said.

* conference
We intend to maintain the educational mission of

our departments."

Riseman said corporations should join this Industrial

Affiliates Program because it would demonstrate business'

support for education, it would better communicate

research results, and it would facilitate the recruitment of

University students to the job market.

Kolhtwing the introductory morning conference, those in

attendence ate lunch while U.S. Sen. Paul Tsongas. D
Mass.. spoke about the nt>ed for industry and educational

c'K)peration and about the need for the Democratic party to

attract more voters.

The remainder of the conference, which ends today at

noon, includes faculty and graduate student presentations

of research projects, allowing for access to specific

research projects by industry representatives.

By DEBORAH NEUBAUER
Collegian Correspondent

About 1.000 women from throughout the United States,

including about 200 from the Pioneer Valley, will convene

in New York City this weekend to protest the oppression

they say is perpetuated by the multi national corporations

on Wall Street.

"Women need to see each other all working together to

fight male domination, racism, and corporate oppression

perpetuated by the capitalist system." Julie Ogletree. a

spokesperson for Not In Our Name, the organization in

charge of the Protest, said in a telephone interview

yesterday.

About 200 Women from the five college area are planning

to participate in the march and civil disobedience this

Sunday and Monday in New York City.

Vans will be leaving at 6 and 7 a.m. Sunday from Amherst

Common, and at 8 a.m. from Thornes Market and Mount

Holyoke College. Some vans will be returning Sunday

night, and some Monday night. There will be a sliding scale

fee of $9 to $12. according to one's ability to pay.

The march on Sunday will begin at 59th Street and 5th

Avenue near Central Park and will proceed through

midtown Manhattan past 1 1 to 15 major corporations.

Specifically targeted by the march are General Electric.

Citicorps. Upjohn, and Harper and Roe. Ogletree said. She

estimated that 1,000 women will protest on Sunday, and

somewhat lewer on Monday

.

"Many women plan to do civil disobedience on Monday.

However, the specific nature of the civil di.sobedience will

be determined at Sunday night's meeting," Ogletree said.

For women not planning civil disobedience, there will be a

solidarity rally across the street from the stock exchange.

Women will be sleeping at various locations in New York

City Sunday night, including churches and schools.

Monday's gathering will meet at 7 a.m. at the intersection

of Worth and Lafayette streets. The march will proceed

through the financial district and will reach the stock

exchange at approximately 8:30 a.m.

"Wall Street is targeted for the march of resistance

because that is really the heart of the capitalist en

terprise," Ogletree .said.

Heidi Holland, a UMa.ss student and member of ihe

SCERA women's issues team, said she felt that the time

for this type of resistance is now more pre.ssing than ever.

"This action will show them that we don't approve of their

actions of exploiting people in this country and abroad,"

Holland said, in reference to the mult national corporations

targeted by the march.

Radical Student Union member Randi Saslow said "When

you compare the women's peace movements here in the

United State with those in Europe, we're really not

fulfilling our 1, oonsibility."

Saslow said th- usands of women show up at European

demonstrations to "put their bodies on the line. " Saslow

said there is a special kind of energy that comes through a

community of women in an all women's protest.

Wow, I wonder what's

in the

Collegian

today?

20% or more i

OFF I
of most suits, jackets I
sport coats, sweaters,

|

and all weather coats |

I Hampshire Mall Rte. 9 Hadley |
Htiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Are you wondering what to pre-register for?

Health Aide
Program

As a Peer Health Promoter, you

• LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

• TEACH YOUR PEERS
ABOUT HEALTH

* GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For more information about this 3 credit course

sponsored by the University Health Services,

call the Health Education Office at 549 2671 ext. 181

5th Annual S. W.A.G.

BATTLE of the BANDS
12 noon til 6, Sunday Hampden Southside

F. C. Pohaku Phrophet

Five O First Circle

Blood Cats Nexus

Admission Free No Bottles

Hie estaurant
Check Out

Our Fantastic

Happy Hour

Munchie Menu

Weekend Dinner Spec/a/

VEAL PARMIGIANA
only $6.70

includes Soup or Salad with

spaghetti and a beverage
Friday Happy Hour

99* drinic specials

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

L

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Daily IP -6. Sun. 12 S
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i^drop-outs

f»:iviv siii'u«".ti <1 ;i n\. .«• "^propriate

m'f. ori" sv '•'^ !M'l*''n the federal

fjovi-rntm '>" ; h- earning in

stitutions. and some form of equity in the

public funding guaranteed by the gover

nment as to have the same tax base for all

school districts.

Davis said teacher's salaries should also be

"upgraded across the board" in order to

lure competent teachers.

Nieto suggested that training teachers to

be more sensitive to the students" social and

cultural backgrounds, having a non racist

and non oppressive atmosphere and in

voK ing parents in the school process, would

help.

Nieto noted that bilingual education is not

the solution to help lower the Hispanic

drop out rate, "but it can help."

"It provides an atmosphere that tends in

be supportive and allows them (students) to

get an education in their native language

until they learn P^nglish," she said.

Luis F'uentes. assistant professor of

education, p.grees. He said. "Education is

communication: if you can't communicate,

you can't educate."

' Life in Fast Lane' returns to UMass

The New World Theater at the University

of Massachusetts presents Life in the Fast

Lane on Saturday at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. Written and performed by

Japanese Hawaiian poet, Lane Nishikawa,

Life in the Fast Lane is a dynami<- play

about growing up Asian American.

Critics have called it a "one man tour de

force". Krom the country twang of the good

•ol boy in 'The Higof, to the street rap of

The Black Jap', to the pigdin English of

'They Was Close, Those Brothers', to a

recollection of foods prepared by his Oba

Chan (grandmother). Nishikawa shares his

experiences with the audience.

Produced by Sansei Productions of San

Francisco, Life in the Fast Lane returns to

Amherst after a successful performance at

the University in 1982.

In conjunction with the play, Nishikawa

will present a lecture demonstration on

Asian American Theater at 2 p.m. on

November 17 at Emily Dickinson Hall,

Hampshire College. The lecture is free and

open to the public.

Tickets ff)r the evening performance are

available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office

(.545 2511) or at the door the night of the

performance. Childcare can be provided by

phoning 54.5 01 9() one week prior.

L

^ ^^ Cocktail Lounge

Frida^^ and Saturday

99^ Bar Drinks 3-7 pm
Enjoy our Satellite TV 7-9 pm

9 pm The Music Starts

with Crazy George playing till 2 am

(Come early, doors close when full)

Rt. 9 Hadlev (across from Mt Farms Mall)

tThanksgiving Day Sale
1* Salfi starts SuivNov. 18, 'STthru Nov. 24, '84 only
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Vanderbilt and Tatiana
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$5.00 Off
with this coupon
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Winter Special

on Almay Skin Line

10% Off on all Bonne Bell

Introducing this week:

KRYSTAL
Next Weeks Special: Nina Rici
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¥
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Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Wl ih

ALEXANDER SCHNEIDER,
guest conductor and violin soloist

SUNDAY, NOV 18, 8PM

TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

SARAH VAUGHAN
The First Lady of Song

SATURDAY, DEC. 1, 8PM

TICKETS: $13, $11, $9

Paul
Neubauer
Speciol Award, 1982 Noumburg Foundoiion

Violo Compeliiion

FRIDAY, DEC. 7, 8PM

TICKETS: $5

Five College Students Holf -Price Tickets available at Fme Arts

Center Box OHice Sprmgfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Ootleis

Coll (413) 545-251 1 or 1 800-243-4S42 ^

HORNOft-FOX PUOOOCnOHS In AMOdaMon wMh WAflY K)2

PRESffm

GEORGE THOROGOOD
THE DESTROYERS

Only Ar*o
App^aranc*
No Conn.

Dot*

TIckott

On Solo

Nowl

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

Listen to

WMUA
for ticket

giveaway

NRBQ & THE WHOLE WHEAT HORNS
Friday, November 30th at 0:00 p.m,

SPRINGHB.D CIVIC CBITiR
Tickets. $1130 In Advance or $1230 At the Door

HOttNOR-rOX PIKXMICnONS In AMOCkrtfon vvNh WRSI

Fftenb an EvwUng

ARLO GUTHRIE
Arx^ SHEHANDOAH
WUHSPEOAL GUEST

DAVID BROMBERG
SPRtNGFIELD SYMPHONY HALL
Friday, December 14tti at 8:00 p.m.

Tickets $11.50 & $12.50

AU TICKETS AVAAAMl AT: Sprlngflekj Ovic Center Bok Offtee. All Slop & Shop

SupemKfVets, PkJtterpus Recx«Js m VVesfftekJ & Nort>ompton. UMott Rn» Artt

All Dotottx Outtete & All Tickefron Outtets.

Tlcke* Charge

1-800-243-4842
Further Info

787-6600
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S.Africanwomen's movement discussed

By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

South African women began their struggle against

apartheid in 1955 to protest against the mandatory passes,

which allows blacks to get from one part of the city to

another, according to the film 'You Have Struck a Rock,"

shown last night at the University of Massachusetts.

This lead the African men to realize this was their country

and thev did not need passes. When the men got together

to burn" their passes, the South African government saw

this as a threat and opened arms on what was to be a

peaceful protest, which was shown in the movie last night.

Penny Andrews of the NAACP legal defense fund said,

divestment in South Africa was a question she could not

answer because she will be returning to South Africa

within a vear and penalities for speaking out against the

government will be five years minimum and maximum is

death.

•That is basically the nature of the South African

Apartheid svstem. that is how the labor system work, and

that is the kind of hardship that is provoked and that is the

kind of issue that women in South Africa are dealing with."

she said.

"South Africa is a highly sexist soc-iety. It's a very macho

society. Andrews said. "We can not even begin to talk

about sexism and issues like that because we are dealing

with basic human rights issues such as familieb living

together, womrn acquiring the rights to work where they

want and gaining access to travel and just be "a productive

means within the society and be full citizens of their

country." she said.

Andrews thinks it is important for American women to

see how far South Africans have to go in order for them to

give support to black women in South Africa. "It is very

difficult In separate women issue from the widen political

struggle in South Africa," she said. The system is so

oppressive, that all black people suffer from it. She said it

is very difficult to separate oppression of black women and

the oppression of black people, she said.

l'h..tn Ipv Brian t'-niy

Penny Andrews of the NAACP spoke last night

on the women's struggle against aprtheid in

South Africa.

Films show African struggles , despair

e South Africa: fighting forjustice
Ethiopia .-striving to survive

By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

The crisis in Ethiopia estimate that 7 10

million people are seriously short of food

and water. 100 people, mostly children are

starving to death in northern Ehiopia,

according to the film "The Ethiopian Crisis"

shown last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

The drought 10 years ago, which left

200,000 people dead, is said to be vastly

worse then what will happen now if

something is not done to control the famine.

In southern Ethiopia one theird of the

children are suffering from severe

malnutrition.

Many villages have been abandoned, and

there are about 1 .5 million famine victims in

Eritrea a refugee town who are trying to

survive on wild plants. Disease is rampant,

and medical supplies are short.

The coming harvest will be disastrous,

because manv people have eaten the seeds

Ihev would have saved for planting, which

threatens their food production. The

animals are so malnourished that they are

not worth eating, as illustrated through the

film.

As pointed out in the film, the people of

Ethiopia felt that sharing their cattle with

someone else and to be able to produce

more, were most important to them. When
Oxfam went into Ethiopia they loaned

about 1(K) cattle to the villages. When they

were able to produce more they would pa.ss

it on to others, in that since we strive for

long term plans without disturbing their

cultural values, said Maggie White, Boston

area OXFAM Coordinator.

In 1974. Ethiopia's government was

overthrown and one was installed. Because

of political ties with the Soviet Union the

United States had refused to give any kind

of support, she said. But. when the BBC

released their film about the famine in

Ethiopia, the CBS netword obtained a copy

and aired it on national television. When

the American public saw this 50 percent

pressured the government to help con

tribute to the famine in F:thiopia. "This has

certainly given me hope in my fellow

Americans." she said.

"Through the cash crop, colonialism still

exist in Africa. Technology has exploited

the agricultural land of Africa. 70 percent of

the grain produced in Africa is to feed the

cattle of the United States. China and other

countries." she said.

By KIMBERLVA.BURGE
Collegian Staff

In South Africa. Blacks are treated like

machines instead of humans. A number is

the only way to identify them. It tells where

they work, where they live and it even

marks their graves when they die.

This was the crude reality shown in "South

Africa: The Raising Tide." presented

Wednesday at the University of

Massachusetts as part of South African

Divestment Wwk.
Throughout the film, the harsh realities of

apartheid were revealed.

The Africans are outcasts in their country.

They are only allowed to come into the

cities to work. There is a specific time in

which they must be "out of the cities. If any

workers are left in the cities after curfew,

they are automatically jailed.

E:ducating Africans is of little importance

to the Whites. They believe young children

don't need to know how to read or write.

The teaching of teenagers is restricted to

learning basic skills so that government will

be able to fill job quotas.

Whites in Africa are benefitting from the

sweat and toil of non white workers. They

.ire luuii;. playing, eaMng, and drinking

hard. v\hile \fri<;ins have barely enough to

^....l,
' . sh.inly towns, have no

sanitation, and they hav»> very little water.

F'.veryday is a struggle to survive.

The second film. "Crossroads South

.\frica: The Struggle Continues", focused

on a shanty town named Crossroads and

how the workers and their families sur

vived.

Male workers are required by the

government to live in bachelor quarters

while their wives and children have to live

in shanty towns, the movie showed. A
shanty town is nothing more than a

crowded ghetto of one or two nxim shacks

that house workers and their families.

The worker has to have a pass in order to

get a job. When a worker gets a job, he has

no control over the work conditions or low

salary. When he is no longer able to work or

the economy no longer needs his labor, he is

sent back to the bachelor's quarters.

Crossroads and other shanty towns are

often raided or destroyed by the police by

orders of the government. Many of the

raids occur at midnight and the people are

dragged out of their homes, their shacks

burned, and their neighbors are sometimes

beaten.

Minority drop out rate

concerns professors
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Lack of funding and school supplies,

economic problems within the minority

community, and racism are dominating

factors in the high percentage of minority

high school student drop outs, according

to professors of education at the

I'niversity of Massachusetts.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau 17

percent of blacks and 39 percent of

Hispanics over the age of 25 have not

completed their secondary school

education in Massachusetts. Twenty

percent of Asians and 18 percent of

American Indians drop out.

Nationallv. 64 percent of blacks and 45

percent ofHispanics 25 years of age have

completed high school. Only 12 percent of

both groups have finished four or more

years of college.

Sonia Nieto. associate professor of

education. said Hispanics have

traditionally had a high drop-out rate in

the U.S.. because "they feel the education

is not meaningful to their culture and

language background."

"They are pushed out. They don't drop

out. The whole system is structured m

such a way that it makes it hard for

Hispanics to succeed." Nieto said.

Lucy Nguyen, a Bilingual Collegiate

P ogram advisor, said Asian students

normally don't drop out of school because

"for centuries education is the priority in

(ourl life."

Nguyen said Asians know an educational

background ensures a successful life. "A

teacher is above the father." in Asian

cultures.

She said parents give children physical

and emotional learning whDe teachers

provide intellectual and spiritual

education.

"Schools are reflective of the culture and

the values of the larger society." Nieto

said adding that teachers are not only

insensitive to the children, but cultural

and economic stereotypes play in how a

student achieves.

"The schools themselves are falling apart

physically," said Chester Davis, professor

of Afro American Studies who teaches a

course on the Foundations of Black

Education in thel^S.

Davis added that loitering and vandalism

in urban areas make students lose interest

in school. "Many give up," he said.

Consequently, the rate of adult illiteracy

is increasing year by year.

According to Davis, there is no alter

native in terms of gaining a formal

education for drop-out students. If there

were alternatives, they would be publicly

funded, like public schools are. but "the

public money is dr-ing out and they re

leaving students with no viable alter

native. " Davis said.

Ethiopians talk about crisis
By YADIH\ A HK'IA.^CK.S

Collegian M iff

The famine devastating Ethiopia could

have been avoided if the government had

continued land reform efforts started in

1974. These efforts were started by a

revolution bought about by the govern-

ment's role in dealing with a similar crisis at

that time, said Roman Ilabtu. a candidate

for a doctoral degree in economics at the

University of Massachusetts.

Habtu said the top priority is to "mobilize

resources for feeding" people and then to

draw plans for national development efforts

geared toward the country's self-

sufficiency.

"It is important for the government to

mobilize all resources towards a national

developing effort." she said.

She said Ethiopia is not "in the point of no

return." Developing technology and

economical measures will help to avoid

future catastrophes.

"Ethiopia was called the bread basket of

Africa.' It has the potential for exporting."

she said.

Plagued by drought and civil war. the

nation's six million people are threatened

by famine. America's response to the crisis

which is not limited to Ethiopia, has ex-

ceeded $60 million.

Mulageta Agonafer. a candidate for a

UMass doctoral degree in political science,

commends Americans^'i for their

humanitarian concern, but recommends

that they get "involved in their country's

foreign policy and do us some good.

'

He said the media should play a more

responsible role in informing the public on

the causes leading to the famines.

People are humanitarian, but they are not

friven the proper picture of what's going on

in Third World countries." he said.

In turn, the American public should

question its country's foreign policy. He

said it is "scary" how Americans accept

America's policies.

"The damage has already been done,"

Agonafer said, adding that Ethiopia's

problem is not merely technological, but is

also a socio economical and political one. "It

has to be changed," he said.

Agonafer said the Ethiopian crisis can be

solved by ending the war that has con-

tinuously been fought since 1974. The US-

backed regime of Emperor Haile Sellassie

barred the press from revealing the effects

of the famine caused by cyclic droughts the

region has suffered for more than 50 years.

This was met by a mass movement

heightened by St)molia's invasion of

Ethiopia.

In a state of emergency, the US refused to

aid the movement and Ethiopians sought

the Soviets' aid. Cuban forces were used to

drive out the Somalians and maintained

order, but the war was never won.

As the war and the drought continued, the

situation became "worse and worse," he

said. The Worker's party of Ethiopia,

similar to the Soviet's Communist Party

was formed and the media then gave at-

tention to the strife he said.

Agonafer said the revolution has had its

failures and its successes, such as peasants

now enjoying more political expression and

more freedom. But he said Ethiopia "is far

from becoming what a country should be.

"
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Back, but not quite so tall

With the re-election of f'resi(lent

Keagan, the American {)ul)lic affirmed its

vision of America.

Re^^ardless of what mij?ht Ih- said aV>out

Keajjan's lack of attention to detail, the

man has a vision of America that he ar-

ticulates better than could any actor. He
UMieves in his vision deeply. His is an

America where things are ^(kkI, people

are happy, troubles are non-existent. As

his ads stated, "It's springtime again in

America."

"America is corning back," stated the

ads. Back, one presumes, from those days

of upheaval, 1%:M980; back from the

horror of the Kennedy assjissinations;

from the horrors of Vietnam; from race

riots that tore apart our cities; from the

days of campus unrest; from the

Watergate scandal; from wage and price

lontrols an<l gascdine shortages and

stagflation, and the hostage crisis. F'ut

your trust in me, says Keagan, "America

is back and standing tall again."

It is a vision of Ameri<'a that close to 60

|:)ercent of the public want to U'lieve in, in-

I

eluding many of thctse for whom this

leadership is not working, but who want

desperately for it to work for them in the

future. Majorities of only a few tradi

tionally Democratic-voting demographic

groups did not vote f<ir Keagan. Most

heavily against his re-election were Jews.

Blacks, Hisf)anics, and those who earned

less than $1 (),(>()() last year.

The votes of those in the lowest income

category are easily accounted for — they

are in the group most hurt by cuts in en

titlement programs during Reagan's first

term.

But the votes of Black and Hispanic

voters are troubling on a much deepx-r

level. Minorities have never been a part of

that Norman Kockwell-like visir)n of

America in which Reagan believes. To
these voters the image that "America is

back" is a myth. Black families' median

Andrew M. Paven

Letters to the Editor . .

'Entertainment' that is offensive isn t funny

income tias tallen twice as much as has

white famlies' over the past four years.

But when Reagan was asked alK)Ut this

troubling fact at a press conference the

day after his historic landslide he sai(l,

"But the fact is that they are l)etter off."

Akin to this myopic social vision is an

alarming sense of nationalism afoot in this

c(»untry, typeified by tlie Olympic "I'.SA,

rSA" chant; by the iK-ating death of an

Asian man by twi. out-of-work auto

workers in Micfiigan last year, initially on-

ly put on probation ln'fore the stctry was

picked up by Sixln Minutt-s. As a result

they All! resentenced.

"America is back" and it has "leader-

ship that's working." But it's only black

and working for .some, and those for

whom it is working seem as oblivious to

tfio.se for whom it ur\'\ as is Reagan
I jn'^-j.lf 0»- ••» >i'(»rst, th<»Se for ^«^'<lrT\ it 'S

working see those for whom it isn't not as

needy, but as losers In (his Ameri<a <>f

th<' n-w patriot i>.;m we trea' "lo.sers" n^t

with com|)assion but with di.sdain.

1! Amenta vvete leaiiy "ttack. w<iuid

the public have such a streak of na-

tionalism running through it'.' Are

Americans, in reality, scared? Back for

n<»w, l)Ut clinging to the e«ige of a cliff on a

slippery slope'/ Countries that are doing

well need not fear the less fortunate, out

siders, and outside competition.

Beneath the warm glow of optimism

personified by Reagan and his "spr

ingtime in America" is a dark xenophobic

reality that should be readily apparent to

anyone whose parents or grandparents

came t(» this country to escape religious or

nationalistic persecution. It should l)e

recognized as such and addressed.

Andreuj M. Paven is a Collegian colum-

nist.

An "entertainer" at the Blue Wall last

week "joke<i" that a Portuguese woman m

the audience sh<.uld U- gang-banged. Is this

pari of the entertainment.' What d^^^s "^

take to make some men understand that

violence against women is no laughing mat-

ter — ever'.'

Ihetearol violence is a signili<aiii tactor

in every woman's daily life. And because

this is so, jokes about it are actually veiled

threats, intentionally or not. We know of

one woman who was "jokingly" threatened

with rape by a man she knew. He laughed.

She had an extreme fear react i.»n - she

lost control of her bowels.

The fear is well-founded. ()ii« '

every four women will Ix- ra{>ed m her

lifetime, over 60 percent by men they know

(FBI statistic).

Men, imagine carrying around this

knowledge with you nil tfw timf. Then im-

agine that you pay money to go see a singer

who puclicly announces — laughingly or

not - that" you should l>e gang-banged.

And imagine that such an atrocity, rather

I

*-^ " * -^
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than being funny in its inconceivability, had

actually just happened to a woman a few
months before. Would you laugh"? Or would

you be perfectly justified in walking out

and expecting that every other member of

the audience would follow?

We applaud the Board of Governors con-

demnation of the incident. But they must

put some teeth into their position. They

must make it clear — preferably as part of

each entertainer's written contract — that

any University performer who uses oppres-

sion for "entertainment" will not only

never I)e invited back but also will not l)e

paid for that partiduar night since oppres-

sion is not entertainment.

()p[)ression must not l)e excused simply

becau.se it is someone's "first offense." the

woman in the front row doesn't get a se-

cond chance not to have been traumatized,

nor does any raj)e victim. And everyone in

the audience gets one more message that

()|)presssioii is just good fun.

Deb Piltch

SCERA

Come on people, it's time to wake up

Regarding Tom Haley's cartoon Tuesday

on MHl's in Nicaragua: I am frightened by

a return to racist, nationalist slurs as well

as the enthusiastic acceptance of unfound-

ed StaU- Dept. allegations. The insinuation

that the Nicaraguans are liars is

misdirected. It was the T.S. State Dept.

that withdrew its initial claim that the

MIG's were delivered. Regardless, I am
concerned that students are manipulated

into support of American backed terrorism

in Latin America. Wake up people.

John Ungerleider

Northampton
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Yale's priority:

dollars or ideals?

Tht- motto of Yale University is "Lux et Veritas": light

and truth. Where are these ideals in the Yale ad

ministration's present behavior toward its clerical and

t«'chnical workt-rs?

ThrouKhoul the dispute Yale has acted with complete

disregard for its principles. It has substituted the ideals of

"light" and "truth" for those of saving "dollars" and

••,,.„i." '"!iii-s> the Yalf administration shortly accepts

• w... .. u... .. r„ ,.-.n- :i
::t\ '.. ^.•« ""ir^Jt :tnil fi>rtT.-,a"t in

accordant with I hr principles «m which it was founded, its

moliov^iil (>»'ci>nif nwn- rncwki-rv

.

I h. -fiki- h\ the «Uti< ai du^ technical tt &T) workers at

\ aic :.> :u)A in ;'s seven' h week. The issue at the heart of

the dispute is not just a demand for more money. It is the

first major private sector collision over the assertion that

the job responsibilities of women are systemmaticall>

undervalued and represents a major labor and civil rights

issue of th<' 19H0s: "comparable worth" or "pay equity" for

the lower paid jobs traditionally filled by women.

KJL'htv two percent of the C&T workers are women. They

are the secretaries, administrative assistants, telephone

operators, computer programmers and many more

neces.sary for the smooth runningof a University.

They point out that an adminstrative assistant at Yale, a

largelv female category which requires two years training

and an associate degree, earns an annual average of

$1.'<..'>21. Yale truckdrivers, on the other hand, are likely to

he male, and need only a clean driving license earn $18,470.

That is :Vi percent more.

The C&T workers realize that this problem of job

discrimination based on gender is not unique to Yale and

that it reflects a general problem for women workers

nationwide. Nevertheless, they look to the Yale ad

ministration for understanding and leadership as to how

the inequality can be addressed.

Deborah Ross

The Yale administration offered to raise the average C& 1

salarv bv IH.l percent bv 1987. The C&T workers argue

that because of their extremely low present salaries, the

reriuire larger increases in the first contract. They also

c'aim that Yale's proposal provides smaller increases than

the group has ever received, that it actually represents a

step backwards. The C&T workers have called for in

creases averging about 29 percent over three years,

subj(M-t to compromise and negotiation. Yale, on the other

hand, has been reluctant to negotiate calling its .salary

proposal "final.

"

The Yale administration has stressed that there is only a

limited financial pie and that only Yale can best decide how

the pie should be divided. It has thus rejected binding

arbitration by a third party as a resolution to the conflict.

Mso the administration is claiming that there is no job

discrimination at Yale, and that if C&T workers cannot

support their families on current -salarly levels, this

r.n.,,., . ;,
.>.... .,r..,i py.,,^!..^! Y,!.. (Mnnot br expected to

solve The solution, ihe admini>traiion agrues. should

come'somehow from the national level the government of

courts.

.Ml this may be good business sense, but don't we expect

more from our universities?

Yale fails to recognize that as a university it has an in^

tellectual responsibility to seek ways of treating this kmd

of inequality at the Ux-al level, thus providing inspiration

and guidance to the rest of the nation.

Yah. fails to n-cognize that if its problems reflect the

nations problems, it should act as a role-mode for the

count rv regarding t he means of solving these problems.

Throughout the dispute Yale has acted not as a

rniversitv but as a business institution. Hu\ „'"^^

husinesses do n.»t ascribe to the principle of Lux et

Veritas". Yale does. As such, it has a responsibility to

berin repn-senting this principle otherwise the "ame «f

Yarwill bec.nie associated, not with light and truth, but

with giving priority to dollars over ideals.

Deborah Ross is a CoUeqian staffmember.
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A matter of choice
I have been listening to the controversy over abortion

for many years without taking a very active part. Now I

think it's time I said something. And I want to st;u-t by

pointing out that it is not fair and it is not honest for pro

ch(»ice supporters to base arguements for abortion rights

on (lueslions of rape, incest, or danger to the mother's

life. Those three situations account ft)r a miniscule

number of the abortions performed in this country, and I

think most pi-ople agree that abortion is justifiable in

such cases. Ditto, to a lesser extent, in the case of

juveniU- pregancies or unwed mothers below the poverty

level. Bui the real debate is not about abortion on

demand. IKh's an emotionally stable, physically healthy,

middle class woman engaging in voluntary sexual

relations have the right to terminate an unwante<l

preuanancy'.'

I say yes. I say yes, I think, with greater authority than

most of those who say no, because I am a woman and I

have had two abortions. It's easy to reduce the issue to

black and while if pregnancy can't happen or hjisn't

happened to you: abortion is murder, adoption is a

solution, and that's that. I'm a.sking everyone who holds

that \ iew to stop and think about what you are saying.

The first time I became pregnant was in 197<i, when I

was 19 and a college sophomore. My boyfriend talked me

into trusting to withdrawal, which I knew doesn't work,

hut I let myself be over persuaded. The second time was

in 1980. when my contraceptive simply failed. No method

of birth controlis infallible, except abstinence and I'd

like to know how many men ever abstain from sex

because a diaphragm is only 9.5 percent effective? At any

rate. I termin.it ed both pregnancies and I am not sorry.

An unwanted child may certainly be put up for adoption.

Hut those endorsing this "solution" often sound as

though the price were nine months of petty in-

convenience. It is nothing of the kind. Having a baby is

perhaps the most intense physical and emotional ex

perience anyone can have. It permanently alters a

woman's sense of self and her relationship with her own

body. There is a risk of death. In our culture there is in

addition a serious financial burden and, yes, a huge

Allison Turenton

:imoiint ot societal disapprobation if Ihe woman is not

married. What would you have had me do in 197<), all of

>our who condemn me? Stay in .sch«K)l for everyone to

point at as my situation became more and more obvious?

Drop out, anrl disrupt all my plans and ambitions? And
live how? And pay dcM-tor bills how? My parents would

have been devastated. They might have supported me,

but I know they would never have felt (juite the same

about their only daughter. They might have insisted I

marry the father, whcih would have been a bad mistake.

In 1980 at least I was out of sch<H)l and independent, but

I was making $«»0(K) at year in Ihe pink collar ghetto while

applying to graduate sch(K)ls, and the situation hadn't

chanired all thai much. I knew my boyfriend didn't want

to marry me. As Umq as art unpltuivrd prcf/ananrif is a

catastrophe, women like me will choose to have abor

tiims. Ihank (iml we as a nation have Ihe skill and the

Mj.i ,i. .•>;,. n',.-ik( 'hem saf«' and legal.

The Right to Life movement says abortion is murrler.

The pro choice people seldom answer this charge head

on. What is murder? Murdt-r is a word. There are

canonical instances and then there are dubious cases that

a jury must decide. The Supreme Court has ruled that I

do not have a moral obligation to trash my whole life for

Ihe sake of a clump of cells the size of a peanut, which is

moreover still part of my own bcxly. A potentiality is not

a child.

Having had an abortion is not just the same as never

having be«'n pregnant. But at least the ill consequences

of some damned bad luck were kept to a minimum. I do

not rec<»mmend abortion. It hurts even with an

anaesthetic and yes. I have some nightmarish thoughts

about Ihe children I might have had. But for me, on two

occasions, abortion was the lesser of two evils. I think I

had the right to make that choice for myself. I think

every woman does.

A llism Turenton is a UM<iss graduate student.

Random notes
A look at the dual engines of destruction on campus

1 -1 . _ ..-4 .f U l..k^^r^.r.o >

If we want to save our society we must act now. A two-

pronged destructive force is slowly destorying us from

within. This force is more evil than suprise exams, more

insidious than red tape central (Whitmore). and more sub-

tle than flouride in our water. These dual engines of

destruction are the Walkman radio, and the Confer pro-

gram on CYBER.
"What's this?" you say. "These are merely

technological advances that are helping to bring humans

to a new and glorious future." On the surface this may ap-

pear to be correct, but as we dig deeF)er the true purpose

of these machines can be found. P'irst though, let us look at

the past so that I may prove to you our future is in danger.

In the beginning man was a solitary animal. Often times

he would go through his entire life without seeing more

than a handful of others from his own species. Slowly

though, man began to socialize. He learned that with a

greater numlK>r of minds tf) work with, he could ac-

complish anything. The more man socialized, the more he

advanced. Now we are back in the present day world of

Walkmans and Confer. Let's see if these things are help-

ing us to grow.

Most people would call a Walkman a simple radio, but

look closer and you will see that it is a radio which can only

be heard while using a set of headphones. Now I believe

you are starting to see my point. Is anyone around you us-

ing a Walkman? If someone is, notice their surroundings.

More than likely they are alone lK)uncing their heads to a

tune only they can hear. Not only has this being isolated

himself, but he is also causing feelings of inadequacy in

those around him. These people in turn refuse to com-

municate with others for they now feel that what they

have to .say is withf)Ut merit. Where this chain ends no one

really knows.

Now let's look at Confer more closely. To those un-

familiar with Confer, it is a computer program through

which {KH)ple with computer terminals may speak with

each other. The numU-r of people able to use the program

at any one time is (juite large. This is fine for those who

live some distance from each other. Others though have

come to rely on the program so heavily that they will talk

to members of their own ball with it, rather than knocking

on the door and saying hello.

I have told you all I can tell you. It is now my hope that

you will heed" my warning. My fellow social animals, cjist

down your Walkmans and log off of Confer. You have

nothing to lose but your self-imposed i.solatioti.

HerbKamy i>i(i I Mo''^ '"^^'"'
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MT. TOM
5 Lesson, 5 Week,
1 Credit Course

Classes begin first week
in February.

Offered Wednesday

6 Thursday Nights

also offered

Saturday afternoons

$48
(includes transportation)

Sign up at GPE Office

Rm 227 Boyden

^:;.A\i-B*fii-S^i i^
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Hypercurricula

WIND KNSEMBLE.
CHAMUKR CHOIR
rKI{F()UM The University

of MassiK'husetts Wind
Knsemhle and Chamber
Choir perform a free con

cert. Featuring the first

p«Tformance of local com
poser Robert Stern's "Three

I'oems." Kri.. Nov. Hi. H:00

p.m. Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

WSVL STATION
MKETINd Ceneral meeting

for staff f members. Board

meeting!; at 7:00 p.m. All

O.I.s at 7:;iO p.m. Sun..

Nov. 18. 7:00 p.m. Cashin

RtHTeation Room.

MEXICAN NICllT
BENEFIT DINNER An all

you can eat Mexi«'an Night

Benefit Dinner for the

Western Massachusetts
Leukemia Scn-iety. Tix

available on Campus
C«mcours«' Monday FViday.

Nov. I'J Hi. Sun.. Nov. IH.

(;:(K) 9:00 p.m. 10th floor

Campus Center.

stratp:{;y (;ames club
MEETINt; All role playing

and war game players

welcome. D&D. Bushido.

Nuclear Escalation, and
many more games played.

Sun.. Nov. 18. 12:00 p.m.

1L':00 a.m. ('ampus Center.

SllAHHAT SERVICES
This week only, meeting in

the Student Union Art
Callery. Fri.. Nov. Ul 7:00

p.m. S.C.Xrt (Jallerv r(H)m

IHi.

PIONEER VALLEY
EARLY MCSIC AND
RECORDER SOCIETY A
recorder workshop
"Musicianship on the

Recorder". dirwted by

Professor .lo.seph Contino,

Dept. of Music. Univ. of

Mass. For further in

formation about the meeting
or the music group, plea.se

call Charlie Dickinson at

2.% 8907. Sun.. Nov. 18.

7:;«)9:(K) p.m. Old North

Amherst School Building.

5^*= !^f= =*#= =*«^ :^*= =»<= ^«= =»<=

An evening of Indian Classical Music
featuring

Debiprasad Chatterjee on Sitar

&
Sankar Chowdhury on Tabla

Venue - Thompson Hall

(Room 102)

17th Nov. (Saturday), 7:30 PM

.(-sponsored by -

Saptaswara, WMIJA, India Association

Supported by - SGA, (irad. Student Senate

=»«= :»<= ^^ =»<= ^(= =><= i

'^^'J
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Telling Tales strikes a raw nerve
Telling Tales

at the Student Union Gallery

Until Wednesday, November 21

Hy CMAKLKS FRANCIS CARROLL
C^IU'jfian Slaff

I»i<-kinK up where the c«'li'brated compendium The Imaqe

ofAmerica iv Caricature and Cartoon left off, Cftmic Relief:

the Art of Cmtemporary Comics and Cartoon stops at the

Student Union Callery after a much heralded opening at

Hallwalls and CKrA in Buffalo, en route to New York City,

destination unknown.
Independent curator Ann Philbin assembled this

remarkable show and has renamed it TeUing Taks may not

provide "comic relief." per se. it does provide a com_

prehensive perspective of the powerful repertoire of

current comic art.

In this case, comic art does not refer to the paintmg style

of Roy Lichtenstein or our own Jerry Kearns who blow up

sin^l*' frames of comics onto canvas. Although equally

post Mofiern, the artists of Telling Tales make no

presumptions to "high art" status: these works, however

graphic, are crude in comparison to the precision of

realism. Yet they have real impact on their audience, far

mon- so t han t he grille of an automobiU- for instance.

The cartoon in its very nature is a challenge to the

pretenses of the art establishment and its dichotomizing

between styles. This p«»int is made in the show in one of

the manv pn-cious comic books also displayed: it's a .scene

in (;reg Constantine's Vincent Van Gogh Visits New York

in which Van (Jogh is shown separating two artists fighting

and the caption reads, "Quelling the Conflict between the

Realists and the Abstractionists!" It is not what kind of art

it is. but what it means and says that really matters. (If

v(.u doubt this vou can also consult the Honore Daumier

exhibit at Amherst's Mead Museum, for Daumier marks

the beginning of the modern political cartoon and Telling

Tales shows where his lineage has led.)

Knough editorializing: if you attend the exhibit, you will

see for yourself. You may be offended; many of the works

are outwardly offensive. You may not laugh; most of the

work isn't funny at all. You will quickly realize that the

basis for all comedy is tragedy. Comedy is presented in a

diflVr«'nt way, not necessarily a lighter way as this exhibit

attests, but with irony and at times bitter sarcasm.

Sue ("oe's work, in particular, confronts the viewer

directly on a visceral level with what is explicitly depicted,

llcr graphii' representations of the torture, violence and

rape of apartheid South Africa are sobering rather than

.tmusing. Coe's work, which appear in Mother Jones and

the N. Y. Times Book Review, are included here becau.se of

their use as illustration, their graphic quality, and their

use f)f irony as in Hov to Commit SuicUle in South Africa.

I A limited number of the book by the .sanie title are

available for sale at the gallery.)

Other works confront the viewer more subtly depending

on an implicit message and also the perspective of the

viewer. Such is the case of the drawings of men attending

to their erections by Jane Dickson. On the surface it .seems

like a dirty joke, but in fact the penis as center of con-

s<-iousness is the sad disposition of many men. On the

other hand, their are works about self centered female

identity, such as the perverse pen & ink drawings of

Shamone Kinhorn.

Vet oth<r works follow the traditional comic strip format,

here represented by Charles Burns, Mark Beyer. Greg

I'antner. etc.. but make a more radical comment than

many of their pr«'ppy peers such as (Jarry Trudeau or

S Friday, November 16. 1984
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An example from Telling Tales

Uvrkc Breathed. Like jazz musicians, many of them have

had to go to p:urope and Japan to find work. Almost all of

the work focuses on the issue of swial alienation and at

temjds to shock us from the safe, sanitized world of ma.ss

media.

.lerry Moriartv savs of his quintes.sential character. Jack,

I see Jack asa witness of constant change adapting to

e.ich newer world with less understanding. Former values

become obsolete and are a burden to him. Yet they remain

underneath it all. My Jack forgets experiences so he m-

nocentlv repeats mistakes."

A further word of caution about this show. It may be

insultini,' and it may be irritating, but even more

threatening it may be insulting and it may be irritating,

but even more threatening it may be disillusioning.

Comics attack the illusions of the mirage to which we refer

as "reality" or "s<H-iety." But what's wrong with that? Isn't

disillusionment finally a positive experience'.'

Ann I'hilbin, the show's curator, addressed this subject

candidly with me. Philbin admitted, "I've been a feminist

since before it was popular, and, frankly, .some of this work

offends me. But even if it offends me on a political level, it

makes me laugh. I know this area ha.s a large feminist

communitv and I'm concerned certain works will be taken

out of context, since there is something here to offend

everycme. Let's hit a raw nerve. It's important to get

people irritated; irritation is what makes people think."

Buscn Place St Loui* M0 63ii8 AHf* 4 6 v»pei.s

Swedish
Massage
Workshops

(Sunday evenings, December 2 & 9, 6:00 p.m. -10:00

p.m.) - Learn the art of Swedish oil massage in the

relaxed fireside atmosphere of THE SPA, New
England's newest and most modern stress manage-

ment facility. Workshops include three hours of in- )

struction and practice in Swedish massage techni-
j

ques, followed by an hour of relaxation in our r

whirlpool, sauna and steamroom. All for just $35 per :

p>erson. For a brochure and registration form, write 1

to THE SPA, 414 Mohawk Trail, Greenfield, Mass.
)

01301 or call (413) 774-2951 day or evening.
|
•

^ ^

79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-3442

Over 150 imported cheeses

\
* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans

i
* Bulk teas

J
* Freshly baked croissants & pastries

J * Fresh pasta

I

* Party trays * SPECIAL *

• Kahlua Fudpe Brownies
• Free cup of coffee Wednesday 11/21

)
Choose your p^ift boxes now for

mailing during the Holiday Season C

Coffee Tasting Saturday 10 am to 1 pm
\

Hours: Daily 9::i()-6:(Kl; .Sunday 9:0(1- 1:0(1 I

A lurid ^'biography "from Rivers
By SUZANNE H. GRIMARD
Collegian Correspondent

Can we talk'.' There's this new book by Joan Rivers that is

so raunchy, they should have advertised it on the mens'

room walls!

The Life and Hard Times of Heidi Ahnnnouitz is a

"biography" of Joan Rivers' former best friend and

classmate, "the girl whose come-hither look inspired the

discovery of penicillin." In other words, a mega tramp. Ms.

Rivers decided to spill the beans when she caught Heidi in

the bushes with Joan's pet dog- who caught herpes from

Heidi.

Heidi's amorous adventures in bedrooms, back seats, bull

rings, mount aintops and just about everywhere else are

described in lurid, hilarious detail. She progressed from

"Baby Bimbo Abromowitz" to "Teen Tart" to "Hooker

Housewife", with a world lour after graduation. Mount

Olympus, the Eiffel Tower, Spanish bullfighters (not to

mention the bulls) and Venetian gondoliers will never be

the samel

There's even an Abromowitz family history, which proves

that nymphomania is inherited. Those wanton Abromowitz

women bedded more historical figures than Sealy

Posturpedic (And you thought all Freud did on that couch

was analyze patients)! After reading about Fill

.'\bromowitz, you won't be able to look at a picture of

Napok'on with his hand in his pocket without blushing.

Women who thing they, too, are Irampy, trashy, and just

plain Heidiesque can take the "Test Your Tramp Potential"

quiz. If you answer "yes to any of them, you'll be the joy of

our fraternities.

Do you still think this book isn't the trashiest thing to hit

the shelves since September's Penthouse? GROW UP!!!

The illustrations by James Sherman with Heidi in all her

dumb blonde bimbo 40D glory. \are so chauvinistic] that

they deserve the Norman Mailer Bob Buccione Hugh

Hefner Seal of Approval.
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It came from beyond buianu the oddest good movie in

nunv a full moon." mi. h*frt * -ni.*^ tim» u^ii<tjti*r

•Blew lU demented Utile heart. BUCKAROO BANZAI Ole*

into comic orblL" i.,,,!\.,.. -.mv^KK

"A fermented parody of M'A-S*H. STAR WARS «id

RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK- It made me Unf^ • lot.

"A serio comic medical action iclB punk rock

country we«tem apocalyptic thriller m i.u - >" «».-

"One of the moat eaclUnc movlea PVe aeen thla jrear.

BUCKAROO BANZAI la nervy and aly."

s. * i»?t*K v.^\ I STM, h T UK WNAI

THE ADVENTURES C^

ft A N Z A I

The Life and Hard Times of Heidi Abromountz is sexist,

gross, raunchy, sarcastic, bitchy, and the funniest book

I've read in months. Suspend your disbelief and feminist

outrage for an hour and read it. Hey, it's only fiction! After

all, if Heidi Abromowitz was real, shw would have visited

our haven of horniness by now. Her name would be on

every male student's bill- as the new Student Activities

III

flvUfnicsoP

1

The UMass New World Theater presents poet

Lane Nishikawa in Life in the Fast Lane on
Saturday, November 17th at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Audorium. For tickets call the FAC box office at

545-2511.

The Life and Hard Times of Heidi Abromowitz

By Joan Rivers

Delacorte Press, 99 pages, $8.95

artslines....
The New World Theater at CMass concludes its fall

season with a production of Miguel Pinero's Short Eyes to

be presented at the Hampden Theater November 29

through D»'<'ember 1 and December H t hrough H.

Short Blyes is a powerful portrayal of prison life where a

group of convicts predominantly black and Puerto Rican -

attempt to preserve their sanity and create a sense of

community. A white man accused of child molesting is

thrown into their cell bU»ck and the stage is set for a siz

/ling and shtH'king scenario. "Short eyes" is prison slang

for child molester. The play, which is explicit in both its

theme and language, is not recommended for children.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center box office at

.liri-Jfill.

Playwright Miguel Pinero will present a lecture entitled

"the Development of Short Kycs" at Hampden Theater on

S.iturday. I)e<-eniber 1 at 2pm.

Friday and Saturday

Year of Living Dangerously

Under Fire

Sunday thru Tuesday

Roman Holiday

Place In the Sun

*^ y^ « ' *""rr*r y» ^

» PflriTflSY

OVERSTOCK

I SALE
I

(.( (fill iMICS
,
bOiJKS,

AfJ!'

IMmAIH St i!"''flOOR
AMMIWSI J'i'i V>44

N;'V. Vt

RESEARCH
^ Send $2. for catalog of

^over 15,000 topics to

?assist your res*"""*'

Yefforts. For info

research
Call

rtoll-free 1 800-621 5745

(in Illinois call

\ 3129220300).
Authors Ratearch. Rm 600

T407 S Daarborn, Chicago IL

< 00606

PINK FLQVD

TMf WAIt

Amherst Chinese Foods

B*st Mmntlmrin Fooff

62-64 MAIN ST.. AMHERST
BEER A WINE LICENSE

frtsh Vegetables
from Our Own Farm

CLOUD WeONESOAY
Wt 00 MO' J»l »SG Od »«T1C1»1 C(XO«NO

253-7835
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People's Gay Alliance

GAY Sc LESBIAN

DANCE
SATURDAY

November 17

10th Floor, Campus Center

9pm - 1

h :!ly A' <-, it-1.

DOMESTIC BEER
SPECIALS

Michelob $12.50 case + dep.

Miller & Lite $10.95 cs + dep

IMPORTED BEER
SPECIALS

Heineken $3.95 6 pk + dep

Becks $3.95 6 pk + dep.

Holland Brand $3.95 6 pk + dep

338 College Street
not responsible for

S
Great Turkey Wines

on sale in all price ranges

WINE SPECIALS
Fontana Candida Frascati

1.5 $6.99

Riverside Premium 1 5. $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
Jim Beam i 75L $11.99

Tanquaray Gin 1.75 $19.95

BOUVET BRUT TASTING

SATURDAY
Amherst 253-5384

typographical errors

Friday. November 16. 1984i

Enjoy great skiing, plenty of

snow, and the best nightlife

in ski country,

SnowBreak at Mount Snow.

its

Mt)unr Sm)w is well known for its hi^^

)untain skiing, and the region is well known for

after ski tun.

And at a SnowBreak at Mount Snow, students

can enjoy the best oi

both at greatly

reduced rates.

5 day lodging/skiing

packages start at only

$154, and also include

plenty o\ on-snow
activities and nightlife

events. Join us on
your next break for a

SnowBreak at Mount
Snow: December 16-21,

1984; January 6- 11, 13-18,

20-25 and March 17-22, 1985.

VtRMONT

Mixint Snow Ski Resort

Mount Snow, Vermont 05 356For information and
reser\'ations, cal

(802)464-8501

TONIGHT
Friday Nov. 16th

Diskeccentric Duo
Maximum Dance Pleasures from Two D.J

Saturday Nov. 17th

from Kiss 108 F.M. in Boston

D.J. ANDREW WOLFE
Sunday Nov. 18th

Sunday afternoon Polka Parties

3:00 til 7:00 $3.00 cover

Try it for fun

Coming Up: - Nov. 28th Eight to the Bar

Dec. 2nd Benefit Concert for Guatemalan Indians

with Arlo Guthrie, the l-Tones, and Loose Caboose

Pearl Street is available for parties, formats, weddings

or any special get togther

Positive I.D.'s required at the door

iifim mm Mtmktipm, urn. mmnn

VATKINS 1 RUIT BOWL
*'>t, j^f^^ I ornrr of Rtrllfi
"f| w ^rt^- ' '^''^ Hd, .So. Amherst

''*^

lUKl' Open K a.m. to 6 p.m.
^^

Mail a taste ofNew England
to out-oftown familv and friends

anywhere in Che U.S.A.

EXPERTLY GROWN BY

I ATKINS FARMS IN HISTORIC PIONEER VALLEYAPPLES...
TO FAMILY. FRIENDS ani BUSINESS ASSOCIATES

OIBttliBiB
^^*^s^^ gjMjiMMmngMi

11 ASSORTMENTS AVAILABLE
HAND SELECTED AND PACKED
TO PRESERVE FRESHNESS

Choose an assortment including Vt. Cheese,
or Fudge. Honey, Maple Syrup, Jams. ..and more.

m ,

Maple Syiup, ,)nms, Jellies. Relishes, Preserves

m,,mmm.m.m——— Also Available For Mailing

$17.50 Order Before Dec. 10 for Christmas Delivery
PLUS SHIPPING (COLORFUL BF^OCHUF^E AVAILABLE)

TEL. 253-9528 or visit atkins fruit bowl

$11.40
PLUS SHIPPING

\v

y/y

ty^g w w X ac ar-ag

Lowest Price Ever!

JOSTEN'S

White Lustrium
RINGS

YOLR CHOICK OF ANY JOS'F KNS WMF IK LUS F RFIJM RFNG

Date: Nov. 14, 15, 16 - Wed, Thur, Fri

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit: $15.00

Place: outside - */ - -K^ UNIVERSITY

Jostens IS the Official .Awards Supplier of the 1*^84 Olympic (James

'"vr -w yg %* %j >t J*. .ML -JC-iC sr>J

^•••••••••••••••••••••***i.iili*************v

*

4-

eo^ FOUR
'" SEASONS

W'NES/LIQUORS
BEER SPECIALS - BEST PRICES

HEINEKEN 12 oz. btis $14.99 cs.

BECKS 12 oz. btIs $14.99 cs.

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99

MICHELOB reg & light cans/btis $11.99

LITE 12 oz cans $10.50

LABATTS beer & ale $10.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
BECKS 4.25 HEINEKEN $4.25

HOLSTEN $3.99 MOOSEHEAD $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA a GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 175 liter $9.99

JIM BEAM 1-75 $13.^

GILBEYS GIN 175 $11^
CALVERT EXTRA 175 $13.99

WINE SPECIALS
TAYLOR CHAMPAGNE 750 ml..

FOLONARI SOAVE 15 L

SEBASTIANI WINES 1-5 L. . .

.

CARLO ROSSI WINES 4 L. . .

.

JUST ARRIVED
Beaujolais Nouveau - Dubonet

WE DELIV. ^
58A-8174

333 Russeii ^-' '^^ ^' na^i^, VIA U 1035

••••••••••••**
in front of the malls

Collegian is

LIQUORS
Join the great C & C

61 Main St., Amherst

Next to the Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY

of $15 nninimunn order

off UMass Campus
Dial 253-3091

Trivia Contest!

QUESTION
Give the contestants, place,

and date of the first inter-

collegiate football game.

ANSWER

Winner Gets $5 Gift Certificate!

Clip out your answer and bring it, with your name, address and

phone number to C & C before store closes Saturday, Nov. 17. Win-

ner will receive a $5 gift certificate. If more than one correct answer is

submitted, winner will be determined by lot from among the correct

pntriss

WATCH FOR THE NEXT C & C TRIVIA QUESTIONi

Grizzly Canadian Beer 6-pack $3.45 plus dep.

Beck's Beer, Light or Dark 6-pack $3.99 plus dep.

Piccala (you get $2 mail-in rebate') 750 ML $6.25

French Hard Cider 750 ML $2.75

San Martin Burgundy or Chablis 15 Liter $4.49

Specials are in-store cash prices good thru Nov. 17

UMASS SKI CLUB preseimts

4B£AT
\

Si! . SlATCH

i

A (t<

£:V,
kV ^i

V
500j>00

WOITH OF TOP lAME

WIITSE CL0THII6

SII EQUIPMIIT
*iicis Tiis LOW sienB is ohtlaweb.

Student Union Ballroom, Amherst
Friday - High Noon 'til 10 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. 'til 5 p.m.

Don't be left out in the cold

last days today £r tomorrow
•••••••••••••••••**********^
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Women's Aerobic Contest
$250.00 Cash Prize

9:30 - 10:30
To find the women's aerobic fitness champion of the Pioneer

Valley. Competitors will follow an intensive aerobic routine led by a

professional instructor.

L et the Competition See Stars. .

.

Converse Stars

CONVERSE STARION
Reg.'4999

Now '38.

CONVERSE PERSUADER
Low cut Reg. ^32.99

High cut Reg, ^36.99

Now *24. & *27.

CONVERSE STARTECH
Reg.H9.99

Now *40.

Olympian has what it takes to move ahead
A complete line up of leather Converse basketball shoes

built for support, durability, comfort, and traction.

Take command on and off the court. Come to

Olympian and perform like a star

Men's sizes.

^iyMPMMi
yC4s thriveon competition.

r^^ \HampshireMall,Rte.9,Hadley.

Career Development
Opportunity

H.S.I. P.

Housing Services is offering a unique internship

program to qualified sophonnore and juniors.

The progrann combines theory and practice in

experience based learning interns may earn

$3.50/hr. for a 15 hour/week (academic credit

optional).

Interested students should submit resume, per-

sonal goal statement and 2 letters of recom-

mendation to:

Joya Jimenez, H.S.I. P. Coordinator

c/o JQA Lobby, SW
Application deadline: November 30, 1984

For information call: 5-0626 or 5-1550

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

$4Q0P
P165/80-R13

Radial White Walls

Size Price

PI55/80R13 40 00

P165/80R13 47 00

PI85/80R13 5200
P195/75R14 5600
P205/75R15 6200
P215/75R15 64 00

ALL SEASON
RADIAL
TIRES $ 43 go

P155/80-R13

All Season White Wall

Site Price

P155/80Rt3

PI 65/80 R1 3

PI85/80-R13

PI95/75-R14

P205/75-R15

P2I5/75-RI5

T 43.00

46.00
50.00

53.00
57.00

60.00

POLYESTER $325°
TIRES A78 13

Polyester Black Walls
Size Price

A78 13 32.00

E78 14 39 00

F78-14 40.00

G78 14 43 00

G78 15 44 00

H78-15 4700

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
It' ., Mi-iWH*. t t ! »•('<

'ATM. »«' Ci »N H( VM vi.^ .

c*
'H^

ced'i
established
in mirutes

10"/"

Additional Off
with purchase

ol a set of 4 tires

fWIASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michehn Tires Also Specially Priced

Msr

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

GRAND OPENING t

TONIGHT

/t's a reality.

THE SPOKE is open.

Our Grand Opening Inventory

Clean Out Specials are;

. Budweiser Quarts $1.50

\ Michelob $1.00

Michelob Light $1.00

\ Break 75*

t Budweiser Light $1 .00

# St. Pauli Girl $1.25 (lots of it)

t while supplies last, plus our regular low
prices. Free popcorn.

i

The Spoke

35 East Pleasant St. Amherst

t A drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy \

Friday, November 16, 1984f

Doonesbury

Collegian n

By Garry Trudeau
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Today's Weather
Variable cloudiness and

breezy tody. Highs ift the

50s. Vju-iabUf cloudiness,

breezy and colder tonight.

Lows in the 208, Saturday,

partly sunny, breezy and

cold with highs in the 30s.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mited by Trude Michel Jaffe

Bat BraiiL ByBillDearing

TWf Sorters ««vr

TWr/ Hf^^€. OUT-

Gorde By Gorde

\aJOIODER. IP
SHE'S SEEA^ "T^e
O-MBE'S

ACROSS
1 Took cafe ol

e Dandy. English

style

<0 Sound ot

rebuke

13 Within an
(Close)

14 Clay pot

15 Mable'

16 Babushka
17 Peter. and

Mary ol song
18 the

Mood lor

19 Broker s

interest Abbi

?0 Stubborn
23 Swiss artist

Paul

26 Steamship
features

26 Ogres
30 American poet

31 Encourages

32 City SSE ol

Pittsburgh

3; the line

38 Not have

(t>e broke)

39 Zadora
40 Veterans

43 Intermediary

45 Heredity lactoi

46 Serve

46 Views

52 Fitly percent

53 Kindly

56 Turkish title

59 Exchange con
sideration

60 Over, in

Osnabruci'

61 Freshwatec

lishes

63 Sco'Ch

64 Gravure
beginning

65 Properly claims

66 Letteis loi a

queen
67 Steep, in

Glasgow
68 Port ol NW

Germany

DOWN
1 Bedlsre

specllui

2 CPAs interest

3 Cowardly
4 Rocky pinnacle

5 Compensates
lor

6 Tropical hat

7 Popular name
in Oslo

8 Bungle

9 Attack

10 Phoenix suburb

11 Miltons regent

ol the sun

12 Sees to

15 Aquarium need

21 Links peich

22 Taking part

24 USNcialt
26 Grosso.

Brazilian stale

27 Old Greek com
28 Cartoonist

Goldberg

29 Mortimer

33 City in N£
Romania

34 Like some
sandwiches

35 Breaks the tape

36 NBA s

Archibald

38 Dabblers

41 Excitement

42 Short distance

43 Up the creek

without

44 Become stilt

47 Woman
48 Flooded

49 Wiser

50 Hecuba s

husband
51 Clogs cousin

54 Nerve network

55 Domain ol 50

Down
57 A Kelly

58 Olliciaigp

62 Plan
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Lunch
Torptnio (jrinder

Tuna a la King

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

becAusc
> is'cool^ -

aloof »se5>'5>

Vetxsfi € * Crystal head

air\d their ho<-'^*>. ... J'>

\tio:\\r ex sec 'Xeo,'^fit,

ojV\at do fi^e living itoA
have -Kj do uitVi th£d+y!

Basics

Tuna a la King
Vegetable Grinder

Dinner
Sirloin Strip Steak

Spaghetti/Red Clam Sauce

Basics

Spinach Wheat Croquettes/Cheese Sauce!

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/Red Clam Sauce

umm\\\

f*. f t^t -.f ^
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KEROSENE HEATERS
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HEikT

17 GALLON TANK
• CONTINOUS
HtkTUtC TIME

iBf 21 )9 HOUKS
tlMck itarti !••
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Y0u$^g88l
*^il" S139S5 PM
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lOMCnMl
MOMNTtCAT
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tOONIMIOUSICAIMG

Eari7M&

YOU$i
PRV

[88 TO MAT
HfTx34FT

19,400 BTl)

• OOMUCIMM*
MOMfnCAT

• IJOUdNTIW
• ODNTMIOUiMWnK
1WIWUT0UIB1

MDtTO»«AT 1^
l»FT«26FTlP» $9888

,
CANAL STREET

I
TURNERS FALLS

MASS.

I
SAT 10«. SUN 12«

WON fl>l 1»9

NAMTSiNin MALL

MADLEV MASS
SUNDAY 12S
ISAT 10-9:30

no CAI

ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONN.

SAT ft SUN 104
MONFRI 10-9

ROUTE 1S4
GROTON. CT

lorr MOTOx aoTM im

SAT & SUN 10 6

MON FR1 10 9

iiMCMirtfutvi

WEST HAVEN
CONN.

1 SAT k SUN 104
MONFRI 10 9

i

FINE QUALITY TABLECLOTH BUYOUT
PEIMANENT PWSS FABilCS WITH SOIL RELEASE RMISH

REGENCY • CACHEAL • ANNE KLEIN
YOUR CHOICE OF SOUDS OR PRINTS

$^900 M-iM"

2 PIECE

Livi m

/

52" « 52"
VALUE S12.00

OR
VALUE

SOFA
AND

CHAIR

A 80" I 102" *^ •• w
FABRICS

<168"

COORDINATING CLOTH NAPKINS 25% °?^r

VmAttress and foundation^^^^ COMPLCTE MATCHED SETS 50%
. ^ ^^..^-m rgf PMIOir'^ ' *Trii rna rfTH • VffUflCAnDH FIM _ _ ^. _

lONASTNA

^lissa

rVMUCTFMfiHWUa'ITEMrMITtllsSHCm^ _ ^^fo^

-Jli- — t- ^iF

88
I IWIN sill foil ^^L^ O""** *'Z*

ROVAU SMOOTH $QQ88 $€|fi88 $101
l YRVWARRANTY OOmT ^yOtn XJOht

tS'uA?^:!^ t»ig»y i»17y? t»2(wt?

rosTUMCAmsuf 7^^^,^
l?ytAR

KING SIZI

SAW
Misro.

rwcaamnscn
MCTKMTtM

:s299r

UMTtJ

CHHMMIOC
15 YEAR

'^'^

348«H
PIPE INSULATION
EASY TO USE VALUE ST'
6 FOOT FOAM ^^^^^1
SECTIONS IN QCI^I
8 DIAMETERSw^
CARPET STAIR TREADS
AM Of TNC nNni QUAUTV CAMPCl

PAOiAct or 13 r'lir tmaos

SVAUICN
lots »388

.,,.eDOES IT AGAIN!
^'department STORE BUYER OVERBUYS

RUBY BUYS IT ALL AND BAILS HIM OUT

fMEN'S, LADIES, AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING r.

40% to 70%OFF
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTSl SWEATER BUY-OUTS»* ^ ^^ ^•^^^ ^ I ^ «yv« -f-ki.o I Mmrc Akin run nociu'C

YOU
SAVE

LONG SLEEVE COTTON - POLYESTER BLEND

IN WHITE. BLUE, AND YELLOW.

THEIR N$Q88
*24 ^S
SHIRT * ffcfto/ t

YOU SAVE '3*170 r

AMERICAN TOURISTE

BUY-OUTS
• RUBY BOUGHT 10.000 PCS •
Diummmi srotr ontsioc*

Bituiifui OM rwf oursiDf

I

iiMririC4M roi/diSTf « on rut mnoi
• HERr S lUST « rCW EIAMPICS •

SHOULDER TOTE •

American
Tourister

170%
OFF

VALUE ^Sl"

$1^99;

SUITCASES
MATCHIWC PIECES

• 22 INCH v., '61

76 INCH VIC <gl

29 INCH .•. '90

8 TRAILER LOADS

OVER 6,000 MEN'S, LADIES, AND CHILDREN'S V

FIRST QUALITY SAVE ^-jq/ ACI:^'^'-^^
LARGE SELECTION UP TODO /O UrrTO $40°*''

CHILDREN'S LADIES MEN'S

$g99 $999 $1499

i

:»39"
44"

CARPET CLEARANCE
ALL THE HNEST BROADLOOM

EVERY YARD IN STOCK IS INCLUDED

SAVE % 40% OFF our prices

VALUES
TO

$Q95^ SO YD

SAVE VS 40° SO. YARD

VALUES
TO

$1095
X^ so YD

SAVE ¥S 60°o
SQ. YARD

STANLEY
Digital Controls

• 1/3H P Motor
,

• Satpty Rpverso

• Light Time Drlav

• t nsy T<

AIRLESS PAINT SPRAYER
ROTO FLO 3000

^SUGGESTED J ^ OQ95n RETAIL XJL^

RAILROAD SALVAGE

U-install GARAGE DOOR OPENER
Deluxe Digital Model has all the best features',
^^^^^^^^^_ • Fits Any Typo Ovorhcacl Door I Set your own

^y%K

Liiiiniiriiiiii

COMPARE $
AT

195

your own frequency m
Sfconrts 10?4 possible com
timations Provides the great

est measure ot seciinly

• BRAND NEW
• FIRST QUALITY

VISA'

M04t<"Coi<J

[SALE ENDS NOV. 21ST |

jBlCAUSE WE BUY CLOSEOUTS
IQUANTITIES ARE SUBSTANTIAL]

BUT NOT INEXHAUSTIBLE
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Collegian 'sNFL Picks
Those people who run up to Peter with the other Lucky Lebanese, Tony

Abraham in bars and accuse him of being Betros' 6-8 week knocked the much maHjfn-

under the influence when making his picks ed editor out of first place after a six week

are celebrating this week. The sports reign. Al)e remains a game out tied with

editor pulled a 4-10 week that combined comeback kid Scott H^oH.

Peter lony Kev.n S'-ott Gcrrv

Ahrah8!" ilrlms Oel •• .. !»<>rd deSimnN

(8r»-27> ^K:i-.x»i. ('2-«iV 1H*» -S?) (7-61)

* Final FourFever

ATLANTA
CHICAGO
Dallas

UENVfcK
GREEN BAY
RAIDERS
Miami
New England
Jets

St. Louis

SAN FRAN
Seattle

Washington
NEW ORLEANS

3 Cleaveland
7 Detroit
10 BUFFALO
iO Minnesota
3 Rams
9 Kansas City

7V2 SAN DIEGO
7 INDY
4'/2 HOUSTON
1 GIANTS
12 Tampa Hav
4 CINN
6 PHILLY
2 Pittsburg

\tlanta

Chicago
Dallas

Minn
Rams
Raiders

SI)

NE
Jets

St. Lou
San Fran
Seattle

Wash
Pitts

.AUaiiLa .Atl....>

(^hicago Chicago

Dallas Btiffali)

iX-nver Denver
Rams Rams
KC Raides

Miami Miami
NE Indy

.Jets Jets

St. Lou Cliants

San Fran San Fran

Seattle Seattle

Wash Wash
NO Pitts

AiiHiita

(.;hicago

Buffalo

Denver
GB
Raiders

Miami
NE
Jets

Giants

San Fran
Cinn

Wash
NO

.\: ..ttttii

Chicago
D:.lla^

Denver
GB
Raiders

Miami
NE
Jets

St. Lou
San Fran
Seattle

Wash
Pitts

Hiiskie noalie Laura Skaza. coming back

fri>n\ a recent head injury, has played

stellar in I'Conn's two playoff wins over

Cortland State and Brown. Ska/a has a

0.75 goals against average in 10 games.

Coach I 'Conn Len Tsanliris won't hesitate

to play senior Sue OHare and her 1.09 g«)als

against average.

If CMass can top the Huskies for the

second time this season. North Carolina,

the three time defending champions will

await them.

"We'll take one game at a lime," Banda

said. "North Carolina deserves to be called

number <me. They are the strongest team

going in the tourney.

'On any given day. they are beatable," he

add»'d. "Anyone can do it

."

Volleyball looks for second

straightECAC victory
The women's soccer team

isn't the only University of

Massachusetts team heading

for important competition

this weekend. Several other

Minuteman teams will be in

action.

The woman's volleyball

team will head into the

ECAC tournament facing

tough competition from

West Point. UMass won the

tournament last season

paced by Safiv Mahar and

the senior is back for her

final match. Coach Elaine

Sortino's squad was ranked

fourth in the Northeast in

Division 2.

The UMass fencing team

will be at home against

Brown and St. John's Prep

at NOPE while the

wrestling team faces the

I'niversity of Hartford in its

only home duel meet of their

final season after budget

cutbacks killed the sport for

next year. 126 pound

sophomore Chris Lee is

ranked tenth nationally and

should impress.

The UMass men's
volleyball team travels to

Boston this Saturday to

participate in a tournament

dominated by schools from

the Boston area.

California, who UMass tied earlier this

year after blowing a 2 lead, is an op

portiinistic team. Banda said.

"Massachusetts probably has the second

best talent in the country behind (North)

Carolina." Colorado College coach Dang
Pilbulve<-h said after UMass beat his team

30 in October. "The only difference is that

Carolina's players are seniors and Kenny's

(Handa) players are freshmen."

"It has been a lot of fun (making the Final

Four), but it has been a lot or work." Banda

said. "Being in the Final Four is just a

great position to be in."

It's a position that wasn't too definite in

the August heat. New UMa.ss has the

chance to be the hottest team in the

country.

IhefhalFour
UMassv&UConn

Saturday: UMass (14-2-2) vs. UConn
(16-3-2) at Fetzer Field, University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 11 a.m.

North Carolina (22-0-1) vs. University of

California-Berkeley, (13-3-1) 3 p.m.

Sunday: Losers of semi-final games
in consolation for third place at 12:30

p.m., Fetzer Field. 1984 women's divi-

sion 1 soccer championship final at 2:30

p.m. at Fetzer Field. See box on page 19

for additional information.

S|M)rt,'( infiirmatiiin (^hotii

Women's soccer coach Kalekeni

Banda will be looking for his team to

better last season's third pUce
finish in the Final Four this

weekend in Chapel Hill, N.C. UMass
plays UConn on Saturday in the

semi-finals.

You've gotta

have arts! *

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5
Becks, St. Pauli, Grolsch $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Grizzly Canadian Beer. . . $3.25 6 pk $12.95 case + dep.

Utica Club long necks $6.49 case + dep.

Meister Brau 12 oz. cans. . . . $4.50 12/pk $8.49 case + dep.

Busch suitcase $9.95 case + dep.

Miller Lite suitcase $10.95 case + dep

Champagnes & Spumantes $2.99 750 mi + up

Vodka or Gin 80° $8-49 i 75 L & up

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $5.99 liter + up

All Beer & Wine Specials Cold Ef Ready to go!!!

d|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli>ll>llllll>>lll>'>"""""""""" '"" llUlilllllllllllllllllllill^

I UMass Transit Service |
I presents the |

I
Intersession

I Training Program
I for Bus Driving Jobs
I 100 applications will be given out

I on Tues. Nov. 20th at 7:00 pm in CC 174

I You Must: - have 3 + semesters left at UMass

I - be at least 18 yrs old

I
- have had a driver's license for 1 yr

I Bring proof of your class year

I (no id's) to the meeting
i women/minorities/oldtT students encouraged to apply

I UMTS is an AA/EO employer |
I for further info, call 545-0056 i
ill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mill iiiimiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiMiiiiiimiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiF

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash ,n advance • 5 consectut.ve days 5% discount

. 10 consectutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount > phone number free

AUDIO

Backers Spe»ker»liigh & mid frequency

control 300w, 19 mo. old, 10 yr warranty

not abused 2S&1612 250 or BO

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Dataun 210 4 door 5 speed 41 mpg
good condition $2900 665 3986 ^^^^^^^

FoTssieOetaun 78 F10 wagon »200. TotD

in evenings 666-4927

Pontiac Laoiana srx cylinder excellent run

ning condition $500 733^541 will show in

Amherst

DEAD ZONE

Staphan King's mind blowing "The Dead

Zone Friday 5, 7, 9, 11 Mahar

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ» ay*o jnd

visual entertainment tor^he a0j^584 o7i^

Rack ADiac Reck AA/idao Entertain

mant Agency. Discjoclieys and large

screen video parlies for the five college area.

E497144

FOR RENT

On* bwlroom In houaa. To wke Jan 1st

near campus and reasonable. Call 549 Wi»

ask for Mike

For rant 1 bid7oomTpt CIIMtide S335

utilities included Dec 1 call 665 3337 after 7

PM

KIRSALE

Vama«a alactrrc gJitwTbwirMw with

case ITS or 60546^5189

Man's 12 apaaSy new 649-0494

IVIust sell: Kent Les Paul copy with various

effects Hondo Professional S160 each or

BO Two amplifiers Peavey Bandit and

TUSC Only $150 each Also f^XR

Analogue Delay $50 Please call Dave at

263 3368

FOR SALE. SUNTAN8

W7hiiita you to visit our beautiful

spacious, facility. Your first tanning session

isllways free, our prices cant be bea en^

and we offer student payment plans that

make us ver, aHordable "'a^t "^^
unlimited visits untH 11/30 only $29^ Le

Bon Soleil, 264 N Pleasant St. 253 9454

QAYft LESBIAN

fhTpii^a'a Oay Alliance ho«» a social

hour each Wed. from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6:30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ed to aftendi

The Wad 11 21-84 aocial has been canceH

ed Happy Thanksgiving; Viiell see you after

vacation' ______

HELP WANTED

Politica Can Pay

Maaaachusetts Fair Share oHers full and

part time work on voter rights, toxics, and

economic reform Paid training Hours

1 30 9 30 PM $160 $250 wk or 4:30-9:30

PM 960 $150'wk Call 586 8713 or

1800 962 7478_

Qanaral Laborara apply to the Busty Nail 5

to 8 Wed through Sun ^ _
Part Sma anpariancad taller naadad Fn

day nights and Saturdays at Hampshire

Mall $5hr Call Mrs. Ware 586 6606

Earn »5-7 an hour Must be 18 or older,

have own insured reliable car Apply in per

son Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadley

Nowlaking applications for fall and par

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply m
person Domino's Pizza Ht 9 Hadley

OVERSEAS JOBIS. Summer, yr round

Europe S America, Australia, Asia, all

fields $90 2000 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write UC, PO Bx 52 MAI Corona Del Mar,

CA 92625

Hardsparson to work full time 6 30 a m
10 30 am and 4:00 p m 7:00 p m six

days Consisting of milking in parlor,

feeding and cleaning calves, other odd

chores Call between 9:00 am. 3:00 p.m.

6657174

LOST

Stolen in Sylvan area or Boydan Gym.
Brown leather wallet containing license,

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4098 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Womans Watch lost 11/5 $30 reward caH

546 6902

Brown kay bag lost 11/14 »» reward

please call 549 3542

PERSONALS

Bush Baah LAQNAF Now sign up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB ot CC Con

course 545 3437

tTTuta blond In SOM 210 iurtive

glances aren't enough come say Hi

CorTtra Dar»ce Ali Welcome Saturday

Nov 17 Grinnell Arena 8 00 12:00 pm Ad.
mission 2» caller Camie Kaynor sponsored

by Wildlife Soc.

Michala Brassard Happy Birthdayl

Yours finally comes first I remembered
Love you, Andy

Saxy Suzanne Murray have a wonderful

ly fantastic and profitable 19th birthday' Go
wild and have some good romps Love from

the Bottom Bunk
'

This Saturday Night

Kennedy Tower is sponsoring a
•• TOGA PARTY "
•• TOGA PARTY •*

Admission Is only »1 for anyone

• pm - 1 am in Hampden Southsida
Room

Cool, Happy 20th, I love ya buddy

sometKxiys got to fers

Wacaught you. don't dei.y it you were

looking for a Happy Birthday personal

yyeren't you WEHDNA?? We knew you'd be

looking so we didn't put one in Love you,

Usi

Gates comma Amy K.. Hey have a

"wicked" Happy Birthday' Love Fourth

Floor VM
Happy 22 to'ChrIa and Stavell Will they

be here for 23? Your Orchard Hill friends

BATTLE OF THE BANDS' |

This Sunday in Hampden Southside
• 12 noon till 6
• FREE'

sponsored by SWAG

Tonltal Crash the boogie and bash at

Hampden Commons Im SW) party with the

best of the westi Tunas by Rack A-Diac.

JOA sponsored See ya tonight

Lisa. Happy Birthday' You're the h<"!'

roommate around, we share everything' I

love ya. Coz

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers. Cases. Dissertations. Theaas.

on campus low rates guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 684 7924

RIDE WANTED

To Buffalo or Rochastar/Syracuaa for

Thanksgiving WEd Wed 21 share I

546^8125

Rochastar. NY for Thanlisgiving will pay

gas call Anne 253 7333

RIDERS WANTED

Shara ~a rMa to Atlanta OMrgto or

anvwt>ere in between around Thanksgiving

call 413 666 8597

ROOM WANTED

Do you naad a roomia in Townahouae or

Brandywine? Jess 549 1377

Female looking for room in Brandywir>e

apt starting 1/1/88 call 549 7192 ^
Looking for off campus housing for one
single woman Jan 1st 546-6267

I'm advertising aarly because I want to

find a single rm in a house w/in walking

distance of carripus Crazy? Probably. Rata*

to t>e discussed , etc. 6-6104

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 bedroom apartment Brittany Manor
call Steve or Pete 2561536

Looking for 2 females to share Bran

dywine apt Starting 1/1/88 call Lisa^Jen

549 2614

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment Brittany Manor 9 5 545 2544 after

6 253 5239 femalelsl only ask for Angie

Townahouae Apts call 549 2872 Jane Amy
or Debbie

1 male wanted to pick up H lease Puffton

1 bedroom Jan 1 call Chris 549 1307

SERVICES

Troat YoureaH IBM professional typing.

Romance languages. Suzanne 253 7966

TRAVEL

KNIInston Ski Trip - condoa *196 Jan

20 25 call Sno Search Brian or Kevin

549 1466

Ski French Alps. Chamonix. Spring break

$699 info ski sale or call Ted Selig 546 6082

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA s II

student /budget travel agency Free catalog

Call (6171 266^1926 or write, 729 Boylston

St Suite 201. Boston, MA 02116

FREEPORT, BAHAMAS lor 7 days and

nights airfare and hotel included $229 call

Paul 546 8819 or Alan 546 8841

WANTED

Mala and female runners to participate in

daily group workouts, very informal

avaryona waicoma, call Bill or Tim at 6-4388

WANTED TO RENT

for dbl in Brandywina Puffton or

Townhs for Jan reward call Mike or Tom
549 3914
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Women play for national title in N.C
UConn on top
By (iKRRY deSIMAS
(\)l!('^,Man Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

had a touRh task ahead of them when it started out this

season. Coming off a third place finish nationally coach

Kalekeni Handa had to he hopeful in pre season, but he was

realistic too.

"The road to the Final Four isn't as easy as people feel,"

Banda cautioned in the August heat. "The players will

have to work three times as hard."

The Minutemen put a young team on the field in 1984,

with only five lelterman back, including All Americans

I/)ri Stukes and Chris Taggart. Freshmen were in key

positions.

"We were a young and inexperienced squad," Banda said,

"but we matured and improved with t>very game."

UMass, 14 2 2, has come along way since August and

faces the I'niversity of Connecticut in the semi final round

of the NCAA women's soccer national championships

Sports

Saturday at 11 a.m. at Fetzer Field at the University of

North Carolina Chapel Hill.

Defending champion North Carolina (22 1) faces

California Berkeley (13 3 1) in the other Final Four semi

final at 3 p.m. The finals game will be Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

with the consolation game set for 12:30 p.m.

The youthful Minutemen, "six freshmen and a sophomore,

face a Connecticut team that is gaining momentum as the

playoffs advance. The Huskies downed top seeded Brown

1 Oin the quarter finals to earn their fourth Final Four

berth.

"UConn has been playing odd s<x'cer." Banda .said.

"There is no pressure on them. We will have to minimize

our mistakes and go out and show them we are as good as

team as any of them."

"Uori Stukes and Chris Taggart will have to carry the load

the next two games," he said.

C;onnecticut will be led by high scoring junior Cathy

Shankweiler, 13 goals, seven assists and 31 points. Shank

weiler scored the only goal that Brown gave up all year in

last Saturday's win.

The woman who gained the assi.st on the goal is UConn's

second leading scorer freshman Kim Sullivan 11 goals.

seven assists. 29 points.

"Shankweiler is a very dominating player." Banda said.

"She can move very quickly. (Donna) MacDougall will be

looking to develop their attack in the midfield."

UMass will have to counter with team defense, like it did

against Harvard.

"We want to mark them tight and pressure them right

away like we did last time (a 2 UMass win)." Banda said.

"We want to deny them the ball. They have the skills to

dominate the game.

"W»- will have to use our energy on defense as much as

possible, the offense will come through," he said.

Freshman Jolie DePauw is UMa.ss' leading scorer with 14

goals, five assists for 33 points. Cathy Spence (22 points)

and Chris Taggart (IH points) are the other top UMass

goal scoH'rs. Del'auw has eight game winning goals.

"We look forward to playing against the best that there

is." DePauw said. "We'll go out and give it everything we

have."

The goalies could become a factor in the Game. Umass'

Jeanne Paul had nine shutouts, including a 2 regular

season win over the Huskies. Paul has a 0.46 goals against

average.

There will be a meeting for anyone on the

women's indoor track team in Boyden 251

at 5 p.m. on Monday. Everyone must

attend who wants to be on the team this

season.

• • • • '»•*•••*
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Minutemen look to finish as winners
NewHampshire comes to town

looking for title, UMin way
By PKTKR ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Both the University of Massachusetts and

University of New Hampshire f(X)tball

teams have a tough task ahead of them at

Mc(Juirk Alumni Stadium on .Saturda.^, but

for vastly different rea.sons.

The 9 1 Wildcats have everything to gain

by winning, the Yankee Conference title, a

berth in the Division 1 AA national playoffs

and the Eastern 1 AA Lambert trophy.

The 2 H Minutemen haven't won a game
since Sept. 29 against Northeastern, but

have suffered through a schedule that

includes five nationally ranked teams and

only two teams with records below ..%0.

They have seen the defense decimated by

injuries and an offense that doesn't seem to

get breaks.

But UMass is better than its records in

dicate. They move the hall well (31.5 ytards

a game) and have been in every game with

the except ion of a 20 7 debacle in Maine.

"It's frustrating to see the players we have

going through this type of season,"

Minuteman coach lk)b Stull said. "They

aren't that bad. but we've played the best

teams in the F.ast and we've been killed

with injuries. It's hard to prove when you

look at a 2 K record, but we could have been

,55.

Hut UMass isn't 5 5, its 2 8 and if nothing

elsf a win would be a reason for absorbing

the heatings the Minutemen have taken this

.season.

"I give our players a lot of credit," Stull

said. "A guy like Peter Tracv la senior nose

guard and <<> <:ipt'i"* < •" '
'

kicked because he isn i lO'i (ier(('n(, but lie -

in then-. 1 ndniirc ,i Pl'\.r l-i »• JVt<'r. 1

admire I'll! ii .mh ,<.i oI teams

UNHat UMass
Where: McGuirk Alumni Stadium

When: ) p.m. Saturday

The Records: UMjiss is 2-8. UNH is 9-1

The Series: UMass owns it, 29-13-3

The Latest Line: UNH by K

Yankee Conference: UMass is 4, UNH
is .3-1

Injuries: UMass: lYT Ed Sullivan (ankle)

is probable. UNH is injury free this week.

At Stake: lIMass: winless conference

season, worst UMass record since 1893.

UNH: A lot, the Yankee Conference title,

the 1-AA Lamlx-rt Trophy, a berth into

the 1-AA playoffs and the first win at

UMass since 1976.

Radio: WMUA-FM (91.1) will carry the

game along with WTTT-AM (1430) and

WSPRAM (1270).

in there. I admire a Player like Peter, I

admire our team as a whole. A lot of teams

would've (|uil after losing like we have, but

we"r<' ready to play New Hampshire."

New Hampshire, winners of seven

straight and 15 of 1<) (a 21 20 loss to BU is

the only blemish on its record) will come

into Alumni Stadium (kickoff at 1 p.m.)

behind junior tailback .Andre (iarron.

(Jarron, who missed four games with a

knee injury, has returned with a vengence,

rushing for HM yards and ten touchdowns.

He's averaging 5.3 yards a carry thanks to

t he bl<K-king of fullback Mike Shriner.

"That's all they do. ram it down your

throats, they'll give it to darron and let him

run. They're physical." Stull said.

UMass will again this week try a two

quarterback system, junior .lim Simeone

(137 for 298 for 1.4 11 yards and four touch

downs* will start before freshman Mike

Trifari (four of eight. 35 yards and no

touchdowns) will see some time in the

second period.

"Jimmy will start and Mike will see some

action and we'll decide who will play after

that," Stull said. "Mikes been a little

nervous in the game he has been in. but we
haven't given up on him. He's a player."

Whoever ends uj) calling the signals will be

looking to UMass" all time career receiving

leader, senior split end Bob Simeone.

The elder Simeone brother has caught 103

passes over four seasons. He needs just 31

yards to move into first place in the career

yardage race with Tim Berra (1974). He has

47 catches this season for 678 yards and all

four of Jim's passing touchdowns. Jim also

has plnvH into the record book with his 137

( ( 1 .1 HI IS this season, five more than any

(.' i. f I M.iss quarterback in a year.

'! i'< rushing game will see junior tailback

(,. inf. I'.irnwell (820 yards and three

H ,,. h<l.i-\ns) and jimior fullback Frank P'ay

(tour touchdowns in<'luding a 41 yard

scoring rush last week as UMass dropped

ils sixth straight with a 27 14 loss at

Delaware.)

Should th(> Wildcats win, they will share

(he Yankee Conference title with Rhodr

'sl;ind and Boston University, if (he Rams

ran beat the Huskies. BU is at Virginia.

Militarv. If all three teams win. the

Wildcats will probably get the Yankee
I Ml.. ,>.i«e cnanipionship and the

;iu(on)ii(ir her(h in(o th<' playoffs. BU or

URl would be iti line lor possible at large

licrlhs.

Should the Minutemen win. they won't be

goini; .iiivu here but hoine. pleased with the

f;i<M Ituit the\ ar;!i • a'^ l> id as everyone

makes them "Ul to be.

We can do n." Stull •^ald these guys

hav<' a lot of priiir anct , s. a oo.) ...al ol

abililx We aren't goinu to foi.J now
"

('.ll^-Kian phiitii h\ Brian (k.nye

UMass tailback George Barnwell needs 180 yards to reach 1,000 for the

season. The Minutemen, 2-8, are facing New Hampshire on Saturday at

Alumni Stadium.

TheFhdFbur

atagkmce
Where: Fetzer Field, the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill

When: Saturday at 11 a.m. Sunday at

12:30 p.m. (with a loss) or Sunday at 2:30

p.m. (with a win)

Who: UConn, UNC. UCal-Berkeley

Schedule: UMass vs. UConn. UNC vs.

UCal-Berkeley

The Records: UMass is 14-2-2, UConn is

16-3-2, UNC is 22-01. UCal-Berkeley is

13-3-1. UNC was second seed in playoffs

and ranked fir.st nationally.

Past Meeting: I'Mass defeated UConn
2-0, tied UCal-Berkeley 2-2.

IIM Players to Watch: Freshman Jolie

DePauw is the leading scorer and has a lot

of help from Lori Stukes and Chris Tag-

gart, two All-Americas. Goalie Jeanne

Paul will have to be sharp.

^nrtsatagkmce

UMass schedule:

Today:
Volleyball: at ECAC Tournament
Saturday:
Football: New Hampshire, McGuirk

Volleyball: ECAt Tournament
Fenciner: UM vs. Brown and 8i. John's

Prep. NOPK h) a.m. -4 p.m.

Wrestling: Harf«)rd. 7 p.m. Hoyden
Men's Volleyball: at BU Tourney
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Women *s soccer finish Ihird nationwide Money saved with

school lab move
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

The state's pesticide testing laboratory will be moved
from Worcester to a more functional location at the

University of Massachusetts to reduce operating costs and

provide students with laboratory experience.

liewis Wells, director of the Division of Regulatory

Services in the School of Food and Natural Resources, said

the l(K-ation change will save $18,000 in overhead charges.

"There's no cost to UMass. except indirectly because

some of the faculty will spend some time in the lab giving

input," he said.

Wells said the money for the pesticide laboratory, funded

by the state and the Knviromental Protection Agency, will

remain seperate from the department of food and natural

resources budget account.

The laboratory that tests soil and water bodies for

pesticide content is in the prwess of moving from the

UMass Medical School in Worcester to the ('old Storage

Building near C'henoweth Laboratory.

I i.lU'KiHii (iliiitii liy I'aul IVsmarai:

•We unll fn' ahle U> m.sc ttw equipmrni. girr ndvin'

and lend technical knowledge to th' lab.
"

Richard Rhode

Associate Director of UMatis

Agricultural bJrperiment Station

University of Massachusetts women's soccer midfielder Chris Taggart (left) and forward Jolie

De Pauw work a pass against Univ. of Calif.—Berkeley . See story page 12.
J

Public policy group lobbies at state house
SGApushes forBoardofRegents student seal, drinking age
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

A student representative on the Board of Regents. Short

term emergency loans for University of Massachusetts

undergraduates. A clause added to the proposed 21 year

old drinking age bill which would allow all 20 year-olds to

purchase alcoholic beverages until legal, if that bill passes.

These are among the priorities on the Student Govern-

ment Asstx-iation I'ublic Policy Committee's agenda. And
when committee members today make their weekly trip to

the state house, they plan to lobby Massachusetts

legislators for these student issues.

According to Public Policy co Chairwomen Beth

Harrington and Stacy Roth, a student regent has been

needed for some time, and last semester's attempt by the

Booard of Regents to pass a 15 percent tuition mcrease

showed the representative was a "necessity."

Although Public Policy worked to cap that increase to

seven percent. Roth said last week that the "regents'

tuition policy was so controversial that it became clear a

student regent is necessary to prevent this from happening

again.

"The stale has never had a set procedure for raising

tuition, or student representation on the board of Regents.

We need a student regent now more than ever." Roth

said.

The regents oversee the operations of 29 state colleges

and universities.

The proposal, which public policy made three years ago.

has gone as far as the Senate Ways and Means committee.

where it has stalled each year. continued im p. ,y

Experience offered in Oxford's 20th year
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Ernest Hefer's U^niversity

of Massachusetts students

like to kid that he's Henry

James incarnate articulate,

preci.se, having a dry sense

of humor, a man at home in

either England or the

United States. Hofer fields

good natured gibes about

his British .sounding speech:

"1 UHis in England every

summer for 20 years, you

know. The English accuse

me of being too American."

As one who could very well

qualify as an honorary royal

subject, the best position to

introduce American
students to England as

direcjor of the Oxford

Summer Seminar, now in its

20th year.

Since 1966, more than 2.500

UMass students have

studied at Oxford
University in England on a

program established by the

UMass English department.

Today, more than 46

universities and colleges

send students to Oxford at

Avon the birthplace of such

literary giants as

Shakespeare (Stratford On
Avon is very close); Chaucer

(The Trinity College library

at Oxford is "terrific," says

Hofer, for medieval
manuscripts) and Milton.

Art history, business, and

law courses are offered as

well, but mainly in the

context of the English

curriculum.

Students in the Oxford

program study there for six

weeks and usually earn four

credits per course. The
students live in Oxford

dormitories.

The seminar offers

programs not ordinarily

found in a UMass course

book, for instance,

"Shakespeare's F^nglish

Histories" and "Poetry of

the High Renaissance."

Hofer says, pointing to the

catalog, "Now look at this:

'English Art: Reason to

Realism." You learn about

the Victorian age, its

literature, and you do so

while touring places that

were built during that time.

When you read Wordsworth

or Shelley or any of the

others, you can see what

they saw in the places they

went: from that you may
incrj'ase your understanding

of the period"s writings.

These courses are taught by

British professors, there are

no more than 12 students

per class, and because of

that you get to know your

professor as a tutor.
'"

Hofer likes to talk about

the literature more than

those "other" attractions

side trips to London or

France or other parts of

Europe, and lack of a

drinking age. He would

rather discuss Henry james

than what are the best

drinking holes in London.

"1 can't quite say that all of

my students head for the

museums the first time out,

but they do eventually

realize they are strangers in

"The re;ison why the lab is moving from the medical

sch<K)l to Amherst is because of proWematic problems,"

Richard Rohde, associate director of UMass" Agriculture

p]xperiment Station said.

"The lab was located in the department of pharmacology

in the medical school and the department was not par-

ticularly interested in pesticides." Rohde .said.

"I don't know why the lab was in Worcester to begin

with," he said.

He said the laboratory is more appropriate here because,

"we deal every day with people involved with pesticides

through the department of food and natural resources."

The lab serves as the analytical arm of the State Pesticide

Bun-au. "Its major objective is to monitor the rates of

pesticide usage." John Clark, the laboratory's director of

research said.

Clark, assistant professor of toxicology, also said the new

laboratory will "provide the community with a faster

system of response in the analysis of pesticides in the

environment.

Rohde said the overhead costs will pay for heat,

janitorial services, and secretaries for the laboratory.

We've got a good pool of educated and trained f)eople

within the academic community who will work in the lab,"

Well said.

Under the contract between the University and the

Ma.ssachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture,

UMass faculty and students will gain valuable experience

using $7."),000 worth of equipment in the pesticide

laboratory, Rohde said.

"We will be able to use the equipment, give advice and

lend technical knowledge to the lab," he .said.

He said students in toxicology classes at UMass will also

gain first hand experience in the laboratory.

I'l.lUv""' phi.li. tiv Anily llfllir

Hofer: "... The best

part of this is that

you're learning in an

environment where all

this was actually

created."

a strange country. Simply

that feeling, of having to

fend for yourself for a while

in a place you've never been

that's half the trip."

The next meeting for

discussion of the Oxford trip

will be held tonight in

Bartlett 301 at 7:30.

Inside:
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Marching Band ends with a bang. -. p.

3

Group protests capitalism in the

Big Apple P-3

No one should stand for racist

rennarks P-5

Minutemen seniors' final bows p. 11

"I want to be cremated when I die, but un-

til then, I intend to preserve my body in

alcohol "-Henry Billings

The Cheap Wine Lover's Handbook
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I^o^Id^ndN^tional News
Father killed by son, 17,

with hatchet after fight
HINGHAM. Mass. ( AP) A 17 year old high school senior

was charged with murdering his father ^^i^h^ Satchel

early yesterday after he led police to the man s bloodied

body, police said.
. j • i

Hingham Lt. Kdmond Burgess said Robert l'"d^'f J!";

came int.. the police station around 6:30 a.m. and said he d

had an argument and his father was hurt

Police went to the home and found .% year old Robert

Ludwig Sr.. a Boston cab driver, on the kitchen floor. A

small. bUuKly hatchet was nearby.

He was chopped up pretty bad." Burgess said.

An aut<.psy showed Ludwig died of numerous head

,wounds and a concussion, he said
u ^..,„h i„r

The son was held in Hingham jail, scheduled lor

arraignment today on charges of murder and assault and

battery with a dangerous weapon.
... . u

•Thehoy said it happened around 1:30 a.m. and that he

wandered around during the night, walked to a friends

house and then wem to the station, he said.

Burgess said Ludwig told authorities he had an

argument with his father, and a.s a result he doesn

remember what happened. The next thing he knew, his

father was on the floor."

ludwig had lived with his father .ecenlly since his

nl;"hers death two years ago. Burgess said. The parents

had been divorced.

Chinese doctors invent male

birth controlmethod: theptug

I'FKINC; (AD Chinese doctors have perfected a new

male birth control device, a removable plug inserted by

syringe into the sperm duct, a newspaper reported

^ThTfrint page story in the Peking Evening News .said

medical researchers at the Shanxi ProvinciU 1 eople s

Hospital spent 12 years working on the plug and ex

perimenled with it by first using themselves as guinea

nigs then teste.! it on "1 .000 healthy males.

it is highly efftH-live. safe, non surgical, removable and

alU.ws for recovery of the males fertility." the paper

said. LI u

It did not explain what substance was m the plug or how

1,,,,^; it would remain effective, but described the device

1 as a liquid capsule that slops the sperm.

AF' l^wrpli'it'

A malnourished child leans against an uniden-

tified person in the Sudan as they sit next to an

empty bowl waiting for food at a refugee camp.
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US andUSSR unite with

aid to starved Ethiopia

Mcopu-r bor.' ihe stamp: Furnished by the People of the

United States of America.

Americans and Soviets, in one of their major emergency-

nsp^^^ne efforts since World War U. are putting their

ountries- .lifferences aside to work together on he airhft

taking fcx.d and supplies to millions of starving Lthiopian

'

'iHwit Wol^Giorgis. head of Ethiopia's relief effort, said

the' ccK,peration is such that sometimes "we are tran-

sporting supplies by Soviet aircraft with the fuel paid for

hv the American government.

. u nal^sls are'ordinarily not allowed to photograph

Sovlt aircraft or interview Soviet crew members m

Ethiopia. But an unscheduled stop last week by an

F hiopian Relief and Rehabilitation Commission DC-3

carrying rep..rters afforded a rare glimpse into the Soviet

1; ;;;lt:c;Sls shoo<.d reporters away from the four MI^

8 Soviet transport helicopters at this military base 165

miles north of Addis Ababa on the eastern edge of

Ethiopia's central highlands.

Besides the four helicopters involved in airlifting food at

Kembolcha there was another Soviet MI 8 chopper fitted

out as a gunship. apparently for possible use against

secessionist guerrillas opposing Ethiopia s Marxist

government. What appeared to be canvas covered field

artillery pieces were parked in rows around the airfield.

Boston aids homeless
BOSTON (AP) The city of Boston has set up a $22,000

matching trust fund to help the 2.000 homeless men and

women living on its streets. Mayor Raymond Flynn an-

nounced Sunday. . u f. «• - fV,^

City officials will use the fund to match gifts for the

homeless. The money is in addition to some $1 million the

city plans to spend on its homeless this year. Flynn told the

congregation at Our Lady of Good Voyage Church.

"We must act to help those for whom Chri.stmas Eve will

be just another night to try and stay alive." he said.

The city is seeking warm, durable clothing and packaged,

non perishable foods, which will be distributed to the

needy through social service agencies. Donations centers

will "be open at City Hall and Boston schools from

Thanksgiving to Christmas.

Seniors:

Sign up for your yearbook photo by call-

ing 545-2874 or stop by 103 Campus Center

for an appointment.

Free! '82 INDEX with every sitting

There will be a $2.00 sitting fee

MarchingBandgives its lasthurrah for an eventfulseason
I ^ r V •• W ^

By STEPEHN HIGGINS
Collegian Correspondent

In its la.st performance of the season, the

University of Massachusetts Minuteman

Marching Band entertained an exuberant

crowd Saturday at Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium.

This season has been one of the band's

most eventful, including performances at a

patriots game and at the Eastern States

Exposition in Springfield.

The band has also performed this season

before large crowds at Westchester

University in Pennsylvania and the

University of Delaware.

"We played to a full post-game audience at

Westchester, a school with one of the best

marching bands on the east coast and

received a standing ovation," Steven

LaKrance. a tuba player, said.

During a rendition of "Olympic Fanfare"

Saturday, the band made five precise

circles, which they joined together to form

the Olympic symbol. The quality and

organization of this year's performances,

LaFrance said, is the result of hard work by

more than 230 members, who attend official

practices for 17 hours a week.

"This year we've pushed for mu.sical

perfection more than others, and the band

has improved 100 percent." Neal Freeburn.

the band's head drum major, said.

Fifty percent of the band members are

first year students, according to Lai-'rance.

'We will keep getting better because so

many of us are just freshmen now. We are

lucky to have a good senior class to guide

the younger members along," LaFrance

said.

The tight knit group is led by band

direitor George Parks, a music professor

and author of "The Dynamic Drum Major."

Parks, who was hired by the University

after graduation from Westchester, is

highly respected by band members,

LaPVance said.

"Some people would do anything for that

guv." LaFrance added.

"Mr. Parks emphasized that our main goal

was to put it forth that we are the 'power

and class' of New England, and leave them

feeling like they can't wait to see us again,"

Freeburn said.

The UMass marching band will perform at

Amherst Center in December to celebrate

the holidays.

Collftris" (ihiitii hy Andy Heller

MARCHING TO THE BEAT OF A DRUM— In a game earlier this

season, the Minuiemen Marching Band, in tuned by its 17-hour per

week practices, entertain the football crowd at Warren McGuirk

Stadium during half-time.

CiillftriHii ph..l<> l>v I'lini Maiiiuik

A r.AME OF CHUTES AND LADDERS—A graphic design of steel beams shows the premature

stages of the D'Angelo building in Amherst Center that will include a Steve's Ice Cream store, a

coffee shop and two floors of office space by February 1985.

Research chief wanted to improve labs
i',yi).\Mi:LWiHTE

Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts ad
ministration is finalizing

plans to hire a director for

animal research who will

hel|» upgrade facilities on

campus.

.According to Michael

Weinburg. assistant vice

chancellor of research, the

job description has been

completed and as soon a.s it

is approved, the hiring

pnxess will begin.

"We hope to have someone

i^Public Policy
According to Al

Wallace, an aide to Ways
and Means chairman and

Sen. Chet Atkins (D-

Concord). problems with the

wording of the current draft

and the proposed number of

regents must be corrected

before the plan is reviewed.

"Presently there are 15

members of the Board of

Regents," Wallace said

Friday. "And this proposal

calls for the addition of one

more. This would make an

even number of members,

and a tie breaking vote

would be impossible."

Wallace also said that due

to an error the current draft

only allows for 14 members,

so the bill must be resub

mitted after corrections are

by March 1
." Weinburg said.

The new director will be

responsible for c(K)rdinating

(he care of all animals on

campus. As it stands now.

each department using

animals is responsible for

their care.

The departments are

currently monitored by the

.Animal Care t'ommittee. a

group of faculty members
experienced with animal

care, who comply with the

Animal Cart- Act.

The committee members
review pnx-edures. and

advise <m how to impr«)ve

animal can

They aUo
fi»rniation on

federal laws

(»n campus,

gather in

in

it

changes

and h<tw

relat<-s to animal care

proceflures at UMass.

Accortli'ng to Weinburg.

"there have been no major

problems before, we just

wanted to mak<' sure none

arose."

The decision to hire a

director came from an in

sped ion made by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture

two years ago. Weinburg

said. The inspection

revealed many problems.

i..._^ ctrntimied frirm p. I

i!i<lu<ling the need |nr im

prove«l caging and a full

lime veterinarian. Both ol

these- problems have sinci'

been taken «'are of and a

subse(|iienl inspection by

(lie USDA this past June

revealed no major in

fractions, he said.

"Thi- institution (UMass)

realized that we needed a

(pialified p<-rson to run

things," W<Mnburg sai«i.

Corporate pohcies

protest by women
By BECKY THATCHEK
Collegian Staff

NEW VOKK Carrying banners, huge puppets, drums and

posters, about .100 women, including University of

Massachusetts .students, inarched (hrough mid town

Manhattan yesterday, to protest the fM)licies of multi

national corporations head(|uartered here.

The "Not in Our Name" women's resistance action is a

IsNo day protest <-omprised of a legal march yesterday and

civil dis«)bedience demonslrati«ms ttniay

.

"\V«-re protesting against corporations because that's

where policies are made, not in Washington. D.C.." said

Elaine Puleo. a UMass graduate mathematics student.

The march, which at times stretched the length of three

city bl<.cks. stopped at the Upjohn t;orporation where

pn.testers hoisted a sign which said "Birth control that

kills is not in i»ur name."

Upjohn Corporaticm manufactures depi) provera. an

inj«rtabU- contraceptive that is banned in the U.S. but is

administered tf» Third World w(»men.

The march stopped at Citicorp Bank where women

chanted "aparthied is not in our name". Citicorp is the

largest lend«-r to the all while regime in South Africa, as

well as on*' of the largest investors in the U.S. nuclear

industry, according to (me speaker.

The last corporate stop of the march was Harper ' How

Publishers where women workers are fighting for a fair

contract, a«-cording lo Boston attorney .lulianne Dow.

The marchers chanted. "Union busting is not in our

name." Dow sai<l Harper & How workers have Ix^en

working without a contract since May 198.'U

The women al the beginning of the processi<m

repn sented "(hose things that are not in our name and the

women who marched a( the en<l carried symbols of

women's resistance and women's enpowerment." .said Lisa

Sheeny, a I 'Mass st udenl

.

W«mien leading the procession carried pictures of men in

l)usiness suits that said. "Unemployment is good for the

e.M.nomy." and "Lets return to tra<litional values." Al.so. at

the head of th«' march five women carried life size skeletal

puppets which represented "the walking skeletons in the

world who don't have enough I.hkI." Bona Slum, a UMass

graduate said.

made.
Dana Pierce, a public policy

member who was co

chairman this summer, said

he was recently told by an

aide to Senate Education

Committee chairman Gerard

D'Amico (D Worcester) that

passing the student regent

bill was one of D'Amico's

"priorities this session."

In addition to the student

regent issue, the 17 member Another public polic >

public policy committee is priority is a^*''"«
;*

trying to free money which "grandtather clause to both

count, which is part of the

Student Activities Tru.st

Fund. He also said his office

processes between $150 and

$200 per week in shoplifting

fines in the University

Store.

Harrington said the money

in this account would be

used for short term loans to

eligible students.

Another

Smith introdi

no drinking for the drivers

IS obtained by the

University through
shoplifting fines for

emergency .student loans.

Student Clerk of Courts

Mitchell Roye said Friday

that the shoplifting fines

make up the University's

"Judicial Sanctions" ac-

the Massachusetts House

and the Senate's versions of

the drinking age bill. If

passes, public poHcy's plan

would allow all 20 year olds

to purchase alcoholic

beverages for the duration

of the year if the drinking

age is raised.

fiy ROBERT KELLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Al Smith College, a program has been

instituted where one student in a group

will volunteer lo stay sober during an

event when alcohol is served and drive

friends hom«' to educate students about

drunk driving.

The college, as part of a state wide effort

with (lov. Michael Dukakis and

Universities Actively Reducing Drunk

Driving (CUARDD). and the state's High

way Safety Control Board, are wttrking

together on the "I am th«- Driver"

program.
Coordinating the program at Smith is

Katherine Moon, vice president of the

Smith chapter of (iUARDD. The purpose

«)f the program is "educating Smith

College visitors on the responsibility of

drunk driving with the hope of possibly

reducing the number of drunk driving and

alcohol related incidents throughout the

state." said Moon.

The program was recently instituted by

the Smith Students Recreation Council at

their weekly Thursday Night Club party

and will be repeated at all Smith serial

activities whi-re alcohol is served. Moon

said. The program entails offering

CUARDI) pamphlets lo any group that

niav be driving hom( after an event. The

group may ihen select one person not to

drink.

Anyone who volunteers will be given an

"1 am the Driver" pin which will entitle te

wearer to free non alcoholic beverages

throughout the event. The beverages are

supplied by the Smith dining service.

The (JUARDI) program is educational

and will not effe<-l the Smith College

Al<ohol policy except to strengthen it.

The program is also not involved with the

local or campus police. Moon said

^*^^;..^
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y^ Price
Perm Special
When you bring a

friend
One perm is full price— the other perm is ^h price

Total value $20.00 by appt. exp 1 1 /30/84

offer valid with this coupon

Deborah

"STsS
Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Letters to the Editor

Column missed the reality of Apartheid

This is in regard to Stephen E"<:i^«""f

column "Education Before Action, itol-

Wan, Nov. 15). Tm shocked that anycme

would have the indecency to write such a

myopic, uninformed article on such an ex-

trememly sensitive subject. To anyone at

all aware <.f the d>namics of the argument

„r of the conditions of blacks in South

Africa today. Erickson's ignorance is pain-

fully evident.

You speak of the "Sullivan C<«ie" (sic); 1

take it you mean the Sullivan Principles,

guidelines to employment practices for

U S companies in South Africa, you con-

tinually use such phrases as "for the most

part," "have largely complied with,

"have generally desegregated" and "m

many cases." The very use of such non-

committal expressions clearly reveals the

holes in the argument. It also makes clear

that you, by consciously using said phrases,

are aware of the fallacy of your argument

yet persist in stating it anyway. The fat-t

is, the Sullivan Principles are highly inef-

fective, are not mandatory and have pro-

duced no tangible results in ridding South

Africa of apartheid.

Tickets available at Civic

Center box office and all

Datatix outlets in Spr-

ingfield, Northampton,

Greenfield, Pittsfield,

Holvoke, Hartford, and

Amherst To charge by

phone call 787 6600

EVERYBODY'S
CHECKING OUT

OUR ART SUPPLIES
Precision drawing instruments

Drafting Tape - Templates - Triangles

- X-Acto Knives - French Curves -

Dusting Brushes - T-Squares
- Drawing paper

* Letraset - Kol-I-Nor - Chartpak - Staedtler-Mars - Charette -

Liouitex - Pentell - Strathmore - Winsor-Newton - Kodak *

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in

the Campus Center

You mention a poll by an "eminent'

sociologist which showed that 75 percent of

Black South African workers are opposed

to divestment. You failed to state that the

poll was conducted on 551 workers of

66,000 U.S. company employed workers

frdm a total work force of six million. You

also failed to state the fact that the poll was

paid for, in part, by the Reagan Ad-

ministration.

Then you get ugly. You state "The stan-

dard of living in South Africa, even for

blacks, is higher than in any other African

nation." How do you know? Have you

ever bothered to educate yourself on the

standard of living of blacks in South

Africa? Are you aware that infant mortali-

ty among blacks is 25 times higher than it is

for whites? Are you aware that blacks. 73

percent of the population, are allowed to

live only in designated "homelands" (Ban-

tustans) which comprise only 13 percent of

the South African land mass?

I'm afraid, Erickson, you've made it

quite clear that you are aware of very little

of the reality of South Africa.

Patrick Warner
Amherst

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

"1

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

I

$11.50 Long Hair

Please Call tof an Appointment

Expires 11 30/84 .

Styles by Deborah
AmWH MA b«8 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

A child once again

As a student, I am gratified to know that I attend a

"world class institution" right here at the University ot

Massachusetts. I have heard this mentioned many times

by my fellow students during the time that I've spent here

furthering my education. The professionalism shown by a

majority of our professors and their willingness to work

with students could never be measured on a mere scale

alone No. it would take much, much more. Backing up

our teaching staff is an administration bent on improving

the quality of teaching on this campus though the task

may seem herculean.

Yes, we should be grateful for this bounty that awaits at

our fingertips. As good as we have it, we must always, yes

always, rejoice in knowing that our Board of Regents will

always be willing to listen to the prattle of children no mat-

ter how senseless or trivial it may seem.

How gofxl it feels l^eing a child again.

Donald Scharz
Southwest

CHAMPION
JACKET
^printed

44.95
2 pockets

Extra heavy weight

athletic wear

reverse weave

machine
washable

S-M-L-XL

available in:

Light grey w/blue
Light grey w/red

Sarah

STORED

I
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

Store Hours

M-W 9-5

Located in

the Campus CentP-

Photo by Dwayne Autery

QjUmVERSITY
STORE^

I
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Enough is enough
Despite apologizing to the

Blue Wall crowd Friday night

for some controversial remarks
made two weeks earlier, enter-

tainer Cliff Meyers continued

offending people on the basis of

their race and sex during his

performance.

At one point Friday after-

noon, Meyers, after inviting

two women on stage to dance,

pointed to a Black man in the

audience and asked him to go

on stage because "everyone

knows Black people can

dance."

This type of behavior is not

acceptable and the Campus
Center cannot and should not

stand for it. The Campus
Center should not be using stu-

dent money to pay for an enter-

tainer who continually offends

minorities and women.
Two weeks ago, Meyers

pointed to a woman in the

crowd and made a comment
that since she was Portuguese

someone '*should get a pool

table." This reference to the

New Bedford rape case should

have been the last comment
Meyers made while on the

payroll of the Blue Wall. In-

stead, the BOG condemned his

actions but decided to give him

another chance.

There should be no second

chance for people to utter

racist and sexist remarks. A
campus that considers itself

progressive should not allow

the type of "entertainment"

Meyers brings to the Blue

Wall.

We refuse to stand for it and

we ask that no one else stand

for it.

Unsigned editorials reflect

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Repressionhere at home
Political repression a word one usually

a.ssociales with isolated, occasionally

rscaiatinu; inci(i»'nts in foreign countries.

One day therr is a story in the paper about

people being killed in South Africa; the next

day a slory is headlined, "14 hotels in the

Philippines will search guests." Then we

hear that (ieneral Pin(x-het in Chile is

torturing and imprisoning members of

turnups opposing his military regime.

And as the I'.S. government supports

brutal methods in foreign countries, more

sophisticated political repression goes on

domestically. Through various attacks on

institutions ranging from Mother Jones

magazine lo I he Freedom of Information

.'\ct. the Heat^an administration has shown

that its concern tor free speech is at best

selective, and at worst, non-existent.

But political repression can go beyond

atta<ks on freedom of speech. Apparently

the Keagan administration, through the

Department of Enegery, has awarded an

$8,").000 grant to a psychiatrist who wants

to study the "mental illness" of opposition to

nuclear power.

In four more years of the Reagan ad

ministration, it is possible that people like

Frances Crowe and Helen Caldicott be

determined mentally ill, not heroes, as

many had thought.

I just can't wait to see what this gover-

nment sponsored study decides is a cure for

their invented mental illness. Maybe it will

be impeaching Ronald Reagan. But don't

worrv. irthat were the case, it would be

extremely difficult to discover after what

he has done to the Freedom of Information

Act.

And let's not forget the hideous crimes of

COINTKLPRO against Martin Luther

Kink' Jr. and his colleagues in the civil

rights movements. COINTELPRO not only

harasses Coretta Scott King with tapes of

him in bed with other women, and at

templed to develop evidence that he was a

communist, but even worse brutally tor

Rebecca Thatcher

lured less well known members of the black

panther party and other civil rights

organizal ions.

P<H)ple whose opinions did not match the

status (luo have been institutionalized for

mental illness or simply called "crazy" since

the beginning of history.

.Another example of domestic political

repression is two Hills that are now in

legislative committees in the House and the

.Senate. These Hills make it a crime

punishable by 10 years in jail or a $10,000

line to support or be associated with >o

called terrorist groups. That doesn't sound

too bad. but who defines terrorism? Dont'

iret your hopes up, the state department is

not i,n)ing after the abort ion <'linic arsonists.

They n-serve the ri^ht lo define terrorism.

People providing suport to any group the

Slat<' «l<'partment does not want supported,

such as the FMLN or the Sandinistas, could

be facing prosecution. And to top it all off,

t here is a provision for a $.500, (M)0 rew ard to

those who turn their acquaintances in for

this supposed crime.

So when you read about the break up of

shanty town in Chile, don't think that kind

of repression is so very far away from

home.

Under four more years of the Reagan

administration, we can look forward to

more of the same. When he was governor

of California, the University of California

advertised for psychologists to develop

tests they could administer to applicants to

det-rmine whether or not the prospective

students would be trouble makers.

Apparently it did not work. Students

were "causing trouble" and Reagan felt

compelled to say, "if there has to be a blood

bath, let's ^et it over with."

Rebecca Thatcher is a Collegian Staff

member.
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It is enough to be human
On the way to the Nazi extermination

camps, a .Jewish father tells his children the

story of Abraham's near-sacrifice of his son

Isaac. That sacrifice was stopped by (iod's

word. The father goes on to say, "Today,

my children, this is another huge alter, not

on a sacred mountain but in a profane

valley of death. . . But man, unlike (Jod, will

not stop the knife. To the contrary, he will

sharpen it and fan the alter flames .so that

they may totally consume their sacrifice."

This story, from Hasidir Tales of the

Holocnuat by Yaffa Eliach, ends witli the

father's plea: "A man-made fire, a knife

held by man, must be stopped by man, by a

human voice, a human hand. My children,

l)e human in this inhuman valley of death."

In this nuclear age, as our governments

fan the flames for the final offering, is it

enough simply to be human? I think it is. I

think it is our only hof»e.

As human l)eings, how can we con-

template burning families to death? How
can we consider killing, in the most horrible

way, whole cities of children? How can we

consider destroying forever the trees of the

fall, the mountains, the rivers?

As human l)eings, we cannot, and so we

hear talk of "demographic targeting," "ac-

ceptable loss," and even "limited nuclear

war." Military strategists play war simul-

tion games in which bombs are blips of light

and targets—cities of people-are video

graphics. Pentagon officials move green

pins around on a map, each pin signifying a

hundred thousand deaths.

DeboraJi Kutenplon

I don't know what a hundred thousand

deaths are; my mind cannot grasp that

number. I don't believe the military

strategi.sts can know either. I do know

Marina, a Ix'autiful Soviet pixie of six, with

blue eyes full of love and laughter. And I

know I would not trade her life for

anything in the world.

We can commit atrocities in the name of

abstract ideals like preserving freedom,

defending our national interests, deterring

communist agression. What do such

abstractions have to do with the innocent

human beings with lives and loves and

dreams not .so different from our own that

we, righteously or fearfully, would turn in-

to shadows?

In its People to People project, the

Fellowship of Reconciliation has a post.er

which reads, under a picture of two Soviet

children:

There is no government so worthy as

your son,

no national glory so comely as your

daughter.

We can kill people when they become

ideals of numbers, pins or blips of light on a

computer .screen. Our crucial task is to

keep these people human to us, and to our

decision makers. Our task is to remain

stubbornly human ourselves.

Deborah Kutenplon is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Conte and aid

Referring to a statement

in the Novemt)er 6 Col-

legian, please allow me to

clarify the record. SAFA
(Students Advocating
Financial Aid) enjoys quite a

bit of support from
Representative Silvio Con-

te. Though he voted against

the Wright Amendment, he

has continually supported

higher education. The

Wright Amendment, in

fact, is a very miniscule

piece of legislation, and our

position concerning this

vote was not clearly stated.

Conte's record shows that

he has continually worked

for financial aid for

students. Conte has been

helpful to members of

SAFA and facilitates our

presence in Washington,

D.C. when we lobby for

financial aid.

Cynthia Howland
President, SAFA

A thank you
I wish to express my ap-

preciation to the 55,000 peo-

ple in the First Congres-

sional District who voted for

me. I also want to thank

those who worked at the

polls as well as those who
supported the campaign in

other ways, many of whom I

do not know and cannot

reach to thank personally.

Although I was not

elected to Congress, I

believe that our campaign

was successful in bringing

to the attention of many

f)eople the necessity for newr

leadership in obtaining jobs,

peace, and justice.

Mary Wentworth
- • -

' Amherst
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HEALTH & BEAVTY
SALE

$2.29

Comtrex Tablets

16's

FCOMTREX^

TABLETS

Wettine
& Soaking
Solution

B er H

wetting

solution

$2.59

Hypercurricula

$2.49

6.3 oz.

Good News Razor

6's - Pivot 5's

$1.09

Nature's Organic

Wheat & Honey

Shampoo
.79' 16 oz

$1.29

-»^, 4 oz.

effi^reg. $1.85

t*

HIOCHKMISTKV TLl 15

MKKTlNCi Come meet

„||ioi«rs. discuss up coming

luUJ trips, leoturi-s. siR'ial

c.venls and tuloring

possibililit's. Most of all

l,rinK enthusiasm, and we

will serve refreshments. All

are welcome. 7:00 p.m..

Room H)34 CTW.
2!Cy ri.rs riA'H swim
Come swin with the

••<Jinosaurs." (let an hour of

fxercise or just soak oti

some li/ard skin with

fri«'ndl,\ older students

>,'rad and n.nderjjrad. 7:30

H .•{(I. Hovd«'n.

IMTKI)
KlN(;i)OM IJMASS
F.XCHANUES Inlor

niational meeting for

students interested in year^

lonK exchan^jes offered

throujih I'Mass in the

I'nited Kingdom. 2:30

4::iO. Herter 3rd Hoor

lounge. _,^,
SPF.CTHl'M 0PKN1N(.

KKCKITION Join us in

oi-lehratin« the release of

thf 1984 edition of Spectrum

t.Kfay. Refreshments will be

served. Ma^azint'!^ will be

available. 5 p.m. 9 p.m..

Memorial Hall.

Regular / Unscented / Fresh

ColgatefZS t

Colgate Toothbrush .60*^

soft/medium /hard reg. $125

A<*'

Open
M-W 9-5

Check Up Toothpaste

4.1 oz.

Check Up Gel 4.1 oz.

$1.79 reg. $2.75

,o- DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S 1
^''^ COUPONS I

I on all Heftlth and Beauty Aidr ProducU |

:>

Located in the

Campus Center

PREPARE FOR

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
gAT«ACT«DAT>GRE«CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE GMAT
2/2/86 Exam 1/26/85 Exam

LSAT IMCAT
3/2/86 Exam 4/27/86 Exam

HKVONI) WAR Will our

generation make a positive

contribution to the evolution

of humanity? Working

together for a world beyond

war is one way to accomplish

this. 7:00. Rm. 803 Campus
("enter.

HKRl'KS LEC
irRK DISCI'SSION A
tree educational lee

ture/discussion "Herpes:

Spread the Word, Not the

Infection," for those in

terested in learning more

facts about herpes will be

sf)onsored by the University

Health Services on Thur

-il,i\. November 29 at 6:1%

p.m. in the University

Health Center. R<K)m 302.

SOUTH AKRIfA
SOLIDARITY South

Africa Solidarity Uommiltee

uill have its first meeting

Monday. No\ . 19, 7:00 p.m.

("(" Rni. I<i2. All community

members ar«' encouraged to

<'<inu' an<l share.

ANIMAL RIt, HTS
CO.M.ITION tome and see

\shai ue're all about!

There'- no obligation to join.

Newionurs always

welcome. 7 p.m., UU 801.

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves &
Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-5780

For information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

UMASS SKIERS
Join 2000 other

college students for a

winter break ski fes't at

Killington—from $177»*

IX'un Strang 54y-4()H6

Brad Kosfnbaum 253-9071

(leorge Whitning ,542-4288

Peter Laviolette 568-;Wl 1

exl 542

(W) 3M-2«M TOLL FREE

,

OF THE

$1.00 OFF
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Paul McCartney's

Give My Regards to Broad Street

Open:

M-F 9-5 ;'

<j,VmVERSITY
iSTORE

Located in the Campus Center

Mondav, November 19. 1984
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Country: a believable good time
by .1 AMES TAYLOR
ColU'gian Staff

As thf final scone slowly faded out and the credits rolled

on. the audience broke out in a cheer. Pushing through the

lobby. I heard an aging man state. "You know, it's damn

good to go see a movie and enjoy yourselves. That's pretty

ran' today." And I thought, this is great.

l-irst I vNiis skeptical about seeing this film, thinking that

il was a Silkwood with farmers. Hut it turned out to be

|usi the opposite. It is an intriguing and involving story

about a family and their problems. It is not a living room

drama, like most films today of its type. It was also the

fastest one hundred and ten minutes I've spent in a dark

room for a longiiim'.

'1 he film ilsi'lf reminds me of .Ii)hn Fords The Grapes o/

Wrath and How Greev h A/i/ ValJey with a little of

llaviks' Red River thrown in. Times change (or is it

(•eiiplel and the age of lomputers and big business has

taken ovei- personal life.

.Irssica Lange was looking lor a story like this and struck

gold vNith William Wittliffs >creenplay. The pace is e.x

,,.,ordinarv lor the material presented. Moments change

from harnionv to anger without a gap of unbelievability.

Lange deserved an Oscar for Frances, but was robbed.

She could be given one for her performance in this film as

the frustrated housewife farmer who takes on the FMHA.
Her real life boyfriend Sam Shepard plays her husband,

lie is one of America's best contemporary actors. He only

has to appear to perform, but carries his part with

relaxed grace.

"It wa^ the fastest one hundred and ten minutes I've

spent iyi a dark room in a long time."

The direction by Richard I'earce does not particularly

go anywhere, except in wonderful landscapes. This is an

acting picUin- above everything else. The characters are

>hovNn in.iependent and strong against the farm, the sky.

anil the beauty of the countryside. Compared to the way

farmers have bt-en treated in films in n-cent years, it's

damn good to se«' a respectful change. David Walsh's

pholography i» appealing and captures the look of the

farmers' lifestyle.

•11,.. IV nv .. 1. A flaws, the greatest being the conclusion,

although mit at the fault of the filmmakers. 1
was .so in

volved in the lives of these people. I wanted t.. stay l<.r

anolh»'r two hours.

The new Motorhead lacks direction

NO REMORSE
Motorhead
Bronze Records

Ry .M)AMRR1(;HTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Hail' Hail' Rock and roll! Indeed, this has been the way

with the quintessential heavy metal trio from Rritain,

Motorhead. This harvest of hardcore HM bands has ex-

pressed the power, drive, and "overkill" aspects of rock

ami n)ll through guitar, drums, horrific vocals, and the

grinding bass of Lemmy Kilmister over the past nme

vears.

This double album compilation, however, bares their

weakness along with their strengths. Uneven production

values and song selection mar this collection, apparently

<-«»mpiled by Lemmy.

Lvricallv. U-nmiv is honest about himself. He harbors

lillle affection for women and sees violence as a solution to

many of his problems. These qualities are not hidden in

sex lyrics, but are openly displayed.

The earlier re« i-iing^ l:«..i; llu '')'-.r/.-/7/ and fiomher LP's

lack much of tb. bit. .Liniy. .oid ^perd ol later material.

The sludgy pnxhiciioM (»f these tracks makes them sound

like mid p«riod HIack Sabbath, especially when compared

to their raucous live versions on No Sleep Til Ham-

mersmith.

Their live album, off of which three cuts appear here,

pnsents them as a true hardcore type band. This riveting

statement of sonic excess ranks with such hve classics as

the Who's Live at Leeds and Kick Out the Jams by the

MC.^) in terms of presenting ro<-k and roll as pure chaos and

violence, yet with a reason for living. This is as honest and

straightforward as ri»c-k can be.

In 1982. Motorhead released Iron Fist, a mostly sue

cessful attempt to dean up their live sound for the studio

while maintaining their forward thrust and power.

Cnfortunatelv. only the title track appears here.

Speedfreak guitarist. Fast Eddie Clarke (of the Ritchie

RIackmore sch(K)l) quit shortly thereafter.

Motorhead then rwruited ex Thin Lizzy axe bearer,

Rrian Robertson. The resulting LP, Another Perfect Day .

while not a (otal success, found the band in a new direction.

Violinist Julian Olersky, (ussisted by pianist Estela

Olresky, will perform ivorks of Britten. Lalo, and

Mozart at the University's Bezanson Recital Hall on

Monday, November 19. at 8:00 p.m. The concert is

free and open to the public. ^^^^^^

Combining slate of the art guitar riffs and phra.ses (and

just a smidgen of melody) with the punk like overkill of the

rhythm secli<.n. they came up with a new kind of ex-

cruciating hard HK-k.

Motorhead 1984 seems a shadow of its former self.

Missing drummer Philthy Animal Taylor for propulsion

and guitarist Clarke. lh»" new band lacks much in definition

and character.

Sometimes No Remorse reminds me of a kid making his

own cassettes, simply taking his favorite bits and slapping

them togeth.T with a minimum of planning. Motorhead s

straight for the gut approach is be.st experienced on

earlier rec<»rds, not on this occasionally i-njoyable album

(also available in U-ather).

Et

»« nm^ m i'f p' ryf ri

There will be a reception to celebrate the release of this

year's Spectrum "1984 and Beyond" tonight from 5 to 9 pm

in Memorial Hall. Copies of the magazine will be available,

and refreshments will be served. The public is invited.

DOUBLE FEATURE QfUflf^

,« ratlTflSY

? OVCRSTOCK

5ALF,
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Monday and Tuesday

Roman Holiday

Place in the Sun

lf<I COMICS. BOOKS,

AND MORI"

SOMl MOKt THAN

1H MAIN ST .>•>'' HOOR
AMMl"'' .">^ '3'/44

N.->V. TV

'W

Now's
the time

to call-

North Amherst
Motors

nt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Change your
tires NOW .

.9S
per pair

Alignment and
balanciiig

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuM ServKe Tire Slorc

re Sunderland Rd . No Amheril. MA
S49-4'04

I

UMASS SKIERS
Join 2000 other

college students for a

winter break ski fest at

Killington— from $i77"

Dean Strang r)49-4()«i6

Brad Kosenbaum 2r).S-'.K)71

(ieorge Whitning 542-42K8

Peter I,aviolette 568-331

1

..vl .'.42

f^ «4(.
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AMHERST DELICATESSEIN
In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

On-Campus & Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

• Overstuffed Sandwiches
• Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & Salads
• Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake ^^

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEIN

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Are you wondering what to pre-register for?

Consider .he health AldC
Program

As a Peer Health Promoter, you

• LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

• TEACH YOUR PEERS
ABOUT HEALTH

233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549^14
Often Mon Sat.. 9 a.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun.. W

• GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For more information about this 3 credit course

sponsored by the University Health Services,

call the Health Education Office at 549 2671 ext. 181

Having Hassles?
We Can Help. ^

(=»'««!

^l:
v^_

Mediation Project
an ttamativ* method of lotvtng problomi:

• RoomatM
• Landlord/Tenant
• Neighbors "
• StudenfFaculty
• Sexual Harassment
• Family members
• Employee/Employer

Mediation

PrO|«e1

545-2462

Mon.- frt. »-9 127 HMbroudc UMsm
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Marion Hair Design
Mjrji

Han
Deitgri

..^-

Don't be caught out of condition for

the s/c/ season

Marjon brings you the endless summer!

ONLY
$40.00

-Safe

-Fast
- Beautiful

- Prefered

- Professional guidance by

trained cosmetologist

- Relaxing atmosphere

- Tan the safeway

CALL US NOW FOR DETAILS
-,f*>\ Mt. Farms Mall

^ 1 Route 9
/

/

Mi

Hadley, MA
586-4551

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimimnHmi"""""""""""""'"""""""""""""
mmmiimniimmin""'"""""!

UMass Transit Service
|

presents the |

Intersession |

I Training Program |

I for Bus Driving Jobs |
I 100 applications will be ^iven out |

I on Tues. Nov. 20th at 7:00 pm in CC 174
|

I You Must: - have 3 -i- semesters left at UMass |

I - be at least 18 yrs old |

I - have had a driver's license for 1 yr
|

I Bring proof of your class year |

I (no id's) to the meeting |
i women/minorilifs/older students encouraged to apply |
i UMTS is an AA/EO employer |
I for further info, call 545-0056 i

BODY SHOP
ADVANCED FITNESS
TRAINING CENTERS

Sign up now at /ess than half of the regular rate

(of $45.00)

$20.00
includes unlimited use of the

unique ''omnikinetic" system of

strength development

Monday, November 19. 1984

Doonesbury

AU-PRJNCe, I'MHONORS

TMvmomuiAmfiHeAR
LANPi

Coilegiaii »

By Garry Trudeau

THISISeRBAlCHie^,

RMliGKATtHAl
MHm'simTnT
Sims TO HI6H

HtAm

GARUCANPUCA
imvsL£A/es.

rruAJiPSOFf

eVIL SPIRITS.

&/IL

SPIRITS^

UIHAfe\/IL

5PIRJTS7
\

POSSJBL^ LABOR PtSJVRB

ANCaS.POHBR FAILURES.

LAPSe^OFPOUaPRCfJBC

-nON.THATSORJOFTHINd

UASIHG II AaUALVi
ANPyOU'Re I'LL so LOOKFORtUaf^

61VIN6 Me TOyOUR EXPRtSStOH

ThlS^ 0F6RATIWPe

Tmlay's Weather

Get Uie shovels out to clear

a few inches of the season's

first snow accumulation

with temperatures in the

blistery 20's. Tonight,

clearing and colder in the

teens. Tomorrow, mostly

clear and cold, highs in the

30's.
"^

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

BOYDEN
7-9 A 11-1 P

4-6 P

NOPE
7:30-9 A 4-6 P
11-3 P 7-9 P
12-3 Saturday

rlffl [is] ffl][fl [M] fill fra]fP ffs]

a unique
opportunity

for

Agriculturalists —

The toughest job

you'll ever love

Available at

^JjmVERSITY
mSTORE^

HURRY! Limited quantities.

Plus...enter the SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKES

for vou and the world itself You can put your ACRI-
( ULTURE DfCRFf or FARMING EXPFRIENCt to

work at d c hailenging, demanding and unique oppor-

tunity Youll be meeting new people, learninga new
language, experiencing a new culture and gaining a

whole new outlook on your future career or retire-

ment. And while you are building your future you II

help people in developing countries by sharing your

skills in crop or livestock production, bookkeeping,
soil management, equipment care, agribusiness or

other capabilities necessary for food production.

The financial rewards may not be great, but as a

Peace ( orps volunteer your opportunity for growth
is certain

' li n k or
1

'' n^

V 1.4 .1

r n.-ii 1 ,

— STORE COUPON
^ To receive yocif free school ra/or

^^l^l^l^- ^_^ first fill in the required information

Pr»%9r\f to boo*»lOfe

ONC Ptm 9TUOCMT OMLVSuperll
Name

Address

City

iO»

Stale

Phone •

Code

'hit coupon is your entry to tr>« ^c" ..» Super il Arrii«<ic Bag S«r«ep«tjke9

Located in

the
Open
M F 9-5 -,„

Sat 10-3 9f'"P"*
Center

^UNIVERSITY
STORED

. ami ?fln Piy<vwnmi/i

JfjiJjrmiQ' with.

TTlm. Tfls/tXim^

The Nuclear Broach
ByNRC

f«*M+R6Ci>i€r(twalb£|

Bat Brain

Cyo TO m^PfiN'fl'bsr

o^ IsWdis) ftfyi so,

Rosty sendis \*r

off w*iVV\ a

ditSCR\p+iof> of'

Hs poRpoSt arvdi

irfi+ROC'I'ionS.

:^A

TDrvJ-G-HT'S "THE

flcLOUJCl) TOG-fVE JJP

X'm GtOinJG-

TO ^HOcJ >^-r

islitE.

CONttKfJ
HoiJCER.

WcxS S imply € I Ok^<i arxA

Vtu*<^\t<i to impress hfA
ff^itrvds. ^

Bv Bill Bearing

9ymi'i°iTHV THr7oO(VM

E.Oi5 LEOv/eS

Gorde
By Gorde

"""M
Ry:iF NBRE.
LISTER '

Fntf^&or TO

TELL rOU TO
VJfKTCM OUT

\ FOR ^^^^f,
VOO SEE. .

\MFBK IM tJ<M'A\8ER

TUer ^"CE OhJ

n^E APl-'BAf. '

AKXE OF YOU^
blG&E'ST
AhJXlBTY/

rALt:iK/

'SEROUS '

'I

Yeasthead
By Jason Talerman

N^o^t" bo bad .

L

5:
V . " — ^ — •

I tppi^f^-

s t ^

fht rely

$Money,money,nioney$

Are you interested in writing

business articles? Are you interested in

reading more business news and

opinions?

If so, call and ask for the Business

Manager at the Collegian

545-3500

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Boulique

5 Himalayan
antelope

10 Very mucri

14 Greenwing
15 Heatti plant

16 One of

Columbus
stMps

17 Maioior Minor

constellation

18 By no chance

19 Too much Fi

20 of wits

22 Handsome
horses

24 Atelier

lurnishing

26 Like a cerlain

hatter

27 Airedale

30 Kind oi dugout

34 Pepper shrub

35 House of

worship

37 Small children

38 Heart s ease

40 Gambler s note

41 College in

Denver

42 Fringe

43 Part Ola table

d hole meal

4b Compass
leading

46 Ooiing
48 Accumulaler)

50 Fuss and
bother

51 Still pictured a

sort

52 Go 100 tar

56 Hosiery

60 Arizona Indiar.

61 Rhone tributary

63 A crowd, in

Berlin'

64 Oneol many
65 Fuse with coloi

66 Breslau s rivei

67 Riled

68 Old Italian pla*

ing card

69 Current fashion

IK)WN
1 Blunt end

2 Olympian
goddess

3 Hops drier

4 Inferior race

horse

5 Rivei into LaKe

Ontario

6 Mine output

7 Competitoi

8 The maples
9 CilymSe
Wyoming

10 Counteracting

remedy
11 Piece of Italian

currency

12 River in Siberia

13 Bugle call

21 Nonpioles
sionals

23 Ballet studio

need
25 Costly lur

27 Recordings

28 Circumvent

29 Cattle country

30 More than one

31 Green plums

32 City near

Venice

33 Chariot, m
ancient Britain

36 Caldron

39 Talte apart

41 Prepared for

action

43 Self centered

one
44 Distinguished

47 Classified

Items

49 Rarely

51 Javelin

52 Musical work

53 Chianli

54 Arab chieftain

55 This, in

Barcelona
57Churchc«lendar

58 Shortage
59 Sovereign s

line

62 Cruise port tor

short

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Qcia [jaci

ouoS uuuiiiii \mmi
r^^TE yimNl?
oaa \iMu

r

1 7 J 4

1

s & T 1 •

1

10 7 n

u 15
It

1

'

11
14

?0 71 I 77 73

^^

hiMB ?« 75

L
75

1— ifevi
V n M M

L 3H

)' il

]< ]i M
—^

u !r- 40 L
•? I 41 "1 I
4t 1? 41 4<l

M^l M 1'' §1
57 S] 44 55 I 5t

5- 51

M~

1

H t7

1

(kl _
M~ »5 W _
TT" u h'i

ii/i9/a4 |<MU 1 <•« *«trt«^ I"

LUNCH
Dutchess Meat Pit- (".ravy

Tuna Melts
^p.^xcS LUNCH

Vegt'tahU' Shepherd's Pie

Tuna Melts

DINNER
Creole Chicken

Baked Ham with

Raisin Sauce

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Creole Chicken
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UMASS MINUTEMAN BASKETBALL

Monday. November 19, 1984'
Monday, November 19, 1984 f!

Collegian "
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»
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4-

»
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4-

4
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4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

Student Ticket and Transportation

Information
All 1984 85 Home Men's Basketball Games will be played at

the Springfield Civic Center

UMass full-time undergraduate students must have a ticket

for admission to all UMass Basketball games at the Spr

ingfield Civic Center.

To receive a Free Ticket you must be an undergraduate

UMass Amherst student with a valid UMass/ Amherst ID

Undergraduate students with a valid UMass/Amherst ID

may pick up one ticket per game at either of the following

locations:
UMass Ticket Office

Boyden Room 255

Monday through Friday

8:30 AM 2:00 P.M.

or

Springfield Civic Center Ticket Office

After 2:00 P.M on Monday Friday Game Days

After 12:00 Noon on Saturday Game Days

Tickets tu' each heme game will be available beginning

7(iays prior to the event.

StuJent Bus Transportation Information

olouent bus transportation will be available for all UMass Home Basketball games to be played

this year at the Springfield Civic Center.

Where and When to Pick Up Bus Tickets ....
Undergraduate students with a valid UMass/ Amherst I.D. may purchase one round-trip ticket

beginning one week prior to game day at either of the following locations:

UMass Ticket Office

Boyden Building, Room 255

Monday-Friday, 8:30 A.M. 2:00 P.M.

•Tickets Unlimited

317 Student Union

Monday Friday, 3:30 P M. 5:00 P.M.

•Bus tickets are not available at Tickets Unlimited on game day.

Cost for Bus Tickets

The bus tickets may be purchased for $3.00 (non-refundable) and includes transportation to

and from the Springfield Civic Center

Bus to the Civic Center Schedule

Students may begin boarding buses in front of Boyden Building one hour and thirty minutes

prior to game time. Buses will leave randomly as filled. The last bus will leave Boyden no later

than one hour prior to game time.

Bus from the Civic Center Schedule

Students may begin boarding buses for the return trip to Amherst immediately following the

game. Buses will leave randomly as filled. The last bus will leave Springfield Civic Center no

later than one hour after the conclusion of the game.

Questions: Call 545 0810

Shear Delight

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

»
4-

4-

4-
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4>
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4>

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4"

4-

4

Hours: Tues-Sat
9:00-5:30

Walk Ins Welcome

Beauty Salon
228 Triangle St.

Amherst

549-1502
COMPLETE

HAIRSTYLING
ron

MEN and WOMEN

I
I
I
I

HAIRCUT $7.00

CELLOPHANES $16.50

Offer good thru 12/1/84

-oow.Tow.sp.^n^

PARKING
i

1.00
'

AT THE CIVIC CENTER GARAGE
I FOR

)
UMASS BASKETBALL

AT THE SPRINGFIELD
CIVIC CENTER

I

UMASS students, present this coupon

and your student ID and park for S 1
00

! (feg. $3 00)

\ Easy Civic Center parking with airwalk

j
access to the Springfield Civic Center,

I site of this season's UfwlASS
Basketball Games.

1

..^ -\^

tntiMCfwia
.-^-^

This coupon is good one time only 'or any game

ttirougrwut ine season

413-787-6118 <

;,^,":'rr^;:-;n:;";"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^..^^a.^^^^4^^^^^

rANMINC
AUTMOdlTV

UMASS
MICKEY MOUSE

T-SHIRT

6.95

/

All Cotton

S-M-L-XL

Also available in

Children's Sizes

photo oy

Dwayne Autery

Happy Thanksgiving!
GO HOME IN STYLE.

Open
M-W 9-5

Located in

the Campus Center

QyUNIVERSITYmSTORED
J

Seniors make last ^ame
the best one forUM
Minutemen hadmuch toprove, anddid
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A happy ruckus in the locker room, smil-

ing faces, and pats of congratulations were

part of the victory scenario as the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts senior football players

left Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium for

the last time after defeating the University

of New Hampshire 14-10.

Although the team had been plagued

with a six game losing streak, the

Minutemen said the victory set an example

for the underclassmen players and showed

to "everyone" that the team could deliver

when demand called.

"We could have given up but we played

our hearts out," Bob Simeone, who broke

UMass' all time career receiving yardage

record with 1,569 yards Saturday, said.

"We definitely set an example for the

younger players because we showed how to

comeback in the losing season, and that's

what I'll always remember," Simeone said.

He said he has felt the pangs of the

season's defeats and attributed the losing

streak to "bad luck."

"Call it whatever," Simeone said "but all

that matters is that we beat the number

one team in New England even though our

record won't show it."

Simeone, whose next goal is becoming a

pilot, said the last game will be

remembered the most because "it really

made the season."

This game picked up everyone's spirits,

especially the younger guys. It really made
the season," said tackle Don Day.

"Today's win means more psychological-

ly," Day said. The big lineman said he

hopes to pursue a career in coaching.

Glen Holden, who made several good hits

at safety said the victory will provide next

season's team "with a good nucleus

underneath the younger players' belts that

they'll remember."
"Everyone was down on us but we had

something to prove before the season end-

ed. We won and this win will change the

attitudes of the men on the team," Holden

said.

Todd Comeau, who also has his last

season with the baseball team left to go,

said the team's losses could have been at-

tributed to the new head coach Bob Stull.

"We had the talent to do it but with the

new coach being there we had to settle in"

he said. Once Stull has a feel of how the

team operates, a good record is inevitable,

Comeau said.

"We had a tough time, I'll admit that,"

co-captain Peter Tracy said. "But we
showed a lot of emotion out there today.

When we knew we could win it in the

fourth quarter both the offense and

defense did what we needed to do, keep

playing hard. It was a great feeling to win

this one. I'll never forget it."

Nor will many UMass fans, this was truly

a great one.

UMass defenders Peter Tracy and Mike Favreau crush UMl'sol*; run-

ning back Andre Garren during Saturday's action.

ifFootballupset UNH- ^continued frtmi page 12

Illinois wins Tip-Off,81-64
lUini defense shuts offOklahoma, Tilsdale

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collepian Staff

SPRINCiFIELD The University of

Illinois, specifically center George Mon

iKomery. outmuscled the University of

Oklahoma and Wayman Tisdale lo take the

sixth annual Tip Off Classic 81 64 in the

Springfield Civic Center.

"The first time I played Wayman I just

watched (as he scored 34 points two years

a^o). t(xlay I went at him and enjoyed

myself a little more," Montgomery said

after holding the junior All American lo

just 19 points while scoring 17 of his own.

The mini, ranked second in the nation,

didn't allow Oklahoma lo score until the

17:40 mark oi" the first half and other than a

tie at six and eight, led the filth ranked

Sooners for the entire game w ith a balanced

offense and a sagging defense on Tisdale

that forced the Sooner guards to bomb
away from the perimeter without much
success.

Illinois had four players in double figures

led by Montgomery and guard Bruce

.'Mtenbergi'r's 14. Anthony Welch followed

with 12 with Bruce Douglas adding ten.

"Wf ilid what we had l«> do. iIoUiim

Tisdale. shoot well and rebound with

Ihem. ' Illinois coach Lour Henson said.

"Every starter played well, they all played

well."

Oklahoma cut the lead, which at one lime

was as high as 15. to ten with 2:46 lo go on

Tidale's jumper. But the Olympian's fifth

foul with 2:42 to go and a bench technical

gave the Illini four free throws and those

points sunk the Sooners.

"Wayman is the most abused player in

America today." Sooner coach Billy Tubbs

complained. 'This was the worst we've

played in four years. Their defense wasn't

anything special, we just didn't play well."

Allenberger scored ten first half points for

the Illini as Tisdale was held to just eight on

two for six shooting. The SiK>ners shot just

41 percent for the game (19 43) while the

Illini were 52 percent (24 35). They were

also 12 of ir>froni the line.

'I don't know how g(xid we are." Henson

said. "Oklahoma is better than they

showed today.
"

"Wavman doesn't foul you." Allenberger

said. ""He played for the flag. But you do

what you have to against him. Today we

did and we won.

told Jimmy about it and

we tried it after coach (Kevini Karwalh

okayed it. It sure worked."

UNH went ahead with a 20 yard field goal

by Eric P'acey after UM kicker George

Papoulsidis mi.ssed the first of his three

field goals late in the second quarter.

But the Minutemen. after a scoreless third

period, slugged it out with the Wildcats and

found themselves with a first down at the

UNH 45 with 10:19 logo in the game

A George Barnwell run for seven yards (he

had 111 on the day) and a Jim Simeone

three yard scramble set up a Jim lo Bob 33

yard pass lo the UNH two as Wissman was

again filled. Frank Fay fumbled at the one

with Simeone recovering before the

quarterback carried for no gain. Barnwell,

on third down, got nothing. On fourth

down Stull called his quarterback's number

and Simeone followed Stan Kaczorow ski's

block for the winning points.

UMass 14,NewHampshire 10
UMass
UNH

7 7

7 3 ft

14

•jO

Scoring:

Total Offense: UM: 353. NH: '^3

Fumbles-Lost: UM. 4-2, NH: 3 2

First Downs: UM: 18. NH: 16

Penalties: UM: 6-44, NH: 4-50

Passing: UM: J. Simeone 9-14-152-0-

NH: Lederk 4-13-65-0-0.

Rushing: UM: Barnwell 26-111, Fay

13-55. NH: 32-140. Lec-lerc 12-4S.

Receiving: UM: B. Simeone 4-1 14, Bam-
well 4-31. NH: Flanagan 3-54 Va

Possession: UM: 28:02. NH: 31:58

NH: Leclerc 2 run (Facey kick)

UM: B. Simeone, 39 pass from J. Simeone

(Papoutsidis kick)

NH: Facey. 20 FG
UM: J. Simeone 1 run (Papoutsidis kick)

Volleyball fourth in tourney
The University of

Massachu.setls volleyball

team ended its 1984 cam

paign on a sour note over the

weekend as the Spikers

placfd fourth in the E('A(^

championship tournament,

losing to Army and East

Strousberg University in

llic <-onsolation final.

CMass lost to Army in

what was one of the

premiere matches of the

tournry. 9 1."), 15 11. 7 15.

k; 1 1. I 1 1"). and Ea.sl

.St roiislxrg in three

straight, 1 1 IH. 11 15. 7 15.

(i.mie four of the Army
contest IVature<l a thrilling

conuliack by UMass.
Trailing 14 H UMass. behind

the hitting of .Sally Maher.

rM:i.ss. in game five,

almost piilh'd off another

incredible upset. After

falling behind H I, they tfM»k

an 11 H lea«l with Maher

again lea<linK the way. But

.'\rmy took i hi- next seven

points to lake the match. 15

11.

R()(.1;K('II.\1'MA.\
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AUDIO

Beckers Spaakar* high 8 mid frequency

control 300w, 19 mo old. 10 yf warranty

nol abused 2S6 1612 2S0 or BO

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Oataun 210 4 door 5 speed 41 mpg
good condition $2900 666 3986

Pontiac Lamana six cylinder excellent run

ning condition »600 733-«41 will show in

Amherst

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJa audio and

visual entertainment for the 80s 584 6712

Rack A Disc Rack A Video Entertain

ment Agency. Oisciockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

S49 7144

FOR RENT

For rent 1 bedroom apt Cliffside S336

utilities included Dec 1 call 665 3337 after 7

PM

Apt for rant: 2 bedroom apt. Main St

Amherst »496.00 plus. 1 yMr lease

256-6160 ask for Kevin

Lg rm Northwood older student for spring

and su.-nmer call Tracy 865-4931 for more in

fo

case Sl/bor HO S4bb169

Must sail: Kent Les Paul copy with various

effects Hondo Professional S150 each o'

BO Two amplifiers Peavey Bandit and

TUSC Only «150 each Also MXR
Analogue Delay S50 Please call Dave at

2S3 3368

Celtic s Tickets Promenade Floor Friday

. Nov 23 7 30 pm BO 253 7486 Mike

1972 Ford Gran Torino Wagon 8 cyl^

auto trans . p s runs very well 300 or BO

call Rob after 5 30 at 256 6365

Lab Sarias L6 lOOw guitar amplifier mint

condition 360 OBO^ob 549 5316

FOR SALE SUNTANS

Wa~lnvlta you to visit our beautiful

spacious facility Your first tanning session

IS always tree, our prices can t be beaten,

and we offei student payment plans that

make us very affordable "'flh" "°*

unlimited visits until 11 30 o^'V S29 00 Le

Bon Soleil 264 N Pleasant St 253 9464

^
OAY^Ir teSBIAN

FOR SALE

VanU9« alKtrlc gultM: tNWttTrMiW <«ltti

The Paoplas Gay Alliance hosts a social

hour each wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Checkthe

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ad to attendi

The Wad7l1 21 -•« social has bean cancell

ed Happy Thanksgiving; we II see you after

vacation'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TERI

Lova alwaya your roemmata and bast

friend Je me fier a ma camarade de cham
bre

HELP WANTED

Politics Can Pay
Massachusetts Fair Share offers full and

par! time work on voter rights, toxics, and

economic reform Paid training Hours

130 9 30 PM «180»250'Wk or 4 » 9 30

PM $60 $150/wk Call 5M 8713 or

1 800 962 7478

General Laborers apply to the Rusty Nail 5

to 8 Wed through Sun

Earn $6-7 an hour Must be 18 or older

have own insured reliable car Apply m per

son Domino 8 Pizza Bi 9 Hadley

Now taking applications for fall and par

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Domino s Puis Rt 9 Hadley

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer yr round

Europe S America Australia. Asia, all

fields $90 2000 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write IJC PO Bx 62 MAI Corona Del Mar,

CA 92625

Hardsparson to work full time 6 30 a m
10 30 a m and 4 00 p m 7 00 p m six

days Consisting of milking m parlor

feeding and cleaning calves, other odd
chores Call between 9:00 a.m 3:00 p.m.

6667174

HOT TUBS

day all night 1 hour tub at H hour price call

253 7727

LOST

Stolen in Sylvan area or Boyden Gym
Brown leather wallet containing license

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4098 no questions

asked the name is Kelley McCormick

Brown key bag lost 11/14 M reward

please call 549 3542

Lost at FAC bus stop Grey backpack Fn at

5 pm substantial reward"' Peter 546 9607

Gold Bracelet great sentimental value

Pleas*- return call 546 537b $$$ reward

Skateboard left in Bluewall 11 /Sat Hap

py Hour please call 546 6322 restore my
faith in humanity

MOTORCYCLES

Honda XL17B on/off in great condition

many new parts 376 OBO Rob S48-6316

PERSONiALS

Hot Tub Spaclai avary Mon t ua Wad all

Bush Bash LAGNAF Now sign up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con

course 545 3437

THE LESBIAN BISEXUAL 6 GAY
MEN'S Counseling Collective offers FREE

peer counseling for everyone effected by

sexual orientation issues M T Th F 4-8 pm
Cell 545 2645, or info-lir>a 546-0884 Rm 433

Student Union .

To Amy W of Canea. Your smile makes
my day We have one thing in common and

thats Sociology 103 ITABF' Keep smiting

Happy Birthday Sandy Nov 18 k>ve John
and George

Is it true you can buy jeeps (or $44

through the U S Government' Get the

facts today' Call 1 312 742 1142 ext 6931 A

Hay LinusI You bet I'm happy' XOXO
PMPM HB SSSSTTT PKEW' Lowe,

Susanne

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers. Caaaa, Disaariationa, Thoaoa.

on campus low rates guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

Rochester. NY for Thanksgiving will pay

gas call Anne 253 7333

RIDERS WANTED

Share a rida to Atlanta Georgia or

anywhere in between around Thanksgiving

call 413666 8697

ROOM WANTED

Do you nmui a roomla m Townatwuaa or

Brandywine^ Jess 548 1377

Looking lor off camnus housing lor one

single women Jan 1st 546 6257

I'm advertising early bocauaa I want to

find a single rm in a house w/in walking

distance of campus Crazy? Probably Rates

lo be diecuaasd, etc. fr8l04

Two women iDottmg for second semester

off campus housing Please call 54fr5264

ROOMMATE WANTED

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment Brittany Manor 9 6 545 2544 after

6 253 5239 femalels' only ask for Angie

Responsible mala tu share Colonial Village

aparlmeni Available immed January

2S6 0078 eves

SERVICES

Treat Yourself -'iBM professional typing

Romance languages Suzanne 253 TSbb

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIErUS^^ #1

student ; budget travel agancy Free catalog

Call 1617) 266 1926 o' write. 729 Boylston

St Suite 201 Bo««o>v MAa2116

FREEPORT. BAHAMAS tor 7 days and

nights airfare and hotel included $229 call

Paul 546 8819 of Alan 546 8841

WAf^TED

Im collecting MIAAR Ideas Fantasies

Stunts DrawingaltMi Violem Thoughts for a

WILD FILM I'rn tntking Send ANY and
ALLidaasto 317 JOHNSON DORM. CAM
PUS MAIL

TO RENT

Laoaa for dM in ,Brandyvvir>a Puffton or

Townhs for Jan ftward call Mike or Tom
549 3914

<
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NCAA title hopes fall for soccer
UConn wins, 2-1 in OT
By IIKRRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

CHAFKL HILL. N.C. Univeristy of

Massachusetts women's soccer coach

Kalenkini Banda knew what kind of soccer

team his 14 3 2 Minutemen were before

they set foot on Fezert Field on the campus

of the University of North Carolina this

weekend.
"A lot of people don't realize how younj?

we are." he said bef<.re the Final Four. "We

start six freshmen. It can be an asset, the

younK K'rls Ro out there and go wild but

they can come out and start panicking."

The Minutemen were constantly

frustrated by a stubborn Unviersity of

Connecticut team and saw the Huskies take

advantage of CMass' defensive miscues to

take a 2 1. double overtime decision in the

semifinals of the Division I championships

here Saturday.

Denied ih.- chance to face North Carolma.

a 2 1 overtime winner over California in

their semifinal. I'Mass ^ol over their

disappointment and ^lun^lhe Bears in a4 1

consolation Kam*' «'"• ^^*'^^ second con

seclutive third place finish. CMa.ss' Cathy

Spence scored three goals against

California and .set three NCAA tournament

records.

North Carolina won their fourth straight

national title, scoring twice in the last

thriteen minutesof the game to beat CConn

2 0.

The CMass CConn game was a great

battle. CMass started off the game with a

nurrv. quickly attacking the Husky goal but

couldn't get any gtK)d shots off at UConn

goalie Laura Ska/a.

liConn. outshot 15 « in the first halt,

showed a few signs of life toward the end of

the first half and came ahve in the second

half.

"We didn't control the game like we did

the first time (a 2 regular season lIMass

wint." Banda said. "We left to«i manv open

spots."

"We just weren't playing together as a

team." UMass' Chris Taggart said. "We

were playing as hard as we could but things

weren't going our way."

Regulation ended in a tie and that in

itself was a victory for UConn, who had

been knocked out in the first round in the

previous three years.

Both teams had their opportunities but

UMass couldn't convert. Taggart. Monica

Seta, an All Tourney selection, had chances

in front of the net hut couldn't drive it

home.

The Huskies got their big break with just

under eight minutes to go when UMass
senior Lori Stukes hesitated pa.ssing the

ball back to goalie Jeanne Paul in front of

the net.

UCJonn's Donna MacDougall beat the

diving Paul to the ball, moved around l*aul

and was tackled before she could get a shot

off.

Shelly McKlroy came in and scored on the

penalty kick for the 10 UConn lead.

The Huskies .struck again with nine

seconds left in the first overtime, as

MacDougall sent a shot over Paul, who had

come out of the goal.

"Miscommunication and hesitance really

killed us on defense ttxlay ," Banda said.

UMass made it a game as Spence scored

with .'):43 to go in the second (15 minute)

overtime off a Jolie DePauw corner kick.

But even with inten.se pressure. UMass

couldn't come up with the equalizer. UMass

outshot UConn 14 8.

"It could have gone either way." Huskie

coach Len Tsantiris said. "The pressure

was certainly on them. We had nothing to

lose.

"

"We had such high pressure for the last 20

mintues," Stukes said. "It was really

.^#iiC^«#-

disappointing. We are a better team, we

just didn't get our share of the breaks."

.Against California on Sunday. UMass
didn't wait to be scored on first. "Instant

offense off the bench" Cathy Spence

started in place of All Tourney selection

Kristen Bowsher (slowed by a muscle

bruise) and scored three times.

Spence broke the ice with 19:12 gone in

the first half, taking a Bowsher pass and

sh(M)ting the ball past All Tourney goalie

Mary Harvey.
Spence and Taggart socred to give UMass

a 3 lead before Robyn Queen tallied for

the 13 5 1 Bears. Spence finished off her

hat trick, scoring with 21 minutes to go m

tournament single game goal scoring mark

(three), most goals in a tourney (five in four

games) and most points in a tourney (11

points, five goals, one assist).

"We had to play this game well because of

our pride." Banda said. "We lost a game we
thought we could have won. I told my
players to be proud, that you play for the

University of Massachusetts. It's been a

good sea.son. why lose it now'.'"

Sue Bird. Carolyn Micheel (seven shots vs.

UConn 1. DePauw. and Bowsher were

named to the All Tournament team for

UMass. All of the honorees are freshmen

cNcopt f<)r Bird, who is a junior,

the game.

Sweetness:
Simeones and
defense win it

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The I'niversity of New Hampshire made two mistakes

before playing the University of Massachusetts Saturday

at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

The first came a year ago when they scored with three

seconds to go in the game to rub it into the Minutemen

with a 35 10 victory at UNH.
The second came prior to Saturday's wind swept game

when the Wildcats began talking about going 10-1. winning

the Yankee Conference and going to the national division 1

AA playoffs within earshot of the Minutemen.

It ttMik UMass cornerback Carlos Silva to break up a pass

intended for UNH's Mike Robichaud in the endzone with 28

seconds left, but the Minutemen came away with a much

deserved 14 10 season ending upset victory over the

Wildcats much to the delight of 5.621 frozen partisans.

"I don't care what our record was. w hen you play football

you have some pride and when you're a senior in your last

game vou have a little bit extra." I'M senior co captain

Peter Tracy said. "These guys were making reservations a

little to early for my liking. You don't look past us. we

aren't walkovers.'

In their final game as brothers. Bob and Jim Simeone

provided all the points the Minutemen. 3 8, needed with

Bob's 39 yard touchdown pass from Jim in the fir.st quarter

and Jim's one yard game winner with 7:23 to go in the

game.
Bob set the UMass career receiving yardage record with

the touchdown catch, his fifth of the season. He also holds

the career receptions record (105) to go along with the

1.,569 yards.

But it was the defense that provided the spark that

topped the Wildcats. Led by Tracy (14 tackles) and

linebacker turned tackle Bruce Strange (10 tackles) in the

line and defensive backs Glenn Holden and Silva when New
Hampshire went to the air during the final minutes.

"Every game we lost we found a way to lose," UM coach

Bob Sull said. "Today we found a way to win."

Credit the I! Mass defense for holding NH tailback Andre

Garron to just 44 second half yards and no touchdowns in

the game. The junior did total 140 yards, but was unef-

Minutemen bounce UNH, 14-10

University of Massachusetts flanker John Crowley turns defender as he breaks up a possible in-

terception by UNH's Bob Wissman. UMass upset UNH Saturday, 14-10.

fective when it mattered in the late going.

"We knew they were beating us with the counter play."

I'Mass linebacker Dave Cavanaugh said. "So in the second

half the cornerbacks played the outside and I was told to

keep him to the inside. I tried to and I think I did. We all

did what we were supposed to for once. It was a great

feeling."

UNH struck first as quarterback Rick Leclerc engineered

a 12 play (all runs) drive that he capped with a two yard

plunge for the only NH touchdown.
UMass followed it up with a Jim to Bob Simeone 39 yard

pass that found the senior split end all alone as cornerback

Dave Wissman was fooled into playing the run.

"We saw him (Wissman) playing for the 'un al! series so I

continued on page 11
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South African Women Face Double Oppression
by Marilyn G. Bou
Nummo Staff

Women in South Africa have a double oppression

to deal with; an apartheid government and the oppres-

sion by men. In 1955, Lillian Ngoyi crossed a line she

was standing in at the Post Office and stepped into

the "white" line. This began the organized move-

ment of women against apartheid. "South Africa is a

very sexist society", said Penny Andrews of the

NAACP who spoke at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst on November 15, in con-

juction with the film "You Have Struck A Rock".

Sexism, battered women and issues of the kind can-

not even begin to be discussed until basic human

rights can be insured in South Africa" , said Andrews.

Households very rarely consist of a husband, wife

and their children under one roof. Men could only find

employement on work camps, the jobs did not usually

last long, leaving wives and children to fend for

themselves. In order for husband and wife to be

together wives had to sneak into the work camps and

risk raids by the police in which the wives would be

arrested, according to the film. The government, in

1955, went on to require women to carry passes just

as the men do. Women however dealt with this action

by active protest which lasted seven years. The

women held peaceful protests, though government

troops along with police often opened fire, beat and

arrested them., much like the Civil Rights Movement

here in America. With women demonstrating success

liny Andrews, of the NAACP

speaks on Racism/Sexism as par(

of South African Education W eek

men realized it was also their country and they burned

their passes. Government officials saw this as a

"direct threat" to the safety of the nation and outlaw-

ed the liberation movement. The ending protest pro-

duced a blood bath that killed 69 people. Andrews

said," the film is a realistic view of the struggle of

African women." Women who were an intergal part

of the movement were tried for treason and banned

from the areas, and every Black person is now re-

quired to carry passes.

An anonymous person from the audience respond-

ed to the question ot divestment from another au-

dience member by saying, "when you are in South

Africa or know you are going back, you tell others that

you love everything and everyone including the racist

regime or when you return you can rest assured you

will be tried and given a minimum sentence of 5 years

in prison or the maximum sentece which is death. An-

drews responded to the question by saying,"! cannot

answer the question of divestrnent because I am one

of those who will be returning".

On the issue of women, Andrews said, " when the

issue of apartheid is dealt with properly then we as

women, as people can begin to deal with the oppres-

sion of women, it will be important to see.how long it

takes for American women to respond to Black South

African women." Andrews said,"it is a very oppresive

system and often it is hard to distinguish the struggle

of Black women fromthat of Black people".

Culture ThroughDrama/Poetry

The Struggle

Continues
by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

Unrest among South African Blacks against the

government has been on the rise in recent months.

The immediate causes for Black anger are said to be a

combination of economic deprivation caused by a pro-

found recession and a sense of political isolation due

to the implantation of a new Constitution.

The Constitution offers a limited political voice to

Indians and people of mixed descent but ignores the

23 million Blacks in South Africa and its nominally in-

dependent homelands. Rejection of this policy was

shown in that only 20 percent of the eligible Indians

and 30 percent of the eligible 'coloreds' bothered to

vote members of their perspective groups into Parlia-

ment. On the very first day the new Constitution went

into effect, rioting broke out in several Black

townships protesting the fraudulent elections.

These actions have led to a wider protest of the

apartheid system by students who refuse to attend

school and by striking workers. The strike was par-

SoUth Africa continued on page 2

by Begun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

Japanese-America: Oppressed, tortured, alienated

and sometimes confused - yet the culture lives strong

and vibrant in the heart and in the mind. This was the

message portrayed by Japanese Hawaiian poet Lane

Nishikawa in the dynamic one-man performance,

"Life in the Fast Lane". Produced by Sansei Produc-

tions and brought to UMass courtesy of the New

World Theater Series, "Life in the Fast Lane", was

performed to a packed house last Saturday at Bowker

Auditorium.

Lane Nishikawa, who both wrote and performed

the production, gave the audience doses of poetry,

comedy and excellent monologue in an hour of en-

joyable and meaningful theater. A sparsely set stage

with a few platforms and a directors chair, timely

blackouts and lighting technique, and taped music

and sounds provided a backdrop that allowed the im-

agination to do the work.

The play started off with Nishikawa entering an of-

fice to be interviewed by a white publisher. As the

publisher apparently asks Nishikawa some very niave

questions, he replys with a quick retort and the lights

go black. Nishikawa then appears at another part of

the stage to present dynamic poetry about the

Japanese-American experience.

'"Ashes to ashes, dust to dust', is not enough for

you. '
I love you' is not enough for you." said

Nishikawa in his poem Oba-Chan, a dedication to his

grandmother. "The Bigot", a poem about a down-

home southern white man and his dillemna over his

children's romantic involvement with "Japs", provid-

ed a good touch of comedy along with the important

message. Other poems talked of the oppresion

Japenese-Americans had to face during World War II,

The struggles of living in the city (San Fransisco), the

life and death of Nishikawa's uncle, who fought for

America in WW II and relationships between Asian-

America and Black America.

As Nishikawa ended his interview with the white

publisher, he asked the man if he was ready to hear

some of his poetry. "Oh, not enough time," said

Nishikawa after the obvious negative response. He

then tip-toed to the front of the stage and whisered to

the audience, "Would you like to hear a poem?"

Nishikawa then presented the most exciting poetry of

the evening with "Japanese Junkies". The poem,

while challenging those Japanese who may deny thier

culture, also expressed the strengh and beauty of

Japanese-American culture and stressed that all of us

have cultures and heritage that we must learn and be

proud of.

Nishikawa's efforts were rewarded with a tremen-

dous standing ovation as his strong message and per-

formance obviously had a positive effect on the au-

dience. Once again the New World Theater Series

must be commended for bringing to the University

another excellent performance. "Life in the Fast

Lane" proved to be not only very enlightening, but

one of the most enjoyable evenings of theater this

reviewer has encountered. Good luck NWTS, you've

got a hard act to follow.

.^;i5-5-i-r>'X=!»Si!^i3=?&i?&»S5i?«:5i5=5^S^«8«=!S?^{^^
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Upcoming Events: Music/Theater, the

cultural enjoyment never ends

NEW WORLD THEATER PRESENTS
"SHORT EYES"

The New World Theater at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst con-

cludes its fall season with a production

of Miguel Pinero's "Short Eyes" to be

presented at the Hampden Theater,

November 29 through December 1, and
December 6 through 8.

"Short Eyes is a powerful portrayal of

prison life where a group of convicts

-predominantly Black and Puerto Rican

-attempt to preserve their sanity and

create a sense of community. A white

man accused of child molesting is

thrown into their cell block and the

stage is set for a sizzling and shocking

scenario. "Short Ey^s" is prison slang

for child molester. The play, which is ex-

plicit in both its themes and its

language, is not recommended for

children. "Short Eyes" is directed by

Smith College faculty member Patricia

Gonzales.
Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office (545-2511) or at the

door the night of the performance.
Playwright Miguel PInero will present

a lecture entitled "The Development of

"Short Eyes" at Hampden Theater on
Saturday, December 1 at 2:00 p.m.

South Africa
Continued from page 1

their town being swept by police looking for " crinninal

and revolutionary elements."

The strife now taking place in South Africa isn't due

to totally political reasons. The government announc-

ed an increase in rent and electricity rates, enraging

local residents who complain that they are already

hard pressed. Many people have since refused to pay

rents on the small, square homes that lie in the Black

townships.

The Pretoria regime has taken an incresingly hard

stance towards dissent with the arrest on last Friday of

2,300 Black workers, the biggest mass arrest in years.

An equally disturbing situation is that the army has

now lent support to the police in its township raids.

The government has announced that regular army

units will continue to play " a greater supporting role"

in troubled areas. It remains to be seen how much

more force the government will use against the incres

inqlv strident demands of the South African people,

ticularly significant in that it had unusual support

among ordinary workers and also brought in rival

unions to protest against the apartheid system.

So far St least 160 people have been killed since ear-

ly September, all except one Black, while several hun-

dred have been injured. Raids by the South African

police have also been conducted in numerous

townships. The police have carried out house to

house searches, the most alarming of which was in

Sebokeng where the town's 120,000 residents found

Actors rehearse a scene for Short

Eyes, opening at UMass on Nov. 29.

Jazz vocalist Sarah Vaughan will

perform at UMass on Dec. 1.
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SARAH VAUGHAN TO PERFORM AT
FINE ARTS CENTER

The Incomparable Sarah Vaughan will

perform at the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall on Saturday, December 1 at 8 pm.
A leading jazz vocalist and recording

artist for the past forty years, Sarah

Vaughan enjoys the distinction of being

a jazz performer with the range of an

opera singer. Her delivery and repertoire

embrace all types of music, from gospel

to jazz, and from classical to pop. Sarah

Vaughan began her career as vocalist

with the Earl "Fatha" Hines band and

then moved on to perform with the

legendary Billy Eckstine band whose
personnel included, among others, Dizzy

Gillespie, Fats Navarro and Charlie

Parker. After leaving the Eckstine band,

she joined the John Kirby Combo, and

then went on to star with her own
group. She will be joined in her Amherst
apearance by the Sarah Vaughan Trio

consisting of George Caffney, piano: An-

drew Simpkins, bass; and Harold Jones,

drums.
Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office (545-2511), local

DATATIX outlets and at the Springfield

Civic Center. For phone charge reserva-

tions, call 1-800-243-4842. Mastercard and
Visa accepted.

\ i /
Attention Third

World Organizations:

—IMPORTANT -

All RSO's desiring funding for fiscal

year 1986 (7/1/85 - 6/30/86) must come to

Room 420 S.U.B. and get a budget
packet by 5 p.m., November 19, 1984.

RSOs that do not get a budget packet by

the deadline should kiss their budget
hopes good-bye.

Please be advised that the deadline for

a rough draft of the budget is November
20, 1984. Budget packets can be picked

up from 9-11 a.m. Monday-Friday In

Room 420 SUB., 545-0341. DO NOT
DELAY!

t
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NUMMO NEWS has paid positions available for Reporters ana n-oduc

Experience good but dedication a must. Call 545-0061 for more info.

Come find out how NUMMO can work for you!!!
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NUMMO Sports Talk
by Julian Tynes
Nummo Staff

MIDWEST DIVISION

This may be the most balanced division in the NBA,

featuring some of the leagues best scorers. 5 of the 6

highest scorers in the NBA last season play in this divi-

sion. Bernard King, the only exception was 5th, edg-

ing out George (Iceman) Gervin. This division had the

leagues two highest scoring guards, Gervin and

Rolando Blackman.

Lest you be confused, this division also has

defense. Shot blockers like Mark Eaton of Utah,

Houston's Ralph Sampson, Artis Gilmore of San An-

tonio, LaSalle Thompson of K.C. and rookie Akeem

(the Dream) Olajuwon prowl the lanes looking the

throw back shots. While guards like Utah's Rick Green

and Denver's T.R. Dunn continually strip the leagues

best ball handlers and swipe opponents' passes.

With all of this talent why hasn't the Midwest divi-

sion ever produced an NBA Champion? Perhaps it's

because most of the teams are relatively new to the

NBA. The only teams that have been in the league for

more than 15 years are K.C. and Houston. Maybe it's

because the Midwest has never had a super team, just

good teams. However, within the next two years all of

that could change. The Dallas Mavericks are a center

away from being championship contenders, the Utah

Jazz are strong and getting stronger, the San Antonio

Spurs are determined to prove they are still among the

NBA's elite and the Houston Rockets have the poten-

tial to revolutionize the game. Each team in the Con-

ference has improved itself to the point were any team

could win the division.

DALLAS MAVERICKS
Dallas is young (the franchise only in its 5th year)

and talented. However they do not have that most im-

portant ingredient for a championship team; a center.

At every other postion they have both talent and

depth. At forward there's Jay Vincent, Dale Ellis, Sam

Perkins and the amazing Mark Aguirre. Each one has

NBA all-star ability. Derek Harper, Brad Davis and

Rolando Blackman provide a young, strong, solid

back court. Now they need a dominant big man.

Dallas has 3 first round picks in the 85 draft and 2 first

round picks in 86. They might use these picks as

trades to obtain Pat Ewing or Joe Barry Carrol. Trade

talks involving Jay Vincent and/or Dale Ellis have also

been dissussed. However, even if they do not obtain

Ewing in the draft things aren't so bad; there's a

center right in Dallas, going to S.M.U. named Jon

Koncak who may fit in just fine.

SAN ANTONIO SPURS
What happened last year? After 3 straight Midwest

championships, 1 1 straight years in the playoffs and

never having had a losing record San Antonio plum-

meted to 37-45. Part of it could be blamed on the

coaching changes. Stan Albeck left to coach the N.J.

Nets and Morris Mchone became the new coach.

After an 11-20 start he was fired and Bob Bass (the

G.M.) became the new coach; the team never

recovered.

Part of it can be blamed on injuries, center Artis

Gilmore missed 18 games because of fractured facial

bones. In spite of his injuries Gilmore still led the

league in field foal pet and finishted 5th in the league

in blocked shots. Scorer George Gervin missed 6

games due to injuries and the spurs were 0-6 without

him.

This year things will be different. They have a new

coach. Cotton Fitzsimmons, who has a proven track

record. Artis Gilmore (reputedly the strongest man in

the N.B.A.) lifted weights during the off season, for

the first time in his carrer, for this season. And the

Spurs obtained a defensive gem in Olympian guard

Alvin Robertson. Look for the Spurs to be back up to

around 45 wins.

HOUSTON ROCKETS
This team is young and loaded. In Ralph Sampson

and Akeem Olajuwon they have rebounding,

shotblocking,low post scoring and intimidation. They

have three players, Robert Reid, Lewis Lloyd and

Rodney McCray, who can play small forward or off

guard, giving Houston versatltlity and scoring. Mit-

chell Wiggins helps cement the off guard position

while John Lucas and Phil Ford secure the point.

More depth is present with Jim Peterson and Craig

league.

One problem Is that Ralph Sampson seems slightly

lost at forward. He is not rebounding or scoring like

the 83-84 Rookie of the Year. However, once this

team jells, watch out, they will be dangerous'

UTAH JAZZ
Quick, which team had the leagues leading shot

blocker, scorer, 3 pt shooter, scorer off the bench and

ball thief? That's right, the Utah Jazz. Mark Eaton led

the league in blocked shots, Adrian Dantley in scor-

ing, Darrell Griffith in 3 pt. accuracy, John Drew in

scoring off the bench and Ricky Green led the league

in steals and was third in assists. With all of this Utah

finished at 45-37, thier best record ever.

The Front court is solid with Eaton, Dantley and

Thurl Bailey starting, and John Drew, Mitchell Ander-

son, Rich Kelley and Billy (the Whopper) Paultz com-

ing off the bench. Premier performers Green and Grif-

fith (who is on his way to super-stardom) are at guards

but there is little back court depth. Only rookie John

Stockton is a solid contributor. However, if Utah can

coax a few more rebounds from Bailey and Eaton and

both of them can become more effective offensively,

Utah could go a long way.

DENVER NUGGETS
The highest scoring team in the league has a new

look this year. Coach Doug Moe is preaching defense

but in this town offense is still the name of the game.

Front court players Alex English, Dan Issel and newly

acquired Calvin Natt can fill the rim to the brim. This

year however, with Natt and new man Wayne Cooper

they also have rebounding and a little defense.

Another banger is Danny Schayes who may see less

time with the acquisition of Cooper. Denver's

backcourt is headed by Lafayette Lever who came

over from Portland with Natt and Cooper. Lever is a

point guard who can pass, shoot and play defense.

His back court mate is T.R. Dunn, who has led the

team in rebounding the last two years. Mike Evans

adds back court depth. Denver will be exciting,

however, until they get an off guard who can shoot

and a rebounder who can play defense - exciting is all

they'll be.

KANSAS CITY KINGS

The Kings have talent and depth. Unfortunately it's

all in the skill positions (guard, small forward). They

are lacking in the positions of power forward and

center. In Larry Drew and Reggie Theus they have one

of the finest backcourts in the NBA. Third guard Mike

Woodson can score with anyone and Don Buse is a

solid, dependable point-guard. Small forward is set

witf. Eddie Johnson, one of the leagues underrated

players. Billy Knight is an explosive scorer who adds

instant offense when Johnson comes out for a

breather.

Now the problems begin. At power forward Mark

Olberding is the incumbent but he has not been the

answer. The Kings do have a prospect in Otis Thorpe,

however. Thorpe may turn out to be a blessing. At

center, Lasalle Thompson at 6'10" does not have the

height or the offensive skills to play center. Perhaps he

is really a small fonA^ard. However, he does block

shots, rebound and play with intensity.

POETRY
THANKSGIVING FOR WHAT?

Yes. you have a day that you call Thanksgiving. A day

in which you rejoice when Europeans came and killed

the Red man. How grateful you are for that!

Yes. on this day you eat your turkey and your

cranberry sauce while you pat yourself on the

shoulder and say, "aren't we good murderers"

No guilt or remorse on this day is shown; only red,

giggling faces at the family table.

Yes. grin. grin, you have alot to be thankful for since

Europe flushed you out of her latreen.

Where are the Potcuwatami, the Sioux or the Iro-

quois? Are they dead? No they shall never die because

their spirit lives.

They, like their brothers, are vagabonds in their own

homeland the Bantustans of the U.S.A.

What have they done to you Red man.

What have they ever done for you to be thankful for?

They gave you blankets that killed you.

They scalped your men. women and children.

They even cut off your women's breasts.

And now they ask you and I to join in this celebration

of blood. NEVER!
There is nothing to be thankful for if you are either

Red or Black; unless you like being the victim of

GENOCIDE.

by Christopher Williams

and on a deeper level...

we have been here... forever-yesterday

. existing back through time and space from

this continent to the middle passage to the

shores of the Land of the Blacks...

AL-KE-BU-LAN...
BILAD ES SUDAN...
AFRICA.
Our bloodline flows to the Great Pyramids and

beyonder...

non-stop... back to the hands of our First

Fathers.

and on a deeper level...

we have been here... forever-yesterday

and if we are to be here forever-tomorrow

we have to take care of those who are the

Keepers of that time which is forward of us... the

CHILDREN.
carl e yates

SOME HOW WE SURVIVE

Somehow we suvive

and tenderness, frustrated, does not wither.

Investigating searchlights rake

our naked unprotected contours;

over our heads the monolithic decalogue

of facist prohibition glowers

and teeters for a catastrophic fall;

boots club the peeling door.

But somehow we survive

severance, deprivation, loss

Patrols uncoil along the asphalt dark

hissing their menace to our lives,

most cruel, all our land is scarred with terror.

rendered unlovely and unlovable;

sundered are we and all our passionate surrender

. but somehow tenderness survives,

by Dennis Brutus

PREDICTIONS

The Midwest is the most evenly matched division in

the NBA this year. Any one of the six teams could win

the division of come in last. Here are my fearless

predictions:

1) Dallas Mavericks

2)San Antonio Spurs

3) Houston Rockets

4)Utah Jazz

5) Denver Nuggets

6)Kansas City Kings
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AUGUSTA SAVAGE GALLERY EXHIBIT

On the 8th of November. 1984 "The Luis

E. Guarnizo Exhibit" opened at the

Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery. The

exhibit includes Senor Guarnize's pain-

tings and drawings.

The strength and dramatism of his

work will move the viewer to see Colum-

bian life, the pain and the anguish yet

above this the colour and the beauty of

the society. Senor Guarnizo is presen-

ting us with volumes of feeling and col-

our which harmoniously protray man's

universal quest for strength and peace.

His painting technique explodes with

warm and strong "Alia Prima" colours

expertly executed through the exclusive

use of knives. This unique combination

generates rich and deep textures.

The exhibit will run until November 21

The Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery

is open to the public and our regular

hours are Monday thru Friday, 10 a.m. to

4 p.m.

BUS DRIVING JOBS

UMass Transit Service will hold an in-

formation and applications meeting on

Nov. 20th at 7:00pm in Campus Center

room 174 for the Wintersession training

program. You can train in January to

start work in spring semester. Starting

pay is $4.40/hr. To qualify you must:

-be at least 18 years old

-have had a driver's license for one year

-have 2 or more sems. remaining at

UMass
To get an application, you must bring

proof of your class year (schedule,

transcript, pre-registration form or letter

from the Registrar-no ID's) to the

meeting. Only 100 applications will be

given out, so be early! For further info,

call Jenny at 545-0056.

UMTS is an AA/EO employer.
Women/minorities/older students en-

couraged to apply.
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JAZZ CONCERT SERIES

Starting Monday, November 12th at 9

p.m., Amherst musician Greg
Chapopoulo will launch the first of six

weekly jazz concerts to occur on Mon-
day nights in the Tavern of the Lord Jef-

fery Inn. These concerts will feature the

talents of Black artists from New York

and New England. A different guest per-

former will be highlighted every week,
some of whom are top name recording

artists. Last spring, Greg Chapopoulo
submitted three proposals to the

Amherst Arts Council for review^ and

this concert mini-series is one which
was late approved. The Lord Jeffery Inn

has matched the Arts Council funds, and
Valley residents can now enjoy these

weekly Monday night performances
through December until Christmas
week. THE PURPOSE OFTHE SERIES IS

TO HIGHLIGHT AFRO-AMERICAN
MUSICIANS AND THUS FOSTER A
GREATER UNDERSTANDING, AP-
PRECIATION. AND AVAILABILITY OF
LIVE JAZZ MUSIC.
The Monday night shows in the tavern

of the Jeff will begin at 9:30 p.m., and
will consist of two shows. Future guest

artists will be listed in local papers.
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CENTER FOR RACIAL STUDIES
Moore House -Southwest Residential

Arer Film Series

Nov. 20--Brave-Hearted Woman, Life

of Annie Mae Aquash Native American
Film

All hum bhowings"/ p.m.

PLEASE COME!! REFRESHMENTS
SERVED. Traditional Food following

each film. Pot Luck Welcome.

BB

TALENT SEARCH!!
New Third World Gospel Choir - Spring

'85, Earn Credits!! Sign up o[ Room 2i1,

New Africa House, Hours: 8:30 - 5:00,

Monday-Friday.

CAREER
TUNITY

DEVELOPMENT OPPOR

Housing Services is offering a unique
internship program to qualified
sophomores and juniors.

The program combines theory and
practice in experience-based learning in-

terns may earn $3.65/hr for a 15

hour/week (academic credit optional).

Interested students should submit
resume, personal goal statement and
two letters of recommendation to:

Joya Jimenez, H.S.I. P. Coordinator
c/o J.Q.A. Lobby, Southwest
Application deadline: November 30,

1984

For Information Call: 5-0626 or 5-1550
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BLACK WOMAN'S SUPPORT GROUP
Everywoman's Center is sponsoring a

Black Woman's Support Group. The
group, which meets on Wednesday
evenings, will be facilitated by Wanda
Ruffin. Discussion will focus on issues

pertinent to Black women; specific

topics will be decided by the group.

For more information and to register,

please contact Everywoman's Center by

calling 545-0883^

1, 1,
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SUPPORT GROUPS OFFERED
THROUGH THE WORKING WOMEN'S
PROGRAM

An Unemployed Women's Support

Group will meet on Tuesday evenings

from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. at the

Everywoman's Center. The group will be

facilitated by Betty Swain and will focus

on issues such as self-esteem, overcom-

ing stress, career goals, etc.

An Assertiveness and Leadership

Skills group. The group will meet on

Tuesday evenings from 7 - 9 p.m. at EWC
and will be facilitated by Joyce Clark.

A career Development Skills Group

will be meeting on Wednesday evenings

from 7:30 -9:30 p.m. at EWC. The group

will be facilitated by Jane Carey.

There will be no cost for these ser-

vices, and confidentiality is assured. For

more information and to preregister,

please call the Everywoman's Center at

545-0883.
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A Battered Women's Support Group
will focus on some common issues fac-

ing women who have been or are in

physically and/or emotionally abusive

relationships. Some of these are self-

esteem, building new relationships,

trust, and dealing with family and

friends.

Any woman who has experienced In-

cest is invited to attend an Incest Sur-

vivors' Support Group. Pre-registration

is required.
A Support Group for Survivors of Rape

will focus on some common concerns

facing rape survivors such as,fear,

anger, making plans, family and friends'

reactions and trying to recapture in-

timacy in relationships.

Dates of the groups will be announc-

ed. For more information and to

register, please call Everywomen's
Center at 545-0883.

YVONNE' S PLACE

IT'l
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Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

Fried Chicken

Island Cumed Fish

VegttoTian Platter

Fried Rice

Citrry

Thursday - Frday
Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BESTII
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BOG faces

eroding clout,

says official

r..ll«n«. photo by MiUh Df«»U*

FINISHING THE JOB - A winter storm devastated this barn in Colrain. Here, the owner knocks

down what was left standing.

Canines on Campus:
Crackdown urgedas dogs roam university, attack otheranimals

By ANUHl^W WOLFF
Colle^an Correspondent

Unleashed dogs roaming the campus and

attacking the Animal Science department's

sheep have prompted the University of

Massachusetts officials to consider a leash

l&w

UMass Public Safety Director Gerald

O'Neil said the University policy would be

similar to the Amherst dog bylaws which do

not permit a dog off its owner's property

unless it is leashed or under the owner's

control, properly licensed in Amherst and

vaccinated against rabies.

"I have no problem with dogs on campus,

as long as they're on a leash." O'Neil said.

"We don't want a dog just wandering

along."

University policy prohibits dogs from

entering dormitories and campus buildings

although canines are often found roaming in

such places.

There have been two attacks by dogs on

sheep in the past month, according to

Kristen Whittle, techical assistant for the

Animal Science department.

"Animals got hurt that tintie." Whittle

said. "The dogs go for the jugular and hind
,

end with sheep and they really do some '

serious damage."
Whittle said some lambs had to be killed

last year after the wounds suffered from

dog attacks were too serious to be treated.

In the attack last month, a pregnant ewe

was severely bitten.

"I thought she was going to abort her

pregnancy right there," Whittle said.

Although University officials cannot

estimate how many k)ose dogs wander

campus, Peggy Thompson, Amherst special

police officer in charge of animal control,

said there were about 1.200 dogs in

Amherst in 1982. She estimates that in

1983, the figure rose to 1.500 and has

remained the same this year.

Thompson is conducting a door-to door

campaign through Amherst, excluding

campus buildings, which are not in her

jurisdiction, that she said is aimed at

gaining a more accurate head count of how

many dogs call Amherst home and catching
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"Dogs go for the jugular and
hind end with sheep and they

really do some serious damage.

"

— Kristen Whittle,

Animal Science Dept.

license evaders.

Thompson said that in 1983, an estimated

500 dogs went unlicensed and about 300 to

500 dogs have gone unregistered this year.

"We have asked many times for a dog

officer and we have gotten no where,"

UMass Police Chief Robert Joyce said. "The

town has recognized responsibility of the

dog problem, it is time for the University to

do so."

The Amherst Dog Officer is not allowed on

campus. The UMass police, when

responding to complaints of growling and

barking dogs, must catch the dogs them-

selves and use a patrol car to transport

them to the Amherst Dog Pound.

"We shouldn't commit manpower to

average complaints," Joyce said. "If you

throw a dog into a cruiser, you have to clean

the damn thing after."

Joyce's solution is to extend the

jurisdiction of the Amherst Dog Officer

onto campus. Sgt. Dexter Shearer said he

believes there should be a ban of dogs on

campus.
"There is no reason for students to bring

their dogs to campus," said Shearer. "The

only person who needs a dog is a blind

person. There is no need for them other

wise."

A total dog ban on campus "would be

impossible to enforce, " O'Neil said. "We

would not have a problem if (dogs) would

not follow students onto campus. But how

can you stop that?"

( ollfgian photo by Mitch Drantch

The antics of these creatures may soon be restrained by a leash law.

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors is

re evaluating its strengths and weaknesses

after the assistant director of the CC said

last week that the Board has less power

"because they can't handle it."

BOG Vice Chairwoman Karen-Karina

Gray said the Board has recently come up

against "numerous accusations" which she

said are false, including specuation that the

Board did not act swiftly enough in

reprimanding a controversial entertainer in

the Blue Wall.

Campus Center Assistant Director

Bernard Wilkes told the Collegian after last

week's board meeting that the BOG does

not have any input on current issues in the

Campus Center complex, that it is "strictly

an advisory board to help plan the future.

"

But BOG Chairman Robert Abele

argues that the Board has a say in the

present, too.

Abele said, "The Board's power has

eroded over the past 10 or 12 years. But we

do serve as a watchdog over the Campus

Center administration. An example is the

letter we sent to (Food Services Director)

Richard Ejlis telling him we did not condone

(singer Cliff) Myers' comments."

Myers, who has a contract with Food

Services to entertain in the Blue Wall on

Friday afternoons, has come under

criticism from the BOG and the Collegian

Board of Editors for the questionable taste

of material used in his act.

Meyers reportedly pointed to a woman in

the audience at the Blue WaU two weeks

ago and said that since she was Portuguese,

someone "should get a pool table." a

reference to last spring's New Beford rape

trial in which four Portuguese men were

convicted.

"As bad as they (the comments) were, we

could only give the guy a slap on the wrists

the first time.", Abele said. "Our initial

reaction was to get rid of the guy, but there

are a lot of legal technicalities involved in

terminating a contract. He could have sued

us easily."

Abele said the BOG's other powers include

selecting and scheduling vendors on the CC
concourse, allocating space for student

groups in the Campus Center and

Student Union Building, and issuing food

waivers to registered student organizations

that do not want to use Food Services.

Abele said the Campus Center ad-

ministration has most of the power in

decisions about the CC/Student Union

complex.

"They're looking out for the students'

interests, but not as much as they should

be. After all. this is the students' building,"

Abele said.

"What we mostly do is put together

proposals, and send them to the ad-

ministration," he said. "Most of them get

rejected, though."

Inside:

Chopper catches fire; three

die

UMass women join "Not In Our Name" Neysmith, Russell & Co. return p. 12
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Fire on helicopter

kills three Marines
CAMP LEJEUNE. N.C. (AP) - Fire broke out aboard a

military helicopter as it lifted a heavy peice of artillery

during a training mission yesterday, killing three people

and injuring at least 12 others, officials said.

Capt. Norma Stewart of New River Air Station estimated

that 20 to 25 people were aboard the $22 million CH-53E

helicopter, the fMarines' newest and largest, which can

carry 55 troops or 32,2()0 pounds.

Rescuers were combing the area in search of other vic-

tims, said Stewart, who provided the casualty figures.

The helicopter was lifting a 155mm howitzer when the

craft caught fire, said Capt. craig P'isher of Camp l^jeune's

public affairs office, but he said he did not know if the

copter had crashed or landed normally.

Anthony Rothfork. spokesman for the Marine Corps in

Washington, D.C., .said the helicopter did crash, but Lance

Cpl. Greg Fedorev of New River Air Station just south of

Camp Lejeune, where the craft was based, said he could

not confirm that.

"There was a fire on board... but as far as I know it hasn't

been confirmed that there was a crash, " said Fedorey.

20-yr.'Olds won *t lose booze

BOSTON (AP) — The Massachusetts Senate has agreed

to a "grandfather clause" that would allow current 20-year-

olds to continue to drink legally if the state raises its

drinking age to 21 next year.

The Senate voted 33 1 yesterday to support the amen-

dment to exempt 20 year olds. The bill now faces routine

enactment votes in each chamber before going to Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis.

The Senate has resisted moves in recent years to raise the

drinking age due to arguments that it would just en

courage young motorists to drive to neighboring states to

drink, then drive back home inebriated.

PREPARE FOR

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
SAT«ACT»DAT»GRE-CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE GMAT
2/2/86 Exam 1/26/85 Exam

LSAT MCAT
3/2/85 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

Call Days Eves Et

Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-5780

for information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Al' Laserphutu

The sky over Mexico City glows after several ex-

plosions at a natural gas refinery early yesterday

morning. The resulting firestorm ravaged a

nearby neighborhood, leaving at least 200 dead

and hundreds injured.

Flag salute dispute continues
RANDOLPH, Mass. (AP) - A high school senior, saying

she heard she "might get hurt." called off her planned

return to school yesterday and continued a week-long

absence that began when she received threats over her

refusal to stand for the Pledge of Allegiance and the

national anthem.

Susan Shapiro. 17. did not attend Randolph High School

after a newspaper article sparked what she called

threatening phone calls and letter. The article described a

September argument between Shapiro and her homeroom

teacher over Shapiro's refusal to participate in the opening

exercises at school.

"I heard it wasn't going to be nice today. I heard I might

get hurt," Shapiro said yesterday. "I'm really not supposed

to talk about it."

"I wanted to come back to school," she added, refusing to

disclose the source or content of the most recent threats.
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Mexico City blasts

claim over 200 lives
MirvifO PITY (API - A string of earth shaking ex-

„Ss ylst Hay a. a natural gas plan, on the outskirts of
pjosions.

j^^
^

nearby s um community of wooden

Tcrr.nS'l: "nlrl kUlLg at least 2.2 people, the

coroner's office reported.

Red Cross and police officials said at least 500 people were

seriously injured by the explosions and flames that

devastated the area around the fuel storage tanks.

Dr Luis Sanchez Guerra. the Mexico state coroner, told

reporters at the blast site that 212 people were known U)

^Other authorities said they expected the death toll to rise

as search teams dug through the smoking rubble

Many of the charred bodies were placed m plastic bags

and taken to a nearby police station, where officer Jose

Isla-s said he had counted 154 as rescue crews continued to

arrive with more corpses.

Col Jose Domingo Garrido. the police operations

director, said at least 80 homes were destroyed.

One tremendous blast shook the crowded suburb of

Tlalnepantla at 5:42 a.m. 6:42 a.m. EST. followed by

perhaps a dozen more explosions, residents said. Balls of

fire shot into the air and rained fiery debris on homes and

businesses. Plumes of dark smoke rose a mile into the sky

as the fire raged out of control for more than seven hours.

Federal Police deputy spokesman Hector Garcia Vasquez

said 100.000 people were evacuated from the area, many of

them in school and city buses.

Police Chief Ramon Mota Sanchez said 66 acres were

"virtually razed."
. „ .,,.

-

He said four storage tanks holding more than 3 million

gallons of liquefied gas each exploded, and authorities

were afraid the fire would trigger more explosions in other

near by storage tanks.

By mid afternoon, as the fire was brought under control.

officials decided not to blow up a 1.3 million-gallon tank

under controlled conditions in order to keep the fire from

spreading.

'It is perfectly controlled." Mota Sanchez, the police chief

announced, "and now there is no danger of additional

explosions."
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Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
[specialists since 1938

Change your
tires NOW .

$il.99
4

per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd No Amhersl. MA

!>49-4704

LEARN to FLY
For Vi the usual cost

with U Mass R S O Club
Free Bus Line Pilots mi% welcome

UNDERGRADUATES
NEEDED NOW!

Course Crsdit Possible

JSiJSIi mjsiL

i^>nr^lEMARKABLEUNIVERSITIES OFFER SEMESTER TO YEAR MtOGRAMS. COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH, TRANSFER CREDITS, MODERATE

FE« SCHOl^RSHIPrTC^RING ^MO^^ COUPON NOW TO: THE ISRAEL UNIVERSITY CENTER. SISPARIC AVENUE, 2ND FLOOR. NY. N^^^^^^
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The Israel

I niverslt> Center
515 Park Avenue
2nd Floor
New York, NY 10022.

I have a personal

interest in great study

abroad in Israel.

Please send me more
information

Last Name First Name

Current School

Sthool Address

(

City State Zip

( )

School Phone Home Phone

Ma)0' Graduation Date
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Expert Repairs &
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
i

(with this coupon) I

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair I

Please Call for an Appointment
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Enjoy the most Thanksgiving Skiing

EVER at Mount Snow. Top-to-

Bottom skiing is available on the

North Face and Main Mountain with
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Packages include: 2 days of skiing
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the snow, let yourself go.
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UMass 'assumed' to obej

new toxic substance law
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Although many Massachusetts companies

haven't complied with a new law requiring

them to inform their employees and the

state about the toxic substances they use.

the University of Massachusetts is

"assumed" to have comolied. accordinir to

the state Department of Environmental

Qualtiy Engineerinp (DEQE).

"We can't tell company by company yet."

said John Higgins. regional environmental

engineer for the DEQE. Higgins said that

lIMa.ss is "assumed to have complied based

on a number of conversations with people

from UMass."
The new "right to know " law required the

University to provide a list of toxic sub

stances used by employees to the state by

Sept. 26 and to inform employees on

request of the nature of certain hazardous

substances. Employees must attend a one

hour training session each year to learn how

UM

Collegian photo by Mitch Drmntch

11 STORIES TALL, 11 STORIES DEEP — The Campus Center

duplicates itself on the surface of the Campus Pond.

Women's films shown tonight
The Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive

Freedom is showing
"Matters so Fundamental"

at 5:30 today in room 165 of

the Campus Center. The
film is about today's

abortion controversy.

The Women's Film

Festival, sponsored by the

Women's Leadership
Project, is showing two

films directed by Lizzie

Borden today called "Born in

Flames " and "Regrouping"

in Campus Center 163 at 7,

9, and 11.

All films are free of charge.

-LAURA KOESTER

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts

students participated yesterday in a civil

disobedience action at the entrance to the

Stock Exchange in Manhattan which

resulted in 100 arrests.

The arrested UMass students are

Kathleen Offenhartz. Deborah

Neubauer.and Randi Saslow, according to

Fiona Macaulay. a student who was not

arrested.

At 9:30 a.m. about 100 women sang and

chanted as they blocked the entrance to the

Stock Exchange with webs made of yarn,

according to Sue Walsh, a Mount Holyoke

student at the Not In Our Name office in

New York City.

Police spent two hours carrying away the

women, who were "not cooperating. " Walsh

said.

The civil disobedience was the second part

in the two-day Not In Our Name protest

to read "material safety data sheets." which

list the contents of and gives precautions

for use of certain substances.

"Physical plant and graduate research

probably have the most requests (for data

sheets)." said Alan Compagnon. vice-

chairman of the University Safety Com-

mittee.

Compagnon said that some substances,

such as certain grades of petroleum and

consumer products are exempt from the

right to know law.

The purpose of the right to know law,

according to Higgins. is to "help the em-

ployee know what chemicals he is using.

'The real benefit is to people who are

exposed on a day to day basis. " Higgins

saiil. He said that many people are exposed

in jobs that they don't ordinarily think of

such as jobs in hair salons, auto body shops

and gas station.

"A hairdresser may l>e giving ten perms a

day and not know what chemicals they're

using," he said.

against multi national cor-

porations.Sunday, 500 women marched

through midtown Manhattan.

The protest was aimed at corporations

because they are at the heart of the op-

pressions in the world, according to an

organizer's statement.

'We are here to show that our interests

are not represented, and to proclaim that

corporate exploitation, militarism, violence

against wom^n and the racism and sexism

inherent in these institutions is not in our

name," it stated.

The protest especially targeted Upjohn

Corporation because it manufactures Dep-

Provera, a dangerous contraceptive, at

('iticorp because it invests in South Africa

and m nuclear weapons, and at Harper &
R«w, where women have been working

without a contract since May 1983.

Macaulay, who went to New York to help

with the civil disobedience and provide

support to those arrested, said the action

went well.

"I think we had a good effect, quite a lot of

people were supportive. " she said.

Students pressing

to end Yale strike
By DENISE FULLER
Collegian Correspondent

Some Yale students say the University administration

has returned to the negotiating table with striking

clerical and technical workers largely due to student

efforts.

Two weeks ago. the Coalition to End the Strike sent a

letter to the administration and Local 34, the striking

union, asking the two parties to resume negotiations.

Last Monday, members of the union's collective

bargaining unit and University representatives resumed

negotiations for the first time since October 9th, although

no firm agreement has been reached.

Despite the resumption of negotiations the Coalition to

End the Strike held a three day moratorium on classes

last week.
"Recently, people have been ignoring the strike, and

this is why we've created the moratorium." said Yale

student Eden Quainton.

Since the strike began on September 26th. University

cafeterias have closed students receive $70.00 a week for

meals-dormitory bathrooms have not been cleaned, and

libraries are open only for limited hours.

Last Thursday, approximately 350 members of the Yale

community rallied in support of the strikers in the second

day of the maratorium.

"I'm out $2,000 of financial aid because I'm honoring

picket lines at my work study job, and it's hard to get the

things you're used to. It's an education going on here, but

it's not a Yale education." student Karrie Costello said at

the rally.

Though the majority of classes are stil> being held on

campus, students must cross picket lines to enter many

buildings. Teaching assistants have moved many

discussion sections off campus in support of the strike.

"We've had good student support throughout the strike

and I think enthusiasm is still very high. The students

realize we won't go back to work until we have a good

settlement." said Loretta Calini, a striking department

secretary.

The New Haven community has also supported the

union. Ix)cal churches have given office space to the

strikers and a New Haven bank is allowing striking union

members to forego mortgage payments until the strike is

settled according to Barbara Eton, a striking ad-

ministrative assistant.

Despite the amount of community and student support

the striking clerical workers have received, union

spokespcople admit that 90 members have returned to

work.

Vandalism, attempted theft,fire reported
».lrT,- :_ J „4„,. 1070

ByJOELP. COFFIDIS
and LORl KIRKLAND
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police Monday reported

about $2,000 in losses and damage to six cars parked in the

same area of lot 44 Sunday morning.

Police said that three car stereos were stolen and all six

cars had been broken into and vandalized.

The incidents occurred between 8:30 p.m. Saturday and 9

a.m. Sunday, police said.

In other UMass reports, a 23 year old student was

arrested about 9:15 Saturday for stealing a man's wallet in

the Campus Center arcade room.

According to police, the victim was playing pinball and

had put his wallet down on an adjacent machine. The

suspect, who had denied stealing it. was eventually

searched by officers who found the wallet in his possession.

A small fire in a dormitory room in Mackimmie House was

reported Friday about 7 p.m. Police said the fire was

caused by clothes being left on a toaster oven, but that no

damages had resulted.

A hit and run accident on the fourth level of the Campus

Center Oarage caused more than $.'375 in damages to a 1972

Buick, police reported. The incident occurred between

12:30 p.m. and 2:25 p.m. when it was reported, according

to police.

A tenth floor John Quincy Adams dormitory resident

reported to police that she was woken up about 3:20 a.m.

Sunday and saw a male intruder in her room. The man.

who was leaning over her stereo, ran from the room when

the women yeUed for help. Police said they have only a

limited description of the man.

Amherst police Monday reported several weekend

housebreaks. including one in which a masked mtruder

was surprised by the returning homeowner.

According to police, a Harvard Ave. woman reported

Friday that she had left her home about 6:30 p.m., and had

locked all doors and left on one light. When she returned

about 8 p.m., all the lights were on.

A man wearing a wool ski mask then came from the

upstairs, pushed the women aside, and fled the house.

According to police, entry had been made through a

pried open cellar window. Nothing has yet been reported

missing from the house, police said.

I

Collepan photo by MiU-h Drantch

BATTLE FOR SKY SPACE - A piarled tree appears to Ungle with telephone wires on Rte. 116

in South Amherst.
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THANKSGIVING CLOSING

CHILDREN'S

All Residence Holls will be

closed from 6:00 p.m.

Wednesdoy, November 21 ,1984

until noon Sundoy, November

25, 1984. Residence Holl

Cluster Offices will not be

open during this period.

Those who need housing

Tuesday, November 20, 1984;

gian 5

must contact their Head of

Residence/ Residence Directof.

INFORMATION DATABANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

Navy or Maroon
Childrens UMass

Shirt $4.95

Grey Childrens

University of

Massachusetts

shirt

$4.75

Other childrens

clothing

available

Photo by

Dwayne Autery
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MINUTEMEN GETTANNED IN FT. LAUDERDALE
ACTION TAKES PLACE ATTWO MAJOR HOTELS

Sheraton Yankee Clipper SheratonYankee Trader

Beach fun galore . . . right outside your door Home of PENRODS, the hottest spot on the beach.

Wave after wave of students descend on Fort Lauderdale...but the smartest

check in at the two great Sheratons, where the best doesnt cost more.
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GET YOUR SUCE OF THE SUN

BY CAUJNG (toll-free):

1.800-325-3535
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Courts and the death penalty

Letters to the Editor

Some can't take a joke

In reference to the Collegian editorial

titled "Enough is Enough," you're right.

There has been enough already.

To many UMass students, the Cliff Myer

happy hour is synonomous with good

friends and a good time. Although he does

tease some of the people in the audience, it

is understood that it is all done in fun. Un-

fortunately, there are those few thin-

skinned people who cannot take a joke.

There are several people that voluntarily

participate in Cliff Myers' act every week.

It would seem to me that anyone who sits

in the front row during a comedy show is

asking to be a participant. Did this black

person that you speak of complain, or are

you speaking for him?

It is amazing that so many college-age

students who praise the work of comedy

stars like Joan Rivers, Eddie Murphy and

Johnny Carson can't seem to recognize

comedy when it's in their own backyard.

The cartoon implying that Cliff is a

member of the KKK is inexcusable. You

journalists, who are the watchdogs of free

speech and free expression and supposedly

slaves to fairness, accuracy and balance,

should be ashamed of yourselves.

Do you call defaming an entertainer

without offering another side to the story

responsible journalism?

If you ask me, your mean and unfair ac-

cusations are far worse for our society than

anything Cliff Myers could say during a

comedy hour.

Maureen Dwyer
Whately

t

There is an aJtemative
In Friday's column "A Matter of

Choice," Allison Turenton gives her

reasons for not carrying her baby full term.

I was upset that she believes that by seeing

an unplanned pregnancy to term she would

have "trashed her whole life for the sake of

a clump of cells the size of a peanut." I

respect her decision but would like to share

my experience because I carried my child

to term and did not encounter the social

taboos, nor have I suffered a trashed life as

she has implied is the result of such a deci-

sion.

My situation might be classified as

typical. I was 19 and a sophomore involved

in a growing relationship which included

sex and birth control...that failed. There is

nothing typical about the devastating feel-

ing when the doctor confirms your deepest

fears, "the test was positive," and shatters

your highest hopes.

I was forced to make the choice between

life and no life as the pro-choicers put it or

life and death as the pro-lifers put it. Mine

is not to judge which view is right. I want

to express the fact that when it happens to

you, the choice is yours alone based upon

what you know, your support system, what

you believe in, and your situation and emo-

tions. It is not based upon which view is

currently enjoying the most popularity.

My partner and I decided against mar-

riage as our relationship was not as mature

as was our decision to engage in sex.

Although separately we came to the deci-

sion to put our child up for adoption during

my pregnancy, the decision had to be made

again after she was born. Giving birth is a

most moving and incredible experience,

planned or not.

The "huge amount of societal disap-

probation if the woman is not married"

while pregnant has dissipated to a huge

degree. While pregnant, I was a student at

UMass and working in Northampton up to

my seventh month. Fellow students began

to notice, some inquired, some wanted to

but didn't, most simply didn't notice or

minded their own business. I am from Nor-

thampton and constantly ran into people I

knew. Times are changing. Yes, people will

talk, but condemnation and blacklisting are

things of the past. The people I met who

learned of my situation were generally sup-

portive and introspective, relieved that it

wasn't happening to them or to their

children. The society that is educating

itself about birth control and the implica-

tions of its use and is openly talking about

abortion is the same enlightened and accep-

ting society you v^rill encounter when these

methods fail, or when you make the choice

to carry your child to term, married or not.

Putting your child up for adoption is a

painful experience as is abortion. I know

my child is alive. I know that she is being

raised by a couple who could not have

children and who for four years waited and

participated in an adoption program to

prepare them for her arrival. I know their

occupations and religion. That is about all I

know, but I have learned much more.

Adoption is an alternative.

M.C. is a Bcnior at UMass.

When the Massachusetts Supreme Court

ruled last month that the capital punish-

ment law, signed by former Gov. Ed King,

which took effect t)n January 1, 1984, was

unconstitutional, court watchers in

Massachusetts were not surprised. By

relying on their own precedent of the last

12 years, the court could have found any

number of reasons to strike down the latest

law.

What is interesting, however, is the nar-

rowness with which the Court wrote this

latest decision, and also the narrowness

(four-to-three) of the majority.

The Massachusetts Supreme Court has

ruled on capital punishment four times

since the U.S. Supreme Court first found

the punishment unconstitutional in 1972.

Though the Federal Court has since legaliz-

ed the death penalty, contingent on certain

procedures, the Massachusetts Court has

consistently found the punishment of death

unconstitutional in and of itself, regardless

of what safeguards might be put into place.

The three decisions previous to this most

recent one were impassioned arguments in

which the justices quoted Shakespeare,

Aristotle, Jefferson, Bacon, as well as

Friend of the Court briefs submitted by in-

mates on Death Row. On this tack the

court questioned the debilitating

psychological aspect of those who must

wait for their appeals on death row. (While

students of literature might read Dreiser's

An American Tragedy, students of law

might read the brief submitted in 1980 by

inmate Henry Arsenault.)

On another tack, the Mass. Court cit«d

statistics about those who were sentenced

to death. They are as follows, through

1977: In Florida, 48 of the 268 Blacks who

killed whites were sentenced to death; of

the 111 whites who killed Blacks, mnw
were sentenced to death. In Georgia, 37 of

the 258 Blacks who killed whites were

sentenced to death; of the 71 whites who

killed Blacks, tivo were sentenced to death.

In Texas, 27 of the 344 Blacks who killed

Andrew M. Paven

Broach is brooch
About your new comic strip, Nuclear

Broach: not to be picayune, but isn't it

spelled "brooch"? See what your dic-

tionary says. Also, I think "Yeasthead"

is great, and "Gorde" is consistently

good.

Lisle Leete

Belchertown

Correction

Due to a typographical error, a sentence

was changed in Allison Turenton's column

Friday. It should have read, "But the real

debate is not about abortion with

mitigating circumstances. The real debate

is about abortion on demand."

whites were sentenced to death, while of

the 143 whites who killed Blacks, n(n>£

were sentenced to death. And finally, in

the northern state of Ohio, of the 173

Blacks who killed whites, 37 of them were

sentenced to death, and of the 47 whites

who killed Blacks, none were sentenced to

death.

This time around, however, the Mass.

Supreme Court ruled on narrow constitu-

tional grounds. The law before them

stipulated that if a defendant pleaded guil-

ty to first-degree murder, he could not be

executed, whereas he could be if he insisted

on his right to a trial by jury. The Court

ruled that this law chilled the defendant's

constitutional right to be tried by a jury of

his or her peers and was thus unconstitu-

tional. The Court also struck down a con-

stitutional amendment that had been pass-

ed in December 1982, which stated that no

provision of the (Massachusetts) constitu-

tion "shall be construed as prohibiting the

punishment of death."

But that was all expected; the law and

the amendment were hastily and poorly

written, and were passed hastily with little

review, by a lame duck session of the

Legislature.

What is harder to gauge is the intent of

the Court. The narrow 4 to 3 ruling

reflects the success former Gov. King had

in appointing justices - two of whom.

Lynch and Nolan, jt»in in a dissenting opi-

nion. But it seems that the four who joined

in the majority decision — one of whom,

O'Connor, a King appointee, may turn out

to be Ed King's Earl Warren - may have

exhibited their political acumen by not giv-

ing away their arguments to their opposi-

tion, and thus figuring the next capital

punishment law will also be easily struck

down.

in lexas ^r ui uic u-.-. ^.^^^ ^-^ - Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian columnist

Shedding some more light on South Africa

Recently, there has been a lot of misin-

formation on the topic of South African

divestment. We, as members of the South

African Divestment Committee (SADC),

would like to clarify some of the details of

the issue.

Yes, this University does support divest-

ment. However, despite the fact that the

Trustees have a policy of not investing in

corporations operating in South Africa, it

was recently discovered that in fact they

had purchased stock in six such corpora-

tions. After this was brought to the atten-

tion of Treasurer Brand, he was obligated

to sell all the stock, but only sold three.

The Treasurer has refused to sell the re-

maining three stocks (worth approximately

$177,000) because he disputes the sources

used by the SADC which show the corpora-

tions' involvement in South Africa. At

least two sources confirming the involve-

ment of each corporation in South Africa

have been furnished by the SADC. This,

the SADC feels, is more than sufficient

proof. However, despite their oversight,

the Trustees do support divestment, as

does the State of Massachusetts.

The international community has also

shown its disapproval of the illegitimate

South African white minority

government's racial policies by excluding it

from the United Nations. The interna-

tional government also strongly com-

municated its intolerance of the repressive

South African white regime by encourag-

ing divestment. They understand the rela-

tionship between divestment and eman-

cipation of black South Africans.

U.S. corporations comprise 25 percent of

all foreign investment in South Africa.

These investments are concentrated in

areas vital to the maintenance of the apar-

theid economy and government. Ford and

General Motors provide the South African

military with vehicles despite a U.S. Com-

merce Department ban on the sale of any

commodity to the South African military or

police. At least one-third of IBM's business

in South Africa is with the government.

Obviously, if these and other U.S. corpora-

tions were to pull out of South Africa, the

present white government would be

severely weakened and the possibility of

downfall of the apartheid regime would be

greatly enhanced.

This thesis is supported by the African

National Congress, the group considered

the legitimate voice of the black South

Africans. Critics of the ANC point to a re-

cent survey that states 75 percent of the

black South Africans don't support divest-

ment. This study is invalid. Not mentioned

is the fact that it is illegal in South Afnca to

publicly support divestment. So, even if

black South Africans want to support

divestment, by admitting that they subject

themselves to a possible minimum sentence

of five years imprisonment and a maximum

sentence of death. It is illegal to speak out

against the government at all, and to do so

is to be accused of high treason. So, in fact,

the 25 percent of black South Africans who

spoke in support of divestment risked im-

prisonment.

Opposers of divestment feel that black

South Africans will suffer greatly because

they won't have jobs after the U.S. cor-

porations pull out. In fact, only 2 percent

of the black population is employed by U.S.

corporations. So, while the white com-

munity and government in South Africa is

benefitting greatly from the presence of

the U.S. corporations, black South

Africans are not. The presence of those

corporations does more harm than good to

blacks by feeding the white government

with money and resources which are used

to enforce the racist policies.

Hopefully, this has cleared up some

issues. The question now is not whether

we should divest; that has already been

answered by the Trustees of the Universi-

ty. The question is now when do we put an

end to this racist apartheid regime?

Fran Trainor, Chria Alibrandi, Katt

McGarry. and Heidi Holland are UMass

students.
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iHypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events happen-

ing in and around the University. Events listed

will appear on the day they take place, except

Friday, which will also carry the events happen-

ing Saturday and Sunday.

MP'YOND WAR — Will our generation make a positive

contribution to the evolution of humanity? Working

together for a world beyond war is one way to accomplish

this. 7:00 CC805

VIDEO- "MATTERS SO FUNDAMENTAL" -CERRF
will be presenting a free viewing of "Matters", which

delves into today's abortion controversy. A must for those

concerned with bodily freedom. 5:30 p.m. CC165

WORLD PEACE IS HERE - At least we're working on

it, come to the Peacemeakers meeting TODAY! Bring a

friend so we can do it faster. 4:00 p.m. CC903

UPC GENERAL MEETING - UPC is stiU alive! There is

work to do for up and coming shows. You can still get

involved. 6:30 p.m. CC168

The Working Women's Program of Everywoman's Center

is distributing copies of factsheets on women's safety and

health on the job. General factsheets include: Occupational

Stress, Sexual Harassment on the Job, Cancer and

Reproductive Hazards at Work, Questions and Answers

about Video Display Terminals (VDT's) and

Discrimination. Factsheets on specific job areas include:

Clerical Workers, Health Care Workers, Retail

Salesworkers. and Food Service Workers. Most factsheets

are also available in Spanish. Workshops on these issues

are available on request through the Working Women's

Program. Call 545 0883 for more information.

DaytonTires

SNOW
TIRES

POLYESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

$34
A78-13

00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
on 2? MONTHS HUNOCD
PAYMENT PI AN ON DAYTON
RfvOiVMG CMAftQC ON

TBt S 1 StBVICf

c redft

established
in minutes

A78-13

E78-14

F78-14

G78-14

G78-15

H78-15

34.00

44.00

45.00

48.00

45.00

48.00

RADIAL
White Wall

Size Price

P155/80Rt3

P165/80R13

P185/80R'3

P195/75R14

P205/75R15

P215/75R15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

• Plus MA wtrs ta« •

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

KIM

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store"
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

TUESDAY

RACK-A-VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen -

Video Music

D-M-e-E

W?«.2S*^»

THE
PUB

15 E. PLEASANT ST AMHERST ,MA
413-549- 1200
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More involvement needed
F^y KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

On Thursday most of us will be at home

enjoying a delicious Thanksgiving dinner

with our families. On the same day. hun

dreds of Ethiopians and other Africans will

die of starvation.

Ethiopia was once the "Bread basket of

Africa." Now it is nothing more than a vast

Although people are encouraged to stay in

their villages, many abandon their home

and crowd the distribution centers in the

hopes of receiving a regular fwd supply.

In a country where the supply of food is in

abundance, it is hard to think about people

starving to death. Yet. we should think

about it because it is an important social

issue and there is always the possibility

that we could face the same thing in the

Commentary

AP win'i'tuiti

MEXICO CITY — A Red Cross worker carries two injured children

from the site of an explosion in Mexico City this morning that destroyed

a residential area and set off a fire in a gas storage station. Nearly 100

died and hundreds were injured.

desert. The land is no longer fertile enough

to grow food and there hasn't been a good

rainfall in three years.

F(X)d can't be delivered to the villages

because many of the roads are inaccessible

and there is a shortage of trucks.

There is only one doctor to care fo|;365,000

people and be in charge of three

distribution centers. Many of the victims

are children and there aren't enough people

around to give the children the attention

thev need.

United States.

However, thinking about it is not enough.

Third World people should also become

involved with d'^cision making processes

affecting Third World countries and play a

more active role in influencing foreign

policies because what happens in the Third

World affwts minorities in the United

States either directly or indirectly.

The plight hampering the Third World

would not end until peoples of color unite to

destroy it.

Program raises Hispanics' nutritional consciousness
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Attempting to make Hispanic women conscious about

nutrition, and able to plan more balanced meals and budget

their money, Northampton's Hampden County Extention

Services has a home service program m Floreing Rights

and Hampden Gardens Project housing.

Esther Orellana, a senior University of Massachusetts

plant and soil science major visits low income Hispanic

families with children and teaches them basic nutritional

concepts, buying strategies, and the psychology of pur-

Orellana said Hispanics are not conscious about nutrition.

"They need to be conscious that children have t > be better

fed. There need to be changes in nutrition for future

generations." she said.

She said she does not try to change their dietary habits.

but attempts to raise awareness of food and nutrition.

Hispanics do not consume enough vegetables due to the

inabiUty to obtain them, and their ignorance on the im-

portance of vegetables and their vitamin C richness, she

said.

ORELLANA, WHO TRANSFERED FROMLWorcester

Center Extention Services, thinks the program is ef

fective. "If I would not see any changes, it would worry

me. But I make an impact and a difference."

She said 98 percent of the women who are solicited about

the services accept them. "Hispanic women live very

isolated from society. T'hey are very proud of what they

learn and how it expands their world."

Orellana also has a Friday morning snow in Concepto

Latino on WMUA. where she discusses the importance of

• certain foods in a daily diet.

Orellana thinks students eat too much junk food. She

recommends students not eat greasy, sugary or salty foods

because they do not provide a consistent amount of energy.

She said students should eat breakfa.st, sleep well, and

exercise.

Campus cafeterias should cater to students' nutritional

needs rather than fast food services, she said. There

should be surveys done on what kinds of food students

would like and dietitians hired to balance the menus. "U

they were really concerned about students' health and

nutrition, they would do it." she said.

Available at

HURRY! Limited quantities.

Plus...enter the SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKES
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Proposals are now being accepted

for Spring Semester 1985 Speakers.

If you have an idea for a speaker,

pick up an Outside Proposal Form

at the

Distinguished Visitors Program

Office,

415 Student Union.

Completed forms are due by

December 4.
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I Thanksgiving Dance
g] Sat. Nov. 24

1 9:00 pm - 1 am
I at the Copley Plaza
1 St. James Ave. In Boston
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1 $10 per person
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1 to the Party!!
^ sponsored by Young Adult Single
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Poetic drama:
InLife in theFastLanepoetLaneNishikaum

examines the life ofJapaneseAmericans.

By LORENA NOZZOLILLO
Collefoan Correspondent

The New World Theatre's produtlion of

Life in the Fast Lane, a one man dramatic-

presentation by poet Lane Nishikawa. is a

poi^jnant, often humorous account of life as

a Japanese American. Nishikawa, an

Asian American poet and actor, candidly

reveals his real life experiences as a

Japanese American through dramatic

readings of his poetry.

The play begins as Nishikawa arrives late

for an interview. He b«'gins a discussion

with the non existent interviewer, ex

plaining his style of poetry. Nishikawa

tells his interviewer, and the audience, that

he writes in free verse, meaning that his

poetry is free from restriction of any sort

.

He al.so explains how a lot of his inspiration

comes from people he has known
throughout his life. F^or example, he tells

the interviewer how he used to spend every

summer with his grandmother in Hawaii.

This leads into Nishikawa's reading of his

poem "Oba Chan" (Japanese for grand

mother).

Nishikawa slips into the persona of himself

at a younger age, describing the

relationship he shared with his grand-

mother as he was growing up. His gran

dmother is described as being traditionally

Japanese; she fed him on Japane.se cuisine

and constantly lamented over Japan. She is

his only link with his homeland.

Throughout the play, Nishikawa is con

stantly switching from him.self to other

personalities. One of the more humorous

points of the show is when Nishikawa plays

a bigot, a typical Jap hating, flag hating

World War I i vet.

As the bigot, Nishikawa explains how he

has raised three sturdy sons who have all

grown up and "done him proud." Cnfor

tunalely, his daughter wound up getting

pregnant by "one of those Japanese fellers.

Roosevelt is probably turning in his grave."

Nishikawa explains how bigotry is a con

stant, never ending battle, and that no

matter where you go you will find people

with this type of attitude.

Nishikawa recites his poems in an

exuberant fervor. At times he seems to be

t<x) caught up in his own excitement, and

unfortunately his messages are lost in the

rush.

Despite his fast delivery, his poems are

contemporary, colorful and effectively

reflect the attitudes of the Asian american.

Nishikawa saved his most humorous piece

for last: a piece called "Japane.se Junkies".

This piec-e satirizes the media's exploitation

of Japanese culture. Products with

J;ip:inc^<' nanic^ "are hut on the media meat

market" according to Nishikawa (e.g.

James Michener's Shogun, John Belushi's

Samurai skit).

Through his work, Nishikawa is fighting

against the stereotypical image presented

by the media. Through his skill as an actor

and a poet, Nishikawa successfully shows
how the Asian American is searching for

his place in American society.

On Tuesday, November 27, at 8 p.m., the University of Massachusetts

Department of Music and Dance will present UMass/Amherst Jazz, a

concert featuring eight highly-acclaimed faculty and guest artists. The

program will include premieres of new pieces composed by Jeff

Holmes, Salvatore Macchia and Frederick Tillis, as well as mainstream

jazz selections performed by the Tradewinds Jazz Ensemble. Informa-

tion may be obtained by calling 545-2227.

Oh Godagain
By MATT MACHERA and HERB RAMY
Collegian Correspondent

George Burns is back again in one of his

most famous roles as God. Only this time he

draws double duty as the Devil. The action

begins when a .struggling singer, played by

Ted Wass, sells his soul to the Devil in

return for wealth and fame. Eventu ally he

realizes that he has made a mistake and

then it's God to the rescue.

Director Paul Bogart does a fine job in

directing OA God, You Devil and avoids

many of the problems in Oh. God's sequel.

Oh God, Book 2. This time the plot is much
simpler and not as full of deep moral

statements. The best feature of this movie

is George Burns. H you thought he was the

perfect God in the first two movies, then

you'll be even more impressed with his

portrayal of the Devil. Burns transforms

the prince of darkness into a grandfather

figure with evil tendencies.

As for the rest of the acting, it was fairly

good. Ted Wass's character was humorous

and believable, but so predictable that

Burns stole the show.

The only problem a viewer might have

with Oh God You Devil is if he/she takes it

too .seriously. Many of the scenes sacrifice a

degree of believability in order to be funny.

Although this movie won't win any

Academy Awards it does achieve its goal of

making the viewer laugh. We can

recommend this movie because it provides

simple entertainment and you're almost

guaranteed to leave the theater with a

smile.

Seniors:

Sign up for your yearbook photo by call-

ing 545-2874 or stop by 103 Campus Center

for an appointment.

Free! '82 INDEX with every sitting

There will be a $2.00 sitting fee
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Today's Weather

TODAY- Rays groove but air currents

move, and clouds wUl be "partly" prwent.

TONIGHT: A scene of the utmost frigidi-

ty, as the mercury drops into the teens.

TOMORROW: We kll go home with food

on our minds and sun in our skies.

$Money,money,money$

Are you interested in writing

business articles? Are you interested in

reading more business news and

opinions?

If so, call and ask for the Business

Manager at the Collegian

545-3500

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdiled b> Irude Michel Jsffe

ACROSS
1 California

[>eninsul«

b Quencfiefb

10 Shon
e«amination

U HeOfew monir

15 Uninlerestinfl

16 Bailol box Fi

17 Ex^lblt reai

enthusiasm
19 Anao'am o'

agea
20 Valesludeni

21 Indian Duttalo

22 Field,

nomeol DeTi

Bums'
24 Port ot S liaiy

26 Old weapon
27 Metoc

measures
28 cake

32 Bye byes

34 Oeer tails

35 Camel s hair

labric

36 Namesakes ot

Baba
37 Manilow

38 Ancient lyfe

39 Zodiac sign

40 Steve oi TV

41 Oesignef scon
cern

42 Bed coverings

44 In dispute

45 Option bid

46 Narrow ctiasmb

49 Way in

52 Air Comb lorm

53 Circuit tor

sprinters

54 One se«preb

sion

55 Playful

58 Concerning

59 Utah range

60 Roasting
device

61 Visionary

62 Wind t)orne

loam
63 Cozy place

DOWN
1 French infants

2 Pan ol a bird s

wing

i Expression o'

|oy
4 Priest s 'obe
5 Violinist Isaac

and family

6 Penobscot nver

college town
7 Ana perlormei

8 Lunched
9 Peace and

quiet

10 City on fneSi
Lawrence

11 Exhort

12 the finibr

13 Omegas
British style

fa Penates
partners

23 Spelling

contests

25 Pitchers con
cerns Abbr

26 Rebuff

28 Real estate

29 Cole Porter

tune
30 Old Greel< coin

31 Passenger
32 Nursery staple

33 Town in ancient

Arcadia

34 Comic Soupy
37 Happy
38 A toolish

thing was but

Shak

40 Bruman trees

4' boorr

43 Household
need

44 Talicnief et a

46 Bretons

47 Dubs
48 Exhausted
49 Author

Kingsley

50 Movie, in Tours

51 Part ot a birds

bill

52 Highest rating

56 Brancoor
Bravo

57 Family member
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LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Southern Beef and Noodle

Casserole

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy,
Applesauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/Mushroom

Greek Style Skillet

BASICS LUNCH
Fettucine with Sprouts

Grilled Cheese on
Wheatberrv'
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fPRODUCTIONS presents

GENERAL
PUBLIC

featuring former members

of the English Beat

and Specical Guest

SUN. DEC. 9th

8PMS.U.B. UMASS
UMass $10.00

Non-Student $12.00

Tickets on Sale

Monday November 26
Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic'

I
Center, and Stop and Shop locations in Northampton^

Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield. ^
No cans, bottles or recording devices.

JJMass I.D. required to enter with student tickel^

Have a Happy

Thanksgiving

GIFTS
for Home

Champion Shirt

$4.75

Grey with

Maroon Imprint

Childrens sizes

Photo by Dwayne Autery Alan

Open
M-W9

Located in the Campus Center

7/UNIVERSITY
' mSTORE-»
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""
ef wanttih

mr* childrbn of all ages

Agift

IS

I

Champion
UMass

Crew Neck Sweatshirt

available in

Maroon
Navy
Grey

Adult sizes $11.95

Childrens sizes $8.95

I

Danielle

Photo by

Dwayne Autery

David

Happy

Thanksgiving

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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Wrestlers pin down Hartford
BvPRYAN(M'F\7F!,
Collegian (Correspondent

In what was possibly the

final home match in its

history, the University of

Massachusetts wrestling

team went out strong with a

38 12 thrashing of the

University of Hartford at

the Boyden Gym on

Saturday.

The wrestling team is one

of seven sports being phased

out of the University's

varsity athletic program and

since this was their only

scheduled home match this

season, the team does not

expect to see the Boyden
mats again.

The Minutemen overcame
this and dominated a good
Hartford squad. Coach Rick

Freitas was very pleased

with the performan<;e of his

young team.

"We have mostly freshman

and they wrestled well in

their first collegiate mat

ches," Freitas said.

Freitas was impressed with

the performances of two of

his freshman. Tom Becci and

Tom Pomella. Becci built a

16 3 lead through one and a

half periods before the

Hartford coach threw in the

towel to end the match.

Pomella took apart his

opponent and pinned him

just 40 seconds into the

match.

.Consider the

Are you wondering what to pre-register for?

Health Aide
Program

As a Peer Health Promoter, you

ir LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

• TEACH YOUR PEERS
ABOUT HEALTH

^GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

Sophomore Chris I^ee.

ranked 10th in the nation

among the NCAA division

one 126 pound class,

overcame an ankle injury

which had kept him from

practicing during the week
to record a tough 9 8 vie

tory. Lee scored the winning

point with just 20 seconds

left in the final period.

The Minutemen's next

match is at the Coast Guard

Invitational from Noven»ber

30 to December 1.

REf\t)MSK)KTS?ftGM

...VOU BET\

\

For more information about thi» 3 credit course

sponsored by the University Health Services.

call the Health Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

UMass Coach Rick Freitas shouts encouragement

to wrestler Paul Sofianos during Saturday's

38-12 win over Hartford in the only meet at

Boyden this year.

SYMBOI
OF THE MAN WHO

RECEIVES IN GIVING"

young men 16 35

TonijJ^hl at
FRANCISCANS

7^W O'lJe^ R.e<fula/i

DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS, FRANCISCANS, TOR

2006 EDGEWATER PARKWAY
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 2W03

Pleast' bc'iiJ (lie llie liee booKlel J' tio oblig.ii"i'i

Name .
^IMC

Addre'.

,

City Stall'

(Check preference) Priesthood Brotherhood

J

Pre-Thanksgivmg
Bash

50^ DRAFTS
Wild Turkey Special

Video Dance Music
T I I I I It

Changes will be open

Wednesday thru Saturday also.

RT. 9 AMHERST 256-8284

UMass Transit Service
|

presents the |

Intersession \

Training Program |

for Bus Driving Jobs
100 applications will be given out

on Tues. Nov. 20th at 7:00 pm in CC 174

You Must: - have 3 -i- semesters left at UMass
- be at least 18 yrs old

J - have had a driver's license for 1 yr

! I Bring proof of your class year

1

1

(no id's) to the meeting
g I women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply

I UMTS is an AA/EO employer

1 for further info, call 545-0056 -
llliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiimiiiimimn"""" iiiiiiiiiiiimmiMHiiiiiiiiiiii iim iiimmraiimmiimimire

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^ta^^^^^^^ _ „ „ .^ . ^ :^_.. a.Ac: o.on - f aeK « aHuanrp • 5 consectutJve davs 5% discount

Mondav - Thursday 845 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consectutive days 5% discount

. I'o consectutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount > phone number free

AUDIO

B«ck«r« SpMkars high ft mid fraquwicy

control, 30(Ki», 19 mo okJ, 10 yr wirr^nty

rrat ibucwl 2S&1612 2S0 or BO

AUTO FOR SALE

1H0 Datsun 210 4 door S ipMd 41 mpg
good condition 12900 666 3986

PontTlic^L»m«n« »i« cylinder excellent run

ning condition »600 733-8641 will show in

Amherst

1«76 Toyota CorolTe Daluiia 4 dr rediels

AM FM dependable clean »600 negotiable

S49^W38Tim

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a audio and

visual entertainrrwnt for the 80's 664-6712

Rack A Disc Rack A Video Entertain

ment Agency Disc(ockevs end large

screen video parties for the five college area

649-7144

For rant l"biSSiiiri^rCII"g*^|^
utilities included Dec 1 call 686-3337 after 7

PM

Apt for rant: 2 bedroom apt, Mam St

Arnhmti. M86.00 plus 1 vaa

2S84160 ask for Kevin

Lg rm Northwood older student for spring

and summer call Tracy 666-4931 for more in

fo

Furniahad studio Buckland^ Dec June

call colloct 203 668 2390 after 6 PM

1 bedroom apt Squ7ra Village »375 no

utilities Jan 1 call Stave 886-280

FOR SALE

Cattlc'a TIckata Promenade Ftoor Friday

Nov 23 7:30 pm BO 253 7486^Mil<e

1973 Ford Oran Torino Wagon 8 cyl
,

euto trsns . p s ,
runs very well 300 or BO

call Rob after 5:30 at 266-6366

l^b Series LB lOOw goiter emplifler mint

condition 360 OBO Rob 549 5316

Uva Conclirt Tapes, all types of music

available, quality recordings, reesonable

prices send for list Box 940, Belchertown.

Mass 01007

QAV ft LESBIAN

Tha Paopla's Oay Alllanca boats a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 8 Business

meetings are at 6:X each Thurs. Check the

Campus Center schedule for room nun>t>ers

New people are welcome and are ancourag

ed to attend I

The Wad . 1 1 -21 -84 social has been cancell

ed. i^appy Thanksgiving, wall see you after

vacation I

HELP WANTED

Politics Can Pay

Massachusetts Fair Share offers full and

peri time work on voter nghts, toxics and

economic reform Paid training Hours

1 30 9 30 PM $160»260'Wk or 4 30 9 30

PM 160 »150 wk Call 586 8713 or

1800 962 7478

Earn ««^7 an hour Must be 18 or older

have own insured reliable car Apply m per

son Domino's PiHa Rt 9 Hadioy

f«ow taking applications for fall and par

time positions Must be 18 or okJer Apply in

person Domino's PiMS Rt 9 Hadley

dVERSEAiS JOBS Summer yr round

Europe S America. Austrslia. Asia all

fields 190 2000 mo Sightseeing Free irifo

Write IJC, PO B« 52.MA1 Corona Del Mer,

CA 92626

Hardsparaon to work full time 6:30 am
10:» am and 4:00 p m 7:00 p m six

days Consisting of milking m parlor,

feeding and cleaning calves, other odd

chores Call batvyaan 9:00 am 3:00 p m
666^7174 __

LOST

HOT TUBS

Hot Tub Special every Mon Tue Wed ell

day all night 1 hour tub at Vi hour price call

253 7727

Stolan In Sylvan araa or Boydan Oym
Brown leather wallet containing license

bankcard and other essentials Substantial

reward for return call 6 4096 no questions

ssknd the name is Kelley McCormick

Lost Bt FAC bus stop Grey backpack Fri at

5 pm substantial reward^' Peter 546^9607

Gold Bracelet great sentimental value

Please return call 546 5375 »« reward

Skateboard left in Bluewell 11/t at Hap

py Hour pleese call 5466322 restore my

faith in humanity

CathaHna my Paralan cat disappeared

from the aree around Baybank on Wed Oct

31 she s grey fluffy pumpkin color eyes She

answers to her name and a whistle please

call 549-4904 or 549 3700 anytirria raward

MOTORCYCLES

Hand* XL176 on/off in great condition

iTuinv new oart»376 OBO Bob 549-S316

PERSONALS

Buah Baah LAONAF Now tign up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con

course 546 3437

Pauia Thank you for tt>ahappiaal two years

of my life I love you Mark

JaanI Ramambar mt? Whata tt>e akinny?

Lata go out for drinks aeon Bobbi

THE LESBIAN BISEXUAL » OAY
MEN'S Counseling Collective offers FREE

peer counseling for everyone effected by

sexual orientation issues M T Th F 4-8 pm
Call 545^2648, or info line 546«84 Rm 433

Student Union

To Amy W of Canca. Your smile makes

my day We have one thing in common and

thats Sociotogy 103. ITABF? Kaw amUing

PROFESSiONAr^
TYPING SERVICE

Papers, Cases. Dissertations, Thacas,

on campus low rates gueranteed accap

tance Nancy 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

Two women looking for second semester

off campus housina Please call 546-S264

ROOMMATE WANTED

One badroom avallabla in hwo bedroom

apartment Brittany Manor 9-6 546-2644 attar

6 253 5239 (emslels) only aak for Angie

Reeponalbia mele to share Colonial Village

apartment Available immed 'January

266-0078 eves

'SERVICES

RochMMf. NY for Thwtkagiving v»il P«V

gas can Anna 2B3-7OT

RIDERS WANTED

Share a rWa to Atlanta OMrgIa or

anywhere in between around Thanksgiving

call 413-866-8697

Treat Yourself IBM professional typing

Romance languages Suzanne 253- 7966

TRAVEL

ROOM WANTED

Do you need a roomie in Townehouse or

Brandywine? JeM 549 1377

rnTedvirtiaing'aarly bacauaa l want to

find a aiogle mi in a houaa w/in walking

diatanca of campus Crazy? Prot>atoly Rates

to be diacuaaed, etc. 6-8104

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA'a f1

student/budget travel agency. Free catak>g.

Call 16171 286 1926 or write. 729 Boylston

St Suite 201. Boston. MA 02116

WANTED

I'm collecting BIZAAR Idaaa Fantaaiaa

Stunts Drawings and Violent Thoughts for a

WILD FILM I'm making Send ANY and
ALL Ideas to 3W JOHNSON DORM, CAM
PUS MAIL

WANTED TO RENT

laaat for dM In Brandytrvina Puffton or

Townhs. for Jan reward call Mike or Tom
M9M1* —
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Minuteman basketball
opens '84-85 season

looking to surprise

:r;:W!WS:WS:::W:%¥:::%::%%%%'>*Wr%^^::'

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The 1984 85 University of Massachusetts

men's basketball season will be a unique one

for two reasons.

The first being that the Minutemen will

play all 12 home games in the Springfield

Civic Center away from one of the worst

places for an opposing team to play, the

Curry Hicks Cage which is undergoing $2.5

million in renovations.

The second reason is that coach Ron

Gerlufsen has elected, without much choice,

to go into the season without a center.

In the pre season Atlantic 10 coach's poll,

the Minutemen were selected to come in

last in the ten team conference. With the

loss of center Edwin Green to graduation

and its high scorer of the last two seasons m
John Hempel (transferred to St. John's)

also missing, no one expects much of

UMass.
But second year coach Ron Gerlufsen, who

guided UMass to a 12-17 record last season,

looks at the Minutemen and sees a strong

backcourt, one of the best forwards in the

conference and solid depth.

"It's easy to look at Edwin and John being

gone and expect us to come in last,"

Gerlufsen said. "But people don't realize

that Edwin only scored 13 points a game

and that John only won two games for us

with his shooting. We're going to surprise a

lot of people."

The Minutemen open with Division 2

power Stonehill College next Monday at the

Civic Center (7:30 p.m.). They go on the

road to New Hampshire. Connecticut and

Hartford before hosting Boston University

and Northeastern. The initial few games

will tell a lot about what kind of team

UMass will have.

"It's important to win every game,"

Gerlufsen said. "But it's doubly important

to get off to a good start. If we want the

best fans in the league, that's our fans, to

come out to Springfield and see us, we have

to be exciting to watch and be winners. I

think we can be both."

Three starters return from last season's

eighth place A 10 fini.sher. a team that was

within a game of fifth place before dropping

four straight before the league tournament.

Senior co captain Horace Neysmith will fill

one forward position and brings impressive

credentials to it.

The 6 5, 218 pounder scored 13.2 points a

game last season with a .595 shooting

percentage. Neysmith pulled down a team

high 7.6 rebounds per contest (third in the

conference) and behind Gerorge

Washington star Mike Brown is the top

returning boardman in the conference.

sports infcirmaUi.n photos

Point (piard Carl Smith will lead the

Minuteman offense this season. The

sophomore had a school record 212

assists last season.

"Horace is our mainstay upfront,"

Gerlufsen said. "He's a smart player, shoots

well and plays tough defense. I expect a lot

out of him. he has to produce for us to do

well."

The other two returnees team in the back-

court. Senior co captain Donald Russell and

sophomore Carl Smith are with little

question the strength of the team.

Russell will fill the shooters role and has

averaged over 11 points in his three years

at UMa-ss (11.8 last season). The 6 1

veteran will have to help fill the slack left

by the departure of Hempel and Green with

more consistent outside (10 to 15 feet)

shooting.

Smith, who set the league and school

records with 212 assists last season,

singlehandedly won four games last season

with la.st second heroics. He averaged only

7.2 points and will need to get around a

dozen a game to contribute to the offense.

The 5 11 speedster made the all-rookie

team last season in the league.

"Carl and Donald are keys to both the

offense and defense," Gerlufsen said. "Both

are very quick and have vital roles. I want

to see them score some more points and

continue the good defense they've shown in

the past. I'm not worried about them."

Gerlufsen is, however, worried about the

other two forward spots. Senior Bobby

Braun looks like a lock for the power for

ward position and with his 6-6, 220 pound

frame he'll bang more than a few people

around this season. Junior Tom Emerson

and Senior George Ramming saw little

quality time last season and will back up

Braun in that spot along with freshman

Tom Swick. a Canadian import with good

tools but little experience.

"All four of those guys are big guys who

need to rebound and play defense, what

Edwin did. " Gerlufsen said. "I will use them

all a lot. I hope, and need around ten points

from that position. But rebounding is the

key for these guys; I'm looking for

defensive board help."

The small forward spotis a dogfight.

Senior Ron Young (6 4) only scored 25

points last season but has good defensive

abilities and is showing confidence. Fresh-

man Wilbur Hicks has the height (6-7) and

the touch (23.2 average in high school), but

lacks experience.

"He needs control on the court, but he

works hard and has good habits and

rebounding ability," Gerlufsen assessed.

Sophomore Darryl Carter is back from a

year off and the explosive 6-5 swingman

will probably be Gerlufsen's offense off the

bench.

"These guys will all play a lot," Gerlufsen

said. "I'm going to see what kind of team

we're playing and if we need speed. Braun

might not play and Carter will see time, if

we need size you might see Braun and

Ramming in there. The situation will

dictate who plays at the forwards. Horace

will see small forward time as well."

Freshman Matt Ryan and Lorenzo Sutton

will see backcourt time, but both need

seasoning. Carter will back up Smith at the

point.

On offense the Minutemen will look for the

easy shot and avoid the off balance jumpers

that Hempel favored that lead to the op

ponent getting a fast break.

Defensively with the depth in the back

court, the Minutemen will look to employ a

lot of defensive pressure externally and

press a lot.

"The defense will set up the offense."

Gerlufsen said. "We are pretty quick and

creative on the open floor. We can shoot,

pass, rebound and play defense. We are

just small."

Senior co-captain Donald Russell lays one in last

season against URI. The Minutemen open up

next Monday with Stonehill.

^^\c io

Sheehan injured
Jack Sheehan seems

destined to never play in

December for the

University of

Massachusetts.

After sitting out last

season's opening month

after transferring from

Rider College, the junior

will miss at least until

January with a stress

fracture of the back.

"Jack's injury is hard to

tell." coach Ron Gerlufsen

said. "It may take three

weeks or three months to

heal."

The 6-3 reserve point

guard averaged less than a

point last season but played

well when in the game.

Small forward Darryl Carter

is at guard in his absence.

-PETER ABRAHAM

Who will win the Atlantic

10 championship this

Four teams, George
Washington, Temple, West
Virginia and Rutgers have

strong claims to the title.

Temple, with AH American
candidate Granger Hall and

solid veterans in Charles

Rayne, Ed Coe and Nate

Blackwell. won't go 18 in

the league this season but

have a lot of power.

George Washingfton has the

conference premier player in

Mike Brown, the 6-10 senior

center who averaged over 12

rebounds a game and 19.6

points. Rookies Max Blanc

and Kenny Barer are also

strong.

West Virginia won the

conference tournament last

season and have dunk-

master Lester Rowe back.

Rutgers didn't lose a let-

terman and AH American

candidate John "Get Ready
For" Battle is outstanding.

St. Joseph's lost tough

Tony Costner in the pivot,

but returns the smooth

Maurice Martin and Bob
Lojewski.

St. Bonaventure has

rookie-of the year Alvin

Lott and bruising forward

Barry Mungar. Duquesne

had a good team, but a rape

charge has sacked four

players including all-

conference pick Emmett
SeUers.

Rhode Island has a new
coach in Brandan Malone

and little else. This was

probably the Ram's year in

football anyway.

The league will feature a 45

second clock and a short 19'-

9" three point zone. All ten

teams will qualify for the

Atlantic 10 tournament at

Rutgers.

Of course, don't forget

Penn State. The Nittany

Lions lost three starters

from a 5 22 team. Another

football school with little

hope for hoop success.

Player of the year honors

will go to either Martin,

Rattle or Brown.
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Blue Wall
performer fired
My IAN I'OLUMHAUM
Collegian Staff

Blue Wall entertainer Cliff Myers has been fired from his

job performing at Friday afternoon "happy hours."

Campus Center i)irector William Harris said yesterday.

Myers, 33. of Warwick. R.I., had come under fire from

the Campus Center Board of Governors (BOti) and the

Colkgain editorial board for making what the BOG and the

edit«>rs considered racist and sexist jokes during two

recent shows.

On Nov. 9. Myers reportedly pointed to a Portuguese

woman in the audience and suggested that someone "get a

pool table, " a leference to a 19Ki new Bedford case in

which four Port ugue.se men were convicted of raping a

woman on a pool table while patrons of Big Dans Tavern

urged them on.

The BOG last week wrote letters to Myers and to Campus

Center Food Services Directer Richard Ellis, who handled

Myers' contract, calling the remark "unacceptable.

'

HOG vir»> chairwoman Karen Karina Gray said Myers

apologized at the beginning of his show la.st Friday after

meeting with board members, then invited a black man to

dance on stage, saying, 'everybody knows black people

can dance."

("olletrian phoU) hy I'aul IVsnuiniis

AFTERNOON GLARE — The sun gives off some late afternoon glare yesterday afternoon over

the greenhouses in Central.

*7 deplore any kind of rape, racism or

anything that will put people against peo-

ple.
"

-CliffMyers

Pilgrim, turkey myths debunked

Turkeys not

as dumbos

people think

By RENEE BACHER
Collegian Staff

Although turkeys have

acquired a reputation for

being stupid, the myth

that turkeys have been

known to drown while

looking at the sky on a

rainy day is clearly false,

according to professor of

veterinary and animal

science. J. Robert Smyth.

Compared to chickens,

turkeys are quite in

telligent and in the royal

courts of Europe, they

were once popular pets.

Smyth said. In the wild,

they are good at finding

the best grass and clover

to eat. Modern turkeys do

not resemble wild and

ornamental breeds. Smyth

said, since modern turkeys

're raised with white

feathers which make a

"prettier carcass."

Out of their natural

habitat, turkeys have been

known to commit some

ridiculous acts— you might

say downright silly, Smyth

said. Young turkeys left

alone with an open con

tainer will crowd into it

until they suffocate, Smyth

added.

According to Sam Par

due, post-doctoral student

in veterinary and animal

sciences, turkey became

Continued on page S

Thanksgiving notsolely religious
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Most people might think of Thanksgiving

as a solely religious holiday, a time to give

thanks for a fruitful harvest. An image of

solemn Pilgrims sharing the benefits of

their hard work with neighboring Indians

comes to mind.

Wrong.
"I can still visualize in my grade school

calendar where you'd have the Indians and

the Pilgrims sitting around a table sharing

their food. I don't think it was like that. It

was probably much more fun than that|

picture portrays," said anthropology

professor George J . Armelagos.

The Pilgrims themselves described

Thanksgiving as a time for rejoicing and

celebrating, Armelagos said, while the

religious concepts were introduced later in

the century.

The Pilgrims' other holidays were serious

and solemn, with little room for rejoicing.

"You couldn't go out and throw rocks

(weights, as they were called) or play

games like cricket. You weren't allowed to

do that and I think that was one of the

reasons for not making Thanksgiving a

religious holiday. They'd have .some fun on

Thanksgiving, doing what they wanted to

do," Armelagos said.

Thanksgiving began as an English holiday

called 'Harvest Home'. "After the first

harvest they would have a celebration that

would last a week," he said, "and it was a

very secular holiday."

Food remains the center of attention for

Thanksgiving. Armelagos said the Pilgrims

came to America too late in the year to

plant a crop and the next year was a hungry

one. After their first harvest, they

celebrated with a feast. There was no

specific mention of a turkey being eaten,

but the Pilgrims did eat fowl and the

Indians supplied the venison.

"I think that without the Indians, that first

Thanksgiving would not have been

possible. We tend to forget how important

the American Indian foods were for the

colonists." Armelagos said.

According to Professor Dena Dincauze of

the anthropology department, the Indians

who attended the first Thanksgiving feasts

were not from Plymouth, but from adjacent

areas.

"In 1620. when the Pilgrims came to

Plymouth Harbor, there were no Indians

living there at all." she said. The Indains

from the area who did attend the feast were

"uneasy allies" of the Pilgrims.

"During the first year, the Pilgrims and

the Indians in the region regarded each

'other with mutual suspicion. Each group,

for it's own reasons, made overtures to the

others, resulting in some visiting back and

forth in which a mutual trust was

established. " Dincauze said.

The relationships between the Pilgrims

and the Indians never reached a happy

medium. "Some bitterness was probably

always there and it surfaces every

Thanksgiving," she said.

Nonetheless. Thanksgiving has remained

a tradition in this country for 360 years,

with food remaining the central issue for

most hungry college students and family

members alike.

"There should be no second chance for people to utter

racist and sexist remarks," the Collegian said in an

editorial Monday.
"Somebody misconstrued something I said," Myers told

the Associated Press Monday night. "All I ever intended

was light hearted fun."

"I deplore any kind of rape, racism or anything that will

put people again.st people...one of my purposes in life is to

bring people together." he said.

"His contract has been terminated," Harris said, "This

university has a history of being sensitive to the feelings of

other cultures, all cultures. It would be inappropriate for

us from a professional orsocial standpoint to tolerate it (the

comedian's behavior). It is against the professional

standpoint of the Campus ('enter."

Myers had performed regularly at Blue Wall happy hours

for four years. "Hewas our biggest pull." Campus Center

Beverage Manager William Elmore said. "Theylove him."

L

Valuable bronze bust

recoveredby students
A $50,000 bronze bust of the first University of

Massachusetts president was recovered Moday, aft.er it

was stolen from the Whitmore Administration Buildmg

sometime Thursday, UMass police reported.

Police said the statue was stolen from an enclosed area

at the center of Whitmore Thurd.say, and the theft was

immediately reported to the police. The bust was found

Monday, undamaged in bushes near the Orchard Hill

Observatory, by students. Police said they have no

suspects in the theft.

A resident of Coolidge reported $200 in cash stolen from

an unlocked room on the 13th floor Monday, police said.

Police said they have no suspects in the theft.

-JOELP.COFFIDIS
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Women's hoop looks to contend p.8

"This week presents a definite challenge.
"

-Patriots coach Raymond Berry on tomorrow's

game with DaUas
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McDonald's celebrates its

50bilUonlh hamburgersale
NEW YORK (AP)-Mcnonald's celebrated a

McMilestone on Tuesday, flipping a Quarter Pounder

onto a grill at a swank New York hotel and designating it

the 50 billionth burger sold by the global fast food em
pire.

"This has got to be the most important hamburger ever

cooked." McDonald's USA President Edward H. Rensi

said during a slick multimedia presentation.

A drum roll resounded as Rensi donned an apron,

walked onstage and placed the meat patty on the grill.

Educators and scholars attack

"timidity" of teen-age schooling

WASHINGTON (AP)-A group of educators and

scholars, alarmed at soaring rates of teen age homicides,

suicides and out of wedlock births. Tuesday attacked

what it called the "timidity" of schools in instilling good

character traits in the young.

The 27 academics, school officials and policy makers,

including several prominent conservatives, warned in a

"Thanksgiving Statement" that "schools in general are

not doing enough to counter the symptoms of serious

decline in youth character."

They said the recent spate of school reform reports

Wednesday, November 21, 1984

have bypassed the critical issue of youth character," and

they offered an array of suggestions for rectifying that

omission, from putting more emphasis on school

ceremonies to allowing non teachers with leadership

qualities to become principals.

Wednesday, November 21, 1984
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Housepasses Walpolename change

The besthas a tasie all its own.

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something

you have to strive lor. In everythingyou do.

And when you 've done it, when you Ve

found the bestm yourself, taste it in the beer you

drink. Ask forBud Light'

BOSTON (AP)— Hardened criminals

won't have to worry about getting sent to

Walpole state prison, if the Massachusetts

House has its way. Instead, they'll be sent

to "Cedar Junction."

The House, with several members
laughing, quickly approved a bill Tuesday

that would the name of Massachusetts

Correctional Institution at Walpole to

MCI— Cedar Junction.

Despite the name change, the 27 year

old prison won't be moving.

Residents of the suburb south of Boston

said they are resigned to having the

state's only maximum security prison in

their midst. But they hoped the simple

name change will improve the image of

their community and avoid jokes about

the criminal element in their town.

RoboticsLab founder dies
AssociateECEprofessorsuccumbsat32

• Turkey
the traditional

Thanksgiving meal because the bird was

one of the few animals native to the area

when the Pilgrims arrived from Europe.

Like the guinea pig and the llama, turkeys

were indiginous to the Americas and

eventually domesticated. "The Indians

were eating them too," said Smyth.

Today, domestic turkeys are bred to have

more meat than wild turkeys do. The

turkey is bred through genetic selection to

Continued from paye 1

have a very large breast, which is more
pleasing to consumers, Smyth said.

As a result of this large breast, male

turkeys are unable to mate naturally.

"Frequently the turkey toms cannot mate,

or they are very poor at it. Thet just topple

over, said Pardue.

In the past twenty years domestic turkeys

have also been produced by artificial in

semination, according to Pardue.

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Howard Elliot, and associate professor of

electrical and computer engineering (ECE)

at the University of Massachusetts and

recent recipient of the Presidential Young

Investigators award, died Monday at

University Hospital. Boston, after a

lingering illness. He was 32.

Elliot, who came to the University in

August 1982. worked in the areas of

adaptive control, image processing and

robotics. He was co founder and co director

of the Labotatory for Perceptual Robotics,

where his research concentrated on con-

trolling the movements of a robot using

electrical engineering techniques.

He was also integral in obtaining

government and industrial funding for the

work, according to computer and in

formation science professor Michael Arbib.

CO dirtH-tor of the robotics lab

"He was one of the rising stars of the

University." Arbib said yesterday of his

collegue. "The chance of finding someone

who can work in all the areas he's worked in

and work in them effectively is unlikely."

Associate professor Haluk Derin. another

research collegue. said, "he was a very

strong character and a very strong leader

Elliot received his bachelor of science,

bachelor of arts, masters of science, and

doctoral degrws from firown University.

He is survived by his wife, Charlotte Anne

(Spell); his parents, Theodore and Ruth

(Diemont) of Quincy and two brothers,

Nathan D. of Randolph, and James M.

Elliot of Stoughton.

p'uneral .services will be held at 2 p.m.

today in the Levine Bliss Funeral Home.

Randolph. At UMass. a memorial service

will be held at 4 p.m. Monday in the

Memorial Room of Memorial Hall.

Burial will be held in the Sharon Memorial

Park. Sharon.
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' CHALLENGING ENGINEERING POSITIONS

WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
I

i

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, has openmgs for:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

The Shipyard's assigned mission is to modernize, refuel, convert, and repair Nuclear bub-

marines Work involves design, development, and testing of submarine systems and equip-

ment.

Career advancement to journeyman level paying over $28,000 within 2V2 years if hired at

GS-5 and IV2 years if hired at GS-7 level.

BS Engineering degree and U.S. Citizenship required.

Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13 working days paid

sick leave - outstanding retirement program - choice of health & life insurance programs.

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employs over 9,000 employees.

The Shipyard is a leader in the life-cycle maintenance and modernization of nuclear sub-

marines and offers unparalleled challenge and opportunity. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is

located in the heart of vacationland. All season sports and other activities are available

within minutes.

The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus on November 30, 1984.

If you cannot make this interview and are interested in employment, submit your resume

to: Industrial Relations Office, Code 170.5, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, NH

03801.

I Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

LEARN to FLY
For 'S th« usual cost

with U Mas* R SO Club

Fr»e Bus line Piion mi» »»»icom»

UNDERGRADUATES
NEEDED NOW!

Course Credit Possible

^j^ musa—

to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Recorxitioning

\Neds, Nov.

8 pm
Symphony Hall

Tickets available at Civic

Center box office and all

Datatix outlets in Spr-

ingfield, Northampton,

Greenfield, Pittsfield,

Holyoke, Hartford, and

Amherst. To charge by

phone call 787 6600

'.lIHIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIII .„. ,.,. .....1........ ..." ..«""' ........".............•••""" '"""" .."•""»...•""•"--

3iu*\at\ garden

MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Jk'BfU QutmhU
Try Our New

rhck c%
Luncheon From ^JdmJiD
Specials served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

New Buffet &"sunday Brunch CAWJEAT ^5.25
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Children under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet €r Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot €r Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.TD.-lO p.m.

Ffl. Ir Sat. 11:30a.m.-ll p.m.

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

'^•j

Student Special

1 HOUR
"^ TUB for

Vi HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Ma«)

^lllliillTHEl

i AMHERST DELICATESSEN
= In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

=

=

On-C^mpuB & Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

•Fresh Soups & Salads
• Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

=
=

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549-6314
Optn Mon.-iat.. 9 m.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun.. 9^
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Seniors

Sign up for your yearbook photo by call-

ing 545-2874 or stop by 103 Campus Center

for an appointment.

Free! '82 INDEX with every sitting

There wfll be a $2.00 sitting fee
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SWEATERS
24.95 S-M-L-XL

Happy Thanksgiving

Go home in style!

Open
M-W 9-5

Located in the

Campus Center

^VNIVERSITY
STORED

Morals, morals

and a few more
Oh, those tiresome morals! Morals were fme when they

sought justice, mercy and recompense. But then some op-

pressive soul goes and adds personal right4?ousness to

their social program. We ask: what right do they have?

What authority? What chutzpah!

Well, I'm glad we asked those questions, because I'm

just itching to answer them.

Letters to the Editor

Cliff Myers and humor
Myers educates...

In response to Monday's Collegian editorial, "Enough

is enough" and the cartoon also on the page, yes, I agree

with the newspaper on the point that what Cliff Myers

says during his shows at the Blue Wall could be con-

sidered racist and sexist. But, what I want to know is

when is the Collegian staff going to wake up and smell

the roses? I mean when are the people at the Collegian

going to realize that people interpret what people say dif-

ferntly from how the Collegian interprets them?

Doesn't the ColUgmn know that people educate others

about oppression in different ways. That maybe Cliff

Myer's joking about these oppressions and the stereo-

types that go with them are his way of saying how stereo-

tV^s can hurt people. But, will the students of UMass

ever know why Cliff Myers makes these remarks?

Another problem I found in the paper that day, and on

the same page was the cartoon by Tom Haley. Where

does Haley get the right to depict Cliff Meyers ^ a

member of the Ku Klux Klan? Did Haley ask Cliff if he

was a member? I found this cartoon to be very racist, the

same way the Collegian finds Cliff Myers comments dur-

ing his shows to be racist.

Jim Guscott

Southwest

It's barroom fun...

Hey, enough is enough! Yes, that's right, this is a

response to the unsigned editorial in the Monday, Nov. 15,

Collegian. I'd say it's time the Cliff Myers issue is put to

rest. He's no worse than any other barroom entertainer,

especially no ruder. Happy Hour at the Blue Wall on Fn-

day afternoons is almost standing room only. Most ol

that can be attributed to the popularity of Myers show.

People like myself, are entertained by his show. If a few

people are offended, I totally agree with Myers insofar

that they should find something else to do instead of com-

ing to his show.

Grants, there is such a thing as good and bad taste in

humor. Many comedians and/or
'"^^•^'^"^^^^'f^^^^T^^

be fairly rude during their performances. This has been

this way since the beginning, and always ^» ^- ^^^
are able to continue on as usual with business Myers

isn't nearly as bad as some of his <^«"«^^«^«. ^" ^:
Maybe he's just a little hyper at times,

^f
la^'^/^y

«.^^^^

ing the Blue Wall should be content with the fact that

they can get such a crowd gatherer who isn t as vulgar as

other entertainers.

I do think it is important to step back for a rnoment^and

answer an important question. What is the Blue Wa

It's a bar. Bars are generally rowdy,
'•J^^y

• *"^^^XSmr
tie rough around the edges. The Blue Wall is conducting

busS just as any other establishment^They emplo^^^^^^

entertainer who brings on customers. The customer are

amused, and come back week after ^^^k. Where sth^

problem? I, and plenty more don't see a problem. If so-

meone's sense of humor is rigid enough to the point of be-

ing offended then he/she really shouldn't direct his/her

attention to Happy Hour at the Blue Wall. The TOC

Lounge has Happy Hour, too. Consider it an alternative.

With all kidding aside, let's not end this issue too soon.

We'll only have to find something else to complain about.

Heaven help us, we may end up with the sexist mascot

issue again. Peter J. DePuy
Sylvan

Rusty Denton

Enough is enough is...

I would like to address the subject matter of the Col-

legian editorial letter titled "Enough is Enough".

I would like te explain a certain principle to the Col-

legian Board of Editors about performance and original

dramatic or humorous material. When a comedian tells a

joke (now listen carefully) he is not serious. He is actually

making fun of the persona he portrays. In saying nasty

things, he is showing how ridiculous he knows the state-

ment to be. He knows (or thinks he knows) that the au-

dience recognizes his parody of a ridiculous stereotype or

his comic imitation of a real, serious racist when he

makes one.

Still, maybe silencing "rude" and "unacceptable" per-

formers like Mr. Meyers is a good idea. But why stop

there? Why not go the distance and condemn other un-

funny trouble-makers like George Cariin, Richard Pryor,

Robin Williams, Billy Crystal and especially the late Len-

ny Bruce? What about Saturday Night Live, Second City

TV, Gone with the Wind and many contemporary films,

TV shows and songs? After all, we know that when Ran-

dy Newman sung about "Short People" he really meant

it. Shakespeare's stuff is sexist - out with it! Then the

nation will be secure for good, pre-chewed, censored,

time-tested jokes that don't mention any sensative sub-

jects. Sensitive subjects like racism, sexism and

homophobia are best left unmentioned. Heaven forbid we

should talk about them and learn to laugh at how

ridiculous they are.

Now for all of you objecting to this theory, it is called

sarcasm. In other words, 1 was not serious - it was a

joke.

In all seriousness, I am not afraid to sign this letter. I

am an activist and a liberal. I strongly believe in that

black man's rights, as well as the Portuguese person's

rights, but I also believe in Mr. Meyer's rights to perform

what he, and evidently many, think is funny. Perhaps

some of the hyperactive liberal reactionaries could con-

centrate their efforts on something meaningful, such as

peace and hunger (yes, spend your happy-hour cover

charge toward chanty) instead of picking on some young

^'^'^*'=
David P. Todd
Sylvan

Let us remember that the Consticution was written with

certain ends in mind: personal freedom; autonomous

governments for churches and state (not opposite,

auton^xmaus); freedom of speech; free enterprise; biblical

ethics.

Popular wisdom says most Americans agree with those

biblical principles, i.e. Judeo-Christian teaching. The fact

is, most Americans would be outraged if they knew what

the Bible really says about their greed and prejudice,

selfishness, and apathy. But for at least the first century

after the Constitution, the competent practitioner of law

needed to understand the Bible. Why? Because our moral

structure was based on a sovereign God who does not

change, to Whom we are supremely answerable.

These days, the Bible is a controversial book. If you

don't accept all of its assertions, you probably accept only

half of them, maybe less. Chances are, your view takes the

(k)d of the Bible with a grain of salt. You probably also

believe that people are basically good.

So let's consider for a minute' a morality that's not God-

centered. Let's think about "others-centered" morality.

How noble, to always consider the rights of others first.

Does that mean murderers, rapists, and extortionists will

continue to go scot-free because of legal t^hnicalities that

abridge their right to raise hell? Mercy without justice

could kill you.

So maybe morals should be "community-centered,"

built around the public good. That sounds suspiciously

political to me. Do tell me - how many people have been

oppressed for daring to question the mighty public mind?

Let's face it: most of us don't want to be accountable to

anybody. We have "self-centered" morality. Will this pro-

tect us from broken families or broken heads or broken

hearts? I don't think so.

Maybe God-centered morality wasn't so bad. Time was,

when Alexander de Tocqueville could say America was

great because she was good...but only because she was

g(K>d Whatever else you may think, you must admit that

some Providence has made this one of the nchest coun-

tries in the woHd. But now we thanklessly grub for suc-

cess without sweat, rights without responsibilities. Maybe

it's time to moralize. Individual opinions on morality are

pretty arbitrary, but I'll share my humble thoughts.

First, there's false morality. It's self-righteous and in-

sensitive, with an ugly habit of waiting in the dark for

those mortals who disagree. You wouldn't want to live

next door to false morality.

And then there's true morality. It isn't vile, it doesn't

bite; true morality doesn't consider itself the policeman of

the worid. But it doesn't have much fear, either. Often it

opposes the crowd. Crowds like the Holocaust, the Inquisi-

tion; like prejudice and violence. You may not agree with

it. It may not agree with you. But true morality will risk

its life to save yours. I like that.

I may speak out in the name of the Lord against your

driving habits, your politics, your business practices, your

drinking or drugs, or even your sexuality. But I would give

my life to protect you the way my Lord gave His for me. Is

that oppression?

Riisly DenUm is a UMass student.

'Sick and appalled' by column

I am writing this in response to Stephen Erickson's arti-

cle, "Education Before Action". (Collcguiv Nov. 15 ).

I was so sick and appalled with his naive and pathetic at-

tempts to defend U.S. invest mt'nta in South Africa that I

wondered who he was trying b» fool.

I understand what his position and feelings are vis a vis

Apartheid.
Mbuyi Mutala
Southwest
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Things that go bump
Ramin Zahedinterviews author
andeditor TJJJ). Klein
By COUNT RAMIN ZAHEU
Collegian Staff

"I don't leave home on three occasions;

Halloween, Independence Day, and

Christmas." confessed T.E.D. Klein, editor

of Twilight Zone magazine and best-selling

fantasy writer. Talking from his house in

New York. Mr. Klein discussed the birth of

his magazine, his works, and the success of

the classic series The Tunlight Zone.

Klein, a native New Yorker, worked as

story editor for Paramount Pictures upon

graduating from Columbia University's

Him School. His fascination with magic and

fantasy, which had given him restless

nights as a child, enabled him to create

enchanting stories and situations. Finally,

in 1981. he put together the proposal for the

publication of the magazine. Since then, he

has succeded in keeping Twilight Zone fans

satisfied by publishing one telescript in

each issue as well as new tales of fiction and

information about upcoming fantasy films.

It should be noted that the consulting editor

of the magazine is no other than Carol

Serling, the widow of the late Rod Serling. -

According to Klein the magazine, which is

celebrating its fourth anniversary in

February, emphasizes more on magic

rather than science fiction. He said each

issue has one or two stories by new writers

chosen from the hundreds of manuscripts

sent to the editors.

The magazine has also launched its first

trivia contest on 100 college campuses
including the University of Massachusetts.

Posters pertaining to this contest should be

visible on campus this month.
Klein advised the young fantasy writer to

be specific and concrete, "to make the

reader .see, hear, and smell." He also

suggested reading all kinds of literature.

He said, "I have to confess; when I go home,
I read ordinary books; Updike, Orwell,

Virginia Woolf."

Klein also spoke of a new Twilight Zone
.series which will be produced by CBS in the

fall of 1985. he was very excited about the

film version of Dune and thought it to be an

excellent visual adaptation.

His new best selling book The Ceremonies

is the story of two innocent young people

who perform black magic ceremonies under

the influence of a satanic old man. Klein

sees this work as a tribute to the Welsh
writer Arthur Machem.
Klein is currently working on a collection

of short stories set in modern day New
York. With a slight note of mischief in his

voice, he said. "The secret is to put horror

in average everyday situations.

Wow, I wonder what*s

in the

Collegian

today?

^PRODUCTIONS presents

GENERAL
PUBLIC

featuring former members

of the English Beat

and Specical Guest

SUN. DEC. 9th

8 PM S. U.B. UMASS
UMass $10.00

Non-Student $12.00

Tickets on Sale

Monday November 26
Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic^

I
Center, and Stop and Shop locations in Northampton,^

Holyolie, Greenfield and Pittsfield. ^
No cans, bottles or recording devices.

UMass I.D. required to enter with student tickel?

I ••»•••
•:.:•:•:•:•:« %w:i:%':W:%%-xWft%?:%*

T.E.D. Klein, author and master of horror

Amodem gothic chiller

By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

The Ceremonies

by T.E.D. Klein

Viking Press

505p $16.95

The concept of ritual paganism,

originating from the druidical rites of the

first millenium, has been a source of great

fascination for many of us. It has inspired a

wealth of artists, from Stravinsky to Ernst

to Ivovecraft. T.E.D. Klein, editor of

Tunlight Zone Magazine has been infused

with a similar spirit, as is shown by his

recent book. The Ceremonies.

A modern gothic, The Ceremonies tells of

two young innocents who are manipulated

into assisting a very old man who is

resurrecting an ancient evil whose arrival

will precipitate the destruction of the

world.

The action is set in two locals—bustling

New York City where the protagonists live,

and a puritanical religious community in

New Jersey where they vacation. Since the

scenes are so close to home, they are all the

more believable.

The Ceremonies is for Northeasterners

what The Wicker Man was for British

readers. The prime difference between the

two books is that, while in The Wicker Man
the menace is not manifest until the end,

The Ceremonies is unable to maintain any

degree of subtlety.

Klein will drop a hint at the beginning of

each chapter and fully expose it by its end.

It seems as though he is afraid the reader

will figure out too much unassisted, and he

must therefore constantly blurt out ex-

planations to demonstrate his cleverness.

Klein has picked up a lot from fanatasist

Arthur Machen, but has neglected Dickens'

strategy of harboring clues (In Bleak House

a letter is hurriedly burned on page seven.

We don't know why until 500 pages later).

Nevertheless, Ceremonies is a fun book.

Klein has boned up on the classic gothics

and on George (Golden Bough) Eraser,
which makes for a grand entertainment.

Like Stephen King, Klein is extremely
redable; but, like King, he is without ar-

tistic pretensions.

Car

Truck
«

Passenger Van

"""iu"""' CINEMA

= Wednesday thru Saturday

NorthAmherst
I

Motors
1 Rt. 63 No. Amherst
I 549-2880

Jungle Book
Allegro Non Troppo

DOWNTOWN AMHE.

7:00 I
8:30 m
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New sport starts up...

Men's volleyball impresses
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

For a team that arrived late, was denied

warmup time, missed its coach and com-

peted in its first tournament in three years,

the UMass men's volleyball team impress-

ed a more experienced field despite dropp-

ing six of eight games, at the Bostx)n

University Invitational.

"In our first four games we tried to do

much more than was expect<?d. and it show-

ed," said co-captain Dave Simeone. "But I

was told by a lot of coaches that we're go-

ing to have a dynamite team, and after our

final four games, I have to agree."

The initial four games served UMass

with a rude awakening to the competitive

demands of organized volleyball. Without

benefit of the necessary pre-game

warmups, the Minutemen immediately

found themselves on the short end of a

disappointing 15-13 loss to a team made up

of members of the U.S. Volleyball Associa-

tion. With the initial disappointment

followed three more losses, including two

to an experienced Wentworth College

squad, largely attributed U) the absence of

Coach Pat Ryan.

However, with the afternoon arrival of

Ryan, the team really l:)egan to impress.

After dropping a game to Tufts, the

spikers came back to produce a strong 15-9

victory behind the leadership of Simeone

and co-captain Juan Maldonado.

Entering the final two games, their

Invitational palyoff chances eliminated,

UMass found itself in a battle for pride

against another U.S.V.B.A. squad from

the Cambridge YMCA.
In the tournament's most exciting game,

UMass seemed to find its cohesion as the

defense continuously dug out the powerful

hits of the YMCA squad. The Minutemen

pulled out a 17-15 thriller. Cambridge won

the second game 15-12.

1

FOOTBALL
SHIRT

cotton /rayon

mid length sleeve

S-M-L-XL

SWEATS

LONG
SLEEVE
T-SHIRT

cotton /rayon

S-M-L-XL

9.95
S-M-L-XL

cotton /rayon

photo by Dwayne Autery

Happy Thanksgiving

Go home in style!

Lisa

*;<**^

»:«

Open
M-W 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^^^^^^^^ -e. J n \.fc o.iic . c-:-4».. Q.iti: O-Jn • Pach in artwan/ni''* fi ronsprutive daVS 5% discount
Monday - Thursday 8:^ - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance'- 5 consecutive days 5%

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone numbe£_tree_

B«ckan Sp«ak«rt high Er mid fraquencv

control, 300w, 19 mo oW. 10 yr warranty

not abused 256^1612 2S0 or BO

AUDIO
FORNENT

HELF WANTED HOTTUM

AUTO FOR SAUE

ino Oauun 210 4 door 5 spaed 41 mpg
good condition 12900 665 3996

Pontlac Lamar** 8i« cylinder excellent run

ning condition »500 733-8641 wiH show in

Amherst

Fof rant 1 bedroom apt CHffaida *33e

utilities included Dec 1 call 666 3337 after 7

PM

Apt lor rant: 2 bedroom apt. Mam St

Amherst M85.00 plus. 1 year lease

256 6160 ask for Kevin

Lg rrii Northwood oWer student for sprir>g

and summer call Tracy 666 4931 for more in

fo

rbadroom apt Squire Village $375 no

utAities Jan 1 caH Steve 666 2863

Earn M-7 an hour. Muat ba IB or oMar,

have own insured reliable car Apply in par-

aon: Domino's Pitr* Rt 9 Medley

inc Toyota Corolla Daluia 4-dr radials

AM FM dependable cleen tSOO negotiable

549 0038 Tim

POUND

Cat lound now Wtiaalar Dorm gray tiger

stripe can 64»^M> ^

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD OJs audio and

visual entertainment for the 80's 584.6712

Entertain-

ar>d large

screen video parties for the five college area

548-7144

Rack A-Dlac Rack A Video
mant Agency. Oiacjockeys

PAY » LEMIAN

tl^TRaopta'a Oay Miii^Mir* social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6 » each Thurs. Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ad to attend'

nie^edTTl 21-84 aoclal ha» oeen cancall

ad Happy Thanksgiving, we H see you after

vacatiori' .. .

Now taking applications for fsll and par

time positions Must be 18 of older Apply m
person Dominos P<if Rt 9 Medley

dvERSEAS J0B¥. Summer, yr round

Europe, S America. Austrak*. Asia, all

fields »9O-2000 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write IJC. PO Bx 52 MAI Corona Del Mar,

CA 92626 _^___
Hardsparson to work full time 6:30 am
10:30 am and 4:00 p m 7:00 p m si>

days. Conswting of milking in parlor,

feeding and cleening calves, other odd

chores Call between 9 00 em 3:00 pm
866^7174

GovernmanrJoba. 116,569 »50,563 year

IStow hiring Your area CaH 806-687 6000

ext R 9616

CONURADULATIONS TO NEXUS for

proving with a little •Wanlon " and a lot

of "spint". "It can happen"! I love you'

Connie ^^
toooooooooooooooooooooooociwoooooooooooooooooooo

Hot Tub S^mM wvmry Men Tua Wad all

day all night 1 hour tub at H f»our price call

2637727

The Laeblen Biaexuel ft Oey Mens
Counseling Collective offers FREE peer

counseling for everyone effected by sexual

orientation issues M T Th F 4-8 PM Call

545 2646. or info line 545^)684 Rm 433 SUB

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOCT
Jill Lynna Paul
Thanksgiving! Sal

feri. Mave a Happy

Qold Bracelet greet sentimental value

Please return caN 546-5375 t(( reward

Catharine my Persian cet diaappeered
from the aree eround BeytMnk on Wed Oct

31 she s grey fluffy pumpkin color eyes She
answers to her r^me and a whistle please

call 549-4904 or 549 3700 anytime reward

Happy 20lh Qroaay ID-Bag) - I wiah I

could celebrate with you today, but know

that I'm thinking of you and love you A and

F Hawaii IS 86° and sunny, how atKHit

Mass?! Happy B Day "Spadal IC'

Brian S • Thanks for all tt»e fun, and

laughter You're s hot ticket' L, CM

One Itodroom evallable in two tjedroorr

apartment Brittany Manor 9-5 546^2544 sft^

6 253 5239 lomalelst only ask for Angie

Roeponsible mele to share Cotonial Village

apartment Available immed /January

298^78 eves

SERVICES

Tr«M Vouraalf IBM professional typmv

Romance languages Suranne 253 7966

Brown scarf Friday Nov
Reading Room Blue Wan
256 1766 thank you

16 outside

III Ralph PROfCMIONAL
TYRINO SERVICC

PERSONALS

Bush Baeh LAQNAF Now s^n up at

UMass Ski Club 430A SUB or CC Con

course 546^3437

To Amy W o< Conoa. Your arnHa makes

my day We have or»e thmg in common and

thats Sociotogy 103 ITABF? Keep smilmg

J^^nl Remember me? Whats the skinny?

lau go out for drink*, soon. Bobbi

Papers, Cases, Dissartatlone, Th*

on campus low rstes gueranteod sccep

tance Nancy 5B4-7924

TRAVEl^

c61JNaL~TRAVEL/cTEE~U'SA's I

student /budfat travel agency Free catatog

Call (6171 aae 1926 or write, 729 Boylstor

St. Suite 201. Boston, MA 02116

ROOM WANTED

be you nMtf a roomi* in Townahouaa or

Brandywina? Jaaa 54^1377

Two woman looking lor aaoond eamaster

off csmpus housing. Pleaee caH 6«6-6264

IMANtEO TO RENT

Laaaa for dbl m Brandywina Puffton or

Townhs for Jan reward call Mike or Torr

640 3914

^\
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Improved women's basketball

should contend in conference
Bemier andHebel expected to lead UMass
By JOHN A. NOLAN
CollcfJ^ian Staff

The drought is over.

With tht' 1984 5 women's basketball season getting under

way Saturday versus Boston College, coach Barbara

Stevens expects her squad to blossom into an exciting

ballclub with the addition of several key newcomers.

Coming off last year's 10 17 mark, a campaign that saw a

late season collapse when UMass dropped 13 of its final 16

games, Stevens is eager to let the reigns loose on her

youthful squad in anticipation of so an exciting brand of

runaway, racehorse basketball.

"I don't think anyone will see us sit back." Stevens said.

"We're a fast break team on both endsof the floor, so we're

expecting to push the ball at our opponents.
"

In accordance with this year's wave of youth dominated

women's athletics at UMass, Stevens' crew adds six fresh-

men to a veteran team.

•We're a young team with no seniors," Stevens said. 'But

our newcomers will compliment our veterans, adding

needed depth."

But as with every young team, it will be the veterans that

will be looked upon to form the nucleus of the ballclub.

Returning from htst year is captain Jerrie Bemier along

with Barbara Hebel. Karen Damminger, Rebecca Kucks,

Kelly Collins, Karen Fitzgerald and Mary Marquedant.

As possibly the Atlantic lO's smallest team, the

Minutemen must look to an experienced front line, one that

Stevens fears still needs help.

•Size is still a weakness for us." the second year coach

said. "We've been working on our rebounding, but we have

to make sure that our inside is strong."

"For us to be competitive, we'll need at least one or two of

our forwards to score in double figures."

However, for a team lacking height, the Mmutemen are

blessed with speed and quickness at the forward position

with Bernier leading the group. Bemier returns as the

team's leading rebounder and floor leader and is a tough

player w ho works hard for every basket.

Bernier is joined up front by the 5 9 Kucks. a defensive

sparkplug who led the team, along with 1984 graduate

Wendy Ward, in steals.

•Rebecca is our unsung hero'.' Stevens said. 'Every team

has a player that goes about her job with little notoriety,

but she's worth her weight in gold.

"

An A 10 all rookie freshman year, Damminger. 5-11,

comes off a disappointing sophomore year but is expected

- to return to form this season. Al.so expected to see a lot of

action this year will be 6-1 junior Kelly Collins and fresh-

man Susan Burt oft. Collins sat out last season due to and

early season injurv while Burtoft has been aggressive.

Anchoring the middle should be Karen Fitzgerald, a 6-2

sophomore who led the team in scoring and reboundmg

five times last year.

•Karen came around towards the end of last season.

Stevens said. "She's just going to have to work on

developing her intensity."

One area that doesn't worry Stevens is the guard position

where the team is loaded. Gone is point guard Wendy

Ward, the Minutemen's fourth all time scorer. Her ab

sence will be missed. However, Stevens sees JoAnn

Dupuis. a 5 5 sophomore transfer from Montreal. Canada,

filling the spot without much difficulty.

Barbara Hebel, sixth in A 10 conference scoring last year

with 16.1 points per game, returns as the offensive force

UMass will look to put points on the board. The junior

second team all conference pick last year should benefit

from the team's added punch.

"I expect to see as good if not better scoring from her,

"

Stevens said. "Last year when it was obvious that she was

our scorer, the team got shut down as opposing defenses

converged upon her."

Along with sophomore returnee, Mary Marguendant. the

Minutemen look to a large group of freshmen recruits to

add new scoring punch and increase overall team depth.

The freshman contingent is headed by Tara Lewis and

Juanita Matthews, a pair of explosive offensive weapons

Stevens sees as players of the future. Lewis is a preseason

all rookie team member.

••Tara can put points on the board in a hurry. I think she

can become one of the best we've ever had." Stevens said.

••Juanita poses.ses all the moves, but if she were to have

one thing she has to work on it would be her defense."

Sp<prts Information photos

UMass guard Barbara Hebel calls out the play in

action last season. The junior was sixth in the

Atlantic 10 in scoring.

Also expected to see a lot of playing time are freshmen

Laura Boucher and Cheryl Spakauskas. Both players have

shown improvement and are expected to come off the

bench to contribute when called upon.

In all, Stevens sees the team as having a vast amount of

speed and ballhandling ability. With the added depth

coming off the strong recruiting year, she sees the team as

one that will feature all 13 players, whether starting or

coming off the bench.

•'I can see games in which most everybody will play."

Stevens said. 'I plan to use the entire bench, as long as

everyone understands their role on the team, I can see

myself going with all 13."

Entering the -reason. UMass is picked to finish sixth in the

A 10 It i**. how»'v»'r, a position Stevens relishes.

••I like the idea that we aren't really expected (to be) in

the top four. This year we are an unknown quantity." said

Stevens. "We aren't the same team as last year. I think

we're going to surprise a lot of people this year because I

^\C 10

Junior captain Jerrie Bernier, shown here in ac-

tion last year against Springfield, directs the

show for UMass

don't think a lot of teams are expecting much from us

FinalFournolebook
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Collegian'smh
Led by first place Scott Hood at 7-7, the

Collegian sports staff combined for a "are

you kidding me?" 25-45 week. The duo of

Peter Abrhaham and Tony Betros stood

Peter
Abraham
(86-67)

out with sprarkling 4-10 marks with

Kevin DeLuca and Gerry deSimas going

5-9. Rita Murphy steps in for the last

place DeLuca this week. Happy
Thanksgiving everybody.

Tony Kevin Scott Gerry

Betros DeLuca Hood deSimas

(87-66) (77-76) ^89-64) (81-72)

DALLAS 2

GREEN BAY V/i

Chicago 3'/2

CINCINNATI 6'/j

CLEVELAND 6'/2

DENVER 3

RAIDERS 14'/2

Rams 1 V2

GIANTS 7

PITTSBURGH 3

San Francisco 7 '/a

WASHINGTON 12 Vi

MIAMI 13>/2

New England NE
DETROIT GB
MINNESOTA Chicago

Atlanta Atlanta

Houston
Seattle Seattle

Indy Raiders
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Kansas City Giants

San Diego SD
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Jets Miami
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Cinn Cinn
Houst Houston
Denv Denver
Raiders Raiders
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Pitts SD
SF SanFran
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By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

Consolation games are very hard to get up

for after a draining semi-final struggle.

"They are sort of meaningless," University

of California women's soccer coach Bill

Farrell said after his Bears were trounced

by UMass 4 1 at the Final Four in Chapel

Hill. North Carolina.

The spark plug for the 14 3 2 Minutemen

was freshman Cathy Spence. who started

just the second game of her college career.

"I found out three minutes before the

game (that she would start)." Spence said.

"I was really nervous." She started for

Kristen Bowsher who had a muscle bruise.

It didn't affect the freshman from Hart-

ford, who started in the Boston College

playoff game, and she responded with a hat

trick. Two goals came after Spence sent the

ball past UCal goalie Mary Harvey, who has

come out of the goal to challenge Spence.

Spence's third goal came with 19 minutes

to go in the game on a Carolyn Micheel

corner kick. Harvey tried to punch the ball

out of the area, mi.ssed. and Spence banged

the ball into the net

UMass goal in the loss to UConn.

"She's instant offense off the bench."

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said. "If we
want an assist or a goal, we put Cathy in.

She makes things happen."

Spence finished the year as the team's

second leading scorer behind freshman

Jolie DePauw (33 pts.). Spence has 11 goals

and eight assists for 30 points.

Spence also set the NCAA women's soccer

tournament marks with most goals in a

single game (3 vs. UCal). most goals in a

tourney (5. one against BC, UConn and

three vs. UCal) and most points in a

tournament (11 pts. five goals, one assist

(Harvard)).

Despite these record setting per-

formances. Spence was not named to the

All Tournament team but fellow freshman

DePauw, Corolyn Micheel, and Kristen

Bowsher along with junior Sue Bird were

named.
UMass' four picks was topped by four-time

National champion North Carolina with five

selections, including the outstanding player

of the tournament, April Heinrichs. Spence

broke Ileinrich's records in each case.

Sunday's final drew 3,500 fans to Fetzer

'••Even though we lost yesterday (Saturday Field while Saturday's UNC game drew

to UConn 2 1 in double overtime), we came 1.700 despite the UNC-Virgini^ football

back to do what we had to do." Spence said, game going on nearby. The UMass-UConn

"We were proud." Spence scored the only game drew 350 fans.
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CABBAGE PATCH
CRAZE - Parents

nationwide who
want to provide

their children with

the highly demand-
ed cabbage patch

kids unfortunately

cannot use the abun-

dance of real cab-

bage Fran Walsh,

left, and Ed Ralin-

ski's crap in a

Hadley field. Col-

eco, which increased

production of the

dolls eight times

from last year, can-

not meet the

demands of
thousands of con-

sumers.

tWegMUt (iholo by I'uil iJesmarws

NativeAmericans

protest Thanksgiving
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

PLYMOUTH — While many American families

celebrated Thanksgiving with the traditional turkey

dinner last week, others observed a national Day of

Mourning.
For the 15th consecutive year. Native Americans came

here to protest the plight of Indians and the plight of

humanity. More than 200 people gathered around the

statue of Massasoit located directly above Plymouth Rock

on Thanksgiving Day

.

Buddhist chanting and somber Native American

drumming set the mood of the protest.

One Indian chief charged that some of their own people

are even selling out to the government and selling Indian

lands. Others charged that the government is seizing the

land through manipulation of treaties and laws. An

example used was the town of Gay Head at the southern

tip of the Cape, which was taken from the tribe who lived

there just a hundred years ago.

"Ten years ago the Wampanaog Tribal Council was

incorporated, and. if you look at its charter at the office of

the Secretary of State, they are defined as a cultural

group designed to disseminate information of interest to

t he tribal." tribal spokesman Frank James said.

However, the Tribal Council. Inc.. has recently signed a

settlement with the government on behalf of the tribe in

the tribe's land claim. The Tribal Council, inc.. has ac-

cepted 440 acres. The settlement must still be ratified by

both the Massachusetts Legislature and the U.S.

Congress which will be discussed in the State House this

week.
More than 100 tribal members dissent with the Tribal

Council. Inc. They argue that the tribe should receive all

3,400 original acres which now comprise the town of Gay

Head. "This is a great land rip off, " accused James.

Change
CurryHides Cage reniHxUionsrecui/

Inside:

UMass grad gives perspective on

Nicaragua travels P-3

Men's hoop opens tonight p. 12

'Vnly Dmig Flutie could've don£ it.

"

— Frank Brcryles, ABC Sports

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The ,53 year old Curry

Hicks Cage, which has never

been renovated, will have a

new floor and additional

space on 9,000 square feet of

the south side of the building

by next fall.

The $2.5 million

renovations are being

financed by a loan to the

University Building
Authority from student

trust funds, according to

John L. DeNyse, vice

chancellor for ad

ministration and finance.

Edward Ryan, the Physical

Plant's construction

director, said the thrust of

the renovations is to enlarge

the athletic facility.

"There will be no major

structural changes made,"

Ryan said.

An additional 4,000

spectators will be seated in

new retractable bleachers,

that will roll back and create

even more room.

The cage's dirt floor will be

replaced with a concrete

one, Ryan said. Also, a

synthetic surface surface

which can be used for track,

lacrosse, softball and

baseball will be installed.

A portable wooden floor

will be constructed for

basketball. A 9,000 square

f(X)t addition to the south

end of the building, facing

the Munson Hall Annex, will

take up half the existing

parking lot, and will provide

more locker rooms for home

and visiting teams. There

will also be officials' rtwms.

medical rooms, and more

storage space for equip

ment. An aluminum cased

skylight to let in natural

light will be built into the

roof of the addition.

A ticket office accesible

from inside and outside the

Cage will be constructed

within the addition.

Although the roof of the

building will not be changed,

it will be insulated to con

"There urill also be an
officials' room, medical

room^ and more storage

space for equipment.
'

'

— Edward Ryan
Physical Plant

serve energy and improve

acoustics.

Ihe inside walls will be

painted with longer la.sting

paint, and the grounds on

the west and .south sides will

be landscaped.

Con.struction began four

weeks ago with the in

slallation of a fence around

the site. During con

struction the men's and

women's basketball games

will be played at the

Springfield Civic Center.

David B<x>th. a member of

the (Campus Physical

Planning Committee, said

the committee had reviewed

the renovation plans in April

and made recommendations

concerning lighting. ac-

cesibility for the han

dicapped, and parking

around the area. Booth said

the committee's concern

"was to make sure student's

needs are met."

Coll<^an phnto bV P»ut Defimartis

Varsity sports and UMass students may utilize the "new" cage Physical

Plant workers are busily working on to complete. University officials

expect renovations to be completed by the next basketball season.
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Students 'shortchanged'

in humanities studies
WASHINCJTON — Many American college Kraduatt>s

lack "even the most rudimentary knowledge" of history,

lileralure. art and philosophy, and the blame rests with

faculty and administrators who have lost faith in the

humanities, a Reagan administration official charged

yesterday.
"

William J. Hennetl, chairman of the National P^ndowment

for the Humanities, in a report crafted with the advice of

prominent scholars and college leaders, called upon the

academic community to place "study of the humanities and

Western civilization. ..at the heart of the college

curriculum."

"Most of our college graduates remain shortchanged in

the humanities." liennett wrote. "The fault lies principally

with those of us whose business it is to educate those

students."

\h their "indifference and... intellectual diffidence." too

many educators have abdicated "the great task of tran

smitting a culture to its rightful heirs," Bennett said.

He cited these statistics:

• The number of majors in English has dropped by 57

percent since 1970; in philosophy by 41 percent; in history

By the

The Digest AssociatedPress

by 62 percent; and in modern languages by 50 percent.

• A third of all colleges required some foreign language

study for admission in 1966. but only 14 percent in 1983.

And" less than half now require foreign language study

during college, down from nearly 90 percent in 1966.

• Students can graduate from 7r) percent of U.S. colleges

and universities without studying European history; from

72 percent without studying American literature or

history; and from 86 percent without studying ancient

Greek or Roman civilization.

Hennett. a former philosophy professor, is considered a

leading candidate to succeed T.H. Bell as secretary of

education.

"Too many students are graduatmg from American

colleges and universities lacking even the most

rudimentary knowledge about the history, literature, art

and philosophical foundations of their nation and their

civilization." Bennett said in his 42 page paper.

"The decline in learning in the humanities was caused in

part by a failure of nerve and faith on the part of many

college faculties and administrators." it said.

Hijackers 'outraged'

by refusal of demands
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia - Somalia rejected hijackers'

dem mds for the release of political prisoners yesterday

•ind said it holds Ethiopia responsible for the safety ot more

than 100 hostages aboard a SomaJi jetliner here

The armed hijackers holding the Somah Au-hnes Boeing

707 at Addis Ababa's main airport told Ethiopian

neirotiatiors thev were " extremely outraged" by Somalia's

relusil to meet their demands. But they again extended by

12 hours their deadline for blowing up the plane with

everyone aboard.

The Ethiopian Foreign Ministry said in a statement that

the new deadline the fourth set by the sky pu-ates smce

they .commandeered the jetliner Saturday - is noon

today. 4 a.m. EST.
. ,j- .u i

It said apparently five people were holding the plane -

the three hijackers who seized control of the craft plus two

passengers who subsequently joined them.

The hijackers freed 19 passengers and three crew

members Saturday. Officials said there are stUl 103

passengers and crew aboard the craft along with the three

hijackers and their two accomplices.

"The Ethiopian government, out of concern for human

life has appealed to the hijackers... not to make this un-

fortunate incident become a hostage to a time factor." said

the Ethiopian statement, read to reporters over the

telephone by Foreign Ministry spokesman TeferaGizaw.

Professional car thieves create

little chance for owner recovery

WASHINGTON — So many professional criminals have

taken up auto theft that the chance of recovering a stolen

vehicle has declined to little better than 50-50. and locking

your car door provides less protection than ever, a federal

study said yesterday.

"Vehicle theft is no longer a matter of juvenile joyriding,"

says a report prepared by Abt Associated Inc. for the

Justice Department's National Institute of Justice.

PtH)ple under age 18 accounted for 56 percent of the

vehicle thieves arrested in 1970. but only 40 percent by

1981. it .said.

"This is increasingly becoming an adult crime involving

gangs making enormous profits," said James K. Stewart,

director of the institute. "About 1 million motor vehicles

,are stolen in this country every year, costing us an

estimated $3.5 billion."

In 1970. passenger cars comprised 91 percent of stolen

vehicles; trucks. 2 percent, and motorcycles and other

vehicles. 7 percent. But by 1981. autos accounted for only

75 percent; trucks and buses accounted for 14 percent, and

motorcycles and other vehicles for 11 percent.

At the same time, the recovery rate dropped from 84

percent to 55 percent, and the value of unrecovered

vehicles increased tenfold in 1980.
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Fall Workshops for Students

With Problem Drinking Parents
Workshop I:

Alcohol Problenns and the Family
Tuesday, November 27th 7-9 p.m.

Campus Center Room 804-808
This workshop will feature the new Claudia Black film entitled

"Children of Denial." Participants will discuss common pro-

blems facing daughters and sons of problem drinkers.

Workshop II: Facing the Holidays
Monday, December 10th 7-9 p.m.

University Health Services Room 302
This workshop will focus on practical strategies and resources

for non-alcoholic family members.

Call Health Education 549-2671 X181

to register.

VMassgraduate discusses Nkaragum struggle
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts graduate travelled to

Nicaragua this fall afraid there would be a U.S. invasion

but upon arrival she found a full scale, ongoing and bloody

war.
Angela.I. Keefe, 21. a 1984 graduate in poUtical science,

spent five weeks in a language and cultural program in the

city of Esteli, and three weeks travelling and working on

agricultural cooperatives throughout northern Nicaragua.

"It's a real war, not a border skirmish. At least two bodies

were brought back to Esteli per week," Keefe said,

refering to the attacks made by contras. who are sup-

ported by the U.S. Central IntelUgence Agency.

Keefe said the willingness of the Nicaraguan people to

defend their country had amazed her. "My sense is that the

people want peace, but they are ready to fight. Fifty

thousand have died already they wUl continue to fight for

what those people died for." she said.

Keefe said the contras. or counter revolutionaries, "are

not fighting a traditional war."

"The contras never attack military mstallations or

bataUions. they attack schools and cooperatives (farms)

and burn tabacco barns." she said.

Keefe described the November elections m Nicaragua,

the first since the 1979 Sandinista revolution as "incredibly

She said the Sandinistas won the election because they

have been working with the people since they formed 23

years ago and are a "mass based" party.

The president elect. Daniel Ortega, is known by the

people as brilliant and dedicated Keefe said.

"He has been working for social change in Nicaragua since

he was 14. he is a truly organic leader a leader who comes

from the people." she said.

People have access to the government through various

mass organizations, she said, such as women's

organb.ations. labor unions, and the Sandinista Youth.

Keefe said women in Nicaragua have the backing of the

government in their fight against discrimination, but as

feminists, their agenda is different from North American

feminists.

"Their primary role is to do everything they can for the

war effort, she said.

Keefe said she was deeply moved when observing a

meeting of a 40 member agricultural cooperative when

they were discussing whether or not to admit women as

full-fledged members.

"The eight women at the meeting insisted that they

needed to know how to use guns, so right then in the

middle of the meeting they were shown how to load and

fire a gun." Keefe said.

Women in Nicaragua have trouble understanding the non

violence associated with North American feminism

because for them, "non violence means death." she said.

Keefe described her Spanish teacher in the language

program as "the embodiment of a liberated women in

Nicaragua."

Her teacher Estela Rocha was a combatant m the

mountains from 1977 to 1979 who recently decided not to

go back into combat.

"She wanted to defend the revolution for her children,

Keefe said.

1

Anf^ela Keefe, from a woman's perspective

describes her travels in the unrested Nicarag:ua.

Oxfam fastyields $4,307
More students donate most money in five years

By LORI KIRKLAND
Special to the Collegian

University of Massachusetts students

donated more money in the Nov. 15

Oxfam America fast than in any during

the past five years. UMass Hunger Task

Force treasurer said.

According to John Horsier. 2,312

students fasted this year to raise money to

help the world's hungry as compared to

about 1.700 last fall.

He said last year's donations amounted

to $2,560 in comparison to this year's

fijjure that exceed $4..307 and attributed

most of the programs success to recent

publicity about world hunger.

"The community recognizes the situation

in Ethiopia and the urgency that

something be done." he said, referring to

the famine in Africa.

"Though the fast was a great success, it

just is not enough" he said.

The money collected from the fast goes

to Oxfam America which sets up small

projects in famine stricken areas.

"Though Oxfam has a famine relief agency

for emergencies, the organization works

to help people help themselves." Dan

Stackford task force president said. This

means the benefits are not just tem

porary. he said.

The task force will continue its work

even though the annual fast is over by

accepting donations from anyone which

can be made in room 428 of the Student

Union Building.

The task force will schedule a Hunger

Awareness week for February. Horsier

said. The Hunger Awareness committee

in collaboration with Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey will help the task force organize

the program, he said.

"The fast can be called a big success

locally." Horsier said. "But internationally

it is very small. Thirty five million people

are starving to death; it takes $48 a year

to keep each one alive... that's a lot of

money."

WOMEN'SFORUM :^

Wmnm'n Fi/rum is a weekly lusting of

n>e7ils relating to women 's iasties. Notices

shmild be sent to the Women's News Editor,

care of the Collegian. Friday before the

MONDAY - The Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom will

meet from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Campus

Center; check schedule for room number.

The Everywoman s t;enter is sponsoring a

support group for g«y women who are con-

cerned about their drinking and drug use

at 6:30 to 8 p.m. The group will meet eight

times (no meetings held during interses-

sion). It will discuss how alcohol and/or

drugs affect members' lives and explore

alternative ways of dealing with problems.

THURSDAY - The Third World

TiTPmiAY - A Dlanning meeting for a Women's Program invites all U) an open

spring -Take Back the Night" march will

be held from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 902 Cam-

pus Center.

WEDNESDAY - The Women's Issues

Team of the Student Center for Educa-

tional Research and Advocacy (SCERA)
will meet at 4 p.m. in Campus Center Room
804. Many activities are planned and new
members are encouraged to attend.

house from 6:30 U) 8:30 p.m. at Yvonne's

Restaurant in New Africa House. Women
are encouraged to come and share ideas

with the program which provides program-

ming to promote a better understanding of

issues confronting women of color.

The rape hotline is 545-0800.

The escort service number is 545-2123.

Rape task force holds trainingworkshop today

WMUA offers

t

By ELLEN REYNOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

Providing air time for

women musicians and ex-

perience for women
broadcasters is the goal of

the Women's Media Project,

a WMUA program which

has changed in content and

format this year.

"Our primary objective is

to provide the audience with

a program that promotes a

positive image of women,

but it's also important that

everybody listen to the

show, including men," siad

Maureen Peters. Women's

Affairs director and coor-

dinator of the project.

The Women's Media

Project originated in 1977

through the efforts of the

Women's Media Network, a

multi-media organization for

women interested in

developing skills in video,

broadcasting, graphics and

journalism. After the

Women's Media Network

dissolved several years ago.

WMUA took responsibility

for the content and format of

the program.

This year's additions to the

Women's Media Project^

include women's news,

sports, and comedy hour.

There will also be interviews

with women from various

campus and feminist groups.

In keeping with last year's

policy, all music is per

formed by women.
"We air new releases by

female artists so they can

get the kind of exposure

unavailable to them on other

stations." Peters said. "Of

course we .still play feminist

music. We're just in-

corporating it with other

progressive sounds."

Alison Maloon. a program

staff member, chose to join

the Women's Media Project

after promotional and

broadcasting work in other

areas of the radio station.

"The Women's Media
Project offered a real switch

from the other programming

I'd worked on," Maloon said.

"Personally, I try to play all

different kinds of music,

especially women's reggae,

which generally doesn't get

much air play."

As coordinator of the

Women's Media Project.

Peters encourages women
interested in broadcasting to

become involved in the

program.
The Women's Media

Project is scheduled on

Sundays, 7-10 p.m., on

WMUA, 91.1 FM.

The rape task force awareness training

workshop will be held today at the Dukes

room in the Student Union Building.

The workshop will help educate the

community about issues concerning rape,

said Mary Dumas, an administrator in the

sensitive crimes unit of the University of

Massachusetts police.

Dumas said the workshop is held

cooperatively through the Department of

Public Safety, the University Health

Service, and the Everywoman's Center and

IS available to University groups that are

interested in awareness training.

The aim of the awareness training is: to

inform the community of services available,

to educate people on how to respond to rape

victims, to educate about certain attitudes

and behavior in our society that perpetuate

rape, to increase effective programs for the

community concerning rape and to educate

people about certain precautionary

measures to prevent rape. Dumas said.

-REBECCA THATCHER

CoUegimn photo by Mitch Drantch

GREAT CAESAR'S GHOST - Perry White's Clark Kent of the Daily MetropolU ^"^'^«/«"««
^^Jj

the almighty Superman during laat week's annual Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade on 35th

Street near Broadway in New York City.
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Design Your Future
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Come to meet representatives of the General
1

1

Electric Company and learn about employment
1

1

opportunities. 1

1

- 5

For Seniors and Graduate Students |

7:00 Learn about full-time positions
|

throughout the Company for all
|

engineers; prepare for campus inter^
|

views December 6 & 7. 1

1

|i

r S

For Sophomores and Juniors I |
^•^^ Discuss summer opportunities for

electrical, mechanical, computer

systems and chemical engineers. (AU

positions will be in Pittsfield, MA) | _

I I

i I
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Pre-Christmas
Sale

Starting Sun. Nov. 25, '84 thru Dec. 1st '84 only

Special all Nina Rici

20% Off

Pierre Cardin Sets

20% Off

All Ashley Mask
20% Off

Introducing to our

Fragrance Line:

FLEUR DE JONTUE
Next Weeks Special: Lauren
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SUN. DEC 9

UMASS STUDENTS $10

GENERAL PUBLIC $12
UMASS I.D REQUIRED WITH STUDENT TICKET

8 PM
S.U.B. UMASS

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTER. SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER.

AND STOP ft SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHHAMPTON. HOLYOKE.

GREENFIELD AND PinSFIELD. NO CANS. BOHLES OR RECORDING DEVICES.
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Hand gun control: A costly mistake
Wednesday morning was cold, with a strong wind coming

from the north. It sent a painful chill through the two men

standing on the edge of the vast target area, now deserted

for two years. Some tumbleweeds are rollmg past the men

as they start to talk and reminisce about how popular and

prosperous the establishment was before the Federal

Government passed its law banning the ownership ot

pistols by private citizens.
, .. . » -.u

This, we know, has not taken place "as of yet. but witn

the way the government and its members are leaning, it

could happen very soon. I. for one. won't stand by and let it

happen without a fight. By fight I mean through the due

process of law. through legislation, through my vote, and

other ways.

There are those who feel the laws would be a blessing. 1

say "No." They say it would lower violent crimes such as

murder, armed robbery and aggravated assault. This is

true, but to a lesser degree than they think.

In 1983 18.673 violent crimes cx-cured. Of those. 58.34

percent were with firearms. Of the .58.34 percent. 75.1

percent were with handguns. 7.6 percent were with rifles.

11 4 percent were with shotguns, and .17 percent others.

The remaining 41.66 percent were 21.8 percent stabbing.

5 7 percent blunt instrument. 6.8 percent were personal

weapons, and 4.9 percent others (strangling, poison).

In the ca.se of armed robbery, the percentage of weapons

used were 36.7 percent firearms. Of that. 18.7 percent

were handguns. The remaining categories were: 13.6

percent stabbing. 9.5 percent blunt instruments, and 40.3

percent were strong armed. The point is. if you add up all

the facts, you'll find that overall, more crimes are com

mitted without handguns than with handguns.

Another argument is that there will be less complex laws

on transporting firearms across state lines. What about the

new laws they will have to come up with to cover those

who just happen to still have a handgun or two m the

It would be an impossible, no improbable, feat to ban

handguns in this country. Just the cost of this absurd law

to the sportsman and to the government would be

phenominal. . j •„

The sportsman has a large amount of money invested in

his handguns. Who is going to decide how much the person

Random notes

Gotta love those 'radicals'

Just what the hell wUl it take to make people see? Do I

really have to slap the entire population a few hard times in

the face before they wake up'.' Because if I have to I will.

I don't know what is worse: misdirected zeal or plain

apathy There are the "true-American" conservatives who

are rallying 'round Ronnie like heroine junkies who need a

fix of political bullshit to keep them going. What wiU it take

todemystify these myopic, political moonies'.'' ...,,,

Then 'there are the religious apathetics who faithfully

worship every Friday and Saturday night at the local bar^

Their prayers include "Two For One." "Happy Hour, and

"Wet T Shirt Hymn." They can be heard reciting these all

the time and everywhere with fervent devotion. What will

it take for them to see'.'
. .. , .

And as well there are the "progressive few who

(ienorant of the fact that political ideology isn't measured

on a linear spectrum), defeat themselves and the whole

"Save the Humans" movement by spewing out such

garbage as "Oh screw them, they're jost stinking jocks.

Curtis Hunting

is to get for each particular gun'.' Some are old and worth a

large sum of money as antiques; others are very valuable

for their precision. Some are worth even more money for

being collectors' editions. Who would make these

decisions? Or does the government think they could just

collect the guns without compensating the owner.

Who is going to pav for all the labor involved in getting

the guns collected and disposed of. Will it be the State or

Federal authorities? ^.^noTAfii
In the United States today there is total of 449.370 lull

time law enforcement officers on duty. That is about 2.2

officers per 1 .000 inhabitants. These are poor odds, anc

they would need to hire a lot more. Fither way. it comes

back to us. the taxpayers. ....
There are clubs for pistol target shootmg. that have

millions of dollars invested in t heir facilities for the firing of

these handguns. What does the government expect 'o say

to them? "Sorry gentlemen, but you will just have to take

it on the chin this time." Hoes this sound fair? No.

No matter how much money the government spends, they

will never collect all the handguns in this country. This is

because there are handguns bought through private sale,

and the new owner never registers the weapon. Then

there are those handguns that have been stolen and then

sold, and there is no way to track these guns down. Ihcre

will always be that fraction of handguns out there available

to the criminal element that is always present in our

society roday.
, ,

If thev ban handguns, what will be next? (.uns in general,

then no police, just the Army National Ouard doing the

police's job. and we know who their bosses are. That is just

a hypothetical situation, but the general idea should be

Now then, the two men standing m the cold wind, with

the tumbleweeds blowing past in the target area ot the

Sportsmen Club suddenly disappear. It's all been a bad

dream by the President of the local chapter of the NKA

(National Riflemen's Association.)

Curtis Hunting is a UMass student.

What will it take for them to .see?

Face it people, we are stUl living in the ME generation a

continuum of the 70s. a product of aggres.sive. profit

seeking capitalism's invasion of every aspect of our lives,

public and private. When will we ever get out?!

We are not being true human beings if our desire to be

"true Americans" results in narcotic, (and oppresive) self

worship. Does anyone actually need culture? Ya. like a

baby needs a pacifier: as a blanket for securtity. Can t we

all stand up alone and take off all our clothes? They have

only become a dehumanizing, segregatmg status symbol, a

uniform of our degressive culture.

Be real, people! Get off your asses. After all, if it wasn t

for "radicals" we'd still^e in ^he^aveman^era.^^^^ ^^^^^

Letters to the Editor
More information is needed
After reading the article. was predominantly about

"Study Aids Waste Plan" in how most people

the Collegian Nov. 15. which (households) do not know

The vindication

of supply side
I remember my macroeconomics TA laughing at the

Laffer Curve, and my Sociology professor trying to per

suade the class that supply side economics would never

work. Indeed, for too long now. supply siders have been

picked apart and verbally attacked at every turn; it s about

time for a response.
, , tr * ^t

Supply side economics stresses the supply side effects of

taxation in macro economic policy; supply siders advocate

economic growth through the alteration of mcentives to

save produce, and consume. Meanwhile. Keynesians look

mainly at changes in aggregate demand to formulate their

fiscal policy. ju;,u„.
In the past year and a half, the Keynesians and Walter

Mondale have blamed supply side economics and Ronald

Reagan for anything negative that has happened m the

economy, and have taken credit for anything positive.

.\ccording to Walter Mondale. Reagan's tax cuts have

iaused the recession and the huge budget deficit, while the

lat.st economic recovery resulted from the increa.ses m

federal spending (the belief that deficit spending fosters

economic growth is a cornerstone of Keynesian theory).

These arguments remain plausible only as long as you

ignore the facts. In the first place, it is difficult and indeed

ridiculous to blame a recession that began in July 1981 on

President Reagan's tax cuts, which didn t take effect until

October 1981. Since Reagan's compromised tax program

called for a 25 percent federal income tax reduction to be

phased in over a three year period, his first tax cut (1981

1982) amounted to only 5 percent. This tax cut was

overshadowed by other tax increases from bracket cre^p.

Social Security payroll taxes, and consumption taxes; thus

the net tax burden increased in 1981. a total oi%\o billion.

Supply siders wanted an immediate 25 percent lax

reduction in 1981. m.t a phased in program. The incentive

approach embraced by supply siders enabled us to see that

the mediocre 1981 tax cut might cause producers to delay

their expansion. Not only did the "phased in' approach

delay the positive effects of tax cuts. but. as Arthur Lafter

saidin 1982. producers were forced to "put off investments

and income-producing work to wait for a more favorable

situation."

Peter Dow

That "more favorable situation " came officially on July 1.

1M8.3 when the first net tax reduction took effect; it was

worth $15 billion. Then, true to the supply siders behefs.

as incentives for investment in production replaced in

vestment in tax shelters, the econ.)mic re<-overy began;

and the economy continues on its path of steady economic

growth with low inflation rates. Keynesians should be

dumbfounded by this phenomenon, since they do not

believe that incentives have any effect on the economy and

do not exist; they only concentrate on the demand side of

fiscal policy, not the supply side.

\nother point for argument involves the existence of the

Laffer Curve, which basically states that by decreasmg tax

rates we can increase tax revenues by broadening the tax

base This bulwark of supply side thwry is hogwash ac-

cording (but not limited) to the UMa.ss Economics

Department, whose opinions on the subject I'm sure we

can attest to from personal experience. But the existence

of the Laffer Curve is justified by looking at some facts

which reveal a few interesting trends. In 1981. the per-

sonal tax rate for the top marginal rates (net incomes over

$50 000) were cut from 70 percent to .50 percent; and. just

as supply siders had predicted, the tax base was broadened

and I ax revenues increased. Following that tax reduction,

the percentage of income tax collected from that group

(above $50,000) rose from 32.9 percent to 35.4 percent. At

the same time, the share paid by those making $20,000 or

less fell from 17.1 percent to 15.5 percent (figures from

U S Treasury Department). Thus the percentage of taxes

paid by the rich is on the increase, despite the Keynesians'

beliefs that tax incentives do not effect the economy.

In short what Reagan needs to do now is to rid himself of

the Stocicmans and Feldsteins within his Cabinet, and

replace them with staunch supply siders who have a clear

flscal policy.

how to properly dispose of

toxic wastes generated in

the home (i.e. pesticides,

antifreeze, paint thinners), I

have a question.

Now that we are aware of

this problem, my question is

simply, how should these

toxic chemicals be dispo.sed

of properly? There was

mention in the article that a

toxic chemical collection

project is needed or might

be started by more towns.

Are there any towns nearby

that offer the service of

collecting toxic wastes

generated by households?

And are there any alter-

natives in the absence of a

town collection project,

other than dumping the

chemicals in the ground or

down the drain?

I. and I think others, would

appreciate an informative

response. .

George Lane,

Amherst

--^
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Delicious P.//as f^ ,
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Hot Oven Grinders
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Spaghetti 1 h^.^^^^^^

Manicotti / \ A. Z
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PREErLTvERvl CALL 253-3808

356 College Stre et Amherst ^^^ Ull^

Any LMige Pi^/a

I RESEARCH
Send $2. for catalog of

over 15,000 topics to

assist your research

efforts. For info: Call

Itoll free 1 -800-621 -S746

,(in Illinois call

312-922 0300).
Authors R***arch, Rm 600

407 S Dearborn, Chicago IL

\
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3 FREE SODAS
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Any Med Piz/a

2 FREE SODAS ..,.
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PREPARE FOR

L

'^DECEMBER 5, 6 and 7th

C.C. CONCOURSE
• GREAT X-MAS GIFTS

,, „ .- ^
,

• Make X-MAS $MONEY$ii Raise Funds'

everyone invited to set up OWN table'*

CLUBS, FRATS etc. etc. for info:

Julie 817 C.C. 545-0194

I

I

I

I

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
SAT*ACT*DAT»GR E«CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE GMAT
2/2/86 Exam 1/26/85 Exam

LSAT MCAT
3/2/85 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

npflpr ^ , Call Days Eves &

^!I^ -Sbmtfey-H. Weekends

KUPMN 368 N. Pleasant St

Educational Center AmherSt
549-5780

.For information about other centers

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

AUTO
Need an

' auto loan?

Then cruise on ,

in to your I

credit union.

Whv youi credil jnion''

Because tfaditionaliy *"' "^

I

^t)le to ol'e' iowp' 'ale-; '

!
auto loan!; i^ai' any omei
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I
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' And inese savings '•an ado

I
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' loan at yi-'ui credit union

,
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,
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UMASS jf jA
STUDENT%W

CREDIT UNION
Member NCUA 545-2800

Doyouhave therightstuff

?

(it'i \()iir cartrr off lo a flviiig suirl. Ik'conie a

MariiH' aMator If voii're a college freshman.

Mjplioniore or junior, you could qualify for our

uiukrgraduaie Officer Cominissioiung Pro-

gram and be guaranteed fliglii sch(M)l after grad-

uation Ml tnuning is conducted dunng the sum-

mer There are no on-campus drills Plus, you

receive $1(H) a month during the school year

Seniors can (jUiilify for the graduate Officer

Commissioning Program and attend traimng

•after graduation

This is an excellent opportunity to prow

yourself amongst the best and start (^making

fr()m$r,(K)()t()$23(K)()a

year See if you measure up.

Check out the Marine Corps

Officer Commissioning

Programs.

See Capt. Schiffer in the Campus Center Nov. 26th, 27th

All are invited to a slide and sound show about the Marine Corps

on Dec. 3, at 7:00 pm in Campus Center Room 163 C.
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TheMongrel

Puppies cook
By HON STRYMISH and PETER
WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

In case you haven't noticed there is a

sixties revival going on, and there could be

no such revival without psychedelia. And

now the psychedelic band of 1984. local

faves the Mongrel Puppies, have finally

released their first album. Let's Barbeque.

When psychedelia first came out it was

new and exciting music. Now, with fewer

people dropping acid, it has taken on a new

dimension as the logical synthesis of har-

dcore and new wave. It is this duality that

makes The Mongrel Puppies.

The Mongrel Puppies bring to mind San

Francisco and Ixis Angeles circa 1967 and

such long forgotten bands as the Chocolate

Watchband and The Thirteenth Floor

Elevators.

Of the hundreds of roots bands of the

sixties only a few went on to fulfill any kind

of creative potential. The few who have

done this (The Rolling Stones, The Kinks)

have managed because they have developed

their own styles and per.sonalities. The

Mongrel Puppies have had some success

establishing their own sound but "Tran-

sonic Dream", for example, is too close to

the sound of any number of Cream songs

with a twist of the Dead Kennedys thrown

in.

Yet the significance of such overt in

fluences is somewhat diminished because

the .straight psychedelia of the Mongrel

Puppies comes off much better than that of

many bands which try to make pseudo

psychedelia, or psychedelia with an in

tellectual twist which works in theory but

not in practice.

The Mongrel Puppies do work in practice.

Don Patuno's lead guitar on "Martin's

Theme" and "What's on Your Mind" shows

beautifully understated development in the

llendrix style. Stansell and Passa's lyrics

on "What's on Your Mind" express sen

timents straight from the sixties updated

for the '80's. These lyrics are built to move.

The Mongrel Puppies with Let's Barbeque

become the here and now action band.

Testament probes the fear
Testament
Monday, November 26

On Channel 57 at 9:00 p.m.

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

The much acclaimed but little known film

Testament will be shown on T.V. tonight at

9:00 p.m. on Channel 57. Panned by

moviehouse audiences, who perhaps found

the film too depressing when it was first

released. Testament hasn't received the

attention that it deserves. I was fortunate

to see it earlier this semester on campus. It

was one of the most moving films I have

ever seen.

Jane Alexander plays the role of a

housewife and mother who finds herself

alone with her children after a nuclear

bomb takes her husband's life in San

Francisco. We follow this brave, deperate

her family together while the community in

a somewhat sheltered town in the Sierras

begins to disintegrate into chaos.

In the difficult role of a mother watching

her own children die one by one and

burying them, Alexander more than

succeeds in conveying a mother's grief for

her children. But she also humanizes her

role as a nuclear war victim. Far from being

a bleak story, Testament is about the

endearing and enduring relationships

between victims thrust into a bleak setting.

Unlike The Day After (which was a

chilling horror film), Testament is a

dramatic tragedy that compares more to

the Grapes of Wrath than with its infamous

predecesser. Like The Day After it may
have its greatest moment on television. See

it with a frienH or a group of friends.
^

Marjon Hair Design
\Marjon

Hair

Marjon brings you the endless summer!

ONLY
$40.00

-Safe

-Fast
- Beautiful

- Prefered

- Professional guidance by

trained cosmetologist

- Relaxing atmosphere

- Tan the safeway

yf")' Mt. Farms Mall

CALL US NOW FOR DETAILS (
1 ^ Route 9

\ ; Hadley, MA
</ 586-4551

:.:.x.:.:W:-:-x-:%%^ •:%-:W^:-:*:-*--*:-:-^^^^

A daring solo album
SMALL TOWN ROMANCE
Richard Thompson
Hannibal Records
by PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Another electric guitarist has decided to

perform solo on an acoustic guitar. But

unlike Pete Town.send or Sting or even

Jerry Garcia (who needs a bass player),

Richard Thompson dares to play sets

consisting of mostly new material rather

than depending upon his pa.st fame.

Thompson started out as lead guitarist for

Fairport Convention, a late 1960's folk rock

band which produced the landmark Liege

and /y»V/ album. It was the prototype, much
imitated but never equaled by groups like

Steelye Span and Penlangle.

After Thompson left Fairport Convention

he recorded numerous albums by himself

and with his wife Linda. In 1982 Richard

and Linda split up despite increasing

popular success. Last year Thompson's solo

album. Hand of Kindness, was really great.

The tour that followed included an eight

piece big band complete with horns.

Small Town Romance is taken from a

series of acoustic shows that Thompson did

in New York. Much of the material is new.

The songs are mostly about love. Thorn

p.son's Scottish accent makes the sad songs

sound even sadder and makes "Honky Touk

Blue.s" all the more entertaining. Snuill

Town Romance is a compilation of folk

songs and stands as that, without needing

to be validated by his previous laurels. But

the old songs like "I Want to See the Bright

Lights", the title song from a 1974 album,

still sound good despite Linda's absence.

-i\

This album is re«(>mmended. Thompson's

guitar playing is always interesting and his

songwriting stands up to a straight

listening of the whole album, something 1

can't say about many folk albums.

Richard Thompson will be playing at the

Iron Horse on Wednesday night

.

Richard Thompson brings his folk-

rock sound to the Iron Horse Cafe

Wednesday night.

ow, I wondrr >^ hat's

in Ihe Collegian

today?

BLUES in the BLUEWALL

PRESENTS

IflELLOW
FELLO

V^M
DOOR

MON. DEC. 3rd

BLUEWALL 10 pm

UMASS $4.00 PUBLIC $5.00
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THE W KITING CENTER
The Writing Onter offers

free, confidential peer

tutoring for all University

students. Eiring any

assignments or writing

project. Drop in. no ap

pointment necessary. 7 p.m.

to 9 p.m. in Pierpont

classroom, S.W.

EMERGENCY All) FUR

ETHIOPIA Meetmg at

New Africa House con^

cerning emergency fund

raiser here at UMass

campus this Wed.. Thurs.

and Fri. at 5:00 p.m. This is

our chance to aid in the

effort against famine, lets

do it together.

HEYONI) WAR
Preparations for nuclear,

biological. or chemical

warfare will continue unless

we change our way of

thinking. This national

movement is educating

thousands: War is Obsolete;

We Are One. 7:00 p.m. in

905 Campus Center.

COALITION FOR EN
VIRONMENTAL
QUALITY Open discussion

of Green political alter

S Monday, November 26, 1984

natives. One focus will be to

develop goals and objectives

concerning energy and

equity as it relates to our

bioregion. Think globally.

Act locally. 6:30 p.m. in the

CEQ office, room 306 S.U.

SAFA (Students
Advocating Financial Aid) -

final meeting before

Wednesday's trip to the

Mass. State House. All

members and new members

are welcome and urged to

attend!!! 5:()0 p.m. 803 CC

Sigma Delta Tau

Open Rush
All University Women invited

to come and find out

how much fun

sorority life can be

Tues. Nov. 27, 7:00-7:45

House Tours & Round Robin

Wed. Nov. 28, 7:00-7:45

Beach Party

Thurs. Nov. 29, 7:00-7:45

Fashion Show
409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

Having Hassles?
We Can Help. ^

Mediation Project
an altamattv* method of solving problamt:

• Roomat«s
• Landlord/Tenant
• Neighbors

"

• Stud«nt/Facuity

• Sexual Harassment
• Family members
• Employee/Employer

545-2462

Madiation

Protect

Mon.- Fri. »-5 137 HMbrouck UMaaa

STORE COUPON
To 'ec«iv« youf !'•• »cHool '«iOf

Q^Kl^lr. i,rii 1,11 ,n the '•Qui'WJ ,rtorm»lion

Superll
Pf«»«ni lo booiuicwe

Name

Stale

Phone •

Zip Code

I Th„ coupon „ yo«. ^^.'V to m. Sch.c» Sup., n *m-^c
»^5j;^^"_2— J

""
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Open the
M F 9 5 Campus
Sat 10 3 Center
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TODAY'S WKATHKR

Fall Follies - Sunny skies will prevail

with warm U'mp)eratures in the hit?h 50's

to low 6()'s. Tonijfht, dear and cold with

temperatures in the 30' s. Chance of

showers Tuesday.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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ifj KiLim
ANIMALS/
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YOU dUPPOf^T
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HeAinS INTO .
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The Nuclear Broach
ByNRC
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Bat Brain By Bill Dealing

'THE

/
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By Gorde
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EBACH BOM. c<j\, HOUR'S 'r

FEEL TO EE WORLD CLAZ^r

Yeasthead

LIKE, IT'S TH^B quA^TE^S WT^uAT'^i RAO
YOU GOT A 3.7 CUME, KtC-^T/

THEKJ YA POPOfGO y^ ^OtT OF
^y^BAU£A/rMJE SEB^.

AfJD lye UBxr
THIKJG YA KfJOV</

©r Your out west AT
me Mcn^LD cup SUf?B AAEEr

\/JITH 54/1^ IKJ YtXjR BAU^IKJe

SUIT FOR, £i<b^r A/K>Ajr/^

By Jason Talerman
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$Money,money,money$

V

Are you interested in writing

business articles? Are you interested in

reading more business news and

opinions?

If BO, call and ask for the Business

Manager at the Collegian

545-3500

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdiled by Trudr Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Son of Adam
5 The Plain

People

10 Fellow

14 Typeo) fence

15 Flora and fauna

16 Ma«a —
17 Finished

18 LiKesome
energy

19 La Douce
20 Care tor

22 'Amos
"

24 Knowledge
26 An entire range

27 Be It Ever

31 City in S Italia

34 Swiftly

36 Gratings

37 Nautical

support

38 Gain in vigor

(with "up")

39 Walking on

40 Busy place

41 Fort .Calif

42 Language of

cen Asia

44 Obsession

45 Groove, in

woodworking
47 nails

49 Emulate a

valedictorian

51 Lend a

52 Spring flowers

54 Ivanhoe s

t)eloved

58 Heavenly
headwear

59 Governed
61 City on the Oka

62 iwlanipulated

63 Infer

64 Praise fron> a

critic

65 Knighfs
namesakes

66 Enthusiast

67 Swiss artist

Paul

DOWN
1 Photo
? Roof overhang

3 Now s partner

4 Type of story

5 Soak up

6 OSole —-'

7 City in Kansas

8 Comedian
Arnold

9 A fast rule

10 Advise to the

downhearted

11 Like a good
man ?

12 Host
13 Zadora

21 Volume
23 Latin lesson

word
25 "Enigma Varia-

tions
'

composer
27 Flavor

28 "The Magic
Flute"

29 Type of egg

30 Musician
Morini

32 Mother of

Tiberius

33 Thoughts
36 Stew or sea

40 Augean task

42 Shade of blue

43 Said

44 Hand, in Rome
46 Med fates

48 Become firm

50 Musical
composition

52 Urn

53 Urban area

55 Of a historic

period

56 Granular snow
57 Toward shelter

58 Skiers
protection

60 Environmental

SCI
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Student Ticket and Transportation

InformatiQjn

All 1984-85 Home Men's Basketball Games will be pJayed at

the Springfield Civic Center

UMass full-time undergraduate students must have a ticiiet

for admission to all UMass Basiietball games at the Spr-

ingfield Civic Center. . __ ,

To receive a Free Ticket you must be an undergraduate I I
J

I

UMass/ Amheret student with a valid UMasa/ Amherst ID \}^

Undergraduate students with a valid UMass/Amherst IDS A/
may piclc up one ticliet per game at either of the following ^ A

locations:
UMass Ticket Office

Boyden Room 256

Monday through Friday

8:» A.M. 2:00 P.M.

or

Springfield Civic Center Ticket Office

After 2:00 P.M. on Monday-Friday Game Days

After 12:00 Noon on Saturday f^ame Days

Ticiiets for each home game will be available beginning
|

7 days prior to the event.

Student Bus Treneportetion information

Student bus transportation will be available for all UMass Home Basketball games to be played

this yeer at the SpringfieW Civic Center.

Where and When to Pick Up Bus Tickets
^ . » ,,„

Undergraduate students with a valid UMass/Amherst ID may purchase one round-tnp ticket

beginning one week prior to game day at either of the following locations:

UMass Ticket Office

Boyden Building, Room 255

Monday Friday, 8:30 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.

•Tickets Unlimited

317 Student Union

Monday-Friday, 3:30 P M. 5:00 P.M.

•Bus tickets are not available at Tickets Unlimited on game day.

Cost for Bus Tickets

The bus tickets may be purchased for «.00 (non-refundable) and includes transportation to

and from the Springfield Civic Center.

Bus to the Civic Center Schedule

Students may begin boarding buses in front of Boyden Building one hour and thirty minutes

prior to game time. Buses will leave randomly as filled. The last bus will leave Boyden no later

than one hour prior to game time.

Bus from the Civic Center Schedule

Students may begin boarding buses for the return trip to Amherst immediately following the

game. Buses will leave randomly as filled. The last bus will leave Springfield Civic Center no

later than one hour aher the conclusion of the game.

Questions: Call 545^0810

HEALTH & BEAUTY
SALE

$2.29

Comtrax Tablets

16's

OOMTRE)^
TABLETS

$2.49

6.3 oz.

«- Questions: Call 54&^0810 ^>,w---ww».mw« >^^>^^_ w

s

Nature's Organic

Wheat £r Honey

Shampoo
,79* 16 oz.

Good News Razor

6's - Pivot 5's

$1.09

Regular / Unscented / Fresh

ColgateCES 9

Colgate Toothbrush .60*

soft/medium /hard reg. $1.25

Check Up Toothpaste

4.1 oz.

Check Up Gel 4.1 oz.

$1.79 reg. $2.75

,\<*

,0^**^ DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S

Open
M-W 9-5

"-1

ff COUPONS I
I on all Henlth and Beauty Aids Products |

Located in the

Campus Center

iJ,VNIVERSITY
mSTORE'»

HAVII\lt lilJII.^1 >'ri! Kit IPIEAIDT If'OIP Timt

iiH€HViitjrTiPiEin.in

CALLUS & GET YOUR INFORMATION ON « FOOD AND

FEELINGS" WORKSHOP FOR RESIDENCE HALL STUDENTS

AT 549-2671 AND ASK FOR HEALTH EDUCATION

OR CALL TIPS AT 545-1540 AND ASK FOR TAPES

2610 Cold self-core

2630 Mentol health

FOR INFORMATION NOT ON TAPE CALL |()B AT 545 1555

11 INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

II A Servicp of l^he Dean of Students Office

Monday, November 26, 1984
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UMass footballiHow hope became despair

Schedule andinjuries

plaugedMinutemen
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A lot was expected from the 1984 University of

Massachusetts football team. A new coach, many peopU'

thought, would bring renewed success.

Rookie head coach Bob StuU came from Washington and

changed the offense and UMass opening the season with ar

impressive upset of Division 1 Ball State. 26 10.

The remainder of the sea.son, until the final game when
UMass upset powerful New Hampshire 14-10, was one of

disappointment for the Minutement. Even a 3 win over

Northeastern wasn't played well.

The new offense sputtered, receivers dropped balls,

junior quarterback Jim Simeone had trouble finding his

secondary receivers and the running game was keyed on

with some success by the opposition.

The defense, tough in the early going, was decimated by

injuries to the hne. The secondary allowed a lot of passing

yards (230 a game) and opponents seemed to set a lot of

offensive records apainst (he MinutprPf^n Whv'>

The schedule for one. The Minutemen faced no less than

six nationally ranked Division 1 AA teams and lo.st to five

of them.

A 3-8 record, although not acceptable, is easily un

derstandable.

"We we're in every game, from the point of being com

petitive up until the Maine game, and I thought we played

great teams like Bl' and URI very well." Stull said.

it was a frustrating type of thing, we didn't pick up the

system like I would've liked, the defense was hurt by a lot

of injuries, we didn't get any breaks. " the coach said.

For the first time in recent history, no UMass player

made the first team Yankee Conference all-stars. The

second team was peppered with UM players. Split end Bob

Simeone. who set UMass receiving and yardage records,

punter Jim Tandler. kicker George Papoutsidis. linebacker

Dave Cavanaugh and offensive tackle Don Day all made

the team.

Absent, but deserving, were linebacker Todd Comeau,

linebacker Vito Perrone and running back George Barn

well (931 yds).

The quarterback job is up for grabs this spring. Smieone

will compete with freshman Mike Trifari. red shirted

freshman Dave Pala/./.i and Alabama transfer Tim Hecht, a

sophomore who was recruited by SMU, Oklahoma and the

Crimson Tide out of high school. All four have great arms.

The receiving corps, without Simeone, is weak. Barnwell

was the second U'ading receiver out of the backfield with

senior tight end Paul Walsh next.

Flanker John Crowley had 19 receptions with no touch

downs and you have to go to running backs Frank Fay and

Duckworth (iran^*' t<> find a receiver with more than thret-

catches.

I'Mass needs sp»HMly wide outs next season if Stull wants

to keep up the passing game he has instituted, and he does.

The running backs seem set with Barnwell, Fay, Grange

and Ted Barrett.

C.cK)d players are returning. Gootl players are also

leaving. Spring drills will be an open affair with a lot of

red shirted younger players competing for spots. No

starter is secure with the possible exceptions of hnebacker

Vito Perrone, tackle Bruce Strange, and Barnwell.

"It was a tough year to handle," Stull said. "And I don't

want to repeat it again. With the .season over, more work

begins for the coaches. I'll promise you one thing. I'm not

going to sit back. The adjustment period is over and we

better start winning some games."

How the basketball Top20fared
1. Georgetown (1-0) beat Hawaii-Hilo81

47.

2. Illinois (2-1) beat Idaho State 64 44 and

lost to Alabama-Birmingham 59-52.

3. DePaul (1-0) beat N. Illinois 59 58.

4. Indiana (0-1) lost to Louisville 75-64.

5. Oklahoma (1-1) beat Morehead State

94-48.

6. SMU (1-0) beat Texas Southern 91-72.

7. Nevada-Las Vegas (0-1) lost to

Nevada Reno 97 89.

8. North Carolina State (10) beat

CampeU94 54.

9. Virginia Tech (10) beat Old Dominion

102 76.

10. Arkansas (10) beat SW Louisiana 65

62.

1 1

.

Louisville ( 1 0) beat Indians 75 64.

12. Kansas (2-0) beat Maryland 58 56 and

Oregon 66-49.

13. Georgia Tech (10) beat Baptist 79-66.

How the football Top20fared
( 12 0) beat Utah

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

ft85B85»5:»5^8?55»SS?«5=?5ri=?^^

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
I

(with this coupon) I

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair

I

I

I

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 11/30/84

Styles by Debon
Amrwf.l MA b^SietO

FREE CONSULTATIONS

1. Brigham Young

State 38 13.

2. Oklahoma (9 11) beat Oklahoma State

24 14.

3. Oklahoma State (9 2 0) lost to

Oklahoma 24 14.

4. Florida (811) did not play.

5. Washington (10 1 0) did not play.

6. Texas (7 2 1 ) lost to Baylor 24 10.

7. Nebraska(9 2 0) did not play.

8. Ohio State (9 2 0) did not play.

9. South Carolina (10 1-0) beat Clemson

22 21

10. Boston College (8-2 0) beat Miami

(Fla.)47 45.

11. SMU (8 2 0) beat Arkansas 31 28.

12. Miami (Fla.) (8 4 0) lost to Boston

College 47 45.

13. Auburn (8 3 0) did not play.

14. Southern Cal. (8 3 0) lost to Notre

Dame 19 7.

15. Florida State (7 2 1) did not play.

16. LSU (8 2 l)beatTulane33 15.

17. T('U (8 3 0) lost to Texas A" M 35

18. Maryland (8 3 0) beat Virgmia45 34.

19. UCLA (8 3 0) did not play.

20. Georgia (7 3 0) did not play.

Lax, lifeguardandO)lle&an notices

COLLFGIAN: There will he a mandatory

meeting for all sporls stall members on

Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the new.snH)m.

Anyone wanting a winter beat or interested

in writing should attend or call I'eter

Abraham at 545 3.5(K). Tony Betros will be

t here, so don't you miss it

.

Anyone interested in playing women's

lacn>sse this spring should attend a meeting

on Tu«'sday at 5 p.m. in NOPE, room 153.

The testing to be a UMass lifeguard for the

spring will be on both Tuesday at TyM at

the NOl'E pool and Saturday at 9 a.m. at

the Boyden pool. Contact Russ Yarworth at

.545 0093 for more information.

.^siS5^R«>5=5i«;i«S=5

THE TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

Jeffery

Amherst
Bookshop

Call us now for information about

ordering your spring coursebooks * 253-3381

i
\M\.\ 'HI

^hL

HERPES
SPREAD THE WORD,
NOT THE INFECTION

Is an educational session for those who are interested in learning

more of the facts about herpes, regardless of whether or not

they have the disease The session will include facts and myths

about transmission and suggestions on prevention

Treatment and strategies for coping with the emotional aspects

of herpes will also be covered

Thursday, Nov. 29
University Health Center

Room 302

6:30-8-30 pm
• Pre regstratKin required no later than one week before the workttwp

Contact the Health Education Office. Univornty Health ServKet 549 2671 F.t 181

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
of iftdtvtduHl sarvifigs

CAKES h PASTRIES
Ecstaay by Chocolate Catia2 50

Chocolate Layer Cake 1 SO

Continental 1 SO

Cheesecake 1 7S

36

Cdiiut Cake 1 SO

Napoleon ^ *"

ICECREAM 156
Viifiilld Chocolate Stiayvlwny

Mud PiH Coffee Heath Crun. t

()'•*> Crunch
We now have toppings 36

MUNCHIES
Oatmeal Fudge Bar 1 SO

Chocolate Chip Cookie 7S

Fruit Bread 75

Saklava 1 06

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudge Flavors '/ pound 4 00

1 pound 7 50

Block Chocolate '/^ pound 3 75
1 pound 7 00

Pnc*t do not include laa

Minimum Drd«i ^6 00

256-8102

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^^"tZay - Thursday 8:45 3:46 • Friday 8:4^ 2:30 • Cash - advanc, ^^ -s«,^a -V.- d-ou„,

• 10 consectutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive davs 15% discount pnone ""^^

AUTO FOR SALE

ino OaMun 210 4 door S tpeed 41 mpg
good condition $2900 66&-3986

1»B1 Reneult Le Cer (deluxe) $2600 call

548^12 ^ -

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ"; »}^'^
visual entertainment for the 80 s 584^6n^

R«ckA~Di«cni»cirA Video Entertain

ment Agency Discjockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

5497144

ThrM room ept at Northwood in

Sunderland. »385 include* dishwasher and

hot water. Call 686-4273. Right next to bus

stop

FOUND

Cat found n«w Whaator Dorm grey tiger

stripe call 546-6288

QAV ft LESBIAN

FOR RENT

Apt for rant: 2 bedroom apt. Main St

Amherst $496 00 plu». 1 year laaee.

256-6160 ask for Kevin

Lg^m^Trthwood older student for spring

and summer call Tracy 665-4931 for more in

fo

iadroom In houaa. 200 +, Jan 1 - Sapt 1

(or longer I no parties, no pats, no smoking

549^746 ^

The People* Qay Alliance hosts 8 social

i^ur each Wed from 3 to 5 Busing

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Checkthe

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ad to anend'

HELPI HELRI HELRI

Halp ue find an apartmant lor Spring

semester 4 girls seeking an apartmnt as

close to campus as possible Preferably Puf

fton or Brendyyyine. Call Sherry or Beth at

546^7422 or Sue or Katie at 54fr1146

HELP WANTED

Earn tS-? an hour. Must be 18 or okler,

have own insured reliable car. Apply in per

Bon; Domino's Pina Rt 9 Hadley

HAf>PV 22iMl MISSY

Happy Birthday Misayl Here s the per

sonal that you've always wanted I hope you

had a greet day (Nov 24, folks! v«th many

more to come. ABC News is in for a shock

come June '86 Love, Nancy

Now taking applications for fall and par

time positions Must t>e 18 oi older Apply in

person Domino's Putt Ht 9 Hadley

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round.

Europe, S America, Australia, Asia, all

fields $90 2000 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write IJC PO B« 52 MAI Corona Del Mar,

CA 92626

Hardaparson to work full time 6:30 am
10:30 am and 4:00 p m 7:00 p.m six

days Consisting of milking in parlor,

feeding and cleaning calves, other odd

chores Call between 9:00 am 3:00 p m
866^7174

LOST

Odd Bracalat great aentiiTiental value

Ptoasa return call 546^6375» reward

Brown acarl^ Friday Nov 16 outs.de

Reading Room Blue Wall pleaae call Ralph

25&1786 thank you

Somewhere batwain the D'«*»Jin^tll?
Maia. two keys Reward Sally 54frbbiJ

Lost wedding ring gold band inscription

inside Reward Tracey 256 6160

This space brought to you by:

Jims Microbiology. Haxardoua Waato.

Carburetor Repair and Paatry Producta

"on the state road"

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Traat VoutaaH - IBM profeaaional typing

Romance languages Suianne 253 7966

Papar*. Caaaa. Dlaaaitatlona, Theeee,

on-campua. tow rataa guaranteed accep

tanca Nancy fi84-7»4 ^____
ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

The Leabian Bisexual 6 Gay Mens
Counseling Collective offers FREE peer

counseling for everyone effected by sexual

orientation issues M T Th F 48 PM Call

54&2646, or info line 546-0684 Rm 433 Stu

dent Union

Hatch s^Bartendar'Tl/ 18 thanks for help

ing me wit the lukobox see ya around

"Jersey Girl"

Happy Mttt Johni Leva Si»

ja It true you can buy jeeps for M4 through

the U S Government? Get the facts today'

Call 1 312 742 1142 ext 5931 A
^

Raeponalbia mala to share Colon. Village

apartment. Available immed /January

266^0078 eves

One bedroom fori or 2 mrte/famale in

Crestview 549 7Kr7 .

Jeff 6 Scott I Do you renyember kahlua

rum cards Happy Anniversary' i
Care

to re enact? RSVP Susanna or Valerie, your

babes in tf>e snow

Contact Lenses Replaced. Most brands

$20 $26. Dr. Spencer, University Drive

256^8561

Sweet Tooth dalivars cake, ice cream,

fudge and chocolate to you 2 free oatmeal

reisin cookies with each order if you men
tion this ad 286-8102 _^___«

SERVICES

TOSUSLIT

Need rant money and someone to look

after your apt in Jan? Responsible female

needs 1 or 2 bedroom apt for intersaaaion

Wendi 546-4807

Winter Sublet Spring Option Nortfrwood

Apts call 86& 3258 call late

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's f1

student/budget travel agency Free catalog

Call 16171 2661926 or write, 729 Boylston

St Suite 201, Boston. MA 02116

WANTED TO RENT

Reward I Woman kwking to rent 2 bdrm

apartnMnt starling Jan 1 call 6 5689 or

6-4967
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Minutemen open with Stonehill tonight

Green,Hempeland Cage are

gone hut UMass should be tough

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The questions will begin to be answered

tonight as the University of Massachusetts

mens basketball team faces Stonehill

College in the opening game of the 1984 85

season.

The game (7:30 p.m. at the Springfield

Civic Center) will test the Minutemen's

ability to play away from the Curry Hicks

Cage (under renovation*, without its

leading .scorer for the past two seasons (the

transferred John Hempel) and a center with

Edwin Green having graduated.

UMass will go with a thrtn* forward of

fense, co captain Horace Neysmith at one

spot, the bruising Bobby Braun.last

season's sixth man, at another and either

senior Ron Young or impressive freshman

Wilbert Hicks at the other.

Co captain Donald Rus.sell and sophomore

Carl Smith will start in the backcourt.

F^xpect sophomore Darryl Carter, senior

George Ramming and possibly junior Tom
Emerson to see a lot of time in the early

going.

"I don't know a lot about Stonehill other

than that they play a2 1 2 zone defense and

are supposed to be pretty tough," UMass
coach Ron Gerlufsen said.

The Chiefs, a member of the Northeast 8

conference, last played UMass in 1962 (UM
won 47 42) and are best known for getting

Ticket infonnation
Game tickets: You can get game tickets

either at the Civic Center before the game

or at the Boyden Ticket Office (second

floor) during the day. Bring an I.D.

Bus Tickets: May be obtained at the

Boyden Ticket office during the day for

$3. Buses will leave from Boyden starting

at 6 p.m. and randomly as filled. After the

game buses will leave immediately and

then randomly as filled. The last bus

leaves one hour before the game and the

final bus leaves Springfield one hour after

the game.
The Civic Center is in downtown

Springfield. Park in either the Civic

Center garage or in the Bay State West

mall garage.

crushed by Boston College early in the

season.

But the Chiefs went 17-13 last season and

return ten lettermen including George

Leonard, a 15.8 points per game scorer

who also pulled down ten rebounds a game

la.st season. Tony Fiore (14.7 ppg) and

Peter Krause (12.2 and 4.5) are also back.

Stonehill athletic director Ray Pepin

assumes the coaching reigns this season

after Tom Foliiard's.resignation last year.

Neysmith will be looking to begin his final

season at UMass with a big game, the 6-6

forward was snubbed for an Atlantic 10 all-

conference team position despite a 13.2

scoring average and 7.6 rebounds a game.

Russell (11.8 ppgt and Smith (7.2 ppg and a

school and league record of 212 assists) both

started last season.

The remaining two positions will have to

do a lot of defensive work and rebounding

according to Gerlufsen. Braun, at 6-6, 220.

played well defensively off the bench last

season. Hicks, a freshman from New

Haven. CT. stands 6 7 and has a nice touch

(23.2 ppg in high school), but lacks ex

ptrience. Young, a senior, is a solid

defensive player.

"Wilbert is a solid player, he's a good

shooter, he can rebound and he has the

physical tools, but like all freshmen he lacks

experience and has to learn the system, but

I like what 1 see." Gerlufsen said.

Young. 6 4. played in 20 games last year in

the backcourt. He only averaged 1.3 ppg

last year, but averaged six as a freshman

and 5.5 as a sophomore.

"Ronnie has improved tremendously,"

Gerlufsen said. "It's up in the air right now

who will start."

Carter, who will play both point guard and

small forward, missed last season with

academic troubles, but is ready to open his

offensive show this season.

The other variable for today's game is how^

the "home" court advantage in Springfield

will effect UMass.

The 4.200 who packed the confines of the

Cage made opposing teams cringe, but

those same 4,200 in the 8,000 seat Civic

Center may look lost.

"We need our fans, no doubt about that,"

Gerlufsen said. "We will be a good team, an

exciting one. We're worth coming out to

see."

Cc'teKun photo hy l>av.<l P lH-"«-'

UMass forward Horace Neysmith (15) goes over Duquesne's Rick Suder

in action last season. Neysmith and the Minutemen face Stonehill

tonight at the Springfield Civic Center.

OnFlutie, Thanksgiving andcollege

First things first. Is Doug Flutie the best

thing to come to this state since Steve's Ice

Cream or what? There is nothing better

than your friends, family, beer and football

over Thanksgiving break and the Heisman

winner-to-be's pass with no time left to beat

Miami made my week. He's the type of

player you'll tell your granchildren you

saw.

But who will the Eagles play in the Cotton

Bowl? Texas, Houston or Southern

Methodist? Can anyone from that run

oriented conference seriously pose a threat

to the high powered Eagles? BC may lack

defense, but no Southwest Conference team

can score like Flutie and the ten other guys

on offense nobody seems to know.

And who will be number one in college

football . I hope its not Brigham Young.

They will, in all probability, defeat

Michigan (6 5) in the Holiday Bowl and wm
the title bv default.

I dont begrudge the Cougars respect,

they're good. But who have they played?

The Western Athletic Conference is

terrible and a mediocre Pitt was their only

non league opponent and they barely got by

them.
Look at Oklahoma (a tie with Texas,

victories over Nebraska and Oklahoma

State and maybe over Washington in the

Orange Bowl as a possible number one

when the rankings come out.

On the local football scene, Boston

I'niversity took a 35 33 loss to Richmond in

the first round of the Division 1 AA
playoffs on Saturday. Richmond plays

Rhode Island next week. All three were

UMass opponents with the Rams making

the tourney thanks to UM's 20-14 victory

over New Hampshire.

UMass, at 3 8. wasn't a good team, but

they were an unlucky team. A tough

schedule and injuries made the difference

between respectability and the 3 8 mark.

It's over-used, but wait until next year. We
even play Morgan (0 for New England

teams) State for our opener. If you don't

run it up on them (BU. UConn and Yale all

did) you're in deep trouble.

COi>LEGE BASKETBALL: Here's a

mini preview. My top 20 is Georgetown,

DePaul, Illinois. Indiana. Duke, St. John's,

Washington. N.C. State. lx)uisville and

Memphis State in the top ten with

Oklahoma. SMU, Syracuse. Arkansaw.

Kansas. North Carolina. Georgia Tech,

Virginia Tech, UNLV and Alabama
Birmingham in the bottom ten. The Final

F'our? Who can say? Georgetown, St.

John's, Washington and I.iOuisville maybe?

It's impossible to predict.

The Abraham all american team? That's

easy. Georgetown's Pat Ewing center,

Oklahoma's Wayman Tisdale- forward,

Illinois Efrem Winters-forward, Chris Mull

of St. John's guard and Duke's Johnny

Dawkins guard. With 134 games on ESPN
I'll watch 'em all at least once and probably

twice.

Who's better, the Big East or the ACC?
Tradition and depth is on the side of the

ACC but talent and coaching lives in the Big

East. Tough to pick, but the league with

Georgetown, Syracuse, St. John's and

Villanova (all possible Top 20) is my choice.

Players like Mulling, Ewing, the Pearl. Ed

Pickney and Michael Adams are tough to

beat for pure court entertainment. DePaul

was a narrow 59 58 winner over Northern

Illinois and Illinois already was beaten, so

anything can happen and will this season.

PRO BASKETBALL: Celtics, Celtics,

Celtics! The green is back with a mission,

snap the Russell curse. They've lost one

game and haven't come close in any others.

Bird has been, well Larry Bird. DJ is the

best guard in the NBA and Parrish and

McHale have been playing very well. Who's

to stop K.C. and the Sunshine Band? Not

the 76ers (when Sam Williams starts,

you're in trouble), the Knicks, ha and the

Lakers haven't got the competition or the

horses to compete come playoff time.

RAMBLINGS: My dive in the CoUegian's

NFL picks rivals anything Greg Louganis

has ever done. It's pretty terrible going 4-

11 two weeks .straight. When's the hockey

season over? What record has Gretzky set?

Who really cares? Are the Houston Rockets

for real? Do you, like me, watch the 11 p.m.

news just to see what Air Jordan has done

that night? I was glad to see Dick Vitale on

ESPN last Monday with college hoop

preview. Anybody who wants to talk

wrestling should see Tony "Sports Talk"

Belros or myself. The newsroom crew in

the Collegian kind of wonders about us.

UMASS NEWS: Soccer coach Jeff Gettler

was named Division 1 New England coach

of the year by the coaches association. He

took the Minutemen from 3-12-4 to 9-8-3

and a one week stay in the Top 20. Fresh- \

man forward Kurt Manal, the team's

leading scorer, was named to the all-N.E.

team as well.

Women's soccer players Lori Stukes and

Chris Taggart were also names to the NE
team, but couldn't play in the all-star team

due to a prior engagement, the national

championships in North Carolina.

UMass faces Stonehill in the opening hoop

game of the season tonight in Springfield. I

know it's a project to get to Springfield and

it's three bucks, but do it.

UMass Schedule:

Men's Basketball: Stonehill (at the

Springfield Civic Center), 7:30 p.m.

Opening yune of season.
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Director of
admissions
will depart
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The director of freshman admissions at the

University of Massachusetts will leave his

job in January to become deam of ad-

missions and financial aid at the University

of Rhode Island.

David (J. Taggart has worked in ad

missions at UMass since 1972. He was

named director of admissions for first year

stud«>nts in 1980. and was responsible for

re<Tuiting students to the University's

seven colleges and the Stockbridge School

of Agriculture.

"It's a very attractive promotion."

Taggart said of the URI position, at which

he will start Jan. 7.

Larry G. Benedict, dean of academic

support services, said. "I am excited for

him. but he certainly will be mis.sed. He's

done so much good work here through the

last twelve years."

Taggart said the admissions office's

greati'st accomplishment during his tenure

was changing from "a rather reactive, in

house operation that sat back waiting for

students to knock on the door, to a very

aggressive and progressive one."

In response to the steadily declining

number of students graduating from high

s<hool. the admissions office successfully

"went into aggressive marketing projecting

the positive aspects of the University." he

said.

He said 17.144 people applied for 4.000

places to enter UMass this year, a 24

percent increase over fall 1982. But he said

the highest number of applications he has

seen was 21.000 in 1972. when college

students were exempt from fighting in the

Vietnam war.

Taggart, 45. received a B.S. in education

from Lowell State College in 1963 and a

master of education degree from

Springfield College in 1969.

Campus Center

switch needs fix

Maintenance workers from Westinghouse

must replace a main circuit breaker in the

Campus Center, after they shut down the

building last Wednesday evening but were

unable to replace a broken switch, ac

cording to a Physical Plant engineer.

The cirucit breaker has been broken for

six months, according to Dudley Bridges,

manager of building operations. The

problem was discovered last summer

during a major overhaul of the electrical

system.

The breaker is a central switchboard

which controls the flow of electricity in the

Campus Center. The switches to release

electricity are automated, and one of them

is malfunctioning. Bridges .said the delay in

getting a replacement was caused by a

strike at the company that makes the parts.

Bridges said the repairs come under the

original contract with Westinghouse and

cost the University nothing.

During the shutdown Wednesday the heat

and electricity were turned off and fire

alarms were put on batteries. Bridges said.

The heat and electricity .still work, but

when the circuit breaker trips shutting off

current in the event of an overload the

switch must be fiipped back on by hand.

DANlKLWHlTE
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Fake ID's

will draw
$200 fine
By JOELP. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Students who falsify or alter their iden

tification cards now face a $'200 fine in the

Hampshire County District Court.

Albert us Morsj-. the chief justice of the

Northampton courthouse, will double his

normal penalty of $100 because of "concern

with the number of ca.ses coming in front of

him," I'niversity of Massachusetts Police

Chief Robert Joyce said.

Joyce said Morse is trying to send a

warning to underage drinkers who alter

their IDs to say they are older, or use

someone else's card.

He added. "A felony conviction stays with

vou after the fine.

Altering identification also

carries a felony charge.

OtUttgiun photo by Paul fJesmaraisi

CRATE RIDER — A canine citizen gets a free lift home on North Plea-

Bant Street Sunday afternoon.

"Since it is a felony conviction, it can have

a direct effect on someone who is thinking

of joining the military or other profession

where a felony Icniks particularly bad,"

Joyce said.

Joyce said a judge's decision in a license

alteration case could be more severe than

the $200 fine that has been implemented by

Morse.

"A judgement could go as high as 5 years

in state prison and a $.')0() fine or a two year

sentence in a hou.se of correction with a

$,')(K) fine," Joyce said. He added, "Again,

the felony will stay with you after the fine is

paid and or the sentence is served."

Joyce explained that when somwne is

arrested for possession of an altered license

it is usually a costly experience, especially

for the college student.

"Once arrested, there's a possibility of

spending a day or at lea.st a period of time in

jail.
" Joyce said. "Then the individual has to

miss a day of classes for going to court and

miss another day to attend the pre trial

conference, where you usually hire a lawyer

since it's a felony," Joyce said.

Joyce said that in false repre-sentation

cases where someone lends their licen.se for

someone else's use. "the registry of motor

vehicles can deal with the ca.se themselves,

along with the police.

"This could result in suspension of license

for up to one year for the license owner,"

Joyce said. He added, "if you can't drive in

this state, you won't be able to drive in any

other state."

Women are a fighting presence in ROTC
By CAROLYN R0SP:NBAUM
('ollegian (Correspondent

Ten years ago the Reserve Officer's

Training Corps (ROTC) began accepting

female cadets and today more than twenty

percent of the recruits at the University of

Massachusetts are women, according to

Major Jay Bullington. a recruiting officer

for UMass Air Force ROTC.

Equal opportunity is .stressed in ROTC, he

said, because "the military cannot and does

not discriminate against women.

"

Major James Mahoney. enrollment officer

for UMass Army ROTC. said women

realizing that the combination of physical

training, scholarships and management

experience offered by ROTC is "a good

deal."

""A woman with ROTC in her background

will jump ten steps ahead in the con-

siderations of the personnel office of any

company she applies to if she decides to

pursue a civilian career." he .said.

"Right now we're involved in a large

recruiting mission for nurses and Hispanic

women. Army nurses have to go through

the (ROTC) program and Hispanic women
have been under represented for many
vears." Mahoney said.
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World and National News

CAR BOMB — A bomb
exploded yesterday
under a car parked in

front of the U.S. em-
bassy in Bogota, Col-

ombia. One person

was killed and eight

were injured.

AP Laserphoti

Mechanical heart recipient's

status improves after surgery

Register Now
Over 100 Credit Courses and Credit-Free Workshops from which to

choose.

Register

• in person at the Continuing Education office,

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Monday Thursday, 8.30 am 7 pm; Friday, 8:30 am 5 pm
• by mail no later than December 28 for credit courses

one week before starting date for workshops

• by telephone (Credit Free Workshops only) Use your

MasterCard or VISA and call 545 0587 with all information

requested on registration form.

Courses and workshops fill up quickly so do yourself a favor and

register now. Full payment is expected at time of registration. For

more information, call 545 2414.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

CM'***

oLlecnve 2s6'6ns

LOI'ISVILLK. Ky. (AP) - William J.

Schroeder's blt'odiriK was stopped and his

circulation was 'exct'llcnl" on his second

day living with the soft clicking of a

mechanical heart inside his chest, doctors

said.

"He is not bleedinK...There appear to be

no major complications," said Dr. Allan M.

Lansing, chairman of Humana Heart

Institute International in Louisville and

assistant to Dr. William C. DeVries. who

implanted the artificial heart.

"He is warm, pink and dry, indicating

excellent circulation." Lansing said at a

press briefing.

SchnH'der underwent emergency surgery

to stop excessive bleeding Sunday night,

less than six hours after he became the

second person in history to receive a

permanent artificial heart.

The excessive bleeding was stopped, buf

not before Schroeder had lost half of his

blood through a hole where the artificial

heart was stitched to his aorta, the artery

thai carries blood to the rest of the body.

Schroeder lost less than two pints of blood

overnight, which Lansing said was normal

for a patient recovering from open heart

surgery.

Schroeder. a5'2 year old quality assurance

specialist from Jasper. Ind., who was

forced to retire because of ill health, was

under .sedation and breathing with the help

of a respirator, Lansing said.

Schroeder remained in a specially

prepared room in the coronary intensive

care unit, tethered to the $40,000 Utah

Change your
tires NOW .

$ii.S9
4

per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fu// Service Tire Store

78 Siind^fl.md Rd U(j Amherst MA
,49-4 704

drive system, one ot two external power
systems that he will be tied to for the rest of

his life.

His wife of 32 years. Margaret, visited him

there Monday morning and held his hand.

Doctors said Schroeder "seemed to

recognize her." Mrs. Schroeder was
described by hospital officials as "very

happy to see her husband."

Guinness assesses

run across U.S.
HYANNIS, Mass. (AP) - Sandy Gold-

stein, who says she ran 3.328 miles from

California to Cape Cod alone in 130 days, is

going to get a niche in the Guinness Sports

Record Book for a trans America trip, say

an editor.

But because she didn't have anyone along

to verify her steps, getting into the

Guinness World Record Book is still a

question mark.

"We are putting her and some other

women in the sports record book which

comes out next spring," said American

editor David Boehm in a telphone interview

from his New York office. "We 're going to

put in the three claimants. Maybe by the

time it comes out, we will have more in-

formation."

"She has no witnesses." said Boehm of Ms.

Goldstein. 38. "I think she is honest; I think

she did it. We can't tell if she picked up a

ride here and there, but that's true of all of

them...
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Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I $7.00
I

(with this coupon)

I
$10.00 with Shampoo

I
and Blow Dry .

I

$11.50 Long Hair j

Please Call tor an Appointment

Expires 11/30/84
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LEARN to FLY
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UNDERGRADUATES
NEEDED NOW!
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—

Sigma Delta Tau
Open Rush

All University Women invited

to come and find out

how much fun

sorority life can be

Tues. Nov. 27, 7:00-7:45

House Tours &- Round Robin

Wed. Nov. 28, 7:00-7:45

Beach Party

Thurs. Nov. 29, 7:00-7:45

Fashion Show
409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527
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FromSGA speaker toAlumniKelations director
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collepian Staff

As an ex-speaker and co-president of the University of

Massachusetts Student Government Association and a

'78 jfraduate, director of alumni relations Jonathon Hite

now serves the University as an administrator.

Hired as director in Dec. 1981, Hite said that the

transition from student activist to campus administrator

was facilitated by his SGA experience and relationships.

"There's a misconception about the way that the SGA
and the administration relate to each other. " Hite said,

explaining that one rea.son for this is past SGA leaders

w ho saw themselves as adversaries of administrators.

•'1 think you'll find that if you look back over the last

(several) years, that the presidents of student govern-

ment who've done that have failed miserably," Hite said.

"I tried... to know people as people, not just as the

(person) behind the desk."

"If you can develop a sense of mutual respect with the

administrators, or with the faculty, or with anybody. ..it's

much easier to deal with them and get what you want."

he said.

It is this same method of cultivating relationships that

Hite employs when working with University alumni.

With almost 100,000 alumni, the University is actively

engaged in soliciting their financial and intellectual aid.

Hite said.

Although a I'Mass alumni. David Beaubien, is chair of

the Massachusetts Board of Regents for Higher

Education and alumni James Collins. D Mass., is a

representative in the state legislature, Hite said that the

University still requires alumni support for budget

requests, campus planning, and financial contributions.

Hite said he believes alumni feel positive about the

University because "they were able to master their

experience here (and) the University provided them with

the opportunity to advance."

Because of this, Hite said, many alumni now want to

help the University, and his job is to maintain working

relationships with them, organize alumni events, and

solicit their support.

Dallas Darland, Hite's supervisor and director of

development and alumni affairs, said. "A very substantial

part of Jon's work is constituency relations" involving

personal contact with alumni seeking information,

assistance, and advice.

Darland said that Hite also serves as the liason between

the I'niversity and the Alumni Association Board,

oversees alumni group insurance and travel packages,

initiates market studies on alumni interests and

capabilities, involves students with alumni events, and

has been planning future alumni programs.

Hite said he is also trying to place more development

officers off campus, to get more concise inf«)rmation on

alumni and corporations they are involved with, and to

increase student awareness of alumni programs while

thev are students.

Hite said students should realize UMass is excellent

preparation for real life.

"The University is the epitome of the real world,
"
Hite

said, explaining that the requirements are similar, the

bureaucracy is similar, and "the secret to this University

is being tenacious."

He said that the University gained a "ZooMass"

reputation because of its rural location.

"If someone gets stabbed here, it's the biggest news

that the police will have." Hite said. "If it were at

happen at Bo.ston University, it would blend right m."

(..Ii<-(fmii |>Im.i.. I.v Hriaii (ionyi

"The University is the. epitome of the real

world.

"

_ Jonathan Hite,

Director ofAlumni Relations

• ROTC
continued from page 1

Maj«)r Frances Dennis said female

presence in ROTC has changed the role of

women in the Army. She said before

women were allowed in ROTC, the

Women's Army Corps (W.A.C.) only

trained them for administrative positions.

"The W.A.C.'s didn't fire weapons," she

said.

Army ROTC cadets Karen Crowley, a

senior management major, and Angela

Atchison, a senior psychology major, are

considering military careers.

"In the military there are standards for

periodic promotion which are equal for

men and women." Crowley, a Cadet

Training Officer, said.

"In a civilian career I could spend four

years in an entry level position." she said.

Cadets Crowley and Atchison agree that

the weapons and survival training has given

them self confidence.

"In one exercise we had to crawl out on a

rope over the water, hang on and then

drop. After that 1 felt I could do anything."

Atchison said.

"We get a lot of support from the guys,"

Crowley said.

ROTC classes compliment the cadets'

other classes, they said.

"A lot of my psychology classes overlap

with the material from military science."

Atchison said.

Cadets Jayme Casgrain Guido and her

husband David Guido met in the Army and

are completing bachelors degrees at UMass

while taking part in ROTC. Casgrain Guido

plans tr '^••••sue a career in broadcast

journalism.

"Id like to try being a war correspondent.

I've learned a lot about management

though, so maybe I'll end up as the

president of NBC, " she said.

Student resumes bolstered

hv the *second curriculum*

Economic adviser to Yale strikers speaks today

University of Massachusetts Economics

Profes.sor Richard Wolff will present a

lecture titled "Class and gender: issues in

the Yale strike." at 4 p.m. today in the

Campus Center room 808.

Wolff is an economic advisor to local 34,

the 82 percent women union of clerical enad

techical workers at Yale University which

is in its ninth week of a strike.

Wolff holds a bachelors degree from

Harvard I'niversity, a master's in history

from Yale University, a master's in

economics from Stanford University and a

d<x'torate in economics from Yale.

He has written a book on Africa titled

Economics of Colonialism and numerous

articles.

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

.\ "second curriculum has been im

pleniented at the University of

Massachusetts to help students document

what they have learned and gained through

extra curricular activities.

Randy Donant, director of the Student

Activities Office, said the second

curriculum will serve as a supplement to

students" resumes.

"The s«-cond curriculum is like a transcript

with many uses." Donant said.

The program was developed by the SAO in

collaboration with the Student Government

.\ssocialion.

By thoroughly documenting

tracurricular experience, students

show prospective employers more

courses taken and jobs held.

"It is more specific than letters of

r< commendation. " Donant said. "It helps

students get the jobs they really want."

Donant said interested students can sign

up at the Student Activities Office. He

ex
can

than

exfdained that once a student chooses to

become part of the second curriculum,

he she will meet with a mentor. Through

an interview and discussion, the initial

curriculum will be developed. Students will

I hen meet with their advisors regularly to

assess and update their forms.

Donant said the second curriculum offers

both personal growth and career enhan-

cement. "It balances out or increases their

skills and is a method to look back at what

they have done," he said.

Mili Stepchew. WMUA production

manager, thinks the program is "great. It is

a means by which a student can expand. It

allows students to fcK'us in what they want

rather than getting general experience."

Donant said students who have heard of

the program are receptive to it. "There is a

lot of interest. This is something they can

demonstrate." he said.

The stH-ond curriculum is also commited to

support students' academic program.

Donant said. The program acknowledges

the need to balance both studies and out of

the classroom experience while a student

expands his or her education.

Darts Club on target
,,..x„„, representatives to the regioni

rhuUi by IVlt-r Mentor

AW MA DO I HAFTA? — 6-year-old Danny Jaffe Suggs loses some

lock's at the skilled hands of Michael Wilkins in the Campus Barber

Shop.

By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

To "increase awareness of darts on

campus" and to attract members, the

University of Massachusetts Darts Club

sponsored a darts exhibition on the

('ampus Center concourse yesterday.

The exhibition included a demonstration

of a new computerized scoring system,

instruction on throwing techniques and a

challenge match for prizes between the

club's doubles team and spectators.

"Darts are really on the rise. It's an up

and coming sport," said Glenn Remick, an

area manager for the American Darts

Organization. "As soon as we set the

boards up, students went back to their

rooms to get their darts.

"

Remick said darts are a popular sport in

the United States, with "at least five

million" players. He said darts are popular

at many colleges throughout New

England.

The exhibition attracted about 15 people

interested in joining the club, which is still

in the organizational stages, according to

club president Witold Bzdel.

"We're trying to see who's interested in

darts at UMass. " Bzdel said. "The club has

been active on and off for the last few

years."

Activities of the club include hosting a

playoff tournament to determine

representatives lo me regional and New
England championship tournaments,

Bzdel said.

ColleKian ph(>U> by Bnaii K (Jonye

School of Management student

Scott Hartig fires away during the

Dart Club demonstration yesterday

in the Campus Center.
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Size Price

PREPARE FOR f ou, ^'

MCAT* LSAT*GMAT l^
SAT*ACT*DAT*GRE*CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE GMAT
P155/80R13 47.00

P165/80R13 49.00

PI 85/8017 13 54.00

P195/75R14 58.00

P205/75RI5 62.00

P2I5/75R15 65.00
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MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA
I

—

'

1 Across from Watroba's Store

l"
-'^! 549-4704

2/2/86 Exam 1/26/85 Exam

LSAT IMCAT
3/2/86 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

' Call Days Eves b *

Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-5780

For information about other centers

Outside NV State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

LEARN
TODRIVE.

You're on the bridge of a 2()0-million-

dollar Navy destroyer ploughing' through

the choppy waters of the South China Sea.

And you're in charge.

You're ready for the respiinsibiUty

because you're a Navy Officer With more

authority than most corporations will ever

give you at 22.

The rewards are greater, too. With a

great starting salary of $17,700.

A comprehensive package of benefit^;.

And an increase up to as much as $31,000

after four years with regular promotions

and pay raises.

There's more to learn in the Navy.

Alwut yourself and about a career that

can last a lifetime. (Jet everything you're

capable of from the start when you start

in the Naw See vour Navv Recruiter or

CALL 860-327-NAVY.

NAVYOITK ^:i:4- GET RESPONSimUTY FAST.

Tuesday, November 27. 1984

Hypercumcula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events happen-

ing in and around the University. Events listed

will appear on the day they take place, except

Friday, which will also carry the events happen-

ing Saturday and Sunday.

SOUTH AFRICA SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE
MP:p:TING — SASC meeting. Interested people en-

couraged to come. 5:00 p.m.. CC 905.

HKYONI) WAR — Preparations for nuclear, biological,

or chemical warfare will continue unless we change our

wav of thinking. This national movement is educating

thousands: War is obsolete; We are one. 7:00 p.m.. CC 811.

UPC GENERAL MEETING — General Public and Big

Twist and the Mellow Fellows are coming up. Still be

involved. Ik.'W p.m.. CC 165 69.

UMASS/AMHERST JAZZ CONCERT - Eight faculty

and guest artists will perform a free jazz concert which will

include premieres of pieces by Jeff Holmes. Salvatore

Macchia, and Fred Tillis, as well as mainstream jazz

selections. 8:00 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

BATTLE OF THE BANDS — Student bands interested

in competing in the Blue Wall on December 6. contact the

B.O.G., 817 Campus Center by 5 p.m. Tuesday. November

27.

UMASS LIFEGUARD TESTING - All persons m
teresled in becoming lifeguards for the UMass Intramural

Di-pt. should attend one of these sessions. Bring current

certification. See Russ Yarworth for details (Boyden 221.

r).l.'-v0093). 5:30 p.m. NOPE.

Fall Workshops for Students

With Problem Drinking Parents

Workshop I:

Alcohol Problems and the Family

Tuesday, November 27th 7-9 p.nri.

Campus Center Room 804-808

This workshop will feature the new Claudia Black film entitled

"Children of Denial." Participants will discuss common pro-

blems facing daughters and sons of problem drinkers.

Workshop II: Facing the Holidays

Monday, December 10th 7-9 p.m.

University Health Services Room 302

This workshop will focus on practical strategies and resources

for non-alcoholic family members.

Call Health Education 549 2671 X181

to register.

i

WHERE
HILLS TURN .

TO MOUNTAINS

trails

Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (2 gon-

dolas, 4 triple chairs, 6 double chairs). 55

1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN

VERMONT ON VT 100

LODGING:

(802) 464 8501

SKI REPORT

(802) 464 2151

Enjoy by far the most skiing in Southern

Vermont with top 'to' bottom on two

mountain faces. Terrain is open for all

abilities including two three-quarter mile

runs on the challenging North Face. How
about two days of skiing and one nights

lodging for only $59. Call 802-464-8501.

Compare, then take the shortest drive to

BIG mountain Vermont skiing

^l^lount ^ttotti
Vt RMijN

Herter Hall, 3rd. Floor Lounge,

Nov. 30th, Fri. 7:30 p.m., at UMass

Summer Study in

POLAND
The Koaciutzko Foundation is sponsoring eleven sunninef sessions in Poland, in

four crties Students and adults may participate in these special programs tor

foreigners conducted at Poland's leading universitites and cultural centers

Minimum requirement is 18 years of age and high school graduation All pro-

grams, which are three to six weeks long, inlcude tours of Poland as well as

classroom and extracurricular activities For most programs, no previous

knowledge of the Polish language is required, and college credit is available

Complete costs, inclusive of tuition, full room and board, travel within Poland

and round trip transatlantic airfare are approximately $1,500*

POLISH LANGUAGE, HISTORY AND CULTURE
ECONOMICS AND FOREIGN TRADE
FOLK ART AND ETHNOGRAPHY
FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP
TEACHING THE POLISH LANGUAGE
INTENSIVE POLISH LANGUAGE
POLISH ART

NEW for 1986: POLISH JEWISH RELATIONS
The Jagiellonlan University Krakow
The Academy of Fine Arts - Krakow

The Catholic Univaralty of Lublin - Lublin

The Adam Mickiawici Unlvaralty - Poznan
The Maria Curie-Sklodowaka University - Lublin

Due to limited class sues we suggest you write now for brochure and applica

tion, to

Summer Sessions, The Kosciuszko Foundation

15 East 66th Street, New York, NY 10021

Application D*adlin«: February 15, 1984

'Subiect to change without notice due to unstabiiited transatlantic airfare

••"On Friday, Nov 30th in Herter Hall, >d floor lounge at 7 30 p m UMass
Alumnus. Eliiabeth Koszarski, Sum(T>er Sessions Director of the Kosciuszko

Foundation will talk about Summer Studies in Poland Brochures and informa

lion will be available: the talk will be accompanied with a slide presentation. For

additional information contact Stanley f^adosh 546-0066.
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Keeping our eyes open today, tomorrow and everyday
The images flicker across the television

screen, painful to the conscience of the

well-fed viewer. The child, t(x) weak from

hunger, cannot shoo off the flies that

gather around her mouth, and nose, and

eyes — the scavengers already descending

upon this as yet undead child.

And the viewer stops, during his evening

repast of the leftovers of this year's

Thanksgiving, unable to eat more. His ap-

petite lost to the horror of those who have

nothing for which to be thankful.

The tragedy of the people of Ethiopia is,

in a way, typical of the hypocrisy of the

march of technological progress. The

march is not lockstep across the vast

geography of the world, but oft«n ragged

and random. It marches, often, to a drum-

mer measured and all too distant from

those who need it most.

The specter of famine in Ethiopia and

much of Africa has become front-page,

lead-story news to the major American

newspapers and television networks in the

past few weeks. But the famine is not new.

Where was the coverage during the past

10 to 15 years during which time drought

and civil strife combined with severe

economic recession have laid waste to

millions of people? Where was the march

of technological progress that might have

stemmed this flood-tide of starvation?

While we tinker with the irrigation of

human arteries, how much money and time

are devoted to the development of irriga-

tion systems for whole countries which,

withoijt these systems, cannot possibls

hope to sustain their populations'.' .\rt

these millions somehow exptidable t

mcxlern stK'iety?

I don't wish to stem this tide of progress.

1 wish, rather, to find some way to even its

march. 1 don't wish to deny life to the

grandfather in Louisville's Humana
Hospital, but wish to prolong and assure

life to those millions who need our wealthy

society's help. The millions who will sUirve

ti Africa - not only in Ethiopia, but in

Angola. Chad, Mozambique. Mali. Senegal

and others as well - deserve to reap the

Andrew M. Paven

fruits and miracles of technological pro-

gress as much as artificial heart recipients

William Schnn'der and Barney tMark do.

We are a soi'iety that is capable «»f put-

ting men and women on the moon, capable

of stitching machine-hearts inU) fieople. but

yet we do not feed those who starve in our

own country and around the world.

Where is the charity and compassion

which mark this holi<iay .seas<»n when the

starving are no longer television fare?

During the time l:)etween this holiday for

giving of thanks and Christmas, relief will

no doubt he forthcoming from those for

whom the act of giving is a Iwneficial

catharsis. But we must as a society keep

our eyes open to those who need our help

even after the last of our Christmas trees

and New Year's hangovers are but a

memory. We must find a way to per-

manently assure that the economic

resources that fund our society's progress

l)e used to help those who are not front-

page news as well as thr)se who are.

AridreivM. Patwrt (.s a Collegian columnist.

Random Notes^

A stranger in his own town
This weekend, for the first time in nearly a year, I

returned to my home town in Vermont, a veritable

metropolis of 500, nestled between some of the state's

most popular ski regions.

It is a town that is often characterized by such real New

Englanders (those who reside off Route 128) as "quaint."

To those who grew up here, the word quaint is just

another synonym for "stagnant."

As I browsed about the hub of the bustling town - the

local reading room that masquerades as a library - a feel-

ing of isolation, of distance enveloped me. The librarian, a

woman of 60. who took great pride in never having been

outside of the country, asked me why I had wanted to go

away to college. When I replied that I wanted to meet

new people, try out my own ideas and expand my mind,

she quickly ended the conversation and returned to her

issue of People magazine.

It was at this point that I began to realize that the town

takes great pride in the fact that nothing changes. Com-

fort is achieved by the belief that tomorrow holds no

challenges, that there are no distant horizons to conquer.

As I visited old friends from school I discovered that the

"village virus" had already taken hold of many of them.

Some were honest enough to accept the fact that at age 22

most of their dreams about the future had died. Others I

spoke to said that just as soon as hunting season ended,

they were going to strike out on their own and make it big

in the real world by moving to Brattleboro.

The small town offers comfort and stability to its

residents but it asks for much in return. For one to feel a

part of the community, you are asked to surrender your

identity and to give up any thoughts of change or improve-

ment. Visitors to the town see only a shallow layer of life

in such a village - the peace and quiet and sense of being

that all residents seem to have achieved for themselves.

Rarely do they detect the price that has been extracted for

such solitude.

As I stepped into the half-frozen puddles in a center field

that I used to patrol, I could not keep from thinking of how

lucky I had been. The rest of the team that I used to play

with were all living within three miles of the old

playground. At their homes they were raising their own

families and transferring the dreams of one generation to

the next.

As the weekend came to a close, the sense of isolation

that grasped me was now complete. Friends asked about

college but never listened to my answers. Relatives ques-

tioned my goals and attempted to substitute their own. By

Sunday afternoon this Vermont town had led me to con-

clude that I was no longer welcome. I had changed while

away at school, but people back home could not accept this

fact. To be an exile in one's home town is a sobering ex-

P^"®"^®- Bob Kieirra is a UMass stvdent

Crunch, crunch, it's dinnertime
Now that the excitement of election day has passed,

things are beginning to return U) normal again, and I am

able to turn my attention to a more immediate problem

that exists on this campus. Though probably no one has

noticed I am quite in tune to a planned covert invasion

and takeover of this campus by a publicly denounced

group.
,

1- ••
I am convinced that members of this group are living m

every dormitory, administrative building, classroom, and

dining commons on this campus - not to mention many,

if not all, of the off-campus apartment complexes. This

group holds most of its activities during the nocturna

hours when they plunder, eat to their hearths cont^'nt, and

no doubt engage in casual sex with many, if not any,

available partners. This group, in order to perservere,

has even found a way (to the bewilderment of most scien-

tists) to survive a nuclear war! I am talking about the in-

vasion of UMass by the COCKROACHES.
1 don't know, is it me? Everywhere I go, they're there!

Yesterday while in the men's room at Arnold House

(School of Public Health?) 1 sensed that I was not alone. 1

looked down, and there was a cockroach so big it could

wrestle a cat! Oh. how I love to hear them crackle under

my feet. Last week during a marketing presentation I

watched a roach quite audaciously parade across the

floor in front of the sp)eaker, over a woman's shoe and

then up into her knapsack. Ood help me, but I couldn t

interrupt the class. 1 don't know, can this be all coin-

cidental' Last year I did battle with a whole colony that

partied quite noisily all night long in the janitor's closet

(read- garbage room) on my fioor. Afterward, the

drunk ones, as if coming from J.R.'s, always found their

way into my room until I painted the walls of that closet

with Raid. Doesn't anybody else have these problems?

This morning was the final straw that tested my

tolerance and prompted me to write this column. While

Michael Morris

attending l)reakfast at the exquisite Hampshire Com-

mons, locaU'd in the pristine Southwest residential area,

1 fourid Kenny the Cockroach swimming the crawlstroke

around the rim of a glass of apple juice. I kind of chuck-

led, until his brother Bob made a break for it and

scrambled over my toast, around my eggs, and off my

tray safely to the underside of the counter. Come on,

there's got to be something that can be done to avert this

terrorist action.

Since a good jK>rtion of these guys crawl out of drain

holes, through which you-know-what passes, you can

guess that they haven't lt)een soaking their feet in

Palmolive. On the contrary, they've got all kinds of un-

favorable bacterial strains growing on them. Further

more, they just love to eat the insulation off of electrical

wiring. Sure the final biU' is their last, but their burnmg

bodies have l)een suspect in many electrical fires in old

houses. ,

Speaking of old houses, cockroaches really like North-

east A woman once remarked to me, "Look at the fun-

ny brown bug in my jewelry chest." Funny how they

don't bother you when you don't know what they are.
^

From this discussion, I'd assume that you wouldn't

want to find these guys living in a first-aid kit like 1 did in

Boyden last May. So how al)out it? Are we going to

wage an all-out war against these guys? If everybody

stepped on ovf each day we'd be setting them back by

25,000 in only 24 hours. Get out that old can of Raid and

do' your duty V)efore UMass becomes the ccx-kroach

capital of Massachusetts.

Michael Moms is a UMass stuiU J.

Letters
Three cheers

for...
Hip, hip, hooray! Let's

hear it for the Collegian

editors and the Board of

Governors. One more vic-

tory for censorship, one

more defeat for free speech.

John Langley,
Amherst

Letters Policy

AH letUr. mut b« tigned .nd include th« wriUr'. addrew and telephone number, which will not be

^bliahed Pleaae type double spaced at 67 character, per line. Due to .pace limiUtion. and the volume

of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpubli.hed letter.. All letter. iSt .abject to editing

for clarity and lengtli.^ .

mKM f.uKTiM6 BISK3PS KfI>^iBLntM sJADOi's WEALTH
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Photo* copyright 1984 Polumbaum Nicaragua, 1984

Children in the Edgar Munguir

barrio, a Managua shantytown. Ii

this and other shantytowns,
residents have no running water and

electricity lines have only recently

been connected to a few buildings.

The men in the background are

working on a government-sponsored

project to build 95 tiny but clean

houses, a community center and a

school in the barrio. A construction

brigade of two dozen Americans is

spending this month volunteering

help here and in another barrio near-

by.

A local child peers through the bullet-riddled entrance ^o the former headquarters of Anastas^

Somoza's National Guard in Leon, the first citv taken over by the Sandinistas m J"ne 1979. Ihis

SuVwafthrSomTa governm;nt'8 last stronghold in the city According to residents who took

partln thrSandinista attack, revolutionaries and guardsmen fought a fierce IS-day battle which end-

^H whpn 1 <i officers still alive inside the barracks surrendered.

b"?ow eft: Sb^^^^^^^^ artists and visitors from the United States painted this "[""l o^erlo^^^^

ing a vacant lot in Leon. "GN" stands for National Guard, ex-members of which form the backbone of

the "contra" force.

Juan Loaisiga of Leon revisits a

jail cell a few kilometers from where

his family lives in which he was im-

prisoned for six months in 1978 after

throwing three homemade bombs at

National Guardsmen.
The Sandinista government maintains

the roofless, gutted jail as a monument to

prisoners who were slaughtered by guards

shortly before the revolutionaries captured

the building in June 1979.

The high walls are scratched with

prisoners' graffiti. No obscenities, just

names and slogans like "enough oppression

already
"^ and "locked up without gum."

Loaisiga never wrote his name there.

"They stuck me in here with fifty men in

one cell (about twelve feet square),"

Loaisiga says. "There was no space for

anybody to sit down. They never let

anyone out except to question them or tor-

ture them."

Loaisiga says he never got tortured. "I

was lucky. I lost two cousins and a brother

here; they were tortured until they died."

"They never gave me sentence. After six

months, they let me go because^ there

wasn't enough space for everyone."

"Oh, you're norteamericanos/'

said the man with the paper San-

dinista election campaign cap (third

from right) when I told him where

our tour group was from. "We're

waiting for you. We're ready for the

invasion."

I responded that I would never come to

Nicaragua as a soldier.

"Well, we're ready for Reagan's

soldiers." he answered, "and when they

come we'll kill them. We l>eat the National

C.uard. We beat Somoza. We can beat the

imf)erialists."

Several of his co-workers, joining him on

lunch break outside the Managua bus

repair yard where aging public transit

vehicles spend much of their time, affirmed

that they had all fought in the Sandinista

revolution. "We were hen- killmg

Somocistas together," one said.

Can the revolution survive?
Nicaragua's Sandinistas are

still struggling to consolidate

their revolution five years after

overthrowing dictator Anastasio Somoza

DeBayle, whose family had ruled the coun-

try since 1933 under United Statos

tutelage.

Today they face an economy crippled by

shortages and lack of foreign exchange, an

embargo on consumer goods and spare

parts imposed by the United States and

some of its allies, and a capital city,

Managua, which has yet to be completely

rebuilt after a 1972 earthquake.

They also face a "contra" guerrilla war

guided and financed by the Central In-

A lawyer from the United States

points out northern border regions

where he took affadavits from

villagers on sabotage, killings, kid-

nappings and rapes committed by

U.S.-backed "contra" guerrillas.

The American firm he works for ask-

ed that his identity be kept secret to

protect him from reprisal, noting

that the contras have assassinated

Nicaraguan election workers,

teachers and other professionals.

"In the north, nobody leaves their town

at night," the lawyer said. "In Region 1

alone (three northwestern provinces con-

stituting one military zone), there have

been 1,300 kidnappings since the contra

war began (in 1981). Normally the contra

strategy is to take as many people as they

can. .

"Usually young men and women are kid-

napped - the men to fight with the con-

tras, the women to be raped. Of all the

women who had been kidnapped that we

were able U) talk to, only one said she had

not been raped. One woman was raped, by

her own account, at least 40 times in front

of her husband; they had come north to

look at land they received under the

government's land reform program."

The lawyer said he spent several weeks

around the town of Jalapa, where "it is

rare to meet someone who hasn't lost at

least one member of their family to the con-

tras. A more publicized story recently was

the killing of sbc children (which was on the

front page of two Managua dailies and

related in some U.S. newspapers). But this

kind of thing happens frequently."

lelligence Agency and the Reag-an Ad-

ministration, which maintains that the San-

dinistas are creating a totalitarian com-

munist state and seeking to topple other

Central American governments. Reagan

claims Nicaragua is funneling arms to

rebels in El Salvador.

The "contras" have claimed some 10,000

lives out of a population of 2.8 million since

1981, but have failed to gain control of any

inhabited territory, concentrating instead

on quick strikes against economic and com-

munications targets.

This past November 4, the Sandinistas

held the first elections since the revolution,

which were dismissed by President Reagan

as a "Soviet-style sham." Seven of

Nicaragua's 11 political parties par-

ticipated; one of these officially withdrew,

but members still ran for (and won some)

assembly seats. Four other parties boycot-

ted the election saying the government had

failed to provide the conditions necessary

for fair voting.

The Sandinistas cited opposition party

meetings with the U.S. embassy and

reports that the CIA had offered money in

exchange for nonparticipation as evidence

that the boycott was part of an American

campaign to discredit the election.

With 84 [)ercent of eligible voters casting

ballots, the Sandinistas won 64 percent of

the vote - rather than the 90 percent they

had predicted - and government coor-

dinator Daniel Ortega Saavedra was

elected president.

Pointing to U.S. mining of the port of

Corinto last January, a CIA manual advis-

ing the "contras" in terrorism t^hniques,

and American supersonic reconnaissance

planes flying over Nicaragua and frighten-

ing the population with "sonic booms,"

Ortega has asserted with increasing alarm

that the U.S. is preparing to launch an in-

vasion.

Three weeks ago, the State Department

speculated that Nicaragua had received

Soviet MiG-21 warplanes, which President

Reagan would consider a "very serious"

threat to regional security. The charge

turned out to be unfounded, and Ortega

responded to American warships in

Nicaraguan waters and more U.S. in-

telligence flights by calling a full military

alert. Rumors that the U.S. had bombed a

Soviet freighter provoked demonstrations

at the University of Massachusetts and

elsewhere. ^
Collegian staff member Ian Polumbaum

and his father Ted, a freelance

photographer, recently spent a week tour

ing Nicaragua with twenty American jour-

nalists, students, teachers and other pro-

fessionals. They brought back these im-

ages and information.
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Arts

Of Mozart and madness

Black Affairs

Hv KLAINKSENAY
('olk'^ian Staff

Amtuhus IS a lavish adaptation of the

|M. pillar Paul ShafiVr play. Director Miles

hOrman is no stranger to the problems of

l)rini;in^ a vivid play to the screen. He has

atl<nipte<i it before with his version of

Hair. Kornian has succeeded partially but

he still cann<tt gather the various elements

of the story and the characters to offer up a

cohesive film. He is able to weave extensive

excerpts of Mozart's music without in-

du<inR boredom.

WollKann Amadeus Mozart is played by

Tom Hulce who some may remember as one

of the Delta fraternity pledges in Animal

House. Hulce portrays Mozart as a spoiled.

vui),'ar brat who allows his ego and ob

sessions to be used against him. Hulce is full

of earnest energy as he races all over

Vienna wearing pseudo punk powdered

wigs.

The film's greatest asset is K. Murray

Smith as Salieri. the mediocre Court

composer who becomes Mozart's bitter

enemy. Salieri in old age is the narrator of

the film recounting the rise of Mozart in the

Viennese (!ourl and his tortured death. The
composer i-^ convinced that he was

artslines...
The Iniversily of Massachusetts Sym
phony [iand. conducted by Malcolm W.
Howell. .Jr., will appear in its first concert

of the season on Wednesday. November 28

at H p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall. Special guests on the program will be

the Mt. (Jn-ylock Regional High School

.Symphony Hand and Wind Ensemble,

conducted by University of Massachusetts

graduate Hrian Norcross. Admission to the

concert is free. For further information call

f)-!.") 191 f).

responsible for driving the young man to his

death. .Smith as Salieri is just the right

mixture of honey and venom who feels he

has been wronged by God because he can

nevi-r be as great as Mozart.

Ammlciis reaches to the opposite end of

acting ability with the poor performance by

Klizabeth Herridge. Herridge as Constanzia

•Mozart speaks like a twentieth century

American instead of an eighteenth century

.Austrian. Sht- is able to project the young
and naive wife but her dialogue is out of

step with I hat of the other characters.

'I'he film is a treat because it includes

performances of Mozart's "The Marriage of

Figaro" and "Don Giovanni." Yet Amadeus
never goes beyond the process of

storytelling. Director Forman has to take

care of the lush production around the plot

and as a r<'sull the characters are

neglected. They remain shallow and it is

hard to feel anything for them. By the end
of the film, it is ea.sy to appreciate Mozart's

ability to write a Re<juiem Mass without the

use of a piano or other musical instrument.

Yet it is difficult to believe that this project

killed him. Amadeus is entertaining but it

has too much to accomplish in three hours.

The WestbnMik String Uuartet will appear

in concert on Monday. December 3, at 8:00

p.m. in IJezanson Recital Hall at the

University of Massachusetts. The program

will feature He«'thov«'n's String Quartet,

No. 1, (>f>. lf<, [he String Quartet, Op. 10

of ( laude Debussy, and Serenade for

String Tru>, Op. 10 by P>ic Dohnanyi.

Monday marks their debut concert in the

Amherst area. Admission to the event is

free. ?'or further information call the

University's Department of Music and

Dance at .'i-W 2227.

BLUES in the BLUEWALL

ovP^
^c>^^

PRESENTS

BIlifiMF
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FELLO

.>^^^ -fVA^I

MON. DEC. 3rd

BLUEWALL 10 pm
UMASS $4.00 PUBLIC $5.00
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Author unites women through her work
HyMARANNCASSELL
Collegian Staff

"The hook helped me to claim a voice ofmy oum, to write what I felt and not

what I was taught in English classes. It connected me with other women of

color and the women's mm'ement, " said Aunrra Leinw^-Morales.

In a world where women of color are faced

with various callenges that can cause one to

lose hope, women like Aurora Levins

Morals, a Puerto Rican Jewish writer tells

her story, encouraging other women to

climb that adventurous ladder, with God's

help.

In an interview at Hampshire College last

week Levins Morales, discussed her ex-

periences and goals as a woman writer and

what it is to be both Puerto Rican and

•Jewish.

"1 am trying to write for my.self and for

women of color, to talk about our realities, .

and to get that out and published, " she said. I

"1 see my own work helping me to be more
whole (person). Then, when I write about

my own j'xperiences through that, I form a

way of connecting people of color," she said.

Levins said that being both Puerto Rican

and .Jewish was an ardent struggle for .self

identit v.

Sarah Vaughn will perff/rm at the Fine Arts Center on Saturday, Dec. 1, at

8 p.m. F(yr tickets call 5U5-2511.

The University of Massachusetts Opera
Workshop and Vocal Jazz Ensemble will

join forces on Sunday, December 2, to

present scenes from Scott Joplin's

Treemonisha. Directed by Dorothy Ornest

and Horace Clarence Hover, the concert is

slated for two performances at 2:30 p.m.

and again at .5:00 p.m. in Bezanson Recital

Hall. Admi.ssion is free of charge. For more

information call the Department of Music

and Dance at .54.5 2227.

^iiiiinnitiHiwiHiiniiiiiiinniiifttmiiiiiiiiitviiintHiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiNitt^^

Proposals are now being accepted

for Spring Semester 1985 Speakers.

If you have an idea for a speaker,

pick up an Outside Proposal Form
at the

Distinguished Visitors Program

Office,

415 Student Union.

Completed forms are due by

December 4.

lill>>llliMIIHllllllltllllillHll||||llllllllllHll|||lilllliHiinilittltllllllllltllllllllHllH

i had to struggle with a split identity and

to understand that I'm not a split person

but a whole person. I had to analyze what I

likt' and didn't like and see where the

strengths and weaknesses were par-

ticularly towards Latin women. Because if I

were going to fully love myself as a Latina I

had to look at all that stuff," she said.

Levins feels that one of the ways in which

she kept her sanity was writing about her

experiences in The Bridge Call My Rm'k, a

book of writing by radical women of color.

"The book helped me to claim a voice of my
(»wn. to write what I felt and not what I was

taught in English classes. It ccmnected me
with other women of color and the women's

movement

.

As a woman of color and a writer Levins

feels that she has a duty to society, "my
responsibility is to teach what I do and to

use my writings to reflect back to people

their own perceptions, realities and ex-

periences." I^evins also feels that she has a

responsibility to write about experiences of

people who don't get represented fairly by

t hi' media.

Levins' writings were mostly influenced

by her parents, relatives and her cultural

background.

Presently, she's working on a book about a

mother and daughter relationship and a

book about a girl growing up in the Puerto

Ri<-an mountains in the 1930s called The

Women of The Mountains ofPuerto Rico.

"I hope to reflect that experience without

romanticizing it and not demeaning the

[leople." sh«' said.

1

V2 Price
Perm Special
When you bring a

friend
One perm is full price

Total value $20.00 by appt

offer valid with tfiis coupon

the other perm is Vz price

exp. 11/30/84

Styles bv
Deborahte niversitv tW.

49-5610

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-28S0

Thursday, November 29, 1984

9:00 PM
THE BLUE WALL
Admission $2.00

OPEN TO ALL

WELCOME TO IVULiER TIME

AllltiA lAVHDirAV ItlElllAV

FELLOWSHIPS FOR GRADUATE STUDY DURING

The NQtionol Council of Alpho Lombdo Delta announces

that fellowships for grociuate stuciy will be Qwatded for use

during the 1985-86 academic yeor. The amount of each

fellowship is $3,000. Applicants will be judged on academic

record, recommendations submitted, the soundness of the

proposed project and its purpose, and financial need.

Any member of Alpha lambda Delta graduating with a

cumulotive overage of 3.50 is eligible. Graduating seniors

moy opply if they hove achieved this overage at the end of

the first semester of this year.

Applicotion blonks con be obtained ot the Deon of Students

Office, 227 Whitmore from Ms. Glodys Rodriguez, Assistant

Deon of Students, Chapter Adviser

Deadline is Jonuoru 15. 1985. .
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Today's Weather

TODAY: By the time you read this, the

(not purple) haze should have turned to

rays. Don't worry, it'll be back tomorrow

morning. Highs in 60s.

TONIGHT: Actually, it'll be back

tonight. Lows 35-40.

TOMORROW: Variable (as in x and y)

cloudiness, highs in 60s again.
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$Money,money,money$

Are you interested in writing

business articles? Are you interested in

reading more business news and

opinions?

If so, call and ask for the Business

Manager at the Collegian

545-3500

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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ACROSS
1 Crow
6 Like Horace's

poetry

10 Brownies' assn

13 Goodbye, to

14 Across
14 Popular name

in Pans
15 City vehicle

16 Predicaments
17 A Karamazov
18 Olympian

cupbearer

19 Fundamental
21 College near

Windsor Castle

22 Alfred ol

theater tame
23 Subs
25 Tammany

governor

29 Atelier prop

31 Malay vessel

32 Munich qualt

34 Madison Ave

pros

38 Aper

40 Scurrilous

42 There s

nothing liKe

43 Lord have

mercy on such

45 Cygnus
46 Full grown
48 Served punrr-

50 Leaner

53 Fortune (S— Aeschylus

55 Otioman
56 Pollster 5 tally

62 Pulitzer (Winner

for fiction 1958

63 Hindustani

64 Zola

65 Maidstone s

county

66 Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes

author

67 Thread Comb
form

68 Airline atJbr

69 Nav officers

70 Dickens
Little NeM —

DOWN
1 Fringe of hair

2 Reputation

3 Verdi heroine

4 Spots

5 Scuttle

6 Hunter of myth
7 Balletomane

tor one
8 the start

9 Government
count

10 Garbo
1

1

Wooden shoe

12 Final words
15 Hibernia. to

some
20 Ballroom dance

24 Escort

25 Humane org

26 " rule them
with of

iron Bib

27 plea

28 Historic

London theatre

30 Given deal

33 Type choice

Abbr

35 Building on me
Floss

36 Cry of revelry

37 Chump
39 Relinquish

41 Unworthy of

44 Marquee status

47 Actress Andress

49 Coming
50 Wager

3 1 ouuiiu ih the

West
52 Coliseum

54 Magnetic unit

57 Walked (on)

58 Biblical

measure
59 Father

60 Enthusiasm
61 Paving stone
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D.C. Menu

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

a pp€c^ renews;

s-Vree-tS. .for -Tuo

_ 4 wHK Jollies... ^<x>\^

-i'^laoc)S C(xY\\ b€ ofPeAS\/e.

LUNCH
Turkey Club Sandwich
Fried Fish Squares/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Baked Ham with Fruit

Sauce
Seafood Rice Salad

Plate

Baked Ziti

BASICS DINNER
Ziti/Tomato Sauce with

Tofu and Mushrooms

Chili Cheese Puff ""

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Fried Fish Squares/

Tartar Sauce

LAMBDA CHI ALPHAl

OPEN RUSH
All University Men Invited

Nov. 27, 38, Dec. 4

9-11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032i

(the Blue House)

JAPANESE CUISINE
Chul-Hwan Cho, A Goten chef

and waitress, Seungwon Kwan
prepare a dish at Goten
Restaurant in Sunderland.

7UCSL, NCDL, THURSL. fiPECMIS

Two Dinners For $10.
Steak and Chicken Combination

includes Soup and Salad

miouirs SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $15.
Shrimp and Scallop Combo Dinner

Includes Japanese Plum Wine

SUNDAYAFTERNOON SPECIALS
2-6 pjn. T>MO OlfMMrs For $10.

Reserve your

Christmas Pa

calling Joanne at i

Op«ns Tu**.-Sat.
At S:00 p.m.
Sun. 2-0 p.m.
ClOMdMon.

Rt«. 1 1 6, Sund«iiand. MA 41 3-665-3628

'Jc A'"~r'fe">^. .jr .:Mf-IaLiu4ji*^e»Tvgtions Welcomed.

t

SUN. DEC 9

8 PM
S.U.B. UMASS

UMASS STUDENTS $10

GENERAL PUBLIC $12
UMASS 1 D K«0"«D WITH STUDfNt IlCICn

TICKHS ON SAll W F.Nf A»IS CINT» Sf«.NGF.f10 OWC CINIE.

LOWENBRAU
Presents

** The Blues Brothers'

is a Scream...
C)nii»f tlu- .ill-iinu <^r«..it mnuJiiN..

.1 flat -out winner, i. „. >,-i>,i u... .1-.. ini

"Don't mi>s the 'Blues' hrollur...

.1 ntir.i. t« i>l »i>imJ. .1. lioii .in>l ltii;li

»pirilN Mui i.inii.'l ,iM.-.-.l I.' nils- \ii

I \lr.i«>rdin.ir\ iii"v u

\r,l„tUiM.I. II. N.» V'l. I'. '

"Fervid, flaky, fast and funny...

|iis| wli.ii llii- •.iiinnu r li.i^ lutJiil

i„M, N|,.,|„ |,„l.,^ Nik l\

Jt>HN BtlfSm DAN AYKROYD
THE BLUES BROTHERS

IA.MI>.BKl)WN vMlLMU'VKO KMiH\KIIS (\KIUIMSHIK
ARI I HA Ht\NKl IN HI NR> ( ,IBM)V

IHt Bll Is HHlHHIKs HAVn
Wtiiwnh. I>*N \VKROM).r.dJOHM^.NI)|s

l>r.uD>r l'n«lo>iTBIK.Ml BRILIMVIN
IVrfwrOhv ROBIKI K WUSs l>»TitcObvJOHN LA-NTJIS

R ••tatcvt* » I MMM-H rii M I

t

Wednesday, November 28, 1984

THE BLUE WALL
Shows at

5:00, 7:00. 9:00 and 11:00 PM
$1.00 admission

Special on Lowenbrau Bottles $1.00

Here^ togood fne«^ !

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^ ^^(S/londay - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance'* 5 consecutive days 5% discoun.

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free^

AUTO FOR BALE

linb Datiun 210 4 door 5 »peed 41 mpg

good condition $2900 966-3996

TtBI R^BuU La Car (M^Ka) »2eOO call

649-8812

BATTLER THE BANDS

Btu^nranda'mtefWtad in competing in

a Battle of the Bands in th« Blue Wall on

Dec 6 please contact the Board o» Govet

nor* by 5:00 today

EWTEWTAIWMENT

WJCiTEDn^NO WtD 'bJJi '^° 'f
viaual entenainment for the 80 sJ8« t)"^

Nack-A-Dlac Rack A Vldao Entartain

ni«nt Aga«cy. Diaciockev* "nd largo

tcraan vidao partiaa for the five college area

5497144
^ 1

rORRENT

Apt for rant: 2 Ijadroom apt. Mam St

Amherst M96 00 plus 1 year tease

256 6160 ask to' Kevin ^
Lg rm Northwood oldot itjdant for iprina

and summer call Tracy 886-4931 for more in

fo

Bedroom in house. 200* Jan 1 Sept 1

(or longer I no parties, no pets, no smoking

549 6746

Thraia room l^it at Northwood in

Sunderland t386 includes dishwasher and

hot water Call 866-4273 Right next to bus

stop

Fumlahad atudio in Buckland, Dec

Juno caH collect 203 868 2390 after 6 PM

' "games convention

tUith /jntmtt MAMCON Convantton

Board games Fantasy Roie Playing

Miniatufes. DbD Doc 1, 2 Mtn Farms

Mall For more information, call Steve

6 6068 o' Tom 6 5200

OAV ft LESBIAN

Tha Paopla'a Gay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are oncourag

ed to attend'

MEIPI MELW MELPI

i^Np ualind art •partmant for Spring

semester 4 girls seeking an apanmnt as

close to campus as possible Preferably Put

fton or Brandywine Call Sherry or Beth at

546^7422 or Sue or Katie at 546^1146

HELP WANTED

Earn IB-7 an hour. Must be IB or oldor,

have own insured reliable car Apply in per

son Domino's Pi/ia Rt 9 Hadley

Now taking applications for fall and par

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Domino s Pi»a Rt 9 Hadley

Hardsporson to work lull time 6 X a m
10 30 a m and 4 00 p m 7 00 p m six

days Consisting of milking in parlor,

feeiding and cleaning calves, other odd
chores Call between 9 00 am 3:00 p m
866 7174

LOST

Gold Bracelet great sentimental value

Please return call 546 5375 $>$ reward

Brown acarf Friday Nov 16 outside

Reading Room Blue Wall please call Ralph

266 1766 thank you ^^^

Somawhara batwaon tha Drake afNHho
Maie. two keys Reward Sally 546 5613

Lost wadding ring gold band inscription

inside Reward Tracey 256 6180

PERSONALS

Tha Lesbian Biaaxual 6 Gay Mar>'a

Counseling Collective offers FREE poor

counseling lor everyone effected by sexual

orientation issues M T Th F 4 8 PM Call

545 2645. or info line 545-0684 Rm 433 Stu

dent Union

Sweat Tooth dalivafs cake, ice cream,

fudge and chocolate to you 2 free oatmeal

raisin cookies with each order if you men
tion this ad 2S6-B102

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers, Cases, Diaaertattona. Thoaaa,

on campus low rates guarantaeu accep
tance Nancy 584 7924

ROOMMATE WANTED

Raaponsible mala to share Colonial Village

apartment Available immed 'January
256 0078 eves

One bedroom for 1 or 2 mala/forT«ale in

Crestview 549 7837

SERVICES

Treat Vouraalf IBM professional typing

Romance languages Su/anno 253 7966

WANTED TO RENT

Female grad student needs place to live

spnng samostai preferably with room
rrtates Pleaaa contact Susanna Voda 76

Havrthomo Eat St Louis. MO 63131 13141

432 6314 Icall collect!
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One down: UMass hangs on, 71-69
;>:>-x-X'X':W:%«

Minutemen \

shoot down
Stonehill
ByPKTKRAHKAHAM
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFI?:Ln - The University of

Massachusetts' basketball team had a night

class in Springfield yesterday, and learned

a lesson coach Ron Gerlufsen hopes they

won't forget.

The Minutemen opened their season with

a 71 B9 victory over persistent Stonehill

last night in the Springfield Civic Center

before a vocal crowd of 2,283.

•We learned a lot in this game,"Gerlufsen

said. "We had a chance to blow them out,

but we let them back in it with our im

patience. We did some things well, we

didn't do some things well. I would've liked

to have won by more than two points, but

considering we played a lot of people and it

was our first game I can't complain."

Senior forward and co captain Horace

Neysmith scored 2t) points on 7 of 12

shooting. He also grabbed 12 rebounds and

had four assists, in 3H minutes.

Sophomore point guard Carl Smith added

12 points on 4 of .'i shooting. He dished out

five assists. Senior forward Ron Young had

ten points with Hobby Braun contributing

nine points and eight rebounds.

For the Chiefs. 1 2. (leorge Leonard came

off the bench to score 22 points. Guard

Peter Krause had 17.

In the first half, the Minutemen came

away with a 31 :i3 lead thanks to a ten point

run that gave I'Mass a 22 l(i lead with 8:41

left in th<' half.

Stonehill's triangle in two zone defense

gave the Minutemen some trouble as the

Chiefs used 12 Krause points to stay with

the Minutemen.

The second half saw UMass run out to a

4(v.3.') lead thanks to four po'nts from

Neysmith and a solid man to man defense.

UMass built up a 11 point lead with 10:13

to go in the game as freshman .guard Matt

Ryan banked a ten footer in the lane,

the Minutemen were also aided by strong

foul shooting as Neysmith and Smith

combined to go fi for fi from the line.

A beautiful Smith to Neysmith "look out

below" alley oop slam incited the crowd

with 2:37 to go in the game. But Stonehill

stayed within striking distance, as UMass
couldn't build its lead up past eight points.

Young sank two free throws and hit a

jumper to put UMass up 69 62 with only 39

seconds to play. It should've ended the

game, but...the chiefs then ran off five

straight points in 17 seconds to put a scare

into I'Mass. A five second violation, as

freshman Uorenzo Sutton was late calling a

time out, forced Gerlufsen to bring

Neysmith, Smith and Donald Russell (9

points) back after curtain calls with UMass

ahead 69 65. Two Young free throws with

UMass forward Bobby Braun goes up for a rebound against Stonehill in

the Springfield Civic Center. UMass beat the Chiefs, 71-69.

six seconds left after a Leonard jumper

secured the victory. Krause cruised in for

the dunk for the final margin.

Our .starting guards (Smith and Russell)

were a little too confident and the freshmen

(Ryan and Sutton) were in the game when

we t<wk the big lead," Gerlufsen said. "The

.tarters were too impatient with the ball,

lo(K>king for the spectacular shot instead of

the easy one."

The Minutemen shot a poor 45 percent

from the fltwr. attributable to first game
rustiness. UMass was 21 of 30 from the line

MINUTF:MEN mumblings: Neysmith

tossed an airball on his first free throw but

went on go to six-of-ten from the line.

UMass has a committment from a 6 5

forward from Washington's Dunbar High,

one of the nation's top prep schools for

basketball. The recruit is one of America's

top players in high school. No buses went to

Springfield as not enough students signed

up... but frosty Miller Beer was for sale in

the (Mvic Center... a footnote many UMass
.students will appreciate.

Horace

Neysmith:

*on a mission'
By GERRY deSIMAS
t^ollegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - The man is on a

mission. And you better not stand in his

way.
"He's our bread and butter man.

University of Massachusetts mens
basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen said about

senior forward Horace Neysmith last night

after the Minutemen held off pesky

Stonehill, 71 69. in their season opener at

the Springfield Civic Center.

He's our Tony Dorsett. In key situations

we will go to him, " Gerlufsen said.

Neysmith, with a team-high 20 points and

12 rebounds, is the man Gerlufsen wants to

have the ball. And the senior co captain

wants it too.

"The coach wanted us to go down low (and

inside to the big man) as much as we could

early," Neysmith said. And they did as

Neysmith scored the game's first two points

on a baseline drive.

But the Minutemen, who won their second

consecutive sea.son opener (the first time

since the Jack Leaman years of 1977-78).

didn't get the ball to their 6 5 forward as

much as Gerluf.sen would have liked.

"The team has to recognize a star," the

second year coach said. 'There are certain

times that the ball just has to get to him

(Neysmith). He could have been more

efficient tonight but the team has to realize

they have to get the ball to him more of

ten."

Neysmith was a factor in the two UMass

spurts that propelled them ahead of the

Division II Chieftains. Neysmith scored

four inside points in UMass" 10 point first

half spurt and four more in the Minuteman's

10 2 run to open the second half.

And the forward controlled the boards for

UMass gathering in a team-high twelve

bounds with Bobby Braun getting in eight.

"I'm on a mission, " Neysmith said. "I just

want to play as well and as consistently as I

can and help the team win as many games

as possible.

"

The big man from Jamaica. New York,

who was snubbed from the preseason

Atlantic 10 all conference squads, provided

the 2,282 fans with some rim-clanging

excitement taking a high alley-oop pass

from Carl Smith with 2:37 to go and

slamming it home for a 65 58 lead.

"That wasn't even supposed to be for me."

Neysmith said with a grin.

The man with a mission had to feel that his

mission was accomplished last night. "It

wasn't the cleanest game but we won and

that's all that counts." Neysmith said. One

mission accomplished, at least 27 more to

go.

Women drop opener
Eagles take advantage ofpoor shooting

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

As offensive minded as the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team

may be this season, one basic principle still

exists in basketball, you have to shoot well

to win.

The Minutemen didn't shoot well against

Boston College on Saturday night at

Amherst College and the Eagles came away

with a season opening 66 .58 win over

UMass.
A sparse crowd of 277 saw UMass shoot 10

for 32 in the second half and only 40 percent

for the game. The Minutemen were 10 for

20 from the line and three starters, captain

Jerrie Bernier. Rebecca Kucks and Susan

Burtoft w«re ;i combined for 12 from the

floor. Hiirtoit had three points from the

line.

The Eagles had five players in double

figures U'd by center Jane Haubrich and

PamThorton with 13 apiece.

UMass guard Barbara Hebel had a game

high 14 on seven for 11 sh(x>ting. Freshman

Tar;i L(>uis added 13 with five of-nine

shooting while Karen Damminger con

tribut«'d 10 points. Freshman Juanita

Matthews had eight points.

Boston College led 37 \i\ at halttime and

the Minutemen. thanks to the terrible

sh(Miting, couldn't catch the Eagles in the

s(M ond half. BC shot only 46 percent (24 of

,")3) in the game as both teams struggled.

Lewis had nine rebounds in her college

flebut with Burtoft grabbing six boards.

UMass [)layed 11 women with the Eagles

using <>nl\ three reserves in the game.

The Minutemen will lace Horida at

Amherst College on Thursday at 8 p.m.

,

BYU holds on to No. 1,

but Sooners close the gap
(AP) Brigham Young held onto its No. 1

ranking in The Associated Press college

football poll Monday but runner up
Oklahoma closed the gap appreciably.

BYU. which became No. 1 last week for

the first time ever, completed a 12-0

regular season hv defeating Utah State 38

13.

Meanwhile. Oklahoma downed third

ranked Oklahoma State 24 14 to earn a

share of the Big Eight crown with Nebraska
and a trip to the Orange Bowl. The Sot)ners,

9 11. received IS 1 2 first place votes and
1.128 1 2 points.

Florida moved up from fourth to third with

five first place votes and 1.048 points. The
Gators, who were ruled ineligible for a bowl
game last week by the Southeastern
Conference after winning the SEC
championship, are 8 11.

Washington. (10 1) Oklahoma's Orange
Bowl opponent, climbed from fifth piace to

fourth with one first -place ballot.

Sugar Bowl-bound Nebraska, 9-2, vaulted

from seventh place to fifth with 939 points.

Texas. No. 6 last week, was upset by

Baylor 24 10 and skidded to 13th place with

a 72 1 record. Meanwhile, Rose Bowl-

bound Ohio State, 9 2, rose from eighth to

sixth with 837 points.

South Carolina's 22 21 triumph over

Clemson enabled the 10 1 Gamecocks to

jump from ninth to seventh with 830 points.

Boston College's dramatic 47 45 last-second

victory over Miami jumped the 8-2 Eagles

from 10th to eight with 764 points, barely in

fromt of 92 Oklahoma State, which
received 762 points. OSU will play South

Carolina in the Gator Bowl.

Southern Methodist, 11th last week,

defeated Arkansas 31-28 and received 612

points to round out the Top Ten.
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student conduct
policy in limbo
Revisions expected Dec. 22

CcillfKin (>hi)Ui liy Mil<h Draiitch

MID-MORNING SNOOZE — Eileen Seaburg, a sophomore Comstu major and Larry Slavitler, a

junior en^neering major, catch a few winks in the Cape Cod Lounge yesterday

.

Happy hours banned after Dec. 10

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

University of Mas.sachusetts administrators and student

government leaders, who began work last spring to update

the code of Student Clonduct, have yet to meet this

semester to finish with the necessary revisions although a

Dec. 22 deadline has been set.

According to associate dean of students Robert Brooks,

he and Dean of Students William Field met "four or five

times" this summer with student government leaders to

complete a final draft of the c(xie. which is the final word on

campus rules, regulations and judicial procedures.

'We have planned three or four meetings between now

and the end of the semester." Brooks said, "and hope to

have a mutually agreeable draft by Dec. 22. The biggest

problem we face is time."

Student Government Asswiation co president Rick

Patrick said yesterday that although he and the other

student representatives have not met with adminLstrators

this semester, they have been meeting together regularly

to approve the student requests in the code.

The code has not been revised for about 2.") years, and

both students and administrators agree that it is badly

outdated.

Br(x)ks said yesterday that a "total revision" is necessary

for the code to represent students "of this century."

For example. Patrick said, "We have already agreed that

it is illegal for a student to carry a machete around on

campus."

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

The decision is final.

Happy hours are banned in

Massachusetts and despite

complaints from students,

local merchants are not only

compliant but happy to

change their drink menus.

"It really is the best thing,"

said Justin Ryan's owner
Bob Ross. "Not too long ago
you'd have people driving

from drink special to drink

fecial at the bars around

town. This way, people will

have a tendency to stay

where they are and not

emerge every night as

drunk as they would before

the regulation."

In an effort "aimed solely at

ending once and for all

things that encourage
drinking." Governor Michael

S. Dukakis signed into effect

last Friday a regulation

restricting the sale or

practice of many drink

specials. Among the

prohibitions to go into effect

Dec 10:

•No free drinks

•No sale of more than two

drinks to one person

•No sale ot unlimited

drinks at fixed prices

"What can ymi do? The regulation has clearly

staMlized prices so people won't go across town

for a deal anymore.

"

—Bar owner Bob Ross

•No sale of drinks at

reduced prices to a par-

ticular group

•No sale of drinks lower

than listed price.

In other words, no more

Pub Mug Nij;ht. no more

JR's Monday night fifty cent

drafts, no more two-for-

ones, ladies' nights or

Judie's dollar drinks.

While most Amherst bar

owners opposed initial ef-

forts to ban happy hours

town by town, more of them
approve the anti drunk

driving effort since the ban

has gone statewide.

"Say happy hours were

banned in Amherst," said

Delano's owner and
Amherst Chamber of

Commerce president Chick

Delano, "you'd have people

driving over to say, Hadley

to drink and then they'd be

driving back drunk from

Hadley. In my view, that's

as good as signing your own
death certificate.

Ciilleifian yihoU' h\ MiU'h Drantrh

FACING NO HAPPY HOURS — Students at

the Blue Wall, shown above, and in bars

across the Commonwealth are faced with no
drinking specials.

Delano's is replacing its

popular two for one drink

special with a 16 oz. glass-

any drink and charging one

price that will remain the

same all day in effect, one

day-long happv hour.

And as bars stray from the

"beat the clock" type

drinking, others realize the

benefits and necessities -

of attracting a crowd with

nonalcoholic offerings.

"What can you do?" said

Bob Ross. "The regulation

has clearly stabilized prices,

so people won't go across

town for a deal anymore.

Delanos plans to add more
items to their night menu.

Optional offerings may be

good for Delano's and Justin

Ryan's but financial death

for The Blue Wall, which has

had low drink prices for

years. The restaurant

manager Mary Bourret said,

will suffer terribly with the

loss of entertainer Cliff

Myers, the bars biggest

draw. Myers used to en-

tertain at the Friday Happy

hour's but his contract was
terminated.
"We'll be eliminating the

lower prices on 1* riday

because of the regulation,

but that's not why we'll be

losing business." she said.

Bourret approves of the

rule, and so does the Blue

Wall. Every year it hosts an

alcohol awareness day.

The areas where the students and administrators

disagree are many, however.

The "academic integrity" of the code, which concerns the

degree of punishment a student can be dealt for cheating

on a test, is one area of disagreement. According to

Brooks, he and Field want the new draft to be more

concerned with education, and not discipline.

"What good does it do a student to cheat on tests, and not

be punished for it? He's the one who should be learning,"

Brooks said.

Another area of disagreement is the "jeopardy" section.

Brooks said. He said "jeopardy" should be "like a

suspension (from the university ) suspended." The ad-

ministration plan "would allow the student who violated

the code to stay in school, but if that student committted

another violation, he/she would be suspended."

Brooks said the present procedure allows a student to go

basically unpunished for further infractions. The new
reading puts""some teeth into the 'jeopardy' section,"

Brooks said.

Brooks also said that although he had not expected the

revision process to take this long, "nothing is terribly lost

by the extended time. . . many of the people involved fear

that if we don't take our time to make sure it is right, we

may be sued."

One more area of disagreement rests with student

representation at disciplinary hearings. The ad-

ministration feels that a student can have a lawyer but the

lawyer cannot address the disciplinary board. The

students feel this is contrary to a fair hearing, Patrick said.

Inside:
Students a little overheated studying p.3

The return of prohibition P-7

Swimmers try to avoid the dreaded Black dot. .

.

p.l6

'

'No matter where you go..,, there you

are
—Buckaroo Banzai
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Some tax deductions may be cut
m u„„„« "Tkic u/ill urn » Innc

WASHINGTON -The Treasury

Department recommended on Tuesday a

sweeping overhaul of the income tax that

would finance new rate reductions by

eliminating many popular deductions Ihe

Treasury estimated 78 percent ot

Americans would pay less or the same

under the plan.

President Reagan said the proposal meets

his demand for simplification without being

•a tax increase in disguise." He promised to

carefully review the thick report and public

reaction to it before sending his version to

Congress early next year.

The proposal was unveiled at a news

conference by Treasury Secretary Donald

T. Regan. "This will go a long way to

assure any American that the other person

is being taxed on the same basis as he or she

is," he said.

The plan would double the $1,000 personal

exemptions; increase the standard

deductions; slash the maximum individual

tax rate now 50 percent to 35 percent; limit

to $5,000 the writeoff for interest other

than a home mortgage, and wipe out the

deduction now permitted for state and local

income taxes.

The "marriage penalty" deduction of up

for $3,000 for two earner couples would be

killed, as would the deduction for state and

local taxes.

Minors caught drinking must pay

Al' l-as»'ri)hotu

CHILE INSPECTIONS — Army troops inspect gas tanks or a delivery

cart Tuesday during a day of national protest against Military rule.

Plastic heart patient requests beer
LOUSIVILLE,
Ky.—William J. Schroeder,

speaking for the first time

since his dying heart was

replaced with a plastic

pump, asked for a can of

beer Tuesday, and his

doctor said he might be able

to leave the hospital by

Christmas.

Dr. William C. DeVries. in

his first meeting with

reporters since the surgery,

said Schroeder's new heart

was "working beautifully,"

although he cautioned that

infections or other com
plications could occur

suddenly.

"You live on the edge of a

possible disaster like that all

the time," he said.

Asked when Schroeder

might be able to leave the

hospital. DeVries said, "I

hope before Christmas, but I

think that's very optimistic

on my part."

When Schroeder, 52, is

released from the Humana

Hospital Audubon, he will

move into a house in

Louisville rather than to his

Indiana home 90 miles away,

so that doctors can watch his

recovery closely.

"I'd like a can of beer," he

quoted Schroeder as saying.

DeVries gave him ice chips,

and Schroeder was later

given clear fluids.

Boston Underaged drinkers found guilty

of buying alcohol could receive an alter

native sentence of community work instead

of just a fine, under a bill signed Tuesday by

(iov. Michaels. Dukakis.

The bill, sponsored by Rep. John

Businger, D Brookline, also was broadened

to allow judges to give an alternative

sentence to anyone put on probation,

usually for a misdemeanor offense.

Businger said he filed a bill on behalf of a

Brookline liquor store owner who had

trouble with neighborhood youths. He said

the new law would address a situation

where youthful offenders would just

receive a fine for an infraction, and their

parents would wind up paying the fine.

The new law, which goes into effect in 90

days, calls for a judge to sentence a violator

to at least 25 hours of community service, in

addition to other punishment, for an initial

infraction, at least 50 hours for a second

offense and 100 hours for a third offense.

Mystery NY lottery winner forfeits $1.7 million

ALBANY. N.Y. A mystery lottery player

has forfeited a $1.7 million prize to New

York state because he or she failed to come

forward with the winning ticket within one

year of buying it at a liquor store.

But in the three weeks before the

deadline, the missing ticket was publicized,

and "hundreds of people came in with all

sorts of stories saying they had lost the

ticket and wanted the money" said Steven

Nannariello, whose store sold the ticket.

"It was unbelievable."

Thayer School of

Engineering
at

Dartmouth College
will be interviewing on

December 3, 1984

from 9 am to 12 noon

in Hampshire House
for Bachelors Engineering

and Masters and Doctors

Engineering Candidates

call Placement Office at 545-2700

info

New and Used

ART BOOKS
at >4 or more

off list

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP

\

Carriage Shops
j

Amherst ;

LEARN to FLY

Free Bus Line Pilots ar* waicom*

UNDERGRADUATES
NEEDED NOWl

Course Credit Possible
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Nam«
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Cocktail Lounge

^o^
aC^

every other draft beer just V
PARTY WITH DJ CRAZY GEORGE

Rt 9 Hadley

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
I

(with this coupon) I

$10.00 with Shampoo i

and Blow Dry •

$11.50 Long Hair j

Please Call for an Appointment

Expires 11 30 84

Styles by Deborah
'* Uni\r-vry D'lve

AmrxKH MA 648 5610

FREE CONSULTATIONS

I

Tn.» coopoK •• rou. •ntry lo th« Schic* Sup*, n Aiww.c 8*g S-wptl*"" j

l^XjfifvERSITY
, Located in

Open the
M F 9 5 Campus
Sat 10 3 Center

r-n^

' Now Open -

10% discount with UMass ID

on non sale items

now thru Dec. 10

RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 MASONIC ST . NORTHAMPTON • 586-6336

'JuMt around th« comar from Bans

Sigma Delta Tau
Open Rush

All University Women invited

to come and find out

how much fun

sorority life can be

Tues. Nov. 27, 7:00-7:45

House Tours & Round Robin

Wed. Nov. 28, 7:00-7:45

Beach Party

Thurs. Nov. 29, 7:00-7:45

Fashion Show
409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

sCQliegiaa 3

New Regents members better

represent women, minorities

Colletfian photo by Mitch Urantch

NOT EXACTLY THE PVTA — Sandy Trask pulls her daughter Nicole

(back) and friends Leena (center) and Colin for a ride near Puffton

yesterday afternoon.

Former professor, 79, dies
Ferenc Vali. 79. the first

professor emeritus from the

University of

Massachusetts, died Nov. 19

in Northampton after a long

illness.

Vali joined the political

science faculty at the

University in 1961. and

taught international law.

international relations, and

Soviet and Eastern

European politics.

Although he retired in

1975. Vali continued to teach

some courses at UMass and

at Florida International

University.

Vali was born in Budapest,

Hungary in 1905. and he

taught at the University of

Budapest until 1949. when

he was imprisoned for anti

communist activities for five

years. His wife was im

prisoned for three years.

They escaped from Hungary

in 1957. and came to the

United States.

He was the author of many

books and articles, including

"Rift and Revolt in

Hungary: Nationalism vs.

Communism." and "A

Bridge Across Bosporus:

F'oreign Policy of Turkey."

Vali was also a visiting

professor at the University

of Istanbul in Turkey and

was a diplomat in Turkey

representing the Hungarian

government.

He received a law degree

from the University of

Budapest in 1927. and a

doctorate from the

University of London in

1932.

He leaves his wife, the

former Rose Nagel.

-GREG BROWN

By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

With the appointment of six new members

to the Board of Regents last July by

Michael S. Dukakis, the board wUl more

accurately reflect the state population's

interests, better representing women and

minorities, according to administrators in

the governor's and regent's offices.

After only two meetings, some regents

say it is too early to make an assessment of

the new board. But other related to the

regents say the new board is more

education oriented and less high technology

oriented than the previous board.

Donna Hartlage. the legislative liason

between the governor and the regents said

the new regents are in a position to fuUy

understand and confront issues like ac-

cessiblity to low and middle income

students and minorities, and the quality of

education.

While 14 of the previous board's 15

members were men who were from

predominantly high technology

backgrounds, the new board includes four

women who reflect the interests of women,

minorities, small business, labor and

private education as well as high

technology. Hartlage said. Hartlage

coordinates the new regent appointees.

Mary Lou Anderson, one of the new ap

pointees. is the director of the Center for

Child Care and Development Inc. in Kail

River and has been a community activist

there. Another appointee, Elizabeth

Rollins, is the dean of Simmons College, a

woman's college in Boston and is "a very

outspoken adv<H-ate of women and

minnriii»"<." Hartlage said

The same is true of Dr. Has.san Minor,

Hartlage said. Minor is the managing

dire<"lor of the Corporation for Boston, an

organization dedicated to enhancing the

communications of different sectors of

Bosf«)n

Paul Ylvisaker, the Charles William Eliot

Professor of Education at Harvard Univer-

sity is an advocate of a strong educational

policy

With the organizational problems and

"major issues" like the closing of Boston

State College and its con.solidation with the

University of Massachusetts/Boston ironed

out. the regents can now begin to work on

more substantial and long term goals,

according to Estelle Shanley, a regent

administrator.

Paul Marks, another recent appointee, and

founder of Paul Marks. Inc., a general

business consulting firm, said the new

board will concentrate on minority

enrollment and retention, doubling the size

of the college library appropriations from

four to eight million, and increasing funding

for scholarships.

7t's a dungeon down here'
Hassling heat haunts Goodell library

Parking prohibitions begin Dec. 1

Amherst PoUce will begin ticketing and

towing cars that are parked all night on

Dec. 1. The all night parking prohibition

will be in effect until April 1. police said.

Three women were arrested Monday night

and charged with larceny under $100 after

they were apprehended on North Pleasant

Street with a stolen "pedestrian crossing"

sign. Amherst police said.

The women are all UMass students.

There were two minor accidents in

Amherst. Monday. A car driven by a 29

year old Sunderland woman was rear

ended by another automobile at 8:20 a.m

Thereon Route 116 near Meadow Street,

were no injuries or citations.

Another accident on Governor's Drive and

Eastman Lane occurred at 6:53 p.m.

Monday when a car driven by a 30-year old

Amherst resident was struck by another

car, driven by a 27 year-old Chicago native.

Neither driver was injured.

An automobile parked on the entrance

road to Amherst Regional High School since

Nov. 23 was broken into, police said.

Approximately $3,50 worth of tools were

reported missing Monday, police said.

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

A broken air line caused the heat in

Goodell Library to turn on full blast

yesterday, forcing many students to flee

in search of less sweltering places to

study.

George Shifflett. a Physical Plant

systems engineer, said Robert D.

Howland of the Telecommunications

Office on the sixth floor of Goodell called

him shortly before noon to complain about

the heat

Howland could not be reached for

comment, but telecommunications enri-

ployees said the temperature in their

office reached 89 degrees.

Physical Plant workers discovered that a

hydraulic line leading from the basement

to the heating system controls on the roof

had split Steam valves then opened all the

way an automatic "fail safe" response to

keep steam moving through pipes and

prevent them from freezing, Shifflett

said.

"We call that wild operation' when it's

wide open and we don't have any control

over it." he said.

The workers repaired the line and shut

off the steam, Shifflet said, but not before

scores of students had packed up their

books and left. Library employees opened

door and windows and set up fans to draw

in 45 degree air from outside.

"No way can I study in there," an

engineering student said as he headed out

the front door.

Employees and many students doing

research had no choice but to stay and

sweat it out.

"I just keep going," shrugged Smith

College student Adele Amadeo as she

searched for magazines in the sub

terranean bound periodicals room.

"Neilsen Library (at Smith) is like this a

lot, but not as hot. Amadeo said.

"It's a dungeon down here, "
said an

employee in the bound periodical room

who declined to be identified. "It's just a

big basement with no windows, so there's

no air."

"It's definitely hot. You fall asleep,

freshman computer science major John

Kisher said as he paused from reshelving

reserve materials.

Across from the reserve counter, two

students were slumped over their desks.Feminism, economic realities'
^

are base of Yale union strike
Escort service available on campus

By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

The women's movement and harsh

economic realities in New Haven, Conn, are

the major factors behind the strike of 1500

technical and clerical local 34 union workers

at Yale University, according to University

of Massachusetts economics professor

Richard D. Wolff, who spoke to a group of

40 in the Campus Center yesterday.

"What you have is the second richest

university in the seventh poorest city in the

country. The strike is a culmination of

these dichotomies" Wolff said.

Wolff said. "Feminism in general has

played a great role. Many union members

were touched by the women's movement in

college." I.K)cal 34 is 82 percent women, and

the major issue is comparable worth, said

by many to be the major labor issue of the

1980s. The average salary in the union is

$13,000 per year , according to Wolff.

Wolff said, "Feminism in general has

economics from Yale and who has been a

New Haven resident for twenty years, was

hired by the union to conduct an in

dependent investigation of Yale's financial

health.

Local 34 has on two different occasions

reduced its wage demands, but the

university insists that its last offer was final

due to financial constraints. "This is clearly

not a strike over money. Last year alone.

Coll«ri«n Dhoto bv Mitch Drmntch

Richard Wolff

million. Last year's surplus was plowed

back into Yale's endowment. They classify

this as an expense, which allows them to -pv^
say they have a balanced budget,"Wolff JJmff
said.

' *"'

"The university has sue times the amount

of revenue for a population of 15,000 than

the city has for a community of 125,000"

Wolff said.

Wolff estimated Yale's total wealth at

"Classes

By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

In an attempt to provide security for

students, staff and faculty traveling on

campus at night, the student security

organization in the Department of Public

Safety at the University of Massachusetts

formed an Escort Service in October of

1983.

The service was originally staffed by

volunteers with escorts earning class

credits for their time, according to Student

Security Coordinator Carol Radzik.

The service has since grown in stature and

the escorts now earn a weekly wage instead

of academic credit. Applicants are in-

terviewed and brief background checks are

performed for safety purposes, Radzik said.

Radzik said the service employs about

thirty escorts and averages about five to

ten calls a night. The escorts also perform

routine security checks on all university

dormitories.

The service functions on a phone in basis.

The escorts meet the person requesting an

escort and accompany him or her to a

dormitory, building, car, or anywhere on

campus, she said. All escorts are equipped

with flashlights and two-way radios in

contact with the Student Security office.

"Students who have weekly night classes

can call in advance to make an escort

reservation," Radzik said.

Located in Dickinson Hall, the Escort

Service is open Sunday through Saturday,

from 7 p.m. until 1 a.m. Any university

student, faculty, or staff member in need of

an escort can call the office at 545-2123.

A University Apartments

resident was ru.shed to

Cooley Dickenson Hospital

in Northampton for a drug

overdose at 7:20 a.m.

three to six billion dollars,

proceed, research goes on. The strike has

not halted the funtioning of the university,

although it has caused a lot of disruption

Monday. UMass police

reported. Police said the

person was treated at the

hospital and will remain

A wallet, two jackets, and

a sweater, all valued at $387

were reported stolen at

12:50 p.m. Monday from the

Cape Cod Lounge in the

Student Union Building,

police said. Police said a

female student left the items

in the lounge and she

returned two hours later

•amUoand the itetn* mlssmg:

Police said they have a

description from passersby

of a suspicious person

reportedly hiding in bushes

between the Whitmore
Administration Building and

Herter Hall around 8:00

p.m. Monday. The man
reportedly didn't bother

anyone.
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LOWENBRAU
Presents

HiThe Blues Brothers'

is a Scream. . .

One of the all-time great comedies. . .

a flat-out winner/' (;ene Siskel, Chicago Tribune

44Don't miss the 'Blues' brother. . .

a miracle of sound, action and high

spirits you cannot afford to miss. An

extraordinary movie."

Archer Winsten, New York Post

'Tervid, flaky, fast and funny. . .

just what this summer has needed."

Gene Shalit, "Today" NBC-TV
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Wednesday,
November 28, 1984

THE BLUE WALL

Shows at

5:00, 7:00, 9:00 and 11:00 PM
$1.00 admission

Special on Lowenbrau Bottles $1.00

I Wednesday, November 28, 1984 Wednesday, November 2h, 1984
.Collegian 5

THE NEW COUEGE LEVEL

TRIVIA GAME
BY ISSAAC ASIMOV.

Here^to I I I I friends.
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29.95
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29.95

other trivia type games available AVAILABLE AT THE

Open
M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

Located in

the

Campu^CenteL

^J ,
UNIVERSITY
STORED

Register Now
Over 100 Credit Courses and Credit-Free Workshops from which to

choose.

Register

• in person at the Continuing Education office,

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Monday Thursday, 8.30 am 7 pm; Friday, 8:30 am 5 pm
• by mail no later than December 28 for credit courses

one week before starting date for workshops
• by telephone (Credit Free Workshops only) Use your

MasterCard or VISA and call 545 0587 with all information

requested on registration form.

Courses and workshops fill up quickly so do yourself a favor and

register now. Full payment is expected at time of registration. For

more information, call 545 2414.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Panel urges 55 MPH speed limit be kept
WASHINGTON (AP) A federal panel

urged keeping the national 55 mph speed

limit Tuesday as "one of the most effective

highway safety policies ever adopted," but

left for Congress to decide whether to raise

the limit on some lightly traveled interstate

highways in rural areas.

"Decreasing compliance along with

slipping public support and an apparent

lack of support in some state legislatures,

could ultimately lead to the nullification of

this law," the panel told Congress in a 254-

page report.

' A special, 19 member committee of the

national research Council, an arm of the

National Academy of Sciences, noted that

in the decade since the 55 mph speed limit

was imposed by Congress, public support

for it has declined and violations by

motorists are increasing.

"Compliance with the law has declined

markedly in recent years." the report said,

with much of the opposition to the 55 mph
limit coming from rural Western states

where travel over long stretches of

relatively safe, divided highways is

customary.

Some members of the panel adamantly

favored raising the speed limit, probably to

t)5 mph, on sections of rural highway that

are lightly traveled and built to ac-

commodate higher speeds safely, the report

s.iid.

.Man A. Altshuler, dean of the graduate

school of public administration at New York

I'niversity and chairman of the committee,

refu.sed at a newsconference to say how
many panelists favored exempting some
stretches of rural highway from the 55 mph
limit

.
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A taste that's not easy to find. It's something

you have to stnve lor. In everything you do.

And when you've done it, when
you Ve found the best m yourself,

taste it in the beer you drink

Ask for Bud Light'

yourbest
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Jeremy
|

Rifkin |

Morrill Aud.l

(room 131) i

Thursday, i

Nov. 29th i

Navy
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the world at what they do

...they have to be

^'The Age of

Transition

Distinguished

Visitors Pro-am
and

Environmental

Sciences Dept.

It takes a special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

worlds nnost sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's

no roonn over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

To find out If youre qualified, see the Navy Rep^esenta^

tive that will be in the Campus Center on November 1 3 or

call collect (5 1 8) 462-61 1

9^
Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

x*S:#0#3l

SHOW US YOUR NOTES
If you take neat and accurate notes and have completed

courses in any of the following areas with a "B" or better, then

the Student Note & Printing Serice needs you!

SNPS is now accepting applications for reliable notakers for the

Spring '85 semester. This is you chance to get involved in a Student-

run Coop which provides a valuable service for the UMASS stduents.

Notakers are paid $7.00/per LECTURE

To apply, bring in a sample of your notes (both rough and typed)

along with proof of grades for the courses you wish to take notes for,

and ask for the Lecture Notes Mgr. NOTE: Applicants must be able to

type!

i>

'

fUlHl«ll<
Note
l&IMntliifl
>Ji8«ff«l««

Notes needed in: ASTRONOMY COMSTU MATH
BIOCHEM ECON MUSIC
BOTANY GEOLOGY POLISCI

COINS HRTA PSYCH

403 Student Union (upstairs)
OPEN: Monday - Thursday 9 to 5

Friday 9 to 3

545-2271

PHYSICS
SOCIOLOGY
SOM
ZOOLOGY

-k^ 0Km
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The politics of madness
Reagan has represented the rise

of a new trend in America. The

new right-wing politics is not

merely the expression of the man's mental'

sterility, lack of competence, and endemic

amnesia.

The trends represented by Reagan and

Bush, their implication in national politics,

the rise of racial bigotry and sexism,

abrogation of government obstacles to the

"natural" destruction of our environment

and deregulation of all regulatory agencies

(EPA, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

NCR, etc...), plans to eliminate the

minimum wage, to dismantle the Depart-

ment of Education, to equate abortion with

murder, expressed hostility to the gay

rights movements, return of school

prayers, reinstitution of capital punish-

ment, end to school desegregation, opposi-

tion to the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA), thus making a total mockery of

half of our population, and exhorbitant

multi-billion dollar machinery (our

"defense" build-up), refusal to sponsor a

National Health Plan, hostility to senior

citizens, more tax breaks for major private

corporations, promotion of international

terrorism in Nicaragua, and support of a

murderous right-wing dictatorship in El

Salvador, in the pursuit of an aggressive

hawkish war mongerous foreign policy

which is leading us to disaster in Central

America and potential catastrophe with an

insane star-war program, are all part of a

concerted effort by the Big business-

government alliance bent on moving

towards a totalitarian society.

Reagan has been scaling down or

abolishing regulations (which were

originally set up to minimally safeguard

and protect the people and the environ-

ment, against the profit mongerous cor-

porations), so that private enterprise can

flourish and make high profit like the

"good old days," when "Amenca was

The problem with the adaged "Good Old

Days/ (}olden Age" propoganda jargon, (an

illusion shared also by many liberals), is

that no one really remembers them except

Sal Assad

the corporate and multi-national tycoons

and magnates who were reaping un-

precedented profits from ruthless exploita-

tion and oppression, at home and abroad.

On top of all this, add the artificial

commercial-cultural quip "America is not

going to be pushed around anymore;" a

bold-faced lie and distortion cast in a reflec-

tion of the pitiful macho image of the John

Wayne — Frank Sinatra - Lee A. lacocca

— Bob Hope — George Wallace — J.R. —
Ronald Reagan connection. It is the

prescription to machoism in foreign policy

and war. These old, insecure, white males'

movies, dreams, music, and entertainment

reflect and promote a narrow-minded, ab-

solutist, and insane cultural impulse, which

is the result of a struggle between us (the

good guys), and them, the "evil" Com-

munists.

The dreams of an America "who will not

be pushed around," the dreams of an

unrestrained American Planetary Empire

seems to be troubled by the now recognized

fact that there are more peoples and coun-

tries in the world than just the United

States of America, which seems to sacrifice

all, and take all into an apocalyptic Nuclear

Hell, if the world's people do not submit to

its pathological, imperialstic, male-

dominated system of domination they

peculiarly call "Democracy."

The dreams of a messianic American mis-

sion to destroy a so-called communist "con-

spiracy" has led us to major wars, (56,000

Americans killed in Vietnam, 46,000 in

Korea, 300 in Lebanon, so far 11 in El

Salvador), and untold misery and suffering

in all those countries blessed by our

generous invasions and bombings. Facing a

world in a state of crisis, challenged by

complex problems, Mr. Reagan's simple-

minded jingoistic thinking ("Bomb them")

goes against common sense and threathens

domestic and international peace. But

Abraham Lincoln, once said: "You can't

fool all of the people all of the time." Mr.

Reagan, you were right, so right: You ain't

seen nothing yet.

Sal Assad is a UMass stiident

Letters to the Editor

Appreciating one's 'quaint hometown
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OPINION
The opinions expressed on ihis page are those of the individual vA-ntei oi carioonis! and do not necessan'
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The return of Prohibition?
Dark days are upon us, my fellow

citizens. The signs are all around.

A policy that failed miserably

before is now being revived. I fear that

Prohibition is once again rearing its ugly

head. Even in supposedly "liberal" states,

elected officials are legislating morality

with a zeal unseen since the time of

temperance unions. If they keep it up, pret-

ty soon all the bars will be padlocked and

all there will be to do is go to church.

Take a look at what has been happening

in the last few years. The drinking age,

always decided by the states before, has

now been decreed by the federal govern-

ment. What is more, the feds are not above

using extortion to make sure their will is

carried out. This is not just a question of

'morality, it is a matter of state vs. federal

William J. Spain

booze at fault, not the driver. Yes folks,

logical reasong is indeed "Making It in

Massachusetts."

It is unfortunate that many people are

covinced these stringent measures are

nothing more than necessary steps in a war

on drunk driving, I am painfully aware of

the need to cut down on the carnage and

am prepared to endorse almost any means

to that end. The problem is that I have

questions not only about the present

method's fairness, but its effectiveness as

well.

All the politicians point to the fact that

there has been a decrease in alcohol-

Ifwe are going to keep the drunks ojfthe road, we are going to kave to make

them scared to get behind the wheel in the first place.

lawmaking powers. Granted, making peo-

ple wait a few more years to legally drink is

not necessarily the first step towards

totalitarianism. However, it does put in

place a precedent that could be expanded

into other areas traditionally dealt with by

local residents.

Another thing that rankles is the disap-

pearance of beer from rock concerts and

sporting events. Why? Is it because of the

small number of people who can't handle

it? Apparently, that is the case. So, the rest

of us get screwed because of a few evolu-

tionary throwbacks. I guess that is just the

way we do things in a free society.

The latest move has been the banning of

happy hours in our great Commonwealth.

That one started in Springfield. Let me

clue you in on one of their flawless

reasons for doing so. You see, some

drunken moron ran over a guy in the park-

ing lot of the bar where he (the moron) had

been getting plastered. It turned out that

the place had been offering drink specials

at the time. Of course it wa.s the cheap

related teenage traffic deaths in the

period since the drinking age went up.

They are so busy patting themselves on the

back that they have not stopped to consider

that it might have come about because of

increased awareness of the crisis. That,

coupled with aggressive law enforcement

efforts, has done a lot more g(K)d than any

silly age restriction.

If we are going to keep the drunks off the

road, we are going to have to make them

scared to get behind the wheel in the first

place. 1 suggest that an automatic loss of

license for one year follow conviction on a

first offense. Add a stiff fine, community

service, alcohol education and court costs,

and we will have a much better system. Too

bad we have a legislature and a governor

who b)elieve in simple solutions to complex

problems.

William J. Spain is a Collegian colum-

yiist.
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Poor Bob Kievra, In his

Random Note {Collegian

Nov. 27) he spoke of how
isolated he felt from his

hometown in Vermont
because he'd changed while

he was away at UMass.

Now, his narrow-minded

Vt. friends no longer accept

him because he's college-

educated and has an entire-

ly new outlook on life.

Being a graduate student

here at the University, and

a native small-town Ver-

monter with a Vt. lineage

that goes back to the origins

of the state, I feel qualified

to offer Bob advice that may
help him, and others in his

situation:

1) Don't forget that

education is relative. Just

because you went to school

for four years doesn't

qualify you to pass judge-

ment on your friends'

aspirations in life. If they

awarded Master degrees

and Ph.d's for carpentry,

mechanical and farming
know-how, a lot of my
friends back home would be

holding doctorates.

2)Ju8t be yourself when
you go home and don't try

U) talk above your friend's

heads on a subject your cer-

tain they're unfamiliar with,

so you will appear "smart."

I don't mention anything

about what I'm studying

down here when I'm at

home. If they ask me, I ex-

plain briefly, in plain

English, and leave out the

technical jargon I know

they don't want to hear.

3)Don't live under the illu-

sion that you have to go to

college to "expand your

mind, and conquer new

horizons." When I was

home over the holidays, one

of my best friends had just

had his first son. He was ab-

solutely elated. You can

believe that the promise of

raising his son expands his

mind, and represents a new

horizon for him to conquer.

He doesn't need Philosophy

101.

4)Finally Bob. try going

home more often. You men-

tioned in your letter you

went home for the first time

in nearly a year. They pro-

bably question just how
much of a friend you really

are when you visit them on-

ly once a year. If you see

them only rarely, and then

ramble on about how great

college is and how enlghten-.

ed you are, of course they're

going to ingnore you,

especially Vermonters,
whom it's safe to say have a

low tolerance of change and

bullshit. Whei) you talk like

this to your friends back

home, you're implying they

don't know anything
because they didn't sign up

for four (five??) years of

drinking, partying, and oc-

casional reading and study-

ing, which is the curriculum

for lots of us when we're

undergrads. Hell, you don't

have to leave Vt. to do that,

Bob. Just ask your friends.

Dave JohiwoB
Aanherst
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Fine Arts^CenteraHallHuncert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SARAH VAUGHAN
SATURDAY, DEC. 1, SPAA

TICKETS: $13, $11, $9

iColleglan t

Call 413,545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 V7S4

HOttHOWOX MWOUCnOHS m AwockiHon wHh WA«rK)2
pfffsavTS

SUN. DEC 9

8 PM
S.U.B. UMASS

UMASS STUDENTS $10

GENERAL PUBLIC $12
UMASS 1 D KOUHKD WIIM $TUO€NI I.CKn

GEORGE THOROGOOD
THE DESTROYERS

„CKnS ON SMt AT flNI A»T$ CtNIfP S«.NGf.eLDCrvnC CtNTM

r«v:ro ::;:^;^:;;o"^;o CANS ^n.s o.^o^^ o^c»
-rnsoNSAiiAinKi'w^'"'- — -

;rSKO..OCAnO.S.HHO.H.AM.OHHCH^

Only Ar*a
App*aranc«
No Conn.

Dot*

TIckott

On Solo
Nowl

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

Listen to

WMUA
for ticket

giveaway

BLUES in the BLUEWALL
^t»eyc^lO^

PRESENTS

^'

NRBQ & THE WHOLE WHEAT HORNS
Frkkiy, November 30th at 8:00 p.m.

SPRINOHELD CIVIC CENTER

Tickets: $11.50 In Advance or $1230 At the Door

HORNOR-FOX PRODUCnONS In A»K>ckitk>n wHh WRSI

PrMenIs an Evening with

ARIO GUTHRIE
And SHENANDOAH

WITH SPEOAL GUEST

DAVID BROMBERG
SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY HALL
Ffiday, Decembef 14tt^ at 8:00 p.m.

Tickets $11.50 & $12.50

All TlCKin AVAEAMJ AT: SprlngftekJ Ovk: Center Boo( Offtce. All Stop & Shop

Supemxitots. Ptatterpus Hecsords m Vltestftekj & Norlhompton. UMots Rn# Arte

Ail Dcrtattx Outtete » All Ttetetron Outtete.

BicilwillF

MELLOW
FELLO

.^"

DOOR

Ticke* Charge

1-800-243-4842

Further Info

787-6600

MON. DEC. 3rd

BLUEWALL 10 pm
UMASS $4.00 PUBLIC $5.00

-Arts
,v.*.v.v.".v.v.
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Liquid metal
New Drawings & Sculpture

by Russell Jaques
Herter Gallery II

By MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

The latest bimetal sculptures by Russell Jaques glitter

around the inside of the Herter gallery. Jaques. who has

achieved national recognition for his work which includes

stage sets for the Boston Ballet and the National Ballet of

Canada, works in a double media, bronze and stainless

steel. From the striding Bocionical forms to the smaller

rhythmically writhing pieces, Jaques maintains a strength

of form consistent with his ideas of rhythmic and graceful

motion. As the press release states "the artist's interest in

dance is evident." One can see certain parallel with the

concerns of some of the constructivists. and possible

Brancussi.

Jaques" apparent experimentation with the use of the

plinth reflects a similar concern of the Constructivists.

There is a problem in tying these flashing forms down tc

earth and the gallery. They are heavy, yet their vitality

seems to defy gravity.

F:ven so I question the necessity of the perspex pimth.

The forms do not need the illusion of floating, and the fact

that the plinth is an attempt at an illusion undermines the

effect. It becomes a trick, not a very good one, and people

don't like having their intelligence insulted. So too with

the "Kirhoffer Vertical." One can't escape the image of a

lamp stand. You can either admit the plinth or reject it.

Anything lukewarm won't hold water.

Although they have an apparent transparency, the

reflective nature of the metals shimmers the edge. The

eye travels around the forms drawn by this lack of

definition. Narcissus would have loved these pieces,

although the distortion might have proved disturbing.

There is nothing nicer than the intimacy achieved between

the object and the viewer when the object reflects the

viewer in its own form, as if capturing the mind as well as

the body. The glitter principal is similar to Brancussi's

bird, a fine stretched out form, a gateway to the soul.

Jaques' surface is greater and draws one into the motion of

the form. It is the reflective property that gives rise to the

paradox of still motion.

It is difficult to tell if the drawings were done before or

after the pieces, not that it really matters as the .study of

one form leads to another. However, these drawings look

conirived. maybe because of the gaudy frames (why does

the framt- convention persist when it really isn't

necessary?!. There is something too finished about them,

that denies their claimed function. They certainly do not

possess the vitality of the scultpures. Where the fluidity of

the sculptures depends on a balance of form and material,

the harnessing of the motion and the image, the drawings

do not express the motion. They are too static, as if

confined by the pencil marks.

All the same it was impressive show; maybe a little too

precious, some pieces a little too pretty (someone men

tioned "over grown jewelry"). You can't deny the per

fection of some of the surfaces. I did see the join once or

twice, and although it might seem irrelevant to pick such

flies, the pieces when the strive for that sort of perfection

set the precedent.

Boston band the Del Fuegos (above) headline a

show featuring Barrence Whitfield and the

Savages and the Mongrel Puppy at the Rusty Nail

in Sunderland on Thursday November 29.

artslines,,.
Renowned British playwright Arnold Wesker will appear

at the Curtain Theatre of the P^ine Arts Center on

November 29 from 2:30 to 5:00 PM. Wesker will read from

his most recent play,/lnme Wobbler, which recently

opened on Ixjndon's West End. A discu.ssion moderated by

David Knauf of the UMass Theatre faculty will follow. The

presentation is partially funded by the School of

Humanities and Fine Arts of the University and is open to

the public free of charge.

The Grecaurt Review, a literary journal of Smith College

published each .-ipring on a non profit basis, is now inviting

submissions of poetry, fiction, photography and other

artwork. The only requisite for submitting work is that

the material be original and not already subject to any

rights. Anyone may submit work to be considered

anonymously by the staff. All typed submissions and

artworks may be mailed to Noray Mulvaney, editor. Haven

House. Smith College, Northampton MA 01063. Each

submittor should include his or her name and return ad-

dress; all work will be returned suvsequent to publication

of the 198.') journal. The deadline for all submissions is

March 5. 198.5.

Auditions for the premiere of Columbus, a new play by

Robert Kornhiser will be held Sunday. December 2, in the

Hampden Theatre, Southwest, UMa.ss and Monday,

December 3 at the Northampton Center for the Arts, both

from 7 10 pm. This play, ba.sed upon the journals of the

great explorer, will be ca.st and directed by Richard

Hardin, who holds numerous Off Broadway and regional

theatre credits. There are several male roles and one

female indian non speaking role. Performances are

scheduled for February and March. For more information

phone Eugene Warner of Jackie Hunt at .545 2803 between

10 am and 4 pm daily.

Happy Hour
Going Away Party

75' Well Drinks - All NAll Night
No Cover

NBA Action - Celtics vs Rockets 8 PM
This Friday:

WOMEN'S AEROBIC CONTEST
$250.00 Cash Prize - from 9-10 PM

Sponsored by the Pioneer Weight Club 584-2175

Changes Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

New metal music
Belfegore "a fiasco'*,

Autograph "a rehash"

Belfegore
Belfegore
Elektra/Asylum Records

Sign in Please

Autograph
RCA Records

By FIELDING REINBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

This self titled debut release has virtually no redeeming

qualities, and anyone foolish enough to spend his money on

this fia.sco deserves to listen to it. Contrary to vocalist

Meikel Clauss's .claims( "We're super wild!"). Belfegore

(whose name comes from a German horror series) drones

mercilessly.

Nearly all of the album's nine songs sound the same: the

deathmanh beat rarely varies, and the lyrics are literally

indistinguishable. The band borrows from A Flock of

Seagulls and AC/DC to create its unique sound, which can

best be described as "surprisingly ineffective.
"

Over producer ('onny Plank should also be blamed, in no

small way. for this sterile, bland experience.

Vocalist/leader Claus says the band formed because all

three members were "looking for a totally new direction."

Unless they keep looking. Belfegore will never be anything

more than the answer to a trivia question

O. lAis Angleles! City of Angels! Fame, fortune.

Hollywood! A melting pot of culture and style!

Oh. Los Angeles. "An imperfect city in an imperfect

world." th«' only city to dtn-lare smog a legal citizen, the

home of countless waterpnwf heavy metal bands. . .

Autograph is forged from the latter. The band and their

debut relea.se are nothing more than a rehash of shit rock

cliches. Their album cover is hardly original: the front

sports a pseudo -sci fi illustration and hip band logo; the

back is adorned with pretty boy photographs of all the

band members. The contents are no better.

"Nighte<-n and Non Stop," "Turn Up the Radio." and "My

(Girlfriend's Boyfriend Isn't me," some of the albums more

horrendous cuts, serve as a perfect backdrop for the band's

high school lyrics:

Day in, <lay nut, all week long

Things go better with rock.

The only time I'll turn it down
Is when I'm sleepin'it off. . .

It gets worse. The band sings of Harlequin Romances,

lonely nights by the phone, and the "Thrill of Love" in a

sincere, heartfelt number which contains this lyric gem:

It 's an ageless recipe.

Human equation A phis B . . .

Sign in Please is not a armplete write off. It will probably

appease 'the real rockers." and will probably sell just

enough so that the band can afford a follow-up. Thank you.

Los .Xngeles.

DaytonTires

SNOW
TIRES

POLVESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

$ 00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest

PAVMCNf PI *N ON 0*-*^')**

nf vol ^W¥, OHAAOE CM

A78-13

E78 14

F78 14

G78 14

G78-15

H78-15

34.00

44.CrO

45.00

48.00

45.00

48.00

34
A78- 13

RADIAL
White Wall

Si/e Price

P155/80R13

P165/80RI3

P185/80R13

PI95/75R14

P205/75R15

P215/75R15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

credit

established
in rvinules

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

'Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704
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Give the gift of big sound from Nova

this Christmas — while the price is right!

SALE THRU SATURDAY

Nova AM/FM stereo cassette boom box
#%#^ Nova lets you listen alone or share the sound with

^99 <his stereo cassette player/recorder. Built-in condenser
' microphone, left/right volume control. Record off stereo

radio or live! AC/DC. ^SCR20
BatteriM not included.

Nova personal-size radio to take anywhere!

9
Your own private sound chamber at a great price! AM/FM

stereo with lightweight headphones. Small enough to fit in

your coat pocket. Easy-to-read dial and belt-clip. #SR70

Batteries not included.

Hvpercumcula

COMMUNICATIONS
CLUB HAS A MEETING
TODAY AT 4:00-in E 32B

Maohmer! We will be

discussing INTERCOM our

newsletter, \V M U A ,

Headline News, and many,

many other interesting

things. EVERYONE EN
COURAGED TO ATTEND!

OLDER STUDENTS-
MEETING—Meet other

older students in the

relaxing atmosphere of the

Faculty Club (behind

Morrill). 4-7 p.m.

"DOSTOEVSKY'S NOTES
FROM UN
I)ER(;ROUND"-Vladimir
Kilenkin will speak about

"I)ost<K'vsky*s Notes from
Underground.

'

Mr.
Bilenkin wrote his thesis on

the subject. This talk will be

in Russian with English

translation. Fiegins at 7:00

p.m. in Herter301.

SPANISH CLUB CON
VERSATION
HOUR-Come to the

Spanish Club's conversation

hour and speak Spanish in

an informal setting. All

levels. Beginners to native

speakers are invited.

Refreshments served. 4th

floor lobby of Herter Hall

from 2:;i0 to 4:30 p.m.

CONCERT: UMASS
SYMPHONY BAN
D- Conducted by Malcolm

W. Rowell. Jr., the 80

member band will perform a

variety of seUn'tions, in

eluding Hanson's "Chorale

and Alleluia." with guest

conductor Walter Chesnut

and guest appearance by

Mt. Greylo<k H.S. Sym
phony Band and Wind
Ensemble. Free admission.

K:00 p.m. at Fine Arts

(Center Concert Hall.

MORTAR BOARD

Vz Price
S Perm Special
When you bring a

friend
One perm is full price— the other perm is !^ price

Total value $20.00 by appt. exp 1 1 /30/84

offer valid with this coupon

IStvlcS bV i^^^^65 University I>x

Deborah l5^^Hfl549-5610

Weather Beaters
We<ither the storm m warm, winterproof txxDts

Olympian's timely boot sale lets you kick out the snow and cold

Shop at Olympian Then gi\^ wmter the boot

the Christmas store with a difference

Extra shopping

hours now until

Christmas!

Unutualljr h«avy dvfntndi majr

raquirt our Mttini r*a*on«bl«

quJiitity Iwnitt on wxn* o* tha

rt«mi in laimatt to »ll cu»«om«f»

^^^ ^H the Christmas store with a ditte

BradHMSS
^tmmmam^mt

MaslcrCanI
\ VISA

"^I^F-^^^- fML- . J

One of The Slop & Shop Companies

Sii.-.;, ..;••. ' tXKit

with rur)bef foot

Men s Hod women's si/e

Rcq 23 99

^

./ 7 \ /
h

^iHAiPiMAf"
I

V /
..

. ,

1 ^ yx^thrh/eoncompetltton.
i^ ^' / r~ iHampjhlre M.ill. Rte 9. Hadley

/

>

'/

MEETING-Mandatory
Mortar Board for all

members. Selections.

Happy Hour with ALD and

the Dean to be discussed.

ALL MEMBERS MUST
ATTEND! H::30 p.m. at

(!anipus ('enter.

ANTI RACISM
TEAMCome join us. 4:30

p.m.at CC90L
ISRAELI FOLK DAN
CING— A special session

this week to make plans for

forminK a troupe to perform

throughout New England.

7:30 p.m. beginners. 8:30

p.m. all others, Com
mon wealth Room. SII.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
MEETING -Professor Tom
Arny will speak on "The

Dusty Cosmos." Plus, visit

to Orchard Hill Obser

vatory. weather permitting.

Everyone is welcome. Free

coffee and doughnuts. 7:30

p.m. at Grad Tower R<K)m

10,*«.

Change your
tires NOW .

SJ.9S
4

per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Ston
78 Suoderlaod Rd No Kirtyitt. MA

549-4704

,» -»-

CELTICS vs HOUSTON

$1.00 WELL DRINKS
PIZZA $2.99

j

n

r\

vJlL'

1

Uncommon Plants

For Home, Gifts,

and Greenhouse

.•^'
.t

^/

Summit Tours presents .

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
JANUARY 5-12, 1985

COMPLETE PACKAGE IHCLUDES:

• ROUHDTHIP AIR FROM NEW YORK TO DENVER
• ROUNDTBIP TRANSFERS FROM DENVER TO VAIL
• 7 NIGHTS DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS AT VAIL

VILLAGE CONDOMINIUMS
• 5 DAT LIFT TICKET AT VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
• SKI JAMBOREE PARTY WITH FREE REFRESHMENTS
• SKI RACE WITH AWARDS AND PRIZES
• PROFESSIONAL STAFF ON LOCATION
• ALL TAXES AND GRATUITIES INCLUDED

$459
COMPLETE
PACKAGE

t'

SPACE IS LIMITED !! SIGN UP NOW !! Z]

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
JIM

546-9164
r
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In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!
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ST PLACE

GRAND PRIZE
I

/£.;.

Win and you and a friend

will spend a one week spr-

ing break vafatiim in either

Vail, Colorado or Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida. It's

your choice, t^astfiak will

provide airline tickets, hotel

accomodations. $r-){H) in

spending money and an

Ka-slpak Kuropa Backpack

to bring back all your

memories. $2100 value.

ND
PLACE
PRIZE

C'<ime in secon<l and you're

one tif llie three lucky peo-

ple who'll receive a I'nivega

l.vsfH-ed touring bike, and

Eastpak Cross Country

Pak'r II Backpak and a set

of Eastpak's toplinebicycle

accessories. $500 value.

Entries must
be received

by Nov. 30th.

TH
PLACE
PRIZE

You and 24 other people

lucky enough to finish

fourth will each carry off

Eastpak's Europa Pak, and

internal frame cf)nvertible

travel pack. $9.5 value.

5
TH
PLACE
PRIZE

RD
PLACE
PRIZE

Be one of the ten third place

finishers and you'll receive a

five piece as.<5ortment nf

HasJpak's quality backpacks
,1-t ^ \\-A^<-~ >l!!'."i vahi*'.

If you're one of the fifty

fifth-place finishers, then

you'll be taking home
Eastpak's Cordura and
leather Cross Country Pak'r

li Day Pack. $35 value.

ENTRY BLANKS AVAILABLE AT THE

0nNIVERSITY\
SmSTORE-

«̂«

On-Campus & Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches ^
• Foot-Long Subs =

• Fresh Soups & Salads ^
• Bagels & box =

•N.Y. Cheesecake =

THt i
AMHERST m

^^^ DELICATESSEP<_ _1

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549^14
Open Mon.iat.. 9 a.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun., W

llllllllllll

'AfjEjf

DOUBLE FEATURE CINEMA

= Wednesday thru Saturday ^

g The Graduate

M Risky Business

7:00 a
9:00^

DOWNTOWN AMHEl

Coast into "THE SPOKE"
j

Wednesday and Thursday
\

SPECIALS
I

9 oz. drafts 45*^
|

with a shot (little guy) i

of Peppermint Schnapps \

$1.40 j

November Special
\

St. Pauli Girl $1.25
|

Pius our regular low
j

low prices
\

P.C. on us.
j

f The Spoke 35 East Pleasant St.

Amherst

A drinkery to meet,

relax and enjoy.

.J

estaurant
check out

our happy hour
munchie menu

dallv!

WEDNESDAY IS foronly

PASTA NIGHT $4.25

li

=K =»*= =M=

includes spaghetti with a choice of homemade

meatball, sausage, fresh eggplant, sauteed

mushrooms, or broccoli served with salad or soup,

bread and butter, and a glass of wine or beer

Happy Hour 3-6, 9-close Tues-Sun

2 in 1 drinks

55 University Drive. Amherst 549-5713

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

OPEN RUSH
All University Men Invited

TONIGHT Nov. 28, Dec. 4

9-11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House) J
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By Garry Trudeau
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Today('s Weather

Weather
Today - partially sunny

with a high of 55. '

Tonight - cloudy with a

chance of rain.

Tomorrow — Clearing with

highs in the middle 50s.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Nuclear Broach By NRC-Q
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Bat Brain
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Gorde
By Gorde

H5r BASlESf THIS IS ''lIUMITH

eORDE." C^ORPE IS OUTf
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ToPAY'S issue: a TV SHOiO-
''FltUOER OF COSTACUES. "
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D.C. Menu
Lunch

Hamburger on Roll

Eggroll/Fried Rice

Due Sauce, Soy Sauce

Basics Dinner
Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes with Sauce

Baked Co<i

with lemonWedge
Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

Bread Buffet

Dinner
Roast Top Round of

Beef/Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod
with Lemon Wedge

Eggs with Sharp Chees^
Cold Plate

Bread Buffet

Basics Lunch
Golden Burgers

Eggroll/Fried Rice

Due Sauce, Soy Sauce
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It's a Cold Day
in December. .

it will be even colder if your a winter

runner, so now is the time to sprint into

Sport Spot for marathon savings

featuring the latest winter active wear:

Polypropylene

Running Tights

and Turtlenecks
by Speedo and Jogbra

. . .a great gift idea for botfi men & women

JogmittM mittens with water

repellent breathable, Gore-Tex® fabric

with reflective strip

. , .great for both runners
and cross country skiers

Wrist Runner wrap-around wallet keeps keys and

money secure. . .a great stocking stuffer,

for these and more great savings dash into Holiday Hours:
.—.,. ,^^. -..-^^

Mon-Fri 10-9

ax zx az zx zs as zz: =q

$$$$$ STUDENTS $$$$$
Earn extra money

during semester break.

Inventory takers -

$5.00 per hour to start

RGIS inventory specialists is the nation's largest inventory ser-

vice with 150 district offices nationwide. January is our busiest

month. Average 20-40 hours a week. Weekends and night

availability necessary.

To be considered, you must have phone, means of transporta-

tion, pass a math test, be dependable. No prior experience is

required, paid training provided. Unlimited openings in

Eastern Mass. Reps from these offices will be on-

campus December 5.

Boston North 938-9269 Boston South 849-3500

Worcester 366-6471

See Student Employment for interview schedule.
J

personal checks accepted
A n

Sat 10-6

Sun 10-5

IN THE CAMPUS PLAZA the spot for your RUNNING needs

Next to Super Stop & Shop, Rte 9. HadleyAmriersi L^e

Seniors & Graduates!

Lookingfor a
Career?
Kegister with (he

Career Placement
Registry

The Nation's Employment Network

lh«' (PR coniputen/t^d emploviinMU net

vvuik will make voui ncsunu- ducttly

availahle to over 50.000 MihstiilKM-s

kxalctl in husinesses laige and small—

rcMMicli tirniN. atxtwnting and tiiun< iai

oiganizalions iMjhlishing conipaniCN ad

veiliMiig af<i'niies. govrmnient anemiev

and imiltmalKiniil (tJiiH)ialH)nN inducling

the Korluiu- KKK)

lotal (ttsl IS ()nl\ S«(K).

lo tuMi out nvnv alMHit CPR, jiisl (i»nipl«-lc

and I I'tiim tlie aHi|»on

For Faster Actlim

Call loll-Free 1 -800-36H-3093

In Virginia (703» 6H3-IOH5

IP^ GRAND OPENING
Amherst's Newest Friday

HAPPY HOUR

featuring

BSV
«jir«MT rlarniH-iil HrKiHlry. Im .

:UI2 Swann Xvrnur
Vli-tandria. \ iriKinia 2230I

017

CLIFF MEYERS

dttEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^' ....? ?k."h«^^ - 3:45 . Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advanc^-. 5 consecutive days 5% d.scount

Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday

• 10 r-nnsecutive days 10% discount

J:30 • Cash in advanc6"'"» 5 consecutive days 5% discount

15~C0nsecutive days 15% discount * phone number free

\

AUDIO FOR RENT
"qayiTlemian LOtT

u- ROOMMATE WANTED

Starao Pioneer 180 watt speaker.

$2S0/pair: Sansui audio mixer »1*p. Sansu.

cassette declt »250 Tom 665 8360

(Sunderland) ^
St

AUTO FOR SALE

laaO DsMun 210 4 door 6 speed 41 mpg

good conditior^ $2900 665-3996

iSTReiwutt Le Car (delunel •2900 cell

549-6812

Itre Fl« 131 5 speed 44.a»mite» "^
clutch end water pump recently tebum

engine and transmission Blaupunkt stereo

and air conditioning gOod txJ^V exP^^^

maintained by original owner 1450 or oesr

oHer call Jon 266-125^ ^
72 Cutlees^orripletelv rebuilt egine rwy*

tires »9B0-will c«lnsHJ«^' trade 1 617

WTjgl ", •
-J .

Toyota CoroNa 77 Good body/ Runs w«ll J

New muffler Two extra snow
''[f«

»" r;^?, 1

1500» Paolo home 2S3 2964 work 54&0431^

74 Chavy Lafuna S3 gd cond must sell

»1200 asis54i-a929

1t77 Homat k automatic 4 dr totally ex^

cellent thruout low miles the one you ve
(

bean lookirnj «» »12l» 283-7189

Apt for rant. 2 bedroom apt. Main

Amherst »49B.OO plus. 1 year

256-6160 ssk for Kevin

Lg'rm Nortiiwood oide7 student for spring

and summer call Tracy 666-4931 for more in

fo
,

Bedroom in house. 200 + , Jan 1 Sept 1

(or longer! no partiM. no pats, no smoking

549-6746

ForR*nt: f bedroomapt in No. Amherst 2

mi from campus on bus route avail Jan 1st

$288/ mo fully furnished (opti call Jeff

5497569 '

rorTraeponalWa paoplafor a very lV9«

bedroom in a studious house tn North

Amherst, 1 V4 miles from campus on bus

route 649-K79 keep trying

—»i

;T>Sl>ei^es Qey Alltanca hosts » social

\IZ, each wed. from 3 to & Bu«n«s

i meetings are at 630 each Thur. Ch»ckthe

i Campus Center schedule for room numbers

i New people are welcome and are encoureg

i ed to attend'

HELPI HELM HELPt

OiTd Bracalat V^'T^ITT^h'^'"'
Please return call 546-5375 »»»jeward

Somewhere batwaan the Of«ke and the

Maie. two keys Reward Sally 54fr 561

3

1 Rieponslble mala to share Colonial Village

("pT^en, Available immed. /January

} 256 0078 eves

\ One bedroom for 1 or 2 irwle/female in

1 Crestviow 549 7837

(Help us
! semester

nnd en apartmant for Spring

Mimaner 4 girls seeking en apartmnt as

:^"To camp^us as P<>-i*-?/'»^«^:,^"!,
fton or Brandywine. Call

S'^J^Lildl
546-7422 or Sue or Katie at 546-1146

\

fhTmowla Mad Ma« SUB">rklay 5. 7, 9,

11

ARSALK

• Eam«-7 an hour. Must be 18 or oWar,

S have own inwired reliable car^Apply in per

i son: Domino's Piaa Rt 9 Hadley

1 jtoii^'taking applications forfall ar^par

__^ r time positions Must be 18 or oWer Apply m

itew twin bad MDdressar MO wicker chair J pB^on Doniino^s Piua^t 9M»«^

28 call 549 1168 A oi;;i^mant Joba. •16.869 •60^'^
M^vinl ^T^usTeii^ 73 <M* ax cood many } Now htrino Your area Cell B05«7«OU

^7irt.«"2S0cll&49^'88 . I .., R-96l5

iiiiH Tooth dWvefS ^l-'
.^„»,™^i

tudge and chocolate to f°"J_^°*^"11^
niisin cookies with each ordw if you men-

tion this ad 266-8102

i To take over laasa ASAP naad female to

J share Brittany Manor apt with 2 J!*? "Li
; female all terrific roommates

U

^ll 2S&1»J

: Roommate wanted to sahre one room in

i Bnnany Manor 263-3140

: SERVICES

OEF. Would you imila

you babe. J^ove L.

magaiines Write P^^Sox 546 Af*her«

MA 01004 or ca«j46-6073

WETThariiurfor always being by my side

ILY BUN

.
,

rT^at Vourealf IBM profeaaijr*! tjgnfl

?Y^n«)wllov» V Romance languages^Svkanne^278»_^

"7^iLEtwfNTEg_

I mtersession call after 10 pm 546«92

TRAVEL

COUNCIL THAVEL/cTeE USA s II

student /budget travel agency Free catalog.

Call (6171 266^1926 or write. 729 Boylston

St Suite 201, Boston. MA 02116

Collage New Yeirs Perty Expraas to

Montreal Only »49 I ' » 19 tax and servicel

Deperts Dec 30th raturns January 1 Price

. includes round trip transportstion via

temperature controlled motor coach. 3

days 2 nights at the Shertx>urg Hotel m
downtown Montreel Price baaed on quad

occupar>cy option #1: »15 additional. New

Years Eve at the fanrxKis CMd Munk*
! Restaurant, including transportation, and

complimentary toest, hats, noisemekers,

fevors end dancing to the music of an

authentic Germen bress bend. Optton f2:

»29 additional 5 hours of open bar with free

buffet at selective night clubs in downtovwi

Montraal No personal checks please Final

payment due 2 weeks before departure.

Town Tours and Travel 482 Mam St.

MeWan MA 02148 1*17 321 3983

pS,;;7st.n-d.rd PA Amp .rtd_C0jumn. Artl« n^;;-.-Jor ^o^^^'^Oo.'*

entertainment"

no i,oiumns • Artlat neeoan «». "^"^ZTt j.!^^r
AMP-W w«... 4 chann-s. rrrerb and

\
l^'^^^;,^:^: \Z^^T.,

S;u'J:fnTSi.noh,shW<.4-1«.inchwoof;2:
)
^"^ "JSi^X'*''

"^^ "'""^

three wyeeter, m each, all in excejierit coo* / Commons. 54MBB0

loud, clear, sound »675 can

PHOPESSIQ^i
typing se«

lAL
'

'ICE

tion.

WICKED AND WILD OJJi »^„^ ]

visual entertainment for theWj_584 671^
^

SiSTADIsc PackAVIdao Entertain^;

mam A»ancy DiscK>ckeys •"^''^'^
screen vktao parties for the five college area I

648-7144 ____——)
At tha Caotfum thii Sundiv Dacambar 2 .

Call Stava S4«h644e |

1^17-484-2323 evenings

needed for

"liAMES CONVENTION

Rnard oemes. Fantasy Role Playing

,

Kuri* OftDD-cJ^^^f-;^
M^ For more mformatton, call Stava

e.«M or Tom 6-S200

; Publicity Coordinator —

-

J Southwe« Arw Gov't. Writing
»"^f>;'°[»'

) ekiHs necesaery. A-ti«.c ability he^fulAp ,

' plicatkjns available at the SWAG Office,
|

Hamodan Commonsj46-08e0

iiSr Holiday Money. The Upper Cri«t

needs piiia cooks and drivers aaip piaase

i A«^ upper CnjstPtae 71 N PHasant St

I /SKlwtTdoofs down from Oelanoe

Papars. „m..m.^~.-~-—-.-—.
on campus, tow rata* guarantaad

taoca Nancy 584-7924 __^

= 1

WANTED

ROOM WANTED

One slAB** womantookina for o« c«mpua

houamp starting Jan 1 call 64X267

Hatp I nattl a room In tha Amharst area

beginning in January I am •"jyiTS.*^
studious CaH Sandy- at .772-8819 or

772-0281

,h« yo«r apt in Jan? ""rt^^j^
needs 1 or 2 bedroom apt for Interseeeion

.

Wendi 646-4807

Wnter Sublet Spring Optton North»»ood

Apts can 886-M58^ainata

iiiiirsaeslon aublat 2-3 people

TovKnahouee can S48-S631
.

fHiiii'i'^ for J-"i_P5* South

Amharsl can after 7 00 PM 253-2986

Hava? Books. t»o»Ba about Portuguaaa and

Paacal? i naad tham John 6-7146

WANTED TO RENT

for January

nSSiiomapartmant^doMtogmpj-, .

wbMUng for spring eemeater cal 2884101
J

lAoklng tor a gutot i>on anjoklng »««••

to share a bedroom In Brittany Apt ci«

263^13
fyvo^farr>alas naad apt

plaaae caM Cheri 648 -4868

Wemafnooking for ona bedroom.

prafaraWy m Pufflon area. '^''\J^^
rm raaponaWe and neet Trtea 5484822

between 4:004:38 pm

h J^
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Senior tri^.pUin Chri. Cl«k.. one of New E„gl«,d'» b..l butterfly.™, will l.«l IIM«. this season. The

Minutemen open Saturday with Lowell.

Minuteman swimmers aim
forNew England dominance
'"most potential ever'' for UM
By NANCY A.BDKAR
Collegian Staff

The Black Dot.

When a swimmer on the University of Massachusetts

men's swim team is guilty jf a false start, he gets the Black

Dot.

The other team members, armed with kickboards, form

an aisle that the guilty party must run through, with

predictable results.

The Black dot may just be a gimmick to motivate the

swimmers but it demonstrates the enthusiasm the

Minutemen have this season. Their goal, the New England

title.

"In all my years here, this season has more potential than

ever." Russ Yarworth, the coach for six years said. "My

job is to let them know that they can do it. I want them to

have that killer instinct and work towards the common

goal of the New England Title."

Yarworth is confident and deservedly so. "We've got the

three best butterflyers in New England: Mike Minutoli, (a

tri-captain) Chris Clarke and Craig Fuller. We have such

depth in the butterfly that it's going to be tough for other

teams to compete," he said.

Fuller, a junior transfer student from the University of

Iowa, 'has the ability to win two or three events at the

New Englands and Atlantic 10 championships, " Yarworth

said.

"I'd like to do my best and shave times and Id like to

qualify for at least three events in the New Englands and

the Atlantic 10," Fuller said.

But Fuller is not alone in his expertise. Sophomore Mike

Hoover, a sprint freestyle and breaststroker. is "looking

real strong in the water. " "He has the power and the

talent and we're looking for him to put it all together." Rich

Bishop, also a sophomore, had shoulder surgery in the off-

season for a torn rotator cuff. "He's just starting to come

around." Yarworth said.

Freshmen will contribute a great deal to the team also.

Jim Flannery, recruited two years ago, has decided to take

Yarworth up on the offer just this year. "He's lookmg re^

hot," Yarworth said. Tony Baker is "a really good

breaststroker with some knee problems. If he can over^

come them, he will be a contender for the New England

titles." the coach said. .n i

In addition to Clarke, tri captains BiU Feeney and Paul

McNeil add depth to the team. With McNeU standing close

by, Yarworth joked, "We're looking for him to have the

year that is expected of a tri-captain semor of his cahber.

He's like an MX missile ready to explode."

Additional strength is gained from the team's divers,

freshman Keith Pisani and junior Pat Mullen. "They re

good divers. Mullen has come a long way since his fresh-

man year. They're important to the meet,' Yarworth said.

"We're aiming for first because of the talent that we

have," Yarworth admitted. "We'll easily get top five but if

you're in the top five you should be able to challenge the

top position." "You've gotta work hard but you've gotta

have fun."

Sports information photos

Iowa transfer Craig Fuller is a key for UMass.

Thegood
andthe bad-
footbalV84

By PETER ABRAHAM
and GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It began September 1 in Amherst and ended November

17 at the same location. It included trips to three states

and countless hours in a Chevrolet Impala. From Ball

State to New Hampshire, the 1984 Umversity of

Massachusetts football season.

The votes are in:

Best Play: Linebacker Dave Cavanaugh's one yard in-

terception return for a touchdown against Boston

University. It took all of 1.2 seconds and must have

established some kind of record.

Best Quarterback: Rhode Island's Tom Ehrardt. This

guy can toss with the best. Smooth, poised and efficient.

Best Running Back: Boston University's Paul Lewis.

The compact senior can run the power game, or look

sweet breaking the long run. Richmond's Greg Grooms

and UNH's Andre Garron are close behind.

Best Quote: Both by UM coach Bob Stall. In Delaware

the articulate StuU muttered "I have no more quotes"

and after the Richmond game he was heard to utt^r,

"We got our asses kicked."

Best Game: New Hampshire, 20-14 for the good guys.

Everything was done well, defensively, offensively and

by the coaches. Hardnosed football at its best.

Worst Game: At Maine, a 20-7 loss. A debacle, an em-

barassment a slap in the face to the program. Let's

forget about it.

Best Band: UMass' no doubt about it.

Best Rendition of the "Star Spangled Banner" The

radio crew from WMUA at Holy Cross. The Crusader

Band wasn't loud enough so Wayne added a little im-

promptu sound effects. It went unappreciated by the

v^nnner of the next category:

Worse Sports Information Director: Gregg Burke,

Holy Cross. Any guy who puts his name in writh the Holy

Cross logo is on a power trip. We waited 45 minutes for

football stats, and he gave the "college" media one vote

(between eight guys) for the game's MVP. A real winner.

Best Sports Information Director: UMass's own

Howard Davis. He runs the best pressbox in New

England. Quick stats, lots of pre-game notes, announces

records over speakers and turns up the heat when its

cold. Love him or hate him, but he's the best.

Best Press Box Food: UMass and BU. Davis features

hot dogs, soda and coffee throughout the contest. BU's

Ed Carpenter has a nice halftime sandvdch (roast beef

and cheese) with chips, soda and cookies.

Worst Halftime Food: Holy Cross. Mr. Burke has

soggy sandwiches on a sesame sed roll, in a Burger King

box he must have gotten for free by the gross. Low class

eats.

Best pre-game activity: Running around the empty

airport in Bangor Maine. There's nothing to do in Maine

exceDt..,.

Best Bar: The Bar Harbor Hilton's place: Cheap

drafts, good football ta'k, right down the hall.

Best post-game activity: Holy Cross' party. Everyone

in purple, but a definite good time.

Worst Quote: "Excuse me sir, where are the women in

this hotel," by an unnamed WMUA sportscaster in

Maine. There were none.

Weirdest Sign: "12 minute parking" in Delaware. Not

10, not 15, 12. Exactly. 12.

Best Fan Quote: "He missed the tag, he missed the

tag," by a partisan alone in a section by himself at Holy

Cross. One too many drafts or what pal?

Most Knowledgeable Crowd: Delaware. These folks

have a tradition for winners and appreciate it.

Worst Crowd: UMass. Half the people are in the park-

ing lots, the other half are waiting to see the band. Three

guys remember Vic Fusia and keep telling stories about

Greg Landry and the Redmen. A hurting bunch.

Best Bet:

Bol in Springfield

He's 7-6 (that's right seven feet six in-

ches), he scored 22 points and had 20

rebound (none blocked shdts) in his first

college game and he's coming to the

Pioneer Valley.

He's Mante Bol from the University of

Bridgeport via Sudan. The tall African

will face Springfield College tonight at

7:30 p.m. Follow the signs from Rt. 91 to

see college hoop's latest sensation.

UAB AP
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP) Coach Gene

Hartow caught a cold in Alaska but the

weather didn't bother his Alabama

Birmingham basketball team. which

jumped into the Associated Press college

rankings Tuesday after winning the Great

Alaska Shootout.

The Blazers defeated Tenessee and two

ranked teams. No. 2 Illinois and No. 19

Kansas, at Anchorage and were rewarded

with the No. 13 spot in this week's poll.

The defending national champion,

(ieorpetown, remained No. 1 with 55 of the

57 firstplace votes from a panel of sport

swriters and broadcasters. DePaul moved

from third to second, followed by St. John's

Georgetown opened its season in Hawaii

with victories over Hawaii-Hilo and Hawaii-

Loa and opens at home Saturday against

Southern Connecticut.

DePaul won its first game under new

Coach Joey Meyer, a one-point decision

over Northern Illinois. DePaul got one of

the first place votes not given to

Georgetown and got 941 points in the poll

compared to Georgetown's 1.127

St. John's, its season not started yet. got

859 points and Duke, which got the other

firstplace vote, was fourth with 838 points.

Memphis State got 775 points, followed by

Louisville, which jumped to sixth froml7th

by defeating then-No.4 Indiana. Illinois,

Washington, Southern Methodist and

Oklahoma.

The Second Ten includes North Carolina

State. Indiana, Alabama Birmingham,

Syracuse. Virginia Tech. Louisiana State,

Arkansas, Georgia Tech, North Carolina

and Nevada-Las Vegas and Kansas, tied tor

20.

I»

See inside for the pull-out 'Dining Special' section
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Senators grant exemption,

approve attorney general
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate,

meeting for the first time since Nov. 14, last

night approved a new student attorney

general, granted an exemption to Boltwood

project members for missing their budget

proposal deadline, and rejected a motion to

list senate speakers on either an overhead

projector or chalkboard.

Senators approved Pia Giamasi. who was

recommended by the Student Government

Association search committee, as new
student attorney general Susan (iladwin.

Gladwin is leaving the University of

Massachusetts at the end of the semester.

According to a press release issued by the

SGA President's Office, Giamasi was

selected as a "result of a very broad and

successful search," in which many "talented

applicants were interviewed."

"Pia has worked in the Attorney General's

office for the past six months, and com

mands a strong working knowledge of the

University and student judicial systems."

the report stated. She is a junior legal

studies major and becomes the third at

lorney general this semester.

Gladwin updated the senate about what

she has done since her appointment in

September, which included work with the

residential area head advocates on student

notification of disciplinary pretrial

hearings, and drafting an updated Code of

Student Conduct.

The SGA president's press release stated

that (iiamasi would continue working in

these areas.

tJiamasi was not able to attend last night's

me«»ting, according to SGA co president

Rick I'atrick.

In other business, senators agreed to

permit Boltwood Project members to

submit their 1985 budget proposal after the

Nov. 19 deadline set by the SGA budgets

committee. According to budget committee

chairman Joseph Sparks. Boltw<K)d I'roject

supervisor Karen Brewer did not submit a

budget until Nov. 21 because she had not

brt'n notified of the deadline.

The Bollw(H)d Project is a student

volunteer organization which works with

patients at the Belchertown State Soh<K»l, ;t

state run institution for the develop

menlaUy and physicaUy disaWed.

UMass student examining
new solar heating method

IN A FOG— Students trudge through gloomy fog yesterday morning

along hill near Central Residential Area. coiieitian ph«u. by Micheii* seg*ii

Author Opposes genetic engineering
Genetic engineering, natural resource and

energy consumption, and economics will be

the topics discussed by author and social

theorist Jeremy Rifkin in his lecture, "The

Age of Transition. " tonight.

The lecture, sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program, will be at 8

p.m. in room 131 of Morrill Auditorium.

Rifkin. opponent of genetic engineering,

obtained a California court order that

blocked genetically altered bacteria from

being released into the environment.

Rifkin. 39. has used congressional

testimony. television appearances,

speeches and lawsuits to discuss what he

considers to be the dangers of genetic

engmeermg.
Rifkin. who has no formal training in

science, is concerned that the advancing

field of biotechnology will unleash

dangerous organisms into the environment.

Biotechnology is the science of modifying

genetic material, the molecules on which all

plant and animal life are based.

He also fears that altering human genes in

an effort to cure disease will lead to

alteration of the human species.

Rifkin is the author of several books in

eluding. Who ShotUd Play God, Entropy: A
New World View and Algeny. He has

appeared on television progiams such as

"The Today Show." "Phil Donahue" and

"Good Morning, America." -Tom Middleton

ByJIM AVf:RILL
Collegian Staff

The viability of a new type of solar heating

system will be the subject of a study to be

conducted by a mechanical engineering

major this winter at the Solar Habitat at

the University of Massachusetts.

The Solar Habitat is an alternative energy

systems test facility at Orchard Hill.

Peter Skillman. a senior from Chestnut

Hill, will evaluate the performance of a

direct gain solar heating system installed

yesterday compared to the method of

gaining heat from water.

The direct gain method uses 4 by 2 foot

heating panels 6 inches thick, with an

aluminum frame surrounding an aluminum

absorber. The panels are covered by a low

iron tempered glazing. The aluminum

absorbs the sun's heat and the glazing

prevents the heat from escaping the panels,

which are embedded in the roof. Fans

inside the building circulate the heat

conducted via the panels throughout the

building. Skillman's study will find out how

the direct gain method compares to solar

heating methods that rely on water as the

primary conductor of heat.

The study will measure the efficiency of

the system by recording all changes in

temperature, both inside and outside the

building, through the use of thermo<-ouples.

which art- temperature sensors. The in

formation will then be collated and analyzed

by a computer.

All equipment being used in the research

is being dt)nated by Advanced Sun

Technologies of Ludlow.

Skillman conceived of the study when he

worked at Advanced Sun during this past

summer. He said that more people are

becoming interested in solar heat because

tax credits for solar heat end on December
31, 1985. He decided to do the project so

that homeowners could have unbiased test

results on .solar heating systems.

Data from the study will be available in

the late spring.

According to Skillman solar energy is

"absolutely crucial to future energy needs."

He added that, as much as 20 percent of the

world's energy needs may be provided by

solar energy by the turn of the century.
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GRAZE IN THE HAZE—Horses at the Young Meadow Farm wander through yesterday's dense fog.
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Washington Roundup
Ruckelshaus leaves EPA
William D. Ruckelshaus. administrator of the

Environmental Protection Agency, submitted his

resignation Wednesday to President Reagan, who ac

cepted it. ... .

Ruckleshaus said he is returning to private hfe with both

regrets and a sense of accomplishment."

He said that during his term of office, the second tune he

has held the job. he has succeeded in restoring employee

morale that had been shattered during the controversial

direction of EPA by his predecessor. Anne Bur

ford. "Employee morale and competence is high.

Ruckelshaus told Reagan.
,,

"First rate presidential appointees are in place, said

Ruckelshaus. "A management system has been mstalled

that is functioning well and all of the programs have

generated momentum. .

"In short, the ship called EPA is righted and is now

steering a steady course."

CIA worker targeted as spy

An investigation that led to the arrest of a former CIA

employee accused of spying for the Chechoslovakian in^

telligence service took more than two years and included

an interview in which he admitted spying, a federal

prosecutor said in court Wednesday.

Karl F. Koecher. 50. gave the Czech intelligence agency

"virtually any classified or other material, information,

assessments and CIA personnel identifications" that he

obtained, an FBI affidavit said.

Giuliani said Wednesday that after working as a tran

slator for the agency in Washington from 1973 to 1975.

Koecher became a "contract employee" for the CIA in New

York from 1975 to 1977.

Koe<her was arrested late Tuesday as he and his wife

Hana were preparing to fly to Switzerland and begin a new

life in Austria, the FBI said. They had sold their

Manhattan home just hours before. Hana Koecher. 40.

was held as a material witness and authorities refused to

say whether she would be charged.

Koecher admitted his involvement with the Czech agency

to FBI agents in an interview last Friday, but was not

immediately arrested, the prosecutor said, because "the

FBI b«'lieved it was in their interest to string this thing

along to develop additional evidence."

Digest
By theAssociatedPress

US businessproductivitydown
U.S. business productivity dropped 0.7 percent in the

third quarter of this year, breaking a two year strmg ot

increases and reinforcing recent indications of a sharp

national economic slowdown, the government reported

Wednesday. . , .

Economists inside and outside the government said the

figure would almost certainly climb above zero again

before long.

However, the analysts also said strong future gams in

productivity depend heavily on increases m the money that

businesses spend on new plants, machinery and technology

development. And they said no spending burst seemed

likely as long as the economy in general was growing as

slowly as it is now. „„^.,u;nff

Michael K. Evans, who heads an economic consult ng

company in Washington, said productivity gains smce the

end of the 1981 82 recession "have not been very good for

the first phase" of recovery.

Tax plan aimed at cheaters

The Treasury Department claims its plan for revamping

the federal tax system wiU do much to recover the $90 5

billion a year lost to cheaters, but the agency flatly rejects

temporary amnesty as an incentive for delmquent tax-

payers to settle their accounts.
„^eoi tn

Primarily, the report said, the department s proposal
^

reJtrTct itemized deductions would cut the number o

taxpayers who itemize and. m the process, the number

v. ho cheat on their deductions.

The IRS estimated that it loses $52.2 bUlion a year

because people fail to report all their incorne from ^egal

sources- faUure to file any return costs $2.9 billion.

Another $6.3 billion is lost to overstated business expenses

and $r..6biIlion to exaggerated personal deductions,

t'xemptions and adjustments.

Failure of employers and individuals to submit what is

owed costs another $6.8 billion. Corporate cheating boosts

the gap by $6.2 billion.

SYMBOI
OF THE MAN WHO

REC ElVES IN GIVING

young men 16 35

FRANCISCANS
DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS, FRANCISCANS, TOR
7006 EDGEWATER PARKWAY
SILVER SPRING, MARYLANDK)903

' ea:ie send mo tfic !iee booklet .it no obligation

Namp UMC
age

Address

City '-^•'^

(Check preference) Priesthood Brotherhood

STYLE
HAIRCUTS

"$8750
"'

(with this coupon)

$11.50

with shampoo
Cr blowdry

\ ^ expires 12 30^ ,

li J
Styles by Deborah

Amhcitt MA<b4S66tO
FREE CONSULTATIONS

aracn

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

New

TfceBui Ckvmhd
Try Our New

Luncheon From t|)Z«ZO
Specials seived 11 a.ni.-3 p.m.

Buffet &"Sunday Brunch canIeat ^5.25
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ChiMren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet & Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials Et Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Ffi. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. 11 p m

Dole elected majority leader

Spn Robert Dole, wisecracking chairman of the powerful

Senate Finance Committee and a likely 1988 presidential

alnirant defeated four rivals on Wednesday m the hotly

contested battle to succeed Howard H. Baker Jr. as Senate

The"" 61 yei^old Kansas Republican was elected 28-25

over his closest competitor. Ted Stevens of Alaska, on the

fourth secret ballot in a caucus of all 53 GOP senators who

will serve in the upcoming 99th Congress.

Three other contenders James McClure of Idaho. Pete

V Domenici of New Mexico and Richard Lugar of Indiana

were eliminated one by one in the first three rounds.

Both Baker and Dole are in the middle of the GOP political

soectrum suggesting that Doles election wiU not result in

an ideological shift in the chamber that Republicans regain

from Democrats in 1980 and held onto in the elections

earlier this month.
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Artificial heart recipient William Schroeder is fed a

milkshake for breakfast by his wife Margaret

Schroeder in his room at the Humana Heart Institute.

Doctor "amazed" by progress

of mechanical heart patient

LOUISVILLK, Ky. (AP) An "alert and cooperative"

William Schroeder sat up in bed Wednesday, joked with

his nurses and ate his first solid food since receiving a

mechanical heart warm porridge fed to him by his wife.

Dtxtors said the 52 year old retired quality assurance

specialist continued making an excellent recovery. At

midafternoon. they said. Schroeder sat up in bed with help

from his doctors and briefly dangled his feet over the side

of his hospital bed.

Dr. Robert R. Goodin. a cardiologist who cared for

Schroeder before his operation, said he was "amazed that

he has this kind of strength and progress" so soon after

surgery.

Goodin said Schroeder's wife told him she felt her

husband "was more comfortable today and in the past 24

hours than he had been for months prior to the surgery."

He said he expected Schroeder to be sitting in a chair by

Thursday and alluding to the patient's first request upon

being able to speak added: "He's still after his beer, which

should come in 24 hours."

Dr. Allan M. Lansing, who assisted at Sunday's surgery,

said Schroeder explained to his nurses how to make the

ideal glass of lemonade and told them that "Ronald Reagan

should be so lucky as to have to go through this." an ap-

parent reference to the assassination attempt upon the

president.

While Schroeder was being weighed, an uncomfortable

process that required him to roll to one side in bed so that a

scale could be slid beneath him. he said, "I'm going to

remember the names of everybody here, starting with the

big guy," meaning his surgeon. Dr. William C. DeVries. a

former college basketball player.
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TANNENNBAUM TIME— Linh Chu, an Amherst Regional High School student, rests near the pile of

Christmas trees in Amherst center. The Amherst and Pelham Boy Scout Troops are sponsoring the sale of

the X-mas trees over the next few weeks. J

Exhibitionist, burglar reported
An Amherst woman discovered a man masturbating

outside her window at 1:05 a.m. Tuesday after liftini; her

window shades when she heard leaves rustling, Amherst
F'olice said.

The man fled from the Crosby Avenue residence im

mediately. Police searched the area, but the man was not

found.

A person wearing a ski mask was reported itx)king in the

window of a North Prospect residence Monday at 9:02

p.m.. police said. Police said the person fled the scene

when lights were turned on.

A similar incident cx-cured at 12:34 a.m. that night, when
a Kendrick Place resident reported seeing a person

wearing a ski mask in his yard, police said. The person fled

when hf was seen.

At 3 p.m. Monday, another North Prospect Street

resident reported a stranger was in the house going

thro.igh a purse. Police said he entered through an

unknktd front d(K)r while the residents were at home, and

fled wh''n he was confronted.

A Community Service Officer observed a 19 year old

Wayiand man rip the side view mirror from a parked 1981

Abortion suits

discussed by

four lawyers
F"'our women lawyers will

discuss the landmark 1973

abortion ca.se of Roe vs.

Wade at the f>anklin
Patterson Main Lecture Hall

at Hampshire College at 7:30

tonight in a forum called,

"Recollections and
Retjrounding."

Rhonda Copelon, Nancy

Stearns. Nadine Taub. and

Catherine Rorahack have

been involved in civil rights

and women's rights ca.ses

since the early 196()'s.

Roraback is the attorney

who handled the Griswald

case in which the Supreme

Court legalized birth con-

irol

.All four attorneys worked

on the earliest challenges to

previous laws that outlawed

abortion, and have helped to

develop strategies in

feminist legal theory. They

plan to discuss the women's

movement of the 19t)0's, and

the <'hallenges to today's

abortion laws in the 1980's.

-SANDRA ni.AS

Honda Monday night, police said.

The 12 yearold operator of a forklift hacked into a

passmg '79 Ford truck of a 26 year-old Amherst man in the

parking lot of the Elder Lumber Co. on College Street.

There were no injuries and no violations were issued.

-MINDY A. ANTONIO

Rings stolen from Coolidge,

Washington door kicked in
Two rinys. valued at $3.')3, were reported stolen from an

unlrnked room on the 21st floor of Coolidge dormitory,

I 'Mass police said.

Police nporled that a Hih n<H)r Washington dormitory

room door valued at more than $100 was kicked in.

A Ludlovv woman backed into the path of a passing car

that resulted in a collision in lot 32. police said. Police

•^aid no injuries were reported but the collision caused

more than S.TOO in damagj' to each vehicle.

-JOELP. COFFIDIS

CrilleKiaii phcli' ii', .Michrlli' Sf(fall

WAITING FOR SANTA— Children stand in line to visit that famous North Pole

gift-giver at Hampshire Mall yesterday.

Dairy Mart founder lecturing tonight
The University of Massachusetts

Investment Club will sponsor a free lecture

by Charles NirenberK. founder of t he Dairy

Mart chain of convenience stores, at 7 p.m.,

in Campus Center, room 163.

Nirenberg, 60, built his successful

wholesale ice cream business into the Dairy

Mart chain. Founded in 1958. the chain now

has 220 outlets, of which 60 are privately

franchised.

With projected yearly revenues of about

$H() million, the company has also bought

two other similar chains, Sunnybrook
Farms and Dutchland P'arm. Investment

Club chair Steven Kohl has described

Nirenberg as "a successful, entrepreneurial

multimillionaire".

-LARRY BOUCHIE

Publisher meets
students,faculty
Discusses business,journalism
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The publisher oi the weekly newsmagazine U.S. !^eu'S

ami World Report used hi.s rei-ent two-day visit to the

campus to emphiisize the direct relationship In'tween jour-

nalism and business in the field of publishing.

William C. Dunn, a University of Massachusetts alum-

nu.s, was here Tuesday and Wednesday to meet with

students, faculty, and the deans from the schools of Jour-

nalism. C'onmuinication Studies, and Manjigoment.

Dunn was also a guest lecturer for a management

course yesterday. He discussed the need for an understan-

ding of business by people working for newspaf)ers and

niagazines.

"I think the opportunities for MBA's (Master of

Business Administration) in the jmblishing busine.ss and

the communications business are very bright," Dunn said.

"The business has evolved, there's great room for innova-

tion. ..ami the business is an attractive one."

Dunn said that people entering the publishing world

shi)uld have some business exja'rience before they do so.

"The guy who knows how to get things done will always

have a job. and the guy who knows why will always he his

Im).ss." he said.

Asked whether the print media will still \)e strong in the

future while visual media is gaining strength, Dunn said "I

think it's going to be alive, well, and healthy."

Dunn noted that newspajHTs and magazines have

already "weathered the storm" created by tA-levision in

the 1950s and that the "threat" of cable te-levisioji has

faltered, to the point where there are more magazines than

ever l)efore in this country.

"If you fill a void, that's key," Dunn said. "If television

could do it all. you simply wouldn't have all the forms of

media you do today.

"One of the attractions to coming back to UMass (is to

emphasize) the practicality of the communications

business." he said.

"I always figured that when the time came for me to

retire, I'd like to return to the Berk.shires...and apply my
pragmatic knowledge to academia somehow," Dunn said.

But Dunn explained he was unsure of what kind of con-

tribution he could make to the University now, while he is

busy with his work.

Dunn .said he enjoyed the opiK)rtunity to revisit the cam-

pus, and to discuss the relationships Vietween Imsiness and

education, and business and publishing with studeni.s and

educators..

UMass will aid
Africaneducation
By TOM LUND
('ollegian Correspondent

The Federal government's United States Information

Agency has given a $247,380 grant to the University of

Massachusetts' Center for International Education to

improve se<-<)ndary schools in the EiLst African country of

Tanzania.

The Peace Corps is also giving a $135,202 grant to the

Center to train Peace Corps volunteers to teach in Tan

zania.

The University's Sch(K)l of Education is working with the

Dar Es Salaam College of National Education to improve

Tanzanian schools and teacher education in math, science

and English.

Tanzanians will come to the University to do research,

while UMass professors will go to Tanzania. Richard D.

Konicek. professor of education, will leave for Tanzania

this January to set up teacher centers.

Dr. George E. Urch. professor of education, has been to

Tanzania and says Tanzania's educational system has

moved in recent years from a policy of self reliance,

whereby the country relied on its own resources, to a

desire for involvement with the rest of the world. He said

Tanzania hopes to improve its agriculture and build a small

industrial base.

( )ne of t he purposes of the UMass Tanzania exchange is to

supply Africans with research done at UMa.ss. UMa.ss is

the only school working with Tanzania to improve its

schools. Urch said improving English language skills will

help give Tanzania the "window to the world" that ihey

desire.

Urch said that UMass was cho.sen after a search by

Tanzanian educators last winter he<-ause UMass developed

a gcKxl reputation with them.

Urch traveled to Tanzania last spring and observed

colleges for teacher education and secondary schools. He
developed the Teacher Text Technology Initiative. This

plan calls for the improvement of teacher edu<'alion.

textbooks, and classroom materials and for the ex-

ploration of the feasibility of utilizing radio broadcasting to

improve teacher and s«>condar'. 1 fjucation in English,

math, and science.

The yrant from the USIA will be used to create teacher

centers, textbooks and educational materials, and explore

how technology could be helpful.

The Peace (^orps volunteers are being trained by

University faculty and graduate students at a facility in

Salisbury. Conn. They are studyinir teacher training

theory and practice, subject upgrading, third world

development, and cross cultural communication. The 21

volunteers will teach mathematics, physics, chemistry,

and engineering.
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UMASS SUN and FUN

Fort Lauderdale
MARCH 15 -23 $470.

r> • 1 1 _i _ based on quad
Price Includes:
*• Round trip airfare from Hartford
•* 8 nights accommodations at the

Ramada Inn, Oceanfront, Fort Lauderdale
• Rates subject to change

_ based on size of group and airfare

1 15 Cowles Lane 256-8931 i
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Hvpercurricula

"COMING OUT IN HAPPY
VALLKY" Slideshow on

1981 1984

WUli Smith ^y^c-
Bern Coftfoo v^
Hormo Komoli

Detsy Johnson
;3 N. P'easartSc. 4.8 MairSt.

Arrrerst. Ma Eratreccrcv'

Visit the Wok for

A Taste

of fhe Onent

'*_»

For Late Night Dinners

Until Midniglit

Friday and Saturday

The Wok Resfauranf
48 RUSSELL ST , KTL. 9 (Exil 19 oH Rl* 9J >

HADLEY.MA 386-1202
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99* DRINKS TILL 11 PM!
all bar drinks with Vodka, Gin, Rum,

Tequilla or Whiskey
A GREAT TIME NEVER COST LESS!

Rt9Hadley j

^Thursday, November 29, 198

Multimillionaire, preside

and principal owner of Dai

Mart Corp. speaks on I

companies success slory a

how to become

Knlrepeneur in toda;

world. All welcome! 7:

pm ('C163

OPENING: WHEEL!
ART GALLER
"Haystacks:explorations

a theme." a series

drawings and paintings

(iordon Waters, using t

image of the Haystack as t

central theme. Galle

Hours: Sunday Thursday

11 pm. Show up from Nc

29 Dec. 5.

"FRUITS. VEGETABLE
AND SOCIALISM"
Nicholas Papandreou. son t

the Greek prime ministei

will speak, sponsored by th

Hellenic Studen
Association. 7:30 pm CC 16:

THIRD WORLD WOMEN"
PROGRAM OPEN HOUSE
The Third World Women*
Program invites you to a

open house on Thursday

November 29th from 6:30

8:30 p.m. at Yvonne'

Restaurant in New Afric.

House. Come and shar

ideas. concerns am
questions, talk with othe

third world sisters, or fine

out about the Third Worl<

Women's Program.

AASA MEETING Our
meeting today will include a

very interesting film

"American Horn Chinese."

about the Chinese gangs in

New York City. New
members welcome! 7:00 pm
Campus Center

CHRISTIAN SCIENCF
()R(iANIZATION Anyom
interested in finding about

Christian Science and it?

application to campus life i^

u<'l<onn'. No obligations.

7;()()pmCC801

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
I Motors
I Rt. 63 No. Amherst
I 549-2880
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Illiterategradreadingnow
(Al*) When George

Norton graduated trom high

sch(K)l. he had never read a

book. Teachers had just

passed him on from one

grade to the next.

Norton. 43. is a successful

farmer in Blount County,

Tenn., and also operates a

construction company.

But less than two years

agt». he was still functionally

illiterate. as are an

estimated 23 million adult

Americans.

On a visit to a cousin in

Oregon, however, he was

persuaded to enroll at a

learning center for a couple

of hours a day. In seven

weeks, he moved from the

illiterate stage to a third

grade reading level.

"Now I can figure things

out for myself." Norton

says. "I can sign my own
business contracts, can read

street signs and find my own

way around when I drive my
car."

Norton says he managed to

live without reading by

developing an extraordinary

memory and by avoiding

potentially embarrassing

situations.

"You learn not to put

yourself in positions where

you can't read." he explains.

"You continually wear a

protective shield. When
people call me on the ph«)ne.

1 cant write their names

down, so I hav»' to

remember everything I

hear.
"

SUNDAY BRUNCH
AT THE PUB... _

Better than Breakfast in Bed.
Th.- .Tilirt- rt.-)(ular (n.-nu .ind dm
r.ffs jri" also avjildliU liuriHiJ Sun

d<i,< Bt.jn>h

\UMC)SA
Irt-shl. -.quf-.'f.l ' irv iuire and

injnipdi;nf

1
»'!

KIR
Chablis and Cassis

1 45

BIvOODY MARY
Eight ingrfdicnls makf this a great

one
1 SS

CHAMPAGNE
By the glass

I 'J^^

ORANGE AND
GRAPEFRL'IT JUICE
hffshiv squeezed

By the glass

EGGSBFNEDICI
I'diSi hed fW'' oil ftiglish inullins

\%:th .anaiTuwi hai-m mid topped

with hollanddise ^.iin.e Serwd

\Mlh Iresh liuit

EGGS COMMODORE
P'lached egi's on .tiglish inutfins

•Aith sausdg'- paltiei and topped

.vith hollandaise sauie Served

/.ith tresh Iruil

4 25

EGGS SAREXDU
Poached eggs on english mutfins

covered wiih i reamed spinach ami

arlichokes .ind topped with

hollandaise sauce Served with fresh

truil

450

'15

Halt larafe hull i.arafe

CROISSANT AND FRUIT
A croissant stuffed with ham and

topped with a (.heddar cheese and

almond sauce Seri.ed with fresh

Iruii and a poppy ieed dressing

KID'S PANCAKES
il2 and underl

THE
PUB

1 5 E. Pleosont St.

Amherst
413 S49- 1200

CRABMFAT FRTITATA
Crabmeal. zucchiiu. mushrooms

oruons with eggs baked and

sprinkled with grated parmesan

Served with fresh fr\4il

4 95

THE TRADITIONAL
tggs to Order Two eggs fried,

scrambled or poachedwiih bacon

and sausage links home tries

toast or english muffin

3 25

FRENCH TOAST
Served with kiacon and sausage

links warm syrup and fresh Truii

}25

QUICHE OF THE DAY
HAJVl AND CHEDDAR
QUICHE
SPINACH AND
MUSHROOM QUICHE
Served with fresh fruit and a warm
croissant

<95

LOBSTER QUICHE
Served with fresK fruit and a

warm croissant

4 95

OMELETTES
with hash browru and • warm
croiSMnI 3 95

Dukakis: drug abuse

threatens high schools
BOSTON (AP) More than 60 percent of Massachusetts

students claim they have used drugs and 90 percent say

they've used alcohol a rate the governor called distur

bing. according to a report published Wednesday.

The problem "threatens the fabric" of the state

educational system, said Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who

will use the study to kick off a major campaign against

teen age drug and alcohol abuse.

Researchers, surveying students in 73 high schools

throughout the state, found that drug and alcohol use was

highest in southeastern and western Massachusetts and

the North Shore and lowest in Boston.

The report said the picture that the figures paint may

even be mo<lerale. since many heavy abusers drop out of

school.

More than .50 percent of students claimed to have used

marijuana, 24 percent claimed they had used am
phetamines. 19 percent said they had used inhalants and 17

percent said they had used cocjiine.

Thirty one percent of students told researchers they'd

used one or more illicit drugs in the month before the

survey.

Twenty eight percent said they'd used illicit drugs at the

age of 12 and younger.

Twenty one percent of students had reported being high

on marijuana while in school during the past year, and 9

percent on alcohol.

Fourteen said they had driven in the pa.st year while high

on drugs and 10 percent while high on alcohol.
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presents: Tickets Still On Sale

THE BEAT
GOES ON

And
SPEC\AL

GUEST ""

V
x,

"Flame" by Zodiac.

All leather, flat boot

in black, red, blue, bone.

Just in time!

Open Sundays

uela
K

A r ^ f-x r ^^ T A U H A N T AT RAH A R
'
S
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SUN. DEC 9

8 PM
S.U.B. UMASS

UMASS STUDENTS $10

GENERAL PUBLIC $12
UMASS 1 D «O0.«0 W.IH $TUt)€Nt ttCKP
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A DELIGHTFUL ADDITION TO DINING

IN THE PIONEER VALLEY

Distinctive food from Mexico and the American

Soutfiwest. . Comfortable dining at reasonable prices. A

great blend of food, atmosphere, service and value. Try La

Cazuela soon.

FML BAR AVAILABLE
Luncti & Oinnof, Tuesday thfough Saturdav

rmnar. Sunday Closed Monday
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[adirondack music
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i LOOK!!
At these low prices
on top quality, name brand

Stereo Equipment
& more

SANTA'S SUPER SYSTEM
ever before has anyone offered a system of such

tiigh quality at such a low pnce.
...r-tuble

$400 speakers. $239 receiver. $169 turntable

95299
NIKKO 56 Watt Receiver

NIKKO Turntable with

Empire Cartridge

EPl 1100 3-way 10" Speakers

Sirrr-'" >o lUusttation.

A Christmas Present
for you from AMI

Buy a Tcac 505X Cassette

Deck (aith Dolby dbx) foF

only 479.95 (. $279.95 val-e) J
and we'll give you a

CASE OF MAXELL UDXLll BLANK TAPES

ABSOLUTELY FREE!!

Similar la (

Stocking StuffersU
VHS Tape

Head
Cleaner

s

The Components Yoa Want.At The Right Prices

Mitsubish DP103 ^^SBBSmO ^ #195
Compact Disc Player

Magna Vox 1010

Compact Disc Player (ssoovaive)

i
s

TEAC 20 BL
20 Band EquaUzci

a S19.95
Value

TEAC LS-X3
Amplified Speakers

for your walk type portable

149?i^ ^ ^ Value

MAXELL
uDXL-11
C-90
Blank

Cassettes

SI 991

EPI
12" 3 Way Speakers

(Lechemere Sale ^ ^ ^i^ ^^Q C
Price neQ'^ea.) O •^3fiP129

I OHM Walsh 4 Speakers

36 Cassette
Storage Ctr.

3 Drawers - 29.95

$095

Empire
Cartridges
lOOS $Q95
(S19.95 Value) ^
400TC S2Q'5
<S95.00 Value) Mt^
ERD-9 S#;Q95

(S295 do Value \M^

HI-FI GRAND PRIX
AWARD

'^Spcakci of the Year"
\.V. Times

moo
Save
$795

Car Stereo
Spectacular:

pr.

Buv a Concord HPL 100 AM
, FM Stereo Cassette Deck &

pr. value
j_jp^.4Q 4(3 vVatt Power Amp

for $99.95 and receive

FREE pair

6x9 Triax Speakers
• unth this ad

20 oz. magnets

AN INCREDIBLE VALUE!

adirondack music

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS'
SUNDAY

OPEN. Thurs& Fri.Nitcs til 9:00 j2-5

15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100 I

all items limited quantity, subject to prior sale I
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Register Now
Over 100 Credit Courses and Credit Free Workshops from which to

choose.

Register

• in person at the Continuing Education office,

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Monday Thursday, 8. 30 am 7 pm; Friday, 8:30 am 5 pm

• by mail no later than December 28 for credit courses

one week before starting date for workshops

• by telephone (Credit Free Workshops only) Use your

MasterCard or VISA and call 545 0587 with all information

requested on registration form.

Courses and workshops fill up quickly so do yourself a favor and

register now. Full payment is expected at time of registration. For

more information, call 545 2414.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

BLUES in the BLUEWALL
RCJC'IXMC"'

PRESENTS

MELLOW
FELLO

=»«= =^<= =**= s^rs

RECEPTION FOR NSE and UPR
EXCHANGE STUDENTS

(National Student Exchange and University of Puerto Rico)

You are invited to attend a Reception in your honor

on Monday. December 3, 1984 from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

in 174-176 Campus Center.

Come visit with friends, say goodbye to those returning

home and meet with faculty and staff.

Refreshments Served.

I

=»«= =><= =)«: ^*= =»«s ^is

I
qlsssss^
FREE

Eat

Hamburgers
and

Hot Dogs
Drink

Dance

No Cover
Party

I
Tomorrow Night ,

WOMEN'S AEROBIC CONTEST !

I 01 n PM «9.^n 00 Cash Prize |

I

9-10 PM $250.00 Cash Prize

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

NHL Action - Bruins vs Oilers 7:30 pm I

Fine ArtK^ Center
iS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

^P^'^

DOOR

MON. DEC.

BLUEWALL
UMASS$4.00 PUBLIC $5.00

SARAH VAUGHAN
SATURDAY, DEC. 1, 8PM

TICKETS: $13, $11, $9

Five College Students Half-Price. Tickets available at Fine Arts ^
Center Box Office, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets ^

Call 413)545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 ^:^

-'-^^
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The essence of education
The 16th century English educator

Francis Bacon once said, "I would

live to study, not study to live." In

modem terms, a group of prominent

educators recently reiterated this

point that the main purpose of higher

education should be to study for the

sake of knowledge, and not just for

the sake of making a living.

On Sunday, the group, headed by

William J. Bennett, chairman of the

National Endowment for the

Humanities, charged in a report that

in the past 20 years, more and more

college students have graduated

"lacking even the most rudimentary

knowledge about the...foundations of

their nation and civilization."

Administrators at the University of

Massachusetts would do well to pay

attention to the report. How many of

us know of or are a student who has

never read Shakespeare, studied the

Civil War, or heard of Milton's

Aereopagitical How many have

heard the remark, "Oh, that won't do

me any good once I get out in the real

world?"

The Bennett group's 46-page

report found that from 1970 to 1982,

the number of college students

graduating with bachelors degrees in

English dropped by 57 percent; in

philosophy, by 41 percent; in history,

by 62 percent; and in modern

languages, by 50 percent. A more as-

tounding statistic is that a student

can get a bachelor's degree from 72

percent of all U.S. colleges without

having studied American history or

literature; from 75 percent without

studying European history; and from

1 86 percent without studying about

classical Greece or Rome.

But as the report states, "The

humanities are not an educational

luxury. ..They are a body of

knowledge and a means of inquiry

that convey serious truths, defensible

judgements, and significant ideas."

The report should be nothing new
to Chancellor Joseph Duffey, himself

a former chairman of the National

Endowment for the Humanities. And
yet Duffey has seemed to favor

boosting the science and technology

research coming out of UMass.

Recently he has entertained leaders

in the business world and has pushed

for a proposed $20 million polymer

research center. Both will be good for

the University, and neither is surpris-

ing, since Duffey shares Gov. Michael

Dukakis's belief that a primary role

of the public higher education system

is to produce skilled workers to build

the strength of the state's high-tech

industrial base.

While we agree this is an important

purpose, we feel both men should

heed Bennett's warning that too

many college graduates "remain

shortchanged in the humanities.

(And) the fault lies principally with

those of us whose business it is to

educate these students."

Duffey must begin plans to ensure

that the national trend away from the

humanities does not reach the

Amherst campus, and that we remain

an institution where students learn

about life, and not just about how to

make a living.

Unsigned editoriab reflect the ma-

jority (ypinion of the Coll£gian Board

of Editors. )

Random Notes -
Keep computers in check

Inventors trying to make life easier,

safer and more pleasant, sometimes

unintentionally push mankind into

troubles. They make us re-think our moral

and ethical standards, forcing legislators to

write new laws, and individuals to adopt

new codes of conduct.

The automobile, considered essential to-

day, has made lawbreakers out of half the

nation. Some people drive too fast, some

park where they shouldn't, some don't stop

when they should. Some people don't know

when a taillight or headlight is dead. Some

peo{»le fail to have the car inspected or in-

sured, or registered.

The telephone, also considered essential,

gets people in trouble if they tap it, or use it

to convey obscene messages or to threaten.

We even have laws about that.

We invented fire alarm systems to speed

the arrival of extinguishing equipment, and

had to have laws to prevent their misuse.

Somebody invented a spray to ward off

muggers, and we have laws limiting its use.

Now we are in a new sea of troubles

precipitated by a complicated device called

the corrnxmier.

International Business Machines, maker

of such machines, recently ran a two-page

;m1 with the headline, "There are rules for

Iriving computers, too." It stated,

'
i > .c'-yone who uses a computer has a

resj.onsibility for the security of informa-

tion in that machine. No one who uses a

computer has the right to violato anyone

flse's security."

Several years ago, the popular television

program Hawaii Five-0 ran an episode in-

volving a criminal who of)erated a com-

puter from the front seat of his car. He us-

OPINION
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Pageant condones sexism

ed the computer to transfer money from

somebody's bank account into his own. He
erased airline reservations placed by

somebody and put his own name on that

seat. As a viewer, I had no idea how he did

all these things, but I did understand the

result. So did Jack Lord in the capacity of

McGarrett.

Sometime later, the movie War Games,

in which a teenage computer whiz tapped

his way into the Pentagon's computers. He
thought he was playing a game involving

the placement of make-believe submarines,

bombers, and nuclear weapons, unaware

that he was giving commands to the real

thing. We were saved in the nick of time.

From time to time, we read about

youngsters who fiddle around with com-

puters and find themselves in possession of

all kinds of government information, and

also in all kinds of trouble with government

officials and authorities.

We probably can't "un-invent" the com-

puter, so it is good that we are teaching

school children how to use them. The ra-

tionale for that is the same as the rationale

for teaching someone to drive a car. Just as

driver education includes an introduction

to the moral and ethical responsibilities

that go writh driving, so will computer

education teach the responsibilities involv-

ed with that.

When the atomic bomb blew up

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Senator Brian

McMahon launched a campaign for morali-

ty in the use of such \ apons. He died soon

there after.

Will we all follow him before the world

accepts such moralities and makes it law?

Steve Haselton is a UMass student.

My mother always tells me that at the

University of Massachusetts we live in a

haven of fairness, awareness and intellec-

txial stimulation which is not to be found

anywhere in the real world. Usually 1 agree

with her. At UMass we have an administra-

tion that is at least superficially committed

to fairness and we have institutions like the

Office of Third World Affairs and the

Everywoman's Center to go to to solve

problems.

As the Collegian women's issues editor, I

get a lot of mail every day. Today I was go-

ing through my mail and something caught

my eye. After 1 threw out the eight by ten

glossy photograph of a bowl of beans and

the accompanying press release titled "Is it

Chili or Chile" and sorted through various

other announcements and notices, I ginger-

ly picked up an envelope with the return

address: "Miss Massachusetts-U.S.A.

Pageant." It announced with unmitigated

urgency, "FINAL DEADLINE SET FOR
1985 MISS MASSACHUSETTS-U.S.A.
ENTRANTS."

Its next important point was that,

"There is no performing 'talent' require-

ment. All judging is based on poise, per-

sonality and beauty of face and figure." I

thought, "Wow, not unlike the rest of

American society" and continued reading

with interest.

It went on to say that applicants must be

over 17 and under 25 (the age when women
are most valued in our culture) and had to

have lived in Massachusetts for at least sbc

months. It noted that this stipulation in-

cluded "college dorm students."

Then it said, "All girls interested..." and

"the girl chosen will represent the Bay
state in the prestigious MISS U.S.A.

PAGEANT, nationally televised on
CBS..." and listed all the wonderful things

that could happen to an entrant.

I called the pageant office in Boston and
asked, first of all, why the entrants in a
contest for females between the age of 17

and 25 were called "girls."

The woman who answered the phone
said, "I know this is a big concern with

Rebecca Thatcher

feminists." I agreed lamentively^ and

repeated my question. She said that's the

way it is in the beauty pageant business.

"Women are always girls."

She then granted me the permission to

change the wording in the announcement if

I desired. I thanked her and hung up.

Much to everyone's disappointment, I am
sure, I am not going to print the announce-

ment. Beauty pageants are the epitonie,

not an aberration of, a society that is sexist

and racist. This year the Miss America

prize was awarded to a very light-skinned

Black woman. The implicit message for

millions of Americans was that this is the

ideal Black woman, so light that she could

pass as a white woman. It was a disgusting

demonstration of American racism within

the sexist institution of beauty pageants.

The oppression of "black Black" women is

real and not talked about very much.

Beauty pageants are the epitome, not

an aberration of, a society that is sexist

and racist.

It is institutions like beauty pageants and

habits like calling women girls that

perpetuate the oppression in our society on

the very young.

Though talking about changing the beau-

ty pageant business is certainly the

grossest reformism, it is past time for peo-

ple who are concerned with a fair society to

take a stand against entities which

trivialize and degregate womanhood. Con-

tests which judge women as things and pit

women against each other belong in fewtory

not in present-day Massachusetts.

Rebecca Thatcher is a Collegian staff

Tnember.
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When dinmg common spedala <md Swanson frozen

dinners no longer suffice, it's time to dip into emergency

funds and splurge on Dining out. The VaUey offers a

smorgasbord offine dming, inexpensive eata, ethnic foods

and fast food estabUshments, concentrated tn the doum-

town Amherst and Northampton areas. A person's paiate

jyreference differs as greatlg as the seketim of restaurants

in the area, so there's much to choose from.

In the morning, after a weekend of partying, studying or

just conversing with friends, breakfast establishments m
the area vary in selection, quoMty and price. The Dove s

Nest In SmderUmd offers friendiy, quick ««^''*^. /«*^^

inexpensive breakfast combinations, aU for about SS.OO.

Rooster's, in North Amherst and James McManus's offer

similar bargain.s along with ('lasse Cafe in Amherst.

Daisy's uhtch is a little more on the dollar side, is ioeU

worth the homemade breads and muffins.

In the afternoon, when the peanut butter and jeliy

sanduriches begin to taste bland and unappetizing, headfor

.\mherst Deii m the Carriage shops for some of the best

sandwiches, potato salad and knishes around. Most

reataurants offer its patrons luncheon specicUs so don't

hesitate to try Amherst Chinese Food, Judies, The Pub or

Carbur's on route 9.

When the sun sets and the suit and tie or dress adorned,

it's time to get a taste of some of the best eats in the area.

Depending on the pocket book, the area offers average

dinner prices fnm 5 dollars per person up to $15.00 a

person. In Sunderland, Goten offers Japanese cuisine, and

at a more expensive price, Beardley's and Lord Jeffrey Inn

supplies continental and French cooking while Delano's

and even Bonanza offers the great American delights, such

as hamburgers and fries.

Whatever a patron's selection may be, the paiate is your

best critic. Inside you'll find some reviews of restaurants,

raving and not so raving but some insight of what the

VaUey has to offer.

No one should ever be subjected to cans of Noodienmi or

the D. C. 's "mystery meat " seven <ia^< o tveek. That 's Just

not DINING OUT.

"

The Valley's best for your gastronomic interests

Editor's Note: Everyone's entitled to an

opinion, so we as editors and staffmembers

of the Dining Out special took liberties and

tasted and sampled the areas best and not so

best. You, as readers, have the right to

disagree but if you find yourself being of-

fended, write a letter to the EdIOP editor.

She loves mail.

Best place for pizza: Joe's in Northamp-

ton The "in" place for future yuppies. The

atmosphere is "tres" sports, a little dark

with a bit of ambiance. Besides that, the

pizza's tops and cheap at that.

Best resUurant to bring parents: The

most expensive joint in the area. We
recommend Beardsley's and Wiggins

Tavern both in Northampton, Lord Jef-

frey's Inn, and Plumbley's. Take advan-

tage of it, you probably wouldn't be able to

afford it alone.

Best West Indian: Yvonne's Place in New
Africa House right on the UMass campus.

Daily menu varies but you're sure to find

honest, tasty, often spicy homemade cook-

ing.

Best Italian: We've been told Hot Tomato

in Northampton but personally haven t had

the pleasure. What we do know is not to try

Aqua Vitae-enter at your own nsk.

Best Chinese/Mandarin: Sze's in Nor-

thampton-this stuff is "authentic." You'll

be able to find vegetarian as well as tofu

dishes, hot and sour soup, great peking

raviolis, all minus the monosodium

glutamate. It's not the Chinese-American

crap you usually find and we won't say

where at the risk of being slanderous.

Best Mexican: Raves and rants about La
Cazuela in Northampton (are all the

bestplaces way out of there?) Roll out the

Rolaids at Taco Villa.

Best Hamburger place: Tillson Farm.

Best Coffee: Bonducci's in Amherst

Center; The world's best artists,

philosophers, commies, and writers will

evolve from here. Great cappucino and

some palatable desserts. Some survivors of

Hatch brew say this place is tops.

Best Menu Selection: Carburs, Rout« 9,

Hadley: Upstairs you'll find the largest

menu selection since Friday's in Boston.

Often, patrons leave because they can't

make a decision. Great sandwiches if you

can decide on one.

Best Barbeque: It all seems the same until

the palate gets a taste of Bub's Barbeque at

Bubs Barbeque in Sunderland. It's worth

the trip when Bub himself will supply you

with the best barbeque in the area and all

the fixings.

Best dining atmosphere: Delano's in

Amherst Center. The menu itself has a lot

to be desired but the atmosphere makes up

for it. Make sure you get a good seat, one

that faces the door or by the window.

You're sure to bump into everyone you've

ever seen or met since starting at UMass.

Best hor d'oeuvres: Mike's Westview

Cafe, North Amherst on Fridays only.

What more could you ask for? They've got

food for a buck, all you can eat, at-

mosphere, grease, jocks playing pool and li-

quor.

Continued to page SA
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Have a dale and low on cash?
By BRADFORD VERIER GfCal plaCCS lO Cttl
Collegian Staff for Q lOl ICSS

So there you are. That person of your dreams has finally accepted your dinner

invitation. But wait a minute-you squandered your last paycheck on that five

record set of Don Ho's greatest hits. You have, let's see, one. two three,...nine

dollars and 78 cents left. How are you going to impress your date?

Well there are a number of cheap eateries where you could take your dat«.

There are the usual fast food chains: McDonald's and Burger King on Route 9.

Friendly's and Wendy's in Northampton. The chains are so designated because

the food leaves one's system as swiftly as the food enters it.

If you've tired of the traditional fare, however, you may sample one of the

many varied local restaurants. With the winter's chilly winds breathing down

your neck you may want to warm up with a bowl of soup at Northampton s

Soup Kitchen. Featuring three different soups daily, the Soup Kitxrhen also of-

fers homemade salads and desserts, all under $3.

If you are afflicted with dining common's nostalgia, and long for those tine

greaky foods. The Gas Light on Main Street, Amherst, offers a well-lubncated

variety If you want to commute for your cholesterol, the Red Lion Diner on

Pearl Street in Northampton is open 24 hours. While the f(K>d is uniformly cheap,

they sport a sign warning "Prices subject U) change according tx) customers at-

'

If your date's tastes lie south of the border, you may want to go tx> Taco Villa

in either Amherst or Northampton, which feature solid sources of Montezuma s

Revenge Finer stuff is available at La Cazuela on 7 Old South St. in Northamp-

ton where dinner averages $3 to $8 per person, and is graced with fresh chips

and imported spices. r .i. f„„
T J '8 Food and Spirits on Bridge Street in Northampton is for the sports tan

on a budget. You can kx)k at the pictures of athletic personalities on the wall

while you enjoy the inexpensive burgers and sandwiches.

The Paradise Deli on 235 Main St. offers to cater your dinner to your budget.

The only local place for quality knishes, the Paradise offers (at $1.89 a pound)

their famous Wolf Hash, which is possibly unique in epicunan history.

Dimly lit and boisterous, Joe's Cafe on 33 Market St. is popular for its pizza

and full bar. "It's Heaven," claims English major Chris Manni, "absolutely

Packard's on Masonic Street offers a twofer dinner for $12.95, while Hunan

Gardens on Belchertown Road sports a nightly buffet for $5.25.

And if you're successful in impressing your date, you can go to Myer s Latery

on 86 Pleasant Street for a V)reakfast under $3 a piece^
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Everythingyouwant
to know about wines
I5y MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

If you have ever gone into a fairly swank restaurant and

been intimidated by the pomp and circumstance that

surrounds wine serving and overpriced wine lists, or

you're tired of having purple teeth from drinking cheap

lambrusco. take heart.

Taking the plunge from the world of Ripple and Riunite

to that of Liegkqmik-h and Beaujolais does not have to be

traumatic or expensive. You don't have to know about

bouquets or smelling corks and you'll only have to spend

between $2.99 to $5.99 for a decent bottle of wine, area

wine sellers said.

Some people are "wine snobs. " according to professor

Robert I^ewis who teaches a course on wines through the

Hotel. Re.staurant and Travel Administration Depart

ment at UMass. "They know what they're doing but they

make such a production out of it its ridiculous.

"

Whatever the formalities surrounding it. wine is

lasically the product of the grape and the airborne yeast

that turns the sugar of the grape juice into alcohol. The

color of wine comes not from the color of the grape but

from the length of time the skin remains with the juice.

Dry wine is the opposite of sweet wine and table wines

are dry in varying degrees. It has more to do with ta.ste

than with quality. What people refer to as the body of

ume is its substance a full bodied wine gives the im

pression of the lightness and afterglow we associate with

alcohol, while other wines can be more lightbodied and

more "delicate." ^^ . j, ,a
Conttnued to page UA

How to eat well on a budget
n.. I A VI r)/4t T I\AO A I IM .-... .« . ! -.By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Many of you undoubtedly have been

reading the other articles in this dining

special and wondering where you could

possibly come up with the finances, time or

companionship to go for a decent meal on

the town.

But don't despair. If you're willing to give

up luxuries you're accustomed to at mom
and dad's table, like highly diverse entrees

with mo.stly natural ingredients, you can

cook for yourself while spending a minimum

of money, minutes, muscle power and

mental energy.

There are numerous products which are

easy to prepare, provide more than the

necessary daily intake of starch, salt and

mult i syllable chemicals, and - best of all

are cheap.

Oodles of Noodles are arguably the creme

of the lot. They come in several flavors,

easily distinguished by the color of the

wrapper. Just dump the flavor packet and

the noodles in a pot of water no need to

boil first! crank it up to high, and less than

five minutes later you're munching on an

(almost) Oriental delicacy.

These n(M>dles are a long term f(X)d

planner's dream. At 1" x 4" x 5". three

ounces, and at most 35 cents each, a three

to four week supply (50 packets) fits in a

shopping bag. weighs barely over nine

pounds, and costs about 18 bucks.

More obscure brands of "ramen " noodles

cost as little as 19 cents apiece at most

supermarkets. Nearly all give you more

than the U.S. Recommended Daily

Allowance of: sodium carbonate, potassium

carbonate. sodium tripolyphosphate.

sodium alginate, disodium phosphate,

tocopherols, monosodium glutamate (watch

out for "(-hinese restaurant syndrome."

though), disodium inosinate. and disodium

guanylate. What's more, the noodles are

usually made with vitamin enriched flour.

For a less exotic gastronomic experience,

try one of the many macaroni and cheese

dinners on the market. Kraft is the best

known, but also the most expensive up to

69 cents at convenience stores due to the

dependable brand name and the rich, deep

Yellow W5 that's lacking in other kinds.

Ceneric and house brands will set you back

as little as a dollar for four boxes. Of

course, here you'll have to add milk and

butter for full appreciation of your dinner,

but water will suffice in a pinch.

Beyond these basic reliables, use your
imagination. Keep your eyes peeled for

special markdowns instant oatmeal, bread

that's past the "sell before" date (frequently

offered at Cumberland Farms), complete
meals in a pouch (affectionately known as

"gag bags"), and anything else that's quick,

easy and uncluttered by costly organic

ingredients.

And if you're in the mood to splurge, call

out for a pizza. Burrp.
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On
Campus
Eateries
By PETER ABRAHAM

Collegian Staff

You're on campus, it's

cold, you have to study and

you're hungry. Karl

Maiden walks by and asks,

"What will you do?"

Plenty. I'he University of

Massachusetts offers a

variety of food, all within a

short distance from any

spot on campus.

The Campus Center

features the Blue Wall

Cafeteria during the day.

Theres more than beer

and comedy at the Wall,

hot entrees, soup, salad

bars and deli sandwiches

are on the menu here, for a

reasonable price. Stuffed

cabbage is their hot seller.

A "Quickie Lunch" is

available on the tenth floor

of the Campus Center and

once again soups, salads

and sandwiches, with a

view, is the fare.

If you just picked up that

refund check, or you're

Doking to impress that

certain someone you know,

the Top of the Campus

restaurant is a good idea.

Lunch ranges from $3.50

to $7 and the TOC offers a

meal ticket exchange plan

(give them a call for info)

and students get a 15

percent discount.

The Hatchand the Coffee

Shop offer fast food at

decent price.": breakfast,

lunch and dinner. Pizza,

burgers, deli sandwiches,

fries, bagels, pasta, salads

and drinks are available.

Quick food on the run, a

bit too greasy perhaps, but

you gotta love it.

Waiting to turn in that

form in triplicate at

Whitmore'.^ Try the snack

bar downstairs. Fries,

shakes, croissants, pita

sandwiches, diet plates

and raw vegetables along

with popsicles, candy,

coffee and soda are

available here as well as at

the Hampden and Wor-

cester dining commons

snack bars.

Still want more? Try the

Kennedy Snack Bar in

Southwest on the fifth

floor. Ice cream, sand

wiches, soups and candy at

good prices. Field and

Oreenough also have

dormitory snack bars run

by students.

The final option? Drop

some funds and hit the

infamous dining commons.

A little on the expensive

side maybe, but you can

eat all you want and see

what college life is all

about. Stay away from the

things you read on the

menu and don't know what

they are. like the Diplomat

Sandwich. The beefsteak

special and the chicken

pucks, are worth paying

the price. The ice cream is

good too and toppings

abound.

Avoid Friday night

dinners like a quantum

physics course, they're

both terrible.

If you have to hang out on

campus the options are

there, it's just a matter of

knowing where to put your

money tq its l»ea| USP-
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The many facets of pizza in Amherst
Our aulhor runs Ihe gamul for area's mosl popular food form

By DAVID MUNIZ
Collegian Staff

The Amherst area is brimming with pizza places trying to

take advantage of the student population that thrives on

the saucy, cheesv things. The area's telephone directory

lists 13 different establishments in Amherst alone that

cater to the pizza eating crowd.

Of those 13. the Collegian took a random selection of five,

and solicited questions about delivery, price, size, and the

biggest sellers.

At Andy's pizza, located on University Drive, the

Collegian "spoke to Vicky Famiotis. wife of Andy Famiotis.

<vho the restauran' is named after. Andy's is open until 2

a m "We sell a lot of pepperoni and mushroom pizzas,

mostly to UMass. Plain pizza is still the biggest seller

she said. When Mrs. Famiotis was asked what she thought

made her pi/./a> spe. ial. she said. "My husband makes the

dough and the sauce fresh every day." She added proudly.

"That's whv we're the best."

Whether "or not Andv's makes the best pizzas, is up to

Andy's patrons who pay $6.10 for a large plain cheese

pizza and $3.15 for a small cheese pizza. Large 2 way

combination pizzas cost $8.10. and a three way for for

$9.10. Andy's special with "everything on it" goes for

$1 1 .95. Of the five places the Collegian solicited, Andy's is

not the most expensive, nor the least.

Bruno's Pizza, a relative new comer to the wild pizza

world of Amherst is open until 2 a.m. on weekdays, and

until 3 a.m. on weekends.

Bruno's is located at the old Whole Wheat Pizza Factory

on Belchertown Road that went out of business last

semester. At Bruno's, owner Bruno Matavazzo says the

biggest sellers are the pepperoni and mushroom pizzas.

"The Canadian bacon and cheese also sell well." he added.

Bruno's, which offers small, medium and large pizzas, also

sells the cheapest pies of the five places queried. A large

cheese pizza costs $5.75. A small pizza costs $3.00. and

their new medium size pizza, just being introduced this

week costs $3.75. Each item on a Bruno's pizza costs an

additional 75 cents.

Owner of Campus Pizza. Mike Kulzer said. "We won t

deliver, we rely on our name and reputation to make

business." It has been in business for fourteen years.

its hard to sav what our biggest seller is. On any given

day it could be" something different. They're all good."

Kulzer said. If price is any indication of quality, then

Campus Pizza should be very good. A large cheese pizza at

Campus costs $6.95. the most expensive large cheese pizza

of all five. Combination pizzas cost $7.60 for a large combo,

and $4.60 for a small one. Campus Pizza is located on

Route 9. about a mile away from the malls.

At Superior Pizza, we spoke to John Collyer. a worker.

Superior is open until 2:30 a.m.. except for Sunday nights,

when it closes at 1 :30 a.m. "Our biggest seller is probably

the pepperoni and mushroom pizzas. Eighty to 90 percent

of our business is from UMa.ss." At Superior, a large

cheese pizza costs $6.35. and a small one costs $3.35. A

small combination pizza costs $4.05. and a large combo

costs $7.55. "A small pepper and onion pizza costs $3.85.

he added heartily.

Pinocchio's dehvers on weeknights until 1 a.m.. and on

weekends until 2 a.m.. co owner Mauro Aniello said.

"Both subs and pizzas are still our biggest sellers. Last

September, we increased our menu to include everything

from antipasto to dessert. We also established a full bar.

"People who come here can expect the same kind of

cooking as in the North End of Boston." When asked what

kind of cooking is in Boston's North End. he replied. "100

percent authentic Italian cuisine."

Whether or not the cuisine is authentic or not should be

left for diners to decide. At Pinocchio's a large cheese

pizza costs $6.00. and a small cheese pizza costs $3.95.

Each additional item costs a dollar extra.

Depending on what consumers desire in their pizza, the

Amherst area seems to have it aU. The key word is variety

in Amherst, as well as competition.

CoIIej^iaiia A

Food for drunks

with little cash
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

If it's 3 a.m. and Domino's is closed and you're not in the

mood for pizza anyway and all you have in the refrigerator

is a half jar of mayonnaise, flat Sprite, the two ends of a

loaf of wheat bread and your roommate's edge of rotten

Muenster cheese, what do you do. huh? What do you do in

a town with nothing open past t«n except Jake's in Nor-

thampton, and that's Nirrthampton, so that's out, and

you'd prostrate yourself for a bag of Fritos?

Since none of the merchants in town has realized the

gold mine in an all-night deli, you scrounge. It's before 3

a.m. or nothing.

But the Collegian understands. Or tries to. So they ve

sent out someone (no expenses paid) to check out the op-

tions. Herewith.

The Collegian First Annual Desperado Munchy Tour,

1984:

Don't get psyched. There are only four places worth try-

ing: The Sub, JB's Roast Beef, James H. McManus and

Jake's.

JB's: Setting up in a former hardware store, JB's has

evidently rippe<l out the shelves and storage spaces and

created a spacious, dimly lit pleasant place that's even

clean (and anyone working in a fast fcMxI place knows how

U)Ugh that is). Brick walls and funky decor they have; good

subs they have not.

Or at least that has to be proven. JB's is only a month

old, mind you; their specialty is roast beef, and like most

places trying U) establish a clientele (afU«r that, it's per-

missible to go downhill- this is America, you know), the

meat is g()<xi. The roast beef should Ik- rare, and it is. But

it's served on an air-filled Wonder bun the size of a yoyo.

What goixi are fresh veggies and meat if the tomatoes

slip through your fingers? Especially if you're sitting in

JB's window." drunk as a skunk after a night downtown,

and you don't want the police in the station across the

street to see you furtively grasping for lettuce on

Formica...The price. Coke and all. comes to under $3. Not

a bad option.

On U) The SUB. The Sub's two main drawbacks are its

merciless fluorescent brightness and post- midnight

painter's cap crowd tht doesn't realize cruising should

stop at the bars.

But who cares about ambience when the food is good?

Okay, standard. We're in western Massachusetts. (Okay,

then, good.)
, . •. »

But you get a good long bun and normal white American

cheese instead of the ubiquitous yellow Hojo's (gag. gag)

slices. The .salads are a little pasty sometimes, but the

meat subs (do not include steak) are usually good and the

vegetables are fresh. This is one place where the Coke

machines work, too. Prices could be lower (pnce for the

half subs range from $1.79 to $2.99 roughly) but if you

look over the counter and flirt with the help, (they're

great, by the way) they're usually bigger. Avoid chih,

though. It's slimy.
.

MCMANUS: McManus used to be the campus joke, and

among those who haven't gone back after its renovation,

still is-"Did you go to McManus or are you just hung-

over?" They've cleaned up their act-a good feed is the

country breakfast-eggs, sausage, pancakes for under $3.

The juice is still gross, but the fries came aplenty and hot.

Give it another chance, gang, but be careful.

JAKES: Jake's is the place where Smithies take their

dates after they-well, you know-or at least try to, and

on any given Friday you can find per capita the largest

number of oddly-stylish future females of this country

wolfing down a waffle or Jake's good coffee. Jake's w ex-

pensive, and is Northampton, but it's always warm in

there, and if you don't like the crowd, you've got the best

no-cover show in town. Open 24 hours twice a week; if you

want the closest thing to nomnal food- the eggs are real

good-go here. But bring a fat wallet and some attitude.

i^Besl of
Best Variety in Ice Cream:

Steve's Ice Cream in Nor-

thampton, Thornes

Marketplace. Some basic

and not so basic daily

flavors with all natural in-

gredients that can be

"mooshed in" (looks gross

but yummy) with anything

and everything from

chocolate chips, heath bars,

reese's cups to chocolate

covered raisins and coconut.

Call for the price; it's usual-

ly high.

Best Quick Lunch: The

Blue Wall-the service is

great and daily menu varies.

Please, by all means, skip

the Hatch.

Best Des8ert:Judie's in

Amherst Center. A woman

who owns a chain of slinky

lingerie and elegant per-

fume stores supplies the

Valley with some of the

riches and often exotic

tasting desserts. Not only

do they have an array of

torts and creamy, rich

chocolate cakes but the ice

cream and liquer drinks are

unbelievable...watx^h for the

frangelico and eggnog

special topped with nutmeg

for the holidays. Leave the

calorie counter at home.

Best After hours pigout:

7-11, Grampies, anything

tastes good when you're in

this state of mind. Eat

something light, you'll pro-

bably lose it.

Best Earthy-Crunchy
Haven: Paul and
Elizabeth's In Northamp-

ton:great rice and cheese

omelette dishes but don't

dare to ask for soda, sugar,

an ash tray or anything ar-

tificial. Try the fish, usually

fresh and the homemade
breads. It's all au natural

here.

Best Relaxing Lun-
ch—Daisy's North
Amherst— all the breads are

homemade, the service is

superb and there are some

of the best daily specials in

the comforts of someone

else's home.

Best Place to Bring a din-

ner date: Top of the Cam-
pus for the view but not for

the food.

Continued from page I

A

Best breakfast cheap:

Dove's Nest,

Sunderland. ..great stuff,

and really cheap. Try

roosters only if you're look-

ing closer to campus,

especially if you want to see

who took who home the

night before.

Best "All you can eat"

Brunch: Plumbley's is

passe but Fitzwilly's in Nor-

thampton can give you a

wide variety of eats for $10

per person. Bird-like eaters

need ^^^

indulge...everything is just

too good.

HOW MUCH IS THE CAKE IN THE
WINDOWT-Daisy'B ReatMumnt ahowcaMt •omc of

their homemade deaaerta. co«.K«n phou, by luth, jon-
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Why flounder around when
you could have Michaels' ?
By ANDY HELLER
('nllp«:ian Stall

W hen the pizza delivery person can find

your room while blindfolded, and the

golden arches have become a second

home, its time to enjoy some fresh

sealotxi from Michaels' Market located on

Main Street in Amherst.

Michaels' opened two years ago selling

only fish, beer and wine, according to

manager Anne Guiney.

Now we're the only fresh fish market in

Amherst." (iuiney said.

Michaels' fish is delivered daily from

Boston. New York or Rhode Island.

Among the take out items sampled were

the lobster roll and the seafood chowder.

The lobster roll, filled with a quarter

pound of lobster meat, mayonnaise and

lettuce on a Portugese roll was truly a

seaffHid lover's delight.

"At $3.99, the lobster roll is one of our

biggest sellers," Guiney said.

The seafood chowder at $2.99 per pint

was a meal in itself. It contains cod,

shrimp, scallops, carrots, potatoes and

onions in a cream ba.se.

"We make the chowder in the morning

and it can vary ix'casionally depending

upon what kind of fish is available,
"

Guiney said.

The fish and chips special was not

sampled, but at $3.99 for a half pound of

cod and fries, temptation was almost

unbearable.

In addition to the take out items.

Michaels carries a complete line of fresh

seafood that you can prepare at home.

Cod is the most popular choice with

haddcK'k coming in a close second.

"Pollock IS very similar to the haddock

hut p«'ople are very reluctant to try it,"

( i>iiir\ sai<l.

Muharls' always carries a supply of

s:,lnion. swordfish and bluefish but for

thos*. with a little richer taste, perhaps a

li I loUsi.T fr<:m Michaels' tank at $4.99

(u r pound would satisfy your seafood

(••:iv ing

Michaels' lilst) carries cooked shrimp at

li ;(..»,(; pt-r pound and people do buy it

because I hey know it's fresh.

i'o help those who never know exactly

what to do with fresh fish. Michaels' has a

number of fish cookbooks on hand for

browsing or sale.

You can find everything from appetizers

Collppan photo by Andy Heller

Michaels' Fish Market manager Anne Guiney courageously handles a boiled

lobster to be.

to Ben and Jerry's or Haagen Uaaz ice

cream for dessert.

Michaels' Market carries just about

anything you can think of but the best

thing you'll find is the personalized ser-

vice. "We care about our customers and

they'll keep coming back because they

know our fish is always fresh," Guiney

said.

Michaels' Market, at 437 Main Street in

Amherst, is open Monday to Wednesday 9

a.m. - 8 p.m. and Thursday to Saturday 9

a.m. to9 p.m.

Get the duds out and fill the wallet for Valley classy eats

best places for dress, impress , fine dining and debt

Bv NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Y'ou're out to impress that "special per-

son" with a fine meal; you want to wine

and dine them, charm them with your

knowledge of the finest eateries in the

Amherst and Northampton area. What to

do? Read on...

The cream of the crop is the Lord Jef-

frey Inn, Iwated »)ff the Common in

Amherst center. It has the atmosphere of

an old, traditional inn with continental din-

ing. The atmosphere is quiet and subdued

with an Old World decor. The wine list is

extensive but, according to one local wine

merchant, "you'll pay twice as much
money. It's a nice wine list but it's way
overpriced." Expect to spend about $60 for

dinner for two with wine.

Beardsley's, next to Thome's
Marketplace on Main Street in Northamp-

ton, serves fine French food in an elegant

setting. One person who ate there recently

called it "romantic." They have a full wine

list that is reasonably priced. Portions are

small but very good. Dinner for two is in

the $50-$70 range, depending on whether

drinks or wine are accompanied with the

meal.

Patrons get a taste of Plumbley's cuisine in its

In the heart of Amherst center, you'll

find Judie's, serving a combination of

French and continental cuisine. Judie

Collegian photo by Derek Roberts

patio dining room.

Terespulsky, owner and head chef, com-
bines French and American recipes for

some interesting and sometimes unusual

results. The desserts are quite good and

change daily. The menu also changes about

three times a year but the classic popovers

are always available. Of their wines, a local

wine merchant said, "They have a decent,

drinkable wine for a good price, especially

those from Argentina and California."

Prices run between $35 and $45 for two

depending on the wine.

There's a beautiful old house off the

Common in Amherst that was converted

into a restaurant called Plumbley's. Serv-

ing American food with an attempt at flair,

the decor of Plumbley's is more impressive

that its food. The prices on their wine list

are moderate and dinner for two runs bet-

ween $45 and $50. Don't order the baked

stuffed shrimp.

On Route 9 in Hadley, you'll find

Carbur's, a continental restaurant with a

simple style. (We're talking about the

downstairs restaurant). The food is varied

with many types offered. One staff

member here called it "gimmicky but it has

a variety of foods. It's a good place to go

out and have a good time and a decent

meal. The atmosphere is superior to the

food." The prices are moderate, ranging

from $35 to $40. They do have a wine list

and the prices are fairly low.

Now, pick one and charm somebody wdth

your culinary knowledge. And don't forget

your wallet.

Go multicultural withYvonne
Homemade meals that are ethnically diverse

CulieKian photo by Michelle Sefrall

Yvonne John— *•Multi-cultural food for all students and faculty.

• Wines
Most people agree that red wines are

served with beef and game, white wines

with veal, lamb, pork, fish and poultry.

Rose wines generally don't compare with

reds or whites as dinner companions, but

can bring together the flavors of a cold

buffet or picnic. For desserts, a sweeter

wine is appropriate.

A lot of the wines that are served with

meals tend to be drier than what the wine

newcomer is used to. Dave Lamb, the

owner of Four Sc-asons Liquor Store in

Hadley. said. Lamb, who teaches a course

in wine through the Office of Continuing

Kducation, described wine as "the natural

transition with meals. It makes food taste

better and keeps the mouth refreshed."

CorUin'wedfrom page 2A

Lamb said people willing to spend about

$3.99 for wine can do a great deal of ex

ploring the wines of Italy. Portugal, ?>ance

and Germany, without skimping on quality.

His suggestions for people with

"academically oriented pocketbooks" in-

clude Keliergeister, a semi-sweet, German

wine which sells for about $3.50 a bottle.

Spanna, a "nice, red full bodied" Italian

wine which sells for about $3.00 a bottle,

Beaujolais Nouveau, the "new chic F'rench

wine which is really fresh, and fruity and a

great step up from Riunite," for about $4.00

a bottle, and Chenin Blanc, a California

wine that is "between dry and sweet, great

for sipping or with a number of foods," for

about $3.00 a bottle.

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

From the kitchen that caters to West
Indian and other cultural tastes, a woman
yells, "What do you want, sweetheart? We
got some nice curry chicken today, lamb if

you want. You want bread, Caribbean ice

tea, okay?" She holds a friendly repertoire

with the patrons who can be characterized

more as friends than customers.

Yvonne John, 40, a native of Guyana and a

single parent who supports six children

while earning a doctorate in multicultural

studies at I'Mass. is the force behind

Yvonne's Place, located in the basement of

New Africa House.

When John came to the United States nine

years ago. she was already predisposed to

the culinary arts. Her West African

grandmother taught her how to shake the

spices, toss the foods and then coordinate it

all to make it "right" when she was a young

girl.

What, you may ask, is West Indian and

other cultural specialties?

To John, whose father is Chinese and

mother is of African descent, cooking for

the University's faculty and staff is

"multicuhural."

John says her cooking is based on her

background. Yvonne's Place offers a

variety of foods which are seasoned by

Amerindian, African, Chinese, Portuguese.

Indian. Dutch. British, Moslem and Hindu

influences.

On yesterday's daily menu, with items

that are all fresh and homemade. Yvonne's

Place offered IsUmd Chicken Curry, Island

Lamb curry, fried chicken, creole fried fish,

and curried beef, all served with freshly

baked date and fruit bread, three varieties

of rice including a coconut milk based one,

Caribbean ice tea sweetened with honey

and lemon, fruit punch and dessert all

ranging from $2.00 to $3.50.

Yvonne's Place is opened throughout the

week from noon to six p.m. and is a student-

run business. John, who does most of the

shopping (students from Brett and Wheeler

dormitory often help her carry in bags of

groceries), plans and cooks the meals and

receives kitchen help from students in

exchange for meals.

John, who attended Trade Technical

College for Culinary Arts in Los Angeles

will be leaving UMass next year after she

completes her degree. John, who has

written a cookbook titled "Guyanese Seed

of Soul: How to Prepare West Indian

Food," is currently working on her second

cookbook and intends to eventually open

her own restaurant.

"Success is not money." she said.

"Contentment is."
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Apathy in a time of need
Just another Thursday night, anxiously

awaiting Friday and the end of the week. I

sat staring at several assignments, not

knowing where to begin. A nap is always a

good place, I'll get up after a short one and

be fresh for a night of studying.

After an hour, the digital alarm's pierc-

ing beep awakened me with a start. I quick-

ly shut it off and stumbled to the bathroom.

Standing at the urinal I began to feel ex-

tremely dizzy. I tried to stumble to a stall to

sit and regain my composure, but the next

thing I knew I was lifting my head off the

floor, blood dripping from my lip. As I was

becoming conscious, a fellow floormate, in

fact my next door neighbor, was coming

from the shower. He immediately noticed

my distress and quickly asked, "What hap-

pened to you?" I answered, "I don't

know." He only mananged to break his

stride enough to step over me as he walked

out the door.

1 staggered over to the mirror with ap-

prehension to survey the damsige. I stared

in the mirror, cringed at the blood and

noticed that my tooth had penetrated my
bottom lip. Outside the door I overheard

voices saying "Why don't you go in and

help him..." I waited a moment and then

realized that no one was coming. I walked

down the hall and saw several of the people

who live on my floor. NOT ONE asked if

they could assist me in any way. I got my
coat and keys and with a wet paper towel

covering my bleeding lip I started out of

the dorm. I ran into my RA in the front lob-

by. He asked, "Are you going to be all

right?" I answered, "I hope so." He asked,

"Are you going to the infirmary?" I

answered, "Yes." He mumbled, "OK..." I

walked from my dorm alone to the infir-

mary.

I went through the usual infirmary

bureaucracy and was treated by a pleasant

and professional EMT. Next the doctor

came and placed five stitches in my lower

lip. He told me what happened was a com-

mon medical condition, the exact ter-

minology he used escaf)es me now, where if

a person rises too quickly, there is a drop in

their bl(X)d pressure which can cause the

kind of fainting spell I experienced.

I left the infirmary and began to walk

back to Northeast thinking over the entire

Marc D. Paraison

episode. My lip was pulsing with pain and I

had a huge ice bag on my lip. I said a short

prayer to God thanking him for leaving me
enough strength to help myself to the infir-

mary. Heaven forbid 1 should have hit my
head in another spot and had needed the

assistance of one of the people in my dorm.

Would anyone have had the good cons-

cience and common sense to call an am-

bulance if I were lying bleeding and un-

conscious on the floor of the bathroom?
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Bicycllsts Oil campusi keep off the sidewalks

hope that an RA, an individual trained and

paid to be at the assistance of the residents,

would at least offer some aid.

Somehow the entire incident seemed too

cold and callous to comprehend. By this

time I was re-entering my dorm, and

because of my not-too-inconspicuous ice

pack, I received a number of stares. Again,

no one even asked me what had happened

or if I was okay. I went to my room and sat

with the ice pack on my lip and I really had

time to think about the people with whom I

live.

These people are not merely "hi and bye"

acquaintances. These same people I talk to

every day, have classes with, loan my notes

and typewriter to, and have developed

something of a friendly rapport with. It is

almost impossible for me to believe. I come
from the suburbs of Boston and I have seen

people hurt in the streets of Boston get

more assistance from perfect strangers. 1

can hardly understand how people you

know could be less caring.

After an hour my roommate returned

from an evening of studying and bombard-

ed me with a host of questions about my
condition. Not one of these f)eople who
were so concerned about my condition

bothered to come by personally and see

how I was doing.

I sit here now in the solitude of the early

morning hours writing this and wondering

who I can depend on in a time of need.

Marc D. Paraimm is a UMaas )itiuient.

I know that for many students, the only

means of transportation is the bicycle. But

with such a high number of students and

professors on campus, the bicycle becomes

a dangerous machine. According to

Massachusetts law, bicyclists have to take

the same responsibilities as motorists by

following the rules of the road, and

therefore, should ride in restricted areas;

that is, the street.

Two major problems with bicycles on

campus are that they create accidents and

frighten many pedestrians.

This fall there have been many accidents

on campus. For example, while walking

from Southwest towards Whitmore
Building I saw an ignorant bicyclist hit a

two-year-old child. The child was thrown

into the air and began crying. Because of

the speed of the bicyclist, it took 15 feet for

him to skid to a complete stop. Why are

these bicycle accidents allowed to occur on

a heavily populated campus? Because the

bicyclists are speeding and are selfish

about their riding. There is another con-

cern.

Bicyclists frighten people constantly. For

instance, recently on my way to Goodell

Library a bicyclist sped by me, missing me
by about two inches. This caused me to

jump clear off the walkway. Because of the

inconsiderate speeding bicyclists and

pedestrian fear I feel that the best solution

would be to eliminate bicycles from cam-

pus walkways. Students and professors

should use surrounding streets coming into

campus, and upon arriving on campus

should lock their bicycles at provided racks.

They will be allowed to walk their bicycles

on the walkways.

With the help of the students, professors

and administration this problem of ac-

cidents and fear can be corrected.

James Cohen is a UMass student.
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Letters to the Editor

Why the dishroom workers aren't whistHng
I guess it must be the time of the year.

Christmas songs join the selections on the

jukebox, decorations are prominent

everywhere. The Christmas season has

everyone in a party-hearty
mood...everyone, that is, but the dining

commons workers.

Being one said worker, I say this

because every night 1 go to my place of

employment in Southwest, and face a

mess. It doesn't have to be that way.

Hasn't anyb<xiy seen that notice poste<l

where you dispose the trays? It asks

politely that you dispose of the paper, and

place the silverware to one side of the

tray. Common sense displays that there is

a reason for this request. Obviously it is

important.

Then why do people constantly

disregard this plea and do the opposite?

Paper napkins and butter pats can be

found everywhere imaginable: under

plates of food, piled on top of salad plates,

even stuffed into the bottom of glasses

with dinner rolls pushed into the top for

good measure. This display not only

makes the dishroom attendents ex-

asperated, it wastes time and can result in

a hazardous broken glass situation.

countered the infamous pillar of salt on a

plate. I must tell the anonymous artist

that the sp(X>n hidden beneath the pile

was not hilarious to me!

It's amazing how flexible certain uten-

sils can be. Spoons are the most abused,

(I've seen them practically braided!) but

forks have lieen known to have bent

handles or twisted tines. However, knives

folded in half make my skin crawl. These

are heavy metal pieces of cutlery and to

match the amount of strength needed to

mend them to the size (jf the individual,

well, let's just say I do not want to meet

this person in a dark alley.

But seriously—would you do these

things at your house? Or your grand-

mother's house? In a few years you may
be invited to your boss's house for dinner.

When dessert is served, will you eat it

calmly or will the hostess find whipped

cream under the chairs, and butter in the

place of it?

One last thing—those of you who are

responsible for the above stunts—take

heart. Some day you will have your own
places and can do what you want with the

food you are served. Until then, please

think about the dishroom workers trying

to find dishes under mounds of food and

Patrons of our DC can be particularly paper. Read, and follow the signs, and we
artistic as well as enlightening. can serve you better.

For instance, did you know salt has an Happy holidays,

odor? I discovered this when I en- Rohin L. Wildes is a UMnss student.

has written a series of comments about the constitution.
f~. , 1 ^ '£ xU '^ «4-iA-»v-i has wntten a series ot comments aoout tne consutuuon.

irymg to clarity tne sitUatlOn xo try and respond to these a task force has been created

with representatives from the SGA, the campus ad-
On Wednesday, November 14, the Collegian printed an

article titled "Trustees Reject Constitution" which was

misleading. On behalf of the task force which is working

out problems that exist between the SGA and the Univer-

sity administration, I would like to clarify the situation.

The issues are pretty confusing, so it is easy to understand

the mistake.

The headline was completely inaccurate. The Trustees

have not rejected the constitution. In fact, they have not

considered it. To understand where the constitution is cur-

rently it is necessary to review the history of the constitu-

tion. Last spring the SGA, after lengthy debate, approved

a constitution. The SGA constitution sets the structure

for the SGA and its various components, and protects the

rights of students in the areas of student discipline,

students fees, and participation in University decision

making. After the students had completed the document

we submitted it to the administration to start the process

of Trustee approval. Naturally, there were differences

between what the administration wanted and what the

SGA wanted. We set up a committee to mediate out the

differences and we were successful in resolving almost

every problem. There were three areas of disagreement:

control over buildings funded by a student fee, control of

the Student Activities Trust Fund, and the rights of

students in the judicial process. It was then sent U> the

Trustees for approval with the Chancellor suggesting

three changes.

When the Trustees received the constitution, however,

they tabled it to the University Attorney for review. He

campus
ministration, and the University President's office. So far

the work has been progressing and we have reached many
agreements. Basically, our challenge is to decide what

comments are justified problems for the University, and

what can be done to change those to fit both the SGA's

and the University's intent. The major disputes are the

three areas mentioned above. In the interim the SGA is

operating under the constitution passed last spring.

Chris Sullivan

Speaker, Student Senate

New code making progress
The reporter who wrote the article regarding the pen-

ding revisions to the Code of Student Conduct unfor-

tunately omitted several features that I had stressed to

him, and misquoted me. I believe it is important for all

concerned to understand that revising the Code is an ar-

duous process and requires the cooperation of many con-

stituencies—and I thought I had made it clear to the writer

that it was fortunate in this regard that the students, not-

withstanding the many demands on their time, had been

extreTnely helpful and thoughtful. The article, as written,

leaves the impression that this is not the case. Further, I

indicated that com^iderable progress has been made and

that there was substantial agreement on more than half of

the Code revisions. So, in fact, the Code is not in limbo,

and I believe all concerned believe that a revised Code will

indeed be a reality for the next school year. The campus

community will certainly be kept informed about the

status of this important document as it proceeds through

the various committees and administrative levels. Thank

^°"
Robert N. Brooks

Associate Dean of Students

Editor's note: The reporter stands by his notes and main-

tains Brooks was correctly quoted.

Bring back the comedian
An open letter to the Board of Governors:

You are in charge of this institution of learning and, in

firing Cliff Meyer you were projecting your sense of ethics

on this school, as is your job. Ethics is well and good but its

place is secondary to education. And as part of our educa-

tion system you're actually educating us by example. You
have taught me to be frustrated, second class and asham-

ed.

We do not live in a world of education. We live in a labor

society. Even if we forget this fact, to cut us as students,

from the most common forms of entertainment is

ludicrous and irresponsible. Are you trying to isolate us as

students?

When seeing a teacher in the hall, I asked, "How was

your Thanksgiving?" Her reply was,"Good, I got very

coked out." Needless to say, her answer was a joke. Are

we here at UMass going to track this teacher down and

condemn her?

I think the firing of Meyer was ridiculous aud I call for

his immediate rehiring.
jy,j^.,^^g, j^^ ^^^^

Amherst
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Letters between friends

II

liyPETKRWISSOKER
Collegian Staff

This b(M»k is a collection of V^ita Saekvillf

Wests letters to Virginia Woolf. Sackville

West was WoolPs lover in the middle

I went ies and t he t wo remained friends until

WcM.lfs death in 1941.

Like Woolf. Sackville West was a writer,

very prolific and well known in her time

ailhough now largely forgotten. She is best

know for her b«x)k The Eduardians and her

poem The Land. She also wrote travel

books, based on her trips to meet her

husband. Harold Ni<-olson. who was himself

a wTiter as well as a diplomat and a Member
of Parliament.

I nlmtiinateiy. Vita just didn't produce

the kinds of letters that W(H)lf herself did.

Often the letters are dry. and excerpts

from Woolfs letters that are printed to

[)rovide continuity seem to shine in com
parison. Vet Sackville West's writing is not

always drab. Once she overcomes her self-

imposed intimidation (I. write to the

Virginia Woolf.') the letters do become

more interesting although considering the

level of intensity of their relationship there

seems to be something missing.

But Vita Sackville West's skill as a writer

should not be underestimated. The travel

letters she writes from India, Persia, Egypt

and particularly the United States in 1933

are both interesting and entertaining.

There is something \je ne sais quoi, French

majors) about the letters that keeps the

rj-ader rt-ading which is rare for a book of

letters.

Both Vita Sackville West and Virginia

Woolf are important writers of this century

and those who have read their works will

find this book a welcome addition to the

ev«>rgrowing collection of dcx'umentation of

the writers of the first half of the twentieth

century. However, these letters will never

be a substitute for reading the works

themselves.

PUBLIC NOTICE
7 HOUR SALE

Friday - Nov. 30

from 11 am to 6 pm

BRAND NEW HOTEL SURPLUS

MAHRESS AND

FOUNDATIONS
Twin Size Mattress $55

Twin Size Foundation $48

Full Size Mattress $68

Full Size Foundation $58

Deluxe Bedframes $19

Sale rield By RBM Sales Corp
B0 Bmrly For Bmtt Sml^ctlon.

Mo Phon9 OrdT9, PLEAMM.

COME

fOOAY

.mm.
?::*>*-..

-U

>.\0 UP
vtm tMU

Mastercard VIM & Dinar Club accaptsd

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR UME
Rta. % H^«y

Are You A Healthy ^
Drinker? ^How healthy are your drinking practices? t^

On Monday December 8rd in the Campus -^
Center Rooms 162-175 7-9 p.m. the^
Alcohol Education Program will be ^
sponsoring a program entitled: ^

"To Your Health: ^
A Workshop on Healthy Drinking." ^

Participants will complete a personal ^
drinking profile and will learn strategies ^
for promoting problem-free drinking. To "f^

register call Health Education 549-2671 ^
X181.

t

"Keep the Summer Alive'*

CAPE COD at the PUB
ivith Cape Cod 's #/

•D.J. GARY TITUS"
of Pufferbellies and Cape 104

t»«&"m^

5 E PIEA5A.NT ST A.MHEHST \U

I

SWEET TOOTH ^

FAST FREE DELIVERY
ot individual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES

ECSTASY BY CHOCOLATE CAKE - Couid i» a

-r.- ,.
i
*'<' 'A^^^ -' s ^ V.'., eve' enp#r»efKe

CHOCOLATE LAYER CAKE - Anoihsf lemplalion loi ir>e tr,„<;orio..c

A Ai-i^ • '^e* AQD'ouc*^ *f'H chocolate cream and faspDefes

CONTINENTAL - A rcx pasl'y nom liHM ) bold enils ««Hi ehocotaw crea~

F[u the chocolate 5opt^tSiic4l«

CHEESECAKE • We .e saveo ^ou a "p lo He* vork Tne oesi cheesecaKe

no'in ni ihe Big Apple Topcngs make 'I even betie' stiawbef'v O' c^e^'v

CARROT CAKE • V«e can i promise ^ul .i maj Iwip |OU tmd what yo'j

Aani in the dark Deee I'rtous'"

NAPOLEON • One bne and von ii su"ende' lo the |Oy ol cusia'd and pasi'v

with I'OSling on too

ICE CREAM f'om Barts the Pest ,n the valley

Vanilla Chocolate Slrawtietiy Mud P-e Co*'ee Heath Crunch Oreo Crunch

Asti about out iiavor ot the *ee*( A double scoop

MUNCHIES
OATMEAL FUDGE BAR A BiG chewy pat laced *iih ihicn ludge irresistible

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE - A sneaoie cookie loaded with goodies Vymmy

FRUIT BREAD - A change ot pace Could be banana nut lemon -ut

cranberry nut or pumpkin raistn Ask

8AKLAVA A Greek delight A small ricn tnangie ot pastry and nuts

drenched m honey Vou II irve 't

2 50

150

1 50

1 75
35

1 50

1 50

1 55

150

75

75

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE Supenor conlecnons lo ma«e your

Vou never had ii so good'

taste buds de*'f>ous

FUDGE FLAVORS - Chocolate Chocolate Wainui

Rocky Road Chocolate Peanut Butter

; pound
1 pound

BLOCK CHOCOLATE - Mik or Dark ' J pound
' pOunfl

CALL

256-8102
Fr day and Saiu'day 6 00 pT' 2 00 ar^i

Sunday ihru Thursday 6 00 pm i 00 am

79 S Pleasant St . Amherst

Mmtmum orxfr %b 00 PflC«« do not met

105

400
7 50

3 75
700

Thursday. fJovember 29, 1984
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live mrire
byPeter Wissoker^^

It fiuures just as your work load increases there appears

an incredible amount of good music this weekend.

Kven toniRht it isn't an easy choice. At the Iron Horse,

(irateful Dead lyricist Robert Hunter will be playing two

sets. He hasn't been the same since he learned to play the

iruiiar but he is still one of the few living rcx-k troubadours.

M.-anwhiU" at the Rusty Nail, in Sunderland, you can .see

thn'f rrally «:reat bands for the price of one. The Mongre!

Tupi'N Barn-nce Whitfield and the Savages, and Boston's

own I>fl Kuegos will be playing. Since Hanger One closed

and 1 he Blin' Wall started bringing a lilues hand once every

few m<»r«t h^ t here hasn't been a good place lo see new wave

bands hut now

(..•(.n- Th()roL'<xHi and The Delaware Destroyers will be

plavnm with NHBQ at the Springfield Civic Center on

Kridav Night. There are still goiMl tickets left and George

ThorogiMid plays like you wouldn l believe. 1 saw him like

five years ago and it's still one of the best shows I've ever

seen.

Fridav brings Flyer lo the Rusiy Nail for two nighi-

andSatiirdav Chri- Smither to the Iron Horse. James

Montcomerv will be at th Red BalUnm in Kasihampton and

Sar:ih \ aughn will be 'n the Fine Arts Center.

Then it seems like, one would want to get a room al the

M..1.' Nortnaniptoti because Sunday. Monday, an<i
'.(.le:

dav a small caUacade of stars appear at the Iron

The Bobs

Big Twist & the Mellow Fellows

liors. Mindav. the woman who makes Bonnie Raitt sound

>ik.- an ..l.i fart. Klieii Mcllwaine. will play. She plays

wick.-d ..I.Mtric guitar and tells the truth. On Monday.

Nrw Waw acapellaist s. the Bobs, will make their Kast

I ..;-< d.-but . A mi.\tun' of Devo and Manhatien Transler.

• h. Bobs -eem to be all t he rage over on the other coast

On 'liK-MJav a man who is on the cutting edge of the

ivain uanie^ solo percussionist David Moss, will appear.

\l..v^ IV perhaps best remembered for his show last year

•v'lh Fred Frith in Brattleboro. Moss has broken down the

'.artiers of tone and lime To see him performing solo i-

.'vtitinu.

On Mondav night Big Twist and the Mellow h ellows. third

T.-nerat ion Chicago big band blues musicians will be at the

Blue Wall.
, „

in th'- future: Robin Trower will be at the Rusty Nail ;.

we.-k from Sunday and Ta.i Mahal will be at the Iron Horse

in I >e<<'Pil><T It) and 11.

Bobs Covtest: We have five, count em five tickets to gm-

aw av lor ' he Bobs show on Monday night .
All you have to

,lo is identifv the group which first performed the song

Lue Wire." Come down l«) the Collegian Arts desk

h..iue.-n \ and t) in the afternoon between now and Monda.v

il \ou know the answer.

A local i-oots band' revival
by JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

The term "roots band" was coined in the sixties to

describe bands like the Rolling Stones and The Who who

reintroduced the rhythm and blues and honky tonk

traditions to popular culture. Roots bands have come back

into popularity in the last few years. This faU three local

bands. The Mongrel Puppy. The The Del Fuegos, and

Barrance Whitfield and the Savages, have all produced

startlingly good first records, all mining from past culture.

All three bands appear at the Rusty Nail tonight.

The Del Fuegos' The Longest Day is destined to be a huge

commercial success. They are a young band (one member.

Ork Boy Zanes, joined right after high school) and they like

to make noise. Slash records tried to cure them oJ this o>

polishing up their sound and adding keyboards. Theeflect

was not horrid or tacky as I would expect but instead is

satisfving. giving the band the warmest sound in town.

Their live show is not as poUshed but does still show signs

of the workout Slash put them through. The Del Fuegos

are a roots band in the most literal sense. Influences like

The Rolling Stones. Johnny (^ash and Hank Williams are

running rampant through this record. Lead smger Tom

Zanes' voice is verv expressive, almost like Neil \oung,

hut enough power so that no one has to feel sorry for him
_

The Del Fuegos' rf)ots come from the dignified rhythm and

blues. Woody Guthrie's simplicity, your baby and your

4/4 rock and roll rhythm being pushed to its limit

.

The Del Fuegos succeed because of their deep harmonies,

strong melodies and surprise touches, such as a drum solo

on the song "Nervous and Shaky" that sounds like it was

played on a trash can. (Actually it was played on hubcaps).

Trash cans mix with this type of music well. I think many

people will find themselves whi.stling to the first single

"Backseat Nothing " and wondering who this group is.

Barrance Whitfield and the Savages have titles like 'Bip

Bop Bip" and "Mama Get the Hammer." They're fast.

heavy on the bass and sax, and that man can really blow .

The inspiration is the .50's of "Happy Days," "Be Bop a

Lula." and 'RtH-k Around the Clm-k." wailing words

without meaning for the pure joy of the sound.

Barrance Whitfield is a black r (!C b singer who reminds

me a little of Little Richard. The Savages. (Howard

Fergusan. Phil Lenker. Peter (ireenberg> are all former

members of the Lyres, anol her band whose first record did

not live up to expectations. The three Savages left the

Lyres before their record was released and formed their

band with saxaphone player Steve Legrega lo play their

own form of blues Thev say this is because they "preler

the Negro sound.

Two thirds of the songs on their records are cover ver

sions of obscure cuts by singers such as Bobby Moore,

almost famous for "searching, searchmg lor my baby, who

wrote "Go Ahead and Burn ": or Big Al Downing, a country

singer from Worcester who penned "Georgia Slop.

Though most songs are covers, the Savages .•ompletel^

retool them lo their personality.

Exploring heroism

and fantasy
By FRANWKINBKRG
Collegian Correspondent .. , •

Most people associate the word heroine with a female,

and hero with a male. "Not so." says Lee Edwards. L'Mass

Fnglish Professor, and currently the first woman to be

working in the Dean's office. Kdwards explores the topic

of Women as Her.» in her book. Psyche as Hero hemaU'

Heroism and Futional Form

.

A hero is somwne who transcends the norm. They are

never "go(Kf". m the moral sense, but are interested in

(ranslorming the m<.rals and values ot a society. I" "'''l**';

for this shift to happen, people must be dissatisfied with

the present so.iety. H.-roines. who are mainly women,

••ould almost be considered the opposite of heroes. They

are the upholders of what is g<K)d and moral in a MK-iety.

Wi- are not used to seeing women in posit ions ol breaking

away: they are almost always put in the position of trying

to perpetuate the status quo.

"The hero is alwavs fiction". Edwards said. "Always

bigger than life. To be a hero is to stop being a human

being. A hero must always be socially responsible." It is

n.nfusing to think of the hero as non fictional. Lee ex

plains that a great amount ot sadness and loneliness would

ac,-ompany a real life hero, while a fictional hen. could

overcome anv siK'h obstacles.

In her book Fsurhe us Hero. Edward uses European and

\merican m.vels of the 18th. 19th. and 20th century, to

trace the changing ways women are viewed in patriarchal

culture Charact*>rs b«'come more heroic as women begin

taking chances and stepping out of traditi.mal roles. Lee

sees this as evolution. "Freedom comes Irom within

marriage and familv. later from work and community, then

from art. then from within an imaginative sphere, where

women can be glimpsed as the divine creator."

When asked what she would like readers to have in mind

when reading her b<H>k she said "sex and gender are

unimportant. We need heroes. With..ut henn-s we are

stuck we have nothing to hope for. no one to make the

break which will lead us t.. a Utopian society. Without

heroes there is no wav of envisioning a better world.

When asked about the heroes of today, and the shill

towards cons,>rvatism she said, "today we have a desire to

mfike RonaUl Ueagan our Cowboy hero '" >>h*> sees this as a

problem We mav depend on one man to tuUill our wishes

for a go.Kl society.' but what happens if he cannot succeed.'

It is important for us to start to view women as heroes as

well as heroines. Heroes are fantasy. Through tantasy we

can expl.>re the possibilities in which women can change

their lives and have an impact on others. This will allow us

to further our .>wn lives, and pursue our own goals to

places we never thought possible.

Grateful Dead lyricist Robert Hunter will per-

form at the Iron Horse tonight.

acs

BEAT THE CLOCK
7:00 - 9:00

75* Drinks

9:00 - 10:00

$1.00 Drinks

10:00 - 11:00

$1.25 Drinks

TV SALE

BRUINS vs EDMONTON

19" Motel Color Portables [

Incredible Low-"Take Them Away" -Prices

Selling At The

HOWARD JOHHSON MOTOR LODGE
RTE 9, HADLEY

Friday, November 30 from noon to 6 p.m.

MasterCard & VISA Accepted - Sale Held by RBM Sales Corp^ Ij

xs
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Thursday,

November 29, 1984

9:00 PM
THE BLUE WALL
Admission $2.00

OPEN TO ALL

WELCOME

MILLER TIME

IThursday, November 29. 1984

ZS

$$$$$ STUDENTS $$$$$
Earn extra money

during semester break.

Inventory takers -

$5.00 per hour to start

RGIS inventory specialists is the nation's largest inventory ser-

vice with 150 district offices nationwide. January is our busiest

month. Average 20-40 hours a week. Weekends and night

availability necessary.

To be considered, you must have phone, means of transporta-

tion pass a math test, be dependable. No prior expenence is

required paid training provided. Unlimited openings in

Eastern Mass. Reps from these offices will be on-

campus December 5. o u oaq ocnn
Boston North 938-9269 Boston South 849-3500

Worcester 366-6471

See Student Employment for interview schedule.

^^ iL .. ^r jr n Jg=

.

Hie
I
l^staurant

HUHgyb^ Spirits,

Sustenance
& Sauce

at Reasonable Prices

Specializing in American,

Greek, 8- Italian Cuisine

plus Pizzas, Subs,

Homemade Soups, Fresh Salads

8- Desserts

Closed Mondays

55 University Drive, Amherst 549 5713

MasterCard

VISA

\ Jeremy
|

\ Rifkin |

'

\ Morrill Aud.l

(room 131)
|

Thursday,
j

Nov. 29th 1

8:00 PM

The Age of

Transition"

Distinguished

Visitors Program
and

Environmental

Sciences Dept.

Thursday, November 29, 1984 g

.Collegian i3

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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BeARINMY
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Today's Weather

Thursday: Another bum-

mer of a day. Mostly

cloudy with a 40 percent

chance of rain. Highs in

the upper 50s.

Thursday night: Very

dark. Lows in the 30s.

Friday: Nice and sunny,

highs in the 50s. What the

. hell, skip classes for the

day.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Nuclear Broach ByNRC-Q
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Bat Brain By Bill Dealing
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Bench^armet
4 Grate

8 Plant pest

13 No» men
15 Kelt ot the

comics

J6 Nary a person

^7 Seasonal prank

victim

19 Small amount
20 Kingdom It

21 Editor

23 Oscar winner ol

1931 32

26 Toss
27 Gives way
31 Opposing one

34 1947Nob«liSt in

literature

36 l-egal claim

37 BaKed product

38 Me. to Miss

Piggy

39 Partsofacwt
41 Country club

employee
42 Fragrant resin

44 girl'

46 Uriah

47 Jog the

memory
49 Religious

leader

51 Air Force
general ot note

56 Allenlively a\

work

59 Jewish scholar

ol yore

60 Indian, loi one
61 Fred

MacMurray s

wite

64 Diminished

65 Blame
66 Impart

67 Spinnaker and

spanker

68 Desires

69
Rheingold

DOWN
1 Neckwea'
2 Word with hand

or house
3 Boat tor

Cleopatra

luliled by Trude Michel Jaffe

4Sponstig 45 Newspaper 53 Relocated

name 54 Hippodrome

46 Wintry 55 Linear units

48 Hoopster 56 Oh, dear'

Erving, totans 57 Col sports org

50 Spiritless 56 Actress Garr

Slang 62 Sister

52 Ode 63 Curve

Schlllor

5 Z (the

works)

6 Raged
7 Chatty bract

8 Tummy
soothers

9 Fish cooker,

perhaps

10 Innkeeper

1

1

Division word

12 Forest denizen

14 Indic language

18 Word with folk

22 In plain style

24 Othello role

25 HaltotCCXVI

28 Easy stride

29 Extreme

30 Break the habit

31 Impersonator

32 Karnak s river

33 Abound
35 Lanchesteret

al

38 Numbers to be

reduced
40 Innocent one

43 A Douglas

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
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D.C. Menu
LUNCH:
Barbequed Pork on Bun

Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS LUNCH:
Swiss and Sprout Sandwic!

Shells in Cheese Sauce

DINNER:
Chicken German Style

R a I a t () u i li e

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS DINNKK:
Chickt-n (German Styl

Ratatouillc

""-*iel
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Herman van Springel, longdistance^

cyclist left the others farbeNnd In

the 1981 Bordeaux4>ari$ race M
covering over 362mites in 13 tXMM
35 mimrtes, 18 secorycb.

m^^

Thursday, November 29, 1984
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* Flutie
ever seen a quarterback

play." .

He said it's very difficult to

choose one player as the

best in the nation.

"You might be able to

compare two running backs.

You might be able to

compare two linemen," he

said. "But as far as picking

the best athlete across the

country, the best college

football player, it's almost

impossible."

Flutie finds other com
pari.sons those among
Heisman Trophy winners

hard to accept.

"I really can't picture

myself in that type of

category with Herschel

Walker. O.J. Simp

Continued from page 16

son... guys down the line

who have won it." he said.

"When you're growing up.

you're looking at it all from a

distance. It's in a fan

tasyland." F'lutie said. "But

when you get near it an you

see the actual presentation

of the award, it's realistic to

me. You say. 'hey.

someone's got to win it.'"

Marion Hair Design
[Marjon

Han
De%ign

line

*'Brighten Your Smile for the

Holiday Season!"
visit the Hampshire Mall Dental Center

Cleaning and Exam
for only $20.00

valid only with this coupon

offer expires 12-31-84

Call for your appointment now!

586-9480

Marjon brings you the endless summer!

ONLY
$40.00

-Safe

-Fast
- Beautiful

- Prefered

- Professional guidance by

trained cosmetologist

- Relaxing atmosphere

- Tan the safeway

CALL US NOW FOR DETAILS
f*K Mt. Farms Mall
^ 1 Route 9

J Hadley, MA
^/ 586-4551

Omnidentix System Corp.

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
Men thru Sat 9:00 am - 9:30 pm

William H. Grass DDSPC

A whole new way
to go to the dentist

Wov, I wondi I v^ uat'h

'II Che Collegian

today?

GRAND OPENING
Annherst's Newest Friday

HAPPY HOUR

featuring

CLIFF MEYERS

TINKl^NS

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance"* 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number free

AT8(Tlong distance leaves the others

f. far behind, too. You'll get great

/ service, unmatched quality-plus

savings that keep on rolling every

day You'll save 40% evenings-60%
nights and weekends So you1l

coppie^t way ahead.

For information onATSJLbng Distance SeMce^
call 1 800 222-0300.

The more you hear the better we sound'

From »h© Guirviess book of World Recotdi c 1983
by Sterlinfl Publishing Comparry. Inc.. New fCttk. NY

AUDIO

St«r«o Pioneer 180 watt speakert
t2S0/pair: Sansui audio mixer t140; Sansui

cassette deck »250 Tom 665 8360
ISunctartand)

AUTO f=OR SALE

1M0 Oataun 210 4 door Sapaad 41 mpg
good condition *2900 866-39B6

liiiflianautt~La Car (detuxel $20(10 call

549-6812

1878 Hat 131 S ipeed 44.000 miles new
clutch and water pump recently rebuilt

engine and transmission Blaupunitt stereo

and air conditioning good body expertly

maintair>ed by origir^ owner 14G0 or beat

offer call Jon 2S6-122S

72 Cutlaas completely rebuilt egine, new
tirai - t960 will consider trade 1 617

867 6631

Toyota Corolla 77 Good body. Runs waM.

New muffler Two extra snow tires on rirrw

ISOOt Paolo home 2S3 2964 worV 546-0431

74 Chevy Laguna S3 gd cond must
$1200 as is S4Ma29

1873 Chevrolet Nova excellent runnmg
condition 62000 miles many new perts some
body wor* $1600 549-0682

1879 RabbH excellant cor>dition, regular

gas new brakes, muffler, ignition system

Recent tune up and oil change $2775 or 80
1 617 464 2323 evenings

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD OJ'a audio and^
visual entertainment for the 80' s 884-6712

Rack A-Diac Rack -A Video Entirtaln^^

mant Agency. Oisciockeys and large

screen video perties for the five college area

549 7144

PORRCNT

Apt for t*nt: 2 badroom apt, Main S<

Amherst $496.00 plus. 1 year leaae

256-6160 ask for Kevin

Bedroom in houaa,
(or longer I no perties

549 6746

Jan 1

no pets, no
Sept 1

Ipof Rant: 1 bedroom apt. in No Amherst 2

Imi from campus on bus route avail. Jan Ist

I$285 mo fully furnished (opti call Jeff

1549 7569

1 or^ raaponaibia people for a very large

bedroom in a studious house in North

Amherst. 1 V^ miles from campus on bus

route 549-6279 keep trying

Fumishad studio Buckland: Dec

call collect 203 668 2390 after 6 PM
Jurw

FOR SALE

New twin bed $80 dreaaar $40 wicker chair

$25 call 549 11«

Moving must^ll 73 VW ex cond many

new parts $1250 ca ll 549 1168

Paavy Standard PA Amp and Columns

AMP: 400 watts. 4 channels, reverb and

equalization

Columns 56 inches high, 4 10 inch woofers.

three tweeters in each, all in excellent condi

tion, loud, clear, sound $676 call

1-617 464 2323 evenings

»\dVVb*d»oi»*2aa.. stereo 46 ,
antique

j

rocker only 25 549-6876

Woman'raTza 8 white Hanaort aki boots,

hardly used, $80 or 80 3 ft high Sanyo

wood tone refrigerator Used one year $100
]

or 80 Call 2S3 9622 evenings

OAMES CONVENTION

QAV » LESBIAN

HELPI HELPI HELPI

HELP WANTED

Sixth Annual MASSCON Convention

Board games Fantasy Role Playing,

Miniatures, D&D Dec 1, 2 Mtn Farms

Mall For more information, call Steve

6-6088 or Tom 6 S200

The Poopla'a Oay ANtonca hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ed to attend'

Help us find an apartment for Spring

semester 4 girls seeking an apartmnt as
1

dose to campus as possible Preferably Puf '

smoking f,op or Brandywine Call Sherry or Beth at

546-7422 or Sue or Katie al 546 1145

Earn $6-7 an hour Must be 18 or oMer

have own insured reliat)ie car Apply in per

son: Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadley

JVow taking appllcationa for fall and par

time positions Must be 18 or oWer Apply in
|

person Domino's Pizia Rt 9 Ha<«ey

Ariiat needed for Southwest Ares Gov t

for graphics, logos, posters T shins, etc

Good practical experience Applications

available at the SWAG Office. Hampden
Commons 545 0960

Publicity Coordinator needed for

Southwest Area Gov't Writing and editorial

skills necessary Artistic ability helpful Ap
plications available at the SWAG Office

Hampden Commons 546-0980

Earn Holiday Money. The Upper Cruat

r>eeds pizza cooks and drivers exp pleaae

Apply Upper Crust Pizza 71 N Pleasant St

Amherst 2 doora dowm from Oelenos

IIVIII Watch the heartbeats go by and they
whispered

I

The Chriatlan Scinace Organization
1 riMets tonight at 7 in Room 801 Campus
Center

I

Paper naodatf in a "phase" of advartisir^

I

desperate, will pay call Rob 256-1573 or

253 9403 eves

Please atop calling Joan. Its getting me in

I

trouble thanks SO.

Happy 20th Birthdayll Plat Have a good
one and remember that I love you' Love.
Pokey

LOST

OoM Bracatol oraat

Sw-s:
aantimantil vanM

Please return can S46-S37S $$$ reward

Contact Lanaaa Raplacad. Moat brands
$2a$2S, Dr. Spancar, University Drive
256 8661

MichaNa
2 rr>onth

a new world record
anything is poaaible

Love. Rob

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Somewhere between the Drake and tha

Maze, two keya Reward Sally 546^5613

Lost lT 28 ladies Seiko quartz watch.

Gold face, new brown strap between 9th

floor tower and town if found please call

Ellen 256 831

1

Tho mowto Mad Mu SUB Fnday 877, 9j
It

DIaaertationa,

on-campus low rates guaranteed accep-

tance Nancy 584-7924

ROOM WANTED

PERSONALS

Sw—t Tooth daUvara cake, ice creamj
fudge and chocolate to you 2 free OBtmeB|
raisin cookies with each order if you men|
tmn this 8d 256 8102

Save up to 20% on all new comics anr)

magazines Wnte P Box 345 Amhen
MA O10O4 or call 546^5073

Tbe Loeblan Biaaaual fr Oay Men'i
Counseling Collective offers FREE
counseling fof everyone effected by sexua|

orientation issues M T Th F 48 PM Calf

54&2645, or info line 545-0684 Rm 433 Stu{
dent Union

One aingia woman looking for off campus
housing starting Jan 1 celt 546-6257

Help I naad a room In tha Amharat area
beginning in January I am aesygoirig and
studious Call Sandy at 772 6819 or

772^061

I

dulet reaponslble female kx>king for

' single room Jan May prefer close to cempus
!
2S6-822S Christy

~ ROOMMATE WANTED
""

Responsible mala to share Colonial Village

I apartment Available immad. /January
25fr«)78 eves

I
One bedroom for 1 or 2 mala/famale in

Crestview 5^ 7837

I To take over laaae ASAP need female to

I share Brittany Manor apt with 2 males 1

I
female all ternfir roommates' Call 256-1653

I Roommate wanted to aahre one room in

I Brittany Manor 253 3140

Female nonamokar single room in nicely!

furnished apartment busline 665 3129fi
Sunderlend

Roommataa wanted for summer 16 oni
Nantucket Inforn^tion call Rich 546 544Sf

Naad a place to live next samaetar? Chi '

Omega is now takirtg interested women to!

board for Spring Semester 96 Home cook
ed meals cost equal to dorms free parking!

and MORE" For mora info call 549 6288 orj

545 0162 or 54&2092

2 tamalea looking for housemates in South!
Amherst startina l»niiarv 1 call 256 1466

SERVICES

Treat Yourself IBM profeasional typmg
Romence languages Suzenne 253 7956

Typing/Word Proceeaing. Hant day ear

vice Type Rite 253-51 1

1

SUBLET WANTED

Apertment needed cloaa to UMaas for

intersessKKi call after 10 pm 546-6682

TO SUBLET

Naad ront monoy arMi aomeone to hiek
after your ept in Jen? Reaponaibla femele
needs 1 or 2 bedroom ept for intersession

Wendi 546-4807

2-3 people

Winter Sublet Sprif^ Option Northwood
Apts call e6&3259 call lata

Interseaaion sublet
Towohouse call 549 5631

Needed an apt for Jan. prefer South
Amherst call after 7:00 PM 2S3 2996

4 bedroom apartment close to campus,
subletting for sprir>g semester call 256 6101

Specious two badroom town-houae
available Jan 1st thru end of August Fall

option $410 per month Squire Village cell

HaroM 5-0436

TRAVEL ^~
COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USAT~#i
student budget travel agency Free cetalog
Call 16171 266 1926 or wnte. 729 Boylsron
St Suite 201 Boston. MA 02116

College New Yaafa Party Eapraas to

Montreal Only $49 I • $19 tax and service!

Departs Dec 30th returns Januery 1 Price

includes round trip transportation via

temperature controlled motor coach. 3

days, 2 nights at the Shertmurg Hotel in

downtown Montreel Price based on quad
occupancy option fl $15 edditionel. New
years Eve at the famous Old Munich
Restaurant, including transportation, and
complimentary toast, hats, noisemek^rs.

favors, and dancir>g to the music of an

authentic German brass band Option #2

$29 additional 5 hours of open bar with free

buffet at selective night clut>s in downtown
Montreel No personal checks please Final

peyment due 2 weeks before departure

Town Tours and Travel 482 Main St

MaMen MA 02148 1-617 321 3993

Ua TICKETS FOR SALE

at tha Cantrum thia Sunday. Oacembar
2 Call Steve 546 6446

WANTED

Hava? Sooka, notaa about Pottuguaaa and
Paacal? I naad tham John 6-7148

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a quiat non smoking famala
to share a bedroom in Brittany Apt call

253 8413

Two femalaa need apt for Januery
pleeae call Chen 5494858

Women looking for one bedroom.
preferably in Puffton area, starting Jan 1

I'm reaponaible and neat Tricia 549-6622

behween 4 00-6 30 pm

2 or 3 bdrm apt for 3 females in Amherst of

kjcal vicinity for Spring Near bus line pref

Call 546 9066. 546 9100

Room 12 miles from cempua for Jan to

July if have call Tracy 665 4931

Young Couple aeeks on bedroom oi

studio apartment from January to Sept 65
Chip 545 3117

Two femeles naad an apartment for sp'

ing semester please call Pam o< Liaa »i

545^0162
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UMass primes to give

Florida cold reception
Women look for first victory

By .lOHN A.NOLAN
ColU'Kian Staff

Cominu oft a lou^h opening season loss,

tht' rnivtTsilv of Massachusetts women's

basketball team hopes to even their record

as they battle the University of Florida at 8

p.m. tonight at Amherst College.

However, the team may need more than

hope and a lot of inside help if it expects to

pull off an upset.

"We are the clear underdog, no doubl

about it." said UMass coach Barbara

Stevens. "But we are not shaking in our

boots."

Florida comes off its best season ever (19

9) with all five starters returning from last

year's 19th ranked balldub.

l'Ma.ss hopes of stopping the Gators rest on

shutting down H 3 senior scorer Tammy
.Jackson. Jackson comes off her third

consecutive season as an All South Eastern

Conference pick and is considered one of the

nations top college players.

IMass meanwhile, comes off a shaky

UMass women's basketball Barbara

Stevens expects a toug^h game from the

University of Florida tonight.

performance agiiinst Boston College which

saw the Minutemen shoot a dismal 40

percent from the fUM)r and the starling five

out scored by the bench .33 25. For the team

to be competitive, the sh«K)ting will

definitely have to improve. I'roblems for

the Minutemen remain it's inside game and

point production from starters .Jerrie

FU'rni<T. Hebecca Kucks and Susan Burtoft

who had a collective three points against

Boston College.

A much smaller team, the Minutemen

must get strong inside play to offset the

power of the Gators, a team averaging well

over six feet.

"Airainst Boston College, we really got

hurl off the boards," said Stevens. "We're

going to have to work for our rebounds to

heal I'lorijJa."

However, the bread and butter of the

Minutemen remains its run and gun brand

of offense. If the team is able to set its

running game in motion. Massachusetts

fans can look for a wide open high scoring

affair.

"We're really going to have to utilize our

fast breaks." said Stevens. "Without them,

the pressure really lies on our inside game."

At stake is not merely a basketball game,

but north south pride between two of the

nation's strongest conferences. However.

Stevens is quick to point out that pressure

is not on her team.

The pressure is on them to beat us,"

Stevens said. "Being in their position, they

have a lot more to lose than we do. But

make no mistake, we're going to go out and

show them that New England basketball

can be just as competitive as it is in the

SKC."

Anyone planning to attend tonight's game
ran take either the Mount Holyoke bus or

any of the PVTA buses running through

downtown Amherst. Try to arrive early as

the gym is expected to be packed.

New England title in reach

Wl gets top swimmer
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegain Staff

The University of Iowa would probably

not want to be known as a farm team for the

University of Massachusetts men's swim

team, but there may be a New England title

in the Minutemen's future thanks to the

Hawkeyes.

Coach Russ Yarworth said yesterday that

Drew Donovan will attend UMass next

semester and put to use the swimming

talent that qualified him for the NCAA
championships two years ago.

Donovan quit school two years ago and

recently contacted Yarworth about at

tendingUMass. He was accepted into the

College of Arts and Sciences by the

Admissions Office yesterday.

"This will give us the New England title."

Yarworth predicted. "Along with Craig

Fuller (who also came from the Iowa

program) we'll have our best team in 10

years."

Donovan, who will have a year and half of

eligibility left at UMass, is a freestyler with

times that will win him New England and
Atlantic 10 championships.

He has done a 1:38.0 200 freestyle, a :44.0

100 freestyle and a 4:24.0 500 freestyle. To

put his ability in perspective, the UMass

record in the 200 free is 1:46. Donovan's

times in both the 100 and 500 would have

easily won the New England last year.

Yarworth was the last UMass swimmer to

place highly in the New Englands with a

second in 1978. UMass hasn't won a New
England team title since the early 1970s.

"I won't believe it until he's on the blocks,"

Yarworth said. "But he'll be at the Lowell

meet on Saturday (at Boyden at 7 p.m.) and

it seems definite. It sure looks good for us.

real good .

"

Flutie avoids speculation
NEWTON. Mass. (APi

Wherever he goes now.

Doug Flutie hears the talk:

Clear a spot in your home for

the Heisman Trophy. He

scrambles to avoid it as if it

were a huge defensive

lineman trying to crush him.

"Fverv person I meet is

telling me. 'Oh. you've got it

made, you've got it won."

says Boston College's

record bustintr <iuar1erback.

I don't want to let myself

oeiieve it's a shoo in because

it's not and if I let myself

believe that. I'm in for a big

let down."
His talented competition is

Ohio State running back

Keith liyars and Miami

quarterback Bernie Kosar.

They are the three finalists

invited to the trophy

presentation.

"Keith Byarsis bigger, he's

stronger, he's faster, he can

run with the ball." said

Flutie. the only senior in the

group. "He's a tremendous

athlete." Kosar. who nearly

matched Fluties brilliant

aerial performance in Boston

College's thrilling 47 45

victory over Miami la.st

Friday, "is a class quar

terback." Flutie added. "He

played the best game I've

Continued on page 15
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Barbara Hebel and UMass face Florida tonight.

SportsLog

Tony

Betros

Just a few thoughts...

This will be a first for a New England

newspaper column the quarterback from

Boston College will not be mentioned by

name throughout the entire column. Yes.

that's right, no once... After this Saturday,

this particular young man will jump right

out of Fitton Field at Holy Cross and into a

helicopter, where he will pick up some

trophy called the Heisman in New York

City and probably then be a first-round

draft pick in the NFL. Enough said.

What I found questionable about the EC
Miami game was the play calling of coach

Jack Bicknell. Late in the game BC iias a

first and goal at Miami's seven. Instead of

letting the BC quarterback do his thing, he

calls three running plays and BC is forced to

make a field goal. Had you know who not

made that absolutely incredible pass, a BC
loss would have definitely been blamed on

Bicknell.

Another coach who surprised me with his

play calling was Dallas' Tom Landry. I

know it's easy to second guess now and

Landry is one of the best, but he made some

decisons he usually doesn't make. For

instance, on two separate occasions,

Landry, on third and about one to two.

would run Tony Dorsett up the middle.

Dorsett would gain one small step for the

Cowboys, and three iriant steps backwards

for the Pats. ..Hut the lilunder of the game
came from kicker Tony FVanklin. After the

Pats tied it up, Franklin tried a squib kick.

which was way t<x) hard and Dallas ended

up with excellent field position and later

went on to win the game. Franklin, after

the game, said "I just don't understand it."

Great. Tony. The dog ate you homework,

too.

College hoop is underway and while

Georgetown finishes off their poi and

surfing from their "vaction" in Hawaii,

other clubs have already looked impressive.

Louisville is usually predicted in the top

ten. but this year, they weren't. This is

why Denny Crum may have the makings of

a final four team. Nobody plays a tougher

schedule in the beginning and when their

freshmen mature, they will be tough to

stop. ..Also watch out for Maryland.

They've had a rough start but Lefty

Dreisell and company have a lot of players

returning.

Pro basketball is also in high gear. There

are a few people who don't know that the

Celtics are the best team in basketball.

These people also think Mondale still has a

chance...The Eastern Divison is getting

tighter in the race for second place. The

Bulletts are playing a very physical game

and the Knicks (much to Abraham's

displeasure) have a seven game win streak.

True, they have played teams that Barbizon

School of Modeling could beat, but they are

playing solid hoop.

In other news, our old friend Dennis

Eckersley became the newest millionaire as

he signs with the Cubs. Apparently. Dallas

Green likes to invest in rubber cause that's

what he's getting with Eck's arm. ..Finally,

anyone who doesn't think the guy from

Natick should win the Heisman should be

sentenced to ten minutes in the ring with

Kamala, the Ugandan giant. Roddy Piper

will be the guest referee.

No more need be said.

sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Women's Basketball: Florida, at

Amherst College 8 p.m.
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No pass/fail for required courses come Fall 8b
^ '

.»,_..• .._i.._,i .. u;.. ^....(^^^,^r ^Aui "Manv i he reoort was not clear in whether the fund

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The faculty senate yesterday passed an amendment to the

general education "proposal prohibiting students from

taking required courses pass/fail.

The amendment, added to the proposal that would

replace the present C. D and E core requirements to

courses in areas designated as "social world," "biologicd

world" and "analvtical rea.soning." was not passed

unopposed by the faculty. The proposal, designed to

"tighten up" the present core requirements and supply

students with "breadth of knowledge, "
would effect all

incoming students in the fall of 1986 and thereafter.

Steven Zeil, professor of computer and informational

science, said eliminating the pass/fail option would cause

students to "flood" the easier courses.

•'No pass/fail will channel the students into easier courses

and then they will not dare to take more challenging ones."

he said.

Dairy Mart:
McDonald's
of the future
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Convenience stores "will be the Mc-

Donalds of tomorrow" predicted the

founder of the Dairy Mart chain to an au-

dience of about 100 University Investment

Club members last evening.

"Ten years from now, you'll stop in at

the convenience store for that

hamburger," Charles Nirenberg said.

Having already added a delicatessen

counter and gasoline facilities to his own

stores. Nirenberg also revealed that

automatic banking machines, rental video

equipment and movies, and fresh flowers

may soon be for sale at Dairy Marts.

"As I see it, there's plenty of room for

growth," Nirenberg said, "and this is an

exciting, young growth company."

Nirenberg said that he "never really ex-

pected" to be involved in business, but

realized as a young man that he could

operate a variety store for a small invest-

ment and do so with one exception.

"That exception was that, instead of just

putting up that Coc^-Cola sign, we put one

up that also said Dairy Mart," Nirenberg

said. "So, in 1958. we opened the first

one."

By 1972, there were 32 outlets, and after

presenting "such a good deal that I

couldn't refuse," a larger corporation

bought the chain, though Nirenberg re-

mained president. But the business was not

as healthy as he had been led to believe,

Nirenberg said.

"I became a paper millionaire, but the

following year, they went bankrupt, so I

was a paper pauper," he said, "and that is

the great thing about the American

system. You have the right to succeed and

you have the right to fail, that's the

Determined to retain his company,

Nirenberg said that he used the only asset

he had left, a good reputation. After con-

vincing a banking institution to refinance

the chain, Nirenberg began to bring the

company back to financial health.

Nirenberg said that the chain has just

opened its 200th outlet, and projected sales

for this year are almost $100 million.

But Gerald McFarland. a history professor said, "Many-

students feel that pass/fail course is the least important"

and therefore put less effort into that class. "I hear

students say. 'all I need is a I) to pass.' " he said.

With a pass/fail option for general education courses.

McFarland said the purpose of the proposal would be a

"waste. " He said the proposal is designed to give students

a more, well rounded education and would be wa.sted by

the the pass/fail option because students would put in a

minimal effort to pass the course.

Harry Schumer. professor of psychology, said 10 to 20

percent of all courses are taken on the pass/ fail option.

"Students do show less motivation" in courses taken

pass/fail. Schumer said. But students also take in courses

that are more challenging, "knowing that the option is

available." he added.

In other senate news, the motion to approve the Program

and Budget Council's report on funding for the general

education bill was tabled because it lacked clarity.

"I'm glad they tabled it (the motion), "
John L. DeNyse,

vice chancellor of administration and finance said. He said

the report was not clear in whether the funds would come

from th«> Board of Regents 1987 fiscal year new program

re(|uest process, a reallocation of money in the current

University budget or external sources.

Robert Welch, an assistant to Dennis L. Madson. vice

chancellor for student affairs, said the costs were broken

down into "four major areas."

One time administration costs were estimated at $152,000

to $242,000. The onetime cost of hiring teachmg

assistants for an additional 400 students who will be taking

analytical reasoning courses is estimated at a maximum of

$20,000. The plan will cost $100,000 to $268,000 a year for

ongoing costs.

The "biological and physical world "
requirement would

generate an ongoing minimum cost of $40,000 to $210,000

for instructors, and the recently added amendment

recjuiring students to take at lea.st one science with a

laboratory component would add $200,000 for one time

costs and $30,000 and $120,000 for ongoing costs.

The program and budget facet will instead be voted on

with the entire general education proposal.

Collefimn photo by BrUn Gony*

BREAKTHROUGH! — The silhouettes of Ken Michealson and

Gree Edwards are seen during a rare peek of sunshine in yester-

day's gloom. Today should be sunny in the 'SOs; more details, p. U.

Birth control

a long battle,

say lawyers
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Roe V. Wade, the U.S. Supreme Court

decision that legalized abortion in 1973,

was the culmination of 25 years of lawyers'

efforts to make abortion a woman's right,

according to three lawyers who spoke at

Hampshire College last night.

Lawyers Nancy Stearns, from the New

York state Attorney (Jeneral's office.

Nadine Taub from the Women's Rights

Litigation Clinic in Newark, N.J. and

Catherine Roroback. whose victory in a

contraception case in Connecticut h« .ped to

set a precedent for Roe v. Wade, spoke at

the last panel discussion of the "Abortion:

right under siege" series.

Roroback said Roe v. Wade was based on

the 1958 Griswold v. Connecticut that

made contraception legal for married

women in Connecticut.

It was a big victory, Roroback said,

because, "Connecticut and Massachusetts

were the two most reactionary states in the

union on the subject of contraception and

abortion."

Through the '60s, anything that

prevented conception was illegal in

Massachusetts, she said.

The Comstock laws, which made con-

traception illegal, were based on the Vic-

torian ethic which prescribed that women

stay in the home and that sex for any

reason other than procreation was im-

moral, the panelists said.

One of the most important methods the

lawyers used was to advocate reproductive

freedoms by women's personal testimony.

Steam said. She said she would never

forget an English woman's story about

coming out of anesthesia after an illegal

abortion and realizing that the abortionist

had raped her.

What emerged from the personal

testimony by hundreds of women was that

abortion laws were a violation of the right

to equal protection under the law for

women, Steam said.

continued on page S
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Econ index falls, recession possible
WASIllNCJTDN (Al'l Thf govt-rnmenl's mam economic

forecast in>,' Kaupe fell in October for the third time in five

months, the Commerce Department reported yesterday as

economists bemoaned an economy they said was "sput

terinjj" or maybe even slipping toward a mild recession.

The 0.7 percent October decline in the Index of Leading

Economic Indicators marked the first time since the
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recessionary year ol 1981 that the index had dropped in as

many as three of five months.

At the White House, presidential spokesman Larry

Speakes said that although "obviously we're in a period of

economic slowdown. ..we don't think this is an indication of

recessionary tendencies."

.\t th«' same time, private economists described the

economy as very sluggish, and one of them said his firm's

foreca.st was "within arm's length of a recession."

There were no predictions, however, that such a business

downturn if it should o<-cur • would be as long or severe as

the 1981 82 recession.

A string of negative indicators has preceded every

recession for decades, but Commerce Secretary Malcolm

Baldrige has been quick to point out that there have also

been such negative trends that were followed by merely

slow economic growth rather than outright recession.

Baldrige called his department's new report "disap

pointing." But he also said he expected improvement next

month and declared. "We are not heading into another

recession."

Reagan makes choice

for new head ofEPA

Friday. November 30. 1984

s£2li£gimi 3

WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Reagan yester-

day chose Lee M. Thomas,

who supervised toxic waste

cleanups as a chief deputy

to Environmental Protec-

tion Agency administrator

William D. Ruckelshaus, as

the new head of the agency.

Ruckelshaus, meanwhile,

said that reported dismay

over Reagan administration

environmental policies

"didn't have anything to

do" with his decision to

resign.

Thomas, 40, has been ser-

ving as assistant ad-

minitrator of the agency in

charge of the "superfund"

toxic waste dump cleanup

program. His nomination is

subject to Senate confirma-

tion.

Thomas joined the EPA in

1983 after a two-year stint

as associate director of the

Federal Emergency
Management Agency. In

that job, he managed all

disaster relief efforts at

FEMA and was chairman of

the president's task force on

toxic waste problems at

Times Beach, Mo.

Since July 1983, Thomas
has been serving as assis-

tant administrator of EPA
for solid waste and
emergency response. He
served as acting deputy ad

ministrator of EPA for .six

months in 1983.

Two sources, who spoke

only on condition they not

be identified, had said that

Thomas was Ruckelshaus'

choice as a successor.

House Energy and Com-
merce Committee Chair-

man John D. Dingell,

D-Mich.. said he was con-

cerned about Ruckelshaus'

departure, but added that

he had found Thomas to be

"capable, truthful and a

good administrator. I have

no basis on which to criticize

his appointment."

In an interview on the

CBS "Morning News" pro-

gram, Ruckelshaus said,

"I'm not fed up with

anything."

Rep. James Scheuer,

D-N.Y., a vigorous critic of

President Reagan's en-

vironmental policies, said he

suspected Ruckelshaus
resigned because of a 30

percent cut in EPA's
budget proposed to the

president by the Office of

Management and Budget.

Change your
tires NOW .

$iiJ94
per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuH Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd , No Amherst. MA
549-4704

Amherst Chinese Foods

Bmmt Mmnamrln Food'

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST
BEER A WINE LICENSE

Fresh Vegetables
from Our Own Farm

CLOSED WBDMeSOAY
___

"wToO NofuM "SO OR »RTIC1»L COtORING

253-7835

Nowls
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2890

^Expert Repairs &
(ecorxftioning

Theorist warns ofwestern technology cfawflrm

Jeremy Rifkin lectures to a packed audience

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Values held by Western society are

leading to crises in resource consumption

and biotechnology, with possible

calamitous effects on civilization, according

to author and social theorist Jeremy

Rifkin.

Rifkin expressed his opposition to

genetic engineering and attitudes on

resource consumption in a speech to about

200 faculty and students at Mornll

Auditorium last night. The lecture, which

lasted two hours, was sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program and the

department of biochemistry.

Philosophers, scientists and political

theorists since the 15th centurj- have

shaped Western values to assume that

resources are unlimited and are to be used

to improve the quality of life without affec-

ting the environment in a significant way,

Rifkin said.

According to the economic theories of

the British political thinker John Locke,

material resources in nature are wasted

unless they are used by society, Rifkin said.

In reality, he said, the potential uses of

resources are the value, and once they are

used by society, they are turned into waste.

Rifkin said genetic engineering is the

"most impressive technological interven-

tion into nature since the introduction of

fire." With fire, we can weld, melt and

mold materials, he said. Genetic engineer-

ing will allow us to mold and join different

traits of different species, he said.

"Genetic engineering has tremendous

short run benefits to it," Rifkin said.

Among these benefits are medicines, more

productive farm animals, and the genetic

elimination of certain diseases, he said.

The problem is that the more impressive

the technology, the more it affects the en-

vironment, he said. Citing nuclear

technology, Rifkin said, waste from

nuclear reactors takes 10,000 years to lose

half its radioactivity. Cave paintings by

early humans found in Europe are 10,000

years old, Rifkin said. Only now are

government agencies finding ways to pro-

tect future generations from the danger,

he said.

Rifkin has written several books on these

issues including. Who Should Play God?.

Entropy: A New World View and Algeny.

He has testified before Congress, made

television appearances, lectured and filed

lawsuits to raise public awareness of the

dangers of genetic engineering.

CollcKiM plwto by BriM Gwy*

RIFKIN: "Society can never con-

sume faster than nature can

reproduce."

Ex UMass president honored
Mather paved the way for autonomy

Collerimn photo bv Michelle Scgmll

"All the News That's Fit to Print" — Amherst resident

Margaret Field shows Rachel, 4, another town resident, the news

of the day in front of the post office yesterday.

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian staff

When Jean Paul Mather became president

of the I'niversity of Massaehu.setts in 1954.

he i-onsidered the I'niversity to be "the

most politically controlled" land gmni

colleK*' in the country.

Forced t«) resi^m five years later after

emhroilinR the state Le^i^^'ature in a battle

o\er who would control I'niversity hiring

and financing'. Mather was honored

yesterday with a luncheon at Chancellor

Joseph I). Dufiey's on campus residence.

When Mather was president the

Legislature was resp«)nsible for hiring all

administrators and faculty and ad

ministralin^j the University's funds.

"We cannot be sure our present faculty

will remain." Mather said in a 19.W TIME
maj^^a/ine interview. "What is worse, we

cannot ^o out and recruit this fall because

we have absolutely nothing? to offer."

HelievinK that the I'niversity must have

autonomy from the Legislature. Mather

t(Hik his case to the public and was forced

out of office by the Legislature. Control of

the I'niversity was turned over to the

UMass Board of Trustees during the next

president's term.

Dean of Students William Field, who was a

profes.sor at the time, recalled that Mather

demanded "a certain standard (jualily and

insisted that we be a first rale institution,

and he told the Legislature so."

"He made people angry because he forced

the issue and made (the Legislature! U>ok at

something they didn't want to look at."

Field said.

Chancellor Duffey said Mathers con

tribution should be recognized because he

prompted the "idea that universities need a

measure of autonomy and provision for self

governence if they are to flourish and to

serve stx-iety well."

"The idea is not that universities should

not be accountable to outside authorities."

Duffey said, "(but) is based upon the idea

that conditions which sustain an at

mosphere of freedom of t hought and inquiry

re(iuire freedom from centralized control."

Mather, whose professional background is

in business, economics, and statistics, noted

thai while 'all land grant s<-hools have

engin«'«'ring and scienc»'...l certainly en

dorse I h<' liberal arts concept."

"I'm still a supporter of liberal study

because you need that underpinning. You

may be able to talk to machines (as an

engineer*, but that's not the way U) talk to

humanit v." he said.

''He made people angry

because he forced the issue and
made (the Legislature) look at

something they didn't want to

look at.

"

— Dean of Students William

Field, speaking offormer
UMass President Mather

F(trmer Chancellor Ralph Hromery also

praised Mather, saymg "Without fi.scal

autonomy, and th<' ability to manage our

resources, we would not have been on the

way t«) be<-oming a great University.

".\ lot of people in the Commonwt'allh

would have been cheated from a low cost,

high (juality education." he said.

.lohn W. Lederle. who su<<«'eded Mather,

said "It was tough to follow Mather. 1 got

more commiseration than 1 got

congratulations. I'eople asked me why
would I take the job.

"But it was alittle«Msieran(i it's IxM-oming

more so. now that we have [hv support of

the governor and are begin twi4;_toj|et more

supp<»rt from the Legislat 've. " he sunt.

During Lederle's term, tontrol of the

University was turned ^ver from the

Legislature to the Board of % ustees.

Office space changes for student groups
By JOHN VINCENT
and GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors last night opened

up space for a new WMUA radio station business office by

taking away room 454 of the Student Union Building from

the Islamic Association student group.

BOG chairman Bob Abele said that the Islamic

Association failed to make the effort to defend its space

after being sufficiently warned that it was going to be

taken away. Abele said the space committee decided to

take the space because it was not being fulUy used.

WMUA will move its business material into one- half of

room 454. Bill Stepchew. chief engineer of WMUA. said

that papers are piling up in the studios causing a work

problem, and there are too many people using too Uttle

space.

The State Student Association of Massachusetts and

Students Advocating Financial Aid. will move into the

other half of the room, giving both groups more room than

they, had before.

WMUA wa.s also scheduled to move its office in the lui^..

to the Spectrum magazine office. Campus Center room 104

after the new WMUA office has been remodeled to fit the

security needs of Spectrum, which Managing Editor

Charles Carroll said needs a locked closet and walls, in

stead of the partial barriers common in Student Union

Building offices, to protect the expensive artwork Spec-

trum deals with.

In other BOG news, the alternative beverages committee

announced their plans for a "Battle of the Bands" at the

Bluewall Cafe next Thursday night, during which no

alcohol will be served. Bob Cohen of the committee said

there will be free food and drink, with a $1 cover charge,

and if the event succeeds, the committee will consider

more regular non alcohol nights at the Bluewall.

Also, the board nominated candidates for its chair

position, which Robert Abele will vacate at the end of the

semester. Nominated were Heidi Parks, Bob Cohen.

Karen Karina Gray, and Jane Donahue.

ifabortion -

continued from pa^e 1

Taub, who said the

reproductive rights litiga-

tion had "changed her life,"

described the mindset of the

judges who were against

abortion.

"There was a judge in

Ohio who said women who
danced had to pay the

piper," she said.

Taub said she now works

against sterilization forced

upon poor and minority

women, but that in the early

'70s she had represented a

woman who wanted
sterilization. This woman's

age multiplied by the

number of her children did

not exceed 120, making her

ineligible for sterilization,

according to hospital rules,

she said.

Duffey will visit Argentina

to plan exchange program

University of Massachu.setts Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey will travel to Argentina next Friday to arrange a

professional exchange between this University and that

country.

During his week long stay. Duffey will meet with

students, faculty and administrators from .several

Argentine universities to choose a Latin American

scholar who would come to UMass to teach, and then

return to Argentina to introduce certain American

subjects into the country's higher education curriculum.

Dirt'ctor of International Programs at UMass. Barbara

Burn, said Argentina has many go(xl universities, and

"we've had an exchange since 1970 with Argentina where

we receive Argentinian students here for the spring

semester and then send (UMass) students there to study

during the summer."
Duffey said this new exchange was primarily initiated

by I'niversity history professor Robert Potash, a Latin

American hi.storian. last summer began examining "what

we might do to strengthen our relationship with

Argentina right now." Duffey said.

A memo from the United States Information Agency,

signed by the agency's director Charles Z. Wick, stales "1

have asked the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs

to look into your Argentine scholarship proposal im

mediately. 1 will get back to you shortly with some

thoughts on how we might respond to this."

During his visit. Duffey will be staying with the

American ambassador to Argentina. Frank V. Ortiz.

LARRY BOUCHIE
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Women's Aerobic Contest
$250.00 Cash Prize

9:00 - 10:00
To find the women's aerobic fitness champion of the Pioneer

Valley. Competitors will follow an intensive aerobic routine led by a

professional instructor.
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Sporting Gift Ideas ...

Racquets tor-

Tennis, Racquetball

and Squash

Hockey Equipment
Skates, Sticks,

Protective Gear

M
If there's a Sportsman or

woman on your Gift List, tfien

a trip to tfie all new Fenton's

is a must for your Christmas

shopping. M

LARGE SELECTION OF
Nike & Bike Sportswear
and Athletic Clothing

from the All New
FENTON'S

ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 Main St.. Amherst 253 3973

Open Monday thru Friday 9 5:30 ^MIk
Saturday 9 4 hSh UnH

Are You A Healthy ^
Drinker? *

How healthy are your drinking practices? t^
On Monday December 3rd in the Campus ^

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

Center Rooms 162-175 7-9 p.m. the

Alcohol Education Program will be

sponsoring a program entitled:

"To Your Health:

A Workshop on Healthy Drinking."

Participants will complete a personal

drinking profile and will learn strategies

for promoting problem-free drinking. To
register call Health Education 549-2671

X181.

i

«

79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-3442

Over 150 imported cheeses
* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans

* Bulic teas

* Freshly baked croissants & pastries

* Fresh pasta

* Party trays * SPECIAL *

Krups & Braun Coffee Mills $19.99

Sumatra Mandheling Coffee Beans $4.99

Choose your gift boxes now for

mailing during the Holiday Season

Coffee Tasting Saturday 10 am to 1 pm
Hours: Dailv 9::i0-6:00; Sunday 9:00-1:00

(

lb.)

Last Night For Becks 2 Far

DECEMBER 2 PER
KRONENBOURG
Stay tuned for the demise

of Happy Hours - watch for

our a'^ nex' \^^."jek

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-mldnight

Proper ID & MUST
57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

wtm.mumjm:jm.

Shaann's Apparel Plus
100% Wool Blazers

market value $130 our price $70 - 75

Before you buy Christmas gifts

somewhere else come browse

through our store

This weeks special -

100% cotton bath sheet towels $19.95
Alterations available

42 Amherst Rd (Rt 116) Sunderland

in front of Post Office 665-3878

Holiday Hours: Mon-Sat 10-8; Sun 12-5
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PERSONAiJZFD ALTO PLAIt
A dBdnt(u»hing acxirrt to vou; ai*)

Availabt in ax colon $14.00

iRauseofHIal^t)

32 MQ.n St Amherst • 253-3361 • Moo Sot 9 5 30

NH man beaten by hitchiker

HUBBAKDSTON lAl') - A New Hampshire man wa.s

reported in stable condition at a hospital yesterday

rec(.vering from a severe beating by an umdentifieil hit-

chhiker, who released him aft*r exchanpng shots with a

vacationinir police officer.

SUt^V^ic^e said Lee D. Boswell. 33. of Londonderry,

was hos^talized Wednesday after being beat^-n about the

head, face and hands by a hitchhiker he had picked up

along Route 495.
, k;,^,

Boswell t^.ld police the assailant point4^ a gun at him

as they were driving onto Rout* 9 and ordered him to

drive to a deserted area nearby.
, . »

Aft^'r tying a jacket around Boswell's head and beating

him. the hitl-hhiker drove off in Boswell's car, officers

^Boswell freed himself and crawled to a nearby road,

where he flagged down a passing moU)nst, Worcester

Patrolman Anthony Butler.

As Butler stopped, the as.sailant returneti ordered

Butler out of his truck and forced Boswell back inU, his

own car at gunpoint. Stat*. Police Cpl. Michael Verock

"^Butler pulled a .38-caliber revolver and took cover-

behind his truck. Verock said. The assailant fired several

shots at Butler before speeding away.

Amherst man arrested

for indecent exposure
Police arrested a .33 year old Amherst man Wednesday

and charged him with inde<-ent exposure and possession o

marijuana, after he reportedly exposed himself to a local

13 year old «irl. Amherst police said yesterday.

The man. a Market Hill Hoad resident, was arrested

about 3 p m. Wednesday in the parking lot behind the

Archer Kent dru^ store on North Pleasant Street. Police

said he has been charged with three other counts of in

decent exposure over the past month involving 13 and 14

yearold Kirl^- ..,1.
\ Hampshire Countv Courthouse official in Northampton

said the man was arraigned yesterday on the four counts of

indigent exposure and possession of a Class I) substance.

The official said the suspect entered a not guilty plea, and

had his pre trial conference postponed until Dec. 27.

In their report. IMass police said they have a suspect in

an incident Wednesday involving beer bottles bemg

thrown out of a Washington dormitory window. According

to police, bottles were being thrown from a window about

half way up the tower onto the Southwest mall north of the

dorm about 11:45 p.m.

MINDY ANTONIO and JOKL P. COFFIUIS

$$$$$STUDENTS $$$$$
Earn extra money

during semester break.

Inventory takers -
$5 qQ per hour to start

RGIS inventory specialists is the nation's largest inventory ser-

vice with 150 district offices nationwide. January is our busiest

month. Average 20-40 hours a week. Weekends and night

availability necessary.

To be considered, you must have phone, means of transporta-

tion, pass a math test, be dependable. No prior experience is

required, paid training provided. Unlinnited openings in

Eastern Mass. Reps from these offices will be on-

campus December 5.

Boston North 938-9269 Boston South 849-3500

Worcester 366-6471

See Student Employment for interview schedule.
I

Come feast on one of

our new

COMBO DINNERS
They're Great!
(served after 3 p.m. daily)

05 - ^4

L

The area's most preferred Mexican Kcstaurant^^

41 Boltwood Walk, 256-8217
NORTHAMPTON
21 Center St.. 584-0673

AMHERST

<e^ ^'
Cocktail Lounge *t^

Friday and Saturday

HAPPY HOUR 3-7 pm
with 99" bar drinks, beer, shots etc.

7-9 pm enjoy our satellite TV system

9 pm start dancing with Crazy Geoj-ge^

**6p*EN*tTl*2 AM*b6tH NIGHTSl

(come early, doors close when full)

OPEN SUNDAYS 1 PM - 1 AM
Rt. 9 Hadley

SUN. DEC 9

8 PM
S.U.B. UMASS

UMASS STUDENTS $10

GENERAL PUBLIC $12
UMASS I

BKJU.KO WITH STUOtN! TICKP

nCKPS ON SAlf AI FINI AiTS CfNItB SW.NOF.ILD CrVJC CINTH

Gfff^NFIHDAMDnnSMlD NO CANS •OmiS Ot KCOWtN© OIVICH

ShoeSdM
Sale!/

/

Shoe
Shoe Sale! X

Fall Shoes
reduced'

X

Ope'^
SOndays

1

V- r^
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« ^\ ft jB-eft 61 Main St., Amherst ^mt m ^ :^>A.
I^g^^ ^o ^he Town Hall ^S ^^K ' /^«ia^ FOR FREE DELIVERY M

::sssK -^^ _ of $15 minimum order ^^ I 1AITODC off UMass Campus

M'join the Great C& C ft^

Trivia Contest-Win $5!«
Here's this week's C & C Trivia Question: In what comic stnp do:g::;:%

the words "NOTARY SOJAC" appear? If you know, write the^
---- answer your name, address and phone number on a slip of paperpi
'^

and bringittoC&C before 11 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 1- Winner will be
|||

''-
chosen by lot from among correct answers. Winner receives a $5 C «&|||

-i C Gift Certificate.
^ v ,.;.;.;.:.:.:.;:;•:;:: :::::::i.;.:vv.:;:x^^^^^

P BUDWEISER B| • IkB^ %
fc L.A. IRi St. Pauli DRp \ ^
B BEER «N^B ^''^' ^SS^ip. fc
^ Bar Bottles ^ ^ '^^^ Mll^ ffi ^^ 12-oz. )jgg^ $3.99 im^ 5r.«
W^"" ^in oo Budv^^l^f' plus deposit ^^^kL--^:^ .sv^

case plus deposit y^^ujff :^^

^is: Grizzly Canadian Beer 6-pack $3.^*5 plus dep.

M Busch Beer suitcase $9.95 plus dep^ |||

M. Dewar's White Label Scotch 1 .75 Liters $19.99
|p

Specials are in-store cash prices good thru Dec. 1 «

WEIGHTNOW
Thinner thighs and a flatter stomach can be

yours when you start Gloria Stevens NEW
fitness program TODAY'

SPECIAL^^
FALL SHAPE' UP!^J^
6 weeks

only

Franchises available (617) 8487380

notynuA' PHtfrcne P'Oq'i^rT^S • SaOvSiWOQ servf PS 4 "Ours

'"":;' kV^^f" ''^^•nq • Jirfrt.r nn^t (^fnrjr-^rr^s A •(/ f>e '!"*?'*»<;

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9

Hadley, MA
584-0105

^!^
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Students ToD^v
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Actions speak louder than words

L
ebanon, Grenada, East Timor...formula feeding,

abortion, prayer; censorship...

There are so many issues we as citizens face today, the

question is, what can the individual do to affect the out-

come of these matters? The old "tell it to your Con-

gressman" seems time-worn. Problems persist.

The eye-opening of academic experience provides many
with increased freedom of expression. For most pro-

testers, their awakening and arousal came when they

learned to recognize the need for remedy. The act of learn-

ing and the reaction of protest have made collegiates the

traditional activists and do-ers. The candle of hope that we
carry must be moved carefully, though. Haste and

wasteful motions can result in a bum-out.

The power of student-activists can be miraculous, as

was shown in the latter days of the Vietnam-sham, but it

can also be misdirected. If remedial action is questionable

in its effectiveness, the cause may be weakened or deemed
unworthy. Concessions granted can mean demands in-

creased. Precedents set can result in unreasonable expec-

tations; from solutions garnered can arise new obstacles in

the path to justice.

Divestment of South Africa-related U.S. holdings has

been a popular movement on campuses. Notably, Harvard

University President Derek Bok has questioned the

desirability of divestiture as a means of affecting the

Apartheid dilemna.

Saving the Seals is another cause worthy issue that is

b^'ing treated seriously by activist groups like Greenpeace.

Unfortunately, this reputable international non-profit

organization has no alternative plan for those who make a

living sealing.

The intent of these examples is valid enough; majority

populations subdued and helpless seals slaughtered de-

mand attention, and, if possible, effective action.

What about Nicaragua? If you are angry about the bla-

tant U.S. policies of harassment and destruction in that

country, what can you do? A group of UMass students,

and others, spooked by rumors of American aggression

Rob Skelton

there, picketed a Federal building in Springfield, Mass., to

show their concern. Other than alienating a few govern-

ment employees, the result of this post-election day civil-

disobedience was negligible. There is a better way.

We can take a lesson from President Reagan here. In-

stead of the diplomatic hand-wringing that so characteriz-

ed the Carter years, Reagan has used direct intervention

to some degree of success. Granted, his ends are not

always creditworthy, but his methods of accomplishment,

his means, have been highly effective.

Effectiveness is what it's all about. Animal lovers can

picket the farm til the cows come home, but it's not going

to stop the farmer from injecting his stock with ultra-

growth chemicals. This can create a dilemma: to press for

a better means of protest than pickets and boycotts is in-

viting fanaticism, and that obviously isn't prudent.

Witness the antics of Britain's Animal Liberation Front:

firebombing laboratories as a cry against experimenta-

tion. In America it has been abortion clinics, mostly in the

South, that have been victimized by fanatics.

What we strive for is some common ground between in-

effectiveness and fanaticism. There's a lot of room for

flexibility in there, and, optimistic as always, I'm beginn-

ing to see positive developments.

Just as Oxfam continued it's drive against hunger by
correlating student consciousness to money raised, so it

can be for the myriad of other causes. Better to organize

direct donation drives than to drive people crazy talking

about problems.

I've posed a problem for myself by saying so much, but

not proposing any solutions, other than suggestions. I am
not generally a protester; I will, however, join

wholeheartedly in the next cause that offers me a chance

to personally affect, in whatever small way possible, the

outcome of what I deem an improvable situation.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian staff member.

Letters to the Editor

'We are scared'
At the Friends' Meeting for Worship in

Minneapolis a woman stfK)d to share her

thoughts.

"I have t)een wondering about the notion of security,"

she said. "I have been working towards financial security,

saving my money so that I can deal with an emergency if I

have to.

"But recently I've begun to realize that the emergency

is already happening, right now, all around the world, in-

cluding in American cities. People are starving, children

are dying of preventable diseases. What right do 1 have to

sUx-kpile money for my own future financial security when
there are millions of people who do not even have the

security of their next meal?

"And yet, I save my money still, for I have been taught

well."

We are not uncaring people. We hear of famine in Africa

and we send what we can afford. It's hard to afford much,
what with the cost of college, clothes, and trying to save

towards a car. We define our own needs lib)erally. We need
whatever might bring security. Ana since there is never a

point at which we know for sure that we are financially

secure, we keep living our lives for that end.

Deborah Kutenplon

We are not uncaring. We are simply scared. If we do not

take care of our own .security, no one will do it for us. Yet
neither do we help anyone else, for we are too busy and
too alone looking out for ourselves.

In our fearfulness, we stockpile, keeping resources (for

our possible future use) away from people who need them
now. The stockpiles, the savings, make us feel a little more
secure, except from the j)eople who now have too little.

The contrast in the realities of different economic

worlds is overwhelming. We wonder if we can afford

graduate schfX)l while they wonder when they might be

able to afford another meal. It's enough to make us crazy

if we think about it too much. So we don't. It might

threaten our security to focus on others too much

At the same Meeting for Worship, another woman told a

story about security. She and her daughter vacationed

each year in Maine and they liked to leave food on the

stumps in the yard for the chipmunks. Each chipmunk

claimed a stump, and each got its own food. One summer,
though, they noticed that one of the chipmunks was in

pretty bad shape, having lost an ear and part of its tail.

Feeling sorry for it, they started leaving it more food than

the others. From then on, its stump became a fortress,

and the poor chipmunk spent all its time defending its ex-

tra food from thieves.

Sometimes in trying to increase our security we do just

the opposite. So we try to buy it with 10 more Trident II

submarines and extra locks on our doors. We try to buy
security with stricter punishments for people who react to

the injustice in their lives with rage (we call it "senseless

violence") or desperation, and turn to crime or drugs as

the only way out. We try to buy security by propping up
yet another Third World dictatorship, and by buying pro-

fitable stock in South Africa. We prioritize finding a well-

paying job. And we try not to think about the pictures of

starving children.

Not worth paying for
In the v/ake of the firing of Cliff Myers

from the Bluewall, much undue criticism

has been leveled at the Collegian Board of

Editors and the Board of (^vernors for

their positions on this matter. The
criticism has been based ©n an alleged

violation off Myers' right to free speech.

This allegation is purely fallacious as no

denial of his right to speak has occurred.

What in fact has happened is that the

positions taken by the aforementioned

parties ensured that no student monies

will be expended towards the perpetua-

tion of sexist or racist ideologies. Myers'

right to free speech has not been denied in

this action. Myers is still entitled to voice

any opinions on this campus. All that his

firing really means is that he will no

longer be paid for doing so.

David Valade
Northeast

Something's missing.

.

In reference to the front page article ap-

pearing in Monday's Collegian on renova-

tions to the Curry Hicks Cage, I believe the

article and a quote made by the Physical

Plant construction director was misinfor-

mative on a couple of points. Ed Ryan,

Physical Plant construction director, said

the thrust of the renovations is to enlarge

the athletic facility. Perhaps he was recall-

ing sharp criticism the plan received last

spring, that the expensive plan would not

yield an increase in seating capacity. Fur-

ther as I understand the addition of a ticket

office, locker rooms, etc. are only one

aspect of the renovations. As stated in the

article, major renovations are being per-

formed inside the existing facility. Such as

a new floor, track, portable basketball

court, ceiling insulation and acoustic

material. The Cage arena itself is not being

expanded. Which leads me to mention the

second false statement in the article which
states 4,000 additional seats will be added.

As I understand it the Cage use to hold

roughly 4,000 and after renovations will

still hold roughly the same. In fact last spr-

ing as I remember the major controversy

toward the Cage renovation plan was that

a lot of student money would pay for plan,

the renovations were going to be quite ex-

pensive (about 2.5 million dollars) and there

would be no additional seating capacity.

Has the plan changed to suspend people

from the ceiling?

Also, the article states there will be a

9,000 square foot addition to the south side

of the building. That sounds impressive,

but if the building were built square that is

also approximately 31.6 by 31.6 yards.

Anyway the point is the arena and seat

capacity are not expanding and beware of

statistics.

I do not oppose the renovation plan or

the costs myself. In fact I am glad to see it.

I do object to being misinformed. And
while I'm at it T also object to spring

lacrosse fans that are going to be denied ac-

cess to the "upper hill" to view men's var-

sity lacrosse games at Boyden field because

of an unnecessary extended construction

fence from the Cage. Who planned that

fe"ce? George Lane
Amherst

Letters Policy

All lettera mnat be aigncd and include the writer's

address and telephone number, which will not be

published. Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limitations and

the volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished lettera. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and leagth.

i
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bOUBLE FEATURE

$2.60 CINEMA
Friday and Saturday

The Graduate 7:00

Risky Business 9:00

Sunday thru Tuesday

The Lady Vanishes 7:20

39 Steps 9:00

Still More Hitchcock!!
DOWNTOWN AMHERS

I
UMASS SUN and FUN

I Fort Lauderdale
MARCH 15 -23 $470.

Price Includes: ^^^ °" ^""^

** Round trip airfare from Hartford
** 8 nights accommodations at the

Ramada Inn, Oceanfront, Fort Lauderdale

• Rates subject to change

based on size of group and airfare

I 15 Cowles Lane
i Amherst
JANtN

^
'>*^\M

^

FREE TRAVEL
-Campus Connections wants

V^campus reps to promote Spring

Break trips to Bermuda, Florida &
Bahamas free travel, high

"commissions, & more. . .call Paul

person-to-person collect 10-5

i, 1617) 449-1112; (617) 232-3322

B-10 pm

riNEMAscooP
by Count Ramin Zahed

256-8931 !

INVITATION
M C O R - 8 4

cordially invites you to attend

an informal reception and

preview of our neu multi

media presentation about

the United States Manne

Corps Officer Program.

Refreshments . . . 7:00 p.m.

Multimedia

Presentation . . . l.iO p.m.

Guests ]X'elcome

For more information, call (collect)

Captain R. L. Auman (203)722-2168

Draft on into

"THE SPOKE"
Weekend Special

(Fri, Sat)

FleichmanS 90° with any nnix $1 .00

Rolling Rock bottle $1.00

Break Beer 50^ or best offer

(we're easy)

Peppermint Schnapps {little guys)

$1.00

Steamed Tube Steaks (sliders) 50*

"Klll-basa" .75*

P.C. on US

The "Spoke bone"

welcomes you

November Special

St. Pauli Girl $1.25

The Spoke

35 East Pleasant St

Amherst

A drinkery to meet, relax, and enjoy

Once a^ain ihat beastly monster of finals' anxiety is

drooling in the distant horizon. I thought it appropriate to

do a special holidays preview column to scare our miseries

away. To get you in the proper holiday spirit, I suggest

the hilarious A Christmas Story which is re released at the

Hampshire Mall. I went to the matinee show last year and

although I was surrounded by a group of runny nosed

brats, the sincerity of the film touched my foreign heart.

My favorite part is when this young fellow gets his tongue

glued frozen to the telephone pole. The brats and I

laughed our heads off.

Goldie Hawn will be gracing the scene this Christmas in a

Herbert Ross comedy called Protocol. Goldie plays a

cocktail waitress who ends up working at the State

Department. Young ladies should be pleased to know that

their idol Matt Dillon will be back in another one of those

youth on vacation before entering real- world movies

called The Flamingo Kid. What do people see in this guy?

Speaking of teen idols, Aussie Mel Gibson will be putting

on an American accent to save the farm with Sissy Spacek

in The River. Mark Rydell of the weepy On Golden Pond

fame directs.

Three comedies are coming our way this Christmas. Burt

Reynolds, Clint Eastwood, and Jane Alexander are all

packaged in City Heat. Dudley Moore and Amy Irving star

in Micki and Maude, a film about a man with two wives.

Blake E:dwards who directed Dudley in 10 collaborates

once again. You can catch Michael Keaton and Joe Piscapo

in Johnny Dangerously, and Eddie Murphy is back in

Beverly Hills Cop. None of the above seem to thrill me.

One might just as well stay home and watch Rudolph or

Cabbage Patch Christmas Special.

The critics love to rag on poor Francis Ford Coppola. It

would be a damn shame if they do it again with The Cotton

Club, Coppola's long-awaited film about the roaring

twenties. Also, if this work is chopped up by the critics,

Diane Lane can kiss her brilliant career good bye. She was

extremely good in A Little Romance. Since then,

reviewers haven't really acknowledged her existence.

(They were too busy raving about Drew Barrymore!)

Lane's starring role against Richard (iere in The Cotton

Club should finally give her the attention she deserves. Go

for it Diane, and who care about the critics anyway, Mr.

Coppola?

Science fiction, anyone? Other than the much hyped

about Dune, there are two other fantasy films that I've

heard about. 2010 boasts polished special effects and great

performances bv Roy Scheider and John Lithgow. The

se(juel to 2001, however, is not as profound as the original.

Next week. 1 will focus on the making of the film along with

interviews with the stars and the director.

Stamian is another fantasy movie which sounds like E.T.

with a love twist. Jeff Bridges is a man from outer space

who has a brief romantic interlude with earthling Karen

Allen. John Carpenter directs this December release.

Anglophiles will be rejoicing in movie theatres when K.M.

Forster's A Passage to India is brought to the scrwn by

the likes of Alec Guiness. Peggy Ashford and Judy Davis.

Along the same lines is Mass Appeal, a serious drama with

Jack Lemmon, Charles Durning and newcomer Ivanek as

an idealistic seminarian.

Two more scoops to stuff your stockings with: The

producers of Superman are preparing a Santa movie for

next year's Christmas. God forbid if it is anything like

their last turkey Supergirl. I had the opportunity to sw

The Killing Fields last weekend, and beyond a doubt, this

Burt Reynolds and Clint Kagtwood turn to

comedy in City Heat.

Weekend Winners: Proust finally arrives in Nor

thampton with SuHinn in Love at the Academy of Music.

Jeremy Irons and Ornella Mutti drown themselves in a sea

of lush sensuality.

Local Loser: Yes. it is here. Paul McCartney's self

indulgent musical millions of dollars wasted on a rich

man's egotisical fantasies. Give My Regards to Broad

Street de.serves no regards. Paul, stick to making videos

with Michael Jackson. O.K.? Don't forget to read Chris

Marini's explicit interview with Paul McCartney in

Monday's Collegian.

Killer Question: This Christmas. Karen Allen has a brief

affair with an alien. This is her second film fling of the

year. What was her first (September relea.se)? The prizes:

a beautiful press kit for Micki and Maude, and the

December issues of Omni and American Film, which do

wonders for procrastinators. ('ome by the Collegian for

the great ^'iveaways. Go(xl luck with the dreaded finals.

fr=\^ fr\^ t»\^ ft^Vfc- fr\^ 1^

|i^^^^-9.^^^J9LA?L-^-^^4^a;^J;^*

Goldie

tocol.

Hawn and Afghan dog smile in Pro-

-̂ W Vi Sni "Si

must be the masterpiece of the year. Based on Sydney

Schanberg's award winning reporting from Cambodia, the

film has an excellent cast including Sam Waterson and

John Malkovich. If you see one movie per year, make it

The Killing Fields.

Amherst Flics presents

Take The Money
and Run

Sat, Sun

<t 8 and 10 PM
^ ^1 fxi Merril h Science Center ^
X ^ Amherst College X

Imported by Labatt Importer
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Featuring Breakfast Anytime'

rlfft' IS a sampling of our Breakfast Menu

•1 SUNRISE SPECIAL -Chilled lu.ce and hot coltee t*o large eqqs .is vmi I'Je

e.n tnsp country style bacon or sausaqe home '• f- ^-'^rM-

1

53.1S

Slice ef imoked ham in$Uad
,, ,p i^,,

•4 COUNTRY SPECIAL -Chilled luice. hot rottet iau lanjc tMg' any 'W'e two

pa'K dkes with '.ausaqe or bacon home Ines and toast 53.3S

SItce o( smoked ham instead
, , , J*t

'

*7 BLOCKBUSTER -Chilled |uice and ho! cotlee choice ot sirinm steak h,,fTi

h.^nn or sausaqe Three large eggs any style two yanrakes home tne^^and

-^FARMERS BREAKFAST -Chilled (uice and hot roMee t'esh P^""***"'
'j!

Irenih "ij' 1 All'' bdion or saiisaqe
e? ?o

Slice ol imohed ham instead *"»/"
«10 PAN BROWNED CORNED BEEF HASH, A hearty portion ol hash eivefl A^in

lAi.t-qqs it you' choice & buttered toast 52,90

*l$0 SldVmS DllCtOUS CUKCH t ommois •*" * «""' mm.m\.\.

HOURS $Mn Thufi I A 11 3 AM: Fn and Sal 24 Hri

SNpef Slap « Shap - Campui Sheppin« Ccnttr

Ma «, Hadley/AmHtnl 25» MM

Scniaf OHltflS OlSCMinlt 2 5 P M 20%

Al Othtr Times 10% Oats nal appiy la saccia«s
0*9^

Willi Smh *^.>
Oerf* C«liifOfd %

Detsy Jofiitsd^

13 N. Pleasant St. ^ Mam St.
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CHESS
TOURNAMENT
This Saturday and Sunday

December 1, 2

CC 163 12:00

Over 100 Credit Courses and Credit- Free Workshops from which to

choose.

ter

in person at the Continuing Education ottice,

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Monday Thursday, 8.30 am-7 pm; Friday, 8:30 am-5 pm

• by mail no later than December 28 for credit courses

one week before starting date for workshops

• by telephone (Credit-Free Workshops only) Use your

MasterCard or VISA and call 545 0587 with all information

requested on registration form.

Courses and workshops fill up quickly so do yourself a favor and

register now. Full payment is expected at time of registration. For

more information, call 545-2414.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Entry Fee $2.00 Students

$2.50 Non-Students

One out of every eight entrants wins a

trip to New Hampshire

For more information, call Joe 545-0341

Support/Sponsorship provided by SGA, BOG,

ACU-I, UM Chess Club

Friday, November 30, 1984
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House Negro

15.V CHKISTOPHER WILLIAMS

Just likp the big House Negro

today's bourgeois Negro is good.

He loved masta and now he loves

the pinstriped cracker.

(Irinning and skinning and full of

self hale, the bourgeoise and

houseslave put on their mask.

They grin while they experience pain

because one does not want

the tables turned, "Oh, no."

]*ain from th<' .sel hate and the

furious lash. I'ain from not having

enough cash and looking brash.

Both the House Negro and

bourgeois Negro think that

they've made it.

From field to palace in the sky

what fools they are; you haven't

made it till your minds have made it...

Both the bourgeois and House Negro

hate themselves, they want equality,

yet they still think subconsciously

that they are inferior.

Meanwhile, they date and marry

substitutes of Africaness because

they would hate to wake up to somebody

as Black and toughheaded as themselves.

Look at some of our leaders, they give

lip service, but yet drool at the lips

for what they say is the enemy.

So they marry light instead of white.

Light skin is praised, as they Jerri

their hair and pray to be fair while

they pray to their Jesus in Sweden
They have their degrees and yet know
nothing of t he (Jueens ol the Nile;

Oh. but that's not important, we've

made it.

From field to house from ghetto to palace

in the sky

They search, pray, and look to their

ow n oppressors for help while the solution

to their problem is within them.

Get up jff you knees negra. nigger.

c(K)n. negro, colored and be proud

African Men.
(let up off your knees negresses.

nigresses,

coonesses. colored women and be proud

African

Women.
I'se what you have as proud people

and develop your mind.

If you hate yourself you cannot expect

you enemy to love you.

People do not respect people

who are not proud;

then when you have done this

you would have killed one of your

enemies.

Fundraiser to help Ethiopia
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Staff

The Hunger Task Force and the Hunger

Awareness Committee will sponsor a

fundraiser to help raise monies for the

famine victims in Ethiopia at the Campus

Center concourse next week at the

Cniversity of Massachusetts.

A table will be set up on the concouse

where students will be able to obtain in

formation about Ethiopia. Donation

canisters will be distributed throughout the

campus so that people will be able to give

money towards the cause.

The film "Seeds of Despair" which depicts

the harsh reality and the vicitms of the

famine will also be shown in an effort to

raise people's awareness about the hunger

problem in Ethiopia.

According to Sherwood Thompson,

director of the Office of Third World

Affairs. "The money raised will be given to

the International Red Cross. They will use

it to buy grains, cereals, powdered milk,

medical supplies, trucks, four wheel drive

vehicles, helicopters to airlift supplies, and

trained medical personnel."

He's pleased with the way Americans

have responded to the plight of the Ethio-

pian people. "Given that it's a gigantic pro-

blem, there has been a generous res^wnse

to Ethiopia."

Kakoli Baerjee, a member of the Hunger

Task Force, is also plea.sed with America's

response. "The U.S. citizens have been

wonderful. However, the government has

been slow to respond."

Banerjee added the famine is not an

overnight problem, but a problem plaguing

Ethiopia since the early seventies. "I find

the Western World unsympathetic toward

the plight of these people," she said.

Baerjee suggests "More international aid

has to be given."

Ethiopian's famine is threatening the lives

of six million people. But this disaster is not

only limited to P^thiopia. In the Sub-

Saliaran region while the population grows

about 2.5 percent a year, the amount of food

produced annually, according to World

Bank figures, grows by only one percent.

The Hunger Task P'orce and the Hunger

Awareness Committee are looking for

volunteers to man tables, put up posters,

present information to the residenti.il areas

and to the community. If you're interested,

please contact the Office of Third World

Affairs.

Forum discusses problem
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The importance of the Collegian's making

a serious commitment to overcoming a

racist past in order to recruit and keep

members of the Third World was discussed

last night at the Collegian forum on Third

World issues.

The forum was an informal discussion of

Third World issues at the Collegian bet

ween various staff members and people

from the Third World community and the

Affirmative Action Office.

The Collegian should make a stronger

commitment to recruit and retain Third

World students in the paper once they

decide to join the staff, the forum con-

cluded.

Having paid positions to attract Third

World students. holding awareness

workshops on racism and other isms and

making a public commitment to erase these

problems would improve the relationship.

The Collegian's Board of Editors has made

it mandatory for students who want to

become staff members to attend awareness

workshops, but the question of what to do

with staff members who continually

promulgate racist and sexist attitudes in

the newsroom and in the context of the

paper was heavily discussed.

Dismissing the person was suggested, but

the issue of the First Amendment was

noted. Ron Sinacori of the Affirmative

Action Office said the editors have to

establish a border line on what is to be

tolerated. There must be a responsibility

on good taste and moral justice, he said.

At present, the Collegian Constitution

does not include any punishment for racist

or sexist incidents, but editors are in-

terested in amending this part of the

constitution.

James P. Shanahan. editor in chief, found

the forum to be good and informative. He
said it did not only bring out concerns of the

Third World community, but also showed

the Collegian's weaknesses on Third World

issues.

"It is not only important that we improve

our image in the Third World community,

but we must also strive for an improved

atmosphere in the newsroom." he said.

He said tougher demands on newsroom

behavior and amending the constitution, as

well as other issues aired at the forum, will

be addressed in the future.

WASHINGTON, PROTEST ARREST — Uniformed officers

remove Rep. Ronald Dellums, D-Calif., from the South African

Embassy in Washington Wednesday, following his arrest in a pro-

test against the racial policies of that nation's white rulers.

Dellums and two others were charged with a misdemeanor for

failing to remain at least 500 feet away from the embassy grounds.

They refused to leave the front steps after being denied a meeting

with the ambassador. ^
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338 College Street

The Amherst Wine Tasting Club

Invites You to a

Tasting:

CHAMPAGNE HOUSES
December 6, 1984; 7:30 PM
Speaker: Michael Jubien

The Lord Jeffery Inn

$20 per person

For Reservations and Information Call: 253-5384
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UMASS SKIERS
Join 2000 other

college students for a

winter break ski fe^ at

Killington—from $177^

Dean Strang 549-4066

Bra<l Rosenbaum 253-9071

Cjeorge Whitning 542-4288

Peter Laviolette 568-3311

ext .542

1 (Wt)3M- TOLLnn,

New and Used

Sci-Fi &
Fantasy

at Vi or more
off list

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP

Carriage Shops
Amherst

r 4

I

%

%
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DaytonTires

SNOW
TIRES

POLYESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

$34
A78-13

GO

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
r* ?? MONTHS FXTENOCD

P*YM»NI Pl*N ON DAYTON
RtvrxVMG CHAfKJf ON

IMf. t VmKX

credit

established
in minutes

A78-13

E78-M
F78-I4

G78 14

G78-15

H78-15

34.00

44.00

45.00

48.00

45.00

48.00

RADIAL
White Wall

Size Price

PI55/80RI3

PI 65/801? 13

PI85/80R13

P195/75R)4

P20S/75R15

P215/75R15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

W^'TP Wf»l'

• Pfij\ MA wirrt tjtM •

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

MSir
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Friday Afternoon at Mikes
A HAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH
FOOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1.

253-9202

Friday 29th Nov.

TONIGHT
The Diskeccentric Duo
Disktinctive Dance Music For Fun

Saturday Dec 1st

A man raised in the wild by even wilder sheep

ANDREW WOLFE
From KISS 108 P.M. Boston

Thursday Dec. 6th
Dance like Crazy

from Richmond VA
THE GOOD GUYS

only $3.00 cover

plus 99' Pearl Street T-Shirts

while they last, so don't be late

Look out for great live acts in the New Year

Positive id's required at the door

iBPtm smiiJ smiKiiHPm, mi mmiw

Fine Art^^ Henter

HuncertdiHall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SARAH VAUGHAN
SATURDAY, DEC. 1, SPAA

TICKETS: $13, $11, $9

Five College Students Haif-Price. Tickets available at Fine Arts j^
Center Box Office, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets

Coll 413 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 ,
/'.<

Friday. November 30. 1984

I

I

I

i

:^ UMass Music Theater Guild

is holding

AUDITIONS
for the outdoor spring production of

WEST SIDE STORY
Music will be taught at Auditions

selected readings from the script

wear suitable clothes for dancing

DEC. 4th in CC 101

DEC. 5th in CC 168C

TIME 7:00

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Grizzly Canadian Beer. . . $3.25 6 pk $12.95 case + dep

Steinhauser Beer $3.95 6 pk $15.75 case + dep.

Utica Club long necks $6.49 case + dep.

Meister Brau 12 oz. cans. . . . $4.50 12/pk $8.49 case + dep.

Busch suitcase $9.95 case + dep.

Becks, St. Pauli, Grolsch $4.25 6 pk + dep

Champagne & Spumante Bonanza .... $2.99 + up

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 Liter

Miniatures for Secret Santa Gifts

All Beer & Wine Specials Cold & Ready to Go!!!

BLUES in the BLUEWALL m%
A^^^OO^^ ^K^^ PRESENTS

BiiinMIF
w

MELLOW
s+ Jf^

DOOR

MON. DEC. 3rd

BLUEWALL 10 pm
UMASS $4.00 PUBLIC $5.00

Friday. November 30. 1984

Doonesbury

iCollegian 13

Garry Trudeau
Weather

Today, highs in the SOs.

Fair tonight. Lows in the

30s. Variable cloudiness

Saturday. Highs in the SOs.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

'1
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ffediSTfiiNce TO
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Gorde By Gorde

IT'S TUSTTHAT I <=,£r

Kf)UOl\ LOMELY THIS TIME
OP yeAR,wrTH XA^AS
COMIAXh MJO ALL

WMV 00 I FEEL. LIKE AK'

AcrroR w otJE OF those
m05HY PEPSI COA0ief^tAL'S ?

BARCie'S^OR THE
PUe, f^'OEAf^:

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

L
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D.C. Menu
Friday. Nov. 30

LUNCH
Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

BASICS LUNCH
Lentil Spinach Stew

Tuna Boat

DINNER
Savor>^ Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce

Brea(ied Scallops/

Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce

:^M •«:•:•- •:•

'^ Mandatory 7^

Collegian staff meeting

Monday Night

at 8:00

in the newsroom

M

B
n
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m
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

1

ACROSS
1 Tu'i s partner

5 Rum cake
9 In full measure
\4 Adjoin

\b Mideast (,ji'

16 Helen s

abductor
17 Easy gait

18 Tough outer

layer

19 Before time and
rate

20 Onion
21 Oscar winner

in 1967

23 Actress
Sommer s

namesakes
25 Pallid

26 Commercial
combination

28 Amalgamate
33 Skittish

34 Asian garb

35 Office copy
36 pros

37 Teresa Stratas.

for one
40 Baking pit in

Hawaii

41 Kin of the

ostrich

43 Chopin's

frtend

44 Cut into small

cubes
46 Pleasure seeker

46 Capricious

49 Tree of India

50 Bird life of

a region

51 Home of the

LSU Tigers

56 Scorch

59 Swarming
(with

•with")

60 French title

Abbr
61 Half of La

Gioconda's
name

62 Change the

label

63 Don Juan's

mother
64 Lizard*

06 Tally

ae v*<ch
67 StrMt ttgn

DOWN
t Nursery need

2 Woodwind
3 Place for a

night out

4 Sneakiness

5 Container

6 San Juan
farewell

r Word with Knee

or back
8 No its,

or buts

9 Please

to Semper
Fidelis group

11 Biuenose
12 Shade of

green

13 North Sea
feeder

22 Clemens
24 Florida

26 Spanish movies

27 Tiny particle

28 Chill con
29 Toward the

mouth
30 Car buyer's

option

31 Creature

created by a

committee''

32 Conr.erl piece

34 Have wij'ds

38 Dogwood
39 Chief No'se

god
42 Tea brewer

45 Signs of winter

4 7 Go back on a

promise
48 Preserve in a

way

50 Rubberri- ^

^1 Military

tnsignid

52 Actor

McCowfj'i

63 European
statesTiari

•>4 Negle'.t

55 Arm bone
57 (,orii,erning

58 Coarse file

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
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•Friday, November 30, 1984

Friday, November 30, 1984
jCoJJe^ian is

t • • SALE • • *
J Starts Dec. 2nd thru 8th only ^

t^ Ralph Lauren & Polo t

10% off

$1.00 OFF
with coupon

on all Pantene

Brushes and Combs
in stock

expires 12/8/84

1

• $1.00 off on any

Diane Von Furstenberg cosmetics

• Arpege 10% off

• All of the Ultima II line 40% off

• Kan^n 20% off

Look for Next Weeks Special: Pavlova

COLLEGE
D^UC

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sal./ 9-'» Sun.

4 MAIN STREET. AMHERST.

Phone 253-2523

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

i

rTOUR
SEASONS

t

BEER SPECIALS
HEINEKEN 12 oz. btis $14.99 cs.

LABATTS 12 oz. btIs $10.99 cs.

MICHELOB. ... 12 oz. cans or btls. . . . $10.99 cs.

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99

GENESEE CREAM ALE 12 oz. btl $7.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
KRONENBOURG $399 BECKS $4.25

RINGNESS $3.99 MOOSEHEAD $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 liter $9.99

GILBEYS GIN 1.75 $1199

DEWARS SCOTCH 1.75 L $19.99

WINE SPECIALS
George Duboeuf BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU is

here.

3 other kinds too! In ample supply.

FOLONARI SOAVE 1.5 L $4.49

SEBASTIANI WINES 1.5 L $3.99

Check out our attractive Gift Sets

Many Christmas Ideas

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls :

NatiofKJl Ct^f of Afro-Am»f*can Artlilt, Inc.

Elmo Lnwlt, Artttttc Director

Presents
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Longston Hughes production

on the birth of Christ

>un.. Dec. 2. 1984. 3:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium
$2.00

^kets will be available at the box office

^ the FAC starting tues., Nov. 13th.

Sponsored by the Afrlk-Am Society

All are invited to a slide and sound show
about the Marine Corps

On Dec. 3 at 7:00 p.m. in Campus Center Room 163

Marine Officers and Pilots will be available

to answer your questions.

Refreshments will be served.

t
GREAT GIFTS

Clothing Earrings
Stocking Stuffers

Posters Cards
Mugs Rugs Vases

Scarves Ornaments
Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals - Toys
Boxes, Tins, Jewelry

Candy Gloves Tea Sets
* * *

Cotton - Wool - Alpaca
Scarves. Sweaters, Slipper Socks

HOURS: Weeknights 'till 9 p.m., Dec. 7-21

Daily 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. Sun. 12-5V uaii

/^^J^ Great Gifts... J^^j^
^^y€ Great Prices H^
MCI^CANTILE

Amherst Carriage Shops
and

amiNHMIimillllllMMMMIIIIIINMNIIIIMIIINIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIII

PIZZA-RAMA i
Our Specialties Are y ^'^

Delicious Pi/zas (^4. ^ ;

Hot Oven Grinders' '••"" -rjmSpaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY! ^^""^
otc'n^i^^

356 College Street Amherst 500~U1 'b _

iAny Liirge Pi//a I Any Mad Pi//a |f Any Small Piiia S
3 FREE SODAS ...I 2 FREE SODAS ... 1 FREE SODA i...>. £
.*.h»i. ,01, pl»,« , ju.

. da. W wh... ...„ pi.i. ,00. iwrt.. ^h.. ,ou !>!•.• .o..' .«'>•' S
[»•••• l-n u» .»iu '<«v« 1 otipoftfl pl*a«» tall ut *ou !>•»• (oupuiii2|)>«at* ••i" >ji .ou i**.* o'.pon* S
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Car

Truck
»

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

t
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t

t
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Ĵanuary Break is Vacation Time!!!

"Exciting Stud/^its Vacations"

FREEPORT BAHAMAS
quad occupancy

Hotel & Airfare

7 days & nights

NASSAU/CABLE BEACH
double occupancy

CANCUN
double occupancy

ACAPULCO
double occupancy

Vnbelieveahle Prices

You Can t Afford to Pass Up!
^Spring Break Vewations including

Ft Lauderdale & Bermuda

Hotel & Airfare

7 days 6t nights

Hotel & Airfare

7 days & nights

Hotel 8f Airfare

7 days & nights

$229

$299

$299

$399

1"
make your reservations now space limited

Call Your GWV Campus Rep
Paul 546 8819 or Alan 546 8841

I

i

1

I

1

1

GRAND OPENING
Amherst's Newest Friday

HAPPY HOUR
from 3 to 6

featuring

CLIFF MEYERS

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advancflT'i 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 cor^secutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

AUDIO

Starao Pionear 180 watt spaakart
$2S0/pair, Ssniui audio mixar $140; Saniui
cassatta deck >250. Tom 665-8360
(Sundartand)

AUTO FON SALE

1M0 Dataun 210 4 door 5 apaad 41 mpg
good condition $2900 66&-3986

i»eil»anault La Car (deluxe! $2600 call

B49«12

1176 Flat 131 5 tpead 44,000 mila* naw
clutch and water pump recently rebuilt

engine and transmitaion Biaupunkt stereo

and air conditioning good txxJy expertly

maintained by original owner 1450 or bast

offer call Jon 26& I22S

72 Cutlaaa complatalv rebuilt egirie. new
tires - 1950 will conaidar trade 1 617
867-6631

Toyota Corolla 77 Good body Runs well

New muffler Two extra snow tires on rims

1600$ Paolo home 253 2964 work 64W)431

74 Chavy Laguna S3 gd cond must sail

$1200asis546«Q9

1973 Chavrolat Nova excellant running
condition 62000 miles many naw parts sottw
body work $1500 54»0682

1979 Rabbit excellent condition, regular

oas, naw brakes, muffler, ignition system
Recent tuna up and oH change. $2775 or BO
1-617-464-2323 evenings

Station Wagon Dodga CoH 197S good
condition automatic $500 or beat offer call

anytime tel 256-6724

EWTEHTAINMeWT

WICKED AND WILD DJ's audio and
visual entertainment for the 80'( 564-6712

Rack-A-Olac Rack-A-Vldao Entertain

mant Agancy. Discjockays and large

acraan vidao parties for the five coilaga area.

64»7144

FOW WENT
"~

Apt for rant: 2 bedroom apt. Main St

Amherst $496 00 plus. 1 year laaaa

2564160 ask tor Kevin

aJroom In ttouaa. 200, Jan 1 Sept 1

lor longar) no partiaa, no pats, no amotdng

S4»«74e

For Rant: 1 bedroom apt. in No. Amherst 2

mi from campus on bus route avail Jan Ist

$286/mo fully furnished (opti call Jeff

549 7569

1 or 2 raaponaibia people for a vary large

bedroom in a studious house in North

Amherst, I Vi miles from campus on bus

route 549-6279 keep trying

3 bdr apt^ at Northwood in Sunderland

$386 includes d washer dspl h hot water

rtght next to bus stop cell late 666-4273 or

549-4686

HELPI HELPI HELPI

ua find an •paitmant for Spring

sameater 4 girls seeking an apartmnt as

dose to campus as possibla. Preferebly Puf

fton or Brandywine. Call Sherry or Bath at

546-7422 or Sua or Katie at 546-1 146

HELP WANTED

3 famalas 12 bdrms) to share apt across

from Puffton (pref . sr or gradsl call Mary or

Bath at 549-2874

row SALE

Naw twin bad MO diraaaar *40 wickar chair

$26 call 649- 1V»

Moving rnust aall 73 VW ax cond many
new parts $1250 call 54»119B

Paavy^Standard PA Amp and Columns

AMP 400 watts, 4 channels, reverb and

equalization

.

Columns 56 inches high, 4 10 inch woofers,

three tweeters in each, all in excellent condi-

tion, loud, clear, sound $675 call

1-617-464-2323 evenings

Hida-a-bad aofa MOO., starao 46., antique

rocker only 26. 549-6676

Women's slie 8 wtiite Hanaon aki boota.

hardly used, $80 or BO 3 ft high Sanyo

wood tone refngerstor Used one year $100

or BO Can 263-9622 eveninga

rouND

Expanatva eamara lans in Cacnpua Ctr. on
Wad Nov 28 can to idaottfy 640-8361

QAME8 CONVENTION

Sixth Annual MA8SCON Convantion.
Board games Fantasy Role Playing.

Miniatures, D&O Dec 1, 2 Mtn Fanns

Mall. For n»ora information, call Steve

6-8088 or Tom 6-5200

PAY » LESaiAN

The People's Oay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Businees

rrtaatinga are at 6:30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Canter aettaduie for room numbara.

Naw people are walcoma and an encourag-

ed to attend'

Earn 16-7 an hour Must be 18 or older,

heve own insured reliable car Apply in per

son: Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Medley

Now taking applications for fall ar>d par

time positions. Must be 18 or older. Apply in

person Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadlay

Artist needed for Southwest Area Gov't

for graphics, logos, posters, T shirts, etc

Good practical experience Applications

available at the SWAG Office, Hampden
Commons 546-0960

Publicity Coordinator needed for

Southwest Area Gov't Writing and editorial

skills necessary Artistic ability helpful Ap
plications available at the SWAG Office,

Hampden Commons 546-0960

Earn Hotlday Money. The Upper Crust

needs pizza cooks and drivars exp plaaaa.

Apply Upper Crust Pizza 71 N Plaaaant St

Amherst 2 doors down from Delanos

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT. Pert time

positions available every otf<er weekend (in-

dudas sleep-overl and case rnanagement

positions. An opportunity to perform mean
ir>gful work helping de-'*lopmentBlly disat>l

ad adults become members of their com
munily Mature, responsible, people

oriented individuals sought Send resumes

to Program Director, Vanguard, 73 Church
Street, Chicopae, MA

LOST

gomawhara batwaan tha Drake and t^a
Maia, two kaya. Reward Sally 546-5613

Loat 11-21 ladlae Seiko quartz watch.
Gold face, new brown strap between 9th

floor tower and town if four>d pleeee call

Blen 266-8311

Long Mack brown and tan soft wool
acan before Thanksgiving poaaitoly Herier

or Barllett great santimantal vakia 250-8407

MAD MAX

Tba mo«t« Mad Mm SUB FtMay 6. 7, 0.

11

PERSONALS

Tooth daNvaca cake, tea

fudge ar>d chocolate to you 2 free oatn>eal

raisin cookies with eech order if you men
tion this ad 256-6102

Save up to 20% on aN new comics end
magazinas. Write P.O. Box 346 Amherst
MA 01004 or call 546^5073

IIVIII Watching the heerttMats go by and
thay whispered. . .

Paper needed in a "phaee" of advartieir>g

deeperate will pay call Rob 266 1573 or

263 9403 eves

Plaaaa stop calling Joan. Its getting rT>e in

trouble thanks SO
To Har Qorgoousnesal Wow two par-

soruls within two weeks' Happy Reel Birth

day' Say Hello to tha Crazy Lady for ma'
WERDNA

To take over laaaa ASAP need femele to

shsre Bnttany Martor apt with 2 males 1

female all terrific roommates' Cell 256- 1663

Roommate wanted to sahre one room m
Brittany Manor 263 3140

Female non-smoker single room in nicely

furnished apartment busline 865 3129

Sunderlend

Roommatae wanted for summer '86 on

Nantucket Information cell Rich 546-5446

Andy Arnold Happy Birthday" #21 I

remembered too, k>ve you Micheie

Laurla. Happy Anniversary. Smile, babe I

k>ve you Love, Joey

MPC Thanx for tha boat

k>ve you Linda

ar of my life I

NAG. Let's brake the hen out of thie dam
bake' Paris? Hawaii? Pub?' I kiva you* PEP

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dlaaortatlona.
on-campus. low ratae guaranteed accap-
tsnca Nancy 584-7924

ROOM WANTED
~

One alrtgia women lookirw for off campus
housing starting Jan 1 call 546-6257

Help I naod a room In the Amherst eree
t>eginnir>g in January I am easygoing and
studious. Call Sandy at 772-6819 or

772-0861

Quiat raaponaibia female kiokirtg for

singleroom Jsn Msy prefer cloee to campus
266-8226 Christy

ROOMMATE WANTED

Raaponaibia mala to share Coloniel Village

apartment. Available immed. /January
2Se-007B(

Ono badroaw lor 1 or 2 tnata/lamala

Craatvtaw S4S-7II7

Need a place to live next samoeter? Chi

Omega is now taking interested women to

board for Spring Semester 86 Home cook

ed meels, cost equal to dorms free parking

and MORE" For more info cell 649 6288 or

64&0162 or 54&2092

2 lemalas kioking for housemates in South

Arrtherst starting January 1 call 256-1466

Female to share double room In Puffton

Jan 1st 649^)388

SERVICES

TroM Youraalf IBM profaeaional typing

Romance lar>gusges Suzanne 253 7966

Typing/Word Procaeelng. Next day ae-

vice Type Rite 263-51 1

1

SUBLET WANTED

Apartmant naadad deaa to UMaaa for

intersesaion call after 10 pm 5404692

TO SUBLET

Intaraaaalon aublat
Townehouae call 549-5631

2-3 people

4 bedroom apartmant close to campus,
sublettir>g for spnr>g semester call 256-6101

Spacloua two bedroom town-houaa
availeble Jen 1st thru end of August Fall

option $410 per month Squire Village call

HaroM 5^)436

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA s /I

student/budget travel egency Free catalog.

Can (617) 200-ia2e or write, 720 Boylston
St Suite 201. Boeton. MA 02116

CoHaga Naw Years Party Eapraaa to

Montreal Only $49 ( » $19 lax and service!

Departs Dec 30th returns January 1 Pnce

includes round trip transportation vis

temperature controlled motor coach, 3

days. 2 nights at the Shertx)urg Hotel in

downtown Montreel Price based on qued

occupancy option 11 $15 additional. Now
Years Eve at the famous Old Munich

Reetaurant, including transportation, and

complimentary toast, hats, noisemakers,

favors, and dancing to the music of an

authentic German brass bend Option #2:

$29 additional 5 hours of open bar with free

buffet at selective night clubs m downtown
Montreel No personal checks please Final

payment due 2 weeks before departure.

Tovm Tours and Travel 482 Mam St.

MaMan MA 02148 1-617-321-3883

U2 TICKETS FOR SALE

M tita Centrum thta Sunday. Dacambar

2. Can Stave 5464440

WANTED

Two women looking for second semester
off cempus apt /housing Call 546-6264

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for e quiet non smoking famala
to share a t>edroom in Brittany Apt call

263-8413

Two famalaa naad apt for January
pleasa call Chen 549-4858

Woman looking for one bodroom,
preferably in Puffton area, starting Jsn 1

I'm responsible and neat Tricia 549-6622
between 4:00-630 pm

2 or 3 bdrm apt for 3 females in Amherst of
kKal vicinity for Spnng. Near bus Nna praf.

Call 546^9096, 546 9100

Room 1-2 miles from campus for Jan to
July if have call Tracy 666 4931

Young Couple seeks one bedroom or

studio apartment from January to Sept 86
Chip 546-3117

Twro famalaa naad an apertmant for tpr-

Irtg sameater pleasa caN Pam or Uae at

646-0182

Wanted to rant evar Intarseeeen a 3
bedroom lor rrwrel house or ept can
546-7947, 64S4077. 64S41S7

»^!^^i
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Minutemen fall to

powerful Florida
Lose second straight, 67-51
By KOCiER CHAPMAN
Colltvc:ian Staff

v:::v:ss:;x%:::xW:::%-:%%%%^W:'*^-^W^

vc^ian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team went into last night's game

facing a University of Florida team that had

arrived in Amherst at 2 a.m. yesterday

morning. However, fatigue didn't affect

the Lady Gators as Florida overcame a slow

start and ran away with a 67-51 victory

before 284 at Amherst College.

The Minutemen got off to a quick start,

scoring the first six points of the game

behind a J uanita Matthews fast break layup

and a Karen Damminger inside move. But

Florida responded with a six point run of

their own behind the inside power of 6-3

junior forward Keturah Bell.

UMass stayed close for the next three

minutes, but the Lady Gators opened up

the game with a 16 3 spurt that took the

sting out of the UMass offense.

"We had a lot of problems offensively."

said coach Barbara Stevens. "Their intense

pressure defense clogged up the passing

lanes and we were not able to get off many

good shots."

Add to that tact that the Mmutemen hau

another dismal shooting performance from

the floor (:30 percentl. and committed 25

turnovers and you have a good way to keep

yourself out of a game.

"Vou can't commit as many turnovers as

we did and expect to stay in the game," said

Stevens. "We ju.st didn't take out time and

that resulted in some rushed pa.sses and

mishandled balls."

"Our defense is designed to deny the ball

and prevent the open shot," said Florida

head coach Debbie Yow. "UMass is an

excellent shooting team from the

perimeter. We just tried to make sure they

w ere off balance on some of their shots."

UMass only trailed by 11 at the half,

thanks to their own aggressive defense and

outside shooting from Barbara Hebel.

"I think we played pretty well defen

sively," said Stevens. "We tried to keep

the ball from Tammy Jackson (UF's three-

time AH SEC selection) but they had a very

strong, very quick front line."

The second half saw both teams play

relatively even, with buckets being ex-

changed up and down the floor. But again,

the difference was turnovers, as the

Minutemen lost several opportunities to

whittle away at the Florida lead.

"We took ourselves out of the game with

the turnovers, " said Stevens. "Right now

it's a matter of both time and discipline."

Damminger led all scorers with 16 points

and hauled in a game high 12 rebounds.

Collcician photo by Andy Heller

Junior point guard Juanita Matthews puts up a foul line jumper

as teammate Karen Damminger waits in the lane for one of her 12

rebounds in last night's 67-51 loss to Florida at Amherst College.

Hebel chipped in 15 points and Rebecca

Kucks came off the bench to add 8 points.

Florida was led by Bell and Susan Stod-

dard, who each tossed in 12 points.

Margaret Peters added 10 points.

"We rebounded pretty well," said

Stevens. "We were a bit intimidated by

their size (Florida's front line went 6-1. 6-3,

and 6 3 across the floor). They really didn't

out play us, when you consider the size."

Minutemen search for

the right touch at UlSfH

Gerlufsen wants better outside shooting

rallein«n photo bv Brian Gonye

UMass basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen and the Minutemen head to

UNH on Saturday.

Collegian 'sNFL Picks
With the season having only three for the fired Kevin DeLuca, also went 7-6.

weeks remaining Scott Ho<xl clings to a Nancy "I'm in the swim" Bukar steps m
three game lead after a fine 7-6 week. The for DeLuca this week. As for the hapless

often-opinionated Rita Murphy, filling in deSimas...

Peter
Abraham
(91-75)

Tony
Betros

(93-73)

Nancy
Bukar
(84-82)

Scott

Hood
(96-70)

Gerry
deSimas
(85-81)

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The offensive game plan of any college

basketball team includes good outside

shooting. When a team has no real center

to go inside to, as is the case with the

University of Massachusetts, that need

takes on greater importance.

So it is hardly surprising that UMass coach

Ron tierlulsen will be looking for better

production from his perimeter shooters

when the Minutemen travel to the

University of New Hampshire on Saturday

for a 2 p.m. game.

UMass, 1-0 after a 71-69 defeat of Stonehill

on Monday, will face a defensive-minded

UNH team that employs a lot of zone

defenses, sets that call for good outside

shooting to break them.

"We'll have to shoot well in the 15 to 18

foot range to beat them, " Gerlufsen said. "I

know we can, we just didn't show it against

Stonehill."

UMass' guards (and main perimeter

shooters) Carl Smith. Donald Russell,

Darryl Carter, Lorenzo Sutton, Matt Ryan

and forward Ron Young, went a combined

14 for 33 from the floor against Stonehill,

only 42 percent.

"Maybe it was jitters because it was our

first game or maybe it was playing in a new

gym (Springfield Civic Center), I don't

know." Gerlufsen said. "It just has to

improve and I think it will."

UNH, 1, was crushed by Boston College

86 63 in its opener but will give the

Minutemen more trouble than that score

indicates.

UMass hasn't won in Durham since 1979

and needed a last second layup by Smith to

defeat the Wildcats 75-73 last year at Curry

Hicks Cage.

UNH went 15 13 last year and returns

Rodney Johnson (14 against BC and 8.2

points per game last season) and Dirk

Koopman (11 against BC). F>eshman

James Best had 14 against the Eagles.

"It's a rivalry with us and UConn and

other New England schools they play,"

Gerlufsen said. "They always play us tough

and this game is a good indicator of how
good we are this season."

One player Gerlufsen already knows is

good is senior forward Horace Neysmith.

The 6-6 CO captain scored 20 points, had 12

rebounds, four assists and three steals in 39

minutes against Stonehill. Smith added 12

and Young 10 points.

Neysmith, Bobby Braun and Young will

start in the frontcourt in UM's three for-

ward set-up with Smith and Russell at the

guards. F'reshman Lorenzo Sutton, three

points in 17 minutes against Stonehill, will

be the first player off the bench.

BUFFALO 3

CLEVELAND E
Dallas 4

Denver 4'/?

c ueen bay 6

:kams 7

I MIAMI 5'/2

NEW ENGLAND 5

GIANTS V/i

Pittsburgh 7

San Francisco 13

SEATTLE 11

SAN DIEGO 1V»

Indv Indy Indy Buff Indy Indy

Cincinnati Cinn Cinn Cinn Clev Clev

PHILLY Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas

KANSAS Denver Denver Denver Denver Denver

Tampa Bay Green Bay Green Ba> TB Green Bay Green Baj^

New Orleans Rams Rams Rams NO Rams

Raiders Miami Miami Raiders Raiders Raiders

St. Louis NE St. Lou St. Lou NE NE
NY JETS Giants (iiants Giants Jets Giants

HOUSTON Pitts Pitt Pitt Pitt Houston

ATLANTA Atlanta SanFran SanFran SanFran Atlanta

Detroit Seattle Seattle Seattle Seattle Seattle

Chicago SD Chicago SD SD Chicago

sports at a glance

Saturday:

Men's Basketball: at New Hamp
shire, 2 p.m.

Women's Basketball: at Fairfield

Tourney, 6 p.m.

Men's Swimming: Lowell, Boyden

Pool, 7 p.m.

Women's Swimming: at Spr-

ingfield, 4 p.m.

Wrestling: at Coast Guard Invita-

tionals

Men's Gymnastics: Army, Boyden 1

p.m.

Sunday:
Women's Basketball: at Fairfield, 2

or 4 p.m.

Men's Track: at UConn (St. Johns
and UNH)
Women's Track: at UConn (St.

Johns)

""^•*t?j>
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Lack ofwomen faculty revealed
BY DEBORAH ROSS
Colle^an Staff

The University of Massachusetts public-

ly claims to be an affirmative action,

"equal opportunity employer," but this

claim is thrown into question by the

statistical profile of women faculty

members at UMass released by the per-

sonnel office.

The following, based on a Fall 1983 cen-

sus date, represent the major findings:

• Although UMass has 1.214 faculty members, only 200 of

these positions are filled by women. That is, 83.5 percent

of all faculty members are male.

• Although UMass has 896 tenured faculty members,

only 104 of these positions are filled by women. That is,

89 percent of all tenured faulty members are male.

• Although UMass has 585 professors, only 46 of these

positions are filled by women. That is, 92 percent of all

professors are male.
• The average annual salary of a male faculty member is

$34,767 compared to $28,913 for a woman. That is,

women earn 17 percent less than their male counterparts.

Harahara l/ove. associate professor of education,

describes women faculty at UMass as ' under

representt'd. under employed and under paid," and

associate professor of Knglish, /\rlyn Diamond, said "it is

always a shock to look at these figures."

Sylvia Forman. an associate professor and department

chairwoman, described the figures as "sad" and added

that what she found distressing was not so much "the

figures, but that they haven't changed much over the

ent.recenturv." continued on p<ige 5

INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY BY RANK & GENDER
Academic year 1982-1983
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Mass waters are 'critical' says report results
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

About five percent of the lakes, ponds and

streams tested by University of

Massachusetts researchers are "completely

acidified" and pose a threat to fish and other

aquatic life, as well as humans.

Results from the Acid Rain Monitoring

Project's October study based at UMass
show that 126 of the 2,532 water bodies

tested are acidified and threaten water life.

"It can be a human health concern in areas

where drinking water flows through metal

distribution pipes containing lead or other

toxic metals," the report stated.

The report also stated that 253 of the

water bodies tested are in "critical" con-

dition, while 1,772, or 70 percent, are

"sensitive to acidification at some level."

The project recently relea.sed the results

of its October study which state that

Barnstable. Bristol. Dukes and Plymouth

counties in southeastern Mas.sachu.setts,

Madrigal dinner evokes

medieval times of olde

for Christmas diners

By MICHELLE SEGALL
Collegian Staff

The setting is Christmas Eve, 1591, and a

massive yuletide celebration begins with a

myriad of food, song and merriment.

But at the Campus Center Auditorium, it

is still December 1984 at the 14th annual

Madrigal Dinner, a medieval banquet

complete with roasted boar's heads, a court

jester. madrigal music and ornate

costumes.

The celebration is being hosted this week

by the University Madrigal Singers and

Campus Center P'ood Services.

From the trumpets heralding the guests'

arrival to the steaming wassail bowl, each

evening's festivities are "in the flavor of the

times, " according to Wayne Abercrombie,

director of the Madrigal Singers.

have the most acid sensitive surface

waters.

"It is somewhat surprising because these

results should have been the best of the

year." the proje<*t's statewide coordinator

Armand Ruby said. "It could become a

crisis if acidification continues for five to 10

years." he said.

The October study, representing the best

water conditions of the year, will be added

to the findings of the project's April study

which will represent the worst water

conditions of the year because of snow

melting and heavy rains in the spring.

'We do expect things will look worse in

April," Ruby said.

The April study will conclude the second

phase of the project and will give re.sear

chers a complete inventory of the chemical

condition of the state's surface freshwater.

During October 1983, and last April. 1,229

water bodies were tested in the first phase

of the project.

Academy of Sciences, industrial air

pollutants from coal burning power plants

in the Midwest are carried by easterly

weather patterns. When it rains or snows,

the pollutants are carried into lakes,

streams and other water bodies.

Acid rain is blamed for what is believed to

be a growing acid build up in water bodies

of the Northeast.

"The data has bcn^n quite widely used, it

was used by the National Governors

Association, " Ruby said. "It's politically hot

information," he said.

The study involved more than 800

volunteers statewide collecting water

samples and 23 laboratories, including the

University. The samples are at UMass'

chemistry department where the presence

of certain metallic and non-metallic

elements will be »ested.

About 35 UMa.ss student volunteers

helped in the primary testing at UMass.

UMass grants

land to mental
health housing
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Two one acre sites of University of

Massachusetts property will be given to the

state's Department of Mental Health to

build housing for the handicapped upon

approval by the Board of Trustees later this

week.

The Campus Physical Planning Committee

examine<l four sites and recommended one

on North Pleasant Street next to the

Lutheran Immanuel Church and the other

on Fairfield Street, where the end of the

road abuts University property.

Costs and the exact type of patients that

will be housed has not yet been determined

but the state will be responsible for all

funding and maintenance.

Although the proposal of the land grant

passed the faculty senate last Thursday,

the councils announcement drew fierce

response from profes.sors concerned about

the -safely of residents surrounding the

suggested sites. Some also predicted that

the l,egislature might request more

property in the future.

Irving Rothberg, a professor of Spanish

and Portuguese feared the safety of the

children at the Marks Meadow School,

which is near the proposed North Pleasant

Street site.

But David Booth, political science

profes.sor and chairman of the council said

"the patients will not be a threat. Most or

all of the patients will either be in

wheelchairs" or will continually be ac

companied by an escort.

Irving Howards, a political science

professor said he would support the

proposal, but said it made him "a bit ner

vous." He .said the presence of the patients

"will have a major impact on the town of

Amherst."
Martin Norden, a Communication Studies

professor asked, "how far will the state go"

in obtaming land and Harry Schumer, a

psychology professor added, "there's a

whole host of unanswered questions. What

about future planning? " Schumer asked.

Booth said the facility would be

"residential in character" similar to

"suburban houses." The patients "will be

properly l(x)ked after," Booth added.

Doris Chaves, an associate professor of the

Division of Nursing in the Department of

Public Health was "appalled that this

senate has any questions about the

building" of the facility.

"Our responsibility to the Commonwealth
goes beyond educating undergraduate and

graduate students," Booth .said.

C;hancellor Joseph D. Duffey said he was

eager to cooperate with Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' office since it will later help

UMass with budget requests from the

state's Legislature.

"The state decided that the University is a

community where handicapped adults in

limited capacity can live and work. " Duffey

said. The facilities would house "long term

residents. " not those who are "mentally ill."

Members of the University Madrigal Singers make a toast as ih« pio

cession of the comestibles add holiday cheer to the celebration of

Christmas 1591 style.

Abercrombie. who has directed the

singers for 11 years, said the dinners have

grown from a simple one or two nights of

16th century celebration to "an elaborate

evening's entertainment." Most of the

dinners are already sold out, and are being

held Tuesday through Thursday nights.

Bill Moulton, a music teacher at Greenfield

High School, who brought his chorus class

of 26 students on the opening night of the

celebration last Thursday said, "It's an

excellent learning experience to hear period

rniisif done in tlie style o! the period."

coTUtnued on page U
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World and National News

Heisman Trophy winner Doug Flutie. right, applauds and looks up after he and Mayor Raymond

Flynn threw the switch to light up the Christmas lights on the Boston Common yesterday.

State education bill proposes 'radical' reforms
BOSTON (AIM - The Massachusetts Ik>ard of fc:du(ation.

meeting in emerKt'nry session on the wt*ekend, opposed

early teacher retirement and a numkn'r of other proposals

in an education reform bill now bef(»re the Leps'a^"''^-

But the board declarcnl it "supports the reform of public

elementary and secondary education in Massachusetts and

therefore broadly supports House Bill 6262. "' a spokesman

said.

The board supported the spirit of the bill 10 2 with two

members absent, said spokesman Terry Zoulas.

The reform bill, which is awaiting a final House vote

Teachers in Chicago

threaten to strike 3rd

largest school district

CHICAGO (AP) - Negotiations broke off

yesterday between teachers and school

officials in the nation's third largest school

district, threatening a midnight strike that

would idle 430.000 students and up to

40.000 employees.

"We will be striking." Chicago Teachers

Union spokesman Chuck Burdeen said as he

left board headquarters at 6:40 a.m.. after

all night talks ended.

The announcement on the breakdown in

talks came despite a board offer that

satisfied one of the union's most pressing

demands, on medical insurance. Other

major issues in the dispute are pay and the

school board's cost cutting plans.

A strike would idle 28.000 teachers, and

12.000 non teaching school employees

planned to honor picket lines.

The union's House of Delegates was to met

late yesterday to finish up details of the

strike. Burdeen said.

iM'tore going to the stale Senate, calls for the most radical

reform of state education since the early 1960s. Zoulas

said.

Among other things, the bill would set statewide teaching

and basic education standards for the first time, compare

the te.st results of students from different districts for the

first time and boost per pupil aid in di.strictsthat spend the

least on their students.

The iHiard also supported two amended proposals setting

starting teacher salaries at $18,000 and making a man
datory class size, but giving the hoard the power to waive

class sizes in districts that are unable to meet the

re(juirement

.

Sri Lanka violence

continues;169 dead
COLOMBO. Sri Lanka (API — The government reported

that 169 people had been killed in three days, 11 of them in

Tamil rebel attacks yesterday on two fishing villages, and

said the separatist guerrillas are "bent on creating com

munal violence countrywide.

"

Sri Lanka destroyed six boats carrying suspected Tamil

invaders from India and its troops skirmished with an

estimated 100 guerrillas Sunday night on Talaimannar

pier, which faces southern India, sources in Colombo said.

No details were available and the sources spoke on

condition of not being identified, but one official source said

there was a strong deployment of both troops and police in

the area in response to rebel land attack. There were no

casualty reports from the boat sinkings or the pier fray.

Thre<> children, one an infant, were among those killed at

the fishing villages, authorities said. Fisheries Minister

Festus Perera said survivors told him that 14 or 15

guerrillas with bombs and guns attacked the villages of

Nvaru and Kokkilai early Sunday.

The reb«'ls want a separate Tamil state in northern Sri

Lanka where Tamils are in the majority. MUitant leaders

among the Tamils, a Hindu sect making up about 16

percent of Sri Lanka's population of 17 million, claim

Tamils are victims of discrimination by the majority

Sinhalese, who are Buddhists.

The government last week imposed a night curfew for

much of the country. In Colombo, the capital. National

Security Minister Lalith Alhulthmudali said the

"terrorists" hope their attacks on citizens wiU trigger

attacks by Sinhalese on Tamils and street fighting

throughout the country.

"They are bent on creating communal violence coun

trywide. What they want to do is to provoke a backlash of

communal \ iolenceagainst the Tamils living in the south so

that troops will have to be withdrawn from the north to

maintain law and order. Then the north will be clear for

them to declare their separate state. " the Minister said.

The government claims the guerrillas are being trained in

t he soul hern India state of Tamil Nadu and are planning to

invade Sri Lanka. India during the weekend denied that

Tamil guerrillas were training in India.

The government said at least 148 people were killed

Friday in guerrilla attacks on two prison farms in the

north. The government said the victims included 80

guards, prisoners and their families, and 68 rebels who

died in subsequent battles with troops.

Right-wing group against equal pay

Gerald Boucher, 44. of Hadley,

New England's first heart recipient

died yesterday at Brighmams and

Women's Hospital.

Grenada will hold elections

today; US 'officially neutral'

ST. GEORGE'S. Grenada (AP) — Grenadians vote

Monday in a return to democracy that the United States

and its Caribbean allies hope will not backfire.

The United Stales is officially neutral in the race for 15

seats in the British style Parliament, but its obvious

preference to win Grenada's first election since 1976 is 66

year old moderate Herbert Blaize.

The 1976 election was followed by a 1979 leftist coup, a

bloody power struggle that resulted in an army

takeoever and the slaying of leftist Prime Minister

Maurice Bishop on Oct. 19. 1983. Six days later, there

was a U.S. led invasion of the tiny, spice producing

nation.

Opposing Blaizes New National Party are the leftist

Maurice Bishop Patriotic Movement and the Grenada,

United Labor Party led by Sir Eric Gairy. winner of

seven of the eight elections in Grenada's hi.story.

Gairy who headed the colonial struggle for workers

rights and independence became known internationally

because of government corruption, the use of strongarm

tactics against his leftist foes, and his beliefs in mysticism

and unidentified flying objects.

WASHINGTON (AP) - An influential

conservative organization is urging the

Reagan administration to launch "a top

priority" battle against the comparable

worth theory of achieving pay equity for

women.
The Heritage Foundation, a private think-

tank which has been a font of ideas for the

administration, argues that the con

troversial idea "would lead to a flood of

litigation, massive wage redistribution, a

distortion of free market principles and,

ultimately, widespread job dislocation."

Advocates of the theory argue that sex

descrimination has held down salaries in

jobs mostly occupied by women, like

secretarial positions, while male-dominated

jobs requiting comparable "knowledge, skill

and judgment" receive higher pay.

Heritage's rebuttal on what it called "the

most significant employment discrimination

issue of 1984" was included among a .score of

recommendations in the Justice Depart
ment chapter of "Mandate for Leadership
II: Continuing the Conservative
Revolution."

"Mandate II. " due out Dec 7, is a 600 page

sequel to the foundation's 1980 report.

"Mandate for Leadership: Policy

Management in a Conservative

Administration. " More than 60 percent of

the first document's proposals were acted

on during Reagan's first year.

This time, the foundation may find its

most receptive audience at Justice, because

Reagan plans to renominate his counselor

Edwin Meese III to replace William French

Smith as attorney general. And Meese, a

longtime Heritage backer, in 1980 and again

last month personally distributed the

Heritage recommendations to Reagan and

his Cabinet.

Among other proposals. Heritage urges

the .Justice Depart ment to:

• Resurrect an order requiring more than

100.000 federal officials to submit to ad

vance government censorship of their

writings and speeches for life.

Issued by Reagan as National Security

Decision Directive 84. the order was

suspended in the face of congressional

opposition and after its author, acting

Assistant Attorney General Richard

Willard. acknowledged only a few former

officials have ever disclosed government

secrets.

More Cubans to US, change in Florida is seen
MIAMI (AP) - About

125.000 Cubans who fled

their homeland in the 1980

"freedom flotilla" boatlift

can apply for U.S. residency

beginning today, and of

ficials say they may
eventually bring in more
than 300.000 relatives who
were left behind.

The refugees and their

families could change the

face of culture and politics in

southern Florida, where
most art- expected to settle.

"A vast majority of the

people want to bring
relatives from Cuba," said

Juan Clark, a sociology

professor at Miami Dade
Community College who last

spring surveyed 514 ran-

domly selected refugees

here.

The Cubans came to

Florida during the boatlift

from the port of Mariel from
April 15 to Oct. 15. 1980.

after Cuban President Fidel

Caslro expressed his in

difl'erj nee to their leaving.

They have since lived in a
legal limbo, unable to bring
their relatives here.

Hut as of today, the

"Marielitos" can apply with

the Immigration and
Naturalization Service for

residency under the Cuban
Adjustment Act of 1966.

which allowed Cubans who
fled their country's com
munist revolution in the

1950s to eventually seek
citizenship in the United
States.

The recent immigrants had

earlier been barred from

filing under the 1966 act

because Congress had hoped

to pass new immigration

laws. Rut the failure to pa.ss

such legislation prompted

the Reagan administration

to let them apply under the

adjustment act after all.
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Combat forms
of harassment,

says lecturer

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Awareness of women's issues in the

classroom is required to combat the mild

forms of harassment common at colleges.

Eve Sedgwick, an associate professor of

English at Amherst College told a small

audience in Converse Hall Thursday night.

"It (harassment) is not only in the form of

'sex for an A.'" said Eve Sedgwick in a

lecture titled "Gender Pride and Gender
Prejudice." "It can aLso be found in a class

structured toward men where a male

professor shows less respect for a women's
intellect, "just because she is a woman," she

said.

According to a Harvard University study,

many women feel uncomfortable enough to

switch out of a class because of a male

professor or choose not to take a course

because of harassment problems, Sedgwick

said.

There is a problem of double binds for

women. If a woman becomes a femini-st, she

runs the risk of being called a lesbian, she

said.

"(Everybody) must work to create a non-

homophobic feeling on campus," Sedgwick

said. 'The fact that there are less than a

dozen homosexuals at Amherst College who
are '"out of the closet,' shows a lack of

trust."

"Getting rid of homophobia means getting

rid of many double biases for women," she

said.

"There is pressure on women to un-

deracheive, they are afraid to speak out in

mixed company." Sedgwick said. Women
are afraid of failure; if there are three

women in a math class the women feel they

must represent their gender, she said.

Women must work for sexual harassment

policies to get recognized as women and as

equal people, Sedgwick said.

Dickinson house site of

burglary of antiques

A Simon Willard brass banjo clock

belonging to the Dickinson family was

stolen from the Emily Dickinson Hall on 280

Main St. Wednesday night.

The clock, which dated back to the early

19th century, was on loan from Harvard

University's Dickinson Homestead
Collection, police said.

Also reported missing were silverware

and two antique clocks, a bracket clock

made by Webster of Ijondon and an Eli

Terry pillar and scroll clock, police said.

Both of the clocks are more than 200 years

old.

The curator of the house discovered the

burgulary Thursday morning around 10

o'clock.

Police said the burglar entered the hou.se

during the night by prying open a first floor

rear window and left through the kitchen

door. The curator was home, asleep at the

^"'^"
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LABOR GUARANTEE—Cardinal Newman appears to bless the efforts

of Ron Lucia, left, and Dave Matuewezki as they work on the ledge

above the Newman Center entrance.

r WOMEN'S FORUM
The Wirmen'sforum is a rveekly listing of

et^ents relating to women 's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's IssUits editor,

the Friday before the event.

MONDAY—The Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom wiU

meet at 5 p.m. in Campus Center, check CC
schedule for room number.

A lecture on "The German and Jewish

women's movements between the wars"

will be presented by Marion Kaplan,

associate director of the Leo Bueck In-

stitute in New York City, at 4 p.m. in the

Mary WooUey Student Center at Mount

Holyoke College.

Former Minister of National Health and

Welfare in Canada Monique Begin will

speak on "Medicare—available to all Cana-

dians: Why don't Americans have such a

system?" at 4:15 p.m. in the Neilson library

browsing room at Smith College.

TUESDAY—•Women's Voices; The
Gender Gap Movie," which includes

Nicale Hollander's cart(H)ns and interviews

writh women concerning the policies of the

Reagan administration, will be shown by

the Working Women's program at noon in

Campus Center room 174.

WEDNESDAY—Graduate Women's
Admission and General Education Support

(WAGES) will hold its weekly brown bag

lunch at noon in Campus Center room 805.

For more information on WAGES, contact

Diane Goodman at the Everywoman's

Center, 545-0883.

The women's issues team will meet at 4

p.m. in Campus Center room 803.

Little change

one year after

Crampton fires

Officials voice opinions

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

On Dec. 2, 1983, a Crampton resident

assistant was arrested and chargei' with

setting one of 16 suspicious fires set in that

dorm.

A year later. University of Massachusetts

officials said they have not seen significant

changes on campus resulting from the

series of small paper fires which drew
national media attention.

Many administrators, however, were
hesitant to spt>ak because of the $13 million

lawsuit filed last May by Yvette I. Henry,

then a 20 year-old chemistry major, after

the charges against her were dropped in

December for lack of evidence.

.Named in the lawsuit are Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey. Dean of Students

William F. Field, Public Safety Director

Gerald T. O'Neil. Housing Services

Director Joseph A. Zannini. and numerous
University administrators and state law

enforcement officials.

F'ield declininl tocon^ment.

/ "never felt that this was something

that covid be solved by harsher securi-

ty, "—Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

O'Neil said there is "no

vestigation being conducted."

active m-

THIIRSDAY—Hampshire College Pro-

fessor Fran While will deliver a lecture titl-

ed. "Travels in West Africa: What's a

black feminist like you doing anyway?"

at 7:30 p.m. in Greenwich Masters House

at Hampshire College.

"Between Theory and Practice. Con-

troversial Issues in the Feminist Academy,

the Political Community, the Battered

Women's Shelter Movement,"the third lec-

ture in the five college women studies

seminar will be presented at 8 p.m. in

Wright Hall Common Room, Smith Col-

lege. Arlyn Diamond. English professor

at UMass and Jean Grossholtz Mount

Holyoke political science professor and

peace activist are speakers.

SUNDAY—The Smith College Lesbian

Alliance and the Everywoman's Center is

sponsoring "Lesbians Considering

Children," a forum for women considering

becoming parents with other women or

alone.

The forum will be held from 2

p.m. to 6 p.m. at McConnell Hall, Smith

College. For more information call

545-0883.

SUNDAY—The Women's Media Project,

featuring all-women bands and news with a

feminist perspective airs from 7 to 10 p.m.

on FM 91.1, WMIJA-Amherst.

Duffey said, "The most significant result

of the fires is the awareness of students in

the dormitories that such a .situation cannot

continue."

"People now feel there's nothing funny
about it. that there's a high risk," he said.

Duffey said he "never felt that this was
something that could be .solved by harsher

security." fk)th he and O'Neil said security

at the Amherst campus has not changed

because of the fires, and would not be in the

future. Henry and ('harles DiMare, her

attorney from the liCgal Services Office,

were not available for comment.

Profes.sor John Brigham, the chairman of

the University Discipline Board, said he

believed that arson crisis was directly

related to the current revisions being made
on the student code of conduct.

"If tho.se people who are responsible for

la.st year think they need a clearer code,

they should make it clearer," he said.

One of Henry's attorneys, Harry L. Miles

of Amherst . said the litigation for civil right

violations including false arrest, is "in a

discovery process. We are taking testimony

to discover who was responsible for what,"

he said.

The trial will be held in U.S. District Court
in "a couple of years," Miles said.

Potential millionaires train

with Investment Club $3,000
By LAURA KENDRICK
Collegian Correspondent

The University's
Investment Club, with 60

members, controls $3,000

worth of assets which they

invest "for educational

purposes." according to

club's chairman Steven

Kohl.

The "Aurora Partners,"

the self proclaimed
University Investment Club

is a group of potential and

present entrepreneurs, who

pool their funds and

resources to gain experience

by buying and selling stock.

Kohl said. "We give

students an opportunity to

invest now. and apply this

knowledge in the future.

This research is part of the

learning process of our

members."
The "Aurora Partners"

have never had the approval

of the Student Government
Association, Kohl said. The
SGA ruled against the club's

recognition because the

individual members gain

profits which are not shared

with the University. Kohl

said the club's current a.ssets

are about $3,000. The club

also has a money market
account with profits

distributed equally among
"shareholders." The club

asks $3.00 per semester and

$5.00 a month for a member
to be given active status.

Once the member is active.

an acceptance of two-thirds

majority is needed to ap

prove the investment of a

particular stock introduced

by the club's "Investment

Research Committee". This

investment is not always at

an equal vote .since one

dollar equals one vote.

Those members with more

money invested in the group

would then have the

majority.

The past members boa.st of

their exposure from the

organization. Former
Chairman Leo Saraceno,

joined the Sheraton Cor-

poration in a management
trainee program. Jay

Dwight, one of the seven

original partners is a broker

in Portland, Maine.

Collethan ohnto hv Mitrh nrmntrh

IN YOUR WILDEST DREAMS—Alison Lules, a senior Exercise
Science major prepares a prop for a A Midsummer Night's Dream on the

head of actor Brad Pickett, a senior theater major. The Shakespeare
drama will play at the Rand Theater in the Fine Arts Center from
December 6-8, and 12-15.
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Register Now
Over 100 Credit Courses and Credit Free Workshops from which to

choose.

Register

• in person at the Continuing Education office,

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Monday Thursday, 8. 30 am 7 pm; Friday, 830 am 5 pm

• by mail no later than December 28 for credit courses

one week before starting date for workshops

• by telephone (Credit Free Workshops only) Use your

MasterCard or VISA and call 545 0587 with all information

requested on registration form.

Courses and workshops fill up quickly so do yourself a favor and

register now. Full payment is expected at time of registration. For

more information, call 545 2414.
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No drought relief for Tigre

Few deUveries to guerilla-occupied areas

BOSTON AF — Only a few trucks carrying

ffwd. medicine and other supplies provided

by Western reliet agencies are reaching the

drought afllicted province of Tigre in

northwestern Kthiopia. where as many as 3

million people face starvation, a newspaper

reported yesterday.

The trucks, based in the Sudan, roll under

cover of darkness and in defiance of

Ethiopia's Marxist military government,

which has been either unwilling or unable to

channel fo<xi relief into rebel controlled

areas of the country, the Boston Globe

reported.

Liberation Front guerrillas occupy at least

80 percent of the province.

"If the back door is the only way we can

reach these people, then the back door it

will be." one relief agency field worker in

Tigre told the Giobe.

Although a massive international relief

effort has brought hundreds of thousands of

tons of food into famine stricken Elhipia

over the past two months, almost none of it

is reaching Tigre. where an estimated

12.000 people a week are dying of hunger.

"What is happening in Tigre represents a

failure not only of the Ethiopian overnmenl

but of the international relief community."

said Chris Cartter of the relief agency

Grassroots International, which is based in

Cambridge, Mass.

itMadrigal dinner

Throughout the dinner, the singers en

tertain with a wide variety of music and

dialogue from the 16th century. During the

meal. Jester Susan Kirby captivated the

crowd with her juggling feats.

After the wassail was served, the singers

wandered up and down the aisles

serenading the crowd. P'or the finale, the

audience joined the singers for "Silent

Night."

Although the crowd is varied, not many

CMass students go to the dinners. Most of

the people who attend are members of

social groups or llniversily alumni who

traditionally attend.

Since Food Services has a mailing list of

3.000 for the event, most of the dinners are

sold out. Hill Whittemore. catering coor

dinator said. "We sold out within the first

week of sales." Whittemore said about this

year's dinners.

The Campus Center Auditorium seats 416

for each dinner. Whittemore said. Tickets

are still available for the evenings of Dec. 5

and 6. and can be purchased in the Campus
Center Hotel's (.'atering Office on the third

floor of the CC. Tickets are $12 for students

and $15 for the general public.

contimiedfrom page 1
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A reenactment of the 16th century
Christmas celebration has a court jester

entertaining the court.
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Hiring procedures difficult to regulate for discrimination

iWOMEN IN
FACULTY

<

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Editors note: This story is the first in a five

part series that examines the statm of

women faculty ai UMass. The introduction

to the series appeared on page one.

Discriminatroy practices taking place at

the hiring level are difficult to both locate

and counteract because the responsibility

for hiring rests with the members of a

department rather than a single individual,

according to most faculty members and

administrators interviewed.

Anthropology professor, Sylvia Forman
described the hiring procedure in the an

thropt^logy department which is sub-

stantially the same for all departments

across campus although "some of the details

may differ." she said.

The procedure may be summarized as

follows:

—The faculty members of a department

decide what specialty area they wish a new

faculty member to be familiar with and then

place advertisements and announcements

in a variety of places.

—The merits of each applicant are ac-

cessed and the references of candidates

considered worthy are sent for.

— Depending on these, the list is reduced

again and the candidates are rank ordered.

— The candidates are then invited to be

interviewed by the faculty, to give a lecture

and to meet the dean.

— The faculty re rank members rank the

candidates and the job is offered.

— The final approval is given by the dean

and the chancellor is required to sign the

final papers.

Most faculty members interviewed agreed

with Forman's observation that while "pre

calculated discrimination is infrequent"

within the hiring process, it easily allows

unmtentional prejudices against women to

come into play.

"Because most faculty members are men."

said Education Professor Barbara Love

"you've got certain sets of assumptions

built into departments about women."

which are capable of affecting their chances

of being hired.

James Boylan. Journalism professor and

head of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors agrees that a "department

which has a male majority can act on

traditional assumptions about women."

Said one such assumption is that "women
are looked on as not fit for positions of

authority" and as such "women qualified for

leadership positions just don't get them."

According to history Professor Joyce

Berkman. fa«ulties are too concerned with a

candidate's credentials." such as amount of

published work and research, and this

inadvertently discriminates against

women.
"If you consider entry-level candidates"

she said "you will invariably find that men's

surface credentials are better than

women's."

This is because men "do not have to juggle

I he extra responsibilities of home and

family" and also because a credential

orientation is "fostered very early in male
intellectual development." she said.

Whereas "male graduate students ask

themselves what they have to do to get a

good job after their Ph.D." Berkman said,

"women graduate students are more in-

tellectually exploratory."

Berkman suggests that what is required is

"a much more open, pluralistic, definition of

professional performance."

Chancellor Duffey believes discrimination

within the faculty hiring system is difficult

to locate and rectify because "there is

always a problem of accountability when
groups of people do hirings." According to

Duffey. the only answer would be to have
the responsibility for hiring "taken out of

the faculty arena."

"But not everybody does so" she said.

For example, although departments are

meant to conduct a full and thorough search

for candidates to fill a position some may
"conduct their own funny little searches"

she said, such as "just advertising in trade

journals" which are read more by males

than by females.

In such cases the Office of Affirmative

Action will report to the dean of the

relevant faculty the "hiring is flawed" and
the Dean's responsibility is to either halt

t he hiring process or contest the argument
w ith the Chancellor.

Duffey agrees that "deans should be held

accountable" but he would not raise "in-

tervention above that" by assuming a more
prominent role in the hiring process

himself.

itivomen in faculty
Joyce Berkman. associate

professor of history,

describes the situation of

women faculty as "horrible,"

but added that "some of the

situation is due to historical

factors."

Journalism professor and

head «»f the Massachusetts

Society of Professors, James
Boylan. agreed that part of

the reason is historical

especially since "the

University went into a

period of retrenchment in

1974 and only emergency
hiring of faculty was
allowed." but he also said

"the recent rword of hiring

at the t niversity is not very

satisfactory."

.According to Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey. women
faculty fail to be sub

stantially represented
h«H'ause "it is only relatively

recent that women have

found doors open to them,

and have found en

couragement to take up

graduate studies and
careers."

But beyond "seeing the

result of a late opening of

opportunities," Duffey also

said there are "a whole host

_^_ continued from page t

of other reasons." In par

ticular, he cited the problem

of "the barriers that are .still

there, some conscious and

some unconscious" which

exists "inside peoples heads

in certain a.ssumptions and

attitudes they have" about

women.
Berkman agrees that,

hist«)rical factors aside,

.some of the problem arises

from "if not active, then

passive discrimination."

One place where such

discrimination may be oc-

curring is in the hiring

procedure for faculty

positions^

SEAT BELT CAMPAIGN
The Convincer is coming!

Stop by the CC Concourse

to see what it's about
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Student Health Advisory Board
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Letters to the Editor
Is this free speech?

Free speech? I'd hke to discuss it. Peo-

ple are missing something very important

when they talk about free speech. No one
ever considers other people's rights when
they go on about the subject. Sure, we can
say what we want, but what about when it

offends a race of people? Aren't we infr-

inging upon their civil rights? As you pro-

bably have guessed, I am referring to

"comedian" Cliff Meyer.

People do not realize that racist, sexist,

classist, anti-semitic and homophobic come-

dians, television shows, jokes, etc.

perpetuate stereotypes and closed minded
thinking. Believe it or not, there is a lot of

this going on at this liberal institution of

ours.

Here's a good example. My housemate
Mark Caldeira exercized his right to free

speech in a column titled "Gotta Love
Those 'Radicals'" (Nov. 26). I must admit,

I did not agree with all that article had to

say, but I do not condemn him for saying

what he wanted.

Some people are condemning him for his

free speech. As a matter of fact, he receiv-

ed two threatening phone calls. One said

that if he wrote any more columns, our
house would be blown up with plastic ex-

plosives(!).

Threats! Where is your "free speech"

now, people? Is there really such a thing?

We must have tolerance! Just l)ecause so-

meone's political views are different than

yours, do you have to threaten them?

There is no absolute right or wrong in

politics, although many think their views

are "politically correct."

A threat to Caldeira is a threat to me,

and our other housemates, also. To his

callers—are you going to threaten me,

now? We are not living under fascism; we
are living under democracy, or are we?

Please people— start practicing what you

preach!

Elizabeth Rich
Amherat

Appreciating beauty

I am writing in response to Rebecca

Thatcher's column Thursday condemning

the Miss Massachusetts pageant and beau

ty pageants in general. Her point is a

reminder of the old wisdom that you can't

judge a book by the cover.

I agree with this assertion; it is clearly

unfair, as well as hasty and misleading, to

judge a woman's character by her looks, or,

by the old analogy, to judge a book's con-

tent by its cover. 1 wish to continue this

analogy with a question: what about those

who wish to appreciate the book's cover for

its own merits? Since the invention of

writing, artisans have been creating covers

and bindings that are beautiful and

valuable works of art in and of themselves,

having a worth completely independent of

the quality of the text within. Conversely,

many of the world's greatest works of

literature are published in plain and simple

paperback bindings which in no way reflect

the richness of the book.

Now, to restate my question: what is so

wrong in appreciating a woman's physical

beauty solely for beauty's own sake? The

artisitic study of the human form, both

male and female, is as old and revered as

art itself. On the other hand, of course,

people have always been appreciating their

fellow humans for their characters. Both

are completely natural and healthy parts of

human existence. Beauty pageants are

simply institutionalization of the natural

human inclination to enjoy the physical

beauty of the human form. Would That-

cher have us deny our very humanity? 1

should hope not.

Russell F. Leach
Orchard Hill

Misplaced scribbling

This letter is addressed to the people who
have been writing in the margins of the

books they borrow from the University

libraries: Stop it! F'or the past few weeks,

I have been doing research for a major

term paper. When I borrow a book, I do so

out of an interest in what the author has to

say, not what you have to say. It is very

distracting to read your reactions to every

idea that is presented before I get a chance

to think things through for myself. Please

do all of us a favor: put your ideas in a

research paper or essay, where they will be

appreciated, and leave them out of our

books.

Nancy Kaplan
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letter* muit be aiinied and include the writer'i

ddreM and telephone number, which will not be

published. Pleane type double ipaced at 67

rhararters per line. Due to apace limitations and

the volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpnbliahed letter*. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Have a
fling on

us!
The Sub In Amherst has the biggest, tastiest sand-

wiches in the Pioneer Valley. Purchase any four whole sand-
wiches and we'll give you a 9" flying saucer,* or you can
purchase Just the saucer for .99C.

The Sub, come in for a great sandwich and the flings on
us!

c t;hie sub ^
M 4JI t« I >JI / I ••?(

7*"^^

33 East Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 549-5160

•auantltica arc lloilted and avallabia en a first

COM* first serve basis.
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Random Notes

UMass must handle its affairs competently

Last week, while enjoying the

Thanksgiving holiday with our family and

friends, countless UMass students were

greeted by a letter from the Parking Office

calculating late fees for payment on tickets

not received within the specified 21day
period. (Thanks for the warm holiday

gre«»ting!) In my case, these late fees are for

tickets received in the spring semester of

1984 which, although admittedly paid late,

payment was remitted over five months

ago. The violation notice is dated November
14. postdated November 19, and received

by most students on November 21. The
notice warned students that payment in full

must be received no later than 8 a.m. on

November 27 for no further legal action to

result.

The Tinal paragraph of the violation notice

reads in big. bold, red print: "F'ailure to

comply will result in additional penalties

added to each violation(s) and automatic

notification being sent to the Registry of

Motor Vehicles for the purpose of non-

renewal of your hcense or registratwn and

may result in towing or immobilization of

the vehicle at the expense of the registered

owner."

Not only do I find the language of this

letter completely repugnant but it seems
paradoxical that the additional monies

calculated are late fees when the Parking

Office itself is over five months late in

issuing this so-called late violation notice.

The Parking Office had five months in

which to issue such notices to students but,

instead, chose to issue them to their homes
during a holiday period and provided them

with but one business day to settle this

matter. This is absolutely unexcusable and
unjustifiable.

When confronting the hearing officer with

this issue, her gracious sympathies and

apologies were expressed, but the Parking

Office is buried in never-ending paperwork

and thus cannot conduct its affairs

adequately and promptly. Does this seem
paradoxical to some? Look no further. This

University is filled with such rhetoric and

administrative incompetence.

I would like to conclude by addressing the

Parking Office and the countless others who
have displayed like incompetence. In ad

dition to raising additional revenues at the

students' expense, it has been expressed to

me by various administrators that the

psychok)gy of late fees is punishment-

oriented, in training students to handle

their affairs in a competent, mature, and

punctual manner. In so doing, you are

establishing the norms, setting the

guidelines and standards, and determining

right from wrong. Encouraging students to

pay fines within the specified period of time

is commendable so long as the Parking

Office is prompt in their affairs as well.

Your teachings are valued and valid so long

as you adhere to them yourselves. Do not

expert students to subscribe to your set of

rules if you do not exemplify them. The
Parking Office displayed a greater lack of

punctuality and incompetency than the

.students to whom they are issuing such

notices. Consequently, their psychology is

indeed paradoxical. Either practice what
you preach, or do not bother preaching!

Gary A. Goldstein is a UMass student.
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The anatomy of tragedy

Naughty or nice?
I handed one of the college-aged elves a

buck-fifty so I could have my picture

taken with Santa. She looked around and
behind me.

"Where's the child?" she asked, the

sleigh bells on her ballet slippers jingling.

"There is none. I'm the child," I said,

less than a week shy of twenty-one. No
matter. I perched on jolly old Saint Nick's

knee. His "ho-ho-hos" became a little

strained.

"Sorry, I haven't been working out late-

ly." I said.

"No joke," he said.

"You're no Jack Sprat, yourself,"!

replied.

"I can't fielp it," he said. "The kids

leave all those cookies out for me every

Chri.stmas Eve, and I jut can't resist."

Then he changed the subject.

"What would you like to find under the

tree this year?" he asked.

"A date for drinks with Doug Flutie," I

answered promptly.

"He's taken," Santa said.

"Bummer. How about a compact disc

player, a car, or a meaningful relation-

ship?"

"In what order?"

"That depends on whom the meaningful

relationship is with." I said.

"Santa will try, but he can't make any
promises," he said. I hate people who talk

about themselves in the third person. It's

so damned condescending. "The elves

have been having a hell of a time getting

those new-fangled stereos together. It's

Elizabeth Luciano
almost as bad as that videt)-games thing, a

couple of years ago. And speaking of had,

how's your conduct been this year?"

"Fine." I replied quickly. Santa raised

an eyebrow. "Well, I've been reasonably

well-behaved." I said.

"Rememk)er, I can see you when you're

sleeping and 1 1 now when you're awake,"
he warned.
"Guess you didn't approve of my choice

of teddy bears, huh?" I said.

"You've also made quite a few enemies

this year," he reminded me.

"Yeah. That's true," I admitted. "A
lot of people don't like what they call my
'radical feminist viewpoints.' Like a man
I know who has a 'Girl Wanted' sign in his

bedroom."
Santa coughed.

"Don't worry abr)ut that," he said,

"he's on my bad list, anyway."

"About that car. .
."

I hinted, not one to

be sidetracked in automotive matters.

"Actually, I could do something abrmt

that. .
." Santa said thoughtfully. "Would

you be interested in a previously owned
vehicle? It's got a lot of mileage on it, but

it's very reliable," he said.

"Sure, what is it?" I asked, expecting

him to say 'A Chrysler,' or 'A Datsun.'"

"My old sleigh," Santa said. "The Mrs.

and I have decided to buv a Thunderbird."

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Letters to the Editor

Leave if you don't like the entertainment

I just find it pretty sad when these people

get all worked up over a couple of jokes.

Don't we have better things to do
here— like trying to be real students?

I certainly didn't feel as though I were
being harassed, and I could venture a

guess, that even the Black man who got up
to dance at the last happy hour wasn't ex-

actly feeling oppressed. I think he

wouldn't have been so willing to dance on

stage if he thought he were a victim of

racism. While we're on the subject of

harassment, by the way, I'm a little curious

about that cartoon last week, depicting

Cliff Myers in a Ku Klux Klan outfit.

Doesn't the Board of Governors or the Col-

legian consider this a form of harassment,

or do they have some 'inside scoop' on

Myers being a member? Come on, now
who's calling the kettle black?

You know, things get out of hand pretty

fast around here. I'm talking about this

Cliff Myers thing, of course. First, let's get

one point straight: Myers never 'harassed'

a Portugese woman. He pointed at me, a

white, Irish-Catholic woman, when he

made his joke. Now, I took it for what it

was—a joite. That's all it was intended to

be, but som^ people out there got all ex-

cited and started screaming racism and

sexism.

Come on, guys. Most of us go to happy
hours to kick back, have a few beers, and
be entertained. I'd guess that most people,

too, would simply leave if they didn't like

the entertainment. The woman who
started this whole mess was there for quite

some time. In fact, I'd guess she stayed

right up until the end, since that's when the

'harassment' of the Portugese woman hap-

pened. If she was really that disgusted

with the show, why not leave? Why con-

tinue to subject herself to all this racism

and sexism that was so insulting to her?

She might have had a better day and saved

a guy's job, too.

Well, it's over and done with now.
Everyone's happy. The BOG and the

'ultra-liberals' are happy because they

eliminated the menace, J.R.'s happy,

because they've got Cliff Myers and his

crowd, and the Blue Wall is . . .uh, well,

sorry guys, but we had to prove a point you

see, and uh, well. . .

Terry Mahoney
Northeast

The world has recently been awakened to

a human catastrophe that has claime<i the

lives of several hundred thousand people in

Sub-Saharan Africa. In Ethiopia. 300,(KX)

deaths from famine have been reporteil.

The figure rises to 5(X).(XX> v.hen Mozambi-

que is included. Before the year is out, an

additional million are expected to die from
starvation in Ethiopia, and a total of six

million are threatene<l. In Mozambique,

the figure is four million. The problem:

people do not have food to eat.

Ethiopia underwent a popular revolution

which overthrew the late emj)eri)r Haile

Selassie in 1974. A significant contribution

to the emperor's downfall was his ad-

ministration's political cover-up of the

famine which clainie<l over '2()().(MM) lives in

1973. A major gain of the revolution has

been the land reform which dismantled the

archaic land tenure system and
redistributed land to peasants who had

previously been subjected to offer their ser-

vices and much of their produce to a small

landlord class.

Under the emperor, F2thiopia was a

staunch ally of the U.S. which traine<I and

outfitted its army. However, the 1977

border war between Ethiopia and Somalia

ended in one of the most classic turnaround

events. The Soviet Union (formerly an ally

of Somalia), came to the rescue of Ethiopia

while the U.S. went to the side of Somalia.

Since the switch in super-power alliance,

Ethiopia has been stigmatized to the level

of being the lowest development-aid reci-

pient from the West.

Inside Ethiopia, the famine-sticken areas

of the North have been the site of a war
Ix'tween lil)eration movements (Eritea,

Tigrai) and the government. Needless to

say, much of the country's resources have

been spent on a war that is at a stalemate.

While the misallocation of insufficient

resources is intensifying the famine, the

root cause of the problem lies in p]thiopia's

underdevelopment. Like much of the Third

World, the people of fc^thiopia do not have

adequate health facilities, roads, water

supply, irrigation systems and agricultural

Roman Habtu

implements. I^^ind reform has provided the

basis for development but peasants cannot

increase their food production without the

necessary technical and material
assistance. Ethiopia has adequate rainfall

to allow multiple harvests annually, but

this requires building dams that could save

the water for irrigation. Under such cir-

cumstances, drought need not lead to

famine. F'urthermore, the current de-

forestation and erosion of the soil need not

increase the potential for desertification if

appropriate reforestation and soil conser-

vation programs are intnxluceti. However,
such projects require financial assistance

and a genuine commitment to develop-

ment.

In this respect, a significant resolution to

the crisis should entail a primary phase of

sustained food aid delivery in order to pre-

vent further massive death. It is im-

perative, however, that it be followed by a
second phase of long term development
planning involving national and interna-

tional efforts. Otherwise, UN studies

predict a yearly recurrence of famine with

increasing death toll. If proper land use

methods and irrigation schemes are made
available, F^thiopia has the potential not on-

ly to feed itself but also become a net ex-

porter of food.

This is the worst famine in Africa's

history and the worst the world has seen

this century. Two important lessons can be

drawn. First of all, we cannot continue to

see j)e<jple as a lial)ility. If supplied with

the necessary to<^>ls to feed themselves,

people not only become self sufficient but

alsf) help nations grow. Secondly, people

should not be held hostage to an East-West
ideological confrontation to which they are

oblivious. There is no jutification for the

conspiracy of world fK)litics at the expense

of p<K)r people. Neither is there rcwm for

tolerance in a wr>rld that can feerl many
times more than the current global popula-

tion.

R(tmnn Habtu is a UMajts grndu^ite stu-

dent.

Dealing with people's destructive attitudes

Since I was sure that the issue of alk)w-

ing Cliff Myers to perform on campus
would die down quickly (I couldn't imagine

anyone supporting such violent and
degrading "humor"), I originally decided

against writing a letter. I was afraid I

would just be dragging the controversy on

longer than necessary, and worse yet, bor-

ing the entire campus by hammering in the

same opinion yet once more. Evidently,

however, those who have been writing in to

call fr)r Myers' reinstatement are not wor-

ried about such things. So, my apologies

for rehashing an old issue, but I thought it

was about time another point of view was
presented.

I would like to thank both the Collegian

and the Board of Governors for the stand

they took against violence against women.
It seems that many people consider Myers'

"humor" to be perhaps in questionable

taste, but humor nonetheless, and com-

pletely harmless as such. What they fail to

Dishonest recruitment
In the November 27 Collegian, Carolyn

Rosenbaum quotes Major Jay Bullington

(recruiting officer for ROTC) as saying
that "the military cannot and does not

discriminate against women." I trust this

was not what the Major said, since he
knows as well as I do that the military

does discriminate blatantly against
women. Women are forbidden to go into

combat, and therefore are unable to win
the combat medals and rapid promotions
that are available to males. Let's have a
little truth in recruiting, shall we?

J.E. Humphreys
Math Dept.

see is the connection between the attitude

that women deserve to be raped (or that

they somehow enjoy it), an acceptance of

the presence of some kind of humor in this

attitude, and the actual act of rape itself.

They are not unrelated. We have seen four

rapes reported on campus this semester,

but, judging from the actions taken so far,

one would think that the major cause is a
lack of lighting and emergency phones in

the appropriate places. Conditions like

these certainly help to foster the actual

crime, but the real problem is the attitude

that O.K.'s and makes light of it, an at-

titude that Myers displayed in his

"comedy" routine. Adding lights and
phones is all very fine and good, but the

violence will continue as long as it is a jok-

ing matter. That is why I would like to

thank the Board of Governors and the Col-

legian for dealing with the real issue—the
attitude— instead of the conditions.

Monika Giacoppe
Orchard Hill

Staff Meeting

All colamnists and cartoonists

must attend the mandatory staff

meeting in the newsroom tonight at

8:00 or will lose staff status. Be
there.
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Doyouhave therightstuff?
Ciet your career off lo a flving start Bi'coiiu' a

Marine aviator If you're a college freshman,

sophomore or junior, you could qualif\ tor our

undergraduate Officer ('commissioning Pro-

gram and he guaranteed flight schtn)! after grail-

ualion. .\11 training is conducted during the sum-

nuT There are no ()n-laIUpu^ drills Plus. \()U

receive SKH) a month dunni" ihe school vear

Seniors can tjuaiitv tor the graduate Officer

Commissioning Program and attend iraimng

after graduation

This is an excellent opportunilv to i)rove

\()urself amongst the hesi and start off making

ln)mSr.(MK)loS2.V(MM)a

\ear See if \ou measure up

( ;heck out the Manne ( ,orps

Officer (,ommissionmg

Programs

All are invited to a slide and sound show
about the Marine Corps

TONIGHT at 7:00 p.m. in Cannpus Center Room 163

Marine Officers and Pilots will be available

to answer your questions.

Refreshments will be served.

Hvpercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of

events happening in and around the

University. Events listed will ap-

pear on the day they take place, ex-

cept Friday, which will also carry

the events happening Saturday and
Sunday.

.\N1MAI. RIGHTS COALITION - Join us for an in-

formational session! An open discussion will follow.

NevMHHiiers are welcome. 7 p.m., C(' 801.

WMl'A STATION HODV MKETING ~ All station

memlM*rs attend and new members are welcome. 7 p.m..

CC917.

lUNliKK A\VAW:NESS COMMITTEE MP:ETING -
Important! Mtt'tinj? at New .Africa House tonight con-

terninK famine relief drive for Ethiopia. Please attend,

what can you do to help? Future AWARENESS projects

uill be considered. .') p.m.. New .Africa House.

CONCERT: WESTHROOK STRING gi AKTET - The

post fjraduate string (juartet in residence at the

Cniversity will perform works by Iteethoven. Debussy,

and Dohnanvi. .Admission free 8 p.m.. Bezanson Recital

Hall.

WSVI. & VVZZZ STAFF MEETlNtJ - A mandatory staff

meetin^r of WSYI. and WZZZ «-«mcerninK th«' Hlack F'lag

sh«)w. 7 9 p.m.. CC 81 1K1.'>.

THE WRITINti CENTER - The WritinK Center offers

fre«'. confidential pe«r tutuoring for all University

students. Bring any a.ssignments or writing projects.

Drop in, no appointment necessary 7 9 p.m., I'ierpont

ClassHHim, S.W.

Sl'ECrRl'M MEETINti - Ever work on an ARTS
publication? SPECTRl'M magazine invites you to join us in

putting Kigether SPECTRl'.M 198.=>. New members
welcome; mandatory attendance for staff. 7 p.m.. CC'9(K1.

INTERNATIONAL WOMENS EVENT PLANNING
COMMITTEE Introductory planning meeting for

students interested in working on this Springs Inter

national Women's Event. All are welcome. Please join us.

.17p.m..CC90.'i909.

Need Some Extra Cash?
Full and part time temporary help

needed during January.
Contact the store manager at the

bookstore In your area:
Anna Maria College Bookstore - Worcester

-755-4696

Bentley College Bookstore - Waltham - 891 -6499

Bridgewater State College Bookstore - 697-7460

Bristol Community College Bookstore - 675-2647

Fitchburg State College Bookstore - 342-2229

Framlngham State College Bookstore - 872-3658

Massasoit Community College Bookstore

583-2152

Mt. Wachusett State College Bookstore- 632-8238

North Adams State College Bookstore - 664-6898

Salem State College Bookstore - 745-5300

Simmons College Bookstore Boston - 734-0144

Westfield State College Bookstore - 562-4235

Worcester State College Bookstore - 754-3448

College Stores Associates

Announcing

The Introductory Planning

Meeting for

International Women's Event 1985

(12-3-84)

When: Monday 5-7 PM
Where: Campus Center Rm 905-909

Please come and join us!

Everyone Welcome

For more info call 545-0341

fffjjffjffjjjjjjirfffr iii
*
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$$$$$ STUDENTS $$$$$
Earn extra money

during semester break.
Inventory takers -

^5 qq per hour to start

RGIS inventory specialists is the nation's largest inventory ser-

vice with 150 district offices nationwide. January is our busiest

month. Average 20-40 hours a week. Weekends and night

availability necessary.

To be considered, you must have phone, means of transporta-

tion, pass a math test, be dependable. No prior experience is

required, paid training provided. Unlimited openings in

Eastern Mass. Reps from these offices will be on-
campus December 5.

Boston North 938-9269 Boston South 849-3500
Worcester 366-6471

See Student Employment for interview schedule.
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UMass Music Theater Guild

is holding

AUDITIONS
for the outdoor spring production of

WEST SIDE STORY
Music will be taught at Auditions

selected readings from the script

wear suitable clothes for dancing

DEC. 4th in CC 101

DEC. 5th in CC 168C

TIME 7:00

I

I

CONTINUEYOUR EDUCATION
WITH THEARMYCOUECE FUNDl
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Call 586-9334

Northampton Army Office

241 King Street

A political Spectrum ?

Monday. December 3, 19841
Colieglaii n

FiyJl LIE BENNETT
Collegian Staff

Spectrum, the University s literary and

fine arts magazine, is a slick, high quality

production which showcases the talents of

five college students.

Inside, there is everything from short

stories and poetry to sculpture, paintings

and photographs. "Winning and Losing" by

Donald E. Benjamin, is a particularly well

crafted story which captures the fear, pain,

and shocking realizations nuclear war will

inevitably bring, demostrating the folly of

'winning' a nuclear war.

One moving poem. "My Father's Purple

Heart " by Myles Gordan chronicles the two

basic but contrary forces symbolically

represented within a war medal. Paintings

such as "Evolution" by Libby Hubbard and

"A Tree of Life" by Eve Christoph are

especially eye catching due to their busy

yet readable scenes and particularly well

developed color schemes. Also,

photographs from Nice, F>ance by Stephen

Thomas and from Pune by Linda Lee

Hodgdon convey romantic aesthetics and

colorful reality.

As much as I enjoyed Spectrum for its

craftmanship, it seemed to nurture a one

sided view which is best expressed in a

statement by painter Leonel Gongora, in a

Spectrum interview by Charles Francis

Carroll. "Everything is political....even

decorative art," Gongora said. All the

pieces published in this year's magazine

revolve around politics. The pieces are of

politics" different facets and various

manifestations, but the question is, does

this truly represent the University as a

whole or is it bia.sed".' Many people feel it is

appropriate that there be a magazine, or

part of a magazine, which represents these

views, but that it is inappropriate that the

literary and arts magazine of this

I'niversity be exclusively political. Pamela

Loring, Spectrum's poetry editor, feels that

some people did not submit this year

because they dislike the political bent of the

magazine. She feels that "any kind of art is

political, hut art is art first." Art editor

Libby Hubbard on the other hand, feels

that the magazine's political aspect is

necessary to generate a '"Spirit of world

peace."

Copies of this year's Spectrum are

available in the University's

galleries free of charge

An important Collegian Staff

meeting will be held in the

Newsroom tonight at 8 p.m. All

staff and correspondents should at*

tend.

I National Student Exchange Program

Information Meetings
There will be TWO Information Meetings for students

interested in learning dbout the National Student Exchange

Program for Fall, 1985.

Tuesday, December 4. 1984 4- 6 p.m. 804 Campus Center

Wednesday, December 5, 1984 7 - 8:30 p.m.

804 Campus Center

J^§^ Marion Hair Design
Marjot

Han
Design

line.

1

Marjon brings you the endless summer!
ONLY
$40.00

-Safe

-Fast
- Beautiful

- Prefered

- Professional guidance by

trained cosmetologist

- Relaxing atmosphere

- Tan the safeway

ARMY.BEAUYOU CAN BE.

CALL US NOW FOR DETAILS
-'

O'-r M^- Farms Mall
•' ^ t Route 9

\ / Hadley, MA
^ii 586-4551

Arts
*«%%« ••.•.•.•-•.

. / ^x.:.:.:.^^^:.:W^:•:•:•:•tt•:•:•:W^:W^^^^

Broad Street memoirs
Paul McCartney talks about the making of his

new film Give My Regards to Broad Street

By CHRISTINE MARINI
CoUeffian Staff

Paul McCartney met recently unth the col-

lege press in New York City to discuss his

new 20th Century For release Give My
Regards to Broad Street (playing this

week at the Mountain Farms Cinenrui). The

film, **a day in the mind of an international

pop star," is McCartney's first feature film

since Let It Be, made 14 years ago.

Give My Regards to Broad Street stars,

besides McCartney himself, Linda McCart-

ney, Bryan Brown, Ringo Starr, Barbara

Bach, and Tracey ITllman. It also features

the late Ralph Richardson in his last film

role. Musicians in the film include

members or former members of Led Zep-

pelin, Pink Floyd, lOcc, The Johnson

Brothers and Toto.

McCartney wrote the screenplay for

Broad Street, a musical thriller about

what happens when the master tapes for a

pop star's new album mysteriously disap-

pear. The plot is interwoven with "flights

McCartney on drugs

Paul McCartney discussed his con

troversial and outspoken stand on drugs, a

topic that "always comes up" in his

meetings with the press.

"I feel it's pretty crazy. I mean, it's 20

years after the sixties and we're still

debating the merits of pot. I don't want to

be set up as a preacher for pot, " McCartney

added. "If my kids came up to me and asked

me what to do (about drinking and drugs)

I'd say 'keep straight.' It's really the best

way. But it's a crazy world when people

grow up. I personally believe that. say.

drinking three scotches is more dangerous

than pot."

People try to create .scare stuff about

)ot." McCartney said. "But what about

legal' drugs IJbrium. Valium, bar

lituates? I mean, the glue you sniff may be

egal but it'll kill you."

"I don't think pot should be legalized, but

decriminalb.ed. " McCartney said. "The

danger is that they're driving kids toward

alcoholism-kids go for the legal things."

of fantasy" and features fourteen songs,

old and new, including some re-worked

Beatles songs. The film was directed by

Peter Webb and produced by Andros

Epaminondas.

Give My Regards to Broad Street is a

casually constructed film, stylistically in-

spired by underground films, according to

McCartney. "The structure was there, and

the script and casting were thought out,"

McCartney admitted, "but basically it's a

big ad-lib."

•The director (Peter Webb) took off on

images from the music," McCartney said.

"It's sometimes surreal, like a dream."

The music is an important part of Broad

street, understandably, since it is a

musical about the music industry. "The

danger," McCartney admitted, "is making

a musical movie into a music video. You

can't separate the two—they cross over.

People like me have been visualizing music

on album covers for years, but with video

you can really express it."

With songs like "Yesterday," "Eleanor

Rigby," and "The Long and Wmding
Road" included in the Broad Street score,

some critics have called the film, and its

star, nostalgic. McCartney disagrees. "I

don't need all that nostalgia. I'm just me. I

realized that I hadn't sung some of these

songs for 20 years. I was losing touch with

these songs. But others I've never done,

on stage or on film, with the Beatles. The
director wanted to treat the musical part of

Broad Street like a live concert, featuring

not just fresh music."

As well as starring and performing

musically in Broad Street, McCartney also

wrote the screenplay—a first for him. He
found the writing difficult but satisfying.

"When I was at school, English Lit. was
my thing," McCartney said, "but I had a

writer's block— I could never get past the

style thing. Now, I just keep writing, even

if it's bad, then go back and dot the i's. You
can't be creative and judicial at the same
time." His advice to writers is to "spew it

spew it spew it!"

Paul McCartney answering qneaiions

"I would do it again," he said. "I

wouldn't be so frightened to do it as I was a
few years ago."

There are advantages to working on both

sides of camera, as well as to working with

family and friends. "It's easier with

friends," McCartney claimed. "It

lubricates things a little if you know people

in advance. You tend to share the same
ideas."

The biggest influence in his life right

now? "Definitely family life. It may be
soppy," McCartney said
good-humoredly,"but my thoughts are
those of a father of four."

"The way I've felt about myself," he
said, "is that I'm just a guy. When you
become famous, it's other people's opinions

of you that change. I'm from a very warm,

working class family. That's the way it's

always been. The rest is just

surroundings."

McCartney's commitment to family and
friends is reflected in what he sees as

Broad Street's theme. "The movie's about
trust," he said, smiling. "Watch it. If you
like it, great. If you don't tough !"

"Making a movie is not much different

from writing or performing a song," Paul

McCartney stated as he mused over his

Broad Street experience. "In both cases

you create illusions. A song is an illusion.

I'm just going into different fields to ex-

press that illusion."

George Thorogood draws blood
ByJACKBRESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

There's a bright red splotch of blood on the front of my

yellow John I.ee Hooker T shirt which pretty much sums

up the tone of this .show. I'm quite certain I got it while

being shoved back unexpectedly into the boards of the

hockey rink/dance floor by a young woman. Violence, so

much, rose out of Thorogood's songs about alcohol, .sexual

prowess, and bared emotion.

George Thorogood and The Destroyers played with a

driving energy which rocked the crowd of 640C.. and made a

whole lot of them rowdy. Backstage, the first-aid room

resembled a MASH unit. I think that this occurred because

this music appeals to people's baser instincts. For example,

I started the show off in a seat, but soon moved to the floor

because I couldn't sit still, f-eorge came out like a caged

lion extremely upbeat. He did "House of Blue Lights, and

a rwking instrumental. "Kids From Philly." featuring sax

player Hank Carter. Following that was Bo Diddleys

"Who Do You Love." at the end of which George exhorted

the crowd to ""STOP PUCHING AND SHOVING AND
START KISSING AND LOVING." Getting loosy doosy.

the natural born barheque and hootnany had begun.

""Wanted." was followed by Johnny Cash's ""Cocaine

Blues." Then came an updated ""Bottom ot The Sea. by

Muddy Waters. ""One Bourbon, One Scotch. One Beer, we

found out just how lovey dovey the landlady was. But in

the end he decides to "pack up my J^^nl^e Hooker

records and down the road I go. " "Rock and Roll Chrust^

mas ' which has MTV video, sounded a lot like Rock and

Roll' High School. As George explained to the woman

bringing him his guitars. "First comes the rock, then

comes the roll. " This was followed by the slow going

"Change My Style." and also "Can't Stop Loving, " from the

first album, tearing it up with the slide.

l-or himore James ine sky Is <..rymg. ueorge donned

his famUiar black hat. combining the lyrics with Jimi

Hendrix's "Bleeding Heart. " This was followed by another

of Elmores'. the very popular "Madison Blues." After

leaving the stage briefly, they encored with '"Had To The

Bone." (bbbbad) from their fourth consecutive gold album.

Then these Delaware dogs did "Move It ON Over."

definitely one of their most well known tunes. Before

encore #2. George pointed out that this was his first time

playing at the Civic Center and that "it's the start of a long

and beautiful relationship. " They then plowed into "Ride

on Josephine." and finished up with "It Wasn't Me." by

Chuck Berry. During these last two. George was playmg

behind his neck, kicking out. and kis.sing his guitar, while

bras and panties were thrown onto the stajje.

This weekend marked the 11th year the band has been

together. Their new album, currently titled Gear Jammer,

will be out in late January on F:MI/Rounder. This will be

followed by another extensive tour. Speaking with George.

I was amused by his unpretentiousness and charm. I'm

sure some of these attributes rubbed off from our mutual

surrogate uncle, John Lee Hooker.

DON'T MISS BIG TWFST AND THE MELLOW
FELLOWS AT THE BLUE WALL TONIGHT

Jumpin' George Thorogood

George Thorogood and the Destroyers at the Spr-

ingield Civic Center Friday, November 30
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CAEDS

THE CHRISTMAS SHOP AT

A Store tul of CHRISTAAAS Ideas

Downtown Amh«rst Oai<y lO 6. Sun 12 3

New and Used

Computer
Books

at 72 or more
off list

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP

Carriage Shops
Amherst _

LEARN to FLY
Fr«« Bus Lin« Prfots •<• watcom*

UNDERGRADUATES
NEEDED NOW!

Course Credit Possible

aB7iB mjsiz

THE BEAT GOES ON

OUTING CLUB
Equipment

Auction

Canoes, Kayaks, Tents,

X-Country Skiis, Backpacks

and miscellaneous other equipment

to be auctioned off

Equipment can be viewed

from 6:30 - 7:00 pm
Auction begins at 7:00 pm

Today in the

Student Union Ballroom

Open to the Public

THE BEAT GOES PUBLIC!

DAVID WAKELING RANKING ROGER

loniiwIyofHieEiiglUhBMrt" ^^^^n\P^
^^ G(ypoT

SUN. DEC 9 ^^'

Q PM UMASS STUDENTS $10

S.U.B. UMASS GENERAL PUBLIC $12
UMASS 1 MOUIMO wnH StUO€Nt TICKH

IlCunS ON SAIE AI FINE ABtS CfNTtB SfVINCfHID ClVtC CINTB.

Tickets Still On ^alO and S10f« shot lOCAflON5.NNO«HHAMfTON MCXYOta
lil^lVCSld Ollll V^n Oaie

(j^,s„,iDANDP1Tt».tlD NOCAN$tOmKO«»fCO«K)tNG0€VtCH

r2
HRISTMAS WRAPS & TRIMS

Deck your gifts in the season'sfinest!
Monday and Tuesdav

More Hitchcock!!

The Lady Vanishes

39 Steps

7:20

9:00

THCIIIIIIIIIIIIIilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllli^

AMHERST DELICATESSEN 1
In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975! =

On'Campus & Apartment =
Delivery Available • 549-6314 =
•Overstuffed Sandwiches ^

•Foot-Long Subs ^
•Fresh Soups & Salads =

•Bagels &Lox =
•N.Y. Cheesecake =
TME
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 54^^14
0pm MonSMt.. 9 a.m.- 10 p.m. ...Stm., W

llfl
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By Garry Trudeau
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Weather

Today's Weather

A chance of raining cats and

dogs with high winds.

Temperatures in the 40's

with rain ending in the late

afternoon. Tonight, windy

and cold with lows in the

20's.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Johnny 0. say's

* The Nuclear Broach'(pun intended)

disappeared mysteriously Sunday on

the way from the NRC-Q building in

Washington, DC
-The Editors

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Hambur on Roll

Tuna a la King/Biscuit

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna a la King/Bisquits

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Egg and Cheddar
Florentine

BASICS DINNER
Jarbecued Chicken

Egg and ('heddar

Florentine
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^ Mandatory 7^

Collegian staff meeting

Monday Night

at 8:00

in the newsroom
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
hdiled b) I nidr Michrl Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Motor part

6 June VIP s

10 Spoken
14 Discovery

15 Acidity

16 Biblical

mountain
1

7

Bonn angel

18 Clark's

colleague

19 Soaking

?0 Fly

21 Merit

22 Actor Erif. of

the late stiow

23 Conceding
26 Sievelikp

29 High —
30 Fragrant

oieoresin

31 Scott of TV and
family

33 Drop bail

36 Pleasant

37 Large net

36 Nap
39 — Canals
40 My Dinner

with—
41 Links first

name
42 Sorcery

44 Tchaikovsky s

"Eugen

45 me some
lime"

49 44 Across, e.g

50 Star in Argo
51 City on Seward

Peninsula

55 Spanish pine

tree

56 Dorothy s

terrier

57 Shows patience

58 Connecting
words

59 Golden Gate,

lor one
60 Corral sound
61 maieste
62 Ernie or Gomer
63 B« of one mind

DOWN
1 land 66. eg
2 Wh«th«f

3 Caesar's attire

4 'We Shall

5 Km Abbr

6 —— lama

7 Kind of squash
8 Progressing

9 Grads lobe
10 Having a bad

time

tl Loud
12 comedian
13 Ran easily

21 Bad— Ger

22 TheAious
Abbr

24 Positive word
in Pans

25 Cosmetic
ingredient

26 Desk set items

27 Mature
28 Suggests
31 Tester

32 Mai<e public

34 Inter

35 Hammer part

37 Cut oil '

36 Brushing up
40 Water, in Spam
41 Chemical

ending
43 Brassy
44 CIA'S

predecessor

45 Printing ink

inaredient

46 Suppose
47 Of birlh

46 Lorna Ol

literature

52 Fragrance

53 Simple
54 Villa d -
56 Cook s abbr

57 Cubs org

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Open Sundays, 1-5 until Christmas.

Ear Cheer.
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$420
TX-65B Computer controlled 60 watt channel receiver

Suggested system:

^ Onkyo TX 65B Dual ridge, Boston Acoustics

CS-505 2 turntable with A- 100 speakers Sys-

Ortofon OM 20 cart tern Price $999

ra

TA-2026 Cassette deck
with music search

Two-year
limited warranty $175

TC-FX410R Cassette deck
with ^Oi R
auto-reverse. ^^ I O

harman/kardon

"I

—

CD-191
Calibration

included

• — ^ o

$330

SONY
STR-VX350 Direct Access 30 watt channel receiver

Suggested System:

$215

e Z^ Sony SIR VX350 Sony

I

PS LX310 turntable with

Stanton L737E cart

ridgf Boston Acoustics

A-60 speakers System

Pi-'ce $499

BostonAcousfics

A70 speakers

%P^0^ pair

other models
from

%P 1 wt) pair

c

Tx-15 <:i7c;
23 watt channel receiver ^> I f %/

Suggested system:

]P Onkyo TX15 JVC Scott 206 speakers

LA- 120 turntable with System Price ^^^q
Shure M92E cartridge. $329

DM-3000^^ TOn
speakers ^ I j f %IU/pair

other models
from $218 /pair

TD- 16611 Turntable
with Ortofon

OM-10 cartridge $299

CDP-210ES Compact
disc player 4QQQ

Telarc
Digital Records

1298
Compact Discs

1798

9Sennheiser

HEADPHONES

$29from PAIR

off prices marked on all used com-^^\Q/ OTT prices marKea on an usea corr

All components are pre-tested and backed by Sound & fs/lusic's factory authorized service nrj^^ponents with this ad. Demos not

department. A two week return privilege and a Christmas lay-away option are available. IV^/^ included. Valid through Sat. Dec i

iin
90-92 King St. iRteSl, Northampton • Men - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547
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Gymnasts down Cadets
Weily others lead way for men's team
By WAYNE SCHOFIELD
C'ollt'gian (.'orrespondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team opened their season on

Saturday with a 255.40 252.85 win over

Army.
UMass took the second and third spots in

the all around with freshman standout

Robert Weil tallying a 51.95 and Joe

DeMarco close behind with a 51.90 mark.

The number one all around spot was won

by Army's Mike Smith with an impressive

52.55 score.

UMass gymnast Lew Wingert. who

finished up the m«H't with a solid routine

on the high bar. said "right from the start

we beat them on their best event." the

floor exercise. I'M scored a 44.95 on the

floor as DeMarco won the top spot with a

9.35 followed by Army's Smith and

I'Mass' Peter Lucchini.

In the next event, the pommel horse.

I'Mass scored a 39.75 and managed to

stretch their lead as Army scored a3b.4.

.•\rmv's Rruce Gorski won the pommel

{•vent w ith an 8.b followed by I'Mass' Weil

with an 8.5. Co captain Ken Doughtery

locked down the third spot with an 8.;J5.

In the vaulting Army look the top three

spots and scored a 45.5. UMass scored a

43.5 and led by three points going into the

fifth event.

The parallel bars pulled the Cadets to

within 2.5 points of the Minutemen. With
Army having two gymnasts lie for the lop

spot with 8.95's UMass needed some sohd
routines. Lucchini scored an 8.75 and
DeMarco an 8.65 to lake second and third

respectively.

With a slim lead and three freshmen

competing in their first ever collegiate

meet in the high bar .tension was building.

Rick Hourke. .Jay Ronayne and Weil

were all in the final event.

Rourke, Ronayne and Weil scored 8.4,

H.ti and 8.H5. respectively, to clinch the

meet for the Minutemen.
"We were cleaner then we have been in

the past." said Wingert after the

Minutemen scored a 42.85 to 42.8 high bar

victory.

The Minutemen are back in action this

Wednesday night against the University

of Lowj'li at 7 p.m. at Hoyden.

W l^>-<r phritl

The face of New England Patriots All-pro guard John Hannah tells the

story yesterday as he watches his teant lose to the St. Louis Cardinals,

33-10. The loss, coupled with the L.A. Raiders victory oyer Miami,

gives the Raiders a two-game lead in the race with the Patriots for the

last playoff spot. .^

Three years ago TheLegendbegan

Three years ago I was a senior in "' .gh

schof>l visiting Boston to see a friend c his

college and take in the Penn State at Boston

College football game.

Having never been exposed to big time

college football I insisted we stay and watch

the game despite the Nittany Lion's

commanding lead.

In the fourth quarter, as the legend goes.

Eagle coach Jack Bicknell looked down his

bench lo a 59 3/4 fourth string quar

terback and told him to get in there and

give it a shot.

The rest is history and maybe someday my
grandchildren will believe it when I retell

the tale of how The I.*gend began.

The thing I want to know is who gave Iowa

quarterback Chuck Long two first place

votes? And why wasn't Brigham Young

quarterback Robbie Bosco. who came in

third invited to the ceremony instead of the

fourth place liernie Kosar'.' The Legend got

almost 1.0(X) votes more than Keith "W'ho

says I'm good. I do" Byars. The Ohio State

running back's father is a minister. Of what

church, the ministry of the Big Mouth'.' The

kid's damn good, but how could anyone

think he's better than Flutie'.' They didn't

give it lo Herschel Walker when he was a

sophomore so they weren't about lo give it

to Hyars. Be serious.

Flutie, even III admit, won almost all of

BC's games by himself but the FCagles won't

be forlorn without him. They have several

solid quarterback prospects in Notre Dame
transfer Duke St. Pierre. Bourne high

school product Rorery Perryman and

Syracuse transfer Steve Peach. The Eagles

will also enjoy good recruiting in the wake

of The legend's departure. They play a big

lime schedule. Bicknell is being quoted

nationwide and they'll appear on national

television on January first against Houston

in the Cotton Bowl. High school players eat

that stuff up.

The Cotton liowl will be an unadulterated

romp in Texas for the Eagles. The South

west Conference is so run oriented that the

Cougars will be shell shocked by Flutie's air

attack.

ABRAHAM'S AMBLINGS: The UMass

basketball team has looked fairly im

pressive in two season opening victories,

but the true test of how good the

Minutemen will be comes this week when

they face UConn in Slorrs on Thursday and

Hartford at Hartford on Saturday. The

wt'ek after they take on both Northeastern

and BU at "home " in the Springfield Civic

Center.

Bobby Braun has lo(»ked sharp at forward

with solid defense and gooti rebounding.

He's contributed his points and played a lot

of minutes. He trails Horace Neysmith in

the national free throw air ball competition.

2 to 1. CM was 11 of 21 from the line at

I'NH looked as bad as that statistic reads.

Only Carl Smith and Donald Russell, among

the starters, are pressure free throw

shooters. But when Horace .scores only five

points and UM wins, it's a bonus. Let's see

after the next two weeks.

BU coach Rick Taylor has resigned. The

sounds you hear is the collected media

crying. Well liked he wasn't. URI advanced

into the semifinals of Division 1 AA
championships.

Was I RightOr What Department: The

Patriots el foldo is two two games strong. I.

being no fool, read the paper and studied

yesterday. Happy Birthday Tony "The

Lebanese Strongman" Betros.

Scoreboard

How the AP football Top 20 Fared:

3. Florida (9-11) beat Florida St. 27-12

8. Boston College (9-2-0) beat Holy Cross

45-10

10. SMU (9-2-1) beat UNLV 38-21

13. Texas (7-3-1) lost to Texas A & M
37-12

18. Georgia (7-3-0) lost to (Jeorgia Tech

35-18

Bowl Picture:

H(jse: use (8-3) vs. Ohio State (9-2-0)

Sugar: LSI I (8-2-1) vs. Nebraska (9-2-0)

Cotton: Houston (7-4-0) vs. Boston Col-

lege (9-2-0)

Orange: Oklahoma (9-1-1) vs.

Washington (10-1)

Fiesta: Miami (Fla.) (8-4-0) vs. UCLA
(8-3-0)

Division 1-AA playoffs:

Rh(xie Island 23, Richmond 17

Middle Tenn. 42. Indiana State 41 (3 OT)

Louisiana Tech 44, Alcorn State 21

Montana State 31, Arkan.sas State 14

Semi-finals: URI at Montana St., La.

Tech at Middle Tenn.

TV schedule: Quebec vs. Boston, NH:
Hockey, 7:30 p.m. Ch. 38

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^ "^
^^IVIonday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance'* 5 consecut.ve days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

AUTO FON SALi

inO Dattun 210 4 door 5 sp««d 41 mpg

good condition $2900 66& 3986

H7» RitljTTTpiwd 44 000 miles new

clutch end weter pump recently rebuilt

engine and tranemiasion Blaupunkt ste'eo

and air conditioning good body expertly

maintained by onflinal owne« 1460 Of beat

oHer call Jon 256-1225

74 Chevy Laguna S3 gd cond must aetl

J1200 as IS 546 8929

im Chevrolet Nova excellent running

condition 62000 miles many new parts some

body work 11500 549-06ffi

1879 RabMt excellent conditton. regular

gas, new brakes muffler, ignition system

Recent lune up and oil change $2775 or BO
1 617 464 2323 evenings

Statton Wagon Dodge Colt 1«76 good

condition automatic $500 or beet otter call

anytime tel 256 6724

«74 RaisblteaOOO miles 2 door good condi

tion 1900 00 or beat otter 866^7636

1t7» Ford FJieMir sport group ont

wheel drive, radials. 35 mpg Also 2 radial

snows on rims Good condition J1600

Burgess 549 3812 or 545^3662

1t74 Dodge Dart Sport. Beat offer After 6

PM 584-2567

1 or 2 responsible people for a very large

bedroom in a studious house m North

Amherst. 1 H miles from campus on bus

route 549-6279 keep trying

3 bdr apt at Northwood in Sunderland

$386 includes d washer dspl & hot water

right next to bus atop call lata 666-4273 or

549 4686

3 femelesTi bdrmsl to share apt across

from Putfton (pref sr or gradsl call Mary or

Beth 8t 549 2874

One bedroom in two bedroom apart

ment male, Brittany Manor, start Jan/Feb

256 1291

Large one bedroom apt for J«n lat.

Great lor two people Squire Village Steve

666 2863 keep trying

FORSALf

ENTCRTAINMENT

WICKED AND Wllo OJa audio and

visual entertainment lor the 80's 584 6712

Rack^A Oisc~ RackXvideo Intertain

ment Agency Disciockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

549 7144

FON RENT

Apt for rant: 2 bedroom apt,

Amherst $495.00 plus. 1 V<

256^6160 ask for Kevin

Main St

Women s size 8 white Hanson ski boots.

,-iardly used $80 or BO 3 ft high Sanyo

wood tone refrigerator Used one year $100

or BO Call 263 9522 evenings

6oirm7affi9arator^$85 BO call 549-4196

FOUND

Expanalva camera lana in Campus Ctr on

Wed Nov 28 call to identify 549 6361

OAY ft LESIIAN

The People's Gay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6:30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people ere welcome and are encourag

ad to attend'

Wad 12^6 Social moved to FrI. 12-7

Last chance to Dance on Fri 12 71

Oay 6 Lesbian Day Fri. 12-71

Bedroom In houee, 200 + , Jen 1 Sept 1

(or longer) no parties, no pets, no sfTK>kir>g

5496746 '

For Rant: 1 bedroom apt in No Amherst 2

mi from campus on l)us route avail Jan 1 at

$286/mo fully furnished loptl call Jeff

549-7589

EiaTn $6-7 an hour Must be 18 or oldw.

have own inaured raliabte car Apply m P«

aon Dominos Pma flt^^dlev

Now taking ippircatlons
f^l '^'^

„me positions Must be 18 °' o^***^ ""

parson Domino s Puia Rt 9 Hadtey

Earn Holiday Money The Upper Crust

needs pi«a cooks and drivers exp please

Apply Upper Crust Pi«a 71 N Pleasant St

Amherst 2 doors down from Delanos

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT Part tm»

positions available every other weekend (in

eludes sleep over I and case irianagement

positions An opportunity to perform mean

ingful work helping developmentally disabi

ed adults becorr^e nwmbers of their com

munity Mature responsible, people

oriented individuals sought Send resumes

to Program Director. Vanguard. 73 Church

Street. Chicopee. MA

Qovernment Joba $16569 *» 5M'^
Now hiring Your area Call 806 667 6000

ext R9616

LMT

Long black brown end tan aoH wool

acarf before Thanksgiving possibly Herter

or Bartlan graat sentimental value 26fr»«67

WEW»ONAL8

Sweat Tooth delivers cake, ice cream,
fudge end chocolate to you 2 free oatmeal
raisin cookies with each order if you men
tion this ad 256-8102

LIzDarm - Have a crankin' 19lh birthday

and celebrete'i' Love. Beth

The Lesbian Biaeiual tt Oay Men's
Counseling Collective offers FREE peer

counseling for everyone effected by sexual

orientation issues M T Th F 4 8 PM Call

545-2645. or info line 546-0684 Rm 433 SUB

OJEVORAH Your not cute nor adorable

but incredibly ravishing' Love you Boobah

Adrianne
Happy 19lh Birthday"

November 30th

We love you

- The Meter Maids

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Caaaa. Diaaartetions, Theses,

on campus low rates guaranteed accap

tanca Nancy 584 7924

ROOM WANTED

Halp I naad a room in the Amherat ara*

beoinning in January I am easygoing and

irtudious Call Sandy at 772 6819 or

772 0261

Wanted roorn r»aar campua Jan only call

Donna 546 4221

Senior fomaia tooking for single room in

house or spt Jen 1 May 31 549 5818

NOOMMATf WANTED

Is it true you can buy jaaps for $44

through tfte US. Government? Get the

facts today! CaH 1 312 742 1142 ext 583 1 A

piol '

This IS

the closest

I could get to a

full page ad

I love you'

J.P

Reeponalble male to share Colonial Village

apartment Available immed 'January

256 0078 eves

To take over laaae ASAP need femaka to

share Brmny Manor apt with 2 nrwles 1

female ell terrific roommates' Call 25fr 1663

Roommate wanted to sehre one room in

Brittany Manor 253 3140

Female nonamokar air>gle room in nicely

furnished apartment busline 665-3129
Sunderland

Roommates wanted for summer * on

Nantucket Information call Rich 546-5446

Need a place lo live next semester? Chi

Omega is now taking interested women to

board for Spring Semester 86 Home cook

ed meels. cost equal to dorms free perking

and MORE" For more info cell 549-6288 or

546-0162 or 546 2092

Female to share douMa room in Puffton

Jan 1st 549-0388

Femala 224 Crastviaw Apt available

OecfcTiber 18. 10 minute walk bus 549 5468

Looking for femele gred etudent to share

two bedroom Townhouse Apr starting spr

ir>g san>ester Rent $ 1 37 50 mo call eveninge

5495187

Woman wartted to share 4 bdrm apt grad
or mature student 549 6641

Large apartment in town Amherst own
t>edroom$116 a month • utilities 256 0634

tERVICES

Typing /Word Proceaalng. Next day aar-

vice Type Rita 253 5111

SUBLET WANTED

Apartment needed cloaa to UMass for

intersessi- rail after 10 pm 546 6592

TO SUBLET

Intaraassien aublal 2 3 people

Townehouse call 549 5631

4badroom apertn- r,t cloee to cfJ'WJ^.
subletting for spring somester call 256-6101

One mele needed to shere Bnnany Manor

apartment with three other males beginning

in Feb 253 5317 eves

Jen aubTat 1 2 people, quiet country

house, cheap, Hadley caH 586^7871

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's fl

student / budget trevel agency Free catalog.

Call 16171 266 1926 or write, 729 Boylston

St Suite 201, Boston. MA 2116

College Now Years Party Eapraes to

Montreal Only $49 ( + $19 tax and servicel

Departs Dec 30th returns Jenuery 1 Pnce

includes round trip irensportation via

temperature controlled motor coech, 3

deys. 2 nights at the Shartjourg Hotel in

downtown Montreal Price baaed on quad
occuper>cy option #1 $15 addnional. New

Yeers fcve at the famous Old Munich

Restaurant includir>g transportation, and

complimentary toast, hats noisemakers.

favors, and (lancir>g to the music of an

authentic Germen brass band Option #2

$29 additional 5 hours of open bar with free

buffet at selective night clut)s m downtown
Montreal No personal checks pleese Final

payment due 2 yveeks before deperture

Town Tours and Travel 482 Mam St

Maiden MA 02148 1 617 321 39C3

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's f1 slu

dent budget travel ager.>.. Free catalog

CaH (61 7)266 1926 or write, 729 Boylston St.

Suite 201, Boston. MA 02116

U2 TICKETS FOR SALE

at the Centrum this Suitday, December
2. Call Steve 546^446

WANTED

Two woman looktr>g for second
off campus apt/housing Call 546-5264

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a quiat non amoking femele
to share a bedroom in Britteny Apt call

253 8413

Woman looking for ona badroom,
preferebly in Puffton area, starting Jan 1

I'm responsible and neat Tricia 549 6622
between 4:00 6 30 pm

2 or 3 bdrm apt for 3 females in Amherst of
local vicinity for Sprir^ Near bus Hr>e praf

.

Call 546 9096. 546^9100

Room 1-2 miles from campue lor Jan to

July if have call Tracy 666 4931

Two females naad en epertmant for spr

ing semester please call Pam or Lisa at

5464162

Wantad to ram otrar lr>taraaaa*n a 3
bedroom lor rrrarel ftouaa or apt caH
54&7947, bIMOTJ, 5464167

2 females need partmant for spring

semester please cell Mar.e 2S6-6481
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Minutemen defeat

New Hampshire
Smith, defense key 55-51 win
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H.-New Hampshire
basketball coach Gerry Friel could see it

conr\ing, and there was nothing he could do.

With 1:35 to go in the game between

UNH and the University of Massachusetts

on Saturday, the Minutemen held the ball

and a slim 48-47 lead.

"1 thought to myself that (UMass guard

Carl) Smith better not burn us again."

Friel said. "I jut wanted to keep the ball

away from him."

But UMass knows who its man is in key

situations and with 1:16 to go. Smith drove

to the hoop ami was rapped by Wildcat

guard James Best. He hit this shot and the

ensuing f(tul shot and it was left to the

Minutement to hold on for a well-deserved

55-51 vicU)rv.

Smith, who beat UNH last season on a

basket with a second left, said his shot, a

one-hander as he fell out-of-bounds, was ac-

tually aided by the foul.

"\\1ien I started the drive I was Iwjking

for the layup." Smith said. "Then I was

cut off and went up to shoot. He hit me as I

shot and it went in clean."

UMass. 2-0 on the season, won the game
with great defense, and despite some terri-

ble foul shooting. Only Smith and senior

co-captain Donald Russell, who connected

on five of six free throws in the final four

minutes, were solid from the line as UMass
was ll-of-21 from the stripe.

Russell had a good day with 18 points, on

six-of-ten shooting, mostly from the out-

side. Smith and forward Bobby Braun con-

tributed 11 points with Horace Neysmith

getting only five on two-of-ten sh(X)tine.

"A lot of j)eople think that we can win on-

ly if Horace gets a lot of points," UM coach

Ron Gerlufsen said. "But today we showed

we didn't need him to score. Our defense

gave us the chance to win this game and

Donald and Carl looked gfKxi when it

counted."

UMass' man-to-man pressure defense

kept UNH at bay, forcing the Wildcats into

22-of49 shooting (44.9 percent). Rodney

Johnson led UNH with 17 points.

UMass held a 25-23 lead at halftime

thanks to Russell's nine points. The

Minutemen went out U) a 6-0 lead only to

lose that advantage to the Wildcats and

guards Johnson and Best, who shot well

from the outside.

But the Minutemen's defense kept UNH
off the scoreboard for the final 5:20 of the

half and went from being down 23-19 to a
two p>oint halftime lead as Russell hit a foul

shot. Braun canned a layup and Smith

calmly hit two 15 foot jumpers, one with

two seconds left in the half.

UMass never trailed after that as two
quick inside shots by Neysmith and Braun
gave them a 29-23 lead.

The Minutemen kept UNH in the game
with their terrible foul shfK)ting. On three

occaisions. UMass missed one-and-ones.

They were 10-oM9 in the half.

But in the pressure situations UMass
came through. With 1 :35 to go Smith miss-

ed the front end of a one-and-one with UM
holding a one point lead. Neysmith manag-
ed to tip the rebound to Smith and the 5-10

guard hit his clincher from there.

Braun, who played a career-high 32
minutes of good basketball, said that,

although more tired than he's ever been
after a game, "I think I'm doing what I'm

supf)ose<l to l)e doing. I'm playing defense.

relx)unding and getting my points. We all

have a role and if we fill them like we can.

we'll do well. It's just a matter of execu-
tion, and so far we're executing."

MINUTEMEN MUTTERINGS: Five

former F'ork Union (Va.) Military Academy
players were in Saturday's game. UMass'
Smith. Lorenzo Sutton and Tom FJmerson
and UNH's Steele and Todd Black. Smith
and Black were roommates at the school. .

.Former UM guard A.J. Wynder. who
transferred to Fairfield after being stabbed
two years ago, is starring for the Stags
with a ten point average. . .The Minute-

men's first early signee is 6-5 forward
David Brown, a blue-chipper from Cardinal

Gibl)ons high school in Baltimore. The
sch(K>l has yet to act on his application. The
Minutemen are also after a 6-11 center
from Baltimore's Dunbar H.S. So is half

the Atlantic-10. Both Temple and St.

Bonaventure have signed seven-foot
centers so the need for a big man is para-

mount. UMass now leads the season series

with UNH 57-27.

I'Mau (5.^) Ruswell H-6 1 H. Smith 4-3 1 1 . Braun ."i 1 1 1 , Carler
:H) »',. Ne) smith 1! 1 5. YiiunR 2 <t-4. Sutton <l 0, KriKT-uinOitO.
.^JwichOO-O Tolais: U2 4». 11 21 .55.

I'NH (."ilLlohnson 7 3 17. Steele 4 311. Best 4-<) 8. Kwpman
.3 2 8. Black 3 6, Bridf;? Oil, Johnston Oao Totals: 21 49,

S-IB.'^il.

Women's hoop grabs first

win to take third in tourney
Balanced attack too much for Boston U.
FAIRKIF.LD. Conn. - The

I'nivorsit y of Massachusetts

women's basketball team

won its first game of the

season yesterday with a 59-

5;^ victory over Boston

University in the consolation

game of the Warner Cla.ssic

at Fairfield University.

UMass had 17 points from

junior transfer Juanita

Matthews. H points and

nine rebounds from Karen

Damminger and ten points

each from Barbara Hebel

and freshman Tara Lewis.

Joann Dupuis added nine

points in a good effort.

The Minutemen, 13, fell to

Providence College 63 47 in

the opening round on
Saturday. Matthews and
Karen F'itzgerland had 12

points in the game with

Lewis and Hebel getting

ten.

With Dupuis running the

point, the Minutemen were
able to hold their lead

against the Terriers. UMa.ss
lost Fitzgerland with a deep
clbow^ brui.se early in the

game, hut played solid

defen.se in her absence.

"It's nice to .see us get

together and get a win,"

UMass captain Jerrie

Bernier said. "We had a

U'ldown against Providence

but we got our game
together against BU."

UMass coach Barbara

Stevens said after the BU
game that "we learned we

cant take anyone lightly.

We didn't play well against

Providence, but against BU
we put out a total team

effort.

Against BU, UMass t(X)k a
2.") 20 halftime lead and
never trailed as Metthews
dominated the game with
great shooting. The 5 10

transfer from Middlesex
Community College hit on
three straight to combine
with three Lewis hoops and
spark an 18 6 UMass spurt

that gave the Minutemen a

45 32 advantage.

"We didn't dwell on our
mistakes against BU, which
we did against Providence
and Florida (who beat

UMass67-51 on Thursday).

"

"The loss of Karen (Fit

zgerald) put the pressure on

our defen.se, hut we came
through it well," the coach

said.

UMass plays at Amherst
College against Holy Cross
on Thursday.

riillcifian Phdir. hy Mitch Drantrh

Chris Clarke battles for first place in the 200 Butterfly in Saturday's ac-

tion against the University of Lowell. Clarke finished in second, as
teammate Craig Fuller set a new school record. The Minutemen easily

defeated Lowell, 80-33 at Boyden Pool.

Men romp in opener

UM Swimmers capsize

luckless Lowell , 80-33
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
swim team coa.sted to an ea.sy 80-3.'J

victory over the University of liowell with

Craig Fuller, a new addition to the team,
breaking the school record for the 200
butterfly.

UMass dominated the meet from the

start, winning first, second and third

place in the 400 yard individual medley.
Out of the eleven events. UMass ac-

complished a 1 . 2, 3 sweep in four of them.
"I'm pleased with the way we swam

today. There are a few tiny things we've
gotta work on, UM coach Russ Yarworth
said alter the meet.

After the 400 individual medley relay

(which was won by Jim Jacobson. Tony
Baker, tri captain Mike Minutoli and P>ic

Schmidt in 3:13.87). UMass pulled a one-

two in the 1000 freestlye with Jim
Fiannery 110:27.09) and Rick Bishop.

Then came the second of the team's

sweeps in the 200 free with Paul

McDonough (1:49.65) in first followed by
tri captain Paul McNeil and Brian Semle.

In the .50 free. Lowell managed their only

fir«t place win in a swim event when Dave
toiacito edged out tri captain Bill Feeney
with a 23:26. Brian Semle placed third.

The 200 individual medley had Mike
Hoover easily placing first with a time of

2:03.67 and Chad Stalker following with a

third place win for UMass.
The 200 butterllv ihe record

breaking event. Craig P'uller. a transfer

from Iowa, broke the school record set by

Chirs Clarke in 1983 with a time of

1:56.83. Clarke's lime was 1:.')9.17. "He's

the best in New England," Clarke said.

Yarworth. pleased with Fuller's per-

formance, said, "He's got some things to

work on with his stroke but it's about

where we wanted him to start the
season."

The 100 free and 200 backstroke both had
first place finishes for UMa.ss. In the 100,

Paul McDonough won with a :.54.64 with

Jim Jacob.son winning the 200 back with a

time of 2:09.51.

U.Mass completed their final sweep in the

500 free. McNeil placed first with a

5:05.29 followed by Mark Waters and
Minutoli. The 200 breaststroke had Fred
Marius in first place with a 2:23.57 and
Rob Sheppard in third.

The 400 free relay team of Mike
(jenoc(»upolous, Fiannery, Hoover and
Fuller blew away the competition with a

3:16.46. "It's a very good time," said

Yarworth.

In the one and three meter diving

events. Lowell's Matthew Carroll placed
first with some complicated dives, keith

Pisani placed second in the one meter and
third in the three meter.
"I'm keying on the next two meets (Tufts
and Springfield) " said Yarworth. "because
they're going to be tough. We're getting
the injuries out of the way now."

so Frrentjrlc Dave Colacito fL) 23 26; 100 Fi»«ttyl«: Paul
M.-DonouRh (I M) M)M. 200 FrecatWe: Paul MrDonouRh
(I'M) 1 49 65; 400 FrMitylc: Mike CJenocoloulou-s (('Ml
.3:16 46, 500 Freeatyle: Paul McNeil (UM) 5:05.29; 1000
VrtttXyU: Jim Fiannery (I'M) 10:27 04; 200 Bachitrok*: .lim
.laoohson (IM) 2:09 57; 200 BreuUtroke: Kri-d Mariu.i (l^M)
2:2.3.57; 200 Butterfly: CraiK Fuller (I'M) 1:56 i«; 200 IM:
Mike HfM,ver(lM)2:03 67; IM Medley Relay: l^M (Jim Jacob-
son. Tony Bakor. Mike Minutoli. Knc Schir.idl) .3:15.87; IM»-
inif: Mailln w Carroll (I,) 26.3,80

MoAdoy, D*€Mnb*r 3, 19A4 Volum* 13 bMW 10

WE NEED YOU
All positions on NUMMO NEWS

Staff are open for next semester.

Opening include reporters, typeset-

ters, researchers, photographers,

production staff editors and others.

Work study and non-work study

available.
We are the largest Black newspaper

in the Pioneer Valley, serving the

community since 1975. We cannot

continue without your participation

and support.

Ifyou have any questions, concerns

or suggestions about how you can help

NUMMO NEWS, please call us at

5Jf5-0061 or come to our weekly

meetings at 103 New Africa House on

Monday's and Friday's at 3:00pm.

YOUNEED US
^/u^^^^

conn«ct«d ^ith the Coll«giM«
for tne so/e purpose of

distributkMk
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Staff are open for next semester.
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in the Pioneer Valley, serving the
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and support.
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WE NEED YOU
All positions on NUMMO NEWS

Staff are open for next sem£ster.

Opening includ£ reporters, typeset-

ters, researchers, photographers,
production staff, editors and others.

Work study and non-work study
available.
We are the largest Black newspaper

in the Pioneer Valley, serving the

community since 1975. We cannot
continue without your participation

and support.

Ifyou have any questions, concerns
or suggestions about how you can help

NUMMO NEWS, please call us at

5U5-0061 or come to our weekly
meetings at 103 New Africa House on
Monday's and Friday's at 3:00pm.

YOU NEED US
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Announcements * Announcements

m.ANNING MEETING
Th« Introductory Plonnlng Mooting for

Intornotlonol Womon's Evont 1965
Whon: Monday 12/9/64 5-7 pm
Whoro: Compus Contor Km 905-909
Plooto ond join usi For moro info coll

545-0341

lOOOOOOOOOOOWOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC

LUNCHTIME FILM AND DISCUSSION
Tho Working Womon's Program ot

Evorywomon's Contor will bo sponsoring o
lunchtimo film and discussion on Doc 4,
1964 from noon-1pm
Tho film, ontitiod "Womon's Voicos: Tho

Gondor Gap Movio", includos Nocolo
Hollondor's cartoons, and Intorviows with
womon concorning tho pollcios of tho
Roogon Administration. Evont will bo hold
In Compus Contor 174-176. For moro infor-
mation ploato contact EWC by coiling
545-0660
ooooooeoeoooeaDOOoooooooooooooooooooooe

CAPE VEHDEAN MEETING
Tho Copo Vordoon Studont Aiiionco will

hovo o mooting Doc 5, 1964. 7:00 pm Now
Africa Houso 2nd floor loungo. Agondo
studonts from Now Dodford High will bo
horo Ploaso attond.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooe

EDITORIAL

Funding in

Jeopardy

GALLEKY OPENING
Tho Augusta Sovogo Gollory is ploosod

to invito you to o rocoption for Sonor
Carlos Martin Cobon. His oxhibit ontitiod

''Dotwoon Two Worlds, Kooiity and Fic-

tion" is in his words An iiiustrotors Look At
Lifo.

Exhibit: 27 Nov.to Doc. 14, 1964
Days: Mondoy-Fridoy
Timos: 10:00Qm-4:00pm
Kocoptlon: 7 Doc. 1964 3:00-7:00pm
Ploco: Augusta Sovogo Gollory, Rm. 101,
Now Africa Houso
A WORD FROM THE ARTIST

Docouso I was born and rolsod in Now
York, of Puorto Rlcon poronts, I hovo
always boon oxposod to two rich and con-

trasting cuituros. Tho onorgy ond drivo of

lifo in tho city has combinod with tho iovo
of noturo, tho cultural history and roiigious

boiiofs of tho Puorto Rlcon pooplo.
I bocomo oworo of tho rlchnoss and

boQuty of Indian and Hispanic cuituros

through tho oxporionco of sorving in tho
Pooco Corps and living with a Nomadic In-

dian tribo in tho dosorts of Columbia.
Tho quost for solf brought mo bock to

Now York and finally to Puorto Rico,

whoro I try In my art to blont this

oworonoss with my Iovo of liiustrotion and
my nood to toil storios.

I draw and point on wood using old and
rtowtochnk^uos-bumirtg tho blocks and doop
browns diroctly into tho wood and draw-
ing with colorod ponclis and tomporo.
Through my paintings I bring
togothor thoso varying influoncos, uniting
thorn to holp mo "lllustroto Lifo" in a liv-

ing, oioctric and omotional way.

>OOOOCOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC

• • • MUMMO STAFF • • •

TWO WORKSHOPS OF WEST AFRICAN

DANCE
Footuring Eno Washington and Drummor,

Domidoio Osumoroa.
Sot. and Sun. Doc. 6 and 9.

Sot Doc 6 Robort Crown Contor Hompshlro

Coliogo 1-4 pm
Sun Doc 9 Dotty Shobozz Cultural Contor

Mt. Hoiyoko Coliogo 2-0.30 pm
Sponsorod Dy: Spookor G Artist, Sourco,

Tho Womon's Contor, Tho Pooco Contor,

and Tho Mt. Hoiyoko Coliogo, Assoc. Of

Pan African Unity.

*You oro oncourogod to attond both sos-

sionsl

ajoooooQooeoooooooocoooooooooorioocioooonr

'^ESDIANS CONSIDERING CHILDREN"
'^osbions Considoring Chiidron" is tho ti-

tlo of a forum for womon considoring

bocoming poronts with othor womon or

olono. Activltios will inciudo: a ponoi,

which will odross tho iogoi, modicoi,
psychological and practical issuos for

womon poronts; a film Xhoosing Chlidron'

in its Wostorn Moss promioro; small group
discussion and o rocoption. Tho forum will

bo hold on Sunday, Docombor 9th from
2-6pm at McConnoli Hail, Smith Coliogo
and is sponsorod by Evorywomon's Contor,
Fiowor Foundation and Smith Losbion
Aiiionco.

For moro information contact tho Work-
ing Womon's Progrom or tho
Rosourco/Roforrol Program of EWC at
545-0663.

n n n n n

n
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The New World ilieater's (formely Third
World Theater) exsistence was placed in the
"hands" of only five people last week. The
Budgets Committee of the Student Govern-
ment Association peissed a motion that it

will not fund Pine and Performing Art
Groups for fiscal year 1985 Exceptions to

this motion are the Union Program Council
and literary magazines, Sp>ectrum. Drum
and NUMMO NEWS. Just to set the record
straightNUMMO NEWS is a newspaper not
a magazine! An argument given in support
of this motion is that Pine and Performing
Art Groups should be funded through the
Arts Council since they recieve $10.00 from
each undergrsuluate student. If the time
had been taken by, Mr. Stair the maker of
the motion and Mr. Rosner who seconded
the motion along with anyone who voted in

favor of it. to investigate whether or not the
Arts Council had the lee-way in their budget
to fund these groups they would have never
endorsed such a ridiculous motion. First of
all, almost every organization or group on
this campus must go to more than one
source of funding in order to obtain enough
monies to put on a function, in fact the
members of the Budgets Committee are the
first ones to tell the organizations to go to

other sources of funding.nice of them now to

want to cut New World Theater and others
for doing exaclty that! New World Theater
is only one of the Third World organizations
on this campus which has a proven track
record of success, in working against such
external barriers as finacial constraints and
racism. S{>eaking of racism, there is a
potential for the approved motion not to
fund these groups as one in a recent series
of actions to eliminate Third World
organizations. New World Theater

organization will no longer be a direct stu-
dent activity without funding from the Stu-
dent Government Association. A supporter
of the motion said, it cannot be interpreted
to be against the Third World community at
all and he would like to see someone give
solid arguments in proving this is a racist
action. The proof is evident. If funding is cut
countless numbers of Third World actors,
directors, playwrights, producers and pro-
duction people will be denied an invaluable
opportunity to put thier talent to use. This is

RACISM. Besides, the burden of proof is not,
or should not be, placed on the victims. I

challenge the supporters of this motion to
prove that it is not racist.

(

Witnoss: A STEP SHOW Dy Tho Drothors
of KAPPA ALPHA PSI Frotornoty Incor-

porotod
WHEN: Docombor 6, 1964 Saturday I

TIME: 9:00pm to 4:00am
WHERE: SUD on tho Campus of Unlvorsity of
Moss. Amhorst

'^uMEN IN
FACULTY

<

Women in business, sciences
p.3
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Students may
pay meal tax
Union asks for status change

r4>UcKian ph<iU> by Utrek Rohertii

TUNNEL SHADE — Freshmen Nicole Rienstedler and Suzanne Lessard are en^rulfed in the

shade of the tunnel over University Drive early yesterday.

Students close to grievance policy
FU R()nFU'R(;p]SS

Collegian Staff

Last week wa^ a successful

one for the Student
Government Association's

Academic Affairs com
mittee.

The committee. which
works with University of

Massachusetts' ad
ministrators and faculty for

student academic rights,

saw its "Desired I'atterns of

Course Conduct" passed

Wednesday by the Faculty

Senate's Academic Matters

board. And according to

committee chairwoman
Gayle Witjen, this approval

is the last step toward
Academic Affairs' main goal

this school year a student

academic grievance
procedure.

/\lthough Academic
Matters only recommends
educational issues to the

Faculty Senate. Wintjen
said Thursday she expects

the "desired patterns to pass

in the P"acuity Senate."

The five patterns approved
form a guideline for in

slructor responsibilities.

They include semesterly

updates of course syllabus,

increased attention to

consistent grading
te«hniques, and reminders

to students of examination

times and where they will be

held. One course recom-

mendation is that an in

structor not give any tests

which are unannounced at

the course's outset.

Wintjen said that these

guidelines represent the

first attempt by students

and faculty to agree on an

instructor's conduct, and

should lead to an academic

grievance policy.

"I've heard of at least one

example of a professor

announcing a final exam
during the last week of

classes, when he had told

the class there would not be

one," Wintjen said. "And

when students object (to

such behavior by an in

struct<»ri, who can they turn

to?

"I hope we will have

academic procedures for

students to rwover from

something like this.
"

Wintjen said.

S(;,\ CO president Rick

Patrick, w ho is a member of

the .Academic Matters
committee with Wintjen,

said yesterday, "At a

university of this size,

certain student rights will

be denied. There is always a

small percentage of in

structors who change their

course structure after it

begins, and unless checks

are made, .students are at

the mercy of these

professors."

.\cademic Affairs also

wf)rked to put a motion on

this week's Undergraduate

Student Senate's agenda

calling for "immediate
negotiations" between
senators and administrators

to redesign the University's

present swing space policy.

Swing space is emergency

housing for students who
are not assigned dormitory

nH)ms at the beginning cf a

semester.

Wintjen. and the motion's

sponsor .^tacy Roth, said a

feasibility study for more
space is necessary because

areas used for swing space

take away from study areas

on campus.

HyJOHNYONCK
Collegian Staff

If a lobbying effort by the non professional employees*

union at the University of Massachusetts is successful,

students may have to start paying taxes of voluntary meal

purcha-ses at the Campus ('enter food services and other

f«H>d establishments on campus.

"Were trying to corre<-t an anomoly in the tax exempt
laws." said Jonathan Tutlle. president of the local W1776

AnH'rican F'ederation of State. County and Municipal

Kmployees.
UMass students are currently exempt from paying the

state > percent meal tax on voluntary meal purchases on

the UMass campus (like the r«»p of the Campus restaurant

or Match Cafeteria) as well as the dining commons meal

plans.

.•\t the n'(juest of his union. Tuttle said he sent letters to

state Sen. John Olver (I) Amherst) and Rep. Jim Collins

(1) .Amherst) requesting they intro<iuce legislation that

would exempt everyone at the institution or allowing the

tax ex€'mpt status«)nly at dining commons.
Tuttle said that problems arise when cashiers are

harrassed by students when they ask for student iden

tilication.

TuttU' mentiond a letter to the editor of the r«//<</ion last

semester from a student who witnessed another student

telling a cashier he hoped that "she would drop dead in four

days" for charging two cents tax on a cup of c<»ffee when he

didn't show a stud«'nt ID.

"This has been an issue ever since the ruling was made,

"

Tuttle said. "We've tried administrative vehicles, the

human relations service and the CoUeyian, but it doesn't

get resolveil," he said.

"IVopU- as grossly underpaid as cashiers shouldn't be

subject to the efftn-ts of an unfair law," he said. He noted

that many cashiers are also students.

Olvers legislative aide. Rob Warner, said they received a

letter from Tuttle asking Olver to r«'solve the situation,

perhaps legislatively, and advising that he "may wish to

ch^M-k with his student constituents." Warner said that the

<leadline for filing legislation is tomorrow and that Olver

would probably not introduce legislation this .session.

Miccki Heales, a Collins aide, said (Collins receivtHl a copy

of the letter sent to Olver, but it wasn't likely that Collins

would introduce legislation this stvssion either. Collins was

not available for comment.
'Itoth (Collins and Olver) were surprised at the in

terpretation of the bill," Tuttle .said, "rm sure this is not

what they intended."

"(This bill) offers an unfair advantage," he said. "The TOC
can offer what amounts to a discount."

"We aggressively support the notion of an exemption for

the entire institution. " Tuttle said. "We don't want to

alienate the students the expense of the institution over

four years is enough without paying meal tax."

Jewish women struggled with fascism

Inside:

Riiit Witii lUD p.4

JMf Pftireii on Wollaston Beach p.5

Hoi tOMters cook it up p.6

Fuller heats up swimmers p.l2

"Sportsturiters are a kind of rude and brainless

subaulture offascist drunks whose onhfjum^tion is

to publicize and sell whatever the sports editor

sends them out to cover.

"

-^Hunter S. Thompson

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY—Jewish women living in Germany
between the wars were oppressed by a Nazi regime which

was not only anti Semitic but also misogynist (woman
hating), according to a speaker at Mount Holyoke College

yesterday.

Marion Kaplan, the associate diiectar of the IjCO Baeck

Institute in New York City, which re.searches the history

of German Jews, gave a lecture titled, "Sisterhood Under

Siege, the German and Jewish Women's Movements

Between the Wars."

'In a period of crisis, racial identity prevailed over female

solidarity, not only among Jews where it was imposed, but

also among German gentile women who accepted and

embraced racist divisions. " Kaplan said.

She said German Jewish women organized around both

women's issues and around Jewish issues during the

depression. But as the Third Reich came to power they

found themselves forced to abandon some of their feminist

work in order to survive.

"The misogyny of the Third Fteich made feminism im-

possible and dangerous," she said.

Kaplan said the hi.story of the German Jewish women
"forces us to acknowledge the salience of race in the

struggle for equality.
"

Before Hitler came to power, Jewish feminists had for-

med The lA-ague of Jewish Women which included 20

percent of the Jewish women in Germany and worked
towards equality for women, career training and against

the forced abduction of women into prostitution.

"They engaged in traditional liberal .strategies to acquire

political power. Simultaneously, the (organization)

developed its ow n alternative to male power by building an

organization of women, for women, she said.

'They endured discrimination in Germany as women and

they endured sexism in the Jewish community." she said.
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Court to rule on sewer moratorium
BOSTON (AP) The state

Supreme Court agreed

yesterday to hear a request

that it cancel a judge's order

halting sewer connections in

lioston and its suburbs in an

effort to speed clean-up of

F?oston Harbor.

A hearing was scheduled

tomorrow before Justice

Joseph Nolan on the appeal

filed by the state attorney

gt'neral's office.

"Any harm resulting from

new sewer connections is

negligible compared to the

massive injury to the

regional social and economic

interests caused by a halt to

virtually all development."

the appeal said of Superior

Court Judge Paul Garrity's

order.

Garrity's ruling Thursday

in Middlesex Superior Court

in Cambridge came in an

ongoing court battle

initiated by the southern

suburb of Quincy. which

filed suit against the

Metropolitan District

Commission and state of

ficials over Boston Harbor

pollution.

The MDC sells sewer

service to 43 Massachusetts

communities. Its treatment

plants are estimated to

relea.se billions of gallons of

raw or partially treated

sewage into the harbor,

fouling Quincy beaches and

clam flats.

Garrity had appointed a

special master to study the

issues, then agreed to delay

action until the Legislature

came up with an alternative.

But the House last Wed
nesday postponed action on

a bill to create a new sewer

authority, and Garrity

ordered the moratorium
His ruling would affect

sewer connections and
extensions granted since

June 13. 1983, when the suit

was filed.

Garrity also scheduled a

hearing for Suffolk Superior
Court in Boston today to

consider placing the MDCs
sewer division

receivership.
in

HUMAN STREAM — A ieemingly endless

stream of refugees march in an effort to seek

relief from famine in Ethiopia's Tigre Province.

Liberal arts in college

not dead, panel says

Tribe may claim land
BOSTON (API — A proposal that would allow the

Wampanoag Indians to reclaim some of their tribal lands in

the Town of Gay Head on Martha's Vineyard has been

edorsed by the Massachusetts Senate.

The lawmakers approved a bill yesterday that would

show the state's support for the settlement, which calls for

the town to give the tribe control of 238 acres including

prime beachfront and cliff sites in the resort community.

SEAT BELT CAMPAIGN
The Convincer is coming!

Stop by the CC Concourse

to see what it's about

Wednesday Dec. 5th, 1984 9-3

Brought to you by the

New England Telephone Co.

Sponsored by the

Student Health Advisory Board 1

BOSTON (API - Liberal

arts colleges and their

graduates can succeed if

they don't forsake the

traditional lessons of

philosophy and language for

cla.sses in metal working or

sheep .sciences, a panel of

college presidents said

yesterday.

"('olleges which have
maintained and
strengthened the quality

and coherence of their

liberal arts programs are

thriving." said Arthur

l.,evine, president of the 180-

year old Bradford College

and one of six college

presidents drafted by the

F'ord Foundation to study

the decline of liberal arts

education.

I^evine's comments came at

the end of a weekend

conference that saw some 25

educators and corporate

executives offer their views

on the future of lib«>ral arts

education to the six member
panel.

AP IjLs<rt.h..i.

UMASS MED SCHOOL FIRE — A smokey four-

alarm fire, of unknown origin, destroyed a large

student laboratory on the seventh floor of the

University of Massachusetts Medical School in

Worcester at about 8:15 p.m, last night.

India gas leak kills at least 410
NEW DEI.HI. India (AP) - Deadly gas

leaking from a pesticide plant spread over a

sleeping city in central India early

yesterday, killing at least 410 people and

injuring thousands.

Thousands of people frothing at the

mouth, rubbing swollen eyes and gasping

for breath jammed hospitals in Bhopal.

Doctors set up tents on hospital lawns to

treat victims.

Witnesses said bodies were stacked

outside morgues, and the carcas.ses of

water buffalo and other animals lay in the

streets where they were felled by the gas.

Arjun Singh, chief minister of Madhya
Pradesh state, told reporters the gas

escaped from one of the three underground

tanks at the llnion Carbide plant in Bhopal,

He said 402 people died in Bhopal. Five

were killed in Hoshangabad, two in Sehore

and one in Ashta, he said. The three places

are located near Bhopal.

The United News of India put the death

toll at 500, but the figure could not be

confirmed independently.

Singh said fi"e officials of the plant had

been arrested. He said the 40 minute leak

began about 1 a.m.

He told reporters that 2.000 people were

hospitalized and 8,000 received medical

attention and were sent home.

Thomas Sprick. spokesman for the U.S.-

based Union Carbide Corp. in Danbury.

Conn., said the gas that leaked was methyl

isocyanate, which he said can be fatal if

inhaled or swallowed.
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Now's
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
RecoTKJrtloning

370 miles south of New Delhi.

Supreme Court will decide

on school reimbursements

::~?^' • a

ATTENTION

Chocoholics and
closet munchers
Ice cream, cake,

pastry, fudge and
chocolate delivered

in plain brown bags
No one need
ever know
CALL

256-8102

SWEET
TOOTH

$5. min ltd del area

MOVING ON ?

RENT A
TRUCK OR CARGO VAN

FROM

NorthAmherst
Motors

THE ECONOMICAL WA Y TO MOVE.'

Rt.63
No. Amherst

549-2880

SAVE 10%
Of I Ivfl \i KUi Sn IRIP

Rl\l\l Ol
"^ORIM \MMI RSI MOIORS
OVkV IRI < KS OR \ \\S

naservation with deposit and coupon
mutt ba made prior to rental day
Coupon appliet to North Amhertt
Motors vehicles used for round trip

rentals only Or>e coupon per rental

WASHINtiTUN (AP) - The U.S. Supreme Court agreed

yesterday to decide whether public school officials must

reimburse private school costs for parents who decide on

their own to transfer their handicapped child from public

school.

The court will study an appeal by officials from

Burlinjjton. Mass., challenging a ruling in favor of the

parents of Michael Panico, who has a reading diability.

In 1979, the Panicas transferred Michael, then eight, from

public .school to the Carroll School, a private school in

Lincoln, Mass.

The Panicos said the school was better equipped to help

Michael overcome his disability.

Burlington school officials that year had planned to enroll

Michael in a special education classroom in the Pine Glen

public school.

Rape-murder witnesses sought
NEW YORK (AP)—A police squad canvassed an Upper

West Side block Monday in search of witnesses to the

stabbing of a young drama student who was killed as she

fought off a would be rapist and robber.

Working on only a sparse description from the victim

before she died, more than 15 police officers and detectives

interviewed neighbors who said they heard the woman
screaming early Sunday but were unable to help her.

At St. Luke's Hospital, where Caroline Isenberg died on

the operating table, she told a worker, "Maybe I should

have given in. Maybe I should have given the money up.

"

said Richard Dillon, chief of detectives in Manhattan.
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Correction

A story in the Thursday, November 29 Collegian contain-

ed some inaccuracies about SGA Attorney General Susan

Gladwin. Gladwin has been SGA Attorney General «ince

November 1983. , , .
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' Prestigious disciplines' lackwomen professors

WOMEN IN
FACULTY

<

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This story is the second in a five part series

that examines the status of women faculty at UMass.

Yesterday's story examined the role of the hiring

procedure in promoting discrimination.

Women faculty members at the University of

Massachusetts are not equally distributed throughout the

departments on campus, and tend to be least represented

in the disciplines that are best paid and that are considered

the most prestigious, traditionally male domains.

The 1982 figures for the Office of Affirmative Action

slicw:

The engineering department has 117 faculty members

and only two of these positions are filled by women. That

is, 98 percent of the engineering faculty are male.

The Sch«M>l of Management has 70 faculty members and

only five of these positions are filled by women. That is, 93

percent of the management faculty are male.

The Sch(x)l of .Natural Science and Math has 249 faculty

members aad only 30 of these positions are filled by

women. That is 88 percent of the science and math faculty

are male.

History professor Joyce lierkman comments that "women

are still in th<»se areas they have always Inn^n'; in such

departments as education, 46 percent female, and in health

science, where .% percent of the faculty are women.

Anthropology Professor Sylvia Forman advises that

"caution" is needed when considering these statistics

becau.se "one can only reasonably look for discrimination if

there are an equal number of male and female candidates"

when vacancies arise in the departments where women are

under represented.

According to Forman "the problem starts out long before"

because of the small pool of women candidates available for

faculty positions in some departments.

For vacancies in engineering "there are just so few

women candidates" said Richard Giglio, head of the

Department of Industrial Engineering.

Ciglio recalls that for one vacancy in industrial

engineering only one woman applied among 100 applicants.

"We offered her the job, but she went into industry," he

said, (iiglio suggested that the problems of recruiting

Training workshop

on civil disobedience
A workshop to train people in civi

disobedience for a demonstration at the

Westover Air Force Base in We.stfield will

be held tonight in the Campus Center room

174 ai 7:30 p.m.

The protest at Westover, to protest

President Reagan's militarism, nuclear

policy and Nicaraguan policy, will be held

on Sunday Dec. 9, according to local civil

disobedience (CD) organizer Eric Walgren

of Helchertown.

"Popular CD is pressure that politicians

respect," Walgren said. "They learn we are

serious. And that we are broad based

Vietnam acivists combined with

progressive students."

"We are negotiatmg with the police tor

cooperative no force arrests." he said. "Our

symbolic obstruction is a media message to

military planners, not local police."

Only people that have participated in the

training sessions can be involved in the civil

disobedience. Those who go to the training

session are not committed to CD, Walgren

said.
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women are intensified because of competition "from

companies that are also interested in fulfilling their af

firmative action obligations."

(iiglio >ai(l a possible solution is to encourage women in

engineering to pursue doctorates and thus enlarge the pool

of future female candidates for faculty positions.

But he re<ogni/.es that this is a "catch 2'J
' situation; until

there are more women faculty, women students will fail to

aspin- to faculty positions.

Education Professor Barbara liOve believes that women
stu«lying in departments with predominantly male

faculties "have fewer role models, fewer mentors, fewer

jM'opletotalk toand fewer people to talk up for them."

She likened graduate education to an "initiation

pnM-ess'whereby current faculty members look at

graduate students as potential future faculty members and

ask the (juestion "can you be like one of us?"

She suggested that the answer is less likely to be "yes" if

the <-urrent faculty is male dominated and the graduate

The CD people will sing songs, carry

banners, not destroy the base property and

train for passive resistance when arrested

by police, a flyer on CD distributed by

Walgren stated.

Collefnan photo by

DESTRUCTION TODAY? — Tom Maginnis, a sophomore CASIAC

major, walks by a spray painting warning of nuclear destruction a

the Fine Arts Center. ^^

Professor illustrates shape of things to come
By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Staff

A University of

Massachusetts professor is

working on finding the

equation to describe a new

shape recently discovered

by a professor at the

University of Toledo.

The unnamed shape was

discovered by Prof. Henry

Wente of Toledo, who had

been working on it for live

years.

of the UMass math

depart meiil saio mat v\niie

the shape has no practical

applications at the present,

it may in the future.

What makes this shape

special. Hoffman said, is

that it "tries to minimize

area subject to enclosing a

fixed volume." Hoffman

likened it to a soap bubble

which, while enHosing a

fixed volume, will try to

minimize the amount of its

surface area exposed to the

air. Before now. it was

had this property.

While no one as yet has

seen this new surface,

Hoffman said it should look

something like a "doughnut

with an irregular surface,"

or "necklace of clam shells."

Ho'iman said he hopes,

with the aid of computer

graphics, to get a picture of

the surface, and from this,

its equation. As yet only the

parameters of the surface

are known. He said that it

could take months of

comiJuliiig time to ac

complish this.

Wente discovered the new

surface while working on an

alternate solution to Hoprs

(iMijecture. This states that

a sphere is the only surface

whose curvature is the same

at any two points. This

property is called constant

mean curvature.

He began with a torus

(similar to a bloated

douKhnit) and distorted it

until he < ime up with a new

surface with a constant

mean curvature.

student in question is a woman. As such. I^ove contends

that women will n<»t bt- encouraged in their studies to the

same extent men are.

According to English Professor Aiiyn Diamond, the lack

of women in certain faculties is "not unique to UMass but

reflects what is true on a national bjLsis." But Diamond

<|Ut'stioned whether the lack of women at UMass really

nllcils problems of availablility especially "in the

humanities where there are plenty of available can-

didates."

.James fk)ylan. journalism professor and head of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, is "impatient" with

the so f«'W w<mien candidates' arguments because, he said,

if departments were really serious in their efforts to

recruit women they would "go out and explore the field and

not just wait for women to apply."

Tomorrow's story will focus on the issues of retention and

tenure of untmen facuity at UMass.

Student arrested

on assault charge
ByJOELR.COFFlDlS
( Collegia n Staff

A 19 year old UMass student was arre.sted Saturday

night and charged with breaking and entering in the

nighttime and indecent assault and battery on a person

over 14 years old. University of Massachusetts police said.

Police said the indecent assault and battery was reported

at 2:41 p.m. Saturday and the arrest was made later that

night. Police said there will be no more information given

until the Sensitive Crimes Unit completes the in-

vestigation.

Police passing by the womis near Sylvan Residential Area

at 4 p.m. Saturday observed several people building an 8

fo«)t by 8 foot paneled underground room, police said.

The group was told to stop digging and police said they

will be hilled for whatever damage they caused.

A 19 year old UMass student was arrested at 1:57 a.m.

Sunday while walking on Fearing Street and charged with

the theft of a Christmas tree and using false information in

obtaining a driver's license.

A 17 year old Maiden man was arrested near the South

west Residential Area horseshoe at 2:\^ a.m. Sunday and

charged with the theft of a parking sign and its post, both

valued at more than $100.

An 18 year old UMa.ss student was arrested at 12:06 a.m.

Saturday and charged with being a disorderly person.

when police ob>»erved the man running out in the middle of

Massachusetts Avenue near Haigis Mall.

An 18 year old UMass student was arrested while driving

on Stadium Road at 12:03 a.m. Sunday and charged with

having no license, impeded operation because he exceeded

the capacity of his car and transporting alcohol while being

a minor.

Two 19 year-old female UMass .students were arrested in

Washington dormitory at 8:47 p.m. Saturday and charged

with beine minors in possession of alcohol.

A 21 year old UMass student was arrested when he was

stopped on Stadium Road and charged with the theft of the

Chevrolet pickup truck he was driving as weU as dnvmg

while intoxicated, police said.

Police said they arrested the Brittany Manor resident at

3:37 a.m. Saturday.

Police said an AM/FM cassette stereo, valued at $250 was

stolen from an unlocked room in John Adams dormitory.

The elevators in Washington DormiKi«jNwjre loaded with

more than 20 pieces of lounge furwlVf^iowng damage to

one elevator, police reported.

Police said the furniture came from several tounges in the

dormitory and the incident was reported at 7:31 a.m.

Saturday. t > A •> l*til>» *'*'f • » ( S^'J
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lUD can be legitimate birth

control device, says UHS
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Colle^an Staff

As the A.H. Robins Company spends

millions of dollars on a campaign to have the

Daikon Shield, an intrauterine birth control

device (irn». withdrawn from the market,

local medical authorities say that other

types o. JHs are lejfitimate methods to

prevent pre>?nancy.

The III) is a plastic contraceptive device

inserted into the uterus with a string

hanginR down into the cervix. The IL'D

stimulates an immunilogical response that

makes the uterus an unfavorable site for

implantation.

According to the Contraception Infor

mation Series distributed by the University

of Massachusetts Health Services (UHS).

the lUD offers about % percent level of

protection against pregnancy, though it

does increase the risks of infection of the

uterus, fallopian tubes, and ovaries.

The ICI) is not as dangerous in women
who have already had children, older

women, and those women with stable

partners. It is more dangerous in women
who have not had children and younger

women, according to Terri Dean, head of

medical services at the Family Planning

Council of Western Massachusetts.

With these considerations. "Women
should be given a choice." Dean said. The

lUD should be an option for all women,

even those who have not had children, she

said.

Cathy Foley, nurse practitioner from

Cambridge Women's Health Care

Associates, said women should be "well

educated and know all the pros and cons

about any method of birth control before

choosing."

Foley agreed with Dean's consideration,

and said that as long as women understand

the risks of the ICDit is an option.

The H'D also can create a heavier period

during the menstrual cycle, increase

menstrual cramps. an<i increase the risk of

anemia. Dean said. The Contraception

Information .Series warns that "insertion of

the lUD may also be painful."

Contraception Education Programs are

given four times a week each semester at

UHS as well as outreach workshops,

reaching about 1.500 people a year, ac

cording to Pam Gonyer. contraception

programming coordinator at UHS.
Gonyer called 'hv lUD 'the invisible

method" of birth control because "there is

little user involvement." While the lUD has

a high effectiveness rate. Gonyer said,

"pelvic inllammalory disease is the largest

concern."

The education program presents "the pros

and cons of all forms of birth control. The

purpose is neither to scare people to death

or to promote one particular method."

Gonyer said.

A'Tording to Dean, three percent of the

Family Planning Council's 14.592 clients in

19S;iu"setheIUD.

Pelvic disease risk increased Dy intrauterine

devices, multiple sex partners, says doctors

Hy TAAKA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collekiian Staff

While nu'dical authorities caution women

against the inherent risks involved in

using the Intrauterine Device (lUD) as a

form ol birth contml, they warn that

niultiple sexual partners also create risks

ol inf«H'lion.

I'll) (I'elvtc Invlammatorv Diseas"! is

most oft«-n related to the I CD. but. m
actuality. PID comes from sexually

transmitted diseases. " Terri Dean, head

of medical sfrvices at the Family Planning

( (tuncil of Western .Massachusetts, said.

I'll) IS directly correlated with a per

sons sexual attitude." Dr. Daniel Clapp of

the University of Massachusetts Heath

Servirrs (UHS) said. CMapp inserts lUD's

lor women in the area requesting them.

Clapp said he inserts one or two lUD's

each week.

Clapp said h«- has seen some cases of

pati«-nts with PID. and said they were not

I'xclusive to those women using the lUD.

•Whilf the HI) increases the risk

twofold, multiple sexual partners increase

the risk fourfold. " Clapp said.

Clapp cautioned against the use of one

intrauterine device, the Daikon Shield,

;• hd" n from the market in 1974 by the

A.H. Robins Tompany. In April 1983 the

National Women's Health Network

through the Food and Drug
.\dniinistratit»n. issued a warning to all

women still using the Shield to have it

removed due to the numlx-r of infections

and spontanH>us abortions a.ssociated

with it.

(ierms and biicteria get into the body

through the woven multiple filament

thn ad in the Daikon Shield, more readily

than in the more common single filament

thread used in other lUD's. according to

Clapp.

.Not until October 1984 did the Robins'

Company begin a campaign of television

and newspaper advertisements to per

suade women still using the Shield to have

it removed.
Contraception device costs are not in

(•lude<l in the regular student health fee.

Clapp said, and people who go to the UHS
may get any form at wholesale cost.

First Grenada elections since 1976
ST. GE0RGP:'S. Grenad;:

(AP) - The ptK)ple of this

tiny Caribbean island nation

voted for a new government

yesterday in the first

election in eight years.

Since the 1976 elections,

there have been two coups

and a U.S. -led invasion,

many of the 13.5 polling

stations, and election of

Residents .stood in lines at

ficials predicted a high

turnout among the 48.000

registered voters.
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Sandinistas will misinform
Lately many editorials in the national

media have been written attempting to

justify the Sandinista regime in Nicaragua.

But in glorifying the Sandinistas, many
stories blatantly ignore the fact that the

Sandinista regime is one of Central

America's most ruthless human rights

violators.

Recently an obviously false statement

was printed in the caption under a

photograph in a newspaper of a Sandinista

Jointing. The artworlt depicted CIA riches

flowing into the hands of the ct)ntras; the

caption claimed that the contras were ac-

tually Somoza's National Guard. Not sur-

prisingly, this type of Sandinista misinfor-

mation has been eagerly eaten up by the

leftist American simpletons, who will

believe anything that somehow justifies

"the revolution." The intellectual sterility

of the radical mentality is no more obvious

than in this case; for if these ignorant and

misguideti Utopians only investigated the

facts (something easily accomplished), they

would have discovered that the contras are

actually the original demtKratic San-

dinistas; the same ones who fought side by

side with the Marxist Sandinistas in the

fight to oust Somoza. The seven members

in the directorate of the contra Nicaraguan

Democratic Force (FDN) were all anti-

Somoza. but now they are fighting the San-

dinistas to force the Marxists into im-

plementing the democratic principles and

institutions which they promised in 1979.

One member is Adolfo Calero, who was a

long-time opponent of Somoza, and was

jailed in September 1978 for his political ac-

tivities. Another is Indalecio Rodriguez,

who fought against Somoza in 1979. Alfon-

so Callejas served in Somoza's cabinet until

1972, when he resigned in protest over the

lack of elections, and was forced to flee into

Honduras. When Callejas returned in

1979, he saw the Marxist Sandinistas tak-

ing control of the country, so he joined the

FDN. Another contra force, located in

southern Nicaragua, is ARDE (the

Democratic Revolutionarj- Alliance), led by

Eden Pastora and Alfonso Robelo. Both

Pastora and Robelo fought Somoza's Na-

tional Guard, and Pastora (the famed

"Commander Zero") was even labeled a

Sandinista hero for his fight against

Somoza.
Another image portrayed by American

leftists that the current Sandinistas are

very popular and that continuation of "the

revolution" will be beneficial can be easily

disputed. First, religious freedom has been

attacked by the Sandinistas ever since their

rise to power in 1979. One example in-

volves the persecution of the Jewish com-

munity. The PLO provided the training

and supplies, and the Sandinistas adopted

their ideology and tactics. The Sandinistas

Peter Dow

then proceeded to harass and arrest the

Jews, issuing death threats, confiscating

businesses and privatt> property, and

ultimately torching their Managua
synagogue, in the end, the Sandinistas

forced n'cry .Jrwish family into exile; even

today, the totalitarian policies of the FSLN
are still strong enough to repress any at-

tempts at developing a Jewish community

in Nicaragua.

The widespread discontent and un-

|H)pularity with the Sandinista regime is

evident in the mass exodus of Nicaraguans

into other countries. More than 5(M),(MM)

Nicaraguans (a full 20 percent of the

jHipulation) have fled since 1979; and, ac-

cording to Thf Tico TimeH (Cost Rica's

largest English newspaf)er), about 300,000

of them have settled in Costa Rica. On
September 21. 1984. Tfw Tico Times car-

ried a story about 12 Nicaraguan students

who managed to escape across the

Nicaraguan border into Costa Rica, where

thty asked for political asylum. This is just

one example among thousands that show

us how the Nicaraguan people really feel

about the Sandinista rule.

And what about the brutal treatment of

the Nicaraguan Indian peoples? American

leftists do, indeed, find this "unfortunate,"

but then dismiss this case of government

oppression in the name of furthering the

cause of "the revolution." In fact, some
43,0(M) of the 165.000 Miskito, Sumo, and

Rama people along the eastern coast are

now either in Sandinista-controlled concen-

tration camps or in Honduras or Costa Rica

as refugees. Another 5,000 have jomed the

FDN contra force in the north in thi fight

against their ruthless Sandinista rulers. In

addition, according to many journalists

who have travelled with the guerrillas,

more than half the Indian villages have

been destroyed by the Sandinistas; massive

military battalions with heavy air power

sweep through the Indian territory,

destroying everything in their path.

In short, what has been said here are on-

ly a very few of the examples illustrating

Sandinista brutality and deceitful pro-

paganda; what still needs to be discussed

are the farcical Nicaraguan elections. The

ultimate goal of these investigations is to

force the leftists to abandon their view that

"revolution," solely for the sake of revolu-

tion, is beneficial. For promoting your

"progress" is sheer hypocrisy when that

"progress" results in the total destruction

of human rights, civil liberties, and respect

for the individuality of every human being.

Peter Don' is a Collegian columnist.
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Already 12 years have passed since I la^t swam at Wollaston Beach.

Already hundreds, perhaps thaiLsand^ of children have been denied the joys

that I had limng so close to the beach. Already real estate values have drop-

ped for those homes which sit across the boulevard from what was once a

beach but i3 now a cesspool.

The beach that was
When 1 was young we live<l near the

beach. And in the summer the cars of

those who came to the l)eai"h would line

either side of Fenno StrtH>t along the half

mile back from the l)each to our house.

But we were lucky and 1, with my mother

and father and two older sisters, and <»f

course pail and shovel in tow, could walk to

the l>each to sj)end the day enjoying the sun

and the small waves and the view of the

Boston skyline in the distance.

The beach is Wollaston Beach, in Quincy,

on Quincy Bay. part of Boston HarlK)r.

And Wollast<m Beach in those days of my
childhcHHi was a two-mile strif) (»f sand that

was full of people from north to south, full

with children and parents and elderly.

The world's first H<»ward Johnson's was

across the boulevard and about a half mile

north of where my family regularly sat, at

the Fenno Street light. And men with

white suits and cooler chests hanging fnmi

their necks would walk the U'ach and sell

ice cream treats t(» all those children who
were sufficiently {K-rsujisive (creamsides

were my mother's favorite). And the Red

Cross would give swinmiing lessons in the

frigid water.

But I stopi>ed going tt> Wollaston Beach

around the age of 12 (1972), In-cause the

U'ach had In-come dirty. It wjis obvious to

me and my friends and, 1 think, to anyone

who had waU-hed the l)each over the years.

It was almost 10 years later that Wollaston

Beach was first closed l)ecause of the fxillu-

tion. But we didn't need scientific proof

Ten years l)efi)re we had trustetl our eyes

and our noses.

1 tell this story because last Thursday

Massachusetts Superior Court Judge Paul

Garrity placed the Metni{Mtlitan District

Commission — the overseer of Boston Har-

bor's sewerage treatment facilities — into

court receivership because the State

Legislature had failed to act on the pro-

blem of setting up a commission to remedy

the mess that is Boston HarlK)r.

Andrew M. Paven

The remedy is exjiensive. estimated at

one billion dollars. Hundretls of leaking

pi|)es must be replacetl and l>oth the Deer

Island (in Winthrop) and the Nut Island (in

Quincy) treatment plants must be rebuilt.

The issue has become a political f(M)tball

Ixfause approving the renunly will raise

taxes, arul right now few legislators seem

willing to do that.

But .something must l>e done. Jutlge (]ar

rity apjM)inted a fact finding commission

l;ist year headed by Harvard Law Sch*H)l

Pnif Charles M. Haar, and among the

commission's findings of fact was this: In

the first fire mouths of lUS.'i alotu. "SM
viillioti gallotus of (frossly polluted brown

fluid" poured into the harltor.

Already 12 years have passe<l since I last

swam at Wollaston Beach. Already hun-

dreds, f)erhaps thousatids of children liave

been denitnl the joys that 1 had living so

close to the l)each. Already real estate

values have dropped for those homes which

sit across the Ixmlevard fn)m what was

once a beach but is now a cesstM)ol.

Already shellfish diggers must find

somewhere else to go or go broke.

Chairman of the Massachusetts House

Ways and Means Committee — whence the

legislative proposals never es<'a|>e<l —
Michael Creedon (D-Brockton), says of

Judge Garrity's order: "I have a l>elief

ahiut court orders. 1 ignore them."

I have a belief about flippant legislators

who refuse to tiike this issue seriously:

They should be forced to swim in the swill

that is Quincy Bay and Boston HarlMir.

And I have a belief alx)ut Judge Paul Garri-

ty: He will not alnlicate receivership until

something is done to clean up the water.

He and his plans deserve sup[)ort.

Andrew M. Paven ut a Collegian columnist.

Random Notes
A stand for life...for caring

We are dying. Every week in this state

alone many of our age group are killed or

have killed in alcohol-related accidents.

We are angered at legislation that we see

as taking away t)ur freedoms such as rais-

ing the drinking age and eliminating hap-

py hours. We do not, however, get too

upset that in any given weekend our peers

in Boston, Chatham or Chicopee are dying

in alcohol-related accidents. We do not

care. If this seems difficult for our social-

ly conscious, open minds to accept, tough

luck. The truth is that most of us have

many chances to stop a drunk friend from

driving or controlling the liquor that we
consume or that is consumed in our

homes. We simply do not care.

"It feels go(xl to get drunk."

"They'll think I'm getting on their case

if I tell them not to drive drunk."

"No one will hang out with me if 1 don't

offer alcohol (or drugs) at my party."

"I'm not really comfortable with myself

unless I have a beer in my hand."

Grow up, friends. These are just ex-

cuses and pretty poor ones at that.

Like so many others I have experienced

the death of good friends as the result of

drunk driving. Three years later it still

hurts. I have lost people who called

themselves my friends because of some of

these opinions. That is too bad. I want to

make a stand for life. How about you? Do
you care?

Steven F. Kennedy
Chi Rho

Letters to the Editor

Things are not always as they appear to

be
I would like to apologize

for the incorrect statement

1 made in my column,

"Apathy in a Time of Need"

in Thursday's Collegian

referring to my next door

neighbor. He did not step

over me on the floor. I in-

tended the statement to

read, "His apathetic at-

titude was as if he stepped

over me." Again I

apologize for

misrepresentation.

the

Marc Paraison

Northeast
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Scots a-singing Hot Toasters cook

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Hurray! Hurray! More of the same! Although much
critical ado and brouhaha has greeted Big Country since

iheir debut in the U.S.A.. I felt no need to jump upon the

wagon and credit them with Clash-size achievements.

I do, however, applaud this album. Steeltonm, for many
of the same reasons as the debut. The best cuts succeed

through a winning melody sent marching forward on the

back of a crunching and stinging guitar attack. On the

worst cuts, however, the melodies and arrangements just

do not command my attention so. I begin to notice how
weak Stuart Adamson's vocals sound or what the band
needs to carry that song through.

When I skip around, though, it is because I so wildly love

four or five of the fast ones and not because I loathe the

other five. In fact, I can spin this record while I'm busy

reading or something and quite enjoy the whole thing.

Some of the songs just seem a bit lackluster.

Lyrically. Stuart Adamson reads like crafted poetry with

the flavor of old Scotland. I suppose. In other words, it

pleases the soul without necessarily exciting it. Kind of like

Irish Spring. Chariots of Fire, and the guy from Star Trek

all rolled up in one. only you can't hear his accent. This

coupled with the whining bag pipe guitar march gives me a

fueling of. well, "gusto '.The songs are mainly stories, or

rather, tales relating to war ('Where the Hose is Sown") or

pt>litics ("Flame of the West") or industry ("Steeltown") in

a romantic but peace loving way.

I wish Big ('ountrv would come up with an entire album of

s«ini,'s like the aforementioned ones and even a couple of

big hits as on their debut, but for now I an content with

Steeltown" for thoughtful, exultant entertainment.

By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Sfaff

As if to fill the void left by the demise of the Enghsh Beat,

numerous ska bands have recently popped up. Many of

HTOASTERS

BEAT UP
Toasters' cover by Tannio (Ranxcrox) Liheratore

these are rather dull and flaccid, and fail to reach the

standards of their predecessors. (One might say they're

nothing Specials). The Toasters are an exception.

A new York ba.sed band. The Toasters have been ap

pearing with increasing frequency on the club scene, and

have created the soundtrack for Tag Tics, an independent

film which appeared at Cannes this year. Their just

released single Heat Up on Icebear Records prove them to

b«' a hot band on a cool label.

The two songs offered on the single are uniformly fast-

paced and witty. "The Beat" on side A hits particularly

clever lyrics ("She lifted my spirits, and she lifted my
wallet too and then she left."), while side one's "Brixton

Fieat is t more soulful street toughs soliloquy Indeed, the

only bad thing about the songs is that they end too soon.

The >Jingie is available for $3 from Breakfast Music. 295

Fast 8th St.. NYC 10009. Be the first person in your dorm

to own a copy. It's a social investment worth making, and

you wouldn't want to be called a "cultural ostrich", would

you'.'

Paul's home movie
By JULIE BENNETT
t'ollegian Staff

If you would like to see the McCartneys' and the Starrs"

make believe" home movie, see Give My Regards to Broad

Street. If you would like to see a good major motion pic-

ture, don't see it.

Broad Street is at best a series of mediocre to poor videos

strung together by a thin plot. The songs are not new,

except for "No More Lonely Nights," and include

"Yesterday." "Silly Love Songs," "Eleanor Rigby.'" and

"The Ijong and Winding Road.

"

The film consists of a day in the life of Paul McCartney.

His day starts out badly, though, when Harry Torrington,

the man entrusted with the newly finished master tape of

McCartney's latest album, disappears. Everyone fears that

.since he is an ex-con. he has sold the tape on the black

market. Paul doesn't want to believe this because he

trusted Harry, but the prospect nonetheless haunts him in

the form of bizarre daydream sequences. Meanwhile. Paul

continues his life as a rock star: singing, recording, and

doing interviews all day long.

There are interminable scenes of Paul rehearsing or

recording totally unrelated songs. One of these video-like

scenes in particular. Ballroom Dancing, is shockingly

stupid a.id has sparing relevancy to anything else in the

movie.

Linda McCartney. Ringo Starr and his wife Bar.'ibara

Bach, all co star, giving Broarf Street a self-indulgent feel.

Many of the minor characters were also portrayed by very

amateurish actors resulting in the film's almost making fun

of itself.

Need Some Extra Cash?
Full and part time temporary help

needed during January.

Contact the store manager at the

bookstore in your area:

Anna Maria College Bookstore - Worcester
755-4696

Bentley College Bookstore - Waltham - 891 -6499

Bridgewater State College Bookstore - 697-7460

Bristol CommunitY College Bookstore - 675-2647

Fitchburg State College Bookstore - 342-2229

Franriingham State College Bookstore - 872-3658

Massasoit Community College Bookstore
- 583-2152

Mt. Wachusett State College Bookstore- 632-8238

North Adams State College Bookstore - 664-6898

Salem State College Bookstore - 745-5300

Simmons College Bookstore - Boston - 734-0144

Westfield State College Bookstore - 562-4235

Worcester State College Bookstore - 754-3448

College Stores Associates

DaytonTires

SNOW
TIRES

POLYESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

34
A78-13

00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
on 2? MOMTMS i ITFNOeO

PAVUFNT PI AN ON DAVTON
nCVOtVINQ CHAftQC ON

r»>ts « 50IVICt

credit

established
in minutes

A78-?3

E78-I4

F78-t4

G78-14

G78-15

H78-I5

34.00

44.00

45.00

48.00

45.00

48.00

RADIAL
White Wall

Size Price

P1S5/80R13

P165/80R13

P185/80RI3

P195/75R14

P205/75R15

P215/75R15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

M»r

L-

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

"Full Service Tire Store"
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704
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Blacks are an endangered species, court justice says
By MARYANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

Although the development of the American law has been

closely a-ssociated with Blacks, this ethnic group is

discriminated against the most in the practice of law, thus

creating a hostile environment, according to a New York

Supreme Court Justice.

Speaking on Blacks in Law last evening at Amherst

college. Bruce Wright said, "the law and its penalties

based on race swing like a sardonic pendulum in America."

The Law is a white dominated institution that in

stitutionalized racism in this country, and it is up to Blacks

to leach while .Americans the most humane aspect of the

law. It is much loo pale, he said.

"The flexibility of the law and its ability to embrace

chicanery is constantly carried out throughout New York

City and the courts pass it off with minor concern." he said.

He said Blacks have made a heroic effort to change

American law during the decade of the 60s. "when we were

told that we were illiterate and at the same time it was

against the law to teach Blacks to read or write." he said.

"Thus, once again the Law is employed to protect the

privileged position of the white male and to endanger

whatever positions Blacks may have." Wright said.

"White American society is on its brink of its 19th century

blemished ethnic for cutting Blacks' legs and then con

demning us for nol running 100 meters in ten seconds flat."

he said. Il is all part of the country's national ethnic and

knee jerking reaction!, to matters of race and aided by the

Supreme Court", he said.

rhe theory of democracy, according to Wright is the

inventions that are for those who came here. America is

one of the greatest example of geological grand larceny

known to the world, he said.

Speaking of police brutality he described Blacks as an

endangered species. Quoting JeaneKirkpatrick. when the

media exposed her meeting with White South Africans in

the U.S. she said 'racial dictatorship is better than com-

munism,' to which Wright answered, this indeed makes us

an endangered species." he said.

Committee rescinds motion
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

A motion to have the New World Theater

be funded by the Arts Council was

rescinded in a secret ballot Sunday evening

in a narrow margin of 5 to 4.

Pres»ntations by Marilyn Bou and John

Rudfi<Mk. external coordinators for the

SGAs Third World [legislative Caucus.

Majorie Tuttle from the Arts Council, and

Roberta I 'no The! well artislic director of

the New World Theater were the dwiding

factors in getting the motion rescinded.

The original motion called for all Fine and

Performing Arts groups to be funded by the

.•\rls Council. According to Tuttle,

there was "no way to increase teh

budget. If the motion hadn't been rescinded

and the Arts Council had to provide the

funds, other groups would have been cut

and some«me else woul<l have been left out."

she said.

In opp<»sition to the original motion. Bou

said "traditionally, the theater department

has not been receptive to Third World

students. The New World Theater is vital

for students to get experience." The group

has been a model" RSO (Recognized

Student OrganizatioiM. In fact, their budget

was increased $2,500 last year, she said. "I

think it's ludicrous to compliment them one

year and then have the audacity to cut

funding the next," said Bou.

i;ilbert Stair, a memlxT of the SGA's

Budget's Committee, was angry about the

charges of ~acism leveled against the

conmiiltee. "i was blown away by charges

of racism." The committee said ihey

weren't going to fund all fine and per

f«»rming arts groups, not just the New

World Theater, he said. "The botton line is

that we will keep funding the art groi-ps but

they will gel less and less money." he said.

The New World Theater was founded in

1979 to present theatrical works of Third

World pj-ople and expand the cultural

knowledge of the University community.

EMBASSY ARREST — Social activist Dick Gregory, left;

Rep. Parren Mitchell, D-Md., center; and Josh Williams. Metro

Washington Labor Council (not shown) are led away by Metropolitan

Police officers after their arrests. The three were arrested yesterday

outside the South African Embassy after deliberately crossing a police

barricade. ^ _^__
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VILLA
Offering Quality Mexican Foods^

Winner of the

BEST DINNER UNDER $4.00
and

BEST MEXICAN RESTAURANT
in the Valley Advocates

Best of the Valley Poll 1984

NORTHAMPTON

-

21 Center St., 584-0673
AMHERST

-

41 Boltwood Walk. 256-8217

ijiidnEjMS
Balloon Delivery Service

Pssst • • • SIX:RI:T SANTAS
luwe balloons tV a cunt

secretly delivered

lor under $y<><>

.ro

GIFTS FROM tl.'^O to $30. AND NO CROWDS!!

CALL to order 5^9- 1430
2"** Floor Carriage Shops 233 N. Pleasant .

AwMerst

a4i^f>^'
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y WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is M^mni Snow with 12 lifts (2 Ron

(lt>las, 4 triple chairs, 6 double chairs). 55

trails. 17(K) feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO

t BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN

VERMONT ON VT 100

LODGING

(802) 464 8G01

SKI REPORT

1802) 464 2161

Enioy bv it the mow skiinfl in Southern

Vermont with top to bottom skiing on

two mountain faces Terrain is open for

all abilities including two % mile runs on

the challenging North Face How about

two days of skiing and one night s lodg

ing for only $59 CaM 802 464 8601 Com
pare, then take your shortest drive to BIG

rrwuntain Vermont skiing We ve got the

snow, so let yourself go

mount 3noiu

STYLE
HAIRCUTS

"$8.50 1

(with this coupon!
|

$11.50 I

with shampoo I

h blowdry )

I _ expires 12-30-84

Styledi^"DeboralL
Ai«>«..l MA bO**'

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Hypercurricula

PK.ACKMAKHHS WANTS
YOl 1 - To come to our

weekly meeting;. We always

do ^real stuff and the more

the merrier and peace is

everyone s concern. 4 p.m..

(T904.
19H4 HOOD KIVKK AK
(TIC HAKKKNS EX
rKOlTlON - There will be

a multi ima>?e slide

presentation with a musical

iormat and live narration by

.Iam»s K. Abel. Topic:

"White Water Canoe
Expedition in the Great

Barren Lands and the Hood
Kiver of .Arctic and

Subarctic Canada. Summer
of 1984. ' Sponsored by

r.H.S. and D.C.E.
Admission is free. 7:30 p.m..

CC IH-ic.

CONCERT: I'MASS JAZZ
ENSEMBLE I AND SLIDE
HAMPTON. TROMBONE
- Eree concert will feature

renowned jazz trombonist

Slide Hampton, performing

his own compositions and

sflt'ctions by Bill Dobbins.

Jeff Holmes, and Thad
Jones, along with UMa.ss

Jazz Ensemble I. directed

by Jeff Holmes. 8 p.m.. EAC
Concert Hall.

CMASS EIRE AND EIRST
AID CNIT - The UMF
F.\r wil be holding a

general meeting Tuesday

December 4 at 9.M p.m.. in

Morrill North Rm 40b.

Mt-mbers who have not had

their cards copied yet please

bring them with you.

WMLASC MENS CAUCUS
.Ml male members are

asketl to discuss the role of

men in eliminating the

oppression of women within

WMLASC as well as in

society. 7 p.m.. SUB 413A.

LUNCHTIME FILM AND
DISCUSSION - The

Working Women's Program

at Every woman's Center wil

be sponsoring a lunchtime

film and discussion. The

tilm. entitled "Women's

Voices: The Gender Gap

Movie." includes No<ole

Hollander's cartoons, and

interviews with women
concerning the policies of

the Reagan ,\dmini.st ration.

Noon 1 p.m.. CC ITl 17<J.

For more information plea.se

contact EWC by calling 545

088.3.

UPC GENERAL MEETING
— Last meeting before

General Public. Come get

fall times, etc. See you

iher»' H 30 p m.. SUB
Commonwealth Room
tEarthfoo<ls).

^^J^^jA^i^-'^^:^^''^
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f y^- are iiotD in stock! |

I ^ ^mSTORE^
I

J^. Located in the Campus Center Open M F 9-5 Sat 11-4 j^

$$$$$STUDENTS$$$$$
Earn extra money

during semester break.

Inventory takers - $5.00 per hour to start

RGIS inventory specialists is the nation's largest inventory ser-

vice with 150 district offices nationwide. January is our busiest

month. Average 20-40 hours a week. Weekends and night

availability necessary.

To be considered, you must have phone, means of transporta-

tion, pass a math test, be dependable. No prior experience is

required, paid training provided. Unlimited openings in

Eastern Mass. Reps from these offices will be on-

campus December 5.

Boston North 938-9269 Boston South 849-3500

Worcester 366-6471

See Student Employment for interview schedule.

Christmas
Specials

NOW UNTIL DEC. 8th

SAVE $400.00
On the ppCQM QX1D

„mi!ii'i""'"

^^S^

The ENGLISH SPEAKINC QX-10 COMPUTER
comes standard with:

• VALDOCS'

•256K RAM
•2 Disk Drives

•High Resolution Monitor

•CP/M Operating System

• HASCn' Keyboard

from

EPSON
Factory Sponsored Sale

NOW UNTIL DEC. 8th

SAVE $100.00

EPSONon the

NOW $1695.00

lUjComputerWorks
western Mass Only Authorized QX-10 Dealer

228 IViangk Street, Amherst
549-7133

December Store Hours: ^k)n.-Sat. 10-6, Sunday 12-5

The GENEVA PORIABLE COMPUTER comes standard %vith:

•MicroPro® ROM-Based software, including

•WordStar»PortableCak»Spreadshe^ d»OAC AA
•Portable Schedular NOW 5^030.1111

•64K RAM, 32K ROM
•CPM Operating System

•Buih-in 8 Line by 80 Column LCD Screen

•Built-in Cassette Drive

Sale positwely ends

Dec. 8th at 5 p.m.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Weather

TODAY: Bundle up. IfU be partly cloudy

with highs in the 30s.

TONIGHT. More cold. Partly cloudy

skies with lows in the low 20s.

TOMORROW: Sunny and breezy with

lows in the 30s.

D.C. Menu
LUNCH
Turkey Club Sandwich

Fried Fish Squares/

Tartar Sauce
BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Fried Fish Squares/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Ziti/Tomato Sauce with

Tofu and Mushr(x)ms

Chili Cheese Puff
DINNER
Baked Ham with

Fruit Sauce

Seafood Rice Salad

Plate

Baked Ziti

w V V tir^sr *g -*g *g »g ^g -VT srsr^

itir^ifiriririririr^^^^ir^

The Collegian is looking for

a responsible individual in the
position of

CIRCULATION MANAGER
Applications are available at
The Collegian 113 Campus Ctr.

Deadline for applications is

Friday, December 7

fr<rir^ir^ir^itirit^ir^^ir
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problem
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Future King
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companion
Sellers film
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Gay & Lesbian Day i

Friday Dec. 7

* outside the Hatch

• Gay Blue Jean Day
Gays, Lesbians and supporters will wear jeans

• Free Balloons

• Handouts and Articles

• "Hug a Homosexual"
Booth

suggested 10* donation per hug

same sex hugging only

Social Hour Friday 3-5

Campus Center 905

• Dance Friday Night
lOth Floor Campus Center

9 pm until 1 am

During the holiday season
you are cordially invited to

reserve our catering service's

facilities for banquets, buffets.

luncheons etcetera,

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR RESERVATIONS
ASAP.

Compus Center Catering

3rcl Floor Hotel Lobby
UMass at Amherst

545-0418

I

i

I

i

i

i

I

1

i

\

1

i

i

i

STUDENTS,
FACULTY

STAFF

r'

r
Come

In

And
Browse!

r ^

Carriage Shops,

December Hours:

Mon-Sat 10-6

Friday 'til 9
Sundays 12 5

Soft, silk teddies, camisoles and tap

pants, matching bras and bikinis, garter

belts, stockings and much more.

100% cotton pajamas, silk long Johns

for women and men, snuggly chenille

robes and of course Calvin Klein

underwear for women.

We cordially invite all ladies to our

LADIES ONL Y EVENING
this Thursday, Dec. 6th, 6 9 p.m.

Refreshments served, please Join us.

Our Gentlemen Only Night

next week, Thurs., Dec. 13, 6-10 p.m.

Don't miss it!

I

2M N. Plcas.tnr St.. Amhi-rsf «>49.ft«J!<5
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14th ANNUAL BUSH BASK 1
Cfta. THE BEAT GOES ON.

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 20 - 25

I
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I
i

!

Trip includes:

\ 1^.

NON-MEMDERS
WELCOME

5 12 DAY LIR TICKET

(2 Mountains)
5 NIGHTS LODGING

CONCX5 (on the mountain)
HOTEL(1/2 mile to mountain)

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(hotel only)

VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
FAMOUS UMASS PARTIES

ALL TAXES AND GRATUITIES

CONDO PACKAGE only $194

HOTEL PACKAGE only $149

lAGNAF 85

i

SIGN UP and FINAL PAYMENTS
ARE DUE DECEMBER 4, 1984

Office Hours Wed, Thurs, Fri - 11-3
I

ff *i

Room 430A Student Union Building |
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THE BEAT GOES PUBIIC!

DAVID WAKELING RANKING ROGER

iMiMriroCiiMimHshBMt" And
s?^

c\^^

SUN. DEC 9
8 PM

^OfST-

UMASS STUDENTS $10

SUB UMASS GENERAL PUBLIC $12

Tickets Still On Sale
'^m^j'.m.m1 99f^.*9 9iPP».n.9 9 »'"'*.

UMASS I D RfOUIKD WITH SIIKXNT TICKH

llCKtrS ON SALE AT fINI A»T$ CINTtB SWINGflfLD CIVIC CINTIt.

AND StOftSMOf LOCATIONS IN NOtTMHAMfTON. MOlYO«,

GUMHHf(D AND flTOfttlO NO CANS, iOnilS Ot fCOtWMO OCVtCU

11 Colleg ian.
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EXCEPTIONAL MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.

For exceptional College Grads
: (and those who are soon to be)

WhaU'ver your degree yviil be, the Navy can givt- vdu a nianagement

position (it you qu^ility I You'll get technical I raining and managerial expe

rience The Navy oilers managerial posititms in the follcnving areas

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
AVIATION • LAW
MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

Earn
Academic Credit
while gaining experience

in marketing, public

relations, counseling,

and student af'airs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Interviews begin Dec. 10

Contact the Office of

|ntemsl]ip _̂

Change your
tires NOW .

Sii.ai
4

per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fo* Service Tre Sieve
?8 Sor«letl«o<J Rd No Amheist MA

549-4 704

LEARN TO FLY

COLLEClAlt
FLYING CLUB

1 < '.'S AtiCLtf;

UNOCRGRAOIKTES NfEOf D NOW

?55-?l75 ^-2577

PREPARE FOR

Your U'lU'fii'- |)ai kage iiu liides SO days' eanu-d annnai v.i.

dental Ifi^*. '. 'H'^uiani < > < "vci.iqr p'^

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMA LION:
COLLECT (518) 462-61 19

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
•ACT«DA>GRE-CPASAT

i

Enrolling Now For

GRE GMAT
2/2/86 Exam 1/26/85 Exam

r New and Used

I

ART BOOKS
\ at V? or more
f off list

;
VALLEY

( BOOK SHOP
j Carriage Shops \

j Amherst
\

LSAT IMCAT
3/2/86 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

NOW INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS.
December 5&6

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

OPEN RUSH
All University Men Invited

TONIGHT Dec. 4

9-11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N . Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

•J
' Call Days Eves &

Ti. Weekends

N 358 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-5780

For information about othei centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
IPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Car
Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

f
^^EI?S%'#

Tonigrht 7-1

DRAFT BEER & WINE ALL NIGHT!
Dance the night away with Crazy George!

RT. 9 HADLEY

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2:30 • Cash in advancer • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive tlsys 15% discount * phone number free

AUTO ton SALE

1M0 bauun 210 4 door 6 speed 41 mpg
good conditioo 12900 666 3986

1f7» n«t 131 5 »pe«) 44.000 miles new
clutch end watef pump recently rebuilt

engine and transmission Blaupunkt stereo

and air conditioning good body e«penly

maintained by onginal owner 1460 or best

oHei call Jon 26^1226

Station Wagon Dodga Colt 1975 good

condition automatic »500 or bast offer call

anytime lei 266 6724

1974 Rabbit 63000 miles 2 door good condi

fion 1900 00 or best offer 666 7636 ^
1978 Ford Fiasta. sport group Front

wheel drive, radials 35 mpg Also 2 radial

snows on nms Good condition $1600

Burgess 549 3812 or 545 3662 _
1974 Dodga Dan Sport. Bast offer. After 6

PM 584 2587

1979 Rabbit std encellant condition •2200

549 6123 evenings or weekands

ENTERTAINMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ't audio and

visual entenainmont for tf>e BO'S 584 6712

Rack A Disc RackX Video Entertain

mant Agency Disciockeys and large

screen video parties for the five college area

5497144

TOR RENT

StApt for rant: 2 badroom apt. Main

Amtierst »496 00 plus 1 year

2S6-6160 ask for Kevin _

Badroom in f»ousa^ 200 Jan 1 Sept 1

(or longer) no parties, no pets, no smoking

549-6746

For Rant: 1 badroom apt in No Amherst 2

mi from campus on bus route avaH Jan 1st

l285'mo fully furnished (opti call Jeff

549 7588

1 or 2 raaponaibia paopta for a vary large

badroom in a studious house in North

Amherst, 1 W miles from campus on bus

route M»^79 keep trying

3 bdf apt at Northwood in Sunderland

$386 includes d washer dspl h hot water

right nent to bus stop call late 665^4273 or

549 4586

3 females 12 bdrmsl lo share apt across

from Puffton Ipret sr or gradsl call Mary or

Beth at 549 2874

One badroom in two badroom apart

mant male, Brittany Manor, start Jan Feb

2561291

Large one bedroom apt for Jan 1st

Great for two people Squire Village Stove

666-2063 keep trying

FOR SALE

W^omatTaaiiaTiliJtaHanaon aki boots,

hardly used $80 or BO 3 ft high Sanyo

wood tone refrigerator Used one year $100

or BO Call 253-9522 evenings _
Dorm refrigerator $86 BO call 549 4166

VMinifin . Viola $800. 367 2628

QAY ft LESBIAN

Tfta People's Gay Alliance hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 6 Business

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers

New people are welcome and are encourag

ed to attend'

Wad 12 5 SocTafmowad to Fri 12 7

Last chance to Dance on Fri 12 71

Qav ft LaaMan Day Fri. 12 71

"MEUp WANTib

Earn M-7 an hour Must t>e 18 or older

have own insured reliable car Apply in per

son Domino s Pizia Rt 9 Hadley

Now taking applicationa Tor fall and par

time positions Must be 18 or oWet Apply m
parson Domino's Pliia Rt 9 Hadley^

Earn^oliday^^nay. The Upper Crust

needs piJia cooks and drivers e«p please

Apply Upper Crust PiHa 71 N Pleasant St

Amherst 2 doors down from Oeianos

RESTOEINITrAL A8SiSTANT~'P8rt time

positiona available avary other wraakend I in

dudes sleep -over I and case management

positions An opportunity to perform mean
ingful work helping devolopmentally disabl

ed adults become members of their com
munity Mature, responsible, people

oriented individuals sought Send resumes
to Program Director, Vanguard. 73 Church
Street Chicopee, MA
Oovernmant Jobs $16,559 $50 553 year

Now hiring Your area Call 806 687 6000

e«t R 9616

Work study position. Iniersession.

dishwasher lab aide 8 12 hr wk no e>

perience necessary 4 10 hr call Phyllis or

Matey 5 2364

Childcara/ Boston area families seek live

in child care workers Many openings, one

year commitment excellent salaries Allene

Fisch Childcare Placement Service 149

Buckminster Rd Brookline MA 02146
617 566 6294

Intern wanted tor busy marketing depart

ment 20 hrs'wk minimum Hampshire Mall

566-5701

NOLLVONAMS

Dack your haHa with 'HOLLYOAY"
cheer Send a Hollygrami Only $1 00 ea

great gift for friends lovers Secret

Santa s' On Sale Dec 3 4 Campus Ctr

Dec 6 6 7 outside Hatch Sponsored by

U Mass Novice Wotrten's Crew

LOST

Long Mack brown and tan soH wool
scaii before Thanksgiving possibly Merter

cr Bartleft great sentimental value 256 8467

Lost taddybaar at Flint Lab during Tuck

In Sentimental value Reward Call

Jeaiette, 546 7177

PERSONALS

Sweat Tooth delivers cake, ice cream,
fudge and chocolate to you 2 free oatmeal
raisin cookies with each order If you men
tion thtt ad 256 8102

The Laabian Bisexual ft Qay Men's
Counseling Collective offers FREE peer

counseling for everyone effected by sexual

onentation issues M T Th F 48 PM Call

645 2645, or inio line 546 06W Rm 433 SUB

Dear Joe. Happy Birthday' Thanks for be

ing the t>est (nend I could ever have I love

you' E £ £ £1 love always Anastasia

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers, Cases, Dissertations. Thasas,

on campus low rates guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 584 7924

ROOM WANTED

Help I naad a room in the Amherst area

beginning in January I am easygoing and

studious Call Sandy at 772 6819 or

772 0261

Wanted roomTiaar eampua Jan only call

Donna 546 4221

Senior female looking for single room in

house or apt Jan 1 May 31 5« 5818

Male student, studious non smoker look

ing for room in quiet house m Amherst

center (will share room) call Mart 546 6531

SIfigle woman looking for off campus

housing in a househokj setting atartirfg in

Jan call Lisa 546 6257

ROOMMATE WANTED

Responaible mala to share Colonial Village

sparlment Available immed January

256 i»7? eves

To take over (ease ASAP need female to

share Brittany Manor apt with 2 males 1

female all terrific roommates' Call 256 1663

Roommate wanted to sahre one room in

Brittany Manor 2S3 3140

Female non-smoker single room in nicely

furnished apartment busline 665 3129

Sunderland

Roommataa wanted for summer ' on

Nantucket Information call Rich 546 5445

Naad a7>ihaca to liva nait samastar? Chi

Omega Is now taking interested women to

board for Spring Semester 86 Home cook

ed meals, cost equal to dorms free parking

and MORE" For more info call 549 628B or

546^0162 or 545 2092

Famala to ahara deubia room In Puffton

Jan 1r M8-038B

a^

Female 22 * Craetview Apt available

December 18 10 minute walk bus 549 5469

Looking for female gred student to share

two bedroom Townhouse Apt. starting spr

ing semester Rent $137 SO mo call evenings

5495187

Women wanted to share 4 bdrm apt grad

or mature student 549 6641

Large apartment in town Amherst own
bedroom $116 a month • utilities 256 0634

Available for spring semester one
bedroom in three t>edroom apartment

located on Triangle St in center ol Amherst
call 549 02O4

SERVICES

Typing /Word Processing, Naxt day ser

vice Type Rue 253 5111

SUBLET wanted"
""

Apartment needed close to UMass loi

intersession call after 10 pm 646 6592

TO SUBLET

Intersession sublet 2 3 people
Townehouse call 549 5531

One male needed to share Bnttany Manor
apartment with three other males beginning
in Feb 253 5317 eves

Restaurant including transportation er>d

complimentary toast, hats, noisemakers,

favors, and dancing to the music of an
authentic German brass band Option f2

$29 additional 5 hours ot open bar with free

buffet at selective night clubs in downtown
Montreal No personal checks please Final

payment due 2 weeks tiefore departure

Town Tours and Travel 482 Main St.

Maiden MA 02148 1 617 321 3993

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA s f1 stu

dent budget travel agency Free catalog

Call 16171266 1926 or write. 729Boylston St.

Suite 201 Boston MA 02116

U2 TICKETS FOR SAU

at ttta Camrum thie Sunday, December
2 Call Steve 546 6446

WANTED

I need e room tor January spring too if

pos Jim 546-4066

MTANTfD TO RENT

Jan sublet 12 people, quiat country
house, cheap. Hadley call 586 7871

One badroom apt on busline Appliances
air cond 375 f mo call 666-2907

TRAVEL

C Jiatia Naw Yaare Party Expraat to

Montreal Only $49 ( -» $19tax and servi^ei

Departs Dec 30th returns January 1 Price

includes round trip transportation via

temperature controlled motor coach, 3

days. 2 nights at the Shertxiurg Hotel in

downtown Montreal Price based on quad
occupancy option l\ $16 additional. New
Years Eva at tl>e famous OW Munich

Looking for a quiat non smoking famala
to share a bedroom m Brittany Apt call

256 8413

Woman looking for one badroom,
preferably in Puffton area, starting Jen 1

I'm responsible arA^neat Tricia 5494622
between 4^qj:3^m
2 or 3 bdrm apt for 3 females in Amherst of

local vicinity for Spring Near bus line pref

Call 546 9air~5«6 9100

rIo
'*Cly 1'

from campua for Jan to

Tracy 666 4931

-V --'-^ j;X

-Two fafmlapnaad an apartment for spr-

)ng 4ip^y 4»lease call Pern or Lisa at

Wanted to rant over intarsasaon a 3
bedroom lor morel house or apt call

64«-7tM7, 546 8077, 546 8157

2 females naeid apartmant for spring

sameetar ptaaae call Mane 256-6481

r:i"l
•
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Sports
Swimmers aim for title

Craig Fuller:

transfer gives

UM bighopes
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team has a

big surprise in store for its competition this season.

He's Iowa transfer Craig Fuller. The Minutemen's "secret

weapon " has let UMass realistically set its goal as the

Division 1 New England championship after a 6^4 season

last year and sixth place finish in the region. Defending

champ Williams College (five years running) has reason to

be worried the Minutemen will be that good.

Fuller, originally from Belmont. Mass.. was recruited by

the Hawkeyes out of Belmont High after an All American

career during which he shattered records and qualified

eight times for the senior national meet.

Fuller, who says he's basically a 200 yard swimmer

because, 'distances are better for me than sprints." broke

the UMass 200 fly record (held by present teammate Chris

Clarke) with a 1:56.83 in his first meet on Saturday against

Ix>well.

Clarke later called Fuller, "the best in New England.

"

after seeing his school record broken.

Fuller has done a 1:49.6 in the event and a 1:42.8 in the

200 yard freestyle. His 200 butterfly time qualified for the

Olympic Trials.

His transfer from Iowa, a Big 10 swimming power, to

UMa.ss served two purposes: to get closer to home and to

escape the pressure the hawkeye coaches imposed.

"The coaches stressed swimming a lot more than

•:.x>W-;fW-;:::-:vP^:-x-:-:-w^^^
•••*•••• iVw&^<w>^iVyi;i^^

Coll«frian photo by Mitrh Drmotch

UMass* Craig Fuller swims his way to a school record in the 200-yard butterfly Saturday against

Lowell. The Iowa transfer is looking to help the Minutemen to the New England title.

academics." Fuller, a junior sociology major said.

"At UMass swimming has become more fun. Russ (UMass
coach Russ Yarworth) is a great guy, and not only does he

stress academics as being of equal importance as swim-

ming, but even more so," said Fuller, who is alsominoring

in athletic coaching.

Fuller has been hampered by a shoulder injury but does

not feel it will affect his goalsof "taking two events at both

the New Englands and the Atlantic 10 competitions and

hojM'fully contributing to UMass' doing well in both."

Yarworth. who called Fuller the best swimmer he has

ever coached, said that "sometimes he lets his shoulder

problems frustrate him and he doesn't keep perspective of

his goals, which are endless."

"Until Craig came to UMass we were just another New
England team, now the division title is within reach,

"

Yarworth said.

The UM coach also announced that another Iowa

swimmer, freestyler Drew Donovan, will attend UMass
after quitting Iowa two years ago. A strong swimmer.

Donovan will help greatly in getting UMass the New
England title.

"We have a real good shot at the New England title,"

Yarworth said. 'But I won't be displeased if we finished

third or fourth as long as my guys give it their best shot."

If UMass gives it its best shot, the New England title,

which hasn't resided m Amherst in close to 50 years, will

have a new home.

Women swimmers drop
fourth straight at Springfield
Feinberg wins tux) events

By PETFK ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Despite two victories from senior

Elizabeth Feinberg. the University of

Massachusetts women's swim team con

tinued to struggle, lo.sing to Springfield

College 86 .o;^ on Saturday.

The women. 4 on the season, won only

four events as the Chiefs dominated the

meet. Feinberg. who is undefeated in in

dividual races this season, won both the 50

yard freestyle (:25.85) and the 100 yard

freestyle (:56.63). She is 10 in freestyles

this season.

Margaret Cameron took the 200 freestyle

with a 2:05.26 with the 400 freestyle relay

team of Lori McCluskev. Sue Kane, Allison

Uzzo and Liz Feinberg turning in a time of

3:57.19.

In other results. Uzzo was second in the

1.000 with a 11:06.61. the medley relay

broke two minutes for the first time. Rosie

Feitelberg took third in the 200 butterfly.

Stephens was second.

Liz Harrett clocked a 2:52.03 in the 200

breaststroke, seven seconds better than

her previous lifetime best. Maura Skelley

had a g(X)d time of 2:24.25 in the 200 in-

dividual medley.

"Were improving, but it's taking

sometime," UMass coach Bob Newcombe
said. "We'll be going for times against Main

on Sunday.

"

The Bears. New England champs for the

last three years, will face UMass at Boyden
at noon on Sunday.

Georgetown still reigns
Hoyas destroy weak foes, remain undefeated
Georgetown remained atop

the Asso<'iated Press' Top
Twenty Monday as the

defending national cham-
pions received 55 of 58 first

place votes in the nation-

wide balloting of sports

writers and broadcasters.

The Hoyas, 3-0, finished

the voting with 1,157 points

as the top seven teams
remained intact from last

week.

Georgetown beat Hawaii

Loa 74 45 last Monday to

end a season opening trip to

Hawaii and defeated
Southern Connecticut 80-46

on Saturday.

Del-aul. 2 0. which blasted

UCLA 80 61 on national

television Saturday.
received two first place

votes and 1.049 points. St.

John's, 2 0. remained third

with 932 points, ahead of

Duke, 3 0, which received

the other first place vote.

Memphis State rounded

out the top five with 853

points, one more than No. 6

Ix)uisville. 2 0, which lost

the services of starting

guard Milt Wagner for six

weeks when he suffered a

broken right foot in their 67-

55 victory over Virginia

Commonwealth. Illinois,5-l,

remained seventh after their

73 70 victory over
Oklahoma.

Record Point*

l.(;eor|cctown(S5) 3-0 "57
2.DcP*al <2) 2-0 >049

3.St.Johnii 2-0 932

4.Dalic(l) 3-0 931

S.Mcmphii St. 2-0 853

«.Loai«vin« 2-0 852

T.niinoii S-l 822

8.So. Methodist 1-0 715

».Waahin(ton 24) 687

lO.N. CaroliM St. 2-0 570

II. Indiana M 475

U.Syracnic 1-0 444

IS.Lottiiiana SI. 2-0 402

14. Virginia Te*b. 2-0 377

IS.Georgia Tech. 3-« 325

K. North Carolina 2-0 304

17.0klahoma 2-2 298

IB.AIa.-Binnin|rham 4-1 210

19.Kaniaa 3-1 IM
20.NeT.-Us Vera* M 115

m%..

API^aanphoU'

Quebec Nordiques' Paul Gillis lies on top of Bruins' John Blum during:

first period hockey action last night at the Quebec Coliseum.

Track teams third at UConn

Chargers overcome the Bears

The San Diego Chargers

scored two fourth quarter

touchdowns to break open

a defensive battle and

defeat the playoff bound

Chicago Bears 20 7 in NFL
action last night.

In other sports actiuii last

night in the N.H.L..

Philadelphia topped the

Rangers 6-2. Montreal

pounded the Whalers 9-3,

and Boston and Quebec
skated to a 3-3 overtime

tie.

By CHRIS TREMBLAY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's indoor track teams took third

place in the University of Connecticut

invitationals on Sunday.

For the men. John Panniccione won the

3,000 with a8:;i0.01. Mark Themeatook the

1.000 in 2:29.04 and Paul Stanislawzyk set a

sch<K)i record in the 1,500 with a 3:52.08.

good enough for second.

K>r 'he women, Ix?ah Loiiis won the bOO

with d !;<:(.>* and me 4 x 200 relay team ot

Loftis, Kayla Morrison, Bridgette Booker

and Cari Fleischmann set a school record

and won the race with a 1:35.00.

UConn won both the men's and women's
meets with 75 and 79.5 points respectively.

St. John's took second in both meets.

In other times, Rawie Crichow was second

in the fiO yeard dash and the all-freshamen
relay i.-am of Steve Tolly. Craig Moburg,
Bill Stewart and Dan Lunardini did a

8:00.1.

ttooker, iviurrison, naroara Culliaiuie and
.iusan Goldstein had seconds for the

women.

iWOMEN IN
FACULTY* path to tenure blocked

p.5
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UStore might
eat Coffee Shop
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Administration will receive a

proposal next week to replace the Campus Center Coffee

Shop with an annex to the University Store.

The proposal will be made by the Study Commission to

Review the Implications of an Increased Drinking Age, a

committee formed to examine other avenues of profit for

the Campus Center in light of decreased revenue for the

Bluewall. Hatch, and Top of the Campus bars.

The Campus Center made $597,000 in beverage sales last

year, according to the minutes of a commission meeting

two weeks ago. At that meeting. Campus Center ad-

ministrators said they expect to lose 50 percent of that, or

about $300,000.

Kxpansion of the University Store's clothing department

into the Coffee Shop would increase yearly revenue by at

least that amount, according to a proposal from store

managers.

Ira Rappaport. the Board of Governors' student

representative, was the only commission member who
dissented on the decision to make such a proposal.

He said the committee voted 4 1 to send the University

Store proposal to Campus ("enter Director Bill Harris and
.•\uxiliary Services Director Ashoke Ganguli.

The manager of the University Store. Winifred Cum
mings. was not available for comment.

In March 1983, the University Store made a similar

propo.sal to the Campus Center Administration, but it was

met with overwhelming student opposition.

BOG Treasurer Fran Ilegeler said. "Two years ago, they

weren't nearly as serious." She said the University Store's

merchandising manager, John Kuusisto. presented "a very

professional, organized proposal." The proposal was 14

pages long and had diagrams.

"It's only in the proposal stages, but it's a serwus

proposal," Hegeler said.

Hegeler said she felt the BOG had "several courses of

action, but we really haven't decided which one to take

yet." She said the board members will circulate surveys in

the Campus Center today, as they did the last time the

University Store revealed such plans, "and see what the

students say."

"If you have 25,000 students that are angry about it, they

(the administration) won't do it," she said.

(:»ll«tiriui phou) by F'«ul Ilenmaraa

STEPPIN' ON STEEL— This oil Unk at the inoperative power plant by Tillson Farm doesnH fill

our heating needs anjrmore, but its staircase casts interesting shadows.

U.S.A.F. considers radio network here
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The United States Air

Force is considering

Amherst and surrounding

areas as the possible site for

an underground radio

transmitter which would

transmit signals through the

ground to other locations in

the event of a nuclear at-

tack.

The station will be one in a

$122 million network that

wiU cover the northeastern

U.S.. The project, expected

to be completed within a

year, is the first phase of a

larger network which will

cover the nation.

"The idea of the newwork

By building a network of underground radio

transmitters, the Air Force hopes to ensure

radio communications after a nuclear attack.

is to build enough of them so

it would not be in the enemy's

best interest to knock each

one of them out," said John
O'Brien, civilian spokesman

for the Electronic Systems

Division at Hanscom Air

Force Base in Bedford.

Radio transmissions must

be bounced off the earth's

atmosphere and in a nuclear

attack the atmosphere
would be disrupted, making
normal radio transmissions

impossible. By building a

network of underground

radio transmitters, the Air

Force hopes to ensure

communications after a

nuclear attack.

The transmitter will have

an underground antenna

made of copper wires
radiating out of it "like the

spokes of a wheel," O'Brien

said. "But as in all

bureaucracies, there are

others at higher levels who
may review the project"

O'Brien said the Air Force

will either lease or buy the

land needed. "A lot depends

on land availability," he

said.

The Air Force is looking at

areas within a nine-mile

radius of Amherst. This

area falls into the network

pattern planned for the

project O'Brien .said

The Air Force constructed

a pilot project linking un-

derground transmitters
from the Strategic Air

Command in Nebraska and

the North American
Aerospace Command in

Colorado.

The pilot was successful

and the U.S. Congress
appropriated $122 million

for the first phase of the

project, O'Brien said.

Grad senate: grievance policy 'overdue'
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student
Senate is currently circulating a petition urging UMass
President David C. Knapp to sign and approve the
proposed graduate student grievance procedure, which
has lain dormant since 1977.

"This grievance procedure has been approved by all

campus governing bodies, but it needs Knapp's signature.

Inside:

Gas leak death toll put at IQOO P'2

It's official: MA. drinking age will rise p.2

$10,000 computer theft from dining commonsp.3

CanH get enough of Doug Flutie p.S

*'Much sense the starkest madness.
"

--Emily Dickinson

and we are requesting that the president act on it," Senate

President Sanjiv Dugal said.

The senate, in a resolution passed at its last meeting,

termed an official grievance procedure "long overdue and

pressingly necessary" and urged Knapp to accept the

procedure "without delay."

Dugal said Knapp had apparently found legal loopholes in

the grievance procedure and refused to sign the procedure

into policy until the loopholes were closed.

Senate Executive Officer Greg Graham, who has coor-

dinated the senate's efforts to get the grievance procedure

implemented, said that even with some obvious flaws, it

should be signed immediately.

"The grievance procedure is very lengthy due to its

complexity, but we should get it implemented, try it out

for a while and then revi.se it," said Graham.

Last semester, a senate committee headed by Graham

sent a letter to President Knapp asking him to sign the

grievance procedure and listing several possible problems

with the procedure which could be corrected once it was in

practice.

Dugal said a lawyer from Knapp's office told him that
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WALK IN THE WOODS — Marshall Lanphear,
a 1918 UMass graduate catches a late snatch of
autumn near the Department of Environmental
Mangement on the northwest side of campus.
Lanphear was editor of the Signal, predecessor
to the Collegian^ in 1917.
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1,000 dead in India; factory officials arrested
-^ y ^^ ^^ ^^ '

, v; V Gandhi toured the area, visitini

BHOPAL. India lAP) The poison gas leak

from a pesticide plant has killed 1,000

people, doctors say, and many of the

survivors in this central Indian city are

threaler ed by blindness and sterility.

The doctors said many of the dead were

children and the elderly, who were not

strong enough to withstand or outrun the

lethal cloud that spread over 25 square

miles of this city of 900.000 on Monday.

The methyl isocyanate gas had begun

leaking at 1 a.m. from an underground

storage tank at a Union Carbide pesticide

plant in a plant in a poor area of Bhopal.

The leak was stopped after 40 minutes, but

the gas seeped silently over the city

through the early hours of the morning.

Police Monday arrested five plant officials

on negligence charges and sealed off the

factory. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, who

toured the city Tuesday, said it would

never reopen.

Bimla Devi, 37, who lost her husband and

their only child, said the acrid gas sent

thousands of people scattering in panic.

She said most of those who fell, coughing

and crying, were old people and children.

Volunteers helped cremate 228 Hindus on

blazing outdoor pyres that flickered bright

orange against the dark sky Tuesday night.

Other volunteers helped dig graves to bury

.Moslems 11 at a time in common 15 foot

long graves.

Doctors said the gas makes the lungs

produce so much fluid that victims drown

sometimes days after the exposure.

Drs. Parveen Chaudhary and S.K.

Srivastava of Hamedia Hospital told The

Associated Press they counted 500 corpses

at the city's major hospitals and had reports

of at le^t 500 more dead at hospitals on

Bhopal's outskirts. The United News of

India news agency said there were not less

than 1,200 dead.

Doctors said as many as 200.000 people

were affected by the gas. and Chaudhurv

said 20.000 may suffer serious after effects.

He said some may lose their eyesight, and

some women may not be able to bear

children.

The gas slowly dissipated into the at

mosphere through the day, but air samples

on Tuesday still showed traces of poison in

the air.

rphoto

DEAD MAN'S GUARD — Two masked men guard the body of Irish

Republican Army member anthony McBride, who was killed Sunday in

a shootout with British troops in Northern Ireland. One soldier also

died in the gun battle.

Digest By theAssocialedPress

Chilean government expels journalist
SANTIAGO. CHILE
(AP) — The military
government has expelled a

Dutch freelance writer, the

Dutch Embassy reports.

The writer. 25 -year old

Gerrit Burgwal, was driven

to Argentina on Monday. He
had been arrested last

Wednesday and accused of

inciting disorder during a

two day national protest

against military rule.

Burgwal, who had lived in

Santiago since October, was

Universities sue asbestos producers for $6m

CONCORD. N.H.- A $6
million suit against 23
asbestos products makers
has been filed by the
University System of New
Hampshire.

The suit, filed last month in

U.S. District Court, claims

the corporations sold

asbestos products to the

system when its buildings

were being erected and that

the companies "knew or

should have known about

the dangers of their asbestos

products'" but failed to

disclose the associated

health risks. Asbestos has

been found to cause cancer.

The suit says asbestos

materials in the system

include accoustical and

fireproofing materials,

insulation and ceiling and

floor tiles.

The state university

system's asbestos testing
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Gandhi toured the area, visiting hospital

wards and talking with orphaned children.

He vowed to stop the production of

dangerous chemicals in urban areas.

Officials at Union Carbide's U.S.
headquaters suspended worldwide use of
methylisocyanate, a liquid that turns togas
when it comes in contact with air.

S. Mitra. a plant official, said one un
derground storage tank containing 15 tons
of methylisocyanate was still intact at the
plant.

He said the gas escaped from another 15-
ton tank that had not been tapped since
October. So much pressure had built up
within the tank that it had "over-passed" a
safety filter, he said.

arresltrd along with two
Roman Catholic priests, a

deacon and a seminary

student.

The priests and the deacon

were released, and the

seminary student was sent

into internal exile.

program, begun three years

agoT continues. Asbestos has

been found at the Durham
campus and Plymouth and
Keene state colleges, but

not at the Manchester
campus nor new ad-

ministrative offices in Lee.

Army sues for

woman's ouster
BOSTON— An attorney for

the Army said Tuesday that

a declared lesbian was
wrongfully reinstated in the

University of Maine's ROTC
program, arguing that the

woman has since

acknowledged she has

engaged in homosexual acts

"numerous times." The
Army went to court seeking

reversal of a decision that

allowed Diane L. Matthews,

a sergeant in the Army
reserves, to remain in the

military.

Ma. drinking age going up
BOSTON (AP)—Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

signed a bill Tuesday that raises the

drinking age in Massachusetts from 20 to

21. effective June 1. 1985 or earlier if all

other New p:ngland states plus New York

conform to that age.

Dukakis, who twice vetoed bills to raise

the drinking age during his first term,

quietly signed the measure without any of

the fanfare that has accompanied other of

his actions to combat the problem of

drunken driving on Massachusetts roads.

Karlier Tuesday. Dukakis was asked why

he decided to approve the age change after

twice rejecting it in the past. He quickly

said "btTause we have to if well qualify for

federal funds" and declined further com

ment.

The Massachusetts action comes after

Congress approved a law that will deprive

states of .") percent of their federal highway

funds in 19«H K7 if they do not establish 21

as the drinking age by Oct. 1. 198fi. States

will lose an additional 10 percent of the

funds t he following year if t hey don't act.

The Bay State would lose an estimated

$25.5 million over the two years, according

to state transportation officials.

"One can't ignore that," said James

Dorsey, press secretary to Dukakis. "...But

people need to be aware that this is not a

panacea. Much needs to be done in the area

of education and at all ago levels. The

problem is not restricted to young people."

"The governor's concern all along has been

that Massachu-setts and the other nor

theaslern states work diligently toward

establishing a uniform drinking age.

Whether it's 20 or 21 takes a back seat to

the issue of uniformity," he said.

During legislative debate, many op

ponents said they didn't want

Massachusetts to raise its drinking age and

encourage the commonwealth's large

college age population to drive to neigh

boring states, get drunk and try to drive

home.
Ikit supporters .said the federal aid cutoff

probably will prompt border states to alsn

act.

Tutu blasts Reagan S. Africa policy
WASHINGTON (AP)-Black Anglican

Bishop Desmond M. Tutu called President

Reagan's South African policy "immoral,

evil and totally un ("hristian" yesterday and
offered to meet with the president before

flying to Europe to receive the Nobel Peace
Prize.

Reagan's chief spokesman said no meeting
was planned.

Tutu brought members of the House
Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Africa to

their feet, in a standing ovation highly

unusual for a congressional hearing, after

saying the administration's policy of quiet

diplomacy toward the white minority ruled

nation "is giving democracy a bad name."
"We are talking about a moral issue," the
bishop designate of Johannesburg said,

declaring that South Africa's apartheid

policy of racial segregation "is evil, is

immoral, is un Christion. without

remainder."

"In my view, the Reagan administration's

support and collaboration with it is equally

immoral, evil and totally un-Christian,"

Tutu said.

"You are either for or against apartheid,

and not by rhetoric." he added. "You are

either in favor of evil, or you are in favor of

good. You are either on the side of the

oppressed or on the side of the oppressor.

You can't be neutral."

Nineteen people, including seven House

members, have been arrested during a 2

week old series of demonstrations outside

the South African embassy here.
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Petition demands Myers
Asking for return of Blue Wall entertainer

CoUep»n photo by K«thy JordM

Some of the works displayed in the "Art of the Andes" exhibit at the

tower library.

Pre-Columbian ceramic art

exhibit brings 'distinction'

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The "Art of the Andes" exhibit at the

University of Massachusetts tower library

marks the first time an exhibit of "such a

great magnitude" has been on display at

UMass. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said

last week at a reception honoring the

collection.

The exhibit, titled "Art of the Andes:

Pre Columbian Sculptured and Painted

Ceramics, ' is touring worldwide for the

first time. UMass is fourth on an itinerary

which includes the University of Edin-

burgh in Scotland. Duke University

Museum of Art. and Tokyo, Japan.

"As one of the few sites in the United

States to display the collection, it brings

distinction to the University." said

Deirdre A. Ling, vice-chanceltor for

University relations and development.

Provost Richard O'Brien said he hoped

the exhibit "wiU typify the contribution

the University can make to the com

munity," and added. "It is a privUege to

provide the campus with this type of an

exhibit."

The exhibit, consisting of 190 pieces, is

on loan from the Arthur M. Sackler

collection. It was made available to the

University through Donald Proubc. a

professor of anthropology at UMass.

Proulx, a specialist in Peruvian ar

cheology, wrote two essays for the

Sackler foundation exhibit catalogue and

was able to arrange for the exhibit's loan

to UMass.
Proulx, chairman of the Latin American

Studies Program, said "It is an honor to

have such a prestigious event available for

the campus."

The exhibit represents the development

of pottery in Pre Columbian America

during the 5,000 years before the arrival

of the Spanish conquerers and the fall of

the Incas. The oldest piece in the

collection dates back to 1,000 B.C.

Proulx said all the vessels in the

collection were funerary offerings that

had been looted from tombs by Peruvian

grave robbers and smuggled out of the

country.

The Arthur M. Sackler Foundation

provided financing for the exhibition,

including a security staff of graduate

anthropology students.

The exhibition, located on the fourth

floor of the tower library, is open Mon-

days. Wednesdays, Fridays and Satur

days from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Tuesdays and

Thursdays noon to 7 p.m.. and Sundays

noon to 5 p.m.

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Several University of Massachu.sett5

students have begun a petition drive

demanding thut Blue Wall entertainer Cliff

Myers be rehired, three weeks after he was

released from his contract.

Last Friday, these students di.stributed

individual petitions near the Blue Wall for

students to sent through the campus

mailing system to Campus Center Director

William M. Harris.

Harris, who confirmed that the University

"decided to exercise the cancellation clause"

in their contract with Myers, said then that

it would be inappropriate to tolerate Myers'

behavior.

"This university has a history of being

sensitive to the feelings of other cultures,

all cultures." he said, and "his behavior is

against the professional standpoint of the

Campus Center."

Part of the petition reads. 'The en-

tertainer selected should not be the one

who offends least but the one who the

patrons want most. Since they want Cliff

Myers. I demand he be rehired."

Blue Wall supervisor Tom Jacobs said

Friday that business was "unusually light.

Usually, we have three (bartending)

stations open, but we only have one today".

Jacobs said this was a "guaranteed "result

of Myers' absence. "That's what people

came here for. Cliff, and now they go down

the street (to Justin Ryan's, where Myers

now performs on PVidays)."

Sophomore Bill Collins, who distributed

petitions Friday, said he thought Myers had

been unfairly treated.

"It seemed that a small number of people

imposed their values and what they see as

offensive, on the University population,"

Collens said yesterday. ""These are the

same people who have attepted to ban

magazines, violent movies, and the

homecoming queen.

"I don't condone what Myers' says, but I

don't think we should ban him. Collins said.

Sophomore David Connell. a Blue Wall

patron, said, "You'll always find someone

who finds something offensive, (but) I think

he (Myers could have changed his act to

conform to University policy."

Another Blue Wall patron, junior Lance

Foley, said the petition "doesn't address the

fact that Chffs problem is he's an en-

tertainer, and it seems apparent that Cliff

has to rely on personal (references). I don't

think that he should have to rely on that

kind of humor."
Campus Center Beverage Manager

William Elmore declined to comment

yesterday as to whether any further action

would be taken in light of the petitwn. or

how many petitions had been received.

Computers, worth $10,000, stolen
Computer equipment

valued at more than $10,000

was reported stolen from

Worcester Dining Commons
over the oast weekend.
JeanneHopkins Stover, a

I'niversity of Massachusetts

spokeswoman,said the theft

was reported Monday and

there were signs of forced

entry.

"The equipment was used

for inventory, ordering,

bookkeeping. and word

processing," she said, "(but)

this won't jeopardize food

operations."

Three mam units and some
smaller peices of Digital

computer equipment were

stolen, she said.

UMass Chief of Police

Robert G. Joyce said there

were no suspects in the

thoft.

-LARRY BOUCHIE

Negotiations urged to revise

campus swingspace policy

Report reveals applicant profiles

The University of

Massachusetts Board of

Trustees will meet today to

consider a report that up-

dates the profiles of UMass
applicants.

The report, prepared by

the Trustee committee on

admissions and financial aid,

shows that the average

wealth and standardized

test scores for UMass ap-

plicants have risen in recent

years. The trustees are not

scheduled to vote on

whether to accept the

results of the report.

The trustees will also

consider charging patients

for the cost of operating the

sensory motor control clinic

on the Amherst campus.

The clinic, which combines

the use of robotics with

traditional physical therapy,

has helped pioneer work in

helping persons regain the

use of paralyzed limbs. The

trustees are not scheduled

to vote on this matter.

The trustees will meet at 2

p.m. in the Chancellor's

Conference Room on the

third Hoor of Whitmore

Administration Building.

-JOHN O'CONNELL

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

vote tonight on whether to approve "im

meiiate negotiations" with University of

Massachusetts officials to revise the on

campus swing space policy.

Swing space is emergency housing for

students left without a dormitory room at

the beginning of a semester. These

students are temporarily housed in the

Campus Center Hotel and in extra dorm

tory space like lounges, music rooms.study

rooms.

According to Brown House Senator Stacy

Roth, who sponsored the motion, the

current policy has reduced the number of

study areas in dorms campus- wide so

greatly that a system change is essential,

especially during final exam periods.

Roth said yesterday that she was initially

approached by Brown House Council

members and other dormitory residents

who complained of a lack of study space,

and that she then went to other area

councils with the issue and found similar

problems.

"A major problem in Sylvan." Roth said,

"is that one suite in each dorm which is

designed as a study area has been used as a

swing space. After 4 6 weeks, this area is

supposed to be turned back into a study

area, but often it remains a swing space for

the remainder of the semester."

Roth said other residential area study

rooms and common rooms have been used

as swing space across campus and tha^ all

but one residential area council have ap-

proved her redesign resolution.

"Naturally, the amount of dorm study

space is important," Housing Service

Director Gerald A. Quarles said, "but for

me it's more important to get students off

the streets at the beginning of the semester

and into a dorm."

Begun in 1977, the swing space policy has

not been revised, although about 300

students entering the university in 1982

were temporarily housed in the Campus

Center Hotel.

Quarles said he sees "no relier' to

emergency housing problems and the lack

of dorm study space for the next few years.

'TIL THE END
OF THE DAY -
No rain or ^now
got in the way of

yesterday's sunset,

seen here over by

the Stockbridge

School of
Agriculture bar-

nyards.
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UMass Craft Fair displays local art
WedneMiay. December 5. 1984!

igma 5

Local craftspeople wiU showcase and sell

their crafts at tables on the Campus Center

Concourse this week, as part of a tundraiser

for the Craft Shop.

Instead of the vendors who usually set up

tables at the concourse. 22 tables wiU

feature jewelry, leather goods, ceramics

and other crafts, today through Friday.

The Craft Fair is jointly sponsored by the

Craft Shop and the Governor's Program

Council (GPC). The money made from

renting tables will go to the Craft Shop.

GPC coordinator Julie Slavitt said.

Student craftspeople paid $15 per table to

sell their goods, while non-students paid

$30

Slavitt said the fair will include en-

tertainment by the Chamber Choir and the

Music Theater Guild, and Earthfoods will

sell food.

"The fair is being held to make money and
publicize the Craft Shop," Slavitt said.

"They're doing much better than they

have in the past, but they could still use

new materials." she said.

The Craft Shop provides free training and

facilities for students who wish to learn

about leatherwork, sculpting and other

crafts.

Students have to pay only for the

materials used.
—Greg Brown

Abusive words and painted obscenities reported

A disturbance was reported by an

Amherst woman who was crossing Amity

Street at the North Pleasant Street in

tersection Monday when a driver rolled

down his car window and yeiled abusive

words at her. Amherst police said.

The driver apparently had slammed on his

breaks to avoid hitting the woman, police

said.

A Belchertown Road resident received an

annoving phone call Monday night

regarding "stories" the resident had

written.

Police said the resident described the

caller as a college age man.

The Amherst Department of Public

Works, reported Monday morning that

obscenities were spray painted on one of its

buildings, police said.

Slippery road conditions caused three

accidents Monday, police said.

A wooden sliding door in the Hampden

Dining Commons, valued at more than

$100. was smashed this past weekend.

University of Massachusetts police said.

The door served as the entrance to the

Kosher food kitchen, but nothing was

reported stolen from the kitchen.

Amherst pohce issued 80 warnings

Monday night to drivers who had their cars

parked' on town streets. Police began

ticketing cars last night. Pohce said

violators are being fined $3 and vehicles are

subject to towinj;.

-MINDY ANTONIO
-JOELP.COFFIDIS
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the main problem with the

procedure was not in the

structure of the procedure

itself, but that the ad

ministration would probably

not consider a policy unless

it applied to both graduate

and undergraduate students

at UMass campuses in

Amherst. Boston and

Worcester.
•'Personally. I don't think

some administrators really

want the procedure passed,

but just give it lip service,

and so through this position.

we are going outside them

(the administration)." Dugal

said.

Dugal urged senators to

solicit the signatures of both

students and faculty

members on the petition,

which he said he hopes to

have substantially endorsed

by the end of this semester

and may continue into next

semester if no action is

taken on the procedure.

He's been chased, thrown through a window, and arrested

Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop on vacation in Beverly Hills
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Women faculty fight for equal tenure privfleges

Ot those with tenure,

89 percent are men
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Editors note: thit story is the third in a

five-part aeries that examines the status of

womenfaculty at UMass. Yesterday's story

focused on the problems of particular

departments in hiring women.

In 1980, Anne Mochon, a faculty member
of the art history deparment, was up for

tenure and was deni^ it. Her research on

early 20th century German women artists

was deemed by then-provost Loren Baritz

as having failed to show sufficient

strength.

In 1982, Joyce Berkman, a faculty

ntember of the history department, was up

for tenure. The decision was delayed at the

provost level. When she went to inquire she

was told her research on women and

history was not good enough.

"My topic was not ranked as significant"

Berkman said.

Mochon's case set precedent at UMass. It

was the first time a candidate for tenure

had been approved by the Def)artment Per-

sonnel Committee, the Faculty Personnel

Committee and the Dean, but was rejected

at the provost level, Mochon said.

Univeraity is sued

Machon fought her case, first through

the University's internal grievance pro-

cedure and, when this proved unsuccessful,

with the help the faculty union, the

Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP). The MSP recommended that the

case be re-opened, and when the University

refused, the union pursued the case in the

civil court and eventually the University

agreed to settle. In the Spring of 1984,

Mochon was finally awarded tenure.

Asked if she believes she was

discriminated against because of her sex

and the particular focus of her research,

Mochon replied, "No provost is ever going

to intinuite that this is so, (but) it was clear

his standards."

Berkman argued her own case and was

awarded tenure but, she said, "it was a

form of sex discrimination."

The experiences of Machon and Berkman

help in understanding why women are so

NUMBER OF MALE/FEMALE FULL TIME INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY BY RANK AND TENURE

NUMBER OF MALE/FEMALE FULL TIME INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY

BY RANK AND TENURE

under-represented in the tenured ranks.

Although figures from the Personnel Office

for the Fall 1983 show that UMass has 8%

tenured faculty members, only 104 of these

positions are filled by women. Men make

up 89 percent of all tenured faculty.

And it is tenure which gives faculty

members security in their jobs and allows

them full rights and priveleges of faculty.

Tenure clock ticks too fast

But outright denial of tenure is not only

reason for the lack of tenured women facul-

ty. According to most faculty members and

administrators interviewed, another major

reason is the discriminatory nature of the

"tenure clock"; if at the end of six years,

faculty members have not proved

themselves worthy of tenure their employ-

ment is terminated.

Berkman called it a "male-designed

clock" because it fails to account for the

likelihood that "most women have to juggle

extra responsabilities such as home, family

and children." She suggested that these ex-

tra restraints on a wonruin's time may mean

that when the tenure date dawns, her

scholarly record may be less impressive

than that of a man.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey agreed that

"the six year rule does work against

women." When I was at the American

Association of University Professors I was

one of those who tried to get that revised."

Asked whether he has continued his at-

tempts at revision at UMass, he replied

"No, I can't say I've spent a lot of timt

working on it. 1 haven't been asked to

make any recommendations or

comments."

According to Anthropology Professor

Professor Sylvia Forman, another reason

the tenure system places women at a disad-

vantage is l)ecause the decision is based

largely on research and scholarly produc-

tivity and "women devote much more of

their time to advising and teaching than

research."

"Women take on an inordinaU* amount

of advisees," Berkman said, "and this

takes its toll on merit for published work."

"Machon said this example in some

ways...points to the situation in my case. I

was always teaching very large classes."

Berkman said, "The University needs to

be more open-handed in giving merit for

teaching and advising. Chancellor Duffey

agreed that "at this campus, faculty do not

give as miwh attention to counselling and

undergraduate teaching as they should."

"I have made it clear in the past, and I

will continue to make it clear that the facul-

ty should wiegh counseling and teaching in

making its decisions," Duffey said.

Exodus of women called "alarming
."

Another explanation for lack of tenured

women faculty is that "women are leaving

voluntarily before they are tenured," For-

man said. Berknum described the rate at

which women faculty leave UMass as

"alanning."

Berknum, together with the Faculty

Senate Subcommittee on the Status of

Women, is finalizing a questionaire design-

ed to investigate the satisfaction and

dissatisfaction of female faculty; why
womena re leaving and why there has been

little growth. This sort of information,

together with statistics on retention, has

not been provided by the University.

Berkman believes that many women are

"wooed away by better salaries

elsewhere." English Professor Arlyn Dia-

mond contends that when women faculty

are offered higher salaries by other Univer-

sities or Industries, the University is

satisfied to simply let them go."

"In the two years 1 have been here" said

Duffey, responding to the accusation, "1

have only participated in four or five situa-

tions where the University tried to match

an offer and one of these happened to be a

woman," he said. But he also conceded that

although "sex should not be a criteria" in

making offers, "perhaps sometimes it is."

Duffey believes "tenured faculty are nor-

mally older faculty who have been around a

little longer," and he .said this accounts for

why men are so substantially represented.

But although he claims "you have to begin

with the historical factors and understand

them," he does not discount another fac-

tor: "human cussedness and omeriness."

Tomxn-raw's story will focus on salaries.
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Hie Best CluHe»eW
Try Our New

Luncheon
Specials

From «p^«^d
seived 11 a.in.-3 p.m.

and

New Buffet & Sunday Brunch
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms

2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chiclcen Wings

4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ALL YOU
CAN EAT 55.25

Chikiren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet £r Sour Chicken

7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken

9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

cnrff-ttat

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Ffl. Cr Sat. 11:30 a.m.-ll p.m.

10 belchertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

2S6-02S2

The Spoke Specials

WED Any Amherst Mug Night BO"

drafts with any Amherst mug

THUR8 Rolling Rook Night - Rolling

Rook bottles 75«, Melon Balls — $1.25

FBI Captain Morgan Night — All Cap-

tain Morgan drinks $1.25 - T-shirt

giveaways, Beach towels plus other stuff.

SAT Kamikazi Night - All kamikazis

$1.00.

SUN Happy Hour — Demise Day and

Night 9oz. drafts 25'.

P.C. on Us
The Spoke Bone Awaits you

All Sohnapps 76*

Peaoh
Peppermint
Cinnamin
Spearment

Apple
Strawberry

The Spoke

35 E. Pleaaant St. Amheret

A Drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

^.^.^..n.^^T. i^<V^;;;v^^^. ^.-^^^vVW^VW^V.
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Ne«» purchases only • Limii one pair per customer • Cannot be used

Bausch ft Lomb

Soft

Contact Lenses

'49
FuK credit on the cost of the lenses

« not satisfied • Protessionai and fit

ttno tees not included

Coupon mum tf uownod al Brno o» purehoio

L.

MO
OFF

any purchase of

a complete pair

of prescription

eyeglasses
(M9 value or more)

Coupon mu* DO pf^t^f^oo at l*T<» o« puicfto

Expire* 12 31-M

in conjunction with other discounts

-I 1

I

Bausch ft Lomb .

Extended Wear |

I

Contact Lenses i

I $

I 69
UM

_ Reg '149

"The lon»ei you can sleep with"

30 day trial wearing plan • Full

I

credit within 30 days on lenses on

ly if not satisfied • Eye exam, pro

Ifessional and fitting tees not m
ciuded • SPH lenses only

Coupon mmltx iJiownOcK^ilmootpurchof

I
Expire* 12 31-84

I

I

UM

AMERICAN VISION CENTEI
great eye core • greot eyeweor

Hadley • Hampshire Mall • 584-7958
open M-Sat. 10-9

We accept major credit cards

BODY SHOP
ADVANCED FITNESS TR^^NING CENTERS

INVITE YOU

to join by DEC 19£h
and receive

2 FREE GIFTS
- long sleeve, limited edition Body Shop t-shirt

Boyden /kn ^^^^
^

7:30-9 am 12-1 pm /M %\ 7:30-9 am 4-6 pm

4-6 pm 4/t ly 11-3 P"^ ^-^P"^

- January intersession workouts on us

COST: still only $45.00

Get in shape for spring break. Sign up now

Hypercurricula

NICARAGUA TEACH IN (DAY 1) Two presentations on

eeneral aspects of the Nicaraguan revolution particularly

fhe coffee harvest and solidarity work as weU as a general

overview bv two recent visitors 7:30 p.m CC 174^6.

FILM: PINK TRIANGLES Pink Triangles « a short fUm

about homosexual repression. 6 p.m. Ct 16^-175.

MORTAR BOARD MEETING Mandatory for aU members!

n^nortant topics to be discussed: selections, movie, happy

houTl?you are unable to attend-caU an officer beforehand!

ANIMAL ^RIGHTS COALITION Important planning

meeting tonight! Much activity ahead we need your help.

Newcomers always welcome. 7 p.m.. tC 8U1.

COlVfING OUT TO PARENTS wUl be the topic of tonight s

PGA rap group. Other topics may include gay parents

parents and lovers, etc Come share your views! All

S^^nTsh' CL?iB cS^VErT^^^^^^^^^^^ hour The UMass

Spanish Club is sponsormg another of its successful ter-

tulias an informal conversation hour. Come and meet

1
othe^; mteresed m speakm^ Spanish tn an informal set

I tinir "-30 4 00. 4th floor lobby. Hener Hall.

I DENMARICS INTERNATIONAL STUDIES Infor^

mational meeting lor students interested in the DIS

. Pugram in Copenhagen V:.. 4:30. Herter 3rd floor

iimnef-
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YOU'LL K HOOKf b.

DaytonTires

SNOW
TIRES

$34
A78-13

00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
tjB 17 MOHTm - t . 'f N^

credit

established
ir minutes

POLYESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

A78-13 34.00

E78-I4 44.00

F78-14 45.00

G78 14 48.00

G78-15 45.00

H78-I5 48.00

RADIAL
White Wall

Si/e Price

P155/80R13

PI65/80RI3

P185/80RI3

P195/75R14

P205/75RI5

P215/7SR15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

OPEN
r^HIDNKHTX
SaTUMPAY 9'S SuHOAfll'S

(M.r*
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Sigma Phi Epsilon makes

repairs on vandalized house
ByLOP'^flHKr AMH
Collegian Correspondent

Acts of serious vandalism and neglet from

previous fraternity occupants left the

Butterfield Terrace house in shambles.

But. after the members of Sigma Phi

Epsilon fixed it up. they were granted the

permit they needed to occupy the house

that was vacated last May.
"We had to install fire extinquishers. fix

plumbing and electrical fixtures, and

replace a lot of doors and windows. There

were holes in the walls and garbage all over

the place as a result of vandalism." said

Chris Mason, president of Sigma Phi

Epsilon.

"There was a lot of work involved in

receiving a permit and making the house

even liveable again." Mason said. The

building previously housed the Kappa

Sigma fraternity and was subject to much

abuse during that time, he said.

According to Todd Thomas, assistant

coordinator of Greek Affairs. Kappa Sigma

fraternity was banned at the end of last

semester by their national organization.

"The internal structure of "the fraternity

was weak. Their pride was minimal and the

deterioration of the house was a symptom

of these problems." Thomas said.

Sigma Phi Epsilon hired contractors to do

the renovation work since funds were

appropriated by Kappa Sigma's insurance

company. "We were also granted a $500

loan, collected dues, and did some fun-

draising." Mason said. "Parties are always

a good way to collect money, if it's done

right." he said.

The fraternity had been off campus since it

re formed a year and a half ago. Sigma Phi

Epsilon had an off campus house until the

early 1970s but financial difficulties forced

members to sell the house to prevent losing

the chapter, said Mason.

Although fraternity members see some

possible problems neighboring Gorman
dormitory, they don't expect any negative

effects of their new move. "I don't think

that the people in Gorman realize that this

is not Kappa Sig; we are not the same nor

do we have any intentions of bothering

Gorman." Mason said.

"We don't want to be as many people

perceive fr?.t members:stuck up and in

search of some identity. It's really a pretty

mellow scene. Basically, we want a place to

base our operation, a place where a bunch

of friends can live together without being

subjecttnl to dorm rules and D.C. food,"

Ma.son said.

Panel: Ferraro violated ethics act

TEXAS? — No, it's Leverett, where Julian

outside his house.

("i>llein«n (>hnU> by P»ul I>»m*r»i»

Smolin, 68, cuts firewood

WASHINGTON! API The
House ethics committee

found that Geraldine

Kerraro violated the Ethics

in Government Act at least

10 times but is not

recommending any formal

House action against the

lame duck representative,

a congressional source said

yesterday.

The committee voted 8 2

Monday to adopt a staff

report that says the 1984

Democratic vice presidential

I nominee failed to provide

- Now Open -

10% discount with UMass ID

on non sale items

now thru Dec. 10

J RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 MASONIC ST . NORTHAMPTON . 586-6336

•Jusf around the corner from Bart s

Need Some Extra Cash?
Full and part time temporary help

needed during January.

Contact the store manager at the

bookstore in your area:
Anna Maria College Bookstore - Worcester

- 755-4696

Bentley College Bookstore - Waltham - 891 -6499

Brldgewater State College Bookstore - 697-7460

Bristol Community College Bookstore - 675-2647

Fitchburg State College Bookstore - 342-2229

Framingham State College Bookstore - 872-3658

Massasoit Community College Bookstore
- 583 2152

Mt. Wachusett State College Bookstore- 632-8238

North Adams State College Bookstore - 664-6898

Salem State College Bookstore

Simmons College Bookstore - Boston

Westfield State College Bookstore

Worcester State College Bookstore

o«»mplete information on her

required financial disclosure

statements since entering

Congress in 1979. according

to the source.

investigators found no
"decepted intent" by
Ferraro and that the

amended statements she

filed on Oct. 1 after the

ethics panel began its probe

"include nearly all of the

information originally

omitted or misreported."

Hut btH-ause the New York

lawmaker is leaving office

when the 99th Conye.ss

convenes Jan. 3, the 12-

member panel plans no

further action, sjiid the

source, who spoke only on

condition he not be iden

tified.

Normally, when the ethics

committee finds a House

member in violation of the

ethics law. it issues a

statement of alleged

violation, which the member
has 21 calendar days to

answer.

Hut the House loses ethics

law jurisdiction over

members when their terms

end. With Congress now out

of session, it would require a

special meeting of the House

to consider punishment that

could range from reprimand

to expulsion.

The committee report said

Ms. Ferraro's six financial

disclosure statements from

1979 through this year

contained "numerous errors

and omissions."

Vi Price
Perm Special
When you bring a

friend
One perm is full price— the other perm 4s Vi price

Total value $20.00 byappt. exp. 11/30/84

offer valid with this coupon

- 745-5300

-734-0144
- 562 4235
- 754-3448

College Stores Associates

I
Styles bv
Deborah

65 llniversitv !>»

49-5610

,^ Cocktail Lounge ^4^

*^
.<

LAST CHANCE!
to enjoy

Every other draft just 1*

Before the law changes. . .

Party hearty with Crazy George!

RT 9 HADLEY

^^" ^.^^^^
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Random Notes
Doug, Doug, Doug, Doug, Doug

"What a bright and wonderful day," I

exclaimed to myself as I woke up and

threw back my Doug Flutie bedspread. I

got out of bed and, half awake, practiced

my Doug Flutie patented roll out until I

wound up, face to face, with myself, in

front of the mirror. I inrwgined how

glorious it would be to be Doug Flutie.

Then I remembered how perfectly white

Doug Flutie's teeth always are so I grabb-

ed my Doug Flutie toothbrush and headed

for the bathroom.

After a refreshing shower I dried

myself off with my Doug Flutie beach

towel. 1 looked at my discarded Arnie

Sportswear in my Etoug Flutie waste

basket and then prepared myself for the

day. I put on my Doug Flutie socks, Doug
Flutie pants, Doug Flutie coaching shoes,

Doug Flutie tee shirt, Doug Flutie

sweater, and Doug Flutie jacket. I grabb-

ed my Doug Flutie notebook and Doug
Flutie pen and pencil set, threw an im-

aginary T.D. pass to my framed,

autographed photograph of Doug Flutie

and left my room. As I left the room I pro-

udly gazed at the 263 action shots of Doug
Flutie that I had affued to my door.

On my way to class I met my friend

Mark who was smartly clothed in Doug
Flutie Executive Sportswear. "Did you

see the news this morning?" he asked me.

I replied in the negative. "They're roun-

ding up the non-believers," he finished.

"Geez, it's hard to comprehend that

some people just don't care about Doug
Flutie," I replied in disbelief. "What's go-

ing to happen to them?"

"They're going to tie them down in a

room with no windows and force them to

watch Doug Flutie highlights set to

Nobody Does it Better' until they change

their ways," Mark told me.

"What if the heathens don't change?" I

asked him.

"Then, God help the blasphemers," he

emphatically replied.

"You said it!"

On that note we, our heads held high,

went to class: History 220, The Early

Years of Doug Flutie.

After class I had the kind of lunch that I

thought Doug Flutie would have. After

eating I went right home and played Doug
Flutie fight songs on my guitar, which

had a big number 22 scraped into it. I then

took a nap for a couple of hours and

dreamed about Doug Flutie.

I woke up with Doug Flutie on my mind

and went down to dinner to eat the kind of

dinner that I had read (in Doug Flutie

magazine) Doug Flutie eats. After dinner

I walked to the Doug Flutie study lounge

to talk about Doug Flutie with a bunch of

guys who care about Doug Flutie as much
as I do.

Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie,

Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie,

Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie,

Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie,

Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie, Doug Flutie,

God.

Jason Talerman is a Collegian staff

member.
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338 College Street

The Amherst Wine Tasting Club

Invites You to a

Tasting:

CHAMPAGNE HOUSES
December 6, 1984; 7:30 PM
Speaker: Michael Jubien

The Lord Jeffery Inn

$20 per person

For Reservations and Information Call: 253-5384
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Letters to the Editor

Film opened eyes Correction
Violence in films has become a very

controversial issue and it is not something

that should be treated lightly. My letter is

in response to the complaints that were

voiced over the movie Psycho which was

shown November 29. When my sorority

choose this as a fundraiser we were not

aware of the way it depicted women.

Psycho is a popular fUm that is shown on

this campus every semester. We did not

show this movie with the intentions of

promoting violence against women, but

rather of promoting an Alfred Hitchcock

classic. Due to the fact that the

Everywoman's Center made us more aware

of the violence against women portrayed in

both movies and their advertisements, we

have relaized the severity of this situation

and hope that this campus as a whole will

begin to realize it also.

LtMSantoro
loU Gamina Uptilon

A lack of concern

Monday was the opening day for the

Western Mass. Latin Anierica Solidarity

Committee's material aid drive for

Nicaragua. We received nnany contribu-

tions, for which we are very grateful.

However, while sorting throv^ the ar-

ticles received at our taJale in the Student

Union Lobby, we found one disquieting

"donation." In a stapled paper bag was a

pile of defecation, along with the following

message:

"The United States has every right to

defeat Communism in this hemisphere! You

are liberal skum (sic)! My gifi is an exten-

tion (sic)! of the government ofNicaragua.

It also represents what you art.

Is this what this person has to offer to

millions of impovrished Nicaraguans? The

question here is not political opinions or

prejudices, but a basic compassion for

hunumity, a concern for people who made
this offering might think of the Nicaraguan

government — or of W.M.L.A.S.C, for

that matter — it is both shocking and

disheartening that this is how one responds

to people engaged in a desperate struggle

for their daily existence.

A disgusting gift and an unsigned note

are clear indicators of this person's inabili-

ty to rise above the limitations of his or her

particular political viewpoint and deal with

humanity in a compassionate way. The

issue here is people, not politics, and we

feel it is imperative to keep sight of our

moral obligation to the rest of the people on

this planet.

Finally, to the person who donated her or

himself in such a personal way, we wonder

what Freud would say.

Monika Giacoppe, Orchard Hill

David NauBs, Central

Nicholas Komar, Northeast

Yesterday's letter concerning late

notification of parking tickets incorrectly

put blame on the parking office. It should

have said the Department of Public Safety.

Yale: a battleground
We wish to take issue with and clarify last

Wednesday's Collegian coverage of the Yale

strike lecture offered by Professor Richard

Wolff.

After Wolff painstakingly stressed that

comparable worth, in his opinion, was not

the main issue in the strike, the reporter

wrote the opposite. Professor Wolff

preferred to focus on the issue of control, of

input into the decision making process at

Yale. In this context Wolff said:

"What ever the strike is about, money is

not it.

"

This brings us to a clarification absent in

the article. Comparable worth is a social

issue. It is not an issue restricted in any

sense to the Yale strike. Comparable

worth, is not the only issue of the strike.

Rather, the particular issue would seem to

be of control. From this ftows the demand

for more money. This demand is being

made by a union comprised primarily of

women, many of whom are single parents,

trying to raise a fanuly on $9,000 to $13,000

per year.

Though comparable worth and demands

for increased income often exist side by

side, they do not always exist this way. At

this particular time in the push and pull,

give and take .situation of unionism at Yale,

both aspects exist. Yale provides a bat

tleground for the issue of comparable

worth. It is not. however, the sole ex-

planation of what is happening at Yale. The

Collegian should look at the strike in a more

serious manner.

Our mainstream media," when reporting

on the strike (if at all), provide a sen

sationalist focus on comparable worth. We
see no reaon why the Collegian should

reproduce such a position, especially with

regard to Professor Wolff, who offered a

different interpretation.

Jeff Jones

et«al

Stop it

This fall Peter Dow has written several

articles on Central America. He has con-

sistently mistated the truth. I believe that

everyone has the right to mislead people

by stating as a fact something that is not

true. I think that Peter has abused his

position as a Collegian columnist. I don't

believe that he should be allowed to con-

tinue to use the opinion page to misinform

the public.

Geoffrey Feldman
Belchertown

Hanukkah Greeting Cards
Share the heuiily and joy of

this s/)ccuit scdsofi.

az acB sz acB SEZ zz zz zd

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

®
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US policies that

lead to disaster

It is morbidly ironic that the United States which

prides itself on being the predominate "leader

of freedom and denrMjcracy" in the Western

hemisphere substaintially supports authoritarian govern-

ments. These regimes are the world's most habitual

violators of hunr^an rights; terrorism is frequently used as

a device to stamp out oppositions and stifle indiviudal

freedoms while basic human needs such as health and

medical facilities are carelessly neglected.

The policies of the Reagan administration and ones

before it have supported such governments for three

reasons. Firstly, distribution of economic and military aid

allows the United States to sustain strategic leverage over

its adversaries — primarily Cuba and the Soviet Union.

Secondly, the leaders of such countries are fast to ex-

tinguish political flare-ups, thus creating regional stabili-

ty. Lastly, but most importantly, authoritarians support

the free market system and the presence of U.S. multi-

Rob Ginocchio

In search of a glimmer of hope

In recent weeks, I've been reading the papers daily

searching for a glimmer of human hope, just one

sign that human being are not irretrievably set upon

the path of their destruction. Much to my despair, no news

woi^d have been good news, but in this case, there was far

too much news. The pai)er this Sunday told me of the

government twisiinp the law to it's full extent in the cases

of Vietnam Veterans trying to press charges for their suf-

ferings due to atomic testing. The government has made

themselves the sole party which could be sued by these

veterans, yet when these soldiers entered into their com-

bat gear, they swore they would never press charges

against the United States government. But all in the same

breath, we find President Reagan commemmorating the

dead soldiers, writh a war memorial which has some 55,000

names onit. In addition, he gave a speech acknowledging

their inordinate sacrifice, many gave their lives for their

country. "These men belong to us," he vociferated.

There's a strange and ironic twist to the words he spoke.

In fact, these men did belong to us, the United States

government, and the corporate colonialist interests which

demanded our entry into Vietnam. Today, we have a dif-

ferent war on our front, equally nonsensical, and equally

threatening to "tear the fabric of our own country apart"

in the President's own words. And once again, these men

belong to us. But who is this "us" he speaks of? If the

President really respected human life and sacrifice, why,

may I ask, is he commanding an illegal border war in Hon-

duras, funding the Contra opposition to the Sandinista

government down in Nicaragua which is waging a not so

covert war against the peasantry of Nicaragua, and

sabotaging the Sandinista government. How could he

possibly respect human life and dignity, when he com-

mands so many to die?

But read on. I did, and the human condition became ever

more distressing. I read of "intelligent and pleasant"

kUlers who "kUl for the fun of it," and are not crazy,

psychotic, or neurotic, according to leading technicians.

Then I read of the effect air-borne pollutants are having

over in Euorope are just dying from the pollutants which

Deborah Neubauer

seep into the top soil and destroy the ability of trees to ab-

sorb necessary nutrients.

But, I think the epitome came when I read that a doctor

was being funded by the United States government to do

testing on people who have nuclear war "phobia." As

though it were irrational to be afraid of the destructive

capabilities of nuclear power.

I read of unpleasant situation after situation. The alarm-

ing fact, however, jumped off the paper and right into my
lap. All these disasters are simply MAN-MADE creations.

We have created, or rather should 1 say. Corporate

America, and even Corporate Europe, have created our

own destruction. These men who compromise about four

percent of the population, who run the bureaucracy of

government, and the structure of corporate enterprise,

have not only created products with deadly by products,

causing the destruction of our environment, but have even

jumped into the position of "God", and are now com

manding who shall live and who shall die. They have set

whole nations of people against each other so they could

market their products.

Now, 1 want to know why? Why have we given these

men the authority to dictate to us the structure of our

lives? This technology that humans have created, cannot

buy us fresh air, cannot buy us clean rivers. Their

medicine cannot find anything clinically wrong with men

who kill, over and over, "for the fun of it." Their laws con-

demn the helpless pawns of fate, pawns who serve their

country with glory, who are at the mercy of multi-national

corporate demands in conspiracy with the government.

All I want to know is, who allowed them to decide our fate

and how have we allowed them to all but destroy our

world?

Deborah Neubauer is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Learn to learn

• .*r ,« »* » <»,«.». f.f, y) •>\/..- * V> i.1»»W >)a > t j . f.KlJ

Once again the pass/ fail

option has been the topic of

heated debate in the faculty

senate. On November 29,

the Faculty Senate passed

an amendment to the

General Education proposal

stating that no General

Education classes will be

allowed to be taken

pass/faU. While there is

very little that can be done

now to change this amen-

dment, hopefully some of

the faculty will take the

following options into

consideration when the

Faculty Senate chooses to do

away with pass/fail

altogether.

The pass/fail option is a

good one for various

reasons. The most common
argument from both

students and faculty is that

it allows students to

challenge themselves in

courses which are more

demanding and ven-

turesome than those they

would normally take.

Without this option,

students may tend to "play

it safe" with classes they

had in high school. Second-

ly, the pass/fail option

allows students to concen-

trate more on the substance

of a course than the grade

that will ultimately be

received. A third argument

is the desperate need of

students to have a diver-

sified liberal arts education.

With the vocational, high-

technology path our Univer-

sity is unfortunately taking,

students must be encourag-

ed to learn about history,

literature, and science. It

has been shown that about

60 percent of the pass/fail

enrollments are in the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences.

I do admit that there are

students who take pass/fail

classes for reasons other

than those stated above. I

dare say, however, that

there are a number of

classes (commonly called

"gut" classes) which a stu-

dent can pass with very lit-

tle effort and attendence. It

may be more worthwhile

then, for the Faculty Senate

to review the academic

quality of these classes, in-

stead of abolishing the

pass/fail option.

Gayle Wintjen, Chair

SGA Academic Affairs

Committee

Get it right
Regarding the caption

under the photo on page

three yesterday, undeclared

majors in the college of Arts

and Sciences are known as

national corporations in their countries while maintaining

a bitter hatred towards communism.

A policy which overtly supports oppressive regimes

might prove effective in the short run but will inevitably

lead to disaster in the not-too-distant future.

Within the past decade or so, the United States has

witnessed the outburst of several uprisings in Central

America which advocate the need for social and political

change. These rebellions are becoming increasingly

burdensome to the U.S. in that they are becoming more

and more difficult to contain. The rebels in El Salvador

have held ground for the past five years, the Guatemalan

dictatorship is facing political upheaval, and of course the

legacy of Nicaragua is well known.
The Reagan administration entertains a policy which

seeks to eliminate all traces of leftist forces which "con-

taminate" the Southern hemispheres while promoting

democratic idealism. The truth of the matter is that a U.S.

- based democratization of these countries is highly unlike-

ly. First, rebel instigators and successful leftist juntas em-

brace Marxian-and socialist-type governments because

they associate democratic capitalism with corrupt dic-

tatorships and U.S. imperialism. In the second place, one

must realize that a capitalist democracy is not feasible

without the emergence of a substantial middle class which

none of these countries (with a few exceptions) have.

Thirdly, conservatives such as Jeane Kirkpatrick who

claim that authoritarian governments will "come around

to democracy sooner or later" should re-evaluate

themselves when analyzing the countries of the Southern

hemisphere; Paraguay has made no progress towards

democracy, Pinochet plans to stay in power for at least

another five years, and the Guatemalan dictatorship has

no intentions of relinquishing power.

Conservatives are also quick in denouncing Marxist

countries in the region as satellites of the Soviet Union

and serve a potential threat to the United States.

However, Cuba and Nicaragua turned to the Soviets only

after the U.S. expressed hostility towards them.

It is quite evident that the Reagan administration gives

no signs in changing its policies towards Central and

South America. As a result, ultra-rightist countries re-

main highly oppressive towards their own people, thus

generating a substantial amount of hatred towards the

U.S.. The continuation of such policies will undoubtedly

drive these people away from the U.S. policies will un-

doubtedly drive these people away from the U.S. and into

the arms of the Soviets for at least moral support. As John

Steinbeck once said, "Oppression only works to

strengthen the oppressed."

Rob Ginocchio is a UMom student.

CAS majors; the College of

Arts and Sciences Infor-

mation and Advising Center

is referred to CASIAC.
A reversal or generic use of

the acronyms, especially at

this time of the semster,

may result in longer lines.

As ('ASmajors and CASIAC
employees, we recognize

that a distiction exists; one

does not major in

bureaucracy, it comes with a

degree earned and a career

choice made. Happy ad

/dropping, and looking

forward to withdrawal

symptoms Jeanne Shaw
David Rego
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TAKE A
GOAT HONE

FOR CHRISTMAS
HafDpy Holidays To All From Mountain Goat

^^

UMENT-

SIGN
Word Processing Service

editing & critiquing

Lstter Quality
• manuscripts
• term papers
• dissertations

•reports

PICK UPS DELIVERY 48-HOUR SERVICE

Call John Tauer at 253-9000
Siyie Manual available on Request

r

I
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Look for our

ad in Friday's

Collegian

Proper ID e MUST
): 57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141
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B.O.G.
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Present.,

CLASH
BANDS
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ALL
AGE
PARTY

;xe ^ 3\CQ ^vv^ Also;

^O^ ^O^ RACK-A-OISC
/lOEO DANCING

FREE SNACKS
FREE DRINK

with Cov«r

8:30-12:30 S1.00 cover

\0-

Thurs. Dec 6

Get Your Hands ofra"£ompijter

Tandy on Campus
A Computing Seminar With
Something for Everyone!

Display area open all day. Special
sessions on the following topics:

Introduction to Computers

Authoring Systems

Business Simulations

Videotex and Office
Information

Word Processing

Data Base Management

Spread Sheet Analysis

The Model 100 Portable
Computer

A Special Offer from Radio Shack!

SAVE 20%
To help you really get your hands on a computer, Radio Shack is offering faculty,

staff and students a coupon for a 20 percent discount on any one of our Tandy
computers, and any software and accessories purchased with the computer.
This coupon offer applies to a one-time purchase only, so don't miss this

opportunity!

Dates Dec 6 1-5 pm and Dec 7 9-4 pm
Location CC 163 complex

Plan to Attend Tandy on Campus.
No registration. No fee.

Schedules are available at the seminar location.

Special sessions for faculty and students.

Radio /haeK

LdWENBRAU
Presents

It was the Deltas
against the rules,

the rules lost!

iL''
f) wU <9

"

i,AMr««ii>

ANMAL lieUtC
A com»<»y fcwri l)n»v»ool Pteiurw

TM€ MATTY »WONS IVAN fUrtMAN PftOOUCnON

NAnONAi.U^^*OONiA^4IMAtMCXJit ^.^JOMNOELUSHIUMMAIHDON JOHN VERNON

VflWAOLOO* THOMAS HUaoodCONALDSmHCniAHO-.—c.
Produced tv MATTY VMMONS orxj rVAN WITMAN Moi«bytlM£RO£W«TtlN

V«.,r,byHAROCD(UM6DOUGtA5KfNNfYt,OlWSMIUiR DwctwJ b>^ )OMN LAN06

Stx^ A^WlAAL MOU« Ccxt^jokkJ ond P»«*ormed by iltWtN OBHOP

Animal House Friday Dec. 7

7:00, 9:00 and 11:00

THE BLUE WALL $100

OPEN TO ALL!
Special - Lowenbrau Bottles $1.00

Here^to I : I I friends.

photographer Owayne Autery

Open Located in

M-F 9-5 the

Sat 11 -4 Campus CenterSTORE*

^r\
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THE BEAT GOES ON. Great

Gift Idea!

1985 Pictorial

CALENDARS

THE BEAT GOES PUBliC!

DAVID WAKELING RANKING ROGER

foniMriy of "Tli« lnsHsh B«*" All

d

sv»t

SUN. DEC 9
8 PM

S.U.B. UMASS

^ty^sT-

UMASS STUDENTS $10

GENERAL PUBLIC $12
UMASS I D HOUMHO WITH STUOCNT TlCXn

tICItrS ON SAlf AT HNl AITTS CfNTIB SIWNOnilD CIVTC CIHTW.

TlVlrOtC Qf-ilJ On ^aia ANDSrO^«»MOf lOCAIK3NS.NNC«TMMAMrTON HOlVOtt
I lOKeib Olllf Vn Oaie ,j^„,„|iDANOHn5f.flD mocans •OnU$O««CO««NC0CVICII

Located in the Book Dept.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

PREPARE FOR

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
I
SAT*ACT*DAT>GRE*CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE GMAT
2/2/85 Exam 1/26/85 Exam

LSAT IMCAT
3/2/85 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

, Call Days Eves &
j-H. Weekends

IN 368 N. Pleasant St

Educational Center AlTlhorSt

549-6780

iFof information about other centers

Outside NY StateTEST PRfcrAMAIlUIX v^uiaiuoiii oioio

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 2aj7g_|

y
SEAT BELT CAMPAIGN
The Convincer is coming!

Stop by the CC Concourse

to see what it's about

Wednesday Dec. 5th, 1984 9-3

Brought to you by the

New England Telephone Co.

Sponsored by the

Student Health Advisory Board

Wednesday, December 5, 1984! iCoUggi^nu
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The other divine Sarah
by BRADFORD VERIER
Collegian Staff

Sarah Vaugrluui

At the Fine Arts Center
Saturday, December

Sarah Vaughan. who has been credited with "the most

remarkable voice that any of our popular singers has ever

possessed", graced the Fine Arts Center Saturday night

with a tremendous display of her considerable vocal

talents.

She made her debut in 1940 at age 16, launching her
singing career with Earl "Fatha" Hines and Billy Eckstine.

She has since appeared with practically everybody and
toured practically everywhere, much to everyone's

delight.

Appearing in a dress as colorful as her singing, Vaughn
opened the show with "Fascinating Rhythm", which
demonstrated that, at once deep and throaty then high and
flighty, her versatile voice has not suffered over the years.

Her accompanists were similarly talented. George
(Jaffney on piano was elegant and precise (even Vaughan

Tm3J?T»KoCi

Dudley Moore and Amy Irving, husband and wife

in the new movie Micki & Maude, share a wed-

ding cake foUowring a New York screening of the

film.

2010: a saga
continued
By COUNT RAMIN ZAHED
Collegian Staff

2010
Directed by Peter Hyams
SUrring Roy Scheider and John Lithgow

Starting Friday at Hampshire Mall Cinema

Remember a profound science fiction movie with an

ending no one really understood? (Those who said they did

were just being deep.) Remember a neurotic computer

called H.A.L. who had a weak spot tor chess? Well. afTyour

favorite characters from Arthur C. Clarke's 2001: A Space

Odyssey are back just in time for Christmas.

The year is 2010. and a team of American and Russian

scientists are aboard the Russian spacecraft Leonov. A

decade has gone by since the American discovery came

across the mystical black monolith orbits among the moons

of Jupiter, and Leonov's mission is to investigate the

troublesome black monolith. Thanks to clarke s

collaboration on the screenplay and the optimistic direction

of Peter Hyams {Qutland, Capricorn one\ .
what happens on

this journey is not your average Battl^star Gdactica

material

Roy Scheider and John LithgoWs versatility and

Scheiders strength as an actor give enough humanity to

match Richard Edlund's state of the art v.sual effects.

exclaimed, "Isn't he good?, while Howard Jones on drums
was subtle and supportive. Andrew Simpkins on bass

demonstrated his virtuosity in an amazing solo in "East 0'

thr. 'Clin"

Although Vaughan occasionally lost track of the words,

she would always sustain the melody with humorous
improvised lyrics. This is not unprecedented. Ella Fit-

zgerald's record Mack the Knife(on the recently

ressurected Verve label) is famed for her fudged lyrics on

the title track. And who C2m forget Sinatras alternate

ending for the Weil classic?

Vaughan gave a scat vocal rendition of "Sweet Georgia

Brown" because she "forgot the words". No offense to the

song's composers Bernie, Pinkard and Casey, but may she

never remember them!

While she tried to end the concert with a spirited version

of Cole Porter's "From This Moment On", the audience's

standing ovation demanded an encore. After taking and
rejecting requests for a final song, she settled on the

poignant "Send in the Clowns".

Clowns were needed to cheer up the void the audience

was faced with once Ms. Vaughan ended the show. She left

the stage like the setting sun.

WUM"^

OLDIES BUT GOODIES— Sarah Vaughn charm-
ed the Fine Arts Center audience with her sing'

ing on Saturday ni^t.

Short Eyes explores prison tension
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Short Eye»
By Miguel Pinero
Hampden Theater

Drama and reality are so intertwined that at times it is

hard to separate them. Miguel Pinero's play Short eyes,

dramatizing prison life, was one of these moments, as

performed last week at Hampden Theater in Southwest

Residential area at the University of Massachusetts.

In addiditon to outlining the harsh realities of prison life,

the play also presented the paradox of a relationship

between a Puerto Rican girl, played by Cintia Merced-
Rivera and her molester, Clark Davis; and that of Clark
and a fellow prisoner.

The role of Clark was mastered perfectly both in

establishing the relationship with the child and in dealing

with the other prisoners' harassment.

The audience could not only walk in his shoes, but also

feel his emotions and inner fears, which he demonstrated

very well in his pacing, nervousness and perspiration.

The other actors also performed their parts in a genuine

fashion and should be praised for their talent and ability

and for adding juice to the meat of the play with their

unique performance.

However the character which was the most real was that
of Juan.

The play showed the prejudice which child molesters
confront from other prisoners. But there was always an
exception in Juan, making this character not only human,
but also very real. This was the part of Edwin Cancel, a
University of Massachusetts education major playing

Juan.

Clark, a victim of circumstancial evidence, found in Juan a

friend, Juan was the only prisoner who was friendly to

him. Therefore, Clark felt compelled to tell him about his

crimes of passion.

Ixmking for sympathy and understanding, Clark reveals

his past wrongdoing. Despite his enragemeni at heunng

the stories, Juan listens and contemplates and remains

faithful until Clark meets his tragic end.

The drama was intense, keeping the audience aroused to

the issues, some humorous, some harsh, some sad. but

always for real. For instance, where else would one see a

kaleidoscopic group of men discussing religion, good and

evil, sex, masturbation and being Black and Puerto Kican

in the American society?

Where else but a day room of a house of detention in the

present time.

and John Lithgow star in 2010

With Lithgow in the movie, it is almost impossible not to

expect him to shine a little comedy, and he fulfills this

expectation perfectly. The ensemble Russian cast are

equally satisfying with their dynamic performances. Bob

Halaban is also suitably cast as H.A.L.'s creator and has a

few touching scenes with his protege.

IVtor Hvam's direction might dissappoinl those who
expect another Kubrikaian statement about the evolution

of man (monkeys throwing sticks in the air and

everything). However, one has to accept that 2010 does

not claim to be 2001. In times like this, Hyam's message is

an outcry for global harmony and cooperation, and perhaps

that is what we need most.

The visual effects of 2010 must be some of the most

breath taking film images I can remember form the last

couple of years. Edlund's slick sets and crisp photography

will put a smile of satisfaction on the prophetic face of

author Clarke

(^f^,'*%*,'^M. '»'•%'''
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Experience scientific discovery

at the West Indies Laboratory.
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OPEN h6U
UMASS

GRADUATE
PROGRAMS IN

PUBLIC HEALTH
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1984

10 AM - NOON
CAMPUS CENTER, 804-808

FIND OUT ABOUT GRADUATE
STUDY IN PUBLIC HEALTH AT

UMASS
(M.P.H., M.S., Ph.D.)

FROM FACULTY & CURRENT
GRADUATE STUDENTS

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

JT

lOt
on*

of
our*

FPU
FAIRLEIGH
DICKINSON
UNIVERSITY

ADOOiSS

COlliCI NOA »TT|N0INC

I ,, ,, Dl ni|.rui.Mlil,ili' O (.r.niu.iK' I'tok't.

Fl)ING
INrCR^COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS

COLLEGE VACATION EXPERTS
Serving Bermuda from
NY. Boston, and Washington. DC.

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

501 Madiwi Avenue
New York, NY 10022

(212) 355-4 ;0S fof brcxhure

(800) 223-0694 for reservations
•uts.ilP \ "I st.itf I

Earn

Academic Credit
while gaining experience

in marketing, public

relations, counseling,

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Interviews begin Dec. 10

Contact the Office of

InternshiDi

^^
Now'.s

the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

at. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

I Expert Repairs &
\ReGonditioning

New and Used

Sports Books
at % or more

off list

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP

Carriage Shops
Amherst

Spring Break for theUpperd

Other vacation spots may be okay for

those Freshmen and Sophomoric types

that don't know any better, but by the time

you've made it to the higher classes, we
hope vou've learned something.

By now, you should know that Bermuda
College Weeks are as much fun and as

carefree, but with a difference. There's a little

more atmosphere here. There are free buffet

lunches at our top hotels, our smashing
beach parties, our steel bands and calypso

bands, our complimentary cruises and, of

course, our gorgeous pink beaches and
beautiful weather.

So this year make use of your education-

come to Bermuda, where you can carouse

with class, get wild in style.

See your Travel Agent for details.

Bemiuda
Bermuda CollegeWeeks,1985. March2 to April 13.

Change your
tires NOW . . .

Alignment and
balancing

available
4
NorthAmherst Tire

& Auto Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd No Amherit MA
549-4704
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FELLOWSHIPS FOR GRADUATE STUDY DURING

The NotlooQl Council of Alpho Lombdo Delto announces

thot fellowships for groduote study will be oworded for use

during the 1985-86 ocodemic yeor. The omount of each

fellowship is $3,000. Applicants will be Judged on academic

record, recommendations submitted, the soundness of the

proposed project and its purpose, and finonciol need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduating with a

cumulative overage of 3.50 is eligible. Graduating seniors

moy opply if they hove achieved this overage at the end of

the first semester of this year.

Application blanks con be obtained at the Dean of Students

Office, 227 Whitmore from Ms. Gladys Rodriguez, Assistant

Deon of Students, Chapter Adviser

pAftfJIine is Jonuorg 15, 1985

.

STUDENTS,
FACULTY

STAFF
During the holiday season
you are cordially invited to

reserve our catering service's

facilities for banquets, buffets,

luncheons etcetera,

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR RESERVATIONS

Campus Center Catering

3rd Floor Hotel Lobby
UMass at Amtierst

545-0418

By Garry Trudeau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Weather
Today's Weather

Today: Sunny, 35-40 degrees farenheit.

Tonight: Getting cloudy. 60% chance of

wet stuff or white stuff.

Tomorrow: Snow, sleet, rain, ice, mud,

slush, blecch. Stay in bed.

D.C. Menu
Lunch

Royal Zucchini Beef
Parmesan

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Basics Lunch

Hearty Latin Stew
Grilled Cheese on Wheatberry

Dinner
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Frank Reubans

Spinach Salad Plate

BMics Dinner
Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom Sauce

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranl;)erry Sauce
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The Collegian is looking for

a responsible individual in the
position of

CIRCULATION MANAGER
Applications cu'e available at

The Collegian 113 Campus Ctr.

Deadline for applications is

Friday, December 7
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AP LMcrphoto

Portland Trail Blazer Kiki Vandeweglic (#55) drives past Pheonix Suns

center James Edwards (left) in action last night in Portland.

lon't Miss the Entertainment!

[Upstairs: From the Palace in Boston

eii Taylor
>ownstairs:

iCI/// Myers

^p-
OPENBAR
OPEN BAR
OPEN BAR
FOR 12 MIN. PERIODS
ALL NIGHT LONG
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DRAWING TONIGHT
FREE RAFFLE - TRIP for 2 j

(Bring this ticket with you,

this is your chance to win')

package includes transportation & hotel

8 days 7 nights I
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A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA
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Tonite At
3 named all-NE

Bird, Stukes
most valuable

Happy Hour
Going Away Party

Bar Drinks - All Night
No Cover

THURSDAY
2for 1

Free Hamburgers and Hot Dogs

NHL Action - Bruins vs Sabers 7:30
Changes Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

By (JERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was easy to overlook

the veteran upperclassmen

on the University of

Massachusetts women's

soccer team with six fresh

man starters on the squad.

But it was the up

perclassmen who provided

the glue for the 15 3 2 and

third in the nation

Minutement. Senior co-

captain Ijori Stukes. a

sweeper back, and junior

Sue Bird, a former wing

turned defender. were

named by their teammates

as most valuable players.

In the All New England

picks, the freshmen made
their mark. I 'Mass' leading

scorer Jolie Dei'auw (14

goals, six assists, 34 points)

and striker Kristen
Eiowsher (6 3 15 points!

were named to the 11

member first team. Stukes

was also named to the first

team.

Senior Chris Taggart, an
All American pick last

year with Stukes. made the

second team.

The Minutemen,
defending New England

Champions, were named
champion for the second

year in a n>w with the top

ranking in the final poll.

FiiuJ New EngiMid R*nkimi»: J) UIUm. 6? p«nu. 2). UConn. 64. 3) Brown. 66 4.)

Harvanl. 49. 6). BoMon Coilege. 416). Vennont, M.

* Matthews

SHOES TO BOOT
introduces

The Great Boot Trade-Off
Bring us your old pair

of boots
*

Ccmtinued from page 20

"We're slill working with

the lineups to see what

everybody feels comfortable

with." Stevens .said.

"Kveryone is feeling more

comfortable with their

roles." Matthews usually

starts at the shooting guard

slot and moves to small

forward, the c«)ach said.

"That's where she seems to

flo most of her scoring*"

Stevens said.

And scoring is why Mat

thews is starting for the

Minutemen.

"You only live once, so if

you really have a love for

something, if you really

want sonu'lhing, you'll get

it." Matthi'ws said. "I want

to help I 'Mass go places

they haven't been before.-

.^nd have some fun while

doing it."

$5. off any of

our boots

under $50.00

and enjoy

good *n> 12^

$10 off any of

our boots

over $50.00

^ABRAXAS^GALLERY-,
t^*9 N. Pleasant Stree^t Amherst, Mass. 01002 ,'^53-740]

-Discover ABRA XAS-i
for Gifts

'

Ceramic • Blown Glass
Collectable Soft OoHs
Other UniqifeMtem> *' % *

Mon Sat 10-530 Thurs til 800 Sun 12:30 4.30

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^"^.^^^ -r^ .... ^.^^ ...-. • triHaw WAR - 9 -V) • rash in advanc^* 5 consecutive days 5% discount
Monday - Thursday b:^ - J:4t> • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance* 5 consecutive

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phon
days

e number free

AUTO FOR CALE

1M0 Omsua >fO 4 door 5 ipMd 41 mpg
good condition 12900 666-3906

Station Wsgon Oodg* Colt IfTC good
condction automatic tSOO or baat offat call

•nytima tal 256-6724

if74 Rabbit 63000 milaa 2 door good condi-

tion 1900 W or baat offar 666-7836

1t7l Ford n«ata. aport group. Front

«^aal driva. radiala, 36 mpg. Alao 2 radial

•rrawt on rirria. Good condition llflOO

Burgaaa 549-3812 or 646-36^

1174 Do4la« Dart Sport. Baat otfar. Attar 6
PM 564-2587

inFpiabbK ttd axcaiiant condition •2200

549-6123 avanings or vvaakartda

73 btda 6 cyl 79000 ml vary dapendabta

naada tranamiaalon *200 aftar 6 PM
323-4C9

EWOAOtMINT*

Con«ratulatio<M to ttia futura Chriatina

Finartv Rogart' Way to go Finnai Tha
Bulara: J.D Matt Mary

gWTeWTAIWIWtWT

WICKED AND WILD OJ'a audio and
viaual entartainmant for tha BO'i 884-6712

Racii-A-Dlac Rack AVIdM Entartain-

mant Agancy. Diacjockayi and larga

•craan vidao partiaa for tha fiva coilaga araa.

S49-7144

Apsrtmant for root «

famala Rolling Graan 256-0807

Intaraaaalon

wu--n—i'a alia 8 «»»»•»»<••»••" •''"»••*'

S^iTU) or BO 3 ft high Sarjro

;;:;^.t^ ,fn<-r.toc. U»d on. yaar 1100

n, BO Call 2S3-9622 avantnga
^

^^^^^r«Bo^^l«.
yj^iJ^fiiOoTvtola »800. 367^M^

no watta rma racwitty ratubwl /«' o^"
5^.« pais MIC MO call John 549 1760

Intam wantad for b»»av marketing dapart

mant 20 hr»/wk minimum Hampahtra MaH

588-6701

Oovammont Joba. *ie,S»»50.S63/yaa'

Now hiring Your araa. Call 806-a87-«100

axt n-9616

Looking to rant a apoea/room for uaa at

a drawing ttudio next aefr>efter Room for 3

Praferabty on or cloae to campua but I'M

conaidar anything Call Ruthie 26» 1841

Nood a amaM 3 ploca band to piay aoft

muaic and Chriatmae moaic for a Chriatmae

formal on Saturday Dacamber 8. Pleaae

contact immadiataty Wa«v 546-2160

Drivara wantad fuHttme and parttima^ Ap-

pty inparaon. Pir>occf>io'a, 1177 N. Ptaaaant

St, Amf»ar»t

PAY » UMIAW

hour each Wad. from 3 to 6. Bwjnaaa

maatlnga are at 6:» each Thur. ChacMhe

Campua Center achadula for room numban

Now paopla are *»«teoma end are ancoorag

ad to attend'

«Vo4. U4 SecM movod to Frf. 12-7

Laat choitco to Donee or» Frf U-71

Qav Ir foWrt Day Fri. 12-71

HOtXYQIIAM*

Dock your holla with "HOLLYOAY"
cheer Send a HoUygram" Only ILX ea

Kireet gift for frienda. lovera. Secret

Senta fi On Seie: Dec 3. 4 Compua Ctr.

Dec 6. 8, 7 outaide Hatch Sponaorad by:

U.Maas t*ovica Women'a Craw

Sua (the bua drivorl- How about a bottle

of roee and a tour of rural Sundarlar>d?

your tour guide

Debbie. ~Pteeea atop toMng crank phor»e

caHt thet you tove them. H'a ewbaraaalng

Thaniii, The Firat Fkxx

Happy Birthday DebMo (Utoyel your

finalty legal' Love, your beat fharW.^urph

Happy Bhthdey Hope you iwd a good

time laat ntght See you in Hiatory Love

JohnO
Suparatar Thank you for tha beat aameator

aver* I towe you Quatro

OCTEH: Dare you to make my bed. Sae

you at the C a Chib Sir, yea air . 326

ContactTonaaa Replacod. Moat brando

*20 *3S. Or Spencer. Uniweralty Drive

2SMBei

PROFESSIONAL
TYmNO SERVICE

Need e piece to live na«t eaiiieetar? Ct»i-

Omeoa it now tailing mtereeted women to

boerd for Spring Semeater 86 Home cook

«) meela. coat equal to *>^/^^"2
and MORE" For mora mfo call b4»«fl» or

546-0182 or 54620M

Female 22 C-^t^^TL/f- £2tSS
Oacember 18, 10 mtnuta walk bua B4i 6t«»

Looking for famele grad alodoot to there

two bedroom Townhouee Apt. atartlng apr

ing aamawer. Rent 1137 60 mo cell evan.nga

64^6187 __^

Larga apartmaiM In W*^
'y;!»?»^!'5J2

bedroom »1ie. a month + utikwea a»<»a»

Avoliable~lor~eprtnflr»a»»»aetor one

bedroom in three bedroom apartment

located on Triengie St In center of Amherat

call 64S^04

fiiTmalee needed to aublot m Jwjjan'O'

rant for fall In Brittany Manor tal 2Ba-2B4a

Morthweed AiMa »««*««**'1!IL"'";2
„,pooaible n-iale/femala twobadroom apt

Jan 1 to may ceH Cralg 88B-a«o

HILF WAMTIO

fom «S-7 an ho«r. Muat be IB or okJar

have own inaured reliable car. Apply m per

eon: Oominoa Piua Rt 9 Hadtoy

TORRENT

Sadrown In heuaa. 200 -*- , Jan 1 - Sept 1

lor tongar) no partlaa, no pett. no tmoking

5<9<74iB

For Rent: 1 bedroom apt. in No. Amherat 2

tii from campua on bua route aveS Jan lit

1286/mo fuHy hjmiahod (opt) call Jeff

S4»7SaB

1 femalaa 12 bdrma) to ahara apt acroaa

from Puffton (praf . ir or grade) caH Mary or

Beth at 648-2874

One badroow In two bedroom apart-

ment mala, Brittany Manor, atart Jan/Fab
256-1291

Urge one badroew apt tar Jan let.

Great for two paopla Squire VMage Stave

Now taking applleatl«>na forfa* •"fj^
time poaittona. Muat be 18 or oMer Apply m

oaraon Domino'a PIna Rt 9 Hadley

SiiiDrNTIAL ASSISTAWT^Part

poaWooa available: every other waekendOn-

dudee tieep-over) and caae menegement

poeltiont. An opportunity to P^'^'yV]
S^work '-P*^ 'lili^r^'lfi,'*^:
ed eduitt become membera of «»>e.r com

munity. Mature, '•«>f"»^ ^.^
oriented individuala '°*^^„'T"X
to Program Oirwrtor, Vanguard, 73 Church

Straol. Chicopoe, MA

INTERSEtSION
APARTMENT NEEDED

Paparo, Caaaa. Dlaaenatlona.

on-campua. tow retaa guaramaad eccap-

tanoe Nancy 5S4-7924 ^
Apartmant wantad to auWat over In-

liiliaaln- 2 3 aeniora Puffton or ""JJIY
ptafefTod. Can anytime 648^861 .

546-6663

IOTA OAMMA UPSILON ^
lau HoHday Ruah Rarty. A« ""J*^
Momvi invited Thurt. Dec. 6, 4-6 PM^40B

N. Pleeeant St. 26fr«74 coma and meet the

houaa< _^ —
LOST

dovammant Joba. •'•"^^j^^
Now hklna. Your araa. Cai 8aM87-eOOO

ant. R-»6ie .^

tWark atttdv poaltlan. Intereeaalon,

parianoe naoaaaary, 4.10/hr, caH Phy** or

Marcy 6-2384 ^^________

Loet toddybear at RInt^*^ Tuj*.

In Sentimental value. Reward. Call

jeanatia 546-7177

^^,^ Tooth deliver. =*•.!« criartv

^and chocoJ«a ^^ZlT,^^.nWn cooklea witn eeeh order rf you men

3orthlaadaM10a___

^l^ywhar. tove your PumklnDPG

ROOM WANTED

Help I need e room In tita Amfiarat araa

beginning in Jenuary I am eeaypoing end

atudioua Call Sandy at 772-8S19 or

772-0881

Wanted room neor oampua Jan only ca«

Donna 646-422 1

Senior famala tooking for airule room to

houae or apt Jen 1 May 31 648-6818

Male atuident. atudtoua, non-amokar took

ii^ for room in quiet fiouae In Amtierat

center (wiM ahere rooml caM Matt 648-6631

apartment with three other melea oegmn/ « •,

m Feb 2S3-6317 evea

Jen auMat 12 P«>Pto.q«to« country '

houae cheep, Hadley caH 588-7871

One bodroom apt on butllna Appkancaa

air cood 376 mo caM 666-2907

FurnMMMTroomial for Jen In heuaa. On-

ly three minute walk to campua. Two or

three Can 54H342 .

TRAVEL

roommate iiaadad for apt acroaa

from Soothwaat apring eemaalar ca«:

Karen 64»^»12

r^mmm raommata "'?''****?^^~-
aamaatar baolnning Jan 1 or Fab 1 can Sue

or Jaa at 2B»«73

Reapu niWa mala to .hare room in Bre<v

Sywiri, AvaHabla Jan let caH Fradrik

648-9716 a 8 pm

Single woman tooking for off campua
houairtg in a iKMnehoM aattlng Martlng to

Jan call Uaa 64»e2B7 _^
HI. I'm a aingto woman looking for 2nd

aamaatar off campua living pr^«'*«V '" •"

apt near campua ptoaaecen Naomi 648-6264

SERVICES

Typing/Word fiocaaalng. Nekt day aar-

vlei. fypa^lta»«1VI__

STEREO

CoHaoa New Veara Party Eapraaa to

Montreal Only M8 I #19 taK and aarvio^

Oaparta Dec 30th ratuma January 1 PrIoa

includea round trip tranaportation via

tamperatur. contro«ed motor coech. 3

dey. 2 nighta at tha Shartwurg Hotel in

downtown Mbntreel Prioa beeed on qued

occupency option fl^ IIS
•«*<*2rti..^

Yeert Eva at tha famoua OW Mun«di

Reetaurant. Including tfanaportattoo^ and

uuniplirTWitary toeet, hata. noiaamakara,

favora. and dancing to tha mujtert an

t^rihmtnc German "raaa bend Option »
29 eddWonal 6 hour, of open bar inrlth free

buffet at aalactiva mght ckibe iri downwjtm

Montraal No per«)nal chj*« P«-«,f^

Town Tour, and Travw ^ mmn w.

MaMan MA 02148 1-817-B138S»

COUftCIL TRAVEL/CIEB USA. #1i«u-

Cai 161 7ii86- 1928 or »»nta, 72S Soyleton St.

Suite 201, Boaton MA (ttllS

WANTED

I naad a room for January Wing too V

poa. Jim 64B4088

WANTED TO RENT

AM/FM MHachi •«*:»v^ fi* r;**
8-track, toudnaea oormol. and tuning tnowr

Good aound' Perfect conditton" LOW
PRICE"" Can Dave 646-6475

SUBLET WANTED

^^MTtmant na^d^ cloee ».U^aaa for

iuiJaiaalon cad after 10 pm 64B<e9a

ROOMMATE WANTED

Fawla non-emokar aingta
»««>«

J" '*«*V

fumiahed apartmant buallna 886-3lw
Sunderland

TO SUBLET

fntaraaaalon ^blat 2 3 paop-
Townahouaa o* S4MSI1

Ofi# iini© to ahara Brittany Martor

2 or 1 bdrm apt for 3 femalaa to Amherat a*

total vicinity for Sprin( "' '

CaM S4B«»8, 646-910

Room 1-2 mHaa from cemtpua for Jen to

July H have call Tracy 686 4B3 1

Two famalaa"naad an apartmant for »r-

Ing aamaatar piaeee ca« Pam or Liaa at

6460182

Wtentad to rant over liitaraaaaen a 3

badraom (or morel hooea or apt eat

848-7S47. S48«77. MM1S7
4 malaa naad Wlwtaraaaalan
Stava B4fr«4a2 or Dave 648-9400
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Transfer shines

Matthews providing the
spark for women's hoop
By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

li has been a slow start for the

University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team. Three straight losses

were endured before a 59-53 victory over

Boston University last Saturday.

It has also been a slow start for first year

Minuteman Juanita Matthews, the 5 9

junior guard/forward, who scored over

1.000 points in two years at Middlesex

Community College and averaged 24.3

points a game last season, scored just six

points (against Boston College) and eight

points (against Florida) in her first two

games.

More than 14 points in two games was

expected of the two time All New
England junior college pick.

•'We expected Juanita to make an im

mediate contribution. " second year coach

Barbara Stevens said.

I.Ast year, we needed someone to put

the ball in the hoop besides Barbara Hebel

(second team All Atlantic 10. 16.1 ppg).

UMftM guard Juanita Matthews has

scored 31 points in her last two
games. The junior has been a major
addition to UM.

We wanted to take the pressure off of

her." Stevens said.

"I was kind of nervous," Matthews said

of her Division I debut against BC. Then

she and the Minutemen faced a Top 20

caliber team in Florida and lost big again,

67 51.

"I really want to help the team as much
as I can," Matthews said. "I want to back

them up as much as I can and keep a

positive attitude."

Matthews, a sports management major,

finally began helping the team the best

way she knows. By scoring. She hit for 12

in the loss to Providence and had a team-

high 17 points against BU in UMass" first

win of the year at the Warner Classic in

Fairfield. Conn.

"I've never been so determined to win a

game in my life." said Matthews, a

teammate of Old Dominion All-America

Medina Dixon at Cambridge Ridge and

Latin high school. "I feel that if I can help

the team realize that if they really want
something bad enough, you can get it, if

you concentrate."

"She's been a very big asset to the

team, ' junior captain Jerrie Bernier said.

"She can score at will, when she wants to

and we need .someone like that."

Matthews can shoot and she is quick,

probably the fastest player on the team
outside of guard JoAnn Dupuis. And
Matthews, who shot some hoops with

Patrick Klwing in high school, has ex-

cellent ball-handling skills.

"At 5 10 (it says 5-9 in the media guide),

she gives us a big guard set (with 5-9

Hebel)." Stevens said. "She has that

explosive first step to the hoop. She's a

legitimate scorer." Matthews is averaging

10.8 points a game, trailing Hebel (11.8)

for the UMass lead.

Matthews does have her weaknesses.

Stevens said, and it is on defense. "She's

working very hard on it. She's trying to

play both ends of the floor," the second

year coach .said.

The trick, though, is to play as a team
and Matthews realizes that. "We are

playing as a team and not for our in

dividual selves," she said about the BU
effort. Matthews leads the team with

eight assists. ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ ;p

New coach, better talent

keys for women gymnasts
Injuries plague UMass before opener

By ANN TAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts women's
gymnastic team will open its

season Friday with the

annual UMass Invitational

Meet at Boyden Gym.

"Though New Hampshire is

strongly favored to repeat

their victory (at the UM
meet). I feel we are

physically and mentally

stronger and more prepared

than the last couple of

years," new UM coach

Charles Schiebier said.

UMass. UNH. Connt^cticut

and Northeastern will

compete in thf meet, a

contest that Schiebier feels

will indicate how well the

UMass women handle

pressure.

Among the Minutemen's
strongest performers Is co-

captain Jennifer Pancost, a

senior.

"Jennifer has a good at-

titude for training and a
good mental attitude, " the
coach said. "She really

pushes in her routines."

UMass may suffer from

injuries this year however

as junior Chris Cloutier will

not compete Friday with a

back injury. She should

return by January.

Junior Yaei tantor will

undergo knee surgery
during the intersession and

CO captain Abigail Farris is

also hobbled by a knee in-

jury. Cantor may return this

season, Farris will not, but

will still captain the team.

To compensate for these

injuries, Schiebier is

training each team member

to be an all-around com-
petitor.

In actual competition,

gymnasts specialize in

vaulting, uneven parallel

bars, the balance beam, or

floor exercises. Schiebier,

who couldn't name a line-up

becau.se of the injuries,

hopes that if each woman
can do different events the

team can make-up for the

injuries.

The coach said he had two
goals for the season, to make
the NCAA regional com-

petition and for "every

woman to feel she became
better at the end of the

season compared to the

beginning."

"I see a much better team
already." said Pancost.

"There is no reason we won't

make, the regionals (in

Pittsburg). We have a new
coach and more talent."

Sport* InfonnBtion photo

UMass co^apUin Ken Dougherty and the Minuteman gymnasts face the

University of Lowell tonight at Boyden at 7 p.m.. UMass is undefeated.

Men's Gymnastics host

ULowell tonight
Swimmers travel to Tufts, look for secorul win
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men'.*

swimming and gymnastics teams get back

into action today with both squads looking

for their second victories of the dual meet

season.

The gymnastics face Division II Lowell

University at Boyden Gymnastic Center at

7 p.m. The Minutemen are coming off of a

255.40 to 255.85 win over Army.

"I think we should be able to defeat Lowell
pretty easily." UMass coach Roy Johnson
said. "He took them 241 to 197 last season
and I think we're better this year.

Both Joe DeMarco and Roberto Weil will

sit out the meet according to Johnson, but

four others will compete against Lowell

who didn't see action against Army.

Eric Ciccone. co-captain Tony Sbarra,

Stan Gatland and Mark Quevillon are

expected to score a lot of points for UMass.
Co-captain Ken Dougherty (who has a 9.4 in

the pommell horse) will be in the all-around.

Two freshmen. Rick Rourke and Jay

Rohayne, will also play big roles in the

UMass basketball notebook

meet, which is at 7 p.m.

The men's swim team heads down the Pike

to Medford and a date with a Jumbos, a

team coach Russ Yarworth said will give

UMass, 10, "a lot" more trouble than

Lowell, who UM beat 80 33 on Saturday at

home.

On Saturday UM crunched the Chiefs as

junior transfer Craig Fuller shattered the

UM school record in the 200 yard butterfly

with a time of 1:56:83.

The Minutemen took all but one swimming
event. Paul McDonough won both the 100

freestyle (:50.64) and the 200 freestyle

(1:49.65) for UMass.
"Tufts and Springfield (the next meet at

Springfield next Wednesday) will tell a lot

more about us than the Lowell meet did,"

Yarworth said.

"We aren't taking a few guys because of

academic committments and that will hurt

us, " the coach said. "But I still think we can

beat them."

"All that really matters when you come
down to it is who wins the final event (the

New Englands) and I think we're k)oking

good there. But we would still like to win

this one ." The meet begins at 4 p.m.

Minutemen eighth inNE
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Respect doesn't come easily, especially in

New England basketball circles.

The University of Massachusetts, 2 0, was
ranked eighth in the United Press Inter

national poll of New England Division 1

schools released Monday.
The Minutemen are behind their op

ponents tomorrow night, the 0-1 University

of Connecticut (third) and Providence

College (sixth) at 2-2 despite a loss to

Division II Assumption.

"A lot of people don't know what to expect

of us," UM forward Bobby Braun said.

"We're kind of different. There's no center

and we're coming off of a losing season. But
when you look at who we have, I think we
have a pretty good team."
Boston College and Northeastern were

first and second in the poll followed in order

by UConn. Harvard, BU, Providence,

Brown and Fairfield. The Minutemen will

play both Northeastern and BU next week
at the Springfield Civic Center.

If I'Mass hopes to move up in the poll with

wins against the Huskies and the Boston

teams, it must improve on its free throw

shooting.

UMass is a brick laying 62 percent from

the line at 32 of 51. Braun is the worst

offender at two of nme. Only Carl Smith

(seven -of- nine) and Ron Young (four-of

four) have kept UM out of real depths.
From the floor UMass is shooting 45

percent with senior co-captain Donald
Russell at 70 percent and Smith at 77
percent (eight-of eleven).

In the rebounding department, senior co-

captain Horace Neysmith is averaging 9.5

boards a game with Braun getting nine. The
scoring averages show Russell leading at

13.5 points per game, Neysmith with 12.5,

Smith with 11.5 and Braun contributing ten

ppg. Young has been chipping in seven.
ATLANTIC 10 NEWS: Four A 10 teams
are undefeated, UMass at 2 0, URI at 3-0,

George Washington at 2 and Rutgers at 1-

0. Temple's Granger Hall, with an average
of 25.5 points and 10.5 rebounds, was
player of the-week. Battle had 27 in

Rutgers only game.

^rts at a glance

UMass schedule:
Today:
Men's Swimming: at Tufts, 4

p.iB.

Men's Gymnasties: Lowell,
Boyden Gym, 7 p.m.

iWOMEN IN
FACULTY

<

Women and salaries, p.5
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Filters inoperable until spring

Cotlcgun photo by Paul Desmarais

This smokeiUck is part of the appantns at UMaas
that violates the Clean Air Act of 1970.

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts has already overrun

three deadlines for compliance with the Clean Air Act. but

will not begin operating its heating plant filtration system,

on which construction began in 1980. until next spring at

the earliest.

In the meantime, a state Department of Enviromental

Quality Engineering official said yesterday, the power

plant continues to violate the act by spewing about 300

tons of coal dust into the atmosphere every year.

Since 1980. the University has overrun three DEQE
deadlines for completion of the "bag- house", the new
building adjoining the plant that contains about 17,000

filter bags intended to catch unburnt dust before it goes up

the smokestack.

Physical Plant Operations Supervisor Peter Wozniak said

that due to "operational engineering problems." the bag-

house cannot yet be tested without running the risk of

having to shut down the heating system or endangering

the lives of employees.

Lisa Capone. a spokesperson for the Attorney General's

office, which at the DEQE's request is handling the case,

said the l^niversity has not been taken to court as was

contemplated two months ago but that state attorney Ann
Rogers is currently negotiating with UMass officials,

"trying to get (them) to comply" with the 1970 act.

Capone said it would be "inappropriate at this point" for

Rogers or Assistant Attorney General Stephen Leonard,

who oversees air quality cases, to comment on the

negotiations.

The DEQE official. Western Massachusetts Air Quality

Chief David Howland. said he would be "disappointed" if

the negotiations simply resulted in a new deadline being

M't.

"I want them in compliance as soon as possible." Howland
said. "Theyve failed to meet the deadline on three

separate occasions. At this point it's up to the Attorney

General's office to determine what's equitable in light of

the health hazards."

Wozniak said a "bypass damper" for emergency use is not

yet operational. "If we test it and the bypass doesn't work,

we'll literally blow fire right out of the boilers." he said.

"If it fails, we've tried to make the air cleaner but we'll

have created an even more dangerous situation, possibly

endangering the lives of our workers."

Wozniak added that the manufacturer of the bag house

control panel has not yet provided certified instructions

and schematic diagrams.

"My frustration is that I just don't see the pressure there

should be coming to bear." he said. "The real solution is to

do more engineering research, put the nose to the grin-

dstone to get the baghouse working."

Asked who he thought was dragging their feet on the

project. Wozniak said, "1 keep my comments to myself."

Plight weeks ago. the supervi.sor of construction on the

bag house, who declined to be identified, said the system

would be ready in six weeks.

Wozniak said. "I've got to be optimistic and say it'll be

done by the first of the year." but added that the bag-house

cannot be tested until the sprinK because during the

coldest months there is too much .steam being pnnluced.

Events aimed
at awareness
By CAROLYN ROSENBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

Many students will wear blue jeans

tomorrow and those who do will be sup-

pwrting gays and lesbians, according to an

ad in the Collegian for Gay and Lesbian

Day. which is also being called Gay and
Lesbian Blue Jean Day.
The UMass community will celebrate Gay

and I^esbian Day tomorrow with tables in

front of the Hatch and events designed to

educate the public and to stress the lighter

side of homosexuality.

"According to the Kinsey report, 10

percent of any population is gay," said Bob
Brigham, vice president of the People's Gay
Alliance at UMass.
"Sometimes thinking about oppression can

get to be a downer. This event is just going

to be fun," Brigham said.

The Gay and Lesbian Social, regularly

scheduled for Wednesdays, has been moved
to Friday this week and a PGA dance will

be held at 9 p.m. on the 10th floor of the

Campus Center, to add to the festivities.

Free balloons will be given out and a "hug-

a-homosexual" booth will be set up near the

Hatch where women and men can hug a

member of their own sex. Homosexuals
and supporters of homosexuality are en-

couraged to wear blue jeans to show their

support.

Hand-outs will be available at the tables to

explain homo.sexual issues and to define

terms because "a lot of people don't know
the vocabulary."

On the UMass campus, Brigham said, the

two biggest issues affecting homosexuals
are "traditional harassment" and a move to

have the administration establish an office

of Gay and Lesbian Affairs similar to the

offices for Third World and handicapped
students.

ColleKimn photo by Mich«lle Segall

PIANO MAN—Mark Weidenfeld entertains passersby with a varied repertoire
yesterday as part of the Campus Centr Craft Fair. He will be one of ei^ht musi-
cians featured in a jazz recital at 6 p.m. Saturday in the Bezanson ReciUl Hall in
the Fine Arts Center.

Dorm votes on Secret Santa name
By DAN MILLER

Collegian Correspondent

Because of students' objections to the

name "Secret Santa," Butterfield dormitory
residents will vote tonight whether to

change the name of the game.
The Butterfield House Council had decided

Tuesday night to let students vote on the
issue last night, but the ballots were not

ready, so the vote will take place tonight in

the Butterfield dining room.
La.st Thursday, two Butterfield residents,

Lisa Bernard and Andrea Griswold, ob-

jected to the use of the name Secret Santa.

They said its use excludes dorm members
who were not raised in the Christian

tradition. CorUinued on pagt 7

Trustees fund

game buses
Also approve pag raise

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

BOSTON University of Ma.ssachusetts

students looking to attend "home"
hjisketball games this season at the

Springfield Civic Center won't have to pay

for transportation to get there anymore,

following a vote by the board of trustees

yesterday to fund buses.

At the request of student trustee Jim
Keller, the trustees agreed to appropriate

the $1,000 necessary to fund the buses,

which now cost students $3 for each round

trip.

The buses leave Boyden Gymnasium
beginning an hour and a half before game
time (7:30 p.m. weekdays and 2 p.m.

Saturdays), leaving as they fill up. The last

buses will depart Amherst an hour before

the games and will leave Springfield an

hour after they have ended.

Eleven home games remain this season.

The next will be Tuesday, Dec. 11, against

Boston University.

In administrative actions at the meeting,

the board voted for the second time in three

months to raise the salary of University

President David C. Knapp to $90,000.

retroactive to July, 1983. The trustees had

voted Oct. 3 to boost Knapp's salary to

$92,500 retroactive to Jan. 1, but later

reversed the action.
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World and National News
More hostages released
Hijackers claim killing of US diplomat

AP Laarrphot/i

PLANT DISASTER—The inflow pipe seen here at the Oneida power plant in

Poca Tello. Idaho, killed four men yesterday when it burst from high water

pressure. The accident, which shot water more than four stories in the air, tore

the concrete surface from the plant's east side.

Five hijackers said yesterday they had

planted explosives in a Kuwaiti airliner at

Tehran airport and would blow it up if a

jrroup of prisoners in Kuwait is not releas-

ed. Iran's official Islamic Republic News

Agency reported.

Earlier the Iranian news agency quoted

the hijackers as saying they had shot and

killed a U.S. diplomat who was a

passenger. However, U.S. officials said

they could not confirm that report.
^

IRNA. monitored in Nicosia. Cyprus,

said the hijackers threatened to blow up

the plane after the Kuwait government an-

nounced it would not accept any of the hi-

jackers' conditions before the remaining

hostages are released.

The hijackers freed 23 passengers

yesterday, increasing to 67 the number

released since the Airbus A-300 jet was hi-

jacked Monday. There were 161 people

aboard the Kuwait-to-Karachi. PaJcistan

flight. The airline said 120 of them were

P^istanis.

In Washington, State Department
spokesman John Hughes said there were at

least five Americans on the aircraft and

that two—both women—had been released.

Three officials of the Agency for Interna-

tional Development were aboard the plane,

and Hughes said they were not among
those released.

The State Department "can't confirm

the name or nationality" of the dead

passenger, but if American, it "could be"

and AID official. Hughes said. He refused

to identify any of the Americans.

Reagan orders freezes,

cuts, and eliminations
sterilization favored
WASHINGTON (AP) Americans have

dramatically changed their birth control

practices m recent years with sterilization

surpassing the pill to become the most

common method of contraception, a new
report based on government statistics

shows.

"If male and female sterilization are

counted as one method, then sterilization

ranks first." among birth control methods,

being used by 9.7 million couples, or 33

percent of those using contraception in

1982. according to the report "Under-

standing I'. S. Fertility."

Tublished yesterday by the private

I'opul.Ttion Reference Bureau in

Washington, the report is based on the

National Survey of Family Growth con-

dueled by the government's National

(.'enter for Health Statistics.

"Contraceptive practice has changed
dramatically in the U.S. since 1965, with

the rise and subsequent decline of the pill

and the rise of male and especially female

sterilization." the report states.

Overall, the study found that 29.5 million

American women were using some form of

contraception in 1982. 55 percent of women
in the age group of 15 to 44. which is

generally considered the childbearing

years.

Birth control pills were the most common
method among women, with 8.4 million

using them compared to 6.4 million women
who had been sterilized. But adding in the

more than 3 million sterilized males makes
that method more common than the pill

overall.

The study was based on a national survey

of 7.969 women. Similar studies have been

done in the past, but comparisons are

somewhat limited because the earlier

reports concentrated on married women.
The new study looked at all women in the

15 44 age group in order to learn more
about those having children outside of

marriage.

WASHINGTON (AP) Declaring "we

must get control of federal spending."

President Reagan ordered his Cabinet

yesterday to save nearly $34 billion next

year through a drastic program of either

freezing, cutting or eliminating all of the

government's domestic programs.

The president's orders include tentative

approval for eliminating the federal

revenue sharing program to the states and

phasing out all federal subsidies to mass

transportation programs and the Postal

Service, members of Congress said.

Reagan's list of budget cuts presented to

his Cabinet also would eliminate the Job

Corps and the Legal Services Corp. and

phase cut federal subsidies for sewage

systems, according to congressional and

admini.st ration officials.

Only Social Security is exempt from the

edict, which will require congressional

action to fully implement. Reductions in

the planned military buildup also are ex-

pected to be recommended.

According to a document White House
budget director David A. Stockman used in

briefing congressional Republicans,
spending on literally hundreds of programs
would be frozen at the current levels.

For other programs, such as the Small

Business .Administration and Community
Development Block Grants, there would be

deeper cuts.

Other programs would be eliminated or

phased out.

In addition, the plan includes a phaseout of

federal subsidies for Amtrak. the national

passenger railroad.

Stockman told the Republicans that

Reagan has not yet approved any cutback in

the planned Pentagon buildup, although he

has been asked to do so by both his advisors

and congressional leaders.

"To reach our immediate goal in 1986. we
must freeze overall program spending at

the fiscal 1985 level." White House
spokesman Larry Speakes quoted Reagan
as saying during a 75 minute meeting with

the Cabinet.

Dukakis announces plan to combat drug abuse
BOSTON (AP) Gov. Michael Dukakis, faced with

evidence of widespread drug use by Mas.sachusetts teen-

agers, announced a sweeping plan yesterday to fight the
problem with "firm discipline." preventive education and
counseling.

In a conference last night with educators from 18 com-
munities from I>owell to I>ee, Dukakis asked school officials

to cooperate with a long-term program to educate students
and teachers about drug abuse, counsel drug and alcohol

users and punish drug dealers.

"At a time when Massachusetts is making enormous
strides is our efforts to provide quality education for our
young people and when our booming economy offers un
paralleled opportunities for them, it is a crime to allow

drugs and alcohol to keep them from taking fullest ad-

vantage of those opportunities." he said.

State officials also plan a long range campaign, similar to

its effort to combat drunken driving, to address the
problem and maintain public awareness through the
media.

To enforce "firm discipline. " Dukakis said the state will

map out a specific strategy with local police and district

attorneys for dealing with anyone found possessing or
selling drugs on campus.
The governor said he decided to launch the anti-drug
program when he learned the "disturbing " results of a

statewide survey conducted this fall by the state

Department of Public Health.

Public health officials said the statewide survey was
based on responses from 5.078 students, in grades 9 to 12.

enrolled in 73 private and public high schools. The
respondents represented 1.4 percent of all high school

students in the state, increasing the reliability of the
findings.

The study found:

Ninety percent of the students said they had used drugs
in their lifetime, and 31 percent said they had used them in

the month prior to the survey.
Twenty eight percent said they first used illegal drugs at

age 12 or younger.
Of students reporting drug use. 51 percent used

marijuana. 24 percent amphetamines. 19 percent
"inhalants" like aerosol spray and glue, and 17 percent
cocaine.

Drug and alcohol u.se was highest in southeastern
Massachusetts, Boston's North Shore and the western part
of the state.

Brain chemical resembling opium

may save lives of stroke victims
French develop new pill

NEW YORK (AP)
Injections of a brain

chemical resembling opium
may save the lives of stroke

victims by letting the brain

quickly shuffle information

out of damaged areas and

into healthy nerve cells, a

new study with animals

suggests.

According to a report to be

published today in

Nature magazine, six of 10

cats given the drug survived

ma.ssive, laboratory induced

strokes; 12 cats not given

the drug died after similar

strokes.

Half a million Americans a

ytar suffer from .strokes, in

which bleeding or clotting

disrupts blood flow to part of

the brain, and brain cells in

that area die.

There are no drugs now
available to limit the damage
from stroke^, said one of the

authors of the new report,

Nancy Lee, a phar-

macologist at the University

of California in San Fran-

cisco.

The chemical. called

dynorphin, paradoxically

does not limit damage U> the

brain even though it

alleviates the subsequent

lo.ss of bodily functions. Lee
said.

She and her colleagues,

including Yoshio Hcsobuchi,

a neurosurgeon at the

University of CaHfornia,

found no change in the size

of the damaged brain area or

in the blood flow to the brain

after administration of the

drug.

The researchers are so

excited by their findings

that they are already
preparing to ask the U.S.

F'ood and Drug
Administration for per-

mission to try dynorphin
with human beings,

something that could begin

in as little as a year, Lee
said.

"At this

anybody has
you can do is

fingers crossed

members pray.'

"We now have a handle to

understand how brains

survive."

moment, if

a stroke, all

keep your

and family

said Lee.

PARIS (AP) French
scientists say they have
developed a pill to interrupt

early pregnancies that may
offer women an alternative

to current abortion
techniques.

The pill, known as RU 486.

prevents implantation of the

fertilized embryo on the

uterine wall, the resear-

chers say. Dr. Etienne-

Emile Baulieu. head of the

research team that

developed RU 486. says the

new pill produces "counter-

gestation," a word he

coined.

In preliminary studies, RU
486 proved 70 percent ef

fective in interrupting

pregnancies of less than

eight weeks, according to

findings made public this

week. Used in combination
with an injection, it proved
100 percent effective, the

findings show.

The French Ministry of

Health cautioned Wed-
nesday that the studies were
preUminary.

"The results confirmed that
this pill used alone can in-

terrupt pregnancy at its

beginning and end it in 70

percent of cases." the

researchers wrote.

'Practically no secondary

effects were registered on

the clinical or metabolic

levels except ... a tendency

for prolonged bleeding as

well as several cases of

important bleeding," the

researchers said.
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Flying Club offers

inexpensive way
to obtain license

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

My palms were still sweating when 1 gave up the controls

of the University of Massachusetts Flying Club's single-

engine Cessna.

But the thrill of flying 3.000 feet over the Tower Library

lasted longer than my thoughts about my best friend

hitting the books inside.

The F'lying Club, a registered student organization with

20 members, is a club that helps UMass students get their

pilot' license for about half the normal cost of that en-

deavor.

Club President Jeff Pollock took me up yesterday af

ternoon, and after about Vh minutes of nervously flying

over the campus, Amherst College, and the Hampshire
Mall. I was ready to sign the dotted line.

But the process of becoming a licensed pilot is much more
complicated than that. Through the Flying Club, a

potential pilot can pass the F'ederal Aviation

Administration's requirements at a cost of about $1,500,

compared to $4,000 $5,000. which Pollock said is the usual

cost of lessons and plane rentals.

The club has a "pay as you use" arrangement with

Northampton's LaF'leur Airport, whkrh gives it exclusive

use of a red and white Cessna 152 airplane.

"1 could never have afforded to get my license, but this

way is so inexpensive." Pollock said.

The club has eight licensed pilots out of 20 members, and

all of them got their instruction from F^AA licensed

teachers at LaFMeur.

"Because we generate our own workers, we pay less for

our plane." Pollock said.

The red and white Cessna sails past the Tower Library

UMass Flying Club.

Pollock, a 24-year old geology major, said "This area is

one of the best to learn to fly in. and certainly one of the

cheapest for UMass students.
"

"It's ea-sy to learn here because of all the flat farmland.

There are no tiill buildings around," he said.

The major cost of flying is renting a plane. Pollock said.

But the club's members pay for their flights personally.

Ph<iti. rourtray of I'Mun Klyinit Club

as hopeful pilots test their skills with members of the

and no money from student funds Is used to finance the
cluh.

The Flying Club's plane is inspected by a licensed
mechanic after every ItK) hours of use.

Pollock said the club welcomes students from the Five
College area, as well a.s pilots who already have their

license "and want to keep in practice, or earn a higher level

license."

'Convincer' draws attention
Seat hell safety purpose of demonstration

By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

In an attempt to impress

upon students and faculty

the importance of wearing
seat belts, the Student

Health Advisory Board
sponsored "The Con-
vincer" demonstration
yesterday, a public service

of the New England
Telephone Company.

"The seat belt convincer

simulates an automobile

crash under 10 miles per

hour. It lets the person

experience what it is like

to be in a crash while

wearing a seat belt." said

John F. Spears, safety

manager of New England

Telephone Company in

Boston, which sponsored

the event. Spears is also

CO chairman of the

Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Public Health's

Seat Belt Advisory
Committee.

According to Spears,
almost 60.000 people die

each year from injuries

sustained in automobile
accidents, and roughly half

those lives could be saved
with seat belts.

Seat belt wearing would

also "eliminate about two
million injuries per year

and lessen the $44 million

burden on the economy in

terms of direct accident

cost, hospitalization, in-

surance, and other costs,"

Spears said.

The Student Health
Board, an organization

formed in 1971, which

.serves as liaison between

health services and the

student population,
brought "The Convincer"

to campus in hopes of

stressing "the importane of

wearing seat belts," said

Janet Rengucci, senior co-

chairwoman of the board.

The demonstration is part

of a nationwide campaign

to promote the benefit of

seat belt wearing and to

pass a law making it

mandatory. The state of

New York recently passed

such a law which went into

effect this week.

The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts only
demands such protection of

pre school aged children

with the child-passenger

safety law. This law

demands car seat or safety

belt protection of children

The demonstration,
which was moved outside

because of the Craft Fair,

attracted about 100

students and faculty

members. Spears found

that many of the par-

ticipants who tried the

"Convincer" claimed to be

faithful seat belt wearers

who had never been in

volved in a car accident.

"The impact of the 10 mile

per hour jolt made quite an

impression on the par

ticipants." he said.

Blue Wall trys non-alcoholic

events to determine interest

Collegimn photo by Mitch Drantch

Senior women's studies major Susan Graham rides

the seat belt "Convincer" yesterday as Student
Health Board Advisory Board co-Chairman Mark
Polin looks on.

under the age of five with a

$25 fine for violations.

Both the Massachusetts

Department of Public

Safety and the Student

Health Advisory Board are

advocating that a similar

mandatory protection law

be instituted for older

children and adults, ac

cording to Spears.

Flobert Genetelli. a junior

legal studies major who
participated in the

demonstration, said, "I

think the demonstration

was good. I usually wear a

seatbelt. but the simulated

crash makes you realize

what could happen without

one. It reinforced how I

felt about wearing seat-

belts."

By J()nNVINCF:NT
Collegian Staff

The Blue Wall will kick off its non alcoholic

"un bar" tonight with a "Clash of the

Bands" in the bar's first experiment testing

how profits will fare with the raising of the

states drinking age.

F'ive student hands and "Rack a Disc

F^ntertainment" video dancing will begin at

K:30 p.m. during the first non alcoholic

night in recent history at the Blue Wall,

said Campus Center Board of (jovernors'

F'ood Service c«K)rdinalor Geoff Polidero.

Tonight's "Dry Night" is an experiment to

see how people will respond to en

tertainment without alcohol, said Alex

Zucker. a member of the B()(i Alternative

Beverage Committee, which is sponsoring

the evening with the Campus Commission

on .Alcohol and University F'ood Services.

Instead of alcohol, there will be a sp«>cial

list of mock alcohol juice drinks and

munchies. One drink will be the

"Prohibition Hiball" made with grape,

lemon and lime juices and grenadine, a non

alcoholic liquor, Zucker said.

There will be a $1 cover charge, but

Zucker said "You could eat a dollar's worth

of food in 30 seconds if you have any guts,"

and that people are sure to get their

money's worth.

The winners of the "Clash of the Bands"

will play for a whole night at the Blue Wall

next semester. That night will also be non-

alcoholic, with half of the cover charge

going to the band. The Union Video Council

Non-alcoholtc nights at the Blue Wall unll

became the rule inatead of the cxreption

<mce the dnnkxntf aye of 21 taken effect.

said Campus Center Director William.

Harris.

will also record the event on video tape.

Non alcoholic nights at the Blue Wall will

become the rule instead of the exception

on«-e the drinking age of 21 takes effect,

said Campus Center Director William

Harris. He said the results of tonight's

event will help to assess whether alcohol

will be taken out of the Blue Wall

altogether.

Harris said the Top of the Campus U)unge

and the Hatch bar will be the main alcohol

vendors in the Campus Center once the

grandfather clause on the drinking age

expires and forces all p<>ople 20 years old

and younger to relinquish drinking alcohol.

Harris said dormitories and Recognized

Student Organizations will be encouraged

to schedule events in the Blue Wall at a

greatly reduced rate.

The Campus Commission on Alcohol Use

put up %'M) for the night. The commission

grants money for events that contribute "to

the reduction of alcohol abuse and misuse."

according to its grant application form.

BOG chairman Bob Abele said the board

will hand out questionnaires to see what

people think about no alcohol at the Blue

Wall. He said the Blue Wall will now have

to be opened up to student groups and

dormitories for movies and functions,

"becau.se the bar will have to do something

else" besides selling alcohol now that one

more grade of UMass students will soon be

unable to drink there.

Trespasser arrested in TOC lounge
A 66- year old Amher.st woman was

arrested at 5:44 p.m. Tuesday at the Top of

the Campus Lounge and charged with

trespassing after notice, University of

Massachusetts police reported.

Police said several employees had asked

the woman to leave because she was

bothering .several patrons but she refused

even after police asked her.

Police said a canvas bag and its contents,

valued at more than $200, was reported

stolen at 7:53 p.m. Tuesday from a hallway

in the F'ine Arts Center. The bag was left

unattended in the hall.

Police said a pocketbook. containing $150

in cash was reported stolen at 4:17 p.m..

after it was left unattended in the Campus
Center Coffee Shop.

A bookbag. containing $100 earrings and
$45 in cash, was reported stolen at 3:30

p.m. Tuesday from the first 'floor of

Thompson Hall, police said. The bag was
left on a .seat in a lecture hall and stolen

during a 5 minute period when it was left

unattended.
Police said a backpack and its contents,

valued at more than $100, was reported

stolen at 8:09 p.m. from Boyden Gym-
nasium. The bag was left outside a squash

court for 10 minutes, while its owner was
playing racquetball.

Police said a purse and its contents, valued

at $32. was reported stolen at 4:39 p.m.

Tuesday from an unlocked study room on
the seventh floor of the Tower Library.

— JOEL P. COFFIDIS
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Funeral home reports theft of second sign ;

$475 rent check missing from mailbox

The Amity Funeral Home on Amity

Street reported its sign stolen from the

front lawn at 10:15 a.m. Tuesday.

The 24x36 inch sign was valued at $200
and police said this was the second incident

of the funeral home's sign being taken.

A 21 year old Amherst man was arrested

Tuesday for three outstanding warrants.

The College Inn resident had defaulted on

warrants for breaking and entering an

automobile, malicious destruction, and

larceny charges.

A 37 year old Belcherlown man was

arrested at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday on charges

of driving under the influence of alcohol,

failing to stay within a marked lane, and

driving without a license, police said.

Larceny was reported by a West Stret

resident at about 11 a.m. Tuesday, when a

$475 check made out for rent purposes was

stolen from the resident's mailbox.

MINDY A. ANTONIO

Lack of quorum prevents

Senate from voting

5 Colleg ian.

* trustees — Cmtxnued from page 1

In a related action, the trustees approved

a motion by member John Sweeney, a

federal judge, aimed at clarifying

responsibility for setting the pay of top

school administrators. The trustees in-

structed the university to write a letter to

the Board of Regents of Higher Education

"reaffirming our responsibility on setting

executive compensation."

Trustees Chairman Robert H. Quinn.

appointed to the board by former Gov.

Edward J. King, was re elected to his post

at the meeting. Quinn. of Milton, is a

former state attorney general and one-time

speaker of the Massachusetts House.

The trustees also approved a list of people

to receive honorary degrees next spring

from the University. Leo Monahan. a

spokesman for the University's Boston

campus, said the names of the honorary

degree recipients were not released.

^ /always winmy card! Icheck

^\ the CollegianNFLpicks every Friday.

By BOB BURGESS

Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate,

scheduled to vote last night on redesignmg

emergency on campus housmg policies

never officially met because a majority of

senators did not assemble.

Many of the 52 percent voiced then-

disappointment at not having an official

meeting. Last night was the second to last

scheduled senate meeting this semester.

Amonr those upset was Brown House

senator Stacy Roth, sponsor of a motion

calling for "immediate negotiations" bet

ween senators and I'niversity of

Massachusetts officials to redesign on

campus sw ing space policies.

"Everyone who is a senator has a

responsibility to fulfill the needs of the

students who elected them." Roth said,

"and the University's swing space plan is

something which every student should be

concerned with."

The swing space policy provides

emergency housing for students in dor
mitory lounges, music rooms, and areas and
the Campus Center Hotel when regular
dormitory spaces are not available. Roth
has argued that this policy greatly reduces
necessary study areas in dormitories,

especially around final exam periods.

Roth said this is a "pressing issue because

we must have something to present to the

administration by the second week of

March." Roth also said her task is now
more difficult because only one more senate

meeting is scheduled this semester.

Academic Affairs chairwoman Gayle
Wintjen. who is also working on the swing

space plan, said she wants a new policy

ready for next fall's room choosing period.

Failure by the senate to meet its 57

member majority occurs more frequently

near the spring final exam period, ac-

cording to speaker Chris Sullivan, who said

a limit must be set on the number of ex

cused absences allowed senators.

Presently, no limit of excused absences

exists.

Feminism lectured at Smith

COMEDY TONIGHT

Beat the Clock

7:00 - 9:00

75* Drinks

9:00 - 10:00

$1.00 Drinks

10:00- 11:00

$1.25 Drinks

Bruins vs Canadiens

$2.99 Pizza

A lecture titled. "Feminist Realism in

Modem Fiction- 'getting Man off your

Eyeball,"' will be presented by Lise Weil at

7:30 p.m. today in the Neilson Library

Browsing room at Smith College.

Weil's lecture will concentrate on the

writings of Virginia Woolf, Christa Wolf

and Luce Irigiray. It is sponsored by Triina

and the Smith College Women's Resource

Center.

The Collegian is looking

for a responsible individual

in the position of

CIRCULATION MANAGER
Applications are available at

The Collegian 113 Campus Center

Deadline for applications is

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7

CHRISTMAS BOXED CARDS
YoiillJhida s/wdal yule tide

u I'sh for ei vn^nie on your list.

<^ UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

^v/..

Open
M-F9-5
Sat 11-4 AMLKICAN GRtETINGS

\

The Spoke Specials
WED-

ANY AMHERST MUG NIGHT
50* drafts with any Amherst mug
THURS - ROLLING ROCK NIGHT

Rolling Rock bottles 75*

Melon Balls $1.25

THURS . ROLLING ROCK NIGHT
Rolling Rock bottles 75*

Melon Balls $1.25

FRI - CAPTAIN MORGAN NIGHT
All Captain Morgan drinks - $1.25

T-shirt giveaways, beach towel plus

other stuff

SAT - KAMIKAZI NIGHT
All Kamikazis $1.00

SUN - HAPPY HOUR DEMISE DAY
AND NIGHT
9 oz. drafts 25*

All Schnapps 75*

Peach Spearmint

Peppermint Apple

Cinnamon Strawberry

^STARTING ON FRIDAY
PC. on Us BECKS on Special $1.30

the Spoke Bone awaits you

THE SPOKE
35 E. Pleasant St. Amherst

A Drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

Faculty salaries: women earn 83 percent of men
By DEBORAH ROSS
CoUeRian Staff

Editor's note: This is the fourth story in a

five part series which examines the stattis of
womenfaculty at UMass. Yesterday's story

focused on tenure and retention.

At the University of Massachusetts,

women faculty still have an uphill road to

climb before they can claim they earn as

much as their male counterparts.

A male professor earns $3,000 more, a
male associate professor earns $1,800

more and an assistant professor earns $100
more than women in equivalent positions,

according to statistics from the Personnel

Office for academic year 1982-1983.

Anthropology Professor Sylvia Forman
claims these salary differentials are "true

on a national basis," and figures published

by The Chronicle of Higher Education

earlier this year concur that the inequality

in earnings is not unique to UMass.
In the five college area, the Chronicle

reported that a Smith College male pro-

fessor earns $2,100 more per year than a

woman professor; at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege, a niale associate professor t^es home
$1,300 more than his female counterpart;

and at Hampshire College, an assistant

professor will earn $20,900 if male and

$20,400 if female.

WOMEN IN
i^ACULTY^

A male professor eanu>
$3,000 more, a nude oMonate
professor earns $1,800 more
and an assistant professor
earns $100 more than women
in equii>alent positions, accor-

ding to statisticsfrom the Per-
sonnel Office for academic
year 198t-198S

Nationally, women earn only 83 percent

as much as men in higher education, the

Chronicle reported.

Experience a factor

Forman suggested that a substantial

part of the salary differentials at UMass
can be attributed to the fact that "the very

top-paid people are the people who have

beien around the longest and they tend to

be the white males."

Staff associate in the Office of Affir-

mative Action, Ron Sinacore. agreed that

"experience seems to be the major factor"

in acct)unting for the inequity.

But "experience" does not refer solely to

length of time in a faculty position. It can

also affect the salaries offered to entry-

level faculty members.

As Sinacore explained, "If X has been in

the field for 15 years and Y has been in the

field for five years, a personnel committ<»e

is going to have to pay more to attract X
that Y."

"There is a tendency," said Sinacore, "to

always want the most experienced can-

didate," which means higher salaries must

AC'JITY -iAlA^U NDKP (lQP?-10pT^

300

250

S 150

100

50

fi—.—, 1 1 I I I I '

l'*,999 17,500 22,500 27,500 32,500 37,500 1*2,500 U7,^oo SO, 00c

8c b«low
SALA-^Y (IN THOUSANDS)

FREEEE Hamburgers
and

Hot Dogs

2 for 1 Mixed Drinks

No Cover

Tomorrow Night

WOMEN'S AEROBIC FINAL

9-10 PM $250.00 in Prizes

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

L..
NHL Action - Bruins vs Canadiens 7:30

be offered. And men are usually the can-

didates who have participated longer in the

academic professions.

Another explanation for the salary dif

ferential is offered by Forman, who noted

that "women tend to dominate the less

well-paid departments," such as education,

health science and the humanities.

University competes with industry

But, she .said, because university salaries

must compete with earnings offered in the

market place, "the best paid faculties are

in engineering, management, business and
agriculture." That is, faculties where
women are the most scarce.

English Professor Arlyn Diamond con-

tended that male salanes may be inflatetl

bei'ause "the university will try t*) match
an offer" made to a male faculty memlier
who is offered a Ijett^r salary elsewhere,

but if the faculty member in question is a

woman, the university is satisfied to "simp-
ly let her go," she said.

Diamond also suggested that male facul-

ty are more likely to be appointed to tem-

porary administrative positions than

women faculty, and that they "take the

money with them when they go back to

work in their departments."

"They shouldn't." she added, "but they

do."

According to Forman, the two major

types of salary raises available at UMass
may also contribute to the salary differen-

tials.

One type, the "merit raise." is awarded

according to the scholarly productivity of a

faculty member: on his or her research,

publications and so on.

Women do more advising

Most faculty members interviewed agreed

that women's scholarly progress may lag

behind that of a man because, as history

Professor Joyce Berkman said, "Wonr>en

often have to juggle the extra respon-

sibilities of home, family and children," and

tend to devote "much more of their time to

teaching and advising." As such, women
may be losing out on the merit increments

to their earnings.

The second type of increase, the "acn>s8

the board raise." is awarded irrespective of

professional {)erf<»rmance as a j)ercentage

of a faculty memlnT's current earnings.

"If men are getting more or larger

amounts of merit raises tlian women." said

Forman. "then their across the board

raises will go up too."

She suggested that "it is possible s«)me of

the difference lies in award of merit." and
claimed that although departments "don't

intend to follow a pattern like this they will

end up showing discrimination."

Tirmirmyw'n stttry unll focus on the commit-

ment to affirmative actiim at UMass.

Wo>^, I wond< I v^nals

in rhr (oUegian

today?

VILLA
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our new

COMBO DINNERS
They're Great!
(served after 3 p.m. daily)

S405 . $^85
The area's most preferred Mexican Restaurants

NORTHAMPTON
21 Center St.. 584-0673

AMHERST
41 Boltwood Walk, 256-8217
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Open
M-F 9-5

S«»t 11-4

Located n
the

Campu'
Center

UNIVERSITY
STORE* CO^O^

A Slore-fuN of Ideas

Downtown Amhtr«t/0aHy1O-6,Sun.12-S

:^̂
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CLASH
BANDS

th« B.O.G. in cooperation

with th« Chanc«llor't

Commltttt on Alcohol Um
and tha C.C. Food Sarvlcaa

Present...

AT THE

iioic

ALL
AGE
PARTY

Thurs. Dec. 6 8:30-12:30

Also:

RACK-A-DISC
VIDEO DANCING
FREE SNACKS
FREE DRINK

with cover

$1 .00 cover

irSanta ,„^ Continued from page 1

Griswold said Santa is a symbol of the Christian religion,

but has become secularized because of the "Christian

onslaught on our society."

"When youre doing a thing like this (giving gifts in

Butterfield), you'd like to include as many people as
possible." Bernard said.

In the Secret Santa game, students randomly draw names
and then become a secret pal to the person whose name
they picked. The Secret Santa must give clues as to his or

her identity while sending his pal on scavenger hunts or

making him perform stunts to receive his daily gift. At a

party at the end of the semester, everyone tries to guess
who their Secret Santa is, and final presents are given out.

At Tuesday's meeting, resident Charles Bass said Secret

Santa does not exclude anyone on the basis of "race or

religion, because the game is not learned through any
cultural system which deviates from their own."

Charri Boykin-East proposed a holiday party, "where the

munchies are multicultural, and with educational materials

towards the celebration of other cultures."

House Council member Dani Burgess motioned to table

the discussion. The house council designed, in the words of

Boykin East, a "compromise celebration, and really a

""lebration of compromise."

"When you 're doing a thing like this (giving gifis in But-

terfield), you'd like to include as many people as

possible.

"

—Lisa Bernard
Butterfield dormitory resident

Bernard said she especially liked "the idea of a

multicultural event as a recognition and rejoicing of dif

ferent cultures."

Other residents weren't satisfied. "I'm fed up with the

minority pushing the majority around. I've come to expect

having Santa Claus here (at Butterfield). and now it's been

taken away from me. Some people have to make a cause

out of anything. This time they've gone too far," resident

Lisa Hickey said.

Also at the meeting. House Council member Matthew
Shakespeare proposed giving money or tangible items to

charity. "Why don't we get together (and make a gift to)

somewhere else. With a little selflessness, a little caring,

and a damn lot of love, we can do something together that

will bring us the most satisfaction in the purest sense,

because it (charity) is the most unadulterated."

Shakespeare said.

The house council has not decided whether or not to send

goods to Nicaragua, money to aid Ethiopia, the Boston

Globe's Globe Santa, or to the Amherst Survival Center.

f»HRISTMAS CARDS ^=^^
VJ make the season merry, and show %^

you 're remembered someone special!^^^

$7500 award
for professor
By MARISA TORTOLA
Collegian Correspondent

A former I'niversity of Massachusetts professor recently

won a $7,500 award in appreciation of her work to combat

"female sexual slavery."

Kathleen Barry, who formerly taught women studies at

I'Mass. founded the International Feminist Network

.^gainst Female Sexual Slavery, which fights abduction

and forced prostitution.

"There was incredibile resistance to recognizing the

issue it was considered too radical. People don't like to

see women working on the behalf of women," said Barry,

who is now head of the sociotogy department at Brandeis

University.

Barry organized a day meeting in April. 1983 for women
from 24 different countries to fight this international and

world wide problem. They came together to develop

unified strategies to increase awareness of the problems of

female traffic and slavery, she said.

.Ml (he women have gone back to their countries with the

commitment to place emphasis on organizing regional

groups around the world and on doing more work on the

crisis they were fighting in their own countries, she said.

The major difficulties in getting this meeting organized

were financial ones. Barry said. "People didn't want to see

this issue opened up especially working from a feminist

perspective, ' she said.

Barry was among 14 women over the age of 40 who were

honored for their work on behalf of women by the New
York ba.sed Wonder Woman foundation.

Barry is also the author of Female Sexual Slavery and is

currently working on another book The Biography of

Susan B. Anthony.
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Get Your Hands on a Computer

Tandy on Campus
A Computing Seminar With
Something for Everyone!

Display area open all day. Special

sessions on the following topics:

Introduction to Computers

Authoring Systems

Business Simulations

Videotex and Office
Information

Word Processing

Data Base Management

Spread Sheet Analysis

The Model 100 Portable

Computer

A Special Offer from Radio Shack!

SAVE 20%
To help you really get your hands on a computer. Radio Shack is offering faculty,

staff and students a coupon for a 20 percent discount on any one of our Tandy
computers, and any software and accessories purchased with the computer
This coupon offer applies to a one-time purchase only, so don t miss this

opportunity!

Dates Dec 6 1-5 pm and Dec 7 9-4 pm
Location CC 163 complex

Plan to Attend Tandy on Campus.
No registration. No fee.

Schedules are available at the seminar location.

Special sessions for faculty and students.

LOWENBRAU
Presents

It was the Deltas
against the rules

the rules lost!

Thursday, December 6, 19M £

ANIMAL IMU9B
A cotnt&/ fiom UoJveool PWufW

IMf VW^nV biMMON^ IVAN fUriMAM WVDOUCnON

Produced &y MATTY SIMM06 and fVAN rUITMAN ^^^fvflA^nW^l^
w,^^t:^o^v^oouGuvs«N»*voa^.M.u£« '>-f«;^^«^^^^

Vx>q AN«^«iMOU« Comp«edoodPe^m*dbySn^(Nn.s*<y

».»«• w^ (W««« 1

Radio /haek
Th« Name in Classroom Computing""

Animal House Friday Dec. 7

7:00. 9.00 and 11:00

THE BLUE WALL $100

OPEN TO ALL!
Special - Lowenbrau Bottles $1.00

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
o< mdivitfuat serving*

CAKES b PASTRIES
Ecstasy by Chocolat* Cati«2 SO
Chocolat* Lay*' Caka 1 90
Continantal 1 SO
Chaasacaka 1 n

36
Carrol Caka 1 SO

NapoiMm 1 SO

ICECREAM 1S6
vanilla Ciocoiaie Sfawberry
Mild Pif CoMe« Hcaih C'unch
i.l't*<* Crunch
Wa now hava loppings 36

MUNCHIES
Oaln^aal Fudga Bar 1 90
Choco^ataChipCookia Ti
Fruil Braad 7S
Baklava 1 OB

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudga Flavors '>> pound 4 00

1 pound 7 SO
Block Chocolaia ''i pound 3 1i

1 pound 7 00
Pitca* do not include i«i

Minimum ordor t6 00

256-8102
Friday artd Staurdav 6 pm 2 am

SuTHtoy lt)ru Thuraday 6 pm 1 am

Here's to I I I I friends.

DOWNTOWN SPRINGFIELD J"

I

i Mk
J

/
.1-v,

FARKING
1.00

AT THE CIVIC CENTER GARAGE
FOR

UMASS BASKETBALL
AT THE SPRINGFIELD

CIVIC CENTER

«» *••# *•

u
«» 'ar- M*i »•••'

1
PAMKIMC
amiiaaiTT

I

"1

I

UMASS students present this coupon

j
and your student ID and park for $1 00
(reg $3 00)

.., ] Easy Civic Center parking with airwalk

I

access to the Springfield Civic Center,

I

Site of this season's UMASS
I Basketball Games

This coupon is good or« tme only to< any game
throughout the season

413-787-6118 <
2a

Stocking
Stuffers

Imprinted
University of Massachusetts

Gifts

Photographer Dwayne Autery

Located in the Campus Center
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M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
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Sat 11-4 UNIVERSITY
STORED
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Shoe Sale!
Shoe Sale!

Fall Shoes
reduced'

Opef^
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^^

79 Main St.,

Amherst. MA 01002

413-253-3442

the time
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Rt. 63 Mo. Amherst
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Expert Repairs &
RecoTKftioaing

5

* Over 150 imported cheeses
* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans

* Bulk teas
* Freshly baked croissants & pastries

* Fresh pasta

* Party trays * SPECIAL *

Krups & Braun Coffee Mills $19.99

Sumatra Mandheline Coffee Beans $4.99 lb.

Choose your gift boxes now for

mailing during the Holiday Season

Coffee Tasting Saturday 10 am to 1 pm
Daiiv 9::^0H:(M). Surulav 9:(XM:<MIHours: i;

M&
Tickets Available at the Door

THE BEAT GOES PUBLIC!

DWID WAKEUNG RANKING ROGER
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8PM
S.U.B. UMASS

UMASS STUDENTS $10
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Students do need

the Coffee Shop
There are some issues about which students and ad-

ministrators will never agree. The Coffee Shop issue is

one of them. Right now there is a proposal being talked

about (very seriously, I might add) which would replace

the Coffee Shop with the clothing line of the University

Store. Many administrators are in favor of this proposal.

Stuidents won't hear of it.

UiN/Bt^nv ^-g^ >^v &mD\ytz> ccfygg-a^
i

Fran Hegeler

We pay $84 every year to the Campus Center. It's not

surprising, nor unreasonable that we expect something in

return. The Coffee Shop is a good example of what con-

stitutes a valuable service to students. It offers a quiet

alternative to the Hatch where we can study, have a bite

to eat or socialize. More importantly, it is one of the few

places on campus that an off-campus student can call

home while between classes. It's one of the few "public

spaces" on campus available for students. With 25,000 of

us attending UMass, we're all too aware of the space

crunch.

Imagine for a moment what the Hatch looks like at

lunch time. It's packed. Imagine what the Campus Center

is like on a rainy day. It's jammed. Imagine what it would

look like without the Coffee Shop. Where would all of

those people go? The Campus Center would be one huge

traffic jam.

So why then, do some administrators want to move the

clothing line of the University Store into the Coffee Shop?

As a result of the increase in the drinking age, the Campus

Center stands to lose a significant amount of revenue m

the loss of alcohol sales. The Campus Center needs to raise

additional revenues to make up for those losses in order to

operate in the black. All of the numbers, figures and

charts indicate that this proposed change will raise the

needed revenue.

What the numbers, figures and charts fail to reflect is

the Coffee Shop's real value— It's study space, relaxing

space, and breathing space. What is that worth in a dollar

amount?

The potential loss of revenue is a real problem, and ad-

ministrators have a legitimate concern. The proposed

solution, however, is not legitimate. The Campus Center
should take a different approach in solving this problem:

improving other revenue generating areas of the Campus

Center so that they operate at an optimum level. Certain-

ly, the Blue Wall could be nmking more money. Certainly,

the TOC restaurant could be making more money. Why
not invest our time, money and efforts in trying to im-

prove what we already have, rather than replacing a

valuable service like the Coffee Shop?

So, once again we, the students, have to fight for our

Coffee Shop. Once again, we have to assert the impor-

tance of our space. Once again, we have to demonstrate

the strength of our collective voice.

Fran Hegeler is treasurer of the Board of Governors.

The General Education plan: A closer look
When weighing the pros and cons of both the present

distribution and the proposed General Education re-

quirements, the Academic Affairs Committee tried to

place itself in an objective position. If we showed a bias in

our train of thought, we ended up playing devil's ad-

vocate and argued its opposite. It is difficult to speak for

every student but we feel this critique speaks for the ma-

jority, at least.

There are many positive aspects about General Educa-

tion, some being the flaws of the current system. The

present distribution requirements are not adequate in

providing the well-roundedness the General Education

proposal promises to. A student entering the University

may have a preconceived notion of a field of study,

without researching any other field. The enormous

number of courses offered may allow a student to chan-

nel him/herself into a certain area, by choosing courses

from the different fields of study that parallel each other.

So many of these overlapping courses exist and the re-

quirements have little clarity in their structure, that an

enormous loophole exists, through which a student with

vocational interest can slip. A second flaw of the current

system is the way in which it is perceived. The fact that it

lacks goal and clarity makes it appear as a nuisance to

students, an obligation to be met, with the least effort

possible.

How does General Education differ from the distribu-

tion requirements? From a student's perspective,

General Education's better defined objectives and re-

quirements are more understandable and therefore

easier to justify. The student who asks, "What is the pur-

pose of required courses?" receives an answer by the

very diversity of the courses they are required to take.

The student who asks,"Why should I have to take

diverse classes?" need not look far for the answer. It is

put forth very clearly and simply. It is the goal of the

University not just to prepare a student for a career, but

for life. In addition, today's employers are not seeking

applicants rigidly learned in one area, instead, they

prefer the well-versed individual with a varied

background. Also, the student intimidated by this univer-

sity's size and diversity will have a clear approach to

seeking out an area of interest. A final positive aspect is

the improved accreditation that may result from the

more diverse course program.

General Education is not without flaws. This new pro-

posal would slightly increase the course load for

students, especially those with language and writing re-

quirements. The analytical reasoning requirement poses

a problem for the student entering at a remedial math
level. This individual may be forced to take several

courses in order to achieve a satisfactory math com-
petency. An unfounded argument along these lines is the

case of the engfineering student whose course load is

already quite full. The analytical reasoning requirement

could be met by a major requirement and courses outside

the math department which are analytical in nature such

as statistics, logic and computer science. However, all

students would have an increase in course load ranging

from three to six credits. A question also exists in the

case of double majors, double minors, and BDIC. The im-

pact on these areas must be formulated before a final

decision can be made as to the far-reaching effects of

General Education.

Gayle Wintjen

The most crucial argument against General Education
stems from the right of a student to choose. As stated

earlier, a student must learn about life, not just a career.

However, many students come to this university because
of the freedom and diversity it offers, freedom and diver-

sity by choice, not requirement. Students might view the

approach of the University as "holier than thou" instead

of the University's view of it being "in the best interest

of the student." A student may feel that it is less diverse
that the University would like.

In conclusion, the greatest flaw in the General Educa-
tion proposal is the rigidity that may be perceived by the
incoming student. This coupled with an increased course
load may discourage an incoming student from remain-
ing a University student. There is a need, however, to

replace the current loosely structured distribution
system. There is a genuine need to broaden the field of
study of the UMass student. We feel General Education
is an organized, well defined attempt to achieve this

broadening. While many students may be apprehensive
of the new requirements and while there are many
unanswered questions that still remain, General Educa-
tion is a wor^y attempt to restructure an unorganized
and little understood set of academic guidelines.
Editor's note: This column was signed by the Academic

Affairs Committee of the Student Government Associa-
tion, chairperson Gayle Wintjen.

Letters to the Editor

Taxation? No way
As I sat down to eat my "French Lunch" in the dining

commons Tuesday, my wallet cringed as I read the

headline "Students may pay meal tax." The state govern-

ment gets its fair share of my hard-earned money while I

am under the Educational Meal Tax Exemption. I was

even more shocked when I read that local 1776 American

Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees is

trying to solve the harassment problem by introducing

state legislation.

I have seen the harassment President Tuttle is com-

plaining about, and feel that action should be taken.

However, Tuttle's solutions to the problem are unsuitable.

He suggests that everybody, or nobody except in the din-

ing commons, be exempt from the meal tax. His first sug-

gestion is unreasonable because people from outside the

University also eat at the Hatch, and TOC, and thus these

two institutions would have an "unfair advantage" as Tut-

tle puts it. Restricting the exemption to the dining com-
mons would be unfair to students (commuters) who are

not on the meal plan, and wish not to pay the exhorbitant

prices in the DCs.

I have witnessed harassment when the cashier included

meal tax without asking if the person was a student.

Students I know would not be offended if they were asked

to present their ID, and this would reduce, if not

eliminate, the harassment cashiers experience.

Any attitude problem at UMass should be resolved here,

at UMass. I think that it is unnecessary for the cashiers'

union to penalize other educational institutions by
aboliahing, or limiting the meal tax exemption here in

Massachusetts. Besides, our state legislature is over

burdened by important legislation that this state needs, so

why take up their time with our attitude problems.

Mark W. Bailey

Sylvan

Stop it

Editor's note: Due to a
typographical error the
folUming letter should have
appeared as follows in
yesterday's Collegian.

This fall Peter Dow has
written several articles on
Central America. He has
consistently misUted the
truth. I do not believe that
everyone has the right to

mislead people by stating as

a fact something that is not

true. I think that Peter Dow
has abused his position as a
Collegian columnist. I don't

believe that he should be

allowed to continue to use

the opinion page to misin-

form the public.

Geoffrey Feldman
Belchertown

Santa, can

you help me?
As I approached the large-bellied, white-

bearded man in the red suit, he sighed, and
without even looking up, ask^ "What
would you like for Christmas, little..."

"How about letting me treat you to a cup
of coffee, Santa?"

I could see the weight of a thousand two

through seven year-olds slide off his

shoulders as he hung up the "GONE TO
FEED THE REINDEER!" sign.

"This is very kind of you," he said, war-

ming his hands around the coffee cup.

"These few weeks kill me every year.

Smile. Be jolly. Ho-ho-ho. It can really be

trying on a guy, even me."

Michael E. WaU

m
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"You see, Santa, it's about this naughty

and nice stuff. Specifially, I guess, about

my 'Giri Wanted' sign."

"Oh," he said, turning on the counter

stool to face me. "You're that guy. The
thorn in the side of the young woman I

spoke with last week."

"Yeah, you got it. But it..."

"Don't worry," Santa interrupted. "I

was just kidding about that bad list stuff. I

figured it would make her feel better.

Nobody makes the bad list if their inten-

tions are good. You see, I've had some run-

ins of the same nature with a few of the

elves. The way I see it, neither side is

wrong or right. You have things to learn.

You and I both know that the sign in your

room that that woman referred to is one of

many signs and posters in your room. I

know that you mean as much by that 'girl

wanted' sign as by the 'No parking' sign

across the room. That's not the point."

"What is the..."

"The point is that she is fighting a battle.

A battle for what should be hers and every

other human being's: fairness and equality.

It was all holy hell around the house until

the reindeer decided on a rotation system
for who would lead the sleigh. The thing to

know is that she's reaching beyond what
she wants in anticipation of being resisted

and fought against. Now you. You are try-

ing to hold on to the idea of chivalry. That's

your battle. Fine. We both know that

there's nothing wrong with being a

gentleman. I always open the sleigh door

for Mrs. Claus, and she loves it."

"You're right. So..."

"Just hold on!" Santa was getting stern.

"The reason that works is because there is

a mutual understanding. There is a com-

promise. 1 know that she can open the door

by herself. She knows that I like to open it

for her. If either of those two realizations

were missing the whole thing would fail.

She and I both carry the presents and both

cook for the reindeer. See?"

"Santa!" I pleaded, "I don't think of

women as china dolls, but she won't believe

me!"

"That's my whole point," he said, but-

toning up his coat. "She has to learn that

about you, but you have to learn why her

wants and beliefs are realistic and

necessary, and why she wants and believes

what she does. You're both good people."

Santa climbed off the stool and put on his

cap.

"Just remember, Michael, the only time

that it's wrong for you to do something for

someone else is when you wouldn't let them

do the same for you."

Michael E. WaU is a UMass student.

Marching
band
deserves
thanks
Dear George, UMass

Minuteman Marching Band,

and Entourage:

What better way to usher

in the holiday season than to

have had the participation

of the UMass Marching

Band as the highlight of oi:r

"Celebration of Lights" last

Friday night.

Your support for this

community event is very

much appreciated and we
feel we have established a

tradition of fine quality.

Amherst thanks you for

your participation, good

music, dynamism, good will,

fine talent, synchronization,

good humor (tuba xmas
tree) and enthusiasm.

We are honored to have

had the final 1984 perfor-

mance of the UMass
Minuteman Band in

Downtown Amherst and

look forward to many more
cooperative efforts.

Many thanks and Happy
Holidays to you all.

Chamber of Conimcrce
Downtown Council

Amherst

Respecting
expression

"Congress shall make no

law...abridging the freedom

of speech/or of the press."

These few words from the

First Amendment are the

foundation of our society.

Recently some people on

campus have ignored them

in favor of embracing their

own view of a perfect world.

Often, however, these same
people quote this very

source whose spirit they

refuse to uphold. Recently,

the Collegian has become a

party to this behavior.

Rebecca Thatcher's col-

umn was allowed to refuse

the printing of an announce-

ment regarding the Miss

Massachusetts beauty
pageant. I am not arguing

the questionable merits of

the event itself, what I am
arguing is the right of the

individual to decide this for

her/himself. Thatcher
became so preoccupied with

one facet of human rights,

that our most cherished

right was ignored: freedom

of choice and of expression.

This brings me to Cliff

Meyers. His act was both

sexist and racist, nobody is

arguing this point. The im-

portant thing is that
Meyers' act was popular

with many people. His

brand of humor might not

be popular with everyone,

but does anyone have the

right to censor him?
Everyone's rights are being

infringed upon when
another viewpoint is

disallowed. It is disagree-

ment which allows us to

confirm or to change our

beliefs. Without this we
would just stagnate.

The First Amendment is

being censored. Some peo-

ple may believe I'm being

melodramatic, but that at-

titude is naive. There are

places in this country where

literary classics such as Cai-

cher in the Rye,

Slaughterhouses, and
Huckleberry Finn are not

allowed in schools. The at-

titude of "it can't happen

here" is what enabled it to

happen there. The Collegian

should not allow such ir-

responsible journalism to

take place within its own
walls. It should sU^p the

ludicrous goals of censor-

ship. It takes an extraor-

dinarily arrogant person to

tell us what to do.

Ronald Benitti

Orchard Hill

A new *mair

at UMass
So, the University Store

wants to take over our Cof-

fee Shop. This is just what

we need, despite the fact

that the concourse is

already wall-to-wall ven-

dors. In light of this pro-

posal, I suggest two other

changes: first, let's change
the name of the Lincoln

Campus Center to "The
Mall at UMass;" secondly,

perhaps we should in-

troduce a new course,

"Shopping for Credit at

UMass."
But seriously folks, the

thought of depriving the

UMass community of its

most dearly-beloved hang-

out, a people, not profit-

oriented place, is about as

dumb as the proposal to

build us a hockey rink (sorry

Bruin's fans)—as Herter

Hall, the Tower Library and
other buildings on this cam-

pus decay.

P.S. Don't try anything

over intersession.

Martha McClune
Amherst

Marriage:

Indian-style
One particular phenomenon has always

baffled me: the stark contrast between the

relationship that an American marriage is

becoming and the rock-like stability of a

marriage in India. I came across this in-

teresting story about an Indian couple, who
have remained married for over 75 years,

in the Tamil weekly, Ananda vikatan.

Chakrapani Iyer married Lakshmi Am-
mal when he was 19 and she was nine. The
wedding took place in the Indian village of

Vadakkancheri in the year 1908.

Chakrapani is now 94 and Lakshmi 84.

They live with their last son, Narayanan, in

Udipi, India.

Seventy-five years is a lot of time, so

Lakshmi does not remember her wedding
ceremony very well. But old age will not

force Mr. Iyer to forget the good old days

of his wedding, it seems. He enjoys recall-

ing his cherished memory of the events

that lead him to this successful marriage.

K. Arvind

In those days, Indian nmrriages were

made in heaven—at least as far as the bride

and bridegroom were concerned. They had

virtually no say in deciding who their life

partner would be. Elders nruide this deci-

sion for them and said,"My dear boy, so-

and-so is your wife."

Dissent was rare since this was the only

opportunity for the dear boy to meet a girl.

Chakrapani was no exception to this hoary

tradition.

One sunny afternoon when Chakrapani

was shopping with his uncle, they ran into a

venerable old man. His uncle introduced

the elderly gentleman to Chakrapani as his

future father-in-law, and aske*! him to fall

at his feet to seek his blessings. Chakra

promptly did so. The future father-in-law

blessed his future son-in-law and gave him

a gift of eight annas (approximately five

cents). Chakra had begun a life-long rela

tionship with Lakshmi without ever having

met her.

There is an old Indian benediction, "Br-

ing forth plenty of children into this world

and you will lead a great life." No wonder

India has a population of 800 million today

and elders of contemporary India refrain

from blessing their children thus.

However, our story dates back about three-

quarters of a century, when having a lot of

children was a matter of great pride.

Chakra and Lakshmi have seven daughters

and three sons. The eldest daughter was

given in marriage when she was 12. Her

mother was just 27 then. Lakshmi's first

son-in-law was a year-and-a-half older than

herself Chakra and Lakshmi have 28

grandchildren and 32 great grandchildren.

Two of their granddaughters have grand-

daughters themselves.

Today, Chakrapani Iyer is partially blind

and almost deaf. But he is not afraid to face

life. He derives courage from his secure

marriage.

India has changed a lot over the past few

decades. Child marriage has been banned

by law. More educated women than ever

fight for their rights. More and more peo-

ple are revolting against arranged mar-

riages. But one thing that has not changed

at all is the stability of an Indian marriage.

Divorce rates are extremely low; in fact if

you ask a rural Indian about divorce, the

odds are that he wouldn't have heard of the

term. As it was mentioned in the Ripley's

"Believe It or Not," shown on television

some time back, sixtieth wedding anniver-

saries are commonplace in India. This in-

teresting phenomenon in a modern
educated society may be worth studying

and investigating.

K. Arvind is a UMass graduate student.

Bottoms up,

medic style

Tired of hauling heavy

cases of beer to your room,

at the risk of hernia? That

miniature fridge you rented

won't hold enough brew? I

have a solution which would

benefit the University as

well as the students.

How much more conve-

nient it would be for the

UMass Infirmary to simply

implant an IV into each
drinking student's arm,
through which beer could

constantly enter the
bloodstream? Each student

would be assigned a por-

table IV rack from which

pint plastic bags of his or

her favorite brew could be

hung. There would be Bud-

allowance plans similar to

the 12, 14 and 19-mea]

plans, and the University

itself could rake in the bucks

which would otherwise go to

the local package store. As

an added bonus, parties

would become much easier

to clean up after, and the

risk of puncturing one's

tires on the glass in the

parking lots would be reduc-

ed to zip.

Why hasn't anyone
thought of this before?

Stephanie Torlone
Sylvan
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OPEN H
UMASS

GRADUATE
PROGRAMS IN

PUBLIC HEALTH
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1984

10 AM - NOON
CAMPUS CENTER, 804-808

FIND OUT ABOUT GRADUATE
STUDY IN PUBLIC HEALTH AT

UMASS
(M.P.H., M.S., Ph.D.)

FROM FACULTY & CURRENT
GRADUATE STUDENTS

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

Need Some Extra Cash?
iFull and part time temporary help

needed during January.

IContact the store manager at the

bookstore in your area:

^nna Maria College Bookstore - Worcester
-755-4696

iBentley College Bookstore - Waltharp - 891 -6499

IBridgewater State College Bookstore - 697-7460

[Bristol Community College Bookstore - 675-2647

iFitchburg State College Bookstore - 342-2229

IFramingham State College Bookstore - 872-3658|

iMassasoit Community College Bookstore
- 583-2152

JMt. Wachusett State College Bookstore- 632-8238

JNorth Adams State College Bookstore - 664-6898

Isalem State College Bookstore - 745-5300|

jsimmons College Bookstore - Boston - 734-01441

Iwestfield State College Bookstore - 562-42351

[Worcester State College Bookstore - 754-34481

College Stores Associates

LAST GflANCE New and Used

Sci-FI &
Fantasy

at >4 or more
off list

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP

Carriage Shops
Amherst

M & LESBIAN DANEE
FRIDAY DEE. 7, 9-1.
llQTfl FLQORE.C. $ S.SQ

-13 AEEESSl

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

STYLE
HAIRCUTS

I (with this coupon)

j

$11.50

I
with shampoo

i
& blowdry

I r* MpirM 12-3»S«

lie ^^
Styles by Debora

AmnwM MA MSKIO
FREE CONSULTATIONS

Having Hassles?
We Can Help. ^

i»^*'
m

ik 1^- .-tr

,>' sK
JL <^% ^I
Mediation Project
an aHanwttv* nwtttod of solving pro6l«nis:

• Roomates
• Ljndlord/Ttnant
• Neighbors
• student/Faculty

• Sexual Harassmant
• Family mambars
• Employaa/Employar

546-2462

Pttt-i 177 1
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Look for our

ad in Friday's

Collegian

Proper ID 8 MUST
57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

V
eatiig place

Featuring Breakfast Anytime!
Here is a sampling of our Breakfast Menu

•1 SUNRISE SPECIAL -Chilled luice and hoi collee two laigc egqs as you hhe

em cnsp country style bacon ot sausage home tries and toast S3. 15

Slici •! tmsked ham intlaatf $3 50

*4 COUNTRY SPECIAL -Chilled luice. hot rottee two large eggs any style, two

pancakes with sausage or bacon home Ines and toast $3.35

SKci af smtlit4 ham mttta4 S3 70

*7 BLOCKBUSTER -Chilled |uice and hot coffee choice ot siilom steak ham

h;»'nn o( sausage Three large eggs any style two pancakes h-vne tries and

loas, S4.30
*9 FARMER'S BREAKFAST -Chilled luice and hot coffee tresh pancakes or

trench todit with bacon or sausage S2.S5

SMct s< tfflsktd ham tntlta4 $3 20

«10 PAN BROWNED CORNED BEEF HASH. A hearty portion of hash served with

two eggs ol your choice & buttered toast $2.90
«lSOMII«MatlCMIMlUaCN •«•*» Ki* • WSM *«MASll

NOUit: twi.Tlian. • A.M. 3 A.M.; Frt. a«i Sat. 24 Nn.

la. «. Nsilay/AiMaftI 2SB SBtt

TlMa1B%.
2S P.M. 2t%

^IQP

-Arts
»;•».•.•.•." .^v.^^^^^v.^v.v.^•;•.•.•;v.v>:^^<•;^^v;%«v:v:^^^^^^

Hy PETER WISSOKER
Col'epian Staff

1 met my friend Jackson in the Blue Wall

and over a beer we discussed whether loud,

distorted music was the best. I said that

theres a certain joy that comes with

playing at huge volumes while Jackson

aruued that you can't hear music that loud.

I »hink you feel it. So we sat back for a

m-' t'ePt XT."* stared off into space. "Robin

Trower." flew off our tongues in unison.

"Let's test it." So on Friday there we'll be

at the Rusty Nail to check if Robin Trower
plays loudly. Volume used to be one of his

claims to fame: whether or not it still is or

f\er was a viable means of presenting

mu'^ic.

That's not to say that all good music is loud

:iiu»>i<". but what is rock and roll, or is this a

new genernlion or something.

So what is there to do this weekend in live

iiui>iir besides going to see Robin Trower'.'

On Thursday night Dinosaur will be playing

at the Hatcii for free. They are said to be

really good. .Also on Thursday night. The

(lotMi (luys are playing at Pearl St.

For a change of pace t perhaps as a warmup
for Robin Trower'.M you can go sih* violist

Paul Neubauer at the Fine Arts Center.

The tickets are only a couple of bucks so

what do you have to lose?

Saturday is travel day. Northampton.
Springfield. Accoustic duo Casselberry-

Dupree. "original blues and \zaz will be at

the Calvin Theatre. The warmup group is

the wonderfully named Agitones. At the

Zone in Springfield is The Neighborhoods.

Eighth Route Army and Rapture of the

Deep.
Let's see. that means Sunday. English

Beat splinter tieneral Public will be playing

in our very own Student Union Ballroom
which might make it worth going to see.

Shadow fax. reputed to be pretty amamzing
head music by people who like the Fripp-

Sommers solo albums, will be at the Iron

Horse on Sunday for two shows.

And Monday through Wednesday Taj

Mahal, blues folk musician, will be at the

Iron Horse. We have three tickets for the

late show Wednesday night to give awav..

Thi>se who answered last week's trivia

question (Martha and the V'andellas had a

hit with 'Live Wire't say that the Bobs were
really great, and these are people with

discerning taste. \\. any rate this week's

question is:What school did Taj Mahal
attend".' College that is. Come on, bring

those answers down to the .\rts desk at the

(\illtgian or leave the answer in our mail

box.

Spirited jazz in the FAC
Hy KENNETH B.ALBERT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Jazz

EnM-mble I. under the direction of Jeff

H'>ln,i s. put on a concert Tuesday night at

thr 1- in»- .Xrts Center. The show featured

>U'.i llamnton. a guest trombone player

and one of the best known jazz musicians to

l»lay at the University this year.

Tlie show opened with a spirited rendition

of the Thad Jonf ^ song "Don't (iit Sassy.
"

T'lf highlight of the first set. however, was

thi las. sorg. "Thumbs. " by Doug Walter,

w lich features the entire saxophone sec

on. Solos by Lisa Parent. Steve

'laiidreau. John FJalut. Geoff Mattoon, and

'ieorge Weremchuk were sensational in

'lualily and variety, while the upbeat en

ding, in which the entire section played in

furious rmi.son. brought the crowd to its

fret.

The sei'ond set featured Slide Hampton,

and opened with "In Case Of An

Emergency," one of the many songs he has

composed. He brought the crowd to life

with his inspired playing in his

arrangement of "Soul Eyes," a Mai Waldron

•iong. The second set ended with another

Hampton M>ng. "New Thing." in 'which the

horn section was exceptional. Their tight

sinind and clean licks were just perle<M in

offsetting the exuberant style of Hamp.on.

Alter the show, the band ran off to

Campus Pizza, where they quickly set up

and put on another concert. Betw^n bites

of pizza. Hampton commented on playing

with the Jazz Ensemble. "It was a real

beautiful experience playing with the

UMass Jazz Ensemble. The attitude and

enthusiasm of the kids and Jeff Holmes is

just wonderful. We had a wonderful time

together. " he said.

Student art a "pleasure"

r

CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

If all the B.F.A. shows looked as good as

this one. my guess is that there would be

less controversy about using gallery space

for .Art Department crits. The current

exhibit at the Student Union Gallery

features works by Eric Taranto. Peter

Staines, and Barbara Berger. who have

used the gallery space about as well as it

can be used. Simply walking into the

gallery is a delight to the eyes.

As we enter the gallery, we are im

mediately greeted by several life-size nudes

by Barbara Berger. The paintings continue

around two walls of the gallery. Berger's

large and varied array of paintings are

impressive without being imposing. Her

expressionist ic style .seems to attempt to

mix the patterning of Matisse with the

darkness and color of the Germans. And

she succeeds!

Where Berger is most successful are her

portraits, particularly Commentator. Not

to take anything away from the bar scenes

which are equally intere.sting, but rely

more on the props of their setting than the

figure"^ on their own. However, the female

nudes are slight in comparison with the rest

of the work. While also a bit too cliche, the

male nude is an exception: it is more

hone.st. perhaps. becau,se of the frontal

perspective and mysterious because of

what is not shown and the blue skin color,

something hard to attempt in light of

PVasso's Blue Period.

Much different than the painting is the

direct -metal constructed sculpture by Eric

Taranto. All of these works are ambitious.

but one in particular. Javelin, succeeds in

crossing a major threshhold of ac-

complishment for its creator. The
achievement is not merely one of size, but

of scale. This large work of steel seems to

stand in air. As a javelin defies gravity

with the force of its thrust. Taranto's

sculpture. Javelin, does the same, its base

not depicting the javelin thrower, but the

force of the javelin once it is thrown. None

of his other sculpt ured pieces have quite the

same dynamic intensity, though some show-

wit, play, and a touch of lightness which

comes as a pleasant relief with heavy metal.

The accompanying drawings and painting

are typical sculptor's drawings, somewhat

secondary in nature. Yet Taranto's contain

nuances showing promise, such as the bird-

like brushwork in one and the sphere in

Energetic Tension.

The third artist in the group show is Peter

Staines. Staines' works are more optical

and contemporary, mostly composed of

glass, mirrors, flourescent lights, and other

substances. While many of his ideas are as

brilliant as their optics, the craftsmanship

needs to be refined in order for the pieces to

really work. For instance, the acrylic

painting on glass has many good points and

int<>resting areas, but overall tends to be

messy. Also, I don't understand why so

many painters don't paint lines and use

masking tape instead. Mondrian prided

himself for not even using a ruler. This is

not really a reflection exclusively of this

particular artist, but my view of a general

technique. I'm sure many people will like

these works for their visual pleasure and

interesting ideas.

The exhibit ends Friday.

For a chance to win free Taj Mahal tickets, read "Livewire'

A sci-fi satire
By COREY LEWIS
Collegian Correspondent

Buckaroo Bamm is a parody of the science

fiction adventure genre. This is the story of

Buckaroo Banzai (Peter Weller), a

neurosurgeon physici.st who doubles as a

government test pilot and New Jersey rock

star. He is joined by his crime fighting

colleagues the "Hong Kong Cavaliers.

"

Although their adventures are highly

sophisticated missions they can be summed
up in their own comic book .series. The

heroes are easily identifiable because they

are all dressed like the characters from

your favorite MTV video.

The film opens with Buckaroo Banzai

finishing up a brain surgery so that he can

rush over to the test sight and penetrate

the eighth dimension through the side of a

mountain in his high speed jet car. By

penetrating the eighth dimension he

unintentionally aids hostile aliens from

planet 10 who first appeared on earth

during Orson Welles 1938 "War of the

Worlds " radio broadcast which the public

had hastily pa.ssed off as a "Hallowe'en

prank."

It all of this sounds a little crazy, you're on

the right track. It is crazy and it gets even

better. After a successful run through the

eighth dimension our heroes rush off in

their high tech winnebago for their gig at

some New Jersey dive.

The film is full of circumstances which are

reminiscent of The Spy Who Loved Me,

Superman, or a space age Kung Fu.

Buckaroo Banzai pokes fun at many of the

conventions in our favorite adventure

shows. The ca.st, too. is an unusual mix of

characters that should be familiar to many.

John Lithgow [The World According to

(rarp. Terms ofEndearment ) does a fine job

as the repulsive Dr. Emilio Lizardo. Jeff

(Joldblum (one of the Hong Kong (Cavaliers)

carries the same verbose dialogue that we
enjoyed in the Big Chill. Christopher Lloyd

{Taxi) plays another bizarre character as

t he leader of t he aliens.

The film does not pay much attention to

detail but the skimming of everything is

where most of the humor lies. If you try to

follow everything you may miss most of it.

Muckannt Banzai is an enjoyable film,

espei'ially for adventure lovers, science

fiction buffs, and most of all true con

noisseurs of corned v.

A moment of madness from Buckaroo Banzai
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UMASS SKIERS!
Call

Craig or Dean 549-4066

Brad 253-9071 or 549-6364

George 542-4288

Peter 568-3311 ext 542

Join 200 other

college students for a

winter break ski fest at

Killington-from $177.00

<8(Mh ^6K 20(»() lOI I (KM

Co-sponsored by
Lite Beer from Miller

Great Taste
Less Filling
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A Skxv-ful of ktoM

Downtown Amherst/ IMyK>*6« Sun. 12-S

The MUSIC EVERYONE WANTS
WW9^W This CHRISTMAS!^i^.^^^«^

TALKING HEADS
Stop Making Sense

RICKIELEEJONFS
Tilt' MiigaziiH

CASSETTE

DON HENLEY
Building The Perfect Beast

DON HINIf >

CASSEHE

MADONNA
Like A Virgin

1 2StS7

TIMJUMCHLADS

CASSETTE

MADONNA

CASSETTE

DEVO
Shoot

;f*f
DEVO

CASSETTE

ELTON JOHN
Dreoking Heorrs

ELTON JOHN

CASSETTE

4.2M*7

PRINCE AND THE REVOLUTION
Pu'pic Rwn — MutK From The Movie

I JiilO

TM€ PEVOIUTIOH

CASSETTE

CHAKAKHAN
I Feel For You

OUKAKHAN

CASSETTl

. . .is at FOR THE RECORD
(located in FACES, downtown Amherst)

At Amherst's most complete Record Store, you'll find

something for everyone in our comprehensive selection

of LP's and Cassettes in all categories of music. . .

Lots of 46's + 12" dance records, too, and lots more
159 N. Pleasant St.

Albums pictured

on sale

Diww each

LP or Cassette

Sale ends
Dec. 12

l\^on-Sat 10-6, Sundays 12-5

Open nights starting Dec. 10

-6134

(

It At uf •^TTTl -^^ "^^ '^^

j
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Hvpcrc urricula

The Collegian is lcx)king for
a responsible individual in the

position of
CIRCULATION MANAGER
Applications are available at
The Collegian 113 Campus Ctr.
Deadline for applications is

Friday, December 7

I

M("ARAt;iA TEACH IN

DAY 2 Two presentations

by recent visitors including

slides and commentary on

a 1 1 e r n a 1 1 \ t- energy
development and medical

and educational institutions

as well as Nicaraguan

women's organizations. 7:3()

pm 10:?0pm (T168C

WMLASC OPEN
MEETING The Western

Mass. Latin Solidarity

Committee re^jrets to an

nounce the general meeting

has been cancelled tor

Thursday. I)e<-. 6th. Sorry

Folks!

POLITICS AND FOOi) IN

ETHIOPIA Dan Connell of

t;rassroots International

will speak on politics and the

tood iTisis m Ethiopia.

Slides will be shown. IM
Webster lounge. Orchard

Hill

CAREER PATHS IN
COMPCTER
ENtJINEERING Wolfgang
Krull trom Hewlett Packard

will talk on: What it's like

"out there.' How I'Mass

prepared him'.' How to get

the job" Free coffee &
donuts. 4:00 pm. 128

Marston Hall

BERTRAM AND NANCY
Tl'RETZKY IN CONCERT

X'lrtuoso double bass

player Bertram Turetzky

and flutist Nancy Turetzky

will pertorni contemporary

and medieval selections.,

including romposiiions by

th»> double bassist.

.Admission is free. 8:00 pm
Fienzanson Recital Hall

CMASS HUNGER TASK
FORCE MEETING
Planning and Brainstormmg

for next Mnu-sters ac

tivities. Evaluation of the

OXFAM Fast. New
members welcome. 4:30

428 Student Cnion

PHOTOGRAPHY SHOW
OPENING. WHEELER
GALLERY A student

photography. "Out of The
I>ark " represents this

semesters best work done

by the Art Department's

Photography 1 class.

Exhibit runs Dec. 6 12.

(iailery hours: Thurs Sun

, 7 11 pm.

#'
Cocktail Lounge ^

^^J^

TONIGHTI
7-1

All Bar Drinks with vodka, gin, rum,

tequila & whiskey

A GREAT TIME NEVER COST LESS
(enjoy it before the laws change)

RT. 9HADLEY

f^E3C ^v^w^" !* » M-«wMWwmja^T<MVt.-w%fW ^V M. H

Southwest
Special^

COLLEGE PIZZA
LSrOG one item pizza

+ 4 cans of Coke v/ /O

Oin8 1 1 one item pizza

4" 2 cans of Coke vl wU
no coupons with Special

expires Dec. 22nd

* available to entire campus
^^^ W^^ M WVV WtVW kL'J

BODY SHOP 4
ADVANCED FITNESS TR.UMNG CENTERS

INVITE YOU'
'^'^^

tojoinbyDEClelii
and receive ^K

2 FREE GIFTS ^
long sleeve, limited edition Body Shop t-shirt

Boyden
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm

4-6 pm

NOPE ^
7:30-9 am 4-6 pm f^
11-3 pm 7-9 pm

January intersession workouts on us

COST: still only $45.00

Get in shape for spring break. Sign up now

r Earn

Academic Credit
while gaming experience

in nnarketing, public

relations counseling

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

UniversitY s

Undergraduate

Admissions Office

Interviews begin Dec. 10

Contact the Office of

Internship
,̂

r
LEARN TO FLY

colle6£?S^
FLYING aUB

e55-?475 «5-2S77

MttVIt: SKKDS OK
1)KSP.\1H Wr can fmd

hunger in .Africa. But we
need your help! Free 6:30

pm Martin Luther King

Center

.\ S I A N A M K K I
(• \ N

STIDENTS ASSOC . KiLM
We'll be showmg the film

cancelled last week.
'".American Born Chinese" is

a great film about the

Chinese gangs in New York.

Nev\ members welcome, 7

pm. VC

THK WRITING CENTKK
Thf Writing Center offers

free, confidential peer

tutoring tor all University

students Bring any
assignments or writing

project. Drop in. N«) ap

point ment necessary. 7 pm
to 9 pm Pierpont

Classroom. S.W.

•AVIIJ.S. TKl'STS. KTC."

will be the topic for

discussion Thursday. Dec.

tith from 7 9 pm. at the

Bangs Community Center.

AmhtTst. This is the final

\M.rksh<>|> in the wi-ekls

rhurs<la> nighl soru's. You

niid Your Aqniq Parent.

presented by the .Xmhrrst

Council on .Aging and the

CMass (.'•Tii<r nil \iMnt'

Thf ser

si«\eral iiuporl;int issues

confront ini: tamily members

of older adult s

Last Bay to Place

Classified Ads in the

Collegian is

Wed. Dec. 12, 1984
Audio Help Wanted

Auto For Sale Instruction

Calculators Lost

Entertainment Motorcycles

For Rent Personals

For Sale Ride Wanted

Found Riders Wanted

Room Wanted ^
Roommate Wanted ^
Services ^
Summer Sublet -^

To Sublet ^
Travel M
Wanted
Wanted to Rent ^

TONIGHT
Thursday Oth Dec.

Their Third Pearl Street Appearance

SKA/Rock/Dance/Extreme
$3.00 Cover 99« Peari St. T'shirt* while they last

The Sounds Abound Around

THE DISKECCENTRIC DUO'
Every Friday Night

and of course

ANDREW WOLFE^
KISS 106 FM Boston

Every Saturday Night

wpfimi simn HomhifiiPiBH. Nil. mmim
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A large

assortment

of other
hooded
sweatshirts
available

SWEATSHIRT "1

by Champion |

$15.95 I
Grey ig!

White tV

Navy
jj?

Maroon .g

Scarlet u
S-M-L-XL

I
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14th ANNUAL BUSH BASK

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 20 - 25

1984

1

Trip includes

NON-MEMDERS
WELCOME

5 1 2 DAY LIR TICKET

(2 Mountains)
5 NIGHTS LODGING

CONDO (on the mountain)
HOTELd 2 mile to mountain)

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(hotel only)

VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
FAMOUS UMASS PARTIES

ALL TAXES AND GRATUITIES

CONDO PACKAGE only $194

HOTEL PACKAGE only $149

LAGNAF 85

s
X

« UNIVERSITY
ISTORED
f

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

«

I SIGN UP and FINAL PAYMENTS
I

ARE DUE DECEMBER 14 1984

i Office Hours Wed, Thurs, Fri - 11-3

I Room 430A Student Union Building ^
niiHIininillHMUillHilMIUIIIIIffllllinilllllllinilinillHMIItlllllttlllilHHUIIMMMMHHIIIIIIIIIHimilllMillllllllllllHMNfi

ROYCE-UNION®

COUNTDOWN TO

«CH^(f7MM

MONDAY
Deduct 20%

TUESDAY
Deduct 20%

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

10

Deduct 20%

Buy 1 Li fa

underware and get

the second at half

^ price

LI FA

Deduct 20%

OPEN till

FRIDAY
Deduct 20%

SATURDAY
Deduct 20%

FREE Wigwam hat

ofyour choice w/

>any ski package

SUNDAY
Deduct 20%

$10 offANY
ski package

SIMS

Deduct 15%

Free Swix Wax Kit

with any ski package

|«k^^
k-^^ V

Deduct 15%

Tune upGift

Certificate. .S17. 95

Deduct 15% V #^ Deduct 15% Deduct 15%

FreeCyclingGloves
w/ anv Hike Purchase

Deduct 10%

BIC Ski Hack
889.95

De<Cn^lO%

SANTAS SI iKl'RiZK

The Biggest Salt-

Mi Peloton sHistorv'

25

Deduct 10%

Free Helmet
w any Mountain
BikePurcliase

Deduct 10%

OPKN 111!

Hi'M

Deduct 10% Deduct 10%

rhePrlotiui I'ol.ir

Bear picks the

winmiiu,* nlrv lor the

|treebikc A pin

Amherst store

Deduct 10%

Gel a 824,95 Pool

Kit with any Bike
purchase

.Sv<l

{)\\v "Shop Early and Save" hicvclc piomolion is tin- clcai ol the vcar; il vou have

c\(T ihouuht ol pinrh.isuiu a hi(V( Ic lor voiuscit or as .» gill, now is the time!!

The Offer*: From Dec. 2-I)tH\ 24 deduct the percentage tioled on the (.ilcndar

lor the parli( ul.ir week troni .itiy new Bicvt le. Kxercvde or Rowing Machine.

* Ski Packages starling at S79.95!'
* For stiilTing stockings;

Tune up Gilt Cerlirit ates only SlV>.9r>

* We have a (oinplele selection ol 24" Ten Speeds

•Stop l)\ .iiul «nlei

ihcdrawinulor.i
new Bh \( le'

IV^/otofi

THUHS.
SAT.
SUN.

S/forts
WS4

I)|S(()iillls (illlv .ipplv nil till- (l.llr llslid

No Kiiifu ln'( ks as.iilal)!)' on Hi< \i Ir--
^ __

I,.IVa\V,l\s l((|Uirc .1 .'"i()'\. (IcpnsH \ y yj
\i) li.i(ic III .KUDlrd lt)\v.iiil luw 1)11 \iU' puK li.isiv "

--^"^

AMHERST* 1 K. Plrasaiil StrtnM fi49-69()4

NORTHAMPTON* 15 Stale St. 5H4-1016
GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall 773-5572

Thursday, December 6, 1984'

Doonesbury

Collegian n

By Garry Trudeau
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Winter storm warning

today. Cloudy with snow. WaJltllPl*
sleet and freezing rain Cai/"^*
developing inland and

mostly rain along the coast
,

through much of the day

with total accumulations of -
three to five inches in the

Berkshires and an inch or

two in surrounding areas.

Tonight, cloudy, windy and

much colder.

Highs today in the

30s and 40s.

Bloom County By Perke Breathed^ Z^

PVNoMlMMMk

-mpNmKtpem

COLBff\M 19 HOT
mmn-cmisT,
'JOL-C' 15 mr
Hece55mLi €viL
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AKE /f7H5/6T6.

Gorde By Gorde

CRAKJte:

ClKIDY

LAUPBfi

Yeasthead

^JE RAK
OUTA HOT
\/VAT£R ?

^ HCTlAjATBRfff^

By Jason Talerman

new cool ^^<^ xicv^

'cool' Ca^^ch
cooM-fy.

10
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Bat Brain ByBUlDearing
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D.C. Menu
LUNCH:
Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER:
Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS LUNCH:
Falafel Pocket Sandwich
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER:
Vegetable Squares

Cheese Lasagna with
Tomato Sauce

Call 545-3630
For information regarding

campus closings or delayed

openings, due to severe

SNOW STORMS

Call 545-3630

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird by Trudr Michel Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Court wear

5 Jean-Claude
KiMy. (Of onp

10 Indonesian

island

14 Elliptical

15 Slight

admixture

16 This Spanish

17 Tar s Irouse'S

20 Snow, to Burns

21 Supermarket
purchase

22 Arteries

23 Fountain treats

?5 Magpie
26 Birds ol a

leather

perhaps

28 Scottish cap or

castle

32 Phone tealures

33 Dunes, in Dove'

34 Wash watch

doggp
35 Locker owner

Jones
36 Eminent

37 Jewish month
38 Spenserian

lady

39 Kind ol code
40 Liturgical

vestment
41 Btee/eways
43 Hags
44 Perry's creator

46 Beside

46 Province on

Yellow Rivet

49 Son o*

Aphfoditp

50 Shoulder Prefix

53 Woolly wear

from Wales''

56 Wave
57 Entertainer

John

58 Basil tor one

59 Peter or Paul

60 Collars and
jackets

61 Enzyme
Suffixes

DOWN
1 A Reiner •tal.

2 Hot place

3 Knitted hoods
4 Building

addition

5 Shoulder

covers

6 Long tailed

dyers

7 Involved

8 Kind of trip

9 Dispatched
again

10 Close by

n — It

Romantic
12 boy'

13 Pert reply

18 Body s

Iramework
19 Bard s

offerings

24 Unctuous
25 Jury

26 Tally

27 Ram forest

vine

28 Greek letters

29 Double
breasted coats

30 Rapidly

31 — and
penates

33 Recipient ol a 45 City problem

gift 46 Highlander

36 Peignoir 47 Author

37 Egyptian sun Andersen

go<j 48 Earth goddess

39 ^oroastrian ^9 Inner Comb
40 Words by 'o'"^

G stem 51 Simple

42 Transmitter 52 Spheres

43 Circus 54 Old German

attractions 55 Exclamation

of discovery

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

#.«.«•.«

'

^^^«^.^^^..,«..^^*.i»«^t.«>*«.«.Ar.r.i^ftAir.4in«]re^'<xe^-.*>r^ •>.%»«•«»% V4.fc.\kV4 •
'

' tkv;
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This is the

CHRISTMAS

.MADNESS SALE
You vc been

waiting for!

0»il.

GREAT
NAMES

like:

l!ONKYO I

I JVC

We just bought
out a warehouse full

of high quality stereo

and audio equipment,

and we have no place

to put it all!!

To give us room
to move around, we're

offering truckloads of

•^s name brand stereos,

^lai^^^^* lievably low sale
.9^ prices ... ONKYO TX61 $600 value

65 watt/channel $229 95
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1 TECHNICS

i JENSEN

I
AKAI

I PlOli

1 NIKKO
i & MANY MORE
#
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Come in early

for best selection!

Don't wait
'tU it*s

too late!!
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Al mam, fanhed
quarnx & sub^ttn to

Rot responsible for typographical errors

adirondack music

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

SUNDAY
OPEN: Thurs. & Fri. Nites til 9:00

1 2-5

15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

Thureday, December 6, 1984i Collegian is

* ffymnastics^'^"''^^^'^
finished with a 46.7 as an all-

around man. and came in

first in the vaulting with a

strong 8.95. Ronayne

looked good also finishing

first in the floor exersize

with an 8.8. He. really

showed his spirit as a last

minute write-in in the '-
..h

bar event. He came through

without a warm up to score a

third place with an 8.1.

completing his unrehearsed

set with a strait legged

double flip half twist

dismount.

Another pleasant surprise

came from Eric Ciccone who

also competed all-around

rings. Special praise came

and took first in the still

from Johnson about Lew

Wingert who finished an

impressive 48.8 in his fist

all around effort-

Douchant on

WMUA
anMike Douchant.

associate sports editor of

The Sfutrting New$, will be

the guest on Sports Talk

tonight at 6 p.m. on WMUA

KM. 91.1.

* women's hoop
Otrtxnued from page tO

excellent defensive team
that can hurt you many
ways."

Last Sunday in beating

Boston University, the

Minutemen used a ball

control offense and a

varying jriay of defensive

looks to iV.:cv 27 turnovers.

If UMass is to win again, it

will be essential to maintain

a high level of defensive

intensity.

"Defense has been our

strong point thus far."

Stevens said. "But they're

(Holy Cross) all capable of

scoring. I would expect
they'll see us vary our
defensive sets in hopes of

keeping them off balance."

UMass is once again
healthy with Susan Burt oft

(sprained ankle) and Karen
Fitzgerald (bruised elbow)
back in action. Karen
Daminger remains
questionable for tonights

game due to an illness in the
family.

Enc CiCCone cuU through the air over the pommell horge in competition \mai night at Boyden.

Tufts

downs

UM
Swimmers fall

L

By NANUY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

It was a tough meet to lose for the

University of Massachusetts men's
swimming team yesterday bowing to

Tufts University 62 5L
"I would have loved to have won and we

really tried but they beat us fair and
square." said Coach Kuss Yarworth.

Missing two of his best swimmers. Steven
Kinj; and Marc Surrette. b<'cause of

academic committments.

"It went down to the last event." Yar
worth said when the 400 freestyle relay

team of Jim F'lannery. John Piazza. F>ic

Schmidt and Craig Fuller placed st»cond

wit ha .1:20.91.

UMass started the meet off with a bang,

winning the 400 medley relay with a time

of 3:41.00. "Us the fastest in New

F^n^landthat IvestH'n.

In the HWO freestyle,

first with a 10:2:^72

McNeil in third place

said Yarworth.

Flannery finished

followed by Paul

Fuller placed first

in the 2tM) freestyle with a 1:47.99. Mike
lloo\er. in the 200 individual medley, look
first with a 2:03.65 followed by Paul
McDonough in third.

The one event that really changed the
score was the diving. Tufts tinik first and
second with a score of 14 4.

In Ihe 200 bulterlly. Mike Minul«»li and
Chris Clarke finished one two. The 200
backstroke was. "another event that hurt
us." Yarworth said, when Jim Jacobson
and McDonough l«H>k second and third.

Kick Bishop finished third in the .lOO

Ireesiyle with a 5:0«.32 and Hoover and
Tony Baker had a one two finish in t he 2(K)

breast stroke

Flutie'sNFL career: Falcons covet Boston College star GB
SUWANEE. Ga. (AP) Heisman Trophy winner Doug

Flutie is becoming increasingly attractive to the Atlanta

Falcons, who are afflicted with quarterback troubles and
are likely to have one of the first three National Football

lieague draft picks.

"Of all Ihe teams that are up there in the projected draft

order, were the most logicall" to draft Flutie. said Falcons

(ieneral Manager Tom Braatz. adding that the Boston
College quarterback "would be perfect for our offense."

The Falcons have a 3 11 record with three games left in

the season. They are in the running for the first draft pick

with Minnesota. 3 11. and Buffalo. 2 12.

But Buffalo already owns the NFL rights to a star

(juarterback. the USFLs Jim Kelly. Minnesota is in

terested in Flutie he would be "like F>an Tarkenton

revisited." said Vikings (JM Mike Lynn but trails Atlanta

at this point in the draft order.

Despite Fluties height Tt feet 9, he has impres.sed the

Atlanta brass with heniics such xs his miracle in Miami,

where a bomb with no time remaining b<'at the hometown
Hurricanes 47 4.1.

Fa« rvKxly in the world loves him." Braatz said. "Magic,

whatever, that's what he's got. Soimhow hegi-tsit done."

The incumlwnt Atlanta quarterback. Steve Bartkowski. is

nursini^ another in ac;in«<'r pla>;uin>j series of knee injuries

and has spoken more than once of relirinj^. .And even when
healthv. Bartkowski is not extremely mobile in the back

field.

I'he Falcons an- well aware that Flutie also will be drafted

by millionaire New York developer Donald Trump and his

Ni'w .lersey (Jenerals. who ha\e acquiri-d draft rights to

hini in the Unitrd Stales Football Li';i>^inv

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - I hursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advanci^* 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

TAPI DCCK WHI SAU

Rthw CM>MrR«D*ck CN-127 Oolbv B Er

C m«tsl tap* c«p«bt«. L«M ttwn • yM( oM.
Wcrrantv valid liaOor iMMoffw must mN*>
S4ft323euk for Paul

TO auatiT

On* mala naadad to ahara BHttany Manor
•partmant witti ttiraa othar malaa baginnmg
in f^ab 253-6317 avaa

Ona badroom apt on buallna Appllancaa
air cortd 37S + mo caM 685-2907

Furnlahad roomttl tor Jan In houaa. On-
ly thraa mlmjta «Mlk to campua. Two or

ttiraa. Call 60-130

TWAVfL

(^oHata Hw»» Vaara Party Enpraaa to
Montraal Only Me I ^ *19tax and aarvtca)

Daparta Oac 30tti ratuma Jarnjary 1. Prica

includaa round trip tranaportatton via

tarTHMratura controNad motor coach. 3

dayi, 2 nigtita at tha Shartwurg Hotal in

do¥vntown Montraal. Prica biaid on quad
occupancy option f1: *16 additiortal, Hmm
Yaata Eva at tha foowua Old Munich
Raataurant, indudins tranaportatlon, and

oompNmantary toaat, hata, noiaamakars,

f«vor«, ar>d dancing to tha muaic of m
•uthantic Gorman braaa band. Option #2:

*29 addltienal 6 hour* of opan bar wHth fraa

buffat at aalactiva night cKiba in downtown
Montraal. No pataonal ctiacka plaaaa. Final

paymant dua 2 vvaaka bafora dapartura.

Town Toura and Traval 4«2 Main St.

Maldan MA (ai<e 1-61 7-321 -39B3

COUNCIL TNAVEL/ClfE USAa #1 «u
<««nt budoM traval agar>cy Fraa catalog

Call 16171266-1026 or writa, 729 Boylaton St

Surta 201. Boaton, MA 02116

AUTO FOn SALE
SUBLET WANTIO

1«e Dataim 210 4 door 5 ^laad 41 mpg

good coridltion 12900 666-3W6

Stiatloirwagon Oodga Colt IWJ good

condition automatic »S00 or baet offar can

anytima tal 28fr«724

tfM Oodfo Dart Sport. Baat oflar

PMSS4-2H7

Attar 6

ItTS MbMt atd ancaHant condition •2200

S4fr41Z3 avaninga oi xaafcanda

iWTEWTAIWMtWT

VWCKCO AMD WILD OXa •^•««
viaual antartainmant for tha «ri MW12
ackA-Olac~Nach-A-Vldoo Entartain

,ant Agaocy. DiacjocVayi and larga

acraan vidao partiaa for ttia fiva collaga araa

6«»^7144

INTCnSCSSION
APARTMENT MEEDEO

Tootti daliwara caka. ioa

fudga and chocolata to you 2 fraa oaimaal

raiain cookiaa with aach ordar if you man
tion thia ad 266-6102

To S12 Sundikln, I lovo you hora thara

and avary¥»f»ara lova your Pumkm OPG ^
Swa Itba buadrlvarl How about a bottia

of roaa and a tour of njral Surtdartand? your

tour guida

TYta Laablan Slaaxual ft Qay Man'a
Counaalbtg CoNocttva offara FREE paar

oounaakng lor avaryona affactad by aaiual

ortantation iaauaa M T Th F 4« pm Can

646-2646. or into-lina 646-0664 Rm 433 Stu

dant Union

Papar Naadad in advartWng - will pay; caM

Rob at 263-»4ai or 286-1S73 kaap trying

Opon Houaall Today at Paopla'a Mar«at in

Studant Union: food aampiaa, damonatra

tiona end much mora AM Walcomaiii 3-6

pm

Apartiwant npptfbd etoaa to UMaaa for

iiiianaaaion caH attar 10 pm I

ROOM WANTED

Raapenalbia mala to itiara room in I

dyvDina AvaHabla Jan lat caH Fradrik

646-9716 a 6 pm

muNO
Fmnm V Ii#y9 Of) finf cflR to MlfNlnf • ^Mv
B4S-11M

Apartmom wantod to •ubtot ovar In

niaaaalon 2-3 aaniora Puftton or naarby

prafarrad CaN anytirtw 646-6661, 646^663

CongratutatiOfM Blan
you both Taaa'

Mata atudant. aludioua. non-amokar took

ir^ for room m quiat houaa in Amharat

cantar IwW ahara room) caH Matt 646-6631

Slngla^woman looking lor otf campua
houatng in a houaahold aaiting alarting m
Jan caM Liaa 646-6267

Hi, I'm a alfi«ta woman looking for 2nd

aamaatar off campua Nving p< afarably in an

apt naar campua plaaaa cal Naomi 646-6264

Room^aaparataty wantad wltfiin a taw

rr»iae of campua Through May I am anon
amoking. atudk>ua mala and I naad a piaca

off campua Plaaaa caH Oavid at 646-9301

attar 6:16 p.m.

Looking for a room - Townahouaa, Bran

dywina apt apring aamaatar Mala/'
tar. Can

Looking for ona or two cnataa to V«a at

Townahouaa atarting m Jan 646-3619

Lowaly houaa to ahara Amharat Carttar

tISO* OMor atudant or «vorking paraon

Jan lat CaM 266-8003

Famala roommata wantad to ahara (wo

badroom fumiahad townhouaa Locatad on

buakna For na»t aamaatar Plaaaa caM

OAV ft LCSaiAN

Tha Raopla'a Oay AHIanca boat* a aodal
flour aach Wad from 3 to 6 Buiinaaa

maatlnga un at 6 30 aach Thura ClMck tt«a

Campua Cantar achadula for room numbara
Now paopla ara walcoma and ara ancourag

ad to aitand'

Wad. 124 Social movad to M. 11-7

Laat chai*ca to Oanca on M 12-71

Oay ft Laablan Oay Fri 12-71

II I lova ftoaant mattar 1377

IOTA QAMMA UPSILON WANTED

lOU HoHtfay Ruab Party All un

woman invMad. Thuia, Oac 6, 4-6 PM. 406

N Plaaaant St. 2864874 coma and maal tha

Pomata looklnf tof Intaraaaalan auMot
own room piatatrad eaN attar 10 PM Kathy

646-4222

ROOMMATE WANTED

Sadroom in houaa, 200 «. Jan 1 Sapl 1

lor longarl no partiaa. no pata, no amoking

64»47fc

3 tawalaa 12 bdrmal to ahara apt aeroaa

from Puffton Ipraf ar or gradal eaN Maty or

Bath at 64»2«74

Ona badroom In two badroom apart-

man! maia. Brittany Manor, atari Jan/Fab
266-1291

HELP WAtHTED

Earn IS-7 an hour Muat ba IS or oMlr.

fiava own inaurad rakabia car Apply in par-

aon: OomiTK)'* Piua Rt 9 Hadlay

Ontmmar to compMa uniqua roek act.

John 286-1344 Andy 64648S1

WANTED TO RENT

LOST

routa. A larga rad wovan acarf with gold

ttwaada. Santimantal vakja. If found caM

MIchalla 6464766

MARABETHS DAVI

Two foiwolo<

ing
6464162

an apartmant for apr-

can Pam or Uaa at

SERVICES

Naad anyttting mevod? i hava a Ford Vkn.

WHI go anywhara. Ca« Bun nighta 367-9360

Exam wrorrlaa? Exporianoad Math, Phyaica

tutor for hira. Call Rob 666-7197

Epoady Koya profaaatonal leM typing all

work. Romance languagat 263-7966
Suzartna

STEREO

AM/PM HhacM Storoe tor aala with

S-track, loudnaaa control, and tuning
Qood aound< Parfoct condMon'

TMa la H-Today ia tha day" Whan parftapa

your hair tuma a bit gray Tha wrinklaa do

tMgin ar»d partwpa a doubia chin And moat

daya you'H faal you luat cant win But

frianda you hava many and wa want to brir»g

you chaar So tan avarytxKlv-aand tfia

^i^^ajT loud and daar Marabath'a For

tiath Birthday with aympathy pat

Wantad to rant ovar Intaraaaaon a 3

badroom (or mora) houaa or apt caM

64fr7»47 . 6464077, 6464167

4~rT>eiaa naod Wln taiaaaalon apartmant
Stava 646-9408 or Oava 646-S400

Subiat naadad 2 raaponalbta RA'a aaak

Intiraaaalon auWat caM 646-4276 or 646-9179

HOLLVORAMS

PROPESBIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

PRICE! 11 Cal Oava 646-6476

LOW

papora, Caaaa. DIaaartatlona. Tliaaaa.

on-campu* low rataa guaranteed eccap-

tWKa Nancy BS4-78B4

yetir haNa with "HOLLYDAY "

Sand a HoHygrami Only 11 00 aa
at gift for frianda, lovara. Secret

Santa'a' On Sale: Oac. 3, 4 Campua Ctr

Dec 6, 6, 7 outalde Hatch Sponeored by
U Maea Novice Woman'a Craw

Pamala non-amokar aingia room in nk:a<y

furniahad apartmant bualin* 666 3129

Sundarlarid

Naa< a plaoa to Mva no«t aatwaatar? Chi-

Omega la now taking intaraatad woman to

board for Spring Semeeter 86 Home cook

ed maala, coet equal to dorma fraa parking

and MORE" For more info caM 64^4288 or

6464162 or 646^2062

Pamalo 224- Craetvlaw Apt available

Daoamber 18, 10 minute walk bua 646^6466

Available tor apring aamaatar or«a

badroom in ttiroe badroom aparlrr«ant

k>catad on Triangle St in cantar of Amharat

caM64»0g>4

lor 2 malaa needed to aublat in January or

rant for feM in Brittany Menor tel 2S3 2642

Northweod^^pte Sunderland 177.80/mo

laeponeWe mala/femele (wo bedroom apt

Jan 1 to may caM Craig 866-2446

Mala roommate needed for apt aeroaa

atreat from Soutfiwaat »ring aamaMar caM:

Karen 6464632

Pomala roommate wantad for wring

eemeeter baolnning Jan 1 or Feb 1 caM Sue

or Jeeat286<V73

Apartmant far ratw ovar l i

femela RoMing Green 266-0607

Rooma for rant ovar lr<taraeeelon Jan 2

thru Jan 26 for more info caM 646-6364 bat

waen 44 PM aak for Ken

Room tor ram 1140/mo S. OeerfWd caM

546-2618 (days) or 666-3201 (nighta)

Ona rm in PraaMantM Apt for 1 -2 par-

aona atarting ii naiaaeeio" 546-6614

Lerge or>a badroom apt for Jan letgraat

for two people Squira ViNega 666 2Bn 4-7

pn]

PORBALE

VIoMn 6700.. Viola MOO, 387

Now taking appllcetlona for faM and per-

tlma poaitiona Muat ba 18 or older Apply in

peraon Oomirw'a Plua Rt 9 Hedlay

iVESIOENTIAL ASSISTANr Pert time

poeltiorw aveilet)la every ott<er weekend (in- ,

chidea aleepoverl and caea rr«anegement

poalttone . An opporiunity to perform meen
ingtui work helping developmanteMy dlaabl-

ed edulta become memt>ara of (heir com
munity Metura, reeponaible. people
oriemed mdividuela aought Ser>d raeumaa

to Program Director, Venguerd, 73 Church
Street. Chicopee, MA
Work etudy poaltlon. Interaeaaion,

diahwaaher/leb aide. 612 hr/wk. no •*

periertca nocaaaary 4.10/hr, c^M PhyMia or

Marcy 6-2364

•ntam wantad f(x buey markaUr^ depert
'

ment 20 fira/wk ir«in|p«am fleripahira MaM
SS6-6701

Qovammam Jobe (16.66M60,S63/yeer
hiring Your area Ca* 8064874000

R-9eie

One pair enow tirae 186/70 SR 13 radial

Fine condition *60 CaM 649 1534

For aala Ampeg SVT beaa amp 6. 10" aplia,

300 wetta rma recently ratubad 1700 or BO
Shura PE61S MIC HO ca« John 649 1760

Nice bad only three montha oM, beautiful

amiqua buraeu 666-3129

Large aofe bod, 2 Mrin bade, big draaaar

pricee negotiable caH ASAP 646-8818 avan-

Leeklnt to rant a apaoa/room for uaa aa

a drawing atudio na<t aamaatar Room for 3

Preferably on or cloaa to campus but I'H

conaMer anything Call Ruthia 266-1841

Need e email 3 place band to play aott

muaic and Chriatnoat muaic for a Chriatmea

formal on Saturday December 6 Pleaae

oontect immedietely Welly 646^2160

DHvora wonted fuKtima end parltime Ap-

ply in peraon. Pinocchio'a. 1177N Plaaaant

St, ,
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TTnHefeated Minutemen at UConn
VM*s first test on road IB^i"!^^^^^*^^^^ Women
with Big East Huskies
By PETKR ABRAHAM

Collegian Staff

The party is over for the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team.

After running its record to 2-0 with victories over

Division II Stonehill (71-69) and winless New Hampshire

(r>5 51>. the Minutemen face the University of Connecticut

tonight in Storrs at 8 p.m.
"1 think this game will tell a lot about our team because

UConn is a much better team than who we've seen so far,"

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said.

The Huskies. 11, dropped a one point decision to Min-

nesota after blowing a one point lead with 25 seconds left

w ith a turnover. They pounded Yale 95 77 on Tuesday.

The Minutemen will have a size disadvantage under the

boards with I'Conn going with what amounts to a four

forward, one guard offensive setup.

Former Big East rookie of the year Earl Kelley is the

point guard. The 6 1 Kelley was effectively neutralized by

UMass point man Carl Smith last season when UMass went

into overtime to beat I'Conn 67 65 in The Cage. Smith tied

the game with a layup to send it into OT before Donald

Russell won the game with a last second layup after a

mivsed Ul'onn shot.

.'\l forward, the Huskies will go with 6 7 Ray Broxton. 6 7

Tim Coles. « 5 AK in Frederick and 6 9 Gerry Besselink.

"They are a good team far as having balanced scoring and

decent quickness," Gerlufsen said. "We have to make sure

our forwards box out on defense and take away their

running game."
UMass junior Tom Emerson, who looked good against

New Hampshire, may play a big role against I'Conn ac-

i-orHing to (ierlufsen.

"Tommy did some good things at UNH, " the coach said.

With the size UConn has we will need him to play defense

nd be an intimidator."

The Minutemen will start Horace Neysmith (12.5 points

per uamei. Hiis^.-ii (i:j.5 ppg). Smith (11.5 ppg), Ron

Young (7.0 pf i;' and Bobby Braun (10.0 ppg) against the

Huskies.

The Minutemen have had a rough start shooting the ball,

shooting only 62 percent from the line and 45 percent from

the floor. Some made free throws at UNH could have

given the Minutemen a larger margin of victory.

"1 think its a early season thing and eventually ifll

balance out ." Gerlufsen said. "Were a good shooting team

from the floor and line."

<'(ill«Ttian f)h<>t(> by Bnan K. (jony*

Senior forward Bobbie Braun looks to pass against Stonehill earlier this year.

The Minutemen face UConn toni^t.

The last time UMass won a back to back home game was
in 1978 when the Jack I^eamen coached Minutemen beat

Northeastern and Vermont on the road.

"The Cage gave us a feeling of support and the students

motivated us. On the road we experienced culture shock

and suffered as a result. We didn't motivate ourselves. I

think we've overcome that," Gerlufsen said.

MINUTEMEN MUTTERINGS: Last year, Neysmith,
Smith and Russell had 12 against UConn...New York
Knick assistant coach Rick Pitino has been helping the

Minutemen rinruit. Pitino graduated from UM in 1974.

UMass at
UConn

Where: Storrs Field
House, 8 p.m.

Records: UMass, 20;
UConn 1-1

Season Series: UConn
leads 55-38

Radio: WSPR-AM and
WHMP-AM

host
Cross
By JOHN A. NOLAN

Collegian Staff

Coming off an impressive

victory over Boston

University, the University

of Massachusetts women's

basketball team is looking to

win their second straight as

they take on Holy Cross

tonight at 8 p.m. at

Amherest College.

Under the direction of head

coach Togo Palazzi, one of

the heroes from the glory

days of Holy Cross
basketball the Crusaders

come into tonights game
with the reputation for

being well coached and

physically tough.

"They're a big, physical

ballclub," UMass head coach

Barbara Stevens said.

"Palazzi has a reputation for

getting his teams well

prepared."

Holy Cross, coming off a

tough four point loss to

George Washington needs a

big win. I^ed by 6 4 forward

Janet Hourihan the
Crusaders put points on the

board in a hurry. It will be
necessary for the

Minutemen to maintain their

offensive composure and

look for the open shot

against the Crusader
pressure.

"They will probably press

us the entire game,"
Stevens said. "Basically, it

will come down to our

execution and not turning

the ball over. They're an

Continued on page 19

SportsLog

I "lic(fia' * iifWrr

UMass gymnast Rick Rourke executes his routine on the rings last night.

UMass pounded Lowell. 284.05-199.55

UMass gymnasts stay

undefeated, crush Lowell
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team handily

defeated the University of

Lowell yesterday by a score

of 248.05 to 199.55 last night

in Boyden.
"There were no big sur-

prises in this commanding
victory" coach Hoy Johnson
said after the meet which he

referred to as a "warm up

for Syracuse on Saturday".

"I felt our performances

were satisfactory but we
will have to pick it up a bit

for Syracuse". The coach

also said "1 can now safely

say I am looking forward to

Saturday".

The 2 Minutemen lead

from the start and never

looked back. They lead by

16 points after only the first

two events, the floor

exercise and pommell horse.

throughout the meet, taking

the first three spots on all

events except the pommell

horse, which UMass took

second and third.

Co captain Tony Sbarra

looked strong after sitting

out UMass's victory over

Army last Saturday due to

his previous engagement
with the LSAT. Sbarra

finished an impressive first

in the high bar. ending his

set off with a j^pectacular

dismount.

The other captain. Ken
Dougherty, looked good in

finishing first in the all-

around competition. His

50 !5 was a solid way for

Dougherty to get into the

swing ot the season, and to

get up for the big meet
against Syracuse.

Freshmen Rick Rourke and

Jay Ronayne looked very

well prepared and fared

exceptionally well. Rourke

Continued on page 19

Just a few thoughts...

Everyone break out a shovel and start

digging because the Pats are about to go six

feet under. My, how typical. A game they

had to win against a team they should have

won, and they lose 33-10. ..Don't take

anything away from the Cardinals, though.

They have a good young quarterback in

Neil Lomax and quite a receiver in Roy

Green. The Cowboys and Redskins are

showing their age so these Cards will

definitely be a team to watch next

year...One of the better nicknamed players

was also a key factor for St. Louis; he goes

by the monicker of Stump Mitchell. Now,
Stump stands at about 5'6", but he's having

an all around great year. My question is is

Stump used as a noun or a verb? If it's a

noun, he can name his kids Stub. A verb,

though, would force him to name his kids

Fiaffle or Bewilder. If we all had these

problems.

Playoff time is near in the NFL, and there

are still a lot of spots open. The NFC East

is a dog fight and, believe it or not, the

tiiants control their own destiny. Here was
a team that only a few years ago had season

ticket burning ceremonies before the

season even started. Now, they are

fighting for the top. ..Phil Simms has had a

great year, perhaps a little over his head.

Here's a guy who looks like he came right

out of Mark Twain and he has a chance to go

to the Super Bowl. He makes Terry
Hradshaw look like a big city boy.

The Celtics finally lost again, as they
bowed to Detroit. Larry Bird had his worst

i,Mme in a long time. The Green shot only

42 from the floor, and they .still only lost by
live. The Celts and the Sixers will have
more than their share of classic games
before this season is over. ..You got to

wonder about the city of Cleveland. The
Indians are always last in baseball, only the
Oilers will keep the Browns out of the cellar

in football, and now the Cavaliers have
gotten off to a 2 16 start. To put it simply,
does Cleveland have a clue?

Baseball's winter meetings are under way.
and there is already speculation that Jim
Rice may be shipped to Houston. Now, the
Sox desperately need a relief pitcher (left-

handed, please), but the best the Astros can
deliver is Frank DePino. Anyone who
thinks DePino is as valuable as Rice still has
payments on a DeLorean...In other news,
the Mets signed coach Dave Johnson to a
one year contract extension, perhaps the
best move the club has done in a long time.
They are probably the best young club in

baseball and Johnson will lead them next
year all the way. I predicted that last year
and I was close. So next year, watch out.

No more need be said.

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Basketball: at Connecticut, 8 p.m.

Women's Basketball: Holy Cross at

Amherat College* 8 p.m.

QWOMEN IN Ji
• FACULTYO Affirmative action 'sabotaged'
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Students clash in firstsnowstorm
IMasB raids Amhast,
22 windows broken
By WILLIAM COLLINS
Collegiao Staff

UMass students took advantage <^ three

inches of snow Wednesday night to attack

Amherst College in a snowball fight.

The storm began after midnight

Wednesday. Snowball fights sUrted in

the Orchard Hill and Central Residential

areas. Students from those areas then

cons(4idated and formed a larger attack on

Southwest. "Southwest reacti<»i was

positive," said Chris Dognazzi. one

resident who took part in the Southwest

defense.

After the skirmish in Southwest, more

than 600 students took to the road to

attack Amherst College. At Amherst

Cdtege. students threw snowballs at the

dorms. brea|ung 22 windows in the

irroeess. Damage was estimated at $400

by Paul Blanchet of the Amherst CoUege

physical plant.

No injuries were reported at Amherst

College or at UMass and no arrests were

made.

Windows were also brdten in Brett

House in Central Area Wednesday n%ht.

Fighting had taken place aroimd Gorman

and Brett before moving to Southwest.

Several students were also attacking cars,

a Domino's Pizza driver and PVTA buses

that went by.

"It's typical and it happens every year,"

Tom Wortelbor, an off-campus resident at

the snowball fight said. "It's a good way

of blowing off steam."

Kerry Oberhauser. a Central resident

said she was disappointed in the storm

because she had hoped for more snow. "It

wimped out," she said.

Several major radio stations had

predicted that this would be a major

snowstorm. However, on the average,

only three inches of snow fell. Some

schools were closed in the Northamptwj

area, but the University was open and

classes were held.

Group protest

of gay rights

planned today
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

A group of University of Massachusetts

students is organizing a march to protest

today's "Hug a Homosexual" booth spon-

sored by the People's Gay Alliance and the

Lesbian Union.

The PGA and the Lesbian Union are co-

sponsoring "Gay and Lesbian Day" today

which includes informational tables outside

the Hatch, a booth for a same sex hugging

there, and a dance and social later this

evening.

CvUtglMi plMto hy BriM Omy

SNOW BLOW — Barbara Kelly, sophomore zoology miyor from Van

Meter dorm, pelt* Aim Ryan, sophomore English major with snow

yesterday afternoon on the hill in front of Van Meter.

Assault on officer, thefts reported

"I don't care if someone's a

hoTnosexiuil, just don't tell me
ab(mt it. If I want to find out

abimt it, I'd inquire."
— Richard Gatnick

ByJOELP.COFFlDIS
Collegian Staff

A 20-year-old University of Massachusetts

student was arrested late Wednesday night

after allegedly punching a police officer in

the face, pdice said.

Police said the man was charged with

assault and battery on a police officer,

disorderly conduct and malicious

destruction to private property. The

student was arrested near Massachusetts

Ave. during a snowball fight which involved

hundreds of students.

On duty plainctothes police officers in the

crowd saw the student kick passing cars

and jump on a snowplow that was plowing

on Massachusetts Avenue, ploice said.

A 1982 Honda, driven by a pizza deliverer,

had its pizza sign damaged by snowballs

thrown from a crowd of students involved

in a snowball fight in the Southwest

Residential Area at 2:17 a.m. Thursday,

police said.

Police said at 1978 Chevrolet Camaro was

broken into by a person using a coathanger.

An equalizer, valued at $225. was reported

stolen at 8:14 p.m. Wednesday, police said.

A third floor Crampton dormitory resident

reported at 7:52 p.m. Wednesday that $180

in cash was stolen from her unlocked room

between Dec. 1 and 2, police said.

Profit U^ doubted
, ,. , ^ «.«. r-n

BOG rejects move to abolish Coffee Shop

Richard Gatnik, a sophomore pre-

economics major, said that he and ten to

fifteen other protest organizers would also

hang a dummy "representing the

Gay/Lesbian movement" outside the

Student Union Building after an organized

macch leaving the Southwest Residential

Area at 10:30 a.m.

(iatnik said he has put up flyers promoting

the protest rally in various campus

buildings for the last two days. During that

time, Gatnik said, he has received more

.support than resistance to the idea.

"One girl told me that (hanging a dummy)
was a sick thing to do," Gatnik said, "and

one guy told me 1 was homophobic."

"But 1 think a lot of heterosexuals don*t

support (gay rights). It seems you never

hear from the majority. They never protest

because they think they don't have to." he

said.

"1 don't care if someone's a homosexual,

just don't tell me about it. If I want to find

out about it. I'd inquire. " Gatnik said.

PGA vice president Bob Brigham said

yesterday that because he has no federal or

state legal protection of his rights "I have to

be vocal. If anyone casually finds out that

I'm gay, I could lose my job or my apart-

ment
"The implication of the headline

("HETEROSEXUALS FIGHT BACK!!" is

printed on the flyer) is that homosexuals

are against heterosexuals, and I think that's

crazy," Brigham said.

Brigham also said that he finds hanging a

dummy "personally threatening and of-

fensive."

By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

unanimously opposed the proposal to

change the Coffee Shop in the Campus

Center into the clothing department of the

University Store, but the board does not

have the power to decide the issue.

Board members said students need the

Coffee Shop as a place to eat and study.

BOG chairman Bob Abele doubted the

figure of $300,000 as a projected loss in the

Campus Center from the eventual rise in

the drinking age. The move is being

proposed by a committee to find alternative

revenue due to the expected loss. Abele

said the committee wants the store to

expand because of its high profits.

Director of the Campus Center, William

Harris, who will have to approve the move

before it can be implemented said that

nothing has been decided yet and that he is

open to student views. Harris pointed out

that the BOG does not have jurisdiction

over the Coffee Shop or the University

Store.

"Those on campus from 11 a.m. 2 p.m.

can see that every Food Service area is full.

The elimination of the Coffee Shop would

mean lines waiting for food. The student

population would not be served. There are

a lot of ideas the commission hasn't touched

upon... the business office of the Food

Services feel they can operate the Blue Wall

without a loss even after the drinking age

goes up. " Abele said.

BOG space coordinator Ron Homa said the

Campus Center administration has "tried

this before. When I was a freshman they

wanted to put computers in the Coffee

Shop, now they want to put in this clothing

line."

Homa said, "The Coffee Shop gives

students a place to eat and .study, it has an

excellent atmosphere. Off-campus students

need that space. You can go in there and

hang out. You can't hang out in the

University Store."

Harris said that nothing need be done

about it right away because the effects of

the raising of the drinking age won't be that

big until next January, 1986, because the

new drinking law allows current 20 year-

olds to drink and the privelege will not be

taken away from those who turn 20 by

June. 1985.

Inside

Republicans take a pay cut? p.2

D-Day minus three; last weekend for

happy hours p.8
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"All cruelty springsfrmn weakness.

"

—• Seneca.
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Carbide's value down
NEW YORK (AP) - The price of Union Carbide's stocks fell

from $44.50 per share to $39.12 per share as investors

considered the potential impact on the company involved in

the disaster in Bhopal. India.

The company said its financial structure "is not

threatened in any way" as a result of the toxic gas leak,

which resulted in 2100 deaths.

The overall stock market would have posted a gain of

several points for the day had it not been for the selling

pressure on Union Carbide. The stock market hovered

around the four month low it reached in its previuos

session.

Reagan to take cut

in pay as symbol
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Correction: Butterfield residents have already voted to

do away with the name Secret Santa, their vot* was U>

replace the name with another one.

Gas station owner Bob Haverstein of Bath,

Maine sends out a holiday message to passing

motorists.

Two rumored dead in Iran
WASHINGTON AP Two Americans, both officials of the

.Agency for International Development, apparently have

been murdered by hijackers of a Kuwaiti aircraft in Iran,

the State Department said Thursday.

The department said in a statement that based on in

formation from Swiss diplomats in Tehran "it appears two

AID employees have been murdered at Tehran airport.

However, the statement cautioned that "we cannot ab

solutely confirm that the murders took place, nor can we

absolutely confirm the identities of these individuals and

.officially release their names."

WASHINGTON (API

President Reagan and

Republican congressional

leaders, embarking on a new

drive to slash federal

spending, indicated

Thursday they would accept

a 10 percent pay cut as a

symbolic gesture aimed at

making $42 billion worth of

budget cuts more palatable.

"We have no alternative to

spending controls. We must

not spend one nickel more

next vearthan we spent this

year'" White House

spokesman Larry Speakes

quoted the president as

telling GOP leaders during a

90 minute White House

meeting.

Good friends won't leaveyou flat.
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The moon was up, the stars

were out and-pfftt!-your rear

tire was down. Good thing there

was a phone nearby. And a few

good friends who were willing

to drive a dozen miles, on a

Saturday night, to give you a

lift. When you get back, you

want to do more than just say

"thanks!' So tonight, let it be

Lowenbrnu.

Lowenbrau. Here's togood friends.

The president gave his

Cabinet orders Wednesday
to achieve $33.6 billion in

domestic spending savings

next year through a
proposed plan that would
freeze, reduce or eliminate

some of the government's

most politically popular

programs, and cut the pay of

all federal civilian employees

by 5 percent.

Overall. Reagan has set a
goal of reducing spending by
$42 billion in the 1986 fiscal

year that begins next Oct. 1,

with the aim of holding total

spending to current levels.

While generally supporting

Reagan's objective.
Republican congressional

leaders kept their distance

from I he specifics.

"I think in a generic sense,

the freeze concept generally

sets well with the American
people," said House
Minority Leader Robert H.

Michel, R 111.

"However, when you get to

the individual specifics...my
Adam's apple was
regurgitated and I had to

swallow it again on a few of

these items."

The scope of the cuts

Reagan is seeking to make
at the outset of his second

term recall the sweeping

budget reductions that

Congress enacted at his

urging in 1981.

Michel noted tuat there

was "much more fat" in the

federal budget in 1981 than

there is now, meaning these

reductions will be more
difficult to achieve, if all of

them survive and are in-

cluded in the proposed nscai

1986 budget the president

will send to Congress early

next year.
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TOC, Blue Wall patrons say

good-bye to happy hours
By LORI KIRKLAND
Collegian Correspondent

Today is the last day to take advantage of

Top of the Campus and Blue Wall happy

hour prices as a result of the state wide ban

on happy hours that will go into affect next

Monday.

TOC bartender Ken Whittaker says the

banning of happy hours is a bad idea. "The

law is penalizing a great many for the ac-

tions of a few," Whittaker said. He believes

that the banning is especially unnecessary

for bars like the TOC and the Blue WaU
since few people need to drive after

drinking on campus. "Students just go back

to their dorms and cool out, they don't drive

around," he said.

Blue Wall and T(K: bartenders don't think

the banning will affect business. "People

come here for the happy spirit and company

of their friends, not the prices, " Whittaker

said.

Blue Wall bartender Maureen Killay

agrees with Whittaker. "The Blue Wall is a

given on Friday afternoons. It's a tradition

that won't be affected by prices." she said.

Both bars intend on servinir some snacks

in order to appeal to more customers. The

TOC will design a sandwich menu offering

french fries, potato skins, and veggie

niatters. Whittaker said.

Judie Teraspulsky, owner of Judie's, has

no objections to the new law providing bar

owners stick together, she said. "A couple

of our neighbors have plans of going to $1

drink prices regularly to get around it.

There shouldn't be that undercutting. The
competition should focus on promoting

better quality and atmosphere instead of

prices," she said.

"I didn't want to have a happy hour in the

first place but once I got a bar I needed a

way to attract customers." Teraspulsky

said. Judie's happy hour sign was a recent

addition to the restaurant but Teraspulsky

has no intentions of keeping it. "I'm going

to throw it in the garbage," she said.

Owner of Changes, Mike Kane, doesn't

think that the new law is fair. "I think it's

price-fixing, which is illegal." he said. Kane
said that the banning would not affect his

business as he has intentions of having

lower prices on weekends, though the

prices will have to be consistent.

UMass to remember Pearl Harbor

CollcKian pkoto b; Kathy Jordan

LIBRARY LONER — Charmagne Proner, a graduate engineering

student, works on a final presentation as finals draw near.

By TOMMIDDLKTON
Collegian Staff

The UMass Republican Club is sponsoring

a Pearl Harbor Day rally at noon on the

steps of the Student Cnion Building today.

The themes of the rally are remembrance
and preparedness.

Following the rally, a wreath will 1k' laid at

Memorial Hall and a moment of silence will

be observed.

"We will emphasize the importance of

being prepared in terms of those who would

wish to do us harm," said Stephen

F>ickson. president of the Republican Club.

"How do we promote our ideals and how do

we make the Cnited States more popular"

are issues that will be addressed at the

rally, Erickson said.

The rally will begin with an introduction

by Erickson. A history of the Pearl Harbor

attack will follow. Other speakers will

address the "Soviet Threat", the "Terrorist

Threat" and "Waging Peace".

Erickson added that he hoped members of

veterans organizations would attend the

rally but that he wasn't sure if they had
been notified.

This rally will be "a lot less partisan and
the elections are over" .so there probably
won't be any heckling from the crowd,
Erickson said. Hecklers harrassed
speakers and pulled the plug on the
microphone at the last Republican Club
rally, which was held before the national

elections.

F^rickson said that a demonstration against

homosexuals might interfere with the

republican rally because both groups are

planning to be on the steps of the Student
Union at noon.

Committment to Affirmative Action questioned
Editor's note: This is the final story of a

five-part series which examines the status of

women faculty at UMass.

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The current status of women faculty at

the University of Massachusetts has made

many faculty question the University's

public committment to "equal oppor-

tunity/affirmative action" employment.

In particular, the administration has been

accused of "sabotaging" the Office of Af-

firmative Action on campus by inadequate

financing, staffing, resources and support.

In calling itself an affirmative action/e-

qual opportunity employer the University

is obliged to act in accordance with both

Federal law and its own policy, both of

which prohibit discrimination in employ-

ment on the basis of sex.

It is the responsibility of the Office of Af-

firmative Action to ensure these regula-

tions are not being violated on campus and

to "monitor departments for compliance,"

said Ron Sinacore, staff assistant in the of-

fice.

According to Sinacore, the Office of Af-

firmative Action acts "as a watchdog to en-

sure enough women are being hired" by,

for example, "making a case to the

chancellor and suggesting that a depart-

ment head reconsider" if it is felt a woman

has been unfairly overlooked.

Although the University has a regulation

to prohibit discrimination and an office to

bring to the chancellor's attention any

violation of that policy, most faculty

members interviewed agreed that both

these provisions are useless unless the ad-

ministration is committed.

English Professor Arlyn Diamond said

the administration has not given the Office

of Affirmative Action "the resources and

power to do what they should." Until the

office has that power, "the University will

get away with not meeting its equal oppor-

tunity obligations."

James Boylan, journalism professor and

head of the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

"Their (Whitmore's) monitoring hax been

sloppy... people are getting away with murder

an this campus."
— History Professor Joyce Berkman

WOMEN IN
FACULTY <

"Vntil the heart* and minds of faculty

\change not an awful lot of progress is gmng U>

\tte made.

"

- Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

fessors, believes "the administration at

this University is not committed to affir-

mative action."

He described the current

administration's attitude to improving the

status of faculty women as "something less

than serious."

"Some universities have bent over

backwards to do affirmative action

hirings," said anthropology professor

Sylvia Forman, but she said she did not

count UMass among them.

"This university has been weak in its ef-

forts," she said. As a result, "some depart-

ments are conscious about affirmative ac-

tion and some are not," Forman said.

History Professor Joyce Berkman said

she has been "very disappointed with the

Office of Affirmative Action in recent

years."

"Their monitoring has been sloppy,"

Berkman said, and consequently, "people

are getting away with murder on this cam-

pus."

She contended that the office has been

"sabotaged" by inadequate financing, staf-

fing, resources and support by the ad-

ministration.

Asked if she felt the office had been

sabotaged, its Director, Thelma Griffith-

Johnson, replied "no comment."

But she suggested that a telling measure

of the administration's committment could

be deduced by understanding the history of

the office.

The Office was created in 1972 by

Chancellor Ralph Bromery as a decen-

tralized body. Each vice-chancellor was

responsible for his own affirmative action

policies and goals and was accountable to

the chancellor.

In 1980, Bromery was succeeded by

Henry Koffler, who centralized the office

in 1981 to check on departments and report

back to the chancellor if discriminatory

practices were suspected.

In 1982 Griffith-Johnson was called in to

direct the office and oversee the process of

centralization.

Since then, Griffith-Johnson has been

"pulling it all together," she said. But

when the office was centralized, the

number of employees was reduced from 23

professionals and an entire support staff to

three professionals and one staff, Griffith-

Johnson said.

"Three professionals and one staff to

monitor and train the entire university,"

said Griffith-Johnson. "Now tell me if I'm

understaffed."

She also complained that the office had
been undermined by a lack of "consistent

leadership" and no "continuum at the ad-

ministrative level," because of the high tur-

nover of senior administrators.

"When an administration is unsettled

everyone does as they pretty much please,"

Griffith-Johnson said. She cited as an ex-

ample her belief that "anti-feminists" were
allowed to go back to "their malicious

ways."

But she believes that "with some real

dedication for the cause of women faculty

things will start to move again."

In her view, what is needed to get things

moving is "committment from the

chancellor" in the form of "visible, con-

tinual, day to day reinforcement of the

principles of affirmative action."

"We hope that with a chancellor who will

stay a while," she said, "there will be con-

sistency and authority that didn't exist

before."

"You can't just lay this on the ad-

ministration's doorstep," said Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey, and added "it is a

mistake on this campus to think it is the ad-

ministration's problem."

Duffey contended that this is an area

where "until the hearts and minds of facul-

ty change not an awful lot of progress is

going to be made."
Duffey said he is now "discussing the

role of the affirmative action office and

asking questions about how it can be made
more effective."

"One of the things I will do is to make af-

firmative action records more a part of the

evaluation of administrators on this cam-

pus," he said.

He also said the provost recently an-

nounced to the Faculty Senate Rules Com-
mittee "a reverse of positions for affir-

mative action recruitment."

Asked what priority he gave to improv-

ing the current status of faculty women
Duffey replied, "I will feel I haven't done

my job if over the next five years there is

no progress in this area."

But, he said, "if the situation doesn't get

better I will realize that it is not totally

mine to control."

According to James Boylan, the ad-

ministration has judged the current

political climate as "one in which affir-

mative action doesn't have to be pushed

any more."

And Griffith-Johnson believes that,

reflecting the present political climate, the

administration "makes committments and

then forgets them when they become too

costly."

The University has "forgotten its com-

mittment to women, to blacks, and to all

people who have been historically left out,"

he said.
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Scholastic aid ban for

unregistered may pass

WINTER
ms ducks in

ColleffUa photo by Brun Goajt

WONDERLAND — University students walk past campus pond yesterday afternoon

the foreground gather on the ice.

BOSTON (AP) Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, who has

strongly opposed a bill that

would ban state scholarship

aid for students who fail to

register for the miliUry

draft, reportedly plans to

allow the bill to become law

Monday without his

signature.

"The governor is taking a

hard look at what the

practical impact of the

legislation is in light of two

things. One is the decision

of the U.S. Supreme Court

which has held it is legal to

do this, as far as it relates to

federal scholarship aid.

Secondly, the way in which

federal and state scholarship

funds are administered in

the commonwealth,
secretary James
said Thursday.

press

Dorsey
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justpure beer.
At Miller High Life' ive begin with
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brew Miller High Life so It contains fio
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's the taste ofjust pure beer
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e 1984 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee, Wl

The bill, which would affect

an estimated $24 million in

state scholarship assistance,

was approved by the House
in June by a 93 51 vote and

in the Senate last month on a

voice vote. K states that

students who fail to register

with the Selective Service

system, as required by
federal law, cannot receive

state aid for higher
education programs.

Dukakis and other op-

ponents have argued the

measure would only affect

young men who need
financial assistance, would

those who are well-off

financially would get an

education regardless of their

refusal to regfister for the

draft.

The governor also feels the

bill denies students due

process of law and takes

away their F'ifth Amend-
ment right of protection

against self incrimination.

However. the U.S.

Supreme Court last summer

rult'd that a similar federal

statute was constitutional.
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NEWSLINES
'No schooF hotline available Mediator training in January
A 24 hour answering machine has been installed in the

office of Administrative Services to allow students to find

out if classes are cancelled due to a snowstorm.

According to Mary Beth Calpp of the Administrative

Services Office, the machine was installed to alleviate the

number of calls to the main campus information number.

The machine is in constant operation. The tape recording

tells callers that the University and library are open and

that the bus service is in operation on days when classes

have not been cancelled.

The number to call for the answering service is 545 3630.

-PHIL SERAFINO

Activist to speak on S. Africa
A South African theologian, scholar and civil rights ac-

tivist will speak on "Human Rights in South Africa."

Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Unitarian Church in Nor-

thampton.

Richard Stevens played a role in raising the consciousness

of Blacks in South Africa.

The event is sponsored by the Amherst and Nor

thampton chapters of Amnesty International to com

memorate Human Rights Week and its Campaign Against

Torture. Saturday's events will include brief presen

tations by South African students from the five college

area and a presentation on women as victims of torture.

As a result of Steven's political and social beliefs, he has

been harassed, interrogated and imprisoned by the in

ternal security police of South Africa. In 1980. he was held

in solitary confinement for six months, becoming an

Amnesty Internationl "prisoner of conscience.

"

- LAURA YEE

The Mediation Project at the University of Massachusetts

is planning to hold its annual training for mediators in

January 1985. Applications for training, a 21-hour com-

prehensive and intensive pn^ram in the techniques and

skills of mediation, are now available from the Project

office.

Mediation is an alternative and voluntary means of

resolving disputes and conflicts. In mediation, all parties

to a dispute are given the opportunity to participate ac-

tively in the settlement of their problems without being

involved in a formal judicial or disciplinary process.

Mediation requires the participation of two mediators who
are impartial and non judgmental and whose primary role

is to promote agreement. They have no authority to

impose a settlement.

Free influenza shots offered

The University Health Services is offering free influenza

immunizations to University of Massachusetts students

and employees.

The Public Health Service and University Health Ser-

vices recommends annual immunizations against influenza

for those with chronic illnesses such as heart disease,

pulmonary di.sease. chronic renal disease, and metabolic

disorders including diabetes.

They also recommend annual immunization for in-

dividuals over the age of 65.

Vaccinations may be received by making an appointment

through the immunization clinic at the University health

Services.

LARRY BOUCHIE

I olleipaii photo by Brian Uonya

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIER — Richard

Tucker, sophomore engineering major, breaks

in his new skis behind Orchard Hill after the

season's first major snowfall yesterday after-

noon.

Read the Collegian, you II love it!!!
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85* wool flannel
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Cl'SwA super SpecBl

\ fr TJ^ London Fog (style Hopkins)!

.V ^ All weather trench coat

_ ^^ Reg. $160.00

I Now only $99.99
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PiZZA-RAMA
Our Specialties Are

Delicious Pi/zas

ot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells

Pavioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY!
356 College Street. Amherst

Any Large Pii/a

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

I
3 FREE SODAS .

..MO ,ou >•<• ..>" • *
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Any Small Pizf
1 FREE SODA ...
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Seniors:

Sign up for your yearbook photo by call-

ing 546-2874 or stop by 176Campus Center
for an appointment.

FRIDAY, DEC 7 WILL DE THE LAST DAY OF PORTRAIT SiniH6S

SESSIONS END AT 5:00 PM.

Free! '82 INDEX with every sitting.
There will be a $2.00 sitting fee

t

t
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Contraceptivesti'M- one. !«««« ,
but .hey <^^y ^^^^^^^^

By LORI KIRKLAND
Coll^;ian Correspondent

Less than ten years ajfo. the condom and

spermicidal foams and jellies were the only

legally available contraceptive devices to

unmarried people.

Today, methods such as the Pill, in-

trauterine device (lUD), and diaphragm

are not only legally obtainable U) all. but

are available through University of

Massachusetts Health Services for nominal

According to Pam Gonyer. contraception

programming coordinator at UHS.
students interested m aojuiring doctor-

prescribed contraception must attend

educational sessions before a physical ex-

am is scheduled.

"The session is provided to help students

choose the best method for them and in-

form them on related topics," Gonyer said.

"By in large, the reaction to the session is

overwhelminj^y positive." she said.

"Deciding to have intercourse

is not an emergency, it's a

developing thing and an impor-

tant decision that bears sorrw

thxmght and consideration.
"

— Pam Gonyer

A major problem women face at the

Health Services is the often long wait,

"sometimes two weeks," for an exam.

Gonyer said.

"Some people think that coming in for

contraception is an emergency Their

boyfriend is coming up and they become

frantic because they can't go on the Pill this

weekend. They often don't think about it

far enough ahead of time.

"Deciding to have intercourse is not an

emergency," said Gonyer, "it's a develop-

ing thing and an important decision that

bears some thought and consideration."

^ BODY SHOP 4
f9 ADVANCED FITNESS TRAJNING CENTERS

INVITE YOU<

tx) join by Dll<C 19tl
and receive

2 FREE GIFTS
long sleeve, limited edition Body Shop t-shirt

Boyden /C")\ NOPE
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm /J i,\ 7:30-9 am 4-6 pm OK

4-6 pm 4/t Jl(j 11-3 pm 7-9 pm ^
^ - January intersession workouts on us

f9 COST: still only $45.00

^ Get in shape for spring break. Sign up now

The Collegian is looking

for a responsible individual

in the position of

CIRCULATION MANAGER
Applications are available at

The Collegian 113 Campus Center

Deadline for applications is

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7

Another problem is that some students

are offend^ by the educational session.

"Some people come m with more sexual ex-

perience or knowledge than others

Gonyer said. "Those people occasionally

become frustrated because they have to at-

tend the session which they believe un-

necessary," she said.

The obvious problem occurs when either

the contraceptive method is not effective or

a student doesn't seek any contraception m
the first place and is faced with an un-

wanted pregnancy. In this instance, the

Health Services can help students decide

what steps to take and then help them plan

either an abortion or obstetnr f»r*>

BOSTON (AP) The nation's current

economic boom was led by the New
England region, which should continue to

see strong growth over the next year, the

chief economist for Dun & Bradstreet Corp.

told a meeting of the region's bankers

Thursday.

Despite recent declines in national

economic indicators, economic activity in

Massachusetts and the rest of New England

remauis high, according to Joseph Duncan.

Construction also remains strong in New

England. particularly Massachusetts.

Duncan said.

SUN QUIZ

Go home for holidays

with a tan

Unlimited visits $25

Tanning machines are safer than the sun

Le Bon SoIbU
264 N. Pleasant StTBet

Amherst
253^464

hM 8 a.m.-9 pm. Sat * Sun 9^
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From the firet laugh, you'll be hooked!
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PiniOOUV WtHtOj TOUCHSTONE
'N SI Lf < Tf th» *T«( s HLMS

TECHNICOLOR * LENSES AND PANAFLEX * CAMERA BY PANAVISION® « ^
Distributed by Buena Vista Distribution Co , Inc Cc) i984Buefw Vista Distribution Co .

inc

FRIDAY DECEMBER 7th— Mahar Auditorium

TIME: 5, 7, 9, 11 pm
Admission: $1.75 —

Sponsored by Chadbourne Dorm

The Amherst Wine Tasting Club

Invites You to a

Tasting

The Merchant Du Vin Selection of

IMPORTED BEERS
December 13, 1984; 7:30 PM

Speaker: Monroe B. England, V.P.

The Lord Jeffery Inn
$8. 00 per person

For Information Call 253-538U

338 College St Rt 9
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UMASS SKIERS!
Call

Craig or Dean 549-4066

Brad 253-9071 or 549-6364

George 542-4288

Peter 568-3311 ext 542

Join 200 other

college students for a

winter break ski fest at

Killington-from $177.00
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Bogus

Merry Christmas

U-MASS

from

Grand Prize Winners are:

Kayaks: Steve Vinelli Jr.

Patricia A. Grey

Sleds: Eiizabetfi Allen

Hamza Zobair

Umbrella: Andrew McKanna

OREGON (AP) An FBI investigation of an

Oregon man accused of issuing counterfeit

diplomas from some 300 universities could

lead to the exposure of about 2,500 people

who may be practicing law or medicine or

holding other jobs under false pretenses.

The case against Dennis Everett Gunter.

38, of Grants Pass, Ore., is the sixth

resulting from the FBI's 4-year old

nationwide "Dipscam" investigation into

phony diploma mills.

But Gunter, scheduled for arraignment in

federal district court in Eugene, Ore., Dec.

19, is the first accused of selling bogus

degrees from actual universities and

colleges. The five earlier cases involved

fictitious schools issuing phony degrees and

college transcripts.

According to a seven-page indictment

handed up last August, Gunter charged

customers from $39.95 to $64.95 for

counterfeit diplomas and degrees from

.schools including Harvard, Penn State,

University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill,

North Carolina State, the University of

Michigan. Michigan State University and

the I'niversity of Colorado.

The indictment alleged that between

December 1982 and June 1984, Gunter sold

certificates and degrees to approximately

2,500 people.

as many as 7,50o
U.S. Attorney Tom Coffin of Eugene said

that "it's possible" the names of purchasers

of phony diplomas might be entered into

evidence in the coming weeks, perhaps in a

sentencing memorandum. The names would

thus bwome part of lhc> public court record.

"If that occurs, it would be the first time

any purchaser's name would be on the

public record." said Robert L. Pence,

special agent in charge of the FBI's North

Carolina office, which has run the Dipscam

investigation since it began in 1980.

Pence said that in the previous five

Dipscam cases, all of which led to guilty

pleas and convictions, names of purchasers

"were furnished only to state authorities or

licensing authorities for possible action."

Gunter allegedly operated a firm called

"Alumni Arts" which placed ads in

magazines and tabloids, including Rolling

Stone. Moneysworth. Soldier of P'ortune,

Science Digest and Psychology Today.

An FBI investigator said that after agents

confiscated Gunter's records, they checked

with the registrars of the University of

North Carolina in Chapel Hill and North

Carolina State University whether in-

dividuals had purchased diplomas from

those schools from Gunter had ever

graduated.
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Cocktail Lounge "^(^

Your Early Weekend Fun Begins Here!

7-9 pm enjoy our
'^Extended Happy Hour!''

with 99^ Bar Drinks!!
Before the law changes

enjoy our weekend drink specials!

RT. 9 HADLEY
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Gay & Lesbian Day
Friday Dec. 7

* outside the Hatch

• Gay Blue Jean Day

• Free Balloons

• Handouts and Articles

• "Hug a Homosexual"
Booth

suggested 10* donation per hug

Social Hour Friday 3-5

Campus Center 905

• Dance Friday Night
10th Floor Campus Center

9 pm until 1 am

« ak^Ak ^ » « *v
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Calendars are located
in the Book Dept.
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*/fRIDAY & SATURDAY!^ *
^ * Happy Hour 3 - 7 pm t> ^
^ itW bar drinks,' bottled beer, schnapps etc ^

J, $1.49 all other cocktails and call brands ^

'^¥

Enjoy Our JJ-

"Extended Happy Hour" jj.

l> all bar drinks just 99*

9 PM Party with Crazy George
* till 2 AM! ^

M (open Sunday 1 pm till 1 am) *
A Great Time Never Cost Less!

* RT. 9 HADLEY <'

J^ «

1*-

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Located in the Campus Center

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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SUPERIOR PIZZA
UMass Students Favorite Pizza!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
also grinders, salads, dinners

17 Montague Road North Amherst
Still Free Delivery through January 549-0626

r"T5ne Large Pizza
|

j with two items

I charge for one

[ item $7.55

I
Good From

One Large Pizza

with one item

$6.35

Good From
- 12/7 to 12/22
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Big Twist & Co: lively blues
By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

UPC Productions and the Blue Wall hosted another fine

Chicago based blues band on Monday night. This time it

was Big Twist and The Mellow ?>Uows that gave the

crowd their money's worth. Though relatively unknown in

this area, they easily won over an enthusiastic audience

with their brand of boogie.

The band began about 15 years ago when alto sax player

Terry Ogolini took guitarist Pete Special to Evansville,

Indiana. 300 miles south of Chicago, to see Big Twist. He

was drumming at the time in an "all purpose band " in some

pretty rough clubs. The three soon after formed a band

and they've been together ever since. Though their in

fluence is primarily old blues, they also work soul and rock

into their repetoir'e. They are third generation bluesmen.

playing traditional blues the way they feel, in a more

contemporary style. This approach is comparable to The

Nighthawks and The Fabulous Thunderbirds. and con

tributes to their commercial success. Also working in their

favor is producer and co songwriter Gene Barge, longtime

with the Chess blues record label, who has worked with

greats like Little Walter and Chuck Berry.

The Mellow Fellows started the show with the 'Theme

From Dragnet, " and 1 could tell right away that we were in

for some great music, .\fter another fine instrumental. Big

Twist took the stage. Singing in a voice like Willie Dixon.

Howling Wolf, and BB King combined, he began with the

boppin "Funky Tom's Place." and then a blues number.

"Nobody Wants To Lose." This featured great guitar and

meshed horns that got people up there dancing at once.

Next came "Street Party" (in the baddest part of town),

which sounded like it has great marketing potential.

"Steamroller Blues" rolled all over the crowd with slow and

powerful vocals, gaining momentum with leads by Pete,

long held notes from the horns, keyboards by Sid

Wingfield. and bark down to a soulful vocal ending.

Rt'menibering the bright city lights and the sweet sound of

R&B got people going on "Sweet Soul Music. " as well as

"Pouring Water on a Drowning Man. " On that one. Twist

gave a discourse on love and mouth -to- mouth resucitalion.

adding."Anybody who don't like to be loved is dead!" This

was followed by Willie Dixon's "300 Pounds of Heavenly

Joy." and "Flip Flop." from their new album. Playing For

Keeps.

Set two began with "Candy." composed by keyboardist

Sid. This was followed by Mudcat. a cooker with a big full

sound, with Freddie King like leads and scat with the

organ and keyboards. Then Big Twist came on with a

rocking "Let The Good Times Roll. " and "Cold Women
With Warm Hearts." After the extended applause on that

Twist concurred. "Boy, do you have great taste."

Saxaphonist Terry Ogolini had a great solo on "Just One

Woman," which was followed by a boogying "You And

Me." from their first album. Songs like "City of New

Orleans " by Steve Goodman and "Who's Cheating Who,

"

by Little Milton, preceded Tyrone Davis' 'If I Could Turn

Back The Hands Of Time." Favorable mention should 1^

made to the rhythm section of drummer Mike Arturi,

who's surprisingly only been with the band two weeks, and

Twist's lively nephew. Tungo West, on bass. The show

ended up with "Sweet Home Chicago." and "Polk Salad

Annie. " the final encore.

This band has everything it takes to make it, talent,

commitment, and momentum. Big Twist is a hell of a

showman. He's superb with the audience, and is jovial off

stage as he is on. Talking to him after the show, I found

him a walking talking blues documentary. Recalling songs

by Jimmy Reed, he also told some first hand stories of

Howlin Wolf and did an eerily authentic impersonation of

him. Big Twist is a man with a past that works for him,

and who's time has come. I hope that we see him soon

again.

DON'T MISS ROBIN TROWER THIS FRIDAY NIGHT
AT THE RUSTY NAIL

Cellcipaii plMto by Drew Ogitr

Big Twist & The Mellow Fellows brought

Chicago blues to Amherst.

CHRISTMAS BOXED CARDS
You II find a specialyule tide

wishfor everyone onyour list.

'(ft ,UNIVERSITY
oMSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

The gripping finale to the grand epic adventure that begai

in Galcwau the award -winning international bestseller

Heechee
Rendezvous

Heechee revealed
By WILLIAM COLLINS
Collegian Staff

The long awaited conclusion of Frederik Pohl's Heechee

trilogy. Heechee Rendetwus , is finally out. and the

mysterious aliens are finally explained.

Over .500.000 years ago the lU-echee visited Earth. They

left strange artifacts behind, including a giant asteroid

filled with spaceships. Humans found them and started to

rxplore the galaxy.

The Heechee are some of the most interesting aliens in

science fiction. They had a higher technology than

mankind .'iOO.OOO years before today, yet they ran away

and hid inside a black hole. When they do come out. it Ls to

warn mankind of a great danger.

The focus throughout Pohls trilogy is the characters.

Robin Broadhead changes over the years. He goes from a

guilt ridden pro.spector to an entrepreneur. However, his

conscience forces him into one last voyage into space to

meet the Heechee.

The major character in the series. Robinette Broadhead.

started out in the first book an impoverished, troubled

fortune hunter. By the time of Kendevotu, Robin

Broadhead has becopie one of the wealthiest men on Earth.

The one major problem with the novel is the comments

that are thrown in every thirty pages or so. These are

little digressions by Albert Einstein, Robin Broadhead's

personal computer program. Unfortunately, these blurbs

cause the reader to lose his train <rf thought. Worst of all,

they give away the plot.

Albert Einstein_commentaries aside, is one of the most

interesting characters in the book. For one, he is a

computer program, yet he behaves exactly like he was s

real person (and he thinks he is). He even has a nervous

breakdown.
In the earlier books, Goieway and Beyond the Blue Event

Horizon, Pohl left tantalizing hints about the Heechee.

This novel finally reveals them and includes a description

of just what the aliens looklike. Surprisingly enough, they

turn out to be more human than many other science fiction

races.

The writing is crisp and clear. The plot takes time to get

moving, because Pohl takes the time to develop the

characterization and situations leading up to the meeting

between human and Heechee. In places it drages, but it

doesn't have the long rambling conversations of the earlier

books.

An interesting, entertaining novel, Heechee Rendevous is

the best of the three. The only enigma left is exactly who

the creatures are that the Heechee fled from. .

.

****#****

AMERICAN GREETINGS

R & P PACKAGE STORE
BEER WINE SODA

Three minutes from Brittany Manor and Riverglade

' Large Selection of Domestic Beers *

* 60 Varieties of Imported Beer *

75 Varieties of French Wines *

25 Varieties of German, Italian,

Spanish and Hungarian Wines *

Hours: Mondaj - Saturday 10:00 am 'til 11 pin

COME CHECK US OUT!
460W».8t. 263-9742

__
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A roadtrip to sexism from cover to cover

It's no secret the casting couch isn't exclusive

to Hollywood; Princeton undergrads Seth Rachlin

and George Van Hoomissen prove it exists in

publishing too, only what they did to whom to get their

book pubhshed is leas a mystery only to what extent they

lowered themselves.

SpedficaUy: Where The Giris Are Today: The CoUegp

Man '$ Roadtrip Guide to All Women '« Colleges. Now if the

title isn't enough to make even the most inactive feminist

tear off the Sewnteen-like cover and send the mangled

pieces to Crown Publishers, it'll inspire authorship in

anyone who can write a noun-verb-noun sentence.

The ^ole premise of the "guidebook" is to steer modem-

day 'vemen to the "best" of women's colleges, where, if

or« ts lucky, one can find bubbleheads ready to abandon

tlifcT virginity and self-respect to people who obviously

t'. K seriously the "Wild and Crazy Guy" skits on Saiur-

nay Night Live.

Besides continually referring to college-age women as

"girls," the boys (it's only fair, isn't it?) use the popular

"catch" a "fish" meti^hor commonly ascribed to women.

Go ahead, laugh. This is the book to buy if you have ex-

tra time and gas and want to get laid. That's right - get

laid. Have sex.

Surprised by my language? I don't like to use it, but why

should I be euphemistic if Rachlin and Van Hoomissen

prefer to be blunt?

On Smith: "..while a significant group of girls cluirri U)

have gone to Smith to get away from men, most Smithies

feel more sympathy with their classmate who said she

missed the presence of men only when she was awake."

Doubtless the boys didn't hesitate to ask how she felt at

nighttime.

On Regis Coll^fe: "Be advised. There is a strong con-

tingent.. .on the prowl for husbands.. .So don't get too

drunk and make promises you can't keep."

Sometimes they prefer innuendo: on Wheaton College.

"As a roadtripper...you've seen a lot of women .n your

travels. Some, Jlre're sure, were women at their best, some

orettveood and only a few at their average.
^ "TheC ^ould be taken in a lighthearted way," says

co^author Van Hoomissen. "NaturaUy, we made some

eeneralizations but you can't escape that m wntmg »

g^^t's not so much a social book as a travel book^

anyway, and maybe we said things that weren t ap-

propriate, but you must understand we were trying to seU

a product." .

Just what were you trying to sell, tieorge.

Rachlin told one Collegian reporter that one shouldn t

"hyperanalyze" the work of a couple of guys just trying

to have a little fun." ^^

Mary Cresse

The sole premise of the 'guidebook' is^ to

steer modern-day cavemen to the ''best" of

wmnen's colleges, where, if om is lucky,

(me canfind bnibbleheads ready to abandon

their virginity and self-respect to people

who oimcmsly took seriously the 'Wild amd

Crazy Guy' skits on Saturday Night Live.

What they both forget is that not only do women want to

have a good time as much as men, women do not think of

marriage every time they see a pair of trousers. Most

signficantly, the authors forget that many things original-

ly intended in a "light hearted" way end up in situations

far more serious. Just ask five men in a jail in New Bed-

ford.

The text is peppered with pictures of lounging women

holding books but looking also shyly, demurely, helplessly

at the camera — put a lollipop in their mouths and tell

them to put a leg on a chair and they would make the

January issue of Playboy.

By alternating these photos with chi4)ter8 entitled

"Nubile New England," "Btanic Mid-Atlantic," "The

Siren South," "The Mischievous Midwest" and "The

Wistful West," the authors evidently want to foster a sort

of commisseration among socially unsuccessful or

awkward males. There is even a section devoted to

women's colleges that have gone co-ed; it is treated with

mock solemnity, as if by associating with men, women will

develop their brains and thus realize the stupidity of

socializing with two men using their bodies as divining

rods to find the "prettiest" women in the nation.

There are three pages of acknowledgement, comprising

almost totally women's names. Why, George, did they

deserve thanks?

"They filled out a questionaire."

Oh. Was there anything else, maybe? Did you -
"I think that's a very personal question. I decline to

answer."

That's your privilege, George. But let me answer your

initial question. Where are we, George?

We're in the House, we're in the Senate; we run

Newsweek and The Washington Post; we organize major

national political campaign as well as rear children.

It's ironic, in your study of the most primal — and

bovine — of tendencies, that you went to colleges, where

women prepare their minds, not their bodies. Maybe you

would have been more successful had you hung out on

42nd St.

Mary Cresse is a Collegian columnist.

A few holiday greetings

•IT S OPENING' IT S OPENING! I CAN HEAR IT OPENING!

Letters
Hypocritical

'free speech'?

I'm writing in response to

Elizabeth Rich's letter "Is

This Freedom of Speech" in

Monday's Collegian.

Rich starts off in

reference to freedom of

speech asking, "But what

aJx>ut when it offends a race

of people?" I take it she also

means any group or lifestyle

that a person may choose to

lead.

She IS talking about
"freedom of speech," and

although I may not agree

with all of Cliff Myer's

jokes, he has every right to

say anything he chooses to,

even if he does offend some
people.

Simply because you don't

agree with his jokes doesn't

give you the audacious right

to condemn him. The
radicals who speak in front

of the Student Union sicken

and offend a lot of people,

but nobody questions their

right to spieak.

She then addresses a col-

umn written by her

housemate Mark Caldeira,

"Gotta Love Those
Radicals" in the Collegian,

Nov. 26. Although she did

not agree with him, she

commended him for trying

to get his point across. In

response to his column, two
jerks called and made
threatening remarks. In ac-

tuality, Mark Caldeira

blatantly threatens and
stereotypes practically the

entire population of UMass
simply because they are not

like him.

In my liberal perspective I

find Mark Caldeira as

narrow-minded as Cliff

Myer, by Rich's own defini-

tion of "offending a race of

people." Thus Elizabeth

Rich is a hypocrite for con-

demning Cliff Myer and

commending Mark Caldeira

for doing essentially the

same thing.

Neal Correira

Southwest

Society can't

afford protest

To the Editor:

We were appalled and

outri^ed by yesterday's

advertising a heterosexual

protest, complete with the

burning of an effigy, to

counter today's Gay and
Lesbian Awareness events.

What has campus con-

sciousness come to, when a

group of students feels such

unfounded fear and aggres-

sion against any civil

minority group of this cam-

pus and anywhere else. This

type of fear is simply

counter-productive to pro-

moting relations between all

groups on campus whether

they be the College
Republicans, the Campus
Crusade for Christ, or the

People's Gay Alliance. To-

day's PGA events are plann-

ed in order to establish a

congenial and supportive at-

mosphere for all people in

the UMass community be

they gay, lesbian, straight,

or bisexual. It appears to us

that today's counter-
demonstration is planned in

a most negative and
heterosexist manner, the

type of which our society

can ill afford.

Matthew M. Shakespeare
David A. Weston

Amherst

A thank you

for making

walking safer

Recently I decided to take

advantage of the Student

Escort Services which is

This is the time of year when most

of us remember all those who
touch our lives in a positive man-

ner. Many use Christmas cards to let

special people know that they have not

been forgotten. I decided against that

method this year and have instead opted

to use this space. Not only will this get the

ones on my list the public recognition they

deserve but I also save a bundle on

postage.

So much for the introduction. I would

like to wish the following individuals and

groups the merriest of holidays and the

happiest of New Years-

Big Twist. Thank you for bringing the

biggest .smile in the world to the Blue

Wall. Your piece of Chicago will always

be welcome in my Amherst.

Garry Trudeau. Damn, it is good to have

you back. The comics page just wasn't the

same without you. Say hello to Jane and

the twins for me. too.

Victor Gerena. I toast your success in

eluding capture. Maybe someday I will

run into you in some tropical paradise.

Until then, best of luck to my favorite

"seven-million-dollar man".

Larry Bird and the Boston Celtics. If you
guys had lost to the Lakers. I don't know
what I would have done. That would have
been worse than the Reagan landslide. At
least a few of those overrated Californians

have been put in their place.

Walter Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro.

1 have a lot of respect for anyone who tries

to run a political campaign based on

issues. It takes a lot of guts to do that in a

time when slogans and make-up are far

more important. No reason for you two to

feel bad when you gave it your best shot.

The Sierra Club and all other en-

vironmental organizations. Keep it up,

folks. Without you. the corporations

would turn our national parks into

shopping malls in no time. My furry

friends also send their best.

My fellow history majors It makes me
feel better to know that some other people
come to college to get an education instead

William J. Spain

of a vocational skill. I look forward to long

years of discussing ancient Greek culture

over the grill at McDonald's with you.

All the couples who adopt menUlly or

physically handicapped children. I wish

that I had your courage and kindness.

Everyone who dedicates their brief

lifespan to helping the least fortunate

among us. Is that something you are born

with, or what? You all sure can make the

rest of us look like so many self-centered

greedheads.

People of the world who suffer under

authoritarian regimes. May this New
Year bring the fall of all tyrants and

despots.

Friends who laugh with m.e when I'm

happy and comfort me when I'm sad. This

world would be a much colder place

without you.

Women I have held close. Even if things

ended in a less than ideal way. you still

took a part of me with you. May you

forever be healthy, happy, and in loving

arms.

Family members who won't be at the

table for Christmas dinner. I still miss

you very much but hope to delay joining

you for as long as possible, if you don't

mind. I am finaUy able to think of you and

smile instead of always crying because I

realized that is what you want me to do.

I would also like to extend warm
greetings to everyone who reads the

Opinion page, and especially to all those I

offend with my columns. May we all keep

on working to make life more interesting

and remember - you must search for

happiness but the pain will come by itself.

WilUam J. Spain is a Collegian columnist.

provided by the Student
Security Organization in the

Department of Public Safe-

ty at UMass. I felt a little

strange about calling for

one simply because I've on
occasion walked around the

campus alone at night, and
I've always thought, "What
could possibly happen to

me?"
ttut, why take a chance?

All you have to do is call

545-2123 any time you are

going to be out walking
alone, and a cheerful,

courteous person on the

other end of the phone will

gladly provide you with an
escort so you can get to

. where you are going safely.

I encourage everyone to u*-

this service. It takes just ^

few seconds to call, and you

will be glad you did. My
thanks to the student

security organization.

Nanette Dory
CMitral
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Rights are for everyone
The issue is human rights.

As long as lesbians and gays are be-

ing attacked and discriminated

against in all facets of American

society, inchiding the University of

"Massachusetts, it is their right to be

<HitspokenIy against oppression, and

it is the responsibility ofanybody who
is concerned about human rights to

sui^rt their struggle for freedom.

Yesterday some people put signs

up around campus which stated:

"Heterosexuals fight back, protest

Friday's 'hug a honKwexual booth."

It then urged people to join a march

from Southwest to the Student Union

Building and to hang in efRgy a sym-

bol of the gay and l^ian movement.

We condemn tiie actions of these

people. The idea is hateful and

fascistic. Perhaps these people are

terrified of their own potentisd to be

bi-sexual, or perhaps they feel that

their sexuality is imder attack, but

whatever their motives are, the ac-

tions they have proposed are

reprehensible.

The People's Gay Alliance planned

the Gay and Lesbian Blue Jean Day

to sta-ess the lighter side of being gay

and to help educate people about

their heterosexism.

This way people could examine and

perhaps question their own beliefs

iJtx>ut gay and lesbian oppression as

they got dressed in the morning and

decided whether or not they wanted

to wear blue jeans.

If people decided they had to break

out their corduroys it was a chance

for them to analyze why tl^y did not

support gay and lesbian rights and

perhaps question society's "com-

pulsory heterosexuality," as the poet

Adrienne Rich put it

The argument that "gays are okay,

I just don't want to hear about it," is

unfair. As long as gays and lesbians

remain silent about the hetersexist

harassment, hatred and violence that

is perpetuated on the lives of

homosexuals, little can be done to

stop it.

Until everyone has full civil rights,

no one is tnily free.

Unsigned editorials reflect the mor

jority opinion of the Collegian Board

ofEditors.

A letter from the Editor
When I graduated from High

School, a guidance counselor

told me to hold on to my idealism

for as long as I could because one day, he

said, I would wake up and see the world,

the whole world.

Four years later the world is a different

place. My eyes are as bright as ever, but

they are no longer seeking out everything

in their path, they are now searching for

hope and hoping that much of what is in

their path disappears.

As the Editorial Page Editor of the Col-

legian, I probably read more letters in one

day than most people write in a semester.

I read letters from people who say there

are too many handicapped ramps in pro-

portion to those who need them, so the

ramps should be made into bike ramps.

I read letters from people who believe the

way to prevent rape is to give "two percent

of all the feminists in the world a handgun

or better yet give two percent of the male

population handguns to get rid of the

feminists."

I read letters from people who believe

there is a strong correlation between child

abuse and equality for women.

I read letters from people who say they

don't understand why Jewish students get

upset because they have to attend classes

on Rosh Hashanah while Christmas is a

Rita Murphy

legal holiday.

I read letters from people who say affir-

mative action is discriminatory against

whites.

I read letters from people who say

homosexuals should "go back into the

closet where they belong."

I read letters from people who say they

are sick and tired of others complaining of

racism and sexism "because everyone

knows they don't exist anymore."

I read letters from people who have writ-

ten letters to the Collegian and have since

received repeated death threats and warn-

ed never to write another thing in the

newspaper or face the consequences.

I read letters. I re-read letters.

Sometimes I laugh at the letters sometimes

I want to cry. I keep a folder on my desk,

it's labeled 'socially obnoxious.' It started

out empty, it grows every day. I see it with

my eyes. I rub my eyes, I wish it away, but

it stays, it grows.

Most people like getting letters.

Sometimes I do too, sometimes I don't.

Rita Murphy is a CoU^an Columnist

and the Collegian's Editxyrial Pa^ Editor.
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We are one and the same
I'm heterosexual. I don't mind ad-

mitting it. I'm not afraid to hold

hands with a man in public. I'm

heterosexual, and I'm not worried that I'll

lose someone's friendship if I tell them so.

But for some of my friends, being open

ibout their sexual identities isn't so easy.

They tell me it's hard to be gay in a world

that reveres Barbie and Ken, and wedding

cakes with a miniature bride and groom

perched on the top. I believe it.

What a lot of well meaning people don't

realize about my homosexual friends is that

their sexuality doesn't dominate their

whole lives. Just because I'm heterosexual

doesn't mean that I'm constantly thinking

about my relationships with men. Other

things are important too: coursework,

friendships, finances. Homosexual people's

lives are similarly balanced. Sexuality is an

important facet of a person, but it is just

that one facet.

A lot of heterosexual people worry about

being approached by a gay person. A
woman in one of my classes once said she'd

like to have a relationship with me. and I

told her that I was flattered, but com

fortable with being straight. We're friends

now.

Elizabeth Luciano

I'm still amazed that she had the courage

to raise the subject. 1 think about how

difficult it was for me to ask a man that I

liked if he wanted to study with me one

evening. Mulitply that nervousness by

nine, since one person in ten is gay. (Yes,

three people on your dormitory halJ could

be homosexual.) That's a lot of ner-

vousness, and a lot of courage.

Some straights worry that a gay person

might try to push them into a relationship.

They don't want to be 'bulldozed " by a

homosexual person. Well. I don't want to

be bulldozed into a relationship by a

heterosexual, either, and some heteros out

there can be pretty damned pushy. I don't

want to be overwhelmed by a woman or a

man. Nobody wants to feel as though they

have no say in where a relationship is going.

At the risk of sounding corny, it can by a

very cold world out there. And if someone
finds somebody else who cares about them,

and with whom they can express affection,

and that person happens to be of the same
.sex... so what?
EUzabeth Luciano it a Collegian columnist.

-Letters to the Editor

The policy is clear

The campus policy concerning
discrimination is very clear. It prohibits

discrimination on the basis of sexual

preference.

This policy reflects our commitment to

the protection of all the members of our

community, and to the preservation of an

environment in which all points of view

may be expressed, even if those views are

unpopular, without fear of retribution.

Without such an environment, we forfeit

our tradition of free inquiry and we

jeopardize the distinctive nature of a

great university.

Since the policy against discrimination

is quite clear, I call upon all the members

of the community to respect the diversity

and spirit of tolerance which has

characterized this campus for more than

120 years. The University administration

takes its responsibilities in this area very

seriously, and will take whatever steps

are necessary to enforce the rights of all

those who work and study on campus.

Richard O'Brien
Acting Chancellor

Don't bring our favorite clothes into things

We are writing in response to the adver-

tisement placed in Tuesday's Collegian con-

cerning gay awareness. It has been propos-

ed that on Friday, December 7, any

member of the UMass population wearing

blue jeans is supporting the gay awareness

movement. Well, we are aware of the fact

that the sponsors of gay awareness have

picked America's most popular article of

clothing to prove one's support of their

movement. We are also aware of the fact

that a very large number of people will be

wearing blue jeans whether they are or are

not supporting their cause. Therefore we

fail to understand the significance of their

proposal. We also resent the fact that we

must carefully decide what to wear for fear

of adhering to somebody else's views.

Philip Ziperman
Jennifer Mcllhenny

Central
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LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst

Next to the Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY

of $15 minimum order

off UMass Campus
Dial 253-3091 ._,
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Here's this week's C & C Trivia Question: What type of

French wine currently leades in world-wide sales? If you

know, write your answer, name, address and phone number

on a slip of paper and bring it to C&C before 11 p.m. Satur-

day Dec. 8. Winner is chosen by lot from among correct

answers, and receives a $5 C&C gift certificate. Last week's

answer: "Notary Sojac" appeared in SMokey sTover.

Nouveau Beaujolais

Duboeuf
750 ML $3.99

I

New
Computer
Books

at % or more

off list

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP

Carriage Shops
Amherst

^ Amherst Flics presents ^
«
^
«
^

Cool Hand Luke

M
^
«
«
«^ fa Sat, Sun

^ 8 and 10 PM ^ ^
M ^i an A^err/y /, Science Center ^^^'-^ Amherst College >.

^EWAR'S 14
"White Label" ' ^

SCOTCH WHISKY

1.75 Liters

$19.99

BLANC DE BLANC
French Wine

il.5 Liters $4.99
^ MONDAVI

Red or White
1.5 Liters $6.99

BALLANTINE BEER $3.50
Plus deposit 12-pack

Sp«cial« ar« In-ttore cash prices good thru Dec. 8

Friday Afternoon at Mikes
A HAPPY HOUR YOU CAN LIVE WITH
FOOD - ALL YOU CAN CARRY FOR $1.

:-;:;::v;
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253-9202
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yeara small group of Americans and Russians

set outon the greatest adventure of them all...

L 16 see If there is life beyond the stars.

Need Some Extra Cash?
iFull and part time temporary help

needed during January.

IContact the store manager at the

bookstore in your area:

lAnna Maria College Bookstore - Worcester
- 755-4696

iBentley College Bookstore - Waltham - 891 -6499

1

iBridgewater State College Bookstore - 697-7460

(Bristol Community College Bookstore - 675-2647

iFitchburg State College Bookstore - 342-22291

IFramingham State College Bookstore - 872-3658}

IMassasoit Community College Bookstore
- 583 2152

iMt. Wachusett State College Bookstore- 632-8238

iNorth Adams State College Bookstore - 664-68981

I
Salem State College Bookstore - 745-5300|

Jsimmons College Bookstore - Boston - 734-01-

Iwestfield State College Bookstore - 562-4235|

Iworcester State College Bookstore - 754-;

College Stores Assoclatesj

"% "-^-

DaytonTires

9010
THE YEAR WE MAKE CONTACT

ROY SCHEIDER

SNOW
TIRES

POLYESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

34
A78-13

00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
OB 71 MCWTMS IXTtMOCD

P«VMtNT PIAH ON D«VTO«
RCVOIVMO CH/WOE OH

TWiS iSCTVICt

credit

eslatlished
in minutes

A78-13

E78-14

F78-I4

G78-14

G78-15

H78-15

34.00

44.00

45.00

48.00

45.00

48.00

RADIAL
White Wall

Size Price

Pt55/80R13

PI65/80R13

P185/80R13

P195/75R14

P205/75R15

P2J5/75R15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

W OOpfM'fp
Miatuonjt\ lot • Ptui MA w*es Ml •

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Mlch0lln Tires Also SffciBlly Priced

vax

pi; ptfiiK'iiniMMNr^ awHsirD^nj- m /•••'••"»

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

"Full Service Tire Store'

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

STARTS FRIDAYDECEMBER7th,AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.

Black Affairs
'.•.•.•.•.•••.•.•.•••.•.
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Famine's political ramification discussed
By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The underlying causes of Ethiopia's famine were

discussed last night at the University of Massachusetts by

Dan Connell of Grassroots International.

In his lecture to an audience of thirty people, he stressed

the importance of active community awareness and par-

ticipation in alleviating the situation.

Connell, executive director of the independent, non

profit, social change agency, emphasized that the famine is

fundamentally political and that the drought is not wholly

responsible.

"There is no escaping the fact that the famine is being

used as a political weapon. It is a strategy to destroy the

opposition by destroying the people," Connell said. "The

area of Tigray and Eritrea have been the worst hit," he

said.

This area is home to the military movement which opposes

the Marxistmilitary government of Ethiopia. "This

government controls the towns and cities while the op-

position movement controls the countryside," Connell said.

Connell blamed the United States and the Soviet Union

for aggravating the situation. "Ninety percent of U.S. aid

goes through government held channels and never reaches

the hard-hit areas of the north," Connell said. He added

the "USSR could have seen the famine coming. They sent

small amounts of rice which the people do not eat, and

transport assistance such as helicopters and planes."

The Soviet Union, an ally to the Ethiopian government,

flew the people out of the opposition areas in the north to

the south according to Connell.

Connell asked that all Americans do their part in

hocoming involved in the assistance program»<. "It is up to

all U.S. citizens to figure out what's going on out there.

Put pressure on the institution to tell more," he said.

Connell said that the press had neglected the Ethiopian

famine situation because it wasn't newsworthy. The
Ethiopian government had "succeeded in covering it up for

quite some time," he said.

He said that feeding and relocating the people is not
enough. He emphasized the importance of "reorganizing
the society from the bottom up." Taking the people away
from their farms would only displace them, he said. "We
cannot come in from the West and impose any economic
St rategies." Connell said.

.Americans must teach Ethiopians to graduate
technologically in terms of totals and show them how to
rotate crops instead of farming small crops. He added. "It

is hard to do any large scale work when you've got planes
homhiniT

Nicaraguans live for the revolution
, \ )1RAA.BETANCES

t:o!legian Staff

"}T1, the clock on the cathedral in Managua,

, Nicaragua stopped at 12:30 after an ear

ted the country. Today, Managua is

. iih a few buildings standing intact

that has remained standing alter the

•
1 hquake is tht Hank of .America

;s what Jim Manwell, a University of Massachusetts

;or in the mechanical engineering department and

Klainf Puleo. a Math grad student showed in a slide show

to'an audience of 3) pwple " •*" ''-mpus Cen""- Inst

night.

She said Nicaraguans can distinguish between Aniencans

as individuals and the American government. Puleo said

ihev were interested in teaching her and other Americans

there, so that they would "show the real truth of what -

going on."

Every aspect of a Nicaraguans life is dedicated to the

revolution, which is named after their leader Augusto

Sandino.

Manwell and Puleo said that FSLN, the name of the

revolution, are present all over the country, in support of

the revolution which tries to reconstruct the country after

the overthrow of Anastasio Somoza in 1979.

Nicaraguans are verv concerned about the welfare of

their children. Banners with slogans happiness of chUdren

is defending the revolution' are hung in different parts of

the country, according to Manwell and Puleo.

Manwell said children are h appy and well fed. "They

SOME HOW WE SURVIVE

Somehow we suvive

and tenderness, frustrated, does not wither.

Investigating searchlights rake

our naked unprotected contours;

over our heads the monolithic decalogue

of facist prohibition glowers

and teeters for a catastrophic fall:

boots club the peeling door.

But somehow we survive

severance, deprivation, loss

Patrols uncoil along the asphalt dark

sort like Americans despite the fact Americans are wagmg

a war against them. " he said.

Puleo said Nicaraguans are eager to talk to Americans

because they would bring the realities of Nicaragua back to

the states and "save them."
.

Puleo who went to Nicaragua to satisfy her curiosity said

the country is "beautiful, exciting. The government is

hissing their menace to our lives,

most cruel, all our land is scarred with terror.

rendered unlovely and unlovable;

sundered are we and all our passionate surrender

but somehow tenderness survives.

Untitled by Carl Yates
and on a deeper level...

we have been here...forever-yesterday

. existing back through time and space from

this continent to the middle passage to the

really intere.sted in improving the conditions of the

people.
"

p:ven the churches are sympathetic to the FSLN and the

movement. Murals on a p«K)r church in Cuidad Sandino

shows how Christ worked just like the poor farmers. Their

message is to struggle in this life, rather than in the next,

the shdes showed.

shores of the Land of the Blacks...

AL-KE-BU-LAN...

BILAD ES SUDAN...
AFRICA.
Our bloodline flows to the Great Pyramids and

beyonder...

non-stop... back to the hands of our First

Fathers.

and on a deeper level...

we have been here...forever-yesterday

we have to take care of those who are the

Keepers of that time which is fooA/ard of us...the

CHILDREN.

I

Cards
Vases

GREAT GIFTS
Clothing Earrings

Stocking Stuffers

Posters
Mugs Rugs

Scarves Ornaments
Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals - Toys
Boxes, Tins, Jewelry

Candy Gloves Tea Sets

•k -k -k

Cotton - Wool - Alpaca
Scarves. Sweaters. Slipper Socks

HOURS: Weeknights 'till 9 p.nn., Dec. 7-21

Daily 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. Sun. 12-5

ThR IVcHj^ Pboe,

L/*JJ^
Great Gifts... ^Sft

^yjg Great Prices Ij^

jiHECCANTILC
Amherst Carriage Shops ^- ŝ-^^IM^ and .tf^^i^E.
Amherst Carriage Shops

and
Next to Iron Horse)

MYERS
HAPPY HOUR

3:00 - 6:00
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The
Holidays,

he personal touch.

It's alive anB well in Downtown
Amherst, You'll find it in the

uncommon selection of merchandise,

and you'll feel it in the warm, friendly

service offered at more than 40 fine

shops and restaurants. To make holiday

shopping something special,

experience Downtown Amherst.

tHI AMMUSt CMAMif Of C UMMIRCi AND IMI OOVkSUmS ( CH N( II V\ISM lO I ^Ptllss

IHIIR AfMUCIAIIOS TO HHItACI SASk fOI IMI CM IM IHI AMM»«sr>ll SICK,AN

llvpercumcula
STOP A MINUTE FOR PEACE Stop for one minute on

Friday at 12:00 noon to contemplate fears and concerns

about nuclear war and hopes for peace. It only takes a

minute. 12:00. wherever you happen to be.

FUNK NITE IN ORCHARD HILL WITH HUSKY A
Partv. 9:00 p.m. 3:00 a.m. Dickinson Dorm lx)unge.

CONCERT: UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
YOUTH WIND ENSEMBLE Directed by Malcolm W.

Rowell. Jr.. the ensemble will perform a variety of wind

music. Free. 7:30 p.m. Bowker Auditorium.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD Meeting.

come and enjoy the end of the semester gathering. 5:30.

c.c. 1001 1002"

HOLIDAY FANTASIA A Floral Design Show will be

presented by the Plant and Soil Science and Stockbridge

students. The exhibit of holiday floral designs will be on

display from 12:00 5:30 in French Hall. Room 105. Campus.

PANEL DISCUSSION. AID TO AFRICA - African

Student Association will be holding a panel discussion on

aid to Africa. Guest Speaker: Dr. Lensine Kaba.

University of Minnesotta. 6:^ p.m.. Campus Center.

Room 101.

SUNDAY. DECEMBERS
KWANZA CELEBRATION Moderator: Al Carter

Music: Suntotogy

Food: by Yvonne. 7:00 p.m.. Martin Luther King Center.

Room 112.

CONCERT: UNIVERSITY CHAMBER CHOIR AND
CHORAL UNION Vivaldi's "Gloria" will highlight a

program, which also includes seasonal selections such as

"Coventry Carol." Conducted by E. Wayne Abercrombie,

the ensembles will be assisted by the Five College

Chamber Soloists. Free. 4:00 p.m., Bowker Auditorium.

FURIOUS LOV'E A workshop for women on handling

anger /depression creatively, positively, lovingly, will be

offered from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Leverett. The group will

be led by Rosemary Christoph (MA) who has had 15 years

experience in therapy. The cost of the workshop is $30

$40. sliding scale. F'or information or registration call 367-

2087 or write Alyssum, 303 Cove Rd., Shutesbury, Ma.

01072.

Change your
tires NOW .

.98
per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fun Service Tre Store
78 Sundcflsnd Rd No Amti«r«l. MA

549-4 704

Amhent Chinese Foods
•t Mmntlmrin foott '

62-64 MAIM ST., AMHERST
BEER A WINE LICENSE

trmah V0g»tabl»»
from Our Own Farm

CLOSMD WeOMttOAY
WC DO NOT uM. HSC 0* tUTIClAL COlOKmC

253-7835

Earn
Academic Credit
while gaining experience

in marketing, public

relations, counseling,

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Interviews begin Dec. 10

Contact the Office of

n.lnt^nship?

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

HRISTMAS WRAPS & TRIMS
Deck your gifts in the season'sfinest!

Tonlte At

lehsSS^
Women's Aerobic Finals

Pearl Harbor Night

$1.25 Pearl Harbors

ALL NIGHT
Changes Rt 9 Amherst 2S6-828J,

i.9<t

- DEATH OF A HAPPY HOUR -

starring Delano's

ACT 1: Happy Hour is Dead.

12/10/84

Grief-stricken public wonders

what they will do.

ACT2: Delanos Discovers There IS

Life After Happy Hour

ACT 3: Find Out For Yourself.

Delano's has a few surprises

in store for you. Happy Days

(& Nights) are here again.

THE END (or is it. . .)

Hour*

Friday and Saturday ~T
Greystroke 7:00 #

Romancing the Stone 9:10 !

Sunday thru Tuesday \
Giant 7:00

I show only \
starring James Dean ^

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

wmma——iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

$ Inventory Takers $

$ 5.00/hr $
Intersession Employment

RGIS InventofY Specialists has unlimited

openings in these areas. Eastern Mass.,

Boston to 20 miles WMt of Worcester. No I

experience necessary. Paid training - We
need dependable people to work various

hours Mon-Sun.
District reps will be on-campus Wed. Dec.

12. Contact your student employment of-

fice 239A Whitmore for interview. Oppor-

tunities for advancement. Excellent

references for your future.

iiiiiiiitiiiiiiHHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMimiiitiiiimiMiiiiiiii

MOVING ON ?
North

I rr-j XK'
'*

RENT A
TRUCK OR CARGO VAN

I ROM

NorthAmherst
Motors

TNFjr^JlNOMlCAL WA Y TO MOVE!
I fX PON

SAVF 10%Rt.63
No. Amherst

S49-2880
» ) I I I oVaT ROIJ N r) I R I

P

RI^NTAI Oy
NORTH AMHI^RSI MOTORS
OWN IRI ( kS OR VANS

A«abrvittKx> wnti dapoait and ooupoo

mo«» (M m»6» poof to r«nt«l d«v

Coc?K>n applMi to North Amharat

Motox v«hid« uMd fw roond trip

' mwtkt only On> coupon ym mwik

The Spoke Specials
WED-

ANY AMHERST MUG NIGHT
50* drafts with any Amherst mug
THURS - ROLLING ROCK NIGHT

Rolling Rock bottles 75*

Melon Balls $1.25

THURS - ROLLING ROCK NIGHT
Rolling Rock bottles 75*

Melon Balls $1.25

FRI - CAPTAIN MORGAN NIGHT
All Captain Morgan drinks - $1.25

T-shirt giveaways, beach towel plus

other stuff

SAT • KAMIKAZI NIGHT
All Kamikazis $1.00

SUN - HAPPY HOUR DEMISE DAY
AND NIGHT
9 oz. drafts 25*

All Schnapps 75*

Peach Spearmint
Peppermint Apple
Cinnamon Strawberry

'starting on FRIDAY
P.C. on Us BECKS on Special $1.30

the Spoke Bone awaits you

THE SPOKE
35 E. Pleasant St. Amherst

A Drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy
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f^M0i Tickets Available at the Door

THE IMPORT THAT TASTES BETTER. NOT BITTER.

%,rjftwiew«

THE*1 BOTTLE Of BEER IN EUROPE

THE BEAT GOES PUBLIC!

DAVID WAKELIN6 RANKING ROGER

formeriy ol "Hi* Ingli* B«if" AH Cl

SUN. DEC 9

8 PM
S.U.B. UMASS

UMASS STUDENTS $10

GENERAL PUBLIC $12
UMASS I D HOMKO WITH STUCXNI TICKCT

IKTKnS ON SAll AT UNI A»T$ CINIM S«.NO»l(lD CIVIC CWItt.

»^n«r»»»MOflOCAItONSINNOtTMMAMnON MCHyOtt

"^IZ'o^^^^T-O CANS K>TTUS O. «CO«>-« DfV^IS

3^lankbocik0

-x-

Photographer Dwayne Autery^

,
^tTJVrVERSnTl

X

-^

;

Located in the

Campus Center

Open
M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

,eo^ FOUR
SEASONS

BEER SPECIALS
LOWENBRAU 12 oz N/R w/rebate $6.99

BUDWEISER 12 oz cans $9.99

LABATTS beer & ale 12 oz bottles $10.99

BUSCH 12 oz cans $8.99

GENESEE beer 12 oz bottles.^^ . .^^. .^^. - . • $6.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
KRONENBOURG $399 BECKS $4.25

HOLSTEN $3.99 MOOSEHEAD $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 liter $9.99

BLACK VELVET 1.75L $12.99

BAQILY'S IRISH CREAM 750 ml $14.99

HARVEY'S BRISTOL CREAM 750 ml $7.99

V.O. 750 ml $7.99

SEAGRAMS 7 750 ml $5.99

SPECIAL CASE PRICE $30.00

GIFT SETS AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS:
MOUTON CADET FOLONARI KAHLUHA
AMARETTO PERRIER MIDORI
Dl SARONNO JOUET BOLA

GODIVA CHOCOLATES and many many more...

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

In front of the malls

\

I

X

X
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Doonesbury

Collegian n

By Garry Trudeau

POrOUM^. SAYSHBll

• I ' Toyouf

YOUKNOUJ. FROM TUB eXJT

Heiio? i3-[0LL-H0U6a.m)'su
aomdflediinGABOUT
omaisr po^stnne
KNOUJU/HDCAUSeP

klARJlN U/TH£R KIN6, THAT^

H/HO.' HIMANP PmTfHeAR^Ti

7HB miLATBML COMMISSION

ANPTHem PAiPFORim
ItHOLB THIN6I THtM- UJASA

m0S6Ne am~-upi I've ear

iFiOU'ii£ittm

im STUFF.

HB'SeOOPFOR-
ABOUTANHOUR

I

HANSON.

leOHA
eiVBTHIS
JBiiKHIS

OiAHet..

A

Weather

Friday: Windy and cold as

the Winter Warlock
unleashes his fury. Cloudy

in morning, sunny in after-

noon. High in 20's.

Friday Nite: Partly cloudy

and cold with overnight

lows in the teens.

Saturday: Mr. Heat Miser

takes over fts it warms up to

35-40 with more sunshine.

CMOHFOLf^.tUtPtH^AR.-

IN6We£NP0FTHaH0UR.!
THBXfCISPUXnSHiUHAT
AFBifouRWU6mfmi$
iHonAsmHisissmoiB

imisBORiNe
WU^TAU<JN6
WYOUKMMP-
SCKeN.LAMB

^ 0^
OH. I
AM.AtA

"ALL THINGS

RiCON^Pea^lT!
WU'RB ON The

AIR'
^ CALUN6IN' ^

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

t^HJO'

mBRB'6 PONT
mrHec/ff' \nmna7Alk

I ABmrr.THE
j^ pemmmiAiNC?'
f \ PIPN'T WORK

ML

PIPfTT H^ORK
Om ^ mu. J 3HIPFBP
WHtRE 15 Hm OFF.

OFF ^^ OFT MHCRt 7

WHO PIP YOU f^55 ,
ON OUR mdce^ ro^^

wo ^^ mo mo m)^'.

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

-l-he MArlboPfi Aid

TelCp^ior)^

life's V\o'<: l"'^^^

Sii^ple, ... Sludqe

(iorde

nurtf I PcmsffT ^it¥CH

By Gordo

iPJ^

The Nuclear Broach

FMAK
out'

Cisco

T\^'

glance +o Cisco ;tKt

ln5VNOCK,So.ncK63op6r>£4

ByNRC
Trmrrn

K^eaooKlfll ^^
<xf\A5t6pf«ioot.H6.

the btPocK ifNtacT.

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Saridwich/

Cranberry Sauce

Spanish Shrimp and Rice

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

Garbanzo Vegetable Bake

DINNER
Meatloaf/Marinara Sauce

New England Style Scrod

with Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

New England Style Scrod

with Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

Call 545-3630
For information regarding

campus closings or delayed

openings, due to severe

SNOW STORMS

Call 545-3630

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
fxiiled b* Trade Michel J«l(e

ACROSS
1 Rumba band
instrument

8 Claw iiHe

a cat

15 Native of

Persepolls

16 Deletion

17 Gaffe

18 Long legged

shorebitd

19 Before gram
or graph

20 Cassoiwary km

22 Prejudiced

23 Trues P8rff>«r

25 Sorr»e finals

26 Indian prime

minister

194764
30 Circus

performer

32 Martians, e g
34 Stray

35 Willet or

pipit

39 Britisfi college

officials

41 Part of the

armed forces

43 CooKout
intruders

44 Very good'

46 Kind of scout

47 Garden pest

49 Threshold

50 Closing pans.

in music
54 Honshu city

56 Actor who
portrayed Bell

58 Clothes drier

of yore

59 Chesterfield

63 Galaxies

65 Li/a Minnelli

Oscar winning

film 1972

67 Move to action

68 Chad of TV
69 Pass in

football

70 Diet

DOWN
1 La Boheme

role

2 Jeiune

3 Destroy

completely

4 Involved with

5 Farrow of

films

6 Howaroof
the Senate

7 Lacking
vitality

8 Court word

9 Grouse
10 Day s supply

1

1

IS

Born"
12 City on the

Arkansas

13 Fishing need
14 Places in a

group
21 River in Zaire

23 Air

24 Coed s

quarters

26 Port in Itie

Ryukyus Var

27 Joie de vivre

28 Musical Al

29 Burgundy and
claret

31 Formal
document

33 Kind of bean

35 Choler

36 A road, lor

Caesar
37 Encircle

38 Small, tropical

fruit

4IJ Part ol 53 Critical

Manhattan 55 Crafty man
42 Output of 57 A man must

Pelee peck of

45 — and sail

tell Cervantes

47 Squared 59 Garb lor an

stone amah

48 Part of a 60 City near

tea set Provo

50 Erie 61 MardiGra*

51 Greek letter 62 Bus letter

52 Item in the abbr

ledger 64 Lamprey
66 Plead

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

AllLEli.

12^/M
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I 14th ANNUAL BUSH BASK -•

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 20 - 25
Trip includes:

5 i '2 DAY LIR TICKET

(2 Mountains)

5 NIGHTS LODGING
CONDO (on the mountain)

HOTEL(i 2 mile to mountain)

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(hotel only)

VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
FAMOUS UMASS PARTIES

ALL TAXES AND (GRATUITIES

s
!
I
s

!

NON-MEMDERS
WELCOME

CONDO PACKAGE only $194

HOTEL PACKAG- only $149

LAGNAF 85
X
i

A Slore-ful of lda«

^••iiiiiiiiiniiii

SIGN UP and FINAL PAYMENTS
ARE DUE DECEMBERS 1984

Office Hours Wed, Thurs, Fri - 11-3
|

,.
RLSE„^SLSty±.CJ„Unii?n^^^^^^^^ ...J

LOWENBRAU Presents
It was the Deltas
against the rules...

the rules losti

Animal House Friday Dec. 7

7:00, 9:00 and 11:00

THE BLUE WALL $1.00

OPEN TO ALL!
Special - Lowenbrau Bottles $1.00

NA*I«MAL
i.AMP««ir'«

ANIMAL II9U9C
A comedy from UrWvenoi Pictures

THE MATTY 54MMONS (VAN (\EfTAAAN PRODUCTION

NAT10NA1. LAA/tfOON S ANIMAL HOUSE „^ JOHN 0CLU5HI TIM MATHE50N XDHN VERNON
VERNA OLOOM THOMAS HULQ ond DONALD SUTHERLAND . omnu

Produced by MATTY SIAWONS ond (VAN (\£(TMAN Music by EUv^ER OERNSTEIN

Wrmen by HAROLD RA^MS. DOUGLAS K£NNEYGOHRIS\MLL£R Direaed by JOHN LAN06

Song ANIMAL HOUSE Composed ond Performed by STEPHEN OISHOP

[OyiQ* KK^id WQCH or «iCA 'W<Qf<> Vipe*
I

Mo^ doc* a Hri»ii*QrO ond Oo(*eorr\

^IfFt uMtWt*t«l C'** 9*UC»Ot nC ML MOHTI ««M»«0

RlKWIICTH^

Here^to • III friends.

I

»Collegian is

Red Sox should stop being

cheap, don't let Rice go

Boston is a town of great traditions. In the

sporting world, one only has to gaze up into

the rafters of the ancient Boston Garden to

see the winning and proud tradition of the

15 time N.B.A. World Champion Celtics.

However, when it comes to the Red Sox

and the Patriots, tradition takes a different

turn. These are teams that have traded

away quality ballplayers and done all they

can to destroy themselves from within.

The Pats, pre season AFC East favorites

now almost mathematically eliminated from

the playoffs, have set the example at

dumping quality players. Just look at

former All Pro Leon Fray and Jim Plunkett

and Mike Haynes of the Raiders. Miami's

Dan Marino, man who broke the NFL TD
season record (40), won't throw to Haynes

side. He'll take his chances with Lester

"Stickum" Hayes.

Instead of Haynes, the Patriots have to

settle for a good but often burned athlete in

Ronny Lippett.

Now the Red Sox. m the continuing

tradition oi Hayward Sullivan (remember

Fred Lynn and Carlton Fisk) have slugger

Jim Rice on the trading block.

The Red Sox need Jim Rice and should pay

what they have to so they can keep the

man. Rice is the leader of the club and they

can't afford to lose him. The club has the

potential to do something next year.

The Sox do need pitching strength but by

trading Rice, they will just weaken their

offense and lose some tremendous

leadership.

Patience and not such a tight- wad on the

p<x'ketbook will benefit the Red Sox.

Boston doesn't deserve to be anyone else's

farm club.

The Chicago Bears are really hurting and

it showed in their signing of (ireg Landry,

cut by the Arizona Wrangler of the I'SFL
after the season. The former UMass grad is

just too slow and doesn't have the arm he

used to with the Lions and Colts. He should

retire, cash in on his endorsements and stop

embarassing himself.

Hats off the University of New Hamp-
shire hockey coach Charlie Holt for ad-

mitting that he made a mistake in playing

an ineligible player (not enough credits)

that resulted in the Wildcats forfeiting

three of their four wins. DNH is now 1-15

overall, 13 in Hockey East.

Karate hosts New Englands

AP LaMrfkoto ,

ANOTHER PHOTO of BC's Doug Flutie but his time the question

isn't about his lack of height (5'9") but how can he pass school when

he's all over the country? ^^^^________-.

The University of

Massachusetts karate club

will be sponsoring the New
England Collegiate Karate

Tournament Championships

Saturday Dec. 8 in the

NOPE gym.
UMass is the defending

New England champions

and will face challenges from

Boston University, Yale,

Boston College, MIT,
Lowell, Amherst C/ollege,

Bridgewater State and
lIMass/Boston for the title.

The tournament will run

from
and

10:30 a.m.

admission

to

is

5 p.m.

free.

Events will include ad-

vanced and novice team
sparring, advanced team
karate and women's in-

dividual sparring.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Last Day to Place

Classified Ads in the

Collegian is

Wed. Dec. 12, 1984
Audio Help Wanted

Auto For Sale Instruction

Calculators Lost

Entertainment Motorcycles

For Rent Personals

For Sale Ride Wanted

Found

¥
¥
¥

Room Wanted ^
Roommate Wanted ^
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel
Kiae waiiieu ^^nted
Riders Wanted ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Grizzly Canadian Beer. . . $3.25 6 pk $12.95 case + dep.

Steinhauser, Grolsch... $3.95 6 pk $15.75 case + d«p.

Utica Club long necks $6.49 case + dep.

Melster Brau 12 oz. cans. . . . $4.50 12/pk $8.49 case + dep.

Busch suitcase $9.95 case + dep.

Becks, St. Pauli, Heineken $4.25 6 pk + dep.

Champagne & Spumante Bonanza $2.99 + up

Vodka or Gin 80° ^-99 Liter

Miniatures for Secret Santa Gifts

All Beer & Wine Specials Cold & Ready to Go! II

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^' ^^l^onday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advancT* 5 consecutive days 5% discount -

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free^

AUTO ron SALf rouNO HOUVONAMS

1900 Citation. 4 speed, good condition,

negotiable Call evenings 5<(6-1050

row wiwT

On* rm In PrMMentM Apt for 1-2 per-

•ont itartino imiwiaeion 548-6814

Found 4 key* on Ant can to identlfv. Patar

649-1134

HELP WANTED

bwik rour MNa with "HOLLYDAY

cheer S*r>d a Holty»ram« Only »1 00 aa

^«,t gift tor trtaoda, lovera. Seer*

Santi'i' On Sale: Dec. 3. 4 Campoa Ctr.

Oac S 8, 7 outaida Hatch Sponaorad \ii

U Mata Novice Women't Crew

Cal. congr*tulationa. you fmallv danced

your way to 20 Happy biflhdayi Have a few

fo' me Remembef to watch out tor blue

slime, water, beer, flying bear j or pooh and

any other hurdle that nriay be out to get you

Merry Hawaiil Love. J

Femala »*eoted to tinw bedroom in Bran

dywine Senior, okJer, grad student prefer

red $156 a rnonth Cell 549 7797 evenings

noomata ^wentad single room in Swiss

Village Av8ilat)le Dec 22 266-8270

2-4 famalaa looking for apt or roooi near

campus call 546 9366 or 549^1 16

MRVICSS

3 famalea 12 Mrmal to ahara apt acroea

from Puftton (praf ar or gradal call Mary or

Bath at 649-2B74

wnteraeaaion room* available in fraternity.

Singles and doubles 396 North Pleasant St

Call 546-3117 ^
1 bedroom in toyynfK)u»e SquireSlOO per

iDfing 665 2127

Govemn-nt joba. «'6.»9 «»^^'y^
Now hmng Your area Call 805 687 8000

Ext -R 9616

IOTA OAMMA UFtlLOM

Manicuriatt and coamototoglm, full and

narttime, wanted tor new exclusive nail and

skin care salon m Amherst Center Excellent

working conditions Success isat your

fingertips Call lor interview 253 »*«

KlU HolMay «•«»• ^w»V.*" ."2tri2
women invftad T»»ura, Oac. 8, < »»M 408

N. Pleaaant St 266074 coma arvd meet the

houaai

ran SALE

Si(i boot* Blue Langs women size 8 good
• condition 550 549 7848

Need irwxpenaiv* gift*? Wens shirts SIO

womerts %\2 sweaters 514. Kenya Baqs

516 Call 54ft 7669

Women'a leather jacket and new guitar fj

^t-mq call 253-5292

On* pair (now tTrMTliB'TO Sf< 13 radial

FiT>« condition »eO Call S48 1534

Foraeii Ampeg'sVTl)«ii*mp8. 10' «*».
30& watta rmt recentty ratubed »7<» o^tJ
Sh.i,. Dc.,15 MIC MO call John 548 1 780

Student Note* is now accepting appiica

tions lor notetakers for the spring semester

Earn S7 00 per lecture! Picli up application

forms at 401/403 Student Union BIdg .

9 00 5 00. Monday through Friday

HE8I0ENTIAL AMI8TANT Part time

poaitiont available: every other weekend lin

dude* Bleep over) and caae manag^Knent

poaition*. An opportunity to pertonr. mean

kigful wort, helpino devetopmentaWy diaaW

«?adulti become membara of their corri

munity Mature, raaponiible paopla

ooantad Individual, aought Send rwume.

program Director. Vanguard, 73 Church

Street, Chicopea MA

Work atudy poal'tlon. Intertetaion

diah-raanei lab aide 812 hr wk no .«

^»nce necaaaary, 4 10'hr. call PhyBi. o.

Marcy 52364.

Inta^ wanted foi buav '^^^^j;'^
ment 20 hr»/M minimum Hampahira iwan

5fl8-5r;i _ .

MlkaHa Sherman happy binhday babyl I

love yal Lis

Hey Krod. thenx lor being so special Here's

your personal "Psych" It's for Oavid Love

you bigtime. Eggt>ead

Evan, so what's that sparkle m your eye

mean? Qa va?

Mikail* Sherman Happy 20th n This will be

the year' Love Anne. Joan and Ereeds

One bedroom available for one or two
females in Townhouse apis Starting Jan 1

Call 549-4741

Femala needed to ahara one room in Brao-

dywine. Please call Pam 549 151

1

TypkiQ/vyord proceaaing. Next day service

Type Rite 263 5111

TOSUSLIT

LOST

Silver bracelet Nov ISJCC/S U Lounges

Simple bangle of 'great persona' value

Please call 584 6546 or 684 6528 Martha

Reward Thank-;

Molly MainvHIe Happy 18thl 12 9 84 BEARS
in fridge' Oink Moo Baaa! Fun = 710

Celebration (Big TimeM TTB! Love. Susen

Happy Birthdey Ann it s time to partyl We
love yoii Yoe l-lfjp'

Need a place to live next aemaatf? Chi-

Onaga ia now taking intaraatad woman to

board for Sprkig Senneeter 86 Home cook-

ed meala. coat equal to dorma free parking
and MORE" For mora info can 54fr«2BB or

S4&0162 or 5462082

1 bdrm apt 8 mi

21 Jan 26 756"
from UMaaa. Avail Dec

TNAVIL

for French Alpa Chriatmaa, Ski

.1 '-v tvif':' NOW
ROOM WANTED

Key* on light blue hook 4 keys Please call

•,r,aron546 992?
Happy b day Pam don't forgot tonite JMC WANTED TO WENT

Personals

FREE kitten 4 mo« old stur.k in apt NeeO-.

loving home w/safe outdoor access

rpf >'44

ROOMMATE WANTED

Reeponalble male to ahara room In Bran

dywtna Available Jan 1»t call Fredrik

546-8716 a 6 pm

Sinigta women kjoking for off campua

houaing in a houeahokJ aetting starting ir

Jan caH liaa 54^8257

HI I'm a aingia woman looking for 2nd

ssmaatar off campus living prsfaratty in an

apt near cempus plaeae can Naomi 546-5264

Two female* need en apartment for ipr

ing semestei rteaao call Pam or Liaa at

646 0162

Wanted to • " over IntaraaMon • 3

bedroom lor rrors) house or apt caH

M» 7947. 546-9077 546-8157
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Huskies outlast Minutemen, b4-5Z
UMass held scoreless

for final 3:1 7 of game
Bv PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

STORRS. Conn. The University of Connecticut broke

open a four point game with 3:17 left with eight unan

swered points to hand the University of Massachusetts its

first loss of the season, 64 52. in Storrs last night.

UMass guard Carl Smith, with 3:17 to go. cut what had

been a 10 point Huskie lead (56 46) with a short jumper.

after a steal by Horace Neysmith. Smith's hoop cut the

Huskies lead to four. 56-52.

But the Minutemen went cold for the remainder of the

game, missing six shots from the floor and three foul shots

to fall to 2 1 on the season.

Crossbumps
women'shoop
Hebel leads in 56-49 loss

For the Minutemen . Neysmith had 15 points. Smith had

12 and Donald Russell added 10 points. UConn point guard

Earl Kelley had a game high 20 points with guard Alvin

Frederick scoring 12 of his 16 points in the second half.

UConn took the lead early in the second half on two

Frederick free throws and Ray Broxton jumper. 31-28.

The Minutemen retook the lead with 15:19 remaining on a

Russell hoop. 36 35. It was UMass' last lead of the night as

the Huskies ran off five straight points.

UMass tied the game at 42-42 on a pair of Russell foul

shots but a six point UCOnn run. sparked by a pair of Tim

Coles baskets and a Kelley jumper put the Huskies ahead

for good, 52 44.

'I'm proud of the way our players played. Our team is

really playing as a team. I didn't think it was a 12 point ball

game. " UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said.

In the first half, the Minutemen went out to a 28 27 lead,

thanks to a tough defense and nine points from Neysmith

and seven from Carter.

The Minutemen went ahead 4-2 on a pair of Neysmith

hoops and forged an early 14-11 lead as Carter came in at

small forward and hit a pair of short jumpers sandwiched

around two Smith free throws.

The Huskies took the lead. 21 19, with 4:19 to go in the

half as Broxton hit a jumper. The Minutemen battled back

to take the lead with 1:10 remaining in the half as

Neysmith drove into the lane, was fouled, and hit both free

throws.

\fler a UConn miss, the Minutemen held for the last shot

with 55 seconds to go. But Ron Young turned the ball over

with 18 seconds left. Kelley was short on a jumper with

one second remaining and UMass retained its slim lead.

UMass forward Tom Emerson was strong on defense,

holding UConn forward Tim Coles scoreless in eight

minutes of action.

On Saturday, the Minutemen will be at the Hartford Civic

Center to face the University of Hartford at 7:30 p.m.

1

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Entering last night's game, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts women's basketball

team had a good idea of the Holy Cross

game plan. The Minutemen expected some

intense defensive pressure and a lot of

scoring from Crusader forward Janet

Hourihan.

Unfortunately, game preparation cannot

substitute for performance, and under the

pressure and intensity that had been an-

ticipated, UMass fell to Holy Cross 56-49,

before 170 at Amherst College last night.

"We knew exactly what to expect," said

UMass head coach Barbara Stevens. "But

instead of reacting in a positive, controlled

nrwmner, we panicked."

UMass shot a cold 32 percent (20-61)

from the floor and combined with 28 tur-

novers, the Minutemen were losers for the

fourth time in five games. Barbara Hebel

led the team with 12 points with Karen Fit-

zgerald adding nine. Jerrie Bemier and

Tara Lewis added eight apiece. Karen

Damminger (9.8 pts. per game) missed the

game due to personal reasons.

The Minutemen bolted out to a quick 9-2

lead behind a pair of baskets by Hebel and a

jumper by Bemier. Responding to the

pressure, Holy Cross switched to a full

court defensive press in order to take the

temfK) away from UMass.

The change produced immediate results

as tne Minutemen buckled beneath the

Crusader's physical play. Holy Cross took

advantage of several UMass turnovers

enroute to an 16-3 explosion which saw

Crusader forward Janet Hourihan score

eight of her game-high 24 points.

UMass responded with a comeback of

their own and cut the lead to 20-18 on a

Bemier turnaround with 3:43 left in the

first half. Then Hourihan took control and

spurred the team to a 9-1 run as she hit for

six of her team's final nine points in the

half.

UMass came out in the second half trail-

ing 29-19, but quickly found themselves in

trouble as numerous turnovers were con-

verted into Crusader points.

"Our game plan was to stop Hourihan in

the second half," said Stevens. "But in con-

centrating on Hourihan, we were unable to

make the adjustment when their guards

got hot.

"Their pressure defense took its toll on

us," said Stevens. "But we have to keep

patient and learn to think a little bit more.

The team wants to run. I guess it's like

keeping kids on a leash. They want tn d"^ so

well, but there is still a lot to leam."

On Saturday, the Minutemen travel to

Washington, D.C. to face George
Washington in the first Atlantic 10 game of

the season for UMass in a 2 p.m. contest.

The Colonials fell to L^Mass last season

61-54, but managed a 14-14 season (2-6 in

the conference).

( ollciriftn photo bv Brian GoB^c

UMass captain Jerrie Bernier is ambushed by three Crusaders in last

night's loss at Amherst College.

UM gymnastic squads
highlight home action

CollegianNFL Picks
A tight race stays tight. Tony Betros' Bukar had the best week with a 10-3

8-5 week combined Scott Hood's 6-7 week mark. Gotta love brains and beauty. The

put the Lebanese wonder only a game financially a ligned Mike "On the Band-

behind Hood. In a major surprise, Nancy wagon" Altneu steps in this week from

the Collegian business office...

Peter Tony Mike Scott Gerry

Abraham Betros Altneu Hood deSimas

(98-81) (101-78) (94-85) (102-77) (92-87)

JETS evx Buffalo Jets Jets Jets Jets Jets

SANFRAN 16 Vj Minn Minn SanFran SanFran SanFran Minn

CHICAGO 3V» GB Chic Chic Chic Chic GB
Cincinnati 2Vj NO Cinn NO NO NO NO
DALLAS E Wash Wash Dallas Wash Dallas Wash

DENVER 7 San Diego Denver Denver Denver Denver SD
RAMS 11 Vj Houston Rams Rams Rams Hou Hou

Miami 13 INDY Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami

NE 3Vi PHILLY NE NE NE NE NE
PITT 8 Clev Clev Clev Pitt Pitt Pitt

STLOU 3V» Giants Giants StLou Giants StLou Giants

Seattle 4 KC Seattle Seattle Seattle Seattle Seattle

TB 7Vi AtlanU TB TB TB TB TR
Raiders 6V» DETROIT Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

This weekend will see six University ol

Massachusetts teams swing into action with

four teams playing for the last time before

intersession.

Today, the women's gymnastics teams

hosts the UMass Invitational at Boyden's

Gymnastics Center at 7 p.m. Powerful New
Hampshire is expected to win the event.

Northeastern and UConn will also be on

hand. UMass. under new coach Chuck
Schiebler. is suffering from injuries but

could take second.

Saturday will see both the men's and

women's basketball teams on the road wil'n

the men at Hartford and the women
opening up the Atlantic. 10 conference

schedule at George Washington.

The 20 men's gymnastics teams will host a

tough Syracuse team at Boyden at 1 p.m.

The UMass squad defeated Lowell on

Wednesday and has looked impressive.

Freshman Roberto Weil has been one of a

crop of solid newcomers for coach Roy
Johnson.

The men's track team will be at the Boston

University relays competing against a host

of schools. The wresthng team heads to

Lowell for a meet against the host Chiefs,

Southern powerhouse George Mason and
the University of Maine.

On Sunday, the women's gymnastics team
is at Yale and the 0-4 UMass women's swim
team will host defending New England
champion Maine at the Boyden pool at noon.

F'or the track, gymnastics and swimming
teams it will be the last action until the

intersession. All four teams will be off for

about a month.

S^rtsal
Today:
Women's Gymnastics: UMass In-

vitationals, Boyden, 7 p.m.
Saturday:

Men's Basketball: at Hartford, 7:30

p.m. (Hart. CC)

a glance

Women's Basketball: at G4y>rge

Washington, 2 p.m.

Men's Gymnastics: Syracuse,
Boyden, 1 p.m.

Men's Track: at BU ReUys
Wrestling: at Lowell
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Collegiui photo b; Psal Oeaawrmii

Although the counter march for the Gay and Lesbian Day activities was not originally part of the

game plan, 100 strong came out to support awareness of homosexuals at the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building.

Anti
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

An overnight organizational effort by gay students and

their supporters largely defused a planned rally in protest

of "Gay and Lesbian Day" at the University of

Massachusetts Friday.

A student who had earlier posted leaflets on campus

Thursday urging that "HETEROSEXUALS FIGHT
BACK" against a "Hug a Homosexual" booth with the

hanging of a dummy "representing the Gay/Lesbian

movement" said that talks with People's Gay Alliance

President John Jablonski had convinced him that his ac

tions were "oppressive."

This series of planning considerations, informal talks, and

administrative meetings Thursday night combined to:

• organize a counter rally by gays and gay rights sup

porters.
• obtain security and observational measures by the

University administration,

• inform the organizers of their responsibilities during

their planned protest march and dummy hanging.

At 10 a.m. Friday, gays and supporters met outside the

Blue Wall and marched to the Whitmore Administration

Building to "individually confront" the anticipated protest

march from the Southwest Residential Area.

Once at Whitmore. the counter rally grew to more than

100 people who listened to area gay representatives speak

on gay issues and voice their opposition to the protest rally

and dummy hanging.

"We're here to show our opposition to a group that wants

to harass us." said Paul Throne, treasurer of the PGA.

Throne also told the crowd that they should "act on the

highest principle of non-violence."

At 10:30 a.m.. Richard Gatnik. who had originally

organized the protest rally and dummy hanging, walked

from the Southwest Residential Area with five other

students. conhnwd <m p. S

C»lle|oan photo by Mitchel S. Drantch

The People's Gay Alliance organized a **Hug a

Homosexual*' booth and distributed purple

balloons as part of the day's awareness ac-

tivities that went mostly undisturbed in front of

the Hatch Friday.

Equal treatment
for gays demanded
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Student gay rights advocates presented University of

Massachusetts administrators Friday with a list of

demands for improving the atmosphere for lesbians,

bisexuals and gays on campus.

Members of the Peoples Gay Alliance addressed their

demand to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and seven other

I' Mass officials, asserting. "We hold the University ad-

ministration responsible for not creating a campus en-

vironment that is truly one of civility for lesbian, bisexual,

gay people and our heterosexual allies."

P(iA President John Jablonski said the demands were

partly in response to leaflets that appeared on campus

Thursday urging that "heterosexuals fight back" agauist

Gay and I.^sbian Day activities Friday by hanging a

homosexual in effigy outside the Student Union Building.

The "hanging" never took place.

The demands called for the establishment of a

professionally staffed office of lesbian, gay and bisexual

concerns which would coordinate a media project, cultural

and educational activities including a "heterosexism

awareness week" and "provide sensitivity training" to

University employees.

They also asked the administration to add material

"relevant to the Uves and experience of lesbian and gay

people " to its curriculum and libraries.

Trey Wilhams. special assistant to Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor for student affairs, said he met with PGA
members Friday and told them he would urge Madson to

bring the request for the new office to the V'ice Chan

cellors' Executive Group Dec. 17.

"That (establishing the office) may take the greatest

amount of work." Williams said. "We're talking about

allocating money and space. That's an executive decision.

"

Referring to the demand to add library and course

material. Williams said. "1 think that would be wonderful.

Fiut that's way beyond this office."

Williams .said many of the functions the proposed office

would perform are already handled by student groups.

"The responsibility of keeping this in the forefront of

everyone's mind is on them. " he said. "I encouraged them

to not stop being vocal."

"That's part of the problem. " Jablonski said yesterday.

"Its too bad that it has to be our responsibihty."

"Weil do what we can to be vocal. But there are lots more

gay people on this campus than the ones who are willing to

be vocal."

David P. Carney, one of the PGA members who met with

Williams, said he was pleased that the administration "said

that everything we're asking for is really reasonable. Trey

understands what we're up against and what we're doing."

"But there's a point when the administration needs to be

able to take leadership if they're going to work to end

discrimination." he added.

Local proprietors, patrons give final toast to happy hours
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

A farewell to happy hours, effective today in

Massachusetts, has bar and restaurant proprietors con

cerned with the possible loss of money and patrons seeing

both benefits and detriments to the law.

Judie Terapulsky. owner of Judies and Barsie's in

Amherst Center, said she will stress booking private

parties, groups of people and taking reservations to make

up for the possible revenue loss.

"We were very busy on Friday, " she said. "Barsie's was

jammed and Delano's had the longest line I've ever seen."

"The emphasis is back where I always wanted it to be, on

Inside:

Iranian hijackers surrender p.3

UMass needs to be committed

to women faculty • p.5

UMass hoop painfully defeated p. 16

"As soon as I received memory, I acquired

misery." ,.^ ^
—J. Ratchffe Beriet

the food." Terapulsky .said.

Randy Krutzler. bar supervisor of the Top of the Campus

said the restaurant will focus on weekly specials as op-

posed to daily specials to compensate the banning of happy

hours.

"It was a little busy on Friday but pretty normal. " he

said. But 'it won't affect our business too much if we
market it right."

The ban on happy hours, signed into law by Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis last month, is the first of its kind in the nation

to reduce drunk driving. Among the prohibited are free

drinks, special reduced prices, drinking contests, drinks as

prizes and pitchers unless they are sold to two or more

people.

Deb Swift, a waitress at Carbur's on Route 9 in Hadley

who worked during Friday's happy hour said, "It was

pretty slow because people thought they had another day

(to drink). It was a real dead day, nothing great."

As for future plans. Swift said. "I think we're going to

have to come up with something a little more competitive.

I don't think anyone is real happy about it because that's

where the money is."

Michelle Xenakis and Kri.sta Gullbrand. UMass alumni

enjoying Delano's final happy hour said. "We came to catch

the last happy hour. This is a really sentimental place for

us because it's our old hangout. It's a shame."

"I think it's the best thing they've done in the state so far.

It's the best way to alleviate the alcohol problem in

Massachusetts." John Blackwell. a 1984 UMass graduate

said.

Collcirian photo by MiUhcl S. DnnUh

Kate Clausen, a bartender at Delano's serves

one of her last happy hour draft beer specials.

Susanne McFarlane. a waitress at Delano's said. "I think

it's a good idea because with the two for one, you drink

more than you want to and now you wont.

"

At the Timeout, the bar was empty and Brad Worthley.

the manager said, "It was packed on Friday. There won't

be any changes here. The prices wUl stay the same.

"
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Hijackers surrender to Iranian troopers
(API — Iranian troops

stormed a hijacked Kuwaiti

jetliner at Tehran airport

last night and the four sky

pirates who had threatened

to blow up the Airbus A 300

surrendered, the official

Iranian news agency

This Holiday Season
Make Giving An Art.

A Fine Art.

THIS YEAR, GIVE PLEASURE.

GIFT CERTIFICATES FROM THE

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT
HALL. GOOD FOR TICKETS TO
THE 1984-1985 SEASON'S

PERFORMANCES OFFERING

"THE BEST OF EVERYTHING".

^4 Fine Arts Center« Hancert Hall
UNivtRsmr OF Massachusetts at amherst

For details call (41 3) 545-2511

reported. It said the

remaining seven hostages

were freed unharmed.

The Islamic Republic News

Agency. IRNA. said the

hijackers and the hostages,

including two Americans,

walked down the landing

steps of the Kuwait Airways

jet with their hands raised.

It said the troops charged

aboard the aircraft at 3:15

p.m. EST.
IRNA reported the

operation began when the

hijackers asked for service

STUDY
BRITISH
MASS MEDIA
IN LONDON

Seventeenth Annual
Summer Seminar
lune 24-July 26, I'JSS

Six unJergraduafe or

Kradudte credits

Study broadcasting;,

press and Mim. Well-

kniHvn guest lecturers

and tield trips.

luition S708 00
St'min.ir 1 eader
Dr Nt'rman A Hflsenth.ii

Ass(Hi<it«' IViitt'Nsor (<t

( ommunK.itions
IVpt of Kddi«» TV-hIm
Ifmpif UnivtTMtv
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< omnuiniialions A IhciliT

I i-mpU- I 'ni\frsil\

I'hilj I'A I»»I2;

I'h.in. i2\'^' -8- I'^O?

personnel to clean the plane,

and Iranian soldiers were

sent instead.

"When they arrived in

disguise, they grabbed one

of the hijackers and pushed

him down the stairs," the

news agency said. "The

operation was carried out

fast enough to prevent any

counter action by the armed

hijackers. Seconds later

everyone inside came out,

while bursts of gunfire were

being heard all around the

plane."

It did not elaborate about

the gunfire.

The assault ended the

hijacking that began last

Tuesday when the plane

carrying 161 passengers and

crew was seized after

making an intermediate stop

in Dubai while en route from

Kuwait to Karachi,

Pakistan.

During the siege, the

hijackers said they killed

two Americans and two

Kuwaitis, but also released

most of the other hostages.

They had released seven
hostages earlier last night at

Mehrabad airport after

saying they had wired the
plane with explosives and
issued a "last warning."

IRNA reported.

It said the hijackers told

the control tower they were
saying their final prayers
and would blow up the plane
with everyone aboard if

their demands were not

met.

The hijackers sounded
"more serious in their

demand" for the release of

17 prisoners held in Kuwaiti

jails. IRNA reported.

"The Kuwaiti authorities

are killing time and this is

our last warning." IRNA
quoted one of the hijackers

as telling the tower. It said

they announced their "last

will and testament." but did

not say what was in it.

The hijackers then broke

off radio contact, said IRNA.
monitored in Nicosia.

Cyprus.

STYLE
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'1
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SILENT NIGHT, HOLY NIGHT—Orchard Hill/Central residential area residents gather to ring

in the holiday spirit with singing carols and lighting some of the area's trees.

C- WOMEN'S FORUM =1
The W(men'sf(yrum is a weekly listing ofevents relating

to wtmien's issties. Notices should be sent to thf Women's

I$8ues editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday before the

event.

MONDAY—The commitee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) will hold a meeting at

5:30 p.m. to evaluate this semester and to make plans for

the spring. Check the Campus Center schedule for room

number.

The International Women's Event planning meeting

will be at 4 p.m. in Campus Center room 917. New

members wanted.

Dr. Fatou Sow will speak on Women and Development

in Africa at 8 p.m. in the New York room of the Mary

Woolley Student Center at Mount Holyoke College.

TUESDAY—The film*'Marianne and Julianne" will be

shown at 7 and 9 p.m. in Campus Center room 163.

"Marianne and Julianne" i.s about two Cerman sisters,

both are p<jlitical, one is a terrorist and the other works

within the system.

WEDNESDAY—The Women's Admission and General

Educational Support (WAGKS) Program at

Everywoman's Center will hold its final Brown-bag lunch

from noon to 2 p.m. in the Campus Center room 805-809.

SUNDAY—The Women's Media Project, featuring all

women artists and news with a feminist perspective will

air from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. on FM 91.1, WMUA-Amherst.

The rape hotline is 545-0800.

The escort aervice number is 545-2123.

Activism and academics belong together
By TAARA EDEN HOF
FMAN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON -
Women must strengthen the

relationship between
academics and activism in

the women's movement,
according to two profes.sors

who spoke at Smith College

Thursday night.

Arlyn Diamond, English

professor at the Iniversity

of Massachusetts, and Jean

Grossholtz, political science

professor at Mt. Holyoke

College spoke at the Five

College Women's Studies

Seminar titled "Between

Theory and Practice:

Controversial Issues in the

Feminist Academy, the

Political community, and the

Battered Women's Shelter

Movement."
"(Theory and practice)

aren't natural links. To do

one well seems to require

the repression of the other,"

Diamond said.

The academy has many
rewards, including being

surrounded by "people who
speak a familiar language,

people who agree on what
should by important issues."

Diamond said.

Hut feminists don't discuss

enough "why women do

what they do." Women must

confront not each other's

views, but each other's

issues, for example, race

,

class. and heterosexual

privilege. "From these

follow the political realities

in which we live." Diamond

said.

Women today are in "in

important places." Diamond

said, and they are "over

worked. exhausted,
fragmented, and constantly

embattled.

"

"1 think we must create an

entirely new academic

enterprise to deal with

sexism .
racism,

heterosexism, and all the

other issues." Grossholtz

said. She said the white.

western world has "com
pletely and totally ignored

women." and that today's

academy does not

adequately confront this.

"Too much of our life is

spent on understanding,

getting the agreement of

male academics, and trying

to know white, western

ideas." Grossholtz said.

'"Women have to create an

entirely different reality

than the one we live in."

Grossholtz discussed the

difficulty in dealing with

theoretical and practical

issues within the battered

women's shelter movement.
The movement must be

concerned with funding the

shelters she said, "without

redefining our purpose, our

practice, our goals."

The battered women's
shelter movement mu.st be

concerned with the batterer,

an analysis of lesbian bat

tering. homeless women,
and sources of funding,

while taking care of the

women themselves, she

said.

The number of shelters

nationally and internaionally

is increasing, Grossholtz

said, and "we must think

about the difference and

similarities in our processes

and our actions."

Craft fair shows off

wares to passersby
By KENNETH B. ALBERT
Collegian Correspondent

The sights, sounds and smells of the holiday season filled

the Campus Center concourse last week as part of a craft

fair that resembled the familiar department store hubbub.

Many students throughout the three day fair gathered

around tables to shop or just browse.

Tables lining the walls of the concourse overflowed with a

wide assortment of goods. Items sold ranged from coffee

mugs, jewelry boxes, wooden flutes and scented candles to

beeswax ornaments, hard crafted jeweb-y and carrot cake.

If the holiday gift giving list called for hand made items,

you could probably find it at the fair.

The Craft Fair was sponsored and organized by the

Governors Program Council and the University Craft

Shop. Director Anna Dolan said. "The Craft Shop

organized the fair. We solicited vendors. a.ssigned tables,

and got approval from the administration. GPC did the

entertainment, and we did all the rest.
"

Dolan said. "There were '21 tables, about three quarters

of which were student run. " Most of the student run tables

represented individual talents, except for one booth where

F^arthfoods sold food.

".\n artist at the fair might expect to make about $300 a

day. or maybe as much as $400. The only requirement for

acceptance to the fair was that the items had to be hand

made." Dolan said.

Dolan said the fair was good for the aspiring craftspeople

here at I'Mass. "1 think that, especially for students, they

could get a lot of ^ty^ui idtvi-- from the other artists," she

said.

Fire alarm in Campus Center;

few evacuate after warnings
A lit cigarette thrown into a trash receptacle in front of

the Blue Wall Friday was quickly extinguished by Amherst

firefighters who arrived at the scene at about 2 p.m., F'ire

Captain Herman (!oulombe said.

Although an Jilarm sounded at 1:40 p.m. indicating that all

persons leave the premi.ses, patrons and vendors on the

concourse, including those in the University store and

students watching television in the C'ampus Center con-

course continued their activities.

About 100 students remained standing in line at the check

cashing center in the concourse basement although the

windows closed and tellers told the students to leave the

building.

Dudley Bridges. Campus Center Building Operations

manager .said everyone in the Campus Center should have

been evacuated but that "there were more people inside

than there were outside."

""It's against policy." he said, "but what can you do'.'' They
didn't know it was or wasn't a fal.se alarm. It was kind of

foolish."

'"There were people breakdancing during the alarm and

didn't leave. Bridges said. ""People are aware but just don't

*^^'"^- -LAIJKAYEE

it rally'
continuedfrom p. 1

Arriving at Whitmore. Gatnik said after

he and his floormates had met with

Jablonski for three hours Thursday night,

he realized that his actions were oppressive

and hanging a dummy would be "in poor

taste.

"I can't really see that what I was doing

before was alright," Gatnik said. "What I

was doing was oppressive."

Gatnik said he was surprised that

Jablonski wanted to speak to him Thur-

sday, but that their discussion had been

"very educational."

"I'm a lot more open minded now. People

are people and whatever they want to do is

okay," he said.

Yesterday, Jablonski said "I think he

(Gatnik) was sincere when he apologized.

When I was talking to him Thursday night,

it was pretty clear that his mind was

changing and that he was learning what gay

people were really like."

From Whitmore. the combined group

walked to the Student Union Building,

where gay representatives and supporters

addressed another crowd on gay issues at

the University.

The "Hug a Homosexual" booth, an in

formational table, and an afternoon gay

social went mostly undisturbed through

F>iday afternoon.

A Gay and Lesbian Dance FViday night,

however, was interrupted when Campus

Center security staff told those attending

there had been a bomb threat.

Paul Throne said .security guards ap-

peared at the dance at 10 p.m. and asked

those present to cooperate and leave the

10th floor function room where the dance

was being held.

After a half hour search, security guards

said that the floor was clear and informed

dance orgainzers they could return to the

function room for the dance, which they

did.

CoHnriu piMto by MitclMl S. DrMtck

A DAY OF REMEMBRANCE—The atUck on Pearl Harbor is

remembered with the help of the UMass Republican Club by holding a

rally at noon last Friday. After the rally, a wreath waa laid at Memorial

Hall followed by a moment of silence.
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BODY SHOP
ADVANCED FITNESS
TRAINING CENTERS

INVITE YOU

tojoinbyDEC 19th

and receive

2 FREE GIFTS

long sleeve, limited edition Body Shop t-shirt

Boyden
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm

4-H pni

NOPE
7:30-9 am 4-6 pm
11-3 pm 7-9 pm

- January intersession workouts on us

COST: still only $45.00

Get in shape for spring break. Sign up now

•3fi|cj|c***********************************5f'

14th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

^

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 20 - 25

Last Chance to Sign Up
Meetings

Monday Dec 10 CC 168 5:00

Wed Dec 12 SW Hampden 7:00

Don't miss this vacation!!

O/ You1l regret if the rest of 'i^^^)/[^L

f
THE JON BUTCHER AXIS BAND

with special guests

THE DRIVE

Hf« H'i-/..'.r r, I'l M 'If H'fWTfxj CofT.fj^M, Mi'*j->f"- ^^'^

Friday, Dec. I4th at 8:30 PM
THt BLUE WALL
Admission $2.00

T-shirts, Hats and other prizes! Open to all!
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Need for a commitment
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey talks a

good game about improving the

status of women faculty at this

University. But, he adds
philosophically, "Until the hearts and

minds of faculty change, not an awful

lot of progress is going to be made."

He might add, however, that no pro-

gress will be made until the hearts,

the minds and the very bodies of the

administration stop changrine.

The ccrimittment to affirmative

actio.i among the all-male cast that

has been moving in and out of the

seats of power in Whitmore with

alarming rapidity, is as important in

making progress as the individual

votes of individual faculty members

sitting isolated on individual depart-

mental personnel committees.

Now that the music has stopped

and Duffey is in the chair, he must

take the opportunity to provide the

consistent support and strong leader-

ship previous efforts at affirmative

action on this campus have so con-

sipicuously lacked. In the absence of

commitment and reinforcement from

a high-ranking, visible source,

everyone will continue to do as they

pretty much please and, as usual, the

struggle will fall into the hands of the

oppressed groups who have better

targets for their energies than these

institutional battles.

If the administration were
dedicated to the cause of women
faculty they could, for a start, create

, a strong Office of Affirmative Action.

The present affirmative action office

is understaffed, inadequately funded

and denied adequate resources. An
office such as this, a telling measure

of the administration's commitment,

cannot possibly hope to monitor each

department for compliance with its

equal opportunity obligations.

If the administration were
dedicated to the cause of women
faculty, it could orchestrate a whole

repertoire of measures to make the

atmosphere of UMass one to which

women will want to come and stay. It

could improve current child care

facilities, provide resources for

feminist publications and activities,

give greater merit for teaching and

advising and broaden the traditional

definitions of professional perfor-

mance. By making this campus

supremely attractive to women, the

administration need no longer worry

about what they call "the small pool

of women candidates."

We believe that a diverse faculty

ultimately leads to a more diverse,

richer university for men and women
alike. In denying responsibility for

affirmative action, Duffey is limiting

the number of possibilities available

on campus. When Duffey says "it is a

mistake on this campus to think this

is the administration's problem," the

mistake is all his own.

All unsigned Editorials refl£ct the

majority opinion of the Collegian

'Board of Editors.

Random Notes

Just a few of the season's celebrations

As December rolls around again, we

would like to take this opportunity to

describe some of the festive

cultural/religious holidays that are

celebrated at this time of year.

Winter Solstice (December 21): In the

Wheel of the year, the winter Solstice is the

day when the sun's arc is the shortest. It is

the time to look within and then to welcome

the rebirth of the sun and the coming of the

light. The Winter Solstice is an ancient

agricultural holiday.

Hanukkah (December 19-26): Hanukkah
literally means " Rededication of the Altar"

and commemorates the successful revolt of

the Maccabees in 167 B.C.E. who sought to

maintain the Jewish people's right to live

and practice as Jews. A Menorah

(candlelabra) with eight candles is lit each

night for eight nights, and gifts are ex-

changed.

Christmas (December 25): This is the

Christian celebration of the birth of Christ,

and is celebrated with the lighting of a

Christmas tree and the exchange of jrifts.

Kwanza (December 26-Janury 1): Kwan-

za is an African celebration of First Fruits.

It is celebrated by lighting seven candles in

a candlelabra called a Kinara. The seven

candles represent the seven principles

which are the foundation of African socie-

ty.

Three Kings Day-Dia De Las Tres

Reyes Magos (January 6): This is a Spanish

holiday which celebrates the visit paid the

baby Jesus by the three Magi Kings. The

presents the Kings brought the newborn

were gold, myrrh, and frankincense. The

holiday is celebrated with the exchange of

gifts.

"
These are only some of the holiaays mat

fall at this time of year. Many of these

celebrations are Festivals

ofLights—decorations and activities can in-

corporate the themes of bringing light and

fellowship. Sharing special foods and plan-

ning cultural activities can also bring peo-

ple together. Although Christmas is the

most visible of the holidays, it is important

to remember that there are people from

many different cultures on our campus.

Let's do what we can this year to make this

season a joyous one for all!

Mike Jones, Stvdent Activities Office and

Marcia Black, SCERA are m^mhers of the

Jewish Awareness Taskforce.

Letters to the Editor

What do jeans, booth prove?
1 would like to address the

ad in Tuesday's Collegian

concerning the "Gay Blue

Jean Day" and "Hug a

Homosexual" booth. What

exactly are you people

trying to prove with this

"Hug a Homosexual" booth?

The gay rights movement
has been completely

discredited by purposely

making a side show out of

their cause. In order to be

accepted in this society as a

bona fide movement you

should be seeking the

respect of the people at this

University and elsewhere.

Instead, yon insult their

intelligence by subjecting

them to your sexual habits. I

for one never believed in

public displays of affection of

any kind. I thought it was
respect and dignity that you

wanted. I'm beginning to

think its something el.se.

OPINION
The opinions on this page are those ot the individual wntef Of cafloon.st and do not necessarily reflect

the views ot the Cotiifiai* or the University unless otherwise noted

Looks like Santa

has to be the

one to bring

equality to UMass,

no one else will.

An Apple on every desk?
On Thursday and Friday last week. Tan

dy Corp. (Radio Shack) came to UMass.

Tandy's purpose was t<> di.splay its personal

microcomputers (PCs) and offer a 20 per-

cent discount on any purcha.se of their com-

puters. This is a small (micro?) st^-p in the

right direction for UMass. Students and

faculty at numbrous other schools have en-

joyed the benefit of group discounts on

PC's, saving thousands of dollars as a

result. While I applaud the University for

finally allowing computer retailers on cam-

pus, i feel that UMass is capable of playing

a larger role in making PCs more readily

accessible.

It is essential to make PCs available on

this campus. Micnxjomputers are today

what the pocket calculator was in the *70s.

"Micros," however, will have a greater im-

pact on higher education because of their

easy use and wide range of applications.

The focus of PCs is on using pre-

programmed packages, such as financial

analysis and word processing. However,

anyone taking a computer course can see

the advantage of writing a program on a

microcomputer and sending the program

via telephone (or coaxial cable) U) the

Cyber. No more waiting in line for a ter-

minal, no more slow response time.

Students owning personal computers have

a computer available 24 hours a day. And

educators claim that almost every college

student will have a microcomputer on his

or her desk by the year 2.0()0.

The problem with personal computers is

that they cost approximately $2,000. This

is beyond the reach of most UMass

students. The U'niversity can play a critical

role in making PC's available to students

and faculty.

Today, freshmen at schools such as Dart-

mouth, Carnegie-Mellon, Clarkson, Drexel,

and Union College are required to buy a

microcomputer from their schools. These

schools picked the specific PC that they felt

met the students' needs best. Some

schools surcharged students each semester

to pay for the computers, which the

students owned upon graduation. Others

arranged credit. (Officials at these schools

are confident that their students will

benefit greatly through owning and using a

microcomputer, despite the initial high

cost. So what is UMass waiting for?

David Sachs

The needs of a school as diverse as

UMa.ss cannot he served best by one

microcomputer model. Also. I shudder to

think of which mfxiel the sch(K)l would

choose (remember the dorm phones recent-

ly purchased?). Imagine the student pro-

tests at Whitmore if UMass attempted to

raise tuition to pay for the students' PCs.

A better .solution has I)een implemented

at Stanford University and Rochester In-

stitute of Technology, among others. The

bookstores at each school carry several full

lines of computers and accessories, and of-

fer them tx) students at discounts of 40 to

80 percent. Other schools buy large

volumes of computers from manufac-

turers, such as Apple and IBM, and rweive

discounts of approximately 1. ()<)< dollars a

piece, about half the retail price. One
manufacturer (Apple Inc.) has such ar-

rangements with 23 schools including

Boston College. Brown, and Yale. Why not

UMass?
Another way some schools make PCs

available is by setting up "micro-lalis."

Students, instructed by their professors,

learn commercially available programs

that are necessary to their field of study.

Computers are no longer used only by

scientists in making complex calculations;

they are as integral in theatxT set design as

they are in making hotel reservations.

Business students especially would be at a

great advantage, as many industries are

relying increasingly on electronic data

bases.

I realize that the populous of this Univer-

sity has many other concerns, but the

ultimate reason for attending school is to

gain a superior education. By making PCs
available at low cost, the University would

be aiding both students and faculty. The

Tandy Corp. has begun what will hopefully

be the beginning of the PC revolution at

UMass.

David Sachs is a UMass graduate stu-

dent.

Marguerite Asci

Sunderland

Learning how
to protest

I'm writing in response to

the letter in Thursday's Col-

legian about the name of

"Secret Santa" being

discriminatory towards

members of the dorm who
weren't of Christian

background. The name of

the game "Secret Santa"

has been a tradition here at

UMass and the name didn't

seem to bother anyone until

the name "Minutemen" was

voted sexist. Christmas is a

Christian holiday, and San-

ta is a belief that goes back

a long, long way.

Rumors have it that you

changed your game name to

"Secret Snowman," but

God forbid (excuse the

phrase), that is sexist. So

then you agreed to the name

"Secret Snowperson." Is

everybody happy now? No.

What if somebody in your

dorm was from California?

They don't have snow out

there and maybe they've

never seen snow or have

made a snowperson

before-well, I think we

should just call the whole

thing off.

You know, my dad was

right when he said that kids

go to college to learn how to

protest. I'm beginning to

believe him. Really, don't

you have anything b«itter to

do than complain about

little details?

One nioie c< .'tit-

"You can please s* ne of i u

people some of the ti i ^ .

."

and I think you all know the

rest.

Sharon Spooi
Centra
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OLD SPICE
GIFT SET

ENJOLI
COLOGNE SPRAY

contains IV*. oz. after shave

and 2y? oz. stick deodorant

3 sOZ.

SENCHAL BRUT
COLOGNE SPRAY SPRAY-ON LOTION

3/toz. 4.2 OZ.

your choice
i

$3.29

'IVeil's *

PEARS
SOAP
2.6 oz.

88<
save 51*

BOIL
n SOAK

12 oz. saline solution

$2.44

save $1.81

DIMENSION
SHAMPOO

11 oz.

$1.88

save 97*

DISCOUNT HEALTH and
BEAUTY AIDS

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

/'Sa 3534

SEMESTER
ATSEA

PRESENTS A

^M^^:^^M %'.. SPECIAL

^^^^^^i^imM ^^^ SLIDE SHOW

. yM'ff'i^^^ '' ,. //My- -///iv.

I
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Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and

continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major

ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.

More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are

offered.

PLACE AND TIME

Campus Center 904, 908 Dec. 10 7:?^ PM
Campus Center 904, 908 Dec. 11 7 rM

..v.::,dbourne Dec. 12 7:00 PM

Secret

Santa

Vr Photographer Dwayne Autery Located in the Campus Center

\ „„„ « . = s VmVERSlTY
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Be NiceToYourself.

Register Now
Over 100 Credit Courses and Credit-Free Workshops from which to

choose.

Register

• in person at the Continuing Education office,

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Monday Thursday, 8.30 am 7 pm; Friday, 8:30 am 5 pt i

• by mail no later than December 28 for credit courses

one week before starting date for workshops
• by telephone (Credit Free Workshops only) Use your

MasterCard or VISA and call 545 0587 with all information

requested on registration form.

Courses and workshops fill up quickly so do yourself a favor and

register now. Full payment is expected at time of registration. For

more information, call 545 2414.

,EA TOLL F« (S00)8S4 Ot9S

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Arts
I • • • •_•_•-•_•-•
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The Weaker Vessel myth debunked
By LAURIE MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

The Weaker Veitel is the newly released book by British

writer Antonia Eraser, who gained a reputation as a

historical author with her biography of Mary Queen of

Scots about 15 years ago.

In The Weaker Vettel, Eraser attempts to recreate the

world of women in 17th century England. She researched

the written record of women in the seventeenth century

for twelve years before writing the book. Wherever
possible letters and diaries of seventeenth century women
were used; however, because of the widespread illiteracy

among women of the period, much information is gathered

from the reports of others.

'"The weaker vessel" is a phrase which was used widely

by 1600 to describe a woman, or womankind as a whole.

The term was used in the King James bible, and also by

Shakespeare. In this book. Eraser explains the basis for

the concept of women as the weaker vessel; for example,
because of financial dependency of 17th century women
(except independently wealthy heiresses) upon men, social

expectations and financial necessity influenced a young
woman's marriage choice, because there was no active role

for her to play.

Eraser then challenges the concept of women as the

weaker vessel by illustrating the cases of women in

powerful roles within the context of seventeenth century
England.

This includes the instances of women declaring religious

freedom in newly Protestant England; such as catholic

women defying the Protestant laws in order to reform

disbanded convents to educate young women. Also women
of the upper classes would often attempt to teach their

female servants how to read.

The strength of the so called weaker vessel is also

illustrated by women in such roles as defenders of the

castle (while husbands were away Fighting England's civil

war), fighting beside their husbands on the battle field,

and acting as solicitors for husbands exiled to the continent

after losing the civil war. And of course, most of these

women, if they were wives, were able to perform these

roles in addition to rapidly repeating pregnancies,

childbirth, and the rearing of the one third of their children

who survived childbirth and early childhood.

The Weaker Vessel is a success. It is an historical book

without a textbook feel, a book interesting enough to

return to again and again to continue reading to the end.

Sometimes it might seem as if the end is a long way off; the

book is a serious work, and is almost 500 pages long.

Although it is enjoyable reading, it is not light reading; you

won't be able to read it on one Peter Pan bus ride.

The book was not meant to be a feminist work. Rather, it

was meant to be a history of the life of women in the

seventeenth century. F'raser docs not feel that one has to

be a woman in order to write about women. However, she

feels that to write about women an author must have "a

sense of justice and sympathy." With The Weaker Vessel

Antonia Eraser shows that she is not only a just and

sympathetic woman, but a serious historical researcher

and the author of engrossing material as well.

Change your
tires NOW . . .

J^
ggpepa

Alignment and
balancing

available
4
North Amherst Tire

& Auto Center
FuH Service Tire Store

78 Suodnlaod Hd No *mhei»l MA
549-4 704

LEARN TO FLY

COLLEI
FLYIMGCLUB

.7lvl UHUtt STU0IN1& t^tlMmi

i
KZWS 66S2Sr7

Are you a

SECRET SANTA?!

THIS LOOKS LlKt
A GOOD YEAR TO INVEST

IN GOLD.

CROSS
Since a^ae

.Hnrj * a Kt •) )i(i f.'ipr S'?it":* c Pf;" ano ba!i pen

^°^BnjVNIVERSITY
s«'Mka(STOi?E*

Liiciitad in the Campus Center

Lady Antonia Fr—er,

PREPARE FOR

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
SAT«ACT*DA>GRE«CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE GMAT
2/2/86 Exam 1/26/85 Exam

LSAT IMCAT
3/2/86 Exam 4/27/86 Exam

c^

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

J
' Call Days Eves &

•tI. Weekends

mm MPIilll 368 N. Pleasant St
M^r Educational Center AmherSt

f^^g 5495780
I^S^^^L for .nformation about other cents's

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

JPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

rABRAXAS^GALLERY-1
I't't N ri.M-.iMl Mt.-. t Xdihffsl Vl.i^-- OUtOJ J"><^4(il

Mon Sat 10 5:30* Thurs tit 8:00 Sun. 12:30-4 30

!l|IUIIIUIIIIIIIHIIIIIHIIIHIIIMIIIIimHllllllllinillllllllllllll»lillii>l"l"">l!

PIZZA-RAMA
Our Specialties Are r/

DelJcJous Pi/zas (f^^
Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells l'~.^>*,<\

Ravioli /\'^ \

Manicotti i A

copp'^nnTvERY. CALL 253-3808
FREE DELIVERY! ORfi-nilS

356 College Street, Amherst ^^^ ^
'

'^

I
Any Larae Pil»a

,_ 3 FREE SODAS ."t
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MOVING ON ?
North

Amhorat
, ^

Motors

RENT A
TRUCK OR CARGO VAN

FROM

North Amherst
Motors

THE ECONOMICAL WAY TO MOVE!

Rt.63
No. Amherst

S49-2880

SAVF 10%
<>l I lOI \l KOI M) IMIH

Kl SI \l Ol
NORIH Wim RSI MOKIKS

()\»S IKI ( KS OK \ \NS
f<eM.rvMtion with deposit and coupon

mult b* mada prior to rantal day

Coupon appliai to North Amham
Motors vehictat utad for round trip

r»nl»l» onty Ofi« coupoo par reotal

|vJow'.s

the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

l?t. 63 i>k>. Amherst

^ S49-2880

|l Expert Repairs &
I Reconditioning
^ iPii I '^

ShoeS^i^
Shoe ^ate!^
Shoe Sale!

Boots & Shoes
Reduced
WOW I

Open Sundays

^ Monday and Tuesday =

Giant at 7:00

1 Show Only

= starring James Dean

DOWNTOWN AMH

Have a
fling on

us!
Th« Sab In Amherst ka« Ihe blg«»*l. l«»ll»,l ""^

olThMlBtllc Pton««r Valley. Purth«»« any four whoir >*n<t

wichcs and well glue you a »' tlyin* aa«c«r.« or you can

purchaa* |uat th. aaucct for .99<.

Tbc Sub, come In fat a giaat aan^Mlch and the ninga on

33 Eaat Pleaaant Street

Amhcrat. MA S49-5160
~r

•a««BtlU«a ar* ItBlta^ •n4 evallabU on a firat

COM* flrat aarva toaala.

Get Your
Engineering
Degree
Tuition Free!
The Air Force Undergraduate Engineer

Conversion Program allows college

graduates to apply science and math
courses toward a degree in engineering

And. the Air Force pays all tuition and
education expenses. While in engineering

school, you'll be a commissioned officer in

the Air Force with full pay and
<illowances AIM HIGH Find out if you
qualify See an Air Force recruiter today

Call MSgt Art Courtemanche at (413) 785-0352

Or set up appointment through the placement

office. /^\JOS-v^
A greM tway o* lite

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

nmrw

MB*

ABSOLUTEC/BOOP^B'

u/ouLPBeitm/ouep
VHBAR. ALL ABOUT
TmNBUHOLaUKW.

/

mM WHATI'M TOLV, WU'RB(M
OF TUB HOTNQ/U TALEMISIN TOU/N.

lim4TTDH£ARH0iUA HOUNd
ACTfiBS^HANCUS ALL THAT

ATTBmONi

605H,T}m
SOUNPSUKB
FW mBN
powuimr
VPOIT^

mi,IHYSH0U!5
TONISm.SOIP

fT'SOMYiUITH

YOU. IVUK5
TO TAPE IT

RJ6HTN0UJ

BUTi HAmn
/mTHINGON!

ALLTHB
BeneR

ARATtN65
PROBLBM

Todays Weather

Oooh, a relief from winter

with mild temperatures in

the 50's and cloudy skies.

Tonight, a chance of

showers with lows in the

mid 30*8. Tomorrow,
showfers ending with

gradual clearing. Highs in

the 40's.

m

L

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

mtmm^iHKK FeARL€S%i we mi
7Wf meripe mo
THROUbH me AIR .UHATif

ON MiNoep TwrruMS
H00f6,ytirry- 5§ibiNG

fm/ne'
^iNiHNO StUftT]

NIOHT ' TV Tm
MeLOPYOFim
5TARTReK'

fdrrYHSAP ofFenpeu...m

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

tiHT B««"^ ( ffwT "Tin'

you? dc'm'i you

Soti l£ c"

vtt-y, t^HHTS i«V
Voo «/-J t> ho t
G-o M«ve n
PKIH»C «HP

nnts •

Vow OoJt

Ir4 C>vJ««T€«rj,

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

K/IO'^ ^v<1cH- "ho do LV/'f

3^'1

everybody ^\n^5 <\
^t'
.^

Gorde By Gorde

PSYCHEffA LATSLY

H01A/*S THE

@i

The Nuclear Broach ByNRG

This b«Mch it bettevedl H
k>«Mi bun hftnd cll4(ieain

R»«»i* in t*vt i9f\^ Kcm^

«n4tat cwtaiMnnas Sit

ift ftMli<<M<n. >

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on Water Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy, Spiced

Apples

Meatballs/Spanish Sauce
Silver Palate Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/Mushroom

Sauce
Baked Cod with Lemon

Wedge

Last Day to Place

Classified Ads in the *

Collegian is %
Wed. Dec. 12, 1984 *

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Audi" Hi'lp Wanted
Aut" Vor Salt' Instruction

( alculator.^ i.ost

Kiitertawirnent Motorcycles

For Kent Personals

For Salt* Kid«' Wanted
Found Riders Wanted

jf^jf^ifJfJfJ0.J$^Jfif^if^^^^^^^*^

Kooni Wanted .^i

Roommate Wanted ^
Services ^
Summer Sublet ^
To Sublet ^
Travel -fT

Wanted ^
Wanted to Rent . i

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Miled by Trudr Michel JaUt

ACROSS
1 One Iron

Belgrade

b Coconut oil

source
10 Hov*s '

14 Jai

15 Goon
16 Greeting, m

Barcelona

17 Arabian noble

18 Blair or Lavin

19 Major poem
20 Poems ot atimd

22 Skirt toppers

24 Louver

25 Resounded
26 Tailor s

discards

29 Most like a

lamb
33 Dandies
34 Castle ssur

round
35 Abominable

Snowman
36 Before Bravo

and Charlie

37 March King

38 Apothecary s

weight

39 Feudal estate

40 Sci of groining

ffuit etc

41 Retinue

42 Court skill

44 Places for

eieves

45 Helps
46 Tvvist

47 Ot language
old style

50 Artist s area

54 Promise

55 Tidal bore

57 Unoccupied
58 Noble Italian

family

59 Harpoon. eg
60 Bird beaks

61 R«staurat«ur

Toots

62 Encampment
sights

«3 Fall guy

DOWN
1 German river

2 Sailors saint

3 Fall or drop

preceder

4 Peas in a pod''

5 Soprano Maria

6 Certain poet

7 Badge feature

8 Robin, for one
9 Legendary

iwift footed girl

10 Andersen tale

11 Dances
12 Cosmetic plant

13 Soviet press

agcy
21 Some annexes

23 Minn neighbor

26 Backup crew

27 Balk scon
quest

28 Propose
29 Squash relative

30 Bi/arre

31 Condition

32 Multiplication

term
34 Lunar surface

37 Least sunny

41 Auld lang

43 Winner
44 Volume units

46 Jeweler s term

47 Porter s

Anything

48 Criticize

severely

49 Palindromic

name
51 Concept Prefix

52 Exile island

53 What s left

56 Staff off

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

sim'

tiimi*.

"loTDio^
12/1(V84

1 7 i < ^r~ t r a 9 H|'° 11 1? IJ

1* ^^is 1"
1

;

^1"
-|r I i«

?0 ?i ;i

1^

1 BHi
n V n JC 31 3?

33 Jr
K

3t

M K '

W
_i
JT

4; 43

1

Mbt m BBI
tr «• «i 51 M S3

M ^m
I

»J

M "*
ut

«< I" W
eiiM lm 12/1 (I'M
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! Monday. December 10, 1984

iMonday, December 10, 1984

The Thomas Jefferson Society, the UMass Republican Club

and Young America's Foundation

present

Doctor Robert Simon
The first American doctor to enter Afghanistan after its

invasion by the Soviet Union in December of 1979.

Speaking on:

'The Current Crisis

in Afghanistan''

Monday, December 10 at 8:00 P.M.

Student Union Building,

Commonwealth Room

"Much of the Soviet firepower has

been brought to bear on civilian

targets including hospitals. As a

result of the Soviets' scorched

earth policy, the civilians and brave

freedom fighters are suffering from

starvation and malnutrition. It is un-

thinkable that we should turn our

backs on these courageous people.

Doctor Simon has not."

- Senator Robert Byrd, W. Virginia

Presently, Doctor Simon is an assisting

professor of emergency medicine at

the University of California at Los

Angeles.

Need a Place to Stav?

Intcrscssion acconmiodalions

arc now available at the

Campus Center Hotel
for all U/Mciss students at a

ijreat student discount rate!

Quiet, Convenient &
Comfortable

For advanced reservation

l)lease contact our reservation

office todav at 549-6000

Inquire about the special
Weekly Dinner Coupons!

Campus Center Hotel

Third Floor

Campus Center

UMass

Virg

Photographer Owayne Autsrry

agiftofttianntf)

Located in

the

Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat U-4

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Cardinals stay in NFC hunt ^Gymnastics

Patriots bow out, again

I continued from page IS

By The Associated Press —The St. Louis
Cardinals, with a divisional showdown
victory over the New York Giants, stayed

alive in the four-team NFC East race, while

the Pittsburgh Steelers and Cincinnati

Bengals also won Sunday to keep the AFC
Central a down to the wire race as well.

Neil Lomax threw three touchdown passes

and Ottis Anderson ran 12 yards in the

fourth quarter for the tie- breaking score as

the Cardinals beat the Giants 31 21. The
results left both teams with 9 6 records.

In Pittsburgh, Gary Anderson kicked a 34

yard fieW goal with five seconds

remaining, giving the Steelers a 23 20

victory over the Cleveland Browns and
maintaining the Steelers' one game lead

over Cincinnati in the AFC Central division.

Ken Anderson threw for 191 yards and two

touchdowns to keep the Bengals' playoff

hopes alive with a 24 21 victory over the
New Orleans Saints,

The Philadelphia Fat^'p* Heat New
England 27 17 to eliminate the Patriots

from playoff contention in the AFC East
and at the same time handed a wild-card

berth to the defending Super Bowl
champion Los Angeles Raiders. The
Raiders play at Detroit in the Monday night

game.
In a shocker, the Kansas City Chiefs

swamped the Seattle Seahawks 34 7.

Washington beat Dallas 30 28.

In other action, the AFC East champion
Miami Dolphins defeated the Indianapolis

Colts 35 17. the Green Bay Packers beat the

Chicago Bears 20 14 and the Tampa Bay
Bucaneers trimmed the Atlanta Falcons 23
6.

all-around, both advertised

their pommel horse skills in

their floor routines, adding
much creativity. Lew
Wingert and Jay Ronayne
contributed to the 1.35 point

lead over Syracuse following

the first event.

On the pommel horse.

Dougherty cleaned up with

an impressive 9.3 taking

first, with junior Mark
(juevillon close behind with

an 8.9.

UMass. now 3 0. main-
tained the lead after the still

rings event thanks to

Ronayne, Wingert, Weil,

DeMarco, Dougherty, and
Ciccone. Ciccone and
DeMarco collected a 9.0 and
9.35 respectively to take

first and third.

Vaulting came easily to the

Minutemen. lead by
Ronayne. w ho took a 9.2 and
second place. Co Captain
Tony Sbarra received an 8.8

and third place. Wingert.
Dougherty. DeMarco, and
Weil scored well to help
maintain the now 8.45 point

lead.

Peter Lucchini. a talented

gymnast who is now back in

competition after sufferings
knee injury nearly two years
ago. lead the Minutemen
with a smooth routine on the
parallel bars. UMass led by
10.35 points after the event.

Sbarra brought the meet to

a dynamite close with a
double lay out dismount off

the highbar. which excited

the fans again. He earned a

9.45 and first place. Joe
DeMarco was right behind
with an 8.85 to grab third,

while Simon took second
with a 9.25.

f ><r N /always winmy card! Icheck

'H:/k\ the CollegianNFLpicks every Friday.

rHRKTMAS BOXED CARDS
You U find a specialyule tide

iiish/orerenone on your list.

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^VNIVERSITYmSTORED
Located in the Campus Center

AVV'lfRICAN GRtLllNCiS

|y«mmtiwiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiimiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii

$ Inventory Takers $

$ 5.00/hr $
Intersession Employment

RGIS Inventory Specialists has unlimited

openings in these areas. Eastern Mass.,
Boston to 20 miles west of Worcester. No
exF>erience necessary. Paid training - We
need dependable people to work various

hours Mon-Sun.
District reps will be on-campus Wed. Dec.
12. Contact your student employment of-

fice 239A Whitmore for interview. Oppor-
tunities for advancement. Excellent

references for your future.

^tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiim

Student Special

1 HOUR
TUB for

V2 HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
<next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mad)

.'-/

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2:30 • Cash in advance* 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone number free

condition $60 M9 784B

AUTO TOM SALE

I, good condition.

S4«^106O

1M0 Oatsun 210 4 door 5 »p—d 41 mpg
good condhton t2900 806^3906

Station Wagon Dodga Colt IfTB good
condition automatic ISOO Of baat offar can
•nytima tal 2SA-6724

1H0 citation, 4 ipaat
nagotiatita call avaningt

1*70 Ford Mavarick lutonrMtic. AM/FM
casaatt*. radiali, naw radiator, watar pump,
•xhautt, altamator, carb 460.00 of baat of-

far 546-4216 day* 25fr04e avar>»nga

eNTEWTAIMMINT

WICKED AND WILD OJ'a audio and
viaual antanainmant for ttia BO't SS4-6712

NMd IfMapwialva gifta? Man* ihirt« «10

womant 112. awaatara tU, Kanya bast »16

cali54fr7«a8

WomanrLaathar JackM 6 naw goitare

«nng call 253 5282

Soft Contact Lanaaa itkmI dailv »««»f

lensM »18 00 10 »26 00 aa Entendad wtar

laniac »30 00 to M8 00 lowwt price* on

contact lana aolutiona haat umt« »12 96

Amharit Optical Shoppa 253 5412,

TOUNO

nuth Arrey* Munot your waNal ia at tha

Cainpua Cantar Cor»cour»a Infomiation

Oaaii

Studont Notaa it now accepting appti^a

tiont for notatakara for tfia (pring aamaMar
Earm 17 00 par lactura' Pick up application

forma at 401/403 Student Union BIdg

9:00-5:00. Monday through Friday

ChHdcara/Boaton area famikat «aek live

m chMcare wofiiert Many openir>gs, one
year commitment, excellent ularie« Allans

Fiach ChikJcare l^cefnent Sc/ice 149

Buctiminataf Rd. Brooklina MA 02146

61 7SeS-«2»4

Cam up to t120.00/day Be your own
tMiea. make your own houn No s«p nee
Limited oppoDunitiet Call between 9:00 am
arM) 7:00 pm for detail* Immediate retpone*

luggattad to mtura a position
1-61 7-877«83

Contain* r>ota( on Calcuki* and Organic

Chamiatrv 54X415

WEW SISTEWS

To Itta iMw alatata of Stfina 0«Na Tau
CongratulationtI You guy* are great' Gat
paychad for next *ame*ter' Love alway*.
Sister* of SOT PS. Eilaan, hang m thara -

we still love ya' ^ .

fENSONALS

the U S government? Get ttie feet* today'

Call 1 312 742 1142 ext SB31 A

OAV 1*4 LESBIAN

Rack A Olac Rack-A VIdao Entertain-
ment Agency Diacjockeys and large

•creen video pertia* for tfie five coHega area.

5497144

row WENT

Apartment for r«m ovor Intaraaaalon
fentale Rolling Graan 256^)807

Room* for rant over Intoreoaalon Jan 2
thru Jan 26 tor mora info call 549-6364 bat-
wean 4-6 PM ask for Kan

Room foTTant *140/mo S. Daarfiald call

546^2618 (days) or 665-3201 (night»l

Intaraaaalon room* available in fratami-

ty Single* and douMai 395 North Pleasant
St. call 546-3117

1 bodroom In townhouao Squira 1100 par
•pring 666-2127

Spacious, two bedroom apt on bus no
carpeted diahwashar 1360 Jan and spring

666-4313 after 5

7>»a Peoplea Oay AMIanca how* a aocial

hour each Wed from 3 to 5 Buaines*

meetings are at 6:30 each Thur* Check the

Campus Canter schedule for room numbers,

r^aw people are welcome and sre encourag

ad to attend'

~
Wed. 12-E Social moved to FrI. 12-7

Uat chance to Dani:a on FrI 12 71

Oay » LoaWan Ooy Fri. 12-71

MENTAL HEALTH WOWKEWS - naw
agency i* sccapting applications for full and
part time position* to work with eiderfy in

Hampshire County $10.3000 plus bertefits

AH shifts Call Janet at 253 7406 for mora in-

formation AA/FOE

Tooth delivers ceke. ice cream,

fudge «nd chocolete to you 2 free oatmeel

raiain cookie* with each order if you men
tion thi* ad 2S6-81W

•ItREE^ kitten 4 mo* old •to<* in apt

needs loving hofne w/sefe outdoor ecces*

58fr 31 44

Happy' B-Day P*m don't forgai tonite

JMC PS IWNL

CMhy M. Thanks for tha time nwa've spent

toaatl>ar Let's make aura tttat Ma keep it

up I k>ve you. Brian

LAO N A FarLAONAFBSLAONAFH
Last chance to sign up meeting*

Mondey Cempu* Center rm 166 6:00

Wednesday SW Hampdan 700

Don't mi*( thi* vacation

You'll regret It the re*t of your lifell

LAGNAF86LAGNAF85LAGNAF85
Attention: Todey'i SteHa Mima* Birthday

Plaaaa call and •arMl your wMhad 549-6754

Hera's oura, tovo ya SFU and Jodlna

PWOFESSIONAL
TYPINQ SEWVICE

Available Immeoi^.elyl *l90/month 1

bedroom in « 3 bedroom houeeoff Rte • 6

miles from cempu* Call Dan 5-0329 days or

Steve 25fr 1016

female wanted to share bodroom in

BrandywirM. Saniof, oMer, gred student

preferred. 1S6 a month can 54B-7797 avan-

ings

Woommate wanted single room in Si*riM

Village available Dec 22 2564270

One bodroom evallaMe for orw or two
females in Townhouse spts starting Jan 1

call 549-4741

Female needed to aharo on* room in

Brandywma Plaaaa caN Pam 84B-15I1

SEWVICES

INTEW8ESSION
APAWTMENT NEEDED

Aportmont wanted to auMot ovor In

taraaesion 2-3 sanwrs Puftton or neerl)y

preferred. Call anytime 646-6661 ,
54frMffl

LOST

HAPrV BIWTHDAY OAIL

Wo lovo you. Litaa and Tari

Sliver bracelet Nov IS CC/SU lounges

simpla bengle of great personal value pleee*

call 564-6646 or 5844628 Martha reward

thanks

Col. Congratulations, you finally danced

your way to 20 Happy Birthday' Have e few

for me Remember to watch out for blue

slime, water, beer, flying been or pooh and

any other hurdlee that may be out to get

you. Merry Hawaii' Love, J

MIkelia Sharinan Happy Birthdav Baby' I

k>ve ys' Lis

Hay Krod, Thanx for being so spociel

Hare's your personal "psych" Its for

David. Love you bigtime . Egghead

EvanT So whats that sparkle in your eye

1? Ca va?

Papers. Caaaa, DlaaamHona.
on campu* kwv rataa guarantaad acoap-
tanca Nancy 684-7994

WOOM WANTED

HELP WANTED

One bodroom in three room apartment
Puffton VIg start January call Chris 649-1616
evenings

Large one bodroom apt great for two poo-
pla. Squire Village 666-286 bast 4-7 pm

Earn «6-7 an hour. Must be 18 or oMar,

have own insured reliable car. Apply in per-

son Dominos Pins Rt 9 Hsdiey

NovTtekTtig appllcationa for fall and par-

time positions Must be 18 of oWer .
Apply in

person Domino* Piaa Wt 9 Hadtay

Oi^irnft^t Jibi '••5»-»S2.B£'r^
Now hirino. Your area. Call 806487-8000

ait R-9616

Kays on light blue hook. 4 keys,

call Sharon 54^9922

Plaaaa

Nikon FE-2 Camera, left in green car after

hitching on S East St call Kaye 263 5427

MAWABETHS DAVI

FOR SALE

Vjolln »7B0., Vtola »a00. 367 2628

Nice bad only three months otdTbeautiful

antique bureau 666-3129

Large sofa-bod7T twin beds, big dreaaar

pricea negotiable caN ASAP 648-5818 avan-
ings

Ski Boots blue Lsng s .vomen si?e 8 good

Looking to rent s space/room for use as

s drswing studio next semester. Room for 3

Prefersbly on or close to carripus but III

consider anything. Call Ruthi*^56^1841

Oivem^itint Jobs 16,669 »50,5M/^
Now hiring Your area Call 806eH7«WD

ext R 9616

Manicunata and Coamotologlats full and

parttime, wanted for now exclusivs nail arid

•kin care sak>n in Amherat Center. Excellent

working condittons. Success is at your

flnoartipa. Can for Jntarviow 253-9996

MIkelle Sherman Happy 20lhi> Thiawillbe

the year' Love Anne. Joan & Fraeda

Molly MalnvHIa" Happy 18th' 12-944

BEARS in the fridge? Gink Moo Baaa' Fun

» 710 celebfation (big time)' TTB' Love.

Susan ^
Happy Birthdav Ann It's time to party' Wa
k>ve you Yee - Haa'

Qoorge Tubin What happened to "The

Day After? " See ya

The Litebran^leeiiual and Oay Mon's
Counseling Collectlbe will cloee for the

semester on Dec 14 We will reopen again

next semeatar. See you then'

LoofT Its tMori a great tan months (and

three daysl Have • good time during tha

Holidays. TH miss you. Love Steve

Mark^^Ve will alwsys be together through

good and bad b«cau*« you mean more to

me than *vofd* can *ay Happy Anniversary'

I win kiva you forever Marianne

Oroan, BH In by 6 In UMaea notobeeh. ii It true you can buy jeepa for »44 through

Looking for a room - Towrrtehouae, Bran
dywine apt spring sarneeter. Male/female

doeen't metier Cell Jeeek^a at 649-1377

leeve meesege

Female looltlrtg for Intoreoaalon auMol
own room preferred caN after 10 PM Kattiy

546-4222

Intaraaaalon only - quiet fM>n-amoking

plaaae call 546-4738 keep trying

2-4 femelee k>oking for ept or room near

campus call 64»^9386 or 64»01 16

WOOMMATE WANTED

Spaady Koya profaaalonal IBM typittgal

work Romance language's 263-/966

Suzanne

Typing/Word Procoealng. Nont day ear-

Vive TYPE RITE 253 5111

YaPE deck FOR SALE

Flaher Caaaette Deck CR 127 Dolby 8 B
C metal tape capable Lses tttan a yeer oM.
Warranty valid, f 160 or beet offer must sall>*

546-3238 aak for Paul

TO SUBLET

Fumlahed room(s) for Jen In houee. On-

ly three minute welk to campua. Two or

three Call 549 1342

1 bdrm apt 6 mi from UMaaa avail Dec 21

Jan 36 7

XhH la It -Today is the day' Whan perhaps

your hair tums s bit gray The wrinkles do

begin, and parfwp* a double chin And most

days you'll feel you iu*t can't win But

friend* you havs many and we want to tKtng

you cheer So tell everybody -*end the

measage loud and dear-Msrabath's For

tioth Birthday -yyith aympathy pat

Northwood Apta Sunderland 177.B0/m«
raaponaibia rr>ale/female two bedroom apt

Jan 1 to may call Craig 666-2446

Female roommate wonted for spring

semester beginning Jan 1 or Fob 1 call Sua
or Jaaat 2S84873

TWAVEL

COUNCIL TWAVEL/CIEE USA's f1 stu-

dent budget travel agency. Free catalog.

Call (617)266-1926 or writa, 729 Boylaton St.

Suite 201 . Boaton, MA 021 16

Looking for one or two malaa to Hva at

Townahouee starting in Jan 549-3819

Lovely houaa to ahara. Amfierst Center

1160 + . OMer student m working person.

Jan 1st. CaH 2S6-8003

Aak for French Alps CttHatmoa;
Chamonix spring breek 546-80B2 Now

Ski

Ft Lauderdele or Bahamae March 18-21

from »3e9 inclydea round trip air, 7 nighta

todging Deposit due Dec 21; call Sath or

0ava64»-14.'M

MtSHA

Lot's forego the wrorfcplaoo for Jan and

play SB s instead' WrtdHfa E

MISBINO

Woman wanted share 4 bdrm apt Grad or

mature student ctoaa to cempus 649 6841

1 or 2 female roommates wonted to

share apartment in Brittany call 2664481

I'm graduating - leavir>g three greet apart-

inant mates. Female wanted ahora room in

Brartdywina Valeria MB-87BB

WANTED TO HInT

SuMot noodad 2 rssponsMa RA's soak
Intarsaaaion sublet call S46421B or 648-9179

Women looking forjt bedr4»i>t;BBt star-
ting Jnauary 1 call M||^ oc StVUm

'

iliili^nit^^r^eiie^

*»1f
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There will be an intramural basket ball manager's

meeting Tuesday and Wednesday at 6 p.m. in Boyden

215 Managers must attend one. Officials meetings are

today and Tuesday at 7 p.m. in 215. Anyone interested

must attend one. There are also limited spots open for

teams in all divisions. Sign up now.
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Hartford embarasses UMass, 63-59
Hawks win only 2nd Division 1

game in 32 years, UM now 2-2

•£«:^

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

HARTFORD. Conn. - The University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team found

out how valuable sophomore point guard

Carl Smith is. the hard way.

With Smith unable to play effectively due

to tendon damage in his right hand, the

Minutemen handed the University of

Hartford a 64 59 victory before 6.431 in the

Hartford Civic Center Saturday night.

UMass. 2 2 after two straight losses, had a

chance to tie the game with ten seconds left

as sophomore guard Darryl Carter was at

the line with a one and one with the Hawks

lOiead. 61 59. The H6 percent lifetime foul

shooter missed before Hartford's John

Hulbert rebounded, was fouled, and made

both his shots for the final margin.

To blame the loss on Carter's miss would

be unfair. The Minutemen were mason like

nine of 22 from the line in the second half,

they shot a poor 22 of 49 from the floor and

were out rebounded 36 33 by a much less-

talented Hawk team, that did capitalize

with a 17 of 25 effort form the line.

In the first half, a period that UMass coach

Ron Gerlufsen call the 'most atrocious " one

since he's been involved with the program,

UMass fell behind 33 26 after a 10 of 26

shooting effort from the floor.

Smith, who damaged the tendons in his

("olleiran photo by Andy Ht-lltr

UMass guard Carl Smith, who has
injured tendons in his right hand,

hopes to return to top form against

Boston University on Tuesday.

right hand in the Connecticut game on

Thursday, played only two minutes in the

first half, but with UMass trailing, started

the second half and played for the

remainder of the game.

Smith was for four from the floor and 0-

for two from the line marking the first time

in his 33 game UMass career he failed to

score a point. He couldn't control the ball

with his right hand making it near im

possible to shoot or pass.

"1 don't know what to say. I did what I

could." Smith said haltingly after the game.

"The pain's there but I had to play."

Hartford, in its first season as a division 1

school, was playing before the largest

crowd in its history and for thefirst time at

the Hartford Civic Center. At 14. the

Hawks had lost to Dartmouth. Rhode

Island. Dowling and N.C. SUte before

beating Maine.

•'I think a lot of people on the team thought

they could just show up to win. and we're

not that good. " Gerlufsen said. "This is the

sickest feeling I've ever had after a game.

We showed no pride, no heart and no

composure."

In the first half, Hartford came away with

a seven point lead thanks to its balanced

scoring and UMass' terrible shooting.

With Smith sitting down after less than

four minutes of action, reserve point guard

I/orenzo Sutton and later Carter failed to

get the ball into the low post and

Minutemen forwards Horace Neysmith and

Bobby Braun. Shooting guard Donald

Russell (23 points) took up the slack with 11

first half points on three of five shooting.

Hartford's Ulysses Garcia and Mark

Mitchell scored with points each in the half

(they had 12 for the game) as the Hawks

were 12 of 24 from the field and a good

nine-of-11 from the line.

UMass opened the second half by allowing

four unanswered points to fall behind 37 26

before making a valiant comeback.

With Russell and Braun. who pounded the

boards, leading the way. UMass tied the

game at 39 on a Russell lay up after a great

Neysmith feed.

UM went ahead at the 12:57 point on a

Smith to Russell play before Hartford tied

it.

Sutton put UMass up with a jumper. 43 41,

and the Minutemen went ahead for the final

time with 7:34 to go when Russell broke a

47-47 tie with a free throw.

After the Russell foul shot, the Minutemen

bricked up its next five foul attempts as

Hartford forged a 56-49 lead on a Mitchell

drive with 2:59 remaining.

Collegian photr by Andy Heller

UMass forward Donald Russell goes up for a shot over Hartford's Mike

Jones in action Saturday. UMass lost, 63-59 to the Hawks. Russell had

23 points.

Braun then fouled Garcia on a drive but

the guard failed to convert the three point

play. Nevertheless. Hartford held a 58 49

edge with only 2:06 to go.

Employing a full court press, UMass was

able to cut the lead to 59 54 as Carter

canned two free throws. Hartford then

turned the ball over and fouled Braun with

on 58 seconds left.

The forward made the first but missed the

second, but Neysmith tipped the ball in to

make it 59-57 Hartford.

Women now 1-5

Colonials take advantage,

bury sloppy UMass, 75-59
By JOHN A.NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team turned in its second sloppy

performance of the week as the Minutemen

were buried by George Washington

University, 75-59 Saturday.

In the first Atlantic 10 clash this season for

UMass, the Minutt-men aided the Colonials

by turning the ball over 28 times and gave

yet another p(X)r shooting performance (37

percent) from the field. Add this to a

shocking 26 team fouls and you've got the

recipe for a runaway.

"We didnt come out with any kind of

emotion." UMass head coach Barbara

Stevens said. "I don't have any ex

planationat^to why we started .so poorly in

the first halT. We just couldn't do anything

right."

UMass came out in the first half lacking

defensive intensity as George Washington

opened up an eight point lead early in the

first half.

"The first half was almost embarrassing."

said Stevens. "We let them (George

Washington) do whatever they wanted on

offense. It was by far our worst half this

season.

"

The first half nightmare ended with

UMass down. 43 23. a lead that the

Colonials would never relinquish.

The Minutemen began the second half by

running off six straight points while holding

the Colonials scoreless for the first five

minutes. However, after a Colonial time

out. (iW was able to break the UMass press

and end Minutemen hopes of a comeback.

Playing without all A 10 sophomore

forward Kas Allen. George Washington

was led by freshman forward Cindy Baruch

who led all scorers with 29 points and had a

pame high 13 rebounds.

UMass was led by Karen Fitzgerald (15

points in 12 minutes). Barbara Hebel with

14, and captain Jerrie Bernier who added

10. Susan Burtoft grabbed 10 rebounds.

Collepan photn by Paul Desmarais

Joe DeMarco executes an iron cross against

Syracuse on Saturday afternoon. He scored a

9.35 to win the rings.

Hulbert then hit four out-of-five foul shots

as UMass was forced to foul. His only miss

came with 16 seconds left and set up Carter

to drive down the right sideline before he

was fouled.

With the crowd in his ear. the 6-5

swingman rattled his shot off the rim en-

ding UMass' hopes.

UIUm (59) Runell 7 9-23. Bnun 4-2-10. Neysmith 41-9. Sut

ton 4-0-08. Cmrter 13 5. Young 20 4. Smith 00-0, Ramming
0-0.0. Emerson 0-00. Ryan O-O-O ToUls 22-15 59

Hartford (6.3) Garcia 4 4 12, Mitchell 4 4 12, Crawford 3-3-9.

Hulbert 2 4-8, Tuono 3-2-8, Gutierret 1-4-6. Jones 3-0-06,

Powell 102. Totals: 2317-63.

UMass
edges

Syracuse
By KATHLEEN HANNAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team set a new
school record and remained

undefeated, defeating
Syracuse 263.3-251.5
Saturday at Boyden.

The meet began on floor

exercise where UMass
racked up the majority of its

individual points. Junior Joe

DeMarco who was second in

the all-around, pulled off an

impressive 9.4, throwing

two clean double back tucks

and a 1 3/4 front tuck.

Senior Peter Lucchini also

added a 1 3/4 to his routine

receiving a 9.35. Lucchini

.said, "I'm out there to do

what I've got to do, and it's

damn fun!" Co-Captain Ken
Dougherty and freshman

Roberto Weil, third in the

continued on page 11
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The Politics Of Starvation
by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

An article in the New York Times, in reference to

starvation in Africa said, "Observers do not think peo-

ple will die of hunger, they assume it as part of

reality." Recently, drought and starvation in Africa

and Ethiopia in particularhave been on the headlines

of newspapers and television all over the country. The

holiday season has brought out countless aid pro-

grams, flashing pictures of starving children and en-

couaging Americans to help these apparantly helpless

people. However, there has been no analysis as to

how the problem of famine developed or what needs

to be done to assure that African nations can feed the

population. These issues and the role the U.S. has in

the development of Africa were discussed by a panel

of distinguished educators in the presentation of "Aid

to Africa" last Friday in the Campus Center.

The panelists included moderator Dovi Afesi, pro-

fessor of African History in the UMass Afro-American

studies department, Frank Holmquist, Professor at

Hampshire College and Dr. Lansine Kaba fronn the

Republic of Guinea, professor of African History and

Chairman of the Deaprtment of African and Afro-

American studies at the Univesity of Minnesota.

"Famine is a political process," said Kaba, In-

dicating that there have been many period of drought

in African history in which famine did not follow.

Dr. Kaba said, the emphasis of U.S. -African rela-

tions should be what has not been done and what

could be done. "Africa is not a continent cursed,"

said Kaba, pointing out that although there is a major

crisis, Africa has made tremendous progress in the

areas of social service. Dr. Kaba said the basic causes

of the famine crisis in Africa stem from the impact of

the competition between the super-powers. Threats,

acts of violence, and the repressiveness of the newer
African states. There is a crisis of leadership in Africa

said Kaba, giving as an example the very high

unemployment rates of University graduates

throughout the continent.

U.S. aid to Africa started after World War II as a

means to get rid of surplus food and set up industry.

Government food assistance comes in three basic

forms: aid or food given to programs for free, food

sold on "good consetional terms" and emergency or

disaster relief. According to Dr. Kaba the food sold to

African nations create competition against local pro-

ducers. The United States created a dependency by

supplying food for prices much lower than what is

produced locally.

Kaba cited examples in which U.S. aid is politically

motivated. Why does Isreal receive far more aid than

the whole continent of Africa, Kaba asked, stressing

that he was not Anti-Semetic. "Because there are

political concerns involved," he said. Kaba also noted

that the U.S. cut aid to Zimbabwe because President

Mugabe did not authorize voting in favor of condemn-
ing the U.S.S.R. for shooting down the Korean

Airiines plane.

Dr. Kaba then introduced his "agenda" for a major

effort to improve the situation in Africa. The three

points of the agenda are an improvement of the World

Monetary system that would allow funds to be chan-

neled more effectively, the need to reassess the condi-

tions in which the International Monetary Fund and

the World Bank make stipulations for loans which im-

pose on African countries, and to extablish a new
economic order whereby African commodities can get

the prices deserved for their products. "What is need-

ed," said Kaba, "is for the U.S. to assume Its respon-

sibility in the capitalist order.

A discussion period followed the presentation in

which many important issues were brought out. In

responding to a question raised by a member of the

audience Dovi Afesi questioned whether the Worid

Bank wants to prevent drought. The drought in

Ethiopia was used to embarass the new government

according to Afesi. "The Soviet Union has been more

interested in selling guns to Ethiopia than food," said

Afesi, pointing out that both super powers are using

the drought for political gains.

The role of Black Americans In Afrlcan-U.S. rela-

tions was also discussed. Kaba said Black Americans

have played a major role in African politics but with

the slight exception of the Carter administration they

have had little influence on Capital Hill. Professor

Davis from Amherst College, who was in the audience

said the struggle of Black Americans made it possible

African students to be at the University and mention-

ed the organization Transafrica as an example of in-

fluence in Washington. "The values of people must be

changed, 'said Davis, "How will we get young people

to go home (Africa! and do practical things and deal

with realities?"

Global Gifts, the new African art shop at the Hamp-

shire Mall, Is the perfect place to do vour holiday

shopping. See story on page 2.

photo by David Walker

High School Students

Visit UMass
by Christopher R. Allen, Sr.

Nummo Correspondent

About 29 students from the New Bedford High
School in South Eastern Massachusetts visited the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst on December
5 and 6.

The teachers responsible for organizing and chap-
peroning the trip are: Rhode Purcell, Cynthia Con-
wood, and Cheryl Gibbs. According to Mrs. Purcell:

"The visit was organized to give minority students In-

formation on the programs and opportunities at

UMass." She said that the students participating in

the visitation were all active members of the Minority

Student Awareness Club at New Bedford High. The
students arrived eariy Wednesday evening and were
treated to a nice dinner at Yvonne John's restaurant in

New Africa House. After dinner the students mixed
and mingled with current students at UMass and then
retired In their rooms in the Campus Center Hotel. On
Thursday the students received advice on how to plan
for college and also a brief overview of college life by
some UMass students at the College Awareness Day
sponsored by The Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and other Minority Students
ICCEBMS] and the University Admiaskms office.

Continued on pag0 4
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Solidarity Against South Africa Regime

by Rod Clara

Nummo Staff

The South African government has been under at-

tack by Blacks in the past few weeks for its racist oc-

cupation of South Africa. This attack has not caused

any blood to be shed however, nor has it been led by

Blacks in South Africa. These protests have been non-

vioiently conducted by Black Americans who are sick

of America's encouragement of the South African

regime.

The protests started on November 21 in

Washington D.C. when three prominent Blacks stag-

ed a sit in at the South African embassy to dramatize

the plight of South African Blacks and in particular the

detention of 13 Black labor leaders. Randall Robinson,

head of the lobbying group Transafrica; Mary Frances

Berry, a member of the United States Commission on

Civil Rights; and Walter Fauntroy, congressman from

the District of Columbia; were those arrested by the

D.C. police. After posting their own bonds, they went

on to form the "Free South Africa Movement" that

would extend the picketing around the country. Since

then several Black congressmen along with other

Black activists have been arrested in front of South

African consulates in New York, Los Angeles, and

Washington D.C.

Bishop Desmond Tutu has been fierce in his con-

demnation of the Reagan administration's policy of

"constructive engagement," calling it "immoral, evil

and totally un-Christian," and requesting a meeting

with Reagan to discuss South Africa. They met in the

White House Friday and although the meeting was

cordial, both came away unswayedin their views.

Reagan insisted that his policy of quiet diplomacy was

benefiting Blacks while Bishop Tutu said that "the

system of apartheid had worsened in the past few

years." . •

Rev Jesse Jackson has received a visa to visit

South Africa next year but said that if the "Free South

Africa Movement" asked him to stay he would not go.

The demonstrations are receiving front page coverage

in South Africa, showing that the regime is very sen-

sitive to how it is perceived throughout the world,

especially in the United States.

Reagan adminstration officials said, the protests will

have no impact on its policy towards South Afnca.

One unidentified official in the White House said, "the

leaders of the protest were not addressing issues of

importance to Blacks." Considering the level of sup-

port given to the demonstrators around the country by

Blacks, it shows that the Reagan administration is ig-

norant on what issues concern Blacks in both the

domestic and foreign fields.

by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

Unrest among South African Blacks against the

government has been on the rise in recent months.

The Immediate causes for Black anger are said to be a

combination of economic deprivation caused by a pro-

found recession and a sense of political isolation due

to the implantation of a new Constitution.

The Constitution offers a limited political voice to

Indians and people of mixed descent but ignores the

23 million Blacks in South Africa and its nominally in-

dependent homelands. Rejection of this policy was

shown in that only 20 percent of the eligible Indians

and 30 percent of the eligible 'coloreds' bothered to

photo by David Walkar

vote members of their perspective groups into Pariia-

ment. On the very first day the new Constrtution went

Into effect, rioting broke out In several Black

townships protesting the fraudulent elections.

These actions have led to a wider protest of the

apartheid system by students who refuse to attend

school and by striking workers. The strike was par-

ticulariy significant in that it had unusual support

among ordinary workers and also brought in rival

unions to protest against the apartheid system.

So far St least 160 people have been killed since ear-

ly September, all except one Black, while several hun-

dred have been injured. Raids by the South African

police have also been conducted in numerous

townships. The police have carried out house to

house searches, the most alarming of which was in

Sebokeng where the town's 120,000 residents found

their town being swept by police looking for " criminal

and revolutionary elements."

The strife now taking place in South Africa isn't due

to totally political reasons. The government announc-

ed an increase in rent and electricity rates, enraging

local residents who complain that they are already

hard pressed. Many people have since refused to pay

rents on the small, square homes that lie in the Black

townships.

The Pretoria regime has taken an incresingly hard

stance towards dissent with the arrest on last Friday of

2,300 Black workers, the biggest mass arrest in years.

An equally disturbing situation is that the army has

now lent support to the police in its township raids.

The government has announced that regular army

units will continue to play " a greater supporting role"

in troubled areas. It remains to be seen how much

more force the government will use against the incres-

ingly strident demands of the South African oeoole.

by Christopher VV:!'iams

Nummo Correspondent

African Crafts Shop

Ms. Carol Cresswell-Betsch owner of Global Gifts and

Cresswell Gallery.

Finding a shop in the Amherst area where there is a

relatively large selection of African and African-

American crafts, jewelery, and posters to chose from

was virtually impossible-that is before Ms. Carol

Cresswell-Betsch arrived on the scene.

Ms. Cresswell-Betsch, who has two daughters that

assist her, began her enterprise, now called Cresswell

Gallery, in the upstairs office of a friend's store in

Amherst. "I began in the upstairs office of a friend

who had some space available. I used this office space

for two years, until I moved downstairs in March of

this year," said Cresswell.

Cresswell wishes that she could find a larger loca-

tion for her merchandise in the Amherst area, but so

far this wish has only been partially granted. Recently,

she has opened a larger store in the Hampshire Mall in

Hadley called Global Crafts. However, this is only on a

temporary basis, because she will have to vacate the

building by December 31 of this year. "I would like to

find a store this large in Amherst, but right now its not

available," stated Cresswell.

Even though Cresswell's store in the Hampshire

Mall is only temporary, she does have Cresswell

Galleries, located on N. Pleasant St. in Amherst.

Cresswell Galleries is much smaller than Global Crafts,

but nevertheless Ms. Cresswell uses the limited

amount of space creatively.

When she was asked why she had opened the

gallery which has been in existence for four years, she

replied, "I wanted to try something different. I was a

graduate student at UMass and after I had earned my
Ph.D. in education, I found it difficult to find employ-

ment in the valley, so I created my own employment."

Cresswell then said, she has learned a lot from this

experience. "There are a lot of things that you have to

learn, and I learned the hard way. I did this because I

liked it, I do not have a business background, my field

is education," said Cresswell.

Furthermore, she added that she has learnt that

Africans and African-Americans share many things

with other people of color. "There are somethings

that you see that carry between cultures. There are

many similarities between people of color," stated

Cresswell.

Cresswell's gallery and her temporary shop in the

Hampshire Mall are worth visiting. There are many
crafts, jewelery, and beautiful prints from Senegal,

Kenya, Nigeragua, Ghana, and Botswana just to

name a few.

In concluding Cresswell has this to say about the

economic difficulties of a small business: "It's a

wonderful idea to go into business for yourself, but

there are some problems that one has to encounter as

a small business, like competition. If I don't make my
sales I have no sponsers who can bail me out. To
make money you have to spend money. A lot of

things were revelations to me, like the tastes and ex-

pectations of people, and the economy. People would

want to purchase, but due to the economy it's just not

possible," said Cresswell.

Rastas want Peace
by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

Ras Leonard, a Jamaican Rastafarian poet now liv-

ing in Brooklyn, gave a speech on what the Rasta

movement stands for last Tuesday at Hampshire Col-

lege. He laid a background on how the Rasta move-

ment began and then explained the Rastafarian view

on life today.

Ras Leonard said that the impetuous for

Rastafarianism started in slavery with the struggle of

Black people who wera robbed of their past. In 1927

Marcus Garvey was deported from America to

Jamaica. After arriving he said to his followersto look

to Ethiopia for there a new king shall be crowned who

shall deliver the Black race. In 1930 a new king was in

fact crowned and his name was Haile Selassie I and

his title was "King of Kings, Lord of Lords, Conquer-

ing Lion of the Tribe of Judah."

This was front page news in Jamaica and some
people began to check their Bible to see if this was the

person Garvey prophesized to save the Black race.

When they checked Revelations and saw that so-

meone adressed as the "King of Kings, Lord of Lords,

Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah" opened the

book with seven seals, it was figured that Garvey was
right and in 1930 the Rasta movement was born. Ras

Leonard noted that the Rasta movement was "a

climaxation of Garvey's teaching."

He said that Rastas, "being forcefully uprooted

from their homeland had to be the new pioneers in the

search for world peace." Leonard identified Babylon

as "the wicked system of exploitation" in the worid

and not just meaning the United States. The
Rastafarian movement's main goal as he saw it is

worid peace and that "until Babylon the great has

fallen, there is no peace."

Rastas in his view are only seen as Black nationalists

when in fact what they truly represent is "the inspired

word of peace and love." He said that when he found

Rastafarianism, he actually found himself and that it

taught him love. In closing he that principles and
ethics, including respect for your elders, are the

greatest things that you can teach your children.

photo by Marc-Elliot Giles Carios Caban next to "Between Two Worids" one or

his artworks presently on display at the Augusta

Savage Gallery through December 14.

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

If you have never been to prison. The New Worid

Theater Ensemble provided an excellent opportunity

to see and feel its effects last weekend at Hampden

Theater at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst

with the presentation of an original production of

Miguel Pinero's "Short Eyes."

"Short Eyes" is a drama about the realities of prison

life. The scene is set in the day room of a New York

jailhouse. When a young white man accused of child

molesting is placed in the day room the plot develops

into a shocking scenerio. Clark Davis, the man accus-

ed of child-molestation is beaten and harrased by the

other prisoners, but finds a friend and confidant in

Juan (played by Edwin Cancel], and reveals that he

has a history of child molestation.

The play comes to a climax when some of the

prisoners decide to rape Clark Davis. When Davis

threatens to tell the captain, the prisoners panic and

kill him, only to find out later that he was innocent of

the crime.

"Short Eyes" is a prison slang for child molester and

although the play revolves around that issue it brings

out many other prison realities such as sexual relation-

ships, racial relations and religion.

Miguel Pinero's writing was excellent but it was the

great work of the actors that made the production

both enjoyable and educational. Louis Alfred (who

plays "Ice") and Jay DiPucchio (Clark Daris, which

was later by Colin Wood) had excellent monologues.

Markos Deoliveira (plays Paco) also had an excellent

performance.

The realities of prison life are very harsh ones for all

people. Black, White or Puerto Rican. And the New

Worid Theater ensemble mesmerized and educated

the audiences with an outstanding performance.

by Marilyn G. Bou
Nummo Staff

The Augusta Savage Gallery located in the New
Africa House at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst is featuring the art work of

Juan M. Caban.

Almost one hundred people attended the formal

(H>ening of the exhibit on Friday December 7.

Caban was bom and raised in New York City of

Puerto Rican parents, "I have always been exposed to

two rich and contrasting cultures," he said. His art

symbolizes these contrasts while exposing you to the

beauty and ugliness of life in a city. Caban's work is

extremely diversified. There are art works portraying

bar scenes, Christmas joy, city, country and island Ih/-

ing. The piece that drew the most response is entitiled

"Between Two Worids," which protrays a grand-

mother in a rocking chair with an altar on her drener

and city life outside her window. Caban's style of

work demands that you stop in front of a piece to

study it. He places hidden scenes and messages

within his work. "I like to use symbols such as a

grandmother, snakes, etc. The subconscious tells a

deep story when symbols are used." Caban went on

to say, "In telling my story I reflect to others their

story."

Caban is a pioneer in the art field by being the first

to use wood and pencils along with burning and tem-

pra, instead of the tradittonal materials. "The wood
and pencil are a very nice marriage," he said.

Also at the Gallery are Christmas cards in Spanish

designed by Caban, that are on sale to the public.

The exhibit will run through December 14. Anyone

who has not visited the gallery is encouraged to do so.

This artists' work is not just something you admire, ha

invites you through his work to experience iti

THEATER, MUSIC, ANDART
IMMMIM^M^M^MMMPIMMMMMMMMMMMMMPMMEMIMM

Cast Of Short Eyes
photo by David Walker
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Sarah Vaughan delighting the audience singing "Send

In The Clowns".

by Marilyn G. Bou
Nummo Staff

Sarah Vaughan, one of musical history's most

gifted singers, performed at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst fine Arts Center, Saturday

December 1,1984. Vaughan recieved a round of ap-

plause as she came in stage. Much to the audience's

delight she began the evening's performance with

"Fasicating Rhythm".

Over forty-four years of singing have proveded her

with many opportunities to accompany and be ac-

companied by musical greats such as Billy Eckstine,

Dizzy Gillespie, Fats Navarro and Chariie Parker just to

name a few. She has also been a member of the Eari

"Fatha" Hines band, with which she began her career

at the age of sixteen, and moved to perform with the

John Kirby Combo before beggining her own trio. In

her performance here at the University the Sarah

Vaughan Trio consisted of George Gaffney on piano;

Andrew Simkins on bass; and Harold Jones on

drums.Jones delighted the audience with his solo dur-

ing "East O' the Sun".

Vaughan, while singing added her own versions of

lyrics to the songs. Throughout the performance she

stopped to speak to the audience. In doing so she

developed an atmosphere in which the diversified au-

dience was at ease.

Vaughan had planned to end the evenging's perfor-

mance with Cole Porter's "From This Moment

On",the audience provided a standing ovation that

didn't stop until she came out once again.

She asked the audience for their favorites and final-

ly chose "Send In The Clowns" as an encore.

Vaughan a genius in her own field gave the au-

dience a night a memoreos which were sweet and are

sure to be treasured.

^^ ! ^I*
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Letter To The Editor
To the Editor:

A misunderstanding has seemed to develop bet-

ween the Student Government Assoication [SGA]

Budgets Committee and the editors of the Nummo
News. In your editorial ("Funding in Jeopardy",

December 3, 1984], you have mistaken opinions and

interpretations for facts. I would like to take the time

now to set the record straight and hopefully heal some
wounds on both sides.

For the fiscal year 1986, the SGA is staring at a

mandatory budget decrease of approximately

$120,000.00 due to full-costing. This is quite a major

dilemmna that I am sure no one would ever want to

face. The maker of the motion (not to fund Fine and

Performir>g Arts Groups] and myself thought that It

would be in the best Interest of every Recognized Stu-

dent Organization [RSO] if we explored which groups

could be cut the most and still survive. Arts groups

happen to have a trust fund set up specifically for

them [the UMASS Arts Council supervises this trust

fund] ar>d in the past, many RSOs have combined this

source of funding with the Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATFl. This Is all well and good, however,

because of the mandatory cut In expenditures by the

SGA, many RSO budgets may be cut-some drastical-

ly. The maker of the motion and myself believe that in

order to save some RSO's budgets (including Third

World groups] we would require Fine and Performing

Arts groups to use the trust fund set up explicitly for

them-the UMASS Arts Council.

The charge, made in your editorial, that this motion-

ar>d in effect the makers-is racist is insulting, reckless,

Inexcusable, heinous, unjustifiable, slanderous, and

indefensible. Third World organizations were not the

sole "victims" of this motion. The RSOs that the

Budget Committee Interpreted as being affectd by the

motion were: New World Theater, Uhuru, Chamber

Choir, The Blues Band, "SPECTRUM," and

"DRUM." It Is apparent that not all of these groups

are Third World organizations, and furthermore, it

shoukj not matter whether they are or not-all RSOs
should be treated equally. The Budgets Committee

acted in a sensible way and passed the motions Third

World Caucus senator even voted in favor of It.

It Is easily seen that racism played no role in the mo-

tion, nor was it the intention of the motion. Therefore,

I call upon the Nummo News to apologize to the SGA,
the Budgets Committee, the maker of the motion, to

all those who "voted In favor of it," and myself.

JORDAN A. ROSNER

EDITOR'S NOTE: The author of the editorial reffered

to above requested NUMMO to withhold their rtame.

Whether or not the editors ofNUMMO agree with the

author is, in this case, not the issue. We apologize for

not making it clear that this was not a statement from

NUMMO, but one person's opinion, however, we do

not find any reason to apologize for the content of

the editorial.

TALENT SEARCHII
Ne^/ Third World Gospel Choir - Spring

"86, Earn Credits!! Sign up at Room 211,

New Africa House, Hours: 8:30 - 5:00,

Monday-Friday.

ANNOUNCING! INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN'S EVENT 1986

Planning Commitee Meeting Mon.
Dec. 10 at 4:00p.m. in Campus Center Rm
917 UMass. Please Join Us ! Everyone is

welcome.

Tuesday, December 11,1984 at the
New Africa House Shirley Graham
DuBois Library representatives from the
National Park Service will present Sum-
mer Jobs Application Workshops.
Presentations will be at 1,3 and 5:00p.m.
ALL CCEBMS and Minority students are
urged to attendl

ATTENTION!
Third World Bible Study Class
Spring 1985
Sign Up 211 New Africa House

'^M^rvf

DISCUSSING THEX
by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

"Most white students in the Southwest area

government think that the Malcolm X Center Is sup-

posed to teach about Malcolm X," said Anthony

"Husky" Robinson, co-coordinator of the Malcolm X

Center, in an interview with Nummo News. The

Malcolm X Center was formed in 1968 to provide a

place where Third World students can come together

and enjoy each others company while at the same

time participating in workshops, guest lectures, and a

Black film series.

In reference to the Southwest area government

Husky said, "the Malcolm X Center has had a history

of problems dealing with the administration." Defin-

ing the root of the problem, Husky said, that he felt

that the administration Is trying to take control of the

Malcolm X Center and run it the way they want to.

Questioned as to whether he though the administra-

tion understood what the Malcolm X Center meant,

he responded, "I don't expect them to understand

about the center because it doesn't serve them any

purpose."

Now that there's a new Southwest area govern-

ment, he was asked if he thought they would respond

to the Center's needs, to which he replied, "I really

don't know. There's been a few steps to better rela-

tions with the Southwest area's new co-presidents.

Bill Collins and Laura Goldstrlch. They seem to

understand and are willing to work on bettering rela-

tions between the Center and the government, but

that is yet to be seen'

Describing the importance of the Center, Husky

noted, "First of all. It's an educational, cultural, and

social center that caters to the needs of the Third

World community in the University." We are the

largest Third World center on campus and, along with

the other organizations and centers, are only some of

the places that cater to the needs of the Third World

community in the Pioneer Valley.

Citing the support his staff has given him, he said,

all have been very helpful but gave a special thanks to

his co-coordinator Cassandra Edwards about whom
he said, "She's the backbone to the Malcolm X

Center." Pledging to continue trying to work-out the

Center's problems with the administration he made

sure to stress that the Malcolm X Center "will con-

tinue to be the same "X" we were In the past."
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According to Paul Barrows, Director of CCEBMS
an average of 200 students are accepted annually Into

the University through this program. Bernedette, a

senior at New Bedford High said, "I love It here but

this campus Is big." Robert Woodbery, another

senior, said he heard it was a good school; therefore,

he decided to check it out. "Wow this place is big;

but, I heard the teaching is good" said Daryn Gomes,

another New Bedford senior when asked about his

reaction to the University.

Mr. Barrows said he is grateful to the UMass Cape

Verdean Student Alliance for their tremendous help

towards the College Awareness program. All of the

teachers thanked Rudy Jones, Assistant Director for

Admissions, and Paul Barrows, Director of CCEBMS,
for hosting the visit which they felt was successful.

They emphasized that they hoped that this was only

the beginning of an annual collaboration between

UMass and New Bedford High School.

COMINGNEXT WEEK
POETRYAND ARTS

NUMMO NEWS will be publishing its annual

Arts & Poetry issue December 17. Anyone interested in

participating please submit poetry, art, and photography

along with name and phone rmmber toNUMMO by

4H)0p.m. on Thursday December 11.

Announcements
The Resource/Referral Program at

Everywoman's Center will be staying

open extra hours during final exam week
for people to come study. The Resource
Room can be used as additional space
for general study purposes as well as for

research and resource materials. A
member of the Resource/ Referral staff

will be available to direct students to any
of several resource services. Resource
files offer extensive information on
women's issues in the form of

newspaper and magazine
articles, newsletters,pamphlets and
bibliographies. Resource books can be

found on a variety of Women's Studies
topics. Everywoman's Center also has a
lending library totaling more than 1,000

volumes of fiction, non-fiction and
poetry by,for,and about women. The
schedule for the additional hours is as
follows:
Sunday- December
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

16,2-10p.m.
17,4-10p.m.
18,4-10p.m.
19,7-10p.m.
20,4-10p.m.
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Regents revise statewide tuition increase policy
By ANNE McCRORY
and JOHN OCONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents of Higher

Education, meeting in the Campus Center,

yesterday amended its tuition policy

governing the state's 29 public colleges and

universities to include specific factors to be

considered before a tuition increase is

proposed.

The tuition policy, passed last March, puts

a cap on the student share of tuition at 33

percent of the cost of education. The
revisions emphasize that the 33 percent

level is a ceiling that is necessary to prevent

"substantially increasing the student share

of cost in the event of dramatice decreases

in state appropriations" in the future, the

policy reads.

Regents Chairman David R. Beaubien said

the revisions adopted yesterday "certainly

clarify a lot of issues that were obviously

confusing people before." He said the

revisions emphasize that the 33 percent

rule is a ceiling, not a goal.

The state Legislature in July rejected the

Regents' proposed 15 percent tuition in

crease, the first step in instituting the

tuition policy, after Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis and some legislators and education

officials stated their opposition to the

Regents' policy. The governor and

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp opposed the tuition policy

because there was no rationale for the 33

percent level, and because higher tuition

could block access for low income students.

Massachusetts resident students at UMass
now pay $1,208 a year in tuition. That

covers 24 percent of the cost of education,

according to Arthur Jackson. Director of

Financial Aid Services at UMass.
Knapp, in opposing the policy, has said it

"ignores...the availability of student

financial aid from state, federal and private

sources," among other problems*.

A tuition increase would now be depen-

dent upon the regents consideration of

unranked factors, including the mission of

the institution, the availabiltiy of financial

aid, the amount of public funding ap

propriated, the higher education needs of

the Commonwealth, actual prevailing cost

within public higher education, other vital

considerations that might dictate a lesser or

greater percentage and students' ability to

pay.

Ability to pay will now be assessed using

an income index whenever a tuition in-

crease is considered, according to the

policy. An income index would be based on

state figures on personal income or

disposable income, rather than on a price

index, which is computed from national

data.

The revisions came at the Regents' regular

meeting, which followed their third annual

higher education seminar in the Campus
Center. The program included presen-

f>>I|p(riiin photn by Bn«n (Jnyrw

Chancellor of Higher Education John B. Duff and Regents Chairman

David Beaubien share a laugh at yesterday's Regents meeting in the

Campus Center.

tations on financial aid, affirmative action

and fundraising.

The meeting at one point adjourned to

executive session, where Chancellor of

Higher Education John B. Duff signed the

contract for the 1,500 faculty at the state's

15 community colleges.

Also at the meeting, the regents appointed

Paul Marks vice chairman for the board, a

position left vacant since David R. Beaubien
was promoted to Chairman last summer.
The regents also passed a motion approving

a joint petition by Bridgewater State

College and Southeastern Mas.sachusetts

University to award the degree of master of

arts in psychology.

Medical troubles in Afghanistan
American doctor speaks on

struggle in Asian country

ByJIMAVERILL
Collegian Staff

Afghanistan has virtually no health care since the major

relief organizations including the International Red Cross,

the World Health Organization, and the U.N. relief

organizations were ordered to leave after the Soviet in-

vasion in 1979. Dr. Robert Simon, the first American
doctor to enter the country since 1979 said.

Simon spoke before 50 people last night in the Com
monwealth room. The speech was sponsored by the

Thomas Jefferson society.

"The medical situation has been desperate since the in-

vasion on Dec. 27, 1979. " Simon said in a lecture on the
current medical crisis in the country.

Almost all doctors and health personnel have been killed

or driven from the country according to a survey by Dr.

Abdullah Osman of Kabul University. Simon said. In

addition, all hospitals and health care facilities have been
bombed out or burned by Soviet troops, "To be wounded is

to die in Afghanistan," Simon said.

Because none of the existing medical organizations were

able to go into Afghanistan, Dr. Simon founded the

International Medical Corps (IMC) in 1982.

The Corps will go into any situation in which there is

desperate medical need. All members are unpaid volunteer

doctors and nurses who work on a rotational basis. Their

goal is to help the Afghans by training them to diagnose

and treat diseases and war related injuries.

The IMC's medics must be prepared to deal with many
atrocious injuries. According to Dr. Simon, most are

caused by shrapnel from missies and bombs. Most of the

Collrgian photo by Bnan uonye

Dr. Robert Simon spoke on the poor medical
conditions in Soviet-controlled Afghanistan last

night.

injuries to children come from Soviet anti- personnel bombs
which blow up when handled. They are meant to

demoralize the Afghans by terrorizing them and inducing

them to give up.

The Soviets have had to resort to these types of terrorist

tactics because "the Afghans are the most courageous and

rugged people I have ever encountered in my life," Simon

said. The Mujahideen, Afghan freedom fighters have been

able to retain control of 85 percent of the country despite

the fact that one out of three Afghans is in a refugee camp.

Dr. Simon said that if Afghanistan wasn't given more aid

the Afgans would lose their war within two years.

Conduct code revision

postponed luitU spring
BylANPOLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Student leaders expect to meet with administrators

during intersession to write a final draft of the revised

Code of Student Conduct, according to Student

Government Association co President Rick Patrick.

Last month. Associate Dean of Students Robert N.

Brooks said. "We hope to have a mutually approved draft

by Dec. 22."

"Neither the StiA not the administration see any dire

need to get this document done before the end of the

semester." Patrick said Sunday. "I really don't see any

great rush."

Patrick said he hoped to put the revised code on the

University Board of Trustees agenda by the end of next

semester.

"We've been communicating with the Dean of Students

office every week," he said, adding that he expected SGA
Clerk of Courts Mitchell Roye to meet with Brooks or

Dean of Students William F\ Field yesterday.

But Field and Brooks said they had not yet met with

students to discuss the code. Field and Brooks and SGA
leaders drafted separate proposed revisions during last

spring and summer.
"We are waiting for them (the SGA) to get together so

that we can take the next step." F'ield said yesterday.

Students leaders have said they disagree with two

major revisions sought by the administration; to abolish

the practice of allowing lawyers to represent students

before University disciplinary boards, and to provide for

"interim action" whereby the dean of students can

suspend a student without a hearing if the student is

deemed a threat to the community.

The code has not t)een updated since it was written by

Field and a group of .students more than 25 years ago.

New rules already agreed upon will punish acts of

harassment based on race, religion, sex and sexual

preference. The new code will also prohibit accessing

computer files to tamper with records or invade another

person's privacy, and will have stricter and more detailed

rules on misuse of UMass ID cards.
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$ Inventory Takers $

$ 5.00/hr $
Intarsession Employment

RGIS Inventory Specialists has unlimited

openings in these areas. Eastern Mass.

Boston to 20 rr^iles west of Worcester. No
experience necessary. Paid training - We
need dependable people to work various

hours Mon-Sun.
District reps will be on-campus Wed. Dec.

12. Contact your student employment of-

fice 239A Whitmore for interview. Oppor-

tunities for advancement. Excellent

references for your future.
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LOWEST
PRICES

14K GOLD
JEWELRY

Daniel Smith
25 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 256-0710

Hours: .

M-F 10 am - 5 pm
{

Sat 10 am - 2 pm
AMEX. VISA. MC

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
ot individual sarvingt

CAKES t» PASTRIES
Ecstasy by ChocolataCakaJ 50

Chocolata Layaf Caka 1 50

Continental 1 50

Cheasecaka ' £*
JD

Carrot Caka
J

50

Napo4aon *'

ICECREAM 156
vanilla Chocolate 5tia**>e"v

Vlud Pw. Co«ee Heath C'uncn

Oeo Crunch

Wa now hava topping* 36

MUNCHIES
Oatmaal Fudga Bar 1 »
Chocolata Chip Cookie n
Fruit Bread ^
Baklava ' *

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudge Havor* % pound 4 00

1 pound 7 50

Block Chocolata % pound 3 76

1 pound 7 00

Pr.cvs do not inclutfa !
MinimuiT) Old*' *6 CO

256-8102
c«j-v M>a st.u««^ • «*" ^.TL

2^ -.'/#-'

AppivcKiicJ

or a iilciink".
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Xced a Place to Stay?

Inicrscssioii acconiinixlatioiis

arc nnw available al \\w

( anipus (enter Hotel
\\)V all r Mass siiidcnts at a

iii\ai stndcnl discnunt rate!

Quiet, (\)nvenien( &
Comfortable

\u)V advanced ivscrvatimi

j)lcase contact our rcscTvalion

office todav at 54^)-()()()()

Inquire about the speeial

Weekly Dinner Coupons!

Open ^VNIVERSITY
*^ Locfd in the Campus Center |

Campus Center Hotel

Third Floor

Campus Center

UMass

CHRISTMAS BOXED CARDS
Y(>t4 'li find a spedai ytdle tide

iiishfor ci vryofie on your list.

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^jVNlVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

PREPARE FDR

MCAT-LSAT-GMAT
IsAT«ACT*DAT»GRE«CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE
2/2/85 Exam

GMAT
1/26/85 Exam

MCAT
4/27/85 Exam

LSAT
3/2/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC locetion

Call Days Eves & '

Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St
Amherst
549-5780

Fof information about other centers
Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

DaytonTires

SNOW
TIRES

POLYESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

$34
A78-13

00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
0« ?7 MIWIHR I ITlNOtD

PAVUCN1 PVAH OH OAVTO*
W VO( VMC CMUKM OM

T«f S g SfWVICf

credit

established
in minutes

A78-13

E78-I4

F78-I4

G78-I4

G78-IS

H78-I5

34.00

44.00

4500
48.00

45.00

48.00

RADIAL
White Wall

Size Price

PI55/80RI3

PI65/80R13

PI85/80R13

P195/75R14

P205/75R15

P2I5/75R15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

Addit>oru*J 'o' • Piui MA i#*e» w« •

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

M&r

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Annherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

/W\ERJG\N GREETINGS

TUESDAY

RACK-A-VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen -

Video Music

-•.,-%pr\£tVC'^ .« . Latest Video Releases •

THE
PUB

15 E. PLEASANT ST /AMHERST .VIA

ai3- 549- 1200

Studg shows 500-600 wild

bears live in western Mass.
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Between 500 and 600 Black bears roam the

area west of the Connecticut River in

Massachusetts, according to a six year

study being conducted by UMass resear-

chers.

The study is being conducted to find out

how many bears inhabit the state and how

fast they are reproducing. The study is in

its fourth year.

Thirty bears have been equipped with

radio transmitters and their movements

were foltowed "intensively." For four

years, researchers from the UMass College

of Food and Natural Resources recorded

the animals' social interaction and which

habitats they favored.

.According to Ken Elowe. a graduate

student in the C/Ollege of F'ood and Natural

Resources, female bears need 15 to 20

square miles to roam while males need 100

to 200 square miles to roam.

Ek)we said that he was surprised by some
of the results of the study. "I didn't think

there were so many bears," he .said. He said

he w as also surprised by the large area that

male bears need to roam. Another surprise.

Elowe said, is the fact that bears are not

nocturnal animals. "They move almost none

at night, " he said.

Ihe study is also focusing on populatk)n

growth among Massachusetts bears. "We
think the poulation is expanding slowly."

Elowe said. "Bears only breed every other

year so there is only half of the

reproductive potential of (rther animals."

"What we assume to be pregnant females

are followed intensively." he said. The

nutrition of the nwther as it affects cub

production is recorded, he said. They

compare food supply eaten in an area with

the number of cubs born.

In January and February, the researchers

go into the dens of hibernating bears to

change the radio transmitters and count the

number of cubs.

Ek)we said every year there are some
complaints of bears eating farmers' crops of

kilUng livestock. "If the fall food supply is

bad then bears tend to be opportunists." he

said. "They will go into cornfields or they

may take unprotected livestock."

"This year has been good," he said, "but it

happens to a small extent every year."

Usually, the damage is done in the towns of

Ashfield, G<Mhen. Chesterfield. William-

sburg and Cummigton. Elowe .said.

The study is being funded by the

Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and

Wildlife and the federal government

matches 75 percent of the state's funds. The

federal grant is paid for by an excise tax on

hunting equipment

.

UMass jazz group performs tonight

CollcCian photo by Brian Gonyr

REFLECTIONS — Michael Pistrich, a senior from Chadbourne. walks

along the Campus Pond reflecting on this semester.

The University of Massachusetts Chapel

Jazz Ensemble, directed by David Sporny.

will perform tonight al 8:00 in Bowker

Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall. Spanning a

broad range of styles, the program will

feature vintage Basie music, selections by

Thad Jones, a 12 tone composition in the

jazz tradition by Ciregg Hopkins, and

arrangements by Sporny.

Prior to joining the music faculty at the

University. Sporny started the jazz

program at Interlochen Arts Academy,

where he formed the nationally recognized

Studio Orchestra and his own band. He has

been chosen to conduct the Western

District Jazz Ensemble, sponsored by the

Massachusetts Music Educators

As.sociation. as well as an all star jazz band

from western Pennsylvania.

The concert is free of charge by the

Department of Music and Dance and is open

to the public.

I

along the Campus Pond reflecting on mis semester.
|
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Women's caucus reborn, strives to promote involvement
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The women's caucus of the Student Government

Association has been revived after folding last semester

due to lack of participation.

Of the 112 senators in the Undergraduate Student

Senate, 38 are women. The caucus has been reactivated to

give the women the support they lacked last year, said

women's caucus co- presidents Melinda Thomas and

Majorie Boone.

"The basic purpose of the Women's Caucus is a support

group," Thomas said. "We have gotten a lot of good ideas

(about the SGA) that wouldn't have come out if men (at-

tended the caucus meetings)," Boone said.

There should be a 50 50 percent ratio of involvement

between men and women in the senate, but there isn't,

Boone said.

Woman threatens to kill

self, recieves treatment
Police responded to a University Park Avenue resident

who threatened to commit suicide around 3 p.m. on

Saturday, police said. The 22-year old woman was brought

to Emrgency Services for help.

A 22-year old Waltham resident was arrested on North

Pleasant Street Saturday night and charged with driving

under the influence of alcohol, crossing a red light, and

going the wrong way on a one way street.

A 27 year old Amherst man was arrested on East

Pleasant Street for operating without a license and failing

to stay within marked lanes Friday night.

A 26 year old Hadley man was arrested at 1:04 Monday

morning on South Pleasant Street for driving under the

influence of alchoho.

A 1983 Camaro was reported stolen from the Brittany

Manor parking lot Saturday morning, police said. The car

was estimated to be worth $7,000.

A Townhouse Apartments security officer observed a

person kicking the door of a parked car in the parking lot

Saturday night. The vandal's license number was recorded

and traced to a Pufton resident, police said.

No estimate was made of damages to the vehicle.

A 36 inch Christmas wreath valued at $50 was stolen from

the door of Silverscape Design jewelry store in Amherst

Saturday night, police said.
„ , ^ „, „

The management at Plumbley s on Boltwood Walk

reported a 19-year-old woman using a false ID that did not

belong to her Friday night, police said. The suspect has

asked for a show-cause hearing.

-MINDY A. ANTONIO

"A lot ofwomen are afraid of the caiLCUs. There is a

preconceived notion that a women's group is a lefl-

wing lesbian organization.

"

— Marjorie Boone

"Men tend to dominate the conversation (at the senate

meetings) and (only) one or two women end up speaking

out all the time." she said. ..

"Women are taught not to speak their opinions because it

is not feminine," Thomas said.

There are currently 10 women in the caucus. Women
haven't had the time to attend meetings because of exams,

Boone said.

Since all senators are required to belong to a committee,

Thomas said, she hopes the caucus will become a com-

mittee. Women senators will then have more time to get

involved in women's affairs, ^he said.

('ollegian photo by P»ul Desmarais

RANK IT — Ranking Roger of General Public

pounds out the beat before a boisterous crowd

Monday night in the SUB. See tomorrow's Col-

legian for a review.^ ^^^

"A lot of women are afraid of the caucus," Boone said.

"There is a pre conceived notion that a women's group is a

left wing lesbian organization." She said this notion is

false. Political differences are put aside and the women

concentrate on giving each other support.

The caucus often works in conjunction with the Women's

lieadership Project and the t:verywoman's Center, Boone

said. The caucus will be holding an assertiveness training

workshop and will be working with the rape task force, she

said.

"We will be working on outreach when elections come

about next year and we will try to get women involved (in

the SGA). This (involvement) is desperatly needed, "
Boone

said.

The caucus is sending surveys to other colleges, asking

about women's groups and their student senates. "We

would like to open the lines of communication with other

schools." Thomas said.

Police charge student

with drug possession
A 20 year old University of Mas.sachusetts student was

arrested at 8:50 p.m. Sunday in the men's bathroom in the

Student Union and charged with possession of marijuana

and cocaine. UMass police said.

Police said a Pittsfield man visiting the campus reported

that $1,380 in cash and two speakers were stolen from his

unlcoked car parked in front of the New Africa House.

Police said the man had come from his job at a bus ter-

minal, and left the money in a bag inside the car.

Police said a 1976 Toyota Corolla, valued at $1,000, was

reported stolen from section C of the North Village parking

lot at 1 :51 p.m. Saturday.

A 1978 Datsun. of an unknown value, was reported stolen

from P lot at 1:38 p.m. Saturday, pohce said.

A 1982 Pontiac was recovered in lot 63 by UMass police

one hour after it was reported stolen at 1:10 a.m Saturday,

from the H section of the North Village parking lot, police

said.

Police said a 19 year-old UMass student was arrested in

Crampton dormitory at 4:53 a.m. sunday and charged with

possession of an altered driver's license.

An 18 year old UMass student was arrested at 2:41 a.m.

Saturday and charged with being a minor in possession of

alcohol when he was stopped on Stockbridge Road.

A 23 year old Winchester man was arrested at 2 a.m.

Sunday on Commonwealth Aveiltte and charged with

having outstanding motor vehicle violations Issued from

the Springfield police department.

-JOEL P. COFFIDIS
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The Air Horco Uiidert^aduatt> Engineer

Conversion Program allows college

graduates to apply science and math

courses toward a degree in engineering

And. the Air Force pays all tuition and

education expenses While in engineering

school, you'll be a commissioned officer in

th^ Air Force with full pay and

allowances AIM HIGH Find out if you

qu.^lifv See an Air 1 nrce recruiter todav

Cali MSgt Art Courtemanche at (413) 785-0352

Or set up appointment through the placement

office.

Move Yourself. AUY<mr Stuff,
And Saro, Tf»«»

n.

A |re*« fl o« '•••

Are you a

SECRET SANTA?!

--•^t ips

easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.

Compare costs before you make plans (or moving at the end ot

'*"?( WreTs or older and have a valid drivers license. you can

'''S^nt'^aKr truck from the l>est-maintained. most dependa

ble nel? .nJire world Ryder. The best truck money can rent

RESERVATION INFORMATION CALL LOCATION BE^OW

5^9-0010

No. Amherst Motors

40 Montague Road

No. Amherst, MA

I
llRl RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
f«VO««

10% DISCOUNT CLIP
&

SAVE
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More than just an 'accident'

Peace within the rumblings
Already the rumblings are in the air. The

prospect for massive swial change in the

future is enhanced with each investment

we make in the present. Each day the

crazy-making questions face us. Should I

buy a car and indulge my love for freedom

of movement or should I use my money to

attend workshops and buy literature on

ageism and ableism? Should I study music

and try to become a successful pop singer

or should I major in psychology and learn

to be a counselor? Should I spend my in-

tersession skiing or working with a

volunteer organization to send aid to the

courageous revolutionaries in Central

America?
I look at my bank account and find that I

can't buy the car and get the literature and

workshops. My calendar gets messy and

useless when I schedule two simultaneous

events for the weekend. My plans for the

future fill me with despair when I face

what I must do individually and collectively

to live to a ripe age.

This is politics as I understand it — I have

a certain amount of power and imagination

which I can invest and apply toward

anything I want. How much pleasure can I

get out of it? The world tells me that it is

either-or; that I can't have both. This no-

tion of scarcity works on a societal level,

too. U.S. leaders tell us that we can't sus-

tain our economic system if other systems

spread across the planet. They tell us we

can't afford public transportation, social

service programs, low taxes awi a strong

military defense. I'm brought up to believe

I won't get a job without a "good" educa-

tion. I'm supposed to believe that, with all

the innovations in technology, and in spite

of the fact that the planet produces an

abundance of food, we can't figure out how

to share it and stop the starvation of entire

peoples.

These are some of the confusions which

upset me about my world. What makes my
life difficult as an inheritor of one of the

richest lands on earth is that it is often

easier to be momentarily happy than to

find a resilient sanity. But I have begun to

resist the notions of scarcity, the "safety"

in military "defense," the righteousness of

the U.S. economic system, and defiantly

cherish those sadnesses, uncertainties and

fears which disturb my states of happiness.

We are conditioned to deny our fears and

insecurities; we label them "neurotic" and

let only professionally-trained psychiatrists

deal with neuroses and craziness though

we encounter them daily. However, in

such daily problems and fears we can find

our humanity. Our inability to understand

and enjoy everything can signal us to re-

evaluate smaller portions of our life. This

balancing process can reward us with

glimpses of our true strengths and limita-

tions. I have found that I cannot balance

everything in my life alone. I have begun

to reach out to others - with all my fears,

because such fears show me the depth of

my connection and commitment to living

with other people.

As a gay man at UMass my life is often

filled with fear. In the last week my ac-

tivism was threatened by a hanging effigy,

my dancing was threatened by a bomb, and

walking on campus with a purple balloon

David Carney

and jeans was enough to provoke others to

call me a "fucking faggot." Two years ago

this would have devastated me completely, *

but now I trust that the shaking with fear

and anger will pass momentarily. I have

worked with the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Men's Counseling Collective long enough

to understand that I am not alone.

Together, in our peer counseling with peo-

ple coming out into their sexual orienta-

tions, our rap groups where we discuss our

common experiences, and the social hours

and dances where we meet each other and

have fun; we are a strong, vibrant, focused

culture, interconnected with others at the

University. In the face of despair, my
shared life with others gives me hope.

I know my friend was able to take his

love for men to dispel the anger of people in

a Southwest tower towards lesbian, bisex-

ual and gay liberation in only two hours. I

know that just before exams, in the freez-

ing cold and with only fourteen hours of

spontaneous organization, hundreds of les-

bians, bisexuals, gay men and heterosexual

allies can come together around the prin-

ciples of non-violence and solidarity to

transcend our fears of snowball attacks,

verbal harassment and violence.

The rumblings at the University ring in

solidarity with the struggles of those in

Central America for their own authentic

version of democracy, with hungry

stomachs all over the planet, at the same

time that supply trucks rumble into

nuclear-armed bases and hostile planes an-

tagonistically break sound barriers. What

do university administrators and U.S.

governmental leaders pledge to do to

alleviate the rumbles and work for peace

and social justice? Their official statement

is "the policy is clear," that we sUnd

against discrimination and harassment.

I don't need hanging effigies or nuclear

destruction to be hurt; I was harassed

when the first poster against my rights was

hung, and every day by the nuclear arma-

ment of "superpower" countries. It is as

much my responsibility to express the hor-

ror of my oppression as it is the ad-

ministrators' responsibility to accept my
horror on my terms.

In the past days I have realized that it is

we who face our fears who provide leader-

ship. Fear need not be disabling; it can be

an invitation to share with others and can

give us something in common to work for.

I didn't fear a scarcity of food in working

on the lesbian, bisexual and gay liberation

rally; I just forgot to eat for two days

because I was awed by our strength and

task. I am convinced that answering all the

above questions about myself and our

society is an impossible task alone, but

together, in only a few short hours we can

redirect our courses against oppression.

By taking individual responsibility for our

personal fear and confusion on the steps of

Whitmore and the Washington Monument

we can stop individual threats and the

nuclear threat to the planet. Each day the

i"ctirvns get arer. Choose life.

Last week, an American-owned Union

Carbide pesticide plant in Bhopal, India

began leaking poisonous gas. As of this

writing. 2,500 people of Bhopal have died,

and 125,000 more were affected by the gas.

The gas, methyl isocyanate, attacks the

eyes, lungs and nervous system.

The Bhopal disaster is the worst in-

dustrial accident in history. Yet most

Americans are not aware that (me person

per minute is poisoned by pesticides in the

Third Worid, according to the World

Health Organization. Pesticide production

has become extremely profitable in the last

15 years. Annually, the industry produces

one pound of {)esticides for every person on

earth. And many pesticides that have been

banned in the U.S., such as DDT, are then

sold to Third World countries by U.S.

pesticide manufacturers. Most
underdeveloped countries have few regula-

tions governing the chemical industry,

making Third World operations profitable

for U.S. corporations. Union Carbide is

one of the top pesticide manufacturers sell-

ing U.S.-banned chemicals to the Third

Worid.

The gas that killed the people of Bhopal

was not previously l)anned or restrictetl.

Methyl is(x:yanate was being manufactured

in Union Carbide's West Virginia plant un-

til production was suspended last week.

For years, the people of Institution, West

Virginia have complained of the emissions

from the Union Carbide plant. The

residents suffer from eye and lung inflam-

mation and an abnt>rmally high cancer rate.

Clearly, the tragedy of pesticide poisoning

is not confined to the Third World.

Pesticides are thought of as beneficial to

Beatrix Hoffman

crop production. However, massive use of

pesticides has resulted in insect breeds that

are immune to pesticides. Also, the use of

pesticides in the Third World has forced

small farmers off the land, since pesticide

farming is expensive and technology-

intensive. The large farms using pesticides

are mainly devoted to producing export

crops, rather than food for the people of

the country. The pesticide b(H)m has ac-

tually led to an increase in hunger in the

Third World.

Sadly, the tragedy in Bhopal may be a

sign of what is yet U) come. We have

already caught glimpses of it here — Love

Canal. Three Mile Island, Times Beach.

Much of the fo<xl we purchase is highly con-

taminated with i:)esticides, and toxic

chemicals continue to flow into our waters.

If the Reagan administration continues to

gut environmental and safely regulations,

the future looks frightening.

We are capable of moving away from

dep)endence on pesticides. Yet as long as

pesticide manufacturing remains pro-

fital)le. companies will continue to protluce

them no matter how many are kille<l. It is

terrible that the people of Bhoj)al must suf-

fer and die for the greed and thoughtless

ness of a few. If llnion Carbide is found

guilty of criminal negligence, then so are all

corporations that profit front prtniucts

harmful t«> human life.

Beatrix Hoffman is a UMass student.
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Quick, duck; quack, quack
Why are there still ducks

on the campus pond? The

first fact about nature

children learn is that ducks

fly south for the winter. It

is winter. Santa is already

feeding Rudolph high-

octane carrots. (And by

the way, that's another hot

issue — How much harm-

ful radiation does
Rudolph's nose give off?)

Ask competent in-

vestigative journalists, and

they will tell you, winter is

here and those ducks

should be gone. Yet they

remain. Whv?

Do they enjoy winter

sports? Are they taking

classes over intersession?

Are they waiting for the

Black Flag concert? A
quick check of waterfowl

guides suggests that duck

behavior does not include

skiing, education, or slam-

dancing. No, the answer is

rooted in the evils of the

welfare state.

Somebody is feeding

those ducks. The mallards

are simply too lazy to fly

south and rely on the good-

will of the community for

handouts. Judging from

the amount of noise they

make, there is nothing

wrong with them. If they

want to stay around let

them find work. A job as a

Peking duck pays quite

handsomely. It is time to

clear the pond of those

dead beats.

There are several feas

• ibie solutions for removing

the pests:

Joseph McCormack

1. Mine the campus
pond.

2. Invite the National Ri-

fle Association to hold

their annual convention

here.

3. Have roast duck in the

Dining Commons for a

week.

4. Let the ROTC finally

hold war games on the

pond.

5. Give one credit for

each duck carcass turned

in at the Registrar's office

(with valid student ID, of

course).

Ttt.

^^—

Sure, these are all

workable solutions, but im-

agine the outcry of the

liberals. Those damned
liberals have stood in the

way t)f progress too many
times. The Kennedys
would lead a holy war. The
Governor would change

his name to Duckakis and

Tip would be orating on

the nightly news for a

month. Mondale might

even venture out of his

Minnesota sanctuary.

Somehow the liberals

would block the proposal.

The solution must be

borrowed from the

geniuses of the Reagan ad-

ministration. It could be

aptly named Duckanomics.

First, cut back on the han-

douts that every duck gets"

and then make half the

ducks ineligible for the

program. Cut back on the

student loans of the ducks

in school and then
"simplify" their tax codes.

Public outcry would be

substantial at first, but get

the economics department

to publish graphs, write

reports, and invent new
words. The outcry will

diminish in the confusion.

The next step is to take the

money saved and create an

across-the-board tuition

break. Afterwards, the

liberals won't make a

peep.

The ducks will be forced

to move to some polluted

urban puddle and t)ie y on'

I

will be cleared ' th

swans of the wor .

Joseph McCorrric i n

Collegian cor^eK > rtdt-nl
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Great

Gift Idea!

1985 Pictorial

CALENDARS

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED I

Stocking
Staffers

Imprinted
University of Massachusetts

Gifts

Photographer Dwayne Autery

Located in the Campus Center

Open M 9-5 ^^~^
sntii4 .il^J- UNIVF SITy

) STORED

ALL UNIVERSITY HONOR
SOCIETY PRESIDENTS

Mortar Board, the National

Senior Honor Society, is

interested in sponsoring an

inter- honor society

banquet in the spring.

We need a listing of your

executive board members.

PLEASE CONTACT :

Lori Rubenfeld 549-7192
after 10 p.m.

Gladys Rodriguez 545-2684

9-5p.m.

THE JON BUTCHER AXIS BAND
with special guests

THE DRIVE

B,.p. Btp*fr1 b, U... M Hrcw.nu ( omMn, M.loaut." ^^
-

Friday, Dec. I4th at 8:30 PM
THE BLUE WALL
Admission $2.00

T-shirts Hr? anH other prizes! Open to all!

WLu;Or.c ro vfllER TIME

Black Affairs
» • • •.•»•_• •*•_• • • I •.••_•_•••_••-•• :W:W:%W:W:':Wx«w%WX':W:%%W:%-^^

Concepto Latino highlights

segment from Puerto Rico
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A Christmas cultural and musical segment

from WIPR, a government run station in

Puerto Rico will highlight Concepto

Latino's show on WMUA this Thursday at

the University of Massachusetts.

Luis Melendez, a Concepto Latino dee jay

and a University Without Walls student

who acquired the pre recorded material

said there will also be similar program for

"Three Kings Day" on January 6.

Melendez said he has also made contact

with Radio I'niversidad. the University of

Puerto Rico's radio station and they have

expressed interest in sendinjj material.

CoruepU) Latino is a news and music

program catering to the Latino community

founded in 1976 with a three hour show.

it allows people interested in broad

casting and communication the chance to

get experiences in the fields and to get a

last of what it is like to be a dee jay,

"

Melendez said.

Hut C«>ncepto Latino is not only playing

music, according to Melendez. Throughout

its history, the program has set aside time

to discuss issues relevent to Latin America.

At present, the program has various

musical segments which are culturally

enriching, he said. For example, the

Saturday afternoon show combines music

from South America and the Caribbean.

The Thursday morning program has a

segment dedicated to a favorite artist with

input from the public. There is also a

nutrition spot on the Friday show, he said.

Melendez added female participants in the

program have also been a "very important

part of Concepto Latino."

"Women are important members of our

community. Among Latinos, there have

been many outstanding women in

traditional and popular music. A feminine

voice on t he radio adds a very special touch

in Concepto Latino," he added.

Ivan Rothkegel, Concepto l.^tino program

director said the program is trying to get

away from the traditional musical scheme

to provide their public with other kinds of

music.

Rothkegel added every dee jay brings his

or her own uniqueness to the program with

their diverse backgrounds and musical

taste.

CUMENT-
SIGN

Word Processing Service

editing & critiquing

Letter Quality
• manuscripts
• term paoers
• dissertations
• reports

PICK UP & DEUVERY 4&-HOUR SERVICE

Call John Tauer at 253-9000
Slyl* Manual available on Bequest

STYLE
HAIRCUTS

! $8.50
I (with thi« coupon)

I $11.50

[
with shampoo

i
8" blowdry

I expires 12 3(W4

Styles'^'DebbraFi
* ^nr. r-vt> D"ve

Amnwtl MA bta KIO
FREE CONSULTATIONS

14th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SK! CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 20 - 25

Last Chance Sign Up Meeting

Southwest Hampden 7:00

Don't miss this vacation.

You'll regret it the rest of your

life.

c

p

Carlos Caban's "Eve" a powerful and enigmatic portrait of women on

display at the Augrusta Savage Gallery in the New Africa House at

UMass until December 14.

r *

Shoe ba
Shoe Sale!
Shoe Sale!

Boots & Shoes
Reduced
WOW I

/ X.

Open Sundays

Haiuikkiih Greeting Cards
Shun- 1he fh'dNly (Nu/ /<)] n/

th/s S/H'(/(// SC(IS(>H

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
MiSTORE^
Located in the Canf>pus Center

'

m
AMERIO\N GREETINGS
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BODY SHOP
ADVANCED FITNESS
TRAINING CENTERS
INVITE YOU

m

tojoinbyDEC19th
and receive

2 FREE GIFTS ^
long sleeve, limited edition Body Shop t-shirt ^

January intersession

workouts on us

COST: still only $45.00
Get in shape for spring break.

Sign up now.

Boyden
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm

4-6 pm

NOPE
7:30-9 am 4-6 pm
11-3 pm 7-9 pm

Jfappy

J:Col'tdays

Spring catalogs

are here.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

5 45-2 ill

lni\oi>ity l.ibraiy

Southoast Kiitrancr

Th«Voic« of th#
Pioneer Vail#y

ARMY-NAVY.^
AND

ART-PRINT/POSTCR
I*SALE* I

G«nixln« Military
Clothing and
Accaasorlaa, U.S.
and Intamational

Wool Pants $10-20

Camo Panta, Shirts,
Vaata, Jackata,«tc

Down Slaaping Bags
$25-30

And Lota Mora

Large Salaction
of Posters and
Prints

Fraaad Prints $15

Unfranted Posters

Great Gift Ideas

Iiow Low Prices I

DEtMO-14
/tudent s

Union +
Bollrooroom

oo

STEMWARE
GIR
BOXED
SETS

FOR
THE
HOLIDAYS

FROM $7.95

CHAMPAGNE
BRANDY
RED WINE
WHITE WINE
ROSE
HOCK

J. G. DURAND #^
A Store-full of CHRISTMAS Ideas

Downtown Amherst
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

STAfniAiuH ma
QOOP STUFF.I HEAR.

IN6 A LOT OFT/MB
Oin^ATThePLAY-
dOVMAN^ONi

600PFR1BND

HeSBFEN
VBi^HElP-
FULlAllTHMy

CARBF^

r

LIKB
HOUJ^

UBLL. LIKBMY
BRBAKmRDUGHROB
IH*POR)C/'sa' HBF
iUASTheONBI/UHOSBNI
MBUPmRThSmRT'

NO K/ppm
UH UtHAJ

ROLF ms
1hA1'A6AIN^

c

ThlRP
GIRL IN

SmiAJBR

OH RJ6hT

RJ6HT

I JUST ThiNK

irsSREAlTHB
lAJAiHB SUPPORTS

i/iJOMB.\ IN TUB

ARTS

"*!PF

TODAY'S WEATHER

TODAY: VtJK - Drizzle

eariy with partly sunny

sides in the alt^nnxm,

hi^is ranging from 45-50.

TONIGHT: Clearing with

lows 25-30.

TOMORROW: Increasing

clouds in the morning with

a chance of showers later

in the day. Highs near 50.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

0KfiiiR%RfitTS-VOH'r

cmip AROWP/ eer ywR
Ui)Ti OUT ' OKAY.MND !N

-n€ HKSiT HOfBFUL

pmiapmr.^

ii'UL . CAN we PRe6(/Me

mr mt> cAdUPM) i*^

HAfi NOT BeiN (\ CAN.

\ieKY eOOP 6IRL

AhAlNThliVm?*

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

THE H>9fo«.^ or B'*"''

^RBl^i (PW»»T IX")

I DI"D

ro« ALL peoPte r

Moui TME oMc^ 7V»»t<Gr

THE -y H«^e tfFT
TO F16-WT \"> e»»tM

OTHER

r now" el) voo-o

1

<-JBoo-T yoo* rmvf -

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

BnercaS€

.
off nf fh^ ro^^- I

Gorde Gorde
, 'UE HAD IT UP TO /^Y EARS
WITH THIS CLASS/ VUOKK,

WORK, WORK! IT'S THE
TOUG^STT CLASS IVB
e\jeR HAo /Aj Mr LiF£f
AhiONOIfUfK FINAL £XAM!f

/ :yusT
FQUNT> OUT

I'Ue <3QT A
FIfJAL eXAM IfJ OfJB
OFMY COURSBZ.'//

The Nuclear Broach ByNRC

ACTIVMT^«

tVov;3ht about "^

of '*'*ft_2y^*^*^
4

BuTTOt^

aiverN -J^fe cHoict btTwetn

tKat sKt wov;ldl fvtviti^ bt

Ka<^ r\o <x\VSRfvx^ivt but ^o

Last Day to Place |

Classified Ads in the
|

Collegian is
|

Wed. Dec. 12, 1984 %
Ht*l|) Waiito(i 19

^i,(ii,, Instruction Roonimatf Wantr.j^

f Ante F<.r Sale l^<>si Sorvicrs

^ Caii-ulators Motorcycles Suinnier Sublet

^ Kntertainnient Personals T(» Sublet

i For Kent Kide \Vanti'«l Travel

K For Sale KitliTs Wanti-d Wanted

f Found K'»"ii \VaiUe<l Wanted to Kent

Collegian positions

open for spring semester:

Associate Managing Editors

Copy Editors

Layout Technicians

Photo Technicians

Production Supervisors

Associate News Editors

Associate Women's Issues Editors

Associate Sports Editors

Associate Black Affairs Editors

DULY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 CalCh forty

winks

5 Snazzy
10 Shine

U Mila IH

aulho'

15 South
American
capital

16 Home to 27

Down
17 Outol (not

together)

18 LiKe newly

made jelly

19 Hot spot

20 What archae

clog I St s do

22 Prehistoric

epoch
24 AnachronouS

2b One of the

Brontes

26 Violinist

Mischa
29 Parrot

34 Chin cover

% Holiday, lor

short

37 Across Prefix

38 Rule Bnlan

nia composer

39 Most humble
41 Tamtam
42 Agnus
43 Secure, as a

sail

44 Come lorth

4t Fix in the mind

49 City or circle

50 Petits—
(green peas)

51 Irish export

53 prepared the

beds, in a way
56 Divide

60 vu

61 Over

63 GobiliKe

64 Smell —
65 Roofer, some

limes

66 Bound
67 Honshu

seaport

68 persimmon
wood

EUlilcd by Trade Michel Jaffc

>»<e a beaver'*

69 Pound, the poet

DOWN
t Actress

Eleonora

2 African

antelope

3 Gaivani/ing

element

4 Increase in

volume

5 Stubby

6 Orion, loi one

7 Ease, m Aries

8 Way Abbr

9 Powerful

person

10 Produce man
11 Have deep

le€lings

12 Foreboding

13 Wax s opposite

21 WealheicocK

23 Billfold Items

25 Goals

26 Islands near

Sicily

27 Sophia

28 Frenzied

30 Glorify

31 Embellish

32 Admixture

35 MaKeciHJ'

40 Oiam<jiid slat'-

41 GalvanizH

43 Arctic sight

45 Isinglass

47 Modernize

48 Grid group

52 Mimicry

53 Pierre sSlalP

Abbr

54 El Mi»tis locale

55 Slightly op«n

56 Pilot » hig

moment
57 Ho"i«ol tim

Hopis Abb'

5« I evpl

59 Norse epic

62 TucHer span
nei

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

12/11/S4

lot Aafvin rime* >viitftrBl«
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DIVERSITY ^1

OF I

HAl\CHUSITT5 ^

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in |_ ^

the

Campus
Center

Photo by Dwayne Autery

W^^pmVERSITY

SEMESTER
ATSEA

PRESENTS A
^ SPECIAL

SLIDE SHOW

Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and

continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major

ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.

More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are

ottered.

PLACE AND TIME

Campus Center 904, 908 Dec. 10 7:30 PM
Campus Center 904, 908 Dec. 11 7 PM

Chadbourne Dec. 12 7:00 PM

L
SEMESTER AT SEA TOLL FREE NUMBER (SOO) 8S4 0I9S

IIP y€iL IHaVY1EN"T TAII^IEN aVIDYaVNTaVGIE €lf Ul

yiET aVNIE yf)lL NEEID IEaMT MINILTE 1INE€

yCilJ ITIIIEIL IH/WE aV LAIT CIHaVNCE T€

CaVLL ill, CAVLr^TIIPJf*" cJnI(Ti-1<T>(T>(5

AVjril\ E€IP TaVIPEI
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY CODE

FIGURING YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE

INCOMPLETES

EMERGENCY SHORT TERM LOANS

COMMUNICATION SKILLS CENTER

2681 LECTURE NOTES

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

'^P^T"^»* iflBS^^^* T^B^r^^

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
,^mjf~4t»Mm *^«» -••• .**• *•"*'

LEARN TO FLY

COLLEI
FLYING CLUB

TivE cotua sTuctms wlcomi
•e^t*St CRtOIT POSSIBLE.

uNocnaAn^TEs ncekd nm
255W5 «5-2S77

STRESS?
'Learn to relieve it.

^ome to a studentj

Stress
Management
and Relaxation
Workshop

Dec. 12 4:30-6:30

Call 549-2671

ext 181

^for pre-registratir,n

'

ther info

Change your
tires NOW . .

.

Sii.ai
4

per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fu# Service Tre Store
78 Sundcrtand Rd No AmhcrtI MA

b49 4 704

OPEN
S'^HIDNKHTX
Satmoay 9'S Si/N0Ay//'S

CHIH*

VILLA
Offering Quality Mexican Foods^

Winner of the

BEST DINNER UNDER $4.00
and

BEST MEXICAN RESTAURANT
In the Valley Advocates

Best of the Valley Poll 1984

NORTHAMPTON- AMHERST

-

21 Center St.. 584-0673 41 Boltwood Walk, 256-8217

olLeccive 2s6'642s

?l^CE IN THi

'COLLEGE SPRING BREAK '84 '

We'll Take You Where You Want To Go!
Ft. Lauderdale $129.

7 Nights accomodations at prime location FREE Beer Party
Roundtrip Flight

New York - Fort Lauderdale $179.00
Boston Fort Lauderdale $218.00
Hartford Fort Lauderdale $218.00
FREEPORT 1299.

Roundtrip air transportation, 7 Nights accommodations
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND $339

Roundtrip air transportation, 7 Nights hotel accommodations
ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGES.

US DEPARTURE TAX AND GRATUITIES NO HIDDEN CHARGES
Ca/I the Hotline

to the Sunshine

ROB 256 0630

Summit Touri of Engiawood Cotortdo >• iicanMd »nd bondad by ih« lnt«rtt«* Co<nm«ec« Commi»«ion

'n

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday - Thursday 8:45 - 3:45 • Friday 8:45 - 2:30 • Cash in advance* 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free

APARTMENT FOR
IWTtWSESSlOW ONLY

1100.00 for th« month. Puffton Village 1

mjn. 20 aoc walk from camput S49 7724

AUTO FOR SALE

Station Wagon Oodga CoK 1>7S good
condition automatic tSOO or baat offar call

anytima tal 266-6724

1M0 Citation. 4 tpaad. good condition,

nagotiabia call avaning* 546 1050

IffTO Ford Mavarick automatic, AM/FM
cataana. radiate, naw radiator, watar pump,
exhaust, alternator carb 460 00 or baat of

'v S46-4216 dayi 2S&«M8 evenings

ItTB VW darrnan Rabbit 70000 mi std 2

lew fsdisis sunroof Blaupunkt stereo t)900
Df bast offer 2S&829e after 6^PM

CONQRATULATIONS^HI MUl

1 badroom In townhouaa Squire 1100 par

spring 086-2127

^aclous, two badroom apt on bus rte

carpeted diehwashar tSOO Jan and spnng
^ae&^lS "tier 5

One badroom In thra* room apartmont
Putfton VIg start January caH Chris 5«»^ 1616

evenings

Large one badroom apt o^eat for two peo

pla Squire Village e66'28S3 best 4-7 pm

1 bdrm avallaWa In Rolling Qraan Apt for

aprir>g semester call 253 2713

ro"»ALE

Nice bad only three months old, beautiful

antique bureau 886-3129

Ski Boota blue Lang s women sire 8 good
condition S50 549 7848

HELP WANTED

Naad Inaxpanalva glfta? Mens shirts $10

woniens »12, sweaters »14, Kenya begs »16

call 546^7088

Wa got our chartarllll Special congratula

tions naw sisters: Sue. Gwen, Tare, Debbie,
Ginny, Amy, Lisa' Love, your Sisters

Womana Leather Jacket & new guitar 6

string call 2S3-5292

FOUND

ENTERTAINMENT
Ruth Arroya Munoz your wallet is at the

Cempus Center Concourse Information

WICKED AND WILD DJ's audio and
visual antanainmant for the 80's 5S4-6712 QAV and LESBIAN

Rack-A-Dlac Rack-A-Vldao Entartaln-
ment Agency Diecfockays and large

screen video perties for tf>e five college area
6497144

FOR RENT

Aportmant for rant over
famale Rolling Green 2S6-0807

Room lor ront »140/mo S. Daarftald caH

548-2618 (daya) or 886-3201 (nighta)

IfWara aaaioii reofna ovaNaMo in fmaml-
ty. Singlaa and doubtaa. 386 North Ptaaaant

St. can 646-3117

Tha Poepta'a Oay AWartca boats a aocial

hour eech Wed from 3 to 5 Business

meetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the

Campus Center schedule for room numbers
New people are welcome and are encourag

ad to anand'

Wad. 12-6 Soetai movad to Frl. 12-7

Laat chanca to Dance on Frl 12-71

Oay » LaaMan Day Frl. 12-71

Earn W-7 an hour. Muat ba IB or older

have own inaurad reliable car. Apply in par

eon Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadlay

Now taking appllcationa for fall and par

time positiont Musi be 18 or older Appiyin

peraon Domino 8 Pizza Rt 9 Medley

Looking to rant a space/room for use es

a drawing studio nmm semester Room for 3

Preferably on or close to cempus but I'll

consider anything Call Ruthie 266 1841

dovarnmant Jobs I16.569 $50 563 year

Now hiring Your aree Call 806 687 8000

axt R 9616 _
Manlcurlats and Coamotologlata full and

parttime, wenfed for new exclusive nail and

skin care selon in Amherst Center Excellent

working conditions Success is at your

fingertips Cell for intenriew 253 9996

Student Notaa is now accepting applies

tions for notetakers for trie spring semester

Earm 17 00 per lecture' Pick up application

forms at 401-403 Student Union BIdg

9:00 6;00. Monday through Friday

Earn up to *120.00/day. Be your own
boas, make your own hours. No exp nee

Limited opportunities Call between 9 00 em
and 7:00 pm for details Immediete response

suggested to insure a position
1-617 877 e883_^

iWENTAL HETkLTH WORKERS new
egancy is accepting applications for full and

pert time positions to work with elderly in

Hampahira County » 10, 3000 plus benefits

All shifts. Call Janet et 253 7406 for mora in

formation AA/EOE

next semester See you then'

Erika Happy B Dayl You're legal for 8

months lets peint the town' Jecqui

Buffy. You ere trie beet friend I've ever had

Remember elways srough sick and sin'

Love ya, Muffy ^
Hay Indiana Murphy, Yes you you cute

Irishman, I )uat wanted to say I love you' Yo

Yo ___^
INTERSESSiON JOBS APPLY TELE

FUND MEMORIAL HALL S4&3808

LA G N A F 85 L A G N A fT5Ta G N A F 86
Last Chance Sign Up Meetir>g

for Sugerbush Valley

Wednaaday Southweet Hampden 7 00

Don t miss this vscation

You'll regret It the reat of your life

LAGNAFB6LAGNAFB6LAGNAF85
Contact Lanaaa Replaced Most brands

l20-*25. Dr. Spencer, Univaraity Drive

2566661

Jill Slfllnger and Rob Dean. Happy Birth

day to two of our closest friends Love Amy
and Liaa

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers, Cases. DIssertetlons. Theses.
on campus low ratns guaranteed accep

tance Nancy 584 7924

ROOM WANTED

PERSONALS

HAPPY •IRTHDAY MICHAEL

I l«va van TatnrI

Sweat Tooth delivers cake, ice cream,

fudge and chocolate to you 2 free oetmeel

raiain cookiea with eech order if you men
fion this ad 256^102

Tba LaaWan Blaaxual and Oay Man'a
CounaaHng CoHactlba will cloae for the

sanMMtar on Dae 14. We wiH reopen again^

Looking for a room - Townahouaa, Bran-

dywine apt apring sameatar Mata/fenMle

doesn t metter Cell Jeeaica et 649 1377

leave message

Female booking for Intaraaaalon aublet

own room preferred call after 10 PM Kathy

6464222

Intaraaaalon only - quiat non-amoking

plaaaa caM 546-4736 keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED _
Northwood Apts Sunderlend 177 6C/mo
responsible nrtele/ female two tMdroom apt

Jan 1 to may call Cran) 886^2446

Famala roommate wanted for apring

semester beginning Jan 1 or Fab 1 call Sue
or Jss at 266^0873

Looking for one or two melee to live at

Townehouse startirig in Jan 549 3819

Lovely houaa to share. Amherst Center

1150 « Older student or working person

Jen 1st Cell 266-8003

Woman wanted share 4 bdrm apt Grad or

mature student close to campus 549 6641

1 or 2 famala roommates wanted to

shere epartmeni in Brittany call 266 6481

I'm gradueting leaving three great apart

ment mates Female wanted share room m
Brandywine Valerie 549 6766

Avellabia Immedletelyl $190/month 1

bedroom in a 3 bedroom house off Rte 9 5

miles from campus Call Dan 5-0329 days or

Steve 266 1016

Femele wented to share bedroom m
Brandywine Senior, older, grad student

preferred. 156 a month call 549 7797 even

ings

Roommate wented single room in Swies
VHIsge available Dec 22 26&8270

One bedroom evelleble for one or two
females in Townhouse apts starting Jan 1

caH 549-4741

ijooking for 2 paopla to share large double

in Townehouse caM Jim or Scott 549-5804

Non-amoking 26 -f paraon wanted for

own room in 2 bedroom ept at Cliffaide for

Jen 1 »190/mo 885-4119 evenings

TAPE DECK FOR SALE

Fisher Caaeatte Deck CR-127 Dolby 6 h
C metal tape cepeble Less then a year oM
Warranty valid t160 or best offer must saMU
546-3236 aak for Paul

TO SUBLET

Fumlahatf rootnlsl for Jan In houaa. On-
ly three minute welk to campus Two or

three Cell 649 1342

Noho 2 badroom ept to sublet; Dec
26 Jan 27 Centrally located MOO inclusive.

Cell 586 7862, leeve maaeege

Fully furnlehad 2 badroom apartment
Southwood, over Intaraeesion 1376 call

253 3273

Apartment to sublet till May MOO
month Fully furnished utilities included

Amherst Motel 266-1501

TRAVEL

SERVICES

campus caH G46-!9318 or 6460116

sy Kaye profaeeional IBM typir>g all

work. Romance languages 263-7966
Suxanna

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's #1 stu-

dent budget travel agency Free catalog

Call 16171266 1926 or write, 729 Boytston St

Suite 201 Boston, MA 02116

Ask for French Alps Chrlstmaa: Ski

ChafTwnix spring break 646 6082 Now

Ft Lauderdale or Bahamas March 16-23

from $389 inclydes round tnp air, 7 nights

lodging Deposit due Dec 21. cell Seth or

Dave 649 1434

WANTED TO RENT

SuMMnaadad 2 raaponaibia RA's saak

Interaassion sublet call 546-4276 or 646-9179

Wt NEED A PLACE TO UVf I

Two riinwalllH famalaa naad a houaa or

apanmant for Jan 1M caM Diana« S4B4741
after 4PM

V^ •' - tmfgf » ** •^••a V*
tvf"
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UMass needs a hand vs.BU
If Smith's out. Terriers

will have advantage

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collepian Staff

Both the University of Massachusetts and

Boston I'niversity basketball teams need

victories to get their seasons back on course

as the teams clash tonight at the Springfield

Civic Center.

The Minutemen, 2 2, are coming off a

stinging 63 59 loss at Hartford on Saturday

while the 1-4 Terriers have dropped four

straight, the last being an 83 70 loss to

Southern California.

The Minutemen may be without the

services of point guard Carl Smith, their

offensive key. Smith strained the tendons

in his right hand in a collision with Con

necticut's Earl Kelley last Thursday. He
started, but played little of the first half

against Hartford before playing most of the

second half despite being unable to move
his hand to shoot.

Smith said after the Hartford game that he

would try to play and all indications are that

the 5-10 sophomore will start the game.

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said that the

injury is being treated on a day to day basis

and a decision will be made before game
time as to Smith's status.

Ticket Information
There's no reason you can't go see UMass

basketball.

Take a study break and go see the

Minutemen face Boston University

tonight at the Springfield Civic Center.

Get your ticket by either going to the

Boyden Ticket Office during the day or

showing up at the Civic Center Box Office

before the game. Bring an ID.

To hop the bus. get to Boyden at 6.00

p.m. tonight and reserve your place. It's

first come, first serve for 120 people.

UMass officials said that three buses wUl

be available tonight until it can be

determined how many people want to go

to each game.

Best of aU. it's all FREE. The ticket and

the bus. the Trustees picked it all up. The
buses leave after the game as they fill up.

The game will be good, the beer's cold

(that costs however), and the Minutemen
need your support. So get down there.

The Terriers, who have beaten UMass five

straight times since 1977. are a guard

oriented team that depends on a good press

and a fast breaking offense. They are also a

much better team than their 1-4 record

indicates.

After beating Merrimack, BU tost to

North Carolina. Bowling Green. Iowa and

use. all good teams, with the Tar Heels

and Hawkeyes national powers.

Second year coach John Kuester has four

starters returning from a 16-13 team in

eluding guards Shawn Teague and Dwayne

Vinson.

Teague. a 6 2 playmaker, is averaging 12.2

points this season and 4.8 assists. 6 5

forward Paul Hendricks, the ECAC North

Atlantic player of the week, is averaging

16.8 points per game and 8.5 rebounds.

Off the bench. 62 freshman guard

Frederick Irving (12 ppg) and 6-3 Jim

Christian have seen a lot of time. The other

starters include 6 8 center Tom Ivey and 6

5 forward Mike Alexander.

The Terriers, like UMass have struggled

shooting from the floor. BU was at 30

percent in the second half of the USC game

and stands at 42 percent for the season.

They are. unhke UMass. shooting a solid 78

percent from the line. The Minutemen are

44 percent from the field and only 61

percent from the line. BU was

outrebounded in nine of its 13 losses last

year.

UMass matches up with forwards Harace

Neysmith (12.3 ppg and 8.3 rebounds).

Bobby Braun (8.0 and 8.0) and Darryl

Carter (6 ppg) or Ron Young (5 ppg).

The backcourt will probably be Smith (8.8

points and 3.5 assists) and the streaking

Donald Russell (15 ppg and 3.3 rebounds).

Should Smith be unable to play. Gerlufsen

will have to decide between freshman

Ix)renzo Sutton or Carter at the point.

Sutton (2.8 ppg and two assists in 49

minutes) is still learning the offense and

failed to get the ball inside against Hart-

ford. Carter is a flashy offensive player, but

has had his problems on defense.

The Terriers figure to throw a lot of

presses, both full court and man-to man at

the Minutemen tonight. They are a quick,

up tempo team that likes a quick game, the

rollef^imrt photo by Andy Heller

UMass forward Ron Young fires a jump shot against Hartford on Satur-

day night. The Minutemen face Boston University tonight in

Sprinf^ield at 7:30 p.m.

type of game Smith excels in.

"We really need Smitty against them,"

UMass assistant coach Neil Rosa said. "He's

the type of player you need against a BU
type of team."

Following the Hartford loss, the

Minutemen need a good effort before facing

a tough Northeastern squad at home on

Saturday afternoon. In only their second

home game of the season, the slumping

Minutemen would like to come away with a

better feeling for the season than the one

they have now.

MINUTEMEN MUTTERINGS: Russell

needs only 297 points to tie UMass all time

leader Mike Pyatt ('791. That's an average

of 12.9 the rest of the way...Here's the stats

on UM's early signee. David Brown. The 6-

5 guard/forward is captain of Baltimore's

Cardinal Gibbons and averaged five points

as a junior. He averaged six rebounds a

game and chose UM over Xavier and

Detroit. ..In Atlantic 10 statistics after two

games. Neysmith is fifth in rebounding,

Braun is ninth. Russell is 12th in scoring

and Smith is fifth in steals... Smith has

started all 33 games in his UMass
career...Neysmith has started 87 of the 88

games he's played in. John King is the

player who does the dunking in the Hall-of-

Vame commercials.

Recruiting. UMass coaches work hard now for next season

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

They call, visit, write, plead and beg. Every University of

Massachusetts coach, from football to track, spends a good

portion of their day trying to get good high school athletes

to come here.

"You have to go to the good players, and the not-so-good

ones come to you. it's a matter of deciding who's who,"

women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda said.

The coaches most heavily involved in recruiting right now

include football coach Bob Stull. Banda. basketball coach

Ron Gerlufsen. baseball coach Dick Berquist and lacrosse

coaches Dick Garber and Pam Hixon.

Stull reported that the Minutemen are still evaluating and

visiting over 50 players, including one in Canada and in

most Eastern states.

"I'm going to New Jersey now and most of the assistants

are on the road and have been since the season started."

Stull said. "You have to work at it. We're looking at all

positions."

Randa is hot on the trail of four olavers. Texas' Tracy

Bates, Virginia's Wendy Gebaeurand Brithee Hegstad (via

Norway) and Massachusetts' Michelle Powers.

"We're good enough to pick our players," Banda, the

coach of the nation's third ranked team. said. "We visit

them, they visit us. I'm optimistic we can get some."

Basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen and his staff are visiting

players nearly every day, mostly in the New Jersey-New
York area. UMass has alr*«ady signed one player and is

looking for the elusive seven footer to play the middle.

"Recruiting's the key to your program, you do it now or

you pay in the future," Gerlufsen said. "It's part of every

coach's life."

Gymnasts take second

at UMass Invitational
By ANNE TAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of New Hampshire won

the UMASS Invitational for the second

consecutive year Friday night at Boyden

gym, finishing ahead of the host UMass

women's gymnastics team.

Coach Charles Shiebler was pleased with

his team's outcome in their opening meet.

"This was a big meet, and the team

handled the pressure very well. Hosting

the event made it even more stressful, but

they really seemed to keep their com

posure," Shiebler said.

Junior Lisa Griffin placed third in the all-

around with a score of 34.35 and tied for

first in the vaulting competition with a 9.0

mark to lead the Minutemen.

"I haven't competed all-around in three

years. I was so nervous. I'm very happy
with my performance and I have more
confidence now," Griffin said.

The gymnasts top event was the vault

where they won with a team score of 43.1.

Their performance on the balance beam

The gymnasts top event was the vault

where they won with a team score of 43.1.

Their performance on the balance beam
was unexceptional with an overall mark of

38.65

The Minutemen's scheduled meet with

Yale on Sunday was postponed until in-

tersession when they will next compete.

Track cleans up

Minutemen enjoy weekend
Both the University of Massachusetts

men's and women's indoor track teams
enjoyed success in its final action before

Intersession this past weekend.

The men took a four-way meet at Boston

University over Lowell, Southern Conn-,

and Bentley with 67 points.

Winners for UMass included Eric Winer in

the 600 (1:13.8), Rawle Crichlow in both the

60 (6.5) and the 400 (:50.0), Paul

Stanislawzyk in the 2 mile (8:54.2) and both

the one and two mile relay teams. Wayne
Levy also set a school record in the 5,(X)0

with a 14:24.4.

The two mile relay team of Jack Marinilli.

Bill Stewart, Jan Novack and Steve Tolley

wrapped up the meet with their run.

(Vi the women's side, the Minutemen

turned several good performances in a non-

scoring meet.

Bridgett Booker won the 60 in 7.0, tying

a school record. Sue Goldstein took the 400

meters in :59.3, Kayla Morrison was second

in the 200 at :26.0 and third in the 60 in 7.1.

Leah Loftis was third in the 400 at 59.5,

while freshman Sarah Kitchell took third in

the 1 ,000 at 2:47, her best time to date,

^oth teams will be off until early January.

Men's coach Ken O'Brien and women's

mentor Kalekeni Banda said they expected

good post- holiday seasons.

sports at a glance
UMaas Schedule:

To^: Men's Baskethal! vs. BU»
at Sprbigfield Civie Center, 7^
p.m. Per ticket iitf^mfttimit 9m
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UMass laboratory funds called 'dismar
Facultg says new equipment,

needed renovations are lacking
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Despite a 200 percent increase in funding for laboratory

equipment and renovations over the past three years,

some faculty members still say that funding is grossly

inadequate.

"This year is the first time in a long time when a good slug

of renovation and repair money has come in." said

Seymour Shapiro, a botany professor. "But we need four

times as much money to keep the buildings from falling

apart."

"The allocation of equipment money to each department is

never even as high as 25 percent of the department's

request." Shapiro said.

"We hope to fix some of the buildings and labs on campus

w ;th the money from the capital budget," said Justin Cobb,

director of space management. He said Marhsall Hall will

be the first building to undergo complete structure and

systems renovations.

Director of F'inancial Affairs Paul Page, who is also acting

director of the budget office, said more money is going into

the equipment and maintenance accounts.

"There was over a 200 percent increase from 1981 to 1984

in the (equipment) account," Page said. He said the ac-

count pays for typewriters, trucks and classroom equip-

ment.

"The (equipment) account has always been short

changed, " said Otto Stein, chairman of the budget

allocation committee of the Faculty Sentate. Stein said

equipment is seldom repaired or replaced in the Univer

sity's laboratories.

Stein said that state funding for new equipment is dismal.

"Eighty percent of our up-to-date equipment was obtained

through grant money," he said.

"Some courses are using equipment that has been

discarded by high schools," he said. "We don't even have

some of the most common tools, such as scanning electron

microscopes," he said.

Stein said these microscopes, which cost between $60,000

and $80,000 should be routinely accessible to all students.

"The microscopes we're using now were modern 20 to 30

years ago," he said.

"We're supposed to have special state allocations to play

catch-up for equipment replacement from the capital

outlay budget, but the allocations haven't been regularly

given out, " he said, adding that 1984 was the first year the

UM employee

sues Amherst,

Chief of police
By GRKO BROWN
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts employee has filed a
$400,000 lawsuit against the Amherst police chief and the
town, claiming that his civil rights were violated in an
incident two years ago.

Scott Tymkowiche. 21, a former UMass stiMient, filed the

suit Monday in Hampshire District Court. The suit alleges

that Chief Donald Maia failed to properly investigate in-

ridents of police brutality against people placed in custody.

Tymkowiche said he filed a similar suit in 1982 in U.S.

District Court in Springfield. That suit reportedly charges

sfveral Amherst police officers with civil rights violations.

Attorneys often file suits in both state and federal court
because of differences in civil rights jurisdiction between
the two courts.

The second suit claims that Tymkowiche. who was
arrested Oct. 17. 1982. was beaten while m handcuffs by an
Amherst police officer. The incident occurred at the

Amherst police station.

The suit al.so claims that Maia failed to conduct
"adequate" investigation into the allegations of police

brutality.

Tymkowiche an Amherst resident, said the suit will come
to trial Jan. 7. but refused to comment further. He now
works as a janitor for the University.

The suit is seeking damages for civil rights violations and

defamation of Tymkowiche's character.

Tymkowiche and his father filed a citizen's action com-

plaint against the officer who allegedly beat him, the suit

said. It also alleges that Maia has been negligent in con-

ducting other investigations of police misconduct.

Maia was unavailable for comment.

$500g proposal

may preserve land
By JOHN YONCE
('ollegian Staff

A study by a planning class at the University of

Mas.sachusetts contributed to a $500,000 proposal by the

Amher.st planning board that may help preserve open
spaces in Amherst.
The proposal, which would create an emergency fund to

preserve areas not covered by two current preservation

programs, will be included in the town manager's capital

outlay budget in January and then must be voted on at

Town Meeting in May, according to Dorothy Robinson,
chairwoman of the town planning committee.

The study recommended that the town act to preserve

tracts of land along North East and South East Streets.

The planning board then decided to request financing for a

fund to protect open spaces in all of Amherst, Robinson
said.

"In the last couple of years, on South East Street, several
tracts have been taken out of 61A (a .state law which gives
lower tax rates to property kept in agricultural status) and
developed." Robinson said. "The town had the option to

buy the.se tracts, but the money wasn't there," she said.

^ Continued on page 5

Collegian photo by Pmul De«nmr«»

Antiquated lab equipment in Marshall Hall includes

this glassware sterilizer.

University has received additional money from the state

legislature in several years.

Shapiro said that in the past, the University was more
interested in building a budget for personnel rather than

equipment. He said the need and importance for new
equipment must be raised at the University and in the

legislature.

"If this University claims to be first rate, part of being

first rate means training students for today," Shaprio said.
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NATO war scenario has happy ending
WASHINGTON (AP)-In the secret fiJes

where such nightmares are kept, many
scenarios describe the opening days of

World War III.

On? version— based on a strategy called

"the follow-on force attack"— has attracted

public attention lately, partly because it has

a happy ending. Here it is:

Sometime in the future, say 1995, tensions

between the Soviet Union and the 16-

member North Atlantic Treaty
Organization grow dangerous, and
negotiations fail.

The 2.9 million man NATO army, in

eluding: roughly 300.000 Americans, and the

4-million strong Soviet bloc forces line up on

both sides of the East-West border.

Counting on the desire of both sides to

avoid nuclear weapons, the Soviets launch a

conventional attack. Their aim is to use

iheir massive tank divisions to crush the

outgunned defenders and force them into a

quick surrender.

The first days of fighting are fierce, but

the aJHes are confident they can hold the

leading edge of the Soviet offensive without

using "battlefield" atomic weapons that

surely would trigger a worldwide nuclear

holocaust.

Behind the East Bloc lines, waiting for a

weak point in the defense, are the bulk of

the Soviet armies.

Manned NATO fighter bombers and

Lance and cruise missiles, armed with

"smart" munitions that don't miss, hit the

masses of waiting Soviet tanks, planes, and

troops.

Airfields, roads and railroads are knocked

out with remote-controlled mines and

"runway buster" ammunition.

The Red Army's follow on forces are

GIGANTIC GINGERBREAD—Denise Willemsen. a pastry chef, touches up the

world's largest dwelling of its kind in Lake Buena Vista, Ca.

wiped out, the attack stalls, and the war

ends in either a stalemate or an alUed

victory without a nuclear shot being fired.

Gen. Bernard Rogers, NATO's top

commander, dislikes calling it a "new

strategy" since it's always been NATO
policy to attack forces in the rear, if

possible because of the new weapons, he

says.

For more than three years. Rogers has

argued that without such plans and the

high-tech weapons to carry them out. he

would have to ask a president for

authorization to use nuclear weapons within

days of the outbreak of a conflict

.

Calhng the new concept "dangerous

doctrine." the Soviet Communist Party

newspaper. Pravda. said last month the

plan "cast off the defensive mask" which

NATO had worn during the post war

period

.

Monitor goofs

FARGO. N.D. (API The Christian

Science Monitor is embarrassed and its

crossword puzzle editor claims he's amazed

how many Easterners know that the capital

of North Dakota is Bismarck, and not

Pierre. S.D.

Puzzle producer Charles Preston said his

telephone was ringing off the hook Monday

with calls from crossword puzzle fans

telling him about his mistake in a puzzle last

week, which placed Bismarck in South

Dakota.

Sen. Quentin Burdick. I N.D., was among

numerous Monitor crossword puzzle fans

who caught the error. He sent the Monitor

editor a tongue in cheek letter declaring,

"This piracy mu.st stop!"

Monitor staffer David Thomas says he

tries to 'backstop" Preston on his words in

the puzzle, hut missed last week's error.

"The trick would have been to put in

Pierre in stead of 'Bismarck is its capital' in

the clue." Thomas toW the Fargo Forum in

a telephone interview from Boston.

"We're embarrassed," he said.

King in '86? Many voters say no
BOSTON (API As former

Gov. Edward J. King
weighs a re-run for the

Statehouse in 1986, he faces

a large number of

Ma.ssachusetts voters who
hold a low opinion of him.

according to a new
statewide poll relea.sed

Tuesday.

The survey by MRK
Research of Boston, a

company founded by three

former King aides, found 40

percent of voters questioned

said they had an unfavorable

opinion of King, including 10

percent who felt he was one

of the worst public figures in

the state.

Thirty two percent of the
sample had a positive
opinion toward King, in

eluding 3 percent who felt

the Demcxrat was one of the
best public figures in the

state.

In comparison. Gov.
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Michael S. Dukakis, who is

expected to seek another

term in November 1986.

received a favorable rating

from 71 percent of those

questioned, including 14

percent who felt he was one
of the best public figures in

the slate.

Seventeen percent had a
negative opinion of Dukakis,
including 4 percent who felt

he was one of the worst.

"Taking a quick look at

those numbers. King has a

long row to hoe," said one
Ray State political analyst,

who asked not to be iden-

tified. "Obviously things

might change if he decides to

run as independent, but I

would say that's a very high

negative."

Jose Napoleon Duarte's government

won't be Hghting; leftist rebels this

Christmas.

Rebels call

holiday truce
MEXICO CITY (AP) Salvadoran leftist

rebels Tuesday announced a truce for the

Christmas and New Year holidays and

said they would limit their military ac

tivities to defensive purposes during those

periods.

A communique from the rebel leadership

said the decision was taken "as a sign of

the disposition to advance in the creation

of conditions that might favor the solution

of the conflict by way of dialogue and

negotiation."

It said the truce would be in effect from

midnight Dec. 23 until midnight Dec. 26

for Christmas and from nudnight Dec. 30

until midnighuJan. 2.

The announcement was made in a joint

communique from the general command of

the Farahundo Marti National liberation

Front, the umbrella group for guerrilla

factions fighting the U.S. -supported

Salvadoran government, and the

executive committee of the Democratic

Revolutionary F>ont. the guerrilla's

political ally.
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Presidentoffaculty union leaves bargaining table
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Reduced conflicts with the administration, better

collective bargaining and improved representation of

University of Massachusetts professors and librarians

are some accomplishments of the Massachusetts Society

of Professors, under James Boylan.

Boylan, 56, who will step down as president of MSP at

Amherst before his two-year term ends to go on sab-

batical, says his tenure has been a "period of con-

solidation."

Boylan said his term in the union has not been an
especially "innovative administration" because his

predecessors opened the path for better communications

between the union and the administration.

"In prior years, we've had more difficulties," Boylan

said. The administration was against the union and we
never had collective bargaining until 1977 (when the

union was formed). Those were difficult days."

Some of the "difficult days" include the settlement of the

latest faculty contract, which involved 45 involved

negotiation sessions during a year of bargaining which

ended last spring. The salary increases and a grievance

procedure for MSP "is finally catching up with pay gaps.

especially with librarians, he saiu.

"We have a line of improving relations but we are still

held back by the complexities of the contract," Boylan

said.

Boylan said the contract has started to correct the

salaries "but not the structure" of the faculty pay scale.

He said one of the high points of his term was the court

victory of former UMass art history professor Ann
Mochon who was denied tenure in 1980 by the Univer-

sity. Mochon and MSP took her case to civil court and

won last spring.

"The Ann Mochon case was not so much that we suc-

ceeded by campus support but those who once opposed

the union and administration showed campus solidarity,"

he said. "We sent 600 signatures to the president (David

C. Knapp) that was a key in getting the case resolved."

Arlyn Diamfiond, an English professor, will succeed

Boylan when his term ends in January.

Boylan. who is also director ot journaUstic studies, said

he will use his year long sabbatical to write a book on the

muckrakers. investigative reporters who exposed the ills

of society in the early 20th century.

Howard Ziff, former director of journalistic studies, will

fill in for Boylan during his sabbatical.

Ziff said of Boylan, "I'm sorry to see him leave." Prof. James Boylan
Cx>ll«f(uui photo by Andy Heller
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GREEN SCENE—Fort River School pupils (left to right) Shaman Turner,

Rebecca Godfrey and Jamal Brown visit the Durfee Conservatory at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts as part of the Hampshire After School Program

Holiday season may exacerbate

bulimia, 'tragic' eating disorder

By PETER MENTOR
Collegian Correspondent

Bulimics should be aware of their eating

disorder and should be especially careful

during the 'high stress' hohday season.

"With the depression during the holidays,

I can't tell you how many (buUmics') lives

are so tragic, " Mary Jane Mijal of the

Anorexia Nervosa Aid- Society (ANAS)

said.

Bulimia is an eating disorder which is

characterized by binge-purge behavior -

overeating followed by intentional

vomiting.

"People don't realize that it's addictive.

You're not thinking of worries or pressures.

It gets to numb your feelings," former

bulimic Lindsey Hall Cohn said.

Bulimia was once a way of life for Cohn,

who would binge and purge five times a

day. "It becomes an everyday thing, even

in your dreams." Cohn said. "It's addictive,

even more than heavy drugs (like) heroin,"

she said.

To go on a binge is to get a lot of food, eat

it quickly and get rid of it by throwing up or

by using laxatives, Cohn said.

"You eat a few calories over (the limit) you
have set for yourself, then decide to binge.

You know you're doing something naughty,

then you get to reprieve yourself. It's fun

to eat all that food. There's a high

physically for yourself," Cohn said.

Support groups can help the bulimic in

realizing a "normal relationship to food and

fatness by focusing attention on eating

behaviors and emotional reasons for an

eating problem, " according to Dr. Robert

Brandt of FACE, (Focus Awareness of

Compulsive Eating).

l>eslea Fishel, of What Are You. What's

Eating You, a self help group in Nor-

thampton, said her organization helps

women "make the changes they want to

make. The behavior will not go away until

the emotional problems leave," she said.

Although bulimia has only recently been

recognized as a disease by the medical

community, there are ways to cure it.

"You have to talk about it. You have to

confide in people. It's possible that you

can't get better yourself, so you really need

to get support. You need to make contact

outside bulimia." Cohn said.

Everywomens Center hours extended for finals

The Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall

at the University of Massachusetts will be

open the following additional hours during

finals week:

2 p.m. to 10 p.m.. Sunday. December 16.

4 p.m. to 10 p.m.. Monday. Tuesday, and

Thursday. December 17, 18, and 20.

7 p.m. to 10 p.m.. Wednesday. December
19.

Everywoman's Center will remain open
during its regular hours, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday, Tuesday. Thursday, and Friday,

and 12 noon to 7 p.m. on Wednesday. F'or

more information call 545-0883.

'Losing a generation^

Panel says youths abusing drugs

By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Staff

Participants in a panel discussion held last

night in the Campus Center asserted that

drug and alcohol among high school aged

students in Massachusetts is getting out of

control.

"We're losing a whole generation of

adolescents (to drugs)." said Dr. Ronald

Loescher. a member of the Amherst

Committee on Drugs. "We've lost the

spiritual foundation of our culture and we
must find it again.

"We are searching for some basic need and

we're taking chemicals to try and find it."

The paneUsts included Loescher, Phillip

Cavanaugh, the a.ssociale director of the

Department of Public Safety at the

Univeristy of Massachusetts, and Carlene

Riccelli, a .senior staff health educator at

University Health Services.

('avanaugh quoted from a poll taken

recently of students in the ninth to twelfth

grades. The study revealed that 97 percent

of these students use alcohol often. 60

percent use one or more illicit drugs, and

nine percent had been drunk while in school

and 20 percent had gone to classes while

under the influence of marijuana. The poll

also revealed that marijuana was the drug
of choice, while amphetamines ran second.

There was al.so no significant difference in

the numbers of drug users between males

and females. Also shown by the |>oll was
that students found drugs readily accessible

and that they fell the schools' rules did not

prevent drug use.

Cavanaugh added that he felt that drug
education should start in kindergarten. He
concluded by saying that "they are selling

through music, especially heavy metal, the

us*' of drugs, sex and satanism."

Hiocelli revealed that the most popular

drugs at UMass were alcohol, marijuana,

and cocaine, in that order. Other drugs

experienced seasonal abuse, such as speed

around finals and halucinogens around

Halloween.

She also said that UMass has numerous

counseling services to help people with

drug or alcohol related problems. She

emphasized the need for peer counseling.

One of the laboratories in Marshall Hall.
Collegian photo by Paul Desmarus

^ Labs Continued from page I

He said students must be trained to use

the most modern equipment to prepare

them for the real world after graduation.

But without a significant increase in

equipment money, the University's

laboratories cannot be fully modernized,

he said.

"There will always be laboratory needs,

they'll never be perfect," Cobb said.

"Goesmann was renovated this summer
and there are already new needs.

"The University is not young physically,

most of the (laboratory) space is 27 years

old." he said. He added that there is a

need for an internal upgrading of research

space to keep up with modern technology.

Shapiro said most lab equipment is

secured through research grants written

by individual professors. The equipment
helps people doing the re.search but it

doesn't always satisfy teaching needs, he

said.

"If this University claims to be first rate,

part of being first rate means training

students for today, "
Shapiro said.
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ENTER A CAREER IN
INFORMATION
PROCESSINGWITH
EDS.
Regardless of your college major,

you can have a career in the

important, interesting and in-

demand field of information

pr{x:essing.

THE EDS AND GM
MERGER OFFERS
UNPRECEDENTED
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
YOU.
Our merger with Genend Motors

has made us the world's most
advanced and fastest growing
computer services company. If

you have the desire and aptitude

to learn to solve complex busi

ness and technical problems, \'()u

can build a career with HDS.

EDS WILL TRAIN YOU
FOR SUCCESS.
^ou don't need a technical

degree to enter our S\'stems

Kngineering Development ( SHI) )

Program. All you need is a strong

technical aptitude, an excellent

record of achie\ ement and the

desire to learn about and work
with computers. I pon comple-

tion of this entrv-kvel position,

vou will become a Sv^tems

Engineer.

EDS INVITES YOU TO
START AT THE TOP.
THEN WORK YOUR
WAY UP.
Don't let your course of college

Stud)' stand in the w a\ of having a

career in information processing.

Start at the top with HDS, wliere

we offer competitive salaries,

excellent compan>-paid benefits

and adv'ancement based on

achievement, not senioritv. And
you'll have the opportunity to

explore different ciireer paths

within our organization.

Hor IMMHDIATT coasideration,

call ((X)HLH(n ) our corporate

staffing office for an interview.

1-800-233-0029
OR

(703) 620-0200
Eastern Standard Time

Between 8:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Monday-Friday

Or, send vour resume to:

HIJ^CmONIC DATA
S'^'STHMS CORPORATION
Developmental Recniiting

1 1800 Sunrise Vallev Drive

Suite 220, Dcpt. 1m'd3474

Reston.VA 22091
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By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student
Senate voted last night to provide $1053 in partial funding
for a spring semester trial run of additional late-night
buses from Amherst center.

According to Doug Lenz, vice-chair of the UMass Tran-
sit Advisory Board, the funding would provide late night
bus service to students who have been studying on campus
or drinking in Amherst center bars late at ni^t.
Lenz said that buses for North Amherst, South

Amherst, Sunderland, and Belchertown Road currently
stop running at about 12:30 a.m. on the weekends. The
new bus schedule would provide buses for these four
routes until almost 2:00 a.m., Thursday through Saturday,
he said.

Lenz said that projected ridership for these extra buses

is 200 or more riders each night. Lenz noted that future

funding for these buses may conje from other sources if

the projected figures prove accurate.

"As soon as the service is there and we can show that

it's being used, then we can go to the state for funding,"

Lenz said.

Lenz said the University Commission on Alcohol Use in-

itiated the proposal to prevent drunken driving by late-

ni^t bar patrons, and that the commission had promised

$ 500 for the buses. The UMass Transit Advisory Board

has also requested that the Undergraduate Student

Senate contribute $2500 for the buses, he said.

The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority will not fund the

extra buses until their feasibility is determined by such a

trial basis, Lenz said, adding, "Until then, students have

to take the initiative."

^

14th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI Cj party week
JAN. 20 - 25
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Visiting Irish author speaks

at humanities lecture series

Author Mary Gordon will

speak tonight in Campus
Center 165 at 8:00 p.m.

Gordon is one of the

visiting lecturers in the

series entitled "Writer's

Speak: America and Ethnic

Experience."

A recent guest speaker at

Amherst College, Gordon is

the author of two books.

Final Payment and The

Company of Women, both

written from the per
spective of growing up Irish

Catholic in a New York City

environment.

* Land' tContintiedfrom pof* I

Two laws currently protect open land, according to

Robinson. One offers farmers the option to sell the

development rights to their land in return for promising

not to develop it. The other, chapter 61 A. offers a lower

tax rate to farmers who keep their land in an un

developable category.

"Massachusetts is somewhat unique," Robinson said.

"There is a lot of need to preserve open space...were

anxious to protect all types of land."

"Amherst is in the forefront of development rights and

open space preservation," she said.

Robinson said that the lK)ard requested $500,000 so it

could conceivably buy "several farms," but that any land

purchases by the town would b«» short term and the fund

would Im- revolving, with land sold to people who would

keep it open.

"We're asking for a signiliiant amount of money."

Robinson said, "but everyone in town will iM'nelit. even

though the land might not be right next to everyone."

fR!RD THE Collegian !

YOU'LL BE HOOKf b.

Vz Price S

Perm Special
When you bring a

friend |

I

One perm is full price — the other perm is Vi price

Total valu« **»?""„„__„ vappt exp. 11/30/84

offer valid with th.s coupon

Deborah
65 I'niversitv !>?.

49-5610
I

I

Get Your
Engineering
Degree
Tuition Free!
I he Air f(jrct' Unciergradudte F-ngineer

Conversion Program allows college

graduates to apply science and math
courses toward a degree in engineering
And. the Air Force pays all tuition and
education expenses While in engineering
school, you'll be a commissioned officer in

the Air Force with full pay and
allowances. AIM HIGH Find out if you
qualify See an Air Force recruiter today

Call MSgt Art Courtemanche at (413) 785-0352
Or set up appointment through the placement

offlca. ^^J^^^

•» A

.^ ' X
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BLACK FLAG
Wednesday, Decenber 12. I9g4

Saint Vitus, OutPatients, Don't Ask,

Tom Troccoli's Dog —

S.U.B. Sat Dec. 15 at 6:30 pm

Advanced Tickets

Available Now at TIX

:$firifjqws
The Amherst Wine Tasting Club

Invites You to a
Tasting

The Merchant Du Vin Selection of

IMPORTED BEERS
December 13, 1984; 7:30 PM

Speaker: Monroe B. England, V.P

The Lord Jeffery Inn

$8. 00 per person

For Information Call 253-538U

338 College Si. Rt 9

TODAY is the

LAST DAY
place ANY

advertisements in

the Collegian

for Fall semester.
Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment

For Rent
For Sale

Found
Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost

Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Riders Wanted
Room Wanted
Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent

Be NiceToYourself.
Register Now

Over 100 Credit Courses and Credit Free Workshops from which to

choose.

Register

• in person at the Continuing Education office.

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Monday Thursday, 8. 30 am 7 pm; Friday, 8:30 am-5 pm
• by mail no later than December 28 for credit courses

one week before starting date for workshops

• by telephone (Credit Free Workshops only) Use your

MasterCard or VISA and call 545 0587 with all information

requested on registration form.

Courses and workshops fill up quickly so do yourself a favor and

register now. Full payment is expected at time of registration. For

more information, call 545 2414.

DVISION a
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSeiTS AT AMHERST

Wcdnc^y. December 12, 1984 Collegian 7

^unan garden
^e^^taurant

^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
Luncheon From t))^«J!5
Specials served 11 a.ni.-3 p.m.

New Buffet &*Sunday Brunch cai^j^t ^5.25

'

Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Luncheon Specials £r Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Fri. €r Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

CAN EAT

Chikiren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet €r Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice
8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

Xccd a Place to Slay?

hiurs*. s^i< >ii aco jiiiiik xkii i< his

in\ IK )\v u\ailal>lc at iIk

( ampus (enter Hotel
tor all r .^las*^ sludcill^ al a

Lfi\at siiuknt (lisc< mill rau'

Quiet, Convenient &
( Onifortable

For advaiKvd reservation

[)kasc <.<»ntact our reservation

olTiee lodav at o4<M)()()()

In(|uire alH>iit the speeial
Weelily Dinner ( Oupons!

Campus Center Hotel

Third Floor

Campus Center

UMass

frd

The Board of Governors would like to thank all

those who nnade the "Clash of the Bands", All-Age

Party, such a success!

Chancellors Connmittee on Alcohol Use

C.C. Food Services

THE BANDS
Modern Pladz (Winner)

First Circle Nexus

Five The Stand

And, of course, those who attended, showing

their support and making this type of event a possi-

bility in the future. We hope to see continued support

in this vital area of concern.

VILLA
Offering Qua lity Mexican Foods

"""^^
Winner of the

BEST DINNER UNDER $4.00
and

BEST MEXICAN RESTAURANT
in the Valley Advocates

Best of the Valley Poll 1984

NORTHAMPTON

-

21 Center St., 584-0673
AMHERST

-

41 Boltwood Walk, 256-8217

Al«*S3i, Torn

ATl'-n, Vst-r
A'll'-n, ot'v
'h' m, >nis<-
.' xivoalos, 'lhri~to

Att-j'.tT, Robert

AITti, Y-'n'ci'-

Aman'' , Patti
Anbro^io, Kicol'-

Anast3sia, Lauri'

Andr'-w, Mar'c

Arthur, Sf-V'

Hchison, knr-/-\r

Au'-^vich, St' ph' n

YOWVE BEEN SENTA HOLLYGRAM!
(Pick them up in the Campus Center Concourse between 9-4 pm)

Button, EraiTy
>!'' iTider, Susan
Carnry, Dave

Chrpp nt«?r, FT.l'^n

Garro"'.!, Ifency

Carson, R-ss
Gart'^n, Jan Banan
Cart'^r, Bob
Gastillo, Lorraine
Gattani, Eduardo

Donov-n, iarnaca
Donovan, -^coy
"^riscol', !:elis3-

Droh-.n, Goll"?n
")u"nn, Bnic

Goo<L.ian , name
Ck)Odman, Tara
Gould Tlizabeth
Gove, Kim
Graff, I^ranci

"Xiboi-., Anr--"n.rie Grayson, Craig
T-a-in, Ji^''.

^nl-'P, Jt-

Autha*-*, I^url->th^y^^^gjj^ jgh„
Bas;lion'-, Gathy
BnT-Joi»r, Susan

Diipuis, Joann
!>/'?<, R'chi«-

ry'co, AifTds ^~r\

GhamVrlaine, Chris 1^1 f-nijoski, Joan

Ba'^T, '^ynn^

Baronl, Bob
°-'.TT'-tt, ^IrdT'
Bassi^Jikis, J-'Son

BayUr,, Ruth Ann

B^ar'2p'''-y, Tc-rrl

''--itr.ch, "rni'y

B-Urn, Gr-iii

"'tchi't, Kurt
~^' th- nn'

^'-.c'cw'l" '
, S'th

Bi-an, Steve •

"''obo", An'T^^.

Tiooth, J'ff
Cotton" 'y, J'nnlf'-r

"o-j'pn, Br'-tt

Brp.-iy, ^'rry

Br' it-^t-" in, Gu3an
Brighton, Paulri *

Bro'.-fn, Pam
Brumb-r^, Jppni''

Buc't, Runr

Buc'whcat -r/i

Blon-lfri'-n"

Bu''\ Toby
BurK-'n'c, Gh'-ryl

Bu'<i3, >wn
P.-ir-'V, "t'^ffein

ButtT, Alison

Chapman, Vic'-ti

Gh'-t, 'duardo
Chicoin'-, Janice
Choi, !ior':'^n

Ghoo, Ilaryp.nn

Chuckles
" -np, Jonathan
Golf-, "lavid

Constant, Ani°'^

Coo''. "

Coutur- , -b-r
Cramptor., ' V.oTth

Gravfor'", Dian'

Crincoli, Michael
• Ti ^ur.ro-;!ry

"'i-'^nn'- in Mac vinni

Ttr-:'.' , Patti
Tferr'-s.'?, (elly

'>vi-:, Gt-vi'
''y -'tis, Suns'

n

'^rl'-y. Lisa *

V'Ty, Gcott*
'II'- lis, llrryb'-th

"ma D.

>yito, Luciarita
?i^'on'-nico, .•xck

)i'on^nico, Paul *

joh'-rty, Bobby

^. Kim
Idwards, Julir- »

•-"11 is, "athy
Vans, JuTi»

i*"acione , Cara
Fa'Ion, 'larty

FVnelli, Donna
Fcel'^y, R»ichard

Femandes, Su"^

Ferris, Mary K.

Fielder, Pvan
Fields, Karen
Fieldstad, Karen
Figueroa, Elvis
Finkel, Tauts
Fishelman, Laura

Gala, "Gin?" Mary
Galluecia, Candy
Garf, Sharon
Garrity, Cheryl
G«=orge, Br^nda
".ftzoff, lAura
Gilbert"Mr. Mike"
Giordano, Tommy
Gizmo, Gaily
Gladwin, Susan
Glovs!<y,Lorrie
Godzik, JP
Goldstein, Susan

Green, James
Gregory, Joanne
Griffin, Pam*
Guzy, Judy
Hall, Cathy
Hammond , Paul
Hammond, Andrew
Hamson, Dale

Hand '>ri
Hankley, Martha
Hansel, M.

Hartford, Tracy
Hayes, Scott
HeadOwayne
Healy, Susan
Heil, Karen
Henry, Diane
Heral , Dan
Hickey, Pam*
Hickey, Lisa
Holladay, P.J.

HuP Chris
Humphrys , James
Hutter, Hopie
Irwin, Bill
Jablon^r, Pauls

Jarvis, Holly
Jaybay
Jennings, J. J.

Jezlor, Debbie
Jervis, Holly

John, Megyn

Katz, Pric

Ugyffman, Jacki*-

K^egan, Dori-Ann
<«^lleher, Susl"
(isser,bus mech.

Klau, Amy
Knollmeyer, Tin
Kohler, Maureen
Kuhn, John
Kokocyzn.- , Lori
Kornblum, Cindy
Kress, Tim

Martin, Judi
Martinage, Mike

Matisse, Robin
Maurisa
Moloian, Sylvia
Mendelson, Cheryl

Mendelson, Karen

Mensch, Mark
Mia, Iris
Michel, Lynn

Micheal, Gary G.

Michelle
Moran, Michell
Min-rr, Terry

Kistopik, Andrew ^^^n^a, Sonia
V w Modesto. ''i«tKroen, Kerry
Kuchera, Diane
Kuenell, Kurt*
Kumlin, na»e

Lamberton, Sue
I^ne, Maura
Lanzen, Kathy
Lapham, Glen
Laushinp, r'ric

Less, Jodi
Levin, Mona

Li, Bonnie
Lidinton, Brian

Modesto, Kl«th
Moffett, Muffy
Monahan, Cathy
Moore , Amy
Morgan, Jeanne
Moriarty, Shawn
Marori, 'aurie
Morrisser, Joanne
Moteka, Donna
Moynihan, Kathy
Murphy, Maria
Mcaffe, 'rfendy

r-icGool, Heidi
McCoy, Joey

Liuram-'nto, JoyceMcGarry,Pattee

Lockwood, Becky "^cK^nzi", Alex

Nolan, ."vllen

O'Druyer.Deanna
Ohlig,Gretchen
O'Lalor, MEJ
Olansky, Justin"
01endzensid.,K/
0'Malley,Pat
Osborne, Hillary
Palmer, Jonathan
ParhaJi, Francia
Parsons, Kim
Ppllegri, Maureen
Peltier, Crai.g

Petengill, Ed

Phillips, Mark
Pierson, Paraeia

Obei+iauser, Kerri

Poonet
Pratt, Mark
Prf^ntice, Dawn

Proto, David
Proto, Pam

Hobinowitz, Robin
Racca, Jimmy
Vijaya, Rao
Raposa , Jod inski

Raaas, Steven

Reid, Charlotte
Reinhardt, Linda
Renfrew, Jack

Rout Ipy, Penny
Roux , Sue

Roy, Christopher
Roy, Dana
Rubin, Anna
Rubin, Jo^
Russ'll, Philip
Saganey,Sean
Za.Imonson , Jam ie

Saleman, Nickolas
Samoiloff, Caroline

Ltripp, Sandy
Santucci, Marian
Schaeffer, Suzanne
Schier, Bill
Schiller, Karen
Schlegel, Dianne
Schneiderman, Alison";;;;;;^—"^^
^chronne, Jira j^„+„^,„ ti^

Sullivan, Robin
Surette, Phil
Sutherby, Maureen
Swanson, Christine
Tafe, Ursula
Tannenbaun, Carol
Terry, Jean
Tholander, Steve
Trahan, Michelle
Turmail, Karin
Tyler, Taura
Vpcchi, J'ffr^y
Verm«-ttp, Ton
Vernava, Bob
Viola, Su»"

Vitt, riadine

Wall is, Libby
(<alsh. Barb
Ward, Anne
Wairhaflig, Nancy
Wairkins, Nick
Watson, Jamie
Weiner, Heidi
Werth, 4Ann

London, Fier
Lozouski,Mark
Lynn, Laura
Maclure. Holly
Maguire, Joe
Mahoney, Monica
Malone, Ellie

Johnson, Kathleeni^a^one, "Jellie" Novice Women
Johnson, Gai^. Mansfield, Rob Nichols, Toni

Schulze, Vicki
Serra, Dianne
Shawn
Sheean, Kathy
Sheehy, Maria
Shure, Geo ffry
Sloat, Sara
Smith, Blake
Smith Brad
Smith, Brian
Smith, Joe
Smith, Rich
Southwick, Lisa

Dona"'dson, ^ithleen Gondell Doe

Johnson, S4acey
Joy, Greg

Rich, Lauren
McLaughlin, Maritza Richardson, Bill
Mclaughlin, Matt .liddle,Greg
McNamara, Robin Riley, Kelley
J^«*w Riley, Pamela
McSh^rry, John Robitaille, GBni'l
N^ubauer, Jennifer Rodriguez, OrIan do stoll KlJiberly
Newell, Ticia* ;'o-lriguez,Luis Stolls, Tracy

Rogers , Pam
Ron'^n, Diane

Sparer, Sue
Spelios, Carol
Stetson, Mark
Steven, Mark
Stevens , Jsunes

Westerman, Tii

White, Ken
Wiley, Clark
Williams, Anne
Williamsson Mark
Wong Andrea
Wong, Ij&rid

Wong Janece
Wong Susan
Woody

Wrightsman, Christine

Heidi 4 Joanne
ren Yen
rPfa< Kerry
ITfurich , Suzanna
Zanetti, Tom
Zelin, Robyn
Zelin, Lori
Zetlin.IjOri

Zirk, Joanna
Zwally, Joy

Mariotti, Hark
Harka, Diane

Niemzura, Betsy
Nionakis, Maria

Rosenblum, Bradley Sullivan, Gatalina

Rothback,Marrise Sullivan, Rdiin

Strawberry, No™
Strickland, Katherini^^

I/fth fl Kennedy
Susie K. Alpha chl

_Bannon^JJag^^,_^_
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Letters to the Editor
Think of the Coffee Shop's future

The University Store has

proposed to use the Campus
Center Coffee Shop to ex-

pand their clothing line to

alleviate their space pro-

blems. The Campus Center

Board of Governors felt it

necessar>' to inform the

UMass population of these

proposals, which have

serious implications on stu-

dent space usage.

Yes, the Campus Center

Store has a space problem,

but so do the students that

utilize the Campus Center

for studying, eating, and

socializing.

This proposal from the

Store raises some very im-

portant questions concern-

ing the goals and priorities

of the Campus Center ad-

ministration. What exactly

is the priority of the Cam-

pus Center administration?

According to the Campus
Center Annual Report,

their priority is to generate

the necessary income to

keep the Campus Center

running. But what role does

student interest play in the

running of this building?

This issue has been faced by

the Board of Governors for

many years, and in light of

this University Store pro-

posal, it is time to address

it.

Aside from each student's

Campus Center fee, the

students also support this

building with their pur-

chases. This is a university,

a place of learning, not a

business that treats the

students as a source of in-

come. By paying the Cam-

pus Center fee and being

the main source of income

for the various Campus

Center facilities, we must

also have a say in how our

can atiecL you personally.

But think of your younger

brothers, and sisters, and

the future generations that

will come to UMass. Each

year the University Store I

attempts to expand into the

Coffee Shop, and each year

the strength of Student

Government weakens. If

this trend continues we may

someday not only lose the

Coffee Shop, but other

areas of vital interest to the

student body. So for the

future let's strengthen Stu-

dent Government today.

As Chair of the BOG it is

disappointing to think that

maybe students really don't

HeLLO^ MiCHaeL? this

S MR. SHULTZ. TOUR O30

Vi^KTS You TO KNOW H^

Loves roo veKT muc^^-

money is spent, and how the care what happens to their

facilities are structured. numey, and more impor-

The voice of the students tantly their rights as

must be heard. We all must students. Prove to me that

come forward and veto the you're not apathetic and

store proposal. But this is give that extra effort to

only the first step. The next help bring student represen-

is to have student rights be tation back to where it

Random Notes

the first priority in the

operation of the Campus

Center as well as campus-

wide. The time spent at

UMass goes by too quickly

U) make any changes that

belongs, in the hands of the

students.
Robert Abele

Chairman of C.C./S.U.

Board of Governors

*Wise up or

transfer out'
This is an open letter to

those "mature" college

students who were "play-

ing" near Van Meter Dor-

mitory on the night of

Wednesday December 6-7,

at 2:30 a.m. Thank you for

conducting yourselves in an

"exemplary" manner that

night, screaming at the top

of your lungs while people

were tr>'ing to sleep. Thank cupant, I would be punched

you for rampaging down the in the face, or even worse.

haJl of a dormitory you That is why I don't do such

didn't reside in. after so- things, for I love my
meone was nice enough to neighbor as I do myself,

let you in so you wouldn't You know who you are. This

get in trouble with campus letter is also addressed to

mate. I hope you are proud you would have done none

of what you did. of these things except play

There is nothing wrong harmlessly, quietly, and --

with having snowball fights your own residential area

outside, but the snow The "commendable ac

belongs outside. Also, when
a door is shut at 2:30 a.m.. it

would be logical to assume

that people are sleeping in-

side that room. I am sure

that if I had done the same
thing to one of you
"wonderful" people, open-

ing a door and throwing

snowballs at a sleeping oc-

mon. After waiting in line

for what seems like an eter-

nity, you get to the front

and realize what has caused

the delay.

In an attempt to dispose

of your trash, the objec-

tionable barrel refuses to

accept what it has been

designed for-garbage. In-

stead of taking the trash

like a real barrel, this ab-

beration swings its un-

sanitary cover back and

forth, and covers your hand

with whatever sludge the

person before you could not

force the barrel to take. Due

to the objectionable barrel,

the surrounding floor is

covered with conjfealed con-

diments. A very unsightly

picture.

Give us back the wide-

mouthed, uncovered, accep-

ac-

tions described in the first

paragraph are the very

reasons why UMass is stuck

with the offensive and

degrading label "ZooMass."

UMass and its students are

trying to present the

anTyou are ruining it for love and appreciate!

us. If 1 were you, I would

think of my neighbor, wise

up, or transfer out.

Ljury Greenstein
Central

authorities. Also I was very

pleased when you opened

my door and others' down

the hall. throwing
snowballs, which you forgot

to leave outside, and throw-

ing them into my room and

hitting my sleeping room-

those who decided that

night to break windows at

UMass and at Amherst Col-

lege, harass pizza deliverers

and bus drivers, as well as
punching a police officer in

the face.

If you were truly mature,

If it is determined that the

pseudo-barrel is an integral

part of the waste disposal

process of Worcester D.C.,

maybe students should be

awarded Snickers Bars as a

Roy.y.£il ^-P -Piiri? reward for teaching the bar-
AJdl 1 CI \JL 1U.11. ^^1 j^^ 1^^ i„ lifp pf,r those

It's all trash
We don't know about you,

but we refuse to touch that

disgusting excuse for a gar-

bage bucket that has recent-

ly made its appearance in

the Worcester Dining Com-

rel its lot in life. For those

who fail, counseling should

be made available.

Richard L. Fahey

Georgia S. Galiatsatos

Sylvan

r^

0^ The Commater Area Govenui
pres«nt5x

A Christmas Shoppers Bus

To ^^
Sat, Dec. 15 th

Only $10 (wow)
TIHKD _0£ SHOPF I NG?111
CD TO:

DINNER
A MUSEUM
A MOVIE
A WALK

A FRIENDS

ETC.

LEAVES
HAG IS M.\LL, UMASS.. .9:00.nm

LEAVES
BOSTON COMMONS. . .8:00pni

PIOPLE INTLKKSTED IN (101 NG ON TiilS TRIP MUST

REGISTER AND I'AY IN ADVANCE ($10) AT THK

COMMUTER OKEICE. 404 STUDENT UNION BUILDING,
UNIVERSII'Y OF MASSACHUSETTS. FOR MORE INFO

PLEASE CAI,L. . .545-2 145

:ji:(,i:;'r;:R '-.y TiinRsnAV, Di.c. ivth

Opening the doors

Doors. To hold them or

not to hold them, that has

become the question.

Whether 'tis nobler to suf-

fer the slings and arrows

of outrageous indignation,

or to take arms against a

sea of doors and by oppos-

ing stop them—from slam-

ming into the person

following behind you.

Like it or not, doors have

ferred is not what was im-

plied, but in the brief and

anonymous encounter the

follower cannot judge

holder's thoughts, only his

actions.

This anonymity of the

holder to the follower is as

much a cause of the result

of that non-gender based

door holding is now a

political symbol as is the

become a poHtical symbol relationship of women to

in our socilety...to hold or "^en in our society. It says

not to hold. And now by

"hold," I do not mean the

gallant gesture of the

1940s movie during which

the actor's hat falls off as a

result of his bending low

but, rather the effort

taken to insure that the

door you open doesn't

close on the next person

coming through the door-

way. An effort that I think

reflects courtesy and im-

plies a certain inter-

connectedness of people in

sf>ciety

something about the

anonymity with which we
live.

In a community as large

as UMass, courtesy is not

expected. This lack of ex-

pectation, combined with

the fact that we live in an

age in which roles are not

as clearly defined as they

once were, and in a society

wherein we do not have

the type of familiarity that

breeds the feeling of int«r-
j

connectedness that brings

the expectation of the door

Oncein a while though, a being held simply out of

door is held out of courtesy courtesy, results m the

and this sense of inter

connectedness—without a

glance behind to determine

the follower's gender—but

the symbol of the held door

is misinterpreted as a

political statement, imply-

ing a desire for continued

subservience. What is in-

fact that the follower can-

not gauge the holder's in-

tention but only his action,

and the holder is judged,

sometimes rightly,

sometimes wrongly. To

hold or not to hold...

Andrew M. Paven is a

Collegian Columnist

All letters must be iii||rned and inrlude the writer'i

address and telephone number, which will not be

published. Pleaae type double spared at 67

characters per line. Due to space limitations and

the volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All lettera are

subject to editing for clarity and length.

LEARN TO FLY

COLLEI
FLYING CLUB

• rwE coatee STUDtNTS wacoi«t
•CciJOSt CRtOlT PDSSlBLt

UNOCRGRAIXKTES NTEOED WN
25J-M75 «5-?577

Editorial colum
nists and car

toonists: there will

be an important

meeting tonight at

6 in the newsroom.

Be there!

ABRAXASGALLERY
199 N. Pleasant Street Amherst, Mass. 01002253-7401

Discover ABRAXAS
for Gifts

Ceramic • Blown Glass
Collectable Soft Dolls

Other Unique Items

Men. -Sat. 10-5:30 Thurs til 8:00 Sun. 12:30-4:30
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OPINION
The opinions on this page are those ot the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect
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Where's our government?
The time has come to ask the

Undergraduate Student Senate

some questions about what it has

done this semester.

The senate has for the past few

years been unable to get out of its

own way. Senators use the weekly

meetings to air personal dif-

ferences with each other, to play

out their roles as would-be

legislators, and to display to the

19,000 students they represent

that they are ineffective.

This semester has been no ex-

ception. For every step forward

the senate has taken, it has fallen

two back.

A prime example was the

senate's work on gay and lesbian

rights. At the Sept. 26 meeting,

senators voted down a motion

passed by the Student Govern-

ment Association Budgets Com-
mittee to bar funding to "sexual

preference groups" like the Peo-

ple's Gay Alliance and the Lesbian

Union. But three weeks later,

they rejected a proposal to fund a

Gay and Lesbian Awareness
educator who would have provid-

ed counseling to students on

homosexual rights and issues.

SGA leaders have made no con-

crete progress toward reaching an

agreement with administrators on

disputed proposals for revising

the Code of Student Conduct.

Last spring. Dean of Students

William F. Field and Associate

Dean Robert N. Brooks drafted

provisions for "interim action,"

whereby a student could be

suspended without a hearing, and

for abolishing the practice of

allowing lawyers to represent

students before campus
disciplinary boards.

SGA co-President Rick Patrick

has rightly denounced these

measures as infringements of stu-

dent rights. Student leaders

drafted their own revisions over

the summer and planned to meet

with Field and Brooks this

semester to iron out the dif-

ferences. But no such meeting has

I taken place.

The code, the last word on

students' rights and respon-

sibilities and University
disciplinary procedures, has not

undergone major revision for two
decades. The SGA and the dean of

students office agree that certain

additions—such as .rules against

computer crime and more com-

prehensive definitions of racial

and sexual harassment— are
urgently needed. But Patrick says

he doesn't "see any great rush" to

produce mutually approved
changes.

Other student concerns the

SGA has been slow to address in-

clude the SGA constitution and

revamping of the on-campus hous-

ing swing space policy.

The swing space issue, which af-

fects all students unable to secure

regular dormitory rooms at the

beginning of the semester, has

been on the senate's agenda for

three weeks. Last week it fell prey

to another fit of apathy when the

57 senators needed for quorum
never assembled. This was the

third time this semester that a

session was adjourned because the

senate could not muster enough of

its members to hold a meeting.

Work on the constitution, which

would give students more in-

fluence on administrative pro-

cedures if passed by the Trustees,

has been left to SGA co-President

and student Trustee Jim Keller,

who cannot do it alone.

Time has always been important

to students. The more of it stu-

dent senators spend fighting

among themselves, the more of it

SGA leaders spend pro-

crastinating and congratulating

themselves, the more we will lose.

We need a strong voice ^t our

university, and we deserve better

representation.

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority opinion of the

. Collegian's Board ofEditors.

^'<0ull5
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Not exactly my best wishes
I don't want anybody to think that I've

^one soft all of a sudden. Some of my
friends were circulating just such a vicious

rumor after reading my mushy foray inU)

sentimentality of last Friday. It is in the in-

terest of dispelling any such notions that 1

now declare 'tis the season to present my
hitter (and freijuently abusive) worst

wishes for the coming year. In this spirit, I

have compiled a list of bad boys and girls

whose st<Kkings should be filled by Santa's

reindeer. Here we go—

•The Mexican Army. You guys

destroyed ten thousand tons of my favorite

combustible this year. I swear, that should

Ije illegal.

• Hecklers. I don't care how fashionable

you are. You all deserve to develop acute

laryngitis before every job interview and

marriage proposal in your miserable lives.

•Whoever sets the pnces for the Tex-

tbook Annex. How about doing us all a

favor and going back to Transylvania with

the rest of the bloodsucking parasites.

•Mrs. George Bush. Congratulations!

You have won the grand prize for the

lowest-class remark of this past (or any

other) presidential election. A free scholar-

ship to the Eddie Murphy School of Eti-

quette is all yours.

•Ray Shamie. It is my sincere hope that

you spend all of your riches trying to get

elected to some office and end up living in

Roxbury waiting for welfare checks.

•Senator Jesse Helms. I include you here

just on general principles.

•Louis Farrakhan. Ditto for you, loud-

mouth.

•All the voters in this great Com-

monwealth that somehow pulled levers for

Ronald Reagan and John Kerry on the

same day. In my estimation, the average

laboratory rat has a better grasp of the

issues than you do. Next time, stay at home

and read GQ.

William J. Spain

• polluters. I would love to move you out

of your cosy suburban homes and make you

live in the shacks of Bhopal. India. Don't

worry about your subdivisions falling into

disrepair. The orphans will keep them up

nicely.

•Terrorists. May the end of next year

have all of you fanatics either rotting in jail

or bleeding to death in the street. There is

nothing even the slightest bit amusing

about you and your antics.

•Americans who profess deep patriotism

but think nothing of cheating on their

taxes. Have you ever heard the cliche "put

your money where your mouth is?"

•Everyone whose greatest ambition in

life is to own an expensive car or three.

This greeting is on behalf of the blighted

children in the Republic of Idonwahna-

Behungri.

•People who buy coats made out of Ijmx,

fox, seal, or sable fur. Nothing would

please me more than to watch you struggl-

ing in a leg trap until someone came along

and skinned you. Must you use our animal

neighbors as status symbols?

•Racists and bigots of all colors. If you

are so displeased with your fellow

passengers on Spaceship Earth, I will be

happy to help you overboard. Just call me

do the Collegian and I'll come around to

your house.

In closing, I have to mention Augusto

Pinochet, Wayne Newton, Idi Amin,

George Steinbrenner, Jeane Krk- itri*'

swaggering cops, rapists, t ri

assorted criminal slime, and evt .-yt iie w
violently objects to the nirkna

"ZooMass." See you next semeste* ,
feii )v\

units.

William J. Spain is a Collegvi^ <oi '

nist.
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* Christmas Sale *
Starting Dec. 12, '84 thru Dec. 19, '84 only.

• Special Pavlova Sale on all items

40% Off!!

• Full Line of Jean Nate

20% Off

• the Maja Line by Myrurgra

10% off

• Channel GIFT SETS 10% Off

Plus an additional 10% off

ANY PERFUME IN STOCK!!

• 10% off ANY Men's Cologne

""™d5"off$1 .00 off
on any

Christian Dior

purchase
with this coupon
expires 12/19/84

I
I

I
I

1

on Pantene
Brushes & Combs
with this coupon
expires 12/19/84

$5.00 off
- on all I

I
Kent Brushes

j

with this coupon |

^xgiresJ2/29/^

COLLEGE 9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9

4 MAIN STREET AMHERST

Phone 253-2523

Don't Miss the Entertainment!

Upstairs: From the Palace in Boston

Jeff Taylor
Downstairs:

Gordy Milne

^ \^^

THE SAME AS
LAST WEEK
FOR 12 MIN. PERIODS
ALL NIGHT LONG

rM
\ .^^^ ^ co^-\.,«d^ jiie^•"•^d^y

w

m

JUSTIN
Private party sponsored by Jl&Crew

BUT YOU MUST
HAVE ATICKETU

Tickets ? free& available everywhere!
You must have a ticket to get in. .

.

This is a private party!

more info? call 256-1059———————— yiiiiii NM
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Holiday Special Staff

Editor

Cover Design
(" itors

N. ... Hydt.

Nancy Bukar,

John O'Connell

Mark Roden
Count RamJn Zahed,

Andy Heller, Rita Murphy, Laura Yee.

Bradford M.J. Verier and his little

helpers.
Prwluction

L>'jint".riu.>. .*i;'-

T m "'*'>'

M'huster, Kathyrn 1

r, Kim
r;rn. i .mferri j

s

15% Off Storewide Sale
gift certificates now

available in any amount

B. fr^

I

I

s

HOURS
Mon. thruJ ri 1 0am to ^pm

S.ilurdav K'ain to 4pm

Holiday Gift

Certificates

253-9996
Vl« k Ml^lt'll<»'^< ACLCIW^

The ultimate in nail fashion

and skin beauty"

MANICimES
« HOT OIL * StJDSY
r^CULPTED NAILS. 90LA« NAILS

. WHUtLFOOL rOOT BEAimTtCATION
. FACE 4 BODY WAXING

• NAIL ARTISTRY
• rAClALS

Gentlemen -

for the women in your life,

a gift of beauty

?(inMMiitiomiiM«li»aiiiimMniaiiiiiMM«icMiiiiiiiiniaii"'i*w»«OH
MOiiiNHMiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiioji

ptnontH ch0cks »cc*ptud
Holiday Hours:

Mon-Fri 10-9

IN THE CAA4PUS PLAZA Sat 10-6

Next to Super Slop & Shop. Rte 9 Hadiey Amherst Lme SUR 10-5

I

Happy Holidays
Hie . Restaurant

from

Him^b

This Weeks Special:

MOLSON BOTTLES 99«

SCREWDRIVERS 99*
Fantastic Munchie Menu 55 university Drive

with reduced prices 3-6, 9-close 549-5713

onigi
Wednesday 12th Dec.

A hoppin', poppin', boppin, dance party with

THE BOUNCE
plus D.J. Tony Kord only $2.00 - Merry Xmas

Thursday 13th Dec

D.J. MARK STONEHAM

Mixing the Dance Recipe

Pre-Exam Weekend Wind Up

Friday 14th

The Diskecentric Duo
They astound with sound
Saturday 16th

D.J. ANDREW WOLFE (sheep-boy)
KISS 106 P.M. Boston

When you've successfully completed all your exams join us for a

great big Christmas Party with the 60's sound of

'GIRLS NIGHT OUT
Saturday December 22nd

$5.00 cover

Positive I.D.'s required at door

\imfii sjtm KiBiKimPTii im. mmnn

EI ^1^1

INC

.

Over 1300 Audio and Video

Laser Discs in stock

228 Triangle St.

Amherst, MA
549-7121

Pioneer Valley

Data Equipment

Specializing in

Student Rentals

Reserve a Terminal Now
for next Semester

Video Terminals
Printers
Modenns Semester Rentals

Available

259 Tr^JBr lyiti iDt/Peet:

Amherst
543-1 OIT'

I

Wednesday. December 12. 1984 .Collegian i?

vj
'-/A.^ Student Special

x^ . ./. 1 HOUR
TUB for

Yt HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mail)

D a c e Club
CHRISTMAS PARTY ALL WEEK

^wiiimti

Joftothart Reid

20% Off
Our Entire Stock

of Sweaters

such famous makers as

Jantzen, Pendleton,

Damon
and more

I Hampshire Mali
mum

BAR DRINKS
AH Night - AH Week

(Vodka - Gin - Rum - Tequila

Whiskey - Scotch - Bourbon)

NBA ACTION - CELTICS and 76ERS - 7:30

On the largest TV screen in town!

No Cover

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

93 Boltwood Walk

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-7779

Wednesday thru Saturday

Kathryn Hepburn
Cr Spencer Tracy!

!

Woman of the Year

Adams Rib 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHE

7:00 J!

WITH THIS
AD

Come in and see

LARGE SELECTION the Valley's largest

TO CHOOSE FROM selection of sweaters!

Sporting Gift ideas ...

Racquets for-

Tennis, Racquetball

and Squash

Hockey Equipment
Skates, Sticks,

Protective Gear

N »

If there's a Sportsman or

woman on your Gift List, then

a trip to the all new Fenton's

is a must for your Christmas

shopping.

LARGE SELECTION OF
Nike & Bike Sportswear
and Athletic Clothing

In between finals and studying,

take a break and coast on into

THE SPOKE
and enjoy our constant low prices.

All Dometic Bottle beer $1.10

Most Well Drinks $1.25

Becks Beer $1.30

Try our latest drink "The Hollywood'

Enjoy our relaxing atmosphere.

P.C. and Music on us.

The Spoke Bone wishes you

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

from the All New
FENTON'S

ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 Main St.. Amherst 353-3973

Open Monday thru Friday 9-5.30

Saturday 0-4

The Spoke
35 East Pleasant St.

Amherst

A drinkery to meet,

relax and enjoy.
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A "strict" Santa hears requests forpeace
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

World Peace, good grades, cars...those are some
of the items that top the Christmas List for college

students this year, according to one who would

know: Santa Claus.

This Santa Claus does not receive holiday re-

quests in the reclusive North Pole, but amidst the

Santa: the same reqvesta...

holiday hustle and bustle of the Hampshire Mall in

Hadley, where hundreds of children and kids at

heart sit on his lap to have a picture taken and to

make their special requests.

Santa, alias Phillip Brooks, 66, of Florence, said

he is "a strict Santa," and tells grownups the same
thing he tells children:*'Be good to your parents,

your roommates, be honest with yourselves, and

BRUSH YOUR TEETH, and I'll be good to you this

Christmas."

Brooks, a retired postmaster, spends about 30
hours a week impersonating Santa Claus at the

mall, and has said he looks through toy catalogs to

keep up on the latest toys. He said he was hired as a
Santa Claus after answering a job advertisement in

a newspaper and has been Ho-Hoing every holiday

season for four years.

Many of his customers are college students, who

don't consider themselves too old to have their pic-

ture taken with Santa.

"You know, sometimes it's touching what these

college kids will ask for for Christmas. This year

they are asking for things like World Peace and an

end to world hunger," Brooks said.

"Then again, you still hear the requests for

blondes, brunettes, a date with a popular film star.

A lot of them want good grades, and a lot of them

want to get home safely. A lot of the girls want

boyfriends and the boys want cars, just like it

always has been," Brooks said.
.year after year.

k>es he ever get tired?Does

...and the envelopes, please: Cinemascoop Awards '84
By COUNT RAMIN ZAHED
Collegian Staff

As the landmark year of 1984 is reaching its end, it is

time once again to pick the best and the worst of the enter-

tainment industry. The year marked the release of such

popular fUms as Gremlins and Ghostbusters, film adapta-

tions of classics like Under the Volcano and The Bosto-

nians, and motion pictures about music makers ranging

from Mozart to Prince. During the past twelve months, we

also saw many embarrassing moments: Sheena of the

Jungle, Dolly Parton's Rhinestone, and Stephen King's

Children of the Com were only a few of those Hollywood

events we could easily do without. One could go on forever

discussing the tragic turkeys. Therefore let us simply go

ahead with the official 1984 annual Cinemascoop

Christmas Awards.

The Shirley Temple Award: (to a child performer who

managed to turn our stomachs with her superficial

ultracutesie mannerisms in two of the year's worst movies

Firestarter and Irreconcilable Differences) Drew Bar-

rymore.

The Huff-and-Puff-tili-I-Blow-Your-House-Down
Award: to Prince for his mascara and masculinity(!) in

Purple Rain.

The Madonna Belly-Button Award: to aquawoman
Darryl Hannah, for her smooth naivete and natural beauty

in Splash.

The Reagan Approval Award: to director John Miliiis

for his idiotic paranoid movie about a group of kids

resisting the Russian invasion of America, Red Dawn.
The Butterfield Dorm Award: to a hip-cool-low-key-

off-beat movie loved by the Liquid Sky generation, Repo
Man.
The William Buckley Jr. Award: to a decadent, stuffy

arts film saturated with ennui, Swann in Love, a film with

a lot of nice furniture and very little plot, with Jeremy
Irons trying to speak and look French, in vain.

The Joan Collins Award: to Kathleen Turner, who
sizzled in Crimes of Passion and swooned in Romancing
the Stone.

The Say-it-Ain't-So-Steve Award: to director

Spielberg for a violent and disappointing sequel to

Raiders of the Lost Aik.

The Jessica Lange/Sam Shepard Chemistry Award:
to Richard Gere and Diane Lane in The Cotton Club.

The We-Only-Had-One-Good-Movie Award: to

Nastassja Kinski and Dudley Moore who each came up
with two flops not even comparing to Tess and Arthur.

The Miss Piggy Breakdance Award: to the slimy

Gremlin who stole the show with his breakdance routine in

the bar scene.

The Ed Jeye's Most Over-Rated Film Award: to

GhfMtbusters which was saved only by the brilliance of

Bill Murray, who also tried to rescue The Razor's Edge,

but failed.

The Anthony Perkins Insanity Award: to the readers

of this column who waste their precious time reading the

words of a madnrum.

That's all, folks. Until next semester, keep screening.

Happy Holidays, Bonnes Vacances, Feliz Navidad, etc.

Best Comeback 1984: Steve Martin

DaytonTires

SNOW
TIRES

POLYESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

$ 00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No mtarvst
on 17 MONTHS CITENOCO

i>«ruiMT Pim cm oatton
nf vex VMO CHMtOf ON

THffS » DtPrvKt

credit

established
in minutes

A78-J3

E78-t4

F78-14

G78-I4

G78-J5

H78-15

34.00

44.00

45.00

48.00

45.00

43.00

34
A78-13

RADIAL
White Wall

Size Price

P15S/80R13

P165/80RI3

P185/80Rt3

P195/75Rt4

P205/75RI5

P215/75R15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

fHRKTMAS BOXED CARDS
\^ Y()t4 11 find a specialyule tide

nishfor ei ^ery'on^ onyour list.

M 00 per iffe

^KMftiorwil lof

Pf<cei tociude Mournmq
• P'mMA wies M» •

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tlr»s Also Spmeimlly Pricmd

NorthAmherst Tire
» & Auto Center

"FuH Service Tire Store"

78 S«inderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704H Open
M-F9-5
S«11-4

Holidaysof lightandhope
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

The holuiay season means more than

just Christmas and Rudolph The Red-

Nosed Reindeer.

The end of December marks a time of

celebration for many religions and

cultures, and the common themes of all

are the celebration of lights and the com-

ing of spring. The lighting of the

candlabra for the Jewish Hanukkah and

African Kwanza celebrations, and the

electric lights on Christmas evergreens

and on some houses, all signify the hope

that from the dead of winter, spring will

come again.

Winter Solstice, an ancient agricultural

hoUday celebrated on Dec. 21, welcomes

the rebirth of the sun and the coming of

light. The solstice is the shortest day of

the year, and after that day, until the

summer solstice June 21. the days become

gradually longer.

For Jewish people, the holiday is known

as Hanukkah, or tiie Festival of Lights.

The literal translation means "rededica-

tion of the Altar" and celebrates the suc-

cessful revolt against the Maccabees in

167 B.C. A Menorah (a candlabra with

eight places) is lit each night for eight

nights and gifts are given.

"Hanukkah represents a struggle for

the freedom to live as Jews. They weren't

allowed to practice the religion as they

chose; it was a fight for religious and

other liberties," Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of

UMass Hillel said.

Hanukkah is also seen as a "representa-

tion of assimilation," Perlmutter said.

"Part of the message of Hanukkah is

spiritual freedom," he stud.

Third is the concept of the Festival of

Lights. "This is the common aspect that is

shared with just about every holkiay at
this time. It's a sense of the coming of
light after winter," Perlmutter said.

Kwanza, the African celebration of the

First Fruits, begins on Dec. 26 and ends

Jan. 1. It is marked by the lighting of

seven candles (one for each day) in a

Kinara, a traditional candlabra. The
candles represent the seven principles,

considered to be the foundation of African

society.

Kwanza, translated as "first" in

Kiswahilj, represents the celebration of
' the first harvest, the labor for the harvest

and the growth of the seeds planted.

And then there's Christmas. Father

Joseph Quigley of the Newman Center at

UMass said of Christmas, "This is a major

holiday in the Christian churdi. It's the

day that, in the Christian belief, God
became a man in Jesus Christ."

Before the birth of Christ, "Man turned

from God and a restoration had to take

place," Quigley said. "The coming (of

Jesus) was going to restore man in God's

friendship."

Northamptonshelteroffers

holidaycheer forhomeless

AMERICAN CREETNCS J

By RITA MURPHY
C'ollegian Staff

h's cold this evening in Northampton. The
pace on Main St. is quick. Hoards of holiday

shoppers carrying packages stroll past

Thornes Market. A bus stops, bodies pile

into it. and it leaves. The shoppers are

gone. The sky darkens. On the corner of

King and Main street sits a lone figure,

rummaging through a bag.

I like Mondays. I find a lot of things.

IxK)k. a hat. Nice isn't it. Home, not gonna

go home. Thisiso.k. It's cold though.

"You go to school. 1 like UMass too.

Sometimes I take the bus. I like the room

wilh all the games. It's fun. It's warm."

His name, he says, is Ted. and he is just

one of hundreds who find themselves

homeless in this area.

One place in Northampton that is trying to

help the homeless is Jessie House, the

area's only emergency shelter for those

without a roof over their head.

Jessie House provides shelter for up to 25

people per day. but because of limited space

has to turn away from 80 to 100 people a

month. Last month alone, the house had to

turn away .'>7 families. 25 men. 10 women

and four couples without children, ac

cording to Pricilla White, director of Jessie

House

.

"Its hard to turn them away, but if we're

full, and we usually are. there isn't much we

can do. We try to call other shelters, but

there are those we just can't find help for,"

White said.

The nearest shelter is in Holyoke. she

isaid.

John Sheehan. executive director of the

United Way in Northampton, said the

problem of the homeless is "a huge one

which is getting worse instead of getting

better

"The rents downtown (Northampton) have

quadrupled in the past few years. Low
income families just can't afford to pay

them. They're out in the streets. (The

United Way) is helping more people now
than ever, but there are a lot more people

to help than ever before.

Sheehan has been with the United Way for

12 years and said the past three have been

the most difficult that he has seen in this

area in dealing with the homeless.

"Poverty in this area is invisible. Most

people don't think it exists. But it does. It's

definitely gotten worse over the last four

years and with the proposed (Reagan

Administrations) budget cuts. well, it

doesn't look good. Nationwide, the United

Way has raised less than $2 billion over the

last three years while the federal gover-

nment has cut $35 billion from the budget.

It's hard everywhere, including here," he

said.

in .Amherst there is no shelter to house the

h<»meless. but the .Amherst Survival Center

dtK*s provide food and clothing for the

needy in the area.

Kvangeline Westcott. dirwtor of the

center, said there is "a growing number of

young people between the ages of 18 and 24

who may or may not have had problems

with alcohol and drugs but just can't get

their life together. They've given up."

Not everyone who pa.sses through the

center is homeless, .some are, some have
homes but no food, and .some have food but

no clothing, Westcott said. La.st December
over 2000 people passed through the

center, most seeking warmth and food, she

said.oeiier. .......

Want to buy Trivial Pursuit, computers?

Cabbage Patch dolls (ha!) You're too late

Consensus has it that the hottest holiday

gift items include Cabbage Patch dolls

again, video cassette recorders and the

board game Trivial Pursuit. Consensus also

has it that if consumers still want to buy

these items in time for Chanukkah or

Christmas, they ought to think again.

Empty shelves meant for displaying gifts

in demand prove that eager consumers with

fat wallets are willing to spend their very

la.st dollar this season. Economists say the

economy is better and marketers are

capitalizing on that advantage.

Jim Copen. customer relations manager at

K Mart in thj' Hampshire Mail, said,

"Business is better than last year and some

of the empty shelves are definitely showing

that."

"Demand is certainly out doing the

supply." he said.

(open said K Mart ha.s been out of Cab

bage Patch dolls. Alphie 2. a computer that

asks and gives questions and Transformer,

a toy that changes from a robot to a car. for

three weeks. He does not expect any more

shipments before the holidays.

LAURA YEE

This Holiday Season

Make Giving An Art.

A Fine Art.

THIS YEAR, GIVE PLEASURE.

GIFT CERTIFICATES FROM THE

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT

HALL. GOOD FOR TICKETS TO

THE 1984-1985 SEASON'S

PERFORMANCES OFFERING,

"THE BEST OF EVERYTHING".

^ Fine Arts llenter

n Cancert Hall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSfTTS AT AMHERST

FordetaiKcall (413) 545-2511
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Books for the mind and the table
Bv BRADFORD J. MICHAEL VERIER AND HIS

LITTLE HELPERS

Writer Lenore Hershey said, "do give books- religious or

otherwise for (the holidays). They're never fattening,

seldom sinful, and permanently personal." The remarkable

array of books published this year makes this an especially

good -season to follow her advice

Foremost among the fine fiction is Stvallow, by D. M.

Thomas (Viking $16.95). An extrapolation of his earlier

book Ararat, Swallow is enigmatic, shocking, and at times

erotic, and always funny.

In a similar vein is Thomas McGuane's ne Bushwatked

Piano (Vintage, $5.95), a yuck a minute chronicle of a

madman's trek from Detroit to Florida. He encounters an

oddball assortment of characters ranging from spoiled rich

girls to artistic, hvperchondriac peripelics. all with

delusions of grandeur. Random House has also published

McCiuane's book. Something to be Desired.

Grandeur and delusion play a large part in Ashby, by

Maurice Valency (Schocken$15.95». an entertaining fic

titious biography of a New York artist during the

Depression. Tom Robbins has released his fourth book.

Jitterbug Perfume , a wild fantasy of a janitor who has

found a bottle which contains what very weU may be " the

secret essence of the universe'. And Michael Tournier has

a fascinating selection of short stories in his collection. The

Fetishist (Doubleday $13.95)

Poetry in a speculative vein has been collected in Robert

lunDrrnL lfgiatiinnR^COLLIGlATE HOLIDAYS

COLLEGE VACATION EXPERTS
Serving Bermuda from
NY. Boston, and Washington. DC

SOI Madiyjn Avenue

New York. NY 10022

|212) 35S-470S for brochure

(800) 223-0694 for reservations

louiudr N T si.»tc)

Frazier's anthology Burning With a Vision: Poetry of

Science and the Fantastic. Although of inconsistent

quality, it does contain some fine work by Brian Aldiss,

Michael Bishop, Roger Zelazny and many lesser-known

authors. Ursula LeGuin contributed a few low-caliber

verses not much better that those collected in her terrible

Hard Words. Frazier has balanced these with some gems

by the ever erudite Thomas Disch. Burning With a Vision

is available for $14.75 ($8.75 paper) from Owiswick Press.

Box 8243 Philadelphia, PA 19101.

Philip Jose Farmer, who is among the featured poets in

Burning With a Vision, is one of the featured authors in

Fantastic Lives: Autobiographical Essays by Notable

Science Fiction Writers, edited by Martin H. Greenberg

(Southern Illinois University Press. $15.00). Interesting

and insightful. Fantastic Lives offers articles by such

visionaries as Harlan Ellison. Barry Malzberg, A.E. Van

Vogt and R.A. Lafferty

Science fiction writers are not the only artists who have

graced us with autobiographies this year. The great

Georges Simenon has printed his Intimate Memoirs

(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, $22.95), detailing his life from

his numerous sexual liasons to the unfortunate suicide of

his daughter, Marie Jo. Heinrich Bolls short book. What's

To Bec(rme of the Boy (Knopf, $11.95) tells of his youth

during Hitler's reign. The reader is left to determine how

his experience affected his subsequent books, such as The

Lost H<mor ofKatarina Blum

.

Another witty collection is Stanislaw I^m's Imaginary

Magnitude (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. $15.95). A sort of

sequel to A Perfect Vacuum (reviews of nonexistent

booksl./wioytnari/ Magnitude has introduction and for

wards to imaginary books. BUI Cardo.so's gathering of

articles. The Maltese Sangweech & Other Heroes

(Atheneum, $15.95) is humorous and Uluminating. Hunter

S. Thompson has said of Cardoso "I'd forgotten how much

pure fun and pleasure it is to read the bastard."

More serious is A.W. Brian Simpsons CannabaUsm and

the Common Law: The Story of the Tragic Last Voyage of

the Mignonette and the Strange Legal Proceedings to

Which it Gave Rise (University of Chicago Press. $25.00).

A fascinating study of legal history, it details the

prosecution of three men. adrift after being shipwrecked,

who had sacrificed a boy for food. Simpson examines the

ramifications of survivalistic cannibalism, while at the

same time painting an evocative picture of the tune.

Wedaeaday, December 12. 1984
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Laurie Anderson's United State*: pertinent and

hilarious

Recommended for those with a morbid scholarly bent.

Arthur C. Clarke's Ascent to Orbit (John Wiley & Sons.

$19.95). while packaged as a coffee table book, is a

collection of his scientific papers. Published by the people

who print your textbooks, these are the writings which led

to Clarke winning the 1982 Marconi award. What for'.' He

designed those satellites that make syndicated

TV, possible. Gawd bless him!

Although not quite a .song book, United States by Laurie

Anderson (Harper Colophon. $29.92, $19.95 paper) has

been released. The visual accompaniment to her eight hour

performance work, the book stands on its own. The text is

both pertinent and hilarious:"Her boyfriend was never in a

bad mood he was in a bad mode. Modey kind of guy. The

romance was kind of rocky and she kept saying: Man oh

man like it's so digital. She just meant that the relationship

was on again, off again'.' Great book, great pictures; a must

to entertain the relatives.

Perhaps the best of the photo books this year is Diane
Arbus: Magazine Work (Aperure, $35.00). Frilled with

haunting, lonely photographs that did not appear in her

earlier monograph, the book features works commissioned

for periodicals.

The problem with giving books as holiday gifts is that

their size and weight betray them, also the fact that they

don't rattle when shaken. Neverthless, the delight in

receiving a good book greatly dismisses any disap-

pointment in knowing what one's present is.

Other vacation spots may be okay for

those Freshmen and Sophomoric types

that don't know any better, but by the time

you've made it to the higher classes, we
Kope you've learned something.

By now, you should know that Bermuda
College Weeks are as much fun and as

carefree, but with a difference. There's a little

more atmosphere here. There are free buffet

lunches at our top hotels, our smashing
beach parties, our steel bands and calypso

bands, our complimentary cruises and, of

course, our gorgeous pink beaches and
beautiful weather.

So this year make use of your education-

come to Bermuda, where you can carouse

with class, get wild in style.

See your Travel Agent for details.

Bennuda

V Bermuda CoUegeWeeks,1985. March 2 to April D. J

14K GOLD
JEWELRY

Daniel Smith
25 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 256-0710

Hours:
M-F 10 am - 5 pm
Sat 10 am - 2 pm ,

AMEX. VISA. MC |

\

present the stereo system values of

the year ... ^nd just in time for Christmas!

TE 320 TOP
SPEAKERS RATED

($500/pr. value)

AKAI
APD3 DIRECT DRfVE
PULLY AUTO TURNTABLE ($23935 value)

NIKKO
NR 700 RECEIVER
90 watts DIGITAL 3 yr. warranty ($399. value)

EMPIRE
20p0Z CARTRIDGE

$69995
($175 value)

$1315

value!

SAVE OVER $600!

100 TOP RATED

BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
$250/PAIR VALUE

$6995 EACH

SAVE OVER 50%
/NIKKO

STEREO SYSTEM

NIKKO
NR320 RECEIVER 28 w/ch, 2 spkr

switching 3 yr warranty

NIKKO
NP500II TURNTABLE belt drive, semi

auto EMPIRE cartridge

SPEAKERS T/E 70 2 way air suspension
6" fluid-cooled layered woofer
3/4" spring donr»e tweeter 5 year warranty

a $610 value

NOW $299.95
the only real stereo system

available at this price!

CAR STEREO
SALE

LRS 12 RECEIVER, 15 w/rms/ch. with 'accuglide' tape transport,

dolby, loudness, mono/st, UDC, DX

LS 70 SPEAKERS
6x9 mounting, 6" woofer,

3/4" spring dome tweeter,

fluid cooled voice colls

A $430 value!1
.^?re

1 •»«<>.>«>

o 00
ogOCJ c:j f:3 o [- 'LJ '.J 1

4 B g 5 B B B n
r ^ 1

$2999^

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET open thurs &

AMHERST ^"'^'^^ 253-3100
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Move Yourself, All Your Stuff,
And Save, Too!

x^^ •-

MOVING ON?
North

Amh«rst
Motors

7*' S V /

^

"^eie^v"

RENT A
TRUCK OR CARGO VAN

FROM

North Amherst
Moto^rs

TnEjcoNO\U(^ALWAlJO^
^^'^^ SAVF 10%

No. Amherst

It's as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.

Compare costs before you make plans (or moving at the end ol

the semester.
If you're 18 or older and have a v-alid driver's hcense. you can

use a Ryder truck, rent it-here. leavr it there. Load up your

stereo. lO-speed. clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no

doubt, for one or two friends with their things to share the cost

Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus

Plus shipping
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most depcnda

ble fleet in the world Ryder The best truck money can renL

FOR RESERVATION INFORMATION CALL LOCATION BELOW

549-2880
ol 1 lOl \l KOI M> IKIP

Kt MM Ol

NOKIH \MH»KSI MOIOKS
o^^^ iri < ks ok v WS

Refc-rwution v»ith dapowt and coupon

mult tM mad* pfKK to f»nt»l <l«y

Coupon appiiM <o ^^o^th Amh««t

Motort v«»»c»»« u»«l fof round trip

rentalt onty On* coupon pa> rentai

OTVOBI
5Mgooio I R i RYDER TRUCK RENTAL

No. Amherst Motors i

40 Montague Road

No. Amherst, MA

! 10% DISCOUNT CLIP

SAVE

I-....'. .1 .1 I S V w>H^i'» li...»Hrnl»l 'lu M>>» «->>l •»•

SEMESTER
ATSEA

PRESENTS A
SPECIAL

SLIDE SHOW

EXTRA
CASH for

2nd Semester,

& Experience

That COUNTS.

To h«lp vo« eorn lh« cosh voo n««d to

moke it through th« s«m«st«r, u*»v no*

xuotV. on interesting, locol, tempororv

jobs -port time doi»v, or o feu* full <>ov»

o iueekl HAony poiittoni don't require

typing or office tkils— just bright copobte

p«rsonotities Uke VOURS!

Co* or Come in Tockty!

OSTON SS7SS00
•UMIMOTON IT) 1470

CAMMKKX 5547115
FUnMMGHAM 87««SSt
OUMCV 7S*^t5«4
UMlTHflM 890-4404

ACTOM tA)9S««
LOUMll. 4Sa7SSS

Officv
MMNCMSTCH (MM)

MCTHIKN
6tJ iiai
6811791

Sp«cialists
NASHUA (NH)

^ MAOODV
STONCHAM

8S}«aso
sst^ato
4J8-4901

Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and

continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major

ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.

More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are

ottered.

STUDY SPACE IN DINING COMMONS

DURING FINALS

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16

through

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20

BERKSHIRE COMMONS

WORCESTER COMMONS
FRANKLIN COMMONS

Free coffee ond snocks will be

offered, courtesy of University

Food Service Deportment

8 pm. - midnight

PLACE AND TIME

Campus Center 904, 908 Dec. 10 7:30 PM
Campus Center 904, 908 Dec. 11 7 PM

Chadbourne Dec. 12 7:00 PM

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
SEMESTER At SEA TOLL FREE NUMBER (8001 854 019S

iversity

:sS /A

Arts
•"•'•"•"•*•'•"•*

'>x.:->..-^v:srBr;s^

2010: The sequel to the legend
By COUNT RAM IN ZAHED
Collegian Staff

Tu>o weeks ago, the stars and director of the movie 2010
met with members of the college press in Los Angeles to

talk about the m^ing of the film. What follows is a brief
summary of what was discussed.

Peter Hyams
, the courageous man who dared to direct a

sequel to the Kubrick classic appeared to be a bit tired of

comparisons made between him and the old master. He
said although he was originally "scared stiff of the in-

tensity of the project, 2010 turned out to be a very
emotional and personal film for him.
Hyams who has already dealt with outer space in films

like Capricorn One and OutUmd said. "Those previous
works helped me get accustomed with the visual aspects;

Keir Dullea. the ori^nal survivor of 2001, also

appears in the sequel

General Public:

bopping music
GENERAL PUBLIC
in the Student Union Ballroom

Sunday, December 9

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Probably the worst thing, the absolute worst thing,

would be if some diphead deejay tries to make General

Public Top Forty: they are simply too good for Kasey

Ka-sem's inane, scratchy observations; but with the punchy

pop sound of their debut album. AU The Rage, and their

danceable. ballad like single "Tenderness." I can hear the

jerk now:

"And wouldn't you know it. there are two members from r

what hit band who slept in a car for three weeks stumbling

from door to door trying to get what new album released?

What hit band now. has made themselves a hit smgle with

the song "Tenderness?" Why. it's the English Beats

Ranking Roger and Daaaaaavid WakeUng..." Oh. shut up.

Kasey...

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Darnd WaJc^v^g of General PytAic ^.uuie 0^ d^nc xn 0^ SUB Sunday

night. ^^^^__^__^^_^^————

—

however. I didn't want the effects to dominate the human
element of the movie. " He said he tried to get strong actors

like Roy Scheider and John Lithgow to give a warm feeling

to a film that is technically superb. Hyams mentioned that

he, himself, had been staring at the sky since he was a

young boy. He said "I tried to make a movie that would

make teenagers think about our world." Hyams noted

that working with author Arthur C. Clarke was simply

wonderful.

Clarke, who is one of the best known and most admired

authors of science fiction, seemed to be very pleased with

the film adaptation of his latest novel. He said the politics

involved in the movie are very prophetic considering the

fact that they were written more than a year ago. When
asked about the difference between 2010 and its sequel,

the brilliant scientist smiled and said. "2010 is certainly

more emotional; Stanley (Kubrickl will be jealous."

Roy Scheiders strong portrayal of Dr. Heywood Floyd is

one of 2010's main attractions. Displaying a healthy tan

and sunglasses. Scheider also radiated with satisfaction

about the completion of the project. Scheider mentioned

that his character is basically the one viewers see the

movie through. He said in contrast to 2001 which "left so

much in the air", this film is much more communicative.

.^long with the computer H.A.L.. Keir Dullea. who plays

Commander David Bow man. is the only member of the cast

of 2001 who also appears in the sequel. Dullea. whose

portrayal of Bowman plays an important part in both

movies, is another lesson in optimism. He said he loved the

film for what it had to say to the superpowers. Dullea said.

"1 think the idea of putting three rather unstable people in

outer space was good because science fiction needs

humor.' He also found his reunion with H.A.L. extremely

moving.

it is refreshing to see so much good w ill associated with a

science fiction film released in 1984. All this simplistic

idealism would definitely put a smile on George Orwell's

face.

"Iffel pretty fortunate to hatm been m some landmark

films. J really can not say which director I like UKtrhing

with beM. It is like trying to choose your fnvortt^ artist.

You can 't really choo^ betvfeen Velazquez and Rembrandt.

They all hatH" their own !(f>ecial characteristics. Kubrick

and Spielberg arc both technically astutf. and I really ev-

j(yyed untrking un(h Foxse. Collaborating unth Meryl Streep

in Still of the Night was also a great experience. I really

don't have anything sjHrific in mind fttr the future. I

UHTtddn't mind playing a inllainfora change, and! would

always welcome s<rmething like All That .lazz."

—Roy Scheider

Now the part al>out the car isn't true, hut everything else

is: Wakeling and Roger have imported Mickey Billingham

from Dexy's Midnight Runners to play keyboards, and

Horace Panler came in to provide the Public's bubbling

bass sounds; Stoker from the Specials is here, too.

What does it sound like? Well I don't like to use the word

'pop', because you then get everything from The l!ar

penters to Wham, and God knows, we don't want that; 1

can't, in respect to Bob Marley. say reggae, though il GP
had to be classified as anything it would have to be reggae,

kind of.. .And 1 don't like to say rock either, becau.se

they're just not. If you can just imagine a little funky jazz

fusion thrown in with a little reggae and enough pop to bop

to. you're all .set. And you should be sorry if you missed

Sunday night's UPC show at the Studnt Union Ballroom,

So why then, am I not mentioning the fact that I bopped

to death at the SUB on Sunday night? Because, if all goes

well, you should be reading this on Wednesday, and that,

to me, is too late for a concert review. Why? Hell. I don't

know, it has something to do with ads and what not. but

please, if you liked the Beat, go out and buy AU The Rage.

GP's strongest songs were "Tenderness"-- it's got Beat-

like unrequited-love lyrics but a pop sound: "I don't know
where I am. but I don't like it..." 'Are You Leading Me
On" is slow, with a rock beat, but goes quickly into mellow,

quick reggae, then slips back into rock. Never heard that

before. "As A Matter Of Fact" was a surprise crowd

pleaser, with Ranking Roger pounding on his drums and

running about the stage.

The album sounds good, but so so compared to them in

person, and how many bands can you describe like that?

Now. one last word for UPC: you put on good shows,

people, but paleeze give your security people Valium or

something, huh? I always feel like I'm going through

Turkish customs.

Fantasy and fun

in Shakespeare
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
December 12-15

Rand Theatre, UMass

By LORENA NOZZOLILLO
Collegian Correspondent

A Midsummer Night's Dream, Shakespeare's play of

unrequited love and supernatural mischief, has been

successfully brought to life by the UMass Theatre

Department. Director Lisa Kornetsky's play is a colorful,

lively production, which features an energetic cast,

beautiful costumes, and a fantastic set.

Scenic Designer Paul Gorfine's main set. a magical forest

where most of the play's action takes place, is beautifully

crafted and sets the mood for this enchanted comedy. A
large moon illuminates the stage, giving a surrealistic

effect to the play.

The residents of this forest are the fairies. The queen of

tjiese fairies is Titania. and the King is known as Oberon.

The comedy begins when two groups of mortals stumble

into the forest, and fall prey to the fairies' mischief.

The first mortals we see entering the forest are four

young lovers from Athens. Two of the young lovers,

Lysander and Hermia. are in love with each other but

cannot marry. Egeus, Hermia's father, wishes her to

marry Dem<*trius. another young man from Athens. While

Hermia turns her nose at Demetrius. Helena, her awkward
friend, would gladly have him. So. to escape her father's

rule. Hermia and Lysander escape into the woods, closely

followed by Demetrius and Helena. Another group of

mortals, a gypsy acting troupe, al.so enter the forest at this

time. This is where the fun begins.

Little known to the young lovers or the actors, the King

and the Queen of this forest are in the middle of a feud over

a servant boy. Also unknown to them, is that they will all

fall prey to the hijinks of a fairy called Puck,

Before the night is over, Puck, with the aid of a love

potion, creates havoc among the young lovers, when he

makes the mistake as to who should be in love with who.

For example, instead of making Demetrius fall for Helena

(as his master, Oberon instructed him to do) he makes

Lysander fall in love with Helena, leaving Hermia hurt and

confused.

Not even Titania, Queen of the fairies, can e.scape the

supernatural tricks of Oberon and Puck. By using his love

potion, Oberon causes Titania to fall in love with Bottom, a

player from the acting troupe. This would be demeaning
enough, but through his magic. Puck has given Bottom an

ass's head.

But all's well that ends well (no pun intended) and the

lovers are joined with the mate of their choice (i.e.

Ly.sander with Hermia, Demetrius with Helena), Bottom is

returned to normal, and peace is made with Oberon and
Titania.

Although most of Shakespeare's comedies would succeed

in making the audience chuckle, thanks to the comedic

talents of the ca.st. the audience at the Rand was prac-

tically rolling in the aisles.

Rick O'Neill was usually the clown of the show in UMass
productions of the past. This time O'Neill plays Peter

Quince (the leader of the acting troupe) whose wit is far

more subtle. The clowns are played by David Todd as

Bottom, and Oliver Wadsworth as Puck.

Todd is a gifted comedic actor who is hysterical as the

ham actor Nick Bottom. Wadsworth moves on the stage

with the grace of a cat. and is just as sneaky and playful.

Other members of the cast worth mentioning are Letitia

Ord as the rejected Helena, and Lawrence Devine, who
plays Demetrius with an air of statley elegance. Also

remarkable were all the actors in the misfit acting troupe,

who gave an hilarious production of a play called "Thisbe

and Pyramus".

A Midsummer Night's Dream is a play filled with

merriment and fantasy. It's the Theatre Department's

holiday gift to the university, so by all means indulge.
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FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
WORKSHOP FOR STUDY
ABROAD Informational

meeting for students who
expect to receive financial

aid for their study abroad

period. Herter 3rd floor

lounge, 4-5 p.m.

25 PLUS CLUB The last

meeting of older students

(grad. and undergrad) is

Wednesday Dec, 12. Come
and forget about finals for a

few hours. 4 7 p.m.. Faculty

Club.

'"NIGHT, MOTHER"
Pulitzer Prize winning play

by Marsha Norman starring

Mercedes McCambridge and

Phyllis Somerville. An
emotional portrayal of a

mot her /daughter
relationship. 8:00 p.m., Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall.

SPANISH CLUB CON
VERSATION HOUR The
Spanish Club invites

everyone interested in

speaking Spanish to its

tertuUa. Come speak

Spanish with us/all levels,

beginners to native

speakers. Refreshments.

2:30-4:00, 4th fk>or lobby

Herter Hall.

PREPARE rOR

MCAT*LSAT*GMAT
iSAT*ACT*DAT*GRE*CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE GMAT

DC Menu

LUNCH:
Cheesebui^r
Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASICS LUNCH:
Golden Burgers

Hungarian Noodle Bake

DINNER:
Stir Fry Beef

and Vegetables

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER:
Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce

2/2/86 Exam 1/26/85 Exam

Located in ^ c r^'

the Campus Center

Open A
M-F9-5, sat 1

f Photograoher Dwayn© Autery

LSAT MCAT
3/2/85 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

m^ ^^ n 1
1 Call Days Eves & "

I3S? ^temtoy-tl. Weekends

KHPMN 368 N. Pleasant St

Educational Center AmherSt
549-5780

For information at>out other centers

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Change your
tires NOW .

$^.99
4

per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuK Service Tre Store

re Swidcrljnd Rd No AmhaftI MA
S49-«704

TJr^You Feeling

STRESS?
'Learn to relieve it.^

bCome to a student]

Stress
Management
and Relaxation
Workshop

Dec. 12 4:30-6:30

Call 549-2671

ext 181

^for pre-registration'

j^yrjherinfo

SNnNINNINIiaiMIMMNtlOMIINIHIIiaiHNNNMiaNMIIIMIKanN^

'^IhatflMjicl^jdi^
SktufdMfWis'i

12% '

CASH QVLY, ALL SALBS VWAL, 'PRICES SUEJBCT ID OVWftf OV AVAliA^\urr/.
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Doonesbury

aCollegian "

By Garry Trudeau
Boopsie.i^myoui^

FILMCARBBRTAKIN6

PLAVI^FORlhe
RAMS, you Tmumv

i

iTMAPe AR£ X7^; ^

I WINK
somm
DO you

f

i

tMUL.OFTBi Ih^J^A PARK
mpestsiPB: ID FAm. a kjnp

OFXSPtRAm NBePFOR.MORe
ANPMORtATTBKriON lT<^i4IHAV5'

Been CALW? The FAlLURB OF

TODAY'S WEATHER

TODAY: A cloudy scene and a fifties-ish

one too (the temperatures, not the

TONIGHT: Cloudy again (let's hear it for

variety). But showers might douse us.

TOM0RR0W:Sunnily partial, or rather

partly sunny.

I

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

t/57E/V CAI^FlUy ANP
po TRY KeeF UPm
F€UJM. I vJMT me New
BANflm PC MNioR ' cmpvTeR..

9000 $eRlB5

...THAT '3m
3z»irMcegooo
mCROPRQCibbOd.
NOT TO Be
cmux.p wm-

ihC lb BIT

8088.
TOTAL
GARPAbe.
ei 5Tmo.

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Tvte Mi5Tor?y O*^ Bflrl
Bit ,y < PUk-f •X) J

QUI? Htno^ RFTCR 1

LOSIM& HV'o :ro8, H«<b |
OX,r Hih Ponfiose. //x 1

UFCy /?rvt> His uji ul 1
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Classified Ads in the %

Collegian is I

Wed. Dec. 12, 1984 \
Hflp Wanted

Audio lustriu'tion

Auto For Sale L«»st

Cak-ulaturs Motorcydos

KnliTtainnu'iU IVrsonals

For RoiU Kido Waiitod

Koomniatf Wanted.

Services

Sinnmer Sublet

To Sul)let

Travel

K For Sale

^ Found iv'".iii ,,...,iv.. ^
Riders Wanted Wanted
Kot)ni Wanted Wanted to Kent

Collegian positions

open for spring semester:

Associate Managing Editors

Copy Editors

Layout Technicians

Photo Technicians

Production Supervisors

Associate News Editors

Associate Women's Issues Editors

Associate Sports Editors

Associate Black Affairs Editors

Deadline for applications is

Monday, Dec. 17

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
i-:ditrd b> Irudr Michel Jaffc

1 — Ghana
6 Actor Raymond
10 Pan o' a iiat

14 Eliol a crua)

••at month"
15 To

(praciaaiy)

16 Nobauat tof

Lltaralura. 1M7
U Taod
18 Canaof
20 Binaural

»»itam». lo'

ihorl

22 Convayad as

an attata

23 Prying

24 Agitaiao state

2!> Coolidgaat il

27 Mork araa loi

snorl

30 Of the Iroquois

34 Tokyo sash

3% Sneep shelter

I 3? Caen s river

38 From to

riches

40 Multitude

41 leg 10

stand on

42 fr-'\ pity lOf

43 Muine (am.

44 Succeeded
45 TV s Rich

47 Siam 0' japan
ending

49 Mosieis

W E^'i Grer *' »

52 DC tiqurr-',

54 Land a'

MeattTOA
57 Forbiddei' pittn

on tnediamono
60 Small oyster

62 E«linguish

61 Ca' lo'4 VIP

64 One horned

t,sh

65 Put an
isiopi

66 Conner,

67 Oneol the ages

68 Alion»o XM and

XIII

DOWN
1 B«ston »
Stale, lor sAprt

J m—
(amktng)

3 Authoftty 10

procaad
4 Eip«oaivaa

5 Source o'aoma
lotions

6 Nor iron

acaga
Lovelace

7 Native

American

8 Foil s

namesakes
9 Eiprestad

regret

10 OOiact 0' a

tuneup
1

1

Obsessions

12 Eniertainei

Adams
13 Pinochle com

t>inatipn

19 Bedouin ehiet

21 Popeye s Olive

25 Kindo' reel

26 Adding
machines o'

sorts

28 Land area

29 Daniel the

pioneer

J1

» ActrvaaSuaan

33 Dapandaon
36 iharMgni

batora
30 OwMde
40 Oaprivaol

mo*>ay

46 Kind o) yaar

48 Medium a

laiant

«• Smg
51 Let Bankrlvar

53 Saaduck
54 T«K>-Mggara.

onaacoracard
56 Author Wtaaai

56 Cougar
57 Britiahgun

58 Puntadal
]

59 Early cars

61 Never, in Bonn
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Ialways winmy card! Icheck

the CollegianNFLpicks everyFriday.

BODY SHOP
ADVANCED FITNESS
TRAINING CENTERS
INVITE YOU

to join by DEC 19th
and receive

2 FREE GIFTS
long sleeve, limited edition Body Shop t-shirt ^

Earn up to Ten Dollars

an hour!
(depending on how fast you work)

Inquire at the

Collegian
I _

)us Center
Requirements: You must have a car

and mornings open before 10 AM
Open for Spring Semester

"^
c-

d«^>«;

r^.
< •

,\=5-'/

January intersession

workouts on us

COST: still only $45.00^
Get in shape for spring break.^

Sign up now.

machinE-Rabats
the highest quality available, the original designs in

machine robots, more than 40 styles to choose from,

imported direct and exclusively for us—

Boyden
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm

4-6 pm

NOPE
7:30-9 am 4-6 pm ^
11-3 pm 7-9 pm

'^ ^^^^ A Slom-ful of CHRISTMAS Ideas

Downtown Amherst

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Cpme to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 fVlon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication oay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

APARTMENT FOM
INTCRSE8SION0NLV

•100.00 fof th» month. Puffton Vitoga 1

min 20 mc w»lt< from campu*. M8-7724

•autiful hou*«, 2 minutM from campus,

^King lamaatar tub4«t. 1 of 2 nngta rooms.

106 utilitiw, f«m«t« pr«t 549^8678

AUTO TON SAU

1«0 Oataun 210 4 door 5 spaad 41 mpg
good condition t2900 966- 3986

Station WsTgon Oodga Colt ItTS good

condition automatic »500 or baat offer call

anytima tel 256-6724

liio Cha^ion, 4 apMd, good coodhion,

nagotiabte call evanings 546-1060

Room* avaMaMa for famata boardara

n»K\ aomaatar in •oronty locatad cloaa to

campus For further info call 546-0627

Spacioua one bedroom apt on buatina

good for two people call 886-2907

row SAU

Nice bed ordy three montftt oM
antique buraeu 886-3129

beautiful

Ski Soeta blue Lang's women i\te 8 good

condition S50 549 7848

ItTS VW Qerman Rabbit 70000 mi ttd 2

new radial* aunroof Blaupunkt itareo »1900

or beet offer 2Sfr829e attar 6 PM

1f78 Honda Accord, very good condition

fantastic stereo tXKO or best offer 866-3129

1004 Cometlow mileage good dependable

transportation »aOO or bast offer call BHI

548-0947

Chevy Van run* body in good shapaha*
a bed »200 caH Greg 286-1624

COOK WANTED

Need inexpensive gifts? Mens shirts 110

womens »12, »»»eetera »14, Kenya bags »16

call 546-7889

Soft Contact Lanaaa inoal daiiy weer

I 418.00 to I2S.00 e*. Eirter>ded wear

i $30.00 to •48.00. Lowest prices on

contact lens solution*. Meet unit* »12.96

Amherst Cptical Shoppe 253 6412.

2S644Q3

Typawrttar. I

IBM Salactric II

deal •fiOO.

Correcting

caM Oave

Cook n«ad«d M-F « local fr««mhv•»
ting nairt aetneeter for • information call

648^3744 after 3

Double b*d. flrm iiiaiuaas . bonpring and

frame, Hke naw. 100 or BO Two bureeus

•GO each, TV •2B caM 253-3688

•16.Se8-^S0.563/yaer.

Now hiring. Your area. Call 806-aB7-6000
ext R-98ie

Manlcurlata and Coemotologtata full ar>d

parttime. wanted for r>ew exduerve n»* and
skm care selon in Amherst Center ExceHeni

working conditiorw. Succees i* at your

fingertip*. CaH for interview 253-9886

Student Notae ia now accepting epplica-

tion* for noteiakars for tt>* spnng semester

Earm •? 00 per lecture' Pick up epplication

forms St 401/403 Student Union BMg
9:00-6:00. Mondey through Frkley

Earn up to (llO.OO/day. Be your own
boas, meke your own hour*. No exp. nee
Limitad oppoftunities. Call between 9 00 am
and 7:00 pm ftx detail*. Immadiete reeponse

suggested to insure a potition
1-617-877«83

MENTAL HEALTH "workers new
agarKy is accepting applications for fuH and
pert-time positions to work with elderly in

Hempehire County *10.3000 plus benefits

AH shifts Call Janet at 263^7406 for more in

formation AA/EOE

Oovemment Jobe. •16,GG8-^G0.S63/ya8r

Now hiring Your are*. CaH 806-887-6000

ext R-9616

IHTTERSESSION
APARTMENT NEEDED

REMONAtS

SwVM Tootn
fudge and chocolate to you. 2 free oatmeal
raisin cookie* with eech order If you rnen

tion rhi* ad 2S6-8102

Female aeeking off cempus room
'frier>dly. responsibie. neet. peys bW* on
tim*, *enous student cell Beth 546-74Z2

Room In apt or houae wented for ttie apr-

ing term call Jm 256 1896

scRvms

ROOMMATE WANTED
INTERSESSION JOSS APPLY
FUND MEMORIAL HALL 546-3608

TELE

LAGNAF85LAGNAF85LAGNAF85
Last Chance Sign Up Meehng

for Sugarfoush VaHay
Wedr>«edey Southwest Hampden 7:00

Don't mtea tttis vacation

Vou'H regret It the reet of your life

LAGNAF8SLAGNAF86LAGNAF85

Northwood Apia Sunderlend 177.M/llia
reeponsible mala/famale two bedroom apt
Jan 1 to may call Creig 886-2446

Femele roommete warned for spring
semester beginning Jen 1 or Feb 1 cell Sue
or Jas at 2S60873

Looklt«g for one or two mataa to live at

Townehouee starting in Jan 648-3819

Spaady Kay* profsasinnel IBM ryplrw all

work Romance languages 263-7966
Suxanne

STEREO

kiudneas control, turwig

good souivl"' Perfect

oric«i*>

S-tiwk.
•< Low

TARE DECK TOR SAU

To the caretaker of my taddybear:
Pleese *ee Peg in Flint TharHu Jeenottte

arxl Barney

NANCY and PATRtCE. Happy 20th siittv

day we love you, Lauren ar>d Judy

NANCY and PATRICE are at* hot at 20
but Lauren arxl Judy are hotter at 19

Dl Thanx for makir>g thi* sen iealai lite beat.

I k>va you "promiae" Scott

Kl Kar haraa your paraonal kiv Soott and
TVn

Lovaty houae to ehare with famala.

Amharvt Center •160+ . Older atudant or

working person Jan Ist. Call 2B6S0Q3

Woman wanted shere 4 bdrm apt Grad or
mature student ck>ee to cempus 648 6641

AveJiebie " Imrnedlately I •190/mooth~T
bedroom in s 3 bedroom house off Rta 9 6
miles from cempue. Call Oan 6^(309 days or

Steve 2S» 1016

"amaia wrantad to ahSM baofoom in

Brandywina. Senior, oMar, grad etudew
1S6 a month caH 64S-7797 a««n-

PMmt Caaaiwi Dwsk CR-117 Oofty B 6
C metal tape capable. Leaa than a year oM.
Warranty valid •180or baat offer rrHjaiaaMO

546-3238 aak for Paul

TO SUBLET

Z v^ofoom s^t to swsM^ v9C
X-Jmn 27. Cannlly h>catad. •400inahalwa.

CaHBT

FtiNy fumlahod 2

Southwood. over I

2S3-3273

iterseealon tSTO. ceH

ENTERTAINMENT

1878 Oranada ESS one owner exceHem

condition no nj*l-dant» caH 367-2061 after 6

WICKED AND WILD DJ* audio end

viaual entertainment for the 80'* 5B4-6712

Rack A-Dlac Rack-A-VMw> Entertain-

mant Agency . Oiacjockay* and large

•creen video partiae for the five collage area.

548-7144

Larsa aof«-b«d, 2 hMin bad*, Na d
price* negotiable caH ASAP 94fr<B18

Apartment wanted to a«Mat ovar In

taraaaaion 2-3 seniors Puffton or neertoy

preferred. CaH anytjnrw 846-6681, 546-6663

LOif

OAY and LESBIAN

ROW RENT

Room for rant •1«0/mo. S. Omiftttd caH

646-261S (daya) or 686-3201 (nightal

Intaraaaalen roama a.aRaMa in frW",'
;

ty. SInglaa and doublaa. 3» North Plaosam

St. caH 646-3117

1 badraam m tasewhauaa S^iHra »100 par

B-2127

TTia Paepla'a Oay AWanoe hoats a aodal

hour each Wad. from 3 to 5. Buaina**

meetings are at 6:30 each Thurs. Check the

Campu* Canter •chadule for room number*.

Naw people are walcom* and are encourag-

ed to anandi

Wed. 12-S Social moved to M. 12-7

Laet chance to Danee on FrI 12-71

Qay » LaaMan Day W. 12-71

Nov IS CC/SU kMjngaa

aimple bengle of great peraonel velue pleeee

caH a»4 8648 or SB44E2I Metthe reward

Laet gaM pendant "Suaan" Thurs 12/8

between Tiine Out 6 Brandywina greet aan-

tkTwmal vikie reward 648-7613

hia seaSat Oac 10 lOKW am SU/CC M
3S0B3By caH Olann SJB67

Leat on Thyraday near Orad Towar coMa
ahapard puppy 10 waaka oM brownlah Hack
S4S6122

III How are we doktg
today 77* < Bon Voyege* Love, "A" Er "K"

Happy Birthday Ana: Port|ue pocas per-

sonaa an el mundo hey tan aapacialaa y Hn-

daacontotu. Y como tu ninguna. Que peeee
un Nndo die, te deeea. Jeaua

To tfte baauiWul bland wlw slept at 2S0
f^Jffton Saturday nita. I wouM love to aae
you egein, pisess ceH Randy 6-S2Q8

Hay Elltabalh, I'm^peychedi I'M taHi to you
aoon. Good Luck with finale< Love. JuNe

PROfESSIONAL
TVPMM SERVICE

nOOfVimCtO VWnfOQ WflflW fOOfll

I Dec 22 36-8270VMage

Apartment to auMat tM Ntoy •400

-month Fully fumiahad utHWaa
16-1881

Looking foe m |MMplo to itiofo Isrov flioubto

in TownstiouM otM Jim or Scott M^4BM
I to ifiofo room k\

Puffton. Rortt It 107 pkm «l*c/month col

Pamela to ana^a room in Rffttany RManor
I caN Mauraan 2B3-73E7

Ito 4 faiiialas need to aublet en apaiUiiai M

for liHerse*elon - ckwe to campua. Plaaae

help ceH 64S-7448 or 646-6BS3

n«a bedream heuee In Amhatat. About
•000 per month. CaM 2B3-7886 for more in-

Northwood Apt I male space open for

January thru spring semester call Oavid
S86-1540 eerly evening

Lary, I

Oac 19 one peraon S3-S7H

rant a«*n raom bi 4 badraam apartm

to Mioffo fooiti In

DMutiful fM>uM kl SuTMlcrlBnd #)ort wt0k to

but. Qroot mmkng. Coi
TIUVtL

or>-cofTipiM. low rstM QuonMitMd ooosp- TMAVBL/CWE USA'* #1 atu-

y,,.,^ badreaw apt «"
«»»i/*|

earpaiad dMMMhar •300 J«t and N»rtno

0aS4313 aflar 6
torMwopae-
M4-7pm

HELP WANTED
Coot 2 wooiioooo Mlcfasy Mou
4 key* fa»»ard CHl Brit li4»S122

ROOM WANTED

LOOkHlf fOf fOOfVI * TOMWMhOUMf OfOn-

pta. SqubaVMifla

Cam IS-T an baar. Mum be IS or oMar,

ha«e own bwwad rritaMe car. Apply In par-

•* PkM Rt • Hadtoy

^^Nnna apt tpdng *
Mr. Cal M 84S-1377

2 waman naadad to ahara apartment in

Southwood tarting January
••2a8-131S"' Sue or Been

lUfOO rOfVMHBS lOOKlil0 fOC rOOfVlfVMVO In

South Amhent houae ea« 266-1488 (alngla

room)

budoat I

I17|SS-1Cal M17ia»-1S2Bor vMlta. 72* BoytaNm St.

SuMa 201, Boaton, MA 02116

WE NtH> A PIACE TO UVtl

OraanApttor
ippBaailaiia tar lil and par-

L MiM ba IS or oMv. Apply In

>'• f^m m f

. tK bi by 6 bi UR
ConMlna noiaa on Cakadua and OrsMtk:

to

biMraaaalan anhr - 9
ploiaaMi MS47Nbaip

gulal nonsmoking

ssr% u«.
•MM

J«< 1 btoy a>
ISOSTIm

Main 81

flpOfinMnt fcv Jon lit Ml Olwio ot M^4F41
•fHr4PM
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Sports
There will be a meeting for anyone interested in play-

ins women's lacrosse on Thursday at 4 p.m. in NOPE

153 Contact coach Pam Hixon for more information.

i • • • • •,•-•»* •"•>-•-•-•.•••.•

^xf^:i^?S^2%ix?^???^^;fSR<^ .Y«V- ••• ••'•>

UMass falls to BU in triple OT
Minutemen blow 15point lead in
struggle with Terriers, go to 2-3
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD Senior Shawn Teague
scored four points in the third overtime to

give Boston University a 71-70 victory over

the University of Massachusetts last night

at the Springfield Civic Center.

Teague hit a layup with 2:32 left in the

game to give the Terriers a 69 68 lead after

UMass guard Darryl Carter missed the

second of two free throws. Carl Smith then

turned the ball over to BU's Dwayne Vinson

with 0:39 seconds to go.

The Minutemen waited until 0:07 before

fouling Teague. The 6'2 guard calmly hit

both shots before Carter hit a jumper with

one second left for the final margin.

Bl^ 2 4. cut a 15 point second half UMass
lead. 51 36 with 7:10 to go. to tie the game
at 57 57 on a Jim Christian 22 footer with

five seconds left in regulation. Christian

scored 10 of BU's 16 points in the final five

minutes of regulation.

In the first overtime, the teams traded

pomts before Smith missed a desperation

jumper with two seconds left and the score

remained tied at 61-61.

In the second overtime, the teams ciniie

away tied at 65 as Christian missed a last

stK'ond jumper. UMass had built a four

point lead. a5 61. But BU's Teague and Paul

Hendricks each scored to tie the game.

UMass was again rold from the foul line

going 24 of 38 (63 percent). They missed

four of seven in the final five minutes of

regulation, including three one-and-ones.

For UMass. 2 3 and losers of three

straight. Donald Russell had 27 points.

Bobby Braun had 17 with Horace Neysmith

adding 16 points.

"The team is very upset with this loss,'

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "I felt we

outplayed BU but for some reason we

missed foul shots in regulation that could

have won it."

In the first half, the Minutemen took a 26

22 lead on 12 points from Neysmith and

eight points from Russell.

UMass sprinted out to a 8-0 advantage

with Russell getting the first six points

before Neysmith added a layup. The

Minutemen extended its lead to 13-6 as

Smith beat the BU press and found

Neysmith for an easy layup, with 13:12 to

go-

The Minutemen threw a variety of zone

defenses on the Terriers and succeeded in

holding high scoring forward Hendricks to

just six points. The Minutemen caused

seven BU turnovers as Neysmith and Smith

had two steals each.

Bl' cut the UMass lead to one, 21-20,

before Neysmith completed a three point

play with 2:32 to go. The teams exchanged

turnovers before UMass went into a short

delay that ended with a Lorenzo Sutton

miss.

The Terriers" Jim Christian was short on a

jumper before Smith hit his only shot of the

half, a 17 footer that gave UMass a four

point lead at the half. I' Mass never trailed

in the first half.

I' Mass shot 46 percent from the floor for

the game as did BU. the Terriers were 9 of

10 from the line.

MINUTMAN MUTTERINGS: Before last

night's game. Braun was shooting a team-

high 58 percent from the floor at 14-of-24,

the 6 6 forward was worse from the line at

30 percent
Collrtlivi photo by Paul Desmarau

College basketball notebook
Darryl Carter (35) is up and under the hoop in the first half of last night's triple

overtime loss to BU in Springfield.

Bol andLeiberman, the tall and the short of it
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

The sport of sports, college basketball, is once again in

season. Let's delve into the hoop cornacopia and pull out

some fruits of intrigue.

A 7-6, 190 pound Sudanese young man has put the city

of Bridgeport, Conn, back on the map. His name is

Manute Bol and he is the center for the University of

Bridgeport basketball team. Believe it or not this 22 year

old freshman is not the tallest hoopster in college basket-

ball history, that lofty distinction belongs to 7-8 George
Bell who payed for Biola College in California a few years

back. Last seen he was with the Harlem wizards, a

Globetrotter type team.

On the other end of the sp)ectrum the shortest player in

college basketball is 5-2 Vz Zach Lieberman who starts for

Division 1 U.S. International in San Diego. He barely wins
the battle for diminutive domination in the hoop world
over Wake Forest's 5-3 Tyrone "Mugsy" Bogues.

A player to watch this year is Hofstra (NY) University's

6-8 freshman Willie Brown, who before it's over should be
revered as the best deaf basketball player in history.

Clemson University is a school destined to be involved in

college sport illegarities. For the second consecutive year
the Tiger's basketball coach Cliff Ellis has scoffed up a
recruit who committed to another school. Last season An-
thony Blackman of Buffalo, NY verbally committed to

Canisius before Ellis convinced him otherwise. This

season Jacksonville received a commitment from Jerry
Pryor of Georgia before Ellis changed his mind. The
Tiger's host a tournament every season known as the IP-
TAY Classic. IPTAY stands for "I pay ten dollars a year,"
in honor of contributors to the program. Down south,
somebody sarcastically changed the meaning of IPTAY to,

"it's probation time acrain y'all."

Despite the loss of two main cogs in their program 6-6

Tim Dawson and 6-5 Bernard Woodside, CJeorge

Washington will win the Atlantic Ten behind Brown and

high school teammate 6-4 guard Troy Webster. Look for

Georgia Tech to surprise everyone and win the national

championship, they have the horses.

Minuteman swimmers look for

victory against Springfield

UMaas' Carl Smith (5) controla the liall with his healthy left hand in last night's

loss in SpriBffield. Smith has palled Undona in his right hand.

By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
swim team faces a tough opponent when
they travel to Springfield College tomorrow
night at 7 p.m.

Springfield is one of the top four teams in

New England and "they destroyed us last

year." coach Russ Yarworth said. UMass
goes into this meet with a 1-1 record after a

close loss to Tufts last week.
Yarworth is facing some additional

problems this time around because of

sickness. Tri captain and distance

swimmer Paul McNeil is out with the flu,

distance swimmer Rick Bishop has a sore
shoulder, Steven King is "just coming back"
after a bout with mono and two other
swimmers have academic committments.
"We're a little weakened," Yarworth said,

" but we're going to try and win if we can.

"I don't really have a good idea of how
we're going to swim because of illness and

injuries, " Yarworth said. He added that

some personal records might be broken at

the meet even with the absences.

"It's (Springfield) a jock school and they've

got Larry Jordan, who is excellent. He's at

the caliber of Craig (Fuller), " Yarworth

said, referring to the junior transfer from

Iowa who has already broken one school

record in the 200-yard butterfly.

After Springfield, the final meet of the fall

semester, the team will travel to Pompano

Beach. Florida for a week during in-

tersession for 10 days of intensive

workouts.

^orts at a glance
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Pollution penalties bill

may costUniversity

Coll^ffian photo by Mich*"!!*- S«'ajfall

EN-TREE HERE — Shelagh Hogan, sophomore business major goes

through the facade of Faces after Christmas shopping yesterday.

Swing space negotiations

approved by Senate^ * four- part proposal w

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Negotiations with administrators to

redesign emergency on-campus housing

policies and $18,555 in student group

allocations were approved last night by the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

Meeting for the final time this semester,

the senators unanimously approved "im-

mediate negotiations" with University of

Massachusetts housing officials to redesign

"swing spaces." which are temporarily used

to house students oeft without rooms at the

beginning of a semester.

Brown House senator Stacy Roth, sponsor

of the motion, said she is "treating the

swing space issue as an academic one,"

because university policy uses dormitory

music rooms, lounges and study rooms as

swing spaces. Roth said study areas in

dorms have been greatly reduced by

emergency housing policies.

Roth told senators she is working on a

four- part proposal which she hopes to bring

to housing officials before the April room

choosing period. The proposal includes:

- renovating former residential buildings

which now serve as administrative offices,

like Arnold House in Central Residential

Area
sophomore exemption from on campus

living

-renovating the houses of fraternities

which want to relocate into FVater

nity/Soroity Park as dormitories.

"The purpose of this motion, " Roth said,

"is to present the administration 'vith

proposals for the entire student body.

Some administrators don't even admit

there is a study space problem."

Senators also approved the largest

number of student group allocations of the

semester, and $3500 for new carpets in the

Credit Union and the recently relocated

Off Campus Housing Office in the Student

Union Building. Senators refused to spend

$2700 to carpet the senate offices.

Cmtinued on page J,

By BOB BURGESS
and IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts may be

fined up to $10,000 for each day its heating

plant violates the Clean Air Act if a

pollution penalties biJI passes in the

Massachusetts House of Representatives

today.

The bill sponsored by the Massachusetts

Public Iplerest Research Group (Mass

PIRG). would authorize the Department of

Environmental Quality to fine slate

pollution law violators $100 to $10,000 per

day. According to the DEQE. UMass'

heating plant violates the Clean Air Act by

spewing about 300 tons of unburnt coal dust

into the atmosphere every year.

At present DEQE files lawsuits against

companies and municipalities it finds to be

violating pollution laws. If the House of

Representatives passes the penalties bill.

DEQE will be able to fine violators without

taking them to court.

Since 1981. UMass has overrun three

DEQE deadlines for complying with the

act. The la.st compliance schedule expired

last July.

Construction of a "bag house" exhaust

filtration system adjoining the power plant

began in 1981. Physical Plant Operations

supervisor Peter Wozniak said last week
that "operational and engineering

Inside:
Woman bus drivers breaking barriers P-4

New study spaces for final exams P-5

Truly a dark day.. .it's Tony's final Sports Log p.5

"When I was young I believed in intellecutal conversation.

"

—1972, Marge Pieri

problems" continue to delay the bag-house's

completion.

Wiiliard Pope, general counsel for the

DEQE, said the term "violators," which is

not specifically defined in the bill as it is

written now, would be interpreted to in-

clude state universities as well as in-

dividuals, municipalities and corporal ions-

-

unless specific exemptions are made.
The pollution penalties bill was passed

unanimously by the stale senate Tuesday
ni^ht. Mass PIRG staff member Jonathan

Landman, who works in the Boston office,

said yesterday that Mass PIRG has all but

one sponsor needed for the bill to pa.ss in

the House today.

Landman also said amendments which

would have "weakened" the bill, and

DCQE's authority to assess fines, were not

passed.

The bill states that DEQE must notify the

suspected violators unless the violation falls

into one of four categories:

conscious negligence

-part of a noncompliance pattern

•failure to report di.sposal of hazardous

materials to DEQE
UMass students worked last week to get

citizen support for the bill. According to

Mass PIRG member Theresa Dawson, over

200 people agreed to send postcards to

legislators urging (hem to "step illegal

pollution" and sign the pollution penalties

bill.

Irish writers lack support
Author explains difficulties of profession
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

A "profound fear of exposure " and "<>b

session with self protection" ar«- the main

reasons Irish Catholics are unsupport ive of

writers according to author Mary Gordon,

who spoke to an audience of 100 last night in

the Campus Center.

Gordon, an Irish American and a former

professor at Amherst College, is the

seventh and final speaker in a series called,

"Writer's Speak: America and the Ethnic

Experience". She is the author of two

books; Final Payment and The Company of

Women.
Gordon, in addressing the question of why

there are so few Irish authors, spoke of the

reaction of her family to her writing. "As

far as their support for me as a writer. I

have nothing positive to say. There was no

confidence given to me. My family was

embarassed. They regard me as a lost

soul," she said.

The explicit sexual content of Gordon's

novels drew the stern disapproval of her

Catholic family. "One of my uncles told me
he couldn't stand my first book and would

not waste his money buying the second."

She said her cousin, who is a nun. told her

that her books were "dreadful" and con-

fided to another family member "the

publishers made her put sex in those

books."

Gordon emphasized that although a writer

"is the citizen of a larger world" it would be

a grave error to renounce the bonds of the

ethnic community. "The Irish are a very

interesting people. Their lives are marked

by paradox, which is rich material for any

writer. You feel like you're breaking into

private treasures." she said.

Gordon noted that Irish parties usually

end in fights because "they're always trying

to defend the indefendable. like the

virginity of Mary and the CIA. But they

have a vision of the ideal. The feel the

human condition starkly, they feel it in

their bones. The worlH is sacred to them."

Gordon said the writer is particula .

inreatenine to the Irish community beca

Mary Gordon
(M\legiu\ photo by Andy Heller

a writer reveals, "putting oneself and the

people one loves in danger." She spoke of

the long history of colonization and op-

pression in Ireland and of the discrimination

faced by the Irish immigrant in this

country. "The Irish faced double linguistic

colonization by the English and by the

Catholic Church, who used Latin," she said.

She said although the Irish maintained a

strong cultural identity, "they were

seperated from a rich body of Irish poetry.

Gordon compared the situation of the Irish

immigrant to that of the Jewish immigrant

and the black slave. "Blacks have ex

pressed their pain in the poetry of spirituals

and the blues and Jews have put a lot of

cultural weight on academics and writing."

The Irish, by contrast, have expressed

them.selves mainly in popular journalism

and political speeches, according to Gordon.

(;ordon attributed this to "deep rooted

im-alism" and the "parish as world men-

tality" symbolized by the local politician and

Irish cop. "Betore the Kennedys, the

political success ol the Irish was always

local, and depended upon a large Irish

population, n >ort of extended neigh

'lood or parish."

I

I
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Protests lack Mass.students
Apartheid demonstrations hurt by apathy
BOSTON (AP) Inlike protests of two previous decades

in Massachusetts, students have shied away while

professors and politicians have taken to the front lines of

demonstrations against apartheid policies in South Africa.

'1 think that its all part of this student generation, that

with notable exception, students have decided to con-

centrate on 'making it."
" Harvard biology professor

George Wald said.

More than 100 people have been taken into custody

during demonstrations in a dozen cities around the

country, including 15 congressmen arrested in marches at

the South African Embassy in Washington.
Students have rallied at campuses across the country, but

not in Massachusetts. None of those arrested in Boston

demonstrations were students, and there were no protests

at Harvard University, the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology or Amherst College, officials said.

"If there have been any, I'm not aware of them," Jeanne
Hopkins Stover said from the University of Massachusetts

news office in Amherst.

"It probably has to do with this being the end of the

semester." Hampshire College publicist Russell Powell

said. "Everybody's cranking out work."

While students study, such professors as Willard R.

Johnson and George Wald are carrying on the long battle

against apartheid.

"I'm frustrated, but... real objectives require a long haul

effort." Johnson said, noting that after years of haranguing

by anti apartheid groups. Vale recently decided to sell

stock in American companies that refused to sign an

agreement to practice non-discrimination.

"I believe you will see Harvard and MIT joining those

ranks." Johnson said.

Wald doesn't agree. "The guiding principle at univer

sities such as this is never to irritate the government and

never to irritate corporate structures. The bottom line, as

one Harvard administrator says, Ls money, "
he said.

College officials say that ridding themselves of South

African linked stocks is far from simple.

Faculty at Amherst College studied the question for six

months before deciding "it was impossible to divest," news

director Terry Allen said.
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•••ATTENTION LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS**^'

The University Placement Service On-Campus Recruiting Program will be hosting

several companies in February, who will be seeking candidates from ALL MAJORS.

These companies are particularly interested in LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS:

Aetna Life £r Casualty

Mercantile Stores

Institute for Paralegal Training

Air Force Officer Program

Cigna Corporation

Northwestern Mutual Life Ins.

Carnation

Commercial Insurance Div.

Osco Drug

Northwestern Mutual Life Ins.

General Mills Restuarant Group

Metropolitan Life Ins.

Proctor & Gamble

Bloomingdale's

To sign-up for an open schedule, or to submit a resume for prescreeened schedules,

you MUST VISIT THE PLACEMENT SERVICE PRIOR TO DECEMBER 21 to sign-up

or submit a resume for consideration. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE

CHECK THE LAST COPY OF THE RECRUITING CALENDAR, OR CALL 545-2224.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
203 Hampshire House

Thursday, December 13, 1984
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NOBEL PEACE PRIZE WINNER Desmond
Tutu hms crystallized U.S. opposition to the

apartheid system in South Africa by his ap-

pearances in this country and abroad.

U.S. cities, colleges

gradually divesting
(AP) Nearly a dozen U.S. cities are following the

example of colleges and universities which are protesting

South Africa's racial policies by dumping millions of dollars

in stocks of firms doing business in the country.

Anti apartheid college protests and investment boycotts

have gone on for years. The University of Wisconsin, for

example, hasn't owned stocks in such companies since

1978.

Hut renewed student protests, the awarding of the Nobel

Peace Prize to Bishop Desmond Tutu and concern over

political prisoners in South Africa have spurred more

universities to reevaluate investment policies.

Cornell University and the University of Illinois are

among schools studying what divestment of .stocks in

companies with South African dealings would mean to

their portfolios.

Stanford University is considering whether to act on an

Oct. :i\ student referendum urging it to sell $3.2 million

worth of Motorola Corp. stock because of that company's

sales to South African militia and police.

And regents of the University of Texas, which has about

$(iOO million invested in such companies, are .scheduled to

discuss the issue Thursday and Friday. Texas students

rallied twice this year to protest their school's holdings.

Now cities and municipal pension funds with multi million

dollar portfolios have joined schools in adopting or con

sidering similar investment policies.

According to the Washington Office on Africa an anti

apartheid lobby. 11 cities have recently adopted policies to

divest some or all of their holdings in companies with South

African operations including Boston and Amherst.

Last July. Boston passed an ordinance giving the city

three years to withdraw funds from banks with South

African ties, and to sell off pension fund stocks of com

panies doing business in South Africa. The city has about

$300 million on deposit in the banks.

Some schools have sold off all investments in companies

dealing with South Africa. Besides Wisconsin, the City

University of New York agreed last September to divest

itself of all such stock, worth about $9 million.

Last Friday, about 30 University of Missouri St. Louis

students protested the school's investment policies. The

university changed its policies in October by urging that

funds be invested only in companies not doing business in

South Africa, but stopped short of calling for divestiture.
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LOG LOADER — Richard Kicza, of Kicza and sons Lumber Co. in Hadley, dumps fresh-cut logs

off a truck yesterday.

Relief available from pressure
By kp:nneth b. albert
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Mas.sachusetts has several programs

that help students cope with personal and academic

problems, especially those experiencing academic pressure

from upcoming final exams.

Rick Townes. a.ssistant director of academic services said.

"I don't know if the volume of people we see here changes

at this time of year, but the nature of the problems people

come in with is definitely different. During the semester. I

get a little bit of every kind of problem, but in the last two

or three weeks, were almost always talking straight

academics."

Townes said the problems are the worst for those

students who have fallen behind in their work. "If the

people don't stay on topof their work, then with finals plus

the volume of work that has to get done... it often com

pletely immobilizes them." he said.

The most common solution is just to find a way to get the

student started catching up on heir work. "It's tough to

get them stated, but if they do. then they usually stay

Several thefts,

damaged cars

on campus

ByJOELP. COFFIDIS

Collegian Staff

.

A color TV. valued at $210.

was reported stolen from

the Malcolm X Center in the

Southwest Residential Area
at 4:43 p.m. Tuesday . police

said.

Access was gained trhough

a door, which was pried

open at night.

An AM, FM cassette deck,

valued at $185. was reported

stolen from a room in the

Lincoln Apartments at 1:59

p.m. Tuesday, police said.

According to police, .some

jewelry was also taken from

the ransacked apartment,

which was entered through

an open window.

Police -said a hit-and-run

accident in lot 34 cau.sed

$100 in damage to a

Volkswagen. The car was
struck on the right front

fender in an incident that

was reported at 12:46 p.m.

Tuesday.

Two jackets and .some cash

were reported stolen from

the Franklin Dining

Commons locker room at

3:17 p.m. Tuesday.

Police said that these thefts

have been occurring for the

last two weeks because the

room is used by many
students, and all storage

spaces are without locks.

started until they're done," Townes said.

Don Banks of the Student Sounseling Service said. "This

time of year we usually have a significant increase in the

number of students we st'e." He said this increase is

directly related to end of term stress.

He said, "For students who have fallen so far behind that

they don't know where to start. I try to help them make a

reali.stic appraisal of the time they have left. We then try

to get into a fairly rigid structure of time schedule."

He said that for other students, however, the problem is

not just having fallen behind. He said that these students

problems may be motivated by fear or stress.

He said that there are some special cases where it

becomes necessary to do some negotiations within the

academic system to relieve some of the pressure from

these students. He said that this may involve having the

students agree to accept incompletes. Sometimes, he said,

it is possible to get teachers to arrange alternate exams to

ease a congested schedule.

Banks said. "Every case is different. I try to maintain a

broad multi dimensional approach. I have gotxl

relationships with most of the deans and with Mental

Hesilth, and in some ca.ses it is necessary to utilize them.
'

llepan photo by Michell*" Seifall

BREAK TIME — Nine-year old Pablo watches his buddy Lee Antoine,

also 9, breakdance after school in Webster Hall lobby in Orchard Hill

yesterday. _^^___

Overview of
General Ed.
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts history professor

remembers a class he taught a few years ago. 'There was

a student in one of my classes who told me she didn't need

to learn history. " said the professor, "because it wouldn't

help her in Fashion Marketing. She said to me. "What

difference does it make whether or not I know that Hitler

was dictator of the Russians.'" The professor just rolled

his eyes and smiled.

It was because of incidents like this one that professors

began to question three years ago whether or not the

present UMass core requirements gave students enough

knowledge in the humanities and sciences.

UMass College Bow^l hosting tournament
Declaring their intention to regain the

national championship, members of the

UMass College Bowl academic quiz team

today announced the first campus- wide

intramural tournament in over ten years.

"We're looking for a few good show-offs,

"

said senior history major Jay Flynn, one-

year veteran of the quiz team. "We want

students willing to make a minimal time

commitment for some high pressure fun."

The intramural tournament, to be held

Friday. Dec. 4'th in room 804 of the campus

Center at 1:00 p.m., will pit as many four

person teams as possible in elimination

rounds, with the four best players to be

selected by vote to represent the

University.

"The difference between this proposal and the

former one is the difference between the pragmatist

versus the dreamer.

"

—General Ed Chairman Joel Naroff

The efforts of the University's Faculty Senate to come to

grips with what is perceived as a nationwide problem will

come to a head today when the Senate votes on a general

education proposal that will apply to incoming freshmen in

the Fall of 1986.

When an ad hoc committw on general education put

forward a proposal to revi.se the core system 18 months

ago. it was tabled by the F'aculty Senate, and a general

tnlucation council was formed.

.\ccording to Joel Naroff. council chairman, the original

proposal contained language that was "offensive."

"The proposal was a philosophical anathema." he said in

an interview last week."

"A lot of people were making philosophical and political

judgements on the proposed courses," he said. "It lacked

reality."

Naroff said the proposal was also "severely criticized" for

its "enormous resource distribution" which made it "im-

possible to implement." Naroff said. "We give a

pholosophy behind every core" that is designated as a

general education requirement, unlike the former one.

"The difference between this proposal and the former one

is the difference between the pragmatist versus the

dreamer. " he said. Although the proposal has been revised

to include 'breadth of knowledge" as well as ""depth of

knowledge." it is not without flaws. Naroff said.

The faculty complain a shortage of teaching assistants

exists and that these TAs are overworked and underpaid.

W the beginning of every semester, students cry that

core requirement clas.ses are oversub.scribed and

professors complain that their departments are over

crowded and understaffed. Some professors say that

conditions of deteriorating buildings on campus and the

lack of mod«'rn and efficient equipment. esptH-iaily in

laboratories, is dismal. At every other senate meeting,

professors complain about budget allocations and claim

they are being shafted from the University's priority list.

Vet the proposal calls for a TA for every 50 students in

certain courses, a science with a laboratory class attached,

a cut from 1 .000 core courses to about :}00. and ongoing

yearly costs estimated at about $61 1,0(X). m addition to one

time costs.

"No proposal is perfect." Naroff said "nor right for every

person."

Barriers facing women
topic of seminar
hyMAKIANEMELiSE
Collegian Correspondent

Overcoming the barriers facing women in the workplace

is the focus of a two day seminar to be offered during

intersession by Valerie Young of the Professional

Development Association.

The seminar is titled 'Professional Development for

Women ". Young identified two types of barriers facing the

working woman internal and external. The seminar will

examine how women convince themselves that they are

not talented, that they are imposters. despite outward

signs of success.

"Many women feel like imposters despite external

evidence to the contrary, like good grades, positive

feedback from faculty members and employers, degree,

and other kinds of recognition," Young said.

The external barriers women face are those .society places

in front of women who are trying to achieve. Young said

that although some progress has been made toward

removing these barriers, the old messages of inferiority

are still present. .

"(;irls growing up today are being given conflicting

messages. They're being told you can be an astronaut, but

when you come home after school don't leave the neigh-

borhood. " Young said.

"The emphasis is still on dependence, playing it safe, not

taking risks, and being perfect," she added.

Young will also di.scuss ways to overcome the external

barriers. The seminar will give women "the opportunity to

strategize about how to cope with different situations, like

being interrupted in meetings by men or having your ideas

trivialized."

Young said the psychological barriers can be broken down

when women realize, through talking with other women,

that they are not alone.

The seminar will be held January 19 and 20 from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m., with an introductory meeting on January 9 from 7

to 9 p.m.
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Bv KATHY JORDAN
Collegian Staff

Man meets woman:
"What do you do at UMass besides going to school?"

"Well. I'm a bus driver."

"That's not very lady like."

Passengers speaking to a female bus driver:

"I never thought a little thing like you could drive a big

bus like this."

Or. "Oh! Its a lady bus driver!

"

And, 'Here's my number, call me sometime, I think

you're cute."

Women who drive buses for the University of

Massachusetts Transit Service (UMTS) hear these and

similar comments because bus driving is traditionally

considered a man's job.

But. "W<Hnen bus drivers in the past were considered

pioneers, women drivers today just think of it (bus driving)

as a job. Other women have gone before them, they are

not breaking new ground." said Jenny Boyce. coordinator

of Safety and Training at UMTS.
Boyce said one reason for so few female bus drivers is that

w hen they see signs for driver training meetings, which

are held at the beginning of each semester to hand out

applications, females generally don't think the opportunity

applies to them. They think "I could never do that because

of either fear or the thought doesn't occur to them that it's

a job thev'd enjoy, according to Boyce.

UMTS advertises their training meetings with posters

that specify. "Women encouraged to apply." These

posters are hung in buses and on campus, particularly in

the Everywoman's Center and the aU female dorms.

UMTS trains bus drivers for a class two license and the

applicants they learn how to drive a bus in an ight week

training program.

The process does not require physical strength or

knowledge of engine mechanics. The only requirement is

that a bus driver applicant has two remaining semesters at

UMass and that they are taking six credits.

Female drivers have very successful careers at UMTS,

she said. Women tend to move on to higher job positions

such as radio operators and trainers, than men do. said

Boyce.

Boyce said UMTS is a working cUmate where "people

respect each other."

But some passengers hassle female drivers by calling

them derogatory names such as "bitch." Boyce added that

Amherst is generally an enlightened community and

problems between the public and female drivers are few.

Framingham State College

vows crackdown on fires

FRAMINGHAM. (AP) - Framingham fire officials have

vowed a crackdown at Framingham State College to end

a series of false alarms and trash fires that have plagued

the campus over the past month.

"There is no more fooling around. We're playing har

dball now." said Fire Chief John Hancock after

firefighters spent Tuesday night responding to three

separate fires and three false alarms at the college

campus.
Nearly 1.000 students spent part of the night huddled in

blankets outside their dormitories while firefighters

checked the buildings.

"We fear going back in. We don't know if it's safe." said

Patricia Gilgun. a junior living in Linsley Hall.

The Tuesday night incidents brought to 15 the number

of false alarms at the college campus in the past month,

according to Wendy Noyes. the school's vice president for

Student Services.

Last winter, the University of Massachusetts campus at

Amherst was plagued by almost nightly false alarms and

small fires. A student was arrested and accused of

setting fires, but the charges later were dropped.

C 1984 Beer Br»*ed by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee, Wl

•Senate
Continued from page 1

The recipient groups are

the UMass Hang Gliding

Club, the UMass Marching
Band ($3000 to participate in

the President iai

Inauguration Parade in

Washington. D.C.), the

UMass Transit Advisory
Board ($1666 for late night

bus service next semesterl.

and the UMass Outing Club.

In other business, the

senate debated whether to

give the Coordinating
Committee, which serves as

the out -of session senate,

the power to spend $1200 on

emergency matters over

intesession.

Southwest Area Gover-

nment co-president Bill

Collins had an amendment
added to this proposal which

called for a 2 3 vote needed

for any expenditures by

(fbordinating Committee.

Collins said the committee

"had shown great

irresponsibility in the past"

in spendin>( money while the

regular senate is not in

session.

Senators finally approved

the $1200. along with the

required 2/3 vote.

Previously, the 15-member

coordinating committee
needed only a majority vote

for expenditure power.

Read the

arts page

Change your
tires NOW . . .

per pair

4
.S9
Alignment and
balancing

available

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fut Service Tire Store
78 SumJerland Rd No Amherst MA

549-4rO'<

Now's
the time
to can...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-28gO

Expert Repairs &
RecondKioninq

Earn up to Ten Dollars

an hour!
(depending on how fast you work)

Inquire at the

Collegian

)us Center
Requirements: You must have a car

and mornings open before 10 AM
Open for Spring Semester

Dining commons and other

rooms open as study space
• I* _ _a:___ 4..-. nll^^m>> *t t ^\ t\t\£kW\

By JOHN YONCE
C'ollepian Staff

As the crunch of final exams approaches,

alternative study areas are being made
available to students around campus.

Worcester. Berkshire and Franklin Dining

Commons will be open and serving free

coffee and food from Sunday to Thursday

nights, said Student Government
Association co President Rick Patrick.

"They (the dining commons) are a large,

untapped resource." Patrick said.

Auxiliary Services and the SGA are

largely responsible for making the space

available. Patrick said. Auxiliary Services

is donating the food, according to Patrick,

and there will be student volunteers at all

study areas.

Franklin is the only dining common that

hasn't been opened during finals before.

Patrick said. He said he had to convince

building operations to allow it to open

because "they feel it's their nicest D.C. and

hard for security."

The Campus Center Board of Governers is

making some conference and meeting

rwms available, board member Alex

Zucker said. "There will always be at least

three or five rooms open during the week."

he said. The list of rooms open will be

posttHl at the information desk across from

the Campus Center elevators, he said.

Patrick said that he is attempting to get

money for the dining common study spaces

allotted in university budgets each year.

"If enough people utilize this service, this

can be institutionalized and offered every

year at this time." he said.

Franklin and Basics food service in

Worcester will be open to students with a

valid I'Mass H) from 8 12 p.m.. December

16th 2()th. and Berkshire will be open from

8 p.m. to 12-.;*) a.m. on the same dates.

ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS FOR
ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS

Make plans to attend

Hamilton Standard's

Hdiday
Career
Mixer
Wednesday, January 9th, 1985.

We've set aside this day to give you the t)pporiunity to

meet with our Technical Managers-and discuss the future

we can offer at Hamihon Standard.

You'll be able to see a presentation that gives an

overview of our operations.

Many of our high-technology products will be on

display.

You'll also have the chance to get the "inside story"

from graduates who've joined us over the past year.

Activities will run continuously from 9 am to 3 pm.

And refreshments will be served.

Plan to be with us.

If you want more details, call collect: Bill Kelly.

College Relations, (203) 623-1621, Ext. 5329,

January 7 & 8 (between 8 am and 4:30 pm).

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
''}»>' ( V

%i* ^ , A

L(Kated next to Bradley International Airport on

Bradley Field Road in Windsor L>ocks, Connecticut

15 miles from downtown Hartford.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Digest
By theAssociatedPress

Shultz wary of talks
MKl SSKLS (AF) Secretary of Stale lieorKe V. Shultz

said Wednesday he doubts the Soviet I'nion is chanKinR its

hostile attitude toward the West and cautioned against

exp«M'tinK a "biK breakthn»UKh" when he meets with the

Soviet foreign minister next month.

"While the So\ iet decision to enter into new arms control

neRotiations is welcome, the road ahead will not be easy

and Western patience and realism will remain the key to

concrete progress in the coming ni«)nths." Shultz said in a

statement upon arrival in Brussels.

Shultz is in Brussels for the two day biannual meeting of

the NATO foreign ministers, which begins Thursday. He

plans to meet Jan. 7 and 8 in Geneva with Andrei A.

Gromyko. the Soviet foreijjn minister.

Shultz said he exptn-ts there will be a discu.ssion in

Brussels of international terrorism, and he expects that

the final communique will mention the problem.

Of the hijacking of a Kuwaiti airhner to Iran last week, in

which two U.S. officials were killed by the hijackers,

Shultz said. "1 think Iran was conceptually wrong in their

apparent willingness tc advocate the cause of the

terrorists."

First-class rate up
WASHINGTON (AP) The cost of mailing a first class

letter will jump from 20 cents to 22 cents on Feb. 17. the

I'.S. Postal Service announced Wednesday.

Higher rales for nearly all classes of mail come just over

three years after the last increa-se. Among other changes,

mailing a post card will cost 14 cents instead of IH cents,

parcel post rates will rise 11 percent and second class mail,

tor newspap<'rs and magazines, will cost 14 percent more.

The new rates were appn)ved by the Postal Service's

board of governors in the face of mounting red ink and

despite uncertainty over future expenses caused by

ongoing contract negotiations with postal unions. Salaries

are by far the agency's biggest expense.

Profits reported by the Postal Service after the last rate

hike in November 19H1 led to some criticism, but officials

said the profit would slowly disappear as expenses rose.

That has occurred and in a recent three month pericnl, the

agencv had a $240.6 million loss.

Military "must" cut
WASHINGTON (AP) As President Reagan sought to

meet his deficit reducing goals. Treasury Secretary

Donald T. Regan declared Wednesday that the military

must accept its share of budget cuts next year, or else "I

don't think our cuts have a prayer " in Congre.ss.

Regan told reporters that defending the economy is as

important as defending the country militarily, "and with

these huge deficits we could be in danger of losing our

economy."
Taking inflation into account, the rate of increase in

military spending has averaged 14 percent per year, Regan

said, for an increase of more than $1 trillion over five

years.

Regan said slowing down the growth in defense spending

would not cause irreparable harm to the United States'

ability to defend itself.

"P>om an economic point of view, the economy of the

country, in my judgment, is almost as important as our

defense again.st outside enemies, and with these huge

deficits we could be in danger of losing our economy."
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Move Yourself, All Y<wir Stuff,
And Save, Too!
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It*s as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.

Compare costs before you make plans lor moving at the end ol

the semester.
If you're 18 or older and have a valid drivers license, you can

use a Ryder truck, rent- it here, leave it there. Load up your

stereo. lOspeed. clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no

doubt, for one or two friends with their things to share the cost.

Compare that to the price of a plane ticket. Or even a bus.

Plus shipping
Rent a newer truck from the best maintained, most dependa

ble fleet in the world Ryder The best truck money can rent

FOR RESERVATION INFORMATION CALL LOCATION BELOW

5^9-0010

No. Amherst Motors

40 Montague Road

No. Amherst, MA

ti RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
MVakM

10% DISCOUNT CLIP
&

SAVE
_l

PiirM. II I SA I jsl ll» li- liu. d HtbUI -n. V"* I'M •>

Holiday sales slow

in first two weeks
(AP) The first two weeks of holiday sales fell below

expectations, but big promotions and this years extra

weekend of shopping should turn around the retailers

most important season, analysts said Wednesday.

"The season really started off soft, bales slowed very

markedly right after Thanksgiving weekend," said Monroe

Greenstein. a reUil analyst with the mvestment firm Bear,

Stearns & Co. in New York.
, .u * u •

"There is an early sense, and it is early, that busmess may

have picked up this past weekend and we may be into a

stronger sales pattern for the balance of the Christmas

season," he said. u j•
"Many department stores and mass-merchandising

companies have seen for the first two weeks overall

volume increases essentially flat year to year said Jeffrey

Feiner. an analyst with the investment firm Merrill Lynch,

Pierce. F>nner & Smith Inc.

But Spiegel Inc.. a merchant that sells only by catalog,

says its Christmas sales are up 18 percent over a year ago.

And Avon Products Inc. says its apparel catalogs also are

pulling in double digit sales gains.

The Christmas selling period accounts for 18 percent of

retailers' annual revenues, and fourth quarter profits

account for 50 percent to 60 percent of their yearly ear-

nings, said Jeffrey Edelman. an analyst with Dean Witter

Reynolds Inc. in New York. He warned that this years

profits will be squeezed by widespread sales promotions.

Sears. Roebuck & Co.. the nations biggest retaUer.

declined to release figures for the first two weeks of the

holiday season. But spokeswoman Kathy Gucfa said. "We

are continuing to expect strenthening sales in the

rt-maining davs before Christmas."

.Ms. Cucia said customers have been shoppmg late m the

past few years and that the Chicago based retailer expects

that to happen again.

Greenstein said he expects that. too.

"The calendar this year is ideal for a late Christmas

season in that we have two extra shopping days before

Christmas." which falls on a Tuesday, he said. "This year

there are five weekends between Thanksgiving and

Christmas. I^st year, there were four. That is a major

point."

And with more sales this Christmas season than m recent

years, "the additional two days provide the consumer with

"the luxury of waiting for even further potential price

breaks," Feiner added.

The items that are selling well include video cassette

recorders, especially those with stereo sound" telephones'

microwave ovens; board games; Rainbow Brite dolls;

GoBot robotic toys; sleepwear for men. women and

children; and other clothing.

Champion
Hooded

Sweatshirts

matching

pants

available

Photographer

Dwayne Autery

$15.95
grey

maroon
white

scarlet

navy

S-M-L-XI

Shoe
X

^Iwe Sale!
X

Boots 8- Shoes
Reduced
WOWi

v
'X.

Open Sundays
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Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^VNIVERSITY
^USTORE^

THE TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

Jeffery

Amherst

Bookshop

Call us now for information about

ordering your spring coursebooks * 253-3381
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Genuine pewter handcrafted

on quality crystal glass.

%^ $12.95

A 60-foot tall white spruce from Minnesota twinkles near the U.S.

Capitol just after lighting ceremonies for the Christmas tree yesterday.

Photographer Dwayne Autery

Located in the Campus Centeij

Open
M-F 9-5 Sat 114

llJNIVERSnY
LSTORK-&

CAMPUS STUDY LOCATIONS
LOCATION WEEKDAY HOURS

Goodell BIdg.

Library Tower

Physical Science

Library GRC
Morrill Biological

Science Library

Music Library

FAG
Army ROTC Library

Newman Center

SBA Library

Herter Lounge
(601 Herter)

South College

(Room 309)

Holdsworth 201

Drap>er 201

Thompson 519 & 719

Dickinson Hall

New Africa House

CCEBS Library

Everywoman's Canter

Wilder Hail

Van Meter Lounge

J.Q. Adams 19th Floor

Study/ Lounge

Southwest Women's Ctr.

Crampton

Hampden Dining Commons

Mary Lyon Study Lounge

Dwtght House Study

Campus Center (Rm 209)

Student Unton Commuter

Lounge

Hatch Caftteria

*i

M-Th - 8:00 am - Midnight

F - 8:00 am - 10:00 pm
M-Th - 8:00 am - Midnight

F - 8:00 am - 10:00 pm
M-Th -8:00 am- 11:00 pm
F - 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
M-Th -8:00 am - 11:00 pm
F - 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
M-Th - 8:30 am - 9:00 pm
F - 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
M-F - 8:00 am - 4:30 pn.

M-F - 7:00 am - 11:00 pm

M-F - 8:30 am - 5:00 pm

M-F - 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

M - 8:30 am - Noon
T - 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
W -9:00 am - 1:00 pm
Th - 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
F - 12 Noon - 5:30 pm

M-F - 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

M-F - 4:00 pm - 10:00 pm

M-F - 5:00 pm - 10:00

M-F - 6:00 pm - 12.00 pm

Mnf - 9:00 am - 10:00 pm

M-F - 9:00 am - 7:00 pm

24 hours

M-Th -7:00 pm- 11:00 pm

M-F - 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

M-F - 7:30 am - 12:00 pm

M-F -7:00 am - 1:00 pm

M-F - 10:00 am - 3.00 pm

M-F -9.00 am- 11:00 pm

M-F -9:00 am- 11:00 pm

M-F -8:00 am- 11:00 pm

WEEKEND HOURS Access to

Handicap
Sat 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sun Noon - Midnight

Sat 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sun Noon - Midnight

Sat 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sun Noon - 1 1 :00 pm

Sat 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
Sun Noon - 1 1 :00 pm
Sat 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sn 11:00 am - 9:00 pm

Sat & Sun 7:00 am - 11:00 pm

Sun 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Seating

Type

SPECIAL
PROVISIONS

Sat & Sun 6:00 pm - 12:00 pm

24 hours

Sun 7:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Sat & Sun 7:30 am - 12:00 pm

Sat & Sun 7:00 am - 1 :00 pm

Sat & Sun 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Sat & Sun 9:00 am - 1 1 :00 pm

Sat & Sun 9:00 am - 1 1 :00 pm

Sat & Sun 8:00 am - 11:00 pm

T&C
T&C

T&C

T&C
T&C

T&C
TC & L

T&C
TC & L

T. C

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

NO

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yaa

Yaa

Yaa

T, C

T, C

CC

T, C & CC

T. C&L

T, C&L

TC &CC

T, C & CC

T, C

T, C&L
T, C&L

T,C
T, C&L

T&C

Minor adjustments in

Library hours can be

expected as needed.

Best suited for Army
Cadets

Best suited for SBA
students

Best suited for

History majors

Open to all students

Residents & Guests

For Further Information-

Call

Information^^ata^B^k

Key:

T = Study Tables

C = Chairs

CC = Classroom Chairs

L = Lounge Chairs

f
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IMPORTANT HOUSING
INFORMATION
Reminder Notice

It is important for all students planning to live in the residence

halls for the Spring 1985 semester to remember the following

important policies. Please read this information carefully and

be sure you understand and are aware of each of the following

obligations.

SPRING SEMESTER BILLS ARE DUE JANUARY 3, 1985.

As always, financial obligations must be met by all

students who wish to retain their assignments for the up-

coming semester. Failure to clear your bill by the indicated

date will immediately cancel your housing assignment for

the Spring. If you lose your assignment for failing to pay

your bill, YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO REMOVE YOUR
BELONGINGS FROM YOUR ROOM DURING INTERSES-

SION, prior to the beginning of the Spring Semester.

RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE for the fall semester on

Saturday, December 22, 1984 at 12:00 noon. Make certain

that you follow indicated "check-out" procedures to avoid

any unnecessary inconvenience or charges.

RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN for Spring 1985 semester on

Sunday, January 27, 1985 at 12:00 noon. No one will be

allowed to return to the residence hall system prior to that

time. Thank you.
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TOO% COTTON ^~
TURTLENECkS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG.-a95-

3 DAYS ONLY

,ISA*

ADVANCED FITNESS
TRAINING CENTERS
INVITE YOU

6.95
3 FOR

19.95

to join by DEC 19th 4
and receive

2 FREE GIFTS ^
long sleeve, limited edition Body Shop t-shirt ^

#̂ A Store-full of CHRISTMAS Ideas

Downtown Amherst

January intersession

workouts on us

COST: still only $45.00|
Get in shape for spring break.^

Sign up now.

Boyden NOPE ^
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm 7:30-9 am 4-6 pm ^

4-6 pm 11-3 pm 7-9 pm

^appy
y{blidays

TheVoice of the
Pioneer Valley

,*HtS-

Spring catalogs

are liere.

ARMY-NAVlr *«

AND

ART-PRINT/ POSTCR
tSALE!

G«nulntt Military
Clothing and
Accessories r U.S.
and International

Wool Pants $10-20

Caoo Pants r Shirts,
Vesta, Jackets, etc..

Down Sleeping Bags
$25-30

And Lots More

Large Selection
of Posters and
Prints

Framed Prints $15

Unframed Posters

Mm Great Gift Ideas

Lav Low Prices

DIVISON f

^CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

545-241 1

University Library

Southeast Entrance

DEC. 10- 14
/tudent ^

Union +
Bollrooroom

CIO
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Letters to the Editor

Apathy this season?
To Whom it may concern:

It's the Christmas season. Everyone's

supposed to be running around buying

Christmas presents, getting in the

Christmas spirit, and doing good deeds for

others. This is the time that people are

suppose to try to be extra nice to their

fellow man. and do unto others as you

would have them do unto you, and all that.

Well, yesterday, someone did unto me
something I don't think he/she would

want me to do unto him/her. Some very

apathetic person backed into my new car,

badly damaged the driver's side door, and

left. No note of apology, no name or

anything.

Not very nice as far as Christmas spirit

goes, is it? Thanks to that person. I had to

spend money on repairwork that I was

planning to spend on Christmas presents.

Seventy dollars, in fact.

I can't believe the apathy and gall that

person demonstrated when he/she hit my
car and left without a word. What's this

world coming to?

I just wanted to say to this person:

Thanks very much, and have a Merry

Christmas.
Nancy Cashen
Northeast

All of us are sinners
I sincerely hope this letter does not end

up in your "socially obnoxious" file.

Although some may lai)el it so, a more ap-

propriate description would be "socially

paramount."

I am a Christian and I want to make
known my view of sexuality. It is one that

is shared by many Christians (and hopeful-

ly by others as well) on this campus.

However, it has never been represented in

this paper, and differs greatly from those

that have. I make it a point to read other

people's views on this topic, and I hope that

the Collegian will give me a chance to make
my views known as well.

Let's consider for a moment what God
has to say about sexuality. Oh, yes. He does

have a view, and He tells us about it in His

word, the Bible. God has a clearly defined

plan for our sexual lives. He set it up bet-

ween a man and a woman (Genesis 2:18, 24

— the only fit complement for man is

woman). Oh, but how sin has twisted and

corrupted God's intentions! Abominations,

one of which is homosexuality, arose and

abounds even today (Romans 1:26-27, I

Corinthians 6:9-10). The point is that God

considers homosexuality sin.

Another fact to corisider is that we are all

sinners. Make no mistake — I am a sinner.

You are a sinner. (Romans 3:10,23). With

this in mind, are we to discriminate against

a group of people whose sin is different

than curs? God does not ruime any sins as

worse than any others. How can we?
Discriminating against homosexuals is

comparable to discriminating against those

who lie or those who swear.

Let it be known that there are some of us

who support human and civil rights for all

people, which includes homosexuals and
bisexuals, but do not support homosexuali-

ty or bisexuality. Just because we do not

support the gay movement doesn't mean

everyone who wanted in or out had to

squeeze by their blatantly exhibitionist

bundle of mutual adoration. Why should I

have to look at t hat especially on my way

to breakfast

!

Please don't get me wrong; I think that

whatever two consenting adults do in

private is their own business. I don't hate

them all and I don't think they should be

persecuted. I even have some really good

friends who are heterosexual.

I just wonder why this type of person has

to constantly demonstrate to the world that

he or she has these curious "het" feelines.

Karen McKec
Ashfield

that we are homophobic, as we are com
monly labeled. Before generalizing, think CoUnt and Ws DUnS

Joan M. Bourque
Northeast

FondUng puzzles her
I have a complaint about the UMass

campus that I have kept to myself long

enough. There is a certain, shall we call

them, type of person who has chosen a

certain type of lifestyle through their choice

of sex partners.

I see them all over the place, fondling each

other, holding hands, hugging right out in

public where everyone can seel In fact,

there was a couple of them clutching each

other in the entry way to the Campus
t'enter coffee shop the other day and

I have a particular bone to pick with

Count Ramin Zahed for quoting Roy

Scheider's remark that 2001 "left so much

up in the air." While not a pun of

monolithic proportions, I still find it an in-

teresting Discovery.

Guy Lctoumcu
Pelham, MA

Letters Policy
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Compete Against The Elements

In Buck Leather Boats

LOWEST
j PRICES

14K GOLD
JEWELRY

Daniel Smith
25 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 256-0710

Hours:

S M-F 10 am - 5 pm

LSat 10 am - 2 pm
AMEX. VISA. M(

^ ^ ^ *" ^^' l *" • '~T j L

STYLE
HAIRCUTS

(with thit coupon)

$11.50
' with shampoo
i b blowdry
\ _ aapirM 12-30-a4

S lyies"bylSeboratM

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Insulated buck leather on

oil resistant sole.

Reg. S43 99

*31.95

All leather waterproof

boots with full storm welt.

Reg. $64.99

<46.95

Cambrellc*' lined buck

leather and suede boot

With extra support lacing

Reg $3999

31.95

CUMENT-
SIGN

Word Processing Service

editing & critipuing

tjetter Oualrty
• manuscripts
• term papers
• dissenaiions
• reports

PICK UP A DEUVERY 43-HOUR SERVICE

Call John Tauer at 253-9000
Slyl* Manual avaiiaoie on Reauesi

Take on winter with insulated buck leather Outdoor'** boots.

Whether you explore back trails or paved streets, nothing can

compare with the durability and comfort built into these buck

leather boots. Come to Olympian and save on the

boots that buck the elements.

^iHMPMM
\X/e thriveon competition.

VHampshIre Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

DaytonTires

SNOW
TIRES

POLYESTER
Black Wall

Size Price

$ 00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Interest
oft ?? MONTHS I KTfNWt)

r«VMtNT PI AN ON D*V'(»N
Rf yfN VIM^ CMAIHjr ON

credtl

established
in minutes

A78-13

E78-I4

F78-14

G78 14

G78-I5

H78-I5

34.00

44 00
45.00

48.00

45.00

48 00

34
A78-13

RADIAL
White Wall

Size Price

PI55/80R13

P165/80RI3

PI85/80R13

P195/75R14

P205/75R15

P2J5/75R15

47.00

49.00

54.00

58.00

62.00

65.00

.,rtf](rion.ii lor • f'Hj\ MA v*ri t.M •

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704
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Its time has come

l

The direction of education for

all students starting at the
University of Massacnusetts in

the fall of 1986 and after is in the

hands of the Faculty Senate to-

day, when the long-debated
General Education proposal is

scheduled to come up for a final,

vote.

Because the University's core

requirement system witn 1,000

courses to choose from, is so loose-

ly structured, the faculty began
working three years ago to give it

a more definite direction, to en-

sure that all students graduate
with a broad ran^e of knowledge
in the arts and sciences. The plan

that will be voted on today

represents compromise on almost

all sides, but should fulfill those

original goals.

Tne plan would reduce the

available core reauirement classes

to 300, none of wnich can be taken

pass/fail. The current re-

quirements would be replaced by
specific courses in three general

areas: "social world," "biological

and physical world," and
"analytical reasoning."

The proposal is not without pro-

blems. For instance, where will

the money for teachers and equip-

ment come from? Popular core re-

quirement classes are already

overcrowded, and the plan re-

quires that some course classes

have one teaching assistant for

every 50 students. And every stu-

dent will be required to take a
laboratory science course, when
UniversitAT labs are described by
some professors as "dismal,"

The plan's rigidity presents a
mere complex problem. Depart-

ments will not be able to offer

more than 25 percent of their

courses as core requirements, and

every other year, department
course offerings will be evaluated,

possibly creating some confusion

from y^ar to year.

The rule that no core require-

ment can be taken with a paas/fail

option, while admirable in its in-

tent, was argued and passed
without student input.

But, considering that students

can graduate from this University

without ever having studied a
natural science or read any
serious literary works, the plan of-

fers the best chance for improve-

ment in the quality of education

that every UlVfass student
recieves.

The general education proposal

would remedy the imbalance bet-

ween the humanities and the

sciences by giving students a

more coherent education. The
general education plan will help

ensure that before a student

graduates from this unversity he

or she will have some knowledge
of the historical development of

our society and of other cultures.

Graduates will more likely an ap-

preciation of science and scientific

Knowledge to survive and par-

ticipate in the modern world, and
will have some command in the

arts. Equally importantly,
students will learn some ability to

reason mathematically and quan-
titatively.

Three years is a long time to

debate a proposal, the faculty

senate must now put their words
into action. Today the senate
should commit themselves to a
long term plan to add purpose to a
students general education cur-

riculum.

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority opinion of the Collegian
Board ofEditors.

Letters to the Editor ———~~-
'Unfair' criticism of Undergrad Senate

"Any jackass can kick down a barn, but it

takes a good carpenter to build one,"—Sam
Raybum. In the Collegian on yesterday,

the Board of Editors asked some questions

of the Student Senate. Unfortunately, they

did this on the editorial page rather than

asking the "SGA leaders." I believe this is

unfair and irresponsible. I am always hap-

py to answer questions, and hope people

will read this.

You have two valid criticisms of the

Senate. The meetings are often long, and

are somtimes used to air personal dif-

ferences. However, as Sam Rayburn ar-

ticulated, identify the problem is easy, solv-

ing it is not. Obviously, representing 19,000

diverse and intense opinions is not easy.

Some people seem only to want to create

"trouble." However, this Senate is here to

make decisions, not solve problems. The

work of the Senate is done outside the

senate meetings.

Improvements have been made. By in-

creasing its advertising and outreach we
achieved an almost full senate, the largest

in years. We are working to speed up

meetings, but to ensure people are heard

they must be long.

The Senate committees have been active,

as reflect<Hi in your own pages. The

Academic Affairs committee has pushed

for an Academic Grievance procedure, pro-

vided student input into the General

Education proposal, is producing the

GATE guide, supported Residential educa-

tion and fought to maintain the Pass/Fail

option for requiremenUs.

The Public Policy committee has done a

mailing to new students, lobbied in Boston
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for student legislation, organized a suc-

cessful voter registration drive, and kept

abreast of tuition policy.

The Budget's committee has worked
hard to increase communication with stu-

dent groups, while improving the

budgeting process. The Governmental Af-

fairs committee has run many elections and
reviewed changes in Senate policy. The
Finance committee has reviewed requests

for funding and improved its process. The
Rents and Fees committee has revitalized

and is preparing for the Fee Review
Your attacks on the "SGA leaders" are

innaccurate and reflect your ignorance of

these issues. First, the Code of Student

Conduct is being rewritten by students,

after "SGA leaders" fought for that

authority. We have made substantial pro-

gress and will undoubtedly finish our draft

early in Januarv.
The swing space policy is being address-

ed very well by Stacy Roth and Gayle Wint-

jen. The SGA constitution is being

negotiated by six students (not Jim Keller

alone) and is going very well. We work
about three hours every week on this issue,

yet no member of the Board of Editors has

asked us about its status, which is nearing

completion.

We need responsible journalism, not con-

stant editoralizing attacking the SGA, the

Board of Governors, other student
organizations and students. A sttid^pnt

newspaper should support the student

body, not demean it. At least you should

research your facts.

Chris Sullivan

Speaker Undergraduate Student Senate

<^A ^o.\t V^CA ^<wv. c..^ ^« ^. ,^
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Educate drivers, notdrunks
Recently, many states across the country

have undertaken the related problems of

alchohol consumption and drunken driving.

Expressing concern about injuries and

deaths caused by intoxicated drivers, some

states have instituted new laws, penalties,

and safeguards designed to curb alchohol-

related automobile accidents.

The approach by many states, including

Massachusetts, however, seems increas-

ingly bent upon removing the rights of

adults who wish to drink. In Massachusetts

emphasis has largely been to restrict drink-

ing by raising the legal drinking age, bann-

ing happy hours, and promoting alchohol

education in the public schools.

Though the actions of those state

legislators and social action groups who
have initiated such measures would seem
beyond criticism, they are taking entirely

the wrong approach. Instead, the emphasis

should be plaiced on this country's driving

habits, and popular asumptions about pro-

per driving practices.

By raising the legal drinking age to 21 in

Massachusetts, this state and its younger

citizens and once again faced with the

singular dilemma of being eligible to vote

and for the military draft while not being of

legal drinking age. Most people beyond this

age belittle the argument that it is im-

proper to complain about being drafted

before enjoying a legal drink, but only 15

years ago, this was a very real and realized

situation.

Scores of Vietnam troops were killed

during their first weeks in Vietnam, before

t^iey could imbibe a legal drink in their own
country. To instruct an adult citizen that

they are now responsible for the protection

of their country and its ideals, but not yet

responsible enough to be trusted with

alchohol, is plainly ludicrous.

Other critics of higher drinking ages
have also questioned whether such laws

will merely have the effect of steering

young citizens towards other, more easily

available intoxicants, like illegal drugs. Re-

cent reports by Massachusetts public

education agencies have indicated the

Larry Bouchie

ready availability of marijuana, pills, and

cocaine in public schools, which would tend

to support this argument.

Another effect that should be noted of

higher drinking ages is a finding by the

state of Maine after the drinking age was

raised there. For the period of one year

following the raise in drinking age to 20,

teenage alchohol-related deaths actually in-

creased, not vice-versa.

In the face of such results, it would seem
only logical that this approach is ineffec-

tive. In Massachusetts, though, only two

measures have been instituted that con-

front the problem of driver awareness.

Random roadblocks and stiffer penalties

for intoxicated drivers have been used

within the last two years with more

noticable outcomes.

The first such outcome was the fruitful

statistics of the number of intoxicated

drivers who were apprehended during such

roadblocks. In a swift, effective way,

scores of drunken drivers are immediately

removed from the road, while responsible

drivers are only slightly inconvenienced.

The second outcome of these driving

measures was the dramatic increase in

legal penalties and incarcerations of repeat

drunken drivers. This increase is so real

and evident that many localities are striv-

ing to build new jail facilities soley for such

offenders.

A simple comparison of the effect of

restricted drinking versus restricted

drinkdriving leads to the conclusion that

this country and its citizens are more in

need of re-examing their driving habits and

assumptions. Unfortunately, however,

such awareness measures have been slow

to take place, and we are raising yet

another generation of unaware, irresponsi-

ble drivers who are perfectly content to use

their automobiles without much
forethought.

Larry Bcmchie is a Collegian atc^ff

itvember.
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Why do we reverse roles?
I have heard that once upon a time, men

were men, women were women, and each

one knew the difference. No more. The
struggle for equalization of the sexes has

resulted in role reversal, which is fine, but

a lot of people wrongly seem to think that

reversing roles means trading identities, to

the loss of us all. When the political men
are all trying to be strong, something is

wrong.

Are you with me? Let me give you an ex-

ample: the wimp. There are many who
masquerade as men, but their true color is

pure wimp. I've known some outstanding

wimps.

The wimp has a "nice guy" complex. The
impression he wishes to convey is that he is

entirely reasonable, considerate, compas-
sionate, and wouldn't offend anyone. He
really isn't too much different from the

debutantes of yesteryear with their "nice

girl" complexes. That is the heart of his

problem. You can manipulate a wimp pret-

ty easily. Imply that he is uncaring or in-

sensitive upon some point, and he'll become
putty.

So far, the wimp seems like the perfect

social companion — sweet and inoffensive.

Let's look at the dark side of his character:

cowardice. Sure, he'll get angry. ..if it

pleases the crowd. He has enough courage
to get a woman pregnant, but not usually

enough to marry her. He's a great ad-

vocate of abor ton. He's afraid to make
decisions, and will usually vanish rather

than face a romantic break-up scenario.

He's big on excuses. That's a worm, not a

man. If you think this is a chronic

American problem, then you have correctly

identified the wimping of America.

Let's meet wimpy America's other half:

the neo-assertive woman. Someone tell me
why, if you don't think much of men with a

chip on their shoulders or wishy-washy

women, should you feel any diffemtly

about wishy-washy men, or women with a

Rusty Denton

chip on (heir shoulders?

Who is this neo-assertive woman? Well,

I'm sure we'll all know what I mean by the

term "screech politics." In case anyone
doesn't, it's that shrill, highly emotional

cascade of abuse, demands, and loudly suf-

fering self-righteousness you hear so much
in the Pioneer V^alley. The screeching

woman demands relationships on her own
terms, and heaven help you if you cross

her. Trifles outrage her. She may en-

thusiastically exhibit new-found abilities to

be as publicly gross as any man, or she may
just wish she could. She scorns gutless

men, but can't tolerate dissenting opions.

You'd better believe she's one tough

woman.
Now let's be straight: how am I supposed

to respect a wimp or a screecher? 1 don't

begrudge compassion to men, but compas
sion is courageous. Rolling over for every

popular cause isn't courageous, and it

won't earn anyone's respect; they may love

you now, but will they respect you in the

morning? No, you'll just be another warm
body who voted.

Furthermore, I don't begrudge leader-

ship to women. But true leadership doesn't

react violently to every idiocy, and you
can't get respect by wrenching it from so-

meone else. Respect starts with self-

respect. Control starts with self-control.

What a pity. Male anger and female fear

has been replaced by male fear and female

anger. Neither case is desirable. When are

people going to learn that they don't have
to be doormat or battering ram to prove

they're worth somethin? When will they

learn that the quality of doing whatever
they do best speaks for itself?

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Who's the best dressed?
I skipped my first class last Friday for the

first time all semester. The problem was
that it took me two hours to get dressd.

When I stepped out of the shower. I

reached first for my trousers. Just as I was

putting on my belt, however. I remembered

that the People's Group Supporting Nuclear

Proliferation were asking people to wear

glow-in -the-dark pants that day as a token

of support. As I hurriedly changed my
pants to show the world that I support this

worthy cause, I remember wondering how

many people would be following their usual

style and wear their glow-in-the-dark pants

without having heard about the proposed

symbolism of the act for that day.

No sooner had I put on my shirt and socks,

than I realized that this was the same day

that the National Movement to Legalize

Heroin had asked everybody to wear short-

sleeved shirts so they could proudly show

the world then track-marks and raise the

public consciousness. Since my support for

this group is only half-hearted, I decided to

show a half-interest. Removing my shirt. I

got out my scissors and cut off one sleeve,

then put it back on and continued dressing.

I was already late by that point, and the

situation only got worse when I glanced at

my desk calendar and realized that the

UMass Slob Council was asking their

supporters to wear dirty t-shirts. I quickly

removed what was left of my shirt and dug

through my laundry bag for my jogging t-

shirt . Taking a deep breath I put it on.

Just as I was finally running out the door.

Kenneth B. Albert

I remembered that the United Association

of Baby Seal Haters had urged every"body

to wear a fur coat to symbolize nature's

subservience and utility to man. Not

owning a fur coat, yet not wanting to miss

this opportunity to show the world where I

stand. I quickly hunted down, killed, and

skinned my neighbor's dog. Throwing its

hide over my shoulders. I ran off to catch

the bus.

When I arrived on campus. I happened to

pass by the kissing booth .set up by the

Women Who Like Being Treated as Objects

Organization. Since the woman being

offered was very attractive. I got in line and

waited for my chance to pay for physical

gratification. By the time I left (since I so

strongly support this group, I went through

the line 6 times) my class had ended.

My hectic and emotionally taxing morning

had left me drained, so I got back on the bus

and returned home for a nap. Just before I

dozed off. I realized how proud I was that

by having carefully chosen my wardrobe

that day, I had helped do my part ofr these

mistreated and misunderstood minority

groups. Together with all of my other

fellow supporters, we had helped force an

uncaring public to adopt a defensive at

titude of feigned acceptance against the

threat of being labeled prejudiced. I

wonder what I'll wear tomorrow.

A brainwashed democracy
Here's another slap in the face:

America's "freedom" is an illusion.

Regardless of the fact that the Soviet

Union would be a much less desirable place

to live, America is not Nirvana, as most

conservative, self-centered people believe.

I know: the truth hurts.

Sure, it is technically possible for a poor

person (they do exist you know) to rise up

to a position of great social and economical

esteem. A person can work hard all one's

life and "make it" here — but this one-in-a-

million person succeeds economically not

because of the greatness of America, but

rather, because of the certain qualities this

person possesses which are needed to "suc-

ceed" in this econmy: craftiness, ambition,

subtlety, perseverance, greed, and an

erotic obsession with material wealth. In

other words, people succeed, and are

"great" because of themselves, not

because of their nation.

Don't be taken aback now; this country is

stilt the Land of Opportunity: there is an

infinite opportunity here to lie. cheat,

bribe, blackmail, loophold. swindle, buy-

out, coerce, and "bump off that you will

not find elsewhere. (Of course these ac

tivities can be found around the globe, but

not in such ripe abundance as we are so

"fortunate" to have here.) Thank you Un-

ci** Sam.
You see comrades, a basic difference l)et-

ween the Soviet Union and the United

States (which are actually quite similar) is

that oppression is overt m the former and

covert in the latter. You might not be able

to gather around a street corner in the

Soviet Union to express opposing }H>litical

views without being outwardly confronte<l

and arresteti. but on the other hand, even

though expressing opposing political views

is tolerated here, {s(ymeu'hat tolerated, as

my friends who got arrested in Washington

D.C. will tell you), it is frequently a stifled

activity: because when a reforming move-

ment gains significant momentum, it is

abruptly, yet usually secretly. halU^l. Who
am I blaming? The System. What happene<l

to Lincoln, Kennedy. Jackson State, Kent

State, or Martin Luther King?

Free speech is becoming equivalent U.)

smoking cigarettes: slow death. I , along

Mark Caldeira

with my roomate, have already received

three not-so-pleasant death threats for ar-

ticles we have written ("Gotta Love Those

Radicals," Mon.... Nov. 26, and "Is This

Free Speech?" Mon. Dec. 3). They said if I

wrote another f#* * .-'.'ing article in the Col-

leigan, they would blow my house up with

"plastic explosives." Now this does scare

n^e somewhat, but their threats have not

prevented me from exercising my free

speech. Of course the fact that I might be

blown-up tomorrow should be irrelevant,

right? Wrong! Once can never be to safe in

a society where there lurk fecal-fettish peo-

ple. ThJer defecation smells like fascism.

You know, we always hear that all men
(I'm glad they didn't include women in

their devious undertakings!) are created

equal, that all are endowed with certain,

unalienable rights, among those are "Life,

Lil)erty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.'"

Yet how many times have we stopped and

thought about it? I'm sorry f)eople. but we
are not born with these here: but we
believe that we are. We have been classical-

ly conditione<i to say "America" when we
hear "free<lom and democracy." I look

around and see a bunch <»f Pavlov's dogs!

We've all read 19H^ yet we fail to see a that

Orwell's words hnve come true: we art

brainwashed by society, and we question

nothing. WAKE UP. PEOPLE! We are all

being cleverly and elusively hypnotized and

we aren't even resisting. It's hapfuming —

just seriously look around you. And then

l(H»k at yourself. Are you the j)erson that

you want historj' to record? Will someone

in a future time say, "J. A. Bland -oh,

wasn't that fK'rson one of those lost-

minded clones, brainwahsed into al)surdily

by s(K'iety?" All that 1 asking is that you

(question authority and l»e real.

As for my kindergaru-n comrades with

the plastic explosives: Thank you for

Disneyland!

Mark Caldeira is a UMass student.
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Random Notes
Chanukah, then and now

I am a North American Jew living in Nor-

thampton, MA. December 18 is the beginn-

ing of Ghanukah this year. The various

responses of Jews throughout this eight-

day period will reflect the diversity of the

small community of Jews here. Some will

light « Menorah and recite traditional

blessings. Others will create their own
rituals. Many will spend that eve reflecting

upon the historical significance of this day.

In 167 B.C.E., Mattathias of the priestly

clan of the Hasmoneans, left Jerusalem to

escape religious persecutions perpetrated

by the Syrian-Greek king, Antiochus IV.

Antiochus tried to force Judeans to l)ecome

Hellenized; to take on Greek customs,

language, values, religion. However, when
Antiochus' soldier went to the town where
Mattathias lived to compel the Jews to

sacrifice to Zeus, Mattathias and his sons

revolted. This was the beginning of an

uprising that lasted a quarter of a century

and that for a time, returned to the Ju-

deans their political and religious in-

dependence.

Two weeks ago in Northampton, I watch-

ed a slide show on Nicaragua, Guatemala

and El Salvador. In Guatemala, the native

peoples are being forced out of their homes

in the mountains and are being interned in

camps. In Nicaragua, U.S. Intelligence

Agencies and U.S. armed forces mobilize,

train and finance counter-revolutionaries

in an attempt to destabalize the Sandinista

government. For years, with U.S. en-

couragement, the Samoza dynasty had

amassed enormous wealth at the expense

of the Nicaraguan people. In the late 1970's

the Sandinistas took the power away from

the hated Samoza regime in a revolution

that before it triumphed in 1979, had cost

40,000 lives.

The U.S. and other imperialist powers

have the economic and technological power

to destory what has been gained in

Nicaragua. But the Sandinistas have what

every colonized people has: the conviction

that there is no other choice but to survive

as a people, as a culture, as an amalgam of

races struggling against world racism.

We are Jews. We have an historic tradi-

tion to draw upon. The challenge in Central

America to political and cultural autonomy,

threatens us at our very core. In 1984, our

security in the world as Jews comes from

joining the struggle for self determination

in Central America. Four ourselves, and
for the peoples of Central America, we
must let the U.S. government know what
the Jews told Antiochus IV in 167 B.C.E.

Let Chanuka remind us. We must insist

that the U.S. government, 'Let my people

go.'

Elise Young is a Jetvish awareness

educator.
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The Ex-Hogsters, UMass's* '84-86 Intramural Flag-Football Champions would like to
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Good Luck
from

Mr. Earl Bunton

BafBank 75 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Good Luck Ex-Hogsters

"Give 'em Hell"

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Proper ID a must

THE
AMMERST DELICATESSEfN

In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

Oa-Cmmpum A Apmrtmrnrnt
Octfviy AvallmbU • 549-6314

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549^14
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363 Main Street, Amherst, MA
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Good Luck
from the

Tenczar Family
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226 Triangle St
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Good Luck
from the

McLaughlin Family

Shear Delight
Beauty Salon

228 Triangle St.

549-1502

Amherst

Complete Hairstyling

for

Men and Women

Congratulations,

Ex-Hogsters

Plumbleys
oK the common

Boltwood Walk

Good Luck
from the

McCormack Family

STADIUM
LIQUORS
66 MAIN ST.

AMHERST. MASS
AMHERST
253 7002

CbDnaid S. CaU
REGISTERED OPTICIAN HEARING AIDS

•FINE EYEWEAR OOESN T COST IT PAYS

Amherst's First Optician

ijiifts from QCass to Gold

264 :V, Tiea<ant St. Amherst

I
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STUDY SPACE IN DINING COMMONS

DURING FINALS

Thanks

Collegian

Graphics

Congratulations - Ex-Hogsters

louik
(413) 263-76
26 MAIN STREEI!. Jeweler
Bill's Shoe Repair

located In the center of

Amherst
Open 10-5 weekdays

10-4 Saturday

PAUL'S SHOE REPAIR
103 NO PLEASANT ST

AMHERST MA 01002

PAUL & HELEN GRIMARD

BoLLes
^ SHOES

253 5b<?P

8 MAIN ST

AMHERSL

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16

throu9h

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20

BERKSHIRE COMMONS

WORCESTER COMMONS
FRANKLIN COMMONS

Free coffee end snocks will be

offered, courtesy of University

Food Service Deportment

8 pm. - midnight

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMAnON

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

Thursday, December 13 , 1984
Collegian is

HRISTMAS WRAPS & TRIMS ,^

Deckyour gifts in the season'sfinest!

REEBOK
One Look Tells You They're Winners

Freestyle High Top

Leather aerobic shoe

Red. Black, white

Women's sizes Reg 47 99

38

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

Phase One
Leather tennis shoe.

Mens sizes Women's sizes

White ^^hite

Reg ^44 99 Reg ^42 99

36 '34
Rich leather Reeboks. Built with good looks on the

outside and extra comfort on the inside.

But don't be fooled by their easy-going appearance.

Reeboks play rough.

Freestyle Lightweight
leather aerobic shoe

Men's sizes Women's
Black white Grey, Pink, white

Reg '42 99 Reg 39 99

'34 '32

\X4s thriveoncxxnpetMort
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

Get Your
Engineering
Degree
Tuition Free!
Tho Air Force Undergraduate Rnyineer

Conversion Program allows college

graduates to apply science and math
courses toward a degree in engineering.

And. the Air Force pays all tuition and
education expenses While in engineering

scho<3l. you'll be a commissioned officer in

the Air Force with full pay and
allowances AIM HIGH Find out if you
qualifv See an Air Force recruiter todav

Call MSgt Art Courtemanche at (413) 785-0352

_ _0r set up appointment through the ^^3cement

A pejl wjy ol lite

:o%*'

Large 16" Cheese Pizza

reg $5.90

NOW $5.00 plus tax

$1.00 per topping

good through 12/16/84

sorry no checks

WE DELIVER
71 N. Pleasant St

2 doors down from Delanos

Meed a Place to Stay?

Inicrscssion accoiniiKKlal ions

arc now available at llic

Campus Center Hotel
tor all I'Mass stiidcnls al a

qivat sliulcnl discoiuU rale'

Quiet, Convenient &
Comfortable

F'or advanced reservation

j)lcase contact onr reservation

olTice lodav al 54<MK)()()

Inquire about the special

Weekly Dinner Coupons!

Campus Center Hotel

Third Floor

Campus Center

UMass
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live wire
byPeter Wissoker

Music Music Music. Give the gift of music. Gift. gift. gift.

It's time to sit down and think about what there is to do

between finals that wont leave you hung over for your 8

o'clock exam. . .

Fortunately there is an abundance of live music m the

Valley in the upcoming week. Before finals you can go see

the return of Michael Gregory Jackson to the Wok after

about two years. He's not playing with Signal anymore,

but his new music is pretty good. Jackson played last year

at the Pond Series. For those of you who were there, he

was the interesting one. He wUl be playing with some

friends from around here.

Also on Friday night: David Bromberg and Arlo Guthene

will be playing at Springfield Symphony Hall. The Jon

Butcher Axis will be playing at the Blue Wall.

On Saturday night WSYL and WZZZ will be bringing

Black Flag, with the Outpatients, Saint Vitus Dance. Don't

Ask. and Tom Troccoli's Dog in the Student Union

Ballroom. The doors open at 6:30. Don't be scared off

because you've heard about those hardcore bands on Chips

and other such shows. Black Flag has mellowed out and

now they're just a really good political rock band.

Also on Saturday night the Mongrel Puppy and the

Drongos wUI be playing at the Zone in Springfield. The

Mongrel Puppy are great, ask anyone who saw them open

up for the Del Fuegoes at the Rusty Nail two weeks ago.

The Drongos also seem to be pretty good, making their

way to the top by playing outdoors on New York street-

corners. This "hardworking" (gotta love those adjectives)

band is supposed to be realy good live.

After all that go home and study. Then, after your fmals

do as I do. Before you go home take a trip down to Har-

tford to see the greatest rock and roll band in the world.

The Kinks. No two ways about it, it's much better

(aesthetically and psychologically) to see the Kinks than to

see your parents. Not only that, but live radio concerts

from their last tour reveal that they aren't just playing the

same stuff anymore. It should be good.

After that I go and see Einstein on the Beach, because I

have someone who was nice enough to buy me tickets.

There are still a few tickets left and it is certainly worth it

to make the pilgrammage to New York. For the rest of

youze I recommend getting Laurie Anderson's United

States, Live. It's really entertaining (see book review in

yesterday's Collegian) and it makes a great gift for

yourself.

I'pcoming concerts include Betty Carter at the Iron Horse

and Areosmith in Springfield.

Trivia Answer/question. Taj Mahal went to the Stock-

bridge School of Agriculture at UMass. You can win an

eight song excerpt from that Laurie Anderson album I was

drooling over earlier if you can tell me how she used to

know when to end her concerts in Italy when she was

playing out of doors with her tapeloop violin. Bring the

answer down to the Arts Desk and please, put what time

you brought it down.

Have a good vacation.

Murphy carries Beverly Hills Cop
By HERB RAMY Collegian Staff*

MATT MACHERA Collegian Correspondent

A >itreetwise Detroit cop named Axel f'oley (Eddie

Murphy) takes his vacation time to go to Beverly Hills and

solve the murder of his ex con friend. In the process of his

investigation he is thrown out of a window, arrested for

disturbing the peace, and shot at. It doesn't sound like

much of a plot, but with Murphy you don't really need one.

He displays many of the same comic antics we saw in Jt8

Hours: he has an entire shipping company believing that

he's an undercover customs inspector, etc. The main

difference between the two movies is that Beverly Hills

Cop operates with no big name co-stars.

As already stated. Murphy is the movie's only true star.

The rest of the acting is fair, but beyond Murphy there was

only one other actor that stood out. Bronson Pinchot, who
played a minor role as an art gallery assistant was the only

other character to get any laughs.

In examining the success of this movies one only has to

examine the success of Eddie Murphy. He continues to be

the hottest screen comedian since Richard Pryor. His

timing and delivery turn ordinary situations into hilarious

fun. Without him we are left with only fair acting and a

shallow plot. Although his appearance doesn't correct

these flaws, it does make Beverly Hills Cop a picture well

worth seeing.

^v•^^^^:•^^^ac^^x•ft^^^^

Mary Jennings stars as TiUnia in the UMass
Department of Theater production of William

Shakespeare's A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
DREAM at the Rand Theater of the Fine Arts

Center through December 15, at 8 :00 p.m.

HAMPDEN THIATlll
In tM« Ifft of «oi»»»i»«»l

December 13 thru
December lb
8 00pm
Hompdan Th«ot«r

Southw««t R*iid*ntiol

Ar«o, UMa**/Amh*rst

S3 SO g*n«rol public

$1 50 ttudanis children.

ond »»nior»

Coll 545 3803 for rvMrvo-
tiont ond informotion.

w.<t> II C«HwA I Con«r.i 1 Oa'tM M f^fHf D L»<.T O lwc<«*

In between finals and studying,

take a break and coast on into

THE SPOKE
and enjoy our constant low prices.

All Domestic Bottle Beer $1.10

Most Well Drinks $1.25

Becks Beer $1.30

Try our latest drink "The Hollywood"

Enjoy our relaxing atmosphere.

P.C. and Music on us.

The Spoke Bone wishes you

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

The Spoke
35 East Pleasant St.

Amherst

Adrinkery to meet,

relax and enjoy.

AP l,aa«"rj>h< >to

Texas schoolchildren, all hearing impaired, present a special concert of

Christmas carols ''sung" in sig^ language to a banquet for handicapped
Texans.

Let's Active: joyous rock
By ELIZABETH C. LANGLOIS

Oollegian Correspondent

Let's Active's long awaited debut album is

like discovering toys under the Christmas

tree as a child. Mitch Easter imparts a

sense of joy and innot-enoe to all his songs

that is rarely heard in rock anymore.

Easter recorded Cypress with bassist

Faye Hunter and drummer Sara Rom
weber. but a recent change in the band's

lineup (Romweber quit) has expanded l^et's

Active to a five piece group, including

members of the Windbreakers, one of

Easter's many productions.

Cypress is an enigmatic but totally

delicious album embellished with swirling,

haunting melodies and varied moods. The

production is dense and rich with layered

acoustic 12 string guitars, and washes of

organ echoing through the verses

reminiscent of I^d Zeppelin's best work.

Easter himself has referred to his band as

feed's Active, as the aforementioned band is

quite an influence, as are most definitely

the Beatles, due in no small part to the

thoroughly ingratiating vocal harmonies.

Mitch Easter, pop craftsman that he is.

.scatters hooks throughout his songs like

gems, just waiting to be greedily

discovered by the avid listener. There are

so many great songs here that it's hard to

pick out the best tracks. There are neat

production tricks on most of them, and little

snatches of melody that are immediately

catchy. "Ring True" is charming with its

psychedelic vocal distortions at the end of

each chorus. Faye sings this one as well as

"Blue Line." the first single from the album,

with its sitarish guitar figures and bell like

ringing of guitars near the end. There is

also the post psychedelic muscle of "Waters

Part with its huge sounding production a

la Jimmy Page, and its very tender sen

timents, "the waters part when our eyes

see together." .Also especialy stirring are

"Flags for Everything" with its Ijed Zep

p«'linish acoustic guitars and ever present

organ, and "Prey" also with a Zeppelin

slant, and a short break complete with

harmonica and heavy handed Bonham like

skin pounding.

Cypress is captivating in its innocence, but

no craftsmeister with Easter's production

experience could have stumbled onto such a

sound. This is a thoroughly painstaking

work, but nothing sounds contrived which

is all the more amazing. I just wish there

were more artists like Mitch Easter, with

his innate sense of fun and childlike

demeanor. Cypress is a thoroughly en

joyable album, and a must have for any

serious listener tired of jaded commercial

pretensions and MTC doldrums.

Arts & Science Majors!

All dressed up,

with nowhere to go?
It's not too late to think

about Northeastern's MS in

Professional Accounting Program.

This Program is a 15-month course of study designed

for graduates of Arts and Sciences and other non-

accounting majors. It's a full-time grad-

uate program divided into five

quarters, preparing you for the CPA
Examination and a career in public jl

accounting. The third quarter is an ^
internship where you are employed ^

by a leading public accounting firm (

such as Arthur Andersen, Alexander

Grant, Coop>ers & Lybrand, Peat

Marwick, or Price Waterhouse. In ad-

dition to student loans and tuition /

scholarships, significant financial ^^
aid is provided by internship

earnings, which averaged $5,000

for the three month internship

last year.

You still have time to apply

for the class beginning in June

Send for brochure, or call

(617) 437-3244.

Please send more information about the MS
in Accounting Program.

Graduate School of Professional Accounting

Northeastern University

360 Huntington Avenue

Boston, MA 02115

Name

Address

I City/State/Zip

College
Class.

©INortheastem University
IN BOSTON

Northe»»«r Univmity « .n »qu.I opportunity affinruhve «tion «1«»»;°~'

AmBK«,A»*fi*lyo<CofctW*Schoobo«Buitn«i^^^^Q2^

Out of the darkroom
by MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

"Birds can fly but flies can't bird." So too,

with artists and photographers. The artist

can take photos, but can the photographer

be an artist? An interesting claim is made

by this exhibition. "Photography as Art."

People Ulk of the photographers "eye."

It's a shame more emphasis was not placed

on his brain. I know of a blind man who can

take "better" pictures than most sighted.

Most modern cameras can take a picture by

themselves. They only need to be pointed

in the right direction. All the "mystery of

the darkroom" nonsense is just bologna,

merely to give the photograph some

credibility with the Protestant work ethic.

As for composition, nicely cropped edges.

blacks and whites and fineness of grain,

these are only important in an image with

nothing else to offer.

Ever since M.O.M.A. gave photography

"Art value" by artificially ensuring an

increase in price (by destroying the

negatives and creating rigid formats for the

photographer to adhere to I. photography

has nailed itself into a coffin, using the same

hammer with which it nailed in painting.

The camera is a tiK)l. a machine which

produces the result of an optical, chemical

reaction. It is important to teach the

workings of this machine but not of this

photographic convent i«jn.

The show at Wheeler is an example of

ptKiple making photographs which adhere

to this convention. .\nd as such it is very

successful.

There are some ".successful" compositions.

Trower still

a ''dynamo

some very nice blacks and whites and the

odd interesting subject. There is some

thoughtful interplay between the images

and the titles. Eor instance. Jay Goldman's

"Untitled", is obviously a fork. I drew some

comparison between "This is not a Pip^

and "This is not a photograph of a pipe",

and "I don't know what this is." Melanie

Gaier's "Parasol", is a cleverly structured

composition which holds the delicate object

in a tentative balance between high con-

trast and geometry.

There seems to have been a certain

regularity of vision in the show, with very

little experimentation. This gave rise to

the above criticism. Maybe it is due to the

structure of the class. There is so much you

can do in the dark room without a camera.

Maybe a little more experiment might be

more educational to the student and a little

more exciting for us. You can't expect

p]i:;enstiens from novices. What you can do

is inspire, create a lust for creativity and

not expose students to the musty halls of

linear thought.

The show did have a freshness when all is

said and done. The interplay of image and

title gave a sense of thought, which in turn,

in some of the images, created a sense of

time. somelhinK difficult when intentionally

at a sixtieth of a second. 1 hope this does

not sound too pessimistic. The Wheeler

Gallery has put on s«»me of the most in-

teresting shows on campus, this show bt'ing

one of them. I am just making a plea for

photography. May its hori/ons expand and

not be contracted by conformity. What I

saw was a lot of enthusiasm, a lot of

creativity and a cert am am«)unt of freedom

of thought. It would be sad if these

students became "Photographers."

}^

Hy JACKBHKSNAHAN
Collegian Staff

On Friday night. Robin Trower lit up a

throng of eager listeners. In their con

sistent tradition, the powers that brought

this muscial dynamo to the Rusty Nail.

Rumor has it that the Nail and its property

will soon become apartments or condos, so

we're witnessing the passing of an era.

The Rusty Nail was packed near capacity

to hear Robin Trower. one of the finest

guitarists in the world, take them on an

aural trip. The former lead player for

Procol Harem. Trower is a tenacious

survivor from the sixties. Having learned

much from Jimi Hendrix personally, he

demonstrated that the Hendrix sound is not

dead.

This energetic trio played a lot from the

Bridge of Sighs album, including "Too

Rolling Stoned." the title cut. and "Day Of

The Eagle." Leaving the vocals to his

Robin Trower
t:<.ll«Tpan pholii by I)r«-w <)|i;er

bassist. Trower took the spotlight in

showing off his skills. On songs likf

"Reyond the Mist " and "Rock Me. ' he made

great use of the wha wha and the whammy
bar. The music was extremely psychodelic.

and the audience was hiphly responsive.

He also wowed them on 'In Thi*; 'Mace" and

"Little Hit Of Sympathy."

Hanukkah Greeting Cards
\/}(frc the hi'iiHty und jny n/

this s/H'ci(it scdSftH

At

I l.iiuikk.i!.

Open
M-F9-5

Located in the Campus Center

'

®
t/iti

AMERICAN GREETINGS
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More books

for giving
by BRADFORD VERTER and TAARA EDEN HOFF-

MAN
Collegian Staff

In addition to the books listed yesterday, here are more of

1%4's notable publications:

Lawrence Ferlinghetti. author of the classic A Coney

Island of The Mind, and publisher of Ginsberg, Kerovae.

Burroughs, et al. has written his upteenth book of poetry.

Over All the Obscene Boundaries (New Directions. $6.95).

This is not one of his better books, and contains such

awfully awkward phrases as "Sartres nausea filled my
being" and "But she was really like Nora in Nightwood".

Ferlinghetti is accomplished enough that he doesn't have

to crib from Barnes.

It can be fun listening to a prima donna talk about herself,

as Galina Vishnevskaya shows in Galina: A Russian Story

(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. $19.95). The diva, wife of

Mstislav Rostropovich. is a compulsive name dropper

(Brezhnev. Solzhenitzen. et al.», but entertaming.

Whitney Ballietfs Jelly Roll, Jabbo and Fats (Oxford,

$6.95) also deals with singers and musicians, offering

profiles of fourteen jazz artists. Ernst Pawels A Sight-

mare of Reason (Farrar. Straus & Giroux. $25.50) is not

only a brilliant study of the life of Franz Kafka, but a lively

depiction of Prague in the '20s as well.

Kenneth Anger justifies his last name in HoUytvood

Bahylan //(Dutton, $24.95). Much nastier than the first

book, this features more sensational stories and slanderous

photos from tinseltown. Much more down-to-earth is Ever

Since Eve, by Nancy Sorel (Oxford, $14.95). which is a

witty collection of anecdotes about childbirth.

For the librarian in your life. Barbara McNeil has com

piled the Twentieth-Century Author Biographies Master

Index (Gale Research Co.. $60.00. $25.00 paper). This

ma.ssive volume is a comprehensive listing of biographical

sources.

If you have a penchant for polyester. The Hawaiian Shirt,

by H. Thomas Steele (Abbeville. $19.95) is the book for

you. A pictorial reminiscence of the good old days when a

Hawaiian shirt was an art object, not just a garment.

Steele's book is lavish and colorful. Although it does not go

into detail on the consequences the shirt has had on con-

temporary society, it does provide an interesting and

informative history of the 'aloha shirt ". It's even bound in

genuine shirt fabric. Now that's class!

Speaking of class. Metheun has re-released the Noel

Coward Song-Book. Insodently out of print for twenty

years, the book offers the words and music to 51 wonderful

songs, including: "I'll See You Again ". "Mad Dogs and

Englishmen ". "Mirabelle"", and "Don't Let's Be Beastly to

the Germans. " A bargain at $14.95, The Noel Couxird

Song-Book has enough sophisticated wit to correct any oaf.

"Castle: an idea waiting to be born of rock." So starts

Castles (Bantam, $24.95). a beautiful book of magic, lords

and ladies, dragons, dungeons, and hidden passages. Alan

Lee takes the reader back in time through the age of

myths, romance and fantasy with delicate drawings of

wonder. Woven through this magnificent world is the

captivating, vibrant prose of David Day. Castles is an

adventurous and powerful combination of art and legend

brought to life. People of all ages will be fascinated and

delighted by this enticing and enchanting volume.

A bit more sophisticated but just as colorful is Rebecca

Blake's Forbidden Dreams (Quartet, $40.00). A consultant

for the film The Eyes ofLaura Mars, Blake has been taking

lavishly sensuous photographs since 1972. Ranging from

lavishly sensuous photographs since 1972. Ranging from

the sublime to the silly, these glamorous glimpses into a

decadent fairyland are a celebration of surface beauty. It

is a striking book, yet I don't see it breaking new ground in

feminist theory.

i FINANCIAL AID OFFICE J
J IMPORTANT NOTICE ^

J All undergraduate dormitory residents will receive j^

jj. their financial aid forms (FAF) via campus mail in ^
)^ their dorms during the week of December 17th ?
^ 1984.

J^ Off campus and graduate students can pick up ?

^ FAF's during this time period at the Financial Aid ^
^ Office - 243 Whitmore. The FAF filing deadline for y>

1^ academic year 1985-86 is March 1, 1985. J

BLACK FLAG

|l|l
Saint Vitus, OutPatients, Don't Ask,

Tom Troccoli's Dog —

Tickets available at the door

$5.00 with UMass ID

$6.00 General Public

Hfĵ Belize

—^ Honduras
Guatemala >^

ElSalvador '>p.
Nicaragua

Costa Rica\V ''"""'

The U.S. Government has increased its

military involvement throughout the Cen-

tral American region. Since the harass-

ment of Nicaragua has increased over the

past few weeks we find ourselves at the

brink of a major U.S. escalation.

THIS MUST BE STOPPED

We, the undersigned, oppose any aggression by the United

States government against the sovereign nation ofNicaragua,

or any other nation in the region.

WE CAN NOT AND WILL NOT STAND
FOR U.S. WAR INCENTRAL AMERICA.

Ingrid Ahlberg

Gary Aho
Dean Albertson

Chris Alibrandi

Chris Allen

Linda Amendola

Perry Amsellem

Dennis Anello

Alison Apotheker

Nathaniel Arai

Dianne Arico

Mark Aronszajn

Skyler Arnot

Luis Arriola

Mark Arschambault

Sabah As-Sabah

Sal Assad

Emmon Bach

Jonathan Bach

Sandy Bailey

Jannes Baker

Linda Baldwin

Adann Bartsch

C. Bass

Deborah Bazer

Anthony Beckwith

Miranda Benedict

Laura Jean Beretsky

Paul Berger

David Beringer

Jennifer Bird

Carol Bodine

Fred Boelitz

Deacon Bonner

Absol Boucard

Dan Boucher

Eve Breitung

Bob Brigham

Claude Brogunier

Susan Brooks

Heidi Bross

Marie-Claire Buckley

John Buonaccorsi

Mary Burdick

Gary Burnhard

Nicole C.

Mark Caldeira

Douglas A. Calvin

Mary C. Cantanese

Nancy V. Capron

Eileen Carey

Marisol Carlo

Daria Casinelli

Donald Cassidy

Amy Cassota

C.F.C. and L.I.B.

Kris Chamberlin

Julie Chickering

Christie Clark

Dan Clawson

Court Cline

Bengt Coffin

Eileen Cogen

Linda Colby

Patrick Collins

Thomas W
Steven James Connon

Simone Couture

Cynthia Crosby

Norman P. Cruz

Nina Dabek

Janet Daly

Anne Dawson
Regan Day

Carlos R. DelCastillo

Jeanette DeForge

Tina De Muinck Keizer

Kathy Denny
Felicia Distefano

Jonathan Donavan

Heather Dunkers

Brian Duplisea

Lloyd Dyson

Valerie Eaton

James Eglin

Dave Elliot

Janet Erony

John Falconi

Elizabeth Farquharson

Kari Ann Federer

Chantal Firmin

Jerald Fishbein

Christine H. Fisher

Brian Fitzpatrick

Nicholas J. Flynn

Todd M. Fontanella

Mark L. Foster

Jetta Fraser

Marcella Friel

Celeste M. Friend

Denise Fuller

Jamie Gamble

Andrea Geary

Robert Geary

Gary W. Gervais

Juanita Giner

Thomas Gleason

Laurie Goldfarb

Edgar A. Gonzales

Davida Gordon

Grahm Grallert

Laurie Greenberg
Concannon Amy Greene

Jean Gress

Alex Guest

Anthony Gugliemi

Robin Gugnon
Laura Haley

Thomas Haley

Robert Halliday

Eric N. Hanson

Karen Hanson

Timothy Harris

Annie Hayes

Maura Heffernan

Jessica Heiman

Richard Henderson

Paul Hibbard

Tom Hidas

Rob Higley

Christopher Hill

Amy Hirshhaut

Lauren Hirshson

Beatrix Hoffman

Mark Hoffman

Heidi Holland

Ruth Hooke
James Honiss

Lisa Horvitz

John Howley

Mary Hoyer

Gretchen lorio

Limor Inbar

Rachel L. Israel

Juan C. Iturregui

Jodie Jacobs

JCPFR
Helen Johnson
Jeffery Jones

Christos Karastamatis

Thea Kearney

Jonathan Keller

Rebecca Kells

Marc Kenen
Naomi Klayman

Daniel Kohn

Peter Kolbert

Nicholas Komar
Micheal Konstan

Stephen Krasofski

Dayna B. Kurtz

Hyuk-Bum Kwon

Beth Lait

Jessica LaMontague

Michael Landis

Cosmo Lant

Christine 8. Lariviere

David Laulnger

John P. Layman

Diane Lazarus

David Lebeaux

Ellen Lenson

Melinda Leonard

Joanne Levenson

Heather Levi

Jennifer Levine

Robert Levine

Jennider Liddy

Todd Little

Diosdado Lopez

Fiona Macauley

Allan MacNeil

Craig Malone

John 8. Malvitch

James Manwell

Dwight Marine

Ken Marisseau

Susan Markman

Maddie Marquez

David Martin

Jeffrey Mathew
Mark Mazzola

Peter McAvoy
Duncan McCargo
Elizabeth McCulloch

Joyce McDonough
Roy McDougall

Barbara McGlynn
Edward McGlynn

Michael McGrath

Janet McKenna
Brian McNiff

Eva Meir

Tenia Meisner

Eve Mendelson

Elizabeth Mercier

Mary K. Meyer

Ron Milcarek

Erica Mitchell

Jama Mohamed
Alcides Montrond

Michele Morris

Stacey Morris

Paul Moyian

Scott Myers

David A. Nauss

Debbie Neubauer

Nina Nielsen

David Noonan

Belle Rita Novak

Ellen Ohmstead
Steven O'Halloran

Colum O'Hare

Jerry O'Hare

Greg Olmsby

Kristen Olsen

Kathy O'Neill

Alisa Ornstein

Ene Osteraas

John O'Sullivan

Cindy Onley

Fran Pado

Pelham Auto

Stephen Pelletier

Dulce Pereira

Sponsored by the Western Mass. Latin America Solidarity Committee (Rm. 404 Student

with donations. .^ —.i-i.—^.—«^——^—^-

Virna Lizzy Perez

Stephanie Pernice

Kobi Peter

Michael Plotkin

Karen Pollens

Ian Polumbaum
Grahm Poor

David Prach

Jessie Prunier

Elaine Puleo

Nathaniel Rastallis

Renee Ratzmar.

Debbie Reiff

Elizabeth Rich

Craige Roberts

Charles A. Rogers

Donna Romanazzi

Charles Rose
David Rosen

Steven Rothenberg

Christina M. Ryan

Regina Ryan
Andrea Saia

Blair Sandler

Mark Sands

Ricardo Santos

Kori Schloemen

Gerry Scoppettuolo

Lisa Selkirk

Matthew Shakespeare

Suzanne Shanley

Melissa Shaw
Laurie Sheppard

Steve Shuster

Amy Sllverstein

Cynthia Smith

Michael Sophinos

Andrew Spaulding

Jon Spaulding

Ira Spool

David H. Sproges

Varda Steinhart

Nicolas Stember

Jamie Sterling

Eric Stocker

Kris Stocker

Union Building). Ad paid for

Chris Stromberg

Inta Stuberovskis

Dan Sullivan

Lisa Talis

John Taylor

Jeff Teeters

Peter Thomson
Cindy Titles

Beth Tobin

Jose Tolson

Susan Toscano

Nadia TraiettI

Anne M. True

Gretta Tucker

Mimi Turchinetz

John Ungerleider

Mike Vecchiarelli

David Valade

Gert Webelhuth

Frank Wertheim

David Weston
Chris White

Judith White

Jeffrey Will

Keith Winston

Peter Wissokes

Western Mass. Latin American

Solidarity Committee

Western Mass. New England

Central America Network

Andy Wolff

Jimmy M. Wong
Stephen Wooten
Susanna Yurick

Michael Zaikin

Amy Zeldes

Shahrzad Zarghamee

seTm—
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Hvpercurricula

The -

Holidays.

he personal touch.

It's alive and well in Downtown
Amherst, You'll find it in the

uncommon selection of merchandise,

and you'll feel it in the warm, friendly

service offered at more than 40 fine

shops and restaurants. To make holiday

shopping something special,

experience Downtown Amherst.

IMI ikMHdSI CHAMtflCM COMMiKf ASO IMI DOWSUmstOi S< tl V\ISH lOlXPKfss

IHIII «fr«fCIAIK>S lO MIIIIAU •ASH »Ot IMf USJ CM IMI AMMHSfXf M(K,AN

THE WRITING CENTER The Writing Center offers free,

confidential peer tutoring for all University students.

Bring any assignments or writing project. Drop-in. No

appointment necessary. 7 pm to 9 pm Pierpont

Classroom, S.W.

WHEELER GALLERY OPENING'SELF PORTRAITS"
a folio of 12 lithographic self portraits by UMass Graduate

and Undergraduate printmakers will be on exhibit.

Wheeler hours: Sunday Thursday 7 11 pm.

UNIVERSITY CHORALE PRESENTS SEASONAL
PROGRAM The University Chorale, directed by Richard

DuBois, will perform a seasonal program including the

works of Haydn and Schutz on Thursday evening. 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PERSONNEL AD-
.MINISTRATION UMass chapter monthly meeting with

guest speaker: Steve Lewis, pres. of Springfield ASPA.
will speak about being a Personnel Manager. 7:30-9:30 CC

"YOU AND YOUR AGING PARENT" Final workshop
will be held Thurs.. Dec. 13. from 7-9 pm and the Bangs
Community Center, Amherst. Topic for di.scussion will be
"Wills. Trusts, Etc." featuring Atty. Ann Kaminsky. of

Western Mass l^egal Services who will be speaking of

various family legal issues.
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By Garry Trudeau
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Everyone!
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WEATHER

Thursday: In 50's. 30%
chance of rain.

Thursday night: Seventy

percent chance of rain.

30-35.

Friday: Seventy f)ercent

chance of rain. Temps in

40s.

Thursday in the middle «»f

January sometime: Brrr.

Very cold. Wear socks.

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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Collegian positions

open for spring semester:

Associate Manafi^in^ Editors

Copy Editors

Layout Technicians

Photo Technicians

Production Supervisors

Associate News Editors

Associate Women's Issues Editors

Associate Sports Editors

Associate Black Affairs Editors

Deadline for applications is

Monday, Dec. 17

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
e4llctf by Tnitf« MkhH Jaffr

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

0/0

Boy, t»o<3e ^-'^S us/ert

Kwade -for eoc^ofher.

'^ y

^ ' ^

Gorde By Gorde

SILESJTLY "7WE lfriP"PIKBS

f=ORTy To HIS GmPHIC
OeSI&J CLASS

HIS PORTFOLIO, AFTSR A
'SEM£S7T£R OF HAK> tvQ^K,

/S REAOYF^OK f>I^BSeArrA-

TlOfJ TO ThB IhiSTKJCr^

HE EUTERS ThE im/'S OFFICE

Wl-m AKI AIR OF SELF-
-COKJFlC€hJCE. HIS \MORK
(S PERFECT. KIOTHIfJS CAKJ

GO \^/R0^J<5

AHH, GORDE, I'M LOOKIV&
FORi\/ARC> TO REAPING
YOUR RESUME' TQ THIS
PORTFOLIO

ACROSS
1 A Johnaon
S Authof
Kmgsicy

9 "Th«RMI

14 Equipment
15 HotMSho* part

16 D*4«U
17 CItyonth*

T«naro
18 Molding
19 N*c)(p«na
20 Gam* playad

with coins

23 Dutch com
muna

24 Ika't command
26 Coming to

$cr*«ching halt

29 Passover laasl

31 Comedian Bart

33 Actress Arthur

34 Escargot

36 Bondman oi

yore

39 Panygam*
42 Cheat o)

drawers
43 you in

my arms"
44 Retirement

acct

45 Bird, cliatty at

timea
47 n«4iflk>us (aith

51 HIM region of

larael

54 Hogwaah!
56 Wood aorral

57 Truth's altar

native

60 Exhauat
63 Tight as a drum
64 Roadaidaneon
66 Up and
66 Word with who

orwtiat

67 Winga
66 Bum allghtly

69 Counael, old

atyle

70 Oapw>d(on)

4 Name lof a

Noraeman
5 • of

many colors'

6 Louisiana's

flower

7
•• Three

Lives'

8 Rough draft

9 Assn lor tt>e

very tKalny

10 OtMuae
11 Giimaii

12 Full of Suffix

13 Oneway to vote

21 Rupture

22 ram
parts "

26 Construction

piece

27 Sea 4 Down
28 Sal of song

30 Being Lat

32 Tired

35 Astuteness
37 Rock salt

36 Clears

39 Indian of Brazil

40 River to (he

Caapian
41 beef Var

42 SurCaiil

46 Before day or

year

48 Site

49 Volatile liquid

50 Lincoln por

Irayer

52 Cake covering

53 Rope for horse

trainer

55 Bizarre

56 Roof overhang

59 Close
60 Degree in

dentistry

61 French king

62 Own. in Dundee

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

uuuuu UQJUU auiiij
UUUUL1 UUliU llUUli
yUUULJ UULiyUdlilllB
HUUUUUU uuuauLiu

uuuu aauii
HUUH nau uuuuui]

nouunu mm uacm
uuuy ynnn

VI MllAlNlfHSIPIIiTITIEIA
1 L UlclMOllBnTllftlOlulStE

yyuci uyyu uaaiiH
12n3/84

1 Love feasts

2 Live

3 Made lace 1»13«4
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Ho, Ho,HoOnkyo

OJSTKvo Receivers or^KYO Tape Decks ONTKYO Amplifiers

TX-15
23 watts per channel $175 TA-R33

with auto reverse $265 A-22
35 watts per channel $135

<:'d J

;il^^
.'•.•.•v^ H ^ ^ C

TX-26
38 watts per channel $215

»>y/#/ffI IllWVVXW
1 T T /^ ccgclh:

O O O -' O G J5

TA-2026 $175
with Dolby "C' . music search S' w A-801 5 Integra series,

55 watts per channel $285

TX-36
50 watts per channel $285

hAI9^^

1
, J I'l 3 1 ^ DDDDIZ]

(D*0©0 •: dPCDO
TA-2044
Integra series, programmable $260

A-801 9 Integra series.

1 00 watts per channel $430
ONKYOTuners

TX-65 Integra series.

60 watts per channel $420
TA-RW11 auto reverse

dual cassette deck $365 T-22
Analogue tuning $99

"1 =|ui.>,|aDDaj

TX-85 Integra series.

80 watts per channel $539 TA-2056
Integra series, three heads $330 T-4015

Integra series, quartz locked $225
All components are pre-tested and backed by Sound & Music's factory authorized service

department. A two-week return privilege and a six-week lay-away option are available.

^
90-92 King St. (RteSI, Northampton •Mon- Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

Open Sundays, 1-5 until Christmas.
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UMass basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen confers with point

l^ard Carl Smith at Hartford last Saturday. The 2-3

Minutemen face powerful Northeastern at the Sprinjjfield

Civic Center on Saturday at 2 p.m. Smith will start the

g^me despite strained tendons in his righ hand.

Basketball notebook

Russell,

in top form
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collejfian Staff

The bris:hesl spot for the 2 3l'niversity of

Massachusetts basketball team has been

the play for senior co captain Donald

Russell.

The 6 2 guard from Mt. Vernon, N.Y. has

been scoring at a great clip with a team

leading average of 17.4 points per game,

the best since his freshman year.

He is coming off a 27 point performance

against Boston University, a triple over

time71 70lossfortheMinutemenl. Russell

is shooting 55 percent from the floor at 31

of 56 and 73 percent from the line. He leads

the team with 1 1 steals.

Senior forward Bobby Braun has also

looked sharp. The 6 6 New Jersey product

has been seeing close to 37 minutes a game,

a career high, and Ls averaging 9.8 points

and 8.2 rebounds.

Yet. UMass is 2 3. They were in all three

losses and should have beaten Hartford and

BU. but lacked the killer instinct late in the

second half to put their opponents away for

good.

In both games, the Minutemen failed to

capitalize on chances from the foul line,

missing 9 of 22 against Hartford in the

second half and three one and ones against

the Terriers in the final five minutes of

regulation.

On Saturday, Northeastern 3 1. invades

the Civic Center with a potent offense that

features Reggie liewis. Wes Fuller and

Andre I/cFleur, all sophomores and all

good. The Minutemen will have to be on

top of their game to avoid going 2 4.

• Weil Continued from page U

The Minutemen are 3 and have broken a long standing

school records for points in a meet. Weil leads a group of

impressive freshman that have blended nicely with the

veteran upperclassmen.

"He's a real pleasure to work with." Johnson said. The

coach also said that the entire team has felt the impact of

Weil's talent and respects his determination to the sport

and his grades. He is close with his family, they travel

the two hours to see all the UMass home meets, he does

w ell in school and excels in his sport, "you've got to talk

to him to believe him." Johnson said. "He's quite a kid.

"

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
C5me to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3.45 Mon - Thurs; 8;45-2:30 Fr, . Deadline is 2 days pnor to pubi,cat,on aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount « Phone nunibej_FREE

APARTMENT FOU
INTERSESSION ONLY

N«*d • place ov«r JntaraaMion? You can
hav* ttia full run of a 4 badrm upatain.

downstain haat ft atactric INCLUOEO'
Right on ttta t>u« routa Cad Ooda at

253^7206 fof mora irtfo CHEAP"
AUDIO

Bach Door Audio 6 VMao haa aiarao

equipmartt - lowact pnoai availaUa moat
major branda Akai, JVC, Tacfmica, Onkyo.
ate 10-11 PM5«6-Siei

autofomsalI

inO Oataun 210 4 door 5 spaad 41 tnpg

good condition 12900 666^3986

Station Wagon Dodga Colt ItTfi good
condition automatic $500 or beat offer call

anytime tel 2S6-6724

1M0 CHatlon, 4 ipaed good condition,

r>egotiab(e call evenings 546 1060

ftTI VW Qerman Rabbit 70000 mi ttd 2

new radialt sunroof Blaupunkt stereo $1900
or bast offer 256-8296 after 6 PM

1178 Honda Accord, vary good cor>dition

fantastic stereo $3000 or best offer 066-3129

1M4 Comet low miieaga good dependable
transportation $000 or beat offer can Bill

S4d-0»47 ^
M Chavy Van runs body in good shape has

a bed $200 call Greg 256-1824

72 Bug rebuilt engirw new paint brakaa

ahocks tuned $200 sunroof $1300 BO
666-8316

BIFF - THE PAINTER

Go ehaad laugh. Not all gartisge bags are

green, some aren't even gart>age t>ags East

poop scoop, round seaweed, Pina Coladas.

macaroni 6 cream chase, ice-cubes, ft sar

vices rer>dared. Love, Julie the scrilibler

COOK WANTED

Cook naadad M-F at local fratomlty star-

ting next semester for information call

549 3744 after 3

ENTEHTAIMMENT

WICKED AND WILD DJ's audio and
visual entertainnient for the 80'8 584-6712

Rack-A^iac ¥ack A Video Entertain

mant Agency. Oiscjockeys and large

screen vktoo parties for tfte five college area

5497144

FOR RENT

Intaraaealon rooms available in fraterni-

ty Singles and doubles 395 North Pleasant

St call 545-3117

1 bedroom in townhouaa Squira $100 per

apring 666-2127

Spacious, two bedroom apt on bus rte

carpeted dishwasher $360 Jan ar>d spring

665 4313 after 5

1 bdrin available in Rolling Oroon Apt for

spring semester call 253-2713

Beautiful houiia.
spnng seinek
165+ utilHiis

2 minutes from campus,
iiblet, 1 or 2 single rooms,

sle pref 549-6678

Rooma availBtiia for female boarders
r>ext semestst m sorority located close to

campus. For further info call 546-0527

Spacious ona bedroom apt on buslina

good for two people call 665-2907 ^
Ona badroom In three room apartment
Puffton VIg start January call Chria 549^ 1616

evenings

Otta badroom apt available n CliffsKle

nating Jan 1st $335.00/mo a* utilities in

eluded. Can early in mommg. 666-8163

FOR SALE

Boaton area Book Waral>ouee has im

mediate openings for December and
January seasonal work Contact Bob Goukl

at 617 8BB7154. Colaga Storaa. Waliham.

Nice bed only three monttia oM. beautiful

antique bureeu 0663129

Naed Inexpanalva gilts? Mens shirts $10

womens $12, sweaters $14. Kenya baga $16

call 546 7689^
Soft Contact tanaaa moat daily wear

lanass $18 00 to $25 00 ea Extended ovoar

lonaes $30 00 to $48 00 Lowest poces on

contact lens solutions Heat units $12 96

Amharst Optical Shoppe 253 6412,

2S644(n

Parfect gift: IBM Salactric II Correcting

Typewriter Baal deal $600 can Dave

54S6067

Double bed, firm mattreaa, boxspring and

frame like new »100 or BO Two bureaus

$50 each, TV $25 call 253 3588

IfTi drattada ESS one owner excellent

cor>dition no ruat^lenta call 367 2061 after 6

PM
i^rge sofa-bod. 2 twin bads, big diisasr

prices negotiable call ASAP 549 5818 even

ings

Fonder Super Twin Reverb 5 Band
Graphic Equaliiar. presence, distortion.

foot switches, POWER' $460 00 256 1802

Great new rug nag bed too call 549-4460

OAV Mid LESSIAN

Kitchen Help needed at local aeroritv m
exchenge to' free meals 3 people needed for

5 days a weak 2 meats Iflhtaiaatad lor apr

ing samaeter call 546-aS3B

INTERSESSION
APARTMENT NEEDED

Apartmant twantod to ayWM over In-

tuisaaaion 2-3 saniora Puffton or nearby

preferred Call anytime 546-6861. 546-5863

iJoif

SUvar bracatot Nov 15 CC/SU kMngaa
simple bengle of great paraortal value pleaaa

call 584-8646 Of 584-8628 Marttta reward

ttwrtks

Loat sold pendant "Susan" Thurs 12/8

between Time Out & Brandywine great sen

timental value reward 549-7613

Blue weilet Dec 10 10 00 am SU/CC Id

3909387 call Glenn 6-9567

Lost on Thursdey near Qrad Tower coMie

ahepard puppy 10 weeks old brownah Mack

549^5122

Lost fwaaks afo Mickey Mouaa key chain

4 keys reward call Brian 549-5122 ^
LorTg purple down coat keys in pocket call

Louise 256^P50

Tba Paopla'a Gay AHtanco hosts a social

hour each Wed from 3 to 5. Buaitwaa

rrwetings are at 6 30 each Thurs Check the

Cempus Center schedule for room numbers
New people are welcome and are encoursg

ed to attend I

Wed. 12-C Social movad to FrI. 12-7

Last chance to Dance on Fri 12-71

Oay fr Loablan Day Fri. 12-71

HELP WANTED

Earn $6-7 an hour. Must be 18 or oklar,

have own insured reliable car Apply in per

son: Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Medley

Now taking applications for fall and par

time positions Must be 18 or older Apply in

person Domino's Pizza Rt 9 Hadley

Manlcuriata and Coamotologista full and
parttime, wanted for new exclusive nail and

skin care salon in Amherst Center. Excellent

working cor>ditions Succees is st your

fingertips. Call for interview 253-9996

Student Notae is now accepting applica

tions for notetakers for the spring semester

Earm $7.00 par lecture' Pick up application

forms at 401/403 Student Union BMg
9:00-5:00. Monday through Friday

Earn up to $120.00/day Be your own
boss, make your own hours No exp nee.

Limited opportunities Call l)etween 9:00 am
and 7:00 pm for details Immediate response

suggested to insure a position
1617 877-8883

MENTAL HEALTH WORKERS new
agency is accepting applications for full and

p>art time posi'ions to work with elderly in

Hampshire County $10,3000 plus ber»efits.

All shifts Call Janet at 263-7406 for more in

formation AA, EOE

Qovernmer^tJoba. $16,5e8-$S0,5637yeer

Now hiring. Your area. Can 806-6B7-BOOO

axt. R 9616

MISSINQ

Graan. t% In by 8 in UMaaa notebook
Contains notes on Calculus ar>d Organic

Chemistry 546^6415

MR. H and C.P.P.

Who aaya It can't be a Mra7 Its been fun

so far, hopefully Intersession isn't the end'

La Mia Pizza, missing towels, obscene pic

tures, the maze, funny faces, chocolate

puddings, furniture games, etc. Lots of

love, JeHy Bean

PERSONALS

Sweat tooth delivers cake, ice cream,

'fudge ar>d chocolate to you 2 free oatmeel

raisin cookies with each order if you tT»en-

tion this ed 256^8102

INTERsTSSrON ~jbTS^~APPLY TELE

FUND MEMORIAL HALL 546-3609

To the careteker of my taddybaar:

Please see Peg in Flint Thanks Jeanettte

and Barrtey

NANCYond PATRICE. Heppy 20th Birth-

day we love you, Lauren end Judy

NANCY and PATRICE~a7e sti« hot at 20

but Lauren and Judy are hotter at 19

TtTthe beeutlful blond wfio slept at 280

Puffton Saturday nite I woukj love to see

you again, please cell flar>dy 6-8202

Mark ^Happy Birthday to the mwn of my
dreanrw Here's to the best B-day you've

ever had Cheers' All my love, Sandy

Guy - Thanx for fiMng my aamaalar with so

much sunshine One of a kind' Good luck

with hnels bebe' Seta

Roommate 'Felicidadas' porfin eres

legal pero se ts acabaron las teens Hay

que celabrer. tus vemtes. aete mvolvidable

semeetre. todo icono' Merci pour tout

cuidete mucho siempre, OK' You win be

missed' Have fun< TQM
Mamey sorry' tarda'

To all my friends Greetings from Demerki

Happy Holideys h good luck on finels'

Thinking of you all by best KEN IJerseyl

To our friande on 3rd floor Van Mater

"Marry Chnatmas" we'll mias you Oevid.

Tom and Dave'" The Paaaout Twins

Meie Kallkimake David Odal Love, your

Hawaiian Kris Kringle (buddies undercover)

MIta.
Mia. Mia, Mia, Mia.

Happy Blfth4lavl

Ta Ano

Tracay -Puuush- The Aerobic Gartg

Rick Walcak GO matehal m a bathing suit

Sua ^
Penny • The akys the Ho*' Love, the

l»»"fl

Theraaa - You're awaatar than the night

Thenks for everything i Love ya, Anne

LAaNAF86LAGNAF«6LAQNAF86LA
QNAFB6LAaNAFS6LA0NAF86LAQ
NAF88LAONAF86LAQNAF86LAQN
AF86LAaNAF8«LAaNAF8iLAONAF
•BLAGNAF86LAONAF8SLAGNAF86
LAQNAF8SLAQNAFttLAQNAF86
MoTHo. Ho. My nome's Scon Pevovs and

I'd like to wish university women Merry

Chnstmas and tell you to come iwetch me at

9:00 tonight in Dickinson I'H be m gray

shorts participating in aerobics (have fun.

your Secret SI

Srtlppat Heppy B-dey Thanks for the

memories love always Pumpkin

JP Feliz cumplear>os sstero ^ue tenges un

ano fat.tastico Eres un fox Te quiero Karen

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Oleeertetlona.

on campus low rstas guarantaad sceap

tance Nancy 584^7924

RIDE WANTED

After Frldey Dec 21 to Maryland /DC aree

will shere driving and expenaea call Jennifer

266^70

RIDERS WANTED

Naad rMa back from RorMa around

1/7/86? Call Andy - 263-7781, laeve

The Leebian Biaaxual Cr Gay men'a
Counealing Collactibe offers FREE pear

counseling for everyone effected by

sexual orientation Issues M T Th F 4-8

pm Cell 646-2*46. or info-line 6460*84

Rm 433 Student Union

Dob You are a great roommate have a

Marry Christmaa and a great new year

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a room - Townefrauae, Bran

dywine ept apring aemester Male/ferr^ele

doesn't matter. Call JeaeKa at &49-1377

laeve mesaage

Female aaaking off eampua room
friendly, reeponsible, neat, pays bills on

time, serious student call Beth 546-7422

ROOMMATE WANTED

roommate wented >or spring

samaeter beginning Jen I or Feb t caH Sua
or Jas at 25b^)873

Woman wanted share 4 bdrm apt Grad or

mature student ckiae to campus 549 6641

Avelleble Immedletelyl $t90'month 1

tMdroom in s 3 bedroom house off Rte 9 5

mles from campus CaH Oan 5-0329 days or

Stave 2961016

Female wanted to ahara badroom m
Brandywine Senioi. older grsd student

preferred 156 a month call 549 7797 even

ings

Roommete wanted single room in Swiss

ViHege available Dec 22 256-8270

Mala roommate wanted to share room in

Puffton Rent le 107 plus elec/month caH

549-6734 _
Female to share room in Brittany Manor

I call Maureen 253 7357

Northwood Apt
January fhlu s( .

see 1S49-r .

Roommete wented to shere room ir

beautiful house in Sur>der1end short walk to

bua Greet aetting CaH 5464482 leave

mesasge

2 women naadad to share apartmant in

Southwood starting January
•••256-1315"* Sua or Eileen

SERVICES

work Romance languages 263 7»W
Suzenne

Typing /Word Proceeaing NaM day ear-

vite TYPE RITE 253 5111

STBNIO

Hitachi Compact Stereo for eele wtth

k>udr>ess control, tuning meter. 8 track,

good sound'" Perfect condmon"' Low
price'" 65475 cell Deve

SUZV»IUNE

Te the Speghetti Reck QiHs Wal be k>«t

without you ne»t serrmsiei Have fun well

iraas you Love Melissa ar>d Ten

Tosuwjrr

,„^ 1 Badroom apt » •;*•«• 0*=

25 Jan 27 CentreHy toceted •«0Olnclua*va.

Call 586 7862. leeve messsge

Fully fumlehed 2 bedroom epartntant

Southwood. over Intersession $376 cell

2533273

Three femelae looking for roommete in

South Amherst house cell 2S6 1456 (single

room)

Famala roommate to shere two tMdroom
furnished apertment call 886-4880

Single bdrm in 3 bdrm apt M/F non smkr

$200 all utH Jan 1 May 30 Mam St

Amherst 256-1806 Tim

Apt mete wented to share 2 bdrm apt 1

mile from GRC Its N Amherst caH 6 9 pm,
$237 plus 548 0867

Looking lor one or two melee to live at

Townhouaa starting in Jan 548 3819

Faimale wanted to ahara ona badroom
apartmant Creatview 10 minuta waHi bus
$192 50 * utilities 548 5469

One male to shsre one of two
bedrooms/ Brittany Must be clean and
eesygoing. like us' Call 253 5306

Roommate wanted for Brittany Manor
two bedroom apartment for intersession

and/or apnng semester $175/mo 256-6487

Male roommete wented to shsre

bedroom in Brandywine stsrtir>g Jen 1

549^)692

Roiling Green Two mala (Grad pref) to

share one bedroom of two bedrm apt

$136/mo faH leeaeoptnn. Alan 253-3800 or

546-4216 avail Jen /Feb

Looking for neat, atudlous. male gred.

student to rent unfurnisfied room in

beeutiful 2 bedroom Amherst epertment
short walk to campus begin Feb 1 $260/mo
ceH 54»a8ei

Room In apt or houee wented for ttte spr

log term caH Jim 256-1896

Mala looking for a room in apt complex in

Amherst, spring semester. Call Andy at

253^7781 leave maaeaga

intareaaeion sulMat wanted female look

ing for single room beg end of December if

pose call Lee 546-9310

Famala roommate wanted to share a

room at Brittany Manor for tfie spring

semester beginning Jan 1 or Feb 1 cell Su or

Jes at 256 0673

Non-amoking person wented for own
room in 2 bedroom Cliffside apt for Jan 1

$190/mo 886-4119 evenirig

Soaking commuter student to share

Campus Hotel room/cost Mon
days/Wednesdays second semester.
6177861177 ^
Immediete opening Townhouaa lamales

only call 649-6709

Apartmant to ewMat «J"_ -• ^..
month Fully lurniahed utWdaa indudad.

Amharst Motel 256 1581

Jto^4 femolee need to sublet en apertrnent

for Intersession doeo to campus Pleese

help ca« 546 7446 or 546^8663

Hv« bedroom house In Amherst. About

5900 per month CaH 253 7886 for mora in

formation

Large, fumlehed badroom In

Available Dec 19 one person 253 976B

Mele or femele roommete needed to

rent own room In 4 bedroom apertment

2B* 6776 close on Amherst bus route^

Furniehad apt 2 rooms. 1 bedroom, near

bus stop & leundry call 253 7974

Jan SulMat 1 bedroom ept

Center $360/mo plus elec 2S6<B61

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/OEE USA's f 1 a(u-

dent budget travel agency Free catakig

Call (617)266 1926 or write. 729 Boylston St

Suite 201. Boston, MA 02116

WANTED TO RENT

4 melee looking to take over

can Todd 5467886
tor spring

Sublet needed for 2 female atudente for

Interseeaion 1/1/86 1/27/86 preferably

ctoee to cempus call 546-5786, 546-5787

anytirTM

Intareeeeion apartment needed eparl-

ment wanted to sublet over Intersession 2-3

seniors Puffton or nearby preferred. CaH
anytime 546 5861. 5465663

WE NEED A PLACE TO UVEI

Two reeponsible femeles need s houee or

apertnrient for Jen 1st call Diane at 549-4741

after 4 PM

»\ Vk ViVi»>^^fr\i»i>fr\>^Vv^fr^^''^'"*^
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Marino, eight
Dolphinsmake
Pro-Bowl
Hannah also honored

UMast gymnast Roberto Weil does a difficult spagpot move in practice

UMass' Roberto Weil:
Venezuelen gymnast keys Minutemen 's success

Sports Informatiaa photo

By KATHLEEN HANNAN
CoUeffian Correspondent

Roberto Weil has come a long way from working out on

a fence in Venezuela.

Weil, a freshman on the University of Massachusetts

gymnastics team, is currently ranked second in the all-

around on the team with an impressive score of 52.1.

t railing only junior Joe DeMarco's 53.2.

Weil will tell you with hesitation that he feels no

competition with his teammate, but admits that he may

work up a little aggression later in the season. To be the

best on the team is among his goals, and he's willing to

work as hard as he must to achieve it.

Weil started that hard work in his native country when

he started doing a basic dismount, the penney drop, on a

fence in his hometown with his best friend, Jose Fer-

nandez.

The pair worked for hours improving their strength and
talent and Irving new tricks. Weil stresses that if not for

his friend and the inspiration of his father, also a fine

gymnast, he wouldn't be the exceptional competitor he is.

During his freshman year of high school in Venezuela his

family moved to Wellesley, Mass. where he continued to

train.

Weil's mother said that he would ride his bike six miles

to the train station before jumping a train to get to

practice, no matter what the weather.

"He's extremely dedicated, he studies often and never
gets into trouble." his mother said.

Weil feels he has improved tremendously under the

coaching of UMass' Roy Johnson.

"He's an awesome coach and so is John Macurdy (the

assistant coach), " Weil said. "I'm getting much better.

"

The engineering major has worked out with the

Venezuelan Olympic team and plans on trying out in

February. Weil feels that he has. "a pretty good chance

because the guys there are not as good as the guys are

here."

Johnson added. "I haven't seen the Venezuelan team.

He has a way to go on his compuLsories and he's got a lot

to learn, but maybe he could pull it off."

As far as the U..S. team is concerned. Weil admits, "I

have no chance at all. it's way to early and I haven't even

t hought of it. . .yet." Continued on page 2S

NEW YORK (AP) - Dan
Marino, who has shattered

one National Football

Ijcague passing record and

is poised to break another,

was one of eight members of

the Miami Dolphins named
Wednesday to the AFC Pro

Bowl squad.

Marino, who broke one

NFL single season record

with his 44 touchdown

passes and who is 59 yards

sh<Ml of the single season

yardage mark with one

game left, was one of three

unanimous choices on the

AFC team for the Pro Bowl.

The game will be played

Jan. 27 at Aloha Stadium in

Honolulu.

The other unanimous
choices were Marcus Allen

of the Los Angeles Raiders,

who also placed eight

players on the team, and

safety Kenny Easley of the

Seattle Seahawks, who had

seven.

Marino and Allen are

joined as starters in the

backfield by running back

Freeman McNeil of the New
York Jets.

Other offensive starters

include wide receivers Mark
Duper of Miami and John

Stallworth of Pittsburgh;

Anthony Munoz of Cin-

cinnati and Brian HoUoway
of New England; guards

John Hannan of New
England and Ed Newman of

Miami, and center Dwight

Stephenson of Miami.

The defensive starters are

ends Howie l»ng of the

Raiders and Mark Gastineau

of the New York Jets: nose

tackle Joe Nash of Seattle;

linebackers Rod Martin of

the Raiders; Mike
Merriweather and Robin

Cole of Pittsburgh, and

Steve Nelson of New
England; cornerbacks Mike

Haynes and Lester Hayes
and safety Vann McElroy of

the Raiders.

The team was chosen by a

vote of each of the AFC'a 14

coaches and the NFL
Players Association
members on each of the

team. Each team's vote was
counted as one, the players

as another.

Other members of the

squad are quarterback Dave
Krieg of the Seahawks;

running backs Earnest

Jackson of San Diego and

Sammy Winder of Denver;

tackle Henry Lawrence of

the Raiders; guard Mike

Munchak of Houston; center

Mike Webster of Pitt

sburgh; tight end Todd
Christensen of the Raiders;

defensive end Art Still of

Kansas City; nose tackle

Bob Baumhower of Miami;

linebackers Andre Tippett

of New England and A. J.

Duhe of Miami, cornerback

Dave Brown of Seattle and

safety Deron Cherry of

Kansas City.

The team also includes for

the first time a designated

special teams player. F'redd

Young of the Seahawks.

Reggie Roby of Miami is the

punter. Norm Johnson of

the Seahawks the place-

kicker and I»uis Lipps of

Pittsburgh the kick

returner.

Look to snap losing streak

UM women host Conn Sports Log
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

coming off two straight

losses, the University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team hosts the

University of Connecticut

tonight at 8 p.m. at Amherst
College.

UConn enters the game
sporting a 2-2 record and

hopes to recover from last

week's (84-68) beating at the

hands of the University of

Rhode Island. The Huskies

are led by 6 2 senior forward

Leigh Curl, the team's

leading scorer the past two
seasons. For UMass to win.

it will be imperative to know
her whereabouts at all

times.

"She's strong inside," UM
assistant coach Dawn
Henderson said. "We're
going to have to deny her

the ball."

The Huskies will likely sit

back in a tight two-three

zone defense, forcing op-

ponents to hit from the

outside. Not known as a

pressure ballclub, the game
should provide some relief

for the beleaguered
Minutemen who come off

consecutive 28 turnover

performances, a statistic the

team must reduce if it ex-

pects to break its two gam^
tail spin.

Captain Jerrie Bernier

has shown signs of breaking

out of her early season

scoring slump with 18 points

in her last two games. In

the UMass win over Boston

University. Matthews was
described by a cable sports

caster as "red hot". Barbara

Hebel has been a consistent

scorer (12.2p.p.g.), but has

yet to return to the form

that produced 16.1 points

per game last year.

"Our biggest goal is to

decrease the amount of

turnovers we've been
committing." head coach

Barbara Stevens said.

j*\C 10
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Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule'

Today: Women's Basketball vs. UConn at Amherst College.

Just a few final thoughts. .

.

As another semester rolls by. they seem to

go faster each time, there is plenty of action

in the world of sports. Yes, it is brutally

cold out but baseball still draws the

headlines. Now, last week when I picked

the Mets to take it all, I had no idea the deal

they had in store. Seven-time All-Star

Gary Carter will now be behind the plate

for the Mets, but they had to give up the
popular Hubie Brooks and three other-

s... Carter is just what the doctor ordered
for the Mets. He is still a clutch hitter and
should be able to work well with the wealth
of talent that the Mets pitching staff has.

Hubie was a good hitter and was improving
defensively but was still shaky with the
glove... He once made three errors in one
inning. Only a trip to the Bursar's office

would equal that humiliation.

Quickly shifting gears, only the Bowl
Games are left for college football, so here

are a few picks, for what they're worth
(about $1.50, without tax)... Cotton: B.C.

should win. They have a half-decent guy at

QB, but his name escapes me. Rose: USC
got in a late-season slump, but they are too

tough for Ohio State. Sugar: LSU-
Nebraska should be a high-scoring affair,

but the Huskers will have too much offense.

Orange: This will be the game to watch,

with OU's defense stopping the Huskie

attack. F'iesta: This should be a good

contest. UCLA against Miami. If you like

passing, watch it, and watch Miami in a

squeaker. ..I can't believe they have bowls

like the Cherry and Florida Citrus. What's

next. The DC Prime Hoast Beef au Jus

Bowl, of course.

As January rolls around, look for a few

trends. The Celts and Oilers will stretch

their leads in their respective sports,

Michael Jordan will find 31 new ways to

dunk, the Cleveland Cavs will already be

out golfing, for they have no reason to

continue, and the 49ers will nip the

Dolphins in the best Super Bowl ever.

A couple of final notions. I'd like to thank

Sports Editor Pete Abraham for giving me
the freedom to write this column and the

guts to put my picture on his page every

week...Thanks to all the people who helped

me with ideas, compliments, and criticisms

they are the best teachers. But, don't get

me wrong, I'll be back next semester. Until

then, have the best holiday you've ever

had.

No more need be said.
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Faculty OKs mandatory course
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Three years of debate came to a close yesterday when the

faculty senate unanimously passed a general education

plan which seeks to add more social and cultural diversity

in the University of Massachusetts curriculum beginning

with students entering in 1986.

The current core requirement system came under fire

almost four years ago when it was criticized for being too

broad and not giving stud.r.ts a well rounded education.

The plan, formed bv the general education council, will

redistribute and replace the C.D and E core requirements

with specific courses in areas called "social world."

"biological and physical world." and "analytical reasoning."

Senate Sec. Robert Jones said the amendments and re

wording added to the plan during the six of seven meetings

this semester will be sent to Provost Richard O'Brien for

possible further revisions or recommendation. The plan

will also require approval from Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey and the Board of Trustees before it is final.

O'Brien said he did not see any rough spots that may need

to be smoothed out but that budgetary implications may

The plan "gives a philosophy behind

each required core course" and "en-

courages students to think actively.

"

— Professor Joel Narqff

pose a problem.

The Program and Budget Council has estimated that the

plan will require about $4&4.000 for one time costs and

yearly on going cost of $611,000 that include paying for

additional teaching assistants, laboratory costs and for

implementing the analytical reasoning program.

O'Brien said funding for the plan will come from

University budgets, possible requests from the Board of

Trustees and Legislature and diverting funds from other

campus priorities.

Joel Naroff, the council's chairman, said in an interview

last week that the council's major concern was to develop a

curriculum that would give students some knowledge and

history of their own society as well as others, an ap

preciation of science and the arts, the ability to reason

mathematically and quantitatively, and also the abihty to

express ones thoughts in writing.

He said that unlike the current system, the generaJ

education plan "gives a philosophy behind each required

core course " and "encourages students to think actively" as

opposed to passively.

The general education plan's redistribution of

requirements include six courses in the social world area

with:
— two courses in the arts, one of which must be

literature

— two courses in historical studies

— two courses in social and behavioral sciences

— at least two of the courses within this area must carry

a social and cultural diversity designation.

In the biological and physical world area, a course in

biological sciences auid a course in the physical science, one

of which must have a laboratory class attached, are

required in the plan.

Two courses must be taken in the area of analytical

reasoning, where the first tier level can be satisfied

through a competency examination.

Courses to fulfill the general education requirements will

be selected according to their course content, not the

department in which they are taught. In addition,

students will not be able 'o take any required courses

pass /fail.

.
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CollcKian pholo by Rrian Gony*

About 50 Amherst College students rallied yesterday to protest their school's $18 million worth of

investments in American companies that do business in apartheid South Africa. The students,

members of the student organizations Development Dialogue and Straight Ahead, which are urging

the school to divest, held their demonstration outside the college comptroller s office.

Gay community
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Saying that several homophobic acts have

occurred on campus .since last week's show

of support for the gay and lesbian com

munity at a rally Friday, three students

yesterday presented the faculty senate

with demands to create "a campus en-

vironment that is truly one of civility.

"

Members of the Concerned Lesbian,

Bisexual, Gay and Heterosexual Ally

Community presented the demands to the

administration Friday after about 100

students turned out for a rally to counter a

"Heterosexuals Fight Back ' demonstration.

Inside

Republican Club to share quarters with

The semester in photos

Woman to seek kidnapped children

—

Collegian Staff list , . . .

.

which drew only five people. Some
members of the group met with the staff of

Dennis Madison, vice chancellor for

Student Affairs yesterday, though Madson
was not present.

The vice chancellor is expected to meet

with Chancellor Joseph D. Duffy Monday
when he returns from his trip to Argentina

to discuss the events during his absence.

Students at the faculty senate meeting

yesterday said recent homophobic acts

included a bomb scare at Friday s People's

Gay Alliance dance, the slur "hang a homo

week" written on a poster advertising la.st

week's gay and lesbian awareness day and

signs reading "(iay busters, we're coming

MassPlRG p.5

pp. 6-7
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- the Night Staj

next semester"

These acts are "posing some very very

violent, phy.sical threats," said PGA
member Tammy Boots. "These threats are

not only directed towards the homosexual

community heterosexuals carrying

balloons were harassed Friday," she added.

The two page proposal for administrative

action includes demands for the establish

ment of an Office of Lesbian. Bisexual and

Gay concerns, to provide .sensitivity

training; the hiring of a Heterosexism

Awareness trainer for the Southwest

Residential Area; funding a temporary

position in the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy for the

.same until the Student (iovernment

Association can afford to hire one and the

expan.sion of library resources to include

selections relevant to gay people.

PGA member David t;arney said the

group will meet with the Faculty Senate

Rules Committe Jan. 30 to seek its en

dorsement of the proposal.

UMass fiscal

discrepancies

discovered
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A state audit of the University of

Massachusetts has found a discrepancy of

$685,742 between the University's records

and the official records of the state

treasurer.

A report of the audit, released Dec. 5 by

State Auditor John J. Finnegan, also

revealed an "improperly maintained ac-

count" containing $239,104 in uncashed

employee paychecks. The report said this

was in violation of state law.

State laws require that $100,814 of that

account be returned to the state treasurer,

and the remaining $138,290 in uncashed

checks should be "written off, and the pro-

ceeds transferred back to the trust fund or

other account from which disbursements

were made," according to the audit report.

Joyce K. Hosie, a spokeswoman for the

University President's Office, was
unavailable for comment yesterday, but

said in a prepared statement Wednesday,

"A number of the constructive comments

and suggestions to the University's cash

management program have been incor-

- porated during the past two years, either

' by improvements to or automation of its

cash system." Hosie's statement failed to

say which suggestions were implemented.

The audit cited a number of deficiences in

the University's cash management system,

which includes the Boston, Amherst, and

Worcester campuses. UMass Treasurer

Robert Brand was also unarvailable for

comment.
Other "deficiencies" cited in the audit in-

clude:
• "Weaknesses concerning the operation of

petty cash funds at the Worcester campus

and various checking accounts being ad-

ministered at other University locations."

• "Unreconciled differences in payroll ad-

vance account" resulting in the $685,742

discrepancy.
• "Improperly retained interest earned on

state funds." The report states that the

University is withholding interest income

due the Commonwealth.
All these cash management practices

were sternly questioned in the audit, which

recommends that the University "seek an

opinion from the Office of the attorney

general concerning the desposition of

outstanding checks."
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Mass. education plan slipping

AP ljw«rphotu

BABY'S BODYGUARD — One of 80 Cabbag^e Patch dolls is unloaded

from an armored truck yesterday at a Newin^on, N.H. mall where the

dolls will be given away by drawings. The shortage of the dolls has pro-

mpted desperate shoppers to steal them, wait in long lines for a chance

to buy them and even beat up other owners to procure the unique toys.

BOSTON iAHi With time running out.

Rep Jame«; Collins is making a final effon

to salvage his revised $4(K) million-ayear

plan U) overhaul the states public schoo;

Collins, House chairman ot me Lducatior.

Committee, has seen suppon slip away in

recent weeks for his ambitious proposal t(.

m(Klerni/e the states public educatior

system and to provide a blueprint to carry

the schools to tne year 2000.

He told House members last night he was

willing U' e^vf ir on several proposeii

amendmer. ttur work for quicK

agreement «m remaining issues.

"i always identity with Tne Miracle Or:

34th Street , the Amherst Democrat joked

whiJe discussing his last-ditch eflort with

reporters.

Collins is one of the few legislators left

who thinks the bill stUl has a chance for

passage in the last remaining days of the

session. Several senators havp saiH thf^v

won t even consider the bill, ever
passes the House, and Gov. Michat-

Dukakis still has problems with the over
cost

.

The bill retains its call tor basic skills le.,.

tor students, limits on class size, increase
.

state control of local school curricuiu.-;

expanded use of classroom computer- ,.

much higher salaries for lea -ht-rs.

On the remaining questions, Collins sa

he would push for <iuick agreemer:
compromise solution

-STATE CONTROL. Tn(

rejected an intial plai hat would force i

districts to submit a five year pouca .

plan to the state boarfl of Educaiioi.. ir

let the state take over ',Oi^i distribuiioi

state funds if the plan was inadequate.

He -said the latest plan calls for the state

review and comment on local school plan-

but step in only for obviously substandan.

districts with high dropout rates and lov.

student test scores.

^ Open bars illegal
WORCESTER (AP) The state Alcoholic Beverage

Control Commission has reminded local officials that open

bars on New Year's Eve even with a fixed price for all

night drinking, is a violation of the state's new ban on

"happy hour" style promotions.

George R. McCarthy, chairman of the ABCC.wroteto the

Worcester License Commission that his office had received

several inquiries about New Year's Eve party packages

which include "open bars."

The ABCC has determined that an open bar at a function

open to the public would be a violation of the happy hour

and discount drink ban. which took effect Dec. 10, he said.

"The ('ommission considers any "open bar" lunctwn for

which a member of the pubhc can purchase tickets or could

have purchased tickets to be a violation of the regulations,"

McCarthv wrote.

Quincy residents plan training

on widening of racial awareness
QCINCY (API - One week after an "Aunt Jemima" in

blackface and a red kerchief was allowed to entertain

young students in this nearly all-white suburb, officials

agreed yesterday to .start racial".sensitivity training " for

school teachers and staff.

"At last, the people of Quincy are rolling up their sleeves

and admitting they have a problem," said Alex Rodriguez,
director of the Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination, which recommended the training program.

Quincy Superintendent of Schools John Osterman said

he and his staff started planning the program yesterday
and will present it to the school committee for approval at

an uDcomine meetine.
The appearance of the Aunt Jemima, a white cafeteria

aide hired by Snug Harbor Elementary School to promote
a special pancake lunch, sparked charges of racism from a

black mother, one of 200 blacks in this city of 84.000
residents just south of Boston.
Doris (Jardner said her 10 year old daughter was taunted

with racial slurs such as "Aunt Jemima is your mammy"
after the promotion.

Today's Crew

The Skipper
Not-Quite Skipper
Layout Underling
Photo Underling
Production Skipper

Anne McCrory
Big Bad Bob Burgess

Ansel Zinter

Brian Gonye
Conor Plunkett

Production Gilligans: Laura Zigman, Julie Slater

Fran Weinberg, Danielle Carbonneau,
Jeff Collins, The Returning and Recuperating

Deborah Rugg.
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RENT A
TRUCK OR CARGO VAN

FROM

North Amherst
Motors

THE ECONOMICAL WA Y TO MOVE!
Rt.63

No. Amherst
S49-2880

( Ol I'ON

SAVE 10%
Ol » lOIAl ROl M) I RIP

RhNTAI Ol
NORTH AMHI KM MOiORS
OWN TRI ( kS OR \ \NS

n««Cfv«tion wtfh deposit •nd coupon

mult b« m«d« prior to rantal day

Coupon applis* to North Amhertt

Motor* vahiclM uMd for rour>d trip

_fjnnl« only. Or>» coupon pf r»nttl. j

Anti-rape team
gets needed

student input
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Increasing the level of student in-

volvement in anti-rape work has been the

chief accomplishment of the Student Senate

rape task force formed in October.

Task force member Liisa Trocki said the

group had originally intended to work on

alleviating lighting problems on campus,

but on the advice of experts in the field of

violence against women, they turned their

efforts toward educating the community to

prevent "date rape."

"We were not very aware of the resources

available and programs that were already

in place, so what was brought to our at

tention immediately was that the programs

that were in place just needed more .support

both from people power and financial

support," Trocki said.

Trocki said a recent article in The
Chronicle of Higher Education had sup-

ported the main focus of the rape task force.

It stated: "Many institutions have taken

such measures as improving campus
lighting and installing additional locks on

dormitory doors to prevent rape by

strangers. Instead, experts say, college

officials should conduct .seminars and

di.scussions to make students aware of the

problem of acquaintance rape."

Rape task force member Robert Griffin, an

Orchard Hill Area Government senator,

said the rape awareness workshop offere<]

by professionals from the Everywoman's

Center and the Department of Public

Safety was a "program that I think

everyone should see."

He said it outlined the realities of rape,

including the counseling and medical aid.

"It's all here on campus, the only problem is

that the police cant go looking for rape

victims."

The task force is planning a media cam

paign and a rape awareness week next

semester to "make the University a safer

place," Griffin said.

The groups work on lighting and call

boxes is progressing too, according to

Student Government co- President Rick

Patrick.

New lights are planned in many areas

throughout campus, including near

Whit more, Dickinson, the Rho<!odendren

Garden, the walk near the Chancellor's

House and Fisher Lab. Hamden Dining

Commons and Ik>yden Gym, Patrick said.

He also said a proposal for 15 new call

boxes was going to the chancellor and

possibly to the Board of Trustees.

Collvipan phuto by Brian (ntiiTr

INDIAN SUMMER? — Students enjoy yesterday's unseasonable

temperatures to catch up on some studying, socializing and some sleep

before finals.

Vendors cash in on holiday
Campus Center *goodatmosphere 'for business

By RENEE B.ACHER
Collegian Staff

Richard Tyroler, a University of

Ma.ssachusetts student, sits behind a table

in the Campus Center concourse among
stacks of sweaters as he calmly eyes the

passing students.

"I'm doing very well here," says Tyroler.

He has been vending in the Campus Center

for two years and selling at flea markets for

10. The concourse is a good atmosphere for

vending, according to Tyroler. but "At flea

markets people are specifically there to buy

things. Here it's only students buying at

the spur of the moment".

The holiday shopping rush is a big event

for vendors selling their gotKls on the

concourse, according to Board of Governors

vending coordinator Jim Thomson.

"The first week ot the semester is the

hardest for vendors to get a spot to sell

their merchandise but many try to get in for

the Christmas rush too. The people who've

been here through the semester have

priority for the weeks before Christmas."

Thomson said.

.Although there appears to be a great

variety of goods being sold on the con-

course, there is a four page packet of

regulations to which the vendors must

adhere, according to the lioard of Gover

nors. The packet outlines the priority, by

definition, of which groups will get table

space and which will not.

According to the packet distributed to all

vendor applicants, the first category in

eludes Registered Student Organizations,

graduate groups , and Campus Center or

Student Union organizations. These groups

must only provide information non profit

services.

The last priority is vending conducted by

outside organizations with no affiliation to

the University. Vendors that fall into this

category mu.st demon.strate that their

merchandise is uniijue and is offered at a

discount to customers. These vendors pay

a $100 fee per day, whereas the first

priority group pays nothing for a table.

in addition to priority regulations, there

are also go»ids w hich cannot be sold due to

interests which conflict with the University

itself. Food prcMlucts cannot be sod because

they would compete with Food Services and

products that are sold by the University

Store are also prohibited, according to

Thomson.

Draft dodgers
won't receive

financial aid
BOSTON (AP) Massachusetts college

officials say they will have little trouble

complying with a new Ma.ssachusetts law

banning state scholarships to male students

who fail to register for the military draft.

The registration requirement becomes law

at midnight tonight and goes into effect 90

days later. It affects an estimated $24

million in scholarships and •« similar to a

federal measure, called the Soloman

Amendment requiring that students be

registered before receiving federal aid.

"This will have no impact at all on us

because we already have to adhere to

federal regulations, " said Estelle Shanley.

^spokeswoman for the state Board of

Regents of Higher F^ducation. "This is just

adding another step."

Students currently must sign a statement

stating they are registered with the

.Selective Service system to qualify for

federal funds, Shanley said. A similar

slate requirement will be in effect by next

fall, she said.

Supporters of the bill have argued that

students receiving tax dollars to help pay

for their college education should be forced

to comply with federal law, sign up for the

military and help defend their country.

"I filed the bill to give kids a sense of

courage, responsibility and honesty," said

state Rep. Walter DeFilippi, R West
Springfield. He said Massachusetts has

historically been "a leader in patriotism."

liov. Michael S. Dukakis, a strong op-

ponent of the draft scholarship aid law,

vetoed a similar proposal last year. But this

year he decided to avoid further opposition,

due in part to a U.S. Supreme Court

decision that upheld the federal

requirement.

Dukakis and other critics argued the bill is

unfair because it affects only males and

denies aid to students without a hearing or

other due prix-ess guarantees. The hill also

affects p<»or students most heavily because

well off students could go to college without

state aid and without registering for the

draft, they said.

Pressure rises

with caffeine

Collcri

IN THE FLESH — Here we are, on/y scrmeoi the members of the Collegian staff (sorry to those

of vou who didn't make it, because we did not notify ymi to he phntoijranked) in person for all to see,

^„„«-;«-«5„«. *K« n.in nf finals hut trviniT to firin and bear it enoueh to put out our last issue ofof vou who didn t make it, tjecause we aia noi nonjy ymi m or [>nn,n,j,„n,v^a/ w. |/^.o«.. .». ».. .« -x.^,

exDcriencine the pain of finals but trying to grin and bear it enough to put out our last issue of

the semester (that's today, folks). Happy Hofidays and good luck on finals, everyone.

!)V Bri«n (ion»*

By MINDY ANTONIO
Collegian Staff

Ingesting caffeine before an exam or a

similar stressful situation can wreak havoc

on the biKlys cardiova-scular system, ac

cording to a n'cent report by a Duke

I' ni versify professor.

By testing 33 male undergraduate

students as they took sample exams. James

Lanes new study concluded that the

combination of caffeine and stress in the

body s system raises a person's blood

pressure significantly, and intensifies the

effects of stress on the heart.

The report, entitled 'Caffeine Magnifies

Cardiovascular Responses to Sress, " found

that without caffeine intake, students'

blood pressures rose an average of seven

points, from 120 over H.5 before the exam, to

127 over 72 after the exam.

But after drinking two cups of coffee and

then taking the exam the average blood

pressure rose more than 10 points, to 135

over 77. Blood pressure of more than 140

over 90 is considered high.

Robin Levin, a University Health Services

nutritionist, said high blood pressure is an

indication that the heart is working harder.

"It puts a strain on the heart and more

pressure on arterial walls."

licvin noted, however, that in some cases

of high blood pressure, caffeine was not

restricted from diets.

Nutritionist Karen Weiner of Health

Services said, "I could see it being a

problem emotionally, but some people work

better under stress. For some, it might

make them nervous."

Many recent studies are finding both

adverse and positive side effects related to

caffeine intake. Levin said one study found

that caffeine helps relea.se free fatty acids

that can give the body an extra energy

source. "They give it (caffeinetto athletes

sometimes."

Some caffeine users have experienced

cases of insomnia and heart flutters,

Weiner said. "A .study done also found that

women who had cystic hrea.st were heavy

coffee drinkers who drank about six to eight

I four-once cupsaday," shesaid.
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BODY SHOP
ADVANCED FITNESS f9

TRAINING CENTERS ^
INVITE YOU

to join by DEC 19th
and receive

2 FREE GIFTS ^
long sleeve, limited edition Body Shop t-shirt ^

aiiuiuuiiiHiiiiiiimiiiWHMMitiiiiHiiiiMiiiiuuiimiiiiimi"^^^

I
PIZZA -RAMA I

lour Specialties Are

H Delicious Pie/as

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells.

Pavioli

Manicotti

co,:cTfi7veryi' call 253-3808
FREE DELIVERY!

^

^_ 256-0115
356 College Street Amhe

Any L»i9« P\itn

, 3 FREE SODAS .^

^iiiiimiiiiiiiiiinitNHMNiii

1 FREE SUDA c^ IB
,!•«• i«ll u« ,ou haw* (O'lOor^lg
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Now's
the time
to can...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
;j\9ecorKJtioning

r)€LflnO§

January intersession

workouts on us

COST: still only $45.00^
Get in shape for spring break.^

Sign up now.

Boyden NOPE ^
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm 7:30-9 am 4-6 pm <§i

4-6 pm 11-3 pm 7-9 pm

Our Special

Imported Beer

of the month is

KRONENBOURG
Happy days are

here again!
57 N. Pleasant Street

253-5141

Proper ID a must

kmherst Chinese Foods

B»»t Mmnamrin foot)

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST
BEER li WINE LICENSE

fr»sh Vegmtables
from Our Own Farm

CLOUO WEDHeSOAY
«l DO KOt ittt KM 0» »»TiCl»i C(KO«r*„

253-7835

2.
B U) i

ecciD LU€ii\ wmrin ifinaVls !

iHaVIPIPT IH'CILI IDaVTI !

WIE IHIEaVICID IflC'OM M'OIKIE TIHaVN 3J4€€

€IE T'CIL TimiJf JflE/HIEJfTIEIC tl€'6€ CaVILILjI
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WIE IHCIPIE y€lL WIEIKIE €NE €IE €ILIC

CAVILILIEIPjf ANID TiHAVir WIE IHIEILIPEID.

iPILIEASIE CaVILIL aVGaVIN..

ll INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

II A Service of bhe Dean of Students Office

#4^4#4#4#i#i

••••ATTENTION LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS*^^^

The University Placement Service On-Campus Recruiting Program will be hosting

several companies in February, who will be seeking candidates from ALL MAJORS.

These companies are particularly interested in LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS:

Aetna Life & Casualty

Mercantile Stores

Institute for Paralegal Training

Air Force Officer Program

Cigna Corporation

Northwestern Mutual Life Ins.

Carnation

Commercial Insurance Div.

Osco Drug

Northwestern Mutual Life Ins.

General Mills Restuarant Group

Metropolitan Life Ins.

Proctor & Gamble

Bloomingdale's

To sign-up for an open schedule, or to submit a resume for prescreeened schedules,

you MUST VISIT THE PLACEMENT SERVICE PRIOR TO DECEMBER 21 to sign-up

or submit a resume for consideration. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE

CHECK THE LAST COPY OF THE RECRUITING CALENDAR, OR CALL 545-2224.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
203 Hampshire House
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^
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Republican Chib will

sharewithMassPIRG
The UMass Republican Club wiU soon be sharing office

space with the Massachusetts Public Interest Research

(Iroup after the Campus Center Board of Governors

gn"anted them office space last night.

The Republican Club was given one fourth of room 423 in

the Student Union Building after one Mass PIRG member
spoke against the move. "It is a priority of the national

Republican Club to kill •PIRG." she said, noting that the

Republican Club and Mass PIRG chapter at Williams

College. inWilliamstown, Mass. had a fight this year.

"Iknow that's not the intent of Steve (Erickson. president

fo the UMass Republican Club) but I don't see how we'll be

compatible."

Erickson said he felt there would be no problems with

Mass PIRG in the new office.

IN other space moves, the Asian Students AssociatiMi

will be able to move into room 415 Student Union Building

at the beginning of next semester, said current BOG
chairman Roberto Abele.

The BOG also elected a new chairwoman, Jane Donohue,

at the meeting. Currently the University Store coor-

dinator for the BOG. Donohue said, "I am not intimidated

to deal with the administration."
^^^^ VINCENT

Retiring professor continues

teaching after 37 year career
After 37 years in the classroom associate professor of

chemistry George Oberlander has derided to retire at the

end of the semester.

Beginning his teaching career at Fort Devons Army Base

in 1946 the former Coporal Oberlander is remembered for

his service in the U.S. Army as well as in the classroom.

Oberlander later began teaching at the Massachusetts

Agricultural College, which would eventually become the

University of Ma.ssachusetts.

Oberlander enjoys sports in his spare time, and when not

traveling likes to work around his Amherst home.

Although retiring. Oberlander does not want to leave the

cla-ssroom. As a result, he will head a post retirement

assignment here next semester.

Married with five children, Oberlander recently

celebrated his 40th wedding anniversary . _ (j.Kon Alien

HAMrOtN TNIATKI
In r*« •••f» •' Soi»»»»««»

December 1 3 thru $2 m g«n«rai pubik

December 15
8 OOp m
Hompdvn Th«al*r

Soulhw*** R«tid«ntiol

Arao, UMa*l/Amh«r*t

SI SO itiMtonti childran

and ««nior«

Coll S45 2*03 tor rvMrvQ.

tioni and informoNon.

Holy Land Tour

SPRING BREAK

<S»€«»^

March 1 5 March 24. 1 985

ROUNDTRIP FARF $1,000 GO

;OMPLETF PACKAGE INCLUDES

f,
• Round inp /4 7 A(r

• Hotel Acconimod.itio'i'- i" G.ilil.-.. I.tiis.ilcm. Home

• Breakfast, Dinner daii,

• Bus Transportation (nun Amherst to JFK

• Professional Tour Escort dailv Bus p.ovided

f,
• Fr Jerry McGrath MIC and Sr Millie Marengo SSJ

Tour Ctiaplains

• All taxes, grdtuilies No hid Jen charges

LIMITED SPACE!!

Sign Up Deadline January 30, 1985

FOR MORE INFORMATION /:ONTACT

SISTER MILLIE • UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS j
NEWMAN CENTER at AMHERST • 549 0300
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Andnow for today's news...
Who could argue that the biggest event of the semester

was the Democratic rally for Vice Presidential candidate

Geraldine Ferraro? The Oct. 20 rally drew about 20,000

people to the lawn around the Campus Pond, and was

covered by most of the region's major media outlets. At

the rally, held the day before the second Heagan Mondale

debate, Ferraro claimed it was "a whole new race." But

she was wrong. Mondale failed to overpower Reagan in

that second debate, and Reagant shown at an appearance in

Boston below) won 49 states in the final election Nov. 6.

Days after the election, international tensions flared over

false reports that Nicaragua's Sandinista government had

received a shipment of Soviet MIG fighter planes. Arumor

spread quickly through campus that U.S. forces had at

tacked the Soviet ship supposed of carrying the fighters,

and many students (below) became concerned at the

prospect of escalating conflict.

The University was in the news on both ends of en-

vironmental problems this semester. About 30 UMass

students (bottem left) helped test Massachusetts lakes,

streams and ponds for the Acid Ram Monitoring project

here. At the same time, the I'Mass coal fired boilers

(below), lacking a filtering system, are in violation of the

federal Clean Air Act.

Also on campus this semester: the Dalai Lama offered

wisdom on spiritual health, grammarian Edwin

Newmandower left) "cringed " at the frequent abuses of

the language by the popular media, and UMass students

participated in a "die in " (lower right) to demonstrate their

belief that nuclear war is suicide.
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t FINANCIAL AID OFFICE J

J IMPORTANT NOTICE
J

J . *
J All undergraduate dormitory residents will receive j^

J their financial aid forms (FAF) via campus mail in
^

4- their dorms during the week of December 17th ^
* 1984. J^

J J
J^ Off campus and- graduate students can pick up ^
^ FAF's during this time period at the Financial Aid ^
^ Office - 243 Whitmore. The FAF filing deadline for

^
1^ academic year 1985-86 is March 1, 1985. ^

^aPternoon
Holiday Marketplace 12-6

Free Cider and Donuts 3-5

Pictures with Santa 3-5

HOLIDAY FEST
Saturday December 15

Hampden Lobby
EVENING

Tree Lighting 7 pm
Pictures with Santa 7-8

Free Cider & Donuts 7-8

Caroling 7-8 ^^^ 7 forget your donation for

The Springfield Union's "Toy For Joy"

Sponsored by SWAG

VLt'

6^ FOUR
SEASONS

^

BEER SPECIALS
LOWENBRAU 12 oz N/R w/rebate $6.99

BUDWEISER 12 oz cans $9.99

LABATTS beer & ale 12 oz bottles $10.99

BUSCH 12 oz cans $8.99

GENESEE beer 12 oz bottles $6.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
KRONENBOURG BECKS $4.25

HOLSTEN $3.99 MOOSEHEAD $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA & GIN .1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUIVU??. .1.75 liter $9.99

BLACK VELVET 1.75L $12.99

BAQILY'S IRISH CREAM 750 ml $14.99

HARVEY'S BRISTOL CREAM 750 nn

I

$7.99

V.O. 750 ml $7.99

SEAGRAMS 7 750 ml $5.99

SPECIAL CASE PRICE $30.00

GIFT SETS AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS:

MOUTON CADET FOLONARI KAHLUHA
AMARETTO PERRIER MIDORI
Dl SARONNO JOUET BOLA

GODIVA CHOCOLATES and many many more...

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

\
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X
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GEEAT GIFTS
Clothing

, ^. „
Earrings

Stocking Stuffers
_, . _ Cards

M Rugs Vases
Mugs nug&

Scarves Ornaments

Crystals
, ^

Calendars

Stuffed Animals - Toys

Boxes. Tins, Jewelry

Candy Gloves Tea Sets

* * *

Cotton - Wool -AlpacaV^U I IV^**^^^^,
Sweaters. Slipper Socks

HOURS: Weeknights 'till 9 p.m., Dec. 7-21

r^_:l.. 1 n A KA to 6 P.M. Suo. 12-5

kll
Daily 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

HtRCANTILE
Amherst Carrioge Shops

and
Northampton (Next to Iroi

dO€•
^^v^ .^^

C^f^
Take a ride on

Cliffs Christmas Cruiser

leaving CC circle Spin- 7pm

FREE transportation

to and from

This Holiday Season
Make Giving An Art.

A Fine Art.

THIS YEAR, GIVE PLEASURE.

GIFT CERTIFICATES FROM THE

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT
HALL. GOOD FOR TICKETS TO
THE 1984-1985 SEASON'S

PERFORMANCES OFFERING
"THE BEST OF EVERYTHING".

jd Fine Arts Ilenter« Cnncert Hall
UNIVERSmr OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

For details call (413) 54S-251

1
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Black Affairs

Mother takes trip to rescue daughters

SW:%::%%%%%W:%%%W:%=*W^

ByYADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

•

A University of Massachusetts student will fly to Sr

Lanka tomorrow in hope of recovering her two daughter

who were kidnapped by her ex husband on Nov.3.

Rosa Melendez. 25. of 308 University Apartments, said

yesterday at a press conference at the Everywoman's

Center that she is "trying to keep positive" despite her

fears for safety once she is there.

Melendez was awarded custody of Nina. 3 and Klara,6

when she and her husband. Charles Ranasinghe. 28 (a

native of Sri Lanka) were legally divorced on Nov.20.

Their six year old marriage ended due to Ranasinghe's

"cruel and abusive treatment."

"His past behavior leads us to believe she will be in

danger. ' Lotis Reyes Ocasio. co-ordinator of the Third

World Women's Program at EWC said.

The Everywoman's Center and Northampton's Nec-

cessities Necesidades. social service agency for battered

women.have enlisted the help of the office of the U.S.

Secretary of State and the U.S. Embassy in Sri Lanka to

help Melende once she arrives in the small island country

off the southern tip of India.

Melendez said she has also received a "very supportive

letter" from Gov. Michael Dukakis.

B J Fernando, an attorney and former Sn Lankan

ambassador to the United States. wiU take the case once

Melendez arrives there. Reyes Ocasio said Melendez s

chancT.' getting her children back are "good"

Although a child custody decree issued m the United

States. generaUy has no force of effect in a foreign country.'

it is possible that a decree issued in the U.S. might be

recognized in a foreign country on the basis of reciprocity,

citing the international clause of the Uniform ChUd

Custody Jurisdiction Act.
, „

Fernaiido handled a similar case in 1983 and won. Reyes-

Ocasio said. "We hope (Melendez's) have the same sue

cess," she said.

Because the Sri Lankan courts are on holiday vacation.

Melendez wUl not be able to fUe her case untU January 2.

Then, it wUl take up to two weeks, before her case is heard

in court.
. ..,.

Melendez said she has talked to Klara smce the chUdren

arrived in Sri Lanka. She beUeves their father is

emotionally hampering them.
.. „ u

•'The man is crazy. If he is not abusing them physically he

is poisoning their minds about me. " she said.

She said the girls' relationship with their father was one

of fear. "They were afraid to be atone with him.
"
she said.

especially when the girls kneo he had been drinking or

when he and their mother had argued.

Melendez said her ex in law«= "seemed "Pset at wh^*^ "«

had done." She is under the impression that tney
.^^

happv to have them (the children ) there."

Reyes-Ocasio said the issues at hand were not onl>

Melendez's safety, but also legal ones. For example, once

the Shri Lankan court rules, locating the children wiU be a

problem because the father could change his location.

Also, after finding Ranasinghe. enforcing the courts rule

will be problematic.

But Reyes-Ocaiso said. "We stronelv feel that if officals in

the Sri Lanka are aware that elected officials here are

watching the case, more certain that her protection wiU l?e

made a priority."

She also stressed people should write to Amherst Senator

John W. Oliver to help put pressure on the Sn Lankan

government.
. j r j

A support fund has also been established to help deferred

the cost of Melendez's trip to and from Sri Lanka. For

information please contact the EWC: at 545-0883.

Melendez said she is fearful Ranasinghe wUl torment her

if she returns to Amherst with her daughters.

"The only thing 1 can do is hope." Melendez said.

Anti-apartheid protestors

are making an impact
oy KIMBERLY BURCE
Collegian Staff

An ad promoting the sale of South African

gold krugerrands prompted area residents

to protest against local merchants selling

the coins. ... .

Local businesses sellmg the corns are.

Paysaver. Holyoke. Northampton and

Springfield; Daniel Smith Coin Dealer.

Amherst; Bay State Coin Co.. Holyoke;

Westwood Exchange. Fairfield Mall; Piatt,

Jeweler and Loan Co.. Springfield and|

Chicopee; and John C. Kuleh Insurance.

Springfield, according to an ad in The

Valley Advocate.

Francis Crowe. the Western

Massachusetts representative of the

American Friends Service Committee, said

the krugerrand is a coin made to help

support the racist apartheid government in

South Africa.

After talking to the president of Paysaver,'

and threatening to set up picket lines and

hold a press conference, the ad wasi^

removed. Crowe said. "He said, they

(Paysaver) weren't selling that many," she

said.

Even though she was successful in getting

Paysaver to stop its advertisements, she

doubts other local businesses selling it

follow unless they're pressured to.

"Some of us are committed to make sure

people we know won't patronize stores that

don't respect human life and human dignity

and who support South Africa apartheid."

said Esther Terry. UMass Afro-American

STOCKHOLM DEC 13 - GREETS THE YOUNG - Nobel peace

laureate Bishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa (r) grabs the hand of a

voune follower during Thursday's demonstration here in support of his

struggle to change the racial laws of his country. Other persons in

photo unidentified

Boston. Dec. 13 - PROTESTING APARTHEID - Tufts UnWersi^

Professor Clyde Taylor is led away in handcuffs by a police officer,

Thursday, during a demonstration at the Deak-Perara Co., an exchange

office in Boston which trades South African coins. The protestors were

demonstrating against apartheid policies in South Africa.

studies professor. "We are committed."

she said.

Over 18 civil rights leaders have been

arrested in the past three weeks as part of

the Free South Africa Movement an

American group which is demanding an end

to the apartheid regime in South Africa.

Professor George Wald. a Nobel Prize

winning biologist at Harvard University,

was arrested on December .5th along with

three other men after they refused to leave

the Deak Perara Co.. and exchange

company in Boston.

In a telephone interview, he said he

protested because "South Africa is an in

tolerable horror show. Blacks are bemg

denied their basic human rights." He also

finds intolerable that our government is an

ally of the apartheid government.

Wald finds Reagan's "constructive

engagement" which says that if the United

States divests from South Africa, the South

African people will get hurt. "A complete

hoax. South .Africa has the strongest

military on the African continent which

endears them to our government, ' he said.

'lo help ease the situation in South .Africa,

"The first thing the United States must do

is disengage itself from South Africa. I am
dismayed that Harvard or the

Massachusetts Institute of Technotogy

(MIT) hasn't cut their investments."

igainst apanneia poucien m owun. «».—

.

Kwanzaa celebrates Black unity in traditional ways
. ,, ,.1, 1^ u.. .... • , " n r^oe^rx.. b'',-noat Allpn

By CHRISTOPHER R. ALLEN
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to teach and reaffirm the principles of Black

unity and self-determination. Dr. Ron Karenga created

"Kwanzaa" in 19 and is still honored by Black people across

the nation.

The Afro-American holiday, celebrated from Dec. Zb to

January 1 is a celebration of the "first fruits" harvest

which comes at the end of the year. In its seven day

period. Kwanzaa promotes the seven basic prmciples

honored during this holiday.

Kwanzaa has its roots in cultural nationabsm. a part of

the Black Liberation ideology which views the reclamation

of language, culture and history as central to Black

freedom The rituals and symbols of Kwanzaa are drawn

from African heritage as well as the history of Black people

in America. . r- ^ ^ „„^ .-.,

Kwanzaa is a SwahiU word meanmg first word and s

patterned in part after harvest rituals in which people

celebrate their fellowship and share the fruits of th«^ir

The<" seven principles are (1) Umoja meaning unity; (2)

Kuiiciiagulia which is self-determination; (3) Ujima

(CoUective Work and ResponsibiUty); (4) Ujamaa^

cooperative Economics which is the habit of shanng wealth

and resources; (5) Nia meaning Purpose; (6) Kuumba

signifies creativity; and Imani which is faith in one's people

and struggle.

Various ceremonies are held during Kwanzaa to reaffirm

unity and reclaim a stolen past. At one ceremony, for

example, newborn babies and people who wish to adopt

African names are given new names. The unity of families

as well as community is commemorated. Married couples

reaffirm their commitment by drinking from the unity cup

or kikone. ^. , .^ . ^
Gift-giving is wrested from Santa Claus (a white man who

has proved to be more generous to rich children regardless

of their behavior), and becomes instead a symbol of faith

and love between children and parents, as well as m-

struction in creativity and thriftiness.

Lisa Stephens, a first year UMass student, stud,

"Kwanzaa, it's the only thing Black people have, it s Uke

their own personal Christmas. " Professor Ernest Allen of

the Afro- American studies department s.^id that for him

"It is a spirit of unity and a time to refiect on the difficulties

as well as successes of the past year.

"

Professor Chester Davis of the Afro American depart-

ment believes that the intent of the celebration is not just

indiscriminate gift giving; but. to create a sense of unity

and brotherhood among Black people.

John Bracey also from the Afro-American studies

department said "It is a variable alternative to get Black

people to come together in soUdarity and express their

feeUngs with Uve music and sharing of gifts.

They all agreed there's a lot more to Kwanzaa than

superficial gift giving. It's a time to lift each other up and

R^ve thanks for being a unique culture with a value all its

own.

Black Affairs wishes alla

HappyKwanzaa andhappy holidays
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Letters to the Editor

Praise!
Here I am, a senior at this

university. I am majoring in

Education, and Human Ser-

vices. In this particular field

of study, we concentrate on

all aspects of human
behavior.

In listening to and
counseling others with their

problems, I have done some

retrospective thinking

about my own behavior. In

something as little as show-

ing appreciation, one would

lie amazed at what a power-

ful tool positive reinforce-

ment can be.

I read the Collegian
almost every day. A lot of

time and effort go into its

publication, and I ap-

preciate the thought and
planning that goes into this

school paper. Keep up the

good work!

Debby Levine
Amherst

Hugs worked

I am writing in resp<inse

to M»)nday's letter by

Marguerite Asci, in which

she condemned the "Gay

Blue Jean Day," and "Hug

a Homosexual" booth. She

states that these activities

"discredited" our cause,

and called them 'a side

show."

Asci failed to mention

that numerous pamphlets

and articles were available

at the booth. These were

free to anyone, and they

provided insight into the

gay lifestyle, along with

reasons for the existence of

homophobic feelings, and

ways to overcome the fear

and doubt through listening

and understanding. Open-

ing the eyes, ears, and mind

are the first steps in over-

coming tifjpressive feelings.

Asci blatantly shows her

BliS^
MoTia

\
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DATE- December 15th

TIME: 800 - 12=30 pm

LOCATION : TOC Lounge

I know it's 1984 but ig-

norance is not strength. Yet

this seems to be the overly-

ing theme of the ColUgian

Board of Editors editorial

on the Student Government

Association. 1 found it very

difficult to believe that the

editors did not consult the

SGA before writing on

issues that are obviously

outside their realm of ex-

pertise.

Within this editorial I was

attacked for stalling on the

Code of Student Conduct

revisions. This document is

of paramount importance to

every student on campus

and has been a priority of

the SGA. However, I will

not jeopardize 19,000

students' rights in an effort

to hastily complete the

remaiming 5 percent of the

document, which is the most

crucial in terms of our

rights. During intersession,

when myself and the other

students involved, have the

time and energy that this

document deserves, is when

this important task will be

completed.

It was further implied

that the SGA has been inef-

fective. To this I will let the

record stand for itself. Since

I've been co-president we
have helped register over

5000 students to vote,

elected five students to

town meeting, provided

$25,000 worth of student

jobs, opened the dining com-
mons for study space, gain-

ed two years of Ending for

six varsity sports teams, ad-

ded lighting on campus in 20
different locations, put
forth the suggested pat-

terns of course conduct to

the faculty senate, suc-

cessfully lobbied against a

15 percent tuition increase,

help put the furniture back

in Southwest, worked on

landscape improvement
projects, and done much,
much more, for these are

things the president's office

has been working on. Other

people in the SGA have also

improved this campur. for us

all.

Rick Patrick

President SGA

Showing affection's okay

ingnorance with the state-

ment, "you insult their (peo-

ple at the University) in-

telligence by subjecting

them to your sexual habits."

I stared at this comment

with amazement and
disbelief Since when is a

hug a display of "sexual

habits?" A hug symbolizes

bonds of many dimensions,

including friendship,

strength, happiness, and

support. This was not a

"public display of affection"

according to Asci's defini-

tion, but a display of trust,

support, and caring.

The "Hug a Homosexual"
iKKith exhibited the utmost

respect and dignity, and the

participants — aJl of the

participants — deserve con-

gratulations for their devo-

tion and enthusiasm.

Karen L. Thalin

Amherst

Good cheer!

It was bound to happen,

and Butterfield started the

rebuttal. The issue I'm

referring to is the student's

objections to the term
"Secret Santa."

Santa is a positive frame
of mind that shouldn't be
voted upon. He represents

the holiday spirit,

EVERYONE'S spirit. I've

seen people of all religions

watching, singing, and
quoting favorite lines from
"Rudolph," "Frosty," and
"The Grinch." If Santa is

viewed as offensive, why
then aren't these?

Andrea Griswold said

"Santa is a symbol of the

Christian religion." This
statement is so far from the

truth. The Christ child is the

symbol of the Christian

religion. Santa is a symbol
of happiness and joyful

festivity.

If the students from But-

terfield feel the need to turn

holiday festivity into a petty

religious argument, that's

their concern. I believe that

an issue such as this

shouldn't be blown out of

proportion. Santa is a
legend that should be seen
just for what he is, a jolly

cheer giver, not a religious

platform.

Judy Harking
Southwest

I am writing in response

to the woman who wrote

the negative letter about the

"hug a homosexual" booth

out by the Hatch on Lesbian

and Gay Awareness Day. At

first, I thought the booth

was a bad idea, too. I was

uncomfortable with the idea

because I felt that

uneducated heterosexuals,

who already equate
homosexuality with sex

rather than love, would

surely get a bad impression.

But when I stood by the

information table, as my
friends handed out leaflets,

I saw that the t-shirt with

"lesbian" written on it was
lying empty. So, in a mo-

ment of courage. I put it on.

Not long after, I found

myself hugging straight

people, lesbians, and gay

men who had come as sup-

porters. "Thanks, I sure

needed a hug," they kept

saying.

It had been a tense morn-

ing, for people had been

very worried that violence

would escalate because of

threats to hang a gay dum-
my in effigy, and to

demonstrate against us.

Everyone had agreed that,

even though we were angry,

we would not instigate

violence. But we were

afraid the anti gay people

would. Although, in the end,

there was no overt violence,

people were still filled with

the jitteriness of having not

known what to expect. So I

was glad to be giving out

love and support in the form

of free hugs. I even got less

nervous myself, even
though I was getting stares

from unsupportive
onlookers.

I now wonder how anyone

could interpret a loving hug

as something hideous,

perverse. The woman to

whose letter I am respon-

ding said she disapproves of

all public displays of affec-

tion. If she is speaking the

truth, I am sorry for her.

Does she mean we ought

not hug an aunt or uncle,

smile at a friend, touch

one's lover affectionately on

the arm. or play hopscotch

with a little sister? These

are all public displays of af-

fection, and joyous ones at

that. To hug a friend, a

lover, or someone who just

feels tense and could use

one, shouldn't create a bad

impression at all. If it

creates a bad impression on

you, it is you who should ex-

amine your values, not I.

Kathleen Offenhartz
Amherst

The opinion staff would like to thank all con-

tributors to the page this semester. Because of

limited space we were not able to print

everything but your input was appreciated. The
staff hopes you all have a happy and opinionated
holiday season.

The opinionated staff.
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The more things change...

^'^.v<

Time is running very short

F)r the average student, college

means four years of school,

give or take a semester or two.

For all of us UMassers, it means four

years in a very scenic area of western

Massachusetts. In my first three years

here. I was taught to work hard, to put in

three solid years of dedication to intense

studying. After all, we must be prepared

to face "the real world" one day. After

over three years of listening to this phrase

thrown around by professors. I'd love to

know what it is that they think we're do-

ing now. Besides, although college is a lot

of fun - the friends, the parties, the at-

mosphere - There's also a great deal of

pressure; pressure to do well in school,

decide on a major, make money, and final-

ly, have some time for fun. Before

graduation day, we make some pretty

heavy decisions regarding the direction of

the rest of our lives. I could think of a few

better descriptions of fun. Anyway, as I

look around, it seems to me that the em-

phasis is on "getting ready" for life after

commencement. We do an awful lot of

preparing, but how much living do we do?

How many of us will leave UMass

without ever seeing the breathtaking

Quabbin Reservoir so close by? Or going

for a walk by Puffer's Pond or Mill's

Falls? How many students who move off

Random Notes

Kelly McDonald

campus to South Amherst even know

Mill's Falls exist? When was the last time

you took a bike ride through the hills or

watched a sunset? Amherst has the best

sunsets.

For three years I buried myself in work.

Don't get me wrong. I had fun too. but I

rarely took time to enjoy the beautiful en-

vironment of the Berkshires. I kept put-

ting everything off to my infamous senior

year. Well here it is and now it's time to

prepare resumes and get ready for inter-

views, etc. And the clock ticks on.

The whole point is that you have to

make time to do some of the things in life

that really make you happy and bring you

a sense of peace and self. You can become

so overwhelmed by the pressures of

school and life here. But don't let it blind

you from the beauty that surrounds you.

And there is so much beauty.

So for all of us working so fiercely

"preparing to live, " why not make a con-

certed effort to stop, look, listen and live,

just a little bit more...Tomorrow will come

soon enough. The clock ticks on. Make it

happen.

Kelly McDonald is a UMass student.

Now, everybody knows where it

is. " With the recent declaration

of disaster. Ethiopia joins

Grenada and the Falkland Islands as new

geography in the minds of many. Almost

.50 years ago, the world received similar

enlightenment as the press covered the im-

pending Abyssinian War, between the

forces of Emperor Haile Selassie and

Italy's Mussolini.

Abyssinia is now Ethiopia. The war is

now against Eritrean seccessionists. The

hunger, well... it isn't the first time that this

country has been crippled by starvation.

The media coverage, however, is what

brought it all to our attention.

The circumstances in which news

organizations, it has been revealed, ap-

parently withheld world attention from the

severity of Ethiopia's plight, have

historical reminiscences to them. Press

covereage of the Abyssinian War in 1935-6

was generally over-sympathetic to the

Emperor's side, creating in many minds

the illusion that this impoverished,

l)ackward nation could somehow overcome

powerful Italy.

In light of Ethiopia's desperation today,

how is it that journalists covering the ex-

travagant 10th anniversary celebrations of

Lt. Gen. Mengistu Haile Mariam's govern-

ment just months ago - failed to note the

dismal conditions of the country? Could the

callousness, that is an occasional occupa-

tional requirement for reporters, have

overcome their sensibilities?

Ethiopia's Marxist mentors, and earlier.

Abyssinia's League of Nations technically

should have lent a hand when their client's

days looked numbered; it didn't add up that

way. The U.S.S.R. seemed slower than the

U.S.A. in providing aid. Abyssinia realized

too late that the League of Nations was an

encumbersome bureaucracy and not much

else, least of all possessed of the power to

enforce its various mandates.

Colonialism is a common cause, many

Third World leaders argue, of their current

problems. Ethiopia, however, shares with

Afghanistan the trait of never having quite

been colonized. Today they remain as two

whose systems never quite accepted the

Marxist line, and now, for that reason and

others. lx)th are in trouble.

Ethiopia has 12 percent arable land.

slightly more than Mexico. Its $117 per

capita income (on good years) hardly cuts

Mexico's $1800. but bear in mind

Stockbridge students are UMass people, too

For some time, the students of the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture have

been treated in an injust manner by the

University of Massachusetts, its students,

and policies.

This institution is one of the finest

agricultural colleges in the country today.

There is top notch education being taught

here by some of the most respected and

renowned professors and instructors in the

field of agriculture throughout the countr7.

We were also the first college on the

Amherst campus. However, our school is

thought of as nothing more than a club for

farmers, and that we do nothing more than

play with dirt.

We students use the same facilities as

everyone else; we are also eating the same

food through the same meal plan at the

same dining commons as all the ojer dor-

mitory residents do and we live with all the

rules and regulations as everyone else does

who attends this campus. However, when

the students of Stockbridge try to go for

our four year degree, we have to go

through the same orientation busies that

we hS to go through when we first came

here. We have to miss work or ruin a

weekend so we can be here to get ac-

quainted with the school we have been at-

Rob Skelton

homogenized Mexico's proximity to

America's prosperity. Think now of

Ethiopia's Balkanized 42 million people

(and dropping): six peoples and many more

languages, fractured by religion and war.

devastated by drought and starvation. The

situation, sadly, is not likely to remedy

itself soon. Western focus on such events is

short-lived; attention is soon diverted by

other pressing issues.

The Boston Globe is noted for its compe-

tent foreign affairs coverage. Pulitzer

prizewinning Gio6e photographer Stan

Grossfeld and writer Colin Nickerson were

dispatched to the disaster area. They sent

back much material, including a photo

which was later reprinted on the cover of

the New York Times. On December 3, the

date of Time's peculiar white-out on Ethio-

pian relief, the Boston Globe circulated an

eight-page special titled Famine and

Flight. Notable in its inclusion is an aii-

dress list of charities.

The pages are filled, predictably, with

visuals of human suffering. On the back are

the two reporters, rough-looking from

tough Hving. In their eyes one can almost

detect a journalistic zeal, one perhaps af-

fected by a God-likeness inherent from a

wade through the sea of inhumanity. Jour-

nalists in such situations have to deal with

"censorship, bad living conditions, the

altitude, the crazy clin^te and the strain on

heart, lungs and nerves." This is what

Nickerson and Grossfeld braved in 1984. In

1935. it was what Neu> York Times cor-

respondent Herbert Matthews said.

The Abyssinian War served as a training

ground for a generation of foreign war cor-

respondents. These journalists were vic-

tims of standard press manipulation, but

they endured. Fifteen of them finally

entered Addis Ababa with victorious in-

vading Italian forces. True to history, the

Italians were later kicked out. True to the

profession, the correspondents moved to

the next hot spot. Crisis in Abyssinia was

soon enough supplanted by uprisings in

Morocco and Spain.

The more things change, the more they

stay the same. At least people know where

these places are. Or do thev?

Robert Skelton is a Collegian columnist

tending for the last two academic years.

We students also run into problems with

our transcripts. There are some classes

that we have to take that are not transfer-

rable. We also have to complete a five

month internship of work in the field in

order to graduate from this school. This is

not transferrable to the university.

Some of the students also play sports but

are unable to play UMass varsity sports

because of a National Collegiate Athletic

Association rule. The rule states in part

that a two year school's students cannot

play varsity sports for a four year school.

So what do you say Chancellor Duffey?

How about it Dean Dennison? How about

doing something about these headaches?

Why not make Stockbridge a school with

UMass programs, like the School of

Management, and the CoUege of Foods and

Natural Resources are? A lot of good would

come out of the merger of the two schools.

The students wouldn't have all of these

problems and the two schools could act as

one institution instead of two, just to name

a couple of benefits.

Kevin J. Amaral
Southwest

Terror in the Dining Commons
All 1

A.
11 right." I said, my voice rising.

'I want some knives out here

.^ _now" I never had the nerve to

yeliTnto the dishroom for silverware when

it was out before.

"Go jump in a lake." a voice said. We

got other things to worry about besides you

knives."

After I had my dinner on the tray, I look-

ed and saw my friend Amie waving to me.

I went over and sat down.

"Can I borrow your knife, Amie?"

"Sure. I've used it, though."

"I'll wait."

"You don't need a knife for pork chops,

Amie said. "I use my hands."

"Did I ever tell you how funny you are?

"I'm not kidding you. Back in October I

got sick of waiting for the silverware so one

day I started using my hands. I got sick of

relying on other people. This way, I don't

have to wait."

"I'd rather wait," I said.

"Really?"
^ , ^

"Listen. If you pick up that pork chop

with your hands and eat it, you can have

the next one." Amie picked up one of my
pork chops between his thumb and foref-

inger. Then he pinched the pork chop down

and inward, causing the gravy to pool.

"Ouch!" He had let some of the gravy

slip down onto the skin between his thumb

and forefinger. "I hit a warm spot," Amie

said. "Since I've started to eat this way.

I've noticed that the gravy has cool and

warm spots, like a lake that's fed by

underground springs. The mashed

potatoes are pretty consistent, though.

They're always very hot so you have to let

them cool."

He wiped his mouth. I got up to look for

clean knives. There weren't any. There

were plenty of clean forks and spoons. I

went back to the table thinking about

underground springs.

At the table I started to cut my remain-

ing pork chop with the edge of my knife.

"Okay, Dan," Amie said. That's a good

way to do it, too. You aren'tjelying on

anyone else, all the same."

Dan Miller is a Collegian columnist.
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STEREO STORAGE
Underground Sound Inc.

i

i

f

Underground Sound offers intersession stereo storagej^

as one of their many audio services. Call for details. Be

safe, not sorry. Z
f

If you change the oil in your car before it comes to a^

DEAD stop, consider maintaining your audio equip-B

ment as well. §
Intersession Special— g!

equipment brought in for general maintainence will in-u

cure no storage fee. jg

with this ad

pHiiiiiiiiiii"Mi>QiiHniiii0^^

1985 Calendars

EXPERT SERVICE ON ALL BRANDS OF HOME
HI-FI & MUSICAL EQUIPMENT

We Service Everything We Sell

On Premises in Our Own Service Dept
71 No. Reosant, Amherst 25^9507
(acfo»i the street from tfie "'e itotlon)

*^w-yWW #

J

100% COTTON /^^'

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

3 DA YS ONLY

6.95
3 FOR

19.95

« *

* * *^* *
*

I

Calendars are located
in the Book Dept.

Photographer Dwayne Autery
\

A Store-full of CHRISTMAS Ideas

Downtown Amherst

Located in the Campus Center

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
UNIVERSITY
STORED

fiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"iiiiiiiii«iiiiiniiiHii'MiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiHi^
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CONFUSED ABOUT
CHRISTMAS

,BUY'EM SOMETHING SPECIAL!

Comics ^ Movie Rosters^
^ Science Fiction^

. :: " ,1 A

A

HOLIDAY HOURS-
un wi.i^ til 'j tliu S.it tii 9

Soundadvice
By NEIL O'SHEA
Collegian Staff

The Christmas season is always a good time tor record

lovers No. not because of the greedy lust for the new

record under the tree, but l)ecause of the well-timed

promotional campaigns by every label that tiU the stores

with tons of vinyl.
.

As usual, the pop and rock market is overllowmg with

instant stars and pre programmed best sellers. Cheap

techno pop is the rage these days, so if you're shoppmg for

anv pre pubescents. Madonna s suggestive Like A Vtrgtn

or Culture Clubs Waking Up With The House (>n Fire will

hit it big with the MTV crowd.

Unfortunately, sound alike synth bands are also big with

a lot of older kids as well. For the high schoolers or

collegiates on your list. Welcome To The Pleasuredome by

Frankie Goes To Hollywood. Mange Tout by Blancmange

or Age Of Consent by Bronski Beat wiU do the trick quite

wellfor tho<H who like here today gone tomorrow media

stars.

If your gilt getters are more discerning about pop music,

Christmas for fiscal 1984 is a jackpot.

Nick Lowes Cowboy Outfit is a genuine rocker, with

THE JON BUTCHER AXIS BAND
with special guests

THE DRIVE

Friday, Dec. 14th at 8:30 PM

THE BLUE WALL

Admission $2.00

T shirts. Hats and other prizes! Open to a

WELCOME TO MILLER TIME

! Fridmy, December 14, 1984

M)me of his best stuff since Rockpile. Captain Sensible has

a decent greatest gits package called A Day In The Life

Of and U2s Unforgettable Fire is their besi seller to

date, and justifiably so. Regardless of what most critics

say U2 has refined their act with a little help from Brian

Enos production. AU The Rage from General Public is

another dumper for critics, but it's actually tun stutf.

although a shade too commercial for diehard English Beat

tans.

Remember how girl groups allegedly became big m the

80's with the Go-Go's? (I say aUegedly because they were

there all along) Well. The Bangles now sit in that media

niche with AH Over The Place, a palatable piece of rock and

roll. Another girl group is Wham! and this one is to be

avoided. (Remember you 11 be home during January and

have to listen to all this stuff you give away.)

A big deal for rock and roll these days is revivals. One of

the better sixties sound bands is The Del Fuegos whose

The Longest Day is old time rock served up 80's style with

enough verve to get them on the cover of every rad music

magazine in Boston. Definitely a wise choice.

Moving from rock revivals to rock legends, Too Tough To

Die from the Ramones is a scorcher. The title is ap-

propriate: these guys will crank out records until doom-

sday, and their lates't one shows Joey Ramone has learned

something about politics. Good stuff.

If the rocker on your gift list likes it raw

continued on ipage 15
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Employment
Opportunity

Announcing!

Seasons Restuarant
Located at 529 Belchertown Rd (Rt 9)

Amherst, MA.
Featuring a full dinner menu

and a Sunday Brunch

served in the casual elegance of a restored

post & beam New England barn.

We are looking for good, experienced

people for all positions

(kitchen, bar, dining room.)

Interested candidates send resumes to

Box 734 Amherst, MA 01004.

Opening January 1985.

DOWN
VEST
SALE

For

Men 8- Women
Reg. $60

Now Only $36.95

Downtown Amherst
Open Daily 9-9 pm

Th & Fri til 8, Sun 12-5

EXTRA
CASH for

2nd Semester,

& Experience
That COUNTS.

To help you •orn lh« cosh you tk*%6 to

mohc it through the sem«rt«r, urtty not

mork on iotcrcsting, locol, temporary

jobs— port-time doily, or o feuu ful doys

o uieekl Mony positions don't require

typing or office shls-just l>ri9ht copoble

personoNties Kite VOURS!

Col or Come in Todoy!

BOSTON
BUAIINOTON
CMMMIOO«
FMflMmGHAM
OUINCV
UmiTHRM

Offic«
Specialists®

SSTSSOO
ITJ1470
3S47ltS
•79-6S)l
7a«-6S«4
•90-4404

HCTON
lOUKll
MWKMSTCM (NH)

MCTMMN
NMSMUM (NN)

N«MODV
STOMvNHM ^__^

t639S«6
4Sa-7SS3
«ts nti
MI-1791
MS-4aS0
SM-««tO
4M-4901

Arts
^^^ii^A^^SSiAWA%%%%^^S^^^^^

CiNEMASCOOP
by Count Ram in Zahed

The Cinemascoop Ten Best Fihns of the Year

1. The Killing Fields: a Gandhiesque achievement about

the Cambodian ordeal under the Khmer Rouge, very

moving and realistic.

2.Amadeus:aL picturesque essay on mediocrity and genius

which flows magically with the music ol Mozart.

3.Places in the Heart: Robert Benton's sensitive account of

family ties and the Great Depression; Sally Field Shines.

i.Once Upon a Time in America, the Unedited Version: An

epic of a movie in the tradition of The Godfather.

o.Entre Nous: Diane Kurys' film about the friendship of

two women during World War II stays on the mind like a

French fragrance

(y.Country: Jessica Lange, Sam Shepard, a landscape: need

1 say more ?

carrying a strong message of humanity, superbly

photographed; the monkeys are the best.

S.The Natural; Ilobert Redford's cor^pi^ack to the screen

with Malamud's golden summer tale of a baseball hero.

9.Comfort and Joy: Scotman bill Forsyth should be called

the king of the small movie' with his third masterpiece

about the ironies ol life, overflowing with charm and

humor.

l.Greystoke; a more human Tarzan for the eighties

Grinch 's gift advice

Top of the pile; The Killing Fields

Best Chemistry of 1984: Diane Lane and Richard

Gere in The Cotton Club.

10. Splash/Alt of Me: two happy movies which elegantly

brought back the innocent comedy to Hollywood

.

Weekend Winner*.Opening this weekend at the malls are

Dune, The Cotton Club, and Starman. They are all worth
se<Mng once. .\lso deserving an honorable mention is The
Fourth Man which plays at the Pleasant St. Theatre. This,

excellent thriller is one of the best foreign films of the year.

Not rei'ommended to those who are oflrnded by the

DePalma school of violence.

by BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

Does all this talk of Season's Greetings and

good will make you sick? Replace

Christmas cheer with Christmas fear: Give

that special someone a horror novel this

season. Here are .some of the year's more

blood curdling books:

Finally out is the long awaited

collaboration between two best selling

craftsmen of terror. Stephen King and

Peter Slaub: The Talismati (Viking.

$18.9.5). .More fantasy than horror, the 646

page epic chronicles pubescent Jack

Sawyer's search lor the mysterious

Talisman the one thing that can save his

dying mother. His quest takes him into an

alternate universe where "twinners" exist

malignant inverse images of our mundane

plane.

This makes for a fast paced, exciting story

that reads like a Spielberg film. It deals

with no great truths; it's pure en

lertainment. Its parallels with The Wizard

ofOz ire too obvious to detail. Word has it

mat tilm rights have already been bought.

No great shock.

To coincide with publiciation of The

Talisman, an omnibus edition of Staub's

I'arlier opus has been released. The

collection. Wild Animals (Putnam. $18.95).

contains two previous novels. JuJia and IJ

You Could See Me Noiv, and one hiti.erto

unpublished. Under Venus.

Under Venus wa.s Straub's second book,

and it shows. It involves a young modern

composer. Elliot Denmark, who visits his

hometown and is forced to deal with

relatives, old lovers and friends.

It is competently written, and the

background is well einough worked out. but

nothing really happens. Straub is dealing

with people and emotions, not plot; and

there is this nauseating 1%0's Lets all - be-

honest and deal with our-feelings so-we-

can-love eachother mentality.

If this weren t bad enough, everyone talks

with the same voice. This makes the 80-

year old father of Denmark particularly

ludicrous. For a good laugh, read his

speech on page 528.

In his introduction Straub says the book

"drifts toward the gothic". Unfortunately it

gets mired in the dull.

One of the good things about the Horroi

genre is that it motivates smaller

publishers to produce works that larger

houses are hesitant about. One of these,

Scream/Press (P.O. Box 8531 Santa Cruz.

CA. 95061) has released Dennis Etchinson s

much anticipated collection. The Dark

Country{%\5.00).

By the psuedonymous author of the

Halloween II and III novelizations.

Etchinson's well crafted stories are chilling.

Particularly those exploiting the terror of

organ transplants. These are embellished

with equally chilling artwork by J.K.

Potter. RtHommended only for those who

do not have a relative currently in surgery.

Scream'Press also publishes a terrific

book by Ramsey Campbell, The Face That

Must Die ($12.95). This deeply disturbing

hook deals with Horridge. a psychotic

homophopic killer with a paranoid guilt

complex that makes Dostoyevskis

Raskolnikov look like Ollie Optimist.

.Mthough it is not without flaws. The Face

That Must Die is the sleeper of the sea.son.

Accompanied by a short autobiography by

Campell. and more photo collages by

Potter, this sleeper will prevent you from

sleeping. Highly recommended.

Another small publisher. Whispers Press

(70 Highland Ave. Ringhampton. NY
13905). has printed a book by the grand

daddy of the psychopathic novel. Robert

Bloch. Psycho II ($15.00) continues the

.saga of Norman Bates, happily ignoring the

barbarous film version. A ma.sterful book.

Psycho II is also highly recommended.

F. Paul Wilson's The Tomb ($19.95) is also

published by Whispers Press. By the

author ol The Keep,lhis is a tribute to

Mundy and the old Yellow Peril writers.

A mad Hindu priest wishes to restore

India to its rightful path with the aid of

ancestral demons. Investigative en-

trepreneur Repairman Jack is the only one

who can stop him.

Whispers Press also issues a much lauded

journal of horror short stories: H'AispfTS.

Chock full lo gix)d things, the latest issue is

available for $5.00 from the publisher.

As a special deal to Collegian readers.

Whispers publisher Stuart Schiff offers a20

percent discount on all items with the

enclosure of this review. Take him up on it.

Undoubtedly the finest of this year's

Horror books is The Businessman; A Tale of

rerror by Thomas M. Disch (harper &Row
$15.95) An uproarious pastiche. The

Businessman is to a tale of Terror what J.

Alfred Prufrock is to a love song. For those

who take their spiritualism lightly.

With careful, callous choosing of an ap

propriate book, you can ensure that your

special someone will have no trouble

.staying up to meet Santa. You old Grinch,

you!

Mercedes McCambridge and Phyllis Somerville presented a stunning

production of Marsha Norman's 'nigkt, Mother in the Fine Arts Center

Wednesday night.

Hollywoodcommercialism

* records
continuedfrom page U
and heavy, SUp It In by Black Flag will

radicalize the unwary very quickly.

Another heavy, sort-of-punk band worth

listening to is Husker Du. Their latest Zen

Arcade will melt your artificial tree in

seconds flat.

And to prove that punks can actually

mature. This Is What You Want, This Is

What You Get from Publi* Image Ltd.

shows Johnny (Rotten) Lydon has grown up

in spite of himself and has learned that

rhythm means more than two chords. Old

time punkers should enjoy Lou Reed's New
Sensations which, in combination with his

earlier Bliie Mask, gives an excellent taste

of Reed's current introspective style.

Now let's drift over to snotty, intellectual

art rock. Robert Quine and drummer Fred

Maher (both ex Voidoids with Richard Hell

and currently in Lou Reed's tour band) have

an album called Basic. Definitely a good

pick for the discerning listener.

CITY HEAT
Directed by Richard Benjamin
Starring Clint Eastwood
and Burt Reynolds
At the Mt. Farm Cinema

By JIM TAYLOR
Collegian Staff

If you run your thumb down a list of

Christmas film relea.ses. you'll find a

typically commercial Hollywood piece

tagged Cify Heat. You don't need a film

here, just a one sheet outside the theater

door telling you Clint Eastwood and Burt

Reynolds appear. In fact, all this movie

cornsists of is ninety percent close shots of

Clint and Burt. Throw in a few more of

Richard Roundtree, Jane Alexander,

Madeline Kahn, Irene Cara.... This is

basically two separate films, one with Burt

and one with Clint and they bump into one

another once in a while.

I hate to be obnoxiously critical, but this

piece of celluloid garbage deserves it. It

seems that director Richard Benjamin is

afraid the fewer close shots of the stars, the

less returns at the box office. The box

office speaks, but in this case it has bad

breath. Benjamin's weak direction left all

to the actors in his last two films, but there

is no one here to leave anything to. This

action comedy strip was written by Sam O.

Brown (Blake Edwards) and Joseph Stinson

(Sudden Impact[. Edward has been

heading downhill throughout his career, but

now I wish Warner didn't cut him.

What does exist of a story consists of

finding a ledger that could nail one

Mafioso, while another wants it. Reynolds'

(Mike Murphy) partner was killed for

acquiring it and he must get it back before

one of his bed partners gets bumped.

Eastwood (Lt. Speer) wants both Mafiosos

dead and thinks Reynold's is tied in with

them. He also wants Reynolds' .secretary,

and takes her out to a fight, and a stake-

out.

The only tolerable part of this movie lies in

Ea.st wood's .self parody. He's sick of his

typage and pokes fun at the Stranger and

Dirty Harry characters. There are many

Clintisms throughout that are very funny.

Unfortunately, they don't hold up for the

ninety minute limit.

Iteynolds trips over his own ego as he

sleepwalks with the same cigarette and ash

stuck to his lip. If Reynolds could make fun

of his ego, he would be at lea.st tolerable.

There are a few humerous lines ex

changed, but long pauses between them for

the audience to laugh. They didn't.

Everything in this film is phoney. The

sets look like a Burbank and Universal

studio back lot. The costumes are off the

rack. The comic book photography is far

from visually stimulating. The action

scenes are terribly choreographed. Don't

tell me it was meant to be phoney because

it's funny, because it isn't. All in all, this

production resembles children playing on a

studio lot. The music is okay.

Clint Eastwood is one of my favorite

contemporary Hollywood producer-

directors and I feel sorry for him. Burt

Reynolds has a track record for appearing

in bad films (both as a box office draw and a

good film), while Clint bounces between the

two. Clint's next film. Pale Rider, should

be worthwhile, if he's consistent. As for

Burt, good bye.

If the industry allowed for a careful script

rewrite and a competent director, this film

could have make it. City Heat is bland,

banal, trite, boring, and just not hot.
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LIQUORS

GROLSCH BEER

6-pack $3.99
plus dep

case only $15.

ROLLING ROCK
BE^R

$10.99
suitcase plus dep

CARLING BEER

$8.25 plus dep
suitcase

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to the Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY
of $15 minimum order

off UMass Campus
Dial 253-3091

Local restaurant renovated
Recently renovated, the

James H. McManus
Restaurant is open twenty-

four hours a day Fridays and

Saturdays and until 3:00

a.m. during the rest ot the

week.
Located next to Super Stop

and Shop and the Amher
st/Hadley town line.

McManus' serves beer and

celebrate'

in gift

box

1.5 liter

$11.99

LEARN TO FLY

!=>'

\

COLLEI
FLYSCOUB

• Hvi CAUtt STUDt^f^s vnucotit

•eoi«Sl CWOIT PKSIBlL

UNKIOMXKTES NTEDCD NOW

25!W5 «5-2S77

wine until midnight every

evening and is a popular

dining spot for a mixed

clientele.

"We have students,

families, and University

faculty and staff in here.

McManus' is popular among

fraternities and sport teams

as we can accomodate large

groups," said Unit Manager

Neil Cassidy.

Aside from an all-day

breakfast menu. McManus'

features dinner entrees of

steak, chicken, pork, chops,

fish, and scallops served

with a roll and salad. "We're

introducing some new items

like barbecued beef ribs,

which should please

students, " Cassidy said. Ice

cream and desserts are also

available.

Renovations like new
carpeting have upgraded

MONDAVI WINE $6.99
White or Red - 1.5 liter

case only $39.50

TRIVIA CONTEST -- Wll
Here's this week's C & C Trivia Question: What brewery once

had a plant in Willamansett? If you know, write your answer,

name, address and phone number on a slip of paper and bring it

to C & C before 11 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 22. Winner is chosen

by lot from among correct answers, and receives a $5 C & C

lift

DOUBLE FEATURE CINEMA

Friday and Saturday g
Woman of the Year 7:00

1

Adams Rib 9:10g
starring Kathryn Hepburn g

and Spencer Tracy

DOWNTOWN AMHER

the restaurant. "McManus

used to be sort of a coffee

shop." Cassidy said, "but

now we are a fuU fledged

restaurant."

Kirkland

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion

1

Car
Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880
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CHRISTMAS BOXED CARDS
You'll find a specialyule tide

Irish for every (me on your list.

IIIIMIHIHM

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Now is the time to get

your interview suit

20 to 50% Off

Our Entire Stock

of Suits

I Hampshire Mall Rte. 9 Hadley

fhuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNNimiiiiiiuiiiMNmiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiM

5

t^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

79 Main St.,

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-3442

AMERICAN CREETINC^S

\
* Over 150 imported cheeses

j
* Over 20 selected types of coffee beans

)
* Bulk teas

Freshly baked croissants & pastries

Fresh pasta

Partv trays * SPECIAL *

Krups & Braun Coffee Mills $19.99

t Sumatra Mandheline Coffee Beans $4.99 Ib^

I
Choose your gift boxes now for

mailing during the Holiday Season
Coffee Tasting Saturday 10 am to 1 pm

Hours: Daily 9:30-r):(M); Sunday 9:(M) 1:00

Need a Place to Stay?

Iiitcrscssioii acc( nil iiKHlat ions

arc now available al the

Campus (enter Hotel
for all r/Mass students at a

^ivat student diseount rate!

Quiet, Convenient &
Comfortable

For advanced reservation

please contact our reservation

cffice todav at 549-6000

Inquire about the special

Weekly Dinner Coupons!

Campus Center Hotel

Third Floor

Campus Center

UMass

.^••••••••••••••••***************^*** *************************

I & Le Bon Soleil tanning center :

: present COLLEGE SPRING BREAK '85*1

**Today * Stop by Table in front of Hatch * Today **
f

f ^ r
^ 1?,««„^^* <9QQ t

Ft. Lauderdale $129.

• 7 nights prime location

• FREE Beer Party

Airfare Roundtrip

New York - Ft. Laud $179.

• Boston - Ft. Laud $218.

Freeport $299.

• 7 nights accomodation
• roundtrip air

Nassau/Paradise Island $339

• 7 nights accomodations

• roundtrip air

**
Hartford - Ft. Laud $218.

I
* ALL Prices include TAXES & GRATUITIES No Hidden Costs

Sign up for your Spring Break Vacation and receive 2 weeks unlimited use of

TANNNING CENTER March 2 - March 15 Only $25.

Start your "Spring Break '85" off right Le Bon Soleil
•^ r -_ - Tanning CenterX Call the Hotline

to the Sunshine Don't Get Burnt

Rob 256-0530
253-9454

Utir-k
••••••••••••••<r*#*****************************************
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BLACK FLAG

Saint Vitus, OutPatients, Don't Ask,

Tom Troccoli's Dog —

Tickets available at the door

$5.00 with UMass ID

$6.00 General Public

Riijislf r now for a Lnnijuagt h'ti ;(>- •

'

^!^H InfartKittond

jSifll LongiKige

ilnfritut«,lffK.
ENC.LISH SPANISH - FRENCH
CREEK ITALIAN GERMAN
P()RTU(;rESE JAPANESE

January 7 - 25

Refi^lar proprams Feb 4 - March 29

Inttrnalional House 21 Brewster Court

Box 51fi Northampton (U'hin(l Thome's)

(413)f)«6-7569 AA/KOl

Where It Costs Less To Party With The Best!
D

BAR DRINKS
All Night

-^

Tonight, Saturday

& AllNext Week

NBA & NFL ACTION: Celtics and Jazz 7:30

Rams and 49ers 9:30

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM CHANGES
Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

'^

/

1"^

i,\

1

Large 16" Cheese Pizza

reg $5.90

NOW $5.00 plus tax

$1.00 per topping

good through 12/16/84

sorrv no checks

WE DELIVER
71 N. Pleasant St

2 doors down from Delanos

/f^

Located in

the

Campus
Center

i:.
UNIVERSITY

^^-\STORED

Get Your
Engineering
Degree
Tuition Free!
Tht' Air F"orcf Undt'ujrcKiuate Hngineer
f^ Conversion Program allows college

graduates to apply science and math
courses toward a degree in engineering.

And. the Air F-orce pays all tuition and
education expenses. While in engineering
school, you'll be a commissioned officer in

the Air Force with full pay and
allowances. AIM HIC'iH Find out if you
(]ualify. See an Air Force recni'ter todav.

Call MSgt Art Courtemanche at (413) 785-0352
Or set up appointment through the placement

office^ /4VJq"(v^
A |r«al way o( btc

fofi \^

Collegian positions

open for spring semester:

Associate Managing Editors

Copy Editors

Layout Technicians

Photo Technicians

Production Supervisors

Associate News Editors

Associate Women's Issues Editors

Associate Sports Editors

Associate Black Affairs Editors

Deadline for applications is

Monday, Dec. 17

The (^ollfginh comes out

ever)' day of classes isecaust'

of the efforts of a lot of verv

dedicated people. It may
look like a small paper, from

12 to 24 pages, but it is put

together by people who are

also trying to pass a full

schedule of classes and

maybe have a little social

life on the side. Or maybe a

lot of social life. Any way.

thanks to all those who keep

us going, day after day.

And our sincere best

wishes to the University

community this holiday

season. Good luck with

finals, everyone.

BOARD OF EDITORS
James P. Shanahan

Editor in Chief

John O'Connell

Managing Editor

Andrew May
Business Manager

Elizabeth Young
Business Manager

Peter Soderberg
Production Manager

Dode B. Levenson

Production Manager

Rita Murphy
Executive Editor

Greg Brown
News Editor

Rebecca Thatcher

Women's Issues Editor

Yadira Betances

Black Affairs Editor

Christine Marini

Arts Editor

Peter Abraham
Sports Editor

Andrew Heller

Photo Editor

Fall Graphics Staff

I)<xlt' Levenson

Fetor Soderberg

Lesley Clark

•Ansel Zinter

•Conor Plunkett

Mindy Antonio

Kato l)avenport

Chris Schuster

•Laura Zigman

Maria Cahilane

Chris Meagher
Mary Ellen Riley

•Julie Slator

Linda Hudon
Nancy Rivers

Fran Weinberg
Becky McGee

•Kathryn Nobrega

Rob Skelton

Andy Paven

Dave Cohen

Kim Foster

Danielle Carbonneau

Brian Solov

Wendy Enfield

Dan Sullivan

Mike Christ

Ajidy Taylor

Peter Forget

Beth Anne Moskov
Karen Dan-

Lynn Nigro

Steve Higgins

Nancy MuUer
•Deborah Rugg
•Jeff Collins

Lisa Trager

Karen Robbins

Laura Yudow
Pam Waldman
Renee Bacher

James Podesky

•Award-winning Thursday

night staff

DAY GRAPHICS

Faye Whitney-Lussier

Marsha Wilcon

Martha Connors

Michele Brassard

Shelley Witkiewicz

Beth Bazinet

Norm Achin

Ruth Devine

Mat Atkins

Larrisa Potapchuk

Joy McCarty

Night Production Desk

Laura Yee
Ian Polumbaum
Gerry deSimas
Rick Martin

Anne McCrory

Nancy Bukar
John Yonce

Taara Hoffman
Larry Bouchie

Bob Burgess

Bruce Andrew
Peter Soderberg

Brian Gonye
Ansel Zinter

John O'Connell

BLACK AFFAIRS
STAFF

Yadira A. Betances

Kimberly Burge

Marann Cassell

ARTS STAFF '84

Editor: Christine Marini

Associate: Count Ramin
Zahed

Peter Wissoker

Laurie Miller

Jack Bresnahan

Julie Bennett

Matthew Berman
Adam Brightman

Charles Francis Carroll

Tom Harrington

Susan Izzo

Elizabeth Langloi

Jim Taylor

Corey Lewis

Wendy Lewis

Matt Machera
Jim Neill

Herb Ramy
Elaine Senay

Cheryl Sesser

Jon Strymish

Brad Verter

Renee Bacher

Mary Cresse

Yadira Betances

Peter Abraham
Lorena Nozzilillo

Rhonda Applebaum

Collegian News Staff

1984

News Editor Greg Brown
Associate Editors

Bob Burgess
Tom Middleton

Laura Yee

SUff

Ronda Applebaum
Mindy Antonio

Jim Averill

Larry Bouchie

Nancy Bukar
Mary Cresse

William Collins

Sean Casey

Joel P. Coffidis

Kathy Hart

Taara Eden Hoffman
Michelle Hyde
Rick Martin

John Milbier

Dave Muniz
Anne McCrory
Chris Poon

Ian Polumbaum
Gloria Rosado
Deborah Ross

Phil Serafino

Dan Sobel

John Vincent

Dan White
John Yonce

Correspondents

Jennifer Ace
Kenneth B. Albert

Caryn Bowers
Guy Brooksbank
Karen Condon
Elizabeth Dateo

Stephen Higgins

Rob Hoschchild

Kathy Kelly

Kathleen Leary

Bill Lemanshi
Tom Lund

Christopher Marak
Paul Murray
Jon Perry

Carolyn Rosebaum
Mary Lou Sullivan

Tom Vincent

Andrew Wolff

Stacey Wiederlight

OPINION PAGE
STAFF

Rita Murphy Editor

EliJaU'th A. Luciano

Christina F. Schuster

SUff
Yatlira Betances

Mary Cresse

Peter Dow
Rusty Denton

Dave Duggal

Stephen C. Erickson

John Gilman

Tom Haley

Diane Lane
Christine D. Marini

Joseph McCormack
Andrew M. Paven

Thomas Pitoniak

Ian Polumbaum
Rob Skelton

William J. Spain

Rebecca Thateher

SPORTS STAFF

Peter Abraham, sports

editor

Tony Betros, associate

sports editor

Adam Nazimowitz,
associate sports editor

Gerry deSimas
Scott Hood

Roger Chapman
John Nolan

Brian Quenzel

Chris Tremblay

Ed Hayward
Dan Leberfeld

Alastair Atwood
Nancy Bukar
Mike Levine

Laura Yee
Kathleen Hannan
Anne Tauger

PHOTO
DEPARTMENT

Andy Heller

Paul Desmarais
Brian Gonye
Miteh Drantch

Pam Madnick
Michelle Segall

Kathy Jordan
Derek Roberts

Jason Talerman

Editor

Assoc Ed.

Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech

Photog
Photog
Photog

WOMEN'S ISSUES

Rel>ecca Thateher

Laura Koester

Taara Eden Hoffman
I)el)<)rah Ross

Mariane Meuse
Marisa Tortola

Denise Fuller

Laureen Delany

Debbie Neubauer

Ellen Reynolds

Fran Weinberg

BUSINESS
DEPARTMENT

Jim Ristiben

Maureen Majerowski

Cathy Chilson

Sherry Shaifman
Michael Altnieu

Victoria Silva

Eric Mann
Robyn Liefer

Jeff Hammond
Elizabeth Zwerling

Karen Taischer

Bonnie Ballato

Jon Levy
Kevin McMahon
Sonja Perdue

Jacqueline Green
Paul Lesser

Steve Silva

Melissa Fonnan
John Cohen
Lisa Callahan

Jack Cirino

Glenn Cameron
Joe Gorraci

PAul Margotta

Scott Santangelo

Chris McNiff
Richard O'Neill

Rich Smalanstas

Gria Piazza

Eric Levy
Michael Fiorini

Elisa Linnehan

Betty Ann Murray
Julie Meiselman

Jennifer Saconne

Tim Kostas

Andrea Pugsley

Faye Whitney-Lussier
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LOVE IS...

Jos€Carreras

PHILIPS

Robert
Famon

Memory
As Time
Goes By
Tenderly

GUT PRICED
THE BLUEDANUBE
CHEATtnUUMS WALTZES
FIEDLER •BOSTON POPS

HUGE
COLLECTION

of Classical Cassettes

' uXSPON-PNIUM
IGUSaCM.

a33
ea. or:

CASffTTE

SAUE

HILIPSCIASSFTTE

3

Retread Snow Tires

Both Radial & Bias Ply

as low as

24.95

10% off I
with this I

ad I

SizeA-78-13

B-78-13

C-78-14 \

HADLEY TIRE & AUTO CENTERi
Hours CO? oLa 206 Russel St

9-6 Mon-Wed O00-ZD«HI Hadley, MA
9.7Thu.Fri v,s^ „c ,

for

999

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI

MAMMA
HENRY MANQNI
POPULAR ITAUAN SONGS

6.89

PLACIDO
DOMINOO

Ana« 449
LP or

Cassette

ea.

ea.

LP or

Cassette

Office For Cooperative

Education News

IT'S NOT TOO LATE

to plan a paid Spring co-op

Bank of New England Acctg

.

Data General Acctg.

W. Mass. Business Journal Bus/Engl/JS

Cambridge Analytical Assoc. Env. Sci.

Belchertown State School Com. Dis.

GE/Plastics ME/Chem/Chem E

Call 5-2579 for details todayL-
WERE ON THE MOVE' In January

Cooperative Education moves to new quarters

in the University Career Center (off E. Pleasant

St., Frat-Sor Park) accessible by the Orchard

Hill shuttle. Next semester call us at 5-2224.

Be NiceToYourself.
Register Now

Over 100 Credit Courses and Credit Free Workshops from which to

choose.

Register

• in person at the Continuing Education office.

University Library, Southeast Entrance

Monday Thursday, 8 30 am 7 pm; Friday, 8 30 am 5 pm
• by mail no later than December 28 for credit courses

one week before starting date for workshops

• by telephone (Credit Free Workshops only) Use your

MasterCard or VISA and call 545 0587 with all information

requested on registration form.

Courses and workshops fill up quickly so do yourself a favor and

register now. Full payment is expected at time of registration. For

more information, call 545 2414.

VMSwimmers lose to Chiefs
The University of

Massachusetts' men's

swim team, riddled wfth

injuries and illnesses,

finished off the semester

Wednesday night falling to

a powerful Springfield

College. 66 47 at

Springfield.

The high point of the

meet for I'Masss ram«»

from Mike Minutoli . who

came fr'".: Iv.u lengths

behind to win the 200 yard

butter"" i" '>ni «8.

TheMinutemen got off tt)

a good start, placing first

and second in the 400

medley relay with the

team of Marc Surrette.

Tony Baker. i:hris Clarke

and John Geanocopoulus

taking top honors.

UMass' Craig Fuller

swam a 4:S1.18 to take

first in the 500 freestyle.

The Minutemen took their

only one-two finish in the

200 breaststroke. with

^aker placing first and

Fred Marius in .second

- Nancy A. Bukar

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI
O HOLY NIGHT

TIk.- Holidiy Rttonl Vmll lliv All Vbr

SUPER
RECORDING

.29
LP or

Cassette

HOLID^yPRICI
i/^Q *.- Cassette

ea.

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Merry Located in

Christmas ^^^

and a Campus

IHappy New Year Center

UmVERSITY\
STORED

i in between finals and studying,

take a break and coast on into

THE SPOKE
and enjoy our constant low prices.

All Domestic Bottle Beer $1.10

Most Well Drinks $1.25

Becks Beer $1.30

Try our latest drink "The Hollywood"

Enjoy our relaxing atmosphere.

P.O. and Music on us.

The Spoke Bone wishes you

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

]

• Abraham
continued from page U
disadvantage. He strikes tear into opposing

coaches with his size and. lets call it a lack

of tact, when he goes to the boards.

The Pats should draft Doug Flutie. Eason

hasn't impressed me and what has he done

in the pressure games'.' They need a little

excitement in Foxboro and Doug will

provide it.

After he leads a Cotton Bowl romp. The

other bowls'.' Oklahoma 35. Washington 13;

Ohio State 10. USC 7: Nebraska 45. LSI!

20; and Miami 106. UCLA 105 on a last

second pass by Berine Kosar to Eddie

Brown. Thev deserve it

.

The Holiday Bowl'.' Michigan 21. BYU 20.

Bye number one. remember what the

Wolverines did to Kosar and Miami. Six

interceptions and a loss early in the year.

They play g*)od pass defense.

Gary Carter for Hubie Brooks may be a big

steal if
( 'arter keeps his ego out of the Met's

clubhouse. Think about it. Hernandez.

Strawberry. Wilson. Foster and Charter in a

• TheNUgame —
continued from page 24

Forward Tom Emerson has seen 54

minutes in four games but has scored only

two points and gathered in nine rebounds,

unimpressive stats, but Gerlufsen feels the

6 9 junior may play a big role in the game.

"Tom has an affect." Gerlufsen said. "He

may start against Northeastern in the other

forward spot . He has a good shot."

Ronnie Young and Darryl Carter have

been seeing action in that position, but

both are mired in shooting slumps (both are

batting order. And the ex Expo can cer

tainly help the Met's young pitchen

develop.

Winter Awards Department: Best mak
athlete: Footballs Bob Simeone. He brokt

numerous UMass receiving records despite

double coverage. Female Athlete: the

entire women's soccer team. They're are

only true national power. Definite future

national champs.

Ouch! Image being run into by botl

(ieorge Hamming (6 6. 220) and Ton

Emerson (6 9. 225). Donald Russell know

what its like. It happened at the BU ganne.

Throw Bobby Braun in there and they couk

take on the Wild Samoans in a no holds

barred match.

Finally, thanks to the entire sports stafl

photogs. graphics and Johnny O. the bi,

man down the.se parts along with Gen
tieman Jim Shanahan. But until you walk

out of JR's with Laura and Nancy, you

haven't lived. Happy Holidays all.

under 37 percent from the floor).

MlNl'TEMEN MUTTERINGS: Durini

Intersession. UMass will face Duquesne

Rutgers. St. Joseph's and St. Bonaventur

at "home"...UMass has a 28 13 lead in th«

series with NU...The Huskies have onl;

two seniors on the team...UMass faces th«

ACCc Clemson in the first round of th»

tournament...Scott Hood was named Stree

and Smith "Manager of the year " last week

The vote was unanimous.

The Spoke
35 East Pleasant St.

Amherst

A drinkery to meet,

relax and enjoy. j

5CJ?;jjC^C:?^^^ C:?5g?^aC5^ij <3>xcj-CI?si<3»^ CP(«iC;?!siCf?5i CJJiiCg

338 College St. (Rte. 9) 2^W^i^ Amherst 253-5384

The Valley's most complete Liquor Store for ajl

your party and gift-giving needs.
Choose from a large and carefully

chosen wine selection at

reasonable prices.

• EXCELLENT SUPPLY OF 1981 & 1982

CLASSIFIED BORDEAUX .

• HUGE SELECTION OF NON-VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE -^"

• BEST SELECTION OF WINES AT *5.99 & UNDER

IN-STORE WINE TASTING EVERY SAT.

THIS WEEK:

TASTE
BEFORE "S.

CHATEAU NOEL
RED BORDEAUX

fSuBUYf* SANOSVALDO
t^T^ PINOTGRIGIO

$3.99

3 for $9.99

$3.99

3 for $8.99

Happy Holidays from

^^
t Itestaurant

HUf]g^U

This Weeks Special:

MOLSON BOTTLES 99*

SCREWDRIVERS 99*
Fantastic Munchie Menu 55 university Drive

with reduced prices 3-6, 9-close 549 5713

BEER-

WINE-
KEGS-

^_,_,—,_,—^_.,_,_,_,_,_,«,„,_,«,_t»,_, :ai-»-4u»-u-4v3yai^a>=n'

^"^^f^

LIQUORS

StrOh suitcase $9.50 + dep.

Budweiser suitcase... $9.99 + dep.

Lowenbrau $10.99 + dep.

Miller Bottles $9.99 + dep.

Michelob suitcase $10.99 + dep.

253-5595 1 a.m. til 1 1 p.m.

Good Luck §

on all your exams
|
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AUOW
Atnharit

Door Audio h VM«« hM iMrao
•quipmant kxMvat pnc« tvaitabto most
n«|or brands Akai. JVC. Tachnwa. Onkyo.
SIC 10-11 PMS46-6181

Undarvrownd Sound Inc.

on sisreo Morags as ons of thaw many
audio asrvKas Cat for dsiaik today ba safa

not aony 253-9607

AUTO TON SAU

DMatin 2ie4 door S
good condRion •2900 686-

41

•tatton Wagon Oodga Colt 1011 good
condition automatic MOO or baal oMar cat
anytima tal 2S64724

mt VW OarmMt RabMt 70000 m. std 2

nmn radials sunroof BIsupunkt alarao t1900
or ba« offar 2S«-829e sftar 6 PM

WV Hortda Accord vary good corMMan
fartaatic stsrso *3000 v bast offar 605-3129

in* Comat towf milaags oooa dapandabts
ttanaportatnn MOO or baat offar cai M

I Chovy Van runa body m good
a b«J WOO cs« Grag 2S* 1

73 Bug rabuA arigina nsw pairtt brakaa

tftocks tunad t200 sunroof 11300 BO
aB6-«3ie

wo OMs m ' «Bn - biggaat (Ms angna
runa wa* Niea ear. Eugana M< JKI
646^2M3

1 MLCNfRTIMWN

To my favorfta aicttartown houss^otd
It has baan t grast •smasts'' 229B will

afways bs ttia baat placa to party artd itam

(tancm to tha V^olant fsmmas kaap rootrtg

Lova. Robyn

Nov JMiMa no big maH vua yaar fuM wall

til nasi yaar. Thanka for itia Italp big guy
Rita

COUtOIAII OHHAWD*

CengrMutatlens John and Bob WsH
aaa you on tha upos' sciialon of ttt»

buansas' To nswrs, thsnlit lo< domg sM

thosa atoriss you d«ln i want to do Happy
HoMaya' Lova L Yaa

COOKWAWnO
~

Cook noadad M-F at local fratarftHy star-

ting na>T ssmaatar for information call

S4»3744sftsr3

CWWCHUtTm

Daor Crts. I dadicats my QI>A to you and
your typang skills Tlianki vwith lova Kavm

7-EAST DICKINSON

reu aM for sn s>c>tir>o 6 fun

aaiiiaaiar including paiama partias ctrsMnr>g«

on my door snd ottisr good stuff iilie tiiat

Lova you foHis Visit ms in Boston Lovs,

Buabath

INTfirrAINMfNT

WICKCO ANO WILD DJa audio and
visual sntsrtairtmani for tfia BO't SB4-S712

Rack A Disc Rack A VIdao fntanain
mant Agancy Disciocksys and tsrgs
scrsan v,dao partiaa for ths fiva coMags sraa
649 7144

CSTEPHANIE MEYER

nrrv-ONE r.o.

Rooms avallabia for tamala boardara

naxt samaatar in sorority locatsd close to

canYMiS. For furttwr info call 546-0627

Spacious ona bodroom apt on busNna

good for two paople call 686-2907

TOR SALE

Optical Sfioppa 263 5412,

Typawritar

5494087

I: IBIM

Baat I

Salactric II

laal *600
Corracting

cat Oava

1878 Qranada ESS ona owmar axcallont

corMlition no rust dents can 367 2061 after 6
PtM

Large sofa-bad. 2 tyvin beds, bm
pncas nagonabia ca« ASAP 54B-S818 even

KATTAIW HAUL. JMb

Cowftl^Miowa. you flnaifvm>da it' What
are we going to do without Tag.

Greenoughiruns and pep(>eroni piiia? Good
tuck m gred school b the real work) We re

going to miaa you Lowe J Ct t Al

Cottlaaton Cottlaston Cottlaaton Pla a
fly ren'T txrd but • bi"1 csn fly Thanlii for

simoat 3 rnonths of some vary special timet
Vou'io T.C. Ja t'aimc Christopf>er

NIca bad only three months oM
antiQua buraeu 8fl&3129

Need inexpanalve gifts? Mens shirts HO
women* »12. swaatea JM Kenya bag* »16

call 546- 76e8_

Soft Contact Lenses most dailv wear

ler^tes 118 00 to »26 00 •» Extended wear

lenses «30 00 to M8 00 I ow««t pmrn on

larw solutions Msat unrt» »12 96

LP*

Fender Super T«»tn Rovofb 6
Graphic Equsllier. presence, distortion,

foot switches POWER' «460 25fr 1602

0»—ti>asi»wignagbadtoo ca« S4»44e

• » W TV 2 montfM oM *S0 or BO dorm

fridgtIH yoart old Me or BO can 5469629

jTiTft refrigerator perfect for the dorm

room »60 ceM 546^5886

Moving sale Hide a bad sofs 1 70 . sisreo

40 toMing laurHVy cart, desk organuen.

chsirt kitchsn stuff. portsbis

TV AM'FM/uaaasni unit North VMaga

B 8 Sat 1 1 3 54^8878

Slietes Bsusi bta/er 66 » 44k Madaa site

10 Uke new 150 Bob 546 7933

Orad student mutt firMl s home for young

Cockstiel pretty bwd, vary heaKhy. nice

gift* Can 263^7266

Crfa. apalled It rlglttl Lit Boston bound,
ttianks for being tt>e best asset sround That

sounds weird but what tt>e heM I can say

what I want nght?7?777

TOWWtWT

1 bedroowi in wwnhoyaa Sdulro tlOO par

spring 886-2127

Spacious, two bodfoom apt on bus rta

carpeted dishwaahar 4380 Jan and spring

886-4313 attar 5

Beautiful house. 2 minutes from campus.

Bpnng semester sut>l«t, 1 or 2 single roomt,

166 utilitiet. female pref 549-6678

One bedroom In three room apartment
Puffton Vig ttsrt Jsnusry call Chris 549^ 1616

evenings

One bedroom apt svsllsble in CIrffiide

stsning Jsn Itt «336 00/mo sM utilitiei in

eluded Cell eerly in morning 666-8163

fbdrm evallable In 4 bdrm apt, for Jsn to

Aug 6 minuts walk to campus 548 3666

Bdnn avell for female in 2 bdrm apt at

Clfffside figO inci util 866-4119 eve*

Need a place naxt sameeter? UMas* frat

seeking responsible bosrders Good food,

clean house Cell 5480482 Ask off Phil or

Frsnk

Femata rooinmata wentad for Jsn snd

Spring semester Brsndywine spt hest in

eluded call mtes 549 1674 help'

rouNO

Silver Cross Pen • t«4lh sMbiMion Ca«

546-7303 to identify

Calculator feur«d m Machmer on Dec 10

cek to deecr<)e it snd its yours Tim 549-5153

OAV and LESBIAN

Tha »aapl>» Oay AHiance hoals a social

hour eech Wed from 3 to 5 Businees

meetH^ ere st 6 30 each Thurs Check tfte

Campus Canter scftedule for room numbers

New people are welcome ar>d are encoursg

sdioattertd'

12-S Social moved to M, 12-7

Laat cftanca to Dance on FrI 12-71

Oay » Laeblan Day Fri. U-71

NAUV'SCONICT

Hey draw ma a duck, s bird snythmg but

s fish Thank* tot making it en artistic yeer

Mow sbout Tom Meley for President f Your

boss tfie Editor Rits

HEL^WANTIO

tam IB-7 an baur. Muai bo IS or <

have own ineured reKabie car Apply in par-

aon Domino t Piua Rt 9 Hadtoy

Now taking sppllcatlone for fall and par

nmapoeitiont Wuti tw 18 or okler Apply in

person Domino • Pi»s Rt 9 Hadley

IManlcurlets snd Cosmoloiogiats fuH snd

psrttime wanted lor new sickiSive n»* and
skin csre selon in Amherst Center EicsMent

workirfg corKhtiont Succees >i St your

fingenips CM for interview 253 9886

Student Notee is now sccepting spplica

tiont for notetakars for ttie sprrng sertteeter

Earm 17 00 per lecture' Pick up appkcation

forme at 401 403 Student Union BMg
9:00-6 00. Mondey through FrMlay

Earn up to 4120 00/day Be your own
boss, meks your own hours No enp nee

Limited opportunitiee Call between 9 00 am
and 7 00 pm for detaria Immadiete response

suggested to insurs s petition
1-617-877-6883

MENTAL HEALTH WORKERS new
agency it sccepting epplicstiont for fu8 and
part lime poeitiont to work with eWerly in

Hampahire County 1 10.3000 plui t>enefitt

AH shifts Csll Jsr>et et 253-7406 for mors in

formstion AA/EOE

Qovemment Jobe 1 16,569 450 i63 yet'

Now hiring Youi sras Csll 806 887 6000
sit R 9616

Boston eree Book Werehouse has im

mediate openings lo' Decembe' snd
Jsnusry seesonei work Contsct Bob Goukl
at 617-888-7154. Coiage Storae, WaNham.

Big Al BIsh. Eric. MIks I sm gisd that I

let you guys live m MY spartment Thanks
for Iha good limee. wintertftion thouM ba

s tiiast. hsvs s good holidsy tae ys Jsn 2

n.UFFtNS

Kitchen Help naadad at local aororfty in

•change lor frsa mea ls 3 people needed for

6 davt a week 2 maela If interested for apr

ing semestsr csll 546-0839

Qovsmment Jobe
Now hinng Your i

ent R-9ei6

*16,Se8-«S0 S63/yeer

ae Csll 806-687 6000

HEY KIDS

What do Tom H. Andy f . BM 8. Ian P.

Pater D Diana L Mary C Vedira B
Anne M Den M Bob B Deve D Rob S
Steve E Rusty D and of course Chris

M sll heve In common? Them the most

opinionsted people in the world '
Thsnkt for

ths fluff the Editor PS Joeh »»ho???

INTENSE8SION
APARTMENT NEEDIO

Apanmant svantad to atiMot over In

terssssion 2-3 seniors Puffton or nserby

oreferred Cell anytime 546^5861 . 54^5663

INTERSESSION
ROOMS AVAILABLE

Room avallabia In fratamltv for Intarsaa-

sion 1110 csntrally located Call 546^643
all utilities included

JOA22

Another aamaatar down tha tubas -

Hswkt will foM. Pats did, hope Giants dont

So outlaws dont kick ast lets kick tome
freekt Have good holiday OF, BF RP, JT,

DB LB FM. SS e>ama tuck the houte
r.

JA STAFF

You folks srs the bast group of cowpokes

this tide of Baghdad Hsppy vacation and

good luck on finals to sll Al and Wendy
we'll miss you" Good luck in life The RA
on the 11th

JULIE M,

autiful Dear Julia, Thank you vary much for being

my friend I am geld i met you this year

Who can eve' forget green garbage bags of

popcorn seaweed, EatI Poop Scoop
twivel chairs tricky ttanrs, ttolen glances

nervous momentt, and our brief two weeks'

But ploate don't lee<l the floor' You have

lots pf POTENTIAL believe in yourtelf I

belir^vA in you Love always Michael

KAREN S.

May tha noat sU months ba as beautiful

' aa the past six have been, I love you'

Jeremy

LOBT

WaH Miaa McCARTV. Wa don't bslis.s

for one minute tfiat you won't be back, stu

dent leeching ha, ha How many yeers have

you been here? 107 It )ust won't bs the

ssme Good luck with sH your capitslst ven-

tures etc
.
you better keep that Oert We'H

iTust you and Brian too' Lova, tha Graphica

Gang

Merry Chrletmaa to ail Gormanitea Happy
Hunting Chns b Erm

Mark. Don't think yours gettir>g rid of me
lust cauas ttta semestsr « enAng' I have a

bike too Lova always, your bast buddy
Sua-zanna

Silver brecelet Nov 15 CC/SU k>unges

swnpie bangte of great personal value pissss

caU S64-8546 or SB4-862S Martha reward

ttiankt

Btua waliat"Oac 10 10:00 am SU/CC Id

3808387 call Glenn 6-9667

Loet on Thursday near Orad Tower coMia

sheperd puppy 10 weeks old brownish bleck

549 5122

Lost 2 woaka age Mickey Mouaa key chain

4 keys reward call Brian 54^5122

Blue hat m Herter Wednaaday
I call Jeen st 549^ 7676

Halpll Mgt 301/Elklns notabook taken

from Newmen Center on 12/11 Green

UConn notebook Anyorte knowing its

whereebouts OR hsving notes wl\lch I

can copy ploae cell 648 4878 , reward

MAROO

LaofcotN Kay Largo here we come end

ware up lor a 'balisy' time" the Maatar of

Dnquisa

MOTORCVCli

,. J OSHB prectically new 2000 miles five

montha oW 41400 w ' Shoai hairnet baat time

to buy muat aa* quM* 2Sfr0416

Qraan, 8H In by 8 in UMaae notebook
Contairts notes on Calculus and Organic

Chamtttry 646^16

NANCY ANO LAUWA

Hay^wiHaa: Thanks for a great aamaelar

You halpad out whan I naadad it Nancy

You're one senous football aiipert end a

good sportswnter Yeefwed only you end I

hit JR s et 12 end drop »50 Got to tove it

and I lova you guy*. Thanks aoam.

N8ED HELP MOVING

Want to make 130 plus gaa? Need pick up
trucli to bnng my stuft to Lynn MA or

enywhera want to split cost of U Haul truck

CaU Linds 549-4686

Tooth delivers cake, ice creem.

fudge sr>d chocolete to you 2 free ostiTtoel

raisin cookiee with each order if you men-
tion this sd 256^8102

INTERSESSION JOBS APPLY TELE-
FUNO MEMORIAL HALL 54&3eOS

To ths beautiful blond who slept at 280
Puftton Ssturdsy nits I wouM love to see

you sgem. pissss call Rarvly 6-8202

Dab You are s greet roommete heve s

Msrry Christmst sr>d s grsat new yeer

To our friends on 3rd floor Ven Meter
"Merry Christmas we n miee you Osvid.

Tom snd Deve'" The Pessout Twmt

lagnafwlagnafmlaIqnafwla
ONAF86LAaNAF86LAaNAF86LAQ
NAF86LAONAFSSLAONAF86LAGN
AFB51 AGNAFaSLAONAFSeLAQNAF
86LAGNAF86LAONAF86LAGNAF86
LAONAF86LAaNAF86LAQNAF8e
Scott you're too tweet' I love you tove

elwsyt. Disns

Nsnce' The ssmestsr* finally over. I hope
tha internship went weH for you I wtll never

forget the big city trips I have missed you
very much here ei UMsss Lets meke the

tpnng the best sver Merry Chnstmat' I love

you 8

Beth gled to get to know you thn
terT>estsr. I guess MD is OK Hsve s good
holiday snd have fun G

Abe end doubters. Ona day, rrtark my
words, GB snd Whslert will win Road trips,

ME, NC were good, even Rl Coors
Howtter the wrestling medmen Sports it

f1. right Abe? Betrot? News tuckt the

houss Merry Xmas

IIIAhrinlll Can you sunrlva the BO'S?' Win
the lottery or sontething You were never

meant to be a responsible sdult' Love. Crsb
by Et the Eskimo

DYKE, It's been real, it's been fun, and it

has beem real fun. Have a good breek and a

Marry Chriatittas. Me

Mershs Lea Wllcon. or is it Martha Leigh

Wilson? It's been sn sxperience having you
with ut tf>eee msny semestsrs Wss it only

3? Bsst of luck next week, we'll be rooting

for ys' You're our favorite Interio Designer'

Mske sure you get a |Ob worthy of yourssif

snd meanwhile don't break your leg leern

ing to ski. We'll think of you wher>ever we
have s chess* omelet Love, the folks from
Graphics

Dr. Maalak. I irtiaa y* kkl, but Ohk> ian't

that fari Tftanks for tf>s support - Login

ZM your tha baat. What alae can I say?

Love alweys. ZD

HI Sweatpaa Thanks a billion for s fan-

tastic serT>ester lets go for pagato soon
sagspo para poly - Tim>

Happy Birthday RsitmIoo have a great

one' Love Punta

Melissa Thanks for rrtaking the lest two
yesrs to much fun for ms" I love you Tim

Goodbye Penny end Andrea I Happy
Graduation' Good luck we'll sll miss you'

Love, Laura

Pinuccl. wttat dkf I do to deearve all of this'

You're spoiling me to death' I kjve it' I love

you' As always. Jaime

Sussn Eston Peter and I will miss the
house, but that's not important now: next

semester, your friends will corne lo know
how special you truly are maybe Bob loves

you Bye

Everyone who's put up with me That
means you Pierce Toed. Duck. Koett,

Ouat, Chns, Dsug, Bill, Brian, Slam. Ann
the SGA, Merge and Count lees others

good luck and no more loant' Bob

Nick you're a
tove LB

great 3rd roomie' Thanks

Brian. Hay have a nice k

1 It with me' ILY XO
I but you

Woodstock I'm so paychad about Jan.

with you All my love. SrK>opv

Happy HoHdaya.
wishes

Fivo South, and baal

Care Will you ever drag ma to a party?

You re a great roommate Have fun m
Europe Cindy

INDEX STAFF Homacoming.~ipaaches.
rubber ber>ds. Save Cindy 0". constsnt

hsrrsstmsnt, obnoxious sditors. no

rsspact, wn«i » nexi'i' iPeny m Fsb ?)

You're the beat stsff an editor can have.

Heppy Hofcdays Cmdy

Merry Chrietmaa Angel,

bie Ricardo

Chria. and Dab

Marry Chrietmaa Unda and Maria from

J A Ricardo _

Kappa, kappa P»* Thanks atollor your

work over tt>e aemeeter PS The Cozy 32

due AFTER interseMion Merry Xtrtaa

Dave

WEBSTER 2EAST (Past b PreeentI H«)

py Hokdeyt, Luck on Finelt' Thankt for a

grael year - midnaght typiat. PS you too.

co;
A^rianda (Inn). Branna. Jay I Ian) and

Pauh. Thanks for a greet Itt temester

Keep passing tha open windows

Happy Unhday *tnfmln Nnrmlnl imcp
Grsphics

Qreg Congrstulatons on tftat greet letter of

commer>detion its isrrifK Good kjck on

finsis Lovs Grsce

Yo-Vo for ttte greatest loommata good kick

on hnals ILY FooFoo

• Wendy Derwm *

••
I went your body *

• Will you marry me? *

Chanipagne Towers

)••••••••••••*
xoxo

To Kan N of PIka: I va admirad you from

afar Your Secret Admirer

To a JOA (everyone elee tool Heve e

greet holidey seaaon this semeeter wes
grest but next will be baiter death to

Twinkletoes Getor

Karen Happy Hanukkah from Secret San
ts. Undercover Rabbi

To tha two delicious studs I les wslkir>g

to ttia Cempus Center et iKiotime Re
wants your piacaa' XO XO Your Ra

Mis Quarldee Letty y Liee Les

mucha tuerte en todo Greciet por lo

buertai que fueron conmigo tiempre Siem
pre let tendre en mi coraion las quiaro

mucho Luis

Lisa y Latty Sa les ua a axtransr mucho
Cuidanss y mucfta suerte Carinos Ana

Malte. Grecias por asts semeetre y eungue
me voy racuarde que sierrHKe eatave aqui

TQM Ana

Paul Happy Anniversary (orte week from

today) thankt for tfie beat yeer anyone
coukj atk lor' It doean't get much better

than this' I tove you Tern

To my night etaff - You were the greataat.

the tpssdisst, the neetest snd the wildest'

Ftosd I say rmrs? Hope to tee you sll nent

semester Thursday Night Editor

To my roommetee: We all know for sure

I'm psychotic, but thingt were rough this

fsM Here's to s much improved tpnng end
wild tirtws before we hit the streets' Love
you guys. Ana

Johnny O - Your record will be herd to

metch, but I'm going to go for it' It's been s

great two yeers working with you- I'll miss

you lots Good luck in corporste journeliem

snd hope to see you there somedey' Love

ys, Anne

Hey Wanch. Thanx for a great aamealar"
Herat to spring '86" By tfte way, Hsppy
B-dsy eerly December 23 kive you deerly.

Bitch

Julie Qrey Happy Big 201 Get psyched for

ttie first dey back, it will be s day you will

nsver remember ss we hot every spot on
ths leftside of Amherst Love, Erica Cr Mary

Thareea McMahonI Happy 20th B day' I'll

be your bridge over troubled waters' liks

you srs for me. Love Meureen

Karen Courtney Hsppy Binftday' You are

virftat you aet Applehead

Susan V Mam: Only 5 days until you (we?)
srs legal Heve s wonderful birtfidsy' Here's

to next tenteeter we're going to do it right

tftit time" Love, Lite

Brian Happy Holidayt to my favorite per-

son I k>v8 you' Love Robyn

Thereea You're the beetest RA' We're go-
ing to mies you. Ws k>va you" Love from
the 9th floor J.Q.A.

"A" - Too bad Mer couldn't have been here

to enjoy this semestsr our wsy' January
won't be fileM with papers on Home
Economies or DOMS" Trouble' ' Cieo '

"K"

Jill S. brunene, S'2", blue eyea, cute. Hep
py Birthday" With 400 milae of tove, Eddie

Heppy BInhday Rachel Roatnl I'm gon
na miss ys next semester - you're s great

roomie' Heppy 18' Love, Katie

TOM ANDERSON Hey cutis, we are

gonna mitt you next semeeter'" Take care

of yoursolt we love you' 3rd Floor Pierpont

Judy ii "rammy Here's to ths best Stats

group' Let's keep in touch Jeennie

Marian. What can I tsy - it hat been a grest

temester I'm going to miss you Jeannia

Tonll Jan I'll viait nextHtve a nice

sertiester. Jearnie

~"*HEY ALPHA CHI OMEQA*^'*"
Thanks" for a great semester
I'll miss you all in the tpnng

Good Luck Pledget snd Seniors

Cheerio" Love Doobie

Gary Thanks for the greaiaai aamaelar aver

I'M miss you XO Maureen

DToThanxloTtha best freshman yeer your

beet friend b roomoe Moeey

PHOTO STAFF

Thank you Paid D. for being the beet Asa

Ed a guy couW fwpa for Brian. Mitch Pam
and Michelle Thenkt for e tuper )ob

teching It was slways grsstly sppreciated.

though I didn't always taks time out to tell

you so You guys mads the PHOTO DEPT

whet It a todey the BEST' Good kick

Kethy end Derek es new techs in tt>e apring.

Orice again, tfiankt snd good kick to •*' -

ANDY H

pnOFESSMNAL
TYPING SCRVtCC

DIaaaftatlona.

on campus k>w ratat guaranteed accep-

tance Nency 584^7924

OUACKII

OhGod-lBott*
. huh7

can Rob. . .So tMhattaya

REAUY7

Navar retract, never explain.

apotogue get tt>e thing done er>d let them

howl NelUe McClung snd (of coursi the

(Oumalist s lack of convictions ths pro

slitution of his expenencee arvl bakefs is

comprahenaibia only ae the epogee of

capitakst raificalion - Lukaca i o averyoody

who we* ther leapacia«y you Rita) whan I

needed them thia aamealar. Thanx Becky

RIOf WANTED

After Fridey Doc 21 to Meryland.'DC srae

will share driving snd sipensaa call Jennifer

2Sfr<47

RJda naadad to Seutharn Waatchaatac
County or Manhattan at mnA of finals

week Fn Dec 21 or Set Dec 22 ca« Nan

548^193

RWCRS WANTED

Naad rMa back from Florida around

1/7/86? CaH Andy 263^7761. leave

ROOM WANTED

Loekint for a loom - Townahouoa. Bran-

dywine apt spring ssmeeter Male/femaia

doeent matter Cell Jeaaica at 54&1377

leave meesage

aaeking off

reeponsibis
Fomala campua r«>om

It, pays bills on

time, eorious student call Bath 54fr7422

Room In apt or houae nvantad for tfia spr-

ing term call Jim 256-1896

Male looking for a room in apt compiax in

Amherst, spring semeeter Call Andy et

253-7761 leave meesege

intsreeeelon eubiet wented femele look

mg for single room beg end of December if

poaa can Laa 546-9310

ROONIMATi WANTED

Woman wanted shant 4 bdrm apt Grad or

mature student close to canopu* 549 6641

Available ImmediataiyI 1190 month 1

bedroom in a 3 bedroom house off Rts 9 5

miles from campus Call Dan 5-0329 deys or

Steve 256 1016

Femele wanted lo share bedroom in

Brendvwine Senior olrler. grsd tturlent

preferred 156 s month call 549 7797 even

ings

Mala roommate wanted to share room in

Pulton Rent is 107 plus eiec'rnonth call

5496734

Northwood Apt 1 r i • .p-i. - :;[«-n fo<

jHou.^'v 'h'.i spring ^- fw- ( ,i;! David

b86 1b49eai!y evr^my

Roommate wented to ehara room m
beautiful houte m Sunderland thorl walk to

but Great tening Call 5466482 leave

metsags

2 women naadad to share apartment in

Southwood starting January
•••256-1315*" Sueor Eilean

Female roommate to share two bedroom
furnished spertment csll 666-4890

SIngIs bdrm in 3 bdrm spt M ' F non tmkr

*200 all util Jsn 1 Msy 30 Msin St

Amherst 266 1806 Tim

Apt mate wanted to shere 2 bdrm apt 1

mile from GRC Its N Amharsi CaH 6-9 pm,
237 plus 54»^eS7

Female wented to share ona bedroom
aperiment Crettview 10 minute walk bus

$192.50 r^ utilities 649^5468

Ona mala to share one of two
bedroortta/ Brittany. Muat be dean and

eaeygoing, like u*' Call 253-6306

Roommate wanted for Brittany Manor
two bedroom epertment for intersossion

snd/or spring *emester »175/mo 256-6487

Rolling Qraan Two male (Grad pref) to

shere oi>e bedroom of two bedrmept
*136/mo fell lesse option. Alan 253-3900 or

546^16 avail Jan /Feb

Looking for neat, studious, male grad.

atudant to rent unfurnished room in

boeutiful 2 bedroom Amherst spartment

short walk to campus begin Feb 1 4250/mo
call54»^»B1

SCOTT FOTI

Wlah we'd met soonsr
final* and Merry Chriatmas

zabeth

Good luck on
anyway Love,

SERVICES

Spaadv Kaya prolsasional IBM tjgi.^

-

work Romance languages 253-79S»

Suzanne ____^__—
fy^^Word Procaeaing Naxt day ear

yiorTVpE-HiTE 253-51 11

Marry Chriatmaa Uaa. Hare » tha li««pw|

of your preeent Don't worry it was free'

Have a wonderful vecation With tove from

your cfieap roommate

Famala roommate wantad to sitare s

room st Brittany Manor ftK tha spring

semester beginning Jen 1 or Feb 1 call Su or

Jas st 256-0873

Seeking commuter etudaot to shere

Cemput Hotel room/cott Mon
dayt/Wednetdays aacond tametter
6177851177

SPORTS STAFF

SiTSporta Fans thanks for sgr-t
,,^„i A fine |Ob wes done by a«

Etpecislly Gsrry, Tony, Adsm. ths

J^Sidster, John Ed ""Or.
Bry-. jnd.

Chns Nice |oto, deeprte whet I '™9»^
said See you next semester, lave a good

Sports Staff '1

STEREO

HHaehi Compact Starao lor aala with

toudnaes control, tuning mater, B-track:

good sound'" Pariect cor>dition"' Low
Drica'" 6^75 ca> Daw*

SUNTAN SEEKERS
WANTED

Spring Break Vacationa Ft Lauderdeie

from 4327 FReeport from 1299
Naaaau Paradae Mend from 1338 nckidea

atffare 7 nights eccomodstiont all uxaa and

gratuibaa can Tharoaa 546-1177

SUZANNE

Chrietmaa
Jenuary' Love, Vik

and hawa a happy

SUZZAM » VICKI

Dear Sutanrte B VIcki. I hope you two

heve fantaetic holidays Both of you havs

made this semeeter more than intareeting

We'll definitely get together m Jan. Take

care. k>ve Michael

TAKE NOTE

Kim MacMBIan ia a wondariulpaiwn i

s grsst RA good luck on finals XO Mar

TNANKVOU

Bob Johnson, Thanx for returning

keys, you saved me SItaron Reis

TO SUBLET

2 badroom apt to aufelal: Oac

25-Jsn 27 CsntrsllY locsted 4400 inckiawa.

Call 586-7862, laevs message^

Fully fumiehed 2 bodroom epertment

Southwfood over Intsrssssion »376 cell

253 3273

Apartment lo sublot t8l May MOO
month Fully furnahed utBitiaa ilKludad.

Amherst Motel 25^1581

3 to 4 femalaaneed to sublet en epertment

for Intsrssssion ck>se tp cemput Pleete

help cell 646 7446 or^4fr8663

Large, f^rniehed^ bedroom In ftouaa.

AvaHeble Dec 19 one person 2» 97«

Male or femele roommete naadad lo

rent own room in 4 bedroom eparlmant

288-6776 close on Amherst bus route

Furnished epi 2 rooms, 1 bedroom, naar

bus stop b isundry call 253 7974

Jan Sublet 1 bedroom ept Amfterst

Center I360'mo plut elec 256-8661

K TOWNEHOUSE

Malda. Cerol snd Amy • Sanity wouM
have been an obsolete stats of mind without

your tove and support tha semester Love.

Laura

TRACEY HOUANOER

Hara'a the persoftel you always wented
you hot mems, sven though you re s

Chnstmes bsby Hsppy 21rst sr>d msny
more, ceiebrste it es best you can since

you've got to shere it' Love, Nency

TRAVEL

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's #1 stu

dent budget travel agancy. Free catalog

Call (6171288-1326 or virrite, 729 Boylalon St.

Suite 201. Boaton, MA 02116

TUNDRA PIG

Pannlae. pigs, snd pukee: A night never
forgotten' Meybe the thould hsvs given

you tfie piggytMck' Hogs b quiches InrKMtly

hogs) Pig Ho PS Congrsds Bruce on
Boltwood' You deeerve it

WANTED TO RENT

Meie wented to there bedroom in Bran-

d/wine for tpnng 549-0592

Ftmele wented lo there bedroom in

Townehoute apt for spring temester Call

Laura 549 3863

Two female roommetee wantad for sun-

ny Hsdiey house Two bedrooms svailable

150 -I . near bus cell 58fr 7815 (keep tryingl

in Northwood on but route for month of

Jnauary cheap rent plut utilitiet csll Jsy or

Dsn 666 3267

Mala yvantad for roommate in rwo

bedroom spt in South Amherst avsilable

Jsn 1 csll Rsj 253-7211

To shsra co-ed apartment in Brsndywine

starting Jsn heat included 549-6289

4 malaa lookingto take over laaaa for apring

call Todd 648-7888

Sublet naadad for 2 famala atudanta for

Intersession 1/1/86 - 1/27/86 preferablY

dose to campus call 546-5786, 546-6787

anytime

Intaraaaelon apartment needed apart-

ment wanted to tublet over Interseesion 2-3

sentors Puffton or neerby preferred. Call

anytime 546-5961. 546-6863

Room wantad for senior femele. Quiet,

non-smoker with s car Call 546 9862

Two bedrooms avail.

call 546- 7ffi4

Swias VMaga apt

Ho on the go. swimming to victory and the sweetness

and the sadness of women's soccer. The Colleguin

captured it all, from the disappointment of the football

team to the mens soccer team celebrating their defeat of

rival llConn. Sports is a big part of any good school and

we hold our own with anyone. To the fall sports teams,

good job. for those now playing or starting this spring, go

get em.

WE NEED A PLACE TO LIVE)

Two rasponslbis temeles nsed s house or

spartment for Jsn 1st call Diane at 5494741
after 4 PM

YEEI

Here'a to the heel friend eThlck could
heve You're a hot ticket so don't let

anyone tell vou otherwise' Good luck with
dinner, news and hav« the best time in

Europs' Love slways, Nancy
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Minutemen face big test againstNU
Gerlufsen hopes to shake woes

with victory overpowerfulHuskies
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team' has a lot to prove, and a

tough team to prove it against.

Northeastern University invades the

Springfield Civic Center for a 2 p.m. game

tomorrow against UMass, losers of three

straight, the last being a 71 70 triple

overtime loss to Boston University.

The Huskies. 3 1. are a potent high scoring

club with good talent on the open floor and a

habit of throwing multiple defenses at its

opponents.

The Minutemen. 2-3. could be 4 1 in the

opinion of coach Ron Gerlufsen. but instead

need a victory to go into the Music City

tournament in Nashville in two weeks on a

positive note.

"We have played good basketball, no

doubt about that." Gerlufsen said. "It's just

that for a variety of reasons we've blown

leads or failed to finish comebacks.

"

Gerlufsen wa.s quick to point out that the

Civic Center hasn t exactly been the cozy

little gym under renovations that The Cage

was.

"It's like playing on a neutral court." the

coach said. 'You can actually hear in

dividaul people yelling out things. At The

Cage, we had a feehng of warmth and were

motivated by the fans. At Springfield we

have to motivate ourselves and there's no

negative feelings toward our opponents.

It's tough."

Only 1JB51 attended the BU game and

seemed lost in the 8.000 capacity Civic

Center. Final exams and transportaiton

problems may be to blame, but the

Minutemen definitely need to look within to

have a chance against the Huskies.

Northeastern made the NCAA tour

nament last sea.son before losing in the

second round to Virginia Commonwealth on

a last second shot. Despite losing the high

scoring Mark Halsel. NU returns a trio of

sophomores that inflict their share of

damage.
Forward Reggie Lewis, guard Andre

Lal-'leur and reserve torward Wes Fuller

have lead a couple of 100 point rampages for

the Huskies this season. Lewis is averaging

21 points per game. Forward (Juinton Dale

is the leading rebounder with 12.8 per

game. The other starters will come from

either the 6 9 Gerry Corcoran . 6 8 Kevin

McDuffie or John Williams, a 6 2 guard.

Although small, coach Jim Calhoun's

Huskies are very quick and look to run

almost every time they touch the ball.

•We (the North Atlantic Conference) and

UMass (the Atlantic 10 Conference) both

use a 45 second clock which helps us.

"

Calhoun said. "But Ronnie (Gerlufsen)

doesn't want to use it. We'll run em
anyway. We're better than BU in that our

offen.se is more controlled and we get a

better shot."

Calhoun said that the Minutemen are one

of the better teams NU will face and that he

respects the UM starting lineup.

"(Horace) Neysmith. (Bobby) Braun.

(Carl) Smith and (Donald) Russell are all

tough to guard and they can score."

Calhoun said.

"Were not looking at this as an automatic

W, the records are meaningless because the

only good team we played (Montana) we

lost to. and they should have a better

record but felt some pressue late in the

games. It should be a good game."

A lot of pressure has come on the

Mmutemen's free throw shooting.

Gerlufsen is taking a psychological ap

proach to I 'Mass' 61 percent average from

the stripe.

"We just have to loosen up and talje the

shots." Gerluf.sen said. "We're very tight

and we're making mistakes that cost us.

Each player has to settle down and just

shoot the ball."

man to man pressure against NU. Russell

(17.4 ppg) and Neysmith (13 ppg) are being

looked on for scoring along with Smith (8.4

ppg) who is recovering from tendon

problems in his right hand. Braun (9.8 and

8.2 rebounds) scored 17 against BU and has

looked solid in every game.

continued on page 21

( ollcKian photo br Michelle StgmU

UMass forward Horace Neysmith goes up for a shot over BU's Tom
Ivey on Tuesday. UM plays Northeastern Saturday.

UConn,
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Juanita Matthews scored 13 of her game high 21 points

in the second half as the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team defeated the University of Con-

necticut. 63-54 last night at Amherst College.

Both teams came out scoring wnth UMass jumping out

to a 15-12 lead thanks to an explosive eight point perfor-

mance by Karen Fitzgerald in the opening eight minutes.

"We told Karen that if the team was ever going to get

anywhere, she would have to get more aggressive,"

UMass head coach Barbara Stevens said.

After sporting the Minutemen a 22-15 advantage, the

Huskies closed the gap to 24-20, holding UMass scoreless

for five minutes and nine seconds. Barbara Hebel's layup

at the 7:06 mark broke the UMass cold spell, sparking the

Minutemen to a 10-4 run. UMass led 35-30 at the half.

Matthews came out of the locker room in the second

half, scoring six of the Minutemen's first 10 points, as

UConn was outscored 13-4. The Huskies threatened mid-

way through the second half behind four consecutive

baskets by 6-2 senior forward Leigh Curl, but found

themselves lacking enough firepower to catch the

Minutemen.

"The best thing about the game was that we maintained

the lead when we were pressured," Stevens said. "We
were patient when we had to be. Whenever a team has

made a run at us, we've responded by playing defensive in-

stead of picking up our intensity."

Particularly pleasing to Stevens was the performance by
sophomore guard Mary Marquedant who, in place of Mat-
thews, ran the offense.

"It dawned on me last week that when Mary (Marque-
dant) ran the second team, everything went smoothly,"
Stevens said. "We may have found the missing link on of-

fense."

Down to the wire we go. Hood holds a

slim one game lead over Betros, Abraham

trails by only four while deSimas is home

Peter

Abraham
(104-89)

NFL Picks
at JQA doing whatever it is he does.

Adam Nazimowitz steps out of the

shadows and into the spotlight v^rith his

picks today. Have a great break!

Some final thoughts...
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Nazimowitz Hood deSimas
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Sea
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NE
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SD
Jets
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Miami
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NO

Denver
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NE
Phil
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Peter

Abraham

One semester as sports editor is over. .1

never thought I'd live to see it. Back in

September when page layout was morp

foreign than Spanish class and I had trouble

remembering who was covering cross

country this day seemed pretty far off. But

here 1 am... and -

I'm crying myself to sleep over the plight

of the New York Knicks. Bill Cartwright is

out for the year and .so is the playoffs for

the one man band. I don't care of they beat

t he Sixers, show me standings in March.

'Ihe (.Mass basketball team is better than

last year's team. They may be 2-3 but play

better defense and move the ball better on

offense. Their problem is that they aren't

used to playing with a lead. They were

beating UConn, Hartford, and BU before

memories of nine win seasons returned and

they folded like paper. They can beat

Northeastern and Donald Russell and

Horace Neysmith are both 20 point a- game
scorers.

Hut be most impressed with Bobby Braun.

the former sixth man is playing 30 plus

minutes a game, scoring 10 points and

getting ten boards, despite a height

rfmtinued <m page 21

sports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Men's Basketball: Northeastern at

the Springfield Civic Center 2 p.m. Free
buses from Boyden and tickets are free.

Buses leave at noon. Must have an ID.

Wrestling:: at SpringHeld Touma-
ment.

SPRING '85
MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN JANUARY 2S,1S85

Back to School Issue

In three sections: NEWS, ARTS/LIVING, and SPORTS
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SUPERIOR PIZZA
UMass Students Favorite Pizza!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
17 Montague Road

North Amherst

549-0626

j

Superior Pizza
j

I 2 item pizza
j

I

special $7.55
j

I Large Pizza I

j

expires 2/28/85
j

Superior Pizza

1 item pizza

special $6.35
Large Pizza

expires 2/28/85

$1895.*
THEhmWM^U BUSINESS RAK!

95% 01 all yoor business n«ds are right her in KAYPflOs Business Pa'<7<*' " f'

'

'^^^.'^-fj!
Microcomputer with up to «0 pages ot rrMnwryi . KAYPWO Letter duality P""'«"i'^C Approy«^ prmtw

catHe< . All KAYPRO 2X Software for Word ProoKSing. Spelling Cocrection MaUmerging. hnanca^

Protections What IP Analysis and much more" • TYPE If allows this system to be used as a typewnter

while you learn its other capabilities' ^^___ t'^^TZ~.

6
y.

.®

/-N^

ic:^

\2

>-^.

-INNOVATORS IN HfCTRONICS SINCE 1952"

•Suggested retell price

UIMM o> WmCtflOM

Mountain Farms Mall - Rt 9 Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 584-3933

Discounts Available for Students'

Largest Variety of Pizza Toppings

in the area

Try Our New Gyro Sandwich

WE DELIVER
2 doors down from Delanos

71 N. Pleasant St. 253-9739



UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT
SERVICE

HAS MOVED!
We are now located in our new facility

The University Career Center
(formerly Delta Chi Fraternity. Fraternity-Sorority Park)

Your Placement Service

is better than ever!

* private, carpeted interviewing offices

* expanded counseling services

* on-campus satellite offices

* expanded workshop service

Ample parking is within short walking distance to

the facility. Bus service is available on the Orchard

Hill route, which leaves campus every 13 minutes

during the working day.

Our telephone number remains the same:

545-2224

University Placement Service -

We Make It Happen! |

=Ir=i#=Jf=JI^=Jr=bJfe=Jf=J^=Jf=l^±Ur:dJ|

2 eggs

2 pancakes

2 strips of bacon

or links of sausage

bottomless cup of coffee

all for just

$2.
Mon.-Thurs. 6 am-3 pm
Fri. & Sat. 6 am-4 pm
Sunday 7 am-4 pm
Selected by Collegian as the

*'be8t inexpensive breakfast in the area**

Mr ^'c Ml Mc-r'le—e;

Sh^tm'iJia
Rte.ll6«Suiiderla

Tel. 665-7969

The Cookie Hut
now offers. . .

FREE
DELIVERY

to UMass campus with the purchase of a

1 lb. heart-shaped Valentine's cookie!

ORDER YOUR
PERSONALIZED
CHOCOLATE CHIP
VALENTINE'S
COOKIE TODAY!

cS <^

cS <i>

<ti ^>

The Cookie Hut

Hampshire Mall 586-8570

TheMassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

Collegian
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BOG dissolved in plan
to combine trust funds

P(h>U> by Evie P»rt'

LULL BEFORE THE STORM— The serenity and solitude that landscaped the

Whitmore and Herter Hall area changes drastically today when more than

20,000 students return for the spring semester.

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Student i n put into the operation of the

Campus Center/Student Union complex

may be nearly eliminated under a plan to

combine the trust funds of the Campus
Center, Conference Services, and the

University's dining commons.

The plan to form an Auxiliary Enter-

prises Trust Fund would eliminate the

32-member Campus C/enter Board of

Governors (BOG), replacing it with a

16-member Auxiliary Services Board com-

prised of faculty, staff, alumni, and

students, the director of Auxiliary Services

said.

Vice Chancellor for Administration and

Finance John L. DeNyse met with Aux-

iliary Services Director Ashoke Ganguli

and officials of the Campus Center Ad-

ministration Dec. 21, he said, and announc-

ed the trust fund consolidation Dec. 26.

DeNyse denied that he called the

meetings at that time to intentionally ex-

clude students from the decision making

process, adding "But you'll never get

anyone to believe that."

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said, "I

don't think there was any conspiracy. If

anybody is responsible for the timing (of

DeNyse's decision), it's me," he said, ex-

plaining that his trip to Argentina at the

end of last semester kept DeNyse waiting

for him.

Duffey said because of student concerns,

he was suspending any final action on the

proposal until March If). "I hope there will

be time for students to prepare alternative

proposals," he said.

Leaders of the BOG and the Student

Government Association (SGA) were irate

last week as they attended meetings with

DeNyse and Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Madson, primarily to

negotiate the financing of programs in the

Campus Center.

"We're not against the trust fund con-

solidation, but this is just a ct>nvenient way

for them to get rid of us," BOG chair-

woman Jane Donohue said.

Campus Center Director William M. Har-

ris refused to disclose the details of discus-

sions between himself and the office of Ad-

ministration and Finance. He said, "I am
against any removal or restructuring of

student input into this building."

Rumors fltKniing the Campus Center

throughout the intersession that jobs

would l)e lost because of the merger were

denied by Harris, Ganguli, and DeNyse.

"There will l)e absolutely no layoffs of any

Campus CenUT staff people because of

this," DeNyse said.

Instead, the positions will slowly be

eliminated by attrition. DeNyse saiii. Attri-

tion is the loss of v)ersonnel due U) causes

other than dismissal, such as death or

retirement.

The profMJsal to con.solidat*' the trust

funds would eliminate the $H4 Campus

Center fee, which pays the debt service of

the building and supplies the BOG's annual

$i;i4,(MM) budget. The debt .service is "like a

mortgage on the building," Ganguli said.

The money for the BCKl. which funded

programs such ;is the Craft Shop, the Stu-

dent Union Art (Gallery. Governor's Pro-

gram Council and Union Program Council,

may l)e transferred to the Student Ac-

tivities Tnist Fund.

Bus service,traffic

back at CC Circle
The Campus Center Way and Campus Center Circle have

been reopened to traffic, restoring the original access

route to the campus parking garage from Commonwealth

Avenue.
Buses formerly stopping at Haigis Mall in front of the

Fine Arts Center will now stop at the Campus Center

Circle. These include: Peter Pan service to Springfield and

Boston. Greenfield-Montague, Five College buses to

Northampton and Mount Holyoke, and the Campus

Shuttle. The shuttle and Five College buses will continue

to stop at the southeast corner of Haigis MaU on

Massachusetts Avenue.

The Campus Center Way was closed in 1983 to make way

for construction work on a filtration "bag house" for the

UMass power plant, which has been cited for violation of

the Clean Air Act since 1977. Enough of the work has been

completed for the contractor buUding the bag-house to

remove trailers and equipment which were blocking the

road.

—lANPOLUMBAUM
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"D(m*t ever lose the ability to have a sense

of outrage and social justice.
"

—Christine Craft, p.S

UM band tunes up
at Reagan's party
By DEBORAH BKUNO
Collegian Correspondent

A canceled parade and sub-zero temi)erature8 in

Washington D.C. last week did not prevent the

Minuteman Marching Band from participating in Presi-

dent Reagan's inaugural ceremonies.

Because the Inaugural Parade down Pennsylvania

Avenue was canceled, the 225-member marching band,

along with other exclusively invited guests, attended a

ceremony to honor President Reagan at the Capital Cen-

tre in Landover, Md.

'It didn't make up for it (the canceled parade), but it was

a nice attempt." said Nick Wankowicz, a senior trumpet

player. "We were all excited that we were part of a little

bit of history being made."

Despite the frigid weather, the band was still able to

play at three of five scheduled performances including

opening the Inaugural Pageant when the UMass band

was the only college band to play.

Although -some band members felt it was a disap-

pointment not f o be in the parade, they said it was a relief

to be indoors. While taping a segment for "Good Morning

America" in the "D.C. Blizzard," as one member

described it. the band members' ii struments froze after a

lew minutes of being outside. None of the band members

suffered from frost bite.

This was the second time the UMass Marching Band

attended the inaugural events. In 1981, band member

marched in Reagan's first Inaugural Parade and were

featured in a concert on the steps of the Capital.

The UMass Minutemen Marching Band were among Although last weeks trip was different from the earlier

the guests invited to partake in Reagan's exclusive in- one. McGee sa.d .t was still the ultimate experience for

augural ceremonies. ^"y b*"^ member.

Colleioan phoUi by Andy HelliT
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CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES CO
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DYNAMITE RECORDS
BLANK TAPE CLEARANCE SALE

MAXELL UOXL II 90 a, $2.00 any quantityl MAXELL 11 60's. $1.80 any quantityl

TDK SA 90's. $2.00 any Quantity!

ALSO: Fuji, Sony Cr Assorted at Rock Bonom Prices 1 nOmeS,
a marketplace plus!

WE SUPPORT BAND AIDI 584^1580 150 Main St. N'hampton

o
o

3V993d -AOOH zzvr ivoissvio

Visit Northampton

nask Outlet

THE RACQUET & FITNESS II

A fitness complex where people go to get fit

s^5^s^s^sy^s^s^s?i2s^s^s?s^s^5^s^^s^s^s?s?s^s^s^«s^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^«s^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^s?y—N'

.70 off
Our Everyday
Low Prices
On Any Regular
LP or CASSETTE

^
Damon Rd. Ploio
Northampton. Moss.
5B6 - 7B01

North et Jc». Rfet 9 A 91
Neat to Custom Cor Sound

V^l__^Srtasa?S^S?SW limit J per CUSTOMIB- IXPIRIS 2-9-i5,.s^«S,'_S.'S<'S^VS<'S^,'

The Equipment -

24 Nautilus machines

Free weights

Monark exercise bikes

Concept II rowing machines

Tanning beds

The Programs -

Personal fitness evaluations

Massage therapy

Karate classes

Aerobics

216 N. King Street, Northampton 584-4975

call for a free trial

YOU'LL JUST DREAD IT!

j^HEEHAI^'^

Welcome Back
Wednesday Jan 30th

Pearl St/Rocic 102

will be giving away a

Mt Snow Ski Week for 2

Thursday Jan 31st

BEACH PARY
$1.00 off the cover if.you wear

a Hawaiian shirt & shorts

Friday Feb 1st

the weekend starts here

with

D.J. TONY KORD

Saturday Feb. 2nd
Groundhogs Rule O.K.

D.J. ANDREW WOLFE
KISS 108 F.M. Boston

Sunday Feb. 3rd

All Ages (14-19) DISKO 6 pm til 10 pm

Thursday Feb. 7th

legendary blues blockbuster

2 American musical legends

CLARENCE
GATEMOUTH BROWN

and
VASSAR CLEMENTS

tlx in advance $9.00

in Annherst at Albums

Wednesday Feb. 13

the godfather of soul

JAMES BROWN
2 shows 7 pm and 10 pm

doors open at 6

early show $11. late $13.

mniiisiiiin HimnnipiBH m insun?!

LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT
DANCING

5NIGHTS A WEEK

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

NEW WAVE
Free Munchies Nightly

Free Hors d'oerves on Fridays

24 Pleasant Street

Northampton, MA
586-4258

parking in rear

The Original!

Thom«i Mo(1i*»ptoc* • OM $oum SI [ntranc4

Norttiampton • Opon dotty tH 1) 30 p m
M ft tot ttt Midnighl > i»^Mi7»« »#»»»*»»*»»*»

i

t

t

NEW!

CHEERS
Lounge
upcoming bands:

Feb. 1 and 2:

CAROL HAHN & SKYLARK

Feb. 8 and 9:

TRANSFORMER

NO COVER
Pleasant St., Northampton
next to Ground Round

The Snow Basin Is back! And better than ever with 3 lifts and 15 trails of beautiful Mew England skiing at its

best, riew snow making equipment and carefully groomed trails assure skiiers a day of downhill fun and

excitement. This year we've also stocked our rental shop with brand new equipment. And anyone, from

beginners to racing enthusiasts, can develop theirskills at our professional ski school. Best of all is the price.

All day lift tickets for adults are only $12. Half-day and children's passes are even less. So come play this

weekend. Ride the slopes. Relax in the lodge. Get together with family or friends. With prices like ours, we think

you'll keep a smile on your face. All day.

TAKE 191 TO EXIT 19, TIlEn FOLLOW ROUTl 9 TO WEST CUMIIIIIOTOn, HASS. Oftfl CVtRY WCEKEnD 8:50 AH TO 4 m (413) 634-5318

!

i
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Farmer Fred Wentworth's 12 acres of land in Soutli Amherst may become tlie site of a 300 foot radio tower.

Residents oppose proposed antenna
Air Force plan to build nuclear

emergency radio discussed

By LKSLEY CLAKK
Collegian Stafl

Some Amherst residents have taken aim against a U.S.

Air Force plan to build a 300 foot radio tower within the

town, to transmit signals to other locations in the event of

a nuclear attack.

Objections to the proposal, related to the security of the

facility, possible fiscal implications, and town resistance to

the plan, were raised at Board of Selectmen meetings

earlier this month.

Kichard Minear. a board member, raised concerns that

the tower, as large as the I'Mass tower library, might be a

target of anti nuclear protests.

"The potential for mischief is enormous. "
Minear said.

"Police costs for preserving a standing tower could pose a

budget problem."

Lt. Col. Dale Condit of the Air Force informed the

selectmen that the town would be responsible for any

police expenses related to the facility. He added that there

will be "prudent vandalism protection" suppHed by eight

foot high chain link fences topped with barbed wire

surrounding the facility. Minear said he felt the fence

would not be sufficient.

Questions were also raised about the "appropriateness" of

placing the system in a town that has consistently taken a

stand against the nuclear arms build up.

"The system only comes into play after a heavy nuclear

attack, and that is. in effect, planning for nuclear war."

Minear said.

SGA committee vote

backs gays' demands
ByJOHN YONCE
Collegian vStaff

Several committees at the University of Massachusetts

Student Government Association were active and con

ducted business as usual during intersession.

The coordinating committee of the SGA, responsible for

making decisions for the undergraduate student senate

when it's not in session, met four times in January. Chris

Sullivan, speaker of the senate, said.

Pending senate approval, the committee transferred

$1,100 from the Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy to partly fund a half time gay and lesbian

awareness position. The administration will fund the other

half. The senate voted Oct. 17th not to fund a full time

campus-wide gay/lesbian awareness educator.

"It didn't pass earlier because we were short on money,"

Sullivan said. "It's just a transfer of funds from payroll

savings."

The committee also voted, after "lots of discussion, to

endorse the demands of members of the gay and lesbian

community made to the administration last semester.

Sullivan said.

The SGA Public Policy Committee has created a new

draft of a bill that would allow a student to sit on the state

Board of Regents of Higher Education and it "looks hke it

has a better chance than ever." Stacy Roth of public pohcy

said. Roth said that she and others have lobbied state

legislators and "they're starting to support it openly.

A similar bill submitted by the State Student Association

failed earlier this year when it was submitted as a rider on

a bUl that "got buried when quorum was called. Roth said.

The Academic Affairs Committee has finished research

into the housing overcrowding problem at the University

and has submitted a proposal to Housing Services Director

Joseph Zannini. Roth said. The proposal includes a short-

term recommended solution involving redesigning the

swing space program and a long term program involvmg

major policy changes, she said. ^ . - - u, - •

The nfsl meetihgUf rife'^hare-^ni-be tomorfoW night.

The Air Force should be aware that in 1982 Amherst had

rejected the federal civil defense crisis allocation plan, and

had adopted a resolution that declares Amherst to be a

nuclear-free zone, he said.

Francis Fortino. a sponsor of the Nuclear Free Amherst

by law, (which was vetoed by Attorney General Francis X.

Beltotti) and a member of the Amherst Di.sarmament

Coalition, said the proposed system, operable only after a

nuclear attack, represents "a challenge to the principles of

the free zone."

The tower is a part of a $1*22 million national com

munications system that will cover the northeastern part

of the country. Terme<l Ground Wave Emergency Net

work (GWEN), it is designed to provide communication

between defense posts after a nuclear war, said Les

l^evenson, a spokesman at llanscom Air h'orce Base in

Bedford.

Radio transmissions are bounced off the atmosphere, but

in the event of a nuclear blast, the atmosphere would be

disrupted, making normal radio transmission impossible.

The tower and its underground copper antenna are

designed to provide communication after a nuclear attack

by sending radio waves along the surface of the earth.

The Air Force is considering whether to purchase a 12-

acre site on Stanley Street in South Amherst, owned by

farmer Fred Wentworth, for the facility.

Placement of the facility in a residential area was

questioned, but Town Counsel Robert Ritchie said the

government is exempt from town zoning laws.

The Board of Selectmen met last night to discuss the plan

before submitting their decision to the Air Force on

whether to accept the proposal. Further discussion on the

plan is scheduled for Feb. 12 between the Air Force. The

U.S. Department of Defense, and Hampshire County

commissioners.

Gays' demands
get attention of

school officials
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

A part time gay awareness advocate position, increased

faculty involvement and at least one heterosexual sexism

awareness colk>quium are among the compromises reached

over intersession by University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators and members of the gay and lesbian com-

munity in response to a two-page list of demands

presented to the administration in December.

Those demands were made after several homophobic acts

occurred on campus, including a bomb scare at a People's

Gay Alliance Dance, homophobic slurs written on a poster

advertising gay and lesbian awareness day and signs

reading "gay busters, we're coming next semester."

•"It's a good start but 1 see it only as a start," said John

Jablonsky, president of the PGA and one of the students

who presented the demands to the administration last

semester.

Jablonsky said he did not know if further action was

planned to gain complete satisfaction.

A group of "concerned gays, lesbians and bisexuals,"

including Jablonsky, met with Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey Jan. 8, Jablonsky said. At that time, Jablonsky

said Duffey announced he was putting Dennis L. Madson,

vice chancellor for student affairs, in charge of handling

the issue. The group then met with Madson and his staff

several times later in the month, Jablonsky said.

The original request for administrative action included

demands for the establishment of an office of lesbian,

bisexual and gay concerns, to provide sensitivity training,

which was not met; the hiring of a heterosexism awareness

trainer for the Southwest Residential Area (the East Side

living areas already have onel; funding for a temporary

position in the Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCERA) for the same until the Student

Government Association can afford to hire one, and the

expansion of library resources to include selections

relevant to gay people.

Jablonsky termed the meetings with Duffey and Madson

as "highlights in terms of frustration. " He said his group

did not get as much as it wanted from the administration.

Sarah Boy, special assistant to the vice chancellor of

Student Affairs outlined the gains for the gay community

as:

•One half time professioal position working with the PGA.

the Counseling Collective, and Sexual Orientation Services

Committee in Human Relations. This position will be

funded in part by the Office of Student Affairs and by the

Undergraduate Student Senate. Funding for the proposal

was approved by the coordinating committee of the SGA,

subject to approval by the senate.

•A heterosexism trainer in the Southwest Residential

Area, to be funded by the administration.

•A course to be taught in the Orchard Hill Residential

College tiUed "Lesbians and Gay Men in U.S. Society, 1950-

1980s".

• Madson has written to the Commission on Civility and

Human Relations to request increased faculty involvement

in heterosexism awareness.

Television news: too much on image

Ex-TV anchor fights sexism
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Former television journalist Christine Craft, in a

commencement address at Hampshire College's mid year

ceremony, urged 90 graduating students to fight for

social justice and to be aware of television's emphasis on

image rather than substance.

Craft. 40, is suing Metromedia Inc., owners of the

station where she once worked, on charges of

discrimination and fraud. Craft was demoted from her

position as co anchor of the KNBC TV evening news after

being told that she was "too old, too unattractive and not

sufficiently deferential to men."

"Don't ever lose the ability to have a sense of outrage

and social injustice, " Craft said at the Jan. 19 com-

mencement. "I don't believe in the trickle down effect of

civil rights."

In August of 1983. Craft was unanimously awarded

$.500,000 by a jury of six but that decision was overturned

by the judge. In a second trial, Craft was awarded

$325,000 but appeals by Metromedia have kept the case

in court and she has not received any of the money

awarded her.

The trend toward emphasizing image rather than

substance in television news. Craft said, "disturbs me

because it is a trend that says to men and women that the

most important thing us to be pretty, to be warm and

cuddly. " She added, "the entire emphasis the whole time

1 was there (KMBC-TV) was on appearance. My job as a

reporter has never been to make you feel warm and

cuddly."

While CO anchor at KMBC TV. Craft was paid $35,000 a

year while her male counterpart earned $80,000 a year.

Craft said she accepted the invitation to speak at

Hampshire after senior Tara Nelson interviewed her for

her senior project, a video documentary titled "Women in

Christine Craft

Television News: A Special Interview with Christine

Craft."

"She (Nelson) instinctively knew the implications of my
case and I wondered what kind of school this student

came from," Craft said.

Hampshire College, which opened in 1970. awards

bachelor's of arts degrees to students completing a highly

individualized non-traditional program in which no

grades are given.
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Time to celebrate

Black history
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

World renowned author, educator, historian, actress

and producer. Maya Angelou will highlight this year's

Black History Month celebration at the University of

Massachusetts with a lecture at Bowker Auditorium on

February 25.

Lectures, rededication of the Augusta Savage Art

Gallery and the Malcolm X Center, a graduate school fau-.

a doll workshop, cultural performances and several films

and videos will also be presented.

In addition. Paul Robeson Jr.. an outspoken social and

political activist wiH lecture on "What Happened to the

Civil Rights and Black Power Movements."

An exhibition of the Phillis Wheatley Poems will be on

display at the Special Collection and Rare Books Reading

Room of the Tower Library. Wheatley was the first Black

woman to publish poems in North America and the third

woman to publish anything in the United States.

The 1%5 theme for the event is "The Struggle for

Freedom: The Past. Present and Future".

Maya Angelou, actress, producer, writer and

historian will lecture at Bowker Auditorium on

Feb. 25 as part of Black History Month.

Valerie Singleton, a member of the Black History Month

planning committee said this year's theme was chosen to

make a connection between the decade of the "605 and the

•80s.

Singleton, a political science/legal studies senior said

the month is lull of pride and awareness of what Black

people have done.

"It sparks an initiative to better oneself. " she said.

Black History Month was first celebrated on February

of 1926 by Dr. Carter G. Woodson, director of the

Association for the Study of Afro American Life and

History.

The celebration's objective is to commemorate the past

achievements and present status of Black Americans. As
founder. Woodson wanted the world to see Blacks "as a

participant, rather than a lay figure in history."

Black History Month is a time for Black America and

White America to remind themselves of the contributions

and successes that has been made by Blacks in the past.

"

said Pamela Westermoreland, a junior education student.

PIACF
Hahjee Welcomes You Back

with a new menu
and the best value in the area
midway between Amherst & Northampton

584-9797

Tues-Thurs 4:30-9:30; Fri-Sat 4:30-10:30

Sun 4:30-9:30

OTWA to offer an array of programs
By YAUIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Holding a fundraising party to aid f«nin«-^^.^|;^j^*"^

countries, publishing a monthly
"^-f

^^^^^ "P^^'i^f
""^

resource library, encouraging students to partake m

business, launching a student's
^^^^^^l.^^^^^^'^^,

project and holding an annual human rights breakfast will

be among the programs and activities planned for the

^ring of -85 semes^r by the Office of Third World Affairs

at the University of Massachusetts.

Sherwood Thompson. OTWA director, said he is exerted

about the semester. ..

Despite being an "extremely busy and intense semes er

Thompson said last faU was a "very productive semester

whereby five new programs were impleniented.

During his first full year as director. Thompson said he

deviated from advocating for Third World causes, as hus

predecessors had done, and concentrated on implementing

"LxpSgThis semester s programs. Thompson said the

citizen involvement project wiU allow students to eng^em

community volunteer work in such areas as civic affairs,

voter registration and government agencies

Throueh the purchase and donation of books. OTWA wui

make a wide range of books avaUable to students for

research or class work.
.

The annual human rights breakfast wUl be a lund raising

event in which national and international human rights

concerns will be discussed. Once a consensus is reached, an

appeal wUI be developed and released to the University

and to state Legislature.

DAN AYKROYD EDDIE MURPHY
They're not just letting rich.They're getting even.

R|«».
Some %<?fy funny buMnc%»

DATE: Wed. Jan. 30 PLACE: CCA.
TIMES: 4:15 ($1) 6:30, 8:45 11 ($1.50)

SPONSOR: Hamlin Dorm unedited

AHwanrft Tickets on sale at "TIX" window

An important part of this semester will be encouraging

the establishment of more Third World student controlled

businesses. Thompson said. Although there are already

several people who sell their products to acquaintances,

the general student population is not aware of these

services.

Thompson added he would also encourage Third World

students to participate in the Second Curriculum Program,

whereby students' extra curricular activities are recorded

and kept on file in the Student Activities Office. This

listing is mailed out with the transcript to prospective

employers and graduate schools.

"It will enable students to project their lives in a more

organized and well-planned fashion." Thompson said.

He said he hopes to continue holding the leadership

development workshops that began last fall. The

workshop, which gathered student leaders to exchange

information and skiUs pertaining to their jobs, were 'very

helpful." he said.

In addition to offering the workshops on a weekly time

schedule. Thompson said he intends to involve more

residential staff workers as well as students working in

departments other than student activities.

The workshops' objective is "to help trainees develop an

awareness of their combined roles at the University as a

community development advocate. " he said.

The workshop teaches students how to become more

sensitive to the needs of interpersonal groups and the

community, how to assess students specific needs, how to

plan and conduct organizational meetings, and how to be

aware of priority issues related to student interest, he

said.

f1^0 5th semi-annual

Everything-you-need-

to-make-yourself-

feel-at-Home"

Lamps
desk lamps, wall lannps. table lamps, hanging lamps,

bed lamps, pin spots, hi intensity lamps, clamp lamps

100 Watt Swing Arm

red/black/white/brown/beige NOW $14.95
Reg. $18.95

Tapestries

Bedspreads
Wall Hangings

'^ Hundreds to choose from!

\i^ Save up to $5.00!

'=1/'^/,,
-"-f'r^"f/_/'J,

'

Rugs
Cotton Weaves,

Straws and

Stnpes.

Starting at $6.95
m

\

\

Posters &- Prints

500 titles to choose from!
travel, sports, scenic, photo, personalities, rock & roll

Bamboo Shades
Ail sizes for windows or room dividers

Save 20%

Record Crate Kits
Made of all natural wood—two great sizes!

NOW 6.95 and 7.95

Straw Wastebaskets, Beverage Glasses, Stoneware Solid

Color Mugs, Colorful Plastic Party Cups, Hooks, Wine Glasses,

Tea Kettles, Coffee Makers, Plates, Bowls, Placemats, Flatware, Dishracks,

Window Shelves, Baskets, Organizers, Shower Caddys, Mirrors, Bath StuH. is anybody still reading

this"!

Downtown Amherst A Store-full Of Ideas

Sale Ends Feb. 17

Daily IP- 6. Sun. 12-5

PonrtVQ^i^riG* ^''"'^^''"'P^^*^^^ Career services are grouped

Carpets replaced in CC
Campus Center administrators contracted

an outside firm to replace carpets last week

in SIX first finer conference rooms at a cast

of $12,000 to$»4,0OU.

Campus Center Director William Harris

said the work was on schedule and that it

would be completed before most students

return for classes.

Dudley Bridges, building operations

manager, said the original carpets m the

rooms were torn.

"The carpets had been there since the

building was opened in about 1970,
" he said.

"Uur aim is to go into every meeting room

and whatever needs to be done, we do,"

Bridges said. However. "The roof leaks

have delayed some of the renovations," he

added.

Kool leaks have plagued the Campus

Center in the past, but a major repair that

will solve the problem has been planned.

"The building authority is scheduled to fix

the buildings membrane this spring." he

said. The membrane is the ceiling above the

concourse level of the Campus Center.

-JUEl/P. C-JKKIDIS

Buildings refurbished

Freshly painted walls and clearver

hdlways await students taking classes in

the Graduate Resesu^.'h Center and

BJachmer Hall this semester, the latest

step in a campus-wide effort to clean up

the classrooms, University of

Massachusetts Chancdlor Joseph D. Duf-

fey sakL

The dean up of dasaroom buildings

began last year when Hert» Hall was

reKimished and painted, and Duffey said

eventually all of the dkler tMiMngs on

campus wiO be cleaned, refurbished and

painted.

"Lots of the buildings are in dire need

of work and we hope to clean them all up

eventually," Duffey saki.

He asked for the cooperatwn of

students and others in helping the

Riysical Plant to keep the buildings clean,

particularly the walls, whkh have been

"defaced" in recent years.

RITA MURPHY

UM budget earmarks $2.5 million for repairs

By LAKKY BUUCHlt
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is

"dose to executing" a building contract to

repair the I'niversity Tower Library as

part of a plan to regain lull use of the

librar>-, according to the director of

facilities planning.

H.J. LiltU'lield said thai work may soon

begin on a covered walkway from the

Tower that would increase the number of

salety exits and allowable (x-cupancy.

About %'i million was allocated in last

year's capital outlay budget for the repair

project that includes the walkway,

elevator improvements and the relocation

and reshelving of the main collection of

b<K)ks and documents. A tentative

completion date tor the summer of \Wa
has been set for the project.

Other campus building projects now

being considered are a multi purpose

sports arena, a polymer science facility,

the repair of the Southwest Kesidential

Area sleampipes. and a physical plant

addition with new coal fired boilers.

Littlefield said the I niversity has

received some "preliminary money" tor

the addition, hut that more lunding would

be required, l he need tor the new boilers

IS critical. Littlefield said.

Ihe I .Ma.ss Bond Authority is also

studying the leasibilitv of a new sports

arena and a proposed $20 million polymer

science center. Three million dollars has

been appropriated for the sports arena,

but Littlefield said that while the

University can build an ice rink for that

amount, "you can't build a multi purpose

sports facihty."

"liberty
means lesponsitrility.

That's Ms^ most men
diead it.''

Next year it's all up to

you. Only you can decide

to start an insurance

program now The
longer you wait, the

more it costs. Find out

how easy it is to be iin

our college plan, chosen

by more seniors than any

^**^'
Call the Fidelity Union

Life Field Associate in your area

RONALD ). NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Rd., Amherst, Ma.

Tel: 256-«351

.^•---

Ficfeli^/

UnioiLife

LODESTONE'S
GREATEST

CLEARANCE SALE
EVER

25 to 50% OFF
ON ALL WINTER/FALL

MERCHANDISE.

PLUS
ALL OUTERWEAR
30% OFF

WOMEN'S

WILLI WEAR
LOIS
IN WEAR
FACTICE
BETSY JOHNSON
BERN CONRAD
NORMA KAMALI

MEN'S

13 N. Pleasant Street

Downtown Amherst

256-0591

48 Main Street

Brattleboro, Vermont

(802) 254-4877

WILLI WEAR
LOIS JEANS
MATINIOUE
NAF NAF
G.B. CLOTHING CO.

ByUtbUKAHBKUNU
Collegian t'orrespondent

A career complex in Kraternily Sorority

Park opened last week, bringing together

otiices that will assist students with career

preparations.

Universrty Placement Services, the Utlice

ot Cooperative Education, and the

Veterans Assistance and Counseling

Service became part ot the new University

Career Center so that the otfices will be

more attractive to student and recruiters,

l.arry Benedict, dean of Academic Support

Services, said.

Benedict said the ottices were moved to

provide students with improved lacilities

and a better understanding of the services.

"Students will t)e able to understand the

whole concept of the services right from the

time they are fn-st year students," he said.

The services were moved to the center

because the old olfices were not good

enough. Bent»dict said.

"It was bad exposure and we weren't

keeping up with the competition."

Now that the offices are in the renovated

building oft Kas-t Pleasant Street, they will

be more efficient, better equipped to handle

students, and larger, he said,

fie also said that employees are happy

with the move because there is more space,

but are concerned that the complex is not

on the center of campus. But Benedict said

he sees no problem, because the new

location really is closer for at least half the

students.

People with cars will also t>enefit from the

move because Benedict said a big ad

vantage is plenty of parking space. He also

said that a career center bus shuttle service

is operating.

The tJffice of Cooperative Education is

available to help students obtain

professional positions at top companies

before they graduate, offeruig career

counseling and resume construction ser-

vices. Placement services helps students

set up interviews with job recruiters and

otters career counseling as well.

The Veteran's Assistance and Counseling

Service is available to aid veterans and

their dependents with counseling and job

application assistance.

r Welcome Back Faculty and Students

to

»;,

.

mmons
111 Hndley a

Come and enjoy our cozy and relaxed atmosphere

and savor our daily specials

Located at the corner of Route 9 and West St.

(the commons) on the bus route!

u SPECIAL STORE HOURS
Monday - Friday 9-5 Saturday 10-3

IWelcornsBackj
'

Convenient
Mini Store

Hours
M-F 7:30 am-10 pm

.Sat Er Sun 8:30 am 10

Located in the

SPECIAL
BACK-TO-SCHpOL

HOURS
Tuesday Jan. 29

Wednesday Jan. 30

9 AM to 9 PM
Student Union >\^

CAMPUSC^NTER
LOCATED IN

/
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Valentine
Special

10 sessions

That's right buy 10 sessions

at our regular price ($30)

and get a second 10 sessions

for your friend or loved one

for only $15.

the Bon Soleil
264 N. PLEASANT STREET,

AMHERST
call for appt. 253-9454

007
WELCOME

W
All

Shows Are

Double Features'

COMING THIS SEMESTER

THE BOSTONIANS REPOMAN
A HARD DAYS NIGHT
CASABLANCA
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE

and lots more'

A SCIENCE FICTION

24 HR. MARATHON!
ON FEB. 16th WITH:

STAR TREK I. BODY SNATCHERS
DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL^

WAR OF THE WORLDS
& Lots More

iiciiir

D m N T O W N

AMHERST

illllllllTHEl ^
1 AMHERST DELICATESSEN 1
= In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975! =

= OiM'Campus & Apartment ^= Deliveiy Available • 549-6314 ^
= •Overstuffed Sandwiches =
^ •Foot-Long Subs =
^ •Fresh Soups & Salads =
^ •Bagels & Lox ^

•N.Y. Cheesecake =
THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

AMITY ST. 2S35426

PVTA STOPS

HERE

fACg
VILLA

L..Offering Quality Mexican Foods^

^'

t

Come feast on one 6f our

New Combo Dinners!

$4.05 - $4.85
(served after 3 pm daily)

free fresh com tortilla chips with

every dinner through this week and all of February. . .

NORTHAMPTON • B.Y.O.B.
21 Center St. • 584-0673

AMHERST • B & W Served
41 Boltwood Walk • 256-8217

A TASTE OF SPRIN
lots of colorful new

BLOUSES, SKIRTS & DRESSES

With
1

i^^^^^f^j ppgg BUTTON th

Food For TlioxLglit Boolcs
67 N. PlMMBt Str««c Amiicnt, Mam. 01002 253-6432

SALE
20-50% Off Most Winter Clothing

20-30% Off Selected Chinese Shoes

BRIGHTEN YOUR ROOM
POSTERS - .nd n. BEDSPREADS
MUGS-RUGS-VALENTINES

IHCI^CANTILC

Open Daily 10 - 5:30

Sunday Noon - 5:00

Amherst Carriage Shops
18 Center St., Northampton

Another great

SALE
on oil

Foil Cj Winter

SHOES & BOOTS
Irresistible sovings on the lotest, best end

brightest in foot fashions from...

/\ BIN
187 n pie.ibdnt st .imhprst

OPEN SUNDAYS

= 233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-6314 == Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun., 9-6 =r

rABRAXAS^GALLERYi

Valentine's Day
Sale

from January 23 -

February 14th

10% - 20% off

selected gold and silver

jewelry

Men Sat 10-530 Thurs til 8:00 Sun. 12:30-4 30

ir zs az ac ag zs
Over 40,000

new and used books

at 40-80% off

Publishers's list Price

Academic & Popular

Books

in all subjects

Valley Bookshop
Carriage Shops

Amherst
Open til 7:00 PM Jan 29, 30, 31

and Feb 1

Reg. Hrs. M-S 10:30-5:00; Sun 12-4

549-6052
ag ag- ag

\^

Welcome Back

Join us at THE SPOKE
for our constant low prices all semester long

Look for our Weekly Specials

This week Kamakazis $1.25 all week

Beer of the Month - HEINEKEN $1.30 a bottle

The Spoke Bone vrishes

you a good semester

The Spoke
35 East Pleasant St.

Amherst
A drinkery to meet, relax, and enjoy.

REDKEN

We're here for

all your hair care

needsl

* Walk in hairstyling

for men & women

• Open 9-8 M F

9-6 Sat.

GREAT HAIRSTYLING AT GREAT PRICES

103 N. Pleasant

Downtown, Amherst 256-0438

DCLanos

January Special Beer of the Month

ST. PAULI GIRL
$1.10 a bottle

Free Hors d'oevres 4-6 7 days a week
Proper ID a MUST

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141
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the UNIVERSITY STORE'S
TEHBOffiANNEJi;
@ physical plant bidg.

We will be open the following hours

for your shopping convenience:

Jan. 28 Mon. 9-5

Jan. 29 Tues 9-9

Jan. 30 Wed. 9-9

Jan. 31 Thurs. 9-9

Feb. 1 Fri. 9-5

Feb. 2 Sat. 10-3

Feb. 4 Mon.

Feb. 5 Tues.

Feb. 6 Wed.

Feb. 7 Thurs.

Feb. 8 Fri.

9-5

9-5

9-5

9-5

9-5

REMAINDER OF THE SEMESTER
WE WILL BE OPEN:

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 am - 4 pm
=»^ s»^ ^k: ^^ ^ks s»fc s»^ :»i= =»«: :^^ ;:Hs sM:

M
fl[

^^^fe^ ^^Dttk .^1^
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OEPT

AFKOM

COUftNO

MfM

•limns

ENGl
€Nf4.

if O'^l

131
1)2
nroa

lOOft

1021
102B
103A
!•*

161
163
201M
lOT

TIMEl
Tu 2.^0- 5. IT
TUTH J.30-3.*5
•fB 11.19
»< 1<). 00-21. 30
PH «>.05

TH 19.00-21.30,
KWF 1.25
MW 2.30
TU 19.45-22,15
MW 11.15
TUTH 1.00-2.15
TU 19.45-21.00
U 19.45-22.45
TU l9.4S-2?.45
HWF 10.10

Open Course List

»jT«>rN
WTT4NT
BOT*KY
B0T4VY
BOTANY
CMfM
FRENCH
FRENCH
FBENCH
FFE^fH

"TRENCH
FRFNCH
FFENCH

100
100
lOU
100
roD
100
lOU

w
120
120
120

\\\^

it«r 9. OS
TUTH 2.30-3.45
TUTH •». 30-10. 45
MWF 11.15
mkF 12.2?
VWF 10.10
MW 1.2 5

UTH 2.30
MF 2.30
MWF 10. 10
NW 19.00-20.30
MWF 1.2 5

HWF 1.25
f-wF 11.15
HtaF 11.15
TUTH 9.30-10.45
TUTH 2.30-3.45

RAILROADsftLM^<itSTORES
CONN STORES
OPtN 7 DAYS
SAT SUN 106
MON FRI 10 9

ROUTE S
MST MrlNOSOR

CONN

WEST HAVEN
CONN

ROUTE 184
CROTON. CT i|

BRASS AND OILED OAK WITH BRONZE GLASS
MASS STORES
OPEN 7 DAYS
HAWPSHIHl MAIL
MADLEV MASS

SUNOAf l?S
MON Sit 10 9 iO

CANAL STREET
TURNERS (»US

MASS
>»IU(«D»> \2 fe

SUNOAt 10 6

MON K»l 10 9

CANADA DRY SODA
VALUE

$1.00 EA.
2 2UTER

BOTTLES

IMPORTED COOKIES
VALUE

T0S2J9EA.

$1 00 IBOYS« MENS • GIRLS • UDIES
^ 'COATS^JACKETS^VESTS

COUNTRY CLUB SODA

9 «r< 51 OOl IHJIRI STOCK MARKED DOWN.^
Ja^ SAVE % 75% OFF ^

2 2UTER SIOOI/J'W V HiK'S JUST ONE EXAMPLE
BOTTLES X

DR PEPPER, PEPPER FREE 2 iSS *l°°Pffi

flL PACinC TRAILS JACKETS ^-

/A^(. Imperial

MICROWAVE
OVEN ACCESSORIES. BAKE AND
ROAST GRILLS. BAKING CAKE PANS.

6 CUP MUFHN PANS. BACON AND
ROAST RACK ^^ _
VALUE $03o
TO S7.9S ^ t«i.

MENS AND UD4ES

"wls'SSr UGHTBULBS"^
SYLVANU

'^ HURRICANE LAMPS

SHOWER UP UQUID SHOWER
AND BATH SOAP

AMERICAN TOURISTER

GLASSHREPIACESCREENS >'S E48tS8

FACIAL TISSUE
200 COUNT

2 PLY TISSUES 2 f0* 1
00

PAPER TOWELS °2 JUMBO $ i 00
ROLLS X

TOILET TISSUE
ASST.
COLORS

N

ROLLS
$100

ENTIRE BOOT DEPT.
L^NOW MARKED DOWN!

VWYL MO LEATHtR FASHWN BOOTS

WATER PROOF BOOTS • WORK BOOTS

HERE'S ONE EXAMPLE:
LADIES FASHION BOOTS

VALUE
llQoo$OQ5929

6000 BTU
KEROSENE
HEATER

• CONTINUOUS BURN.
• TIME 14-18 HOURS.
• BATTERY IGNITION.
• U.L LISTED

N

*3888

WISE POTATO CHIPS"'.

IM » [ Hill k mt» Nna

_prm:ed$i.29
6-1 2 OZ. BAG

BRASS pmTEPHEADB0ARDS^s»18y

CARPET PADDING
Tfootwioe

FOR EASY
INSTALUTWN

N

88' SQ

YD.

ARMSTRONG fMng
VALUE
TO

S9.9S W
; $348

ŶD.

BRAIDED RUGS
APPROX. 9'xl2'

VALUE $129.95

N $CQ88'68

ORIENTAL RUGS
APPROX. 9'«12'

OUR REG. $149.99 «9888

FOLDING CHAIRS
If PERFECT
VALUE $6.95

N

w
$^ ^88

EACH

BENTWOODCOATRACK
VALUE
$30.00 $088

EA

x>

ROOM SIZE CARPET BUY OUT
HCAUM Wt tilt T»»lll»lO»0» WI C«>l 0»H» »00« Ml C*»WTS

»T iOS TO 70% OH ••0«"«l '•<C«i

MOST »T itlOW WIKKlMll r*Kli

MAvnrui CAWtTs rioti om oi thc

LMKIST CAITHT MlltRS

OVER 1000 IN STOCK
TMISl AM ItniA MAOIS Of

ttWOfNTttl CABftTWC

9x12'7: 1*69^^

»89"
i2'xio'.'T;i-;

12 Xil •< *»"»' •

12'xl2'.T'i'i. I
*99"

12'xl3VT,'."« i*104"

i2'xi4'.Tr;^ :*109"

5 PC. PIT SET »^S?s5 5348^

fMMAI rUJNH
STACK TABLES

VALUE'IO-

ROYALE SMOOTH

_J .

*98
OUliN SIZI

88 Sl-Jf

ir:
(INC SIZI

•88

fffmiT'iii nHTCMT'in

rwcaanrni

I

SOFAAND CHAIR

LOVESEATS

.•ssn68««

fMTKWt'M*

.>>".

lYWWAKWAWTY

ESJ^^ !:«»£ iiTO im
" airar in39? i-izw i-zow
POSTUMCAIWSOf TJH^lil?

VALUE
$179.95 w ^888

UYtAH'
Ctl«0-AIOC_,.

15 YEAH ^"
wz iwi mn mn
;»i<Hi»« 1«?S9»? r*319*? :;4|gg

4i..

XE!
bSPCCUL PURCHASE OF SELECT COLORS

LION BRAND YARNS
SfWITtUt WINTUK lUm Of lOOS 0«.0>l »e«TUC

MSMM lOOS eOTTOK lOOH •ro«Ttii flOU ITAir

YOUR CHOICE

c
SKCIN

R value
BT0»l.9S

COMPLETE

PINE BUNK BED SETS „- $16888

QUEEN
SIZE SLEEP SOFAS .at^n98««

CLEARANCE
SALE

VALUES
TO $6.95

en I TUFTED BEDSPREADS
^^^ ^^^^^^9*M*"^Wi *..«,•-*- r-r\fA re TA runner n

HUNDREDS OF CRAFT ITEMS
ALL CRAFT KITS TO MAKE WALL HANGINGS, I

TABLE RUNNERS, BIBS, APRONS, FRAMED PN>
TOWEL HOLDERS, PNJLOWS, PIN CUSHMNS,
GUEST TOWELS AND MORE! CANDLE WKKING.

LACE NH DARNINC, COUNTED CROSSTTTCH,

PLASTK CANVASS KTTS, CREATIVE STTTCHERY.

STAMPED CROSS STTTCH, NEEDU POINT.

THREE STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

son 100°o POIVESTER TUFTHtC

GRACEFUL ROUNDED CORNERS

LUXURKNJS BULUON FRMGE
f>RESNRUNK

MACHWE WASHABLE

TWIN OR FULL

^$1788YOUR

CHOICE

AILROAD SALVAGE THE BARGAINTXPRESS
ItBANTmU ARC IMtTAimAL SALE ENDS JAN. 31it

!C0llggimi9

rBgNCH 2)0
rstN 101
^SCN 101

GEOG m
GECG 155
C«=CL 101
CV.L
»roL

101
10)

G^PL 103
CEHL
CfNIN
GE"»MA*«

IOCm
CERM«*( 2V0
HE BR 14 102
HEn«FW 112
HIST 101

HIST 120
. MIST Ul-
1 MIST 150
HIST 151M

ITAL 126
ITAL 2«0
ITAL 2«0
ITAL 2*0
LATIN 2 3..

LING 201
IMATH 10*
MATH 104
MA IH 107
J«ATH 120
n AIM Wl
HATH 128
MATH 13.2

J^"^ 100
100

-PHIL iUU
PMIl no
PHIL 110
P»TTl .CU
PHIL 160
PHIL 160
PHIL lft2
PHYSIC 100
PHYSIC
PHYTIC

100

PHYS IC l«.2

PHYSIC 1<>2

PHYSI

C

161
PHYSIC 162
PHYSIC 182
J'Llb LI tui
PHLSCI 101
POL SCI 101
PttSCI III
Hlsci 121

£CL5C1 l^IB
PSYCM lOOA
PSYCM 1006
PSYCM lOOC
OSYCM 1000
PSrCM llOA
PSYCH not
PSYCM 1100
BSUm 140B
PSYTM n«
SCCIOL TTT
SCCIOL 101
SCCIOL 104
SOCIOL 105
S0CIO4 105A
SCCIOl 106
S.CXI 01 lOT
STATIS 121
iTATIS 140
TNCATR 100
iODL 101
ZOOt 102
lU0L 109

>«WF 1.25
MWf «J.05

Mk>F ).35
TUTH 11.15-12.30
TUTH <>,30- IC.-tS

TUTH ?. 30-3.45
MWF 11.15
MWF 1.25
TUTH 1 1. 15-12.30
TUTH 1.00-2.15
MWF 10.10
MWF 8.00
MWF 9.05
MWF 12.20
MUF 1.25
MMf 11. IS
MW 9.05

HWF 12.20
MM IC.IO
Mw <>.05
M •» Jin
••WV lO. 10-12. 0> ,

TUTH II. 15-12. 30
TUTH 9.J0-10.45
MwF 1.25
HWf 1.25
MWP 12.20
MWF 11.15
TUTM 1.00-2.15
TUTH 2.30-3.45

MWF TTTb
TUTH 9.30-10.45
TUTH 2.30-3.45
TUTH 2.30-3.45
MWF 3.35
TUTH 2.30-3.45
MWF n.l5
MWF 9*35.
MWF 10.10
MWF 11.15
MWF 2.30
TUTH 11.15
MwF 2. )0

MWF 10. 10
MWF 10.10
MMF 8.00
MWF 9.05
MmF 2.30
Mk>F 11.15
HWF lo go
MW i;-. 20
MWh 1.25
TUTH 10.10
MwF 2.30
MW 1.25
TUTH .'.30-3.45
Mwr in. 10
TUTH 8.00-9.15
TUTH 1.00-2.15
TUTH 2.30-3.45
TUTH 0.30-10.45
TUTH 1.00-2.15
M WF 11 .15
MWF 10.10
TUTH ft. 00-9. 15
TUTH 2.30-3.45
TUTM ll.lb-12.30
TUTM 9.30-10.45
TUTH II. 15-12.30
MMF 1.25
MWF 11.15
TUTH 1.00-2.15
TUTH 8.

MWF 9.1

MW K3!

00-9.
35

.-5.30

15

TUTH
TUTH
TUTH

II

2.
9.

.15
3 0-3.
30-10

45
.45

This list includes courses in the College of Arts and

Sciences with five or more open spaces as of last week. It

does not include upper level and majors—only courses. A
complete listing is available in Machmer Hall.

Admissionsmerges
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A new director of underfj^raduate admissions is being

sought to supervise the combination of the offices of

freshman and transfer admissions.

Dean of Academic Support Services Larry G. Benedict

said his goal is to fill the new administrative position by

Aug. 1. Assistant Etean Timm Rinehart is the interim

director of undergraduate admissions.

Although the Office of Freshman Admissions and the

Office of Transfer Admissions occupy the same office in

Whitmore, they are two separate staffs that are currently

being merged.

"We have a lot of competition with other schools for the

director's position," Benedict said. He said Tufts Univer-

sity and the University of Connecticut were among the col-

leges looking for an admissions director.

The undergraduate admissions position was vacated in

December by David Taggart.

The nationwide search will begin in two weeks with the

deadline for applications being "sometime in late March,"

Benedict said. He said many people who plan on applying

are currently employees of the University.

The combination of the two offices is part of Benedict's

planned streamlining of the admissions and recruitment

process.

"The offices have been physically together for three or

four years. Now we want to upgrade and increase the ad-

missions facility, maybe even get our own building. I'd like

someplace receptive and hospitable," he said.

The Registrar's Office and the Scheduling Office are

also being combined, he said.
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There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop early or late.

the Located in the

Mini Store student union

Candy
Tobacco

Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Ctothing

Giftt

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film Newspapers

Film Processing Tote Bags

Clocks School Supplies

Batteries Typewriter Ribbpn

Electncal Supplies Glassware

Lamps Cups

Magazines Decals

Memo Board Pennants

Pens and Pencib Chips

Binders Cookies

Notebooks Popcom

Paper Umbrellas

Many other items available

CONVENIENT HOURS
7:30 am - 10 pm Monday-Friday

8.30 am - 10 pm Saturday & Sunday

THE PEOPLE'S
GAY ALLIANCE
WEEKLY EVENTS

STARTING THIS WEEK
NEWCOMERS WELCOME

* Rap Group - Wed., 7:30 p.m. P.G.A. Office
An informal discussion, topics of relevance to Gay men
Bisexuals B Lesbians

* Social Hour - Wed., 3 p.m.
Check Campus Center Schedule for Room
Informal Social Gathering with Coffee,

Bring Munchies to share

* Business Meeting - Thurs., 6:30 p.m.
Check Campus Center Schedule for Room

PEER COUNSELING, INFORMATION
€r REFERRALS

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay men's Counseling Collective

545-2646 - 433 Student Union

WELCOME BACK DANCE
FEB. 9th - 10th Floor Campus Center

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. $2.50 admission

PGA OFFICE, ROOM 413b STUDENT UNION
545-0154

The Tradition Goes On. . .

99

EVENT: "The Social Hour of the Semester

PLACE: The Blue Wall

TIME: Friday, Feb. 1, 3-6

STARRING

JUST GEORGE

«<//

only to be followed by:

ROBIN LANE and the CHARTBOSTERS
with Bruce Marshall and the Clue 9:00 p.m. $4.oo cover

COMING ATTRACTIONS IN FEBRUARY!
tv.

^yne
o^ the

Bands
^^^

Gordle Milne S\^
9\v>,oV^«

itt

Batt\e

Comedy Night '^o^'® Night
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Attention Collegian staff:

Watch this space for upcoming

department meetings.

Now scheduled*
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PICK UP YOUR FREE STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD I

AT ANY \

HAPCO AUTO PARTS STORE j

ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS I

FOREIGN and DOMESTIC {

AMHERST 534 Main St. ^-6414 |

BELCHERTOWN 9 Main St. ^-7887 |

HADLEY99 Russell St. (Rte. 9)586-6464
|

[""""""prEE'GALLONOF""""'""""] !

Pre-Mix Windshield Wash Solvent \
'

I

This coupon entitles bearer to a free gallon of pre-mix I I

windshield wash solvent ! f
. Offer good thru Feb. 16, 1966. One Coupon Pw Customer. | A
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY PRICES
10% off ALL Brand New Components*

(Demos excluded. Demos will be on sale Washington's Birthday only.)

TAPE DECKS RECEIVERS TURNTABLES

TC-FX410R $179.10

PS-LX310

TX-15B $157.50 $107.10

Q^lE
TA-2044 $234.00

Q ®

TX-65 $378.00

fV*©. ©.

harman/kardon
CD-391

AMPLIFIER

$481.50

CS-505-2

$179.10

CARVER
Receiver $674.10

\\

y T tf _,- .; -jf Jt ^r»«e%^ " K'l.-* \

^ SPEAKERS GOPHER." IT//

nr.npo

^ °o o o DM-110

$256.50 $269.20A-801 5B

COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Walkman D-5

$269.10
No lay-aways, no cash refunds

'Service parts and accessories not included.

Tr

BostonAcoustics
A-40

$126
pair

® O

ta o

90-92 King St. (RteSi, Northampton • Men - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available • 584-9547

LIVING

CoUeipa"
photo by O^"'

Ogitr

Johnny Winter burns up the frets during last week 's Pearl Street performance

IIMSIDE:
Arts calendar, p^Ta

^'Return to Earth*\ p^ 6a

Everywoman*s service p. 9a
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13 days left tCl add/drop ends
Grabaform, head for thecourselistand goodluck!

I
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By DEBORAH BRUNO
Collegian Correspondent

It's back to school for another semester

and all the red tape its first weeks involve.

The first priority for students looking to

add/drop form, which will be available from

9 a.m. to 3 p.m. until Friday in the Music

Room in the Campus Center, the main lob-

by of Herter Hall and outside room 120 of

the school of management. These forms

must be turned in by Feb. 11 in the main

lobby of Whitmore Administration

Building.

Feb. 11 is also the last day students can

declare taking a class on a pass/fail basis.

These forms are available in the College of

Arts and Sciences Information and Advis-

ing Center in room E-20 Machmer Hall and

in Whitmore. An instructor's signature is

not needed, provided the deadline is

(rfjserved.

Students dropping courses between Feb.

12 and 25 will receive a 'W and a three-

part course change form and obtain the

signature of the instructor or an

authorizied department official. Courses

dropped after Feb. 25 will be recorded as

an T' unless a late 'W is approved by a

dean because of extenuating cir-

cumstances.

Students should be advised that faculty

have the option of dropping from their

courses any students who do not attend the

first two class meetings. Not attending the

class, however, is not an automatic way to

drop a course; all drops must be submitt^

on an add/drop form.

Throughout the 14-day add period,

CASIAC will post an open course list in

Machmer Hall. It will be updated daily.

Faculty and student advisers will be on

duty from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays

in CASIAC to help with adds, drops,

changes of major, pass/fail choices and ex-

emptions from any academic regulations

that may apply.

Those interest in registering for courses

at Smith, Amherst, Mount Holyoke, or

Hampshire colleges who are not first

semester freshmen can do so until Feb. 8 at

CASIAC's Five College Office in E-27A

Machmer Hall. Classes began yesterday at

Amherst and Smith while Hampshire

startf tomorrow and Mount Holyoke on

Friday.

l(—

/
MYLOR RiHTAl

Rt. 9 (next to Rockys Hardware) Hadley 586-4250

!fiiiii'iiiiiffflniiijrtniitf«iiiiiiitiiiiiiifftiiiiiii»iiiiiii»iiHBii^tia*iti^^

^

umwoy s

Wolloopef & Point Store

Almost everything you need for

your room or apartment.

320 College St,

Tel. 256-6750

Amherst

6-6 Doily

TIMOTHY HUTTON
CAPTURES
NEW YORK CITY
IN "TURK 182!"

Academy Award winner Timolh>

Hutton plays a very new kind of

hero in "Turk 182!" As the fighting

mad. hip and resourceful Jimmy

Lynch, he sets out to prove you can

battle City Hall to right a wrong. His

older brother, a firefighter, is injured

while saving a child from a burning

tenement. But since he was off-duty

and having a drink in the local bar,

an uncaring city bureaucracy has

refused him a pension.

Crusader Excites City

When the mayor is too busy running

lor re-election to hear his case, .lim-

IIMOTHY Hin()\ (n^hn is Jimmv
I vmh and RORLR I LRK H (center) is his

hiH brother Terry in this rousinf- adventure-

drama.

IIMOIHY Hi lTO\ stars in -fl HK
IS2.'"as Jimmy I vmh. a VDiinu man whose

crusade to redeem his brother's rcpiiiaiKin

rallies an entire ciiy-io his side.

my Lynch takes matters into his own

hands. Using only his wits, .limmy

sets out to prove that you can fight

City Hall, and the entire city rallies

behind the mysterious crusader

known as Turk 182.

Hiillon proves riveting as Jimmy

lynch, a budding artist pushed into

action to fight for his brother's

life—and justice. Recently starring

with Sean Penn and Lori Singer in

"The Falcon and the Snowman",

Hutton has followed his Oscar-win-

ning debut in "Ordinary People"

with extraordinary performances in

films such as "Taps". "Daniel" and

"Iceman".

Joining Hutton in this exciting ur-

ban adventure arc Robert I'rich,

Kim C'atlrall. Robert Culp. Darren

Mc(iavin and Peter Boyle.

FEBRUARY MEANS
FOR MOVIEGOERS
Doug MeKeon is burning up— he's

getting dangerously close to college

without hitting a "home run" with

any girl, much less Kell> Preston,

the cutest one in the class. Let's face

it—it's the 1950's, and Doug would

settle for a "single". That is, until

big city buddy (and screen newcom-

er) Chris Nash arrives at school and

bets that he can help Doug hit a

grand slam.

A winning cast

The cast of "Mischief" is particu-

larly hip. Doug McKeon is best

known as the "suck-face" kid in

"On Golden Pond". Kelly Preston,

soon to be seen in the upcoming

"Secret Admirer", played the lus-

cious damsel in distress in "Metal

''MISCHIEF i»

"Please, Marilyn— it's been Iff vears!"

Bov <& ^irl in search of a contact lens.

Storm". Catherine Mary Stewart,

who plays Chris Nash's girlfriend,

was a smash hit as the lead in both

"Night of the Comet" and "The

Last Starfighter".

Major league mischief

Together, Doug. Kelly. Chris and

Catherine stir up more rowdy "mis-

chief" than little Nelsonville. Ohio

can take in one year. We're talking

major league tomfoolery here:

motorcycles on sidewalks, cars on

lire hydrants, parents on the war-

path, romance on the sly. In short,

all the things that make life worth

living before college.

The cars may have changed, but the

action in the back seat has not!

1
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Finding the ultimate study location calls forexploration
By JOEL P. COFKIDIS
Collegian Staff

Sooner or later most students have to study and the

search for an appropriate study spot becomes a major

concern.

Fortunately, there are many places on and near campus

that are conducive to studying for various study habits.

Goodell Library offers about 400 study spaces on its

second and sixth floors. The study rooms are usually

quiet and contain large tables and single desks.

Marjorie Naylor. a sophomore communications major,

said she prefers studying at Goodell Library.

*T study in Goodell in the periodical room because you

have your own private space and its fairly quiet." Naylor

said. She added, "Once I'm there Lm not as tempted to

walk back to the dorm."

The Tower Library has about 500 study spaces on the

2t>th floor and on the perimeter of book stack floors.

These places are quiet but the study spaces on the main

floor are usually less quiet and more distracting because

ol the area's location and size. But the main lloor is a good

place to socialize while pretending to study. The Physical

Sciences Library, another study area, located on the

second floor of the Graduate Research Center, contains

materials for research and reference in specific fields.

In the Campus Center there are soft chairs and couches

to study or sleep on in the music reading room, the Cape

Cod lounge and the first floor of the building.

The Morrill Biological Sciences Library, located on the

second floor of Morrill Science Center, offeres study

space for students mterested in biological and geological

material.

The Music Library, in room 149 of the Fine Arts Center,

contains about 40 study spaces. This Ubrary offers a wide

variety of music that students can listen to through

headphones while studying.

Students who want a more relaxed environment can find

themselves at home by studying at the Hatch or Blue

Wall. Here, one can study with a beer to help them relax

before that all important calculus exam. These two spots

offer a much more social atmosphere where one can speak

loudly about both hterary and non academic subjects.

A comfortable afternoon study space is located in the

study room in Memorial Hall where roomy couches to

relax on can be found. This spot closes at sundown so

don't expect to go here at night. Continued on page I la

photn by Evie Pae*

Student partakes of the Cape Cod Lounge's

quiet atmosphere last week, as intersession

finals approached.
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Avon
2fk)ur
Beauty
Course -^wiiir^^^
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I

I

I

I

I

I

$2.50 credit
towards an evening of beauty—witti FREE GIFTS ($16 value)

and invaluable tips to make your life more beautiful.

Gave $2 50 off tho $500 adrrussion r)ricr- bring this coupon to the

Avon 2-Hour Rf^auty Course

Here's what you get:

• f-PbE Avon Beauty Kit • FREE samples
• Make-up and skin care techniques
• Wardrobe guidance
• Personalized color analysis

PLUS...learn how you can earn the extra

money you need, v^orkmg the hours you
want by representing Avon a beautiful

part-time career

PLUS...you have a ctx^nce to v^iri ari Avon
color-personalized make-up collection

worth $19 (Bring this coupon to enter)

Attendance is linriited, so come early-

and join in the fun'

I

I

I

A\x)n I

I

I

I

I

J

\

Campus Center
Room 101

February 4th
7:00 p.m.
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University ofMassachusetts library hours — Spring 1985

UM4M —< t>« Toim tmctum or rm wmntiTT mM«»

HIUUBJORS*

»». J«»u«r» 2*

TaM4ar. J»"<»ry J» - Friday. r«hr<Mry I.

UmrtoT, r«brM«ry i - Th»t»4«T. lUtch I*

||DW*r - Tk«r«4«»:

rcltey:
Saturtejr:

tuaiay:

rrl4ar. Harcli IS

S«tur4ay, lUccIt U - Suaday, lUrcb 17 . .

llHi4ay, Narch U - FrlAay, Nacck 22 . . .

Sat«r4ay, Harcli 23

t»mUj, Natck 2«

y. Marca 2> - Taac»4ay. A>rH »

aaday - Tha(a4ay:

rrl4a)r:

tai«r4ar:

a.a. - ».a.

.1:66 - 1:00

.1:00 -10:00

.•:00 -12:0aB

.1:00 -10:00

10:00 - i:00
10:00 -12:0aia

.•:00 - k:00
10:00 - »:00
.•:00 - k:00
10:00 - *:00
.2:OOp-12:OaB

.1:00 -12:0<la

.•:00 -10:00

10:00 - t:00
10:00 -12:0aa

rrtaay, April J

Saturday. April *

Suo4ay, April 1

Woa«l«r. April « - frUay. lUy 10

Naaday - Thuraday: .

frlday:
Saturday:
Suaday:

Saturday, Nay 11

Sunday, Nay 12

Hoaday. Nay 13 - frtdiy. Nay H
Saturday, Hay IS

Suaday. Nay It

Haoday. Nay 20 - Wadocaday, Hay 22.

Tburaday, Nay 23 - frlday. Nay 2* .

Saturday, Nay 24 - Hsoday, Nay 27 .

.1735-

10:00
.2:00|>-12:OQb

6:00

.1:00 -12:00b

.1:00 -10:00

10:00 - b:00

10:00 -12:0Qa

10:00 -10:00

10:00 -12:00ai

.1:00 -12:00b

.1:00 -10:00

10:00 -12:00b
.1:00 -12:00a
.•:00 - »:00

. CLOStD

MUlC UltKT (>*>-2«20)

Ifciadar. fiM'T " ' *-*-*-r 'ako«ary 1

•acar^ay. taknary 2 - Saaday. Fakruary 3

•day, rakr«ary 4 - Friday, Harcb 13

Satarday, Itorck Ik - Saaday. Harck 1'

1 T. Harck IS - Friday. Harck 22

tatardaj. Harck 2}

Saaday. Harcb 24

Satarday. Hay 23

oamoHS :

Fakraary IS

Aarll r

FrUay. Hay 24

Hay 27

i:30 - 3:00

CUKID

CUKID
t:30 - 3:00

CUKID

CUMtO

t.W - 1:00 t.ya - 3:00 10:00 - 3:00 l:00p- t:00

S:M - 9:00 S:30 - 3:00 10:00 - 3:00 1:00^ S:00

l:00r-
3:00p-

t:00
*:00

tmiCH HlFro FMH CMMAi. SMIUPIHC MOUSS

4rckl«aa. laiwt Ltkrary (J4J-27iO)

Art Callactlaa, Ttumt Ltkrary

Dacuiwaca Oapartaaal, Ceadcll Library (M3-27*3).

latarllkrary Laaa, Coodall Library (343-0353) . .

atacaac* Dapartaaat. Coodall Library (543-0130).

Sparlal Collactloaa, To««r Library (343-0274) . .

Noaday-Thuraday
a.a. - p. a.

. .iM- k-M

. .1:00 -10.00

. .»:30 -10:00*

. .«:30 - 3:00*

. .S:00 -10:00

. .S:30 - 4:J0

Friday
a.a. - p. a.

SriO - *:J0

•:00 - 3:00

• :*> - 3:00*

S.JO - 3:00*

»:00 -10:00

8:J0 - 1:30

Saturday

«•• - f••
CLOSED

i;:00u-«:00
CLOSED*
CLOSED*

10:00 -*:0»J

CLOSED

Suaday* - »•«
CLOSED

l:00p-10:00
l:30p- f:30
C-MLB*

10:00- :>"
CLOSED

FWSICAL SCIEHOS LISEAET (343-1370)

Ihiliy, Jaanary 2*

Taaaday, Jaaaary 2* - Tharaday, Jaaaary 11

Friday. Fakr»ary 1 - FrUay. Narck 13

Satarday, Narcb Ik

SMtoy, Harcb 17

aaday. Harcb IS - FrUay, Harck 21

ataxday, Harck 2)

Sa^ay, Harcb 24 - Tkaraday. Hay IS

FrUay, Hay 17

Satarday, Hay IS

Hay 1*

Hay 20 - Hadaaaday. Hay 22

naraday. Hay 2J - FrUay. Hay 24

Satarday, Hay 23 - Haaday. Hay 27

S:00 - 3:00
1:00 - :00

CLOMD

S:00 - 3:00
CLOSED

S:00 -11:00

10:00 - 3:00
12:00b-11:00
S:00 -11:00
S:00 - 3:00
CLOSED

S:00 - 11:00 S:00 - 3:00 10:00 - 3:00 12:00b-UsI

S:00 -11:00 S:00 - 3:00 10:00 - 3:00 12:00a-ll:00

cluda. CIrcuUtlM. (343-2422), Curr.at F.rlodle.l Eoo. (30-2»;), S«.aa r.rlu-.c.l too« (343-0420), H.cro.ora.

(343-0130). aad «e«fv« (3*3-2)3«).

>iv«i«l:ia- moA * contact rka Kafcraavr U'

ilOMCICAL SCIIHCIS LI-"' (lAV->*74^

T iTll. • - -T " - '-•-'-- »"^-—- I

Satarday, Fabraary 2

Siibdiy, Fakraary 3

- •
J. Faknary * Friday, Harck 13

•atarday, Harcb 14 - Saaday, Harcb 17

niidij. IteRk IS - Friday, Harck 22

totarSay, Harcb 23

Ml - j| Itorcb 23 - Friday, Hay 24

•atarday. Hay 23 - Haaday, Hay 27

OCEmOH ;

SaadBT. *rni 7

Ma: Baara ara aakjact ta

Haa. - Tkara. Friday S^tur4ay

».a. - p. a.

Suaday

CUSI
alsi

S:00 - 11 :0e S:00 - 3:00 S:M) - 3:00 12:O0b-I1:0O

S:00- 11:00 S:00 - 3:00 S:JO-3:00 12:00a-lli00

Library Directory

..tht i»M- Jr«j!oat«\Jt

Call tba Oalaaralty lor caaf traatlaa.

I thiMV

Crntr<t S»n*ls Rrt.>rd

Covwnmcnt tXxumeou

intt>rm4tiAn

Iw^rWwan' I nan

Library {ratntc'mn

L*f»ry OHit*

r. 17*0

3 24M

M.<iiili21'« s J«>7«

R.wmSO? 5-07M

KuafnM2 S2622

Mam ttiKM Foww $213*

Rrtrrencf Dwk. S-0150

loor 5 (mWaJK* *rv»ll

Room 612 yaSii

R«frmKttlnti.floor5 VO190

Room SI 4 S-OIftd

Ubcarv To«»f»

Lott tnd Found

Map Room

Microlortn* Room

Musk Library

MoirtU Library

tNinnpatJVrs

PeriodicaU

CurrcM
Boitnd Roownk

Pttyiical Sotncw LArary Grad Rr. Of
Ind floor -

RrtmoerOnk RoorS

Rrt«f»n«DMk floor $

RootnSl*

MomU2«iO

RoomSOa

FineAm Or !«•

Momiiau

Room Mb

SmnSOS

541W
S-02M

$-2*74

Mnso

y-2622

Sffcial ColKtMnt ZS«lil

IlllllillllU:

All Winter
Sweaters
50% off

Entire stock of suits I

V 20-50% off!

Hampshire Mall Rte. 9 Hadley
|
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WELCOME BACK
see you at

iaii^u^4'a

TIME OUT

UMASS FAVORITE
HANG OUT

37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

Having Hassles?
We Can Help. ^

Mediation Project
an Itamativ* m«thod o( solving problcfnt:

• Roomatea
• Landlord/Tenant
• Neighbors '

• Studant/Facuity

• Saiual Harasamant
• Family mambars
• Empioyaa/Empioyar

545-2462

Mon.-rrlt-S 1Z7 Hasbreuck UNtata

From TERADYNE
A J^ryljargeScale Invitation
from a Technology Leader

hi electronics, ihc era of tvry hir^c sailc integration l\ l.Sl) has

armed, leaving many coni/umies with (iroiiucts suddenly obsolete

and eti^ineerin^ staffs struf^linfi to catch uf)

Hut not '/eradyne J hank's to 5~5 million sfent on A'
«'- /> /// l'>Sl

/'AS'/)', leradyne teas ready and waiting for \ I si

Ready with VLSI nieniory testers, lo^ic testers, analog testers,

hoard testers

Ready in Boston. Ma and W oodland Hills, (alif . uhere
Teradyne derelo/)S Ail- for the electronics industry

Ready in Deerfield. Illinois, center for leradyne s tele/ihone

system testinii ofwrations

Ready in Sashna. \eu Hauifishire. where leradyne fnodnces
hackfUane connection systems and state-of the art circuit hoard
technolofiy designed to meet VLSI requirements

This kind of technolof^y leadershif) sf)ells j.>rowth l-..\citement

Challenge Career opfnntunities
y(m just can t find anywhere else. ^ X T A Tl TT

leradyne. A com/iany
ahead of its lime. TTVT /'^T T¥3
looking for .some good M.J^i \. 3 m. J MX.
fH'of>le to keef) it ahead.

Tor more information, see
your Placement Counselor.

^ h

SUCCESS
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Fine Arts Center

ready for spring
The University of Massachusetts Vine Arts Center

Concert Hall has released its Spring 1985 schedule of

events. This exciting roster of nationally and in-

ternationally reknowned Ulent begins on Thursday.

January 31 when pianist James Barbagallo. medalist in the

1982 Tchaikovsky International Piano Competition, takes

to the stage with a program of Back, Schumann. Kavel,

and Prokofiev.

February's full schedule opens with the antics ot Les

Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo, who wiU appear on

Monday February 4. On Thursday the 7th the Minnesota

Orchestra will perform at 7 p.m. Marcel Marceau makes

his annual Amherst appearance on Saturday February 9.

Neil Simon's autobiographical play "Brighton Beach

Memoirs" will be performed at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. on

Sunday February 10. The Demon Drummers and Dancers

of Sado will apear on Wednesday February 20th. The

Negro Ensemble Company's production of "A Soldiers

Play " will be presented on Saturday the 23rd. The month

closes on Wednesday the 27th with the appearance of the

ever popular J uUiard String Quartet.

March 12 the Chamber Music Society of l.incoln Center

takes the stage. The Mabou Mimes will have a mini

residence on campus, presenting "Prelude to Death in

Venice " on Tuesday March 26. and "Company "
Friday and

Saturday the 29th "and 30th. Both plays will be held m the

Band Theater. In between, the Cincinnati Symphony

Orchestra, featuring pianist Andre Michel Schub, will

appear in the Concert Hall on Wednesday the 27th. March

closes on a musical note as the New England Bach Festival

presents Handel's "Messiah ' on Sunday the 31st.

April ushers in a variety of entertainment, starting with

Koberl Davidovici on violin on Wednesday April 3. The

Pilobolus Dance Theater wil appear on Thursday the Uth.

A featured attraction in the Spring 1985 program, the

Texas Opera (.:ompany's production of "The Barber of

Seville. ' will appear on Wednesday April 17. The Jazz All

Stars play Sunday the 21st. and the Portland String

Quartet w-ill perform Thursday AprU 25, closing the Spring

scsson.

Tickets for all events are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box office (545 2511), local DATATIX outlets, and

at the Springfiled Civic Center. For phone charge

reservations, call 1 HOO 243 4842. Master Card and Visa

accepted. Except where otherwise specified, all events

take place in the Concert Hall and begin at 8 p.m.

Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo, an all-

male company from New York City, will appear in

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Monday,

february 4.

ITHEO'S AUDIO
'Quality Sound At An Affordable Price"

Your Choice—

Hampshire Mall
Hadley, Mass.

119'
4 BAND STEREO RADIO
•with Double Cassette Dubbing

•Soft eject

• dual voltage (1 10/220)
•condenser microphones
•AC/DC OR

LAVAWAVS AVAILABLE
fetACheck

Th#o'8— your store

for Scott, Sharp.
Panasonic, Sanyo,
Randix, Maxell,
TDK, Pyramid. Teac,

Mura, Phiico, JVC.
Hitachi, Samsung,
and more

586-9855
• Pholos do not necessfiiy depict actual mpoe

PMOFt&blUNAL semes 4 WAV SPCAKIR
SYSTEM * :•'

1 2 *ooief b "'Kjrar.g* >*"'

'.vctci 2 oiu"-" C0i'"O! 'r' "ii.l'.*

fweele's and a wt* saving ccuo bfea»e '

proieciK^ri Suntstfd N«t price S399.9S
each TNEO S PRICC SMO 00 fair

TENNA PHASE III*

AM/FM -MPX RADIO
w/CASSETTE PLAYER

•Digital Display

•24 watt

•Locking Fast Forward
• Tone and Balance Coiitrgl

and 6x9 3-WAY SPEAKERS
•Includes complete mounting Kit

*This entire car stereo package r

warranteed for 2 years by TENN,I

Baked Fresh Daily

Ten Varieties

Plus our new zesty Pizza Bagel

BKUEGGER*S
BAGEL BAKERY

Open seven days a week
Tel. 253-5713 170 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

UMASS ALPINE
SKI COURSE

at

TOM

once a week for 5 weeks

Ski
Rt S HeiyaiM, MA

|

1 Credit Course

Classes begin first week

in February.

Offered Wednesday

& Thursday Nights

also offered

Saturday afternoons

$48
(includes transportation)

Register in Boyden Room 223

9 am - 3 pm January 29 and 30
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Lessing's return

toEarth
The Diaries of Jane Somen
Dori8 Lessing
502 pps, $6.95, VinUge Books

ByFETKKWlSSOKEK
C-oUepian Staff

In the last book which Doris Lessing published under ner

own name she took over one hundred and fifty pages to

explain three basic concepts. The first was that if an army

invades a country, the inhabitants should meet them at the

landing field, invite them into their homes, and assimilate

them until they gel bored. The second point was that

rhetoric was a disease (see l^urie Anderson's "Language

is just a virus"), and the third was that basic principles of

sociology which have been proved again and again should

be taught in the public schools. These include the prin-

ciples of group behavior. For example, lessing feels that

one would ^ much less frustrated if one knew at an early

age that in our society people have a tendency to join

groups, and that as soon as one leaves a certain group one

immediately gravitates towards a new group. Our need to

find acceptance in that new group makes us helpless

against their ideas.

In l>essings two latest book (which were first published

under the pseudonym of Jane Somers. and are now

published in this one volume, she returns from the topic of

space fiction to more earthbound subjects, without the

outer space metaphors. When her last few books published

before these two 'diaries " alienated many people. Lessing

found it ne<essary to remove the setting of her stories from

planet Karth out of a sense of frustration. There seemed to

be no solution to the problems which people enbcounter on

this planet: as in The Golden Notebwk where all kinds of

alternative solutions to being caught up in society are tried

and finally rejected. In addition, many of the issues which

were brought up in her books were being ignored because

of the tendency to categorize her books by subject. Again

The Gulden Notebook is a good example. The book deals

with at least seven or eight different issues but when it

was published in 19<)2 it was read and evaluated as a

treatise on the sex war' which meant that most people

missed t he point of t he book.

These two novels chronicle U-ssings return to writing

about what is taking place on our planet. The books are

very different, although they have the same narrator. Jane

or Janna Somer. The first book is about J anna, her life as a

magazine editor and her relationship with a ninety year old

woman that she meets in a shop and befriends.

The book. The Diary of a Good Neighbor is actually rather

unnerving. It leaves the reader slightly uncomfortable

when finished. The plot is similar in some respects to that

of a short story I^essing wrote about twelve years ago call

"An Old VV oman and Her tat." It is the story of a very poor

woman who lives with her cat in a house with no heat and

no electricity and ultimately no walls. She walks around

lx)ndon pushing a cart, bumping into people and asking

them to give her their old clothes. She eats pigeons her cat

catches for her. Eventually they find her by her smell.

Dead for a couple of weeks. Her cat is rounded up as a

stray and killed.

This time the old woman is not as poor as Hetty, the

woman in the short story. Maudie. or Mrs. Fowler as she

like to be called, lives in a cold basement. She refuses to

see doctors or have the Home Help which the government

sends around to assist her. Sher lives with her memories,

her anger and her self respect and with her day to day

struggle to make it; to make it to the bucket before she

wets herself or to lift a cup of tea after all her energy has

been used making it to the d(x)r to let the cat out.

Into Maudie s lile comes Jane, or Janna. Jane feels that

part of the rea.son she looks after Maudie is because she

couldnt fare her husband when he was dying of cancer and

had little success with her mother's illness a few years

DORIS
Less 1NC
(V

1-DITlRieS

OF JTINe

S0M€R9
THEDITIRYOFTI
GOOD NeiCHBOUR

IFTHe OLD COULD.
ps^p^et:^^

later. "Better late than never. " she repeats to her sister

who nursed their mother. Janna's relatives and her

associates at Ulith, the fashion/women's magazine where

she works, cannot understand her kindness to and

friendship with this ninety year old woman. But Janna

does beiome Maudie's friend, doing her shopping, washing

her. and perhaps most importantly talking with her. They

sit for hours at night talking by the fire, sometimes in a

good mood, sometimes not.

lessing presents a challenge, relating to the old. She

deals with people who are often cranky, not intentionally,

but because our society and their health have rendered

them powerless, no longer in control of their own lives, in

no position to do what they want. In the second novel in

this book Janna finds herself in a similar position.

Janna's life with Maudie is balanced by her life at Lilith. It

is at the office where she always felt most at home. This is

the world that kept her from her husband. Or was it her

desire to succeed in that world?

The balance between Janna's two lives makes up the

book. It is told in a conversational way. first as a diary and

then as recordings set down periodically. In tone it differs

from any of Lessing's other works. It is bare, con-

versational, very direct. Somers/I^ssing does not show us

what is going on in the narrator's mind as often as in

lessing's previous books. But she carries over the

te<hnique of describing typical days for many of the

characters in the b<x)k. These caricatures are very

enlightening. The deliberate tracing of someone else's

schedule is somet hing that everyone should try.

The Diary of a Good Neighbor is an excellent book and

one which if it is read could have the power to change

people's minds about the elderly and the poor, because it

I
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brings it all home. Somers says that she wiU try to write a

realistic novel after she finishes her ronuintic novel about

hospital and home helpers but we learn in the next book

that she cant because it is too depressmg to tell the truth.

In fact when Lessing submitted this book for publication

under the pseudonym of Jane Somers it was rejected for

that very reason.

Ivessing was surprised when people didn t recognize the

first Jane Somers book as hers. So. Uving happily with the

pseudonym, she wrote a second book. If the Old Could....

Again the reviewers did not guess the author's true

identity. This says something about reviewers. Of course

in hindsight it's easy to criticize, but this book should be to

Doris Lessing as the song "The Old Man Down the Road
"
is

to John Fogerty. Everybody who hears it on the radio

thinks that it is an old Creedence Clearwater song when it

actually came out last month. This book. If the Old Could...

is a return for Doris Lessing to the style that made people

first think that her books were worth reading.

// the Old Could... deals with four or five major plots. In

some ways it is a much more "regular" novel, written in

the first person, than is The Diary of a Good Neighbor.

Again Janna has an old woman to look after, but she is not

fond of Annie as she was of Maudie.

The personal politics in this book are great. Janna is

almost the earthly embodiment of the solutions that

characters in other Lessing book have been searching for

for years. But she can't do it alone. She relies on different

people. Her lover Kichard, her niece Jill, another woman

at the office. Hannah. These people live and breathe,

express things without words, exchange glances, are

contradictory in their behavior towards each other and

towards themselves. Jill is perceived by Janna as a

younger version of herself. Yet when watching Jill with

her boyfriend Mark (to whom she gives only the socially

required accepted attention) Janna says over and over to

herself "don't make the same mistake I did, care about

your lover." Janna dreams every night of her dead

husband as she goes over in her sleep what might have

been if she fell the electricity she feels when she is with

Kichard. "I didn't marry the wrong man." she said, "he

married the wrong woman. " Hence the title. It comes from

a French proverb. "If the young knew, if the old could."

The book questions its own politics with some of its

characterizations. For example Hannah, a lesbian, is

described as Aztec and as Earth Mother. This is not

necessarily meant in a complementary way yet Lessing

seems to like the character.

The reason the book works so well is that the narrator has

an uncanny ability to do two things at once. She both sees

and feels. She is beyond politics. She is a normal person yet

she is not. she is a woman who is as much alive as you and

me. and not like a character in a novel. Everything she

does is backed up in this logical and extremely complete

portrayal.

Somers is also obses.sed with clothes although less so

since she began to realize that what she paid for clothes

would feed a family of four for quite a while. She is tolerant

of punks as long as they are committed to making it a style

and not just something they throw together, it takes

getting up a few hours early, she notes, for a punk to get

their hair and clothes just right.

The book ends where it started with Janna all alone in her

apartment. Yet unlike the book early in the "The Children

of Violence" series where the same thing happens and you

feel like "why did 1 waste my time reading this, nothing

really happened. " one gets the sense that a lot of water has

passed under the bridge and that both diarist and reader

win not be the same for it.

In these two very different novels contained in this one

volume. Lessing faces up to the unsotvable contradictions

that forced her away from the realistic fiction fifteen years

ago. She attempts to record these contradictions and what

follows them because of their existence. What separates

liessing from the average romance author is that the

characters (most of them) are very aware and rather

poignant. Rather than enriching our dreams, they, in their

observations and lifestyles, serve to reinforce the ability of

every person to live a more aware and more alive existence

on our planet, the one we are stuck on. earth.
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Genesis to nemesis
German Expressionism
Smith College Museum of Art

By MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

The twenty-one prints in this exhibition

reveal the many phases of German
Expressionism. The artists in the show
were first and foremost painters, yet the

aggression of their paintings was easily

manifested through the immediacy of the

printing techiques used. The scratching of a

copper plate and gauging out of an image
from a block of wood; not only were these

techniques a longstanding tradition, they

also represented the artist's heightened

response to his materials and his en

vironment. They had all dabbled with

Cubism and Impressionsism. but neither

held t he answer. It was only when color and
form were liberated by a group nicknamed
Les Fauves (the Wild Beasts) that painting

becam<' the voice of the angst of that age.

Great gashes of color, gouts of paint,

screaming images were Hung onto the

canvas.

Many of their images depicted men and
women who were observed through a lens

which revealed them as base creatures,

thinly disguised by awkward social trap

pings as civilized beings. They join archaic

religious symbols, primitive naked beings,

with edible things and things eating.

Others, as with a lot of these in this show,

reveal figures in a closer harmony with

nature. Compare Campendocks 'Male Nude
with Fish.' with its delicately painted flow

of color, to Max Heckmann's 'The Large

Operation' with its macabre scratchy

aggression. There are images of life and

death, from 'Genesis' and the creation to

the Nemisis of death. Within these prints

both subjects are committed with a hesitant

scratch in dry point or a ripped out streak

in the woodcuts.

Max Heckmann's social criticism, similar

to the satiric images of Georg Grosz. en

tangles the observer in a web of voyeurism.

We l(K)k on into the tram as someone stares

out at us; a little bearded man peeps out at

everything, and all the while we travel the

street with its scenes of impoverished

activity. These images are historical

document. They reveal the social tur-

bulance, the void, left by the dissolution of

the status quo as a result of the First World

War. They depict the state of mind of a

people in physical and mental agony, people

without stable values, no religion, no

politics and a hollow social structure driven

from one horror to another. In Beckmann's
words "All around was chaos and con-

fusion."

These artists were "too young" for the

hirst World War and "too old" for the
second. They witnessed the atrocities of

both wars and the steady path of social

decay and moral corruption that lead to

them. Like many German and European
artists of that time they fled Hitler's

tyranny against 'degenerate' art (entartete

kanst). Expressionism is still around,
raising its ugly mirrored head to society.

Can we still respond to these images, in a

society in which the horrors depicted are
called 'entertainment'.'" Have we become de
sensitized'.' When we switch on the T.V. we
see no little bearded man peering out at us,

no conscience. We just sit ther and lap it up
while it absorbs us. Are we numbed to the
images, and more important have we
become de sensitized to the suffering and
horrors depicted in these images'.'

If we can just dismiss these images as

'.Arf, if we can't feel that angst. we lay

ourselves open to manipulation. We pave
the way to more horror. I sometimes
wonder if we can still feel these things, let

alone express them.

Spring theater

atUMass
The UMass Department of Theater has

released its Spring schedule. Tickets for all

performances are available through the

Fine Arts Center box office, 545-2511.

Tickets go on sale three weeks prior to

production. Season subscriptions to Rand
Theater productions will be available

January 30. Contact the FAC box office for

details. All curtains are at 8 p.m.

In the Hand Theater of the Fine Arts

Center

ROSENCRANTZ AND GUILDENSTERN
ARE DEAD by Tom Stoppard

March 7-9 and 13-16

THE RIDE ACROSS LAKE CONSTANCE
by Peter Handke

May2-4 and 8-11

In the Curtain Theater of the Fine Arts

Center

THEREHEARSAL byJeanAnovM

Aprils-

6

STOP THE WORLD I WANT TO GET
OF'F book, music and lyrics by LttUe
Brictue and Anthony Newley

AprUtO-iS

ARTS
Concert Calendar for spring
The concerts presented by the Depart-

ment of Music and Dance are free of ad-

mission charge unless othewise noted. For
further informatton or to receive a monthly

update ofmusic events, call [413] 5U5-2227.
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February

February 2. Saturday. Recital: Stephen

I'elkey. cello. Member. Westbrook String

(Juartet. Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

February 3, Sunday. Faculty Recital:

David Sporny, trombone. Bezanson Recital

Hall. 8 p.m.

h'ebruary 6. Wednesday, Faculty Recital:

Lynn Klock. saxophone. Bezanson Recital

Hall. 8 p.m.

February 10. Sunday. Westbrook String

(Juartet. Post Graduate String Quartet in

Rt>sidence. Bezanson Recital Hall. 3 p.m.

February 14 16, Thursday, Friday.

Saturday. Student Dance Concert. Bowker

.Auditorium. 8 p.m. Admission charge.

I-'ebruary 22. Friday. Guest Artist: Neil

Kolnick, synclavier. With Julie Rabat,

composer /performer. Bezanson Recital

Hall. 8 p.m.

February '24. Sunday. Faculty Recital:

Joanne Tanner, flute and Frank Morelli,

bassoon. Bezanson Recital Hall. 8 p.m.

February 2fi. Tuesday. Faculty Recital:

Michael Su.ssman. clarinet. Bezanson

Re<-ital Hall. 8 p.m.
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March 7, Thursday. Faculty Recital:

Jeffrey Holmes, composer, trumpet and

piano. Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m.

March 10, Sunday. Recital: Cynthia

Kempf. viola. Member. Westbrook String

Quartet. Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

March 14, .Thursday, University Wind
Ensemble and Symphony Band. FAC
Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

March '29, Friday, Jazz Showcase. FAC
Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

Mapch 31. Sunday, Recital: Lynn Kane,

violin. Member, Westbrook String Quartet,

liezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
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April

March
March 5. Tuesday. Faculty Cahmber

Music Series. Program for winds and piano.

Bezanson Recital Hall. 8 p.m.

April 4. Thursday, Faculty Recital:

William llanley. percussion. With Elizabeth

Metcalf and Sylvia Parker, pianos, and

Thomas Toner, percussion. Bezanson

Rt><italHall.8p.m.

April 11. Thursday. Charleston String

Quartet. Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

April 12, Friday. Fifteenth Annual

Concert of Music for Percussion

Instruments. Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m.

April 14. Sunday. Bach's St. Matthew
Pa.ssion. With University Chamber Choir.

Amherst College Choral Society, soloists

and chamber orchestras. FAC Concert Hall,

3 p.m.

April 18, Thursday. Five College Chamber

Soloists. Bezanson Recital Hall. 8 p.m.

April 19. Tuesday. Recital: Susan
Brenneis, violin. Member. Westbrook
String Quartet. Bezanson Recital Hall, 8

p.m.

April 21, Sunday. Five College Early

Music Concert. Bezanson Recital Hall, 4

p.m.

April 21. Sunday. Westbrook String

Quartet. Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

April 25 27. Thursday. Friday. Saturday,
Five College Dance Department P'aculty

Concert. Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Admission t^harge.

April '26. Friday. Five College Orchestra.

FAC Concert Hall. 8 p.m.

April .27. Saturday, Opera Workshop.

Bezanson Recital Hall. 3 p.m.

April 28. Sunday, University Concert

Band. FAC Concert Hall. 3 p.m.

April 30. Tuesday. University C'hamber

Choir and Choral Union. Bowker
Auditorium. 8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m.

May

Special Events

March 2. Saturday, Third Annual N.E.
t'oung Performers t'ompetition for players

tf Euphonium, Flute, Oboe, Saxophone,

"^rombone and Trumpet.

March 8. Friday. Faculty Chamber Music
Concert. At the Longy School of Music,

C'ambridge. 8 p.m. Admission Charge.

March 9. Saturday. Third Annual N.E.

Young Performers t'ompetition for Singers.

Se<"ondary and College Divisions.

April '26. Friday. University Symphony

Band. Guest appearance at All Eastern

Conference of Music Educators National

Convention. Hartford Civic Center

Auditorium. Hartford, CT, 11:30 a.m.

May 4. Saturday. Third Annual N.E.

Saxophone Symposium. Admission Charge.

May 10 and 11. Friday and Saturday,

Dance Workshop. Hampden Theater, 7:30

p.m. Donation of $1.00 requested.

May 3. Friday. I'niversity Wind t^nsemble

and Symphony Band. FAC Concert Hall, 8

p.m.

May 6, MondayAfro American Music and

Vocal Jazz Ensemble. Bezanson Recital

Hall, 8 p.m.

May 7, Tuesday. University Jazz

Ensemble I. FA(! Concert Hall. 8 p.m.

May 9. Thursday. Faculty Bra.ss Quintet.

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

May 10, Friday, Youth Wind Ensemble.
Bowker Auditorium. 7:30 p.m.

May 12. Sunday. University Chorale.

Bowker Auditorium. 4 p.m.

May 14. Tuesday. Chapel Jazz Ensemble.

Pianist James Barbagallo opens the

Fine Arts Center Spring 1985 season

Thursday, January 31. For tickets

call the FAC box ofTice at 545-2511.

Aperformance in the art ofbeliefandthe

strategies ofman-powered/light
By MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

It's the thought that counts. Or maybe the lack of it. the

bumble bee for instance, aerodynanucally speaking, cannot

fly. Us body mass and vuing surface are not compatible.

Ignorant of this, the bee flies around happy in its in-

nocence. The human being is also, aerodynamicaUy

speaking, unsuited for flight, having no umgs and an even

greater body mass. We are, however, aiuare of the facts. It

therefore takes an awful lot of belief to defy the laws of

nature and fly or loalh-on water. BeUefis a sign of limited

intelligence in that it is far easier to believe and accept

than to think and ask questions. Is the belief needed for

such a flight comparable and even equal to the ignorance of

the bumble beef

Flight has always been seen as an achievement of some

higher spiritual leveL The Artist and Art have always been

synonymous with this achievement or at least the struggle

for it. Flight is possible. The picture proves that "the

camera never ties." That it is printed in a newspaper

substantiates the "fact that newspapers never lie. " Is it

possible for the Artist to fly by a bUssfuU ignorance, an

unquestioning beUef, or an overwhelming aesthetic?

The image on the photograph is of me stepping of the

Library Tower at the start ofmy flight. It was constructed

by laying a transparency over the image ofthe Tower. This

xs obvious. In order to hold a belief we have to accept the

evidence that supports it. The picture is the evidence.

Faith on the other handfeeds on doubt. It is doubtful that I

ever flew off the Tower. This doubt is increased by

revealing the construction of the photograph. Somewhere

betweeii the beliefand the faith lies the abiUty to fly.

The whole thing is very ambiguous. In cm age where we

are more than ever aware of our physical nature and the

physical nature of the universe, we are vntnessing the

rejection of this knowledge. Religious fundamentaUsm,

superstition and even nationalism are evidence of this

rejection, and they are as much a part of our culture as

science. The Artist responds to this milieu. My response ts

this performance. Truth, belief faith and knowledge aU fly

from the top of the building unth me.

Is it responsible to d&pict an apparent suicideif We are all

responsible for the future, the Artist as much if not more

than anyone alse. Creativity is being crushed. The Artist,

by cringing behind frames and on top of plinths, is ac-

cepting a role and a function designed by others primarily

for monetary reasons. That is, the Art market. Creativity

is'being forced to conform to the back and call of a belief in

money, and this belief is suffocating it. IfArt is to fly it will

do so under an ever changing progressive aesthetic and not

such a belief.

The Library Tower represents the accumulated

knowledge of our culture. The Tower is crumbling, yet it

stands erect, penetrating the heavens. Something sexual?

Has it the potency to fertilize the future? When leaping off

today into tomorrow it is easier to fall than fly. The

responsibilityfor suicide rests with u^ all.

WARNING: Jumping from high buildings can seriously

damage your health. A flight of fancy,,.
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Savage Gallery

rededicationplans
This February, the Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery,

located in the New Africa House, will open its doors to

celebrate 1985s Black History Month. The works ot artists

Alan Kohan Crite. Tom Feelings. Paul Goodnight, Murcie

Poplar Lavender and Augusta Savage will be exhibited.

The month long celebration will include an artist's

reception on Friday February 8 irom 4 8 p.m.. featuring a

slide presentation by Goodnight on Nicaragua. Haiti and

their effect upon the growth his works, which will be

shown at 5uiO. Following this presentation will be a poetry

reading and a dance performance, by Ingrid C. Askew and

Patty D. O'Neal respectively.

On Sunday February 10 Murcie Poplar Lavender will

rededicate the Gallery to Augusta Savage. Beginning at 3

p.m. with a dance performance by Patty D. O'Neal, the

festivities will run until 8 p.m.

Throughout the month the Gallery will be showing

historical and educational films. Contact the Gallery at 545

0932 for programming schedules. All are welcomed to join

in the events offered, which are sponsored by the

Department of Afro American Studies, the Chancellor's

Office, the Five College Black Studies Executive Com-

mittee, the Residential Education Fast Office, and the

UMa.ss Arts Council.

Welcome back, Arts writers!!! Stop by the

Arts desk for information about stories, a staff

meeting, and plans for our party!

The Levi's SOI *hk>t-so-Wue jean.

The one-and-only original American jean in

street-wise, world-weathered ^«des.

Black. White. Gray. Grayer. AlnK>st-blue Bteche^-ou%

Indigo stripe. As well, of course,

, ,.*^ as true-bkre indigo..Classically constructed in *

'^-
'

""* authentic Cone denim. The famous button fly

Made to be worn. Shrinks down tx> fit

only one body Yours. Nbt so bkje. But in the mood. .

Levi's and Cone. Legendary

:Af Cone
THE FABRIC Ol tiPE.'

''V us*" The words "Levi's'''and "SOI " are registered trademarks o( Levi Strauss A Co.. San Francisco. Catifornia.

Everywoman's Centerhas ^community reach'
By DEBORAH ROSS
The Everywoman's Center (EWC) at the University of

Massachusetts, which was originally established to serve

the needs of women in the five college community, has

reached the stage where it is consulted by women from all

over the country, according to Aquila Ayana, public rela-

tions and outreach coordinator at the center.

The center, which was founded in 1972 from the collec-

tive efforts of several valley women's groups, has since

grown into a multi-service organization providing a varie-

ty of services and programs with "broad community
reach," Ayana said.

The EWC serves 16,000 women annually in call-ins and

walk-ins alone, she said. She added that these contacts can

take the form of anything from women across the country

interested in establishing their own women's center, to

local community women seeking information about doc-

tors in the area, to UMass students requiring help with

research projects.

In addition to answering questions, the EWC also offers

women "a safe place to be," Ayana said, for there is a

lounge (pleasantly overheated) where women can sit, talk

and study, or perhaps read books borrowed from the

EWC library, which stocks fiction and non-fiction ranging

from Helen Van Syke to Betty Friedan.

Beyond establishing a safe atmosphere, the EWC is

especially committed to meeting the needs of low-income

women, working women, single parents, older women, les-

bians, and Third World women and addressing such issues

as violence against women. Programs have been designed

with these populations and issues in mind.

There is a counselling program that offers individual

and group therapy on such issues as sexual identity and

eating disorders which is described by Linda SckaJor, a

senior I'Mass student who has participated in both in-

dividual therapy and a support group at the EWC, as

"very helpful."

Further, counsellor advocates are available through a

24-hour on-call system to assist people who have been

raped, sexually assaulted or battered. Pat Barrows, coor-

dinator of the Counsellor Advocates Program, described it

as "the largest crisis center in Western Massachusetts."

She suggested that without this resource "incidents of

sexual abuse would "definitely be reported less."

The Everywoman's Center, located in Wilder Hall,

is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, and

Friday and from 12 p.m. to 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Telephone 545-0883, or in an emergency, for the vic-

tims of violence, call 545-0800.

To complement the range »f services designed to sup-

port women who have experienced violence, there is the

Educator/Advocates Against Violence Against Women
Program which concentrates more on prevention than in-

ter\'entiun.

"We spend a lot of time at this University addressing

the issue of violence against women, which is essential,"

said Kathy Alexander, coordinator of this program which

provides workshops and presentations on such issues as

child-abuse, battering and rape.

"It's very important that men and women are educated

on these topics," said Alexander, ciUng the fact the 60 to

65 percent of women who are raped know the assailant.

The EWC "can help women understand that it is rape and
that they should not be afraid to come forward," she said.

The Working Women's Progrmm at the center provides

educational and supportive services around the issue of

women and employment. Information on such topics as af-

firmative action, sexual harassment and occupational

health are made available through this program, as well as
workshops and support groups dealing with topics perti-

nent to working women. These include assertiveness
training and the development of leadership skills.

In addition, the EWC offers a Third World Women's
Program, to meet the requirements of Third World
women in the community; a Women's Admission and
General Educational Support (WAGES) service to help

low income single parents return to school; and a public

relations and outreach service to make available infor-

mation on speakers, artists and musicians with women-
identified messages.

As well as providing a gamut of services and programs
geared towards women, the EWC also plays a key role in

the formation of University policy and has "inputs into all

facets of the University," Ayana said.

Each staff member at the center sits on at least one
University committee to "raise issues that will affect

women at a University level," she said.

Sckalor said she believes that the existence of the EWC
is "very important," not just as a feature of the UMass
Campus but because "in society it is important that

women have a place to go."

FINE YARNS &
NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

ANNOUNCES A MIDWINTER SALE
Now through Sunday, Feb. 3rd, 1985

20% - 50% off entire stock
Be sure to register for Door Prizes

OPEN MONDAY to SATURDAY, 9:30-5:30; SUNDAY, 1-5

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS, 233 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst, 549-6106

A
riREAL

PROTEIN
SHAMPOO

lOF?eal

P90UIN
CONDITION* »

L'OREAL PROTEIN
SHAMPOO or CONDITIONER

8oz.

$1.19
save $1.26

t^
Ŝi^

SUNKIST
Vitamin C Citrus Complex

250 mg., 60 tablets

Lrrm

Pi.^Llll^iiHH^''""''

ist

$1.99

save $2.20

PACQUIN
HAND CREAM

4 oz. medicated or dry skin formula

$1.33

save $1.06

BIC ERASEABLE
3 pack

or

WRITE BROS.
10 pack

99"^

5 Subject

NOTEBOOK
200 sheets

$1.88

FILLER
PAPER

200 ct., wide rule

95<

Discount Health

and Beauty Aids

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534

estaurant
We/come
Back

Spec/a/

r'pTzzA''& "pitcher]
I ONLY $7.99
jask your waitperson for details

J
with this coupon!

ALL WEEK LONG:
Molson bottles 99'

Sombrero's 99'

55 University Drive, Amherst MA

I

The
fastest-growing

profession
in America.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,

the need for paralegals is about to double.

Now is the time to become a part o\ this dynamic

profession . . . 'n-j there ij. no finer traininjj available than at

Philadelphia's acclaimed Institute for Paralegal Training.

After l ust four months of intensive study, we will find you a

lob in the city oi your choice. We are so confident of the

marketabiliry of our p-aduates that we offer a unique tuition

refund plan.

Tt) learn how you can add marker value to your

college decree, return the coupon i)r call toll free:

1.800- 222.1PLT.

n

We'll be on campus February 11, 1985
( 'onrat-r your [il.KcnK-iu Dftkc to arrange for an

indi\ idu.il in.ren lew or group presentation.

Housing and
Merit Scholarships

available

THE INSTITUTE
FOR PARALEGAL
TRAININC3

Approved by the

American Bar

Association

r Mill tills loiipou to:

I institute tor Paralegal Training

I
1926 Arch Street

I

Pluladclpliia. PA W103

I
Please send a copy i)f ytiur catalogue

I
Nairn- _

I
AJJross

I
(jty _ Su»f ^ip

F^IJMA

(Yr.illiud)

Iprfwni) (hi)nii-l •
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OPEN
r^HIDNKHTX
Satumpay 9'S Si/NPAy//'S

PIZZA-RAMA

t»4lW*

Our Specialtios Arc

Delicious Pizzas

Hot Oven Grinders

Spaghetti

Shells

Ravioli

Manicotti

Eggplant

FREE DELIVERY

X J

oLiecave 2s6 64i^
356 College Street. Amherst

CALL 253-3808
256-0115

{ Any Large Pizza

I 3 FREE SODAS (en.
^e^ vou place you' o(de» pi«»s^ '•«

I

h»ve coupons 1

1
AlTv'Med. Pizra | Any Small Pizza ^

jj

2 FREE SODAS .en., | 1 FREE SODA <c^j ^
I M^ you place you- 0,6^ p*.a«> ,.*, |

-*t^ you pl«^ your onimj^ «^ ||

u5 you ^lav coupons us you **»v I

>l.—^,=*J>L^l'-Al

(

2.
}/m '̂z^'/"

Come
In

And
Browsel

TuL

Lingerie for that special day

or for any day:

sensuous nightgowns

silky teddies, camisoles

and tap pants, sexy garterbelts

Et stockinas and much more
20-40% off selected items

thru Feb. 3rd

Come in and see for yourself/

It's not too early to start thinking^

about Valentine's Day,

February 14th

C arriagc Shops. 2^^ N. Pleasant St.. Amhorst 549-691

r'h %.

^.

ire 0>fS'
.^

4-drawer student desk

was $80.78 NOW $52.50
4-drawer chest

was $78.50 NOW $60.00

Also: kitchen sets, platform beds, drying racks,

coffee and end tables, stools, entertainment centers

And: 10% off all bookcases with this ad

Carpenter's Brothers
Furniture Company
retailers of Quality Unfinished Furniture

107 SundcrUnd Road. N. Amherst 549-6758
Tues. Thurs, Fri 9-9; Mon, Wed & Sat 9-6 U

MJOOOOOOOOC000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000060000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 000Dq|;

The student Note & Printing Service
401/403 student Union Building

(upstairs from the Ballroom)

Presents: The Spring 1985 Season
Starring: *Lecture Notes!

- Look for your favorite class!

- Buy a subscription and save $$!

- Opening Monday, Feb. 4th

Featuring:Quick Copy and Offset Printing!!
- b^ copies! Lowest prices on campus!

- Colorful, low-priced papers!

- Opening Tuesday, Jan. 29th

SNPS Hours: Monday-Friday 9 am to 5 pm
Come up and check us out.

Your Student Activities Fee at work!
still hiring notetakers.

Tuesday, January 29, 1985!
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What's thename ofSirFrancisDrake's ship?
Mount Holyoke College plays giant trivia game
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

To relieve the monotony of the winter

break, Mount Holyoke College students

and faculty took part in building and play-

ing a giant-sized version of Trivial Pursuit

last Tuesday night.

The tennis court sized game board, the

largest in the world according to the

school's Student Activities Office, was

designed by the theater arts department

and modeled after the original. A trivia

category about the college was added, said

Kris Renn, one of the organizers of the

event.

The two teams of 36 players working in

four one-hour shifts were cheered on by

about 200 students and faculty from the

balconies.

The winners were given a choice of prizes

between a cake resembling the board game

or a $2 gift certificate from Herrel's Ice

Cream.
Instead of rolling the regular sized die.

students made a 5-square-foot cube of foam

rubber. Students dressed in different col-

ored outfits were subsituted for the wedges

used in the regular sized game. When a cor-

rect answer was given the colorfully dress-

ed "wedges" climbed into giant-sized game
pieces.

Eight judges presided over the game
while four masters of ceremonies gave the

play-by-play. Forty-one students helped

build the 36 square-foot board game.

Spectators whispered from the balcony

answers to such questions as; where is the

headquarters of Kellog Cereals? (Battle

Creek, Michigan) and who discovered

Jamaica? (Christopher Columbus).

Some of the questions from the Mount

Holyoke trivia category were: "What time

does the last bus run from Amherst to

Mount Holyoke College on weeknights?"

and, "What are the names of the college

president's four dogs?"

Other winter events at the college were

breakdancing, an obstacle course and a

performance by Roger McGuinn, former

leader of the 60's band The Byrds.

Coilrguui photo by Andy Holler

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE students substitute for game pieces in

the world's largest game of Trivial Pursuit. The game provided enter-

tainment for students remaining at the school in January. Editor's

Note: Drake's ship is the Golden Hinde.

iK study space
The Newman Center is a popular place to study because it

otters two study lounges and a library as well as a cafeteria

in the basement with about 300 seats where students

socialb.e while they study.

lIMass students who dont mind traveling can take ad

vantajfe of the Amherst Public libraries or any of the five

college libraries. Amherst College is home to the Robert

Frost library which is a very quiet place to study.

One of the best kept secrets about the Amherst College

library is the 200 some odd American and foreign films on

video cassette available to any five college area student.

With a college I.U.. students can sample a wide variety of

— Continuedfrom page Sa

flics ranging from Alfred Hitchcock thrillers to Japanese

samurai films free of charge.

If none of thf mentioned areas suit your need, dependable

dormitory lounges or your own residential abode can serve

as study spaces. The right place to study usually is the

result of experimentation and experience.

YOU'VE GOT TO PLAY
HEflDS-UP BALL
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EXCITING
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Th«r« or* opperluniti** in

a variety of r«**orch and

d«v«lepm«nt prej«ct<

ranging from individual

•quipmcnl* to very

compUx intvractiv*

tytl«m* involving largo

numbor$ of

microprocotsori, mini-

compulort and compulor

graphic*. Proftttional

growth i« onhoncod

through intoractien with

highly oxporioncod NSA

profottionalt and through

contact* in tho industrial

and academic world*.

Focilitio* for onginooring

analy*i* and do*ign

automation aro among tht

b«*t avoilablo.

MATHEMATICS
You'll work on divorso

agoncy problems applying

a variety of mathematical

disciplines. Specific

assignments might include

solving communications-

related problems,

performing long-range

mathematical research or

evaluating new technique*

for communication*

security.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
At NSA you'll discover one

of the largest computer

installations in the world

with olmost every major

vender of computer

equipment represented.

NSA careers provide

mixtures of such disciplines

as systems analysis and

design, scientific

applications programming,

data base management

systems, operating

systems, computer

networking/security, and

graphics.

LINGUISTS

NSA offers a wide range

of challenging assignments

for Slavic, Near Eastern

and Asian language majors

involving translation,

transcription and analysis/

reporting. Newly-hired

linguists can count en

receiving advanced training

in their primary language(s)

and con plan on many

years of continued

professional growth.

NSA^
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 207f>5

An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citiienship Required.

On-Campus Recruiting dates:

February 12, 1985

THE REWARDS
AT NSA
NSA offers a salary and

benefit program that's

truly competitive with

private industry. There are

assignments for those who

wish to travel and

abundant good living in the

Baltimore-Washington area

for those who wish to stay

close to home.

Countless cultural,

historical, recreational and

educational opportunities

are just minutes away

from NSA's convenient

suburban location.

To find out more

about NSA career

opportunities,

schedule an interview

through your college

placement office. For

additional information

on the National

Security Agency,

write to National

Security Agency,

Attn: M322, Fort

George G. Meade,

Maryland 20755.

BilVs
SHOE
REPAIR
Located
In the center

of Amherst

%\

I

OPEN
Mon-Fri 10-5

Saturday 10-4

^ 1

»©
O

'Q.
d.

d
^O^/

"•O

REPEAT OF A SELL OUT
Large 16" Cheese Pizza

Reg. $5.90

NOW $5.00 plus tax

with this coupon
(topping extra)

good through 2/3/85

WE DELIVER
71 N. Pleasant St

2 doors down from Delanos
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SAve

SiinvuL AM/FM STEREO PHONO

CASSETTE COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM
Our B«st Stereo System Value of 1984 Featuring «^e Sansu. Quarte

Dkiital AM/FM Stereo Receiver with 6 FM Presets A Sansu. direct

DHve fully Automatic Turntable Sansul Stereo Dolby Cassette Record-

er and matched wtth a pair of Panasonw: 8 .nch 2 way Speaker System

This e-'tce fv;t»rT> on Sale at under MOO v,«» it sounds Khe •600

8 HOUR VMS
VIDEO TAPE RECORDER

389''

13''JNCH

COLOR TELEVISION

SAI^£ 239^9

WIRELESS REMOTE

19" CABLE READY COLOR TV

sAve
nso 37999

54 VE '250

^inism

2 HMd 8 Hour VMM RKOrdv WW) Wr«)

tanoM 12 PoMton EUcfrOWicTurwr. 2W(>it-l

ProQTifR UnitMndtd rteordln^ OnwuiMrch,

StM Ff«M. Skw Motion • Son Touch ComroU

AM/FM STEREO

^AUTO REVERSE

WALKING
CASSETTE

S4¥e

4IIEA»fR0NT

LOADING VIDEO RECORDER

!S|SJ|«»
4Hn*For

Ttar, t2<

iCenM

FISHER 4 HEAD DOLBY
STEREO VIDEO RECORDER
4 Heads for jitter Free Special ^^ ^ ^^ g^ g^
Effects. 14 Function. Wireless. ^V Jl ^^Mll
Remote Dolby Stereo 14 Day. # #1 ^^%#W
9 Event Programmable Timer
Automatic Program Search

TECH 2

STEREO

HEADPHONES

4999SMI

AKAI 22 WAH AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER

9999SAl^e '70

SAve
']

III
nil

L-in

PiONeeR 30 WAH QUARTZ

DIGITAL AM/FM RECEIVER

$19999SAi^e f/o

SAve

$15099

SAve

CROWN WALKING STEREO

CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER

.,4iP

;*33=

T^hnics DOLBY B/C&DBX

CASSEHE TAPE RECORDER

SAVe '50 14999

SA¥e I: -_: ^

AKAI SEMI AUTOMATIC

DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

Technics PROGRAMMABLE

LINEAR TRACKING TURNTABLE

-i~r

BaasBB

^^J^

CROWN PORTABLE AM/FM

STEREO CASSEHE RECORDER

Sound Compan
ftPRINGFIILD Bottor nu MafWiali > P1t7a

Ttt-T0MOp*iMon thruFri Till9PM^nd»y 12-5PM

MO HAM CNCOK* OiMiiMil

SPRINQFIILO 477Sumn«rAve (aithaXi

Ta*>MM Opan Mon thruFn Till9PM Sunday 12-SPM
Np DCAUmt

CHICOPEI Fairfield Mall near Caldors
StS-fS90 Open Every Evening till 9 30 P M

Open Sundays 12-5

AMNERST 201 N Pleaaani Strew
SS«-0744 Open Mon thru Fn Till 9 P M
iL Sunday 12-5 PM

f

5
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VMass basketballnotebook

Neysmith and Russell rewriting

Minuteman record book
By PETEK ABRAHAM
Collepan Staff

At the same point in the season last year, after 15 games,

the University of Massachusetts basketball team was 5-10

and 1-6 in the conference.

*

After 15 games this season UM is 7 8 and 3-3 in the

league, thanks mainly to the work of senior captains

Horace Neysmith and Donald Kussell.

in statistics up to the Dartmouth game last Tuesday.

Kussell was third on the all-time UM scoring list with 1.383

points, a career average of 14.3. He trailed Edwin Green

by only ten and Julius Erving by 120 points.

Kussell needs to average 10 points over the remaining 12

games to go into first, and if he keeps up his current 17

point average, he will break the record at St. Joseph's on

February 14.

Neysmith, eighth all time, needs to average 22.75 to pass

Dr. J., but can, if he continues on his 14.6 points-per-game

pace, entrench himself solidly in second place.

Spring *85Sports

Sports Editor Peter Abraham

Copy Editor Nancy A. Bukar

Photographer Michelle Segall, additional photos

by UMass Sports Information Department,

Howard Davis director.

Front Cover Photo of Horace Neysmith:

by Michelle Segall. design by Mark Roden

Layout Peter Abraham

The Collegian back-to-school sports' section is for

all games up to Wednesday January 24, due to

deadline constraints. Reports of games played

after that date will be in tomorrow's Collegian.

Both captains will take the UMass lead in games and

minutes played this season, depending on how far UM goes

in the Atlantic 10 tournament.

Kussell held the record for foul shot attempts coming into

the season with 449. he now has 532. but feU behind

Neysmith is fourth on the career rebounding list with 809

boards. 240 behind the Doc and 94 behind Tim Edward

(1964 67). He is averaging 8.6 rebounds a game now and

will end the season with 912. easily in second place.

Neysmith as the big man went to the line 109 times up to

the Dartmouth game. Horace has 568 attempts.

UMass sports information director Howard David will

have a lot of rewriting to do in the record book by the time

the captains graduate.

Canadian forward/center Tom Swick left UMass for

Niagara before the Vanderbilt Tournament just after

Christmas. The 6-8. 220 pounder played just eight minutes

in two games for UMass. scoring two points. According to

coach Kon Gerlufsen. Swick was homesick and missed his

girlfriend. Niagara is just 25 miles from his hometown.

Notre Dame. Ontario.

Point guard Carl Smith has started aU 44 of the games

UM has played since his freshman year. The 5-10 Atlantic

10 and UMass season assist leader has 283 assists through

a year and a half and should easily move into first place

when he's done. He has also averaged over 35 minutes a

game in his Minuteman career.

Power forward Bobby Braun has been having the best

season of his UMass career. The6 6 senior is averaging 8.1

points and 7.8 rebounds a game this year. His previous

highs were 4.9 and 4.7 respectively. He is also playing over

30 minutes a game, ten minutes over his career average.

Neysmith was the first UM player since Alex Eldrige to

be named Atlantic 10 player-of the week. Horace got the

award last week for averaging 23.5 points and 8.5

rebounds in victories over St. Joseph's (8980) and St.

Bonaventure (69 53). For the week he was 17 of-27 from

the floor (63 percent).

TacMUy, Jaaiury 29, 1985!
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CoUecian photo by Mkheile S«gmU

UMass basketball coachRon Gerlufsen has led the

Minutemen to a 3-3 record in the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference this season.

Lorenzo Sutton was rookie-of-the- week for the week

starting January 5 with 22 points in his first start against

Kutgers. He should join Neysmith. Kussell and Smith as a

member of the all rookie team.

Holy Cross guard Dog McCrory. who left the Cross after

racial charges were leveled at coach George Blaney,

contacted Gerlufsen about transfering to UMass. but the 6-

5 swingman would have to compete with Matt Kyan (6-4),

Darry Carter (6 5) and Sutton (6-2) for time. He wasn't

"encouraged " according to Gerlufsen and instead chose

Hartford.
Contin^otff*

INTRODUCING THE

POWER ROOM
If 1t>e Pioneer Weight Club served your reeds when we first opened in

September, look at us now In February, we are adding a Power Room. It

v^ll be equipped with A weightlifting platform, power racl<, benches, more

new sets of Olympic weights with plenty of extra plates, and more! All in a

separate, spacious room! Come on over and see the fastest-growing gym

around You'll see wtiy

Our facilities include;

• A COMPLETE LINE OF FREE WEIGHTS AND BENCHES

• A WIDE RANGE OF CAM RESISTANCE MACHINES

• PERSONALIZED WORKOUT PLANS FOR ALL LEVELS

• A CLEAN. SPACIOUS, WELL-ORGANIZED EXERCISE AREA

AND SEPARATE LOCKER ROOMS
• A COMPLETE SELECTION OF VITAMINS AND SUPPLEMENTS

• A COMPLETE POWER ROOM

We have a varieV of membership plans, including a special student

membership discount for the semester What are you waiting for?

PIONEER
WEIGHT
CLUB

139B Damon Road • Northampton • 584-2175

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

BEER:
Budweiser 12oz. can $6.40 12/pk + dep.;

$11.55 case -- dep.

Rolling Rock 12 oz. retnis $10.00 case + dep.

HeinekenS light or dark $4.25 6/pk + dep

Moosehead Beer $3.70 e/pk. + dep;

$14.75 case -t- dep.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6/pk + dep*

$9.50 case + dep.

Others from $1.95 6/pk + dep. and $6.49 case + dep.

LIQUOR:
Vodka or Ginso^" $8.49 1.751

Kahlua Coffee Liquor $10.99 750 mi.

J & B Scotch $9.99 750 ml.

Peppermint Schnapps 6o° $5.99 l

WINE:
B & V House Wine Red, white, Rose$2.99 1.5 l

Folonari Verona Red & white $5.99 3 l

Champagne pinka white $2.99 750 mi + up

-

1
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BASKETBALL
Minutemen stay in

Atlantic 10 race
with hot January
Win three straightongooddefense,

improving offense, starters excell
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The loss of <»nter Edwin Green to

graduation was tragic enou^. High-

scoring sophomore forward John Hempel

then decided to transfer to St. John's

University. The 1984-85 University of

Mas^u:husetts basketball team, according

to coach's polls and nearly everyone else,

wasn't supposed to be able to compete.

But, 15 games into the season iJiey are

7-8 overall and 3-3 in the Atlantic 10. The

Minutemen have won three straight.

They've taken a few beatings, but dished

out a few also.

"This team has been through a lot,"

coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "We lost some

key players, then had to shuffle out lineup

around looking for a good combination. A
few teams took it to us, but I think we've

turned the comer."
At the semester break, UMass was 2-3

and sputtering along with three con-

secutive losses to UConn, Hartford and

Boston University (3 OT). The rest of the

season up until now went like this:

UMsM 67, Nortlieastem 66

Carl Smith to the rescue, again. UM's
5-10 point guard, like he's done so often in

the past, won the game with a one-handed

jumper from the lane with four seconds left

on the clock for a nuyor upset of the

second-ranked team in New England.

UMass trailed by as much as 11, 52-41, in

the second half, but ran off ten unanswered
points to tie the game at 58.

NU took a 66-63 lead before guard

Donald Russell hit two free throws and

then stole the ball from NU's Reggie Lewis

with 1:07 to go. UMass called timeout with

27 seconds to go and called for a clear-out

for Smith.

Smith drove the lane and hit the game-

winner. UMass snapped a three game los-

ing streak with the exciting win. Russell

had 17 pwints, Horace Neysmith has 13 and

Smith added 14.

CIcmson 86, UMass 72

In the first roxmd of the Music City

Classic at Vanderbilt University, the

Minutemen fell behind 13-3 early and

couldn't catch up. Bobby Braun and Russell

had 20 points each.

C«ll«r<*a Ph«to b? MiclMll* RMr.ll

Senior co-c«pUin Donald Russell

drives for a hoop ag^ainst Duquesne.

The 6-1 g^oard is one of the Atlantic

lO's leading scorers.

Columbia 52. UMass 40
Neysmith and Russell sat out the game

for disciplinary reasons, and Columbia took

the advantage. Braun had a season-hig^ 20
points and 11 rebounds. Ron Young had
nine.

Duquesne 59, UMass 53

The Dukes had five players in double

figures as UMass was outscored 31-22 in

the second half. Russell had 14 with

Neysmith and Braun getting 12 each. Du-

quesne' s high-scoring Rick Suder was held

to just sue.

UMaas 83. Kutgers 72

Freshman guard Lorenzo Sutton, star-

ting for the first time in an attempt by

Gerlufsen to create some offense, scored 22

points (he was later named A- 10 rookie of

the week) as UM snapped a 15 game losing

streak against the Scarlet Knights.

Neysmith had 20 and Russell 19 as the

Minutemen, now 4-6, led 41-36 at halftime

and broke it open early in the second half as

Sutton scored six quick points. He had 18

second half points. #

Temple 65. UMass 39

The Minutemen travelled to Philadelphia

and were victimized by nine straight

nunutes of being unable to score and a good

Temple ballclub, led by Granger Hall (19

points).

Temple led 34-21 at the half and ran off

to qmck 50-30 lead with 9:46 to go in the

game. Dutton stayed hot with 17 points.

West Virginia 82, UMsm 59
The Minutemen fell to 4-8 as sloppy

ballhandling and J.J. Crawl's 18 points

spelled defeat in Morgantown.
Sutcon had 14 points as UMass, averag-

ing 11 turnovers coming into the game,
committed 14 in the first half and 25 in the

game.
Neysmith had 11 as did Russell. Jackie

Sheehan returned to action for the first

time since last year after an injured back.

UMass 89. St. Joseph's 80

The streak began with this game as

Russell poured in 26 points including two

three-pointers. Neysmith had 24 as UM's
big guns were booming loudly at the Spr-

ingfield Civic Center.

UMass took a slim 37-85 lead at halftime

and had a 17-8 run as Neysmith scored six

points. St. Joe's got to within sue with 44

seconds left, but UMass scored six

unanswered points for the win. UMass was

a fine 27-of-40 from the field.

"It was a big win for us, we showed how
we could play and kept it up from there,"

(ierlufsen said.

UMass 69, St. Bonaventure 53

Neysmith had 23 points and Russell 16 as

UMass went to 6-8 with a win over the 8-5

Sonnies, who lost to number two St. John's

by only one point earlier in the season.

UMass took a commanding 28-14

halftime lead, forcing the Bonnies into

l-of-12 shooting and six turnovers in the

opening seven minutes as Neysmith scored

ten of the first 12 UM points, one on a nice

lob pass from Smith.

The Minutemen did nothing wrong on

this game. They showed solid defense and a

controlled offense that scored when need-

ed, spelling doom for the visitors. Smith

had six assists in the game and ten points.

UM forced 18 Bonnie turnovers.

UMass 84, Dartmouth 78

UMass played another good defensive

first half (a 34-22 lead) into its third

straight victory.

Neysmith had 24 (UMass is 5-0 when he

scores 20 or more) and Russell 21 as UM
climbed to 7-8. Sutton had 15 (he is six with

illkotoby MidMUe S««*U

Minuteman point guard Carl Smith drives the lane against St.

Bonaventure last week. The 6-10 sophomore has regained his scoring

touch after hr^dting his hand.

eight assists. Wilbert Hicks, a freshman

forward, had six in 12 good minutes.

"I think we've played well lately, it's

been the defense that's done it for us,"

Smith said.

"We got the early lead and didn't let up

(against st. Bonnie and Dartmouth), that's

a big key," the sophomore lead guard said.

""This team is improving a lot, Horace

has his game back and Donald is playing

real well," Sheehan noted. "I think we can

keep it up."

The Minutemen have won three straight

for a number of reasons.

Defense: UMass has played great first

half defense, coming out strong and taking

a big lead has been, a big key to victory.

They are causing turnovers and denying

the ball to high-scoreres.

Neysmith and Russell: The dynamic duo

have scored well in each win. Russell is a

dangerous outside shooter and few in the

league take it up stronger than Neysmith.

Smith: After breaking his hand at UConn
on December 6, Smith was unable to con-

tribute much to the offense but still played

a lot of minutes. He has scored 12, 10 and

six since losing his cast.

Braun: He is doing what's expected, re-

bounding and scoring around ten points. A
toug^ inside player that guards the lane

well on defense, he is a major factor the

rest of the way.

Sutton: Gerlufsen knew he could score,

but he was originally put behind Russell as

an off-guard. When Darryl Carter and

Young failed to produce, he went in as a

small forward and proved explosive.

The bench: Sheehan, Matt Ryan, the im-

proving Tom Emerson, George Ranuning

and Wilbert Hicks have all seen quality

minutes off the pine. They are needed for a

stretch run to the A-10 toumev.

Editors Note: This report does not in-

dude the games at George Washington (on

Thursday) and at Rhode Island (on Satur-

day) due to deadline constraints on this

first issue. Those reports wUl be in Wednes-

day's Coll^^iaa

CoDcgkn photo by MiehcU* Scgidl

Freshman swingman Lorenzo Sut-

ton provided an offenaivc weapon
for the Minutemen.
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• UMass hoopnotebook
In the latest Atlantic 10 individual standings. Russell was

sixth in overall scoring at 16.62. Neysmith was 13th at

13.92. In the league. Russell was ninth at 15.33, Neysmith

was eighth at 16 and Sutton 14th at 12.33. Rebounding

standings see Neysmith first in the conference with 9.50

and Braun second at 8.5. Overall Neysmith is second and

Braun fourth.

Smith again leads in assists with 63 and Russell is fourth

in steals with 25.

Revenge is sweet department: Last season's rookie-of-

the-year in the A-10, St. Bonaventure's Alvin Lott, scored

no points against Smith, who was guarding Lott and was

passed up last season despite his superior play, scored 10

points, dished out six assists and had three steals. Lott

fouled Smith three times and sat on the bench, unable to

cope with the UMass lead guard.

,Cimtiimtifrv»p«tg' t

Recruit David Brown, a 6-5 swingman from fabled

Dunbar High in Baltimore, one of the nations top high

school teams, has been accepted into school. Gerlufsen

reported that the team is after "15 20" other prospects^

Assistant coaches Dennis Jackson. Neil Rosa and Mark

Shea have been putting in the mileage looking to help the

program. They are optomistic on their potential success

most of the players being looked at are forwards and

centers, with Smith. Sutton. Jackie Sheehan and Ryan all

returning, the backcourt is set. A big (7-0 plus) is what s

needed to bring UMass up to national caliber on a game- by

game basis.

Speaking of Sheehan. the 6-3 pointguard has returned

from a back injury and has been loggmg quality minutes

for UM. His baU-handling abUity wUl be needed to give

Smith a rest, or if the Minutemen want to stow the tempo

down.

IJMVS.PennState
This may be the best week of the s^nester to see the

University of Massachusetts basketball team in actkm.

Face Facts: you have no 8cho<rfwork, yo« have |d«Qty

of money, and krts of time.

On Thursday, the lAinutemen take on Penn State at the

Springfield Civic Center. The Nittany Lions arc peren-

nial doormats in the AttantklO and should provide amoe

offeraive exhiWtion by Horace Neysmith and Co. Garae

time is at 7:30.

(^ Saturday, Rhode Island invades the l^pringf^d

Ovic Center for a 2 p.nL league game.

The bus ride (from Boyden) and the ticket (avaSaie at

the BoydMi Tfcket office and in &>ringfieJd) i» also free.

Can the tidcet office at 546-0810 for times of bus depar-

tsires. ___._.«,»————.^«.

rr^ift-'WU SHU (Martial Arts of China)

A new ten week course for beginners in the unique

non sg^rosivc natumal •pivt ^-i mainl.inJ t hin.i.

• I'HYSICAL FITNESS • SPi^RT • PERFORMING ART

First class: Feh 4th - '>:00 p.m
il.iv>o. nn Mim. Vl'fJ it Tliu

Register: Jan W&. ^ I 5-7 p.m.

L.H.ited at the Petiple's institute

VS Gothic St..N'ton, MA
F..rm(iu;nliu3ll t^him-v Amcru .in (ultur.il F.'unJ.m.'n 58b-*>666

Ui
International

^Language

I
Institute. Inc.

SPANISH • FRENCH • GREEK • GERMAN
RUSSIAN • CHINESE

JAPANESE • ITALIAN • PORTUGUESE
INTENSIVE ENGLISH
February 4 - March 29

International House • 27 Brewster Ct.

N'ton (behind Thome's)

(413) 586-7569 AA/EOI
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February Dinner For Two $12.95

Mon. - Thurs. 5:00 - 9:30 pm
From Mon. Feb. 4 thru Thurs. Feb. 28th

Charbroiled N.Y. Sirloin - with peppercorn and cognac sauce

Chicken Cordon Bleu - tender breast of chicken stuffed with imported

Swiss cheese and ham, breaded, and baked until golden

Sauteed Filet of Sole - fresh filet of sole breaded in parmesan cheese and

seasoned bread crumbs. Sauteed with lemon butter

Baked Haddock Parmesan - fresh haddock baked in marinara sauce and

topped with grated parmesan and mozzarella cheese

• all served with choice of potato, salad, vegetable

and assorted breads
not valid on holidays

January Specials now thru Thurs.

call for details

Dine in the casual elegance of this Victorian Mansion. . .

SWCET TOOTH
COUPON

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
Siiyf IS*

an .«!(. Sund* "-I" »M "MO"
On* uau^or pm vHf

Dlumbleys
off the common

. . .a little hit of everything for everyone

30 Boltwood Walk 253-9586
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Slump to 6-11

UMwomen hope
for improvement
By PETEH ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was a January roller-coaster ride for the

University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team.

The up-and down trip actually started in

late December when the women split two

games at the Syracuse Tournament,

beating Ohio University 60 44 before losing

to the Orangewomen 61-46 in the cham-

pionship final.

The women then went on a tear, defeating

Vermont 74 52, l^high 61 59 at Amherst

College and area rival Springfield College,

7157.

The three victories evened their record at

6 6 as the team prepared for another New
England rival. Vale University a team they

defeated 73 56 last season.

The women suffered through a lough

shooting night, going 17 of 53 from the floor

and getting only two players, Barbara

Hebel (16) and Juanita Matthews (10) m
double figures. The Elis came away with

the victory. 60 .58.

"The Yale game was a tough one for us to

lose, " UMass coach Barbara Stevens said

last week. "It was a team we needed to beat

to go into a tough schedule of conference

games on a positive note."

The notes were nothing but sour for the

next four games, all Atlantic 10 contests

against nationally -ranked teams.

Hutgers University invaded Amherst and

beat the Minulewomen 80 48. The team

then embarked on a three game swing down
the East Coast, two games in Philadelphia

against Temple and St. Joseph's and a game
at Penn State against the top five .Nitanny

Lions.

Temple was a 78 64 winner at the UMass
women stayed in the game but couldn't get

a run together. St. Joe's then dominated

UMass, winning 75-48.

The final game of the journey was the

worst: Penn State administered a savage

90 37 beating last Monday.

"They were all tough games and hard on

what had been the strong point of our team,

the defense, " Stevens said.

"They were all good teams in the fact that

they were nationally ranked. Our con

ference is the fourth best in the nation and

its tough every game to go out and play a

team like Penn State close.

"

Stevens said that she was happy with the

play of 6-2 sophomore center Karen Kit

zgerald.

"Karen was asked at the beginning of the

season to step into the middle and she's

done a good job. We're a small team and she

has a big responsibility under the boards."

Stevens said. "Against teams hke St.

Joseph's and Penn State, she's giving away

a lot of height, but she held her own in

there."

The statistics bear this out. Fitzgerald is

the second highest scorer for the

Minutewomen with a 9.9 average after 17

games.
6-1 freshman forward Susan Burtoft has

been another consistent for Stevens and

UMass. She's been getting a team high 6.5

rebounds a game and scoring six points a

contest.

But the main scoring threat is still junior

guard Barbara Mebel.

The 5 9 Hebel is averaging 11.1 points

per game and leading the team from the

foul line with an 80 percent average (42 of

52).

•She has had her trouble from the Ikwr at

35 percent, but leads the team in minutes

played at 26.4 a game.
Eleven women average over ten minutes a

game for UMass this season, a course of

action Stevens hopes will help in the future.

"We're getting a lot of players time off the
(^ont\newi "n pagt 10

EE, ME and Computer Science Majors

Total project

involvenieiit...

ITS in your lianils

Our shirtsleeve engineering style at Hamilton Standard it's ideal

for people who won't let go of a problenn till it's solved. Who invest

a lot of themselves in their work. And who vyant the freedom to see

an idea through to production.

HAMILTON STANDARD IS

COMING ON CAMPUS

WEDNESDAY, FEB.
BE SURE TO SIGN UP
FOR AN INTERVIEW

We're innovative pacesetters. Our highly advanced technologies

are serving worldwide aerospace. . automotive and industrial

markets.

Are you ready to make your professional mark? See your Place-

ment Office today to arrange an appointment. If you are unable to

meet with us, please send details of your education and

experience to: William Kelly, College Coordinator, Dept. 130,

Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, CT 06096.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

STANDARD

Extraordinary achlavements.
through hands-on creathftty

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SportsStaffmeeting
There will be a meeting of the Collegian

sports staff on Wednesday, January 30 at

5 p.m. in the newsroom.

All beat writers must attend this

meeting so we can plan for the end of the

season coverage. Also, anyone interested

in writing for the sports section should at-

tend a meeting at 5:30 p.m., also in the

newsroom (first floor of the Campus

Center, room 113)

NFL picks update: Scott Hood won by a

slim two games, Peter Abraham and Tony

Betros tied for second, Gerry deSimas,

alas, was a distant fourth.

Tin «</^^<«'^M^<"» /)..'/n O'llfKitiii /'HKrvin i>J Mitssachuifils. Amhent. 545-3500
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Audio
Auto fcr Sale For Sale Lost

Calculators Found Motorcycles

Entertainment Help Wanted Personals

For Rent Instruction Ride Wanted

Summer Sublet
Riders Wanted To Sublet
Room Wanted Travel

Roommate Wanted Wanted
Services Wanted to Rent

/
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College Supplies

of all kinds
Greeting Cards

Stationery

Newspapers & Magazines

A.J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Fine Artsi Centei^
Concert Hall^

AT AMHERST iflKk^lUNIVERSITY OF MASSACHliSETT<; AT AMHERST

IKOCIWDIKO
tk-^loiiUL iiik>

A Hilarious

evening of

family

entertainment

X.-
MONDAY, FCI 4, 8fM
TICKnS:$13,$ll,$9

Minnesota
Orchestra

TNIMISDAY,FEB7,7PM
TICKnS:$13,$ll,$9

(^^s«!^*

MARCEL^
MARCEAU
SATUtDAY, FEB 9, 8PM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

n£IL
SIMOM'S
new Comedy

BRIGHTOn^
BEACH

PIEHOIRS.

SUNDAY, FEB 10,

3PM and 8PM
TICKETS: $20, S18, $16

Five College Students Half Price Tickets available at Fine Arts

Center Box Office Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets

Call (4131 S4S-2S11 er l-M0-24»4t42
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UMass forward Karen
Damminger puts up a

shot in January action.

The Minutewomen face

Harvard at Amherst
College today.

Lee winsMIT open
University of Massachusetts sophomore

Chris l^e won the 126 pound division in

the MIT Christmas Open in the wrestling

team's only Intersession competition.

l.ee. who is ranked tenth nationaUy by

the NCAA News and Wrestling USA,

defeated Darry Arroyo, a two time college

division All American from Springfield

College.

The men's gymnastics team, riding the

crest of a 3-0 pre- holidays record, faced

the Naval Academy in Annapolis on

Friday before taking on the Big Green at

Dartmouth on Tuesday.

^unaH (garden

^ MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
Luncheon From fpZ«Zu
Specials served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

*"^ ALL YOU S f^ Od
New Buffet & Sunday Brunch c^N EAT O.^D

Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

ItPflKlSItill KUmilKPJIll Ki 4t3 5u;m

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Fr't. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

ChlMren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet Cr Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

The T.O.C. Lounge

welcomes all patrons

back to Spring Semester

Weekly Drink Specials

for Jan. 28 thru Feb. 2

"BEER BLAST''
Heineken & Molson

Only $1.50 per bottle

Also look for our new *'Munchie Food Menu*'

due out in the near future

and

more live coffee house entertainment than ever

Every Tue., Fri. and Sat. Evening^

& Friday Social Hour
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I
SHOP advanced fitness training centers

THE BEST
WORKOUT IN TOWN

INVITES YOU TO
GET IN SHAPE FOR

SPRING

i

TOI»,f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11 th Floor •Campus Center • UMass

JOIN BY FEB. 8th

9:00 PM
and receive designer T-shirt Jr Jtvlltf JIj

with this ad

Free t-shirts limited to first 300 memberships

STILL ONLY $45.00

NOPE
7:30-9 4-6

11:30-3 7-9

Sat. 11-2

Boyden
7:30-9 12-1

4-6
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Personnel changes

the key forUM

Cullcitian photo In Mirhelle S»i{all

Horace Neysmith throws down a reverse dunk in action over January, the Minutemen are 5-

when he gets 20 or more points.

By PETKK ABKAHAM
Colleg:ian Staff

The personality of the University of Massachusetts
basketball team has changed since most students saw the

Minutemen take the floor last semester.

The original two guard-three forward offense has been
scrapped for a two forward three guard offense, what
coach Kon (Jerlufsen labeled his "small and quick" lineup.

Horace Neysmith was moved from a small forward

position to power forward next to Bobby Braun.

Lorenzo Sutton, a freshman, was moved into the small

forward spot that was occupied by Hon Young and Uarryl

Carter when the season opened. Point guard Carl Smith
and shooting guard Donald Kussell remain intact in the

backcourt.

The UMass offense is mainly a three guard setup with

Neysmith the option under the hoop. Braun gets most of

his points from offensive rebounding.

Kussell and Sutton are the main outside threats with

Smith, now that his broken hand has healed, also a threat

from t he outside and the best penetrator on the team.

Off the bench, freshman guard Matt Kyan has made his

mistakes, as expected, but makes up for it with a lot of

desire. Big men Tom Emerson and George Hamming have

improved and given IJerlufsen quality mmutes. Wilbert

Hicks, another freshman, has impressed. Carter and
Young may again contribute.

Walk ons Hill Hampton and John King saw theu- first

action against St. Bonaventure and in a minute of time

Hampton stole the hall and sent King a pass that the

former Western Mass player of-the year laid m for his first

college points.

But its been Sutton, a 6-2. 185 pound guard from Albany,
lieorgia. thats made I'Mass a good team.
The Minutemen were 3 6 before he started and are 4-2

with him. The new guard went to the same prep school as

Smith and Emerson, Fork Union Military Academy, and
high jumped 6 10 in high school.

"lA»ren/.o is a shooting threat, an aspect 1 didn't think we
had enough of before I started him." Gerlufsen said about
his latest star.

"With Smitty (Carl) healing from his hand and Neysmith
back where he belongs under the boards, along with
Kussell and Braun domg what's expected, I think we have
a good nucleus for the rest of the .season."

"Our defense is playing very well, we're pretty quick on

the floor and fmth Neysmith and Braun have rebounded

well. That's another big key. The bench has contributed

too and we're winning consistently at home." the second

year coach said. F'ive of the seven wins are at Springfield

and UMass is .') 2 in the Civic (Center. "I think we'll con-

tinue to surprise people." Cerlufsen .said.

UMassfinlbaBnotebook

Stull hits the road looking

for recruits, Reid gone?
University of Massachusetts football

coach Bob Stull isn't going to sit for

any more 3-8 seasons.

Stull and his staff have spent the better

part of the winter in a nationwide

recruiting effort to bolster the Minutemen.

Stull couldn't release any names until the

scholar-athletes are actually accepted into

school and have signed a letter-of-intent to

play football, but did say that the team will

be better at all positions.

"I'm very pleased with who we have so

far," he said. "We're ahead of schedule

and are doing much better than I expected.

It's going to be a fine class."

Stull will release the names of several

junior-college transfers this coming week.

The former Orange-Bowl winning
Washington assistant coach has connec-

tions in California and the West Coast and

is expected to draw several players from

western schools.

One early signee was Alabama transfer

Tim Hecht, a 6-2 quarterback who was red-

shirted by the Crimson Tide his freshman

year before attending UM this past

semester. Hecht was recruited by

Alabama, Southern Methodist and

Oklahoma out of high school.

"We're getting the basis now of what

will be a better team in the future," Stull

said. "We're working hard now to improve

ourselves for the Fall."

Defense coordinator Jim Reid may be up

for the University of Maine-Orono head

coaching position that opened up when Ron

Rogerson took on the head job at

Princeton.

Reid, a 12 year veteran with theUM program,

is rumored to be among the final three can-

didates. He graduated from Maine in 1973

after three years on the Bears' football

team.

Placekicker George Papoutsidis was
selected as an Associated Press Division

1-AA honorable mention AU-American.

The 6-1, 200 pounder from Southbridge,

MA booted 16-of-17 points-after and con-

nected on eight-of-15 field goals for 40

points. He scored 45 points his junior year

after transfering from Nassau Community
College. Several NFL and USFL teams
scouted him during the season.

Papoutsidis, punter Jim Tandler,

quarterback Jim Simeone, receiver Bob Si-

meone, linebacker Dave Cavanaugh, and

offensive lineman Don Day were named to

various AP and UPI All-New England

squads. Among those not selected but

deserving were running back George Barn-

well, defensive back Glenn Holden, nose

guard Peter Tracy and linebacker Vito Per-

rone. Barnwell, Tracy and Perrone were all

slowed by injury during the season.

Northeastern University, previously

denied membership in the Yankee Con-

ference, may now gain enterance to the

league. BU president John Silber was the

main opponent of the move, but may soften

his hard line against the Huskies.

- PETER ABRAHAM

UMass notebook

Gladchuck to Syracuse
Chester Gladchuck, assistant athletic

director at the University of

Massachusetts, left for Syracuse Univer-

sity to assume a similar position on

January 18.

Gladchuck, who ran the general

physical education program for the

athletic department, was with UMass for

five years. A 1973 graduate of Boston

College, he held the same position as his

father did at UMass.
A nationwide search is being held to

find a replacement. Promotion from

within is not expected.

Boyden Gym is going to be seriously

overworked in the coming weeks, at the

expense of student court time.

"There will be virtually no open court

time at Boyden to allow the men's and

women's basketball, baseball and lacrosst

teams time to practice.

-PETER ABRAHAM
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PHYSICAL GEOLOGY (GE0L.100

^cr ,E-core,lAVi? ff t5 or \ 2b
plus choice of 8 lab times

FACE OF THE EARTH (GEOL 106)

3cr, E-core, MWF 10 10

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT {GE0G.145)

5cr , E-core, TTh 9 30-10 45

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY (GE06. 155)

3cr, D-core, TTh 2 30-3 45
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WELCOME BACK
UMASSl

Changes

c e Club

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL

SERVICE

Resumes, Thesis'

Letters, Copies

Mailing Lists

Hours: 8'30 - 5
584-1000

241 King Street

Room 20

Northampton, Ma. 01060

BAR
DRINKS

All Night
All Week

(Tuesday-Saturday)

Compare the Difference!

Changes • Rt. 9. Amherst • 256-8284

Is the FAMINE IN ETHIOPIA
only the beginning?

!f you would like to better understand

linnits to world food production,

pesticide use,

groundwater contamination,

genetic engineering for disease resistance

consider

PLANT PATHOLOGY 100

3 credits - NO previous science necessary

THROUGH
FEBRUARY 10

Join us

and save

20% on all Nautilus

Memberships

THE RACQUET
& FITNESS CENTER
RTE. 116, North Amheret (on the bus route) 549-4545

so«»"^J^*
BRAKES GRINDING ...

OR NOT WORKING RIGHT?
COME TO THE PROS AT

HADLEY TIRE & AUTO CENTER
FOR A FREE BRAKE INSPECTION NOW!

TIRES BY
Michelin, Goodyear/

Private Brands

Quality Retreads

• the purchase of

4 Of more tires! or

• a brake )ob

1&
ExptTM 2/28/85

^^^ H:30-6
Thurs til 7

SAT 8-a:30

HADLEY
IRE & AUTO
CENTER
206 Russell St.

Route 9, Hadlev
formerly Leon's Tires)

—1:»
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^TOLLEGE SPRING BREAK '85''

We'll Take You Where You Want To Go!
R. Lauderdale $129.

7 Nights accomodations at prime location FREE Beer Party
Roundtrip Flight

New York - Fort Lauderdale $179.0C
Boston - Fort Lauderdale $218.00
Hartford - Fort Lauderdale ?218.00
FREEPORT $299.

Roundtrip air transportation, 7 NightJ. accommodations
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND $299.

Roundtrip air transportation, 7 Nights hotel accommodations
ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGES,

(.U.S. DEPARTURE TAX AND GRATUITIES - NO HIDDEN CHARGES

Gaff the Hot/me

to the Sunshine

ROB 256 0530
Summit Tours ot Englewood Colorado is licensed and bonded by ibe interstate ComtT»«rce CommiMion

UMass track
times-up
Sprinters shine in January

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Both the men's and women's track teams hope to build

on solid January efforts as the big meets of the season, the

New Englands and Easterns, approach.

The men, with solid performances by sprinter Rayle

Crichlow, did well in the Boston University relays on

January 12.

Crichlow set a school record and took third place in the

300 with a 35.1. He had a 6.5 in the dash.

Freshnuui Steve ToUey set a class record in the 1,000

with a 2:29.2. Ferdie Adaboe was fourth in the long jump

with a leap of 21-1. Neil Dickson had a 52.1 in the 400, Ted

White turned in a 1:56.5 in the 800, and Paul Stanislawzyk

did a 4:18.6 mile time.

In the Dartmouth relays, Todd Johnson was fourth in

the pentathalon with 3,447 points.

The Yale Invitational saw the men get another good

showing by Johnson, he was second with 3,449 points. He

was fifth last season in the same meet.

Other results at Yale were Crichlow with a best of 6.66

in the dash, Wayne Levy had a 14:56.0 5,000 and the 4 x

800 relay team of White. Schrebler, Mcintosh and Themea

went 7:45.0, good enou^ for fourth. St. John's won the

race with a 7:42.0.

The women also had a good month, in the BU relays

several women qualified for the Easterns and New
Englands, led by sprinters Kayla Morrison and Bridgette

Booker who turned in school records of 7.0 in the dash,

both qualifying for the big meets.

Booker had a 26.0 in the 200, Barbara Cullinan qualified

for both meets with a 57.5 400, Leah Loftis had a 1:17.0

500, Maureen O'Reilly had a 3:05 1,000, Chris Pratt had a

10:55.3 300 and Can Fleischmann had a 17-1 long jump.

The 4 X 400 relay team of Sue Goldstein, Barbara

Cullinan, Kayla Morrison and Leah Loftis set a school

record with a 3:55.9.

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive 549-5610

C<»>»«p»n photo by Michelle Segii

Sprinter Rayle Crichlow set a school record in

the 300 yard dash.

At the Dartmouth relays. Morrison had a 7.3 55 yard

dash. She also did 26.4 in the 200. Cullinan went 59.36 for

a fourth in the 400, and was third in the 500 with a

1:16.66. The 4 x 200 team of Fleischmann. Loftis, Mor-

rison and Booker ran a 1:45.04. The 4 x 400 relay squad of

Goldstein. Cullinan. Loftis and Morrison had a 3:55.9.

"We're progressing well," coach Kalekeni Banda said.

"I think we can do well in the New Englands (they were

eighth indoors and fifth outdoors last year) and in the

Easterns. We compete against many teams with scholar-

ships, so looking at it that way. we do pretty well for

ourselves."

The men were in action Sunday at the Greater Boston

Track Club meet at Harvard, as were the woman.

. >*A4 bt*Ai tX*4. bA^A. )>*A.4 hfc*4. «f*-44 hl.«A,

What happens when Macbeth finds out the

Porter killed his wife the same night that

Macbeth nnurdered King Duncan

The Department of Theater and Dance
Amherst College

presents

THE SOUTHGATE PORTER
by Louis Lippa

A contemporary spin-off of Shakespeare's classic

Directed by Michael Birtwistle

February 1 , 2 February 7, 8, 9

KIrby Theater

8:00 P.M.

For reservations call 542-2277, 1-5 p.m.
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Banda lands top

recruit from state;

Stukes, Bowsher

All-Americans
Kalekeni Banda, coach of the women's soccer team at

the University of Massachusetts, has received a verbal

committment from a top high school prospect and is battl-

ing national champion North Carolina for several more.

The Minutewomen, who finished third last season aft^r

their second straight trip to the final four, were

"rebuilding" last season according to Banda with six

freshmen who played a lot of minutes.

Michelle Powers, a forward from Winchester High in

Massachusetts, will attend LTM next season. An all-

scholastic selection by the Boston Globe for two seasons, a

regional and national select camp participant and All-

American, Powers is one of several freshmen who will

play big roles in Banda's quest for a national title.

"Michelle's a hard-nosed, quality player." the coach

said. "She's a competitor and a fundamentally-sound

player. You don't see too many of those type of girls in

Massachusetts or New England. 1 project her as a

halfback or a forward."

Other players that Banda is trying to lure to Amherst,

away from Chapel Hill, are Norway's (via Virginia) Brithe

Hegstad. a high scoring left wing. New Jersey's Beth

Roundtree and Virginia's Wendy Gebauer, all national-

quality players.

"I think we have the upper hand with Brithe and the

other girls will visit here and talk to us. I'm hoping to land

a few of them." Banda said.

The coach said he hopes to mold four freshmen with last

year's six freshmen and four other bench players to form

another national caliber squad.

"You don't need 16 good players to run at the title," he

said. "I don't keep girls on the team because of seniority.

If you're good, you'll be on the team. We're getting to the

point where we have no room for marginal players."

Dorm Sweatshirts
&

Custom T-Shirts
For

Fraternities, Sororities

Clubs & Teams

creative tee-shirts

Hampshire Mall 586-9205

Senior Lori Stukes. a sweeper back, and freshman for-

ward Kristen Bowsher were selected as All-Americans.

Stukes, a co-captain, was named to the first team.

Bowsher. the first UM freshman U) make the scjuad. was

on the third team. She scored six goals on the season.

Stukes keyed a defense that allowed fewer than 0.65

goals-a-game and recorded 1 1 shutouts.

Bowsher.and freshman forward Jolie DePauw (14 goals,

six assists for a team-high 34 points) were named as age-

group All-Americans also. Bowsher, according tx) Banda,

has collected five such awards.

"1 think Jolie should've made the college t^am as well,

but we had a great season. 1 think we'll see more of the

same in the future." Banda .said.

-PETER ABRAHAM

Gorillas 85 slate
By PETER ABRAHAM
Coliepan Staff

It's not as far away as it

seems, the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse

team begins action March

30.

The Gorillas, ranked 12th

nationally last season, open

with consecutive home
games against Delaware.

Cornell. Rutgers, Brown
and Boston College.

They go on the road to face

New Hampshire. Hofstra.

Yale, Harvard and Army.
The laxmen return for a

game against Dartmouth
before going to Hobart and

C.W.Post.

Finally, on May 10 they

face powerful Syracuse in

what should be a war. Plan

on attending now.

J.B/s Roast Beef
J

\ 50 Main St., Amherst

^ Buy a "Big One" S
Roast Beef Sandwich

and get a |
Regular Roast Beef Sandwich J

Good thru F«b. 10 FREEI
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The SPOT For Your Sporting Needs

WELCOMES YOU BACK!
Golf Soccer
Racket Sports Lacrosse
Swimming Hockey
Aerobics and Dance Baseball

Active Wear Football

Athletic Footwear Baskatbali

p^of^ checks K<m>t,d Exercise Equipment Figure Skating

B«t R«Bripping • Slwto Shwpening • Rack* R««ringing

253-7086
Rt. • CampiM Plau Hadlsy (N«xt To Sup«r Stop fr Shop)

-*•=»"<•. . ,
,-.
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bench, it should benefit them tor the rest ol

the season and maybe we can find certain

combinations that work well together,"

Stevens said.

The women face a little easier time of it

the rest of the way. they played New
Hampshire on Thursday. Rhode Island on

Saturday and Harvard today at Amherst

College at 4p.m.
"l think we can return to the form that saw

us beat those three teams in a row."

Stevens said. "This team has shown signs of

improvement and I'm optimistic about the

rest of the season."

MINVTEWOMEN MV'ITEHINGS: In

the win over Vermont. Fitzgerald had 16

points with 8-of-l3 shooting. Captain Jerrie

Bernier added 13 points of six of nine

shooting. Matthews had U as did Hebel as

the women shot 55 percent against the

Catamounts.

Against l>ehigh. Fitzgerald had 24 points

and eight rebounds, in her best effort of the

season.

Fitzgerald shot 10 of 19 from the floor,

four of six from the line and had five of

tensive rebounds. Burtoft had an over-

shadowed ten points and 16 rebounds.

The Springfield game saw UMass have

four players in double figures. Hebel had 18

points, Bernier chipped in with 16. Burtoft

had 12 points and pounded the boards with

13 rebounds, while Matthews had 10 points

and five assists. The women blew the game

open by outscoring Springfield 36-25 in the

second half.

UMass schedule
UMau Schedole: »

Today:
Women's Basketball: Harvard, at

Amherst College, ^ p.m.

Wednesday
Men's Sivimming: at UConn, 7 p.m.

Men's Gymnastics: at Dartmouth, 7

p.m.

Thnrsday
Mew's Basketball: Penn State, at Spr-

ingfield Civic Center, 7:30 p.m.

Friday
Women's Swimming: Rhode Island,

Boyden Pool, 7 p.m.

Saturday:

Men's BasketbaU: at Rhode Island, 2

p.m.

Women's BasketbaU: at BU, 5:15 p.m.

Skiing: at Plymouth State Tournament

Mem's Swimming: Vermont, Boyden

Pool 2 p.m.

Women's Track: at Princeton Relays

Men's Gymnastics: at East
Stroudsburg, 1 p.m.

Women's Gymnastics: Cornell, Boyden,

1 p.m.
Wrestling: at Boston College, 2 p.m.

Sunday:
Men's Track: at Princeton Relays

PREPARE POR

MCAT*LSAT*GMAT
SAT*ACT*DAT»GRE^CPA

Enrolling Now For

BR E
4/13/85 Exam

GMAT
3/16/85 Exam

XSAT MCAT
4/27/85 Exam3/2/85 Exam

6/17/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

Call Days Eves &
Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst I

549-5780

for information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

HIS
iniM^iniiG
THE JOURNEY HAS BEGUN

Educitional Center

TEST PREPARATION
JPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

An impressive technological journey began over

three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company

Today with more than 90 diverse technologies

ranging from sub-micron electronics to large scale

systems you 11 find Hughes people forging new

discoveries new futures

Become part of the Hughes tradition of

technological firsts Our more than 92 different

technologies involve expertise in

Electrical. Mechanical, Manufacturing

or Industrial Engineering. Computer

Science. Physics, Electronics Technology.

Requirements may vary Check with your

placement office about Hughes company-wide

opportunities at any one of 12 Southern California

locations and Tucson Arizona

Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations.

Dept NC Bldg C2/B178 P O Box 1042. El

Segundo CA 90245 Equal Opportunity

Employer Proof of US Citizenship Required

Hughes representatives will be on campus

February 5
(See your placement office tor an appointment

HUGHES
Alt<( M At I I ( )Mt AN

ON CAMPUS
Wl

M MAIN *^
.

IfOffl
town

hall
256

.1609

IS

See Capt. Schiffer

at Campus Center on Feb. 4, 5

or call collect at (203) 722-2168
.^

Welcome Back

Special

Overnight

VCR Rental
& movie

• I

only

Mon-Thurs

with this coupon

expiration date Feb. 28

HOURS: Mon-Thurs 10-8;

Fri & Sat 10-9; Sunday 12-6

Toesday, January 29, 1985
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UMass swimmers cruise
PoundNortheastern and WilUams
NANCY BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Although many students were idle during the break, the

University of Massachusetts men's swim team was busy.

After ten days of training in the Florida sun, the

Minutemen posted an impressive record, beating both

Northeastern and Williams.

Williams, the New England champions for the past five

years, was a sweet victory for UMass. "We weren't expec-

ting such a strong win at Williams," said Coach Russ Yar-

worth. As for the win against Northeastern, "We ham-

mered them," said Yarworth with an 81-32 victory.

**We developed a good attitude in

Florida as a team. . .We*ve really turned

a comer.
»»

- Swim Coach Russ Yarworth

After a 1-3 record for the fall season, the Minutemen are

looking stronger than ever. Coach Russ Yarworth feels

that upcoming meets will pose no problems for the team if

they maintain their strength.

"We developed a good attitude in Florida as a team

which rubbed off on the guys who didn't go. In the first

semester, you're always trying to get it together -the addi-

tion of Drew (Donovan) helped a lot," Yarworth said.

Donovan, a transfer student from the University of

Iowa, has posted the best time the 100-yard freestyle in

New England. In addition, he place 17th in the U.S. Olym-

pic Trials in 1980-while still in high school.

Other swimmers who have shown marked improvement

since the fall include distance swimmer Paul McDonough,

Steven King and Tony Baker. Mike Hoover has the

second-best time in New England for the 200-yard

breaststroke.

There are four meets left for the Minutemen before the

Atlantic Ten championships in Februar>'. They face the

University of Connecticut on Wednesday at Storrs.

"I hate middle of the week meets -the guys have classes

and work and we usually have to travel," Yarworth said.

"We have to swim well there."

The next three meets -Vermont, UNH and Amherst-

pose no threat to the Minutemen. "They won't be too

much trouble...we lost to UNH the past two years but we
won't have any trouble witfi them this year," Yarworth

said.

Divers Pat Mullen and Keith Pisani have "improved im-

mensely" according to Yarworth. At the Williams meet,

their one-two finish broke a 44-44 tie score and helped the

Minutemen win.

After tough double workouts during intersession, Yar-

worth expects a 5-0 record for the semester.

"They've really turned the corner and now that we've

got Drew, I think we're a better team than we were in the

spring."

Drew
Donovan:
Transfermakes big splash

r
I

FRIDGE RENTALS
2 cu. ft.

Free Delivery

call R & P RENTALS
253-9742 I

UNIQUE SUMMER
PROGRAM

Are you intwested in atternata

technology, poaaibia solutiont

to aoma Third World problams,

taachir>g axperianca, and/or

writing for publication? Than

tha Windfarm Muaaum partially

paid aummar intemahip on Mar
tha's Vineyard may ba for you

For information writa Windfarm
Muaaum. RFD# 2, Box 86.

Vineyard Haven. MA 02Sfl8. If

you wish to receiva academic

credit, contact your Office of In-

tarrtahipa, Curry Hlckt Buildir>g.

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL

TECHNICIAN
COURSE

meets Tuesdays &
Thursdays 6:30-10 pm

at UMass
call 584-2391

for further info

leave message
Begins Jan 29, 1985
in Morrill Sci. Bldg.
Section IV. Rm

By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Drew Donovan may not

have been able to swim
competitively at the
University of Iowa but

now that he's been given

the chance at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, he

has proved himself more
than able in the pool.

After two years away
from swimming, Donovan,

21, already has the number
one time in New England
for the 100 yard freestyle.

And coach Russ Yarworth
believes that Donovan's

time will improve even
more.

"He's not at his peak

yet. Drew still has a lot of

work to catch up on but his

sprint times are looking

good," Yarworth said.

Donovan had only one

formal workout in tWo
years after he left Iowa.

That was one week before

the team left for Florida to

workout twice a day for

ten days.

"Florida was hell. It was
really, really hard and I

wasn't used to it at all,"

Donovan said.

Donovan left Iowa after

his first semester
sophomore year. "I flunk-

ed a class and there was a

question on my grades in

high school," le said.

While Donovan's t ase was
pending, he was not per-

mitted to swim com-
petitively with the team,

only practice.

When he left for

Christmas break, Donovan
informed the coaches at

Iowa, "If I can't swim, I'm

not coming back." Two
years later, he's a member
of the Minutemen team.

In 1980, as a high school

junior, Donovan was in-

vited to try out for the

U.S. Olympic team in the

50 yard freestyle and the

400 yard freestyle. He
place 17th. "I wanted to

make the consolation finals

which was first through

sixteenth," he said. '*It

was a good experience."

As for the differences in

the programs at Iowa, a

Big 10 Khool, and UMass,
Donovan said, "Iowa is a

lot different. 'The assistant

coaches did all the work
there and it was a bigger

program. Swimming was
one of the key sports

there.

"But it's just as hard

here. Over-distance swim-

ming in practice was em-
phasized at Iowa. Here it's

a lot more quality swimm-

ing," he said.

Making the NCAA na-

tionals was the high point

of Donovan's swimminqf

career. He has one more
year of eligibility to "make
the NCAA's again. The
best swimmers in the coun-

try are there," he said. He
wants to be one of them.

j
SUPERIOR PIZZA

I BERKSHIREUMass students Favorite Pizza!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
also grinders, salads, dinners

17 Montague Road North Amherst

^^549^626•"""""""""'
r75ne Lar~Piz2a"|

with two items I

charge for one j

item $7.55 I

Expires I

j reu. ^o I Feb. 28
j

I

I

One Large Pizza I

with one item
j

$6.35

Expires

Feb. 28

I

I

I

Laundromat Car Wash

'1

Amherst
Sunshine Center
• Washers: Single, Double, Triple

• Dryers with DuraPress Cycle

• Dry Cleaners

8 am - 9 pm daily

326 College St. (Rt. 9 East)

253-9030

/i

Amherst Sunshmf*

Car Wash
Automatic Wash Wax Bay

Self Service Bays

Vacuum Cleaners

381 College St (Rt 9 East)

253-9661

Bring in this ad for % price on automatic car wash - valid thru 2ltSliRi

"OUR ATTP|^DAN|TS APP HAPPY TO /^SS[ST YOU"

EAST
SKI AREA

35 minutes from U-Mass

1-91 North to Greenfield,

16 miles west on Rt. 2

Inexpensive skiing for students

on IVIassachusetts

biggest 8- best mountain

Comparable to many Vermont Areas

* 4 chain lifts

* 2 base lodges, lounge with live

entertainment Saturday night

* student rates

group rates - call 1-339-6617

$3.00 off regular rates with this ad
(not to be combined with any other discounts)

Student Night every Friday Night

$5.00 Lift Ticlcets

Van rentals available for groups of 8-10

call Herm at 626-6729

valid 1985 season
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SPIRIT
HAUS

Welcome Back

Students
We offer the finest

selection of

imported beers,

fine wines,

and spirits

Open 10 am - 11 pm
253-5384 or 256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst

YAMAT

D

\jAPANeSe FOOD

SUSHI? AT THE MALL?
YESI YAMATO JAPANESE FOOD AT
THE HAMPSHIRE MALL HAS NORIMAKI

SUSHI AND A LOT OF OTHER ORIGINAL
JAPANESE FOOD SERVED

CONVENIENTLY FAST TO EAT HERE OR
TAKE OUT. REMEMBER US,

VAMATO
FEATURING;

GOMA TERIAKI CHICKEN
GR/LLED CHICKEN BREAST W/JAPANESE SAUCE

AND SESAME SEEDS

YAMTO BEEF
OUR SPECIALTY, GRILLED BEEF SERVED

WITH RICE AND SALAD

NANBAN-AGE
CHICKEN MARINATED IN SPICED SAUCE

FRIED

NORIMAKI ZUSHI (SUSHI)
VEGETABLES AND CRAB IN RICE ROLLED

IN SEAWEED

JAPANESE CURRY
CURRIED BEEF, CHICKEN OR TOFU AND

VEGETABLES OVER RICE

KUSHI TENPURA
VEGETABLES AND CHICKEN (OR JUST

VEGETABLES) ON A STICK AND FRIED

- RTE 9 HAMPSHIRE MALL HADLEY

t
t

SENIORS
It's painless and takes only a few

minutes! For SENIOR PORTRAIT
appointments or re-scheduling: call

545

DO IT NOW!
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Aid cuts may bar
3,000 from here

("oll«iri«n photo b) Amly Holler

Employees of the Boston Chimney Co. work to insUll dampers in ex-

haust duct inside the power plant yesterday, as part of an effort to get

the "baghouse" filtration system on line.

Baghouse project drags on
Fourth deadline for completion approaches

First ofa series.

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Stafl

The latest timetable for compliance with

the Clean Air Act of 1970 calls for the

"baghouse" exhaust filtration system
adjoining the University of Massachusetts
power plant to be "completely installed"

by the end of this week, according to the

state attorney general's office.

But UMass Physical Plant officials doubt

that needed duct alterations will be

finished by then, due to continued delays

in equipment delivery and time-

consuming safety precautions for making
these alterations while the coal-fired

steam plant is running at full winter

capacity.

The F'riday target date is the fourth

negotiated by the attorney general's office

with the University and the Mass.

Department of Capital Planning and

Operations-which handles state con

struction contracts-at the request of the

State Department of Environmental

Quality Engineering. UMass and the

DCPO have previously overrun three

DEQE deadUnes-in 1981, 1983 and last

July for completing the baghouse, a

building begun in 1980 which houses about

17,000 filter bags intended to catch un-

burnt coal before it goes up the chimney.

The DEQE has cited UMass' power plant

for violation of the anti-pollution law since

1977, estimating that it emits about 300

tons of coal dust annually. DEQE Western

Mass. Air Quality Chief David Howland

calls this "a major violation," about five

times the legal limit "for a plant of that

size."

Lisa Capone, spokeswoman for the at-

torney general's offi*"**. said the latest date

was agreed on in mid- December. "We're

very happy about it." she said Monday.
"The University is on schedule according

to our latest schedule."

Robert Garrity, DCPO general counsel,

said the Physical Plant "should be able to

begin actual testing (of the baghouse)... by
the end of this week."

"I'm a little pessimistic perhaps, but I

don't see it happening by the end of this

week," Robert Hildreth, Physical Plant

project manager, said Monday.

Physical Plant Operations Supervisor

Peter Wozniak yesterday predicted

another 10 days to two weeks of work
before testing, "and that's being

somewhat optimistic."

Under a two-week old E>CPO emergency
sub-contract, Garrity said, the Boston

Chimney Co. is working to install a series

of dampers in the breaching, or ductwork,

from the plant's three main boilers, so

that the baghouse can be tested with

exhaust from one or two boilers at a time

while all three are operating.

"The real safe way to do it, "Wozniak

said, "would be to shut the plant off," thus

avoiding the problem of diverting 500-

degree exhaust. But he said it takes three

days to shut down and cool off the boilers

and another half day to start them again.

He added that yesterday the Boston

Chimney workers were stUl awaiting

delivery of two electric hoists to opyen and

close the dampers and three manual hoists

to be used if the electric ones fail.

According to Wozniak and Garrity, full

operation of the baghouse will in any case

be preceded by a one-month testing

period.

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

If President Ronald Reagan's proposal to

cut financial aid is approved by Congress,

more than 3,000 students may not be able

to return to the University of

Massachusetts in the fall of 1987.

Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid,

said Reagan's proposed cutbacks for the

1986 fiscal budget would affect approx-

imately 16,000 UMass students. The pro-

posal asks Congress to:

• Deny federally guaranteed student

loans to all college students with family in-

comes above $32,500,

• Impose a $4,000 ceiling in aid per

year including loans and grants for any

student, regardless of family income,

• Restrict eligibility of Pell grants to

families earning $25,000 or more.

Students ban^ from the guaranteed

student loan, under which the loans are

free while the borrower remairw a student

and the interest is only nine percent after-

wards, could turn into an auxiliary loan

program. Under Uiis program, borrowers

would be charged interest while they are in

school and would be required to pay back

the loan immediately instead of having a

six month grace period.

Jackson said that of all the students at

UMass that receive some sort of federal

aid, more than 4,000 would lose their

federal loans, more than 8,000 would be cut

back in aid by the $4,000 ceiling and about

1500 would lose their Pell grants, annual

stipends of up to $1,900.

Jackson called the proposal "a cost ceil-

ing measure to decrease the deficit that is

inappropriate aiKl does not take the size of

fanulies with students in college into con-

sideration."

"Education is seen as one of the areas

where cutbacks can be made," he said.

"This is the type of proposal that we'll see

more of — it's only the tip of the iceberg.

Many educational firms beside firuncial aid

will be sharply reduced."

The Rea^^ administration "wants ex-

cellence to occur in higher education but is

not willing to support it financially,"

Jackson said.

"I wouldn't be shocked to see a 40 to 50

percent reduction in our financial aid pro-

gram if Congress accepts the proposal," he

said.

"I can speak for all students and say that

the propcaal is totally unacceptable," Jim

Shaw, a member and former president of

Students Advocating Firumcial Aid, said.

"It's absurd."

Shaw said that SAFA has not yet set an

agenda for the semester, except to

organize its lobbying efforts in Washington

D.C. by late March or early April.

"The proposal is literally excluding hun-

dreds of thousands of students across the

coimtry from getting an education," Shaw
said. "No one should be denied an educa-

tion based on income."

DeNyse "wanted'

Students rap CC change
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Students have planned a noontime raiiy

tomorrow outside of the Whitmore

building, as opposition mounts against the

administration's plans to take over the

Campus Center.

Also, leaflets explaining the plight of the

Board of Governors and depicting Vice

Chancellor of Administration and Finance

John L. DeNyse in a "wanted" poster will

be distributed in the Campus Cen-

ter/Student Union today, BOG chairwoman

Jane Donohue said.

The leaflet, with a photograph of the vice

chancellor smiling at the top of it, charges

him with "an organized assault on student

rights," referring to DeNyse's Dec. 26

mandate combining the Campus Center's

trust funds and eliminating the BOG.
The "informational and inflammatory

leaflets," as BOG treasurer Fran Hegeler

called them, will be passed out to "any

members of the University community

interested in students' rights," she said.

'Students were denied input into all this

from the beginning," Hegeler said. "This

campaign is intended to change

that... drastically.

"

Students will march from the Student

Union, beginning at 12:15 p.m. Thursday,

to picket an undi-sclosed entrance to the

Whitmore Administration Building.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

(, M-./^""- ""'•'* hp feels the demonstration

will put a damper on the negotiatrans

between students and administrators over

the programming costs of the Campus
Center, and who will pay them.

"My concern is to preserve the good things

initiated by the BOG, such as the Craft

Shop, UPC (Union Program Coundll, and

GPC (Governor's Program Council)," he

said.

Last week, at meetings between ad-

ministrators and student leaders, Madson
said he was formulating a proposal for a

programming board, which would be

comprised entirely of students and would

be a supplement to the proposed Auxiliary

Services Board.

Meetings between administrators and
student leaders are continuing in an at-

tempt to "encourage the best-articulat«d

proposals from people," Madson said.

The merging of the trust funds with the

trust funds of Auxiliary Services would
eliminate the Campus Center fee, and
funding for the Campus Center/Student

Union complex would be provided by anew
Universal Resource Fee.

"Students would, in effect, still be paying

the rent on the Campus Center," Hegeler

said.

DeNyse said last night that he had seen

the flyers witb his likeness. "It's a shame... 1

think it's ranier unfair. But every group

does what they have to do. We had reached

some common ground this week, and it's

just a shame."

Inside:

New academic standards for financial aid P- 3

Selectmen oppose Air Force antenna • P-3

Student input jeopordized P-

'

"Y(m sfKnddn't let other people get your kicks for you.

"

^ ^Bob Dylan
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Dispute continues over whether

Edwin Meese broke federal law

Thinking about Spring Break?

We'll tan your hidel

•Best prrces m the valley
'^

•Stateot theart
tanning facilities

• lOvisitSonly $25 00
• 30 days unlimited

tanning only $49 99

This year, skip the
Spring Break Sunburn!'

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive, Amherst

(413)253-7727

WASHINGTON (AP)-Attorney Gerneral designate

Edwin Meese III said yesterday he has met "ethical as well

as legal" standards of conduct, but a report made public at

the insistence of senators concluded that he may have

violated federal law.

That finding was reached by two attorneys in the Office of

Government Ethics, but they were overruled by the head

of the office. David H. Martin, who was appointed by

President Reagan.

Martin informed the committee Jan. 24 that no ethics

violation by Meese occurred, never mentioning the staff

report which became known through a news account

Monday.
The internal report by staff attorneys F. Garty Davis and

Nancy Feathers was made public as the Senate Judiciary

Committee opened new hearings into Meese's fitness to

serve as attorney general.

Last year, the committee dropped action on Reagan's

nomination of his longtime associate after independent

counsel Jacob A. Stein was appointed to investigate

allegations concerning Meeses financial dealings with

associates who later won federal jobs.

Stein said there was no grounds to prosecute Meese. But

Davis and Feathers drew a different conclusion when they

went over his thick report.

They concluded that Meese may have violated federal

statutes "prohibiting a federal employee from accepting a

gift from any other federal employee receiving less pay

than himself."

That was in reference to the financial aid Meese got from
John R. McKean. who arranged from two loans totaling

$60,000 to Meese in June and December 1981. In October
1981, McKean, who was Meese's accountant, was
nominated to a seat on the U.S. Postal Board of Governors.
"Mr. Meese should not have participated when Mr.
McKean came before the senior staff for approval with
respect to positions on the Postal Board of Governors," the
Davis Feathers repbrt said. "He had a financial interest in

the matter."

The report also cited a delay in interest payments to

McKean and "the appearance of impropriety created by his

Meese's activites."

6 GRAND PRIZES
Spend Spring Break in Daytona Beach! You

and a friend can enjoy your Spring Break

this year with this eight day. seven night trip,

including round trip air fare, hotel reserva-

tions and $500 s^inding money!

50 FIRST PRIZES
Vuamet Sunglasses

1,000 SECOND PRIZES
Lite Beer Spring Break Posters

Lite
Bim SPRING BREAK SWIIPSTAKIS

OmCUU. INTRY FORM ^^^
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ^^fB!^mk

ADDRESS

cny STATt ap

AGE TELEPHONE (

SCHOOL rMME

I Stale that I am of legal drinking age in my state at rasklence and hold no interetJ

m an alcoholic beverage Itcenae

Mail this entry torn to Lite Beer Spring Break Sweepstakes
PO Box 4171
Blair, NE 68009

Un MIR SMINO MIAK SWUPfMKIS
OmCIAL RUUS-NO PURCHAM NICISSARY

1

.

On an Official Entry Form or plain piece of 3" x 5" paper hand print

your name, address, phone numtier, age, and the name of your

college or university.

2. MAIL ALL EfsTTRIES TO: Lite Beer Spring Break Sweepstakes, PO
Box 4171, Blair, NE 68009 Each entry must be mailed separately

All entries must be received by February 8. 1985. Winners will be

determined in a random drawing from among all entires received

under the supervision of the D L Blair Corporation, an indepen-

dent judging organization whose decisions are final on all matters

relating to this offer We cannot be responsible for lost, late or

misdirected mail

3. This sweepstakes is open to residents of the United States who
are of legal drinking age in their state and who are attending a

college or university on a full or part-time basis at time of entry

The Miller Brewing Company, Ptiilip Morris, Inc, their distributors,

affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising and promotion agencies, retail

alcoholic beverage licensees and employees and families of each

ARE NOT ELIGIBLE. Sweepstakes void where prohibited by law.

Limit one prize per family Taxes on prizes are the sole responsi-

bility of prize winners All Federal, State and local laws and regu-

lations apply The odds of winning a prize depend upon the

numtier of entries received For a list of major prize winners, send

a SEPARATE, self-addressed, stamped envelope to; Lite Beer

Spring Break Winners List, PO Box 4179, Blair, NE 68009

4. The Grand Prize winners and traveling companions must agree

to depart, to Daytona Beach, Rorida during the winner's school's

1985 Spring Break Trip includes round trip air fare, seven (7)

nights hotel accommodations and $500 spending money Grand
Prize travelers must agree to depart and return on dates specified

by the Miller Brewing Company No substitution of prizes is per-

mitted Grand Prize travelers must be at least 19 years of age

t>y ttie departure date of the trip Prize winners will be obligated

to sign and return an Affidavit of Eligibility within 10 days of noti-

fication In ttie event of non-compliance within ttiis time period,

an alternate winner will be selected. Any prize returned as

undellverabte will be mmrdvi to allemate winners.

Miller Brewing Co . Milw , Wl

Digest
By the

A ssociatedPress

FDA licenses

herpes drug
WASHINGTON - The
government yesterday

approved the first drug

designed to treat or sup-

press recurring outbrealis of

painful herpes sores among
the 5 million to 20 million

Americans who suffer from

genital herpes.

The Food and Drug
Administration approved a

capsule form of the drug

acyclovir, which will be

marketed under the trade

name Zovirax by Burroughs

Wellcome Co. It is expected

to be on pharmacy shelves

by mid -February, available

by prescription only.

While it does not cure

herpes, the drug does

reduce the severity of

recurring outbreaks of

herpes sores and speed their

healing time, the FDA and

the company said in

separate announcements.

In addition, the an-

nouncements said, the drug

also suppresses outbreaks in

many people, ottering the

possibility that people who
now are virtually disabled

by severe cases of the

disease may regain control

of their lives.

Boats collide

in icy waters
NEW BEDFOKD. Mass

— A 512-foot Norwegian

freighter carrying a load of

apples from France collided

with a docked tank barge
yesterday, spilling an un-

determined amount of fuel

oil into New Bedford harbor,

authorities said.

There were no injuries

reported in the accident,

which occurred about 1

p.m.. said Commander
Edward Cooke of the Coast

Guard's Marine Safety

Office in Providence.

"There was a lot of ice by

dockside." said Paul

Saunders, director of the

port. "I guess things got out

of control."

Cooke said the freighter

Hidlefjord was headed to its

berth at New Bedford's

North Terminal when it

collided with the 90-foot

barge Wm.
which was
repairs.

The barge, which was
carrying less than 1,000

gallons of fuel oil, began
taking on water and leaking

oil, Cooke said.

H. Bennett,

undergoing

UM reviews
financial aid
qualifications
By LAURA YEE

CoOegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials are

redefining what constitutes satisfactory

academic progress in awarding financial

aid, to comply with federal guidelines

passed last year.

A study group comprised of ad-

ministrators, academic deans and the

financial aid office are working on

"clarification of academic policies and

standards of the ones already in place,"

Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid

said.

During intersession a notice was sent to

16.000 students who receive some sort of

financial aid to inform them that aid would

be cut il they do not meet satisfactory

academic standards.

The federal guidelines that the University

must follow in awarding aid apply to the

Guaranteed Student Loan, Student and

Parent Alternate Loan, College Work
Study. National Direct Student Loan. Pell

Grants. Supplementary Educational

Opportunity Grant and the State Incentive

Grant.

Students who are on academic probation

and later cannot maintain a 2.0 grade point

average and carry a minimum of 12 credits,

face the possibility of losing all federally

funded aid unless they meet the "ex-

tenuating or mitigating circumstances" the

study group is evaluating, Jackson said.

"It is the intent of the federal government

that students are monitored by their

progress and University expectations." he

said. "We must enforce from within before

the government imposes their own
guidelines."

Jackson said all UMass students receiving

financial aid are audited every two years to

ensure that they are meeting satisfactory

academic progress, he said.

"We just had our two year audit," Jackson

said. "The first thing they checked on was

our academic policy. The University is

liable to pay back to the department of

education if our policy is lacking."

Jackson said that the results of the study

would be available this semester and that

all students receiving financial aid would be

notified by letter of any changes

Collegian 3

Town rejects

AirForce plan

for antenna

CoUepan photo by Andy Heller

OVERSUBSCRIBED AGAIN? Schedules were on the minds of

thousands of us yesterday, indudini^ (left to right) Michael "Marty,"

Sandy McGreg^or and Lori-Anne Russo.

FIVECOLLEGENEWS

Smith College hires new president
By DEBOKAH KOSS
Collegian Staff

The presidency of Smith College will

change hands July 1 when Mary Maple

Dunn succeeds Jill Conway, who is leaving

to multi-volume history of women in

America.

Dunn is currently a professor of history

and dean of the undergraduate college at

Bryn Mawr. a small all women liberal arts

college in Pennsylvania.

"I'm excited and nervous at the prospect,"

said Dunn in a telephone interview from her

office at Bryn Mawr on Monday, admitting

she was daunted by what she described as

"the magnitude of the job."

"It's a lot of responsibility." she said, "and

I've never had to take such responsibility

before."

The appointment of Dunn was announced

on January 16 after a 10 month nationwide

search in which more than 500 applicants

were reviewed.

Dunn never applied for the Smith

presidency but was contacted at Bryn

Mawr by the search committee to ask if she

would be interviewed for the position.

At first. Dunn was not sure she actually

wanted to be a candidate, but. she said,

'the more I learned about Smith the more

interested 1 became."

For Dunn, who is especially interested in

women's education, the opportunity to

assume the presidency of Smith, the largest

all women's private liberal arts college in

the United States, was particularly at

tractive.

She believes that "the experience of being

in an institution where women are in charge

and where the major concerns are women's

lives, careers and minds gives women
students an education of "special strength,"

she said.
Continued on page four

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted

Monday night against Air Force plans to

construct within the town a radio tower and

transmitting facility which would com-

municate with other areas in the event of a

nuclear attack.

Three of the five selectmen opposed the

plan, citing the town's anti-nuclear sen-

timents, the disruption of the landscape a

300 foot tower would" create, and concerns

about the costs of policing the facility. Lack

of information from the Air Force about the

facility prompted two selectmen to abstain

from voting.

The Air Force has the option of overriding

the selectmen's decision, although Lt. Col.

Dale Condit said earlier that the Air Force

would comply with the town's decision.

Fred Steinbeck, one of the selectmen who

abstained from voting said. 'If we oppose

the plan we will lose whatever we could

gain in bargaining. " referring to the fact

that the Air Force had agreed to go before

the Zoning Board although they are not

legally bound to.

Selectman Allen Torrey said, "if the town

has a firm committment against the facility,

it should voice it. Let's stop this now, by

telling them we don't want it.

"

C'hairwoman of the Board of Selectmen

Barbara Griffith said the vote "aptly

communicated the town's opposition to the

plan."

The proposed site for the facility, on

Stanley Street in South Amherst, was the

object of criticism. Allen Torrey called the

Iwation. 1.2 miles from the center of

Amherst, "an intrusion on our landscape."

The proposed faciHty, a 300 foot tower

equal in height to the University's tower

library, is part of a $122 miihon system

designed to provide a coipmunication

system after a nuclear attack.

Alumni will teach
courses next fall
ByPHILSEKAFlNO
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts alumni, one a trust of

the University, have been named adjunct visiting

professors for the fall of 1985.

William G. Dunn, a 1950 UMass graduate who is

currently the publisher of U.S. News and World Report,

will teach courses on marketing and communications

management in the School.

A seminar titled "Management of High Technology" will

be taught by Andrew C. Knowles, corporate vice-

president of Prime Computer Company in Natick and a

trustee of the University.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said he is "deUghted at the

prospect of having two of the alumni of the University

return to share their experience and expertise with our

students." He also said he hoped for further appdmtments

which would bring alumni to the campus to teach for short

periods of time.

As a long-time supporter of the University, Knowles also

serves on the recently-formed Chancellor's Executive

Committee, a group of alunmi who have achieved

prominent roles n American life and serve as advisors to

the chancellor.

Knowles also serves on the University Relations and

Development Committee and the School of Engineering's

Dean's Advisory Council.

Knowles is a 1957 graduate of the School of Engineering

and received an honorary doctorate in engineering from

the University in 1982. His contributions to the University

•include the establishment of several scholarships and gifts

of computer equipment to the School of Enginering.

Knowles II not be paid for teaching at UMass.

While teaching at UMass, Dunn will also serve as an

advisor to Chancellor Duffey and other administration

officials on how student education and internship programs

can be conducted more effectively.

The 60-year-oId Rye, New York resident was also

awarded an honorary doctorate in public service in 1981

from the University.

Yale settlement called landmark
'Victory 'for comparable worth^

"The settlement is fantastic." he said, adding "It proves

what you can do when you get together, organize, and

stick together.

'

By DEBOKAH KOSS
Collegian Staff

The clerical and technical workers at Yale University

are back at work this week, having won their first union

contract that many see as a landmark victory for the

issue of comparable worth.

'I don't think comparable worth is going to be solved in

one situation." said Dale Melcher. adjunct lecturer at the

Labor Center at UMass, "but to the extent the strike at

Yale made comparable worth a national issue and

legitimized it, the union may claim a victory."

The union. Local 34. went on strike Sept. 26. charging

that Yale was participating in a national pattern of

discrimination against women and minorities, paying

them less than the male workers at Yale holding com-

parable jobs.

"The economic discrimination comparable worth ad-

dresses is that women and men do different work which is

differently valued." said Melcher. adding that women's

labor is undervalued because of employer's "gender

assumptions."

Elaine Sorenson. economics professor at UMass, agrees

that ""wages are not only determined by supply and

demand but also by employers' assumptions."

As an example. Sorenson suggested that many em-

ployers assume women work for ""pin-money" and thus

feel justified in paying them low wages.

'"Paying someone on the basis of their sex and not their

contribution constitutes discrimination." she said.

According to Sorenson, "'Yale was interesting because it

was the first private sector strike for comparable worth

that got national attention." and such it "heightened the

issue that women's pay is too low for what they con-

tribute."

The contract ratified last week by Local 34 provides an

average salary increase of 35 percent over three and a

half years, retroactive to July 1, 1984, as well as a

complicated salary structure provision composed of 17

steps through which workers will progress.

This last provision is particularly important, saio

Sorenson. because "all too often women get stuck in low

paying jobs that have no steps and thus no chance of

promotion." Consequently, "Twenty years later a women

may be earning the same wage as when she started,"

Sorenson said.

Occupation Average

Annual Salary

Percentage of

Women Emptoyed

Secretary

Truck Ortver

$12,000

16.300

98%
2%

Sew
Plumber

8.200

21.000

97%
0%

RegMeredNurM
AklinePHol

17,300

77,600

98%
0%

PrtvaK Housahold Wortier

Janitar

!i,eoo

11,400

9S%
15%

ChHd Cart Wortw
MailCarrtw

7.900

21.100

87%
12%

WaiterWaMwa
Butcher MaatOMar

7*»
1S.400

86%
7%

RetaM Satos Clerit

Sales Reprvaemattva
9J00
ISflOO

60%
12%

Source: US Burewi of l.»bor SUtutiai.

"Comparable worth" — the concept that

jobs of equal value should receive equal pay—
arises because of the large differential in the

earninifs of men and women and their persis-

tent sep'egation in the labor force. As the

above statistics show, women tend to work in

lower-paid jobs than men, even though the

work they both do may be comparable in

terms of the skill, responsibility and effort in-

volved. It is this economic discrimination that

comparable worth seeks to address.

"Comparable worth is an issue around which women can

organize," said Melcher, and Sorenson said she believes

that ""Yale made women more aware of comparable worth

and more aware of the need to join and form unions to

fight for it.

"

When Keenan was asked what made Yale finally settle,

he replied, '"It was a number of things. Public pressure

was a big factor

"Vale's reputation took quite a beating at the hands of

the national and international media, " he said, ""and it

was clearly hurt by that."

He also suggested Yale was "'staring at the prospect of

not admitting a freshman class next year because many of

>oreiisuii saiu. ^he admissions applications hadn't even been opened,"

Tom Keenan, a union organizer and graduate student at letter opening being the responsibility of the clerical

Yale, described the outcome of the dispute as "'terrific." worker of Local 34.
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Poland prosecutor urges executions

OXFORD FLUNKS MAGGIE — Oxford

students demonstrating yesterday against giv-

ing British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher

an honorary law degree. Although Thatcher at-

tended Oxford, the University heeded the

demonstrators and denied her the honor.

TUKIN Poland (AP) - A government prosecutor

demanded the death penalty tor a secret police captain he

said was guilty of carrying out the premeditated kid^

napping and murder of a pro-SoUdarity priest with

"rut hiessness and cruelty.

"

Chief Prosecutor Leszek Pietrasmski. in closing

arguments for the state, said Capt. Grzegorz Piotrowskis

two subordinates were manipulated into takmg part in the

slaving of the Kev. Jerzy Popieluszko. He said the two

lieutenants should be sentenced to 25 years in prison, but

( hat their lives be spared.

Execution in Poland is by hanging.

The prosecutor accused the fourth officer charged m the

killing Col. Adam Pietruszka. of conceiving and planning

the attack and asked the courts five judges to sentence

him to a 25 year prison term.

Piolrowski appeared stunned as the prosecutor spoke. He

supported his head in his hands, then threw his body into

his chair, leaned back and stared ahead. Tears streamed

down the face of his subordinate. Lt. Lesznek Pekala. and

Li. Waldemar Chmielewski buried his head in his lap.

Pietruszka listened imp*f.ively. ^ ^ a
The prosecution's finaHirguments came on the 22nd day

of the trial in this northern Polish city near where

Popieluszko was abducted and slain Oct. 19. The decision

bv a communist government to conduct a public trial of

security police in the death of a dissident was also un-

precendenled.

Pietrasinski said the testimony in the trial had shown the

killing was an isolated act that damaged the reputation of

the Interior .Ministry and did not have high level ministry

support. The ministry controls aU Polish poUce.

But he told the court that the trial had neither "confirmed

nor excluded the existence of instigators."

"Perhaps we are talking here about specific persons, but

one thing is certain, the higher ups are not in the Interior

Ministrv." Pietrasinski said.

He said the possible instigators perhaps are people either

inside or outside the Polish government who oppose the

policies of Polish leader Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski.

Pietrasinksi's remarks seemed to indicate that no ther

officials would be charged, but left open the possibiUty of

changes in the government or Communist Party leader-

ship.
.

Authorities issued 10 passes to Western correspondents

to attend the trial but denied access to The Associated

Press. Reporters in the courtroom proyided the AP with

their notes and the AP has protested its exclusion from the

trial.

The invitation just said blacktie.

Thanks toyour friends,

you alsowore ajacketand pants.

When none other than the Dean invites you to

a black tie recei)ti()n. what do you do? Start borrow-

ing: a jacket here (40 regular), a i)air of pants tliere.

and before you know it. you're lookinj^ i)retty sharp.

And when your formal party is

over, there's another f)ne you should

arran.ue. Making sure that each

contributor to your wardrobe gets

what he deserves in the form of a

Lowenbrau.
.After all, isn't any friend

worth a cummerbund, worth

one of the world's finest bottles Bwsiwai^^ ,^y

of beer?

irSmith-
Continuedfrom page three

But Dunn is also attracted

to other aspects of Smith,

such as its 2,600 member
student body which she

described as the "perfect

size.'

"Its large enough to be

viable" she said, "but small

enough to be a community of

p(K)ple."

Dunn received a bachelors

degree from the College of

William and Mary in 1954

and a Ph.D. in history from

Bryn Mawr in 1959.

The author or editor of

numerous articles and books

on Colonial American
history, including "William

Penn: Politics and Con

science." Dunn has devoted

her most recent research to

the study of women and

religion in (Colonial America.

She will be moving to

Northampton in July. Her

husband. Richard S. Dunn, a

distinguished history

professor at the University

of Pennsylvania, will visit

her on weekends.

Jill K. Conway, who has

been the president of Smith

since 1975 and who is

leaving to work on a multi-

volume history of women in

America, said on the day

Dunn's appointment was

announced that "Smith is

fortunate that such a

distinguished scholar and

academic leader will assume

its presidency and shape its

future."

UNIQUE SUMMER
PROGRAM

Are you interaated in altorrtate

technotogy, possib)« totution*

to »ome Third World probtems,

teaching experience, and/or

writing tor publication? Then

the Windfarm Muaeum partialty

ptaid summer internship on Mar-

tha's Vineyard may be for you.

For information write Windfarm

Museum, RFDI 2, Box 86,

Vineyard Haven. MA 02568. If

you wish to receive academic

credit, contact your Office of In-

ternships, Curry Hicks Building.

Ldwenbr^u.Kerens to good friends
aoooe>ooooo<»oooq

The Unique New Way
To Meet People'

WESTERN MASS.

SINGLES DIRECTORY

A Monthly Descriptive

Li-iltngo! Single Adults Seeking

Friendship • Romance
Companionship • Datmg

(Confidential)

Suburibi by Valtntine's Day &

SAVE 15%
Reply to

Westirn Mass. Singles Oirectonf

P O. BOK 1037

Greenfield. MA 01302
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Alumni receive awards
OriolepitcherFlanagan, author Theroux lauded

HEAITH & BEAUTY AID

By I.AKKY BOIJCHIE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON The I'niversity awarded its

highest alunnni award Friday night at a

lavish celebration in the Copley Flaza

Hotel.

Guests at the Troy Awards included Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis and Chancellor Joseph

I). Duffey. One of the two recipients was

not present.

Michael K. Flanagan. Class of 1975, was to

receive the award along with Paul E.

Therouz. Class of 1963. Flanagan is a left

handed pitcher for the Baltimore Orioles

and former recipient of the Cy Young

Award. Theroux is a distinguished author

of fiction and travel books.

Flanagan recently injured his Achilles

tendon and could not attend.

The Troy Award is given each year to

honor I' Mass graduates who have

distinguished themselves outside the

University in art, .science, business, or

sports. The award is named after Frederick

S. (Barney) Froy Class of '31. who Is ser-

ving his 23rd year on the Board of Trustees

and is chairman of the Trustees' Committee
on academic and Student Affairs.

Flanagans parents. Edward and Maureen,

of Manchester. N.H., accepted the award

for michael, who also holds the University

record for hitting three consecutive home

runs in one game.

"Today, you honor him the day after an

injury that may end his career. " Edward

Flanagan said, "and it is with great honor

and pride that 1 accept this award for him."

Accepting his Troy Award. Paul Theroux

said that while he was a student. "1 felt an

obligation not only to study, but to get

involved."

Theroux said that his parents taught him

to take nothing for granted, and that "you

have to earn what you've got and I don't

take this award for granted, it makes me
feel very welcome.

"

State representative James Collins, D-

Amherst. presented state citations to

Flanagan and Theroux. Also in attendance

at the dinner were I' Mass President David'

IC.
Knapp, Trustee Chairman Kobert H.

(Juinn. Boston Globe editor Michael C.

I Janeway, Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, and

UMass faculty, administrators, and alumni.

Shopper shuttle renewed,

bus will swing through town
ByGEKKYdeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst will co sponsor a

shopper shuttle bus with the University of

Massachusetts Transit Authority this

semester to attract more shoppers to the

downtown area.

The bus will cost the town $835 per

semester, according to Al Byam. operations

manager of the Transit Authority.

The shuttle, which will run six times a day

on Friday and Saturday only, will begin

operating this Friday. The route will run

from Puffton Village, down North Plea.sant

Street, through downtown and down Koute

9 to the Stop and Shop Plaza.

It is the same route that was used during

intersession.

"That is what we wanted," Amherst Town
Manager Barry Del Castilho said. "We
wanted the bus to go through the center of

town so people could consider stopping in

the center of town and not just going

Price Chopper or Stop and Shop."

i^st fall, the undergraduate and graduate

student senates sponsored a shopper

shuttle that ran down University Drive to

Price Chopper and Stop and Shop.

The town, through the transit advisory

board, requested that the shopper shuttle

be re routed through downtown. Byam
said.

STORE HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00: Saturday 10:00-3:00

<i^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS \

Tonite at Dance

Dance

Dance

Court hears prostitution charge
A University of Massachusetts student charged with

promoting child prostitution will have his pre trial con-

ference in Hampshire District Court today.

Brian A. Stacey, 27. of Worcester pleaded innocent to

that charge and one count of larceny under $100 at his Dec.

17 arraignment. Stacey was arrested Dec. 16 in the

Campus Center following an investigation of an alleged

larceny and he was charged as a result of that in

vestigation. according to UMass police. No further details

were given.

A charge of promoting prostitution alleges that one "did

induce a minor to become a prostitute or did knowingly

assist in the inducement of a minor to become a

prostitute."

Staceys pre trial conference was originally scheduled lor

last Wednesday, but the case was continued for a week at

the request of the assistant district attorney, Rosemary

Tarantino.

'^'^mim

40',^
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Where the Action is!

FREE Hamburgers & Hot Dogs
and till 12

BAR
DRINKS

ALL NIGHT
ALL WEEK NO COVER

NBA ACTION - Celtics vs. 76ers 8:00 PM
Sign-up to win a $5000 scholarship (from WHMP)

Rt. 9. Amherst (next tothe HunanGardenRes^^

SURVIVAL IN THE VOID
by

John Buckley

A brilliant and original approach to the pro-

blems of our time and a clear and bold ex-

pression of the changes necessary for solu-

tions, this book is addressed to a small

minority, concerned young adults, it will

not be sold in bookstores, but is being of-

fered' in a limited edition to interested

students at selected universities.

;, « o o c

Published in hardcovers at $10.50. plus

$2.00 handling and postage, it is available

prepaid with check or money order only

from:

PASSKEY DISTRIBUTOR
P.O. BOX 1026

DEKALB. IL. 60115
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Letters- ^

Pets are people too

Because of the huge abandoned animals this

number of lost pets and winter, some 1985 resolu-

tions for pet owners seem

appropriate. For example:

First, I resolve that my
dog shall wear its license

tag and an identification tag

at all times. The former

allows the police or dog of-

ficer to locate the owner.

The latter which gives the

owner's name, address and

telephone number makes it

easy for a finder to call the

owner directly. Small tags

^e available for cats, too.

Second, I resolve that I

will spay or neuter my dog

or cat to make it a more

serene and stay-at-home pet

and to prevent unwanted lit-

ters of puppies or kittens

which contribute to the

huge population of stray

and abandoned animals.

After these technical

steps, on a more compas-

sionate level, I resolve,

third, that I shall not only

provide food, water and

shelter but also a daily form

of exercise and fun to

welcome my pet companion

into my family life which it

so desperately wishes to be

a part of.

Fourth, if it seems to have

behavior problems beyond

my control I resolve to ex-

amine my own attitude and

treatment and if necessary

ask outside advice.

Fifth, and finally I resolve

never under any cir-

cumstances to abandon it. I

shall either give it up for

adoption to a more compati-

ble owner or have it

humanely put to sleep

because I know that, like

me, my dog or cat feels

pain, hunger, cold and

loneliness.

Janet W. Dakin
President Friends of

Amherst's Stray Animals

Pretty good, but...

As a faithful reader, I

should like to congratulate

this year's Collegian staff

for so far having maintained

a generally higher standard

of objectivity than in recent

years. I've also enjoyed the

somewhat greater range of

coverage, and hope you will

continue the good work.

One suggestion: Might the

Collegian do some in-

vestigative reporting and

expose work?

Kodman Snelling

Amherst

Help
We need columnists.

Stop bj the Collegian

and ask for Rita Mur-

phy any afternoon or

call 5-3500.

Student Special

1 HOUR
TUB for

^h HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper M«N)

DRESS
FORSUCCESS.

Over 40,000

new and used books

at 40-80% off

Publishers's list Price

I
Academic & Popular

Books

in all subjects

Valley Bookshop
Carriage Shops

Amherst
Open til 7:00 PM Jan 29, 30, 31

and Feb 1

Reg. Hrs. M-S 10:30-5:00; Sun 12-4

549-6052

scr zz az acz

DAN AYKROYD EDDIE MURPHY
•They're not just getting rich.. They're getting even.

You're the man in charge. And you can

handle it. Because the Navy has given you

the management and technical training to

get the job done.

Thirty men report to you. And what you

do includes the care and responsibility for

millions of dollars worth of sophisticated

equipment.

At age 22 you can be a leader in the

Navy. With all the decision-making

authority you need to help you match

up to your responsibility.

The rewards match up, too. A solid

starting salaiy of $17,700, and up to as

much as $31,000 in four years with

regular promotions and increases.

Responsibility and rewards. Its the

way you measure success in the Navy.

See your Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVYOFFICERSG£T RESPONSIBIUTY FAST.

Some ^•erv funm biisincss.
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MIISCPV ELMER fltRNSUN fxEOJTIVE PROmXTR GEdWl FfHSfV )R
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Advance ^ 3kets on sale at "TIX" window
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When the cat's away...
Vice Chancellor for Administra-

tion and Finance John L. DeNyse
announced a plan December 26 to

combine the trust funds of the

Campus Center, Conference Ser-

vices, and the University's dining

commons. Under the plan, the

32-meniber all-student Campus
Center Board of Governors (BOG)

would be eliminated and replaced

by a 16-member Auxilliary Ser-

vices Board comprised of faculty,

staff, alumni and students.

The timing of the announce-

ment and the implications of the

consolidation for students create

grave questions concerning the

administration's wilHngness to

listen to and solicit student input

into matters directly involving

students.

We as students demand to know
why DeNyse chose to wait until

the week of finals to call a meeting

between himself, Campus Center

administrators, and the director

of Auxiliary Services and why the

Vice Chancellor then decided to

wait until the week after finals to

announce a major decision in-

vovlving student control of the

Campus Center/Student Union

complex.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

has said the timing was partly his

fault, as his late semester trip to

Argentina kept DeNyse waiting

for him. If that is the case, two
points arise: One, did the entire

University shut down for a week
while Duffey was abroad? Two, if

the decision was a matter that

could be postponed until Duffey

returned then why couldn't it be

postponed until students return-

ed?

Decisions concerning who runs

a building that is financed by stu-

dent money cannot be made after

a semester has ended without an

effort by the administration to

seek student input. If what
students have to say carries so lit-

tle weight with Whitmore that ad-

ministrators would make no effort

to allow students a voice in how a

building constructed for students

will be run, then why even bother

having students sit on the propos-

ed Auxiliary Services Board?

The consolidation proposed

reaffirms a belief widely-held on

the part of the administration that

the purpose of the Campus Center

should be to serve the needs of

outside individuals with an em-

phasis on the hotel and restaurant

aspect of the building. But the

original purpose of the building,

as stated in a yearly "mission

statement," is to serve "as a point

of crossover where members of

faculty, staff and the student body

and from the larger Com-
monwealth community might

come together to pursue a com-

mon interest or to engage in some

common recreational activity."

We believe the Campus Center

should remain a building for

students, with students actively

participating in the decision-

making process on a day-to-day

basis. We also believe no major

decisions concerning students

should be made by an administor

without his attempting to solicit

student input.

We should not, as students, live_

in fear that our administration

will go behind our backs and make

a decision when few, if any,

students are on campus.

Jack DeNyse owes students an

explanation.

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority opinion of the Collegian

Board ofEditors.

Random notes—
Registration: a new sport on campus
It happened. I couldn't believe it. I, like

20,000 other students, went to my mailbox

like any other day, with one exception: my
course schedule for this semester was due

in today's batch.

As I ripped the envelope neatly across

the Whitmore return address, I saw the

now familiar green paper that is supposed

to guide me through my daily classes.

I opened it up to see Communications 301

- OVERSUBSCRIBED.
Great.

Fearful, my eyes lowered their gaze to

the next course, Public Relations in Jour-

nalism - COURSE CLOSED.
Great.

Quickly, I scanned the rest of my courses

and saw that five out of six courses were

either OVERSUBSCRIBED or COURSE
CLOSED. Either way it meant one thmg -

I don't have my classes for the next four

months. The green sheet that was suppos-

ed to help me through the semester had

turned into Green Death as far as I was

concerned.

The number of hours spent agonizing

over what courses I wanted to take vs.

what I needed to take for my in^or vs.

what courses my parents wituusd me to

take, all for nothing.

I began to envision the folks at Whitmore

in charge of scheduling dressed as devils

with fire and smoke all around them,

laughing hideously as they said, "Here's

Dode Levenson's schedule! Let's (snicker)

screw up his entire (more snickers)

semester! Ha ha ha ha!" Great.

The response to how this happened ac-

cording to the administration is spoken in

the tongue of Whitmoreaise which is

something like: "The total number of

students divided by the total amount of

classes times the amount of time each pro-

fessor can sp)end with a student individual-

ly shows obviously that every student can-

not just get every class, and I think this ex-

planation displays that unequivically."

Great.

Meanwhile back at the ranch, I don't

have any of my classes, and Whitmore can

take responsability for a new intramural

sport: Registration. I will be out there all

this week fighting tooth and nail for my
chance to learn and get a seat in the class.

Just great.

Dode Leveneon is a Coll^ian staff

member.

OPINION
The opinions on this page are those of the mdivKluat writer or cartoonist arxj do not necessanty reflect

the views of the CoU*§imm or the Untverstty unless otherwise noted

Student input under fire
They did it again. Last semester it was

the Coffee Shop, this time it's bigger —
much bigger. While we were busy with our

finals on December 22, the Vice Chancellor

for Administration and Finance was in a

secret meeting with other top level ad-

ministrators, talking about the Campus

Center. One of the things they decided, was

that the EHvision of Administration and

Finance was no longer interested in fun-

ding "programming." What this means is

that starting in July *85, they will not fund

the Campus Center/Student Union Board

of Governors, the Campus Center Craft

Shop, the Student Union Art Gallery, the

Governors Program Council, and UPC
shows in the Student Union Bali Room and

Blue Wall. Simply stated. Jack DeNyse and

his division are wiping out of the Campus

Center everything that deals directly with

students, despite the fact that students pay

for the building in a variety of ways.

Have you ever seen a concert in the

Ballroom? It's the only place on campus

where we can have big dance concerts. No
more funding for those. Have you ever

been to the Campus Center Craft Shop?

With quality instruction to assist you, you

can create all sorts of things just for the

price of the materials. Better go there

soon, it may be gone in July. Have you ever

been to the Student Union Art Gallery? It's

the only art gallery on campus dedicated

specifically to display student work. It too,

could lose funding. How did you feel about

the U Store moving their clothing line into

the Coffee Shop? Maybe we ought to get

used to the idea. With the student Board of

(iovemors dissolved, things like that could

occur without a hitch.

After you get over the initial shock and

outrage to such an audacious move on the

part of the Division of Administration and

Finance, you will probably want to know

WHY. The answer is simple (as well as

simply unacceptable): The Division of Ad-

ministration and Finance has decided that

it is no longer in their interest to program.

Their only interest in the Campus Center is

to see that the maintenance and operation

of the building is smooth and efficient. The

bottom line is that they want little or

nothing to do with students and student ac-

tivities.

Fran Hegeler
The irony is striking. According to the

Campus Center's Mission Statement, the

major focus of the Campus Center is

"students." That is as it should be - after

all, we pay for it directly and indirectly. We
have always paid, and will continue to pay,

the debt service on the bonds. This is the

"rent" for the Campus Center that shows

up as a fee on our bill as $84 per year. It's

mandatory. Nonpayment results in ad-

ministrative withdrawal. Things don't stop

there. The profit that the University makes

from the Textbook Annex goes into the

Campus Center. We are the primary

market for everything the Campus Center

sells, from food and coffee at the Hatch and

Coffee shop to UMass sweatshirts and

magazines at the U Store, to beers at the

Bluewall and T.O.C. There's no doubt that

students pour lots of money into the Cam-

pus Center.

There is also no question that student in-

put into the management and policies of

this building can be (and has been in the

past) very beneficial for the administration

as well as for students. After all, who

knows better how the Campus Center can

serve students than students?

However, beyond the obvious benefits of

student input there is a question of student

rights. Our money pays for this building,

our voices have a right to be heard.

So now what? We say we have a right to

have a student voice and student activities

in the Campus Center. They say we don't.

We have to show the Division of Ad-

ministration and Finance that we mean

business. If you want the Craft Shop, Art

Gallery, GPC's Comedy Nights, UPC's

dance shows in the Ballroom, Blues in the

Bluewall, and the Campus Center Board of

(Jovemors to continue there are a number

of things you can do. You can stop by our

table on the Concourse and sign a letter of

protest, come to the Rally in front of the

SU building Thursday at 12:15 p.m., or

make a call to the Board of Governors of-

fice. Or maybe you should just call Vice-

Chancellor DeNyse at 5-1581 and tell him

how you feel about his recent decision.

Fran Hegeler is Treasurer of the BOG
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$1 .00 Off

any Timex Watch
in stock

till Feb. 9th

with this coupon

10% Off
any perfume in stock

til Feb. 9th

with this coupon

10% Off
any men's cologne

til Feb. 9th

with this coupon

150 pg. notebook spiral bound $1.29
legal pads 95^

Colgate toothbrush 59^

soap dishes

toothbrush holders 39^ each

COLLEGE
DRUe

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9

4 MAIN STREET AMHERST

Phone 253-2523

THE PEOPLE^S

GAY ALLIANCE
WEEKLY EVENTS

STARTING THIS WEEK
NEWCOMERS WELCOME

Rap Group - Wed., 7:30 p.m. P.G.A. Office

An informal discussion, topics of relevance to Gay men

Bisexuals & Lesbians

Social Hour - Wed., 3 p.m.
Check Campus Center Schedule for Room

Informal Social Gathering with Coffee,

Bring Munchies to share

Business Meeting - Thurs., 6:30 p.m.

Check Campus Center Schedule for Room

PEER COUNSELING, INFORMATION
£r REFERRALS

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay men's Counseling Collective

545-2645 - 433 Student Union

WELCOME BACK DANCE
FEB. 9th - 10th Floor Campus Center

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.nn. $2.50 admission

PGA OFFICE, ROOM 413b STUDENT UNION
545-0154

***************************************************************
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SENIORS
I

It's painless and takes only a few

minutes! For SENIOR PORTRAIT
appointments or re-scheduling: call

545-2874 or stop by INDEX, 103 CC.

DO IT NOW!
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X-

•x-

X-

•X-
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FREE '82 yearbook with every sitting!

(there will be a $2.00 sitting fee)

ARTS
Kinks mellow out

THE KINKS
Thnrsdmy, December 20

Hartford Civic Center

By PETEK WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Once again the Kinks are mellowing out.

This isn't the first time and it probably

won't be the last. With the departure of

drummer Mick Avory after some twenty

years with the band the Kinks continue to

produce, but where there once were guitar

lines sustaining the rhythm there are now
synthesized pianos, which d^m't have the

same gripping effect.

For this tour the Kinks have done away
with the horn section and a lot of Dave
Davies' guitar solos. Un that Thursday

night late in December when the Kinks

played Hartford it seemed like they were

still breaking in their new drummer. Bob
Henrit. The songs they played were taken

mostly from their last three albums with

only two songs from Low Budget and

nothing from before 1970 except "Lola,"

"You Keally Got Me. " and "All the Day and

All of the Night."

The Kinks have a new string of hits: "Do it

Again. " "Paranoia. " "Come Dancing." and

"State of Confusion " which seemed to be

what the majority of the primarily younger

audience wanted to hear. These were the

songs which were played and received with

the most enthusiasm.

Some of the highlights of the show were

"The Hard Way." "Do it Again. " "Low

Budget." and the Batman Theme which

they played before "(I Wish 1 Could Fly

Like) Superman." During "Superman"

Dave Davies stole Pete Townsend's guitar

lick from "Shakin" All Over" on Live at

Leeds. It was a shameless act. worse than

their ripoff of "Jumpin" Jack Flash" or

"Catch Me Now Im Falling."

But lets face it. It is always rewarding to

see the Kinks because no matter how

mellow or off they are on a given night,

they are stiU a lot of fun.

Not quite as much fun was opening act.

Tommy Shaw, now ex-Styx. Shaw played

about six songs from his new album. Girls

with Guns the "Too much time on my
Hands" and "Kenegade." While the songs

aren't stagnant, the choice of how the

chords change invites the term cliche,

which is a shame because he has some

potential.

Kiitks* mastermind Ray Davies

New and returning Arts Staffers: We will have our Hrst meeting Thurs-

day, February 7 at 7 p.m., time to be announced.

***********************5|«**********************************

Fine Arte Centei^
Cnncert Hall dV

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSFTT^ AT AMHERST ^B^^

IKOCIWniKO
,v.k (. uil'. >

A mhriota
eiteningof

family

tnltrtaifimtnl

MONDAY, FEI 4, tPM
TICKHS: 113, $11, $9

THURSDAY, FEB 7, 7PM
TICKCTS:$13,$11,$9

f^r)
MARGEL i^
MARCEJlU
SATURDAY, FEB 9, SPM
TICKETS: »12. $10, $S

nciL
sinons
new Coacdy

BRIGHTON^
BEACH

I1EI10IRS>

SUNDAY, FEB 10,

3PM and SPM
TICKETS: $20. $18, $16

Five College Students Half Price Tickets available at Fine Arts

Center Box Off»ce Springtield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets

CaN (413) S4S-2S11 er l-M0-2434t42

Artslines...

The native folk music of South Afica wUl

be presented in a free workshop on

Saturday, February 2 from 2:00 6:00 p.m.

in Bezanson Recital Hall at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst. The event is

sponsored by the Performing Arts Uivision

and is funded by a grant from the

University Arts Council. The audience

participation workshop will include an

mtroduction to the music of the ethnic

groups in South Africa, an exploration ol

the various techniques displayed in the

music, a demonstration of songs and dance,

and the relationship of native folk music to

the different South Africa musics, and to

Western and Greek lusic. A Admission is

free and is hmited to available seatmg. For

complete information, please contact the

Performing Arts Uivision, Old Chapel,

UMass, 545 0519.

The annual Louise Kood Memorial Con-

cert, entitled "New Oysters and Old

Pearls," will be presented by members of

the Five College Early Music Program and

guests on Saturday, Feb. 2, at 8 p.m. in

Smith College's Sage Hall. Performers for

this program of English and ItaUan

Renaissance music include soprano Jane

Bryden, lutenist Catherine Lidell, and viola

de gambLsts Hobert Eisenstein, Jane

Hershey, Alice Hobbins, and Peter Tourin.

The concert is free and open to the public.

Baritone Kodney Gisick, assisted by

pianist Dorothy Ornest will perform works
of Purcell, Schubert, Ibert, Wolf, Hoiby
and de Falla at a faculty recital at Amherst
College on Sunday, F'ebruary 3 at 3:00 p.m.

The concert, presented free of admission

charge, will take place at Buckley Recital

Hall.

The Performing Arts Division will be

presenting a Faculty Ensemble Concert on

Sunday, February 3 at 3:00 p.m. in

Bezanson Recital Hall. The Concert will

feature the premiere performance of a work

by Joe Marceloo written especially for

performers George Baker on clarinet. Amy
Rose on flute, and Carin Alexanderson on

clarinet. Also included on the schedule are

trio performances of works by Aurik and

Mozart on clarinet, oboe, bassoon, viola and

piano. For more information call PAD at

545 0519.

At Home by the Fire, a series of three

Sunday afternoon concerts by area

musicians, will be presented during the

month of February to benefit the Amherst

Ballet Theatre Company's 1985 Eastern

European tour. Performances are

scheduled as follows: On February 3,

Estella Olevsky. pianist of the UMass
Faculty of Music and Dance, will perform a

selection of her favorites. On February 17,

the Madngal Singers of the University of

Massachusetts Department of Music and

Dance will perform under the direction of

Wayne E. Abercrombie. On February 24,

Nikki Stoia and Grant Moss of the Smith

College F'acuity of Music will perform a

four hand piano concert. All performances

will be held at 3 p.m. at the Grannis home.

26 Sunset Ave., Amherst. A SIO donation is

requested tor each concert. Wine and

cheese will be served. For reservations and

further informatin call 549 5952, evenings.

Herterspring

showings
The following is a listing of events

scheduled to take place at the Herter

(iailery this semester. The Gallery is

opened for viewing Monday through

Friday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday

from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

From February 11 7. an Art Faculty

sabbatical exhibit of offset lithography by

Hanlyn Davies will be presented. Next a

Jewish Arts Festival will be held from

February 22 through March 15, featuring

"Ten Jews of the Twentieth Century,"

silkscreens by Andy Warhol. Also

showing in the Herter Gallery from

February 22 through March 15 will be an

international exhibition of shopping bag

graphics. Master of Fine Arts Thesis

Exhibitions will appear from March 24

through May 3, and the Gallery will close

its season with an art students show (an

awards exhibition) from May 6 through

May 18.

IHUWWIHHWWtMWHWIIMIHWIIHIIHWHIWMtHlHHHIHIIIIIIIII IItM l lllllliniMIWIW

SHOP aSwm^wnSniSiwIi^SnJcJ^

^ThFbEST WORKOUT IN TOWN
INVITES YOU TO

GET IN SHAPE FOR SPRING
JOIN BY FEBe 8th. 9:00 PM

and receive desig^ner T-shirtf IvlliCi

with this ad

Free t-shirts limited to first 300 memberships

NOPE STILL ONLY $45.00
7:30-9 4-6 Boyden

11:30-3 7-9 7:30-9 12-1

Sat. 11-2 ^"^
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the UNIVERSITY STORE'S
TEXTBQM.M.NJX
@ physical plant bidg.

We will be open the following hours

for your shopping convenience:

Jan. 28 Mon. 9-5

Jan. 29 Tues 9-9

Jan. 30 Wed. 9-9

Jan. 31 Thurs. 9-9

Feb. 1 Fri. 9-5

Feb. 2 Sat. 10-3

Feb. 4 Mon. 9-5

Feb. 5 Tues. 9-5

Feb. 6 Wed. 9-5

Feb. 7 Thurs. 9-5

Feb. 8 Fri. 9-5

:

1

REMAINDER OF THE SEMESTER
WE WILL BE OPEN:

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 am - 4 pm
=»^ :»<= :^«: M—__-»te s»^ ^i= ^fe sH= ^fa :^<s

s
fll

iflfe4 ^Bb. jk
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t^^
and the

^o' CHARTBUSTERS
with

O^ BRUCE MARSHALL €r The Clue
Fri. Feb. 1, 8 PM BLUE WALL

.e<^

18 + $3.00

•Wh«n things go wrong. I don't want to know"
MT. SNOW SKI PASS RAFFLE

18 +

UMASS ALPINE
SKI COURSE

at

Ski Arc«
Rt } Hotyoh*. MA

TOM

once a week for 5 weeks

1 Credit Course

Classes begin first week

in February.

Offered Wednesday

& Thursday Nights

also offered

Saturday afternoons

$48
(includes transportation)

Register in Boyden Room 223

9 am - 3 pm January 29 and 30

AP Laaerphotu

HIGH PRIEST —
Pope John Paul II

about to say Mass
yesterday from an
elevated altar near
Ciudad Guayana,
Venezuela.

SENATORS
WELCOME BACK
First Senate Meeting

Wednesday, Jan. 30

Room: 163

Time: 7:00 PM

We've Got
What You Need!

The HP-llC and The HP-15C
From Hewlett-Packard

We've got two powerful, sophisticated calculators that

answer your scientific and mathematical needs. The

HP-llC and the HP-15C are Advanced Programmable

Scientific Calculators used worldwide by professionals

in engineering, science, navigation, research, and

stahstics. Shouldn't you be using one now? Let us help

you decide today.

HP-llC HP-15C
WLJM HEWLETT
WfnM PACKARD

Monday-Fnday ^°^^^°^^SilX^S^^
Saturday 10.00-3:00 i^MJiS 1 OIx£/ W

«**'^"l»'.-.«'m''
*j*A^j'At- i".eu --frvftf-i -3.L \<J'j%j^j'tf*a*A* -Mrittfuit^ i>«***«#&** jtv'l-^^H'^ , J . >' ! *
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PHYSICAL GEOLOGY (GEOL. 101)

Acr,E-core,MViF ff 15 or f 25

plus choice of 8 \ab f/mes

FACE OF THE EARTH (GE0L.106)

Zcr.E-coTB, MWF iOiO

^om
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT (6E0G.145)

3cr. E-core,TTh 9 50-10 A5

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY {6E06.155)

3 or, D-core.TTh 2 30-3 45

^ ^

credit

^«5^
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I

I

I

I

I
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Avon
2-Hour
Beauty
Course

$2.50 credit
towards an evening of beauty—with FREE GIFTS ($16 value)

and invaluable tips to make your life more beautiful.

Save $260 off the $5.00 admission price bring this coupon to the

/

\

Avon 2-Hour Beauty Course

Heres what you get:

• F-REE Avon Beauty Kit • FREE samples
• Make-up and skin care techniques
• Wardrobe guidance
• Personalized color analysis

PLUS...learn how you can earn the extra

money you need, working the hours you
want, by representing Avon a beautiful

part-time career

PLUS...you have a chance to win an Avon
color-personalized make-up collection

worth $19 (Bring this coupon to enter)

Attendance is limited, so come early-
and join in the fun'

I

1

I

A\()n I

I

I

I

I

J

Campus Center
Room 101

February 4th
7:00 p.m.
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

: TDlP iOUOONNA

^OOKYOl' 'iOU.MAN! i£TTHIS

liiaHTTNi^ IJUST fWKPU5H
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SHOOTHIM I 7^15cmP

90Mf30py STRUTjus-
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Hey MAN.

I'M AN
eUCTRJOAN'

MAKBMY

MiPAi!

ij)^': i^idPCU^-

Become a news reporter

for New England's
Largest College Daily
Newspaper! Recruitment
meeting 7:30 p.m. Thurs-
day in the newsroom, 113

Campus Center. Bring a
friend!

Recruitment for all

other departments will

begin next week.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DC

OCT ax M5AULT ifOMcSm
VICTIMS HeRS: IW6rA JU6T

AReiiieY lOOKi UKe
THe5e PUM<5
FKMPTHe
WR0N6(A/YW
HARft55 This
me.

WH/rr PIP He 5Aieus ukb..

BCfiTTmi^ -: SNIFF 'I

ft 0/0 5LA3 OF
ouve UMF...

I

m^AV^JA

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

iKe (9bsef\ref are. bo^..

(f^

frorvi vO'CCk^ '\Dr\7

"ThevjVe bomi^ but

ACROSS
1 Took tor

granted

8 Tufn on of

a sort

14 Feline

15 List

17 More than

spotless

16 Spring flower

19 Baseball Hall of

Fame name
20 Brooklyn arts

center Abb'

22 DC personage

23 Changed seats

26 Mischievious

one
27 Fur

Beethoven
29 Ending 'H\\h

hippo 01 aero

30 Finial

31 Budget parts

32 Delusions

companions
34 Soft and

squishy

36 Actress Joannf
37 Sundial

figures

38 Asparagus
servings

41 Timeout at

grade school

44 Summer (are on
TV

45 To. to Burns
47 Piers

49 Like an
oaKleat

50 Ethiopian

prince

51 Condition

52 Mideast
country Abbi

53 Rugged
mountain

54 tac loe

55 In a clumsy
manner

59 Deletion

63 Marble
64 Provided

food

65 Fished
66 Saintly name

DOWN
1 Agieemeni
2 Cellar users

Milrd by Trudr Michct Jaffr

38 Certain love

songs
39 Establish as

3 J Rs headgear

4 Suffix with

Cup or form

5 Time make up
Abbr

6 Make do
(with out")

7 Hard hats

8 Large shrimps

9 Showing signs

of strain

10 Ending with

Brooklyn o»

Bronx
1 1 OShanier
12 Certain time

13 Best policy

16 Kelly and
Autiy

21 Meter reading

24 Peter Shatter s

price winning

work

26 Ground surface

27 Beethoven s

Third et at

28 Not strict

33 Part ol ECC
35 Something

tiom the oven

genuine

40 Wandered
41 Esteem
42 Build

43 Some of

Defoe's wortis

44 Archaeoto-

gist s find

46 Mulberry

48 Withdraw

56 Penultimate

Greek letter

57 Again* :

Liltl*

IrKliant"

58 Soap
mgredWnt

60 Resoundinfl

ctteer

61 GoddMSOf
mischief

62 Indian weight

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

^1^li

^|m ^I"

M hi" ** !"

M ir u hri** ** "
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I'S,n'+ life ever

So (:or\venlef\t?

GORDY By Gorde

mm!
PUT THIS HeREf
PUT THAT THEREf

I'M SICK OF iTf Af\AM^

I CAAJT a/A'T fot^
CLASSES TO ^TAfrrf

Today's Menu

Lunch
Torpt'do Grinder

Eggroll/Fried Rice, Due
Sauce, Soy Sauce

Basics Lunch
Golden Burgers

Eggroll/Fried Rice, Due
Sauce, soy Sauce

Dinner
PRIME RIB NIGHT

Rib Roast of Beef/Au Jus

Chicken Cordon Bleu with

Supreme sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Basics Dinner

Chicken Breasts with Rice Stuffing

Zucchini and Cheese Boats

f Attention: Drivers needed contact Pete in I

j
Graphics dept.

J
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Weather
Today: Warmer, as in the 40s. Sunny, too.

Time to surf on the mud flats.

Tonight: The mud freezes.

Tomorrow: The mud might get covered

with snow.
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UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT
SERVICE

HAS MOVED!
We are now located in our new facility

The University Career Center
(formerly Delta Chi Fraternity, Fraternity-Sorority Park)

Your Placement Service

is better than ever!

* private, carpeted interviewing offices

* expanded counseling services

* on-campus satellite offices

* expanded workshop service

Ample parking is within short walking distance to

the facility. Bus service is available on the Orchard

Hill route, which leaves campus every 13 minutes

during the working day.

Our telephone number remains the same:

545-2224

Rally

for the BOG
Thursday 12:15

in front of the

Student Union
Building

»—

»

y^Si

D.,'i3L

•'^ eneci
oi

y

toA. T^ -T*
9~.:1

University Placement Service

We Make It Happen!

As students who are directly affected by

the recent administration decision to

eliminate the Campus Center Board of

Governors we ask you to join us in our

Rally to save the Board! The BOG is the

student voice in the Campus Center.

Join us - let your voice be heard'

INFORMATION DATA BANK
TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

545-1555
545-1540

Wedne»day, January 30. 1985,
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Swimmers crush URI 77-35; first time since '78
By NANCY A. BUKAK
Collegian Staff

The Minutemen were dominant once again as the

University of Massachusetts men's swim team defeated

the University of Khode island Kams by a score of 77 35 on

Saturday.

it was the first time in six years that the Minutemen beat

UKl. a win that was especially significant to Coach Kuss

Yarworth, who was a senior when UMass last beat UKl.

in addition, two pool records were broken by Drew
Uonovan and Craig Fuller. Donovan established a new

time for the 200-yard free style and Fuller broke his

previous pool record in the 200-yard butterfly.

Unlike meets in the past, Yarworth had all his swimmers

healthy and free from workloads to swim at their best.

The meet got off to a good start with the 400 yard in-

dividual medley relay. The Minutemen "A " team was neck

and neck with UKi until the final swimmer. Donovan,

overtook UKl and won the race with a time of 3:40.68. The

Kams placed second with a 3:43.17.

In the 1000 yard freestyle. UKl's Chip Church took first

place with a 10:02.11 and Jim Flannery came in second

with a 10:16.50.

Donovan proved his superiority once again in the 200 yard

freestyle. His time of 1:44.89 not only won the race but

broke the Boyden record. In the 50 yard freestyle. Fuller

poured it on to take first in the 50 yard freestyle with a

22.75 and UKls Joe Colbert took second with a 22.81.

The Kams Koger Schendne took first in the 200 yard

individual medley by less than a second with a time of

2:01.21. UMass' Mike Hoover placed second with a 2:01.75.

In the one meter divmg UMass' Pat Mullen and Keith

Pisani showed their style by taking first and second with

scores in the sevens. They improved the score at this point

by eight points.

Fuller excelled in the 200 yard butterfly, taking first with

a pool record of 1:55.30. The Kams Tad HoUoworth took

second with a 1:58.55.

In the 100 yard freestyle. Hoover showed his deter-

mination by coming from behind and winning with a time of

49.78. Koger Schenone of UKl took the 200 yard

backstroke with a 2:00.43.

Fuller took first in the 500 yard freestyle with a 4:50.30

and Church of UKl took second.

Pisani and Mullen proved themselves once again with a

one two finsih in the three meter diving, again adding

eight points to the Minutemen score. Hoover then took the

200 yard breast stroke with a 2:17.37 and Fred Marius took

second with a 2:18.68. UMass dominated the Kams m the

400 yard freestyle relay, the team of Paul McDonough.

Flannery. Kric Schmidt and Donovan finished five seconds

ahead of UKl.

The team faces UConn tonight at Storrs. Yarworth said.

"We'll have to swim hard again but we should win."

ifMen 's basketball—
Milum, who enrolled in school this

semester as a freshman, will have four

years of eligibility starting next January.

The 6 9 rebounder from Madison. Conn,

was recruited out of high school by Boston

College, Marquette. Connecticut and
UMass.
He averaged 25 points a game in high

Continued from page 16

school and according to Gerluisen is a good

reboiindpr anH a«T(Tros«ivp nl^vpr

Milum red shirted his first semester at

lona. He was a Street and Smith Magazine

All American and joins Cardinal Gibbons

High's David Brown as the two UMass

recruit s already signed

.

IntramuralSportsNotices
The Intramural office is still t^ing en-

tries for basketball and ice hockey. The

season started tonight, late entries should

go to Boyden 215 as soon as possible.

There will be a meeting for basketball

officials on Wednesday at 7 p.nrt in

Boyden 215. The hockey officials meeting

is Thursday at 5 p.m.

Collegian sports staff meeting:

Toni^t at 5 p.m. In the newsroom. The

few, the proud, the sports staff.
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AUTO FOR SALE

1t77 Dattun 2006X, •utomatic, runt grast,

dependabte, « 1796.00, Bob 2S3 2098

1174 Subaru Wagon runa wall. Naadi work
ao or BO 25fr 1206 ^^^
7> Volvo Waop"' i" ooo** •'^•P*' many •«-

tras. 1-2B3-a072evaning<

71 batiun B2100X 5 «pd AM/FM caaaena
vary good condition 1200 aftof 6. SW-TBOB

SgST OUALmr WESUMES

Consultation, prapofMien, aditing, typ-

•ng, covar iMtar. roaumo analytia, layout,

dMign. Julio GiamiMo 41»-2Bft«B7

for all tti« natp you ve gtvan me. I love you

to muchii What am I going to do without

my roommate?! Well Cutie, remember to

gat upi And tune in tommorrow for the con-

tinuing advanturaa of B and J entertain

JRt'i Love, Tha Babbitt Girtfrland

OSHNSN

Looking for aemaono to awhch from

either TuTh 1:00-2:15 or 2:30-3:46 into my
MWF 3:36 cad Joe 546-9«a6

and 12-4 or 1 b Sat Mutt be 20 and have a

car. «7/hr. call 549-4919 Robyn _
Earthfoodt la now hiring naw worfcart

pick up application outaida Earthfoodt Kit-

chwi SUB

PCRSOMAU
ROOMS AVAILABLE

HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION

Raglatf by noon Fobraary for Parform-

ing Artt Oiviaion muaic, theater, dance in

ttruction Old Chapel S4&0619

FOR SALE

DioTtal Oecwrltar with modem tr>d fuH bo«

of paper great condition greet for Cyber

M60 negotiable 549 5216

Soft ContacTuioaia. Moat <**•¥ '*^'

tanaat »18 00 to •26.00 aa. Extended wear

Znmi »30.00 to MB.OO. Lowaat prto* on

Amhartt Optical Shoppa 263 5412,

2SM403

GOVERNMENT JOBS
»16.000-»BO,000/yr poaalWa. All occupa

tiont How to find Call 805«7-e000 eitt.

R96ie

Know your car. Batic automobile

worfcthop. 28 hourt including claaaroom

and thop. Umitad enrollment. 263-2098

MEALS

Hay Sporta Fan Intranuiral Oapartmont ttm

accepting batketbaH aotriet and officiala ap

plication* inquire Boyden 215 or call

546-2693

I lova yo»i Diana

Roomt avaNabIa for rant at a coat of MOB

for a temeater. We offer a friendly at-

moaphare and tocial life along witti ari op-

tional board plan. Call Lambda Chi Alpha,

253-9032 Aak for mark or laava a maaaaga

ROOM WANTED

KKchan halp needed in torority Free

maalt in exchange for work Call Lauren at

646-2162

lluutaclaanlnn aoma oMM auparvlalon

Wedneedayt 130-6. HB. axparianca,

lafaraooaa. 283-7BW

Would you Ilka a dollcloue and expantive

altamative to the dinif>g commons? Lambda
Chi Alpha offart profaaeionally cooked

rrwala and a friendly atmoaphare. Call

2B3-B032. Aak for Mark or laava a i ntiiigi

INEMV OF FUN

Oaar twawy sf Fm, Tfiank you ao nwdt
i1S!%6^

DaniaiNUatora . .-- --.,•_
.fom iawaw wHna taatlnga. Hn3-7

paopla
k7or4<

to
FrI

MOVtRS

Rounrf Totwn Moota Amhatw araa fig

I ehaiV cal Miehaal anylima 3S47aO

MM... SPRING BREAK * ••••••

* Nataau / Paradiaa Island or Fraaport
* Rotndtrip Air 6t 7 night acconwnodationt

0nly»319 6»29B
Ft Lauderdale only 1129 hotel

Airfata: Boaton MIS. NY t19B
. Sign Up Now*!
* Stop toy taMa In front of Hatch
* alMtwaahor
........ sfHiNG BREAK •••••••

Oraduata. Amherst or Northarngton^taava

iiiaaaaai for Joachim 546-,»<d, ^»-Bwei

Maia^aaklng room In Noftl» Amiiaial.

Muet be on bus route I am tooling for i

singlo or doubls. Easygoing, good with bMi.

Call Jamie at 64B-7630
^

ROOMMATE WANTED

Famala, nen-amokar, for apt in

Sunderland. Ewaa HMBIO kai
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SPORTS
Minutemen climb tofourth inleague

BeatRI. land 6-9 transfer

Collegian phot/i hy Michelle Seifill

UMass forward Bobby Braun had 20 points and 17

rebounds in a 72-68 victory at Rhode Island.

By PETEK ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The last time the University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team won two-out-of three road games. Jack

l^eamen was head coach and Mike Hyatt was the star.

Six years, two head coaches and a 38-127 overall record

have since passed, but this past week the Minutemen did it

again and those days of despair may be over.

Last Tuesday. UMass started its three game road trip

with an 84-78 victory over Dartmouth.

Thursday saw a tough George Washington team edge

UMass 69 59 and drop the Minutemen to 3-4 in the Atlantic

10.

But on Saturday. Bobby Braun scored 20 points and

pulled down a career high 17 rebounds as UMass handed

Khode Island a 72 68 defeat in Kingston.

The win lifted the Minutemen to a 4 4 mark in the

Atlantic 10, good enough for a tie for fourth place with

George Washington and St. Joseph's.

West Virginia, with an upset victory over Temple, moved

into a first place tie with the Owls. Both are 7 1. Rutgers, a

UMass victim, is in third at 6-2.

Our goals are still the same, improve on our standing last

season, " UM coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "Maybe later in the

season well say let's get third or second.' but right now

we're taking every game individually and looking to keep

up the pace we've set."

The Minutemen have taken three-of-four games and

stand at 8 9 on the season. They finished 6-12 (seventh) in

the league last year and 12 17 overall. The goal to improve

seems in reach.

Against the Colonials in Washington, UMass held the lead

until the 6:48 mark of the first half and sUyed close,

trailing 32 28 at halftime.

GW forward Chester Wood scored 24 points. 18 in the

second half, to sink UMass. Four UM players hit double

figures led by Donald Russell with 19, Carl Smith with 13,

Horace Neysmith's 12 and Braun's 11 (and eight rebounds).

The Minutemen rebounded with a big victory over the

Rams at Kingston on Saturday. New head coach Brendan

Malone found himself in trouble from the start at UMass

ran off seven quick points to grab an early 9-2 lead.

UMass maintained that pace, leading 40 30 at the half as

Braun scored 14 points with dominant inside play. He also

had 11 rebounds. Russell, who along with Neysmith has hit

for double figures in six straight games, has seven points.

The second half saw the Rams creep back into the game,

behind the play of forward Tom Garrick and guard Tony

Tucker, URl cut the UMass lead to three, 68-65 on a

Carlton Owens jumper from the baseline with 2:43 to go.

URI scored but one hoop the rest of the way as the UMass

defense clamped down, and the offense rippea off four

insurance points.

Braun was 8 of 15 from the floor and had six offensive

boards. Neysmith had 14 on 5-of-8 shooting. Russell had 12

and Smith added 10 and four assists. Freshman Lorenzo

Sutton has eight points.

Matt Ryan contributed 13 minutes of sohd play with four

points. Tom Emerson, Ron Young and Jack Sheehan also

looked good.

UMass shot 50 percent from the field, but continued to

struggle from the line at 54 percent. Neysmith also had

five steals.

"Neysmith and Russell are showing a lot of leadership on

and off the court. " Gerlufsen said about his co-captains.

"The team is showing a lot of improvement and doing

what Id hoped we could do when the season started. I'm

very pleased."

MINUTEMEN MUTTEHINGS: UMass has added the

much needed big man for next season with lona transfer

JohnMilum.
Coniinwed on page IS

Minutewomen cruise to

second straight, 74-57
Hebel closes on 1,000 asHarvard falls

By JOHN A.NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Juanita Matthews and Barbara Hebel

combined for 37 points as the University of

Massachusetts Women's basketball team

trounced Harvard. 74 57, last night at

Amherst College.

In winning their second straight game, the

Minutewomen. 8 11. took advantage of

sloppy Harvard ballhandling (27 turnovers)

as well as a poor shooting performance (38.9

percent). Throughout the game the

Crimson were plagued by foul trouble and

an inglorious effort (13-25) from the foul

line.

Harvard took a 5 2 lead during the first

four minutes of the first half thanks to good

inside play as the Minutewomen were

unable to get on track. Harvard's con-

sistency was, however, left back in Cam-

bridge as the Minutewomen awoke to take a

9-5 lead behind five points from Karen

Fitzgerald and buckets by Hebel and

Matthews.
Hanya Bluestone came off the visitor's

bench contributing five points as Harvard

regained the lead at 15 9. The lead held

until the 3:35 mark of the first half when
Matthews tied it at 24. Harvard's bubble

then burst. Matthews caught fire scoring 10

of her game high 20 points in a span of just

over two minutes as UMass forced many

Crimson turnovers en route to a iii- < run

that closed out the half.

In the second half, attentions of the crowd

turned to Barbara Hebel as her trek to

become the third player in the history of

Minutewomen basketball to score 1,000

points found her just 13 points shy. Four

consecutive Harvard turnovers led to quick

baskets (by UMass captain Jerrie Bernier

and Fitzgerald) and a 14 point Harvard

deficit as the Minutemen slowly buried the

Crimson beneath its own self destructive

play.

'They got into such foul trouble that they

were never able to get into the pressing

game plan that 1 thought we would see,"

said UMass assistant coach Nancy Hogan.

For the game, UMass won the battle of

outside shooting over Harvard, by a paltry

89 38.6 percent from the floor while hitting

24 of 36 (66.7 percent) from the line.

"It wasn't an artistic performance, " said

Stevens. "But I was pleased."

On Thursday, freshman Taara Lewis, in

just her third start, scored 18 points and

had nine rebounds as the Minutemen
defeated New Hampshire 69 57.

Hebel had 17 in the game as UM snapped a

five game losing streak. They took a

commanding 41 28 lead at the half and

never trailed as UNH committed 31 tur-

novers. UMass outrebounded the Wildcats

36-23.

Con«gi«n photo by Michelle SepJI

UMass g^ard Barbara Hebel works against Harvard's Hanya Bluestone

last night. The Minutewomen won, 74-57.

Start me up: UMteamsprep for rest ofseason
By PETEK AHKAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was a rough January for the women's

gymnastics, men s gymnastics and women's

swimming teams, but several University of

Massachusetts athletes did turn in good

efforts.

The women swimmers defeated Amherst

for their first victory, 91 49 as Liz Fein-

berg, Nan Stephens, Margaret Cameron

and Colleen Martin contributed to the rout

of the cross-town rivals.

The Minutewomen then lost to Boston

College. Williams and Northeastern to fall

1-7. Feinberg is undefeated in all her in-

dividual races this season and is first in

New England in the 200 free (1:57.75) and

highly ranked in the other freestyles and

the individual medley.

The UM women gymasts lost a tri-meet to

Maryland and UKl and a dual meet hear

tbreaker 170.05 169.04 to Northeastern .

Sue Allen, Jennifer Pancoast and

Christine Cloutier have been looking good

for coach Chuck Shiebler's 2-5 team.

Pancoast was second in the all-around

against the Huskies with both Allen and

Cloutier debuting new routines.

The men's gymnastics team traveled to

Annapolis and lost to the Naval Academy
265.1 252.25 on Friday.

The Minutemen fell to 3 1 with the loss but

got good performances from Stan Gatland

on the floor, rings and parallel bars, Phil

Gorgone on the floor (9.05), Ken Dougherty
on the horse (9.2) and Joe DeMarco with a

9.1 on the floor, good enough for fourth

against a good Midshipman squad.

This week, the women swimmers face

Khode Island at home on Friday at 7 p.m. at

Boyden, the men gymnasts are at Dart-

mouth today and the women gymasts face

Ivy League powerhouse Cornell Saturday

at home, also in Boyden.

Sjports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Mttt's Gynmstiet: at Dartmouth, 7
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Coffee shop
conversion
plan halted
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Coffee Shop will not

be converted into the clothing department

of the University Store, as proposed last

semester Campus Center Director William

Harris said.

Harris said last week that he realized

before the end of last semester that the

Campus Center would not benefit from

extending the clothing line into the coffee

shop.

"I decided (not to expand the University

Store into the Coffee Shop space) because of

the obvious opposition by members of the

student body that made me feel that this

was not the best move from a public

relations standpoint," Harris said.

Harris said the Campus Center ad

ministration would have jeopardized the

"student conFidence in the way the building

is managed if it approved the proposal. He

said it was more important to preserve the

goodwill " of the students than to go ahead

with the move.
"It's evident there's a core of students that

use the Coffee Shop that would have been

very disappointed," he said.

In a study conducted by the Campus
Center administration last semester, it was

determined that a raise in the drinking age

would mean a loss of up to $300,000 in

alcohol sales revenue for the Campus

Center. An expansion proposed by the

University Store to move its clothing line

into the Coffee Shop's space would have

earned the needed revenue, Fran Hegeler.

board of governer's treasurer said.

The BOG conducted a survey of students

in the Campus Center in December which

found that the majority of the ap

proximately 3,000 students surveyed felt

they needed the Cloffee Shop for a place to

eat, study and socialize.

Many students also said they would

boycott the University Store and sign

petitions requesting that the Coffee Shop

remain if they had to.

Harris said he made his decision before he

got a chance to review the sruvey.

Although a commission studying the

impact of the increased drinking age is not

considering any other proposals, the

Campus Center will be turning to new

sources of revenue to make up for the

expected loss. Harris said.

Insidi:

Regents may have student rep 3

Solution to Tillson pollution won't

come until July 3

Undergrad senate approves funds for

gay educator 5

Jewish Festival starts tomorrow. . . 7

Rita Murphy on the Battleground. . 7

•.•.•.•.•.•-•.•.•."

''The needs of the many
outweigh the needs of thefew or

the one. " _^Y Spock,

Star Trek II-The
Wrath of Khan

0AN6EW
IIn

OH REALLY?— Freshmen (left to ripht) Kirsten Froede. Rob Fandel, Jen

Baba, Scott Hamer ignore signs by the campus pond yesterday.

Metric system conversion

wouldsave US billions
ByJUELF. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

George Washington once recommended
the use of metrics and the Metric Act of

1866 authorized the system, yet the United

States is one of only four nations in the

world that has not fully adopted it.

Evan V. Johnson, director of the Nor

theast Metric Resource Center, which is

temporarily located in Room 922 of the

Campus Center, said that a study con-

ducted from 1968 to 1971 by the United

States Department of Commerce deter

mined that the U.S. should adopt the metric

system. The study concluded that

American businesses were losing billions of

dollars a year.

Johnston, a 1950 graduate of the

University of Massachusetts, said that

because the U.S. is a leader in industry and

technology, the failure to completely

convert to metrics is causing $4 to $5 billion

yearly in trade losses. He added that

besides the U.S., only Brunei, Burma, and

the Yemeni Kepublics remain outside the

metric system.

"This country is going metric whether it

likes it or not,"Johnston said. 'We cannot

remain a single island in the world."

The reason for the losses, Johnston said, is

that in foreign trade, the U.S. has to run

AM H ERST (545-3500) Thursday. January 31, 1985

Union files
complaint
for equity
byLAUHAKOESTEK
Collegian Staff

The union which represents maintenance

and food service workers at the University

of Massachusetts has filed a complaint with

the federal Equal Employment t)pportunity

Commission (EEOC) charging that some
women workers are paid less than men in

similar jobs because of discrimination based

on sex.

Local 1776 of the American Federation of

State. County and Municipal Employees

(AFSCME), said that positions filled

primarily by women are underpaid relative

to similar positions filled by men.

The local claims that institutional domestic

workers, assistant cooks and cleaning

service matrons enter at grade 5 with a

salary of $237.07. While janitors enter at

the Grade 8 level with a weekly salary of

J258.66.

The complaint charges that, 'The

University of Massachusetts and the Board

of Kegents of Higher Education

discriminatorily assigns employees to

different job classifications on the basis of

sex and maintains sex segregated job

classification systems."

The other part of the complaint alleges

that UMass "paid and continues to

pay...women less for performing sub

stantially the same work as men."

The complaint is the first step toward a

possible law suit, said Jonathan Tuttle,

president of local 1776. which could be nwre

than a year away.

The next step is up to the federal com
mission, which will refer the complaint to

the Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination (MCADI for review. MCAD
will then ask the union for a detailed report

and seek a response from the UMass ad-

ministration and Board of Kegents.

According to Tuttle, a similar complaint

was filed in 1978 but AFSCME did not bring

a lawsuit. Now, Tuttle says, "If Council 93

won't do it, we'll do it ourselves." Council

93 is composed of all AFSCME locals in the

state.

Tuttle said that if necessary the local will

decUne to send the council its share of local

members' dues and will use this money to

pay legal fees. 1 his amounts to $7,980 per

month, said Wilham Herbert, treasurer of

the local.

director of personnel

UMass said "We don't

If it ends up that there

in those positions, it's

because more women apply for them."

Coopee said UMass attorney Sid Myers

told him not to release information about

the number of women employed in par-

ticular jobs without a request in writing,

which would then be discussed and

responded to. He also declined comment

about what would happen if pay scales at

UMass were based on comparable worth.

Ron Sinecore, staff assistant in the af-

firmative action office, said, "there is no

question that there is sexual discrimination.

Equal pay is not paid for similar jobs."

Joseph Bonavita, executive director of

Council 93, said in a telephone interview

that he would prefer to continue

negotiating the issue with the Board of

Kegents. Chages of discrimination wx>uld

then be argued on a case by case basis

alleging contact violations rather ^an a

lawsuit, he said.

However, Tuttle said, "We've already

tried bargaining...We made a verbal

request to the administration to upgrade

food service employees by one grade."

Both moves, he said were unsuccessful.

ColleKimn photo by Mitch Drantrh

two seperate lines of product, one in each

measurement system.

"We lost 85 percent of our trade to South

America because our products are more

expensive becau.se of the need of the two

measurements," Johnston said.

"The big companies have been phasing out

the old-fashioned measurement sy.stem,"

because of their companies losses, he said.

But Johnston said, "The average guy on

the street doesn't want to learn something

new. The biggest problem is coordination

between government, business, industry

and consumers. The consumers are the

ones getting ripped off."

Former President Gerald Ford signed the

Metric Act of 1975, which was a step in the

right direction, Johnson said, but "it lacked

national coordination". However, the act

was contributing to a definite need in

educating people on met rics, he said.

The act created the U.S. Metric Board,

which had an annual budget of $2.5 billion.

But President Konald Keagan dissolved the

board when he took office in 1981.

"The amount of money that was being

spent in coordinating the changeover to the

metric system was so minute compared to

the benefits we would get in the years to

come that it seemed to be ridiculous to cut it

at all." Johnston said.

James Coopee,

administration at

segregate by sex.

are more women

'S,
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TI'55'II

Advanced LCD slide rule

calculator with programming,

metric conversions and integration

capability.

With 112 powerful functions for

professional engineermg, math, and

science applications. Easy keyboard

programmabihty, mrluding fun« tion

evaluation and integration featuics,

saves time on repetitive problems.

Also the most needed statistical

functions for better data analysis.

Has up to 8 memones.

Built-in conversion functions for

fast transitions between various

measurement systems. Plus: rtxjts.

powers, recip-

rocals, log, trig,

and hyperbolic

functions. Enter

data in standard,

scientific, or

engineenng nota-

lon formats.

The Tl-55-11

liquid crystal

display has an

8-digit mantissa and

two-iJigu exponent It alst) indicates

calculator mode and angular mode.

Comes with the revised and ex-

panded edition of Calculator

Decision-Making Sourcebook that

shows how to use all its power.

$43.95

^
Texas

Instruments
CTtMtinji useful prinJucts

and services for you.

STORE HOURS Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00, Saturday 10:00-3:00

^,UNIVERSITYMSTORED
LXATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

. . . and your options with over 200 spring classes and workshops designed to

stretch your mind, tighten your grasp, firm up your knowledge, and help you

develop new areas of expertise.

For more information and a free,

detailed catalog, call 545 2414.

SraNGl985

DIVISION Of CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Southeast Entrance,

University Library

CREDIT FREE WORKSHOPS

Starting dates vary, check your catalog.

• Telephone Registration - ongoing

• Mail-in Registration ongoing

• Walk-in Registration ongoing

CREDIT COURSES

Most classes begin January 29, but it's

not too late to register.

• Register in person for University

undergraduate courses and

Continuing Education courses

through February 11. Written

permission of instructor and late

registration fee required.

Thursday, Janaury 31, 1985

Executions are on the rise
WASHINGTON (AP) For

the past 20 years,

executions in the nation

were rarities. Now they

occur, on average, once

every 10 days - and that rate

is speeding up.

James Uavid Raulerson.

who died in Florida's electric

chair Wednesday, was the

filth person executed in the

United States this year.

Law enforcement officials

are reluctant to predict how

many condemned murderers

will die this year, but scores

of death row inmates are

perilously close to losing

their battles to stay alive.

There were 11 executions

in the first seven years after

the Supreme Court in 1976

allowed states to reinstate

capital punishment. In the

last 21 weeks, however,

there were 15.

At first, time was on the

side of the inmates. There

was only one execution in

1977: none in 1978; two in

1979; none in 1980; one in

1981; two in 1982; and five in

1983.

But last year, states put to

death 21 inmates. Now, in

the first 30 days of 1985. five

have been executed.
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Jet Tour
Daytona Beach

March 16-23

$279 plus $59 tax & service
Includes -

- RT jet directly to Daytona
- 8 days 7 nights hotel

at Quality Inn Reef

located directly on beach

Optional -

kitchenette, Walt Disney World, Epcot Center,

niteclub tour

discount books available, Welcome Party

Fort Lauderdale

$279 plus $59 tax & service
call 617-321-3993

TOWN TOURS & TRAVEL
482 Main St., Maiden, MA 02148L

Sometimes
Campus Food Can Be

a Real Education!

F,ver play name that

Entree after a campus
meal, and come up blank?

Maybe its time for a shot

of some home cooking
at Papa Qino's.

You II find the very best

pizza subs and
pasta dishes--made
from only the finest

ingredients and
served at a

price that won t interfere

with your weekend.

We also serve wine and
beer by the pitcher for

your dining pleasure.

So break away from the

campus routine and
come to Papa for some
great Italian cooking...

that will never leave

you guessing!

I

Papa Qino'^
|

PIZZA & MORE

70 King St. Northampton
Call: 586-7237

Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley
Call: 584-0220

I

"^ STUDEnT SPECIAL^'g

$2oooFF
i

with this cou^n on (ninimum purchase of $8 '

when presented with valid student 1.0.

0__^ ^J«%^t Tfi'S oMef not good with

One coupon per visit =

I
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Woman named president of professors union
By DEBORAH KOSS
Collegian Staff

Professor of English at the University of Massachusetts,

Arlyn Diamond, has "a sense of being snowed on by little

pieces of paper and phone calls" she said, ever since she

was officially named as the new President of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors last week.

Diamond, who replaces journalism professor James
Boylan who resigned to go on a sabbatical, looked with

dismay at the piles of papers accumulated on her desk

and said, "It's going to be a real test of my abiUties to

keep organized."

But Diamond brings to her new position abilities other

than those needed to cope with little bits of paper,

plentiful union experience.

The MSP. affiliated with the Massachusetts Teachers

Association, is the union representative for the faculty

members at UMass Amherst and UMass-Boston, with

some 1 .400 members on this campus.

A major task of the union is "to bargain a contract every

three years" said Diamond. The contract covers such

issues as 'salaries, benefits, working conditions, af

firmative action and a whole range of other things, "
she

said.

Asked what she saw as the major issues she would have

to address during her term, she replied that "early

retirement, patent poUcy. salary and benefits are most

immediately apparent."

CoUagian photu by Mitch Drantch

UMass professor Arlyn Diamond

"We may wish to do more with affirmative action," she

said, adding that "improving the status of wonjen is

definitely on the agenda."

"Other issues may arise though, such as support for

faculty in terms of research funds, travel money and the

sorts of basic things members of a university faculty

should be entitled to, ' she said.

Diamond, a graduate of Berkley, has been teaching at

UMass for 17 years, is the first woman to assume
leadership of the MSP. This will not mean "any major
differences in policy," she said.

Although she would like to see "more women and

minorities active in the union. " she also said Tm active

and there have been a number of women active in the

union since the beginning."

Diamond was in the team that bargained the current

faculty hbrarian contract, she has been a delegate to

state and national conventions, and has been a campus
leader on the issue of affirmative action.

Asked wheOier she would still have time to pursue her

own research interest, women and middle-En^^ish

literature, Diamond scoffed and replied, "If you spend

your time thinking about patent policy, it's difficult to

think about middle-English saints' lives in the thirteenth

century."

Students seek
regents rep.

CoUegian photo by Mitch Drantch

BACK IN ACTION—The buses are again making the rounds at the Campus Center circle for the first time in

a year and a half.

Coal pile pollutes area brook
State slow in action
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The Commonwealth wont begin the project ot keep the

University of Massachusetts coal pile storage by Tillson

Farm from polluting the Taylor Brook and surrounding

farms until April, although the original deadline for

construction was set a year ago.

A report from the UMass department of enviromental

sciences points to the coal pile as a source of sulfuric acid in

the stream. According to farmer Fred Wentworth, three

of his cows died last August from drinking in the brook, the

only source of water on his farm besides his tap.

Although no direct medical link was made between the

water and the death of the animals, Wentworth said, "It's

something in the water ' that is responsible for a "lack of

production" among his cows. Wentworth runs his famUy's

farm, where he has lived all his life.

In July 1983, the town Conservation Commission ordered

UMass to remove the coal pile. Later, the town agreed to a

temporary solution allowing the pile to remain.

The commission gave UMass a May 1984 deadline to build

a solution. The University then said it could not begin

construction until the funding was approved by the State

Department of Capital Planning and Operations.

UMass maintenance workers and Staff Industries of

Detroit will construct the 1150,000 temporary solution in

which the polluted water draining from the coal pile will be

collected and pumped through two lime filters to a

sedimentation pond and then into the town's sewerage

system

.

Once the construction is finished, the coal pile will be

washed down with (sodium lauryl sulfate) a detergent. "If

construction begins April 1 then we won't begin spraying

until about July 1. " said Roger Cherewatti, director of the

UMass Physical Plant.

The DCPO has fiade a $58,876 contract with SCIABA

Construction for the purchase of a pumping system. The

department has also awarded a $11,750 contract to Staff

Industries to build a curb around the coal pile to direct the

run off to the catch basin and pumping station.

A third contract for the construction of a test well has not

been awarded according to Jack Bradshaw, deputy

commissioner of DCPO.
The test well will collect polluted water which has already

seeped into the groun'^ and pump it into the filtering

system.

The project will cost the University about $10,000 in

indirect costs, Cherewatti said.

The permanent solution to the problem which was also

designed by Green International Affiliates, will call for the

installation of a permanent liner under the pile to prevent

run-off from seeping into the ground.

According to Cherewatti, the pile wiU be divided into

thirds, and each spring one third will be used up and part

of the lining installed until the lining is complete.

Collegian photo by Michelle Seirall

This 60 foot coal pile at Tillson Farm has been causing

problems for farmers.

By MICHELLE HYDE
t^oUegian Staff

It all goes well for the Student tilovernmont Association

Public Policy ('ommitlee, there will be a student member

ol the state Board ot Kegents of Higher Education by next

tall, according to Public Policy co chairwoman Stacy Both.

A new dralt of House Bill 1369which calls for a student

regent, outlines for the first time the selection process and

addresses past concerns of Kegents and Legislators. Both

said.

The Board of Kegents is presently a 15 member body

appointed by the governor that sets policies and oversees

operations for the state's 29 public colleges and univer-

sities, and is responsible for about $500 million, or six

percent of the .state's budi^et.

Public Policy's bill would increase the membership to 16,

to include the .student regent, and would establish in

statute the already existing Student Advisory Com-

mission, which iscomprised of .student members of the

Board of Trustees.

While the Kegents appointed by the governor serve a

five year term, student Kegents will serve a one year

term, according to the proposed legislation.

In a letter to David J. Beaubien, chairman of the Board of

Kegents, Public Policy co chairs Roth and Beth Harrington

wrote, "Providing a student (board) member would in-

crease the accountability of the board as a whole. The

student membership would prevent closed meetings and

force the Kegents to be more open" to the public.

Beaubien had said he thought it would be difficult to

select one student to represent "the separate missions " of

community colleges, state colleges and universities, and to

provide a sufficient orientation period for new student

Regents.

But the selection process outlined by the new bill is "as

good a solution as any I could come up with," Beaubien

said.

According to Roth, the appointments will operate on a

three-year rotation. The first year, the student regent will

be a student from a university; the next, a student firom a

state college, and the next year the regent will be a

student from a community college. Each institution will

nominate one student for review by the Student Advisory

Commission, which will nominate three students. The

governor will appoint one student out of the three.

According to Harrington, the proposed selection process

itself provides for an orientation period. The nomination

deadline for the Commission will be Feb. 1, five months

before the student becomes a voting regent on Oct. 1. The

actual length of the orientation period will depend on how

quickly the governor picks one of the three candidates, she

said.

The Public Policy Committee is now working with other

student lobby groups, the State House and Senate

Education Committees, and is pushing to have a public

hearing scheduling by mid March. This may be difficult

because of the number of bills that have to be considered in

the legislative session, Harrington said.

Beaubien said Tuesday that the Regents' Academic

Affairs Committee passed 4 2 a motion to recommend that

the board endorses the presence of a student regent rather

than endorse the specific bill because it wUl probably be

modified.

He said he thinks that students are making good progress

and that "its a matter of how quickly the legislature passes

it."
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Back in the days when boxers

fought with bare knuckles,

there was no such thing as

bottled beer or beer in cans.

Those were the great days of

draft beer, fresh from the keg.

Like the draft they brewed
at Frederic Millers old Plank

Road Brewery. It had a smooth,

fresh taste that just got better,

roiuid after round. Like those

early pugilists themselves.

A taste tliat s hard to find in

todays bottles and cans. Be-

cause most beers, in bottles

and cans, are pasteurized.

I

Cooked to 140 degrees to

preserve their shelf life. So
they lose that fresh, draft taste

But now there's a bottled

beer that's not cooked. It's

specially cold-filtered in-

stead. To keep the true

taste of fresh draft.

Introducing Plank Road
Original Draught. It tastes

as fresh from trie bottk^ as it

does from the keg.

PLANKROAD
Original Drau,i!;ht

Faculty and student senates kick-off semester
^ _ __ _ . - .. . . • .^_x; i;j_>* f....^ i»., *ko ..hair Hiirinir thf> Hphat(> to sDeak on the

student senators condemn BOG dissolution

By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Senate of the Student

Government Association last night voted

imanimously to send a letter to university

officials condemning the proposed

dissolution of the Campus Center Board of

Governors in the Senate's first meeting of

the semester.

The board would be eliminated as part of a

plan that would consolidate the trust funds

of the Campus Center, Conference Services

and the University's dining commons.

"It's an administrative attack wi a

governing student body. " BOG chairwoman

Jane Donohue said. Donohue spoke before

the senate to ask for support in today's

protests of the takeover. She \irged

senators to "blow off classes" to join in the

protest.

In earlier business, the senate v<Aed after

close to two hours of debate to approve the

joint funding of a heterosexism trainer.

The vote was 34-25 in a secret ballot.

A senator said he requested the secret

balk)t because some senators might oppose

the motion on a moral basis. Two senators

must request a secret ballot for it to be

held.

The SGA coordinating committee voted

over intersession to fund the trainer jointly

with the Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs. The vote was made subject to the

approval of the full senate, through the

Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy. The senate voted down two

similar motions last fall after some senators

said funding was not available because

money set aside to pay for an oppression

educator was not used because the position

went unfilled.

Opponents of the motion voiced concerns

over where funding for the educator wouW
come from in the future, and what would

happen if the administration didn't fund its

half in the future.

Proponents of the measure spoke of a

responsibility to the student body, and a

need to impress the administration.

"I, personally, will have difficulty meeting

with administrators if this motion is not

passed. " Chris Sullivan, speaker of the

senate said. Sullivan stepped down from

the chair during the debate to speak on the

motion. He said the senate needed to

present a "good face" of unity to the ad-

ministration to keep respect.

The senate was approximately half

through the agenda when the meeting was

adjourned because quorum was not met

when called at about 9:30 p.m., two and one

half hours after the meeting started.

Rep- Collins addresses faculty senate today
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Rep. James D. Collins (D Amherst), will

speak today on"moving the University into

the top ranks " in his address to the first

faculty senate meeting of the semester.

Collins will address the importance of the

state in the University's budget, and the

state's need to "properly fund the

University to ensure full development of

the learning base in Massachusetts."

Collins will also speak on the University's

relationship with the state Board of

Regents of Higher Education. He is

currently working with students to create a

student regent position.

Collins, a 1968 graduate of UMass, said the

University emerged 15 years ago as one of

the top 20 as a state institution in the nation

and "the next step is to move the

University into the top ranks."

"Massachusetts, the nation's leader in

education should also have the leading state

University," he said. r. » -j -»' Continued on page 7
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the
Avon
2-Hour
Beauty
Course

$2.50 credit
towards an evening of beauty—with FREE GIFTS ($16 value)

and invaluable tips to make your life more beautiful.

Save $2 50 off the $500 admission price bring this coupon to the

\

\

Avon 2-Hour Beauty Course

Here's what you get

• FREE Avon Beauty Kit • FPEF samples
• Make-up and skin care techniques

• WardrotDe guidance
• Personalized color analysis

PLUS... learn hov^ you can earn the ex fro

money you need, working the hours you

want, by representing Avon a beautiful

part-time career

PLUS...you have a chance to win an Avon
color-personalized make-up collection

worth $I9 (Bring this coupon to enter;

Attendance is limited, so come early—

and join in the fun'

I
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Campus Center
Room 101

February 4th
7:00 p.m.

)'
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What Can A
Fraternity Offer You?

Phi Sigma Kappa

is offering you this opportunity!

Leadership in a respected organization

A positive

membership education program

A concern for academics

New Social activities

• Best Location on Campus

• Weight Room

if Home Cooked Meals

• New 30 ft. Bar

• Scholarships

• Strong Intramurals Program

WE'RE NEXT TO THE FINE ARTS CENTER

Phone 256-6863 ask for Fitzy

IpHI SIGMA KAPPA

in Daytona Beach

Don't mtss Spring Break at

Americas hottest beach. You'll

bake m the sunshine and sizzle

in the moonlight. There will be

concerts, games, parties, exhibi-

tions, loads of freebies. golf, ten-

nis, Jai Alai. sailmg, surfing, fish-

ing, motor racing and great night-

life Hop on a tour bus, catch a

flight or set out by car. Just call a

travel agent for free reservation

service Then pack a bag and

head for the beach

I
Send my free official Spring Break Poster

Name Address

I

City State Zip UK\
' DaytonaBeachResortAreaPO Box 2775 Daytona Beach. FL 32015

Tonite at
CHANGES

CHANGES Dane Club

WELCOME BACK UMASS BASH
MANY FREE PRIZES including:

• Ski Lift Tickets

• Utopia Spa Passes

• A Semester Membership to the

Pioneer Weight Club ($100 value)

• Many Many More

BAR
DRINKS

All Night

All Week

Sign-up to win

a $5000 scholarship

(from WHMP)

No Cover

DONT MISS IT!

Sign-up to win
a $5000 scholarship

(from WHMP)

Rt. 9 Amherst (next to the Hunan Garden Restaurant) 256-8284

Now that MP&G Tune Up Centers are in the

Springfield area, you can get something every

car owner deserves. Tuneups without trauma.

We don't just promise you a great tune-up.

We deliver on it.

Our tune-up is the most complete you can

buy for the money. (The price includes all

parts, labor and taxes.) Our mechanics are cer

tified to use the most advanced equipment.

s^

Our guarantee is good for 6 months or 6,000

miles."

Of course being good at tune ups means

we're good at fixing a lot of other things on

your car toa

So come to MP&G Tune-Up Centers and

get something you deserve when you're

looking for a complete tune up.

A complete tune up.

'Stop by for details

\m FREE OIL CHANCE ^ZW
Get a free oil change with up to

5 quarts of ARCO Supreme motor

oil, and labor with any tune up.

This offer valid at participating

locations with this coupon. Not

valid with any

other offer. Free

oil change offer

expires 3131/85.

VALUE$8

WITH MRG.
TUNE-UP

til oiif" I'f ".uqqestfd .ind mjy van

One coupon per tune up. Suggested

tune up prices are $45.95* for 4

cylinders, $47.95* for 6 cylinders

and $4a95* for 8 cylinders. All

tune up prices include parts, labor,

taxes, and a

guarantee. Prices

subject to change

without notice. . ^^
(COUPON Ai ^^ VALUt$8

CRAND OFFER
$4 VALUE OIL CHANCE

SPECIAL

$4 VALUE

Good for $4.00 off suggested

price of $18.95 for an oil change,

lube and filter at participating

locations. This offer includes up

to 5 quarts of

high quality

ARCO Supreme

$4
^m motor oil, lube job, filter and labor.

Suggested price may vary One

coupon per oil change. Not valid

with any other offer. Prices

subject to

change

without notice.

Ottn eipms 3 31 8b

VALUE
(COUPON B) H VALUE

HADLEY

434 Russell Street

(413) 253-9023

LONGMEADOW
711 Bliss Road

(413) 5677970

SPRINGFIELD

53 West Street

(413) 7369523

Fof further information call

toll free 1800 2726674.

Open 7 am -7 p.m.

Mondav through Saturday.

Search to begin
for new SOM dean
A search for a new dean for the University of

Massachusetts' School of Management (SOM) will begin

tomorrow. The current dean, Harry Allen, is stepping

down in August to return to the faculty.

The search committee is looking for a dean who will be

able to confront the problem of overcrowded classes in

SOM and establish ties with professional businesses.

A 13-person search committee that held two confidential

meetings last semester decided that the new dean will also

seek private businesses for advice and economic research,

said Ronald Mannino, accounting professor and commit-

tee member.
For the past two months, advertisements have run in

The Wall Street Journal, New Yurk Times. The Boston

Globe and in business journals.

The advertisement requests an effective administrator

with a record of professional achievement in business,

government, or higher education. A doctorate is preferred

but not required.

Jim Lehony, assistant to the chancellor and a committee

member, said he expects more than 10() applicants.

The salary for the position will be determined by the

candidate's education and experience. Allen presently

earns about $65,000 yearly.

"The University of Massachusetts is a fine school, I hope

we get the best man for the job," Allen said.

Allen, who has been SOM dean for seven years said it is

time to return to teaching. He taught courses in manage-

ment for 14 years and has been an administrator for 15

years.

Leheny said the committee hopes U> fill the jM)sition by

fall semester.
-CHRIS MURAK

Ninth Jewish
festival today
By KAKEN FULLKNS
('ollegian Correspondent

The ninth annual Jewish Arts Festival. bcKinning

tomorrow, will leature examples of Jewish culture

worldwide, along with lectures, movies, dance, music and

paintin;;.

The month long festival is sponsored by HUlel. a campus

organization that promotes awareness of Jewish culture.

"One of the things Hillel does is to try to share the

totality of the Jewish life with the campus. One way lor

people to understand the Jewish experience is through

seeing Jewish art. hearing the mu.sic. and appreciating

other a.spects of Jewish culture." said Hillel director

Kabbi Saul Perlmutter.

The Festival will open with the showing of "Yentl ,

starring Barbara Streisand, at 7 p.m. Monday in the

Student Union Ballroom.

t)n Tuesday, Art Waskow. author of "Seasons of Our

Joy" a book that re examines Jewish history and

customs, will conduct a Tu BShvat service that combines

the traditional focus of nature and the passage of the

seasons with such topical themes as ecology and nuclear

war. The service will be held at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the

Commonwealth Room of the Student Union.

Voice of the Turtle, a Boston based group, will pertorm

the folk music of Sephardic Jewry on Thursday. Feb. 21.

,n the Student Union Ballroom. The event is co^

sponsored by Ahora and the Department ol Spanish and

I'ortuguese.
. .

Klie Weisel. author of "nighf and "Dawn and chairman

of the U S Holocaust Memorial S<'rvice, will speak at 8

p.m. on Monday. Feb. 25. in the Campus C^enter

Auditorium.

UMass student arraigned

on new charges
A University of Massachusetts student charged with

promoting child prostitution had that charge agamst him

dismissed yesterday at a pre trial conference m Hampshire

District Court. ,,, ^
.. ^

But. Brian A. Stacey. 27. of Worcester, was then

arraigned on a count of prostitution Pay"'*'"^^^'",^*•. .f^

charge of larceny under $100. which accompanied the child

prostitution charge, .still stands.

Stacey was arrested Dec. 16 in the Campus Center after a

larceny investigation, according to UMass Fobce. No

further details have been released.

The case has now been continued to Feb^l3^^
^^^^^^^

ir Faculty Senate—
Collins will also address the importance of a com-

prehensive athletic program.

Senate Secretary Robert D. Jones said Collin' address to

the senate is important because, "as a public university,

the budget is in the hands of the state legislature, and its

essential to know what's going on."

As a result of student complaints about unstructured

courses the senate will vote on a proposal which would

provide professors with guidelines for improving courses

including a provision for date syllabus: outlining ot course

objectives; grading criteria, and requirements for papers

and exams.

The guidelines, however, are not mandatory.

Continued from page 5
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ADIRONDACK MUSIC
IS East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-3100

Welcomes you back to town
with our first ever annual

White Sale!!!

Look for the white bows or

hundreds of specially priced

components & T.V.'s &
VCR's
Maxell UDXL II 90 & TDK SA 90 Cassettes

^ X e«/V e • e

NIKKO Super System

35 w/ch amplifier

Digital Tuner
Dolby B & C Cassette deck

2 way speakers
Equipment rack

remote control

Headphone
$1100 value—

$399.95

White Sale Specials

All Sony car speakers Vz price

Panasonic Cq 747 Hi-power indash

cassette— $280 value—$149.95

Pioneer 5X202 25 w/channel
receiver—$79.95

NIKKO ND 550 Dolby cassette

deck
$180 value—$99.95

Scott 312 D speakers $479.95 value

$99.00 ea

Crown FM 2 tuner $700
value—349.95

Crown straight line 1 preamp
$549.95 value—$275.00

Teac Equalizer Blitz

Eqa 10 Equalizer

$199.95 value

^«/«f e«/Ve e e

9 —
(lli(<(llll

Demo 19" color T.V.'s from $199.95
Demo VCR's from $299.95

SUPER SAVINGS

Thursday. January 31, 1985
Thursday, January 31, 19851
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SWEET • •

FAST FREE DELIVERY
o« individual Mrvingt

CAKES & PASTRIES

ECSTASY CHOCOLATE CAKE -CouidO..MW*«» to-. Tn, cn«e«. i«» <* w.

M' nt>».'."C. -W. ..in ouiw CfW" or MC
»ou»

CHOCOLATE LAVEB CAKE - »«»>•WW"" -* •» 0«Kvf«x « -«<» ".- W(««c«

CONTINENTAL * "c" <>«'»'»""—-'-""^ "*'"«**• '='~^ Fo. 1, c.«»«.

CHEESeCAlU •»»*—<•»»'••"'«>'*•*•' ">•*-«-•«». no* tf».ftq«««

CAR»IOTCAKE-w.M"»l««»'W''"-»'*«"~'^'**'~"^"""""'
°*^'***'"

NAPOLEON O". >».«»«-"«««*«"«'<« "^ "*« "^ '•*'*•'" '^"« °" "*

OATMEAL FUDGE BAB » B* w»>^ »* '«*' "*• "** '"^ >m^**f

Any ol in. *0« •«" • .C*^ •• *• "'•'

ICE CREAM fix" a^i • !«.«»• * ~Jf?* „._„ cn«* 0«o Cu-c" f<^^ o. mt'TSi

SUNDAES HOI fu09» •«» Cnoc<«i. PiM-wi ^^unf '""V

MUNCHIES
CHOCOLATE CH» COOKIE » »i~«w "».» «)«l.« *< 9"*- »«~^

OATMEAL HAISIN COOKIES » l»- ot cunc". «».««»

CHOCOLATE BHOWWIE • "<n »>i ««» "* -•"*»

BAKLAM * &-«• o.^" » ""• '«* '"**• * «*"'' •"' "^ •••«*«' "

iOu* KM. •*

D 9000" '1 POwnd
I Downd

2M

1 M

1M

1 7S
M

1 M
ISO

ISO

7S

IH

M

in

Fuooe s.«»n» c»*tw» »-*•£; T^^m^f^^aSaHii!^
CnoccMi. Cnocom. WKnul <«oc«i "»«) Cnocoi*. l*WM« Buiw

BLOCK MILK CHOCOLATE

CALL

256-8102
, l(in.S»nd%»00»Bi oMon^m
>« s wnnw » ammv*

iM« DMNwy Am*

I pound
37*
700

SWEET TOOTH
COUPON

EARLY BIRO SPECIAL
S»V[IS€

V MC* Sunoo. •* »"• ««*on
On. c<ii«a« IM otm

»• too 100 (mA.ro 0* *iM«. ivMi ISOO

«• f«» t^.«|(t

Earn your Credits

abroad.
• England

• Israel

•Ireland

• Germany

• Spain

• Itoly

• Denmark

• Egypt

• Switzerland

• Mexica

• Canada

• France

yAh

Join the fhousonds of students who
hove earned college credits studying

abroad in CCIS progroms

Affordable .
quality programs

financial oid avoiloble

.

with

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES

12 • 15CREDITS
SUI^MER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE

DUBLIN

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
fHorwich.CT 06360
886 1931 X243

Tuesday, February 5, 1985

10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Campus Center

Room 101

COL'FGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

University of Massachusetts

Seniors and Graduate Students

with the following majors:

• Electrical Engineering

• Computer Science (COINS)

• Business Administration

• Marketing

• Applied Mathematics

CO-OP Students with the

following majors

• Electrical Engineering

• Computer Science (COINS)

• Industrial Engineering

• Accounting

• Finance

a unique
opportunity

for

Science

(Majors/Minors)

The tougfiesi |Ob

you II eve' love

For you and the world itself. As a Peace Corps voHtn-

teer, you can put your de|ree to work at a challenging,

demandingand unique opportunity. You'll be meeting
new peop^, learning a new language, experiencing a
new culture and gaining a whole new outkx>k. And
while your building your future, you'll help people in

developing countries in such areas as better science
education, health care, fresh water fisheries extension
projects, or natural resources and agricultural projects,

all of which are critical for meeting their economic
development needs. The financial rewards may not be

fireat. but as a Peace Corps volunteer, the opportunity
or growth is certain.

Contact Tim Quick

Valerie Mailler at 545? ^05

12 Draper Hall

Univ. of Massachusetts

Amherst

Come informally any time during the hours indicated above and leam about

technical and marketing career opportunities in IBM from different loca-

tions Then sign up on permanent and co-op interview schedules of your

choice for formal interviews to take place on February 6, 1985. This will be

your ONLY opportunity to sign up for interviews with IBM on campus.

Bring 3 copies of your resume and transcript for admittance

Citizenship or permanent residence required for interviews

IBM is an equal oportunity employer

Govs, endorse 21
DANBURY. Conn. (AP) A call for unity in raising state

drinking ages to 21 and a condemnation ot Reagan ad-

ministration mass transit budget cuts were approved

Wednesday by governors from six Northeastern states.

The governors of Connectkut, New Hampshire,

Massachusetts. New Jersey. New York and Pennsylvania

also called on Congress to act quickly to free up interstate

highway funds.

The six governors, meeting as the Coalition of Nor-

theastern Governors, also called on the federal govern-

ment to continue to help pay for construction and repairs to

roads, bridges and water and sewer projects. Rhode

island also belongs to the coalition, but Gov. Eklward D.

UiPrete was unable to attend because of the death of a

state legislator.

Massachusetts tk>v. Michael S. Dukakis, the moving force

behind the call for a unified increase in drinking ages to 21

by June 1, said he picked that date because of its nearness

to prom time and high school graduations.

In December, the New England governors endorsed a

similar call.

At Wednesdays meeting. New York Gov. Mario Cuomo

said he also favors the Dukakis approach, despite a

legislative setback last year in raising the legal age to buy

alcohol.

He said that federal law that requires states to set

drinking ages at 21 by September 1986 or face the loss of

federal highway money will be a major incentive to the

New York liegislature.

Convict shot in scuffle
LKOMINSTER (AP) An escaped convict was shot

Wednesday in a scuffle with a trooper who had stopped the

car he was riding in for a traffic violation, a Stale Police

spokesman said.

A car driven by Robert K. Berube, 36, of Worcester, was

stopped by Trooper Paul M. Russell, 27, on Route 2 at

Route 12 about 8:55 a.m. and shots were Tired, Boston

based State Police spokesman Sgt. Jim Sartori said.

David M. Aquafresca, 36. an escapee from the Shirley

House of Correction was in stable but critical condition in

the intensive care unit of Leominster Hospital, nursing

Supervisor Irene Creed said. He was shot in the spleeD

area of the abdomen, she said.

Aquafresca was serving time at Shirley for armed rob

bery and possession of machine guns. He was reported

missing Dec. 13. said Worcester County District Attorney

JohnJ.Conte.
"We're going to present all of these matters possibly to

the March Worcseter grand jury. There wUl be several

charges. " Conte said.

UNIQUE SUMMER
PROGRAM

An yoo int«r«»t«d in attsmat*

t«:hnoloBV. po«iW« toJutioot

to lom* Third WorW pnMm».
tMchir>g •>cp«ri«nc«, ind/or

wrtttr>g for poWication? Than

the Windfarm Muaaum partiaIN

paid summar intarnahip on Mar

tha'» Vinayard may ba tor you.

For information writa Windfarm

Muaaum. RFD# 2, Bok 86,

Vinav«rd Havan, MA (OSM. If

yo-j wish to racaiva acadamic

cradit, contact your Offica of In

tarnahipa, Curry Hiclu Building

Convenience Store

Rt. 116 Sunderland

Moosehead
$3.68/ 6 pk

case + dep. V H-i'

Attention
Basketball Fans
Catch a FREE bus

to the UMass 7:30 p.m. game
tonight

against Penn. State

Three buses start at 6:15 p.m. to the game

and end shuttle an hour after.
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BODY.^
SWQP^S^n^dTitne^training centers

'the'besFworkout in town
invites you to

get in shape for spring

JOIN BY FEB. 8th. 9:00 PM
and receive designer T-shirtFREE

with this ad

Free Ushirts limited to first 300 memberships

NOPE STILL ONLY $45.00
7:30-9 4-6

11:30-3 7-9

Sat. 11-2

Boyden
7:30-9 12-1

4-6 _
imniiiniiiituHiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinini

SENIORS!

It's painless and takes only a few

minutesl For SENIOR PORTRAIT

appointments or re-scheduling: call

545-2874 or stop by INDEX. 103 CC.

DO IT NOW!

FREE '82 yearbook with every sitting!

(there will be a $2.00 sitting fee)
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Student rights TeNysed'
As a concerned student and member of the

Student Government Association (SGA). I

am writing to you with great concern about

the recent efforts by the vice-chancellor of

Administration and Finance and the

director of Auxilliary Services Trust

Funds, and to eliminate the Board of

Governors. As this proposed merger was

conceived and developed primarily by the

Administration, and seems to be to the sole

benefit of the Administration. I write in

response to the lack of solicitation of

student input regarding this matter.

As the Board of Trustees has guaranteed

the right of student input in the policies and

decisions affecting the University, (see

Trustee Statement on University

Governance, Doc. T73 098) Vice Chancellor

DeNyse's failure to seek out student input

seems an abrogation of this right. During a

performance review of the current Campus
Center Trust, the Senate Ways & Means

committee of Massachusetts State

legislature stated that the Campus Center

Trust Fund is "insufficiently accountable to

students, even though students provide the

bulk of the trust's income. " and that "the

student body... should be given greater,

more formal voice in the complex's

operation". If the vice chancellor's

reorganization plans are carried out, what

will happen to student rights?

As the Campus Center and Auxilliary

Services trust funds are both supported by

student fees, and as many of the facilities

that are supported by these funds are

provided primarily for the use of students

(e.g. Campus Center/Student Union

Building. Dining Commons, Munchies') it

seems terribly inappropriate for vice

chancellor DeNyse and Auxilliary Service's

Director Ashoke Ganguli to negotiate the

reorganization of student resources without

seeking student input. Since this proposed

merger of trust funds was never discussed

with student leaders and since the SGA
would not have found out about the vice-

chancellor's plans were it not for several

overheard conversations, this question

must be asked: just when were you

planning to let us know of your

reorganization efforts. Mr. Vice-

Chancellor? And while you are struggling

John L. Ruddock

with the answer to that question, respond

to this query: As one of the results of the

proposed reorganization with be the

elimination of the student-run Board of

Governors (BOG), where exactly does your

commitment to student rights and student

empowerment lie. Mr. Vice Chancellor?

For those of you who. along with the

entire SGA. didn't know, the proposed

"mainstreaming" of the trust funds will

result in the elimination of the BOG. The

BOG has a long history of student in

volvement. thru managerial/administrative

functions, such as:

space allocatk)n within the CC/SUB
complex for over 450 student organizations,

clubs, and vendors;

administrative supervision of the daily

operation of the CC/SUB complex

As the B(Xi has a long standing positive

a.ssociation with the SGA. leaders of both

organizations are alarmed at the potential

precedent that such an elimination could

create. As the elimination of the BOG
would constitute grounds for relegation of

student controlled authority to the

Administration. This precedent would not

only contravene the Trustee delegated

authority of student input, but would

seriously endanger the level of student

empowerment which presently exists. Asa

national leader in student rights and ad

vocacy. can UMass allow such a cir

cumvention of student rights* And,

perhaps more importantly, is vice

chancellor DeNyse. as an employee of the

University with the Trustee delegated

responsibility to "...adopt the principle of

joint effort in governing the University.

"

actually carrying out this objective? Is Mr.

DeNyse's proposed reorganization, and the

subsequent elimination of the BOG, going

to help foster this principle?

What's your opinion, Mr. Vice Chancellor?

The student body would like to get

your... input.

John L. Ruddock HI is the assistant to the

student trustee of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate.

Snared by a racist system
Last semester an all-white group from

UMass engaged in civil disobedience to pro-

test the nuclear arms race. After we had

been arrested and put in the police van, a

Black man inadvertently crossed the police

barricade on his way to the store. The

police grabbed him and threw him against

the van as they arrested him, treating him

more rotighly than they had treated any of

us. Yet he had nothing to do with the pro-

test.

If I had innocently crossed the barricade,

1 know I would have been given a warning

and a chance to back up. When I leave

home in the morning, I do not worry about

ending up in jail. I do not fear arbitrary ar-

rest. It never before occurred to me to fear

the law. But then I'm not Black or

American Indian.

What must it be like to know that at any

time you might be approached by jwlice of-

ficers and required to give an excuse for

your very presence? Or that you might be

arrested on the most damning of

evidence— your skin color? Ask the

Amherst man who was accosted several

' times by the police and finally taken into

custody because he seemed suspicious; he

wore dreadlocks. Ask the local police

departments which allegedly used to keep

on file the photographs of each Black

teenager in town. Ask the American Indian

nations who know that one-third of their

people will spend time in jail and every

other family has a relative who will die

there.

I inuigine that living constantly under

suspicion leads many people of color to

Deborah Kutenplon

wonder if our legal system exists not to

protect them but to protect from them.

Why should a society believe it needs pro-

tection from a whole group of people unless

it also knows underneath that those people

have not been allowed a fair deal?

A white woman, Victoria Safford, who

spent a month in jail last year for a peace

action, said of her time behind bars:

"In jail there's some clarity that's

obscured out here. In jail, most of the

women were young and black, many of

them were junkies. Most of them ought not

to have been there at all, and the few that

should have been, should have been in the

hospital, not in jail. ..These women had no

power in jail; they were at the mercy of

male guards, white guards, armed gusuxis.

[The women had] no self confidence, no

dignity, no purpose, no training, no skills,

no rehabilitation. And it's very clear that

'you're under our power, you have nothing,

you deserve nothing, and we will lock you

in at night.'

"But I think that that's essentially the

life that they were leading on the outside,

it's just no one says that. I mean, we have

this free country. But it's the same prison.

It's almost worse on the outside."

Our legal system—jails, courts, laws,

police— is surely racist. Our legal system is

also merely a reflection of our society, and

of ourselves. We all have work to do.

Deborah KvJvnpUm is a Collegian columr

nisi.
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Soviet abuses ignored
Towards the end of the previous

semester, near finals time, unfortunately.

Dr. Robert Simon, the first American doc-

tor to travel within Afghanistan following

the Soviet invasion, gave a presentation at

our University. Afghanistan and the Soviet

presence there is something we hear

strangely little about, particularly on our

campus where activists seem to prefer talk-

ing about "U.S. Imperialism" and the evils

of multi-national corporations. Dr. Simon's

presentation was about the one real im-

perialist nation left in the world, the Soviet

Union, and its brutal repression and abuse

of the people of Afghanistan.

Put simply, the Soviet Union and its pup-

pet Afghan government are waging a war

against a civilian population unparalleled in

contemporary conceptions of brutality. 1 he

Soviet strategy is to literally depopulate

the Afghan countryside by utterly destroy-

ing villages and terrorizing the population.

Approximately one-third of the population

has been forced to flee and is now located

in refugee camps in Pakistan.

Among the most shocking of the

atrocities committed by the Soviet Union is

its war on children. In order to break the

morale of the parents who are sometimes

engaged in fighting the Soviets, objects

resembling toys but containing explosives,

are being dropped from airplanes. These

objects are picked up by curious children,

they explode, and result in the loss of

hands, arms, and/or blindness. Except for

a few hidden hospitals that Dr. Simon is

engaged in setting up, there are no medical

facilities outside the relatively small Soviet-

controlled areas. The Soviets have bombed

them all. By hurting the children, the

Soviets hope to break the will of the adults

fighting to expel their invaders.

Dr. Simon showed one slide of a young

boy whose arm had been doused with

gasoline and set afire by the Soviet troops.

The doctor explained that this practice is

commonplace, as the Soviets will bum one

appendage after another in front of the

child's parents until the parents divulge the

Stephen C. Erickson

information the Soviets desire.

The human atrocities committed against

the Afghans are like no other in the world

today. Dr. Simon's slides and presentation

brought first-hand evidence of this to our

very campus. Yet, following the presenta-

tion, the reaction from a student in the

back of the room incredibly was, "...but

what about the U.S. action in Vietnam?" It

was if he were desperately groping to find

a defense of the Soviet Union by claiming

the U.S. was equally evil. Someone else in

the room even referred to the Afghan

freedom filters as "counter revolu-

tionaries." The close-minded dogmatism of

the left on this campus never ceases to

amaze.

While the left cries out against so-called

U.S. "oppression" in Central America, the

holocaust in Afghanistan, not to mention

all other forms of tyranny associated with

the Soviet bloc and its allies are ignored. If

they really care about human rights, why
do they not encourage the U.S. govern-

ment to help the Afghan people? If divest-

ment can be used as a weapon against the

government of South Africa, it could be us-

ed as a greater weapon on the Soviet

Union, a more evil government, which is

even more dependent on foreign trade.

The hypocrisy of the political left can on-

ly be explained in their need to paint the

Soviet Union as a reasonable entity. Should

the notion that the Soviet Union really is

evil and can therefore not be trusted ever

become apparent, then the disarmament

dreams of the liberals v^rill most likely be

shattered. And so for the sake of their

dreams, they close their minds to the tor-

tured people of Afghanistan.

Stephen C. Ericksm is a CoUegian colum-

nist.

Question of the week
Each Thursday, iJw CoUegian wiU ask

readers a question of the week and unll

print some of the responses tJiefbUowing

Tfturtday. Please respond to the CoUegian

by next Wednesday. Letters must include

the author's name, be typed, and due to

space limitations, 100 words or less.

Longer responses cannot be published.

Recently columnist Ann LAuden ask-

ed women readers "Would yon be con-

tent to be held dose and treiAed tendm--

ly. and forget about the 'act'?" Of the

more timn 90,000 woiMn who respond-

ed, 72 percent s«id yes. Of those, 40 per-

cent were under 40.

The quMtion for this week for all

readers, mide and female* is "Wkftt

would y«« mther, 'the act' or w^otldm
be eont««t with irtaq^y imdammV'

Day after day, students' rights, rights their

older brothers and sisters fought for, are

becoming obsolete, taken away without

even a fight. For students the time is now,

the battle is real. For students, it has

become a

Call to Arms
When Argentinian troops tried to wrestle control of the

Falklands from England, a nation rallied around their

Prime Minister.

When Ronald Reagan said students' lives were in

jeopardy in Grenada, a country raised the flag and sup-

ported their President.

Rita Murphy

A crisis has a peculiar way of drawing people together.

But when a crisis occurs, when a war is declared, people

come together. People of different backgrounds, beliefs,

cultures, people of different worlds always seem to come
together for a cause. People love a good cause, even if they

don't believe in it or even understand it. More than

anything else, people love a good fight. And fighting for a

cause is the ultimate high.

Recently a different call to battle has been sounded. A
call to fight, to fight for a cause. Students have come

under attack, not for anything they have or haven't done,

but for what they are: students—that peculiar sort of be-

ing that might one day grow up to be a person.

It started, or continued depending on how far back one

wants to go, when the Supreme Court ruled it constitu-

tional for teachers and administrators to search students'

personal belongings if they have "probable cause" to

suspect illegal activities.

Then came Ronald Reagan's proposed budget cuts

which, according to Arthur Jackson, UMass director of

financial aid, would affect approximately 16,000 UMass

students, denying federally guaranteed loans to students

with family incomes over $32,500, put a ceiling of $4,000

on aid per year for all students, regardless of family in-

come and make it virtually impossible for students from

families earning $25,000 or more to obtain a Pell grant,

regardless of how many family members are in college.

Here at UMass, war has been declared on 16,000

students. The bomb has been dropped and the fallout

threatens students, those receiving aid and even those not

receiving aid.

Jackson was right when he said Reagan "wants ex-

cellence to occur in higher education but is not willing to

support it financially."

When those students who are academically able to gain

admission to colleges and universities are denied the op-

portunity because of economic hardship, then higher

education ceases to be a place for intellectual thoughts and

ideas and becomes, instead, an arena for the display of

wealth and status. Universities were founded on the prin-

cipal that ideas are meant to be shared not merely

displayed.

Students have fought long and hard for financial aid.

Here at UMass, Students Advocating Financial Aid take a

yearly pilgrimage to the nation's capital to rally support

for their cause, the cause of the students, the cause of ac-

cess to higher education, the cause of poor people, the

cause of the middle class, the cause of the upper class, the

cause of parents, the cause of the 60s, of the 70s, of the

80s, the cause of peace, the cause of war, a war against

students.

The war is real. The war is here, now. It's a war against

us. A war that threatens us. A war that pits "them"

against "us". A war in which they have the artillery but

we have the cause. The cause is here. We need only to

recognize it. We need only to ready for battle. It'll be

bloody, but the cause is worth it.

Rita Murphy is a CoUegian columnist.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double spaced

at 67 characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret we are

unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity and

length.

Interested in becoming a columnist?

To find out more about being a columnist for

New England's largest daily college

newspaper.come to a meeting on Wednesday at

6:30 p.m. in ^e newsroom.
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Letters to the Editor

Idea predated the demands

In Tuesday's CoUegian it was stated that a new course

OHI 291C, "Lesbians and Gay Men in U.S. Society,

1950S-19808", is being offered as part of the University's

response to the denmnds of the People's Gay Alliance

and other campus groups. That report was inaccurate.

The seminar was proposed well before the public

demands of last December. The instructor, Paul

Vasconcellos, is a graduate student in the School of

Education and a professional staff member with Housing

Services. He proposed the course because he saw a

match between his academic specialty and student needs

and interests. The course was approved through both Or-

chard Hill and the HS/ABS curriculum review processes

because of the instructor's qualifications and the

substantive content of the course. We greatiy resent any

implications that the course is being offered as part of

the administration's response to anyone's demands.

Finally, OHI 291C is not the first course that we have

offered dealing with issues of sexual orientation. We
simply consider such offerings as part of our ongoing

social issues programming. While it's true that we devote

most of our resources toward general education courses

for first year students, we continue to offer courses that

help our students live at a socially diverse University.

Joseph J. Battista, Jr.

Associate Director for Liberal Studies

Residential Academic Programs

Barry Delin

Acting Director

Orchard Hill Residential College

Pity to those in scheduling

Those poor people in the Scheduling Office! Taking the

brunt of many vengeful, irate students who. once again,

only got 2 of the 21 credits they pre registered for. But,

before you gel out your blow torches and grenades, and

head out for good ole Whit less, please note: The

Scheduling Office does not cancel your classes. Nor do

they "close" your classes (ie. set criteria for which students

can be let in). They aLso do not draw the deadly red line

through your name on the class rosters. No, fellow

students, the truth is even more treacherous than you

suspected. Your own major department are the fiends

responsible. Yes, it's the School of Business (SOB),

SOKKY, SOM that "red lines" the finance seniors out of

finance classes. Its the communications department who

sets the criteria for "closing out" students. In fact, those

people at Scheduling are so generous and wonderful, that

they (the computer, too) sign everyone into all the classes

that they preregistered for!

11 you get cut out, it was probably due to the heartless

scheduling people in your major! You just can't trust

anyone these days! Well, now that I've exposed the real

culprits, 1 can spend the rest of my day/week trying to get

into "Child Development" (Ugh! Yukf) since

"Organizational Behavior Management " and "Industrial

Psychology" were both cancelled. (1 only waited 2 years to

take them, and now I'm graduating...) So. let the psych

department and all others beware now that we know who
is responsible for all the needless chaos and "mucky

mucking around."

Linda Garofalo
Amherst

Letters
—

FeeHng pain

for humankind

As Almighty God, I greet

you:

A few decades ago, ar-

ticles appeared in

newspapers proclaiming

that God is dead. I repeat: I

created time so how can I be

dead? I proclaim that I am
alive and not dead as many
mongrels would like to

believe.

Some mongrels and
atheists vehementiy doubt

my veracity. Bastards are

always a nuisance to me but

I cop)e with humanity in ac-

cordance with their sin.

Newspaper editors and

publishers— with their

punitive attitudes— have

me baffled and make my
heart sad because they do

not write about my Son and

I being alive in this dimen-

sion of time and light. Do ye

not know that I am a God of

love and not only fear?

Many people ask why I do

not intervene in politics and

woridly affairs. I reiterate:

Virtue must take its own

true course— right or

wrong! Some of my quotes

are repetitious. I use them

not sparingly but to em-

phasize fact.

There is a glimmer of a

tear in my eye which makes

my heart sad and heavy

laden, when my Son and I

read in the newspapers of

children dying from
malnutrition, disease and

poverty in foreign countries

like Africa, India, South

America, Central America

and others. With billions of

dollars spent in this

frightful upgrading of arms,

there are no bread and sup-

plements to feed the poor

and the hungry. Death in

these foreign countries is a

way of life.

With sadness, I must end

this letter of understanding.

My holy spirit, which is in

my Son's body, must bid

you anon. With a solemn

prayer on my lips for a

brighter future, I remain
emphatically your living

God. As you know, my holy

name is never written on

paper. My Son will sign this

letter to keep hope and love

alive.

Eugene Changey is a resi

dent ofMaple Heights, Ohio.
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Leader of the band
byPETEKWlSSOKEK
Collegian Staff

How is it that well known musicians who have been
around for years can't seem to hire musicians who are
competent. At Leon Kusseil's show at Pearl Street his

guitar player was terrible, and in a rhythm and blues

ensemble the guitar player is essential.

Leon Hussell became well known in the late sixties as a

result of his work with Eric Clapton, Bob Dylan and
George Harrison. His version of "Jumpin' Jack Flash

Youngblood " was the show stopper at the Concert for

Bangladesh. But now he has become the leader of yet

another glorified bar band.

l-Yonting a seven piece band. Hussell played for about two
hours a combination of covers, from 'Purple Kain' to

'Mystery Train' and originals. The music is heavily gospel

influenced and it was on these gospel songs that the band
came alive. Interspersed with the gospel tunes were his

hits, 'Tightrope'. Stranger in a Strange Land', and some

traditional songs, 'Tennessee Waltz." 'Georgia on My
Mind.' and 'Wild Horses."

The music was centered around Kusseil's down home
New Orleans style playing with the bass and drums off-

setting the syncopation of piano. The guitar was intended

to further move the music along by playing off of the sub

rhythms of the piano but the guitar player couldn't play

fast enough and often he didn't even try.

Some of the high points of the show were Purple Kain'

because of the sheer wierdness of it all, 'Mystery Train,' a

gospel rave-up 'Down in Mississippi." and "Abeline". At the

beginning of the show it seemed like it was going to be a lot

of fun and Kussell seemed to be a first rate mood
manipulator, which is always fun, but once he played

Tightrope" things slowed down and never really got

started again.

On the whole it was an OK show; nothing great. Pearl

Street is a nice place though, and it was fun just to go out

and dance even if it was just for the first twenty minutes ot

the show.

ROBIN LANE „
and the

CHARTBUSTERS
with

BRUCE MARSHALL & The Clue

Fri. Feb. 1, 8 PM BLUE WALL
18+ $3.00 18 +

MT SNOW SKI RAFFLE

Over 40,000

new and used books

at 40-80% off

Publishers's list Price

Academic & Popular

Books

in all subjects

Valley Bookshop
Carriage Shops

Amherst
Open til 7:00 PM Jan 29, 30, 31

and Feb 1

Reg. Hrs. M-S 10:30-5:00; Sun 12-4

549-6052

Now'.s
the time
to cai...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2890

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

^

1^3^^
•.V"

fe(fS^ "^ P^ ii !

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY (GEOL.IOD

^cr ,Z-cOTe,tA'^^ tf f5 or 1 25

plus choice of 8 lab times

FACE OF THE EARTH (6E0L 106)

3cr, E-core, MWF fO 10

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT (GEOG.145)

3cr,E-cor»,TTh 9 30-10 45

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY (GE06.155)

3cr, D-core, TTh 2 30-3 45

^ ^

Subscription positions

available

Apply now at the Collegian

Get involved and earn some

extra cash

113 Campus Center

545-3500
•*•*%!

Leon Russell sang the blues at Pearl St.

live Mrire
byPeter Wissoker

Welcome back. It was a pretty good mtersession for

music up here for a change. This column wilJ serve as a

what is. what was. and what will be going on around

UMass in popular or semi-popular and semi obscure music.

This intersession brought all kinds of stuff up here.

Koger McGuinn played at Mt. Holyoke, bringing tears to

the eyes of the memt)ers of the audience who took that trip

down memory lane. John Cale played at the Iron Horse

which brought tears to the eyes of the guy he kept spitting

on as he sang. That actually was a pretty good show, kind

of twisted, but the entertainment was there. Most people

didnt know what they were in for and seemed kind of

confused at the end.

Upcoming events include rap groups Kun D.M.C. and Dr.

JeckyI and Mr. Hyde at the Student Union Ballroom on

February 8, Jorma Kaukonen at the Iron Horse on Keb. 4,

James Brown at Pearl Street on Keb. 18 and Albert Colhns

at the Kusty Nail on Feb. 14.

The (Jreat American Blues Legends Tour will be coming

to Pearl Street on Feb. 7 and features Vassar Clements.

Clarence 'Ciatemouth' Brown and John D. Loudermilk.

The Mongrel Puppy will be at the Zone on Feb. 16 opening

up for Salem H6, Jonathan Kichman will be playing at the

Iron Horse on February H and Alrika Bambaataa will

make a return appearance here at UMass as headliner of a

show on March 1 at the SUB.
To get tickets for the upcoming Grateful Dead shows it is

advised you mail away soon. They are playing two open

sealing shows in Springlield as well as in Portland. For

more information call 415-457 0225.

For this weekend: Kobm Lane and the Uhartbusters will

be playing at the Blue Wall, ages 18 and over can enter.

Also on Friday Kobin's main competition Joan Jett is

playing with Molly Hatchet at the Agora in Hartford. For

a change of pace. Kory Block is playing at the Iron Horse

on Friday night and jazz guitarists Kevin Kubanks and

Stanley Jordan will play there on Sunday. Happy
Groundhog Day.

Dayton Tires

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

$4Q00
P1S5/80 R13

Radial White \A/ rills |

sue Price

Pt55/80R13 40 00

Pt6S/80RI3 47 00 !

PI85/80R13 5200
P195/75RI4 56.00

P205/75R15 62.00

P2J5/7SR15 64 00

'Ih-ti-l:- .^ '

ALL SEASON
RADIAL
TIRES $ 43 00

P1&5/80 R13

All Season White W<ill

Sjze

P155/flO-R13

P165/80-R13

PI85/80-RI3

P195/75 R14

P205/75-R15

P2I5'75-RI5

43^00

46.00

eo.oo

53.00
57.00

00.00

POLYESTER $32^^
TIRES A78 '3

Polyester Black Walls

A78-13 32.00

E78-t4 39.00

F78-14 40.00

G78 14 43.00

G78-I5 44.00

H78-1S 47.00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No lnl«r««t
O* ?? !«»«'« ( "UNCI* I)

cmMM* n« (•MS mmvH I

credit
eslatyiished
in miruies

Additional Off
with purchase

ol a set ot 4 lues

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
MicheUn Tires Also Specially Priced

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

"Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704
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MONEY! MONEY!

MONEY!
Do you want to make

good money?

Do you have a car?

Apply now for

Circulation positions

113 Campus Center

545-3500

i

MONEY! MONEY! MONEY!

UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT
SERVICE

HAS MOVED!
We are now located in our new facility

The University Career Center
(formerly Delta Chi Fraternity, Fraternity-Soronty Park)

Your Placement Service

is better than ever!

* private, carpeted interviewing offices

* expanded counseling services

* on-campus satellite offices

* expanded workshop service

Ample parking is within short walking distance to

the facility. Bus service is available on the Orchard

Hill route, which leaves campus every 13 minutes

during the working day.

Our telephone number remains the same:

545-2224

University Placement Service -

We Make It Happen!

.,;<S95S^js^i^>>«!i«s*!8{i?8S=!i=^S^^ii.;S?^f>S>S^<!»iif^fi:?if>^^

MILF
Call TIPS a library of more than SOO tapes

with information on mic programs,

administrative procedures, community infor-

mation, health and safety nnatters

Call 54S-154a and ask for tapes

1006 Adding & Dropping Courses 2405 Check Cashing at the University

1013 Dean's List

130^ Pass Fail Option

1031 Graduation Requirments

2440 Work Study

2465 Textbook Annex

1307 Changing your Permanent & Local
Address

II

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

II
II A Sprvice of ^he Dp^" nf ShiHents Office

£2il£giaais

: All University Women
i are cordially invited to a

I
Phi Sigma Kappa

I Welcome Sack Party
i Thursday 1131

i non-alcoholic beverages to be served

Fine Arts Centei^
Concert Hall ffk

AT AMHERST ^fll^^

4-

4*

4-

4-

4-

»
4-

4>

4-

4>

4-

4-

4
»
4-

r

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS; AT AMHERST

I ROC wniKO

A Hilarious

tvtning of

family

entertainment t^
*-Si

%
MONDAY, FEB 4, 8PM
TICKnS:$13.$ll,S9

TNURSOAY. FEB 7, 7PM
TICKnS:$13.Sli.S9

f^r)
MARCEL^
MARCEAU
SATURDAY, FEB 9, 8PM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

NEIL
siMons
flea Contdy

BRIGHTON^
BEACH
MEMOIRS^

SUNDAY, FEB 10,

3PM and 8PM
TICKETS: $20. $18, $16

Five College Students Half Pnce Tickets available at Fine Arts

Center Box Off.ce SpnngI.eld Cvic Center and DATATIX Outlets

Call (413) 545-2511 or 1-M0-243-4S42

The
fisistest-growing

profession
in America.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Lat}orStatistics,

the need for paralegals is atx)ut to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this dynamic

profession . .
. ^nd there is no finer training available than at

Philadelphia's acclaimed Institute for Paralegal Training.

After just four months of intensive study, we will find youa

job in the city of your choice. We are so confident of the

marketability of our graduates that we offer a unique tuition

refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to your

college degree, reaim the coupon or call toll free:

1.800- 222 -IPLT.

We'll be on campus February 11, 1985

Contact your placement office to arrange tor an

individual inter\iew or group presentation.

Housing and
Merit Scholarships

available

THE INSTITUTE
FOR PARALEGAL
TRAINING

Approved by the

American Bar

Association

tt-U-U-a-B-tl-ai-IMl-t) B U H 1 IM I

Graduate Management

Study in Israel

Boston University

and
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

Master of Science

in Management
Full-time study in Israel-One year program

Taught in English-Full Campus facilities

Learn about this exciting educational

venture at the open meeting

Thursday. Feb. 7, 7-9 p.m.

SUNY Albany
Campus Center
Assembly Hall

1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY

Refreshments will be served.

For information about the open meeting and a copy of the

Program Booklet call:

617/353-2987

or write:

Director, Graduate Program in Israel

Boston University Metropolitan College

755 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Ht^-<p<tgigAeiegrffiaettgfag=fcj

BMCP iL^£^
DuKe
CHington

Commiltee

'W^,«%
^«

TICKETS

ON SALE

TODAY!

rn^U ;;>-^:

M

'W^^^

Mail this coupon to:

Institute for Par.ilcgal Training

1926 Arch Street

Philadelphia. PA N103

Please send a copy of your catalogue.

N.Ime _

Address . — ——

;

(Jity State Zip

t:ollc({e
i>t„iO,»^)

Phone —

RUMA

(prcwnt) (hiimrl

with SPECIAL GUEST

DR JECKYLL & MR HYDE

FRI. FEB. 8

10 pm to 4 am
S.U.B.
UMASS $7.00

GEN. PUBLIC $8.00

$8.00 AT THE DOOR

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTER, SPRINGFIELD

CIVIC CENTER, AND STOP AND SHOP LOCATIONS IN

NORTHAMPTON, HOLYOKE. GREENFIELD AND PITTSFIELD.

UMASS I.D. REQUIRED W/STUDENT TICKET

NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES

COME JOIN USI

UPC GENERAL MEETING TUES, FEB 6th 6:30 PM In SUB
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SPRING 1985

DISCOVER SPRING'S
NEW SPORTS STYLES
AT THE UNIVERSITY
STORE

catch
the
spirit

NOW!

SHARE THE DAY!
VALENTINES ....

... GIFTS

... CARDS

... DINNERS

... ENTERTAINMENT

PHOTO BY
DWAYNE AUTERY

— Thursday. January 31, 1985

CENTER

MIX & MATCH AN
EXCITING ARRAY OF
SPECIAL SERVICES &
PRODUCTS TO MEET
YOUR INDIVIDUAL
NEEDS.

SHOP, MEET,

DINE, AND BE

ENTERTAINED
AT THE CAMPUS
CENTER

• UNIVERSITY STORE
All of your school needs

from paperclips to

computers.

• MINI STORE
Quick service - candy -

newspapers - popcorn -

school supplies

• COFFEE SHOP
Stop for a quick

breakfast or lunch

• HATCH
Mix and match your

meal at the different

mini-restaurants and

salad bar

• T.O.C.
Dine in elegance above

the valley

• BLUEWALL
Let us entertain you and

your friends nightly

• QUICKIE LUNCH
Where speed and quality

meet

• PRINT SHOP
Quality service at

competitive rates

• GAMES ROOM
A place to enjoy your

table skills

• ARCADE
Adventure is only a

quarter away

• GUEST
ACCOMMODATIONS
Get away from it all and

enjoy the luxury of a

private room

Thursday, January 31, 1985h5

DOONESBURY

iOMssiaa 17

By Garry Trudeau

ANYMORBI

7»50NeS
pofim

t/AMfffO!

i^i exBcm pan,

/ omHiMl Mmmm

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

7K5i/M'5Ct)f^(;p...

COCK^-DOODlIiXX),
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OHICftN
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Yeastie^ as cool c,^

ever^ is secxCcWm ^o^
<> purpose.

of tV\e

coiAfuseA.

^ie^^J -trend

I sense 5oyv\etl^i'^ bi^'

Uho ^°<j^ Flower CUM-

4 {

V
4,

Pol itJC^ (^eA^)_^-f^e^

GORDY By Gorde

/SA/r IKoREAT, FOOFF
ISJSTEAp OF G,eTTItJG>

COCDeR A^O cocoes AS
OJ^SSeS so OM, IT'LL
JUST oer InJAf^MBR AfJD

WAI^^^Bf^. . Al^ M^MERf

THE SPHIU& SEA^ESrEf^.*\
COfJCBKTS.' \^JARt^THf

OF FUM IK) THE SUKJf

BUT I ALSO PESOLLITE TO
FUfKTHBR /WY STUDiEZ TO

BETHEK MYSELF AUO
MY future!

7^ quick cash

Apply now for open positions

as a night driver.

Ap^ly at Collegian Graphics office

Collegian meetingrs:

TODAY: All graphics staff, 6 p.m.

in graphics.

Arts sUff, 7 p.m. at the arts desk.

News department RECRUITMENT
7:30 p.m. in the newsroom.

FRIDAY: Women's Issues staff and

interested writers, 1 p.m. in the

newsroom.
Come join us!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Fruit basket

it«fn

5 Head ot a
(nonastery

10 Wolfs cry

14 Eye pan
15 Famed child

ren's writec

16 Europe's

neighbor

17 Cape Cods
neighbor

20 Race result

21 Senator trotn

Connecticut

22 Bench or

Rose, formerly

23 Arizona Indian

26 Dilemma
28 LucK preceder

31 Clothing

33 Patriot

(With 64 Down)
37 Women s lib

goal

38 Recent aiward

winntng
musical

40 Jot

41 Israel-Egypt

agreement
45 Melange
46 Funeral

oration

47 Company, in

Cognac
4a Pich

51 Israeli

statesman

52 Ship shaven
Abbr

53 Pigeon
lollOMrer

55 Fornt>er.

lormeriy

57 laude

60 Infrequent

62 One —- other

66 Historic site

in Quebec
70 Indigo

71 Bookkeeping
term

72 Moustachioed
artist

73 Vaccine
developer

74 Seed covering

75 Pitcher

DOWN
1 Meet (With

into")

F4lilrd by Tnid« Mkkd Jtffe

36 Consumer
activist

39 Mudcap
42 Artist with

2 office

3 Eveniog. m
Rome

4 Angler's

spoils

5 MD's affiliation

6 Again, in music
7 Street map
abbr

8 Tear lerher

'

9 Sinew
10 Filly s fodder

11 Glacial ridge

12 Cable
13 An Alan

18 Like some
arguments

19 Icelandic

literature

24 Heavenly
phenomerHjn

25 Pointed arch

27 Adieclive

lormmg suffix

2» Pueblo dwellers

29 Papal veil

30 Indian

language

32 Outdoor steps

34 Firewater

35 Roman homes
features

words
43 Culture

medium
44 Enpurgate

49 Old lokes.

to some
50 Certain

chinaware
54 Swarm member

56 Free and fair

follower

57 Tan experts:

Abbr

58 Arm bone
59 Letters

61 Lizard*

63 Melt

64 See 33 Acrow
65 Poiantat*

67 Bread
68 Op
69 Woo noae

s

ANSWEfi TO PDEVIOUS PUZZLE

lint!-.
iCUItlLtllkJi

T
WTTT
uuu

UblOlJ [iuD ULi

QUID

BQCia uuu uuiiia
auQu uuu uuaui

unu

s^I
EH

Tin
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1f31«5

1 J J «

1
S t t 1 1

1
It 11 ^ 1]

It It II

Ti' II It •

»l 71 n
1

^ia 73 7« 74 7* 77
1

n ?•. ir^

1
31 J7 13 M n W

V M M 4«

4t 4?

1

4J 44

•i 4*

1
47

a 4f M I
II M

ki^B
M M M JI

V M M M • ^ 17 U M 15

M IT U if L
n

1
?1

1
77

Ji 74 7J

i/;ifas

Menu

Call-A-Menu
545-2626

Clubs and organizations-

Submit your hypercurricula forms now

Weather

Today: Light snow developing, one to three inches possi-

ble. Highs in the 30s.

Tonight: Cloudy with lows in the 20s.

Tomorrow: Partly cloudy with lows near 30 and belated

20th birthday greetings to George Makrys and Becky

McGee.
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i^ UMvs. Penn State
"On paper, we're the

favorite." Gerlufsen said.

"But we don't play that up at

all. We need to work hard,

keep up the defensive in-

tensity and run our offense.

"

"We're getting good shots,

passing well and shooting

well. 1 like to see our free

throws improve, but in the

clutch 1 think we'll hit

them."

UMass has been shooting
just 63 percent from the line

and need to improve on this

area when the A 10 leaders

come to town, but against

the Lions tonight, solid play

should suffice.

minuteman mutterxngs;

bmun and Neysmith are

among the league-leaders in

rebounds. Russell is sixth in

points, Neysmith is 12th.

Smith leads in assists and

HusseU is third in steals.

Don't forget Fitzhugh

Tarry, a red-shirted 6-8

forward from Buffalo when
thinking of next year.

UMass is also after Duane
Chase, a 6-5 ^k forwardfrom
Baltimore Southeast. The
fit-hour Atlantic 10 hotline

number is 1-800-524-0U6.

Juhus Erving, who left

=» t u =»*= =^«= ^r =»f= =*<= =»«= =*«= !*<= ^*= ^^ ^*=

the UNIVERSITY STORE'S

@ physical plant bidg.

N

^^<^
<^
>>'
a^

>j^'^
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DISTINCTIVE CLOTHING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
SINCE 1902

s:
rVh
^C^ \^

6^
c\

January 31

32 Main St., Amherst 253-3361 Mon-Sat 9-5:30

——__— ContinMed from page tO

UMass after three years, it

pursuing a masters in

business here in tht

University Without WaUi
program.

EUROPE °' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One RocMlcllar Piaza

New Vork, H V 10020
Phon« (2)2) 5«1-3040

Mail ll«i« ad loi Special
Sludcnl/ Teacher Tariff.

nCNTAL ^ LEASE ruRCHASC

RICHARD R.
CHARRON, B.S.
Tax Preparation

283 Walker St.

Lenox, Mass 01240

(413) 637-0044

Grad Student,

on Campus 3 Days/wk.

Special Rates for

Fellow
UMass Students.

Short Form $6.00

call or send postcard

for info & appointment

Ticket Connection
we deliver choice seats to:

CHICAGO Feb 19, Hartford

DEEP PURPLE Feb 26, New Haven

Mar 3, Worcester

U2 April. Hartford

REO SPEEDWAGON/SURVIVOR
Feb 8 Hartford

BRUINS and WHALERS home games
mon-fri 8-11 am and 5-10 pm

sat 10 am -6 pm (1-788-6938)

We will be open the following hours

for your shopping convenience:

Jan. 28 Mon. 9-5

Jan. 29 Tues 9-9

Jan. 30 Wed. 9-9

Jan. 31 Thurs. 9-9

Feb. 1 Fri. 9-5

Feb. 2 Sat. 10-3

Feb. 4 Mon.

Feb. 5 Tues.

Feb. 6 Wed.

Feb. 7 Thurs.

Feb. 8 Fri.

9-5

9-5

9-5

9-5

9-5

Spring Break
Montreal Weekends
$49 plus $19 tax & service

includes:
* Round Trip Transportation

in luxury temp, controlled

motorcoach
* 3 days, 2 nights

Hotel Sherbourg in

Downtown Montreal
Feb 16-18

March 2-4, 9-11, 16-18 and 23-25

TOWN TOUR & TRAVEL
482 Main St., Maiden, MA

617-321-3993

9*4 k*.»*. A*A,t^*A. t*.**, 4*-« >•*,*»•*. ,*»**U»A, >•*, !*•*, k

What happens when Macbeth finds out the

Porter killed his wife the same night that

Macbeth murdered King Duncan

The Department of Theater and Dance
Amherst College

presents

THE SOUTHGATE PORTER
by Louis Lippa

A contemporary spin-off of Shakespeare's classic

Directed by Michael Birtwistle

February 1 , 2 February 7, 8, 9

Kirby Theater

8:00 P.M.

For reservations call 542-2277, 1-5 p.m.

»iiraf 'v«'- v*n f»M*>v*o "»»'- v»n 'r«ifi y%<^ ttgr v»r -wfin ^0^tf -YaT- »»y >»». rr«fi •»»< >•«

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication oay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

REMAINDER OF THE SEMESTER
WE WILL BE OPEN:

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 am - 4 pm
^te ^^ ^^ sM= ^^ ^%= s»% ^%i , J

1177 Ommin 200SX. automMic. runt gr«at,

d»p»fHtoW«, »1796.(I0, Bob 2S3-209B

1174 Subaru Wagon run* waH. Naad* work
250 Of BO 256-1206

t Votvo Wagon, in good ihapa, many ax-
trat, 1 -283-6072 avaningt

TBOataunBllOQXSipdAM/FMcaaaatta
vary good condition *1200 aftar S &49-75SB

1t72 SataNlta 4-door V-8 Httia rutt, runs
vary wall, inapactad MBS or BO 253-7226

1176 Ford Floata. aport group Front wbaal
driva, radiate. 67000 mi 36 mpg I14G0
Burgaaa: 649^3812 or 546^3662

1175 VW Daahar aunroof no ruat AM/FM
900 or baat offar S4»-6e86

EST QUALITY WESUMEB ~
Consultation, praporatlen. adMng, typ-

ing, covar laltar, raauma analyala, layout,

JuHo Giarruaao 413-2Sfr«267

0ISSAT1SnE07

Wa'ro lookhtg for a law good man wWi
tha following qualltiat: brotharriood,

anripatanoa. varaatHity, and an
ki: art, aporta. poWca, idanoa,

muaic, builrnaa. . .for itw opportunfty to

paniclpMa In an aNamatlva liaiarnliy, caN

mSOm and Irfk 10 Mka, You won't ba

Eaat SIdo Cof>cort Commlttaa Hock-n-
Rotl RumMa 9 Blue Wall is looking for

talant. Winr>ar will open the East Side Con-
carl in Spring '86. For more info, call Oava
546-6196 or Paul 546-9334

Rackadiac Nackavldao tntortalnmant
Disc Jockeys, large acraen video dance* for

Housepertyi, Samiformals, campu* event*.

5497144

Looking for (omaona to switch from
either TuTh 1 00 2 15 or 2 »3:46 into my
MWF 3:35 can Joe 546^9636

HELF WANTED

FOR RENT

Convartad Uving Room in t *pac«ous two
bedroom townhouse. Available now on bus

route t1 15.00 month <

FOR SALE

Digital Oaewrhar with modem and fuH box
of paper great aondltk>n - great for Cyber

»eBO nagotlabia 64S<216

Frame msttrapa bonprlng for aala twin

»aO • we can talk call 64H406

Alrplana TIcfcet to anywhere on Contkien-

tal good thn< March •175.00f """^

onlyMScalM-11«

KHchon help naadad in soronty. Ftoa
meets in exchange for work CaM Lauren at
546-2152

Moueaclaanlng. aome child suporvtolon.

Wadneadayt 1:30-6. 116 experience,
raferencaa. 253-7840

Oamonatrator* Flu* want paopt* to
demonstrate wine tastings Mrs 3 7 or 4^ Fri

and 12-4 ot 1-6 Sat Must be 20 and have *
car. «7/hr. caN S4S^19 Robyn

Summor |eba In Amhorat. Brigftt, ar-

ticulate undergraduate* for Summer
Couneelof poeitions Apply 101 Berkehire

House by 2/8/86

Heuaaboy for local aorerfty ca« 64»-e047

aak for Jar>at

Earthfooda la now hiring now werfcar*
pick up appMcation outside Earthfoods KK-
chen SUB

•CItehao Italp wpntod in exchange for
meals can 646-3117 ^
Racahra homoceekod maola phia meal

plan rafur>d by workina 7 hrt. a weak In a
kitchen caM Paul 253-9071

•1MM0 woakly/KP maBng clreulaf«> No
i/quo«a*i Stnoaialy imaraalad ivth

AN 7, FOOIOCeW. WoodWodL IL—

8CERA: Where it pays to laam. Two days a

week. SCERA students meet and laam
political organiiing and ttian apply thaae

ekJNa to issues of concern to students.

SCERA elso has positions for the anti-

racism team, the reaource center of tha

SGA, ar>d or\ the clerical support team 10

hrs/wk @ 3 35/ hi for non worV study and
work study undergrsds Applications Br>d in

fo availabia at 420 Student Union weakdeys
8 am 6 pm Applications due 2/ 13 9 5 pm
AA/EEO employer

Are you highly motivated and
energetic? This couk) be the job for you.
Campus Canter Board of Governor* coor-
dinator positions sveilable Univeisity
Store/Reteil Services, Food Services.
Public Relations. Governors Program Coun-
cil. Gain vakiafale experience in your field of
Mudy. Wort study or non-«vofk study
walcomad. Stop by tha BOG Offk« Campus
Canter 817 by Feb 8 for application*
AA/EOE

INSTRUCTION

Know your ear. Basic automobile
workfllwp. 28 hours Includkig claaarg

and itHjo. LlwHad iwolmani. 2P-MM

MOVERS

llound Town Mover* Amharal araa faal

reliable cheep em Mtehaal anytime 323^780

FER80NALS

Raglatar by noon February 8 for Perform

ing Arte Ohriaion mueic. ttwatar, dance in-

stnjction Old Chapel 546^)619

May Sports Fen Intrsmurel Department stUI

sccapting basketball entrie* and officials ap-

plications inquire Boyden 215 or call

546-2883

U2 Tlx for sale. Baat offar for prkna aaats.

Call Martha 549-4156

Importer* Sola - FIna Italian 14k gold

ia«velry at an unbeatabte prioa t13.S0 per

gram ir' beveled harrirtgbona necklace

sugg. price MO 00 Now 177.00 20" level-

ed herringbone necklece sugg. price

«16B.0O - Now 175.80. 20" solid rope chain

augg. price M33.80 Now 1186.25. GoMen
Opportuitlty - L.M. Qoacarwfcl - Oiamofid 6
Gold Agant, 13 No. Flaaaanf St, Amnarat at

ROOMS AVAILABLE

for rant at a poet of M06
for a aemeoler We offer a friendhr at

moaphere and eocial We slong wtth an op-

tnnel boerd plen. Cell Lambda Chi Alpha,

2S3 9032 Ask for mark or laeva a i

ROOM WANTED

Qraduata, Amherst or Nortfwmpton leeve

meaaage for Joachim 546-382S, 686-SB41

ROOMMATE WANTED

Famsia, non-amokor, for apt in
Sunderland Eva* 666-4810 keep tryir>g

1 bedroom In 2 bdrm quiet Northwood
•pt. iT>ove in tomorrow Loran 886-4739

Famala roommate wontod to ahare room
In Brittany Manor call 253-9076

SFORT LOVERS

Intramural ice hocka^ rmitmjmni and of-
ficlale meeting tonight 5:00 pm Boydan 248

SFRINO BREAK

Oo to Daytona for only 911
panalva rata aroufMl. Cal Haidl
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SPORTS
Minutemen ffo on a Lion safari

Need win overPenn State for .500,

front lineplay the key -Gerlufsen
by PETER ABRAHAM
Collajfian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's
basketball team isntlacking

any motives tonight against

Penn State.

A victory over the Nittany

Lions (7:30 p.m. at the

Springfield Civic Center)

win accomplish many things

for the Minutemen a 9 9

record, a victory before the

home fans after winter

break and most importantly

r<ill«^an photo hy Mirht-llr Sfgaii

Horace Neysmith dunks over St. Bonaventure's Rob
Samuels. The Minutemen face Penn SUte tonight.

a chance break from the

pack of four schools tied at 4-

} in fourth place in the

Atlantic 10 conference.

"It's been a while since a

?onference game this late in

the sea.son has been im

portant." I'M coach Ron

Lifrlufsen said. "This is a

biK game for us."

"We're still looking at this

as a step toward being

better than last season and

going higher in the league.

Wed like to be in the top

half of the league, we know
what we want to do."

The Minutemen have taken

three-of-four games and are

returning from a three game
road swing. They have to

guard against complacency

against the Lions (16 in the

league and 5 10 overall)

according to Gerlufsen.

"This league is balanced

enough that the worst team

can beat the best. We have

to be careful against them.

We can outplay them, it's a

matter of doing it on the

court."

The Lions are a tall team,

going 6 10. 6 8 and 6 4 in the

frontcourt. The Minutemen
will counter with seniors

Horace Neysmith ($5.3

points per game and 8.5

rebounds) and Bobby Bruan

(9.0 ppg and 9.5 rebounds)

off the boards. Bruan had 17

boards against URI and 20

points.

The backcourt will see

point man Carl Smith ?(8.1

ppg and 78 assists) and

Donald Russell (a team high

16.8 ppg) looking to keep

their balanced scoring with

swingman lx)renzo Sutton

(10.5 ppg) hoping to get over

the flu that limited him to 14

minutes and two points

again.st URI.
Tom Emerson will play a

role against the Lions'

height, possibly against

former Western Mass
Player of the Year Carl

Chrabascz, a transfer from

l^high who is averaging six

rebounds a game and a lot of

playing time.

UMass roundup

Big meets up for track,

ski teams in first
The men's and women's

track teams at the

University of Massachusetts

came through with a good

effort at the (ireater Boston

Track Club's Invitational

this past weekend at

Harvard University.

For the men. Todd Johnson

was fourth in the long jump
at 21 4 3/4 and Ferdie

Adoboe was fifth at 20 93/4.

Rawie Chriciow took sixth

in the 440 with a 49.8. Steve

Tolley was sixth in the 1.000

at 2:14.7.

The two mile relay team

took fourth with the mile

relay taking fifth.

For the women, Bridgette

Booker had a 26.3 in the 200,

Barbara CuUinan was third

in the 400 with a 57.68.

Diedre Doyle had a 10:31

3.000. The 4 x 200 team

went 1:43.6.

The UMass ski teams, both

the men and women, are in

first place with the men

loading Boston College and

the women also toppmg the

Kagles.

For the men, 26-25 leaders

over BC in the Eastern

Collegiate Ski Conference,

senior Bob Faigel. Jonathon

Segal, Dan Conway, Craig

McCordic and Matt liUczkow

have been scoring points.

Sunday, Plymouth State

Collc|ian photos by MichcDc Segmll

UMass's Carl Smith goes sideways against St. Joseph's in January action. Matt

Ryan (21) looks on. The shot went^

UMass needs to stop Craig

Collins (14.6 ppg and a

conference-leading 93
percent free-throw per-

centage) to slow down the

PSU offense.

"There's no one thing to do.

just get at them and play our

game." Gerlufsen said. "We
have the talent to beat them

at all positions."

The Lions lost three

starters last season, during

which they were swept by

I' Mass, and second-year

coach Bruce Parkill has 11

underclassmen on his 13

player roster.
Continued on page 19

Tonight's Ticket Info

There's little, if any. problem getting to the UMass-

Fenn State game tonight at the Springfield Civic Center.

The Ticket: There's two options, 1. Go to the Boyden

Ticket office with an lU. 2. Get the ticket at the Civic

Center.

The Bus Ride: There are three free buses leaving from

Boyden at 6:15 p.m. tonight. No tickets, no problems,

hop the bus and go to the game. The buses leave after

the game, depending on the driver, approximately an

hour after the game.

The Beer: It's Miller and it's '•old. What else do you

need? Enjoy the game.

Sports Log
Just a lew thoughts...

Hope everyone had an enjoyable winter

break, whether it was basking in the sun at

took the giant slalom with

UMass, behind Segall,

taking second.

The women, led by senior

captain Sue White, have also

looked sharp. Kathy
Smiley, Colleen Sweeney,
Lisa Luczkow, Tricia

Higgins, Susan Lievy and

Kara Mulwn have been the

mainstays tor coach Bill

MacConnell.

The track teams have the

"big" meets upcoming with

the Princeton Relays and

the Easterns. The skiiers

will be at the Plymouth

State tournament this

weekend at Cannon
Mountain, NH.

Tony Betros

the South Seas or struggling through

ComStu 121 for over two hours a day during

the dreaded January session. I also would

like to wish everyone the best of luck in the

upcoming semester (If the Collegian won't

hire ine, maybe Hallmark will).

Some interesting developments in the

month of January: San Fransisco won the

Super Bowl as every other team has,

through tough defense. Marino and Co. had

a great year but were never really tested

playing the likes of Buffalo, Indianapolis,

and yes. the Patriots...

ABC's coverage was very conservative,

very well done, but not very innovative.

Somebody please tell me what that thing is

ABC calls a scoring summary. It's plenty

colorful but not really necessary. Now does

the red stripes mean run or the black? The

world may never know...What was the

most intriguing was all the gambling in-

volved. People were betting on from who
would spike the ball the most to who would

be the first to say "Hi Mom". One person

actually bet $73,000 on the Dolphins to win

back $70,000. This same person also said he

didn't care about the money -he did it for

the thrill of competition. (It should also be

noted that this guy's parents dropped him

on his head twelve times before the age of

two.

)

The Pro Bowl was a yawner despite all the

great athletes there, which reaffirms the

argfument that baseball has the only real

AH Star game. The fact that the two
leagues don't meet during the regular

season makes it that much more ex-

citing... Basketball's All-Star game can also

be exciting, especially with Larry "Last

Shot" Bird and Michael Jordan, who may
just walk off with the MVP.
date of the week dept: has to go to

baseball pitcher Dave Stewert, who got

double his money when he paid for a

transvestite prostitute. No, Alan Funt had

nothing to do with it... Finally, you know

wrestling has gone big when announcer

Vince McMahon goes from David Let

terman to Good Morning America in a

matter of days.

No more need be said.

Sports at a glance

UMasa achednle:

Totb^fi

M«n'« basketball:vs. Penn State at Spr-

mgMd Civic Center, 7:30 p.m.
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Protestors
rallyinside
Whitmore
By ANDHEWM. PAVEN
C'ollegian Staff

The Whitmore Administration Building

w as besieged yesterday afternoon by about

200 students protesting the University's

plan to eliminate the Campus Center Board

of Governors.

Forty of those students occupied the

hallway and stairs outside Chancellor

Joseph D. Duftey's office for approximately

30 minutes, hearing speeches by student

leaders and chanting "Save the BOG, " and

"We want DeNyse.

"

The rally was in response to an ad-

ministrative proposal to eliminate the 32-

member Board of Governors, which is made

up entirely of students. The board, which

oversees the administration of program

ming and activities in the Campus Cen-

ter/Student Union complex, would be

replaced by a 16 member Auxiliary Ser

vices Board, comprised of faculty, staff,

alumni and students. The proposal was

announced Dec. 26 by Vice Chancellor John

L. DeNyse.
"The main issue is that student money is

being played around with." said Student

(iovernment Association Treasurer John

Mooradian. speaking through a bullhorn to

the crt)wd. "We won't stand for this

DeNysal of our Bights,' he punned.

"The administration has to be sensitive to

us and 1 think Jack DeNyse should be out

here speaking to us. " said Kevin Sweeney,

president of University Democrats. "The

only way we're going to take control of our

campus is to show (the administration) that

we care. I'm sure Jack DeNyse isn't going

to forget us for a long time."

The occupation followed a rally outside the

Student Union, attended by about 200

students. Alter listening to speeches, most

of the 200. many of whom carried signs,

marched to Whitmore chanting, "What do

we want'.' Bights. When do we want them'.'

Now."

Cvliexiati |.h.*t,i l«v Uf lAii (...av*

STUDENTS PROTEST — Approximately 200 University of

Massachusetts students participated in a rally yesterday, protesting the

administration's proposed policy changes concerning the Campus
Center Board of Governors.

Students carried signs that read, "Student

Bights Count." "We Want Input." and "No
Taxation Without Kepresentation."

"They think rt will streamline the board,"

said Fran Hegeler. treasurer of the BOG.
The proposed plan, she said, "will make it

easier to run the Campus Center the way
they want to."

The administration said the proposed plan

to consolidate the Campus Center trust

funds would save students money by

eliminating by $84 Campus Center fee

students currently pay.

SGA CO presidnet Jim Keller said students

would still pay about the same amount in

the new Universal Resource Fee.

"Seventy two dollars of the $84 fee goes to

pay off bonds" that were sold to finance the

construction of the Campus Center. Of the

remaining $12, most of that will be

proposed to be moved to the Student

Activities Fee. "They'll just be calling it

something different." said Keller.

DeNyse said he doesn t think that there is

a role for students in the management of

the Campus Center," said Keller. "I think

that role has been guaranteed by the Board

of Trustees in 1972, when they approved

the Whellman Document, a trustee policy

on Unviersity governance. And I think

they re affirmed that policy when they

approved the Mission Statement each year

since," said Keller.

"I think this rally was really helpful," said

BOG Chairperson Jane Donohue.
"Administrators know there are certain

student leaders and they might be under

the impres.sion that they're the only ones

who care, but 1 think this shows them the

student body is still concerned about their

rights."

DeNyse. who was unavailable to students

when they went to Whitmore. was up

proached at the Faculty Senate meeting

yesterday by student leaders demanding an

explanation of his plan. After an un

successful attempt by one senator to change

the subject. DeNyse explained his actions

to the Faculty Senate.

Ihe (Auxiliary Services) advisory tKiard

will have some students on it. so there will

be student input." he said. DeNyse denied

last week's Collegian report that he said

there was no place in the Campus Center

for student management.

Contimied on page 6

Faculty senate passes course guidelines
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

As a result of the 50 to 100 student com-

plaints about unstructured courses receiv-

ed each year, the faculty senate yesterday

ratified a proposal aimed at setting

guidelines for course improvement.

The guidelines, approved unanimously,

surest possible ways for professors to

minimize student confusion.

Gayle Wintjen, chairwoman of the

Academic Affairs Committee, said the

policy "will definitely alleviate

misunderstanding... Right from the start

students will know what is exj)ected of

Come out groundhog Nick!

By DEBORAH BKUNO
Collegian Correspondent

Nick, a groundhog from Northfield,

Mass.. a town which is about 20 miles

from Amherst, has not appeared on Feb. 2

in live years.

Since tomorrow is Groundhog Day,

perhaps Northfield Nick will appear, but

according to George Brosky. manager of

the Northfield Mountain Recreation and

Knvironmental Center, where Nick

resides, it seems doubtful, because "we're

too far north. He is not fortunate enough

to have a heated den. like Hunxsutawney

Phil on Gobbler's Knob in Pennsylvania.

"

According to the Standard Dictionary of

Kolklore, Mythology and Legend, the

groundhog is associated with Candlemas

Day. On that day, Feb. 2, good or bad

luck for sowing and planting in the coming

season is determined by the weather. The
K:rounghog plays an important role,

because if he comes out of his hole and

sees his shadow, he will go back in and

stay six more weeks. If he doesn't see his

shadow, the winter will continue and the

result will be bad crops. If the day is

cloudy and the groundhog does not see his

shadow, it will mean an early spring and

good crops.

them," she added.

The guidelines include:

•Avails^ility of an up to date syllabus that

includes:

•outlined course objectives

•special requirements for papers, grades

or exams
•attendance policy

•grading criteria and the weight of each

assignment
•exam schedule and make-up policy

•policy on academic honesty

•office hours and telephone

Robert Kirk, a chemical engineering pro-

fessor who introduced the proposal said its

use two years ago by the Ombudsman had

decreased the number of complaints

issued, and "it would be beneficial to both

students and professors if it were in-

stituted campus-wide."

Vice-chancellor for Student Affairs, Den-

nis Madson, said the policy is "a step in the

right direction," and added that he would

like to see the development and circulation

of more policies regarding academic mat-

ters.

The policy will be distributed to faculty at

the beginning of each semester. It i:- not

mandatory that professors follow it.

Tax cuts
may affect

UM budget
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

For the first time since 1977, the

University of Ma.ssachusetts may not

receive an increase in its operating budget

next year. Rep. James D. Collins [D-

Amherst), told the faculty senate
yesterday.

(Collins, addressing the senate at its first

meeting of the s<>mester. said the present

recommended budget for fiscal year 85

represents a decrease of .36 percent. In

light of Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' "pre-

election year yax cut." that decrease is

"indefensible," Collins said.

"The money from the tax cut would be
better spent on quality education, " he said.

""We"re shorlchanifing our future."

The State Board of Regents of Higher
Education had asked for a budget of $151.5

million, but recent recommendations from
the governor dropped the proposed budget
to $143.8 million.

"This cut comes at a time when the state is

running a surplus," Collins said. ""We're

toying with a tax cut, and yet we're

trimming education budgets. I feel it is

totally unarrj'ptahie."

"We're toying with a tax cut,

and yet we're trimming educa-

tion budgets. I feel it is totally

unacceptable.
"

— Rep. James Collins

Collins, a former co chair of the House
Education Committee, al.so outlined his

plans for the modernization of the

Massachusetts system of public education,

which include providing stronger early

childhood education, implementing
statewide te.sting of basic skills before

grade progression, establishing required

classes for high school students and at-

taining re.sources to provide better

teaching.

should have the best system in the United

States, bar none, " he said, adding that "our

single most important resource is people."

Collins also discussed the involvement of

the board of regents at UMass. He stressed

the importance of viewing the board as a

"coordinating board, not as directors,"

stating that "budget cutters can't be budget

advocators."

He said he thinks the board is better

suited to provide "on going five year plans

regarding the .state educational system,

rather than participating on the campus

level in daily planning."

Inside
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Changes made affecting student
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Coal heating plan series, part 2 5

Black History Month begins

today t 15

Minutemen lose in overtime— ^..24

"There cannot be a crisis next vyeek.

My sehedide is already fuU.

"

— H«try Kissiiiqet
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World and National News

Judge sets

precede/t

in death c c«

S.African activist may be released

BOSTON (Al ) In a precedent setting case clarifying the

law on double jeopardy, the states highest court dismissed

all criminal charges yesterday against a Boston man who

was accused ot beating his 20 month old daughter to death.

Albert Berry, 38. of Dorchester, was charged with first

degree murder after his daughter. Shurasha Campbell,

died on June 5, 1982.

The medical examiner said the girl died "from mjuries

caused bv blows of great.' severe' force, and that such

blows were consistent with karate or martial arts type

blows'." the court reported.

His first trial, in Suffolk Superior Court, ended with a

hung jurv. When the state began to try him again, the

high court stepped in and said Berry may not be tried again

because he should have been found innocent in the first

place.

The high court found that there was no concrete evidence

linking Berry to the death, noting that both Berry and

girl's mother were in theu- apartment on the day of death

and that no witness testified about what actually hap

pened. .,

•1 think it's an extremely significant decision. Berry s

lawyer. .Michael Averv of Boston, said. "It's a marvelous

decision from Mr. Berry's point of view, because the

evidence was clear t hat he did not commit this murder.

"

Michael Traft. the assistant Suffolk C^ounty district at

torney who handled the appeal, said he was surprised by

the decision.

"The nub of the decision boils down to whetver you think

there was sufficient evidence to convice Albert Berry in

the trial." he said.

Traft said the court decision now gives all criminal

defendants in Massachusetts an extra opportunity to

"challange the sufficiency of the evidence' presented by

prosecutors.

".\s far as I'm aware, it's unprecedented. I'm not aware

ot any other states that have that rule."

H«' predicted that the decision would trigger extra ap

p«'als. making prostn-utors' work more difficult.

Addressing that issue. Justice O'Connor wrote: 'if our

holding today mcreases judicial business, that result must

br accepted. Courts exist to vindicate important rights.

"

Possible cure for

AIDS discovered

Asks for formal statement
CAPE TOWN. South Africa (AH) President P.W. Botha

announced yesterday that the government would free

black activist Nelson Mandela if he agreed to renounce

violence. Mandela. South Africa's most prominent op

ponent of white minority rule, has served 20 years of a Ufe

sentence.

The offer to free Mandela and other imprisoned members

of his African National Congress, the ANC. appeared to be

a significant move away from prevaUing white opinion.

However, initial reaction by blacks suggested Mandela was

not likely to accept it.

Ismail Ayob. Mandela's lawyer, said: "1 cant imagine his

looking at his own release to the exclusion of what he

believes in. Mandela talks about the ANC while P.W.

Botha only talks about the man. Mandela."

Ayob referred to Mandela's interview with a visiting

British peer. lx)rd Bethell. published in London's DaUy

Mml on Sunday. In the unprecedented interview. Mandela

said the government must legalize the African National

Congress and negotiate with it before the organization

abandons arms.

.Mandela, 66. was sentenced to life in prison for planning

sabotage against the government. He has said that blacks

were forced to turn to violence because the ruling white

minority ignored peaceful protests.

Kven though he is allowed to communicate with only a

small group of people, he remains the effective leader of

South Africa's 22 million black majority and the 73 year

old African National Congress.

APLMcrykoto

South African President Botha told Parlia-

ment yesterday the government would release

Nelson Mandela from prison where he is serv-

ing a life sentence, if Mandela would re-

nounce violence as a tool to end apartheid.

Shultz voices opinion on military use

NEWPORT BEACH. Calif.

(AP) Scientists have for

the first time uh-ntilied an

antibody that inacti\ates the

AIDS virus in laboratory

experiments, a step toward

development of an AIDS
vaccine, a researcher said

yesterday.

The discovery "does not

prove you're going to be

successful in finding a

vaccine." said Dr. Robert

tiallo of the National Cancer

Institute, who headed one of

two teams that announced

discovery ot the likely AIDS
virus last April.

Asked it he believes an

anti AIDS vaccine can be

developed, (iailo replied: "1

am hopeful. ..but its n-ally

hard to say when.
"

Considerable research

must be (lone to determine

whether the antibcniy will

destroy the virus in the

human body as effectively as

It destroys it in the

laboratory.

(Jallo described the

discovery while talking to

reporters attending a

scientific conference in

Newport Beach sponsored

by the City of Hope National

Takes tough stance on Soviets

WASHINGTON (AP) Secretary of State George P.

Shultz said yesterday that the United States must never

become to committed to nuclear arms negotiations that it is

unwilling to respond to "outrageous... behavior" by the

Soviet Union in Nicaragua or elsewhere.

"We must never let ourselves become so wedded to

improving relations with the Soviets that we turn a blind

eye to actions that undermine the very foundation of stable

relations. ' Shultz said as he opened a broad review of

.Xmerican foreign policy for the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee.
From Nicaragua to the Middle Ea.st to Ea.stern Europe.

Shultz said the Soviet Cnion 'can be counted on upon

periiKiically to do something, somewhere that is abhorrent

or inimical to our interests.

"

"Experience shows we cannot deter or undo Soviet

ircopoiitical encroachments except by helping, one way or

another, those resisting directly on the ground." the

secretary said.

Shultz was the leadoff witness in a six week examination

by the committee of the direction of U.S. foreign policy

iVl(-(li«.ui V. «. ••>«.

discovery,

recently, has

reported in

journal.

Reached in Boston, Hir.sch

confirmed the discovery, but

declined further comment,
except to say his findings

s<x)n will be published in a

letter to the editor of a

medical journal which he

declined to identify and will

be presented in April during

an AIDS conference in

.'Xtianta.

under President Reagan.

"We should be willing to use all sources of national power

short of direct U.S. military force." said Weinberger, who

added: "We should never rule out the use of force if

deterrence fails. There is a deterrent value in never

saving never."

But he said there will never be political solutions unless it

is understood that "agression is resisted and diplomacy is

backed by strength."

Despite broad opposition in Congress. Shultz said the

administration would continue to seek support for the

contra' rebels who are trying to overthrow the leftist

Sandinista government in Nicaragua.

"If we abandon those seeking democracy, the extremists

will gain and the forces of moderation and decency will be

the victims, ' Shultz said. "Our nation's vital interests and

moral responsibility require us to stand by our friends in

their struggle lor freedom.

"

'Acting directly and through Cuba, " Shultz said, "the

Soviet Union is abetting the establishment of a new

communist dictatorship in Nicaragua.

"

The secretary said the United States must continue the

strategic weapons buildup begun under Reagan, including

construction of the M.X mi.ssile, "to avoid undercutting our

negotiators just as they begin the quest for real reductions

in nuclear arms."

I . >A<. -itiio ine

made only

not yet been

a scientific

Catholic nuns want apology

from Reagan staff or Regan
WASHINGTON(AP)— Treasury ^"''^ a misinterpretation could take place, 1

Secretary Donald Regan is unaware Roman apol"R>ze." Holion quoted Regan as writing

Catholic nuns in New England want an
apology for his comments about the way
sisters manage hospitals, but he already
has written a contrite letter to a Mid
vyestern religious order, a spokesman said
yesterday.

The leaders of 48 congregations of Roman
Catholic nuns in New England demanded
Regan, soon to become White Hou.se chief
of staff, apologize for remarks quoted in a
Jan. 7 Newsweek magazine article. "My
heart cannot bleed for many hospitals hurt
by limits on Medicare payments, even those
run by Roman Catholic nuns. Their hearts
are big. but their heads aren't screwed on
tight. Most of them need
management," Regan was
saying.

new
quoted as

Roger Bolton, a spokesman for Regan,
said he was unaware of the request from
the New England nuns. But Bolton said
Kegan already has written to a St. Ix)uis
religious order, explaining that the com-
ments in the news magazine "reflected
neit her what he said or meant.

"

If somehow, in an unguarded moment in a
totally private meeting, 1 could ever
conceivably foster an environment where

in the letter. Bolton declined to relea.se the

full text of the letter to the Daughters of

Charity.

The Treasury Department spokesman said

the quotes attributed to Regan came from a

private meeting on federal health insurance

programs, which a Newsweek reporter was

allowed to attend.

Sister Kathle<»n Keating, chairwoman of

the New England Region of the Leadership

Conference of Women Religious, said the

sisters, many of whom run hospitals, "voted

unanimously to express their indignation to

Mr. Regan."

"When you add up the larger

congregations, there are at least 20,000

sisters in New England and they are all

upset," she said in a telephone interview

Thursday.

STANDING TRIAL — Twenty-five military men and a civilian, in-

dicted for the assaasination of Sen. Benigno Aquino, stand during ar-

raignment yesterday. All the respondents pleaded "not guilty."
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Students frustrated

Many SOM courses full

Coll*(uii pketo by Brian (iomyt

MESS PRODUCTION ~ A student watches as the Caribbean artist

Ron painted his special "meaterpieces" outside the Hatch. It takes Ron
between three and five minutes to complete his creations.

ByLAl!KAKUESTEh
Collegian Staff

Some students expressed anger and

frustration over the problem of over

subscribed classes in the School of

Management (SUM), a problem ad

ministrators say is due to lack of money and

inadequate resources.

But the problem of overenroUed classes is

not confined to SUM. according to (.'harlene

Eorgue. assistant to director of the

scheduling office. "Every department has

some oversub-scribed courses. " she said,

citing Computer and Information Science.

Engineering and Hotel. Restaurant and

Travel .Administration as other depart

ments with crowding problems.

Harry Allen, dean of SUM. said "We've

been on rigid enrollment control since 1976.

We've been trying to get more n;oney. but

it's a supply ^demand problem which is not

unique to business. 1 have a great deal of

sympathy for the administration."

The admissions problem is "bad if not

worse" than last year. Nelson Fion,

assistant dean of SU.M and chief un

dergraduate adviser, said. "We have 3.200

applicants for 350 seats in freshman admis-

sions and 350 internal applicants for 75 to

100 seats," Pion said. "We have an inade-

quate amount of faculty and budgetary

resources."
Pion added that he does not know what

steps are being taken to alleviate the

problem.

Eric Berkowitz. chairman of the

marketing department, said "The problem

is that not enough dollars are coming from

Boston. It's a very serious situation. Uur

program is very strong here, but we don't

have adequate resources, it's not fair to the

taxpayers. If you're accepted here, you

should be able to take whatever major you

want."

Beth Myers, a teaching assistant who
works in the undergraduate counsehng

office, said the courses people are having

problems getting into are accounting 221,

222, general business and finance 301.

marketing 301, and management 301. which

are all prerequsites for higher level classes.

"All management classes are in high

demand," she said.

"The problem is a budgetary one. If we
had money for more positions, we could find

people to fill them, but we have to pay what

the market will su-stain." Arthur Carlisle,

chairman of the management department

said.

Despite administrators" rationale for

oversubscribed classes, there are still 19

departments outside of SUM with more
than 2.000 students whose majors must

take certain required classes in SUM. The
departments that have contracts with SUM
include Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

.Administration, Sports Management.
l..eisure Studies, and Fashion Marketing.

An employw of the Registrars office who
refused to be identified said, "The situation

is very serious. Students are very

frustrated. I've heard seniors talking who
cant get into classes they nee<l to graduate

this spring. This problem needs to be

known and addressed."'

Maria Berlingen and Mart a Kigueron, both

marketing majors on exchange from the

I'niversity of Puerto Kico. said their

graduation would b<» del.iyed by a semester

or even a year because they could not get

required clas.ses such as Marketing 425 and

Marketing (.Communications 422. "They
only opened two sections of a class which so

many people have to take. It's ridiculous."

Some students did not have any trouble

getting into courses. Tom Chirokas. a

transfer student, "never had a problem.

I'm very satisfied with the business school

here. I think the deans do a g<K)d job."

Mike Rabb and Alan Eisenberg said

although they haven't had a problem.

"There is a lot of trouble for underclassmen.

There are too many students and not

enough classes. 1 know a lot of seniors who
are having problems,"' Eisenberg said.

SGA, officials amendconstitution
ByJUHN YUNCE
Collegian Staff

A draft of the constitution of the Student Government

Association has been decided upon by administrators and

student representatives, Chris Sullivan, speaker of the

undergraduate student senate said.

The document, which has not been revised for about 33

years, "defines the parameters and format by which the

government shall function," Kandy Uonant, director of

Student Activities said. Donant and Sullivan were

members of a "constitution task force" of seven SGA
members and five administrators formed last semester to

resolve on campus differences in the wording of the

constitution.

An earlier draft of the document was approved last spring

by the senate and sent to the administration for review

before forwarding to the trustees, who have final approval.

But the draft was returned in November to the students

with "about five pages of notes tacked onto it" from UMass
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and General Counsel William

Searson. SGA co president Jim Keller said. The trustees

would not approve the constitution until all conflicts

between students and administrators are resolved, he

said.

"We've gone over it literally section by section. " Donant

said.

Sullivan said the task force agreed on a section of the

constitution which would give the senate "authority to set

up agencies to participate in the regulation of buildings

funded by student monies. " Donant said that this section

would guarantee student input and comments on the

running of buildings like the Campus Center/Student

Union complex, for which students pay a fee each

semester.

Sullivan said that the section could have implications in

the current debate over the dissolution of the Campus
Center Board of Governors. The board would be

eliminated as part of a plan that would consolidate the

trust funds of the Campus Center, Conference Services

and the University's dining commons.
Another section of the draft would allow the senate to

continue to allocate the activities fees as it has for 37 years,

with the trustees holding veto power, Sullivan said.

"Massachusetts general law gives the trustees authority

to delegate responsibility for budgeting out the student

activities fees," he said.

Donant said the task force had "appropriately skirted the

issue" of final control of the fees. "Technically, the

chancellor is charged with that responsibility," he said.

"The trustees have that position (of final control), how they

translate it is another issue."

A student bill of rights, outlining the rights of a student

before a univeristy judiciary board, will be included in the

constitution, Sullivan said.

Searson had opposed inclusion of the bill because it is

"confrontational and unnecessarily imports into university

affairs substantial aspects of criminal due process," he

wrote in his comments on the document.

The new version of the bill allows a "student advisor"" who
will be allowed to .speak on behalf of the student in "certain

instances," Sullivan said.

"Searson has his concerns, but we'll argue it out at the

trustee's level," he said.

More i.e^vs from The Associated Press, page 17

AP LsMrphoto

STRANDED FAMI-
LY — Mary Albert and

her two grand-
children, Philbert, 3,

center, and Jamie, 7,

were visited by a

helicopter survey team

Wednesday. They live

in a hogan about 25

miles north of Window
Rock, Arizona on the

Navajo Indian Reser-

vation and although

low on food, the family

was found to be in no

danger, officials said.

April approval date sought

for conduct code revisions
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Student leaders and administrators at the University of

Massachusetts have agreed on most points of the revised

Code of Student Conduct and expect to have a draft to

present to the Board of Trustees April 3. Dakin Kerns,

former Student (iovernment Association attorney

general said.

The code of Student Conduct is a set of basic rules of

student disciphne and is included in the packet of in-

formation given to first year and transfer students when
they come to UMass.
The code has not been revised since about 1966. Dean of

Students William E. Field said, it is being re written to

bring it up to date and in hne with changes being made in

residential judicial policies, academic honesty rules, and
the revision of the SGA con.stitution.

Associate Dean of Students Kobert N. Brooks said last

November, "We hope to have a mutually approved draft

by Dec.22," but meetings between .students and the

administration were delayed and the revision targeted

for the end of (last) semester.
"1 don't like to put deadlines on things." Field said last

week. But, "Things are coming right along."

Field refu.sed to discuss the details of the revision, but

sijid "the students working on the revision can speak for

all of us.

"

Two previous cau.ses of disagreement between the

administrators and students, the definition of harassment

and whether or not to allow advocates to represent

students before University judicial boards, have been

settled, Ferris said.

"The trouble (with the harassment section) was not how

it was written, but how It was implemented, " he said.

"We have documented cases in which it was used to

prevent free speech."

"We're working on methods whtre implementation is

more compatible with the intent of the language," Ferris

said.

Ferris said the issue of student advocacy is "being

worked out in constitution meetings.

"

"We've both agreed to use what is put in the student bill

of rights in the .SGA constitution, " he said.

The student bill of rights will allow a "student adviser" ,

but not a lawyer, who will be allowed to speak on behalf

of the student in "certain instances" in the draft agreed

upon as of Jan. Zi by the constitutional task force, which

consists of seven students and five administrators,

Sullivan said.

Details previously agreed upon include rules that will

punish acts of harassment based on race, religion, sex

and sexual preference. The new code will also prohibit

accessing computer files to tamper with records or invade

another person's privacy, and will have stricter rules on

misuse of UMass 11) cards.
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BROTHER- IS JOHN SAYLES'BEST FILM YET."

it's 'Mars On Th* Hudson'. 'Cheers Goes To Harlem*, and

'E.T. Rides The Underground Railroad' rolled inrto one."
—Carrk Rirk<r%. Boston Herald

"^^^^. HILARIOIS...

loaded with funm- scenes and entertaining

characters...among the year's most

offbeat films." -«illum VioU. Oannnt \e*w Service*

" A science-fiction comedy with

more than its share of gags,

chilLs and good feeling."
^

-Rkhard Coriiu. Time MaCazine

TMSMr/tfg
rtOM AlimUKMMIT

anew film byJohn Sayles c ineann

Pleasant St.Theater
27 Plusinl St./Northampkm 586-0915

Earn your Credits

abroad.
• England

• Israel

•Ireland

• Germany

• Spain

• Italy

• Denmark

• Egypt

• Switzerland

• Mexico

• Canada

• France

>Hh

Join the thousonds of students wtio

hove earned college credits studying

obrood in CCIS programs

Aflordoble ,
qualify progroms with

linanciol oid ovaiioble

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES

12 15CREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE

DUBLIN

Dr. John J McLean
Mohegan Community College

Morwich.CT 06360
886 1931 X243

COL'FGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

"IT PAYS TO PLAY"

Opinions revealed on campus safety
mT^ , . _,.^, nroPTams would hpin rpdiici

ByJUHN VlNcE.'T
Collegian Staff

Students leel safe on

campus, don't report many

crimes but avoid parking

lots and foo.p 'hs at night

for fear of assault according

to the resM.ts of a survey

recently conducted by the

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Student Affairs Kesearch

and Evaluat'on Office.

Police statistics agree with

the opinion, of students

elicited in the survey that

the campus is a safe place.

Unlv 2.347 incidents of crime

wen reported, in 1983 with

KWl of inose being serious

or Class 1 crimes, on a

campus with 25.838 enrolled

ll.OtX) of which lived on

campus.

or the 242 students who

responded to the telephone

survey. 94.6 said they felt

moderately or very safe on

the C.Mass campus in

general.

The Director of Security.

Department of Public Safety

at Cmass. Gerald O'Neil said

"1 feel this campus is very

safe." O'.Neil said campus

safety is increasing with the

installation of five new

emergency phones, and

j

lights near Boyden Gym
nasium and near the

chancellor's house in Central

residential area next

semester.

"We need not only to

improve by adding more

lighting, but we also must

miprove our communication.

People have to want to

report when an incident

happens to them so we can

respond timely." said

O'Neil.

The survey showed that

about two thirds of the

people who said they had

property stolen or were

threatened or harrassed did

not report the crime to the

police.

William Weitzer. director

of SAKEO said "I don't

know why people don't

report these crimes but it's

significant that this hap

pens. These reports help

Public Safety get a measure

of t he rates of crime and t he

reporting of crime. It should

help them plan strategies to

induce reporting (of

crimes)."

The I' Mass Police

Department runs
educational and crime

preventive programs.

Almost 70 percent of the

respondents said they

thought more of these

programs would help reduce

crime. The survey also

showed that only 11.2

percent of those surveyed

participated in the police

programs last semester.

Weitzer said the difference

between those who think

educational programs would

help and those who actually

attend them "points to the

fact that outreach etforts are

netnled. First students netni

to be aware of the programs,

t hen t hey can use them
.

'

One third of the students

who responded to the

survey said they adjust

where they walk on campus

to avoid footpaths and

parking lots. However,

most said they feel safer

near the residence halls, the

library and the academic

buildings. The largest

amount of crimes reported

happened, 810, in the

campus area t)etween North

Pleasant Street and
Massachusetts Avenue,
including most of the

academic buildings on

campus from Boyden Gym to

the (Jraduate Kesearch

Towers.

UNION i

VIDEO ;

CENTER i
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Welcomes you back and

invites all studnts and

members to a general

meeting on Feb. 5th at 5 PM
here at U.V.C.

216 Student Union (near the Hatch)

Mon-Fri

9-5

545-1336

^—

- Production

Workshops
- Programming
- Video Arts

Festival &• Competition

1

J

YES. IT'S TRUE. . .

The Office for Cooperative Education

has relocated to the new
University Career Center

tel: 545-2224

February is co-op sign up month'

Enroll for summer & fall co-ops at these times

Feb. 12 SOM 109 4 pm
Feb. 12 Marston 15 4 pm
Feb. 19 Bartlett 121 4 pm

Daily Information Sessions start soon.

Call for times.

Remember IBM Technical 8- Business

Co-op Recruiting lues. Feb. 5, CC 101

ATHLETIC
SUPPLIES, INC.

SERVING WESTERN MASS, SCHOOLS AND ORGANIZATIONS
WITH THE BEST IN ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING

Winter Clearance
Hockey Equip, Skates & Sticks

10 - 40% OFF
Nike Airship $48.95

girls will be boys

^^^^^^—

'

yS^

30 - 50% OFF Men's & Women's
Warm Ups and
Leisure Apparel

377 MAIN ST.

AMHERST, MASS.
(413) 253-3973

Unisex

is running

rampant.

Now you

need the

perfect

1985 cut.

Bold lines

cut into a
pseudo-
geometric

shape.

Styled for

a natural,

tousled

look with

Redken"
products.

with coupon

STYLE CUTS only $7.50 \

with shampoo and blow dry $11.50 :

MEN'S PERMS & WAVES :*

Only $30.00 :

by appointment expires 2/28/85 \

! 1
STYLES BY DEBORAH

65 University Drive 549-5610

$5 million contract hasn't cleanedany airyet
Deteriorated facility

is part of the problem
Second of two articles.

By IAN PULUMBAIIM
Collegian Staff

Logistical and safety problems partially

responsible for the current delays in

getting the University of Massachusetts

power plant's $5 million exhaust filter

apparatus on line owe much to the plant's

dilapidated condition. Physical Plant

officials say.

The "baghouse"" is designed to bring

UMass into compliance with the Clean Air

Act of 1970- of which it has t)een cited as a

violator since 1977 by filtering coal dust

out of the smoke from the steam plant's

three main boilers.

Physical Plant Director Koger
Cherewatti said yesterday that because

four smaller backup boilers are in poor

repair, any wintertime baghouse testuig

must be done while all three main boilers

continue to burn coal at 2400 degrees

Fahrenheit and heat the campus.

Aiming to accomplish this safely, the

Physical Plant plans to use a series of

dampers in the exhaust duct serving the

main boilers to divert the 500 degree

gases through the baghouse one or two
boilers at a time. (See diagram.)

"With our deteriorated heating plant, we
don't have the flexibility of substituting

boilers." Cherewatti said. "But we're not

going to jeopardize our personnel (by

testing the baghouse hastily) or heat for

the campus (by shutting down and risking

frozen pipes in UMass buildings).'

Physical Plant Operations Supervisor,

Peter Wozniak. earlier this week said,

"You want to have clean air... we want to

do it so it's safe." He pointed out several

BAGHOISE
IT.tMiof l|.Tt;KI{\<.>

KKMi»\K«0\l. DIM
tKUM K\ll M ST

^ -• -• Current exhaust route

# Planned exhaust route

II ^^v^lr—ILI

BOILER 7

Boston Chimney (Jo. emptoyees perched

on the exhaust duct near the power plant's

roof as they worked on installmg the

dampers. "If something goes wrong, it

could kill these guys or our people down

below."

Wozniak gestured toward the four 36

year old Westinghouse backup boilers and

said. "They're slowly becoming obsolete.

With the economics of rebuilding them,

they should just be removed."

The twilers in question were dirty and

rusted, their pipe insulation falling apart.

On two of them, someone had written m
chalk. "No coal. " Wozniak said that every

time they are fired up. such as when one

of the main boilers is shut down for yearly

inspection and cleaning, more repairs are

needed and it is increasingly difficult to

find parts.

He said the main tmilers are in "great

shape, considering their age." 25 to 26

years, and would last another seven to

eight years if left in their present con

dition.

Since Thomas J. O'Connor. Inc., a

Canton based general contractor, won the

PLANNED PROCEDURE
FOR TESTING BAGHOUSE

Workers are installing a series of

dampers — which can be opened and
closed with electric hoists — along the

exhaust duct above the power plant's

three main coal-fired boilers.

When the dampers are functional, ex-

isting plug (?) will be removed, enabl-

ing the Physical Plant to test the

baghouse with exhaust from boiler 7

alone by opening damper (A) while
keeping (B) closed.

Opening damper (B) and closing (C)

will divert the exhaust from both

boilers 6 and 7 through the baghouse,

while boiler 5's smoke continues to go

directly to the smokestack.

When all three dampers are open and
the old duct to the smokestack sealed

off at point D, exhaust from all three

boilers will be filtered.

P

bidding tor the baghouse construction m
1983. there have also been delays in

deliveries of equipment and instructions,

as well as "scheduling problems,"

t'herewalti said, with O'Connor and

s«'veral subcontractors.

Wozniak attributed these problems to

"Murphy's Law" (whatever can go wrong,

will.) He added. "It certainly doesn't

help" that under Massachusetts law a

state project must t>e awarded to the

contractor who offers to do the job most

ine.xpensively. "They're certainly con

cerned with reducing overhead costs."

Book on abortion published by
Hampshire professors for class use
By LAURA KOESTEK
Collegian Staff

Abor*fm^ Moral and Legal Perspectives,

is a new anthology of essays on abortion

edited by Hampshire College professor Jay

Garfield and former professor Patricia

Hennessy and published by the University

of Massachusetts Press. The book was

designed as a resource for those who want

to teach on the subject on college campuses,

according to co editor Patricia Hennessy.

"Professor tiarfield and 1 were teaching a

course at Hampshire College on affirmative

action. We found we could talk about

particular cases, but not the underlying

moral, legal and ethical questions," Hen

nessy said.

(iartield is entering his fifth year as

assistant professor of philosophy at

Hampshire.
"We did a class on affirmative action and

then did the course on abortion the next

year using the same format. We found that

all the material on abortion was ten years

old." he said.

"The important thing about the anthology

and about the course is the way the in-

teraction between law and philosophy sheds

light on the issue. The book looks at both

sides of the issue in the context of the

current debate," he said.

The anothology contains articles on topics

such as Koe vs. Wade, arguments on what

is a human life, attempts to legislate

standards of morality, and the judicial

status of the fetus.

Nine of twelve essays in the anthology

were papers dehvered at a conference

marking the tenth anniversary of the

famous Koe vs. Wade decision legalizing

abortion, held at Hampshire in January of

1983.

"A year and a half before the conference,

Jay and 1 contacted scholars and acUvists in

our fields (of law and philosophy) and asked

them to prepare papers for the conference,

'

Hennessy said.

Hennessy was the first director of the Civil

Liberties and Public Policy Program at

Hampshire. She is now an associate at the

law firm of Kaye. Scholer, Kierman, Hays,

and Handler in New York City, where she

worked before coming to Hampshire in

1981.
In 1977 Hennessy worked on the famous

case of McKae v. Harris, the ACLU's
challenge to federal restrictions on

medicaid funding for abortion.

Peeping Tom, fire, wallet theft reported

Two female students reported that they

saw a man looking at them while they were

in the shower Wednesday, University of

Massachusetts Police said.

Police said they responded to the call on

the eighth floor bathroom of John Quincy

Adams dormitory at 3:07 p.m. The incident

is under investigation.

In other police action:

A tr;'-'' harrol fire in the west stairwell of

the Campus Onter was reported at 12:50

a.m. yesterday. Police said the fire was

already extinjjuished when a security guard

found it. Cigarette butts may have ignited

the fire.

An Amherst man s wallet was reportedly

stolen from Hoyden (iymnasium while the

owner was playing basketball Wednesday.

It was taken from a jacket placed on the

sidelines in a period of about one hour.

- CHRIS POON

LODESTONE'S
GREATEST

CLEARANCE SALE
EVER

25 to 50% OFF

ON ALL WINTER/FALL
MERCHANDISE.

PLUS
ALL OUTERWEAR
30% OFF

WOMEN'S

WILLI WEAR
LOIS
IN WEAR
FACTICE
BETSY JOHNSON
BERN CONRAD
NORMA KAMALI

MEN'S

13 N. Pleasant Street

Downtown Amherst

256-0591

48 Main Street

Brattleboro, Vermont

(802) 254-4877

WILLI WEAR
LOIS JEANS
MATINIQUE
NAF NAF
G.B. CLOTHING CO.

SHOWCASE
OMEMAS
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MOVIE!
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10 BEST'
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Engineering gets $350,000 grant
^^ •_ _ J t^^nt nf thp llniver

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The General Electric Company donated a $350,000

grant to the microwave program of the electncal

Thinking about Spring Break?

We'll tan your hide!

• Best prices m the valtey

• State-of the art

tanning facilities

• 10 visits only $25 00
• 30 days unlimited

tanning only $49 99

engineering department of the University of

Massachusetts yesterday.
i-u„„«.nor of

A $97,000 check was given to Vice Chancellor oi

Research and Planning Samuel Conti. at a luncheon given

in the Campus Center in honor of the General Llectnc

^-^T^^ognm wUl receive $103,000 in July and wiH be

na d a?^S sum of $150,000 annualjr for five y^
^n^nTn 1985. said Robert Mcintosh, the area coor-

dinator of microwave electromcs at UMass.

One of the provisions in the grant allows G.E^ to send

be^een five ^d seven employees to UM-stobe^^^ls"

masters degree studies in microwave engmeenng ^J^^^
"Sclnt^STsaid $200.0(X) of the ^^ - l;j^'^
research in the program. The remamuig $150,000 will be
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divided between fellowships and the purchasing of new

equipment.

"This is the strongest program (in microwave

technology) in the country." said Walter BuUer. nmnager

^e elStronics laboratory m Syracuse NT. The pro-^ at UMass is a graduate prop^am arid there are 200

?^P in the department including eight professors,

^here are also six to ten undergraduates that work with

us in the summer." said Mcintosh.

"There has been an active partnership between the com-

pany (G.E.) and the University." said Lois McCal)e of the

Spment and alumni relations office. General Electnc

has given many grants to the engineering department, she

said.

The G E. company is planning to give a grarit of

$250 000 to the doctorate department of the electncal and

computer engineering department in Sept. 85, she said.
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ORTHODOX CHRISTIANS
are invited to meet

every Sunday evening at 6:00 p.m.

for Evening Prayer

for more information, please call:

323-7145 (after 4:00 p.m.) or 586-4045
^

New England Diocese, i

Orthodox Church in America
J

Asked why he could not contront the student protestors.

DeNyse said. "1 just had a previous commitment.

The vice chancellor said "I believe they (his feUow vice

chancellors) are in support of the plan." but added they

have never told him this.

Executive Vice Chancellor lor Academic Affau-s and

Provost Kichard OBrien said he leels "it is miportant to

separate the two aspects ol this plan, the issue ol student

input and the issue ol cost management."

He said "What is not being thought through is the im

plications for student input. But the chanceUor has set a

at them." . „,^.^ ^ .

Other administraiton employees m Whitmore today were

unlazed by the student invasion. All the doors to offices on

the third floor were locked but reporters gained easy

entry. ^ .^, ^. . „

"Its exciting, but we're too busy to bother with this, one

secretary said. Most of the non administrative personnel

in Whitmore went about their business normaUy. as of

ficials of the Department of Public Safety roamed the haUs.

•There are no problems here, they're aU being quite co

operative. liMass Police Chief Kobert G. Joyce said.

U
International

Language
Institute, Inc.

SPANISH • FRENCH • GREEK • GERMAN
RUSSIAN • CHINESE

JAPANESE • ITALIAN • PORTUGUESE
INTENSIVE ENGLISH
February 4 - March 29

International House • 27 Brewster Ct.

N'ton (behind Thome's)

(413) 586-7569 AA/EOI

inTicket Connection
we deliver choice seats to:

CHICAGO Feb 19, Hartford

DEEP PURPLE Feb 26. New Haven

Mar 3, Worcester

U2 April, Hartford

REO SPEEDWAGON/SURVIVOR
Feb 8 Hartford

BRUINS and WHALERS home games

mon-fri 8-11 am and 5-10 pm
sat 10 am -6 pm (1-788-6938)

MASS *P>«K>VtO tW*>tCT10WjT*nOW_

MA Sal«a Tax Extra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
fan Service Tre Slore

TB Sun*»f1»nd M . Mo Aii*»f»t. MA
Across t'om Wal'Oba i Slo«<-

-VISA-MC 549-47

Study
in Italy

this Summer
HXRBIf Rl ( INIfmOMf CAMKJS

Sponsored By

TRINITY

COLLEGE
Harftord, CT

06106

Art History

rl.issital Civilization

History

JUNE 1-JULY6
Wntr «Kn (or dcUiK on r«H and

Sprinf Progr*nn
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SHOP advanced fitness training centers
m .^_ ^» ^»^M^M^M^

! 'the'best'workout in town
i invites you to
i get in shape for spring

I JOIN BY FEB. 8th. 9:00 PM
I and receive designer T-shirtr xvriCi

I with this ad

I Free t-shirts limited to first 300 memberships

1 NOPE STILL ONLY $45.00 !
i 7:30-9 4-6 Boyden |

I 11:30.3 7-9 7:30-9 12-1
|

I Sat. 11-2 ^'^ -
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"ii>iiii"""i'"iiii'"
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Spring Break
I Summit Tours \

j Takes You Where You Want To Go! \
- i

I
The Bahamas from $299 - $309 ^£

I
Ft Lauderdale from $329

I includes:

I 7 nights accommodations

I
round trip air fare from New York. Boston, /L^'—^^.'^M*?^ s

Philadelphia

I Welcome Parties

Wall Therese 546-1177^
.TiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiMiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiiiiiiiHHi***"''*"''''^

Visit Northampton

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

ox
UJ

ca

O
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DYNAMITE RECORDS
BLANK TAPE CLEARANCE SALE

MAXELL UDXL II 90'i, «.00 any quantity! MAXELL 11 Ws, $1.60 any quantityl

TDK SA 90'a, tt.OO any Quantity! Tli«r«*io
ALSO: Fuji. Sony h Assorted at Rock Bottom Prices 1 nOrneS,

a marketplace plus!
S84-1680 150 Main St. N'hampton

C/)

o
c

WE SUPPORT BAND AID!

3J

o
o

3V903U ^0O« zzvr ivoissxno

THE RACQUET & FITNESS II

A fitness complex where people go to get fit

The Equipment -

24 Nautilus machines

Free weights

Monark exercise bikes

Concept II rowing machines

Tanning beds

The Programs

Personal fitness evaluations

Massage therapy

Karate classes

Aerobics

216 N. King Street, Northampton 584-4975

call for a free trial

YOU'LL JUST DREAD IT!

]^EEHAI\lS

Welcome Back
Friday Feb 1st

the weekend starts here

with

D.J. TONY KORD

Saturday Feb. 2nd
Groundhogs Rule O.K.

D.J. ANDREW WOLFE
KISS 108 P.M. Boston

Sunday Feb. 3rd

All Ages (14-19) DISKO 6 pm til 10 pm

Thursday Feb. 7th

legendary blues blockbuster

2 American musical legends

CLARENCE
GATEMOUTH BROWN

and
VASSAR CLEMENTS

tlx in advance $9.00

in Amherst at Albums

Wednesday Feb. 13

the godfather of soul

JAMES BROWN
2 shows 7 pm and 10 pm

doors open at 6

early show $11. late $13.

Tickets available at: Pearl St between 8:00 PM
and oiidnlght. Main St Records, Guild Art Cen-

tre, Dynannite Rec's (Thornes Mkt), Country

Comfort, in Amherst at Al-Bums on Pleasant

St, and at all Strawbenies Records and Tapes

Outlets.

11 pimii smiii Homnininiii m minui\

LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT
DANCING

5 NIGHTS A WEEK

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

NEW WAVE
Free Munchies Nightly -

Free Hors d'oerves on Fridays

24 Pleasant Street

Northampton, MA
586-4258

parking in rear

The Originali

Thorn** Mofkclploc* • OM Soulti SI inifonci

NofWiompton • Op*n dMty Ml 1 1 )0 p m
M » Sal IN MlttOflM • M*4«37

NEW!

CHEERS
Lounge
upcoming bands:

Feb. 1 and 2:

CAROL HAHN & SKYLARK

Feb. 8 and 9:

TRANSFORMER

NO COVER
Pleasant St., Northampton

next to Ground Round

I

The Snow Basin is back! And better than ever with 3 lifts and 1 5 trails of beautiful Mew England skiing at its

best new snow making equipment and carefully groomed trails assure skiiers a day of downhill fun and

excitement. This year we've also stocked our rental shop with brand new equipment. And anyone, from

beqinners to racing enthusiasts, can develop their skills at our professional ski school. Best of all is the price.

All day lift tickets for adults are only $12. Half-day and children's passes are even less. So come play this

weekend. Ride the slopes. Relax in the lodge. Get together with family or friends. With prices like ours, we think

you'll keep a smile on your face. All day.

TAM 191 TO MIT 19, THtn rOlLOW ROUTE 9 TO WtST CUPWinOTOrt. MASS. Ortti EVtRY WCrKEnO 8:30 AH TO 4 m (413) 634 5318
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Commuter Area Government presents progressive mm^^^

Each semester the Commuter Area dips from the 1930s. American Indian. Narrated by Robert Red-
the Gennan resistance a^J^t>^^^^

Friday. February 1. 1985
sCoUfigiaQ »

Government presents the Progressive Film

Series. This collection of films, from and

about many different parts of the world, is

the longest running film series of its kind in

this area. All films are shown on the UMass

campus and are free to the public.

February 21

"Black Shadows on a Silver Screen"

Campus Center Rm. 101 at 3 p.m. & 8 p.m.

• A history of the Black film compames

that sprung up in reaction to Hollywood

stereotypes, overcoming obstacles to get

their movies made and shown. Early film

footage includes perfonnances by Paul

Robeson, Cab Calloway and Duke Ell-

ington.

February 28

"No Maps on My Taps"

Campus Center Rm. 163 at 3 p.m. & 8 p.m.

clips

March?
"A Veiled Revolution" and "Women m
Nicaragua: The Second Revolution"

Campus Center Rm. 163 at 3 p.m. & 8 p.m.

• A Veiled Revolution is a documentary ex-

amining the womens movement in Egypt.

Women in Nicaragua explores the efforts

of women to gain equality and combat

machoism as part of Nicaragua's "second

revolution."

March 14

"A Free Wonmn"
Campus Center Rm. 163 at 3 p.m. & 8 p.m.

• This film has been called the first nmster-

piece of the women's liberation movement.

Directed by Volker Schlondorff, it tells of a

recently divorced, thirtyish woman who is

now "free".

March 28
. w * • "

"Broken Treaty on Battle Mountain

* • The nigmy ju;^.u«i..^ .„...--—.p _--

American Indian. Narrated by Robert Red- ^, Gennan resistance a^J^tN^^^^^^^

ford, the film shows the struggle of the j^ World War U-
J^^^^f^b^vT^r

Western Shoshone Indians to regain 24 was orgamzed by » !»f^^5j™^!^V1L

Campus Center Rm. IW at 6 p.m. « o p..... Dronei. i . «ra.j v,.. ——--"-"
o „ _ _

•This film offers an unique insight into jazz Campus Center Rm. 101 at 3 P-^^ & « p_nL

t^ndancL as a neglected Black American • This award-winning documentary has

S? ?^lh? sp^fo^ tap in its heyday is been widely acclaimed as the most impor

S,wnTn ra^ photos and Hollywood film tant and emotionally powerful film on the

^firif^

million acres of land stolen fi^m them by

the U.S. government.

April 3

3 Martin Luther King films

Campus Center Rm. 163 at 3 p.m. & 8 p.m.

• Films being shown are "I Have a

Dream...The Life of Martin Luther King .

"Martin Luther King: Doubts and Certain-

ty" and "Martin Luther King, Jr.: From

Montgomery to Memphis". These three

films document the life of Americas

greatest civil rights leader.

April 11
. „

"Avenue of the Americas
o o ^ ^

Campus Center Rm. 174 at 3 p.m. & 8 p.m

. A documentary about U.S. mvolvement

in Chile. This film focuses on the nature

and extent of U.S. government and cor-

porate complicity in the "destab. ^tjon

Smpaign and the September 11th. 1973

coup.

April 18

•The White Rose" po„„.
Campus Center Rm. 101 at 3 p.m. & 8 p.m.

GREAT WINE SALE
10% Off Single Bottles

15% Off Cases
excluding sale items

additional 5% off on

sale wines by the case

l,H338 College St.
Sale Jan 28 - Feb 9

BJl Amherst. MA 2535384w n K

BMCP ±JxtcL
Duke
filington

Cofnmitlce ^

TICKETS

ON SALE

TODAY!
:m^^'

.*M

.'^^f^-rfi-^Xr-Jll
'

with SPECIAL GUEST

DR JECKYLL & MR HYDE

FRI. FEB. 8
10 pm to 4 am

S.U.B.
UMASS $7.00

GEN. PUBLIC $8.00

$8.00 AT THE DOOR

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTER, SPRINGFIELD

CIVIC CENTER, AND STOP AND SHOP LOCATIONS IN

NORTHAMPTON. HOLYOKE, GREENFIELD AND PITTSFIELD.

UMASS ID. REQUIRED W/STUDENT TICKET

NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES

COME JOIN USI

UPC GENERAL MEETING TUES. FEB 5th 6:30 PM in SUB

man university students who could not be

sUent in the face of the Holocaust.

April 24

"Sugar Cane Alley

S U. Ballroom at 3 p.m. and Thompson

Hall Aud. at 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.

• Sugar Cane Alley was one of the best

films of 1984. It tens, not only of the life of

a young boy, but also of an entire way of

life in a Carribean country. Set in the

1830s this film is a deceptively gentle,

almost pohte tale about growing up Black,

poor, proud and fiercely ambitious on the

French West Indian island of Martinique.

NOTES: ^ u *u
Feb. 14th film is co-sponsored by the

Arts Council. _i u »u
March 14th film is co-sponsored by the

Women's Leadership Proj.

April 18th film is part of Holocaust

Memorial Day.
. . »l.

April 24th film is co-sponsored by the

Arts Council and is part of the Black Musi-

cians Conference.

UNIQUE SUMMER
PROGRAM

Are you int«re«ted in aiternate

technology. poMiWe »o»utioo»

to some Third WofW problems,

teaching experience, and /or

vyntir>g for publication? Then

the Windfarm Muieom partiatfy

paid »umn>or internship on Mar

that Vineyard may be for yoo

For information wnie Windfarm

Museum, RFD# 2, Box 86,

Vinayard Haven, MA OZSflB. If

you Wish to receive academic

credit, contact your Office of In

ternships, Curry Hicks Buiidif>g

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet • Modern Dance • Jazz

Starting February 5

Phone 549-1555

Now's
the time

to cal...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2890

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

.,t ' C|B'*<.»'I S'V*!! »IM

Looking for some
"Healthy Romance
on Valentine s Day?

YoyllJinditat Utopia Spas
• complimentary floy>/ers

• soft music
• •, hour Hot Tub tor Two

only $14 50

It your Hot Tub tor Two is

between 1 1 am and 5pm you II

also receive 2 Free Hot Tub

Passes good on your next visit

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive Amherst

(413)253 7727

Fine Arts Centei^
Concert Halln

AT av(mfr<;t ^^B^^bUNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS; AT AMHERST

k-siviik-u

IKOCIWDIRO
.lc^lOlllC<. clllo

A Hilarious

evening of

family

entertainment

MONDAY, FEB 4, 8PM
TICKETS: $13, $11, $9

MVItia MANMIMaM

THURSDAY, FEB 7, 7PM
TICKHS: $13, $11, $9

MARGEL^
MARCEAU
SATURDAY, FEB 9, 8PM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

MEIL
siMons
new Comedy

J

BRIGHTON^
BEACH
MEMOIRS.

SUNDAY, FEB 10,

3PM and 8PM
TICKETS: $20, $18, $16

Five College Students HalfPnce Tickets available at Fine Arts pSj
Center Box Oftice Spnngtield Civic Center and DATATIX Outlets

C«il (4131 S4S-2511 or 1-800-243-4S42

ARTS
CiNEMASCOOP

by Count Ram in Zahed

Yes. this column is back lor another semester of nonsense

about vain movie stars and the variety of films avaUable in

the area. First allow me to lighten up your drop/add

weekend bv giving you some exciting news about the

legendary I'ia Zadora. We last saw Mrs. Zadora when her

wealthy husband bought her a Grammy nomination for

best female vocalist. If that wasn't enough, she has also

prepared a film ready for a shameful release this year

calk d When the Ham Begins to FalL Pia is the -^t ar of this

picture which is an account of the adventures of six-inch

aliens which grow atler being removed from refrigeration.

Frankly. Mrs. Zadora and her loving husband are pushing

it a bit too far this time!!

During the break. I finally got the chance to see Fans,

Texas. 1 simply have lo say this: Nastassja Kinski is the

b«'st. most tK-aunlul. most versatile actress alive. The

hlms first hall was very good, but it was evident that

Nastassja was the main attraction. Her latest film Manas

Lovers has not b»>fn released in the Amherst area. Kush to

the theatre as s«M)n as it arrives and treat yourself to the

talents ot the Ingrid Bergman of the eighties.

Disneyland is celebrating its thirtieth anniversary this

year. l-o«)k out for three new releases from the Disney

Studios. One is the hyped Hetum to (Jz, the second is the

major full length animated The black Cauldnm and the

third IS a «-omedy about a couple who discover a baby

dinosaur, appropriately titled Baby. It should be a great

year tor all us .Mickey lans.

Meet lieorge Jet son again on television this year. Hanna

fiarbra is now producing yet 42 new episodes of one of

televisions favorite shows. There is even talk of a motion

picture about the space age lamily. possibly starring

( .itldie Haw-n and Chevey Chase. Now. that's good news.

Looks like Woody Allen's latest film The Purple Hose of

Caxro will be released nationwide very soon. Woody s zany

taie IS about a housewife (Mia Farrow) who is inlatuated

with a matinee idol. The trailers look very lunny.

Pick of the Week: Judy Davis and James Fox star in David Lean's classic adapUtion of "A

Passage to India", playing at the Hampshire Mall Cinema.

Weekend Winners: If you still have not seen either The

Killing Fields or Fassage to India, do rush lo Hampshire

Mall Cinema. These very well crafted films are two of the

best of 1984. arid are bound to sweep the Academy
Awards. While the latter is more witty and literary, and

the former is harsher in tone, they are both simply

beautiful to look at.

if you are in a lighter slate of mind, check out The

Brother from Another Flanet at the Pleasant Street

Theatre in Northamoton.

Local Loser: How would you like lo spend five precious

dollars on a movie, probably low budget, about aerobic

dancing with Dwight Twilley (who?) and the Sparks

providing the music? Pia Zadora would probably love it.

but 1 wouldn't even recommend Heavenly Bodies (the new

movie at the Ml. Farm Cinemas) lo Victoria Prmcipal.

KtUer (^estum: Here down at the CoUegvin Arts desk

rests a priceless collector s item press package along with

glossy stills from the upcoming Heaven Help Us, the latest

teenage comedy set in a tathohc school in Brooklyn.

Donald Sutherland stars as a stern and saintly teacher.

The first person who writes down the name of the Jetsons

maid (with the time and dale on the answer) and drops it in

my CoUegian mailbox will win the package. By the way,

look for the Cinemascoop Academy Awards Contest with

super prizes m the near future.

Buying into theAmerican
dream of ''success''

Tickets are moving fast for Marcel Marceau's annual UMass Fine

Arts Center Show, coming up on Saturday February 9 To avoid disap-

pointment, get yours soon from the FAC box office (545-2511).

Real World 101: What College Never

Taught You About Success

bv James Calano and Jeff Salzman

Warner Books, $7.95, 231 pages

By RENEE BACHER
Collegian Staff

James Calano and Jeff Salzman were

two ordinary college students who had big

dreams for success and transformed vvhat

appeared to be delusions of gradeur into

reality.

Calano at age 22 and Salzman at 25 both

become presidents of their own companies

fresh out of college. Together they founded

a management training firm, and a publis-

ing company. Individually Calano is presi-

dent of a direct marketing firm, and

Salzman is president of an advertising

^ency.
What is their formula for success? Ap-

parently it was not the prestige of atten-

ding Ivy League universities and neither

man inherited a family fortune. Calano's

and Salzman's book, Real World 101 (What

College Never Taught You About Success) is

a self-help book for college students on the

art of acquiring street smarts.

I must add that although the authors ap-

pear to have completed the transition from

the ivory tower to the rat race smoothly,

their book is a glib account. Both men at-

tribute a good portion of their business suc-

cess to a quality they term "kick-ass con-

fidence." While this quality may go over

big during job interviews, it makes for an

obnoxious writing style. For 226 pages,

Calano and Salzman toot their own horns

at blaring decibles.

In addition, I took issue v^rith the way the

authors defined success. "I've got the

money, the dream home, the cars, the

clothes, and the 'executive toys,' and when

I think about it, I realize that I'm well on

my way to what has been hyped as the

Great American Dream," says one of the

authors.

Apparently, neither Salzman nor Calano

is familiar with Edward Albee's play The

American Dream, which is infinitely less

optimistic in its portrayal of such mentali-

ty. Yes, many of us will be graduating

shortly and may wind up selling out to that

awfully wretched system, but PLEASE,
let's not be so cheerful about it! These men

have not humility.

Okay, so the reader may or may not get

over this nuance. If the reader does hold

back from hurling Real World 101 madly

into the nearest trash can, there are some

helpful ideas and insights from which to

benefit. One such insight is that college

isn't really what people expect it to be. The

authors say that the professors are

generally lousy, inflated grades are produc-

ing sinking standards, and the emphasis is

on facts, not skills. "It's the big inside joke:

the only people who still have a high regard

for college are the ones who didn't get to

go," say the authors.

Many of us will be finding out that a col-

lege degree alone will not necessarily pay

the rent let alone afford us luxuries. Here

is where Calano and Salzman pull through

for those rats interested in running the

race.

Enter: ambition. So you want to lead

some sort of fancy-schmancy upper middle

class lifestyle? Well first, start dreaming.

Calano and Salzman recommend "The

Twenty-Year Fantasy Session" to help one

identify personal goals. From there on,

things get a little more concrete. For in-

stance internships are suggested and there

is advice on where to look for good connec-

tions within your field, and on how to write

a resume.

Real W(/rUi 101 is a quick lesson in mak-

ing oneself a marketable commodity. It's

an ambitious attempt, but there's a lot I

don't trust about the characters who wrote

this book. For instance, if their secrets are

so valuable, why are they giving them all

away?
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UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT
SERVICE

HAS MOVED!
We are now located in our new facility

The University Career Center
(formerly Delta Chi Fraternity, Fraternity-Sorority Park)

Your Placement Service

is better than ever!

* private, carpeted interviewing offices

* expanded counseling services

* on-campus satellite offices

* expanded workshop service

Ample parking is within short walking distance to

the facility. Bus service is available on the Orchard

Hill route, which leaves campus every 13 minutes

during the working day.

Our telephone number remains the same:

545-2224

t

-Bring in the New Semester

w;Y/ia BASH!"

Mttj^ featuring:

* February 2, 1985

I
9:00-1:00 p.m.

* Admission $3.00

SSE^

Cash Bar

-all ages welcome
Campus Center
Auditorium

University Placement Service

We Make It Happen!

^y-i^.f^i^ig^.^g^-'^ti^-ii^^
r5<-5r>!i^!l-ir5->ri?&-isiT5e5i

f^'

6^

Sponsored by the Sylvan Area Government

I ¥
\/^ ^L* ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ "st- ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^K Hr*

SEASONS
BEER SPECIALS

LABATTS beer and ale 12 oz. btis $10.99 cs.

MICHELOB and MICHELOB LITE. ... 12 oz. cans. . . . $10.99 cs.

BUSCH cans $8.99 cs.

BUD cans $10.99 cs.

LITE cans $10.50'cs.

6-PACK SPECIALS

RINGNESS 3.99BECKS

STEINHAUSER $3.99 WURZBERGER
LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS

$3.99

$3.99

VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

SEAGRAMS 7 1.5 L $13.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $8.99

DEWARS SCOTCH 1.75 L $21.79

TAYLORS CHAMPAGNES 750 ml $5.99
WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035
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A month of history

Today marks the beginning

of Black History Month, a time

for special appreciation of the

achievements of black men and

women and their contributions

to American society.

This event was initiated as

Black History Week in 1926 by

Dr. Carter G. Woodson, direc-

tor of the Association for the

Study of Negro Life and

History, who strove to

acknowledge the black person

"as a participant, rather than a

lay figure in history." In 1972,

it was expanded to include the

entire month of February, and

is now celebrated in com-

munities and on campuses
across the nation.

At the University of

Massachusetts, Black History

Month's 1985 theme is ''The

Struggle for Freedom: The
V.

Past, Present and Future." As

the title implies, this month is

not only an opportunity to

celebrate the past ac-

complishments and ad-

vancements of people of color,

but a time for all of us — of all

races — to remind ourselves

that the struggle for civil

rights is far from over.

We urge everyone to par-

ticipate in Black History

Month's lectures, exhibits,

workshops, and music and

drama performances, to ex-

pose themselves to black

history and culture while

recognizing that there is much
to be done to eliminate

discrimination from our con-

sciousness.

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

In search of substance

J

The 12th anniversary of the

Supreme Court decision legalizing

abortion was January 22. Some
celebrated it out of rebellion, some out of

ignorance, but for many it was a time of in-

tense grief. Since the Roe v. Wade case in

1973, some 15 million babies have been

aborted — more than all the American dead

from every war since the Mayflower. Abor-

tion has been called the American
holocaust.

The Roe decision was an expensive one,

in more ways than one. It was authored by

Justice Blackmun and defined r m depths

of incompetence in interpreting ne law. No
less august a body than the Senate

Judiciary Committee has censured the deci-

sion. The committee issued a report in 1982

after leading constitutional scholars had

carefully scrutinized the decision. Their

criticisms had three themes.

The first theme had to do with the con-

stitutional basis of Roe. The many sources

cited by the Court were almost entirely ir-

relevant to the constitutional inquiry, ac-

cording to the report, and not one word

was said about the relevant history and in-

tention of the Fourteenth Amendment,
upon which the decision was based.

Legislators who ratified the Fourteenth

Amendment also passed anti-abortion laws

at both the federal and state level, yet the

Court inferred from the due process clause

of the amendment a shadowy, undefined

right to privacy broad enough to encom-

pass abortion. Lawyers of all stripes agree

that the Constitution does not confer an

unrestricted right to privacy.

It is ironic that the Fourteenth Amend-

ment was cited by the Court. The amend-

Rusty Denton

ment was passed in 1868 to reverse the ef-

fects of the Dred Scott decision, in which it

was asserted that blacks were not legally

persons, but property. The Court has used
that very amendment to assert that the un-

born are also not legally persons, but pro-

perty. In going on to define a "right to

abortion," the Court has been accused by
the Judiciary Committee of exercising con-

siderable imagination in interpreting the

law.

In fact, the Court's opinion has been at-

tributed to naked political preference and
political activism on the part of its

members. The Court acknowledged that

the law allows the unborn to acquire rights,

sue for damages, inherit property, and yet

the Court refused to protect their citizen-

ship, reversing strong legal tradition and

effectively passing legislation in all 50

states. Where abortion is concerned, the

Court has continued to ignore the states'

right to outlaw constitutionally protected

activities where the states' interests are in-

volved. In other words, a state can outlaw

deer hunting, which is a constitutionally

protected right of individuals, but it can't

outlaw abortion, even though a state may
consider the fetus to be a citizen.

Clearly, rights have not only been

created, but also abridged at the highest

level. Either a new amendment or a rever-

sal of the decision is necessary to repeal the

effects of Roe v. Wade. It's expensive to

have a Supreme Court that creates law out

of thin air.

Riusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

OPINION
The opintons on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoor^ist and do not necessarily reflect

the views of the Coilcfim or the University unless oiherwise noted

Thoughts on the new year
"Y "T T elcome, or, many happy returns.

yyy/ if you've made it here in one

V y piece, you're doing well.

i spent a low-key four weeks on the safe

streets of Northampton. Actually, I stayed

in a comfortable (albeit drafty) a|)artment.

and l)ecome frustrate<l only when thinking

of those who did live on the streets. When 1

read a Boston Globe report on a man who

was spending his 15th winter on an empty

lot near Boston, I passed him off as having

brain damage. In New York City, where

the evaluation of two psychiatrists is need

ed before authorites can pull some<ine off

the street, Mayor Koch said, "1 don't

care," and announced that all the homeless

would be "rescued" at precisely five

degrees below zero.

Lucky as we are to live in America and

enjoy certain freedoms, there are some

who choose to be different - to live un-

conventionally, dress differently and con-

Rob Skelton

cap worn by one un-named tuba player

might have triggered security from the

fl(H>r to the ozone layer. Actually, surfacir^

stories reminiscent of Queen Elizabeth's

bedside visit from a stranger, but this time

in the White House, will probably be cause

for further the revamping of such security,

and that tulwi player maybe misseii his one

chance for fame. Mavl)e not.

Now we're back to the UMass grind:

endless lines and jerking through the not-

so-smooth UMass machine. A slimy move

by a UMass administraUir has caused a cer-

tain uproar, and for good reason. Just as

formerly the Textbook Annex monopolized

trade in college books, the men at the top

now wish to cut student participation in the

student-paid-for Campus Center comolex.

"There is morefear in the air recently, it seems. We get older

and these issues pester and persist. Still, solutions seem dis-

tant; we becmne more educated yet the answers are tied up. We

get bolder maybe, and things will start happening. Who

knows?"

flict ideologically with the norms. An arti.st

I ran into recently was in despair. In-

auguration fesiiviiie.s approaching, his

dissatisfaction with the way things are go-

ing in this country led him to decide U> go to

Cuba, and then Nicaragua. His brother had

just left for a protest in Washington, D.C.

A question to f)e raised here is: Could such

action stemming from dissatisfaction Ix;

tolerated in Havana or Moscow? I think

not.

Another local delegation represented in

the Capitol this month, the UMass Mar-

ching Band, was slightly disappointetl to

play only three out of four schedule<l dates

on the tour. The biggie to be performed for

the President never happened , and perhaps

it's just as well. A "Bedtime for Bonzo"

This proves that it is not enough U) sit

through any situation unaware of the pro-

ceedings and hope to receive what should

be yours. No way. It has to be fought for.

And so it will Ije (»n campus this year. A
well-known activist has targeted the ROTC
[)rogram as one to Ik* kicked off campus.

The National Security Agency, which will

be recruiting on campus soon, is sure to be

a target of pickets and more.

There is more fear in the air recently, it

seems. We get older and these issues

pester and persist. Still, solutions seem dis-

tant; we become more educated yet the

answers are tied up. We get bolder maybe,

and things will start happening. Who
knows? Anyway, take this as an introduc-

tion, and have a lively semester.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and telephone

number, whieh will not be published. Please type doubled spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and length.
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Interested in becoming
a columnist?

To find out more about

being a columnist for

New England's largest

daily college
newspaper, come to a

meeting on Wednesday
at 6:30 p.m. in the

newsroom
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Valentine
Special

sessions
at

WELCOME
007

H

That's right buy 10 sessions

at our regular price ($30)

and get a second 10 sessions

for your friend or loved one

for only $15.

tLe Bon Soleil
264 N. PLEASANT STREET,

AMHERST
call for appt. 253-9454

All

Shows Are

Double Features'

COMING THIS SEMESTER

THE BOSTONIANS REPOMAN
A HARD DAYS NIGHT
CASABLANCA
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE

and lots more'

A SCIENCE FICTION

24 MR. MARATHONi
ON FEB. 16th WITH:

STAR TREK I, BODY SNATCHERS
DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL^

WAR OF THE WORLDS
& Lots More

BOCflRT.

^i(:rj^,

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

|IIIIIIIITHEIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

i AIVIHERST DELICATESSEN §
^ In the Carriage Shops. Amhcrsl* since 1975! =

= Ott'Campus & Apartment =.

^ Delivery Available • 549-6314 =

^ •Overstuffed Sandwiches =
= •Foot-Long Subs ^= •Fresh Soups & Salads =
= •Bagels & Lox =

•N.Y. Cheesecake =

AMITY ST. 2535426

PVTA STOPS

HERE

fACg
VILLA

Offering Quality Mexican Foods^

^-

X.

Come feast on one of our

New Combo Dinners!

$4.05 - $4.85
(served after 3 pm daily)

free fresh com tortilla chips with

every dinner through this week and all of February.

NORTHAMPTON • B.Y.O.B.
21 Center St. • 584-0673

AMHERST • B & W Served
41 Boltwood Walk • 256-82D

fpJ^T^^^JTJTJTJ FREE BUTTON
wiin

rr)6

Food For TlioxLglit Boolcs
97 N. PlMMAt StTMC Amhmnt, Mam. 01002 293-0432

A TASTE OF SPRIN
lots of colorful new

BLOUSES, SKIRTS & DRESSES

SALE
20-50% Off Most Winter Clothing

20-30% Off Selected Chinese Shoes

BRIGHTEN YOUR ROOM
POSTERS -ndiaPint BEDSPREADS
MUGS-RUGS-VALENTINES

IHCI^CANTILE

Open Daily 10 - 5:30

Sunday Noon - 5:00

Amherst Carriage Shops
18 Center St., Northamptc

Another great

SALE
on oil

Poll Cj Winter

SHOES (j BOOTS
Irresistible savings on the latest, best ond

brightest in foot foshions from...

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

: 111 FREE 16 oz. Soda
HI

\ Q^ with the purchase of a

2 u. whole sub
2 coupon expires Feb. 12, 1966

*-. •<*'

= ^^^^S^ THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEIN

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549-6314
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.- 10p.m. ...Sun.. 9^

=TI TZ

ABRAXAS*GALLERY 2S ZS ZS 2Z

^ '^u'-! \^, •4,1!

Valentine's Day
Sale

from January 23 -

February 14th

10% - 20% off

selected gold and silver

jewelry

Men Sat 10 5:30 Thurs til 8:00 Sun 12:30-4 30

Over 40,000

new and used books

at 40-80% off

Publishers's list Price

Academic & Popular

Books

in all subjects

Valley Bookshop
Carriage Shops

Amherst
Open til 7:00 PM Jan 29, 30, 31

and Feb 1

Reg. Hrs. MS 10:30-5:00; Sun 12-4

549-6052

.^

Welcome Back

Join us at THE SPOKE
for our constant low prices all semester long

Look for our Weekly Specials

This week Kamakazis $1.25 all week

Beer of the Month - HEINEKEN $1.30 a bottle

The Spoke Bone imshes

you a good semester

The Spoke
35 East Pleasant St.

Amherst

A drinkery to meet, relax, and enjoy.

We're here for

all your hair care

needsl

> Walk in hairstyling

for men & women

• Open 9-8 M-F
9-6 Sat.f^REDKEN "-

GREAT HAIRSTYLING AT GREAT PRICES

OGLanos

OPEN SUNDAYS

103 N. Pleasant

Downtown, Amherst 256-0438

February Special Beer of the Month

MOLSON
$1.10 a bottle

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141
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Wed. Feb. 6

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
PARTY

no cover with student I.D.

Mass. picture license required

RICHARD R.
CHARRON, B.S.
Tax Preparation

283 Walker St.

Lenox, Mass 01240

(413) 637-0044

Grad Student,

on Campus 3 Days/wk.

Special Rates for

Fellow
UMass Students.

Short Form $6.00

call or send postcard

for Info & appointment

attention

Basketball Fans
Catch a FREE bus

to the UMass 2 p.m. game
Saturday

against Rhode island
Buses leave at 12:45 from Boyden. The
buses depart 15 min. after conclusion of

the game.

Thurs. Feb. 7

TREASURY OF THE BLUES
Clarence Gatennouth Brown

and Vassar Clemens

Wed. Feb. 13

THE GODFATHER OF SOUL
JAMES BROWN

to pum Slum miHimnBii. m. m muji

LiaUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Budweiser 12 oz. cans $6.40 12/pk + dep.

$11.55 case -»- dep.

Rolling Rock 12 oz. refills $10.00 case + dep.

Heinekens light or dark $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Moosehead Beer. $3.20 6/pk + dep. $14.75 case + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 l $8.49 i .75 L

Kahlua Coffee Liquor $10.99 750 mi.

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $5.99 l

B & V House Wine Red, White, Rose $2.99 1 5 L

Champagne Pink & White $2.99 750 mi + up

FREE GLOVES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Bring in this ad for a free pair of leather-faced work gloves

(S3 00 retail value) when you join our Rental Club (no

membership fee) Rental Club card entitles you to 10%

discounts on all rentals at your U-Haul Center Find us in

the white pages

SPECIAL OFFER TO IMTROOUCE YOU TO RENT M' SAVE" EQUIPMENT

^t€ fbrijourmomj

atyourLI+IAUL Center
AP2

nnmS

D(»ivt ^aihiatf
^\iilKM=rtK.

I .
• •.-.. :

• •••

' A» maiqr6?AII car^r«reas
.Sophomores- through
tPost-Gfaciuates. ' . •

•

Y • ' Goingng thelop?. '
*"**.•*:

l\ , . Topoff yourresunTiebyworKing .s'W .
' and learning IB ^stiHigtort -DC

\
,» '•

. OcjrjircjgfannpftBrs tHese "
. •,

i . .. advcint^ges "•."
. .

•" *• '. FijIHirne ws)-lvei(perience in the
*

..
' natiorT^^cTai^ital ^

. -. 'y^cc^s.toixistn^S. political" . .

".; '^nctrnedifl leaders^ . .
'

'
.'- .•

.

'

1 Acad^snic credit -.•' '. •

*»" . .
> •

-., - Internships avall^bl^ for Summer.
' '•"

.. Fall. Winter and Spring Check
imm»diately*fOr upconrt^ng

.
• .deadlines. Housing provided " •"

THE VVASHINaON

••
. 1101 Fourteenth street NW.

•
.. Washington. D.C. 20005

202 289 8680

'For moFe information Meeting on Wastiington Center
contact Internships to be tield

Ellen Wolf February 13 4-£».p m
Office of Inlernsfiips Campus Center Room 803
Curry Hicks building

BLACK AFFAIRS
Why Black History Month is important Events to bare

By KIMBKKLY BUKUE
and YADIKA HETANCES
Collegian Staff

We had a hard time writing this column.

Why? Because we did not know enough

about Black history. We wanted to write

about the accomplishments of Black people,

but Black his-tory was never taught in our

high schools.

This depresses and angers us a great

deal because we feel that as people of color,

we should know about all the great [people

of our race and yet the only thing that we

know IS that Blacks were slaves and that

Martin Luther King led the fight for Civil

Bights for filack people.

Why shouldn t we learn about such great

figures a^ .Nat Turner. Crispus Allucks.

Charles Drew. Harriet Tubman. Mary

.MH'leixl Bethune. and Shirley Chisholm?

We l«»und «»urselves having a hard lime

coming up with just these few names and

their achievements for the simple reason

that Black History was denied to us in our

secondary education. In tact, it is not even

included in many of the history textoooks

that are used by high school students.

We wish we could tell you more about the

achievements that Blacks have made in

science, education, and medicine.

I'nfortunately. we can t. Why? Because

the American educational system ignores

the contributions that Blacks have made to

the American culture.

In most high school history books, the

contributions of Black Americans are given

on«' or two paragraphs. Sometimes they

are not even mentioned at all!

It is sad that some people feel that the

contributions that Blacks have made to

soi-iety are unworthy of recognition.

This is why Black History Month is so

important. It gives everyone a chance to

learn that Black people were more than just

slaves and that they have contributed a

great deal to the American society in music,

education, politics and literature

Yes! Our minds are free to celebrate the stnig^firle for freedom. Black

History month schedule of events listed on page 20.

The emergence of Afro American studies

departments in colleges and universities

across the country have given Blacks the

opportunity to learn about the rich and

vastlul history that has attempted to make

America a real democracy.

It also has shown that American history

does not start and finish with George

Washington. This is what Black History

tries to acknowledge.

And this is why Black History Month is so

important.

new worlds
By CHKISTUPHEK ALLEN
Collegian Correspondent

A SIX children's workshops and fair will be

presented tomorrow from 2 to 6 p.m. in the

Mwangi Cultural Center. Lilly Hall at

Smith College.

The event is sponsored by Smith College

in conjunction with the Dean of College

Oltice and it's an extension of the regular

children s fair which is held every Saturday

from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

The fair will teature displays of children's

literature and creative work. A panel

discussion, films and African and .\frican-

.'\merican foods will also be featured in the

days activities.

The six workshops will N'on .Appreciating

.Math and S<Mence. The World of Com
puters. Developing Pictures. lx*arning

Atxiut Africa. Puppetry, and Children's

Literature and storytelling.

.-Mice Smith, assistant to the Dt'an for

.Minority Affairs said. The children's fair

has several aims such as to give .African and

AIncan American children the opportunity

to learn from each other in a comfortable

group setting, to encourage children to

learn more al>out their heritage and the

world around them." she said. In addition.

It will support the creative talents of

children, and provide a supportive at

mosphere for parents and others interested

in the development of children.

There will be a clothing exchange which

will offer se<ond hand clothing at minimal

prices. PnK-eeds will be donated to tamiltes

in need. People wishing to donate clothing

to the exchange may contact the Office of

Minority Affairs at 584 2700. ext. 4946.

Smith said approximately fifty area

children have registered for the workshop.

"The response has b«t»n quite good." Smith

said.

The African and African American

children s fair is the first in a series of fairs

planne<l by the Smith College of Minority

.Allairs. 'Ihe next tw«) fairs will twus on

Asian and Asian American children, and

Hispanic children.

Political ramification of Africa's famine explored
By JONINA ABRON
SATYA GABRIEL
CURTIS LAWRENCE
Special to Black Affairs

Many times in recent months, around suppertime,

millions of Americans tuned in the television evening news

and saw starving children in Ethiopia.

And while we watched the malnourished faces of these

children, moving many of us t« make charitable contnbu-

tions to relief agencies, the news commentators frequently

ignored the political dimensions of the famine.

Many people believe there is famine in Africa because it

has too many people. But, in fact, the continent has long

been considered to be underpopulated.

Underpopulation, part.ly the result of the slave trade and

colonialism, is often credited with slowing Africa's

economic development. It is estimated that 50 million peo-

ple died as a result of the slave trade alone. With this in

mind, it is easy to see that overpopulation is not the cause

of the famine.

On television we have seen pictures of the growing

Sahara desert, encroaching upon more and more arable

land. The Sahara is growing, and there is drought

throughoiit much of Africa. However, many nations have

suffered ecological disasters without massive starvation.

Read Black Affairs

every Tuesday and Friday

in the Collegian

including the United States.

The point is that drought, although important, is not a

sufficient explanation of why people are dying of starva-

tion.

In Ethiopia the government has pursued a policy of

neglecting the needs of family farms while devoting the

lion's share of its agricultural support to state farms. But

it is the family farms who produce over 90 percent of the

food grown in Ethiopia. Family farms are of particular im-

portance to the rural population's ability to produce and

acquire food.

The state farms, producing less than 10 percent of the

agricultural output, have received over 85 percent of

agricultural credit and over 60 percent of total govern-

ment spending on agriculture. The output of the state

farms has gone primarily to feeding the urban population.

The government of Ethiopia is, therefore, directly con-

tributing to the erosion of family farming and the rural

population's problems in producing and acquiring food.

But starvation is not limited to Ethiopia. At least nine

countries in southern Africa - Mozambique, Angola,

Swaziland, Lesotho, Botswana, Zambia, Zimbabwe,

Malawi, and Tanzania - have also been hard hit by

famine. South Africa has also been affected by the

drought. Unlike its poorer neighbors, however. South

Africa can afford to import food to make up for the short-

fall in production.

In South Africa, a nation wealthy in natural resources,

136 children die needlessly each day - an estimated

50,000 people every year — from malnutrition and starva-

tion. People die in South Africa in the midst of abundance,

not because of too little food or too many people, but

because of the official government policy of apartheid.

The South African government has also contributed to

the famine in neighboring countries by destabilization

policies designed to keep these countries economically

underdeveloped and dependent.

For instance, in Mozambique, where the largely un-

publicized famine killed an estimated 100.000 people in

1983 relief efforts have been hampered by sabotage from

South African-financed rebels. The rebels have destroyed

crops, railway lines, villages, roads, and displaced

thousands of poor family farmers.

Mozambique's grain stocks from the 1983 harvest we

running out and food relief is arriving at less than half^the

1983 rate South African supiK)rted .salK)tage is spreading

to more and more of the Mozambiqan countryside hamper-

ing efforts to produce and transport food.

In addition, the Mozambiqan government has made the

same errors as the Ethiopian government in relying on

state farms while largely neglecting family farms. The

result of these political actions can only be more suffering

and more children.

In the United States, our government's foreign policy is

an additional contributing factor to the famine. U.S.-based

transnational agribusiness corporations and local elites in

the less developed nations are increasing their control of

the most fertile land in Africa, Asia, and Latin Amenca.

The transnationals operate large-scale farms with little

or no local input into the use of land. The crops are almost

always destined for export rather than for local use.

It IS no secret that our government has pursued a

foreign policy supportive of those nations where the

freedom of transnational corporations is least interfered

with, even when this corporate freedom comes at the ex-

pense of the freedom of local populations.

It is also no secret that the allocation of U.S. foreign aid

is often used to help prop up unpopular regimes in nations

where poverty and hunger are common.

So what can we do to change the conditions which make

famine possible? In nations, such as Ethiopia, which have

allied themselves with the Soviet Union we can have

minimal effect upon government policies shaping the con-

trol over food production and distribution. In southern

Africa, and in many other parts of the world, where U.S.

influence is important, we can have migor impact.
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LIKE NO OTHER BUSINESS IN THE WORLD

BLOOMINGDALE'S

PRESENTS CAREERS

IN RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Date: Tuesday February 5

Time: 7:00-8:00PM

Location: University of Massachusetts

Campus Center Room 903

A seminar to provide straightforward information and

insights into an industry that incorporates virtually every

aspect of the business careers you're considering

—

marketing, finance, sales and operations. Retail manage-

ment. How it's changing, where it's going and answers to

questions on how you fit in. Join us.

For further information, call your career planning and

placement office.

Bloomingdale's is an equal opportunity employer.

biGomingdo

Friday, Febnuuy 1, 1985

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85
THE BEST HOTELS

THE BEST PARTY BUSES
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PI

Don't be fooled by

the other trips on campus

ASK - ASK - ^^
?7?77?7??????????
ASK IF THEIR HOTELS ARE
ON THE STRIP FOR $129

ASK IF THEIR BUS PRICES

GO UP IF THERE IS NOT
40 PEOPLE IN IT.

ASK FOR THEIR EXACT
FLIGHT ITINERARY

WHAT AIRLINES?

WHAT AIRPORTS?
INCLUDING TRANSFERS?
WHAT ARE THE FLIGHT Is?

HOW LONG ARE THE
LAYOVERS?

?7777???777777777
DONT TAKE

CHANCES WITH YOUR
SPRING BREAK 85
GO DOWN WITH THE
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union 545-3437

Subscription positions

available

Apply now at the Collegian

Get involved and earn some

extra cash

113 Campus Center

545-3500

SENIORS!

It's painless and takes only a few

minutes! For NIO

appointments or re

PORTRAIT
scheduling: call

545-2874 or stop by INDEX, 103 CO.

DO IT NOW!

FREE '82 yearbook with every sitting!

(there will be a $2.00 sitting fee)

Cocktailwaitresswins'hotpants'suit

AP LMcrphoto

Cocktail waitress Monique Brand returns

to work at a lounge after winning back her

job. A federal judge ruled that she had a right

to wear slacks, despite her employer's order

that she wear hot pants.

TEWKSBURY (AF)

Cocktail waitn?ss Monique

Brand says she never meant

to get all mixed up with

"Women's lib. " but when she

became the target of

groping, leering customers

because of an order to wear

hot pants, she went to court.

Now, after winning her

right to wear slacks, she

says she is beginning to

envision a wider impact for

her efforts.

"It's a victory not only for

us. but for all women put in

the same predicament,"

Brand said. "1 just hope it

makes a difference more
than just in Tewksbury. '1

hope it makes all women
realize they don't have to be

subjected to this.

"The funny thing is that I

never was involved in

anything, let alone women's
lib." she added. "But 1 knew
it was just wrong."

Brand. 27, and other

waitresses at the Holiday

Inn in this city 30 miles

north of Boston, filed a suit

against the motel m April,

1983. charging that they had

been subjected to sexual

harassment because of their

revealing uniforms.

Shortly after the suit was
filed, a federal judge issued

a restraining order tern

porarily ending the motel's

order that waitresses wear
brown "short shorts" with

inseams no longer than an

inch.

The waitresses and the

motel reached and out-of-

court settlement Jan. 15

that was negotiated and

approved by the Boston

office of the federal Equal

p:mployment Opportunity

Commission.

Under the settlement,

waitresses can wear hot

pants or long slacks, and six

of the waitresses involved in

the original suit will receive

small, undisclosed sums of

money. Of them. Brand is

the only one still working at

the motel loungt-

"We never meant to make
money from it. " Brand said

in a recent interview. "We
didn't get into it for that. It

was just that it wasn't right.

if we didn't do it. there

would still be other women
who would have to go

through it. like I did."

Real estate companies
indicted for racial bias
MILTON. Mass. (AP) Following a seven month un-

dercover investigation, a state agency has charged eight

real estate companies with discriminating against

minorities seeking housing in this nearly all white Boston

suburb.

Koger MacLeod, of the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination, said yesterday that the real estate

companies, as well as 21 real estate agents, have been

charged with violating state and federal lair housing laws.

"You have to realize the fair housing laws are recent, and

you are turning around a 300 year history. " he said.

"That's part of our obligation and that's what we're douig."

Macl^eod said the MCAD decided to investigate housing

practices in Milton after they received complaints from

several residents. Only 430. or 1.6 percent of Milton s

26.000 residents are black.

Many Mass residents

found guilty on taxes
BOSTON (AP) Several corporations and nine

Massachusetts residents, among them a tax specialist,

have denied charges they practiced alleged lax fraud or

evasion wort h more t han $250.000

.

Following work by (he Department of Kevenue'scrimmal

investigation bureau, the cases were brought by the sUte

attorney generals office, which announced yesterday that

indictments were returned Jan. 16.

Several of those charged entertni innocent pleas in Suffolk

Superior court Thursday, while other cases were con

tinued to next month.

Stanley M. liolenia, 38, a south Attleboro Ux specialist,

was accused of 49 counts of larceny, forgery and filing false

documents in an alleged fraudulent tax refund scheme that

netted him at least $3,3.000.

Get involved in the Collegianl

Positions open in all newsroom
departments.

Women's Issues recruitment meeting at 1 p.m. TODAY

Columnist recruitment 6:30 p.m.

next Wednesday.

Arts department recruitment

7 p.m. next Thursday.

All meetings held in the newsroom, 113 Campus Center

\^^

S^
rusty nail

FRIDAY

FEB. 1st

THE STAND

^1
Q/^hriy

SATURDAY
FEB. 2nd

LINK WRAY

THURSDAY
FEB. 14th

ALBERT COLLENS

Rt. 47, Sunderland

SATURDAY
FEB 16

NRBQ

665-4937

LINK WRAY
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STEP UP TO

»m

Dance
AND STEP DOWN TO

BAR
DRINKS

All Night

All Week

Dance to the incredibly popular beat of

DJ MIKE KANE (from Springfield)

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED AT WHO YOU MEET!
Sign up to win a $5,000.00 scholarship (from WHMP)

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

Friday, February 1, 1985

Collcfuui ptioto by Mitfh DrmaUk

IT'S ONLY MONEY — These students

manage a smile after spending their hard-earned

dollars at the Textbook Annex.

Hypercurricula

Friday, February 1. 1985
.Collegian 19

0'^^^'*^
•iS'^ti?^^

U. Mass.

University Drive, Amherst, Ma.
(Amherst Shopping Center)

I HG 5th semi-annual
' Everything-you-need-

to-make-yourself-

feel-at-Home"

Lamps
desk lamps, wall lamps, table lamps, hanging lamps,

bed lamps, pin spots, hi intensity lamps, clamp lamps

100 Watt Swing Arm

red/black/white/brown/beige NOW $14.95
Reg. $18.95

^t^i%

Tapestries

Bedspreads
Wall Hangings
Hundreds to choose from!

Save up to $5.00!

Rugs
/'/'rr'_. 7 ~"^"^rif,_

Cotton Weaves,

Straws and

' Jam:', ^i'.'i
Stripes.

^ Starting at $6.95
m

V>l

:v

Posters &- Prints

500 titles to choose from!
travel, sports, scenic, photo, personalities, rock & roll

Bamboo Shades
All sizes for windows or room dividers

Save 20%

Record Crate Kits
Made of all natural wood—two great sizes!

NOW 8.95 and 7.95

Straw Wastebaskets, Beverage Glasses, Stoneware Solid

Color Mugs, Colorful Plastic Party Cups, Hooks, Wine Glasses,

Tea Kettles, Coffee Makers, Plates, Bowls, Placemats, Flatware, Dishracks.

Window Shelves, Baskets, Organizers, Shower Caddys, Mirrors, Bath Stuff, is anybody sun reading

this>"

Sale Ends Feb. 17

Downtown Amherst A Store-full Of Ideas Daily IP -6, Sun. 12-5

TODAY

SHABBAT SKKVICES First services of the semester.

7:0()p.m.. Dukes Koom (310 SL').

AMHKKST CAMKKA CLUB PKUGKAM Dr. Sidney

Lyford will present Maritime Sketches with music and

color usinjij dual projectors with dissovie title effects.

Slides taken in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Hrmce
Kdward Island. 7:45 p.m.. Herter Hall.

SATl'KDAY

( ONCEKT: CELLIST STEPHEN I'ELKKY Memberof
the Westbrook String (Juartet will pertomi sonatas of

Martinu. Kaure and Mendelssohn. Admission is free. 8:00

p.m., Be/.anson Recital Hall.

Sl'NDAY

OKTHODUX EVENING COMPLINE Presently held in

Northampton. Sunday evenings. All ethnic backgrounds

invited. Service in English. Father Deacon Koman
Svarnavicius (Orthodox (!hurch in America) serving. Call

546 4570 or 586 4045. 5:30 p.m., Meadowbrook Apts..

Northampton.

YOU'RE
THIS CLOSE
TO LOSING
WEIGHT:

Announcing New Class

on Campus

University of Mass.

Student Campus Center

Room 803

Tuesday - 6:30 pm
Class opening February 5

Open to the public.

WEIGHT
WATCHERS
The Authority.

C Wwghl WMch«rt IntcmMlonal Inc 1986 0«vnaf of lh« Waioht Watchan Tradamark

BEER
MOLSON GOLDEN $12.75 + $i 20

BALLANTINE BEER 12 pk $3.25 + §6o

UTICA CLU B 12 oz. bottles $5.95 + $1 50

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.95 +$1.20

LIQUOR
VODKA 175 $7.95

RUM 175 $9-49

CANADIAN WHISKEY 1 75 $10.25

WINE
CALIFORNIA CELLARS 4 L $6.99

FRANZIA4L $5.49

L0SHERMAN0S4L $6.99

PRINCIPATO 15 $3.59

253-5595
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Black History month's events

and your options with over 200 spring classes and workshops designed to

stretch your mind, tighten your grasp, firm up your knowledge, and help you

develop new areas of expertise.

For more information and a free,

detailed catalog, call 545 2414

SPRIh^P85

Dce
DIVISION Of CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Southeast Entrance,

University Library

CREDIT FREE WORKSHOPS

Starting dates vary, check your catalog.

• Telephone Registration - ongoing

• Mail in Registration ongoing

• Walk-in Registration ongoing

CREDIT COURSES

Most classes begin January 29, but it's

rrot too late to register.

• f^egister in person tor University

undergraduate courses and

Continuing Education courses

through February 11. Written

permission of instructor and late

registration fee required.

SATURDAY, February 2, 1985

Dance, Student Union Ballroom
10:00 p.m. - 5:00 a.m.

SUNDAY, February 3. 1985

Lecture by Nomazizi Sokudela of South

Africa

Campus Center Room 101, 7 p.m.

MONDAY, February 4, 1985
End of Month Exhibition of the Phillys

Wheatley Poems
Special Collections and Rare Books
Reading Room
25th Floor - Library Tower

"The Difficult Miracle of Black Poetry in

America"
Lecture by June Jordan
Memorial Hall Auditorium, 4-6 p.m.

FRIDAY, February 8, 1985
Paul Goodnight Reception
With performance by Ingrid Askew and
Patti O'Neal
Augusta Savage Art Gallery
New Africa House, 4-8 p.m.

SUNDAY. February 10, 1985

Rededication of the Augusta Savage Art

Gallery

With Dance Performance by Patti O'Neal

New Africa House, 3-8 p.m.

JAZZ: "A Tribute to Great Black Music"

featuring the Fred Clayton Quintet

Hampden Theater, Southwest Residential

College, 9 p.m.

MONDAY, February 11, 1985

Lecture by Paul Robeson, Jr.

TOPIC: "What Happened to the Civil

Rights and Black Power Movements"

Campus Center Auditorium, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, February 12, 1985
Seminar with Paul Robeson, Jr.

New Africa House Library 9-10 a.m.

THURSDAY, February 14, 1985

"F9t-'a' New Tomorrow" - Graduate

School Fair

Hampden Student Center, 3 p.m.-7 p.m.

Social After the Fair, 9 p.m. - midnight

TUESDAY. February 19, 1985

Doll Workshop presented by Martha Bonda

and Leslie Jones

August Savage Art Gallery, New Africa

House
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

THURSDAY, February 21. 1985 and
FRIDAY, February 22, 1985

"Struggle for Memory" — Performance by

UHURU
Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Admission: $2.50 UMass/Five College

Students

$5.00 General Public

SATURDAY, February 23, 1985

"A Soldier's Play" — Performance by the

Negro Ensemble Company
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

8 p.m.

Admission: $8, $10, $12; Half price for

UMass/Five College Students

SUNDAY, February 24, 1985

Rededication of the Malcolm X Center
Malcolm X Center, Southwest Residential

Area
4:00 p.m.

MONDAY, February 25, 1985

"An Evening with Maya Angelou"
Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Admission: $2.00 UMass/Five College

Students

$3.00 General Public

THURSDAY, February 28, 1985

VIDEO: "I Heard It Through the Grape

Vine: James Baldwin retraces the Civil

Rights Movement." Narative by James
Baldwin.

Augusta Savage Art Gallery

New Africa House, 10 a.m.

\o
^'

o^'

ROBIN LANE
and the

CHARTBUSTERS
with

BRUCE MARSHALL & The Clue

Fri. Feb. 1, 8 PM BLUE WALL
18+ $3.00 18 +

MT SNOW SKI RAFFLE

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

m>WHe^ Me. 100' ^lYEAf^srve

l5»4iU7f€ Imm UVBPHBJiB'

i PRJVBR, HIM' lH6HraACK^
IFIRBV'

mm. mammw sr/mw

NOBOP^ SHOULVH'l UJHAJ'5

HEf^BUr WBtOUl uodcm
us FOLK LO0KJN6 ourmm
HE^oes FmniM^ ^COPS^

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

mm -me miLANm...
WHACKiN- wdc ermr
f^ms wiJhAN
Oil\/e LOAF LAST
NIGHT..

SUCH fi tim IT
15' bUCH ATKflbiC
ANP yiOLBNT dTOfn
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TITfilATINO PERdONAi PFTAILil

neuo reprmiALb ^ i want
imONATION . bHOCK /HORAL
CVTRAbB TH/SlbWMWA '
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Ye(xs+\€. +Ari1hony have
ICC

Co. reer.

Anthony ^^i'S^o+lHe's ft>0
to qo.

OK. Ye<^s-*-ic J oif i>na+urv\

\\rf\e.\HGO i^n^w the

GORDY By Gorde

HEY HE-r HEY/

mFtFIR£[^ILL\

...NJO /H4Y I SAV YOWFB
BOThI LOOKl^J& LO^^LYf

OBVIOUSLY SOMEOIUE IS

EUJOYIhJS TH/S
HUMILIATIOK/ f / I^A^m
MEET THE ^(B^.^Tf
TEKK WHO PULLED
THE FIK.B ALARMff

quickoasii

7^ Apply now for open

positions as a

night driver.

Apply at Collegian Graphics office

Jl^2^}^i^i^i^^2^if^J^if^

Friday: A gray day with a

chance of snow late in the

afternoon. Highs in the low

30s.

Saturday: Chance of the

fluffy white stuff, high near

30.

2^J^i^i).J^i^J^^Xf.^i;.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ldilrdb> Irudr Mkhd Jaflr

ACROSS
1 C'ones
5 Kind of furnace

10 Sfioppef s need
14 Copp«' to**n in

Venezuela

16 Po'i sight

16 Cap (from

lead to loot)

1 ' Member ol an
service club

18 Cape
20 Most downcast
22 Overturned

23 Spanish

muralist

24 Scanty

26 Tempofary
respite

28 Eel

33 Gold in

Granada
34 Butler and ice

to'lowers

36 J F Cooper
heroine

37 Monetary value

39 Actress

MacGraA
40 Favors

41 Noble lamily

ol Florence

42 Strip blubber

(rom a Mhaie
44

Flede'maus

46 Street ot

TV lame
47 Acted again

49 March date tor

Caesar

61 Pealed

52 Fired Irom a

plane

56 Clergymen
59 Legal holiday

in some states

61 Erstwhile rival

ol Lile

62 Gnt
Wayne film

63 On ot

Triumph'

Norman Corwin
64 Nelson of

music

66 British gun

66 Bar order

67 Bakery buys

I

DOWN
Laughi'iy

Cavaiiei

painter

2 Pavarotti

specialty

3 Fun persons
4 Smoothing
machine

5 First Stage ol

a rocket

6 Elevate

7 School subi

B Asian capital

9 Global r<Mi

spots^

10 Musicmaker
Sammy

1

1

Footless

creature

12 Mature

13 off

19 Car in the
showroom

21 Conductor
Leinsdorf

24 Coats applied

over paint

26 Schoolboy of

babebaii et al

26 Gnawed away
?7 Stew ingredient

29 Mil man

JO Aftectedly

proper

31 Resident ot

46 Across

32 Tore down
35 Source of

supply

38 (heading repast

40 Bartok and
others

42 Part ol FBI

43 Certain

dispenser

46 Anger

48 Branch ot a

horn

60 Village in

Minnesota
62 NCO s

63 Wrongdoing
64 Rake
55 ol thieves

56 Gourmet treat

67 Abandoned
shank s mare

58 The
the Limit

60 Samoyed

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Menu
Friday. Feb. 1

LUNCH
Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

BASICS LUNCH
Lentil Spinach Stew

Tuna Boat

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

F'ried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Saturday, Feb. 2

BRUNCH
Cheddar Bacon Omelet

Deli Ham on Pumpernickle

BASICS BRUNCH
Egg Salad and Lettuce

on Wheat Bread

Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed

Pepper

DINNER
Beef Stew/

Savory Garden Biscuits

Sweet and Sour Chicken Fingers

Fruit Plate with

Cranberry Bread

BASICS DINNER
Mexican Vegetable Bake

Sweet and Sour Chicken Fingers

Sunday, Feb. 3

BRUNCH
Scrambed Eggs

Breakfast Sausage
Clam Roll/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS BRUNCH
California Quiche

Clam Roll/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Pork/

(Iravy, Spiced Apples

Stuffed Shells with

Tomato Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Carrot and Cauliflower FMe

Stuffed Shells with

Tomato Sauce

Baked Chicken/

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
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I

MONEY! MONEY!

MONEY!
Do you want to make

good money?

Do you have a car?
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Apply now for

Circulation positions

113 Campus Center

545-3500

MONEY! MONEY! MONEY!

BS;^SS!S!!55^;.jii.!«S»S=5S5sSi^^

See Capt. Schiffer

at Campus Center on Feb. 4, 5
or call collect at (203) 722-2168

ALWAYS
SUNNY

SPRING
BREAK '85

®^axi Jlnnhtvhnk ^Insi®
MINUTEMEN TO INVADE FORT LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK CAMPS SET UP AT TWO MAJOR HOTELS

SheratonYankee Clipper SheratwiYankee Trader

Beach fun galore . . . right outside your door Home of PENRODS, the hottest spot on the beach.

Wave after wave of students descend on Fort Lauderdale. ..but tt)e smartest

check in at the two great Sheratons, where the best doesnt cost more.

SI«
^M I?

GET YOUR SUCE OF THE SUN
BY CAIiING (toll-free):

1.800.325-3535

Friday, February 1. 1985
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Minulemen now 5-2

Swimmers dominate
* Minutemen at URI • continued from page U

ByNANCY A. BUKAK
Collegian Staff

It is becoming a regular event for the
University of Massachusetts men's swim
team to pound their opponents and they did

it again, defeating the University of

Connecticut Huskies by a score of 71-42 at

Storrs on Wednesday night.

The Minutemen took first in all but three
events and Craig Fuller broke his previous

Boyden pool record and UConn's pool

record for the 1000 yard freestyle with a

9:54.30.

UMass pulled away from the start, taking

first and second in the 400 yard individual

medley relay.

"It wasn't a tough meet. We knew after

the first relay that they weren't really

going for it." Coach Kuss Yarworth said.

"They pretty much rolled over for us."

The Minutemen officially won the meet
after the three meter diving. Impressive

showings by Jim Flannery. Chris Clarke
and Mike Hoover added to the cause. Drew
Donovan proved himself to be ever- reliable,

posting impressive times.

UMass faces the University of Vermont at

2 p.m. Saturday at Boyden. Yarworth said,

"Vermont should be the same (as UConn)
for us."

Bobby Braun has 20 points and 17

rebounds agamst the Kams m the best'

game ol his career with the Mintuemen.
Horace Neysmith has 14 points with Donald
Kussell netting 12. Carl Smith has 10 points

and lour rebounds.

Those lour along with swingman Lorenzo
Sutton will be the starters against Brendan
MalonVs club.

IKl is led by freshman Carlton Owens,
right now the A 10 rookie of the year with a

13.23 average. Chris Scotti (6.75 relx>unds-

per game I is the toughest Kam off the

boards and will have to be bottled up by

Hraun and .Novsmith.

The .Mmutemen never trailed m Kingston,

taking a 40 M lead at the half and holding

off a late I'Kl charge with solid defense

(only one Kam basket) in the fmal two

minutes.

"We have to be careful, we've beaten them
but they'll be looking to avoid a sweep. We
were picked lor last by a lot of people and
now were respectable, teams will treat us

dillerently." I'.M coach Hon Gerlufsen said

about t he game

Owens, a six tour freshman guard from

New Y ork. leads the Kams in assists with

70. 4.12 a game and scoring. The Carl

Smith Owens matchup will be one of the

highlights ol theuanie.

Join us for

WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT
at the

TOC LOUNGE
Friday Social Hour 4-7 PM

with John Cruz
Friday Night

with STEWART
CUNNINGHAM

Saturday Night

with John Cruz
|A1so: Look for our Weekly Drink^

Specials

and New Munchie Food Menu

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11 th Floor •Campus Center • UMass

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY
(off UMass Campus - $15 minimum)

Just Dial 253-3091

12-oz

cans
Meister Brau $4.25

plus dep.

6 - Pack

$4.25
plus dep.

BUD SUITCASES $11.55 plus dep.
BUD 12-packs $6.40 plus deposit

GILBEY VODKA $5.60
80° - Liter

RIUNITE $2.49 fifth

Red, White, Rose

GRIZZLEY BEER $3.35
plus dep. 6-pack

case $12.50 plus dep

GROLSCH 6-pk $3.99 plus dep.

case $15 plus dep.

All specials in-store cash prices

good thru 11 pm Feb. 2

Rjunite*
I I

XJ

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1>77 OMnin 8I0BX, utomatic. runt graat,
dependabi*. *1796 00, Bob 2S3 2098

1974 Subaru Wagon runs well Noadtwork
250 or BO 256-1206

ft Volvo Wagon, in good ahape. many ex-
tras, 1 283^72 evenings

•78 Dataun B210QX S spd AM/FM caaaatte
v»rv good condition $1200 after 5. 549 7596

1372 Satellite 4^door V-8 little rust, runs
very weH, inspected »585 or 80 253-7226

H7« Ford Reata, spon group. Front wheal
drive, radials. 67000 mi 36 mpg 1460
Burgess 549^3812 or 546-3662

197B VW dasher sunroof no rust AM/FM
900 or best offer 549-6696

BEST QUALITY RESUMES

Consultation, preparation, editing, typ-
ing, cover letter, resume analysis, layout,
daaign. Julio Giarruaao 413-266-6257

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

For your IBM CS4 MAC or Apple 26% off
Km price caH Grad or Kan at 549-6364

DISSATISFIED?

We're looking for a few good men with
the following qualities brotherhood,
academic competence, versatility, and an
intereat in: art, aports, politica, science,
music, businoaa. , for the opportunity to
participate in an alternative fraternity, call

5<6-e008 and talk to Mike. You wont be
sorry.

ENTERTAINMENT

Eaat Side Coneart Commlttaa Rock-n-
Rofl Rumbia 9 Blue Wall i* looking for
talent. Winner will open the East Side Con-

cert in Spnng '86 For more info call Dave
546^6195 or Paul 546^9334

FOR RENT

Rooma available In Fraternity. Meal plan,

cable TV, other luxuriea 546-3117

Converted Uving Room in a spacious two

bedroom townhouse Available now on bus

route *1 15.00 rTK>nth 666-3986

FOR SALE

Digital Oacwrlter with rDodem ar>d full box

of paper great condition great for Cytwr

»S60 negotieble 549-5216

Frame mattraaa boxaprlng for aala twin

160 we cen talk call 549 1406

Airplane Ticket to anywtiere on Contirten-

tat good thru Marcl. $175.00 S86-6826

Double alia mattraaa excellent condition

only M6 call 54» 1149

FuJIca HO 36nim Camera, waterproof,

rangefinder groat for skiing 178, Koflach

Compssi ski boots, mens size 9 worn five

times »126 546^7501

oBFiwaw

Looking for aomaona to switch from

either TuTh 1:00-2:15 or 2:30-3:46 into my
MWF 3:36 caH Joe 546-9636

HAPrV BIRTHDAY JULIE

Happy Itth Birthday to a very special

friend. Love, Michael

HELP WANTED

Kitchen help n—dad in aorority. Free

meals in exchange for work. CaH Lauren at

546-2152

Houaacleaning, aome chHd auparvialon.
Wednesdays 1 30 5. 116. experience,
references 253 7840

Demonetrators Ptua want people to

demonstrate wine tastings Hrs 3 7 or 4-8 Fri

and 12-4 or 1-5 Sat. Musi be 20 and have a

car. »7/hr call 549-4919 Robyn

Earthfooda la now hiring new workers
pick up application outaide Earthfooda Kit

Chen SUB

tOtchon help wanted in excttange for

meel* call S46-3rt7

Receive homecooked meala plus meal

plan refund by workir>g 7 hrs. a week in a

kitchen call Paul 2S3-9071

Are you highly motivated and
energetic? This could be the job for you
Campus Center Board of Governors coor
dinator positions available: University
Store /Retail Services, Food Services,
Public Relations, Governors Program Coun
cil. Gain valuable experience in your field of

study Work study or non work study
welcomed Stop by the BOG Office Campus
Center 817 by Feb 8 for applications
AA/EOE

*10-*380 weakly /up mailing circulars' No
bosaea/quotas' Sincerely interested rush
self addressed stamped envelope Oept
AN-7, P0D910CEW, Woodstock, IL e009li

Summer (oba in Amherst. Bright, er-

ticulate undergreduates for Summer
Counselor poaitiona. Apply 101 Berkahire
Houae by 2/8/86

Housaboy for local aorority call 549-6047
ask for Jar>at

SCERA: Where it pcys to learn Two daya a
week, SCERA students nrteet and leem
political organizing and then apply theee
skills to issues of concern to students
SCERA also has positions for the enti

racism team, the reaource canter of the
SGA, and on the clerical support teem. 10
hrs/wk 9 3.36/hr for non-work study erxi

work study undergrade. Applications and in

fo avetleble at 420 Student Union weekdays
8 am 6 pm Applications due 2/ 13 @ 5 pm
AA/EEO employer

QOV E nNNii NT JO B S
$15,00a$50,000/yr poaaible All occupa
tions. How to find Cell 805 687 6000 Ext

R9616

On campus non-workatudy Mon. Fri. 7

am 12 noon contact Ray Stone: 549-1092

Raaldantlai live-In poeltlon with in

novative humen services agency aerving

four physically disabled young women living

in Holyoke The successful applicant will be
mature and willing to assume raaponaibility

Work week is Sunday night through Friday

morning. Comprehensive training provided
Benefits include competative salary, free

room and board, health insurance Cell Ser

vices for Community Living, 538-8176 M F,

9 A.M. to 9 PM. AA/EOE

R.A.s b HOT TUBS apply for counter help

3nd promot>0"« come to 17«> University

Drive next to Stadium Liq

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop. 28 hours including claaeroom
and shop. Limited enrollment. 2S3-2088

MEALS

Would you like e delicious and expensive
alternative to the dining commons? Lambda
Chi Alpha offers profeeaionally cooked
meals and a friendly atmosphere Call

253-9032 Ask tor Mark or leave a mesaage

MOVERS

'Round Town Movers Amher?t area fast

reliable cheep call Michael enytime 323-6780

ftRSONALS

Rafllatar by noon Fabraary S for Parform-
ing Arts Division music, theater, dance in-

struction Old Chapel 5460619

Hay Sports Fan Intramural Department still

accepting baskett>all entries and officials ap
plications irtquire - Boyden 215 or caM
545 2693

U2 Tlx for sale. Best offer for prime
Cell Merthe 549^156

BAGPIPE LESSONS PLAY THE PIPES IN

NO TIME «10 A WEEK CALL 5490210
BETWEEN lan PM ASK FOR CARL

ROOMS AVAILABLE

for a aamaatar
I for rant at a coat of (606
We offer a friendly at-

I and aocial life along with an op-

tkxial board plan Call Lamtxia Chi Alpha

2S3 9032 Ask for Mark or leeve a mess8g<}

Centrally located on campua Directly

acroaa the street from the Newmen Center

(620 for semester utilities included 870 But
terfield Ten Stop by and aaa Chns"

ROOM WANTED

Blila ColJina - Come on, run for SGA Praai
dent, we reelly need you'

Blli ColMna
students

You're the only one for tfw
Plaaae reconaidar'

Roaa I have misaad you Mot. It is good to
have you back' Love your Roomie

•••••••••••••••••• THE STOMPERS
• SWAG presents The Stompers, Sat *

Februery 9th in the Blue Wall *

' all ages show at 8 00 pm *

I5.00inadvance/t6 OOat thedoor *

• 20 and over show st 1 1 00 pm *

»6.00in advance^»7 OOat thedoor •

Tickets available in edvance at *

• TIX in tfie Student Union Buikting •

• and the Campus Center Concourse *

THE STOMPERS

Importers Sale - Fine Italian 14k goM
lawelry at an unbaatabia price $13.60 per
gram. 18" beveled lierrir>gbone r>ecklace

sugg price *60 00 Now *27 QO 20" bevel-

ed herringbor>e necklace sugg price
»iee 00 Now (75.60 20" solid rope chain
Mjgg. price (433.80 - Now (196.25. GoMan
Opportunity L.M. Goacer>ski Diamornl ft

GoM Agent, 13 No. Pleaaant St, Amfiartt at

Lodaetona

Qraduate, Amherst oi Northampton leave

meaaage for Joachim 545^3625, 586 594

1

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Famala. non-amekar. for apt In

Sunderlend Evae 966-4910 keep trying

1 bedroom in 2 bdrm quiet Nonfiwood
apt. move in tomorrow Loren 665-4738

Famala roommate wented to shere room
in Britteny Mer>or call 253 9675

SERVICES

duiTAR LESSONS, music raading indui:
ad. Inexpenaive with flexible scheduling. To
discuss prices and appointments call Frank

2S6O0B4

SyWINO BREAK

Qo to Dayton* for only (1181 Laaal ax-

penaive rata around Call HeMi 6464464 to-

day'

ZOOLW LAB

Looking for eomeorte to awheh from

Wed 1:2&4:25to Fri 9:06-12 06 CaH Sandy
546 4990 keep trying
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SPORTS
Penn State wins it in OT, 71-65
Minutemen drop to 8-10 with loss,

Braun leads with 16points
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - Penn State held off a
.

late University of Massachusetts comeback

to hand the Minutemen a disappointing

71-65 overtime loss last night at the Spr-

ingfield Civic Center.

The Minutemen. now 8-10 and 4-5 in the

Atlantic 10, lost a four-point halftime lead

as the Nittany Lions. 6-10 and 2-6, changed

defenses effectively and found their scor-

ing touch.

"We're not a good enough team to play

halfway and expect to win." UMass coach

Ron (Jerlufsen said. "This was a game we

needed badly, and even when we had the

lead I could sense there was trouble."

Penn State retook the lead from UMass
wiUi 6:40 to go in regulation, when
freshman center Jim Newcomer hit a layup

to make it 49-48. PSU went ahead by as

many as five, 55-50, when Newcomer (14

points. 12 in the second half) hit again.

UMass battled back as freshman Matt

Ryan drilled a three-pointer and Carl

Smith nailed a jumper to tie it at 55 with

1:38 to go. Dwight Gibson (a game-high 18

points) gave Penn State the lead before

LTMass freshman Lorenzo Sutton hit a

jumper with 36 seconds to go. The UMass
defense forced overtime, allowing only a

last-second bomb by Tony Ward that fell

short.

In the overtime. Penn State's Craig Col-

lins and Gibson combined for 1 1 points as

the Lions outscored UMass 14-8.

UMass missed its chance to tie with 23

seconds left, down 66-63, when Donald

Russell missed a three-pointer. Penn State

hit three-of-four foul shots to wrap it up.

Ware's Carl Chrabascz celebrated his

homecoming with a dunk to end the game.

Many of the 2,382 on hand were friends of

the Penn State sophomore.

UMass was led by Bobby Braun's 16

points and 12 rebounds. Smith had 15, with

Horace Neysmith and Sutton getting 14

and 10 respectively. Russell, plagued by

the flu, had only seven.

In the first half, the Minutemen took a

29-25 lead after falling behind 7-0 in the

first four and one-half minutes.

Braun took a nice feed from Neysmith

and laid it in for UMass' first points and

started a Minuteman comeback.

With a tremendous man-to-man defense

suffocating Penn State, the Minutemen
took a 10-9 lead with 12:47 to go on a

Braun lay-up. UMass built the lead to as

much as 10, 23-13 as they held the lines

scoreless for 6:05 as Neysmith and Russell

combined for 15 first hjilf points.

Penn State got right back in it with eight

unanswered points, to cut the lead to two,

23-21. with 3:13 left. Smith then scored the

final six points for UMass including a tur-

naround jumper with one second to go in

the half.

Neysmith had eight points in the period

with Russell getting seven, but the key was

the defensive play of freshmen Sutton and

Ryan. The duo shut down the Penn State

offense during the 12-2 run they gave that

put UMass in the lead.

MINUTEMEN MUTTERINGS: In the

latest A- 10 statistics, before yesterday's

game, Neysmith and Braun were tied for

second in conference rebounding with 8.5

bounds-a-game. They were 3-4 in overall

rebounding. Russell was sixth in overall

scoring at 16.7 points-per-game, Neysmith

was ninth at 14.4 ppg. In the league,

Russell was ninth and Neysmith tenth.

Carl Smith was leading the league in

assists with 78, 4.59-a-game. Smith has

started all 46 games UMass has played

since his rookie year. Neysmith has 99 of

100. Russell leads the team in steals with

128. Russell should break MikePyatt's all-

time scoring record in the next five games.

Callcfn"* photo bt Brian Gomjt

UMass* Carl Smith drives over Penn SUte's Bill Pollock in first half

action last night. UMass lost in overtime, 71-65.

Minutewomen aim for

third straight
Full weekendfor UMsports

CoHegian photo br Michelle Sciptll

Juanita Matthews (20) drives in

against Harvard in a victory on Tues-

day. UMass faces BU on Saturday.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It will be a busy weekend for all Universi-

ty of Massachusetts sports with every

winter team seeing action.

The men's basketball team (see story)

will host the University of Rhode Island at

the Springfield Civic Center Saturday at 2

p.m. in the premiere contest of the

weekend.
Today, the women's swim team looks for

its second win when they host URI at the

Boyden Pool at 7 p.m. They are 1-7 on the

season.

Saturday, in addition to the men's hoop

game, the women's basketball team will be

in action, at Boston University. The
Minutewomen, 8-11, have won two
straight. Guard Barbara Hebl needs but

four points to be the third women in UMass
history to hit the 1,000 point mark.

The men's swim team, heading towards

the New Englands with a 5-2 record, takes

on Vermont at home on Saturday at 2 p.m.

Freestylers Drew Donavan and Craig

Fuller have been setting records for Coach

Russ Yarworth's team and warrant a look.

The meet's at Boyden pool.

Also on Saturday, the wrestling team,

headlined by 126-pounder Chris Lee, rank-

ed tenth in the nation, face Boston College

at the Heights.

The women's gymnastics team will face

Ivy League Cornell in the Boyden Gym-
nastics Center on Saturday at 1 p.m. Jen-

nifer Pancoast has been looking im-

pressi ve for coach Chuch Shiebler's team.

The men's and women's track teams

travel to New Jersey for the Princeton

Relays, the last meet before facing Dart-

mouth and then the New Englands. The

UMass sprinters, both men and women,

have been scoring well this season.

"It's the time of the year we look toward

the big meets and prepare heavily for

them," men's coach Ken O'Brien said.

O'Brien cited the work of middle-distance

man Steve Tolley, a freshman, and sprinter

Rayle Crichlow.

The women have been led by sprinters

Bridgette Booker, Leah Loftis, Kayle Mor-

rison and middle-distance runner Barbara

CuUinan.

The men's gymnastics team faces Divi-

sion 2 national champion East Stroudsburg

on Saturday at 1 p.m. in an away meet in

Pennsylvania. The men are 4-1.

The UMass men's and women's ski

teams under coach Bill MacConnell travel

to Cannon Mountain, New Hampshire for

the two-day Plymouth State tournament.

Minutemen host

Rhode Island
By PETEK ABKAHAM
Coilejj^ian Staff

Maybe .stati.stics do lie.

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team is. if they beat Penn State

last night, are 5 4 in the Atlantic 10 and in

fourth place in the ten team league.

Yet. in the latest batch of team statistics

relea.sed by the league. UMass" highest

ranking is sixth in rebound margin, and

t hat a negative 0.53 boards a game.

UMass is no better than seventh in any of

the other seven categories, yet are in the

top half of the league in the most important

statisilc. wins and losses.

The Minutemen hop to add another notch

in the W column Saturday when they host

the University of Rhode Island at the

Springfield Civic Center at 2 p.m.

Tickets, with a valid UMass ID. are free at

either the Boyden Ticket Office or at the

lobby of the Civic Center. Three free buses

will leave Boyden at 12:15 p.m. and leave

the Civic Center approximately 15 minutes

after the game. You need an ID for the

buses as well.

UMass. 9 9 overall if they beat PSU. have

already recorded a victory over the Kams,
72 68 in Kingston last week.

continued on page 2S

Sports at a glance
UMass schedule
Today:

Women's Swimming: URI, Boyden,
7 p.m.

Saturday:

Men's Basketball: URI, Springfield
Civic Center, 2 p.m.

Women's Basketball: at BU, 5:15
p.m.

Men's Swimming: at Vermont,

Boyden 2 p.m.

Wrestling: at Boston College, 2 p.m.

Men's Track: at Princeton Relays

Women's Track: at Princeton Relajre

Men's Gymnastics: at East
Stroudsburg, I p.m.

Women's Gymnastics: Cornell,

Boyden, 1 p.m.

Skiing: at Plymouth State Tourna-
ment
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Former UMass student
sues Health Services

Colle(ri*n photo by D»vid iK-ufx-r

DWARFED BY THE LIGHTS — A lone cross country skier, freshman

Kurt Manal, passes by three towering intramural field lights yesterday.

Grievance policy pushes on
By NANCY A. BUKAK
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of

Massachusetts may soon have a formal

grievance policy and procedure to dispute a

professor's grading policy or how they are

treated in a class.

The question of how grievances have been

handled in the past is being investigated by

provost Richard O'Brien, Gayle Wintjen,

chairwoman of the Undergraduate Student

Senates' Academic Affairs Committee,

said. "For the most part, it's been an in-

formal, go-through-the-hierarchy policy.

"

In the past, students have had to handle

grievances directly with a professor, with

no guidelines for proper practice on the

professors' part. With a grievance policy in

effect, professors would be required to

announce the guidelines at the beginning of

the course, include them in the syllabus and

abide by them for the duration of the

semester, Wintjen said.

The committee "has two more things to

work out. It should be brought to the SGA
within the next two weelcs (for approval).

"

she said.

It's stiU '" « draft. We still have some

technicalities to be worked out on grade

changing. The Legal Services Office is

gathering some cases and information to

back up why a grievance policy is needed.'

she said.

The plan is modeled after the grievance

policy procedure at Eastern Michigan

University. "Oadlin gave me the model.

The policy there was written by the faculty.

"All we had to do is modify it for our

needs-things like grades and win-

tersession," she said.

If the plan becomes effective, each school

at UMass would have a grievance com-

mittee with three faculty and two students

to hear the case. Advisors would be allowed

to recommend solutions to the problem and

records would be kept on the situation. The
final level of appeal would be a university-

wide grievance board which would consist

of three faculty members -two from the

senate and one from the school where the

grievance has been lodged and two

students selected by the student gover-

nment president.

"This way, everyone will use the same

procedure. Not only will it help students

but it will also help professors," Wintjen

said.

UEBOKAH KOSS
Collegian Staff

A former University of Massachusetts

student has tiled a malpractice suit against

the state and University Health Services

"for mis diagnosing a pregnancy."

The suit was filed last week in Hampshire

Superior Court, Northampton, by Jessica

Colonna Wenner and her husband Bruce

Wenner of New York now the parents of a

tour year old girl, who claim that her riKht

to have an abortion was denied in 1979

because she did not know she was pregnant

in time for it to be performed.

According to the lawsuit, Wenner claims

that two doctors and a nurse at the Health

Services mis diagnosed the morning

sickness she experienced in the early stages

of her pregnancy as a sympU)n of

dyspepsia.

Wenner, a UMass senior at the time, did

not realize she was pregnant until six

months later when an abortion would have

been illegal because of a law that prohibits

abortion beyond sue months of pregnancy.

In the lawsuit. Wenner charges University

Health Services' employees with negligence

which left her no choice but to have the

child, which "caused her great mjury and

pain" and deprived her husband of sexual

relations" while she was pregnant, the suit

states.

The Wenners filed a similar suit in the

U.S. District Court in Springfield in 1982

against individual University employees

involved Or. Daniel Clapp. Ur. Paul

Berman and Nurse Susan Fields,, but the

case was dismissed because of the state law

prohibiting the suing of individual public

employees.

According to Jeffrey L. McCormick. the

lawyer representing the University Health

Services, in the current suit the state is

named as the defendant because "only a

public emplnv*>r not a public employee can

be .sued," he said.

Jonathan Souweine, the Wenmi s lawyer,

said "to the extent we have a claim it is

against the corporate entity," and added

that the previous case was dismissed

because of "procedural issues" and not

insufficient medical grounds.

According to Souweine, before this type of

suit can be filed, it must first be reviewed

by a medical malpractice tribunal com
prised of a judge, a lawyer and a physician.

In this case, the tribunal found the Wenners

had grounds for a suit, he said.

However, according to the papers filed m
Springfield. Health Services and the em
ployees involved have denied any

negligence.

In those papers. Dr. Berman said he first

saw Wenner about a month after she

became pregnant and fwtore she got

married. Herman said he did not order a

pregnancy test despite her complaints of

nausea because she "had a hi.story of

gastritis and long term indigestion,"

According to the same documents, Ber-

man said he knew Wenner had an ap-

pointment a week later to consult a nurse

about gynecok)gical problems but the

records show she never kept her ap

pomtment.
Jacqueline U. Allen, a lawyer in the state

attorney generals office m Boston who is

representing the state. descrit)ed this suit

as "pretty unusual,' representing "a new

type of claim being made called a wrongful

life case " she said.

"This whole area is developing' she said,

adding that as a result "it is difficult to see

how successful Mrs. Wenners claim will

be."

According to Souweine. although similar

cases have been recorded such as failed

attempts at sterilization there has not

b«'en a reported decision on this issue in

Mas.sachusetts and Wenners claim is

therefore one of 'first impression," he said.

Fraternity rushes to run dry
Hy JONATHAN I'EKKY
Collegian Correspondent

Beer, the traditional socializing staple

among college students, will not be served

during this semester's fraternity rushes at

the University of Massachusetts.

The decision was brought about be talks

between Creek Affairs and the Inter

Fraternity Council and a subsequent IFU

vote last semester to ban alcohol from

fraternity rushes. The decision serves to

increase the number of people interested in

fraternity life while decreasing the number
of those who attend the rushes merely to

drink, according to those associated with

Creek affairs.

"We want to attract the people that are

turned off by the beer drinking image

fraternities have," said Jay Flynn, IFC

president. "We want to show people the

other side of what fraternity life is all

about, that there is more than just parties.

We don't want to reinforce stereotypes,"

Flynn added. He said that slides and movies

of fraternity related programs will be

shown during the rush period of two to

three weeks.

The "dry rush, " which applies to all 13

fraternities at UMass (the nine UMa.ss

sororities have always held dry rushes),

will be the first of its kind on campus.

Bob White, coordinator of Creek Affairs,

said this concept is an emerging national

trend. Several colleges and universities

have already adopted this policy, due in

part to the new national drinking age of 21.

He added, however, that "even if the law

were not going into effect this June, there

is still a national trend toward dry rushes.

We are very plea.sed and supportive of this

policy," White said.

He added that fraternities will do their

own policing, thus creating a check and

balance to uphold the policy.

"This is part of the learning process," he

said.

The fraternity community is also sup

portive of the policy.

"1 think Its a good idea," said Mark Letson

of the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.

"Everyones working together on this. In

the pa-st, we have gotten a lot of bad talk

about partying too much, and this is our

way to show that that is not what we're

here for."

Kandy Eckhardt. also of Lambda Chi

Alpha, and the rush chairman lor the IFC,

feels that there are "a lot of positive at

titudes toward the dry rush. We try not to

stress liquor anyway,"" he said.

"We're giving it its first run this

semester," Todd Thomas, Assistant

Coordinator of Creek Affairs said.

"Hopefully, by next fall it will be a well

oiled machine."

Inside:

Students, faculty work and study

abroad P.3

Mass. Higher education's 'short-

changed' by budget cuts p.5

Women's basketball on a roll with

third straight win, p. 12

"You knmu more than you think

you do"
—Dr. Benjamin Spock
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*Nummo News will run in Tuesday's Collegian.

69 Americans injured in blast

near U.S. airbase in Greece
ATHENS. Greece
(AP)—Thirteen seriously

injured U.S. servicemen and

dependents among the 69

Americans wounded when a

time bomb exploded in a

crowded bar. were airlifted

to a U.S. base in West
Germany yesterday for
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Counter Help Wanted
Must have work study

Flexible Hours
Inquire at 113 Campus Center
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call Maureen 5-3500
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treatment. U.S. and Greek

officials said.

The Saturday night ex-

plosion mjured 78 people in

all and was the first

reported terrorist attack on

a facility frequented by U.S.

military personnel in

Greece. Greek authorities

said no group had yet

claimed responsibility, and

Greek police declined to

speculate on whom the

bombers might be.

Seven Greeks, a West

German and an Ethiopian

were also reported injured

when, Greek pohce said, a

bomb went off under one of

the tables at Bobbys, a bar

in the seaside Athens

suburb of Glyfada.

The bar is popular with

many of the 1.500 U.S. Air

h'oroe personnel stationed at

Heilenikon Air Base next

the Athens airport.

A U.S. Embassy official,

who, like the police

spokesman. spoke on

condition of anonymity, said

the incident "was out of our

jurisdiction and we will

assist the Greek grovern

ment in their investigation

only if we are requested to."

girls will be boys

w.
^i^^""""

Unisex

is running

rampant.

Now you

need the

perfect

1985 cut.

Bold lines

cut into a

pseudo-
geometnc
shape.

Styled for

a natural,

tousled

look with

Redken"
products.

with coupon

STYLE CUTS only $7.50
with shampoo and blow dry $11.50

MEN'S PERMS & WAVES
Only $30.00

by appointment expires 2/28/85

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet • Modern Dance • Jazz

Starting February 5

Phone 549-1555

'~"~~~'

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive 549-5610

uhs

USING THE
UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER

SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS are now
available if you have an URGENT Medical

Problem. Just call the Health Center and

request a SAME DAY APPOINTMENT or a

CANCELLATION OPENING for that day in-

stead of waiting as a walk-in patient.

For ROUTINE APPOINTMENTS: call

ahead and use the appointment system

(549-2600).

For more information call the

Health Center at 549-2671

.

Its

National Student Exchange
Program

Information Meetings
There will be two information meetings for students

interested in applying for the National Student Exchange
Program for Fall, 1985

Tuesday, February 5 4-5:30 p.m. CC 804

Wednesday, February 6 4-6 p.m. CC 804

«

Unusually violent night leaves

3 dead, 2 hurt in Boston

BOSTON (AP)-Three
people were kiHed and three

others, including an off duty

police officer, were wounded

in four separate unrelated

shootings Saturday in what

police said was an ex-

ceptionally violent night in

Boston.

The shootings, within four

hours of each other, took

place one day after Lt.

Francis "Mickey" Koache

was sworn in as acting police

commisBioner. replacing the

retired Joseph Jordan.

Officers responding to a

call at an apartment found a

Vietnamese man in his mid-

20s shot to death on a kit

Chen floor. Another man.

identified as Cing Van Luu.

28. was found on a living

room couch with a stomach

wound. He underwent

surgery at Boston City

Hospital.

Police said no arrests were

made and no motive was

found for the shootings.

The second shooting was

reported at about 6 p.m. at

Harvey's Kestaurant in the

South End where police

found the owner. Herman
Samuels. 45. shot to death in

the restaurant and a

customer. Fernando Lugo,

wounded. Each man had

been shot twice. OToole

said.

Three men who fled on foot

from the restaurant were

sought in the shootings,

police said.

At about 7 p.m.. a man was

reported shot to death while

walking down a street in the

Mattapan section. O'Toole

identified the victim as

Terry Edwards. 18. He said

police found neittrer a

suspect nor a motive.

At 8:45 p.m.. officer Harold

E. yuinn Jr.. 60. working a

security detail at the Stop "

Shop Supermarket in the

city's Brighton section, was

wounded in the leg during a

scuffle with an armed

robber. O'Toole said. He

said the officer's service

revolver was taken by the

assailant, and the assailant

fired one shot into Quinn's

right leg.

DukakissaysReagan 's cuts

willcostMass. $375million

WASHINGTON
(API— President Keagan's

budget would cost

.Massachusetts at least $375

million next year and would

have "a heartlessly

devastating effect on the

poor, the vulnerable and the

middle class," (iov. Michael

S. Dukakis said.

Dukakis said Keagan is

continuing to' seek steep

increases in defense

spending, while at the same
time cutting further

domestic programs that

have been squeezed for the

last lour years.

"A preliminary
examination of the

president's proposed budget

reveals it would cost

Massachusetts more than

1375 million next year

through deep cuts or

outright elimination of

programs for education,

child nutrition, welfare job

training. transportation,

general revenue sharing and

urban development,"
Dukakis said in a statement

released by the state's

Washington office tht

conducted the budget

analysis. The federal budget

will be delivered to

Congress on Monday, its

contents became available

Sunday.

I

Student Health Advisory Board |

First meeting of the semester J
Come and share your views and I
opinions on University Health !
Services policies and activities. I

Monday, February 4, 1985 J
at 5:30 I

at University Health Center J
Room 304

,J!

EMf's
Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at shows, football games, concerts

CPR recert, CEU's
1st meeting Tuesday, Feb. 5, 1985
at 9:30 PM in Morrill North 406

New Members Welcome
Please bring a copy of your EMT and CPR card

I
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Exchange programs offer worldly experience

Students adjust to cultural changes
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts senior Linda Sonima was
thankful for the lines that she found here after spending a

year in Italy going to school in Florence.

"The University (in Italy) was very disorganized," Som-

ma said. "Italians don't know how to form lines."

A student who participates in UMass' Overseas Study

Program will be sure to experience many differences like

this. But they wouldn't pass it up for anything.

"I enjoyed it a lot," Sonuna, a BDIC major in interna-

tional public relations, said. "It took a lot of time to adjust,

but it was great."

The Overseas program located in the International Pro-

grams Office in 239 Whitmore, to study.

Monica Johansson, a Swedish exchange student said,

"It was great. With five weeks of intersession, I've been

out traveling."

"The school of English (at Linkoping University in

Sweden) isn't the same here," Johansson said. "I had a

hard time at first. It took me a long time to write or read a

paper."

The UMass Overseas Study program has been sending
students all over the world since 1964 to work on their

academic degrees.

Three hundred and seventy-three UMass students are

studying abroad, for a year or half-year in 19 different

countries such as Denmark, En^and, Ireland, Italy, Spain
and France this year.

Students can also study in the summer in Argentina,
China, Ji^xan, Taiwan, England or France. Britain and the

English speaking countries are the most popular choices

of the entire program, Sterling Lamet, Overseas Study
Coordinator said.

"It certainly has become more popular in the past six

months to a year," he said. "Some do it (study overseas)

for enrichment while others learn about their major and
live abroad. It's kind of mixed."
Students from the School of Management and Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration have been studying
abroad in large nimibers, Lamet said. "If one was well-

prepared, one could find a place to go for whatever major
you have," he added.

"The people come back really different," Lamet said.

"It really broadens their view of the world and the U.S."

Collegian photo by Dmvid Dtnjhcr

Greg Laroche, a freshman, cheers to a small crowd at Springfield Civic Center at Saturday's

UMass—Rhode Island basketball game.

Police find homeless janitor in closet
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

A custodian in Dickinson Dormitory was staying in a

janitor's closet because he had no place to live. University

(^WOMEN'S FORUM-^
MONDAY — Dr. Lcnore Walker, a nationally-known

expert on violence against women, will be speaking at 4

p.m. in Tobin Hall, Room 304, on the "Psychological Im-

pact of Violence Against Women."
June Jordan will give a lecture on "The Difficult

Miracle of Black Poetry in America" at 4 p.m. in

Memorial Hall Auditorium.

There will be an exhibition of Phyllis Wheatly's poems

in the Special Collections and Rare Books Reading Room
on the 25th floor of the library tower.

TUESDAY — At 5:30 p.m. there will be a "Take Back
the Night March" planning meeting. Please check Cam-
pus Center schedule for room number.

WEDNESDAY — A general meeting for graduate

women will be held at 7 p.m. in the Everywoman's

Center. The meeting vkdll encourage idea sharing for

groups based on the interest of those attending. For more

information contact Diane Goodman at 545-0883.

The Counseling Service at the Everywoman's Center

is sponsoring a support group for women who are helping

other women to raise their children. This will be the se-

cond meeting and will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the

Everywoman's Center.

THURSDAY — An International Women's Event"

planning meeting, sponsored by SCERA, will take place at

6:00 p.m. Please check Campus Center schedule for room

number.
FRIDAY — Debbie Fire, Jean Fineberg and Nydia

Mata will be playing tonight at Sage Hall, Smith College,

creating an evening of exciting music. The Hall is

wheelchair accessible but the bathrooms are not. All

women are welcome and the event is sponsored by the

F.L.O.W.E.R. foundation and the Smith Lesbian Alliance.

Police were alerted of a suspicious individual on Thurs-

day at 3:36 p.m. and discovered the homeless janitor. He
was later referred to campus housing management.

Also in Friday's police report:

Johnson dormitory residents were evacuated at 12:27

a.m. Friday after a wastepaper basket fire triggered a

smoke detector on the third floor. The fire was started by

the careless disposal of smoking materials, and no damage
was reported, police said.

A Sunderland man wanted by police for a parole viola-

tion was arrested at 5:09 p.m. Thursday as he was walking

between Chadboume and Brooks dormitories. The man
was carrying a small quanitity of marijuana when
Amherst Police arrested him on a parole warrant. He was
held at the Hampshire County jail in Northampton.

A theft of a racquetball racquet valued at $115 was

reported to police at 7:24 p.m. Thursday. PoKce said the

racquet was iuckeu to a uasivet m i>uyueii ujriiiiiasiuiii.

Argentine scholar to lecture;

faculty exchange possible
Hv LAKKY BUUfHlE
CoHe^an Staff

The rector of the National University of Buenos Aires

arrived yesterday for a two day visit to the University of

Massachusetts, as part of a month long stay in the United

States sponsored by the United States Information Agency
(USIA).
Krancisco Jose Dehch will meet with University ad-

ministrators and faculty, tour the campus, and deliver a
lecture at 4 p.m. today in Herter Hall.

In addition to being the chief administrator for the
University of Buenos Aires. Delich has served as a board

member of the UNESCO International Social Sciences

Uonference and as executive secretary of the Latin

American C^ouncil for Social Sciences.

l^ast December, Chancellor Joseph D. Uuffey and Bar-

bara Burn, director of the Office of International

Programs, travelled to Argentina for one week to visit

t hree universities as part of an effort to arrange a scholarly

exchange.
tiobert A. Potash. Hanng professor of history, said last

month that the purpose of the exchange is to allow an
Argentine professor to teach and study at the University,

while sending a UMass professor to an Argentine
University to do the same.
"The principle is that we would . . . teach Argentines
about the U.S. and let American professors do researcher
teach about America in .'Argentinian Universities." Potash
said.

Potash said the exchange may involve two Latin
American prolessors who would remain at the University
l«»r a two yt-ar period. The University ha.s a similar ex
change with Colombia that is financed by the USiA, but
government funding for the Argentme exchange is

"hypothetical. he said.

The I'niversity is still working on the details of the ex
change. Dufley said, including the possibihty of seeking
out Mile funding.

Dutley praised the quality of higher education in

Argentina, noting that the National University of Huenos
Aires has prtxiuced live Nobel Pri/e winners and that

support w ill continue for the publicly funded in.stitution.

Dulley and Burn have also discussed the exchange with

the University ol Hel;;ranoand the University otUuoto.
Commenting on his visit to Argentina. Duftey said that

de"<pile a certain wanness by Argentines toward
Americans, he and Hum were warmly received and that

"we had a g<Mxl visit."

Collective unites

UMass disabled
KySMKlLAKLAHEKTY
Collegian Correspondent

A new student collective at the University of

Massachusetts has been organized to provide emotional

support lor disabled students.

Abihties. Unlimited was formed la.st semester to unite the

University's handicapped students, hving on and off

campus, who have all types of disabilities, including the

"invisible disabilities' such as dyslexia, diabetes, and

epilepsy. The
ressibility to

Kszasczc said.

"In order to really make a difference on campus, members

of the group believe there is strength in numbers. As a

body we have a bigger voice, " she said.

The group now consists of only 10 members, but they

hope to grow to include" a substantial percentage of the

disabled student body.

"We want this to be something for disabled students;

giving them something to have pride in, ' Kszasczc said.

Abilities. Uinlimited's members also want to make the

UMa.ss community aware of the special problems a

disabled st udent has to cope with.

"They have the same mental capabilities as an able

student, yet they have the additional problem of over-

coming a physical inconvenience," president Lisa Hiskin

said. Later this semester, the group will sponsor an ap

pearance by Judy Human, a distinguished Jewish speaker

who is active in handicapped affairs. Her lecture will focus

on coping with a disability and independent living en-

vironments.

In May. the group will spon.sor a "Theatre for the Ueaf,"

and throughout the semester they plan to hold receptions

and fund raisers tor the collective. In June, the group is

hoslmg a conference for disabled students and parents of

handicapped children.

group plans to petition for better ac-

campus buildings, vice president Caria

Library marks milestone with poet's speech
Black poet June Jordan will speak today to celebrate the

acq«i.''ilK>n of the University of Massachusetts Library's

two millionth book. Jordan will speak on "the diffKult

miracU' of black poetry in America" at 4 p.m. in Memorial

Hall.

The book, donated by Halph Bromery. a former

University chancellor, is Foems on Various Subjects,

HeUgUrus and Moral, by Phillis Wheatley. Wheal ley was

a black slave brought to itoston at the age ol eight who
learned to read English in sixteen months »f\^ wrote her

first peom at the age of fourteen.

Jordan, an es'^ayist. poet, editor and writer of children's

books, is the AXiXhor oi}*aasi<m: New Foems, 1977-80, and
Civtl Waris. In •,\<\i\\\uiv '.bf has tr>rr>ived numerous
awarus, HjtiuUiiiK ihe HocketeUer grain loi •creative

writ ing, the Prix-e of Home in Environmental Design, the

Nancy Hloch Award, the A'eit; York Tmes chojce for one

of the year's best young adult novels, and the New York
Clouncil ol the Humanities award. >-

in addition to Jordan's speech, the library will also

feature a collection of Wheatley memorabilia, including

manus< ripts, poems and letters. They wiU be on display

all through February at the library except for today,

when they will be at Memorial Hall.

The rtTcipi ot Wheatley's book occurs during Black

History Month, as well as during the 10th anniversary of

the Woman's Studies Program on campus.

DAN WHJTfc:
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Thinking about Spring Break?

We'll tan your hide!

• Best prices m the valley

• Stateot-the-art

tanning facilities

• 10 visits only $25 00
• 30 days unlimited

tanning only $49 99

This year, skip the

Spring Break Sunbuml'

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive, Amherst

(413)253-7727 /

Bufible Bubble Toil
^^idbTrouble Away!

•(^

Q^t^th a HotTub Special
^ atUtopiaSpas

Tuesday, February 5, 1985

10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Campus Center

Room 101

University of Massachusetts

Seniors and Graduate Students

with the following nnajors:

• Electrical Engineering

• Connputer Science (COINS)

• Business Administration

• Marketing

• Applied Mathematics

CO-OP Students with the

following nnajors

• Electrical Engineering

• Computer Science (COINS)

• Industrial Engineering

• Accounting

• Finance

Come informally any time during the hours indicated above and learn about

technical and marketing career opportunities in IBM from different loca-

tions. Then sign up on permanent and co-op interview schedules of your

choice for formal interviews to take place on February 6, 1985. This will be

your ONLY opportunity to sign up for interviews with IBM on campus.

Bring 3 copies of your resume and transcript for admittance

Citizenship or permanent residence required for interviews

IBM is an equal oportunity employer

; One-Hour Hot Tub
^

' only $6.50 per person
anytime Mon-Tues-We<J
Best Rate m the Valey*

Utopia Spas
t'?5 University Drive Amherst

J (413)253-7727

[Discover the hidden

talents of your

teachers.

The Student Union Gallery

announces an exhibition of

faculty from all departments,

except Art.

February 4-15

Exhibitors are:

Elizabeth Aries

David Booth

Geoffrey Boothroyd

George Greenstein

Dorance Hill

Mathew Kelty

Ann Marston

John Martin

Dario Politella

Norton Stan-

Opening February 5th, 7-9 pm
Gallery Hours

Mon-Fri 11-4 pm

SENIORS!

It's painless and takes only a few

minutes! For SENIOR PORTRAIT
appointments or re-scheduling: call

545-2874 or stop by INDEX, 103 CC.

DO IT NOW!

FREE '82 yearbook with every sitting!

(there will be a $2.00 sitting fee)

HRU MY LAST MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
(the Collegian)

I WOULD LIKE TO WISH YOU A. . .

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

SHERYL STAGEY

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Founded 1870
Edhor in ChiefJames P Shanahan

Anne McCrory

Andrew May

Elizabeth Young

Rita Murphy

Dode B Levenson

Peter E Soderberg

Greg Brown

Managing Editor Laura Yee News Editor

Business Manager Yadira Betances Black Affairs Editor

Business Manager Deborah A Ross Women's Issues Editor

Executive Editor Christine D. Marmi Arts Editor

Production Manager Count Ramin Zahed Arts Editor

Production Manager Peter Abraham Sports Editor

News Editor Andrew J Heller Photo Editor

Shortchanging the future
Despite a projected $137

million state surplus for fiscal

year 1985, the University of

Massachusetts operating
budget may decrease this year

for the first time since 1977.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
recently recommended that the

Board of Regents of Higher

Education receive $143.8
million, a .36 percent drop

from last year, then last week
triumphantly announced a $64
million tax cut as the highlight

of "the best budget document I

have ever submitted to the

state Legislature."

State Rep. James D. Collins

<D-Amherst) was right when he

told the faculty senate Thurs-

day that the regents cutback,

however small is

"indefensible... the money
from the tax cut would be be

better spent on quality educa-

tion. We're shortchanging our

future."

The Commonwealth's public

colleges and universities surely

expect more from Dukakis,

who has consistently condemn-

ed the Reagan administration's

drastic reductions in social ex-

penditures, including funds for

education. The White House
has renewed its attack on

ifederal support for college

students, proposing financial

aid restrictions that could pre-

vent thousands of us from

returning to UMass three

semesters from now. But at a

time when public as well as

private education is becoming

more and more a privilege of

the wealthy, the governor is

trumpeting a one-time appeal

to self-interest — a move which

would eliminate $64 million in

revenues but return less than

$18 to each taxpayer — while

neglecting Massachusetts'
most valuable long-term in-

vestment, its higher education

system.

Dukakis evidently feels he

needs this measure to blunt the

efforts of conservatives who
might otherwise demand
greater tax reductions. For

this he is willing to gamble,

hoping that the surplus won't

evaporate by next February

and leave him in the position of

having to raise taxes back to

their previous level as the 1986

gubernatorial campaign
begins. The political pressures

on him is intensified by the fact

that the governors of two
neighboring states with
surpluses — New York and

Connecticut — have also pro-

posed tax cuts. But students

will not forget that he has miss-

ed a chance to ally himself with

us and future generations in

the increasingly uphill battle to

make quality education
available to all.

Unsigned editorials reflect

the majority of opinion of the

Collegian Board ofEditors.

Letters to the editor

Fraternity's remarks 'humiliating, infuriating'

Walking home from class last Thursday

night, I passed behind fraternity Phi Sigma

Kappa. An all men's beer bash was in pro-

gress on the balcony.

One voice shouted, "Here comes another

one." Another said, "Give it to us here,

baby." And more yelling.

Just in case the men at that party might

have the wrong idea that women enjoy this

kind of thing, let me set them straight. It's

humiliating and infuriating. But perhaps

that's why men yell things at us, as an act

of aggression. There's something pathetic

about anyone who would indulge in that

kind of frustrated act. But why should cam-

pus women have to tolerate it?

I hope that when the guys who made the

remarks see this letter, they will recognize

themselves, and feel ashamed.

Karen Pollens

Amherst

ANN L^NWKS 9f<^ HB?lt THAT MOfT WOAAEN WOULD I^MUtt? SETTUBW A Cu'JJli.WN
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A low value on human life

On Wednesday morning, January 30th,

James David Raulerson was murdertnl.

The murderers are well known by the

authorities, but will never be prosecuted

for their crime. The strangeness of this

murder does not end here. As he was being

killed newspaper reporters, his loved ones,

and civil officials watched with varying

degrees of interest. Raulerson's life was

ended in an almost ritualistic fashion. His

head was shaved, and he was strapped into

a chair as thousands of volts of electricity

were pumped through his body. The most

tragic aspect of this case is that large

segments of the population are behind the

perpetrators of this crime.

F'or any of you still in the dark, the com-

mon term for what I've described is execu-

tion. Unfortunately, this simple change of a

single word has probably made many of

you feel much more comfortable. I say "un-

fortunately" because James Raulerson was

murdered. The fact that he killed another

human being is not being denied, but this

does not condone killing him. In fact, I

believe both acts to be on a par with each

other. This eye for an eye mentality must

stop, or soon we wiU be cutting the hands

Herb Ramy

off of thieves and poking the eyes out of

Peeping Toms.

If what I've said so far does not convince

you, just think of the consequences of mak-

ing a mistake. The mistakes would not be

criminals put t<^ some form of justice, they

would l)e innocent men and women who
were murdered. The argument that this on-

ly happens rarely only makes sense if one

puts a very low value on a human life.

I agree that changes in our justice system

must be made. For one thing, life sentences

should be life sentences. Secondly, jails

should be changed so that instead of pro-

ducing better criminals they turn out peo-

ple who are ready to take an active part in

society.

All that capital punishment does is let us

think that we're coping with the problem of

violent crimes in this country. In reality, all

we are doing is hiding the problem, and

what better way to hide it than bury it six

feet underground.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Question ofthe week

Responses to the question of the

week will be printed this Thursday.

Please submit answers to the Collegian

by Wednesday at 3 p.m.

Recently columnist Ann Landers asked

women readers "Would you be content to

be held close and treated tenderly and

forget about the 'act'?" Of the more than

90,000 women who responded, 72 percent

said, yes. Of those, 40 percent were under

40.

The question for this week for all

readers, male and female, is "what would

you rather, 'the act' or tenderness?"

Please check one: The 'act'or tenderness

Comments: (Note; must be 100 words or

less).

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published. Please type doubled spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and length.
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Some Banks
think you're

looney.
You don't bank on the moon. You know it. We know it. But apparently some of

the Amherst banks don't know it.

"Get cash anywhere" they shout. Ones in Wyoming. F'ives in Florida. Tens in

Texas. W'hy, they'll just about promise you money on the moon.

• Banking right on campus
• Minimum balance in checking account is $25, and in

saving accounts is $5.

• American Express Travelers Checks
• Certificates of deposit, and car/personal loans

• Open an account at the Credit Union today

You'd have to be looney not to

4^ THE UMASS
%S STUDENT

CREDIT UNION
Student Union Bldg^. 545-2800 Member NCUA

We've Got
What You Need!

The HP-llC and The HP-15C
From Hewlett-Packard

We've got two powerful, sophisticated cakulators that

answer your scientific and mathematical needs. The

HP-llC and the HP-15C are Advanced Programmable

Scientific Calculators used worldwide by professionals

in engineering, science, navigation, research, and

statistics. Shouldn't you be using one now? Let us help

you decide today.

WJLjm HEWLETT
mUnM PACKARDHP-llC HP-15C

Monday-Friday 9 00-5:00^^^Ji^Sf^
Saturday 10:00-3:00 (!ISmSiORE W
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TICKETS
ON SALEI
NOW

See Capt. Schiffer

at Campus Center on Feb. 4, 5

or call collect at (203) 722-2168

with SPECIAL GUEST

DR JECKYLL & MR HYDE

FRI. FEB. 8
10 pm to 4 am

S.U.B.
UMASS $7.00

GEN. PUBLIC $8.00

$8.00 AT THE DOOR
TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTER. SPRINGFIELD
CIVIC CENTER, AND STOP AND SHOP LOCATIONS IN

NORTHAMPTON, HOLYOKE, GREENFIELD AND PITTSFIELD.

UMASS I.D. REQUIRED W/STUDENT TICKET

NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES

COME JOIN USI
UPC GENERAL MEETING TUES, FEB 5th 6:30 PM in SUB

ARTS
artslines

***Lynn Klock, accompanied by pianist

Nadine Shank, will perform music for sax-

ophone at a faculty recital at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday in the University of
Massachusetts Bezanson Recital Hall. The
program will feature works by Tausman,
Hartley, Desenclos, and the New England
premiere of a piece written by Marc-

Antonio Consoli. Admission to the concert

is free of charge. For further information,

caU 545-2227.

•••The University of Massachusetts

Department of Theatre will hold open audi-

tions for Leslie Bricusse and Anthony
Newley's Stop the W(yrld I Want to Get Off
and Jean Anouil's The Rehearsal from 7 to

11 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday this week.

Auditions will be held in room 08 for The
Reharsal and 204 for Stop the W(yrld,

UMass Fine Arts Center. Sign-up sheets

are posted outside of the main offices of the

Department of Theatre. For Further infor-

mation call 545-3390.

•••The Westbrook String Quartet; com-

posed of violinists Lynn Kane and Susan
Brenneis, violist Cynthia Kempf, and cellist

Stephen Pelkey, will perform works by

Hadydn, Brahms, and Bartok at an after-

noon concert on Sunday, February 10.

Presented by the University of
Massachusetts Department of Music and
Dance, the concert will begin at 3 p.m. in

Bezanson Recital Hall. Admission to the

concert is free. For further information,

call 545-2227.

•••Louis Lippa's The Southgatge Porter

will be presented by the Amherst College

Department of Theatre and Dance at 8

p.m. at the Kirby Theatre in Amherst Col-

lege on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.

For reservations call 542-2277, Monday
through Friday from 1 to 5 p.m.

The New World Theatre at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts will hold auditions at

6:30 p.m. at Bowker Auditorium on the

University campus on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Persons may audition at that

time to become members of the New World

Theatre Ensemble or they may specifically

audition for a part in the Apnl production

of Moon on a Rainbow Shawl by Errol

John. It calls for 10 male and 5 feniale per-

formers of varying ages. For further infor-

mation, call 545-0190.

Saxophonist Lynn Klock will per-

form music for baritone, alto, tenor

and soprano saxophone on Wednes-
day, febniary 6, 8 p.m. at Bezanson
Recital Hall in the Fine Arts Center.

For more information see Artslines.

m: 116. Sundartand, MA

IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
Chul-Hwan Cho, A Goten chef

and waitress, Seungwon Kwan
prepare a dish at Goten
Restaurant in Sunderland.

7UESL. NCDU TMUFML, SFECXALS

Two Dinners For Si 0.
Steak and Chicken Combination
Includes soup and salad, noodle

with vegetable, rice, tea

and ice cream
miDArssreciALS

Two Dinners For $15.
Shrimp and Scallop Combo Dinner

Includes soup and salad, noodle

with vegetable, rice, tea

and ice cream
SUNDAYAFTBtMOON SPECIALS
2-6 p.in. TNmo DInnwrs For $10.

Op«nt Tu«».-Sat.
At 5:00 p.m.

Sun. 2-0 p.m.
ClOMdMon.

413-^5-3628
Reservations Welcomed.

Peer Counselor Orien ^tion
interested in joining the

Lesbian, Bisexual & Gay Mens

Counselling Collective

volunteer your time

to help your brothers

and sisters J

Orientation Meeting

Tues. Feb. 5th

at 6:00 p.m.

in the PGA ^'

Office

Come watch

this compelling

'Gay themed drama In

supportive atmosphere

All are welcome!

Monday, February 4th

at 9:00 p.m.

in Campus Center 805

View and Discuss

^Xonsenting Adult"

The Collegian

CLASSIFIED
for all your needs!

advertise items for sale, messages to faculty, ^

messages to girlfriends

-II .<~T1

« EMT's
Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at shows, football games, concerts

CPR recert, CEU*s

1st meeting Tuesday, Feb. 5, 1985

at 9:30 PM in Morrill North 406

New Members Welcome
Please bring a copy of your EMT and CPR card

—* •••••••*•••••••••••••••••*-*••••••••*—,

CLASSIFIED I» ^

Advertise in the

Collegian

for ValentinesV^ Day!!

Only 10*^ a word

per day for students

The Collegian is located downstairs

from the Campus Center Concom-se
IIIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIHWHIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIW

Y.II

SHOP advanced fitness training centers

I ~the'best~workout in town

I
INVITES YOU TO

i GET IN SHAPE FOR SPRING

I
JOIN BY FEB. 8th. 9:00 PM

I and receive designer T-shirtFRrillj

I w^ith this ad

I Free t-shirts limited to first 300 memberships

1 NOPE STILL ONLY $45.00
i 7-30-9 4-6

Boyden

I 11:30 3 7-9
7=30-9 12-1

luuumiiHiiiiiiiimiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiH"""'"!'"""'"'"'"""'''''''"""""'""'"'

r



Mondav, Februair 4. 1985!
Collegian »

( (-ollegiani

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

1

Welcomes you back and

invites all studnts and

members to a general

meeting on Feb. 5th at 5 PM
here at U.V.C.

- 216 Student Union (near the Hatch)

- Production

Mon-Fri Workshops
9-5 - Programming

545-1336 - Video Arts

Festival & Competition

Don't be left out in the cold

UAAASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85
THE BEST HOTELS

THE BEST PARTY BUSES
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES
"^TJorT^efooled bv

the other trips on campus

ASK - ASK .^A^k

?????????????????
ASK IF THEIR HOTELS ARE
ON THE STRIP FOR $129

ASK IF THEIR BUS PRICES

GO UP IF THERE IS NOT
40 PEOPLE IN IT.

ASK FOR THEIR EXACT
FLIGHT ITINERARY

WHAT AIRLINES?

WHAT AIRPORTS?
INCLUDING TRANSFERS?
WHAT ARE THE FLIGHT Is?

HOW LONG ARE THE
LAYOVERS?

?????????????????
DONT TAKE

CHANCES WITH YOUR
SPRING BREAK 85
GO DOWN WITH THE
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union 545-3437

Mondmj. Febrmiy 4, 1»M

of

on*
bur*

Car

Truck
s

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

I Rt. 63 No. Amherst

I
S49-2880

GBA-nS-FACTION
,^_„*io mtaans hncc-l

^^

Vj

Now'.s
the time
to caM...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

/r^

You'll find rt at

Carturs All New

"HappyHour
FreeBuftet!

4^ and 9-11

Monday thru Friday

Tacos

Chcken Wings

Pizza

Vegi Dippers

(/lunch Munch
More!

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANl & LOUNGE

jl Ihe Elmwood, Rl. !) Il.i.llcy. MA (413) 586Hl7fl /" o

lfliOi9iriejml[AH

statistical and Reporting Software
for IBM PC/XT and AT*

SPSS/PC is the most comprehensive statistical

package available for performing simple or complex

tasks, regardless of data size. It maintains feature

and language compatibility with mainframe SPSS,'^

while optimizing for the PC environment.

Designed to maximize your productivity, SPSS/PC
offers three-letter truncation of commands; the ability to

batch process commands: save and enter commands
in groups; receive on-line help; redirect input and output

to screen, disk and /or printers and more.

Statistics range from simple descriptive to complex

multivariate, including Multiple Regression, ANOVA,
Factor and Cluster analysis. Loglinear and nonpara-

metric procedures are also included.

Simple facilities allow transfer of files between

SPSS/PC and programs like Lotus 1-2-3, dBase II and

SAS. A complete Report Writer, plotting facilities

and communicattons program for mainframes round

out a fully integrated product.

For more information, contact our Marketing

Department at:

SPSS Inc., 444 N. Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, IL 60611. 312/329-3500.

In Europe: SPSS Benelux B.V., P.O. Box 115,

4200 AC Gorinchem, The Netherlands.

Phone: +31183036711. TWX: 21019.

VISA, MasterCard and American Express accepted.

SPSSinc. PRODUCTIVITY RAISED TO THE HIGHEST POWER
"SPSS/PC runs on the IBM PC/XT with 320K memory ana a hard disK, and IBM PC/AT vnth hard disK An 8087 coprocessor iS recommended Contact SPSS Inc tor other
compatibte computers IBM PC/XT and PC/AT are trademan« of international Business Machines Corporation dBase II is a trademark of AshtonTate 1-2-3 is a trademark o
Lotus Development CorporatKjn SAS is a registered trademark of SAS Institute. Inc SPSS ana SPSS/PC are trademarks of SPSS inc tor its proprietary computer software

t Copyright 1985, SPSS Inc

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Yeas+V^eovd senses Snft^

b<x<ir»ebS ... Goih wKcre

GORDY By Gorde
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8
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fSOMCTYAIES ATTAnJABLE 1
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**•* •***
CAN YOU TYPE FAST? Want to earn some MONEY? Want to

work for the Collegian? Then come down to room 113 C.C. and

fill out an application NOW. or ask for Dode Levenson.

All Production Supervisors: Mandatory meeting tonight at 7

p«n&*

j^i^i^i^if^^i^^i^^^

Today will be moetiy sunny, with hi^|^

near 30. Tuesday, tfoere will be increasiQg

docKlinesB, with hig^ near 85.

jt^J9.^^A^«A^«J9.^J^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

ACtWW
British Open
Mtnner: 1964

i Rote In

"Anthony end

Cleopatra"

9 Under the

inlluerKe

14 Oafi animals

15 Invalid

16 Official in

arKient Home
17 Stygian

18 Having a claim

to fame
20 Oeasen

setection

22 Age unit

23 Matinee time

24 British novelist

and clergyman

25 Straitlaced and

stiff-necked

27 Sheik stand

30 Pastor's

assistant

34 Historian's

sublect

37 Dogwood tree

39 IMoon valley

40 Shortly

42 World
weariness

44 Membership
lees

45 Student of

Xeno
47 Great Italian

poet

49 "The ,"

Rinehart

Hopwood play

60 Plains of

Argentina

52 Poetic

contraction

&4 Piece of

rrtarble

56 Ventilating slit

60 Island south o'

Austral

63 Shaping tools

66 Pari of a sf>oe

66 Polar region

68 Small branch

70 Concert grand

71 Gallic zeal

72 Mother of

Helen of Troy

73 City in NE
Illinois

74 f^ealtors'

stock

Edited by Trade Mkhd Jaffr

75 Delightful 32 Genus of olive

region

DOWN
1 Ore deposits

2 Preciee

3 Ballerina Park

4 Ottoman
capital

6 Multiply

6 Word on a Paris

street map
7 A friend in

need
5 Hit>ernate

9 Welsh or fox

10 Peak near

arKient Troy

11 The Great

Commoner
12 Huge amount
13 Old name lor

Tokyo
19 Celtic minstrel

21 Japanese t>o«

26 Or«eota
G&Strio

28 Secure by tyin(

29 City in Shensi

province

31 PartofAKC

trees

33 Hatchery

34 Winged insect

35 Architectural

pier

36 Chamber
38 Mystic verse

41 Cuts short

43 Venetians

46 Contairwr lor

t>rei« or stew

48 College on the

Thames

61 Mediterrartean

vessel

53 Hurry about

56 Pepper plant

67 Gave one's

word of ttonor

58 Ignore

59 Lear role

60 Wrapper said

61 Dye plant

62 Bachelor party

64 Part of the

rural scene
67 Cuckoo
68 Grimalkin

ANSWER TO PWEVIOU S PUZZLE
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Today's Menu

Lunch
Hamburg on a mi^ty roll

Tuna Oriental

Basics Lunch
Mighty Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

Dinner
Mighty Louisiana Chicken

Mighty Pineapple Ham Steak

Egg and gooey Cheddar F^lorentine

Basics Dinner

Some mighty Hi-Protein Spaghett/

Tomato Sauce, Breaded Scallops (from the

oceany Tangy Tartar Sauce

A plate made entirely of fruit, and Orange
Bread.
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.stormy weather!.
FOR IIMFORMATION REGARDIIMG

CAMPUS CLOSINGS OR DELAYED

OPEIMIIMGS , DUE TO SEVERE SIMOAA/

STORMS. LISTEIM TO RADIO STATIONS

1

\A/TTT - A M
\A/MUA F M
\A/HMP F M

C ^4.30)

c sn.ai

C 9^.31

CALL ««TIPS n 54s-^5aa

INFORMATION DATA BANK 1 545-1555 J

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 1 545-1540

1

A Service of the Dean of Students 0//lce

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT
WITH A SUBSCRIPTION FROM THE

STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING
SERVICE (SNPS)

/f you have trouble taking notes, can 't see the board, or can 't hear the

professor, SNPS can help. Our experienced note-takers provide

neatly typed lecture notes for a variety of classes.

Anthro 104

Astron 100

Botany 100

COINS 121

COINS 250

Econ 103

Econ 104

FSN 101

FSN 130

HRTA 100

Math 121

Mgt 301

Psych 100

Psych 110

SOM 210

Zool 102

and more!

Stii«l«ilt

|ltot«
l&Dvlntliig

Check us out!
401 S.U.B. (above the ballroom)

9:00 - 5:00 Mon-Fri

Monday, February 4, 1985! Collegian n

Ilvpereiirricula

PUBLIC SCKEENING
'CONSENTING
AUULT'-Kefreshments
provided. Come see this film

with friends at 9 p.m. in CC
805.

Mass. Latin American
Solidarity Committee worlds
lor cnange m L,aiin America
and increased awareness on
campus. AU welcome at 6:30
p.m. in 404 Student Union.

M^™Jixh"'' llesi' n ?U{;'S?if;^^^*'"^

CKOUP— Following from
the showing ai 'Nol a Love
Story' last semester this

group meets again to discuss
nils iCi lU 3 am V .iiLa al 7:30
p.m. in the Campus Center.
Welcome back!

STUDENT HEALTH

ADVISUKY BUAKD-Kirst
meeting of the semester.

Come and share your views

and opinions about

University Health Services

and activities at 5:30 p.m. in

room 302 UHS. We will be

planning the semesters
curriculum.

V E N r L - I"' K E E 1 1 1 m
sponsored by Hillel at 7:30

p.m. in SUB.

STUDENT ALLIANCE
FOB ISKAEL
MEETING— First meeting
of the semester at 7:30 p.m.
in Dukes Koom.

You need a
summer job or
part-time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn
up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your
own hours.

Spring Break for the Upperclasses.

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our
spring and
summer sales forc.^

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

Jaffrey, NH 03452
603/532-4416

Other vacation spots may be okay for

those Freshmen and Sophomoric types

that don't know any better, but by the time

you've made it to the higher classes, we
hope you've learned something.

By now, you should know that Bermuda
College Weeks are as much fun and as

carefree, but with a difference. There's a little So this year make use oi your education-

more atmosphere here. There are free buffet come to Bermuda, where you can carouse

lunches at our top hotels, our smashing
beach parties, our steel bands and calypso

bands, our complimentary cruises and, of

course, our gorgeous pink beaches and
beautiful weather.

with class, get wild in style.

See your Travel Agent for details.

Bemiuda
Bermuda CollegeWeeks,1985. March 2 toApril 'i2. J

MA»t »p«»ovio WSPtCnOW «T*n<HI

p> ibfO***'

MA Saiat Taii E> '

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuH Service Tire SKv

7B SurHMrUfHi Rd . No Ami««r«l. MA
Ar.toss ttiifr Walroba* S' »"

AX-VISA-MC S49-4704

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1t77 Dataun SOSX, automatic, runa graat.

ctepandabia, 1796.00, Bob 253-2098

1974 Subaru Wagon runa wall. Naada vvork

1206

EMTS

2B0 or BO 2G6-1

79 Volvo Wafon. in good ahapa, ntany ax-

traa, 1-293-6072 avaninga

79OataunB210QX6apdAM/FMcaaaatta
vary good condition 11200 aftar 6. 548-7998

1972 Satalllta 4-door V-8 littla ruit, runs

very wall, impactad tSBS or BO 253-7226

1976 VW Daahar lunroof no rust AM/FM
900 or baat offar 549-8696

1979 Flaata dark blue w/rad imarior.

4-speed, caaaatte. AM/FM optional 58,000
miles $1500 or beM offar 253-5987

...... VW Q.T.I. 32,000 miles AC sun roof

HaUa driving lights S spd mint cond *7490 00
call Ron at 467 3292 or 253 7727

II BAHAMAS II

You've saan our brochuraa in every
daaaroomi Now's the time to act' Bahamas'
Special student rates' 256-1320, Taryn
hurry I

BEST QUALITY RESUMES ~

Conaultatlon. praparatien, editing, typ-

ing, cover letter, reaume analysis, layout,

daaign. Julio Giarrusso 413-256-6257

BOAWDEWS WANTED
~

Boarders wanted for aororlty located at

edge of campus. For nr>ore info call Lisa Pike

W64&4K27

DIBCOUWT BOFTWAHE

Pof your IBM CB4 MAC or App<a2B« off

IM prfea eal Qiad or Kan at M943B4

Come to tf<e first mooting of the Firs and
First Aid Unit. Work at shows, concerts,

foottMll games, earn CEU's, CPR ftecer-

tification and s good time too' Tueeday,

February 5. at 9:30 pm, Morrill N 406. Bring

EMT, CPf< cards

ENTEITTAINMENT

East Sldo Concert Committee Rock-n-

Roll Rumble @ Blu« Wall is lookir>g for

talent Winner will open the East Side Con
cen in Spring '86 For more info, call Oava
546-6196 or Paul 546-9334

EXPRESS
~

Innovations In communlcationa coming
soon I— " i:

TOR SALE

Digital Dacwrltar with modem and full box
of paper great condition - great for Cyber
*S60 negotiable 548^5216

Airplene Ticket to anywt>ere on Continen-

tal good thru March 1175.00 S86-8826

2 6cu ft refrigerators t76 each call

ap-374y ^___
Car Stereo - Pioneer KPX9000 with 2(Kv

GM5 amp and more 549-5216

Are yoii lilghly motivated and
energetic? This could be the job for you.

Campus Canter Board of Goverr>ors coot
dinator positions available: University
Store/Retail Services, Food Services,

Public Relations. Governors Program Coun
cX. Gain valuable sxperionce in your fieM of

study. Work study or r>on-work study
welcomed. Stop by the BOG Office Cempus
Center 817 by Fab 8 for applicationi

AA/EOE

•10-M90 wookly/up mailing circulars' No
bosaas/quotas* Sirtceraly intsreated rush

aalf addraaaad stamped envelope: Dept
AN-7, P00910CEW, WoodMock. IL 60096

Nowspeper Deliverers needed In dorme.
No car needed Approx 1 hr/day 7 day* per

weak Good pay CaR 253-7008

KKchan help i>ee«iad at local aororlty for

lunch and dlnrwr weekdays, in exchange for

meals. Call Sue P or Sue W at 266-6887

HELR WANTED

KItclten help needed in sorority. Free

meels in exchange for work Call Lauren at

646-2152

Racalva homeceeked maala plus meal
plan refund by workit>g 7 hrs. a week in a
kitchen call Paul 263-9071

Summer )oba In Amhorat. Bright, ar-

ticulate undergraduates for Summer
Couneelor poaltiona. Apply 101 Barkaftira

Houaa by 2/8/96

Houseboy for local aororlty call 549-6047
ask for Jar>«t

SCERA: Where it pays to learn. Two deys a

week, SCERA students meet er>d leerr

political organizing 8r>d then apply these

skills to isaues of concern to students
SCERA elso has positions for the enti

racism teem, the resource center of ths
SGA, and on the clencel support team. 10

hrs/wk @ 3.35/hr for non-work study ar>d

work study undergrads. Applications and In-

fo available at 420 Student Union weekdays
8 am 6 pm Applications due 2/13 @ 5 pm
AA/EEO employer

On campue non-workatudy Mon-Fri. 7
am 12 noon contact Ray Stone: 549-1092

Realdantlal Ihre-ln poaltion with in-

novative human servicoe agency serving
four physically disabled young women living

in Holyoke The successful applicani wDI be
mature and willing fo asaume responsil>ility

Work vireek is Sunday night through Friday
morning Comprehensive training provided
Benefits include compatative salary, free

room and board, haelth inourance Call Ser
vicea for Community Lrviog, 538-8176 M-F,
9 AM to 9 P M AA/EOE

Make I procoesing meil at home. t76 per
100' Part/full time. Details SASE: MO
Entarpriaaa PO Box 1061 Northampton, MA
01080

Exporlancatf cook wanted at local frater-

nity flexible hours'good benefits call

548-7203 Nick

Studem Klotae ia looking for a parson with
business and/or management exprience to

take over as lecture notes manager.
Ouallfied applicants should sut>mit com-
pleted applicarions to 401 Student Union
BIdg no later than 3:00 Friday. Feb 8th. For
more info contact L. Irwin 401 S.U.B.

~
INSTWUCfJON

Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop. 28 hours including claaaroom
and shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2088

BAGPIPE LESSONS. PLAY THE PIPES IN
NO TIME tlO A WEEK CALL 549^10
BETWEEN 10-11 PM ASK FOR CARL

•••••••••

LOST

Loet Thursday Jan M womons Mack
leather gloves If you have them pleeee cal'

Christine 548-3631 thanks

......... THE STOMPERS
* SWAG presents The Stompers, Sat •

* February 9th in the Blue Wall *

all ages show at 800 pm
* teOOinadvarKe/MOOatthedoor *

* 20 and over show at 1 1 00 pm *

* »6 00inadv8nce/»7 OOai thedoor •

* Tickets svatlat>le in advance at *

* TIX in tfie Student Union Building •

* and the Campus Center Concourse '

THE STOMPERS

Mark Pattig Happy Belated Birthday sorry
we misaed it love Renda ft Maggie

Swaatla, Heppy 21st Birthday* Love
forever Dave

MAOOOOS 1986
way to go Malcolm, Christirta, Lisa

you daaerve it XOX Pam. Mike, Dave"
BUSHBASH 86 yah

To Duatbuater from Mouaaa
20th"

Happy

MEALS

Would you like a delicious and expensive
alternative to the dining commons? Lembda
Chi Alpha offers professionally cooked
nf>eals and a friendly atmosphere Call

2S3-B032. Ask for Mark or leave a meeaage

MOTORCYCLES

n
548-2792

four good cond. $360

PERSONALS

Raglatar by noon Pabruary 9 for Perform

-

ir>g Arts Diviaion muaic, theater, dance in-

itruction OW Chapal 646-0619

We don't aak for OKperlence we give Itl

Volunteer for a teller position at the UMaaa
Student Credit Union

ROOMS AVAILABLE

Roome availeble for rent at a cost of M06
for a aemester We offer s friendly at-

mosphere and social life along with an op-
tional board plan Call Lambda Chi Alpha,
263-9032. Ask for Mark or leeve a meeaage

ROOM WANTED

OradtMta
mesaaga for Joachim 646-3626.

Amharat or Northampton
S88-6041

ROOMMATE WANTED

irFemale, non-amokar. for apt
Sunderland. Eves 666-4810 keep trying

1 bodroom In 2 bdrm quiet Northwood
apt. move in tomorrow Loren 666-4738

Female roommate wented to ahara room
in Brittany Manor cell 253-9875

Roommate wanted for o«vn room in e 2
bedroom Cliffside ept $190/mo atarting
Feb 1 Bill 686^4119

Female roommate 2 bedroom apt
Sunderlend 172 60 886-4837 (666-3866 ia5
pm)

Wanted a male roommate to share a
room in a three bedroom townet>ouae apt
call after 4 PM 549 5897

TRAVEL

Baat OaalSpring Break
Daytonafr 1119
Lauderdale fr 1139
Bermuda fr $179
Nassau fr «215

Free Parties, gifts, 7 full nitas
Deadline X tended

call today Pam 5<6 5757
DO IT TODAY"

Coma back to Jamaica, Air far* Cr hotel
*447 incl. everything call Jeff 548-4782

wanted"""

Pamala reemmata wanted to ahai* room
at Brittany Manor $127.50 per month. Ca"
Sue or Rahmah at 256-0873 (anytimel

US'TlcketrWantadll PlMae call If Bailing

89173

ZOOL IM lAB

Nig for aomaone to awHolt
iJM:25 10 Fn 9:06-12:06 Cat Sandy

keep trying

'..
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Neysmith directs UMassoverURI
Minutemen return with style, 76-65

Horace hits for 21, 1 rebounds

ly PETKK ABKAHAM
'ollegian Staff

SPKlNCiKlELU-As Ho goes, so go he

Amutemen.
Make no mistake about it. senior co

aptain Horace Neysmith is the force. At 6

.. he always gives away height under the

>oards. he was bypassed as a pre season

til conference pick despite three years of

mpressive work and a few limes this year,

le will admit, he hasn't played to form.

But when he gets his game going, the

iniversity of Massachusetts wins and his

rame was in high gear Saturday at the

Ipnngfield Civic (.'enter.

Neysmith scored 21 points, pulled down 10

ebounds and dished out five assists, all

earn highs, to lead L'Mass to a 76 H5

Ulantic 10 victory over the University of

ihode Island.

"When we lost to Penn State (71 6.5 on

Thursday), a game we should've won. 1 felt

he intangibles like desire and intensity

vere missing.' UMass coach Hon Gerlufsen

iaid.

"But when we took the floor today, they

A ere back. Vou could s»«e it in the players,

•specially in Horace, he played a great

.fame."

Neysmith. who moved into fourth place on

he I'Mass all time rebounding hsl with

S38. scored in double figures tor the eighth

•itraight game. When he gets 20 or more

ooints. I Mass is t) 0.

"We learned a lesson against Penn State,

we have to play together. Neysmith said.

We're a good team, but we still can't let up

against anybody and 1 don t think we will

anymore. We showed that today."

The Minutemen. 9 10 overall and 5 5 in the

eague. jou.sted with the Kams, 7 12, 1 9.

jntil UKl s Bryan Mitchell la game high 23

joints) tied the game at 22 with 4:34 to go m
he hall

Point guard Carl Smith (15 points) then hit

two free throws. Darryl Carter came back

from four straight UNPs to swish a three

pointer before fellow sub Tom Emerson

connected a soft 10 footer. MeanwhUe. the

tough UM defense was causing three

straight turnovers as the Kams fell apart.

Smith popped in a jumper and with a

second left m the half he converted on his

patended "never fails last second

turnaround" to complete an 11 point run

and give I 'Mass a 33 '22 lead.

Smith, in the occasions when UMass has

held lor a last shot before t he end of a half

or game, has never tailed to convert on the

isolation clear out designed tor him.

Bobby Braun (a solid six points and nine

rebounds) then scored to open the second

half and make it a 13 point unanswered

streak before Mitchell hit.

That was the game right there, we

stunted their growth so to speak. " Carter

said. "We weren't doing that before, we

would let some teams get back in it.

"

Carter made the most of his resurrection

with seven points Emerson had four. Jackie

Sheehan had five and Matt Kyan four as the

bench had a good contribution.

I'Kl cut It to nine. .57 48 in the second halt

as the ever present Mitchell popped in a 15

looter with 5:34 to go.

Neysmith took it from there, hitting four

straight tree throws, a layup as Mitchell

jToalt ended and a follow of a Braun miss

after Donald Bussell (seven points) canned

a 15 footer from the left side. The streak

ended with I Mass up 67 52 with 3:04 left.

The subs look it in from there.

The Minutemen shot a much improved 71

percent from the hne at '20 o I '28. They

scored ;J5 points off of 24 I' Kl turnovers and

enjoyed a 39 37 rebounding edge. Both

Neysmith (six of six) and Smith (five of

five) were perfect from the line. Smith also

hit his fifth three pointer in ten attempts.

Collefpan photo by Brian K. Gonye

Senior co-captain Horace Neysmith battles Rhode Island's Gavin Scotti

(44) in action Saturday in Sprin^ield. The Minutemen stomped the

Rams, 76-65 to go to 9-10.

Minutewomen
take third

straight, 62-60
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Barbara Hcbel scored 14 points, including her 1,000th,

and Tara U'wis added 12 as the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team edged Boston

I niversity (»2 •)() with a late comeback Saturday night in

Bost(»n.

It was the third consecutive win for the Minutewomen. 9

11, and (heir second victory over the Terriers this season.

"A close game like this could have gone either way.

"

UMass coach Barbara Stevens said. "But Ihey (BU) are a

very erratic team that has been hampered by injuries and

inexperience.

"A lot of people thought that our earlier win (59 53 at the

Kairfield lournament) was an upset, so we wanted to

prove that we are one of the best teams in New England."

Hebel. a junior guard, entered the game just four points

shy of 1.<KM) in her career and with her parents visiting for

the wet>kend from Houston, the game took on special

nneaning.

"I was nervous." the 5 9 Hebel said. "My first two shots

were short. ' But after a foul shot and a basket she stood

just one point away.

With about six minutes to go in the first half. Hebel drove

I he lane and scored on a driving layup putting her over the

top.

"1 was really relieved when 1 got the points." Hebel said.

But they wouldn't have meant so much if we had lost. 1

was thinking more abut winning. " She is one of three

women to get l.(K)0in I'Mass history.

UMass led at the half, 30 28. and after several lead

changes the Minutewomen found themselves down by five

points. .55 50. with about three minutes remaining. Calling

lime out. Stevens changed back to a man t<vman defense

as opposed to a zone.

Hesponding to the switch, UMass r«eted off the next

UMass roundup

Swimmers jolt

Vermont, 73-40

CullegUn phoU) by Andy Heller

UMass gruard Barbara Hebel scores point number

1,000 and 1,001 against Boston University on

Saturday in Boston. The women defeated the Ter-

riers, 62-60.

seven poiiiis lo laxe me lead at oi oo anu sei tiie siagt :or

the frantic final seconds.

With UMass leading 60 58, the Terriers missed an op

port unity to tie as UMass pulled in a team rebound,

(I Mass out rebounded BU 46 38).

Hebel then dished off to center Karen Kitzgerald un

rierneath tor the Minutewomen's final points and the

victory.

By NANCY A.BUKAK
Collegian Staff

The University of Mas.sachusetts men's swim team

showed their opponents how to win once again as they

dominated the University of Vermont Saturday at Boyden

Poll. 73 40.

Coach Kuss Yarworth expected the win. The goal of the

meet he said was. "to try for some New England qualifying

and swim some people in different events."

II Mass placed first in all but three events. Drew Donovan

broke to fool and school record for the 500 yeard freestyle,

recently set by Craig Fuller, with a 4:42.95.

The Minutemen started off with a 12 win in the 400 yard

medley relay, followed by Mark Wates' first place finish in

the 1,000 yard freestyle and Mike Hoover's first in the 50

yard freestyle.
' UMass took a 1 2 3 in the 200 yard individual medley with

Fuller, Chris Clarke and Jim Flannery respectively. Keith

Pisani took first in the one meter diving and Steven King

took first in the 200 yard butterfly.

The Catamounts' John Linell took first in the 100 yard

freestyle with a 50.64 but the Minutemen swept the 200

yard backstroke with Hoover, Paul Hartnett and Peter

Chouinard. Pat Mullen took second in the three-meter

diving and U VMs' Kandy Frost placed first.

Fred Marius and Chris Clarke finished one-two in the 200

yard breaststroke and the team of Flannery. Paul

McDonough. Fuller and Donovan took first in the 400 yard

freestyle relay.

"We swam very well, " Yarworth said. "We usually beat

them."

In other UMass results from the weekend, the gymnastics

teams had a tough time of rt as both the men and women
lost.

The men fell to 4 2 with a 262.20-253.05 defeat at EMSt

Stroudsburg. The women. 3, lost to Cornell 167.5-1«0.
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CoUagian photo by Brad Morse

MIRROR IN SPACE— A car's rearview mirror appears to hover over Mill Valley Road in Hadley. Destina-

tion unknown.

UM and Buenos Aires to trade scholars
By LAKKY BOUCHIE
Collegian SiaK
The United States and Argentine governments moved

one step further yesterday to improve relations and

cooperation with the signing of an agreement to begin a

scholarly exchange between the University of

Massachusetts and the National University of Buenos

Aires (UBA).
Krancisco Jose Delich, rector of UBA, and UMass

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey signed the agreement during

a luncheon with area reporters. Provost Hichard O'Brien

and other administrative staff, which was later followed by

a lecture in Herter Hall. Delich's two-day visit to UMass
was part of a month-long trip to the U.S. sponsored by the

United States Information Agency.

The exchange between UMass and UBA will involve

professors, not students, and Uelkrh emphasized the need

to improve the quality of younger professors.

The agreement states that UBA will send faculty

members to UMass "for advanced study and research in

field of American studies, primarily U.S. history, for a

period of one to two years. They may come to (UMass) as

visiting scholars, degree graduate students, or non-degree

graduate students."

In exchange, UMass "will send faculty members to UBA
for periods of several weeks up to one academic year to

lecture, teach and consult in the field of American studies,"

the agreement states.

"Maybe we can take 10 to 15 professors for the highly

specialized 'teaching and maybe one or two more for

associated research," Delich said.

During the day Delich discussed the seperation of public

universities from military governance and public presence,

the reappearance of 1,000 '^missing" teachers, the start of

democratic rule and the number of women entering UBA,
as reasons for increased interest in higher education in

Argentina,

CoUcpan photo by Andy Heller

Francisco Jose Delich, rector of University of

Buenos Aires, Argentina.

UBA, Delich said, has a current enrollment of about

200,000 students, and next year's entering class is ex-

timated at 80,000. The University also employs about

10,000 full and part-time teachers, he added.

Delich said one priority of Argentine higher education is

to increase the study of new technology.

"We need to push society into computers and the use of

communications and the mass media." he said, adding that

the continuation of medical research and the social sciences

are also important.

A-Bomb hurt vegetation

UM will fund
special hiring

says provost
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will set aside $250,000
a year to improve the number of minorities and women in

the faculty ranks, Provost Richard O'Brien has announc-
ed.

O'Brien, speaking at the last faculty senate meeting said

the money will go into a "Special Opportunity Fund" to be
used to hire seven women and minority faculty members
each year over the next decade.

Referring to the ethnicity and gender of current faculty,

O'Brien said in an interview yesterday, "it isn't that the

situation is deplorable; but we are not where we want to

be."

Statistics from the UMass Office of Affinnative Action
based on a March 1984 census date, show that:

•92 percent of the entire faculty is Caucasian and of these

82 percent is male.

•Three percent of the entire faculty is black. I ess than
one percent is fenrude.

•Those of Asian Pacific origin comprise three percent of

the faculty, and less than one percent of these is female.

•Hispanic faculty account for two percent and there is on-

ly one faculty member in the American Indian/Alaskan

Native category.

According to a statement issued by Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey and O'Brien in January, recommendations to

make appointments under the fund may come from any

department and will be transmitted by the appropriate

Dean to the Provost, who will work closely with the affir-

mative action office in making the final decision.

Joyce Berkman, a history professor and member of the

faculty senate committee on the status of women, describ-

ed the creation of the fund as "long overdue and represen-

ting a potentially superb way of bringing women and

minorities onto campus."

However, she expressed concern that "the fund might
make departments feel they are having women and
minorities thrust upon them" and might, therefore, not be
too "welcoming."

Her other reservation is that the existence of the fund

could "be a way of excusing hiring women and minoritiea

for existing openings," she said.

For example, Bericman explained, when a regular open-

ing occurs, a department might think "we can hire a white
male for this because we can bring in a woman or minority

fix)m the fund."

"I don't want it to be used so that white males are hired

out of one pool and women and minorities are hired out of

another," said Charlotte Rahaim, chairwoman of the

senate's committee on the status of women.

Castallano Turner, chairman of the conrunittee on the

status of minorities, said the fund was "a step in the ri^rfit

Continutd to page 3

By BETSY SCHNEIDERS
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts professor has discovered

that plants near the point of the first nuclear bomb drop

suffered six times the genetic damage than outside the

area and is now studying his discovery at school.

Edward Klekowski of the Botany Department traveled to

Nagasaki, Japan last summer to examine the effects of

nuclear radiation on plant genes and along with his

colleague, Shigeo Masuyama of the Tokyo Women's
Christian University, made the discovery using maps to

determine what parts of the forest were affected by the

blast. An 80-kilometer radius from the point on the ground

below there the bomb burst, called the hypocenter, was

studied.

They then collected plants that appeared unaffected by

the blast and brought them back to UMass "because of the

excellent facilities here, " Klekowski said. They tested the

ferns to measure the extent of damage to each plant and

how many plants wre damaged.
They found that there were certain areas with much more

frequent and extensive damage, but there was no set

pattern to them. Contirmed to page s
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Author speaks on battering 3

On the nuclear problem 7

New record for Son Seals »

Hoop Team begins recruiting 16

"No pcwer in wealth or war

Or tmtgh seorblackened ships

Can prevail against untirin^i destiny!"
—Sophocles
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World and National NewsBy theAssociatedPress

Senate targets defense

,

Weinberger against it

AP UserphoU)

PERUVIAN BLESSING— Pope John Paul II gives Mass to thousands in Tni-

jillo, Peru yesterday.

WASHINGTON Members of the

Senate Armed Services Committee told

Defense Secretary Caspar W. Wemberger

on yesterday that Congress may try to cut

by nearly half the spending growth

proposed in the Pentagons $277.5 biUion

budget.

Wemberger warned that such a reduction

would imperU President Keagans mUitary

buUd up. remove Soviet incentives to

negotiate seriously at nuclear arms taliis.

and might compel'the mustering out of two

divisions of combat troops, triggering

increased domestic unemployment.

Testifying before the committee, he urged

Congress to "stay the course" on "a

longrange program to restore and

strengthen U.S. national security."

"The success of that program hangs in the

balance." Weinberger said. "1 would like to

urge that Congress not be lured by the

deficit situation into makmg additional

reductions to defense."

But senator after senator from both

parties made clear theybelieve reductions

in the defense buildup will be made, with

the only question being how much and

where. None were heard to predict that

defense spending will not be trimmed.

Sen. Barry (ioldwater, K Ariz., the

committee chairman, said that while he

opposes a freeze in defense spending as

"highly irresponsible," he believes that "all

areas of the government have helped to

create the deficit and now all must con

tribute to reducing it."

"Defense is no exception," Goldwater said.

Sen. John Stennis. D-Miss., a former

Armed Services chairman and a staunch

military advocate, told Weinberger: "1 have

a growing apprehension about the financial

affairs of this government...! may not vote

for all these items this yearr..l'm going to

vote for something that 1 think has a chance

of passing."

Lawmakers complain about military spending
WASHINGTON Republicans and Democrats complained

yesterday that President Keagans newly released budget

for 1986 was too generous to the PenUgon. but also agreed

the administration will win at least some of its requestd

$39 billion in domestic spending cuts.

House Majority Leader Jim Wright. D Texas, predicted

Congress would approve "some variation" of the 1974

billion plan that the president formally signed over in a

White House ceremony, but even Republicans edged away

from embracing the president's proposals in their entirety.

House Majority Leader Robert Michel. R 111., described

Reagan's plan as a "starting point," and said, "1 do not

endorse every recommendation...."

In the Senate, majority Republicans repeated their vow

to seek cuts in the president's proposed $30 billion hike in

Pentagon spending.

COP Leader Robert Dole of Kansas proposed cutting

Reagan's defense increase in half, while Sen. Mark Hat-

field of Oregon, chairman of the Appropriations Com
mittee, declared that a defense spending freeze was the

"absolute minimum requirement."

Hatfield, among the budget's sharpest critics, said

Reagan had proposed a "fantasy budget conceived in the

land of never ending deficits.

"

Democrats responded with some of their sharpest crit-

cism since Reagan won re election last November in the a

49 state landslide.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., said

Reagan's proposal "takes the pain of budget cutting

directly to Middle America, " but said it would receive

"serious consideration" in Congress.

Rep. William Gray, D Pa., chairman of the House Budget

Committee, also called on Reagan to accept cuts in his

defense proposal, but said he hopes to lower deficits next

year by $40 billion to $50 billion, close to the president's

goal of $51 billion.

Reagan proposed cutting deficits to $180 billion next year

through a series of spending freezes, deeper cuts and

outright terminations in domestic programs.

The total of $39 billion in domestic cuts includes ending

the $4.6 billion revenue sharing program to local gover

nments; imposing larger costs on the users of Medicare;

eliminating the federal subsidy for Amtrak; cutting the

pay of federal workers by 5 percent and making deep cuts

in farm and education programs. The Small Business

Administration would be abolished, as would the Job

Corps and the Legal Services Corp.

AP l.a.s<Tjihiilo

Witold Dabrowski, 25, of West Hartford, Conn, operates his self-invented wheelchair snowblower Sunday.

White House budget

will affect everyone

WASHINGTON - Behind the enormous totals in

President Reagan's new federal budget, there's a more

detailed litany of good and bad news for individual

Americans.

Waiting for a public housing vacancy? Could be a long,

long time.

Hoping for a raise, soldier? Sounds good.

Needing federal money for college? Still a chance but

it's fading.

Worried about your Social Security? Don't fret, for at

least another year.

In general, the Reagan administration says virtually

everyone would be better off if Congress passed the

president's budget without changes—something Con-

gress is very unlikely to do.

But that's in general. Here are a few of the virtually

counUess effects that passage of the budget would have

on particxilar g^ups of individuals.

-Housing: If you're looking for federal help here, this

isn't the budget you've been waiting for. It calls for a

two-year halt in new housing subsidies for the poor and

elderly, some of whom have already been waiting years

for public housing apartments. And it also proposes in-

creases in fees paid by veterans and Federal Housing Ad-

ministration borrowers, adding as much as (2,850 to the

cost of a typical Veterans Administration-backed loan.

-Jobs: Young people looking for job training wouldn't

be able to find it in the Job Coit)s, which is now training

40,000 people between 15 and 22. Too expensive and

doesn't really work, the administration says. Job-

training block gfrants for the states would stay about the

same, but a federal program training adults for perma-

nent work would be cut as would the Summer Youth

Employment Program.

-Students: The budget for student aid would be cut by

$2.3 billion, wiping out loans, grants and other financial

assistance for more than 1 million college students.

Hardest-hit: those with family incomes of $25,000 or

more.

-Federal pay: If you're one of the millions working for

the federal government, you could be looking at a 5 per-

cent salary cut—unless you're a uniformed member of

the armed forces, in which case a 3 percent raise would

be in order.

-Health and retirement: The budget allows for a cost-

of-living increase in Social Security payments for

retirees, just as the president promised. But it would cap

Medicaid payments to the states for health services to

the poor and would freeze Medicare payments to

hospitals and physicians to pay for medical care for the

elderly and disabled. Medicare recipients' insurance

premiums would also rise.
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Hart denounces 'selfishness' of Republicans
BOSTON Colorado Sen. Gary Hart, in an address he

insisted was not a prelude to an agenda as a presidential

candidate, on Monday urged Democrats to denounce the

"selfishness" of the Republican right wing and foster a

"new patriotism.

"

Appearing before about 400 people in historic Faneuii

Hall, Hart said "the test of our present course is not the
satisfaction and sense of well-being it may bring today, but
wf.ether this course guarantees and strengthens our

shared values for decades to come."

He said "the Republican right wing speaks the language

of our values while acting against them" and that members

of the most conservative element of that party "exalt

selfishness and ... worship the moment."

Hart cited "the appalling narrowness of the Republican

vision he said is cloaked in a "peculiar brand of patriotism

that consists of nationalistic flag-waving, publk; relations

symbolism and military interventionism."
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Author says wife abuse at 'war proportions'
By LAURA KOESTEK
Coltegian Staff

Men who beat their wives are not ab-

normally sadistic but use violence to control

women, according to Lenore Walker, who
spoke to a group of psychology students in

Tobin Hall yesterday.

Walker, a psychologist and author of the

book Battered Women said "the number of

incident of abuse are alarming; it is of war

proportions."

She said that her research indicates that

one out of two women will be physically,

sexually or psychologically abused at some

point in her life.

Because information on wife battering

incidents was so sparse during the 1970s.

Walker and a few colleagues set out to

collect their own data. They interviewed

400 battered women for 6 to 8 hours each.

Walker described a three-phase pattern

that occurs in most abusive situations. The

first is a tensicm buikiing phaa« in which the

woman senses her partner is t«ise and does

whatever she can to avoid escalatk>n to the

the second phase, when the acute battering

incident occurs.

"She can control the rate of escalation, but

not the inevitability of it, " said Walker.

"As the situation becomes more explosive,

the woman loses her ability to predict what

behaviors will work. 1 have become very

appreciative of the enormous amount of

knowledge women use in lowering the

amount of danger to themselves and

others," Walker said.

The third phase is "loving contrition," a

period of calm marked by the absence of

tension.

"Some women will push the incident to an

explosion so they can name the time and the

place it will happen, so they can feel more in

control," she said.

Walker said 90 percent of male batterers

come from troubled homes in which they

fear their fathers. Research on aggressive

boys showed that in homes where there was
a reported abuse, negative behavk>r toward

females in the huuse was reinforced and
rewarded. Seventy percent of batterers

were also inv(^ved in other violence outside

the home, according to Walker.

"We are no longer picky about separating

child abuse from wife abuse, because they

are so staggeringly high and inter-related,"

said Walker.

"There is an unnatural proportion of

women as victims and men as perpetrators.

However, more boy children are hurt by

both men and women, and we found a

higher number of sexual abuse of boy

children than we had previously suspec-

ted."

Walker said the factors preventing women
from leaving an abusive situation come
from women narrowing their perceptions of

their options to the safest choices. The
danger women face in leaving is very real.

However, we now have an underground

railroad so we can hide women until the

danger is past.

CoOcgiaii photo by Mitch Ormntch

Author and psTcholorist, Lenore
Walker.

Childcare aliveandwellon campus
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Ask any parent what it's like raising children and many
will say it's a full time job. And when parents are also

students or working professionals the job becomes even

more difficult.

With three year-round child care centers plus referral

and baby-sitting services, the University of

Massachusetts seeks to ease this burden for about 150

students and faculty who have children.

The centers, which cater mostly to infants, toddlers,

and preschool children, maintains an Affimrmtive Action

policy which "particularly seek(s) to support low income,

single parent, and third world families," Elizabeth

Perkins, director of university child care said.

"We have a multicultural system. It's very important

that we have different languages and different

backgrounds," said Perkins, who has been with the

system for five and a half years and has a three-year-old

daughter, Daisy, who attends the Grass Roots School at

Bowditch Lodge, near the Southwest Residential Area.

The other two centers are New World Day School, also

near Southwest, and North Village Children's Center,

located at the North Village Apartments.

Child care was first established at UMass in 1943 to

meet the wartime needs of University families, but clos-

ed with the ending of the war, Perkins said.

Then, in 1970 a new service was created after students

began demonstrating for child care needs in the Whit-

more Administration Building.

"Students who had kids had nowhere to put their kids

when they were in school," Perkins said.

She said things are running a lot more smoothly for the

centers than they have in the past.

"It's getting much, much better, but it's been tough.

What happens in many child care centers is a bind of not

wanting to charge parents too much, and having to ex-

ploit staff with low pay," she said.

Perkins said she is well aware of recent cases of child

abuse being reported around the country, and at a

December Child Care Advisory Board meeting the

centers accepted a draft of Procedures for Prevention of

Child Sexual Abuse.

"Children need to develop a sense that it is their own

body and they must learn to say no," she said.

One parent involved with cluld 6are at UMass said,

"OveraJl I've been very happy with it. My dau^ter went

iK specialhiring^
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Carol Allen, left, assists pre-school children at Grass

Roots Day Care Center in Amherst yesterday.

there and my two and a half-year-old son is in his second

year there. It's been a great help to us."

David Lafond, a 29-year-old senior history major and

his wife Jean, a 27-year-old junior art student, have two

children and are both full-time students. Lafond works

part-time and the family receives federal grants and

welfare benefits.

He also said the system is not always perfect. Waiting

lists and inadequate funding are problems, he said.

"People with money don't seem to cough up enough.

To get money you have to do a lot of haggling and wheel-

ing and dealing," he said.

The system is funded by parent fees, federal funds

from the Undergraduate and Graduate Student senates,

an annual University budget, and state and federal

government grants for subsidized child care.

Weekly fees for student families are based on a sliding

scale, depending on the family's size and income, while

most non-students pay a set rate.

i Contxnugdfnm page 1

direction" and that while he understood the concerns of

potential abuse "in the spirit in which it was given, I don't

think it will happen."

The creation of the fund represents the University reaf-

firming "its commitment to the concept of affirmative ac-

tion," Provost O'Brien said.

In another step to represent such a commitment,

O'Brien said the affirmative action office will work direct-

ly with his office, not with the chancellor's office as done in

tiie past.

The Provost's office has always been the center of

where faculty syppointments take place and this move will

bring the affirmative action office "more into the

mainstream of the action," O'Brien observed.

According to Rahaim, the University is not so much

reaffirming its commitment to affirmative action as "af-

firming it for the first time," she said.

"If there has ever been any commitment we would have

seen more than one percent increase in women faculty

over the last 14 years," she said.

"I'm looking forward to the provost showing us he real-

ly means it."

Heavy weekend
forcampus security

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

A male jogger was punched in the face on Clark Hill

Road in Amherst Sunday night. University of

Massachusetts police reported.

Police said the man was assaulted by two people who got

out of a car alter trying to drive up a hill in the snow.

The jogger was treated for cuts on his nose at the

DMass infirmary and then released.

Police said they have a possible identification of the car's

license plate number. There was one witness on the scene

and the incident is still under investigation.

In other police reports:

• A 52 year old Sunderland woman was issued a

trespassing warrant by campus police after she

threatened to shoot a man in the Campus Center Friday

night. When the police arrived, no gun was found. She

was warned that if she returned to the Campus Center,

she would be arrested immediately.

• A weight lifting set was reported stolen Sunday night

from a weight room on the 19th floor of John Adams
dormitory. The theft occurred sometime between Friday

and Sunday. Police said the locked room was accessible to

several residents and the equipment was valued at $150-

170.

• The theft of a television set valued at $300. was

reported Saturday morning in John Quincy Adams. The

owner reported that the theft from his unlocked room

occured over a period of 15 minutes.

• Two jackets and a camera were reported stolen from

the 15th floor lounge of John Quincy Adams dormitory

Sunday afternoon. The value of the items were estimated

at $250. It was reported they were stolen in a half-hour

period.

Police also reported several car accidents and van-

dahsm.
• A 1985 UMass police cruiser received $300 worth of

damage after a woman backed her 1982 Subaru into the

car on Commonwealth Avenue in Amherst Friday af-

ternoon. The woman was charged with failure to use care

in backing up. The Subaru received about $200 worth of

damage.
• Two people were slightly injured after two cars

collided at Massachusetts and Commonwealth Avenues in

Amherst Saturday night. A 1976 Dodge driven by a

student slid through the intersection while trying to stop

for a red light. He hit a 1983 Honda Civic driven by an

employee of Housing Services.

• A broken windshield and shoe impressions on the hood

of a 1977 Ford were reported Saturday afternoon in P-tot

near Alumni Stadium. T»»" owner reported $150 worth of

damage.

iirA'bomb' tComtimudfram

The most damaged areas had six times more genetically

defective plants that the average number of defected

plants outside the 80 kilometer radius. It could possibly be

due to more fallout in these areas. Klekowski said.

"Hopefully this summer we wiU be able to return to where

the wind carried the majority of the fallout. "
he said.

This experiment would be the first of its kmd to deter-

mine whether the initial blast and fallout or the lingering

fallout has more damaging potential.

Klekowski said he and his wife are donating much of her

time to cultivating spores so the next generation of ferns

can also be tested. When these plants become old enough

to test they will prove useful in determining if the damage

is passed onto the fern offspring.

"UMass IS paying tor some petri dishes and Tokyo

University is paying for Shigeos salary," he said.

Klekowiski and Masayuma are paymg for the remainder of

the costs.
r.THNlC CAIEGGBY
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SHOP adnnocdtkn^trainmg centers

'thebesFworkout in town
invites you to

get in shape for spring

JOIN BY FEB. 8th. 9:00 PM
and receive designer T-shirt Jc Ivlli Jlj

with this ad

Free UshiHs limited to first 300 memberships

NOPE STILL ONLY $45.00
7^30-9 4-6 7.3(?r 12-1
11:30-3 7-9

^•^""
4 c !

Sat 11 2
*

illllllHIIUMIUilllllllllllllltllHi""l'»i"»«»'»''"'""""'
"'"'»'"''"'"'"'"""'""'"!!^

SENIORS!

It's painless and takes only a few

minutes! For SENIOR PORTRAIT

appointments or re-scheduling: call

545-2874 or stop by INDEX, 103 CC.

DO IT NOW!

FREE '82 yearbook with every sitting!

(there will be a $2.00 sitting fee)

r""caWFIED"r
t^*^****»»********

^4******************¥
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THUR. FEB. 7, 9:00 PM
THE BLUE WALL

$3. 18 and over $3.
"It's a night Open tO all! "Psycho Chicken'

for beautiful girls'

Advertise in the

Collegian

for Valentines Day!!

Only 10*^ a word

per day for students

The Collegian is located downstairs

from the Tampus Center Concourse

UMASS SKI CLUB
Trip to Mount Snow

and Happy Hour with John Morgan

Sat. Feb. 9

$22. for members
sign up at UMass Ski Club

Have your skis precision hand tuned by

EXPERIENCED Ski Technician

Discount for members

Call Ski Club for details and appointment 545-3437

DMAGENERAL
THE PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
FOR PEOPLE ON THE GO

Now
Available At ^.

lOjComputerWorks
Mon-Fri 10-6

Sat 10-5
r;4Q71QQ 228 Triangle St.

O4y-71oo Amherst

Having Hassles?
We Can Help. ^

Mediation Project
an ahartfOv method of aoMng onMmnw:

• Roonwtoa
• Landlord/Tenant
• N««ghbon
• Studwit/Faculty

• S«xtMl HarassfiMfit

• Family mambars
• Employaa/Einptoyar

546-2462

1

M

Pfl»4 127

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85
THE BEST HOTELS

THE BEST PARTY BUSES
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE
"""TJorT^^ooledby
the other trips on campus

f^^:

?????????????????
ASK IF THEIR HOTELS ARE
ON THE STRIP FOR $129

ASK IF THEIR BUS PRICES

GO UP IF THERE IS NOT
40 PEOPLE IN IT,

ASK FOR THEIR EXACT
FLIGHT ITINERARY

WHAT AIRLINES?

WHAT AIRPORTS?
INCLUDING TRANSFERS?
WHAT ARE THE FLIGHT Is?

HOW LONG ARE THE
LAYOVERS? ^_„______^^

?????????????????
DONTTAKE

CHANCES WITH YOUR
SPRING BREAK 85
GO DOWN WITH THE
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union 546-3437

Someone stole my Collegian!

^m^
«»»

Now!s
the time
to

NorthAmherst
Motors

irt.63No.Afiitierst

549-lSaO

Expert Repairs &
Becondrtkxiing

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
of individual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES
Ecstasy Chocoiale Cake 2 50

Chocolate Lay" Cafce 1 SO

Continental ' SO

Cheesecake ' 75

Ca»rot Cake 1 50

Napoleon i 50

Oatmeal Fudqr Bar t 50

ICE CREAM t 55

Toppings 35

SUNDAES
Hot Fudge 2 25

Brownie Sundae 2 *K)

MUNCHIES
Chocolate Chip Cookie 85

Oatmeal Raism Cookies 55

Chocolate Bro«»nie 95

Baklava * 05

You need a

summer job or

part-time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn

up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your

own hours.

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmented
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our
spring &nd
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

laffrey, NH 03452
603/532-4416

DaytonTInss

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

$4Q00
P155/80-R13

Radtikl White Walls

Size Prke

PISS/80RI3 40.00

Pt6S/80RI3 4700
Pt85/80RI3 5200
P195/75R14 56 00

P20S/7SR1S 62 00

P2IS/7SRtS 64 00

ALL SEASON
RADIAL
TIRES $ 4300

P1S5/80-R13

All Season White Wall

Site Price

piss/80-ffi3 I 43.00
PI65/80^RI3 46.00
P)85/80^RI3 80.00
PI9S/7S-RI4 53.00
P205/7SRIS 57.00

P21S/75R1S 00.00

POLYESTER $32°^
TIRES A78-13

Polyester Black Walls
Size Prke

A78-13 32.00

E7»^I4 39.00

F78-t4 4O.00

G78-I4 4300
G7S-IS 44.00

H7S-IS 47.00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No Inlerest

i^'i

credit
fslibiishfi}

mmuiet

0*>^

Additional OH
with purchase

ot a set of 4 tires

**>«# *.i^ / V° tV l.*r*li»*-r

MASS. APFROVEO INSPECTION STATION
tMehmUn Vna Also Specially PrUmd

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store'
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

^^«*.^««

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudge ^ lb 4 00

7 50

3 75Block Chocolate

1 lb

i lb

1 lb 700

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunday
6 00 pm to Midnight

79 S Pleasant St Amherst

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5.00

Prices do not include tax

EMT's
Join «

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at shows, football games, concerts

CPR recert, CEU's

1st meeting Tuesday, Feb. 5, 1985

at 9:30 PM in Morrill North 406

New Members Welcome
i Please bring a copy of your EMT and CPR card

A^BROTHERHOoFMADinFoR YOU!

TTKA
PI KAPPA ALPHA

FRATERNITY
RUSH

• LARGEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS
• GREEK AREA CHAMPIONS IN FOOTBALL,
SOFTBALL, TRACK, SOCCER &
VOLLEYBALL

• HIGH G.P.A. RATINGS IN THE GREEK AREA

FOR MORE INFO CALL: 545-2150

ASK FOR ALAN
RUSH:
Mon. Feb. 4th

Tues. Feb. 5th

9-11 PM & MORE

No.P

Newman
Center

SBA

««i^*»^»**^i»««

>

easant St.

x:
O

[418
TT
K
A

\!.
Southwest

«»^.<. ^It^M ^«
-.- >-
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GIVE us
TIMETOREMY
YOUR LOAN.
If youVe gone to college on a National

Direct Student Loan, a Guaranteed Student

Loan or a Federally Insured Student Lx)an

made after October 1, 1975, and your loan is

not in default, here's a way to get your loan

repaid.

Use the Army s Loan Repayment program.

Each year you serve on active duty reduces

your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,

whichever amount is greater. In a three-year

enlistment, you eliminate your debt.

Additionally, you could learn a valuable

skill and take advantage of many other Army

opportunities. If you have the rime, we have

the money.

Check it out with your Army Recruiter.

In Nortfiampton call 586-9334

Army Office

241 King Street

ARMY.
BEALLVOUCANBL

BERKSHIRE
EAST
SKI AREA

35 minutes from U-Mass

1-91 North to Greenfield,

16 miles west on Rt. 2

Inexpensive skiing for students

on Massachusetts

biggest & best mountain

Comparable to many Vermont Areas

4 chain lifts

2 base lodges, lounge with live

entertainment Saturday night

student rates

group rates - call 1-339-6617

$3.00 off regular rates with this ad
(not to be combined with any other discounts)

Student Night every Friday Night

$6.00 Lift Tickets

Van rentals available for groups of 8-10

call Herm at 625-6729

valid 1985 season

^^ ^^

the UNIVERSITY STORE'S
TEXTBOQEAMJJ;
•••••••••••••******

@ physical plant bidg.
We will be open the following hours

for your shopping convenience:

Feb. 5

Feb. 6

Feb. 7

Feb. 8

Tues.

Wed.
Thurs

Fri.

9-5

9-5

9-5

9-5

REMAINDER OF THE SEMESTER
WE WILL BE OPEN:

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 am - 4 pm
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Nuclear bomb can

breed restraint
The president speaks of it as a noble objective. Hia

liberal opposition also views it as a desirable goal.

Clergymen and kindergartners have publicly stated their

approval of it. People everywhere hope and pray for it.

Finding something on which there is more universal

agreement would probably be impossible.

Advice from someone who knows
This is a very difficult letter for me to write, but I feel I

have to write it. Last semester was probably one of the

hardest semesters for me and it was because for the first

time, I began to deal with an issue that I had kept inside

for a long time.

Because I chose to address this issue, I am now a victim,

a statistic, a person who feels very alone. I, for six years

of my life, have been dealing with being raped. For years I

wasn't sure about how to deal with it. I had sat through

many a lecture on rape and had fought with myself about

the issue, but stiU I did nothing. Nothing untU this year I

am currently involved in a criminal case that will put this

"man" behind bars and I feel like for the first time in my

life I have taken control of this situation.

When I first told someone about what had happened all I

could think about was, "What will people think?" It took

me two months to tell my father and another month to tell

my mom. I felt like I had been stripped of something that

I knew I could never recover again. I told no one about

what had happened. 1 tried my hardest to continue my life

without anyone ever knowing about what had happened.

For those six years, I did the best job that I could keeping

it away from everyone, but it was on a Monday night dur-

ing a rape workshop that I began to realize what had real-

ly happened to me.

That first step, telling someone, was a painful one, biit

one that was terribly important. In some respects I felt

like I had done something bad, that what had happened

was my fault, but it wasn't. I was raped; I was the victim.

I was very nervous for my brother because I knew that

this person had spent time with my brother and other

young kids his age. It was for that reason pnmarily that I

wanted to go ahead and press charges. I was scared for

my brother, for myself, and for any other child that this

may have happened to.

M. David Lee HI

I have heard stories about how some people have been

raped and haven't gone through with the police action.

Although it took me a long time to deal with it, I did and I

hope that those people who may have been put in such an

awful position will silso come out and deal with it. When I

first decided to go ahead with everything, I thought my
whole life would fall apart and that I would have no sup-

port whatsoever, but that didn't happen. Through this

whole thing the support of my friends has been great. 1

have been working with the Everywoman's Center and

they have given me so much support that I can't even

begin to thank them enough. The support that you may
need, will be there; trust me, I know.

My life has stumbled in the past months, but I am at the

point where I can change things. I have gone to court, I

know what it is like to go through this. I beg that anyone

who has suffered a rape and who has not dealt with it, will

sit down and think about what has happened. Most people

who rape get away vnth it, but we have got to change this

statistic. If you are a person who has been raped, get in

contact with someone—a friend, counselor, anyone—but

don't bear the pressure yourself. You are not alone.

My life has changed now and I am not the same person

that I was when I entered college. With the support of my

friends, family, and the Everywoman's Center, I am "tak-

ing care of business.
'

' Life goes on after you do something

about a rape and life will go on if you choose not to deal

with it. I hope that whatever I have said might help

anyone. Even if it gets people to think about it more, then

this column has helped someone.

M. David Lee III is a UMass student.

^^ rf% M Hill

Letters

Ignored?

I actually read my Weekly

Bulletin (a UMass listing of

events) today. Although it

was dated Jan. 31, I for

some reason (one not very

clear to me now) assumed

that it would mention some

of the University events

related to Black History

Month.

I was wrong.

I read through it twice to

make sure I had not missed

anything. I was wrong

again. There was nothing

there. No mention of any

event that is even remotely

connected to the month-

long celebration.

They mentioned the

University Gallery shovdng;

but made no mention of the

Augusta Savage Art

Gallery (first floor New
Africa House). They men-

tioned recitals and concerts;

but made no mention of the

"Celebration" of black

music featuring the Fred

Clayton Quintet (open to the

public in the Hampden Din-

ing Commons in the

Southwest Residential

Area). They mentioned

several lectures but no men-

tion of Nomazizi Sokudela

(Sunday).

1 was not shocked. I was
not even surprised. I really

wasn't. I know that the

Weekly Bulletin is supposed

to reflect the University

happ)enings for the week.

The fact that nothing was
mentioned suggests to

those that rely on this and

other administrative com-

muniques that black History

Month is Not Happening At

the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst.

I sincerely hope that I am
wrong a third time.

D. Anderson Hooker
Southwest

A verb is

William J. Spain

Last Wednesday you
reported that Jill Conway is

".
. .leaving to multi-volume

history of women in

America." Last Thursday

you asked the campus
"What would you rather,

'the act' or would you be

content with simply
tenderness?" (Used to be,

that "rather" was followed

by "do" or "have" or other

verbs.)

The Collegian is to be con-

gratulated for its pioneering

spirit. In refusing to caveat

your writers about the dif-

I am speaking, of course, of the total elimination of

nuclear weapons from this earth. Sure sounds like a great

idea, doesn't it? We would save billions of dollars and

nobody would have to grow up knowing that they could be

turned into radioactive cinders with little or no warning.

Together with our adversaries we could forge a planet

where everyone has enough to eat and hope for the fiiture.

The whole species would become the envy of the galaxy.

Not bloody likely. Getting rid of our nuclear capabilities

without dumping our conventional ones first would be

disasterous. The only thing that has delayed World War

III this long is the fact that both sides know that it would

be the last war. Mutual Assured Destruction may seem

like a sick concept to some people but let's compare it to,

say, trench warfare. I would much rather take a chance on

having the whole world go up in one fiery holocaust than

be assured of sending more generations of young men out

to have their bodies invaded by lead and steel.

That is exactly what would happen. Do not forget who is

holding the most awesome conventional arsenal these

days. If the Soviets were not sure that we would nuke

them, they would conquer the rest of Europe in a second.

They outnumber us so bad that it would make the Nazi

blitzkrieg look like a Risk game. That government is full of

really nasty people who would love to take us out at the

first opportunity.

I am well aware that the U.S.S.R. does not have a

monopoly on craziness or evil. We also have what you

could describe as a rather spotted history when it comes to

using our war machine. American governments have con-

tributed to a lot of suffering in this world. Thousands

upon thou.sands of innocent civilians were crippled and

killed by our indiscriminate bombing in southeast Asia.

Tyrannical scum like the Shah of Iran and Anastasio

Somoza of Nicaragua have been given American arms to

use against their own people.

Right now we have a chief executive who thinks that we
represent absolute good and the Soviets represent ab-

solute evil. Add to that a Secretary of Defense who was
described by an Israeli prime minister as "a prime can-

didate for psychoanalysis" and you get a perfect at-

mosphere for war. These two characters are presiding

over a trillion (that looks like this- 1.000,000,000,000)

dollar arms build-up. Meanwhile, children die from

malnutrition at a rate of more than 40 per minute. Some
things are more obscene than nuclear war.

All that is presently holding back the bunch of defective

units that pass for world leaders is the knowledge that

they too wall go poof if they start pushing buttons. History

has shown us that when people attain positions of great

power, they begin ranking ideological objectives over

human lives (except their own, that is). The invention of

nuclear weapons has made world domination by any one

nation impossible. To even attempt it would be suicide not

only for the poor slobs in uniform but for everyone else as

well. That has a certain kind of twisted justice to it which

appeals to me.

William J. Spain is a Collegian columnist.

ferences between verbs and

other words, you are open-

ing up whole new worlds of

language usage. In the past

I would always beware

myself against unorthodox

syntax. Now, thanks to

precedent set in the Col-

legian, I am free to enverb

with abandon.

Paul Throne
Amherst
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TU B SHVAT
SEDER t

CLASSIFIED \|
for all your needs! ^\

advertise items for sale, messages to faculty, t

messages to girlfriends

A>-^*

^

• I i>untlcr of Mcnt)rah. a journal of Jewish renewal.

• Director »>» the Shalom Center, a national resource

center »or jew ish |xrs|X'Ctives on preventing nuclear

hoitK'aust.

• Author of Seasons of Our Joy, These Holy Sparks .

(hkIw resiling, and The Freedom Seder .

What is \\\ B'Shvat? r,. ivsiu ..

known .IN till iKAV u.ii (it tlie triCN. iN.i IidIi-

il.iy th.ii riKiis«-> i>ii iKitiire. che >;n>\v rh cycle,

,

.iihI iiK- p.i>N.i.»;e ot scMMins

Isn't the seder on PaSSOverPVes, but there is also a

kabbalistic(Jewish mystical) tradition of celebrating a seder on

the eve of this festival This seder meal involves various

combinations of fruits and wines which reflect both the tradi-

tional themes of growth and renewal as well as contemporary

expressions around themes of identity, interconnectedness,

ecology, and nuclear weapons.

n isDAV, m:b.5
^,^^.

7:3()pm
"''''

CONtMONWIAl.lH ROOM,
Ml DIM INION.l MASS

Sponsored by B ii.ii IVrith Hillel. the Jewish Communiry of Amherst, and

the Five-C»)llej;e Ixcture Fund
C*"*"*^

OPEN RUSH
OPEN RUSHAX OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

Tuesday, Feb. 5 from 8-midnight

Movies Shown!

Munchies Providedl

Refreshments!

118 Sunset Ave.

549-4187

"Jo/'n the Brotherhood
of a Lifetime''

AX

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West to Vail

Spring Breal<

SIci Powder

and get a tan

ONLY $499

For more info call Umass Ski Club

430 SUB 545-3437

TI'55'II

Advanced LCD slide rule

calculator with programming,

metric conversions and integration

ca|Mbility.

With 112 powerful functions for

professional engineering, math, and

science applications. Easy keyboani

programinability, including fun« tictn

evaluation and integration featuics,

saves time on repetitive problems.

Also the most needed statistical

functions for better data analysis.

Has up to 8 memories.

Built-in conversion functions for

fast transitions between various

measurement systems. Plus: roots,

powers, recip-

rocals, log, trig,

and hyperbolic

functions. Enter

data in standard,

scientific, or

$43.95

engineenng nota-

.lon fonnats.

The 11-55-11

liquid crystal

display has an

8-digit mantissa and

two-digit exponent. It alst) indicates

calculator mode and angular mode,

Q)mes with the revised and ex-

panded edition of Calculator

Decision-Making Sourcebook that

shows how to use all its power.

^
Texas

Instruments
Creatinj4 useful products

and services fi>r you.

STORE HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00; Saturday 10:00-3:00

^,UmVERSITY
SSTOJRE*
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ARTS
Blues guitar by Seals
Son Seals

Bad Axe
Alligator Records

By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

Son Seals is becoming an increasingly

popular blues guitarist, and rightly so. He

has played several times in the area in re-

cent years, and at the Blue Wall last

semester as part of UPC's ongoing blues

series. Although he is a relatively young

blues stalwart at 42, Seals has over 30

years of playing experience. He has

developed a distinct blues sound. His great

live blues shows are transcribed on this

allmm, albeit a little cleaner and more

calculated. But with this new album Seals

releases a bevy of fine tunes that should

make for more hot live performances.

Some of the real nuggets here are "Coin'

Home (Where the Women Have Meat on

Their Bones)" and "Friday Again," on

which the lyrics tell a particularly vivid

blues story. The latter features some solid

organ work by longtime player Sid

Wingfield, and exhibits the patented Son
sound. These two plus "Cold^lood" were

included at the Blue Wall show held before

this album was released. Playing his Guild

guitar that he purchased from a priest

several years ago. Seals' licks are predic-

tably divine. Joining the festivities is

Johnny B. Gayden, regularly the bassist for

Albert Collins and the Icebreakers.

Side two begins with "Out Of My Way."
about a woman who has to get her act

together (she is ".
. .high as a Georgia

pine"). Seals has a great way of calling her

with his guitar. Another chestnut is "I Can
Ount On My Blues," which finds Seals do-

ing some serious signifying. Billy Branch,

who plays with Willie Dixon and is on

Johnny Winter's latest album plays some
background harp here. On "Can't Stand

To See Her Cry," a very intropsective

song. Seals comments, "... if I gotta live

my life/without you woman/I'd rather be

dead/and in hell." He finishes off with

"Person To Person," on which he's suf-

fered every day his woman's been gone.

Seals has evolved from a kid listening to

blues at his father's juke joint, playing

drums on the chitlin circuit, to backing up

the late Muddy Waters and BB King, and

finally he's a headline act. In constantly

giving the blues his all, he has exposed his

soul. And believe me, behind that imposing

countenance there is a man of genuine

warmth, feeling, and expression, which

this new record exudes.

(Don't miss GcUenumth Brovm with Vassar

Clemens, Thursday February 7th at Pearl

Street in Northampton.)

BMCP md. CMngton

dommittcc

TICKETS
ON SALEI
NOW

LOCATED IN THt CAMPUS CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

with SPECIAL GUEST

DR JECKYLL & MR HYDE

FRI. FEB. 8

10 pm to 4 am
S.U.B.
UMASS $7.00

GEN. PUBLIC $8.00

$8.00 AT THE DOOR

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTER. SPRINGFIELD

Sv^C CENTER AND STOP AND SHOP LOCATIONS IN

SSf^THAM^FTON.^ GREENFIELD AND PITTSFIELD.

UMASS I.D. REQUIRED W/STUDENT TICKET

NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES

COME JOIN USI

UPC GENERAL MEETING TUE8. FEB 8th 6:30 PM in SUB

A uniqu£ cmcert ofChinese classical andfolk music will he presented by the

Traditional Chinese Mtisv; Performing Troupe at 7 p.m. an Sunday,

February 2U in B(ywker Auditixrium. Free tickets may be picked up in room

222 ofGoessm^nn Laboratory.

MENTAL HEALTH GROUPS/ SPRING*85

SELF-EXPLORATION GROUPS
• re short-term i.*^rtpy groups designed to provide incre*sed self-umJersUnding.

reduce barriers to change and explore issues of InHwcy and closeness. These

groups meet once a week for 10-1? -erts. Groups I and II begin the week of

February 12. Group III begins February ?0.

Group I: Hondays 3:30-5:00

Group II: Tuesdays 3:30-5:00 ^ ... , \

Group III: Wednesdays 3:30-S:no (This qrouo is for students ?5 and older.)

EMOTIONAL EFFECTS OF CHRONIC PHYSICAL lUNESS
... . .l_^l t 1J11 AAV » Al^MJltt ^A—Group co-

Group neett
provides e-otlonal support for people with chronic physical Illness,

facilitated by staff frop NenUl Health and Medical Division of UMS.

Thursdays, l:15-2:«5. begins March 7.

Register for these groups during February (note starting dates) For infonwtlon

or to register for a group, call 545-2337 or com to NenUl Health Services. 127

Hills North.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOUCS
provides support, understandinn. and coping skills for people who grew up "<

t^
an

SuoholU pa^t/s. Group co-facilitated by staff froj. Mental Health *->- «•• th

Education Division. Group awets on Tuesdays. 1:00-2:30. begins March 5 for eight

weeks. Call 549-2671 X181 for infonnatlon or to register for this group.

! DIETING?
Try . something dif-

J

j ferent. Lose weightj

J sensibly by learningi

$ about your eatingf

j habits. Down with I
^ diets! Call UHS#

549-2671 ext. 181.$

Preregistration by!
Feb. 21. 4

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet • Modern Dance • Jazz

Starting February 5

Phone 549-1555

EMt's
Join

^••.^^ 9 m^^*»^^»^^^9»^

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at shows, football games, concerts

CPR recert, CEU's

1st meeting Tuesday, Feb. 5, 1985

at 9:30 PM in Morrill North 406

New Members Welcome
Please bring a copy of your EMT and CPR card

r

^ iz^u^^.
r^

Happy Valentine's Day!

We cordially invite all

gentlemen to

GENTLEMEN ONL Y NIGHT
Thursday, February 7th 6- 10 pn

Refreshments Served

Keep romance alive with a gift

from Le Boudoir -

romantic nightgowns with

cascades of lace

silky, sensuous teddies

garter belts & stockings

and much more

FOR HIM - silk boxers, bikinis,

and undershirts, and fOO% cotton

pyjamas by Christian Dior

Please Join UsI

Come
In

And
Prowael

Carriage Shop*, 233 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 549-6915
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Counter Help Wanted
Must have work study

Flexible Hours
Inquire at 113 Campus Center

or

call Maureen 5-3500

m
m
m
M
m
m
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m
m
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m
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National Student Exchange

Program
Information Meetings

There will be two information meetings for students

interested in applying for the National Student Exchange

Program for Fall, 1985

Tuesday, February 5 4-5:30 p.m. CC 804

Wednesday, February 6 4-6 p.m. CC 804

Participate in

International Student

Solidarity Day
for

Soviet Jewry
Lobby in

Washington, D.C.

February 27-28, 1985
There will be an information session in

the Hillel Office at 3:00 pm, Tuesday,

Feb 5, 1985

Contact: Erika Franzel

at

UMass Hillel

302 Student Union
545-2526

LIKE NO OTHER BUSINESS IN THE WORLD

BLOOMINGDALE'S

PRESENTS CAREERS

IN RETAIL MANAGEMENT

LET YOUR VOICE
BE HEARD

Date:

Time:

Tuesday February 5

7:00-8:00PM

Location: University of Massachusetts

Campus Center Room 903

A seminar to provide straightforward information and

insights into an industry that incorporates virtually every

aspect of the business careers you're considering

—

marketing, finance, sales and operations. Retail manage-
ment. How it's changing, where it's going and answers to

questions on how you fit in. Join us.

For further information, call your career planning and
placement ofTice.

Bloomingdale's is an equal opportunity employer.

blGominodQles

HEALTH G BEAUTY AID

STORE HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00; Saturday 10:00-3:00

^UNIVERSITY
SMSTORE^

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS

BLACK AFFAIRS
Blackwoman's poetry book acquired by library
By YAUIKA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A lecture, poetry reading and presentation celebrating

the acquisition of the works of acclaimed poet Phillis

Wheatley by the Universtiy of Massachusetts Library was

held last night at Memorial Hall.

The acquisition of Wheatley's poems is the library's

millionth volume of rare books. Wheatley is the first black

woman to publish poetry in North America and the third

woman to be published in North America.

Wheatley's book, Poems on Various Subjects, Religious

and Moral, was bought in an auction in London by ex-

chancellor Randolph Bromery. The book was published in

London in 1773.

June Jordan, poet, essayist, editor and writer of

children's books, delivered a moving and profound lecture

about Wheatley. She read a sonnet about Wheatley's

numerous accomplishments as a poet, beginning with the

time Wheatley was displayed on an auction block to be sold

as a slave at the age of seven.

"Was it a nice day? It doesn't matter. It was not natural,

she was a first. " went Jordan's refrain.

Call to the present
A Call to the Future

By Yadira Betances

I heard a million voices from the past call my name.

Their thunderous and vibrant cries

did not make me tremble

for 1 recognized their sounds.

They were the voices of victims, of slaves,

sharecroppers, marchers, rebels and heroes.

The words, though coming

from years long lost in the winds of time

carried in essence truth,

a truth we experience today as a race-

economic deprivation, social enslavement, mis-education

prejadism. {)olitical injustice....

All because of our skin color;

Perhaps the wrong skin color.

Just because God tanned us a little too much

we were bonded into slavery

to build the backbones of America

from the sweat and toil of our backs

and we gained no recognition, but were excluded

from the civilization we buHt.

And we survived

and a white hand broke off our chains

while another tied them up again

and we became slaves once more

all because of our wrong skin color.

Like in a dream,

the words kept coming faster and faster

from slavery, to emancipation, to the movement

right down to today.

And this babel of voices spoke of hardships

and of survival.

And they Uught me how to struggle,

and they taught me how to fight,

and 1 learned not to grow weary,

and 1 learned self confidence,

and 1 learned that the future

was dependant upon ourselves.

Black History
As part ofBUick History Month, Black Affairs wiU have a

series highlighting the achievements and accomplishments

of Black men and women who have, in our context excelled

in history.

By YADIKA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Beckwourth Pass, the lowest point across the Sierra

Nevada mountains, was one of the routes settlers traveled

to get to the Northwestern part of theUnited States and

was discovered by James Beckwourth.

Beckwourth was one of the most famous Indian fighters of

his time having fought in the Mexican and Cheyenne wars.

Beckwourth, a guide, Indian fighter, hunter and the teller

of tall tales led many expeditions of settlers through the

Kockies.

He was made chief of the Crow Indians tribe after he had

lived with them for six years. He had also lived with the

Blackfeet Indians. He knew customs and could speak the

language of three tribes. The Indians called him "Morning

SUr."

CoUegian photo by Mitch Drantch

June Jordan, poet and esaajist, pays tribute to Phillis

Wheatley yesUrday at Memorial Hall, in celebration of

the acquisition of Wheatley's book of poetry pabliahed

in London in 1773.

As a poet, Wheatley, who caUed herself "Africa's muse",

accepted American values, concentrating on issues of

morality, religion and "the great cause."

But that all changed when her mistress, Susannah died.

Then Wheatly married, bore three children and died.

Although the quality of her work remained high, her work

was not published due to its context.

"As long as we remain a child of slavery we will be

beloved, sheltered and praised, but not otherwise," Jordan
said.

In an interview after the lecture, Jordan said she hopes

the collection of her poems at UMass would let young black

people "see what somebody with nothing going for her and

many things against her was able to accomplish at such a

young age.

Although she teaches a class at New York University at

Stonyi)rook on the art of black english. she wrote
Wheatley's poem in standard english out of respect for her.

Jordan said she felt connected to Wheatley while
researching on her life and works: "To me, she is like a
relative."

Jordan became acquainted with Wheatley's poetry "a

long time ago," but it wasn't until she submerged herself in

the works that she stalled to appreciate her talents.

S. Africanwomen continue to struggle
By KIMBEKLY A. BUKGE
Collegian Staff

Black women remain the most oppressed and expk>ited

people of the Black race in South Africa, according to the

secretary of the New York chapter of the African National

Congress (ANC), who spoke at the University of

Massachusetts Sunday.

Nomazizi Sokudela was the keynote speaker at a forum

entitled, "The Current South African National Liberation

Struggle & the Kole of Women.

"

The forum began with the showingof the videotape "Last

Drop of Blood ' which depicted Black South Africa's fight

against the racist, fascist government of South Africa.

Sokudela then discussed the roles women have played.

She told stories of how women have been harassed,

banished, banned, and tortured.

Children aren't even safe from the government regime,

Sokudela said. "Babies and pre school children are mowed
down by the regime because according to them, they are

future terrorists."

Sokudela was very impressed with Americans protesting

against South Africa's racist government. "It's making an

impact and I call upon America to continue its beautiful

record." she said.

She had only bad comments to make about Keagan's

involvement with the South African government.

"Constructive agreement has helped South Africa take a 20

year step backward." She added Keagan came out and

openly embraced the apartheid, fascist regime of Pretoria.

Divestment was another issue discussed at the tecture.

No black person in South Africa can talk about divestment

because it's considered high treason and carries a heavy

penalty. "Divestment and withdrawal are very much
connected to South Africa's very survival. " Sokudela

stated.

She is appealing to women's organizations, labor unions,

and student movements to intensify efforts to support U.S.

sanctions against South Africa. "When the United States

applies sanctions, they work. The worked against

Nicaragua and Poland, why not South Africa(?

The forum concluded with Miss Sokudela saluting the

countries of El Salvador, Nicaragua, Palestine, and the

Western Sahara for fighting against fascist governments

and told students "Not to forget history of being seen and

counted."

Magazine theme comes under fire

By PAULA DUVAL
Collegian Correspondent

"The Third World and a New World: Cotor in the Gaps,"

this year's theme of the University of Massachusetts

literary Magazine. Spectrum has come under fire as being

"too confusing" and "unclear" by UMass students.

Monique Vasquez, Spectrum's new managing editor said

she is not surprised by such comments and said she is

actually glad these critisisms have arisen because they

"justify the theme.

"

"It is hard for someone to make a statement on an issue

they don't really understand. ..They're a little scared."

Vasquez said.

Vasquez, added that issues about and or affecting the

Thu"d World are important among politicians, and while

superstars are not doing anything about it, artists should

be.

According to board members, the topic for this year's

issue was discussed before media attention was focused on

the drought induced famine in Ethiopia and racial

problems in South Africa were part of the American

television scene.

"It is a topic that involves everyone- White, blacks,

educated and uneducated people," Vasquez said adding,

solutions are possible, changes are needed, and yet nothing

is being done."

She hopes the theme accomplishes "possible solutions or

alternatives for the Third World."

Libby Hubbard, a Spectrum member, hopes the theme

makes people more humane towards the problems ham-

pering the Third World. "Cultural revolution must coincide

with political revolution," she said.

"As a Third World person, the theme creates an aura of

optimism not presently seen in any other media

pubhcation," said prose editor, Yadira Betances.

"The plight of the Third World is not an overnight

phenomenon, but centuries of colonization and imperialism

by the United States and other Etiropean countries and by

having word of hope it threatens the dominant force," she

said. "But change is on the way.

"

Charles Francis Carol, former managing editor hopes the

theme encourages non Whites students to submit to the

magazine. He said Spectrum "has not done enough to

welcome others (thus) failing to be a spectrum.

"

Spectrum has also gone through a change in leadership.

Six of their eleven editors are women, including a Third

Worid woman. "We are a spectrum of people trying to be a

spectrum, " Vasquez said.

The editors said all journals of art, prose, and poetry will

be accepted. The magazine will have 16 color pages, with

68 pages overall.

They added writers and artists can be as creative as they

want to in expanding the topic to cover Third Worid

countries, the Third World in the United States or the

bridging of the age and coltoral gap.

A female female slave once sold for $100 staged the first

"sit in
" years before Martin Luther King, Jr. Sojourner

Truth sat at the office of President Abraham Lincoln to

suggest ways of handling freed, unemployed slaves.

Sojourner Truth, a native of New York, also rode on

horse drawn street cars in Washington, until she was

forcefully removed. Later, she sued the company and was

awarded damages for the incident.

Known as "The Black Joan of Arc," Truth was a fierce

anti-slavery speaker despite her little schooling.

She claimed to have had a mystical experience in which

God called her "Sojourner Truth" and commanded her to

go forth to declare the truth to all men.

Announcement

The Western Mass. Latin America Solidarity Committee

has three positions for assistant coordinators. Individuals

should have good organizational and communication skills

and should be able to work without supervision. Applicafts

may apply at Hoom 404 SUB. Deadline is 15 Feb. Women
and people of colcx* are ancouraged to apply. WMLA8C is

an AA/EEO employer.

. . . . • » I . « t » I < I . » \« » t 't ^ ^ ^ « » S 1 ^ » "« ^ 1 '
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Direct Formula Entry
• Don't tranjlate your formula into machine language, enter

them just as you write them

Convenience
• Three levels of parentheses and four levels of pending

operations make complicated caiculations easy

Scientific Function
• 48 functions are already proqrammed. mctuiling tngono

metric, inverse frigorH)n>etric. loganlhmit. hyprrbolic. aic
hyperbolic, and statistical

STORE HOURS Monday-Friday 9 00-5:00, Saturday 10 00-3:00

,, UNIVERSITYMSTORED
LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUStUS

DELTA UPSILON
A HOME . . .

J~Zr~ NOT JUST A HOUSE!
We Offer:

Home cooked meals by a Professional

chef! Above average academics/20

different majors, a real social life!

Friendships that last a lifetime!

Competitive intramural sports!

A clean and comfortable

living environment!

COME SEE US AND FIND OUT WHY
WE'RE DIFFERENTl

OPEN RUSH
Wed, Feb. 6th

Tues, Feb. 12th

9 pm - 11 pm

778 N. Pleasant St.

near Grad Tower
& NOPE Gym

549-3831

NE
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Ilvpercurricula

MANAGEMENT CLUB The Management

Club will be having its first meeting. The

agenda for the semester will be discussed

including upcoming events, trips and

speakers. Kefreshments will be served.

Old and new members from all majors

welcome. SOM Km 312 6:30 p.m.

SPANISH CONVEKSATION COFFEE
HOUK Conversation and coffee hour for

all native and non native speakers.

Everyone is welcome! 2:30-4 p.m. Herter

HaU 4th floor lobby.

FEACEMAKEKS MEETING The U.S. is

preparing for a Nuclear War. Help stop the

Arms Hace and Kay gun's Star Wars. All

welcome. 4:30 p.m. CC

KUN FOK KirrEK ORGANIZATIONAL
Koad race April 20 to benefit homeless and

abused children. We need you to help us.

We raised $7000 last year. See you there!

6:30 p.m. Newman Ctr. Classroom

EAKTH UAY 85 PLANNING MEETING -

If ymi feel a connection to the Earth. Be a

part of Earth Day 85! Bring your ideas,

concerns and commitment. 6:30 CE(J office

306 SUB

UMASS FIKE & FIKST AlU UNIT First

Meeting. Please bring ideas and cards.

9:30 p.m. 414 Morrill North

TU B'SHVAT SEDEK with Art Waskow -

Join Art Waskow noted author and activist,

for a special seder focusing on nature, the

new growth cycle, and the passage of

seasons. 7:30p.m. Comm. Km.

LUNCH WITH THE KABBI First lunch of

the semester. Bagels and cream cheese

provided. 12:20 p.m. note new tinne!

Suffolk Koom (301 SU)

UPC GENEKAL MEETING UPC brings

concerts to UMass. Get involved in the

largest organization on campus. New
members always welcome. 6:30 p.m. SUB

CHESS CLUB MEETING Come by and

check out the Chess Club. Information on

tournaments, courses for credit, etc.

available. We have a limited number of sets

and clocks available. 7 p.m. 174 76

AKMENIAN STUDENTS CLUB
MEETING First meeting of the semester.

As always new students are wekome. 7

p.m. CC801

Iwi

S^he STUDENT CENTER for EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH and ADVOCACY

I
I JOBS AVAILABLE |
^ This spring, SCERA will hire undergraduates to ^
^ learn political organizing and student-interest^

^vvHERE IT PAYS TO LEARN
|

i:

I

^ research skills. For two days each week, these ^
^ SCERA Students will meet and learn political organiz- i
^ ing and then apply these skills to issues of concern to ^
^students. SCERA also has positions for the anti

^ racism team, the resource center, and for the clerical

^support team.

Î
All positions are ten hours per week and pay $3.35

^per hour for non-work study and work study ^
^ undergraduates.

Î̂
Pick up application and more information at 420

^ Student Union weekdays 8:00 am-6:00 pm.

All applications due by February 13 at 5 p.m.

SCERA is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity

Employer

SCERA
Kv, 422 Student Union Building

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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Yeasthead By JasonTalerman

s*Ad confmt.

NAi€eK: Vic rrjeets

Yeasthead S Political
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GORDY By Gorde

•*•* •***
CAN YOU TYPE FAST? Want to earn some MONEY? Want to

work for the CoUegian? Then oome down to room 113 CO. and
fill out an application NOW, or ask for Dode Levenson.

All Production Superrisors: BAandatotry n&aetiiig tonight at 7
p*m.

Weather

Tuesday: Increasing clouds with snow

' developing in the

afternoon. Highs 15 to 20 degrees.

, ^^^l^p^^p^^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^# ^^»^^*4^M^^*^^ ^^^u^^*^^^^^

Become a news reporter for New
England's largest college daily!

Recruitment meeting at 6:30

TONIGHT in the newsroom, 113

Campus Center. Join us!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 M*A"S*Hrole
6 Nobelist for

Literature 1967

11 Operations

center; Abbr
14 Moflo's milieu

15 Inclination

16 Costello

17 Cleans a rug

18 Even
20 Party fare

22 Summer, along

the Riviera

23 Yearn

24 Command
26 Pays back

28 Frankfurt s

river

29 Hoary
31 Singles

32 Grassland

33 Collar fastener

34 London's
Bailey

35 Get aboard

37 Covered a cake

41 Much-used
abbr

42 Bless oneself

43 Sundial number
44 Nicole s violin

47 Spanish-

American peso
48 Flying; Prefix

49 Proportional

51 Dally

53 Against

54 Burrows

55 Sicilian resort

56 Draw
59 D'Artagnan s

creator

62 Whitney

63 Climbing

pepper

64 la Cite

65 •

Freischutz"

66 Mingle

67 Talent Is one

DOWN
1 One of the

Reiners

2 Simian

3 Tie

4 More osten-

tatious

5 Irritates

6 Jefferson

Davis org.

7 Made a

declaration

8 Shed
9 Disturbed

10 The following.

Abbr

11 Broadsword
12 Jack of rhyme
13 Deck items

19 Defeats

21 Interference

24 Trunk

25 Paradise

27 Lawmaker
30 Throttle the

engine

33 Sleek to the

touch

34 Baltimore

36 Sell

37 Distant

38 Reasons for

"sudden death

plays

39 Green land

40 Name in

fashions

42 Czech
mountains

44 Humiliated

45 Cape
46 The star Alpha

Aguilae

47 Argument
46 Makes invalid

50 Light brown
52 Asian country

57 Recede
58 Days of yore

60 Hoosier

humorist

George
61 Collection
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State officials lash out at White House plan
)STON (AP)—Denouncing proposed cuts in revenue
aring, student loans and other domestic spending, state

d local officials across Massachusetts are vowing to

^ht President Reagan's federal budget proposals.

When Reagan's plans became known yesterday,

assachusetts Democrats howled over a loss of federal

1 to the state and its 351 cities and towns, estimated at

75 million.

"Federal revenue sharing has been essential to

assachusetts cities and towns—especially since Prop)Osi-

•n 2Vi," said James Segel of the Massachusetts

inicipal Association.

'We're hoping this gets put back in, but Congress is

very serious about cutting the budget," Segel said.

Massachusetts will lose $129 million in direct aid to

municipalities, he said.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and members of his administra-

tion attacked the proposed cuts and said they were
perplexed by statements attributed to U.S. Rep. Chester

Atkins, D-Mass.

Atkins, member of the House Budget Committee, was
quoted as saying that "it makes no sense" to continue

revenue sharing at a time when many states have
surpluses and the U.S. government has a large deficit.

"I read that as saying the states ought to raise taxes,"

Finance Secretwy Frank Keefe said. "I don't Uiink that's

a very responsible position for any Massachusetts official

to take.

"If disaster happens—elimination of general revenue

sharing—then we're going to have to respond," Keefe

said.

Dukakis, a consistent Reagan critic, was openly furious.

"I think the budget is a travesty," he said.

"It's the states which, over the past several years, have

been making the hard budget decisions. No one knows

that better than I," said Dukakis, who put throu^ the

largest tax increase in state history in the late 1970s and

subsequently lost the governorship.

WERE A
GROWING
COMPANY
WITH A BIG
REPUTATION

That isn't surprising when you consider we're the world

leader in monolithic data conversion circuits and other

special purpose devices for measurement and control.

Our plan is to retain a small company environment,

even as we increase in size from our current base of

$300 million, because we believe it's the best way to

nurture the entrepreneurial spirit responsible

for our success.

If visibility and professional recognition, state-of-the-art

technical challenges, and continuing growth projections

of 25-30% a year add up to the environment you

envision for your career, see your Placement Office to

arrange a discussion with one
of our representatives.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14th

For further information, write to:

Analog Devices

Manager, College Relations

Two Technology Way
Norwood, MA 02062

ANALOG
DEVICES

^t^^V> ' r>»# f "<•# i»M» ^> A** «»,•

TM«day, February 5, 1985!
£^2ll£8iailis

The
Sistest-growing

profession
in America.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,

the need for paralegals is atxyut to double.

Now is the rime to become a part of this dynamic

profession . . . ^nd there is no finer training available than at

Philadelphia's acclaimed Institute for Paralegal Training.

After just four months of intensive study, we will find you a

job in the city of your choice. We are so confident of the

marketabilit>' oi our graduates that we offer a unique tuition

refund plan.

To leam how you can add market value to your

college degree, return the coupon or call toll free:

1-800-222 -IPLT.

1 SINGLE?
The Unique New Way

To Meet People'

WESTERN MASS.
SINGLES DIRECTORY

A Monthly Descriptive

Uslmg ot Single Adults Seeking

Friendship • Romance
Companionship • Dating

(Confidential)

Reply to-

Wislin Miss. Siifits Oirtcttry

P O Box 1037
Greentield. MA 01302

W^'ll be on campus February 11, 1985

Contact your placement office t«.> arrange for ;in

individual interview or grt>up presentation.

STVLi:

WITH THIS COUPON
'11.50 aiTH SHAMPOO

& BLOWDRY
I

tipi'es 2 28 K)
'^

I'U'SM ( all lor \p(Miiiiim-nt

Styles by Deborah
66 university Dliyc

Amh^fSI MA 549-i61C

REMEMBER"

Monday is the last day
to add/drop! Get thoM
fomiB in.

Housing and
Merit Scholarships

available

THE INSTITUTE
FOR PARALEGAL
TRAINING

Approved by the

American Bar

Association

Mail this coup* >n to:

I Insntute ti>r Par.ilejjal Training

I 1926 Arch Saeet

I
Philadelphia. PA 19103

1
Please send a copy of >xjur catak>gue

I
Name

I
AJdr«rv»

I
(icy StMt Zir_

I
(\AWv '^"*^''*"

1 Phone ;

I
(prncml

RVMi

of buXS

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
f^9-28S0

>ng^

Student Special

1 HOUR
TUB for

Min 1 Vi HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 2S3-SPAS

175 Urwversity Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mel)

(htxiMrl

Be a part of the new tradition

THETA CHI
invites you to

RUSH
All University Men Welcome

Tues. Feb. 5th

Wed. Feb. 6th

Thu. Feb. 7th

8:00- 11:00 PM
Food and Drinks - Buffet

496 N. Pleasant St. 253-9015
right next to the Newman Center

LOST
200 Livers at Bad Liver Valley,

Suhugarbush VT.

If found please return to the

UMass Ski Club

Bush Bash '85

LAGNAF
Sundown #2 forever and where's the

duck?

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
to™ "c'legian OfficeCCm* 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri . OMdIine is 2 day. prior to publication oay
Uome to i-oiiegia ^u^^

^^ gd^ance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO TON SALE EMT-S

ItW SutaniWMon ntntfttH. Hm(l» 'noik ^
2S0 Of BO 258-1208 ^
78 Volvo Wagon, in good tlhfM, many w ^
trw, 1 -2B3-8072>vontfig« jl

•78 Oataun illOOX 5«pd AM/FM cbwww j.

vwv oood coodhion •1200 aftef 5. 549-7598
^

1872 SataMta 4-doof V-8 liftla nj»t^ni
very wM\, inapactad 686 of BO 263-7226

^ ^
1S78 VW OMhar tonroof no mat AM/FM ^
900 Of bar oftef 549-6696 _^ W
1178 Haata dark Wm w/rad '"W^ *
4-ipaad, caaaMta. AM/FM optkKWi. 58,000 ^
inilaa $1500 of baat offat K3J997 ^
lan VW Q.T.I. 32.000 miles AC •"" "»» Jf
Halla driving Hahta 6 apd mint cond »7480.C» ^
call Ron at 487-3292 or 263 7727 T^

Coma to tita firat maatlnfl of tha Fire and

Ftrat Aid Unit. Work at (hows, corKarta,

football (jamaa. aam CEUs, CPR Racar-

tification and a good tima tool Tuaaday,

February 5, at 9:30 pm, Morrill N 406. Brir>g

EMT, CPR card*

ENTERTAINMENT

Eaat SIda Concaft Commlttaa Rock^
Roll Rumble 9 Blue Wall it looking for

talent. Winner v»ill open tf>e Eaat Side Con-

cart in Spring '85 Fof mora info, call Dave

548-6196 or Paul 646-9334

EXPRESS

8H back and lot our fingara v»ofk for you.

FOR RENT

You'va aaao our brochurae m "^ .

daaaroomi Now'a tfia time to act' Bahamas' ^
Spacial ttudant rataa' 266-1320, Taryn^

hurryi j^

Ront aingia rooma at IIW. 136 -f util. m
Greenfiald w/otf)ar UM ttudanta. Big homa

20 min. drive call Jim 774-6831

FOR SALE

BEST QUALmr RESUMES

Conaultatlon. proparatlon. editiog, typ .

ir>g, cover latter, reaume •n?|V»«i_'«V°"''
Z.

gn. Julio Gtarruaao 413-2Sfr6Z57 ^
BOARDERS WANTED

Digital Decwritar with noodem and fuH box

of paper great condition - great for Cybar

660 negotiable 549-5216

AlrplenaTJckat to anywhere on Continen

tal good thru Mitrch »175.00 686-8R26

TBrafrigaratora eh call

•oardora wMttad for ••'•/»VJ?^'"^ "*"

adga of caettpua. For mora info can Uaa Pikaj^

>
atMfr06Z7

2 Scu ft

»J747
Car Starao - Ptonaar KPX9000 vwhh 20w

GM6 amp and fnora. 648-6218

WeCOUWT BOFTWARE

For your ISM
IM priea cai

M 0B« MAC Of AjfN>»« ""if
Ond or Kan at 84M184 ^

Soft Contact -.
lanaaa 18.00 to 26.00 aa. Extandad trvaar

lonaaa SO 00 to 48.00 Lowaat prioaa on

eonttct lana aoKitlona f*at unto •«»
Ambarat Optical Shoppa 263-6412.

2B84403

If

FOUND

Canlnga fowMl in Campua Cantat.

Suaanna at 648-1680

CM

Found coat on N. Ptaaajnl St^ljurr

flight can If you can identify it Jan gejjM

HELP WANTED

Kltchan hatp naa<ad in aororlty. Ftaa

maala in axchanga for work. Can Lauren at

646-2162

Racelve homacookad maala plus maal

plan refund by working 7 hra. a weak in a

kitchen call Paul 263-9071

Make preoMaing maN at homa. Te par

1001 Part/fun time. Dataila SASE: MD
Entarpriaai PO Box 1061 Northampton, MA
01080

Ara you highly motlvatad and
anargatic? Thii could be tf>a job for you.

Campus Carrter Board of Govertrora coor-

dinator positions available: University

Store/Retail Services, Food Services,

Public Relations, Governors Program Coun-

cil Gam valuable experience in your field of

study Work study ot non work study

welcomed Stop by the BOG Office Campus
Canter 817 by Fab 8 for application

AA/EOE

4- No car naadad. Approxl hr/day 7 daya par

1^ waak. Good pay. Cal 2S3-7008

jL Khchan halg naadad at local aofOi<tv tor

Z hjnch and dinner iMaakdays, in axchanga for

W meals Call Sua P or Sua W at 268<BB7

5' ExpoHancad cook wantad at local fretw

• nity flaxlbla hours/good benefits call

jj. 648-7203 Nick

]f Studant Notaa la tooking for a paraon *»ith

^ businaes end/or management exprience to

T take over as lecture notes manager.
'' Qualifted applicants shoukJ submit com-

> pleted applicattorw to 401 Student Union

^ BMg no later tttan 3:00 Friday, Feb 8th For

T more info contact L. In»»in 401 SUB.

^ m^Mnwaakly/up mailing drcularsi No

^ boataa/quotaa> Sirtcaraly intaraatad rush

^aalf addraaaad stamped envak>pe: Oept.

1^ AN-7. P00910CEW, Woodstock, I L 90098

Jf Howaaboy forTocisi'eororltv^ 649<047

^ aakfor Janat

MffALB nOOMMATE WANTED

4^WouM you Mka a daWdoua and axpanaiva

^aharrMtiva to the dinif^ commoner Lambda
T^Chl Alpha offers profeaatonally cooked

maala and a frjendty atmoaphare. Ca«

1^263-9032. Aak for Mark or leave a mssaage

SCERA: Where it pays to laam Two days a
week, SCERA students n!>eat arid learn

political organizir>g arKi then apply thaaa
akills (0 ieeiiei of concam to ttudarrts.

SCERA slao haa poeitiona for the snti-

racltm team, the reeourca canter of the
SGA, and on tt>e clerical support team. 10
lirs/wk 9 3.36/hr for non-work study ar>d

work study urKlargrada. Applications and in-

fo avallabia at 420 Studant Union weakdaya
8 am -8 pm AppWcatlona dua 2/13 • 6 pm
AA/EEO amptoyar

On csM^iM nofi*WMiudiwv Mon.'Fn. 7m U noon ooraan Ray Stona: MB-tOtt

INSTRUCTION

Knew your car. Basic automobile

workshop 28 hours includir>g dasaroom

arul ahop. Limited enrollment 253 2098

LOST

Lost Thursday Jan 24 womens black

leather glovaa. If you have tt»em please call

Christine 649-3831 thanks

noatab4acir»»allatlnthaNawmanCantaf
arae If found, plaaae keep the money end

latum documents. Call 886-3996 Aak for

Orlando or leave a msaeage

Oruan Watch « found can 8-9801 aan-

tfmantal vahia lawonlHi Loat near Lot 32

Loat Mack aoadamie ptwmar-databook

call Bath at 298-3160 If found h la my

MOTONCYCUS

74 Hoftda
548-2792

tour good cond. 360

^Famala. nan-amokar. for apt In

J Sundariand. Evaa 886-4910 keep trying

Tl bedroom In 2 bdrm quiet Norttwood

^apt. move in tomorrow Loren 986-47JB

J^Famala roommata wantad to shar«room

in Bftnany Manor call 263-9876

Roommata wantad for own room If a 2

bedroom CHffside apt 190/mo
l|.Fab. 1 BW 8864119

KRSONAU

Ragiator by noon FolMuarv 8 for Perform-

ing Arts DIviaion muaic, theater, dance In-

struction OW Chapel 546-0619

BAOFIPE LESS6n¥.~PLAY THE PIPES IN

NO TIME tlO A WEEK. CALL 549^210
BETWEEN 10-11 PM. ASK FOR CARL

2 bedroom •pt.

108

,,—— THE8TOMPERS
SWAQ preeents The Stompera. Sat

February 9th in the Blue Well

aM agee show et 8:00 pm
5.00 in edvsnce/MI.OO at the door

20 and over show at 1 1 :00 pm
6 00 in sdvanca/^7 00 at the door

Tickets eveHable in advance at

TIX in tt>e Student Union BuiMir>g

and the Campus Center Cor>coursa

THE STOMPERS '

l^Famala roommate
^Sunderland 172.60

*•*"' -r-—
^Waittad a mala roommata to share a

room in a three bedroom townehouaa apt

can after 4 PM 649-5887

Roomrnatalsl naadad in Southweod
j|.townhouse avail. 2/16 call 268-8471

j^(Sua/Amy)
"

:

r

TRAVEL

Beat Daol

We don't eek for axparlar>ea we ghra Kl

Volunteer for a teller poeltk>n at the UMaaa
Student Credit Union

Thomaa Brannan from Excaralta
Sclaf«ca my das schwimo Thank you for

auch a great Intaraaaalon I never had ax-

panartcad such worwtara at I did miMi youi I

k>ve you Craig

~ ROOMS AVAILABLE

Spring Break
Daytonaff ^119
Lauderdaiefr ISB

1^ Bermuda fr iMi
^Naaaau fr ^215

^ , Free Partiee, gifts

Deadline Xtended
If. call today Pam 648-6767

2 00 IT TOOAY"

7 full

^Coma back to Jamaica. Air fare ft hoMl
447 incl. everything call Jeff 548-4782

TYFINO

Andy'* Typing Barvleaa 884-1000

for ront

for a

taooMof MOS
% fFMnvy M*

• I*

WANTtO

^^1 wiiiip Bipiw » ww>«*w to ahara roafn

at Brittany Manor. 127.80 par month. Cril

464JO or Rahmah ai aSOTS lanyHmol
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Minuteman
hoop coaches
hit the road
Recruiting season open

By PETEK ABKAHAM
CoUegian Staff

"The important thing to

remember about
recruiting." University of

Massachusetts assistant

basketball coach Kennis

Jackson says. "Is that we
don't eliminate players,

they eliminate us. It's a big

game, and one you have to

win."

You can pull a team up to

a national championship

with a good recruiting job.

or watch a program go

down to the bottom
depending on how well

todays high school seniors

play in five years.

UMass has six spots open

on next year's roster, a

high amount since most

teams like to keep an equal

amount of freshmen,
sophomores, juniors and

seniors.

Horace Neysmith. Bobby

Braun. Donald Kussell.

Hon Young and lieorge"

Hamming are graduating,

Tom Swick, a freshman,

transfered to Niagara

leaving the other spot

open. Husseli. Braun and

Neysmith all start and will

leave close to 50 points and

25 rebounds a game for

others to make up.

Already in the fold for

next season are a 6-8 red-

shirt freshman F'itzhugh

Tarry, 6-9 transfer (from

lona) John Milum and 6-5

swingman Kavid Brown
from Baltimore's Cardinal

Gibbons High, one of the

nation's top prep teams.

The other spots are still

open, with the UMass staff

actively pursuing several

players.

High among those are two
forwards from
Philadelphia's Ben
FrankUn High. 6-8 BUI

Holds and 6 7 George

Keed. The duo. who may
come as a package, are also

being chased by Marquette

and Atlantic 10 rival St.

Bonaventure.

Terry Dozier (6 9) and

Perry Uozier (6 10) are

two other highly sought

seniors. Both are from

Dunbar High in Baltunore

with Terry a Street and

Smith Magazine All-

America selection.

lx)cal recruits include

John Smiley, a 6-7 forward
from Springfield and
Southwick's Jason Lebo, a

6- 10 center.

Priorities for UMass,
with the return of point

guard Carl Smith, the 6-2

lx)renzo Sutton (now a

forward, but a natural

guard) and Matt Hyan (a

natural shooting ^ard),
are forwards and centers.

The Minutemen haven't

had a real (6-10 and above)

center in five years. With
Temple, St. Bonaventure
and other league schools

landing seven-footers, the

need is paramount.

But being seven feet tall

isn't a free ticket into

college.

"We're looking for

players first, not just tall

kids." Jackson said. "I'd

rather have a 6-5 kid who
can play instead of a 7- 1 kid

who can't move. Of course,

we'd take the big giiy who

I

CoUegian photo by Michelle Segall

Freshman swingman Matt Ryan (21) is one of the Minutemen that next year's

team will build around.

can play over the little

guy, but it's hard to find

them."
Gerlufsen and Jackson

spoke of UM possibly

looking for junior college

players to keep a favorable

balance.

One player that is a

possibility is 6-8 Dante
Woods, a 230 pounder

playing in Kansas.

"Obviously we'd like to

get some older players who
can pick up the scoring

slack, since we're losing so

much and freshmen often

have trouble scoring,"

Jackson said.

The other returning

Minutemen include only

two forwards, Tom

Emerson and Wilbert

Hicks. Darryl Carter and

Jackie Sheehan are natural

guards. The big man is the

need.

"Out there somewhere is

the right kid who can play

and wants to come here,

with a little selling,

"

Jackson said. "It's just a

matter of finding him."

Women
face
Green
Look for lOth
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Hoping to extend their

current three game winning

streak, the University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team travels to

Hanover, N.H. to battle the

Big Green of Dartmouth

College tonight at 7:30 p.m.

"This would be an im-

portant win for us in terms

of our status in New
England," said head coach

Barbara Stevens. "This

would put us in a position of

bettenng last years output

of victories (10)."

The Big Green are ex

pected to give the

Minutewomen. 910. a tough

game behind the talents of a

tall front line at 6 0. 6 1 and

62. Dartmouth is led by

junior forward Jayne Daigle

averaging 20 points per-

game while hauhng in 11

rebounds per game.

"She's pretty much their

whole team. " Stevens said.

"We're hoping to use our

overall team quickness in

order to compensate for

their greater height."

"As a team. 1 would expect

us to try and improve on our

(37 percent) shooting

percentage. That's not going

to win us too many games."

Another key to winning

may be Tara Lewis. The 5-8

forward has averaged 11.3

ppg over the last three

games in helping out with

the team's resurgence from
their five game tosing streak

during wintersession.

"She's gained a lot of

confidence, " Stevens said.

"She's now beginning to

show her abilities."

"The team understands

what it must do in order to

keep on winnmg. i would
expect them to give us a

pretty good game."

UMass Gymnastics teams
suffer disappointing losses

in weekend competition

Feinberg stars for icomen

Swimmers batterRams, 81-58

ByANNETAUGEK
tkrflegian Correspondent

Though the University of

Massachusetts Women's
Gymnastics team lost

Saturday against Cornell,

167.5 to 160 at Hoyden Gym,
the meel proved to be a very

satisfying one, particularly

lor senior captain Jennifer

Pancoast.

"It was the first time in her

college career that Pancoast

performed a "tsukahara" in

vaulting competition (a hand

spring onto the horse

followed by a flip off the

horse).

"Vaulting was a thrill. 1

was very happy with my
performance and the team's

performance overall. The

only reason we lost was
because Cornell was^a better

team," Pancoast said.

Other team members also

showed great improvement
in their performances at the

home meet, especially

sophomore Tricia Camus.

"Tricia competed all-

around for the first time this

year. She handled the

pressure very well. She has

become more positive about

herseit and her routines."

Shiebler said.

Division Two powerhouse
East Stroudsberg handed

the men's (iymnastics team
their second loss of the

season wrth a 262.2 253.05

victory at East Stroudsberg.

Pennsylvania.

Ijast year's Division 11

national champions won five

of the SIX events, with the
Minutemen taking only the

still rings. Dave Sherman
was the top UMass per
former in that event with a

9.0

Senior co captain Ken
Dougherty posted the
highest score of the meet for

UMass with a 9.15 on the

pommel I horse.

"They were definitely by

far the better team. If we
had had a good day, we
mi^ht have come close to

their bad day.' coach Koy
Johnson said.

I'he Minutemen travel

today to New Haven,
Connecticut to face

Southern (.Connecticut.

By PETEH ABHAHAM
Collegian Staff

Senior Liz Feinberg set two school records

on way to winning four events to lift the

University of Massachusetts women's swim
team to an 81-58 victory over the

University of Khode Island Friday at

Boyden.

Feinberg set school records in the 200
freestyle (1:57.37) and 500 freestyle

(5:18.48) and won the 50 free in 25.46. She
also anchored the 200 medley relay team to

a 2:01.49 and the victory. Julie Wilkins.

Shauna Kiley and Maura Skelley also swam
the relay win.

Other wins for the 2-7 Minutewomen came
from Nan Stephens in the 1,000 at 11:42.14,

Wilkins in the 100 backstroke in 1:07.36.

Skelley took the 100 butterfly in 1 :05.35 and

l^ri McCluskey in the KX) freestlye at

,57.70.

Wilkins also won the 200 backstroke in

2:25.62 and Ellen O'Brien was a 2:25.99

victor in the 200 butterfly

The 400 IM saw Skelley win in 4:58.27.

Another good effort came from Sue Freitas

who quahfied for the New Englands in the

400 IM (5:04.51). in the 200 freestyle

(2:06.27) and in the 100 butterfly (1:05.35 in

an unofficial heat).

Stephanie Meyer had a 2:44.24 in the 200
fly, and Stephens qualified with a 5:10.76 in

the 400 IM.

Feinberg is at least two seconds better

than anyone else in New England in the 200
and according to coach Bob Newcomb said

that she should win the championship.
She is undefeated in the freestyles this

season through nine meets.

"We picked the best time of the season to

come on, " Newcomb said. "We've had some

great swims from many of the women and

looking toward the New Englands I expect

some good times."
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WOMEN AND

by S«gun Eubankt
Nummo Staff

Racism and sexism run hand in hand in the South
African Apartheid regime. So also do Black men and
women fight hand and hand in South Africa for

equality and control of their rightful homeland. Thus is

the view of the African National Congress lANC) as

exemplified in a presentation Sunday evening in the

Campus Center by Nomazizi Sukudela, Secretary of

the ANC Regional Political Committee.
Sukedela, a native South African currently exiled in

the United States for attempted political organization,

presented a lecture and discussion in conjunction with

the showing of the video "Last Drop of Blood" on the

issues of the Current South African National Libera-

tion Struggle and the role of women. "Sexist inequali-

ty comes from the racist South African regime" said

Sukudela, pointing out that Black men and women

SEXISM IN

must Identity the true enemy, "dividing the struggle

(between sexism and racism) would be self-defeating.

Contrary to the Reagan Administration reports, the

situation in South Africa is not getting any better, ac-

cording to Sukudela. "Babies are mowed down in

South Africa because according to the government
they are future terrorists." In spite of the fact that

South Africa is one of the richest countries in the

world mass starvation is still blamed on the drought.

As Sukadeia pointed out, in some rural areas children

are dying at a rate of six per hour from starvation,

disease and murder.

Sukadeia urged American citizens to keep fighting

against the South African government. She attacked

a study done by the Reagan administration which

claimed that Black South Africans did not want U.S.

companies to leave the country. If a Black person

speaks in favor of divestment they will be charged

with high treason said Sukudela. She supported

struggles for divestment as a legitimate means of

APARTHEID

destabilizing the South African economy. Trade sanc-

tions worked against Nicaragua and Poland, why not

South Africa she questioned. The A.N.C. has sup-

portedarmed struggle against the South African

regime and will continue according to Sukadeia.

Many leaders of nations, including ours, state the

Soviet Union has completely controlled the A.N.C.

since its existence. That, says Sukudela, is not possi-

ble. The A.N.C. began in 1912, five years previous to

the Russian revolution.

It is true that the Soviet Union supplies arms to the

Blacks of South Africa, you see, said Sukudela, "we
will accept arms from anyone willing to give them to

us. "contructive enganement" has not worked in 400

years we do not believe it will work, said Sukudela.

"We are not a violent people, our struggle has

always been one of peaceful intentions it was the

white racist regime who shed the first drop of blood,"

she continued "now we will fight to the last drop o1

our blood."

BOTHA'S PLAN;

BLACK SOUTH AFRICA SELLOUT

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Staff

The South African Government said recently, that it

would partially suspend the forced resettlement of

black communities to tribal homelands, away from

South Africa's v«^ite population.

The announcement capped a week of unusual

government proclamations on its racial separation

policies: a week in which President P.W. Botha of-

fered terms for the release of imprisoned Black leader

Nelson Mandewla - an offer spurned by Mandela's

family and South Africa's new, three chamber

segregated Parliament.

Botha's National Party, which has controlled the

whrie-mlnority Government since 1948, said it was of-

fering the Nation's 22 million Blacks a new deal.

Under South African law Blacks are considered

citizens of 10 homelands, and have political rights only

in those areas. Gerrit Viljoen, minister of Cooperation

Developlment and educatin said the Government will

review the planned resettlement of hundreds of

thousands of Blacks who are to be moved to tribal

-homelands from land exbropriated whites.

The practical effect of the review remained unclear

because the Government often is accused of appoin-

ting Black leaders who go along with the

government's wishes and lack support from the peo-

ple.

Viljoen said, the three major changes which are be-

ing made in South Africa are - 1 . Residents of 25 to 30

urt}an Black townships and 30 to 35 rural areas, who
were to have been moved to tribal homelands from

designated white areas will be allowed to remain at

least temporarily, while each community situation is

reviewed. 2. The strict controls on Blacks working and

living in the countries urban areas will be eased

gradually and supplanted by a program of "orderly ur-

banization" that will allow Blacks to move to the cities

if job opportunities and adequate housing are

available. 3. Some of the Blacks who have moved into

Shantyowns on the outskirts of such cities as Cape

Town in defiance of present requlations will be offered

sites on the outskirts of new black housing areas on

which they may build.

The main reasons for the policy changes were the

fast growth of the black communities that were to be

resettled, the mounting opposition from them to

resettlement and the criticism of the program at horne

and abroad, the minister said. The biggest factor in

persuading the government of the need for change,

he added, was the "strong and persistent arguments"

of Black township officials and homeland leaders for

an end to forced resettlements, easier urban migration

and freehold property rights for blacks.

Botha offered to release Mandela if he renounces

the use of violence. Mandela, 66. a former policeman,

prize-fighter and lawyer, is imprisoned near Cape

Town and could not respond pubiicy to the offer. The

leader of the outlawed African National Congress, has

served 20 years of a life term for sabotage.

I

Nummo News would like to welcome Professor

David DuBois back to the valley. We look forward to

working with and learning from Mr. OuBois who is a

visiting 5-College professor.
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AUGUSTA SAVAGE REMEMBERED

On Sunday, February 10, 1985, from 3 to 8

p.m., the Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery

in New Africa House will be rededicated in

honor of Ms. Savage, the eminent Black

sculptress after whom the gallery is named.

Ms. Murcie Poplar Lavender, who was the

only private student Ms. Savage chose to In-

struct during her long career and who is

now an art teacher in the Gary, IN. public

school system, will be the guest speaker. In

addition to speaking about Ms. Savage as a

person and creative artist, Ms. Lavender

will exhibit several sculpture pieces by Ms.

Savage and photographs of other works.

This will be the first time since the gallery

was established that the campus communi-

ty will have an opportunity to view any of

these works. Ms. Lavender will also exhibit

examples of her own work. The rededication

ceremony will also Include a blessing and

libation by Professor Dovi Afesi and a dance

performance by Ms. Patti O'Neal.

Augusta Christine Savage sculptor,

educator and art center director, was bom In

Green Cove Springs, Florida. She died on

March 27, 1962. She studied at Tallahassee

State Normal School, Cooper Union (New

York City), Grande Chaumiere (Paris),

Academy of Fine Arts (Rome), and the

Woman's Art School (New York City). Her

works have been exhibited In numerous

galleries , including the Harmon Founda-

tion, Architecture League, National

Association of Women Painters, Harlem

YMCA, Soclate Des Artistes Francais,

Paris, Schomburg Library, New York, and

South Side Community Art Center, Chicago.

Among the collections in which her works

are included are Morgan State University,

the National Archives, and the Schomburg

Collection, in addition to numerous private

collections.

During her career Ms. Savage was the

recipient of awards from the Julius Rosen-

wald Fund, and the Carnegie Fund. She was

also the first Black woman to be accepted as

a member of the National Association of

Woman Painters and Sculptors. Her major

work includes 'The Harp', 'Gamin', 'Black

Woman', 'Prima Donna' and 'Lift Every

Voice ", a sculpture group which was in-

spired by the Black writer and poet James

Weldon Johnson's poem 'Lift Every Voice

and Sing', set to music by his brother Rosa-

mund and generally referred to as the

'Negro National Anthem'. This sculpture

group was exhibited prominently at the

1938 New York Wortd Fair.

MURCIE POPLAR LAVENDER

Ms. Lavender, who resides in Gary, In-

diana, is a painter, sculptor, writer,

designer, children's book illustrator, and
teacher.

At the age of seven she was awarded the
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February is Black History Month. During this

month, which' is 'coincidently' the shortest of the

calender year, African-Americans are supposed to tell

their entire history - an almost impossible feat. Unfor-

tunately, many people who have taken the respon-

sibility for presenting our history have done so without

its contemporary relavence. Thus, by presenting our

history in this vacum mode it will inhibit us from

liberating our minds. However, there are some
Africans who do the contrary. Two that come to mind
are Dr's John Henrick Clake and Yosef ben-

Jochannan. Having been influenced by these two
great men has promoted me to discuss what Black

History Month should be.

Black History Month should provide a direction that

African people can go in' This direction should con-

tain the following: Community, Respect, Love and
Self-reliance.

first of several arts scholarships to study at

the Art Institute of Chicago. After gradua-

tion from Roosevelt High School in Gary,

where she recieved that school's first art

scholarship, she received Bachelor's and
Master's degrees in art from Indiana

University, where she also was the first stu-

dent to receive a scholarship from the

University's art honorary society. While a

college student she recieved a gift of a 2,200

pound piece of Indiana limestone from
which she sculpted an 8 faced work entitled

"Steel Woricers" as a monument and gift to

the men who worked In the Gary steel mills.

This work, which depicts the various ethnic

groups of the city, was unvleled by the

mayor of Gary and stands In a small park op-

posite the main gate of the mill. Later, Ms.

Lavender lived and studied with Augusta
Savage in upstate New York for 12 years.

In addition to teaching art In the Gary

school system, Ms. Lavender Is a member of

the Greater Gary Arts Council Board, which

promotes and sponsors cultural activities

for the city. With this organization she

established the Gary Art Institute and
Children's Art Institute, and helped initiate

the city's first International Folk and Art

Festival.

Ms. Lavender has also been an illustrator

for "Letter Magazine" and several

children's books, and has designed a com-
memorative candle for the late Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. For further information

call 546-0932 or stop by the Gallery.

tDlT01\
Black History Month should be a time when African

people look back to the past to see where we have

come from and to look into the future of the rapidly

approaching twenty first century. Without this basic

principle it is not adequate to present fllms,dlscus-

sions and lectures on Frederick Douglas, the now crip-

ppled Civil Rights Movement and on intergration. In

order for history to assist us in our struggle today

there has to be some sort of analysis from an African

perspective in an attempt to relate the past to present

conditions.

During this period it is not enough to know that it

was the Ancient Africans, now called Egyptians, who
built the pyramids. Those of us who are pursuing

careers in engineering or the natural sciences should

attempt to build some pyramids in the Hariems of the

worid. However, what do most of us do? We try to

brag and boast to the worid about working for a

business or corporation that rapes and sucks the

blood of African people and her resources.

With a clear understanding of history we will instan-

taneously see that this behavior we are engaging In, is

insane and morally incorrect.

Furthermore, Black History Month should give us the

insperation to be self-reliant again. In 1985 we can no
longer sit back and beg for crumbs; rt is now the time

for positive planning and meaningful action. As
Booker T. Washington said, "cast down your buckets

where you are".

OPEN COURSES afro -American studies department

AFRO-AM 131 AFRICAN HISTORY II (C)

Afesi

Tues. 2:30-5:15 NAM 110

AFRO-AM 156 REVOLUTIONARY CONCEPTS IN

AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC II (C)

MWF 12:20-1:10 NAH 315 Shepp

AFRO-AM 157 RESEARCH AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
MWF 2:30-3:20 NAH 315 Eugene Terry

AFRO-AM 161 INTRO. BLACK POLITICAL SCIENCE (D)

Strickland

Tu/Th 11:15-12:30 NAH 109

AFROAM 197A liyrTRODUCTlON TO CIVIL UBERTIES
MWF 10:10-11:00 Machnnar Hall W26

AFRO-AM 197B BLACK AMERCIAN LIT. II

Tu/Th 11:15-12:30 NAH 110 Packard

AFRO-AM 236 HISTORY OF CIVIL RIGHTS MOVMENT
(C)

Thelwell
Tu/Th 11:15-12:30 NAH 114

AmO-AM 254 INTRODUCTION TO AFRK^AN STUDIES
Afesi/Primus
Wed. 19:00-21:30 NAH 315

AFRO-AM 292R RACE AND BLACK SOUTHERN
WOMEN WRITERS
Esther Terry

Tu/Th 11:15-12:30 NAH 315

AFRO-AM 297A THE AFRO-AMERICAN PRESS
DuBols
TUTH 9:30-10:46

BLACK HISTORY MONTH:

BLACK HISTORY MONTH 1985

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"The Struggle for Freedom:

The Past, Present and Future"

Schedule of Events

MONDAY, February 4, 1985

End of Month Exhibition of the Phlllls Wheatley

Poems. The first Black woman to publish poems in

North America and the third woman to publish

anything in North America. Special Collections and

Rare Books Reading Room 25th floor - Library Tower.

"The Difficult Miracle of Black Poetry in America"

Lecture by June Jordan

Memorial Hall Auditorium

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

FRIDAY, February 8, 1985

Paul Goodnight Reception

With performance by Ingrid Askew and Patti O'Neal

Augusta Savage Art Gallery

New Africa House
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, February 10, 1985

Rededication of the Augusta Savage Art Gallery

With Dance Performance by Patti O'Neal

New Africa House
3:00 - 8:00 p.m.

A TIME FOR REFLECTION

JAZZ: "A Tribute bo Great Black Music"

Featuring the Fred Clayton Quintet

Hampden Theater, Southwest Residential College

9:00 p.m.

MONDAY, February 11, 1985

Lecture by Paul Robeson, Jr.

TOPIC: "What happened to the Civil Rights and Black

Power Movements"
Campus Center Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, February 12, 1985

Seminar with Paul Robeson, Jr.

New Africa House Library

9:05 - 9:56 a.m.

THURSDAY, February 14, 1985

"For a New Tomorrow" - Graduate School Fair

Hampden Student Center

3:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Social After the Fair

9 p.m. - Midnight

Admission: TBA

TUESDAY, February 19, 1985

Doll Woritshop presented by Martha Bonda and Leslie

Jones
Augusta Savage Art Gallery

New Africa House

1:00 - 4:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, February 21 and Friday, February 22,

1985

"Struggle for Memory" - Performance by UHURU
Bowker Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

Admission: $2.50 UMass/Five College Students

$5.00 General Public

SATURDAY, February 23, 1985

"A Soldier's Play" - Performance by the Negro

Ensemble Company
Rne Arts Center Concert Hall

8:00 p.m.

Admission: $8.$10,$12; Half price for UMass/Five

College Students

SUNDAY, February 24, 1985

Rededication of the Malcolm X Center

Malcolm X Center, Southwest Residential Area

4:00 p.m.

MONDAY, February 25, 1985

"An Evening with Maya Angelou"

Bowker Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

Admission: $2 UMass/Five College Students

$3 General Public

THURSDAY, February 28, 1985

VIDEO: "I Heard It Through the Grape Vine: James

Baldwin retraces the Civil Rights Mowement" Nar-

rative by James Baldwin.

Augusta Savage Art Gallery

New Africa House

10.00 a.m.

AFRO-AM 2978 STUDIES AND PERFORMANCE IN AFRO-AM 364 CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN NOVEL ^^„,^^^^ gg^g p^NCE PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP
AFRO-AMERICAN LITERATURE
McPhali
MWF 2:30-3:20 NAH 316

Thelwell

TUTH 2:30-3:46 NAH 114

AFRO-AM 391A HISTORY OF CAPE VERDE

AFRO-AM 2971 THE THEATER OF THIRD WORLD Barrows^

AMERICANS
Uno-Thalwoll

Frl. 9:06-12:06 FAC 204

Wed. 3:36-6:00 Emily 104

Gresham
Tues. 9:30-12:30

AFRO-AM 490A ADVANCED SCULPTURE
Hill

MW 1:26-3:20

AFRO-AM 397A PROFILES IN AFRO-AMERICAN
MUSIC
Shepp
Thur. 19:00-21:30 FAC 162

AFRO-AM 497W THE PRESS & THE THIRD WORLD
DuBols
TUTH 1:00-2:16 NAH 316

l?»!:^«5S5i5=5i<5S5S5S?«^

AFRO-AM 331 THE UFE AND WRITINGS OF W.E.B.

DUBOIS
Meade
MWF 1:26-2:16 NAH 316
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AUDITIONS SET FOR NEW WORLD
THEATER

The New World Theater at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts will hold auditions

at Bowker Auditotium on the University

campus on Tuesday, Febuary 5 and
Wednesday, Febuary 6 at 6:30 each even-

ing.

Persons may audition at that time to

become members of the New World
Theater Ensemble or they may audition

specifically for a part on the April pro-

duction for " Moon on a Rainbow
Shawl" by Errol John. The play, to be
directed by Dian Mandle, will run April

11-13 and 18-20 at the Hampden Theater.

It calls for 10 male and 5 female per-

formers of varying ages.

The New World Theater Ensemble is a

multi-racial ensemble which Is compris-

ed of students and community members
from the five college area and forms the

core of an expanding pool of actors for

the New World Theater productions.
For further information, call 546-0190.

RUN DMC RUN DMC RUN DMC RUN
DMC RUN DMC RUN DMC RUN DMC

Friday Febuary 8,in the Student Union

Ballroom at UMASS there will be a LATE
NIGHT RAP SHOW with special guests

DR. JEKYELL and MR. HYDE. The party

will begin at 10:00 p.m. and end at 4:00

a.m. Tickets are available at the Fine

Arts Center,Springfield Civic Center,

and Stop and Shop locations in Nor-

thampton,Holyoke Greenfield and Pitt-

sfiled. UMASS students I.D. required

with student ticket, $7.00 for UMass
students. Public $8.00. No cans, bottles

and also no recording devices.

CELEBRATION

A Tribute to Great Black Musicians

with MusicSlides and Narration

Fred Clayton Quintet featuring: Leroy

Blair, vocals
Richard Scott Gordon, narration

Sunday, Febuary 10, 9:00 p.m.

Hampden Theater, SouthWest, UMass
FREE

Free All Day Program for Women In-

terested in Law Studies

Saturday, Febuary 9. "Career Con-
ference for Women Interested in Study-

ing Law". Panels, talks, roundtable

discussion about women and the law
school experience. Free admission, free

childcare. 9:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m. Western
1Mew England College, 1215 Wilbraham
Rd., Springfield. For more information

call [413] 782-3111, ext. 406.

im0000 00000000p»00» » *0'0*0m 0^»m00i

CCEBMS TUTORIAL PROGRAM

Deadline to request a tutor is Febuary

22. See your advisor now!
Applicationsare being accepted for

tutorial positions. They can be picked up

on the second floor bulletin board, in the

New Africa House. Return applications

to Carol Young room 213.

^000000000000*04»0000»t0**»»*9************

CEEBMS MEETING

There will be a mandatory meeting for all

CEEBMS students on Sunday, February 10th in

Mahar Auditorium. All are urged to attend.

THIRD WORLD CAUCUS MEETING

Wednesday, Feb. 6 at 6:00 p.m.

heck schedule for room number

"Yes! Our Minds Are Free" This

month the Augusta Savage Memorial

will open its doors to celebrate l^s
Black History Month.

/. ,* aa.
The works of Mr. Alan Rohan Crite, Mr.

Tom Feelings, Mr. Paul Goodnight as

well as Mrs. Murice PoPlf' •^^•"^•; ""^

Ms. Augusta Savage will be exhibited.

Our monthly program will include an ar-

tist reception on Friday the Wh of

Febuary from 4-8 p.m. with a slide

presentation by Mr. Goodnight at 5:30

p.m. on Nicaragua, Haiti and the growth

of his works. At 8 p.m. Ms. Ingrid C.

Askew will present a poetry reading

with dance by Ms. Patty D. O Neal.

On Sunday the 10th of Febuary Mrs.

Murcie Poplar Lavender will rededlcate

the gallery to Ms. Augusta Savage. Beg-

flining at 3:00 p.m. with dance offerings

by Ms. Patty D. O'Neal, the festivities

will run until 8 p.m.
.

On the 13th Ms. Peari Primus will give

a multi-faceted presentation.

During the month the gallery will pre-

sent educational films. Please contact us

at 546-0932 for programming schedules.

We welcome all to join us to rejoice in

our celebration.

,

DOLL WORKSHOP

As part of our Black History Month
celebration the Augusta Savage
Memorial Gallery will sponser a Doll

Workshop.
On Tuesday the 19th of Febuary Ms.

Martha Banda and Ms. Leslie Jones will

exhibit their hand made dolls. Their

workshop will begin at 1 p.m. and run
until 4 p.m. Educators are encouraged to

bring their students to view and/or par-

ticipate in this workshop.
For participation registration please

contact Marilyn E. at 546-0932 from 9
a.m. to 12 noon. This workshop is open
to the public.
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Th« STUDENT CENTER tor EDUCATIONAL RESeAftCH and ADVOCACY

I"WH ER E iTpAYs'toTeA
! JOBS AVAILABLE

This fall, SCERA will hire

undergraduates to learn political

organizing and student-interest research

skills. For two days each week, SCERA
students will meet and learn political

organizing and then apply these skills to

issues of concern to students.

SCERA also has positions for the

resource center and for the clerical sup-

port team.
All positions are ten hours per week and
pay $3.36 per hour for non-work study

and work study undergraduates.
Pick up an application and more infor-

mation at 420 Student Union weekdays
8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
All applications due by Febuary 13 at 5:00

p.m.
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WINTER WORKOUT— Arnie Houle takes 'Parental Consent' on a training run at Longmeadow

farm.

funds reduced
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

A joint request of $34,500 was agreed upon by five

student groups last night as the bare minimum of funds

needed from the student government to ensure the sur-

vival of the Spring Concert Series at the University of

Massachusetts this year.

Although that figure is $20,000 less than what they had

originally requested, the participants were forced to make

concessions through an informal bargaining process, since

it was revealed that the Student Government Association

(SGA) can only provide about $29,000 from its budget

towards the concerts.

The agreement was made at a special spring concert

finance meeting called by SGA Treasurer John Mooradian

where he announced what his office could provide and then

heard budget requests from the cooordinators of the five

concerts. The groups involved, who will also ask the

Graduate Student Senate for money, include the Union

Program Council (UPC), the Southwest Area Government

(SWAG). East Side Concert, the UMass Theatre Guild, a

Greek area organization and Orchard Hill residents.

Mooradian, who will propose that the SGA grant the

money tonight at the SGA's weekly meeting, said he was

"pleased and a little surprised" the agreement was made so

easily and that he is confident the money request will be

given. However, he said, if the request is rejected, some

shows may be cancelled, leading to squabbles over which

shows are more important.

Most people at the meeting agreed that the scarcity of

funds and rising costs are lowering the quality of the

concerts from year to year and may even threaten the

continued existence of spring concerts at UMass.

Under the new agreement, UPC is requesting $18,000 for

their concerts a decrease from $40,000 allotted last year

and the $23,000 they asked for at the beginning of last

night's meeting.

All the groups were forced to decrease their requests

significantly and as a result, "We will put on a concert but

many people will not be happy with the quality in talent we
get," Foley said.

Although no bands have been announced for the Pond

Series, Foley said the money they get from the SGA plus

their own revenue may only be sufficient to produce a

headlining act like The Stompers or David Johnnson, who

have both played at UMass before.

New fee unfair

according to SGA
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The proposed creation of a new fee at the University of

Massachusetts will result in off campus students helping to

pay the debt service on buildings used only by on-campus

students.

A percentage of all student fees is currently used to pay

debt service (which repays bond holders who have lent

money to the University for building construction and

maintenance buildings) in five categories. Two of those

fees, for dining commons and residence halls, are charged

only to those who use them; the other three fees, transit,

athletics and Campus Center, are charged to all students.

' 'Basically, people who go off-campus are doing it by

choice and are not disenfranchised" — H.J. Lit-

iejxeld, associate vice-chancellorfor administration

and finance.

The Board of Trustees has already approved the con

solidation of the fees into one Authority Fee. a clarification

of the Universal Kesource Fee. Student Government

Association co President Rick Patrick said. John L.

DeNyse, vice chancellor for administration and finance,

has proposed that the fee be structured so it is levied

equally to all students regardless of residence.

The proposed fee is "inequitable" Patrick said, because

graduate, greek, and off campus students would be

required to pay the fee.

H.J. LIttlefield. associate vice chancellor for ad-

ministration and finance, outlined the proposal before the

SGA Rents and Fees Committee last night.

"I don't believe that we would be a 25.000 student body

without the housing system and the boarding system."

Littlefield said. "We have to mainUin that system (of

residence halls) and encourage the 3.000 (students eligible

to move off campus who don't) to stay." he said. Littlefield

said that the fees to the on campus student would benefit

all students.

The proposal would charge each student an Authority fee

of $261 per semester at first, he said. This would result in

on campus graduates paying $74 less in fees, and the off-

campus undergraduates paying $171 more, Littlefield said.

"I'm not going to sit here and tell you no one's going to get

hurt," Littlefield said students who would really be af-

fected would be late transfer students and other students

who never live on campus or participate in the board plan.

'Basically, people who go off campus are doing it by

choice and are not disenfranchised," he said.

Littlefield said students would receive an "indirect

benefit " because of less competition for off campus housing

as costs force more students to remain on campus.

The proposal will be brought to the Board of Trustees

meeting April 3, Patrick said.

Grad Senate says fee biased
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate passed last night

a resolution condemning the proposed

creation of a Universal Resource Fee, which

the senate said is "grossly unfair to all

students who live off campus."

"The senate is outraged by this proposal

and we feel that ultimately it will affect the

quality and quantity of the applicants to the

University and therefore affect the quality
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of education here." Sanjiv Dugal, President

of the senate said.

The Universal Resource Fee plan calls for

the combining of all debt service fees, the

fees students pay to finance the bonds used

to build the Campus Center, the dining

commons, dormitories and other campus

buildings.

Dugal explained that, without the

Universal Resource Fee. monies from the

trust fund of one building could not be used

to fund any project in another building, and

this could result in one trust fund's

receiving a surplus while other funds do not

create enough for renovations.

While Dugal said the cost benefit of the

plan is obvious, two separate fees could be

charged, and this could avert off campus

students' having to pay into the trust funds

for dormitories and dining commons, he

said.

"For graduate students in particular, the

plan would be unfair," Dugal said. "Our

current Campus Center Fee of $84 would be

increased to $261, a jump of over 300

percent, and since the University already

has a hard time attracting graduate

students because of our low stipends for

assistantships, the senate feels the plan

would adversely affect the University in the

longrun." Dugal added. ^ ^ ^^ ^„^ .-
'^
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Students applaud movie
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

When Jeff decided to tell his parents he

was gay. they sent him to see a

psychiatrist. When he then told them,

after a few sessions, that therapy would

not change his sexual orientation, an

emotional argument ensued, ending with

his father's threatening to cut off all

financial support.

Such was the experience of one college

student who decided to stop "pretending"

he was straight and announce to the world

that he was not in the network television

premiere of Consenting Adult Monday

night. That scenario, say members of the

People's Gay Alliance at the University of

Massachusetts, wa.s realistic, even if the

film failed to mention the gay and lesbian

community and dealt more with the

parents' strife than Jeffs.

"I thought it was fantastic," PGA's

Michael Cerrato said. "I came this close to

crying. It pictured what happened in my
home. The first time I told my parents, all

hell broke loose. My father said the exact

same thing (as the gay son's father did) to

me. 'Do what you want, but I'm not

paying for it,' my father said. It was very

realistic

In the second half of the movie, Jeff

moves in with his lover and finds two jobs

to finance the rest of hLs education. Jeffs

father dies before sending him a letter

that would have re-opened communication

with him; it takes Jeffs mother more time

to learn to "share in." her son's lifestyle.

But she does.

"It was exactly how my family reacted,"

Cerrato said, "except my mother isn't so

accepting (as in the movie.)"

"The movie was very traumatic for

everyone." said Kathleen Offenhartz. "It

was realistic for some families but not for

others. It didn't show the fact that the

fellow was happy as a gay." or mention

the gay community or lesbians, she said.

"It was really a story of the mother

dealing with it, " Paul Throne said. "It

wasn't the story of a gay child."

Cerrato defended the movie saying, "The

movie wasn't meant to portray the trauma

of a gay child but the family. I thought it

did a fine job."

"The best part," Tony Hanson said, "was

at the end when the mother realized that

if she kept putting off (getting close to her

son again) maybe she'll be gone, like her

husband before she could be close again.

This movie helped parents."
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WORLD AND INIAnONALNBA^
extraordinary

WASHINGTON (AP) - In the pre dawn

darkness of Nov. 8. 1975. the Soviet missile

Ingaie Slorozhevoy quieiiy slipped its lines

and headed out to sea trom the Kussian port

otKiRa.

For hours, according to an unclassiiied

summary, no one m the Kussian navy knew

1 he ship was gone.

So began one of the most extraordinary,

although ultimately unsuccessful, mutinies

in the history of modern sailing new details

of which have just been published. Before

the incident was over, this account states,

the Siorozhevoy would move well out into

the Baltic Sea on a mad dash toward

Sweden and freedom in the West, only to be

turned back by attacking Soviet planes iind

other ships.

At least a dozen sailors were kiUed during

the incident, the summary adds, and the

leader of the mutiny was later tred and

shot. After a final cruise in the Baltic, the

Storozhevoy was transferred to the Soviet

Pacific Fleet.

The attempted flight of the Storozhevoy

has been reported m the past by U.S. and

Furopean newspapers, but never

acknowledged by the Soviet Union. Now.

however, thanks to the investigative work

of a U.S. Navy officer, a much more

complete account of the incident has

emerged.
It paints a picture of harsh living con

ditions on board the ship: of a young,

trusted political officer and an unusual

series of events that allowed the officer to

take charge of a front line warship with

niost of Its crew ashore in a port close to

mternational waters and the ^^1-

The detective work was performed by Lt

( Indr. Gregory U. Voung. w'.o -r"ed

masters degree from the Naval

"Istgraduate School m 1982 by devoting his

thesis to the Storozhevoy incident. His

f.ndings attracted little mterest. however

until they were summarized this month in

the magazine i.Va/'oujer.

The Navy refuses to comment formally on

Youngs research, although sources say it

has heen accepted as the most defmitive

account available. The Navy also was

wilting to put a reporter m contact with

Voung after determining his work had not

been classified. Now an instructor with the

Navy KUTC program at the University oj

Uotorado, Young said recently he had

received access to some classified materials

on the mutiny.

"But frankly, they weren't much help,"

Young said, adding he pieced together most

of the information from other sources,

including Kussian immigrants who were in

Kiga and intercepted radio messages.

There is no doubt the mcident occurred.

"

Young said.

According to Young, the mutiny on board

the Storozhevoy was led by the ship's

zampolit. or political deputy, an officer

placed aboard every Soviet ship to mamtain

the ideotogical purity of the crew. The

zampolit on the Storozhevoy. a modern

3,800 ton warship that was only three years

old in 1975. was Capt. Valery Mikhaylovich

Sablin.

Photographs of missing kids

to be placed on soda bottles

AP L»iierphoU)

STUCK — Humane Society and rescue aquad workers helped free this

German Sheperd after the dog wandered into the laundry room at a

Knoxville, Tenn. home and became stuck in a dryer duct^

PITTSBUKGH (AP) - A soft drink

bottler is adding its resources to a growing

campaign to find missing children.

Abarta Inc. of Pittsburgh. which bottles

Coca Cola and other sort drinks m
Bethlehem. Pa.. Cleveland, and Buffak).

N.Y.. IS placing photographs and

descriptions of missing children on pop

bottles distributed in those cities.

Three sizes of pop bottles wearmg paper

aprons carrying the information will appear

on store shelves beginning Wednesday.

Abarta president John Bitzer said the idea

came from a Chicago public relations fym.

Several Midwestern milk producers are

picturing missing children on milk con

tamers and the Chicago Transit Authority

IS publicizing the chUdren on buses and

commuter trains.

'We II do It as long as it's needed and we're

domg any kmd of good." Bitzer said. Ihe

epidemic of missingr chUdrenis such an

immense moral issue at this point that aU of

us are compelled to become mvolved.

The company will feature a new group of

missing chUdren on 500.000 bottles every

three weeks, he said.

Each paper strip describes a missing child

from Pennsylvania. Ohio or New York It

asks readers with information to call a toU

free telephone number.

The information is supplied by the

National Center for Missing and Exploited

Children in Washington. U.C.

Bitzer said he hoped other Coca Cola

bottlers and other competitors would join

the effort.

Coca Cola USA had no immediate com-

ment.

Girl shot in Dorchester,

mother nabs assailant
BOSTON (AP) A 14 year old boy has been arrested

after a city jail guard whose daughter was shot in a rob

bery attempt said she overheard the youth tell a com

panion on a subway train. "1 pumped a broad in Dorchester

last night.

"

"I couldn't believe it. My ears shot up. 1 thought 1 had

rabbit ears,' said Frances James, 55. who had just left her

daughter, Mary hrances James, at Boston tlity Hospital

last h'nday when she heard the chance remark.

The youth, who was not identified because of his age, was

arraigned Monday in Dorchester District Court on charges

of juvenile delinquency by reason of attempted murder,

accourding to a court clerk who refused to give his name.

The coincidence began last 'I'hursday when Miss James, a

21 year old restaurant supervisor at the westin Hotel,

cashed a check and got on a bus headed to her home in the

Dorchester section of Boston.

As she fiinibl»*fl m h«T nur>e for change, she spilled a few-

hundred dollars, said Boston Police spokesman Peter

Woloschuk.
After she got off the bus. a youth who had been sitting

next to her came up from behind and demanded her purse.

A brief struggle followed.

The youth shot her m the back, but as doctors readied her

for surgery at Boston City Hospital, the bullet fell out. It

had just grazed her skin after passing through three

sweaters and a fur coat

.

After visiting her daughter the next day, Mrs. James,

who works as a guard at the Charles Street Jail, boarded a

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority train while a

friend drove Miss James home.

i just happened to sit down next to these guys and 1

heard one say. 1 pumped a broad m Dorchester last night

because she wouldn't turn loose her bag," Mrs. James

recalled Tuesday.

She said the suspect said he shot her daughter because

she "had a big wad of money. He said he wanted that wad."
| could have killed him. All 1 could think of was. How

dare you shoot my daughter, " said Mrs. James, the mother

of II. "1 guess 1 know how that guy on the tram in New
York felt.

She followed the youth oil the train, out to Boston s

downtown shopping center and into a restaurant, where

shecaHed police.

The youth disappeared shortly after two police olhcers

arrived, but Mrs. james soon found him in a street search

and police arrested him.

"He s got a record a mile long and he's only 14,
"
she said of

the youth. "And there he was talking about shooting my

daughter right there on the train. Kight next to me. Now,

that's incredible, isn't it?"

Digest
By the Associated Press

Professor resigns amid
harassment charges
CAMBRIDGE (AP) A Harvard University professor

has resigned from his tenured position in the government

department amid allegations that he sexually harassed a

female student at another college two years ago.

Douglas A. Hibbs Jr.. a specialist in political economics,

will take a medical leave of absence and then resign at the

end of the leave. University officials said in a statement

released Monday night. School officials would not say how

long the leave would last.

University spokesman David M. Rosen said the

resignation followed a sexual harassment complaint filed

against Hibbs last December.

Rosen would not discuss details of the complaint.

However. The Harvard Crimson reported Tuesday that

the complaint was filed by a student at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in May 1983. where Hibbs has

worked in the past while teaching at Harvard.

Hibbs. 40, was not available for comment Tuesday.

Hibbs is the third professor in the Harvard government

department in recent years to be the subject of a sexual

harassment complaint.

The other two men were disciplined, although the

University refused to comment on their cases publically.

Asked whether Hibbs is the first professor to leave the

school following a sexual harassment complaint, Rosen

said, "I can't comment on that, and in fact I don't know."

The MIT student. Hibbs and Harvard officials have

agreed to a legal contract not to discuss the case with the

media. The Crimson reported. Also agreeing not to discuss

the case was a former female faculty member, whose

connection with the case was not clear.
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Mass. hires less

blacks than average
BOSTON (AP) The percentage of blacks on

Massachusetts state college faculties was lower than the

national average last year, although it was sUghtly higher

than the average at private colleges m the Boston area,

according to state figures.

Affirmative action experts attributed the difference in

t he number of blacks at private versus public schools to the

greater sensitivity ot publicly financed institutions to

political pressure.

According to figures released by the State Office of

Affirmative Action, the hiring of black teachers at

Massachusetts public colleges has improved since Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis took office in 1983.

"I've always been looking for the specific answer why we

dont have more black faculty." said BruceRose af-

firmative action director for the state Board of Regents

•The Board of Regents does not have personnel authority

over the campuses, without that, it's a little difficult to get

leverage.

Kose. who noted that the board discussed the issue last

December and is scheduled to take up the matter agam

h'eb. 12. IS optimistic about further progress.

As of July 30. 1984. five of the 28 state schools had no

black teachers. Those schools were Pramingham State

College. Middlesex Community College, Greenfield

Community College, Uuinsigamond Community College

and Massachusetts Maritime Academy.
1 lie iiiree stale schools with the best hu-ing records have

sizable enrollments of Tninority students. Those schools are

Koxbury Community College with 38 percent black faculty;

Bunker HiH Community College, with 7.6 percent; and the

IJniversitv of Massachusetts Boston, with 6.8 percent.

Affirmative action specialists say community coUeges

usually have better records in hiring blacks because there

is a larger pool of applicants with the required master s

degree, rather than the doctorates needed at universities.

ihe finiversity of Massachusetts at Amherst has the

largest number ot black teachers 34 but their proportion ot

1.191 was only 2.9 percent.

According to the federal Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission. 4.4 percent of state schools in the country

employ black faculty members.

Several schools throughout Massachusetts, public and

private, have set up special funds to provide salaries for

acadeniK departments that have recruited minorities but

have no job openings.
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First state woman officer leads Sensitive Crimes Unit at UM
By SUE EATON
CcJlegian Corespondent

The first woman to be appointed as a police officer in

Massachusetts 15 years ago says she was reluctant at first

to become a staff sergeant at the University of

Massachusetts Department of Safety.

Mary Dumas, who is also a member of the sensitive crime

unit, said that taking on the role as the director of com-

munity relations and staff development as staff sergeant

would mean being forced into a "stereotypical role as an

administrator rather than a police officer."

But during the past 12 years as staff sergeant. Dunaas

said she has warmed to the role because, "I nneet with

decision makers from a wide range of committees on

campus and can therefore influence decisions much bet-

ter.

Dumas said she encountered reactions of shock and

surprise when she applied for a patrol officer position. At

that time, the state only hired "police women who were

relegated to desk jobs with little change of upward

mobility."

In August 1970, when the hiring practices changed,

Dumas reapplied and later became the first woman patrol

sergeant in Massachusetts.

The Sensitive Crimes Unit, founded in 1971, deals with

sexual harassment and vidence against wonien. "Because

it was apparent that support mechanisms were available in

the community for offenders, this made for a considerable

imbalance when there were no support mechanism for

victims," Dumas said.

The unit, which is comprised of 20 members including

EarthDay planningunderway
The Coalition for Environmental Quality at the

University of Massachusetts is offering one to two credits

for working to organize Earth Day 1985.

To earn the credits, a few hours a week will be required to

share skills, resources and ideas m the planning of the

annual festive spring function.

The event will be held on April 22 and 23 in response to

the groups concern for mamtainmg the quahty of the

environment.

Earth Day will feature singing, dancing and crafts to

spread awareness not only to the University but also to

surrounding communities.

To become involved, students should go to the CEQ office

in room 306 Student Union or conUct Joyce at 545 4312.

Deadlines for registration ends Feb. 11 at the close of the

add/drop period.
- MICHELLE GOODWIN

Award checks available today
Financial aid award checks will be available at the Bur

sar's Office cashiers' area beginning today.

Eligible students with a current University of

Massachusetts ID card may pick up their checks today if

their last names begin with M-Z, and students whose

names begin with A Lean go tomorrow.

Bursar Robert Mishol stressed that these restrictions will

be strictly adhered to, but that checks will also be available

after tomorrow. Mishol said many students are under the

misconception that these two days are the only tune checks

will be available.

The cashiers' area is open Monday through Friday from 9

a.m. to 3:30 p.m. _GKEGBKOWN

Women on Campus
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I, First Massachasetts policewoman.

staff psychologists and 13 officers trained in counseUng,

work to prepare and present court evidence agamst of-

fenders. The staff also compUes offender profiles.

Dumas said she is "pleased with the number of men who

eagedy sought admittance into the unit and who are

constantly trying to upgrade their skills."
. . ^^

"A most appropriate response to a victim who has been

hurt by a man is to have a sensitive man work with them m

taking constructive action against what happened and thus

validating that what happened was wrong," she said.

Dumas is currently working with the Massachusetts

Criminal Justice Council and the International Association

o' Women Police on a presentation that wUI Imk por-

nography to violence against women, for police officers.

"Pornography is so prevalent in our society, and it is

increasingly violent pornography that depkts violence and

abuse of women. With this volume of it and an mcreased

presence of it in our homes, we are sending messages that

this is ok behavior," she said.

Dumas added that there is new research that Imks

pornography with rape statistics. PoUce can't be unin-

formed. Were trying to bring as much mformation to bear

as possible." she said.

Dumas said the increasing number of recruits entenng

the police force is a result of better role identification

through the media and developed self-confidence.

"When I entered the field, we as women didn't have the

motivation that young women have now. Through 1970 and

1980 women proved themselves. It used to be that any

mistake a woman made as an officer would make the

headUnes whereas if it were made by a man it went un-

noticed."

UM professor makes nuclearwar film

By DEBOKAH BKUNO
Collegian Staff

A film being made by a University of Massachusetts

professor will explain what can be done to prevent a

nuclear war.

Liane Brandon, a School of F:ducation professor, is in the

process of making a film titled "How to Prevent a Nuclear

War." which is scheduled to be finished m the fall.

It is a documentary and "despite the subject matter, it

will not be depressing, it will be upbeat." she said.

Brandon said she decided to make the film because "1

got very concerned about the issue and it was something

that I could do. If we don t do something, we are m great

danger " She said that because most people feel helpless

about nuclear war. the film deals with what the "average

person can do in terms of preventing a nuclear war.

The film is being funded through foundations and

donations from individuals and by the volunteer services

of the people working on the film, Brandon said.

Named "The Face to Watch in 1985" by Boston

Magazme, Brandon has l)een a teacher and filmmaker for

12 years. Helping her with the film is Boyd Estus, the

film's photography director, who has shot many

segments of Nova and Mattonal (Jeographtc.

Brandon said the film is being shot m a variety of

locations and is half completed, in order to finish, more

money must be raised, she said.

IWrek Ratarto

Professor Liane Brandon, School of Education

The film, when done, will be used by a wide audience

including schools, colleges, churches, and peace groups,

and can be purchased or rented.

• •

Community Service Officers get training

but little respect walking Amherst beat

CulleKian photo by Kathy Jordan

Lynne Fuller, an Amherst Commonity

Serrice Officer

By CHKIS POON
Collegian Staff

Lynne Fuller, 20. patrols the streets of Amherst Center

at night, occasionally breaking up brawls by the local bars.

In return, she said she receives verbal abuse and little

respect.

Fuller is a Community Service Officer m Amherst. For

the past year and a half, she has been patrolmg Amherst

streets during the late evenings and early mornings for up

to 40 hours each week. In addition, h'uller attends

(ireenfieW Community College 20 hours a week.

Community Service Otticers (CSO) are special student

pohce officers who are paid to do some police duties in the

Amherst Police Department. Those who work the daytime

shifts write parking tickets, direct traffic and guard

unruUy prisoners.

"Community Service Officers are the eyes and the ears of

the police department," Sgt. Kichard Buckley, who is in

charge of the program said. Buckley said the program

gives practical experience and job training for people

studying law enforcement and crimmal justice.

Dressed in gray uniforms to distinguish themselves from

regular police officers. CSO are framed to be alert,

Buckley said. Because they are not armed, their duty when

they encounter a potentially dangerous situation, is to call

a police officer, he said.

While h'uUer and six other people, all men. currently

enrolled m the two year program have occasionally been

branded "rent a cops ', their positions grant them the

power to exercise authority.

"They have the power of arrest if there is an as.sault on

themselves and under the direction ot other police of

ficers." Buckley said, duller said she has assisted in ap

proximately 1.5 arrests since she has been in the program.

"Student realize 1 don't have full police power so 1 don't

always get respect like police officers do. Fuller said. She

said the most difficult situations she has encountered since

she has been in the program are breaking up fights that

end in arrest. "Its hard to handcufi people when they're

throwing punches, she said.

Her other duties on the night shift include checking the

doors of area businesses to see it they are locked and to

deter vandalism.

"1 observe as 1 walk, " Fuller said. "After the initial door

checks. 1 just walk where 1 feel hke it, especially where

there's high vandalism.

"

"It doesn't phase me that I'm a female walking by myself

at night, " Fuller said. She said some of the Amherst police

officers have taught her some defense techniques.

Buckley said the CSO program is unique because most

police departments don't want students to exercise the

rights of police officers and to place themselves in potential

jeopardy.

"Most other programs of this type have in house training,

paperwork and other duties, but they're not involved with

hands on experience, ' Buckley said.

"At any given time, there may be nine people in the CSO
program. Buckley said. He said this is the fourth group of

students in the police department in more than eight

years. The students have come from the five college area

as well as Springfield and Weslfield.

He said the CSO students increase the manpower of the

29 officer police unit.
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Try Our New
Luncheon From t})Z«Z5
Specials seived 11 a.ni.-3 p.m.

New Buffet & Sunday Brunch JanjeaV 5.25
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Luncheon Specials 6r Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Ffi. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

Chikiren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet £r Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup _^_ji

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252
iEUSSaESHV

A BROTHERHOOD MADE FOR YOU!

TTK A
PI KAPPA ALPHA

FRATERNITY
RUSH

• LARGEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS
•GREEK AREA CHAMPIONS IN FOOTBALL,
SOFTBALL, TRACK, SOCCER &
VOLLEYBALL

• HIGH G.P.A. RATINGS IN THE GREEK AREA

FOR MORE INFO CALL: 545-2150

ASK FOR ALAN
RUSH:
Men. Feb. 4th

Tues. Feb. 5th

9-11 PM & MORE

No. Pleasant St.

Newman
Center

SBA

Southwest
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Co-op begans 13th year

servingveggie meals
ByJUELF.COFFlUlS
Collegian Stall

Earthfoods, a student run cooperative restaurant that

will begin Its 13th year today provides an all natural,

vegetarian lunch menu as an aRernative to other campus

eateries.

Ucated next to the Student Union Ballroom, Earthfoods

oilers ditlerent meatless dishes at lunchtime each week

day. Some meals ottered are totu, lasagna, burritos. quiche

and chill. ^ ^ ..

Earthfodds employs 22 people, each of whom must be

undergraduates employee Peter Laurent said.

"There is no manager here. That's what makes it so

unique." Laurent said.

Laurent said all the employees form a collective and have

an equal say in the operation ol the busmess.

"Us a wonderful place to work because you have a say in

what you do." said Employee Kathryn Morgan. "1 think a

lot of people would enjoy working here. "
she added.

Each employee works about 10 to 12 hours a week, but

many unpaid hours are performed. Laurent said.

"We have weekly meetings and have a decision process

called a concensus. Everyone has to agree on each

decision." Laurent said, "it gives yoa a sense of em

powerment m your job."

Morgan said that every employee joins a committee which

fUTlornis a specific task. She added. "We all share the

icsponsibilitv to help cook and clean up."

l.aurt'nl said that by pertorming ditterent jobs people "do

what thev wanttodo.

Earthfoods is allotted the space but given no linancial

assistance, Laurent said.

Us non prolit and any profit made goes back mto the

(irganization as capital." Laurent said.
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MAKE IT JAMAICA!!
March 16 - 23

$389 per person
quad occupancy

plus 15% tax & service

Includes:

- Round Trip Jet from Boston
- 7 nights accomodations

• across from beach
• Round Trip transfers

t)etween airport & hotel

& more

TATJ. NOW!! JEFF 549-4762

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyt

$34."
6Cyl 8Cyl ^

$39.»» $44." I

W»ll miloll rww reiijlof iporV dijtributof cop PVC volve ignition

plugs point) t condenser odjost cables oir fiKer and vapor corns-

idle speed set timing test battery ler filter IrKludes Ermtsion TttI

ond chorging system, inspect rotor, ani Printout.

#
WUk

— 4-

Lube, Oil & Filter

$1 5 99Includes up to 5 quarts

10-40 oil. and safely

check.

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

"Full Service Tire Store"
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

SIMRNC

_^ASIANIEY KUBRICK FlUyi

JACK NOOISON SHELLEY DUVALL

TIME: 4. 6:30. 8:45, 11

DATE: Feb. 7th

PLACE: CCA.

ADMISSION:
$1. at 4, $1.50 after

sponsored

by Orchard Hill Area Gov't

lite]|=lfe=fcJrMJr:feli4^hfeJfe=lfgli5gi

RUSH PARTY
ALPHA EPSILON PI

I Where: 1009 CC

When: Thursday,

Feb. 7th 9:00 pm -

..•%

A'

-IL^I

FOR MORE INFO

CALL SETH 549-1434 or LARRY 546-6875

^ Qritd Senate continuedfnm page 1

"I think the Board of Trustees and the Administration

really want this plan to go through, so it probably will,"

said Christos Karastamatis, vice-president of the senate.

'The administration seems to feel the financial benefits of

the plan are higher than the cost of being fair to graduate

students," he added.

Dugal said that since there are 8.000 students required to

live in the dormitories and there are spots for 11,000, the

administration feels a lower fee for dormitory residents

would keep the residence halls full.

"There are some graduate students who could not even

get into Prince House, (the graduate and international

student dormitory) and 95 percent of graduate students

live off campus, so we shouldn't have to be saddled with

fees for the dormitories," Dugal said.

"Because of our few raises over the last ten years, the

average graduate student with an assistantship suffered a

41 percent decrease in real income between 1973 and

1983," Dugal said.

"If the Universtiy chooses to raise fees again through this

plan, it will price itself out of the best students," he added.

The senate is considering events to rally support against

the plan, and some of these may include advertisements,

planned protests and a letter drive.

FREE Hamburgers & Hot Dogs
til 12

BAR All Night '

DRINKS ^^^ ^^^^ COVER

DJ Mike Kannfrom the Boston Record Pool)

COMPARE THE DIFFERENCE!

Rt. 9 Amherst (n«xt W *• Hunan G^dm Restaurant) 250-^»4 1

Student beat up at frat;

Woman reports flasher
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Several fraternity brothers and pledges from Sigma Phi

Epsilon allegedly beat up an 18-year old University of

Massachusetts student Friday night. Amherst police said.

Police said the student, who claimed to be a pledge, was

leaving the party when several men assaulted him. The

student reported the incident to the police early the next

morning while he was being treated at University Health

Services for cuts on his face, a missing tooth and an injured

leg.

A representative from Sigma Phi Epsilon said the student

was not a pledge and that members of the house had to

direct him from the party when he became abusive, police

said.

In other police news, a woman reported to campus police

that a man flashed her while she was working on the first

floor in Thompson Hall Monday evening, police said. Police

searched the area and found no suspects.

Several car vandalisms and thefts were also reported by

the University police.

Two cars were reported to have been vandalized in P lot

by Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium Monday afternoon.

The rear window of a 1978 Subaru was smashed and its

windshield chipped by rocks. Damage to the car was

estimated at $200. Also, the trunk of a 1982 Toyota was

tampered with and its tail lights smashed.

A Massachusetts license plate was stolen Monday from a

1975 Chevy parked at University Apartments. The theft of

a Florida license plate from a 1983 ToyoU. parked by

Knowlton dormitory, was also reported Monday.

The theft of an amplifier and turntable was reported from

the Northeast Government office in Lewis dormitory

Monday morning. The theft occured during intersession.

-1 /

SERVING WESTERN MASS, SCHOOLS AND ORGANIZATIONS

WITH THE BEST IN ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING

Winter Clearance
Hockey Equip, Skates & Sticks

10 - 40% OFF
Nike Airship $48.95

• You need a

summer job or

part-time work.

• You like direct

sales.

• You own or have
access to a car.

• You want to earn

up to $300 or

more per week.

• You would like

to make your

own hours.

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

30 50% OFF Men's & Women's
Warm Ups and
Leisure Apparel

377 MAIN ST.

AMHERST, MASS,
(413) 253-3973

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our

spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

Jafirey, NH 03452
603/532-4416

Now'.s
the time
to cal...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-mo|

Expert Repairs & I

^Reconditioning I

********************************************************

•X-Thursday Special $9 T

X-

•X-

X-
X-
•X-

The Snow Basin is back! And better than ever with 3 lifts and 1 5 trails of beautiful new England skiing at its

best new snow making equipment and carefully groomed trails assure skiiers a day of downhill fun and

excitement This year we've also stocked our rental shop with brand new equipment. And anyone, from

beainners to racing enthusiasts, can develop their skills at our professional ski school. Best of all is the price.

All dav lift tickets for adults are only $9. Half-day and children's passes are even less. So come play this

weekend. Ride the slopes. Relax in the lodge. Get together with family or friends. With prices like ours, we think

you'll keep a smile on your face. All day.

TAKE 191 TO EXIT 19. THEn TOLLOW ROUTE 9 TO WEST CDNlliriOTOn, MASS. OPEN EVERY WEEKEND 8:30 AM TO 4 PM (413) 634 3318

•X-

•X-

X-

•X-

X-
•X-

•x-

•X-

•x-

•X-

•X"

#

1****************************************************************^^^
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Letters to the Editor

Use more effective methods
In regard to the recent

manner in which certain in-

dividuals expressed their

political concern of the U.S.
intervention in Central
America, there are more ef-

fective non-violent methods
to convey your views.

Your defacing of such
University buildings as the
Fine Arts Center, Herter
Hall, and the Campus
Center displays distaste and
ignorance in your hopes to
alert our community of such

reoccurring and
U.S. practices.

unwanted

Activities such as rallies,

educational workshops,
literature and other con-

structive means would
enlighten and attract poten-

tial supporters to our cause.

Mark Sands
Mark Rodman
Brian Solov

Patrick Bohen
Belchertown

What happens next?
After reading Monday's

Collegian article on the

former UMass student su-

ing Health Services (for

allegedly mis-diagnosing a
pregnancy four years ago),

I am convinced the "Doug
and Wendy Winer"
characters on Saturday
Night Live were modeled
after Bruce and Jessica

Wenner.
(Scene A small tribunal

room. Present are a judge,

a lawyer and a physirian,

and, ofcourse, the Winers.)

Together: "But we didn't

UHinna have a b-a-a-aby!"

Him: "And I had to take

cold sh-o-o-owers"

Her: "And it caused me
injury and p-a-a-ain"

Him: "And she started

getting fatter and fa-a-

atter"

Her: "We didn't know
what ivas wrongfor the l-o-

o-ongest time"

Together: "We wanna
r-e-e-ebatefH!"

The sad part of this

judicial joke, is the humilia-

tion and bitterness that

four-year-old girl is going

to experience when she is

old enough to grasp con-

cepts like 'mistake' and

'wrongful life'. ,

Lisa Marie Cantwell '

Amherst

^
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Answer the Quesion of the Week by 3

p.m., today.

SENIORS!
It's painless and takes only a few

minutes! For NIOR PORTRAIT
appointments or re-scheduling: call

545-2874 or stop by INDEX, 103 CC.

DO IT NOW!

FREE '82 yearbook with every sitting!

(there will be a $2.00 sitting fee)

The one dictionary

you don't liave to discount

is America's liest-seHer
But we did anyway.

REG. 15.95

NOW
ONLY

13.95

^ ^rtt '̂^'^ ^-rA^,,

"^lOrX^j-yr

m^mmm
MERRIAM-W^BSTER

.More people lake our word for it.

Open
Mon-Fri 9-5

Sat 10-3 STORED
Located in the Campus Center

\
I BODY. ___^_.^..^
I

SHOP arfran^d/rfnessTraini^^ntere

I 'thebe^workout in town
I INVITES YOU TO
I GET IN SHAPE FOR SPRING

I
JOIN BY FEB. 8th. 9:00 PM

I and receive designer T-shirt Jt Ivililii

i with this ads

I Free t-shirts limited to first 300 memberships

i NOPE STILL ONLY $45.00
I 7:30-9 4-6 Hoyden

I 11:30-3 7-9 7:30-9 12-1 .

I Sat. 11-2 4-6
I

3HiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

STUDENT CENTER
FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND ADVOCACY

472 $iu4«ni l>Mor> i;«>>»'«<«> o* MM.tcNi«.iia Amhcni MA01003 l«t3l MS-0)4I

TEIVJPGRARY POSITION

LESBIAN/GAY
AWARENESS
EDUCATOR

Applications are now being accepted for the position of

Lesbian/Gay Awareness Educator at SCERA (Spring

Semester). This position involves designing and implementing

workshops and other programmatic events that deal with

heterosexism and homophobia as well as advocating for the

rights and needs of lesbian and gay students at the University.

Compensation $2200 for the semester with a possible tuition

waiver for a graduate student.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

BA or 2 years experience working on social change issues in-

cluding heterosexism /homophobia.

Willingness to work collaboratively with students.

DEADLINE: Feb. 11th 5 PM
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A generation lost in space, with no time to start again
The girl's face distorted in anger and hatred as she suu>- within myself. I was a child of the '70s. Barely conscious of

bed her picket sign into the faces of passers-by. She was the social upheaval caused by the previous generation, my DlfiUie Liaiie
dressed bizarrelv. in punk fashion; her head shaved into a peers and I behaved with a slowness and apathy indicative ^
The girl's face distorted in anger and hatred as she slab-

bed her picket sign into the faces of passers-by. She was

dressed bizarrely, in punk fashion; her head shaved into a

severe mohawk and sporting black chain-like belts on her

clothes. Her friends were dressed like her. The place was

the First Annual "Yuppie Cotillion" in San Francisco; the

objects of their derision were demure, expensively dressed

and bejeweled women and men in their early 30s. Evening

gowns dripped with sparkling rhinestones, the men wore

tuxedoes and the air was full of excitement and perfume.

These manicured faces showed only mild distaste as they

were forced to confront their younger brothers and

sisters.

"You are the generation that betrayed us!!" the punker

screamed hoarsely. Over and over she cried out the

sentence hysterically not listening to the responses, nor

caring how she looked and seemed. For her, there could be

no explanation for the behavior of 1980s newest "in"

group.

They are yesterday's flower children — beatniks, hippies

and yippies who unselfconsciously protested a war only a

corrupt morality could justify; who questioned the in-

evitability and necessity for the moneyed suburban

lifestyle they had been nurtured in. In feathery gauze

clothes and beads and patched jeans, these yuppies once

proclaimed peace and love as their ultimate goals.

You are the generation that betrayed us.

I would never have thought to express it that way, nor

was I aware until now of the deep feelings of betrayal

within myself. I was a child of the '70s. Barely conscious of

the social upheaval caused by the previous generation, my
peers and 1 behaved with a slowness and apathy indicative

of enormous energy reserves depleted. Somehow, we

knew, the excitement had passed us by. We grew up un-

questioning, and wandered into adulthood uninspired and

lost.

My admiration for the teenager in the picket line is

"The indignation and protest at injustice that rise in the

heart ofour generation die slowly, choked offat the surface

for lack ofan outlet. The Yuppies have shmvn us that there

is nowhere to go within the establishment to carry out

idealistic notions. I am chastized by the condescending

looksfrom my former role models.

"

boundless. She, a child of the '80s, was able to express

what I had never allowed myself to feel. The revolution of

ideals and morality which the '60s generation promised

never came, as they abandoned the cause like so many rats

jumping off a sinking ship. The American political situa-

tion is no more sensitive now — Big Business and profits

drive the huge machinery relentlessly forward. Only now,

yuppies are at the helm. One can only imagine the confu-

sion and self-disparagement this should cause the more

principled.

Certainly we cannot deny them the right to work within

the system, or blame them for seeking a living. It is the

vengeance with which they are seeking it that frightens

me. This is a group who, seemingly, will be satisfied only

with big bucks — sue figures, at the least.

The indignation and protest at injustice that rise in the

heart of our generation die slowly, choked off at the sur-

face for lack of an outlet. The Yuppies have shown us that

there is nowhere to go within the establishment to carry

out idealistic notions. I am chastized by the condescending

looks from my former role models. "You'll see; You'll

grow up and then you'll see." What is it that I will see?

That my opulent lifestyle and self promotion are far more

important than the cries of pain from Third Worlders

whose impoverished bodies carry us to our goals? That

morality is a childish thing to be put away with dolls and

other toys at the proper age? That idealism must always

fall away in the face of personal pragmatism?

From my middle point, I am suprised to find I have more
in common with this new generation. For the first time, I

can begin to understand the clothes and the hair —
perhaps as condemnation and isolation for the pain of

betrayal. The example the Yuppies provide gives no
answers to the questions that trouble me; raising instead

more questions. Where do we g^ from here?

You are, indeed, the generation that betrayed us.

Diane Lane is a Collegian columnist.

Random Notes
Did you ever stop and wonder...

Why the University Store is so expen-

sive?

Why Campus Center bathrooms are so

disgusting?

Why there are no lights from the Campus

Center to the Hasbrouck bus stop?

What the Undergraduate Student Senate

accomplishes?

Why UPC doesn't do shows in the

stadium?

What a cluster coordinator was?

If Caspar Weinberger was an abused

child?

Why Whitmore is built like a fort?

Why they stopped checking I.D.'s at the

Tower Library?

Who chooses the comics for the Col-

legian? And why?
Why the University is able to tow your

car within five minutes but it takes them

three months to generate a transcript?

What the true value of a diploma is?

How decisions are made concerning

financial aid?

Where elevators go to sleep?

At how certain people gained admittance

to this University?

How Jack Denyse got his job?

If an engineer ever read an editorial?

If a political scientist could change a

lightbulb?

What's so "physical" about Physical

Plant?

What the dining commmons does with its

leftovers?

What a BOG is?

Why no one stops the Textbook Annex

from ripping students off?

Why Maluu- Auditorium has such bad

lighting?

Why your adviser only has office hours

on Sundays from 6 to 8 a.m.?

Why half of the University's parking

spaces are reserved for tenured professors

who get wheeled to work?

Why the Bluewall has no bathrooms?

Why people write for the Collegian

Why people read articles on the Opinion

page?
Bo6 Kievra is a UMass sttident.

6fO OA/ M ,rAKB If. ^ATS t^OKG IVAN TEN BOCK^

OPF youR t»X^^ ( A/£y,H/»/8^ hJOW you CAN CrO
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A reluctant farewell to the University
I want to be known that my past two

years at the University of Massachusetts

were very fulfilling but also disappointing.

I will start with the fulfilling part first. I

was a member of the marching band. The
band gave me an outlay of friends and an

identification within the University.

Without it I don't know how I would have

survived. This is what I will miss the most.

Why will I miss it? Well because due to

academic "red tape", I have had to

transfer to another college to continue and

finish my education. I ask, why is it

necessary to turn away borderline students

when they contribute a great deal of

respect and represent their school in such a

way to give it a good reputation? No, I

haven't been on probation — in fact I

received a 3.40 last spring semester. Just

what happened? Weill it's like this - I tried

very hard to gain admission into the School

of Management. After two semesters I

wasn't accepted because of a BC in one

course required when I had to get a B or

better. I should add that I received A's in

the other courses required. I was told by

the dean of the school that the good grades

wouldn't offset the borderline one, so I was

denied admission. He also explained the

main reason for this is because there are so

many students competing for so few

spaces. I then felt it was a lost battle, so I

decided to leave. I know others who have

the same problem and may face the same

or similar decision.

If this is a problem, why can't the School

of Management be enlarged to accomodate

the demand? Why do students have to be

turned away from what they have decided

to pursue as a career? Many who can't

transfer to another school because of per-

sonal reasons are forced to find another

major, and in effect, another career. I

guess I am one of the lucky ones, because I

was able to transfer to a private business

school.

My feelings for this University have

changed greatly since my entrance in the

fall of 1982. I discredit the School of

Mangement to anyone trying to gain ad-

mission. I know the school is one of the

best, if you're able to get through it. One
thing I do credit, very highly, is the mar-

ching band. I wish more recognition would

be put into this organization. It consists of

about 230 very dedicated members and

their instructors. Without these people it

wouldn't be the same. I'm sorry that this is

what had to happen, but in the end maybe

it was for the better(?). I hope some day

that anyone who enters this University not

knowing what they want to do, when they

do know, they can pursue it. Maybe this let-

ter is a start.

Ellen Neily is a former UMass student

now studying at Bryant College.

Phone booth has become her hiding place

Has anyone here noticed that looking for

a place to sit and eat, or just to sit, is like

trying to find a parking spot at Bloom-

ingdales, the day after before Christmas.

Well kiddies, I will let you in on a little

secret. But remember it's just between you

and me, because if everyone finds out about

it, it will be as crowded as all the rest of the

places around here. The place is; (are you

ready?) The phone booth in the SBA
building. Did you ever go there?! Man,

what a find. Its like a home away from

home. No crowds. If I position myself right

I can sit down, eat my lunch, and have

enough room to open my coursebook and

figure out what to take in place of the E
core class, which was cancelled, and which

I npH**'^ in order to graduate this

semester. But,that's just one of life's little

downers, and I found this phone booth so

everythings A, O.K.

No longer will I be seduced by the smell

of popcorn.

No longer will I be subjected to the

smoke of orally fixated people.

And best of all there is no room for a juke
box in the phonebooth, and you know what
that means... no more Twisted Sister!

The only problem, is that occasionally

people stand outside waiting to make a call.

So when that happens I just put up a sign

that says "ECON 103 C L S E D".
They're so used to that, that like Pavlov's

dog, they just go away.

Fran Weinberg is a Collegian staff

member.

Meeting 6:30 tonight Room ^)2 Campus

Center for all people interested in becom-

ing a columnist or cartoonist for the opi-

nion page meet real life cohimniste! Be

tii€sre.
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Dancers in drag charm Fac
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Lm Ballets Trockadero
De Monte Carolo
Fine Arts Center
Monday, Feb. 5

By NANCY A. BUKAK
Collegian Staff

Imagine, if you will, a well-known international ballet

troupe on the stage of the Fine Arts Center. All the

performers have long, unpronounceable Kussian names.
As the ballet beg^ins, with a rendition from the second act

of Siuan Lake, you are entranced by the beauty of the

performers and their agility on the stage.

But. wait: why does that ballerina have chest hair? And
i* the pnma donna a man? Why are people making so

many mistakes while the audience howls with laughter?

You have been fooled. This is no ordinary dance troupe

but the Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo, probably the

only all-male comedic dance companies that exists today.

Their performance at the Fine Arts Center Monday night

was well appreciated; one only had to listen to the

audiences" laughter to know that.

The company began with Act 11 from Tchaikovsky's

"Swan Ijake." While Fifi Chang (Isom Buenavisia) danced

the lead role as Odette, queen of the Swans, the great

master was probably turning in his grave. Sign language

and facial expressions between Fnnce Charming and the

(Jueen led to giggles from the observers. The corps con-

sisted of some very tall "ballerinas" with sideburns and

chest hair. Their flustered movements and flubs while

attempting to remain on point were hilarious. For solos

during this act, performers would merely walk gracefuUy

around the stage, finally finding the pomt that was marked

for them and stand, waiting anxiously until the music

bejran. lYue comedy.

in 'The LamenUtions of Jane Eyre," a spoof on what we

know as modern dance, three "women" threw themselves

across the stage in actions that bring to mind the

choreography of Twyla Tharp. The over dramatic

movements only added to the hilarity of it all and the

performers (get these: Yurika Sakitumi, Sonia Leftova and

Uorrs Vidanya) did a fine job of near imitation of a master's

work.

A brilliant rendition of Don Quixote was danced by

NataUa Schmaltzova (Uavid McCarthy) and Yuri Smirnov

(Otis Uaye). Natalia's many errors while on point were

cause for much amusement and Yuri's exaggerated actions

(fixing his shirt sleeves in the middle of a solo) added to

the audiences' reaction.

Uoris Vidanya (Patrick Kelly) came through once again,

dancing a wonderful interpretation of Saint-Saiens' "The

Dying Swan " Doris died many, many deaths while per

forming and came back for about as many demure encores

as an audience could take. Her chest hair and sideburns

added to the performance immensely.

In the final segment (and my favorite), "To The Fairest ",

a tale was told from Greek mythology of three goddesses

vying for the title of most beautiful. The dancing of Olga

Supphozova (Otis Daye) was immensely convincmg; one

could ahnost thmk that he was a she. My favorite

characters in this act were the sheep they provided the

majority of amusement and stole a large part of the at-

tention away from the solo performers.

Bubble Bubble Toil
a^^)Trouble Away!
-^(c)

^With a Hot Tub S
^ at Utopia Spas

One Hour Hot Tub
only $6.50 per person

anytime Mon-Tues-Wed
* Best Rate m the V^tey'

ISE^
Amherst College Department of Theater and

Dance presents The Southgate Porter by Louis Lip-

pa Feb. 7, 8, & 9 at 8 p.m. in the Kirby Theater.

For reservations call 542-2277 Monday-Friday 1

to 5 p.m. J

DOUBLE FEATURE
$2.60 CINEMA

UjtopiaSpas
^^5 University Dnve Amherst

(413)253 7727

Wednesday - Saturday

2 French Comedys:
Les Comperes 7:20

La Cage aux Folles 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet • Modem Dance • Jazz

Starting February 5

Phone 549-1555

and lots of other good stuff at

Downtown Amherst Daily 10 - 6. Sun. 12 *5

Fine Arts Centei^
Concert Hall^

UNIVERSirV OF MASSACHUSErr*; AT AMHERST ^B^^

<^
\«'

f^r)
MARGEL^
MARCEAU
SATURDAY, FEB 9, 8PM
TICKETS; $12, $10, S8

ntiL
smons
'^ew Comtdy

BRIGHTON^
BEACH

MEnOIRS>

SUNDAY, FEB 10,

3PM and 8PM
TICKETS: S20, $18, $16

Five College Students Half Price Tickets available at Fine Arts

Center Box Office. Sprmgdeld Civic Center and DATATIX Outlets

Call (413) S4S-25n or 1.800-243-4S42

SPECTRUM
GENERAL STAFF MEETING
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

WED. 6 FEB. 7:00 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER RM. 917

Ever think of working on a magazine? Then why not come to

tonights meeting of Spectrum, the Fine Arts and Literary

Magazine at U-I\^ass. We are now forming our Poetry, Prose,

Art, Photography and Production staffs. Let this opportunity

turn your hobbies and interests into professional skiiis and
abilities.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYI

The feel-good movie of 1983J
IIMt H^GVI^f

How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?

THE

HGOflLL
n a cold world you need your friends

to keep you warm.

$ ••l.O.Jl•»K•^/tl\l•«^,^l•rf^ .>M

CO Auditorium r\mes: 5, 7, 9, 1 1pm

Price: $1.00 at 5 pm $1.50 all other times

ARTS
Bihliofile 's debut
By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

Science fiction is gaining increasing

recognition as a valid field of literary en-

deavor. UMass professor Charlotte Spivak.

whose study of Ursula LeGuin has recently

been published, asserts that fantasy and

science fiction are being brought up from

the back of the academic bus due "to the

passionate involvement of teachers who

take it seriously."

Crown Publishers, in an effort to assist

SF's literary ascent, has released a series of

reprints: Science Fiction Mattenuorks,

each priced at $8.%. Selections include

Chad Oliver's Unearthly Neighbors, a

classic of anthropological SF; Murray

lieinster's The Forgotten Planet, a rather

regressive novel; Charles L. Harness' The

Paradox Men, a swashbuckling and

ingenious adventure; and The Classic Philip

Jose Farmer: 1964-1973, the high point of

which is the story of Tarzan told with the

narrative voice of William S. (rather then

Edgar Rice) Burroughs.

Philip Jose Farmer has come out with two

other recent books. The Grand Adventure

(Berkeley. $7.95 paper) is a collection of

short stories illustrated by various artists

such as Michael Kaluta. Alec Nino and

Robert Gould. Dayivorld (Putnam. $16.95).

an extrapolation of his short story "The

Sliced-Crosswise Only on-Tuesday World."

is an exciting and entertaining futuristic

police drama. With several characters

giving tribute to Baum's Oz (Dorothy,

Ozma. Tik-Tok), the book's only drawback

is that it threatens to be another River-

world series.

Farmer, like Sheckley or Spider Robinson,

is known for his humor. Another witty,

writer. Rudy Rucker. has come out with his

sixth novel. Master of Space and Time

(Bluejay Books. $14.95). This uproarious

book has enough surprises to rival Van

Vogt's World ofNuU-A in shock value.

Bluejay Books has been making a

significant mark in the trade publication of

SF. releasing books by both new and

established writers alike.

Earthblood ($8.95 paper) is a long lost

collaboration by SF veterans Keith Laumer

and Rosel George Brown. The herwc tenor

of this space opera encounters a number of

adventures in his search for the legendary

world: Earth.

Patricia Kennealy's first book. The Copper
Croum ($15.95) is a rather silly fantasy

about Celtic ancestors in space. It may
make Irish eyes smile. Mine remained
glassy.

. Oft lauded Joan D. Vinge also has a
volume from Bluejay. Phoenix in the Ashes
($14.95). In this collection of six stories

Vinge is stylistically impressive but dull

nevertheless.

Quite the reverse is Vernor Vinge. author
of True Names ($6.95 paper). His book is

fast moving, the end almost transcendent,
but it is awkwardly written.

Perhaps the most notable of Bluejay 's

recent output is Fire Watch ($14.95). a

soaring collection by Connie Willis. Hugo
award winner, and two time recipient of the

Nebula award. Stories such as "A Letter

from the Clearys" and "All My Darling

Daughters" make this a particularly

memorable book.

The UPC, DEC and the BMCP proudly present the urban sounds of

Run D.M.C. in an all night dance party. Friday February 8th, from 10

p.m. to 4 a.m. in the Student Union ballroom at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. With the band will also be appearing rap ar-

tists Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde, tickets are $9.00 for students and $8.00

for non-students, and $8.00 the night of the show. Tickets will go on

sale Thursday, January Slst at the FAC box office and all Datatix loca-

tions in Northampton, Greenfield and Hadley and will be available at

the door.
. . .. ^

Run D.M.C. has been described as being the hottest group m rap

music today. Their first long play single was said to be the finest rap

albumn to date. The band's success is due largely to their creativity in

combining many other musical elements to create their own unique

blend of "graffitti rock". Their infectious heavy metal flavor has earn-

ed them a great deal of attention from both listeners and critics alike,

»g well as drawing fans from the rock music audience.

Making his first Northampton appearance in over ten years, legendary

Roomfid ofBluesfi-ontman and lead guitarist Duke RobiUard belted out two
sets of sweltering blues to an enthusiastic Iron Horse audience Uist Thurs-

day night.

Robillard showcased his innovative and a4^(^tic style ofguitar playing

as he manipulated the instrument behind his head, with his teeth and even

with his breath. His years ofexperience became evident the minute he plugg-

ed into his amplifier and began his romp over the fret board.

- DREW OGIER

Novel without an ending
Sarah Phillip9

by Andrea Lee
Random House, 117 pages, $12.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

An account of Andrea Lee's life could

arouse envy in the brea.st of the most

stalwart English major. Not yet 30. Lee, a

Philadelphia native, has bachelor's and

master's degrees from Harvard University,

and is a staff writer for The New Yorker.

She has lived in Moscow and Paris for

extended periods of time, and currently

resides in Rome. Her first book. Russian

Journal, an account of her stay in Moscow,
was nominated for a National Book Award.
Sarah Phillips is Lee's first novel.

This biographical information is essential

for a complete reading of this seemingly

"unfinished" short novel. Sarah Phillips

tells the story of a young woman strikingly

similar to Lee herself. Sarah is the product

of an affluent, intellectual upringing in what

she calls "the hermetic world of the old-

fashioned black bourgeoisie." Her "for-

tunate" background as well as her own
sensitivity and intelligence mark her from

childhood. Burdened by the expectations of

her family, and by an implied responsibility

to her race. Sarah flees to Paris, where the

novel begins. It traces Sarah's realization

of her situation, her rebellion against it, and

finally (we assume) her reconciliation with,

and return to, her home.

Unfortunately, the reader of this "life in

progress" memoir (which ends rather

uncertainly; Sarah is literally in transit,

riding on a bus) has to pull things tc^ether

for himself. Those earmarks which

distinguished Lee's Russian Journal — her

acute sensibility, unmannered ob-

servations, the careful yet lively prose

which only occasionally gets caught up in

self-consciousness — are further developed

in Sarah Phillips. Ijee is a tremendously

talented writer. But Sarah PhiUips, its

consistent good writing notwithstanding,

misuses the form of the novel. The

structure of the work, a series of cameos

pulled from Sarah's past, is unsatisfying

becau.se it is not unified. These episodes

(many of them first published in The New
Yorker) are well crafted but seem random
— like a collection of unset gems which we

are asked to see as a finished necklace.

Because of this. Lee's painstaking, almost

exsquisite prose is belittled.

Sarah Phillips sometimes seems little

more than a collection of pretty exercices —
a mere self indulgence on the part of an

(admittedly) talented artist.

The reader's fru.stration reflects Lee's

obvious potential for fuller, more satisfying

work.

SM^AH
PHILLIPS

Attention all new and nld Arts staf-

fers! We will be holding itar first staff

meeting of the semestii^ jtfiis Thursda|

at 7 p.m. in the newstoiiii* Be th^et
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0MA
THESE USELESS RUSH
ADS HAVE NEVER
WORKED FOR US YET
WE'VE BEEN ONE OF
THE LARGEST GREEK
HOUSES ON CAMPUS FOR

29 YEARS

If you would like to find out why stop

by for our Open Rush

on Wednesday, Feb. 6

From 7:30 till 9:00

or please call 256-6802 for details

Elm St.

•

CD

1
College

Pizza Southwest

THUR. FEB. 7, 9:00 PM
THE BLUE WALL

$3. 18 and over $3.
"It's a night Open tO all! "Psycho Chicken'

for beautiful girls"

FAMOUS
NAME
BRAND
WATCHES

SALE!
• BENRUS • GRUEN • TISSOT •JULES
JURGENSEN • HELBROS • CLINTON
• WALTHAM • DUFONTE BY LUCIEN
PICCARD •HAMILTON-BUREN •AND

OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS

REG. 39.95

YOUR CHOICE

FEATURING:

WITH COUPON

ALL SALE WATCHES LOCATED
IN THE JEWELRY DEPARTMENT

• ANALOG QUARTZ • DIAMONDS - TWO
• DIAMONDS - FOUR • DIAMONDS - SIX
• MESH BRACELETS • FASHION LINK
• SPORTS • NURSE-SWEEP SECOND • DRESS
• AUTOMATIC DAY & DATE • AUTOMATIC
CALENDAR • ALARM-CHRONOGRAPH-L.C.D.
• POCKET WATCHES • ELECTRICS

STORE HC JRS: Monday-Friday 9 00 5;00; Saturday 10 00 3:00

r^ UNIVERSITY
1STORE*

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

OFF
ANY $39.9"5

WATCH IN STOCK

COUPON VALID UNTIL 2/14/85

K^,UNIVERSITY

Ilvpercurricula

STl'DENT Sl'PHEK - A student supper

and discussion will be held this evening at

Immanuel Lutheran Church. Sharon

Hrostrom will lead a discussion on "Politics

in Ethiopia." 5:30 7:30 p.m.

MUKTAK BUAKl) MEETING — Man
datoTjr meeting tor all memt)ers. There is

much to discuss lor this semester. Please

bring money tor sashes, pins and emblems.

b:30p.m.. Cl"S04.

I'KE VETEHINAKY CLUB MEETING -
Come discuss plans tor the upcoming
semester. 7 p.m., Paige 'J02.

"THE KIBBUTZ TODAY" - Lecture by

Amir Helman, visiting professor from

Harvard t;enter lor Kibbutz Studies. 7

p.m., Herter 116.

tiKENADlEK MEETING — Super power

conflict simulation acted out with miniature

armor models. Come try your skill as a

NA ru or Warsaw Pact Army commander.

7 p.m. midnight. Campus Center.

SL PPOKT GKOUP - A support group tor

ga>-. lesbian and bisexual people. Help us

make this semesters group another sue

cess! 7:30 p.m.. SUB413B.

By students. Forstudents.

"Aguide to absolute rock-bottom prices!

Ask your friends wtx) ve trav-

eled m Europe the odds are

overwhelmirig they used arxl

trusted the Lets Go Travel

guides Why'

Lets Go IS wntten entirely by
students traveling on budgets

as limited as yours No expense
accounts no free hotel rooms

Let's Go guides art
the only ones revised
from top to bottom
every year, on ttie spot.

So prices are current and list-

ings up-to-date No tounst traps,

no rip-offs, and lots of new dis-

coveries every year And no other

budget guide includes all this

• where tfie ctieap-but-safe

hotels are

• how to find inexpensive good
eating, even in out-of-ttie-way places

• in-depth information on history

culture, and the people

• getting off the tieaten track, be
It by rail, tjusor t)ike

• emergency addresses and
phone numt>Brs. and rrvjre

THE ^

lehs
GO

BUDGET TRAVEL
GUIDES

You II feel like a traveler

instead of a tounst wt>en you

have a Lets Go budget guide-

ttie candid, connptele rrxjney-

saver that The Mow York
Times calls ttie granddaddy of

all student guidebooks by far

ttie best source of information on

ttie specific scene in each
country

Of ttie Mediterranean don i miss

the popular Let s Go USA. Lets

Go California and the Pacific

Northwest, and the twand new
Lets Go Mexico Theres no t)et

ter way to see America or Mexico

than with a pted piper that will

lead you away from ttie clutter

and c»o*«ls -'Houston Post

1.00

OFF
Let'* Go Europe. $9.9S

Lett Go USA, $9.95

Let's Go Mexico

Let's Co California ft

the Pacific Nortliwest

Let'* Go Britain ft Irclantf

Let's Go France

Let's Go Italy

Let's Go Greece

Let's Go Israel ft E(]rpt

Let's Go Spain. Portugal ft Morocco

$8.95 each in paperback

At bookstores now!

ST. MARTIN'S
PRESS

1/

i^ .UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

Introduce yourself to

lewest speciall

i(iac^%FF
LOUNGE

WED..

M-F 9-5; Sat 10-3 Located in the Campus Center

STING
only l.VO

16 oz.

< .

»'.

also Pizza 99^
* ask your bartender or waitress
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DELTA UPSILON
A HOME . . .

w. Off.,:
NOT JUST A HOUSE!

Home cooked meals by a Professional

chef! Above average academics/20

different majors, a real social life!

Friendships that last a lifetime!

Competitive intramural sports!

A clean and comfortable

living environment!

COME SEE US AND FIND OUT WHY
WE'RE DIFFERENTl

\fear for
,V

V: K-

S.
<*.

onMKGold

•k>«

>i--

^- V^ A^

\i:' t'^/

\

OPEN RUSH
Wed, Feb. 6th

Tues, Feb. 12th

9 pm - 11 pm

778 N. Pleasant St.

near Grad Tower
& NOPE Gym

549-3831

guinnn

NE

I

Now thiit It's hmc to piirch.isf \.»iir

t-olligc ring, think .ilxuit ».h<MtMnj;

tin- tiiust .) 14k pikUollcm.' ring

trom Art( .jrvrd.

Designed aiiJ h.iiHlcr.jftfJ for l.isi

ini; value, an .\rt( arviil 14K uukl

lollcgi- ring IS now in«»rc aHorJahIc
than ever. For a liinitiJ tunc iinly,

you can sa\r Si> on the stxkot voiir

choice. Stop b\ to sec thccntin
.\rt( arvfd colkxtion and custmn
options. Kcnu'inlvr. it's mait \car

k»r gokll

Feb 6, 7, 8 9:30-4 on the concourse
h.lU liilH

Dipiisit kvmiirnl. M.isu rl .inli.r \in.i Avupinl

l'l.Ki

y quest

so CO

topes

I^Q Qt 545-1540 & Qsk for

TOT2

noos

^027
or CO

Auditing Courses

Credit Loads

Incompletes

noos Who is my Academic Dean

loss Five College Courses

Withdrawal & Readmission

to the University

Tutors & Tutorials

Student Activities Office

Athletic Activities

National Student Exchange

Program

II INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

1325

na35

T310

for

any other info

or come to 227 E

WHITMORE

545-1540

IL ii^
X*^»1^»l»»— 9 !! » -^•^•«

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
USTBN.C/^IB, I
CmMAKBlTIN
W^y. The R£PORT-

i &t5 OUWPe KBPT

(te:;^ ALL

axcusBMe.
YOU'PSTHa

'SUBimY
HUH^ miSMUSTBB

MYLUCKYO^yi
HELL ARE HiGBL SCRUM.

*Neu/ YORK post:

HOUJOIP I3R0KBIN.
WeeriN CANIASKYOU
MfHOUS^ A F€UJQUESTIONED

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
/

Atv' w nmNft (jO to
ML? itTmrmifiT
Yf\ mn^ YA mim
eeTUXKSP UP i/i/rm

RAFtiTi, umpe^Rd
ANPPOCefWJXRdf...

"555^

/WI6HT.
If -mflT'd

HOW %'rK,
OONNA— POPC

ABU5eR6^

I

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

M* A/'ifor^ iff //^yvi

^orrt r^

i'

Yeasthead by Jason Talerman

oV^ btxbel better -eir><xi_

Vic is 5+artinq to foPna

Yeas+^^eacii cror\ies.

GORDY By Gorde

Collegian staff:Mandatory sexism

awareness
workshop 6:30 tonight in CC room

903. Correspondents:

this fulfills one of your workshop re

quirements for

staff students. Hope to see you all

there!

He

Today! Get out those snow

^ boots! We're due for about ^
3-5 iiK^hes of the white fluffy

^ stuff ,today. It'U come down
heavy in the nuNrning/ but

He fear not, diminiahing fhar-

ries are expected by late

^ afternoon. ^
^ Thursday: A healthy, winter

mixture of sun and clouds,

^ and for all tinwe cold peoi^e

who like the cokl weather —
m<N% coW.

J*

He

mat'saithenc ? 5^2S2S

DAILY CROSSWORD PUQLE

ACROSS
1 Highest point

5 Delight in,

informally

10 Out'

14 Miner's find

15 One<;elled

creature Var

16 Wool; Prefix

17 Ragtime dance

19 Lose traction

20 Barker's

pitches

21 Asian weight

23 Timetable abbr

24 Companion of

vigor and
vitality

26 Streetcar line

28 Prohibited

j3 Athletic org

34 Cuts of meat

35 Weapons Lat

37 Mill dross

40 Fishing rod

part

41 Diamond heisf

42 Related

43 Protestor

44 Autocrat

45 Rogers

St Johns
46 Mideast prince

48 Great-aunt to

William and

Harry

50 Boss
53 Beverage

54 Slowdown
55 Mirrored, in

a sense
57 Quarrelsome

person

62 Showy
64 Danced, in

a way
66 Supports

67 Nearby

68 Behave
69 Adjutant, for

short

70 Curves

71 Busy
insects

DOWN
1 Fakes
2 Scoop of a Kind

3 French
husband

4 Actress

Sommer
5 Stocks

6 Total, for short

7 Sprightly

8 Sub
9 Fatherly

10 Type of

manager Abbr

11 Dancer of

a kind

12 Santa
13 As of now
18 Rock Idol

22 Varnish

component
25 Pecan parts

27 Ancient

Jewish
fortress

28 Island in a

palindrome

29 Part ot speech

30 Dances.
in a way

31 A Swiss train,

usually

32 Vision

36 French rebel

1743 93

38 Wing, in France

39 Small insect

41 Philadelphia

breakfast treat

45 One* more
47 " a

ramblin'

wreck
49 Takes delight

(with "in")

50 Gal's guy

51 Hautboys

52 Wolfe and
others

56 AMA members
58 Hindu

incarnation

59 Court score

60 See 50 Down
61 Gambler's

chances
63 Timeinlttals

65 Former film

siren

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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You can be part of the

greatest alliance in American
business history — Electronic

Data Systems and General Motors.

This alliance combines the

information processing strengths

of EDS with the resources of the

largest company in the nation.

And with it comes vast

opportunities for you — the kind

that business professionals can
^)end their entire careers seeking.

You're already starting at the top
with our outstanding resources
for growth and success. And the

only way to go is up.

We're looking for self-starters

— p)eople with the confidence to

set high goals and the

determination to reach them. We
want to put you at the core of
EDS' operations as a Systems
Engineer. EDS Systems Engineers
use both business and technical

skills to solve complex problems
for our clients.

The SED Program will

prepare you for the leadership

re^xjnsibilities you will have in

the EDS and GM alliance. It lasts

2^)proximately 18 months and will

undoubtedly be one of the most
rigorous and rewarding business

experiences of your life. You'll

receive intensive classroom
training, and you'll aLso have the

chance to deal directly with our
customers. You'll gain knowledge
that will place you far ahead of
your peers. And when you
graduate, you'll have an exciting

position with unlimited growth
potential.

To qualify for the SED
Program, you must be a college

graduate with a technical aptitude

and an outstanding record of

achievement. You should have a

major in Management Information

Systems, Computer Information

Systems, Computer Science, or
Engineering. We will also consider

candidates with any academic
ma|or and a strong interest in

business and information

processing. In addition.

you must be flexible to

relocate and travel. Finally, you
must be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident. Ifyou are a

successful candidate, EDS will

reward you with a conpetitive

compensation paclc^e. And you're

sure to thrive in our corporate
environment where rewards are

based on achievement — not
seniority.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARDJOINING THE
GREATEST ALLIANCE IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS

HISTORY.

Contact your college placement

oflSce today to schedule an

interview with a local EDS
recruiter. Or write to: Electronic

Data Systems Corporation, 7171
Forest Lane, Dept. 1MD0375,
Dallas, TX 75230. (214) 661-6060.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

TM

,5&*«*

^Hi^ ^i^&« ^*!!^^«^

Diskettes

sold here.
«AC.

If you've been wonder-
ing where you can get

supplies for your personal

computer locally, look no
further. We carry a com-
plete line of Elephant

brand SVa" diskettes,

which are compatible with almost every PC on the market.

Don't trust your valuable information to just any diskette.

Elephant Memory Systems® diskettes are thoroughly tested

to give you the highest quality and reliability possible. The
Elephant "never forgets".

Take advantage of the convenience of buying Elephant

brand computer supplies here. Stop in today.

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
M-F 9-5; Sat 10-3 Located in the Campus Center

MENTAL HEALTH GROUPS/ SPRING*85

SELF-EXPLORATION GROUPS
are ihort-terw therapy groups designed to provide increased self-understandinq.

reduce terriers to change and explore issues of intimacy and closeness. These

groups meet once « week for 10-12 weeks. Groups I and 11 begin the week of

February 12. Group III begins February 20.

Group I

Group U
Group MI

Mondays 3:30-5:00
Tuesdays 3:30-5:00

Wednesdays 3:30-5:00 (This qrouo is for students 25 and older.)

EMOTIONAL EFFECTS OF CHRONIC PHYSICAL ILLNESS
Group co-
Group Beets

provides emotional Support for people with chronic physical illness,

facilitated by staff from Mental Health and Medical Division of UHS.

Thursdays, 1:15-2:45, begins fWrch 7.

Register for these groups during February (note starting dates). For informtion

or to register for a group, call 545-2337 or come to Mental Health Services, 127

Hills North.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOUCS
provides support, understanding, and coping skills for people who grew up -'th an

alcoholic parent/s. Group co-fariliuted by staff from Mental Health and Health

Education Division. Group meets on Tuesdays. 1:00-2:30, begins March 5 for eight

weeks Call 54g-2671 1(181 for information or to register for this group.

LOST
200 Livers at Bad Liver Valley,

Suhugarbush VT.

If found please return to the

UMass Ski Club

Bush Bash '85

LAGNAF
Sundown 12 forever and where's the

duck?

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
^fc^ ^^^^^^".^Tr^^rToTT^c KM^^ TK..re. RAR-^M Ffi • Deadline is 2 davs Drier to publication day^^ ^^i^^TnHin^ rr iiTT ail5-3-45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior

come to Collegian OTiceCCm. 8.4^3^45 Mon
^^^ days 10% discount « Phone number FREE

ranneNT
AUDIO

Electronic Data Systems Corporation

Noma •t*r*e •|i««k«r* 127 watts
22S-2S0. • pair rag. 476. liquid cooiad 4
way* can S46-S19e or 546-1203

AUTO FOR SALE

Rant aingla room* at *1M. 1136 * utH. in

GraanfiaM w ' other UM itudent* Big honn*

2D min drive call Jim 774-5631

Space avaHaMa In oroHty houaa. For in-

fo can 6460)46

Itn SMaHKa 4-<k>of V-8 Uttla ruat. run*

vary wall, impacted *S8e or BO 2S3 7226

ItTS VW DaalMT tunroof no ruat AM/FM
900 or baat offar 646-6686

1HI VW T I. 32,000 mita* AC lun roof

Halla driving light* 6 ipd mint cond »7480.00

call Hon at 467 3282 or 2S3 7727

1177 Old* Cutlaa* Suprama. loadad Run*
great axcaHant condition 12900 263-5471

FOR SALE

II BAHAMAS 11

Vou'va aaan our brochuraa in evary

daaaroomi Now'* tha time to act' Bahama*'
Special ttudant rataa' 256-1320, Taryn

hurry'

•EST QUAUTY RESUMES

prapofatlen, adMng, typ-

,„ „„jf, raauma malyaj*, lay

Julio Glarruaao 413-2BM267

Cenaidtatlon, ,..-,. . . ^
Ing, cover lattar, raauma inalyal^ layout.

Digital Dacwrftaf with rtKidam and full box

of paper great condition great for Cybar

560 negotiable 549S216

Airplane flckat to •nywt>*re on Continen

tal good thru March I17S 00 566-6826

2 Scu ft rafrl«arator* tTI each caH
as»-iy«y

Car Starae - Pioneer KPX9000 with 20w
GM5 amp andmorr549-M16

Canon Sura Shot. Fully automatic, 36mm
hM only taken 36 exp. coat 1150, only MB
080 646-7606

Pair of Roaaignel Touring AR Croaa

Country Skll* 190 cm., Exel 130 cm. polaa

and tin 7 Tyrol Boot* only u*ad twice

75.00 firm. Call anytime 546-1292

Dorni *lta Tafridfa <S0 call 2B6-173B

Suzuki no Katana 10k ml* 1 owner
axcaHant cond call eve* Smitty

• 1000

Campu* Canter Board of Governor* coor-

dinator po*ition( available: Univaraitv

Store /Retail Service*, Food Service*,

Public Helationt, Governor* Program Coun
dt. Gam valuaM* expariar>ca in your fiakJ of

»tudv Work ttudy or non work »tudv

walcomad Stop by the BOG Office Campu*
Canter 817 by Fab 6 for application*

AA/EOE

•1O-*360 waakly/up mailing circular*' No
t>oaae*/ quota*' Sincaraty intereated ru*h

elf addraaaad wampad envelope Dapi

AN 7, P0D910CEW, WoodMock. IL 60096

SCERA: Where it pay* to laam Twro day*

weak, SCERA itudent* meat and laam

political organizing and than apply tt>a*e

ikJta to iaaua* of concern to atudant*.

SCERA alao ha* poaition* for tha anti-

raciam team, the raaource center of the

SGA. and on the clancal support team. 10

hf*/wk 9 3 36/hf for non wort itudy and

work (tudy undergrade Application* and in-

fo availabia at 420 Student Union weekday*

8 am - 6 pm Application* due 2/13 9 5 pm
AA/EEO eni>pk>yer

bian and gay «tudant» at tha unwararty

Compan»*tion »2200 for the •emeatar with i

poaalble tuition waiver for graduate *tu

dent. Minimum requirement* BA or 2 year*

experience working on »ocial change i*au<*

including hataroeexiwn/homophobta, vmll

ingne** to work collaborativaly with

(tudanti Daadlir>e Feb 11th, 6 pm

PERSONALS

French apaaklng waltar* 6 wahraaaa*
for intimata French raataurant it the Yankee
Pedlar Inn in Holyoka Friday (nd Saturday
night*. Apply in paraon. 1886 Norttiampton

St Holyoka

Raglatar by noon fabruarv for Perform-

ing Art* Drvwon music, theater, dance in-

*truction Old Chapel 546^19

We don't aak for aaparlonca wa ghra Kl

Volunteer for « teNar poaWon at tlia UMass
Student Credit Union

INSTRUCTION

Thomas Brannan from Excarslie
Science my das schwimo Thar* you for

auch s great Intsrsaesion I rtaver had ex-

penanced such wonder* aa I did with you' I

iovs you Craig

Know your car. Basic automobile

,»ort«hcp. 28 '~«"»jj^i:*%,£isir'"'
snd shop. Umltad anrollmant 2&3-20H

LOST

x^SSn
Slu«o Couch for sale good condition baal

offar can 640-4166

BOARDERS WANTED

•oM^ara wMrtad for aororfty tocjw^
edge of campua. For mora info ca« Uaa P»a

POUND

Dalta CW Frrtamlty great "«*. 92« «:
moaphere sxcaHent sodel Nfe. CaH 640-1686

or atop by 118 Sunaat Ave.

Earrlnge found in Campus Cantar, CaH

Suaanna at 640-1690

Found - coat on N. Plaaaant St Thurs.

night call H you can identify it Jen 2564402

On campua non-worketudy Mon. -Fri. 7

m 12 noon contact Ray Stone: S4»10ea

Make • procaeeing mail at home. »76 per

100' Part/fun thne. Details - SASE: MD
Entarprieaa PO Box 1061 Northampton, MA
01080

Wawapapar Datlvatara naadad In dorms!

No ear nawtad. Approx 1 hr/day 7 day* par

waak. Good pay. Call 2B>-7008

Khchan halp naadad at local aofortty for

kmch snd dinner weekdays, In axchanoa for

CaH Sue P or Sue W at

,

Loat Thuraday Jan M woman* black

laether gloves If you have them plaaae call

Chriatine 540-3631 thanks

I leat a Mack waNat in tha Newman Center

area H found, plaaae keep the money and

return document* CaH 666-3986. Aak for

OrlarKlo or leave * meaaage

Oruan Watch If found c*H 6-9601 sen

timantal valua reward'" Loat near Lot 32

Loat bhMsk aoadamlc plannar-databook
-

t caH Bath at 26B-3160 If found tt is my

nl Attantionl MIka T. Portar I

wouM like to epologite to you yae you for

forgetting you and not picking you up

Thanksgiving I sak ttia forgivanaas of youc

and the campus your roommate Ray 72B

Do tlM M tieur party on the wey to a

seven day party' Chartered bus to Ft

Lauderdale. Roudn trip *98 caH Oaan
263-9071 Grad or Kenny 640-6364 John

640^6363

FMVIM9 fOOmfTMte 2 VSVfOOffI ^Pt*
Sundariand 172.60 666-4817 1696-3866 IM
pml

Roommata(a) naadad In Soutftwood
townhouse avail. 2/16 call 284-0471
(Sua/Amyl

Mala to ahaca room in large houae on Rt •
Hadtoy caH GS6-9886

Famala wrantad to ahara room in

Townahousa Apt*. On bua n. $140/ino

6404038

SERVICtS

I'LL TYPE YOUR PAPERS - only 1*/|Ma(
2 day notice plaaee' CaH 2B3-2084

TRAVEL

Room* available for UMaa*
which offer* a 19 meel plan For moreinfo

call Laura or Itana at 64^162 or 546-2082

M 0000 CAR W

ENTERTAINMENT

1873 Dodge Cfiargar, run* vmR, kMW
mHeege, body i* soiid, extremely depen-
deble. HOO/BO Glenn 266-0067

Eaat SMa Conoart Commlttaa Rock-n-

RoH Rumble 9 Blue WaM is tooking for

talant Winner will open the East Side Con-

cert in Spring '85. For more info, call Dave

646-6196 or Paul 546-9334

OREAT MEALS

DIahwaahar wrantad. Delta Chi Fraternity

4 to 6:30, 2 or 3 maala day, nagotiabia call

640-1686

HELP WANTED

EXPRESS

SW bdcfc and lat our fingar* wort for you. -

lecnhassaytogtvayourHfaTha
an asmparki

plan refund by woddng 7 hr*. a waak in a
Mtchan ca6 Paul 2SMP71

Ara you hlflhly motivated and
7 TMa cauM ba (ha iob tar you.

EKparlancad oaok wmntad at local frater-

nity flexible hours/good bar>afit* call

54fr7203 Nick

Student Notes i* looking for person with
bueine** and /or rrMnagement exprianca to

take over « lecture note* menagar
Oualifiad applicant* ifKHjid *ut>mit com-

pleted application* to 401 Student Union
BIdg no later then 3:00 Friday. Feb 8th. For

r7x>re info contact L. Irwin 401 SUB.

QOVERNMENT JOBS
»16,000-680,000/yr. posalbls. AH occupe-
tions. How to find. CaH 806-687-6000 ext

R-9616

Temporary Position • Lasbisn/Gsy
Awarsneae Educator. AppNcations are r>ow

beir>g sccapted for the poeltion of Les

bisn/Gay Awareness Educator at SCERA
(Spring Semester) This poaition involvas

daslgr^ing ar>d implamanting iMKkshopa arKl

oltiar programmatic avanta titat deal with

hataroaaKlam and homoplwlile aa «•« as

advocatfnQ for ttw rtg^iii and naadt of laa-

A ooM bracatat. Haa great aantknantal

value Reward •»• Loat, near Orchard Hi.

Central sree. 646-6681

Reward I For Infomnation leading to

recovery of black purse "lost" 1/23. Call

640-1879

toat batwaan •Owmp 104 and tf»a Blue

Wall on Friday about 3 pm » pair of walnut

plastic Preec glaeaa* Revxrsd for their re-

mains or return 6-7426

Blue'CBSkl JackaTSat night at Time Out

reward plaaae caH John or Sapper st

263-7887

MEALS

Would you Hka a dallcleiM and axpanalve

altamstive to the dkiing comnwns? Lambda

Chi Alpt>a offer* profee*ionalh/ cooked

meal* and a friendly atmoaphare CaH

2B3-9032. Aak for Mark or leave * msessga

MOTORCYCLES

THE STOMPERS
SWAG praaanta Tha Stompars, Sal.

February 9th In the Bkie WaH
aH ages afM>w at 8:00 pm

«6.00 In advanoa/M.OO at tha door

20 and over allow at 1 1 KIOpm
•6.00 In advanca/t7.00 at the door

rickets avaHabls to advance at

TtX In tha Studam Unkm BuHding

and the Campua Cantar Concourse
THE STOMPERS

PROfCSSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Spring
Daytonafr 1119
Laudardele fr 1139
Bermuda fr 4179
ftaaeeu fr 4215

. Free Parties, gifts. 7 fuH nNas
Oaedline X tended

ceH todey Pam 6464767
DO IT TODAY"

Coma back to Jamaloa. Air fata 6 hosal

M47 Ind. avarything caH Jaff 6404782

Spring Break « at DAVTONA REACHII
7 nights and 8 day* tar only 1210.00 foi

mora information caH Tharaaa 640-6EZ6

LUV THE SUN Ft Laudardala tripe from

1100 Party on the •vertds famous eblp. Run
by LUV tours. CaH Oaan 2B3-8071

640-6363 Kenny or Orad S40 8104

TYPINO

Andy'a Typing Sarvleaa 8B4-ia00

Caaaa •
on-campus.
6B4-7BM

pspMVf DHe^rtstione* tummv*

WANTED

RIDE WANTED

Halpl RMa naadad to PhHadslphIa area

Thursday Fab 4 caH JHI 54»0164

ROOMS AVAILABLE
~

Roema avaHaWa for rant at s coat of 4606

for a samaater We offer s friendly at-

moaphare and aodal Hta along wUh an op-

tkmal board plan. CaH Lambda Chi Alpha.

Ask for

Famala roommate wamad to itmn roon

at Brittany Manor. 4127.60 par month. Ca
Sue or Rattmah at 2S6-0S73 lanytimal

Apt. Wanted k>oking to take over a Pufftoi

laaaa in June a 2 or 3 bdrm caH f
~~

WORK STUDY

20-9032. [for Maik or laava a maaaaga

ROOMNUTI WANTED

74 Honda
640-2792

ao four good cond. 9380
Reommata WWIIP4 far •wm raom In a 2

badreom CWtaMa apt. »1S0/mo Matting

Fab. 1 BR 0aS411S

ty CoiiMiilll0C hM thfvs powtfOns foe mbm
tarn coordkwtore. IndMduiii ihould haw
good organtantlonil and oocTwrmnteaiioi

tkHa and ba Mia to wont waviout auparvi

alon. Appacanii fnay apply ai noont ao*

SUB. DaadfctalS Fabwomanandi
cotof anooufapad to

AA/E£0<

lpaoala9
MlAiC il
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Minutemen snag junior-college football stars
Part of 'exellent' recruiting job-Stull

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Two junior-college tranfers and a prep
schv... product are at the head of what
University of Massachusetts head football

coach Bob Stull has labled, "an excellent
recruiting class."

One of the strengths that landed Stull, an
ex-Washington assistant, the UMass job
last May was his recruiting ability and that
talent has paid off for the Minutemen.

"I think that these three players are
among the top players at their level you
will see and I'm very pleased to have them
in school," Stull said. "I'm confident that
they'll compete for jobs in spring practice
and will make an impact."

Two transfers from Nassau Community
College on Long Island, the same school

that produced kicker George Papoutsidis,

will give UMass both size and speed in skill

positions.

Al Neri. a 6-2, 230 pound fullback started
his collie career at C.W. Post as a
linebacker before going to Nassau. He was
sought by both Northwestern and Central
Florida after being named all Atlantic
Coast.

"He's a big strong player with good
speed, good hands and excellent size," assi-

tant coach Steve Telander said. "I expect
he will compete for a starting job right

away."
Lonny Brock, a 6-1, 190 pound wide

receiver/defensive back with 4.5 speed in

the 40 yard dash, is also enrolled at UMass
from Nassau.

"I'm suprised we got him," Telander ad-

mitted. "Schools like Arizona were after

him and he's a definite Division 1 prospect.

They (Arizona) played games with him and
when they tried to get him back, I was at

his home with the signed papers."

Brock caught 38 passes to lead Nassau
and was an All-Eastern slection. He also

played tailback for a game and according to

Stull, is a good enough athlete to be con-

sidered for either offense or defense. Both

have two years of eligibility.

John GiUen, a 6-3, 230 pound linebacker,

was recruited by UMass out of Halifax,

Mass. high before going to Milford

Academy to prep for a season.

An agressive player that goes to the ball

well according to Telander, Gillen also

visited Pitt before settling on UMass. He

will have four years to play.

"These guys are top players, as big and
fast as any other players, as big and fast as

any other players at their positions in the

Yankee Conference," Telander said. "We
looked for size and speed and got it."

The rest of the class will be announced

next Wednesday, national letter-of-intent

day. The 20-23 member class has freshmen,

from many states and "is much better than

we expected to get," Stull said.

Telander said that the Minutenum

assitants went out of state, where UMass'

reputation is stronger, to get players.

"This school has, for some reason, a bad

in-state rap, so we went looking," he said.

"We felt we needed skill players to help our

depUi. The amount of quality new players

we'll have will help the team's attitude, in-

tensity, and overall skill."

SPORTS
Minutewomen'swin streak

snapped by Dartmouth, 66-57
Fitzgerald and Lewis get 17
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

HANOVER. N.H. - The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team had its winning streak snapped
at three, falling to Dartmouth 66 57 last night in New
Hampshire.

The Minutewomen. 9-12. went ahead with 8:21 to go in

the game on a Jerrie Bernier basket, but turned the ball

over three consecutive times downcourt, allowing the

Green to get back into the game and eventually win it.

I'Mass was led by Karen Fitzgerald and Tara Lewis with

17 points each. Fitzgerald also had nine rebounds with

Lewis getting seven.

Dartmouth's Jayne Daigle and Sue Stoddard had 21

points apiece as the Green climbed to 6- 13 on the season.

At the half, Dartmouth led 33-26 with a successful mixing

of defenses that held UMass' high scorer, junior guard

Barbara Hebel to two points.

The Green also converted on their foul shots, hitting 14-

3f-21 with UMass getting seven-of-I7. Dartmouth had only

one more field goal (26-of-61) then the Minutewomen (25-

of-55).

Coach Barbara Steven cited Dartmouth's second chances

off the boards and the crucial turnovers after taking the

lead as reasons for the loss.

Bernier joined Fitzgerald and Lewis in double figures

with 12 points.

The Minutewomen also failed several times to convert on

the fast break in the late going, missing good chances to

get back into the game. Dartmouth converted the misses

and turnovers into foul shots in the final minutes to slip

away.

The Minutewomen, despite giving away a lot of height to

a Green frontline that went 6-0, 6-1. and 6-2. outrebounded

the home team 39 38.

The women return home to face another New England

rival, the University of Maine. Sunday at Amherst

College.

MINUTEWOMEN MUTTERINGS: Hebel is only the

third woman in UMass history to break 1.000 points. She

trails Julie Ready (1.406) and Sue Peter (1.887) in the all-

time career scoring race. If she equals her sophomore year

output (435 points) this year and next year, she will take

over second place. Peters (1977 80) seems unapproachable.

Karen Fitzgerald 24 points against Lehigh, then un-

defeated, is UM's season-high for a single game. Coach

Barbara Stevens said yesterday that recruiting is going

well for the Minutewomen. She will have several players.

includinga5 11 forward, in Amherst for a visit. 'We'd like

to get a httle more team height." Stevens said. The tallest

Minutewoman is Fitzgerald at 0-2 with no other player

over 5-11. The Atlantic 10 being as good a women's con-

ference as it is. height is a major need.

CoUegian photo by Michelle

arbar Hebel, in action earlier this Beason, and
the Minutewomen lost 66-57 to Dartmouth last

night.

College basketball

St. Johns remains on top,

Hoyas second in hoop poll

AP Laacrphoto

Forward Walter Berry (21) has helped lift St.

John's to number one in the nation.

By The Associated Press

St. John's, which puts its

13-game winning streak on

the line Saturday in a Big

East Conference road game
against Villanova. remained

No. 1 for the second
straight week in the

Associated Press college

basketball poll announced

Tuesday.

The 18-1 Redmen, who
had to come from 14 points

down to beat Seton Hall
87-76 Monday night, at-

tracted 60 of 62 first-place

votes and 1,238 points from
the nationwide panel of
sports writers and broad-

casters.

Last week St. John's beat
Providence 77-60 and Con-
necticut 97-64 and is one of
four Big East teams in the
Top 20. Three of those, St.

Johns » Georgetown and
Syracuse, are in the top six.

Georgetown stayed No. 2,

Memphis State No. 3 and

The Hoyas, 19-2, who held

the top spot in the pre-

season poll and the first

nine regular season polls

before losing two straight,

landed one first-place vote

and 1,153 points. Memphis
State, 17-1, received the re-

maining No. 1 vote and
1.126 points, 93 ahead of

Southern Methodist. 18-2.

Duke, fourth last week,
moved up a notch with 909
points. Syracuse, the only

team besides St. John's to

beat Georgetown, advanced
from No. 9 to sbcth with 899
points, while Oklahoma re-

mained No. 7 with 855.

Michigan 769 points was
eight hfollowed by Illinois

748 and Georgia tech 704 to

complete the Top Ten.

Nevada — Las Vegas,
boasting a 16-game winning

streak, the longest winning

streak in Division I, leaped

from No. 16 to head the Se-

cond Ten.

Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana

Tech, North Carolina,

Oregon State, Tulsa,
DePaul, Villanova and
Maryland round out the Top
Twenty.

Iowa, 18-4, is the only

newcomer to the poll this

week after registering road
victories over Big Ten Con-
ference rivals Indiana and
Ohio State.

Neysmith

,

Braun

among

A-10

leaders

1. St. John's
2. Georgetown
3. Memphis St.

4. SMU
5. Duke
6. Syracuse
7. Oklahoma
8. Michigan
9. Illinois

10. Georgia Tech
11. UNLV
12. Iowa
13. Kansas
14. L.A. Tech
15. North Carolina
16. Oregon St.

17. Tulsa
18. DePaul
19. VUlanova
20. Maryland

18-1

19-2

17-1

18-2

16-3

15-3

17-4

16-3

18-5

16-4

17-2

18-4

18-4

18-2

16-5

16-4

17-3

14-5

14-5

18^

University of

Massachusetts forwards

Horace Neysmith and

Hobby tiraun are second

and third in rebounding in

the Atlantic 10 in statistics

released yesterday.

Braun. with 8.5 rebounds

per game and Neysmith

with 8.3. trail George

Washington's Michael
Brown (11.8) for the

conference lead.

Neysmith is also

averaging 15.7 points-per-

game with Braun scoring

just under 10a contest.

Point guard Carl Smith

continues to lead the

league in assists with 49.

The Minutemen are at St.

Bonaventure on Thursday

night.
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Local congressmen condemn financial aid cuts
By PHIL SERAFINO

CoUegian Staff

Two k>cal congressmen lashed out yesterday at President

Ronald Reagan's proposed cutbacks in financial aid to

college students, saying that the measure faced strong

opposition in the House of Representatives.

U.S. Rep. Silvio Conte (R Pittsfield) said in a speech

before college administrators in Washington that limiting

financial aid to $4,000 per student annually "could in one

fell swoop put many of our colleges and universities beyond

the reach of many poor and middle-class students."

Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid at UMass has

said that Reagan's proposal would affect about 16,000

UMass students alone and would prohibit about 3.000 of

those students from returning to schod in the fall of 1987.

A spokesman for Rep. Edward Boland (D-Springfield)

said that Congress would look with "equal vigor at all

programs, including those in the Defense Department" to

see where cuts could be more effective. Spokesman
Michael Sheehy also remarked that opposition was strong

against not only student assistance programs, but against

Antenna plan

gains support
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Suff

Several Hampshire County residents have

formed a Committee of Civic ResponsibUity

to support the United States Air Forces

proposal to build a 300 foot radio tower m
Amherst which would transmit signals to

other locations in the event of a nuclear

attack.

"The tower serves the cause of peace, and

as such deserves public support," Arnold

Silver, a member of the group said. Silver

is a resident of Amherst.

"The presence of the tower would reduce

the temptation by an adversary to launch a

first strike attack. " Silver said. "It is

purely defensive.

Silver, an English professor at the

University of Massachusetts, said the town

selectmen were "acting hostile" when they

voted last week to oppose the tower.

"Nobody is eager to have an antenna in

town, but the town should have some sense

of patriotic obligation," he said. He added

that the group is urging the selectmen to

rescind their decision and hold a public

hearing on the proposal

.

"The selectmen's objections to the

proposal, based on costs for policing the

area seem grossly overestimated," Silver

said. "Amherst town officials should not

have their policies governed by the threat

of intimidation."

The Hampshire County Commissioners

will hold a public hearing Tuesday on the

Air Force's proposal. Arthur Quinton, a

physics professor at UMass, will argue the

committee's position. Quinton said the

construction of the tower is "a scientific and

technical question, not a political one, and

should be addressed as such."

Representatives from the Air Force and

the Department of Defense will attend the

meeting.

The proposed tower is part of a $122

million national communication system that

will cover the Northeastern part of the

country. Termed Ground Wave
Emergency System, it is designed to

provide communication between defense

posts in the event of a nuclear attack.

Radio transmissions are bounced off the

atmosphere, but in a nuclear blast, the

atmosphere would be disrupted, making

normal radio transmission impossible. The

300 foot tower is designed to provide

communication after an attack by sending

radio waves along the surface of the earth.

Proposed sites include 12 acres on Stanley

street in South Amherst, approximately 1.2

miles from the town common.

many reductions in the proposed budget for fiscal year
1986.

Conte said in his speech before the Councfl for the
Advancement and Sypport of Education that the issue of
federal aid should "be discussed when reauthorization

comes up in Congress, not as part of the budget."

Reauthorization is the process by which federal funding is

reallocated by the congresional committee responsible for

the program after initial funding has expired.

Conte's press secretary Missy Tessier noted that federal

funding for coUege students must be reauthorized later

this year by the Education Committees of the House and
Senate.

Sheehy warned, however, that reauthorization can be
circumvented by a process called reconciliation, whereby
the budget committee can order reauthorization prior to its

due date. This would allow the budget reductions to be
enforced without coming before the Education Committee.
President Reagan's budget for 1986 seeks to restrict

eligibility for federal loans to students with family incomes

under $32,000, and limit individual students to $4,000 in

aid a year. Money earned through the work-study
program would count towards the $4,000 total.

Sheehy also said that government loans "have gone a k>ng
way to making college education affordable...Rep. Boland
will resist any attempts to shrink these programs."
Conte said that the administration's proposals "are even
more extreme" than those in the past, and "potentially

quite harmful."

Studmt lobbyists [dan trip

to Washington askingfor aid
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Cx)llegian Staff

A group of University of Massachusetts advocates will be

traveling to Washington D.C. next month to k)bby against

President Ronald Reagan's proposed cutbacks in financial

aid.

Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) held their

first meeting of the semester Tuesday night to discuss the

annual trip and possible strategies against proposed cuts in

the 1986 federal fiscal year budget. Cmtxnufd u> page i
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"As a body, everyone is single, as a soul, never.

"

—Herman Hesse

SGA gives

concert cash
ByJOllNYONCE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate of the
University of Massachusetts voted 30 5 last

night to give $29,000 toward funding for

several spring events on campus including

the Union Program C/Ouncil Spring Cone rrt

series.

Students representing the live groups to

receive the funds agreed Tuesday night

that $34,500 was the minimum needed to

fund the UPC concert, an area concert each

for: Southwest Residential Area, the

Eastside Residential Areas, the Greek

Residential Area and a production by the

UMass Music Theater Guild.

The motion was made to allot $29,000

instead of the $34,000 requested becasue

that figure was the most the senate could

afford to spend, SGA Treasurer John

Morradian said.

UPC representatives said that the ad-

ditional money would be sought from un-

tapped sources such as the Graduate

Student Senate and the UMass Chancelkjr's

Office.

When a motion was made to table the

motion until next week, granting the funds

UPC business manager Eric Nitzsche said

the motion had to be voted this week to

improve the chance for the quality of the

shows.

"Every day earlier that we know how
much money we have gives us greater

flexibility and may help us get greater

talent," he said.

SGA Budgets Committee chairman Joe

Sparks said he opposed the motion to grant

the money because the senate can not af-

ford the concerts.

"My concern is that we're going to have to

somehow deal with a decline in student

enrollment." Sparks said. A decline from

projected estimates in enrolment would

cause the senate to have less money then

anticipated, he said. This could cause other

groups which might need the money later

the inability to get it, he said.

"An enrolment decrease will take its toll

in next year's budget accounts," Sparks

said.

Other senators spoke in favor of the

motion because of obligations to students to

provide activities.

In other business, the senate granted

$14,000 to the Off-Campus Housing Office

for running expenses, 2,500 was granted to

the University Child Care Office and $3,500

to the SGA Communications Office by the

senate.
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Reagan optimistic in address

President speaks of second revolution

Production Becky McGee, Mary Ellen Riley, Cris

Schuster, Kim Foster, BethAnne Moskov, Peter

Soderberg, Ivan Siff, Bob Demetrius, Paula Saucier

WASHINGTON (AP)

President Reagan, in his

fourth State of the Union

address, yesterday declared

"a second American

Revolution" of hope, op

portunity, technological

progress and the promise of

a free and peaceful world.

Of his first four years,

lieajjan said, "Wp did what

we promised, and a great

industrial giant is reborn."

In the address before a

joint session of Congress on

his 74th birthday. Reagan

set his agenda for a second

term, saying:

"The time has come to

proceed toward a great new

challenge a Second

American Revolution of

hope and opportunity; a

revolution carrying us to

new heights of progress by

pushing back frontiers of

knowledge and space; a

revolution of spirit that taps

the soul of America,

enabling us to summon
greater strength than we
have ever known; and a

revoh:t!f.p that carries

beyond our shores the gold
promise of human freedom
in a world at peace."

Reagan said he spoke for all

Americans and those abroad
who yearn for freedom.
"We are here to speak for

millions in our inner cities^

who long for real jobs, safe

neighborhoods, and schools

that truly teach." Reagan
said.

Chemenko
reported ill

by a Soviet

ROME (AP) The state

run Italian television net-

work said yesterday it had

interviewed a leading Soviet

journalist who confirmed

that Soviet leader Kon-

stantin U. Chernenko is ill.

The state-run television

network, RAM, said that

Viktor Afanasiev, director

of the Communist Party

newspaper, Pravda,
"confirmed the illness of

Chernenko" during an in

terview.

Chernenko, 73, was last

seen in public on Dec. 27 and

there have been persistent

reports in Moscow and

abroad that he is ailing.

The network gave no other

details, nor did it provide

exact quotes, but said the

interview would bt*

broadcast later in the day on

a special late-night news

program.

Man charged

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)

A former teacher pleaded

innocent yesterday in

Middlesex Superior Court to

indictments charging him

with raping eight boys,

indecently assaulting a ninth

boy and posing eight of them

nude for pictures.

Lawrence (). Brehaut. 41,

who coached a boys soccer

program in his hometown of

Wakefield and was a Boy

Scout troopmaster at the

time of the alleged rapes,

was allowed to remain free

on $25,000 surety with a

$2,500 cash alternative.

More news

from AP
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ReportshowsAmherstwomenprofs, dissatisfied
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff
In the spring of 1983. the Faculty Executive Committee

at Amherst College received letters from two dissatisfied
members of the women faculty. In the following fall, the
Committee responded by commissioning a report of the
status of women faculty at Amherst and the recently
issued results reveal that the dissatisfaction is
widespread.

The Sofield Report, prepared by a faculty committee of
two men and three women, was commissioned to explore
the possibUity that conditions for faculty women at

An^erst were not satisfactory," English Professor David
Sofield, chair of the project, said.

^^

The results of the study, which Sofield described as
surprising m the depth of dissatisfaction it revealed

"

have been distributed to all faculty members and is cxlr-

The Sofield Report...was commissioned to explore

"the possibility that conditionsforfaculty wornen at

Amherst were not satisfactory, " English professor

David Sofield said.

rently being formally considered by President Peter

Pouncey and the Executive Committee, Sofield said.

According to the report, based on interviews, meetings

and surveys, 97 percent of full professors, 87 percent of

associate professors, and 65 percent of the assistant pro-

fessors for 1983-1984 are male.

"When the college went co-educational in 1975, there

was no discussion of co-educating the faculty," said Rus-

sian Professor Stephanie Sandler, a member of the com-
mittee that prepared the report. "It was as if the faculty

could take care of itself," she added.

Sofield said "It's not surprising that so few professors

are female" if you consider that before 1975, Amherst had
been "a male institution for over 150 years."

Although things are changing slowly, we do expect the

number of women faculty to improve in a decade or two,"

he said.

Another major finding of the report showed women
faculty members as disproportionately burdened with

committee responsibilities and this experience was, the

report states, "not empowering but tokenizing."

Women complained that their opinions on these commit-

tees did not carry the same wei^t as their male collegues,

they were rarely given leadership positions and their con-

tributions and f)erspectives were treated as biased and
trivial.

"The actual costs in tokenism, isolation and overwork of
having one woman on each committee far outwei^ the
benefits" the report states, a conclusion it attributes to
the problem of "too few women to go around."
The report also charges that the accepted practices of

Amherst are based on what it calls "a model of the one
career family with the spouse's support" and this "prac-
tice appears to work to the disadvantage of women."
In particular, the "tenure clock," requires a decision in

the sixth year of a faculty member's involvement at
Amherst "assumes a life in the main, free from certain
distractions such as childrearing." The report states this

may account for the fact that while only 20 percent of male
professors are untenured, 67 percent of untenured women
professors fall into this category.

The report recommends that this imbalance could be im-
proved if the probation period for tenure decisions be ex-
tended to the eighth year.

Another issue which emerged from the study was
Amherst's insufficient support for a women's studies cur-

riculum. Of the 400 courses Amherst offered in its

catalogue this semester, only 11 were categorized in the
women's studies section.

According to Sandler, the introduction of a complete
women's studies program is being considered at present
by the Executive Committee and, she said, "althou^ I

don't know when it will be created and or what form it will

take, my sense is that it is sure to come about."
The report also revealed Amherst's failure to adequate-

ly recognize the demands of childrearing. This is shown by
no day-care center, insufficient flexibility in class

schedides, the overburdening of women with committee
duties and what the report describes as a "negative at-

titude toward children" which makes women feel "un-
professional for parenting."

One woman interviewed said that she never tried to

reschedule a meeting if one of her children was sick; she
would rather claim to be ill herself than have her collegues
think being a mother came before her job.

The report also talks at length about the morale of
women at Amherst, and contends that women are made to

feel "isolated, alienated, peripheral and marginal" Sofield
said.

"The male ethos at Amherst has been so strong and
Irmly established for so long many women feel left out,"
he said.

One faculty woman questioned said she was often ex-

pected to give the "female perspective" at every discus-

sion with her male collegues, but when she did so was ac-

cused of "knee-jerk feminism."

The report, although it does make some recommenda-
tions, does not demand solutions for the issues it raised. It

was prepared "to at least say what the problems are and

raise consciousness about them," Sandler said.

Sofield described the report as "an address to cons-

cience in that it appeals to the men at Amherst to examine

their assumptions," he said.

Asked whether he thought the results of the study

would be taken seriously and provide a basis for change,

Sofield replied, "Administration and faculty have read the

report carefully and I'm sure it will do some good."

ColleiOan photo by Drrrk Robrrta

A lone Amherst College woman faculty member
stands on the steps of Converse Library, Amherst's
administration building, representative of the lack
of women professors and their positions in the
hierarchy there.

DVP offers wide assortment

;

King scheduled for April
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The Distinguished Visitors Program, a

registered student organization, is offering

an assortment of prominent speakers this

semester, including suspense novelist

Stephen King and pro-choice activist Bill

Baird.

Stephen King is scheduled to speak on

April 1, and Bill Baird is tentatively

scheduled for early March, Mark Zucher-

man, co-chairman of the DVP said.

"I'm glad we got Bill Baird because

UMass was the first organization to come
out for him in 1969," Zuckerman said.

Baird, in 1965, opened the nation's first

abortion clinic in Hempstead, NY.
Also being featured this semester are Dr.

Helen Caldicott, former director of Physi-

cians for Social Responsibility, on April 9,

and Sen. Bill Bradley (D-N.J.). The date for

Bradley's visit has not yet been set.

In addition to running its own programs,

DVP sponsors guests with other UMass
organizations.

"Between $6,000 and $10,000 of our

operating budget goes to g^ups who come
to us for help," Zuckerman said.

Among the speakers which the DVP is

co-sponsoring this semester are Nikki

Giovanni, keynote sp)eaker for the March 8

International Women's Event, and Earth

Day speaker Marilyn Ferguson on April 22

and 23.

Working through speaker's agencies,

DVP runs an average four or five pro-

grams a semester, Zuckerman said.

"We have a pretty good reputation for

treating speakers well, and that helps,"

Zuckerman said.

Begun in 1959 from an endowment, the

15-member organization has an annual

operating budget of about $30,000, part of

which comes from the Student Activities

Trust Fund, Zuckerman said.

Human Services and School of Ed.

hold social awareness workshops

Coll«p»n photo by Mitch Drmntch

JUST LIKE LITTLE ANTS— A view from the Library Tower dwarfs students

while they traTel in between classes yesterday afternoon.

By JODI McNAMARA

Collegian Correspondent

Courses designed to increase the un-

derstanding of social awareness issues are

being offered at both graduate and un-

dergraduate levels at the University of

Massachusetts by the Human Services

Program and the School of Education.

The Oppression and Social Issues Training

Project is designed to educate students

about some of the social issues affecting

today's society.

"The workshops are intended to create an

awareness of social issues in society, and to

explore how the course of study is affected

by anti semitism, racism, sexism,

heterosexism, and classism," Bailey

Jackson, project director said.

Courses offered at the graduate level deal

with su>»'«»'"*«' """b as racial perspective,

social issues in education and social issues

training and educational methods. By
enrolling in these courses, graduate
students are trained to teach courses at the

undergraduate level of the training project.

Graduate courses are taught by Jackson
and Gerry Weinstein. Jackson said he
hopes to help the graduate students to

integrate the issues into their teaching,

consulting and managing.
Courses offered at the undergraduate

level include discussions on racism, sexism,
anti-semitism, handicappism, heterosexism
and classism. Students will receive one
credit for attending one eight-hour
workshop from 9-5 p.m., offered on various

weekend days throughout the semester.

A full-time class is offered at the un-

dergraduate level for three credits on
oppression and social change. Registration

in this course is permitted after completing
three of the one credit workshops.
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OillegULn photo by Andy HelWr

CRASH COURSE—Appearances can be deceiving as this UMass snow trek-

ker/student demonstrates yesterday afternoon near the Campus Pond. The

plows were out to clear the way for diligent students who braved the storm.

• -S^^
Faculty adviser Jerry Grady expressed

the importance of this year's trip because of

Reagan's plan which seeks to deny student

loans to families with incomes above

$32,500. restrict Pell Grants to families

earning above $25,000 and a $4,000 ceiling

in all aide to each student per year.

"Under Reagan's proposal," Grady said,

approximately 16.000 UMass students

would be affected. 3.000 of whom would not

be able to return to the University in the

fall of 1987.

"We want to fight this." Grady said.

"Education is an investment not an ex-

pense."

Grady also said the more expensive

private schools will be in great danger

because very few of their students will be

eligible for financial aid.

"UMass SAFA students are well known

and well liked. They don't carry signs in

protest . they simply work in a professions!

and intellijient way that has earned them a

lot of respect in Washington." he said.

Cindy Howland. president of SAFA said

the dates for the trip have been set for

March 3rd through March 6.

"Our goal. " Howland said "is to let

Congress and students know that we care

about financing our education."

In the three days that we are down there

we want to key into members of the

Education committee. appropriations

committee and various subcommittees",

she^ said.

Jim Shaw, former president of SAFA.

explained that the fifty students going will

be broken into ten groups of five so that

each group can reach eight to ten congress

people and committee members.

The trip will be partially financed through

money raised by SAFA. The group will

petition for the student senate finance

committee to contribute funds. They are

also asking the area governments to help

defray the costs.

UMass/Amherst
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UMassprig fights forenvironment

By LORl KIRKLAND
Collegian Correspondent

An investigation of a chemical company

and a food waste education program along

with many projects initiated last fall are

among a University of Massachusetts lobby

eroup's efforts.

The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MassPIRG) asserts that

Pfizer Inc.. a mass producer of chemical

products in Adams. Mass.. disposes hme

derivative wastes in front of a water

treatment plant, according to a report by

project leader Jackie Mailhot.

A spokesman from Pfizer Inc. refused to

comment and said that he wa.s unaware of

any such situation or of MassPlKO s

charge.

Members of the food waste education

program, a part of Mass PIRG. hope to

heighten the University communitys

awareness about the false notion of food

over abundance in the U.S. The members

of the project are planning dormitory

workshops and will give information on the

subject in the dining commons.

From last semester's campaign.

MassPIRG will continue to push for the

passage of a bill that would "prevent acid

rain from getting worse in the state." staff

member Teresa Dawson said. This bill

would limit how much sulfur power plants,

factories, cars and other sources of sulfur

dioxide could emit.

The water quality project will maintain its

goal "to take the appropriate actions

necessary toward making Amherst water

resources more healthful and better

managed." project leader Lori Rocchio said.

Some of the sites that she and her group

will be working on are the Tillson Farm

Coal Pile, the Lawrence Swamp Aquifer

and the Atkins Resevoir.

MassPIRG was "very successful" last

semester in achieving some of their goals.

Dawson said. "We got the PoUution

Penalties bill passed, which is key in en-

forcing environmental laws." The bill

authorizes the Department of Enviorn

mental Quality Engineering to bill state

pollution violators from $100 to 10.000 per

day for violating the Clean Air Act. "We

also negotiated with Amherst's town

manager in order to instigate an annual

Selectman's Meeting concentrating on

current water issues." Dawson said.

Withdrawal for non-health fee payers

By JOHN VINCENT

Collegian Staff

Students who refuse to pay their

University Health Services (UHS) bill will

be administratively withdrawn from the

University of Massachusetts.

About three students a semester who do

not pay their bills or fail to establish a

payment plan with UHS after receiving a

number of bills, are withdrawn. Donna

Yezierski. UHS business supervisor said.

UHS provides many services which in

elude physician visits, eye examinations,

emergency and dental care for free or at a

minimal charge to students who pay the

mandatory $93 UHS semesterly fee.

When students are withdrawn, said

Marion Marquell of the Registrar's Office.

they lose their classes and financial aid.

although there is a chance they may regain

it if the bill is immediately paid thereafter.

Yezierski said the trouble of arranging to

pay a student's debt, and then be rein-

stated, is a small worry compared to the

consequences of a collection agency.

"The collection agencies call you at nine.

10 (o'clock) at night, they have no con

science, " she said. "If people think about it.

they would rather be withdrawn than be

hounfhnl by a collection agency."

Rose Marie Strother. UHS financial

manager, said that if a student's name is

sent to a collection agency, it remains a

black mark on the student's credit rating

with banks for seven years.

TELEPHONES
and accessories

Other phones available
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Mute Control
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Automatic Hold
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Limited Quantity

No Rainchecks

A full line of accessories available

Open Mon-Fri 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center
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Office helps foreign students

cope with new environment
By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian Correspondent

If you're a foreign student at the

University of Massachusetts and find huge
supermarkets, co-ed bathrooms and video

arcades strange, there's help.

Located in the Whitmore Administration

Building, the Foreign Students Office

assists more than L200 foreign students at

UMass with adapting to a new school, a new
culture and a new land.

"Our mission here is to try to alleviate any

problems that the students might have so

they can get on with their studies." Fred

Schulten, foreign student adviser said.

Once the student is settled, the office

offers academic, legal and personal ad-

vising.

The office contacts the students as soon as

they are accepted to the University.

"The student's file comes immediately to

this office, and we send out pre -registration

forms, arrival information, and general

information about the office." Schulten

said.

Brief orientation sessions are held at the

beginning of each semester because it is

usually impossible for the student to travel

to the U.S. to attend summer advising and

orientation, he said. The office was

established as the main contact on campus

for the foreign student.

Because foreign undergraduate students

can not receive financial aid and it is dif-

ficult for them to obtain permission to

work, the office confirms that the students

will be able to meet the expenses of at-

tending the University before they enroll at

UMass, he said. A satisfactory command of

English must also be confirmed before the

student is allowed to enroll, he added.

There are several reasons why a student

will travel to the U.S. to receive a college

education. A major reason. Schulten said,

is that many foreign governments sponsor

the student for overseas study. Some
foreign students come upon a recomen
dation of a friend or a relative and some
simply come on their own.

Foreign students at UMass represent

more than 100 nations, the largest

delegations coming from India and Taiwan.
More than half of all foreign students at

UMass are graduate students. Some are

part of mutual exchange programs where
UMass students attend classes overseas for

a year while foreign students take courses

here.

Some exchanges involve faculty and

researchers who are working and studying

at the University. The office offers

assistance to these groups as well.

Most foreign students upon receiving their

degree, plan to return to their homeland

and pursue their careers, Schulten said.
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JUST LIKE AN ERECTOR SET— Curry Hicks Cage repairs in progress.

the
top
kicker
in sport
KARATE"
Fightwa SUr» maaailn*

Karate Health Fitness Center 256-

460 VNfest Street, Amherst 0080
•low student rates

•directly on bus route

•full -time hours

•1984 Best m tt>e Valtey award

•experienced martial artists welcome

•beginners discover...

"The Best Workout in Town!"

4^ ^®%,"

Downstairs: "'Happy Hour
9-11 Free Buffet!

f/

JUSTIN
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Annex starts with late orders
By DAVID MUNIZ
Collegian Staff

No matter what major, year or grade point

average, every student at the University of

Massachufsetts must make at least one trip

to the Textbook Annex.

This semester, rising costs of books and

late orders by at least 44 professors are

what lies ahead for those who have not yet

frequented the school's largest supplier of

books.

Since last week, "we have recently

received 44 late orders by professors for

classes this semester," Russell Evans,

manager of the annex said.

Faculty were requested to order books for

this semester by last October, he said. The

main reason for such early ordering is so

that the annex will be able to buy back

books from students before it orders books

from publishers. "That way, we can buy

the books we need from students at 50

percent off the publisher's list price," Evans

said. He refused to disclose the annex

mark up of used books.

"Since January, we have had 240 new

course orders. A professor doesn't realize

that he is not the only one ordering late."

Evans said that an order may consist of one

to 30 books.

From the time the annex places an order

to the time the books ar»> on -i sh'^'f "«ujlly

takes between a wt^k to 10 Havs.

Publishers have raised prices an average

of between 5 and 10 percent since last

semester, Evans said. The increase

depends on the publisher he said.

"A book that cost $26.95 last semester

may cost $29.95 this semster. Prices are

raised right before an ordering cycle. The

last cycle ended December 1. Students

may pay as little as 95 cents or as high as

J50 for a book. Evans added.

Even though the Annex sells the most

textbooks to students, Evans said, "we

have the same volume as last year, it's

running pretty smooth. All in all, it's

pretty calm, no big lines."

The Textbook Annex does not calculate

sales on a daily basis. "I have no idea right

now how many titles have been sold in a day

or In a week, we don't deal in quantity per

week. At the end of the semester we
determine what has been sold. We just have

to wait and see." Evans said.

Roughly 125 students return books per

day during the first week of classes. Those

books are then resold. Books that are not

sold by March are sent back to the

publishers. "We start returning books just

prior to Spring Break." Evans said, but by

the end of the semester, we usually have

sold 85 percent of the 4,500 titles that we
have in stock. " That's a lot of reading.

S

THE BEST WORKOUT IN TOWN
INVITES YOU TO

GET IN SHAPE FOR SPRING
J JOIN BY FEB. 8th, 9:00 PM

and receive desi^er T-shirt 1? rvilillj

with this ad

Free t-shirts limited to first 300 memberships

NOPE STILL ONLY $45.00 I
7:30-9 4-6 Boyden |

1 11:30-3 7-9 7:30-9 12-1 |
I Sat. 11-2 4-6 I
MMiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

Credit Union
i SHARE DRAFTS I

Great Leaps Beyond Ordinary Checking

I

V.•:•:•:•:•;•

• monthly statements detailing

all your transactions

• low $2 monthly fee for

unlimited transactions

• instant carbonless copies of

every draft you write

The UMass
Student
Credit Union

Student Union Bldg, 545:2800 member NCUA
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Centercounselsandtrains

By BRION McALARNEY
Call^ian Correspondent

1

The Psychological Services Center, at the

University of Massachusetts trains

graduate students to be clinical

psychologists while providing inexpensive

counseling services to the community.

Located in Tobin Hall, the center is

supervised by 10 faculty members from the

department of psychology and has been

training graduate students for 22 years.

"We have the most intense supervision

one would find in a psychotherapy

program." associate director. Richard

Haigin said.

Every hour of therapy between the

graduate student psychologists and their

clients is matched by an hour of discussion

between the students and the faculty

supervisors, Haigin said.

'The student psychologists typically have

no more than three clients and discuss each

client, one at a time, with a supervisor,"

Haigin said.

"Eight out (A 500 students were accepted

last year for the six year doctorate

pr<^ram: there are no masters degrees."

The graduate students are not pud he
added. /

The eettta> had 218 clients last year. in.

eluding families and couples, with more
than 1.400 sessions, according to its annual

report.

'There are no age restricti<»is. and 15-20

percent of the clients are UMass students,"

said administrative assistant Toni Towsm.

According to the center's annual report, it

offers a wide range of services including

information and referral, individual psycho-

therapy, group therapy, marital and family

therapy and psychological testing and

assessment.

'The roost common service is dealing with

interpersonal difficulties, with a specific

person or people in general," Haigin said.

'The most severe cases are people who are

seriously depressed or suicidal."

The PSC also provides an informati<» and

referral ser\'ice from which it receives 30 to

40 calls per week, he said.

Clients are referred to the center by other

professional physicians and
psychotherapists, agencies and depart-

ments at the University and by tel^hone.

DO YOU

BELIEVE
. . .today's technology represents only

a preview of the possible?

We do too! So, join us in probing the frontiers of science and

technology with basic and applied research at sophisticated levels

We are not probing just a few frontiers. Consider these: laser optics,

infrared electro-optical systems and fiber optics; microelectronics,

semiconductors and semicustom IC/hybrid circuits; advanced control'

concepts, signal and image processing, robotics, CAD/CAM; gas

turbine technology, fluid dynamics, combustion, aeroacoustics;

materials science; V/STOL technology, aeromechanics, applied

mechanics; automotive technology; building systems technology;

manufacturing technology, NDE, industrial lasers; computer science,

software engineering, artificial intelligence, digital applications and

operating systems.

During the remainder of this decade United Technologies plans to

spend an average of $1 billion annually on R&D. Few other U.S.

corporations make such substantial investments in their future.

Think about it!

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CENTER IS

COMING ON CAMPUS FRIDAY, MARCH 8

Be sure to sign up at the Placement Office for an inten^iew

If you are unable to meet with us, please send details of your

education and experience to Mr. A. Marcin at United Technologies

Research Center, Silver Lane. East Hartford, CT 06108

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
RESEARCH
CENTER

U.S. Citizenship Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Center aids students with writing skills PbUce reportmaunre, stolen

By TIM OLEARY
Collegian Correspondent

Students with dyslexia or other learning disabilities can
find help at the Communications Skills Center in Bartlett
Hall.

The center is a free "academic support service for

students," Director Shirley DeShields said.

The center "has the most comprehensive diagnostic
component," to identify learning problems of students and
to address their problems, she said.

"CSC works in conjunctwn with the Development Center
Counseling. Communications Disorders and the
psychol(^y departments" to provide a complete evaluatk>n
of a student's learning skills, DeShields said.

Students are screened to evaluate their learning skills,

and a counseling session is held to discuss test results and
plan a program of study, according to a CSC brochure. The
program may include individual instruction, independent
study and small group discussions.

Students that need short term help with writing skills for

class or projects can also get help from the center's Walk-
In Writing Workshop. Workshop hours will be posted in

68 Bartlett Hall.

"The center also offers 14 communicatwns skills courses
this semester, including Fundamentals of Writinjr and
CoUege Reading Skills.

DeShields estimated that between testing, counseUng
and courses, the center serves 2,000 to 3.000 students per
year.

"We also have older, returning students who want to
brush up on their communication skills, transfers from
community colleges who want to bridge the gap (to a four
year college) and freshmen who have found the coUege
experience more challenging than anticipated," DeShields
said.

"The center's courses have helped me to succeed in all

courses at the University," said junior Patrick Costello,
president of the Dyslexic Student Organization. Dyslexia
is a complex learning disability affecting as many as 1,700
students at UMass.

"The DSO provides peer counseling to prepare dyslexic
and learning disabled students for problems they will face
outside." and refers students to CSC for testing and
counseling, Costello said.

The center is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in 73 Bartlett

Hall.

athletic items fromBoydengym
A small fire outside of McNamara dormitory was reported

by a University of Massachusetts police officer Tuesday
evening, police said.

Police said several pieces of paper may have been thrown
out a window and ignited outside the dormitory. No
damages were reported.

In other police reports:

• Three sets of athletic department towels, tee-shirts
and sweatsuits were stolen from three tockers in Boyden
Gymnasium and was reported Tuesday morning. The
belongings were valued at $150.

• A Hampshire College student was arrested by campus

police Tuesday night on a warrant for speeding from

Brookline District Court. Police said the student was

arrested for speeding on University Drive.

• A wallet containing $5 was reported stolen from a Hills

North office Tuesday afternoon. It was taken from a
knapsack in an unlocked room.

-CHRIS POON

GBA-nS.FACTlON
(Gratis means FREE)

«Kr

•'e

(^.

You'll find it at

Carbur'sAIINew

"Happy Hour

free Butter.

4«6 and 9-11

Monday thru Fri^Y^

Tacos_____

Ffca __—

—

j/egj?ppers

Munch Munch More?

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

at Ihe Elmwood. Rt. 9 Haiiley. MA (413) 588-1078

Jcz=J/c—Tr^/t—'/t •fc ';cr-'r£=';

777/s is your oportunity to

RUSH
the new

THETA CHI FRATERNITY
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME

THURSDAY, Feb. 7 7:00-10:00 PM
OPEN HOUSE - FOOD and REFRESHMENTS

496 N. PLEASANT ST 253-9015
(right next to the Newman Center)

LOOK INTO A NEW OPPORTUNITY - THETA CHI

Men's Shop
20 - 50%

Off

SPORTCOATS • GLOVES
SCARVES • TROUSERS
SPORTSHIRTS • BELTS
SUITS • PARKAS
OUTERCOATS
DRESS SHIRTS
NECKWEAR • CAPS
SWEATERS • VESTS
CORDUROYS

IJ^auseofHlaisli
V

DRESSES
ACCESSORIES • BELTS

Women s onop blazers . scarves
^ r.ARDTCANS • SKIRTS

40%
Off

32 Main St., Amherst 253-3361

CARDIGANS • SKIRTS
KNEESOCKS • ROBES
BLOUSES • T-NECKS
NIGHTIES • SLACKS
SUITS • HANDBAGS

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
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WHAT CAN
FRATERNITIES

OFFER YOU?

GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO

All Unlvesity Undergraduate Men Are Invited To

FRATERNITY
OPEN RUSH

STOP BY
AND

FIND OUT

Sponsored by

UMass

IFC

PHI MU DELTA
14 Elm St.

2S6^)8U2
call for details

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
70 Butterfield Terrace

546-2711

2/7

BETA KAPPA PHI

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-8071

2/12,2/13,2/18,2/19
9-11

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
374 N. Pleasant St.

2/12, 2/13, 2/19, 2/20,
9-11

ALPHA EPSILON PI

Campus Ctr Rm 1009

256^1458

DELTA UPSILON
778 N. Pleasant St.

549-3K11

2/6, 2/12
9-11

PI KAPPA ALPHA
418 N. Pleasant St.

54&^2150
2/4, 2/5

ZETA PSI

23 Phillips St.

256-6845

2/5, 2/12, 2/14, 2/19,

2/26, 2/27

ALPHA DELTA PHI

THETA CHI
496 N. Pl«asant

396 N. Pleasant St.

549-1816 (7684)

2/7
2S3-9015

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
375 N. Reasant St.

253-9974

Call for details

Stockbridge students

only

PHI 8IQMA KAPPA
4510 N. Pleasant St.

256-6863
2/5,2/11,2/12,2/13

7-9

DELTA CHI
118 Sunset Ave.

549-0482

2/5, 2/8
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Student Health Advisory Boardn
First meeting of the semester

Come and share your views and

opinions on University Health

Services policies and activities.

Monday, February 4, 1985

at 5:30

at University Health Center

Room 304

.J!

)G0 GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO ^

NOW
IMPORTER'S SALE

on Fine Italian 14k Gold Jewelry

at an unbeatable price of

$13.50 per gram
18" Beveled Hemngbone Necklace sugg pnce W^ NOW J2r
20" Beveled HemngtK,ne Necklace '"^P^^IS*'

^^^If.
20" Solid Rope Chain sugg. price S433.80 »1»5.^5

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
L.M. Goscenski, Diamond & Gold Agent

13 No. Pleasant St., Amherst at Lodestone

eating

Down with J

! DIETING?
Try. something dif-J

j ferent. Lose weighty

sensibly by learning^

about your

habits.

A diets! Call UHS4
549-2671 ext. 181.

Preregistration byj

X Feb. 21. i

MAKE IT JAMAICA!!
March 16 - 23

$389 pei^person

quad occupancy

plus 15% tax & service

lnrlu<k's:

Koiind Trip .let from Boston

7 nijjht.s accomodation.';

across from Iwach

- Round Tnp transfers

In-tween airywirt & hotel

c^; more

CALL NOW!! .lEFF 549-4762

Now!s
the time
to cai...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

ATTENTION
Chocoholics and
closet munchers

Ice cream, sundaes,

cake, pastry, fudge and

chocolate delivered

in plain brown bags

No one need

ever know

CALL
256-8102

SWEET TOOTH
Monday thru Sunday
6:00 pm to Midnight

79 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Limited Delivery Area
Minimum order $5.00

Prices do not Include tax

A^v>iMi?^^>:^V<t^>'^^^'^>^'*'»^^^'^^'^'''*^'^

Jet Tour Daytona Beach
March 16-23

$279. + $59. tax and service

Includes:

R.T. Jet Directly to Daytona

8 days, 7 nights Hotel at Quality Inn Reef

located directly on the beach.

Optional Kitchenette, Walt Disney World, Epcot Ctr.

and nightclub tour.

Discount Books Available

Welcome Party

Fort Lauderdale $279.

+ $59. tax and service

also available

TOWN TOURS & TRAVEL
482 Main St., Maiden, MA 02148

.
321-3993
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Mother needs money to get children
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian SUff

A lack of finances might be the wily factor preventing a

University of Massachusetts student from bringing her

daughters home from Sri Lanka after they were kidnapped

by their father last Nov.
Rosa Melendez, 25, filed the case in the Sri Lankan court

on Jan.30 and although it will take up to three weeks

before it first appears in court, the judge handling the case

"disposes a positive attitude towards her," said Lotis

Reyes-Ocasio. coordinator of the Third World Woman's
Program at the Everywoman's Center at UMass.

Melendez was awarded custody of her daughters, Klara, 6

and Nina. 3. when she and Charles Ranasinghe. 28 were

legally divorced on Nov. 20. Their six-year old marriage

ended due to Ranasinghe's "cruel and abusive treatment"

toward Melendez.

After the case appears in court, Ranasinghe has the

option to delay the process by filing an objectwn, either by

asking for an extension or by claiming to be ill and unable

to appear in court.

If an objection is filed, an inquiry will follow and a decision

will not be made for another month.

Melendez's attorneys. B.J. Fernando, a former Sri

Lankan ambassador to the United States and his partner

Romeish De Silva, are soliciting funds to continue the case.

"Money should not be what doesn't let the case be suc-

cessful when things appear to be so positive," Reyes-

Ocasio said.

Reyes Ocasio said that if 500 people go without lunch for a

day, which on the average costs $3 per person, they could

reach their goal of $5,500. Presently, the Melendez fund

has only received $665.

The money will be air fare for Melendez and the children

as well as for attorney's fees.

"There's something we can do as a community," said

Reyes-Ocasio. adding that writing to Melendez would help

alleviate her sorrows and feelings of loneliness. "(A letter

is) what keeps prisoners there, that is what keeps people

there," said Reyes Ocasio. Anyone interested in writing

Melendez or donating money can call Reyes-Ocasio at 545-

0883.

Bonnie Mann, Melendez's counsetor at Northampton's

Neccessities-Necesidades, who is in Sri Lanka with her.

said in a telephone interview that Melendez is "com-

fortable" in the island country off the southern tip of India

because she has lived there. But. "it is really difficult" for

Melendez because she is concerned about missing school.

But Mann added that Melendez is determined to stay until

the case is resolved, whkh may take up to three months

and she can return to Amherst with her daughters.

The girls are with their grandparents, who have been

very supportive to Melendez. Mann said. Her ex in-laws

have also been very reasonable in letting Melendez see the

children. But Ranasinghe has threatened to refuse

visitation rights, Mann said, and has also threatened

Melendez's life.

The girls are "physically okay, but they are not attending

school." Mann added that Klara has re developed an old

behavioral problem, acting very aggressively with her

sister and showing periods of anger and sadness without

provocation.

Melendez said the girls "fear she won't be with them."

Her main concerns are the success of the legal case and the

children Klara's problem and the fact that they are not in

.school.

Melendez, who lives in the capital city of Colombo, has

found employment as a tourist guide.

Afrik-Am will be sponsoring a Pre-valentine Day semi-

formal from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. at the Student Union Ballroom

on Feb. 9. There will be live music by the Fred Clayton

Quintet, coupled with d.j. music with BMCP finest, the

almighty "Husky". Tickets are $4 and $5 per couple and

will be available at th»door.

Casa Latina. 19 R Hawley St. in Northampton will hold

Announcement
the third session of Spanish for human services providers

beginning on Feb. 12. The purpose of this course Ls to

provide a deeper understanding of the Latino community

and the basic tools of communication to facilitate in-

teraction between agencies and Latinos.

The course will cover an 8 week period, meeting twice a

week. For more information, please call Casa Latina at

586 1569.

Read

Black Affaira

Black History
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

As part of Black History Month, Black Affairs unU have a
series highlighting the achievements and ac-

complishments of Black men and women who have, in our
context excelled in history.

Mary McLcod Bethune devoted her life to bringing
dignity, importunity and hope to Black Amerkans. She
became a teacher, the builder of a school, a publk
speaker and a governmental administrator.

Mrs. Bethune started a school for women in the Daytona
lieach. Florida area with only $1.50 in her pocket. She
earned money for this school over the years by doing
many different jobs. In 1923. the Bethune School joined
with the Cookman Institue, to become Bethune-Cookman
College.

President F>anklin D. Roosevelt appointed Bethune to
serve as the Director of the Negro Affairs Division of the
National Youth Administration. Both President and Mrs.
Roosevelt were great admirers of Bethune.

Mary McLeod Bethune

100% COTTON

» » « » #' • ft « ft ««•

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG.^:95-

3 DAYS ONLY

6.95
3 FOR

19.95

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst/ Dally 10-6, Sun. 12-5

"TheGtobeshere!
For just M.40 a week you can have

•icifvored to your door on campus
University of Massachusetts

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES
Daily Er Sunday $1.40 a week
Daily Only $.90 a week
Sunday Only $.50 a week

Term Rates

$17.10

$11.10

$6.00

Feb. 10 - May 15

n Daily Only
D Sunday Only

D Daily ft Sunday

Your Name:

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to:

RON HUBERDEAU. P.O. Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004

Tel. 253-7009

Campus Address:.

sma

RUSH PARTY
ALPHA EPSILON PI

Where: 1009 CO

When: Thursday,

oi

\

Feb. 7th 9:00 pm

a -?

-SzMc>n^
FOR MORE INFO

CALL SETH 549-1434 or LARRY 546-6875
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South Africans
need our support

The headlines of the past few months have been

dominated by the protesters who are rightly upset with

the political conditions in South Africa. Every day we can

see prominent American politicians receiving generous

amounts of media attention as they are arrested in front

of the South African Embassy in Washington D.C. In-

deed, any ardent supporter of representative democracy

should be outraged by South Africa's racist policies; but,

at the same time, we should not recommend ill-conceived

"reforms" that would force the white South African

government to isolate itself from Western pressure and

militarily barricade itself in Pretoria. In short, revolution

is not needed nor should it be advocated; what South

Africa needs is progressively peaceful change while re-

maining a strong Western ally.

Peter Dow

The American people. Bishop Tutu, the SADC and the

rest of the world should understand that black South

Africans, despite their oppression, enjoy a level of

economic and physical well-being virtually unmatehed by

blacks in any other African nation; and this fact is crucial.

While basic human subsistence and survival alone cannot

compensate for the actions of a racist society, they are the

only basis for real human reform. By this standard of

human survival alone. South Africa is Utopian, compared

with all other African and Third V Tld governments. As

statistics on 58 major nations reported b" the Population

Reference Bureau show, the greatest national rise in life

expectancy from 1975 to 1983 was in South Africa, which

increased life expectancy by nine years; this was nearly 50

percent more than the world as a whole in this period.

Indeed, the Reagan administration's policy of "con-

structive engagement" has brought real, irreversible

change. In 1983, white South African voters approved a

new constitution that gave "colored" and Indian represen-

tatives each a new chamber in Parliament. Black trade

unions have been legalized, are gaining membership and

strength, and will, no doubt, soon be a powerful political

force. The Botha government has accept^ the per-

manence of blacks resident in urban areas and is suppor-

ting black business there.

In addition, South Africa is making notable strides in

educational improvements. Their 1985 budget currently

includes 23 percent more money for education, which is

the biggest increase of any budget item. Outlays for black

education are rising twice as fast as those for white, and it

is obvious that if this trend continues, white education will

eventually decline in real t«rms.

But what if, despite these concrete examples of chang-

ing conditions, the present protestations succeed in forc-

ing American companies to divest from South Africa?

How will the black population be affected? (It is in-

teresting to note here that many of the critics of Reagan's

constructive engagement policy with Pretoria have also

condemned the administration for not taking a more

"friendly" approach to the Soviet Union, which, with its

gulags and slave labor and rampant anti-Semitic govern-

ment policies, falls far short of South Africa in its applica-

tion of democratic principles).

Upon investigation, it appears that the threats of sanc-

tions and divestment may backfire. First, such measures

aren't likely to inflict much pain on the ruling white

minority, just the blacks who receive the benefits of

employment. Secondly, if the U.S. companies are forced to

terminate their operations, many of their plants and

facilities quickly would be purchased by eager British,

West German and Japanese competitors. Thirdly, many

American companies have signed the Sullivan Principles,

and pledged to abolish workplace segregation, follow

equal pay and work practices, train black and mixed race

workers and improve housing, schooling, and other

facilities for their employees. Companies have been closely

monitored for compliance virith the Sullivan Principles, and

as a result, the Principles have had a catalytic effect on the

Botha government.

Another example of South African support for

American companies came during Ted Kennedy's recent

excursion to that country. The leader of South Africa's

largest tribe. Chief Gatsha Buthelezi of the Zulus, lashed

out at the illustrious senator's support for divestiture, call-

ing this notion "madness" from the point of view of

African blacks. All the while, blacks and whites chanted

"Go Home Kennedy."

In short, let us not rashly hurry into an unwise abandon-

ment of the Botha government, with the probable result

being the rise to power of the Marxist African National

Congress or some faction thereof. What we should de-

mand instead is a rational policy of constructive progress

to dismantle apartheid, while promoting democratic

capitalism for the greatest benefit of the majority black

population.

''Would you be content to...?
fy

When Ann Landers released results of her "bedroom

poll," the country quickly turned its attention to sex.

Women across the country responded to Landers' survey

saying "yes" they would give up the "act" for tenderness

and hugging, sparking a natiotial debate on the question

itself and what exactly the results mean.

Collegian reporters Heather Hanlon, Nancy A. Bukar,

Laura Yee, Anne McCrory and Rita Murphy passed out

surveys around campus and 124 people responded. While

the results themselves are not statistically significant, nor

do they represent a large majority, are based on a question

which in itself is misleading, there were 124 people who
felt strongly enough to respond. Below are some of the

comments from the respondents.

"Would you be content to be held close and treated

tenderly, and forget about 'the act?'"

Male: All people need attention and
affection...however, to compare a sexual need to acts of

affection and closeness is ludicrous.

Male: Being held close and tender is a very large part of

the process, but what is the process without the end
result?

Female: No, because I enjoy the "act" very much and

would have become a nun if I agreed with this statement.

Male: I want to hold her close and treat her tenderly

then do "the act" until we pass out.

Male: Of course, it depends who's doing the holding.

With Nastassja Kinski, being treated tenderly simply

wouldn't be adequate, (sheep too).

Female: Yes 1 wouldn't mind that and it would be nice

once in while (like when I'm tired) but I also like to do it.

Female: Is it okay for virgins to answer this?

Female: If more people reached out, maybe more people

would stay together.

Female: It is the emotional closeness that counts, not

the animal act.

Male: I would be content but on the other hand I do

rather enjoy having sex.

Yes

Male 28

Female 42

ToUls 70

No

20

22

42

Both

7

12

Male: I'm saving sex for marriage.

Male: The essence of "the act" like that of many other

human "acts" is illusionary. Tenderness is one of the few

band-aids we have in this absurd world.

Female: You mean I should enjoy fooling around

without getting laid?

Female: I expect the former with the latter, unless both

my partner and I agree differently. Moreover, one never

has to worry about the former when sleeping with a

member of the same sex.

Male: I feel that being close and treated tenderly is a

lead into the act in much the same way going to the beach

leads to swimming.

Female: Both are very important but the love and

tenderness come fu^t.

Male: What's the act? I don't get it.

Male: Is this a permanent condition?

Female: If I hear anyone else ask this stupid question, I

really think I'm going to get sick and die before I've ever

even done "the act."

Male: The act is everything.
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Qtte8ti<m for this week:

Should Intereession be

eliminated and the spring

semester started early to

allow UMass students

the opportunity to get

ottt of school earlier in

May?

Please answer before

Wednesday of next week.

Reagan budget a 'scandal'
Reagan's budget proposal for fiscal year

1986 is a complete outrage. While it re-

quests a 6 percent increase in military ex-

penditures, social prc^rams face severe

cutbacks which will undoubtedly have a

startling effect on Aniericans who lie

within ^e low to moderate income bracket.

The proposed budget is the result of the

president's promise to avoid a tax increase

as a means of reducing the current deficit.

However, it should be quite evident that

the skyrocketing deficit is not the result of

federally sponsored welfare programs but

rather massive escalations in military hard-

ware—thus the paradox.

Reagan along with Weinberger and the

military have clearly turned their backs on

the needs of the American people and

focused their attention on an over-priced,

over-stocked military arsenal with infininte

growth potential.

A large portion of the requested defense

budget will go towards scientific research

on the "Star Wars" anti-missile defense

system. Such res^rch and development

will cost astronomical sums of money and it

is hi^y unlikely to prove fully effective if

completed. A prolonged nulitarization plan

will not only cause Uie deficit to continue

Rob Ginocchio

its upward swing but will even widen the

gap between U.S.-Soviet arms negotia-

tions.

Cutbacks and freezes on social programs

threatens small businessmen, fanners, the

poor, the elderly and college students.

Under the Constitution. Americans are en-

titled to basic human needs such as shelter,

decent medical care and an education.

Reagan is vwlating the constitutional

rights of certain individuals by depriving

them of basic necessities.

Although the budget proposals face

many revisions in Congress, Weinberger

has been hurling pro-military propaganda

at congressional members and the

American public in a desperate attempt to

gain support. Surprisingly enough, the pro-

posed budget has been attacked not only by

fellow Republicans, but also by Budget

Director David Stockman who has called it

"a scandal."

Rob Ginocchio is a Collegian correspon-

dent.

Letters to the Editor

Today's student must carry on the challenge

This letter is in response to columnist

Diane Lane's scathing rebuke of the '60s

generation for failing to carry the banner

of social revolution into the current decade

for her. Amidst a plethora of emotionally

charged rhetoric and meaningless cliche

(Yuppies, rats/sinking ship, etc.) she

skillfully avoids the central issue-that the

responsibility for social change is now with

her own "middle" generation, which has

found neither the time nor the desire to

make any sort of impact whatsoever on na-

tional policy.

I was a freshman at UMass in the spring

of 1970, during which the University was

closed down by students in protest of the

Vietnam atrocity and the murders at Kent

State. I was among thousands of

demonstrators in Washington, D.C, who

faced loaded rifles to bring about an end to

the senseless Vietnam War. These are

things we did for ourselves and our coun-

try. Unlike Lane and her contemporaries

„e did not sit idly by for "lack of an

outlet" or wait to be shown the way, or

even avoid the battle for fear our efforts

would be in vain.

The spineless posture which Lane

assumes in denigrating the '60s generation

for not showing her the way to her own
peace of mind is typical of college students

today who seem devoid of character and

almost incs^table of original thou^t. It is a

mystery to me why the current

undergraduate population of the United

States feels no personal obligation to

challenge in a meaningful way the policies

which dictate nuclear arms buildup, pover-

ty and oppression. The impetus for these

movements must come from the intellec-

tual community, which has enormous

power by virtue of the fact that they have

nothing to lose—except perhaps the pro-

spects of a su-figure salary (heaven

forbid).

Richard E. Lyon

Polymer Science and Engineering Dept.

Phi Sig blamed...

I have reserved my comments about the

annual stereotyping, anti-fraternity let-

ters for four years. Unfortunately, 1 can

censor myself no longer, because I feel

that a serious injustice has been commit-

ted against Phi Sigma Kappa.

My remarks are directed at Karen

Pollens' letter in Monday's ColUgian. My
problem with the letter is that Pollens

neglected to take a closer look: a closer

look at the situation and a closer look at

Phi Sigma Kappa itself.

Phi Sigma Kappa was not having a

gathering on the balcony Thursday night.

No one was on the balcony (it was 15°),

and no remarks were directed at her or

any other student or passerby. I realize

that because of Phi Sig's location and the

mere fact that it is a fraternity it is a con-

venient scapegoat. If there were com-

ments made that night, Phi Sig was not

the source.

I also wish Pollens would take a closer

look at Phi Sigma Kappa itself, and the

principles they pride themselves on; the

promotion of brotherhood, the stimula-

tion of scholarship and the development

of character. The innate ability to abuse

or humiliate another human being is not a

criterion for admission.

Although these opinions are my own, I

am proud to be associated with Phi Sigma

Kappa. When I graduate I will hold on to

the principles that Phi Sig has taught me,

as well as the friendships I have made and

the memories I will cherish. These

memories will never be tarnished by the

tunnel-vision of individuals who only

criticize rather than make the effort to

participate or understand.

I share Pollens' hope that the people

who made the remarks see her letter and

feel ashamed. I also hope that Pollens will

realize that these people and Phi Sig are

not one and the same. Pollens should also

recognize that Phi Sig has been unfairly

slandered, and all they can feel is

alienated and deserving of an apology.

Kyle W.J. Cooper
Amherst

...for others' actions

As a member of Phi Sigma Kappa

Fraternity, I would like to respond to a

letter written by Karen Pollens which ap-

peared in Monday's Collegian. In the let-

ter, she tells of a rather distasteful display

by some fraternity members as she pass-

ed by them on Thursday night. Pollens

goes on to name Phi Sigma Kappa as the

offending fraternity. After some in-

vestigation by Greek Area officials and

members of our own house, it has been

found that the fraternity to blame was not

Phi Sig, rather, it was our neighbor. Phi

Sig has worked hard in past years to im-

prove on the false stereotype which many
fraternities suffer from. While we deplore

sexual harassment in any form, our only

aim is to have our good name cleared with

the same publicity by which it has been

besmirched.
Thomas E. Jacobs

Phi Sigma Kappa, Treasurer

PloT

Just sing, sing a song
Two sharp drumbeats and suddenly the

stage lights up, a dry-ice mist rising from

it. The floodlights are red and yellow. "The

crowd goes crazy, chanting and cheering.

You navigate your way throu^ the haze

and step up to the mike, adjusting it. The

soldout stadium literally roars as you blast

into the first set.

You're a performer; a sparkling pop

music phenomenon wrapped up in leather,

right?

Wrong.
Chances are you're a closet lip-syncher

and you're in the privacy of your own
home. You pluck intricate progressions on

an "air" guitar and dance and strut better

than "Mick and the Boys." You've got

class. You've got style. You've got, as they

say, all the right moves.

You just can't sing.

The living room serves as a stadium. A
hairbrush becomes the microphone and a

hockey stick is the guitar. There is no

crowd, no multi-colored laser-light show.

There is just you, plugged into a Sony

Walkman.

I admit it. Do you?

Granted this secret isn't divulged lightly.

In our goat-cheese-and-granola worshipp-

ing society, lip-synching has a sleazy im-

age. It's not blatantly obnoxious, like

sneezing on someone. Lip-synching is more

like buying books about Princess Diana. It

is something a self-respecting adult simply

does not admit to.

Kids can get away with it. Sure. Moon-

walking on the sbcth-grade playground is

not only encouraged, it's practically man-

datory. You can be left back a year, socially

if not academically, for flunking moon-

Elizabeth A. Luciano

walking. But like baseball cards and Barbie

dolls, dancing around the living room is

eventually outgrown. Usually.

Lip-synchers' musical tastes often match
their maturity levels. Like most lip-

synchers, I judge a song not by its actual

quality, but by how well it can be perform-

ed. "Ghostbusters" is a classic tune. "As
Time Goes By" is not. Anything by Tina

Turner or Jerry Lee Lewis is fabulous;

anything by Bing Crosby isn't. You get the

picture.

Contrary to popular belief, lip-synching

is not confined to the Great Indoors. Every

weekday, countless commuters "plug in"

on their way to and from work. If you

watch for that tell-tale twitching of the lips,

chances are you'll find a lip-syncher or two.

Lip-synching is not without its financial

rewards. Many area nightclubs offer

patrons the chance to show off their syn-

ching abilities, with cash prizes that hover

around the $100-mark.

And some would-be stars have even set

down their hairbrush mikes and hockey-

stick guitars to turn professional. Within

the last three years Boston's Copy Kittens

and Great Pretenders have gone from

unknowns to heavily-booked bands that

rake in $1000-plus a week.

And to people like me, who still like to

sing into hairbrushes, that's really

something to sing about.

Elizabeth A. Luciano is a Collegian col-

umnist.

'Mellowing out' is not what Kinks are doing

Peter Wissoker's review, "Kinks mellow

out" (Jan. 20) contains a number of

fallacies which bother me. Although I do

not doubt that Wissoker attended the con-

cert, his review and comments on the

Kinks remind me of a series of articles I

have read recently by people who do not

know what they are talking about. The

most notable among these are the almost

universal pannings of the movie Dun£ as

being "too confusing" by critics who ob-

viously had not read the book. Like the

Dune reviewers, Wissoker has not done his

homework.

First of all, I would like to point out that

the Kinks are by no means "mellowing

out." The last three albums released by the

Kinks, Ward ofMouth, State of Confusion,

and Give the Pe(yple What They Want are

examples of the hardest rock the group has

ever produced. This is especially true when

compared with the deep, reflective Ray

Davies' compositions in Kinks' folk and

rock opera albums of the early '70s and the

pastoral quietude of the late '60s concept

albums like The Village Green Preservation

Society.

The Kinks have not toured with a horn

section since the Schoolboys in Disgrace

tour of 1976 (the last of their rock opera

productions), although Wissoker feels that

it was newly missing. Another question

which bothers me is: How can Dave Davies

steal guitar licks from Pete Townsend's

"Shakin" All Over," a song Townsend did

not write? The similarities between the

blues riffs of F. Heath's song are not a

"shameless act.. .a ripoff ' but structurally

determined as are similarities between the

riffs of "Catch Me Now I'm Falling" and

the Rolling Stone's "Jumpin' Jack Flash."

There are definite chordal differences.

Wissoker's panning of Tommy Shaw

does not surprise me. ColUgian Arts

reviewers regularly condemn groups like

Styx, AC-DC, Journey, etc. because they

are, as they inevitably put it, "too cliche."

At the risk of sounding cliche myself, I sug-

gest that a concert review hinged on one

term which has become cliched in itself is a

cop-out. The use of the word "cliche" by

Arts reviewers has become, as Wissoker

has put it, "a shameless act" of journalism.

Which is a shame because they have some

potential.

J.C. Rogers
Sunderland

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published. Please type doubled spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and length.
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Suicides up expert says
BOSTON (AP) The United States is in

"the midst of an international suicide

epidemic" among young people, primarily

in the open spaces of the west, where a
deeper sense of loneliness and isolation may
move youngsters to kill themselves, says

the president of the American Association

of Suicidology (AAS).

Suicides among Americans 15 to 24 years

of age rose 136 percent between 1960 and

1980. the last year for which complete

statistics were available, Pamela Cant<Mr

said in an interview Tuesday night.

A clinical psychologist. Cantor, 40,

becomes AAS president in April at the

association's Toronto annual meeting.

The organization promotes research on

causes and treatment, sponsors National

Suicide Prevention Week and has about

800 members, including physicians,

therapists, researchers, social workers and

suicide survivors.

"In 1960. the suicide rate for the age group

was 5.2 per 100.000 young people." she said

following a panel discussion in the Boston

public library on teenage suicide.

"In 1980, the rate was 12.3 percent. One

in every five suicides in 1980 involved

victims in the 15 24 year age group. The

suicide rate among adolescents has doubled

in a generation."

"We have done a good job in reducing

mortality in all age groups except

teenagers. Suicide is the third leading

cause of death in that age group."

"The rise in teenage suicide primarily is

in the West That nriay be because the

western states are expanding, there is

isolation. In the West, there is too much

space, and there are not enough people."

She said loneliness and a feeling no one

cares about them seems to drive the young
to suicide.

Cantor, who practices in the Boston

suburb of Newton, said she did not have

complete figures or a geographical

breakdown on teenage suicides.

She said 1984 suicide rates among the

general Dopulatk>n reflect the western

trend.

Nevada led the country with a rate of 29

per 100,000 population, the Rocky Moun-

tain states' group rate was 17.4,

California's rate is 15.2.

Massachusetts, she said, had a rate of 7.8

percent, third only to Mississippi with 8.7.

Teachers protest covers
SUDBURY. Mass. (AP) Two history

teachers, contending book covers

distributed in high schools by the National

Guard plorify the military, are offering an

alternative jacket showing Guardsmen
firing on students at Kent State University

in 1970.

The 1.400 students at Lincoln Sudbury
Kegional Hi>(h School in this affluent suburb

west of Boston can choose between the two
covers when they visit the school library.

"Guardsmen are trained to kill, but the

(luard's book covers don't state that," said

teacher William Schechter. 38. "The

Guard's covers attempt to entice people

into military service by showing the glory

of going to battle.

"I don't think 17 year old kids should be

manipulated into joining the military un

thinkingly." he said. "If, after reflection, a

kid decides this is what he wants to do,

more power to him."

A National Guard spokesman called the

teacher's attitude "a little bit out of date."

"We think we are a positive organb,ation

with a positive mission and I think we're

perceived by people in the main that way

today. " Col. John Carlson, public relations

director for the Guard in Massachusetts,

said yesterday.

Hypercurricula
TODAY.
PGA MEETING Watch the

Campus Center schedule for

location of our weekly open

meeting. 6:30 p.m.

FREE INTRODUCTORY
LECTURE on Tran-

scendental Meditation "Live

without stress and unfold

your full potential in a

p.m.niiturai manner"

CC911

RADICAL STUDENT
UNION INTRO MEETING
Come learn about the RSU
and share ideas about ac-

tivities for the semester.

Everyone welcome! 5:30
' p.m. (:C903

H()L(K:AUST MEMORIAL
WEEK PLANNING
('OMMITTEE Will meet to

plan Holocaust Memorial

Week. All are encouraged

to attend. 7 9p.m. CC801

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT

Presents

JV BLUE WALL

SATURDAY, FEB. 9TH

TWO SHOWS:
8:00 PM SHOW

All Ages Welcome

$5.00 •..«...<•

$6.00 al ika 4»mw

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

11:00 PM SHOW
20 and Over
r**. lO Ra^alratf

$6.00 .. a4.a.<a

$7.00
TIX-Sla4aai Ualaa
Caaraa Caatar Caaca
Aad Al Tk* Oaat

woooocooooonnrjuuuiimmnnnnni

Dance TONITE AT
Dance
Dance

Dance
Dance
Dance

I

THE PARTY CONTINUES!
Bar

Drinks

All Niprht

All Week

FREE PRIZES ALL NIGHT
Utopia Spa Hot Tub Passes

Ski Lift Tickets

Pioneer Weight Club Membership
Many Manv More

NHL Action - Bruins vs. Whalers
Party with the best for less!

Rt. 9 Amherst
(next to the Hunan Garden Restaurant) 256-8284

RSOs and campus organizations, don^t

forget to pick up your hypercurricula

forms!

f

EUROPE >> CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockeleller Plaza

New York, NY 10020
Phona (212) 581-3040

Mail thi« ad lot Special
Sludent/Teacher Tarift.

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

/

The Unique New Wdy
To Meet People'

WESTERN MASS.
SINGLES DIRECTORY

A Monthly Descriptive

Listinq of Single Adults Seeking

Friendship • Romance
Companionship • Dating

(Confidential)

Reply to

Wtstiri Miss Siii;lis Oirictory

P O Box 1037

Greenfield. MA 01.302

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
IMotors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2S80

A BROTHERHOOD MADE FOR YOU!

TT K A
PI KAPPA ALPHA

FRATERNITY
RUSH

• LARGEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS
• GREEK AREA CHAMPIONS IN FOOTBALL,
SOFTBALL. TRACK, SOCCER &
VOLLEYBALL

• HIGHG.P.A, RATINGS IN THE GREEK AREA
FOR MORE INFO CALL: 545-2150

ASK FOR ALAN
RUSH: —

No. P

Newman
Center

9-11 PM & MORE SBA
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ARTS
Anewwave masterpiece
By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

Stranger Than Paradise, the new entry

into the recently-discovered youth
spaceman market, as in Repo Man and

Liquid Sky, opened Wednesday at the

Pleasant St. Theater. It's a black and

white, deadpan humour of three existential

teenager's who move against the bleakest

possible background of America, not quite

realizing that they are only symbols.

Willie. Edie and Eva are like low bugdet

comedians out of the period of the Marx
brothers. laurel and Hardy or maybe T%e

Twilight Zone.

Willie (John Lurie) is an immigrant often

years from Hungary who hasn't lost the

bleak outlook of his native country while

picking up the aesthetic values of Brooklyn.

Eva, his sixteen year old cousin, beautiful,

bright and stylishly punk, arrives from the

old country and they are forced to spend ten

day together against both their wills. They
are both mean to eachother.

Eddy on the other hand is Willie's wimpy
friend, who looks up to Willie and wants to

sleep with Eva even though she wouldn't

look at him if her life depended on it. A
year after Eva has left for Cleveland, he

still remembers her as the most exciting

Abandoned in Florida, Eva (Eszter Balint) shines in Strtu^fer than
Paradiae

thing that has ever happened to them so he

suggests that they go to visit her.

The boys head off the Cleveland in a car

borrowed from Eddie's cousin. Along the

way they realize that no matter where you
go. "It all looks the same." In Cleveland,

they do things like sit between Eva and her

date at the movies.

Since the boys still have money left and

don't realize that Eva's not especially

impressed by t.iem, they decide to take her
Ctmtinund to pagt tS

KILLIY

the
top
kicker
in sport
KARATE"
FigMwg Start magaiina

Karate Health Fitness Center 256-

460 V\test Street, Amherst 0080
•low student rates

•drectly on bus route

•full-time hours

•Y984 Best in the Valley award

•experienced martial artists weteome

•beginners discover

"The Best Workout in Town!"

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Delivered to your dorm room.
MomJay thru Friday, delivered February 11th through May
15th on every class day. Only $15.75 for the spring

semester. No delivery during spring break.

Detach and mail with payment to Ron Hut>erdeau, P.O.

Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004 and please make checks

payable to RON HUBERDEAU.

4-

4-

L

Please enter my subscription to USA TODAY and deliver to 4
my;
Dorm Room *"

I) Office J

i<tm

rv9m •••

Name. Telephor>e l_

Verors
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the UNIVERSITY STORE'S
TEXTBQm.AM.E:!^••••••••••••••****

@ physical plant bidg 1

We will be open the following hours

for your shopping convenience:

Feb. 5

Feb. 6

Feb. 7

Feb. 8

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs

Fri.

9-5

9-5

9-5

9-5

J

REMAINDER OF THE SEMESTER
WE WILL BE OPEN:

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 am - 4 pm
^% B»^ ^%

«•.••• *»#######» #!## »> »JI,JK i
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dommiftee.

TICKETS
ON SALE
NOW

"ONE OF THE MOST OMGWAL, WONDfflFmV OOO^^^
AIIKBCAN niMS TO TURN UP «r THE NEW YORK RIM FESTIVAL IN YEARS.

KwyOKTMB

IT-SPUREMIWE ATOUR-OE-

PORCE." J HMmw MLUGE \aCI

•***•. A coMPtnaY Nova
ONBIIMrC TREAT."

KMnn Omi NEW YOm QMLVme

THE SLEEPER OF THE YEAR.

JARMUSCH PROVES A TALBtT OF

PURE GOLD.

m v.:

with SPECIAL GUEST

DR JECKYLL & MR HYDE

FRI. FEB. 8

10 pm to 4 am
S.U.B.
UMASS $7.00

GEN. PUBLIC $8.00

$8.00 AT THE DOOR

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTER, SPRINGFIELD

CIVIC CENTER, AND STOP AND SHOP LOCATIONS IN

NORTHAMPTON, HOLYOKE, GREENFIELD AND PITTSFIELD.

UMASS I.D. REQUIRED W/STUDENT TICKET

NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES

A STYLISTICALLY BOLD AND
ROTCSHMGLY QURKY COMBJY.

NEWSWta

•rr-SAWPCUMuiArivaY
UPROARIOUS AMERICAN FtM.-

IT'S THE MOST ORIGMAL AMERICAN

MOVE OF THE YEAR

STRANGER THAN PARADISE
AlCWFlMBYJNJAfMUSCH

R-r-r^,-

LOSMCaiSTMES

WITH rTS DAFT, BLEAKffl-THAN

BLEAK LANDSCAPES AND ITS

BRAMOAMAGB)JOiCES.TMS
MOVK IS LOVABLY DROLL."

-Sk|IWI$(Mn.«MMTYFAII

ONE OF THE VCTY BEST MOVfS
OF THE YEAR.'
- DMd swm rw ONSTtAN steo MOMTOn

THERE IS SOMETHMG AWESOME
ABOUT STRANGER THAN
PARADISE

I tm CAIMMM MtfiAOK

STRANGER THAN PARADISE HAS THE STRANGE, TONGUE W
CHEEK LOOK OF AN EXHUMED 1915 TWO REELER PA»«D

WITH A 1964 VIS«N IT IS AN ENGAONG. ORONAL WORK
-

' - i.icwaMr

BRILIANT AND WGHLY ORCWAL A VERY, VERY Fl*«Y

FLM WHCH RESISTS RAnONAL d(SCfl»>TION AS STRONGLY

AS IT RESISTS PIGEONHOUNG -SMita».
LOS JWtBiS TXB

i. 8, 10 pm
I The Pleasant St. Theater! ai»o

r PU'.isant M Northampton. MA ^86-09^-^

4 pm
Sat-Sun

Fine Arts Centei^
Honcert HallA

AT AMHERST iA^^UNIVERSITY OF MASSAC HUSETT*. AT AMHERST

<v f^r)
MARCEL ^
MARCEAU
SATURDAY, FEB 9, 8PM
TICKHS: $12, $10, $g

NEIL
smons
Vii Comedy

BRIGHTON^
BEACH

I1EI10IRS>

SUNDAY, FEB 10,

3PM and 8PM
TICKETS: $20, $18, $16

Five College Students Halt Pnce Tickets available at Fme Arts

Center Box Ottice Spnngtield C'vic Center and DATATIX Outlets

Call (413) S4S-2S11 tr 1-M0-243-4M2

THUR. FEB. 7,9:00 PM
THE BLUE WALL

$3. 18 and over $3.
•It'. a night Open to ail! .,p,y^^„ c^.^^^„„

for beautiful girls"
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live wire
l^Peter Wissoker

As usual the myth that there is no homework at the

boKinning of the semester is dying at an amazingly quick

rate. Yet there is more and more stuff to do at night.

F'irst and foremost on my list is the new space shuttle

pinball game. More about that later.

Next is to go see Circle in the Hatch on Saturday night.

They're a local band and really worth checking out. This is

an unsolicited plug and they are free. Go Children Slow

are at the Hatch tonight. They too are local and free.

Don't complain if there is no local scene if you never go to

what there is.

In the more well-known vein. The Fools are playing at the

Blue Wall tonight. The Stompers are playing Saturday

nighl

1 >uring the breaks between sets you really should check

out that pinball game. Instead of half naked women it

gives vou a picture of the space shuttle and when you get

the b;ill into the shuttle it says "54321" and the ball

comes out and lots of lights zing and stuff, but periodically

it goes "5-4 3 2 1. mission aborted." Ha Ha just like the

real thing. Great, huh.

Friday night Rapma-sters Run D.M.C. and Dr. Jeckyll

and Mr. Hyde will be rapping and demonstrating the DJ

techniques which separate Masters from the also spans.

Then there's all kinds of stuff in >Jorthampton. in the next

paragraph.

Tonight Gatemouth Brown and Vassar Clements will be

pl;iying at Pearl Street. Clements is one of the best

blues/folk/country or shall we say Bluegrass fiddlers

around. Tomorrow night Rapture of the Deep and Slang

Syndrome will be playing at Sheehan's. Sunday offers

some cultural entertainment as master guitarists Ralph

Towner and John Ambercrombie perform two shows at the

Iron Horse and pianist Steven Shoenberg performs avec

film at Sage Hall at the Smith College campus. Also on

Sunday, in another culture. Ls Lao Tse and the Entropies at

the New Studio, also in Northampton.

This column gets kinda dry, huh? It depends on your

excitement at the bands which are coming to maintain your

interest. So hold on, Johnathan Richman is coming to the

Iron Horse Monday night. He'll either be great or em-

barassing but it should be entertaining either way.

t;omedian Steve Wright is coming to the Iron Horse on

Wednesday. Nothing like hearing them say "So. you'll be

in Northampton Massachusetts next week" on the Johnny

Carson show. Really it happened. I'm not sure they knew

where it was. but it should be funny.

And finally the Godfather of soul, master crowd

manipulator "(you'll be amazed at how many times you can

yell his name and not feel stupid), yes, James Brown is

coming to Pearl Street for two shows. One last thing

before the Trivia question. Rockabillyites Kristi Rose and

the Midnight Walkers will be at the Zone Saturday night

The epic master strikesback
Apassage toperfectionism
By JIM TAYLOR
CoUegian Staff

Sir David Lean has made his contribution to art and is

aptly nicknamed the master of the epic. He retains his title

after a fourteen year leave with the sprawling adaptation

of E.M. Forster's "Passage to India." Lean not only

directed, but also wrote the screenplay and edited the film.

His control over every aspect of his films makes one

wonder if an auteur can still exist in this age of studio

control.

Passage to India opens with the arrival of Mrs. Moore

(Peggy Ashcroft) and her daughter from a second

marriage. Adela Quested (Judy Davis). They plan to visit

Mrs. Moore's son from the first marriage and Adela's

fiancee. Ronny Heaslop (Nigel Havers). Heaslop has

become the court magistrate of Chandropore, a fictitious

city created by Forster. The actual location was shot at

Bangalore. They soon discover the divided lifestyles of the

English and the Indians. When Mrs. Moore askes why the

two nationalaties don't mingle, the diplomat's wife an

swers, "It's a question of culture."

Lean does a great job at satiring the aristocracy while

simultaneously commenting on the problems with the

British reign during 1928. He addresses the social

problems without ever getting ridiculously soapy. When

the two tourists want to see the 'real' India, they are

allowed to meet Dr. Aziz (Victor Banerjee) and Professor

Godbole (Sir Alec Guinness). Guinness adds fabulous

comic relief through his use of satirical philosophy. Dr.

Aziz wants to become part of the English race, believine

they are the superior culture. When he accidenUUy m

vites Mrs. Moore and Miss Quested to his home, he realizes

that he has made a mistake. Instefcd. he suggests a trip in

the hills outside Chandrapore.

The trip is destined to disaster from the sUrt. For the

beautiful Marabar Caves. Lean chose the granite cliffs at

Ramanagaram and Savandurga. The specUcular locations

often dominate the screen, but work well against the

compressing psychological situations.

The unifying force in this story is the psychological

dilemmas that the major characters undergo. The major

confiict lies in Miss Quested coming in terms with herself

and her marriage. Like Mrs. Moore, she is married to a

way of life that can not be altered without sacrifice. This

struggle is wonderfully symbolized in a scene in which

baboons crawl over an ancient Indian ruin and prepare to

attack Miss Quested.

Every cinematographer of a Lean motion picture since

The Bridge Over the River Ktvai has won an academy

award. Ernest Day (veteran James Bond second unit

director) seems to be this year's choice. The photography

becomes nostalgic at times, showing off the beautiful

scenery. This is needed, however, to complete the

reversal in tone towards the latter half of the film.

The j)acing of the film is extraordinary, especially in the

first half hour. A series of atmospheric and meaningful

Eva (Eszler Balint) shows her visitors Willie

heaven in Stranger Than Paradise

Continwdfrom page IS

to Florida, or Paradise. From there on their

n-Utionship dissolves into cruelty but Eva is resigned to it

because she hasn't seen much better out of America yet.

She sits around as she always has. smoking Chesterfields

and listening to "I Put A Spell On You " by Screaming Jay

Hawkins and feeling frustrated. Finally in one very spaced

out but satisfying ending she manages to send all the

characters to their deserved fates.

It's amazing how far a Hungarian accent will go towards

and Eddie (John Luric, Richard Edson) a vision of

Ewi s music, she says, ihal s Screaming Jay Hawkins and

vou »M«ller like him because he s a wild m.m. This could be

;)n obnoxious command, but instead it is a deep truth and a

memorable line. Aunt Lotte, whom Eva lives with in

Cleveland, talks almost exclusively in Hungarian and she's

even funnier.

Director Jim Jarmusch, only thirty and on his second

producing job, shaped the film by using a very long, uncut

take for each scene. He gives the film a nervous fa.st paced

energy which is hiiitrious. making Sfmnger Than Paradise

.*3l.t^^t,t;it!CT^I?^t.tt?Qvi^ ptthis year.

Judy Davis and Victor Banerjee star in David

Lean's A Paaaage to India

dissolves add much to the final impression of the film.

Maurice Jarre's musical score is excellent, portraying the

emotional state of the characters and the environment of

India. Jarre has worked on numerous Lean pictures.

Production designer John Box constructs fine detail to the

Indian culture, no matter how unrealistic it may seem to

some viewers. The contrasts between the ways in life are

clearly substantiated.

Lean knows how to use the technology of art to fulfill the

final impact of his films. Like his earber films, sound is a

major element, but I think it is used best in Passage to

India. I can not remember a better use of the pattering of

rain in any film, then on the overhead window during

Aziz's trial.

The performances are outstanding for the entire cast. It

is hard to make judgements on such a tight, professional

ensemble. Peggy Ashcroft stands to win a few best

actress awards.

Passage to India i.it a perfect example of how each element

of a film can contribute to the final effect. It is really good

to see an old master still works towards his egocentrical

perfection against the contemporary assembly line

productions. Sir David I^an, along with John F^ord, is a

favorite director among many Hollywood filmmakers. He

has faithfully adapted Forster's novel and added another

masterpiece to his own collection of works.

Bookstore bulletin
By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

Ezra Pound, one of America's premiere poets was bom

Oct. 30, 1885. In honor of the centenary of his birth, the

Globe bookshop in Northampton is offering a free poster.

Designed by Ken Boschert, with art by John Sokol. the

poster is available only as supplies la.st.

Paul McDonald, organizer of the Globe Bookshop is

preparing for the opening of Albion Bookshops used book

annex on Febuary 11th. Featuring a large collection of

scholarly material, the opening will be, according to

proprietor Jim Murphy, "an event of tremendous hn-

portance."

The Goliard Bookshop Ltd. announces a reception to be

held in honor of the publication of Flannery O'Connofr's

Library: Resrmrces of Being, by Arthur Kinney, a UMass

profe.s.sor. The reception will be held Saturday, Feb. 9th at

,5pm. Wine and cheese will be served.
^

Y/E BEAD
MS
EVERY PAY]
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• Cutbacks
complained about it

being cut. I asked athletes

from other sports what they

felt, and ony tennis team

members were really upset

enough to do something. I

don't think, because of

limited numbers and other

reasons, that others teams

could do anything.

"

"Tennis is a sport for life.

unlike football," he said.

"Its important and the

athletic administration

doesn't realize that we have

beaten, teams with full

scholarships like BU and BC.

They don't know what's

going on."

The meeting is scheduled

for the middle of the month

and Sommerstein, who will

Thursday, February 7, 1985

Continued from page SO

graduate this year and can't

help, himself, isn't sure his

request will be honored.

"I hope they realize what's

happening and stop the

moves," he said. "Or maybe
the school will continue to be

blind to the minor sports.

It'*^ a shame.

"

AP l>a»erjih(>to

The nation's newest General, Boston College quarterback Doug Flutie works
out in his first pro practice.

Flutie falls in as a General
ORLANDO. FLAla. (AP)

Heisman Trophy winner

Doug Flutie. "nervous and

overthrowing the ball." took

the practice field for the

New Jersey Generals for the

first time yesterday to begin

earning his $7 million salary

with the U.S. Football

League team.

"It wasn't too bad. .1 felt

comfortable out there

considenng the layoff." said

Flutie. who arrived at the

Generals' training camp
Tuesday night and met most

of his new teammates just

minutes before taking the

field for a light morning
workout at the University of

('enlral F'lorida.

Pro football's newest
glamour boy got a good

reception from Walt

Michaels, his new coach; and

the man he's expected to

beat out of a job. 14 year pro

quarterback Brian Sipe.

"He's a poised kid, ob-

viously talented." said Sipe,

in his second year as field

boss for the Generals after a

dozen years in the National

Football League.

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

$4Q00
P155/80-R13

Radial U/hite Walls

ALL SEASON
RADIAL
TIRES $ 43 00

P155/80-R13

AllSeason White Wall

Size

P155/80RI3

0165 /80R13

P185 80Rt3

PI95 75R14

P205,75Rt5

P215/75R15

Price

Aom
47 00

S200
5600
62 00

64 00

PI 55/80 R1 3

P)65/80-R)3

P185/80-R13

P195 75R14

P205/75RI5

P215/75R15

Price

43.00

46.00
50.00

53.00
57.00

60.00

POLYESTER $32^0
TIRES A/en

j

Polyester Black Walls
j

sue Price
i

CREDIT
90 DAVS TO PAY

No Interest

A78 13

E78 14

F78 14

G78 14

G78 15

H78 15

T 3200
39 00

40.00

43 00

44.00

47.00

V-

Additional Off

ol a set ol 4 tires

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Mich0lin Tir»s Also Specially Priced

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba s Store
549-4704

You need a
summer job or

part-time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn
up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your
own hours.

a
Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our
spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

Jaffrey, NH 03452
603/532-4416

• cotton /acrylic

• long sleeved

• warm
• available in:

small

medium
large

x-large

dOlf ONLY

Store Ktours:

M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

Located in
the CampusCenter

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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By Garry Trudeau
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By Berke Breathed
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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GORDY By Gorde

Weather

A nice day! Mostly sunny

and cold (brrr) with higiis in

the teens and low ^)s. Clear

aiMi even odder toni^t

with lows between -5 to 10

above. The cold will con-

tinue into Friday so bundle

up.

#

Today's

menu

Lunch
Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower Casserole

Basics Lunch
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower Casserole

Dinner
Cheese La.sagna

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Basics Dinner
Vegetable Squares
Cheese Lasagna

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Tenths AbtK
5 Realtor's stgn

9 Bone Prefix

13 Discharge
14 Cordage fiber

15 Former
kingdom of

NW Spain

16 Leapin'

17 Fill with prtde

18 During

19 Incredible good
fortune

22 Pallid

23 "My love Is

like ..."

2/1 Garden party?

27 Soothing

32 Held meetings
35' Transactions

38 Mane or

Pierre

39 Indication of

deeper troubles

42 Actress

Massey
43 Church

calendar

44 Mother of

31 Down
45 Prototypes

47 Annapolis grad

49 RR depots

52 Trod the tioards

57 Exhibitionist

62 Rio

63 Voracious eel

64 Mideast money
65 Olympian
66 Aplomb
67 Family man
68 Shopping area

69 BLS Item

70 London's
"Martin "

DOWN
1 Maaon's Stra«t

2 Flightless

birds

3 Sure thing

4 Wager
5 Season
6 Siouan tribe

7 Metric

rrwasure

Edited by Trade Mldicl Jiffe

8 Conveyed a tot

9 Norse name
10 Prefix with

final or formal

11 Work hard

12 Lineman
14 NBA official

20 Digit

21 Bring out

25 Tub
26 Greek nymph
28 Grease
29 Shell movers
30 Dublin s land,

circa 1938

31 Cote yearling

32 Rural landmark

33 Footless
34 Style

36 Three: Comb
form

37 Part ADC
39 Tiny

40 Phony
41 Dupe
46 Does a clog

dance
48 Undermine

57 Roman coin

56 Brain passage
59 Author of

"Spartacut":

1956

60 Biblical

verb

61 Ogte
62 Butt

50 Under way
51 Glacial

groove
53 diem

(en^y the day)

54 Troika team

55 Halting place

56 Thomas, the

poet

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

UL-IDU IIUULIJU LIl'lLlLl

UUULl ULllJLJL] IIUULJ
UUJLlLiyUULllJU IJUIILI
UyUlJUlJ UUIJU l4LiL]

UULJ ULlUUJMkJ
UUULJaULML] UMULl
aUDlDH UULJU LILIUU
UUJUU IJUliUll uuuu
UaUD UMUU UUIJIKJ

L4UDU illULllJULIIIIi

UULJ LIUUU UULIULJIJ
IlUmiJ UULlUlJUULJliL]
(mtiy (lui'iuii JUUL]
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adirondack music
•THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS" 15 E. PLEASANT ST, AMHERST 253-3100

welcomes you back with

white sale specials...
Just look for the white bows

for savings that will knock your white socks off

(we hope!)

NIKKO
MX SYSTEM

""''K^*- .J

a.

SAVE
$700.

35 w/ch amp. digital tuner, 2 2-way speakers, dolby

B & C cassette deck, with rack, headphones and

remote control. An $1100 value!

NOW $399.95

MAXELL UDXLII 90
AND

TDK SA90 TAPES

$1.99

DEMO SPEAKERS
AT LESS

THAN Vi PRICE!

PLUS . . .

AR 58S speake-'s, $750 value, S349.95

CELESTIOM OITTON 110 Speakers, $400 value, $199.95/pr.

AR 2CS Speakers $300/pr value, now $129.95/pr

SCOTT 3120 Speakers, a $279.95 value, now $99.95

EPI 360 Tov«'er Speakers (demos) $800 value, now
$299.95/pr

SUPER SYSTEM II

OHM C3 Speakers NIKKO PS
89 Turntable A/T elliptical car-

tridge, EMPIRE equalizer TEAC
508X dolby B/C & DBX cassette

deck and rack.

A $2000 VALUE

NOW $999.95
system resembles illustration

CAR STEREO SPEAKERS
SUPER SPECIALS!

ALL SONY CAR SPEAKERS Vi PRICE!

PANASONIC COS 747
20 w/ch. pushbutton, bass & treble,

fader, a $279.95 value

NOW $149^5

Demo Car Stereos from $29.95, values to $400.00!

pkjs...

PIONEER KPA 400 $99^5
P!Ci^EER KPA 500 $119^5
PIONEER KPA TOO $129.95

MARANTZ car 360 $149.95

JENSEN R210 $79^5

LOOK AT THESE VALUES!

PIONEER bX202, 22 watt/ch receiver

V2 Price, $79.95

VECTOR RESEARCH VRX 90 w/ch receiver

an $800 value, now $399.95

SAE II P10 Power Amp, 200 watts

a $400 value, now $199.95

CROWN FM2 state of the art TUNER V2 price.

was $700, now $349.95

CROWN straight line one state of the art Preamp

a $549 value, now $275. V2 PRICE!

TEAC Z5000 top line cassette deck
a $1000 value, now $599.95

TOSHIBA XZ50K, Compact Disc Rayer
a $650 value, NOW $299.95

PIONEER CT 1050 Dubbing Cassette Deck,

A $499.95 Value, now $299.^5

DB Systems Preamp & matched Mono Power Amp
$1800 value, now $999.95

NIKKO ND 750 Dolby B & C Cassette Deck,
auto Reverse, a $350 value, now $219.95

SHERWOOD CRD 300 (a S379 value) $159.95

160 WATT POWER AMP $99.95

JENSEN 508 (a $329 va.ue) $129.95

SANYO 1670 (a S279 95 ,.iiue» $99.95

ALL JENSEN CAR
SPEAKERS
IN STOCK

NOW
% PRICEI

adirondack music
15 east pleasant street, amherst

253-3100
all items limited quantity and subject to prior sate

not responsible for typographical errors
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Ski teams dominate:
Men, behindConway, in first
Despite a shoulder injury

earlier this season.
University of
Massachusetts skiier Dan
Conway has proven that he

is one of the top com-

petitors in the Eastern

Collegiate Ski Association.

This past weekend at

Cannon Mountain. Conway
won both the slalom and

giant slalom races.

Conway's performance
keeps the Minutemen in

the league's number one

spot for another week.

In Saturday's slalom, the

UM men won easily,

placing four racers in the
top six. Conway was first

off th: hill with a time of
90.33 seconds, followed by
Bob Faigel (2nd). Craig
McCordic (5th). and
Jonathan Segal (6th). Also
skiing fast for UMass was
Andy Clarke (18th) and
Kris Vanderclown (19th).

Taking second place in the
race was Boston College.

Lately, the giant slalom
has been a tough event for

the UMass men to ski well.

Sunday. UM placed

second, just behind Boston

College despite taking the

number one and number
two spots. Conway won.
followed by teammate
Segal in second. Third off

the hill for Umass and
sixth overall was Clarke.

McCordic. Matt Luczkow.
and Al Taupier finished

11th. 18th. and 34th
respectively.

Next weekend, the UM
skiers travel to the Brown
University tournament at

I»on Mountain in New
Hampshire.

SportsLog

Women alsopace conference
After three weekends of

intense slalom and giant

slalom competition, the

University of

Massachusetts women's

ski team is still solidly in

first place in the Womens
Intercollegiate Ski Con-

ference.

The Minutewomen lead

the league with 29 points,

followed by Plymouth

SUte College with 22

points. Boston College,

Brown University. Smith

College. and Amherst

College all follow.

This past Saturday at

Cannon Mountain, the

UMass women had to

settle for second place in

the slalom. Plymouth
State College took first

place with a total team

time of 319.42 seconds.

BC's Laura Hourihan
finished first, followed by

UM's captain. Sue White

(2nd). Also steady in the

gates for UMass was

Colleen Sweeney (9th).

Julia Wells (12th), Sue

Levy (13th), and Kara
Mullen (16th).

In Sunday's giant slalom,

UMass bounced back from

their previous defeat to

win the race by five

seconds over Plymouth.

Kathy Smiley of UM was

her first race by with a

time of 73.77 seconds.

Hourihan of BC was next
with 74.01 seconds.
Sweeney placed third

followed by UM's Lisa

Luczkow •

Just a few thoughts...

College basketball, especially the Big

East, is proving to be more exciting than

ever. The Boston Garden was the scene for

the latest encounter as Boston Coltege

edged Syracuse with two clutch free throws

bv Michael Adams...What was really

questionable was Adams being at the line in

the first place. That was extremely close

to a charge and perhaps should have been a

no call. That could have been the result of

the infamous home court ad-

vantage...Remember last week, when
Syracuse's fans threw oranges while Pat

Ewing was at the free throw line? Now
that's the difference between the two
schools. Not once did I see a BC fan throw

an Eagle.

Speaking of Boston College. I feel sorry for

the BC seniors. For four years they were

looking to walk down the graduation aisle

with Doug Whats-his-name with "Pomp and

Circumstance" in the background. But

while the class of 85 get their diplomas.

Flutie will be in the midst of his first pro

season with the New Jersey Generals... It

looks like Doug will wear his Mortar Board

with the class of 86. so its not too late to get

out those transfer applications.

This Sunday marks the NBA All SUr
game but maybe even more entertaining

will be the Slam Dunk competition. Last

year, the Phoenix Suns' Larry Nance edged
out Julius Erving to win it. This year looks

to be even more exciting with the presence

of one Michael Jordan, who goes to the hoop

with a jam more than a D.C. patron goes to

the bathroom...This year, kx>k for Jordan

Tony BilrM

to edge out Dominique Wilkins for the title,

with Larry Nance finishing a close thir-

d...As for the Doctor, he'll be too busy
getting his degree from University Without
Walls to win it.

Another superstar is k>oking towards a

different profession. Four-time Olympic
gold medalist Carl Lewis will compete in a

track meet in New York this weekend. He
is not only going to run, he's also gmng to

sing the National Anthem...He may not be
the next Michael Jackson, but he could

probably beat Michael out in the 100 Meter
moonwalk...Turning to another sum
mertime sport. Baseball CommissMner
Peter Uberoth is still fighting to get lights

installed at Wrigley Field. The Cub fans, of

course, want to skip work and catch a ball

game. Just think of the city of Chicago as

your 1:25 Food Science class. It's

something that you have to cut at least once
in a while.

More baseball: The New York Mets still

have not yt\ signed Rookie of the Year
Dwight Gooden. who is asking for a large

sum. The Mets are willing to give Dwight
about half a milhon but he's holding out for

more. Now that's American... Finally, the

latest rumor sweeping the country is that

wrestling commentator Vince McMahon is

one of those masked wrestlers from "parts

unknown".
No more need be said.
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Yalentine's Day is coming. . .

send your Valentine a message

in the Collegian classifieds. JS^^^ §

Reserve your space now. ^irj^ **
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ADVENTtZINQ?

Special daaign n««d«d for flyors or logos
for your group or organization activitiof ^ E»

perioncad, contciantious art maior will

daaign eye catchir>g, inexpensive work
Moriay back guarantee. Kim 549-6678 even-

and sue 7 Tyrol Boots only used twice

»7S.OO firm. Call anytime 546^292

Dorm alia raffkjge WW calgfr 1739

! Suzuki HO Katana 10k mis 1 owner

excellent cond caH eves Smtlty

*1000253-9676

AUTO ran SALE

nn VW O.T I 32.000 mMaa AC sun roof

Hells driving lights 5 spd mint cond t7490 W
call Ron at 467 3292 or 253 7727

1977 Olds Cutlaaa Supreme, loaded. Runs
great excellant condition *2900 2S3-&471

11 BAHAMAS II

You've aa«n our brochuras in every
dassroomi Now's ttie time to act' Bahamas'
Special student rates' 2S6-1320. Taryn
hurryi

ear quality wesuMEg ~
Consultation, preparation, editir>g. typ
ing, cover lenar, resume analysis, layout,

dwign. Julio Giamiaao 413-256-6257

OAROEW8 WANTED

Boarders wanted for aerority k>catad at

edge of campus. For more info call Lisa Pike

at &4&-0527

Delta Clil Fraternity great meals, great at-

nnosphere excelleni social life Call S49-16B6
or stop by 118 Sunset Ave.

Rooms available for UMaaa women
wt>icfi offers a 19 meal plan. For more Info

call Uura or llane at B4&4162 or 54&2092

row WENT
~

Itam ihifll* roema at tin. *136 * utH. in

Greenfield w/otfier UM studanta. Big fiome

20 min. drive caH Jim 774-6831

Space available In aorerity heuae. For in-

fo call 54&-0046

Studio Couch for sale good cof>dition best

offer call 548-4156

Guatsmaran ponchos, shirts, scarfs,

pants tKBcelets and more FRIDAY ONLY
3^ pm 619 Webster 546-7195 Deadheads

welcoma

Bicyda for aele Schwinn La Tour axcaltant

condmon asking »140 call 256-1318 after

6:00 PM

Solid mahogany & spruce QuMd guitar

t325 586-7946 after 5 negotiabte

Badlor sale boxspring, frame, mattress

)40 negotiabte S4»1406

Largest dorm size refrtgerotor 11x11'

Carbet like new call 666-4388

3-montha old RCA Tarminol w/modem b
monitor Excellent for Cyber. »500 neg.

Please call Anne 549-6447 after 4 PM

Dorm alza refrigerators for aete. 2 cu. ft.

and 5 cu ft. call Jim at 253-9434

rouNO
~

Found - coat on N. Pleasant St. Thurs.

night cad if you can identify it Jen 266-8402

FREE MEAL8II

Eat raataurant quality food socialize with

fun people' And get paid MOO. really? Yes'

CaN Chef Jim Houston 546-2150. Apply now
while positions are available.

GREAT MEALS

Diahwaahar wanted. Delta Chi Fraternity

4 to 5:30. 2 or 3 meals day, negotiable call

549-1686

HELP WANTED

Room in Capa Cod cottage for summer
'86 Call Chris 546-7930

roR SALE

Digital Dacwrlter with modem and fuH box

of paper great condition - great for Cytjer

560 negotiable 549-52^6

Car Stereo^ Pioneer KPX9000 with 20w
GM5 amp and more. 549 52 16

Canon Sure Shot. Fully automatic, 36rrim

has only taken 36 axp. coat »1fiO, only »86

OB0S46-7908

^Ir of Roaalgnol Touring AR Croaa

Country Skiia 190 cm., Exal 130 cm polaa

Receive homeceoked meala plus meal

plan refund by vwjrking 7 hrs a weak in a

kitchen call Paul 253-9071

Are you highly motivated and
energetic? This could be the job 'or you

Campus Center Board of Governors coor

dinstor positions available: University

Stors/Retail Services, Food Services.

Public Relations, Governors Program Coun

cil Gain v« jable experience in your field of

study Work study or non work study

walcomad. Stop by the BOU Uttice Campus

Center 817 by Fab 8 for applications

AA /EOE

iilO.«M0 weekly/up maWng circulara' No

L,iiii'l ' Slnca>«iy interaated njsh

aalf addraaaad ««nped anvatopa: Oapt.

AN-7 •OnaiOCEW, Woodatock, IL i

SCERA: Whereitpaystoleem Twodayaa
weak. SCERA students meet and team

political organizing and tf>en apply tf>aaa

skills to iaauas of concern to students.

SCERA alao has positions for the snti

rsciam team, tfie raaource center of tf<e

SGA, and on the cierical support team 10

hrs/wk 9 3.36/hr for non-work study and

work study undorgrads Applicatioos and in

fo available at 420 Student Union weekdays

8 am 6 pm Appkcationa due 2/ 13 9 5 pm
AA / EEO emptoyar

On campus non-workatudy Mon. -Fri. 7

am - 12 noon contact Ray Stone: 549-1092

Newspaper Deliverers needed in dorms.

No car needed Appro* 1 hr day 7 days per

week. Good pay Ca ll 2S3 7009

icitchen heip needed at local aororHy for

lunch ar>d dinner weekdays, in excf»ange for

meals. Ca« Sue P or Sue W at 25^6887

ExperTanced cook wanted at local fratar

nity flexible hours/good benefits call

548 7203 Nick

Student Notea ia looking for a person with

business and /or management expoence to

take over as lecture notes mariager.

Qualified applicants shouW submit com-

pleted applications to 401 Student Union

BIdg no later than 3:00 Friday, Feb 8th. For

more info contact L . Irwin 401 SUB.

Temporary Pealtlon - Lesbian /Gay

Awareness Educator Applicattons are now
being accepted for the position of Les-

bian /Gay Awareneas Educator at SCERA
(Spring Semester). Thia poaltion involves

designing and implementirig workshops and

otf>er programmatic events that deal with

heterosexiam ar>d homophobia as wen as

sdvocatir>g for the righta and naeda of les-

bian and gay stodents at the university.

Cimpenaetion t2200 for the sarT>eater with a

posaible tuition waiver for a graduate stu

dent Minimum requirements: BA or 2 years

experience working on social change laaues

including heterosexism/homophobia, will-

ing' ^ss to work collaboratively with

students. Oeadlina: Fab 1 1th, 5 pm

French apeaking waiters ft waltreaaae

for intimate French restaurant at tf>e Yankee

Pedlar Inn in Holyoke. Friday and Saturday

nights. Apply in person. 1886 Norttiampton

St. Holyoke

INtTRUCnON

Know your ear. Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including claaaroom

and shop Limited enroNmant 253 2088

LOST

(.audertMa Houon tnp »m caM Dean
253 9071 Grad or Kenny 548-6384 John
548^5363

EWIN.
Happy 20(h Birthday'

Don't worry. Gumbia's 00 grow up'

Luv. Bletzal artd Aimlaaa

BTfVENt

HAFTV MRTMOAV MAI
Doftna Dl Peter Sherry DaMiy
Mane Tricia 2 Weat Barsia's

I loat a Mack wallet m ttie Newman Center

ar<«a If found, please keep themoney end

return documents. CaN 666-3886 Aak for

OrlarKlo or leave a maaasgs

druan Watch~tf~found caN 6-9801 sen

timental value reward*" Lost near Lot 32

Loat black academic planner -detebook
Pleese call Beth at 266 3150 >f found n is my
bram'

A gold bracalM. Haa graat aantimental

value Reward MM Loat, near Orchard HW.
Central area 54»8681

RewardT For information leedir>g to

recovery of Mack purse "tost" 1/23 Call

64&1879

Loat between Thotnp 1M and the Blue

WaN on Friday about 3 pm a pair of walnut

plaatic Praac glasses. Rewrad for tffair re-

mains or return 6-7425

Blue c¥SkTjacket Sat night at Time Out
reward please call John or Sapper at

253-7887

OOLD SALE - Fine Italian 14 k goM jewelry

at an unbeatat)la price t13 SO par gram 18"

beveled hemr«gbor>e necklace sugg price

*60 00 now *27 00 20 beveled herr

ingbone r>ecklace sugg price 1168 00 r>ow

ITS 60 20 ' soM rope chain sugg price

1433 80 now t196 25 GoMan OppixtunAy
G M Goacanski Diamorvl b GoM Agent.

13 No Pleaaant St. Amherst at Lodaatone

BRIAN HILL A quarter of a century sr>d still

going strong Happy Birthday' Love always.

Kens

PtVCHOlOOV CLUB

TNAVCL

11 at6K»
CfiiB Meeting Monday fit).

Tabln304

RIDE WANTED

Loat my ID very important only form of 10

Pleaae call C. Jordan 6-8037 reward

MEAL*
~

Wotild you Hke e deHcleua artd expenaive

altamatlve to tfw dining commons? Lambds
Chi Alpha offers profeasionatty cooked
meala and a friendly atmoaphere. CaH

253-9032, Aak for Mark or leave a meaaage

MOTORCYCLES

>l RIda needed to

Thureday Fab 4 caH JR 646-9164

ROOMS AVAILAatt
~

Roema awaSaMa for rant at a coat of MOB
for a samaetei We offer a Ititndty at-

nwaphera and aocial life akx>g with an op-

tk>nal board plan CaN Lambda Chi Alpha.

2S3-9032 Aak for Mark or leave a i

Come back to Jamaica Air fare B hot*

M47 mcl everything caN Jeff 648-4762

Spring Break 86 at DA'fTOftA BfACHII

7 mghts and 8 days tor only •219.00 for

more information ca« Theresa 546*25^

LUV THE 8UN Ft Laudardala tripe from

t1Q6 Party on the worlda famoua stnp. Run

by LUV tours Call Deen 253-9071 John

5485363 Kenny or Grad 548-6364

SPRTNa break' MONTREAL
WEEKENDS. *48 00 plus t19.a0 tax B ser-

vice Includaa R.T transportation in kixury

tsmperature confroNed motor coech 3

days 2 nights at Hotel Sharbourg in

downtown Montreal Feb 16-18. Mar 24.

(Mar 9 11. Mar 16-18, Mar 23-25. Town

Tours b Travel. 482 Main St . Maiden .
MA

02140 321 3883

TVfINO

Antfy-a Typing Swvlaaa 884-1000

VAUNTINff'S DAY

ROOM WANTED

Malaa naada room in houaa or apt wHh
other quiet people immediately call

617-f

Send your Valentine a carnation

look for our table in the

Campus Center. Camatkjna #1 00

Hvnm wiH be in ttw CoNagien

on Valentine's Day

ROOMMATE WANTED
74 Honda
549 2792

M> four good cond. 1360

PERSONALS

Ragiatar by noon February 8 for Perform

ing Arts Oivtsion muaic, theater, dence in-

struction Old Chapel 546-0619

Poaltlona open In the Commuter Office.

Workstudv preferred Pay: »3 50 per hr

10 lb hrs/wx. »-or applications stop oy at

404 Student Union Application deadline is

Mon Feb 11th

Oversaea Joba Summer, yr. rourK).

Europe. S Amer.. Auatralia, Aaia. All fiaMa

1900-2000 mo. Sightaaeing Free info, writa

IJC, PO Box 62-MA 1 Corona Del Mer, CA
92626 ______^
WMUA seeks aectetary. Muat know how to

type and take shortf«ar>d. 9 hours/wk. Cal
686-7862 leave maeaage.

....... THE8T0MRER8 ••••••

SWAG praaenta The Stompers, Sat

February 9th in the Blue Wall

all ages show at 8:00 pm
$5.00 in advar>ce/l6 OOat ttie door

20 and over show at 1 1 00 pm
t6 00 in sdvance'l7.W at the door

Tickets available in advance at

TIX in the Student Union Building

arid tt>a Campua Center Cor>courae

THE STOMPERS

Roommate wanted for o«vn room in a 2
bedroom CNffalde apt. 1190/mo atarting

Feb. 1 8W 686-4119

Female roommate 2 bedroom aot.

Sunderland 172 SO 686-4837 (686^3866 10-5

pm)

Reommatelal needed in Southwood
townhousa avail. 2/16 call 256 8471

(Sue/Amy) ^
Male to ahare room In large houaa on Rt 9
Hadley call 586-9996

Pomaie wonted to ahare room in

Townahouae Apts. On bus rt »140/mo
548 0038

WANTED

SERVICES

Do tite 24 hour party on tfie way to a

day panyi Chartered bua to Ft
IXL TYPE YOUR PAPERS - only

2 day nottee p4aaaa> Cal 281-2084
W

Pemele roommete xantad to ahare room

at Brittany Manor »127.S0 per month. Cal

Sue or Rahmah at 26^0873 (anytime)

Apt. Wentedlooking to take over a Pufflon

in Jur^e a 2 or 3 bdrm caM 648-SM4,

lanytima

~WORK STUDY

.Jleaa Latin Amertcon SoildaH-

ty Committee haa three poaWona for asalB-

tant coordir>ators. Iiii>»iiikiala ahouM have

good organizattonal and oommunicathin

skills a,-,d be able tc woik wMtout auparvi-

ston Applicants may aiwty at l^oom 40*

SUB OeedHrw 16 Fab woman and peoplaa*

cotor encouraged to apglf. VMLASC ia

AA/EEO emptoyar
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SPORTS
Minutemen look to even out at Bonnie
Start importantroad

swing tonight inNY
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The most important stretch in the season starts tonight

for the University of Massachusetts as they kick off a

three-game road trip at St. Bonaventure.
The Minutemen, 9 10 overall and 5-5 (fifth place) in the

Atlantic 10, have to take two-out-of-three games to en-

tertain any thoughts of finishing in the upper half of the

league, a goal both the players and coach Ron Gerlufsen

feel is realistic.

'The road games mean a lot to us." the coach said. "We
haven't won at St. Bonnie and we've beaten them already

this season, so getting to .500 on the season and sweeping

them would be a good accomplishment for us."

The Minutemen administered a 69-53 beating to the

Bonnies on January 19 in the Springfield Civic Center

behind 23 Horace Neysmith points.

Neysmith will be the key again with high-scoring Bonnie

center Barry Mungar still slowed by a back injury. He may
not play and in his absence Neysmith hopes to rule the

inside.

"I don't really care if he's there or not, I did pretty well

without him, but I think I could do well with him," the UM
co-captain said. "All I know is that we need the win."

UMass, who beat Rhode Island 76-65 in its last outing on

Saturday, realize they have to play together and with

intensity to continue winning.

"We're not that good that we can afford to slack off at any

time," Gerlufsen said. "If we play hard for 40 minutes.

we'll do well, probably win. I'd like to stay with the same
things we did last time to beat them, good defense and a

patient offense."

UMass took a 38 14 halftime lead on the Bonnies in

Springfield, holding them to 2-of-12 shooting in the first

minutes to take a big lead that never evaporated. Donald
Russell had 16 and Carl Smith ten in a game that saw all 14

Minutemen .see action and ten score.

"It was a good win," Smith said. "But it means they'll be

looking to pay us back and we have to watch for that."

The sports cutbacks:

How one
athlete deals
with it . .

.

By GERRY deSIMAS

Collegian Staff

It's been a tough year for the University of Massachusetts

wrestling team. In its last year, the Minutemen have had

to struggle with small numbers and a limited schedule.

And for NCAA participant, sophomore Chris Lee, it's also

been a tough season.

Last year, as a freshman. Lee posted 20 wins, won the

New England championship at 126 pounds and made it to

the first round of the NCAA tournament.

This year, despite winning the MIT tournament, Lee who
was ranked 10th in the country earlier in the season, hasn't

wrestled all that well and he's the first to admit it.

"I should be doing better," he said. "I'm not doing as well

as I should be." Lee, thus far, has posted a 5-5 mark.

"The main problem is training," coach Richard Freitas

said. "When he's good, he can beat anyone in New
England at 126. He's just isn't getting the competition he

needs (due to a lack of meets)."

The wrestling program was one of seven varsity sports

that were cut from the athletic budget last May. They

were re-instated by the trustees for two years over the

summer.
Wrestling, though will end its varsity program this

spring.

"It's been difficult," Freitas said, "with half a schedule

and a lack of numbers to practice. The attitude has been

totally destroyed."

In practice, Lee has to grapple with the bigger wrestlers

and he can't work his moves the way he needs to.

And the Minutemen don't have enough meets to keep

them fresh. "It's tough to wrestle a month between

meets." Lee said. The Minutemen wrestled just twice over

January this year. UMass. 1-16 a year ago. is presently 1-

4.

UMass forward Horace Neysmith (15) denies URI's

tonight.

St. Bonaventure, 3 6 in the league and 9 9 overall, almost

beat top ranked St. John's earlier this season, but have

slumped with Mungar's injury.

The main threat is forward Rob Samuels who had 19

against I Mass, point guard Alvin Lott is the offensive key

and was held to no points and one assi.st by Smith in

January.
I Mass goes on the road to Penn State and St. Joseph's

after leaving the Bonnies. They return home to face league

powers George Washington, West Virginia and Temple

and must have a good attitude coming into those games.

"Obviously we are looking to those, but we know we cant

look past anybody on the road." Smith said. "We owe

Collegian photo by D»v» Dpubrr

Bryan Mitchell last Saturday. UM is at St. Bonaventure

these teams from past years and it's time to pay them

back."

The Minutemen will also be looking forRussell to snap out

of his shooting slump, the 6 1 senior has scored just 25

points in the last three games, far from his IS.ti average.

Other keys will be the play of Bobby Braun and Lorenzo

Sutton, the other starters. Braun has :38 rebounds in his

last three games while Sutton has regained his touch with

IH points in the last t wo contests.

The first player of the bench? Depending on the situation

Tom Kmerson. Jackie Sheehan, Matt Ryan or Darryl

Carter will see the first sub time.

, . . andhow
another will

fight it

Wants tennis returned

Wrestler Chria Lee hopes to recover the form that took
him to the Nationals.

But Lee and Freitas aren't willing to throw in the towel.

"Basically, we're getting ready for the conference tourney

and hopefully make the Nationals (NCAA's)," Freitas said.

The New England Division I championships are March 1-3

at Maine.

"Chris will have to pick up his training and get ready

mentally, "Freitas said. "He's been knocked down a few

pegs. Hopefully that'll motivate him to come back and kick

some butt."

UMass doesn't have any more scheduled meets until the

New England's. Freitas said he is trying to find some.

Wrestlers from Hartford. Boston College. Boston

University. Brown, New Hampshire and Maine will be in

the way of Lee and his New England title and subsequent

N('AA berth at the New Englands.

I^ec said that he isn't thinking about transfering (because

of the cutbacks), yet.

"The wrestling season isn't over and I want to con-

centrate on it. " he said. "If I get a good offer I might think

about it (leaving). If not, Til stay at UMass."

By PETER ABRAHAM
('ollegian Staff

The petitions, letters and pleas are over for the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis team captain

John Sommerstein. He wants answers, fast.

When tennis fell by the wayside along with six other

sports (women's tennis, wrestling and men's and women's

skiing and golf), last May in a plan to make other sports,

specifically football, basketball and lacrosse, more com-

petitive by using the $75,000 saved, Sommerstein was

shocked.

"They said they wanted winners, well without any kind of

aid, not even a tuition waiver, we were real competitive

and won (they were 5-4 last year and 8-2 the season prior)

more than we lost," Sommerstein said.

The UMass trustees, over the summer, instituted a two

year plan to fund the sports, but just for two years. After

that they reduce to club status, which means no traveling,

regional competitions, and a greatly reduced schedule.

Sommerstein, during the next meeting of the Athletic

(Council, a trustee's advisory board composed of seven

students and eight administrators, will request that men's

tennis remain a varsity sport.

"I am convinced that tennis is a viable sport, many people

Cmtinued an page 16

Sportsatagkmce

UMass schedule:

Men's BasketbaU: at St. B<maventufe, 7:30 p.in. WTTA-
Alf (U70) and WMUA (91.1)
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Chairman
examines
resources
By JEFF BAKER
Collegian Correspondent

The newly appointed chairman of the state

Natural Resource and Agriculture Com-
mittee visited the University of

Massachusetts yesterday to familiarize

himself with the environmental problems in

western Massachusetts.

Chairman Steven Angelo discussed the

problems of pollution at Quabbin Reservoir,

marketing help for area farmers and the

under- utilization of the UMass faculty by

the Commonwealth with the faculty of the

UMass forestry and wildlife department.

"The future is now," warned Angelo in

reference to the pollution of Quabbin

reservoir. "We have to worry about oiu*

groundwater today. The issue is very much

alive in western Mass."

Angelo also plans to have the committee

help farmers.

"Through direct marketing," he said, "we
hope to make farming more profitable for

the farmer. By taking away some of the

middle men. farming will be more profitable

for the small farmer.

"The committee on agriculture has been

the weak sister and has not gotten enough

attention (in the past)," Angelo said.

Angelo was appointed to the position on

Jan. 7 by George Kevian at the Democratic

caucus.

UMass forestry and wildlife chairman

Donald L. Mader said that there was a

common feeling among the UMass faculty

that they were being under utilized. They

feel that they are competitive with private

companies and that the state should take

advantage of their services.

Dorm fee
proposal
outlined
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

C«n«Ciu pMto kj BriM Gmyt

UP IN ARMS (AND FEET?) — Steve Paulson, a UMass master's can-

didate, leads the way for three of his friends sledding at Memorial Hill

at Amherst College. Chris Simmons, Marina Mahlau, and John Murphy
own the other various limbs.

Angelo agreed saying, "They are more

cost effective and that is definitely in the

interests of the department."

Throughout the day each faculty member
gave a presentation of their work to the

new chairman. The highlight of the

presentation was Jack Swelbery's film

H(mie Fref about the restoration of the bald

eagle in western Mass. The film is

scheduled to air on public television in

March.

"It's an outstanding thrill to find

something like the eagle restoration. It's

really exciting, "said Angelo.

Members of Housing Services at the

University of Massachusetts last night in a

meeting with student government leaders

outlined a new Residence Hall fee proposal

that they say will benefit the entire UMass
community for generations to come.

All students living in dormitories would

be required to pay a $110 fee beginning

next fall in addition to the annual bill for

the formation of a new Capital Improve-

ment Fund for long term renovations of ex-

isting facilities.

Executive Director of Housing Services,

Joseph Zannini said the $110 fee would be

put into a reserve fund to be used strictly

for a variety of accumulated large scale and

expensive building repairs and renova-

tions. Unlike other state schools, UMass
has never had a capital improvements fund

and is now paying the consequences, Zan-

nini swd. Past renovations, he said were

done hastily and on a "crisis level."

This $110 fee proposal comes in the wake
of another proposal approved by the

UMass Board of Trustees to establish a

campus wide General Resource Fee of $261

that would refinance the University by con-

solidating various building debt services in-

to one big debt service.

Under the terms of this general fee, an-

nual housing fees would be reduced by $291

for on-campus students.

However, Housing Services, with this

new situation (consolidation) that Zannini

said "fell into our laps" wants to set aside

badly needed reserves to prevent what he

described is the gradual deterioration of

the residence halls into actual "ghettos."

continued on page 5
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EMERGENCE — Mike Abrams, a sophomore

sports management major, emerges from a

steam cloud near Tobin Hall Monday,

UMassprofessor
attracts themedia
By LISA BARNARD
Collegian Correspondent

A book on the United States response to the Holocaust

written by a University of Massachusetts professor has

generated extensive coverage by the national media.

History professor David S. Wyman, author oi Aharuion-

ment ofthe Jews, has appeared on ABC's Nightline, NBC's
Today Show, and has been featured in four articles in the

New York Times. The book, which was released in mid-

November, has already sold 15,000 copies.

Wyman said that the book is filtering down into "even

the nooks and crannies of the country." He said that the

response is unbelievable for a scholarly book, and that he

cannot keep track of the reviews, which number about 50.

The book examines the U.S. reaction to the plight of the

European Jews from 1941 to 1945. For 14 months after

confirmation of the systematic annihilation of the Jews,

the Roosevelt Administration failed to take action, the

book says.

When the War Refugee Board was finally established,

its power was drastically limited by insufficient funding,

writes Wyman. Roosevelt allocated only $1 million, while

Jewish groups raised $16 million for the rescue effort.

U.S. Jewish organizations had little success mobilizing

support without the backing of the media, the State

Department, Congress, and Christian churches.

The atmosphere in the States at the time was markedly

antisemitic and anti-immigration.

"Because of State Department administration f)olicies

only 21,000 refugees were allowed to enter the U.S. dur-

ing the three and a half years... 10 percent of the number
that could have been legally admitted under the immigra-

tion quotas," Wyman writes. America, traditionally a

haven for ^ j -contxrmed on page S

Man pulls gun,

two theft reports
A University of Massachusetts student allegedly

threatened an Amherst n\an with a gun and verbally

abused him at the scene of a car accident Wednesday

afternoon, Hadley police said.

Police said the male student, 31, was involved in a

minor car collision at the intersection of Route 9 and

North Maple Street in Hadley. Then, he jumped out of

his car, pulled out a handgun and threatened the other

driver with it, police said.

The student then left the accident, which was observed

by many witnesses. He was later arrested for assault

with a dangerous weapon and leaving the scene of an ac-

cident. The student spent Wednesday night in Hamp>-

shire County jail and was arraigned yesterday morning

in Northampton District Court.

Police said damage to the victim's car totalled $50.

UMass police action included:

•A pair of ski boots, valued at $229 was reported stolen

Wednesday from an unlocked room on the fourth floor of

Gorman dormitory. The theft was reported to have oc-

curred sometime between Sunday evening and Monday
afternoon.

•A $164 welfare check was reported lost or stolen from

Lincoln Apartments Wednesday.
- CHRIS POON
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS

Reagan does not impress Tip O'Neill
WASHINGTON (AP) - After weeks of holding his pun-

ches, House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. went on the at-

tack again yesterday, dismissing President Reagan's

State of the Union address as generalities of "a kindly old

man."
The Massachusetts Democrat, in his harshest criticism

since the president's landslide re-election victory last

November, said Reagan "hasn't been honest with the

American people. They haven't asked him for honesty."

O'Neill, 72, frequently characterized Reagan as "an old

man" and "a kindly old man" at a news conference.

Reagan delivered his State of the Union address

Wednesday night on his 74th birthday - a fact of which

Congress took official note with a chorus of "Happy Birth-

day" at the end of the speech.

But yesterday, O'Neill said Democrats had been inten-

tionally easy on the president in their initial reactions to

his speech.

"We did not want to hurt this kindly old man that

America loves on his 74th birthday," O'Neill said.

"This kindly gentleman, this old man. The American

people are mesmerized by him. But I think he should come

out and say what he's asking for."

O'NeUl took issue with Reagan's assertion that current

high deficits were caused by "nearly 50 years of govern-

ment's living beyond its means."

"He made somewhat of a simple statement. It was very

clever rhetoric. But it covered up the facts," O'Neill said.

"Mr. President...do not point the finger at the distant

past, when you yourself have so much responsibility for

these deficits resting on your own shoulders."

When Reagan took office, O'Neill said, the national debt

was just over $900 million. "By his own budget projec-

tions...the national debt will be $3 trillion when he leaves

office, triple what it was when the Reagan revolution

began."

O'Neill also accused the president of having "a touch m
his heart" that makes him "unfair to the poor of America

to the blacks of America, and to other segments of

A.rn6ric&

O'Neill, ^ sharp critic of Reagan during the president's

first term, subdued his criticism of the president following

Reagan's 49-state sweep. Last month, O'Neill openly

praised Reagan as the "most popular" president he'd ever

known and vowed to do nothing to block his program from

coming to the House floor.

Police convicted in drowning of priest
TORUN. Poland (AP)

Three secret policemen

were convicted yesterday of

murdering a pro Solidarity

priest and given prison

terms ranging up to 25

years. The fourth man in

the case, a colonel found

guilty of instigating the plot,

was sentenced to 25 years.

Chief judge Artur Kujawa
said Col. Adam Pietruszka.

the highest ranking Interior

Ministry officer charged in

the death of the Rev. Jerzy

Popieluszko, played a

"cynical" role and created

"an atmosphere conducive to

committing the crime."

Popieluszko was beaten to

death and thrown into a

reservoir last October.

There was a great public

outcry over his murder, and

the public trial of the four

security agents was un

precedented in a country

where -secret police normally

are beyond reproach.

The lawyer for

Popieluszko's family called

the verdicts "just." and a

church spokesman said a 25-

year-sentence gives a man

"a lot of time to think about

himself and about others."

The five judge panel

rejected the prosecutor's

request that the ringleader.

Capt. Grzegorz Piotrowski.

33. be sentenced to death by

hanging.

Twenty five years is the

most severe punishment in

Poland short of death, which

was the maximum penalty

faced bv the defendants.

Afterserious illness,

Chemenko speaks
MOSCOWlAP)— Soviet President Konstantin U.

Chernenko. who has not been seen in public for nearly

seven weeks, addressed the regular meeting of the ruling

Politburo this week, the official news agency Tass said

yesterday.

Tass did not say when the meeting occurred, but the

Tass story was dated Thursday, the day that the

Politburo normally meets.

The report that Chernenko spoke at the Politburo

meeting came the same day that a journalist for the

Communist Party newspaper Pravda. Vladimir V.

Bolshakov. said publicly that Chernenko was sick and

that his condition was "stable."

Chernenko. 73. has not been seen in public since Dec.

27. when television showed him at a Kremlin awards

ceremony. Several developments since then have

suggested that he was seriously ill.

Public funds bleak
SPRINGFIELD. (AP)

Higher Education Chan

cellor John Duff asked

legislators yesterday to

increase funding for the

state's public colleges,

saying that Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' proposed 1986

budget would put schools in

a difficult position.

Dukakis has proposed

spending $544.6 million for

higher education in fiscal

1986. which begins July 1.

That is an $86.7 million

increase over the current

funding level but $122.2

million less than the state

Board of Regents of Higher

Education had requested.

Dukakis' budget bureau

AP Ljwcrphoto

TOGETHERNESS — The Rev. Jesse Jackson's daughter, Santita,

comforts her father in Washington's Howard Univ. HospiUl yesterday.

Jackson complained of breathing difficulties and is doing well after

htving his lungs drained.

has agreed to request a

$67.5 million supplemental

budget in April for

scholarship assistance and

equipment purchases for

engineering and nursing

programs.

The regents also wanted

$46 milhon for salary in

creases in collective

bargaining agreements, but

the governor cut that

amount to $42 milbon.

Duff, testifying for the

regents at a field hearing of

the House Ways and Means
Committee, declined to say

what amount should be

restored to the board's

original request. «

When Rep. James G.

Collins. D Amherst, asked

the chancellor what would

happen if the Legislature

approved Dukakis'
education budget without

changes. Duff replied. "That

would be a very bleak

situation."

Collins asked Duff whether
it was possible the state's

public colleges and
universities could make up

the difference between the

board's request and the

governor's proposal.

"We cannot achieve what

we need in this system
through managerial ef-

ficiency," Duff said. He
added that some com-

promise was possible, but

declined to give Collins a

specific figure.

In a prepared statement.

Duff said Massachusetts has

led the nation in increases in

state appropriations for

higher education over the

past two years, with a gain

of 36 percent.

"At the same time, it

should be noted that

Massachusetts still ranks

only 30th among the 50

states in higher education

appropriations per capita,

and 39th in appropriations

per dollar of personal in-

come." Duff reminded them.

Three parishioners of St. Patrick's Church of

Onalaska, Wise, console each other after learn-

ing of the killings of three people in the church,

including the pastor.

Pastor, two others, shot

in Wisconsin church
ONALASKA. Wis. (AP) A priest who was kneeUngto

pray was shot to death in a church along with two other

men yesterday, and police arrested a man who called

himself "Elijah" and said he objected to girls reading

scripture during Mass.

Police Chief John Dloughy said a man wearing a yellow

stocking cap and carrying a shotgun was captured hy

police as he ran from St. Patrick's Church after the

shootings. He identified himself only as Elijah and said

he was 29. police told reporters at the scene. He was

taken to La Crosse County jail for questioning by District

Attorney Scvot Home.

The bodies of the Rev. John Rossiter. 64, and lay

minister Ferdinand Roth Sr. were found in the Roman

Catholic church's sanctuary shortly after a morning

Mass. attended by children from a parish school next

door.
Rossiter was shot just after he had hugged some of the

children and they had returned to the school.

The school principal. Sister Rose Frances Phalin, said

that after Rossiter and Roth were shot, the gunman went

to the church basement where custodian William

Hammes was slain.

Sister Phalin said that earlier, while the children were

seated for Mass. the man had knocked at the sacristy

door and asked Rossiter about plans to let two sixth-

grade girls give the first and second readings.

She said he was quoted as demanding: "On what

authority do you do this?"

The nun said Rossiter replied: "The pope told me I can

do that, and that is good enough for me."

The man apparently left the church, but returned after

the Mass.

"The children were out of the church, thank goodness,"

when shots were fired as Rossiter made a thanksgiving

prayer in the sanctuary. Sister Phalen said.

continued on page 11

Farmpolicy criticized
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) President Reagan's plans to cut

many farm programs is "economic genocide,' that

threatens a third of the nation's farmers with bankruptcy,

says the Texas agriculture commissioner, who was a farm-

policy adviser to Walter Mondale.

Reagan's plans, presented to Congress this week as part

of his proposed federal budget, aim to cut. limit or

eliminate price supports, income and loan subsidies,

federal farm loans and many other farm programs.

The cuts, if adopted, would reduce federal outlays to

agriculture by 37 percent.
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BOG will fight for survival,

board votes on task force
By V.A. SPAGNOLI
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

voted last night at its weekly meeting to

form a task force to prevent the ad

ministration's proposed elimination of the

BOG. The board also voted to hold an

alternative beverage Valentine's Day dance

in the Blue Wall.

The UMass administration voted Dec. 21

to eliminate the all student BOG and

replace it with a 16 member Auxiliary

Services Board that would include

students, faculty, staff and alumni.

Development and implementation of the

activities of the task force will be revealed

in the next two weeks. BOG chair Jane

Donohue said last night.

Donohue will present a proposal next

Wednesday that will include the BOG in

plans to consolidate the Campus Center.

Conference Services, and University

Dining Commons trust funds.

Donohue will meet with Vice Chancellor of

Administration and Finance. John L.

DeNyse and Vice Chancellor Dennis L.

Madson on Wednesday to discuss her

( olleguii pholo b» Bri»» Coujt

A CHILL HANGS IN THE AIR with icicles at Judies in downtown

Amherst yesterday afternoon.

Late night hoursadded toPVTA runs,

Amherst nightclub pays for free bus
By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority has

extended its service until 2 a.m. Thursday,

Friday and Saturday nights on most routes,

and one Route 9 nightclub is offering free

bus service on weekend nights.

The free bus service between Southwest

and Central residential areas and the

Changes discotheque begins tonight.

Changes owner Michael Kane said.

The PVTA service was extended at the

request of the Chancellor's Board on

Alcohol Use and the UMass Transit

Advisory Service. Al Byam, PVTA
operations manager, said.

Kane said the Student Activities Office

rejected a proposal Wednesday from

Dickinson dormitory to sponsor the bus to

Changes.

"I guess they (UMass Transit) and Student

Activities feel the bus wouldn't be used for

the right purpose." Duane DeValle,

president of Dickinson dormitory, said. For

the service to sponsor, it would have to be a

dorm function offered weekly, he said.

The idea to offer free transportation to and

from Changes was prompted by a

marketing survey distributed by Changes

to UMass students last semester, Kane

said.

"I think it's a good idea. We've tried it a

couple of times and it didn't work out, " Bob

Ross, manager of Justin Ryan's nightclub

said.

The bus service will cost Changes $150 per

night, Kane estimated.

The first bus will leave the Southwest

horseshoe, near Coolidge, Moore and

Emerson Dormitories at 9 p.m. on Fridays

and Saturdays beginning tonight, Kane

said. The second bus, at 9:30 p.m., will

make pickup stops at Butterfield, Chad

bourne and Dickinson Dormitories, he said.

Collegian photo hy Mtchcllc Scffall

THE SNOW EFFECT — Abraham Loomis,

11,of Northampton and his buddies, have a

friendly snowball yesterday at Smith.

proposal.

Donohue refused to talk about the

specifics of her plan last night.

The BOG also announced plans for an

alternative beverage Valentine's Day dance

to be held at the Blue Wall next Thursday.

Feb. 14. The band "Modern Plaids " will

provide music and all drinks sold will be

non alcoholic.

"We are trymg to save the Blue Wall from

going under by appealing to underage

groups." BOG coordinator Alex Zucker

said. The dance begins at 8 p.m. and there

will be a $1 .50 cover charge.

"The essence (of the dance) is to find

something else to do besides drink."

Donohue said.

BOG members also discussed the hiring of

four coordinator positions which are now

vacant on the board staff. The deadline for

applications is today at 4 p.m. Interviews

for all four positions will be held Tuesday,

and the positions will be filled by Thursday,

according to BOG Vice chair Karen Karina

Gray.

The four coordinator positions open are

Governor's Program Council. University

Store, Food Services and public relations.

Alcohol education workshop
offered by Health Services
By Brian Thibeault

Collegian Correspondent

University Health Services will once again

be offering a program intended to help

students have healthier drinking habits.

Carlene Riccelli. educational director of

Health Services and founder of the Student

Opportunity Program (S.T.O.P.). said the

program will begin March 1 1 and run from 6

to 7.30 p.m. at the Health Center. Riccelli

said the program will consist of five

workshops and two interviews. Students

who cannot meet Monday nights can

arrange a telephone class or take the

program by appointment. Riccelli said.

She said that S.T.O.P. is part of a larger

Alcohol Education Program in whkh
students are trained in alcohol awareness.

"The general goal of the Alcohol Education

Program is to promote responsible

decisions and behaviors involving alcohol

use." she said.

RiccelU said S.T.O.P. began about two

years ago and is for students who have or

think they may have an alcohol problem.

S.T.O.P. groups have about 8 to 10

students each and about 135 students have

participated in the program. Staff for the

program consists of one full-time

professional. Riccelli. one half-time and one

full-time graduate teaching assistant, and

20 peer alcohol educators (students),

working for three academic credits.

BUI Cosgnff . who Uught alcohol and 3rug

education for the Springfield school system.

will take Riccelli's place this year in leading

S.T.O.P. Cosgriff expressed his approval

of students working with their peers.

"I think the advantage of students being

with others their own age is that they can

identify with each other." Cosgriff said.

Riccelli said the program costs nothing for

students who have paid their health fee,

and that students' college records will ndt

be tarnished by taking the course.

Students can register at Health Services for

the course.

"Participation in the S.T.O.P. program is

completely confidential. No record is put in

the student's medical record," she said.

Students do not even have to use their last

names.

Following an initial interview in which

students will set goals to cut down

drinking, there will be workshops. In these

workshops, students will write drinking

logs to keep track of their drinking.

Students will keep logs throughout the

program and derive an awareness of their

drinking habits from the logs.

The fifth and final workshop is an

evaluation session, where stidents will

discuss their experiences. At this point,

the group or individuals in the group, will

decide whether to continue to meet. "It

(the workshop) allows students to look at

how they are using alcohol, what they like

about alcohol, and what are the positive and

negative consequences of their using

alcohol." Riccelli said.

* Wyman
continued from page 1

refugees, demonstrated a

shocking indifference to

the fate of the Jews by fail-

ing to respond immediate-

ly and with commitment to

rescue, the book says.

Wyman's book is not the

first on the subject, but his

10 years of research in

some 60 archives, make
Abandonment of the Jews

the most comprehensive

report to date. A previous

book by the author, Paper

WaMs: America and the

Refugee Crisis, 19S8-1H1

began as a doctoral thesis

project at Harvard in

1966. Wyman realized

then that there was
enough material for a se-

cond book. The actual

writing of Abandonment of

the Jews took four years,

he said.

Wyman, a Christian, em-

phasizes that the

Holocaust was a tragedy

not only for Jews, but for

human kind. He says he is

"most pleased it (the book)

is being noticed. The infor-

mation needs to come
out."

ColUfiui photo b; Brian Uony*

UMass history professor David S. Wyman.
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Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUD

GOES DOWN
TO

I

I

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85
THE BEST HOTELS

THE BEST PARTY BUSES
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE
^"TJonTbe fooled

the other trips on carripus

.stormy weather!. .

FOR INFORMATION REGARDIIMG

CAMPUS CUOSINGS OR DELAYED

OPENINGS . DUE TO SEVERE SNOW
LISTEN TO RADIO STATIONS

I
\A/TTT -AM C14.30J

I WMUA • F M C 31.1 J

I WHMP F M C S1.3J

I CALL
I CALL *»TiPS'» sas-isao

INFORMATION DATA BANK '±*s-^SS5 .
l

I TAPED INFORMATION PHQMF SFRVICE 1 545-1540

1

A Service

-KS\

????777??????????
ASK IF THEIR HOTELS ARE

ON THE STRIP FOR $129

BUS TRANSPORTATION

ASK IF THEIR BUS PRICES

GO UP IF THERE IS NOT
40 PEOPLE IN IT.

To and From

CHANGES

ASK FOR THEIR EXACT
FLIGHT ITINERARY

WHAT AIRLINES?

WHAT AIRPORTS?
INCLUDING TRANSFERS?
WHAT ARE THE FLIGHT Is?

HOW LONG ARE THE
LAYOVERS?

???77????????????
DONT TAKE

CHANCES WITH YOUR
SPRING BREAK 85

GO DOWN WITH THE
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union 545-3437

Club
ON FRIDAY and SATURDAY NIGHTS

Leaves: Southwest Horseshoe Bus stop at 9 and 10 PM
Central and Orchard Hill at 9:30 PM
(Butterfield, Chadbourne and Dickinson bus stops)'

99 BAR All Night

DRINKS All Week

Positive Identification Required

Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden Restaurant) 256-8284

The Snow Basin Is back! And better than ever with 3 lifts and 15 trails of beautiful Mew England skiing at its

best new snow making equipment and carefully groomed trails assure skliers a day of downhill fun and

pxritcment This year we've also stocked our rental shop with brand new equipment. And anyone, from

hpflinners to racinq enthusiasts, can develop their skills at our professional ski school. Best of all Is the price.

All dav lift tickets for adults are only $12. Half-day and children's passes are even less. So come play this

weekend. Ride the slopes. Relax In the lodge. Get together with family or friends. With prices like ours, we think

you'll keep a smile on your face. All day.

T/itt iti to KIT 1.. men rouow notit 9 to west cu««inoTOf.. nass. orrr. rvtmr wtt««iD 8:5o ah to 4 m («i3) sm S3ie

Snow
Basin

1982PulitzerPrize winner teachesSmith College course
By MICHELLE SEGALL
Collegian Suff

Although his office is empty. Tracy Kidder's mind is

cluttered with thought.

The Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist is teaching a class

at Smith College called "Writing about American Social

Issues" in addition to completing a new book.

Kidder won the 1982 Pulitzer Prize in general non

fiction and the American Book Award for his book, The

Soul ofa New Machine.

The Soul of a New Machine traces the creation of a

computer through the people that invented it. this

humanistic approach to journalism has become Kidder's

trademark.

Dubbed "literary journalism". Kidder's style turns

complicated issues, like the building of a computer, into

interesting and entertaining prose.

Kidder considers his teaching "a nice change of pace-

not my profession." His class focuses on reporting and

writing techniques, rather than particular issues and

topics, he said.

Kidder wants to teach his students to see the world in an

CoUesiu photo bv Mickcll* Scgmll

Author Trmcy Kidder is teaching journalism at

Smith this semester.

interesting way "not my way - in their own ways. You

don't have to see the world the way the New York Times

does." he said.

Kidder selected his 1 1 students after reading samples of

their writing. "My fantasy is that I'll have some writers

and that some of the women will be published," he said.

Kidder. 39. graduated from Harvard in 1%7. After

serving two years in the army. Kidder returned home

from Vietnam in 1%9. He received his Masters in

creative writing from the University of Iowa's Writer's

Workshop in 1974. the same year his first book. The Road
to Yuba City was completed .

Kidder went on to write articles for Atlantic Monthly

on tomics ranging from nuclear power to the develop-

ment of Long Island real estate.

Now a contributing editor fw the Atlantic Monthly,

Kidder said he prefers book writing because. "You do so

much research for so little space in magazine writing."

Kidder, who just completed another book which will be

out in the fall, said he plans to take some time to relax.

"I'm pretty tired," he said. The work, still untitled, deals

with carpenters as they build a house.

Minority advisersnow serve over 700
By DANIELA WATERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and

Minority Students is an advising and advocacy service

available to all students at the University of

Massachusetts.

"Our goal is to help Third World students maximize their

chance for success here at the University." CCEBMS
Director Paul Barrows said. "We set out to help students

develop confidence, motivation and direction.

"

CCEBMS. located in New Africa House, provides several

important services primarily for minority students that

include academic advising, serving as an advocate for

students between faculty and the administration and

working closely with the Admissions Office for recruiting

Black and Third World students.

CCEBMS. in conjunction with the Bilingual Collegiate

Program, also sponsors a sununer program for incoming

first year students to introduce them to UMass and im

prove their mathematics and reading skills.

However the primary function of CCEBMS is to provide

students with academic assistance. "The tutorial is the

real meat of the program." Barrows said. All advising and

tutorial services are available free of charge.

Along with a full time staff of eight, and four part time

workers. CCEBMS employs more than 70 undergraduates

who serve as tutors.

Founded in l%7 by black faculty members in response to

the low percentage of minority students, CCEBMS now

serves more than 700 black, Asian American, Cape

Verdean, Indian and Hispanic undergraduates.

"Over 90percent of all black students on campus are

involved with CCEBMS to some degree." Barrows said.

Last year 231 new first-year students joined CCEBMS,

reflecting a steady increase in black and minority

enrollment at the University as a whole.

First year engineering major Viresh Patel, the CCEBMS
student representative for the class of 1988, said CCEBMS
is helpful to minority students because "it encourages us to

go into professional programs such as engineering."

• Fees

ALL ALONE AND NO WHERE TO GO is this

bike snowed in by the recent snow.

' continuedfrom page 1

"There is a huge need for improvements on facilities and

unfortunately we have not been putting money away over

the years for them," 2^nini said.

Student reaction was guarded and skeptical over why

the fee had to be so high.

"We understand the obligation but it seems as if it is an

awful lot," said Student Government Association co-

President Rick Patrick. "I question this when you (Hous-

ing Services) are getting so much from refinancing," he

said.

Under refinancing, the Housing System no longer must

pay off a separate bond debt and will be receiving $171 out

of $261 charged to students for the General Resources

Fee.

The SGA is considering an alternative idea for the

General Resource Fee that would keep debt service in the

Housing system, which would generate more money for

capital improvements.

According to Zannini's presentation, money in the trust

fund would only go towards big projects like remodeling,

reroofing, smoke alarms, insulation and carpeting. Most

of the v/ork could be done in the summer or during school

at little inconvenience. However, the plan also calls for one

residence hall each spring to be closed down. The students

would have to be relocated.

All the work would be payed for by the new $1 10 fee, the

new general resource fee and money issued by the stat« in

Capital Outlay funds to be petitioned from the legislature.

John R. Findley, Assistant directx)r of Housmg Services

for Maintenance and Operations said the fund would

amount to $49 million over ten years.

Beer of the Month
Heineken $1.30

Pool - Video ( f"
TV - Stereo '
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our friendly and relaxing atmosphere

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy
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OPEN COURSE
Oppression Busters

Do you hate sexism, racism,

heterosexism?

A special social issues project in the School of Educ. which:

• increases awareness of sociaf issues

• looks at a future without oppression

• focuses on strategies for change

Take EDUC H 392 J

"Oppression Cr Social Change"
still a few spaces available

call 253-9770, 253-9518, 549-0328

Student Health Advisory Board

35 East Pleasant St.

Amherst
The Closest Bar to Canfipus

First meeting of the semester

Come and share your views and

opinions on University Health

Services policies and activities.

Monday, February 11,1985

at 5:30

at Unh/ersity Health Center

Room 304
-<jlf#lKtiriC»'lb«v*ll»8ll

J

Looking for some
"Healthy Romance"
on Valentine's Day?

YQuliindjlA^ UtoBtaSpas..
• complimentary flowers

• soft music •

• Vj-hour Hot Tub for Two

only $14 50

If your Hot Tub for Two is

between 1 1am and 5pm. you'll

also receive 2 Free Hot Tub
Passes good on your next visit

Utopia Spas
1 76 University Drive, Amherst^

(413)253-7727
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Ski to the top with SUMMIT TRAVEL

we invite you to compare -

we've got the best deal in town

$455
THIS PRICE INCLUDES EVERYTH
• 7 nights lodging/Crest Hotel

• 5 day lift ticket

• plane ticket - departing from Newark, NJ

• transportation fronn airport to mountain

• beer party

• picnic

boNT MISS OUT ON THE SKIING,

G&
PARTYING TO ENSURE
THESE PRICES,

.KE RESERVATIONS NOW!
ATX MIKE 256-0^0

The following videos wUl be shown at the

Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery as part

of Black History Month:

TUESDAY, 12 February

10:30 a.m, Bearden on Bearden

11:00 a.m. DOCU: Black Scientist and In-

ventors

11:30-1 p.m. Show Time at the Apollo

THURSDAY, 14 February

10:00 a.m. DOCU: I Remember Harlem

- Part 1 „ ,

11:00 a.m. DOCU: I Remember Harlem

- Part 2

FRIDAY, 15 February

10:30 a.m. I Remember Harlem — Part 3

11:30 a.m. I Remember Harlem - Part 4

WEDNESDAY, 20 February

AGAINST ALL ODDS series of 3 short

clips,

10:30 a.m. Bessie Smith

10:45 a.m. Pele (Black Brazilian Soccer

Player)

11:00 a.m. Jackie Robinson

12:00 p.m. DOCU: K.K.K.: Legacy of

Hate
12:30 p.m. DOCU: Only the Ball was

White
FRIDAY, 22 February

10:30 a.m. Alvin Alley Dance Company

12:30 p.m. Afro-American Folklore

(Classical Dance)

MONDAY, 25 February

10:30 a.m. The Black Church (Maya

Angelou narrates)

11:00 a.m. Poetry and Drama of Black

Writers (Pauline Myers narrates)

12:00 p.m. Bill Moyers' Profile: Maya

Angelou (1/82)

WEDNESDAY, 27 February

10:30 a.m. DOCU: "Oscar Micheaux"

Dramatization of Early Black Filmmaker

11:00 a.m. DOCU: The Cotton Club

THURSDAY. 28 February

10:00 a.m. DOCU: I Heard it Through

the Grapevine (IV2 hrs.)

and lots of other good stuff at

Downtown Amherst Dally K>'6. Sun. 12-5

Last Chance for This Week's Special

at the TOC LOUNGE
-sa^^^:?© fi9^5^

Bourbon Street

0TA^I^y

WEEK-END
ENTERTAINMENT
Fri - Social Hour 4-7 pm
with John Cruz

Fri - Al Morin 9 pm
Sat - Al Morin 9 pm

ALL DRINKS
MADE WITH
JACK DANIELS
WILD TURKEY
JIM BEAM
ONLY $1.25

U. Mass.

Amhexs\

University Drive, Amherst, Ma.
(Amherst Shopping Center)

STROH
OR LIGHT 12PK

$6.00
inc. dep.

STROH OR LIGHT

CASE

rOP^s the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

llth Floor •Campus Center * UMass

$11.50
inc. dep.

$5.40
inc. dep.

SCHLITZ
OR LIGHT 12 PK

GREAT IN-STORE
SPECIALS
253-5595

BLACK AFFAIRS
Forum to discuss

lack ofblacknews
By YADIRA A, BETANCES
Collegian Staff

In an effort to create a news vehicle for the Springfield

Black community, a forum on the press in the Black

community will be held at 10 a.m. tomorrow in building

17 of Springfield Technical Community College.

David Graham Du Bois, international journalist and

visiting professor of journalism and Afro-American

studies at the University of Massachusetts during the

Spring semester, will deliver the keynote speech. Du

Bois will be speaking on "communication in the com-

munity."

Among the topics to be discussed in the forum will be

"Movers and the shakers of the news; a traditional view

of the press and how altered is the information you

receive." led by Michael Thelwell of the Afro-American

studies department at UMass and John C. Walter of

Smith's Afro-American studies department.

The second panel will discuss, "community news-the

truth in the message- if you could choose what type of

information you want..." led by Du Bois and Susan

Williams, a professional in all avenues of the media.

The third panel will provide people with the basic tools

and procedures for the creation of a news vehicle.

Leading this panel will be Ralph Julian Simmons, staff

assistant for the Wall Street Journal and Robert Brown

Hasan, publisher of the Progressive Woman Magazine in

Boston.

Carmen Ceita Jones, director of St. John's Innercity

Center, sponsors of the forum, said the Springfield Black

community is not covered as "adequately...or as in-depth

as we would like to see it," by the mainstream presses of

the area, "and that is putting it mildly," she said.

As a result. Jones said they hope to get a "large block of

people interested in developing a news source
"
for the

25.219 Black residents. Springfield's total population is

152.319.

She said several Black presses have emerged in the city,

but they have been a "one man operation" and have not

survived long. A box lunch will be available for the small

cost of $1. per person.

Savage Gallery to be rededicated
By YADIKA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A first time community exhibit of Augusta Savage's

sculptures, along with a lecture by her only pupil and other

ceremonial rites will highlight a rededication ceremony of

the Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery at 3 p.m. on Sunday

in the New Africa House at the University "'

Massachusetts.

of

The gallery stemmed out of a cultural center created in

1969. In the mid 1970s, the Black Cultural Center was

given its present title. Savage was an eminent Black

sculptress who gained fame for immortalizing the heritage

and struggles of Blacks.

Marilyn E.. director of the gallery, said she is excited

about the rededication not only because there will be

someone who can talk personally about Savage, but also

because it will be the first time the gallery will have an

exhibit of Savage's art.

Murcie Poplar Lavender, Savage's pupil, is a painter,

sculptor, writer, designer, children's book illustrator and

an art teacher in the Gary, Indiana public school system.

Some of Lavender's work will also be on display.

Although there are other galleries on campus which have

showings of Black and Third World artists, Marilyn said

the gallery serves to provide a wider sope which is ex

eluded from mainstream society. She said the gallery is "a

resource and a vehicle for Black and Third World artists on

a continuous basis."

For example, it is very difficult to find any resource

material on Afro^ American artists, and especially on Afro

American women artists

That is why Marilyn is happy the gallery is named after

Savage, "traditionally, women in art are ignored. ..we do

not exist. " But she is also in love with her work because of

the opportunity it brings to "support the knowledge that

Black and Third World people are talented and multi

f??ted human beings."

"Art is a basic level of understanding of other com

Maurice Poplar Lavender, Aujfusta Savage's

only pupil will lead the rededication ceremony of

the gallery at 3 p.m. on Sunday at the New
Africa House.

munities and cultures." she said, "is historically preserving

a culture."

Unlike written hi.story. Marilyn said art can not be lost,

betrayed nor altered. "It's understandable... it elicits

responses." she said.

Art is al.so more expressive than the written word for it

provides an instant connection between peoples of color,

she said. "No matter what historical event it was that

happened, art maintains it without a form of direct com

munication."

Marilyn hopes that in the future Black and Third World

art is ""appreciated. acknowle<lged and respected for what

it is - fine art."

Wheatley :Blackpoetpioneer

You need a

summer job or

part-time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have

access to a car.

You want to earn

up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your

own hours.

Now'.s
the time
to caN...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our

spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

laftrey, NH 03452

603/532-4416

Expert Repairs &
vReconditioning

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockaleller Pla2a

l>4aw York, NY. 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad loi Special

Student/Teacher Tarifl.

RENTAL ) LEASE PURCHASE

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

To many. Phillis Wheatley was the first Black, and the

second woman to publish a book of poems m the United

States

To others, she was like many before and after her, the

epitome of Black struggle in North Amenca.

Wheatley was born in Africa in 1754. She was sold seven

years later in Boston to the Wheatley family. She instantly

become the favorite of the family. She wasn't allowed to

talk to the other servants nor did she do menial chores^

The Wheatleys helped Phillis broaden her horizons by

providing her with an education, unlike other slaves of the

time. , ,, • •* f

She wrote her first poem in 1767 to the University of

Cambridge. The poem scolded rebellious college boys and

warned them to stay away from sin and follow Chnst.

She continued to write about issues of morality,

American values as well as various poems honoring and

mourning the biri;hs and deaths of Boston's wealthy class.

Wheatley's first published poem, "An Elegiac Poem on

the Death of George Whitefield," propelled her quickly in-

to international fame.

But it was not until she began to write as a Black person

that her fans began to disappear.

In 1774, Susannah Wheatley, Phillis's mistress died

and her death was the beginning of a new era in Phillis s

life. Years later, she married John Pet«rs. She bore three

chUdren, who died. Peters was thrown in jail for debts.

Phillis then acquired a self-awareness as a black person

and began U) write about love and a need for freedom.

This poetry was never published.

When June Jordan was here early this wi-tk. she said

that she judge<i a poetry contest in Indianapolis where the

terms used were related to the nature of life and "no one

was addressing the black issues of 84." But she respected

the works for their worth.

She said if the case had been the opposite where a whit«

person was judging black writing, it might have been re-

jected for l^H-ing too political or too insensitive. But she ad-

ded, "as long as we remain children of slavery, we will Ik?

loved, sheltered and praised, but not otherwise
"

Mt<t« A^PWOVIO IMSPtCTIOM STATION

MA Sales Tax Extra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuH Service Tire Store

78 Sonaerland Rd . No Amherst. VA
\r.ro5s from Walroba -5 Storp

AX-VISA-MC
549-4704

• »

Delivered to your dorm room.
Monday thru Friday, delivered February 11th through May

15th on every class day. Only $15.75 for the spring

sennester. No delivery during spring break.

Detach and nnail with payment to Ron Huberdeau, P.O.

Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004 and please make checks

payable to RON HUBERDEAU.

Please enter my subscription to USA TODAY and deliver to

my;
Dorm Room__ —

i) Office. —
Name. Telephone I.

•••••••••••••*** • ••••••**•
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Black History
As part of Black llustirry Mimth, Black Affairs will have a

series highlighting the achievements and accompUshmentt

of Black men and women who have, in our context excelled

in history.

Benjamin Banneker wa.s the most famous Black American

of the Revolutionary Period of American history. As a

scholar and a .scientist, he was always seeking answers

and/or ways of predicting answers to questions.

He invented a clock, was the editor of an almanac and had

his scientific papers read in the European capitals. He was

chosen by President Jefferson to aid in the development of

plans for Washington. D.C. He and a close friend chose the

site for the White House.

He was born a free man and he had the right to vote.

Banneker was known and respected in this country and in

Europe; yet. by 1803 his right to vote was taken away from

him and all other free Black Americans, in his native state

of Maryland.

EVERY PAY
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Letters to the Editor

Angered by cartoon

Monday under a letter to the Editor in

the Collegian about the harassment of a

woman by some fraternity members was a

cartoon I find very degrading to women.

Why does a woman's sexuality have to be

the focus of 80 much of men's attention?

Women are not functional body parts; they

are human beings with the right to integri-

ty and dignity. This cartoon is no joke. Not

only does this type of cartoon not belong in

a newsp^)er which represents a college

student body which claims to be "aware,"

but by its juxtaposition next to Karen

Pollens' letter you have demeaned the

value of her words. You have acted no

more respectful than the men who harass-

ed her.

Women's words have too long been put

down and silenced. I am infuriated when

the newspaper which represents the stu-

dent body voice, to which 1 belong, con-

tinues in old ways of oppression. I expect a

more thorough editing from the Collegian

staff, with an ear and eye to liberation and

respect for all peoples.

Pati Stillwater

Amherst

Hiding the truth?

The film being shown in the Campus
Center today, A Clockwork Orange, by

Stanley Kubrick, is being sponsored by the

UMass Republican Club. That means that

any profits made by the film will fund that

group's activities.

We noted that posters advertising the

film did not inform us that the Republicans

were sponsoring it. The table tents in the

DCs did include this information, but on

the underside, where most students

wouldn't see it.

We do not intend to have our money end

up in the hands of the UMass Republican

Club and we felt that students who choose

to attend the film should know where their

money is going.

Rolfe Hegwer
Central

Nicholas Komar
Northeast

If you're looking for your

place In Amherst where nice

people communicate over

a game of pool - -^ijSl

a cold beer - tu/ \0

a friendly smiles

Sorry for 'oversight'

The UMass Republican Club is sponsor-

ing the movie Clockwork Orange this Fri-

day in the Campus Center. Our posters do

not indicate the event's sponsor. We
apologize for the oversight.

The violence portrayed in this film has

been received with some controversy. We
feel the high caliber of the film as

demonstrated by its awards of "Best

Film," and "Best Director," overide other

concerns. Afterall, we are all fortunate

enough to live in a country where we can

pick and choose our forms of entertain-

ment.
Hal Zawacki

Treasurer,

Republican Club

Clean it or leave it

I direct this letter to the person(s) who

spray painted all those political slogans on

^Friday. February 8. 1985

the walls of Herter, the Campus Center,

and wherever else your stinking, small

time hoodlum tactics brought you. I really

resent your defacing the grounds of my
school (I'm giving you the benefit of the

doubt in hoping you're not actually a stu-

dent here). You haven't swayed my
pohtical ideals to the left, to the right, or

even caused me to think about politics to

any degree. Now that you've shown the

world just how much common sense you

have, I can only imagine that you don't

have' enough intelligence to hold any

political opinions at all. I wish I could have

been walking by you when you started your

expensive mess so I could rub your lousy

nose in it. Why don't you do something

really worthwhUe and go dean it up?

Otherwise, get outta town and thanks for

nothin'.

Charles Thompson
Amherst

Friday, February 8, 1985

Random
Jobs is the key

Although many of you reading

this might not like it, history

will probably refer to the 1980s

as the Ronald Reagan decade; ei^t (if

time is on his side) years when sweeping

changes were made in the United States

of America. One of the key issues which

won the 1984 election for Reagan was his

boldness in using supply-side economics.

During the campaign, the Democrat-run

House of Representatives put a key issue

of supply-side on the back burner because

it was politically touchy. I am talking

about urban enterprise zoning.

An enterprise zone is designed to lift

the poor out of poverty by giving tax

credit to big businesses which have put

money into impoverished neighborhoods.

Tax credits would not be given until the

money was spent in the neighborhoods.

This would promote new industry in these

areas, which in turn would promote

employment. It is a bold proposal which is

in direct contrast to the costly handout

policies of the past, which in the long-run.

notes
to the future
enslave the poor to the government by

allowing it to control their income.

This essential of supply-side economics

benefits the entire countiy; nobody is hurt

by it. Social programs which give money
to those who want to work, but cannot, is

merely eyewash for a very large problem.

Equal opportunity for all cannot be

achieved when jobs are not available for

those who are left out. This is not to say

that all social programs are useless,

because they are not, but if something

better is found for a large portion of peo-

ple, then why not make use of it? Enter-

prise zones are just that.

Let us all hope that when Congress is

done squabbling over the budget, this

sweeping change will be swiftly enacted.

Getting millions of less fortunate

Americans into jobs that they thought

would never come will be one major vic-

tory for America during the Ronald

Reagan decade.

Ronald Berutti is a Collegian correspon-

dent.
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SHOP arfran^d/rfnes^raiiniiFcen^rs

THE BEST WORKOUT IN TOWN
INVITES YOU TO

GET IN SHAPE FOR SPRING
i JOIN BY FEB. 8th. 9:00 PM

and receive designer T-shirtr JLviiiri

with this ad

Free t-shirts limited to first 300 memberships

NOPE STILL ONLY $45.00
i 7:30-9 4-6 Boyden

I"

11:30-3 7-9 7:30-9 12-1

Sat. 11-2 4-6 ,
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441
Budweiser 12 02. cans $6.40 12/pk + dep.

$11.55 case + dep.

Rolling Rock 12 oz. refills $10.00 case + dep.

Moosehead Beer. . $3.70 6/pk + dep. $14.75 case + dep.

Heinekens light or dark $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Becks light or dark $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Narragansett 16 Oz. cans $2.50 6/pk. + dep.

$9.50 case + dep.

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $4.49 750 ml.

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 L

Champagne & Sparkling Wines. . . . $2.99 750 ml + up
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A time and a place for sharing ideas
Last semester there was a good deal of

talk on the right to freedom of speech

on campus. As Chancelor Duffey has pointed

out, the abridgement of one's freedom of speech is strictly

against University regulations. Nevertheless, the five-

college area in general, and UMass specifically, has a

dubious record with regards to free speech. Former Vice

President Humphrey, branded a warmonger by some

students during the war in Vietnam, was unable to ad-

dress UMass. Jeane Kirkpatrick, the U.N. ambassador,

was discouraged from speaking at the Smith College com-

mencement due to threats. Last year, a group of UMass

radicals totally disrupted an event that featured a member

of the Contra Force currently fighting the Sandinistas in

Nicaragua. Political intolerance was prevalent in the past

presidential election at UMass as well. The consequences

of such actions are sad reflections on our University and

serve as frightening commentary on our society's future,

if we are to be the leaders of tomorrow.

The UMass community places enormous emphasis on

prevention of social persecution, which, if not taken to ex-

tremes, is a good thing. The maintenance of a free ex-

change of ideas, ho •«?r, is paramount, even above our

social concerns. If we " ideas to be silenced, then we

are asking for tyrants to over us, which would make

social oppression all the more of a threat.

John Stuart Mill had some very thoughtful things to say

about the exchange of ideas, and his essay, "On Liberty,"

is unsurpassed in its argument for such beliefs. About the

freedom of expression, Mill says, "But the peculiar evil of

Letters to the Editor

Stephen C. Erickson

silencing the expression of an opinion is, that it is robbing

the hunian race, posterity, as well as existing generation;

those who dissent from the opinion, still more than those

who hold it. If the opinion is right, they are deprived of the

opportunity of exchanging error for truth: if wrong, they

lose, what is almost as great a benefit, the clearer percep-

tion and livelier impression of truth, produced by its colli-

sion with error." For those who claim the righteousness of

their argument warrants the suppression of opposition.

Mill points out that majorities in past generations "held

many opinions now known to be erroneous, and did or ap-

proved numerous things which no one will now justify."

The political arguments that do exist at UMass are also

largely deserving of criticism for their intemperate style.

Again, quoting Mill, "The worst offense of this kind which

can be committed by a polemic is to stigmatize those who
hold contrary opinion as bad and immoral men." This

crime is committed on the pages of the Collegian every

day. Also, the thrust of the "peace" movement implies

that those who prefer deterrence to unilateral disarma-

ment do not desire peace.

College should be first and foremost a place and a time

of learning. Soft hearts must not lead to soft minds, name-

ly closed ones. Objectivity in politics is a lofty goal, but we
must strive for it if we hope to better our world. Such ob-

jectivity begins with a willingness to listen.

Stephen C. Erickson is a Collegian columnist.

Fundamentalism:

'adirtyword'here

It would be hard to imagine someone with

more enemies at UMass than Ronald Reagan,

but let us not forget Jerry Falwell. Falwell is the

pointman for the "religion-in-po'itics" movement; he

takes all the grief for unpopular positions, breaking

ground for those who follow. Although even arch-

conservatives welcome him with reserve, Falwell is seen

by fundamentalists as a progressive, religious, political

leader - something like Martin Luther King, Jr. It nuikes

you wonder who would believe that, doesn't it?

Technically, fundamentalism is a Christian sect known

for their literalism in interpreting the Bible. Politically

speaking, anything enthusiastically biblical is under the

fundamentalist umbrella. Not every so-called "fundamen-

talist" is a disciple of Falwell, but there is general agree-

ment on several issues.

Like all Christians, fundamentalists believe that in-

dividuals can have a personal relationship with God only

through Jesus Christ, who alone bought a purging from

sin for believers with his death and returning from the

dead. Also like other Christians, they believe their sole

purpose in life is to please the God they now know until

Jesus comes again, this time as king and creator.

Obviously, someone who thinks this way will be pretty

fearless in politics. Yet, even with the strong political

heritage of the early American church, politics was avoid-

ed as a dirty, worldly profession by fundamentalists dur-

ing the last 50 years. That has changed for two reasons.

The first reason is the deterioration of the American

family. The family is divinely ordained in the Bible. But in

the last 30 years, federal and state governments have

licensed divorce, homosexuality, and alx)rtion (and even

Rusty Denton

Proposed fee impractical

The University Administration has really asked for trou-

ble this time. Requesting that off-campus students pay a

fee that supports not only the athletic facilities (which

many people already do not wish to pay) transit, and the

Campus Center, but also supports the dining commons

and residence halls is going to be a great incentive for

students to both stay on campus and also move back, thus

producing even more overcrowding then already exists in

the residence halls.

No matter how justified the administration is in chang-

ing the fee system, they have the wrong reasons for doing

so. First, claiming that students are not 'disenfranchised'

(I did not know that 1 was franchised) is ridiculous. One

may always refuse citizenship to a given organization or

group.

Second, Littlefield claims that this will encourage the

3,000 students eligible to move off campus, to stay. This is

true, but it is not a problem, if it were, students would not

be living in the Campus Center Hotel waiting for on-

campus housing.

Third Graduate Student Senate President Sanjiv Uuval

explains that the University fee would enable the surplus

revenue from different buildings to be combmed to ac-

comodate renovations to needy buildings. I do not know of

any dormitories that end up with surplus money, but if

they did, they should not. Presently in McNamara, we are

taking cold showers because the University has not taken

action to fix the problem (thus producing the illusion of no

money). Needless to say, our showers worked fine last

semester.

Clearly, the adnunistration has given all the wrong

reasons for charging such a fee. The arguments merely

support why we should not combine these fees into one

mandatory fee. If the administration continues to support

this philosophy and succeeds in charging all students this

fee, they had better be prepared to build an entire living

area, and dining common (we could call it "Middlesex") to

support the increase of on-campus students.

Mark W. Bailey

Sylvan

Aaaaaarrrrgh, not again!

Enough already! What is all of this hooplah intended to

accomplish anyway? Maybe we should start asking our

dates what they prefer so that we can plan the evening ac-

cordingly, or better yet why doesn't everyone wear signs

stating their preference. This will go over very well at

social gatherings, don't you think?

It seems as though 'sex' and tenderness can no longer

occur simultaneously. Simply calling sex 'The Act' makes

it sound alien. Is there somewhere that I can buy tickets to

this performance?
Marc Dove
Southwest

prostitution in one state), all of which undermine tradi-

tional family values. Also, many public schools encourage

children to make their religious, social and sexual deci-

sions independently of their parents, yet the longstanding

right of parents to keep their children home for schooling

is being challenged. Many families are broken, and

millions have deep emotional scars as a result of

disposable families. The fundamentalists blame

themselves for it, because they were not involved in the

politics that made it happen.

Another reason churches are back in politics is that

many believe God deals with a nation according to its

righteousness, and they believe God has struck America

"repeatedly and unrelentingly" in this generation. For in-

stance, the Supreme Court decisions on school prayer and

abortion are cited as national acts punished by God. Fun-

damentalists point out that the 1963 school prayer prohibi-

tion was followed by JFK's assassination, race riots, the

debasing of the dollar, the drug problem and accelerating

crime rate. The 1973 abortion decision, fundamentalists

say, was followed by the energy crisis, Watergate,

America's first military defeat, crises in the auto and steel

industries and growing unemployment. They say earth-

quakes, a volcanic eruption, severe droughts, devastating

fires, inflation and recession are evidence of supernatural

displeasure with a rebellious populace.

Clearly, their issues are centered around having the na-

tion please God. Liberals have condemned this, accusing

fundamentalists of trying to legislate morality. Fun-

damentalists retort that liberals try to legislate morality

based on the sanctity of godless "human potential." That

has a ring of truth to it. Liberal zeal for "humanity"

borders on the religious: few things outrage liberals so

much as a group more evangelistic than themselves. See-

ing that UMass is such a liberal Camelot, it isn't surprising

that fundamentalism is a dirty word around here.

Rusty Derlton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and ineiude the writer^s ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be
published. Please type double spaced at 67 chancten
per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of

mail« we regret we are unable to acknowledge nn-

published letters. All letters are subject to editUig for

clarity and length.
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If you liked Santa, you'll

love Cupid. Get your

Valentine photo for your

sweetheart at Cafe

Square in the

Hampshire

Mall

Valentine Photos
Feb. 9th - 14th Sat. - Thurs.

ONLY $1.99
Photo Hours

Sat 12-8 pm

Sun 12-5 pm

M-Th 3-5; 6-8 pm

Rte. 9 Hadley Mass

Mon-Sat 10 am-9:30 pnn Sunday 12-5 pm

! Friday, Febmary 8, 1985

J]

Friday, February 8. 1985
Collegian "

^

;NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON
'

\ 40 Main St., Amherst
Tues. Thurs. 10-9 ^ 253-9996

Fri. 10-5:30 Sat. 10-4 ^^J ^^^^

• Manicures-Sudzy • Face & Body Waxing

& Hot Oil • Nail Artistry

Sculptured Nails • Facials

Solar Nails* yo^r Biosthetic

Whirlpool Foot S»'«"

gautificatioj

Feb. Special - Day of Beauty ^^

(inc. Mini-Facial. Manicure, Foot Beautification)

15% Off

.,t::|c***********************************4

Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

* Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am »

SLE ZCE -JOC see 2z: zszn.

«t'

%^- FOUR
SEASONS

BEER SPECIALS
BUD suitcase $10.99

LABATTS beer and ale $10.99

BUSCH suitcase $8.99

OLYMPIA 12 oz. cans $10.99

GENESEE BEER bar btis $6.99

SWINKLES Holland Beer $10.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
ST. PAUL! GIRL. ... 3.99 SWINKLES. . . . $3.25

WURZBERGER . $3.99 STEINHAUSER . $3.99

RINGNESS $3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L $9.99

GORDONS GIN 1.75 L $11.99

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS. . . 1.5 L. . . $4.25

IMPORTED FROM HOLLAND
OLIFANT VODKA. . .750 ml. . . $2.49 with rebate

1 liter $60. case

your savings on case $90

WE DELIVER 584-8174
333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls
2Z 3S 2CC az 2S SXL

Placement service

reveals demands
By ILENE GARBER
Collegian CorresDondent

The University of Massachusetts Placement Service

(UPS) provides counseling and placement to graduating

seniors who participate in their on-campus recruitment

program.

In previous years. UPS has placed 55 to 60 percent of the

candidates involved in their program.

"Placement for the graduating class of 1985 looks

promising, considering the national percentage of

recruitment was so low two years ago, due to cutbacks,"

said Arthur Hilson, director of the University Placement

Service.

"Seventy-five to 80 percent of those students who seek

employment have a job six months after graduation.

However, all of this cannot be attributed to the service,

because some find jobs through referrals and personal

contacts." Hilson said.

In order to set up interviews on campus, seniors must

open a credential file with UPS. The file includes three

recommendations that will be sent out at any given time.

UPS also issues a monthly career newsletter to inform

students of recruitment news. The newsletter is available

in the Whitmore Administration Building and UPS office.

"At this time the easiest student to place is a female,

bilingual, computer programmer, due to the demands of

that field. The hardest to place is a journalism or com

munications study major without experience. That

student is involved in a Catch-22. No one will hire anyone

without experience, but without a job that student won't

get experience," Hilson said.

The University Placement Center recently moved to a

new location in Fraternity Sorority Park. The Board of

Trustees financed the $225,000 building, money for

maintenance, furniture, and carpeting was supplied by

alumni, according to Hilson.

Hilson said that the UPS is petitioning for a shuttle

service to bring students from campus to the Placement

Center.

AP l^uerphoto

FATHER AND SON — Senator Edward Ken-

nedy and son Edward, Jr. speak before the

Senate committee on Immigration and Refugees

about the African famine.

Lung cancer prevails

NEW YORK (AP) -
Lung cancer will surpass

breast cancer as the leading

cancer killer of women this

year, the American Cancer

Society said Thursday, and

the group urged feminists

and Uie federal government

to push for restrictions on

cigarette advertising.

The society projects that

lung cancer will kill 38,600

women this year, 200 more

than breast cancer. Dr.

Robert McKenna, the socie-

ty's national president, said

at a press conference that at

least 75 percent of lung

cancer cases in women are

linked to cigarette smoking.

• Church shootings
After the shooting, a kitchen worker ran to the school »«

call police and another kitchen employee hid in a closet, she

said.

Authorities said Rossiter and Roth were shot from

"They are all dead. They blasted their heads off,"

assisUnt La Crosse County medical examiner Michael

coTitinuedJr&m page 2

Watunya said.

In her announcement to students over the school's

loudspeaker system. Sister Phalin said: "Father Rossiter

is not with us any more. A maniac came in the church this

morning and did some shooting. Say a prayer for these

good people. It's terrible; it's a tragedy."

TonigM ! .^^Kig*

all items on
our new menu

a
tVU

lOVxo^

%s.-'h stay tuned for :

2/15

cliff goes video!

La Cazuela
TmE MEXICAN RESTAURANT AT RAH A^ S

Survey uncovers

frequent drug users
BOSTON (AP) Alcohol and drug use by MassachusetU

high school students goes far beyond a group of teen agers

who use the substances on a one time or experimental

basis, according to new research by state public health

officials.

A detailed analysis of an earlier survey of 5.000 Bay State

high schoolers found a core group of youngsters who use

drugs and alcohol habitually and with potential adverse

health effects, officials said yesterday.

The study was scheduled to be released Friday when Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis holds a meeting with educators from 65

school districts as part of his Alliance Against Drugs. The

general findings were released in December when Dukakis

first launched the anti-drug campaign.

"When we looked at students who use alcohol or drugs,

we expected that the much higher percentage would be

infrequent users, " said Thomas Salmon, director of the

Division of Drug Rehabilitation in the state Department of

Public Health, who supervised the breakdown of the data.

"What our data tended to show, whether you look at the

lifetime, annual or current use, was a really different

picture the percentage of students who used it in-

frequently was outweighed by those students using drugs

at a higher level of frequency," he said Thursday.

Salmon said a core group of high frequency users was

found for most of substances studied in the survey. F^or

example:
While 64 percent of the 12th graders polled said they had

not ustni marijuana or hashish in the preceding month, 10.8

percent said 'they experimented with it only once or twice.

Hvpercumcula

7 p.m. Dukes Room (310

Today. February 8. 1985

SHABBAT SERVICES
S.U.)

Sunday, February 10, 1985

ORTHODOX EVENING COMPLINE - f*resently held

in Northampton, Sunday evenings at 5:30. All ethnic

backgrounds invited. Service in English. F. Deacon

Roman Svamavicius (Orthodox Church in America) serv-

ing. 546-4570 or 586-4045.

INTERFAITH SERVICE AND DINNER will be held

at First Congregational Church. Foreign students are in-

vited as guests of the community; others are asked to br-

ing a dish to share. 4 p.m.

ISRAEL 1985 AND BEYOND - A one-day seminar ex-

amines the challenges facing contemporary Israel. Guest

speakers on a wide range of exciting topics. Includes

lunch. Call 545-2526 for info and to register. 10:30 a.m.

CC 174.

NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH - Come join us for

worship, singing, teaching, and fellowship. 10:15 a.m.

Campus Center (check schedule for room number).

Jet Tour Daytona Beach
March 16-23

$279. + $59. tax and service

Includes:

R.T. Jet Directly to Daytona

8 days, 7 nights Hotel at Quality Inn Reef

located directly on the beach.

Optional Kitchenette, Walt Disney World, Epcot Ctr.

and nightclub tour.

Discount Books Available

Welcome Party

Fort Lauderdale $279.

-i- $59. tax and service

also available

TOWN TOURS & TRAVEL
482 Main St., Maiden, MA 02148

321-3993

y-^k *^l 4-^ -I

K

^ "V
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A DELIGHTFUL ADDITION TO DINING

IN THE PIONEER VALLEY

Distinctive food from Mexico and the American

Southwest. . .Comfortable dining at reasonable pnces. .A

great blend of food, atmosphere, service and value. Try La

Cazuela soon.

F'AL BAR AVAILABLE

Lunch & Dlnrw, Tu««l«v through Saturday

r.mnu, Sur»<Jay - Ctoaed Monday

1 "CROSS-COUNTRY S
FAVOR THE WHITE HOUSE"

The Boston Globe

Enjoy the superb skiing conditions on 22 Icms. of groomed trails that

glide over high meadows and forested valleys at the White House of

Wilmington, one of New England's finest country inns and cross-

country touring centers. Come for the day and enjoy our skier's lunch,

or stay a while longer for our award-winning gourmet dining by the

fireside, or even spend the night in one of 12 romantic guest rooms.

Full Service Rental Shop
***^ated "Excellent" by Mobil Travel Guide for both dining & lodging.

***

JUST OVER AN HOUR FROM NORTHAMPTON/AMHERST AREA

^ ^ X O "^ o "^ o ^ o
^ t

The White House
OF WILMINGTON

ROUTE 9. WILMINGTON. VT 05363

802-464-2135

Tc^ff T . K,on-MAMRTON • BB6-0^0')
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fJlNEMASCOOP
by CountRam in Zahed

Last week. 1 received many obscene phone calls and hate

letters for praising the goddess Nastassja Kinski's acting

abilities. My mom threatened to stop sending me my anti

baldness viUmins soaked naturally in Vidal Sassoon

Mousse. The lady at Whitmore. in her discreet state of

jealousy, had me enrolled for a painful course of Avant

The notorious Naataasia before her maternal

days.

Garde Film. O.K. O.K., I repent. I did get carried away,

and I was far from objective. Yet, you have to admit that

Klaus Kinski is a very lucky father. I hope this satisfies

Miss Fallen Rhino frwn Northampton.

Enough of these trivialities. I'm beginning to get really

excited aboOt the Academy Awards. Every year, the

ceremonies disappoint and bore us to death; but, we still

keep on watching. At this point Fm panicking. I can't

decide whether The KilUng Fields or PUices in the Heart

deserves to be best picture. I certainly hope Peggy Ash-

ford wins best actress for her mystical Mrs. Moore in A
Passage to India. The best actor award is likely to be given

to Haing Ngor for The KOiing Fields but I would love to see

F. Murray Smith win for his brilliant portrayal of Salieri in

Amadeus. More Oscar talk next week.

Mrs. Soffel, the new Diane Keaton/Mel Gibson fibn opens

at the Dead MaU (Mt. Farm Cinemas) today. The story is

about the obsessive love affair of a prison warden's wife

with one of the prisoners and their doomed aftermath.

Personally I found the film a bit too gothic and saturated

with cinematic cliches. However I was disgusted by the

fact that my older married sister was drooling over Mel

Gibson. Gillian Armstrong, the woman who directed the

fantastic My Brilliant Career went a bit too soft^ over Mel

and that's probably why the film doesn't have the panache

of her earlier works. ... *

Weekend Winner: At the Dead Mall, premieres the latest

film by Australian director Peter Weir. He is the talented

man behind such great classics like Picnic at Hanging Rock

and The Year ofLiving Dangerously. Critics have admired

this work in which Harrison Ford plays a tough

Philadelphia police captain who falls for a widow whose son

is the sole witness to a police slaying. The film is aptly

titled Witness.

One of the greatest discoveries of last year was a very

funny Stranger than Paradise. The film is hilarious in its

low key humor and especially in its charming moments

with an old grumbling Hungarian hag. A definite must if

you are like into hip movies, man. Risk a trip to Nor

thampton and see the film at Pleasant Street Theatre.

By the way, in the tradition of the Orson Welles Cinema

in Boston, the Amherst Cinema is putting on a great

science fiction marathon next Saturday for 24 hours. They

will show such classics like The War of the Worlds and

BarbareUa among other gems.

Killer Question: You really made me proud last week.

The Jetson's maid was Rosie the dynamic robot. Of course

she was not the first metallic maid. Richie Rich was

another spoiled brat who had a maid called Irona.

"THE YEAR'S MOST COMPELLING LOVE STORY

Diane Keaton's

finest performance.
—Jick »l«hHMi. ISA TODAY

Mel Gibson
is superb."

PowerftiUy acted."
-Rex Rcfd. THK Nf:>» >ORK POM

'A near-perfect

movie."
— Pftcr Rainer.

ION AN(.tii.s hi;r.\iji EVVMINFR

Mel Gibson and
Diane Keaton
radiate

performances
strong to

^
the core...

a true story '

truly told."
— Ofne Nhalii.

DIANE KEATON MEL GIBSON

MKTRO-COI.nV^YN-MAVKK ^ KI)(-,\K.I SCliKKKK SCOIT KIDIN PKOIHCTION

A (illlLW AKMSTKONC. I'll.M MRS SOl-FKi. mahiiw mouim i:itUAKi>iiKKKNL\.NN ^-....in. HON NVS^\.A.NEK

PG 13

,AKI NCliKKlCK.SCOrmDIN, DAVID MCKSAV ...... (ill.l-IAN AKMSTRONC. ^^^

STARTS FEBRUARY 8th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

Timothy Hutton stars in Turk 182.', a Twentieth

Century Fox Release, as a young man who
redeems his brother's reputation.

Anyway, the intelligent people who got it right were

Thomas Harrington. Joan MacDonald. Bob Andrews, and

Alan Hunter. Tom got the package, gang, but thanks a lot

for trying. This week's question concerns Timothy

Hutton. Well, years ago Timmy had a dad who was a star

of a popular television show. Be the first to drop the name

of the show (with the time of day) in my mailbox at the

Collegian and you will win a glossy picture of Timothy

Hutton. That's all. folks.

^icds^t Conmction
we deliver choice tickets to:

U2 April 5, Hartford

CHICAGO Feb. 19, Hartford

DEEP PURPLE
Mar. 3, Worcester

Feb. 26, New Haven

WHALERS and BRUINS home games

MON-SAT 10-8 pm 1-788-6938

•ibUB'J -eA''i^E S: hO CINEMA
Saturday - 2 French Comedy's

Les Comperes 7:20

La Cage aux Folles 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday
A Sam Peckinpah double feature

The Wild Bunch 7:00

a 4 star winner
Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid
On F«b. 16, a 24 hour scicnca fiction maratnon begins at midnight

OOWN'OWN AMHERS

Z'KMMJL4 'L^J'^%^^^£AS.^^LMMMJkw'immhSt
\N.% <IMOFIgtJ3-733-8131RT.B RIVSROAUi I

A»*OAWMMATWNW FWWrT AFTKWfMOOMMMOW OMLV -aaO
tJWf »MOWaFWIOAVAMOSATUROAV
COIMT.BMOWB »AT.aUM.&HOt.lOAVa

The Brothers of Saint Basil's School preached

against vice, lust and disrespect.

But it always seemed to work for the guys.

Heauan help us
It Qod had wanted man to be Sigeis.

[K|«^ He would have given than wtaigs.
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ARTS
TheKillingFields moving
By HERB RAMY & MATT MACHERA
Collegian Staff

Director Roland Joffe has created an

extraordinary film in The Killing Fields. In

an era where simplistic pictures have

become all too commonplace, The Killing

Fields forces you to think and feel along

with the major characters.

This story focuses on New York Times
reporter Sidney Schanberg and his in-

terpreter Dith Pran as they cover Cam-
bodia in the Hnal days of the American
withdrawal. The bond of friendship

displayed by these two characters is

amazing considering the setting where the

story takes place. The movie's most

climatic point occurs when the two main

characters are separated and Sidney

returns to New York while Pran is sent to a

prison camp because of his ties with the

West. FnJlm here the picture folkjws both

men's lives while separated from each

other.

Although the movie was excellent in every

way, two of its aspects truly stand out.

These are its acting and its graphic por-

trayal of how lives were shattered by the

tragedy in Cambodia. In describing the

acting, Sidney, played by Sam Waterston,

did an outstanding job as a newspaper

reporter who is torn between getting the

story out and really caring about the people

around him. Haing S. Ngor as Dith Pran

was no less impressive as the interpreter

who sees his homeland going up in flames. Their

performances in this film were so strong that it was as if

you were watching a documentary rather than a feature

film.

Although this movie couldn't be described as gory, its

scenes of death were very powerful. Without them, this

wouldn't have been half the picture that it was.

The Killing Fields, succeeds on every level in which a

motion picture could hope to. Its depiction of a world-

shaking event from the point of view of two of the peopb

involved will very possibly win it an Academy Award.

%ll^0^M^ l%0%0^0%ll^

TONIGHT
TICKETS .

ON SALE

^

with SPECIAL GUEST

DR JECKYLL & MR HYDE
FRI. FEB. 8
10 pm to 4 am

S.U.B.
UMASS $7.00

GEN. PUBLIC $8.00

$8.00 AT THE DOOR
TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTER, SPRINGFIELD

CIVIC CENTER. AND STOP AND SHOP LOCATIONS IN

NORTHAMPTON, HOLYOKE, GREENFIELD AND PITTSFIELD.

UMASS I.D. REQUIRED W/STUDENT TICKET

NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES

Fine Arte Hentei^
Cancert Halln

AT AMHERST ,^||[^VUNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEH^ AT AMHERST

\^n
MARCEL ^
MARCEAU
SATURDAY, FEB 9, 8PM
TICKETS: $12. $10, $8

DEIL

new Comedy

BRIGHTOn^
,-^^^ BEACH
)7>a MEMOIRS.

SUNDAY, FEB 10,

3PM and 8PM
TICKETS: $20, $18, $16

Five College Students Half Pnce TicKets available at Fine Arts

Center Box Office Spnngfield Civic Center and DATATIX Outlets

Call 1413) 545-2511 or l-800-243-4«42
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Veteran rock & roll guitar hero Link Wray

finished his first American tour in five years last

weekend at the Rusty Nail. Although heavy

snowfall discouraged some, a dedicated follow-

ing showed up to hear the legendary guitarist

perform. Playing a battered Gibson SG equipped

with hand wound pickups and whammy bar, Wray
demonstrated his nuwterv of feedback and power

chords. Accompanied by Keith Lentin on

bass and Marty Feier on drums, the trio cranked

out an energetic performance that left all hungry

for more. — DREW OGIER

THEiCBJJWG
nJELPS

S«*< II 30b4 9t2 2bl ' 9 30

Sun Mi12 3Dif3AI22&)( 130
1 Ml /in^C I. A' I ^H^J1*s

[fWl*SAH«ia IS SCATS »350

NOCKV HOMHOn BOOf RVMNEK

Imomoht cowaov moao wamnkm

The Brothers of

Saint Basil's School

preached against vice,

lust and disrespect.

But that

never stopped

these guys.

Haauen help us
If God had wanted them to be angels, He would have given them wings.

HBO PICTURFS IN ASSOCIATION WITH SILVER SCREEN PARTNERS PRESENTS
A MARK CARLINER-OAN WICUTOW PRODUCTION HEAVEN HELP US • ANDREW MCCARTHY

MARY STUART MASTERSON -KEVIN DILLON MALCOLM DANAREKATl RE ID

WALIAQ SH>*VN -lOHN HEARD AS TIMOTHY AND DONALD SUTHERLAND" V, )AMES HORNER
-T CHARLES PURPURA' - "- ;'. DAN WICUTOW AND MARK CARLINER • "' T MICHAEL DINNER
Iw^T mSTNICTIO ^

UHH IT DfouiMi uctanatiM i

PtMITMOOUIT tUHMMa AtRISTARRlltASJ

STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 AT
A SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRE

MEARYOU.

\V*V » * •** » %4* • •* ••* • • •• • ••«• •>»-•» •otaliliiili i«i*i«».
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Pre Valentine's day

Semi Formal

featuring the Fred Clayton Jazz Quintet

and

BMCP DJ "Husky"

Saturday, February 9, 1985

Student Union Ballroom

9 PM - 3 AM
Ticket Prices - $4.00 per person; $5.00 per couple

Tickets available at TIX the evening of the event

Sponsors: Afrik-Am, BMCP, Malcolm X Center and

Iota Phi Theta

100% COTTON ^;

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG^BS-

3 DAYS ONLY

6.95
3 FOR

19.95

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amher^* Dally lO - 6, Sun. 12-5

J

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT
Presents

sfrmin the

BLUE WALL

SATURDAY, FEB. 9TH
TWO SHOWS:

8:00 PM SHOW
All Ages Welcome

Jp^.lJU in advance

11:00 PM SHOW
20 and Over
Pes. ID Required

!|>0.\/U in advan ce

$6.00 at the door $7.00 at the d oor

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TlX-Studcnt Union Building
C(*mpus Center Concourse
And At The Door

Friday, February 8, 1985

* previews
Continuedfrom page I

Dougherty tied for first on the pommel

horse, receiving a 9.3 and 9.05 respective-

ly. Ronayne's vault was a handspring front

somersault off the horse, a very difficult

maneuver which, when done without flaw,

receives a 9.4. Well deserved bonus points

for virtuosity (traveling over 3 meters

before landing) were robbed from Ro-

nayne, which resulted in discrepency over

his score.

For UMass, Phil Gorgone placed first on

the floor exercise with a 9.05. Dave Sher-

man again took first on the still rings after

two consecutive meets with a 9.0. Junior

Joe DeMarco took first on the parallel bars

with an 8.7. On the high bar, Tony Sbarra

received an impressive 9.3, to tie Ronayne

for the high score for UMass.

In the all-around was freshman Roberto

Weil taking first for the Minutemen with a

total of 52.1. DeMarco was second with a

51.75, and freshman Rick Rourke third

with a 45.25.

Also this weekend, the UMass women's

gymnastics team will host two meets at

Boyden Gym. Today, the women face Spr-

ingfield at 7 p.m.

Sunday will see three teams. North

Carolina State, Temple and Vermont in a

quad-meet starting at noon.

The women's swim team, and specifically

freestyler Liz Fienberg, face a challenge

when they travel to the University of New
Hampshire on Saturday.

Fienberg, undefeated this season in in-

dividual competition, is one of the best 200

freestylers in New England but will be

fought by a tough Wildcat team. The

UMass women are 2-8 overall.

ColleKimB pliota by Mirlirllc S«cmll

Freshman Wilbert Hicks drives against Rutgers earlier

this season. UMass is at Penn SUte on Saturday.

UMon the air
The University of

Massachusetts men's
basketball game at Penn
SUte will be on WTTT-AM
(1470) and WMUA-FM

(91.1) at 8:10 from State

College. PA. Follow the

Minutemen and Atlantic

10 action.

^^"^f^'T^P 15

AtPerm State

Payback time

forUMass
By PB:TER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It's revenge time for the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team when they travel to Penn State for

an Atlantic 10 conference game Saturday night.

The Nittany Lions, last in the A 10, upset UMass 71-65 in

overtime, catching the Minutemen with a little over-

confidence.

"It'll be a whole different story with them this time.

"

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "We underestimated

them and l<>!»t a game we shouldn't have lost. We have our

troubles on the road, so any road win is a good one. but this

one would l)e better than most.

"

UMass beat the Lions in State College last season to snap

a long winless streak on the road. Under second year coach

Bruce Parkhill. the inexperienced Lions have had troubles,

but have also improved— as evidenced by the SpringfieW

result.

Guard Craig Collins and forward Dwight Gibson are the

main scoring threats. Freshman Jim Newcomer, a 6 10

center, hurt UMass with a streak of seven points that gave

I'SU their first lead in the second half.

Wares Carl Chrabascz. a 6 8 forward, has given PSU
rebounding help.

I'Ma-Hs was led by Bt>bby Braun's 16 points and 12

rebounds in the loss. Horace Neysmith has 14 points and

ei^ht rebounds with Carl Smith scoring 15. The slumping

Donald Russell had only seven. Lorenzo Sutton added ten.

"We'll have to play tough defense, like what has been

winning us games to beat them." Gerlufsen explained.

"Its pretty simple, we have to play to our potential and not

overlook them again. We shouldve learned our lesson."

"We have a definite thought towards paying them back,"

Smith said. "We don't want to lose to them again.

"

Enough Sisterhood and Friendship

to Lost o Lifetime. . . Introducing
Rush IS the petKXi and prcxress tjv wtiich

safonties recnjit new memoefs Sevefoi

cjctivtties and parties ore sponsored by ttie

vonous sororities These are destgned to

^ I f" give interested women a char<ce to meet

I
kd ki with actvB members and discuss sororrty

BIG THRILL
U -MASS SORORITY RUSH
Premlering: TUESDAY. FEB. 19th 7:00 p.m.

at the CAMPUS CENTER. Room 168

Prereglstrotlon: C.C. Concourse Feb. 4m -Feb. 15th

or iti« indnoouoi jorontiw '^a^ a« or intermt to vou

,, VILLA .

L. .Offering Quality Mexican Foods

Ry More Infomnation Call:

GREEK AFFAIRS. . .
.545-2711

ALPHA CHI OMfG*
CMlO«GA
DELTA ZETA

OTA GAMMA UPSION
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
PMMU
SIGMA OatA TAL'

9GMAKAf>PA
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

5452152
545-0162

2M-<W16
25<Hie74

S#>-0939
545-0527

256-6887

545-OOA5 t

Come feast on one of our

New Combo Dinners!

$4.05 - $4.85

(served after 3 pm daily)

free fresh com tortilla chips with

every dinner throufr^ February.

NORTHAMPTON • B.Y.O.B.

21 Center St. • 584-0673
AMHERST • B & W Served

41 Boltwood Walk * 256-82

WHAT CAN
I

FRATERNITIES
|

OFFER YOU? I

GO GHEEK GO UHtE^ GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO

All Univesity Undergraduate Men Are Invited To

FRATERNITY

OPEN RUSH

inoi

STOP BY
AND

FIND OUT.

PHI MU DELTA
14 Elm St.

256-6802

call for details

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
374 N. Pleasant St.

2/12,2/13, 2/19, 2/20,
9-11

PI KAPPA ALPHA
418 N. Pleasant St.

545-2150

2/4, 2/5

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
70 Butterfield Terrace

546-2711

2/7

ALPHA EPSILON PI

Campus Ctr Rm 1009

256-1458

Sponsored by

UMass

THETA CHI
496 N. Pleasant

253-9015

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
4510 N. Pleasant St

2566863
2/5,2/11,2/12, 2/13

7-9

ZETA PSI

23 Phillips St.

256 6845

2/5,2/12, 2/14, 2/19,

2/26, 2/27

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
375 N. Pleasant St.

253 9974

Call for details

Stockbridge students

only

BETA KAPPA PHI

388 N. Pleasant St.

253 8071

2/12,2/13, 2/18,2/19
9-11

DELTA UPSILON
778 N. Pleasant St.

549 3831

2/6, 2/12
9-11

ALPHA DELTA PHI
395 N. Pleasant St.

549 1816 (7684)

2/7

DELTA CHI
118 Sunset Ave.

549-0482

2/5, 2/8

February Beer
of the Month

MOLSON
$1.10 a bottle

Proper I.D.

a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

IGO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO 'e.
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Sharpen the Compefitivejdge « T«»lTtn>»«»*t«AOH<f»ll. IAN* WITHm ^»»HUH »»<ON*««All»».

Fred Clayton Quintet

featuring: Leroy Btair, vocals

Richard Scott Gordon, narration

Sunday, February 10. 9:00 P.M.

Hampden Theaier. South West, UMa»»

sponsored by Hampden Program. S.W.

Area Government, UMass Arts Council

^^^^^

uWt
tNTEBt^^N^AE^gp,NC^t*G

Saucony Flight Joggers
Men's and women's sizes.

Reg. ^54.99.

Saucony Jazz Joggers
Men's and women's sizes.

Reg. H9 99.

Spot-bllt
Monster Turf Shoe

Men's sizes.

Reg. ^29.99.

42 38 23
Saucony Dixon joggers also

available at S42 Reg 54 99

Look sharp. Step ahead with brandname

Saucony*and Spot-bilt*athletic shoes. Designed for extra comfort.

mobility, protection and good looks. Be sharp. Give yourself the advantage.

Come to Olympian for the best footwear at the best prices.

FRI. NITE

^i!fMP//Wi
\X4s thriveoncompetition

r-^S. V Hampshire Mall. Rte. 9. Hadley.

RAPTURE OF
THE DEEP

AND

SLANG SYNDROME
SYNTHI-PUIMK

Sat. 9th - The Mechanics

Wed. 1 3th - The Trailers

Thurs. Nth - Known Felons

Fri. 1 5th - Square One

Sat 1 6th ' Bamboo Steamers

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
Irish Coffee s 99*

Free Munchies Nightly

Free Mors d'oerves on Fridays

iL24 Pleasant Street

/Northampton, MA
^ 586-4258

parking in rear

20-50% off most winter clothing

2030% off select styles Chinese shoes

Brighten Your Room
Posters — "^ Bedspreads

Mugs - Rugs ' Valentine^

LIQUORS
OLIFONT IMPORTED

VODKA
5th $3.49

after rebate

61 Main St., Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY
(off UMass Campus - $15 minimum)

Just Dial 253-3091

MCCCANTILC
Open Daily 10 a.m. -5:30

Sunday noon-5

Amhert CTriage Shoy

|fOU)NAR|WHnt

^v;

FOLONARI
VERONA

WINES

3-LITER

BOTTLE

$5.99

BUD
SUITCASE
24 12-oz. cans

$11.55
plus dep.

MEISTER BRAU
BEER

12-oz. cans

6-pack $4.25

ROLLING ROCK BEER
SUITCASE
24 12-oz cans $10.99
plus deposit

SCHAEFER BEER $7 75
. 12-oz. refills

^^;^^^
case

later fl#rthaai| All specials are in-store cash prices good through 11 p.m. Feb. 9

Friday, February 8, 1985 s™!

DOONESBURY

Collegian n

By Garry Trudeau
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Weather

Today: There will be increasing

doudiness and with a chance for some oc-

casional flurries. It will be breezy (brrr)

with high's in the 20s. Bundle up.

Tonight: It will be even colder as the

temperature drt^ into the single digits.

And it will be windy.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny skies to start

off the weekend but it stfll will be windy

with highs reaching 25-30.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
"^-1

OH Mism JAIUR

'

I Have A i^iNOR Si/eFY

5!^^ "W
oneKHene
EAST MNb.
5fEaFICALLy...

THC

I

m 1mm f\ Hif^r-

/mecfPorAcmuv
5(e /I coMfifOPe sirriNo

ifjmMime Of t/\Y^

tfisw^/mimuTftR
INPlOfJITYOf ir/u.
-me fiuu wu. ee
HMmO OF THIS.

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

S,6MS OF ^^X t4T£-Z.U6£A/r ^v
^"^ 8<f^0W ^^.

\ S 9 ' /

OP^AZ/^usHTOAnr^

^

L

n

Yeasthead
by Jason Talerman

@)'"

f?o2-»-Hcrb, we can
now sec wl^y Ycastie

vjjartWoosc . Oh tJo.

GORDY By Gorde

Readthe Collegian !!!!! * * • *•

• *• *••••••*••*******

It's the largest college daily inNewEngland

Today's

menu

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Spanish Shrimp and Rice Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Garbanzo Vegetable Stew

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

DINNER
Meatloaf with Marinara Sauce

New England Style Scrod

with Herb Crumb Topping

BASICS DINNER
Egg with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

Polynesian Vegetables

New England Style Scrod

with Herb Crumb Topping

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Leading

6 Home or bed

follower

11 Total Abbr
14 Fabulous fur

15 Cut in two
16 Standard on

the green

17 Otter

19 Snoop
20 VI P in DC
21 Courtroom

statements

23 Lhasa

24 Winter apple

25 Former welfare

agcy

28 Stadium sound

29 Louis Quator^e

30 Invitation mil

32 Roosevelt bio

grapher Joseph

35 MissKettetal

38 Sour

40 Coal size

41 Roger Moore
fOle(wi<h

The )

42 Writer BaraKa.

ne Jones

43 Fisheating

dyers

45 Buffalo Bill

46 Student srel

47 volente

( 'God willing )

49 Roman god
dessot night

50 Sixth, to

Seneca
53 Educational

orgs

54 Excessive

demands
56 Place for

exercise

59 As well

60 With or

without, eg
62 longa "

63 Certain track

piece

64 Like

65 Whiskey
66 Pub pastime

67 Pola of sllents

DOWN
1 Ophidians

Wiled b) Irudf Michd Jaff*

36 Cappotthe
comics

2 Down denizen

3 Black

4 Zugspitze.

tor one
5 Valuable

cedar

6 Orderly

7 Bugle call Var

8 Bulldogs

9 To have, in

Le Havre

10 Bridges, in a

sense
11 Adiacent

nouns, in

grammar
12 River to the

Seine

13 Rendezvous
18 Flower part

22 Thaw line

on a map
25 Certain exam
26 Verb forming

suffix

27 Ruin, as film

31 ASAP
33 Sun

speech
34 Augers, awls

etal

37 Infernal

waterway
39 Tooth
44 O Casey and

Connery
48 3rd cen

Gaelic poet

50 Instrument for

Shankar

51 Atlanta campus
52 Old form of

address

53 Small songbird

55 Laceration

56 Carol

57 Destitute

58 Naysayer

61 Sub| of

Peter Ackroyd's

bio

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:—nnfTTi

DiiciD aaciiiii aawn

UdBllEJ QCIEJ
HUQU uayau

II IFIElOIFITIHIE IP lAlR II
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M
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1
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1

11 1? 13
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1;

1
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_

BB^I li {4
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}0 31 3? 33 34

1
35 M 37

M 3«

1

40 41

4? 43 M 451 4« 1^ 47 41 4*

M 51 it U

54 Jp M 17 H

M

1
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U «r^

1
t4

K M «7 _
<S/tfH Ijm Aar*n Ttawt Sfmtk— inns
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Study Medicine

in ISRAEL
Touro College will prepare you to

earr^ an M.D. in Israel from one of

the world's great universities -

Technion-lsrael Institute of Technology
Touro College, through its Center for Biomedical Education,

and the Technion Faculty of Medicine, offer an intensive

program leading to the M D degree If you are a qualified

student who has completed the traditional pre-med
requirements, vou may receive a second baccalaureate

degree from louro, and an M D from the Techmon, after a

total of four years plus one year of advanced clinical rotations

in Israel

Initially, you II spend 18 months at the beautiful Huntington,

Long Island. New York campus of Touro College Courses

include advanced sciences and intensive study of Hebrew.

Following successful completion of the Touro phase, you

become eligible for advanced standing at the Techmon
Faculty of Medicine in Israel, where you will satisfy the

32 months of study at medical school required for licensure

in the United States You must successfully complete a
bndging program, to be accepted for clinical studies, then

submit a thesis and take advanced rotations before

receivir}g the M D degree
Applications are now being accepted for the third entering

class For applications and information call or write:

Center for

BIOMEDICAL
EDUCATION

Office of Admissions • TOURO COLLEGE
30 West 44th Street. New York. NY 10036 • (212) 575-0190

An Alfirmatrvt Action Equal Opportunity Institution

TOiro

Now that it's time to piirch.is«.' your

collegf rin^, think .il>out ch(M)sinj;

till tiiKst — .1 14k ^olJ ».<>IIli;c riii^;

from Art( arvcd.

IVsipKil .iiiJ li.iiul».r.iftcJ tin \a\i-

m^v.iliic, .in Artl .»r\tJ 14k p»IJ

».dlli.m.- rinu is miw more .tttorJ.ihlc

fli.ni ever, hor .1 liinitcii trine onl\,

vol! c.in s.nc Szs on the st\k'ot your

chokv. Stop h\ to MV the entire

.•\rt( .irveil eolleetuMi aiul aisunn
options. Reineinlvr, it's v(.ur\e.ir

tor m>IJ!

Feb 6, 7, 8 9:30-4 on the concourse
l>.IIl llTlll

Deposit Kiquircil. M.isicrl .irjnr V'is.i Amprnl
I'l.Hl

Final Day

Friday. February 8, 1985
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Women bearwithMaine
in regional tilt Sunday
Insideplay key forMinutewomen
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

In the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team's last game they

suffered a surprising 66-57 loss to a Dart-

mouth College team with a tough inside

game. UMass coach Barbara Stevens

hopes her team learned from that defeat as

the Minutewomen host a team with a

similar style to that of Dartmouth, the

University of Maine.

"They're having a very good season,"

Stevens said of the 13-4 Maine team. "They

have good size so they are an inside

oriented team. They will be the same as

Dartmouth. After facing this type of team

maybe we have learned something. In the

last game we just did not execute."

Despite 17 point efforts from Karen Fit-

zgerald and Tara Lewis the Minutewomen

lost after a 40 percent showing at the foul

line and some sloppy play resulting in

several turnovers late in the contest.

The Maine program has undenrone a

positive transformation in the past two
y«irs, Stevens said. The coach credits this

change to second year Maine coach Peter

Gavit.

"I heard tiiey used to be an undisciplined

team. But now they are a scrappy and
physical team that plays hard," Stevens
said.

"The key for us is to play tougher

defense than we played against Dartmouth
and to play with greater intensity. In our

last game our intensity was not what I had
hoped it would be. We gave them too many
uncontested shots and their stronger

players were getting the ball in their

areas," Stevens said.

UMass will depend on guards Barbara

Hebel and Lewis from the outside. But it

will be up to 6' 1" Sue Burtoft, 5' 10" Jerrie

Bemier, and Fitzgerald, a 6'2" center, to

control the boards for UMass and offset

Maine's powerful inside game. Stevens also

said UMass will need strong help off the

bench.

;

«

<

<
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GREAT WINE SALE
10% Off Single Bottles

15% Off Cases
excluding sale items

additional 5% off on

sale wines by the case

Sale Jan 28 - Feb 9
( I 338 College St.

j[ Amherst, MA 253-5384

CoHegiaa [»h«to hy KUy HdWr

UMug' Susan Burtoft (40) and Karen Damming^er (22) go for the re-

bound against Boston University last Saturday. The women host Maine
on Sunday at Amherst College at 1 p.m.

"TheGtobe'shere.'"
'-or rust M.40 a week you can have

^^'ifvered to your door on campus
University of Massachusetts

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES
Daily Er Sunday $1.40 a week
Daily Only $.90 a week
Sunday Only $.50 a week

Term Rates

$17.10

$11.10

$6.00

Feb. 10 May 15

f
' Daily Only

i J Sunday Only
^ Daily £r Sunday

Your Name:

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to:

RON HUBERDEAU, P.O. Box 959, Amherst, MA 01004
Tel. 253 7009

Campus Address:.

DLUEWALL

SUN. MON.

Sports Managemtnl

Club Movie:

"SNAP SHOTS"
Shows it 57 9 11

S1.00 eo¥9r

Time Bi'HJ^f;

cribble

Darts

CHecWrs

10
MUSIC VWeo

Show ft

sweeps"**'^,

rsse reverse
for

%s A tms)

^eL^uMM 19S5

TUBS. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.

11

17 18
BLUEWALL

Closed in observance of

WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY

ca

10:00 P««

MOVIE NrGMT

every

Shows at:
5-7-»-^1

Featuring:

Rich Celsler

Larry Sullivan

Mike Bent

10 00 PM / S 99 cover

QQ

Featuring *
Jeff Danger
John Toomey

Chaiice Langton

10 00 PM / S 99 cove'

5:00 s**^

All others S2.00

Tonight's Movie:

25C Hot Dogs!

1Q
Featunng •
Fran Solomlta
Bob Lazuras

Tony V

10 00 PK< ' S 99 cove-

26Featuring

Dennis L«ary

Bill Braudis
Mike Moto

10 00 PV S 99 cove

•

Tonight's Movie: 13

"THE POSTMAN
ALWAYS

RINGS TWICE"

Ff99 popcorn w/ bar porthato

Miller Ute

presents

•Thm Fools"

10 00 PM / $3 00 cover

3^ PW / OVER 20 ONLY
f^Hlpr Uto presonts:

/WMV LMf «# a* .

GN4/m(/srf»s tutd
Bncp MpnlipM m fikv mm

9 00 PM / S4 00 cover

wPmw 9999f' ^B

jNtPUffmrr
3^ PM / OVER 20 ONLY

Friday Night at the Movms

S^ows at 9 & 11 PM
S1 00 cover

14

Tonight's Movie

Richard Prior in

H*r* & Now
Bar Snaeirs

ASH WEDNESDAY

20

27
Tonight 5 Movie:

"BODY HEAT"
Diseount

Mon-AkoitolK Onuks'

Bopit of Bovpnpn
presents

Alternative Beverage Night

fpptunng

"Modem Pladz"
9 00 PM / S1 00 cover

VALENTINE S DAY

TACO NIGHT"
Free Tacos

(make your own)
8 00 ti! 10 00

VIDEO DANCING
8 00 tii 12 30

Saeipf Haar. 1

5

PAUL WAYNC
3-6 PM / OVER 20 ONLY

mrnm IM preapnts

Saathwatt Aiaa

The Stompcra"
SHOWS AT:

8 PM (No Atcohol) $5 cover

11 PM (Over 20 only) S5 covsr

16

10 00 PM / $3 00 COVER

28
"Dogs Night Out"

Free Hot Dogs
8 00 ti! 10 00

VIDEO DANCING
8 00 ti' 12 30

SPdPl Hppr 22
OOMOII MILNI

3-6 PM / OVER 20 ONLY

East Side Concert
prmspnts

"The Bam Of the Bands
8 00-1 00 / S2 00 cover

Watch all your favortta

DAYTIME SOAPS at tha WaN
starting dally from Moan on

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Qome to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AOVER-nZiNQ?

w^wvmJI tfMlffi flMdsd for fVyW Or lOQOt

for your group or oroanitation actlviti**? Ex

porlartcvd. coo«cientiou» art maior vyill

daaign •ya-catching, mcxpanaiva worV
Mortay back guarantaa. Kim 640-6878 avan-

AUTO KM SALE

1883 VW TI. 32,000 mtlaa AC tun roof

HaMa driving lights 5 tpd mint cood 17480.00
call Ron at 487-3292 or 253-7727

1877 0<da Cutlaaa Suproma. loadad. Runt
Bfat aMcatlant condition »2900 2S3-6471

Plymouth SatoNHa 1872 V-e angina In vary

good condition Nttla ruat iust inapactad $586
Of BO call 253-7226 or 646-3146

II aAHAMAS II

Vou'vo aaan our brochuraa in

iSaaaroomi Now't tha Vrrm to act* Bahamaa*
Spacial atudant rataa' 266-1320. Taryn
hurry'

e«T QUALfTY WMUMeg

Conauhatlon, praparatlon, aditing. typ-

ir>g, covar lattar. raauma analyan, layout,

daaign. JuNo Giarrvjaao 413-2664257

OAWDeWS WAWTEO
~

Boordara iryantod for aororfty locatad at

adge of campus. For mora info caH Liaa Pika

at 646-0527

Rooms avaHabIa for UMaas woman
«vt>ich offars a 19 maal plan. For mora info

caH Laura or liana at 546018Z or 546-2082

FOR RENT

Rent singla rooms at tlB). »136 * util m
Greenfwtd w/othar UM students. Big home

20 mln drive call Jim 774-5M1

Space avaiiabia In aororfty houaa. For in-

fo cell 546-0046 _____
Riomin Capo Cod cottage for sumi^
86 Call Chris 546-7930

Cepe^o«rSummer S««eor«al Ronttta-

W Yarmouth, Dannie, lergeet inventory of

studio, 1, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom """^."ISEI
from owners; 617-52SS300 or 617 771 2233

fOR SALE [

of paper great condWoo great for t-yoer

660 negotiabie 548-6216

Car Starw> fiooear KWSOOO »»«h 30tt

GM5 amp and more 648-5216

Car>on Sura Shot. Fu>y eutometic, 36mn.

hps only taken 36 exp. coet 1150, only M6
060 646-7808

Pair of Reeeigrtol Teurii>9 AR Crooe
Country Skiis 190 cm , Exei 1» cm polee

arxj sua 7 Tyrol Boots only used twice

75.00 firm. Cs* anytime 646- 1282

IMt Sunikl NO Katana iOk n* 1 ownw
garaged excellent cocKl caM avee Smitty

g3-W76 11000

Studio Couch for sate good condition beat

offer cell 549-4156 ^
Ouatemelan ponchos, shirts, scsrfs.

pants, braceiets and more FRIDAY ONLY
3-6 pm 619 Wsfaatar 546-7196 Oeedheads
welcome

Sicycte for eata Scfrwinn Le Tour excellent

condition asking 4140 caH 256-1318 after

6:00 PM

SoHd mahogany ir spruce QuHd guitar

•325 586-7946 sfter 5 negotieWe

Bed for eale boxspring. frame, mattieea

»40 negotieWe 548-1406

Largoet dorm elie refrigerator IVxIV
Carbet like new cal l 666-4388

S-months~oid RCA Termlrtal w/modem h
monitor ExceHoot for Cyber. MOO neg.

Pleaae call Anne 5494447 after 4 PM

Dorm else refrigeretors for sale. 2 cu. ft.

and 5 cu. ft cell Jim at 253 9434

For Bale Hockey Equip, Yemehs VP-04

turnteble, Technics tuner smp, Dave

648-7526

FREE MEALSII

Eat roatMiram ^yaMty food socialize with

fun people* And get pakl »600 reelly? Yee'

Cell Chef Jim Houston 5462150 Apply now
while poeitions are availeble

GREAT MEALS

Olehwaeher wanted. Delta Chi Frstemity

4 to 5:30, 2 or 3 meals day. negotieble call

54M886

HELP WANTED

RaceNa homacooked maala phiS maal

plan refund by working 7 hrs. e week in s

kitchen call Paul 263-907 1

/ikTe you highly motlveted and
ertergatle/ Thia couM be the job for you

Cempus Center Boerd of Governors coor

dinator positions availeble: University

Store/Reteil Services. Food Services,

Public Reletions, Governors Program Coun-

cil. Gain valuable experience in your fWd of

ttudy. Work study or non-work study

welcomed Stop by the BOG Office Cempus
Cantar 817 by Feb 8 for appHcatior^a

AA/EOE

tKMMD waehhf/up meikr>g circulers' No
basses /quotas' Sincerely intereeted rush

self addraaaad st»mpad envekipe: Oept

AN-7, P0O91OCEW. Woodetock. IL 60088

8CERA: Where it peys to leern Two dsys s

week, SCERA students meet snd leem
political organizing artd then apply theee

skills to iseuee of concern to students.

SCERA siso lies poeitione for the enti

raciam teem, ttw reeource center of ttw

SGA, end on the dericel support teem 10

hrs/wk 9 3.36/hr for non-wcrk study srtd

work study undergrade. Applications end m
fo evaHable at 420 Studem Union weekdays
8 am 6 pm Applications due 2/ 13 a 5 P"*
AA/EEO employer

On campue non-worfcatudy Mon. Fri 7

am - 12 noon contact Ray Stor>e: 546-1082

Neiwepapar 0#llvafeffa noooeo In dorms.
No car needed. Approx 1 hr/day 7 days par

week. Good pay. Call 2S3-7008

Kitdien ftalp needed at local eorodty for

KirKh end dinner weekdays, in exchenge for

Call Sue P or Sue W at 2S66887

Student Notoe is lookir>g for a person with

businaas tnilot management exprier>ce to

take over es lecture notes msnsger
Quelified spphcsnts shouM submit com
pleted spplications to 401 Student Union
Bkjg r>o later ttian 3 00 Friday. Feb 8th. For

rTX>re info contact L Irwin 401 SUB.
Temporery Position - Lesbisn/Gay
Awarertess Educator Applicatiorts are now
being accepted for tfie poeition of Lee-

bian/Gay Awarenees Educator at SCERA
(Sprir>g Semeaterl This poeition involves

d8signir>g srHJ irrtplementing virorkshops snd
ottier progremmetic events that deel with

heterosexism erxl horr>ophobis as well ss

sdvoceting for the rights snd needs of les

bisn snd gay students at ttie university.

Compensation S2200 for tfie semester with s

possible tuition wsiver for s graduate stu

dent Minimum requirements BA or 2 yeers

experience working on socisi chsnge issues

inchjding heteroeexiem/homophobia. will

ingness to work collaboratively with

atudants. Oeadlir>a: Feb 11th, 5 pm

Poaltlons opon in tite Commuter Office.

Workstudy preferred Pay »3 50 per hr

10-15 hrs/wk For applicetiont slop by st

404 Student Union Application deadlirw n
Mon Feb 11th

Overeeas Jobs Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S Amer . Australia, Asia. All fiaMs

4900-2000 rno Sightseeing Free info write

IJC, PO Box 62MA 1 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625

WMUA seeks secretary Must know how to

type and take shorthand. 9 f>ours/wk. Call

586-7882 leeve meeaage.

GOVERNMENT JOBS.
*15,000-*60,a00/yr poaaMa. AH occupa-

tiorw. How to find Ca* 806-687-6000 axt

R-8616

INSTRUCTION

Know your car Besic sutomobile
workshop 2S hours iffckjding cleesroom

Limited enrolment. 263-2088

LOCT

I loot a Maoli smBoi in tha NwMntan Caniar

aree. If four«d, pleeee keep themoney artd

return documents. CeN 6663886 Aek loi

Ortendo or leeve a msseege

Loet Mecii academic planner-detebook
Pleeee caH Bath at 288-3160 if found it ia my

I

RewardI For Information leadir>g to

recovery of Mack purse "loet" 1/23 Call

549^1879

BluaCB Ski Jacket Set night el Time Out

reward pleaae call John or Sapper at

2S3-7887

Loet my ID very impocttnt only form of 10

Please caH C. Jordan 6-8037 reward

REWARDI Browrf/lanlTkyr iacket loet 2/2

at Phi Mu Oalte - mittene, coke key ring in

pocket Pleaae ca« Laurie 256-6887 Its coM
outaidei

Loet gray and Mue CB Jacket.

return the keys in pocket. Very important'

Campus Center Info no questions asked'

Knitting matortal fn

Wednesday. February
546-6601 after 6 00

Morrill N329
6 Call Lisa

on
at

MEALS

Would yOM Nfco a 8alleloua and espanalve
alterrwtive to the dining commone? Lambda
Chi Alpha offers professionally cooked
iTteels ar>d a friendly atmoaphere. Call

253-9032. Aek for Mark or leeve a masaags

MOTORCYCLES

H Honda
5492792

four good cond. 1380

MOVERS

'Round Town Movere Amherst end
distancfl fast ralisbl« cheap call Michael

enytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

Nasiatar by no«n Fabruory 8 for Perform-
ir>g Arts Division music, theeter, danca in-

stnjctkxi OU Chapel 5460619

Do the 24 hour perty on the wey to a

seven day party' Chartered bus to Ft

Lauderdale Roudn trip MB call Deen
253-9071 Grad or Kenny 54S6384 John
548-5353

Happy lat Atwipv. Paul P. Love Um

••••••••• THESTOMPERS •••••••••
* SWAG praeents The Stompers, Set •

Feb^ery 9lh in the Bkie Well
s« egee ehow at 8 00 pm *

tS 00 m edvanca/M 00 SI the door
* 20 snd over show si 1 1 00 pm *

»6 00 in advance/17 00 at tfie door
* Tickets eveileble m edvance et *

* TIX in tha Student Unkm BuHding *

* artd ttie Campus Canter Corx^urse *

THE STOMPERS
Maura. You're e very deer tnend end
deeerve the very beet eepecieNy on your

birthday' We'H meke it one to remember'
En)oy Love, Sorva

Happy Birthday Totnll To a groat guy
who's rinaHy catching up to me' Have a tan-

taatic 20lh sweetie' Love, Lisa

Mel ' You're terrific' All my love, Roee

Welcome Now Pledges of SIgme Kappe
Debbie. Debbie, Ji«, Peula, Bailey gat
payched' the Sisters of Sigms Kappe

PAOFCSSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Caees, Pepers, DIeeertations, Thaeee,
on-cen^us, very rekeble, k>w rstes, NetKy
884-7824

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB

Paychdotv CHiB M—ttng Mondoy fab^

11 at 8«) PM ToMn 304

WIDE WANTED
~

Hotpl RMa naadad Vt Ptitadalphia aria

Thutaday Fab 4 caH JW 646-9164

ROOMS AVAILABLE

Rooms availeble for rent at a coet of M06
for 8 lemestor We offer s frier>dly at

mosphere snd socisl life along with an op
tional boerd plen CeN Lambde Chi Alpha,

253 9032. Ask for Mark or leeve s n^eeeege

ROOMWAkTiO

MaleS noede room In houao or apt with

other quiet people immediately call

617-826-0388 leave maaaaga

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roemmata wbwtod for own room In a 2

bedroom CNffsMe apt. 1180/mo ataning

Feb 1 BW 6864118

Roommatelal
townhousa avail

(Sue/Amy)

in Soutlwiood
2/16 caH 288-S471

Townehouee Apts On bus rt «140/mo
6484038

Fomels roommete wonted to shore room
in Bntteny Msnor caH 2568937 after 5 PM

Fomele roommeted wonted to shars

bedroom in Brandywne Apt. ceH 640-6288

SfRVICIS

IXL TYPE YOUR PAPERS only 14/

2 day notice pteeie' Call 253 2084

TRAVEL

Spring Break "86 et OAVTONA BEACHM
7 nights snd 8 deys for only 4219.00 for

more informetion csN Thereea 546-8S2S

LUV THE SUN Ft Lauderdele tripe

1108 Party on the worlds famous strip Run
liy LUV tours CaH Deen 2S39071 John
548-6363 Kenny or Gred 548-6164

SPRING bIi^eXk ^ MONTREAL
WEEKENDS 449 00 plus 419 00 tax Er aar-

vice Includes R T trsnsportation in luxury

temperature controNed motor coech. I

deys, 2 nights st Hotel Shert>ourg in

downtown Montreal Feb 16 18, Mer 2-4,

Mer 9-11, Mer 1618, Mar 23-25 Town
Tours h Tnvti. 463 Main St , Maklen, MA
02140 g1 3983

^me back to Jamaleal Air fare Ct hotel

M47 ind. everything. CaH Jaff 64S47a2

Andy'a Typlwg Satvloaa 8B4-1000

VALENTINE'S DAY

Flower Sola
Sand your Valentine e carnation

kxik for our table in the

Campus Center. Cernetions 41.00

Nemes »viH be in the Collegien

on Vsientine's Dsy

WANTED

Apt. Wanted kMking to take over a Puffton
leaae in June a 2 or 3 bdrm caH S46-6884,
SoBd cnytifTW

WORK STUDY

Waatam Maaa Latin Amorlean Solidari-

ty Committoe hes ttwee poertions for assis

tant coordinators IndiwiduelB should hevs
good orgenizstional ar«d conwnurticetion

sklls and be eble to work without supervi-

sion. Appkcems may apply at Room 404
SUB DeodHne 16 Feb women end pecoie of

color encouraged lo apply. WMLASC is

AA/EEO <
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SPORTS
Smith seals it,UMass wins 59-56

Russell (20)ondBram (16) star

asMinutemengo to 10-10, 6-5

C«ll«giMi fkoU by n^nk Roberta

UMass guard Donald Russell broke out of his slump with 20 points in

a 59-56 victory at St. Bonaventure.

By STEVE COOPERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

ST. BONAVENTURE. N.Y.-Carl Smith

hit two pressure free throws in the final

1:17 to lift the University of Massachusetts

to a big 59-56 victory over St. Bonaventure

last night.

The Minutemen go to 10-10 overall and 5-6

in the Atlantic 10. The victory was the first

in three tries at the Riley Center and came

before 3.513 loud fans.

St. Bonnie. 4 7 in the league, cut what

had been a 16 point UMass lead to one. 55

54 as Rob Samuels hit his eightl- straight

point with two minutes to go in the game.

Smith was fouled with 1:17 to go and

calmly dropped both free throws before

Matt Ryan fouled Doug Turner and the

Bonnie guard made both of his shots to

n\ake it 57-56.

The Bonnies got the ball back as Ryan lost

a pass with 50 seconds remaining. Alvin

Lott missed a jumper that Horace

Neysmith rebounded.

Smith took the ball, was fouled by Turner,

and with 14 seconds left made both foul

shots. The Bonnies were short on a three

pointer as the Minutemen took an im-

portant victory.

"We won because we stayed together and

showed some spirit," UMass cocaptain

Donald Russell said. "This was a really big

win for us."

"I'm not at all surprised at what Smith

did," UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said.

"He's an excellent player and proved it

again. He's great when it counts."

For UMass. Russell had 20 points. 14 in

the first half. Bobby Braun had 16. 10 in the

second half. Smith had seven and Lorenzo

Sutton six. Ryan came off the bench to

score six first half points.

St. Bonaventure was led by Samuels with

16. including his 1,000th career point.

High-scoring senior center Barry Mungar

did play but was held to only six points by a

tough 2-3 UMass zone defense.

Russell sparked UMass to a 33-26 halftime

lead as the 6 1 guard broke out of his

shooting slum in style.

With the score tied at 10. Russell hit a

jumper and followed with a three-pointer.

Mike Hunt hit for the Bonnies before

Russell converted on a three pointer to

make it 18-12. Ryan hit a jumper followed

by Smith conversion of a three point play.

Ryan nailed two more jumpers that gave

UMass a 27-12 lead and a 12-0 run.

The Bonnies fought back and cut the

halftime lead to seven on a Turner jumper

as the crowd got into the game.

UMass experienced early second half

trouble as Pat Allen's shot cut the lead to

two. 36-34. Russell hit two free throws that

made it 39-35 before Braun took control.

The 6-6 forward hit two foul shots, and a

layup to give UMass a 43-35 advantage.

Sutton then hit before Braun made two

straight three point plays to give UMass a

51 40 lead.

Samuels then made his presence felt,

scoring eight straight to make it 55-54 and

set up Smith's clutch performance.

In the game, UMass shot a much-improved

16-of 21 from the line (76 percent) and 21-

of 46 from the floor. Neysmith had 11

rebounds and Braun six.

The win gives UMass a much-needed lift to

start a three game road trip with stops at

Penn State and St. Joseph's remaining.

The win also proves that the Minutemen

can win without Neysmith scoring a lot of

points, something they been able to ac-

complish.

Full weekendslate

Swimmers wind-down withNH,

women gymnasts also at home
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's swim
team will be looking to keep

its five meet win streak

alive when they host the

University of New Hamp-
shire Saturday at Boyden.

"We've beaten them con-

sistently in the past, but on-

ly by a few points the past

few seasons," UMass coach

Russ Yarworth said. "It

should be a good meet."

The Minutemen, 6-2, will

be trying to qualify as many
swimmers as possible for

the upcoming New England

championships (February

28 at Springfield College).

"The guys will be resting

up for these meets to try

and get their times to New
England standards," Yar-

worth said.

Iowa transfers Craig

Fuller and Drew Donavon

have shattered numerous

pool and school records for

the Minutemen this season

and may be the key to a

possible New England title.

On Monday, cross-town

rivals Amherst College host

the Minutemen. The Atlan-

tic 10 championships and

New Englands follow.

The IMass men's track

team will be at Maine's Col-

by College for the indoor

Eastern Conference Cham-
pionship on Saturday.

The Ken O'Brien-coached

Minutemen hope to better

their fourth place finish last

season when they trailed

Southern Connecticut,
Lowell and Maine. They re-

bounded outdoors with a se-

cond place finish and hope

to take the next step tomor-

row.

"We have a lot of people

in a lot of events with no one

athlete looking like a sure

bet than any other,"

O'Brien said. "We have

good balance in a lot of

events, especially the mid-

dle and long distances."

In the mile, Paul
Stanislawzyk and Jan
Novak, cross country stan-

douts for UMass, will be

among the favorites.

The two mile will see John

Pannaccione and Wayne
Levy going for the

Minutemen.
Three freshmen will run

the 1,000. Steve Tolley, who
O'Brien termed one of this

season's surprises. Bill

Stewart and Jeff Macintosh

have what O'Brien called

"good chances to place

highly."

The 400 will see sprint

standout and school 300

record holder Rayle
Crichlow going for UMass.
The 600 goes to Eric Winer
and Ted White with Todd
Johnson taking on the high

hurdles.

O'Brien also said the

relay teams (mile, two mile

and distance medley) all

have solid chances to score

points.

In the field events,

Johnson, a pentathlete, will

long jump along with triple

jump specialist Ferdie

Adoboe. Neil Martin hopes

to better his sixth place

finish last year (outdoors) in

the shot put.

The UMass men's gym-

nastic 's team, now 4-3,

travel to upstate New York

to face SUNY-Cortland on

Saturday. "Cortland has

had injuries recently,"

UMass coach Roy Johnson

said, "but previously have

done very well. Maybe
they're ready — I don't

know what to expect."

Last Tuesday UMass lost

to Southern Connecticut

267.4 to 255.4.

It was an unfortunate

meet for the men, although

freshman Jay Ronayne did

place first in vaulting, and

co-captain Ken

continued on page 15

Joe DeMarco and the UMass gymnastics team
are at SUNY-Cortland on Saturday.

Weekendsports ata glance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Women's Gymnastics: Springfield,

at Boyden, 7 p.m.

Saturday:

Women's Swimming: at New Hamp-
shire, 1 p.m.

Men's Track: at Easterns (Colby Col-

lege)

Skiing: at Brown Tourney (Loon

if More sportspage 15and19

Men's Basketball: at Penn State, Mountain, NH)
8:10 P"^; ^ . .

Sunday:
Men 8 Swimming: New Hampshire, Women^s Basketball: Maine, at

at Boyden, 1 p.m. Amherst College, 1 p.m.
Mens Gymnastics: at SUNY- Women's Gymnastics: (Juad meet, at

Cortland, 1 p.m. Boyden, 12:00 p.m.

Add/drop forms are due today
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Conte will

push new
acid rain bill
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Congressman Silvio O. Conte (R

Pittsfield) Friday announced the re

introduction in the House of Represen-

tatives of acid rain legislation he is co-

sponsoring.

The new acid rain bill, which was

presented to Congress Thursday, calls for a

16 million ton reduction of sulfer dioxide

and nitrogen oxide emissions in the U.S.

over 10 years, Conte said at a press con

ference in the Graduate Research Center.

Other sponsors of the new bill include

Congressmen Ekiward Markey and Ekiward

Boland of Massachusetts. James M. Jef

fords of Vermont. James Oberstar of

Minnesota, and Frank Horton of New York.

Conte said.

Funding for the plan, which will cost about

$5.5 billion a year, will be partially provided

by a surcharge on electricity by consumers.

States that produce greater amounts of

hazardous emmisons will have a higher

surcharge than those who pollute less,

Conte said.

"Lakes, streams, and reservoirs across the

state are already dead and our forests are

now seriously threatened by the effects of

acid rain," he said. "Even more disturbing,

there are recent reports pointing to

potential health risks caused by the

acidification of our environment."

Paul J. Godfrey, director of the Water

Resources Research Center at UMass
which has been researching the effects of

acid rain . said the total emissions reduc

tions specified inthe bill "will be enough to

protect most of our water resources in New
England.

The 16 million-ton reduction will amount

to a 50 percent overall emmisions reduction

in the next 10 years, he said.

Despite the failure of a similar bill in

troduced to Congress last year. Conte said

that he thinks this new acid rain legislation

will pass.

Conte said it will be easier to get the bill

through Ongress this year because the

economy is stronger, there is an increasing

national awareness of acid rain problems,

and the bill allows a surcharge exemption

for low-income consumers.

Body discovered

near Hadley mall
A 19 year-old man was found dead behind

the Hampshire Mall Friday, Hadley Police

said.

The man reportedly died of exposure.

Police would not confirm or deny radio

reports that an empty wine bottle was

found near him.

State police sa'd yesterday that a special

plainclothes detet. -^ unit working out of

Hampshire District c .rt in Northampton
has been investigating the death, but no

one from the unit was available to report on

the investigation's progress.

-GREG BROWN

Inside:

Fire in tower library 4

1984 "aptly ghastly" 8

Smith does it again 16

'An airport is a free-range

toomb. ^Brigid Brophy

Colleitian PhoUi by Bnan K (kmjw

UNUSUAL TRAFFIC—Gail Kirkman, a junior animal science major,

rides 8-year-old Rioghail down North Pleasant Street, while students

on the steps of a fraternity house are too absorbed in their studies to

notice.

Three UMass professors

to direct radio observatory
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Five College Radio Astronomy

Observatory, which has one of the world's

largest telescopes, has appointed three

University of Massachusetts professors to

direct its operations.

William Irvine, a UMass astronomy

professor, is the director of the facility, and

will supervise the observatory's staff of 40.

F. Peter Schloerb. of the physics

department, will be the associate director

in charge of the computer systems, and

Peter Goldsmith of the astronomy

department will also be an associate

director, responsible for the technical

aspects of the observatory's operation.

The observatory is studying interstellar

molecules in other galaxies. It has con

ducted "the most extensive studies of

molecules in other galaxies in the world,"

Irvine said.

The observatory collaborates with others

all over the world, including China, the

Soviet Union and India, he said.

Among its other accomplishments are the

discovery of two interstellar molecules

called C3H and C3. and the charting of

"most detailed map of the distribution of

clouds of gas in our own galaxy. "
Irvine

said.

Schloerb and Irvine are also members of

the International Halley's Comet Radio

Watch. "Man has been observing comets for

more than 3,000 years but we still don't

know what the comet's composition is."

Irvine said.

"The observatory's elaborate radio

telescope is capable of detecting the

unknown molecules in the nucleus of the

comet. Halley's comet will become con

tinually more active beginning in the fall

and the new information will be pubhshed

for astronomers and observatories around

the world." he said.

Schloerb is also involved in a group project

to develop a telescope similar to the ab

servatory's for placement on a spacecraft.

The astronomers hope it will be on a craft

headed for Mars in 1990. With the radio

telescope, they would be able to map the

distribution of water on Mars.

Collegian PhoUi by Brian K. ("Kinye

ALMOST TIME—A windowsill in Hcrter Hall serves as a makeshift

waiting room before class.
^

Students
meet with
Keverian
ByJOELP.COFFIDIS

Collegian Staff

BOSTON Public university students

representing the Slate Student Association

of Massachusetts met with Massachusetts
House Speaker George Keverian Friday

morning to discuss student representation

on the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education.

About 20 SSAM members attended the 11

a.m. meeting in the speakers State House

office. The meeting, which lasted 10

minutes, served to introduce SSAM to

K'verian, said SSAM Chairman Barry

Wray. Wray. a UMass student, is the

delegate representing Umass for the parent

organization.

SSAM President Steven Barros, a

delegate from Roxbury Community
('ollege. explained the a.ssociation's goab to

Keverian.

"We like to look at ourselves as wat-

chdogs for higher education." Barros said.

Barros told Keverian that the main

concern for the association right now is

working on the legislation that will add a

student voice to the Board of Regents.

Keverian said the association should send

him a letter with a list of additional con

cerns. He added. "I won't make any

committments because I don't do that, but

I'll follow it along.

"

Keverian said SS.^M is doing its job very

well and he added that success would follow

if things were done the right way.

"He calm, reasonable, polite and follow up

with calls. " Keverian said.

Barros said the meeting with Keverian

opened up communication that "will help us

in the future." He added. "Our whole aim is

to lobby for the .students."

Wray. a junior engineering major, said

that as a delegate from UMa.ss, he travels

to the State Hou.se about every otheiv^eek to

lobby.

He said the association is a "collective of

students, kind <'f an all for one. one for- all

cooperative that is trying to maintain low

cost, high quality higher education in

Massachusetts."

Wray said the association fights for in

creased financial aid. In the last two years,

financial aid incrcc-ses in Massachu.setls

have been higher ilian in laost other states,

he said.

"Financial aid is up five million dollars in

the governor's proposed budget ,' Wray

said. "You've got to get moic funds and

more faculty because our school is nothing

without Kood faculty." he added.

Wray said it is important to have a student

member on the Board of Regents because

the board "governs general higher

education."

The association at UMa.ss is funded as a

registered student organization, but it

receives no other local funding.

"We're going to be running a referendum

to ask the students if they want to maintain

their membership with SSAM with a one-

dollar fee. "Wray said.

UMass students overwhelmingly ap-

proved the fee two years ago, but it was
cancelled due to problems in how the

funding would operate. These problems

have been ironed out and Martin Nofio. a

delegate for Springfield Technical Com
munity College, is heading up the writing of

the referendum.
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WORLD AMD IMATIONAL NEWS
Americans fault Korean govt,

and request delay of summit

AF' Uawrphotii

TUMBLING CARS—Bobby Jacks' Oldsmobile racer Hips and Dale

Singleton's Buick slides by backwards during the ARCA-200 race in

Daytona Beach, Fla. Neither driver was injured.

Famine victims kidnapped
GENEVA. Switzerland

(API The International

Committee of the Red Cross

said yesterday that "armed
elements" abducted about

250 famine victims from an

emergency feeding center

and it then suspended food

distribution at the camp.

It issued a press release

saying the Ethiopian

government had told Red
Cross representatives that

"the regular forces had no

responsibility for the in

cident " Tuesday at the camp

in Mekelle, the capital of

northern Tigre province.

Rebels seeking autonomy

for Tigre have been fighting

government troops in the

province for years, and some

Western relief organizations

have accused the govern

ment of blocking relief

supplies to areas held by the

insurgents.

The Red Cross statement

said the agency suspendtnl

food distribution at Mekelle

lh«' same day that "armed

elements... stopped the

distribution and took away

about 250 men." All Red

Cross activities in the other

areas of the drought

stricken country are con

tinuing. it said.

Polish sailors presumed dead
One survivor in North Sea tragedy

BREMEN. West Germany
(AP) — The search for

missing sailors from a Polish

freighter that sank in the

frigid North Sea was
abandoned by West German
rescuers yesterday, with

only one member of the

ship's 25 man crew found

alive.

Gale- force winds and a

blinding snowstorm forced

rescuers to suspend a 14-

hour search Saturday after

they recovered the bodies of

nine seamen from the Polish

freighter B sko Zdroj and;

rescued the ship's radio

officer from a drifting

lifeboat.

"We will not be resuming
rescue operations," an of-

fical at the West German
Society for Ships in

Distress, the private agency

that coordinated the North
Sea search, said yesterday.

"The weather is still bad

and after all this time the

situation looks hopeless for

those missing," the official,

who asked not to be iden

tified, said in a telephone

interview.

Officials at the Bremen
based agency said the 1.171-

ton ship sank within 15

minutes Friday when its

cargo of steel shifted during

a severe winter storm,

causing the ship to roll over

in the North Sea some 100

miles off the West German
coast.

If the death toll is con

firmed at 24, it would be the

worst disaster in the history

of Polish shipping, according

to a shipping official in

Warsaw.

AP tjwerphotn

LAST RESPECTS FOR SLAIN PRIEST-Mourners view the coffin of

Rev. John Rossiter yesterday in La Crosse. Wis., near the church in

Onalaska, Wis. he was shot and killed Thursday.

SEOUL. South Korea (AP)-Two con_

gressmen and other U.S. supporters of

Kim Daejung detailed rough treatment

they said was meted out to the Kim party

on its arrival and asked President Reagan

yesterday to put off the U.S.-South Korean

summit.

They accused Korean authorities of 'in-

excusable use of force" Friday at Kimpo

International Airport in Seoul and said one

congressman, Thomas Foglietta. and a

former U.S. ambassador were thrown to

the floor.

The Americans charged in a statement

that the government of President Chun

Doo-hwan "broke its promise to our

government that the return of Kim Dae-

jung would be 'trouble-free.'"

It was issues by Rep. Edward Feighan,

D-Ohio; Rep. Foglietta. D-Pa.; Robert

White, the former U.S. Ambassador to El

Salvador, and others in the 22-member

group who escorted the opposition politi-

cian back to Seoul four days before tomor-

row's scheduled elections for the National

Assembly.

Kim, 59, was returning from two years of

self-imposed exile in the United States.

Kim and his wife were dragged away

from their U.S. escorts by police and shov-

ed into an elevator after landing at Kimpo

airport Friday. Some of the Americans ac-

companying Kim said they were shoved to

the ground or beaten by police in the

fracas.

"Given this calculated affront to the

American government and people," yester-

day's statement said, "we recommend that

the White House give serious consideration

to the postponement" of Chim's visit to

Washington.

Administration officials in Washington

said the incident would not cause cancella-

tion of Reagan's invitation to Chun to visit

the White House in April. The Seoul

government has acknowledged that police

shoved members of Kim's party but denied

officers indulged in "punching and

beating," and accused Kim of assaulting

policemen and his own bodyguard.

Most of the U.S. delegation visited Kim's

home yesterday evening for a religious ser-

vice and dinner, but police refused to allow

a Korean priest in to lead the worshipers,

Kim told The Associated Press at his home.

Kim said police have told him he cannot

leave his home. Authorities denied that

Kim, who still faces a prison term stemm-

ing from a conviction on sedition charges in

1980. is under house arrest and said he is

under police "protection."

S.African rejects

government offer
SOWETO, South Africa (API - Nelson

Mandela's daughter said yesterday the

long imprisoned black leader has rejected

the white minority government's offer of

conditional release with the words: "1

cannot sell my birthright, nor am I

prepared to sell the birthright of the

people, to be free. .

."

Zinzi Mandela quoted from a statement

she said her father gave to her mother,

Winnie, on P'riday when Mrs. Mandela

visited him at Pollsmoor prison near Cape

Town. It was Mandela's first public

statement since he was jailed for life in

1964 for planning sabotage.

Mandela, who was president of the

outlawed African National Congress when
he was arrested, said he could not accept

freedom while the congress remained

banned and unable to take part in the

debate on the nation's future.

In Pretoria, the Prisons Department
spokesman. Maj. Abri van Vuuren, said

two political prisoners serving life sen-

tences with Mandela had accepted

President Pieter W. Botha's offer for

release.

Last month, Botha told Parliament that

Mandela and others jailed with him could

Nelson Mandela
AP Liserpholo

go free if they renounced violence as a tool

to end apartheid, the government's in-

stitutionalized racial separation policies.

Van Vuuren .said the names of those who

had accepted would not be disclosed until

they were released, which he said would

be "soon."

Huh residents voice concern
over drug battles in Roxbury
BOSTON (AP) -

Residents met with Mayor
Raymond L. Flynn and top

police officials over the

weekend as authorities

continued to investigate

what they say is a deadly

battle between rival drug
dealers in the city's Roxbury
and Dorchester sections.

One resident told the of-

ficials that Roxbury has
become "the wastebasket of

Boston, like Harlem. ..or

Watts."

No arrests have been made
in connection with the drug
war. which police have
linked to seven shootings,

three of them fatal. A
Boston woman is recovering

after being shot in the face

Wednesday when she got
caught in the middle of a

shootout between gang
members.
The battle is believed to be

related to issues of territory

and the lucrative street

trade in heroin and cocaine,

police said.

Police said they have been

stopping cars of all known
area drug dealers and are

maintaining a stepped up.

around the-clock presence in

Dorchester's Grove Hall

neighborhood.

Louis Elisa. one of about 20
residents who spoke to city

officials Saturday, told Flynn
before the meeting started,

"If you count three deaths,

we count nine. This shootout
was foretold six months ago.

The residents of Roxbury do

not want drugs, and we're

here to say we're going to

work with you."

Police say they believe

fighting is between a New
York based gang called "The

Apples" and a gang known

as "The Naked City."

Deputy Police Superin

tendent John E. Barry, who

heads the homocide unit,

said the Naked City gang is

based in Boston, although

others have said it has

Detroit connections.
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Cosmic dance rays

Spotlights cut through the smoke hanging over Friday night's dance concert in the Student Union Ballroom.
CoUegun photo by Rrimn Gonye

Women's Forum
W(nnen'8 Forum is a weekly listing of events relating to

woTnen's issues. Notices should be sent to the Women's

Issues Editor, care ofthe Collegian, no later than the Fri-

day before the event.

Monday — The Women's Leadership Project will be

showing "The Turning Point" at 5, 7 and 9 p.m. in

Campus Center room 163. The admission fee of $1.50.

will go toward sponsoring the Spring 1985 Women's
Film Festival. All women are encouraged to come and

support this event.

"The Smith College Project on Women and Social

Change is having a work-in-progress presentation by

Ann R. Jones, professor of Comparative Literature at

Smith. Jones will talk on "The 1917 Swetmam Con-

troversy: A Misogynist Meets Three Angry Women" at

4:15 p.m. in Seelye Hall. Room 11.

Tuesday — Women's Admission and General Educa-

tional Support (WAGES) is sponsoring cocktails at the

Faculty Club for all graduate women at 4 - 6 p.m.

WAGES is also sponsoring a general support group for

graduate women at the Everywoman's Center at 7:30

p.m.

Nora Ephron, author of "Heartburn" and "Crazy

Salad Plus Nine," will be giving a talk entitled "My Life

as a Woman. A Jew. and A Writer" at 8 p.m. in Wright

Hall, Smith.

Wednesday — There will be a Women's Caucus

meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the back of the Hatch. This will

be an informal meeting for all women senators to discuss

projects for this semester.

llie Counseling Program at the Everywoman's Center

is sponsoring a lesbian co-parent support group at 6:30

-8:00 p.m. Call the Everywoman's Center at 545-0883 for

more information.

As part of the Colloquium On Women's Health

Issues, sponsored by the division of nursing and Sigma

Theta Tau, Christine King R.N, M.S, will be talking on

"Women's Reactions to Battering and Abuse" in

Campus Cetner room 803 at 7 p.m.

DC food variety

spices up menu
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

The assistant director of Menu Services at the University

of Massachusetts, as she has done for 15 years, has planned

some special events in the dining commons this semester to

alleviate the monotony of institutionalized dining.

Josephine Keeley, who plans the daily menus of the more

than 10.000 UMass students enrolled on the meal plan each

semester, said "Steak's a favorite of everybody, and I

always like to serve hot cross buns for breakfast on Ash

Wednesday."
Each semester, the dining commons serve about 20 meals

designed to spice things up for the students. Special meals

range from "New England Night" and "Far East Night" to

"Bread and Spread" buffets and a "New York Deli" lun-

cheon.

Planning for Feb. 19th's "Winter Carnival" began about

six months ago in the test kitchens of University food

Services.

Before Keeley decided to place carnival punch and dishes

such as grilled sirloin steak, with baked stuffed haddock,

green bean almondine and broccoli normandy on the menu,

each recipe was prepared in the Worcester Dining Com-

mons test kitchen by Assistant Dietician Denice Yanni and

sampled by a panel of Food Services staff.

The Winter Carnival is based on New Orleans' traditional

Mardi Gras festival.

"The Mardi Gras represents a regional festivity." Yanni

said. "Perhaps we too will be able to generate this air of

something new. something different and festive.

"

PVTA buses to malls face axe
ByJOHNMILBlER
Collegian Staff

Bus service to the Hampshire Mall may be eliminated if a

proposal to cut funding for the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority is passed March 18 by Hadley Town Meeting.

Paul Mokrzecki said the proposal to cut the $19,989

appropriation from the budget was placed on the ballot last

vpar
"We have severe budget problems. We have to cut

(400.000 out of the budget because fo Proposition 2 1/2,

"Mokrzecki said, referring to the 1980 property tax

limitation bill.

Mokrzecki said that if Hadley remained a member of

PVTA. they would have to cut services from other areas

like the police and school departments.

Buses would still run from Amherst to Northampton

along Route 9. However, there would be no stops in

Hadley.

Stephen Gazillo, director of marketing and public

relations for the PVTA, said. "It wiU hurt them more than

it will hurt the PVTA. Hadley does not have a tremendous

impact on the F*VTA."

"I understand where they're coming from, but the return

on their investment is greater than they realize. "Gazillo

said.

He said it is unfortunate that there has to be so much

Collegian Photo by Derek Roberts

Rhodes Scholar Andrew J. Nussbaum

Rhodes awarded locally
An Amherst College senior has been named a Rhodes

Scholar for 1985.

Andrew J. Nussbaum. 21, of Highland Park. III., is a

Russian major and will study "Cultural and Political

Conflicts in Russian and Soviet emigre literature" at

Oxford this year.

The Rhodes scholarship, established in 1902 by Cecil John

Rhodes, a British administrator, is awarded annually to

exceptional students who wish to attend Oxford University

in England.

Nussbaum is a member of the men's swimming team and

teaches a weekly Russian Studies course.

"I have been hoping for this since I applied in Sep

tember." he said. "I'm still pretty stunned."

This year. 32 Americans were chosen from 1.148 ap

plicants. .Amherst College has had four Rhodes scholars in

the past eight years. _^u»iIS ALLEN

negative sentiment and that the business along Route 9

would suffer.

Chris Sullivan. University fo Massachusetts

Undergraduate speaker of the Student Senate said. "We
are going to encourage Hadley not to stop funding. $20,000

seems like such a small amount for the services provided.

"

Sullivan said if the service is cancelled, business might

foot the bill.

Carol Burke, a Hampshire Mall manager, said. "I think it

will hurt the business in the Hampshire mall and other

businesses along Route 9 if the proposal is passed.

"

Burke said she could not put a dollar estimate on the

proposal but said many students without cars will suffer.

Emily Plumb, a UMass management intern at the

Hampshire Mall said. "If the proposal does pass I would

either borrow a friend's car or try to car pool.

"

Plumb said if thesis options were not availabli then she

would quit. She added. "1 wouldn't thumb, it's too

dangerous."

Martha Nelson, the PVTA spokeswoman for the

Commuter Area Government at UMass said. "Hadley

feels disconnected with students at UMa.ss. It's a slap in

the face from Hadley if they vote it in."

Nelson said that the ridership is established and that the

buses are always overloaded.

Mokrzecki said that any regi.stered voter in Hadley can

vote on the ballot issue.

University Store

tightens security
By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Staff

Fine collecting and .security are being improved to help

prevent shoplifting at the University Store.

"There was a 1.5 percent shrinkage (dollar loss from

breakage, paper loss and shoplifting) last year," said

Mitchell Roye. student clerk of courts. The clerk of courts

collection office has improved its bookeeping to catch up

with people who owe fines, he said.

"The bookeeping system la,st year was a shambles." Roye

said, adding that he has since "cleaned out the backlog" of

overdue fines.

Students overdue in their fine payments can be with-

drawn from the University until the fines are paid. The

money collected through these fines is kept in a sweep

account and put into the Massachusetts general budget at

the end of the year. Legislation is being proposed which

would put the money collected from such fines directly into

the University in the form of scholarships or financial aid,

Roye said.

"We'd like to keep the money back here where its from,"

he .said.

About $100 to $125 is collected each week in shoplifting

fines, Roye said.

Students who shoplift from the University Store are

stealing from themselves, John Kussisto. merchandise

manager for the store said. This is because the money from

the store helps fund the Campus Center, he said.

"Our jobis not to apP^ehend shoplifters, just to prevent

them." Ku.ssisto said.

Store security, which has been trained by the University
Police, caught 126 offenders la.st semester. Kussisto said.

Store security employs thirteen people, with two or three
on at any given time, he said.

Most shoplifters are handled through the student

judiciary system. Kussisto said, but non students and
repeat offenders are sent to Hampshire District Court in

Northampton.

No matter what the value of the shoplifted object, all

violators are prosecuted, Kussisto said.

"We can't say a little bit is okay," he said.
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About 50 students stood waiting outside the tower library between 7:15 and 8:00 last night, while

University of Massachusetts police and Amherst firefighters responded to a fire alarm. A small

fire was discovered in a trash can on the 25th floor of the tower, but Amherst fire Chief Victor

Zumbruski said it had been extinguished by the time police and fire officials arrived. Zumbruski

said the fire ''looked suspicious." Police have no suspects.
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Working women

face challenges
ByLOKIKIRKLANP
Collegian Staff

A woman who chooses to do a "man's job" is often

sexually harrassed. a victim of discrimination, exposed to

homophobia and subject to verbal abuse, according to

Myra Hindus, coordinator of the Working Women's

Program at the Everywoman's Center and leader of a

support group for women in non-traditional jobs.

"Women who work in non-traditional occupations are

often the victims of sexism and homophobia," Hindus

said. "Men sometimes assume that a woman carpenter or

plumber either can't do the job properly or is a lesbian for

wanting such a job," she said.

"Linda Pirog. a skilled laborer who works for housing

services at UMass, said that when she first got the job

men assumed, "Oh, she 11 do the paperwork and keep the

office clean, but when she started to do actual labor their

attitude changed to "Oh. she must be gay;only a lesbian

would want a man's job".

The reason most women want such an occupation is

because it pays better than most secretarial or clerical

jobs. Hindus said, adding that some women genuinely

enjoy skilled labor.genuinely enjoy skilled labor

"I think the job is interesting. I like getting my hands

dirty, taking things apart and putting them back

tc^ether; figuring out how things work." Pirog said.

One of the hardships in acquiring such a skill is not a

woman's lack of aptitude but "keeping a steady job while

training without suffering from exhaustion, "
Hindus said.

"Some women have a family to care for and finding child

care can be a problem. Such obstacles can cause a woman

to drop out before completing their training." she said.

"I learned quickly, but 1 found that my (superiors) over

explained simple things. They seemed surprised at how

fast I picked things up. " Pirog said.

The Everywoman's Center is offering a support group

for women in non traditional jobs that will be free and

confidential. "The group gives women a place to realize

they're not alone. Here they can vent their anger about

sexism and share their experiences." Hindus said.

Hindus, who facilitates the group, said that they will also

discuss strategies on how to enter non traditional oc

cupations and the availability of such occupations in the

area.

The support group is offered to women in the University

an<l community and will be meeting Monday evenings

beginning February. Women interested in participating

shoud contact the Everywoman's Center.

Ski Powder Ski Vail

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 18 - 25

Trip Includes: 7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Vail /Beaver Creek

Round trip air

Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass

ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED
(other trips don't include taxes and gratuities)

Sign up now
Deposit $150.00 by Feb. 20

UMass Ski Club 545-3437
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Restroom thefts

net cash, supplies

University lavatorie.s seem to have been

a popular place for thefts Thursday,

University of Massachusetts police said.

• A wallet containing $100 was left behind

a toilet seat in a Campus Center women's

room and was stolen several minutes later,

police said.

• Soap, toilet paper and towels were taken

from a men's room in Morrill Science

building Thursday evening. Police also said

the restroom had been vandalised.

In other police reports:

Several students from Kennedy dormitory

were caught by campus security officials

stealing a milk crate and a Soutwest Area

Government sign from the Campus Center

Friday morning. Police said because the

property was of such low value, the

students will be disciplined by the

University rather than campus police.

-CHRIS POON

AP Laarrphuto

CLOWNING IN THE RAIN—Revelers brave the stormy weather that

hit much of Europe this weekend as the Venetian Carnival opens Satur-

day.

Mount Holyoke students learn as counselors
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Students at

Mount Holyoke College, an exclusive

women's school, are getting an education of

a different sort as they encourage pregnant

teen agers from nearby Springfield to finish

school.

The program is the brainchild of Mount

Holyoke junior Thara Jefferson of New
York City, who has organized 28 students

to volunteer as mentors to the pregnant

girls.

"We try to allow the college student to be

a role model, " said Doris Harris, who runs

the program. "This is someone who is in

college and has gone ahead with her

educational growth."

"We ask the college kids to have sen

sitivity to the teen ager who is pregnant,"

she added. "They don't have to advocate it.

but they must recognize that teen-age

pregnancy does happen in this day and age.

We ask them to be non judgmental."

when Ms. Jefferson

report on a regional

The program has turned out to be as

educational for the students as for the girls

they counsel.

"I think they have a lot of courage for what

they've been through. I have respect for

them. My life has been easy." said one of

the mentors. Cheryl Tourtelotte. 20, of

Springfield.

"The program began
was assigned to do a

social services agency. She chose a new
program being offered by the Springfield

YWCA, Pregnant Adolescent Girls

Education.

After completing her research, she

decided that Mount Holyoke had something

to offer the teens in trouble.

"I was very impressed with what they

were doing," Ms. Jefferson said. "I thought

it would be nice to see if we could get some
involvement on this end."

Springfield's teen pregnancy rate was the

Peace Corps

INFORMATION SESSION

Feb. 11,7:00 pm.

Campus Ctr. 903

Welcome!

PEACE CORPS
12 Draper Hall University of Massachusetts-

413-545-2105 Amherst, MA 01003

How to score

a lot of points with

e basket.

third highest in Massachusetts in 1983. the

latest year for which figures were available.

In 1983, 171 Springfield girls under the age

of 18 gave birth. That translates to 36.7

births per 1.000 teen agers compared to the

state rate of 12.2 births per 1,000 teen

agers.

Judge orders woman

to return $32,550 ring

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) A Middlesex

Superior Court judge has ordered a

Wellesley woman to return a $32,550

engagement ring to her former fiance, who
had sued her for it after he decided to break

off the engagement

.

Judge Hiller Zobel. citing a 25-year-old

case as precedent, said FViday he found that

although Pasaquale Franchi, 55, a wealthy

Weston businessman, had broken off the

engagement to Carol Bosworth, 37, he was

entitled to the ring.

Kranchi owns the Waltham Racquet Club

and "about 800 " apartment units, according

to his testimony.

He testified he had planned to marry Ms.

Bosworth in 1983, and had given her the

ring to persuade her to discontinue her

education in Kansas City. Mo., and come to

Weston to live with him and later to marry.

Ms. Bosworth said she had planned to sell

the ring to pay back about $15,000 in

education loans.

Woman killed

in city hall
LOWELL (AP)-Police reported yester-

day that a young woman was found beaten

to death in a stairwell at City Hall.

In a separate incident, a youngster was
found dead in an abandoned factory

building.

Patrolnmn John Clarke, on routine patrol

yesterday morning found the body of

Patricia S. Richard, 23, of Lowell in a

stairwell at City Hall, according to Sgt.

John E. Sullivan. He said the wonian had

been beaten to death.

Sullivan said no motive had been

established, and no arrests made.

At 4:30 p.m., police were called to an

abandoned industrial complex on Bridge

Street, where they found to body of Mat-

thew Ventura, 13, of Lowell.

According to Sullivan, the victim, along

with a brother and a friend, apparently

climbed a fence surrounding the complex

and then went up a fire escape to the fifth

floor of the building. Matthew then slid

down an idle conveyer belt, and dropped

about 50 feet to the ground.

Sullivan said the youngster was pro-

nounced dead on arrival at Lowell General

Hospital.

X-rated theater

is gutted by fire

BOSTON (AP) A smokey blaze upsUged

the X rated movie at the Scene Theater in

the Combat Zone, and authorities say the

fire may have been set.

No injuries were reported in the Saturday

morning blaze, which forced fire officials to

close the theater in the city's seedy por

nographic district.

Firefighters were hampered by cold

weather, which turned the spray from

hoses into ice that coated the fire trucks and

ladders.

Fire Commissioner I^eo D. Stapleton said

the fire started on the top floor of the five-

story structure hou.sing the theater and

spread so quickly that firefighters were

ordered out of the building shortly after

they arrived.

The fact that the upper stories of the

building were boarded up hindered access,

Stapleton said, adding the cause fo the fire

"is regarded as suspicious at the moment."

Officials estimated the damage at % 100.000.

As water cascaded from the building,

workers at the Intermission Lounge next

door waited for a chance to move equipment

from the nightclub, but Stapleton told them

it would not be safe to do so for a while.

a Sing
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' anTN THIS COUPON
,
*1 l.B» WITH SHAMPOO '

: A BLOWDRY I

Expire* 2/28/85 C
j

PUaac I'mU For A|>potnla>csl

Styles bv Deborah
66 Unlv»r»it¥ Drive

A«nl>«rst. MA S49-M10

Get a jump on Valentine s

Day Send the FTD-

Flower Basket " Bouquet

a few days early Beautiful

flowers in a ceramic

basket accented

with pink hearts Call

your no Florist

today Because this

IS one basket you

don t want to miss

Valentine's Week is February 8-14.Vm^ /'

Th« FTO Flowei Baskpl ' Bouquet is usually *ss Ihar »?2 50

As independent reta.le.s Members ol the fTO f total Netwo-k

set then ov«n pr.ces Servce charges and delfwwy may

be additional

. Registered t-ademart o( florists Trarsworld Delivery Associa^on

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Values like you've never seen

before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

SCOTT
35 watt per channel

Amplifiers $259.95 value
$49.95

Bubble Bubble Toil
aiid Trouble Away!

;)(with a Hot Tub Special
'^

at Utopia Spas

I

1

One Hour Hot Tub
.^ only $6.50 per person

anytime Mon-Tues-Wed

kO \
B®st Rate In the Valey

(IJjtopia Spas
175 University Dnve Amherst

(413)253 7727

Jet Tour Daytona Beach
March 16-23

$279. + $59. tax and service

Includes:

R.T. Jet Directly to Daytona

8 days, 7 nights Hotel at Quality Inn Reef

located directly on the beach.

Optional Kitchenette, Walt Disney World, Epcot Ctr.

and nightclub tour.

Discount Books Available

Welcome Party

Fort Lauderdale $279.

+ $59. tax and service

also available

TOWN TOURS & TRAVEL
482 Main St., Maiden, MA 02148

«1-?W?
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RUSSIAN CONVERSATION HOUR Will be held every

Monday afternoon for Russian speaking students. 3:30-

5:00 pm. Herter 400.

BUTTERFIELD ARTS GROUP MEETING General

meeting to discuss new ideas for arts events and

workshops for Central Area. Get involved with BAG.

Newcomers welcome! 7:00 pm. Butterfield Lounge.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD Second

meeting of the semester. Come and share your views and

opinions on the activities and policies of the Health Center.

5:30 pm. University Health Center Rm 202.

{Monday, February 11, 1985

SORORITY RUSH INFORMATIONAL MEETING A

short meeting defining "rush" for all University Women. A

viable alternative for you to explore. 6:30. Mon. Lounge

Webster Dorm, Tues. Music Rm-Lewis Dorm, Wed. Main

l>ounge Van Meter.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB MEETING The CouncU of

Undergraduate Students in Psychology wiU hold its first

meeting. 6:00 pm. Tobin 304

GENERAL MEETING The UMass Republican (Tub will

have its first meeting of the semester. Mon. 8:00 pm. CC

904

WMUA STATION BODY MEETING Important Elections:

Program Director. Music Director Public Affairs Director.

New members Welcome. 7:00 pm. Rm 168 CC.

Monday. February 11, 19651

WERE A
GROWING
COMFVU^
WITH A BIG
REPUTATION

That isn't surprising when you consider we're the world

leader in monolithic data conversion circuits and other

special purpose devices for measurement and control.

Our plan is to retain a small company environment,

even as we increase in size from our current base of

$300 million, because we believe it's the best way to

nurture the entrepreneurial spirit responsible

for our success.

If visibility and professional recognition, state-of-the-art

technical challenges, and continuing growth projections

of 25-30% a year add up to the environment you

envision for your career, see your Placement Office to

arrange a discussion with one
of our representatives.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14th

For further information, write to:

Analog Devices

Manager, College Relations

Two Technology Way
Norwood, MA 02062

ANALOG
DEVICES
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Out in the cold

Frozen, frustrated and angry describes

how we felt Friday night. We were two of a

crowd anxiously awaiting the last run of

the PVTA bus in Amherst Center. After

waiting a half hour in temperatures below

(y we decided to start walking down North

Pleasant Street towards UMass. As we ap-

proached the comer of Fearing and North

Pleasant Streets we spotted the North

bound Campus Shuttle bus starting to pull

into the bus stop. Frantically waving the

bus driver down, we ran across the street

through green light traffic to reach the bus

in time. As we passed in front of the bus to

reach the doors before they shut, the bus

attempted to leave. While still inside the

area, the driver stopped the bus and refus-

ed to open to doors stating "I can't", and

went warmly on his way.

We feel that the bus driver acted pooriy

under the circumstances - last run, below

temperatures, etc. . . If he had better

things to do in the time it would have taken

him to open the door, then maybe he should

consider another type of employment.

After all, doesn't the PVTA exist to

serve the public?

Marcy Buy
Renee Baribeau

Southwest

For the record

With respect to the article last week on

Dr. Masuyama's and my research on the

long term genetic effects from the

Nagasaki atomic bomb, some points should

be corrected. The A-bomb (called "Fat

Man") was detonated 500 meters above

Nagasaki and not 80 Kilometers! The

primary blast, fire and radiation effects

were restricted to an area less than 3

kilometers in diameter, not 80 kilometers

(which is approximately 50 miles!). And

finally, Dr. Masuyama and I are not fun-

ding this research out of pocket, I am often

desperate for research funds but have not

yet reached that point.

Edward J. Klekowski

Botany Professor

Dow way off base
Progressive, peaceful change in South

Africa would be fine if it were at all likely

to occur; which it isn't. The whites in the

government of South Africa are not will-

ing, and have no intention of giving power

to black South Africans nor are they will-

ing to give any meaningful power to the

Hindus or the people they call "Cape Col-

oureds."

Perhaps Peter Dow's {Collegian Thurs

day) view of South Africa as a "utopia" has

blinded him to the realities of the place. Or

perhaps he has forgotten to ask the ques-

tion; "What have the minor improvements

that have recently occurred in South Africa

been an improvement to?"

Dow states that the blacks of South

Africa "enjoy a level of economic and

physical well being unmatched...." He
however neglects to note that blacks are

restricted in what jobs they are legally

allowed to hold and by law earn on average

16 times less than a white doing the same

job. Under such conditions an extra buck

an hour would be a big improvement.

As to physical well being, blacks in South

Africa may still be stopped at any time by

any white and forced to show their pass

which identifies them and states where

they are allowed to be, work, and live. They

can also be arrested and imprisoned

without trial for any reason or no reason at

all. Just last year several black miners

were shot to death by whites for protesting

inhuman conditions at their workplace. The

whites who shot them were not even

policemen and yet were still not charged

with any crime. So much for physical well

being and trade union rights.

The question of education in South

Africa is an interesting one. In 1973 the

average amount spent on black education

was $9.00 (in South African currency) the

average amount spent on a white child's

education was $180.00 per term. At the

rate of growth that Dow mentions, the

amount spent on black education would

have to grow quite a long time before it

was even acceptable let alone equal.

Dow may see great improvement in

South Africa but I do not. As a friend of

mine put it "It's a lot like going to a coun-

try where genocide is being perpetrated

and applauding because torture is down 30

percent that week. It's not enough Dow,

not nearly enough.

George W. Claxton

Anthropology Professor

OPINION
The op.n.ons on this page are those o» the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessanlv reflect

the views of the CMt§imK or the Umversitv unless otherwise noted

An award-winning speech
Wednesday night thousands of television

viewers saw one of the finest acting perfor-

mances of a lifetime. In a one-man show en-

titled. "The State of the Union or How I

Lied Through My Teeth to the American

Public", Ronald Reagan gave a virtuoso

performance of deceitfulness and dishones-

ty. The show, a forty minute monologue

consisting of half-truths and pieces of

misinformation, aired at nine o'clock on all

three networks.

Too bad this wasn't just another made-

for-TV movie; this was real life!

Issue by issue Reagan either really didn't

know what is actually hap})ening in the

world or he just decided to ignore reality.

Time and time again he portrayed himself

as a "savior" of the poor and impoverish-

ed, when he is actually a "messiah" of the

rich and famous. He claime<i that his is an

administration concerned with the people

of developing nations when it is actujilly

one concerned with American corporate in-

vestments in the countries of the Third

World. Finally, he asserted that in the last

four years his presidency has encouraged

peace and stability, when actually it has

done little for Soviet-American relations

and has constantly resorted to "gunboat

diplomacy" as its only tool.

In reference to his proposed fiscal year

1986 budget, he said "...the social safety

net for the elderly, needy, disabled and

unemployed will be left intact." What
.social safety net is he talking about? Does

he mean the one that he has put so many
giant holes in. because of severe budget

cuts, that thousands of people fall through

it every year? He even admitted in his very

next breath that his plan includes cutting

back both Medicare and Medicaid. In other

words, if the poor don't fall through the

already gaping holes in this so-called safety

net. they will be fine as long as they don't

become ill or injured.

Later in the address. Reagan refered to

"our strides in civil rights." His ad-

ministration has no right to use any

possessive pronouns to describe any strides

Kevin Sweeney

in the struggle for human equality. It is an

administration which ignores civil rights

legislation and insults civil rights leaders.

"In the area of education." he stated,

"we're returning to excellence..." I guess

his concept of excellence in education is

cutting financial aid so that the poor and

middle-class cannot afford institutions of

higher learning.

These were only a few of the many times

he told half-truths about domestic issues.

Yet his statements about international af-

fairs were even more ludicrous.

"Since 1981, we have been committ^nl to

seeking fair and verifiable arms
agreements that would lower the risk of

nuclear war and reduce the size of nuclear

arsenals." This is certainly a new one to

me. How could he have been working on

any kind of agreement if didn't even make
one sincere attempt to talk with the Soviets

in the first three and a half years of his

presidency? Rather than work for a stable

world ()eace. he had resorted .several times

to name calling, referring to the Soviet

Union as the "Evil Empire."

Later he commented, "There are more

than three billion human IxMngs living in

Third World countries, with an average per

capita income of 650 dollars a year. Many
are victims of dictatorships that im-

{Kjverish them with taxation and corrup-

tion." This is perhaps one of the only true

facts he used in the entire address. Yet he

went on to ignore the fact that those op-

pressive governments he referred to are

the same ones he supports economically

and militarily in nations like South Africa.

It is amazing how many untruths you

can fit into one sptH?ch. But I supfH)se if you

are a g(H)d actor, you can do anything con-

vincingly. Let's just hope we don't see you-

know-who at the Kmmy awards this year.

Kevin Siveeney is a Collegian Correspon-

dent.

Christianity is not just for fundamentalists

I am writing in response to the let-

ter/diatribe by my fellow-Christian, Rusty

Denton. In his defense of fundamentalism,

he overlooks a few rather important

details. Firstly, not "all Christians" believe

that only Jesus of Nazareth is the means of

experiencing God in an individual's life. We
don't really have any idea what Jesus

meant when he said that "none cometh to

the Father but by me", or even if he really

said it at all. Secondly, yes, God created

man and woman and made them a family

by adding Cain and Abel (and later, Seth).

Cain murdered his brother and then went

on (if we are forced into a literal interpreta-

tion) to sleep with Eve and thus pnxluce

more of the human race. Incest is not a

very pretty way to describe the origins of

the third-generation humans on this planet.

Secondly, being gay and a Christian

(don't shudder, it is possible) I can very

strongly say that my homosexuality has

not made my family or my family life

"disposable". My parents, even if unaccep-

ting of mv lifestvle. are still loving, caring.

and wonderful people. I have learned to

respect their problems with homosexuality

not because they condemn it, but because

they still love me and I them, in spite of

those problems. If you had your way, I'd

probably be forced into unnecessary

"therapy" and separated from my family

so that I wouldn't contaminate them. Don't

conde.scend, Denton. God is my God as well

as yours, just as the Republican Party is

mine as well as (unfortunately) Mr.

Falwell's. Thirdly, I am appalled that you

would blame John F. Kennedy's death,

rioting, the falling economy, and drug

abuse on the refusal of some people to

allow the intermingling of state and

Church. I always thought those things

were the fault of the Russians.

I am a Christian, not a fundamentalist.

Christ condemned the fundamentalists of

his own day, so I would walk very softly

when he comes back.

Michael L.

Northeast

Cerrato

Students should know how money is spent

The Collegian article Friday, on the in-

itiation of late night bus services by the

PVTA failed to mention how this service

was funded. Students should be made

aware that the UMass Transit Advisory

Board and the PVTA did not fund these

new routes, but that the service was, in

fact, paid for by the students themselves.

This was also the case with the Shoppers

Shuttle in service since January 1984. In

order to fund these extra buses, the UMass
Transit Advisory Board was granted

$3,500 by the Student Government
Association and received stnoroximately

$2,000 from the Graduate Student Senate.

These new routes would not have been

made possible without the support of stu-

dent government. We feel that students

should be aware of how their money is be-

ing spent, and hope that in the future finan-

cing of organizations and events be includ-

ed in all Collegian articles.

John Mooradian
SGA Treasurer

Dennis B. Martin Jr.

SGA Finance Chairman
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THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Values like you've never seen

before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

SHARP FRONT LOAD
VHS VCR's w/remote

$299.95

Ratford's 1984 "aptly ghastly"
Monday, February 11, 1985!

Collegian 9

1984
Directed by Michael Radford

Starring John Hurt, Richard Burton

Coming soon to a theater near you

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

Producer Simon Perry's 1984 has made the leap from

bookshelf to movie screen with grace and eloquence. This

is no mean feat in an era of such pointless cinematic idiocies

as last year's Children of the Com.

George Orwell's grim tale of the pleasureiess, police-

monitored life in the State of Oceania hits the screen with

despair intact.

Winston Smith (John Hurt) appears to be like everyone

else; a law abiding drone. He works in a factory like office,

doctoring old news stories, rewriting history for Big

Brother. He does state-required calisthenics before the

two way telescreen in his dingy concrete room. He even

represses his fascination for an intriquing fellow citizen

(Suzanna Hamilton).

Eji!gtiEjM£5
Balloon Delivery Service

^balloon bouquets

'singing telegrams

belly dancers

However, Winston is committing thoughtcrime. not just

sucking down the governmental Pablum. as evidenced by

his covert diary. And when Julia slips him a note -"I

LOVE YOU" we know it's just a matter of time until all

hell breaks loose.

The couple meets in the country, away from the relentless

chaperoning telescreens. The dismal, dark gray and

brown tones of the film dissipate, giving way to a lush

springtime scene, packed with color and passion.

Winston and Julia continue their love affair in a rented

room above a dusty antique shop in the proletarian neigh

borhood , a slum where the "scum" enjoy the unpatirotic

pleasures of singing and sex.

John Hurt is perfect as the fearful but questioning Smith.

He haunts the film like a reluctant ghost. And Suzanna

Hamilton's blunt, sturdy and rebellious Julia is beyond

reproach.

In his last role before he died. Richard Burton is won

derful as O'Brien, the seemingly sympathetic ad

ministrator who eventually betrays Winston.

A few things that grated: although frank nudity was

acceptable in the context of the film, there was a

preponderance of female nudity, (namely Hamilton's),

while Hurt got to hide under the covers most of the time.

Not fair.

Also, the scene in which O'Brien brainwashes Winston,

although well acted and aptly ghastly, is so long and

drawn out that we were tortured as well.

But on the whole. 198Jt is a magnificent film, eerily

produced at the time and place Orwell envisioned the

story: in London, in the spring of you guessed it 1984.

It is a thoughtful and artistically-crafted movie with a

timely message. It's worth your time, energy, and money.

And that's no doublespeak.

\or

CALL to ordtr 5U9-1**30
2"° floor CarriM* Shops 233 N. Pltaaant ADherst
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Guess Who's Coming
To Campus?

Representatives from Walt Disney World Co. will be

on campus Tuesday, February 19, 1985 and Wednes-

day, February 20, 1985 recruiting for the Summer and

Fall sessions of the Walt Disney World College Pro-

gram. Leisure Studies students and Hotel /Restaurant

and Travel Administration students who are in-

terested in co-op should contact the office of

Cooperative Education at 545-2224 for further infor-

mation.
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You'll find it at

Cartur'sAllNew ^^

Happy Hour

Free Buffet!

4^ and 9-^^

Monday thai Friday^

Tacos___

Chicken Wings__

Pizza

VegiDippe"^

^yiunchMunchMore'.

CARBUR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

.il III.! Urmvood, Rl H.iillcy. MA (-413) SH6-1'I7R
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ARTS
artslines
Jasper Johns
Savarin, 1978

Color monotype
26" X 19V2"

Collection of the Whitney Museum

of American Art, New York

A, vyeekly listing of arts happenings

in the Five College area, printed every

Monday in the Collegian. To get your
event listed, send press information to

the Collegian Arts department at least

one week prior to performance.

night in the Hampshire College EHning

Commons, b^inning at 8:30 pm. Headlin-

ed and coordinated by June Millington, the

concert also features the music of Adrienne

Torf, Toshi Reagon, Leah Kunkel, Laura

Anderson, and Viki Maureen (interpreting

for the hearing impaired). Tickets are $4

$7 and may be purchased at the door.

Reservations and information can be ob-

tained by calling 584-2637 or 549-4600 ext.

540. Childcare will be provided and both

the hall and bathrooms are wheelchair ac-

cessible.

The Second Five Colle^ Orchestra

Soloist competition finale will be held at 8

pm on Friday in Bezanson Recital Hall at

the Fine Arts Center. At this finale,

soloists who have passed through the

preliminary audition will present full con-

certos with piano accompaniment before a

live audience and a jury of outstanding

musicians from the Five College area and

Boston. The public is invited to this recital-

finale of exceptional young performers

from the Five Colleges participating in this

collaborative program.

The University of Massachusetts annual

Student Dance Concert will be presented at

8 pm Thursday through Saturday in

Bowker Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall.

This year the choreographers are senior

dance majors who will be presenting their

senior projects. The concert is produced by

dance majors and is under the direction of

senior Yolanda Daelemans. Tickets are

available at the Fine Arts Center box office

(545-2511) as well as at the door.

Crescendo Productions will present a

unique Valentine's Day Dance Thursday

The Da Capo Chamber Players will pre-

sent the seventh Music at Amherst Series

concert this Friday at 8:15 pm in Buckley

Recital Hall, Amherst College. The pro-

gram will include works by Joan Tower,

Lili Boulanger, (George Perle, and Olivier

Messiaen. Admissions to the concert is

with series ticket. Individual tickets at a

cost of $8 ($5 for students and senior

citizens) will be available at the door one

hour prior to the performance and can be

reserved by calling 542-2195.

Smoldering interruption

Chen & Dancers, an Asian-Amencan

modern dance company, will perform at

Smith College's Hallie Flanagan Studio

Theater this Saturday at 8 pm. Presented

as part of the East Coast Asian Students*

Union 1985, the conference is free and

open to the public, but seating is limited.

The current faculty exhibit "Anything

(}oes" will be on display at the Student

Union Gallery through Friday. The Gallery

is open weekdays from 11-4 pm. This ex-

hibit represents an unusually fine quality of

work in mixed media produced by area

faculty from outside Art Departments.

•-!<>
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9pm
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popcorn, and tod*.
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Car
Truck

»

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt.63No.Anfiherst

S49-2880

and lots of other good stuff at

Downtown Amhtrit Daily X>- 6. Sun. 12 -5

An exhibition ofRECENTMONOTYPES including the work of Richard

Bosman, Martha Diamond, Mary Frank, Jasper Johns, and Michael

Mazur will be on view at the University Gallery, University oi

Massachusetts through March 15, 1985.

Navy
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the world at what they do
. . . they have to be

It takes a special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

world's most sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's

no room over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Representa-

tive that will be in the Campus Center on February 1 2 or

call collect (5 1 8) 462-61 19.

Minority Students Encouraged to Appy

Navy Officers Get ResponsibDity Fast

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. TTie Navy's

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.
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nslVENTORY REDUCTION
SALE

CuNFIbUP.HT ION b

sale

price 2417.50

LIST PRICE
%433'5.0

PC 100
MONO MOf ilTOP

KEYBOARD
MODEM
POLY COMM.
-ELECT

' 'Bm'oI
'

CP t'1 dO ot'

CABLE

CONFlbURATION

pl^e 2090.00

LIST PRICE
^4180 .

UT 180
POLY COMM.
SELECT
MULT I -PLAN
MBasic

^ ALL CONFIGURATIONS hRE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
k ALL CONFIGURATIONS ARE ONE OF A KIND
k ONLi STORE STOCK A'AlLABLE AT THESE REDUCED PRICES
^ SALE LIMITED TO STUDENfS, STAFF, AND FACULTY OF THE

S COLLEGES

50%
LIST PRICE

CONFIGURATION 1

ptr"4549"56
LIST PRICE
^9099.00

PCIOO
COLOR MONITOR
KEYBOARD
NBAS I

C

SELECT
MULT I -PLAN
CABLE
CP/M 80/86
GRAPHICS BOARD
POLY COMM
DUAL FLOPPY
MODEM
LA50 & KIT

CONFIGURATION 4

price 2682.50

LIST PRICE
^5365.00

DECMATE I I

MONO MONITOR
KEYBOARD
MODULES
CP/M OPT.
MULT I -PLAN
NBAS I

C

CONFIGURATION 5

"s;re"4442.5b
price

LIST PRICE
^8885. 00

PRO 350
MONITOR
KEYBOARD

, PRO BASIC
i MODEM
N INCHESTER DRIUE

I

ADDITIONAL PACKAGES A^^-'AILABLE

LAI i< STARTER KIT - LIST ^1754.0
SALE ^ 877.0

LQP02 S< STARTER KIT + SHEET FEEDER
LIST ^4799.0
SALE ^2399.00

LAI 00 LIST $1595. 00 -SALE * 797. 50

CM/M- LIST $250.00 - SaLE $125.0
MONO MONITOR - LIST *325 SALE $162
NBAS I C - LIST $250 - SALE $125

LOCATED IN THE

STORE HOLfRS:

MONDAY - FR I ['AY

9am . - 5PM .

-.aTURDAy IOhM.- 3Pf'

campusCe^'ter

^.UNIVERSITY
^^STORED

Ethiopian 'nightmares'

haunt social worker
BOSTON (AP) — A Winchester social worker and 1970
UMass graduate who was drawn by reports of famine to
her native Ethiopia said yesterday she was unprepared for
what she saw when she returned last month after a 10 year
absence.

"I still have nightmares." said Enku Kebede, 36, who
spent five weeks in the African nation. She said she is

going back this week for a three-month stay to evaluate a
United Nations resettlement project for famine victims
and to help establish an orphanage.
"I saw a mother who was carrying her infant child, who

died in her hands," said Ms. Kebede, a state social worker
who handles child abuse cases.

"She was crying, a sQent cry. You could see her tears
falling. She couldn't move, she couldn't go to bury her
child. She sat there for hours without moving.
"I still wake up dreaming about one of those things." Ms.
Kebede said in a telephone interview.

Ms. Kebede left Ethiopia in 1970, graduated from the
University of Massachusetts, earned a graduate degree at
Harvard and is a United States resident.

AP Ijuerphuti)

SPLASHIN* AMONG THE FLOES-Jack Tuite,
78, a retired firefighter from Waltham, finishes
his daily dip in 30-degree water off Quincy's
Wollaston Beach.

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85
THE BEST HOTELS

THE BEST PARTY BUSES
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES
Don't be fooled by

the other trips on campus

??7???7??77?7????
ASK IF THEIR HOTELS ARE
ON THE STRIP FOR $129

ASK IF THEIR BUS PRICES
GO UP IF THERE IS NOT
40 PEOPLE IN IT.

ASK FOR THEIR EXACT
FLIGHT ITINERARY

WHAT AIRLINES?

WHAT AIRPORTS?
INCLUDING TRANSFERS?
WHAT ARE THE FLIGHT #'s?

HOW LONG ARE THE
LAYOVERS?

77777777777777777
DOIMT TAKE

CHANCES WITH YOUR
SPRING BREAK 85
GO DOWN WITH THE
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union 545-3437

MAS* A^«»OVeD m«>gCTH>W tTOTKHt

,^ffi'^'

MA Sal«« Tan Extra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
fuK ServK* r»t Store

ra SundOTtand IW . No *««m>»i MA
Acrow tront Watroba s Stme

AK-VWA-MC M9-4704

Automobile fines

build scholarships
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students who pay parking

tickets or traffic citations may be indirectly reimbursed by

a UMass scholarship.

Last year, campus police distributed about 57,000 parking

tickets and traffic citations. Between $200,000 and

$400,000 are collected each year from these tickets,

I..awrence Holmes, assistant director of UMass Public

Safety, said.

F'ines are collected in Hampshire District Court and
turned over to the Bursar's Office,

Holmes said the money is then put into a Traffic Fines

Scholarship which gives awards to about 400 students each

year, said Jackson, director of the financial aid office.

"It's a need-based scholarship for in-state and out-of-state

students." Jackson said. He said the scholarship account

has accumulated money for over 10 years, enabling the

financial aid office to give away about $400,000 each year.

There are 26 kinds of parking violations and about 100

kinds of traffic violations ranging from speeding to driving

without a license or a registration. Parking tickets range
from $5 to $10 while moving violations range from $20 to

$100, Holmes said.

C'ampus police issue more speeding tickets than any other

kind of citations. Holmes said. "They're given out to

improve the safety on campus and to reduce the risk of

traffic accidents," Holmes said.

Students can pay their tickets to the campus police or
directly to the Bursar's office.

The University does not have to pay a processing fee to

Hampshire District C>)urt. unlike cities, towns and
municipalities. He said the University and the court

worked out an agreement to send the money directly back
to the Bursar's office many years ago.

BOOK SALE
20% OFF Reg. Prices

on all books

Feb. 14, 15, 16, and 17

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP

Carriage Shops

Amherst
10:30-5 M-S

Sun 12-4 549-6052

THE I RADITION CONTINUES
Values like you've never seen

before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

$1200!!! Pair of

EPI 3.0 II speakers

$99.95 ea.

adirondack music

1% Emi PiMMnI Si

AmtwrtI MA 01007

14131 »3 3ioa

¥^ -¥•¥¥-¥-¥¥¥-¥•-¥-¥ -^ -¥^¥
SENIORS!

It's painless and takes only a few
minutes! For SENIOR PORTRAIT
appointments or re-scheduling: call

545-2874 or stop by INDEX, 103 CC.

DO IT NOW!

FREE '82 yearbook with every sitting!

(there will be a $2.00 sitting fee)

TT^
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TOC Lounge
Happy Valentines Day

This Week Feb. 10-16 Join Us For

''LEVERS DELIGHTS"
featuring

Xj,/\.« IjOVrli^ " bourbon, banana liquor

& pineapple juice

I- BREAKERS - mm. ch«rry br»ndy
sour mix & gnntAme

SICILIAN KISS - southern comfort

b. uneretto

,

ONLY - $L75

Look for
the

-NEW MUNCHIE
FOOD MENU''

Lovers,

let us serenade

you with our

ENTERTAINMENT
Tues. -John Cruz 9 pnri

Fri. - John Cruz 4-7 pm
Fri. - Kate McGarry 9 pm

Sat. - John Cruz 9 pm

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11

is the last Jay that Undergraduate

and Continuing Education students

may drop courses without record.

It is also the last day to submit

pass/ tail c:)ption forms.

For more into call TIPS & ask tor

tapes 1006, 1032.

INFORMATION DATABANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

We've Got
What You Need!

The HP-llC and The HP-15C
From Hewlett-Packard

We've got two powerful, sophisticated calculators that

answer your scientific and mathematical needs. The

HP-llC and the HP-15C are Advanced Programmable

Scientific Calculators used worldwide by professionals

in engineering, science, navigation, research, and

statistics. Shouldn't you be using one now? Let us help

you decide today.

HP-llC HP-15C
ITAaI HEWLETT
%!:ui PACKARD

Monday-Friday 9.00-5:00 ^/ffSX^S^^
Saturday 10:00-3:00 JJ^glSTOKJS W

BLACK HISTORY
MONTH
1985

Monday, February 11, 1985

Event:

Lecture by Paul Robeson Jr.

Topic:

What Happened to the Civil Rights

and Black Power Movements

8 PM
Campus Center Auditorium

FREE
Sponsor: Afrik-Arn

For more information [>I<;j. < < ;i.ll r>4r)-:ifi03

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

/ mi5t$RaANPH£iuy./ynp
I'MABOAKPAKC-mUJrrH

V X 5BNAJ0RsJAKB6ARN/bHB
• ~^' PflBmRE5F(».HI5UFC0M-

\
IH6 MISSIONONUSmCB

smme.

QfiFN.HOSmMeeRTO \|

miHINSVieOKXBiy B^/Bf^

SINCaNA5ACW5a7HB52- *

iBAft^-OLPsPMs cof^rme
CHAIRMAN VdBTHaRRST
NON-ASmONAUTNSmce. .-_a.

AFTBRMONTHSCF1R1IN6K)HNP
SOMElhlNe R)R.HiMT0PO, NASA
HAS FINALVi Pe^l6NflW6ARNA
SfKB9CM£Se>Sf>£aAU9r HISMAIN

milULLBtVTHROUIPONRSQUiST
QUAUfltD^

^ HefiBTO..

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
sominLATE
•'eeNBML HOSFTTAL"

mSCN. HfMiA POIH',

BLOW0 7

OH.

COULPNr

W/5 mORNlUG, Pi

pRUb - CMzep -fmi's anc^l
-

ATE MY MATme5i Mite
tME K€»r A/. POUNSTAlRf)

VU/IKHN6 im imosexiM
CfANeMAK/N-me
\NBKjm'ROOM

—

^

saaL.

met.
eOTA

aUMATE^

iSF He
WibHE
'dTKANbCeP
OAKLANP"

mJSTBt
ANOLPSfWrS
exPKetsioNft^l

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

^0S£5

USUAL

U^\A55

Ge-TSA*
3'0G>!

WHOAi e>.60Beer CUB6S
/A/vJD-rOFU.X (^ETreR /^o\,e

XT5 COrJrVA &£ PACKED

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

(br-eens,... clean lines'i)

This ^tt<: Yeast re's
political irv^Aoe ... f\Ot

'^ • ^

< ^

1

<-'I^Oh! a radical re-forrv^-

Politics is i>» ordeC'- ^^
5^1^ dowo -t-o beauTa-

GORDY By Gorde

\

HI Howey, IM Home.

"J^ ''^Htec Awv FooO OP

COLD 8££« "J THE PRitXif V

HUH? ^^° ^*^ VoM^

IH Sotf / ©Li"'^ ^'•'^ MOST

et MtJsrAict»J.TH»S Room

t/lT OyjJ TrtAT SAM6 OocX?

WHVrp youRE

/
Weather

TODAY: Sunny, around 40. TONIGHT:
Cloudy, temps drop to 20s. TOMORROW:
Clouds, chance of snow or rain (ugh!). High

:|e around 35.

Today's

D.C menu

-¥^^ -¥^ -¥'-¥' -¥^

LUNCH
Turkey Wvan

Deli Ham on Water Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Roast I'ork/dravy, Spiced

Apples

Stir Fry Beef and

Vegetables, Silver Palate

Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/Mushroom

Sauce
Baked Cod with Lemon

Wedge

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
(dtird b> Irudr Michrl Jaffr

ACROSS

5 Bibii'-ai to*e'

10 Key pie

14 Cooi'iio

emanation
15 E«riibil feeling

16 Crocus
17 Ancient Asian

18 Wickedcily ot

Bibiicsi times

19 King

20 5«*imming site

22 Mandann
24 Count the days

25 Uppity
individual

26 VrfhitepopU's

29 RecHless

33 Badminton and
coquet

34 Post

35 Slangy ending

36 Doctrine

a Maying no
sense

30 Ga s neighbor

39 Kitchen need
41 Part o< a pas

de deu«
42 Culinary

mtnture

44 Early

Amenr'.ans

46 Martians e g
4/ Discretion

4B Greet< com
49 Palatable

pastry

52 Cootiout

56 The Last

Picture

57 Ancient name
for Morris

59 Talk nonsense
^,'l Favorite

42 Across

61 Made public

62 SteinbecK

character

63 Choir specialty

64 Rector s

residence

65 Beauty shop
purchases

3 Ihirst

quencher
4 Platform

Support

5 Brooms
6 Con—

(v»ith devotion)

7 Foretoken

8 DDE s

command
9 Thirst quencher
to Pleasing

11 Basic metal

12 Chinese
dynasty

13 Incline

Sideways, as

a si<i

21 Goes in haste

23 Casting device

26 Small Persian

rug

26 Payable
premiums

27 City on the

Rhine

28 Hill builder

29 Two are

belter than one

30 Liturgical veil

31 TheMan/^ith

out a Country

32 Eggs on

3« Stable sound
37 Refreshing

treat

40 Certain

Canadian

42 Careless

person

43 Airplane part

45 indo Chinese
language

46 Scrape

48 Desert

features

49 This to Juan
50 Buddy
51 Or>eiiindof

wolf

62 European
capital

53 Birthday treat

64 One of a group

65 Summers in

Paris

58 Actress Farrow

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

AlM IJAID t T E A

a

A M T

^ A t LE H A L V E P

T
A

YP R P t 1 T 1 N

Tf N E P 6 S 1 T N 5"

n t> $ OiIr UlS t L t

[JUL] UUCI ciQia. .

R S V PmLlAlSIHMEIT T A S

niiatin auciy aaiaa
aaa main aaa

1

1

Xt u s

u
P T A s

1

\\ M P OS 1 1 d N $ s p ^4
T p R E p s 1 T 1 H

'a r
?

1 h A 1 L A S N T

R Y r m[^iUllu N E G JjLU

DOWN
1 Relatives for

ohort

2 Notion, to

Pierre

1 ; ] 4

1

5 i J • i

1

10 1

1

17 13

14 15 It

17 11 u

TT^ 71 77 73

74 I 75 ^^B
t% r 71 71 }0 11 37

)3 I M

1
)

M |H V la M

n «• 41 4? 41

44 4i «t

41 I 4« I^^H
4« M 51 5? 53 M JS

M

1

sr M

1

5«

to • 1 i7

»3 M »S

. IM! •< 4i>tHr> linn S,a«rsw 2/iirts

)

I
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After Graduation

it's all

Multiple Choice

lExplore the Career Option}

I
selected by

1 17 U.Mass graduates

over the last 4 years.

I
Get the Facts

I Wednesday's Collegian

DELTA UPSILON
A HOME . . .

wl^ NOT JUST A HOUSE.

Home cooked meals by a Professional

chef! Above average academics/20

different majors, a real social life'

Friendships that last a lifetime'

Competitive intramural sports'

A clean and comfortable

living environment'

COME SEE US AND FIND OUT WHY
WE'RE DIFFERENTl

OPEN RUSH

I
Don't leave your Future I

I up to Chance. I

IHIIIIIIMIIIIIIIItlMllilliillllHIIHIiliilillllHIMIIiililllllliMHIililHIIillHIHUIIHillllll

GFOX

Tues, Feb. 12th

9 pm - 11 pm

778 N. Pleasant St

near Grad Tower
& NOPE Gym

549-3831

NE

[pujnDD
I
\M

BOOK
,(,."-

\
• v,\

\-M v\^
•^^

MANY OTHER TITLES

^^^^r
\

»•*«—•"<*-•»« ,i»-

URHAhJUl

<§;,"-^^^

» inaiiir ^

±

A Treasury of

Peter Rabbit and

other stories by

Beatrix Potter Gr.
/

The World Atlas

of Golf

13.98

/''«&' Coo,

LIMITED QTYS. ON ALL TITLES

Located

in the

Campus
Center

Store Hours:

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Monday, February 11. 1985

1

iCollegian v.

^^
'.r

Now's
the time

to c^...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst

tS49-2890Expert Repairs &
vReconditioning

College Basketball
^ - i i i^

Minutemen provingwho belongs where

You need a

summer job or

part-time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn

up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your
own hours.

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our
spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

JaHrey, NH 03452
603/532-4416

It's been, to say the least, surprising.

When the season started the University of

Massachusetts basketball team was picked

to come in last by the Atlantic 10 coaches.

The loss of center Edwin Green and
leading-scorer John Hempel were supposed

to signal another down year for the

Minutemen.
Those same coaches are nov/ looking up

at Ron Gerlufsen and Conpany. UMass,
11-10 overall, sits at 7-5 in the league and

solidly in third place with George
Washington. They own sweeps of St.

Bonaventure (a one-point loser to number-

one St. John's) and Rhode Island, a three-

game win streak and a lot of new-found

respect.

The Minutemen have also, for the first

time since 1977, taken two straight on the

road. All this with a 6-5 center.

Or does it? UrJtnown, app)arently, to the

rest of the A- 10 coaches, UMass has a solid

team. At 6-5. Horace Neysmith can play

with any big man. Bobby Braun, despite

not being able to leap over the Sunday
newspaper, is averaging close to ten re-

bounds a game, guards Carl Smith and

Donald Russell are good outside shooters

and clutch performers, and freshmen

L«orenzo Sutton and Matt Ryan have pro-

vided valuable minutes and points.

The biggest tasks lay ahead. UMass is

one the road at St. Joseph's on Thursday.

The Hawks are 6-6 in the league and play-

ing well. Powerhouses George
Washington, West Virginia and Temple in-

vade the Springfield Civic Center after

that. The next four games decide who does

what, plain and simple.

The Atlantic 10 tournament winner gets

an automatic berth into the NCAA tourna-

ment. Temple, despite its impressive 17-3

record, needed a last second shot by Howie

Evans to get by St. Bonaventure. The Owls

Psttr Abraham

aren't a sure bet. Any one of six teams, and

that includes UMass, has a legitimate shot

at getting the championship and berth. It is

possible.

So why are there no people at the Spr-

ingfield games? Who knows? UMass is cer-

tainly exciting. Witness Smith's last-

second heroics against the Bonnies and

Fenn State this past week. Maybe the

latest wins will serve notice to what has

been a lazy student body. Let's hope so,

because a 16-12 record isn't out of the ques-

tion. Add a few wins in the A- 10 tourna-

ment, even with a loss, and 18-12, 17-13

may get an NIT berth. Maybe I am dream-

ing, but at least this season it is possible,

not like the past few years when being com-

petitive was good enough. Look, if you

can't go to your college's basketball games

and at least hope, you've got no reason to

go. And thanks to 14 gutsy kids who didn't

listen to the polls and a coach who wouldn't

let them, there is hope again at UMass.

STATISTICS DEPARTMENT-Donald
Russell, after combining for 13 points in

two games, has 43 in the last two UMass
wins. He needs only 33 points to catch Mike

Pyatt on the UMass all-time scoring list.

UMass has signed 6-5 swingman Beatle

Brown of Baltimore to a scholarship.

UMass won two games with Neysmith

averaging only 8.5 points. So much for my
"As Ho goes..." theory. But he still did all

the other things very well (rebounding,

passing, defense, etc.) Take Georgetown

and give as many as six tonight, Villanova

won't rebound after St. John's and from

what I saw Saturday in the Garden, G-town

has returned.

sports lnfnnn«ti<in Phol'i

UMass' Donald Russell broke out of his slump

with 43 points in the last two games.

• Women Gymnasts down Springfield

Atlantic 10 Standings

1.

2.

3.

Temple 11-1, 16-3

West Virginia 10-2, 13-7

MASSACHUSETTS 7-5, 11-10

3.

5.

5.

7.

George Washington 7-5, 12-7

Rutgers 6-6. 10-10

St. Joseph's 6-6, 10-10

St. Bonaventure 3-8, 9-11

7. Penn State 3-8, 7- 13

9.

IC

Duquesne 3-9. 7-13

. Rhode Island 1-11.7-14

fm -#- ^^ 1 ^-M

Semle took second

with a 51.30. Steve Moreau
of UNH followed his

teammate with a first in the

200 yard backstroke with a

2:04.46. Surette followed

him closely with a 2:04.88.

Donovan illuminated the

pool once agian with his

record-breaking 4:40.30 in

the 500 yard freestyle. He
was followed over 18

seconds later, bv Hugo
Phillip of UNH '

with a

4:58.67.-

The Minutemen diver came

back to prove themselves in

the three meter diving.

Mullen took first followed by

Bryant of UNH. raising the

score to 58-38.

With only two events left in

the meet, the Minutemen

took off. sweeping the 200

yard breast-stroke with the

team of Hoover. Fred

Marius and Chad Stalker.

The UMass 400 yard

frestyle relay teams blew

away the competition,

finished 12 with times of

3:23.67 and 3:28.74.

"We're not swimming as

well as we usually do right

now. They (the team) are

tapering off right now.

trafning for the New
Englands," Yarworth said.

The New Englands. Feb. 28

to March 2. are the high

point of the season and will

determine the overall

winners in the New England

conference. The Minutemen

have one final dual meet

before individual com
petitions. At 7 p.m. tonight,

they face Amherst College.

The weekend was also a

successful one for the UMass

women's Gymnastic Team,

as they prevailed over

Springfield College on

Friday. 160.75 158.45. and

then took second place in a

quad me*>t on Sunday. Both

meets were in Boyden Gym.
UMass scored 161.55 points

in the quad meet, behind

Temple's 172.70. Vermont

took third place, followed by

North Carolina State.

Sophomore Patricia

Camus tt>ok second place

all around in the meet

against Springfield .

"I feel more confident, and

continued from page 16

relaxed. I'm finally having

fun doing gymnastics,"

Camus said.

In the quad-meet, the

Minutewomen. 5 8, did

particularly well in the floor

exerci.se. scoring 42.55

points. Senior captain

Jennifer Pancoast went

from a disappointing per

formance on the balance

beam to the floor exercise,

where she .scored a team

high of 8.95.

(Collegian Correspondent

Anne Tauger also con-

tributed to this story, j

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
>!^*A -AJf,.?rTfT;HT-^ Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication aay

Come to collegian Office CC ^'3 8:4^3:45 Mon^-^^^^^^^
^^^ ^.^^^^^^ . p,,„, „„„i,er FREE

Cash in advance

AEROBICS

Oar in shape tha aarobic way Mon Tue

Thu 5:30-6 15 RacquWball and Fitn«$ Club

on Rte 1 16, nght attar the SurxJerland »<fln

Take Sun<»af1aod bus to the Ptumtrae Red

MOP Ca« 5«-«46 for fDoraVformation

AUTO FOR SALE

1t77 OWa Cutlaas Suprama. loeded Runt

great excellent condition t2900 2S3 5471

Plymouth Sateilite 1fT2 V^ angina m vefv

good condition little rust just inspected 1586

or BO call 253 7226 or 545-3146

II BAHAMAS II

You've seen our brochurae m every

classroom' Now's the time to act' Bahamas'

Special student rates' 256-1320, Taryn

hurry'

•ASS PLAYERS

aOO watt traynor amp for »12B Basa

cabinet w tyiro 15 inch speakers for »75 or

both for » 175 call 546^6692

BEST QUALITY RESUMES

Conaultation. praparation. adrtmfl. typ

mg. cover letter, reaume •"?^^,'«>«'»^'

design. Julio Giarrusao 413-256-6257

BOARDERS WANTED

Rooms avallabta for UMaas woman
which offers a 19 meel plan For 'po"'^"

caH Laura or llene at 5450162 or 546^2092

BOLTWbOD PROJECT

Boltwoo4 Projact info romiyiJ^ ^
12 Tue Fab 19 Rm 174 Wed Feb 20 Rm 18B

Wed Feb 27 Rm 186 Campus Center 7:00

PM

Tha Siatars and Pledgee of SDT

ENTERTAINMENT

Rach-A-Oisc. Rack A Video Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dances for housapartys, semiformals, cam

pus events 549 7144

FOR RENT

Rant single rooms at tin. ) 135 * util m
Greenfield w'other DM students Big home
20 mm drive call Jim 774-S831

Space evailabia in sorority house. For in

fo call 546^)046

Room In Cape Cod cottage for sumnriar

85 Call Chns 546-7930

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals:

W Yarmouth. Dennis largest inventory of

studio, 1, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom untts, direct

from o»»ners: 617 528-8300 or 617 771 2233

FOR SALE

DtgHal DacwrHar »»tth modem and tun box

of paper greet condition • great for Cyber

560 negotiable 549 S216

Pair of Rosslgnol Touring AR Cross

Country Sklis 190 cm , Exal 130 cm poles

and s«e 7 Tyrol Boots only used twice

75.00 firm Call anytime 546-1292

Studio Couch for sate good condition best

offer call 549-41S6

Bicycle for sale Schwinn Le Tour excaHant

condition asking »140 call 256-1318 after

6 00 PM
Soiid^mahogany fr apruce OuHd guitar

$326 586-7946 after 5 nagotiable

Bed for sale boxspring, frame, rtiattrass

»40 negotiable 649 1406

Largeet dorm size refrigerator

Cart>et like new call 866-4388

H'xIV

CANDYORAMS

.„„„ fw rouf Swaathaart Can

dygrams iponaofwJ by Sigrtw Dafta Tau »1

on sale St Campus Canter Concourse

EILEEN M

Congratulations on becoming

tietar of SOT Get oevched' Wa lova ya'

Cart>et like new

l^onths old^fiCA Terminal w/modem 6
monitor Excellent for Cyber. WOO neg

Pleaaa call Anne 549-6447 after 4 PM

Dorm alia refrigerators for sata 2 cu

and 5 cu. ft caH Jim at 253-9434

For sale Hockey Equip, Yamaha VP-04

turntable. Technics tuner amp, Dave

548-7626

FOUND

A ring di>wnstalfs in tha Campua Canter

February 7 caH 886-4680 to idantHy

FREE MEALSII

Eat restaurant quality food sociaNn with

fun people' And get paid »800 really' Yes'

Call Chef Jim Houston 545-2150 Apply now
while poeitions are awailable.

HEART EARRINOS

Hearts are Inl Pearl, sihrer ft crystal hearts

and DavKto's Garden of Beaden' CC Con
course k>ok for tfie red display board

HELP WANTED

llO-tSn waakly/up mailing circulars' No
bosaes/quotes' Sincerely intereeted rush

self addressed stamped envelope Oept

AN 7 P00910CEW, Woodstock. IL 80098

8CERA: Where It peys to learn Two days a

week, SCERA students meet and learn

political organiiir>g arid than apply tt>aee

skills to issues of concern to students

SCERA also has positions for the anti

racism team, the resource center of tf>e

SGA, and on the clerical support team 10

hrs/wk 9 3 36/hr for non-work study ar«l

work study undorgrads Applications and in

fo available at 420 Student Union weekdays

8 am 6 pm Applications due 2' 13 fl 5 pm
AA/EEO employer

Newspaper Delhrarars neadad In dorms.

No car needed Approx 1 hr/day 7 days per

Good pay CaH 253^7000

Overseas Jobs Summer, yr round

Europe, S Amer , AuWralia. Asia All fields

900-2000 r7>o Sightseeing Free mfo write

IJC. PO Box 52-MA 1 Corona Dal Mar, CA
92625

WMUA seeks secretary Must know how to

type end take shortfiand. 9 hours/wk Call

S86-7862 leave message^

Arrlines HlTlng. IM-iaS.OOO'
Stewardeese* Reservstionisti Worldwide'

Call for Guide. Directory. Newsletter

1.I916I 844 4444 x umessair

OaMvary Driver Monday Thursday Friday

hours 4^10 Amherst Pek 54S-6314

COUNSELORS ASSOCIATION OF IN

DEPENDENT CAMPS aaeka quaNfiad

counselors for 75 iWnber children's camps
in Northeast July and August Contact

Associa'.'On of ir>dependent Cemps IMAI 60

Madison Avenue. New York, New York

10010 (212) 679 3230 ^_
Union Program Council needs a

secretary Work study preferred Must be

able to type well Applications m 4060 Stu

dent Union

Cruisechipe"Hlring. t18-*30.00O' CarTT

bean, Hawaii. World Call for Guide. Oirec

tory. Newsletter l'(916l 944 4444 x

ufTtaascruise

on It The keys are imponam
Eric at 54^3348

I'lease cell

Mittens Sheepskin, Mvo tone brown,
lerge. wrth wool gloves inside Last seen m
Univ Store 2 '6 Pleeee. pleae return them

to CC Info Oeak. Please' Very bedly mieew)

TO ALL BUSINESS MAJORS Business
expenenc opportunities are available tor

Spnng 86 Positions is accounting and
marketing are open Responsibilrlies include

continued contact wrth stdueni controHed

busmessas and partticipation in group pro

cesses for more info and application come
to the Economic Oevelopmeni Office 409

Student Union Bklg Juniors preferred Ap
plication deedlir^ extended to Feb 12, 5:00

PM

M HOUR PARTY

Trouble finding flight to Ft Laudardelel

Come on down with us Round trip charter

bus from U Mass Only 199 Best Hotel ac

comodstions available Call Dean 253 9071

Kanny or Grad b49 6364 John 549 5353

INSTRUCTION

Know your car Basic automobile

workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2088

LOST

I loet e black wallet in tt>e Nevuman Center

area If found, please keep themoney and

retum documents Call 886-3996 Ask for

Oriando or leave a meeaaga

RawerdI For information leading to

recovery of black purse "kjet" 1/23 CaH

54*1879

REWARD! Brown/tan Skyr jacket kial 2/2

at Phi Mu Delta iTMttens, coke key ring m
pocket Pleeee call Laune 2S*«e7 Its cold

outsidei
"~ " on

at
Knitting matarial in Morrii N329

Wedneaday. Pabruary 6, Call Lisa

5464801 after 6:00

Leat a aw wf li»ya w«h an inaignia of an E

Would you like e delicious and expeosrve

alternative to the dinmg commons' Lambda
Chi Alpha offers professionally cooked

meals and a friendly atmosphere Call

2S3 9032 Ask *or Mark r>r leave * message

MONEY. MONEY. MONEY

Femele roommoted" wanted to ^eri'

bedroom in Brer>dyv«n« Apt call 549-628P

ask lor Micheie ______
Housemete wanted for three bedroom

house in Turners Fslls »1«0 par month plus

utilitiat Call Nick st 5^4298ick St 5^*29

ssJivmES

Skis tuned up - P tex, hot wex. flat file

1 day service caH now 2G6-0630 or 546-5757

we do an aweeome )0b

TRAVEL

«60 t REWARD Get the license plate I of

bright red arrtall car (possibly MustsngI Its

left front ferxler is danriaged and part of rts

grill IS gone If its the car that hit mine,

you re $50 bucks richer Call Jane or Kevin

256^)669

PCMONALS

Raglater by ne«n Fakraary S for Parform-
ir>g Arts Diviakx) music, tfwatar, danca in-

struction OW Chapel 546-0619

Rack-A'DIsc Rack A Video Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dances for houseparents. semiformals,

campus events 549 7144

PROFESSIONAL
TYPWra SERVICE

Cases. Papers, Dissertations,

on campus, very reliable, low rates, Nency
564-7884

ROOMS AVAILABLE

Spring Breek 86 at DAYTONA BEACH >l

7 nights end 8 days for or>ly 1219 00 fcr

mors information call Theresa 548-6625

SPRINQ BREAK MONTREAl-
WEEKENDS »49 00 plus ; 19 (M tax & ser-

vice Includes R T transportation m kjxury

temperature controlled motor coach 3

days, 2 nighu at Hotel Sherbourg in

downtown Montreal Feb 16-18. Mar 2-4.

Mar 9^11. Mar 16-18, Mar 23^26 Town
Tours ft Travel, 482 Main St . Maldan, MA
02140 3213983

Cbme back to^amaical Air fare 6 hotel

•447 incl everything Call Jeff 549-4762

Andy's Typln« Sarvtcaa 884-1000

VALENTINE'S DAY

Sand your Valentine a camatkxi

k>ok for our table m the

Campos Center Carnations 1.00
Namee will be in the Collegian

on Valentine s Day

Roema awaSaMa tar rant at a ooai of M06
for a semester Wa offer s friendly at-

nwsphere and social life along with an op-

tiortal board plan Call Lambda Chi Alpha.

263 9032 Ask for Mark or leave a mseaags

ROOM WANTED

Orad Art atudant naada taw ooai Mng
space S8S7533 aft 6 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Farrtale roommate wanted to share room
m Brinany Manor call 256-8837 after 5 PM

WANTED

Mana OoM* SkMM Hwt 10-12 can Bryant

64e44t«

WORK STUDY

VWaatarn Mm* Latkt AmaHeaw SolMarl-

ty Commlttaa has three poeHtons for eaaia

tant coordinators Indtviduals shouW have

good organisational sr>d communication

skills and be able to work without supervi-

sion Applicants may apply at Room 404

SUB Deedkne 1 5 Feb women and people of

cotor encouraged to epply WMLASC is

AA/EEO amptoyar
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SPORTS
Smith pulls win out in OT, 79-78
Last-secondjumper puts UMass

over .500, in third in Atlantic 10
By STEVE COOPERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

STATE COLLEGE. PA - When are

University of Massachusetts basketball

opponents going to learn?

When the Minutemen have the ball with

time running out and trail by a point, point

guard Carl Smith is going to drive the lane,

pull up and drop in a soft 10-17 footer.

He did it three times last year to win

games and once already this season, and

again Saturday night with a second to go in

overtime as the Minutemen came home
with a 79 78 victory over Fenn State.

The victory puts UMass over .500. 1110,

for the first time this late in a season since

1977. In »he Atlantic 10 conference UMass
moves : <. tie for third place with George

Washington at 7 5, also the best mark for a

UMass team, at this point, since 1977.

The winning basket made up for a pair of

missed free throws by Smith that would

have won the game in regulation with a

second left.

The Minutemen have now won seven of

their past nine and three straight. They
have already equaled last seasons number
of conference wins with six games to go.

Fenn State. 3 9 and 7 12. came back from a

14 point deficit to take a 78 73 lead on Tony
Ward's three-pointer with 2:48 to go in the

overtime.

Donald Russell then hit a jumper before

PSU's Mike Peapos missed a one and one.

Smith cut it to 78 77 with a hoop with 2:04

left. Penn State ran it down until the 0:17

point when Ix)renzo Sutton fouled Carl

Chrabascz.

The 6 8 forward missed, UMass called

time out with eight seconds to go and set up

Smith's game winner, a 17 footer from the

wing.

"We designed the play for Carl to go to the

jap of their zone like he did, but to kick it

back out to Russell." UM coach Ron

Gerlufsen explained. "But being the

competitor Carl is I'm sure he wanted to

redeem himself, and he did."

UMass took a 36 32 halftime lead behind

Russell's 11 points and 11 of 22 shooting.

The Nittany Lions climbed back into the

game behind Dwight Gibson, who came off

the pines to score 23 points, and tied it at 69
with 1:51 to go.

Paul Murphy gave Penn State its first lead

with two foul shots with 51 seconds left

before Sutton hit a layup. UMass called

time out and Ward fouled Smith with a

second left on a shot.

PSU coach Bruce ParkhUl called two time

outs and with the 2.622 in Recreation Hall

on their feet and screaming. Smith missed

both shots.

In the overtime, with center Horace

Heysmith out with five fouls and Bobby

Braun following just two minutes into the

extra period. UMass pulled together and

took the victory.

All five UMass starters were in double

figures led by Russell with 23. Braun and

Neysmith had 13 each with eight and 10

rebounds respectively. Smith had 11 and

seven assists with Sutton adding ten. Matt

Rvan had seven.

UMass was 26-of-49 from the fk)or (53

percent) and 23 of 33 from the line (70

percent). They outrebounded Penn State

37 26.

"This was a great win." Russell said. "We
really came together and showed we
wanted it. We were confident we could win.

but really had to concentrate in the

overtime. We're just taking them one at a
time from now on and hoping for the best.

We're really showing how we can play."

Penn State was hurt by 24-of-54 shooting

(44 percent). There were a massive 59 fouls

called in the game.

Comeback falls short,

women edged 66-65
Free-throws and turnovers cost UMass
ByEDHAYWARD
Collegian Staff

F'or the second game in a row. poor free-

throw shooting and turnovers late in the

game cost the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team as they lost to the

University of Maine 66 65 yesterday at

Amherst College.

The loss came despite an 18 point and 10

rebound effort from UMass guard Barbara

Hebel and a late comeback attempt by the

Minutewomen that saw UMass outscore the

Black Bears 10 3 with 1:26 remaining in the

game, capped off with UMass guard Juanita

Matthews' basket at the buzzer.

"The comeback pleased me. " UMass coach

Barbara Stevens said. 'But the fact that we

allowed ourselves to get that far behind

where we had to make that kind of climactic

come back was a little dissapointing. We
went for a couple of stretches there where

we did not score any points. We couldn't

afford to do that against this club."

UMass came out strong in the first half.

Hebel and forward Tara I^ewis provided

UMass with an effective pressure defense

keeping the Maine offense busy throughout

the period. Offensively. lIMass was

patient, looking for and finding good shots

against Maine's tough inside game. At the

close of the half. UMass led 33 32 and had

out rebounded the Black Bears 24 14.

In the second half it was Maine that

showed what its press could do. The Black

Bears dominated the first eight minutes of

the period and outscored UMass 20-10. But

in the next five minutes. UMass used some
strong defense of their own and narrowed

the score to 54-50.

With a little over a minute to play. UMass
finally started to put some points on the

board. Hebel and Lewis had some key
baskets and provided strong defense again.

I'Ma.ss forward Jerry Bernier also added

some fine defensive work against Maine's

Li/ Coffin and Kelly Norberl while

providing UMass* only clutch free throw

performance a.s she hit a pair with two

seconds to go.

Matthews then Intercepted Maine's in

hound attempt and tallied her seventh and

eighth points of the game from thirty-five

leet out

"It seems as though when we lose we do it

to ourselves,' Stevens said. "Today we did

it with some pfK)r free throw shooting and
committing some key turn overs in the

second half that caused us not to score for

long periods of time. It's what we do to

ourselves. Hopefully, with some time and
patience we can cure some of the ills we
have."

Maine's Emily Ellis led all scorers with 19

points. Also for Maine. 18-7. Coffin had 16

and Norbert scored 16 and grabbed 10

rebounds. Bernier scored 14 for UMass and

I^ewis scored 10. UMass. 9-14. out-

rebounded Maine 46 33. UMass travels to

Northeastern on Tuesday for its next game. Collegian photo by Brian (ionye

UM's Derrie Bernier goes up against Maine.

UMass roundup

Gymnasts and swimmers post victories

(ollejfian I'hoKi hv Andy Hi-iltT

UMass captain Jennifer Pancoast steps lightly

on the balance beam in action Friday against
Springfield. UM won, 160.75-158.45. ^

By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Saturday was another easy day for the University of

Massachusetts men's swimming team as it chalked up

another win. defeating the University of New Hampshire,

68-39.

The Minutemen won 10 of 13 events highlighted by Drew
Donovans breaking of his own school and pool record in

the 500 yard free style, by two seconds.

"I anticipated the win." UMa.ss coach Russ Yarworth said.

"We usually beat them anyway."

Once the Minutemen hit the water, there was no stopping

them. The always dependable team of Marc Surette, Mike

Hoover. Craig F'uller and Donovan posted an impressive

time in the 400 yard medley relay, taking first with a

3:37.39 and beating UNH by almost 10 seconds.

In the 1,650 yard freestyle Mark Waters took first with a

17:32.62 and qualified for the New England championships,

.lim Flannery swam a close race with the Wildcats' Gino

Margarino in the 200 yard freestyle and came up the

winner with a 1:48.13.

Donovan cleared the field once again in the 50 yard

freestyle with a 22.00, followed by UNH's Bob Schuter

with a 22.85

UMass pulled a 1-2 in the 400-yard individual medley with
the team of Paul McDonough and Steven King. Finishing
with a 4:29.03 and a 4:32.05 respectively.

The score at that point was clearly in UMass' favor, 31-12.

UMass' Keith Pisani and Pat Mullen had stiff competition
from wildcat divers Tim Bryant and Al Beaulier. Mullen
managed to take third in the one meter competition, and
the lead was cut to 12, 32-20.

In the 200 yard butterfly, always a power event for the
Minutemen. UMass pulled away with 1 2 3on the Wildcats
with Fuller. 1:55.73. Mike Minutoli. 2:01.04 and Chris
Clarke, 2:02.04.

The Wildcats got their first win in a swimming event with
Schuter's 50.17 in the 100 yard freestyle. UMass' Brian

contintLed on page 15

sports at a glance
UMasB Schedule:

Today:
Men's Swimming: at Amherst CoD^pe, 7 p.m.
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Life After UMASS???
Be For You

by Begun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

"Graduate School? Are you crazy? If I never see

another classroom again it will be too soon." This is

the typical reaction of most students (particularly peo-

ple of color) after four or five years of undergraduate

study at UMass. However, in coordination with Black

History Month, The members of the Office of Minority

Graduate Student Recruitment (OMGSR) and the The

Minority Graduate Student Association (MGSA) are

ready to convince you that, "it's not all that bad," and

this Thursday, Valentines Day, you may even fall in

love with a graduate school.

From 3 to 7p.m. at the Hampden Commons in

Southwest, OMGSR and MGSA will present the First

Annual Minority Graduate School Fair. The fair, which

is designed to provide information to undergraduate

students about potential graduate school prospects, is

part of an effort to increase minority enrollment in

Umass Graduate programs and the enrollment Umass
graduates in general.

Other goals of the Graduate school fair include in-

itiating a mechanism to monitor the progress of

minority undergrads as they enroll in graduate degree

programs and to establish dialogue between minority

graduates and undergraduates. To achieve the ladder.

University of Massachusetts graduates will act as

recruiter for schools participating in the fair as oppos-

ed to bringing in professional recruiters from the

schools.

There will be information available from over seven-

ty universities throughout the United States (see

table), included among them, a large number of tradi-

tionally Black schools. Law programs. Medical

schools, PH.D programs and more will be featured

along with two workshops facilitated by Judy

Toyama, Director of the OMGSR. While academic

achievement is the major factor in determining admis-

Grad School May

sions into Grad school there are many other factors of

which Ms. Toyama wil discuss in the workshops.

Now I'll bet you're just dying to go check out this

spectacular event. But wait' There's more' After you

are enlightened with the wealth of information provid-

ed, you can unwind and have fun with your favorite

sweetheart at a Valentine's Dance also in Hampden

Commons from 9p.m. to 1 a.m. (a bit early but

remember it's a school night). The sounds of the Fred

Clayton Quinlet and the music of "Daddy" Neil will

provide the entertainment that is sure to bring the en-

tire community together for a fun evening.

A small donation will be requested for the dance,

but if you attend the fair and send for more informa-

tion on at least two universities, the dance is on the

house.

With a full schedule of activities that include infor-

mation, education and entertainment, the First An-

nual Minority Graduate School Fair is an event not to

be missed. So be sure to stop in Hampden Commons,

Southwest this Thursday. It may be the wisest stop in

your college career.

Celebrating Artistic Creativity
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This Fanatical Call For 'Just - Us'

by Chris Willianns

Nummo Staff

When Bernard Goetz shot four Black youths on the

Saturday before Christmas in the name of self-

defense, many people both Black and White, sup-

ported his action. This is not suprising considering the

rampart crime that occurs in New York City, especially

in the subway system. Black on Black violent crime af-

fects a large segment of the Black population,

therefore to a certain degree it can be understood why

many Blacks supported Goetz's behavior.

What should be questioned besides the incident of

the shooting is the way Bernard Goetz has been

treated by society. Hardly anyone can say what exact-

ly happened on the subway except that Goetz was

asked for five dollars by four Black youths, but it is the

lynch mob mentality that has swept the country that

concerns me. White America in particular seemed to

applaud Goetz's actions, lacking concern that the

screw drivers that the youths possessed were not

sharpened or brandished. Furthermore, two of them

were shot in the back which means that they were

running away, and that several of the bullets that

Goetz used were "dum-dum" bullets which means

that once they enter the body they explode causing in-

creased damage.

K Goetz was a Black man who shot four whKe

youths, under the same alleged circumstances, I

seriously doubt if he would have recieved all of this

praise. In fact, a Black person under these cir-

cumstances would run the high possibility of recleving

death threats. But what the courts have found him

guilty for is illegal possession of a firearm, and not for

shooting the four youths. Such a decision should send

a message to the Black population, especially males,

that its "open season" on them. This of course has

not been acted out directly, but you can be sure that

the subtle implications of this case are noticed by

Blacks.

This fanatical call for justice just like everything else

in America reaks in white suremacist idealogy. What

the white, general public, politicans and judiciary

means by justice is "justice for just us'" Black people

should remember that in the Dredscott vs Stanford

case the Supreme Court ruled that, "They (Blacks)

had no rights which the White man was bound to

respect."

I suggest that Black people observe this mentality

instead of thinking that money, college degrees, light-

skin, jerri-curls, and Bill Blass clothes will change the

way most White people think about us. If we do not,

we might find ourselves in concentration camps.

EDITORIAL
by Chris Williams

Nummo Staff Building today's pryamids

February is Black History Month. During this

month, which is 'coincidently' the shortest of the

calender year, African-Americans are supposed to tell

their entire history - an almost impossible feat. Unfor-

tunately, many people who have taken the respon-

sibility for presenting our history have done so without

its contemporary relavence. Thus, by presenting our

history in this vacum mode it will inhibit us from

liberating our minds. However, there are some

Africans who do the contrary. Two that come to mind

are Dr's John Henrik Clarke and Yosef ben-

Jochannan. Having been influenced by these two

great men has prompted me to discuss what Black

History Month should be.

Black History Month should provide a direction that

African people can go in' This direction should con-

tain the following: Community, Respect, Love and

Self-reliance.

Black History Month should be a time when African

people look back to the past to see where we have

come from and to look into the future of the rapidly

approaching twenty first century. Without this basic

principle It is not adequate to present films,discus-

sions and lectures on Frederick Douglas, the now crip-

ppled Civil Rights Movement and on intergration. In

order for history to assist us in our struggle today

there has to be some sort of analysis from an African

perspective in an attempt to relate the past to present

conditions.

During this period it is not enough to know that it

was the Ancient Africans, now called Egyptians, who
built the pyramids. Those of us who are pursuing

careers in engineering or the natural sciences should

attempt to build some pyramids in the Harlems of the

world. However, what do most of us do? We try to

brag and boast to the world about working for a

business or corporation that rapes and sucks the

blood of African people and her resources. With a

clear understanding of history we will instantaneously

see that this behavior we are engaging in, is insane

and morally incorrect.

Furthermore, Black History Month should give us the

inspiration to be self-reliant again. In 1985 we can no

longer sit back and beg for crumbs; it is now the time

for positive planning and meaningful action. As
Booker T. Washington said, "cast down your buckets

where you are".

Bishop Tutu:

Committed to Change

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondnet

Desmond Tutu, winner of the 1984 Nobel Peace

Prize, was enthroned as the first Black Anglican

bishop of Johannesburg after getting special permis-

sion to enter the white neighborhood where the

ceremony took place.

During the ceremony. Bishop Tutu gave the white

minority government a deadline of two years to

dismantle Apartheid.

In a service to staid reformation rites and joyous

African hymns at the candle - lit Cathedral of St. Mary

the Virgin, BishopI Tutu attacked South Africa's racial

segregation as "evil and un-christian." "I am commit-

ted to peaceful charge," the 53 year-old clergyman

said as he reviewed his offer to serve as a go between

with the outlawed African National Congress, the

main organization opposing Government oppression.

A ripple of applause, uncharacteristic of Anglican ser-

vices, spread through the 2,000 white and black

parishoners at the end of the sermon.

Foreign diplomats joined church representatives

from Europe and the United States, as well as im-

poverished blacks from villages and segregated

townships, in the prayers and singing. The South

African government sent no representative to the ser-

vice.

Strick security measures were imposed at the

ceremony after death threats were reported.

Policemen gathered in groups around the cathedral,

and four police riot vehicles were parked on streets

crowded with worshippers who could not squeeze in-

to the church. There were, however, no incidents.

Right Rev. Merwyn Castle, dean of St. Mary's said

the Church had recieved 'about four" telephone

threats against Tutu's life in the past weeks, the per-

son who took the call said the caller spoke with an

Afrikaan accent.

Afrikaan is the Dutch-derived language of the

ancestors of white settlers who arrived at the Cape of

Good Hope in 1652. Government television and some

Pro-Government news media have criticized Bishop

Tutu's selection for the Nobel Prize, saying he is a

radical using his position as a cleric to hide his inten-

tions of encouraging violence against whites.

UMass rated high in AA.
But is it enough

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst has

been declared the highest Black faculty employer

presently. The statistics run counter to a national

trend of state colleges having appreciably better

minority hiring records than private colleges, accor-

ding to federal data. Affirmative Action specialists at-

tribute the difference to the greater sensitivity of

public fiananced schools to political pressure.

The hiring record of Massachusetts public colleges

has improved slightly since the election of Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, who has made a public commit-

ment to increased minority hiring, and the Affirmative

Action officer of the State Board of Regents is op-

timistic about more progress. As of last July 30th, five

of the twenty-eight state institutions (Framingham St.

College, Middlesex Comm. College, Quinsigamor

Comm. and Mass. Maritime Academy) have no Black

teachers.

The all-white faculties at the three community col-

leges contrasted with the record that such institutions

across the country have of hiring more blacks, accor-

ding to federal records. Affirmative Action specialists

say community colleges usually have better records

because there is a large pool of applicants with the re-

quired Master's degree, rather than the doctorates

needed at universities.

Umass-Amherst employs thirty-four Black pro-

fessors while Umass-Boston and Roxbury Community

College empksys 32 and 20 respectively.

"I've always been looking for the specific answer

why we don't have more black faculty," said Bruce

Rose, Affirmative Action Director at the State Board

of Regents. "The Board of Regents does not have

personal authority over the campuses. Without that,

it's a little difficult to get leverage."

At Umass-Amherst, Affirmative Action Director

Ron Sinacori said a $250,000 "special opportunity

fund" was established as of Jan. 1 to provide salary

funds for academic department that have recruited

minorities, but do not have job openings.

>
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"A SoUder's Play"

The Negro Ensemble Company, America's

foremost black theatre, will present its critically ac-

claimed production of "A Soldier's Play" on Satur-

day, February 23, at the University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Winner of both the

Pulitzer Prize for drama and the New York Critics Cir-

cle Award, Charles Fuller's myster thriller has been

hailed as a triumph in cities throughout America. The

8 p.m. performance is co-sponsored by the New

WORLD Theater and the Fine Arts Center at the

University.

Set in 1944 at Fort Neal, Louisiana, shots ring out in

the night and Technical Sergeant Vernon Waters, a

black career Army man, is found dead. In the

suspenseful mystery that follows, special Army in-

vestigator Richard Davenport finds that to unmask the

murderer he will first have to unlock the terrible secret

of the dead man's agonized last words - "They still

hate you." A compelling whodunnit, the case takes

on a deeper dramatic dimension as it probes a man's

search for dignity amid the tangle of old hate and new

hope confronting World War II America.

Playing to capacity houses in New York for fourteen

months prior to the start of this national tour, "A

Soldier's Play" was selected as one of three American

productions to appear in Los Angeles in conjunction

with the 1984 Summer Olympics International Arts

Festivial, after which it was a U.S. representative to

the prestigious Edinburgh International Festival in

Scotland.

Tickets for the February 23 performance are

available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office, at

DATATIX outlets, and at the Springfield Civic Center.

For ticket information, call the Center Box Office at

(413)545-2511. For phone charge reservations, call

1-800-243-4842. Mastercard /Visa accepted.
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Announcements
CCEBMS ANNOUNCEMENTS

The CCEBMS Law Group will be reac-

tivated on Thursday, Feb. 19 at 7 pm. The
meeting will take place in The New
Africa House Library. Please be prompt.

Come full of ideas.

Work-Study positions ar available at

the Northampton Youth Center for 10-15

hours a week. If you are interested in

working with and have experience work-

ing with adolescents, see Carol Young
rm. 213 NAH.

Talent Search for the Third World

Gospel Choir is underway. Credits

available. Sign up in rm. 211 NAH.

Sign up for Bible Study class in rm. 211

NAH.

CCEBMS TUTORIAL PROGRAM

Deadline to request a tutor is Febuary

22. See your advisor now!
Applications are being accepted for

tutorial positions. They can be picked up

on the second floor bulletin board, in the

New Africa House. Return applications

to Carol Young room 213.

ATTENTION

The Third World Caucus meeting will be held

on Wednesday, Feb. 13 at the S.U.B. Rm
310 at 6:00. All are encouraged to attend.

BLACK HISTORYMONTH

BMCP MEETING

The Black Mass Communications Pro-

ject will hold the first meeting of the

semester on Wednesday, Feb. 13 at 5:15

pm. in the Campus Center (room

number will be posted by C.C. elevator).

Attendance is mandatory for all

members. All interested in new member-
ship are encouraged to attend.

SMOKER

The Brotherhood of lota Phi Theta
Fraternity, Inc. of Beta-Beta Chapter at

UMass will present an interest meeting
for young men and women about the up-

coming pledge season. The meeting will

be held on February 13 at 7:30 pm in the

Malcolm X Center, Southwest. All are

welcome.
For more information contact Chuck

Rhinehart at 546-7875

JOB OPENINGS

Western Mass. Latin America Solidari-

ty Committee has three work-study
positions for assistant coordinators. In-

dividuals should have good organiza-

tional and communication skills and be

able to work without supervision. Ap-

plicants may apply at Room 404 Student

Union Building. Deadline is Feb. 15.

Women and people of color encouraged

to apply. WMLASC is an AA/EEO
employer.

It's never too late to learn

EVENTS MARKING BLACK HISTORY

MONTH
SMITH COLLEGE

SUNDAY - February 24 "Souls Release" (Art

Expression) 8-10 p.m. at the Hallie Flannigan

Theatre.

THURSDAY - February 28 "Tribute to Black

Woman" Award (Toni Morrison)

FRIDAY - March 1 Cabaret at the Davis Stu-

dent Centre 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Admission $5

SATURDAY - Concert with Angela Bofill

Adm. $7 students with valid I.D. $9 General

Public in advance, $10 at the door.

SUNDAY - March 3 Gospel Jubilee Church

Service at choirs from over New England,

10:am at Chapel.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH 1985

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"The Struggle for Freedom:

The Past, Present and Future"

Schedule of Events

MONDAY, February 11, 1985

Lecture by Paul Robeson, Jr.

TOPIC: "What happened to the Civil Rights and Black

Power Movements"
Campus Center Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, February 12, 1985

Seminar with Paul Robeson, Jr.

New Africa House Library

9:05 - 9:55 a.m.

TUESDAY, February 19, 1985

Doll Workshop presented by Martha Bonda and Leslie

Jones

Augusta Savage Art Gallery

New Africa House
1:00 - 4:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, February 14, 1985

"For a New Tomorrow" - Graduate School Fair

Hampden Student Center

3:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Social After the Fair

9 p.m. - Midnight

Admission: TBA

WOMEN PERFORMERS WANTED

Mimes, singers, musicians, poets, etc.

wanted to participate in a coffeehouse

on March 7, 1985 in honor of Interna-

tional Women's Event. If interested

please contact Else at 546-0341 during

the day or at 323-4966 in the evening.

WHERE IT PAYS TO LEARN

This fall, SCERA will hire

undergraduates to learn political

organizing and student-interest research

skills. For two days each week, SCERA
students will meet and learn political

organizing and then apply these skills to

issues of concern to students.

SCERA also has positions for the

resource center and for the clerical sup-

port team.
All positions are ten hours per week and

pay $3.35 per hour for non-work study

and work study undergraduates.

Pick up an application and more Infor-

mation at 420 Student Union weekdays
8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
All applications due by Febuary 13 at 5:00

p.m.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH 1985

"Yes! Our Minds Are Free"

Throughout this month the Augusta

Savage Memorial will open its doors to

celebrate 1985's Black History Month.

The works of Mr. Alan Rohan Crite,

Mr. Tom Feelings, Mr. Paul Goodnight

as well as Mrs. Murice Poplar Lavender

and Ms. Augusta Savage will be ex-

hibited. ^^ _,
,

On the 13th of February Ms. Pearl

Primus will give a multi-faceted presen-

tation. .„

During the month the gallery will pre-

sent educational films. Please contact us

at 545-0932 for programming schedules.

We welcome all to join us to rejoice in

our celebration.

DOLL WORKSHOP

As part of our Black History Month

celebration the Augusta Savage
Memorial Gallery will sponsor a Doll

Workshop.
On Tuesday the 19th of Febuary Ms.

Martha Banda and Ms. Leslie Jones will

exhibit their hand made dolls. Their

workshop will begin at 1 p.m. and run

until 4 p.m. Educators are encouraged to

bring their students to view and/or par-

ticipate in this workshop.
For participation registration please

contact Marilyn E. at 545-0932 from 9

a.m. to 12 noon. This workshop is open

to the public.
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A DAY FOR DISC - Dmvid Hibbett, a UM««i wnior, pUys with hit friibee yesterday in front of

the Fine Art* Center ms tempermtures soared.

Male and female faculty to be polled

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The final draft of a questionnaire to determine the

satisfactions and dissatisfactions of women faculty

members at the University of Massachusetts was com-

pleted yesterday by the Faculty Senate Committee on the

Status of Women.
The committee, comprised of women faculty and staff and

a graduate student, began designing the questionnaire in

Fall 1983 to investigate why. "despite affirmative action

efforts there has been no significant increase in the number

of women faculty at UMass in the last ten years," said

Charlotte Rahaim. professor of education and chairwoman

of the committee.

The questionnaire, which will be the first faculty

satisfaction survey conducted at UMass, was modeled from

similar questionnaires used at Amherst and Smith College.

"We looked to see if other questionnaires existed so we

didn't have to invent the wheel," said history professor and

committee member Joyce Berkman. "We then brain-

stormed with our own experiences to generate questions

relevant to UMass," she said.

The questionnaire, to be distributed later this semester to

both male and female tenure track faculty members and

departed faculty, consists of 55 questions divided into five

major sections:

• Teachinf EnTironment: Questions investigating

teaching and advising loads, as well as satisfaction with

current teaching evaluation practices.

• Research: Questions investigating satisfaction over

the encoursgement, support and respect given to faculty

reiM»nrch projects.

• Professional Community: Including questions

relating to amount of committee and service activities, as

well as satisfoction with collegiate atmosphere, merit

ailocation and salary levels.

• General Information: Age, ethnic background, sex,

years at UMass and so on.

According to Berkman, reasons for distributing the

questionaire to male faculty are to "find out what is shared

by men and women faculty and what is distinct."

"We need to know how satisfied the men are if we want to

find where gender makes a difference," she said.

Another purpose of the survey, is to "find out if women
and minority faculty are leaving at a higher rate than male

and nonminority faculty and if so to explore the reasons."

said Marian MacDonald, psychology profes.sor and com-

mittee member.
The failure to retain women faculty at UMass makes it

paricuiarly important to "get a handle on the experiences

of women on this campus." Berkman said.

According to Rahaim, experiences of the women faculty

on the committee suggest that conditions for women at

UMass are far from healthy.

"We had a woman from chemistry on the committee and

we saw the problems she was facing in a male dominated

faculty," Rahaim said. In addition, 'we saw women leaving

who we thought were super, and women who should have

been promoted passed by," she said.

"Women won't come to this campus if it is a hostile

community." she said. "With 85 percent male faculty that's

hostile."

Berkman is suspicious that a major finding of the survey

will show that women are "overworked" by more teaching

and advising and committee demands than their male

counterparts.

Asked what would improve the climate for women faculty

on campus, Rahaim suggested an increase in numbers,

more women in positions of power, a stronger network of

w(mien on campus and a more balanced reward system,

thus giving greater merit for teaching, advising and

comnuttee work.

The results of the survey will be reported to the UMass

chancellor, provost, faculty senate. Board of Trustees and

state Board of Regents, Rahaim said.

Asked if she thought the results would constitute a basis

for change, she replied, "Half of me wants to believe that

they are simply not aware of the situation, but that once

they are they will act as men of good spirit."

Stodests to Buffer under new budget.
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Residents endorse

housing proposal

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The majority of about 50 Amherst residents who attended

a hearing last night expressed approval for a plan to build

two housing units for the menUUy and physically han-

dicapped on land owned by the University of

Massachusetts.

Although the final decision on the houses is up to the

UMass Board of Trustees, officials at UMass have agreed

to accept input from the town.

The plan was drawn up by the State Department of

Mental Health and calls for the houses to be built next to

the Wysoki House on North Pleasant Street in Amherst.

"It'll be good for UMass students to see these people. It's

our responsibihty as human beings to take care of them,"

said John Dittfach, who attended the hearing.

And Tim McCarthy, who spent eight years at the

Belchertown SUte School for the handicapped said, "We

treat criminals a bt better than people who can't take care

of themselves." But, in dissent. Karl Gottschall, who lives

near the proposed site. said. 'I, as a resident, would not

like to see these built. For me personally, it would have a

negative impact."

Each unit would cost an estimated $280,000 and would

house eight people, up to half of which would be confined to

wheelchairs, according to SUte Mental Heahh Dept.

Associate Area Director, Mark Refowitz.

Ben Ricci said. "How can the physical planning committee

(at UMass) choose a site without input from the clients?"

Robert J. Harper, capitol operations coordinator for the

Executive Office of Human Services, said the plan will

provide an anchor from which the MenUl Health Dept. can

look at its overall poUcies.

"It's the first step in solving the overall problem (of

adequate housing for the handicapped)." he said.

Refowitz said Amherst was chosen as a possible site

because the state already owns the land through the

university and because Amherst is generally receptive to

human services projects.

UM student arraigned

on attempted murder
ByJOELP. COFFIDIS
AND GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A 20 year old University of Massachusetts student was

arraigned yesterday on three assault charges including

attempted murder concerning his involvement in a fight at

a party in Amherst Friday night.

Arthur J. Papandrea, who was arrested at 9:20 p.m.

Sunday, was arraigned in Hampshire District Court on

charges of assault with intent to commit murder, assault

and battery with a dangerous weapon and assault with a

dangerous weaoon.

Papandrea pleaded innocent to all three charges and was

ordered held in Hampshire County Jail on $1,000 cash bail.

According to Amherst police, Papandrea altegedly struck

the victim on the head with a beer bottle during a fight that

began after Papandrea threatened to sUb the victim with a

kitchen knife. The victim, a 19-year-old male University of

Massachusetts student, was admitted and released Sunday

from Cooley Dickinson hospital where he received 130

stitches to his neck and face, according to Monday's Daiy

Hampshire Gazette.

The Gazette reported that Papandrea was a resident of 16

Cranberry Lane, but a phone call to that address last night

revealed that he was only a house guest.

Residents of the house where the assault occurred also

said, "This (incident) is a case of misUken identity. He

wasn't the one who did it.

"

Police were unavailable to confirm the Gazette report.

Also yesterday, police identified the body of a Groton man

who was found dead behind the Hampshire Mall Friday.

Kyle Congleton, 19, died of exposure, sUte trooper

Daniel Jamroz said.

Jamroz said Congleton was alone that day and no foul play

was involved. The case has been closed.
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Students must forget luxury
WASHINGTON lAP) WUUam J. Ben

nett. the new secretary of education, said

yesterday that President Reagan's budget

cuts may force some students to give up

their stereos, cars and beach vacations to

pay for college.

Bennett acknowledged that eliminating

loans and grants for more than 1 million

college students would force some families

who are already sacrificing "to tighten the

belt even further."

But he suggested that other students will

simply have to forego luxuries.

He likened it to a "divestiture of certain

sorts: stereo divestiture, three- weeks- at-

the beach divestiture."

"I do not mean to suggest this will be the

case in all circumstances, but it will, like the

rain, fall on the just and unjust alike," said

the former philosophy professor.

Bennett, at his first news conference, also

said the belt tightening could make people

more cautious about spending $20,000 on a

college education. He cited a new report

from the Association of American Colleges

that concludes the bachelor's degree has

lost much of its value.

'More of us might start thinking about the

$20,000 investment with the same sort of

care we think about when we buy a car:

kick the tires and drive around the block."

said Bennett.

John Brademas, president of New York

University, charged Sunday they amount to

"a declaration of war on middle income

America."

Khmer Rouge surrounds city
ARANYAPRATHET, Thailand (AP) As

many as 1,000 Vietnamese troops seized a

Khmer Rouge outpost near a major base in

western Cambodia to try to drive the

guerillas into a vise in the mountains of

western Cambodia. Thai miliUry officers

said yesterday.

The Khmer Rouge claimed yesterday that

they had surrounded Battambang. Cam
bodia's second largest city, and forced

Vietnam to divert some of its troops to the

Cambodian interior. A top Thai mihUry

official said the report "could be true."

After an all day attack Sunday, the

Vietnamese seized the hilltop outpost a few

miles from the major Khmer Rouge

stronghold at Khao Din. said Col. Chettha

Thannajaro. deputy commander of the

Eastern border Field Force.

But he said in a telephone interview that

the guerrillas "withdrew from their outpost

after long resistance against heavily armed

Vietnamese forces. ..It doesn't mean they

were defeated. The withdrew to set up

another defense line."

Khao Din is part of a complex of moun-

tainous guerrilla bases strung along the

border with Thailand south of

Aranyaprathet. Thai officers said the

Vietnamese are trying to trap the guerillas

against the Thai border by attacking from

the east and south.

Khao Din. the objective of Vietnam's drive

from the south, is about 20 miles south of

Aranyaprathet.

The Communist Khmer Rouge are part of

a resistance coalition fighting to oust the

Vietnamese from Cambodia. Vietnam

invaded Cambodia in late 1978. ousting a

brutal Khmer Rouge government.
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Women Khmer Rouge troopers stand in formation yesterday at their camp in Cam-

bodia.

20-50% off most winter clothing

2030% off select styles Chinese shoes

Brighten Your Room
Posters - pnt Bedspreads

Mugs - Rugs - Valentines

MEI2CANTILE
Open Daily 10 a.m.-5:30

Sunday noon-5

Amherst Carriage Shopi

Northamptt

Oar

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Olf I CfO'lUCA'lS AvAuABll

Looking for some
"Healthy Romance"
on Valentine s Day?

You'll findjUtJJtopiaSpas^
•complimentary flowers

• soft music
• '

J hour Hot Tub tor Two

only $14 50

If your Hot Tub for Two iS

between 1 1 am and 5pm. you II

also receive 2 Free Hot Tub
Passes good on your next visit

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive. Amtierst

(413)253 7727

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Values like you've never seen

before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

$129 Sharp Boom Box

for $59.95

adirondack music
iMi srmo PROtfssK)s«is

'i (Ml PtoMwii Si

«-••»'.: MA010W
H-1>?S3 3100 9

BOOK SALE
20% OFF Reg. Prices

on all books

Feb. 14, 15, 16, and 17

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP
Carriage Shops

Amherst
10:30-5 M-S

Sun 12-4 549-6052

jv WHERE
p HILLS TURN
TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (2 gon-

dolas, 4 triple chairs, 6 double chairs). 55

trails. 1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

THE SHORTEST DRIVE iC,

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN

VERMONT ON VT 100.

LODGING:

(8021 464 8501

42" of new snow since Jan. 16. More

than 50 trails are open on all three

mountain faces. 36 trails totalling

more than 16 miles of skiing have up

to a 40" snow making base, including

runs from the 3600' summit for all

abilities. Holiday rates in effect only

Feb. 16-18. Compare what's available

then head to easy to reach Mt. Snow.

SKI REPORT;

1802) 464-2151 'Mount ^ttoui
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Frays highlight weekend
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

An unidentified man attacked a ninth Boor

resident of John Adams dormitory Sunday

morning after the student complained about

a noisy party being held in the next room.

University of Massachusetts police said

the man beat up the student, who later

went to University Health Services. The

floor's resident assistant stopped the fight.

but could not identify the attacker. The

incident is stUl under investigation.

Police also reported another fight, which

occured Friday evening, in the men's room

next to the Bluewall in the Campus Center.

Two individuals were fighting about a

woman, police said. One student was taken

to the infirmary and was treated for a

bleeding lip and a chipped front tooth.

In other weekend news:

• Police confiscated a metal-studded belt

from a man at a dance in the Student Union

late Thursday night. PoUce said the belt

was considered a dangerous weapon. When
their attention was diverted to a fight the

individual ran away without giving iden-

tification.

• An unidentified man left several dead

roses on doors on the fourth floor of Van

Meter dormitory Friday night. He entered

an unk>cked room and told a student that he

was looking for a friend. When he teft the

room, he began to pound on other doors,

and then left the dead flowers behind.

• Two non students were arrested after

they alledgedly stole a chair from Beta

Kappa Phi fraternity Friday night. When
the two men saw a police car approaching

them, they put down the chair and began to

walk away from it.

• Maii4*i«:ut: damage was done to Herter

Hall and the Fine Arts Center sometime

last week. The sk)gan "U.S. Out" and "U.S.

for U.S.. Nicaragua for Nicaraguans " were

sprayed on the buildings with red paint.

There are no suspects

• A Volkswagon Rabbit was removed from

its parking space in Lot 42 early Saturday

morning and replaced by a Chevrolet

Camaro. Police said someone may have

taken a joyride and moved the cars around.

The incident is still under investigation.

• North Village residents complained about

a suspicious individual who was peeping

into windows Monday morning. Police

followed the suspects footprints in the

snow and found that they led to a fence

bordering Puffton Village.

Local school texts examined
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Regional School Multi-

Cultural Committee, now in its tenth year,

seeks to sensitize both teachers and young

children to issues of racism and sexism, said

committee member Sue Woodfork,
librarian at Marks Meadow School in

Amherst, yesterday.

The committee, comprised of teachers and
librarians from Amherst area kin-

dergartens, elementary schools, and high

schools screen all texts for sexist and racist

content before the books hit the classroom.

According to Robert Murphy, Director of

Elementary Education in Amherst,

teachers began to make "conscious efforts"

to increase awareness around sexism and

racism about ten years ago.

"We would not even consider buying a text

if it were racist or sexually biased, if it

excluded members of various cultures, or

pwrtrayed women in only passive roles."

Murphy said in a phone interview.

"We realize that freedom of speech is

important in education," Woodfork said,

adding that the committee's main role was

advisory.

"We just try to help teachers become

aware by giving them the tools to do so,"

she said.

Since the committee's formation ten years

ago, it suggested not using several books,

including: Charlie and the Chocolate

Factory, because it portrayed the oompa
loompas, characters of African descent, as

inhuman and incapable of taking care of

themselves; Mary Poppms, because the

main character only meets stereotypical

characters; and Five Chinese Brothers,

which perpetuates the notion that all

Chinese people look alike.

Woodfork also pointed out overt

stereotyping in the kindergarten level

series See How It's Made.

That literature showed a black hand

picking cotton for a white man's shirt, an

all male business world and women as

housewives or passive characters.

"Here we see a very loud and clear

message without saying a word; done solely

through illustrations, which, at times, are

much more powerful for children."

Woodfork said.

"We have had instances where younger

students are really upset about something

they saw as racist or sexist," said Murphy.

He also said he has seen "considerable

change" over the last 10 years in terms of

consciousness raising in the schools.

Michael Egan. an English professor at the

University of Massachusetts who teaches

Children's literature, said parents may
subconsciously transmit stereotypes in an

otherwise innocent bedtime story.

Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book, Egan

said, perpetuates accepted ideas about

patriarchy and racial inferiority by showing

male seals saving an island and male snakes

killing their worst enemies females.

Egan said such stories are "not always

consciously ideological" but are like the

"steady drips of water that wear away at a

stone."

According to Murphy, there have also

been efforts to bring in female career

models for lectures and presentations,

which had previously been dominated by

male professionals. Murphy said many
skilled teachers see the injustice in a sexist

education, but some are still unaware of

subconscious unequal treatment of boys and

girls.

Murphy said the school system tries to

give freedom to a child such as not at-

tempting to discourage boys from playing

with trucks and footballs or girls from

playing house. He said, "We are trying to

make it a comfortable environment so a

child can do what he or she wants without

experiencing name calling.

VERMONT

XMiegidii pilot') An«!> 'Viier

THE FINAL DROP — The registrar's office in Whitmore Administra-

tion Building shows off its daily chaos as students hand in forms Mon-

day on the final day of the add/drop period.

Cnllvtomn pholn by Andy Holler

HIGH VOLTAGE — Howard Booker of Northeast Utilities Co. fixes

wires ahove North Pleasant and Pine Streets.

Lincoln's motives debated
By RHONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

Americans observe Abraham Lincoln's

birthday today as debate continues over

his motivations for freeing the slaves in

his legendary Emancipation Proclamatwn

and two University of Massachusetts

professors have joined the discussion.

Ernest Allen, chairman of Afro-

American studies told the Collegian that,

"Following the Emancipation

Proclamation, blacks considered Lincoln

to be a saviour. In retrospect, it turns out

that the freeing of the slaves was more a

military move than a humanitarian

gesture."

However, history professor Stephen B.

Dates, who wrote the book With Malice

Toward None: The Life of Abraham

Lincoln, said. "Lincoln was a deeply moral

man who understood the terrible wrong of

slavery and hated it."

"The Emancipation Proclamation was

given for a variety of reasons, one of

which was military, but there was also a

deep moral issue in the Emancipatk)n

Proclamation," he said.

Although Lincoln has historically been

thought of as an abolitionist, "Lincoln's

view was that blacks should be cofonized

(sent out of the country) once slavery was

overthrown," Allen said.

"He did not have the same viewpoint as

the majority of white abolitionists of the

period who were against colonization. He
was not in the forefront of black rights."

said Allen.

Allen said that people often forget that

the Emancipation Proclamation only

applied to the southern states in rebellion.

He added that Kentucky, Missouri,

Maryland and Delaware were exempt

from the ruling.

According to Dates, his most recent

book. Abraham Lincoln: The Man Behind

The Myth, "attempts to demoHsh the

myth that Lincoln issued the proclamation

.solely for military reasons."

New UM motto will appear soon
By TJMOTHY O'NEIL
t'ollegian Correspondent

The school motto of the University of

Massachusetts will soon have its first public

introdurtion since its conception last May.

The Latin slogan, "reipublicae scientia

prfxlest," and its translation, "knowledge is

beneficial to the Commonwealth," will be

appearing on Classics Department
stationary and some of the recruitment

literature, according to Roger Roche,

department of design and production

services director.

The new school motto will not replace the

state seal and the state motto which now
appear on all UMass material.

The new motto "will not try to compete

with the state seal", Roche said.

For this reason, the state seal will appear

on the top of the Classics Department

stationary and the school motto will be

added to the bottom, he said.

Cla.ssics professor. Vincent Cleary has

suggested that other departments use the

sch(X)l motto on their stationary also.

The school motto was chosen in a contest

offering a $100 prize and is the first in the

school's hi.story.
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DaytonTires

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

$4Q00
P155/80-R13

Radial White Walls

Size

PI5S/80Rt3

P165/80R13

PI8S/80RI3

P195/75RM
P205/75R15

P2I5/75Rt5

Price

40.00

47.00

5200
56 00

62 00

64 00

ALL SEASON
RADIAL
TIRES $ 43 go

P155/80-«13

All Season White Wall

Size Price

P155/80-R13

PI65/80-R13

PI8S/80^R13

PI95/75-R14

P205/75R15

P2I5/75-RI5

T 43.00

46.00

60.00

53.00
57.00

60.00

POLYESTER $32^
TIRES A78-13

Polyester Black Walls

Size Price

A78-t3 32 00

E78-14 39.00

F78-I4 40.00

G78-I4 43.00

G78-IS 44.00

H78^15 4700

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAY

No lnt*re«(

. t**mLd ^m > Ml s » M «tv<i-i

cred'l

Sled
s

,A. eslatilishec

^ 10%
Additional Off
with purchase

ot a set of 4 tires

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
mehmlin Tlr»s Alto Specially Priced

K^

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

Professors

g^ve your students a break:

At the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop there are

• No long line waits
• No ID requirements
• Personal assistance from the staff

• Books on ALL subjects, not just texts

• 10% discounts on all non-text items

for you AND your students

• Convenient Hours -

8:30-5:30 Mon-Sat 11-4 Sun

evening hours during rush

WE'RE YOUR TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE

JO

Jeffery

AmKerst
Bookshop

35 S.i I'ltas.ini St .AmhtTst

253-3381 253-8735

Test yourself.

Which early pregnancy test is as

easy to read as red, no -white, yes?

Which is a simple one-step test?

Which has a dramatic color change

to make the results unmistakable?

Which is 98% accurate, as accurate

as many hospital and lab tests?

Which is portable for convenience

and privacy?

Tomorrow Night

DON'T Ml
February 13

IT

The Godfather of Soul

Jet Tour Daytona Beach
March 16-23

$279. -(- $59. tax and service
Includes:

R.T. Jet Directly to Oaytona

8 days, 7 nights Hotel at Quality Inn Reef

located directly on the beach.

Optional Kitchenette, Walt Disney World, Epcot Ctr.

and nightclub tour.

Discount Books Available

Welcome Party

Fort Lauderdale $279.

-t- $59. tax and service

also available

TOWN TOURS & TRAVEL
482 Main St., Maiden, MA 02148

321-3993

JAMES BROWN
2 shows 7:00 pm and 10:00 pm

doors open at 6:00

Thursday Feb. 14th

VALENTINES NIGHT
Chicago Mobsters and Molls Night

dress in Roaring 20's costume

and pay no cover

Corning up: Wed. 20 Paiama Slave Dancers

and Barrence Whitfield b the Savages
Thursday - Feb. 21st Girls Night Out

Wed. March Sth The Foote

)BPim5iimi mimMPiiifi mh 4I3 5M7/;i

uhs

USING THE
UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER

SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS are now
available if you have an URGENT Medical

Problem. Just call the Health Center and
request a SAME DAY APPOINTMENT or a

CANCELLATION OPENING for that day in-

stead of waiting as a walk-in patient.

ROUTINE APPOINTMENTS:

miArS FURRY,
LOVES ICE CREAM
& GIVES FREE

KISSES?
We won t tell, but its 6 feet tall and

is waiting at our Kissing Booth to

ticlde your fancy. Come to Herrell's

Ice Cream for a Valentine's Day

dish and see for yourself what's

bearly pawsible.

Su.-Thars. 1 2:30 p.n.- 1 1 :30 p.ai.

Fri. k Sat. 12:30 p.B.Midaighl
586-4837

HerrelFs Ice Cream
Thornes Marketplace Old South St. Northampton

'S neMARKASU UNIVENSmtS OFfER SEMESTCR-TO-YEAR mOCRAMS. COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISM. TRANSFER CREOrrS, MODERATE
SCHOLARSHIPS, TOURHUG S MORE! SEND COUFON NOW TO: THE ISRAEL UNIVERSITY CENTER, SIS RARK AVENUE, 2N0 FLOOR, NY, NY 10022.

TiM Israel

Uahcrslty Center
SK Park Avenue
2a4F1oor
NcwYork,NYMt22.

1 have a personal

interest in great study
abroad in Israel.

Please send me nnore
information

Uft Nam* FirttN«fT<«

Current School

School AddrsM

( )

City StMC

( )

2ip

School Phone Home Phone

f M«ior Graduation Date

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Values like you've never seep
before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

Nikko 100 watt per

channel Amplifier &
almost matching digital

Tuner -$820 value
$299.95

adirondack music
"IMf snUtO >*C5»(SSIONAlS"

IS bn PiMMnt St.

Amhtrat MA 01003

Mill 2B3-3iao
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OPINION
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessanlv reflect

the views ot the ColUgitut or the University unless otherwise noted

Random Notes

Stand by your sentence

Today I was infuriated and you should be too.

Walking across campus between Herter Hall and

Bartlett, I was confronted by a sentence. The sentence

said, "U.S. for us, Nicaragua for Nicaragimns." The con-

tent of this sentence wasn't offensive, however, the way in

which it chose to express itself was.

It was spray-painted in large red letters across the side

of a white building where it was nothing more than an

eyesore, a clear illustration of selfishness and immaturity.

"Why am I being forced to look at this?", I thought, sud-

denly realizing the effectiveness of the advertisement in

attracting my attention.

So it got my attention. Big deal. It didn't make me think

about Nicaragua or U.S. imperialism. It made me angry to

think that students' money must pay to have this stuff

regualrly sand-blasted off of the walls. What would our

campus look like if every political "artist" took it upon

themself to decorate our buildings? Probably like the New
York City subway system. I came to Amherst hoping to

get away from that sort of self-absorption.

It's very impressive that some people feel they have

mastered the political sphere to the extent that they can

summarize their final conclusion in one sentence and-

scrawl it on the side of a public building. I do not condone

apathy. However, may I suggest a few other forms of self

expression?

For one, there is always the Collegian. Although if one is

really stuck on the visual effects of graffiti perhaps they

would consider doing their work on a piece of cardboard

with which they could stand in front of the building of

their choice.

I know I would lend a lot more credit to someone who
stood behind their sentence [literally) than to someone

who wrote and ran.

Besides, this method of adhering words directly to a

building via spray paint is merely vandalism. If the artist

doesn't have the time to stand around with a sign all day,

maybe they could tape it to the building. This way I could

tear down the atrocity with the same righteous vigor they

felt when they put it up.

Renee Backer is a Collegian staff member.

Letters to the Editor

A 'rush job' on MassPIRG?
I am writing in regard to the February 7 article on the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

[MassPIRG].
First, the headline "UMassprig" should have been

IMassPIRG - Public InterestResearch Group.

Second, the article stated that the Pollution Penalties

Bill, which MassPIRG has actively supported, passed last

semester. The bill did pass unanimously in the Senate,

30—0. But the session closed before it reached the House

floor. Unfortunately, this bill is not a law yet - it must

pass through both the Senate and House this session.

Finally, the Pollution Penalties Bill would allow the

Department of Environmental Quality Engineering [DE-

QE] to fine illegal polluters. Violators could be polluters of

air, water, or land. Although "Clean Air Act" is one law

that could be violated, it is not the primary focus of the

Pollution Penalties Bill, as the article states. The bill is

designed to fine those who dispose of hazardous wastes il-

legally.

We regret any unclear communication on our part.

We know that newspaper deadlines sometimes require

"rush jobs" by the reporter. Yet, does meeting a deadline

justify inaccurate journalism?

Diane Lazarus

Teresa Dawson

Poet's exhibition 'special'

Let me correct two misleading statements in the ac-

count of the celebration of which June Jordan's lecture

was the center-piece. [Collegian, Feb.5) Phillis Wheatley's

Poems on Various Subjects [London, 1773) is the two-

millionth volume acquired by the University Library as a

whole, rather than "the millionth volume of rare books."

The library unit where that splendid volume is now on

display in an extensive exhibition devoted to America's

first black poet is called Special Collections and Rare

Books; this unit holds about twelve thousand volumes.

[The University Library as a complete system holds well

over three million items of library material, of which not

all are books: many are works in microform, or maps, or

musical scores.)

The way the Wheatley Poems came to the Library was
this: when the Library, by great good luck, had located a

copy [not in London, but in Austin, Texas), Dr. Bromery,

long a good friend of the Library, provided the funds to

purchase it. It is thus his gift to the Library and to the

University, for which we are very grateful.

The Phillis Wheatley exhibition, which we believe to be

the first on so comprehensive a scale, incorporating as it

does manuscripts, pamphlets, books, periodicals, and

photographic reproductions from many of the strongest

collections of Wheatley materials, was designed and

assembled by Lisa Baskin of Leeds, with the assistance of

Professor Emeritus Sidney Kaplan. It will be on view

through March 14 in the Special Collections and Rare

Books Reading Room, Tower Library, 25th Floor.

John Kendall

Head, Special Collections and Rare Books

University Library

Empathize, don't stigmatize

Diane Lane is a very good writer and it is exciting to see

issues of great significance addressed in a thoughtful and

genuine manner. Nonetheless, her article, "A generation

lost in space" merits a similarly heartfelt response.

I feel rather like an oracle who has drunk deep from the

now mythologized and slandered epoch known as "the hip-

pie era." There was a good deal of drug usage in the anti-

Vietnam era. However the sharing of this illegal substance

frequently had both a group bonding and an anti-

establishment aspect to it; this dimension seems rarer to-

day. Although sentiments of dread and isolation are part

of the human condition — especially felt in the sensitive

and the idealistic — one crucial difference between 1970

and now is that then there was a specific, identifiable focus

for disenchantment with the status quo, viz., the Vietnam

War and that anti-war sentiment [enhanced by the various

trappings of counterculturism ie., dress, songs, rap ses-

sions, etc.] united its members thus ameliorating those

feelings.

For Lane to cite an entire generation for "betrayal"

though seems excessively harsh. This belief combined with

the second part of her title: "...with no time to start

again" supplies two vital clues to our current malaise. Can

you recall Dr. Martin Luther King's "Letter from a Birm-

ingham Jail" when he expresses "the agonizing loneliness

of the pioneer"? The task of creating vital social change,

though perhaps more in vogue in an earlier time, has

never been easy. Howard Zinn gives innumerable ex-

amples of the sufferings of a people in The People's

History of the United States.

So then Lane, I can deeply empathize with your feelings

but would suggest we not further stigmatize any par-

ticular group. Each moment we have the choice of

creating anew or clinging to the old and the familiar [biit

how the world craves the former while seldom letting on it

does!) The potential for healing each other and the world

can never be extinguished. But as Erich Fromm says in

The Revolution ofHope, there are strong forces operating

against human beings. Shall we recant?
Jay Allain

... Northampton

Sociological view

is basis of ruling
"The question of abortion grips our nation...Tonight I

ask the Congress to move this year on legislation to protect

the unborn."

And so with this quote from the Feb. 6 State of the

Union address. President Reagan weighed in on the side

of the pro-life movement yet again. Still, it remains to be
seen whether Reagan will do more than pay lip-service to

his friends of the pro-life persuasion-as he did in his first

term -or whether, unchained by the 23rd amendment he
will pursue legislative repeal of Roe v. Wade.

Andrew M. Paven

Already the neanderthal fundamentalists are out of

their caves proclaimining their morality and sanctity for

all to see. What heartbreaks they will endure if their nrxan

Reagan sacrifices the social issue on the altar of poUtical

deal-making.

Meanwhile, the fundamentalists prattle on denmnding
strictly literal interpretations of the Constitution -as they

do with the bible. [Do you think many of them have read

William Jennings Bryan's testimony in the Scopes Trial?]

They argue that the decision in Roe v. Wade sprang from

whole cloth, and thus should be immediately overturned.

They ignore, however, the history of constitutional inter-

pretation.

The Roe decision was, as opponents claim, not based on

a strict definition of the Constitution. It was however writ-

ten with what might be called a sociological view of the

purpose of law. The justices ruled 7 to 2 that, because of

the horrific consequences of thousands of illegal abortions,

and because such consequences obviously were not being

prevented by the existence of abortion laws [and that the

poor suffered much worse in back alleys than the rich did

in illicit clinics], that the most Solominic decision was one

that would make the decision of abortion a private one,

between a woman and her doctor.

Further, those who argue for "strict construction," call-

ing for the Court to be true to the "intent of the

founders," might be interested to find out that abortion

was widely legal when the Bill of Rights was written.

Thus, to prohibit abortion, conservatives must call not for

judicial restraint, as they have historically, but for judical

activism. [Heaven help us if it is of the l^damentalist

stripe).
'"

One argument that can be made against Roe v. Wade,

however, is that its conditions for legal abortions, relying

on trimesters, are arbitrary at best. Thongh the Court set

28 weeks as the fetus's age of viability, progress in

medicine has doctors and jurists arguing between 26

weeks, 21 weeks and 27 weeks. The question remains: At

what point does a fetus's right-to-life supercede a

mother's right to control her body?

If we answer, as pro-lifers do: From the moment of con-

ception. We are left with a situation where the fetus's

right-to-life supercedes even the mother's right-to-life.

Legally, one nruiy not take an innocent person's life even to

protect one's own life. Abortion of a fetus, under the ab-

solutists' [read, fundamentalists] claim, would not fall

under the Court's definition of self-defense even if the

mother's life were in danger. This likely was part of the

Court's thinking when it decided not to confer full ri^ts

to fetuses in 1973.

And according to recent public opinion polls, the majori-

ty of Americans still favor legal abortion-hard as that

may be to believe after watching the pro-life hordes ni^t
after night on the evening news.

But perhaps the time restraints should be re-considered

in light of medical progress. But who should re-consider

them? The Courts? Fundamentalists who still insist on

literal interpretations of the Bible [did Methuselah really

live 969 years)? The medical community? The polity?

In the meantime, in this age of nationally televised

sonograms that air without comment about the producing-

doctor's assumptions, the following quote from a lawyer-

journalist seems to me a fount of common sense: "I am not

overly impressed by the recent spate of grotesque

demonstrations that ever-younger fetuses can smile or

wave their limbs. So can dogs. Until you prove to me that

a three-month fetus has a greater sense of itself than, say,

a cow, 1 am going to continue thinking that the best solu-

tion to this impossible problem is to leave it in most cir-

cumstances to the womaii who'', ^ot to live with the

result."

Andrew M. Paven %s a Collegian columnist
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( Bubble Bubble Toil
a^Trouble Away!

;icwith a Hot Tub Special
-' at Utopia Spas

One-Hour Hot Tub

^ only $6.50 per person

anytime Mon Tues Wed
• Best Rate m the Valey'

^jbopiaSpas
>75 University Onve Amherst

I (413)253 7727

'(^i.-

Nowls
the time
to dd...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2890

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

IVSAY
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VILLA
Offering Quality Mexican Foods'

friend fo^...

G

v-N^

Great Daily Specials!

For lunch or dinner

and in between. . .

^
NORTHAMPTON • B.Y.O.B.

21 Center St. • 584-0673
AMHERST • B & W Served

41 Boltwood Walk • 256-8217

Ski Powder Ski Vail

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 18 - 25

Trip Includes: 7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Vail /Beaver Creek

Round trip air

Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass

ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED

(other trips don't include taxes and gratuities)

Sign up now
Deposit $150.00 by Feb. 20

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

»«**

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

Tonight Feb. 12 and

Feb. 13, 19, 20

9-11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

ftcr'o
cc^o-'^aa? c£^G:r^:>sa cc^c^r^csap

r^ Come
y In

And
fifowse!

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!

Keep romance alive with a gift from

Le Boudoir

Romantic nightgowns

cacading with lace

sensuous teddies, silk bras and bikinis

garter belts & stockings

and much morel

For him: silk boxers, bikinis

and undershirts

100% cotton pyjamas by Christian Dior

^anTage Shops. 233 N. Pleasant St..

Amhifst 549-6915

Reg Hours: M-S 10-5:30, Sundays 12-5

SPECIAL VALENTINE'S DAY HOURS:
Tues 12th, Wed 13th unt il 8 PM Thursday (yalentine8^Dayj^until^7 PM

Zeta Psi Fraternity
Q. What do Henry Ford, H.J. Heinz, John Brodie,

Roscoe Tanner, the Molson Brothers and

Father Joseph Quigley have in common?

A. They all became brothers in Zeta Psi.

-'I_»»«-•••_

SlMao^
•I

'' " •'

The brothers of Zeta Psi cordially invite all

University men to our Open Rush. We are

America's Oldest International Fraternity.

Come down and meet us.

"MOVIE NIGHTS "

Tues. Feb. 12, 48 Hours 9-11

Thurs. Feb. 14 Caddyshack 9-11

or call 256-6845 i

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
^i

/C^

ff

-NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON
» «_ ,/v/* I

40 Main St., Amherst

Fri. 10-5:30 Sat. 10-4 Z53-9996

• Manicures-Sudzy • Face & Body Waxing
&. Hot Oil • Nail Artistry

/ Sculptured Nails • Facials

Solar Nails* your Biosthetic

• Whirlpool Foot Salon

^autification

Feb. Special - Day of Beauty
(inc. Mini-F'acial. Manicure, Foot Kcautificationj

!•)% Off

Tuesday. February 12. 19851

I'/il \ 4
\ ..IS FEBRUARY

14*^

VaLenttne's Day
THURS. *<aS» FEB. 14

Downtown Amh«rs*

Daily to

h«rs«
I

6.Swn«> I

j WITH THIS(()rP()N

I
$11.50 with shamptH*

} Expires 2/28 85 C

Plaaaa call for appointment

Styles by Deborah
66 Unlvaraity Dnva

Amharat MA MS U10

Remember
Someone Special

wi\h dinner at the T.O.C. Restaurant

order one entree at the regular price

and get the second entree for

Half Price

TOP of the CAMPlTS/5-8 pm
S,nce the 14th Centura, and rrobabh earlier this specal Jay has been observed m nearly

':ZJ n,a.ner „ .'toda. Lore letter, cards decorated u.th
-/'^'if 'j^^f^^^

u,kem ofaftect,oK are sent often an.^nymou^ly to theoh,ectofthe heart s desire

Whatei^r ,M ori^.^.s KW.mM..- . Pu. . u da. K. rrmen,hcr,n, »../ ^r.: u,! s..>m^-o>u_

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Values like you've never seen

before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

Ohm Walsh 2

$1,000 value Speakers

Vi price $499.95 pr.

11^
i
Restaurant

Him^fX/ I I
^**""^ '^^^^ ^^^'^ Sweetheart to Dinner

IUUbI y U on Valentine's day

>

,

DINNER SPECIALS FOR 2

$14.00
any entree from our Greek cuisine

(offer good Thursday only)

ALL RED DRINKS 99*

1 liquor bar drinks only

Nordik Wolf $1.25

(offer good all week)

->'^-

< <̂^

FREE Bouquet of Fresh Flowers

with purchase of % bottle of

Laurent Perrier Extra-Dry Champagne

Specia/ Offering for St Valerntine's Day

338 College Street

Amherst

253-5384
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Enough Sisterhood and Friendship

to Lost a Lifetime. . . Introducing

I

THE

Rush is the period and process by which

sororities recruit rtew nr^embers Several

activities and parties are sponsored by the

various sororities. These are designed to

give interested women a chance to meet
with active members and discuss sorority

life.

BIG THRILL
U -MASS

SORORITY RUSH
Premiering:

TUESDAY. FEB. 19th 7:00 p.m.

at the CAMPUS CENTER. Room 168
Of the individual sororities thot ore of interest to yoo ,

Prereaistration: alpha chi omega 545 2152
' ^^^ CHIOMEGA .W5-0162

C.C. Concourse deltazeta 253-WI6

- . ^4. C^U. A CAW IOTA GAMMA UPSILON 256-6874

rOD. 4in -rOD. 1 oin kappa kappa gamma 545-0320

PHiMu fyf-ofs^

For More Irifomnotion Coll: sigma delta tau 545^27

^r^rriy ArcAinC cl/tR071>l SIGMA KAPPA 256-6887
GREEK AFFAIRS. .

.
.545-271 1 sk^ma s...ma sigma 545-0046

THE
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOC

Cordially invites you to our

our first meeting

of the Spring '85 semester on
Tuesday Feb. 12 th

Check the campus center daily

schedule for the room number.

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!
:»fe :^«s ;*^ liM

ALPHA DELTA PHI A

OPENRUSH A
Feb. 12-14 Tues, Wed, Thurs

8:00 - 10:00 PM ^
One of the 3 top

national fraternities

over 150 years of tradition

come by and see what we 're all about!!

395 North Pleasant St.

BERKSHIRE
EAST
SKI AREA

35 minutes from U-Mass

1-91 North to Greenfield,

16 miles west on Rt. 2

Inexpensive skiing for students

on Massachusetts

biggest £r best mountain
Comparable to many Vermont Areas

* 4 chain lifts

* 2 base lodges, lounge with live

entertainment Saturday night

* student rates

group rates - call 1-339-6617

$3.00 off regular rates with this ad
(not to be combined with any other discounts)

Student Night every Friday Night

$5.00 Lift Ticlcets

Van rentals available for groups of 8-10

call Herm at 625-6729

valid 1985 season

J)
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By Garry Trudeau
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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Weather

TODAY: Ckmdy with

snow or sleet by afternoon,

changin n^ndly to rain

along the coast and by late

afternoon or evening in the

interior. H^hs 35 to 40.

TONIGHT: Rain, heavy at

times and windy.

GET INVOLVED! Write for the Black

Affairs department of the Collegian.

Recruitment meeting at 6:30 p.m., tonight

in Campus Center 113.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Mr Copperlield

6 PicK-Tieup

11 Ems.
Qerman spa

U SomesKirts
\i Popular

musical

16 we
downhearted'''

17 Russian bird''

19 Mauna
20 Before

21

Syiphides

22 Town in S Cen
Spam

24 Saved for a

rainy day
26 Move in a lur

live manner
27 Lily

29 Shade of blue

32 Price

36 These, in

Marseilles

37 Take a whacK
ai iheiracK

38 Creek

39 Louisiana bird

42 Lighl Horse
Harry

43 Aclor Ed
45 En tout (in

any case)

46 Dried up
47 Barbara Bel

49 Before way
51 Some jewelry

53 Calling

57 Harvard

newspaper
(with The )

59 Wallop

60 City on Huon
Gull

61 Actor Torn

62 To Kill a
Harper Lee

65 King topper

66 Concur
67 Abated
68 Debussy sub

iect(with La )

69 Necessities

70 LiKe an arbor

DOWN
1 Throws down
the gauntlet

Ediletf by Trade Mtcbri Jaffr

2 On the qui vive 34 Taylor him

3 Type of tape

4 Ltd s relative

5 Card game
necessity

6 Knight et al

7 Egg Prefix

8 Foch and
namesakes

9 Type style

10 Take It easy'

1

1

Endangered
Iher

12 Indonesian

Isles

13 One of the

Martins

18 Lower the price

23 Longa,

mother city

of Rome
26 Rodent
28 Brooks of

Hollywood
30 Villain s forte

31 Ginkgo or

catalpa
J2 Hocky oulcrop

33 Tributary of the

Seme

36 transit

gloria"

39 Print shop
worker

40 Garfield, tor

one
41 Refuse

container

44 Gouda's cousin

46 California s Big

48 Patsy

60 Shooting areas

52 Eieve'snaed
54 Beth s relative

55 Like some
seals

56 Singer Helen

57 Stuff

58 Playwright

Elmer

59 Family
holdings'*

63 Sheep tick

64 Companion of

humbug

milA B LI
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

BOB QQCIEIID (JUa

aaaa lkjeil]

aaiMQ uBoa utaa

L E

n

ITT TTUt AIL I I
oaHu [jaaa

M

All IRMB A RIBIt CUE
wMFxi mrlfr A nt
AfcTFFPWirirTr
nmwIaInIsIe BnIeItIs

2/1 2ms

>|1M I.M Aaatin Tian KraMraw
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Tuesday, February 12, 1985

DELTA
A HOME.

UPSILON

w. owe,: NOT JUST A HOUSE!
Home cooked meals by a Professional

chef! Above average academics/20

different majors, a real social life!

Friendships that last a lifetime!

Competitive intramural sports!

A clean and comfortable

living environment!

COME SEE US AND FIND OUT WHY
WE'RE DIFFERENT!

Mn
with bar purchase

Tootsie

OPEN RUSH
Tues, Feb. 12th

9 pm - 11 pm

778 N. Pleasant St,

near Grad Tower
& NOPE Gym

549-3831

gyiDnn sn

NE

FEBRUARY
MOVIE
SCHEDULE

SAoiud^ at:

5:00, 7:00, 9:00 & 11:00

(unless otherwise noted)

5:00 PM shows • $1.00

all other shows - $2.00
(tinfess otherwise noted)

Tootsie
shows at 9 i 11 only $1 00

THE
POSTMAN ALWAYS
RINGS TWICE

Here 8, Now
with Richard Prior

BODY HEAT

Discount Non-Alcohoiic Drinks

Bar shacl(s!

««

LINCOLN was a SELF-TAUGHT man.

YOU can also get YOUR OWN
INFORMATION by calling ^^TIPS^ at

545-1540 and ask for tapes

^035
153Q

Internships

Study Abroad
University Honors Program

Transcripts

2aao
1530

PELL Grants

Work -Study Program
Commencement Information

TIPS is open: Mon.- Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

weekends 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

II INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

II A Service of the Dean of Students Office

I'uesday, February 12, 1985

1

iCollegian n

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
ol individual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES
Ecstasy Chocolate Cake 7 50

Chocolate Layef CiWc t

Continental l 50

Cheesecake t 75

Carrot Cake 1 50

Napoleon I 50

Oatmeal Fudqe B.t i SO

ICE CREAM 1 55

Toppings 35

SUNDAES
Hot Fudge 2 25

Brownie SunOae 2 TO

MUNCHIES
Chocolate Chip Cookie 85

Oatmeal Raisin Cookies 55

Chocolate Broixnie 95

Bakiava ' 05

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudge ' Hb 4 00

I lb 7 50

Block Chocolate » lb 3 75

t lb 700

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunda,

6 00 pm to Midnight

79 S Pleasant St Amherst

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5.00

Prices do not include tax

Hypercurricula

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING
Will meet on Tuesday. Feb.

12 in the Commonwealth
Room, Student Union. 7:30

p.m. for beginners. 8:30

p.m. for all others.

STUDENT ALLIANCE
FOR ISRAEL Will meet on

Tuesday. Feb. 12. at 7:30

p.m. in the Suffolk Room.
301 SU.

INFORMATION ON
ISRAEL Information on

kibbutz and other programs

with Ran Sagee. Israel

emissary. Tuesday, Feb. 12.

from 10 a.m. 3 p.m. For

appointment call 545-2K6.

ANIMAL RIGHTS
COALITION What can one

person do? Nothing! But

wait till you see what our

group can accomplish! Big

events are being planned

tonight. Newcomers always

welcome. 7 p.m. TBA.

UPC GENERAL MEETING
Come find out what's coming

to UMass for concerts. Get

involved in the largest

student organization. New
members always welcome!

6:30 p.m. CC 163.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI
Guest: Richard Sapon-White
will speak on "Tracing Your

Jewish Roots." 12:20 p.m. in

the Suffolk Room (301 SU).

MASSPIRG CORE
MEETING Massachusetts

Public Interest Research

Group is a student group
which works with
professional staff on en

vironmental and consumer
research and advocacy. Help

u-s prepare for upcoming
events. 6 p.m. Masspirg

office 423 SUB.

ANTI APARTHEID AC
TION The coalition to end

apartheid is holding an

initial planning meeting for

Bank of Boston boycott. All

community and five college

staff and students welcome.

4:00 CC 902.

SPANISH INF'ORMAL
CONVERSATION HOUR
The Spanish Club's weekly

tertulia will be held on

Tuesdays this semester. All

levels are invited to attend.

Refreshments served. 2:30-

4:00 4th floor lobby. Herter

Hall.

AASA The Asian American

Students Assoc, will be

holding its first meeting.

Everyone is welcome to

attend! 7 p.m. 10 p.m.

Check Campus Center
schedule for room number.

BOLTWOOD PROJECT
Information and recruitment

meeting for new and

returning volunteers. 7 p.m.

Room 174 Campus Center.

INVESTMENT CLUB
FIRST MEETING Review

the club's portfolio and

discuss potential stocks.

Will collect dues and money
for investment. New
members welcome. 7 p.m.

SBAIU

EARTH DAY MEETING
Come help plan Earth Day
85! We need your ideas,

energy and involvement.

6:30 CC 801.

SAFA (STUDENTS AD-
VOCATING FINANCIAL
AID) Mandatory general

meeting for all members. Ail

those interested in going to

Washington. D.C. must

attend! 6:00 p.m. Memorial

Hail.

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
0"e Rocketeie' P.d7a

N«w York. N Y 10020

Phone (212) 581-3043

Mail Hiis ad toi Special

Student/ Teacher Tarilf

RENTAL lEASE PURCHASE

DIETING? t
Try. something dif-t

ferent. Lose weighty

sensibly by learning

#

about your eatingj

habits. Down with!

UHS«t diets* Call

I 549-2671 ext. 181.

j Preregistration by?

J Feb. 21. !

STOP BLUSHING

NERVOUS STUntRING

& INSECURITIES
S^»••l^ jir- pom in»inut> 01

tMd luMs lF« Hi num. t<c

•a tir rMMTukd iMlMtif UON
HAWt WIHOO kvodad m
r*im«i» « 191? Sm* 10> hockuif

LOVERS&OTHER STRANGERS
Dont ForgetYourSv/eefie&Waif Till The LastDay,Let -

Patrick & Co
Oislinctivo HoHStyttng Fof Men A Wooi^jJ^

104 Ruu«U Str*«l

Elmwood Shops

Hodlt>V. MA 01035

^
appo4ntm*nt>

or wotk-int

vCol)

Help'VbuOnValentine's Day

FREE ROSE
FREE biolife® HAIR CONDITIONER

(v/ifh fhisad.,limif-firsf 200ads.,exp.Feb. 18,1985)

You need a

summer job or

part-time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You vtani to earn

up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your
own hours.

^vvv^Avv^iVwvvwvvvvv^AAAArtA;vw^^

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our

spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

Jaffrey, NH 03452
603/532-4416

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AEROBICS

Oat In ahapa tha aaroWc way Mon Tue
rhu S:30-6 IS Rscquatball and FitnsM Club

on Rte 116. nght attar the Sundarlsnd sign

Take Sunderland bus to the Plumtree Red.

stop. Call 549-4645 for rrrare information.

AUTO FOR SALE

'977 Oldt Cutlaaa Supranrte, loaded Runt
preat excellent condition $2900 253-5471

Plymouth Sataflita 1972 V 8 engine in vary

good condition little rust juat inspected $586

or BO call 2S3 7226 or 54&3146

1971 Ford Pinto, 86k, runt well but naedt

brakes Call Ouann 2S6-0509 or S46-4310

300. BO ^___
II BAHAMAS II

You've aaan our brochure* in every

cla*aroom< Now't the time to act' Bahamati

Special student ratea< 256-1320, Taryn

hurry'

BASS PLAYERS

300 watt traynor amp for $12B Beta

cabinet w two 15 inch speakers for $7b or

both for $176 call 646^692

HEST QUALITY RESUMES

Consultation, praparatlon. editing, typ-

ing, cover letter, re*uiT>e analysis, layout,

design. Julio Giarrusso 413-256-6267

CANOYORAMS

Sweats for your Swaathaart. Can-

dygrams sponsored by Siflma Delta Tau $1

on tale et Campus Center Concourse

CAPE COO - SUMMER RENTAL

Seagull Baach - Waat Yarmouth Large

house 6 rooms 4 bedrooms, sleeps 8, whole

season. Duplex same area 4 roomt, 2

bedrooma sleeps 4, 860 per person, cottage

3 rooms 2 bedrooms, sleeps 3 860 per per

son. 253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT

Rach-A-Dlae. Rack-A- VWao
n<ant Mac Joekayt, large

dancaa for houaapartya,

put avania B4S-7144

Entertain

-

video

cam-

BaHoontaa Weet tor your Swaatheart on

Valantinaa Day send a dozen of assorted

baHoon* or 3 foot been deliverd by tuxedo

or gorilla courier for more info caH 666-2446

FOR RENT

Space available In torortty houaa. For in-

fo call 54M)046

Room in Cape Cod cottage for aumiT>er

'86 Call Chris 546^7930

Cape Cod Summer Saasonal Rentals:

W. Yarmouth, Dennis: largest inventory of

(tudio, 1, 2, 3 Et 4 bedroom units; direct

from ownan; 617-52S-8300 or 617 771-2233

House for rant 2 bdrooms garage private

acres near Northampton 268-7136

Boarder naadad at local fraternity meal

plan/greet social plan call 549-3831 ask for

Bill or John

Raaponalbla roommates naadad for

summer '86 on Nantucket. lnforrT>ation: call

Rich 546-5446

Rant single rooms et $150 * util. in

Greenfield w/other UM students. Big home
20 mm drive call Jim 774-6831

Fridge Rentals 2 cu ft free delivery call R Et

P Rental* 263-9742

FOR SALE

Oigitat DacwrHar with modem and fuH box
of paper great condition - great for CytMr
$560 negotiable 549-5216

Studio Couch for sale good condition t>est

offer call 549 4156

Solid mahogany b sprue* Quild guitar

$3125 586-7946 after 5 negotiable

Largaat dorm sit* refrigerator 11'xlV

CartMt like new call 666-4388

Dorm tlxa rafrigaratort for sala. 2 cu. ft.

and 5 cu. ft. call Jim at 253-9434

For sale Hockey Equip, Yanr>aha VP 04

turntable. Technics tun*r amp, Dave
54»7526

8 ft. sofa. comfortaWa VH. Radinar, $S0.

2 bookcaaa* $15 each. 586-8877 eves.

Electric guitar various affects good condi
tion for mora info call 2B3-330B only $100 or

BO

Twin tita Futon mattraaa
tk>n only 936 call 64B-114S

ROUND

A ring downstairs in the Campus Center
February 7 call 866-4680 to kjentify

Keys were found outside F.A.C near SBA
butttop 9:06 Friday momir>g. If yourt, go to

info booth in Camput Canter

HEART EARRINOB
~"

Haaitaf Inl Paail, tMvar B cryatal haartt

and Davida's Garden of Beadan' CC Con
course - look for tfw red display board

HELP WANTED

$10-$3i0 weakly /up maiiirtg circulars' No
bosaai /quotas' Sincerely interested rush
self addresaed stamped envelope: Dept.
AN 7, P0D910CEW, Woodstock, IL 60096

SCERA: Where it pays to teem Two deyt a

week, SCERA students meet and learn

political organizing and tften apply these

skills to issues of concern to students

SCERA alto has positions for the anti

racism team, tfie resource center of the

SGA, and on the clerical support team 10

hrs/wk 9 3.36/hr for non-work study and
work study undergrads Applications and in

fo availabia at 420 Student Union weekdays
8 am 6 pm Applications due 2/13^5 pm
AA/EEO employer

Nawapapar Deliverers needed in dorms
No car needed Approx 1 hr/day 7 days per

week. Good pay. Call 253-7000

Ovarseat Job* Summer, yr round
Europe. S Amer.. Australia. Asia All fields

$900-2000 mo. Sightseeir>g Free info writ*

IJC, PC Box 52 MA 1 Corona Del Mar, CA
9262S

WMUA seeks secretary Mutt know how to

type and take thortfiand 9 hourt/wk. Call

586-7862 leave me**age.

Delivery Driver Monday Thursday Friday

hourt 4-10 Amherst tJeli 549-6314

COUNSELORS ASSOCIATION OF IN-

DEPENDENT CAMPS teekt qualrfied

countetort for 75 merrtbar chiMran't campt
in Northeatt July and Augutt Contact
Aaaociation of lnd«p*r>dant Camps (MAI 60

Madiaon Avenue, New York, New York

1M10 (212) 67S-3230

TO ALL BUBINiBS MAJORS Buainaa*

anparlanoa oppertunltlas are avatoWa for

Spring SB. PoaWont i* accounting and

marketing are open Responsibilities include
continued contact with stduent controlled
businesaat end participetion in group pro
ca««»* for mora info and application come
to tf>e Economic Development Office, 408
Student Union Bklg Juniors preferred Ap
plication deedline extended to Feb 12 5 W)
PM
COMPUTER PROQRAMMER Part time
openir>g for perton experierKed with PDP-11
or VAX computert or MACRO aatembly
ienguage. Amhertt-bated company
developing communicationi and reel-time
control toftware, it looking for tomeone
able to work part time during the tchool
year, with full time employment during the
tummer and intertestiont Excellent oppor
tunity' For information call 549-6894

M HOUR PARTY

TrouMa finding Wght to Ft. Uwdardalal
Come on down with us . Round trip charter

bus from U Mast Only $99 Bast Hotel ac

comodations available. Call Dean 253 9071

Kenny or Grad 5494364 John 548 5363

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop. 28 hours including clasaroom

ar>d shop. Limitad enrollment 263 2088

MONEY. MONEY. MONEY

$60 $ REWARD Get ttte license plate I of
bright red small car Ipoaaibly Mustang} Its

left front fer>der it demagad and part of ita

grill IS gone If its the car that hit mine,
you re $50 bucks richer. Call Jane or Kevin

PfRBOWALB

Reglatar by noon Fabruary > for Perform-
ing Arts Division muaic, theater, dance in

itruction Old Chapel 546-0619

Rack-A-dlac Rack-A-Vldao Entertain

ment Disc Jockey*, large tcreen video

dances for houaeparant*. samlformalt,

campus events 549 7144

Sundey Fiab 10 was Anita Bart>agallo't BIr

thday Itorry it't late' I With her a Happy
19th< Love ya, Anita B'

Heppy Valantine'a Day to everyone that I

know If you have my magma /nietert tape

or any bookt of mone, pleata call Snow

PRORSSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

1 -day service caN now 2S6-0630 or 54fr57S7

ws do an *w**oma Job

HAIRCUTSI $3 SO, fiowavar you v»ant~lti

Lot* of expenanca. CaN Ux avaningt

54»«)86

TNAVEL

Spring Break M at DAYTONA BEACHII
7 night* end 8 day* for only $219 00 for

mora information caN Th*r**a 546-8625

Ca*a*. Paper* , DIaaartatlon*, Thaaa*,
on camput, very relieble, low ratet, Nancy
564^7924

PASCAL Tutoriftg - email group inttruc-

tion at reatonable ratet Startt tommorrow,
Lill Rich 546 7086

LOST

RawardI For information leading to

recovery of black puree "lott" 1/23. Call

549-1879

Loat a eat of key* with an insignia of an E

on It. The keys are important. Pleaae caN

Eric at54&9348

SPRING BREAK - MONTREAL
WEEKENDS $49 00 plus $19 00 tax 6 lar-

vica Include* R T transportation in luxury

temperature controHad motor coech. 3

deyt, 2 nights at Hotel Sherbourg In

downtown Montreal. Feb 16-18, Mer 2-4,

Mer 9 11. Mer 16^18. Mar 23 26 Town
Tourt (t Travel. 482 Mein St , MaWan, MA
02140 321-3983

TYWNO

Andy'a Typing Bandcia 8S4-1000

VALENTINE'S'DAV

ROOM WANTED

Mittent. Sheeptkin. two-tone brown,
lerge, with wool gk}vet intide Lett seen in

Univ Store 2/6. Pleese, pleee return them
to CC Info Oaek. Pleaae' Very badly miaeed.

A 7 Inalt geld bracalat. If found plaaaa caN
646-4277 Reward

Orad Aft atudant naad* kiw coat Hving
apace 888-7633 aft 6 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Houeamata wanted for three bedroom
house in Turners Falls. $150 per month phiS
utNitie*. CaN Nwk at 546-4298

SERVICES

I gkla tMned u. P.f«. hot om. fUt

Flower Sale

SerKl your Velentine a carrtation

look for our table in the

Campus Center. Carnations $1.00

Names wNI be in tfie Collegian

on Valentine's Day

WANTED

Mana Oitaiia Skataa aixe 10-12 caH Bryant

549-6419

two badroom apt in Puffton to take over

June first caN after aavan 686-7746

WOMEN BWIM TEAM

Oood luck today and at Naw Englanda.
Get paycfwd aN, and to ttw seniors congratt
I'M mi** you aH' Your buddy Tofu

WORK STUDY

Wectem Maaa Latin American Solidari-

ty Committee he* thra* positions for aaaia-

tant coordinators. Irviividuals should hav*

good organiiational and communicatkm
akWa artd tM able to work witfH>ut eupervi-

tkxi. AppHcanta may apply at Room 404

SUB. DaadNna 16 Fab woman and paoplaof
color anoouragad to apply, WMLASC li

AA/EEO mrttcnm

*.'^
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SPORTS
Finish 8-2

UM 'sluggish'

in swim rout

of Jeffs, 67-46
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

In their final dual meet of the season, the University of

Massachusetts men's swim team easily defeated Amherst

College last night at Amherst. 67-46.

Pool and school records were broken by backstroker Marc

Surette and Craig Fuller and the Minuetemen took first in

seven out of thirteen events. Absent from the meet was

butterflyer Mike Minutoli out with a concussion.

"They're sluggish right now because they're training for

the New Englands they dont quite have the speed and

snap that they usually do." UM coach Russ Yarworth said.

UMass cleaned up in the 400 yard medley relay. Uking

first and second. Amherst's Andy Epstein took the 1000

yard freestyle with a 10:15.86 followed by Paul McNeil,

with a personal best of 10:20.10. Drew Donovan, with a

1:51.09. won the 200 yard freestyle and Amherst's Lee

Smith placed first in the 50-yard freestyle with a 21.70.

Gary Anderson of Amherst stole the 200 yard individual

medley but the Minutemen divers outclassed the com-

petition with Pat Mullen Uking first, followed by Keith

Pisani. Chris Clarke pulled away in the 200-yard butterfly

Dan Conway and the UMass men's ski team beat BC in

the giant slalom on Sunday.

Umass ski teams
stay in first with
strong weekend
The University of Massachusettswomens ski team once

again proved that they are superior to the other teams in

the conference. This past weekend the Minutewomen won
both the slalom and giant slalom races at the Brown
Carnival led by sophomore Kathy Smiley. UMass now
leads the league with 34 points over second-place

Plymouth State College with 27.

In the slalom. Smiley finished first with a two run com

bined time of 101.95 seconds. Captain Sue White was both

second for UMass and second overall with a time of 104.92

seconds. Next off the hill for UM was Lisa Luczkow who
posted her best finish of her college racing career in fourth

place. Also steady in the gates was Colleen Sweeney close

behind in fifth place. Julia Wells. Tricia Higgins. and Kara

Mullen finished nth, 12th, and 19th.

Smiley once again took the top honors in Sunday's giant

slalom, increasing her winning streak to three straight

races. Colleen Sweeney raced to a third place finish to

contribute to UM's victory. Also skiing well were Luc

zkow, Wells, and Kara Mullen.

The men skiers are back on track winning both races at

the Brown Carnival, held at Loon Mountain in New
Hampshire. Dan Conway paced the team with a first and a

second place finish. This was the first time the men won a

giant slalom race this season over a strong Boston College

team.

In the slalom, Conway led the Minutemen in first place.

UMass secured the victory with Jonathan Segal (5th). Bob

Faigel (6th). Andy M. Clarke (7th). Mark Dennis (15th),

and Kris Vanderzee (20th).

After the first run in Sunday's giant slalom, the difference

between the first and third place teams was only 1.3

seconds. UMass was first and managed to hold onto that

spot with fine racing by Conway, Billy David.son, Faigel,

Craig McCordic. Clarke, and Vanderzee. This race marked

the first time in the 1985 racing season that the Minutemen

beat the BC Eagles in giant slalom.

CoUegian photo by Michelle Sesall

The swimmers are a blur off the blocks, last night at Amherst College. The Minutemen whipped

the Jeffs, 67-46.

with a 2:02.29. Smith finished .05 of a second ahead of

Donovan with a 47.50 in the 100 yard freestyle. Surette set

the pool record in the 200-yard backstroke followed by

Fuller's dominatin of the 500 yard freestyle.

It was the first time that Donovan, an Iowa transfer, was

beaten in indivi'<"»l '•"moetition this season.

Pisani and Mullen pulled another 1 2 in the optional

diving. Anderson rook the 200-yard breaststroke and the

Lord Jeffs took first in the 400-yard freestyle relay.

The Minutemen travel to the Atlantic 10 Championships

in West Virginia next weekend. "I'd like to get third

there," Yarworth said.

UMass Roundup

Women at NU, track runs second
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to recover

from two consecutive losses,

the University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team travels to

Northeastern tonight to

battle the Huskies.

The Hu.skies. 16 6 overall

and 5 1 in the Sea Board

Conference, come into the

game ranked as the nation's

No. 1 defensive team (52.1

points per game) and lists

national powers Maryland

and Cheyney St. as two of

their more prominent
victims.

"They really come at you

defensively," UMass head

coach Barbara Stevens said.

"We'll have to be very

patient in making sure we
get the high percentage

shot. We'll have to be at our

offensive best."

Northeastern has four

players in double figures,

led by 5 9 forward Pam
Green, 15.6 ppg.. and 6 1 so.

center Carla Singleton, 11.3

PPK-

"We'll have to force them

to play a perimeter game,"

Stevens said. They score a

lot of their baskets off their

fast breaks which can be

attributed to their defense."

Game time is 7:30 p.m.

In track action over the

weekend the UMass men
placed second in the Eastern

Championships at Colby

College in Maine.

Powerhouse Southern

Connecticut won the meet

with 124 points with the

Minutemen scoring 76.

Maine was third with 65.

UMass winners included

Mark Themea in the 880 at

1:56.43 and the distance

medley relay team of Jack

Marinilli. Todd Johnson.

Craig Moburg and Chris

Axford with a 10:17.15.

Other UMass places came
from Eric Winer in the 600,

second at 1:13.89. Ted
White was third. Steve

Tolley was second in the

1,000 with a 2:13.90. Bill

Stewart was fourth. John
Pannaccione was second in

the two mile with a time of

8:56.19. The two mile relay

team was third at 7:55.07.

Johnson was also third in

the high hurdles with a 7.80.

Reid a finalist

for UMaine job
University of Massachusetts assistant football coach Jim

Reid is one of the seven finalists for the University of

Maine-Orono head coaching position.

Reid, the UMass defensive coordinator and interim coach

last spring before the hiring of Bob Stull, joined

Washington and Lee Head coach Gary Fallon, Harvard

assistant Lawrence Glueck, Rhode Island offensive

coordinator Niles Nelson, Augustana College head coach

Robert Reade, Gettysburg head coach Barry Streeter and

Buddy Teevens, Boston University's offensive coordinator

as the other finalists for the job opened when Ron
Rogerson took the Princeton job.

Reid, 34, a UM coach for 12 years, graduated from Maine

in 1973.

-PETEK ABIUHAM

"It went pretty much as

expected." UM coach Ken
O'Brien said. "Southern is a

strong team and when we
scored well in the 1.000 and

600 we grabbed second and

they maintained the lead. It

was a good meet for us."

The UMass women also

took a second, they trailed

only Holy Cross in the

Crusader's Invitational Meet
on Sunday.

UMass winners and meet
and fieldhouse record

setters were Barbara
CuUinan in the 600 (1:37.4)

the 4 X 800 relay team of

Maureen O'Reilly. Sue
Goldstein, JuHa Ott and

Sarah KitcheU (9:39.4) and

Kitchell in the 1,000 (3:01.7).

O'Reilly was second in the

1.500 at 4:44.1. Diedre

Doyle was second in the

5.0()0 at 18:26.3. Chris Pratt

and Sally Howes were third

and fourth.

Kari Flei.schman was third

in the long jump at 15-5 Vz.

Leah Loftis was third in the

660. Bridgette Booker won
the 55 meter dash in 7.2 and

third in the 220 (27.4).

"We could've won, but we
put people in the events I

felt they would do well in

and saved a few of the g^irls

for Dartmouth (a dual meet
on Saturday)," UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda said.

"They (Holy Cross) pkked
up a lot of fifths and sixths to

beat us. I was happy with
the way we ran, people like

Maureen O'Reilly and
Barbara Cullinan are
starting to show how well

they can run."

The UMass women's swim
team dropped a tough 1 1 1 29

decision to a strong New
Hampshire team on

Saturday in Durham.
Senior Liz Feinberg

remained undefeated in

individual competition,

winning the 1(X) in 55.36.

UMass' only other winner

was Sue Freitas in the 500

with a .5:44.32 clocking.

Several UMass swimmers
qualified for the New
Englands (next Friday) in

the meet. Margaret
Cameron had a 2:23.93 in the

200 individual medley.
Melissa Rice swam a 1:09.18

in the 100 backstroke and

Ix)ri McCluskey swam a

2:06.54 200 freestyle

qualifying time.

Tonight the women swim in

their final duel meet of the

season at home in Boyden

Pool against Mount
Holyoke. The meet is at 7

p.m. and the women. 2-9.

hope to finish up on a

winning note.

"We should beat them and I

hope we can qualify a few

more swimmers for the New
Englands. " UM coach Bob

Newcomb said.

"They (New Hampshire)

are a very good team,

probably third in the New
Englands." Newcomb said.

"We are overmatched by

them, but Feinberg and

Freitas showed they could

keep their pace and win.

They did well as did the

swimmers who made the

New Englands."

^rts at a glance

UMass schedule: '

Today;

Women's Bssketball: at Northeastern.

Women's Swimming: Mt. Holyoke at Boyden, 7

p.m.
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HOW BRIGHT SHE SHINES
brightly last week.

— Southwest residential area and the tower dormitories shine

Booid ofRegients rcjed studentmember
Hy MICHELLE HVDE
Collegian Staff

GAKDNER - The state Board of Regents of Higher

Education yesterday failed by one vote to pass a motion to

endorse the presence of a student on its board, but student

lobbyists will still try to push their bill through the

legislature.

The board, at a meeting at Mount Wachusett Community

College attended by student representatives of the State

Student Association of Ma.ssachusetts and members of the

University of Massachusetts vStudent Government

As.s<x-iation. voted 7 2 in favor of the motion, one vote

short of reaching a majority. Regent Edward T. Sullivan

If f'l the meeting before the voting took place.

Also at the meeting, Chairman David J. Beaubien an-

nounced the retirement from the board of Foster Furcolo,

a former U.S. congressman and governor of Massachusetts

from 1957-1961. Furcolo, who is now a federal ad

ministrative law judge, was instrumenul in establishing

the Commonwealth's community college sy.stem.

Beaubien said Furcolo's rea.soii ior retirement is "ad-

ditional assignments" related to his work.

Debate about the endorsement of the student regent

position centered around whether students represent a

special interest group and whether their presence would

segment the board.

Regent Hassan Minor, who opposed the motion, said the

governor, who appoints all regents, has always had the

power to appoint a student to the board if he wanted to. He
recommended that the governor appoint a student on the

basis of his or her qualities, and not solely as a

representative of the students.

Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff said that based

on his experience with student members of the Board of

Trustees, he believes students "tend to behave and act like

other regents" and should not be labeled as a special in-

terest group. They, like the other regents, will have broad

concerns," he said.

"1 don't think it's the most pressing issue before the

board, however," Duff said. "Students are getting more

representation from the Student Advisory Council than

they could from one student."

Biit Stacy Roth, co-chairwoman of the SGA Public Policy

committee, which has sponsored a bill calling for a student

regent, said the committee will continue to lobby at the

statehouse and may even re address the regents.

"I really think it's going to pass eventually. " Beth

Harrington. Public Policy co chairwoman, said. "But if the

board of regents had supported the motion, it would have

been no problem."

Q]iiimiin% ddbotes effects ofantenna
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Groups on both sides of the issue of whether to allow the

United States Air Force to construct radio communications

towers in the area voiced their concerns last night during

an open forum at the Northampton County Courthouse.

The Hampshire County Commisioners sponsored the

forum to allow local citizens to air their opinions before the

commisoners make an advisory decision to present to the

Air Force.

The Air Force has proposed the construction of a radio

transmitting tower which could be part of the Ground

Wave Emergency Network (GWEN) to be used in the

event of a nuclear attack.

Air Force officials backed out from appearing at the

forum apparently after learning of the appearance of

William Arkin, a defense analyst from Washington D.C..

brought here by groups opposed to the tower.

In a prepared statement, the Air Force said that though

they "welcomed the opportunity of meeting with you. ..to

further discuss the project as it may affect your citizens,"

they would not attend because of the inclusion of "people

outside the communities involved."

County Commisioner Chair Patrick Goggins expressed

disappointment about the absence of Air Force officials,

but decided to hold the forum anyway.

Arkin, who is the director of the Arms Race and Nuclear

WEAPONS Research Project, said that the Air Force's

absence demonstrates their contempt for the citizens and

concerns of Hampshire County.

"GWEN is the mindchild of war fighters," Arkin said,

adding that the Air Force is abandoning the hope of

preventing a nuclear war by preparing for one with the

communications system.

But Arthur Quinton, representing the Committee for

Civic Responsibility, which supports the Air Force plan,

refuted Arkin and his supporters, the No GWEN Alliance.

Inai^e

Bus service could be cut 3
Misconceptions of Lincoln 7

The Count review Becxh MemorieslO
Minutewomen upset Northeastern, 16

"Adults think with their

mouths open.
"

—David Byrne

Teacher sues

the University
Claims denials of freedoms
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts assistant professor, who
was denied tenure last year for what he claims are biases

against his liberal views of alternative sexuality, filed a

$165,000 federal lawsuit against the University Monday in

U.S. District Court in Springfield.

Roger W. Libby. a family researcher, theorist and

sexologist, is suing the Board of Trustees, President David

C. Knapp, ('hancellor Joseph D. Duffey and other ad-

ministrators and faculty members for their alleged sup-

pression of his F'irst Amendment right guaranteeing

freedom of speech.

The suit, filed by Libby and Northampton attorney John

.1. Green Jr., also includes a demand for an injunction to

prevent Libby's dismis.sal this May.

Libby said the University made "a concerned effort" to

suppress and restrict his non traditional sexual views.

l>ibby said these efforts, in the form of poor faculty

evaluations and oral criticism from department superiors,

affected the decision to deny him tenure.

University officials and administrators were unavailable

lor comment.
In a phone interview Tuesday. Libby said. "In short,

they're canning me because I'm outspoken. They will not

accept the fact that I teach what they consider non-

wholesome subjects. The (home economics) department

will not acknowledge that these subjects are valid in

today's .society."

CofUinufd to page S

Advisor to assess

hcxnosexual needs
ByPHILSERAFlNO
Collegian Staff

The administration announced ye.sterday the hiring of a

human relations planner and advocate to assess the ser

vices available to homosexual and bi.sexual students.

Felice Yeskel, former lesbian and gay awarene.ss trainer

for UMass Residential Education East, will hold the

temporary part time position until June. She will be

responsible for collecting data concerning .student needs

and problems, such as ant i homosexual acts that occurred

last semester during Gay Awareness Week.
The data will be incorporated into a report for Dennis
Madson, vice chancellor for student affairs.

Sarah Boy. a special assi.stant to Madson. said the ap-

pointment is not solely a result of demands made by the

Pe<jple's Gay Alliance last semester to have a

professionally staffed office for gay. lesbian, and bisexual

affairs. Hy the time the demands were made, she said, "It

was becoming real clear to the administration that the

climate of civility wasn't there for this population of

students."

Boy cited the "heterosexuals fight back" march and the

threat by heterosexuals to hang a homosexual in effigy as

an impetus for hiring Yeskel.

Yeskel said a lot of the problems between heterosexuals

and homo.sexuals have been the result of "a lack of un-

derstanding." She said she hopes to "facilitate an

educational process" on campus and "build connections

with other people who are concerned with ending op-

pression."

Boy said that Yeskefs main job will be as a planner,

collecting data to determine what services are required. To
do this, Yeskel will work with various agencies on campus

to find out what students want. Yeskel will also research

how other colleges and universities deal with problems

such as homophobia and the oppression of homosexuals.

She said this would give a more accurate picture of

student needs rather than just relying on a vocal mi nority

such as the PGA.
In addition, Yeskel will be a liason to campus agencies to

coordinate services for gay and lesbian students, and also

adv(x:ate for the concerns of these students on campus.

Boy said Yeskel will try "to put in a real coherent

package, what the University isn't doing that needs to be

rtone, and then make some recommendations" to improve

the areas found lacking.
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WORLD AIMD NATIONAL NEWS
Korean dissident's new party

makes headway in election

AP l^ascrphoW)

MAYORS RESPOND — Hartford Mayor Thirman Milner speaks at

Boston's City Hall yesterday before more than a dozen New England

mayors on the President's proposed cuts in federal aid to cities. Boston

Mayor Raymond Flynn is behind Milner.

Mai^ New England mayMS
rap Reagan's proposed cuts
BOSTON ( AP) — More than a dozen New

F:ngland mayors joined Boston Mayor

Raymond L. Flynn yesterday to criticize

President Keagan's proposed cuts in federal

aid to cities.

"The budget makers are spending money

on star wars in the heavens while I'm

worrying about drug wars in the streets of

Boston." Flynn said at a City Hall news

conference.

unacceptable but unconscionable."

The news conference was sponsored by

the U.S. Conference of Mayors, which held

a similar session in Chicago on Monday and

plans news conferences in Atlanta and San

Francisco next week.

If Congress approves Reagan's fiscal 1986

proposal to eliminate federal revenue

sharing and the Urban Development Action

Grants. Boston could see a slow down in its

building boom and the elimination of police

foot patrols. Flynn said.

Added Hartford Mayor Thirman Milner.

"Its not just the poor people who are going

to suffer."

In addition to eliminating the two federal

programs. Keagan has proposed substantial

reductions in federal aid to mass transit,

housing and nutrition programs.

Flynn said Bostons bill to the

Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority could double— from $42 million to

$84 million— if the cutbacks are approved.

In addition, he said, the city would lose $40

million in housing funds.

He said the harm to Boston from the cuts

may be unique among the nation's larger

cities because Boston must gain approval of

the state Legislature before raising taxes to

compensate for any shortfall.

"We have an institutional, structural

deficit." he said.

Newton Mayor Theodore Mann said that

even affluent cities such as his have

residents living below the poverty level for

whom services must be provided.

Finest Morial, mayor of New Orleans and

president of the mayors' conferences said'

the federal cuts come on top of other federal

reductions in aid to cities over the past

several years.

Schools don't apj^ tar a

as federal deadfine nears

SEOUL. South Korea (AP) - The new

political party was running a strong second

in nationwide elections today no threat to

the majority of President Chun Doo hwan

but presaging a strong opposition voice in

South Korea's future.

Chun's ruling Democratic Justice Party

wa> certain to retain firm control of the

National Assembly, but the showing of the

New Korea Democratic Party has exceeded

even its own expectations.

With 42.5 percent of Tuesday's vote

counted, the Central Election Management

Committee said government candidates

were running first or second in 88 of 92 two^

seat districts, and the new party's can

didates in 47. Two moderate opposition

groups the Demm-ratic Korea Party and

Korea National Party had only 24 and 18

leaders respectively, and the other seven

top contenders were from smaller parties.

An additional 92 seats in the 276 member
body are decided proportionally, with 61

going to the party winning the most seats in

the direct ballot. A total of 439 candidates

ran in the direct ballot districts.

The two leading parties dominated all 14

districts in Seoul, the capital, shutting out

the Democratic Korea Party.

The new opposition group, which calls

Chun a military dictator, was formed only

last month and is backed by South Korea's

two leading dissidents Kim Dae jung, who
returned from self exile last week, and Kim
Young sam. Both are under the equivalent

of house arrest and have been blacklisted

politically since 1980.

Man arrested for 150th time
CHICAGO ( AP) - Joseph "Pops" Panczko

is hardly shy and police say he apparently

isn't retiring either: They just arrested the

66 year old burglar for at least the 150th

time.

Panczko. whose eight page police record

goes back nearly five decades, was released

Monday after posting a $25,000 bond on a

burglary charge.

"He is more or less a living legend. "
said

Sgt. Phil Watzke. who works the district

where Panczkos latest arrest took place.

"He's notorious armed robberies, bank

robberies, burglaries, you name it."

Panczko has often regaled arresting of-

ficers and reporters with his gift of gab,

once offering the alibi, "I don't know-

nothing and I can prove it."

And rather than shy away from the

notoriety that followed in the wake of so

many arrests, he once told reporters his

reputation as a lawbreaker had its ad

vantages.

"I buy watches legitimately for $11 each

and sell them for $20 after teUing people

there 'hot.'
" he said outside a courtroom

during one of his trials.

And that business, he continued, was

easier than driving a soda truck, the job

from which his nickname "Pops" stemmed.

Panczkos latest arrest came Saturday at

his Northwest Side home. Also arrested

and charged with burglary was his nephew.

Richard Grygiel. 40. Grygiel was released

after posting a $7,500 bond. Both men are

to appear in court Feb 27.

They were taken into custody after police

officers watched two men break into a

parked car and traced the license plate of

the getaway car to Panczko. said Sgt.

Patrick Heenan.

Heenan said stakeouts were set up in the

area because of an increasing number of car

burglaries.

Panczko is the senior member of a family

that has logged more than 200 arrests and a

dozen convictions on charges ranging from

counterfeiting and bribery to a string of

jewel robberies.

The youngest and perhaps most notorious

brother, Paul "Peanuts " Panczko is said by

police to have organized the family and

some friends into a gang during the 1940s.

NEW BEDFORD (AP) -
At least $225,000 in federal

funds is available to help

Massachusetts school

districts with asbestos

removal, but no one had

applied for the money with

the deadline just a few days

off.

The money is part of a $50

million asbestos abatement

program approved by

Congress that provides

grants and no interest loans

for schools nation-wide to

remove or cover the sub-

stance.

"I don't know why they're

not applying, " John
Calabero, administrator at

the state School Building

Assistance Bureau, told The
Standard Times of New
Fiedford.
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The grants would cover 50

percent of the costs,

whereas the loans would pay

up to 100 percent of the

expense, according to Paul

Heffernan, regional asbestos

coordinator for the federal

P^nvironmental Protection

Agency in Boston.

The federal program
guarantees each state where
there is an asbestos problem

at least $225,000. and more
money is available where
there is greater need, he

said.

Until 1973. asbestos was

applied in the walls and

ceilings of buildings as a fire

retardant and insulator.

Scientists now say the

material can cause lung

cancer when the fiber

crumbles and the particles

are inhaled.

AP Laaerphoto

TOXIC LEAK — Two of at least 59 workers at the Homer City (Penn.)

Generating Station wait for ambulances after leaking toxic chlorine

fumes sickened them.

Soviets confirm Chernenko ill
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet officials con-

firmed yesterday that President Kon-

stantin II. Chernenko is ill and said he

canceled a scheduled meeting with Greek

Premier Andreas Papandreou, a Greek

government spokesman said. Chernenko

has not made a public appearance in nearly

seven weeks
(lrt'» k government spokesman Dimitrios

Maroudas later told a news conference that

a planned Tuesday meeting between

Papandreou and the 73-year-old Soviet

leader had been canceled by Soviet officials

who said Chernenko was sick.

"The planned meeting of the premier ol

Greece with the general secretary of the

Soviet Communist Party could not take

place due to the illness of Mr. Chernenko,

Maroudas said.
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Yvonne Brown

Woman chef has
excelled in U.S.
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

When Yvonne John, manager of Yvonne's Restaurant in

the basement of the New Africa House, came to the

United States from Guyana nine years ago, she started

from scratch. Now she has a bachelor of arts degree in

food management and is working toward her doctorate in

multi-cultural education.

In addition to running her restaurant and catering

business, she teaches a class on West Indian cultures at

the Malcolm X Center. She also has published her own

cookbook, has another one on the way, and is planning to

open a restaurant in the Amherst area with her brother

which will serve five different kinds of ethnic cuisine.

Yvonne describes her native Guyana as "tropical, where

there is plenty of everything and people get along

without regard to race. People love one another as

brother and sisters; there is no prejudice. " She said

Guyana is a mixture of several cultures and ethnic

groups, including British, Chinese, American Indian,

East Indian, black and Portugese.

Women on Campus
Yvonne began working in her father's restaurant at the

age of six. "My father is Chinese and Ea.st Indian. He

owned three restaurants. We also had the largest coconut

estate in the county of Berbice. where I worked from a

very young age."

When Yvonne, who has 18 brothers and sisters, first

came to live in the United States in 1976, she attended a

trade and te<'hnical college in Los Angeles for a short

time and then moved to Amherst to attend UMass.

"When I first came here I couldn't get any financial aid,

so I worked for Food Services at Amherst College. I

wanted to buy a house so I could bring my six children

here, so I worked on the weekends cleaning houses."

Yvonne now owns her own home in Hadley. For the past

eleven years, she has raised her six children as a single

parent.

"People think if kids don't have a father, they won't

grow up right. But a single parent can bring up kids and

do a good job. Discipline is very important. Shelter, food

and good education come first -everything else is

secondary."

In the future, Yvonne would like to work as an in

ternational food consultant in ethnic foods for universities

and hotels.

Administratioii hope to reduce drqhoiits
By GKEG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The administration has formed a committee of faculty,

staff and students to try to reduce the number of students

who drop out of the Universtiy of Massachusetts.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson

said yesterday the committee was assembled to improve

retention at the University, "but not to study it. We want

this to be an action group."

Madson and Provost Richard O'Brien held an initial

meeting with the group Monday. They have one faculty

position on the committee left to fill.

"Were looking for motivated, quick-thinking people,

"

Madson said. "This committee is not necessarily

representative of the campus."

The committee is comprised of four faculty members,

three staff people and two students.

Madson said UMass graduates about 40 percent of its

students in four years and about 50 percent in five years.

"That's not an unusual rate for an institution this size, but

it's not good," Madson said.

The goal of the committee is a three to eight percent

improvement in retention over the next two years. Madson

saiu. 1 he entire committee will meet for the first time Feb.

26.

advising. Madson said he would like to increase the

standards by which advisers are chosen and rewarded for

their efforts.

"Clearly, publications and research are rewarded. I want

to see how we can reward good faculty advising when it

comes time for raises and awarding tenure. " Madson said.

The committee is chaired by English professor Charles

Moran. Other faculty representatives on the group are Lee

Edwards of the English and Women's Studies departments

and Seymour Shapiro, a botany professor. Beth Elam and

student government co^President Rick Patrick are the

student members of the committee.

Sarah Hamilton, director of the New Students' Program.

Arthur Jackson, financial aid director, and Leona Sidman-

Philips. from the Everywomen's Center, are the staff

people on the committee.

Madson noted the economic benefits of keeping .tudents

at the University. "Obviously, its better than spending a

lot on recruitment." he said.

"But. more important than that is the human value of

helping people to be successful. A lot of people leave for

the right reason, so the goal is not 100 percent retention.

But we do want people to stay here." Madson said.

Student is

accused in

drug deal
By CHRIS POON
I'ollegian Stall

A John Quincy Adams
dormitory resident was
accused of deahng drugs by

a man who posed as a

University of Massachusetts

police officer, police said.

The student received a

phone call late Monday night

from an unidentified person

who claimed to be from the

police department. The man
accused the student of

selling drugs and asked to

meet him in the lobby but

when the man did not show
up. he called the police.

In other police action, a

UMass student, 20, was
arrested at his home

Monday night on a warrant

issued in 1983 by UMass
police. The warrant was

issues in October 1983 after

the student failed to show up

in court on a charge for

breaking and entering with

intent to commit a felony.

Campus police had been

looking for him since the

court date, but every time

they went to look for him,

they were told he was not

home.

BAAA. HHUNGRY
sheep farm.

. Collegian photo by Derek Roberts

These sheep eat their hay at the Stockbridge

VI I

SGA may face revenue reduction

budget committee
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

A special report will be presented tonight

to the University of Massachusetts un-

dergraduate student senate which will

disclose a significant reduction in the funds

available to the senate next year, the

senate Budgets Committee chairman

Joseph Sparks said yesterday.

Details of the amount of the reduction

were not available. Sparks said, because

says
the full report would not be available until

today. Some details haven't been finished.

The report, on the general status of the

Student Activities Trust Fund, will show

there will be much less money available for

student activities than in past years.

Sparks said.

"People will look at this and understand

why we were against the concerts, " he said.

Sparks had opposed SGA funding of the

.spring events at last week's senate

Continued on pagt 5
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TENDER CARE — Hillary Norton arranges bakery goods late yester-

day afternoon at a downtown Amherst bakery.

Students face PVTA feres,

kss of aid in Reagan proposals

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

A reduction in service time and the in-

troduction of a fare for students on the

PVTA may be the results if President

Ronald Reagan's proposed budget cuts in

public transportaion are approved, a UMass
spokesman .said last night.

The University also stands to lose up to

seven million dollars for student financial

aid if Reagan's budget cuts are approved, a

financial aid spokeswoman said.

Bill Barrett director of parking and

transportation at UMass, and Lana West of

the UMass financial aid office explained the

effects of lieagan's proposed budget cuts on

the PVTA and student financial aid to 40

members of Students Advocating Financial

Aid (SAFA) at Memorial Hall to help SAFA
prepare for lobbying efforts in Washington

D.C. next month.

Barrett said, "The impact of a 20 to 30

percent reduction in funding would be

deva.stating. Service time would be cut-

back, students would have to pay a bus fare

reducing ridership by 50 percent, many

student jobs would be lost, and others

would not be able to get to and from work.

"

"Presently, the PVTA receives its federal

funding through two sections of the Urban

Mass Transit Act, sections 9 and 18,"

Barrett said. Section 9 covers funding for

Amherst while section 18 covers funding for

Belchertown and Sunderland.

Reagan's present plan would cut section 9

funds by 25 percent while section 18 funds

would be cut by 50 percent, Barrett said.

Talking about financial aid. West said, "At

the very least 10,220 students will be ef-

fected by the cutbacks."

Programs that will be affected are the

work study, direct student loans , Pell

Grants, and Supplemental F^ducational

Grants, West said.

The office recently rai.sed $1,000 for

scholarships and the office is trying to find

ways to distribute the money to more

students, West said.
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Something you

want to say

before you leave?

Submit your proposal for

Senior Commencement Speaker

to Trey Williams, 545-2334, 319 Whitmore

(5 minutes: 3 pages, typed, double-spaced)

DEADLINE: MARCH 13, 1985

Jet Tour Daytona Beach
March 16-23

$279. + $59. tax and service

Includes:

R.T. Jet Directly to Daytona

8 days, 7 nights Hotel at Quality Inn Reef

located directly on the beach.

Optional Kitchenette, Walt Disney World, Epcot Ctr.

and nightclub tour.

Discount Books Available

Welcome Party

Fort Lauderdale $279.

+ $69. tax and aervice

alao available

TOWN TOURS & TRAVEL
482 Main St., Maiden, MA 02148

321-3993

WHAT'S FURRY,

LOVES ICE CREAM
& GIVES fREE

KISSES?
We won't tell, but it's 6 feet tall and

is waiting at our Kissing Booth to

tickle your fancy. Come to Herrell's

Ice Cream for a Valentine's Day

dish and see for yourself what's

beai\y pawsible.

SMB.-Thars. 12:30 p.ai.- 1 1 :30 p.a.

Fri. k Sat. 12:30 p.M.-Midaigiit

586-4837

FREE Hamburgers & Hot Dogs
til 12

All Night

All Week COVER

WHERE UMASS PARTIES
Rt. 9 Amherst (next to the Hunan Garden Restaurant) 256-8284

Herreirs Ice Cream
Thornes Marketplace Old South St. Northampton

^unaH (garden

-^ MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
Luncheon From tpZeZO
Specials served 11 a.ni.-3 p.m.

New Buffet & Sunday Brunch cawjeat 5.25

SPRING SEMINARS ON
ALCOHOL USE, LAWS & LIABILITY
The UniversitY of Massachusetts Health Services (Diviston

of Health Education) and the Student Legal Sen/ices office

are sponsoring three educational seminars on alcohol and
the law which will be open to the campus community. Each
seminar will feature a presentation by panelists followed by
a question and answer session.
Attorney Jill Franks will give an overview of Massachusetts
statutes and civil liability cases related to alcohol use. She
will provide information and answer questions reiated to

protective custody, false identification, serving minors/and
or intoxicated individuals, drinking and driving, open con-
tainers and transport laws.
Cariene Riccelli, Coordinator of the Alcohol Education Pro-

gram, will provide information and answer questions

related to alcohol use and community resources for alcohol

and other drug related issues.

All students, faculty and staff are invited to attend.

DATES TIME
Tues, Feb. 19, 1985 7:00 PM
Wed, March 6. 1966 7:00 PM

Tues, April 2, 1985 7:00 PM

PLACE
Campus Ctr. 804-808
Hampden Commons
(Southside Room)
Southwest
Campus Center 917

Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday 11:30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms

2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chiklren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet €r Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot €r Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. Er Sat. 11:Xa.m.-11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Values like you've never seen

before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

Panasonic 788

Digital in dash

car stereo

$300 value $129.95

Wednesday, February 13. 1985.
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MASSPIRG ACID RAIN MEETING -
Our acid rain group is organizing a series

of public education events to advocate

awareness of the acid rain problem and

good acid rain legislation. All welcome! 6

p.m.. 423 SUB.

25 PLUS CLUB - Welcome back social.

If you care more about what happened to

Buffy Sainte Marie than what color Cyndi
Lauper"s hair is, then drop by the Faculty

Club for wine and cheese. 4-7 p.m..

Faculty Club, behind Morrill.

YAKMULKE MAKING WORKSHOP -
Learn how to make yarmulkes! All

materials provided. 7 8 p.m.. 904 CC.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING -
Ben Kaghan will speak on "African

Wildlife. East and West." Slideshow

presentation. 7 p.m.. 305 Holdsworth.

GAY & LESBIAN ISSUES - Come rap

with us. The Counseling Collective, on

this interesting issue. "Coming out on

Campus." 7:30 p.m.. 413B SUB.

• Teacher sues
Libby, who was hired six years ago to

develop UMass' Center for the Family, a

program in family studies, now teaches

"Family Violence" and "Alternative

Lifestyles." Both courses review such

subjects as divorce, marital separation,

monogamy, homosexuality, bisexuality and

the role of alternative lifestyles in modern

society.

Last year, the Home E)conomics Personnel

committee voted unanimously against

granting Libby. and another professor who
has done extensive research in the area of

bisexuality and homosexualtiy. promotion

for tenure.

Libby said successive votes backing the
initial vote did not conform to University

standards for establishing promotion and
tenure. He also said that the University

ignored recommendations of other faculty

members that Libby be considered for

promotion.

WINTER CLEARANCE
SAVINGS UP TO 80% OFF

30 to 80% OFF

Parkas, Ski Jackets, Vests and Pullovers

20 to 80% OFF Duofold Underwear, T-necks, etc.

30 to 80% OFF Sweaters by Woolrich, Pendleton, etc.

20 to 60% OFF Woolrich Chamois, Wool, Flannel Shirts

20 to 50% OFF Knit Hats, Gloves, Mittens, etc.

The savings are too good to pass up, and the

weather is too cold to wait any longer for the best

winter clearance sale Don Gleason's has ever had.

Shop early for best selection.

Cfc/ ^V/CAMPERS SUPPLY INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON
9-5:30 Waekdays 9-5 Saturday

ov^^^ THE LINES
°''

FRI. FEB. 15 8 PM
THE BLUEWALL

18+'

$3.00
and over ^g _j.andover

Company Milwaukee A'WOtis-n

Continued from page I • Funding Continued from, page S

Libby is a member of the board of con-

sultants of Forum magazine and author of

the award winning textbook Sexual

Choices, now in its second printing. He
alleges his achievements are continually

slighted by people anxious to discredit him.

I'm just trying to prove that there has

been a whole history of discrimination

against me. This has been going on for

three years, at least. They tell me my
achievements don't merit promotion, but on

the other hand, they restrict me in my
academic pursuits because they just don't

like me. It doesn't make any .sense."

Libby also charges that his superiors

"ignore" the "positive feedback" and
"support" he receives from his students.

"The problem with this is that the con-

servatism of the department is preventing

these very necessary courses from being

taught. My students should have a say in

my tenure decision- they seek my courses

and clearly, that says something."

meeting, but a motion approving the

funding passed.

There are several reasons for the

reduction in available funds. Sparks said.

These include an expected enrollment

decline, which will reduce the incoming

student fees; cost of living and insurance

increases for professional Student
Activities staff, and budgeting to pay for

full costing.

Full costing is the cost that "the

University incurs on the running of trust

funds." Sparks said. "They're general

administrative type things."

Sparks estimated full costing will cost the

SGA $81,000 next year.

Other items on tonight's agenda include a

motion to create a fund for next year to pay

for the spring events, and a motion to offer

$100 reward for "information leading to the

arrest of those responsible for the

defacement of University buildings."

ALPHA DELTA PHI A
\

OPENRUSH A

I

Feb. 12-14 Tues, Wed, Thurs J

8:00 - 10:00 PM *

One of the 3 top

national fraternities

over 150 years of tradition

come by and see what we 're all about!!

395 North Pleasant St.

0MA
THESE USELESS RUSH
ADS HAVE NEVER
WORKED FOR US YET
WE'VE BEEN ONE OF
THE LARGEST GREEK
HOUSES ON CAMPUS FOR

29 YEARS

If you would like to find out why stop

by for our Open Rush

on Wednesday, Feb. 6

From 7:30 till 9:00

or please call 256-6802 for details

Elm St.

<

College

Southwest
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Random Notes
A note on the blues

The other day I ran out to get my mail. I

was wearing jeans, a T-shirt and socks.

When 1 ran back - without mail - I saw

that I had locked the door behind me. I

stood there, looking through my window,

wondering how long it would take to

freeze to death.

Occasionally, oixr efforts are like those

of small birds hurling themselves against

a clear window; it is not that we are blind

or stupid, but often we run into something

that no one told us about. So we work. I

write a column. You do your thing. AH of

us try to rise above the greedy commotion

of living day to day (also to make a buck);

and to become — against the history

behind and the world around - something

new. Often the odds against us are stag-

gering

You may wonder: What am I doing

here? Why school? Why work? Is it just to

make money? Or a way to give your eftort

meaning, keeping away the hopeless feel-

ing that you might be headed nowhere?

What about ideals? What of those goals

and standards that lure us toward the

clear window? They are ideals we have

seen worn by time, passed over by super-

organized government, and left powerless

from disinterest. So why do anything?

Why protest? Why sit in class and listen to

that damn professor? The injustice of it!

We nmy never obtain our ideals; never

get that 4.00, never get that job. Yet, with

all that weighing so heavily on our minds,

we are never more endearing and right

than when we try.

I broke the window with a brick, and

now keep my key under the door mat.

Daxrid McNair is a Collegian correspon-

dent.

Understanding how precious life is to her
^^ Aiv*x/* 1^ *- cf ,.^ fUf nponle loved mc
Watching Surviving, Sunday J^*

s

ABC movie about teen suicide, brought

back some painful memories for me. J-or

although I've never attempted suicide, 1 ve

been in a similar situation where I was forc-

ed to look at death straight m the face.

Last summer, I was in a near-fatal head-on

collision and spent several days m the

hospital. I hope the realizations I gained

from that experience wUl make someone

thinking about taking his/her own life think

again. .

When I regained consciousness in tne

emergency room, my doctor told me that I

was lucky to be alive. Dazed as I was, a,

trembling feeling of relief and joy came

over me as I thought of the one thing we a^

take for granted, "I'm alive." Suddenly, all

those "important" anxieties of last month

- finals, pressures, and dates - were

trivial and meaningless. Hours later, I

realized that 1 wouldn't have missed the

great events of my life, but rather the little

things which mean so much: playing with

my cat, eating pepermint stick ice cream

and laughing with friends.

I realized that people loved me just

because I was me. I saw it in the pale,

shocked face of my older brother. I heard it

in the hushed voice of my best friend. No

matter how alone and helpless we feel

when problems hit us, we are never really

alone. People do care. All we have to do is

reach out to them.

I was furious at those people who pur-

posely take their lives, and who abuse

themselves with drugs and alcohol. Didn't

they know how precious life is? But they

had never been as close to losing it as I'd

been That's the only unfortunate thing

about life I can think of. The only time we

realize how beautiful it is, is when we've

nearly lost it.

I'm convinced that each and every one of

us has a purpose in this world though we

may not know what it is. No one's life is

hopeless or worthless. Live life, enjoy it

and be greatful for it. God didn't want me

to die at 18. He has plans for me and for all

of us. Think about it. I was one of the lucky

ones. I got a second chance at life. Most

people don't.

Marianne Metaxas is a UMass student.
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Students are key to Campus Center

There has been some discussion lately

about eliminating the Cjunpus Center

Board of Governors. The man behind this

move is Vice-Chancellor John L. DeNyse. I

have one question for Mr. DeNyse. Whose

interest are you trying to serve? Let's face

facts, there would be no university without

students. There would be no Campus

Center without students, and particularly,

student fees.

As I understand it, the Campus Center

was built with student money. Students

pay a Campus Center fee each semester.

In tact It seems to me that students'

should probably be responsible for com-

plete management of the building, and all

its activities. That would be fair. Instead

we have an administration, embodied by

DeNyse, which seems to regard students as

a nuisance. I for one think it's about time

the University administration and Campus

Center management get their thinking

straight. They exist to serve us, the

students, not vice versa.

Sean J. Cleary is a UMass student

.and lots of other good stuff at

I
Downtown Amhcfit Delly10 6.Sun.ia-5

MAM *»WOVtD HI»>tCTK>l« tTATlOW

MA S«f 1 T«» E»tr»

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto
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Fut Service Tre Stoi*

ra Sundwtand M. No Amhcrd. MA
Across trom Wslrotoa s Stwe

AX-VISA-MC 549-4704
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TOP of the CAMPUS
Restaurant

Welcomes you back to the finest view in the valley.

• Full Service Menu

Check out our meal exchange

program Tues., Wed. & Thurs.

• Student discount on entrees

» Lounge Entertainment Tues.,

^/. Fri. & Sat. Eves.

/^Uxxvc\i'. Mon.-Fri., 11:30-2:00 PM
Dinner: Tues., Wed., Thurs. 5-8 PM

Fri. & Sat. 5-9 PM

11th Floor Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts
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Letters to the Editor
Cartoon contributes to negative stereotype

It is with a sense of moral outrage and
idignation that I protest the decision of the

Collegian to print such an offensive,

abusive, and sexually obnoxious cartoon

yesterday about fraternities.

The fundamental issue is ethics in jour-

nalism. Regardless of one's view of the

Greek system, everyone should be concern-

ed about the Collegian's overt disregard for

enforcement of credibility, truth and in-

tellectual objectivity in journalism.

Although the cartoon was on the opinion

page, it was so explicit in its suggestion

that fraternity men engage in sexual rela-

tions with sheep that all moral boundaries
— journalistic and societal — have been

shattered.

Over the years, the Collegian has prided

itself on its support of open discussion of

social issues such as racism, sexism, anti-

semitism, and other forms of oppression.

Yet it has seriously compromised that

quality by a refusal to encourage that same
intellectual discussion in regards to

stereotypes of the Greek system.

As a mass communications major I am
concerned about the Collegian's jour-

nalistic ethics, lis a member of a fraternity

I am appalled by their implications, and as

r. progressive I am concerned about the

Collegian's abuse of perspectives other

than their own.

Rather than continue this hostile rela-

tionship with the Greek area, the Collegian

would benefit from an examination of it's

journalistic obligations and moral percep-

tions regarding the fraternities and
sororities of the University of

Massachusetts. This could be accomplished

by meeting with the Interfraternity and

Panhellenic Councils, visiting individual

chapters, examining the history and tradi-

tions of chapters, discovering the

numerous charities many chapters spon-

sor, and in general becoming more activily

involved with the Greek community. I

believe the Collegian and the University

community as a whole would benefit great-

ly.

We can all work together to erase old and

outworn stereotypes that hang over the

the heads of minority groups within the

University community. Whether they are

political, social, economic or cultural in

nature — the way to move forward is

through open, intellectual discussion and

not through the perpetuation of negative

stereotypes.

Reuven M. Carlyle

Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity

Misconceptions regarding Lincoln and slavery

The Collegian story, "Lincoln's Motives

Debated" yesterday which quoted me and

Afro-Am Professor Ernest Allen. As it

happened, the reporter invited me to com-

ment on only one of Professor Allen's

assertions — namely, that Lincoln issued

the Emancipation Proclamation more for

military than for humanitarian reasons.

Applebaum did not inform me of Professor

Allen's additional remarks. Because they

reflect popular misconceptions about Lin-

coln, let me respond to those remarks here.

First, Lincoln was not a lifelong sup-

porter of colonization. Before the Civil

War, it's true, he thought colonization the

ultimate solution to the race problem

because he feared that white Americans of

his day were too prejudiced to allow blacks

to live among them as equals. Yet Lincoln

hated slavery as an atfomination — "if

slavery is not wrong," he said repeatedly,

"nothing is wrong." After the Emancipa-

tion Proclamation, which he issued for

moral as well as for military reasons, Lin-

coln abandoned colonization. Modern

scholarship has demonstrated that he

never again mentioned colonization in

public, and that there is no reliable

evidence that he defended it in private

either. With 186,000 black men fighting m

his armed forces to save the country, Lin-

coln had concluded that blacks and whites

in this country must somehow learn to live

together.

By the War's end, moreover, Lincoln had

grown and changed in the matter of black

rights: he now supporting political and

legal rights for the three and a half million

blacks emancipated by his Proclamation.

Lincoln's position, incidentally, put him

ahead of most other whites in Apnl, 1865.

Not all black academicians subscribe to

Professor Allen's view of Lincoln. In fact,

two of America's most distinguished

historians — Professors John Hope
Franklin and Benjamin Quarles, both of

whom are black — have written scholarly

works which point out that Lincoln had

always hated slavery, that his views chang-

ed dramatically during the Civil War and

that the Emancipation Proclamation was
"one of the most far-reaching pro-

nouncements ever issued in the United

States." Franklin's "The Emancipation

Proclamation" and Quarles's "Lincoln and

the Negro" are in the library for students

interested in getting the facts.

Stephen B. Gates
Hiatof} Professor
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Bad message for a child
I was reading the paper with my friend

Stan who is known for his poker face. He
can get his face to look like that of a fetus

in the womb seen in a human development

textbook — utterly stiff and blank but alive.

Stan is also called Dead-Pan Stan. But a

lot of people, like myself, call him Pan.

"This couple from New York is suing the

infirmary for misdiagnosing her pregnan-

cy," I said. "They wanted to have an abor-

tion performed but they couldn't because

they first found out that she was pregnant

when she had been pregnant for six

months."

"Adoption: beautiful alternative," Pan
said.

"Not quite," I said. "She lives with her

parents. She's four years old. I hope .she

never hears alK)ut the lawsuit; she'll believe

they wanted her dead."

"Nonsense," Pan said. "My parents told

me that they had wanted to abort me when
I was six."

"What did you say?"

"I said, 'well, it's too late now."'

"Don't pull my leg, Pan," I said. "That's

a too sarcastic and bitter response from a
child of sue years."

Pan looked at me with his sharpest dead-

pan face and said, "Not any more it isn't."

"Six years is a little too late for an abor-

tion, though," I said.

"Heck no," Pan said. " I wasn't aborted.

I only felt aborted. How could I have been

aborted? By that time my eyes and ears

were in full bloom, so I was ready to feel

anything. But I was a smart little six years

old. I was able to empathise, at that age,

with my parents when they told me that

the only reason they wanted to abort me
was that they couldn't afford a baby at that

time in their lives."

"Why weren't you aborted?" I wanted to

know.

Dan Miller

"The doctors didn't know Mom was
pregnant until it was too late."

"Don't kid me, Pan," I said.

"Scout's honor," Pan said. "They
couldn't afford litigation, otherwise they

would have sued."

The Wenners are suing UMass Health

Services because Jessica Colonna
Wenner's pregnancy was allegedly

misdiagnosed by the infirmary past the

term of a legal abortion. The Wenners are

saying that thi.s constitutes denial of the

right to an abortion.

An abortion, however, is still possible. In

fact right now the Wenners are aborting

themselves from their child. They are

publicly cutting the implicit tie between

parents and child that obligates parents to

show their children that they are loved,

wanted and have a legitimate, meaningful

existence.

By suing, they are telling their child that

she is a result of medical malpractice, and

not one of love, and that her life was ex-

tenuated for a legal reason.

Women have a right to early, safe abor-

tions — but only the old-fashioned kind.

Women — parents — however have no

right to taint the process of nurturance;

they have no right to injure the emotional

development of their children when they

can prevent themselves from doing so.

Emotional development cannot be put to

risk for the sake of a lawsuit, or made a

casualty of an irreversible medical error.

"Come on. Pan." I said. "You're pulling

my leg."

"Okay, you got me," Pan said. "No one

in their right mind would do a thing like

that."

Dan Miller is a UMass student

Audience reaction something to think about

This is in response to the movie

Clockwork Orange shown last Friday spon-

sored by the Republican Club. I went to see

the movie with an open mind knowing tliat

it was extremely violent, yet supposedly

carried deep social implications about the

violence in our society. Sorry, people, it

didn't cut it. Within the first 20 minutes of

the film there was a murder of an old man.

an attempted gang rape, and an especially

tortuous rape of a woman.
The audience laughed and cheered as the

woman was being dehumanized with the

calculated removal of her clothes. Another

burst of laughter came from the audience

when the woman's tied up husband was

kicked in the stomach to the beat of the

music. Even when the assailant prepared

himself for the rape the audience laughed.

What the hell is funny about a rape?

If you are a woman you may be able to

put yourself in the actress' place and feel

the lack of freedom and terror. If you are a

man you may be able to empathize with the

husband who was powerless to aid the

woman he loved. Think about it.

My main question about this film is who
got the deep social meaning it supposedly

had? Certainly not the people who laughed,

cheered and joked through the violence.

The movie won "Best Picture of the Year"

not for being a comedy, but for making a

statement about the violence in our s(x:iety.

If the majority of the audience didn't pick

up that statement, then I consider that film

just another media depiction of violence,

and specifically violence against women.

The audience's reaction was more of a

statement about society's view on violence

than the movie was.

Chris Alibrmndi

Orchard HiU

The only real solution'

In response to the Feb. 7 column,

"South Africans Need Our Support,"

there are several relavant points that I

would like to bring up: In 1983, 4 million

white voters approved representation of

"coloreds" and Indians in Parliament,

although this still prevents a black voice

from l^ing heard, as they are considered

part of neither of these groups. Only the

whites can vote, own property, etc. While

the educational budget has increased by

123 percent. 60 to 70 percent of that

money will be funnelled into white educa-

tion. Education is still segregated, and the

only concessions were brought about by

the successful boycotting of schools by

black students. They are protesting for

more qualified teachers (78 percent of the

professors are underqualified,according

to former Minister -^f Black Education

Barend duPlessy). They also want a cur-

riculum that isn't dictated by the white

government and is more objective (the

present curriculum perpetuates the myth
of white supremacy). Any public state-

ment advocating divestment is considered

high treason, punishable by death or im-

prisonment, according to Nomazizi
Sokudela, secretary of the African Na-

tional Congress, who spoke recently on

campus. She assured the audience that

divestment is making a difference by

boosting the morale of the blacks and
shaking the confidence of the white

minority. Keeping these points in mind, I

urge readers to continue to view divest-

ment as the only real solution.

Baub Menzel
\mherst

f'y-
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Ski Powder Ski Vail

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 18 - 25

7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Vail /Beaver Creek

Round trip air

Trip Includes: Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass

ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED

(other trips don't include taxes and gratuities)

Sign up now
Deposit $150.00 by Feb. 20

UlVlass Ski Club 545-3437

Downtown Amhcnt
OwlyK) 6. Sun 13 S

Having Hassles?

We Can Help. ^
!*<«*• -X:

^zz,f.̂ ^^^^Ss.

Nowls
the time
to cai.^

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2890

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Mediation Project
an alt*matlv« method of solving problams:

• Roomat**
• Landlord/Tenant
• Neighbors

• Studant/Faculty

• Saxuai Harassment

• Family mambera
• Empioyaa/Empioyar

1

Mediation

Pre|«ct

546-2462

Mon.-Fri.KS 137 K—ttroMrt U

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Values like you've never seen

before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

Maxell T120 Videotape

$4.99

adirondack music
im MHWOfl«Utl«M<5NAlS

IS t«: PWMani Si

Amrw MA 01002

(413m3 31U0

»#»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»***»»»»»#»»»»»»»****»***»»»»»**<

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyl 6Cyl

$34.*» $39.»» $43l.*» I

<^
W« II inttoll n«w retistof tpork dit»fibofof cop PVC valve ignifioo

plugi poinfs 8 condenser ad|ust cablet oir flHer and vopof conis

"die speed set timing test bottery ter (iltef Indudes Emitsion T»»f

ond chofging system inspect rotof and Printout

#
if\nt

f i

Lube, Oil & Filter

$-1599Includes up to 5 quarts
10-40 oil, ond safety

ched^.

IL !J

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

"FiM Service Tire Store"
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

a/UTWuraw-^iwj'WiJ^'^rur^^JiMAiL; ^arsn

1
1 BrirBring your Valentine to. . . ff

^^ Our Entree Specialties VP
^^H You' choice o/ ftench /net baked potato i>rgeloble nf da^ ^^ ^^T ^^< >cote ilau> o< cottage chee*e Served with roll ond bulie

Toeeerf SaU4 e«i»e4 with eiWieee
STEAK DINNER * »*

A lender luKy f ot iirloin Mcak An excelleni valu«

COUNTirV FRIED CHICKEN * «
Thrre luicy piecn ol honey dipped chicken fncd golden bcown

BROILED LIVER « 25

A half pound smothered in Muleed onions *nd bacoi

FRIED CLAM PLATE « »*

A half pound of clem strips lightly breaded and fried golden blown

OPEN STEAK SANDWICH « M
h oi steak served on loMi points with onion rings

BROILED PORK CHOPS « W
Two center cut S oi chops with apple sauce

BAY SCALLOPS 5 M
Tender juicy scaBops lightly breaded and tried (o a golden brown

CHICKEN FILLET « •*
Two boneless breasts of chKken lightly breaded fried golden brown
CHOPPED SIRLOIN 3 55

Garnished with onion ringi

W FRESH BATTER-DIPPEDFIUrrS OF COD SM
Served wilh cole slaw and youi fhoire of potato (salad not included) ^^

Also Fleb and Chip* To Go 2 45 ^V
BEER AND WINE AVAI1j<UUE ^

NMltl: tm.-nm. • A.M.S A.M.: Ff(. Mi ttt M m.
4 SIM—Cmmm SkBHiM CmIv

BLACK AFFAIRS
Black-Jewish
forum to be hdd
By KIMBEKLY BURGE
Collegian Staff

A forum discussing Black and Jewish relations will be

held tomorrow beginning at noon in room 805-809 of the

Campus Center at the University of Massachusetts.

Cherie Brown, Director of the National Coalition Building

Institute and author of The Art of Coalition Building: A
Guide for Community Leaders, will discuss her experience

working on campuses across the country leading Black and

Jewish discussions.

"Generally, both Jewish and Black students see them

selves as minorities on campus. This leads to much greater

understanding of each other. At other times, it leads to

tension," said Kabbi Saul Parlmutter of Hillel, a Jewish

organization at the University.

The relationship between Jews and Blacks are worsened

by the national media, he said. "Whenever something

negative is done, we hear about it. The media is happy to

play up Jews against Blacks. We never hear about the

positive." Rabbi Parlmutter said. For example, there was

an organization during Jesse Jackson's presidential

campaign called "Jews Against Jackson" which was

denounced by the Jewish community, not mentioned by

the media.

Another positive feat the press neglected to highlight was

the fact that not only was there considerable Jewish

support for the famine victims, but the Israeli government

brought Black Jews from Ethiopia to Israel.

"It's important to mention this because it reminds people

that Jews themselves are multi racial." he said.

Blacks and Jews have many things in common with each

other. In the last presidential election. Blacks and Jews

voted very similarly for Mondale and both groups support

-Affirmative Action.

Rabbi Parlmutter believes that both groups have more

I
positive communication now than three or four years ago.

"Movements are not repeated,'says activist

Mil. lit

A.^»*,fc*»ijU»Ae4>»4.i>»»j»»»<^»< >•*.

Savage is honcH^
by former piq)il
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Augusta (Christine Savage, who many have come to know

only as a name attached to the gallery in the New Africa

House, came to life when her only private pupil gave a

personal profile of her at the rededication ceremony of the

gallery on Sunday.

The ceremony started with a blessing by UMass's Afro-

•American studies professor Dovi Afesi and a dance per-

formance by Patti O'Neal. Ironically, while Afesi spoke of

the African belief of the bondage "between the dead, the

living and the unborn." Maurice Poplar Lavender, who
lived with Savage for 12 years, spoke of experiencing a

"high plane level of tftnsciousness" in art between herself

and the renowned sculptress.

Lavender is a sculptress, pamter, author, illustrator and

an art teacher in the Gary, Indiana public school system.

She met Savage at seven years old when her art teacher

invited her to hear Savage speak at Roosevelt High School

in Gary.

"She was my childhood and adult idol," Lavender said.

She added if Savage had not taken it upon herself to beat

the odds set against her becoming a sculptress, "I would

not be here today...she had the ability to attract the gif

ted."

A high achiever. Savage successed in a climate that tried

to discourage her from becoming a sculptress. She had a

strong father figure, poverty and racial prejudice going

against her, but "she grew up on the faith," Lavender said.

It was not until twelve years later when they met again.

Lavender lost Savage's address and coincidentally found

her through a priest whom she met in New York.

During this time laspe. Savage had been very ill and was

once pronounced dead. Meanwhile, Lavender said she had

held on to Savage mentally in hope of finding her. "My
talent was transferred on to you. I could not sculpt if I

wanted to." Savage told Lavender.

Savage believed Lavender was the other part of her.

Lavender said she was never frightened by Savage's in-

tuitions because some incidents led her to believe the

same.

For example, Savage told Lavender that she would

establish an art institute. Lavender founded the Gary Art

Institute and Children's Art Institute. Savage also

predicted that Lavender's work would become religious. It

did.

Lavender and Savage's relationship was very intimate

and fully respected by Savage's daughter, Irene. "There

was always a lesson to learn from Savage," she said.

She said Savage had a good sense of humor. "She once

said I was her real daughter. " They also shared secrets,

like Savage's falling in love with James Walden Johnson.

Before Savage died in 1962. she commanded Lavender "to

take over," in encouraging others to pursue their artistic

talent. Lavender said sh was honored to attend the

rededication ceremony because "she is fulfflling that

commitment."
She hopes the rededication "brings about a new begin-

ning, a new awakening of binding together of arts "and the

many struggles Augusta Savage had to go through."

By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Staff

Tracing the history of the Civil Rights movement and the

Black Power Movement of the 19bOs, a Civil Rights activist

stressed what today's Blacks should do to maintain their

rights, Monday at the University of .Massachusetts.

Paul Robeson, Jr., son of the forefather of the Civil

Rights Movement spoke on "What ever happened to the

Civil Rights Movement."

Robeson began by comparing Black slaves to white in-

dentured servants. "Indentured while servants served

their masters for seven years. W hen they were freed, they

got 40 acres of land and a mule. However, when the slaves

were freed by the Emancipation Proclamation, they got

their freedom plus zero," he said.

Skilled workers who were slaves when freed, "were
driven up North and destroyed as a group," Robeson said.

The Emancipation Proclamation i.ssued on beptemoer

1862 freed Blacks, but any right to vote that they had was

taken away. It was not until 1964 when the Civil Rights

Law was pa.=ised that Blacks right to vote was fully

restored in the South.

Robeson said "if King hadn't succeeded in getting the

Civil Rights Law passed, the Black people were ready for a

tougher slrueitit;."

After the law had passed, many young Blacks became

impatient. They wanted more than the right to vote.

Blacks wanted to be completely separated from whites and

they wanted power. The black power movement was a

radicalization of the Civil Rights Movement with a separist

ideal.

While the Civil Rights and black power movement were
the main issues of the sixties and early seventies, today's

Blacks are concerned about affirmative action. Robeson
called affirmative action, "the biggest hoax ever played on

the .American public. .Affirmative Action." he continued,

"guarantees to give blacks an equal opportunity to com-

pete, not a job. When someone challenges it. they are

against e<iual opportunity, not a quota system."

He cited Rf)nald Reagan as "one of the most racist

Paul Roberson Jr. Speaks about the CiTil

Rights Movement ant it's sig:niricance in

1985.

presidents in history." Robeson told a few of the racist

remarks that Reagan has made in the past. "He is ignorant

but not stupid. The basis of his position is very shrewd. He

says that there is no racism again.st any group of people.

Only individuals are targets of racism," Robeson stressed.

The median income for Blacks has decreased from 62

percent to 58 percent while Black unemployment has "'n-

creased doublr of white unemploynienl. If Reagan gets his

way. student loans will be out in hall and enrollment 'ill

drop 50 percent for Black students by next fall.

'Mov«-ments do not repeat themselves. You can learn

from th«' pa.st but you cant go back to it," Robeson ended.

A video presentation of Robeson's lecture will be sho'.vn

Friday m the t'ampus Center.

Student complains against professor
By VADIRAA.
Collegian Staff

BETANCES

A University of Massachusetts graduate student has

written a complaint against a Spanish professor claiming

the professor made a derogatory remark against Puerto

Rican people in his class.

According to a letter dated Nov. 24 that Brent Greiner

sent to Professor H:u-lam Sturm. chairmanof the Spanish

and Portuguese department, professor Fernando Fer-

nandez Turienzo said, "Puerto Rico has no language. The
Spaniards came in in the 16 15 1400's and that was it.

Anybody who thinks differently does not belong in this

class."

The alleged incident occurred when Fernandez Turienzo

asked the Conversational Spanish class, Spanish 303, for

suggestions on topics to discuss. Greiner, an English as a

Second Language student, came up with the topic of

Puerto Rico, the letter said.

"When no one else in the class suggested another topic, he

(professor Fernandez Turienzo) mumbled a few words

about why it would not be .so leasable to use my topic," the

letter said.

Fernandez Turienzo refused to make any comments.

Greiner. a Chicago native, said he felt personally offended

by the remark because his wife and children are of Puerto

Rican descent. He has also been a community organizer

and has worked with various ethnic groups. In addition, he

has taught at an all Black school and has been a bilingual

teacher and an F^SL teacher.

In an interview, Greiner said he interpreted Fernandez-

Turienzo's remarks as saying, "history stops here (with the

coming of the Spaniards), as if culture has nothing to do

with the people's history.

"If you learn two languages, you acquire two cultures and

identities. " he said adding Fernandez Turienzo had a "dim

view of Puerto Rico.
'

Responding to (ireiner's complaint, Sturm said in a letter

dated Nov. .'JO, that "it would seem that my duty (sic) as

chairman of the department in this case is to duly not« your

concerns and see if your perceptions are shared by others

as expressed in our only official student evaluation on

department forms."

The department's teachers evaluations for the class,

released to the Collegian by Sturm gave high praise to

Fernendez Turienzo, with no mention whatsoever of

(ireiner's incident. "I would definitely recommend him to

anyone b«'cause I think he is what made the class," one

respondent wrote.

A student in Fernandez Turienzo's conversational

Spanish class who requested anonimity said Fernandez-

Turienzo "cares about students," but is "aristocratic' and

inconsistent when talking about Puerto Rico.

"I like him... but I feel he has a prejudice toward Latin

America and Puerto Rico," the student said.

"It's an unfortunate misunderstanding. I wiU not shove it

under the carpet." Sturm said in an interview.

Sturm said he waited "to find out what had happened,

then deal with the perception. " He hoped "there was at

worst a statement, at best a misunderstanding. He added

that Fernandez Turienzo "is one of our best teachers.

'

Greiner's complaint about Fernandez Turienzo is the first

the department has received in the professor's sixteen

years at the Universtiy. Fernendez Turienzo won the

Distinguished Teacher's Award in 1979.

A student's evaluation in the 1982 issue of CM the Other

Hand, an evaluation guide for UMass courses and

professors, said Fernandez Turienzo "didn't albw students

to speak enough (and was) not sensitive to students."

Two of the three respondents of the Spanish conversation

course said he was "helpful in all areas."

Black History
ByPAULA DUVAL
•Collegian Correspondent

A Black doctor and scientist made one of the most im-

portant single contributions to the Allied victory in World

War II, when he developed a process of changing blood into

plasma.

Dr. Charles Drew, a native of Washington D.C. saved the

lives of thousands since 1940, with his process.

Self discipline, work and intelligence earned him honor in

everything he did, including sports. As a student at

Amherst College, he earned national recognition as a half-

back. He graduated as the student who had brought the

greatest honor to the college.

Drew died from a loss of blood, after an automobile ac-

cident in 1950.

"For a new tomorrow," Graduate school fair will be heM
from 3 to 7 p.m. on Thursday at Hampden Student Center
in Southwest. A social after the fair will take place from 9
p.m. to midnight. ^^^
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Simon's pikxy I x i f nostalgia
by COUNT KAMIN ZAHED
(.'ollegian Staff

There are times when a production can capture the in-

tensity of emotions felt by a playwright when he chooses to

write about his own family and sexual awakening. It is

impossible to watch such a show and resist its honesty.

Add to all this Neil Simon's rich sense of middle-class

humor and you have the success of Brighton Beach

Memoirs at the Fine Arts Center last Sunday.

The play is set in Brooklyn. New York at the eve of the

Second World War, and deals with a week in the life of a

hard-working family seen through the dreamy eyes of the

youngest son. Eugene.

Flayed with unusual energy and wide eyed innocence by

Patrick Dempsey (the role Matthew Broderick played in

the original Broadway production). Eugene often steals the

show with his commentaries on what it is really like to be

the youngest in a family. He jumps across the stage; is

ecstatic about the blooming body of his cousin Nora (Lisa

Waltz) which he aptly calls "the golden palace of the

Himalayas'; and is horrified when his brother (Brian

I
THE TRADITION CONTINUES

|
Values like you've never seen

before and may not see again

Washington's Birthday

SUPER SALE VALUES
at ADIRONDACK MUSIC

9 am - 9 pm Washington's B'day

TEAC PDII $600 Value
Digital Disc Player

3 beam pickup never

before at this price

$299.95

Driliinger) reveals to him that girls do "it" to themselves

five times more than boys.

In the role of Eugene's mother, Lynn Milgrim delivers her

lines so perfectly that one cannot help but love her as one's

own mother. Like all real mothers, she is strict, stubborn,

makes her son feel all the guUt in the world, always catches

him red handed, and loves her famUy to death. She even

makes spaghetti with ketchup. (Neil Simon isn't Italian!)

Then, there is the story of Eugene's cousins, one struck

with "flutters" in her heart and the other dreaming of

becoming an actress, and the story of their mother who is

striving for her independence after her husband's death.

All of this is interwoven perfectly with the plot and moves

with the smoothness of a baseball Eugene would dream of

throwing.

Gene Saks (who won the Tony Award for his direction)

manages to evoke nostalgia without the schmaltz; some

sort of a pastiche uniting Thornton Wilder with the

Waltons. His timing is superb, and he makes every little

joke get its due laugh and each little nuance bloom into an

honest emotion.

Beach Memoirs basically works because it touches certain

chords in all of us. It might be 1985, almost six decades

later, but we all have memories of being like Eugene, of

being horrified by the pangs of puberty, of stealing oat

meal cookies, abusing ourselves, and hating and loving our

families at t he same time.

Patrick Dempsey starred as Eugene in Neil

Simon's Brighton Beach Memoirs last Sunday at

the Fine Arts Center

>
ĈINEMA
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DOUBLE FEATURE
$2.60

Wednesday - Saturday

Blade Runner starring Harrison Ford 7:00

Time After Time 9:05

Saturday:

24 hour Science Fiction IVIarathon

beginning at 12:00 midnight

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

"SWEETHEART OF A SALE"
February 14 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Every item in the Parish Hall - 50*

Shirts, slacks, sweaters, blouses,

skirts, jackets, jeans, coats

men, women and kids

GRACE CHURCH CLOTHING EXCHANGE
16 Spring St., Amherst

(across from Lord Jeffery Inn)

University Placement Service

University Career Center
announces the opening of six

Satellite Offices

located in
•• BARTLETT ••Rm 263 Thurs. 9-12 noon

•• HERTER **Rm 633 Men. 10:15 - 12 and 1 - 5

• THOMPSON •Rm 836 Men. 9 - 12 and 1 - 4

* TOBIN ••Rm 403 Fri. 9 - 12

THIS,,

IS IT!!!

and (Suitar*WorkJ%op

iLrirgfelbw
Oulior Technicions S«nce 1972

233 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MA 549-1728

** ARNOLD HOUSE **Rm 129 Wed. i - 4

* FURCOLO **Rm 125 Tues. 9 - 12 and l - 5

'Job Search Counseling is available* at these]

'locations. For further information please contact

j

University Placement Service, 545-2224.

University Placement Service - we make it happen!!

OURLARGEST
GUIIAR SALE EVER!
THURSDAY-SATURDAY, FEB. 14th-16th

•ALL New G&L and Washburn

Guitars - V2 PRICE!

•New Gibson, Guild, Yamaha,

Rickenbacker • 40% OFF!

AND, DURING THIS SALE

•We Are Offering A Free Evaluation and

Diagnosis of Your Own Guitar by Nationalli

Known Guitar Maken & Repair Technician

William Cumpiano of Stringfellow Guitars

ARTS

m«»x

"The Jewish people constitute only a

fraction of the human family, yet we
cannot recount the history of civiliza-

tion without coming face to face with

what the Jews have thouglit and felt

and written and ddiie.Tbis is the story

of a small people with a large place in

the destinv of mankind."

Return of the Master IVfime

History re-examined
By LAURA BLANCHARD
Collegian Correspondent

Heritage is a fine example of what is

commonly referred to as as a coffee table

book. It is a companion volume to the PBS

series of the same name. The book is fiUed

with beautiful illustrations, photographs

and maps. It does an amazing job of

covering the history of civUbed people's

with a special emphasis and examination of

Jewish history. It does a wonderful job of

filling the void in historical books which

examine events with a generaUy Christian

outlook. As the author points out "...There

is virtually no civilization that does not have

a Jewish component, just as there is no

Jewish civilization that does not bear the

mark of another culture."

Heritage\o6ks at the impact that the Jews

have had through the centuries in such

diverse areas as religion, phUosophy.

drama, science, art. politics and ethics. It

has the expected references to Masada and

the Holocaust. However, it also covers less

well known facts. There is a possibiUty that

Christopher Columbus was a "Marranos

(Spanish for swine), a term used for those

Jews who converted to Christianity to

avoid the repressive codes that bound

Spain's professing Jews in the 17th

century. I also found it a pleasant surprise

that the contributions of Jewish women
were not overlooked. For example. Rosa

Luxemburg, who was a founder of the

Spartacists the forerunners of the German
Communist party in the 18th century is

mentioned.

The main thrust of the book is the

irrepressible spirit of the Jews in the face of

centuries of oppression and discrimination.

The author, Abba Eban. is presently a

member of the Knesset (the Israeli

Parliament). He is a statesman, diplomat,

scholar, and writer. He has been Minister of

Foreign Affairs and the Ambassador of the

United Nations and the United States. He

has lived a life of awesome achievement,

making him uniquely qualified U) write this

book.

This reader found the book to be good for

casual perusal, as a reference volume and as^»

fascinating reading for anyone who wants

an added dimension to their general

knowledge of history. I recommend it

highly.

Marcel Marceau

at the Fine Arts Center

Saturday, Feb. 9

By MICHAEL PHILLIPS

Collegian Correspondent

Once again Marcel returned to UMass.

The world wide mime hero makes this

annual pilgrimage apparently just so he can

stay at the Lord Jeffry Inn. or so the

rumour has it. For whatever reason he

chooses to come here, he certainly is ap-

preciated. The majority of the FAC
audience k)ved him. giving him two

standing ovations. One was spontaneous,

after the incredible rendition of the David

and Goliath Ule. The other was born of

respect for the old master, the "king" of

mime.

How can anyone add to or subtract from

the mind boggling legend Marceau has built

up over the years'.' Such comments come to

mind as 'too perfect for words," "close to

perfection" and "the greatest mime in the

world." Maybe the praise printed on the

pamphlet. "surpas.ses one's greatest ex-

pectations. " raised expections and hopes a

little too high, for the audience response

jwas not totally unanimous. It would be too

easy to call those who fell asleep and those

who found it boring uncultured philistines

(though I know that at least one of them is).

Marcel is a classic, a traditionalist, nwre

than that, he is a tradition. I defy any one

else to stand up on a stage in a white leotard

and hold an audience for as long as he did.

But all the classics fade a little and are

unfairly cast in shadow by the over bright

illumination of "ontemporary wham bam

instant just add water unsophisticated lip

Fine Arte Centei^
Hancert Hall^

A I AMHERST jM^^UNIVERSITY OF WASSACHUSEHS A

I

DEMON DRUMMERS
AND DANCERS OF SADO kod5^

WEDNESDAY, FEB 20, 8PM
TICKETS: $11, $9, $7

soiJiniirs

SATURDAY, FEB 23, SPM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

TheJuUhard Strw^ Quartet

THKilRST FAMILY
OF CHAMBKR MUSIC

WEDNESDAY, FEB 27, SPM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

Five College Siudenis Hoif-Pnce T.ckeu ovo.loble oi Fine Arts

Center Box OH.ce, Spnngf.eld C.v,c Center, and DATATIX Outlets ^—p
Call (413) 545-251 1 or 1 .800-243-4842 \SSi

smaking. etc. entertainment, that appeals

to the lowest common denominator.

It IS quite a surprise, when watching his

lithe body, that Marcel is in his sixties. In

fact it's quite a shock to think that this

subtle form that dominated and controls the

stage is an old man. The fluiv^.ty of h«s

movement, his liquid hands, the versitility

of his facial expression, show life and death,

ecstacy and tragedy, captured and reflected

in his white mask. His presence on sUge

was gigantic; those in the front row looked

like midgets from my perspective. The

sUge was Marceau's space. Each office

block, house or cafe was delicately mapped

out in the air and projected into the

viewer's mind.

The format of the show was exquisitely

simple. Each mime was preceeded by the

presentation of a flag boldly labeled with

the title. From the mundane office life

portrayed in "The Bureaucrats," to the

ambitious and abstract "Creation of the

World. " everything was as clear as silence

itself. The plots often left a little to be

desired, but knowing the end of the story

almost before it began left you free to

meditate the stylized rendition.

There was the odd moment when the pain

in my derrier became a little noticable, and

the whole event was slightly marred by a

running commentary from the row behind.

But the memories of that pathetic face, the

glowing figure fading into the darkness,

still haunts me. Would I have missed the

event? Well I would have to second Mar-

ceau's famous one liner from Mell Brooks'

Silent Movie

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllil

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
RUSH DINNER
TONITE AT 6:00 PM
GIVE YOURSELF A BREAK FROM

THE DCs AND SEE WHAT
FRATERNITY LIFE CAN OFFER YOU

WE'RE RIGHT NEXT TO THE
FINE ARTS CENTER
PH

MiiimHiiiiiiinMiMiii

\" DIETING?
Try ^something dif-

ferent. Lose weigh

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets! Call UHS4
549-2671 ext. 181.

Preregistration by

Feb. 21. \

CAMPUS CENTER
HAIRCU7TERS

Now Open

Evenings

Tues, Wed, ThurS

until 8:00 PM
Haircutters for

Men and Women
Located in the

Canr^pus Canter |

Looking for some
"Healthy Romance"
on Valentine's Day?

YQuJIJindjUtiJtOBiaSeas^
• complimentary flowers

• soft music
• Vt-hour Hot Tub for Two

only $14 50

If your Hot Tub for Two is

between l lamar>d 5pm, you il

also receiv* 2 Free Hot Tub
Passes gooO Ofvyour next visit

s
-OW I Ct«'»C»'f S »v*ll»BU 1 75 University Drive, Amherst

(413)253-7727
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

Tonight Feb. 13 and

Feb. 19, 20

9-11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St.

(the Blue House)

253-9032

TONIGHTjBf.

FREE
BUFFET

9-11

WE NOWSERVE
"jUSTIM GIAMTS'*(Wox)

ALL
AGE ,

vmentineTs
W^RTY

fY\ij9m

Modem > ^,

F(AS HotMC^ iq^NONC^

THURSD/Ve.
FEB. T4^»^8«

.Wednesday, February 13, 198S

4»»»»»»»»#»#»»»»*»»<*»w*«««»»»»>**»*»*»»*********'

iS^W^
OPEN RUSH

ALL UNIVERSITY
MEN INVITED

BK(1)

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

RUSH DATES
FEB. 12, 13, 19, 20

9:00 P.M.

• Modern House

• Homecooked Meals

• Olympic Weight Room
• Outstanding Academics

• Great Social Life

The brothers of BK0 invite you to see what

fraternity life has to offer. BK0 is a

brotherhood of 60 young men living and grow-

ing together. We hold in high regard

academics, social and intramural activities.

We are currently Greek and campus intramural

champions. Come down and see what BK0 is

all about. Get more out of college in your four

:
years here. Rush BKO'

:
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By Garry Trudeau
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TodiQr't Weather

Today:— VariaWe clouds with scatter^

dtowers. Highs in the 45-55 range.

Tonight: - Cloudy with scattered rain

and snow showers. Temperatures in tiie

aos.

Tomorrow: — Sound familiar? scattered

rain and snow showers once again. Hi^
will be in the upper 30s.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

FieA6€ TBLLIHe
(jouRT ymT exojse

HMfSHePON- f^.tTlsfe-

srmMHT
TOmtCEF^T

\

THE JUSTJCe SYSTEM 15 f^

SaWft MimS ANP MURXR-
eR5 AKE COPCLBP i/fCTfM5

ARE /m6eP. A5 fi mtLANTE
I CAN MKIE ONLY ONE

CONCLUSION.

...ALL M^b ME
mNTAL PERVERTS
mp cotmjNiSTb.

ThAHKYO^J.

OKAY
Lers bO.

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

'Th\S S ^tiE ^oST

^bR rWE Lnw 'T^A'^
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/

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Jr t^ Course of all the
polHical boW^i^?^ m la^d -PltKibfe pol'rHcal J

no 5f<aod cf oil. t>oe^

P(c+D So-^fc* CIckUS.

GORDY By Gorde

Rats By Congo
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r
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Today's D.C. Menu
Lunch

Cheeseburger

Bacon-Onion Quiche

Dinner
Roast Top Round of Beef

Gravy, Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Basics Dinner
Basics Lunch Barley-Soybean Casserole
Golden Burgers y^^ Shnmp Dinner/Tartar

Hungarian Noodle Bake Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Experienced reporter needed to cover

the Amherst police on a daily basis. See

Greg in the Collegian newsroom or call

5-3500.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l-ldiird b) Irude Mkhrl Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Concerninfl

5 Ababa
10 Loud sound

14 Make a

15 Not a soul

16 Heroic tale

17 Beatles song

atda^/n'

20 Historic city

near Madrid

21 oil

Hying Stan

22 NicKnanr>e lor

a cowt>oy

23 Little one
Sulli»

24 Fractions

26 Damp
29 Talk. nrK>d style

30 Brownish gray

33 Bristle

34 Part ol the UK
35 Language tor

Max or Monti

36 Insignificant

amounts
40 Fortunate

41 Paimas

42 devte

43 Greek market

place

44 Alley

46 Singer Irom

Brooklyn

47 Threaded

49 Joseph, to

Jacob
50 Darya

52 Explosive

initials

53 Maintenance
men. lor short

56 Camper s

choice

60 City near

Moscow
61 To letch

ol water

62 Adhesive

63 Part ot a

bouquet

64 Singer Helen

65 North Sea
feeder

DOWN
1 Residue

2 Editing term

3 Edible root

4 Manuscript

mark
5 Battery

terminal

6 Ma|or

7 Hutch resident

8 Moving
harmoniously

9 Attack

10 Helm letters

11 The Things

We Did
"

Sixties song

12 Fever

13 Kind ol cat

18 Irishman or

Welshman
19 Wearing a

fedora

24 People of

Luzon

25 Mala
26 Craze

27 Due

28 Pens Var

29 Hosp
personnel

31 Song ol praise

32 Follow

34 Wapiti

35 Mdse

37 Author
Vonnegut

38 Card game lor

two
39 Forty winks

44 Recorded

45 Arizona Indian

46 Tense

48 Open
49 Rude
50 skip and

lump

51 P^lllppme

Muslim
53 Slide

54 Brook

55 Rebulf

57 Cunning

58 Ungentlemanly

on«
59 Opposite ol

haw

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Q:
What do the following U.Mass

grads have in common?

Ken LaPierre '84

Caren Orlick '84

Susan McGuigan '84

Marty Tripp '84

A:
They all work for

G.FOX
A division of The May Department Stores Company

which offers General Management Opportunities

in both

Finance and Merchandising.

If Immediate

Impact, Exposure and Responsibility

are what you're looking for

in a career,

then we a/ready have

something in common.

Stop by our Open House
and see what other ideas we share.

Thursday, February 14 10 am - 4 pm
S.O.M. Faculty Lounge

G.FOX

Wednesday, February 13, 1985i Collegian i>;

Gbinnastsstop

CorOand,

MTT Saturday
By KATHLEEN HANNAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team
travels to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on

Saturday. The men are optimistic concerning the results,

along with coach Koy Johnson who will take the op-

portunity to try different performers in the line-up.

The Minulemen, now 5 3, triumphed over SUNY
Cortland last Saturday by the score of 262.95 258.8. This is

a record breaking score for away meets for UMass, almost

'ouching the overall high of 263.5.

F-eshman Koberto Weil took first on the still rings with a
dynamic 9.25. his season's high score in the event. Weil
also took first on the parallel bars with an 8.95. Senior co
captain Tony Sbarra captured first on the high bar with an
impressive 9.45, his high score for the season as well, with

a back sommersault with '/^ twist over the bar, then
regrasping the bar again.

^hil Gorgone stole first on vaulting (executing a front

handspring double sommersault in a pike position) earning

a well deserved 9.5 -UMass' high score for the meet.

For UMass, Gorgone again executed a solid routine on

Footballrecruits
sign today

University of Massachusetts football coach Bob StuU
will announce his first recruiting class today, national

letter of-intent signing day.

StuU has already enrolled three junior-college transfers

in UMass. a fullback, linebacker and wide receiver. The
^0-25 member freshman class "has potential to step in

and make a difference with the team," according to the

coach.

Assistant coach Steve Telander said that UMass went to

other states for players due to the University's poor in-

state football reputation.

"A lot of people will be surprised at who we signed."

Telander said. "This is a great class."

Both Stull and Telander said that the Minutemen were

strong on the lines and recruited mainly skill position

players. The returning players have been working out

using the University of Washington's conditioning

program. Stull was a Husky assistant before coming to

UMass.

Cnllrttis'i ph«>ti> ti) IVrrk Riiherts

UMass diver Jean Cowen is caught moments before hitting the water in competition last night

with Mount Holyoke. The Minutemen finished the dual meet season at 3-9 with an 88-52 victory.

Liz Feinberg set a school record in the 200 IM with a 2:17.69. Carolyn Collins. Liz Barrett and

Margaret Cameron and all qualified for the New England championships.

floor to take first and a 9.25. Steve Baia jumped into the

line up to take first on the pommel horse with a 9.35. "1

would ve loved to see a 9.0; I had no idea I'd done better."

says Baia.

In the all around were Weil, taking second with a 53.;i5,

his high score for the season, and junior Joe DeMarco
taking third with a 51 .05.

".As roaches we're really si-rambling to put together a

line up. due to sudden sickness and injury. I'm really

thankful to have an assistant coach like John McCurdy to

approach all our alternatives to distribute substitutes. If it

weren't lor McCurdy. and the team's overall ability to

persevere under sudden pressure, we may have lost the

meet," says Johnson.

itBasketball facing big tests
Continued from page 16

and Russell (71 percent) are

the team leaders. Braun,

with 79-of-149 shooting,

leads the squad from the

field. Rebounding leader

Neysmith is second in the

league to George
Washington's Mike Brown,
according to league
statistics. Braun is averag-

ing 9.3 in the conference

and should be second,

Neysmith, with 8.9, should

be third. Smith, with 6-of-13

shooting, is the team's

leader from three-point

land. Russell is 14-of-34.

Russell also leads the team
with 35 steals.

CREATIVE PUBLICI-
TY DEPARTMENT: The
George Washington statisti-

cians keep track of Brown's
dunks-per-game and the

Colonial's sports informa-

tion department has dubbed
the 6-10 center "the New
Washington Monument"
and has a picture of Brown
on the cover of the media

guide leaning on the monu-
ment. Seems like there's

this center at another
Washington school...a kid

named Ewing at

Georgetown.

Donald Russell was
named co-player-of-the-

week in the A- 10 for his 43
points against St. Bonnie
and Penn State. He shared
the award with St. Joseph's

Bob Lojewski.

St. Joe's is actually 8-4 in

the league, not 6-6 as

reported earlier. That puts

UMass, 7-5, in a tie for

fourth, not third. Temple, at

11-1, is first. West Virginia

(10-2) is second. St. Joe's is

third, UM and GW reside in

fourth. UMass could go into

third with a victory at St.

Joe's on Thursday. They
already own a 89-80 victory

at Springfield.

The UMass games can be

heard on the radio on

WMUA-FM (91.1) and
WHMP-AM (1400).

The Minutemen are rank-

ed sixth in New England.

Teams UMass have beaten

(including sweeps of the

Bonnies and URI) are a
combined 67-113. Teams
that have beaten I TMass are

a combined 100-102. Only

seven of the 17 teams UM
has played have winning

records at the moment.

The Minutemen were
termed "suprising" by the

Atlantic 10 hotline, a

24-hour a day number that

spits out conference infor-

mation (800-524-0546). St.

Joe's coach Jim Boyle talk-

ed at length yesterday

about how tough UMass
was going to be. Good try at

buttering them up coach,

but it won't help.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs;

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days

8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

10% discount • Phone number FREE

AEROBICS

Oat in ahapa th« aaroMc way Mon Tu«
Thu 5:30.^:15 Racquetball and Fftness Club

on Rt« 116. right •tt«f the Sundefland »tgn

Take Sunderland bu« to the Plumtree Red
atop. Call 648 4646 tof more informetion

AUTO FOR SALE

1t77 Old* Cutlaea Suprama, loaded. Runt
great excaHant condition *2900 253-5471

Plymouth Satalllta 1f72 V-8 engine in very

good condition litlta rutt jutt inapacted IS86

Of BO call 263-7226 or 546^3146

1S71 IH>rd Pinto, 86k, runt wail but needs

brakea Call Ousnn 2SfrO608 or 546-4310

300. BO

II SAMAMAS II

~

You've aaan our broehurae in every

dattroono' Now'i the time to acti Bahamati

Special atudant rataa* 256-1320, Taryn

hurryi

BASS PLAYERS

200 watt traynor amp for •12B Bast

cabinet w.tvwj 15 inch apaakart for »75 or

both for *17S call 646-6682

CAPE COD - SUMMER RENTAL
~

•MauD ••ch - Waat Yarmouth Large

houte 6 roomt 4 bedroomt, tieepa 8, whole

aaaaon. Duplex - tanrie are* 4 roomt, 2

badrooma alaapt 4, 860 per person, cottage

3 roomt 2 bedrooms, alaapt 3 860 per per

aon. 263-7436

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
~

Tha C.S. Organltatlon ia ttarting up again

If your intarattad can 648-4811 or come to

our maatirfg Fab. 21 at 7:00

EXPRESS

EXPRESS TYPING SERVICE it ready to

handle all youf needt. You'll be turpriaad by
our reetonebia ratet wtwn you tee our pro-

fessional work. Call 546-6819 or 548-6329 to-

day'

TORRENT

Room in Cape Cod cottage for summer
•86. Call Chnt 546-7330

Cape Cod Summer Saaaonal Rantala:

W. Yarmouth, Dennit: lergett inventory of

studio 1 2, 3 & 4 bedroom unite; direct

from oy»nar»; 817 528^300 or 617 771-2233

Houte for rent 2 bdroomt gerage private

ecret near Northampton 268 7136

Boerder~needed at local fraternity meel

plan /groat tocial plan call 548-3831 ask for

Bill or John

Rant aingia rooma at *1S0 + utH. in

GreenfieW w/other UM students. Big home
20 min drive call Jim 774-5631

Fridge Rentals 2 cu ft free delivery call R &
P Rentals 253-9742

ENTERTAINMEN"^

Rack-A-Dlec, Rack-A- Video Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dancet for houtef>artYt, temiformaia, cam-

put events 548-7144

Balloonlae Weet for your Swaathaart on

Valantinee Dey send a doien of asaoited

baNoons or 3 foot heart daHverd bytuKjdo

or gorilla courier for more info can 886-2446

FOR SALE

Digital Dacwrltar with modem and full box

of paper great condition great for Cytwr

66 negotiable 64»5216

Solid mahooany B apruce QuHd guitar

326 586^7946 after 5 negotiable

targeet dorm siie rafrioarator IVxIV

CartMt like new cell 866-4388

Ift sofaT^mfortabla ITS. Reclinar, ISO.

2 bookcases »15 eech 586-8877 evaa.

Twin siie Futon mettrees excellent condi-

tran only »36 call 549-1148

Brand new home epaakers full warran-

ty, Hitachi ua 300 series, 120»v, liquid cool

ed and more. List for »286 now »126.

546-1203

FOUND

Keye ware found outside F.AC. near SBA
busatop 9:06 Friday morning. If yours, go to

info booth in Campus Center

SmaH baiek date

Manor. Contains

2B6-t772

outaida Brtttany

To

HEART EARRINGS

Hearts are In I Peari, silver h crystal hearts

end Oavida's Garden of Beeden' - CC Con-
course - kiok for tiM red diapiay board

HELP WANTED

•16-M80 weakly/up mailing circulara' No
bosses /quotes' Sincerely interested rush

self addretsed ttamped envelope: Oept.

AN 7, P00910CEW. Woodatock, IL 80088

SCERA: Where it peyt to ieem. Two deys a

week, SCERA students meet and leern

political organizing and then apply these

skills to isauee of concern to students.

SCERA also hes positions for the enti

reciem team, tt>e resource center of ttie

SGA, er>d on the clerical support teem. 10

hrs/v^ 9 3.3e/hr for non-work study end
work study undergreds. Applications end in

fo available at 420 Student Union weekdays
8 am 6 pm Applications due 2/13 9 5 pm
AA/EEO employer

Newspaper Deflverere needed In dorme.
No car needed Approx 1 hr/day 7 days per

week Good pey Call 253 7008

Overeeas Joba Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields

*900-2000 mo. Sightsaeirtg. Free info, write

IJC, PC Box 52 MA 1 Corone Del Mar, CA
92625

IQOVERNMENT JOBS
» 1 5,000 »50,000/yr poaaiWe. Al oecupa

tiont How to find call 806-687-6000 ext

R -9616

at HOUR PARTY

trouble finding flight to Ft. Laudardalel

CoriM on down with us. Round tnp chener

bus from U Mess Only 199 Bott Hotel sc

comodaliont available Call Dean 253 9071

Kennv of Grad 548-6364 John 548 6'

INSTRUCTION
~

Xnow your ear. Baaic automobile
workthop. 28 hours including cleseroom
end shop. Limited enrollment 253-2088

Lorr

Loet e set of keys with en ineignis of an 1
on it. The keys are inrnxinant. Pleaae call

Eric at 546-9348

Mittens. Sheepskin, hnro-torte brown.
large, with wool gkives inside Last seen in

Univ Store 2/6. Pleese, pleae return them
to CC Info Deek. Please' Very bedly missed.

Lambda Chi Alpha Open Rush Tired of

tf>e dorms end the DCs? Looking for

lasting fnendshipt. etong with tots of fun?

Drop by lor t look on Feb 12, 13, 19, 20 bet

ween900end 11 00 PM

A 7 inch gold bracelat. If found
546-4277 Reward

can

COUNSELORS ASSOCIATION OF IN-

DEPENDENT CAMPS teekt quelified

couneelofs for 76 member children't campt
in Norttieett July end Augutt. Contect:

Aaaocietion of Independent CanYM (MAI 60
Maditon Avenue. New York. New York
10010 (2121 679-3230

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER - Part-time

opening for person experienced with POP-II
Of VAX computers or MACPO attemblv
language Amhertt bated company
developing communicationt and reel time

control toftwere, it looking for tomeofie
ebie to work part time during the tchool

yeer. with full-time employment durir>g tfie

tumtner artd interaetaiont Excellent oppor-

tunity' For informatton call 549-6994

Airlinei Hiring. «14 »39.000'
Stewardesses, Retervstionitt' Woridwide'

Call for Guide. Directory. Newsletter.

1 (9161 944-4444 X Untaaaeir

Cnaiaaahlpa Hiring. *16-*30,000< Carri^

bean. Hawaii, World Can for Gukla. Oirac

tory. Newelattar. 1(9161 944-4444 X
Umaaacruiaa

Lost Mack wool coat kiet Jan 31 neer Phi
Sig. If found please caN Sue 6-7280

My waHat at RunDMC Friday. Plaaae
keep money end return waNat. No quaations
Gilbert 546-5128

MONEY. MONEY. MONEY

«eO * REWARD Get the licenee plete I of
bright red small car (postit>ly MuttangI Itt

left front fender it demaged end pert of itt

grill it gone. If itt the car that hit irwie.

you re ISO bucks richer Call Jane or Kevin
256 0668

DanM for all your patience and undereten

ding three years and going on. Love your

best buddy Lisa

a»rls. Happy 20lh Birthday' You firtafly

mede it' You are such s greet fnend end

roommete' Love. Jodi

ASTROLOdv CLASSES LEARN
EVERYTHING FROM CHART CALCULA
TION TO INTERPRETATION CLASSES
BEGIN FEB 26 FOR MORE INFO CALL
549-0210 BETWEEN 10 & 1 1 PM

SfUDCfi'T'FUND-RAISINd JOBS M^iH
HR APPLY IN PERSON: TELEFUND
MEMORIAL HALL

Ecetaay le for lovers order 2 ecstasy

cftocolate cekee with km creem regulerty

t6 SO now 15 SO with this ad good until Feb
14 cell Sweettooth 2S6-8102

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

on-camput, vary raNaWa.

584^7924

lew rataa, Nancy

RBWARO

Gold bracelet loet Thursday night at JR's

sentirrwntsl velue HOOrewerd cell 549-7791

RIDE WANTED

PERSONALS

Raek-A-Dlec Rack-A-Vidae Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, Isrge screen video

dences for houseperents. semiforrrtelt,

camput events 549-7144

Happy Velentlrte's Day to everyone that I

krraw. If you have my n^agnia/meters tape

or eny books of mone, pleese caN Snow

TTta yearbook needs YOU I Positions open
for news editor, aasistent erts editor, end

photographer*. Apply at INDEX. 103 CC or

oaM 5464640

Ride needed to upctete New York or

enywhere neer Binghamton Journey to tee

my Mom fof tf»e 3-day weekend. ~
help' Call Andy at 549^7724

ROOM WANTED

Grad Art atudant needa low ooal IMng
space 566-7533 aft 6 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemete wanted for three bedroom
houte in Turners Falls $150 per month plut

utHitiee. Call Nick at 546^298

Halrcutal 16 right on campua
appointment 6-7316 Noelle

cal for an

Haircuts by Sue. By appt only WOO caN

546-8388 all saiiiaatei

TRAVEL

Spring Break -88 et DAVTONA BEACHII
7 nights end 8 days for only »219 00 fof

more mformetion cell Therese 546-6625

S>RiNG BREAK MONTREAL
WEEKENDS M9 00 plut «19 00 tax Et ser

vice Includes R T transportation in luxury

tempereture controlled motor coech 3

deys 2 nightt st Hotel Sherbourg in

downtown Montreel Feb 16-18. Mer 2-4,

Mer 9^11, Mer 1M8. Mar 23 26 Town
Touft & Travel, 482 Mein St ,

MaMen. MA
02140 321 3883

JamaTca - Last chance 447 Inel.

avarything can now Ja«64B47B

TYPING

Andy'a Typing Barvlcaa SB4-1000

VAUNTINE'S DAY

Rower Sele

Ser>d your Valentine a carnation

look for our table in the

Camput Onter. Cernationt »1.00

Namae will be in the Colteglan

on VaNntina's Day

WANTID

Mens OoaHa Skataa aize 10-12 caN Bryant

549 5419

Two bedroom ept In Puffton to take over

June first cell after seven 666-7746

We will pey top doller for your 3 bedroom
Puffton leeee starting Jine cell 6-9132 6-9142

WORK STUOV

SERVICEB

HAIRCUTSI M.eO, howavar you warn «•

Lots of expariance. CaN Lii avaning*

64fr<X186

Weetern Mass Latin Amerlcen Solidari-

ty Committee hat three positions for seeie

tent coordinators Individuals shouM have
good organizational and communication
skills and tie able to work without supenri

tion Applicants may apply at Room 464
SUB Oeedline 1 5 Feb women end people of

color encoureged to epply WMLASC ia

AA/EEO employef
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SPORTS
HebeI nets 14

Minutewomen dump
Northeastern, 55-53
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

BOSTON -The University of

Massachusetts women's basket biill team
had four players in double figures to upset

Northeastern 55-53 last night.

Junior guard Barbara Hebel had 14 points

for UMass. 10 12. Susan Burtoft, Jerrie

Bernier and Taara I^ewis each had ten.

I.iewis also had 12 rebounds with Burtoft

getting seven.

The Minutewomen felt behind 23 22 at

halftime but took the lead for good with ten

minutes to go and went up by as much as six

before the Huskies, 16 7. managed to crawl

to within two.

Bernier connected on a jump shot to make
it 53-49 before NU scored. Hebel was then

fouled with 22 seconds lo go. She made both

ends of the one-andone to seal the game for

IMass.

Northeastern scored at the buzzer to make
it a two point game. The Huskies were led

by Pam Green with 21 points.

The Minutewomen went to the boards

well against nu. the top rated defensive

team in the nation, holding a 36-35

rebounding edge.

UMass shot. 23 of 48 from the floor (48

percent) and 9 of 14 from the hne for 60

percent. The Huskies were 37 percent from
the Hcxjr (21 of .37* and 11 of 20 from the

line.

"This was a major win for us." UMass
assistant coach Dawn Handerson said after

the game. "Sue (Burtoft) played very well

defensively and off the boards. We had

balanced scoring and were patient on of

fense.

'

Burtoft shut down Northeastern center

Carla Singleton in the second half, allowinjj

her just six of her game high 17 rebounds.

She also held her to nine points.

"We had to control the boards to stop their

fast break." Henderson said. "We did that

in the second half and were able to control

the tempo because of it. We did a lot of

things well out there."

Russell and Neysmith near

UMass all-time records
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of

Massachusetts men's
basketball captains Donald

Russell and Horace
Neysmith are closing in on

several Minutemen records.

Russell, with 1,470 career

points, needs only 33 to pass

Mike Pyatt on the all-time

scoring list. If his 16.2

average holds up he will

break the record against

George Washington on

Saturday at the Springfield

Civic Center.

Neysmith, with 1, 3-8

points, needs 85 points to

pass Edwin Green and move
into third place. He is 61

points behind Clarence Hill

and 62 points l)ehind Julius

Erving.

The Doctor spent two
seasons with UMass before

signing with the ABA. He
will have his number (32)

retired, if plans can be

made, when the Curry
Hicks cage (under renova-

tion) opens for the first

game next season.

Russell is currently third

in career field goals, 63

behind Green and seemingly

stuck there, he would need

nine a game over UM's re-

maining seven games
(unless Uiey advance in the

league tournament) to catch

up.

Neysmith needs but 44 re-

bounds to take over second

place for the career re-

bounds record, held by the

Doc vnth 1,049. Neysmith
has 859 and trails Tim Ed-

wards and Jim Town.

If both play in ail seven-

plus remaining games they

will overtake Green in

games played for UMass.
Horace currently has 107

and Russell 103, Green has

111.

Neysmith also needs only

174 minutes to play the

most in Minutemen histor>'.

a honor held by Green with

3.627.

Russell already holds the

career foul shots record

with 422, Neysmith has the

foul shots attempt mark
writh 603.

Sophomore point guard

Carl Smith, in just one and a

half seasons, is fourth on

the all-time assists list with

306, just 14 behind Al Skin

ner in third. Alex Eldridge's

record of 518 should fall

easily to the 5-10 lead

guard.

Seniors Bobby Braun.

Ron Young, Cieorge Ramm-
ing, Russell and Neysmith
will join a select list of nine

players that lettered four

seasons at UMass.

MINUTEMEN MUT-
TERINGS: UM's team
free-throw percentage,
after two 70 percent games,
is up to 65 percent. Smith

folleirian photi> by Michelle .S*if»ll

Senior Donald Russell may break the all-time

UMass scoring record on Saturday against
George Washington.

sports Information PhoU)

Sophomore center Karen Fitzgerald has starred for the UMass
women's basketball team.

Fitzgerald makes change
from small to big time
Sophomore shines at center

By STUART GOTTLIEB
(,'ollegian Correspondent

Th»' University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team is in the midst of

a mediocre season. but the 9- 14

Minutewomen feel that respectabilitiy is

right around the corner. One of the keys

to this goal is the coming of age of

sophf)more center Karen Fitzgerald.

Fitzgerald's making it in division I

competition is a Cinderella story of sorts.

Even though she led CheLsea High
(Chelsea Vt.), to four straight cham-
pionships, it was in high school division 4

competition. As UMass coach Barbara
Stevens put it. the transition is no easy
task.

"It was certainly an adjustment,"
Stevens said "Coming from a small

division 4 high school to the highest level

of collegiate competition where she faces

the best women in the country takes a lot

of hard work and dedication.

"

If there is anyone who gives a lot of hard
work and dedication it's F'itzgerald. At 6-2

Karen, a HKTA major, is the tallest

player on the team. She has started 18 of

20 games, and is currently second on the

team in scoring (9.H points per game), and
rebounding (4.3a-game). These stats

coming from a division 4 high school show
the type of competitor Karen is. Although
she's having a good .sea.son, she feels a

little disheartened at the tei'ms' poor

interconference play.

"We haven't fared loo well against

Atlantic 10 competition." Karen said "but

hopefully we'll win our last three con-

ference games and seed higher in the

tournament.

"

The team, 10-12, defeated Northeastern

last night, 55-53, to snap a two game los-

ing streak. The Minutewomen finish off

the season with Atlantic 10 opponents

West Virginia, Rhode Island and Do-

queesne. They own wins over New
England rivals Harvard, New Hampshire
and Boston University, twice.

So. through this season of ups and

downs, what keeps the team spirit and

aspirations high? It's due to the fact that

all indications point to a better season

next year. No players g^raduate and the

players feel more comfortable playing

together every game. Also, the fact that

players like Fitzgerald become more
mature and learn what coach Stevens calls

"The non-skill aspects of the game."

"The biggest lesson Karen has to learn."

Stevens went on to say "is the intensity

level and aggressiveness of division 1

play. Karen is a very good natured person

and stometimes she takes that attitud- on

the court. Once she gets more aggressive

she will be a complete player and there

will be no telling how far she'll go."

Hopefully she'll take the rest of the

Minutewomen with her.

Report says student's rights violated
Cramptoi

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts violated the civil rights

of a resident assistant charged with one of the fires that

plagued Crampton dormitory in the fall of 1983. according

to a report by a faculty senate committee, obuined by the

Collegian

The Committee on the Status of Minorities, consisting of

12 faculty senators, was ccMnmisswned by the Rules

Committee in February 1984 to examine the events

surrounding Yvette I. Henry's arrest on Dec. 2. 1983. Six

individuals who were "present and involved" on the night

of Henry's arrest were interviewed in an attempt to ex-

plain the "apparent breakdown of the normal process of

running the University." the report says.

Henry has two $6.5 million lawsuits pending against

UMass and law enforcement officials for the alleged

violatk)ns of her civil rights during and after her arrest.

Following her arrest, Henry was suspended from the

University, prohibited from taking classes, barred from

the residence halls, fired from her job as an RA. and as a

result, was unable to graduate as expected the folk)wing

spring.

The six people who appeared before the committee in-

cluded: Gerald T. ONeU. director of Public Safety. Paul

Barrows, director of the Collegiate Committee for the

Education of Black and Minority Students. John Lopes, a

staff member of CCEBMS. Thelma Griffith Johnson, the

Affirmative Action officer. Dean of Students. William

Field and Charles DiMare. director of Legal Services

Office. Several others invdved in the case declined to be

questioned.

The report, completed in May 1984. has not yet been

publicly released, although Castellano Turner, chairman of

the Committee on the Status of Minorities, said the public

release of the report wouW make the committee's job

"complete."

"The committee was disappointed that the report was not

made public." Turner said. "It was created to prevent such

an incident from happening again."

The report states that Henry was "subjected to grueUng

interrogation for several hours after her arrest, without

the benefit of legal advice. ' An attwney was not contacted

until the director of the Affirmative Actk)n Office arrived

at the police statk>n. several hours after Henry had been

taken into custody. There is no mdicatum in the rep<Mt

whether Henry was ever read her Miranda rights.

In additk)n to concluding that Henry s civil rights had

been violated, the committee also found Henry's "minority

status may have played a part in the conduct of the in-

vestigatwn and in the arrest. ' that the Dean of Students

Office "did not act properly with respect to Henry." and

that "Henry's minority status may have played a part in

the way the Dean of Students Office behaved" in the case.

"The ruse used by police to get her down to the police

station couW be construed as attempted entrapment." the

report said.

Henry's room was searched the afternoon of her arrest,

without a search warrant or her knowledge. Several hours

after the arrest. Henry consented to a search of her room.

The report also focuses on Henry's treatment as a

minority student. The basis of the arrest was a computer-

generated "psychological profile" compiled by the FBI.

which, among other things, warned that the person

responsible for the fu*s could be "sukidal or that he/she

would try to do something very spectacular as a final
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UMass prof

sues school

over tenure
Most of the University administrators or

faculty members involved with or cited in

home economics sexology professor Roger

W. Libby's lawsuit declined comment
yesterday.

President David C. Knapp. Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey, Assistant to the

Chancellor James Leheny and members of

the Home Economics department were

unavailable for comment, or, when reach-

ed, offered nothing but a quick "no com-

ment" when asked their responses to Lib-

by's allegations that he is being denied

tenure because of his controversial views

on sex.

The sole response came from Vice

Chancellor for Research Samuel F. Conti,

who initially said he knew little about the

case but after informed he was a defendant

said, "I can't say much else than 'no com-

ment' because I don't in any way want to

prejudge anything that might happen in

the case."

Conti served as Acting Vice Chancellor

during the period in which Libby's tenure

case came up for review.

"I'm delighted," Conti said, "to hear

that he is exercising his rights as a citizen.

He should. But my actions as vice

chancellor during that time should speak

for me. Roger Libby brought the case-he

should get all the press."

Roger Libby has other opinions:

"They're not speaking, naturally, and they

won't ever speak, because they know my

case won't come up for a while and they

x<':SrXv>>W:;vA'XSSv»v-VAv.w<v.vv.%v.%'^^^^ :-Xv;sv:-:':vX'>:*:vW<':>Sr:rW::r%i:¥:WS<S^^
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Roots of Valentine's Day 3

Nora Ephron at Smith 5

We deserve to know the truth. . 10

Football recruits announced for

fall '85 24

"We Uyve the things we lorn for

what they are.

"

-^Robert Frost

CoUcgun photo by Bnan K Gonyc

GORILLA OF MY DREAMS— Craig Dunn. HRTA senior, dresaes in formal

fforilla attire to deliver a balloon from Joe Giarusao, center, to his wcctheart,

Alex Roberts, right, yesterday afternoon in the Hatch. A happy St. Valentine's

Day to all.

want the whole thing to blow over, because

my tenure denial shows there are serious

defects in the setup of the administration

of this university. No one communicates

with each other anyway, why should they

talk to reporters?"

-MARY EVANGELINE CRESSE

UMass student

must stand trial
Brian A. Stacey. 27, a University of

Massachusetts student who was arrested

Dec. 16 and charged with promoting child

prostitution, will stand trial on different

charges April 11.

Stacey's trial date was set yesterday in

Hampshire District Court. He is charged

with one count of larceny under $100 and

one count of prostitution. The charge of

promoting child prostitution was dropped

at a pre-trial conference Jan. 30.

GREG BROWN

SGA budget

decreased 25%
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

have about 25 percent less for an available

budget next year, according to the Budgets

Committee report delivered to the senate

last night.

The senate w ill have about $519,788.30 in

allocated funds for Fiscal Year 1986 (July 1.

1986 June 30, 1986) compared to

$695,147.50 in Fiscal Year 1985. Joe

Sparks, chairman of the Budgets Com

mittee. said.

Sparks attributed the decrease in funds to

many sources, including lower enrollment,

budgeting for full costing and deficit

liquidation, increased benefits and man-

datory pay increases for professional staff

in the Student Activities Office.

"When you get hit by five or six things, it's

a big setback," Sparks said.

Contxnwmi lo page 7

Student input

to continue in

CC operation
BY VICKI A. SPAGNOLI
Collegian Staff

Vice Chancellor for Administration and

Finance John L. DeNyse presented a

memorandum yesterday to the Campus

Center Board of Governors reaffirming his

earlier committment to replace the BOG
with an advisory council as part of his trust

funds consolidation plan.

But after reviewing a counter proposal

submitted by the BOG. DeNyse confirmed

that student input could continue, following

some redrafting of the B(Ki proposal.

DeNyse said the Division of

Administration and Finance would consider

the BOG proposal "with some reser-

vations. ...There is a lot there that we

should sit down and make negotiations

with." DeNyse said.

The proposed Auxiliary Enterprises Trust

Fund is a combination of the trust funds of

the Campus Center. Conference Services,

and the dining commons. The consolidation

was proposed by DeNyse Dec.26.

The BOG proposed that the administration

permit the continuance of the BOG in ad-

dition to the proposed advisory council.

The board would exist "to mainUin the

rights of the students in the Campus

Center," BOG chairwoman Jane Donohue

said.

The board also proposed alternative

funding for their $145,000 budget. The

BOG budget is now financed through the

$84 Campus Center fee, which will be

eluminated under the proposed Auxiliary

Enterprises Trust fund. The BOG proposes

funding through an increase in graduate

and undergraduate student fees. The

increase would be about $6 per student.

t)eNyse disagreed with some of the

wording in the BOG propo.sal. He called for

a sub group to redrsift the proposal before

he would accept it. 'I certainly can't agree

with the entire proposal at this time...!

think there are some things here that are

subject to negotiation." DeNyse said.

"I was definitely disappointed that nothing

concrete came out of this meeting,"

Donahue said.

"The tone of today's meeting was more

positive than the last fewtimesi met with

Mr. DeNyse," Donohue said. "I have not

yet received any concrete committment

from him that the BOG will exist next year

and that the division of Administration and

Finance will be responsive to the voice of

the BOG."

A ?;
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
U.S. and Soviets to

view Mid-East
WASHINGTON (AP) The
United States and Soviet

Union will sit down to

discuss the Middle East next

week, but U.S. officials tried

yesterday to dampen ex-

pectations in advance by
insisting they expect no
change in Soviet policies.

Nevertheless, the two day

session in Vienna beginning

Tuesday represents an

increase in the dialogue on

such troubiespots as

Afghanistan. southern
I^banon. the Iran-Iraq war

and the Arab Israeli con-

flict.

"These talks should not be

seen as negotiations." State

Department spokesman
Bernard Kalb cautioned

after announcing the

discussions.

"They are merely an ex

change of views." he said.

"They do not represent any

change in the U.S. positicm

reganding issues aiffecting

the region, nor do we expect

them to result in changes in

Soviet positions."

The U.S. delegation will be

led by Richard W. Murphy,
assistant secretary of state

for the Near East. The
Soviet team will be led by

Vladimir P. Polyakov. who
is Murphy's counterpart in

the Soviet foreign ministry.

The USSR spokesman
confirmed that Soviet

Ambassador Anatoly
Dobrynin met for an hour

with Secretary of State

George P. Shultz at the

Stale Department, but he

would not say what the

officials discus.sed.

AP Lwerphoto

PLEADS INNOCENT- Cathy Evelyn Smith standa

silently with her attorney, Howard Weitrman. Smith

pleaded innocent yesterday in Los Angeles to murder

and drug charges in the death of John Belushi.

Utah SenatorGam joins Doonesbury
Lawmakernol hurt by cartoon
WASHINGTON (AP)

Cartoonist Garry Trudeau

calls it "the most ex

traordinary junket in the

history of Congress. but Sen.

Jake Gam isn't offended by

the down-to earth humor
about his impending space

shuttle trip.

"That criticism was raised

almost from the moment he

was asked to entertain the

possibility of a flight." said

Bill Hendrix. Garns press

secretary. "He takes his

mission much to seriously to

be bothered bv that
"

The Kepublican lawmaker
from I'lah, readying for a

tour dav mission scheduled

for blastoff March 3. was in

training in Houston and

unavailable to reporters who

tried to reach him Tuesday

and yesterday.

But Garn has seen the

comics.

"We showed him the strip

and he thought it was pretty

funny." Hendrix said,

referring to Monday's in

staliment. which noted that

one of Garns main jobs will

be to conduct experiments in

motion sicknes.s

In the strip. Garn is in-

terviewed by Doonesbury

television correspondent

Koland Hedley aboard a K(J

135 military aircraft being

flown to simulate

weightlessness

Hedley is investigating

whether Garn. no stranger

to weightlessness." is

qualified for his mission - "to

throw up on request."

As a floating Hedley poses

that question, an off frame

voice warns."Heads up!"

Garn has called himself a

"medical guinea pig" for the

space agency, and Hendrix
says. "He's amused by it just

like everybody else."

Garn did notice, however,

that Trudeau and his wife.

"Today" show anchorwoman
Jane Pauley who in-

terviewed Garn last week.

both called the senator a

"space sickness specialist."

"The .senator .said maybe

they're ganging up on him."

Hendrix said.

MoreAssociatedPress
news onp. 1 7and18

WHArS FURRY,
LOVES ICE CREAM
& GIVES FREE

KISSES?
We won't tell, but it's 6 feet tall and

is waiting at our Kissing Booth to

tickle your fancy. Come to Herrells

Ice Cream for a Valentine's Day

dish and see for yourself what's

bearly pawsible.

Snii.-TkMra. 12:30 P.M.- 1 1 :30 p.ai.

Fri. & Sat. 12:30 p.n.-Mldaight

S86-4837
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SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
of individual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES
Ecstasv ChoroMie Catip ? SO

Chocolsle lav<*' C.ifc" ' SO

Continental ' SO

Cheesecake i ^S

C»ffO! Ci»Kf 1 50

Njipoteo" ' SO

Oatmeal fudge Ba- ' SO

ICE CREAM I SS

Toppings 1^

SUNDAES
Ho! fudge 2 23

Brownie Sundae ? '•O

MUNCHIES
Cnocoiale Cni^i Cookie 8S

Oa'mea Hais"i Cookies 55

Cnocola'e B'Owmie 9£

Bakiava < 05

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
f uoge

Downtown Amh«nt
Oi«yK> 6.Sun 19 S

I Bloc*> Chocoiate

.t)

lb

m
7 5?

3 'S

Herrell's Ice Cream
Thomas Mark«tpiac« Old South St Northampton

CALL
256-8102

Monaav "hru Su'^cJa^

6 DO D"^ to Midnig^.;
^ S Pieasaot S* Aenhers'

Limited Delivery Area
Minimum order S5 00

Prices do not include tax

Now's
the time
to cal...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expeil Repars &
Reconditioninq

Bank ofBoston
refusescomment
BOSTON (AP) The

embattled First National

Bank of Boston refused to

comment yesterday on

reports that it handled

thousands of dollars in cash

for a reputed New England

Mafia chief and had the

transactions listed as

exempt from federal

reporting requirements.

The bank does not

comment on past, present or

future customer relation

ships." said spokesman

Barry AUen. I cant tell you

about anybody s business. If

I had an account at the Bank

of Boston. I couldn't tell

you.

"

The Boston Globe reported

yesterday that two com-

panies owned by alleged

mob boss Gennaro Angiulo

were placed on a special list

at the bank exempting their

cash transactions if more

than $10,000 from federal

scrutiny.

All banks must report cash

transactions of more than

$10,000 to the government
as part of an ongoing federal

program to crack down on
money laundering by
organized crinte.

The Globe said the retired

head teller at the bank's

North End branch. Howard
K. Matheson, said Angiulo

and his four brothers
regularly bought checks of

more than $10,000 at the

bank but were not reported

to the federal government.
The newspaper said

Matheson's story was
confirmed by a second,

unidentified bank employee.

The five Angiulo brothers

are scheduled to be tried in

U.S. District Court in

Boston next month on

charges of loansharking,

racketeering and conspiracy

to obstruct justice.

Polish authorities hold

Solidarity heads in raid

WAKSAW. Poland (AP)
Polish security police
detained seven prominent
Solidarity activists today
after raiding a meeting in a
Gdansk apartment that was
attended by Lech Walesa,
an aide to the Solidarity

leader said.

Walesa was released

immediately after about 20

plainclothes and uniformed

policemen forced their way
into an apartment in the

Baltic port city to break up

the meeting of Solidarity

leaders, said Grzegorz
Grzelak. a Walesa aide.

HAIRCUTS
ONLY $7.50 with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
549-5610

expires 2/28/86

SPRING SEMINARS ON
ALCOHOL USE, LAWS & LIABILITY
The University of Massachusetts Health Services (Division
of Health Education) and the Student Legal Services office
are sponsonng three educational seminars on alcohol and
the law which will t>e open to the campus communitv- Each
seminar will feature a presentation by panelists followed by
a question and answer session.
Attorney Jill Franks will give an overview of Massachusetts
statutes and civil liability cases related to alcohol use. She
wHI provide information and answer questions related to
protective custody, false identification, serving minors 'and
or intoxicated individuals, drinking and driving, open con-
tainers and transport laws.
Carlene Riccelli, Coordinator of the Alcohol Education Pro-
gram, will provide information and answer questions
related to alcohol use and community resources for alcohol
and other drua related issues.
All students, faculty and staff are invited to attend.

DATES TIME
Tues, Feb. 19. 1965 7:00 PM
Wed, March 6, 1966 7:00 PM

Tues, April 2, 1985 7:00 PM

PLACE
Campus Ctr. 804-806
Hampden Comnf>ons
(Soutfiside Room)
Southwest
Campus Center 917

Lxx>king for some
"Healthy Romance'
on Valentine s Day?

You^^ltjndJLatJJtop«a_Spas__
• complimentary flowers

• soft music
•

' ,-hour Hot Tub (or Two

only $14 50

If your Hot Tub tor Two is

between i i am and 5pm you i'>

also receive 2 Free Hot Tub
Passes good on your next visit

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Qnv.?, Amherst

(413)253-7727

Alcohol policy open to public

for review and suggestions

Photo by Jim HoniM

FRAMED!— A construction worker spotted last week, hammering steel in-

frastructure on North Pleasant Street, site of future shops.

Grad student receives bums
A chemical explosion in a Lederle

Graduate Kesearch Center laboratory

caused minor burns to a female student

Tuesday afternoon. University of

Massachusetts police said.

The explosion ignited a small fu^ when the

student poured a mixture of chemicals into

a laboratory sink, according to an

Environmental Health and Safety official.

He said some of the chemicals splashed on

her body and burned her. She was treated

at Health Services for minor skin burns.

The fire was put out by laboratory

technicians with a fire extinguisher. There

was no property damage at the laboratory.

In other police action:

• An Amherst man was arrested Tuesday

DM honor society chapter

celebrates 25th anniversary

By JOHN YONCE
CoUegian Staff

A preliminary draft of the University

alcoholic beverage policy is available for

public review and input before being

submitted to the Board (rf Trustees for

approval. Student Government Association

CO-President Rick Patrick said yesterday.

The policy has been under review since

December by the Alcohol Policy Sub-

committee of the Chancellor's Committee

on Alcohol Use. The committee left some

points of the policy undefined to gain public

input before reaching a final decision, he

said.

One point still undecided is whether to

allow open alcoholic beverage containers on

campus.

"The state leaves drinking in public up to

the communities. " he said. "If people feel

there should be a prohibition on open

containers, we should get feedback."

The new policy will attempt to stress

alcohol education and responsibility as well

night for driving while intoxicated on South

Pleasant Street. He was stopped after he

was observed driving on the wrong side of

the road by campus police. The driver was

also charged with failing to stop at a stop

sign and operating a vehicle without a

license or regi.stration. The passenger in

the car was placed in protective custody.

• Amherst police arrested a passenger in a

car which was stopped for a motor vehicle

violation Tuesday night. The passenger

was arrested on an outstanding trafffic

warrant issued by Hampshire District

Court.

CHRIS POON

By BKION McALARNEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts chapter

of Alpha Lamda Delta, the honor society for

first year students, will celebrate its 25th

anniversary next month.

Alpha Lambda Delta was founded at the

University of Illinois in 1924 as an honor

society for women. Men were first ad-

mitted in 1975.

"It encourages freshman students to

maintain academic excellence," said Amy

Slavic language
program unique
By TAMI TETREAULT
CoU^^ian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts is one

of the few institutions in this country that

offers courses in Slovak, the language

spoken in the eastern part of

Czechoslovakia, according to UMass Slavic

Professor Robert Rothstein.

The Slavic department at the University,

through its faculty and the Fulbright ex-

change program, offers students and com-

munity residents an educational opportum-

ty that few institutions in the country pro-

vide.

Cimtvimtd m peg* 7

deRoade, president of the University of

Massachusetts chapter.

as regulation. Charmaine Wijeyesinghe.

judicial liason for the dean of students, said.

"The entire community can benefit from

this policy," she said. "We want to educate

the community not only about the rules, but

of the consequences (of breaking the

rules)."

Wijeyesinghe said the proposal is being

revised mainly because of the ra'sing of the

state drining age to 21, which takes effect

Junel.

"The vast majority of on and even off-

campus students are under the drinking

age." she said.

The new policy will apply not only to

students, as the last one did. but to staff,

faculty and alunui as well, Wijeyesinghe

said.

The new policy follows quite close to state

laws regarding alcohol, she said, and will

include regulations concerning the ad-

vertising and promotion of alcohol on

campus.

Copies of the policy are avaflable at the

SG.\ presidents* office in the Student

Union, Patrick said.

Alcohol education receives

association Award of Merit
By JODI McNAMARA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts received

an award last month for activities held

during National Collegiate Alcohol

Awareness week.

The National Association of Student

Personnel Administrators selected UMass

as the recipient of the Award of Merit for

Outstanding Programming during Alcohol

.\wareness week. Oct. 7 13. 1984.

Carlene Riccelli. coordinator of the alcohol

education program at the University,

organized and participated in the work and

activities that went on throughout the

campus during that week.

The activities were designed to promote

the responsible use of alcohol on the UMas.s

campus, Riccelli said. Inuded were

workshops, information tables in the

Campus Center, mini grant programs,

bartender training sessions and

breathalyzer demonstrations.

"I think it's exciting to get national

recognition for the educational efforts the

students and staff are making to promote

the responsible use of alcohol." Riccelli said.

"Because of the size of the University and

the rapid turnover of the students, it's

difficult for them to become aware of the

quality of the services available to them in

terms of the alcohol education program.

MenUl Health and the Dept. of Public

Safety. Receiving an award like this

provides an opportunity for getting the

word out on campus." she said.

The program has been at the University

since the late 60's. In 1975. the University

received a gfrant ^'"om the National Institute

of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism to devetop

a model program for college alcohol

education efforts. Riccelli said.

When federal funding ended in 1980, the

program continued and was funded by the

University Health Services.

The program involves 22 UMass students

who learn about the responsible use of

alcohol and convey the information to other

students in the form of structured

workshops given in the dormitories,

fraternities and sororities.

The society gives first year students the

feeling they are being recognized, she

added.

Students must have a grade-point average

of 3.7 or higher to be admitted, said Gladys

Rodriguez, assistant dean of students at

UMass and campus advisor for the local

chapter.

Students also pay a $15 fee. added

Rodriguez.

Students are formally admitted at annual

initiation ceremonies. Last year, a record

106 students were admitted.

Alpha Lambda Delta also admits members

of the faculty and the administration as

honorary members. Past honorary

members include former Chancellor Henry

Koffler and Dean of Students William Field.

Rodriguez said.

There are 201 chapters of Alpha Delta

Lambda nationwide, and 300,000 members.

Rodriguez said.

"Fourteen graduate scholarships of $3.0U0

are offered nationwide." Rodriguez said.

One-hundred dollar cash awards are also

awarded at the University chapter for the

graduating member with the highest grade

point average. Rodriguez said.

History of

valentines
By JEANNETTE
DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

February 14 is tradi-

tionally set aside for the

thoughts of love and the

sending of gifts of candy,

cards, and flowers to

lovers. But this was not

always so.

The first Valentine was
not written for romantic

reasons. St. Valentine, a

young Roman, was mar-

tyred for refusing to give

up his Christianity. He
died in 270 A.D. on Feb.

14. On the day he died, St
Valentine sent a farewell

note to the jailer's

daughter whom had
befriended him in prison.

It was decorated with

hearts and signed "from

your Valentine."

There is a belief that

there was another St.

Valentine in ancient Rome,

who married young
couples against the orders

of me emperor.

"Around the Civil War
period everybody made
their own Valentines. It

was a more personal socie-

ty," said Gerald

STRAIGHT FROM THE
Jniiior BuuiaceBMiit najor

McFariand, a history pro-

fessor at the University of

Massachusetts.

When the card com-

panies came (Hit with the

commercialized Valen-

tines, there was "customer

resistance against them,"

McFariand said. "The
whole thought behind it

(the card) was making it

yourself," he said.

The actual origin of this

holiday is not known, but it

is thought to have

Photo kgr BrMi Mont

HEART- Urik B«rk«r, a

, ezita tnm Facet ycstenUy.

originated with the festival

of Lupercalia, whkh the

ancient Romans hekl every

Feb. 15. On this day the

men struck people with

strips of animal hide. The
women gladly took the

blows because they believ-

ed it increased theur fertili-

ty.

The English also tradi-

tionally believe the birds

choose their mates on Feb
14. The idea that spring is

reserved for lovers con-

tributes to this holiday. .
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BEERWISNTMEANTTO BE COOKED
Back in the clays of rag-time

music, there was no such tiling

as bottled beer or beer in cans.

Those were the great clays

of draft beer, fresh from the

keg.

Like* the draft they brewed
at FreckTic Millers old Plank

Road Brewery. It had a taste

as smootli and fresh as the new

jazz music itsc^lf.

A taste that's hard to find in

today's l)()ttk's and cans.

Because most beers, in bottles

and cans, are pastcunized.

Crooked to 1 U) (k'grees to

prescTve their shc^lt life. So
they k)se that fresh, draft

taste.

But now there's a bottled

beer that's not cooked. It's

specialK cold-filtered in-

.stead. To keep the true

taste of fresh draft.

Introducing Plank Road
Original Draught. It tastes

as fresh from the bottle as

it (k)es b'om the keg.

PLANKROAD
Oriiiiual Draught

gesture.'" This threat, coupled with the

description of the arsonist as being "a

woman between the ages of 18 and 26, a

middle child craving affection, who lost a

parent when she was young, was extremely

intelligent or had below average in-

telligence, was most likely to be black or

Hispanic, would be depressed on Friday

night."

According to the report, the purpose of an

FBI profile is to narrow down the number of

suspects, "not to effect an arrest. It is not

considered evidence that a person is

guilty."

The local police, the report states,

"assumed that the arsonist had to be a

minority person. Nothing has been toW to

our committee which would in any way
justify such an assumption on the part of

the police."

Also, according to the report, "it is clear

the F'BI computer was fed a great deal of

misinformation, the most striking being

that a black person had written the notes

(which were found in bathrooms) because of

the syntax of the notes."

The committee also suggested that the

$10,000 bail set in the case 'seemed com

pletely out of line." under the cir-

cumstances.

"It was clear that in the past, students

who have been accused of much worse

crimes were not dealt with by local law

officials as harshly as was Henry," con-

cluding that the treatment "accorded to

Henry was different from that accorded to

non-minority students."

The committee also addressed the conduct

of the Dean of Students Office with respect

to Henry's case. No statement of general

responsibilities for the office was obiained,

but the committee assumed "that

responsibilities of the Dean of Students

1 W« fmmX that th« pr«-«rr»»t room »»«rch and th« langthy

pr*--rr.s; int.rrpg.ti on r.l«. qu.«t4on. o< civil right, violation..

pmrt
2. W. f»*l that M.. Henry •• •inorlty .tatu. may hav. playad a

Ml the conduct of tha invastigation and o* tha ar-»»t.

3. Ma faal that tha Daan d* Studaota O^fica did not act

properly Mi th raapact to Ma. Hanry.

'jjart

4.

in th«
4a fael that Ms. Henry 'a minority atatua aay have playad a

way that tha Daan of Student. Office behaved in thi. ca«M|.

3, We feel that there «ay ba aoee iepact on the racruitaent of

•inorlty atudants. in tha future, but we do not at thia tiae have a

firm basis for making auch a judgment.

6. Throughout the deliberations of the committee two themes

seemed to characterize much of the activity .urrounding ^^» ••^'•*°*

fire, and tha arrest of Ms. Henry. Fir.t. ^h^-e appear, to hav.b^
panic among University admini atrators. Second, Univer.ity admini.tra

t^s Claimed to ba h.lpl.ss, bacau.e the
i-**^'«**^«'^;;" ""J J^ fly

their hand... Both of these themes are moat diaturbing and ••em to fly

in the face of tha very essence of a Univer.ity^^

Conduaions reached by the faculty senate Committee on the Status of

Minorities about the administration's handling of the Yvette Henry case.

include protection of individual student

welfare and rights and the enforcement of

University Regulations and Policies."

The committee reached the conclusion that

the Dean of Students Office acted im-

properly by giving "minimal importance to

Henry's rights." Henry was questioned for

two and a half hours before her arrest, with

the full knowledge of the Dean of Students,

who allowed it to continue without knowing

if her (Miranda) rights had been read to

her.

first opportunity to use the procedure, and

it was "completely ignored by the Dean of

Students Office, in spite of attempts to

implement it by minority administrators.

"We believe that the Dean and his staff

should have been able to remain calm and

exercise proper judgement in order to

protect the welfare and rights of Ms.

Henry."
"We feel that both the spirit and the letter

of the University Code of Student Conduct

were broken."

Recommendations by the committee to

The report mentioned a procedure which ensure that future "panic among University

was developed by the Dean of Students administrators ' does not happen include:^ a

Office, staff of the office of Student Affairs,

members of the Department of Public

Safety, and representatives of minority

faculty and staff in the fall of 1983.

The procedure was planned to "facilitate

the involvement of respected members of

the minority community in any situation in

which a minority student was in serious

difficulty." Henry's arrest presented the

thorough investigation of the role played by

off campus agencies, involved in on campus

investigations: a clarification of the

responsibilities of the Office of the Dean of

Students; related to the welfare of all

students; and a need for more crisis

training of campus police, "to help them

keep perspective and avoid being en-

trapped by their own assumptions.

"

Examination ofuproaroneyear later

The campus fires: a lookback
It sUrted out as a small item in a local newspaper. At

the time. September 23, 1983, no one involved knew the

small fire in a trash room in Crampton dormitory would

be the beginning of a three month period when the

nation's eyes were focused on the University of

Massachusetts and a campus tried to solve mystery of

who set over 40 fires.

A year later, the debate continues on the events leading

to the arrest and subsequent withdrawal of all charges

against Yvette Henry, a resident assistant in Crampton

House. What follows is a chronological listing of the fires

and key events surrounding the wave of fires during that

semester, compiled from Collegian staff reports, the

majority of which occured in Crampton.

The details of the first fire are simple enough. A trash

room on the second floor is ignited at 10:17 p.m. and

reported to have caused $500 worth of damage, the most

expensive damage, interestingly enough, of all of the

Crampton fires. Officials now assert no damage was

done. A smoke detector alerts two residents and two

floormates who see smoke seeping out from underneath

the door and inform Resident Assistant Jeanne Gon-

salves, who opens the door and attempts to extinguish

the fire but is driven back by smoke.

UMass fire official Keith Hoyle says the fire is

"suspicious" and under investigation.

•••

Tuesday, Oct. 8th, 198S: Resident Assistant Yvette I.

Henry, conducting a routine security check, discovers at

9-21 p m a fire in the second floor tirash room. Hoyle

riles the fire "definitely suspicious" the building

evacuates whUe four engines dispatched from the

Amherst fire department to the site extinguish the fire.

Wednesday, Oct 12, 198S: UMass police receive a

report of a fire at 8:57 p.m. Crampton, again. Again

"suspicious," again "under investigation, again, no

suspects. This fire: number seven.

Attention from Crampton is sidetracked when on

Wednesday, Nov. 2, Cashin Dormitory in the Sylvan

Residential Area is hit with its own fires, shortly after 8

p m This time the UMass department of Environmental

Health and Safety is summoned and fire officials label

the fire "suspicious" and "under investigation."

Fires beginning at this period, are considered by some

to be "copycat" occurrences.

(By Tuesday. Dec. 6, more than 20 fires will occur in

other dormitories on campus, including Cance, Coolidge,

MacKimmie, Brown, Patterson, Grayson, Mary Lyon,

and the Stiident Union/Campus Center complex.)

Thursday, Nov. 17: Crampton 1:08 a.m. Bulletin board

on the second floor, south wing, is reported afire. Still,

no suspects. Police now reveal all fires were on second or

third floors.

Monday, Nov. 21: Tenth fire strikes Crampton.

Tuesday, Nw. 22: Fear heightens as another fire occurs

when a bulletin board in the second floor of the east wing

is set afire and two more fires occur within an hour of

each other. Papers hung on a wall in the third floor

bathroom in the south wing are set on fire at 10:53 p.m.

and a plastic trash container and its contents in the third

floor batliroom of the north wing are ignited at 11:47

p.m., according to police.

Executive Director of Housing Services Joseph Zan-

nini says his staff is doing as much as they can and reveal

their collaborative investigative efforts with state and

campus police. There have been no requests from Cramp-

ton residents to move, according to Zannini.

State and regional papers and television stations now

pick up the story. As the DaUy CoUegian continually

presents the fires as its lead story, the regional dailies

such as the Daily Hampshire Gazette, and the Morning

Union of Spriiifield pick up the story, University

residents think maybe the coverage may be instigating

the fires.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis expresses his concern, after

which state Fire Marshal Joseph O'Keefe visits the cam-

pus to meet with University and local officials to deter-

mine a solution to the problem. O'Keefe notes that

Dukakis had received calls from concerned parents of

residents. He expresses his own concern. Some residents

are quoted as saying the fires bother them and say they

want officials to catch the instigator, but have no plans to

move from the building. Six other Crampton residents

express their desires to move. Requests are granted as

Zannini and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

L. Madson say all requests for a move can be granted.

Twenty-four hour security is instituted. Residents wait

outside building in below-zero temperatures while police

question their housemates after a 12:37 a.m. second floor

bathroom fire.

Sunday, Nov. 27: Northwest District Attorney asks

Crampton residents to aid him in catching firestarter,

saying his staff has a few leads, but no information from

students. Students stress increasing difficulty in main-

taining grades; become reluctant to discuss the matter.

Mcmday, Nov. 28: Frequency of fire escalates and

assumes an eerie quality after crayoned note warns of

fire fourteen. Residents stand in freezing rain after a

3:12 p.m. evacuation prompted by a fire alarm. State

trooper denies presence of notes, refuses further com-

ment. Freshman Donna Murphy, who with a sister con-

ceived a petition requesting a full refund of the $606

housing fee, expresses intentions of presenting the peti-

tion circulated among residents to Zannini.

Tuesday, Nov. 29: Crampton residents are informed

during a private meeting that five suspects have been

chosen. Officials do not discount the possibility of there

being a "ring leader;" they reveal all notes have been

found in the same handwriting. Locks are changed and

six to eight guards are added. A second floor student's

desk is set ablaze shortly after 10 a.m.; this spurs more

fears because fires are considered now to have personal

nature.
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WriterEphron

speaks about

her ^evolution'
BY FRAN WEINBERG
Collegian SUff

Nora Ephron, successful journalist,

novelist and screenplay writer, talked

warmly and humorously Tuesday night to a

Smith College audience about her evolution

as a Jew. a writer and a woman.
Ephron, author of the novel "Heartburn"

and the screenplay for the movie "Silk

wood," described the varwus stages of her

life as filled with transitions.

As a college student. Ephron described

herself as "girl, funny. Weliesley student,

ambitious and Democrat." She said 10

years later, "reporter, woman, feminist,

single and happy" would have described

her.

To sum up her present life she would

choose the words "mother, writer, sister.

Jewish, single... again."

Ephron's evolution did not happen

overnight. She believes her passage from

"girl to woman, to mother '
and from

"ambitious to reporter, to writer." hap-

pened through many experiences and the

natural process of maturation.

Ephron's first interest in her heritage

came while she was attending Weliesley

College where she noticed that all the

Catholic women were put together and all

the Jewish women were put together.

She described her experience at Weliesley

as "not anti Semitic; just dumb." People

would make such comments as "Oli, you're

so lucky to be JewLsh, Jews are so smart,

Leonard Bernstein is Jewish. " Her reply to

them would be "come home with me and I'll

introduce you to some stupid people,
"
she

said.

These experiences were reinforced when

she moved to New York City and began to

recognize a certain kind of language and

literature that related back to Jewish

history in her surroundings.

Ephron told the audience that while

growing up. her mother taught her to find

the humor in her own misfortune. "In the

Jewish tradition, what is tragic today will

be funny later on, "she said.

As a writer, she advised the audience to

begin slowly and not attempt not to be too

ambitious too early otherwise "you'll fail

early and feel inadequate " she said.

She advised starting with "something you

feel confident about being able to do and

work you way up."

Ephron also explained her transition from

girl to woman and said, "there was no move

I made more happily than the one out of

girldom, I was never very good at it."

She said the title "woman" should be

earned, adding "a woman is understanding

that you're it, you're responsible for your

life and no one else it."

"If we truly want to be equal then we have

to Uke responsibility for the decisions we

make "she said.

Wednesday, Nov. SO: Fires climb to sixteen. Student

senate offers $1000 reward for information leading to ar-

rest of firestarter.

Friday, Dec. 2: Yvette I. Henry, 20-year-old second

floor resident assistant and chemistry major from

Philadelphia, is arrested shorUy before 8 p.m. after

taken for questioning at 5 p.m. and a press conference by

Duffey at 3:30 p.m. Charged with two complaints of

"burning the personal property of another," Henry is

held at the Franklin County Jail in Greenfield until Sun-

day night when she is released on $1,000 bail, partly rais-

ed by Crampton residents.

Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neil says Henry will

not be able to return to campus. Police refuse to com-

ment on the evidence that lead to Henry's arrest.

Monday, Dec. 5: Henry pleads innocent during arraign-

ment in Hampshire County District Court. State is still

considering placing Henry under a psychiatric examina-

tion, according to assistant district attorney. Dean

William Field says Henry was sent a letter of suspension

dated Dec. 4 and will not be pernriitted on campus until

she and her attorney meet with him.

Tuesday, Dec. 6: Henry's case will resume Jan. 26.

Board of Trustees requests chancellor to review suspen-

sion policy, as suspensions are permanently recorded.

Dec. 22: Charges against Henry were dropped.

May 8, 1984: Henry and her lawyers file two lawsuits

totaling $13 million against the University and more than

15 other defendants, charging that her rights were

violated in connection with her arrest and subsequent

suspension from the University in December 1983.
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Til Tuesday
FRI. FEB. 15 8 PM
THE BLUEWALL

$3.00
and over ^g_^andover

{films

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

OPEN RUSH!
Feb. 12, 13, 14 Tues, Wed, Thurs

7 pm -9 pm

• FOOD •

WE'RE NEXT TO THE FINE ARTS CENTER
CALL 256 6863

¥
¥
¥
¥

DRINK ¥
¥
¥
¥

^a/ iSt^da^^ /^^ /^ ^/7

Berets $3.95

Sunglasses 3.95

Suspenders 4.95

Rhinestone Earrings

Stretch Keychains

Buttons .75

Ties 4.95

S. Bracelets

1.95

2.95

Win Friends!

Influence People!

SGA Presidential

Board of Governors

Residential Committee
Nomination papers now available.

Presidential & Residential Committee

papers may be obtained in the

Student Senate Office, 420 SUB
BOG papers may be obtained in the

BOG Office, 817 Campus Center

'For more info stop by or call

the SGA at 5-0341 or

the BOG at 5-0194

The papers are due at 12 NOON
on Friday March 1st.

GET INVOLVED!

if Slovak 'ConHnwdfrom page t

Althoui^ Czech and Slovak languages

are very similar, historical developments

have created different cultural, linguistic

and literary traditions between these two

migor peoples of Czechoslovakia.

A Slovak culture course is being offered

by the UMass Slavic Department and will

be tau^t by Dr. Toska Mistrikova from

Comenius University in Bratislava,

Czechoslovakia.

Mistrikova was brou^t here through the

Fulbright program, which brings foreign

lecturers to American colleges and univer-

sities and sends American lecturers

abroad, Rothstein said.

The culture of the Polish has been an im-

portant element in Western Culture and

also to the United States, these people have

come here and helped build the country, he

said.

"With the importance of the Soviet

Union in the present world, a better

understanding of how they think can only

be useful, one achieves the best understan-

ding by learning the language," Rothstein

said.

The teaching of the Slavic language at

UMass is also appropriate because of the

large population of Slavic residents in

western Massachusetts. There is a hig^

population of Polish, Slavic, Ukrainian and

even Russian-Americans within the Con-

necticut River Valley area, Rothstein said.

The Slavic Department is also very active

with the cultures around the area. "We
have a mailing list about 100 people, mostly

the Polish culture, who get announcements

of films and lectures at the University,"

Rothstein said.

Rothstein, the head of the department is

a Harvard graduate and has spent two

years in Poland studying and lecturing. He
visited the Soviet Union on two occasions

to study and research, and has been to

Czechoslovakia to study and lecture a few

times.

IIvptTCiirricula

SPECTRUM MEETING NEW MEMBERS
WELCOME - Spectrum is now forming its

poetry, prose, art. photography and

production staffs. Let this opportunity turn

your hobbies and interests into professional

skills and abilities. 7 p.m. 103B CC.

GRADUATE SCHOOL DAY FAIR
Recruiters from 100 universities will be

recruiting undergraduates for graduate

school a reception for graduates, faculty

and professional staff will follow fair and a

dance for everyone. 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Hampden Student Center

—I—— Thursday, February 14, 1985

WSYL FM ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING - Sign up for shifts and discuss

semester's plans. New members welcome.

Board meeting directly befwre. Cashin Rec.

Room Board of Directors Mtg. 6:30 p.m.

General Mtg. 7:30 p.m.

MASSPIRG STATEHOUSE WATCH
PROJECT MEETING Get
involved and learn research and advocacy

skills. Help plan our next Boston

Statehouse Lobby Day. 6 p.m. Masspirg

office. 423 SUB
OPENING. WHEELER GALLERY
"Recent Paintings and Prints." a showing of

oil paintings and relief prints by Hoy

Cheong Wong, will be on exhibition from

Feb. 14-25. Wheeler Gallery. Wheeler

ifSGA
CmUinued from page 1

A forecast decline in student enrollment

will result in a decrease from last year of

$306,540 in revenue from Student

Activities Fees, according to the report.

About $80,839 will be eaten up by full

costing, a University required ad-

ministrative fee.

Senators questioned why they had not

been informed of the predicted drop in

funding earlier and debated about what
could be done to alleviate the situation.

"We should have known about this two or

three years ago, why wasn't it brought to

the senate then and not now. when it's too

late. " Bill Collins co-senator from Moore,

said.

Chris Sullivan, speaker of the senate, said

that the officers of the senate had known

there would be some change in allocable

funds, but not how severe they would be

until the report was finished.

In other action, the senate voted 27-30 not

to offer a $100 reward "for information

leading to the arrest and conviction of those

responsible for the defacement of

University buildings on the weekend of

Feb. 1. 1985.

'

The senate also voted 18-29 not to create a

spring concert fund for Fiscal Year 1986.
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LEARN TO FLY

COLLEI
FLYING CLUB

r,^l OOUitC STUCCMTS iwvcont

•Cft«£f CBtOIT P06S1M

fIWAWMTES MIIOED Wtt

W5 «5-2577

Downtown Amh«rt(

Owly ID 6. Sun la 3

STOP BLUSHING

NERVOUS STUmRlMG

& INSECURITIES
Shtnfs'. *es'. pod mwnory W
tMd lutxti te»r ci< eijms He

m* Ik (tinwuM oW^ HOH
HAHDI MCTHOO kwnOKl >n

GtfKum «i 1937 SfiK) tw brochuf*

KM M»«T (0)«« loi M«««T»t«i«i M

UMASS SKI CLUB
Trip to Sugarbush Valley

Sat. Feb. 16

Sign up Wed, Thurs, Fri at Ski Club Table

(outside the Hatch)

$24.00 for members $34.00 for non-members

Have your skis precision hand tuned by experienced

Ski Technician

Discount for members

for info and appointment call 256-6719

r »#<> *•''»•<"»•'"'•'* ^v

Downtowvn Amh«rtt O.NylO-6. Sun.12-S

4 Ml

Bring your Valentine to. . . ^
Jfi«&lfIWjfiKfid eitiif pliM

Our Entree Specialties W§
Vouf rhoic* ot frtnch Inn bakrd potato ifgeioblr •>! doi, ^T
cok ihw O' cortos* fh*«« f>r'otd u.ilh roll and bulW ^ ^

Tiiii/ Sala4 —i>«< wMhWW
STEAK DINNER * '

A l«nd«T (uitv 9 oi Htloin MMk An »mc«IWnl v«lo«

COUtaWt F1UED CHICKEN **

rhr»» ju« V pwt r» ol hofwv dipp«J fh«l.»n Wd gfottitn brown

BROIIEO LIVEII ^
*'

A half pound tmolhvrcd in uuMcd onion* and b«co<>

FKIED CLAM PLATE
A h«I( pound of clann jlrtp* lightly l»««Wd and »n«d joUWn bi<.*n

OPEN STEAK SANDWICH - * **j

b ut iittk Mfv«d on to»v pointt w«lh onion nngt
|

BROILED PORK CHOTS * **'

T««j c«ni«t cul 5 OI chop* nwih appl« »«uf»

AY SCALLOPS V ' L '
* "

T»nd»i )UKy tcalops lighlly bt»»d«d and (rwd lo a gMtn brown

CHICKEN FILLET * •*

Two bon»l»«b...»»olch«l.«n li9hllybT»»d«i (ntd 9old»n brown

CHOPPED SIRLOIN ' **'

G*rnnh«d unlh onion rings

^ niESHBATTER-DIPPEDnLLETSOFCOD 3 tS

Servtd wiih <ol« ilaw and you' f fi"<" "' potato (»alad nm in<lud«d)

Alao FMi and Chips To Go 2 4S

BEER AND WIN I AVAILABLE

NWM: lw.-T1Wt. • A.M. -3 A.M.: M. Mi M. 24 Hra.

»l.f.N.«N/AZK«t 2M-MM

BEER

^^^"^'^
E. I ladley Road i

iiiiiiNiii iiimil iiiiiiiiiiiiiii*"""""!

R.\/ERGLADEi
SOUTHWOOD I

WINE

1 •••••••i
i HitP
1 PACKAGE
3 •""#••••••

Holyoke

Your closest package store

2 mins down 116
OPEN 10 '1 Monday IH'u Saturday

2 Milt* South ot Amh«f \l on Rou»» ' 1ft

South Amherst Pl»ia - Ne«t to Dairy Marl

2539742

J Minuln "(W •'>ll»r>» Manot R.X'giKW t M»mpjh.i»
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4th ANNUAL UMASS
SPRING BREAK PARTY!!

March 16-23

LUV TOURS
returns with 3 great hotels

on "The Strip"

from $149.00
^off "the Strip" hotel available at

$109.00

Also Included:

• Free Keg Daily at the Button
• LUV activities at Penrods

• Special LUV
Happy Hour Parties

LUV pool parties

^MHillMUilllllWdlllMiiil

Collegian %

«,
,^,mm»^mmmm^m»*mm^mnmmmmmmmmmmimmmmw^

DELTA CHI FRATERNITY

118 Sunset Avenue

call 549-4187

for info or directions

TONIGHT!

8 pm - 11 pnfi

AX
It

i Where's AX?

not the biggest. . .THE BEST!''

- 24 hour nneal plan

- Excellent academic atmosphere

- An outstanding Little Sisters program

- Off-campus freedom

- A great social life

SW
Dorms

^^ Jean Strang ZB3-W71

Con tact: K.nnv B.rn.tt 549^064
Grad Rosenbaum 549-6364

John Fraser 549-B363

RtPRESFNTMIVE

LUVTv ^ ""^
'

800-368-2006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 VirRinia Toll Free
7 F.lliewood Avenue Chailoiiesville, Virginia i2'W3

A Subsidiary oi JA B tnlrrprisn. Inc

(iriih It filler fur murr litlitih itriii risiTrnlum fnrm

f
I
s;

i
i

>
<
« Fearing St.

c

CO
College

Pizza

I
118 Sunset

I AX

ilii|i|lli|iHl|i|il'HHi||l|l|tl'li|l|l|lliMIII|ll<Mi|lilllllllMtlliNlllllll<l<IIIIRIIIIIIIillltilltHNIlllM»lim^^

umnss memo
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FROM

SUBJ.

MY _ VALENTINE

« 11PS^>

ANSWERS TO YOUR MOST JPRESSING

QUESTIONS.

If you coll 545-^54-0 you will get answers

to everything (well olmost everything) you c\e^6 to

know about the University, its programs, policieSt

procedures, rules, regulotions , schedules, hours and

so much more.

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5A5-\555

TAPED INFORMAITON PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A^Service of the Dean oF Students Ot-Hce

9 Collegian; Thursday, Febniaiy U, 1986

^r^Jl

ALL
AGE ,

xjvlentineS
WSlRTY

Modem
Pladz PANDS

THURSDW.
FEB. 14^«^8^«

>̂#^

Guess Who's Coming
To Campus?

Representatives from Walt Disney World Co. will be

on campus Tuesday, February 19, 1985 and Wednes-
day, February 20, 1985 recruiting for the Summer and

Fall sessions of the Walt Disney World College Pro-

gram. Leisure Studies students and Hotel /Restaurant

and Travel Administration students who are in-

terested in co-op should contact the office of

Cooperative Education at 545-2224 for further infor-

mation.

0\MM Oaney Productions

UlaltlvJisneHUIoride
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Valentine

Carnations from PIKE

MMMCtnct)
AffitmaM. Oiv44
JMm-mo, Scott*

AkrlvOMlU. Cltrls

Alkarttnt, Amm
AUuiidtr, ••cky
AIIm. S4rt Owls
AMI*. Urtn
Alao
Al^trt. Nmcy
AntlUi. mcMllt
AittAiwIuit. Ptmty

Antonio. Nindy
A»9lt«Ulii, OoMW
Aufetrton. Aay
AMtlMltt. Lturit-I

KkMM. Liu
••99t. Ikurotfl

lokar. llmU
ten. Oonttl

Mr*w. Chrl*

lorkcr. Ltillt

Mmlclt Urt
omtclt, Utity

l«n«o. Jtmlftr
tornM. Cr«l9

l«M. AitdrM
••Iter, telly

iMttCkMM. Jmhm
Miwdlct. Itatt

B*rko«sky, T«r*

••riMird. A^y

B«maK0n1. Rtnt

MmsUln, Paul*

Mthdea Coelldji)

•«tU. NtltSM
too trdeodU

•trd, ClirU
llausUlM. Chtryl

IlKilmkl. Htail

liMterf. CIMCM
Ouii^wn John

lolwn. Pat

•eland. JoMph
oUolon. SyWU
•ofMcote. Susan

lend*. Oiwi

loone. Conrad

B«jr9«. Kla
ertisUln. teran

ottOBlty. Jill

lOHCIter. Oanlso

lOMChor. U«ira

tenia**
eutan. Clair*

BeM*r. LiM
lOMrt. Jia

toyaJ1a%SM
lra<hf*ld. Any
Iranclw. Ckrlt

Irottynt. larbara

Irvsnicl. Jill

Orlnkaan, Nlckaol
IrlnlMan. Nichaol

Iroatock. Joanna

Iresnihan. Nancy

•rww. ABJf

IroMi, Cindy
rtwn. Toby
Irunl. lobln
•rydw, telly
•rytr, DtMla
•iieklay. Oav*
tuekMn. LiM
•iirvk. Stefan
•Hrns, tera
•urm. Koto
fcirrl. L1»a
•urtoo. lart
•atlck. Jaala
kiiUrd. J*nn1far

•utter. Alison
luttlrn. nancy*
Caldar, Sara
Callahan. Jonny

CaMron, Paa-

Caplan. Jen
Cartyla, Reuvan

Urr. PI*r*d1Ui

Carr, ter*n
Carroll. Nancy
Carvalho. NIka

Cary. Stave
Caihln. Nancy
Caikar, tevin

Caisalla, lob
Caisldy. Andy
Chandlar, John

Chaptn. Holly
ChaiVBMn. Oou9
Cmadiarlln. A«y

Ctiwliirs. Trie la

Clitraaalla. Hadonna

dMnevtlv. Erica*

Clwrnoff. Oobbia

Ctwslar. Rocky
Chlklls. 6r«9

CIMO. Naryann
Chrlstensen. Oabbto

Ctwcklas
Clarl. Sharon

Claffey. Sharon*

Clalant. Ashley

Clykey. Nark

Clark. Judith

Cohen. Judy
Cohen, NlUh
Colettl. Cheryl

Collagen. Susan

Collins. 1111

Collins. Carolyn

Collins, teren

Cellyer. Krlsten

Canley. Schle»erock

CoMwll. Paul

Cestontlnl. Jaann

Ceote. Allyien

CooU, loth
Cerrontl. Jill

Cettane, Lauren

Ceul9. Catherine

Coulter. AMca
Counlhan. Jes

Couen. Jean
Crosby. Penny

Cr««ley. teren

Creuley. Linda

Cucchltsl. Grace

Cifletng. Ullllaa

Cyrrln. Tina*

Curry, Nancy
Oadlrrlan, Nancy

Daley, Janet
Danehy.K.Ounn.l
Oavls. Andy

Davit. Jay
!)ay, toberti

do Aelcltla. K.

Oebarros. Lli

OeForqe. Ann

Delaney. Suumm
Oelbou. Richie

Oeleo. Donna

Oellato.Oan
Oeller. CreUhen
OeSautel. Susan

Oeslaone. Kris

OeVrles. Andrea

Dickinson. Cindy

OlPaola. OiBlano

Doherty. Oave

Dolph. Sarah

Doud, LymM
Dozols. Janice

Dresens. Jenn

Orlscoll. Judy

Orohan. Janet

Orudl. John
Oulols. Todd

Duff. Sue*
Ou99an. Jospeh

DuMan. Ikry

Dunn. John
Owlqht. Joe

Cckhardt. Randy

Ellis. Steve

Er1c(San Olege)

Evans. Clara

Fahey. Hejhan

Fajnor, Lisa*

Fairfield, telly

FalUll. Julie*

Falvey. Celine

Fanein. 0»"<a

Farley. Oan

Farrls, Pat

Felker. Sharon

Fellons. Carrie

Fennel 1y. *V
Fenten. Dan

Femandes. Deal Surskl. Dabble
Ferone. Itary Haberl . teren
Farrolra. Sid Habel. Lynn

Ferrer. Ricarde* Haa«l. Robin
Fichter. Donna

Field. Ellen
Fink. Paa«la

Ftnkel, Laura

Fisher, Oaena - .

Flugersld. HsIraHetarty.tethy

FlInn.Nallssa Hegeler. Fran

Flosaaan. Cindy Hettinger, Jeann

Foote, Ikry-I. Hollander, Tracay

Kla

Hardin), teryn
Harrlty. Triela
Hayes. Sue*
Hendrlck. Jennifer

Fortin, Richer

FosU, Kla

France
Franiel, Erica

Fretaer, Judy

HolMH, Sue

Holaes. Sheila

Halt, Carol*
Horn, Oan
Homer, Rob

Fritsler, Terry Hoterd. Oan

Furtado. Cathy Miches. Christine

Gala. Ikry Wistey, Patty

Galtpaau. tethy HuUhlngs. Tha

Gallagjer. Mry tfatter. Hope

G«Beche. Nobin Infhaa. Carol

Garay. Sharon Irluky. Vickl

Garber. Cheryl

Gardner. Klai

Garrlty. Dave

Iruln. till

Isaacs. Jack
Jayes. Nike

Garvin. Langton Jeannle

Gates, tay Jenkins. Donna*

Gates. Laurie Jensen. Nell*

Geneau. AnncU Jetwll. Paula

Gentile. Rick teller. Robin

Glanelll. Pat Jlastango. Eve

Gldo. Jeanle testen, Cheryl

Gilbert. Hegan* texaro»sk1. Sttn

Gingras. Nark telth. Jon

61rls(t4 To-n-hs)telsey. "k^garet

Glttlns. L1« tendrlck. Elliabeth

tenedy. Nancy
temey. Jean-e
Kenny,Paul

ternoan, Laura
tessler .telth

Glullane. Anne

Gleeton. Nan
Glldden. Lisa

Go4dard. Itaria

Goddrey. Lit
Golhoff. George Khatael. teyvan

Goldsaait. Lloyd Klah. tob

Goldstein. Jill Klllxy. Rrlgid

GoMZ, lob Kinder. tethy

Genxales. Victor King, NIchelle

Goodwin. Frank Kingston. Cindy*

Goudey, trian

Gove. Kla
GradHOhl. Joy

Graai, Annie

Kirby, Nark
Klrtean. Gall

Kitty
Klaus. Laura*

Grasietchl. Cindy Klelderaan. Erite

Greces. Linda Knopf. Kl

Greeny, tob
Grifalconi, Nia

Grippe, Ralph

Gralnick, Judy

Gross. Julie

Greregeen. J. P.

Gulld.Uura

Knopf. J1«
Knoulton. Sandl

(ornblua. CIndl

ternfleld. Nellssa

tostu. Peula*
testro. tob
Krasnov. Jennifer

fuiid.uura
Kjiitici. Carla

GundershelM.Narc "»»«*• '"^ "

bnces. Nils

tertMan. Ed

LaCtance. tethy

LaCosU. Kla

Ufond. Cara

LaFranchlse. Nobin

Laaberten. Sue

Lane, Sheila

Ungone. Gina

Latlna. Kerry

Uvele. Singer

Layiek. Ricky
Learned, Susan

Laary, Andy

Leary, Suci
Lee, Laurie

Leifer, Rebyn
LMoncelll, Peter

Leven. Sara

Levenson. Oode

LeVesqut. Jeane

Levlne. Ellen*.
Llebllen, Heldr
Lindahl. Joan

Lipson. Oarcl*

L1i-(3,W Dickinson)

Llaffey, Sharon

Lobello, Nary (**)

Log. Natural

Logan. Tea

Lou. Poppy
Loughlln. Laura

Lucler. Christine

Lucey. Niry

Lynn, Joy
N. ,Val

NacOonald, Sue

Nackertlch. A«ne-H.

NHllson. Susanna
Ni9u1re. Joe
Nihdavy, Haryann
Nalllott. Lisa

NakleJ. Janice

Nakrys. 'Lava*

Nalett. Kla
Mlone. Naggle
Manning. Julia

Hannlng. Susan
Mrcellus. Nadlne

Narclano. Nick
Nirclnkltvlci. H.

Hark I Dan
Narks. Olanne
Nartln. OaMH
Nirtln. Strauberryl

Nartln. Naria
Itartln. Rene**
Nirtlnei. Jackie

NatuUtls. till

NcAl lister. Daun

Hc/billffe. N.t.

NcCelllan. Casbah
NcCoraack. Alicia
NcOonald. o*M

IkGann. RIck Hllegrlnl.

NcGeian. Peggy Perei. Lisy

Iklntosh. Sharon Perei, Rey

IfcLaughlln, Steve Pvei, SenJI

IkMitan. Theresa* Perei. Susie

NcHMMra. John Perks. Garyklns**

ItolselMn. Julie Petaraan. Laura

Neleedy. Oeve Peterson. Eric

Pt»Kk. Q.T

Pleci, Laura

Piggy, Oonna

Pine. Sharl

„„,^.. .. Piatt. Sandy

N1tel(H1« Naster) Pooblak, Jana

I. Ell

Nertlar. Oave

Nichel, Lywi

Nichel, Nirgot

Nielcari, teren

Nil 1 ah**
Nlller, Oaryl

millngtan, S.

NIte t Curt

NIVIlle, Andrea

Itoburg, Craig

NBoney, Lynda

Noore, Sue*

Itorrlce, George
ttorrlll. Nichael

Peltras. Bob

Poafret. teren

Poullfl. Don

Powers, Jennifer

Press, truce

Price. Laura*

Proto. David

Pruskin, Laurie*

Puncel, Zoriaar

PoUpchuk, Larlssa

Itoslaor. Beth-Ann Quenztl . Bryan

>toskow1tz, Narcle Quigley. Susan

NMse. tethle

Mil seen. Randy

fbiccl. George

Nurphy. Julienne

Mirphy. Lynn

layers. Charles

l^rsen. Fred

Ifynes. AnneMarle

Neal. Sharon

Ne«Mrk. Beth
Nichols. Betsy ~^-.. -
NIedmladek. Halt Racoon. Eric

Nolan. John tellly. Beth

Quinn. tethy

Rablnove. Ellen

Radewlec. Judy

Ragusa. Laura

Ralston. Ilene

tesUlllnl. Alan

tetzaen. Ranee

Rausch, Anne

Rccla, Krissy

Reed. Everett

Regan. Gall

IMIn. Garret
•eda. Ant Pkrsha

tjwn. Aaae
Ryder, tete

Sage. Rebecca
Salaair
Salaa, Dave

Sales. P*r1a«

Salsbet. BeU
Salvesen. Cretthea

Salvuccl. Paul*

Saaiel, F.T.

Saaiieis. Bonnie*

Santera. Lisa*

Sargavaklan. Ed

Saunders. Jeelloe

Seval. Sharon

Jackie**^ Savona

Saulk. Nany
Schaffer. Eric

Schey. Randl

Schuster, Chris

Scott, RIcola

Scully. Donna

Segal. Oara

ShaMh. Robin*

Shea, trian
Shanley
Sharpa, Andy urUrte JaanetU
Shaughnessr^hannon ^ '^^J^^
Shannons Roeale " '•• '

.,,

St. Cear, Sc*tt
Stare. Ileae

Siawrt. tetle
StaMTt. Jane

Stewart. Lite

St. Jean. Rich

Stalls. Tracy*

Staaer. CllubeU
Stabbert. telly

Sal I Ivan, teran
Suttae. LorenM
Swiss*
T. Ikaanda

Tafa. Ursula
Talbot. Ibiry

Tang. Rickey

Tang. Tta Har
Tardlff. Kristin

Tarr. tryaht
Tarry. F1U
Taylor, teste

Taylor. Oonna-Lee
ThereMlNargle
Tia t Jia
Tolland, till

Torla. Jill

TrIchetU. NIchelle

Turner. Everett
Ulrlch. Mendy

Nolan. NIchelle

Nordbcrg. Heidi

Nereen. Oave

Nergen. tejsa*i
Nerton. Sarah

Norwood. Wendy
O'trlen. Barry
O'Connor
O'Ouro. Doris

OU. Paul

Ollvelrl. Oavid
O'Loughlln. Nary

Olson. Narytey
Olszewski. 01*

Renaud. Oeneen*

RevelH. Robyn

teynolds. N1ke-P.

Riccl. Chris

Rice. Lorl

Ricord. Joann

Righallls. Julie

Riley. Kelley

RoberU. Trad
Robinson. Gary

Robiulle, Oan

Rogers. Paa

Rose. Lisa

tosenthal, Pea

Oppenhelaer, teren Rowley, Chris

** Ott. Annaaarle Roy. Andrea

Pacunas. tmt *>/•• *»?"!
Paglee. Jane Rogers. Billy

Palazzo , Nartylee Rogoff. Erlte

Palaer, teren Rohrback, Narlsa

Pastel Is. Anne-N. Roaano. Diane

Pathler. NIchelle Rose. Dean

Palaer. Evan Rosen. Plane*

Peach RosensUln. wmrA
Pearce. Carol Hay. Alyssa

Pewdargast. Lynn Roberts. Adrlcnne

Shannon's Rooale

Shukri. Soraya

Sheedy. Debbie

Sheehan. Alyssa

Sheehan. Jack

Shen. Sandra

Shukri. Soraya

Slal. Sue
Slaon. teth*

Slaen. Jenn.

Sllbert. Oeb

SIlverMn. Oave

Slapsen. Naria

Sllverstein, Jill

toneyard*
Skypeck, Patricia

Slavln. Rick

Sloat. Sara

Saall. Patty

Selth. teverley

Salth. Val

Solod. Robin

Soule. Holly

Souza. tuddy

Valgc. tearl

Valantl. Oan

Vanderzee, Kris

Van Etten. Julia

Van Heest. Nary

Vargas. LuIm
Vernon. Krlsten

Vibert. Jaale

Van Magner. Uurle
Vibert. Jaale
Haksteln. Dave

Ualker. Lee
Ually(Plke)
Baiters. Krlsten*

Hang. Sheila

Marsaw. Debbie

Herd. Anne

Hirde. Clodagh

Hire. Kevin

Marfleld. Todd

Hamer. Donna

Uashbum. tetlln

Hatklns. David
Souza. Buddy ii.mm David
Sparkles. Christine ^fcT'terv
Spe«er. Jayne *^' *"^'

Spencer, teren

Spiegel. Elyse

Spitz. Caryn

Squires. Erlte

SUlford. Sophia

Sunley. Cathy

Stefanlk. Jill

SUfanlk. Sbaroa

Melch. Bev

Helss. Aay

Meltcaan, Ken

Hells. April

Heady t Uurel
Hertchler. Sue

Mnt, www
Hheeler. Joy
Hllbwr. tethv

Wilder, J.J.

Hill lams, Hiry-Ami
Ullliaas,, SUcy
Winianson, Rob
Williamson, Sharon

Who, Sue
Wilson, Mary
Wollmeringer, Pete

Wojcik, Eric

Wood, Marshall

Writzman. Christine

Yargeau, Doug

Yanow, Lorl

Yellen, Diana*

Yonce, John
Zarbo, Michael
Zawawl, Joe

Zelln, Robin
Zetlln, Lorl

Yu-Hul, Zhow
Zimany, Mary

Zurk, Lisa
Klethe, Audrey

To the Sisters of:

Alpha Chi Omega

Chi Omega
Delta Zeta

Iota Gamma Upsllon

Kappa Kappa Ganroa

Phi Mu

Sigma Delta Tau

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Sigma Sigma

Lisa Happel

Sue Healy

Come to our Concourse table today!
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The right to know
The Collegian has obtained a

copy of a special faculty commit^

tee report concerning the

December 1983 arrest on arson

chwrges of Yvette I. Henry, the

former student who currency has

two multimillion-dollar lawsuits

pending against law enforcement

officials and University of

Massachusetts administrators for

alleged vidations of her civfl

rights surrounding that event.

The report, completed last May
by the fi^ty senate Committee

on the Status of Minorities, is bas-

ed on interviews with six persons

who were "present and involved"

the night Henry was i4)pr€hend-

ed, questioned for several hours

and then arrested and charged

with setting one of a series of fires

in Crampton house, her dor-

mitory. The six include Dean of

Students William F. Field and

Director of PubUc Safety Gerald

T. O'Neil, who are defendants in

the lawsuits, Affumative Action

Officer Thehna Griffith-Johnson,

and one of Henry's attorneys,

UMass Legal Services Director

Charles J. DiMare.

Henry, a senior chemistry major

and resident assistant at the time,

was also immediately suspended

and barred from campus by Dean

Field in a very loose—illegal,

many say— interpretation of the

Code of Student Conduct. All

charges against her were subse-

quently dropped. Last May 8, she

filed two lawsuits totaling $13

million which charge Field,

O'Neil, the FBI, Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey, and more than

a dozen others with offenses in-

cluding civil rights violations and

illegal suspension.

The committee's conclusions do

not speak well for the administra-

tion's handling of the affair, so it

surely lends support to Henry's

case against the University.

Robert E. Jones, faculty senate

secretary, would not say whether

this is the reason thatw faculty

rules committee has withheld t!^

findingB from the senate and

hence from tlie public. Jones

WoM say onfy that since the

iig|Kirtwas orig^ially reimested by
tlie rules oofimdttee» ''it beiongs

to the rules committee/' addii^,

••we're not trying to hide

•^tWng."
To prove this, the rules commit*

til must release the luH contents

W%e docummit If^ J^^o^ re-

mains suppressed, it ww most

Vkely be subpoenaed anyway
when Henry's lawsuits come to

trial. And to restrict access to it

defeats the motive of the Commit-

tee on the Status of Minorities,

which, as committee chairman

Castellano Turner has said, was

not to determine guilt but to

assess what went wrong in the

Henry case and how to prevent

such misfortunes in the future.

The committee's conclusions^ in

part:

•That the leng^thy interrogation

of Henry without an attorney pre-

sent, despite her repeated re-

quests to contact one, and the

search of her room without a war-

rant constituted violations of her

dvil rights;

•That Henry, who is black, was

treated more harshly than non-

minority students "who had been

accused of much worse crimes,"

including murder and rape, in the

past;

•That the dean of students of-

fice displayed insensitivity in the

case;

•And that "there appeared to

have been panic among University

administrators, "who let the FBI
and state officials take over the

arson investigation and then

"claimed to be helpless, because

the investigation was not in their

hands." The report warns
especially of "the dangers of turn-

ing over complete control of any

activity on this campus to any out-

side organization," adding, "The

images of Kent State are still all

too clear in our memories."

The report also contains poten-

tially damaging indictments of

certain UMass officials which

could influence a jury. But it is

unlikely that a document so rele-

vant to the litigation, prepared by

an impartial panel, would not be

admitted as evidence in any event.

More important. Turner's com-

mittee aimed to stimulate

debate—to determine the Henry
episode's effect on minority

recruiting at UMass and to clarify

what the University's position

shoidd be toward outskie law en-

forcement agencies and toward

accused stu&nts. Last Augi:»t,

Jones sent a letter to Duffey Bsk-

ing the dianoeikn* f(HT his inqmt on

these qiiestbnt. Duffey has yet to

re8p<Mw«

'nie Rules Committee should

make the report publk—not in the

interest of winning or losing a

lawsuit, but of maiong sure ^^t
hi^f^ned to Yvette Henry never

ha^ns again.

Unsigned editorials refleet the

majority opinion of ihe Collegian

Board ofEditors,

letter policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the

volume of mail, ve rep-et we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All let* s are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Despair down on the farm
There are, it seems, not enough hankies

to go around these days to stem the tide of

tears and protest which have arisen

throughout the country in the aftermath of

President Reagan's 1986 budget proposal.

Though the poor and disadvantaged re-

main Reagan's favorite guinea pigs for his

experiments with laissez-faire govemn^ent,

they and their lobbyists have been strange-

ly silent. Having voted against the current

administration in November, it appears

iikely they were only too well aware of

what the numbers would tell come January

and are, perhaps, resigned.

However, the bellows of dismay that

represent the nation's farmers are loud and

clear indeed. According to a recent Boston

Globe article on the crisis in the farm belt,

37 rural banks have already closed, with

more threatening to follow suit, while at

least 10 percent of all farmers in this coun-

try face the imminent prospect of

bankruptcv.

Reagan's Richie Cunningham smile and

apple dumpling cheeks helped him slide by

the persistent questioning by reporters and

Democrats during the summer months

prior to the election with a promise of $650

million in emergency debt money. Wrap-

ped in the American flag, he faced huge

crowds of farmers and spoke only cliches of

patriotism and family. "Then, he ran away

to count his "mandate" and hide from in-

sincere promises. As of January, only $25

million had been allotted, and much like

relatives left out of their senile

great-uncle's will, the farmers are only now
beginning to realize what a dirty trick has

been pulled at their expense.

Yet, to these fanners, and with apologies

to those who voted Democratic, 1 can only

ask with some annoyance—what on earth

did you expect?

While Walter Mondale was being soundly

thrashed by the voters for even daring to

suggest that a tax increase just might,

possibly, be needed to alleviate the enor-

mous deficit, and newspapers and

Diane Lane

magazines ran story after story on the

threat of that same deficit, a resounding

majority of Americans voted for Reagan's

slim-down-the-budget-and-let-strange-and-

bizarre-economic-theories-do-the-rest plan.

Farmers among them, and God help us, we

have proved the old saying true—you get

what you pay for.

Anyone of even moderate intelligence

who read just the bumper stickers touting

the Republican party will recall that this is

an administration which will not, under any

circumstances, reduce the size of military-

defense spending; nor will it raise taxes,

having allowed itself to be goaded unmer-

cifully by Mondale's schoolyard chants of

secret tax increase plans. Without wanting

to say I told you so, the only thing that re-

mains to be seen is whether the farmers

and the middle class and the poor can ab-

sorb enough of the budget cuts for it to

even make a difference in the ever-risinjj

interest payments on the red ink of our na

tional debt.

Perhaps a deep cynical streak was need

ed to get through the rhetoric-filled cam-

paign season with one's head on straight.

It's sad to think the farmers really believed

the preskient when he assured them they

are the backbone of the country and that he

would not see them lose their family farms.

It's even more disturbing that he did not

have the courage to tell them himself that

they might indeed lose the farm; instead

sending his intellectual hatchetman to ac-

cuse them of bad faith in borrowing and

greedily "trying to get rich."

It adds insult to injury, especially now,

with the administration determined to have

the most expensive and fancy military

equipment available to defend a nation

from an outside threat, while taking away

the inner security that makes a nation

worth defending.

Diane Lane is a Collegian cofumnwt.

Letters to the Editor
Why ask such a simplistic question?

I would like to pose a question to the Col-

legian. What is the intention or motivation
of the Collegian in asking Ann Landers'
question (Feb. 7)?

It is a simplistic, misleading and unfor-
tunate question. Sexuality has been reduc-
ed to only its physical aspect. It also
represents an "either/or" situation.
Perhaps this is what most women ex-
perience—either cuddles or "the act."
Perhaps relationships can offer sexual in-

timacy with tenderness, respect and ge-
nuine acknowledgement of one's per-
sonhood; in the case of Landers' question,
womanhood. ^j^*

This type of question alludes to the sym-
bolii images of women as Madonna and
whore. Women are neither of these. They

are a complexity of thoughts, feelings,

physical presence and much more. To ask

this kind of question perpetuates ideas

about women that are detrimental to their

health. It is a question cloaked in liberal

thinking. Many people believe in com-

parisons. Some women may criticise

themselves for which side of the question

they come out on. This question raises age-

old issues that should not be simplistically

viewed.
^^

My question, dear Colkgian, is "Why

ask?" And with the answer I want to know,

"What significance do you deduce from the

replies?"

Pati Stillwater

Amherst

Bringing home the truth
Recently the U.S. press has been full of

stories about Nicaragua. These stories tend

to inundate us with contradictory facts and

figures that do not clarify but serve only to

bewilder. Having just returned from four

weeks of living in Nicaragua, we would like

to share a few of our personal experiences.

We hope that these actual experiences will

cause you to ask what we feel are more ap-

propriate questions regarding the current

situation in Nicaragua.

As part of a program to study the cur-

rent situation in Nicaragua, we spent four

weeks in January living with families in the

northern city of Esteli. The war currently

being waged against the Nkaraguan peo-

ple is a daily reality for the people of Esteli,

and it wasn't long before we were also con-

fronted with it. In the afternoon of our se-

cond day in Esteli, we were informed that

the contra, or counterrevolutionaries, had

ambushed and brutally murdered 13 people

on the road between EsteH and the town of

San Juan de Limay. These 13 civilians were

a group of agricultural and construction

workers who were killed on their way to

work. Several of these people were burned

beyond recognition and three had been

decapitated. This mutilation made it next

to impossible to match the heads with the

bodies. The bodies, such as they were, were

brought back to Esteli and the coffins were

lined up along the edge of the park. We
then participated, along with the

Nicaraguans, in a conrununity repudiation

of this senseless violence. We couW not

have had a more graphic introduction to

the reality of this war and the human suf-

fering that it is causing.

The four-year-old contra war has robbed

almost every household in EsteU of some

family member. Our families were not ex-

ceptions. Angela Torres' 14-year-old son

was killed by the contras two years ago.

Antonia Ordones has lost two sons in the

war. The second was killed on Christmas

Eve, just two weeks before we arrived in

Esteli. As we learned these facts from our

families, we were moved by their strength

and generosity in opening their homes to

citizens of the cotmtry that is largely

responsible for their suffering. That

strength comes from their desire for peace,

and from the great hope in the conscience

of the American people. Knowing that we

were sleeping in the beds of the dead soas

made it impossible for us to ignore our

Mitch Gaslin
Kathleen Lacey

responsibility—both our implicit respon-

sibility for the deaths of those sons and our

expUcit responsibility to prevent further

d^ths.
These two experiences shocked us into

rec(^nizing the reality of the war in

Nicaragua and its personal affects on peo-

ple we now know and love. A further event

that served to personalize this war occur-

red during our third week in Esteli. On
Saturday we visited a cooperative about 40

kilometers north of Esteh, called Pueblo

Nuevo. There, the people shared with us

their accomplishments over the past four

years: increased crop production, improved

housii^, medical programs, etc. They also

shared their hopes for the future. It is ques-

tionable, though, how many of those hopes

they will be able to realize. Three days after

our visit to Pueblo Nuevo, the contras at-

tacked the cooperative. It is disheartening

to realize that these people are being

denied the opportunity to better their lives.

It is frightening to realize that should we
return to Nkaragua, these people may well

be dead.

Our experiences in Nicaragua served to

change our perspective on the situation

there. We now realize that the debate that

rages here in the United States focuses on

the wrong questions. The question is not

whether the Nicaraguans are socialists or

whether they receive Soviet weapons. The

question is whether the U.S. has the right

to assist in the killing of innocent civilians

and to attempt to overthrow a

democratically elected and popular govern-

ment. The mountains of facts and figures

and the nusdirected questions presented by

the media serve to hide the reality of the

situation in Nicaragua. People are dying.

Ronald Reagan has decided that

Nicaraguans should continue to die because

they have chosen a government that is not

to his liking.

Our mothers in Esteli have sent us home

with a message: the Nicaraguan people

want peace. They want the freedom to

govern themselves as they choose. They

want their sons and daughters to be safe.

They want an end to the killing.

Mitch Gaslin and Kathleen Lacey are

UMass students.

Say it isn't so
I woke up this morning with an empty

feeling. It wasn't the kind of a feeling that

could make one sick but nonetheless, it

hurt, deep inside where no physical ail-

ment could possibly be felt. I winced a bit,

shook my head and perplexedly went

about my morning routine.

There were no bright and sunny skies to

free me from my ills. The skies were grey

and forbidding. By the time I had the

energy to raise my head I realized that

something was definitely wrong in the

land where everything had been so

perfect and simple just a few short days

before.

The entire campus looked like the set

from Datm of the Dead. Every person I

glanced at seemed like they had just lost a

close friend. They walked straight but

slowly and looked feeble and disconsolate.

Their eyes were fuced but had no definite

focus. I dared not ask anyone what was

going on for fear of catapulting their

system into a deathly state of shock and

paranoia. What had happened to the peo-

ple who, just a few short days ago, had

been so happy and so hvely? Where was

the glitter in the eye; the bounce in the

step?

Was it drugs? I wondered. No,

everyone's senses seemed to be working

at normal acceptable levels. Maybe there

was a coup or an invasion of...

Just then, I saw an incredibly large man

wearing a Massachusetts Football shirt

sway, teeter, and drop, face first, to the

ground. What the hell was happening? I

rushed over to him as fast as my weary

legs could carry me. I knelt down and

managed to turn his hulking body over. It

pained me to look at the misery that was

etched into this failed man's face. I npped

a swatch from my shiri; to wipe the blood

and dirt away from his face. I looked into

his eyes, which were glazed over with fear

and disappointment, and asked. What

happened?"
, ^ ^

There was no reply. I started beating on

his chest in a rage of bewilderment,

Jason Talemian

"What is it dammit! What has

happened?"
His lips trembled slightly as he mut-

tered, "D...D...Do...Doug." Evidently he

had summoned up all of his remaining

strength to utter this one word for upon

its completion he lapsed into un-

consciousness. Two white jacketed men

who were apparently ready for just such a

crisis quickly made their way over to the

scene and carried the "wounded" man

away.

I was no longer bewildered. It became

evident that the entire campus had taken

ill with the dreaded "fallen hero syn-

drome." For a few, all too short years

Doug Flutie had a large impact on us—
mind, body, and spirit. He had been

everything to us, even the things he was

not capable of (thanks to the media). He

was a sporting underdog, who triumphed

with smart speech and a perfect smile.

So what were we to expect? Was Doug

Flutie not supposed to sign the inevitable

multimillion dollar contract? But,

shouldn't Doug play for nothing just for

the love of honor, the game, and all of

humanity?

So, what now? Does Doug Flutie lose

his hero status now that he gets paid over

a million dollars per year? Flutie will

stiD excite us with artful scambles and

miraculous T.D. passes but what about all

that money? Does Doug Flutie go down in

the books as just another sell out? When

his athletic days are over will he head

straight to Vegas and get up on stage

with the likes of Sammy, Frankie, and

Dean?
Well, nobody is slicing their wnsts over

the whole sordid deal but all I know is that

my Doug Flutie tee-shirt has been spen-

ding a lot more time at the bottom of my
drawer.

Jastm Talerman is a Colkgian staff

member.

W'^lS^iM^^W

What's the fuss all about?
Could someone please tell me why Valen-

tine's Day is such a big; deal? Yah, I know

it's ail about love and blissful, mutual affec-

tion between people romantically enthrall-

ed with one another.

But did they have to go and make it so

important? Valentine—some saint. Thanks

to him, insecurity and p^ic strike the

heart of every person facing February 14th

without a substantial love interest.

You might as well bag the ego for this

one.

Moira Smith

tually swallow those things— it's like a

death wish. I mean, is this happiness?

And let me tell you, those Fannie Farmer

chocolates in the heartrshaped boxes? I am
honestly relieved that 1 have never been

given one of them. The gross cremes and

bad tasting nuts that they disguise with the

chocolate are fillings I wouldn't even force

on my worst enemy. Scary.

Cripe, we've got enough to ivorry about in the '80s: the economy, people

starving in Africa, herpes, nuclear war, to go new-wave or stay preppy-do

we really need s(me(me giving us the hairy-eyeball ifwe don't get something

on Valentine's Day?

I mean, how many Valentines have you

received in the past couple of decades? Me?

Next to none. 1 did get one back in 1972

when some goober in third grade dealt me
in with a Hallmark original.

I'll admit, I am guilty of buying armfulls

of cards at the University Store and sen-

ding them, yes, to my own address. Come

on— you've got to save face. My friends

haven't caught on because I always .sign

them "Your Secret Admirer," with my left

hand. Who cares if it looks like a five-year-

old sent them. It's quality that

counts—right?

Another thing—those little heart-shaped

candies? You know, the rock hard ones

with the little sayings like "be mine,"

"you're hot," "kiss me," "wow," etc.

printed on them? I hate those things. You

could do some serious damage to your den-

tal work chewing them babies. And to ac-

Let's face it. next to New Year's- Valen-

tine's Day is the most over-blown holiday of

the year. It makes you feel weird all over if

you don't have a special someone to send

you a mushy card-like you aren't lovable.

Cripe. we've got enough to worry about

in the '80s: the economy, people starving in

Africa, herpes, nuclear war, to go new-

wave or stay preppy-do we really need so-

meone giving us the hairy-eyeball if we

don't get something on Valentine's Day?

So, today, when you're the only room-

mate who didn't get a card, or candy, or

flowers—like I will undoubtedly be— just

keep smiling.

After all, St. Patrick's Day is just a

month away. On that day you don't have to

be loved—just Irish.

Oh, brother.

Moira Smith is a UMass student.
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Cotton: ambassador superharp £?5*SF^^'"

^"''^

By JACK HKESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

F'inally a new James Cotton album. It has been nine years

since his last release. That's not to say that he hasn't been

touring or recording with others, but that is a long dry

spell without a record. Who knows why it took so long, but

here it is.

James belongs in the blues hall of fame. He left home at

the age of twelve per order of his father because he was

making more money playing harmonica on one Friday than

his lather made in a week as a sharecropper. After

striking out on his own, he caught up with his mentor.

Sonny Boy Willamson, and inherited his band when he was

15. He later played harp for 12 years lor the late great

bandleader. Muddy Waters. In 1976. his notoriety

rocketed with a new live double album, and in '77 he

teamed up with Muddy and Johnny Winter on the gold

record Hard Again, and a critically acclaimed world tour

which included Eric Clapton. Now a youngster at 50 years

old. Cotton is celebrating his ninth album.

This record is not simply a rehash of his old harmonica

riffs and that is an understatement. Cotton's release of

stored up energy and his noteworthy participants makes

this a collossal recording. Two separate bands play five

songs each. The Chicag«> Blues All Stars, and the regular

touring James Cotton Band. The former features guiUrist

Magic Slim, presently one of the most popular ui Chicago.

Joining them is Pine Top Perkins (you remember the

Legendary Blues Band), and bassist Aron Burton, who

plays on the new Kenton Robinson LP. Together they bop

through 'Diggin My Potatoes, " and blues it to Eddie

Bovd's "23 Hours Too Long." If you want to hear how good

a chromatic harp can sound, this is it. Thumping piano and

harp rips can be heard on "No More Doggin, "
as weU as

how a woman can give a man the blues. Pianist Lafayette

l^ake's tune "Sunny Koad " is also covered, with Magic

Slim coming to the forefront. Their final song together is

"High Compression." which has perhaps the best har-

monica solos Cotton has ever done. I wonder when he finds

the time to breathe.

Most of the airplay this record has been getting comes

from songs with his regular band. They are a younger

group who are comparatively funkier. This is evident on

Kice Miller's "Ying Yang." with the horns short blasts and

the bass and drums syncopation. The same is true with

"No Cuttin lxx>se. " on which the keyboards especuiUy add

to the funkification. In my opinion. "Superharp
"
is one of

Cottons all time best. It embodies the character of James

in the lyrics, and the virtuosity of his harmonica playing. If

you can't boogie to that, you've got your underwear too

tight. They finish off with James sentimental singing on

"Easy Loving," and reaches notes on the harp that'll leave

you wondering how he does it.

Scientifically it takes a lot of energy to attain high

compression. It occurs when air is pressurized into an

object, creating an expl<»ive situation. This reminds me of

James Cotton, blowing wind through his Marine Band, he
creates High Compression.

"We do every type ofmusic we able to do in this cold

—Clarence Gatemoutk Brown

Don't miss blues great Albert ColUns thts Thursday night

at the Kusty NaiLsongs eatn, inv v>iinaf5»> uiuca i-^u-^jvau, -wv, »..». .^q-.~. «^ » .-,

PearlSt. blues with Clements
By HEATHER LEVI
Collegian Staff

The combination of Texas bluesman Clarence Gatemouth

Brown and Louisiana bluegrass fusion fiddler Vassar

Clements at Pearl Street Thursday night promised to be an

eclectic show, and eclectic it was. Their repetoire ranged

from swing to cajun. from bluegrass to blues, and just

about everything in between. While Vassar Clements was

more than adequate (shocking his fans by playing his

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN

1

signature tune "Orange Blossom Special" third instead of

last, gasp! I the real treat of the evenmg was Catemouth

who proved himself not only an amazing guiUrist as ex-

pected, but (sorry Vassar) an amazing fiddler, and a

reasonably good harpsman as well.

Judging by his habit of sitting on a stool, and playing only

when he seemingly absolutely had to. he did not appear to

be a contender for the "hardest working man in showbiz

"

title, but whenever he did play, it was with great spirit and

originality. His guiUr technique of popping the strings

with his fingers instead of using a pick sounds really hot.

The band also played well all night, especially trumpeter

Mark Wells who blew some very nice solos throughout,

despite the weather.

CENTERFIELD
John Fogertjr

Warner Brothers

By JIM TAYLOR
Collegian Staff

The best occurance in modem music of the mid-eighties is

the return of one of the late-sixties' greatest songwriters.

Of course I mean John Fogerty, the creator of Creedence

Clearwater Revival. CCR was the best-selling band of the

sixties and early seventies in America. A greater per-

centage of their singles were bigger hits than Elvis and the

Beatles. After Fogerty's retreat to the bayou from the

corruptions of decadent society, Creedence no longer

existed. Despite Fogerty's attempt to reform the group

into the greatest rock and roll band of all time, nothing

happened. The group got back together for one day in

1980. But that's enough reactionary criticism.

Fogerty is back with his third solo album, in which he

produced, composed all the songs, and played every in-

strument, hence the significance of the title, Centerfield.

It appears that John has gone commercial, probably

because his last two solos were not financially successful.

Many of the riffs are variations of earlier Creedence.

"Searchlight." a song lyrically in the Creedence fashion,

opens with a variation of "Born on the Bayou " and "Hun

Through the Jungle." The song involves a man tost in the

darkness of a world where he can't find himself. The guitar

riff from "Who'll Stop the Rain " can be found at the end of

"I Saw It On T.V.." In this song, John remembers back to

his childhood and recalls moments from someone else's life,

who is confused about why certain things happen.

The biggest hit on the album is "The Old Man Down the

Road. " This is an excellent song about the inevitable

occurance in Hfe. The guitar work proves that true

Southern rock and roll can still exist against the com-

puterized music of this modern decade.

There's only one complaint I have against this album.

John's voice sounds like it has regressed into the puberty

stage. The raspy tones still emerge from the soprano

sound. The voice is useful in conveying the songs, though.

The best example is "Hock and Roll Girls," whrch could not

be sung in the old screaming tenor fashion.

"Big Train from Memphis " is another recoUection-of-the-

past song about the present drowning the past. This is one

of the best songs P^ogerty has written, allowing his per-

sonal emotions to flow through the song.

The entire album follows a linear pattern of great tunes.

Some songs bear elements of modern music, such as"2^nz

Kant Danz" and 'Centerfield." These sounds are used

creatively, not exploitatively.

Centerfield proves what can happen when a great

songwriter returns unscathed. This album has been

number one in this country for the past two weeks. John

Fogerty has remained on top against the corruptions of

modern generic music.

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85
THE BEST HOTELS

THE BEST PARTY BUSES
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

430 Student Union 546-3437

I DIETING?
Try something dif

J
ferent. Lose weight!

J sensibly by learning}

t about your eating
j

habits. Down withl

I diets! Call UHS«
I 549-2671 ext. 181.

Preregistration by?
I Feb. 21. I

All

Phi

510

PHI SIG
LITTLE SISTERS
RUSH PARTY

Thursday Night
9:00 P.M. Sharp

University Women invited

Sigma Kappa * ^^^^ Refreshments

North Pleasant St, next to^Fine Arts Center
(also non alcoholic beverages served)

r TONIGHT
at The Pub its

^

SKI NIGHT
WIN -Tee Shirts

- Ski Passes

- Ski Prizes

- and much more

NO COVER
Every Thursday Night

Music and Dancing with

WAQY's PAUL WESLEY

Valentine's Day
February 14th

- A Special Day at the Pub

THE
PUB

15 E. PLEASANT ST /AMHERST .VIA

413- >19- 1200

sentatives of vI7. 1 V>/\ a division of

The May Department Stores Company

will be on campus

TODAY

If you are interested in a career in

general management

We need to meet you.

Stop by our

OPEN HOUSE
between 10 AM and 4 PM
S.O.M. Faculty Lounge

casual dress • refreshments

Please bring resume if available

..JS^ J-i^^it-l^-^ -•;
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Sound & Music's

•S^'

TAPE DECKS

or More off most 'f/)^ off AH Brand New
^ Demo Components* lU/o Components*

(Prices shown are for brand-new components. Demos will be less!)

RECEIVERS TURNTABLES
^'/«////////w/fnmiium\\ \\\\\\\v\\\\\\\vv.\vvvv-««v.

PS-LX310

TA-2026 $157.50 TX-15B $157.50 $107.10

TC-FX410R $179.10
TX-65

JtKKtMttMtMMmtttia^^

^^Kkj^^ c= er cr /^

$378.00
CS-505-2

$179.10

TA-2044

AMPLIFIER

$234.00 ^ o oo o o o "jlfii^jisl o ti

O-OOO
nonon

(IDCDO

CARVER
Receiver

SPEAKERS

$674.10

$387.00A-8019B

COMMCT DISC PLAYER

SONY
Walkman D-5

E
BostonAcoustics

A-70

$226.80

WO a;,
r

/pair

)<

<*>tt.

DM-3000

^oftQ 1 n--^:c^r $1611.00
$269.1 ^^••"•Ciif /pair

No lay-aways, no cash refunds
•Service parts and accessories not included.

V
90-92 King St. iRteSl, Northampton -Mon- Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547
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ARTS
live wire

byPeter Wissoker

Well as you may have noticed this column

can be hit or miss. This week's miss rather

or last week's was the Roches at Mt.

Holyoke. yes two nights ago. But who
would have known. Head the review

tomorrow. Also I missed Link Wray. So

once again in case you have forgotten

newspapers only give you some or most of

the news so watch out.

This week there really is a trivia question.

I think. Tonight there are a few things

going on. Guitarist June Millington is

playing at Valentine's day benefit dance at

the Hampshire College Dining (>jmmons.

She'll be playing with local stars Marty

Gwynn. and Leah Kunkel of The Coyote

Sisters. Adrienne Torf. Toshi Reagon and

others.

Also tonight is perhaps the best living

blues guitarist Albert Collins. He's playing

at the Rusty Nail tonight, tickets are pretty

cheap.

The Lines are playing at the Blue Wall

Friday night, local and cheap.

Saturday, tough choice. Musicwise a trip

to Springfield to see my favorite band.

Mongrel Puppy, opening up fo' Boston's

Salem 66. Also playing are t! s cleverly

named Stately Wayne Manor. Inese three

merry psychedelic bands are playing at the

Zone. The Briar Hill Ramblers, a local

string band, will be playing at the Iron

Horse. The group features Vandy Kajrnor.

Debbie Fish. Rudie Weeks, and Diane

Sanabria. And for you TV buffs. Shari

Lewis and Lambchop wUl be playing with

the Springfield Symphony tonight, or am I

showing my age. The other option Rock

and Roll fans is the 24-hour sci fi marathon

at the Amherst Cinema midnight to mid

night.

Sunday Odetta is playing two shows at the

Iron Horse with Josh White Jr.

And if that really is all we can now get on

the ill-fated Trivia Question: What is

Stately Wayne Manor? The first

respondant who is right will win a copy of

the Sixtomania trivia game. Bring your

answer down to the arts desk with your

name and the time of day you brought it

down.

Y HUSSEY

NEW IMPROVEMENTS ONNLW imrrtu
^^^ WASTELAND

I** 5* U

# ^

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
3.14 1985
: NOON

.
' 5PM
7PM

UMA^ AT AMHERSIL^ A^ m

Punk mumbles

^^9

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Stah

This is a very good American rock and roll

record. Here hardcore slams into the Byrds

and country rock, thrashes around for

about 41 minutes, and zooms off again.

Kind of like a punk R.E.M. with ripsaw

guitar.

"New Day Rising" is yet another recent

release from Minneapolis' newest claim to

fame, Husker Du. The comparison with

R.E.M. makes sense considering both

bands' flirtations with the "new American
music," which is in fact music based in

Artslines.,.—
The current faculty exhibit Anything Goes

will be on display at the Student Union

Gallery, UMass. through Friday. Gallery

hours are 114 Monday Friday.

This exhibit represents an unusually fine

quality of work done by five college faculty

from departments such as political science

and journalism. The works, done in a

variety of media, have a freshess and

represent hidden talents of faculty in

departments other than art.

American folk and country with punk
sensibilities and attitudes applied to it.

Husker Du leans more into the hardcore

punk, but moans, wails, and spits out

thoughtful and convincing words with

simple, memorable melodies attached to

them.

Another aspect of this newly nude
popular music are the ragged, spontaneous

sounding harmonies, born out of heartland

America. The vocals range from a bark to a

low mumble, but unlike a lot of hardcore

Husker Du is really singing most of the

time.

The lyrics resonate with hate, humor.
confusion, and reflection. "I never look

back at it. but it's always in front of me/It's

always worth the hurt, but I know it's

hurting me/I'll never let go of it, because

it's all that's going for me." One member of

Husker Du, lyricist and singer Hart, echoes

another famed Minneapolis rocker with his

words and mannerisms. Bob Dylan.

The record ends with two straight and
furious hardcore songs, closing the album
on a note of complete chaos. The one
mistake on this record is 1:52 of sonic

silliness and guitar crunch, "How to Skin a
Cat." If you old Doors fans remember what
"Horse Latitudes" did for the "Strange
Days" album, you know what I mean. A
thought fw today. "If you feed the rata to
the cats and the cats to the rats, you get the
cat skins for nothing.

The university of Massachusetts
Department of Theater will hokl open
auditi«i for Peter Handke's THE RIDE
ACROSS LAKE CONSTANCE, from 7:00

to 11:00 PM in room 201 of the University's

Fine Arts Center on February 25 and 26.

Those wishing to audition should sign up for

an audition time. Sign up sheets are posted

outside of the main offices of the Depart-
ment of Theater. Information: call 545-

3490.

If you feel that your cultural

group has been affected by

the Holocaust,

please come to a

Holocaust Memorial Week
planning meeting

on Tues, Feb. 19th at 7:30

in the Dukes Room of the CC

m ill! I
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5 DAYS ONLY - SALE ENDS MONDAY FEB 18th 1985
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Tmmon CABLE READY

VHS VIDEO RECORDER
•ELECTRONIC TUNER 1 EVENT/ 14 DAY
PROGRAMMING • 5 FUNCTION RE
MOTE FRONT LOADING. VISUAL
SEARCH FORWARD AND REVERSE
FREE2E FRAME SOFT EJECT SYSTEM
10S Channel cable ready

$' 199

EX2SD0LBYB
CASSEHE RECORDER

$5999SAve 'S0

AKAI BELTDRHEII

SEMI AUTO TURNTABLE

$3999SAI^e '60

s/iiti >2eo

FISHER FRONT LOADING

VIDEO RECORDER W/WIRELESS RECORD
8 FUNCTION WIRELESS REMOTE THE
t05 CHANNEL CABLE READV TUNER. 9

DAY I EVENT PROGRAMMABLE TIMER
CUE REVIEW & STILL FRAME MOOES
FRONT LOADING 1? PRESET CHAN-
NELS

$ 199

ill

"J

DOLBY B/C

CASSETTE RECORDER

$9999SAI^i '60

TBchnics QUARTZ
DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

$5999SAl^i '60

S4l'l '399

HITACHI VHS PORTABLE

VIDEO TAPE RECORDER
WEIGHS LESS THAN 8 POUNDS. OrER-
ATES ON OPTIONAL BATTERY OR
PLUGS iN 3 HEADS FM VISIBLE SPE
CiAL EFFECTS 8 FUNCTION REMOTE

$1 l99

.^

..-|..;.-i^

Technics 40 WATT
DIGITAL AM/FM RECEIVER

SAI^i 'SO

S4¥l'tS9

Tmenon DIGITAL

AUDIO DISC PLAYER
HI SPEED PROGRAM SEARCH FRONT
LOADING REPEAT FUNCTION 6 DIGIT

MULTI FUNCTION READOUT SOFT
TOUCH CONTROLS HOOKS UP TO
MOSTSTEREOSrSTEMS

$' |99

D

rT

AKAI 48 WATT
DIGITAL AM/FM RECEIVER

s/tye '/so

u

=£i

T^hnics DOLBY B/C

&DB1( CASSETTE RECORDER

12999s/tyi '/oo

MINI AM/FM

STEREO CASSETTE

\l INCH

COLOR TELEVISION

!$19999S4l^f '/O

BrenlwcDCDd CAR AM/FM

STEREO CASSETTE

133999sAi^e 'SO

"Emerson 19 INCH

COLOR TELEVISION

$21999SAi^e 'SO

9 INCH

COLOR TELEVISION
i$25999SA^e '90

AVID BEST BUY RATED

STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM

CROW IN AM/FM

WALKING CASSETTE

$2999SA^£ '20

Brentwood DIGITAL

CAR AM/FM CASSETTE

$3999SAI^£ '60

c RowN PORTABLE

AM/FM STEREO CASSEHE

$3999SAI/£ '30

CHANNEL POLICE SCANNER

$15999SAl^e '60

199
EA

GENESIS 20 SCRATCH

& DENT LOUDSPEAKERS

f^X

TELEPHONI

ANSWERING MACHINE|
n$5999

nHtslc/bax

pmuniiEM/n

STEREO RADIO F
FREE 2ND SET

OF HEADPHONES

$0099

! ^^ ^^ SINCE 1961

he Sound Compan
SPRIN6FIELD

Boston Rd. Marshall's Plaza
782-7082

ThAF tiil 9 P.M. Sun. 12-5 P.M.

SPRINGFIELD
477 Sumnar Ava. (at tha X)

736-3628
ThAF til 9 P.M. SUN. 12-5 P.M.

CHICOPEE
Fairfiald Mall naar Caldora

593-5330
M-W 'til 5:30, TliAF 'til 8 P.M., Sun. 12-5 P.M.

AMHERST
201 N. Plaasant St.

256-0744
M-W 'til 5:30, ThAF 'til 8 P.M.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Blacks atHarvard
urge divestment
CAMBRIDGE (AP) -

Breaking a long silence on

Harvard University's ties to

South Africa, black faculty

and adniinistrators are now
urging school officials to

sever financial links with

companies that operate in

the racially segregated

nation.

In its first letter to

President Derek Bok on the

subject, the 200 member
Association of Black Faculty

and Administrators at

Harvard asked the

university to divest of stock

held in companies that do

business in South Africa,

which adheres to a system of

strict racial separation

called apartheid.

"Harvard's investments in

companies that do business

in South Africa is a cause of

deep personal em
barrassment and pain to us,

"

Charles Willie, a professor

at the School of Education,

said yesterday.

"We have waited a long

time to call for divestiture,

'

he said.

"But we are done giving

Harvard the benefit of the

doubt. At this point.

Harvard is becoming tainted

because it engages in ac-

tivities that support an
immoral, repugnant
regime."

Bok has reviewed the letter

from the association and
plans to meet with the group
very soon. Harvard
spokesman David Rosen
said yesterday.

In the past. Bok has

resisted pressure to divest,

saying that the school can

better affect social change in

the African nation by
remaining financially linked

to companies that do
business there. Students
first called upon Harvard to

divest in 1977.

"The university said it

would divest if they judged
companies were doing more
harm than good," Willie

said. "In our judgement
they haven't done that.

"The time has come to take

action," Willie said.

Rapists ask fornew trial
BOSTON (AP) Attorneys

for two of four men con-

victed in a highly publicized

barroom rape case argued

yesterday that a Superior

Court judge should hear

evidence on why the men
deserve a new trial.

"There is a dispute as to

some of the fine points as to

who knew what, when," said

attorney David Waxier, who
represents defendant
Joseph Vieira.

Waxier said the victim's

testimony during the 1984

trial differed substantially

from statements she gave

police shortly after the

incident at Big Dan's tavern

in New Bedford.

Judge WilUam Young said

he will decide by Thursday
whether to grant the

request for a hearing to

present evidence on why a

new trial is warranted.

Waxier and the attorney for

defendant Daniel Silva

already have filed briefs

requesting a new trial, but

have asked for the hearing

prior to a ruling on that

request.

Patricia 0. Ellis, an

assistant Bristol County

district attorney, argued

there is no need for a

hearing because changes in

the victim's statement were

of little consequence.

Longer lives will lead to

higher rates of cancer
One in three newborns at risk

POT LUCK— Singer-actreM Cher was honored

yesterday with Harvard University's llasty Pudding

Club award for Woman of the Year.

Air Force ducks hearing
NORTHAMPTON (AP)-
Air Force officials shunned

a public hearing on its plans

to build a nuclear-defense

radio tower in western

Massachusetts after learn-

ing the director of a national

anti-nuclear lobby would

speak, county commis-
sioners said.

for Hanscom Air

Base in Bedford.

Force

Hampshire County Com-
missioner Pat Lewis
Sackrey and Commission
Chairman Patrick M. Gog-

gins said Air Force and

Defense Department of-

ficials said they objected

specifically to Arkin'sThe Air Force said in a

prepared statement read at presence at the meeting.

Tuesday night's meeting

that it objected to the inclu-

sion of people from outside

the communities involved.

William Arkin, director of

the Washington-based
Arms Race and Nuclear

Weapons Research project

of the Institute for Policy

Studies, was the only out-

sider to speak at the

meeting.

The statement and Air

Force spokesman Les
Levinson yesterday did not

name Arkin as the reason.

"We can address only the

mission and makeup. We
cannot become involved in

foreign policy, in

philosophical discussions.

That is not our mandate,"

said Levinson, spokesman

NEW YORK (AP) One in

three people born this year

will eventually develop

cancer, chiefly because they

will live long enough to

reach the ages when cancer

is more likely, the American

Cancer Society projects.

About 22 percent of those

born this year are expected

to die of the disease.

The projection that one in

three people will get cancer

is up from about one-in-four

previously calculated for

people born in 1970.

essentially because of in

creased life expectancy,

Lawrence Garfinkel of the

society said yesterday.

Long-term declines in

death from the nation's top

killer, heart and blood vessel

disease, have let more
people live long enough to

get cancer instead, he said.

That is refiected in the

projection, which uses

cancer rate data from past

years.

Cancer is generally an

older person's disease,

especially for some forms,

like prostate cancer.

The projection assumes no

change in cancer rates, but if

enough people quit smoking

or adopt diets that help

resist cancer, the actual

cancer rate could be lower

than projected, Garfinkel

said.

For people born this year,

the projection says, the

chance of developing cancer

someday is 36.2 percent for

white males. 34.0 percent

for white females, 34.7

percent for black males and

29.2 percent for black

females. Figures exclude

two highly curable forms of

skin cancer.

The most common cancers

in the projection are lung,

prostate and colorectal for

men, and breast, colorectal

and lung for women.

The society's projection

considers lifetimes up to

110. "There's very little of

the upper end" that con-

tributes to the data, Gar-

finkel said.

The National Cancer

Institute has published an

estimate based on data from

1973 to 1977, saying anyone

alive at that time had a SO

percent chance of

developing cancer by age 75.

The cancer society says a 30

percent figure means about

71 million Americans now
alive will have cancer

someday.

This is the last chance to broaden your

Education Horizons:

Apply Today to the National Student Exchange

NSE can take you to Alabama, Hawaii, Oregon,

Colorado, New Jersey, California!!!

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1985

APPLICATION FEE: 25.00

Minimum G.P.A.: 2.5

For further information: E-26 Machmer Hall

1
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Valentine's Day
THURS. WaaVff FEB. 14

?^aus0(rflial0l|

V2

PRICE

ON ALL

MEN^S AND WOMEN'S

WINTER SALE

CLOTHING

(SALE ENDS FEB. 18)

32 Main St., Amherst • 253-3361 • Mon.-Sat., 9-5:30

Remember
Someone Special

with dinner at the T.O.C. Restaurant

order one entree at the regular price

and get the second entree for

Half Price

TOP off the CAMPlJS/5-8 pm
Since the Wh Century and probably earlier this special day has been absented m nearly

the same manner if is today Love letters cards decorated with satin and lace, and small

tokens of affection are sent, often anonymously, to the object of the hearts desire

Whatever its origins Valentines Day is a day for remembering that special someone
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Day care centers

closed in inquiry

Cupidstrikes again

NEW BRAINTREE (AP) -

State officials confirmed

yesterday that they closed

the Caring for Kids day care

centers because of

allegations that children had
been sexually abused while

attending them.
Meanwhile, state officials

met Tuesday evening with

parents of sonw of the

students to teach them ways
to detect sexual abuse

among children. The
meeting was held at a

church in GUbertville.

"It was important to make
the state officials im-

mediately accessible to the

parents, to answer their

questions and to explain to

them as best we could why
the action suspension was
necessary and what the

potential impact would be to

them and their children,"

said Michael Coughlin,
spokesman for the state

Office for Children.

Coughlin, speaking to the

Worcester Evening Gazette,

also confirmed that Wor-
cester County District

Attorney John Conte has

thebeen informed of

allegations.

"At this point the DA is

involved. I can't discuss for

them what they may or may
not do," Coughlin said.

The license for the centers

k)cated in New Braintree

?nd Hardwick, was tem-
porarily suspended late

Monday afternoon "to
protect the health and safety

of the children involved at

the center," said Coughlin.

Twenty-two children at-

tended the New Braintree

center, eight the Hardwick
center.

The closure came after an

investigation by the

Department of Social

Services that began at least

a month ago. according to

the Gazette.

Officials have declined to

reveal how many children

were involved in the
allegations. They also

refused to identify the

accused.

AP LsMrphoto

Mary Weindorf and Desmond Weindorf will exchange wedding vows for the
third time on Valentine's Day in Lincoln, Illinois. They first married on Valen-
tine's Day. 1924.

Redgrave's award reduced by judge
BOSTON (AP) A federal

judge yesterday threw out a

$100,000 jury award to

actress Vanessa Redgrave,

ruling the Boston Symphony
Orchestra could not be held

liable for damages to her

career that might have

occurred after it canceled

her performance in a 1982

concert series.

Instead, U.S. District Judge

Robert Keeton said the

orchestra must pay

Redgrave $27,500 - slightly

less then the fee she would

have received if she had

narrated Stravinsky's
"Oedipus Rex" with the

symphony.

He also ordered Redgrave
to pay the BSO's court costs.

A spokesman for the

symphony said those costs

have not been determined.

In a trial last November.

cnestta for $1 million,

claiming her civil rights had

been violated. She alleged

that she had been fired for

her strong support of the

Palestine Liberation
Organization and that the

BSO was trying to stifie her

political views.

She also asked for $166,000

for lost income she claimed

resulted from the publicity

surrounding the canceled

Ski Powder Ski Vail

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 18 - 25

7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Vail/ Beaver Creek

Round trip air

Trip Includes: Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass

ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED
(other trips don't Include taxes and gratuities)

Sign up now
Deposit $150.00 by Feb. 20

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

"~| Redgrave sued the or- concert series.

Gov't
phone

hunting
WASHINGTON (AP) -

The federal government,

the world's largest long-

distance telephone
customer, started shopping

yesterday for $4.2 billion

worth of service by opening

the bidding process for a

contract that will go to

one—and only one—vendor.
The General Services Ad-

ministration, the govern-

ment's procurement officer,

asked telephone executives

to come up with a plan for

replacing the 22-year-old

Federal Telecommunica-
tions System, essentially

provided by the American

Telephone & Telegraph Co.

"We want only three

things," said Bob Bushelle,

one of the team of GSA of-

ficers briefing the 350 ex-

ecutives interested in the

contract.

What the government
wants is a one-stop telecom-

munications company,
operated by a single prime

contractor, that can provide

and manage a total system

service for 1.3 million

government workers for 10

years starting in 1989.

Those federal employees

and their computers talked

long-distance for 1.5 bilhon

minutes last year at a cost

of $424 million.
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Hadley Burger King, Rt 9

VALENTINE'S PARTY

Tonite At

CHANGES

FOR THE
LADIES:

nee Club CHANGES

3 Free Hair Styling Gift Certificates

^ ,.
- John Dellaria Salons

Compliments . pg^^j^,^ ^^^ Company
°^

- Profiles

99 c BAR
DRINKS

All Night

All Week

NHL ACTION: Bruins vs. Kings 10:30 PM

Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden Restaurant) 2S6-8284

.HUHmfiiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimimiiinw

DaytonTires
POLYESTER
TIRES

S(i» Price

A78I3 3? 00

E78 l« 3900
G7815 «400

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRES

All Se<ison White Wdil

Sl»e Price

PISS'aO-RI3 43.00

PI8S/80-RI3 Ml.OO

PI95/75-RM 53.00

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

R<ic)i,<l White W^lls

Sl»e Price

P1SS/80RI) 40 00

PiaS'80RIJ S2 00

PI9S'7SRt4 S6 00

CREDIT
90 DAYS TO PAT

No lnt»r««t

credit

established
in minutes SAVEio«

Additional Off
with purchase

of a set of 4 tires

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

VISA

MC
AX

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

"Full Service Tire Store"
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

Enough Sisterhood and Friendship

to Lost o Lifetime. . . Introducing
Rush IS the penod ond p«ocess b^ whict~,

sorcxities recruit new members Severoi

activities arx3 parties ore sporsored bv the

various sororities These are desigr^ed to

give interested women a chance to rrteet

with octive members and discuss soforitv

hte

For More

Intormation

Call

GREEK AFFAIRS

..545-2711BIG THRILL
U -MASS SORORITY RUSH
Premiering: TUESDAY. FEB. 19th 7:00 p.m.

at the CAMPUS CENTER, Room 168

Preregistration: CO. Concourse Feb. 4th -Feb. iSth

lof the irxJh/kJuarsoforities ttxat are of interest to you: KAPPA KAPPAGAMMA 5£22Sl
ALPHACHIOMEGA 545-2152 PHI MU {^^t!!?
CHIOMEGA 545^162 SIGMA DELTA TAU 5450527

^

neiTAZETA 253-9916 SIGMAKAPPA 25<W>887

OTA GAMMA UPSILON 256^74 SK3MA S*.^MA SIGMA 545:0046

HMD
BARGAIN.

$3295
SAVE $800
sale ends

February 23, 1985

TheCoKM FVjrtahte rc £ivw >ou iw« fcrtureifa »e» raoneitTtaM^^
•» MB H«xl DWi I>we wiTi oatfitaie «Aw«epkW fa ii^UpK^^
Lifa«»*n like 2S6K or inmwy Ei««#i to n« ««n ttie mort oori^ta^

And evewm like ••^»rth^Bh^w*Mk»morotocR»ck«lff<i*r«aBy^
JSp^grSuaThrCowaH^ ||*\COrOnq
Come mv^take a hanl look at Corona todtaqt IW *"<—*JB

, THE COR£MVHARD aSKPORTABLE

lU]ComputerWorks
228Triangle St. Amherst 549-7133 Mon-Fri 10-6j Sat 10-5

i

\te ^9n Soleil

alentine Special

10 session's at

HALF
PRICE

That's right buy 10 sessions '

at our regular price ($30)
^

land get a second 10 sessions
;

for your friend or loved one
j

for only $15.

Deadline 2/28/85

This Week Only - ^

Facial Sessions $1.00 each

264 N. PLEASANT STREET,
AMHERST !

RESHAPE YOUR
.*-JI-3

»<

i

Whether you want a r»ew shape, greater strength, or a body that just won t stop, you can ao wiui un

Let us tell you about our great student rates!

PIONECBflVTO 139B DAMON ROAD,

\/^/CKaHT^^ 9 NORTHAMFTON MA 01060

CLUBf LI

Candygrams
'ick up on Campus Center Concourse between 9-4:30

Bring your I.D.

Leslie Abbott
Kathy Ahrens
Christos Akrivoulis

Chris Alabrandi
Steven Allen
Kathy Alves
Linda Anapulsky
Kristin Anderson
Ariana
Lisa Bachman
Steve Bailey

Katrina Banks
Lesley Barker
Jill Balboni
Kenny Bamet
John Battista

Shanley Believe
William Bennett
Paul Bentubo
Sue Blackett
Seth Blackwell
Kevin Blake
John Blaze
Debbi Bowler
Lorenzo Boyd
Michael Brennan
Mike Brinkman (2)

Jennie Brumberg
Linda Buck
Lisa Buckman
Maria Cahillane

Staci Casselbury
Bob Chapman
Tom Chirokas
Jukie Cohen
Margie Cohen
Rhonda Cohen
1407 Coolidge
Lisa Corcoran
Stephen Couig
Liz Cox
Susan Cronin_

Becky Dawson
Gi«tchen Deller

Mark DeNyse,
Lucia DeSmet
Andrea DeVries
Kelly Donahue
David Dolan

Donna Dooley
Jeanette DeForge
Jon Duarte
Amy Dubinsky
Nguyen Dung
Irene Dunn
Rich Dyke
Joe Eapen
Deanne Eddleston

Maty Elia (2)

Jodi Elman
Kelly Fairfield

Vicki Feinstein (3)

Philip Feranti

Jodi Fish (2)

Diana Fisler

Dorothy Flood
Larry Floyd (2)

Michael Flynn
Melissa Forman
Joseph Freeman
Donna Frehill

Mary Gala
Langton Garuin
Annette Geneau
Brenda Y. George
Linda Gibbs
Stephen K. Gielda

Megan Gilbert

Maureen Gillis

Lloyd A. Goldsamt
Doe Gondell
Sherri Goodey
Francine Graif

Sue Granger
Peter Greenblatt

Mark Guinivon

Kristen Gwatkin
Christine Hall

Debbie Hamel
Pham, H*n
Mark Hartley (2)

Karen Hawkes (2)

Julie Hatsis

Sue Hayes (2)

Amy Hecht
Sharon Hecht
Susan Hogan
Dave Holzman

Hope Hutler

Jim Hvatt
Vicki Iritsky

Maureen Jack
Ron James
Rhonda Jertile

Monica Johansson

Dan Joyce
Jeff Juneau
Harriet Karp
Susie Kelleher

Paula E. Kenney
Chris Kiesewetter

Cindy Kingston (3)

Gail Kirkman
Ernest R. Kirslis

Laura Klaus

David Kleinschmidt

Lisa Kosier

Dave Kronenfeld (2)

Karenann Kuchen
Lisa Kukafka
Dave Kumlin
Robert La Franchise

Sheldon Landa .

fvette Laurent (2)

Karen Lawn
Laurie Lee
Robin Lesses (2)

Mark Letson (2)

Ralph Lewis
Liboy from Gilreath

Linda 222 Melville

Amy Lipman
Lisa Litman
Lucia and Karenann
Mark Lynch
Elizabeth MacUonald
Patti Maffei (2)

George MakrVs
Vickie Makucn
Jim Maliffnan

flonnie Manning
Rob B. Mansfield

Traci Marino
David Mason
Karen Mendelson
Tom Mercier
Eileen Meuorah (2)

Sue Miller

Sharon Mills

Stuart Millstein

Racheal Mohn
Erin Moloney
Michele Morris
Dennis Murphy
Gail Mullen
Julianne Murphy
James McColgan
Alicia McCormack
Joanne McCormick
McGraff(BKO)
Mary McGuiggon
Diane McNicoTs
Robin Newhouse
Bui Nga
Michelle Nolan
Beth Noonan
Jen North
Tom O'Brian
Bruce Ocko
John O'Connor
Dianne Olszewski (2)

Steve Ossen
Janet Palmer
Karen Palmer
Jeff Pattow
Patti and Meredith
Eric Pearsall

Mark Pelosky
Julie Perron
Michael Pettengill

Sandy Phalen
Peter Piccirillo

Lisa Pike (2)

Julianne Piatt

Hema Ramalhandran
Terri Ravitz

Carol Read
Anna Robinson
Carolyn Rosenbaum
Joe Rosewame
Frederich D. Rowe
Christopher J. Roy
Debbie Roy
Kevin Rubir
Amy M. Ruda
Deboie Salamone
Brian Salos

Steve Salvi

Mark Sands
Lisa Savage
Eric Schatfer

Josh Schumer
Debbie Schwalb
Ellen ScoUins

Lauren Se^ana
Kimie Sekme
Jody SeHen
Sh£U*on from Brooks
Betsy Sheehan
Lisa Sheller

Lambert Sheng
Kelly Sherck
Robm Sherak
"Sherm" (Keith)

Anne Shine
Pam Sholock

Bill Shores
Geoffrey Shuze
Teddy Silva

Beth Silver

Cathy Sledz

Donna Sliney

Dina Smith
Sarah Smith
Scott Sokoloski
Debbie Stein (2)

Stacy Steponate
Mark Stetson
Lisa Stewart
Matt Sutton
Laura Sylvia

Ken Tasnjv
Tom 2nd floor JA
Deb Tonte
Michelle Trahan
Mark Tufo
Debbie Tunanoky
Julianne Umeda
Leslie Upbin
Susan Marie Wallace
Paul Wallenberg
Mary Walsh
Stephe Walsh
Gre^ Ward
Kevin Ware
Amy Weider
Heidi Weitz
Wendy Werthan
JeffWheller
Tim WUlett
Molly Wilson
Marc Wilson
Melissa Wittentein
Krista Wright
Janice (Cookie) Woni

564-2175

Robyn Zelin

Nancy Ziedman (2)

Jean Zona
Rod Zuch
JoAnn Mettin^r
Debbie Ornstein
Mike Senrich
Michelle Linehan
Katie Hayes
John MacNamara
Missy St. Denis_

Linda Somma
Carril Spelios

Colleen Stanfford

Scott St. Coeur
Pia Giammasi
Jason Bassilakis

Gina lannetti

Aileen Duggan
JoAnn Dupuis
Athena Newton
Shezzy Kastin
John Anderson
Tracy Smith
Elyse Spiegal

Suzanne M. Smith
Kathy Kelly

Jenny Klein
Timmy Durkin
Pam Stringer
Lori Swanson (2)

jean Saganey
Lauren Stetson (2)

Brenda Brouilette

Jane McAlister
Sue Bobsie
Vicki Citrino

Kathy Olendzenski
Nancy Henken
Susan Mally
Betsy Crowley
Sue MacDonald
John Gamsey
Bobby Braun
Roger Hess
Tommy Giordano
Dave Garrity

Gene Daley
Lisa Smith
Buba Ross
Lisa Vallencourt
Diane LaZaris
Diane Arico

Steve Henningson
Dan Goodman
Lori Feinstein

Jeff Kotowitz
Val Kidd
Stephanie Levy
Leo Legault
MichaelRosenthal
Michelle Roche
Beth Miller

Christina Manalogas
Laura Lynn McFadder)
Michelle Pizziferri

Larissa Potupchuk
Keven Poulin

Robert J. Willamson U)
Lisa Williams
Paul Vahle
Leora masten
Laura Bassewitz
Sue Goldschmidt
Kelly Adams
Doug Andler
Lisa Bobin
Bill Collins

Beth Donnay
Sue Ellner

Jim Famhum
Helen Freeman
Megyn John
Sharon Kennedy
Amy Kotowitz
Jody Leshne
MAIIREEN

MAJEROWSKI
Roberta Nelson
Anne Pastemah
John Phelan
John Play-Doh
Mark Koval
Caroline Riechter

Christine Ryan
Bryan Jerome
Cindy Rouleau
Suzanne Sklar
Lisa Sydor
Maria Martin
Susan Femandes
Michael Ber Kenfeld
Kathryn Kirby
Lloyd Redfield

Elizabeth Steinburg
Dan (Goodman
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NEWMAN CLUB ^^„
'SAY IT WITH A FLOWER

If your name is on the list:

1. Come down to the Newman Club Table in the Campus Center Concourse

2. Tell us EXACTLY how your name appears on the list and under which letter column

3. Bring an ID. We will then present you with your flower

Red means "I love you". Pink means 'I like you", White means "I want to g^et to know you

4. Bring 50* in case you cannot guess who sent the flower

5. We apologize for mispellings, they are based on the writing of the senders.

;t:ne
EANNE

jat.

ALSEN.
ALSTON.
W.VE3.
W.VES.
Kl\ltS.

COM r.W.IN
I A BflANmUINE
IF BRANDYHINE
f JUSTICE Df .

\BBIUSO. LAlfli
MfflOT. LESLIE
ABEL:XJ«1. KIMEEKLtE

ABRAME. MirE
ABRAMSOH. KCEERT
--THMMi. JENKIFER
jminz. .'.Hit

,aA«E. w.::»;e

AT IE. RAKE*.

AETANNATC. iSDSIA
Aa'IBBE. "Ji'.Z^

AL3EST. PAH

ALFREE III. -:•.::

ALIBRANDI. CHt

AL'-EM. DCB;tAIr

LA-•^.^

SHAR-N
timtku

BETIY
ELISABETh
ICAIHY

ANUIOSO. JOHN
AMROSIA. NTXLE
AIOROSSO. JCKS

AWicn. HA*::-.

ANASTAS. PAUL

AWXKSON. kVDkn
tJCXItZCm. JUDY

ANIXBSOH. KAREN

ANDEBSOH. kri:t:n

AMCOisoN. mcHAa
ANDBAOE. ALAN
AMKOiS. AMiA
AWALOaO. LENNY

ANTHOMy. BOB
ANTOMMAS- PENNY

ANTOmO. HINDY A.

ABCHN«AULT. EILOI

ABCHAWAITLT . ELLEM

AREGLADO. BETH

ARIN. NAOni
ARSENALTLT. STEPHEN

ARTIOLI. LAliSI

v:a. ap ..-.

AUDRY : «f;. :;

AUGER. ...JL-i

MrTHELFT. JVUSir.

BABNEK. ';>NE

BACHEF. JF'iEE

BAOGE. "fA-PEEN

BAJGCT. VAflX
BAWC'P: . WCKAf-
PANrr,. f;.-^:':''

EARBAf^.
?ARBE>. rHt'.

BARUM. HAfilAN'.c

aARMATH:. LAVE

BARNA:-!. iTAiHY

riARRE'.T. TEE.

BAERCW:. poeis
BARTHt'ujWW. rHA-SLENt

BARTR'I. >i:CHELl£

BAUW*. iHEPfi:

BEAl'CHWIN. ;Af
BECKER. RuBEPT

BCtAfil. rCwTX

BEGAN. TTM

BEKAW::. BECltY

BEKAWi:. CAROL

BELANGEP. CAVIL
BElJO»Af. SAfV

BELL, ."t-'f -N: '•

BENDES. W^i

BEHNHT. :HE;-r.

BENNETT. WILLIAM
BERGGREU. ''>'.

BERMAN. 3HERH
BERMAN. CHERR:

bern:te:n. e:ll

BERGCH. TERP:. ."
. t

BERT3CH. LA .REN

BEVEPIDGE. rATHi

BIAGIOLI. PATTY

BINNE*. CHRI:TIN*

BLACO. BIUY
PATH
rERI BETH

DEBORAH
BLOCK. DCBRA
BUIEGriN. JULIE

BLUM. LAURIE
BLUNLCLL. JANINE

BODE. CTEPH
BOGURCITY. RISA

BOLEN. AUDREY
BOLGATZ. JAY
BOLIVAR. DIANA
BONACKER. .

BONILLA. A^•.:

BOiaiER. CHhl.
nOML'Ti'l. P-fiV.
BOONE. MA.' •.?

BOSTVUr. -AMm
RxicHEK. '.::•

BaoiE. •:•« ;•»••"

BOUFFA.kr. CfTTi

BOHEK. "lARV

BOHEN. MARY
90MLER. DEBB:
BOYD. L0PEN7U
BOZARJIAN. karpie
brabazon. lcnna

brai'Y. jane
BR.ADy. JAKE
BKAIY. JANh
BPANrc:. "iNLv;

BREEK. MIT'-H

FPENNAN. THOMAS E.

Z^tfl'jU. JEANNE
''i;;LEAl'. HOWIE
BRESNAHAN. COLLEEN

BRECGETTE. LOR I

BRIGHT':*. PAULA
BRCirCRirK. MANE
EROLCrY. MERYL
BPOCY, LAUREL
Bficor.". :ar>
BPCCNAN. ;EAN
Sr'C'JGHTON . FRAN

BRCWN. BETH
BETH
li:a
:'.E

;uE
:i.i:an e.

5r"nelli. fa'jl

bpyer. debbie
SlJi-fLEY. AffY

BULL. TOBY
Bl'PJfE. JULIE
irUR/F. KEN

BURNE. ^CJT;

BURRELL. AM:

PUpriN. BAFrlt
Bu:Ht»N. T-::>w:

B!J;GIERE. WFNIA

BUTLER. Kir

BLAIN.
BUIR.
BLAKE.

FAN

SPCiHN.

BROWN

,

RRCWN.

BftLiWN.

A£

BUTLER.

BUTTINE,
BUTTON.

JklPNC.

ki«i.er;.'

NA.*':i

rpi'Tiv

lALAHAN. »:i,-RT

fALiJATERRA. HA8IA
CALLAHAN. .V*NIE
•"ALVOiY. nAi.E

AWk:*. CAVID
CANTHELL. KEVIN
..•ANTHELL. HONIirA

"AFP'jR'XLI. CARMIN:
'AKADONNA. :HPI:
CARBONEAU. oanielle

.AROir. ZEX\
Apprk:-r-. rMQ)
-"Ai TAPMEN
:,•;• -;.F\

-ARTEP. KiiRT

ARTY. ERIN
rARVEfi. NANEY
.AJL'EJ*. Lv:A
"ACE. M.L.
CASPER. JEWIFER
.ACGIDY. PAMELA
:a::i::y. PATRi'tK

:ATALAIir>. ANY
CAVACCO. JACK
IJkVANAUGH.JOHN

:ave. riND?
CERATT. MIKE
'ERTI. RIHARI' A.

CHAMBERLAIN. LAMP IE

CHAmERC. JERRY
CHARLANT'. PAULA
CHAGE. rOUJLASS
"HELING. LAN K

"HENG. ROZINA
-HENG. kCZINA
HECLER. PO<:hELi.F

^rHESTLER. POCHELL*
CH'JkP»:SI. -UE
NIAPELLI. TCNY
•!«";

, MO-iNHFE

'HOf NARv ANN
'H.RPENMIN';. I'IAME

-HP;-. .!! -0OLIi/;Ei

T!R,.::v -WEETIE
iTK. CMp-.'-INt
Hb. HRISTINF
«' •HRISTINE
"HUMA. 3TACEY
HUM?,. :tacey
h'jt;. s'ephanie
"latey sharon
lARK. rNNE unriOeOKN

XARK. TAP AH

CLARKE. JENNIFER
"LEAUND. ASHLEY

:LEAVEUN. RUTH
CLBttMS. MICHAEL

CUJHARD. TOM
OOHF.N. DONNA
•TiHEN. JIT'Y

COHEN. lUDY

CtWEN. LAURA
COHEN. NAf.ri

COHEN. SIT
OOHN. LEWIS
COLE. BILL
OOLLAUMI. SHARON
"OUJtfWttl. SUE
CTiLLINS. BILL
COLLINS. JEANNE MARIE

COLLINS. JENNIFER
CDLLITON. KIM
ailHAN. JILL
i-OUWI. JULIE
COLOMBO. DAVE
COb-iN. ILEANA
COMBS. KEPPY
CONCANNON. T'jM

TJNLIN. KELLI

CONNELLY. HELEN
CONNELLY. MARK
CONNERLY. JULIA

CONNORf. .'IM

I

CONSIDINE. CATHLEEN
COOPER. COLETTE
COOPER. KATHY
CORBETT. LISA
CORCORAN. ELIJEN

CORCORAN. ELLEN
CORCORAN. LISA
COSGROVE. ANN
COSTELLO. JAICE A.

COUCHLIN. CHRIS

COOGHLIN. TRACY
COURTNEY. KAREN
COI. AMY
C0«. MARGf.' B.

COYNE. KEN
CRAIG. KIM
CkASY. MELIND
ci'-f-x^. JimY
CROFT. WENDY
RON IN. CYNTiI

•CROSBY. ELAINE
TIOHLEY. PETER
VJRRAN. BILL
CURTIS. RON
CUTLER. KAREIJ

D AMBROSIO. BETH

DELIA DELIA. C.H.

D URSO. DIAN
DADMUN. TOM
LAGANHARCrr. DAVE
E*IGLE. LOR

I

DALEY. GENE
DALL. UURIE
DANEHY. KATHY
QANEHY. KATHY N.

DANEHY. KF/IN C.

DANEHY. SHAR':)N

LAMCO. LINDA
C*RGIE. PATTI

DARLING. JENNIFER
CARLING. JENNIFER
CARLINGTON. LYNNE

CAROSA. TONY

DAUGHERTY. WENDY
DAVENPORT. RICK
MVID. GROSSMAN
DAVIDSON. JIM
LAVIDGON. LISA

DAVIS. SUSAN E.

DAY-GLO PINK
DEBARROS. LIZ

DCLANY. PATTY

DELIGDISH. SHEILA
DELI3LE. NANCY
DELLER. GRETCHQl
DELONG. DAMN
DEMALLO. LIZ

DEMARTINA. VINCENT
DE^ERJEAN. NARY BETH

DEMETRY. SARA
DEMD D.

DENKEF. KAREN
DEPIANC). FRANK

DEPINA. ZITA
DEROSIEB. JENNY

DERHIN. BETSY

rCRY. MICHAEL
DERY. ROBIN
OETTING. ALLISON
ICVALLE. DUANE
DEVASCOVIICH. LYNN

DIAN

DIBK-1711
DISILVA. TBACEY
DOHERTY. AMY KATE
OOHERTY. HhUCi
DOLAM. DAVID
DTiLAN. PAT
DOLCE. MARY
DONAHUE. DOM

rCNAHUE. RENEE

DORAN. LIZ
TiMl. ANDREN
lOke . LYNN
DOYLE. DIERTiRE

r«ATCH. ELKE

RESENS. JEN

rmSCOLL. JUDY

D8ISC0U.. TRICIA

rUBNER. KEN
CtlOCY

DUNCAN. CCLIN
DUNKESS. HEIDI
OntLOP. CARMEN
UUNN. KERRY
DUIMING. ROY

DUPUIS. JO AIM
DURlCa:. JEfTREY LADC

DURKIN. JANE
DURP. CRIS
DNYER. MAUREEN
EASTMAN. BETH

EDENS. MARTHA
EGAN. CHRISTOPHER
EGGIMANN. SCOTT

EIERMANN. OkTHERINE
ELIA. MARY
ELISAYEFF. LIU
ELISAYETF. MAYA
aiSAYEFT. MAYA
ELLSWORTH. DAVE BUZS

ELNAN. JOOI
ELUELL. JANENE

EHILSSQM. MARIE
EVANS. CLARA
EHING. DOUG
FAHEY. MEACHAN
FAITELL. JULIE
FALLCN. KEUY
FAMIELLI. SONNA

FARRON. CHARLES
FELDBLUn. ERICA

FENTRESS. DAW
FERNAMXS. GARTEN
FERROiO. LISA

FIEJDASZ. PAUL

FIELPSTAD. KAREM
FIFE. BRIAN
FILBOrr. JANETTE
FINKELSTEIN. DAVID
FISHER. PAUL

FITZdRALL. AMY

FITZGERALD. KATHLEEN

•ITZGERALD. LEANNE
FITZPATPI'K. TERRY
FITZSIttlONS. ANNE
riANA&AN. AISLING JO
FLAXMAN. KAREN

FLINT. 1*F*
FLOOD. TEl
FL"YD. BC*
FOLEY. PATTY
RiREES. DENISE
FOREST. DEB
FORO'-'E, y:MiA
FORREST. DEBORAH
FvRT'JNA. KAREN

F-jSTEP. KIM
FC*JL.:HAM. .'"LIE

FPA^iKLlN. BECKY

FRANZEL. ERIKA

FREDETTE. jERART F..

FREICTTF.. JERRY

FREI.ETTE, MICHELLE
FREEL. NANH
FREEDMAN. KRIS

FRENCH. jSEG THE REAL
FRICAY /HEIDI

=-RIECMAN. HARK
FRIEDMAN. PAMELA
niKSHlMA. BARBARA
PJLLER. PEG
FULLER. PEGGY

FU3AR0. CALLI

GAGNON. TOItn

GALA. GREG
CykLANT. AMY & LISA DONOVAN

CALAT. GREGORY E.

GALIATSATOS. GEORGIA
GALLUCCI. SHARON

GALVIN. MIKE
GAWJEKT. CHRIS

GAMELIN. JOHN

GANEK. MELISSA
GANEK. MELISSA
GANNON. MARY

GARCIA. ANNE

GARRADY. TOM

GARVEY. MICHAEL

GATELY. BILL

GATES. AMY K.

CAVELIS. RITA

GEINRAS, KATHY

GENEAU. ANNETTE
GENEAU. UiNETTE
;f:nitl .

?»*
-.ENi'VA. MARIANNE
GENT. STEVE
GEC*i:E. WENLV

GERMAN. '.REG

GERRisH. ;hf;

GERSHC>N. JULIE

GESING. RANI

GEVANTER. Lfi.f.A

GIDO. JEAN;f-

GIDO. JEANNIE
GILHOOLEY. -• i"''N

GILL. PAM
GILLIS. HA^J^LK^

GILLIS. MC'ir,-

GINGRA3. MAft

GIRGENTI. l!'-.:sr.,L

SU'LIANf. Mi\{.

GIUMPA. LANA

GLEETON. NAN

GLYNN. CHRI.:". ;fHER

GODET. LISER

GOLDSTEIN. ELi.YN

GOLDSTEIN. .Til

GOLDSTEIN. MAFK
GOUjCTEIN. IARK
GOLDSTEIN. S'J.^AN

GOLITI. SUSIE

S0«2. TURO
GONDELL. DOE

OOODHl'E. FREI'

SOPXON. ViHE

GOROVVY, .'
"

GORSKI.
iC^S. KE.L.:

»l'LO. LiANF
*V0n:. 'AROLr;
,CAHM. ANN

SPWtlEL, MAhV

GRAHt'Y. CLAi'M^

GRANGES. SUE

GRANT. CHF.RESE

GRAVEL CINDY

GRAY. TfTYL

ORAY KARU4 KAPINA
aiAY. TRACY
GREEM. JOL'I C.

GREEK. JUDI
REENBERG. DAVID
R'FNBER<;. EILEN
KENE CRAIG
EENE. MARGARET

..•EGORY LISA
Giiti,yM'. KIM
.;PFTCHOI. nLLi
.riffin. michael
".riffin. ram
.-.rima. eileen
gronendyke. david
'>oss. julie
:.k/;sblat. [aha

;jai;er. karin
;,u!nen. patrick
"I'MES. JAN
liNDEL. KAREN
7ITHRIE. BET:Y

SUTIERRES. LI:A

GuziAR. zerl;na

HAGENAH. HFLLNE

HAGERTY. DAWN

HAGGER. PAT
HA'XERTY. CATHY

HALIGEN. LISA
HALL. BRIAN K.

HALL. ISABEL

llALiE*. an:* EH

HALIERT. BARBARA

HAKL. RObIN

HANEL. DEB
HAIfKE. rjRT
HAIfTON. NATANYA

HAMPT'JN. ROE in

'tANNENIAN. RAIG

HANNY. :ENN:FER

HANSON. BARBARA

HANS<TN. REGGIE

HANSl*. SUSIE

ilARDY. ERIK
HARE. HAILEY
HARHWTTUN. SUSAN

HARRIS. AMY

HARRIS. MAkTHA
HARRIS. TEPESE

HARRISON. BILL

HAfJ<ITY. TRICIA

HART. AUDREY
HAPTE. MARY
HARTER. JEIWIFER

HAVI'.T. A>~E

HAVl'X. BILl

HAHBOLt/r. TERESA

HAYES. KATHY

HAYMES. SCOTT

HEATLEY. DIANE

HEBERT. LISA M.

HEDGE
HEDLUNl). BOB

HF.LGASEN. AMY
hFLIrT.' . ELIZAiOH
!c.R!A. ANNETTE
HFSRINC. STEfHANIE
-lERUJ. NIKA
•lETV.i:';. ERICA
.iESCH. CARA
HE:'S. K.JRINNE

•lUKINS. SICK

HIOGINS. SUE

r-ILL. ALEXIS
ilNES. WILLIAM
•'lis-. TERRI

•r'LDING. PATH- ;••.

'."LLANT. LISA
l-'iLlLAY. JENNIFER
KiLMES. MISSY
•'.->LMES. MISSY
WiM. BEVERLY
iirjMAYOUNJAH. JACK

WX*. VAUiSHN -'.

HOOKER. DAVII A.

H'''RCAN. BRIAN

H' RNE. SANEOA
HORNE. SANDY
HORTON. JULIF
HOW. JANIE
HOHCROFT. BILL

HUGHES. '-HRISTINE

HUiyi. JANE

HURLEY. KRY3TYNA MARIE
HURWITZ. AWY
HUTCHINSON. SHERYL
MUTTER. HOPE

HITTER. HOPE
lANEKE. JAN
lANNETTI. GINA

TM. FAF SONG

IMELIO. MICHAEL
INCREDIBLE REDHEAD OF K

INNIS. STEVEN
INTRAVESATO. DARIENE
JAMESON. ANNE
JAMI. MILLER
JAOUITH. MATTHEW
;AS0N. LISA
;AS0N. LISA
JEFFERSON. PAMELA
JEFFREYS. ANGELICA
lENKEHS. DONNA

JENNINGS. PETER
JENSEN. BRITTA
JOHANSON. DAVY"

JOHNSOn. KATHLEEN
JONES. JONATHAN
JORDAN. KATHY

JORDAN. KIM
'ULIANCi. NATALIA
KACHURAK. LYIJN

KAISER. GEOFF
KAC. YURAY
KAPLAN
KAREN "08 COOLIDGE
KATIB. NISHAT
KATZ. MELINIA
KAUFFMAN. JACKIE
KAUFMAN. CARYL
KAY, SOITT
KEITHE. AUDREY
KELLAHER. JIM

KELLY. KATHY

KELLY. PAULINE
KENDRICK. JENNIFER
KENEALY. KATE

KENNEDY. RAM

KENNEDY. SHARON

KERHAN. KATHY
KHIRAHIUH. TERRY

KICK. ANDREA

KILROY. COLLEEN

KIM. SU JEON

KINCHU. JIM

KINDER. KATHY

KINDER. KATHY
KINDLUNEi. lEE

KING. MICHELLE
KINSLEY. JOHN

KIRBY. KATHY

KLEIN. CJML

KLOTZ. CASSANDRA

KNIGHT. KATHY

KOHLEI. MAUREEN
KOKANSKY. KIM

KORCUBA. KIM

KOSTER. AMANDA
KRATKY. KAREN
KRAUS. LAN
KRAUS. DANIEL F.

KRAUSS. LAURA
KRAZY KARLA
KRESGE. SCOTT
KHON. HTJNEY

KHON. JAEHEE
LACOVARA. KIRSTEN
LAFRANCE. LEE
LAFRANCE. STEVEN
LAMB. ANNE
LANDRY. DOUGLAS L.

LANE. ANN
.-.-<»•, P. CATHY

. r t. "ATHY

;. .1. MIKE
;,AWRai<."E. JEAN

.W<'ER. DEBC'RAH

:F.E. ANNABEL
-.FE. ROBERT
"-,£IN. HEIDI

:":r X. R'JN

'.-JkD. nc*a
'.

, LYNDA
, ROBIN

, CHRISTINA
'>..:..')N. ILANA

',:
. "ENNIFER

t.i. SANFORD
;.EHIECKI. JOHN

LEWIS. MARCUS
LEYNE. SHEIU
LI. BONNIE

LIN. JANE
LINEAHL. JOAN

-.INDDi. KEVIN

LIPPA. GAIL
LITMAN. LISA

_ITTL£. MICHELU
•-i:

_.JGRANDAS. SANDY

LOK. MIKE
LOW. ANGIFER
LO(f>. ANGULAR

LOW. JENNIFER
LOO. KENNY
'.OPES. FRANC INE

UiPES. FRANC INE

;.v,PES. MARIA L.

UjRTIE. lee ANN

LOSEE. IEANETTE

LOOGHLIN. PAULA

LOH. PGCK
:jhy. HARCI
LUCCHINI. PETE
LUDUVINA. LALALA

LUSTY
LYON. STACEY
MACDONALD. ANSA
MACTONALD. AVERY
MACrONALD. ELIZABETH

MACUiNALD. KATE
MACNEIL. JSJINIFER

MA»US. KATHY
MAFFfcl. PATRICIA
MACL'IRE. ANN!F
MAH^'NEY. L'K'.'.:

MAHIjNEY. fAIni

MAIWNEY. MAJOR
MAKUCH. VICKIE
MALINO. LINIA
MALINC'. LISCA
MALONE. ELLIE
lALi-il.EY. SALLY
MANCHAND. RAC«L
MANNING. JULIA
MANSFIELD. ROBBY E.

MARCINKIEWICZ. HEIDI
MARENiSO. SR. MILLIE
MARENGO. SR. MILLIE
MAfilH t JULIE- 30" LEWIS

MARINO. RACHEL
MAR INC. TRACY
MARKAfclEN. JEFF

MARKS. DIANE
MARCIS. MADELEINE
MAfiOUADANT. MARY
MARSHALL. NANCER
MARTIN. ARTHUR
MARTIN. DARLEEN
MARTIN. DARLEEN
MASCOTT. BETH
MASTERMAN. MICHELLE
MASTRuMATTEC'. ANN

MATEL. JONATHAN
MATFESS. MARTY
MATSUNO. CHAR I EWE
MAYNARD. STEPHANIE
MAZIE. LISA

MCCAFTERY. KATE
MCCAFFREY. DIANE
MCCANN. THOMAS J.

MCCHESNEY. PATTY
MCCOOL. HEIDIE
MCCOHMACK. JOANNE
MCCORMICK. JOANNE
MCaiDTEN. NANCY
MCaJSKER. MO
MCDCRMITT. SUE
MCDEVITT. SUSAN
MCDONALD. COLLEEN
MCDONOUGH. CLAIRE
MCFACDD). LAURA LYNN

MCFADCEN. LOURALYNN
MCGEARY. OGIE
MCGEE. .MIKE
MCGILLin'DDY
MCGINNIS. BE^
MCGLYNN. NICKY
MCGOHAN. PEGGY

MCffiGH. BRIAN
MCIfJ-.,.'!. M.'..RA

n-K!-:nn/>. ta,-::

MCKENNA. ;'ii:i

•*.;,• RTN. WLVA
MnW»h:'N. THERESA
•*71An:.':. :hris
MCNAMTiRA. 'OHN

MCNDT10LS. DIANE
Mi-f'lilLlfS. KIM
MCOUILLia'IY. BIFF
WDEIRC'S. DAVU
WDINA. itaee;.

WIFJC. KEVIN
MEGLIOLA. ANNE MARIE
KE.MESAN. JEAN ;.

MEUNS'-*. SINA
MELENLEL. LINDA
MEu;VISO. LILIAK'i

MELI»;.. VALERIE
MELISSA. FLINN
MELLILl. EHH
mell:. ERIC
W:nd(:7,a. nanc/
mep!.in<-. aniy
messier. ja--,

MEYER. STEPHANIE
MICHK.LE. LYNN
MIGLIACCIC. I*DRA

hilt:. SARA
MILLER. ALISA
m:.n. :ai.:

MiaER. dan: l

MILLER. KAREN

MILLER. SUZANNE

MISSY 3ca

MOLES. RC'SEHARY

MONAC. TERRY
MONAHAN. KATHY

MJNIZ. DEL

M0NI2. SEL

HONi:. STEPHANIE

MDNR^.E. 3IUIE
HONT.AiSUE. MARY

HDKTIGNY. JOB.
MORRISON. KATIE

MOSCA. BERN ICE
MOSKOVITZ
MOV. JAYNE
1PYER. SANDY
MUIiSAHY. AMY
WLERO. LUZEt
^ ,VJFY. BEVERI./

. fill
^^-•: :hr::

>T Rf •':
.
:arah

>' i. :, -TEVEK

MALtA: . WjlX'i

NAOY. T'JMAS

•.AN ! . -.ORMAN

'.;.', ^'.AK. lUMI

>.;.- '.-.AN. LYNNE

, LYNN

'JA:.->_i. TRICIA
NATH. Si'SMITA

NATHAN:. CINDY
NtAL. JIM

NEFF. KRISTIN
VEFF. TRACY
SEGGERS. KAREN
>.tt. • -. •'»

'EMNTFER
-. RICHIE

V",. otTIY
?*-;. 2ETTY
•j: H' L. BC'BBY

'.; ERS'iN. LINDA
\:fT-ENDORF. KENT EARL
M:,t . LYNN
Mi:,ri::A. clarisse
•::•: N. KAREH
'i_r<:N. LIANE
M..LAN. :;jJE

NCONAN. KAREN KEEK

VOROYIAN. SHAWN

NORTH. JEMNIT*
liOFTi. MICHELE

JilM.. lATTi

ONNQ.:. ;aui

NNELL.:. "IM

LONNEl DEFBIc
' HARA. LiNNE
MALLEY. PATRICF

O RILEY. LEAN
•TOOLE. COLLEEN
-».TNZ. SAr.E

c/;l£sby. hikel
'i.endzfjiski. kathy
lsen. marykay

-LJZFWSK:. HEIDI

rSZiWSKI. WENDY

tWU-iY r-AT

IE::, kobert n.

*E.-TI. ANITA
.;iPa.'HE:M. LIZ

•jsato. ;harleen
riTT. ANNEI1AP:E

OVELLET. JUDY
WEN. GRACE
OXLANDt*. MICHELLE
PAi>tiMSK:. JOE

PANETTA. MARY
PANO AND LOHRY
PAVLUCCIA. GEORCINA
PARABl'DI. RAY

PARAT'IS. ANN
PARK. HELEN
PARKER. JENNIFER
PARKER. MARY
PARSEK. JANICE
PAST INC'. BETH
PATEE. DAVID
PAUKULIS. KARINA
PAUL. JOHN

PAYTON. MARIANNE
PEAfiSALi.. JANET

PDWLLA. ; AN INE

PELLEGRINI. SUE

PELRINE. RICH
PEREL. MELISSA
PEREZ. LISY
PEREZ. SONJI
PEREZ. SUSAN
PEROCCHl. KIM
PERRBONLT. JOE
PERRON. JULIE
PERRUCCIO. CHRISTINA
PETERSON. JOHN

PETERSON. MATTHEW
PFISTER. KIM
PHILLIPS. CAROLYN
PHILPOTT. PATRICIA
PHILPOTT. TRICIA
PIERCE. DANA
PIERORA. NANCY
PIWCY
PITTACK. CHRIS
POKORSKI. ANN
POKORSKI. ANNE
POUACK. MARK
POLLIN. MARK
POMERANZ. BRENDA
PORCELLO. MARY JO
PORCELLO. MICHAEL
PORTER. ANDY
PORTER. ANDY
P<jRTER. ANDY M.

P'jTAKH'JK. LARISSA
POWELL. TRICIA
POWERS. MARIE
P<3WERS. WINKIE
PREBLE. KEUY
PRINCE. JULIAN
PRINCE. SCOTT
PRITZKER. RANDY
PUCCIARELLI. TINA
PUFTTON 2=»0

M'LAWSKI, ELLEN
PUNCEL. ZORIMAR
OUIGLEY. FR. JOE
OUINN. PAM
RAHSTAL. ANNE
RAND. WENDY S.

RAPP. MARK
RAPPING. ALLISON
RASCAL ACAMS
RASMl'SSEN. DAN
RATZMAN. LISA
RAVITZ. ELLEN
RAYMOND. PAT
REARDON. MARY ,10

REBTpULET. JULIE
REa<. "HRISTDPHER L.

REGAN. lANNY
REILLY. BETH M.

REI.YEA. GREG
RENDELSTEIN. LYNNE
RESMAN. mSIANNA
REYCROFT. LESLI

REYNOUE. SUSAMK
RICH. LAURtJI

RIDDLE. DOUG

RIDDLE. G8EC

RIDGE. KATIE

PAM RED
BETH

BUFFY
SHANA
LAURA

RIELV.
RILEY.

RILEY.
RILEY.
RINGEY.
RINGGASD. BETH
RI3KIN. LISA

RISHAM. JANET
RIVERA. LYDIA E.

RIVERS. JESS

ROBBIHS. CARRIE
ROBBINS. KAREV
BOBBINS. PAMELA
ROBERGE. LARRY
ROBERTS. ALEX

ROBERTS. LISA

ROBINSON. ANNA
ROBINSON. CHRIS
ROCHE. MICHELU
ROOBIOUEZ. ERIKA
ROGERS. BIU
ROSE. USA
ROSSI. DIANNE C.

ROSSINI. JUDY

H0THE8MUNI'. LISA

R0T2CAH. SHELLY

ROW. KAREN

ROMLA»C. DAVE

R'JBEMFELD. LOR I

RYDf3<. ELLEN M.

SACCONE. MARK G.

SACHS. CAVID
SACHS. DIMA
SADERA. CHRIS

SALAS. BRIAN
SALES. MARIAN
SALES. STEPHANIE
SALLAH. STAPHANIE A.

SAHDILOTF. CAROLINE

SAMUEL. TCSRY
SAMUELS. SCOTT

SAnANOCLO. JOHN

SAirriAOO. AHA M.

SAiKIES. KYRA
SARHDITO. HELINETTE

SASKXTO. HIDIA
SASTRY. SHIKANT
SAUAGE. KATE
SAUMXSS. KELLY
SAVAKD. PAUL
SAHIdCI. AKXeA
SCAGNELLI.KABEH
SCARBOBOUCH. LAURA

SCHAZmS. SUZANNE

SCHAfTER. CHRIS
SCHLOSSER. BARBARA

SCHLOTH. JANE
SCHNUX. STETANIE uaY
SCHOLES. LISA
SCHOLL. KEVIN
SCHOPPtl. WILLIAM J.

SCIWARTZ. LAUBI
SCKROBACK. KIIOERLEY
SCOOTER
SCOTT. JOHN
SCUDERE. MARIA
SEIDOI. AMY

3EITEL. CAROLINE

SELICIOUS. MICHELLE
SELIGER. MICHAEL
SELTZER. GAIL
SERAFINO. CHRIST INE
SERCNSQN. LIlffiA

.~.ERi<A. MANNE
SEXT<<N. KAREN
SEXTf*. KAREN
."Errri!. KAREN
.;H^^ -jj

:-HA

Ziikr, :.. , ,.'.;NA

SHASHf^A. MIKE
SHAM. FRANNY
-SHEA. MARTHA H.

SHEDIAN. BETSY
SHEEHAN. BETSY
SHEEHAN. CHRISTINE
SHEEHAN. KEN
SHERCK. KELLY
SHERMAN. GlENN
SHEVLIN. JOHN
SIAGEL. MARGIE
SILVA. KEITH
SILVIA. DIANE
SIMAKL. MI'HIELLE

SIWO. JULIE
SIWSON. ELIZABETH
SINCUIR. APRIL
SINGLETON. NORREEN
SIRIOTIS. DDETRA
SKIRBOLL. LISA
SMAHONEY. DENNIS
SMALL. LISA
SMIDA. MIKE
SMILEY. LUCY
SMITH. BEVERLY
SMITH. ELIZABETH A.

SMITH. LARRY
SMITH. MARIA
SMITH. NIEL
-SMITH. PATTY H.

SMITH. TIM A.

SMITH. TOM
SNYDER. BONNE
SOGAL. PATTI
SOGAL. PATTI
SOKT»VE. ARIADNE
SOKOL. MARGARET
SOLDO. ROBIN
SOLOMON. MARA
SOf»W. LINLA
SORKIN. SHARI
SORRENTO. RICT
SOUCY. KATHRYN
SOUTHHOOD 87

SPATARO. GIOVANNA
SPEAR, MELISSA
SPELLHAN, LISA
SPDJCER. KAREN
SPITZER. ALISOi.

3PIVAH. ANNE
SPONSELLER. GAIL
SPOONER. LYNN
3P00NER, SHARON

SPRY, ALLISON
ST. JEAN. LIZ

ST. MARTIN. KEVIN

STACEY. SHERYL
STAMtBIS. PHILIP
STEP<5NATE. SHAWN
STETSON. GINIA
STEWART. JANE
STOLZENBERG. STEP

STORY. SANDY
STUART. LOR I

STimNO. MELISSA
STURNO. MELISSA
SUE MUDRY & GEORGIA
Sl'ESS. PATTY
SULKALA. KURT
SULK IN. ROBERTA
SULLIVAN, JEANNE
SULLIVAN, ROSS

SUMDOOK. ELLOI

3URETTE. PHIL

aJBBETre. PHIL

SUTTOM. MCIA
SWDKY. HMIIA
Starr, paulinc
SWISS. CATHY
TAPT. BECKY
TAKACS. LISA
TAYLOfi. CSAIG

TAYLOR. CEBORAM L.

TAYLOS. DON
TAYLOR. JIM
TEHCZAR. DAN
TEMiY
TERRY. JEAN
TETREAULT. KARDI

TEMCSBURY. KIM

THE NUDUOMAN
THfSIAULT. ALLAN
THIBAULT. ALISON
THOKhS. BRUCE
THOTOGOOO. ALICE

TIEDNFY. KABOI M.

TILLTS. CINDY
TINSELY. MARION
TOBIH. FATTY
TOmSETTI. LAURA

TOUHEY, nt. JOHIC

TOtMEiiOUSE *47

TOWHOUSE **'

TOZLOHSri. JOAMR
TRACY. CHRISTINE

TRAHAN. MICHELLE
TRAINOR. STEPHANIE J.

TREACY. DOREOI
TRITYLER. THISESA
TROWLEY. TAMI

TSUCHIHSKAS. SUSAN
TWOMG. TSAMG
TUCK. UURA BETH

Tummo. jom
TUOHIY. FR. JOHN
TURCOTTC. KABEM

TURMAIL. KARIN

TNCMEY. LIZ
ULICB. HOIB
UNTE8SEE. TOM

VALACE. nVID
VAN Emu. JULIE
VA8BICHIQNC. SUSAN

VASOUEZ. MONIQUE
VATCHER. JDMIFER
VATSKE. LISA
VECCHIA. 8REIE»
VIBERT. JAIME

VICTORY. MARK
VISCO. SARAH
VOGEL. TAMI

VON ZEELAHD. KATHY

VONSBOMCIS. MICHAEL
VOSS. AMCE
VOUGHT. vini
UALCHAN. LISA
HALKEX. CAREN
WALJTER. GERRY
WAL£H, JEAN H.

WALSH. SHAUN
HANG. MONICA
HAiiCONICZ. NICK
MASrCVICH. DAMN
MATERS. NOa
UEBBER. LAURI
HEBBfX. STACEY
HEBHX. STACEY
WEBER. STACEY
MEIGANC. CHRISTINE
WEINEX. HEIDI
WEINER. HEIDI

WEINER. SHDRI
WEIND). TONI

WEISMAN. EDHARD N.

WELD. ANN
WELLS. JULIA
WELSCH. ALn
WELSCH. ANNETTE
WHEATON. SANDY

WHITE. JULIE
WHITE. MARILYN
WHITE. TINA
WHITE. WENDY
WHITEHEAD. DI HARE
WICE. JIM
WICHQI. TRACY
WILDER. TRACEY
WILINSKY. JENNIFER
WILLIAMS. DAfifiYL

WILLIAfC. LINDA
WILLIAMS. STACIE
WILSON. HOLLY
WILSON. JENNinS
WINCHENBACH III. WALT
WIHCHENBACH. WALTER
WINE. JOHN B.

WINKLEY. STACEY
HIRTS. TOM C.

WOJTKOWSKI. THOMAS
WOLFE. ROBERT
HONG. DAVID L.

HONG. MICHAEL
HONG. SUE
HONG. SUSAN

HOOD. MARK F.

WOBTZHAM. ROBIN
WRIGHT. DANA
WRIGHT. KIM
WU. SIMON
WUNCH. DAUN
WUNSCH. [ANN
WUSCHER. HELQI
YANAGISAWA. BOHMIE
YANON. LORI
YATES. CATHY
YEBOAH. MARTIN
YESU. CAN
YESU. DAN
YUDOH. LAURA
ZACHS. ROSS
ZAKI. KARAZ
ZARBO. MIKE
ZEIDMAN. NANCY
ZELIN. ROBYN
ZIGGA. SUSAN
ZIFPERMAN. PHIL
ZUSCHLAG. MICHAEL
ZWIEFLER. RISA

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

H/,7HBiB.MEN.

MM? IF I CHOW
DOUNUfmiour

\ ^^ MCfTAT
Ai.samoR.

JUSTPUT IN A
ffUHOlFSON _^
Tie'VOMITCOfm' i^
THINKIFWAXY ^OOP,

eOTTHBHAN&OF ^^
THBFOOrReSTMIHJS. I

seeMsuKBTHa
TFAINJN6JUST

eoesoNfoi^SR.
PoesuriT^HOUj
umHAvewB^
mriNewdoup,

' SON^

TuaieiL
WSfiTfWU
SHOULPHA^
jusTwnn.
SeNAWf

yes. SIR.

IHATUOUU?'
HAVE Bern
OteMY
TOPOIT.

\
^

Today's Weather

Today— Clouds in Uie a.m.

with the chance of some
flurries. It should be partly

sunny in the afternoon, with

highs in the upper 20s to

mid-308.

Tonight— More clouds and
colder with lows in the mid-

teens to low 208. Keep
warm!

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

mx. iTfia srmEP
wnen 1 ms mLKm m»^
FRom -me. paicm^sseN...
duppemr, i smi i\ 6Roup

Of rmM IN we FURK ...

n'm5LArB...i...r..

iHmeHimrfPoi

:nrj

1

PNimn ONE Of WEM
STARJBP fOUOUINb
m...wp(»eTmJwr
i<Ber fLAiHINb vmjbH
MY MINP...

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

t^1

/
I WAMT

you...

VALEA/TlME

Q 9
I

OH OHi

Your

r^iME

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Yec^stKeadl's politics are

Experienced reporter needed to cover

the Amherst police on a daily basis. See

Greg in the Collegian newsroom or call

5-3500.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

GORDY By Gorde

vjqiaj, old moTos' ^s.
HEY PE/?E(kr, jy^'S YOU ^

AKID YOUR OLO ROQ^-/*fTrH,

GUY, AT YOOR
RADIO
SHOl^J.

AUO THERE HE 'S A<SAIK/,

MR GUY 5ROO/cSff>qA;<, ^^AD«.D

ClASS BEACH- SVM,
PILAGIK/& THE POratI LIKE

HE USEO "m
PO
MK5HTLY!

Rats By Congo

THAT w/5^w»^-

6^eM(l>TlOfJJ

ACROSS
I Although, in

Berlin

5 Jalopy

10 Hudson
14 Pennsylvania

port

15 Before active Of

grade
16 Winnie

Pu
1? Time tor a street

and a treat

20 ol Fire"

1961 Oscar
winner

21 Requires

22 Thereby hangs
a

23 SeasMallow
25 Author ol

No Exit

28 Evening.

Roman style

29 Copenhagen
com

32 Jai

33 Anchor
position

34 Mus dir

35 The golden
" Schiller

39 Slangy reply

40 Sheer fabric

41 Buck character

42 TLCdispen
sers, today and
everyday

43 Ireland, once
44 Elec4rical

measurement
46 Heraldic t>ofder

47 Cleo s romantic

waterway
48 Lapping
51 Kind Hearts

and
55 Song title

adapted for

today''

58 Whodunnit
Item

59 Aquatic
acrobat

60 Propsch exam
61 Covering

62 Like a choice
morsel

63 Sawbucks

DOWN
1 Ralativeof a

sort; Abbf

Milrd by I rude Mkhrl Jaffr

Vertical Comb
form
Hindu diety

Var

* Wooden rail

supporter

5 Love

Song
Ellington

composition

6 Income, in

Aries

7 DA S

8 Color or corn

precursor

9 A long time

10 Upandatxiut
11 One kind ol

shoppe
12 Dressed
13 Coral islets

18 Baron
Munchausen

19 Like some
lovers

23 Haute
24 Ares sibling

25 Woodland cele

brant today''

26 Martian,

for one
27 Inclines

28 Fence crossing

29 Convex
molding

30 Suitor for

mladyshand
31 Happening
33 See 19 Down
36 Go too far

37 Battle

38 Good place to

spend today''

44 One way to

prepare the hair

45 Viscid globule

46 Ol certain

grains

47 Musical
composition

48 Basics

49 Clumsy craft

50 Case, on the

Continent

51 Broadway hit

52 Facility

53 Malay title

54 Jet set mils

56 a chance

57 RR depot
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• Basketball—
reserves Matt Ryan. Tom Emerson.

WUbert Hicks and Jackie Sheehan as keys

for UMass in the upcoming games.

"The starters need a blow now and then^

and these guvs are coming through for us.

Gerlufsen said. "They all have coatri|,uted

to certain situations and done the job^

From the free throw Ime. UMass has

upped its team percentage to 65 percent,

far above the 59 percentthey once suffered

through.

"Its another indication how we've come

together and played with intensity,"

Gerlufsen said.

Starting for UMass will be Neysmith (14.2

points per game) at center with Bobby

Braun (9.7 ppg) at forwards. The guards

will see Russell (16.2 ppg). Lorenzo Sutton

(7.3 ppg) and Carl Smith (8.7 ppg and 94

assists).

Continwfifnm fogt U

(against the Bonnies) it's because the shots

aren't there and he's playing smart, not

because the offense is failing. It's actually a

good indication that one of our best players

can score far below his average and we

win." Gerlufsen said.

Minuteman Mutterings: The recruiting

wars continue for the Minutemen as they

are now actively recruiting ten players,

seven of which are front-line players.

When UMass travels to Philadelphia, they

well be seriously looking at two players

from Ben Franklin High. Locally. Jason

Lobo. 6 10 from Southwick is being

recruited by UMass. Rhode Island. Navy,

and the Ivies. Springfield's Chris Bailey is

being sought by several schools. UMass,

Boston College. Northeastern, Fordham.

and Colorado State have all shown interest

in the guard. Neysmith and Braun continue

"We have to play tough defense and keep ^^ provide a one-two punch of the boards,

up the patient shot selection we showed Neysmith and Braun continue to provide a

against St. Bonaventure and Penn State one two punch of the boards. Neysmith is

(the two road wins). When players like second in the A 10 (8.6) and Braun is fourth

Neysmith take just three shots a game (g.i).

Cheevers resigns as coach

GM Sinden takes B*s over

(V>ll«gian photo by Brian Uony«

Donald Rossell ffoes oyer URFs Todd Bozeman in action earlier thia aeaaon.

LOS ANGELES (AP)

Gerry Cheevers resigned as

coach of the Boston Bruins of

the National Hockey League

and was replaced by General

Manager Harry Sinden, the

Bruins announced Wed
nesday.

Cheevers stepped down as

coach of the Bruins after 4

1/2 years, following a 16-

year career as a goalkeeper

with Boston in the NHL and

Cleveland in the World

Hockey Association.

The team's recent record

was cited as a reason for the

coaching change. It was tied

for the NHL's best regular

season record in 1983-84,

but has struggled this

season and lost three of its

last four games.

The Bruins are in fourth

place in the five team

Adams Division with a

record of lb wins. 24 losses

and 7 ties.

The change was announced

at a hastily-arranged news
conference at a liOs Angeles

hotel. The Bruins issued a

press release in which

Sinden said he would take

over the coaching for the

remainder of the 1984-85

season, including Thursday
night's game in Los Angeles

against the Kings.

COUNTIE RAMIN ZAHED
Happy VaiamioM Day my Irnta raiain muf-

fin' Juat watch what you do witfi tfioaa

wfopa and chama. ihaap hava faabngt too'

Lova, Elani

DavM, Paria. VT, firaptacaa. >ancaa and you

at my Vatantma Parfact' Happy V day
Low* ya, Liaa

Cathy. May lova and happinaaa ba with you
today and avary day Happy Vatantinaa Day
I lova you awaathaart. Michaal

DEAN ROSE Hi awaatia' I lova you ao

much. Lafs taka It aM tha way thta tima*

r V-Dayi Lova. ST.

Al and Kara It waa a graat firat waakand. I

luv artd miM you guy*. Tha 3rd Mutkataar

To tha brethaf* of Alplta Daft* PM: Uka,

•h Happy VD> Wa lova you. you ruta. but

ga« Iha mada TV out of tha baaamant ' Lova.

Id Kkn

Hatw uipn, Happy Valantina'a 0«v< I tova

youl KrtMin and Jun^urr

JpiMi. I»aiYd»» I tova ytiu mora. Tham for

iiwUrig wa iha happlaaf rabWt in *m foraat.

Wa hPM •varyMng ahHd ol ua Baba) Hap-

py ^IwMlna'a Day. L»«a ^wwya , Caretyn

You aparkla aa tha moonlight whapar*

bout youf faca and wa run through tha

and* of paradiaa m my mmd Sae ya in

NYC. Lova alwaya Yogi

KaNy. Pratty good to far. huh Thank* for

avaryttMr^g Lova you. Bato

•-Eaat Wabatarl Happy Valantina't Day*

Lova. Mary

Matthpw. rn alwayt ba youn* You maan
avarything to ma> Lova alwaya Jamta Gail

Chria H. To ona of Itw moat haartw«rming

paopla I know Happy Vatantina'i Day'

Mary

Coty, Happy Valantkia'i Day Honay I tova

you' Lova Mark

TOM "SFtKE" FLVNNCKI Swaatia wiM

you ba my Valantina7 Lova Lauria

Far WWa iii - In my Sociology daia laat

Wa had a wondarful walk

ThIa couW ba ttia baginningof a

baautlful ralattooahlp cat Sarah 640-1336

MIKt H. Happy Valanlinaa Day to my mrfy

ipaoial frland Hara't to aupar timaa ahaad

Md loli of loti a* happlfiaaa' Yay< I do lova

ypu and I know I ttwaya «Hi, bat' buody

HI fpMlhifcy. JuM wNfUad to aay ihanka

tor Mng *mm. You mada laai aamaatar

m^ igiaclaL TMa a«miaiir v«M ba avan

battpr. Happy Vatantinaa Day and
i«MMb«r Ona Oay at a Tbna Lova ya

K.TJM.

RMi Happy Vitwtdnae Oay I lova ypu

Happy Vatandpaa Day to Dava of Iha

Madam PWdi< Lova a vary aaoat admirorl

H^PV ValawHim Day DwafcmaaHI \^
hopa you gat • mad chicki Low Annatta

Chulln Chulln
Hr.jpy Valantinat

Ta Amo

Happy Valantina't Day. Patart 1^3 and

Happy 5 month*' Suaia-Cu

Staph and Katia. Gat p«ychad for the baat

V-day party avar' Lova. your Third Room
mata

Picklaa.

Happy Valantir»a'» Oay Lova. your friand

foravar

Michaal - Happy Valaotina* Day' I lova you

T*rn

Happy Valantlna'* Day MIka Juat wantad

you to know you'ra apadal I lova you' Chry*

Mr. Boston. You'ra *uch • good boyfriand

Happy Valantlna'* Day. your Prir>caa*

Happy Valpntlnaa Day Qlna Maria.

w/atamal k>va - Audiaw

Nippar Ofw. I can't balava Hi baan ona

yaw. Laf* kaap It going Lova NIppar Two

KaNy -7 I'd Mw you to marry ma and baar

mychMran' WCB

I lova youl P.C.

Alaxi* Baby Hara is your claasified' Happy
Vslantinas day Flax* Lova Tom

Bpllybutlon Happy Valantinat Day' I'm

glad that your Mom workad ao hard at it It'*

gatting hardar to study with you, but it'*

Iwtca a* fun now' So htt. (o good' Lova.

Happy Trail

Laalaa. Always your Valantina Ba mina
k>va you. ChrIa XOXOXO

Chpwy, You'ra ttta maaning in my Ufa

you'ra ttia inapiration I lova you Suaan

KAREN H.

Habs Vtlantinaa Day wouW ba just anothar
day if ft ware not for your lova Foravar ian't

lorig enough I want to lova you longer

Lova. Barry

Swaat T Happy Valantinaa Day Baby' I

love you' Alwaya LLL

MK - 1 cannot wait untM our next randavou*.

Mghts era foravar wM>out you. I tova ya,

fAG

Hap^jVaH
Le«a Suaan

I

Hatpn. I Iowa youl I laaty do' Fudda

Tamarp and WllalwMat Boy oh boy do I

nim you t«wol tef* gai togatfier *eon>

I HI PIsaaa know your heart safe wHh
ma I faat for you nHxe than you know MJ8

John. Tha baai ttat momha awar« Tad eould

navar hoU a aandto. land NMa7) Lova
Kim

Dan R. Happy Vatandnea Day' I love you.

Laun

Mr TMbp I tova you - KB

TAZ Happy Vttmitnm Day Swaada I tova

you ao much your Htde Ivengkl

My Hop My Hoti I lova you Johnny Sugg

•OOOLEVSOO

Ta Pty Or. Paal appd • Thanfea ao much for

«w ipiclal inifclni you uaad to oura my
heart iiiuMami. You ate my ona and only

'^iHiii' I love you mora than anytNng -

N« Happy Vataftdna* Oay al my leva Sfca

Mapi
you.

MtTCH: Surprtea' Happy Vtlantlna'* Day.

n' I love you. Ranaa

Uaa. Happy Vatandnae Day Ife good knew
kig you're there, lem JoTfrat Apt 7B

Townnoutv

AL Hippy Viiandnaa Oay I loi« you Amy

Snaohar 'shick on you" Happy SWhl tova

you Chlektat

Bton • To eay dwt we're juat friends would

«ka away from il the spacM thing* you are

to ma. Thanka for maWng my Me eo com-

ptata. Hava a day Pat

Jay P Left gel naked on Vatantinaa Day I

tova youl Guaea arfw

Hoy Clopn Cut - I hope youre not aa

»»hotoaome aa you say you are. How* your

aox? Madonna

Jm\ Happy Vatantinaa Oay. I tova you.

Always Dan

Be my Vatandna foroveri Lowe
tiways, WoodMock

To my spaetal frland wfw ia ao far awMy. I

tova you Chrya. . .Kym

.rasnia ina waRmg laaMa Twie

TSnm. You are ao apectal and maan ao
much 10 ma. Happy Vstandnes Dey Babe I

tova you. Gary

TWtCUM . What are we gonna do? Happy

' only Vatandna. Cuita

Mark Friedman, you fox you' Heppy
Valantina'* Day" The 2 Foxes

My Mike. Thenks for keeping your promise

ar>d making me tfw happreat Happy 1 yeer'

I tova you your Nancy

Hay Scummyl Happy Valentines Day' I'm

so happy we're spendir>g H together tove

Stinky

Slntona: I hopa you tova tulipa better ttian

roeee love Peul

Eliiebath. Heppy Valentines Day' The
semaster hes baan greet so fsr. you ere so
much fun to Hva with' Heree to s terrific reel

of the semeeter' Lots of Hogs snd Quicfies.

Julie

Zero, Hsppy Velentinee Dey. It's been fun.

Lots of kme, 7?7

Daar Amy McQ. I hope you hava a Happy
Valentines Day" Love, your secret sdmlrer

Erie, You're a greet guy Thenks for putting

up with ao rnuch. Happy Velentinee Oay.
Spud - your friendhr polaloe man

Hpppv Vaiantlnee Day B~Dalll Ramambar
- there are ptamy of flah In the aaa. Love,
Dan

MAT, I tova you. Happy Vatandnaa 0ay<
UC

III HI Cathy Bob III

Happy Vatandnaa Oay Boea
Hava a giaat div< Yea hahii

Tim Bob

My Darfint Kurt.

To my ana and only

Denny: Heppy Valaotina'* Day'" You're

*pecial kiddo. trust ma I'M never hurt you

end we H etwsys be friends no matter

whet Love. Beth

Kebba. You've fillad my haan yvith hap-

piness end love XOXO Mushe

Sweat Pea. Hsppy Vslantines Osy i love

you very much Your little Pumkin

Daar Jamie. I hopa you've reekrad wt>at I

have this par month, snd sre ready to ac-

cept me sr>d get i refill on my love for you. I

krvMv I em I tove you' Love. Mitch

G-torce and Co. Happy V day' Love you

ell' KD de SW

Bryen. Camattona are red. Wegona are too.

But I reelly tove. to get naked with you.

Happy Vatantinas Day Love Smiley

Hey Buator - M.L. - Heppy Heert Dey to

the aweaiael sialer there ia' Love you, J.L.

Happy Valandna'a Day Lowe alwaya,

OavW

tammm IH.B.I Hawy Valendnee Oay) Ba
n*ia7 Tee Hae M1727142

Cathy, It haa baan lough but wal maha h.

Lai's havp hm to tha coming year. Al my
love Ruaa

LUVII
Hapyy Amdeataanr, Baby! Thanka tor 12

graal mw iitw wgaihar and a grtai second

honaymooni Love, Brad

onoMV
wfwt tm/HWn I kneiwyau

Ooy< Lovo you. Kerry

HAPTY VALINTINBS DAY

Kimbe Al Happy Vatandne's Dey tova
ahtayt Punkan

SANDY - I wanlad to ttiink up tometfiing
olevar and cute, but mrhat couk) ba more
clever or cuter ifian "I tove you? " Peter

WIehtng you a vary Happy Valantlnae
Day with all my lova always ar»d
foroverl'IDiMi R.O.

To the ledlaa of 4 N FMd - Btan. Oabbta,
Anee, Liea. Mo, Evelyn. Pamata, Jonnie.

Lyn, Becky. Anne. Happy Vatandnae Oay.
Lova-Asheerri

Iwi

thru al die dmss that w'<m shared

I know al atono you caiad.

To UMaas you «a coma to stay.

So wa can shaft ihia Vatandne's Oey
II atwaya love you, honay. I can't

»va withoul you. WHh tove ahtpyt

from your LMe OM, Paggy

Klmbarioy In Mi^or Bffttah Writara I am
nmre totrtgued by you than Jane Auaien
Jkn

Hammer Whaaeup? Hava a graal day
4onM you tota Badi

bay Dd»*<"uiia>iardpw»n and many mora so

go ILYAA^ - Spaetal K

Joeia. Thar* yau for dta baat dmaa of rryy

Ha. You era so spaoW. Happy Vatandna

and Anntvaiaary. Lova alwpye and torvwar

mei

Peanut Dwttar Cupe and Amy Pftanta mall

lugathar, tove OAF

DfC I lova you ttte Mad Painter

For my atveathaart In Oarmany Heppy

Vatandna'a Oay Jarry wtah we couM ba

togaihar I'm mWng you AkMys - Jan

23 (^oUc^ iem. 'Thursday, P^ruary 14, 1985

Minutemen swimmers prime for Atlantic 10 meet
FullerandDonovan leadUMto UVW
By NANCY A. BUKAK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team is
traveling today to Morgantown. West Virginia to compete
in the Atlantic 10 Championships.

Coach Kuss Yarworth and 11 members of the team plus
two divers left yesterday morning to compete against
Temple. Kutgers. Penn State. St. Josephs. UKL
Duquesne. iJeorge Washington. St. Bonaventure and West
Virginia.

Td like to get third there. Penn Sute and Temple have
good programs and they should finish ahead of us," Yar
worth said.

• Recruiting

The power team of backstroker Paul McDonough.
breaststroker Mike Hoover, buttwflyer Craig Fuller and
freestyler Drew Donovan have a best time of 3:37.70 for

the 400 -yard medley relay. Tri-captain Paul McNeil will

swim the 1.65U-yard freestyle (that's 66 lengths of the
pool).

In the 200 yard freestyle. Donovan. 1:44.H0. FuUer.
1:45.90, Jim Flannery. 1:47.80 and McNeil. 1:52.00 are
qualifiers. Hoover. 2:01.70 and possibly McDonoui^h.
2.05.00. will swim the 200 yard mdividual medley and

Tony Baker. 4:29.00. will swim the 400-yard individual

medley.
There are four UMass entries in the 200-yard butterfly:

FuUer. 1:55.30. tri captain Chris Clarke. 2:01.00, senior

Mike Minutoli. 2:00.40 and King. 2:01.80. Clarke. Minutoli

and King wUl also swim the 100 yard butterfly.

Marc Surette and McDonough are entered in both the

100 yard and 200-yard backstroke. Hoover, 2:15.20, Fred

Marius. 2:18.30. Baker. 2:17.30 and Clarke. 2:20.00 have

qualified in the 200 yard breaststroke. Hoover. Marius

and Baker will also swim the 100-yard breaststroke.

Fuller. Donovan. Flannery and McNeil will swim the 500-

yard freestyle and Flannery. McDonough. FuUer and
Donovan are entered in the 800-yard freestyle relay.

F'uller. Donovan and two out of Flannery. Hoover and

McDonough will swim the 400 yard freestyle relay. The
best Minutemen time is 3:13.70.

Divers Pat Mullen and Keith Pisani are competing in both

the one-meter and three meter diving contests.

'They're swimming tired and sluggish right now,"

Yarworth said in an interview Tuesday afternoon, "but I

expect them to do well."

Continmsd from page ti

champion, attesting to his speed.

Kevin Smellie (5-11, 175) is a product of

Mississauga Ontario Canada. He runs a

10.8 100 meters (a 9.8 100 yards ) and is

ranked as one of the top junior decathletes

in Canada.

Sean Cummings (6-3, 205) led Lexington

High to the Massachusetts Division I Super

Bowl. He was heavily recruited by Boston

College and gained over 800 yards for Lex-

ington. He averaged 6.5 yards-per-carry

and scored 14 touchdowns.

Al Neri (6-2, 230) projects as a fullback

along with Cumnungs. A Nassau Com-

munity College transfer, Neri was all East

Coast as a juco.

Quarterback: William Shaughnessy (6-1,

175) was all Suburban League out of Quin-

cy High. He is averaging 28 points in

basketball, second in Massachusetts.

Roger Baldacci (6-3, 210) out of Swamp-

scott High was ail Northeast Conference

and a three year starter with a 62 percent

completion average.

Offenaive Line: Craig Eugene Wagner

(6-1, 230) out of Berwick Area High in Pen-

nsylvania was one of Northeastern Penn-

sylvania best linemen. He was all-Keystone

Conference, all-Sequehana Valley and all-

State.

Local star Patrick Phillips (6-4, 240) is an

offensive/defensive tackle who was all-

Westem Mass and all league as a senior.

Defensive Back: Tom Hall (6-0, 170)

from Saratoga Springs New York. A Sec-

tion n player-of-the-year, Hall averaged

22.6 yards-per-catch as a receiver and
seven interceptions on defense.

Andrew Thonms (5-10, 170) another

Canadian (Toronto), Thomas was a two-

way standout for East York Institute. He
led his team in interceptions, return yar-

dage and receptions.

Tight End: Ken Girouard (6-2, 225) an
Avon Hill Farms and Bourne High pro-

duct, Girouard was all Cape Cod and all-

Southeastern Mass.

Linebacker: Brant Despathy (6-2, 215)

another team captain, Despathy was all

area, all league and a hockey and track star

out of Danielson, Conn.

Bruce Lemieux (6-2, 215) from Gushing
Academy in Ashburham was team captain

and most valuable as a senior.

John Gillen (6-3, 225) already enrolled at

UMass after transferring from Milford

Academy. He was all-Old Colony League, a

basebaU and basketball all-star.

Contracts worth over14million

Rice, Stanley sign with Sox;

Boggs wins arbitration suit

• TheLog
wresiuiig

trivia for you. A. inside

source tells me that Sargent

Slaughter's real name is

Robert Randolph Remus.

' C(m/iitti«i//TVfii page ti

Sounds like one of the

Beaver's friends. Monday

night on MTV. Piper against

Hogan for the title. I hope

Piper piledrives Martha

Quinn.

No more need be said.

BOSTON (AP) The
Boston Red Sox have signed

long-term contract ex-

tensions worth more than

$14 mitfion that make Jim
Rice one of baseball's

highest paid players and Bob
Stanley at least the fourth

highest paid relief pitcher.

The signings were an-

nounced Wednesday, the

same day on which the club

lost a salary arbitration case

with third baseman Wade
Boggs. Arbitrator Arvid

Anderson awarded Boggs
the $1 million he requested

for 1985 rather than the

$675,000 offered by the Red
Sox.

The developments gave the

American League team its

first three players with

salaries of more than $1

million per year and
reportedly increased its

payroll commitments by
more than 15 million

through 1989.

Rice, the slugging left

fielder, and Stanley,

Boston's best reliever, each

had one year remaining on

their contracts and could

have become frfee agents

after that. The new deals

reportedly give Rice an

additional $10 milhon and

Stanley $4.4 million more for

the four seasons alter 1985.

The club has an option on

their services for 1990

which, if exercised, would

increase the value of the

deals.

"It's fair to say in Jim's

case he's going to be among
the top paid players" in

baseball, his agent, George

Kalafatas. said at a news
conference. Rice, who
signed Wednesday, said the

contract put him among the

top five highest paid

players.

Kice, the 30 year old three

time American League
homerun champion and 1978

most valuable player, is

coming off what he con-

sidered a subpar year when
he batted .280 with 28 home
runs and 122 RBI. Rice, who
has a .303 career average

with 304 homers and 1.076

RBI. earned $640,000 last

season and reportedly

received a signing bonus of

more than $1 million in his

new contract.

Sunley. 30, also had a

below average season in

1984. He had a 9 10 record

with a 3.54 earned run

average and 22 saves. His

97 career saves are just

seven less than Dick Radatz'

team record.

r

Sports ataglance
UMaaa Scfaedole:

Today:

Meii't Basketball: at St. Joseph's. 8

Men's Swimming: Atlantic 10 ChampionshipB at West
Vitiginta

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
oSmeTcdlegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:^-2.30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication oay

Cash in advance • 15 ronsecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

AUTOFONSAa

1t77 OM« Cutlan Supromo, taidod Hunt
graat •(oaliani condition t2S00 2S3-&471

Plymouth SataMtt* Itn V-6 angtiw in vary

good condition litM rutt (ust inapactad (586
or BO call 253 7228 or 546-3146

1171 Ford Pinto. 8Gk. runt «mII but naadt

brakaa Can Duarvi 256^1609 or S4&4310
300 BO _____^.^
Ford Econollna Van Radining taM*. con
vATtibta baa, graat for Soni^ Braak - a ttaal

»t »2000 caH 649 1796

II bahamasH

Ralax »wt»ne »»« gw* vour raport. aaaay, or

'numt that righ; loo*' Studant diacounw.

faf retiabte aervice always availabte at EX
PRESS YOUP PERSONAL TYPING
SERVICE. 54MB19 or 549-5329

KM RENT

Vou'va aaan our brochwroa ii

c«aaaroom< Now'a tha oma to acfi Batwmaa'
Soaaal ttudant raiaa* 2Sft-l320. Tatyr^

hurry'

SASSPtATEfiS

200 watt traynor amp for (IB
ca<>it>at w.two 15 irtcn tpoakart (or *75 or

both for »175 ca« 54fr«B2

BEST QUALITY RESUMES

Conaultatlon. praparation, aditing.

analyata. daaign. layout, typing, oovar laltar

Giarruaao 256-6257

BNXJE

Staph - Juat wantad to «vM« you a nica day.

and ata- your Vatantinaa Oay with a amile

Ramambar that I'm always h»r« tor you. and
that you maan mora to ma than you can im-

agine. I tove you. Jot»ny

CAPEOOO SWRMER RSHTAL
~

SMgull Baeeh Woat VprmoMh Urg*
houaa 6 rooms 4 badroomt, alaapi 8. whoia

saaaon. Ouptax aame araa 4 room*. 2

badrooma alaap i 4. KO par parson, cottage

3 rooma 2 bedrooms ataaps 3 860 par par

son. 2S3-7436

OCSORAH ERAMO

Room In C«p« Cod c«tta«* for aummar
86 Call Chns 546-7930

Capa^^od Summer Saasortal Rantata:

W Vermouth, Dennis largest invortory a*

aiudw 1 2. 3 tr 4 bedroom units, direct

Irom ownon. 617-52H300 or 617 771 2233

House for rant 2 bdrooms garage privala

acres near Norttwmpion 266 7136

Boerder~n««»ded^t local fratecnity maal

plan -greet social p»an call 549-3831 aak for

M or John

Rant atngle rooms at »160 util. in

Graanfiald w/other UM atudaots Big home

23 mio drive call Jim 774-583 1

FrMflo Rentals 2 cu ft fraedel«a«y can R 6
P Rentals 253-9742

Qwiat 8in«le avaltobta In (ratamHy. MOO
lor aamafr. Optional mael plan 548-1342

Single pvailable in spacloua houaa 3

miias from campus male or female $l76/m

253-7031

MatfleW: Half of modem Townhouse aperv

ment. Fwnate only Heat included tZOO

666-7936, 247-9327

Northampton quiet ranovatad cotoj*

pleasantiv mined household reeeonable

S86-77S0 anytime

"couneetors'oTTS member children s cemps

in Northeast July tnO August Contact

AasocietKXi o' independent Camps (MAI 60

Madison Avenue New Vort New "(or*

10010 (212i 679 32X

OTJilPUfER PROGRAMMER Pert time

openirtg for person exoenenced with PO^-j '

or VAX computers or MACRO aeaamblv

language Amherst based company
(tavstopme communications and reet-bme

control softwsre is tootling for someone

able to »*or1i pert tima durmg the school

yeer. with fuM twne employmant during tf>a

aummar and intara aaai i>ns E«c«llant oppor

tunity< For information celt 5«-689«

Ciuteeehlps Ht-'-l|~*"^**"*"' Carri

been Mewsii World Ca» for Guide. Oirec

torv, Newsiette- l-(916l 944-4444 X

Uiwaaarnilae

a* HOUR PARTY

TroMM* flndtnf m«M to Pt UudarMol
Come on down with ua Round trip cfiarter

bua from U-Maaa Oniy »99 Beat Hotel ac

comodabons avaltable Cell Deen 2^«)71
Kenny or Gred &4»«364 John 54^5363

Tha yMfko«k nM«e VOUI PoaMona opwt

fo' newt editor eseieteni erts editor, and

photogrsphart Apply st INDEX 103 CC or

call 546-0B48

Lambde Chf Alptia Open Rtiatt Twad of

ttia dorms and tha DCs? Looking for

taating friendahipe. ek>ng with km of fun7

Drop by for a look on Fab 12. 13 19 20 bet

waan 9:W and 1 1 «) PM

OantaMor^iryour petienoe and undareian

ding three years end going on. Lowe your

beet buddy Lias

ASTROLOGY Masses learn
EVERYTHtNG FROM CHART CALCULA
TION TO INTERPRETATION CLASSES
BEGIN FEB 25 FOR MORE INFO CALL
64B-0810 BETWEEN 10 b 1 1 PM

STUDENT PUNO-RAiiiNO JOSS M-M
HR APPLY IN PERSON: TELEFUNO
MEMORIAL HAU

Toma tha Ouetil The fig end i delight in

your vary praeenoe Vou make getting dirty

aa much fun aa getting dean All my lova.

Muffy

Klnch - ThM one'a for you' Happy Valan-
llnea Oay* Lowe you. Roee

Joal and Tay tMi you to my Valaoltne?
Vicki

Riiah OInnar Tontfht. Lamb Chopa end
Qoet'a Head aoup foRowed by movie
(Animel Houeel. wool apinmng, end oltiar

kva animel ects AH universilv men end
sheep imntad 7 00 Alpha Oetts Phi 396 No

nt SIM6-3117

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIMQ S0IVICE

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile

workshop. 28 hours irxMtdina Jmm aam
and shop. Umitod anrollmanl . 253-2088

LOST

FOR SALE

Thaao paat taw ni«hts have been Wee s

dream, , .tf>e earth mowed was it good tor

you too? Lets do it agein tonight Love Jim-

my Lae

ENTERTAINMENT

Larvaat dorm alia rafrigarator tl'iir

Caibet like new call 6e&-43eB

Brand >««w home epoakars ful 1 wartan

ty Hitacfw us 300 sanae. 120w. liquid co^

ad and more Liet for $286 now »126

546-1203

Chi;^o Tickets Worcester Centrum

Febnisry sixteen call after five 253 131B

ComputpTTarmlnal w/modam ready for

Cybei »260 call 546-4229 nights^

SSTMairivskiilTS^"^^
osHent coodltton »175 or BO Mike 649^7721

Loet a eat of kaya w»ith an ineignie of an E

on it. The kaye are important Pleeee caH

Bic at 646-t»48

ATlnehooWbcacalal.Hfoundplaaaecali
S46-4Z77 Rawirard

Loot Mack wool ooat kist Jan 31 near Phi

Sig If found plusa ca* Sue 6-7280

MTwaHat at RunDMC Friday Plaaee

keep money end return wiollet No queetions

GUbert 546-6128
^

iitM^oider with notes and course outlines

lost in Whitmore on 2M1 Pleeee return to

Campus Cantar tnformalion Daek thanks

Oordo Un cieao, utm
btoier 7deanero unaeetreHa ereetomes
bndo e importents que exists en mi vkla

Siempre seras mi prseenle. nwnoa un
recuerdo Ta anw. Ana

DJP you re looUn good sa«y< Ja faima*"

tove KJB

Kalooy: GoTwith the progrem. you're

apacial' 31 days to croiseents. virhite wine,

no chiaae Theitka for beirtg thara Lve.

your patient friand

^ara ml babo Tu ocupaa el fugar mae im-

poUante en mi panaamiemo y an mi cor-

^bn. - Happy VHanllni - Tuya alampra

Zahira

Rufua I made a mistaks end I am eorry

forevar Pleeee forgive end forget Things

can be better if you really care You know I

do I miss you Happy Vatantinaa Dey, Love

Gidget

»ae Oay
S4S8B19 or •4B-S32>

on-oainpus, vary raMabte. k>w rates, Nancy
684-7824

nSIWARO

OaM liiacalai loai Thuraday nigM at JTs
samtmamal vahM 6100 iwitard catt4Smi

RIOEWANTEO

RISanaa4.d»F«lm*rtt.Fi«ay2*»«»' !^'
aNarl:30a«aaaaoa8»laMiton»«M080 •»

ROOMMATE WANTED

Typing Sarvica,

MAROO

Happy Vatantinaa Day Neodlattaad •

Guest •

Reck -A-Disc. Rack -A
ment Dtec Jockeys
dsnces for housepertys

DUI events 549-7 14^

Video Entertain

video

cam

EXPRESS

^9CK9Rf CfttMMflt vflSMMM WM HSOi 9
wary apacial VatanHnaa, your Vi

coma. Lowe you* Yeckenfaal

tat ua taka of a* VMT ivRlng

«<• 8naaO«va««.llovavouaN»ay»andfofW(a»

nJMMD waakly/yp maUng droHara' No

Luitii T'""' SinoereK intereeted rush

aelf iJJiaaeeil stamped envalope Dapt

AN-7, PO0910CEW,JW0O^tock, IL_80088

M^^^^^i^lMr^aliverars nesdad In dprme

iTairniadad Apprw 1 hjTdav 7 days per

o^efc Good pey, CtM 2B3-700B

COUNSELORS ASSOaATION Of IN

^ISkhT CAMM aaak. quatlflad

KRSONAU

Ra«kA-OkM Rack-A-Vidao Entertain

ment Oiac Jockeys, large screen video

dencas fo' houseperants, semiformett

cempus events 549-7144

Happy Valentines Oay to everyone that I

know. If you have my magma/maiafs tape

or any boaks of mone, 0mm cat. Snow

Oold Sale fine Italian 14 k goM iewelry at an

unbaetabie price 11360 per gram ir'

beveled herringbone necklace eugg price

lOO.W now 427.00 20' beveled herr-

ingbone necklece Sugg pnce 1188,00 now
t75.60 20" solid rope chein sugg prk:e

•433 80 now »196,26 GoWer Opporrunitv

G M Goecarwki Diamond b Gold Agent

13 No Pleasant St. Amherst st Lodeetone

P.C. Gueas what? I tove youi Wab

Arte y Zahira

Lot dot eetuvimot penaando las

mucfias cuebdedee lindes oue tienan »m-

basY po' aeo queremos daceerles un felu

san Vaiantirte Con mucho cennto Chu-Chu
y Quilts

houaa kt Tumara FaBs. •ISO par mon* f^m
vnmm Cal Ntefc at 848 42W

Parnate raemmta wawsad to share

apadae room in coed houee 3M mHeelram
^n£us^703M1»/m^*

Thanks for ril ywi'y* dona far me i can

alweys coum on you wtian everyone sisa is

down on me hope we hava more good timas

m the future tove BW

I SANDY WfWEATON I

MEY »ABV~^^"»~i^*»
* Happy Valantinas Day KM' Sagapo

Para Poiy Agapy Moo' Love you end *

have a greet day'

SERVICES

HAIRCUTS! M.BO. hotaawar you
Lots of aspartanoe Cal Lin

6484086

Halrawta by Sua. By appi only M.O0 caB

64»«38B an aamaaiar

Naad a papor typad? ll'Hpg Nancy

SUSCHIAPnSI

Oaad LMok eeoapinc atMm k«a*i tanlflltt

have e wonderful Valeniinea Oey> And

SUE. BIKE. JUDY, JANET

To Sm platan alatara ki 11 E. Happy
Valanllna's Oay, towe, piialan, and Mah kiai

ttien yaws ia

SUOKMV NMHT CELEBRATION

Suppaat Tha SaaataW Taam G.W. BMh
day Calabiallon at Juabn Ryana Sun,

TEAMMfORKS
LIOUIOATION SALE

day Fab 10 9KI0««) CC Conoaurae

TRAVEL

7 mghtt and 8 days for only W9M far

Jamaica - Laat chance M47 ind.

TYPtNO

777 VIOEOI VIOE0777

Oraudt Theee mckjde' Naw Improvements
on the Wesielend, Girts Go WIM. Televwor

it:

WAMTIO

Twa baSrawn apt m ^umati » lato o*w
June fini oa* aNar aawan OK-7746

Stilky nmmyl Happy Vi

word is "paap"'

Oayftha llabeial 66 riphi an

taryowSI
June eal »«13B

•«132S«t4I

•*-. »(»• I", »,**.'«)' <.«K*-.«MV*.
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Stull brings in 'playerswe wanted'
First recruiting class big, fastandofDivision 1 caliber

UMaaa football coach Bob Stull called

his firat recruiting claaa "excellent" and
thinks they will make an impact on the

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football

coach Bob Stull took the first step toward

rebuilding the Minutemen's program
yesterday, in a large, quick way.

Stull announced his &^t recruiting class:

22 players with ^e size and speed to put

UMass back among the leaders of the

Yankee Conference, as Stull promised

when he took over last May.

"It's always hard to say how much of an

impact a certain kid, or group of kids, will

make until you see them play," Stull said.

"But I like all of these players and several

of them are Intimate Division 1 prospects.

I readly think they will help the team im-

prove."

The class, which includes two junior col-

lege transfers and two prep-school players,

is made up of six wide receivers, five runn-

ing backs, three linebackers, two quarter-

backs, two offensive linemen, two defen-

sive linemen, one defensive l»ck and one

tight end.

"We looked for speed at receiver, good-

sized linemen and for every position we

wanted smart players and players that

have good attitudes and leadership

qualities," Stull said.

"We got some kids that schools like Penn

State, Boston College and Pittsburg were

looking at. I can also say that of our

primary list of players, we didn't lose any

to the other Yankee Conference schools."

UMass, 3-8 last season, graduates its

leading receiver in split end Bob Simeone

and returns no player that cau^t more

than ten passes. To fill the void left by Si-

meone's departure, sw potential receivers

were signed-up.

Brian Douglas (6-0, 185) from Rumson-

Fair Haven high in New Jersey is a

receiver/defensive back that was a team

captain and all North Shore Conference

Selection.

Tim Nye (6-4, 200) from Madison Hand
High in Madison, Conn, was a star of the

State Class M champions, was all-

shorelinne and all-state.

Dan Rubinetti (6-1, 195) was a three year

letterman in football and baseball, was all-

metro, county and state in both sports and

can play safety.

Lonny Brock (6-1, 190) from Nassau

Community College on Long Island caught

38 passes and was an all-East Coast juco

selection.

Raymond Lay is the last receiver, a 6-4,

180 pounder from Amityville, NY, he has

great size and good speed and once long

jumped 23-6 and triple jumped 45 feet.

At the other positions UMass signed—

Running Back: UM picked up

graduating senior Todd Comeau's brother

Drew (6-4, 213). Comeau was also all-

shoreline out of North Branford High in

(3onn. He was heavily-recruited by profes-

sional baseball teams. He will fight for posi-

tion at either back or linebacker. He also

bench presses 400 pounds.

Clifton MitcheU (5-11, 175) was aU-South

Jersey out of Willingboro High. He
averaged 6.6 yards-per-carry his senior

season and was team captain. Mitchell was

a member of the national champion sprint

medley team and shuttle hurdles state

Minutemen face

big test tonight
Battle St. Joe *s for third
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
basketball team knows that three straight

wins and an 1110 records do not make for a

season.

Coach Ron Gerlufsen. although pleased

with the progress the team has made,
wants more-much more.
"We have the potential to keep on win

ning, despite the competition getting

tougher. We're in fourth place in the league

and want to go higher," Gerlufsen said.

Tonight (8 p.m. WHMP) the Minutemen
take on third-place St. Josephs University

in Philadelphia in one of their biggest

games this season.

The Hawks. 8-4 in the A- 10 and 12-8

overall, lost to UMass 89-80 in Springfield

last month as Horace Neysmith scored 24

points and scoring- leader Donald Russell

added 26.

UMass, at 7-5 in the conference and tied

with George Washington for fourth, has
won two straight games on the road and
found the confidence they previously lacked

to play before unfriendly crowds.

"It's a matter of each individual player

getting his concentration up and then the

whole team is together, " Gerlufsen said.

"We proved we could do that and we just

have to keep on proving that. This is a big

game for us."

The Hawks, coached by Jim Boyle, were a

NIT participant last season behind the play

of Tony Costner. Bob Lojewski and

Maurice Martin, one of the final cuts from

Bob Knight's Olympic team.

Lojewski. a player-of- the -week with

Kussell in the A-10 for his play in the past

lew games, and Martin return for St. Joe's

and the Hawks will be looking for revenge

for the loss.

"We don't really match up that well, but

we don't with anybody," Gerlufsen said.

"They're bigger than us and we have to play

together and with intensity to beat them
again.

The Minutemen have won seven-of-nine

games after a two-of-10 streak and are

solidly back in the A-10 race.

"We're finding a few respect us out there

among teams, and I expect the same with

St. Joe's," Gerlufsen said. "It comes with

the territory.

"

Gerlufsen also mentioned the plav of

Continued ixn page Si

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Freshman Lorenzo Sutton (23) and the Minutemen face St. Joseph's tonif^t in

an important Atlantic 10 game.

Women swimmers stomp
Mount Holyoke, 88-52
By ERICA PEREL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

Women's Swim team finished their season

with a strong victory over Mount Holyoke

College, 88-52. with many of the swim-

mers qualifying to compete in the New
England Championships in Springfield

this Sunday.

Liz Feinberg put in a good showing in her

last dual meet for the Minutewomen.

Feinberg took first in all events she en-

tered. She continued her undefeated pace

in the 200 year freestyle, swimming a

1:57.72. while continuing on to break the

school record in the 200 IM with a

powerful 2:17.69.

"This is our final meet and everyone is

really psyched. We are all looking for-

ward to the New Englands. I am glad it's

over, all the hard work, but I had a great

time on the team," Feinberg said.

Taking first place for the Minutewomen
were Julie Wilkins, Margaret Cameron,

Maura Skelley. and Feinberg in the 200

medley relay with a time of 1:58.99.

Nancy Stevens swam a strong race in the

1000 yard freestyle as she won it with a

time of 11:47.15. Other winners were

Cameron in the 100 breaststroke (1:14.97)

and Feinberg in the 100 yeard freestyle

(55.28)

The depth of the team helped to secure

the victory against Mount Holyoke. Many
of the swimmers took in second and third

places to ensure the win.

"We have had a losing season, but this

was a great meet to end with. We are

looking forward to the New England

Championships. This is the place where

everyone is going to come through," cc-

captain Lori McCloskey said.

Sports log
Just a few thought...

The debate still continues as to which

college basketball conference is the best-

the Big East or the ACC. The Big East has

four clubs in the top twenty, with three in

the top eight (#1 St. John's, #2 Georgetown,

#8 Syracuse) and the ACC places three in

the AP top 20...But if we go down team by

team, the vote has to go to the ACC. Every

one of their clubs has an overall record

above .500 and they seem to play tougher

teams outside of their conference than the

Big East. St. John's plays(and loses to)

Niagra and Colombia and Georgetown plays

Central Florida. On the other side, North

(Carolina. Maryland, and NC State play the

top clubs like Oklahoma. SMU. and
Illinois... Notice that both conferences stay

away from the Atlantic 10 as if it had an

extremely social disease.

There is no doubt that the Big East is

loaded with talent. After seeing the

Villanova game. I can not only say that

Chris Mullen will be a first-round draft

choice but will also last quite a while in the

NBA. He is perhaps the most intelligent

and instinctive ball player to come across in

Tony Betros
a long time... Of course, Georgetown has

the number one pick next year in Patrick

Ewing and the best shooter from the

baseline in a while in Bill Martin. Villanova

has Dwaine McClain, who takes more shots

than, gasp, John Hempel... Sorry to sound

like Andy Rooney, but didja ever notice

that when Ewing gives a high five, his

fingers go in all different directions?

Perhaps he's giving Physical Plant workers

directions to their next job, because they

are all over the place.

Well, the endorsements begin for Doug

Flutie. His agent. Bob Wolff, is talking to

Coke, Pepsi, Nike, and Hertz to have the

newest star of the USFL on their com-

mercials. Flutie could have a deal with

Coke for one million over five years. I

heard he'll take it only if Gerard Phelan

stocks up the machines...

In other sports news: Pule Hose is already

looking forward to the 1985 sea-son. He is

charting on a calendar exactly when he will

break Ty Cobb's career hit record. I

wonder if its the same date Cincinnatti gets

buried in the cellar.

Finally, as is the case every week, a bit of

ContxiwyBd on page IS
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Gay stance

is endorsed
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts faculty

senate voted unanimously yesterday to en-

dorse the efforts of the undergraduate Stu-

dent Government Association and the

Chancellor in creating a "safe and civil"

environment for gay, lesbian and bisexual

members of the campus community.

People's Gay Alliance member David

Carney addressed the senate and urged

them to endorse the efforts.

'7 think it's a real show of

faith by the faculty to show

their concern.''

— PGA member David Carney

C«tlcgiaa photo by Miuh DrsaUh

ROSES FOR PAMELA — Dwayne Head, a aenior finance major, buys

some valentine roses for his friend Pam on the Campus Center con-

course yesterday.

Board approves apartments

"We must end these manifestations of

imderlying fear," he said, referring to the

posters and threats aimed at the gay com-

munity last semester.

Jay Savereid, chairman of the Civility

Commission, said endorsing the efforts

made by the SGA and the administration is

the "counterpart to fighting anti-Semitism,

racism, and sexism." —

Carney said he was pleased with the

vote. "It's incredible that they passed it

unanimously," he said.

"I think it's a real show of faith by the

faculty to show their concern," Carney
said.

Provost Richard O'Brien announced the

creation of a new administrative position

which will be filled by present Associate

Provost for Undergraduate Education,

Fern L. Johnson. Johnson will become the

Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs.

O'Brien said the new position will enable

Johnson to work on campus-wide academic

matters instead of dealing with individual

undergraduate problems.

The senate also voted to change the name
of the School of Engineering to the College

of Engineering. The motion passed

imanimously

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Zoning Board of Appeals

(ZBA) voted last night 3-0 to accept a scaled

down plan to put apartments in the building

where the Village Inn, more commonly

known as the Drake, is housed.

The ZBA offered developer D.H. Jones an

opportunity to build 32 apartments in the

Amity Street building. Jones had

requested to build 38 units.

The board's offer to let Jones build the 32

units is on the condition Jones agrees to 17

conditions that the board would not

elaborate on, board member Austin Sarat

said, last night.

Jones, who is out of town on vacation,

could not be reached for comment.

Last month, the board voted 2-1 to deny

Jones the permit. However, the decision

was not filed with the Town Clerk and, the

case remained open.

Jones' attorney, Richard Rowland, asked

the board in late January to reconsider its

vote. The plan he presented last night was

a scaled-down version of the original.

New plans call for a $900,000 renovation

which includes removing the current bars

and restaurant and replacing them with 38

apartments. The original idea called for 44

units, but Rowland said Jones lowered the

number of units to meet ZBA's objections

that too many people would be living in the

new apartments.

There are currently 34 living units, three

bars and a restaurant in the building.

"There are too many dwellings and no

parking," said board member Harriet

Shapiro of Jones' plan. "Those are two very

big things.

•:v:v:w:!:!:v:::::::::y;:;:W::s:::;:::W^^^^

Special report

doesn't evoke

faculty retort
By LESLEY CLARK and

IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Reference to the special report concern-

ing the behavior of University ad-

ministrators in the Yvette Henry arrest

drew no response from faculty senators at

yesterday's senate meeting.

Casteliano Turner, chairman of the

senate Committee on the Status of

Minorities which examined the events sur-

rounding Henry's arrest, said he was

"shocked that not one facidty member rais-

ed a question," when he presented his com-

nruttee's annual report.

Henry was arrested on Dec. 2, 1983 and

charged with one of the Crampton dor-

mitory fires.

The committee's annual report included

a summary of the special report which con-

cluded that Henry's civil rights were

violated and her minority status affected

the way in which she was treated.

"I'm surprised that a faculty number did

not stand up and say, 'now that it's been

published, I'd like to see it,'" Turner said.

The special report, which was obtained

earlier this week by the Collegian, was

never released publicly and no mention of

its future release was made.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey told the

faculty senate he could not comment either

in person or in writing on the report or the

Henry case because the attorneys defen-

ding the University had instructed him not

to.

"It is according to the judgment of

counsel, and I have reluctantly concurred,

not to respond.. .until this le^ matter is

resolved," Duffey said. "This case is in

litigation, and even the normal civil

discourse of a campus is hindered."

Later, the chancellor said he anticipates

that when the litigation is over, "the par-

ties can participate in discussing some of

the questions. I think that discussion oan

(then) take place in a freer atmosphere."

Dean of Students Robert N. Brooks said

in a telephone interview that since he had

not read the report, other than what was

quoted in yesterday's Collegian, "I'm real-

ly reluctant to discuss a report that I

haven't seen.

"I can't comment on what another com-

mittee should do with its report. That

would be presumptuous," Brooks said

when asked if he thought the rules commitr

tee should release the report.

If the permit is granted, Jones told the

Springfield Union last month he hoped to

buy the building from owner Bradford

Parker in June and have it renovated by

January 1. 1986.

In an interview prior to hi.s presentatwn,

HowlanH would not say what the next plan

Related story pg.3
of action, if any, would be if the board

denied the permit.

"I don't do 'what ifs." he said. Parker, who
is out of town on vacation a Village Inn

employee said, was not available for

comment. Jones was also on vacation and

unavailable for comment.
Rowland said the new apartments would

serve older students in town well.

"It's more than likely to be for graduate

fellows or teaching assistants coming to

Amherst for the first year," he said. a'

Jones' plan calls for 22 studio apartments,

13 one bedroom apartments, two two-

bedroom apartments and one three

bedroom apartment. D.H. Jones property

manager Donald Machon estimated the rent

for a one room apartment at $300 to $450 a

month and about $500 a month for the two-

bedroom apartment.

Howland told the board in January that

the plan would only be scaled down to a

point that would still be "economically

feasible " for Jones. Last night, Howland

told the board, that the new plan would still

cover the cost of renovations.

"It has to meet the market." he said.

"I have to shoot at a dartboard, "
Howland

said last night before his presentation the

the ZBA. "If I'm lucky, I hit the bullseye."

Washington freed slaves in his will
By BETSY SCHEIDERS
Collegian Correspondent

George Washington, the first president of the United

States, and one of the first people to give blacks some

freedom during the late ITOOs, will be honored Monday.

Although Washington did not fight for the emancipation

of blacks, Washington did free the blacks that worked for

him. Washington lived in Mount Vernon, VA., a self-

sufficient city that required many slaves according to, Th^

Inside
Former nightclub is sold «>

Debate dub is nationally ranked 5

Minutemen lose to St. Joseph's '^

"We have reached a point at which we are more cow-

fident abofd the length ofa college edvmtion than its

coident and purpose.

"

— Association ofAmerican Cdleges report

Black Men of George Washington.

He attacked slavery on sheer economic terms, said

University of Massachusetts history professor Hugh Bell.

Later Washington saw that slavery was morally wrong

and decided to do what he could, in regard to his own

slaves. Bell said.

"He intended to free his slaves," Bell said but there was

a problem with his wife's slaves. "Under the terms of her

first husband's will, she couldn't sell them." She had to

keep them in her possession until her death. Washington

also could not free his slaves without hers because they

had intermarried and he did not want to break up the

families. Bell said.

"He decided that all slaves were going to be freed at the

time of her death," Bell said, "but they (the Washingtons)

had to keep it secret to avoid an untimely death.

Once he decided to free them, he started a plan to help

them all prepare to live on their own. In his will, he ex-

plained that when he and his wife died, the blacks would be

freed and his fortune would go into helping them.

Holiday date , Monday

OPEN:
Tower Library — regular hours

Goodell Library — regular hours

CoHtt 8h<^ — 7 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Mini-Store — 7:30 a.ra. • 10 p.m.

Blue Wall cafeteria >- 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Blue Wall bar - 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Tha Hatch — 7:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Top of the Camptts restaurant -~- 11:30 a.m. - 1:30

p.m. (closed Sunday)
TOC Lo«n||re — 11:30 a.m. - 1 a.m. (closed Sunday)

Liquor Stores

CLOSED
University of Massachusetts
Whitmore Administration Building

University Store

Banks
Post Office
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u x7' 4- Raoe victim's testimony disputed

Cambodians overrun byViets *:„tP^r- a --^-^"^-r„ J^^^
KHAOSARAPEE. ThaUand (AP) Viet-

namese troops and armor sweeping through

the jungle behind a ferocious artillery

barrage overran one Khmer Rouge

stronghold yesterday and seized part of

another in the western Cambodia moun
tains, Thai military officers reported.

The Thai border commander predicted the

entire guerrilla complex would fall by

Friday. A knowledgeable Soviet bloc

diplomat said it may be the "turning point

of the war" that broke out after Vietnam

invaded Cambodia and ousted Pol Pot's

Khmer Rouge regime in January 1979.

With guerrilla forward defense lines

shattered by three days of withering ar

tillery fire. 13.000 Vietnamese troops

surged from the south and east in a pincer

movement that overwhelmed the Khao Din

stronghold and captured half the guerrilla

headquarters at Phnom Malai, said Col.

Chettha Thannajaro. deputy commander of

the Eastern border Field Force.

The force commander said Vietnamese

troops were within two miles of Phum
Thmei. the communist Khmer Rouge

showcase camp and reported operations

center that Phnom Malai protected. Maj.

Gen. Salya Sriphen said it could be over by

Friday for the Khmer Rouge in the

steaming, malarial enclave that juts like a

tooth into Thailand.

BOSTON (AP) - A
defense contention that the

victim in the Big Dan's

Tavern rape case changed

her testimony raised the

prospect of a hearing to

determine if the convicted

men need a new trial.

Superior Court Judge

William Young, who presid-

ed over the 1984 double

trials in the case, has pro-

mised to decide today

whether to grant the re-

quest for a hearing to pre-

sent evidence on why a new

trial is needed.

"There is a dispute as to

some of the fine points as to

who knew what, when," at-

torney David Waxier, who

represents defendant

Joseph Vieira, 28, argued

Wednesday

Today

Waxier and the attorney

for defendant Daniel Silva,

28, already have filed briefs

requesting a new trial, but

have asked for the hearing

prior to a ruling on that re-

quest^
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Severe cramps

may result from

eating sushi

CHICAGO (AP) - Sushi

may be savory, but people

who eat the raw fish are at

risk of acquiring parasitic

worms that can cause sharp

abdominal pains, Japanese

doctors say.

The worms have to be

removed with forceps stuck

down the patient's throat

and esophagus into the

stomach.

In 15 years, doctors in

Japan treated 178 patients

who had the roundworm in-

fection resulting from
eating uncooked fish. The
patients had abdominal

pains within 12 hours after

eating, and many suffered

nausea and vomiting.

But this condition is rare

in the United States despite

the increasing popularity of

sushi, said Eh-. Robert Fon-

taine of the Centers for

Disease Control in Atlanta.

Smith student

enters pageant

to aid Ethiopia

NORTHAMPTON (AP) -
A Smith College debutante

says she plans to compete in

the Miss Massachusetts

beauty pageant vinth the

aim of publicizing a founda-

tion she established to aid

developing countries.

Bridget G. Marks, an

18-year-old senior who skip-

ped several grades, says she

thinks "the pageant in-

dustry will welcome me
with open arms."

But Myron Wasserman,

the business agent for the

Miss Massachusetts USA
pageant which will be held

March 1-3 in Worcester, is

not so sure. He said yester-

day that he had never heard

of anybody entering the

pageant for such a reason.

"I don't see where she is

going to have much of an

opportunity to present this

to the general audience. The

pageant is not going to be a

forum for any individual

foundations," Wasserman
said.

Miss Marks, who will

graduate from Smith in

June, said she founded the

nonprofit World Energy

Foundation in 1981 when

she was a student at

Simon's Rock of Bard Col-

lege for gifted children. The

goal of the foundation is to

help Third World countries

such as Ethiopia develop

technology to aid in food

production.

WE COVER EVERYTHING — Juan Maldanuado, a junior exercise science major, rests on a

couch in the Campus Center yesterday covered by the Collegian.

SGA nominations

are made available
ByJOHNYONCE
Collegian Staff

Nomination papers for major Student Government

Association offices were made available yesterday, and

four presidential candidacies were announced.

Stacey Roth and Daniel Burgess, Rodman Snelling and

Bill Pyne. and Neil McCabe and Joel Rabinowitz have

signed out papers as co candidates. Bill Collins has signed

out forms as a solo candidate. All papers must be returned

with 250 student signatures by March 1 to establish a

candidacy.

The elections for president, the Campus Center Board of

Governors, the University Residential Committee and

open senate positions will be held March 11 and 12.

Governmental Affairs Committee chairman Craig

McDermott said.

Nobody has yet signed out nomination forms for the BOG
or Residential Committee seats.

Presidential candidacies appeared to be slow starting.

"We really haven't had time to make any statements,"

Rabinowitz said yesterday.

The only other candidate available for comment was

CoUins.

"Someone has to make this election fun." he said. "1 guess

I'm the one to do it."

Band tries to saveDrake
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

A new Registered Student Organization,

the University of Massachusetts Blues

Band, will try to become an Amherst

institution while also striving to preserve

a local landmark, the Village Inn.

The Village Inn is an Amity Street hotel

and bar that has been patronized for years

by UMass students. D.H. Jones, an

Amherst realtor, has proposed that the

town convert the facility into apartments.

See related story, page 1.

The band formed last fall and was

recognized by the Student Activities

Office. It is billed as the headline act in

Willy's Rathskeller, the downsUirs part

of the Village Inn. also known as the

Drake.

Jack Bresnahan. the group's spokesman,

said the band has only six members now.

but he welcomes as many musicians as will

come.
"We want to enlarge the band, and

maybe form a couple of groups." he said.

The people the band wants are the type

who will make a commitment to play and

stay in the group. ' he said.

"Just getting the band as big as possible,

with as many people as we can get." is

what Bresnahan said is the support the

band will offer the Drake. "We hope to

get some good crowds."

"The Drake has become a traditional part

of the UMass learning experience and the

UMass Blues Band is intent on having that

tradition carried on." Bresnahan said.

When the band formed last fall, members

encountered some problems. Bresnahan

said the first time they practiced in

Mahar. without permission, the

University police threw them out.

"After a lot of leg work and paper work."

Bresnahan said, the band became a

Registered Student Organization and got

permission to practice in the auditorium.

The band plays various blues styles,

including Chicago and Texas based rhyth-

ms.
Bresnahan said anyone with an in-

strument, some talent, and an interest in

the blues is welcome to come to the Mahar

practice sessions. Saturdays at 2:30 p.m..

Nonewclubplanned

Businessmen buy the hanger
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Hangar One. the former nightclub on

Route Nine in Hadley has been purchased

by a group of area businessmen for $350,000

but they have not decided what they will do

with it.

"We've bought more acreage than

building." Paul Barrett, one of the new

owners, said. "The building has very little

use."

Barrett said that the buidling itself, which

was closed in November 1983. may be

added onto or eliminated. The land will not

be used for a nightclub or shopping center,

Barrett said.

In August, a foreclosure sale was held and

about $10,000 of furnishings were sold with

the money going to the club's creditors,

according to the Daily Hampshire Gazette.

At that time, according to the Gazette, the

building and property had been assessed at

$478,000 by the town. The club also owed

the town about $16,000 in unpaid property

taxes.

The new owner's group also owns the

Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge next to the

restaurant as a franchise.

According to the Gazette, the club had

been run for about 30 years by Henry

Kurzydlowski of Hadley. In the 1950s and

1960s as many as 600 people would fill the

club and dance to polka bands on weekends.

The new owners are: Paul J. Barrett of

Hadley. Edward J. O'Leary of Holyoke.

Frederick J. Sirad of Springfied. Raymond

M. Vicunas of Longmeadow and Robert L.

Shumway of Amherst.

BOG task force works to inform
By VICKI A. SPAGNOLl
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors released plans

for a special task force that will inform students to prevent

the administration's proposed elimination of the BOG, last

night at its weekly meeting. The board also appointed four

new members to the BOG coordinator staff.

The UMass administration voted Dec. 21 to ehminate the

all-student BOG and replace it with a 16 member AuxiUary

Services Board that would include students, faculty, and

administration.

The BOG special task force will have an information table

set up on the CC concourse next week. BOG members will

Women speak at Amherst

WomenSpeak, two months of women's events at Amherst

College, begins this Sunday with a WomenSpeak Art Show

opening at the Eli Marsh Gallery.

"WomenSpeak started out small, but interest in women's

issues has really grown around here. It's been expanded to

two months so we can cover more ground and attract a

wide range of people. " said Hara Person, one of the

program coordinators.

WomenSpeak includes lectures on contemporary feminist

issues, prominent women speakers, a Jewish women's

weekend, movies, a dance performance by the Triangle

Fire Dance Company, an Emily Dickinson conference, a

symposium on women and film, and a women's talent

show. Details will be printed in next week's "Women's

Forum."

Everyone is invited to attend aU WomenSpeak events.

For further information, call 542-2000.

- LAURA KOESTER

"inform students of the current situation the board is in.

and show students ways for them to get involved by

joining the board." BOG chairwoman Jane Donohue said.

The BOG staff appointments made were Beth Miller as

Public Relations coordinator, John Hayes as Governors

Program Council coordinator, Jodi Lis as University Store

coordinator, and Ginger Lavoie as Food Service coor-

dinator.

"The coordinating staff of the board is vital to the

structure of the board because without the coordinators,

issues within the Campus Center are not being researched

thoroughly," Donohue said.

Sixty-five students applied for the four coordinator

positions open on the BOG staff.

Woman with cocaine arrested

A 21 -year old Amherst woman was arrested Wednesday

afternoon on a warrant for five attempts to pass bad

checks. University of Massachusetts police said.

Cocaine was found in her possession during a search made

after her arrest. Belchertown police arrested the woman

on a warrant held by campus police.

Other police reports included:

A Field dormitory resident, 20, was arrested Wednesday

night on a warrant for failing to pay $50 for court costs. He

was previously brought to court by Amherst police for

transporting alcohol as a minor.

A 19-year old UMass student was arrested Wednesday

afternoon for carrying alcohol as a minor. Campus police

arrested the woman in parking lot 22.

Campus police also arrested a 19 year-old UMass em

ployee on a warrant for speeding issued by Northampton

District Court. He was stopped for speeding on North

Pleasant Street Wednesday night.

A $75 cashier's check was stolen from an unlocked room

on the 22nd floor of the Washington tower. The theft was

reported to have taken place during a fire alarm Tuesday

night.

- CHRIS POON

Collniui »>••<• ^ Mitek Draatch

COSMETIC JUNGLE — Low depth of field

creates mn eerie effect on this Campus Center

vendor's table of cosmetics last week.
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Announcements Breakfast honors Dr. King

$7,50. I

WITH THIS COUPON
j

$11.50 wiUi shampoo i

&. Blowdry
Expires 2/28/86 CJ

Pt«as« call for appointment

Styles by Deborah
tB Unlvvrstty Drfv*

^ ^

Amharst. MA

The play, "For Colored

Girls Who Have Considered

Suicide When the Rainbow
Is Enuf," by Ntozake
Shange will be performed at

8 p.m., Feb. 18 and 19 in

Chapin Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke College. Ad-

mission is $2.

Tristana, a film by Luis

Bunuel, based on the novel

by Benito Perez Galdos will

be shown at 8 p.m., Feb. 18

at Gamble Auditorium,

Mount Holyoke College.

A doll workshop by Mar-

tha Bonda and Leslie Jones

will be held from 1 to 4 p.m.

on Tuesday Feb. 19 in the

Augusta Savage Art

Gallery.

February Beer
of the Month

MOLSON
$1.10 a bottle

Proper I.D.

a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockele^er Pia/a

New York, NY 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad loi Special

Student/ Teacher Tarifl

RENTAL LC*Sf PU«CM*Se

Now's
the time
to can...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

A breakfast commemorating Dr. Martin

Luther King will be held at 9 a.m.

tomorrow at the Amherst Regional High

School.

The theme of the breakfast is "Peace-

making: Keeping the Dream Alive."

Amherst representative James Collins will

be the master of ceremony and Dr. Cheryl

Townsend Gilkes, assistant professor of

sociology at Boston University, will be the

keynote speaker.

"The purpose of the breakfast is to try to

bring the community together and

recognize the people who have kept the

dream alive." said Judy Brooks, co-

chairperson of the breakfast.

Ur. King was a charismatic leader com

mitted to non violence, direct action in an

effort to obtain human rights for Blacks

during the Civil Rights Movement of the

1960s.

Although Dr. King's birthday is in

January, the commerative breakfast is

being held in February in honor of Black

History Month. It will also give all of the

community a chance to participate, she

said.

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

i:!-"!!
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The

Asian American

Students Association

invites you to our first

I party of the semester.

Date: Feb. 15, 1985

Time: 9 pm - 1 am

Place: CCA

Admission:

$2.00

r?Ki^</

Dr. King's beliefs are very relevant to the

struggles that Blacks face in the 1980's, she

said. "All his dreams were his future

aspirations. Just because you kill the

dreamer, that doesn't kill the dream. It is

humanitarian to teach kids right from

wrong," Brooks said.

Brooks believes Dr. King plays an im-

portant role in the lives of young Blacks

today. His dream teaches them to "respect

themselves, not give up on their dreams,

and continue to fight for their rights. " she

said.

If he had lived. Blacks might not be in the

situation that they are in today. These are

some things that he would have been unable

to change. However, he would have been a

strong advocate against violence, she said.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. should be

remembered for "the dynamics which he

brought to his speeches and people should

set their goal by his dream." she said.

Brooks said donations from this year's

breakfast will be given to A Better Chance

(ABC) house because "they encourage

minorities to further their education."

The proceeds from next year's breakfast

will be used to set up a scholarship fund so

that minorities can continue to further their

education, she said.
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Amherst's Most Complete Liquor Store

Excellent Selection of Fine Wine

— Champagne our Specialty —
Area's Best Imported Beer Store

IN-STORE WINE TASTING

EVERY SATURDAY
338 College St.

Amherst

253-5384
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SPRING BREAK 85

UMASS SKI CLUB
Info a- Sign-Up Meetings

Wed 2/20
Campus Center room 168 4:00

S.W. Hampden 7:00

for

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA.

VAIL, COLORADO
KILLINGTON, VT.
Don 't risk your vacation.

\ with anyone else! /
Go with your Spring Break

Connection

UMass Ski Club 546-3437

Friday, February 15. 1985
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UMass literature professor

tests The Orwell Mystique

WHAT DO WE HAVE HERE? — HRTA majors (left to right)

Marilyn Coffin, Uura Sheehan and Dave Southwick check out the rolls

the three baked in lab at Chenowith Loib, yesterday.

Debate team ranked among top 16

By MICHELLE GOODWIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts debate

team is having its best season ever, its

advisor said this week. UMass is currently

ranked among the top 16 teams in the

nation.

"The team has had its most successful all

around season since its beginnings 16 years

ago," debate director Star Muir said.

Muir. a professor of communications

studies, said the team was a "strong

regional power up until the past few years

but now has emerged as a national power

and will prove so at the National debate

competitions on March 28."

"Debate is a direct and competitive ac

tivity that clashes intelUgence between

individuals much more so than any other

team activity." Muir .said. He stressed that

debate trains a person to discuss and

organize thoughts in any circumstance

before presenting them persuasively.

The 25 member debate team ranges from

highly ranked first year students to senior

novices, all working to increase their skills

as well as the team's.

This year's top team debaters are first

year student Mark Friedman and junior

anthropology /zoology major Danny
Povinelli. Povinelli, a veteran debater from

Ix)uisiana. achieved top speaker status this

past weekend at the Chicago elimination

round, as he argued against the country's

leading college speakers.

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Correspondent

In her book. Tfte OrweU Mystique,

I'niversity of Massachusetts professor,

Daphne Patai examines the many conflicts

in George Orwell's thoughts and concludes

that his "obsession with masculinity" has

led to a misrepresentation and degradation

of women in his work.

Patai, UMass professor of Brazilian

literature in the Spanish and Portuguese

department, is also a teacher of com-

parative literature. Patai said she found it

important to examine the gender ideology

in Orwell's writing in particular because

"other writers have not been elevated to

the level of moral exemplar as Orwell has,"

she said.

Orwell's popularity and worldwide ac

ceptance as an author writing "in the name

of social justice," Patai said, is due to his

adamant anti communism and failure to

question "the power imbalance between

men and women in society."

"There were other writers at the time who

made feminist arguments important; who

saw class and gender as interrelated issues;

who saw you couldn't attack one without

attacking the other; their work somehow

disappeared" she said.

Patai pointed to a passage in 1984 where

the mam cnaracter. Wmston Smith, fan

tasizes about JuHa. the woman with whom

he will later become involved. "We have

been taught to ignore that, brush it away as

if it were unimportant. " Patai said.

In The Road to Wigan Pier, an account of

the conditions of unemployment in England

in the 1930's. Patai feels OrweUs focus

makes evident his obsession with

masculinity.

Patai described the book as containing 'a

lyrical, almost erotic, portrayal of very

masculine coal workers, " a portrayal which

Patai believes contradicts reality. For most

lower class men at the time were working

in factories, but Orwell ignored this

because he did not perceive of their work as

"masculine."

In Wigan Pier, Patai said Orwell wa«

completely unaware of the "serious con

dition of women at the time who were at the

very bottom of all the classes. " She added,

"His obsession with the masculinity of men

was matched by his either ignoring or

degrading women in his work."

According to Patai, Orwell also reinforces

misconceptions about males through the

brutality he depicts in Nineteen Eighty-

four. "Rather than questioning male

power and seeing it as socially constructed,

he backs away from that and calls it human

nature" she said.

Fourth of students in gym courses
By CHRIS MARAK
Collegian Correspondent

Nearly one quarter of all undergraduate

students at the University of

Massachusetts preregistered for one credit

physical education cla.sses this semester.

Five thou.sand, five hundred and six

students preregistere<l for 51 courses with

150 sections. Russ Kidd, assistant to the

director of general physical education said.

But he added that the oversubscribed

courses left about 1,400 students without a

gym class.

"We're over and above our capacity," he

said. "But we go over and above our

capacity in almost all the classes except

racquetball that can't be overcrowded

because of facilities."

Kidd said the department tries to permit

ai many students in gym classes as possi-

ble. "Extra instructors come in and they

even use the hallways for certain classes,"

he said.

"We just don't have the facilities. We use

every room possible," he said.

The most popular gym class this

semester is slimnastics. This class has 17

sections alone and many of the classes were

oversubscribed.

Take a Ride on PlufllblevS
Luncheon Express! ^

All
d (or-

^bo^^^
'^* A mouth-watering array of

overstuffed sandwiches...with all the fixin's!

Choose from: •Roast Beef •Turkey •Corned Beef

...for only

Expertly carved and prepared before your

very eyes in our newly-renovated

Victorian Parlor.

But wait, there's more!

Feast your tastebuds on our fresh

homemade chili and soups... along with a ^^^^^
sumptuous assortment of desserts! ^^^^^^^^i^"^^ V^^^^^ ,

Men. -Sat.,

11:30-2:00

n\

Ilvperc'urricula

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7 p.m. Dukes Room (310

S.U.)

AASA PARTY - The Asian American Students

Association will sponsor its first party this semester.

Everyone is welcome. Bring a friend. 9 p.m.-l a.m. CCA.

AFRICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION GENERAL
MEETING - Annual general meeting. Events to take

place: Election of new office members and future ac-

tivities. Members needed. 5:30 p.m. Campus Center Room
174.
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24 HOUR SCIENCE FICTION MARATHON
Beginning Saturday, February 16 at 12 Midnight

O^
a\te^'

,tes*

rtt* Day th« Earth
Stood Still 12:00 Midnight

Allan
1:46AM

Barbaralla 3:46 AM

Zardoz 6:30 AM
Planat of tha Apas 7:30AM

Wixardt •:30AM
Just Imagtna 11:00AM

Star Trak: Tha Movia 1:00 PM
Star Trak II:

Tha Wrath of Khan 3:» PM
Phantom of tha
Paradiaa

War of tha Worida

Hardwara Wart
Dark Star

Fantastic Voyaga

6:30 PM
7:16 PM

:46 PM
9.06 PM
10:36 PM

Admission! is $5.00 for 24 Hours of MoviasI

DOWNTOWN AMHERS
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30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst

253'9586

Get on board

Plumbley's Luncheon Express.

k has to b€ experienced to be believed!
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^LC^st Connection
we deliver choice tickets to:

UZ April 20, Hartford

CHICAGO Feb. 19, Hartford

DEEP PUftPLE
Mar. 3, Worcester

Feb. 26, New Haven

WHALERS and BRUINS home garT>es

MON-SAT 10-8 pm 1 -788-6938
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Letters to the Editor

Demanding an apology

An injustice has been committed. Not just against the

Greek area. Not just against women, not just against

fraternity members, but against those who advocate fair

and equal treatment for all members of society. And
especially against those who expect credible, responsible

editorial comment from a major college newspaper.

I am referring, of course, to the obscene and distasteful

cartoon that disgraced the pages of you "respected"

editorial section on Tuesday. This cartoon represents not

only the misguided views of the cartoonist himself but also

the consensus of the Collegian Board of Editors. Without

their tacit approval, such a Neanderthal viewpoint would

never have appeared in the paper at all. Is it the opinion of

the editorial staff that fraternity men practice sodomy in

their spare time? If so, please have the dignity to say so

openly in your paper, rather than make vague implications

on the pretext of crude comic relief.

If this were an isolated incident, it could be dismissed as

simple stupidity on the part of the editorial staff. But it's

more than that. For years the Greek system has strived to

make this University a better place for all, organizing fun-

draising events for various charities, blood drives, aiid

sponsoring alcohol education seminars. Collegian policy

has consistently been to ignore the positive aspects of

Greek living and dramatize instead the isolated negative

items which occur, in addition to encouraging unfair and

slanderous acts such as Tuesday's atrocity. Must the

Greek system be subjected to immature manifestations of

sensationalist editors at the time when we are conducting

our major non-alcoholic rush period of the year?

We demand a retraction, and an accompanying apology.

Not in sontie forgotten comer of the Collegian, but in tf>e

same space, on the same page, that the original injustice

occurred. The UMass community in general, and the

Greek area in particular, deserve nothing less. Finally, the

Greek area welcomes any constructive meeting between

our two organizations to prevent similar misunderstan-

dings in the future.

Saul Natansohn
Alpha Epailon Pi

Editor's note: The opinions on this page are those of the

inditndval writer or cartoonist unless otherufiae noted.
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SALE
WINTER MERCHANDISE

40% - 50% OFF
ALL VINTAGE OVERCOATS

$25.

DA/LY ARRIVALS OF
SPRING AND SUMMER FASHIONS

FOR THE MEN AND WOMEN

13 N. Pleasant, Amherst
256-0591

48 Main St., Brattleboro, VT
(802) 254-4877

SQUARE ONE
SAT. NITE

Bamboo Steamers

and special guests
Wed. 20th - The Paradise City

Jazz Band featuring Marion Groves

Thurs. 21st - The Stand

and F. C. Pohaku

Fri. 22nd and Sat. 23rd

Square One
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL

Hot Buttered Rum $1.50

Free Japanese Food

24 Pleasant Street

Northampton, MA
586-4258

parking in rear

Tf Tfc- '^^

ft'
6^ FOUR
SEASONS

BEER SPECIALS
BUD suitcase

LABATTS beer and ale.

.

BUSCH suitcase

OLYMPIA 12 02. cans. .

.

. . $10.99

..$10.99

. . . $8.99

..$10.99

If you're looking for your

place in Amherst where nice

people communicate over

a game of pool

a cold beer -

a friendly smiles

GENESEE BEER bar btis $6.99

SWINKLES Holland Beer $10.99

6-PACK SPECIALS
ST. PAULI GIRL. ... 3.99 SWINKLES. . . . $3.25

WURZBERGER . $3.99 STEINHAUSER . $3.99

RINGNESS $3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L $9.99

GORDONS GIN 1.75 L $11.99

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS. . . 1.5 L. . . $4.25

IMPORTED FROM HOLLAND
OLIFANT VODKA. . . 750 ml. . . $2.49 with rebate

1 liter $60. case

your savings on case $90

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

fcrirf'-fcg-g"
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UMASS SKI CLUB
Trip to Sugarbush Valley

Sat. Feb. 16

Sign up Wed, Thurs, Fri at Ski Club Table

(outside the Hatch)

$24.00 for members $34.00 for non-members

Have your skis precision hand tuned by experienced

Ski Technician

\ Discount for members
> for info and appointment call 256-6719
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Talking about 'Star Wars'
Galileo, Oppenheimer, and

Weinberger were in the Hatxih

yesterday having a few beers and

discussing the theory of "Star Wars."

"I don't understand this 'Star Wars'

thing," Galileo remarked. "Are you going

to nuike war with the stars?"

"No, no," Weinberger responded. "'Star

Wars' is a name given by non-military and

non-cabinet people to a defensive weapon

system."
"Defensive system. Bah!" Oppenheimer

retorted. "Anything dealing with nuclear

weapons is offensive."

"No it isn't," Weinberger replied. "It is

going to protect us from incoming nuclear

weapons launched by hostile Russian

enemies."

"But what do stars have to do with

'defensive weapons'?" Galileo asked.

"I'll tell you," Oppenheimer began. "The

people who developed and proliferated

nuclear weapons never thought of using

them. Now the U.S. wishes to build a gun

in space to destroy incoming missiles."

"But in space?" Galileo asked. "How can

a gun be in space?"

"It would be placed on a huge platform,"

Weinberger answered, "that would circle

the Earth in a protective orbit of the U.S."

"But you see," Oppenheimer inter-

rupted, "there are a few problems with the

idea. Firstly, missiles don't fly in space."

"So the missiles would be shot at,

destroyed, and disintegrate into scraps of

metal somewhere in the sky?" Galileo ask-

ed.

"Exactly," Weinberger responded.

"Not quite," Oppenheimer continued.

"Secondly, what people fail to realize is the

destroyed missile does not fall to Earth like

the wreckage of a plane in a John Wayne

war movie. Rather, the warhead is

detonated also, spreading radiation into

the atmosphere."

"That's a lie!" Weinberger shouted.

"And lastly," Oppenheimer concluded,

"there would be more than one missile shot

down. Consequently, more radiation

spread."

The three sat silent for some time.

Weinberger and Oppenheimer were star-

ing at one another, while GalUeo was mus-

ing into his beer. He looked up and asked

Weinberger, "How can your government

Matthew Benedict

do this?"

"It is not as Oppenheimer says,"

Weinberger responded.

"Well, you explain it to me," Galileo

demanded.
Weinberger cautiously spoke: "We need

to protect 5iis great land of ours, and move

ahead of the Russians in all areas — Arts,

Sciences, Business. Especially the Military,

offensively and defensively."

"But do you wish to jeopardize the world

also?" Oppenheimer asked.

"It is this way," Weinberger explained.

"We will need to buy time so we can send

our missiles. This weapon would buy us

that time."

"Time for what, to destroy the human
race?" Oppenheimer asked.

Weinberger did not answer. Galileo

spoke: "Tell me, Weinberger, how can you

use this gun? Explain to me the plans, the

logistics."

"Well you see," Weinberger stammered,

"we're still only debating the idea in public

and in Congress. But research will

begin..."

"What?" Galileo interrupted. "You have

not begun research and you are already us-

ing it to defend and attack? That's absurd!"

"Grotesque is more like it," Op-

penheimer chuckled.

"But we're sure," Weinberger weakly

explained, "it will work and be more ac-

curate than anything the Russians have or

will have."

"I don't want to hear anymore ar-

rogance," Galileo angrily replied. "You tell

me of placing guns in my heavens to shoot

down missiles which poison the Earth. You

are poisoned Weinberger. I dread the day

you or anyone has to use warheads and

space guns."

Galileo angrily exited the Hatch. Op-

penheimer watched Weinberger for some

time and finally asked, "Don't you think of

consequences?"

"No," Weinberger vacantly replied while

staring into spami. "Only defense. And

the best defense is an overwhelming of-

fense."

Matthew Benedict is a UMass student.

OPINION
The optn.ons on tri.s page are those o« the individual wfner or cartoon«t and do not n«»ssarilv fe«lect

the views o« the CoUfimm or the Un.vwsitv unless otherwise noted

Hoping the trend continues

On Monday night Februju-y 4th,

Consenting Adult, a movie about

a young gay man coming out to

his family, was broadcast on the ABC
television network.

On this night in 1985, the media valid/*ted

a part of the human experience that's been

around as long as people have. Personally,

I was empowered by being able tx) relate to

a media character who was like myself in

such a basic, integral way. I remember well

my frantic searches for that validation dur-

ing middle and high schools. I'd pore over

newspapers and check out TV listings for

anything that said gay, lesbian, or

homosexual. I'd flip through magazine

advertisements of happy heterosexual

couples smoking chic cigarettes, drinking

fashionable wines, and vacationing at tren-

dy resorts. Rewards came occasionally; I'd

hear about a homosexual child molester, or

some rapistymurderer who was homosex-

ual. The toll this invisibility and negative

imagery took on my self-esteem and con-

fidence was tremendous. Neither did I dare

to check out a library book and have it on

file somewhere that I was reading on the

subject of homosexuality, much less face

the librarian at the desk. My internalized

oppression was so complete that I did not

even have the courage to read secretively

in the library itself. I imagine these feelings

were a magnified version of what some

heterosexuEil people might go through if

they find themselves doing research on gay

and lesbian issues for a class or for per-

sonal reasons. My hope is that the show

Consenting Adult is indicative of a trend

toward shows that explore human lives and

human feelings insteati of ones that

Bob Brigham

reiterate outdated, inaccurate dogma and

stereotypes.

The subject of homosexuality was given a

dignified forum, but there is something

more. The network, in order to make this

movie as palatal>le as possible t« the public,

constructed the story and especially the

central character in a certain way. It is

significant that Jeff was male, white,

wealthy, young, attractive, and not

religiously inclined. In their search for the

most innocuous gay character they could

find, the network also identified the

qualities that are most valued in our socie-

ty-

On the one hand, the character's make-

up could be interpreted as a statement

that, "Homosexuality cuts across all

demographic boundaries," which is true.

However, the logical conclusion to this

statement is, "...er>en into the white, male,

wealthy, young grt)up." The show did not

speak to lesbians, to people of color, to peo-

ple of middle and low incomes. U) older gay

men and lesbians, or to religious homosex-

uals. No single show could. It is crucial to

look at the group that this groundbreaking

movie aimed itself at. though, and ask.

"Why? Why them first, again?"

Yes, I am pleased a part of my stor>- was

treated sensitively and broadcast on na-

tional TV. I'm not so sure, though, that I

want to see cute, white, young gay mde
couples vacationing at trendy resorts in

magazine ads. Isn't there more?

ftofe Bngham v( a Collegian correspondent.

Random Notes
Sloganeering deemed 'intellectually empty'

Has rational thinking gone out

of style? Has thinking gone

out of style? Or am I the only

one who is constantly perplexed by the

seeming lack of this virtue in so many of

the diatribes coming from those around

this campus who seem to have been

singularly blessed with the gifts of social

responsibility and altruistic nobleness (not

to mention an exclusive domain over truth

and justice)?

Oh, you know who I mean. When was

the last time you read something here on

this page (or scrawled on the walls of

Herter Hall or the Campus Center, for

that matter), that left you shaking your

head in bemused wonderment at the

dreary, dull, defeatist dribble which has

for so long on this campus passed itself off

for progressive thinking? There is nothing

noble nor progressive about surrendering

to the intellectually empty practice (or is it

an art?) of sloganeering.

WTiat these wimpy artisans of the

typewriter and spray-can have to offer is

very simply non-thinking rubbish. "U.S.

for us, Nicaragua tor the Nicaraguans" is

about the single most useless contribution

to the current debate surrounding U.S.

policy options in that part of the world

that I have seen to date. Add Uj such a

mentality the cry-baby whining over the

supposed social indifference of the so-

called "yuppies" (weren't they the

"establishment" in the '60s and '70s?),

and accusations of "betrayal", and you

should get a pretty good picture of how

much our liberal activists here are con-

cerned with working tt)ward solving our

nation's problems, and how much they are

preoccupied with exacerbating them with

non-thinking cliche.

I have a sense of social responsibility,

but one that does not include running

around like Chicken Little with a spray-

can. I am realistic about our nation's and

our world's problems, and I despair. It is

easy to be a pathetic, human bumper-

.sticker; it is something else entirely to be

realistic, and to channel that realism into

reasonable ideas and meaningful action.

George Morancy is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor
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Lincoln's motives in doubt

Little did I suspect that brief, seemingly innocuous

remarks uttered over the telephone to a CoUegxan

reporter, and printed in Tuesday's issue, would be turned

into a phantom "debate" with distinguished historian

Stephen Oates. In reference to Abraham Lincoln and the

Emancipation Proclamation. I was responding to the

"popular conception" that Lincoln "freed the slaves,

implying, fiist. that all slaves came under the

Proclamation's purview; second, that the Proclamation

itself actually freed ^aves; and last, that the "freeing

arose from purely humanitarian motives. Such over-

simplification must always be balanced with at least

certain basic "facts." if you wUl. of (D the process of self-

emancipation that slaves had engaged upon. especiaUy

those within distance of advancing union armies; i^;

emancipation applying not to aU slave states but only to

those in rebelUon; (3) Lincoln's relatively benign racist

views concerning blacks, apparently never repudiated; and

(4) his advocacy of colonization for blacks once eman

cipation was accomplished. The last two points fully

illu.strate that it was possible for one to be morally opposed

to slavery while at the same time opposing those who were

enslaved. This does not, however, deny the "fact" that

Lincoln never wavered in his desire to see slavery

abolished.

I never said that "Lincoln was a lifelong supporter of

colonization." While it is true that following the

Proclamation, "he never again mentioned colonization in

public," yet another distinguished historian James M.

McPherson, refutes Professor Oates' contention that

Lincoln, "abandoned colonization" after the document was

issued, if by that phrase Gates means immediate aban

donment. On December 31. 1862, according to McPherson,

one day prior to the formal issuing of the Proclamation.

Lincoln signed a contract to have some .500 blacks tran

sported to a small island off Haiti. The deal fell through,

and the President then authorized yet another contract

whi<h resulted in 4'>i blacks being sent to that same island

in May. 1H63, a full /our months later. The venture failed.

Lincoln eventually concluded, it is true. ' ir.ai blacks and

whites in this country must someiiow learn to live

together." But the real question is whether he willingly

embraced this conclusion from high moral ground, or was

pushed. Lincoln's "growth" regarding thi.s question was

stimualted more by the prohibitive cost of transporting

former slaves outside the U.S.. as well ais vocal black

opposition to the venture, rather than any significant

moral principle.

Both Oates and I fervently agree that Lincoln was morally

opposed to slavery, and that the issuing of the

Proclamation was both a highly moral as well as military

art We disagree as to which aspect was the more im-

portant at the time, he taking the former and I the latter.

Where Oates sees Lincoln's "growth" in certain cir-

cumstai.ies, I see pragmatic resignation. However, from

the highest reaches of scholarly interpretation and

ideological truce I will allow Stephen B. Oates hLs heroes.il

he will allow me mine. But do understand that far more

convincing "facts" will have to surface in regard to any

intern 'I positive attitudes on the part of "Massa Linkum"

towards blacks, prior to his being permitted entry to my

own pantheon of immortals.
Ernest Allen

Afro-Ameriom History Professor

as:
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Ski Powder Ski Vail

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 18 - 25

7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Vail /Beaver Creek

Round trip air

Trip Includes: Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass

ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED

{other trips don't include taxes and gratuities)

Sign up now
Deposit $150.00 by Feb. 20

UMass Ski Ciub 545-3437

VILLA
[...Offering Quality Mexican Foods^

v^^

Come feast on one of our

i:

New Combo Dinners!

$4.05 - $4.85
(served after 3 pm daily)

free fresh corn tortilla chips with

every dinner through February. . .

NORTHAMPTON • BY.OB.
21 Center St. • 584-0673

AMHERST • B & W Served

41 Boltwood Walk • 256-8217

Friday. F^arutry 15. 1985)
aQollsgiail f

Til Tuesday
FRI. FEB. 15 8 PM
THE BLUEWALL

$3.00
and over

ALIVE WITH DANCE

University of Massachusetts

Student Dance Concert

It. k.-is A^-ii

1

( l«MICI<ll Publii S\ (M)

Suuiciiis <•? (Ml

Sniiiii ( iii/ivi N

( hildifo SI (Ml

•\lIS ( . M ., B.x ( )f<i> • S4S2M1

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

ft ^X. ^

I - Quality Pizza - Subs -|
»

I
# Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am

WE CANNOT
TELL A LIE

Because of

Washington's Birthday

Hohday

on Monday, February 18

Tuesday, February 19

is Monday's Schedule

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

. ccow.rp nPTMF DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

_io VaiL

SPRING BREAK!!
March 16th - 23rd

Ski to the top with SUMMIT TRAVEL
we invite you to compare -

we've got the best deal in town

$455
THIS PRICE INCLUDES EVERYTHING!
• 7 nights lodging /Crest Hotel

• 5 day lift ticket

• plane ticket - departing from Newark, NJ

• transportation from airport to mountain

• beer party

• picnic

• and includes taxes and gratuities

Don't Miss Out on the Skiing, Sun, & Partying

to ensure these prices,

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!
CATJ. MTKE 256-0530

Fine Arte Cental^
Cancert Halln

UNIVERSITY Of S*. \bSACHUSEn«; A I AMHfRSl ^M^^

DEMON DRUMMERS
AND DANCERS OF SADO KOD?f

WEDNESDAY, FEB 20, 8PM
TICKnS:$ll,$9,S7

\
StMJllEirSWM

SATURDAY, FEB 23, 8PM
TICKETS: $12, $10. $8

The JwJhard String Quartet

THF.H RSI FAMILY
OF CHAMBKR MUSIC

WEDNESDAY, FEB 27, 8PM
TICKETS: $12, SIO, $8

Five College Students Holf-Pnce Ticket* ovoiloble oi Fine Am
Center Box OHice Spfing<ield Civic Center, ond DATATIX Outlets

Call (413)545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 '"'

piX
C0ff9^^

i0f

cLiFF MYEI

IHAPPIEST

HOUR

frI. AFTERNOOI
3:00?

•=1

tJJ
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HClNEMASCOOP
by Count Ramin Zahed

Things must be pretty bad when the only

valentine you get is from your grand-

mother's dog. I'd just love to pluck that

rotten Cupid's wings off his wretched body;

the damn ninny.

Well, enough rambling. Finally, the Oscar

nominations are out. This year it seems to

be a pretty close race between Amadeus,
The Killing Fields, and Places m the Heart.

A couple of real surprises showed up in the

best actor and actress categories. The
superb Vanessa Redgrave who is often

ignored because of her politics was
recognized for her performance in The

Bostanians. Also, the affable Jeff Bridges

got a best actor nomination for Starman.

Geraldine Page and Peggy Ashcroft both

stand an equal chance of winning the best

supporting actress, and John Malkovich

will most certainly bag best supporting

actor for Places in the Heart. The Academy
also managed to satisfy their guilty con

science by giving a couple of nominations to

A Soldier's Story and best supporting actor

nominations to Haing Ngor and Noriyuki

Morita, as if to say, "Yeah kids, we might

be rich and snobby, but we care about them
minorities and the people who are saving

the farms." Sure, sure.

Last week, I decided to fight the winter

chills and went to the mall for a sneak

preview of The Breakfast Club. Frankly, I

was expecting much more. I had seen the

trailers and with names hke Ally Sheedy,

Emiho Estevez and Molly Ringwald, I

thought we could have a good production.

John Hughes who did Sixteen Candles loves

to make movies about teenagers because

they sell. He seems to have a pretty good

idea of what it's like to be a kid. However,

the plot, which concerns five students who
have to spend a Saturday at school for

disciplinary reasons is far from realistic and

stinks of melodrama. Molly Ringwald,

America's latest sweetheart, is beginning

to get on my nerves. Ally Sheedy on the

other hand is the greatest discovery since

sliced bread. The young actors, especially

the nerdy Anthony Michael Hall make the

film worth seeing. A lot of one-liners had

my friend Ed laughing his weird laugh all

throughout the film. My apologies to the

people in the audience. I have a feeling The

Breakfast Club is going to please a lot of

high school kids. I guess I'm just getting

old.

WEEKEND WINNER: This is your

weekend if you like Harrison Ford. Two
excellent choices; either the visually

arresting Blade Runner with one of the

classiest futuristic sets plus the screen

debut of goddess Daryl Hannah or Pete

Weir's Witness which promises to be

another classic from the Australian master.

The first is at the Amherst Cinema, the

latter at the Mt. Farm Cinema.

TRIVL^ QUESTION: The beautiful Nora

Migliaccio won the prize last week; Jim

Hutton, Tim's father was Ellery Queen on

the small screen. Thanks a million to the

runners up, Nancy Bukar and David Green.

This week's question is on the valentinesy

side. All I need is the name of three films

about young kids in love. Priority will be

given if Diane Lane is in one of them. The

first to drop the answers in my mailbox at

the Collegian (with name and time of day)

will win glossy pictures from the new

Twentieth Centurv Fox release. Mischief.

ROYAL APOLOGIES: To Professor

Whitehead for misspeUing F. Murray

Abraham's name as F. Murray Smith.

(Gulp!) Accidents do happen especially

when you are an alien.

AP LsMrphoto

Black sheep Vanessa Redgrave
wins a nomination for The Bosto-

nians.
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One
I free item

!

I

1
One free item on I
any 12" pizza. I
One coupon per pizza. I
Offer expires in I
2 weeks. I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Expires: February 28, 1966 |

FREE BUS TRANSPORTATION

Fast, Free Delivery

See Display Ad
on next page

To and From

CHANGES

CHANGES

I

I

$50
$ .50 off any size

pizza.

One coupon per pizza.

Offer expires in

2 weeks.

Fast, Free Delivery

see Display Ad on

following page

Expires:

February 28, 1986

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ON FRIDAY and SATURDAY NIGHTS Leaves:
Southwest Horseshoe Bus stop at 9, 10, £r 11 pm
Central and Orchard Hill at 9:30 and 10:30 pm

(Butterfiald, Cahdbouma and Dickinson bus stops)

Center of Amherst (next to Post office)

at 9:20, 9:50, 10:20 and 10:50 pm
Watch for the Yellow School Bus

..J
99 e BAR

DRINKS
All Night

All Week

Positive Identification Required

Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden Restaurant) 2B6-S284
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A dance preview
STUDENT DANCE CONCERT
Wednesday, February 13

Bowker Auditorium
By ANNE D. CHENEY
Collegian Correspondent

On Wednesday, February 13, the UMass Student Dance
Concert held its final rehearsal before opening to the

public on February 14, 15, and 16 at Bowker Auditorium

(8 p.m.). There are nine works in the concert, all

chorec^raphed and danced by undergraduate majors in

the University Dance Department. The concert consists of

three jazz dances and six modem pieces. Some of the

modem pieces have strong jazz influences as well.

The concert starts off with Patti Grant's 60 Proof, a
rollicking tribute to collegiate beer drinking. This loose-

jointed jazzy number has five women in it. All of them ap-

pear to be having a good ol' time. The next dance, Pam
Heffler's From One Came Two, is a driving modem duet

Roches ''sweet"
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

The Roches show at Mount Holyoke Tuesday night was

really good. It may be cliche to say so but it was. Playing

some of that folk/ vaudeville music for about an hour and a

half the three women from deepest New Jersey entranced

the crowd with songs from their first three albums and a

few from their next album. Another World.

Opening with an a cappella version of Cole Porter's "It's

Bad for Me," the Roches played a show that, while it was

similar to that which they played last year at the Calvin

Theatre, could hardly be called stale. OK, so some of the

jokes were the same. Even so. they maintained a really

good rapport with the audience. No one seenied bored.

Or. as Suzzy said. "If you're having a crummy time, at

least it can't get worse."

Most of the songs sounded as they did on the album, but

they were fuller. The covers they played were really

iCollegJan u

for two women, full of fluid lines but never lacking in

strength and energy. Wendy Wood's Finding One's Oum
is a modem piece with undercurrents of African rhythms

that give the piece a jazzy feel. No Place For Me,

choreographed by Sheryl Bruneau, is a contemporary

dance about three crazy women. It is set in a madhouse

and danced to a combination of recorded narrative and

music.
In the second half of the program, Gary Lussier's Eye

Catch proivides an upbeat view of fashion modelling, rang-

ing in its three sections from haute couture to lingerie to

jeans. Dottie Earle's Esperance uses an ABA form, open-

ing and closing the piece with an effective canon employ-

ing five dancers; the B section focuses on a pas de deux. In

Life After Life Afta... Mary Malloy provides a view of the

afterlife in which the dance goes on, with nothing more
traumatic, finally, than a change from red tunics to white

ones. The final dance in the concert is Phoebe Farber's By
Chance, a lively jazz piece for two men and three women.
In its energy and high spirits, it provides a fitting conclu-

sion to an evening of youthful enthusiasm that fights the

vnnter blahs with sound and movement.

fascinating. They played a really great version of Bob

Dylan's "Clothesline Saga " slow and laid back, in three

part harmony. They ended the concert with "Listen to the

Rhythm of the Falling Rain" middling it with "Come Softly

tome." .

The whole show was engaging. They played some of their

best liked old songs: "The Train". "Hammond Song ", and

"Want Not." "The Troubles" ended for about two minutes

in a rambling round of "Boyfriend. Ocean. Ireland" which

wandered and wafted like (believe it or not) the Grateful

Dead. For the encores they played "Another WorW",

"Pretty and High ". and finally perhaps one of the wittiest

songs of all "The Ballad of Suzzy Roche," whkrh tells the

story of a woman who gets fed up with Suzzy in a laundry

mat.
"Another World", the title song from the new album, is

really funny. Its about how mediocre our lives are here on

earth. Most of the other new songs were about the usuals.

growing up and love.
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You've got a new fnend m
town ' A brand new
Domino's Pizza store is

now open in your neigh-

borhood ar>d ready to

deliver a not. custom-

made^izza to you m 30
minutes or !ess

At Domino's Pizza, we
take pride m our pizza

-

we use only 1CX)% real

dairy cheese, our own
special sauce, and a great

cho«ce ot toppings Try

our 30 minute, free

delivery tonight

Domino's Pizza Delivers.

Fast, Free Delivery

HOURS:

Mon Wed 4:30 pm - 2 arr

Thurs-Fri 4:30 pm - 3 am
Sat 11:30 am -3 am
Sun 1 1 :30 am - 2 am

Patrorw living North of Campus
Pond irKkiding:

SundartarKl, Sytvan, NorthaMt,

Prasidential, North VMsgs.

Puffton, Brandywins,
TownhouM, CrwtVNWf,

Northwood. Ciiffikto.

Lantsm Ct.. Squirt VMags

DIAL M8-2790

ThoM livir^ South of Campus
Pond including:

South Amh«r«t, Amh«r*t Cot-

Isga. Hampshirs Collsgs,

SouthvMst. Csntrai, Orchard

HiN, Southwood,
Riverglad*, Brittany Mar>or

DIAL 2Se«11 or 2Gfr<]2flB

see coupons on
previous page

Free Popcorn

Comfortable Atmosphere

TV- Pool

Vrdeos - Stereo Music

70*
DRAFTS

All The Time
r

$1.00 shots of Peppermint Schnapps

Beer of the Month
HEINEKEN $1.30

Drink of the Week
ALMOND JOYS $1.25

The closest bar to Campus,

next to the Sub

A drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

THE SPOKE
35 East Pleasant St. Amherst

i f>
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

U. Mass.

LIQUORS
University Drive, Amherst, Ma.

(Amherst Shopping Center)

sivioads
3d01S-NI 1V3«0

iiHOIH 3«V
SaOiad aH±3d3HM
MON>i o± QNnoav
a3NHni3g oi
3AVH i,Noa noA

253-5595

Miriam Usher Chrisman

"In Pursuit of Ordinary People"

Thursday, February 21, 1985 ,U 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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ENJOY
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

along with all other days *

* • of the week *

and * *

The Snow Basin Is back! And better than ever with 3 lifts and 15 trails of beautiful Mew England sklingat its

best, new snow making equipment and carefully groomed trails assure skiiers a day of downhill fun and

excitement. This year we've also stocked our rental shop with brand new equipment. And anyone, from

beginners to racing enthusiasts, can develop their skills at our professional ski school. Best of all is the price.

All day lift tickets for adults are only $12. Half-day and children's passes are even less. So come play this

weekend. Ride the slopes. Relax in the lodge. Get together with family or friends. With prices like ours, we think

you'll keep a smile on your face. All day.

TAKE »1 TO tXIT 19. TMCri rOLLOW ROUTt 9 TO WtST CUnWIflGTOn, WASS. OrtPt CVtRY WCCRCnO 8:50 AR TO 4 fW (413) 654 53 IS

* Open Fri. 2/15 straight thru Presidents Week til 2/24
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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Today's Weather

Today: Partly sunny with a chance for

an occasional flurry or two. Highs in the

mid 308. Windy, too.

Tonight: Partly cloudy and cool with

lows in the teens.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny and cold with

highs in the 30s.

Today's D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Torpedo Grinder

Tuna a la King/

Savory Garden Biscuit

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Tuna a la King/

Savory Garden Biscuit

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Salisbury Steak/ Spinach Wheat Croquettes/

(Jravy, Cheese Sauce

French Fried Onion Rings Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Spaghetti with Red Clam Sauce with Red Clam Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Thanhs '

b False god
9 Lined up

13 Lollobrigida

14 War hero

Murphy
16 Spot 'era jewel

17 Party to

18 Front wheel
suspension

20 Wine Comb
torm

21 Astaor Fala.

eg
22 Talked

nonsense

23 Goddess of

discord

25 Poe subiect

26 Resource

28 Sensational

29 Fixed charge

32 Cricket gear

33 Rhine feeder

34 Beau. eg
36 Cosmetic plant

37 Sediment

39 Dance, in tHaifa

40 Waver
42 Use a shuttle

43 On the summit

44 Tee precursor

45 Selects

47 Gideon or

Gutenl>erg

48 "Thereby hangs

49 Young salmon

50 Altera
suggestion

53 Badger
54 Journalist

TartMll

57 R«ngloi/s figure

59 Location in

47 Across

60 Cheerio. Italian

style

61 Task
62 Molding

63 Listening

devices

64 Time period

65 Hideaway

Kditrd b>

2 Place tor

clothes

3 Alert

4 Summer shade
5 Uses th» kiln

6 Family memt>er

7 Sweetened
drink

8 Songs, m
Stuttgart

9 Choir voices

10 Displease

11 An ill wind no
one plays

good'

12 Make one's way
15 Soonest
19 Common

ailments

21 Excavation

24 Adjust a clock

25 Lab apparatus

26 Ease
27 Kind of pilch

or force

28 Malay gibtxjn

29 Pedestrians

crossing

30 Flynnoftilm

fame

Trudr Michrt Jaffr

31 Military

Storehouse

33 Arm of the

Mediterranean

35 Preside over

a meeting

38 Methane.
for one

41 Founded Abbr

46 Corpulent

47 Nose or hand
follower

48 Artagnan's

companion

49 Decorator's

choice

50 Contest at

Aqueduct
51 Assam

silkworm

52 Isolated rock

53 Mrs Helmer

55 Sandra and
Ruby

56 Dill of old

58 Gardener s

need
59 Ages and ages

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

DToTciHwerariATt te

rRiatRiiB-lM
?'T'w ilUt N T I NTeT

[OTCTk]

r^Wi roj

aaa BDUB uaauao
iiiaaa aaoa

HiBDU Ljuauy uuuu
iwian n jcjr

2nsns

1 Money
exchange
premium
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adirondack
Washington's Birthday Sale

Special Store Hours 9-9

Everything in the store on sale

music
•THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

15 E. PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST
253-3100

I celebrate my day at

Adirondack Music

The Tradition

Continues...
Sharp Stereo Boom Box

$129.95 Value

THE BIGGEST, CRAZIEST, MOST VALUE-PACKED $59 95
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY SALE EVER!!!

SHARP FRONT-LOAD
VHS VCR

•600 value
S299*^

TEAC V385
DOLBY CASSETTE

DECK

250 Value

SCOTT 4 ISA
35 w/ch integrated amp

i^m^^
»2 19" value

NOW ^49^5
PANASONIC
CQS 788 DIGITAL
IN-DASH AM/FN

STEREO CASSETTE DECK

TEAC PD-11
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Vklue *600

$299»5

NIKKO 200 watt AMP
and TUNER

timilar to llluftratioa

•329 value $X29^5

EPI 3.0
SERIES n
SPEAKERS

$1200 pr

value

A GIFT AT 9995 each

PARASOUND
STEREO GRAPHIC

EQUALIZER
DUAL 10 Band

—. »800 value ^<^|I|||K9^.«' >^««w«|

1

NOW
$299»5

»219 VALUE

$6995

WE'RE NOT CRAZY....JUST TOTALLY INSANE!!

ir^S^^ DOORBUSTER SPECIALS "-»'«--
cassette deck $249.

$1300 val. - $599

ADC & AUDIO TECHMCA
ELLIPTICAL CARTRIDGES
VALLT5 TT) $100 - NOW $9.95!

MAXELL T-120

VIDEO TAPE
$499

MAXELL UDXLII 90
and TDIi SA90 mm. tapes

SJ99

SHARP BOOM BOX »129'" value »59"

6x9 TRIAXIAL SPEAKERS »79" value »29"

PANASONIOTECHNICS L|NEAR
TRACK TURNTABLE w/ C/jn. »99»'

OHM WALSH n'a • <^ PRICE! $499.95
ASST STEREO CABINET**

FROM •19»«

SONY 90 MIN. TAPES 99<

SCOTT 45 w/ch COMPUTERIZED
DIGITAL RECEIVER
a »399" value • NOW »199"

SCOTT 311D 3 VlAX 10" SPEAKERS
$200 VAlXrE NOW »69»^ EA.

SCOTT 315 3 WA^ 15" SPEAKERS
$800/PR. VALUE NOW »99»«» EA

EPI A70 2-WAy SPEAKERS
$220 VALUE NOW »139«»«/PR

NIKKO NR320 56 WATT RECEIVER
3 YEAR WARRANTY $250 VAIAJE NOW »119"

PARASOUND EQ 25 DUAL
5 BAND EQUALIZER
A »99'^ VALUE NOW •29"

HI STEPPER FM PERSONAL
PORTABLE STEREO
«50VAUIE N0W»19"

AKG K2 STEREO $^0 value

HEADPHONES ^^^

PANASONIC/TECHNICS BELT-DRIVE

SEMI-AUTO TURNTABLE »49»»

audiolab audiophile turntable

$250 val. $22.00 pj^g HUNDREDS OF OTHER IN STORE SPECIALS!

SHARP 25" COLOR TV »299»»

SHARP
S499 value

'279^* MM!

COLOR TV
•CABLE-READY
• 7 YR. WARRANTY
•ELECTRONIC TUNING

adirondack music
15 E. PLEASANT
STREET
AMHERST 253-3100

All prices cash only Checks ami CniJil Oirds .7% aihlitumal. nuauUtics limitcu Ofu' subject to prior sale Sot responsible for typ<w^Phi<^^^ '''"''^
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• weekendaction
Hawks. UMass defeated Northeastern

55-53 on Tuesday and have taken four of its

last six games.

The Minutewomen have been led by

junior guard Barbara Rebel's ll.T.points-

per-game and Sue Burtoft's 6.3 rebounds-

per-gfame.

Both of those players along with

freshman Taara Lewis (seven ppg) were in-

strumental in the win over the Huskies.

In other UMass action, a busy slate sees

six other teams in action over the weekend.

The men's svdm team is already in

Morgantown, West Virginia at the Atlantic

10 svdmming championships. Craig Fuller

and Drew Donavan have the best hopes for

a Minuteman title.

The UMass tracks teams, both the men
and women, have their final dual meet of

.continued from page 16

the season at Dartmouth on Saturday at 1

p.m.

Both teams are looking towards the up-

coming Eastern Championships in early

March. Both men's coach Ken O'Brien and

women's mentor Kalekeni Banda hope to

qualify more athletes for those meets

against the Big Green.

The UMass ski teams, which were

recently invited to the NCAA regionals in

Vermont, face rival Amherst College at the

Berkshire East slopes on Saturday and

Sunday. Both the men and women lead

their respective conferences.

Finally, the UMass gymnastics teams are

also in action. The men, 5-3, face MIT in

Cambridge on Saturday at 2 p.m. and the

women, 5-7, are at New Hampshire on Sun-

day at 1 p.m.

Syracuse

transfer to

UMass?
George Papadakos, a

6'H", 215 pound center

that quit Syracuse Univer-

sity may be on his way to

the University of

Massachusetts.

The Ontario, Canada
product was dissatisfied

with his playing time at

Syracuse and sources say

that UMass is one of the

schools he is interested in.

- PETER ABRAHAM

iCollegian «

liberty
means responsilnlity.

That's%^ most men
dread it.'' ^i'^ Bf'a-t !*•*•

• UMass is back continued from page 16

Also in the winning column is the UMass

basketball team, despite what may happen

in the next few games, the Minutemen

proved they are back.

Fourth place in the league, according to

pre season polls wasn't supposed to hap-

pen. But it is. and with the recruits signed

it will continue to happen. Gerlufsen, who

took over chaos when Tom McLoughlin

resigned two years ago. has turned the

program around. From 9-20 to 12 17 was a

step and the present hovering around .500

is another step in the right direction.

The committment is there. The upcoming

seasons are promising. The next time your

buddies from Michigan or Pitt tell you

about beating Notre Dame or something,

come back with how we swept St.

Bonaventure in hoop, or .how our football

recruits chose UMass over Arizona and

BC. You don't have to make any more

excuses.

Next year it's all up to

you Only you can decide

lo sun an insurance

program nuM The
longer you wait . the

more it costs Find out

how easy it is lu bejin

our college plan, chosen

by more seniors than any

oilKr.

Call the Fidelity Union

Life Field Associate in ytnir area:

KONAIO I NATHAN ACINCV
20 Calehoufc Id., Amhertt, Ma.

Tel: 2S^«3S1

Fidelin^

UiiionLife

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
ftji Service fre Store

78 Sundarland Rd., No AmtMitt. MA
Acro»s horn Walioba s S«orr

AX-VISA-MC 549-4704

CROSS-COUNTRY, FOOTBALL

ISRAEL'S REMARKAaLI
FEES, SOMHAIISHWS. TOUMNGSESisEJiF^^^riS^^^ii^^i^^i^
r Tkc Israel

Unhcraity Centcr
515 Park Avenue
Zad Floor
NcwYork,NYM«Z2.

I have a personal

interest in great study

abroad in Israel.

Please send me more
information.

LaitNamc
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Develop the Winning Edge
Boys and Girls 8-17

SUMMER SPORTS CAMP

Boyden 41

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003 - (413) 646^3522
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CYCLING GYMNASTICS DAY CAMP (6-17)

lOLLEGIAN CL.ASSIFIE
AUTO FOR SALE

FOR RENT FOUND

Op«l Itn for Ml*, model 1900, engine ie

(jood t>etterv end tterter are brand new

poce MeO ceH (866-3267) or viart GSMN
room 264 "Yong"

1t73Cherger, very dependable toKd Ixjdv

400 80 256-0067 cell A.M^

7«^beltaun B210 AM^M exc cond pleaaa

call tietore 11 AM 263 7617

II BAHAMAS II

You've aeon our brochuroa m ayerv

deaaroomi Now'a the time to act' Bahemaa'

Special ttudent rete«i 286-1320, Tarvn

hurry'

BASS PIAYERS

aOO w«t treynw emp for »1» ^aa
cabinet w two 16 inch ipaakers for »7S or

both tor »17S ceH b»MBSl

BEST QUALITY RESUMES

Conaultation. preparation, editing,

er>alvait, deaign, layout, typing, cover letter

Qiarruaao 26M257 __^

Room In Cope Cod cottaa* for aummer

'86. Celt Chria 5«fr7930

Cape Cod ISummer Seeaonal Rentela:

W Yarmouth, Dennia: largeal inventorv of

atudio 1 2 3 & 4 bedroom unit*; direct

from <UW 617 5»«»0^or 617 771 2Zn

Houae foTTent 2 bdroom* garage private

acraa near Northampton 268-7136

Boarder^oeded at local tratarnity meal

pian/graat aocial plan call 549 3831 atk for

Bill or John

Rent einglo roome et •leO util. in

Greenfield w/other UM ttudenta. Big home

20 min drive call Jim 774-5831

Fridge Rentale 2 cu ft free delivery call R &
P Rentela 2S3-9742

Quiet aingleeveilabie In fraternity »eOO

for aemeater. Optional meal plan 5^13*2

sTngla Vvellebie In apacloui houae 3

mile* from campus male or female »175/m

263 703 1

Hatfield: Helf of modem Townhouae ap^
ment Female only. Meet indoded. 1200

886^7936, 247 9327

Found bleck wool acarf outaide

Worcester 00 call Tom at 546-5000

recleim

~ HA^PY ANNIVERSARY

comodationi availabis Call Dean 263 9071

Kenny or (>rad M»«364 John 649-6363

INSTRUCTION

None, Thank you lor the grMtaat yoer of

my IHe. I tove you Cherlie

HELP WANTED

Know your ear. Baaic automobile

workshop 28 hours includirig clasaroom

and shop Limited enrollnrient 253 2098

Experienced meth tutor Pre Calculus,

Business Calculus, firat year Calculus,

others Understending, reeeonebly priced,

cell 564 3184, eves

CAPE COD - SUMMER RENTAL
FOR SALE

8m«uII Be«* - W«« Yermourt. large

houae 6 roome 4 bedrooms, aleepa 8, whoie

aaeson Duplex seme-erea 4 rooms, i

bedrooms slaepa 4, 860 per perawi, cottage

3 roome 2 bedrooma, aleepe 3 860 per per-

eon, 2S3-7436

Hoy MUel Hepgy "'?«*^' J[S !-22r
roomie and friend l«'s heve a wild ceiebr*-

tfoQi Love ye Sue end Sherry

Urgect dorm alia refrioerator ll'xIV

Cerbet Nke new caM 886-4318

Brend'riewhomeapeekefaful 1 wsrren

ty Hitachi ua 300 series, 120w, liquid cool

ed and more Uet for 286 now »125

546^1203

BrmrrAiNMEWT

nrnm Dte Joel*»^ "TfLSS. !2!!

Chlcego TIcketa Wofceeter Centrum

PS!n!I?y aiKteen cell efter five 263^1318

Computer Termloel w/m»i«n"reodv for

C?ber *280. cell 64M229 nighta

OiilnM«klVSIUemcmpl««*lhjBe«
S!lantoondMon»morBOMfce6»>721

fir Sale: ItTS Olda IS. "—«**''^^?^'
tng ayvtam. oOiew^aa very

lAO eal Qree S«^BPO

»10-»3W weekly/up meWng cir<M<let»'"No

tjosses/quotas' Sincerely interested rush

aeif addressed stamped envelope: Dept.

AN 7, P00910CEW, Woodatock, 'LWOSB

Newapeper Dellverera needed in dorma.

No car needed Approx 1 hr/dey 7 deya per

vMek Good pay Call 2M 7009

COUNsTlORS ASSOCIATION OF IN

DEPENDENT CAMPS seeks qualified

counselors tor 75 member children s camps

in Northeest July and August Contact

Association of Independent Cemps (MAI 80

Medison Avenue, New Yortt, New York

10010 (2121 679-3230

COMPUTER PPOORAMMER Part time

opening for person experienced with POP 11

or VAX computers Of MACRO asaembly

language Amherstbased company
developing communications and reel-time

control software, is looking for someone
eble to work part time during ttie school

year, with full time eoH)loyment during the

summer and intersessions Excellent oppor-

tunity' For information call 648-6894

(CruleMhlpa Hifing]~1il6 »36,(M6i Carri

been, Hawaii, Worid. Call for Guide, Oirec

tory, Newaletter 1 (916) 944-4444 X

Ui

KATIE KANE

Happy 21at yoo pU woimn lovu Smn

LOST

Loot a eot of keya with an tnaignia of an E

on it The keys are important Pleaaa can

Eric at 546^9348

A 7 Inch^ld bracelet. If found pleeee call

5464277 Reward

Ugnt blue ski gloves at Kiks Karty late

Saturday 2/9 Reward Brad 546-21S0

1100 Reward for the peraon who returns a
string of pearls deep sentinr>ental value, no
questions eaked><< Call after 4:00 pm
256^750

MOVERS

'Round Town Movers fast reliable cheap
call Michael anytime 323-6780

Drop byTS s look on Feb 12, 13. 19, 20 bet

ween 9:00 and 11 00 PM

Oaniol tor sl^ your patience and undetitan

dmg three yeers and going on Love your

best buddy Lisa

ASTROLOOY" classes LEARN
EVERYTHING FROM CHART CALCULA-

TION TO INTERPRETATION CLASSES

BEGIN FEB 25 FOR MORE INFO CALL

549 O210 BETWEEN 10 t» 1 1 PM

STUDENT FUND RAiSINQ JOBS M-«l

HR APPLY IN PERSON TELEFUND
MEMORIAL HALL

Ru?i»Tmede a misteke and I am sony

forover Pleeae forgive end forgot Things

can be better if you reelly care You krvow I

do I miss you. Happy Velentinea Day Love

Gid0et

AiTnonmeCrory Heppy Blrthdoyl Love.

Jody and Ke«y

ferry HopTyou hed a nice Velentinea Day

Thank you for being a friend. Dan

SKRVICCS

Haircutal W right on campus
appointment 6-7316 Noeile

call for an

Haircuts by Sue. By appt. only •6.00 cal

546 8369 all semeeter

Typing end word procaaalng.

reliable aervice. SB4-e«7

FaM.

"SUNDAY NMHT CELESRATION

Support Tho SMabaS To«i». G.W. ftirth

day Ceiebratton at Juetin Ryan'a - Sun

Night » 1 . Don't forget no i

TEAIMWORKS
UQUIDATION SALE

Now en* uood eroea oountty and downM
ski boots f6-»30 everything muat go Tuaa-

day Feb It 9 00 5 00 CC Concourao

Lirs Happy B^y'Your legal now' Let's

perty tove, Guy

H*y~Tlieo'dudol Happy 20th Birthdeyi

Have a great yeer'J^ovei^^JEHen
^

ji^ny 0. Thi>^ for lunch ^l^\']^J*P^
are inconsiderate' Obviouely our fnendahip

I not count Later S

TRAVEL

Spring SMok •• et DAYTONA BEACHII

7 nighta and 8 day* tor only *219 00 for

more informetion cell Theresa 546^626

••MMM iki Powder at Von »——^
• for •466 you will receive *

• lift, jet, lodging, trans, partiee *

for more info call Mike 266^)630 *

PROFCSSKMIAL
TVnNOStRVICE TYPING

PERSONALS

Coeos. Papera. Diaeortetiona. Thoaea.

on cempus, very rekeble. low retee, Nency

GB4-7924

Andy'o TvpltiB Sfvlow BS4-1000

GOVERNMENT JOBS.
•16.00IMeO,000/yr. poMHe. All occupa

tlona. How to find. Cal S06-6B7-a0OO axt.

R-96ie

M HOUR PARTY

dancM for heuMpartya,
puaoMMMS-TlM

M^HRt Tot Srtrt OgJ*^, TV TrouMoRwdhH RisMwPt. Uedaidi
j
il

Com* on down wMt ua. Round irtp qtomr

Rrck-A-OI«« Ro«k-A-Vldoo Entertain-

ment Diac Jockeys, large acreen video

dances for houeeperents, seitWformala.

cempus events 646-7144

The yeerfaoofc needsYOtji Poeitione open

for news editor, aaaiatem arts editor, end

photographers. Apply et INDEX, 103 CC or

CflM o4^^wW

Lwnbda CM AlplM Op«i Ruefc Tired of

ttw domta and dta DCs? LooUng lor

laelkHl IriwtdaNpa, aktng wW< kMa of funr

ROOMMATE WANTED
VWANTfO

__:z Twobod»««nopllnPumont9»ke««r
Muweamew wunMd for throe bedroom June «« fe* after aw*on a«6-7746

houaeir) Tumara FaRa. 9 ISO par month pkM

utiHtias. Ca« Nick at

la. tin par I

64S-^a9S
WtawWiMytop
Pufttoo

Fomale roommMo wonted to ahara »«132M142

for your 3 bodroom
Jim can 6-9133

„ 3H
ompus »7ai1 ViaS/mo

R—mmfwiiWdto^wrefowwjnBran
1 1130

1

(w aW trip to Taaa
lOOInelMa

SI

"t
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SPORTS
Fall to 12-12

St. Joe's

hangs on,

66-54
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA St. Joseph's University hit 12-oM6
foul shots in the final 1:23 to hand the University of

Massachusetts a 66 54 Atlantic 10 loss last night.

The Minutemen. 12-12 and 7-6 in the Atlantic 10.

remained in fourth place in the conference as George

Washington, also 7-6, was upset by Penn State 70-67.

UMass plays GW on Saturday at the Springfield Civic

Center.

For UMass. which had its three game win streak snap-

ped. Donald Russell had 16 points and moved to within 17

of the all time UM mark held by Mike Pyatt with 1,503

points.

Horace Neysmith had 15 points before fouling out late in

the game, Carl Smith added 11. St. Joe's, 9-6 in the

league, was led by Bob Lojewski's 20 and Maurice Martin

with 19.

UMass squandered a six point lead, 14 8. in the early

going to fall behind 29 23 at halftime. The Minutemen shot

but 35 percent in the first half at seven of 20 and were

outrebounded 18-11.

St. Joe's got up by as much as ten. 37 27. with 15:12 in the

game before UM chipped away to come within four. 58-54

on Darryl Carter's jumper.

Martin then seemingly traveled after being trapped on

the sideline by Russell. A foul was called on the UM co-

captain instead and UM coach Ron Gerlufsen exploded,

.'rawing two technicals and getting thrown out his first

ga.ie as a college coach.

Martin hit both of the foul shots before Geoff Arnold made
two of the four technical foul shots to put the game away.

The Hawks scored 12 of their last 14 points from the line

as UMass went fouled in an attempt to cut the deficit.

UMass was 20 of-26 from the line in the game. St. Joe's

went 21 of 28. The Hawks avenged an earlier 89 80 loss to

the Minutemen.

Collegian photo by Michelle Scgmll

Minuteman point guard Carl Smith, shown in action against Rutgers

earlier this season, had 11 points as UMass dropped a 66-54 decision to

St. Joseph's in Philadelphia last night. UMass faces George

Washington on Saturday in Springfield.

UMass climbing back to respectability

Pttir Mraham

Like me, I'm sure many
people here at the

University of Massachusetts

have friends who attend

Boston College, Syracuse.

Penn State or some other

school with great football or

basketball teams.

And every time you go

home you have to hear how
exciting the NCAA tour-

nament game was, or how
much fun it was at the

Cotton Bowl.

Sure, we have a great

women's soccer team and
the lacrosse team will

contend for the national

title, but when it comes
down to it, without good

football or basketball, a

school just doesn't cut the

athletic mustard.

They are the two sports

that cause people like Brent

Musberger to take notice,

for alumni to contribut*^

millions of dollars and fo.

students to pack a gym or

stadium and do mature

things like hold up
newspapers when the other

team is introduced.

I mean the bookstore will

never sell "UMass. women's
soccer Final Four" painters

hats.

For the past two seasons

both the football and
basketball teams, to be

tactful, haven't been all that

wonderful. There have been

moments - Carl Smith tying

the UConn game last year or

the football team whipping

New Hampshire - but on the

whole we haven't made all

that much noise.

But thank Bob Stull and
Ron Gerlufsen for what I see

as a revitalization of UMass
athletics. The football team
has signed 25 players, that

with the size and speed they

have, could kick the hell out

of the rest of the Yankee
Conference.

The players returning have

been on a conditioning

program designed to make
them better and fa.ster and

face it. when you read that a

6 5. 250 pound freshman is

coming from New Jersey or

Pennsylvania to take your

job. you start working to

keep it.

The state of Pennsylvania

is where it's at in football.

It's basically a religion

there, and when you do well

in high school, like Joe

Namath. Dan Marino and

others, you go on to greater

things. UMass picked up
two state all-stars, a couple

of Canadians, a bunch of

New Jersey standouts and
selected other players.

It's safe to say that none of

the other Yankee Con-

ference schools had a shot at

the players we signed. We
competed with Penn State.

BC and other powers for

these kids. The linemen are

huge, the backs are fast and

the receivers are legitimate

deep threats, something UM
has never had.

Stull wants a passing of-

fense like he ran at

Washington, and you need

quick receivers to do that,

he got them, and a lot of

what else he needed.

That certainly doesn't

guarantee an 11-0 season

but the days of 3-8 records

and 3-0 wins over Nor-
theastern are history, they
have to prove it on the field,

but as the coach said, "these

kids are winners."

concmued on page 15

Football

inks two

more, 25

now in
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of
Massachusetts football

coach Bob Stull filled out his

first recruiting class with

late signings yesterday of

another wide receiver and
an outside linebacker.

Jay Dowdy (6-0, 182) is the

seventh wide receiver to

accept a scholarship from
UMass. A two sport

(baseball) letterman at

Seton Hall Prep in

Irvington. N.J.. Dowdy
returned three kickoffs for

touchdowns last season and
led his team in receptions for

two seasons. He is also a

possible candidate at cor-

nerback.

Jefferey Huff (6 3. 217) is

the fifth linebacking

prospect to agree to attend

UMass and like the others,

he has the size Stull was
looking for.

He was a first team pick in

the Big Eleven, one of

Pennsylvania's best high

school conferences. He also

played basketball at North
Pocono High in Moscow.
Penn..

Also signed previously

were a pair of big defensive

linemen. Dimitri Yavis (6-

6.250) from Albany
Academy in New York has

tremendous size and ability,

he was all-state and all-

league and a two year
captain of football,

basketball and baseball. He
will also play baseball at

UMass as a righthanded

pitcher with a major-league

fastball.

Dan Charron (6-5. 253) is a

monster from Mount Saint

Joseph's High in Rutland,

Vermont. He was first team
all-state, southern Vermont
defensive lineman of the

year, captained his team to a

state championship and
played for the state

basketball champions last

season.

Stull said yesterday that he

may sign two more players

to scholarships in the next

few days. "We'd like a few
more players." Stull said.

"But we still have a great

group now."

Among Massachusetts
players that may choose

UMass is Scott Contee, a
running back from Division

III Super Bowl participant

Foxboro High.

Hoopsters in Civic Center

doubleheader on Satin*day
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Sta^f

The first of three basketball
doubleheaders at the Springfield Civic

Center will be Saturday when the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts men's and women's
teams will be in action.

The men face Atlantic 10 rival George
Washington University at 2 p.m. in a key
league game. UMass lost to the Colonials

69-59 in Washington in their first meeting
with Gerry Gimelstob's crew.

The top rebounder and one of the top
scorers in the league, 6' 11" center Mike
Brown, leads George Washington. In
Washington, Donald Russell had 19 points
and Bobby Braun has eight rebounds.
The women, 10-13, will have their last

non-league game of the season with the

continued on page 15

Sports ata glance
UMass schedule:

Today:
Men's Swimming: at Atlantic 10

championships, West Virginia

Saturday:
Men's Basketball: George

Washington at Springfield Civic Center, 2
p.m.

Women's Basketball: Hartford at
Springfield Civic Center, 11:30 a.m.

Men's Swimming: at Atlantic 10

championships

Men's Track: at Dartmouth, 1 p.m.

Women's Track: at Dartmouth, 1

p.m.

Men's Gymnastics: at MIT, 2 p.m.

Skiing: Amherst, at Berkshire East

Sunday:
Women's Gymnastics: at New

Hampshire, 1 p.m.

Today is a Monday schedule
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Power outage

presses Hill

into darkness
By TOM MIDULETON
C'ollegian Staff

Orchard Hill residents were encouraged

Friday to leave their dormitories for the

weekend when the Chancellor's residence

and the Orchard Hill Residential College

plunged into darkness early Friday mor

ning after an electrical cable failed, ac-

cording to a physical plant spokesperson.

George Shifllett of the Physical Plant said

power went off shortly after midnight

Friday and was restored before workmen

made the necessary repairs. Power was

turned off again at 5:48 a.m. to allow

workers to Uxrate and solve the problem.

No one could say whether the Chancellor

was home at the time.

Kmergency generators were turned on at

H:30 a.m. Friday to heat the dormitory.

Power in the Chancellors house was

restored by an emergency generator an

hour later. Shifllett said.

According to Shilflett. the cable was

repaired and power was restored at about 1

p.m. Friday.

A notice to residents told them power

would be turned off again Saturday for

further repairs and students were urged to

conserve electricity, heat and water in

addition to leaving for the weekend.

Scale reported stolen

;

UM employee assaulted

An electronic scale with a digital readout,

valued at $2,050. was stolen from a

rhpmistry lab in Goessman Hall Thursday

morning. University of Massachusetts

Police said.

The faculty member who reported the

scale missing said he used it Wednesday
night, but when he came to the lab the next

morning, the scale was gone, police said.

• A UMass employee was assaulted by a

man who threatened an elderly man on

crutches Thursday afternoon in the Campus
Center garage, police said.

The employee reported that the man
assaulted him after getting out of his car

and yelling at the elderly man. The man
then drove away and police said the in-

cident is still under investigation.

• A man threw rocks and broke a window

in Crampton dormitory Thursday night '

alter he told two female residents he was

looking for a fight.

Police said damages were assessed at $50.

There are no suspects.

• Two wallet thefts allegedly occured

Thursday afternoon in the Whitmore

Administration Building. One wallet

contained $56 and was taken from a purse in

a second floor office. The other wallet,

which contained $10. may have been taken

from a third floor office, police said.

-CHRIS POON

Inside:

Gen. Westmoreland drops suit 2

Mediation project resolves dispute.. 3

UMass hoop upsets George
Washington 12

"We Jbcfc your butt and we t^ jfott

about it

"

M.L. Cart, BmUm C^ies

Collegian photo by Bruui (kinye

UP FOR TWO—UMass student Jim Ward drives to the hoop yesterday at the

horseshoe courU in Southwest. Outdoor activities of this nature should in-

crease this week as temperatures are expected to rise during the days.

Chinese set

to celebrate

the New Year
Hy JUKI. P. COKKlDiS
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow many students of Chinese

heritage at the Jniversity of Massachusetts

will celebrate the Chinese or Lunar New
Year, which will be the Year of the Ox.

The holiday is observed in the Far East

countries which use the lunar or moon
calendar. The calendar has 12 symbols and

each year rotates a symbol, which has

certain characteristics.

Celebrations of the lunar new year in the

United States vary from region to region

and family to family, but house cleaning,

bill paying, offerings to relatives, firework

displays to ward off spirits, and dragon

dances are some of the common ways of

celebration, according to Jeffrey Mar, a

UMass graduate student in clinical

psychology

.

Carol Young, assistant director of the

committee for collegiate education of black

and other minorities, said the lunar new
year shares many of the same meanings

attached to the ("hri.stian calendar.

Related story p, 7

"it's more of a learning thing (celebration)

as opposed to making changes (resolutions)

in your personality," said Young.

Young said the lunar new year is a time for

the family to get together for a meal.

"For our family it would be a time for a

special dinner, a Kuddhist Monk dish, which

is vegetarian. In our family it was to carry

on a tradition." she added.

Mar said elders give unmarried children

symbolic money on the celebration day and

added that some families give a lot of

money.

E(\ Gee. a UMass junior psychology major

said his family has a midday meal that is

both religious and traditional.

"Afterwards we would visit relatives and

dose friends." Gee said. "The children of

the families get a red envelope filled with

money for good luck. You wish

them(relatives) a Happy New Year and you

are supposed to bow." he said.

"Generation after generation as you

become more Americanized the traditions

are lost as opposed to being altered." he

said.

Birthright raises questions about counseling

Some saypregnancy advertisements mislead
Last November. Sharon, a University of

Massachusetts student whose name has

been changed for this article, thought she

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

"// you think you may be pregnant and are

distressed about it, Birthright unit help you

work out good solutions to whatever dif-

ficulties or worries you maybe having,

"

says the recorded message callers hear

when they phone the Amherst branch of

Birthright and the office is unattended. The

tape continues. .'.". Whether your need is

specific or just a friend to share your

thoughts unth. Birthright unU do anything

possible to help you. We know you are

confused and distraught by the pressures

being put on you at this time... Please don't

rush into any sudden or panicked decisions;

time is on your side. You deserve the op-

portunity to give slow and careful thought

to a pregnancy-related problem."

may have been pregnant.

Uncertain what to do, she noticed an

advertisement on a PVTA bus describing

Birthright as an organization which helps

"girls and women troubled by unplanned

pregnancies," at which all services, in

eluding pregnancy testing, are "free and

confidential." No mention was made that

the organization, which is based in Boston

and has 16 chapters in the state and 550

world wide, is prohibited by its charter

from making abortion referrals.

Two days after Sharon's first visit to the

branch located in the Amherst Carriage

Shops, she said she was more frightened

and confused than she had been prior to

Continued to pagt S
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Westmoreland packs it in, ends $120 million suit
NEW YORK AP A lawyer for William C. Westmoreland

told a judge yesterday he had dropped his $120 million libel

suit against CBS. and the retired general declared, "I got

what I wanted. " The network said it was vindicated but

stopped short of claiming victory.

The settlement was announced to U.S. District Judge

Pierre N. Leval yesterday, a few days before testimony

was to have ended in the 18-week trial. The suit stemmed
from a documentary accusing Westmoreland of sup-

pressing the true strength of communist forces in Vietnam

in 1%7 to maintain political support for the war.

Both sides beheve "their respective positions have been

effectively placed before the public for its consideration"

and continuing the case "would serve no further purpose.

"

the joint statement dated Sunday said.

The statement said CBS "respects General West

moreland's long and faithful service to his country" and

never meant to imply that Westmoreland "was unpatriotic

or disloyal in performing his duties as he saw them."

"If that statement had been made ater the CBS program

had been aired, it would have fully satisfied me." West

moreland said later.

"1 got what I wanted, he said. "That is what I asked for

originally 1 consider that I've won by virtue of that

statement."
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ri 1 HOUR
TUB for

Vi HOUR PRICE
an Incredible savings
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Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)
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WEIGHT:

Announcing New Class

on Campus

University of Mass.

Student Campus Center

Room 803

Tuesday - 6:30 pm

Open to the public.
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Without the statement, "we would be going back to court

tomorrow," said Dan Burt. Westmoreland's attorney. "The

general has wanted one thing from the beginning of the

case. He wanted his reputation back. He believes he has

that now.

'

But Van Gordon Sauter. executive vice president of CBS

Boradcast Group, said he did "not view that statement as

an apology.

'

CBS lawyer David Boies said he told jurors basically the

same thing in his opening statement. "If that's all they

wanted, they didn't have to sue for $120 million. They

didn't have to ask for an apoloirv," he said.

Westmoreland, 70, commanded American forces in

Vietnam from 1964 to 1968. He fUed suit in 1982 alter CBS
broadcast its documentary, "The Uncounted Enemy: A
Vietnam Deception."

The documentary said Westmoreland insisted that in-

telligence reports show no more than 300,000 communist
troops despite evidence pointing to a figure in excess of

500,000.

Westmoreland maintained that CBS distorted an honest

disagreement among intelligence analysts to make it

appear that he had deliberately misled his superiors.

His case was badly battered during the past two weeks,

however, when two of his former aides testified for CBS.

AP Laaerphoto

GIVING UP—Gen. William Westmoreland reacts at a

New York news conference yesterday after it was an-

nounced he was dropping his lawsuit against CBS.
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CAMPUS CENTER
HAIRCUTTERS

Now Open

Evenings

Tues, Wed, Thurs

until 8:00 PM
Haircutters for

Men and Women
Located in the

Campus Center

; DIETING? I

Try something dif-^

J
ferent. Lose weighty

^ sensibly by U 'ningf

about your 3tlng{

habits
* diets'

Down with,

uiei5- Call UHS#
I 549-2671 ext. 181.

Preregistration byj

J Feb. 21. I

SPRING BREAK 85

UMASS SKI CLUB
Info & Sign-Up Meetings

Wed 2/20
Campus Center room 168 4:00

S.W. Hampden 7:00

for

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA.

VAIL. COLORADO
KILUIMGTON, VT.

Don 't risk your vacation.

\ with anyone else! /
Go with your Spring Break

Connection

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

It's Not Too Late To Have

delivered to your door on campus
• NO DELIVERY DURING SPRING BREAKi
• All Subscriptions Payable in Advance by Semester.
• Students with varying starting dates may have their subscriptions prorated.
• No delivery during School Holidays or Final Exam Periods.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES PRORATED RATES
Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week $13.10

Daily Only .90 a week $8.10

n Daily Only

D Sunday Only

D Daily & Sunday

'T'leaseTtTrouTanTreturfry^tfrcKecTpaya!)^

I

Your Name:

Campus Address:

Ron Huberdeau

P.O. Box 959
I

Amherst, MA 01004|

Tel. # 253-7009 |

I

I

Mediation Project helps resolve disputes for free
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Having a dispute with your roommate, landlord ot

professor? Try contacting the Mediation Project at the

University of Massachusetts before the problem worsens

or becomes a costly lawsuit.

The primary aim of the project is to resolve interpersonal

disputes without having to resort to formal disciplinary or

court procedures, said Janet Rifkin. legal studies professor

and project founder and director. The service is free.

"Mediation has the potential to prevent the escalation of a

problem into a lawsuit or s<Mnething blown out of

proportion." Rifkin said.

The project has handled a wide variety of cases, including

assault, separation, divorce, child custody rights, room-

mate conflicts, landlord -tenant relationships, and student-

staff disputes, she said.

"We try to explore the issues more thoroughly so that the

real problem can be dealt with rather than the symptoms

of the underlying dispute. There is usually some in-

terpersonal dimension, such as two-party disputes in

volving people who know each other," Rifkin said.

Established at UMass in 1981, the project is the first

university organization to offer mediation services both to

the university community and the community at large. The
program also generates curriculum and research activities

to further the understanding of mediation in society.

Cases are referred to the project from the Legal Services

Office, Off Campus Housing, the local courts, social service

agencies and elsewhere, according to Rifkin.

In a typical case, two disputing parties decide to resolve

their conflict through mediation. They make an ap

pointment with the office and the case coordinator assigns

two mediators to resolve the conflict. Mediators are often

people who have used the project to resolve their own

problems and then volunteer their time for future cases.

Ritkin said there are about 90 mediators, most of whom are

students.

"It (the agreement) is not legally binding. It's a faith

agreement," said case coordinator, Charles Vose.

"We try to contact the parties a few weeks later and if any

problems come up we try to get them back in here to talk,"

Vose said.

Ritkin said the project has an 80 percent success rate and

stressed that mediation is a confidential process with all

mediators taking an oath of confidentiality.

The project is funded by the Chancellor's office, the

student affairs office, and the academic affairs office.

Students pitch in and help out

local handicapped residents

By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Boltwood Project at the University of

Massachusetts will soon begin another

semester recruiting volunteers to provide

friendship and support for mentally han

dicapped residents at the Belchertown

.State School.

The project, founded in 1969, is a UMass
Registered Student Organization that seeks

to provide students of the school with one

to one relationships.

Collegian photo by Brian Gonye

The Tower Librmry looms above all as studenU stroll to campas under the

Southwest tunnel yesterday.

"They're not dangerous, not men-

tally ill, they 're retarded. They shotUd

be accepted as yroductive members of

society because they are.

"

—Chris DicLZ, Boltwood project

student coordinator

"Everyone has a friend to do things with,

but the residents don't always get that, and

that's where the students come in; to give

friendship and one to one contact, " said

Boltwood Student Coordinator. Chris Diaz.

Diaz said there are 18 different Boltwood

programs, which are ail run by student

supervisors. Buses take the volunteers to

the sch(X)l once a week and they spend up to

two hours with the residents doing arts and

crafts, helping residents handle finances,

and going to movies. The main objective is

to give the residents the attention and

affection they often don't get , and it is the

volunteers' job to treat them as valued

individuals, she said.

Belchertown State School, founded in

1922, was orginally called the Belchertown

State School for the Care and Custody of

Feeble Minded Persons, Diaz said. It was

for the care of retarded people. "In those

days, society's emphasis was to segregate

retarded people." Dr. William Jones,

supervisor of the school, said. "The idea

was to get these people out of society

because they were a risk. These institutions

were created to keep them remote and out

of sight."

By the late 1960's. the conditions at the

school were "horrible." Jones said.

But in 1972. Ben Ricci. a UMass exercise

science professor and a group of 25 parents
filed a class action suit against the school for

health violations, safety questions, lack of

education and privacy, and low staff

numbers. The number of residents was up
to 1,600. Diaz said.

According to Jones, a joint legislative

committee was created to investigate the

situation while senators came to investigate

the school. "The public really began to look

at the conditions, "he said.

Since then, he said, funding has increased,

and improvements have been made on

overcrowding, physical conditions, and

treatment of the residents.

With new programs in effect, "they're

treated as individuals and valued as people.

The residents" response to this has always

been phenomenal" he said.

The concentration now is on making the

residents '"more and more independent."

and to reintegrate them into their families

and communities.
"We've found out how skilled these people

really are. It tells you how wrong our

society's assumptions have been." Jones

said.

"They're not dangerous, not mentally ill,

they're retarded. They should be accepted

as productive members of society because

they are," Diaz added.

ifBirthright
^Cnnttinued from pagt t

seeking

help. Inadvertantly she found she had sought help from the

branch of an international organization opposing abortion.

On her first visit. Sharon was not given a pregnancy test,

but was quizzed by a volunteer about what she would do in

the event she was. When Sharon replied that abortion

might be one of her options, she was told that such an

operation, while painless for her. would "tear the baby

apart."

"They said for months afterward I would suffer from the

pain and cramps and find it impossible to live with myself.

"

Sharon recalled, adding "It really shouldn't be presented

like this."

Sharon was then sent away with pro-life pamphlets and

brochures, including color reprints from a Life magazine

showing stages in the development of a fetus. She was told

to read the material before returning for a pregnancy test

the next day which turned out to be positive.

"They asked me what I intended to do. When I suggested

abortion again they showed me models of fetuses and said

at this point they can laugh and cry and they made me read

a case study of a girl pressured into abortion who could not

live with herself afterwards. It was all extremely un

pleasant," she said.

Sharon said she believes it was the "without question

scare tactics " that she resents because "it put more doubt

than was already in my mind before I went."

"There really should be something on their (advertising)

signs about what they really do," she said.

Margaret Coty, director of the Amherst chapter, denied

that Birthright volunteers use frightening techniques to

counsel women out of having abortions. "We don't use

scare tactics." she said, "we just try and present the

positive side of carrying a baby to term."

What Birthright offers, Coty said, is a variety of sup

portive services which help pregnant women carry theu-

baby to term. These include friendship, clothuig, cribs,

accomodation, counseling by volunteers and trymg "to tell

a girl if she wants the baby there is no way she can t have

it," Coty said.

Asked whether there were instances in which an abortion

could be considered, such as incest or rape, Coty replied "I

don't think a child should be blamed for the sins of his

father and in the case of rape it s not the child's fault."

"I think Birthright can offer some helpful services, to

women who have already decided to maintain their

pregnancies." said Ellen Story, assistant director of the

Family Planing Council of Western Mass., "but I wish their

publicity was clearer in stating that their charter prohibits

them from making referrals for abortion."

"Do people usually say what they (their agencies) don't

do?" Coty said in reference to that charter clause. **I never

thought it was necessary."

"We wouldn't be mentioning abortion because we don't do

it, " said Robert Zisa. head of Birthright's Boston office.

When it was suggested that some women might be going to

Birthright under the impression they would be counseled

on all options. Zisa replied he "hadn't considered that."

Coty said Birthright is always "listed under alternatives

to abortion in the phonebook; yet in the 1984 Nor

thampton. Amherst. Easthampton phone book it is listed

under "Pregnancy Information Services."

The taped message callers hear when they phone the

unattended Amherst office transcribed above makes no

mention that the center deals only in alternatives to

abortion.

Susan Newson, public affairs director of Planned

Parenthood, said she believes that "a new technique of

anti abortion groups is to portray themselves as being-

neutral." in order to influence women who are undecideo

about having an abortion.

"You can get very humane treatment at Birthright, but il'

you are undecided it can be very frightening," commented

a senior staffer at a Massachusetts family planning clinic

who declined identification.

"Some of the women who work there are truly kind and

sympathetic, " she said, but added "it is only helpful for a

woman who has already decided an abortion is not for her.

I know undecided women who have been upset and

frightened by their experiences there, " she said.

^ ce might

become
• tocW woritcr when he growi up.

It boihen

him that tome tddi don't hmit fHwOt

^ cel»» thoughtful MUe boy.

Mce plant

to help lou o* people when he growi up.

Me worrtei

when people have big prabtama.

V./h, and by the way—
ACE IS ADOPTED!
Thl» little boy it aBve and runt and plays

and plans became an unwed mother
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carrying an unbom ' Ace '?

Page from a Birthright pamphlet suggesting adoption

rather than abortion.
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Women's F(yrum is a weekly listing ofevents relating to

uxmen's issues. Notices shcnild be sent to the Women's

Issues Edit<yr, care of the CoUeffian, no later than the Fri-

day before the event.

Tuesday For Colored Girls Who Have Considered

Suicide/When The Rainbow Is Enuf, a play by

Ntozake Shange. will be performed today and again on

Thursday in the Chapin Auditorium at Mount Holyoke

College. Admission $2.00.

Women's Admission and General Educational Sup-

port will be holding a New Student Orientation at the

Everywoman's Center at 4-5:30 p.m.

The Women's Leadership Project will be showing the

films Peppermint Soda at 7 p.m. and Cocktail Molotov

at 9 p.m. in Campus Center as part of the Women's Film

Festival. Admission is free.

Wednesday - Nancy Miller, chairperson of Women s

Studies at Barnard College, will give a lecture on

feminist theory and criticism entitled "Arachnologies:

The Woman, the Text, and the Critic," at 7:30 p.m. in

the Babbot Room at Amherst College.

The counseling program at the Everywoman's

Center is sponsoring a lesbian co-parent support

group from 6:30 p.m.-8 p.m. Call the Everywoman's

Center at 545-0883 for more information.

Thursday - Tatyana Momonava, a Russian feminist

and editor of Women in Russia: Feminist Readings

From The Soviet Union, will speak from 4-6 p.m. in the

Red Room at Amherst College.

Frwiat/ - Angela Davis will speak on Black Women

throughout History" in the Hooker Auditorium, Mount

Holyoke CoU^e. at 8 p.m.MOiyOKe K^out^v, at. o y.»"-
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i The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE I

is inviting political, social, cultural

I and academic groups to submit re-

1 quests for Line Item Funding for

I Fiscal Year 1986. For applications

I and further information on the budget

I process, please contact Alison Huett-

1 ner, GSS Treasurer, 919 Campus

I Center, 545-2896

I Deadline for requests is March 1.
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You've got a new friend in

town ' A brand new
Domino's Pizza store is
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borhood and ready to
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-
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DIAL 549-2790

Those living South of C«nH>u»

Pond including:

South Amherst, Amherst Col-

lege, Hampshire College,

Southwest, Central, Orchard

Hill, Southwood,
Riverglade, Brittany Manor

DIAL 256-8911 or 2Sfr02e8

see coupons on
previous page
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Foundation must be protected
Five years ago this winter, in response to a widespread

concern over anti-social acts and attitudes by members of

the campus community, Chancellor Henry Koffler

established a "Commission on Civility in Human

Relations. " He appointed members chosen from a wide

range of university constituencies to assist the University

in efforts "to foster a high level of discourse and t)ehavior

on this campus, regarding civility, mutual concern and

responsibility appropriate to an academic conununity."

Over the course of the last five years, members of this

community have learned that civility is more than mere

politeness. Civility in human relations protects diversity in

establishing a community standard of behavior which

restrains individuals from acting on their most deeply felt

prejudices.

Membership in the community is thus valued more than

purgative self expression. Self discipline coupled with

respect for the feelings and sensibilities of others must

characterize every social interaction in a conmiunity

dedicated to civility in human relations.

At the end of last semester, a small group of anonymous

people acting either as individuals or in concert, made a

series of offensive threats to the safety and lives of

homosexual students, staff and faculty. This involved the

circulation of literature, efforts to call an anti-gay

demonstration, and a false bomb threat during an event

sponsored by gay students. These individuals threatened

to continue their anti social behavior during the spring

semester.

It is incumbent on me as chancellor to remind the

members of this community that campus policy prohibits

discrimination on the basis of sexiikl orientation. Gay

students, sUff and faculty have the same rights as

everyone else to be full and active members of this com-

munity -that is, to pursue their lives free from intimidation

and harassment: to enjoy all of the programs, services and

facilities which are open to members of the conununity

without prejudice; to petition the appropriate university

agencies for the redress of grievances and for programs

and services as the need arises.

Random Notes

Putting things in perspective.

I am a basebaU fan. I love watching a player hit a home

run with two outs in the bottom of the ninth, to win an

important game. But some things really bother me about

the industry.

The other day, basebaU superstar Jim Rice signed a four

year contract with the Boston Red Sox for $9.8 nuU»on-

That's $2.45 mUlion per year. It doesn't shock you? Oh.

you're used to seeing such numbers on the contracts of

professional athletes. Well, let me help you put these

numbers in perspective.

If a person were to work for 32 years at an annual income

of $75,000 and not one cent of this was spent, he/she would

have $2.4 million. But who makes that much without

spending it? Now let me assume that I can save $30,000 per

year.. .In 80 years I would have $2.4 miUion. The average

life expectancy for an American male is 80 years.

You say that I'm just jealous, and that I wish that I could

make that much money? You might me right, but if I made

Joseph D. Duffey

Chess and death
in the U.S.S.R.

Although the university appears to be an indestructible

institution, like most democratic institutions it stands on a

fragile foundation which can be shattered when people

cease to defend their own liberty and the liberty of those

people with whom they disagree. In these times of political

reaction and intolerance, we must protect the rights of

minorities if we ourselves are to be free. The attempted

silencing of minority voices through acts of intimidation

and violence victimizes specific individuals and causes

them pain. Such anti-social behavior is contrary to the

spirit of the university, ami constitutes an attack on the

community as a whole.

We are dimmished as a community and as a .society when

we allow any individual or group to be persecuted for

owning that part of themselves which may be the source of

thfir integrity as individuals. We needn't fear differences.

Our society benefits immeasurably from the different

perspectives and contributions which varied groups of

people add to our common culture.

Today our world is beset by overwhelming global

problems overpopulation, famine, and poverty; en

vironmental decay and destruction; the threat of nuclear

war. Instead of wasting our precious talent and energy in

demeaning attacks on one another, we need to turn our

attention to those critical problems which cry out for

human solution.

John Dos Hassos reminds us that "our only hope will he in

the Iraii web of understanding of one person for the pain of

another." Let us remember our common bonds with each

other and rededicate ourselves to improving civility in

human relations in our community.

Joseph D. Dvffey is the chancellor of UMass.

%Z.A million in one season for hitting 28 home runs (that's

almost $86,000 each), and for driving in 122 runs (about

$20,000 for each), which are the totals that Rice posted in

1984. this is what I might spend it on.. .1.269.841 boxes of

Cheeri O's cereal...960.000 packages of Duracell batteries

(size AA. 4 per package)...26,667 Sony Walkman cassette

players...2000 stereo systems worth $1,200 each...Enough

tofu to feed a starving nation. ..1,371,428 copies of the

Sporting News...A half dozen books at the UMass text

book annex.. .141, 176 cases of Molson Brador beer...47,058

top quality Wilson brand outfielder's baseball mitt

s...48,000 people to do my homework for me at a price of

$50 each. ..1,200,000 one pound cans of Chock Full O'Nuts

coffee... 4363 Brooks Brothers suits worth $550

each...200,000 Discwasher record cleaning system-

s...2,088,000 one pound boxes of Ronzoni spaghetti...

The real sad part about this whole salary thing is that

when Jim Rice's salary is written off on taxes by the

Boston Red Sox Inc. as a tax loss, it will be the average

baseball fan who saves $30,000 per year for 80 years who

will end up paying Rice's salary through taxes...

Boy . J im Rice sure did look happy in that press photo.

Ronald Bemtti is a Collegian correspondent.

Andrew M. Paven

The leader of the Soviet Union, Konstantin U. Cher

nenko. 73. is reportedly dying while Kremlin watchers the

world over attempt to read the tell-tale signs like so many

leaves in a teacup.

The signals range from Chernenko's failure to appear in

public since last Dec. 27; to the cancellation last Tuesday of

a meeting with Greek Prime Minister Andreas Fapan

dreou; to Dr. Evgeny Chazovs, formerly Leonid

Brezhnevs physician, hasty return to the Soviet Union

from a speaking tour of the United States; to the omission

of the final speech, traditionally given by the Soviet leader

in the campaign for the Supreme Soviet of the Russian

federation, from this week's TV listings in Fravda, the

Communi.st Party newspaper; to the reading of a letter on

Soviet television news, purportedly written by Chemenko

and first carried last week by the Tass news agency. A
technique one western diplomat called a "rtd flag" that

signals a serious illness when used repeatedly.

But there was one event that was not tied into the

Kremlin watch in any of the accounts I read, and which I

wonder about: the cancellation of the championship chess

match between champion Anatoly Karpov and challenger

Gary Kasparov.

The match, in which the first player to win six games

wins, has been going on since Sept. 10. On Nov. 24 Karpov.

33. won Game 27 to take a commanding 5 lead. But since

then there have been 18 ties and Kasparov the 21 year old

challenger has won three games, including the last two

played. Speculation has centered on Karpovs
psychological and physical exhaustion, and the desire on

the part of the Soviet chess hierarchy to save his title.

International Chess Federation President Florencio

(Jampomanes (of the Phillipines) said the match "has

exhausted the physical if not the psychological resources

not only of the participants but of all those connected with

the match."

But others say the action was to keep Kasparov,

described by the New York Times as a "halfJewish

prodigy from the southern republic of Azerbaijan " who has

"sent excitement through the chess world with his daring

style of play " and who is on the fringes of the chess

establishment, from dethroning Karpov. whom the Times

desribes as "solidly at the center of Russian chess

establishment" and whose backers "have risen to

prominent positions. " Punned former world champion

Boris Spassky, a fan of Kasparov's, "He (Campomames)

should change his name to Karpovmames."

This may well be a move to save Karpovs title from the

halfJewish outsider. But 1 wonder if it wasn't also

triggered by the Chernenko watch. The Reagan ad

ministration believes Chernenko will last "at least six

months. " But the West German newspaper the Bonner

Rundschau, reported that he is suffering from "chronic

lung emphysema that cannot be cured" and that "doctors

give (him) only three to four weeks."

Perhaps the end is even nearer than that. Perhaps

Chernenko is already dead in which case there are two

questions: First, who will replace him, Mikhail S. Gor-

bachev, 53, Gregory Romanov, 61. someone else? And

second, will any such change affect Soviet policy?

The experts answer, maybe, maybe not. In any case, the

timing was unfortunate for a 21 year-oid named Gary

Kasparov.

Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian columnist.
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ARTS
Making great music
JONATHAN RICHMAN
Monday, February 11

Iron Horse Cafe

By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

When Jonathan Richman sings, he always

seems to be on the edge of cracking up;

either into a mental breakdown or into

laughter at the audience for taking him

seriously. Probably the most eccentric pop

performer of our time. Richman very

Crooner Jonathan Richman

seldom lower-v himself to play for paying

audiences, so his two shows last Monday

night at the Iron Horse in Northampton

were news « vents and an adventure for

anyone brave enough to have bought a

ticket

.

For his songs Richman evokes two

characters -a small child and a nostalgic

adult who talks with the honesty and

sincerity of a youth. This character ad-

libbed a lot and came up with lines such as.

"If I were a shopping mall what chance

would I have of getting a date with some

cute little building from France?"

There is a lot of musical history behind

Richman's performance although he still

looks as if he could be under twenty. About

15 years ago Richman founded the Modern

lx)vers, who recorded one record and

almost had a hit wi^h the song

"Roadrunner." Even though the band broke

up 10 years ago Richman is still working

furiously to make people torget the Modern

l^overs and accept his new music. I think he

only plays college towns because we are

young enough not to remember the old

band.

The people at the Iron Horse were very

interested in what Ricliman was singing.

This was unexpected considering the at-

titude most people have towards him when

the hear songs like "Hey There Little

Insect." Only one request for "Roadrunner"

was made and to reward the audience for

their restraint he played "Louie Louie" at

the end of the night, giving them the kind of

rock they might have wanted-

Kxactly what Richman was singing might

be hard to explain. He had a deep voice that

was amazing, and made sounds with his

guitar that were so retrogressive they

could make the Stray Cats drool.

Richman explained the philosophy behind

his guitar in an ode which explains that it

doesn't take much to make great music.

Most of his songs had ideas such as this, and

the question I expect people to ask concerns

his pretentiousness. However, he seemed

sincere; the crowd loved him and he never

really asked anyone to take him more

seriously than they should.
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Performing Arts Division

University Arts Council

invite you to

SING
WITH
US

Sit the

Folk Music

of Yugoslavia Workshop

with Slavko Silic

Saturday, Feb. 23

1:30 -5:30 p.m.

Bezanson Recital Hall

Fine Arts Center

The Performing Arts Division and the University Arts

Council are AA/EO organizations. $ donations accepted at

the door.

Monique Howard, Kamala Miller,

and Becqui Rollins practice gospel

singing in Ramona King's STEAL
AWAY,

artslines...
The Department of Music and Dance

presents a concert of new and experimental

music at 8 p.m. on Friday in Bezanson

Recital HaU. The concert wiU feature

composers/performers Neil Rolnick and

Julie Rabat who will perform their own

works for voice, glass harmonica, and

Rolnicks speical instrument, the Synclavier

11. a computer controlled digital syn

thesizer. Admission is free. For further

information, contact the Department ol

Music and Dance at '>4*> 2227.

The Smith College Theatre Department

presents Ramona King's comedy. Steal

Atuay, directed by Shelian Bland, at 8 p.m.

on February 21. 22. 23. 27. 28. March 1 and

2. in Theatre 14. Dollar nights are February

21, 27. and 28. General admission is$4.0U

students and senior citizens $2.00 For

reservations and information call the

Theatre Department Box Office, 584 3023.

weekdays. 12:30 4:30 p.m.

The Mirror Stage, A Department of

Theatre and Dance production of an

American Studies Thesis, conceived and

directed by Helen Crowley, will be

presented at 8 p.m. Thursday thru Sunday

in Fayerweather Theatre at Amherst

College. General admission is$l. Box office

hours are 15 p.m. For reservations call

542 2277. The Mirror Stage is an

t'xamination of women in popular plays

from 1945 through 1955. drawing on scenes

irom Cat on a Hot Tin Hoof, Death of a

Salesman, Picnic, and A Streetcar Named

Desire.

The Negro Ensemble Company. America's

foremost black theatre, will present its

critically acclaimed production of A

Soldiers Play at 8 p.m. on Saturday at the

University ot Massachusetts Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall. Winner of the

Pulitzer Prize for Drama and the New York

Critics Circle Award, Charles Fuller's

mystery thriller has been hailed as a

triumph throughout America. The per

lormance is co sponsored by the New World

Theatre and the Fine Arts Center. Tirkets

are available at the Fine Arts Center box

office. For ticket information, call the box

office at 545 2511.

Expert Repairs &
Heconditioning

Fine Arte Centei^
Unncert Halln

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACMUSEHS A f AMHERST iSI^^

DEMON DRUMMERS
AND DANCERS OF SADO KODtr

WEDNESDAY, FEB 20, 8PM
TICKETS: $11, $9, $7

•^ ( /

A
SINJlDvirS

SATURDAY, FEB 23, 8PM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

TheJmlhard String Quartet

THE MRS! FAMILY
OF CHAMBER MUSIC

WEDNESDAY, FEB 27, 8PM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

f ve College Siodenis Hoif -Price^ Tickets ovoiloble ai Fine Arts

>n'er Box OHtce Spfmgfield Civic Cenier
, ond OATATIX Ouileis

Call (413) 545-251 1 or 1 -800-243-4842s

BLACK AFFAIRS
Diplomat visits VMassl Vietnamese celebrate new year
The Cape Verdean Ambassador to the United States will

be at the University of Massachusets today for a two day

visit to discuss and strenghten relations between the

university and the Cape Verde Islands.

Ambassador Jose Fernandez-Lopes, who is visiting the

University for the first time, will meet with Chancellor

Joseph D. Uufiey and representatives from the University

Library and the Center for International Development.

Plans are being drawn to develop an academic

collaboration between UMass and the Cape Verde Island m

an effort to build institutional connections with this

developing country off the West coast of Africa.

Ambassador Lopes Fernandez will also meet with Cape

Verdean students at 3 p.m. tomorrow in the Shirley

Graham Dubois Library in the New Africa House.

-Paula Duval

Malcolm recalled
By Y ADIKA A. BETANCES
(.^ollegain Staff

Twenty years after the assassination of Malcolm X. the

issues of Blacks' equal participation in employment,

housing and in the American social and political system,

which he poignantly raised, are sUU unanswered, ac

cording to professors of Afro American studies at the

University of Massachusetts.

Malcolm X. El Hajj Malik El Shabazz. was a MusUm black

nationalist leader and a civil rights activist. Thursday.

Feb. 21. marks the twentieth anniversary of his

assassination.

According to John Bracey. historian and Afro^American

studies professor. Malcolm X has an ongoing inportance in

relevence to the Black struggles of the 198Us.

Bracey added. Malcolm X should play an important role m
the lives of young Blacks. Malcolm X was very much

concerned with education and placed a big emphasis on the

reading of world history "so one can see how Blacks titted

in theloRic.

Like Malcolm, who did not want to be a leader, but an

example for others to model. Bracey said today's Blacks

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A cult of ancestor's rituals, traditional New Year's food

and music and dance performances by students from

Southeast Asia wiU highlight a Vietnamese new year

celebration tomorrow at the University of Massachusetts.

19«^) is the year of the water buffalo, symbol of hard

work.

"The celebration is an opportunity lor people to give

presents, and pay tribute to the dead." said Lucy Nguyen,

academic advisor at the Bilingual Collegiate Program and

faculty advisor for the Vietnamese Students Association.

She said Vietnamese people pay tribute to their an

cestors. "to improve their moral and social standing. There

is a real link that unites the living and dead members of the

family."

Nguyen explained preparations for the feast Uke ap

proximately a month, during which time the traditional

foods, earth and sky cakes are prepared.

Vi«'lnamese students will prepare the dinner which will

consist of eart h cake and other Vietnamese delicasies.

Each represent the harmony between heaven and earth

and are shaped in the traditional Vietnamese philosophy of

square lor the earth and round lor the sky. The earth cake

is green, after the color of the earth and the sky cake is

white.

On New Year's day. children give parenU gifts while the

parents give them brand new bills as a sign of luck and

pn.sperity. Traditional gilts are fruits, rice cakes, wines

and t«*as.

During this day. there is no cleaning as to keep

everything in. Also, the first guest or visitor is supposed to

bring the best of luck few the year.

The traditional wishes for the new year are "happiness,

prosperity and longevity." Nguyen hopes that "with hard

work we have prosperity and success," this new year.

She said the celebration wiU give Asian studenU "the

chance to celebrate the traditional new year away from

home."

This is important, she said, because it is very difficult for

Vietnamese students to keep in touch with their traditional

culture. Many have not had the opportunity to witness it

tirst hand. whUe others have lost their language and have

not seen the traditional celebration, she said.

She also wants to "welcome administrators and faculty as

tamily members for the night to give them an idea of

cultural diversity and to show the richness of the (Viet-

namese) culture."

Students are welcome to view the traditional dance

performances starting at 9 p.m.

She said the celebration is a big family reunion. In

Vietnamese culture, the fanuly is the nucleus of society.

Nguyen teaches a course at UMass on Vietnamese

Literature with a concentration on the family. "Family is

the foundation of society and a good family means a good

foundation for a good society." she said.

She added there is a conflict between the traditional and

new ideas in relation to the family, brought by the

westernization of ideas by the French in the 1930s.

Although she understands the need for independency,

"family ties are strong." and when a child is respectful to

his/her parents, he/she is respectful to his/her spouse.

should copy his determination.

Malcolm began adulthood as "Detroit Red." a smaUtime

ghetto hustler who was sentenced to a ten year prison

term. Inside prison he transformed himself, struggling to

overcome his lack of education and political awareness.

While in prison. Malcolmjoined the Nation of Islam, and

became a powerful minister of Temple Number Seven and

Eleven in Harlem.

"He is the only revolutionary thinker that America has

prt)duced." said William Strickland, professor of Afro

American studies.

Malcolm is a revolutionary because he used the most

powerful weapon there is: the truth of history. He also

exposed the lies about the American system in relation to

Black people. Strickland said.

He added Malcolm's philosophy of using any means

necessary in the struggle for Black liberation was not of

"taking over, but of making change. There wiU never be

another MiUcolm " he said. "He was ahead of hts time and a

product of his time."

ZS =CE :aon, ^JZ ^DC

,

Nomination Papers are now

available for

SGA President

Board of Governors

Residential Committee
in the Senate Office, 420 SUB. BOG papers are also

available in the BOG office, 817 CC. In addition, many

Senate seats are available. To find out which ones, or

just to ask other questions call the SGA at 5-0341 or

the BOG, 5-0194.

GET INVOLVED!
•^^ jg zs 2CZ ""- ^*- -^^

77 *i Noftrt^

TMSMJt
St.

||^J Febl<J,a^^

Q£kJ> iv.eFrBShMeiH'S

i LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

OPEN RUSH
All University Men Invited

Tonight Feb. 19 and

Feb. 20

9-11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St.

(the Blue House)

Enough Sisterhood and Friendship

to Lost o Lifetime. . . Introducing
(•ush 15 the rxjricxJ fjnn pr'/ <jsb tr W>k ^

icxuifios r»^K;ruit riow memt>iri Sevefoi

rjctivifios ana parties nte sponsofed bv **ie

various sororities These are designeO to

give irtteresfod women n ct^orTce to meet

wittn active members and discuss sofonty

For More

Information

Call:

GRbEK AFFAIRS

...545-2711

253-9032

THE

BIG THRILL
U -MASS SORORITY RUSH
Premiering: TUESDAY, FEB. 19th 7:00 p.m.

at \he CAMPUS CENTER, Room 168

Preregistratlon: C.C. Concourse Feb. 4th -Feb. 15th

lor the individual sororities that ore of interest to you KAPPA K.^PPA GAMMA JJ^Si I

ALPHA CHIOMEGA 545-2152 PHI MU
{^it!!?'

CHI OMEGA .545-0162 SIGMA DELTA TAU 545^27

OELTAZETA 253-W16 SIGMAKAPPA 25dHi887

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON 256-6874 SIGMA S..=fMA SIGMA 545^)046
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llMas^
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Z^ .'the St^V J \

'' "^ . Hote-l.
next

4th ANNUAL UMASS
SPRING BREAK PARTY!!

March 16-23

LUV TOURS
returns with 3 great hotels

on "The Strip"

from $149.00
^off "the Strip" hotel available at

$109.00

Also Included:

• Free Keg Daily at the Button

LUV activities at Penrods

Special LUV
^ -^^ Happy Hour Parties

LUV pool parties

)yj

Do it 24 hours non-stop]

on a Luv Bus!!!

for only $99.00 roundtrip^
Liixun,' LUV motor coaches:

Video equipped (catch a feature length movie on the way!)

Stereo equipped (crank your favorite tunes!)

Restroom equipped (party, party, party!)

rve immc

WINTER CLEARANCE
SAVINGS UP TO 80% OFF

30 to 80% OFF

Parkas, Ski Jackets, Vests and Pullovers

20 to 80% OFF Duofold Underwear, T-necks, etc.

30 to 80% OFF Sweaters by Woolrich, Pendleton, etc.

20 to 60% OFF Woolrich Chamois, Wool, Flannel Shirts

20 to 50% OFF Knit Hats, Gloves, Mittens, etc.

The savings are too good to pass up, and the

weather is too cold to wait any longer for the best

winter clearance sale Don Gleason's has ever had

Shop early for best selection.

CC/ ^V/CAMPERS SUPPLY INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON
9-5:30 Weekdays 9-5 Saturday

Contact:
in Strang

Kanny Bamatt 549-C384

Qrad Roaanbaum 649-OS4
John Fraaar 648-6363

YOUR LOCAL LL'V
REPRESENTATIVE

800-368-2006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 Virginia Toll Free
7 Elliewood Avenue Charloiie»ville. Virginia 22"»3

A %ubitdtaf¥ of JAB Enirrpraes. Inr

Grab a flyer for m/rre detaiLt and rfgervation form

W^M
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Signature Drive

^Against a Fee Increase
¥

m

^
Tables will be set up to get

^signatures of graduate students to

^petition the Board of Trustees that

^there is no justification for saddling off

^campus graduate students v^^ith a $175

Ifee to pay debt service on residence

I halls and dining commons.

i

W Campus Center Concourse:

Feb. 20th, 21st, 22nd, and 25th.

'§

^^w^^^^^^w:^^M^^^^^^^^^^^^m

VILLA
[...Offering Quality Mexican Foods

I

Come feast on one of our

New Combo Dinners!

$4.05 - $4.85
(served after 3 pm daily)

free fresh corn tortilla chips with

every dinner through February. . .

NORTHAMPTON • B.Y.O.B.

21 Center St. • 584-0673
AMHERST • B & W Served

41 Boltwood Walk » 256-8217

Chancellor's Lecture Series

Miriam Usher Chrisman

''In Pursuit of Ordinary People

Thursday, February 21, 1985 at 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

//

Tuesday. Febmary 19. 1985-"

DOONESBURY

iCollegian 9

By Garry Trudeau

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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(jcsTURe w i^Asem^e
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ANP Lusrr LASses"

NOTIVfUCH

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

'ioi'/iGHrs Oues'i^
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Yeasthead
By Jason Talerman

^1,000,000.' H^yY \-ley' wHo>

Wos made 'it to

f^

of br^KAiOS •.

-\-V\e po\\i\cs. CoK^i \r\e.

GORDY By Gorde
'AJHEf^e THE HELL DO YOU
(ser 7»^£Ayei^&r ro t^LK
AROUhJD AT V O'CiOCK IK/ THE

\AJEArhl£R, To YELL ''HAPPY

Rats By Congo

Off CAHPUS IM A SHAcfc.

y.Mit v««c-TAttc$

Stop h>iX> SHOP

UHMF* Plt<A^C»<ifSC owe »f»*f r
MACHoi^l AMD
CHCC5C wilt
%i. yq (t ?uA<«

Correspondents and Staff: Rape and Sex-

ual Abuse Workshop 6:30 p.m., tonight, CC
805-809. This counts toward staff status.

ATTENTION ALL COLLEGIAN STAFF:
mandatory staff meeting 7:30 p.m.,

Wednesday. It's your last chance to sign up

for Saturday's reunion bash!

t%

!f^.1^

A~A

^ >'

Today's D.C. Menu
LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich/
Cranberry Sauce
Southern Beef and Noodle

BASICS LUNCH

Casserole

DINNER

Fettuccine with Sprouts I

Hot Turkey Sandwich/I
Cranberry Sauce

WINTER CARNIVAL

Sirloin Strip Steak/
Sauteed Mushrooms Baked o.^i^ ninimvu
Stuffed Haddock with BAMC UlININILK

N^wbu^^ul
""" WINTER CARNIVAL

Asparagus Flan
Baked Stuffed Haddock
with Newburg Sauce.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 StalP. in French

5 Peninsula

in Quebec
10 SouKle makers
14 Glittery cloth

15 Sharif and
others

16 Let ott

17 Supply one s

own lunch

19 Volunteer

State Abbr

20 Set on
21 Certain

boatmen
23 Cool munch,

in Munchen
24 Start ol a cheer

26 Afternoon

event

28 ViwkJ red

32 Hoopoes home
33 latum
34 Chase balls

37 — and no
other

40 Connecting
words

41 Longest French

river

42 Bumptious
43 Social grace

44 Canine of

film lame
4*) acid

46 Lighihearted

48 Gainsborough
masterpiece

(with The )

50 Taunting words

53 Yellow pigment

54 Loving

55 Writer Peter

57 Feudal tenant

62 Metric areas

64 Cooks pride

66 Part of a pair

67 Madison Ave

types

68 Eye section

69 Buttinsky

70 Cries of

surprise

71 Joseph, the

biographer

Kdilrd h>

DOWN
Residence of

Napoleon
Jacks afloat

Alon/o

Stagg
Pueblo tribe

Folklore fellow

6 Or sgp
7 Pudding

thickener

8 King of Troy

9 Sow dissension

10 Lizard

1

1

Grower s pride

12 Lamp dweller

13 Rationality

18 Nothing Lat

22 Holy woman
Abbr

26 Pocket pieces,

in Puebia

27 Can tie rolled

upon
28 Paint

application

29 Nancy's cousin

30 Perquisites ol

fame
31 Tile adhesive

35 Thespian
dream

I rude Muhrl Jaffv

36 Nativesof

Riyadh

38 One's own
Prefix

39 Company off

41 Anticipates a

rainy day''

45 Island dances
47 Signol Aries

49 Adds spark

50 Scalawag

51 Halos

52 Moslem
Messiah

56 Dimwit,

for short

58 King of Israel

59 Fi|i capital

60 Winners
61 Wife of Jacob
63 Court count
65 Driver s aid

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

2/19rS5

1 7 3 4

1
11

J i 7 > «

1

10 11 17 11

14 15 It

17
11

70 71 7? I 73

74 75

1
76 77

?a n 30 11 la 3?

L_
33

41

34 35 16

1
37 11 ]•

40

1 I
4?

43 44 45

|h| 4i ^ ! 41 44

M 51 57 I
51 IBBBI

54 I J5 5r
,5.

5» 60 61

»r 63

1

14 65

W 67

1
61

n 70 71

__
ClINS \m Anffln Iii»« S)i><tril. 2/iafS5
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OPEN RUSH

ALL UNIVERSITY
MEN INVITED

BK()>

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

RUSH DATES
FEB. 12, 13, 19, 20

9:00 P.M.

»*00 0**0m00*»0»*M
jjjjifrffrn

*

•k
Jf

SENIORS! ^ 4

It's painless and takes only

a few minutes! For

;

I
:

:

;

appointments or re-scheduling:

* call 545-2874 ^

• Modern House

• Homecooked Meals

• Olympic Weight Room
• Outstanding Academics

• Great Social Life

;
The brothers u* BK0 invite you to see what

fraternity life has to offer. BKCJ) is a

brotherhood of 60 young men living and grow-

ing together. We hold in high regard

academics, social and intramural activities.

We are currently Greek and campus intramural

champions. Come down and see what BK0 is

ail about. Get more out of college in your four

years here. Rush BK0'

3D

I

hkD

I

UJ

l1'_P ltasant ST_
_

SENIOR PORTRAIT

or stop by INDEX,

103 CC.

^
, DO IT NOW! ^

FREE '82 yearbook

with every sitting!

(there will be a $2.00

^ sitting fee)

t

i

•
>#»»»*»»•»»#»»»»»*»»*»»»»**•*»*»•»*•*»•********•**•**•************************

BERKSHIRE
EAST
SKI AREA
35 minutes from U-Mass

1-91 North to Greenfield,

16 miles west on Rt. 2

Inexpensive skiing for students

on IVIassachusetts

biggest & best mountain

Comparable to many Vermont Areas

* 4 chain lifts

* 2 base lodges, lounge with live

entertainment Saturday night

* student rates

group rates - call 1-339-6617

$3.00 off regular rates with this ad
(not to be combined with any other discounts)

Student Night every Friday Night

$5.00 Lift Tickets

Van rentals available for groups of 8-10

call Herm at 625-6729

valid 1985 season

HEALTH Ci BEAUTY AID

Flexcare

Eyecare 12 oz.

$2.89

req. M.32

Atra-10
Razor Blades

$3.29

reg. $4.66

^^ 1.5 oz.

$1.59

reg. $1.99

R«gular^Untc«nt«d/Fr«th

NyOuil

Colgate
Toothbrush

soft

med
hard

2/$1.00
reg. $1.25 ea.

ColgateC!Z)

Colgatb
Toothpaste
reg. 4.6 oz.

Gel 5 oz.

$1.19 reg. $1.62

Coigatmm

$3.29

6oz.

Nature's

Organic

Shampoo
wheat 'n honey

69« 16 oz.

STORE HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00: Saturday 10:00^:00

VmVEBSlTY

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTSmms^

sday, Febnimry 19, 19851 iColiegian 11

Engineering Majors

you are invited to attend

an

Engineer's Week
Convocation

Wednesday, February 20

3:30 PM
Engineering Auditorium

(Enge 131)

Keynote Address:

Mr. Nicholas Boraski

Vice-President & General Manager

General ElectricIPittsfield

Social Hour to follow

ofbie

Car

Truck

Passertger V^n

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Hvpcrcurricula

BOLTWOOD PKOJECT Information and recruitment

meeting for new and returning volunteers. Today and

tomorrow. 174 CC. 168C CC.

"ACIU RAIN: REQUIEM OR RECOVERY" UMassPIRGs
acid rain group is sponsoring a showing of this Canadian

'propaganda' film. Admission is free! 7 p.m., CC 801.

MASS PIRG ACID RAIN MEETING Our acid rain group

is organizing a series of public education events to ad-

vocate awareness of the acid rain problem and good acid

rain legislation. All welcome! 6:30 p.m.. 432 SUB.

PANHEL COUNCILS SPRING MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
All university women are invited to the Panelenic Council's

spring membership drive. Today is the orientation

date— smiles and friendships await!! Join us at 7 p.m. in

room 168 of the Campus Center.

Summer College Work Study

Applications Now Available in:

Student Employment Office

Financial Aid Office
There are a limited number of awards available to

qualified students.

Deadline: March 8, 1985

You MUST have a 1985-88

Financial Aid Form on file.

SPECIAL
SUPERIOR

PIZZARIA
Ph: 549-0626

Monday through Thursday

Large Cheese Pizza $5.00
(tax included)

Each additional item $1.00

Fast, Free, Friendly Delivery

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Information Meetings

Tues. February 19 Rm 174
j

Wed. February 20 Rm 168

Wed. February 27 Rm 165

Campus Center at 7 pm

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Q^ew Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 IVIon - Thurs; 8:'e-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publ.cat.on day

^ ^
Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount « Phone number FREE

AUTO FOn SALE
ENTERTAINMENT FOUND

• • JUDY C •

•

n Datsun B210 AM FM axe cond piMM
call before 11 AM 263-7617

Itn^Dodga Omni, runt wall, no ru«t.

1500 545^>256 or 584^9323

Raek-A-Oiac. Raek-A- VW«i Entartatn

mant DiK Jockev*. large acraao vidao

dartca* for houiapartvi, »enrMfofTn8ta, cai^

put avanti &W-7144

Ford Econollna Van. flaclining teatt, con-

vartiWa bed, great for tpring break a ttoal

at 2000 call 549-1 796

73 Plymouth Scamp no ruat" V» virttf) all

brand new partt' New braketi Muat toll<

»1S00 or beat offer make deal call Dale (413)

253-7206

!l BAHAMAS II

EXPRESS

QM that •>»• •«Ki«' g'i?_ik':p«?J2'
profettioani look of EXPRESS TYPINO.

Student ditcountt, editing, faat, reliable tor-

vicea. 546^19 or 649-5329

Found Mack wool acarf outtjde of

Worceeter DC call Tom at 548-6000 to

reclaim

Found t«^ of haya in Southwood call

25^1031 to ktentify

Ring found outaida KnoiMton caM 546-3380

and klentifv

Happy Vatantina't DayJtaMl. Lova the

now man from Longmaadow

LOST

Happy Birthday Hakoyl Hava a great day

and think purple" From your ever adoring

Oanir

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

You've aaan our brochurat in every

dataroomi Now's the tirrie to acti Bahamat'

Special ttudent rateei 256-1320, Taryn

hurty'

BEST ouALrrr resumes

Conaultatlon. preparation, editing,

anslytit, detign, layout, typing, cover letter

Giarruaao 268-8257

BOLTWOOD PROJECT
~

Bottwood Proiact Info MaMlnga Tua Fab

12 Tue Feb 19 rm 174 Wed Feb 20 rm 168

Wed Feb 27 rm 186 Camput Center 7:00 PM

DICK OREOORY'S
~

Room In Capa Cod cotta«a for iummer
'86. Call Chria 548-7930

Capa Cod Summar Saaaonal Rantala:

W. Yarmouth. Dennit: largaet inventory of

ttudk) 1 2, 3 6 4 bedroom unitt; direct

from ownert; 617-528-8300 or 817 771-2233

Houeefor rant 2 bdroomt garage private

acrat near Northampton 268-7136

Renr tlngiiT roomt at »1S0 + utM. in

Greenfield w/other UM ttudenta. Big home

20 min drive call Jim 774-6831

Hatfield: Half of modem Townhoute apart-

ment. Female only. Heat included »200

886-7936, 247 9327

FOR SALE

IIO-MBO waakly/up mailing circulars' No
boaiaa/quotat* Sincerely imereated ruth

aalf addraiaed stamped envelope: Dept.

AN 7, POD910CEW, Woodatock, 1180088

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER - Part time

opening for perton experienced with PDP-11

or VAX computert or MACRO attemWy

language. Amhertt bated comptny
developing communicationt and realtime

control toftware, it k>oking for tomeone

at>le to work part time durir>g the tchool

year, with fuH-tirtie employmont during tt>e

tummer and intertettiont. Excellent oppor-

tunity' For information call 549-8894

Nawapapar Dalhrerert needed in dorma.

No car needed. Appro* 1 hr/diy 7

dayt/waak good pay call 253-7009

Make * at homal Dye T-ehirta w/your

wather e dryer Jamea 258-8748

Olln Mark IV Skia 175 cm plut tki bag«<-

ceHent condltton »176 or BO MIka 648-7721

INSTRUCTION

SIm-aafa Bahamian DM, the only 100%

natural food aupplamam w/ftower pollenjt
iweaping the nation. For information on the

diet and incradlbia marketing plan call Jack

413-64S-8797

Fo78iirT9750Wi«.n«^>«2l2^

$600 call Greg 646-3600

D^JSiSriS^STe^^olomonblnd^
tlOO a ataal good condition 6-W46

Know your car. Batic automobile
workthop. 28 hourt irKludirn clattroom

ar>d ihop. Limited enroHnfent
.
253-2098

Experienced math tutor: Pre-Calculut.

Butinata Calculut, firttyaar Calculut,

othart. Undarttanding, raeaonably priced,

call SB4-31B4, avaa.

A 7 Inch foM bracalM. If found plaaaa call

646-4277 Reward

«100 Reward for the peraon yvho retumt a

ttring of peartt --deep aentimental value, no

quettiont atkad'" Call after 4:00 pm
2S6-87S0

PERSONALS

Rack-A-Dla« Raek-A-Vldao Entartain-

ment Diac Jockeyt, large acraan vMeo
dancet for houteperemi, temiformalt,

camput evenft 548-7144

The yeerbook needt YOU I Potitiont open
for newt editor, attittant artt editor, and

photographer*. Apply at INDEX, 103 CC or

can 546-0848

Lambda Chi Alpha Open Ruah Tired of

the dorma and the D.C't? Looking for

laating friendthipt. along with k>tt of fun?

Drop by for a look on Feb 12. 13, 19, 20 bet-

ween 9:00 and 1 1 00 PM

ASTrOLOQY CLASSES LEARN
EVERYTHING FROM CHART CALCULA
TION TO INTERPRETATION CLASSES
BEGIN FEB 26. FOR MORE INFO CALL
548-0210 BETWEEN 10 6 11 PM

STUDENT FUND-RAISINO JOBS M-M
HR. APPLY IN PERSON: TELEFUND
MEMORIAL HALL

Happy Lata Valantlna'a Day to interaea-

tiont Beta Phit" We mite you all' With tove

BetaBabiet

Mark Mac ol PIka aorry about the ftower

Rumbleflah

Typing and word procaealng. Faat,

raliabia aarvk:a. S844BB7

Need a paper typad? II /pg. Nancy

TEAMWORKS
UOUIOATION SALE

ALPHA CHI OMEOA
Invitee all Univeraity Woman to Ruah"

2/218-8:46; 2/26 6.3^7:15

2/26 fr«:46 & 7 7:46; 2/27 6:3^7:15

RSVP to Linda 546-2152 or 648-4008

Hope to tee you there"

New end uaad crott country ar>d downhill

tki boott tfr-tSO everythir>g muat go Tuea-

day Fab 19 9:00-6:00 CC Conoourae

fJIAVEL

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

>••• Ski Powder at Vail

for M66 you wHI receive:

lift, iet, k>dging, trans, partiea

for mora info can Mike 2S8-0630
••••••••• ••••••••••••••••«•••••••••

Caaee, Paper*, DIaaartatlona, Thaeaa,

on-camput, very reliable, low ratet, Nancy

684-7924 TVWNO

RIDERS WANTED Andy'a Typlfig S«fvlcaa 684-1000

South FlorMa Iwund there drive

needed caM Rob 263-2140 night
UMASPA

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wentad to there room in Bran-

dywme *130 indudea heat caM 2S3-6237

let OMWid MaMlna Today* Fab. ISth

6:00 8:00 PM Social Hour' Caah Ber< Mun-
chiet' AH Welcome 10th Fkx>r Campua
Canter

WANTED

BiRVICES

Rufut I mode t mistake tntS I am torry

forever Plaaea forgive and forget. Thingt

can be batter if you reelty care You know I

do. I mita you. Happy Valantinet Day. Lpve

Halrcutal *5 right on cemput - call for an

appointment 6-7316 NoeWe

Halreuta by Sue. By appt only H.OO call

548-8368 all tamaatar

Two bedroom apt In Puffton to take ovar
June firtt call after tesren 666-7746

I need companion for tki trip to Taoa
New Mexico over March Breek. 100 ir^hee

3f tnow atraedy. get paychad. If imareetad

ca« David at 295-6812
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SPORTS
Who's not for real? UM 63,GW

Minutemen neutralizeBrown and

Colonials, tighten grip on fourth

C<>lleKi«n photo by Bnati Gonye

George Washington's Mike Brown found himself surrounded by Minutemen all

day. Here, Tom Emerson and Lorenzo Sutton sandwich the big man. UMass

beat GW. 63-55.

Women give Hartford

savage beating, 66-35
Hy.JOHN A. NOI.AN

CdllfKiii" 1^1 all

Making,' their first ever appearance at the

SprinKlifId Civic Center, the University

ol Mussachiisetls women's basketball

team pounded a hapless University of

Hartford. »6 31. Saturday.

Barbara Hebel scored IH pomts and

Karen Kit/gerald added 12 to lead a

balanced I'Mass attack which saw head

coach Barbara Stevens utilize her entire

roster ihrouKhout most of the game.

"I thought it was good for us to have a

game in which we could allow everyone to

play," Stevens said. "It was a good game

in that some of the players who normally

play a lot g(Jt rest on the bench while those

who don t normally see a lot of action had

an opportunity to get some playing time."

Habit ua!!y hammered by division I and 2

opp.'nent>. the Hawks (6 181 entered the

game frtsh from their first ever Division 1

victory, a 57fi decision over Brooklyn

ColU'ge In the first ever meeting bet

ween the two ballclubs. UMass showed

Hartford the hard realities of Division 1

basketball.

The Minutewomen, 11 13. jumped out to

a quick 7 lead behind jumpers from Tara

Lewis and Hebel while Sue Burtoft added

a lavup and a free throw.

in the first five minutes, Hartford

showed no sign of life as they failed to

score. With little offense to provide a

spark to their game plan, Hartford quickly

saw any chance of victory disappear

against the fast break oriented UMass

otfense.

I'aula W hittier. who had a team high 13

points, hit a jumper with 13:V to go in the

lirst half to finally put Hartford on the

hn.ird. Ilebel answered with three con

seculive baskets to increase the UMass

lead to 13 2. Hartford rallied with a 9

run to cut the lead to two. but unable to

cope with a tenacious UMass defense, the

Hawks squandered any opportunity to tie

with vet another of its astonishing 37

turnovers. Two free throws by Fitzgerald

sealed the half (31 IH). and the game so far

as .uvyone was concerned.

The Minutewomen opened the second

hall with a 17 1 spurt before Stevens

initiated her mass substitutions.

Unlike our games against Yale and

Dartmouth, we definitely did not want

Hartford to think they could play and beat

us," Stevens said.

Without a doubt. Hartford possessed

much less talent than the Minutewomen.

Hartford turned the ball over 37 times,

shot a mason like 28 percent from the field

and failed to pull down an offensive

r<'boun<l until late in the second half.

Oil the game, the Minutewomen

oulreboundiHl Hartford 53 31 with Karen

hilzgeruld leading the team with nine.

Ten 'il 13 UMass players scored while no

one ! uled to beef up their statistics in

some lorm.

The Minutewomen take on the Khode

Island Rams at 8 p.m. tonight at the

.Amherst (.College Gym.

Bv HKTKR ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD How
important was the

University of

Massachusetts" 63 55 victory

over George Washington on

Saturday in Springfield?

To begin with, the

Minutemen snapped an 11

game losing streak against

the Colonials, the team

picked to win the Atlantic 10

this season.

UMass, 12 11, also went to

8« in the league. The
Minutemen hold fourth place

alone as Rutgers lost to St.

Bonaventure.

The Colonials' All America

candidate Mike Brown, all 6

11 265 pounds of him. was

held to three points, 15

l>elow his season average.

The Minutemen didn't allow

Brown a point for 27 minutes

and a field goal for 31. He
ultimately fouled out with

3:11 to go.

.^nd finally, for anyone who
had any doubts, UMass is

officially for real. The
Minutemen proved they

belong in the Atlantic lO's

top four, not last as the

coaches predicted in a pre-

season poll.

"This was the type of win

people are going to look at

and say, 'these guys are

really playing some good

ball," U'M's Darryl Carter

said. "When you hold Brown

to three and beat them by

nine, it's an ac-

complishment."

UMass opened the game
sh(X)ting a sluggish 2 of 14

and finding themselves

down, 13 6 with 12:40 to go.

Carl Smith (10 points and

four assists) nailed a jum-

per, two foul shots and fed

Donald Russell (11 points)

for an easy layup to make it

13 12.

Russell (who needs six to

tie Mike Hyatt's career

scoring mark of 1,407) gave

UM its first lead at 14 13 on

a layup before the Colonials

battled back to go ahead 21

20 on Joe Wassels jumper.

Ney smith then took a pass

from Bobby Braun (ten

points) and threw down a

"close, but not quite my
best" dunk to make it 22 21.

The Minutemen then tossed

in seven of eight foul shots

to take a slim 29 28 halltime

lead.

In the second half, the

Minutemen blew away the

Colonials, losers of two
straight, with a 15-1 run

that took them from being

down :i8 ;W with 15:33 to go,

to being up 46 39 with 8:10

remaining.

Neysmith. who along with

Braun had 14 rebounds,

scored live of his team-high

15 points in a row to spark

the run -ind tie the game at

;J8. Me moved to third on the

I M career rebounding list

with881.

Brown, who was denied the

lane by Braun and Tom
Emerson for much of the

day, finally just giving up

his shots, then scored his

first point with a foul shot at

the 12:56 mark.

The Minutemen ran off

eight straight from there.

Russell had a fastbreak

layup. Neysmith dropped in

a fallaway. Carter

rebounded a Lorenzo Sutton

miss and hit a one hander

before Sutton leaned in for a

one hander. The smoke

cleared and it was 46-39.

UMass got up by as much

as ten, 59 49, and hit nine of

its last 12 foul shots to seal

the game as coach Ron

Gerlufsen subbed freely.

Sutton had ten points for

UMass, Carter added seven,

Emerson had four and four

rebounds in a solid effort

both offensively and

defensively. The Minutemen

shot a less then great 30

percent from the Held (19 of

62), but were 25 of 36 from

the line. They outrebounded

GW 54 47 and scored 23

p«jints off turnovers and 12

on the break.

Wassfl was the Colonials

only player in double figures

with 17.

Former GW starters

Chester Wood. Darryl

Webster, and Troy Webster

saw only eight minutes of

action (all Wood's) as coach

Gerry Gimelstob's team

seemed beset with friction.

For Braun, who played

against Brown in high school

and has never beaten him in

almost eight seasons of play,

the win was a special one.

"He's a great player, don't

get me wrong. The guy's a

truck, it's just that we
wanted it more and Tommy
(Emerson) and I showed we
could stop him," the 6-5

senior said.

"Bobby told coach (Al)

Wolejko on Friday that he

would hold him under ten,

and he did," Emerson said.

"This was a big win."

The 6 9 Emerson, did what

Gerlufsen wanted him to,

confront Brown under the

boards and give a little

offense. In his 18 minutes.

Emerson was as agressive

as he has been in three years

at UMass.

"1 told Tom, the whole

team, we have to want this

one more. " the coach said.

"We didn't shoot all that

well, but when he had those

streaks that won the game,

we did everything well. Kids

like l^renzo Sutton. Darryl

Carter, and Tommy
Emerson gave us big lifts

you don't always expect.

Everyone contributed to

this game, and we proved

what we can do."
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UMass Students Travel To Learn

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondent

The 14th Annual Communications Conference was

held at Howard University ,
Washington

D.C. from February 14-17. 1985. The four day con-

ference which featured exhibits and recruiters from

across the country, had more than 60 panels and

workshops. Topics ranged from "Communication

Development in Africa and the Third World" to New

Technologies in Communication Science." Ten

representatives from Nummo News and BMCP attend

this grand celebration.

College Juniors and Seniors had the opportunity to

be interviewed for job placements in communication

industries around the country. Recruiters in the

Broadcast field came from companies such as ABC,

CNN, and NBC just to name a few. The Print Media

had recruiters from Associated Press, Boston Globe,

Los Angeles Times, Miami Herald , Wall Street Jour-

nal, and many more print media companies.

Workshops were held on "What Editors really expect

of the Newsreporter," "New Technologies in Com-

munication Science," "Sports Communication, "-

"Televison Production" and many other interesting

topics. "Making It from Student Editorials to Profes-

sional Journalist," was an interesting workshop which

was moderated by Joseph Perkins of the Wall Street

Journal.

Continued on page 7
photo by Segun Eubanks students enjoying banquet In

Washington, D.C.

New courses offered Through Grad School

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

Collegian photo by Briwi Gonyc

UMass co>capUin Horace Neysmith jams one home

Saturday in Springfield.

A low student turn-out and lack of recruiters from

the represented schools were the two negative

aspects pointed out by participants. While the large

amount of information provided was said to be the

most positive Ingredient at last Thursdays Minority

Graduate Fair.

Approximately 200 undergraduate students brows-

ed through Hampden Commons to take advantage of

the infomnation provided. Along with information

from 75 graduate school admission, a reception for

graduate students and staff and a dance after the Fair

feturing the Fred Clayton quartet and D.J. Daddy

Neal.

University graduate students were used as mock

recruiters for the schools. "What can "Joe Smoe" tell

me about Howard University if he goes to UMass,"

said one undergraduate student who preferred not to

photo by Segun Eubanks

Leah Loftis looks for information about Graduate

school from recruiter Gerry Blocker at Graduate Fair.

be identified. The reason for using UMass grad

students according to the Fair's coordinator Curtis Pit-

tman, a Staff Assistant for OMGSR, was "The need

to have interaction between graduate and

undergraduate students." Pittman pointed out the

statistics have shown that minority students have

found it very difficult to graduate from the University.

"Graduate students can best explain the trial and

tribulations of graduating (from UMass), as opposed

to recruiters who would be staff members or profes-

sionals (from the represented schools)," Pittman said.

Graduate student D. Anderson Hoker particpated

as a recruiter, "Because I thought that I could help

Black students and minority students with their tran-

saction into graduate school." Hooker said that he

was very dissappolnted with the turn-out, "mainly

because the information was here, and until we can

teach people to fish they will always be hungry," he

said.

"The targets, freshman and sophmores, are not

really interested," said Pittman. "More outreach is

needed. We must evaluate the interest of the

students," he added.
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Welcome Back Bob Clark

by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

The newest academic advisor for the CCEBMS pro-

gram is Bob Clark, a 1984 UMASS alumnus. A native

of Cambridge, Massachusetts, he graduated with his

bachelors holding a double major of political science

and psychology along with a minor in Latin.

What sets Clark apart however, besides his

academics, is the fact that he is an American Indian,

the only one on the CCEBMS staff. A member of the

Wampanoag nation that resided in in the northern

New England states. Bob also explained that is part

Black.

While Bob atended UMass he was a member of

the American Indian Student Association and it was

during this time that he found American Indians had

the lowest acceptance rate of any group in the Univer-

sity Also in his experiences were the facts that

American Indians had the lowest education rate, the

highest infant mortality rate, and the highest rate of

unemployment of any group in the U.S. alorig wrth

the fact (hat half of the 1 % million Amencan Indians

live on reservations or bantustans.

With these types of figures staring him in the face.

It was no suprise that Bob became involved in human

services work. He had been appointed Western

Massachusetts Commissioner for Indian Affairs by

Governer King and has been reappointed under

Governor Dukakis. While there are no difinitive figures

on the amount of American Indians in UMass, Bob

said It couldn't be more than 50, graduate and

undergraduate. r-rccniuiQ
Asked about his relations with the CCEfcBMb

organization since he started on January 6, Bob

replied: "Love It. I consider it a family. An excellent

staff." Expressing the same happiness about his con-

tact with students he noted that it was nice to do a job

what he always felt commined to personally. Seeing

himself as a radical "in the sense that I see things that

need to be radically changed" he added that these

changes "ned'to come throughout the system."

Decrying the melting pot as a myth. Bob said that

racism is just as strong nowadays as in his eariier

years. Acknowledging the fact that the name calling

and slurs have decreased, he said that racism

manifests itselft in a "more institutional and subtle

form."

Leaving a message for the students. Bob said: "I

would tell them to take their studies

seriously...because not everybody has the chance to

go to school. They should shoot for A's and not for

C's."

EDITORIAL

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

Ten University students from the Black Mass Com-

munications Project and Nummo News took a trip to

Washington D.C. this past weekend to participate in

the 14th annual Communications Conference at

Howard University. It was an unforgettable weekerid

for all, although for some the memories are quite dif-

ferent than for others.

For those that took advantage of the Conference,

the workshops and interviews were very rewarding

and offered an opportunity to get a head start in the

very competitive Communications job market. Merrit

Crawford, a University of Massachusetts almuni cur-

rently working at the Assoicated Press, was given

recognition for outstanding achievement at the con-

ference banquet and served as an inspiration to

minority students attending his former instititution.

The atmosphere at Howard University was also

educational. When we arrived on campus, about 400

students were holding a rally to fight apathy in

Howards's community. While the theme is very similar

to the challenges we face in this community, the spirit

and enthusiasm of Black studen leaders was remin-

sent fo the 1960's Black Power movements.

Students from different backgrounds, religions, and

interests came together to fight a common cause,

something we have been unable to achieve at UMass

for a long time.

There were, of course a few disappointments. The

conference was not as well organized as it should

have been, with many workshops and events being

cancelled at the last minute. Also many members of

our entourage pointed out that a lot of Howard

students acted very bourgeois.

The biggest dissapointment, however, came from

within the group of UMass students. Apparently many

members of the group had no intentions to attend or

participate in the activities. Instead they spent their

time hanging out at Howard, looking up old friends

and searching for party spots. Moreover, their search

for a good time actually impeded the efforts of the

students who were interested in taking care of

business.

It is very distressing to think that the two organiza-

tions paid for the trip from hard earned revenue funds

and their very own members took advantage of the

opportunity afforded them. The most ironic part of it

all is that those who had their priorities together

managed to take care of business, learn a lot of impor-

tant Information and still have a good time.

It would be suggested that in future endeavors such

as this. Third Worid organizations make a more exten-

sive investigation of particpating students and develop

a system of checks and balances. After all our funds

are far too valuable and scarce to be wasted.

READ

NUMMO
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Gvil RightsAn
On-going

Struggle
by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

Paul Robeson Jr., son of the late great Paul

Robeson, spoke on "What Happened to the Civd

Rights and Black Power Movements Monday at the

University of Massachusetts Campus Center.

Mr Robeson set the preconditions to the Civil

Rights era by starting off with slavery. During this time

Mr Robeson explained that each slave was counted

as two-thirds of a person and that while white inden-

tured servants served 7 years then got 40 acres and a

mule the freed slave received nothing. Reconstruc-

tion was very helpful towards Black progress but was

eventually turned back. Ex-slave skilled Black workers

"were driven up North and destroyed as a group. On

top of that Mr. Robeson said that the Industrial

Revolution by-passed Black America "by almost in its

entirety" until the 1930'8.

Paul Robeson Jr. speaks to audience of Civil Rights

last week photo by Michelle Segall

All of these factors led up to the Civil Rights move-

ment which was for Blacks the "rock bottom

minimum for survival" In Mr. Robeson's view. He said

that whites supported this movement because it

wasn't perceived as being anti-white and because it

was non-violent. Although he supported the move-

ment he said, "I would never turn the other cheek if

struck on one." He further added that thousands, in-

cluding himself, were waiting to see if Martin Luther

King's strategy would work and if didn't, another

more militant tactic would have been adopted.

The Black Power movement which came later was

the structure on the Civil Rights foundation. Mr.

Robeson noted that the Black Power movement came

about because the Civil Rights movement didn't work

well for working class Blacks. The inner strength of

the Black community upset many whites because they

feared Black unity and a great many whites thought

that Black Power meant that Blacks would rule whites

even though Blacks were only 12 percent of the

population.

Turning his attention to affirmative action, Mr.

Robeson said it was "the biggest hoax ever played on

the American public" to call affirmative action

discrimination in reverse because what it really stands

for is an equal opportunity for Blacks to compete. He

compared the current situation Blacks have to face

with being allowed to run in a track meet but with no

sneakers tracksuits, or training against a fully prepared

competitor.

Taking an extended view of present day America,

Mr. Robeson started a tremendous attack on the

Reagan administration, calling Mr. Reagan "one of

the most racist presidents in living memory." In addi-

tion to giving instances of Mr. Reagan's "ignorance",

Mr. Robeson saidthat whites in general use the call for

color blindness as a cover for racism.

After finishing his statements about Mr. Reagan,

Mr. Robeson made a call for Black unity and also the

possibility of coalitions with other groups such as

labor to fight the current mood of the country.
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Manley and Seaga: Who Can Lead Jamaica

by Christophei^Allen

Nummo Staff

Former Prime Minister of Jamaica, Michael N.

Manley has begun trying to make a comeback after

spending four years on the political sidelines. Because

of the crushing defeat Mr. Manley suffered in 1980

after the economy had virtually collapsed, many

Jamaicians and Western Diplomats had expected him

to strike a moderate stance when he re-emerged. In-

stead, recently he opened what his party describes

early elections, calling the present Prime Minister Ed-

ward P. G. Seaga "an arrogrant, stupid fool" and

threatening measures that could lead to years of in-

stability.

With many supporters cheering wildly at a rally in a

F>alm tree dotted square in downtown Montego Bay,

Mr. Manley and his Socialist People's National Party

proclaimed that the government they hoped to form

would feel no obligatk)n to recognize any contracts or

agreements made by Prime Minister Seaga, thus

casting in doubt the continuity for investors here and

for other nations. Manley and his party declared that

the present Government had no "polrtical authority"

to make new agreements with the International

Monetary Fund. They warned that Prime Minister

Seaga and his Jamaica labor party "must assume full

political responsibility for any social unrest or instabili-

ty" that was "likely to ensue" from additional austeri-

ty measures.

With the country facing staggering and economic

problems, many Jamaicans and Western diplomats

say the threats are likely to give foreign investors and

international bankers second thoughts about

Jamaica. They say it could further disrupt the

country's tourist business.

Mr. Manley's threats are being taken seriously

because recent polls have indicated that if elections

are called, he would probably defeat Mr. Seaga with

59 percent of the vote. The Prime Minister insists that

he will not call elections until he is constitutk>nally re-

quired to in 1969. Mr. Manley, tall and gray-haired is

an eloquent and captivating speaker is still held in awe

by many Jamaicians.

In his eight years as Prime Minister, beginning in

1972. he inspired national pride, leading the country to

prominence among militant developing countries. He

lashed out against what he called capitalist im-

perialism and developed a close relationship with

Cuba.

In 1980, Jamaica tumed to Mr. Seaga, a Harvard-

educated sociologist who portrayed himself as a

reliable and efficient manager and promised to restore

calm and economic vitality. Mr. Seaga's Jamaica

Labor Party won 51 of the 60 seats in Pariiament. As

one of his first official acts, Mr. Seaga broke

diplomatic relations with Cuba. He has become one of

the Reagan Administration's ck>8est allies.

At the rally in Montego Bay, Mr. Manley's old style

and appeal seemed unchanged. He uttered two

words, "Comrade Chairman" to begin his speech and

the crowd roared with cheers and applause for several

minutes, according to reports. Banners on the dais

warned against "Imperialism and U.S. domination."

There was unmistakable anger in the voices of Mr.

Manley and other speakers at the rally. They maintain

that they were cheated by Mr. Seaga when he sud-

denly called elections in December 1983 while at a

peak in popularity after his strong support for the

United States - led invasion of Grenada. Both sides

have publicly pledged that elections would not be

held the natton's voter-registratk)n lists had been up-

dated to account for about 150,000 newly eligible peo-

ple and the death and migration of 100,000 more. Mr.

Manley refused to particpate in the 1983 election.

With opposition from only a handful of independents,

Mr. Seaga's party took all 60 seats in Pariiament.

There were no challengers to 54 of Seaga's Can-

didates, and they won without any ballots being cast.

For the first time sinceuniversial suffrage was granted

in 1944, Pariiament was occupied by only one party.

Last summer, both Mr. Seaga and Mr. Manley said

in interviews that the one-party Pariiament had proved

to be unexpectedly effective; but increasingly,

educated Jamaicans say they believe it is impossible

for members of any one party to provide the kind of

scrutiny and criticism that comes from a true opposi-

tion.

Fight For Justice

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondnet

Comptroller Roland Burris, one of three blacks

elected to state-wide office in the nation, acted out of

character recently when he bypassed the black caucus

of the Democratic National Committee and won the

vice chairman's job.

Burris, a normally cautious, low-profile politician,

was elected after he appealed directly to the full com-

mittee, the DNC's black caucus had, by a narrow

margin, endorsed Mayor Richard Hatcher of Gary, In-

dianna.

The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, an unsuccessful can-

didate last year for the Democratic presidential

nomination, said in an interview published Monday in

the Washington Post that he would not recognize

Burris' election. Hatcher had been Jackson's cam-

paign chairman. Jackson also criticized the DNC's

selection of new party Chairman Paul G. Kirk Jr. as a

continuation of the party's domination by organized

labor. Burris, an active Baptist churchman who
sometimes preaches from pulpits across Illinois, said

he did not intend to respond to comments that he had

betrayed the caucus in the Feb. 1 election. He was

equally noncommittal when asked to comment on

Jackson's statement. "Some people might find it

"disturbing" that I won the election," he said. But, he

added, "I'm the duly elected vice chairman. My pur-

pose is to elect Democrats to state office, to Congress

and to the presidency." Burris said he would try to do

some fence-mending by calling a meeting of the black

caucus soon.

Burris and Jackson have known and worked with

each other for years; in 1977, Burris was national

director of Operation PUSH, Jackson's Chicago-

based civil rights organization. State Rep. Carol

Moseley Braun, chief spokesman in the Illinois House

for Chicago Mayor Harold Washington, said of Burris:

"Right now, he's getting beat up pretty bad." But,

she added, "He hasn't put himself in a position where

he can't heal the breach." Said Rep. Arthur Turner,

an independent black Democrat from Chicago:

"Those black leaders who are really tuned in...they

understand. They respect Roland's credentials."

Burris, who at 47 is in his second term as Illinois'

budget watchdog, is generally regarded as an able ad-

ministrator who brought the state's accounting

system up to date and who provide timely and infor-

mative reports on the economy. Politically, he has

solid credentials in the black community, and his fiscal

conservatism appeals to whites. When Republician

Gov. James R. Thompson pushed in 1983 for a per-

manent increase in state income taxes, Burris caution-

ed such a large boost was not needed and that a tem-

porary surtax would suffice.

Democrats must "present a program that shows the

Democratic Party has the economic interest of

American people at heart," Burris said in a recent in-

terview. Programs for the poor "must be energized

through the economy, not government spending."

Burris said he intends to help other blacks round the

country run and win election to state-wide offices by

appealing to white voter. "You do that by showing

them this is nothing unusual - that this person is

qualified and can represent your interests. It takes a

selling job," Burris said.

His second-place finish in the state's Democratic

Senate primary last year was due mostly to strong

support in Chicago's black neighborhoods. He was

the leading vote-getter in Cook County in the four-

way race won by U.S. Rep. Paul Simon, who ousted

veteran GOP Sen. Charies Percy last November. Bur-

ris is the first black ever elected to one of Illinois' six

constitutional offices. It's a distinction he's proud of.

Besides Burris, the two other black politicians current-

ly elected state-wide are Henry Parker, Connecticut's

treasurer and Richard Austin, Michigan's secretary of

state.

Many politicians use the royal "we" when talking

about themselves, but Burris sometimes ventures into

the third person to recount what he calls "The Roland

Burris Story." "Roland Burris, born and raised in a

southern llinois town, born of African-Anrierican

heritage but set out on a goal to accomplish things in

life, which he has done," Burris said in an interview

during the 1984 primary campaign. Burris, the son of a

railroad worker from Centralia, has said he would like

to make a bid in 1986 for a higher state-wide office

-perhaps attorney general.

He has dropped hints he'd like to hold national of-

fice someday, too. "I can see in Roland's eyes that he

would like to run for president," said Turner, adding:

"I'm not sure the rest of the worid is ready for it." Bur-

ris' wife Beriean, is chairman of the Dept. of Nursing

at Chicago State University. They have two children,

Roland II and Rolanda Sue.

NUMMO NEWS has paid positions available for Reporters and Production
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QUESTION: What do you think is the most relevant

person, event in black History?

Richard Ostrowksi - Martin Luther King because he

Thelma Hamilton - Martin Luther King because he was ^qq^ for equality and he preached racial harmony.

a positive influence and he brought people together to g^^^^ . j^^ Underground Railroad because it showed

cause a positive change. Event - "the right to vote." ^^^ caring between the two races and the be^'inning of

the Civil Rights Movement.

Brian K. Hall

lota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc. - The most important

event to date in my opinion was Jesse Jacksons bid

for the Democratic Presidential Nomination. Although

he fell short of this particular goal, his bid for nomina-

tion shows that blacks have come a long way since

slavery. But the struggle is far from over.

Kids Do It Too
In South Africa

Photo of the Week

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondnet

Thousands of Black school children rioted in the

orange free state recently, burning shops, offices and

cars in the worst anti-government student violence

this year.

Police, who used rubber bullets and tear gas to quell

the unrest, arrested at least 30 youths on the streets of

the Black township of Seeisoville, South of Johan-

nesburg.

According to reports there were at least two thou-

sand students in the initial mob, and hundreds more
joined in as the riot and destruction swept through the

ghetto, twenty-seven businesses were destroyed and

others were damaged, the sources said. Students in

many black ghettoes have been growing restive at the

government's delay in allowing students to elect

representative councils. The outbreak came a day

after jailed African National Congress Leader Nelson

Mandela announced that he would remain in prison

rather than renounce vilent oposition to apartheid.

The united Democratic font, South Africa's largest

legal opposition movement, issued a statement saying

"we are proud that Mandela remains so absolutely

committed to a meaningfully negotiated statement."
Curtis and Share Pittman and son Imani at Graduate

Fair.

photo by Begun Eubanks

EDITORIAL
by Chris Williams
Nummo Staff

Shame, shame, shame on you. Yes, you the so-

called "Black" students of the Five College area,

especially those of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, for not attending the numerous events plan-

ned for Black History Month. Where were you? Please

don't tell me studying. Studying only takes up so

much of your time. Besides, any truely concerned

African student would have made the time by arrang-

ing to attend at least a few of the many events, but

not you, your too "good" for that.

However, many have time to gossip. Many more

have lots of time to make endless excursions to the

Hampshire Mall to insure that Africans in America

maintain their high levels of consumption and non-

exsistent levels of production. And yes, you have to

time to party; we can't forgot that. This does not

mean that there is anything wrong with partying, but

too much of one thing makes Jack a dull boy. And

sore enough some of us are truely dumb; some are

deaf and blind too. However, the blame is not all on

you, after all we have all been programmed to self-

destruct.

Many of those who are in positions of so-called

"leadership" also failed to attend many of these

events. This is surely a tragedy, because the future of

the race and the world is in your hands. Well, if you

don't change your thinking and behavior, and soon

too, we are all surely doomed.

Those "Black" students who did not attend any of

these events because of indifference or laziness are

guilty of treason for not paying respect to their

deceased and living Africans who fought and are still

fighting for their liberation. It is a crime that Malcolm

X, Martin Luther King Jr, and countless others died so

that you could dance up and down with a bunch of

white people at a rappers concert. They gave their

lives for more than that; they offered their lives so that

we, the future, could excell in the things they

couldn't. They died so that the race could live and not

merely exist.

Unfortunately, this apathy is not new. Last fall there

was a Third World Leadership Conference. The turn-

out was relatively good, especially when the food was

served. African students came from all over the New
England area, many of whom arrived at 9:30 a.m.

when it began, but were were most of you then?

Some of us claim that we are Black, but are we and do

we want to be? It appears to me that some of us are

nothing more than Europeans wearing black face.

Nevertheless, all paraise must go to all of those

African students, faculty, and administration who

organized and attend any of the events held during the

last few weeks. For those of you who have not attend-

ed, I suggest that you do and soon too' This is not a

pleasant subject to write about, but the truth has to be

revealed regardless of who It may hurt or embarass.

Continued fronn page 1

In the pleasant Washington weather people had the

opportunity to share their thoughts with different peo-

ple, many of which will continue after the conference.

The list of events climaxed with a dinner on Saturday

night with FCC commissioner Henry M. Rivera being

the guest speaker for the night. Many students were

offered jobs in Communication Industries while others

recieved internship positions. Among the many
recruiters were former University of Massachusetts at

Amherst student Merrit Crawford who now works for

the Associated Press in Washington D.C. Many com-
panies are still interested in seeking resumes from

qualified individuals even though they may not have

an immediate opening available. For more information

contact Nummo News at 103 New Africa House or

phone 545-0061

.

Black Mass Communications Project and Nummo
members at 14th annual Communications Con-

ference.

photo by Segun Eubanks

York Carry Out-Best food in Washington, D.C.

photo by Ed Cohen Annual Awards Dinner last Saturday. Ms. Ingles was

Mart. ,n,.». a HolyCe high .uden, and^ Upward Mi»JV«3^X'^MT ^A'ZZ't
Bound Amherst particpant, won an achievement

award during the Hispanic Institute of Holyoke's Third

in

Florida.

Savage is honored

by fornier pcpl
Reprinted with permission

of Yadira Betances

ByYADlKAA.BKTANCES
AuRUsta Christine Savage, who many have come to know

only as a name attached to the gallery in the New Africa

House, came to life when her only private pupil gave a

personal profile of her at the rededication ceremony of the

jfallery on Sunday.

The ceremony started with a blessing by lIMass's Afro-

American studies professor Dovi Afesi and a dance per

formance by Falti O'Neal. Ironically, while Afesi spoke of

the African belief of the bondage "between the dead, the

living and the unborn. " Maurice Poplar Lavender, who

lived with Savage for 12 years, spoke of experiencing a

"high plane level of tOnsciousness" in art between herself

and the renowned sculptress.

Lavender is a sculptress, pamter. author, illustrator and

an art teacher in the Gary, Indiana public school system.

She met Savage at seven years old when her art teacher

invited her to hear Savage speak at Koosevelt High School

in (iiary.

"She was my childhood and adult idol," Lavender said.

She added if Savage had not taken it upon herself to beat

the odds set again.st her becoming a sculptress, "I would

not be here today... she had the ability to attract the gif-

ted."

A high achiever. Savage successed in a chmate that tried

to discourage her from becoming a .sculptress. She had a

strong father figure, poverty and racial prejudice going

against her, but "she grew up on the faith," Lavender said.

It was not until twelve years later when they met again.

Lavender lost Savage's address and coincidentally found

her through a priest whom she met in New York.

During this time laspe. Savage had been very ill and was

once pronounced dead. Meanwhile, Lavender said she had

held on to Savage mentally in hope of finding her. "My

talent was transferred on to you. I could not sculpt if I

wanted to." Savage told Lavender.

Savage believed Lavender was the other part of her.

Lavender said she was never frightened by Savage's in-

tuitions because some incidents led her to believe the

same.

For example. Savage told Lavender that she would

establish an art institute. Lavender founded the Gary Art

Institute and Children's Art Institute. Savage also

predicted that Lavender's work would become religious. It

did.

Lavender and Savage's relationship was very intimate

and fully respected by Savage's daughter. Irene. "There

was always a le.sson to learn from Savage, "
she said.

She said Savage had a good sense of humor. "She once

said I was her real daughter." They also shared secrets,

like Savage's falling in love with James Walden Johnson.

Before Savage died in 1962, she commanded Lavender "to

take over, " in encouraging others to pursue their artistic

talent. Lavender said sh was honored to attend the

rededication ceremony because "she is fulfilling that

commitment."
She hopes the rededication "brings about a new begin-

ning, a new awakening of binding together of arts "and the

many struggles Augusta Savage had to go through."
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Celebrating Aristic Creativity
Due to a printing error photo captions were not visible in last week s paper, we apologize for any inconvenience.

photo by David Walker
Artist Paul Goodnight gives a presentation at the

reception given in his honor.

Over one hundred people gathered at the Augusta

Savage Memorial Gallery at the University of

Massachusetts on Friday, February 8th. The exhibit

opened with an exhibit of hand-nr>ade dolls by Leslie

Jones and Martha Banda. As well as art works of Paul

Goodnight. Along with Mr. Goodnight from Boston,

the amazing artwork of Mr. Alan Rohan Crite, also

from Boston and the scultpure of Mr. Tom Feelings

from Brooklyn, New York have been on display since

the beginning of last week.

Featured at the reception were the poetry of Ingrid

Askew and the dance of Patti O'Niel. Askew, an actor

and entertainer, read some of her hilarious yet mean-

ingful poems, stating at one point that she wished

every month was Black History Month. "I think it

should be part of our everyday life," Askew remarked.

In his address, Mr. Goodnight gave a special

recognition to Professor Nelson Stevens of the Afro-

American Studies Department at UMass. Goodnight

said that Professor Stevens was one of the artists who

played a significant role in his life, especially during his

initial stage as an artist.

The audience was later captured by the beautiful

ballent dance of Ms. Patti O'Niel who performed to

the music of her own "Spirit Movement."

One observer, African drumnr>er Stone Montgom-

mery of Boston was "delighted to see the quality of

the products on display and the amount of energy that

was put into this occasion."

Marilyn E. Santiago, Interim curator of the Gallery,

did an excellent job hosting and organizing the pro-

gram which was very well recieved by those in atten-

dance.
by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondent

Ingrid Askew recites poetry at the reception for artist

Paul Godnight last Friday at the Augusta Savage

Gallery (see story.)

Dancer Patti O'Niel moved to the music of her own
"Spirit Movement" (see story.)

Jam Master Jay, D.J. for RUN DMC ., cuts it up Fri-

day night at the Student Union Ballroom. Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde were also featured in the performance

which played in front of a packed house.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BLACKHISTORYMONTH

It's never too late to learn

EVENTS MARKING BLACK HISTORY
MONTH
SMITH COLLEGE

SUNDAY - February 24 "Souls Release" (Art

Expression) 8-10 p.m. at the Hallie Flannigan

Theatre.

THURSDAY - February 28 "Tribute to Black

Woman" Award (Ton! Morrison)

FRIDAY - March 1 Cabaret at the Davis Stu-

dent Centre 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Admission $5

SATURDAY - Concert with Angela Bofill

Adm. $7 students with valid I.D. $9 General

Public in advance, $10 at the door.

SUNDAY - March 3 Gospel Jubilee Church

Service at choirs from over New England,

10:am at Chapel.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH II

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"The Struggle for Freedom:

The Past, Present and Future"

Schedule of Events

TUESDAY, February 19, 1985

Doll Workshop presented by Martha Bonda and Leslie

Jones
Augusta Savage Art Gallery

New Africa House
1:00 -4:00 p.m.

JOB OPENINGS

KAPPA ALPHA PSI

The Brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi will

be having an Interest Meeting for those

young men expressing an interest in the

fraternity on Thursday. Feb. 28 at

8:00p.m. at the Malcolm X Center.

CCEBMS TUTORIAL PROGRAM

Deadline to request a tutor is Febuary

22. See your advisor now!
Applications are being accepted for

tutorial positions. They can be picked up
on the second floor bulletin board, in the

New Africa House. Return applications

to Carol Young room 213.

I

WAGES

\ The Women's Admissions and General

I Educational Support (WAGES) Program
^ at Everywoman's Center is looking for

j re-entry women to become a half-time

\ Program Assistant and a quarter-time

i Clerical Assistant.

i The Program Assistant would do in-

\ take and pre-screening interviews, and
\ help in the planning and implementation

i
of WAGES Programming.

\ The Clerical Assistant's duties would

\
include typing, filing and other program

( maintenance. For more information con-

A tact the WAGES program at EWC by call-

\ ing 545-0683.
\

5

\ Western Mass. Latin America Solldari-

; ty Committee has three work-study

\
positions for assistant coordinators, in-

(
dividuals should have good organiza-

: tional and communication skills and be

) able to work without supervision. Ap-
; plicants may apply at Room 404 Student
: Union Building. Deadline is Feb. 15.

\ Women and people of color encouraged

) to apply. WMLASC is an AA/EEO

^ employer.

\ PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME
\ WORKSHOP
i

i "Premenstrual Syndrome: A personal

i and Political Perspective" is a workshop
( for women who have PMS and for

( others concerned with the controversy

surrounding this condition. Discussion

will focus on the personal and political

implications of Premenstrual Syndrome
on the lives of women. The workshop
will be held on Wednesday, February

27th at 7:30 p.m. at the Campus Center

Room 802. This workshop is sponsored

by the Everywoman's Center.

RE-ENTRY
GROUP

WOMEN'S SUPPORT

( THE ROSA MELENDEZ SUPPORT COM-
; MITTEE

; The Rosa Melendez Support Commit-

( tee is having it's second committee

( meeting at the Everywoman's Center,

Wilder Hall 2nd Roor. To continual plan-

ning on fundraising and to give moral

r support. . .

'
If Rosa is to be successful in regaming

her children she needs your help. For

more information feel free to contact ^
Julie Martinez at 545-0883. i

The WAGES Program at Everywoman's
Center will be sponsoring a support

gourp for women who are re-entry

students.
The focus of the group will be the

sharing of strategies for dealing with be-

ing an older student. University pro-

cedures, balancing children, school and

other responsibilities, and many other

concerns. The groupl will begin in late

February. Register before Feb. 20th. For

more info contact WAGES at 545-0883.

EVERYWOMAN'S INTERN RECRUIT
MENT

\

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S Event

1965

i Tuesday, March 5th
\

SUPPORT GROUPS

The Counselor/Advocate program at

the Everywoman's Center is sponsoring

a support group for survivors of rape.

The group will focus on some common
concerns facing rape survivors such as

fear, anger, intimacy issues and family

and friends reactions. The group will

begin March 4 and meet Monday nights

from seven to nine for eight weeks at the

Everywoman's Center. The group is free

of charge, confidentiality is assured and

sign up is required. For more information

and to register please call Everywoman's

Center at (413)-545-0883.

i

\

s

\

\

\

\

\

i

Nikki Giovanni will be speaking on

"International Women's Day: Past, Pre-

sent, and Future" Student Union
Ballroom at 8:00 p.m.

WOMEN PERFORMERS WANTED

Mimes, singers, musicians, poets, etc.

wanted to participate in a coffeehouse

on March 7, 1985 in honor of Interna-

tional Women's Event. If interested

please contact Else at 546-0341 during

the day or at 323-4966 in the evening.

Everywoman's center is now seeking :

interns for all its programs for the Spring :

semester. Women interested in develop- :

ing skills by working in the :

Resource/ Referral,/ Educator/ Ad-
|

vocates. Budget, Public Relations/ ) Thursday March 7th

Outreach, Counseling, Working Women, )

Wages or Third World Women's Program \ There will be two films and a Cof-

should call Everywoman's Center at
\ feehouse "A Vielded Revolution" about

5450883 or stop by for additional informa- i the women's movement in Egypt.

X\ox\. ^ "Women in Nicaragua: The Second
'

. ^ j. Revolution" about the women's strug-
.

. ^
^
gles in Nicaragua. Campus Center 163 at

The Counseling
^'^^^'^^'^y^^Jgrsit^ \

^'^ ^'^'

^r'M^«r«chusettT'is** sponsCHn^ a
( The Coffeehouse will be in the Bluewall

I;o1!^om«nTsuDDort group which is \ at 8:00 p,m, until 1 a.m. Talent is still

^^"^i^nrra women The group will ( wanted for this event. Please contact

b«arn Ma ch 4 and meet Monday morn-
;
Else Elliot at 413-545-0341 if you are in-

inaJ from ten to twelve for eight weeks
;
terested

Lt^he Everywoman's Center. The group
^
Fnday, March 8th

itt frna of charge, confidentiality is
^

d and sign up is required. For ? International Student Association will

more'informatio'n and to regi«t«r p'ease ^^^^^sXiu^^^^^^ honor of Interna

call Everywomans Center «M J^""'
Wo^^^^^

(413)-546-0883

__,. Campus Center
Auditorium from 9:00 until 1:00 a.m.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH 1985

"Yes! Our Minds Are Free" This

month the Augusta Savage Memorial
will open its doors to celebrate 1986's

Black History Month.
The works of Mr. Alan Rohan Crite, Mr. \

Tom Feelings, Mr. Paul Goodnight as

well as Mrs. Murice Poplar Lavender and
Ms. Augusta Savage will be exhibited.

During the month the gallery will pre-

sent educational films. Please contact us

at 546-0932 for programming schedules.

We welcome all to join us to rejoice in

our celebration.

Wednesday, March 6th

Sofia Painiqueo from Chile will be
speaking on "Mapuche Women's Par-

ticipation in the Mapuche Struggle"
Campus Center Room 101 at 8:00 p.m.

SURVIVAL AND
FERENCE

VISIONS CON

DOLL WORKSHOP

As part of our Black History Month
celebration the Augusta Savage
Memorial Gallery will sponsor a Doll

Workshop.
On Tuesday the 19th of Febuary Ms.

Martha Banda and Ms. Leslie Jones will

exhibit their hand made dolls. Their

workshop will begin at 1 p.m. and run

until 4 p.m. Educators are encouraged to

bring their students to view and/or par-

ticipate in this workshop.
For participation registration please

contact Marilyn E. at 545-0932 from 9

a.m. to 12 noon. This workshop is open
to the public.

A multi-cultural Conference is being

held on Sunday, March 7 thr March 10 at

the Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire C
ollege. There will be several speakers:

such as Dr. Jonetta Cole, Sonia Nieto,

Beckey Johnson and others who will ad-

dress issues of education, work, health,

and shelter. This conference is fee and
open to the general public; wheelchair
accessible; interpreted for the hearing
impared and translation for English and
Spanish. For more info call Anne Hackler
at 549-5600 ext. 540

TheMassachusettsDaily
A Repstered Student Organization NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

CCEBMS ANNOUNCEMENTS

Work-Study positions ar available at

the Northampton Youth Center for 10-15

hours a week. If you are interested in

working with and have experience work-

ing with adolescents, see Carol Young
rm. 213 NAH.

Talent Search for the Third World

Gospel Choir is underway. Credits

available. Sign up in rm. 211 NAH.

( Sign up for Bible Study class in rm. 211

I
NAH.

The Negro Ensemble Company, America's

foremost black theatre, will present its critically ac-

claimed production of "A Soldier's Play" on Satur-

day, February 23, at the University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Winner of both the

Pulitzer Prize for drama and the New York Critics Cir-

cle Award, Charles Fuller's myster thriller has been

hailed as a triumph in cities throughout America. The

8 p.m. performance is co-sponsored by the New

WORLD Theater and the Fine Arts Center at the

University.

Set in 1944 at Fort Neal, Louisiana, shots ring out in

the night and Technical Sergeant Vernon Wa^®^- ^

black career Army man, is found dead. In the

suspenseful mystery that follows, special Army in-

vestigator Richard Davenport finds that to unmask the

murderer he will first have to unlock the terrible secret

of the dead man's agonized last words -- "They still

hate you." A compelling whodunnit, the case takes

on a deeper dramatic dimension as it probes a man's

search for dignity amid the tangle of old hate and new

hope confronting World War II America.

Playing to capacity houses in New York for fourteen

months prior to the start of this national tour, "A

Soldier's Play" was selected as one of three American

productions to appear in Los Angeles in conjunction

with the 1984 Summer Olympics International Arts

Festivial, after which it was a U.S. representative to

the prestigious Edinburgh International Festival in

Scotland.

Tickets for the February 23 performance are

available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office, at

DATATIX outlets, and at the Springfield Civic Center.

For ticket information, call the Center Box Office at

(413)545-2511. For phone charge reservations, call

1-800-243-4842. Mastercard /Visa accepted.
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} YVONNE' S PLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

fried Chicken

Island Curried Fish

Vegitorian Platter

fried Bdce

Curry

Thursday - Fnctay

Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.
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Education cuts

ColWgimn photo by Dmk Roberts

OOPS—This tractor-trailer couldn't quite make it past the railroad bridge over Main Street in Northampton

late Monday night. The driver was not injured.
.

Some student groups may lose funding
ByJOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Six registered student organizations, including the

Student Government Association Affirmative Action

Office and Nummo News, may lose student government

funding next year unless the Undergraduate Student

Senate votes otherwise.

The groups failed to submit budget proposals to the

budgets committee before the December 14 deadline,

Michael Cerrato. assistant to the chairman of the budget

committee, said yesterday.

Proposals submitted after this date are "thrown into the

trash barrel unless the full student senate explicitly states

otherwise." according to tonight's senate agenda.

The other groups whose funding is threatened are: the

American Indian Student Association, the Dyslexic

Student Organization, UMass chamber choir, and

UHURU.

The combined groups received at least $26,003 from the

senate last year. Financial information was not available

for the choir or UHURU.
"l..ast year, (budget committee chairman Joseph) Sparks

made extremely explicit deadlines, " Cerrato said. Eighty

Tive percent of the RSOs made the deadline, he said.

Cerrato said he expected the senate to approve the

consideration of the budgets.
"1 imagine it's more of a formality than anything else. " he

said.

Some budgets last year were submitted for consideration

in .March. The overall SGA budget must be ready by mid

April.

"Kach (late budget) has to be taken up by an individual

committee member before being submitted to the overall

committee, " Cerrato said. "It means a lot of extra

budgeteering work."

will hurt many,

officials say
Hy LAUHA YEE
Collegian Staff

Some state officials in higher education yesterday

denounced President Ronald Reagan's proposed budget'

cuts in tinanrial aid and agreed that the impact on students

could be "devastating."

At a conference at Roxbury Community College. John B.

Duff, chancellor of higher education, told officials from the

Hoard of Regents, the Association of Independent Colleges

and Universities in Massachusetts and the Massachusetts

Higher Kducation Assistance corporation that "because of

the proposed cuts, every public and private college in the

state and in the nation would be affected," which "would be

devastating."

Reagan's proposal, announced last month, asks Congress

to deny ttnlerally funded guaranteed student loans to

college students with family mcomes above Vi2.UU0, im-

pose a ceiling in aid per year including loans and grants for

any student regardless of income and restrict eligibility for

Pell Grants to families earning $ii5,000 or less.

.\t the University ol Ma.ssachusetts at Amherst. Arthur

Jackson, director of financial aid. said the proposed cut-

backs for the fiscal 19»6 federal budget wouW affect ap-

proximately 16.0(X) students at UMass alone.

The cuts would hurt poor people but would also have a

harmful affect on middle class families. Duff said.

James True, vice president of governmental relations for

AICUM said :J6,000 students at private colleges would lose

90 million in the guaranteed student loan program and

22,700 students from public institutions would lose $43

million in the guaranteed student toan program alone.

True added that budget cuts should be made in

alphabetical order "from air force to agriculture and down

the line."

True said Congress has reacted favorably in the past on

funding for higher education but these proposed budget

cuts will require "students to get involved."

"We need students to get in touch with Congress because

that's where the cuts can be stopped. " he said. "In fairness,

students should be getting an increase, not a decrease.*

Duff said that members of higher education, along with

students mu.st be determined "to influence Washington to

somehow rethink the budget cuts.

"

Grad senate battles new fee
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Graduate Student Senate will continue to

protest the creation of a Universal

Resource Fee through a signature drive,

meetings with Chancellor Joseph D. Duffy

and the Board of Trustees, and a rally

scheduled for Monday afternoon.

The Universal Resource Fee, which would

spread debt service payments on

University buildings such as dormitories,

dining commons and others, would be

"putting the squeeze on graduate students"

to pay for many buildings they don't use,

says a poster advertising the rally.

In a letter to Duffey, Sanjiv Dugal ,

president of the Graduate Student Senate,

called the proposed fee "an inequitous

Inside I

SGA election wann-up shtiffles. ... 3

Who'll talk to the stadium? 4

A homey art gallery 6

Faculty apathy H
I'lt's not the voting that's

democracy, it's the counting.

"

-^Tom Stoppard

l

burden upon us" which could limit the

number of graduate students at the

University and affect the quality of

teaching in the long run, he said.

The signature drive, which was advertised

in Tuesday's Collegian, is an attempt to get

as many graduate students' support as

possible for the graduate students who will

be attending and making a presentation at

the Board of Trustees' meeting next

Thursday.

"If we get together on this issue, we have

a good chance to defeat the proposal, but

even if we can't defeat it, the Trustees will

know there is a graduate student body, and

they will consider how their actions will

affect graduate students in the future, " said

Christos Karastamatis, senate vice-

president.

Although the senate considered holding

the rally in cooperation with the un

dergraduate Student Government
Association. Dugal said protests would

have more of an effect if done separately.

"While undergraduate students at least

have the option to stay on campus in the

dormitories if they choose, graduate

students don't have this option what-

soever." Dugal said.

The rally is scheduled for 12:15 Monday
afternoon in front of the Student Union

Building.

Today marks first day ofLent as

Christians start season ofsacrifice
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Correspondent

Today is Ash Wednesday, and to more

than half of the University of

Massachusetts it signifies the commence-

ment of Lent, the forty days of spiritual

renewal before Easter.

Lent represents different things to dif-

ferent people. Most Christians think of it

as a time to sacrifice, giving up things

such as candy, beer or even homework. It

means more than just that. "Lent is in

memory of Christ's forty days in the

desert before his crucifixion," the Rev.

John Smegal of the Newman Center said.

Ash Wednesday and Lent are times of

reassessment in preparation for Easter.

"Many other religions celebrate the

season of Lent, but they don't use ashes,"

Sme^ said. Mardi Gras, meaning Fat

Tue^ay, is the Tuesday before Ash

Wednesday when people celebrate and

eat heavily, and then fast the next day.

Robert Halliday, an exchange student

from Scotland, said, "In Britain we

celebrate Shrove Tuesday to begin Lent.'*

Lent, he said is a time of self-evaluation.

Halliday, a Quaker, said his religion puts

"less emphasis on specific religious

"/ don't think it means anything

unless you give up something you'll

really miss..."
—Jennifer Rapoza,

UMass Senior

ceremonies," and regards all days as

special.

"A part of prayer life is that you

prepare yourself, and part of that is

discipline. That could mean fasting, abs-

taining from meat or giving up ice

cream," Smegal said. Students

demonstrate this discipline and self-denial

in various ways. Jennifer Rapoza, a

UMass senior, said, "I don't think it

means anything unless you give up

something you'll really miss...Seagrams

[whiskey), for example."

John Nolan, a senior Russian major,

said about Lent, "The reason you give up

anything is so you undergo some sort of

suffering. It's also a time of great joy and

happiness." Nolan went to a Russian Or-

thodox Church to celebrate Easter, and

he said it was "something everybody

should do once. It was mystical, out of this

world."
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WORLD AND NATIOIMAL NEWS

AP L*»erphoto

DEATH PATH—141 passengers and 7 crew members were killed when a

Spanish airliner crashed near Bilbao, Spain, cutting this path through a forest.

A Basque terrorist group claimed responsibility for the crash, but the airline

ruled out that possibility.

Discussion opens in Senate

on appointment ofMeese
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate

opened debate on Attorney General

-

designate Edwin Meese Ill's nomination

yesterday after Majority Leader Robert

Dole told colleagues they should not "hold

the Meese nomination hostage" to demands
for emergency farm credit legislation.

Senators from agricultural states allowed

the debate on the controversial ap-

pointment to proceed, but held out the

possibility of a filibuster to prevent a vote

on Meese until their demands are met.

"The Justice Department seems to be

operating quite well," said Sen. Tom
Harkin, DIowa. "Why is it more important

for us to take the time to act on the Meese
nomination than it is to take up important

farm legislation?"

"Ed Meese has been waiting a year

now...," Dole replied. "We have been

trying to solve the farm crisis for the last 40

years. ... There are a lot of ideas. They

Siq)reme G)urt will review

school prayer meetingban
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court said it wUI

consider letting public schools allow students to meet
during school hours for prayer and religious worship.

The justices, urged on by the Reagan administration, said

it will review a ruling that banned such meetings at a

Williamsport, Pa.,_hj^h school ev.en thoueh the school

allows students to conduct virtually all types of non-

religious meetings during the same periods.

Administration lawyers attacked a federal appeals court's

ban on the meetings, saying it casts constitutional doubt on

a new federal law requiring public schools to provide

"equjil access" for student religious groups.

The high court's decision is expected sometime next year.

haven't jelled.

"We've started the process to go over a

number of suggestions of the farm problem,

and we hope that progress can be made.

"

the Kansas Republican said. "And I would

hope we would not hold the Meese

nomination hostage."

Earlier, Dole predicted that Meese would
be confirmed by a comfortable 2-to-l

margin to become the nation's 75th at-

torney general, despite lingering question

among .some Democrats about the

presidential counself<'"'« f'>nr.s« to serve.

"Ed Meese will be confirmed by the full

Senate and I expect about 65-70 votes for

him" in the 100 member Senate. Dole had

said in a statement released in advance of

the debate. "He's been scrutinized about as

much as anybody has been in a long time.

But that will be behind him after this

week."

South African security forces

raidhomes, arrest dissidents

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa (AP) -
Security police raided offices and homes in

cities across the country yesterday

arresting six opponents of race segregation

on warrants for high treason.

Seven blacks were killed, police said, in a

second day of battles between police and

squatters in a shantytown outside Cape

Town, bringing the two day death toll to

13.

The raids and arrests, one of the severest

apartheid crackdowns in years, set the

stage for the largest treason trial since the

late 1950s. At that time the government

unsuccessfully prosecuted 156 opponents of

South Africa's whites only rule in a single

court case.

Lt. Vic Haynes of police headquarters in

Pretoria confirmed the treason arrests.

Groups opposed to South Africas apar

theid. or institutionalized racial

segregation, said several other people were

held for questioning. But Haynes said only

one other jserson was taken into custody,

Tom Manthata. an employee of the South

African Council of Churches. He was

detained without charge.

Those arrested were identified as

Albertina Sisulu, co president of the United

Democratic Front ant i apartheid group and

wife of jailed African National Congress

leader Walter Sisulu; Sam Kikine and Isaac

Ngcobo,ofthe South African Allied Workers

Union; IsmacI Mohamed of the front's

Transvaal Province branch, and Frank

Chikane and Cassim Saloojee, both senior

officials of the Democratic Front.

Haynes said the arrests resulted from the

same investigation that led to treason

charges last year against eight other foes of

the white government's race policies, and

the 14 probably would be tried together.

Shultz says Nicaragua is

*hehind the Iron Curtain'
WASHINGTON (AP) SecreUry of Sute

(ieorge Shultz yesterday described the

Sandinista leadership in Nicaragua as a

"bad news government" and said the

Reagan administration is determined to

prevent the permanent installation of a

Soviet dominated regime anywhere in

Central America.

"I see no reason why we should slam the

door on people just because they have been

taken behind the Iron Curtain," Shultz said.

Defending the administration's policy of

covert aid for righti-st 'contra' guerrillas,

the secretary said he rejects the idea that

once a Soviet supported government is

established in Latin America, it can never

be changed.

"We do have a moral duty to support

people who are trying to bring about

freedom in their country." Shultz said.

"While we are promoting democratic

reform throughout Central America, the

Soviet Union and Cuba are abetting the

establishment of a communist dictatorship

in Nicaragua.

"

Shultz testified before the House Foreign

•Affairs Committee on the administration's

$14.8 billion military and economic foreign

aid package for fiscal year 1986.

There is deep opposition to a resumption

of aid to the contras among members of the

Democratic controlled committee, and

Shultz fended off questions from a number
of members critical of administration

policies in Central America.

In about a month, Congress is expected to

vote on whether to restore $14 million in

covert aid to the Nicaraguan guerrillas.

Urging Shultz to sponsor multilateral

negotiations among Latin American

countries with Nicaragua, Rep. Gerry E.

Studds. D-Mass.. said, "Surely the struggle

for freedom should be something more than

a struggle between our terrorists and their

terrorists."

BUDGET TIME—Budget Director David Stockman, right, and Treasury
Secretary James Baker appear before the Senate Approprations Committee to

review President Reagan's proposals. For Gov. Michael Dukakis' "i'»«'«» ""

budget, see page 11.

views on

Two fishermen lost off Cape;

Coast Guard search fruitless
BOSTON [AP]-The Coast Guard searched by air and by

sea off Cape Cod without success yesterday for some sign

of two fishermen lost overboard after a rogue wave
swamped their crippled boat.

"They have not spotted anythmg, ' said spokeswoman
Petty Officer 2nd Class Carolyn Feldman, who said the

search was called off at 10 a.m. after covering the icy

Atlantic 90 miles offshore.

They sought some indication f the fate v/* r rank Cody of

Newfoundland and Herb Spiney of Jamestown, iw.I., crew

members on the ill-fated 100-foot dragger Challenge out

of Boston.
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From Beijing'sFriendshipHotel toHRTA at UMass

Women On Campus
By CHRIS HOUN
Collegian Staff

Wang Yen-Ning first became interested in hotel

management while she was working six days a week as a

waitress in Beuing's Friendship Hotel. Within several

months, she found herself promoted to a managers
position partly because she loved to speak English with

the restaurant's foreign clients.

Two years later, the hotel sent her to learn English at a

two-year university in Beuing, and today Yen-Ning, or

Jenny as she is called in America, is a graduate student at

the University of Massachusetts studying hotel

management.
Wang, a resident of Beuing, has been immersed in

American culture since her arrival in September, but has

found that people here are not as interested in her culture

as she is in theirs.

"Students here are young and most of them don't know

anything about China. " Wang said. "Not many people

ask me about where I'm from."

Nevertheless, Wang, 25. continues to learn about

American culture through classes and her job as

housemother for Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. Her work

for the sorority has given her a chance to make friends

and to finance her stay here at UMass.

Her responsibilities include supervising the women's

household chores and contacting repair people to tix

house belongings.

"The women at the sorority are really nice.' Wang said,

adding that often they have to tell her who to call for a

specific problem before she knows what to do.

'1 feel a lot of pressure studying in a different culture."

W ang said. She takes four classes and said she spends a

great deal of time with a "big dictionary, " translating her

textbooks and lecture notes.

"I miss lile in China." she said. "1 had a lot of time to

play on many sports teams. 1 was always in the middle of

many people and did things with them. " Her academic

pressures have limited her participation in extra

curricular activities here, she said.

"1 spend a lot of time studying because 1 don't know a lot

of the names and equipment we use in lab." Wang said.

She said some of the cooking equipment she uses in class

is not used at all in China.

However, the most basic things she learns here in Hotel

Management will be welcome in China's growing tourism

industry. "At the Friendship Hotel, they didn't even

know how to make coffee," she said. "A lot of people

complained about it. Now I'm learning to make it

properly."

When she returns to China in approximately two years.

Wang said she hopes to work in a hotel chain and use the

hotel management skills she has learned at UMass.

a>llepan photo by Jon Str)mish

WHO IS THAT...?—Nick Sokoloff clowns over his masked brother Jeff in Butterfield kitchen during a

mask-making workshop.

Search closes for communications aide
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

A candidate will be recommended by early March for the

new position of associate to the vice chancellor for

university relations and development, the chairman of the

search committee said yesterday.

Larry G. Benedict, director of academic support services,

said the committee has interviewed five of six candidates

for the position will soon recommend one candidate to V ice-

Chancellor Deirdre Ling.

Benedict said the newly-created position will improve

internal University communications, coordinate com-

munications with constituencies outside the University,

an& organize campus groups to work together on

University projects.

"We don't always know what other (departments) are

doing, " Benedict said. "This person wiU bring aU con-

stituent forces together on campus to eliminate non-

communication and overlaps."

"This person will also figure out how to approach public

relations, the things to highlight, and how best we can get

those programs across outside the University," he said.

The position wiU ultimately benefit the University by

attracting more students, outside funding, an improved

reputation, and support from the state Legislature.

Benedict said.
^ . , . ,

Ling explained the evaluation and informational method

that has been used to help with the final selection of a

candidate. Prospective candidates have met over dmner

with search committer members, a faculty mamber and a

^Th. purpose of th«« dinners, B«i.dict said, is to provida

an opJorSy to obs.rT. th. «an«ijl. IMS bfrn^

Vnivi

The candidate search began last September and yielded

about 115 applications, he said. Although there were some

applications from within the University, none were among

the six final candidates.

Ling said funding for the new position came from funds

already allocated to her department.

"I've been very conscious that professional positions are

in need in the academic community." LING SAID. "I

restructured a vacant position " to fund this position

Three injuries sustained

in two-car Amherst crash

A two car collision at the intersection of Route 116 and

Meadow Street left three people injured Monday. Amherst

Police said.

A 46-year old South Deerfield woman suffered head, neck

and back injuries when she was allegedly cut off by a

second vehicle attempting to make a left turn across her

lane, police said.

Two passengers were hurt in the second car and were

treated lor leg and chest injuries. The driver of that

vehicle was charged with failure to u.se care when turning.

The collision required the assistance of wreckers and

ambulances, as well as a fire engine for spilled gas in the

roadway.

In other police action, two Amherst girls were reported

missing after not returning home Monday night. Foul play

is not suspected and police beliava tha girls left on their

own after a family argument.

On* was dascribMl as 15 yaars old. 5'2" UU. and about 110

lbs. with darh birown hair an^ayas. Tha saaand girl is \%

yaara «M. 9'9r. w«iahiat abmi» \» Iba. with hfhfe brvwn

•yaa.

Collegian photo by Derek Roberts

Wang Yen-Ning: "Students here are young and
most of them don't know anything about China,.

"

Officersmay seek

SGA presidency
ByJOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The speaker and treasurer of the Undergraduate Student

Senate have joined four other candidacies in signing out

nomination papers yesterday as co candidates for Student

Government Association president.

Stacey Roth and Dan Burgess. Rod Snelling and Bill

Pyne. Neil McCabe and Joel Habinowitz each signed out

papers as co-candidates Thursday, when the forms were
made available. Bill C'ollins filed as a solo candidate.

Chris Sullivan, the speaker of the senate, and John
Mooradian, the senate treasurer; were joined yesterday by

Neil McCabe and Scott Sheridan, and Daniel Holway and

Joshua Semcter, in taking out the forms.

McCabe said he was withdrawing from both candidacies

he was involved in to support unofficial candidates Kim
Hackett and Jordan Rosner. Hackett confirmed that she

would announce their candidacy today.

"We wanted some opposition to the radicals," McCabe
said, "...some opposition to what they do with student

funds."

McCabe said his original candidacy with Kabinowitz

would have been conducted like the Gumby/Camel
campaign last year, with Larry Bird and Doug Flutie as the

symbols instead.

"There would be no way we could lose," he said.

Mooradian said he was not certain he would stay in the

campaign, but that he and SuUivan are in a "perfect

position to know what's going on" in student government.

"I don't necessarily have to graduate yet." he said.

Mooradian .said he is a senior. Sullivan said that he is also a

senior, but that he plans to stay at UMass one more

.semester.

Sullivan said if he were to go through with the

nomination, he would retire from the speakers position

before handing in nomination forms. Mooradian said he

would quit as treasurer before being sworn in. il he won.

Bill Pyne was the only other candidate who would

comment yesterday. "1 have to agree with Bill Collins,

someone has to make this election fun," he said.

Craig McDermott, the elections coordinator, said that 32

Campus Center Board of (ioverners seats were available,

no nomination papers for the BOG have been signed out

yet.

There are also about 35 senate seats opening up,

McDermott said.

Police seize drugs in Southwest

during search for man's ID
Several drug-related charges may be issued against a

non student after police searched the room of a John

Adams resident and found drugs afld paraphernalia, police

said.

The 20-year-old Holliston man was arrested for

trespassing on University property Monday morning after

he had previously been issued a notice by University of

Massachusetts police. Police said he and another man
showed false identification when police questioned them in

parking lot 50 by the dormitory.

Police said they obtained a search warrant for his iden

tification and found illegal drugs and paraphernalia in a

student's room. Other people may be charged as a result of

the discovery of the drugs. The man was arraigned in

court Tuesday morning.

In other police action, two state maintenance trucks were

vandalized insida Warren McGuirk stadium s^matinM

batwcan Friday aftamoan and Monday morning. Both

irutlia' wiMkaws w«ra smaahad and thab shifl iavars
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SPRING BREAK 85

UMASS SKI CLUB
Info & Sign-Up Meetings

Wed 2/20
Campus Center room 168 4:00

S.W. Hampden 7:00

for

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA.

VAIL, COLORADO
KILLINGTON, VT.
Don *t risk your vacation

\ with anyone else! /
Go with your Spring Break

Connection

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

ysg N<5
<2ASt

DDQ

77 "i No^^

St.

fcet /Mofie. 04- of C>lka^;^¥

TONIGHT
Wednesday, Feb. 20th

If you like wrestlin', ryth'm & blues and raisin' hell, don't dare miss

THE SAVAGE PAJAMA PARTY
Starring

BARRENCE WHITFIELD
AND THE SAVAGES

and on the occasion of their first record release

The Pajama Slave Dancers
Tix at the door - all ages show at 6:00 PM $3.00

Late Show/Full Bar at 10:00 PM - $4.00

THURSDAY FEB. 2l8t returning by popular demand

GIRLS NIGHT OUT
The Girl-Group sound of the sixties $5.00 at the door

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6th

THE FOOLS
Tix available at Albums, Pleasant St. Amherst

and Main St Records, Northampton

iflPfim smm mjHimipm. mil. wmun

?qipSF>^S

^ ^ ^^^

./^ -im

^ JS.

Who will be next to address happy graduates?

Photo courtesy Index

Graduation speaker wanted
Vice chancelloraccepting entriesfrom seniors

By MICHELLE SEGALL
Collegian Staff

The spring semester is only three weeks

old, but plans are under way to select the

student speaker for the 1985 commence-

ment.

Any graduating senior can apply to be

student speaker and selection is based on a

proposal submitted to the Office of Student

A-ffftirs.

"It's wide open," said Trey Williams,

assistant to the vice chancellor for student

affairs, who coordinates the competition.

The student selected "attends all the gala

that goes along with com
mencement—they're a part of it," Williams

said.

This "gala" includes an invitation to the

chancellor's dinner the night before the

ceremony and the president's luncheon

following commencement. The student

speaker will sit at the podium and is allow-

ed to have two guests sit at the V.I. P. t^nt.

"We read all the proposals. If it's

halfway decent, we ask those people l«

come in and read it to us," Williams said.

The selection team is made up of both

students and staff. Williams tniditionally

asks the Collegian editor-in-chief and one

of the Student Government Association's

co-presidents to be a part of the team.

From there, Williams picks other students

and staff to join the committee.

Although the process is open to any

graduating senior, there are not many ap-

plicants. "I've been disappointed with the

number of students applying over the past

two years," Williams said.

Out of the 2200 students who graduated

last year only 15 people applied.

The most successful speeches in the past

have been those dealing with their ex-

[)erience throughout college, he added,

because others can identify with the topic.

Applicants for student speaker must sub-

mit a double spaced, three-page proposal to

the student affairs office by March 13. The

selection will be made around March 22.

Thirty thou.sand people attended last

year's graduation, and the same amount is

expected this year, Williams said.

Thinking about Spring Break?

We'll tan your hide!
• Best prices in the valley
• State of the art

tanning facilities

• 30 days unlimited

tanning only $49.99
• 10 visits only $25 00 plus
every new membership
receives 1 free pizza at

Cfiarlies in Amherst

This year skip the
Spring Break Sunburn!

Utopia Spas
1 7^ University Drive, Amherst

(413)253-7727

MASS APMIOVtO INSKCTIOM STATIOM

MA Sales Tax Extra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Fun Service Titb Store

TB Sorjderland Rd . No AmhetsI MA
A< tM'^s *T'>m Walr^jbo s St -**

AX VISA-MC 549-4704

Intramural

Young at heart, we look forward to the

spring season: "Calendar Spring"

begins for intramurals on March 25, 1985

ENTRIES DUE START DATE
3/4

3/25

3/25

3/4

3/25

4/1

4/23

Wrestling 2/19

Softball 2/25

M/W/Co-Rec
Soccer 2/25

M/W
Swimming 3/4

Co-Rec

Tennis Doubles 3/11

Badminton Doubles 3/25

Track & Field 4/16

A
c
T
I

V
I

T
I

E
S

Team rosters and sports flyers can be obtained from the

Intramural Office, 215 Boyden, or by calling (545) 2693, 0022.

BIG EVENTS: Volleyball, Basketball, and a weekend Softball

tournamnet. All specials have a small entry fee along with

awards, photographs, and fun'

More information will be available on Spring Specials after

March 1.

Chancellor's residence serves as a faculty artgallery
ByJOELP. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Several faculty members of the University

of Massachusetts art department have had

some of their work displayed since the

spring of 1983 at an unusual gallery:

Chancellor Joseph Duffey's residence at

Orchard HiU.

George Wardlaw, chairman of the art

department, said it was the chancellor's

idea to display faculty work in the

residence.

"It started out

chancellor slides

by my showing the

of the faculty work,"

Wardlaw said. "Then they were interested

in seeing the work."

Duffey said he and his wife wanted to have

faculty work displayed.

"We asked Hugh Daviesof the University

Gallery to look at the house." Duffey said.

"Then we studied slides and decided."

There are nine paintings and one sculpture

in the public rooms of the house and one

sculpture in the yard which was created by

a UMass graduate.

"This school has a wonderful faculty in the

fine arts and I think the students and others

should be reminded of it," Duffey said.

Duffey said that despite all the emphasis

placed on high technology and computers,

"this is a very important part of the

University."

The chancellor served as a board member
for the John F. Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts in 1977 and he was

Chairman of the Federal Council on the

Arts and Humanities from 1977 to 1981.

After Duffey and his wife, Washington
lobbyist Anne Wexeler, suggested
displaying faculty art work, a three-

member committee was formed to collect

work submitted by the faculty.

Wardlaw, who headed the committee and
who has his sculpture "Reflections: Time
Log" on display, said. "It has a positive

force in showing the faculty's work in a

home context rather than a museum or

gallery context."

"The chancellor's home has been visited by

I don't know how many hundreds of

people." Wardlaw said. He added. "Now
many people say to me that they see my
work and the response has been positive."

John Townsend, an art professor who has

a painting titled "After Mexico" displayed,

said he thought it was a nice gesture on

Duffey's part to display faculty work.
'

"He thought he'd like to give the art

department the work in the public eye."

Townsend said. He added. "I've been

rather pleased because many people have

commented on my work>"

Ursula Darland, who was hired by the

University to renovate the chancellor's

residence, said she suggested to Duffey

some art ideas.

"1 suggested the artwork and left it to the

art department since they're experts,"

Darland said.

Wardlaw said the committee that was
formed to display the art work originally

agreed to change the work on an annua

basis.

"I'm in the process of collecting work by

the faculty to be viewed by the chancellor."

Wardlaw said. He added, "I think the

chancellor would like new work there."

Works by University of

Massachusetts art depart-

ment faculty, including

the rendering of Robert

Frost at right, are on ex-

hibit at Chancellor Joseph
Duffey's home.

CoUvgian phntoe by tMfrek Kobrrts

' The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE |
is inviting political, social, cultural

and academic groups to submit re-

quests for Line Item Funding for

Fiscal Year 1986. For applications

and further information on the budget
process, please contact Alison Huett-

ner, GSS Treasurer, 919 Campus
Center, 545-2896

Deadline for requests is March 1 . I
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Professors

give your students a break:

At the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop there are

* No long line waits
* No ID requirements
* Personal assistance from the staff

* Books on ALL subjects, not just texts
* 10% discounts on all non-text items

for you AND your students
* Convenient Hours -

8:30-5:30 Mon-Sat 11-4 Sun
evening hours during rush

WE'RE YOUR TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE

Jeffer};

Amnerst
Booksnop

• Si. rif.is.inl St Ainlur^-'
\

253-3381 253-8735

jiDiiHMiiiniciiinHmiiiaimHMniaiiiH

I Tired of Waiting in Line for

I Computer
j Terminals
I Work in the comfort of your |

I own room on your own |

1 schedule I

I
80 col Terminals §

i only $99 tiil May
j

g plus deposit and sales tax
|

I
bJ 1

ComputerWorks \

i 'y>ti Tr!o»,«io Qt Mon-Fri 10-6 1

i Amhe?it ^-^^^ Sat 10-5
|

'''A*-

Now'.s
the time
to cai...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2890

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

B.Y.O.B.*
"Bring your own bunch

(6-10 people)

... and start

your weekend early

with a soak and 2 free

cheese pizzas from

cljarlie'?

Only $50.00

per hour soak.

5^^^ UTOPIA SPAS
Good Thurs.-Sun. 1 75 University Drive • Amherst 253-7727
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Hvpercurricula
GHADl'ATK STUDKNTS- SIGNATl RE
DKINK — Tables will be set up today

through Monday on the Campus Center

Concourse to get signatures on a petition to

the board of trustees opposing the

"Universal Resource Fee."

ITALIAN CONVERSATION HOUR -
Come speak Italian with us. Wine & cheese

t«> be s«»rved. (kMxi chance to practice your

Italian. Everyone welcome! Ci Vediamo!

12:30 l::iO p.m.. 3rd floor lounge Herter

ONE SEMESTER STUDY ABROAD
OlM'ORTCNITIES - Informational

iiu'eting regarding semester study abroad

,.,4M.rl unities. 3;M0 p.m.. 3rd floor lounge

lU-rterMall.

STUDENT SUPPER AND DISCUSSION
Following supper. Andrew Sorensen will

lead a discussion on the Christian in Public

Life. 5:.3U p.m., Immanuel Lutheran

Church.

PRE VETERINARY CLUB MEETING -
Everyone welcome. 6 p.m.. Paige 2U2.

FINANCE CLUB MEETING - The

finance club will meet tonight to discuss

I'vents for this semester; Recruiters,

meptions. and a film. All encouraged to

attend. New members welcome. 6:30 p.m..

SOM
ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION - We

need your help! We'll be planning for the

showing of our movie 'The Animals Eilm.""

I'lcuM' join us! .Ml welcome. B:3U p.m.. CC

FASHION SHOW INVESTMENT
DRESSING Fashions by Hit or Miss.

Hair will be done by l>ords and Ladies.

SptH-ial feature. Corrine Chartran, a

personal image consultant. Free! Everyone

welcome. 7 »:30 p.m.. Skinner Auditorium.

HHiHER EDUCATION IN EUROPE
PROGRAM hOR STUDY ABROAD - A

representative from the Higher Education

in Europe Program will be on hand to

discuss study abroad opportunities through

their program. Semester and year op

port unities are available in Britain, France.

Austria, and Italy. 7 p.m.. Lord Jeffrey

Inn. .\mherst Center.

•HISTORY OF THE KIBBUTZ" -
Lecture by Ron Sagee. Kibbutz

repn-sentative. 7 p.m.. Herter 116.

Wednesday, February 20, 1985

DELTA CHI FRATERNITY RUSH -
Open rush. Feel free to stop by and check

us out. All University men invited. 8-11

p.m., 1 18 Sunset Avenue.

VIETNAMESE
CELEBRATION

NEW YEAR
V i^iji^w Traditional celebration

with cultural performances of Southeast

Asia followed by dance party. Everyone

welcome. (Performances preceded by

dinner for oidy those who have received

invitations.) 9 p.m. 1a.m., CC 1009.

MORTAR BOARD MEETING - Man

datory meeting for all members. Selections,

initiation, movie and other topics to be

discussed. Please call an officer beforehand

if you are unable to attend. 6:30 p.m., CC

905.

\TS TIME FOR YOUR LATEST
CLINIQUE BONUS:
"REAL RESULTS"
YOURS AT NO CHARGE
WHATEVER WITH ANY
CLINIQUE PURCHASE OF
7.50 OR MORE.
As every Clinique skin knows,

you get real results with Ciinique

because every product keeps its

promise. And tiere. in your "Real

Results bonus, you get five

Clinique specialties that make

good looks even better All m the

small and useful sues that are

only available at Clinique bonus time

All products allergy tested and

100% fragrance free.

The Clinique Counter

All Sieiger Stores

REAL RESULTS'
Extremely Gentle CleansingCream,

TtEDay'ScrubZFearn. Dramatically

Different Moisturizing Lotion.

Bronze Rose Creamy Blusher and

Slue Rain Daily SyeTreat.

Uhe bonus To a cusfbmer.

DRAMA TICALLY DIFFERENT

MOISTURIZING LOTION 2 fl. oz 8.50

CLINIQUE

CLARIFYING LOTION 6 fl. OZ. 7.50

CLINIQUE

SOAP 8 50

./M i/i^fi^--'W4*«ii»r«'«ifr^';'J

CLINIQUE j

sub Skin cream |

SUB-SKIN CREAM 1.25 oz. 22.50

CLINIQUE EXFOLIA TING SCRUB 3 oz. 8.50

FT LAUDERDALE
UMASS

SPRING BREAK
PARTY

from $$109
contact:

LUV Tours
800-368-7006

STOP BLUSHING

m
NERVOUS STUmRING

t INSECURITIES
Slq.VSS *«SV IW»"Or» W

Old hiim •«•< «• «""^ •*

HI tx f*m«m«l •«*' ** LtON

hAHDT MltHQO lObOdR) "<

^m»n .n 19}.' SwK) Iw tuoCM-if

HON H««OT I0>.« IM ««»•»«"• «

I
X DIETING?

Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weightl

J sensibly by learning^

about your eatingj

habits. Down withJ
5 diets' Call UHSf
\ 549-2671 ext. 181.

Preregistration byj

t Feb^21^ ^^^Jk

EUROPE »' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FORSIUD[KIS.TE»CHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockcteller Plata

New York. NY 10020

Phone (212) S«1-3040

Mail mi» ad loi Special

Student/ Teacher TariM.

RENTAL LEASE PU«CM*SE

J

I

EATING
PROBLEMS? i

I Group for women
j

j
18-35 with bulimia, t

I compulsive r

\ overeating, •

\ bingeing/starving, •

\ anorexia. )

( Registration begins \

\ Feb 25. Call Health
\

\
Education, 549-2671

j

»n«
on*

of oui*

Car
Tnidc

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880
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Shouldn't they care?
Campus controversies have a

way of cropping up suddenly

and then, to the administra-

tion's relief, fading from the

public consciousness almost as

quickly. A case in point is the

issue of asbestos in the Campus
Center: it was removed com-

pletely last winter, we were
told, and that's that. Another
example is the UMass power
plant, which has been cited for

violation of the Clean Air Act
for eight years. And now ad-

ministrators and the faculty

senate rules committee are ly-

ing low, waiting for the public

storm created by the uncover-

ing of a report on the Yvette

Henry arrest to blow over.

The rules committee, which

commissioned the report from
the faculty senate Committee
on the Status of Minorities a

year ago, decided to inform on-

ly a select few of the panel's

conclusions: that Henry suf-

fered violations of her civil

rights as a suspect in one of 16

fires in Crampton dormitory

during fall 1983, that she

received especially harsh

treatment because she is black,

and that UMass officials handl-

ed the case insensitively and ir-

responsibly.

The Collegian obtained a

copy of the document last week
and printed excerpts the day

the Committee on the Status of

Minorities was to present its

annual report to the faculty

senate. Committee chairman

Castellano Turner was ap-

propriately "shocked that not

one faculty [senator] raised a

question" about why the report

was not made public. The con-

clusion to be drawn is a disturb-

ing one: that nobody in the

faculty senate is very in-

terested in encouraging the

kind of open discussion of the

Henry case that the report was
intended to promote.

So in addition to using

Henry's $13-miliion lawsuits

agmnst UMass and law en-

forcement officials as a conve-

nient reason to avoid debate

and shirk accountability, at

least until the litigation is over.

University administrators can

continue to plead ignorance.

Associate Dean of Students

Robert N. Brooks said that he

and Dean of Students William

F. Field, who was interviewed

by Turner's committee, would

very much like to read the

report. In the meantime,
Brooks said Thursday, "Vm
very reluctant to discuss a

report I haven't seen."

Surely Director of Public

Safety Gerald T. O'Neil, whose
first response was, "What
report?" when asked if he had

seen it, is interested in what

the committee concluded about

his role in the Henry case.

O'Neil's associate/director,

Philip J. Cavanaugh, would

also no doubt like to know how
his conduct was assessed, as

would Hampshire County
District Attorney W. Michael

Ryan, who charged Henry with

arson and later dropped the

charges for lack of evidence.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

has seen the report; it was sent

to him last August along with a

letter from the faculty senate

secretary asking him what he

thought should be done with it.

Duffey was silent for six mon-

ths, then told the faculty

senate last week that he'd like

to discuss it but his lawyers

told him not to.

The administration will even-

tually have to respond to the

report. Though it was not in-

tended as a litigation tool,

Henry's lavi^ers will use it

against UMass whether the

rules committee makes it

public or not. But it is unfor-

tunate that while ad-

ministrators wait for the latest

burst of bad public relations to

subside, facility senators send

a silent message to all of us

that possible violations of a stu-

dent's civil rights don't bother

ttiem.

Unsigned editorials refhct the

majmty opinion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors.

OPINION
The opinions on this page are those ot the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessanlv reflect

the views o< the CoUe§ian or the Umversitv unless otherwise noted
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Time to break their habit
When I attended a large private universi-

ty in Boston, administrative secrecy was

the norm, even a joke; students bowed

mockingly when spotting the president on

the street; the more tactless hooked their

eUx)ws behind their backs when "King

John" passed.

The year I worked at the student-run dai-

ly paper, first-time reporters were routine-

ly taken aside and told that because they

attended a private university, the ad-

ministration could "pull all the crap they

want." And get away with it-unchecke<l.

Officials concealed and misled us on such

things as university expansion plans, use of

school monies and details of the ever-

present faculty/administration salary

hassles. They even had their own

newspaper, called, imperialistically, The

World.

Mary Crease

"University officials could not be reached

for comment." In consideration of the

discretion needed for upcoming court cases

and the like, silence is understandable. But

not all the time.

While students have the responsibility to

keep themselves aware of occurrences at

their own school, the administration should

neverthelessi- exercise its obligation to in-

form us of relevant things we couldn't

possibly know, like the findings of commit-

tee reports.

What is most discouraging is the Univer-

sity's ignorance of the fact that commen-

We at UMass are losing the sense oftrust we used to have in on£ another, and

it's shmuing up in devastating and costly results.

» -ir *«• m^imm *h^ I

We frosh were therefore advise<l to re-

main always suspicious. If we weren't wat-

chful, BU could easily raise our yearly tui-

tion above the already ridiculous $10,000 or

expand into Rhode Island, for all we were

told.

We UMass students often take for

granted what BU students don't have-the

constitutional right [as students at a state-

created school] to know exactly what our

school is up to. In light of the recent Board

of Governors/Jack DeNyse mess and the

more appalling Yvette Henry rights report

[catch the irony of the label here], it seems

the University's forgetting and abusing our

student right to know is becoming a pat-

tern instead of a fluke.

I give as Exhibits A and B the DeNyse

and Henry embarrassments; in corrobora-

tion, I present such things as the Universi-

ty's silence on the upcoming reinstatement

J of Peter Kumar, an Indian professor who

after eight years has finally won his battle

against racial discriminiation. Most recent-

ly, a home economics professor is alleging

the University denied him tenure because

of a dispute of his controversial views on

sex.

All or most of this is presented in the Col-

legian with the painfully ubiquitous phrase.

ting on an issue will serve not to in-

criminate anyone but to "round out" the

issue so students, faculty and others usual-

ly in the dark could be in a position to make

fair judgments. Administrative silence

leaves us with no way of discerning a valid

accusation from a vicious slur, a viable

source from a crackpot.

We are forced to second-guess, to

assume. The University told us they did not

violate the rights of Yvette Henry. Lo,

comes the report. Now what are we sup-

posed to believe when the University tells

us they're now working on hiring more

women and minorities? In another year will

there be another "official" report stating

that the University has reneged on that

count, too?

We at UMass are losing the sense of

trust we used to have in one another, and

it's showing up in devastating and costly

results. Yvette Henry is suing for $tS

million.

And I thought I left all that crap behind

me when I transferred.

By the way, tuition at BU is up to almost

$12,000. John Silber is buying up Allston

and aiming for a position with Reagan.

I rest my case.

Mary Cresse is a Collegian columnist.

letter policy

All letters must be sipied and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Dean's exhibit a glittering nightmare
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By MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

Flanders' and Swan's little ditty on the wonders of

modern interior designispecifically the verse about nailing

upturned bottle tops to the floor in order to create the

sensation ol walking on upturned bottle tops) echoed

around the back of my mind. For towards the end of the

opening night of Peter Ueans show at Hampden Gallery,

the artist, like some lusting magpie, was rushing around

frantically searching for bottle tops. Far from being nailed

to the floor they were to be incorporated, like so many

other glittering things, to the ooze of paint adhered to the

walls.

And what paint. Tubes of the stuff, in brilliant

technicolor. In the glare, embroiled deep within the color,

hung images. Swimming in the brilliance, all sprinkled

with glitter, bodies heaved squeezed out of some vaguely

biblical association. Add to all of the above the peculiar

sensation of walking on upturned bottle tops nailed to the

floor.

Vet my sensations deceived me. They were nails, without

bottle tops. Apparently spewed from canvas, rusty nails

littered the floor. Hundreds of them crucified the frame to

the canvas, and a pierced, violently blinding image stabbed

back at the eyes. The paintings assault the onlooker. They

are concentrations of the scenes that haunt our daily lives.

Like some recurring nightmare, each frame holds a lens or

mirror to our less pleasent preoccupations.

A mixture of myth and sub culture, the pictures in

corporate the odd archaetypical image with the more

recent fashions in sub cultural dress sense. All ot this

brings into sharp focus our bestiality and our attempts to

clothe It in ritual and fashion. These paintings perform the

function of both mirror and window. With his bright array

ol color and vivid images, Uean makes no bones that his

paintings are reflections in a mirror so perfect we can see

right through it. Like some Medieval stained glass win-

dow, they depict hell on Karth, pictures of evil, on glass

which redily reflects the onlookers image. Ueans pain

tings cut deep, exposing th« raw flesh of our animal selves

deciii-ated in the trappings of our scnrial activity.

Dean himself came across as a quiet unpretentious man.

with almost a comic innocent enthusiasm. In fact the whole

opening had a rather comic, surreal feel to it. The merry

throng tipphng the alcohol and cheese dip, the artist

running around grabbing everyone's bottle tops, played to

the polite conversation that accompanies such functions.

All this activity was totally dominated by large and colorful

images of decadence, social decay and violence. Yet

everyone .seemed oblivious to the mayhem on the walls.

Nothing feels so safe as a social gathering. When two ot

three or more are gathered together, when the wine flows,

who cares?

>a««4
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^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
Luncheon From i^/t.^O
Specials served 11 a.in.-3 p.m.

New Buffet ft^'sunday Brunch ca>ijSt ^5.25
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

CAN EAT

Children under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet £r Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot €r Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials £r Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Fri. £r Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

ARTS Thompson on herown

The Department of Music and Dance at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst will pre-

sent flutist Joanne Tanner and bassoonist Frank

Morelli in a faculty recital on Sunday. February

24. 8:00 p.m. at Benzanson Recital Hall.

:iuUBJ >>[ s: bo CINEMA

Wednesday - Saturday

James Dean Double Feature

East of Eden 7:00

Rebel Without A Cause 9:00

Linda Thompson's latest effort One Clear Moment

Mrs. Soffel: gothic fun

ONE CLEAR MOMENT
Linda Thompson
Warner Brothers Records

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

One Clear Moment is a tough album to

rt^ure out. Linda Thompson, singer, has

het'n recently estranged from her husband

Richard, with whom she had sung music at

the forefront of British folk rock. Although

a lot of the vocal tracks sound like her older

colaberative material, the completed songs*

delinitely do not.

As if she wished to remove herself as much
as possible from guitar playing husband

Richard, she uses little guitar on this

album. She relys instead on keyboards and

synthesizers. The album has that "Modern"

sound about it. In the process it loses a lot

of the subtlety which marked her previous

works.

Yet for all its overproduction and reliance

on simple tried and true formulas for simple

emotional manipulation (keyboards in

minor keys. etc. I, the album works on a

certain level. In some ways it sounds like a

ijood Carly Simon album. There is an in-

timacy to it that makes one want to give old

Linda a break. If 1 don't reject the album

immediately it is because 1 am familiar.

allhouKh not pers«>nally, with the man she

is singing about. A lot of the lyrics, which

could otherwise be dismis.sed as trite (not

cliche), therefore take on enough meaning

to give some credence to them.

Most of the songs on One Clear Moment

are about the end of her relationship with

Richard (for his argument listen to Hand of

Kmdness land the feelings which resulted

from said breakup. Obviously there is pain

all around. "I close my ears/I close my
eyes/' .'iDI hear your voice/And it's telling

me lies." "It's weird." Those words have

stayed with me for days and I can't figure

out why. It has got to be the familiarity of

both people in the M}ng, because my usual

attitude would be, "oh, come on."
mentioning. If you're expecting cla.s.«jc

Linda Thompson, beware. For what these

songs are, they are good, but they are

produced. That's Hollywood. At any rate

the aforementioned Telling me Lies' is

good, as is its twin "In Ivove with the-"

Flame." 'Lx)ver Won't You Throw Me a

Line' is another one of those lost-at-sea type
songs, really pretty harrowing, but as uaual

a little overproduced. The single "Can't

Stop the Girl" is acceptable but sounds like

the producers are trying to groom her for

the Pat Benalar market. And there we get

to the heart of the problem with this album.
Too many of the songs sound like she is

being groomed for soft rock radio stations,

the kind that play Culture Club.

So what does all this mean? This isn't an
album for people who like folk music. This

is an album for people who like the sound of

hip electronic music. Although the mixes

on some of the songs are really nice

pastiches, especially the bass playing, most

of them are a little too much or too httle.

Despite this the album has some kind of

emotional appeal and therefore is somewhat
worthwhile if you are into that kind of

thing.

DOWNTOWN AN^HERST

Brighten Up Your Day!

Drowse through our super selection

of sossy shoes in o roinbow of colors

1

By SUE IZZO
Collegian Correspondent

A poetic and almost mystical film of ob

sessive and tragic love seems to be a fitting

description of Gillian Armstrong's new film,

Mrs. Soffel, which opened last Friday at the

Dead Mall (Mountain Farms Mall).

Prison bars separate the two ill-fated

lovers, Ed Bissell (Mel Gibson) and Mrs.

Soffel (Diane Keaton), in this passionate

and exciting love story about two star-

crossed lovers in Pittsburg in 19UL

Through the course of this film we, the

audience, are taken through the snags and

the edge of your seat suspense brought on

by this odd combination of lovers and their

flight to freedom. Gibson and Keaton work

well together and create scenes filled with

enough tension to melt the prison bars

You're in

for o ireot!

Radish - In rod
yellow, black & white

BIN
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HARD
BARGAIN.

$3295
SAVE $800
sale ends

February 23, 1985

The CoiTxia POrtabfe PC Eh«s ^u n»c featuia fiv tet nwney nmesavcn like

a 10 MB Hard Disk Drive anoa complete software package. For instant pnxluctivity.

Ufesaven like 256K of memory. Enough to run even the most complex pragrama.

And eyeaavers like a superb high-reaolutionmonitoc For deaner charaden and
sharper graphics. The Corona Hard Disk Bsrtable. [JOTcOrOncil
Come in and take a hard k>ok at Corona today |s^<»»«<i«««i»>«.|

^ THE CDRONAHARD DISK PORTABLE

I bijComputerWorks
549-7133 228 Triangle St. Amherst Mon-Fri 10-6; Sat 10-5

Summer College Work Study

Applications Now Available in:

Student Employment Office

Financial Aid Office
There are a limited number of awards available to

qualified students.

Deadline: March 8, 1985

You MUST have a 1985-86

Financial Aid Form on file.

Performing Arts Division

University Arts Council

invite you to

i

SING
WITH
US

Ihemst'lves.

Mel Gibson comes off with a certain

amount of force as the convicted murderer,

Kd Hissell. One of the first things that the

audience becomes aware of in his per

lormance is the way he carries off his

distinct northea-stern accent. It takes a

little getting used to, but, overall, it has a

definite believabihty. I'm not sure whether

it was his acting ability or his gtnxl looks

that let him get away with his over cliched

•'compassionate bad boy" role, though. You

can dwide for yourself on that one, 1 don't

want to offend anyone.

Diane Keaton plays the character of Mrs.

Soffel. the bible yielding warden's wife,

with the strength the part deserved. I

couldn't help but wonder, however, if

Keaton's performance wasn't too moder

nistic lor a woman of the turn of the cen

tury. She seemed almost too strong and

opinionated for a woman of her time. Even

so. it worked well with (iibson's role and

provided a firm foundation for the rest of

the film to work from.

Some might say that this film is too gothic

in its content, but, at the same time, they

should look at the director's focus in the

lilm.ln Mrs. Soffel. Armstrong seems to be

directing with the intensity of the two

lovers in mind, as if the story was being t<4d

by one or both of them, as they view their

relationship. With this, one can excuse

some of the extreme melodrama that is

evident in this film.

I was happy to find that, however
melodramatic the film •••nded to become,

the love scenes didn't interrupt the action

or the storyline. They were handled very

tastefully and it was a relief to be able to

feel the intensity of a love, instead of

frankly witnessing it frequently throughout

the film.

All in all, I must say that I enjoyed this

film. It does not have the powerfulness of

Armstrong's first film. My HriUiant Career,

but it still contains the well thought out

style and beautifully photographed scenes

that were evident in her first film. While

watching this film, one must look past the

characteristic cliches like Diane Keaton's

"(«(xi fearing heroine" and Mel Gibson's

"kind hearted criminal, and notice the line

acting and the classic dirtn-ting of Gillian

.Armstrong. Kven though this may not be

her finest film to date, Mrs. Soffel is not a

film to be missed.

at the

Folk Music

of Yugoslavia Workshop

with Slavko Silic

Saturday, Feb. 23

1:30 -5:30 p.m.

Bezanson Recital Hall

Fine Arts Center

The Performing Arts Division and the University Arts

Council are AA/EO organizations. $ donations accepted at

the door.

B ^* i SBS^SrSgSggi

Fine Arte Hentei^
Cnnnert Hall ^%
DEMON DRUMMERS
AND DANCERS OF SADO KOD?r

WEDNESDAY, FEB 20, 8PM
TICKETS: $11, S9, $7

•\ t /

A

VIM
SATURDAY, FEB 23, 8PII

TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

The Juilhard String Quartet

Tin-. tlRST FAMILY
OF CHAMBKR MUSIC

WEDNESDAY, FEB 27, 8PM
TICKETS: $12, $10, $8

r ve College jtudeni: HoifPnce Tickets ovoiloble ol Fine Aris

Ce-ier BoxOHice Spnrgf.eld Cwic Cenier , and DATATtX Ouileis
]^

Coll (413)545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842 \^

••^r I
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mmmer Emploijmenf]

feahrina:

Camvm Cenkr%imot'ium

^0 Camps
from fhe^^tiheasi

'TAmmclmicHs IJew York iVkine

Cape Cod Wew 9(ampsmre

'Wew Jerseij- Vermottf Tennsvmnia

mil he intervlewiuo' for

Summer Emploumenf

Informalion ana sm~ups
arc availaale altbe

Shulenf Emacmietij Office

9}p ~9{ ^iikiorc ^allrm "Welcome

VOICE OF THE
TURTLE

ti

AN EVENING OF
SEPHARDIC MUSIC
.the group is a delight: infectious bearers oftradi-

.

lions that should not be lost.
"

- Boston Globe, Dec. 1984 f

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21
8:00 pm

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM,
UMASS

$3.00 general public, $1.50 students and senior citizens

Tickets available at the following outlets starting Feb. 1:

UMass Hillel (302 Student Union)

Beyond Words Bookstore (Thome's) Northampton

Tickets also available at the door AurnjA o„^
Sponsored bv Bnai B'rith Hillel, the UMass Arts Council, AHORA. and

the UMass Dept. of Spanish and Portuj^Jese.

az 3:c ^JC ir ag aiE az

FEATURE FILM NIGHT

Tonights' Movie Stars

Richard Pryor

in

"HERE & NOW"

Shows at: 5, 7, 9, and 1

1

5:00 show- $1.00

all others - $2.00

Weekly

Bar Specials

on sale

Wednesday, February 20, 1985'*^'^^^^—^^^

'Angel of Death'
seen alive in '82
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nazi war criminal Joseph

Mengele was known to be alive in 1982 and living as a

beekeeper in Paraguay, a leader of the hunt for the Ausch-

witz death camp doctor told Congress yesterday.

Mengele. known as the " Angel of Death" in the Polish

death factory where an estimated 3 million Jews perished

in the Holocaust during World War II. was living at a site

40 miles outside the Paraguayan capital of Asuncion, said

Rabbi Marvin Hier at a congressional hearing.

Hier, dean of the Simon Wiesenthal Center of Los

Angeles and a leader of the recently intensified effort to

find Mengele. testified along with D'Amatoat ameetingof

the Senate Judiciary juvenule justice subcommittee.

A West German warrant for Mengele's arrest is still

outstanding and Attorney General William French Smith,

last month ordered the Justice Department to try to locate

Mengele.
Mengele. who would be 73 if he is still alive, lived for

some time in Paraguay, according to information at the

hearing, despite official statements by that South

American government that Mengele has long since moved

away.

Jumbo jet plummets
SAN FRANCISCO [A PI-A China Airlines jumbo jet

dropped 32,000 feet yesterday, injuring more than 50

passengers and forcing the pilot to make an emergency

landing here, officials said.

The Boeing 747, with 400 people aboard, hit a wind

shear—a rapid change in wind speed and direction—and

dropped from cruising altitude of 41,000 feet to 9,000 feet,

according to Ron W^n, a spokesman for San Francisco

International Airport.

At least two people were hospitalized, and 50 were

treated at the airport medical faality for minor injuries,

said Gary Webber, airport police spokesman.

Flight No. 6, bound for Los Angeles from Taipei,

Taiwan, landed here at 12:38 p.m. Airport officials said

the plane sustained extensive damage to the doors that

lock the landing gear into the aircraft body. A chunk also

was missing from one of the plane's control surfaces.

Collegian

FACTORY FLAMES— Fire rages last night in a

Cambridge factory building. The five-alarm blaze

forced the evacuation of nearby residents.

Pot-smokingmom to keep kids
HOLYOKE (AP) A woman accused by a judge of being

an unfit mother because she admitted smoking marijuana

was allowed to keep her children yesterday.

Judge Allan McGuane accepted a social worker's report

that Sheila Floyd is a fit mother. No explanation was given

why Judge Michael J. Donohue. who was criticized for

questioning Floyd without advising her of her con

stitutional rights, was not present at yesterdays

proceeding.

Floyd, who said she believed she had to answer the

judges questions even though she had no attorney

present, said she was relieved at McGuanes decision.

"That's how it should have been from the beginning," said

Ms. Hoyd, who has three children.

Dukakis blasts

Reagan budget
BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Michael S. Dukakis released a

study of president Reagan's spending proposals yesterday

and accused the administration of waging an all-out assault

on essential domestic programs.

The state and its 351 cities and towns would lose $518

million if Congress accepts the Reagan budget plan for

federal fiscal year 1986. which starts Oct. 1. according to

the analysis by the governor's Office of Federal Relations.

The state would lose $203 million if Reagan succeeds in

cutting or eliminating grants for jobs, transit, conununity

development and other purposes, according to the study.

Municipalities would lose $136 million, primarily loss of

General Revenue Sharing.

Reagan cuts in higher education spending would result in

loss of about $98 million in Guaranteed Student Loans. The

state study said 40.000 students are counting on those

funds to stay in college.

"Over the past five years, the Reagan administration has

waged an all out assault on the federal domestic spending

programs that provide basic services and benefits to the

citizens of Massachusetts, ' the report said.

The 216 page study was intended to provide deuils to

back up assertions Dukakis and his supporters have been

making since Reagan released his spending plan two weeks

ago.

Massachusetts Republican leaders received the report too

late in the day to comment. But House Minority Leader

William Robinson of Melrose has said the state will

probably have a large enough surplus to offset federal cuts.

Keagans budget calls for nearly $40 billion in spending

cuts for the 1986 fiscal year, coupled with an increase of

$30 billion in defense spending.

Overall. Reagan proposes to spend $973 billion and

projects revenues of $793 billion.

For Massachusetts, Dukakis has proposed a balanced

budget of $8.68 billion for the new fiscal year, which starts

July 1. and he projects a $137 million surplus at the end of

the current 12 month spending cycle

.

In a brief foreward to the report, the Democratk

governor also faulted the Republican president for

ignoring the federal deficit.

La Cazuela
-.-^£ IV1F><'C:. AN RESTAURANT AT RAHARS

^ r^i. r^ r^ £^

a

A DELIGHTFUL ADDITION TO DINING

IN THE PIONEER VALLEY
Distinctive food from Mexico and the American

Southwest. . .ComfortaWe dining at reasonable prices. .A

great iMnd of food, atmosphere, service and value. Try La

Cazuela soon.

P>LL BAR AVAILABLE
Lunch » D(nn«, Tumdui through S«turd«v

r^nnm. Sun<tov - Clowd Monday

,

- .. ,TP)E fc I • rjOR"^ HAMPTON • f^iBb-Q^OO

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

*

All University Men Invited

Tonight Feb. 20

9-11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St.

(the Blue House)

253-9032

It's Not Too Late To Have

delivered to your door on campus

• NO DELIVERY DURING SPRING BREAKI

• All qiibscriDtions Payable in Advance by Semester.

. S ud^ntr^JJrva-Yin'g starting dates may ''-^ *"-"''"°"'' ''^°'^'"'-

. No delivery during School Holidays or Final Fxam Penods.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSerrS

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES PRORATED RATES

Dally & Sunday $1.40 a week 5iJi"

Daily Only .90 a week 98^
Sun«lavOn|v ___.SQajnffiaW.-wssrrf7,TTnTreSrrr^^

HAPPY HOUR
AT HERREU'S!

You've worked hard and now it's Herrell's tirae.^

Q^ ^'ome in between 4 and 6 any weekday and '

' #' r^pick up your pint at the bar the ice cream bar

. and get the second pint at half price. Appli|?r

to quarts too Now through March 31st.

%

Hours Sun Thun 12 iOpni II 30pni

^ Kn & .Sat 12 .lOp m Midmuhl

*ff Tli»r»*iM«rketpUefOWS««lli$l.. M
NartkaaptM M«-4837

D Daily Only

D Sunday Only

D Daily & Sunday

Ron Huberdeau
I

Your Name:.

P.O. Box 959 j

Amherst, MA 01004|

Tel. # 253-7009 |

I

I

uampus Address:.

gi0^jtii:,cieot:MJ^^^

,.-»- > ' • j»

'-1'^

't^*£S^r
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Washington's Birthday
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PSpSOn Chops PrinterPrices

HAPPY
NEW YEAR
FEBRUARY 20, 1985

i LUNAR CALENDAR YEAR
4683

II

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
fii

m

;

RX80 - $222.22

RX80FT - $322.22

FX80 - $422.22
$imilar $avings on all Epson printers

easy payment terms arranged

Special Bonus
SV*" Discs $22.22 per box of 10

limit one box per customer, sale ends Feb. 28th

FREE Cherry Pie to the first 100 customers withu, ad
[,

[g]ComputerWo
"Home of the Free Leaner"

228 Triangle Street, Amherst

549-7133

Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-5
vwj»^ « tji^m WM>4. JC^aC

m
m

m
1
il

fii

fii

m
m
m

1
i!

m
m

m

YEAR OF THE OX

the Asian-American

Students Association

m
m

m
m
m

m
m
m
m

m
m
m
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TOP of the CAMPUS

potato s«^
j.acotio^^®'

''"
Med and

deUcious. •

•

crackers. •
•

^" • Mil r

Look for our Weekly Drink Specials
lllh Floor ( ampuH Center, University of Massachusetts

Tuesday. February 19. 1985-5

DOONESBURY
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Bv Garry Trudeau

Today's Weather:

Today:- Clear skies will last through

tomorrow. The mercury will hover in the

30s today, dip to the 20s tonight, and ap-

proach 40 tomorrow.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

CMON... JUST ONE
HINT' 1 WONT TELL '

IS IT BlbOER ThfiN

MfT...

Lime ooess..

IS ITTm
PeHTAbONS
LAUNPRY '

\

NO
COf^metn'

NASA LOVeS TO (Ui
•-(jUeSS WHAT INt'Re

SHiFPtNO UP IN m. NEXT
SECRET SHUTTLE EUGHT "'

istr
*Th€ CENNON
SiSTERy' NOr

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

Muf^cHirs

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

I. aor\t :n UVCe ^ooJ

^.^

W^Ki'i^eKi co^r.i i^^<Jl^

oT Co' f hfj?/

GORDY By Gorde

^FOOF, \AJHfiJ ARE YOO ^
POIKJ& HERET you OOKl'T

ANYMORE, AMpTHtS IS

A/Crr A PARTY.

Rats
By Congo

H£V DAN- TK€ MeHt.

HAD MCAt^FRoM R*"""" Y|f?

YouMaD A»ovr>*Y A»«e»T?

UlMCRt? W«a,«^H (>OiW»TO

M&eP JO«€oMe FA*»H.IAa With

TM£ LAlA/-

A TUt&BAM Yl5rf»DAr.

RAT, 5«0utr> 8C ftRP

ATTENTION ALL COL-
LEGIAN STAFF: Man-
datory staff meeting at 7:30

tonight in the newsroom.
It's your last chance to sign

up for Saturday's reunion

bash!

today's D.C. Menu
Lunch

drilled chwse sandwich

Chicken Stow/

F»uff F'a.stry TnanKlt'
Basics Lunch

Grilled ChtH'se on WhcatU'rry

('hicken Stew/

I'uff I'astry TrianKlf

Dinner
SpH^'hctli/Mealballs

and T<»niat<) Sauce Basics Dinner
Boston Burffer on Hi FYotein Spa^'hetti/
Sesjimc Sftvl Roll Italian Tofu Balls

Ham & Turkey Plate/ and Sauce
('orn Muffin Boston Burner on

Sesame Seed Roll

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 LigMt iHrii.iyt"

S Chocolate
substitute

10 Border ov

14 Deserve

Ifi Israeli coin

16 May oi

Eii^abetti

\7 Norse god

18 PoAerliil

person

19 Social unit

20 Flowering

shrub

22 Illustrator

ol a sort

24 Writers ol

prose or poesy

26 Uplifted

27 Letter proces

sor lor short

31 Burns s lovely

of Inver

ness
34 l^orethan uno
35 Heavenly twin

36 Past

37 Crag
38 Short

39 Virgo mo
40 Neoteric

42 Bra7iiian

people of yort-

43 Bitsy chum
44 Si^eof type

45 Tick or mite

47 Hawthorne
heroine

52 Of an old Celtic

priesthood

55 Audibly

56 Lip

57 Manns '

Kroger

59 Type of lemur

60 Fashion, in

Flren^e

61 Taking

advantage of

62 Foundation
Abbr

63 Spec aircraft

for short

64 Party men of

a sort

65 Bee followers

I dilt'il li\

DOWN
I S< diiiJinavirfii

sprite

? Geoniolric lines

1 Ini lined

4 Roman house
hold gods

5 Sublet t for

T S Eliot

6 Soapbox
orator perhaps

7 Takes turns

8 Declaimed

9 Group of

African peoples

10 Approaches
11 Island of song
12 Tree of Java

13 Bivouac
21 Temperature

measure Abbr

23 Ouaid Fr

Foreign Office

25 Gaseous
element

28 Coupd
29 Enire

30 Wild party

31 Priest ol central

Asia

32 Eager

I null Mu hil .lalli-

33 St)ft drink

35 Sh.dl shrill

sound
37 Wooded
38 Ubi()uiti>usbifd

41 Conforming
42 Melanesia et al

43 Pastoral

45 Not marked up
46 «<•' ! ' oiint

48 Ldcation
49 Nary a soul

50 Tend
51 MfviM'S

52 Mil aw.irds

53 Small laritierol

India

54 Annul

58 Biblical giant

elal

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

2/2(V8S

1 7 i «

1

4 ' 7 • 9

1

10 11 1? 13

14 15 16

17 li

1

?0 " 27 ?3

1^
?4 ?5 I^^H

7h ?7 ?i ?« }0

31 1? 33 m 14 35

3fi 3' )( 39

to 41 47 L
4« J5 46

4; 41 49 50 51

•>! il' ^4 55

ih

1

57 Sd

1

59

60 t1 6?

63 64 65

Ki^i |4M AHfftri I iwit* VM*f*f 2/20/85
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OPEN RUSH
ALL UNIVERSriY
MEN INVITED
BK(t)

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

Wednesday, February 20, 1985

Chancellor's Lecture Series

RUSH DATES

FEB. 12, 13, 19, 20

9:00 P.M.

• Modern House

• Homecooked Meals

• Olympic Weight Room
• Outstanding Academics

• Great Social Life

The brothers of BKO invite you to see what

fraternity life has to offer. BK(|) is a

brotherhood of 60 young men living and grow-

ing together. We hold in high regard

academics, social and intramural activities.

We are currently Greek and campus intramural

champions. Come down and see what BK0 is

all about. Get more out of college in your four

years here. Rush BK0I

nri

L.

I
^._P LCA5AMT ST

tjssssstsisisftiiitrtrrrr
— "**

'
'

' *

Miriam Usher Chrisman

"In Pursuit of Ordinary People"

Thursday, February 21, 1<385 at 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

CALL «TIPS» AT

AND ASK FOR TAPES

Sa53

1

a

GYM SCHEDULES

POOL SCHEDULES

RACQUET & SQUASH COURTS SCHEDULES

TENNIS COURTS SCHEDULES

WEIGHT ROOM SCHEDULES

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A Sprvice nf ihe Dean of Students Office

Wednesday. February 20, 1985!
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CollegeBasketballnotebook

Gimelstob fighting big internal problems atGW
DanLeberfeld

Talk about a chip off the old block.

Gerry Gimelstob, the fourth year head coach of George
Washington, is one of 13 former assistants of Indiana coach

Bobby Knight currently in the college basketball coaching

ranks. Of the 13 which include Dave Bliss of SMU and Mike
Krzyewski of Duke, none resemble Knight in terms of

irascibility more than Gimelstob.

The 33 year old Colonial mentor has been amid con

troversy ever since he took the job. However, over the last

two seasons, a number of negative occurences have taken

place in this man's coaching life, more than the con-

troversial knight could conjure up.

Here's the dirty laundry list: a fight with Temple coach

John Chaney: three significant players transfers: Bernard

Woodside (LSU), Tim Dawson (Miami, Fla.) and Terry

Silas (South Alabama); a fight with the school's marketing

director Manny Rosenberg over tickets to a tennis tour-

nament; banned from Baltimore's Dunbar High School;

seven players tell all to a Washington Post reporter about

problem's with Gimelstob and the program; benches three

starters Troy Webster, Darryl Webster (no relation) and

Chester Wood for disciplinary reasons and the team

proceeds to lose to lowly Fenn State and then to UMass.
Insiders .sav that this graduate of the Bobby Knight

school of behavior is on his last leg at GW

.

Hoop Happenings:... Stockbridge School of Agriculture

has one of the premier basketball coaches in former UMass
roach Jack Leaman. Leaman, who coached the Minutemen
from 1966 79 and compiled a record of 217 126. is con
sidered on the best strategists anywhere. ...John i.-naney

was coach at. of all places. Cheney (Pa.) State before
taking over at Temple....The Fordham lona basketball
rivalry is as heated as you will find. In a contest this year a
braw I broke out. A few years back after one of their hot
contests. lona's Tony Hargraves mother was so infuriated
at what she thought was terrible officiating, she beat the
referee with her shoe.. ..UMass coach Ronnie Gerlufsen's
tutelage of the Minutemen this season is worthy of Atlantic
10 Basketball yearbook coach of the year honors. ThLs is a

team that Blue Ribbon College said would suffer through
doom and gloom. They said, "anything higher than eighth
place in the Atlantic 10 would be a miracle. "...For the last

few seasons the Rhode Island Rams have been the dregs of

the Atlantic 10. Never fear Ram fans, with new coach
Brendan Malone at the helm, losing should become a thing
of the past. Malone landed among others Dwayne
Washington and Rafael Addison while an assistant at

Syracuse. During his short stay thus far in Kingston, he
has landed three bluechip recruits. As Dick Vitale would
say. "He could sell Raid to a roach."...Speaking of Vitale
who better to end with than the charismatic KSPN color
commentator. Mike Giomi. who was kicked off Knights
Indiana Hoosiers because of bad academic standing, is

rumoured to be heading to mild mannered Jim Valvano
and his North Carolina State Wolfpack. Vitale on Giomi's
possible switch of coaches, "it is like going from playing
jnder General Patton to playing under Sgt. Bilko."

Georgia and BC climb into Top 20
The University of Georgia is the first Southeastern Con-

ference team in seven weeks to be ranked in The
Associated Press basketball poll.

Georgia was one of three new teams in the Second Ten

this week, coming in at No. 18, as the top of the rankings

remained much the same with St. John's, Georgetown and

Michigan holding the top three spots. Virginia Com-

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyl 6Cyl

$34.»» $39.»» $42i'.»» I

<^
W« II .niioli new retisfof jporV distnbutof cop PVC volv* ignitKjn

plugs pointi S condensef od|usf cabl»» oir (ilt^f ond vopo* conn

•die spc«d s«i timing »e4i bottefy ••» il»«f Intlode* Emissioo Te*l

ond charging system inspect rotof ond Printout.

Lube, Oil & niter

$1599liKludes up to 5 quarts

10-40 oil. and safety

check.

monwealth moved in at No. 17 after an absence ot three

weeks, while Boston College, out of the Top 20 for four

weeks, returned at No. 20.

Georgia, l7-G, was ranked for the first time this year

despite a loss last week to Vanderbilt. The Bulldogs have

won eight of their last 10 games.

St. John's kept its top ranking by running its winning

streak to 17 with three victories. The Reilmen, 22-1,

received 59 first-place votes.

ESPN rommenUtor Dirk ViUl

*—•< e><

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

Smith College Theatre Department

Presents

STEAL AWAY
by Ramona King

Directed by

SHEILA BLAND
Theatre 14 - 8:00 P.M.

February 21, 22, 23, 27, 28 March 1, 2

General Admission - $4.00

Students and Senior Citizens $2.00

Dollar Nights are February 21, 27, 28

For information and reservations

call 584-3023,

weekdays 12:30-4:30 pm

SportsNotices
There will be a meeting for anyone interested in

becoming a candidate for the women's tennis team, at 7

p.m. tonight in NOI'E gym in the tennis office (first

Hoor).

.Attention .sports staff members: there will be a general

.staff meeting tonight at 7:3U p.m. in the newsroom. You
must attend or face the wrath of Tony Betros, who has

given numerous savage beatings to both Hulk Ilogan and

Roddy Piper, both ex Collegian staffers.

.\ny correspondents wishing to make stall should at-

tend.

iK^-^ Studerit Special

i :^} 1 HOUR
TUB for

Vz HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Dataun B210 AM FM mc cond
call before 11 AM 253-7617

house b room* 4 bedrooms sleep 8 who4e

teasor>. Duplex sarT>e sree 4 rooms 2

bedrooms sleeps 4 860 per person Cottage

-3 rooms 2 bedrooms sleeps 3 850 per per

son 253 7436

Free Homacookad Maats m exchange for

light kitchen clean up work cad Kathy or

Nicole 546^162

1>79 Dodge Omni, runs waM, no rust.

»1S00 545-0296 or 584-9323
DICK OREQORY-S

Ford Econollne Van. Reclining seats, con-

vertiWe b«l, great for spring break • steal

at »2000 call 548-1796

73 Plymouth Scamp no rust' V8 with an

brand new pans' New brakaa' Must saH'

«1500 or best offer make deal call Oala (4131

253 7206

ItTlToyota CoroHa stnrd 2 dr mach/axt

excellent 1500 or BO 54*7177

Sim.aafa BahamlMi Diet, the onfy 100%

natural food supplement w/flower pollen, is

sweeping the nation. For information on the

diet snd incredible marketing p»an call Jack

413 54»*797

ing system, otherwise very dependable

*500 call Greg 546-3600

Dynastar IK cm h 626 Solo'^v>n bindings

«100 s steal good conditKin 6^6046
Crulsaahlps Hiring. »16-»30,00O< Carri

Dorm Refrigerator 3'x2' 175 BO 549-4166 baan, Hawaii, World Call for Guide, Oirec
-~

;i - —;

:;— ^ .. .. tory. Newsletter 1(9161 944-4444 x
Guitar Ovation LagarKt used wrth hardshelt

(jmasscruise
case $300 call Gary 2S6-1464

Rufus I made a mtstska snd I am sorry

forever Ptaase forgive snd forget Things

can be better if you reolly care Vou know I

do I misa you Happy Vaientines Day Love

Gidget

Happy Birthday Hakayl Have a great day
and thmk purple' From your avar adoring

Dan I Bear

UNVICES

Halrcutal IS right on campua
appotntrrtent 6-7316 Noelle

cad for an

Helrcuts by Sua. By appt. only 15.00 caR
546-8369 all serriester

FOUND INSTRUCTION

Found black wool scarf outside of

Worceatar DC caH Tom at 546-5000 to

ENTERTAINMENT

Saab 1173 kxAs sharp runs excellent vi^
mainteined 564-0360 caH Kevin

ItTJ^Ford LtTruns excellent AM/FM stereo

cassette »aOO call 549-648 1

II BAHAMAS II

~

You'wa aaan our brochuraa in avary

dasaroom' Now's the time to act' Bahamas'

Special student rates' 266-1320, Taryn

hurry'

Rack-A-Diac. Rack-A Video Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, large screen video

(Jences for houaapartys, semiformals, cam

pus events 549^7144

Found sat of kaya
256-1031 to kJentrfy

In Soulfwvood caH

Ring found outside Knowlton call 546-9388

and idontify

Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop. 28 hours including ciaaaroom
and shop. Limtad enrollment 2S3-2088

Ejiporlancad math tutor; Pra-Calculus,

Business Calculus, first year Calculus,

others Understar>ding. reasonably priced

caN 584-3184. evaa

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Invites all Univeisitv Women to Rush"

2/21 88 46; 2/25 6 30 7 15

2/26 6-6 45 e» 7 7:45. 2/27 6 30 7 15

RSVP to bnda 546-2152 or 549-4006

Hope to saa you ttiora"

jiU^^Happyliirthday' Wa'N make your

20th tfie beat Love Me

Typing and wrord procaaalng. Faat,

reliable service 584-6887

8PWINO BREAK

Bahama*. Aca|>ulco. Ft Laudardala.
Oaytonal Best prices around' Call today for

more inforrrtation. Leslie or Gina 686-4786
after 6 pm sir fare ft hotel included' Great
k>cations so don'l be left home during Spr-
ing Break.

EXPRESS HELP WANTED LOST

Oat that eirtra edge I Give your papers ttw

professional look of EXPRESS TYPING.

Student discounts, editing, fast, reliable ser-

vices. 546^919 or 549 5329

FOR RENT

BEST OUALmr RESUMES

Consultation, preparation, editing,

analyaia, design, layout, typing, cover latter

Oiarruaao 2SS82S7

Room In Cap* Cotf c«na«a for aummar
86 Call Chris 54fr7930

SOLTWOOD PROJiCT

BoitwoodP^act Info Maotlnga Tua F^
12 Tue Feb 19 rm 174 Wed Feb 20 rm 168

Wed Feb 27 rm 166 Campus Center 7.00 PM

CAPE COO - SUMMER RENTAL

Cape Cod Summer Saaaortal Rentals:

W. YsrrTK>uth, Dennis largest inventory of

studio 1 2 3 b 4 (jedroom units; direct

from owriers; 617 628-830 of 61 7 771 2233

Hatfield: Half of modern Townhouse apart-

ment Female only. Heat included. »200

666^7936, 247 9327

FOR SALE

S«*9«iM SaMli - Wwt Yarmouth Large
For Sale 1975 OWs 88. needs work on cool

•1O-U80 waofcly/up mailing circulars' No
boaees/ quotas' SirKerely interested rush

self addressed stemped envelope: Dept
AN 7. P00910CEW. Woodstock, IL 60098

Nawspeper Deliverers r>eadad in dornos.

No car needed. Approx 1 hr/day 7

days/week good pay caH 253-7009

Make $ at homal Dye T-shirts w/your
washer & dryer James 256-6749

TfRED OF'wdRK STUOyToR TNELiai
BLE7 Top notch marketing firm seeks sg
gressjve. enterprising representstives for

on campus sales Excellent opportunity"

Make your own iKHjrs" Rush name, ad

dress, and phone number to Campus In

teriofs, 16 Walnut Street, Suite 44, Art

mgton. MA 02174, or caU (6171 641 1866

ATrlutas HiTTng^ rTi* 39, OOO^i

Stewardesses, Reservstionist' Worldwide'

Cell for Guide, Directory, Newsletter

1 19161 944 4444 « Umassair

"^ 7 Inch gold bracalt .'w found plaaaa caH
546-4277 Reward

•100 Reward for the person who ratuma a

strir>g of pearls -deep sentimental value, no
questions, asked'" Call after 4:(X) pm
256-8760

PERSONAU

Laalia Ahem turned 20 on Monday. CaH

her St 66136 snd smbarass her by wishing

tier s Happy Birthday

QuIH Baby, wanna LGNAF at the hot tuba^

Madonna Youth and Couch Potato

TOSUBLIT

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Caaes, Papers, DIaaartations, Thaeaa,

on-campus, very rehabla. low rates. Nency

584-7924

April 1 Efficiency apt Amherat Ctr 200 +

81 Chevette »1S0. car ins & refs req

548 5820 bet 5-7 pm

TRAVEL

Ski P«¥ydar at VaM ••••

for t4S6 you wHI receive

lift, let, lodging, trans, parties

for more info call Mike 256-0530

The yearbook noads YOUl Positions open
for news editor, assistant arts editor, end
photogrsphers Apply at INDEX, 103 CC or

call 545-0848

RiOEMS WANTED

South n».itfa bound share drive hnfo

needed caH Rib 253-2140 night

TYPING

Andy's Typing Sarvlcaa SB*- 1000

Lambde Chi Alpha Open Ruah Tired of
ttw dorms and the DCs? Lookir>g for

lasting friendships, along with lots of funl*

Drop by for a look on Fab 12, 13. 19. 20 bet-
ween 9 00 and 1 1 00 PM

ROOMMATE WANTED
WANTED

STUDENT FUND RAISING JOBS M «8
HR APPLY IN PERSON TELEFUND
MEMORIAL HALL

Roommata wanted to ahare room in Bran-

dyv^ *130 include* heat caH 253 S^
Ssiaking viveclous reeponsible
housemete. Room »115 per month plus

utilities Call after six 549 4793

>;

^Two bedroom apt In Puffton te take O'

June first call after seven 666 7748

Femele roommate wanted m Puffton apt

107/mo 548^4166

.IMHWHIIOmiMIMW
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Mmutewomen trip

URI, 74-68
Hebelgets21 in thirdstraight win
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Correspondent

Barbara Hebel poured in a season high 21

points and Juanita Matthews came off the

bench to add 19 to lead the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team to

a 74-68 win over the University of Rhode

Island last night at Amherst College.

It was the first Atlantic 10 victory for the

Minutewomen (12 13) this season against

five losses.

It was a game of streaks as each team took

turns dominating play. URI had the first

run. early in the first half. With UMass up

7 2, the Rams then went on a hot streak of

24-4 putting them up 26 11.

UMass went on a tear of its own. scoring

ten unanswered points. The two teams

traded baskets the rest of the way and went

into the locker rooms at halftime with the

Minutewomen trailing by seven, 36 29.

Both teams came out in the second half

playing sloppy basketball, throwing the ball

away and missing easy

Matthews broke the ice

inside shots,

at 17:43 and

priH-eeded to go on a ministreak of her own
scoring eight straight points.

Coach Barbara Stevens was pleased wilh

Matthews play. "She dug in and played

some tough defense and contributed to the

offense at key times." said Stevens. "We

needed that type of game from her."

I Ma.ss took the lead for good, 40 38, on a

pretty turn around jumper by Matthews off

the fast break.

The Minutewomen took their biggest lead

on a ten footer by Fitzgerald that made it

58-45 with eight minutes to go.

Hebel was five oMl from the field. Karen

Fitzgerald had ten points with Jerrie

Bernier adding nine. Sue Burtoft had eight

rebounds and nine points. The Rams, 12 13,

were led by a great performance by the

league s leading scorer, Michelle

Washington, with 30 points and 11

rebounds.

In the game, the Minutewomen shot 27-of-

65 from the floor for 49 percent. The Rams
were 27 of 63 for 42 percent. At the line,

I 'Mass was a solid 69 percent at 20-of-30.

URI was at 63 percent with a 14 of 22 ef-

fort. URI outrebounded UMass 39 38.

< <ill«-|0«n f)h<ii<. t,y Arxly t!«-ll.-i

UMass coach Barbara Stevens plots strategy last night against Rhode Island at

Amherst College.maitnews oroKe me ice ai ii-.to aiiu .w. i. ^..,. .--v.^-^ ^^«...^.o. ^^v...^^....

Rowdy Time: W. Virginia and Temple coming
Gerlufsen wantsyou there for the biggames

Coitegun photo by Brun Gonyr

UMass point guard Carl Smith [5] and the Minutemen

face a big test with West Virginia on Thursday night in

Springfield.

Mv I'hTEK ABRAHAM
(ojiegian Stafi

"II iheres one thing you could put in the Collegian,"

University of Massachusetts basketball coach Ron

llerlulsen said, "Put that we need the students in the next

two games, it we get a noisy crowd, there's no telling what

we could do."

Despite an absence of noisy crowds at the Springfield

Civic (enter this sea.son, the Minutemen are 7 3 at "home."

They stand at 12 11 overall and in fourth place in the

Atlantic 10 with an 8 6 mark.

The biggest tests of the season, in the form of league-

leading West Virginia and Temple, are Thursday night at

7:;J0 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m.
"11 we were to win these two, or even one, it would really

be an indication of what we can do," Gerlufsen said.

West Virginia, putting it mildly, isn't the most popular

team among the Minutemen. Hard feelings do exist

between the two units and a victory Thursday night would

go tar in setthng the score many of the players feel they

have with the Mountaineers.

West Virginia leads the season series 13-3, splitting with

I 'Mass last season. Temple owns a 5 edge over UMass.
VV ilh the Minutemen winners of eight of its last 1 1 games,

playing at close to its peak, the Owls and Mountaineers

may be in lor a rude welcome at the Civic Center.

Both of the visitors are 12 2 in the league. Temple is 18-4

rverall. I'W V is 16 7. St. Josephs is third at 10 4 and the

Minutemen are fourth.

Buses leave from Boyden Gyn about 45 minutes prior to

each game and leave a few minutes after the game. You

need an ID card to board the buses and tickets can be had

in the Boyden Ticket office or at the box office.

MINUTEMAN MUT7EKINGS: The New England poll of

Dtvismn 1 teams by the United Press is, for ail intents, a

larcr.

I M.«s> IS rated eighth, behind Holy Cross (7 17).

I'n>\ulence (9 171. Boston University (11 11), Harvard (14

1. but against the Ivy l^eague and Division 2 schools).

Northeastern (14 8, but losers to UMass), and UConn. 10

12. B«)ston College is deservedly first at 18-6.

"It's a joke. " Gerlufsen said. "We've been playing much

better than most of those teams."

Respect, it seems, is slow in coming in New England.

Bobby Braun. who has started every game this season, is

rebounding to the tune of 9.9 boards a-game in the league

and 8.5 overall. Horace Neysmith is at 9.4 and 8.8. The

UMass Bruise Brothers should make life pretty miserable

for the Mountaineers under the boards.

The Neysmith effect'.' Very big for the Minutemen. In

viri«!ry. the big man is averaging 16.3 points. In losses, he

is at 10.5. Donald Russell's difference is only .7 points and

Braun actually scores more in a loss, so a good game by

Ne\ smith seems to signal a win.

UM swimmers take fourth at Atlantic 10 meet
Track teams run secondatDartmouth

ByNANCY A.BUKAR
Collepan Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team posted

an impres.sive fourth place in the Atlantic Ten cham-

pionships this past weekend at West Virginia State

University in Morgantown.

The Minutemen finished only seven points behind George

Washington. Penn State took first, followed by West
Virginia.

"GW shaved because this was their last meet for the

season. We could have beat them if we had shaved," coach

Russ Yarworth said.

Good showings were made by F'red Marius in the 100

yard breast-stroke, eighth with a 1:02.18, and 200-yard

breaststroke, sixth witu a 2:14.54. "I was really pleased

with him. He was the outstanding swimmer of the meet,

"

Yarworth said.

In the 500 yard freestyle, Drew Donovan p.aced ihu-d

with a 4:40.87, followed by Craig Fuller in seventh with a

4;44.31. The team of Paul McDonough, Mike Hoover,

Fuller and Donovan placed fifth in the 400 yard medley

relay with a 3:37.40. Donovan and Fuller took second and

tilth in the 200yard freestyle respectively and Marc
Surette and McDonough placed seventh and ninth in the

100 yard backstroke.

Steven King, with 4:24.19, took a filth in the 400-yard

individual medley. The team of Fuller, Hoover, Jim
Flannery and Donovan finished fourth in the 400-yard

freestyle relay with a 3:12.23 and Donovan took third in

the 100 yard freestyle with a 47.28. Fuller finished tilth in

the 2tK) yard freestyle and the team of Fuller, Flannery,

McDonough and Donovan took third in the 800 yard
freestyle.

Divers Pal Mullen and Keith Pisani finished in the top ten

in both the one-meter and three meter diving events.

The New Fnglands are the next and final competition for

this year's Minutemen.
The UMass track teams, both the men and women, lost to

Dartmouth on Saturday in the final dual meet of the

season

.

The women were second in a quad meet against the Big

Green, Fitchburg State and Smith. Dartmouth had 67 1/2

points. UM had 40 1/2, Fitchburg totaled 28 and Smith 13.

Winners for UMass included Sally Howes in the 3,000 at

10; 14.01 , enough to qualify for the New Knglands.

Barbara Cullinan and Leah Loft is went 12 in the 600 at

1:25.34 and 1:25.52 respectively. Bridgette Booker won
the 55 in 7.2 and Kayla Morrison and Cari Fleischmann 2-3

alsoiii 7.2.

Maureen O'Reilly was third in the 1,000 and qualified for

the Kasterns wilh a 2:57.56. The mile relay team won with

a 3:57, i he two mile relay was second at 9:33. Laura Kdgar
tn«)k second in the triple jump.
hor the men, 106 32 lo.sers, Todd Johnson was second in

the long jump with a 20 10 1/2 and won the 55 hurdles in

7.84. Rawie Crichlow won the 400 in 51.1 and the dash in

'..5.
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Skip Bixby, an aboriculture major, works on his special project, "Opportunities

in Aborticulture," at the Professional Agriculture Convention in the Campus

Center Auditorium.

Annual Stockbridge fair held
By TOM MIDDLETON seven hours preparmg the displays,

Collegian Staff Stockbridge student Ed Duffy said.

"I got an interview for a possible job

Goats, lambs, a horse, a pig and a calf ^^en I go home," Duffy said. "Our group

were all on display at the Stockbridge ^ad a pretty good time setting it up and

School of Agriculture's eighth anual taking the exhibit down." he said,

professional agriculture convention at the "The Stockbridge school is one of the top

University's Campus Center Auditorium three in the country." Baker said. "This is

yesterday. a learning experience for the students, the

The conference, an all-day event, is faculty and even the businesses, "she said,

primarily a job placement conference "Overall, it was an educational ex-

where various businesses set up booths perience."

displaying equipment and services, ac- f^e students exhibits were judged by a

cording to Jennifer Baker, coordinator of panel of three professors from the school,

the convention. First prize went to the floraculture

The theme of the show was "Oppor- department with animal agricultue

tunities in Agriculture" and included a 20- winning second prize and the fruit and

foot brick and woodchip landscape, vegetable display taking third place,

livestock and floral exhibits. Exhibits were assembled by the animal

Employment seminars were offered agriculture, landscape operations, turf

throughout the day by nurseries and management, arborculture and park

agricultural hardware companies. The mana{,Lment and the floraculture

students, "mostly seniors" spent up to departments. Duffy said.

Inside:
Art against apartheid 3
Fraternities, the pros and cons 8
Hoopsters face West Virgina. 16

"Others merely live; I vegetate.

"

—Cynl Connolly

Smithviews divestment
By DAN SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A six- member committee of Smith College

students will meet today with the school's

trustees to discuss the school's investments

in companies that have business ties to

South Africa.

Student senator and committee chair

woman Suzine Pack said the Ethical

Investment Committee's focus will be on

"shareholder responsibility" and "alter

native investments." She said the com-

mittee will recommend that the trustees

vote in favor of a proxy resolution con

cerning Ford Motors, support the signing of

the Sullivan Principles by the Kimberly

Clark company and consider divesting from

Citicorp Bank, which loans money to South

Africa.

Shareholders of a company can write up a

proxy resolution which requests a change in

company policy. A resolution is currently

being circulated to Ford shareholders

asking if they support or oppose Ford's

.selling products to the South African police

and military

"l.#ss than one percent of Ford's sales are

to South Africa so I don't see why it should

be a big dent in Ford," Pack said.

The SuUivan Principles, which Kimberly
C'lark has not endorsed, ask companies
operating in South Africa to eliminate

segregation and discrimination from their

facilities and hiring practices. They also

ask that companies recruit blacks, who are

allowed few political rights by that coun-

try's white ruling minority.

The committee will present the results of a

questionaire recently distributed to ap-

proximately 2.600 Smith students, faculty,

staff and administrators. It asked if people

supported the Ford resolution; if they

supported investment in a corporation

directly involved with the production of

nuclear weaponry and what they thought
was more important in investments: social

responsibility or economic return.

Pack said most of the returned
questionnaires supported social divestment
and policy change.

"We hope we can work out a structured

communication system" with the ad-

ministration. Pack .said. She added that up
to this point there has been little com-
munication between administration and
political student groups.

SGA to review late budgets
By JOHN YONCE

Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

voted last night to allow consideration of

budgets for six registered student

organizations which turned in late budget

proposals last semester.

The senate voted 44 to 9 to allow the

senate budgets committee to consider the

budget requests of the American Indian

Student Association, the Dyslexic Student

Organization, the Chamber Choir, Nummo
News, the Student Government Associa-

tion Affirmative Action Office and

UHURU.
The gjoups failed to meet a December 14

deadline for proposals and requests submit-

ted after that date are "thrown in the

trash barrel" unless the senate votes other-

wise, according to last night's agenda.

Opponents of allowing the review said

the senate had to cut budgets, and it could

start with these groups.

Supporters of the review said every

group should get a chance for review

before budget cutting.

"Some of these groups must have gotten

(their requests) in 15 minutes late," Ri'*k

Patrick, SGA co-president, said.

In other business, the senate voted 23 to

33 to not consider a motion which, if pass-

ed, would eliminate an unfilled professional

position in the Student Center for Educa-

tional Research and Advocacy.

At a hearing Feb. 14, the budgets com-

mittee voted 10 to 2 to recommend cutting

Continued on page 5

Delano's employee robbed
Ky LORI KIRKLANI)
Collegian Staff

A Delano's employee was thrown to the

ground and robbed early Tuesday afternoon

while bringing a deposit bag containing

between $l,.5O0 and $2,500 to the bank

located across the street, Amherst Police

said.

Alter grabbing the bag, the assailant fled

on loot through an alley between Delano's

and Barsie's heading for the Lincoln

parking lot. Several students who wit-

nes.sed the incident attempted to catch the

thief but lost him.

The as.sailant was described as a white

male in his mid-20's, approximately 5'8"

with light brown hair and a moustache. He
was wearing a yellow and white ski hat,

sunglasses and a gray scarf pulled up to his

eyes. All these articles were found by

police in a nearby dumpster. Police said the

man was unarmed.

Police .said they have several leads that

they're working on.

In other police action:

• A 19 year old Taunton man was arrested

Tuesday night for transporting alcohol as a

minor and making false statements on his

license application after police stopped him
for a broken taillight and a missing in-

spection sticker.

• A 26 year old Amherst man was arrested

early yesterday raornipg for driving

A composite sketch of the suspect in the

unarmed robbery of a Delano's
employee. If you have any information

reputing this man, call the Amherst
Police Department at 253-2511.

without a license. He was initially pulled

over for failure to stay within marked lanes.

Both men were arraigned yesterday at

Northampton District Court.
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS

More blacks killed

in S.African riots
Rumors igniteprotesting

CAPE TOWN. South
Africa (AP) Three more

blacks were killed in the

Crossroads squatter set

tiement yesterday bringing

to nine the total slain in two

days of fierce battles bet-

ween rioters and police, a

police spokesman reported.

Lt. Attie Laubscher said

police shot and killed one

black man as several

thousand blacks using

stones and catapults skir

mished with police at the

offices of a white-run board

administering black affairs

in the Cape Town region.

He said police fired birdshot.

tear gas and rubber bullets

A teen age boy and another

man were killed in other

clashes between police and

crowds throwing stones and

gasoline bombs. Laubscher

said. He put the number

injured since Monday at 137,

nearly all of them
Crossroads residents, and

said 41 of the injured were

admitted to hospitals.

Fighting began after

rumors raced through the

camp that white authorities

were about to move the

60.000 or more inhabitants

forcibly to a new black

township farther from Cape

Town, the white city where

the blacks seek jobs. The
government denied that a

forced removal was im-

minent.

Laubscher said Crossroads,

12 miles east of Cape Town,
was "tense but under
control" late this afternoon.

He said police continued to

patrol the settlement but

that roads were open and

the shanty town was not

sealed off.

ReverendMoon's
parole is denied
WASHINGTON (AP) The

U.S. Parole Commission

denied parole yesterday to

the Rev. Sun Myung Moon,

the spiritual leader of the

Unification Church who is

serving an 18 month sen

tence for income tax

evasion.

Moon began serving his

prison sentence July 20,

1984, at the medium
security prison in Danbury,

Conn. His new projected

release date, which takes

into account good behavior,

is Aug. 20, according to

Justice Department
spokesman Joe Krovisky.

In denying parole to the 64

year old Moon, "the com-

mission said the normal

amount of time for someone
serving prison for this type

of offense is 10-14 months.

It saw no mitigating cir-

cumstances to reduce that

time in the case of the Rev.

Mr. Moon," Krovisky said.

This was Moon's first

attempt to win parole.

Moon was convicted in 1982

of failing to report $162,000

in income on his federal tax

returns. Moon maintained

his innocence.

The Unification Church
headed by the Korean
religious leader claims

45,000 U.S. followers and a

total of 2 million to 3 million

followers worldwide.

AP l.a.s«Tf)h'iti

GUILTY—John Zaccaro, husband of former

Democratic vice presidential candidate Geraldine Fer-

raro. leaves a New York court yesterday after being

sentenced to perform 150 hours of community service

for his part in a fraudulent real estate loan scheme.

Thatcher tells congress of Soviet threat
WASHINGTON (AP) - Amid extraordinary security

precautions. British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher

cautioned Congress yesterday that the Soviet Union will

attempt to divide the West during nuclear arms control

talks and warned "we should not expect too much too soon"

from the negotiations.

Kchoing a theme sounded by President Reagan. Mrs.

Thatcher said. "Let us be under no illusions: It is our

strength and not their goodwill that has brought the Soviet

Union to the negotiating table in Geneva."

Mrs. Thatcher was the first British prime minister to

address a joint meeting of the House and Senate since

Winston Churchill did so on Jan. 17. 1952. After her

speech, which was interrupted 24 times by applause, she

went to the White House to confer with Reagan on arms
control. America's huge budget deficit and the .soaring

U.S. dollar.

The ornate House chamber was packed by members of

the Senate and House, assembled in a joint meeting, and
members of the Cabinet and diplomatic corps. Behind her

.sat Vice President George Bush and House Speaker

Thomas P. ONeill Jr.. I) Mass.

On the streets outside, an estimated 500 demonstrators

shouted. "IRA All the Way." and "Maggie. Maggie.

Maggie Out. out. out." Some carried signs reading.

"Victory to the \K.\" and "IRA Freedom PMghters."

Armed security police, posted 10 feet apart, lined the

strt»et.s around the ("apitol.

Inside the building, Mrs. Thatcher denounced the Irish

Republican Army as "the enemies of democracy and of

freedom, tf)o." She said she and Irish Prime Minister

Garret KitzGerald are united in seeking a political solution

to the problems of Northern Ireland.

Urging Americans not to give financial aid to the IRA, she

said the money "is used to buy the deaths of Irishmen,

north and south of the border."

Reiterating her support of U.S. research on a "Star

Wars" shield in space against nuclear weapons, the prime

minister said, "The United States must not fall behind the

work being done by the Soviet Union."

Schroeder better,

may depart soon
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Artificial heart patient William

Schroeder. set back by strokes, fever and discouragement,

has undergone a "dramatic improvement" and might be

well enough to leave the hospital next week, a hospital

spokesman said yesterday.

The assessment was a complete turnabout from Monday,

when the same spokesman said Schroeder, the second

person to receive a permanent mechanical heart, was so ill

and low in spirits he might never leave the Humana
Hospital Audubon.

Meanwhile, artificial heart recipient No. 3, Murray
Haydon, who got a plastic metal heart Sunday, continued

his smooth recovery, except that he had become fatigued

by the effort required to sit up in bed. said Dr. Allan M.
Lansing, a Humana spokesman.

The rate of Haydon's artificial heart was increased to 65

beats per minute from 60. and Haydon sat up in bed twice,

said Robert Irvine, another Humana spokesman.
"I'm really happy with the way things are going," said

Haydon's wife, Juanita.

One of Haydon's sons in law joked that Haydon and
Schroeder might become friends and "play cards, or run

down the hall and have races."•v^ i*1 *1 10 *i1 *J uuwii int; nail anu nave races.

Retrial considered for convicted rapists Secretary Schultz
BOSTON (AP)-Superior Court Judge William Young,

who presided over last year's trials of six men charged in

the New Bedford barroom rape case, began considering

yesterday whether to grant two of the men a new trial.

Young took the issue under advisement after hearing

evidence presented by defense lawyers, who suggested

prosecutors withheld information about a potentially im-

portant witness during the highly publicized trial.

At issue is the district attorney's handling of Kathleen

P. Madieiros, who was on duty as a night clerk on March 6,

1983, when the victim came to Parkwood Hospital in New
Bedford and claimed that she had been gang-raped on a

pool table at Big Dan's tavern.

At the start of trial, Medieiros' name appeared on a list

AP Laaerphoto

WE'RE RICH— Arthur and Winona Tracy, former
residents of the Love Canal Chemical dump
neif^borhood of Niag^ara Falls, pause outside a bank
Tuesday after officially receiving their share of a set-

tlenent of a $20 million lawsuit.

of possible defense witnesses, but she was never called.

Last week, she told Young that the victim appeared
disheveled, that she was upset, and that she did not ap-

pear in control of herself. Medieiros did not say the victim

appeared drunk or "high."

Attorneys representing Joseph Vieira and Daniel Silva

tried to establish that prosecutors had talked to Medeiros
before or during the trial and failed to inform the defense.

The attorneys argued that the testimony she would have
pven could have had an important bearing on the case.

The defense team also maintains that the victim's

testimony in court differed from statements she made to

police and that Young made procedural errors in presiding

over the complex trial.

Creche questioned

turns down Israel

WASHINGTON (AP)

Forcing a community to

provide public land for

Nativity scenes could open

the door to requiring ap

proval of such blatantly

offensive displays as Nazi

swastikas and racists

slogans, an attorney told the

Supreme Court yesterday.

Marvin P'rankel, arguing

on behalf of Scarsdale,N.Y.,

officials who have banned a

display depicting the bir-

thplace of Jesus from a

village park, asked the

justices to overturn a

federal appeals court ruling

that he said would compel

thedisplays return.

However, attorney Marvin

Schwartz. representing
sponsors of the creche

display, argued that com
munities cannot ban such

displays from public areas

where messages are allowed

for the Red Cross, the

United Fund or other

organizations as in the

Scarsdale park.

Several Supreme Court
justices disputed both
lawyers' interpretation that

a decision la.st June by the
2nd U.S. Circuit Court of

.Appeals would compel the
creches return in Scarsdale,

a wealthy suburb north of

New York City.

Frankel argued that for

biding the village to ban the
creche would also tie of-

ficials" hands if anyone tried

to erect "a swastika. a Klan
symhol, a hammer and
sirkle, a sign that God
doesn't hear the prayers of

Jews." Many of Scarsdales
residents are Jewish.

The Reagan ad
ministration, in a Justice

Department brief that was
generally in line with the

justices' comments, has
argued that the appeals

court ruling would not

compel the creche's return.

WASHINGTON (AP)-
Secretary of State George
P. Shultz said yesterday he
won't consent to Israel's re-

quest for an increase in

economic aid until that

country demonstrates an ab
ility to deal more effectively

with inflation and other

economic problems.

Shultz said that while

Israel has made "some con-

siderable progress" in

developing an adjustment
program, "further progress
is necessary if their pro-

gram is to put Israel on the

path of economic health and

additional U.S. assistance is

to serve a useful purpose."

Shultz testified before the

House Foreign Affairs

Committee on the ad-

ministration's $14.8 billion

foreign assistance request

for fiscal 1986.

The administration has

been encouraging Israel to

take steps to lower its infla-

tion rate and to create con-

ditions for economic
growth.

Israel has asked for $800

million supplemental ap-

propriation for fiscal 1985.
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Apartheid art raises issues

Newmultimedia exhibit opens in Student Union

Cull«Kuui pholu Ity Andy H«ttcr

"Tortured Figure," a pastel drawing by Peter Luchetti, is part of the anti-

Apartheid exhibit in the Student Union Gallery.

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Political art drew an estinruited 100 peo-

ple to the opening of the "Art Against

Apartheid" student exhibit Tuesday night

in the Student Union Art Gallery.

The exhibit, which consists of 40 pieces of

multimedia work donated by University of

Massachusetts graduate and

undergraduate art majors, was aimed at

bringing South African apartheid to the

minds of the local community, according to

Fran Trainor of the Political Artist's Guild,

and co-sponsor of the show.

"Apartheid is an issue that a large part

of the commimity is caring about," Trainor

said during the opening festivities.

Apartheid is the official policy of the

Republic of South Africa that nruuntains

white suprenruwry and racial segregation

despite the fact that whites make up a

minority of the papulation.

The show's opening came on the heels of

news from South Africa that there was

more rioting Tuesday in which seven blacks

were killed after security pwlice raided

towns across the country and arrested six

racial segregation opponents accusing

them of treason.

"This show has raised people's

awareness about the apartheid," Lisa

Bohne, a show contributor and member of

the Political Artist's Guild, said. "I have

even beome more active myself."

Exhibits in the show, which will continue

through March 1 and is free and open to

the public, include clay and steel

sculptxires, acrylic paintings, drawings and

collages. The art consists solely of work
done by UMass students.

Trainor said the Political Artist's Guild

spent about $230 to advertise the exhibit.

The Student Union Art Gallery donated

$175 for the native African food supplied

on of)ening night by Yvonne's Kitchen.

The art brought mixed criticism from
some who attended the opening.

"1 was confused by some of the more
abstract pieces," Loren Demerath, a senior

Social Thought and Political Economy ma-

jor, said. "But, you definitely feel a lot of

suffering and pain and also a kind of almost

permanence of suffering— it's been going

on so long."

Almut Overdick, 19, visiting from
Juelich, West Germany said of the displays,

"They touched me."

"I'm against it," Monika Giacoppe, a

sophomore Latin American studies major

said of apartheid. "Seeing more art isn't

going to make me more against it."

The UMass Fine Arts Council is also a co-

sponsor of the show.

Gay awareness better

according to counselor
By LAURA YEE

.Collegian Staff

Creating awareness of homosexuality across college

campuses nationwide is taking a "trend for the better,

"

said liaison for the gay and lesbian community during

former Boston Mayor Kevin Whites administration.

Brian McNaught, who presented a perspective on the

responses of public institutions to lesbian and gay concerns

yesterday at a forum in the Campus Center said "progress

is being made."

"More people are coming out to reaffirm their sexuality,

financial assistance is going to social awareness programs

and counselors are being hired," he said.

McNaught, 37. is a syndicated columnist for the Gay and

Lesbian Press and a certified sex counselor. He said

UMass should hire two full-time counselors, one for

homosexuals and the other for lesbians, stock positive

books on homosexuality in the libraries and pamphlets in

advisers' offices to create awareness.

He added that there is "a need to provide mandatory

training for sensitivity" toward homosexuals at the

classroom level as well as for those in security, housing and

administration positions.

At least 10 percent of the population is homosexual, 37

percent of males have a homosexual experience and 50

percent have had a homosexual fantasy. This alone

prompts the need for awareness, McNaught said.

"These are the ones who lead the marches against

homosexuals, and urinate on homosexuals' doors," because

they fear their own sexuality, he said. If people become

comfortable about "sexuality, they well feel comfortable

about homosexuality."

John Jablonski. People's Gay Alliance president said the

part-time position made for the human relations planner to

deal with gay and lesbian concerns that came as a response

to the homophobic acts last semester is not enough.

"It is the attempt of the administration to shift the

(Spotlight off themseves and to take away the pressure

caused last semester. Jablonski said. "They think as soon

as we graduate, the problem (of homophobia) will be gone,

but the problems won't go away."

Scuba equipment, speakers

stolen from car near stadium
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Scuba diving equipment, valued at $1,700, tools and

stereo speakers were reported stolen from a Volkswagon

Tuesday afternoon. University of Massachusetts police

said.

The car was parked overnight in Plot by Warren G.

McGuirk stadium, police said. There are no suspects.

In other police reports:

• Police were called to a McNamara suite after the head of

residence called to report a fight Sunday night. Police said

roommates on the fifth floor were pushing and shovmg

each other. The incident will be handled by University

administrative action.

• A 30 year-old Amherst man was arrested Tuesday

afternoon by campus poUce on a warrant issued in 1983 for

a red light violation.

• Eight' doUars was stolen from a woman s purse m

Hampden Theater Tuesday afternoon. There are no

suspects. .^_ ..^.. . « .»-...^.»v*.«-/"»».»»vv>i*vvi^ .-•> .

Womenspeak event begins at Amherst
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Correspondent

Nancy Miller, chairwoman of the Women's Studies

Department at Barnard College, spoke last night at

Amherst College, kicking off a month of events for

"Womenspeak. " bringing feminist speakers, shows and

events to the campus.

Miller, who lectured on feminist theory and criticism,

said feminists must search out and then "scan literature

for its blind spots," where an author's sexi.st ideology

may have had a detrimental effect in their work.

Miller said in depicting gender, an author may portray

the differences between men and women as inherently

unequal with the female portrayed as a considerably "less

equal" being.

Miller used examples of 18th century French literature

in which women were punished or looked down upon for

what were seen as "crimes against propriety, " whwh

included sexual desire or aggresiveness.

Following Miller in the Womanspeak series will be

Tatyana Mamonava, Russian feminist, 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

She is the editor of Women In Ritssia; Feminist Readings

From The Soviet Union, and will speak in the Converse

Hall Room. The event is co-sponsored by the Russian

Department.
Jewish Women's Weekend will begin on Friday,

February 22 with Judith Plaskow speaking on "Creating

A Jewish Feminist Spirituality, " in the Babbot Room,

Octagon, 8:00 p.m.

On Saturday, February 23, 2:00 p.m. in Chapin Lounge

there will be a brunch with Professor Martha

Ackelsburg, of Smith College. She will speak on "The

Politics of Jewish Feminist Spirituality. " At 4:00 in

Chapin Hall Professor Susan Niditch will give a lecture

entitled, "Interpreting the Bible: A Feminist Per-

spective."

On February 26. Kathy Keeleher and Holly Metcalf of

the 1984 Olympic U.S. Women's Crew team will speak on

"The Olympic Experience" in the Red Room in Converse

Hall at 8:00 p.m.

Kathy Alexander, Coordinator of Educator Advocate

Program Against Violence Against Women,

Collegian photo by Mitch Drmntch

Chairwoman of Barnard College's

Women's Studies department, Nancy
Miller, speakings at Amherst College

last night.

Everywoman's Center, University of Massachusetts, will

speak on "The Imaging of Women: A View Beyond

Pornography" February 28, in The Red Room in Con
verse Hall, 7:30.

On March 2. an alumnae panel will present "Life After

Amherst," 1 1:00 a.m. in the Alumni House. This event is

co^ sponsored by the Office of Career Counseling.

"Deliverance," a women's talent show, will take place at

8:00 p.m. Backroom, F'ayerweather, March 8.

On March 11, Susan Blier, Fine Arts Department,

Columbia University will speak on, "Images of Women in

African Art," at 4:00 p.m. in the Converse Hall Red

Room.

Health book won't cause stir say authors
By Mariane Meuse
Collegian Correspondent

The authors of the revised edition of the feminist health

book Our Bodies, Ourselves do not expect it to be greeted

with the same uproar as when the first edition was

published in 1972.

Judy Norsigian. one of 12 authors of the 647-page

paperback produced by the Boston Women's Health

Collective, said the new edition, released last month, is

"too new to cause a controversy."

Our Bodies, Ourselves, a guide book to women's health

issues, contains detailed, easy to understand information

such as birth control and abortion, issues which, when the

first edition came out. prompted many people to protest.

The authors counter any protest against the book by

saying it is essential for today's teenagers to receive ac-

curate information concerning their sexuality.

"It's very difficult to get good, accurate information from

schools, churches, and other groups. Books like this can be

very valuable." Norsigian said in a telephone interview last

The new edition contains two potentially controversial

pictures, one of a woman who died after an illegal abortion,

another of a woman with a tattoo over her mastectomy

scar.

Norma Swenson, one of the book's authors, said the

abortion picture is a reply to recent arguments against

legalized abortion.

'"The present discussion is focused almost entirely on the

fetus. The issue of what happens to women's lives is being

ignored," Swenson said.

"When abortion was illegal, it was the cause of death for

many women and would be in the future," she said.

Norsigian called the book a "guide to moral values,"

providing women of all ages with the knowledge necessary

to make intelligent decisions regarding their sexuality.

These sentiments were echoed by Ellen Story, assistant

director at Family Planning Council of Western

Massachusetts in Northampton. According to Story,

studies show the majority of the approximately 12 million

American teenagers who are sexually active receive their

sexual information from their peers, and this information is

often inaccurate.

"It is essential for them to have information that can help

them avoid getting into situation they'd want to avoid,

such as pregnancy." Story said.

Despite the liberal tone of the book, both Story and

Norsigian deny that the views expressed are meant as a

direct attack on the conservative policies of the current

administration. Continutd on pag$ A
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Jewish marriage traditions
Canadian woman disownedformarryinggentile
WINNIPEG. Manitoba (AP) On the same

hot and muggy summer day that Shawna

Yalfe. born a Jew. celebrated what should

have been one of the happiest days of her

life, her parents went into mourning.

On Aug. 23, 1984. Shawna married a

gentile. A few days later, her parents

placed their daughters obituary m the

weekly Jewish Post newspaper, requestmg

that "no condolences be sent or memorials

be made."

The Yaffes had disowned their daughter.

B^or most North American Jews, about all

they've heard of "disownment" whereby

parents consider their child dead and ob

serve the traditional seven days of

mourning probably comes from the

popular stage and film musical. "Fiddler on

the Roof." In it. an anguished Tevye acts as

if his youngest daughter has died when she

marries a nonJew.
"But even in Fiddler on the Roof, when

they were leaving, he turned around and

said something to her before they left."

says Shawna. whose real name appeared in

the obituary but who now asks that it be

kept confidential.

The religious background to the now rare

action rests in the Old Testament.

Deuteronomy 7:3, in which God instructs

the Jews, before they cross the Jordan

River, not to marry non Jewish inhabitants

to avoid being swayed to serve other gods.

"1 think the philosophy behind disowning

is a way of or a method of impressing upon

our young adults the importance of keeping

the Jewish faith alive and furthering the

Jewish faith in its cause," says Orthodox

Rabbi Ephraim Bryks of Winnipeg.

Bryks. who acted as mediator between

Shawna and her parents before Shawna
was married, points out the case is unusual

that "it may happen only once" in every

100. or even 1.000. cases of intermarriage.

Tliursday, February 21, 1985
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ri FANFP DUTK- School librarian Kay Piedmonte places index cards back in-
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book racks Monday, causing an estimated $500.000 m damage.

i^ Health
Continued from page 3

"When it first came out, it

had a tremendously strong

effect on women in this

country. It is much less

politkal now," Story said,

adding that "If you went

down a number of issues

such as abortion, you would

probably find a lot of

disagreement. In that sense

it is a political book."

Our Bodies, Ourselves is

written in non technical

language, making it ac

cessible to all women, and in

addition to chapters on birth

control and abortion, it

conUins sections on oc-

cupational health hazards,

older women's health care,

lesbianism, and the

American medical system.

According to Norsigian.

the book is designed to allow

women more independence

and autonomy in using the

medical system.

Our Bodies, Ourselves will

soon be available at a

reduced price at the

Everywomen's Center on

campus.
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FORE!— Paul Ralston, a first-year psychology major, takes a swing at it while fellow members of the

UMaas golf team observe his form yesterday afternoon during practice. From left to right are Joe Petrin,

first-year liberal arts major, Kevin Burgwinkle, first year sports management major, and Tim Smith, a

sophomore real estate major.

Soviet feminist to speak at womenspeak event
A Russian feminist whose activities led to her exile from

the Soviet Union in 1979 will be speaking today at Amherst

College.

Tatayana Mamonova, editor of Women m Kvssia:

Feminist readings from the Soviet Union, will be speaking

on "Women and Feminism in Russia." Stephanie Sandler,

professor of Russian at Amherst said.

Mamonova. who was exiled for circulating underground

feminist journals was described by Sandler as "a life-line to

Russian feminism for those in the West."

"She is the only feminist Russian woman in America,"

said Sandler, adding, "feminism is equal to dissidence in

Russia."

Sandier issued the invitation to Mamonova to coincide

with both her class on "women and writing in Russia," and

the Womenspeak events currently taking place at Amherst

College.

Mamonova is presently a fellow at Radchffe University,

where she still receives and edits materials from the Soviet

Union in addition to concentrating on her own writings.

Mamonova will speak from 4-6pm in the Red Room at

Amherst College.

Regent kicks off

convocationweek
A member of the Massachusetts Board of Regents of

higher education and University of Massachusetts

graduate spoke yesterday to about 140 engineering

students and faculty during Engineer's Week convocation.

Nicholas Boraski. a 195U UMass graduate in mechanical

engineering, presently serves as vice president and

general manager of General Electrics Ordinance Division

System in Pittsfield. Mass.

Boraskis speech at the Campus Center was titled "After

Engineering School... Opportunities in High Tech."

Boraski said the engineering school at UMass "is

providing excellent preparation for students entering the

field." He added that the "school of engineering has

proven its excellence with research, particularly in

Polymer Science."

lioraski said if he was interviewing a potential employee,

he would consider what the interviewee had done outside

of the field.

"I would want to know if he has a summer job and what it

is." Boraski said. He added that "grades are not the most

important thing."

Boraski reminded the students that starting salaries

shouldn't be weighed too heavily.

"A $1,000 difference on a $25,000 salary is nothing," he

said. He added that the money will come once good work is

performed.

Argentine program available

The International Programs Office at the University of

Massachusetts will offer students an opportunity to study

in Argentina this summer at the university of Belgrano. in

Buenos Aires.

The fourth Summer Program in Latin American Studies

is a six week program beginning J une 3.

If accepted, students must pay their own air fare about

$900. a $100 service fee and a $50 mandatory health in

surance fee. Linda Chen, assistant study abroad adviser

and a participant in last years' program said.

The program is open to juniors, seniors, and graduate

students who are majoring in Latin American Studies or

have a concentration in that field, according to the

department's memorandum.
Students must submit their applications by March 6th to

Carole Cumps at the Foreign Student Office. 239 Whit

more.

HAIRCUTS
ONLY $7.50 with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
549-5610

expires 2/28/86

• Senate I
Continued from page 1

funding for the SCERA anti-

oppression coordinator, committee chairman Joseph

Sparks said.

The committee reviews all vacant professional positions

to determine whether the senate should continue to fund

the position, Sparks said.

When SCERA representatives appealed the vote,

senate speaker Chris Sullivan decided to commit the ap-

peal to the coordinating committee, following senate

bylaws, Sullivan said.

Bill Collins, senator from Moore Dormitory, accused

Sullivan of violating procedure and said the decision

should have been put on the agenda this week, to be voted

on by the full senate.

Sullivan said the question of whether to fund the posi-

tion would probably come to the senate meeting next

week, with recommendation and review by the coor-

dinating committee.

In separate business, the senate voted 34 to 10 to grant

$.566 from its stabilization account to the Boltw(K)d Pro-

ject to cover transportation costs for the .semester.
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Berkshire East

Ski-A-Thon

Go Skiing For

A Good Cause
Clip this coupon and present it

at the Berkshire East ticket desk tonight

when you buy your ticket

They will donate part of the ticket price

to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

Having IHassles?

We Can Help. ^

Read the Collegian

ujjssstirrjjstssttrrrftfrrrrrrrn • ^

You are

invited

to a

^o-"l\

JL jU ^I
Mediation Project
an altonuittv* method of solving probloma:

• RoomatM
• Landlord/Tenant
• Neighbors '

• Student/Faculty

• S«xuai Harasam«nt
• Family m«flib«rs

> EmpioyM/Employer

545-2462

PTOJ«Ct

Men.- M. %•% 127 Haatorawcft UMms

Maple Sugar

PARTY
Sat. Feb. 23

9-5

University of Mass.

rear of Lot #34

across from Newman Center

See How Maple

Syrup is made
Sponsors: First Baptist Church

f Consultants: Massachusetts Maple Producers' Association, Inc.

sssssssrrrtrrrrrrrrrcrrr
'

See a Sugar House

Pancakes, Fried Dough

Try Sugar on Snow

J
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SHOE SALE
NTER SHOES
Fiorucci

Hummingbird

ellies—

y2_

48 Main St., Brattleboro, VT—
(802) 254-4877

1 1256-0591
I

1
(802)254-4877

VILLA ,
l..Offering Quality Mexican Foods)^

—

Zeta Psi Fraternity
O What do Henry Ford, H.J. Heinz, John Brodie,

^-
RoSoe Tanner, the Molson Brothers and

Father Joseph Quigley have in common?

A. They all became brothers in Zeta Psi.

;

l-hiKii.- -I

L
|M

•-'"= •'

The brothers of Zeta Psi cordially invite all

University men to our Open Rush. We are

America's Oldest International Fraternity.

Come down and meet us.

TONIGHT
9-11 Free Refreshments

call 256-6845

^^y-»^ ,̂<»»^j>^»^tT^^^^^^^J'i^^^-^^^tt

Great Daily Specials!

For lunch or dinner

and in between. . .

Nomination Papers are now

available for

SGA President

Board of Governors

Residential Committee
in the Senate Office, 420 SUB. BOG papers are also

available in the BOG office, 817 CC. In addition, many

j Senate seats are available. To find out which ones, or

just to ask other questions call the SGA at 5-0341 or

the BOG, 5-0194.

GET INVOLVED!
NORTHAMPTON • B.Y.O.B. AMHERST • B & W Served

Center St. • 584-0673 41 Boltwood Walk » 256821

7
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VOICE OF THE
TURTLE

AN EVENING OF
SEPHARDIC MUSIC

".
. .the group is a delight: infectious bearers of tradi-

tions that should not be lost.

"

- Boston Globe, Dec. 1984

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21
8:00 pm

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM,
UMASS

$3.00 general public, $1.50 students and senior citizens

Tickets available at the following outlets starting Feb. 1:

UMass Hillel (302 Student Union)

Beyond Words Bookstore (Thome's) Northampton
Tickets also available at the door

Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel, the UMass Arts Council, AHORA, and

the UMass Dept. of Spanish and Portuguese.

rgiJt^^JWi^J^^ii » »J«- ag»3«^Jg«*g*^»*fc

\ Washington's Birthday
.-,i£r">^- r-^^
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on Chops Printer Prices

RX80 - $222.22

RX80FT - $322.22

FX80 - $422.22
$imilar $avings on all Epson printers

easy payment terms arranged

Special Bonus
5'A" Discs $22.22 per box of 10

limit one box per customer, sale ends Feb. 28th

FREE Cherry Pie to the first 100 customers w/thu ad
I

I

I

I

I

"Home of the Free Leaner"

)
228 Triangle Street, Amherst

) /tUl/m.

549-7133

' Wlr Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-5

:

:

I

tdjComputerWorks
(

I

I
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DaytonTires
POLYESTER
TIRES

Poiyestef Bi^k \A/,iils

Hit Price

E7a 14

G7«-IS

)9 00

44.00

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRES

All Sfftson \A/hite W<iil

V»» Pr(c»

PISS/S0-RI3 43.00

Pt8S/aO-RI3 H.0O
PI9S/7t-«l4 »3j00

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

Rrfdi<*i White W<iiis

Sl» Prkr

PISSiaOill3 40 00

PtSSiOOftU S2 00

PI9S/7»I4 S6 00

CREDIT
•O OAVS TO PA*

No lnlM«l
credit
established
in minutes SAVE10*

Additional Off
*ith purchase

o) d set ot 4 I. res

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tirts Also Specially Priced

Honor society unity group's main goal
Seeking to unify the honor societies on campus, the 25

member University of Massachusetts Mortar Board will

produce an index of UMass honor societies and sponsor an

event to initiate communication between them this

semester.

UMass Mortar Board is a chapter of the Mortar Senior

National Honor Society.

"Our goal at the beginning of the year was to bring

together honor societies. Some of the honor societies

VISA

MC
AX

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store"
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

iiTUSPO
WURIAUMORYI

III! ^^^^ I I I > I I i

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea.

Amherst, New Hampshire
(Resident, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity

Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,
Swim Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk

Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel
and Nurses (R.N.)

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.
Please contact: Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley, MA 02181

. . . I . «v?^r'o , , I I . ,

0-

H9n4Pm994
Skifft

DROP OFF LAUNDRY

10-5 00
Except Wed & Sat

/ SOM

I

Servtcfl

7«m-l0pmj

I 7 Days

/ 3 Size

/ Washers
,

/Gas Oryprs/

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St 549-1665

I

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes to

BROMLEY MTN.
Feb. 23rd

$17 members
$27 non-members
Sign up Thurs, Fri

Table outside Hatch

non refundable deposit $7.

aren't getting as much recognition as they should be.

Were trying to bring them back, " Kirstin Jahn, president

of the Mortar Board, said.

The board is working with the Dean of Student's office to

produce a booklet listing all university honor societies,

such as Tau Beta Phi, an engineering honor society. The
booklet will be distributed to first year students next fall,

according to Board vice-president Susan Connell.

To further promote cooperation among honor societies,

the Mortar Board will sponsor an event for officers of

honor societies, hosted by the board's honorary member.
Provost Richard O'Brien. Organization of an honor society

council will be discussed, Connell said.

STEVE HIGGINS

JAZZ up

your day...

with the latest styles

ir> Q colloge of colors

FiQ .

In block
whli»

brige
block potent

Spring Break for the Upperclasses.

Other vacation spots may be okay for

those Freshmen ancl Sophomoric types

that don't know any better, but by the time

you've made it to the higher classes, we

hope you've learned something.

By now, you should know that Bermuda

College Weeks are as much fun and as

carefree, but with a difference. There's a little

more atmosphere here. There are free buffet

lunches at our top hotels, our smashing

beach parties, our steel bands and calypso

bands, our complimentary cruises and, of

course, our gorgeous pink beaches and

beautiful weather

So this year make use of your education-

come to Bermuda, where you can carouse

with class, get wild in style.

See your Travel Agent for details.

Bennuda

\;

Bermuda CoUegeWeeks,1985.March2 to AprilD.

Now's
the time

to cal...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
I S49-28aO

I
Expei

ROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaia

New YorK N Y 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad loi Special

Student /Teacher Tarill

MENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

Expert Repairs A
ReccxKlitioning

^.^s.^^v^^o ^
AHAMAN MOHTS
Tiiiiu Kiilii atflili Inm S.3I ».m.

I^eaturta« Fine Middlrf:4Stcm Food

pnptati in tkc tnditionAl nuuinct

The Rcstanmit
gt tlw Good Thyiiw IMi. 131 King St

Nofthwnpton

584-6195
584-0243

J

INfERnXXLEGUTE
Holidays

COLLEGE VACATION
tkPERTS

Serving Bermuda from

NY.. Boitoo. and Wa»hlf>gtoo, D.C.

501 Vladison Avenue
New York. NY 10022

(212) 355-4705 for brochure

(800) 223-0694 for reservations
[ouxvOe N Y MMr)
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Reagan's claims

differ fromreality
President Reagan reached new heights of audacity in his

radio address this weekend, saying of the contras, They

are our brothers. How can we ignore them? A paraUel

was being drawn between the revolutionanes of

American history and the counterrevolutionaries waging

the dirty war against the people of Nicaragua Any such

comparison can only be viewed as intentionally

misleading.

flV$StA*S ^ONB
TO WAiP?/

NO 'N^y^ ZBALAf^O $ ,

The 'Meter Jungle' strikes again

It started innocently. A ticket tossed on the back seat.

One shoved in a notebook. Another stuck to the break

pedal and destroyed by mud. Still another swallowed by

the heater duct on the dash; and several he never saw

because they were blown from his windshield wiper.

Harry Streeter commuter student foolishly parked at

random in the "meter jungle.

"

"A ticket here, a ticket there. No big deal. "
Harry used

to say. That was before the notices came. The fines were

doubled and the notice threatened to stop the renewal of

his license. Money was short, school was expensive, and

Harry couldn't be bothered with the annoying tickets.

The notices still came, and the amount continued to rise.

Soon the tickets far exceeded the price of tuition. Harry

applied for a GSL in hopes of paying the tickets. The loan

came but Harry the dope spent the money on food, rent,

and tuition. The fines continued to rise. He was denied

renewal of his registration, pulled over for an expired

sticker, and fined. Sure, it was his fault for neglecting

them originally, but what was he to do now?

Harry's girlfriend left him. saying she couldn't live with

a criminal. The guilt was bringing Harry to his knees.

He wore smelly cloths, didn't shave, and was growing

thinner and thinner. The tickets loomed over him as a

David McNair

constant reminder of his crime. An awful crime. No

small fines were charged to these kind of criminals. They

weren't ju.st people who stole cars or robbed banks,

these were people who let their meters run out.

Harry robbed a men's clothing store to pay for the

tickets. He couldn't live with the guilt, and the risks of

armed robbery seemed minimal compared to the

presense of those tickets. And Harry did pay the tickets.

He mailed the money just minutes before police arrested

him.

The sentence shouldn't be too bad. considering he had

no prior felonies lucky for Harry he paid those tickets.

Nor is there an unhappy ending to his story. The money
Harry paid and the money other criminals have paid-goes

to a generous scholarship fund at the University. Of

course. Harry's life was ruined, but what a small price to

pay for helping the deserving students who are the

precious minority at this institution.

David McNair is a UMass student.

Random Notes —-—
After midnight, all her Purple Rain turns into yellow snow

At" first I thought it was a bad dream. Then I realized it

couldn't be. First of all because I was awake, and secondly

because no nightmare would be so cruel as to imitate

perfectly the sounds of Doves Crying at 800 decibels from

the stereo across the hall.

I asked myself what I had done to deserve this. Was it

that French class 1 had "forgotten " to go to'.> That 4:30

discussion'.' (Okay, so it takes me a whUe to get back into

the swing of things). Was it going on a date the night I was

supposed to call my mother? Then I knew. What else

could it be? God was punishing me for not being nicer to

my roommate last semester.

God knows 1 tried. (I thought). But after 18 hours a day

of doves crying. Prince dying for me. and peop e going

crazy, a person does tendio get nuts. Lven attet- she

bought headphones (and sang while wearing them) I stUI

Timothy Harris

The contras. far from being the "freedom fighters"

Reagan admiringly describes them as, are terrorists who

have killed and maimed unarmed civilians along the

borders of Nicaragua, often mutilating the corpses beyond

recognition. Stories of inhumane cruelty abound. By con-

centrating on destroying economic targets, such as oil

refineries and grain storage bins, the contras not only

harm the government they see as their enemy, but also

futher impoverish those they claim to be liberating. They

are former members of the Somoza National Guard and

professional mercenaries fighting not for freedom, but the

right to dominate and exploit.

In a fresh burst of unsupportable and specious

statements, Ronald Reagan has made his position on

Nicaragua clearer than ever. They have installed a "brutal

dictatorship," and have "moved quickly to suppress inter-

nal dissent, clamp down on a free press, persecute the

church and the labor unions, and betray their pledge to

hold free elections...Now they're exporting drugs to

poison our youth."

While some of these statements are, like his "brothers"

analogy to the American Revolution, simply misleading;

others are outright lies. Nicaragua has the best hunian

rights record of any Latin American nation. An opposition

press is allowed, a rarity in postrrevolutionary societies at

war, and more than can be said for, say, Guatemala , a

government that enjoys U.S. support. The vast majority

of the people of Nicaragua are praticing Catholics who

believe their revolution and their religion are inextricably

connected. The central philosophy of the government is,

after all, to provide for the poor. This makes claims that

the government does not tolerate organized labor rather

dubious. The drug claim can only be a reference to a

WashingUm, Times article of several months ago which at-

tempted to link Sandinista officials to a Florida cocaine

bust, and was later discredited. It is disheartening to see

our president basing allegations on the faulty reporting of

a paper owned and operated by the Unification Church,

better known as the Moonies.

According to Reagan, the U.S. objective in Nicaragua is

to "achieve a pluralistic and democratic government."

Putting aside for a moment the fact that they already have

this, there is another, equally important consideration. If

one accepts the idea that the means of achieving a goal af-

fect the ends, that person would have to agree that it is im-

possible to achieve liberal democracy using the methods

currently employed by the counterrevolutionaries Reagan

so adores.

The chasm between President Reagan's claims and ob-

jective reality is a wide one indeed. Given that the New

Y<yrk Times doesn't see it as their responsibility to check

up on the claims of the president before running their ver-

sion of "all the news that's fit to print," the responsibility

lies with us, the American public, to critically evaluate

what our media reports.

Timothy Harris is a UMass studmi.

couldn't take it. Okay. So maybe I shouldn't have woken

my suite the night she screamed to "Let's Go Crazy " and I

thought we were being robbed. Maybe I shouldn't have

confronted her with my broken Ziggy mug the night she hit

all the high notes in "The Beautiful Ones." and maybe I

shouldn't have sung "Yellow Snow " to all those choru.ses of

"Purple Rain." I'm sorry. But I thought I paid my dues the

night some sadistic friends dragged me out to Purpk Rain

to see what would happen whenl saw him singing it too.

Kvidently I was wrong. (And I apologize to those I

trampled while running from the theatre).

I got up from my desk, got an armful of Huey Lewis,

Beatles and Broadway tapes, and turned up the stereo. It

was going to be a long semester.

FoUy Angelakis is a UMass stvdent.

Letter Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double spaced

at 67 characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret we xre

unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity and

length.

What's all the fuss about fraternities?

Don't judge us all by a few
Lately, some people have been question-

ing the purpose, need, arei vaUdity of

fraternities and sororities on the Universi-

ty campus. Most people who do question

our existence perpetually raise a

stereotype of intoxicated, snobby, and ir-

responsible fraternity/sorority members.

UMass, with 14 fraternities and nine

sororities, has the largfest Greek member-

ship of any coU^e or university in New
England. Hazing, including forced alcohol

drinking, is not allowed in any form.

Rather, Greek chapters stress knowledge

of our history, the Greek area, and in-

dividual house members to their pledges.

Pledging is a learning experience, not a

punishment at UMass.

Last year the Intrafratemity Council

voluntarily imposed a grade point average

attainment policy on the Greek area. Any

chapter whose overall average cum for one

semester falls below 2.0 is suspended for

the next semester. If it happens again the

next semester, that chapter can no longer

hold social functions, or compete in in-

tramural sports. The third consecutive

semester a chapter's GPA falls below 2.0,

that chapter loses their campus charter.

Anyone who tells people that Greek

members don't study or achieve at UMass

is wrong. In my fraternity, poor academic

performance has never been blamed on be-

ing a member. If anything, people's GPA's

get better when they join a frater-

nity/sorority. In fact, the overall

cumulative average for the Greek area is

higher this year and last than the overall

University average.

Another beneficial aspect of Greek

membership is participation in charity

drives. Every semester, chapters hold dif-

ferent ftmdraisers for local and national

charities. The local Red Cross has recently

informed us that blood drive participation

increases 75 percent when the Greek area

participates.

Larry Bouchie

Greek houses are also active every

semester in intramiurd sf)orts. We compete
regularly in the entire spectrum of in-

tramural sports amongst ourselves and
other intramural teams. Membership in a

fraternity/sorority provides the opportuni-

ty to be part of an organized sports team at

any time.

Membership in a fraternity/sorority pro-

vides an atmosphere of leadership and
maturity. The Greek area has their own
elected coimcils, and each house elects

their officers. Immaturity is tolerated only

briefly, if at all, and members who cannot

behave like responsible adults lose their

memberships. Yes, houses do expel

members for misbehavior.

Greek membership additionally provides

an alumni network in the working world.

Greek UMass graduates have the chance to

work with other members and continue

friendships outside of the University, if

they choose.

Admittedly, some Greek members do in-

sult individiials on this campus, and break

other University policies. But compared to

any residential area on this campus, our

transgressions pale, and our own judicial

system is used to confront these problems

much more often.

Just because some non-Greeks have had

bad experiences with Greek members on

this campus, they have no right to lump us

together as a uniform group. For some
reason, disgruntled people only want to

know about fraternities and sororities

when we're in trouble. Compared to all of

the other good things we do for and on this

campus, our problems are minor, especially

when compared to other campus groups.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian staff

member and a member ofPhi Mu Delta.

Vicious antics outweigh charity

The Greek area has a long tradition of

trying to polish their image with printer's

ink. Any comment unfavorable to

fraternities is immediately met by a recital .

of their charitable feats. Most of us take

these with a grain of salt, but let's have a

little more honesty from the Greeks: they

are not a bunch of altar boys.

I've been inside of every Greek house at

UMass more times than I can remember, in

their rooms and halls every day of the

week, every week of the semester, any

time between early afternoon and 4 a.m.

Like everybody else. I have to pay tuition

somehow, so I delivered pizzas for three

semesters. What I saw gives the lie to their

noble pretensions.

To be fair, sororities at UMass are very

reasonable places, and there are a couple of

courteous, mature fraternities. But most
frats are the pits. Several of the houses are

falling apart, held together by little more
than toothpaste. After meeting a few of the

"brothers," it comes as no surprise that

they live in such caves.

Nobody seems to be able to police some of

these brutes: I'm amazed that the Greek

Council is proud of its ability to contain its

members. Evidently they don't remember

the house that was so far gone that its

national organization could find only one

member not deserving of expulsion. He
was a freshman. Maybe they have

forgotten the "Schlitz a rama " every spring

that got so out of hand that the University

was forced to order its cancellation.

The Greek Council is also proud of

sponsoring alcohol awareness sessions, but

it's no great virtue. I've been in houses

where every resident was either totally

inebriated or passed out. If you catch them

in their more sober moments, you may still

have to deal with the overpowering stench

RuBty Denton

of stale beer and vomit. Fraternities are

now sponsoring a non-alcoholic rush, but no

credit to them, since the state has put

alcohol beyond reach for other things.

We're supposed to believe that frat

enlightened attitudes

but centerfolds and
posters multiply on

Several times I have

almost tripped over couples who were

petting an', groping on the floor in dark

fraternity lobbies. You don't even have to

go inside to hear guys on a porch

speculating on the sexual potential of

passing women. It's not a rare event.

members have

toward women,
suggestive beer

fraternity walls.

Do they confine themselves to verbal

insults? No. More than once, members of

the largest frat have assaulted a delivery

person or smashed his car window. Their

reputation for thievery is phenomenal.

Maybe we're supposed to pass all of this

off as typical fraternity mischief, but it's not

typical. Amherst College fraternities were

closed last May through no fault of their

own. On their very worst nights, Amherst
fraternities never even came close to the

gross, brutal offensiveness so characteristic

of some UMass Greeks.

And what do the fraternities answer to

that? They answer that they organize blo<xI

drives and charitable events. Somehow the

good deed of the month is supposed to

whitewash some real losers. They either

need a lot more whitewash, or a lot fewer

losers.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.
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Support them *one last time'

At the end of this week, an era in UMass basketball will

end. The five seniors responsible for resurrecting the pro-

gram will play the last home games of their college

career. They've come a long way since their freshman

year, and are now 8-6 in the Atlantic Ten. They've won

eight of their last 11 games, yet only 1400 people attended

the game last Saturday. Tonight, against West Virginia,

Donald Russell will break the school career scoring record

set by Mike Pyatt. Temple, a team that should be in the

top 20, will be at the Springfield Civic Center this Satur-

day.

In my fotw years of following UMass basketball, I can

say without any qualification that this is the best team

UMass has fielded. So you fans that used to pack the Cage

every game night, making it difficult for any opposing

team, come down to the games and help UMass beat the

two top teams in the league, and show your support for

those five seniors one last time.

Keith Kessler

Amherst

*Racist' books used as tools

This note is sent to correct a statement made in the Col-

legian (Feb. 12) article "Local school texts examined."

The statement in question said the K- 12 Multicultural

Curriculum Committee has suggested not using Charlie

and the Chocolate Factory, Mary Poppins, and Five

Chinese Brothers. Information for this part of the article

was obtained by telephone, so it is easy to understand how

a misunderstanding could have happened.

In answer to a specific question about some examples of

racist books, I gave those as examples. Ehiring the per-

sonal interview, I made quite a point of saying that we do

not censor books or try to have a "sanitized" collection.

We aim to provide teachers with tools so that they can

work with students to help sharpen students' analytical

and critical thinking skills. These skills, of course, can then

be applied to all types of media as well as personal conver-

sation and contacts. I also gave an example of how Charlie

and the Chocolate Fact&ry had been used very effectively

with young students. Students were able, with criteria and

guidance, to enumerate good features of the book (e.g.

plot) while listing negative features (many examples of

racism).

This is not intended to be critical of the writer. She

seemed to be quite interested and eager to get a clear

understanding. I feel that the Multicultural Curriculum

Committee's role was mistaken regarding library

materials. The extensive evaluation of textbooks before

purchase, however, is an entirely different situation.
^

SueWoodfork
Librarian

Mark's Meadow School

Only a small price to pay

As a student at the University of Massachusetts I am
greatly concerned with the possibility of the town of

Hadley discontinuing bus service to their town. As a stu-

dent, I have very limited resources (as do many of us) and

the lack of public transportation to the stores,

restaurants, movies and malls would make life very dif-

ficult on most of us. I myself work in Hadley, and without

the buses I would be forced to either buy a car or hitch-

hike to work. Neither of which are particularly attractive

alternatives.

In my opinion, $20,000 a year is a small price for a

town to pay to know that the children, students and

elderly alike have a safe, dependable means of transpor-

tation.
Daniel F. Kraus

Southwest

Keep those killers leashed
The front page photo Feb. 13 in the CoUegian all too

clearly points out the importance of student adherence to

no pet laws on the University campus. In the photo, a

young UMass senior is being savagely and senselessly bit-

ten on the arm by an animal allowed to roam free on school

grounds.

You've seen them no doubt, decked out in colored ban-

danas, scrounging for food, posing a serious threat to the

safety and well l^ing of UMass students. Of course, I'm

speaking of killer frisbees.

Frisbee leash laws, too often, are flaunted or ignored by

negligent pet owners. Packs of the vicious beasts prowl

the campus at will, wreaking havoc and destruction upon

its unsuspecting occupants, bearing sharp and deadly in-

cisors in response to a friendly pat on the head.

Several attacks have been reported so far this semester.

Still more will occur if we don't act now. Students who

own frisbees should keep them leashed, licensed, and pro-

perly innoculated against disease. Though few in number

now, these potentially dangerous animals breed pro-

digiously in summer, flying in numbers too large to count.

Let's stop this problem before it gets out of control.
\

James A. Smith t

Southwest

Column needs clarification
In Tuesday's CoUegian, columnist Andrew Paven made

an inept attempt at connecting the cancellation of a cham-

pionship chess nrmtch between Anatoly Karpov and Gary

Kasparov and the illness of Soviet leader Konstantin

Chemenko.

Paven's argument was disjointed. He infers that the

cancellation of the game was due to official worries about

Kasparov's half-Jewish parentage. Does this mean that a

stronger anti-Jewish faction is growing in Chemenko's

absence from active involvement in Russian affairs? Are

the events a sign that the Soviet premier's anti-Semitic

policies are still in full force despite his waning influence?

We readers don't know what the writer's point is. We are

never told. The question of how the cancellation of a chess

match is a reflection of the expected change in the

Kremlin's hierarchy is never answered.

The most obvious connection between the chess tourna-

ment and Chemenko's condition was overlooked by the

writer. The match between Karpov and Kasparov was to

be held in the same hall where Soviet leaders are laid in

state. Most observers say the game was cancelled in order

to avoid the embarrassment and trouble of having to move

the contest in order to hold ceremonies for a dead

Chemenko. That is the true significance of the deleted

match. It blatantly reflected the grave condition of the

health of the Russian head of state. It is an important

Doint and Paven should have included it.^
Paul D. Wingle

Central
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Nothing but the blues
ByJACKBRESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

Emphatic accolades for Albert Collins &
The Icebreakers who played at the Rusty

Nail on Valentines Day. These crack

musicians rocked the place like no other

band in recent memory. Playing their

super-charged brand of blistering blues,

the crowd was 100 percent behind them,

and the net result was sheer pleasure.

It had been about two years since Albert

last visited the area, for some unknown

reason, so it was indeed a treat to see him

back in our neighborhood. Three new

laces in the band were Ron Low. a Detroit

guitarist. Soko Richards, former

drummer for John Mayall. and Leon Blue,

a new addition of piano to the band. Leon

had to overcome a fried amp. and the

vocals were somewhat hindered by the

lack of monitors. Also joining them were

longstanding members Abbe Locke on

sax. and bassist Johnny B. Gayden. The

opened the show for Albert with a few

instrumental as well as a superb version of

the late I-'reddie Kings "Hideaway." By

the time Albert plugged his telecaster into

his deluxe Fender superreverb. the mood

was high. Zinging through a couple of

instrumental warm ups. then moving his

capo up to the 5th fret. Albert satisfied

the many requests for "Mastercharge."

After realizing that the vocals were not

properly adjusted, he headed beyond the

dance floor, playing near the portal ac-

cessing the outer bar. Up there a large

gathering enveloped him. while he finally

finished the song on the floor directly in

front of the stage.

Set two began with "Down Home Blues."

minus the lyrics, followed by a boogie by

Leon, who was a little more audible after

the break. Elmore James" "Talk To My
Baby" was sung by Ron with a twist of

Valentines Day blues. In trying to call his

baby back home, he got all upset because

the phone kept on ringing while she

should have been at home. Seems her car

broke down in a snow storm out there, so

there wasn't any need to worry after all.

Wright: the wizard of wit
Steven Wright
Iron Horse Cafe
Wednesday, Feb. 13

By DODE LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Q. "Did you sleep well last night?"

A. "No. I made a few mistakes." The

laughter shook the sidewalk in front of the

Iron Horse Cafe in Northampton last

Wednesday night when Steven Wright

took the stage and the audience for a trip in

his own special world.

Wright's trademark deadpan delivery

has the zeal of a 14 year old stuck reciting

his prayers in church on a sunny afternoon.

"1 had some powdered water," Wright said

in such a tone. "But I didn't know what to

add."

Many of the people who were at Wednes-

day's show had seen Wright perform his

unique brand of humor on such shows as

Saturday Night Live. Late Night with

Daind Lettermun. and The Tonight Shm'.

Wright confesses that his type of humor

is participatory. He doesn't get in front of

the audience and smash watermelons and

ed to re-shuffle the lobes of their brain and

try and picture this situation. The reaction.

happily is one of chorused laughter.

Laughter is one-sided in Wright's

routine. He doesn't laugh during his act.

When asked why he doesn't laugh at his

bizzare anecdotes that seem to have

everyone else in stitches, the "wizard of

wit" responded in perfect stoneface, "I've

heard these j^es before. I laughed

already."

These days, Steve Wright is laughing all

the way to the bank. After landing a bit

part in Madonna's new film, Desperately

Seeking Susan, he is talking about writing

and starring in a full-length feature film,

with the character being as off-the-wall as

his stage persona. He also hinted that a

record might be in the works shortly.

Success isn't all glitter and gold, though.

He said television has done a lot for his

career, but there is a tremendous amount

of pressure in television. "You have five

minutes in front of millions of people, and if

it goes well, it goes well. If it doesn't, that's

it."

As long as Steven Wright keeps his

talent for finding the odd in the ordinary,

I'm sure we'll be hearing about full scale

maps of the United States as well as tales

of seeing subliminal advertising executives

"just for a second" for years to come.

Jj Pleasant St. Theater ij

BEST

PICTURE

1984

THAN

Smith College Theatre Department

Presents

STEAL AWAY
by Ramona King

Directed by
SHEILA BLAND
Theatre 14 - 8:00 P.M.

February 21, 22, 23, 27, 28 March 1, 2

General Admission - $4.00

Students and Senior Citizens $2.00

Dollar Nights are February 21, 27, 28

For information and reservations

call 584-3023,

weekdays 12:30-4:30 pm

An Electrifying Evening of Contennporary Music with

ANGELA BOFILL
in concert March 2, 1985

8 pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

Tickets: $7. students w/ID
$9. general admission

$10. at the door

! Tickets are on sale: Main Street Records. Northampton

f For the Record (in Faces), Annherst

Main Music, Springfield

Presented The Black Students Alliance of Smith College and

The Black Mass Communication Project of the University of Massachusetts

For more information call: (413) 584-2700 ext 4990
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CoUmuui photo by Drew Oper

Albert CoUiiu played the blues on Valentine's Day

Then came the man from Houston, who
not only began to tear it up. but also got

involved in a kind of guitar duel with Ron.

As they traded licks. Albert broke his D

string, and did a great job playing around

it. That was followed by "Honey Hush."

and the great blues number. "Angel of

Mercy" from Frozen Alive.

Hutton in a tale oftwo spies
THE FALCON AND THE
SNOWMAN
Directed by John Schlesinger

Starring: Timothy Hutton and Sean

Penn
At the Hampshire Mall Cinemas

By HKRB RAMY& MATT MACHERA
Collegian Staff

The Falcon and The Snoumian, John

Schlesinger's new film, is based on the true

life events of Christopher Boyce and

Daulton l.^. Boyce. played by Timothy

Hutton. lands a low paying job monitoring

secret CIA communications. It is here that

the young idealist stumbles upon some

disturbing information regarding CIA

actions abroad. Daulton Lee. played by

Sean Penn. is a cocaine and heroin dealer

whose smooth talking manner has kept him

iiiimmnn

out of jail many a time.

From here the stage is set. and these two

childhood friends become unlikely spies for

the Soviet Union. The reasons behind their

actions are totally different though. EJoyce

becomes involved in order to protest the

immoral actions of the government and the

CIA as learned through his job.

In contrast, Daulton l.«€'s motives are

much simpler. He desires the money and

excitement this adventure will bring. He
cares little for protest, and believes this to

be just another business venture.

Although the story is very interesting, the

acting in the movie is what saves it. Hutton

is excellent as the one time all-American

boy who is embittered by the reality of

what his country is doing.

The combination of Huttons understated

but powerful performance and Penn's

explosive presence make The Falcon and

Thf Sriitvman a movie worth string.

nzzB

Performing Arts Division

University Arts Council

invite you to

SING
WITH
US
at the

Folk Music

of Yugoslavia Workshop
with Slavko Silic

Saturday, Feb. 23

1:30 -5:30 p.m.

Bezanson Recital Hall

Fine Arts Center

The Performing Arts Division and the University Arts
Council are AA/EO organizations. $ donations accepted at

the door.

BBBB

ARTS
live wire

byPeter Wissoker
Hard to believe there are four days of

school this week. Chomp chomp. So what's

music. Big trivia prize this week, a trip for

two to Easthampton to see Toots and the

Maytals next Thursday at the Red Balloon.

Tonight The Kleshtones are playing at the

Rusty Nail with local faves or shall I say my
favorite local band. Mongrel Puppy and the

Neighborhoods. This should be a good

show of course.

Naturally in our capitalist system there is

competition for your resources and so also

tonight the Iron Horse is hosting Nor

thampton's Lao Tse and the Entropies.

Sheehan's has UMass band The Stand and

Pearl Street has Motown coverers (great

word) Girl's Night Out.

Friday you can see the Outpatients. Go

Children Slow. Trace, Prime Suspects, and

First Circle all for a very low price at the

Blue Wall in the East Side Rock and Roll

Rumble. Not only that, but I suspect that

you get to choose which band you like best

because the winner will open up the East

Side concert this spring.

Professor Marion Brown will be playing

with his trio at the Iron Horse on Friday

night.

Saturday? Yes. go back to the Rusty Nail

where the man with the amazingly long

guitar chord. Joe "King " Carrosco will play,

along with his Crowns, some of the hottest

if you'll pardon the use of this cliche, nuevo

wavo this side of the Texas Border.

Opening up for them will be the Pyjama

Slave Dancers.

Isn't that all very exciting. I think the

benefit of the capitalist system is that it

does allow for some diversity. I mean
suppose all you were allowed to listen to

was the Grateful Dead or the Dead Ken

nedy's. Forget it. Duh.

King of soul gets down!
ByJACKBRESNAHAN
Collegian Staff

One, two. hit me now! From the Orient.

Africa. Europe. Asia. South America.

North America, there was a warm
Massachusetts welcome at Pearl St. for the

man from the land of Georgia. James

Brown. Perhaps the hardest working

person in show business today. James

demonstrated why he is called the "King of

Soul." For both of his two hour shows

James was a whirlwind of activity, and for a

man of 56. he certainly lived up to his

reputation.

His 13 piece band, which included 2

drummers. 2 trumpets. 2 keyboards. 2

saxes, congas, surprisingly opened up with

the theme from Entertainment Tonight.

They then warmed up the crowd with an

extended jam during which the great alto

sax player. Mr. Maceo bound off the stage

and onto the dance floor. Prior to James

taking the stage, beautiful back up vocalist

Martha made her entrance and the scenario

was set. The multitude was ready and

James came out. Tearing into "Too

Funky." he gave his first of many twists

and patented screams. Next came the

bouncing "Gonna Have A Funky Good

Time. " when James broke into a major

sweat. After more of the ET theme he and

Martha did a choreographed duet on "No

Business Like Show Business." and the

sentimental, soulful "Try Me. " an enjoyable

Valentines slow dance. This was followed

James Brown, Godfather of Soul

by "Prisoner' ("Can we go back?), after

which James payed tribute to the late Wes

Montgomery. "Get Up Offa That Thing,"

from the movie Dr. Detroit followed, as

well as some more impressive horn or-

chestration. Huah get down!

After a short leave from the stage. James

returned wearing a new red outfit, did a

few mike stand tricks, and broke into (do

you feel it?!) "Cold Sweat". By the time he

got to his 1965 hit "Papas Got A Brand New

Notice: Due to technical and artistic cir

cumstances. the scheduled Five-College

Arts production Struggle for Memory will

not take place tonight at Bowker

Auditorium. For further information read

the Collegian or contact 2,53 79H7.

^
In celebration ofthe one hundredth

anniversary ofthe first American edition of

Mark Twain's

An exhibition ofthe

Pennyroyal Huck Finn

with illustrations by

BARRYMOSER
American Book Award winner

will be on view at

INTECNATDNAL
GALLEI3E.

132 Main Street • ftorthjunpton • 586-3964

Opening reception February 21 from 5 to 9 pm.

Joe "King" Carrosco and the Crowns will play at the Rusty Nail.

There is some really good music coming to Batman lived. Today you can compete for

Hartford in a couple of weeks. The PhUip two tickets to see Toots and MayUls at the

Glass Ensemble will be playing at Bushnell Red Balloon in Easthampton. RiU Marley

.Auditorium as part of the Real Art Ways toured the states with what group? Bring

tenth anniversary celebration March 16. your answer down to the Collegian Arts

Trivia Question: Last week the answer desk with you name, phone number and the

was the hou.se where Bruce Wayne a.K.a. time you brought it down.

Bag, " the place was (good God!) jumping.

-Mso contributing to the jubilance was

"Please Please Your Ixjve," and "Jam."

which found the band rolling like a runaway
train. On "Sex Machine." James stayed on

the scene, playing some drums and then

switched over to the keyboards.

Everybody got on up. got on down to the

chorus of "Party", with unified hand

clapping from the whole packed place.

What lime it is!

Though there isnt enough space to cover

the second show. 1 will say that the crowd

was sold out. looser, and even more

boisterous. James was every bit as

energetic, while his rap was more

significant. He recognized musicians Elvis

Presley. Sam Cooke. Otis Redding. Bob

Marley. Marvin Gaye, Jimi Hendrix, as

well as doing Ray Charles, "Georgia On My

Mind. He also mentioned John Kennedy.

Martin Luther King Jr.. and Robert

Kennedy, calling them "the holy trinity, the

princes of peace. " The band had little more

room to cut loose, with more bass and

guitar solos taken than previously.

These shows left a lasting impression on

me. It seems to me that James Brown was

born to do exactly what he is doing, and

that he is one of the greatest music legends

to have ever lived. As a performer, he is a

giant mountain, a beautiful volcanic one,

tnat is so explosive that no one can ever

even come near him. One can learn from

him. listen and enjoy, but can never get as

high or as close. James Brown is the

original so let's hope that he'll get down to

Pearl Street again sometime.
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FOR THE LADIES

Tonite At

CHANGES
CHANGES

Dance Club

$25 Gift • Casual Corner and

Certificates to: • The Weathervane

^^ BAR
DRINKS

Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden Restaurant) 256-8284

Get a Jump
On tlie ComDetitioi

Converse Canvas All Star'

Reg. ^19.99

15

Converse Leather Persuader'

Lo-cut High top

Reg '34 99 Reg 36 99

Converse Leather Startech'

Mid height High top

Reg '49 99 Reg '52 99

25 '28 '38 '40
Reach for the stars. The Coriverse stars.

Move confidently on and off the court with comfortable, protective basketball shoes

set upon superior traction rubber soles. Go with the stars that outshine them all.

the Converse stars. Now on sale at Olympian.

Men's sizes 6'A-I2

^iHMPmMi
\X4e thriveoncompeMon, [>

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley. ^
/

PARIS PROGRAM MEETING UMBoston professors will

be here to explain Paris year of study program and to hold

interviews with student candidates. 1:00 3rd floor lounge,

Herter

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE WORKSHOP FOR STUDY
ABROAD - Important meeting for students who plan to

apply for financial aid for their study abroad period fall

1985 or year 85 86. 3 4 p.m. Herter 3rd floor lounge.

SCERA ANTI RACISM TEAM MEETING SCERA's

Anti Racism team will hold its first meeting this semester.

Newcomers welcome 4 p.m. CC Rm 162-175

RADICAL STUDENT UNION MEETING Are you

outraged by Reagans butchering of human needs

programs? Putting the money toward military build ups?

We are too. Come to RSU meeting. AU welcome. 5:30

p.m. SU423.

UMASSPIRG GENERAL MEETING - Concerned about

environmental and consumer issues? Tired of not doing

anything to correct these problems? Plug into our winning

statewide organization and start working on the answers.

7 p.m. CC 174

HIGHER EDUCATION IN EUROPE PROGRAM FOR

STUDY ABROAD A representative from the Higher

Education in Europe Program wUl be on hand to discuss

study abroad opportunities through theu- program.

Semester and year opportunities are avaUable in Britain,

France. Austria, and luly. 7 p.m. Lord Jeffery Inn.

Amherst Center.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION Interested in

finding out about religion? Come to our meetmg and learn

howTou can help yourself and the campus. Everyone

welcome to ask questions, or listen 7 p.m. CCWi

Sigma Sigma Sigma
invites all university women

to Rush
Thursday, Feb. 21st 5:00 jrm (dinner)

Sunday, Feb. 2Uh 8:00 pm
Monday, Feb. 25th 8:30 pm
Tuesday, Feb. 26th 6:30 pm

For more info contact EEE
5U5-00U6

382 N. Pleasant
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Tired of Waiting in Line for
|

Computer f

Terminals I
a

I
Work in the comfort of your |

I own room on your own |

I schedule |

I 80 col TerminaJs |

1 only $99 till May
I plus deposit flrtd sales tax

I
I U]ComputerWorks

i 228 Triangle St ^^^
^,00'^°""''" ''°'®

I

I Amherst ^'^^^ Sat 10-5 5

study abroad at the

ITHACA A COLLEGE

LONDON
CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
studies are offered in literature,

ttistory, art history drama, music.

sociology, education, psychology,
communications and p>olitics

Special program! ofter«d In Drama.
Intemthiip* avallabte to qualified

•ludenis In International Buslnna.
Social Service*. Political Science,
Economica and CommunlcatlorM.

Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
Integral part of the curriculum

For further Information write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College, Ithaca. New YorK 14850
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By Jason Talerman
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Rats
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Be HiDDfNJ-

Mostly sunny with hi^s in

the low to mid-40s. It will be

fair tonight with lows in the

mid-20s to low 30s.

Friday — Increasing
cloudiness, breezy and mild

with a chance of showers

and highs in the mid-40s to

low 50s.
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Today's D.C. Menu
Lunch

Hamburg on roll

Vegetable Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

Basics Lunch
Oatburgers

Vegetable Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

Dinner

Simmered Corned Beef

Fried Chicken/Cranberry Sauct

Tomato Torte

Basics Dinner

Fried Chickeny( Tanl>erry Sauce

Tomato Torte

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Itillt'd b> I rudr Muhrl Jafft-

ACROSS
1 T«»irler stool

6 Frankenstein's

'office
'

9 Liquid meas
12 Solo

13 Remedy
14 Sailor's word

15 At home weai

17 Sleeveless

garment
18 Bristle

19 Thames sights

21 Poe s Annatiel

23 Robin Hood s

Friar

24 Urged (with

"on")

27 Oem Pres

30 Title used in

India

33 Aviv

34 Worth and
Dunne

37 Desedem
and

38 Shaw play 1920

41 To be, to

Caesar
42 Ancient Spain

43 Dine late

44 Naps
46 Mos and mos
47 Pines

49 Dresden
dwelling

51 Rock group
(With The")

52 Abundant
source

57 Whiffenpoofs'

bleats

61 Something
showy

62 Free

64 Flip

65 To
(precisely)

66 Open courts

67 Compass pt

68 Alamos
69 Boris and

Alexander

DOWN
1 Exclamations

from Ebene^er

2 African

succulent

3 Track denizen

4 In the shops
5 Nancy Reagan

Davis

6 Oahu least

7 Crafts partner

6 Harass
9 Dickens novel

1852

10 Superlative

11 Leases
13 Bills partner

14 Alligator pear

16 "Evita role

20 stop

22 Use a blue

pencil

24 Clear sky

25 Fowl from

Canada
26 No place for a

stone thrower

27 Redolent of

thyme
28 Curled lip

29 Rips

31 Setot stamps
32 Traffic sounds
35 Baseball slat

36 Schuss
39 Impedes

40 "Greater love

no man'

45 Beseech
48 Hal ot 2001

etal

50 Sandbar
51 Minute

52 NCO s

53 New Mexico
arts center

54 Cogni/ant of

55 Western
Indians

56 Haggard novel

58 Distinctive

quality

59 Part ot Saudi
Arabia

60 The seven

63 Porkpie
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The Button

for o^^> ^r_ .

4th ANNUAL UMASS
SPRING BREAK PARTY!!

March 16-23

LUV TOURS
returns with 3 great hotels

on "The Strip"

from $149.00
ipff "the Strip" hotel available at

$109.00

Also Included:

• Free Keg Daily at the Button

• LUV activities at Penrods

Special LUV
^ -^^ Happy Hour Parties

• LUV pool parties

)/A&»

Chancellor's Lecture Series

Do it 24 hours non-stop]

on a Luv Bus!!!

for only $99.00 roundtrip^

Luxun' Ll'V motor coachfs:

Video'equipped (catch a feature len^h movie on Uie way!)

Stereo equipped (crank your favorite tunes!)

Restroom equipped (party, party, party!)

rest'r\t^mfm|diaUjK
^~

"

'""* ""-""™^
inn tnrt ' Kenny Barnett 54»^6364^UrilULl, GradRosenbaum 549^364

John Fra»ar 549-53B3

vol R lOtM / i >

RlPRLStNT^TIVE

=twn
800-3682006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 Virginia Toll Free

7 Elliewood Avenue Charloiiesville. Virginia IZ'^O'S

A Subsidiary of JAB Enitrpran. Inc

(irah a flyer for more dttnih mni nsfrmtion term

Miriam Usher Chrisman

''In Pursuit of Ordinary People"

Thursday, February 21, 1985 at 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

PHI SIGMA
KAPPA

OPEN RUSH
FOR

UNIVERSITY MEN
AND

LITTLE SISTERS
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21

9:00 PM
FREE REFRESHMENTS

NEXT TO
THE FINE ARTS CENTER
510 NO. PLEASANT ST.

NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
SERVED ALSO

ELIE WIESEL

"One of the greatest writers of this generation.'

The New York Times Book Review

MONDAY,
FEBRUARY 25, 8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts
Sponsored by the Chancellor's Office, the B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation, and the Dean's Office of the Faculty of

Humanities and Fine Arts.

Thursday, February 21, 1985!
iCollegian 15
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§ The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
I is inviting political, social, cultural

I and academic groups to submit re-

1 quests for Line Item Funding for

I Fiscal Year 1986. For applications

I and further information on the budget

I process, please contact Alison Huett-

I ner, GSS Treasurer, 919 Campus

I Center, 545-2896

t
Deadline for requests is March 1.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimi

UMassRoundup

Skiers clinch, gymnasts split

•

DELTA ZETA
invites all

university women to

SORORITY RUSH!
Thursday, Feb. 21 6:30 and 7:30 pm

Monday, Feb. 25 8:15 pm
Tuesday, Feb. 26 6:30 and 7:30 pm
11 Phillips St. Amherst, MA 01002

any questions: call 253-9916

and ask for Suzanne or Shezi

> l|l|>|l|l|l|l|l|l|ttttMMl|>jll

•

By ANNE TAUGER
Colle|?ian Correspondent

The University ol Massachusetts women's gymnastic

team lost to the number one ranked team in New England

the University ot New Hampshire, 164.7 to 178.95 on

Sunday in Durham.
Senior captain. Jennifer Fancoast scored a 34.75 in

overall competition, her second highest score of the

season. She took third place overall.

Fancoast had an 8.5 on the balance beam, an event in

which she has experienced some difficulty in recent meets.

Two victories concluded the University of Massachusetts

Women's Ski Team's regular season tournament com

petiton. The Minutewomen won both the slalom and giant

slalom races at Berkshire East to secure the division title.

Senior captain Sue White placed second in Saturday's

slalom against fine competition from Boston College and

Flymouth State College. Kreshman Colleen Sweeney

finished third.

In their final race of the regular season, the UM women
took top honors by an incredible margin of 10 full seconds

in the giant slalom. Flymouth was second. Kathy Smiley

was in fine form edging out BC's Hourihan by two tenths of

a second for first.

Final results for the Eastern Collegiate Ski Conference

* Minutewomen face West Virginia
6 overall, and their 6 7

dunking sensation center

Georgeann Wells, invades

the Springfield Civic Center.

Wells holds the distinction

as becoming the first female

to officially slam dunk in a

women's teams put UMass first over Flymouth and third

place Boston College. In the individual results. Smiley tied

for first

.

This past weekend at Berkshire East, the men skiers

finished their last two regular season races in first place.

The two victories sealed the division title for UMass.

UM packed the top ten in Saturdays slalom with five of

their eight racers. Dan Conway led the team in second

place, two tenths of a second behind George Abdow of

Boston College.

Senior Bob Faigel won his first college race Sunday in the

giant slalom.

Massachusetts finished the regular season in first place

followed closely by Boston College. George Abdow of BC
won the individual season title followed by Conway, Faigel

and Jon Segal.

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team,

now 6 3. defeated Massachusetts Institute of Technology

last Saturday by a score of 252.9 199.9, controlling first

place in all events.

Fhil Gorgone stole first on vaulting with a 9.25. With a

9.35. senior Fete Lucchini captured first on floor exercise.

Co captains Ken Dougherty (pommel horse) and Tony

Sbarra (high bar) took first with an 8.9 and 9.5 respec-

tively. Joe DeMarco cleaned up on the still rings with a

9.0.

regulation game. However.
UMass head coach Barbara

Stevens doesn't expect her

act to make an appearance in

Springfield.

"If anyone wants to see

Georgeann Wells dunk, they

had better show up at

warmups." Stevens said.

"Because that's the only

time she'll be dunking."

She. along with 6-4 all-

conference forward Olivia

Bradley should create

u^^m tonttnufd from page 16

problems for the

Minutewomen. With a

deadly inside game, the

Mountaineers can be ex-

pected to pass inside often

while clogging up the middle

on defense.

Ski Powder Ski Vail

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 18 - 25

7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Vail /Beaver Creek

Round trip air

Trip Includes: Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass

ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED

(other trips don't include taxes and gratuities)

Sign up now
Deposit $150.00 by Feb. 22

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

xfi
^^^'-

,<^ ^'^^s
al^ ^^^

iS&^

TAPE DELAY:

UMASS Vs W.VIRGINIA

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Qome to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Men - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • PhonejTumbgj_FREE

AUDIO

Polk Audio Bkahlf Spkn. ADC tound

equalir Technics ttereo receivsf, SA
150-digit»l, quartz, memory turfing. ..3&«

Except, eound 4 »m. iv»tm. $360/80
549-1879 between 10-12 pm

AUTO row SALE
~

U7I Dodge Omnl. run* wed, r>0 ruft.

tISOO 54S-02S6 or SB4-9323

nousB B roomi • oearociis Beep B vynoie

seaeon. Duple* - same are* 4 roomi 2

bedrooms ateept 4 850 per person Conege

3 rooms 2 bedrooms sleeps 3 860 per per

son 253 7436

DICK OREOORY'S

Sim-saf* Bahamian DM. the onlv 100%

natursi food supplement w/flower pollen, is

sweeping the nstion. For information on the

diet and incredible nuarteting plan call Jack

413-549-6797

Ford Econollne Van. Reclining seats, con-

vertible bed, great for ^pring break a steal

at »2000 call 549 1795

"73 PTymoTith Scamp no rust' V8 with all

brsnd new parts' New brakes' Must sell'

$1500 or best offer make deal call Dale (4131

253 7206 ^
Vht Toyota Corolla stnrd 2 dr mech/eKt

excellent 1500 or 80 549-7177

SaabTvra looks sharp njns excellent well

maintained 584-0260 call Kevin

ii72 Ford Ltd^runs exceiient AM/FM stereo

cassette $800 call 549 5481

1973 Chevy Nova only 62600 miles, new
tires, exhaust, muffler, and maaco paint job

Powerful V8 engine, very reliable Sanyo

stereo. $1 100 or 80 call Jim 549^»82

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Disc, Rack-A- Video Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dances for housepartys. semiformals, cam

pus event* 549-7144

FOR RENT

Room In Cape Cod cottag* for summw
86. Call Chris 546-7ffl0

Cape^^od Summer Saesonal Rentals:

W Yarmouth, Dennis largest inventory of

etudio, 1. 2. 3 & 4 bedroom units, direct

from owT*w^^ir^;«00w_817-77V^
iHatfleidTHstrof modam Townhou»e apart

ment Femele only Heat included. $200

e6&7936. 247-9327

Volvo Sedan, for part* but still run* wall.

$260 Commodore 64 corrtputer w/disk dr.,

printer, modem -f $600 : Philip. 5a6-»37

BW TV lT^«S need* $8Tube good for CRT
Mark after 11 64M672

HELP WANTED

$10-$3t0 weakly/up mailing circulars' No
boaae*/ quota*' Sincerely mtsreited ru*h

*alf addre*aed (tamped envelope Oept

AN-7. P0D910CEW, Woodatock, IL 60098

Nawapaper Deliverer* needed in dorm*.

No cat needed Approx 1 hr/day 7

day* 'week good pay call 253 7009

JMake 1 at homef Dye T thirt* w/your
waaher Er dryer James 2S6-6748

Fraa Homacookad Meals in exchange for

Hght kitchen clean up work call Kathy or

Nicole 546-0162

Modala of aH agaa naadad for faahion

show. Call Hampshire Ma<l 586-5700

Office Manager needed for Southwest

Area Gov't Organization skills and office

experience necessary, typing and student

government experience helpful. Applica

tions available at the SWAG Office. Hemp
dan Commons. 546-0660

LOST

II BAHAMAS M FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION

Veu'va aaan our brochuraa in avary

classroom' Now's the time to act' Bahamas'

Special student rates' 256-1320, Taryn

hurry I

For Sale: 1976 Olds 88. needs work on cool

ing system, othenwiae very dependable

$600 call Grog 645-3600

Know your ear. Baaic automobile

workshop 28 hours including claaaroom

and ahop. Limited enrollment 253-2088

BEST QUALITY RESUMES

Dorm Refrigarator 3'x2' $76 80 54»4ie6

Quitar Ovation Legend uaed with hanMMN
caae $300 call Gary 288-1464

Expariancad ntath tutor

Buainaa* Cateutus. fir*t-i

ottiars. Ondaratanding

caH 684-3184. av«a

Pre-Calculus.

Calculus,

A 7 inch gold bracalot. If found plaaaa caH

546-4277 Reward

iliOO Reward for the person who returns a

sfrir>g of pearls deep sentimental value, no

questions asked'" CaH after 4:00 pm
256-8750

Halpl Catculu* book io*t on 2/11 in Grad

Tower 203 If found, pleaaa call Bonnie at

546^6088
.

Lost: Dome ring with guard on 2/20

around 10 am between Halgu* Mell

and Morril N32t. $Raward$ Santlmantel

valual Call Lartoaa at •4S4S1 plaaael

MIKE

SpowtanaHy atW axlata Bouidaror Butt'

RERSONALS

Rufua I mada a mietak* and I am aorry

forever Pleaae forgive and forget. Thinga

can be better if you reelly care. You know I

do. I mia* you Happy Valantinaa Day. Love

Gidgel

ALPHA CHT OMEQA invite* all university

women to rush" 2/21 8 8:45, 2/25

6:30715, 2/26 6-6:46 ft 7 7:46; 2/27

6:30 7 15; RSVP to Linda 545^2152 or

549-4006 Hope to aae you there'

Boee Different can bo special. I k>va you.

Mopey

Rush Perty tonight. 8 or 9 pm 19 Allen St

25fr<8g7

SIQMA SiOMA SIGMA
Rush Parties

Thurs. Feb. 21 5 pm (dinnarl

Sun. Feb 24 8 pm
Mon Feb 25 8 30 pm
Tues Feb 26 6 30 pm

All University Women Invited'

RHI MU BOWORmr

We're having a PINK PARTYIt Coma^nd
meet our sisters tonight Thursday Feb 21

7 8. 8 9 p m RSVP 263 9971 389 N Plee

sent St.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPINO SERVICE

StRVICES

Typing and word procaaalng. Faat,

reliable aervice 584-6887 _
WORD PROCESSING Theeea. diaeerta

tkjos, cases resumes, cover latere, etc Pro-

fessional sorvico, raaaonabla ratea. EX-

PRESS, 64S4t1t

Typing/Word Procaaalng. Next day aac-

vtce TYPE RITE 253 6111

SPRINQ BREAK

Behamaa. Acapulco. Ft Laudardala,

Daytonel Best prices eround' Cell today for

more information Leelie or Gina 686-4766

after 6 pm an fare & hotel included' Great

locations so don't be left home during Spr-

ing Breek

Caaae. Papara. Oiaeartation*. Thaaae,
on-cempus. very reliable, low rataa. Nancy
8B4-7a24

REST IN PEACE

Prinea raet wall in your crypt unt8 spring. It

was his destiny to die. Our sincere con
dolences to Steve i-und from Matt Darryl

Sag* Pata Stave HobM Dan 888

TO SUBLET

April 1. Efficiency apt Amherst Ctr 200 +

•81 Chavette $150. car ins & refs req.

648-6020 bat 6-7 pm

TRAVEL

RIDERS WANTED

CenSHltatlon. preparation, aditing,

nalyaia, daaign, layout, typtng, cover latter

Oiamiaao 2BSS2S7 -

CARtCOD SUMMER wei<TAtr~

Conn Alto SaxaphoiM axe.

can ANda S4B-3B71

oood. $336

S. O.. ISn. Enealant coodWon.

*3B>.0b Yamaha Amp. dMottktn. ravarto,

with foowwRch. V paakat. 30 watt*.

•140.00 ««atakMS4m

Kung-Fu now being tau«ht through the

UMasa Kung-Fu Club. First claaa a Thurs-

day evening Fab. 21 from 7-9 on the 19«h

floor of waaNngton Towar. Ctoi* aHa

limitad. coad. ragularly maal Mon/THu«i

from 7-0 $10 par rtonth

Wanted: Individuals experienced in elec-

trontc aunreHance. Must be trviatvyorthy.

Applicatk>n8 highty confMential. Call BUI

6-6407

IMUpy Tini Birthday Scottv Purrlngton

Have a great day' Love you' (Let's have

Mtfc H. Hapw BIrthdav - your IRtl* SI*

Cawa la the tMOas ot Sioma Rappa"

South Plertda bound ihara drive two
needed caH Rob 283-2140 mght

~ WOOMMATf WANTED

Roommata wanted to share room inSran-

dyvyine $130 hwtuda* haat caH 253-6ZI7

Seeking vivaeiou* raeponelbia
houaamata. Room $116 per month pkm
udWaa. Call afwr ah 64S479a

BtMra ream In B»aw<ywfcia 94B-7183 Pat

or ChfWi plrviaadi naad not apply

.M«>M« SklPowdwatVall ••••^
• for $466 you virHI receive ^

lift, jet. lodging. ""«. P;^,**_ ,

for more into caH Mike 2B»-0b30

San Diego 1 roondtrip ttekat $288

3/14-3/23 call Anne 6-6860

"TYPINO

Andy-a Typing Sai^rlca* 8B4-1000

WANTED

Two - _

June Aral eal afiar

ap« In Ruffian to

fiar aavan SBB-774774B

f^wta laaiiiwn i—*** ^ Pufftoo m*
107/mo C4B41SS
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SPORTS
UMass duelsWest Virginia tonight

Minutemen ready to dump A-10

leaders, Russell shots forrecord

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian SUft

The University of Massachusetts

basketball team plays its most important

game of the season tonight, taking on the

West Virginia Mountaineers at the

Springfield Civic Center.

"With all we've done, getting to fourth in

the league, beating George Washington and

getting over .500. beating West Virginia

would be one more step." UMass coach Ron

Gerlufsen said.

The Minutemen. 12-11 and 8-6 in the

Atlantic 10. were beaten by the Moun-

taineers *82 59 in Morgantown. Gale

Cnlleiri*n photo by Mirhrlle S«>|^l

UM co-captain Donald Russell needs six

points to tie the Minutemen career scor-

ing record.

Catlett's squad has since tied Temple for

first in the league with a 12 2 record. They

are 16 7 overall and have made post season

tournaments four years in a row.

The secondary attraction will by UMass

guard Donald Russell's attempt to break

the all time scoring record of 1.407 points

held by Mike Hyatt. The senior co-captain

needs but six points for the record.

West Virginia leads the season series with

UMass 15 3, but lost 71 60 in The Cage last

year. The Minutemen and the Moun-

taineers have played in some heated

contests in the past four years and the

UMass seniors badly want to make the most

of their last chance to dump WVU. Game

time is 7:30 p.m. (see box).

Russell (16 points per game), senior co

capUin Horace Neysmith (14.3 ppg and «.8

rebounds), senior forward Bobby Braun

(9.5 ppg. 9.9 rebounds), sophomore point

guard Carl Smith (8.8 and 4.4 assists) and

freshman small forward Lorenzo Sutton

(7.1 ppg) will start for UMass. Key

reserves include freshman guard Matt

Ryan (only 2.3 ppg. but good defense),

forward Darryl Carter (4.0 ppg) and 6 9

center Tom Emerson (1 .5 ppg)
West Virginia will use its deep bench,

playing up to nine players. Likely starters

include 6 9 center Darrell Pickney. 6 5

forward Lester Rowe (13.9 ppg and a

league leading .56 percent from the floor). 6

5 forward Renardo Brown. 6 1 point guard

Holman Harley and 64 off guard Dale

Blaney.

Bench strength comes from6 1 J.J. Crawl,

6 7 Wayne Yearwood, 6 8 Eric Semisch and

6 2 Vern Odom. The Mountaineers like to

press and run the break, like UMass.

"The transition game will be the thing in

this game." Gerlufsen said. "I don't expect

there will be much hall court play.

'

The Minutemen lost to WVU during a two

game losing streak in early January. They

committed 18 first half turnovers and

couldn't get much of an offense going.

"We hope to correct that and play our

game this time. " Gerlufsen said. "We'll

change defenses frequently because you

can't key on any one of their players. We'd

like to keep our inside game flowing and get

good perimeter shooting from the guards,

but defense is always the key for us.

"

Give W. Virginia a rude welcome

If you are unable to provide

your own transportation for

tonight's game, buses will be

running from Boyden Gym.

the first departing at 6 p.m.

A valid UMass ID is

required to board the bus.

Tickets are available at the

Boyden Ticket Office or at

the Springfield Civic Center

box office. Again, a valid

UMass ID is required.

Will Wellsdunk

ollrioan photo by Michelle Sejfall

UMass freshman Lorenzo Sutton challenges George Washington's Mike Brown

in action on Saturday. UM faces West Virj^nia tonight.

Following their 63 .55 victory over George

Washington on Saturday, the Minutemen

will be looking for more A 10 respect.

•'This is the

Gerlufsen .said

another step.

"

game for us, right now."

"I think we're ready to take

Sports Log

Tony Belroi

Minutewomen also on tap

facing powerful Mountaineers
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team has been

out to show opponents that

they are for real. Entering

tonight's game against the

West Virginia Moun-

taineers, (at Springfield, 5

p.m.) the Minutewomen (12-

13), have won six of their

last eight fwaea including-

Tuesday night's 74-68

conference victory over

Rhode Island.

Barbara Hebel, scoring

12.2 points per game, comes

off a season high 21 point

performance and has been

showing the scoring punch

that has been missing since

last season. However, with

the rapid progress of

Juanita Matthews. (19

Island), Tara Lewis, Karen

Fitzgerald. and captain

Jerrie Bernier, the necessity

of Hebel's scoring has been

reduced. Team play has

been consistent with the

burden of scoring spread

around among the starting

five with Matthews coming

off the bench.

Once again team play will

be the key as West Virginia

5-1 in the Atlantic 10 and 17-

Just a few thoughts...

The place: Madison Square Garden. The

date: Monday. February IM. The time:

10:00 p.m. An event that went down in

history along with the Stock Market crash.

Pearl Harbor, and the 1969 New York

Mets. It will be known in the annals of your

history textbooks as "The War to Settle the

Score."

La.st Monday. MTV aired a World Wide

Wrestling Federation heavyweight (yes,

there are other weight classes) cham

pionship. Why MTV? Well, it seems that

one of the participants who goes by the

monikker of Rowdy Roddy Piper took a

disliking to people like Cindi Lauper and

champion Hulk Hogan. who were trying to

bring rock and wrestling together...As

Piper once said. "You strum guitars. I beat

people up. Where's the connection?" It

seems that there was a lot of bad blood

between the two. so they had a match on

Monday. To make a long story short. Piper

was disqualified for outside interference

and Hogan was declared the champ again.

What made this hour of television the

funniest and silliest of all time were the

people involved...During the fight. Mr. T
(the same one with the Mohawk, the TV
show, and cereal) jumped in to the aide of

Hogan and was subsequently knocked down
by Piper. Mr. T was trying to protect

Lauper, who has nothing better to do than

* x|iang(Q,)ier hair color every 20 minutes and

go to wrestling matches. ..But that was only

the half of it. Many rock stars Twisted

Sister s Dee Snyder, vandals' Patty Smyth

and Peter Wolf to name a few -voiced

animosity towards Piper. Billy Squier

almost personally challenged Piper himself

when Piper broke a guitar before the

match.

But wait, there's more. These two names

you won't believe- -Gloria Steinham and

Geraldine Ferraro. One of the founders of

women's liberation and almost the vice-

president of the United States are involved

in professional wrestling. The next thing

you'll see is Reagan throwing out the first

loser and Pope John Paul II giving the

benediction (I had to mention the Pope, it is

Lent). ..Steinham and Ferraro were

vehemently upset at Piper's "attitude"

towards women. But we have to remember
that Piper, being of Scottish desent, wears

a kilt, or skirt, as it were. So he doesn't

exactly intimidate people. Maybe if he

wore pumps.
But, back to the match, it doesn't look like

this war is over by a long shot. Mr. T wants

another shot at Piper. Joe Piscipo and

Danny DeVito, who were both there want

to sw more action. MTV would love to do

another broadcast maybe with Martha

Quinn interviewing Piper. Now that would

be funny. But until then we'll just have to

wait and see. So, when you think of all the

great television moments- -the landing on

the moon, Carlton Fisk's home run, The

Day After and the others -put this one right

along side. If you believe that, I got some

Martian Soil to sell you.

No more need be said.
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Smith poll

reveals views

on divestment
By RENEE BACHER
Collegian Staff

In a tense atmosphere, a committee of

Smith College students met yesterday with

some of the college's trustees to discuss the

social implications of Smith's investment

portfolio.

The Senate Ethical Investment Com-

mittee, a part of Smith's student gover-

nment association, met with the trustee

investor responsibility committee to

present the trustees with research per-

taining to corporate policy in relation to

nuclear weaponry, fair labor policy and

South Africa.

Mai Ning Thayer, a member of the

student committee, said. "The students feel

there is a gap between what the trustees

are doing and what the students think

they're doing.

'

The student committee is asking for a way

to monitor the interplay between Smith and

the corporations in which it invests, such as

access to letters between the college and

the companies.

The board of trustees emphasized the

importance of "preserving candor" in

handling the college's investments.

Committee Chairwoman Suzianne Pack

replied. "We only want the gist of the

letters. We would not be printing them in

the Wall Street Journal."

According to a recent student -survey

pertaining to Smith corporate investments,

84 percent of Smith students polled said

Smith should support a resolution recently

presented to Ford Motor Company to stop

selling to the Sout,h African pohce and

military. 98 percent believed the Kimberly

Clark Corporation should sign a list of

principles providing equal employment

policies for its workers in South Africa.

69 percent objected to Smith College

investing in bank loans to the South African

government. 84 percent thought Smith

should not invest in corporations directly

involved with the production of nuclear

weaponry. 59 percent of the students

polled said social responsibility was most

important to take into account when in-

vesting, while 17 percent said that

economic return was more important.

Man is arrested

in Delano's heist
A 28-year-old Amherst man was arrested

Wednesday afternoon at his Prospect

Street apartment and charged with Tues-

day's robbery of a Delano's employee,

Amherst Police said.

Jeffrey A. Jenkins was charged with

unarmed robbery and will be held in Hamp-

shire County Jail. He was arraigned yester-

day afternoon at the Hampshire District

Court.

Jenkins pleaded not guilty and bail was

posted at $5,000 cash or $50,000 surety,

which he was unable to raise.

The case will be reviewed at a pre-trial

hearing Feb. 28.

In other police reports:

•A 21 -year-old Amherst driver struck a

bicyclist Tuesday night while turning from

Main Street on to High Street.

The incident is still under police in-

vestigation.

•The Lord Jeffrey Inn reported a larceny

after a guest paid his $194.34 bill with a

bad check. The Lord Jeffrey contacted the

Hanover Bank & Trust of New Hampshire

and found that the account was closed over

CaifogiM pkoto hj Brtaa IL Gmt*

FUNKY FRUIT — Sneakers adorn a tree in the

Orchard Hill bowl yesterday.

University may
release report
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Members of the faculty senate Rules Committee will meet

with Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey today to discuss

whether the University should issue publicly a faculty

committee report on the Yvette Henry case.

Duffey was unavailable for comment yesterday, although

sources within the faculty senate indicated that a decision

wouW be reached by late afternoon.

The report, obUined by the Collegian last week, has not

yet been made available to the public, although a member

of the Rules Committee requested its release last week.

David Booth, chairman of the Rules Committee, which

commissioned the report a year ago, said it "would be in

the best interest of Henry and the University to speak with

the chancellor " before reaching a decision.

The report is the result of four months of interviews

between the faculty senate Committee on the Status of

Minorities and six people who were "present and involved
"

on Dec. 2. \9Ki, when Henry was arrested on arson

charges.

Henry was arrested and charged with setting one of the

16 fires which plagued Crampton House in the fall of 1983.

Charges were later dropped because of insuffk;ient

evidence. Henry has two $6.5 million lawsuits pending

against the University for alleged violations of her civil

rights during and after her arrest.

The report, completed last May. exammed the events

surrounding Henry's arrest and concluded that Henry's

civil rights had been violated. It also found that Henry's

"minority sUtus may have played a part in the conduct of

the investigation and the arrest. " and that Henry's

"minority status may have played a part in the way the

I )ean of Students Office behaved " in the case

.

The report also made a number of recommendations to

keep what it called "panic among University ad

ministrators" in the Henry case from happening in the

future.

Historian speaks at chancellor's lecture series
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Ordinary 16th century European culture

flourished due to the diversity in publishing

caused by the Protestant Reformation,

scholar Miriam Usher Chrisman explained

last night.

Chrisman, a University of Massachusetts

history professor and award winning

author, was a featured speaker of the

Chancellor's Lecture Series at Memorial

Hall.

Chrisman was also awarded the Chan-

cellor's Medal by Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey, who said that her lecture

"demonstrated the verve and interest in

history which we treasure in you and on

this campus." The Chancellor's Medal is the

highest award given to individuals who
have rendered exemplary and ex-

traordinary service to the I Iniversity

.

Speakyig to an enthusiastic audience of

about 250 people, Chrisman detailed her

rese«iich tunducied in oii<iAtx>uig, i' raiice,

an early center of publishing. While there,

she studied material printed between 1480

and 1599, focusing on the topics that

replaced religious works after 1530.

Noting the sudden drop in volume of

religious work after 1530, Chrisman studied

what took its place by examining almost

5,700 books in 8.5 different subject matter

categories.

"I finally decided that the major thing that

happened is that when the Catholic church

and its monastic orders were removed

(following the Protestant Reformation), the

printers lost their major market," she said.

"So they sought a vernacular audience.

"

In order to retain their former printing

volume, printers began publishing books on

botany, geography cartography, other

cultures, and how to books on cooking,

healing, gardening, prosecuting a lawsuit

and even mining, she said.

Plays, songs, and novels also began to

appear, usually containing themes of

marriage and family life, but not

necessarily the youthful love that led to

such, Chrisman said.

Because of these works, she said, "The lay

cultures flourished...and it was often the

printers who took the initiative. " They

served as information collectors, drawing

their knowledge from travellers, doctors

and other professionals to produce their

publications.

"They had a desire for detailed, factual

information, " Chrisman said, " and they had

a willing acceptance of different ideas and

peoples. The emphasis was on different.

"

Chrisman said that Christopher Columbus'

observations of the Americas were

published and distributed only four years

after his return, even though he was "an

ordinary person."

Cdlcflui plMto by Ami; Htllcr

Professor Miriam Usher
Chrisman, winner of the
Chancellor's Medal.

"Columbus provided an anthropological
description of the people he observed and
he saw the.se men not as threatening but as
people with a different way of hving," she
said.

Inside:

a year ago.

- LORI KIRKLAND

Soviet blasts "Star Wars" 2

Miss Mass. contestant vs. world hunger 3

Pulling out of Lebanon 7

Minutewomen drop a close one 16

"America's really only a kind of Russia. You've no

idea kcm pleasant it is not to have any future. It's

like having a totally efficient contrcu^tive.

"

— Anthony Burgess

[ Police file drug complaints
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Two drug complaints and two misdemeanor hearing re-

quests have been filed against two men as a result of a

search and seizure of drugs from an 11th floor room in

John Adams Tower, police said.

University of Massachusetts police said they filed the

complaints and requests Wednesday morning after they

confiscated drugs from the tower Monday morning. Police

conducted the search after two men, one of them a UMass
coTitinued on page 3
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS

Bank faultsemployees inAngiulo deals

AP LaMrphoto

Soviet Prime Minister Nikolai Tikhonov dur-

ing: his election speech yesterday in Moscow.
President Konstantin Chemenko is the only

Politburo member who has not yet spoken

before Sunday's elections, but officials would

not say whether Chernenko would appear in

public this weekend.

Soviet saysUS
seeks 'superiority'
MOSCOW - The Kremlin said yesterday that if the

United States develops the Star Wars system it will inten-

sify the arms race because the Soviet Union would be forc-

ed to build weapons powerful enough tt) defeat it.

"Does the United States think the Soviet Union will sit

idle, awaiting the results of the U.S. 'research'?" Kremlin

spokesman Leonid Zamyatin said. "Faced with such

dangerous plans, the Soviet Union will do all in its power

to prevent a U.S. superiority over itself.

"The Soviet Union would have to increase the power of

its weapons in retaliation for the attempts of the United

States to get an opportunity to deliver a nuclear strike

with impunity," he said in an article distributed by the of-

ficial news agency Tass.

Zamyatin is chief of the Communist Party Central Com-

mittee's international information department and is one

of the Kremlin's chief spokesmen.

Tass also quoted Andrei Kokoshin, deputy director of a

think tank called the U.S.A.-Canada Institute, as saying

international scientists fear a new arms race if the United

States develps space weapons.

"The other Soviet side, scientists believe, will take steps

to further develop its strategic systems which guarantee it

a possibility of hitting a retafiatory strike," he said. "Crea-

tion of space armaments, including anti-missile weapons,

will inevitably lead to appearance of opposing systems,

and that will be followed by the appearance of othor

weapons to deal with those systems."

HUSTON (AP) The First National Bank of Boston broke

its silence yesterday on its multi million dollar dealings

with a reputed mob family, blaming several mid level

employees for "very poor judgment' that may have

allowed the bank to unwittingly be used by organized

crime.

Chairman William L. Brown told reporters the bank

gained nothing "not one dime, not one gratuity "
by its

dealings with the family of Gennaro Anguilo. who is

considered the head of New England s most powerful

organized crime network.

Brown said employees at the North End branch here

simply made an innocent mistake and used "very poor

New find in 79 mishap

at Three Mile Island
MIDDLETOWN. Pa. (AP)— Scientists disclosed for the

first time yesterday that some nuclear fuel melted in the

reactor core during the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island.

Recent studies of rubble taken from the core show that

temperatures reached about 5,100 Fahrenheit, said Harold

Burton, TMI project manager for EG&G Idaho, a con

tractor hired by the U.S. Department of Energy.

Previous examinations had indicated a maximum tem-

perat are of 4.700 degrees.

But Burton and officials for GPU Nuclear Corp.. TMI's

operator, said the melting of fuel did not mean the plant

was close to a "meltdown." A meltdown could result in the

release of dangerous radiation outside the plant.

In a prepared statement. EG&G said it was not clear how

much of the core reached 5.100 degrees, and said further

conclusions awaited additional evaluations.

Burtons announcement came at a news conference held

by GPU to show television pictures showed fist sized

• hunks of rubble, perhaps including some molten nuclear

fuel, fell from the reactor core during the accident.

The videotape indicated a three foot deep bed of debris at

the bottom of the steel vessel that contains the core.

Durm^ the accident the nations worst at a commercial

nuclear power plant the core of the Unit 2 reactor

«)verhea(ed when it was no longer covered with cooling

water.

Salem cleans up vandalism
SALEM (AP) Angry residents of this historic city

flooded Salem High School with offers of cleanup

assistance yesterday, after a late night student drinking

party at the school allegedly escalated into a vandalism

binge that caused $750,000 in destruction.

"I have piles of telephone messages on my desk and with

99 percent of them, the person has left his name and

number and has offered to come in and help clean up," said

high school Principal Edward Curtin.

"We have librarians who are volunteering to help clean up

the library. We have students from Salem State College

and Salem High School. People are being unbelievably

positive in terms of being willing to come in and help," he

added.

Two more students pleaded innocent yesterday to

breaking and entering and malicious destruction of public

property in connection with the Tuesday morning spree.

judgment" when they placed two real estate companies

owned by the Anguilos on a list that exempted their large

cash transactions from government scrutiny.

"Just because we're big doesn't mean we don't make

mistakes." Brown said. "You're assuming all our em-

ployees are perfect and they are not...For God's sake,

don't hang the whole institution because somebody did not

read or interpret something correctly.

"

AP L.aaerphoto

HOODED WITNESS — Leroy Barnes, a

former heroin trafficker, testifies before the

President's Commission on Organized Crime

yesterday in Miami. Barnes face was covered to

hide his identity from fellow traffickers who, he

testified, killed a dealer they suspected of being

an informant.
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Valley church of Christ
Invites you to our Sunday assembly
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Peoples Institute
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MA Sales Tax Extra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Fun Service Tire Store
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Across trom Watroba's Store
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584-0243

ALDRICH
AUTO SUPPLY

383 Main St. Amherst

253-7677 253-5840

Hours Mon-Fri 8-5:30; Sat. 8-3:00

- COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP -

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC PARTS

Laundromat Car Wash

Amherst
Sunshine Center

• \A/astu>rs bmgle Uiuble 1 riple

• Dryefs Aith DuraPress Cydf

• D'v Cleaners

8 am 9 pni daily

326 College St (Rt. 9 East!

253 9030

JL
Amherst Sunshine

Car Wash
Automatic Wash Wax Bay

Self Service Bays

Vacuum Cleaners

381 College St (Rt 9 East)

253 9661

OUR ATTENDANTS ABE HAPPY TO ASSIST YQU

Nowls
the time
to can...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2890

Expert Repairs ft

^Reconditioning

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
o( individual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES
Ecstasy Chocol.ilr' Cikr ? ?>0

Chocolale L.lypr C.ikr 1 bO

Continental ' 50

Cheesecakp ' 75

Carrot Cakp ' 50

Napoleon 1 50

Oatmeal Fudge Bar ' 50

ICE CREAM 1 56

Toppings 3S

SUNDAES
Hot Fudge 2 25

Brownie Sundae 2 W
MUNCHIES
Chocolate Chip Cookie 85

Oatmeal Raism Cookies 55

Chocolate Brownie 95

Baklava ' 05

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
f udge J lb 4 00

t t lb 7 50

Block Chocolate ' j lb 3 75

1 lb 7 00

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunday
6 00 pm to Midnight

79 S Pleasant St Amherst

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5.00

Prices do not include tax
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Smith student fights famine
EnteringMissMass.pageant topublicize efforts

CWIcfiu pkoto bj Dcrck Roberta

GARAGE SCRAPE — Physical Plant employees worked for half an

hour to free a truck from under a concrete beam on the second level of

the Campus Center garage after a student driver wedged it there. The

student reportedly suffered a bloody nose.

By JEANETTE DeKORGE
Collegian Staff

A Smith College Student plans to par-

ticipate in the Miss Massachusetts beauty

contest to aid in the fight against world

hunger.

Bridget Marks. 18, a senior French studies

major, began the World Energy Foundation

in May 1981. The foundation is dedicated to

"eradication of world hunger through rural

technology," Marks said.

"I feel that if I can capture the title (of

Miss Massachusetts) I can get national

media attention for the foundation." she

said.

Marks said she feels her approach to

battling world hunger is "more practical"

than what is currently being done for Third

World countries. "They are collecting food

and throwing it at the people (of Ethiopia)

uKe they were cattle," she said. "It's like

putting a Band aid on a bleeding artery.

"Beauty pageants can really open the

doors for you. ' she said, adding that she

believes the beauty pageant industry will

welcome her "with open arms ' and that she

thinks the industry would like to be in-

volved with fighting world hunger,

especially since Miss America winner

Vanessa W illiams last year resigned after

Penthouse magazine published nude

photographs of her.

One of Marks ideas is to get other con-

testants to work with her foundation. "I

think that more people would like to work

with fifty beautiful girls." she said.

The Miss Massachusetts contest will be

held March 1 3 in Worcester. The winner

will compete in the Miss USA pageant.

One hundred forty contestants will vie fw

the Miss Massachusetts title. "It will be

tough competition," Marks said.

UMass sophomore raps aid cuts on TV
Debates education secretary
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts student challenged

Secretary of Education William J . Bennett's support of the

Reagan administration's propt)sed cutbacks on financial aid

last week on the Good Morning America show.

Sheila Donahue, a 20-year old sophomore, was one of

three students who appeared on the nationally televised

show to debate Bennett on the cutbacks in financial aid for

the fiscal 1986 federal budget. The students debated

Bennett via closed circuit television on the pros and cons of

the proposed financial aid cutbacks.

As a response to Bennett's statement that "the new policy

will fall like rain on the just and the unjust, " Donahue

asked, "Why do people who are just in their need have to

suffer because of people who take advantage of the

financial aid system?"

Donahue said Bennett was patient with her and the other

students' questions but "gave a statement that seemed

prepared" and held a firm stance on Reagan's proposal. On
the proposed cutbacks, Donahue said, "The financially

prosperous students will have the right to go to the school

of choice, but those who are on the borderline of financial

need will have a more difficult time paying for school.

"

The student trio consisted of Donahue, a pre law student

from New York, and a high school senior from Washington,

D.C. All three were required to meet criteria of financial

need for school to be on the show.

r4>llrin>i< photo by Brian K. Goajrv

Sheila Donahue appeared on Good Mtrming

America.

Donahue works at the Office of PubUc Information on

campus. She became a regular part time staff member

after working there on a work study program last spring.

Good Morning America contacted the OPI through an

agency and asked if there was a student who could meet

financial aid criteria and would like to appear on the early

morning show. Arthur Clifford, director of OPI. said the

show chose Donahue because she met the criteria of need

and "she is a good student and a hard worker.

"

Newstamp rates

jampost offices
By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Staff

Everyone at the University of Massachusetts willing to

pay the extra two cents to mail a letter and an extra cent

to mail a postcard faces long lines at area post offices.

Both the branch in the Student Union Building and the

Amherst post office have had problems with long lines

since just before and after the rate increase.

"It's been incredible," said Charles Carter, the bulk

mail clerk at the Amherst Post Wfice. He added that

there were a lot of people coming in before the increase.

At the Student Union Bmach. there have been long

lines of people buying two cent stamps and workers at

the office said they were "too busy" to comment.

As of last Sunday, the United States Postal Service

raised its mailing rates to 22 cents for a letter and 14

cents for a post card to comply with the Postal

Reorganization Act, which requires the service to make

money or break even.

The law was passed so that the post office would no

longer have to rely on government subsidies to stay in

business, said John Bates, spokesman for the Springfield

post office.

The rate increase is based on a projected loss for the

upcoming year which was then submitted to the Rate

Commission for approval. The increases occur every

three to four years. Bates said. The last increase occured

in 1981, when the rate went from 18 to 20 cents^

Professor helps turn pizza shop into offices

The Creamery
building, left, on
Sunset Avenue near
The Southwest
Residential Area, will

soon be converted into

a "smart" office

building, seen looking
due west in an
artists's conception
below.

C«Un<u piMto by MiUh '
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By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A metropolitan business concept designed to improve

office efficiency and service will be brought to Amherst

by a University of Massachusetts marketing professor

and a local architect.

The Creamery Building on Sunset Avenue which houses

College Pizza will be renovated into a "smart" office

building in which the basic secretarial work, copying,

computer work and conference room will be shared by all

of the business tenants in the building, according to

Professor Thomas Beggs. who will be part owner of the

building.

Reynolds Properties, the real estate agent for the

building, is mostly looking for businesses which provide

services to the University such as copy machine and

computer service, to rent space, said Lisa Berkman of

Reynolds Properties.

Office space will be rented for $13 to 115.50 per square

foot, Berkman said.

"It's more a matter of efficiency than money," Beggs

said. "Usually what happens is that they (businesses

which can't afford services) do without." They are

basically receiving the services (rf a big corporation

without paying for a big corporation. Beggs added.

"Businesses may pay $200 a week for a secreUry," he

said.

According to Berkman, each tenant will decide in ad-

vance how much of the central services will be needed

/ind pay accordingly. The secretarial service will be its

own business and will control the central servfces.

Ownership of the computers, copying machines and other

office equipment will be decided upon by the tenants, she

said.

According to Beggs. the concept of centralized clerical

service was first used by law firms in large cities.

"Basically, this spreads the costs of clerical work among

the buildings tenants. " he said.

The building has been redesigned by William Gillen of

The Gillen Associates of Amherst. "We're trying to bring

back the turn-of the century look," Beggs said.

The renovated buidling will open about Sept. 1, ac-

cording to Berkman.

Beggs added that his involvement in the project will not

interfere with his University duties as a professor.

i^ police—
amtinued from page I

student, showed

false identification to police.

The non-student was later

arrested for trespassing; he

had previously been issued a

notice to stay off University

grounds.

Police said the drugs seiz-

ed have been sent to the

state Department of Public

Health for analysis.

In other police action:

•A Northampton man, 36,

was arrested Wednesday
night on a warrant by cam-

pus police, who said the man
was asking people for

money in Coolidge and John

Adams towers. A warrant

was issued for his arrest tat

speeding in 1983 by Hamp-
shire District Court.

•A purse containing $45

was stolen outside a room in

McNamara House Wednes-

day night. Also, a woman
reported that her wallet,

with $50 in it, was stolen

from her knapsack in the

North Physical Education

building Wednesday night.

•An Amherst tow truck

hit a parked car in parking

lot 50 as it was towing an il-

legally parked car Tuesday
morning. The truck caused

$265 in damages to the 1978

Ford.

• »'
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Celebration unites all races
By YADIRA bETANCES
Collegian St aft

There is hardly ever a time at the

liniversily oi Massachusetts when people of

all races gather together lor one sole

purpose.

Wednesday, Vietnamese new year, was

one ol these rare occasions.

Over 100 faculty, staff members and

students gathered to celebrate the year of

the water buffalo, (the year of the ox. for

the Chinese.) counterpart of the peasant

farmer.

"Today I feel homesick." said Lucy

Nguyen, a Bihngual Collegiate Program

academic advisor for Vietnamese students.

"Today is a family reunion day. If

Christmas is important to the Western

culture, the new year celebration is far

more important to the Orientals." she said.

The importance of the celebration lies in

its tribute to their ancestors. Nothing must

be done to offend them. Indeed, every

member of the family tries to do them

honor, and thus improve his moral and

social standing.

The worship of ancestors is celebrated on

New Year's day. on festival holidays in the

lunar calendar and on all other family oc-

casions such as marriage, birth, and other.

Keynote speaker. Ueidre Ling, vice

chancellor for the University relations and

development compared the Asian

population at UMass with the proverb "a

small beginning can become a great end."

In the fall of 1983. 495 Asian un-

dergraduate and graduate students

enrolled at UMass. A year later it in

crea.sed to 565.

Benjamin Rodriguez, director of the BCF

said it was rewarding "to see young people

from different nationalities and

backgrounds working and helping each

other for a common goal, success."

CollcKua photo by MiUk DrmoUh

Vietnamese children show their artistic Ulents in the "So«ig of the

Crow." Wednesday at a Vietnamese New Year celebration at UMass.

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY

(off UMass Campus - $15 minimum)

Just Dial 253-3091

NORDIK WOLF
BEER

12-oz. bottles

$4.25
6-pack plus dep.

BUD
SUITCASE

24 12-oz. cans

$11.55
plus dep.

^nt
on«

of O^lt

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

J & B
SCOTCH

1 .75 Liter

f8

12-oz bottles

$3.35
6-pack plus dep.

case $12.50 plus dep.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes to

BROMLEY MTN.
Feb. 23rd

$17 members

$27 non-members

Sign up Thurs, Fri

Table outside Hatch

non refundable deposit $7.

COUPON - COUPON - COUPON

MUSCADET
WINE
$3.25

750 ml

All specials in-store cash prices good thrujn_p^m^_Febjg|

$500
OFF ANY

Mens or Ladies*

WOOL SWEATER
or

WINTER JACKET
ALREADY AT Bic; MARKDOWNS!

OPEN 10AM 6PM MON-SW
SUN 1-5 Downtown Amherst

"1^ • 'V*

SiiK ends March lOth

UlllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllHllllIllWllllllHHttlllllllllllllllllllllinilllHinil
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C/y^ Cabaret
..M**^'

e** DANCE TO

"EVENING PRO BLUSICA"

A 6-piece top jazz band

Saturday Night, February 23rd 9 pm - 1 am

at the

T.O.C. Restaurant, 11th Floor Campus Center

mmm

VM
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February Beer
of the Month

MOLSON
$1.10 a bottle

Proper I.D.

a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

m
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Minorities will be challenged next four years

By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Staff

Black and minority students at the University of

Massachusetts will be affected most by the proposed four

thousand dollar limit on financial aid, according to Arthur

Jackson du-ector of financial aid.

"With the combination of the Pell grant and guaranteed

student loans, most students go over the four thousand

doUar limit. This proposal will cause students to lose

substantial amounts of financial aid. "
Jackson said. The

president's proposal asks congress to deny federally

guaranteed student loans to ail college students with

family incomes above $32,500.

It also imposes a $4,000 ceUing in aid per year mcludmg

loans and grants for any student, regardless of family

income and restricts eligibUity of peU grants to famUies

earning $25,000 or more.

Manuel R. Townes. assistant director of academic ser

vices at the c:ommittee for the CoUegiate Education of

Blacks and Other Minorities, (CCEBMS) suspects eighty to

eighty five percent of the minority population at UMass

will l>p affected by the decrease.

"Most minority students receive some sort of financial

aid. " said Townes. therefore the financial aid cut will affect

them greatly.

Minority enrollment is ah-eady being affected by the cuts.

Many out of state students are transferring to schools in

their home states, he said.

Townes added there are two sides to the problem,

"federal programs will be cut and the University is going to

increase their fees."

"The bottom line is that the federal government is no

longer going to give minorities special treatment when it

comes to financial aid," he said.

In order for students to receive the financial aid that is

available they should file their financial aid form on time.

The deadline is March 1. "Every student in the country

will be competing for hmited amounts of money." said

Townes.
'"Minority students need to make a much stronger voice.

They need to become active in coalitions. Write letters to

their representatives in Congress." Jackson stressed.

"It would be much more of a struggle in the next four

years if my financial aid was cut." said Bridgette Booker, a

first year Afro American studies student.

Jose O. Bou. financial aid counselor at the Bilingual

Collegiate Program said, 'what the government is doing is

Valley shares King's dream
By CHARLES K. CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Rekindling the fire of the late Martin Luther Kings

philosophy of non-violence, direct action in the struggle for

Black civil rights, the issue of apartheid was discussed at a

commemorative breakfast early this week.

Keynote speaker. Dr. Cheryl Townsend GUkes of Boston

University Divinity School implored the crowd of 300

people to "see through the veneer of racism and

colonialism," in the separatist government of South Africa.

"One half of the black chidren born in South Africa will die

by the age of five," she said.

Gilkes referred to Jesus' jubilee and spoke of the global

jubilee, based on "restoration, wholeness, and a new

beginning." She talked of "restoring order in the world's

house, but who's order?"

Gilkes criticized the Reagan Administration for cutting

back funds for education on one hand, and "trivializing

investment in South Africa " on the other. She exhorted,

"the struggle must be our lives."

Gilkes pointed out that while crying with the poor, one

must understand the cause of their tears, " and that this

understanding of the forces of oppression was tantamount

to Jesus giving sight to the blind.

Over thirty public relations firms had been hired by the

South African government to clean up their image, she

said. Gilkes claimed their work was apparent in a recent

statement by the Apartheid government about the

massive starvation in Northern Africa.

According to Gilkes, the South African minority

government cited 'the Ethiopian famine as an example of

Black African mismanagement." to suggest Blacks are

incapable of ruling themselves.

She said this Is an example of Botha's government at

tempt to distract the rest of the world from the real

reasons for Apartheid; the exploitation and extermination

of the native African people.

Gilkes compared the United States' inability to see the

true nature of Apartheid, to the parable of the blind. She

said was modelled after the American Indian Bureau of the

U.S. and the haulocast of Nazi Germany.

Those who could see through the veneer of racism would

be those who could walk with the Lord. The "good news"

of Jesus was "good news to the poor and bad news to the

rich. " said the Baptist minister.

Black History
Paul Laurence Dunbar was one of Americas most fanwus

poets of the nineteenth century.

Most of his poems were light, funny, dialect stories about

the lives of Black Americans. However, he was also called

the "Poet Laureate" of his people for some of his serious

poetry.

He was the only Black American in his Dayton High

School cla.ss and he was selected as the editor of the high

school paper. He published his first poem when he was

sixteen.

His second book of poetry. "Majors and Minors "
brought

him national and international fame. In 1897, Paul

Laurence Dunbar was invited to read some of his poetry in

lx)ndon as part of the Diamond Jubilee celebration of

Queen Victoria.

creating an atmosphere of antagonism and what people will

do is fight back."

He said the aid cuts will unite people of all financial

backgrounds, "from below the jjoverty level to people that

make up to 50,000 dollars a year.

The end result should be a student national opposition

forcing the government to retrieve the proposal.

"We have not had the student body behind one single

issue, there is a long overdue need for UMass to set an

example for other (colleges and universities) this is the

opportunity and we better take it. " Bou said.

Shabazz attends

X's rededication
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Betty Shabazz, the widow of Malcolm X will give a lec-

ture at the annual rededication ceremony of the Malcolm

X center at 4 p.m. on Sunday in the Southwest residential

area at the University of Massachsuetts.

Malcolm X was a militant civil rights activist who believ-

ed in any means necessary to achieve the human rights of

Blacks. He was assassinated on February 21, 1965.

The Center was created in 1971 to serve the education

and cultural needs of the Black student population at

UMass.
This is the first time in the center's fourteen year

history Shabazz has attended the rededication cerenrwny.

The center, commonly known as the "X" serves as a

study lounge, in addition to providing students with

classes, a library and resource room and leisure and social

events.

"It's a place to get away and relax," said Cassandra Ed-

wards, co-coordinator of the center. Edwards has worked

in the center during her four years at UMass.

She has seen the center develop from a social to an

educational resource area. She hopes this year's rededica-

tion ceremony rejuvinates the enthusiasm and dedication

there was when the center was founded.

She also hopes the rededication makes new students see

the need for its existence.

The center was named after Malcolm X because the peo-

ple who founded it thought that it represented the ideals

and beliefs of Malcolm X.

Edwards said the ceremony is "A time to sit down and

reflect on the past, present, and future."

TV
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COORS DRAFTS
Drink of the Week

Melon Balls $1.25

Last Week of Heineken

$1.30

/•
/i

All drafts all the time 70*

All Pitchers $3.50

A drinkery to nneet, relax

and enjoy

The Closest Bar to Campus^

next to the Sub

THE SPOKE

i35 East Pleasant St.
^'^'

Amherst

13 N. Pleasant, Annherst

48 Main St., Brattleboro, VT
(802) 254-4877

2 and 3 piece
^* Corduroy Suits

reg. $100

Now Only $59.99

Corduroy Sport Coats

reg. $85.

Now Only $39.99

Hampshire Mail Hadley

t^ —

-

BEER 1^ A- |-y WINE

Swinkles $3.40 + dep. 6 pk.

Dab $3.70 + dep. 6 pk.

Guineas Cr Harp$4.49 + dep 6 pk

Bud $5.80 + dep. 12 pk.

Pour the table wine $3.39

with $3.00 rebate -

39* your costll!

Your closest package store

2 mins down 116
OPEN 10-11 Monday thru Saturday

2 Miles South of Amherst on Route 116

South Amherst Plaza - Next to Dairy Mart

253-9742

3 minutes from Brittany Manor, Riverglade & Hampshire

ft
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You are

invited

to a

Maple Sugar '

i^ PARTY !

Sat. Feb. 23 i

9-5

University of Mass.

rear of Lot #34

See a Sugar House across from Newman Center

Pancakes, Fried Dough

Try Sugar on Snow
^^^^^ .^ ^^^^

Sponsors: First Baptist Church

[
Consultants: Massachusetts Maple Producers' Assocmt.on. Inc.

See How Maple

FREE BUS TRANSPORTATION

To and From

CHANGES

CHANGES

ON FRIDAY and SATURDAY NIGHTS Leaves:

Southwest Horseshoe Bus stop at 9, 10, Er 11 pm
Central and Orchard Hill at 9:30 and 10:30 pm

(Butterfi«ld, Cahdbourn* and Dickinson but stopt)

Center of Amherst (naxt to Pott office)

at 9:20, 9:50, 10:20 and 10:60 pm
Watch for the Yellow School Bus

99 c BAR All Night

DRINKS All Week

Random Notes

Gumby makes a comeback

I
was walking on campus a couple of weeks

ago the day all of that snow fell on us,

and' school wasn't cancelled, and everything

looked so beautiful and white. The only trouble was that it

i^ fr^zing. My ears were falling off. Then I st^ to

Siink about Richie Rich. Do you remember him? He was

^The Poor Little Rich Boy." He was so rich that his father

built him a Winterwonderland, remember that? He could

do all of the fun winter things like iceskate, and go sleigh-

riding, but he never got cold or wet because Mr. Rich

designed great s>mthetic snow.
. • i-r

Well I started thinking about how much easier life

would 'be as a cartoon character. Remember Lotta and

Dot' Big fat, strong Lotta? Even her name was big. as in

Lot-ta Lotta She could eat to her heart's content, break

every chair she sat in, and no one cared because she could

hit a baseball out of the park.

Then there were the Archies. I'm not sure I would have

liked to have been an Archie. Yeah, if you are male it s

K The men had it great. Archie always had either Betty

or Veronica, whoever he felt like going out with at the

time But we know that Betty was Veronica with blonde

hair.' and vice versa. Alright, I'll confess. I used to color m
Betty's blonde hair with a dark magic marker and that s

how I found out. Then I didn't feel so bad for her. How

al)out poor Ethel and what Jughead used to do to her. Boy,

talk about rejection! All he cared about were hamburgers.

The Archies did serve as important role models m our

lives Midge and Moose were an example of stability in a

relationship. Moose would get a litUe jealous and pound

someone's head into the ground but by the last box Midge

would have forgiven him and there would be little cartoon

hearts floating by their heads.

What l)etter way to end this little expose than with a

tribute to Gumby and Pokey. They, (if you haven't noticed)

are making a tremendous comeback.

Parents, children, teachers, workers, and even

vigilantes are all softened and reassured by the return of

Gumby. It's like being able to see the crew from the Star-

ship Enterprise. When Gumby's around, waiting txi be

twisted into all kinds of different shaj)es, do you think

about nuclear war? No way. With Gumby back in our lives,

everything's gonna be O.K.

Fran Weinberg is a Collegian staff member.
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iThe GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
|

I is inviting political, social, cultural |

I and academic groups to submit re-

1 quests for Line Item Funding for

i Fiscal Year 1986. For applications

I and further information on the budget |

I process, please contact Alison Huett- |

I ner, GSS Treasurer, 919 Campus |

I Center, 545-2896
|

i Deadline for requests is March 1. =
.liiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiHiiiiiiiitR

Sigma Sigma Sigma
invites all university women

to Rush
Thursday, Feb. 21st 5:00 pm (dinner)

Sunday, Feb. 24th 8:00 pm
Monday, Feb. 25th 8:30 pm
Tuesday, Feb. 26th 6:30 pm

For more info contact EEE
5U5'00J^6

382 N. Pleasant

Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden Restaurant) 2B8-8284

iV i ^iii irWrf^B

^firii^

Wine Tasting

IVIarch 7, 1985

7:30 pm
the NEW TOWN HOUSE Restaurant

$15.00 per person

reservations by check or cash

^^^^^^^u^u^u^«^*^u^^#^u^«^^« ^u ^u )i#^u^#^^^u^u^u^u^u^^^u^^^u^^^^^^^^^^^l^^fest'
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- Quality Pizza - Subs -|

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am
338 College St. 253-5384 „ ou.iuay - ^ yjuy -

. am ^Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am
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OPINION
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect

the views of the ColU§Uu* or the Universitv unless otherwise noted

An environment in jeopardy

THE KE^^f^^

The soldiers finally go home
When the kindergarten class took

an Independence Day field trip

to a tank factory, Yaacov Shein's

nephew came home and announced he

wanted to be a tank when he grew up.

Yaacov, an Israeli reserve soldier, refus-

ed to fight in Lebanon. He is one of nearly

150 Israeli soldiers and officers who have

served time in jail for similar refusals, but

the resistance has been much bigger than

that; thousands of soldiers signed the peti-

tion of the Yesh Gvul movement which

states in part: "We have killed and are be-

ing killed too much in this war...And for

what?...Thr<yugh this war you (the govern-

ment) are trying tofind a military solution

for the Palestinian problem. But a people's

problem cannot be solved militarily.
"

The Israeli army is finally starting to pull

out of Lebanon. But the "people's

problem" remains unsolved.

I've heard so many debates between

Jews and Palestinian supporters; people

hurl accusations at each other, cite case

after case of horrendous acts of terrorism

committed by the other side, and condemn

each other as understanding nothing but

force. What does it all mean?

I believe the Jews mean, "We are afraid.

We have never been completely safe as

Jews in other peoples' lands, even when we
have felt accepted by a country. After all,

we felt secure in Germany for a long time.

As long as a Jewish state exists we vn\\

have somewhere to go. Yet Israel's securi-

ty problems are very real, surrounded as it

is by nations hostile to its existence."

I believe the Palestinians mean, "We
have had our land taken away, and our

freedom. Many of us have lived all our lives

inside the camps. We are reminded con-

stantly of the oppression and indignity of

our daily lives by the conditions in w'nich

we are forced to live, and by the liberties

Israeli soldiers and government feel free to

Deborah Kutenplon

take with our lives and our humanity. We
must have a land of our own."

But Jewish safety and Palestinian justice

are not mutually exclusive. In fact, they

may well be mutally dependent.

Yesh Gvul and other Israeli peace groups

assert that the occupied territories - in

particular, the West Bank and Southern

Lebanon - are occupying Israel, with

democracy as hostage. No country can say

"For these people we are a democracy, for

these a military dictatorship" without the

democracy rotting from within. Just look

at South Africa. Yesh Gvtil, which means

"There is a limit, a border," is fighting for

nothing less than Israel's survival.

There is no question that Jews have been

oppressed and often persecuted

throughout our history. But can our fear,

our desperate scramble for security, justify

any action? It matters not that it is a

Jewvth hand that holds the gun, or a Jeunsh

soldier that rapes an Arab woman as part

of the colonization of a people, or Jewish

military police that "interrogate" Palesti-

nian suspects to death. Oppression is op-

pression. That we Jews, who have been vic-

tims so long, could do this to another peo-

ple is shameful. As Yaacov Shein said, "We
know what it is like to be Jews. Well, now

there is another nation of Jews, the Palesti-

nians."

As always, the question of Nazi Germany

comes up. In light of the Holocaust, how

can we afford to "allow" the Palestinians

an independent state which could possibly

someday threaten Israel's survival? In light

of the Holocaust, how can we afford not to?

Deborah Kutenplon is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Ronald Reagan has done it again.

With his grandfatherly smile,

a twinkle of the eye, and evasive

rhetoric he has managed to ignore one of, if

not the most pressing environmental issues

of the 1980s. That issue is acid rain pollu-

tion.

When one stops to think about it, it is

amazing that there hasn't been more public

indignation over the Reagan Administra-

tion's approach to the acid rain problem.

Acid rain is a form of pollution in which

sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and other

pollutants are emitted into the atmosphere,

whereupon they mix and return to earth in

the form of highly acidic rain. Most acid

rain is falling right here in the Nor-

theastern United States and in Canada.

It has been proven conclusively by in-

dependent, impartial scientific panels that

this high acidity is responsible for stunt^ni

tree growth and "dead" lakes. One half of

the spruce trees in Vermont's Camel's

Hump Park have died since 1%5. In New

York State's Adirondack Park there are

over 3(K) lifeless lakes and streams which at

one time teemed with trout and plant life.

Some people may argue that the loss of a

few fish is not worth the billions it would

cost to rectify the situation. But when one

considers the fact that fish and trees are

both a part of the natural fo<xl chain basic

to human survival, it should be clear that

no price is too high.

Ronald Reagan's stubborn response to all

this has been that "more study is needed"

before legislation is enacted. He ignores

the National Academy of Science, who in

1981 called for a "prompt tightening of

restrictions" on sulfur dioxide emissions

from Midwest coal burning plants. Un-

satisfied with this conclusion, Reagan in-

itiated a White House review of the pro-

blem. Their conclusion was that an even

stronger and immediate reduction of sulfur

dioxide emissions was needed to avoid ir-

reparable damage to the environment.

Neil Rhein

That conclusion was finally made public

after being supressed for months.

The miners of high sulfur coal worry

needlessly about the loss of their jobs.

Mechanical scrubbers could be installed

which cleanse the coal of 90 percent of its

sulfur, thus ensuring the continued use of

their product. The electricity consumers

oppose any hike in thier electric rates to

help finance the cleanup, claiming it's not

their responsibility. But the fact that Ohio

alone emits more sulfur dioxide annually

than New York. New .Jersey, and the New

England states combined [K)ints to the ob-

vious conclusion that they should share in

the cost of emission reductions.

The Reagan Administration has echoed

the argument that emission controls would

unfairly penalize some states. But isn't it

unfair to destory the ecology and future

well-being of the fishing, recreation and

tourism industries of the Northeast U niter!

States and Canada?

Ronald Reagan has proven himself to be

a powerful and successful leader. To tackle

the acid rain problem, strong presidential

leadership is needed to reach a com-

promise. Simply throwing money at the

EPA, hoping in vain that new studies will

reach a different conclusion, is not the

answer.

An acid rain program would take seven

to 10 years to produce a significant reduc-

tion. It is estimated that the cost would be

$8 to $10 billion annually. In 1986 Caspar

Weinberger hopes to sf)end $277.5 billion

on the military, in what Ronald Reagan

calls "government's first responsibility" of

national security. The continued survival of

our environment should fall under that

same category and warrant a slice of

Weinlx.>rger's pie

Neil Rhein is a UMass student.

People, like everyone else

Letters to the Editor

New fee penalizes
I think that the new University resource

fee goes too far in spreading the cost of on

campus housing to those who don't use it.

Since $171 of the fee will go solely to the

housing system, off-campus students v^dll

effectively pay $19 a month more in rent to

someone else's landlord.

Some subsidy may be appropriate. Most

undergraduates would benefit from the

lower housing costs during their first two

years. Everyone living off-campus benefits

indirectly because low dorm rents help m-

sure that the dorms will be full, thus reduc-

ing demand for off campus housing.

However, it is ridiculous to subsidize so

much that dorm costs are reduced. Ehiring

the past two years the housing system was

100.6 percent full in the fall, 95.0 percent in

the spring. Reducing rents further will not

reduce off-campus demand because the

dorms are already full. It will only penalize

off-campus students. This penalty is

especially unfair to graduate students

because most of them never live in Univer-

sity housing.

Jeff Teeters

Southwest

Dick and Jane are housemates.

They live in a small but cozy

apartment in Pelham. Dick is an

engineering major; Jane, an English ma-

jor. They both like theatre and skiing.

Dick is a great cook, while Jane is an ac-

complished pianist. They are not lovers,

but are close friends. They are both

homosexuals.

At times, Dick and Jane feel forcibly ex-

iled to Pelham. To live - ostracized -
separated even from friends, with seem-

ingly scariet "H's" embroidered on their

clothes. Their neighbors think they are

"living in sin." To some, they are.

On some occasions, Dick and Jane have

housed friends who needed a place to

relax. BroKen neari, sour romances; anx-

ious feelings of utter loneliness. Some

people look upon Dick and Jane as being

lucky: they're away from the mainstream

enough not to be labeled or condemned.

Dick and Jane feel it a punishment.

One morning, upon going out to his car

to leave for school, Dick found the word

"FAG" painted in pink all over his car.

His heart filled with rage; his wrists clin-

ched. He had enough; this was not the

first incident.

Dick walked to the nearest bus stop. On

the bus, Dick noticed all the "normal"

people. The ones with the bright smiling

faces and horny glances at the opposite

sex. "What do they have to worry about?"

Dick asked himself. "A nose zit? What to

wear out tonight? Who to lie to for sex?"

He felt like jumping up and yelling "I'm

gay!" but he knew, "What would that pro-

ve?" Sadly, he settled back into his self-

absorbed gloom like everyone else, fitting

Matthew Benedict

into the mold so no one would notice his

"eccentricity."

Dick and Jane are no different from any

other person, gay or straight. They are

humans, the same as every one of us.

They are not (or should not be) condemn-

ed to hell. They are not perverted. They

should not be threatened. They feel; they

have goals, ideas, desires like every one of

us. Except they have an obstacle (im-

balance or disease as some would call it)

which is difficult to overcome: being a

homosexual in a heterosexual society.

"Homophobia is a social disease." How
true. It is stifling, judgmental, arrogant.

It makes me embarrassed to be

heterosexual and Christian. Imagine what

life would feel like being a heterosexual in

a homosexual society, where everything

(marriage, social interaction, advertising,

etc.) was homosexually — not heterosex-

ually — geared and based. With the tables

turned, certainly the despair, fear, and

anxiety would be felt the same.

Dick and Jane are fictitious. But the cir-

cumstances and problems are real. Maybe

most of us should be thankful we're alive,
^

healthy, somewhat lucky, and not too

courageous. I applaud Dick and Jane. "Do

not judge, lest thee be judged." and "An
eye for an eye." as the sayings go. It is so

much easier when everyone works with

each other, not against.

The short of it is: Does it really matter?

Matthew Benedict is o UMass student.
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Ski Powder Ski Vail

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 18 - 25

7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Vail/ Beaver Creek

Round trip air

Trip Includes: Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass

ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED

(other trips don't include taxes and gratuities)

Sign up now
Deposit $150.00 by Feb. 22

•••"ass Ski Club 545-3437

DO YOU

BELIEVE
. . . todays technology represents only

a preview of the possible?

We do too! So. join us in probing the frontiers of science and

technology with basic and applied research at sophisticated levels

We are not probing just a few frontiers Consider these: laser optics,

infrared electro-optical systems and fiber optics; microelectronics,

semiconductors and semicustom IC/hybrid circuits, advanced control)

concepts, signal and image processing, robotics, CAD/CAM; gas

turbine technology, fluid dynamics, combustion, aeroacoustics,

materials science; V/STOL technology, aeromechanics, applied

mechanics; automotive technology; building systems technology,

manufacturing technology, NDE. industrial lasers; computer science,

software engineering, artificial intelligence, digital applications and

operating systems

During the remainder of this decade United Technologies plans to

spend an average of $1 billion annually on R&D Few other U.S.

corporations make such substantial investments in their future

Think about it!

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CENTER IS

COMING ON CAMPUS FRIDAY, MARCH 8

Be sure to sign up at the Placement Office for an interview

If you are unable to meet with us. please send details of your

education and experience to Mr A (Vlarcin at United Technologies

Research Center. Silver Lane, East Hartford, CT 06108.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
RESEARCH
CENTER

US, Citizenship Required

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Bowlittg i« fun
ft

NORTHAMTON
BOWL

Exit 18 Rt91
5844830

Comeon out to where
the fun times rolL

If you're looking for your

place in Amherst where nice

people communicate over

a game of pool - ^
a cold beer - 4//

1

a friendly smiles

ELIE WIESEL

"One of the greatest writers of this generation."

The New York Times Book Review

MONDAY,
FEBRUARY 25, 8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts
Sponsored by the Chancellor's Office, the B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation, and the Dean's Office of the Faculty of

Humanities and Fine Arts.

Announcements
On February 26th from 2:30 4:30. the

Third World Women's Program and the

Program for Participatory Research and

Learning will co-sponsor two lectures given

by Paulo Kriere.

The first lecture entitled "Empowerment"

will be held at the Jones Library in

Amherst, Mass.

The second lecture entitled "Sexism" will

be held March 5th from 2:30 4:30 p.m. at

the First Congregational Church in

Amherst.

The gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma

Fraternity. Inc. will be having an interest

meeting Thursday. February 28. 1985. At

the Campus Center Hotel. Suite #908, 7:oo

p.m. Sharp.

Sigma is currently seeking gentlemen that

have a strong commitment to academics, a

commitment to excellence and a desire to be

part of a true Brotherhood. For more in-

formation please call Roscoe Robinson at

546 6811.
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FREE BUFFET
f^O^»^

Justin-IUde-A-Van

FREE Shuttle

LeavingC CCircle
b^insatSpm

Clil^^ ^ Video

HAPPIEST
HOUR

^
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STIN-B»^NS §

U. Mass.

LIQUORS
University Drive, Amherst, Ma.

(Amh«rt( Shopplno Cantsr)

Michelob or Light •».!».<, $11.75

* «1.20dap.

Busch or Natural Light Kiicm

$8.95 ivMinp.

Ganasaa Ala bomn $7.75 • siwdsp.

IVIolson Red Ale or Beer

$3.50 306i*.

O'KeefeAle $3.00. 3o«pi<

Vodica ws $7.95

Gin ITS $9.49

Rum 175 $9.95

Great In Store Specials!

253-5595

GRADUATE STUDENTS

ATflRflLLV mOnOflV f€B. 25 I2:I5

OUTSIDE STUD€nT UniOD

STOP UNFAIR FEE INCREASE

B€ THGRG VQU UUILL mflK€ THe DIff€R€nC€
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A Swedish

rock import
By ELIZABETH C. LANGLOIS
Collegian Correspondent

In the past year or so, there has been a

huge resurgence of garage rock in the

underground scene. Garage rock was

originally referred to as "punk", a term that

has been convoluted so much that it's

become totally meaningless, in much the

way "new wave" has. It's about time the

Sweden's music scene is known for

something besides Abba.

Here come the Nomads, from Stockholm,

or thereabouts. I don't know a whole lot

about them, but just by listening to their

sound and seeing what songs they cover,

it's pretty easy to guess what their in

fluences are. A cover shot shows what

looks to be a fun loving bunch, with a Jeff

Beck lookalike and a guy who looks old

enough to have been playing in any of those

obscure 60's bands complete with Roger

McGuinn granny glasses.

The Nomads are in good company these

days, with the likes of the Hoodoo Gurus

and the Lime Spiders, and NY's Vipers.

Hooding the market with vinyl. These guys

sound like 100 percent fans of rock and roll

who probably know every oddball cover in

I he book from the treasure troves of

'Pebbles "Volumes one through infinity

and "Nuggets " Volumes one through four

recently released on Khino Records. All the

right elements are here for a great record

the reverence, the lazy competence, and of

"ourse the classic instrumentation tuzztone

;juitar, Farfi-sa organ and tambourine. You

^t the picture. An incredible sound

straight from 1967 in fact, this record

would have fit right in hen quite nicely.

Witness the freaky fuzzed out guitars, wails

of psycho feedback, gonzo distortion, the

echoes of organ lines weaving in and out of

the sonic mire along with some neat har

monies.

Interesting covers. "Sometimes Good

Guys Don't Wear White", an old Standells

tune (remember "Dirty Water"?), an ap-

propriate cover, the dirty sound being right

in tune with the Nomads. "Im Five Years

Ahead of Time", by the Third Bardo, which

appears on one of the forementioned

collections, explodes in the hands of the

Nomads with its hyperkinetic guitar and

weird disembodied vocals. Ditto for "I'm

Not Like Everybody Else ". an old Kinks

tune which has also been done by the

Chocolate Watchband. Alienation abounds

in this track. There is also "Bangkok ". an

Alex Chilton tune. The Nomads pick up on

Chilton and Big Star-Chilton's post Box

Tops period and what a great period that

was. It seems like a lot of the great "new

wave" bands (the Church. Let's Active,

etc.) love Big Star. These guys too are

right on target.

The originals and other extremely obscure

covers are also great. "The Way You Touch

My Hand " takes all the great elements of

the aforementioned bands and couples it

with some really strong hooks and har-

monies. Also strong are "Real Gone Lover

"

and the scary, "lx)wdown Shakin' Chills."

A nasty, dirty guitar sound which video

gods ZZ Top can't even touch, strategic

covers and fine originals, and a true love for

their craft will make this no doubt one of

the best of this year. A real bargain too,

something hard to come by these days. So

what are you sitting there lor? Buy, like

immediately.

Witness rivets
WITNESS
Directed by Peter Weir
Starring Harrison Ford and
Kelly McGillis

Mountain Farms Cinema

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Correspondent

Witness is the first American film by

Peter Weir, the Australian director who
has made GalUpoU and The Year of Living

Dangerously. While Witness certainly isn't

up to these film's standards, it does

distinguish itself as an above average

combination of action and drama.

The 'witness' of the title is a young Amish

boy (Lukas Haas) who is the only one to

view the murder of a Philadelphia

policeman. A police detective (Harrison

Ford) convinces the boy's widowed mother

(Kelly McGillis) to help him solve the case,

but finds himself taking the two back to

Amish country when things become more
dangerous then he had anticipated.

The weakest point about this film is the

script, a typical Hollywood mishmash of

conspiracies, coincidences, and mandatory

love scenes that hardly does justice to the

interesting story idea. The only reason the

plot implausibilities do not harm the film is

Friday, February 22. 1985

because of the superior job Weir and

Harrison Ford do of presenting the

material.

Weir's direction remains as impressive as

ever. His best work is done in the dramatic

moments of the film, when Ford and

McGillis begin showing their infatuation for

each other, but he's quite adept with the

more action oriented scenes as well. His

depictions of Amish life are a bit too rosey

and idyllic (it never seems to rain in Amish

country) but he has a lot of fun showing

Ford's attempts to adapt to Amish culture.

Harrison Ford is terrific. His tough,

chiselled face alone gets him by the action

scenes, but his real moments come when he

attempts to express his affection for

McGillis. Then his cynical attitude

disappears, and he becomes like an awk-

ward teenager on a date. It's very difficult

to play drama one moment and comedy the

next, but Ford pulls it off with ease.

Kelly McGillis does well enough as the

Amish mother, but she seems to be a bit

young for her role, and much too attractive.

Lukas Haas is refreshingly convincing as

the young boy. It's nice to see a movie child

that doesn't act like a four foot adult.

Witness isn't great cinema, but it's sure to

distinguish itself as one of the better ad

venture films this year, proving that Weir

can make successful movies in America, and

that Ford can play someone besides Indiana

Jones.

Friday, February 22, 1985 fCQilegiaa n

Movie Buffs Alert! Get ready for the

Cinemascoop Outg^ess-the Oscars Contest! Win
great free prizes! Get your photo in the Collegian!

For more information, scan up coming
Cinemascoops!
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Performing Arts Division

University Arts Council

invite you to

SING
WITH
US
at the

Folk Music

of Yugoslavia Workshop
with Slavko Silic

Saturday, Feb. 23

1:30 -5:30 p.m.

Bezanson Recital Hall

Fine Arts Center

The Performing Arts Division and the University Arts

Council are AA/EO organizations. $ donations accepted at

the door.

LIQUORS
18MainSt. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

CLOSE OUT!!! While they last.

Suntory Draft Beer mini Keg (2 liter)

Budweiser suitcase cans $11.55 + dep.

Haffenreffer Private Stock i6oz.. . . $3.70 6/pk. - dep.

Heinekens light or dark $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Grizzley Canadian Beer$3.25 6/pk: $12.95 case + dep.

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $4.49 750 ml.

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.49 l .75 liter $4.99 750 liter
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SAT. NITE

Wed. - Mushroom People
Thurs. 28th - Wilcat O'Halloran

Fri. March 1 - John Coster
Sat. 2nd - Eighth Route Army

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
Coors $1.00

Free Japanese Food Fridays
Free Assorted Munchies Daily

24 Pleasant Street

Northampton, MA
586 4258

parking in rear
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by Count Ram in Zahed

1 was on my way to the Drake the other night when Meryl

Streep calls me on the phone. I'm like. "Geez Meryl, are

you in Amherst again, on your way to Africa to shoot that

new lilm?" She says. "Well Hamin, 1 finished shooting

Plenty with that weirdo Sting in London, and I thought 1

should give you a call to see how things were going in the

'ioneer Valley." She's quite a lady, that Meryl. Too bad

our long distance relationship never quite works out.

There's always either Jeremy Irons, who incidentally is

beginning to look like a dead sea monkey, or Kobbie

DeNiro. and now that her co-star is Robbie Kedford, I

dr'nt stand a ghost of a chance.

This week you have the chance of catching The Mean
Season with Kurt Russell as the ambitious journahst and

Mariel Hemmingway as her grandfathers granddaughter,

no sorry, as Kurt's girlfriend. The film got lukewarm

reviews, so I wouldn't bet my title on it. Also on the cliche

lukewarm side is Visicm Quest, the latest boy coming of

-

Ed Harris and Amy Madijran sUr in Louis Malle's

Alamo Bay. (Trivia question.)

SAT. FEB. 23
CREATION OF THE
UNIVERSE

8 pm
I

UNivtKbt

j
Aduli Show

SUN. FEB. 24
INTERGALACTIC
SPACE CIRCUS
Fomily Show iprn

H
i

I

Coming soon; Jennie Dundas and Andrew McCarthy

are sister and brother in the comedy Heaven Help Us.

age movie with the up and coming actor Matthew Modine.

at the Calvin Theatre. This Modine kid is really rolling.

He was great in Hirdy and Mrs. Sot/el, and he does his best

with Viston Quest. The good ihmg about Modine is that he

is not made of the same pretentious vanity stuff that Rob

U)we and Matt l>illon are. Ix't's hear it for modesty and

rUtss.

s(iin«e tution fans should Ih' glad to hear that Twentieth

( t'nt ury h ox has finished shooting Enemy Mine, a story of

nflirt between space pilots starnng Dennis Quaid and

(lincted by Wolfgang Peterson, the expert who gave us

L)as Hnot and Neverendmg Story. Sounds promising.

Ves. lohn l^ndis is alive and well. Seems like his Hit

rhcockian comedy Into the Night, starring Jeff Uoldblum

an<l Mirhelle IMeitler {Grease 2), is really well produced

and has a delightful cameo by the great David Howie.

Veah. .At least the trailers look good!

Landis will also have another comedy called Spies Like Us

with Dan .Akroyd and Chevy Chase, as two fellows who are

trying to save the world from nuclear war. probably a fall

release.

Hy the way has everyone seen that new Madonna video

"MateriaKiirl'? Talk about beauty. There's already talk

ab<^ut how she truly resembles Marilyn Monroe. Her film

with Rosanna Arquette Desperately Seekmg Susan is

srheduled for a March release. One has to admit that the

lady has a unique way of packaging her talents.

You read it in this column first. Rob lx)we is trying to

rescue his career again. Ha! He is joined by Emilio

Kstevez who is truly a chip off dad Martin Sheen's block,

Judd Nelson, Demi Moore and the new mistress of the

movies. Ally Sheedy, in a film called St. Elmos Fire. The

film is about a group of Georgetown graduates who have to

face life alter college. Oooooh it sounds extremely painful.

They all probably call their lathers m the end and land a

great position in a company. Wed better get off this

subject or 111 really get out of hand. Keep trying Rob

Lowe.

Weekend Winners: You can catch a sensitive portrayal of

life in Northern Ireland in Cat which is playing at the

Amherst Cinema this Sunday, if you feel like a very

mellow, artsy and intelligent French fUm. 1 suggest

Sunday in the Country, the acclaimed movie by Bertrand

•Pavernier about a <lay in the life of a retiring artist, playing

at the Academy of Music.

Cl^VfSViW^
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On the other hand, if you need a clever little comedy, with

a lot of cameos, catch Murder by Death a tongue-in-cheek

whodunit at the Campus Center on Kridav.

Killer Question: The effervescent Anne McCrory got the

answer right last week. Diane Lanes kiddy love film was

A Little Romance. Now here's this week's trivia bit; Amy
Madiagan and Kd Harris star in Alamo Bay, Louis Malle's

story of a young woman whose love for a Texan fisherman

draws her into a deadly confrontation between local

shrimpers and Vietnamese fishermen. Harris and

Madiagan did another film together last year. Simply drop

the name of that film with the time of day in my mailbox at

the CoUegian and you shall win two passes to see a sneak

preview of a new flick called The Sure Thing at the

Hampshire Mall. Stick with the scoops and you'll go

places. I guess.

A Winter Thought to Cherish: Wouldn't it be absolutely

heavenly if Suzanne Sommers did a television miniseries

called Dead and Buried Hollyxoood Wivesl

Donald Sutherland is back on the screen with W^avcn

Help Us, a comedy about a Catholic school m New York.

^"17b^cZ\^^^^^ of Contemporary Music with

ANGELA BOFILL '

~~^^

in concert March 2, 1985

8 pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

Tickets: $7. students w/ID

$9. general adnfiission i i .

$10. at the door
| | ^

i Tickets are on sale: Mam Street Records. Northampton

J
Tickets are or

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ Annherst

! Mam Music, Spnngfield

P'esen.e.:T.eB,ac.S,u.eo,sA.,anceo^^

>,'

Piesented: The Black Students
""''"^r ", ^":'" -.^v of Mlassachusetts
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REMEMBERING — Carol Ann and David St., mother and father of

David the "Houston bubble boy", go through a scrapbook on his life in

the sterile environment. David died a year ago after living in a plastic

bubble for 12 years. The parents still miss the "music of the

rootors^that was the symphony of life for their son.
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FRIDAY SOCIAL HOUR
(A Three Hour Tradition)

3:00 P.M. til 6:00 P.M.

Today 's Entertainer:

You KNOW him

You LOVE him

COME SEE HIM!

No Cover - Over 20 Only

and STILL THE BEST Friday

Entertainment in the Valley

Friday, February 22. 1985

'
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

u/rm YOUR wife. OiN
IDONnmW. IDOH^KHOUH
yUHAJlFBEL. I'VBLOSTTHd
COURASe OFMYOMlCmb. I
HAVB This Tsmdi^

I NO LONeeH HAVB.

ANY PIRK.VONIMY OH, MY
seNse OF pufipose eoo
iseoNe'iHAVB /
NOiXAUHO ^ '"

lAMf

Y0U)/5..m)/B S'^l^i

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

At? (,eNeML ..m RedPecrfunY

oBJecT w These News bl/kk^

om ON YOUR secRer 5mne
FUOtfTS.. Yes SIR SIR?OH NO,

SIR... . c:>^i,RT

5Rfl

UH. (jeNeRAL.coucp
YOUHOCPON A
SeCONQ ^ FAdadTPOOP.C

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

HEy TP<A/G<> Aft,B cooK'hJ
^P, R5A6AA/ CHAMtdO
TUB BuOGe7

eNTiTt-eo TO riA/A/vciA«-
AlO. /l(.c -r//5Y f^A[/e 70
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

aeoloc4vj\ \ barn' Ho.^ <xbooi

2
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GORDY By Gorde

Q
LBS, HBY.

.

. . IT'S

OKAYf C'fAON

Rats By Congo
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Weather

Look out for the incoming

showers. It'll be close to 50

degrees today, with a 70

percent chance that water

will fall from the sky.

Tonight, colder but still a

chance of showers. Tomor-

row, mostly cloudy and it

may rain some more.

Today's D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Seafood and Shell Casserole

Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Egg Salad on Bun

Seafood and Shell Casserole

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Jardinere Sauce
Fisherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Colache

Fisherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
K.diled bv Irude Mkhel Jaffe

22

24

25

ACROSS
1 Stamp on a bill

5 Kind ot gin

9 Medal for

bravery Abbt
12 Harry's aunt

13 Word in a

Tolstoy title

15 Mishmash
17 Keep a secret

20 Sawing wood
21 leOOmile

Venezuelan
river

1800 mile

S Asian river

Father

Damien's
concern
Farm measure-
ments

28 More
mysterious

31 Part of a lire

33 Part of attain

34 Go to the

market

38 Arms and the

39 Wimp, in a way
42 Period of time

43 MissKett
45 ' we down

hearted''

46 Flower parts

48 Works for nines

51 Pheasants
nests

52 Detective Sam
55 Prepare

57 Invested with

regal power
60 Family

members
64 Ooesn t

enlighten

Whilom
Before comic

68 Info agcy
69 Above to a

poel

70 Ornamental
staff

71 Unit of

illumination

3 Division word
4 Interrogate,

in a way
5 Disburse
6 Part of NFL
7 Cake or meal
8 Alpine sound
9 Grove, NE

Illinois village

10 Marina sight

11 Greek
sorceress

14 Eternity, to

a poet

16 Scent
18 Washed out

19 Wing, in Rouen
23 Untold things

25 Peak
26 Pass the lime

of day
27 Bombast
29 Lambs father

30 Cleopatra's

maid
32 Horse of a

certain color

35 Boss
36 Heraldic border

37 Goby
40 Bauxite

41 Term of office

44 Town NW of

Boston
47 Had one's say
49 Wine Prefix

50 tank

52 Caen's
neighbor

53 Benzene:
Comb, form

54 He rides
": Cowper

56 Western lake

58 Curve
59 Per

61 PoetOgden
62 Musical group

63 Card game
65 New Deal agcy

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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DOWN
1 Pols
companions

2 Later
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Our Prices

are the Lowest Yet!

^OFT
OnJostens Gold CollegeRings.

Sec your Jostcns rcprGscnlative

[).it(>:
^^^- 25. 26 - Mon, Tue 1

mic: 10-4 pm
VKA

PI<1( outside

Deposit: $15.00

f^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

^^
6^ FOUR '

SEASONS
BEER SPECIALS

LABATTS beer and ale $10.99

BUSCH suitcase $B.99

OLYMPIA 12 oz. cans $10.99

GENESEE BEER bar btis $6.99

SWINKLES Holland Beer $10.99

COORS Vi kegs and 'A kegs now In stock!

6-PACK SPECIALS
ST. PAULI GIRL. ... 3.99 SWINKLES. . . . $3.25

WURZBERGER . $3.99 STEINHAUSER . $3.99

RINGNESS $3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L $9.99

GORDONS GIN 1.75 L $11.99

BALLANTINE'S SCOTCH 1.75 L $16.99

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS. . . 1.5 L. . . $4.25

IMPORTED FROM HOLLAND
OLIFANT VODKA. . .750 ml. . .$2.49 with rebate

1 titer $60. case

your savings on case $90
WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

azc zee aic 3CE 2S 33: 33= 2JZ

uu€ cnN mnK€ vour onv

cniL tinS 545-1540

and get your info on

Dolly events

Concerts

FAC tickets

Athletic events

1515

1509

1504

2477

Outing club octivities 2428

II INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

!! A Service of Hie r)p.m of Shidpnts Office
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ISRAEL'S REMARKAtLE UNIVERSITIES OFFER SEMESTER-TO-VEAR PROCRAIMS. COURSES TAUGHT IM EWGUSH. TRANSFER CREDITS. MODERATE
KES. SCHOLARSHMPS, TOURING ft MORE! SEND COUPON NOW TO: THE ISRAEL UNIVERSITY CENTER. SIS PARK AVENUE. 2NO FUMR. NY. NY 10022.

r
The Israel

Univenity Center
515 Park Avenue
ZndHoor
New York. HY 10022.

1 want to find great

study abroad in

Israel. Please send me
more information.

UstName First Name

Curr«n1 School

School Addreu

( )

City State

( )

u

Sdiool Phone Home Phone

Major Graduation Date

1

Ilvptrciirruuia
TUDAY
T.G.l.G. Thank God ifs Friday literally! Come join us

for a good time of singing. Christian teiiowship and in-

struction in God's Word. 7 p.m., Campus Center.

SHABBAT SERVICES 7 p.m.. Dukes Room. 310 SU.

CONCERT: AVANT GARDE MUSIC A free concert of

new and experimental music will feature Neil Rolnick and

Julie Rabat on glass harmonica, voice, and a computer

controlled digital synthesizer. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital

Hall.

SUNDAY

BRAVE HEARTED WOMAN FILM Annie
MacAquash. an American Indian (Mic-Mac) from the

Boston area whose involvement with the American Indian

Movement led to her murder, which remains unsolved.

FREE. 2 p.m.. Campus Center. Room 803.

THE CONCERT OF CHINESE MUSIC A unique

concert of Chinese classical and folk music will be

presented by the Chinese Music Performing Troupe.

Invitation cards are available at Goessmann 222. 7 p.m.,

Bowker Auditorium (Stockbridee Hall.)

aCaizuela
TME MEXICAN RE^iTAi j( .ANT AT RAMAR'

•MUY BUENO!

7 C3LO SntJiM t.T«tl T

To master your career in business, see

The Specialist: Bentley Graduate School.

Organizations in today's complex business world

need both competent general managers and

skilled specialists with expertise in specific busi-

ness functions That's why Bentley College offers

students a choice of five different graduate busi-

ness programs

You can select from four specialized master of

science programs, in accountancy, computer

information systems, finance or taxation, to com-

plement your undergraduate degree in liberal

arts, science, or business Or chKX)se our unique

MBA program that, unlike most other I^BAs, is

tied into our specialized programs, allowing

you SIX areas of concentration plus interaction

with fellow students and professors with special-

ized perspectives.

Located |ust nine miles from Boston on Route 128,

Massachusetts' high technology highway Bentley

College offers graduate programs that mirror the

real-world business environment where general

nnanagers and their more specialized colleagues

worl^ hand-in-hand to achieve success for their

organizations and their own careers

If you're looking to be the master of your

business future, see The Specialist. Send this

coupon to the Bentley College Graduate

School or call (617) 891-2108.

Bentley College

Graduate School
Waltham, MA 02254

Yes, I'd like to learn more. Please send me
information on tfie following programs

1 MS in Accountancy i 1 MS m Taxation

i
! MS in Computer I 1 MS in Finance

Inforn ^ation Systems

I

1 Master in Business Administration

I am interested m U Fuli-t-n^e I 1
F^rt-time

slud^' study

Name

Siroet

Ctly — St.f.t - Zip

College

Mapr _
2/22/85 UM

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Qome to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phonejnjmbgf_FREb

AUDIO

Polk Audio BktMl Spkrs. ADC sound
aqualzr. Tachnic* ttoreo racaiver, SA
1S0-<itgital. quartz, memory tuning. 36w.

Except, aound 4 sm. tystm. t3S0/BO
S49-1879 batwaan 10-12 pm

AUTO FOR SALE

1S7S Oodga Omni, runs
«1500 &4&-02G6 or S84-9323

wad, no rust.

73 Plymouth Scamp no rust' V8 with all

brand now parts' Nsw brakss' Must sell'

»1S00 or bast offer make deal call Dale 14131

253-7206

ItTt Toyota Corolla stnrd 2 dr mach/axt
excellent 1500 or 80 549-7177

Saab 1t73 looks sharp runs axcaHant wall

maintained 584-0260 call Kevin

. j72 ^rd Ltd runs excellent AM/FM stereo

cassette *<nO call 549-5481

1973 Chevy Nova only 62800 miles, nev»

tires, exhaust, muffler, and maaco paint (ob

Powerful V8 angina, vary reliable. Sanyo

stereo 1 100 or BO caii Jim 548-0682

73 Datsun 240-Z axe. cor>d. 12900.00 after

6:00 PM 666-4344

197B whlta Honda CMc excellent condi

tion »1200 or 80 call Will 586-7961 call lata

71 VW faatback one owner axe cofKl nu*,

tires and muffler no rust »1000 or 80
665-4644

house 8 rooms 4 bedrooms sleep 8 who*e

sesson. Duplex - same area 4 rooms 2

bedrooms sleeps 4 860 per person Cottage

•3 rooms 2 bedrooms sleeps 3 850 per per

son 263-7436

DICK OREOORY'S

Sim-aafa Bahamlwi Diet, the only 100%

natural food supplement w/flower pollen, is

sweeping the nation For information on the

diet and incredible marketing plan call Jack

413 549-6797

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Olac. Rack-A- Video Entertain-

ment Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dances for housapartys, semiformals, cam-
pus events 549-7144

TOR RENT

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals;

W Yarmouth, Dennis largest inventory of

studio 1 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units, direct

from owners 617 528-8300 or 617 771 2233

TOR SALE

Outtar Ovation Legend used with hardshell

aae *300 call Gary 2S&14S4

II BAHAMAS II

VM'va SMn our broehuraa in every

dataroomi Now's the time to act' Bahamas'

Special student rstaa' 256-1320, Taryn

hurry'

Conn Alto Saxophone exc.

call Alicia 548-3871

cond. *33S

BE«T QUALITY RESUME*

Conaultatlon. preparation, editing,

•nalvtis, dMign, layout, typing, covw latter

Giarruaao 2BM257

CAM COO SUMMCB RENTAL

• • t
VaniMMtk L«r«a

Qlbaon S. 0., 1f72. Excellent condition

350 00 Yamaha Amp, distortion, reverb,

with footsviritch 12" speaker, 30 watts,

»140.00 will talk 5469179

VoTvo'Sadan, for parts but still runs well

$250, Commodore 64 computer w/diak dr

printer, modem * . MtX); Philip, BBS-2>.

BWTV1t"*2inaadaMtubaooodforCRT
Mat* after 11 648-8672

OHn Mark IV w/bag 176 e»n UTS or 80
Mlka64>-77ai

Top of the Hn« ttarao Compooania for

Bang ft Okifon Hnaar trsekina tum-

taWe. Harmon Kardon CD201 deck and EQ7
equaliier Kenwood KAIOOOintegretedamp
and Prss speakers willing to sell very cheap
866-7080

Harmon Kardon Rocaivor 2(kw par chan-

nel Fisher skis with Solomon tMndings caH

Peter 54& 9638

HELR WANTED

tlO-ISn waakly/up mailing drculafs" No

boases' quotas' Sincerely interested njsh

self addressed stamped envelope Oept

AN-7. P0D910CEW, Woodstock. IL 60098

Nawapapor OaHverera naadad in dorms.

No car needed. Approx 1 hr/day 7

days/week good pay call 253-7009

Make fMaThomal Dye T-shirta w/your

& dryer Jamas 266-8749

Free Homaeookad Maala in exchange for

light kitchen clean up work caH Kathy or

Nicole 5450162

Models of aH agaa needed for faahion

show Call Hampshire Mall 586 6700^
OfflGe~Managai\.needed for Southwrest

Area Gov't Organisation skills and office

expenence necessary, typing end student

government experience helpful. Applies

tions available at the SWAG Office, Hemp
den Commons 545-0980

Sales Clark for Teemworks Sports Co op

applications svailable in tfie Economic

Development Office Room 409 SUB The

application deadline is 4 00 on Tuesday

February 26, 1986 work study preffered

WMTRUCnON

Know your car. Basic automobile
workahop. 2B houra lochiding claaaipom
and shop. Umltad anrolmant. 2B3-2088

KAPfA KATRA OAXMA

Moo 2/26 7 730 b 746^ 15; Wad ,^/27

7 7:30 6 7:46-8: 15 RSVP/JuNane 545^)320,
1 32 Nutting Ave Hope to see vou soon*'

LOST

1100 Rawerd for the person wtv> returrts a

string of pearis- - -daap sentimental value, r>o

questions aakad><' CaH after 4:00 pm
256875

Help I Calculus book lost on 2/11 in Grsd
Tower 203 If found, pleaae call Bonnie at

546-8088

dold dome ring with guard on 2/20 around
10 am between Haigus Man artd MonH N329
I reward i sentimental vslue call Larlsaa at

54&0321

MIKE

Spontanaltv atlN axlata BouMer or Bust'

PERSONALS

Rufua I made a mistake and I am sorry

forever Pleaae forgive and forget. Things
can be better if you reatly care You ki>ow I

do I mias you. Happy Valentines Day. Love
Gidget

8IQMA SldJMA SIOMA ^

Rush Parties

Thurs. Feb 21 5 pm (dinnerl

Sun Feb 24 8 pm
Mon Feb 28 8:30 pm
Tues. Feb. 26 6:30 pm

M University Women Invited'

EM. Happy Birthday batM At leest you're

legal in NY I hope this day is s great one,

and one of many for both &f us All my kiva.

Denial

fROfCSSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

on-campua, vary laSaWa,

584^7924

low rstaa, Nancy

RICH ROTH ROCK REVIVAL

TenttalnSn

ROBERT MIONIS

Nobwt Mionia Ifa B-day No 22.

Catabrating* We dkl It. Paul

ROOMMATE WANTED

Seeking vivacloua responsible
fioueamata. Room f116 per month plus

utHitiaa. Call after six 5494793

Share roomTn Brandywina 549-7153 Pat

or Chris: pinf>seds need not apply

Houaamata wanted quiet neet vegetarian

willing to share two bedroom apt in Florance

call 588-7533

Oaytonal Beat pricaa arouno' oaH today for

mora information LaeHe or Girta 886-4786
after 6 pm eir fere Gt hotel incfuded' Great
k>catiorta ao don't be left home during Spr-

irtg Break.

TONIOHT

Yea may die laugMna Oont
"Murder by Deeth" in CCA sfiowing: 6 pm,

7 pm. 9 pm, 11 pm »1 dollar at 5 pm, S1.60

all other shows sponsored by

House Council

TOBUHET

AprN 1. Efficiency apt Amharat Ctr 200^
'81 Chevette *1S0. car ina Er rafs raq.

549 5820 bet 5-7 pm

TRAVtL

Ban Diago 1 roundtrip

3/14-3/23 call Anne 6-5880
tkHiat I2BB

••• SPRING BREAK "» •••

Bring your cooler end your friends and party

on your way to Oayfona' Onhr 219 00 for

hotel, tranaportation and tax. Don't be left

out of tf>e fun call now" Tharaee 6-8625

TYPIUM

SERVICE* Andy'a Typing Barvlcaa 8B4-100P

Wanted: Leadership.

81116-5407

for a change. Call

Dayna N. Happy Birthday* Love Howard

Katltv Hautanan - Happy i9th Birthday' Ita

only two mora yaars until you can buy lor

youraatf Until tt>an Ha either NY or Var-

Lova Dave

Anna. I am •tryifw to find tfiat datk aMey.

?^om your nutty trtand 'who is nuts about
/ou Lowa, OJ

Typing and wsocd pcoaaaaing.
raMabte servk:e. SB4-8H7

Fast,

WORD PROCESSING
tiona, caaea, resumee. cover leters, ate. Pro-

fasstortal aervice, reeeonabia rataa. EX-
PRESS, i4S4»1*

Typing/Word Procaaelng. Nmt day sar-

vice. 'nrPE-RITE2B3-6111

•PRINO BRCAK

WANTED

TWo Badraofn apt In Piiffion to take ovar
June fkat o^ after aavan 8K-7MS

WANTED TO RENT

halpl Wa Hsapststal> arwn a 2 or I
bedroom Puffttm apartment caS S^IjS
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SPDRTa
West Virginia wins it in OT, 76-74
Neysmith (27) dominates

in heartbreaking loss, Russell ties

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - West Virginia's Dale

Blaney hit two three-pointers in the final

two minutes of overtime to give the Moun-

taineers a 76-74 victory over the University

of Massachusetts last night at the Civic

Center.

The Minutemen, 12-12, &-7 in the Atlan-

tic 10, tied the game in regulation at 69 as

sophomore point guard Carl Smith hit a 14

foot fadeaway with no time left on the

clock. It marked the seventh time in his

career that Smith hit a shot in the final

seconds to win or tie a game.
In the overtime, senior co-captain Horace

Neysmith, who was phenominal with 27

points and 17 rebounds in the game, hit a

layup before Bobby Braun hit a free throw

that made it 72-69.

Blaney then drilled a 22-footer before

Neysmith took an offensive rebound and

laid in another to make it 74-72, UMass.

Blaney~hit again with 31 seconds left from

the right side for the winning points.

UMass' final attempt came alter Smith

was tied up, passed to Ryan with five

seconds left. Ryan fed Braun. who missed a

hook shot with two seconds remaining.

Braun fouled West Virginia's Holden

Barley, with one second left, who hit a free

throw for the final margin.

For the game, UMass' Lorenzo Sutton

had 19 points with Smith adding 12. Senior

co-captain Donald Russell tied Mike Pyatt's

all-time career scoring record of 1503 with

six points. Russell was one-of-nine from the

floor.

West Virginia. 17-7, 13-2 in the Atlantic

10 and tied for first place with Temple, a

5<>-54 winner over George Washington,

was led by Rlanev's 19 and Harley's 16

t)oint«5. Rsr""*^*^ Rmu/n qHHoH 14

"It was a hard fought game, one I

thought we had a good chance of winning,"

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "This

team has a lot of guts. We came back hard

and proved that we can play with the best."

"UMass is a much improved team,"

WVU coach Gale Catlett said. "They came
back and gave us a good battle. I felt either

team could have won."

In the second half, the Minutemen fell

behind by seven, 64-57 with 4:22 to go on a

Brown jumper. The Minutemen fou^t
back as Neysmith hit two foulshots, and

Sutton swished a three-pointer before

Neysmith hit his first career three-pointer

wiUi 22 seconds to go in regulation.

Brown then missed a one-and-one with

15 seconds remaining. Gerlufsen called

timeout and the Minutemen worked the

ball to Smith for another of his patterned

last second shots.

In the first half, UMass came away with

a 34-30 lead thanks to perfect 12-of-12 foul

shooting and 1 1 Neysmith points.

The Minutemen led by as much as ten,

30-20, as Russell hit two foul shots with

5:11 to go left.

The UMass bench corps of Jackie

Sheenan, Tom Emerson, Darryl Carter

and Matt Ryan gave Gerlufsen four solid

minutes, capped by Sheehan's first basket

(and shot) of the season, a drive down the

middle that drew a Lester Rowe foul and

resulted in a three-point play that gave

UMass a 26-17 edge.

The Mountaineers fought back, scoring

eight unanswered points to cut the UMass
lead to 30-28 with two minutes to go.

Neysmith hit two foul shots, J.J. Crawl

answered for WVU before Smith hit a fade

away jumper with two seconds left.

Collcipan photo by IVrfk Roberta

UMass* Donald Russell (11) shoots over West Virginia's Dale Blaney
last night at the Springfield Civic Center. The Minutemen lost to the

Mountaineers, 76-74 in overtime.

West Virginia women outlast UMass, 63-60
Hebel nets20 forundauntedMinulewomen
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD- The University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team

entered last night's game with West
Virginia seeking a measure of respect that

its 1-5 Atlantic 10 record didn't give the

Minutewomen.
But as the final seconds expired in the

Mountaineers' frantic 63 60 victory,

UMass had gained West Virginias

respect. "They've always had our

respect," West Virginia co-head coach Bill

Kiske said. "UMass did an excellent job

against us, and come tournament time,

there could be some definite surprises."

The closest UMass got was within two,

62 60, on Hebel's three-point play with 21

seconds to go. The Mountaineers' Lisa

Ribble was fouled with six seconds to go
by Matthews and she sunk the front end of

her one-and-one for the final margin.

Hebel led all scorers with 20 points and
the junior guard grabbed 11 rebounds.

Juanita Matthews added 12 for the

Minutewomen. 12 14. 1-6 in the con-

ference. The Mountaineers, 18 6, 6 1 in

the conference and a perennial Top 20

team, were led by All-conference forward
Olivia Bradley with 17 and Georgeann
Wells with 16.

The Minutewomen led for most of the

first half and took a 26-23 lead into the

lockeroom at halftime.

The second half was all Bradley as the

West Virginia senior shredded the UMass
middle 13 second-half points.

"She follows her own miss better than

anyone I've ever seen." UMass head coach

Barbara Stevens said.

Early in the second half, the Moun-
taineers erased a 30-29 UMass lead

running off 12 unanswered points to take a

41 29 lead.

The Minutewomen refused to fold,

reeling off an 8-2 run of their own as

Matthews hit a pair of buckets and captain

Jerrie Bernier and Karen Fitzgerald

added one hoop each closing the score to

43-40.

Basketball doubleheader at Springfield

Track and gymnastics in NE championships
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The third basketball
doubleheader of the season

takes place Saturday in the

Springfield Civic Center
when the University of

Massachusetts women face

Duquesne and the men take

on league- leading Temple
University.

The women, 12 13. will be

going for their fourth win in

a row against the Uukes.
UMass was a 61 59 winner
last season and recently

have been led by center

Karen Fitzgerald and guard
Barbara Hebel. The Dukes
depend on guard Becky
Oglevee.

The men will be looking for

the upset against a tough

Temple team led by center

(iranger Hall and his 17.6

points per-game. The Owls
dumped UMass 65 39
January in Philadelphia.

Temple is 13-2 in the league

and 19-4 overall.

Buses for the men's game
will leave Boyden Gym at

about 12:45 p.m. Both the

bus ride and ticket is free

with a UMass ID card.

In other UMass action, the

men's and women's track

teams are in the New
England championships.

The sprinters and middle
distance runners for both

teams have good chances at

placing. The meet is at

Boston University on
Saturday and Sunday.
The women's gymnastics
team (5-9) are at Southern
Connecticut on Saturday at

2 p.m. The women swim
mers are in the New
England championships at

Springfield.

"The UMass men's and

women's ski teams will be in

NCAA regional action at the

Middlebury College Winter

Carnival this weekend. The

men will be represented by

top skiiers Dan Conway,
Bob Faigel and Jon Segal.

Top women include Kathy

Smiley, Sue White and

Colleen Sweeney. The
remainder of the teams will

be looking to hold on to the

ECSC conference title in

competitions at Waterville

Valley. Both teams were

first in the standings going

in.

It's a busy weekend for the

University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team, who
face Temple Saturday and

host the New England

Championships on Sunday,

both meets in Boyden Gym
at 1 p.m..

"Temple will be a good

meet as they are definitely a

strong team, but we do have

the home advantage. " says

assistant coach John
MacCurdy. "Our line up will

be strong with Joe

DeMarco. Roberto Weil and

Eric Ciccone competing in

the all-around for both

meets."

Competing in the NE
Championships will be

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Lowell.
Dartmouth, (three teams

defeated by Umass)

Southern Connecticut, (a

UMass loss) and the

University of Vermont and
Springfield College, who
haven't met UMass.
Lowell's John Knowles holds
the defending records in

both floor excercise and
vaulting and will be a

challenge.

UMass senior co-captains

Ken Dougherty and Tony
Sbarra will be defending

their superiority on pommel
horse and high bar
respectively.

[Collegian correspondent

Kathleen Hannan also

contributed to this story. ]

Weekendsports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Saturday:
Men's Basketball: Temple, at Spr-

ingfield Civic Center, 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball: Duquesne at

Springfield Civic Center, 11:30 a.m.
Skiing: at at NCAA regionals, Mid-

dlebury, Vermont and ECSC champion-
ships at Waterville Valley, N.H.

Men's Track: New England Cham-
pionships at BU

Women's Track: New England
championships at BU

Men's Gymnastics: Temple, at

Boyden Gym, 1 p.m.

Women's Gymnastics: at Southern
Connecticut, 2 p.m.

Women's Swimming: New England
championships at Springfield College

Sunday:
Men's Gymnastics: New England

championships at Boyden, 1 p.m.

Gymnasts winNE title title, hoops team split, page 12
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SOAKING UP THE FEBRUARY SUN - Students take advantage of

yesterday's 70" weather while studying at Flagstone Cafe.

Record temps induce outside activity

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Bare legs and exposed bodies paraded through the

University of Massachusetts campus yesterday to sample

the warmest day this year, with temperatures hitting a

record high of 72 degrees.

Although only partly sunny to cloudy skies prevailed

throughout most of the day. many students who were

studying outdoors felt that a warm day in February was

"only a tease."

"I think it's just a tease," Rob Reisch. a senior

marketing major said. "It's letting us know what's around

the corner but it'll probably snow tomorrow.

"

"It'll probably get cold tomorrow, " Cherly Adams, a

junior finance major agreed. "But its too early to start

blowing off work. When it gets warmer, it'll be reaUy

hard."

But Devin Kirkpatrick. a sophomore electrical

engineering major said he hopes that there will be "more

warm days to come.

"You have to do the studying, so it's great to do it

outside, " he said while computing math problems for his

Math 431 class.

WhUe studying federal Ux systems outside on the

Campus C;enter stairs with about 70 other students. Jeff

C'ushing. a junior accounting major said he was "taking

advantage of both worlds studying and great weather.

But not everyone rushed outdoors to get a taste of

warmth. Dennis McDonough said he was outside for an

hour but retreated indoors.

"My papers were flying around getting lost.

McDonough said. "It was a little windy."

Estelle Lajmer. a senior education major spent the day

by a cash register in the Hatch.

"Of course it's crummy having to sit here, she said.

"I've been watching people come in with shorts all day

its depressing but they'll all probably catch pneumonia."

According to the National Weather Service, the un_

sea.sonably warm weather will leave the area with

temperatures in the 50s today and in the 40s tomorrow.

Amherst students rally to spiffmeetjng

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Amherst College president Peter Pouncey agreed lo met t

with students to discuss Amherst College's investment in

rnrpor-itinnr operating in South Africa, aft^r he «'as

confronted P>iday by about 100 students.

After the college Board of Trustees meeting, students

t arrying signs and chaniing Divest now" lined the walk-

way from the door of the Amherst Alumni House while

about 20 others lay down on the walkway forcing the

trustees and Pouncey to step over them.
continued on pa»fe 3

UM student allegedly raped

on street bordering campus
A 21 year old University of Massachusetts student was

allegedly raped Thursday night by two young men near

Butterfield Terrace, according to the Hampshire Gazette

Friday. ,

The Gazette reported that the student told the police she

had left her dormitory on campus and was walking down

Butterfield Terrace wh'^n two men in their early 20s

grabbed her from behind, dragged her into nearby bushes,

and raped her.

Police said after the alleged rape, the student reported

the assault to the police shortly before 10 p.m. by phoning

from a fraternity house on North Pleasant Street.

Police said they took the student to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital, where she was examined and released. Police

said the student was not acquainted with her alleged

assailants.
Deboiah Ross

Acid rain report

^ predicts disaster

if left ignored

ByTOMMll)DLI':TON
Collegian Staff

BOSTON- More than three fourths of the state's lakes.

p<inds and streams will be unable to support plant or fish

life if the problem of acid rain is not addressed on a national

level, according to researchers at the University of

Massachusetts.

At a State House news eonferenoe Friday. Gov. Michael

Dukakis and Rep. Edward Markey. D Maiden released the

results of the Acid Rain Monitoring Project's first phase of

testing. Markey also announced his co sponsorship of

legislation introduced earlier this month to reduce acid

rain.

In a prepared statement. Markey said. "It is time for us to

stop the rain that damages our land. It is time for us to stop

the damage caused by pollution raining down on our

region."

The results of the first phase of the project, which tested

about 40 percent of the states bodies of water, shows that

five percent of them are acidified and cannot neutralize any

further acid deposits.

Another 14 percent of the bodies of water tested are

listed as "critical." The results also point to the inability of

Massachusetts' soils to neutralize acid pollutants.

Sulfur emissions from utilities mix with moisture in the

atmosphere and later return to the earth as acid

pollutants. The main source of sulfur poUutants are power

plants in the mid Western United States.

In Hampshire C;ountry, 18 of the bodies of water tested

are acidified. 78 percent are listed as critical, 166 are

endangered. 188, or 23.5 percent are reported as "not

sensitive".

About 16 percent of the waters sampled were listed as

"endangered" with another 20 percent "highly sensitive."

Only 22 percent of all the samples were categorized as "not

sensitive" to acid pollutants.

Markey said the legislation, which Rep. Silvio O. Conte,

R Pittsfield. proposed Feb. 7. would reduce sulfur dioxide

emissions by 12 million tons or .50 percent. Sulfur dioxide is

the principal pollutant relea.sed into the atmosphere by

coal burning power plants. The 12 million ton goal has been

cited by the National Academy of Sciences as necessary to

prevent further environmental damage. Markey said.

The first pha.se of the bill would force the nation's 50 top

polluters to in.stall mechanisms to reduce sulfur emissions.

The second pha.se calls for a surcharge of about 40 cents

on utility bills around the country. The money raised would

then go to the states and be used for further sulfur

emissions reduction at the discretion of individual states.

The bill is also sponsored by Massachu.setts Rep. Edward

P. Boland. James M. Jeffords of Vermont. James Oberstar

of Minnesota and Frank Horton of New York.

The monitoring project, funded by the Ma.ssachusetts

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, will produce an

inventory of the condition of 100 percent of the state's

bodies of water after the second phase. About 800

volunteers statewide collected samples which were

initially tested at 22 laboratories across the state. Later,

more detailed testing was done at UMass chemistry labs.

('olleifian phol. ny IVn-k KoUtIs

Amherst College Students form a human
walkway to the Amherst Alumni House to

protest the college's investment practices

with South African corporations.

Inside:

Mike Barnicle describes the

'greatest job' P 3

The Breakfast Club reaffirms

youth and truth P 7

"Remember, no one can imike you

feel inferior without your
consent.

—Eleanor Roosevest
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AND NATIOIMAL NEWS

Chemenko appears after 59- day absence
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet

President Konstantin U.

Chernenko, looking frail,

broke a two- month absence

yesterday with a television

appearance in which he was
shown casting his vote for

deputies to the Parliament

of the Russian Republic.

The 73 year old Soviet

leader, who missed a key

election speech only two

jdays earher because of

lillness, murmured only a

Ifew words during the less

than two minutes of film

shown on a news brief.

Chernenko's surprise
appearance was strictly

managed and limited to a

handful of Soviet

photographers. It con-

trasted sharply with the

election day coverage of

Mikhail Gorbachev, who, in

the eyes of many Western

observers, has emerged as

the ruling Politburo's

number two man, and other

Kremlin officials.

Chernenko and the other 10

I'olilburo members were all

nominees for parliamentary

seats, among the deputies

being elected to parliaments

in the 15 republics of the

Soviet Union.

During his 59 day absence

from public, rumors had

been intensifying that

Chernenko was seriously ill.

There was no film of his

marking his ballot and he did

not take out his customary

glasses to look at it. The

next sequence was of

Chernenko standing over

the ballot box and depositing

his vote. He was not shown

getting up from his chair.

A Western diplomat

reached for comment on

Chernenko's reappearance,

M' l.a.-i<Tjih<it.i

Indianapoliis -- HIGH WATER - Residents along low lying areas near

the White River in northern Indianapolis found their homes surrounded

by water yesterday as rain and melting snow caused flooding there.

These two men who live along the river are unidentified.

Trial begins for apartheid foes
BOSTON (API Opponents

of South Africa's policy of

racial segregation will take

their case to court today

when 12 people go on trial on

criminal trespassing charges

in connection with a series of

anti apartheid protests.

The protesters, who in

elude college professors,

clergymen, labor leaders

and politicians, were
arrested in December and

.January after they refused

to leave the downtown
Boston office of Deak
Perera, a New York based

dealer in precious metals.

The company's business

includes the sale of

Kruggerands, a gold South

African coin.

The protesters are

scheduled to appear today

before Boston Munii-ipal

Judge Charles Grabau. If

convicted, they could be

jailed for up to 30 days and

fined as much as $100.

Barbara Arnwine of the

Lawyers Committee for

Civil Rights, a spokeswoman

for the protesters, said the

defendants plan to use the

"necessity defense ." a legal

theory in which they will

claim it was necessary to

break the law because of the

"imminent danger" apar

theid poses in South .Mrica.

The defense has been used

in American courts since

1810. she said. Some cases

have involved disasters,

such as barge passenger

discarding cargo in a storm

of a parent violating a

quarantine law to take an

infant to a doctor. It has

also been used in cases of

civi! dicioljcujencr. ••He said.

The ii«»ston protesters were

among l.HOO arrested in 11

cities as part oi a iialioiivvide

protest that began with a

demonstration outside the

South African Embassy in

Washington Nov. 21.
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Dode

said: "It must be a very

carefully stage managed
performance that they

figured they could manage

without too much strain on

him."

Chernenko reportedly

suffers from emphysema,

and his condition had been

said to be worsening.

The nearly two month

absence was the second

lengthy period out of sight

for Chernenko. who has

been Soviet leader for little

more than a year. He

succeeded Yuri V.

Andropov, who died Feb. 9.

1984. after nearly six

months out of the public eye.

Reports that Chernenko

was seriously ill also cir

culated in the capital last

summer when he was said to

have left on vacation July 15

and did not reappear until

Sept. 5.

96Windows
smashed

at school

ANDOVKR, Mass. (API

Rock throwing vandals

smashed scores of windows

in an Andover junior high

school, but school officials

expected to hold classes as

scheduled today.

Police said yesterday they

had made no arrests in

connection with the Friday

night incident the second

vandalism spree at a

Massachusetts school during

the traditional week long

w inter recess.

Andover police I it. Robert

Parker said a school

maintenance worker
discovered 96 broken

windows in a wing of the

West Junior High Schtx)l

about 11:30 p.m. Friday. He

said the damage was
estimated at $5,000.

Parker said police found no

evidence of how the vandals

entered the school.

The facility, one of two

junior high schools in

Andover. was expected to

resume classes today as

scheduled, he said.

Earlier last week, beer

drinking teens caused

damage initially estimated

at $750,000 when they broke

into Salem High Sch(K)l and

trashed the library and

several other rooms.

Eight Salem High School

students and two others

including the 21 year old

man that bought the beer

have been arrested in the

incident.

38 Nutting Ave.

Wou/d like to invite

All University Women to Open Rush

Monday, Feb. 25 6:30

Tuesday, Feb. 26 6:00 or 7:00

Wednesday, Feb. 27 6:30

Come and Meet our sisters!

For more information call

545-2152 or 549-4008

Now's
the time

to caJI...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

AP l.a.s<'rph<ito

Ware, Mass. - Gunman Matthew Kelly, who
allegedly took nine employees of the Mary Lane

Hospital under hostage for two hours Saturday

in the emergency room, is taken from the scene

on a stretcher by Mass. State Police.

Gunman arrested

in hospital holdout
Ware, Mass. (AP) A 21 year old man described as

•agitated" and 'incoherent" was under psychiatric ob-

servations yesterday after he held eight hospital em

ployees at riflepoint tor two hours and fired several shots

at police before he was overpowered by two women,

police said.

No one was injured during the incident that began in a

West Brookfield home and ended late Saturday in the

emergency room of Mary Lane Hospital after a bullet

riddled cha.se. according to state police Capt. Robert

Daleo.

Matthew A. Kelly, a night watchman from West Brook

field, was taken to Bridgewater State Hospital for ob

servation after his arrest on charges of kidnapping and

two counts of assault with intent to murder, said slate

police Trooper John Busa of the Brookfield barracks.

Dateo said police didn't return any of the fire at the

West Brookfield home, during the chase, ar at the

hospital, where Kelley apparently went for treatment of

a badly cut hand. Police counted seven bullet holes at the

hospital alone five through a window to the outside

where police were gathered, one into the admissiondesk.

and one in the fl<x)r.

One of the hostages. Donna M. Chouinard, said

yesterday that Kelley appeared disoriented by loss of

blood and almost passed out several times during the

ordeal. He never directly threatened the ho.stages, but

frequently pointed his M 14 rifle in their direction, she

said.

Ms. Chouinard said a man who identified himself as

Kelley's brother told hospital employees after the ordeal

that kelley had fought with his mother earlier in the day

and had put his hand through some glass.

At one point, she said, he called police and said. "1 don't

know what I want. I could kill these people. I have

I
nothing to lose."

STOP YOUR
ALCOHOL
PROBLEM

The Student Opportunity Program (STOP| offers five

weeks of education and group support to students
whose a! ;ohol related behavior is causing problems.

If you are concerned about how drinking is affecting
your studies, work, relationships and/or health, and

would like more information about STOP call:

The Alcohol Education Program
Division of Health Education

University Health Services

549-2671 Ext. 181

STOP BEGINS...

MONDAY MARCH 11

6-7:30p.m./Room 304-UHS

Mike Barnicle speaks to Collegian alumni
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

With a Partagas cigar attached to his

perpetually cynical grin, the man often

frequents police stations and drives around

the Boston area to cultivate ideas for his

best columns.

At a gathering Saturday for alumni who
worked for the Collegian, Boston Globe

columnist Mike Barnicle said, "The perfect

day is to drive around town."

"Nothing ever happened in a newsroom - a

rape or a murder," he said. It's in the

streets and from the police where you get

stories because, "People still like to read

about people - that's the bottom line."

Barnicle. 41, whose column appears in the

Globe three times a week, said the best

column he ever wrote is the one that gets

done by deadline for the next day's paper.

"I enjoy writing best what I can finish," he

said.

Barnicle's column, syndicated in five

newspapers, is about people who are af

fected by people and issues. His favorite

characters, often sources for his column,

are a man who works at a Cambridge

newsstand and a shop steward at the Red

Line construction site.

At the Globe since 1972, Barnicle said,

"It's the greatest job in America."

"If you're lazy and marginally talented, it's

the greatest job as long as you don't libel

anyone." he said. But to Barnicle. who
believes Sen. Edward M. Kennedy should

go on a diet, libel suits seem to be a part of

every day life. Five libel suits have been

filed against him in the past 13 years and

threats of it come along 'all the time."

Barnicle said.

Barnicle said in order to pay off bill

collectors, he appears regularly with a

commentary on the WCVB TV channel 5

news magazine show. Chronicle.

"I do it for the money. " he said. "I don't

like TV it's done something to this

country. If you saw Mother Theresa in an

aisle " at Super Stop and Shop and "Dick

Albert (a Channel 5 meterologist) in

another, they'd rush towards Dick Albert."

Barnicle. whose only college education was

at Boston University studying history, said

if it weren't for the Globe, he would be a

police officer.

'I might be a policeman, so thank God I'm

there lat the Gtobe)." Colleguin

Boston Globe columnist Mike Bar-

nicle.

('(illcKian phoui by Ittrrrk KkJutI)*

Firefiirhters from eieht cities and towns joined Northampton firefighters battling a fire in the

LmXe lumber Co. on Hadley Street. An apartment building was leveled .n the blaze, which

caused $1 million damage.

Decision due soon

onllMass appeal

of racial bias suit
A decision is due "any day now" on a University of

Massachusetts appeal of a lower court decision that

awarded a former assistant professor nearly $270,000

when the judge decided he was denied tenure in 1976

because of racial bias.

Atty. Richard M. Howland of Amherst said in a recent

interview that First tarcuit Court of Appeals judges have

been reviewing the case since November and "we can

expect them to hand down their decision any day now."

Last May. U.S. District Court Judge Frank H. Feedman

awarded West Indian native Peter Kumar almost $270,000

in back pay. two promotions, tenure and faculty rein-

statement, after deciding that Kumar had been denied

tenure as a result of racial bias.

The University appealed that the dwision in a higher

court last fall and appeal court judges have been reviewing

the case since then Howland said.

Kumar said last May that he holds no ill will against the

University and might return to the UMass faculty if he had

the opportunity.

'The University has every right to defend their actions I

am only trying to get an injustice corrected. " he said.

Howland said that he presented the case as a violation of

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, which guarantees that

tenure cannot be denied for reasons of racial bias.

University officials have declined to comment on the case.

LARRY BUUCHIE

Speakers to convey experiences, expertise tonighton campus

Soviet dissident to share past
A former Soviet re.search scientist will

lecture on life under past and present

Russian governments at 8 p.m. tonight in

Campus Center Room 168.

Yuri Tuvim, who emigrated from the

Soviet Union to America in 1976 and is now

an American citizen, will speak at a lecture

sponsored by the Republican Club. His

topics will include East West relations and

his ow n life experiences during the reigns of

Josef Stalin. Nikita Krushchev, and I^eonid

Breshnev. He will also contrast life in the

Soviet Union with life in America.

Now in his early 50s. Tuvim spent 45 years

within the Soviet Union and was a vocal

dissident in the early 1970s of the Soviet

system of rule. Scott Sheridan of the

Republican Club said Tuvim was much like

fellow dissident and author Alexander

Solzhenitzyn and. like Solzhenitzyn, was

allowed to emigrate from Russia.

Some of Tuvim's experiences in Russia

were used by author Hedric Smith in his

book on Soviet social life. The Russians.

Now residing in Newton, Tuvim works as a

research scientist for a high technology firm

near Boston.

Sheridan said Tuvim is back by popular

demand, after he spoke last year at the

University. "Some people hked what he

talked about and others disagreed with his

observations. " Sheridan said, "but people

expressed an appreciation of his lecture and

that's w hy we are having him back again."

-DAVID burgp:ss

Wiesel to depict a moral society
ByJlMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

Elie Wiesel, a survivor of Nazi con

centration camps and celebrated humani.st

author, will speak at 8:00 p.m. tonight at

the Student Union Ballroom.

"Building a Moral Society" is the title of

the speech spon.sored by the UMass chapter

ofB'naiB'rithHUIel.

The speech was scheduled to coincide with

the conclusion of Black History Month and

the annual Jewish Arts Festival. Hillel

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter .said.

"He will have .something to say for

everybody," Perlmutter said. ""The

message will be for the campus as a whole,

not just the Jewish community.

Wiesel was a teenager when he was taken

from his home in Sighet. Transylvania

(Romania) to the Nazi concentration camp

at Auschwitz and later to the Buchenwald

camp. He now lives in New York City,

teaches at Boston University and has

written approximately 20 b<K)ks.

He is best known for Night, his account of

life in the concentration camps. When
Wiesel spoke at UMass in 1981, he

discussed the plight of Jews in the Soviet

Union.

Perlmutter considers Wiesel a personal

hero.

"Part of the problem in our modern age is

that we don't have heroes anymore,"

Perlmutter said. "I see Wiesel as a hero

because of his spiritual strength, his ability

to withstand adversity and his willingness

to speak out for human rights and human

freedoms."

* rally continued from page I

"I want a group to meet with Ted Cross

and his committee," Pounceysaid. Cross is

the head of the trustees' inve.stment

committee. "A general free for all is not"

an appropriate forum, he said.

Tony Abner. one of the student organb.ers

of the rally, said. ""We're very plea.sed, this

is a tremendous victory. In the past, they

(trustees) never talked on camera and they

never made an agreement."

According to the group that organized the

rally Amherst College has $17 million

worth of stocks with companies doing

business in South Africa.

"This (investment) is a blatant betrayal of

Amherst College ideals," said Veronica

Jordan, a senior political science and

english major. "We're here to embarrass

them (the trustees)." she said.

Pouncey. along with other private college

presidents, signed a letter urging the

American Chamber of Commerce to stiffen

its opposition to South African laws

restricting where blacks may work and live.

South Africans live under a system of

apartheid in which the country's majority

black population do not share in the political

system.

"Some of the people here have been

working on this for as many as five years,

"

Abner said. "It is still only a first step, " he

said.

According to Dylan Sanders, a student at

Amherst, the trustees refused to meet with

students earlier last week despite receiving

more than 600 student letters requesting

such a meeting.

At the rally, students wore green arm-

bands and carried signs saying "Abolish

apartheid. Divest now" and "Divest

please".

Women's Forum
Tuesday - Barbara Ehrenrech, author

of books on women and social policy and

co-chair of the Democratic Socialists of

America, will deliver a lecture called "The

Feminization of Poverty and Politics of

the 80's" in Wright Hall, Smith College at

8 p.m. Admission is free.

Kathy Keeleher and Holly Metcalf,

members of the U.S. Women's Crew

Team, 1984 Olympics, will speak on "The

Olympic Experience" at 8 p.m. in the Red

R(X)m at Amherst College.

Wednesday - "Not a Love Story," a film

on women and pornography, will be

shown at 7:30 p.m. in the Red Room at

Amherst College.

There will be a meeting of the

undergraduate women's caucus at 5:30

p.m. in the back of the hatch.

The counseling program at the

Everywoman's Center is sponsoring a les-

bian co-parent support group from 6:30 to

8 p.m. Call the Everywoman's Center at

545-0883 for more information.

A general support group for graduate

women, sponsored by Women's Admis-

sions and General Educational Support

(WAGES), will meet at the

Everywoman's Center at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday - Kathy Alexander, Coor-

dinator of Educator Advocate Program at

Everywoman's Center, will speak on

"The Imaging of Women: A View Beyond

Pornography," at 7:30 p.m. in the Red

Room at Amherst College.

Friday - Mary Daly, author of Beyond

God the Father, Gynecology, and the

recently published Pure Lust: Elemental

Feminist Philosophy, will speak today on

"Bewitching: Recalling The Courage To

Sin," at 8 p.m. in Graham Hall, Smith ( ol-

lege
, ,
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STOUFFER
^ HOTELS^

HOTEL RESTAURANT
MAJORS!

HAVE YOU TALKED WITH A
STOUFFER HOTELS

REPRESENTATIVE YET?

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS:

February 26 & 27

Contact Your Placement Office

For Complete Informatio'i

DELTA ZETA
invites all

university women to

SORORITY RUSH!
Thursday, Feb. 21 6:30 and 7:30 pm

Monday, Feb. 25 8:15 pm
Tuesday, Feb. 26 6:30 and 7:30 pm
11 Phillips St. Amherst, MA 01002

any questions: call 253-9916

and ask for Suzanne or Shezi

•

CUIOMElS^

w'

IL^ >

All University Women Are Invited

to Open Rush Parties

at

CHI OMEGA!!!
Monday: Feb. 25 Owl of Chi

Omega Party 6:00-7:15

and 7:30-8:45

Wedneday: Feb. 27 Pajama

Party 5:00-6:30 and

7:30-8:30

For rides and/or information

call 545-0162 or 545-2092.

Ask for Hope or Maureen!

Get psyched for a great time!

^^S~7>^ Student Special

^1 HOUR
_^JTUBfor
spaS
Vi HOUR PRICE

an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mai!)

ins
if)6MighSt Ho!,okt.MA

Congratulations to the

New UMass Darts Club!

Bring in this ad for 20% off any Dart

item in our store

301 Darts %I^| V:.

Western N.E. only Pro Darts Store

Starting this Monday
Blind Draw Doubles at the Blue Wall

call Rob Williamson for details

.VWWVWWL%WyV»PuWy%^

^rUH(X4^

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA
256-0222

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY INEFFECT

FROMMONDAY FEB.25
THRU SATURDAY MAR.2
Large Cheese Pizza $5.25
Large One Item Pizza $6.25
WE ALSO HAVE WORLD-CLASS SUBS

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY
WE DELIVER FROM 4 pm till 2 am WEEKNIGHTS

AND FROM 4pm till 3 am ON WEEKENDS

STOP BLUSHING

NERVOUS STUnERIHG

& INSECURITIES
^•^,ne•,s >!lf P^' ^^™*'>'''

,ui » Himinjlrt •'» V* lEON

rtAHOI WIHOO founded ">

LE(»IH»l«01.Dirf0
8o.*?«5.tuc»o««

Car

Truck
*

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-7880

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
of individual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES
Ecstasy Choc oi up C.tk.' ? SO

Chocolate l.v,- ' SO

Continental ' SO

Cheesecake
CarfOl Cake

Napoleon ' SO

Oatmeai Fuciqe Bar i SO

ICE CREAM 1 s ,

Toppings iS

SUNDAES
Hot Fudge . .

BroAme Sundaf .' '^0

MUNCHIES
Chocolate Chip Cookie 8S

Oatmeal Raism Cookies SS

Chocolate Brownie 95

Bakiava ' 05

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudge lb 4 00

1 lb 7 50

Block Chocolale .lb 3 75

1 lb 7 00

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunday

6 00 pm to Midnight

79 S Pleasant St Amhers-

Limited Delivery Area
Minimum order S5 00

Prices do not include tax

I STUDENT HEALTH ^

); Come and share views and opinions on
|

I the University Health Center activities

|

* ADVISORY BOARD
I

and services.

Guest Speaker

Dr. David Kraft

Executive Director of UHS
Room 304 at 5:39 pm
Tuesday, February 26, 1985 1

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST PARTY BUSES

THE BEST FLIGHTS
ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

Don't be fooled

by silly lawnchair ads.

Add tax and gratuities

before you compare prices.

430 Student Union 545-3437

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Founded 1870
Editor in ChiefJames P Shanahan

Anne McCrory Managing Editor Laura Yee News Editor

Andrew May Business Manager Yadira Betances Black Affairs Editor

i Elizabeth Young Business Manager Deborah A Ross Women's Issues Editor

Rita Murphy Executive Editor Christine D Marini Arts Editor

Dode R Levenson Production Manager Count Ramin Zahed Arts Editor

Peter E Soderberg Production Manager Peter Abraham Sports Editor

Greg Brown News Editor Andrew J Heller Photo Editor

But where will they live?
The graduate student senate

has planned a rally today to

protest a proposed reorganiza-

tion of University fees which

would penalize students living

off campus by making them
share the financial burden of

dormitory and dining hall

maintenance.

Currently, a percentage of all

student fees is used to pay back

loans for bus service, athletics

and the Campus Center, while

debt service payments for

building and repairing
residence halls and dining com-

mons are included in room and

board fees. Last spring, Vice

Chancellor for Administration

and Finance John L. DeNyse,

who is seldom guilty of

soliciting student input before

acting, proposed that debt ser-

vice funding in all five

categories be consolidated into

one Universal Resource Fee.

Sanjiv Dugal, president of

the graduate student senate,

said he thinks today's rally will

be more effective if conducted

without the collaboration of

undergraduates. DeNyse's pro-

posal is especially unfair to

graduates, who, with the ex-

ception of Prince House, do not

have the option of living on

campus.
But undergraduates, too,

should make their opposition to

the proposal more audible than

it has been. Off-campus
undergraduates would be forc-

ed to pay an additional $171

per year for facilities they do

not use.

H.J. Littlefield, associate to

DeNyse, rationalizes this ine-

quity by saying, ''People who
go off campus are doing it by

choice and are not disenfran-

chised."

Littlefield has acknowledged

that the consolidation is intend-

ed to discourage students from

moving out of the dormitories.

"I don't believe we would be a

25,000-student body without

the housing system," he said.

But where does the ad-

ministration expect to house

those juniors and seniors it

coerces into remaining on cam-

pus? Every year, younger

students who are required to

live in the residence halls find

there are not enough rooms to

go around and are housed tem-

porarily in the Campus Center

hotel or thrown into emergen-

cy "swing spaces," which in

turn cuts down on needed

study space.

Graduate students should not

be forced to help maintain the

housing system, unless they

happen to live in the one dor-

mitory open to graduates. Nor

should undergraduates who
are eligible to leave this

already overcrowded system

be forced to pay more in an ef-

fort to browbeat them into

staying. If shortage of debt ser-

vice funds is the issue, then on-

campus students should con-

tinue to pay the current

amount, not $74 less as propos-

ed by DeNyse.
It remains to be seen

whether UMass administrators

will be sensitive to student con-

cerns on this and other issues,

such as DeNyse's deviously in-

troduced plan to eliminate the

Campus Center Board of

Governors. But graduates and

undergraduates alike must

raise their voices to reach ears

which are clearly not cocked in

their direction.

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors
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Save funding forRSO s

"We don't have to fund RSO ^oups."

With these words S(JA Treasurer John

Mooradian announced the S(1A

leadership's position regarding the present

budget crisis, a crisis that has been ag-
~

gravate<l by this very leadership. Present-

ly, our student government is running

critically short of funds, so much so that

drastic cuts in next year's budget must be

made. With M(X)rdian's callous comment,

he has divulged what has been long

suspected as the leadership's strat*?gy — to

cut the volunteer student organizations

while maintaining the many paid positions

governed by the S(JA leadership.

Unless something is done, the real stu-

dent groups will fall prey to the patronage

of the S(iA leadership, fuele<l by an all tw)

apathetic student body. Chief among the

pork barrel groups is the Student Center

for Education, Research and Advocacy

(SCERA). If the average student has never

heard of this arm of student government,

he should have, because it received $88,(KM)

of student money in fiscal year 1985 and is

budgeted for $102,(M)0 in fiscal year 1986.

SCERA was formed in 1978 "with the goal

of creating a democratic university where

students would have more of a voice and

substantial influence." Seven years latt-r,

SCERA is a little known organization with

a huge payroll. Claiming to promote stu-

dent empowerment, it maintains iLs ex-

istence almost exclusively through paid

staff. Yet in this time of tight money, our

leadership is prepared to cut the vital

operating funds of the many all-volunt<'er

groups which are comprised of literally

thousands of students in favor of lKK)ndog-

gles like SCERA. So much for a

"democratic university".

Our student government spends

$102,000 on paid staff annually. If the S(iA

Senate even attempts to maintain this

figure for fiscal year 1986, as its leaders

say they will, then the real student groups

will be left with nothing, save thousands of

Stephen C. Erickson

volunteers with no money for guest

sj)eakers, issue awareness, socials, trips,

cultural activities, advertising, vU-. These

groups, given the adequate funding they

deserve, make our university the diverse

place that it is. The small, highly dedicat^nl

organizations of many strij)es educat**,

stimulate, and nourish as with new insights

and ideas. They include the Veterans Ser-

vice Organization, the People's Gay

Alliance, the Twenty-five Plus Club,

Students Advocating Financial Aid, the

African Students Association, the Radical

Student Union, the Women's Leadership

Project, the Asian-American Student

As.sociation and last but certainly not least,

the Republican Club, to name only a few.

Unless SCERA is cut drastically, many, if

not all, of these groups will be cut

critically,perhaps fatally.

It is interesting to note that the issues

SCERA claims to deal with are covered, or

could 1h' covered, by other smaller

volunteer organizations. Yet with the

money that got>s into SCERA under pre-

sent levels, the Women's Leadership pro-

ject could l>e fundetl 22 times, the PCA 28

times and yes, the Republican Club sixty-

two times.

Every student group is in danger of dy-

ing. It is time for the RSOs to put aside

past differences in ideology and band

together to protect the students of our

university. With a unite<i voice we must

respond, "Yes Mr. Mooradian, you do have

to fund R.S.O. groups."

Stephen C. Enckaon is a ColU'gian colum-

nist and jyresidjenl of the UMcuss Republican

Club.

Letters to the Editor
Promoting a double standard at UMass
Civility to homosexuals has become an

important issue on this campus recently,

but has the right to civility been earned?

This minority is assuming that they must

be treated with civility by the majority

simply because they are a minority. Being a

minority means being different and it is

human nature to be negative towards peo-

ple who are different. In time minorities

are accepted but only after they have been

assimilated into the community and

become a part of it. However, the homosex-

uals on this campus seem to take great

pride in setting themselves apart through

organizations such as the People's Gay

Alliance and the Lesbian Union. By main-

taining these institutions they create fric-

tion between themselves and the host com-

munity. Just as the students and faculty of

UMass would not be willing to accept a

chapter of the Ku Klux Klan or the

American Nazi Party, they will not accept

the PGA or the Lesbian Union, and con-

sider the latter two to be offensive.

Aside from their institutions, the

homosexuals are apparently incapable of

accepting the opinions and criticisms of our

community. Homosexuality is viewed with

varying degrees of distaste by the majority

of people on this campus. Yet when even

the most liberal gives voice to his or her

opinions on this, that person is condemned

and caricaturized as a semi-human

demagogue.
We are confronted with a double stan-

dard on sexuality: homosexuals are free tc

express themselves, heterosexuals are not.

Freedom of expression is for all people, not

just the minorities (or so says the American

'Constitution). As soon as civility is shown

by the homosexuals of this community

then civility will be shown to them.

John F. Till

Sylvan
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Rush is the period and process by which

sororities recruit new members. Several For More
activities and parties are sponsored by the Information
various sororities. These are designed to

Call"
give interested women a chance to meet appairQ
with active members and discuss sorority GREEK ArrAlno
life. It is happening NOW and it's not too .545-2711
late for you to explore this viable

alternative.

U -MASS SORORITY RUSH

lor the irxiividual sofOfit,es that are of interest to you KAPPA l^^PPA GAM^M
^y^^f<f]

* ALPHACHIOMEGA 545-215? PHI MU
{^ctloT^

CHI OMEGA .
M5-0162 SIGMA DELTA TAU M5-0527

DFLTAZETA 253-W16 SIGMA KAPPA 256-6887

OTA GAMMA UPSILON 256^74 SK5MA S.v^MA SIGMA 545-0046
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MA Sales Tax Extra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuK Service Tire Store

78 Sundeftand Rd . No AmhetsI MA

I
Monday, February 25. 1985

Monday, February 25. 1985
iColleaian

(kaoss horn Walroba s Slcur

AX-VISA-MC 549-4704

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea,

Amherst. New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity

Specialists for this summer in Athletics Gymnastics^

Sw^m Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, Saihng, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance. Drama, Israel. Folk

Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel

and Nurses (R.N.) k^„«««.
Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact. Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley, MA 02181

^
617237 9410 Mi < I i i J

Bus Driving Jobs!
UMass Transit Service is having an

APPLICATIONS MTG.
on Feb, 28 at 7:00pm

in SBA 116
You must bring proof that:

- you are 18 ¥ years old

• you have 3 + semesters left at UMass
(no ID'S)

Only 100 applications will he given out, so be early. It is

helpful (but not necessary) to make a Class 2 learner's permit

test appointment at the Registry of Motor Vehicles before the

meeting.

Women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply.

For more info call Jenny or Bud at 545-0056.

1

with BmcP allstars

S.U.B.
UMASS

FUUBARH 20&UP

TIX
J6.

ADV Of TiX-U MASS -FACES -MAIN ST RECORDS
7. at door ond MAINMUSIC(s«d )

'A^EI^ctrifying Evening of Contennporary Music with

ANGELA BOFILL
in concert March 2, 1985

8 pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

Tickets: $7. students w/ID

$9. general admission

$10. at the door

: Tickets are on sale: Mam Street Records, Northampton

For the Record (in Faces), Annherst

Main Music, Springfield

Preopnied The Black Students Alliance of Smith College and

e B, ck Mass Communication Pro.ect ^^
f-'^Z^im ^l^^

For more information call !:^]2^^'£^J^J:^^^^^

THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
IS STILL ACCEPTING LATE APPLICATIONS

FOR FALL 1985.

You may select any plan A or A/B school except the following:

University of Hawaii/Manoa & Hilo

Cal. State Chico, Fresno, Northridge, Sonoma State

University of South Florida

and College of the Virgin Islands

Applications due: March 1,

$30 application fee (includes $5 late charge)

Minimum G.P.A.: 2.5

Applications and further information: E-26 Machmer

>.^^^/cfca.
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18 YEAR OLDS |

WELCOME
I

Makoto Ozone, featured soloist with the Gary

Burton Quartet, along with Mary Walking will

perform a piano double-header at 7 and 10 pm on

Sunday at the Iron Horse Cafe.

A r K I C: I N I 1 N M A 1 C I I I K K A I ION

J.S. BACH
/fi.ss-/ So

(Concertos tor One. I wo .iiul I hrcc Harpsichords

Violin (Concerto

Ullh

IGOR KIPNIS

lory Wallfisch, Tim Reed, Shcrban i.upu

and ensemble

SMIIH C (Ml K.I - |. M (.Rl I Nl HAI I

Mond.iv. M.irch 11, IVSS S: IS p.m.

TICKETS: $14. and $9. (Senior Citiiens and Students; $» and $7 )

By mail from:

"Tricenlenniai". Smith Colleif*'. Sajfe Hall, Northampton. MA 01063

Box Office at John M Greene Mon through Fn 4-6, Sat 12-2

Benefit Concert for the Em.st Wallfisch Memorial ^'und

ARTS
Puppet theater

charms Hampden
By RENEE BACKER
CoUegian Staff

Sunday afternoon. The sun was shining, the frisbees

were flying, and I buried myself in a dark little hole in

Southwest called "Hampden Theatre" to see a puppet

show

.

No, I was not particularly psyched to have undertaken

the responsibility of covering this performance on such a

glorious day. The audience was filled with rug-rats

creeping around on the floor ooohing and ahhhhing. One

two year old took the liberty of sitting on my lap and

pulling my hair throughout the performance.

I must say. though, that Dan Butterworth, the pup

peteer, and his helpers pulled off a marvelous show.

Sunday's performance was entitled. "Intergalactic Space

Circus." Although three fourths of the audience were

children, there was something incredibly mature and

surreal about the show.

Butterworth. dressed in black, danced on the stage while

skillfully manipulating his marionetts to the tunes of Pink

Floyd. Taj Mahal and others. At times I felt like I was in

the midst of a cartoon. Butterworth made his way through

the audience wearing an array of frightening masks and

selectivily scared only the people who didn't appear to

have the capacity to scream themselves blue in the face.

At other times the performance was as relaxing as sipping

a glass of wine during an evening in front of the fishtank.

This was definately an enjoyable experience, and a good

alternative to normal collegiate entertainment.

I might even go so far as to say that this performance was

better than an afternoon at the planetarium. Hampden

Theatre is really an undiscovered oasis nestled in the midst

of bustling Southwest. It's small and very personal, and

the audience is able to experience one to-one contact with

performers. Hampden is the "off Broadway " of UMass.

Past performances at Hampden have run the gamut from

terrible to wonderful. You take your chances when you go,

but usually, the price is right (free) and the atmosphere is

worth the gamble.

Clarinetist Michael Sussman

artsline,,.

The film "New England Fiddles", followed by a per

formance by fiddler and film participant Jerry Robichaud

will be shown at 8pm, on Wednesday at Mead Auditorium.

Amherst College. This event is free of charge.

The Five College Orchestra, under the direction of Dennis

Burkh will present a program devoted to major works from

the French repertoire covering a wide spectrum of styles.

The concert will be presented three times: at 8 on Friday

at John M. Greene Auditorium, Smith College; at 8:15 on

Saturday in Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College; and at

4 in Chapin Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College. The

program will include works by Ravel, Bizet. Francaix, and

of course Debussy. All performances are free and open to

the public.

The Department of Music and Dance at the University of

Massachusetts will present clarinetist Michael Sussman in

a faculty recital at 8 pm on Tuesday in Bezanson Recital

Hall. He will be a.ssisted by pianist Nadine Shank, also of

the music faculty and the Westbrook String Quartet. The

program will include works by Debussy for Clarinet and

Srings, with Westbrook String Quartet memebers Lynn

Kane and Susan Brenneis, violins: Cynthis Kempf. viola;

and Stephen Peikey. cello.

UPC Productions presents the Del Lords at 9 pm on

Saturday in the Blue Wall at the University of

Massachusetts. Appearing with the Del Lords will be

Barrence Whitfield and the Savages. Tickets will be $5 for

UMass students and $6 for the general public and will be

available at the dfjor.

"Winter Photo Session", and exhibition of black and white

photographs by University fo Massachusetts Photography

Students, will be on exhibit from this Thursday through

March 11 at Wheeler Gallary, located in Wheeler House in

Orchard Hill residential College. The opening reception

will be held from 7 9 pm on Thursday. For further in

formation call Mindi Sahner at .'S45-2151.

Joseph Rezits, professor of piano at the Indiana

1 University School of Music, will give an illustrated lecture

i on music study in the People's Republic of China at 7 pm

tonight in Bezanson Recital Hall. Admission is free of

charge.

Hughes' club

pleasing fare
By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

It is easy to like The Breakfast Club. This film strikes a

chord with all Americans who have made it through high

school. What makes this such a fine movie is that it is

truthful. Director John Highes has not forgotten the pain

and pleasure of adolescence when high school is the

proving ground.

John, Clare, Andrew, Brian and Allison have been

sentenced to a long Saturday of detention. Their principal

has classified these five as a criminal, a princess, a jock, a

brain and a basket case. All five characters live up to their

stereotypes that have been created by peer and parental

pressure. Director Hughes gives telling clips of dialogue

between the kids and their parents as they are being

dropped off at the high school. Hughes reveals per

sonalities in brief scenes, leaving the audience to fill in the

rest.

While each character emlM)dies a universal definition of

our high school classmates, all five try to explain and

justify their image to the others and to themselves. The

Breakfast Cluh is played out against clear physical

boundaries of the school library. Within its walls Clare

tMollv Ringwald) must face the fact that she is a spoiled

princess. The others, too, come to know themselves.

Hughes creates a forum w here all of them open up to each

other. They learn for the first time about the thoughts and

feelings of p«'()ple they would never have dreamed of

associating with.

Hughes uses John (Judd Nelson) and later Allison (Ally

Sheedy) to bring out the other three performers. Sheedy is

particularly effective; she is silent for almost half of the

film, then suddenly she "comes out " and throws the others

off their guard. While the other four regard her as a

weirdo, she proves to be the most insightful of the five.

She has no friends and therefore she sees their high school

world in an unclouded manner. As an actress. Sheedy i.s

entertaining as she delights the audience with her very

physical performance.

Although the screenplay (by John Hughes) is a little

weak, t he young actors and actresses compen.sate for this.

If The Breakfast Cluh had been entrusted to the less able.

it would have fallen into the promising yet unsatisfying

trap. This film has some plot problems but the overall

smart style overcomes them. The ending is sad. Hut at the

same time it is a reaffirmation of youth and of forever

l(M>king towards the future.

Chamber music concert takes place at the
University of Massachusetts of Tuesday, March

$2.(X) and includes FREE pop corn and a soda.
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Offering Quality Mexican Foods^

Great Daily Specials!

For lunch or dinner

and in between. . .

NORTHAMPTON • BY.OB. AMHERST • B & W
21 Center St. • 584-0673 41 Boltwood Walk * :

Enhance your resume

while you learn about

the advertising field...

DIRECTOR-TRAINEE
Managerial position 10 hours a week (to start)

Financial planning Budgeting and allocating SATF moni'-^

Full time summer position in Amherst

• - uvt' iuf'H- L'vK .a;, w . : •' graphic design, good
• tandmg loterrersonai communicat'or^s. three

"Joss and be avotiabio to work in Amherst for the

,( irrirrior

I'.nns nrn rj\'niiat>'o m the otftce No phone calls pkxase

Deadline is 5 00 pm. Friday March 1

304 Student Union University of Massachusetts 545-1977

Our Prices

are the Lowest Yet!

'250Fr
OnIostens Gold CollegeRings.

X

Sec your Jostcns representative.

[),it(
Feb. 25, 26 • Men, Tue linic: 10-4 pm

Plarc: "outside___ ^^ UNIVERSITY
Deposit: $15.00 ^^STORE "55*

WM

Monday, Febnimry 25. 1S85

Nomination Papers for

SGA PRESIDENT

BOARD of GOVERNORS
RESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE
and available Senate seats are due this Friday, March

1st at 12 NOON sharp. Papers are available in 420

SUB and BOG papers are also available in 817 CO. For

more info call the SGA at 5-0341 or the BOG at 5-0194

Crawl out from under that rock and

GET INVOLVED t

Your Style

Every Tuesday Is

Perm Special Day

$39.95
Regular $53.00

v.>

lDRDS84i4[>rS

\^
HAIRSAIONS

TM

HAMPSHIRE MALL 586-7913 M-S 10-9:30

YOURBSNIS
WORTH MORE IN

ARMY NURSING.

First, there are the respect and dignity accorded

an Army officer. Then there's the opportunity to

travel, changing hospitals without losing seniority,

as so often hap{3ens in civilian hospitals.

And there's the opportunity to add new
and different nursing disciplines. To study,

continue your education, attending professional

conferences, working in a variety of nursing

specialties.

If you're working on your BSN or if you

already have a BSN and are registered to prac-

tice in the United States or Puerto Rico, talk to

our Anny Nurse Corps Recruiter.

Call (203) 261-8498 Trumbull, CT

BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.

Monday, February 25, 1985
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Weather

TODAY: Sunny, and windy, highs in the

mid 40's.

TONIGHT: diminishing winds, highs 15-20.

TOMORROW: increasing cloudiness, highs

in the mid 30's.

Photo Workshop with
award winning Boston
Herald photographer
Kevin Twombley for all in-

terested Collegian staff &
correspondents. Tonight,

4:30 pm, in the newsroom.

today's D.C. Menu

Call-A-Menu

545-2626

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 DogpaddlPfl

5 Wil

10 Out ol port

14 Nimbus
15 Evontualf

16 Holly*oort

nameo* fame
17 S*eel girlol

song el al

18 Hesttained

19 Keen mnsive
(jualily

20 die
erroneously

72 Tovyed

24 Golden Rule

word

25 Tech spaces
26 Like

yesterday s

champagne
29 Ticket stub of

a sort

34 Horace Greeley

was one

36 Fourposlers

37 Aloha Bo*l
wear

3B Foreign Preti«

39 Wear away
41 Verthandi. for

one
42 Lodge member
43 ParlotUSNA
44 Beclad
46 Tin can
49 Potiage

portion''

50 Translorma
tions

51 Different

53 Certain

Socialist

56 Tenacious ones
60 Bard s stream
61 Oneol the

enlertaining

Masseys
63 Outdo
64 Paiazz
65 Sectors

66 Take it very

easy
67 Headstart,

in a way
68 Strain

69 Kind of school

Abbr

fdiit-d h\ Irudr Mii'hrl .liiltr

12 LargpsI

asteroK!

33 Varieties

35 Perceive I leariv

40 Sunbeams
41 Noteworthy

43 Opera hdu'se

highlight

45 Unheedi'iy

47 Oualm
48 Frit/ the

rondiirto'

DOWN
1 Wedge
2 Cousin to an

atioyo

3 my love

you do me
wrong

4 Pesky insect

5 Lace trill

6 Magniloqiii/er

7 Fork tailed bird

8 Ending with

Peking

9 No way to

get caught

10 Waylay
1

1

Spanker
12 Art Deco

designer

13 Did a lumbering

)0b

21 Frustrate

utterly

23 Fundamentals

25 Schubert opus
26 Teed off

27 An Astaire

28 Fo« hunters

lackets

30 Domicile

31 Wed a la

Romeo and
Juliet

52 Minimal
amount

53 Disconi ert

54 Enthusiastic

55 Bell sound
56 Wound up
57 Sincere

58 Contused state

59 Churchwarde"
feature

62 Dell Item
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• Gymnasts win title continued fmm pajff 12

Senior Pete Lucchini (competing his firsi

season in nearly two years due to a previous

knee injuryl jumped into the line up

throwing an excetional routine on the

parallel bars to steal a 9.05, first place, and

thr NE title.

At this point in the meet the Minutemen

were far in the lead but pushed for more.

Co-captain Tony Sbarr- stole the show and

a standing ovation witn a perfect routine

on high bar receiving a NE championship

record of 9.70. Sbarra took first place and

defended his tu'.e for the second con

secutive year. Freshman Roberto Weil tied

Springfield's l.*o Doran for second place

earning a 9.1.

No other teams came near the tumbling

expertise of UMass on floor exercice. The

passes were clean and strong, consisting of

various double back tucks and pikes.

DeMarco took first with a 9.5 and beating

out defending champion Knowles once

more. Lucchini took second with a 9.45.

and to clean up. Gorgone took third with a

9.15. Togetner with Fric Ciccone.

Dougherty, and Weil. UMass scored an

impressive total of 45.5 points for the

event.

Ciccone. WeU. and DeMarco were three ot

twenty gvmnasts competing in the all-

around. DeMarco easily captured first with

a .52.2.5. Weil was second with a 51.85. and

Ciccone sixth with a 47.75.

It was the first time in a while that

DeMarco outscored teammate Weil.

"Toward the end of the meet I realized Joe

was ahead, so I tried even harder. "
Weil

said. The two have a friendly rivalry.

"It was much easier to compete in rotation

style, it was more like a practice, because it

was just our guys back to back." said

Dougherty. "We were more relaxed. It

also helped being in our own gym."

The Minutemen host to Springfield college

at 7:30 next Saturday in Boyden.

"It'll be one of the toughest meets of the

season." said Coach Roy Johnson, who

organized the championships, "we en

courage spectators to attend."

The gymnasts are preparing for the

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastic I.«ague

competition which takes place March 8 9 at

Springfield College.

Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Application Deadline

March 1, 1985

Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1985.

Information Table at the Campus Center Con-

course, staffed by Student Assistants and SAFA
students 2/25, 2/26 and 2/27, 11 AM - 3 PM.
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Sports information photo

Tony Sbarra, who set a Nevr England record on the high bar, led the

UMass Gymnasts to a NE title.

• Against Cuts in i

t Financial Aid? |
Sign the petition at the

Campus Center \

I Concourse this week. It
\

\ will be presented in i

* Washington, D.C. March
' 3-6 when S.A.F.A. goes I

! to lobby for YOU.
\

I
Show your support! .

NE meets in

tomorrow

In tomorrow's Collegian,

look for results of the

men's and women's New
P^ngland Track Cham
pionships as well as action

from the women's
swimming New England

I'hampionships.

Also, results of the ski

team's trip to the NCAA
Kegionals and conference

championships will be

highlighted. Those results

were unavailable at press

time.

In honor of Black History Month
Afrik-Am and

Distinguished Visitors Program proudly presents

BLACK
HISTORY
MONTH

Maya Angelou
on

Monday, Feb. 25, 1985

in Bowker Auditorium

at 8:00 PM
Tickets available at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

til 4 pm Monday and also

available at Bowker that evening

Ticket prices are:

$? 00 - students

$3.00 - general public

Monday. February 25, 1985

Collegiari n

^ Temple hangs on
"UMass started freelancing

on offense because they

were down by 15 and bingo,

they popped a few long shots

and we were fighting for our

lives. You figure if Neysmith

was in there, they shoot

even a little better from the

floor and I go home a loser."

Chaney said.

For the Minutemen,
Donald Russell had 15 points

included his career 1,504th,

breaking Mike Pyatt's

school record. The record-

setter came with 16.43 to go

in the first half on a free

throw after a Hall foul.

Smith added 13 and fresh

man Lorenzo Sutton seven.

Hobby Braun had 11

rebounds with Neysmith
hauling down seven, as did

Sutton. The Minutemen
were hurt by 13 of 51

shooting from the field, but

committed only seven
turnovers. Temple was 20-

of 51.

In the first half. UMass got

up by as many as five, 19-14

as Russell, free from the

pressure of breaking the

record, had nine of the first

12 UMass points.

Braun hit a layup with 6:29

to go that put UMass up 23

19. The Minutemen
managed only three Smith

foul shots the rest of the

half, falling behind 30 26 at

the break as Hall had six of

his 13 first half points in the

last six minutes.

The scoring drought

continued for ten minutes of

the second half. Only two

Neysmith free throws with

16:23 to go broke up 13

Temple points (17 dating

back to the first half) as the

Owls shot out to a 43:28

lead.

In the 16 minute stretch

without a field goal, UMass
outscored 24 5. In two

games, the Minutemen have

shot 25.7 percent against the

Owls' matchup zone defense.

• Women rontinurd from page 12

Rebounding from a disappointing 63 60

loss to West Virginia on Thursday, the

Minulewomen jumped out to a startling 12

lead with Bernier scoring six of her 12

first half points. Duquesne responded with

a 15 7 run to cut the UMass lead to two on

an inside bank shot by Tanya Larrydale,

but managed to get no closer as the

Minutewomen matched the Dutchesses

basket for basket until Burtoft extended

the UMass lead to four at halftime, 33 29.

"1 won't say that I wasn't worried,"

Stevens said. "But I was hoping we could

maintain our composure."

"She was upset at halftime because it was

a lour point game when it shouldn't have

been," UMass guard Barbara Hebel UO
points, six assists) said. "We've led by four

in previous games and lost."

lUbel opened the second half with a 16

iDoier to increase the lead to six. Hoping to

douse a possible run. Uuquesne head coach

Paul Hindes initiated a defensive strategy

of constant change ups geared to confuse

the Minutewomen. It didn't work however,

as they increased their lead to nine on a

layup by Mary Marquedant, the result of a

three-on none fast break.

"He was changing the defenses so much

that you could see that his players were

confused." Hebel said.

Bernier led all scorers with 23 while

Burtoft had 12 and Hebel added 10. The
Minutewomen. now 13-14 overall and 2-6. in

the .Atlantic 10. out rebounded the Dut

ches.ses 40 38. including 17 12 edge on

offense.

The victory vaulted UMass into 6th place

in the Atlantic 10 while Duquesne took over

the cellar. All nine teams in the Conference

will participate in Friday's Tournament,

and with the eighth and ninth seeded teams

playing in an opening round contest, UMass
has a good chance to escape first round

play. Announcements for Coach, Player,

and Rookie of the year will be made.

contirued from paic« \'l

The Owls continued to

score, keeping the margin at

15 with a Rayne free throw

that made it 46 31 with eight

minutes to go.

But the Minutemen came

back. Neysmith scored.

Smith hit two foul shots and

a jumper before Hall broke

the mini streak with two

foul shots.

Smith drilled a three

pointer with 3:00 to go. and

it was 48 40. Hall hit again

at 2:45 for the last Temple

points. Sutton knocked in a

three pointer, Braun hit two

foul shots before Russell

stepped to the line with 1:37

left and UM down .50 45.

Temple called timeout, and

UMass stepped into the

pain. The referee disallowed

the timeout and called a lane

violation before Russell even

shot, he made the second

and it was 50 46.

Hall missed his tur

naround, freshman Wilbert

Hicks, who for the first time

this season played a lot of

minutes against a good team

in a critical situation,

gathered in the rebound.

Smith hit again with 1:05 to

go and the UMass defense

forced Kvans to walk with 24

seconds left, setting up

Smith's last stH-ond chance.

Collftonn |>h<>tii by Knaii (ionve

Senior co-captain Donald RuHsell watches as his

1,504th career point sails through the net after a

first half foul shot. He moved ahead of 1978

gfraduate Mike Pyatt.

">miin N IdM Mnoim I iiaii«-»-. _

jfMinutemen looking ahead

( i>ll«-)fian [ihoiii hv Andy Hi'lItT

UMass point ^ard Mary Marque-
dant drives against Duquesne in ac-

tion Saturday.

we need the hoop. I'd call it again."

So now, UMass (12-13 and 8-8 in the

Atlantic 10) travels to New Jersey and face

Rutgers, also 8-8. A side trip U) Pittsburgh

and the steadily-improving Duquense

IXjkes looms afU>r that. Rutgers was

beaten already this season, Duquesne is

one of the eight league losses.

"It's real simple, we have to win to keep

the pace," Smith said. "We proved we can

play with the g(K>d teams, now we have to

keep it up going into the tournament. We'll

get by, we're a different team then we

were when we started.

UMass certainly is a different team, a

better team to be sure. Thanks in gtH)d part

to a player that probably still wants

another chance at his play, Carl Smith.

Yesterday marked the last home game for

the seniors Horace Neysmith, Ron Young,

Bobby Braun, Donald Russell and (k'orge

Ramming. The five received awards and

gave their parents momentoes of their four

years at UMass. All will graduate as four-

year lettermen.

Russell was glad to be free of the pressure

i-<inunuv<t in>m fmnct IZ

U) set the UMass all-time scoring record.

He misseti his first two shoLs before getting

a foul shot to fall for the mark set by 1978

grad Mike F'yatt. He finished the game

with 1,518 career point,s. Neysmith has

1,377 career points, fourth place all-time.

He nee<is only 19 points to pass F2dwin

(ireen for third place. His 905 career re-

bounds })uts him sec(»nd all-time, still 144

I)ehind the IX^-tor, who at-complishe<i all

his records in two seasons.

Springfield guard Chris Bailey, who is

the best high school player in the area, is

still considering attending UMass.

The 5-10 point guard, who would l)e

groomed to replace Smith in two seasons,

is considering offers from other sch(K)ls,

but is being pushed by friends and relatives

toward UMass. His brother Orville is one of

Worcester Poly Tech's stars, (k-rlufsen

and his staff are still looking for frontline

players to plug the holes left by Neysmith

and Braun, although the play of Will)ert.

Hicks showed much promise yesterday.

Despite not scoring Hicks had four re-

bounds and played all-league center

(Jranger Hall tight.

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline :s 2 days prior to publication aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Polk Audio Bkihlf Spkrs ADC sound
equalzr Technics stereo receiver, SA
150 digital quartz, memorv tuning. 35*y

E«cept sound 4 sm systm *350'BO
549 1879 between 10 12 pm
Spaakert Beckers 300w 8 year transferable

warranty not abused 549-7516

AUTO FOR SALE

CAPE coo SUMMER RENTAL

Seagull Baach Watt Yarmouth Large

house 6 rooms 4 bedrooms sleep 8 whole

season Duplex same area 4 rooms 2

bedrooms sleeps 4 850 per person Cottage

3 rooms 2 t>edrooms sleeps 3 850 per per

son 253-7436

DICK QREQORV'S

Top of the Ima Starao Components for

sale: Bang h Olufen linear tricking turn

table, Harmon Kardon CD201 deck and EQ7
equalizer, Kenwoo<J KA 1000 integrated amp
and Pres speakers willing to sell very cheap
665^7060

Harmon Kardon Racaivar 20w per chan

nel Fisher skis with Solomon bindings call

Peter 546 9638

Airlines Hiring. «14 $39,000'
Stewardesses Heservalionisti Wordwide'
Call for Guide, Directory, Newsletter

1 (9161 944 4444 « UMassair

Cruiaeships Hiring. $16 $30,000' Carri

bean Hawaii, World Call for Guide, Oirec

lory Newsletter 1 (9161 944 4444 x

UMasscruise

Earn *100-t200/month sailing raquirad wiU

tram Call 546 5573

UTS Dodge Omnl. runs wall, no rust.

51500 545 0256 or 584 9323

73 Plymouth Scamp no rust' V8 with all

brand new parts' New brakes' Must sell'

$1500 or best oHer make deal call Dale (413)

253 7206

1976 Toyota Corolla stnrd 2 dr mech/ext
excellent 1500 or BO 549 7177

19^ Chevy Nova only 62600 miles, new
tires, exhaust, muffler, and maaco paint |ob
Powerful V8 engine, very reliable Sanyo
stereo $1100 or BO call Jim 549 06S2

Sim-safe Bahamian Diet, the only 100%
natural food supplement w'flower pollen, is

sweeping the nation For information on the

diet and incredible marketing plan call Jack

4135496797

1976 Plymouth Fury good condition radio

S900 Sears stereo set $50 549 6733

Movie Posters call Debbi 6 8281 between
12 pm and 12 am weekdays

INSTRUCTION

ENTERTAINMENT
FOUND

Rack ADIsc. Rack-A Video Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dances for housepartys. semiformals, cam

pus events 549-7144

Wool scarf found SOM stairwell railing call

Kim at 546 9786 to identify

HELP WANTED

Know your car Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2098

intensive Bartender Instruction 16 hours

instruction plus live bar experience call now,

space limited 256 8080 nights. 5450097
days. Ask for John

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Happy 22nd Sheila E we lov« you

Drinking getting you down? Tired of

hangovers/ Call University Health Services

(549 2671 X 1811 for information about the

Student Opportunity Program (STOP)

Attention Kristina is nicer than you think.

Say something nice to her today.

SIQMA DELTA TAU
RUSH PARTIES

Mon 2/25 7 30 and 8 X
Wed 2/27 7 % and 8 »

all university women invited

TRIATHLETES I am looking for someone
to tram with Dwight 665-812S

PHI MU SORORlfV
~

SERVICES _
WORD PROCESSING Theses, dissena-

lions, cases, resumes, cover loters. etc Pro

(essional service, reasonable rates EX

PRESS. 546 6919

Typing /Word Processing. Next day ser

vica TYPE RITE 253 6111

TO SUBLET

April 1, Efficiency apt Amherst Ctr 200*
81 Chevelte $150 car ins & refs rea
549 5820 bet 5 7 pm

TRAVEL

FOR RENT

73 Datsun 240-Z axe cond. $2900 00 after

6 00 PM 665-4344

1975 white Honda Civic excellent condi-
tion $1200 or BO call Will 586-7861 call late

71 VW-fastback one owner exc cond new
tires and muffler no rust $1000 or BO
665^4644

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals

W Yarmouth, Dennis largest inventory of

studio 1 2 3 & 4 bedroom units; direct

from owners: 617 528 8300 or 617 771 2233

Fridge Rentals 2 cu ft free delivery call R &
P Rentals 253 9742

•10-*3n weakly/up mailing circulars' No
bosses/quotas' Sincerely interested rush

self addressed stamped envelope Dept

AN 7, P0D910CEW, Woodstock, IL 60098

Newspaper Deliverers needed m dorms

No car needed Approx 1 hr day 7

days/week good pay call 253 7nry<»

Coma aaa what aororlty life Is abouti

Mon 2/25 7 7 30 & 745^8:15; Wed 2/27

7 7 » b 7 45^8 15 RSVP/Juliane 545 0320,

1 32 Nutting Ave Hope to see you soonn

__

IK>R SALE

II BAHAMAS M

You've aaan our brochuraa in every
classroom' Now's the time to act' Bahamas'
Special student rates' 256 1320, Taryn
hurry'

BEST QUALtrV RESUMES

Conn AKo Saxaphona axe

call Alicia 549 3871

cond. $336

Make $ at homal Dye T-shirt* w/your
washer 6 dryer James 256^6749

Models of all ages needed for fashion

show. Call Hampshire Mall 586-5700

Gold dome ring with guard on 2/20 around

10 am between Haigus Mall and Morril N329
$ reward $ sentimental value call Larissa at

545-0321

All university women come meat the

sisters of Phi Mu tonight at 389 N Pleasant

St. from 7-9 pm Hope to meet you RSVP
2539971

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Cases, Papers. Dissertations. Theses,

on campus, very raliabia, low rates, Nancy
584 7SC4

«8 REWARD

PERSONALS

Black mirrored sunglaset w/blue string

lost in Oak Room DC 2/20 between

12 00 12 30 Please contact 546 4982 no
questions asked I need them back

•" SPRING BREAK * •"
Bring your cooler and your friends and party
on your way to Daytona' Only $219 00 for
hotel, transportation and tax Dont be left
out of the fun call now" Theresa 6 6625

Montreel Spring BreakWaekand $S9 00
plus $19 00 tax 6 service includes round
tnp trans m luxury motor coach plus 3 days
2 nights at Hotel Sherbourg in downtown
Montreal or Holiday Inn Payment in full one
week prior to departure Onnking age 18
Night clubs open till 3 am NO PERSONAL
CHECKS Town Tours b Travel 482 Mam St
Maiden MA 02148 (6171 32) 3993 Departure
Dates Mar 2 4. Mar 911. March 16 18
March 23 25

TVPINO

Coftsultation, preparation, editing.

analysis, design, layout, typir>g, cover letter

Giarrusso 256-6257

Gibson S. G.. 1972. Excellent condition

$35000 Yamaha Amp. distortion, reverb,

with footswitch 12" speaker, 30 watts

$140 00 will talk 546-9179

BW TV 19' $iS needs $8 tube good for CRT
Mark after 1 1 '>«fr6672

Olin MarkTv w/bagrT75 cm $176 or BO
Mike 549 7721

Office Manager needed for Southwest

Area Govt Organization skills and office

experience necessary, typing and student

government experience helpful Applirj

tions available at the SWAG Office, Hamp-

den Commons 545-0980 ^^

Sale* Clerk for Teamworks Sports Coop
applications available m the Economic

Development Office Room 409 SUB The

application deadline is 4:00 on Tuesday

February 26, 1985 work study preffered

SIGMA SIQMA SIQMA
Rush Parties

Thurs Feb 21 5 pm (dinner)

Sun Feb 24 8 pm
Mon Feb 25 8 30 pm
Tues Feb 26 6 30 pm

All University Wortwn Invited'

Rookie, You know how much I love you'

108 days and yaars to go. Love. L

Hey Setal Happy 21' Have some fun

hahahaha' Here's to BB's, GG's, and Cape
Cod' Luv ya. Chris

ROOMMATE WANTED

Share room in Brandywina 5^-7153 Pat

or Chris; pmheads need not apply

Housemate wanted quiet neat vegetarian

willing to share two Ijedroom apt in Florence

tall 686 7533

Share 10 rm antique Colonial on Echo
Lake in Leverett Ctr with woman and 2
children Own room with bath Prefer work
ing or grad woman Rent $150/ month *

Available 3/1 Call Karen or John 549 6817
keep trying

Antfy'a Typ4n« Sarvioaa SS4-1000

WANTED

Two bodroom apt In Puffton to taka ovar
June first call after seven 886-7746

I need instruction in Uechi Ryu. call Paul
(16-8441

WANTED TO RENT

Pleaae help! We deaperataly want a 2 or 3
bedroom Puffton apartmant call 6-5136
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SPORTS
Temple escapes UMass- barely, 50-48

Russell eclipses

careerpointmark,

UMass still 4th
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Despite everything- the 25 percent

shooting, the 16 minutes without a field

goal and leading scorer Horace Neysmith

riding the bench with five fouls there was

still a chance.

The University of Massachusetts had

fought back from a 15 point deficit against

league-leading Temple and with 24 seconds

to go in the game the Minutemen trailed by

only a single hoop. 50 48.

Sophomore point guard Carl Smith

dribbled over halfcourt and let 16 seconds

elapse before signaling for a lime out. Eight

seconds remained in the game.

All 2.433. a season high in the Springfield

Civic Center, knew what UM coach Ron

Gerlufsen would call for. a Smith drive to

the foul line and his patended turnaround

jumper. Seven times Smith had tried such a

shot with the Minutemen needed to tie or

w in in the waning seconds, and seven times

he had succeeded.

He's now batting .875. Smith's shot one

that both the 5 11 guard and Gerlufsen said

he should have taken fell off the front of

the rim. due partly to good defense by

Temple's Howie Evans. Temple center

Granger Hall surrounded the rebound and

the Owls breathed a sigh of relief.

"We blew them out (65 39) at our place and

today we could've lost, very easily. Temple

coach John Chaney said. "They've im

proved quite a bit and I personally don't

want them in the tournament, they think

they can play with the big boys, and they're

right."

But, respectability aside, the loss stands

and the Minutemen fell to 12-13 and 8-8 in

the league, good enough to stay in a tie for

fourth place with Rutgers. They face the

Scarlet knights in New Jersey on Thur

sday.

Losers of two straight. UMass has played

The magic is

still therefor

CarlSmith

UMass forward Wilberti Hicks (33)

action Saturday in Springfield. The

well against West Virginia (a 76-74 over-

time loss on Thursday night) and Temple

after early season blowouts, but still lost.

"It's nice to say that we showed we can

play with the good teams in the league."

Gerlufsen said. But it's disappointing to lose

this way just as it is getting blown out.

maybe even more so. It's not good enough

just to compete. We want to take the next

rollepan photo l>y Brian (ionyf

works around a Temple defender in

Minutemen lost to the Owls, 50-48.

step and win."

The Owls. 20 4 overall and tied with West

Virginia for first in the A 10 with a 14 2

record, got 24 points out of Hall and 10 out

of forward Charles Rayne. They shot only a

marginal 39 percent and were
outrebounded 40 39 by a smaller UMass
team. Not one for the scrapbook.

continued on pagp 1
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Peter Abraham

Carl Smith lay on the shiny wooden floor

of the Springfield Civic Center, arms

outstretched and head down.

For the first time in eight attempts, his

play, the play that always rescues the

University of Massachusetts when they

need to win or tie a game in the final

seconds, had failed. The 14 foot turnaround

jumper, the one-on-one playground mo\(

that he works on for hours by himself in tht

gym, didn't work, and no kind words from

teammates or coaches were going to help

now. He whipped off his wristband and

flung it across the court, it landed at th»

feet of the Temple Owl. Trying to interview

the magician after his best trick had failed,

the reporter figured, wasn't going to he

easy.

But Carl Smith is a realist. No pouting,

no kicking lockers or slamming doors wa
going to put a W where the L was going.

"Hey, it didn't work. There's a first tiwc

for everything," he said. "Maybe its timr

to get another last-second shot in the

playbook."

"I had the shot, I got to the seam of the

defense, he (Temple guard Howie Evans)

was right on me, but I've hit the same shot

in the same situation before, it just didn't

fall."

And the Minutemen lost, 50-48 to the

league-leading Owls. As always, Smith was

a key performer for coach Ron Gerlufsen,

hitting an important three pointer that

sparked a late comeback. Smith had seven

.straight UM points that took UMass from a

46-33 deficit to a 48-40 margin. In the

clutch, he is always there for UMass.

"He's incredible in tight situations, I

never thought once about not calling the

play for him," Gerlufsen said. "You can

say that the odds are against us, but if the

business you're in is making a million, you

don't get out. He's the guy I look to when

continued on pa^v 1
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Endal 13-14

Minutewomen

cripple slow-

starting Dukes
By JOHN A.NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Sometimes dreams don't come true.

p'ollowing the University of Massachusetts women's

basketball 75 66 Atlantic 10 victory over Duquesne on

Saturday at the Springfield Civic Center, UMass head

coach Barbara Stevens told what she had dreamt about the

night before.

"I had a dream in which 1 was playing in a game in which

all my players were purposely throwing the ball out of

bounds," Stevens said. "I told this to my players before

the game and was pleased that it wasn't fulfilled."

The Minutewomen responded by committing a season low

11 turnovers in winning their seventh out of their last ten

games. Combined with an unusually high shooting per-

centage (44.3) Stevens had plenty to smile about.

"I think everyone just came together in a game we had to

win. ' UMass captain Jerrie Bernier said. Certainly, the

key to the game was. however, Bernier's season high 23

point performance.

In dominating the middle, the 5-10 junior forward proved,

along with 6 1 freshman center Sue Burtoft (12 points and

a game high 12 reboinds). that the UMass inside game,

which has toiled in the shadow of the opposition for much of

the season, may be a force to be reckoned with at the

\tlantic 10 Tournament this Friday in Philadelphia.
rontinued on paf(e 1
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UMass forward Jerrie Bernier (4) scored 23
points as the Minutewomen whipped Duquesne,
75-66.

DeMarco leads

men's gymnastics

toNE title

Sbarra breaks record
By KATHLEEN HANNAN
C^ollegian Correspondent

Although the University of Massachusetts men's gym
nasties team accepted a loss to Templeton Saturday,

260..55 265, Sunday afternoon compensated as the

Minutemen easily took first place in the New England

Collegiate Gymnastics Championships at Boyden with a

total of 259.85 points.

UMass beat out the University of Vermont, Springfield

(.'ollego. Lowell. Dartmouth, and Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.

The meet began on pommel horse where co-captain Ken
Dougherty defended his first place NE title with a 9.2.

Sophomore Steve Baia performed a solid routine to clear

second place with an 8.95.

No titles were won on the still rings although the scores

were mostly high eights with junior Joe DeMarco taking a

9.1

In vaulting. Phil Gorgone executed a handspring pike

somersault over the horse, landing firmly to receive a well

deserved 9.45. Gorgone who has just recovered from a

knee injury, took first place, beating out defending champ
John Knowles of Lowell, who received a 9.2. "I saw John's

vault and it was damn good, I knew I had to do better, and

I stuck to it
." said Gorgone. rontmued on pswe i"

More sports,p. 10& 11
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Cape Verde Ambassador Visits UMass

Cape Verdean Ambassador Jose Femandes-Lopes (left)

visited the University last week as a guest of the

photo by David Walker

Chancellor. Lopes is shown here with Paul Barrows.

Director of CCEBMS (center) and the Ambassador's

assistant.

*'A Soldier's Story
f»

Expressions of Conflict

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

In 1 944, America was at War with Germany, Italy, and

Japan. However, for Black soldiers in the U.S. Army the

enemy was much closer to home. The Negro Ensemble

Company's production of "A Soldier's Play," presented

last Saturday at the Fine Arts Center, poi-

ngantly expressed the physical and mental conflicts that

Black soldiers had to endure at that time period.

"They still hate you," were the last agonizing words of

Technical Sergeant Vernon Waters, a Black career army

man, as he is shot dead in the late night hours by an

unknown assailant. Special Army investigator Richard

Davenport, a Black Captain, is as-

signed to the case by white superiors who do not reallly

want the case to cause racial antagonisms, because

two white officers were suspected.

Aside from the investigation, Davenport must deal with

attitudes of white officers who have little respect for his

authority. "Being in charge just doesn't look right for

negroes," said Captain Charles Taylor, a commander of

the unit of all Black soldiers whose biggest assignment

in the Army was to play baseball against white teams.

As Davenport begins to unravel the events leading up

to the murder, through dramatic flashbacks of the

soldiers who were interogated, he finds the inner

dilemma that Sergeant Waters was battling. Through

his fight to maintain dignity and gain respect for Black

soldiers from their white counterparts. Water developed

an extreme hatred of certain Black soldiers whom he

called "lackeys." Soldiers who sung and danced for the

whites, had very little education, or were very naive

were considered by Waters to be a disgrace and an

embarassment to the Black race.

Waters had a particular resentment to one such

soldier, Pvt. C.J. Memphis. Waters set up Pvt.

Memphis and had him thrown in the stockade. While in

the stockade Memphis committed suicide. Waters

became very distraught and took to drinking. The night

he was murdered he got in a fight with two white

officers. However, he was killed by two black soldiers

after confessing his deeds concerning Private

Memphis.

The irony of the struggle was pointed outwhen Captain

Davenport announced that the company, after finally

being sent into battle, was wiped out in a German

invasion.

The production was, to say the least superb. Directed

by Douglas Turner Ward, author of "Day of Absence"

and "Happy Ending" and co-founder of the Negro

Ensemble Company, the play has toured extensively

throughout the country and has won critical acclaim

everywhere. The audience at the Fine Arts Center, easily

got their money's worth for this unforgetable per-

by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

The Honorable Jose Fernandes-Lopes, the Am-

bassador from the Embassy of the Republic of Cape

Verde, visited the UMass campus between February

18-20. Mr. Lopes was invited as a guest of Chancellor

Joseph Duffey to come here and meet with ad-

ministrators and faculty to discuss possibilities for

some type of academic collaboration between UMass

and the Republic of Cape Verde and to meet with

Cape Verdean students here.

Mr. Lopes, educated in Portugal in agricultural

engineering and history and serving as ambassador for

almost 5 years, said that the trip was an enormous

success. He was very impressed with the scope of the

University and left making a commitment to contract

the Minister of Education in Cape Verde to encourage

further academic collaboration with Umass.

The ambassador identified three areas of possible col-

laboration with the University. The first and most im-

portant priority for Cape Verde is the field of manag-

ment. Middle level management positions are needed

to run businesses and agencies in the country. The

other priorities are in seeking training in such areas as

fishery and marine biology and hotel, restaurant and

tourism administration.

Paul Barrows, Director of CCEBMS, who was

responsible for setting up the Ambassador's visit said

the visit was, "A milestone in our efforts to assist

Cape Verde. To my knowledge this is one of the first

ambassadors from an African country to visit UMass. I

think the Ambassador was very much impressed with

the administration, the campus and in particular the

Cape Verdean students he had a chance to interact

with."

formance.
Continued on page 4

NUMMO
HISTORY

CONTEST

Beginning with this issue. NUMMO NEWS will have a

"History question of the week " contest. The person(8)

who respond correctly to the most questions will be

entered in a drawing to win a NUMMO jacket. Good

Luckl

History question of the week:

Who built the first clock in America?

The answer will appear in next weeks NUMMO.

Submit answers by Friday, March 1, 1985 to room 103

New Africa House.
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Steering Towards Unity
by Marilyn G. Bou
Nummo Staff

In an effort to upon communication between the

exsisting Third World orginizations at the University of

Massachusetts, The Third World Steering Committee

has requested all organizations to send one or more

representatives to the weekly meetings held in the

Shirley Graham DuBois Library in the New Africa

House.

The Committee also serves as a network for recruit-

ment for the organizations. Efforts to create the com-

mittee first began last summer. Student leaders and

administrators held informal meetings to lay the

ground work for a committee. "An intent of this com-

to share information and support one anothers

effort," said Rick Townes, Academic Advisor for the

Committee for the Education of Blacks and other

Minority Students.

Efforts to create the committee first began last sum-

mer. Student leaders and administrators held informal

meetings today the ground work for a committee. The

goals and objectives of the Committee promotion of

festivities without overlapping of events, promotion

of communication both within the organizattions and

the community at large, and coordination of events

with several registered student organizations so that

improven.«nt of social and academic activities may be

incrased. Dominique Harris said, "The Committee is a

way for Third World Student organizations to sit

down and communicate, look at themselves, what

they are doing, where they are going and where they

want to be.

The committee is stirring much excitement within

the community. Richard Harrigan, vice-president of

lota Phi Theta, Inc. said, "The momentum is definitely

on the upswing. The coalition of student and ad-

ministrative leaders working together to achieve suc-

cess in the New World Community at UMass is thrill-

ing. I saw this as a catalyst for other New World

students to become doers instead of dreamers."

The State of Black America
by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

John Jaoobe. the head of the National Urban
Lea^^ue, spoke on the state of Black America last

Thursday at Amherst OonegB. In his message were

tones of hardships, insensitivity. reoondlation and

most of all. hope for all of America.
Mr. Jaoobe said, it is no myth that Blacks have

n»ciB signifkBnt prGgresB in AmeiicHduring the past

25 yeaiB. He ^SEve figures that EtiotvBd that in 1960. 56

paroantcf BfcckAmerioawere poor v\*Tite in 1879Gnty

31 peroent were classified as such. However, the

Re^^pan poaitkcri that equal opportunity is here for all

so there» ro need fbr affinnative aobon programs, is

false said Jacobs.

Undo- R«k]ent BeE^pEBi, Mr. Jaoobs said the level

cf poverty for BlackAmerioahas hsen to 36 peroent

and threaters togo higgler.'" Mr. Jacobs also said that

vv^rilB pcKicrty afSeotB Blacks die^XTDpcrtkiiatefy. mere
whites azBen weUSare than Blacks, so it is just not a
Black problem, it is America's problem.
hithe prooeesof editing povtaly, Mr. Jacobs fur-

ther pointed out that there are some things that only

BIwicB can sch« fix themsetvea Orie is the alarming

rate of Black teenage pregnancy and the need of a
supportive fiather in sudi oases. Black children vvere

also mentionadeHS problems that BlacicB themselvee

have to overcome.
Mr. Jacobs stressed the need for Ammina to oon-

tlnue to live L9> to its obligaticns fcredl of its citizens.

The issues of peace and poverty in Mr. Jaoobs's

estimate are going to be the agendas around vvhich

Eyewitness to History Visits UMass

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondent

Author, physician. Dr. Han Suyin, will d«liv«r this years

W.E.B. DuBois Lecture at the University of Mass-

achusetts at Amherst. Her lecture, "China and Africa:

Linkage in the thought of W.E.B. DuBois and Writers of

the Third World," will be on Thurs-

day, February 28, at 8 p.m. in room 163 of the Campus

Center.

Dr. Han Suyin has written 24 books of fiction, romantic

noves and studies on economics, politics and medical

work in Malaya, Hong Kong and China. Although best

known in the West for her noves made into the movie

"Love is a Many-Splendoured Thing." her major work

has been 5 volumes of autobiographical and historical

writings on China and the Chinese Re-

writings on China and the Chinese Revolution.

In 1938. with China at war. Dr. Suyin returned home,

married an officer in the Chinese Nationalist army and

EBttlfSani their v^^iite aOieBwin laiita Adding that the
EkKic'v\^iite JeKwiEh rift is notas large as it coadeout to

be. Mr. Jacobs said the Urban League and some
v\tiiteJBwiBhaqgjBniaEticnsarBui^jtBiimigpKX.|yi^^
vsiikii they Ixth vvin particqBte toshow that the ooah-

tion, though slightly weakened, still exists.

His final topic for the evening was the issvie of

divestziKnt firm South Afiioa. Mr. Jacobs stated that

he does not favor total withdrawal, but a stance in
wtnch nomcieAmoioan axnpanies vwGuIdgo inand
the oGrr^]anies that are alreacty there would not ex-

pend. America, in his view, needs to be able to in-

fluence South African policies and withdrawal im-

rnediatefywent solve the oountzy's problem. As a last

note 1% vvarned that U.S. ooDopanies hove little tirne

to enact ohanges in South Afnoa or a nxire criilitant

leadership than that of Bishop Tutu may eu:i8e.

practiced midwifery in the interior. Her first book.

"Destination Chungking," dealt with her experience

during the war.

The W.E.B. DuBois Lecture features a guest of the

Chancellor each year. It will also mark the end of the

Black History Month at the University of

Massachusetts which has the theme this year "The

Struggle for Freedom: The Past, Present and Future."

"We are extremely fortunate that Dr. Han is in the

country at this time and able to share with the University

the tremendous esteem with which Dr. DuBois was held

in the Third World and the tremendous Internationel

influence the he exerted." said University of

Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

She has since earned an international reputation as a

chronicler of China. Bertrand Russell once remarked,

"Anyone who wants to understand China must read Han

Suyin."

Immediately following the lecture on the 28th. Suyin

will be available to sign her latest novel of Impreial

China. "The Enchantress".

Daughter of a Chinese father and Belgian mother, Han
grew up in Peking and went into medicine at a time

when it was not considered a career for women. She
entered Yenching University and was given a scholar-

ship to complete her premedical studies at the Uni-

versity of Brussels.

Cast from "For Colored Girls Who Have Considered

Suicide/ When the Reinbow is Enuf' .
performed by

students from Mount Holyoke College on February 18

""<^ "• ® photo by Ed Cohen
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Letter to the Editor

A note on the Graduate Fair

Heed well the words of of Herbert Spencer, "There

is a principle which is a bar against all information,

which is proof against all arguments and which cannot

fail to keep a man in everlasting ignorance: that princi-

ple is contempt prior to investigation." This principle

by Herbert Spencer, is one of eight standard rules of a

student, edified not only to myself but to all students

within the Department of Pan-African Culture at Kent

State University by Chief Fela Sowande of Nigeria

during the turbulent years of the late sixties and early

seventies. This recollection is for you the reader who
may have missed the Minority Graduate Student

Association's Graduation Fair on February 14th at the

Hampden Student Center, simply because he or she

was "pre/post" occupied with the idea that the fair

was inept and served no purpose.

Although, professional recruiters from the par-

ticipating intitutions (except State University of New

York), did not attend, some of the graduate students

who particpated as recruiters attended the schools as

undergraduates and/or as graduates. Others looked at

the information provided by the participating graduate

school one or two weeks prior to the fair in order to

familiarize themselves with that institution. However,
all the recruiters at one time or another took the

obligatory steps necessary to get into graduate

school, one of which is to graduate with a Bachelor's

Degree'

For a people, especially young people who are sup-

posedly conscious not only of race but have a cons-

cience of all oppressive measures within /without the

Third World community you cannot remain naive or

acquiescent and expect to survive in an educational

arena that is not just.

Paulo Freire, a visitor to this campus (try not to miss

him), has written in his Pedagogy of the Oppressed,

There is no such thing as a neutral education process.

Education either functions as an instrument which is

used to facilitate the integration of the younger
generation into the logic of the present system and br-

ing about conformity to it, or it becomes "the practice

of freedom," the means by which men and women
deal critically and creatively with reality and discover

how to participate in the transformation for this

world." If the Third World undergraduate community
is to have a hand in the transformation and restructur-

ing of education then they must prepare diligently, ef-

ficiently, effectively and in concert with one another

to be successful.

The Minority Graduate Fair is just a beginning by
Third World graduate students to communicate with

their younger brothers and sisters and it won't be the

last. So the next time "JOE SMOE" puts on a show,

you come.

Curtis L. Pittman

Letter to the Editor

The Student Government Association (SGA)
Treasurer, John Mooradian is in the movement of try-

ing to end Registered Student Organization (RSO)
groups. Mr. Mooradian said at the SGA coordinating

committee meeting on Friday February 22, 1985 that

"We don't have to fund RSO groups."

I talked to Mr. Mooradian about what he meant by
his words. Mr. Mooradian answered my question by
saying, "RSO's are groups whom are not part of the

senate." This means only fourteen groups out of the

fifty groups would be getting money from the SGA
Budget committee. These fourteen groups are:

Academic Affairs,

Attorney General Office

Committee Public Policy

Economic Development Office

Finance/ Budgets
Government Affairs

President's Office

Senate Governing Board
Senate Operation

Senate Rents and Fees

SCERA
SGA Payroll

SGA Affirmative Action Office

SGA Communication Office

These fourteen groups budget is even bigger than

the other 46 student group (the RSO's) budget. For

example, Scera's budget last year was $88,248.50;

Scera requested a $102,000 budget. Senate opera-

tions budget was $65,484.24, President's Office

RJSLO. Funding in Jeopardy?
$20,039.20 and Academic Affairs $22,117.54. Most of

the money for these senate RSO groups are payroll.

Furthermore, these people didn't even do their jobs

right because if they did we wouldn't be in the trouble

we are today' Do you know whom you should blame?

I'll tell you whom, the SGA Treasurer John Mooradian

and his buddy Chris Sullivan the SGA speaker.

John Mooradian also told me, we the SGA senate

and the Budget committee should fund the SCERA
coordinator of Anti-Opression. This position has been

vacant for six months now and the cost of the position

is $14,000.00. I personally disagree with Mr. Moora-

dian because we don't have the money to found this

particular position. Mr. Mooradian said to me, in the

SGA Constitution article 1, part G, "Developing and

implementing methods of exposing and combatting

human oppression," gives grounds to fund this posi-

tion.

I think we should not fund this position because we
have other groups whom are doing the same human
oppression work on campus. We don't have the

money to give to SCERA for this vacant position.

Also, in the SGA constitution it doesn't say we (the

senate) should fund the SCERA coordinator of anti-

oppression. As you can see, Mr. Mooridian is just giv-

ing us his "B.S."

ThereforeJ am asking the rest of the UMass SGA
Senate to join me and the budget committee to vote

down the motion of funding the SCERA vacant posi-

tion. What Mooridian fails to consider are the needs of

the students. For the price of one SCERA professional

WE BUILT THE PYRAMIDS

Address all letters to the Editor to: Nummo News,
New Africa House Room 103

by Chris Williams
Nummo Staff

Many myths still exsist about African people and thier

history. One of these myths is that the Ancient Africans,

now reffered to as Egyptians, did not build the pyramids.

Instead, many claim that they were built by various

outsiders like the Biblical Hebrews or more conviently

by the Arabs from Western Asia. The purpose of this

article is to show that neither of these two groups had

any role in the construction of the pyramids in Egvrt.

According to popular belief, the pyramids^*''* huiK by

the Hebrews of The Old Testament while they were

enslaved in Egypt. First of all. the pryamids were

completed by the XIII dynastic period before Joseph

had even entered Egypt. The first pryamid that was built

in Egypt was the Step Pyramid of Sakara in the III

dynasty. It was built by an Ancient Egyptian multi*

genius called Imhotep, who is the real father of

medicine. Imhotep was also the Prime Minister to King

Zoser, and it is from him that we get the saying, "Eat,

drink and be merry for tomorrow we die." It should also

be noted that when the Egyptians built their pyramids

they always used Imhotep's method of using steps to

outline the basic structure of the pyramid. The most well

known of all the pyramids is the largest of the Great

Pyramids at Giza that was built during the IV dynasty.

This giant pyramid, which was designed by an African

named Cheops, is 451 feet high, has 2.500,000 blocks

of granite, each weighing 2.5 tons and it took 100,000

laborers thirty years to build it.

Cheops, Fourth Dynasty Pharaoh, builder of the Great

Pyramid: a Black man resembling the present-day

Cameroonian type.

at $14,000, Third World students can recieve the

social support, benefits and programs of all of the

following organizations:

African Students Association

American Indian Student Association

Black Mass Communications Project

Cape Verdean Student Alliance

Concepto Latino

Korean Student Association

If the SGA Treasurer's policy is put into action, all

of the groups above would be cut and slashed to zero'

NUMMO NEWS, the only minority newspaper on

campus, would be chopped along with the other

RSO's That's right, the paper you are now reading

would be history.

It is important to say that Mooridian doesn't want to

cut just Third World groups, but all groups that are

not part of the Senate.

If you do not want to see our RSO's die, then do

something about it. You can: 1) come to the Third

World Caucus meeting at 6:00 p.m. in the Dukes room

of the Student Union. 2) Come to the Student Senate

meeting this Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in the Campus
Center. 3) Talk to your own dorm senator and tell

them how you fell. 4) If you really want to help, leave a

note in the Budget's mailbox in the Senate office, 4th

fir. SUB.

SGA Assistant Budget Chair and Student Senator

Michael Oduru

Abraham, who is supposed to be the first of the Biblical

Hebrews, was bom in Ur in Western Asia sometime

during Egypt's XIII dynasty. Many people believe that

the Hebrews were enslaved in Egypt and it was during

their enslavement that they built the pyramids. If indeed

this enslavement did take place (there is no historical

proof of this), the Hebrews were not enslaved by the

Egyptiens during this period, which was the XIV to XV
dynasty, because the Egyptians were urnier foriegn rule.

This means that if the Hebrews were enslaved in Egypt,

they were not enslsved by the Egyptians. Besides, how

could the Hebrews build pyramids in the XIV and XV
dynasties when all pyramid construction ended in the

XIII dynasty? Joseph had not even entered Egypt as yet

and when he did. and subsequently his family, the

pyramids were already built.

Furthermore, nowhere in the Old Testament is it

mentioned that the Hebrews built the pyramids. The

book of Exodus describes what the Hebrews did in the

following passage: "So the Egyptians pot slave-drivers

over them to crush their spirit with hard labor. The

Isrealites built the cities of Pithom and Rameses to

serve as supply centers for the king." - Exodus 1. 1

1

Today's English Version.

The next group that is given credit for building the

pyramids are the Arabs from Western Asia. The Arabs

had nothing to do with the construction of the pyramids,

because they did not enter Africa in any large numbers

until 639 A.D.. thousands of years after the pyramids

were built. B<»Kides. when the Arabs entered Africa in

Continued on page 4
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Pyramids Continued from page 3

the seventh century they came as colonizer* and

enslavers of Africa and its people. Many of the tombs

and temples in Egypt were destroyed by the Arabs.

These Arabs had no respect for Egyptian religions, in

spite of the fact that the so-called Western' religions of

Judaism. Christianrty and Islam evolved out of the

Egyptian Mystery System. Readers who are interested

in pursuing this subject should consult the following

books: "Man. God and Civilization" by John G.

Jackson. "The Egyptian Book of the Dead", translated

by E.A. Wallis Budge, and "African Origins of the Major

'Western Religions'", by Yosef ben-Jochannan.

This discussion would not be complete without

discussing the reason why most people believe that

Africans did not build the pyramids. The answer is quite

simple, the need to believe in white supremacy. In order

for white supremacy to exsist. white supremists have to

use all of their resources to show that Africans did not

build pyramids. The very idea of Africans building these

gigantic monuments debunks the idea of white su-

premacy. After all. Africans were supposed to be in the

deep, dark jungles of Africa waiting for so-called

"Christian" Europe to bring them the "blessings" of

Chrisianity and the "fruits" of Western Civilization.

With the evidence presented in this article I hope that

one would think twice before saying any outsiders of

AfricB built the pyramids, specifically the Biblical

Hebrews and the Arabs

soldier's story Continued from page 1

I believe that the play was a brilliant portrayal of the

inner struggles that black soldiers had to suffer,

particularly those who held rank, such as Sergeant

Waters. Captain Davenport and Corporal Cobb, whose

minds were caught in between dedication to the Army

and commitment to the struggle of Black men to gain

equal treatment.

One black viewer did however, question the content of

the play, saying that he was not very comfortable

viewing such themes in front of a mixed audience.

"There are some things we do not want our oppressors

to know abo ut us. " said the observer. However, a vast

majority of the audience thoroughly enjoyed the ex-

cellent performance. We look forward to the re-

appearance of the Negro Ensemble Company in the

Valley again very soon.

TONIGHT

Poet and author. Maya Angelou will present "An

Evening wKh Maya Angelou" as part of Black History

Month tonight at 8:00 pm in Bowker Auditorium.

ir Announcements^ Announcements • Announcementsi^

FINANCIAL AID DEADLINE

The Financial Aid deadline for the 1985-86
academic year is March 1, 1985. All

Financial Aid Forms must be sent to the
College Scholarship Service by the
above date to receive priority funding for
the next academic year.
Any questions can be referred to the

Financial Aid Office, 243 Whitmore Hall.

HAPPY NEW YEAR
AASA

The Asian American Students Associa-

tion (AASA) of the University of

Massachusetts would like to wish

everyone a Happy New Year. According

to the Lunar Calender, Wednesday. Feb.

20, 1985 began the year 4683.

A COURSE IN SPANISH LANGUAGE
AND LATINO CULTURE

A community based group invites you
to participate in learning or improving
skills in the Spanish language.
The learning process will include infor-

mal discussions with members of the

Latino community, films, field trips, and
cultural events.
Language instruction will be offered in

the context of understanding issues con-
cerning the Latino community and its

connection with the strugggle of other

Latin American peoples. All language
levels welcome. Initial meeting will be
on Monday, March 4th at 58 Pleasant

St., Northampton beginning at 6:30 p.m.
This eight-week series will meet on
Monday and Wednesday evenings.

For more information call Paige
Bridgens at 586-3223 (or in the Northamp-
ton phone book under A. Halstead),

OPEN HOUSE

The Anacoana Center
promoting,educating and supporting

cultural and ethnic diversity, will spon-

sor an Open House on Wednesday, Feb.

27 at 7 00. The center is located in the

basement of Dwight House. The pur-

pose of this Open House is to inform

more students of the center's existence

and it's resources. In conjunction with

Black History Month, The Anacoana
Center will show two historical black

films during the Open House.

THE ANNUAL W.E.B. DUBOIS LECTURE

Han Suyin, physician, historian and

author of five volumes of

autobiographical and historial writings

on China, including The Crippled Tree,

Bird/ess Summer, A Mortal Flower, and a

newly-released nowe\,The Enchantress, will

speak on:

"China and Africa: Linkage in the

Thoughts of W.E.B. Dubios and Writers of

the Third World" on Thursday, February 28,

1985, at 8 p.m. Room 163, Campus Center.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst. A
book-signing reception will follow.

The Black Student's Alliance of Smith Col-

lege will present the Tribute to Black

Womanhood Award to:

MS. BETTY SHABAZZ

Wife of the late Malcolm X, Thursday

February 28 at 8:00 pm at the Neilson Brows-

ing Room - Library, Smith College. A recep-

tion will follow.

THIRD WORLD CAUCUS

The Third World Caucus is the main
legislative body that represents the Third

World community in the Undergraduate
Senate at UMass. This representation

helps to insure diversity by promoting
Third World student interest and unity.

The Third World Caucus came into ex-

istence in the late 1960's in response to

the struggle waged by Third World
students to correct the exclusionary

practices of the UMass Undergraduate
Student Senate.
The Caucus serves as the governing

board of the Office of Third World Af-

fairs. It maintains communication with

Third World organizations and assists

them with their organizational goals. For

more information, please pay us a visit

at the Office of Third World Affairs, 308

Student Union Building, 5-2544.
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"THE DANCE AND THE RAILROAD"

The New WORLD Theater at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst will

present The Dance and the Railroad, a

play by David Henry Hwang, on March 7,

8, and 9, at 8 p.m. in the Hampden
Theater on the University campus. In

conjunction with the play, martial artist

Richard Cesario will present a free

workshop entitled "Introduction to

Chinese Martial Arts (Wu Shu)" at 2 p.m.
on Saturday, March 9, at Emily Dickin-

son Hall on the Hampshire College cam-
pus. The workshop is open to the public.

Tickets for the three performances of

The Dance and the Railroad may be
reserved in advanced at the Fine Arts
Center Box Office by calling 545-2511 or

may be purchased at the door the night

of each performance. Ticket prices are

$4 for the general public and $2 for

students.
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Author talks ofJewish tragedy
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Renowned author and Holocaust survivor, Elie Wiesel,

praised those who sheltered Jewish refugees fleeing the

Nazis as people "who saved the honor of humankind,"

but lamented that so few had the courage to do so, in a

speech last night at the University of Massachusetts.

Wiesel, before an overflow crowd in the Campus
Center Auditorium, said that only by actively recalling

past tragedies such as the Holocaust can society avert

future catastrophes of even greater magnitude.

"We go out of our way to say thanks to those who in

times of darkness opened the door" to Jews, he said.

"But how many were there?

"The question is, what happened to the others? Where
were they? How could Hitler alone cause so many
tragedies?" he asked. An estimated six million Jews died

in Nazi concentration camps before and during World

War n.

The Holocaust, revealed that "it is possible for an en-

tire society to remain indifferent to the plight of an en-

dangered people," Wiesel said.

The title of Wiesel's speech, sponsored by the UMass
chapter of B'nai B'rith Hillel, was "Building a Moral

Society."

"An immoral society is one where it is possible for a

ruler, on a whim, to endanger an entire people,*' he said.

Wiesel said there can "never be any analogy" between

the Holocaust and any other tragedy in history. Yet he

added, in reference to the threat of nuclear war, that

"the impossible is possible."

"Nobody can guarantee that a ruler someday will not

wake up and. in a fit of anger or madness...press the but-

ton.

"The world today is not an encouraging place to live,"

he said, citing "repression" in the Soviet Union, Poland,

Afghanistan and starvation in Africa. "We must face all

these victims. If we don't we are accomplices.

"But if we tell the tale (of past tragedies), we create a

Coltepmn pholo by D»vid Dcuber

Holocaust survivor, Elie Wiesel.

shield for ourselves" against future ones, he said. "The
sum of memories creates our own refuge."

Wiesel has written over 20 books, including Night, his

account of life in the Nazi concentration camps at

Auschwitz and Buchenwald, where he was taken as a
teenager from his home in Transylvania (Romania). He
now lives in New York City and teaches at Boston
University.

FormerUM student appeals ruling
By JOHN YUNCE
Collegian Staff

A former University of Massachusetts student is ap-

pealing a judge's decision not to hear his $500,000 racial

discrimination lawsuit filed against Mount Holyoke College

in 1983.

A Hampshire District Court judge granted summary

judgement, which rules there is not evidence to proceed

with the case against Zagtoul Ayad, on June 15, 1983.

Ayad is a former employee of Mt. Holyoke College. He is

now claiming that George Nassar, his attorney at the time,

did not submit necessary documents at the summary

hearing.

Robert Moynihan, Mt. Holyoke personnel director said in

a court deposition that he told Ayad that if he did not

resign his position as a cook at the school, he would tell

police that Ayad had accosted a woman.

Ayad, who claims he was actually fired because he is an

Egyptian and a Moslem, and that there was unrest in the

Middle East at the time, said Nassar failed to submit

several documents at his hearing that could have proved he

was not at the school when the alleged attack occured.

Mt. Holyoke has filed a counter suit for (500.000 plus

legal fees, which claims Ayad was discharged because he

failed to perform in a satisfactory manner. It also claims he

accosted a student, Ayad said, though no criminal charges

have been brought against him.

Ayad's present attorney. Joan H. Neddleman, said she

was reluctant to comment on the case.

"1 would like to find a different way to handle it. " she said.

Mt. Holyoke refused to identify the alleged victim, Ayad

said.

Ayad was a continuing education student at UMass at the

time of the alleged assault, and he said there are three

professors at the school who can support his claim that he

was not at Mt. Holyoke at the time of the alleged attack.

The South Hadley Police Department has no record of an

assault, he said. The Mt. Holyoke security department has

records of an assault complaint, but the name of the person

who filed the complaint was deleted, Ayad added.

Dissident blasts Soviet political system
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

Yuri Tuvim. a dissident of the Soviet Union and a

research scientist, said last night at the University of

Massachusetts that for America to deal properly with the

Soviets, people must become knowledgable about the

UMftss prof, blew whistle on DES effects. 3
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nature of its totalitarian system.

Before a capacity audience in room 168, Campus Center,

Tuvim, a former Soviet citizen, related his experiences and

impressions gained from 45 years under various com-

munist regimes.

He emphasized the importance of the average American

becoming aware that the Soviet system in the long run

depends on world domination for survival.

Early in the lecture Tuvim made clear his belief that the

Soviet Union is actually two countries. One country

contains 260 million citizens who have little power and

another is populated by a hall-million people who rule

the Soviet Union, such as party members, bureaucrats,

secret police, and ministers of the state.

The average citizen, he said, has a shortage of even basic

necessities while the ruling elite have access to "special

medical care, food systems, apartment housing, and even

gas stations."

continued on pvK 3

Grad students
rally against

fee proposal
ByCREGBKOWN
("ollegian Staff

About 300 University of Massachusetts students rallied

outside the Student Union Building yesterday, and then

marched to the Whitmore Administration Building in

protest of the proposed Universal Resource Fee.

The noontime rally was attended mostly by graduate

students who claim the ftH' will be unfair to them l>ecause

they don't use many of the buildings that the fee will be

paid for.

Students ohanted "No way, we won't pay," and sang a

song led by a memlM«r of the graduate student senate.

vSanjiv Dugal. president of the senate, said the University

would "add insult to injury" if it implemented the f»H> since

"graduate students are paid less for their teaching here

than at any other school."

The Universal Resource Fee is a consolidated $261 per

year charge designed to pay off one large debt service on

many campus buildings, including the Campus Center,

residence halls, dining commons, the Student Union

Building, and other non academic lacihties.

Currently, there are several debt services on the

buildings which are paid off by a variety of student fees,

such as the Campus Center Fee and the room and board

fees.

The new plan is much more efficient financially and will

save the University millions of dollars, officials have said.

"1 may not agree with the graduate students, but I un-

derstand their arguments." Associate Vice Chancellor of

Administration and Finance, H.J. Littlefield said

yesterday.

The resource fee was approved "in principle" by the

trustees last year. Littlefield said.

Graduate student senators will attend Wednesday's

trustee meeting in Boston to protest the proposal.

Yesterday's group marched to Whitmore and walked

straight up to the third floor office of Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey.

The chancellor was at lunch when the students arrived,

but said in an interview later. "It's not my proposal.

"

About 250 students signed a "guest list" to inform Duffey

that they were there to see him.

Most of the graduate students at the rally said the im-

portant underlying issue was the low pay they receive as

teaching assistants and researchers.

"Our stipends are far too low," Christos Karastamatis.

vice president of the senate, said. "No graduate student

will be able to afford this, nor should they have to."

George Claxton. 26, the graduate senator from the an

thropology department, said "We're not even allowed to

use these buildings. It's easier for their bookkeeping not to

differentiate between graduate and undergraduate

students, but we will be paying for their efforts.

"

Amherst college holds

hungerawareness day
In response to human suffering in many parts of Africa,

an Amherst College group has declared today "A Call to

Action on the African Crisis" and will present a variety of

events on the topic.

The Amherst Africa Response Coalition, in conjunction

with Bread for the World, UNICEF, and Oxfam America

are sponsoring activities aimed at increasing awareness

of the current hunger crisis in Africa.

Amherst College President Peter Pouncey and several

Amherst professors will address the "necessity of

responding to the suffering, " at 4:30 p.m. in Johnson

Chapel, Jeffery Hall, founder of the coalition said.

And following, C. Payne Lucas, founder and executive

director of the hunger agency Africare will speak at 8

p.m. Hall said a phone bank will be provided for students

to call their Washington representatives and urge them

to support two current bills on the African crisis.

The goal of the coalition, formed this semester, is to

raise $100,000 for four hunger agencies: UNICEF, Oxfam
America, Church World Service, and Africare.
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Embezzler sentenced to jail
BOSTON A 45 year old widow whc
admitted that she embezzled more than $2

million from a Worcester bank was sen

tenced yesterday to three years in federal

prison.

U.S. District Judge John J. McNaught
imposed the penalty on Mary Leona Savoic

of Dudley, who worked for 15 years at the

Guaranty Bank and Trust Company and

secretly diverted bank funds over a three

year period.

When she entered her guilty plea last

month in the same courtroom, Mrs. Savoie

cried and confessed, "I just did it."

Authorities said it was the largest bank

embezzlement in the state in recent years.

The $2.1 million she was said to have taken

during three years beginning in 1981 was
nearly twice the $1.2 million that 11 bandits

stole from Brink's Inc. in Boston in 1950.

At Guaranty Bank and Trust, Mrs. Savoie

was described as a hard working, loyal

employee who had risen to assistant

manager of the accounting department.

investigators said the mother of four had

no known vices, no major debts and no

criminal record. But they said she

maneuvered $2,128,777 from the bank into

accounts she had opened for herself in New
York and Canada.

She told others that the money to improve

her home and to buy cars for herself and her

son came from her husband's life insurance

policy.
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BELAFONTE REACTS—Singer and civil rights activist Harry Belafonte ad-

dresses a news conference in Boston yesterday after charges were dropped

against 12 anti-apartheid protesters. He was to havt testified in their behalf.
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Boy held in shooting of mother

DOUGLAS, Mass.-A 15-year-old boy described by ac-

quaintances as quiet and well-liked was charged yesterday

in connection with the fatal shootings of his mother and

his maternal grandparents.

Joseph Perkins, 15, was arraigned in a closed session in

Uxbridge District Court and pleaded not delinquent to

charges of juvenile deliquency. District Attorney John J.

Conte said that within seven days he would ask the case be

transferred from Juvenile Court to Superior Court, where

the youth would be tried as an adult on charges of murder.

Judge Anthony N. Compagnone ordered Perkins held at

Metropolitan State Hospital in Waltham where doctors

will determine if he is mentally fit to undergo court pro-

ceedings. The case was continued until March 12.

The Douglas Memorial High School student was ar-

rested Sunday at a Braintree motel after the bodies of the

three family members were discovered in their home here

and police were alerted to look for the youth and his

mother's missing car.

Man accused of uniform theft

SI'KINGKIELU — A Peabody man toiled in his at

tempts to remc'e former basketball star Wilt Cham-
berlain's jersey from a mannequin in the Basketball Hall of

I" ame pleaded innocent yesterday to charges in connection

with the break in, police said.

.hid^e James P. Dohoney of Springfield District Court set

a March 25 pre trial conference for Andrew G. Mccrea, 37,

who police speculated intended to sell jerseys and other

basketball memorabilia from the museum to collectors. He
was freed on $1,000 bail.

Former Boston C'ellic Bill Russell's game shirt, which had

been cut off its manneguin with a razor, also was
recovered, police said.

Hall of h'ame spokesman Jerry Healy said Monday that

Kussell's mannequin would remain naked while his uniform
is in police custody.

"We had to resew Wilt, ' Healy said. "We had to put his

pants back on."

Army ROTC may oust lesbian

BOSTON — A federal district court must reconsider

whether a declared lesbian can stay in an Army ROTC
program because of new evidence about her homosexuality

that could make her unfit for duty, a federal appeals court

has ruled.

In a four page opinion written by Judge Juan Torruella, a

three judge panel of the 1st Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals

set aside a decision by a federal magistrate that reinstated

Diane Matthews in the ROTC program at the University of

Maine's Orono campus.
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Salem students return to school

SALEM, Mass. Students returning yesterday to Salem

High School after vandals ransacked the building were

asked to put themselves in the place of the brothers and

sisters charged in the destruction.

"We wanted them to be sensitive to those individuals,

who certainly must be feeling very tense today," Principal

Edward A. (.'urtin said.

Curtin said the 1,400 students broke into discussion

groups before classes began yesterday to talk about the

$;J00.0O0 worth of vandalism and the arrest of 12 people, 10

of them students at the school.

Vandals who broke into the building during last week's
winter break smashed hundreds of windows, destroyed
expensive equipment and emptied fire extinguishers.

Most of the damage was cleaned up last week in a
marathon effort by school workers, a professional cleaning

contractor and residents who volunteered their labor to
allow the school to reopen as scheduled Monday.

Curtin, who led one of the 21 discussion groups with

students, said his session "went extremely well."

"1 tried in a limited period of time to talk to them about

the extent of the damage, when it happened and explain to

them how the community cooperated in an unbelievable
fashion, " he said.

'We tried to deal with their own emotions and their own
feelings about this, " he said.

The reaction of the students, he said, was "just one of

concern a lot of questions as to what's going to happen to

the students and in just what way their intiividual

education is going to be impaired. We ensured them the

impact to their education is going to be minimal.
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UMass professor blew whistle on side effects ofDES drug
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A biochemist currently teaching at the University of

Massachusetts was responsible for sounding the first alarm

on what has become, decades later, widespread outcry

over the use of the synthetic hormone diethylstibestrol,

commonly known as DES.
In 1960, biochemistry professor Anthony M.

Gawienowski. then working at Kansas State University,

urged the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) to in-

vestigate the long term effects of DES, now strongly

linked to cancer of the breast and uterus but for nine

years his voice went unheard.

DES was given to an estimated 2 million pregnant women
during the 1940s and '50s on the belief it would prevent

miscarriages, and routinely injected into beef cattle until

the FDA ordered it off the market in 1978.

Gawienowski's suspicions about DES were first aroused

in the late 1950s when he injected the drug into rats and

mice.

His experiments found not only that radioactive DES
went into the skin, but that its residue was found to

pervade body tissues, especially the liver.

Gawienowski recalls he became "perturbed" when he

learned the drug was widely used as a means of improving

the bulk of poultry and beef.

He obtained the livers of butchered DES cows and "found

some that contained four milligrams of DES resi<lue per

pound of liver tissue."

"There is no reason to assume," Gawienowski warned in

1960. "that the hormone taken in meat will behave any

differently than it would as an administered drug (pill)."

Gawienowski informed the FDA of his findings, but it

wasn't until 1969 that they responded by asking him for

more details on how to analyze DES in meat products.

At the time of Gawienowski's findings DES was no longer

being prescribed to pregnant women, not because of its

Collegian photo by Derek Roberts

UMass professor of biochemistry, Anthony M. Ga-

wienowski.

carcint^enic properties, but because it was ineffective in

preventing miscarriages and had unpleasant side effects,

such as severe nausea.

When first marketed, DES was thought to be a cheap

substitute for the natural hormone progesterone, while

sharing the natural substance's capacity to prevent

spontaneous abortion by keeping the uterine environment

intact.

However, even after it was known to be carcinogenic,

until 1978 the drug was legally used in this country to

stimulate growth in beef cattle which would later end up on

the nation's dinner tables.

Gawienowski attributes the FDA's slow response to

vigorous lobbying on the part of both powerful cattle and

pharmaceutical industries.

"Cattle given DES will grow 15 to 20 percent faster on the

same amount of feed." he explained, adding, that this gave

the cattle industry "very strong motivation to use it."

He also said 'when a pharmaceutical company is making

very large profits from a drug it is in their self interest not

to find out its harmful effects."

Gawienowski recalled that when he first became worried

over the effects of the drug, he contacted a major com

pany, Eli Lilly, responsible for its production, to suggest

they needed to do research on it.

"The research director told me to investigate it myself.

They should have really done it themselves," he said.

DES was finally banned by the FDA in 1978. after the

Environmental Defense Fund, for which Gawienowski is a

consultant, sued the Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary of

Health. Education and Welfare, and the commissioner of

the FDA.
At the same time a federal task force was established to

investigate the effects of the drug, which are believed to

include: high risk of breast cancer in mothers who took the

drug; high risk of a rare vaginal cancer in both mothers and

their daughters; higher rate of miscarriages among
daughters of DES women; and reproductive abnormalities

in both sons and daughters of DES women.
Gawienowski is still concerned now, that the drug "is

being bootlegged and is still given to cattle."

In 1980, FDA inspectors found nearly a half million head

of cattle illegally implanted with DES pellets and more

than 1,200 cattle Ulegally fed DES.
Gawienowski, though no longer actively involved in

researching DES, is worried again, but this time with the

use of "certain herbicides on plants," he said.

"1 have communicated my concerns to the Environmental

Protection Agency and environmental defense fund but

have heard nothing from them yet," Gawienowski said,

adding that the situation reminded him of the DES in-

cident.

But he is still hopeful "we can learn from the DES incident

and avoid it from coming up again in the future."

Amherst cops probe

alleged campus rape
Amherst police said yesterday the

alleged rape of an 18-year-old University

of Massachusetts student which occured

on Buttertiold Terrace last Thursday
night is being "actively investigated."

Pohce said the student told police she

had left her dormitory room on campus

and was walking down Butterfield

Terrace when two men dragged her into

nearby bushes. She said one assailant

raped her while the other subdued her.

Police said the student reported she

screamed when she was attacked but no

one heard her, and that the two men ran

off when a motor vehicle passed the scene

of the incident.

The student described the assailants to

police as white males in the late teens or

early 20's.

Rape services offered

The following is a compilation of

available resources at the University of

Massachusetts for victims of rape or

sexual assault, friends of the victim, and

those who wish to increase their

awareness concerning issues of violence

against women:
• The Everywoman's Center runs a

counselor/advocate program which offers

24 hour services to victims of sexual

violence. Trained counselors provide a

crisis line and direct services to victims of

rape, sexual assualt, incest, battering,

and sexual harassment. Services include

long and short term counseling, support

groups, information, advocacy, and

referral. Everywoman's Center: 545-0883,

Twenty four hour crisis number: 545-

0800.
• The University Health Services

provides medical care for victims of rape

or sexual assault. The Campus poUce wiU

transport victims to the health center,

where they can receive a medical

examination, and be asked to give a

description of the incident. Follow up care

includes pregnancy testing, testing for

sexually transmitted diseases and at-

tention to emotional needs. If desired, a

rape counselor advocate or a member of

the mental health staff is available. Health

Services 24 hour phone: 545-2671.

• The Department of Public Safety,

located in Dickinson Hall, has a sensitive

crime unit to help victims of rape and

sexual assault, they have personnel who

have received specialized training in the

treatment of rape victims and can arrange

for immediate medical, legal, and coun

seling assistance. The law provides that

all reports of rape and conversations

between police and victims shall be

completely confidential. The campus

police rape hotline: 545-2677.

-DEBORAH ROSS

Graduate eyes

land development
Hv JOSEPH McCORMACK
C/ollegian I'orrespoiideiit

Mount Toby and the wildnerness around it

in Sunderland, although beautiful and

easily accessible, are relatively un-

derdeveloped and unknown according to a

former Univeristy of Massachusetts

student who wants to change that notion.

Despite skepticism trom taculty members,

t hris Ryan, a 1984 graduate with a

bachelors degree in geography, said he

would like to see UMass get more use out of

the 1.000 acres it manages on Mount Toby,

sandwhiched between Koutes 116 and 63. A
trail guide of the region which he wrote will

soon be published. Ryan said.

"They don't even know what they have up

there.... It's a gem. he said. Ryan gets

excited when he describes the networks of

trails that are "just sitting up there,

waiting to be used."

Ryan said the trails are "excellent" for

cross country skiing, snowmobiling, and

hiking. Ryan has several ideas for im-

proving Mount Toby for other acitivities,

which include hiring a forest warden to

oversee the area, turning part of Cram-

berry Pond into a beach with Ufeguards.

building tentplatforms, and renovating

some abandoned buildings. The cost of

implementing the ideas would be an initial

one of about $60,000, and $30,000 annualUy,

Ryan said.

The areas of land UMass controls are

managed by the forestry and wildlife

department. Professor Kravton Wilson said
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Mount Toby in Sunderland managed by the University of Massachusetts. A re-

cent graduate thinks it needs to be more developed.

Cnn^.zTi photo by David Deuber

Soviet dissident, Yuri Tuvim

its management plan is concerned with

maintianing the area for forestry research,

aesthetic scenery, and fishing.

Kyan stresses that a recreational master

plan is needed.

"The forestry and wildlife department

policy is lacking in recreational

management, Ryan said.

Ryan wrote the beginnings of a

recreational plan that the town of Sun-

derland is interested in. "I would like to see

Sunderland, the university, and private

landowners cooperate in developing the

area, he said.

However, Professor Donald Mader, head

of the forestry and wildlife department, is

concerned that increased use of Mount
Toby may jeopardize research and
demonstration projects in the forest.

"If it's developed too intensively, it will

also develop problems," he said.

Past problems include nude bathing at

• Tuvim— -——

-

continued from foge 1

Claiming that the free and relatively good life of the

western nations is "a big seduction for the Soviet people,"

Tuvim said the main goal of the ruling class is to keep the

people in the Soviet Union under control by the use of an

internal secret police and* army. Another goal of Soviet

policy, he said, was "external expansion of their prisons

throughout the globe and erosion of the seductive freedom

of the democratic countries."

Tuvim said the majority of citizens resent the exclusive

privileges of the rulers and that this creates tension within

the society, a potential explosion which the Soviet Union

tries to avoid by the use of force and anti West

propaganda.

Tuvim emphasized that "dealing with Russia should be

linked to human rights issues which are the Achilles Heel

of the Soviet Union.

"

A unified front of American public opinion might alfect

the political actions of Russia, but, Tuvim maintained,

"every American must become knowledgeable of the issues

with respect to the Soviet Union and present a consistent,

coherent foreign policy through the election of the right

people into office
.

"

Cranberry Pond, broken gates, along

withhorses, trail bikes, and four wheel

-

drive vehicles eroding the trails and roads.

Mader said that the faculty committee of

the department has discussed their idea to

organize recreation at Mount Toby.

The department has decided that it would

take a "major effort" to come up with a plan

that would increase recreation and protect

research on Mt. Toby, he said. At this time,

they are "reluctant " to do so, Mader said.

Mader estimated that the cost to organize

the area for recreation and protect research

would be greater than what Ryan
estimates.

Before starting on his Mount Toby project,

Ryan mapped out trails in the Holyoke

range. The first 1,000 copies of his map
have sold out. The Mount Toby map is due

out from the printers in two weeks, and will

be available at the University Store and

local sporting goods stores.

Lobbyists ask

forsignatures
Signatures will be

collected today

as part of a petition drive

to show members ol

Congress that University

of Massachusetts students

care about the future ol

financial aid.

Students Advocating
Financial Aid. a group of

UMass students who lobby

each year in Washington,

D.C. for financial aid, will

present the signatures to

Congress when members
return there March 3-6,

according to SAFA
president Cynthia
Rowland.

MICHELLE HYI>»«
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Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Application Deadline

March 1, 1985

Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1985.

Information Table at the Campus Center Con-

course, staffed by Student Assistants and SAFA

students 2/25, 2/26 and 2/27, 11 AM - 3 PM.

S Tuesday, February 26, 1985 Tuesday, February 26, 1985!
Collegian s

Bowling i« Fun

NORTHAMTON
BOWL

Exit 18 Rt91
5844830

Comeon out to where
the fun times roll.

Enhance your resume

while you learn about

the advertising field...

DIRECTOR-TRAINEE
Managerial position: i hours a week (to start).

Financial planning Budgeting and allocating SATF monler..

Full-tinr>e summer position in Amherst.

r^ondidate must have some background m graphic desigr^. good

writing skills outstanding interpersonal commun.cat'ons; three

semesters left at UMass. and be dvailable to work in Amherst for the

sumrrier

Applications are available m the office No phone calls please

Deadline is 500 pm, Friday. March 1

304 Student Union University of Massachusetts 545-1977

Bus Driving Jobs!
UMass Transit Service is having an

APPLICATIONS MTG.
on Feb. 28 at 7:00pm

in SBA 116
You must bring proof that:

- you are 18+ years old

- you have 3 + semesters left at UMass
(no ID'S)

Only 100 applications will be given out, so be early. It is

helpful (but not necessary) to make a Class 2 learner's permit

test appointment at the Registry of Motor Vehicles before the

meeting.

Women!minoritiesiolder students encouraged to apply.

For more info call Jenny or Bud at 545-0056.

\

'The
annual
WE.B.
DuBois
Lecture

HAN
SUYIN
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"China and Africa: Linkage in the
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Writers of the Tliird World"

on riimsd.is. lehiuan L'H, IW"). ai H p.m.
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SlMMiNored b\ Chancellor J<»eph Huffex. the nepanmetits of

Alio-.Xmeiuan Studies and Asi.m Languages and Litintuies
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Letters to the Editor

—

Incivility works both ways

In John F. Till's letter yesterday, the question of the

"right to civility" was raised with respect to a minority

at UMass: the homosexuals. It is seemingly apparent

that Till feels homosexuals haven't "earned" the right to

civility. Perhaps homosexuals haven't, but the majority,

in this case, heterosexuals, haven't exactly been deserv-

ing either. I seem to recall a certain "Heterosexual fight

back" rallv with the intent to bum a homosexual in effigy

last semester.

I find it strange to have the PGA and the Lesbian

Union compared to the Ku Klux Klan and the American

Nazi Party. It has been said that the homosexuals seem

to take "great pride" in setting themselves apart by their

institutions, thus creating friction. On the other hand,

don't the Republican Club and the Radical Student Union

etc. set themselves apart, and seem quite proud of it?

Lastly, the alleged "double standard" on sexuality,

stating heterosexuals are not able to express themselves

freely. Heterosexuals state their feelings often, and fre-

quently in a condemning fashion. Both sides are guilty of

incivility towards the other. However, it seems to me

that homosexuals are being deemed guilty until proven

innocent.

Laurie Francis

Central

Nazis, Klan inoffensive?

What did John F. Till mean (in "Promoting a double

standard at UMass") in yesterday's Collegian by the

statement, "Just as the students and faculty of UMass

would not be willing to accept a chapter of the Ku Klux

Klan or the American Nazi Party, They will not accept

the PGA or the Lesbian Union, and consider the latter

two to be offensive?"

Does he mean by saying "the latter two to be

offensive" that the American Nazi Party and the Ku

Klux Klan are not offensive? He also implies that because

the majority of the population is not homosexual the ma-

jority find homosexuality offensive.

We do not feel offended by the PGA or the Lesbian

Union. What offends us is Till's attitude towards

minorities and his desire to suppress their individuality.

Heather Dunkers
Sylvan

Nicholas Komar
Northeast

Showing affection is risky

We will not attempt to take issue with the entirety of

John F. Till's letter in yesterday's ColUgian. It is simply

too large a boondoggle. We will however attempt to ex-

pose the blatant untruths in one simple sentence

fragment""Homosexuals are free to express themselves,

heterosexuals are not." This is simply untrue and

representative of much that is wrong with homophobic

thought. Heterosexuals have the entire culture industry;

TV., movies, printed media. All these are geared

towards straight relations, expressions, and ideals. For

Till to think otherwise is simply overly paranoid

homophobia in action. Even in Northampton, one of the

most open communities in the country, does one see men

walking hand in hand on a warm Sunday? No. Does one

see two women kissing on the Amherst Common? No.

However, Till as a heterosexual male, or any other

heterosexual male, is free to express his sexuality vir-

tually anjrwhere.

Gays and lesbians risk violence against them if they

show open affection towards one another. This includes

verbal, institutional and physical violence. One need only

look at the all too often instances of anti-gay beatings to

realize this fact. When was the last time a straight man

was harrassed, beaten or killed merely for being

straight?

Straight people are indeed welcome at most gay

events, because straights and gays are all people, worthy

of basic human rights, respect, and yes, even civility.

Uavid A. Weston
Amherst

Matthew Shakespeare
Northampton

'Persecution' of a minority

I wish John F. Till had defined his idea of a "normal"

human being before he labeled homosexuals as "being

different." Am 1 correct in assuming that this means a

"good American" would have to be white and heterosex-

ual? I am both, however, I consider myself an individual

living in a unique, diverse society.

If one looks around the campus, it is not difficult to

notice men and women arm in arm, holding each other in

public, and expressing themselves to each other in

various ways. The rarity is an instance in which two men,

or women, are seen physically touching each other open-

ly. May I ask then: who is being withheld from express-

ing themselves in this large university?

I was appalled at seeing homosexuals being compared

to "the Ku Klux Klan," and the "American Nazi Party."

There have been no violent, or non-violent marches, or

angry, destructive bands of homosexuals seen accosting

the Jews or the blacks on campus. Perhaps, Till, I have

been missing something.

I was not alive, fortunately, during the decades and

centuries in this worid when blacks, Jews, and other

minorities were being overtly persecuted by primarily in-

timidated, sadistic whites. It saddens me to witness the

persecution of another minority, in this righteous

American society; one that has always included the

homosexual.

It is the variety of the people and their ideas here at

UMass, that make it an enjoyable and stimulating en-

vironment to live and study in. Perhaps we will never

learn to respect and accept individuals as people, simply

because they do not adhere to some unwritten "law of

the norm." Personally, I cannot help being thankful that

I am not a mindless, colorless "clone," and that I am ex-

posed to the hopes, dreams, desires and intelligence of

others who are so wonderfully unlike me.

Amanda W. Percival

Northeast

American policies

serve extremists
"Thought's a luxury. Do you think the peasant thinks of

God and Democracy when he gets inside his mud hut at

night?"
—"The Quiet American"

by Graham Greene

The heat under the Reagan administration's rhetoric

concerning Nicaragua has been turned up a notch.

Secretary of State George P. Shultz asserted last week

that the people of Nicaragua were falling "behind the iron

curtain." Speaking to the Commonwealth Club in San

Francisco, he said, "Those who would cut off freedom

fighters...are, in effect, consigning Nicaragua to the

endless darkness of Communist tyranny."

Reagan administration officials continue to claim that

the CIA-backed contras are simply disillusioned,

democratic ex-Sandinistas. By repeatedly asserting this

palaver the administration hopes the notion will become

common currency, accepted as truth. The situation is not

so simple.

In the Nov. 1 1 Sunday N. Y. Times Magazine, foreign af-

fairs columnist Flora Lewis pointed out that the contras

are neither all ex-Sandinistas as the Reagan administra-

tion claims, nor all members of Somoza's National Guard

as the Sandinista goverment claims.

Andrew M. Paven

The fact is, CIA funding makes strange bedfellows. To
make sure covert aid is spent efficiently the CIA requires

splinter groups to join forces before it loosens its purse-

strings. Lewis writes: The attempt to achieve "maximum
effectiveness is mirrored in U.S. pressures on the

Nicaraguan contras... F^den Pastora, the Costa Rica-based

exSandinista, has told plaintively of the rebuffs he met

from the U.S. because of his refusal to join with

Nicaraguan-contras based in Honduras under the leader-

ship of ex-supporters of the deposed dictatcjr Anastasio

Somoza."

One of the problems is that American foreign policy

wears its ideological blinders when convenient. The

blinders allow us to support "democracies" such as South

Africa and South Korea while seeking to overthrow

governments such as Nicaragua's.

The fact that the Sandinista government receives their

support from the Soviet Union is as much a result of U.S.

policy as it is Sandinistan initiative.

In seeking to overthrow as brutal a regime as was the

U.S.-backed Somoza, the revolution led by the Sandinistas

was necessarily violent, and it attracte<i supporters from

all ends of the [M)litical spectrum. Writes Lewis: "There

were Communists, and militants to the left of Com-

munists, and there were businessmen, middle-class profes-

sionals, publishers, dedicated democrats."

In 1979, Somoza was overthrown. The U.S. joined with

the Organization of American States in recognizing the

new junta. "But," writes Lewis, "because of the new

government's ideological mix, Washington was tentative

with urgently needed aid. The U.S. seems to prefer to deal

in monochromes -all white hats or all black hats. We have

a way of intensifying polarization instead of countering it.

That serves extremists... People who resist brass knuckles

aren't as adept at using them, and the fiercer the battle,

the more likely that the victor will be the toughest."

While the administration seems to search for ideals in

Nicaragua, they should note that what is available is a

choice between better and worse. For the peasants the

overthrow by the Sandinistas was better than continued

rule by Somoza.

In the (^iet American Pyle, the American, is talking

with the British journalist, Fowler. Fowler asks, "Do you

think they know they're fighting for Democracy?" "They

don't want Communism," answers Pyle. "They want

enough rice," replies Fowler.

The Somoza regime was not overthrown for the ad-

vancement of geo-political strategy, but because enough

people of all persuasions were sufficiently outraged at its

atrocities to rise up in revolt. In contrast, in four years the

15,000 U.S.-backed contras have failed to win and hold a

single town-the fact must say something about their

popularity.

The late Senator Frank Church once said, "We will

marvel at the progress in our own neighborhood,

measured from the day we stopped trying to repress the

irrepressible and exchanged our unreasonable fear of

Communism for a rekindled faith in freedom."

Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian columnist.
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ARTS
A Soldier'sPlay stunning
A SOLDIER'S PLAY
Saturday, February 23,

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

By CHRISTINE MAKINI
Collegian Staff

"Any man who don't know where they belong mtist be in a
lot ofpain.

"

The above quoted line from Charles Fuller's Pulitzer

Prize winning A Soldier's Play, presented last Saturday

night at the Fine Arts Center (in conjunction with the New

World Theater) by the Negro Ensemble Company, sums

up the powerful message the play conveyed to and en-

thusiastic audience.

The play (upon which the Academy Award nominated

fUm A Soldier's Story is based) takes place at a Louisiana

army base during the Second World War. Vernon C.

Waters (played by Tony Major), a black tech/sergeant, has

been murdered, and in the course of the following in

vestigation. the truth about the black soldier's situation in

WWII is exposed. Ultimately the audience realizes that it

hardly matters who pulled the trigger: it was Waters'

unresolvable inner conflicts about the army, his race and

himself which sealed his fate.

The Negro Ensemble Company (or NEC) presented a

powerful rendition of the play, neatly balancing the tension

and emotion of the work with a kind of austerity that saved

it from becoming melodrama. The NEC lived up to its

name and reputation with its superb ensemble playing.

The authority and absolute authenticity with which the

barracks scenes were played carried the audience past

disbelief. Personalities quickly emerged through the

oniorced military standardization: because of this the

group dynamic which led to the tragedy becomes clear.

Faced with such uniformly strong performances, it is

difficult to choose those deserving special mention. Two

who stood out were Dan Martin, who. as investigating

officer Captain Davenport, brUliantly portrayed a soldier

torn between his duty and his instincts: also remarkable

was Cedric Turner as Private C.J. Memphis, at once victim

and symbol of the army's institutionalized racism. Only

spatial limitations prevent the crediting of each player in

the production; seperately and as a group they embodied

the term "professional.

"

National praise heralded the arrival of i4 Soldiers Flay,

and the NEC. to Amherst. The Company, now in its 18th

season, is an award winning black controlled organization

oriented toward the utilization and encouragement of all

aspects of black participation in theater arts. Based in New

York, the I ompany tours extensively throughout the

United States and abroad. The NEC's production of A
Soldier's Play was part of the 1984 Olympic Arts Festival

in lx>s Angeles.

The caliber of this performance should once again make

area residents thankful for the cultural asset we have in

the Fine Arts (.Center.

Collegian photo by Brian Gonye

The University ofMassachusetts will

present clarinetist Michael Sussm an

in a faculty recital at 8p.m, in

Bezanson RecitalHall tonight

HAIRCUTS
ONLY $/ -50 with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
549-5610

expires 2/28/86
t 1 *-

EMBASSY FILMS ASSOCIATES ....^ ^ MONUMENT PICTURES .

...... JOHN CUSACK • DAPHNE ZUNIGA VIVECA LINDFORS :.

.

^«^.'i HENRY WINKLER «..,. ANDREW SCHEINMAN " TOM SCOTT

rPG-i3i ssLi'siirrr-iL^nt :
'
"

'^ ROGER birnbaum• M l HHI«C»
IMS "(§».<.< "1W.W»>' '

. ROB REINER . THE SURE THING"

.... .., ..^'t NICOLLETTE SHERIDAN

'""l-. STEVEN L BLOOM , JONATHAN ROBERTS

ROB REINER ^2 ^""^^^^

'<aUi > filnrButiiiSi tinii »/iV.» In:

Come pick up complimentary tickets

at Union Video with this ad for

tonites premier showing

^t Hampshire Mall on Route 9 uvt

/-Ml \^Mivciouy vvuiiien ArG Invited

to Open Rush Parties

at

CHI OMEGA!!!
Monday: Feb. 25 Owl of Chi

Omega Party 6:00-7:15

and 7:30-8:45

Wedneday: Feb. 27 Pajanna

Party 5:00-6:30 and

7:30-8:30

For rides and/or information

call 545-0162 or 545-2092.

Ask for Hope or Maureen!

Get psyched for a great time!

BLACK AFFAIRS
Shabazz citeshuman rights issues
By YADIKA A. BETANCES

Collegian Staff

The need for a broader view of human rights and the

need for the development of a clear cut strategy for en-

ding Apartheid in South Africa were emphasized in a lec-

ture by Betty Shabazz Sunday at the University of

Massachusetts.

Shabazz spoke at the rededication ceremony of the

Malcolm X Center. A registered nurse and host of a week-

ly radio program for women in New York, she was not

made aware of the Center's existence while pursuing her

doctorate degree in education at UMass in 1975.

The Center is named after her late husband and civil

rights leader. She was "delighted and overjoyed" for the

creation of the social, cultural, and educational meeting

place.

"You should press very hard for human rights," she

said, adding one should "support equality for all women

and men and children, even the slaves, the barbarians and

not just a small group."

For the rest of the year, she said people should focus on

a thorough process of change for the issues of freedom,

social interaction, the homeless, the poor, the disenfran-

chised, and the minority veterans. She said the black

veterans who fought "in support of liberty" are not equal-

ly honored, as they should be.

"When nunonties maximize their strength it yields

power." Although blacks and minorities might not have

the influence or the control, they have the motivating

force with the vote," she said.

Another area one must monitor over the next 12 nrionths

is the number of arrests made in cities nationwide in pro-

test of South Africa's policy of racial segregation. "Those

going to jail by pre-arrangement are dying and really liv-

ing inhuman conditions," she said.

The arrests, which started with a demonstration outside

the South African Embassy in Washington Nov. 21 and

have included college professors, clergymen, labor

leaders, and politicians are overshadowing racial incidents

in the South African nation.

CoUeKwn ph<>U> by Bnwi Gonyv

Betty Shabazz speaks of the need of "pressing and

fighting for human rights" Sunday at the le-

dedication of the Malcolm X Center in Southwest.

The feminization of poverty, the end result of labor and

economic discrimination to women, should also be taken

notice of. Females are half of the world's population and

yield two-thirds of the work, yet they receive one-tenth of

the world's income and own less than one one-hundredth

percent of the world's property.

"It is important that one thinks and not be persuaded by

the media who already have an agenda, and that's why

you need an agenda," she said.

She said people were boggled down by the mfth(xi.s for

achieving black civil rights usesd by Malcolm X and the

Rev. Martin Luther King. "The method negated the bot-

tom line [freedom]."

Angelou sends
message to all

By KIMBEKLY BUKCiE
AND YADIKA BETANCES
Collefifian Staff

Bringing a message of self-worth and self love to young

people and tracing the survival of black people solely

through literature. Maya Ange'.ou delivered a moving

and electrifying speech last night in Bowker Auditorium

at the University of Massachusetts.

Singing and reading excerpts from poems of such noted

writers as Countie Collens, Nikki Giovanni. Mari Evan,

James Walden Johnson, I'aul Dunbar, Cordon Parks and

others, as well as using African sayings, she binded the

history of black people with humor and pride.

She said she uses biat'k poetry because "it is so rich, so

beautiful, seldom cherished and never taught." But she

emphasized that literature is "credited with the survival

of people."

"Literature encourages us to develop courage." which in

turn helps build bridges that attempt to reach others.

Literature, she said, "encourages a generation to sur-

vive, better than that, it encourages one to thrive."

Angelou stressed the importance lor one "to avail

yourself with education. There is a world of difference

between being trained and being educated.

She also encouraged young people m the audience to

"take advantage of the library. Angelou said education is

a becoming and an ongoing process.

When speaking of self love. Angelou said it was
"dangerous for a person to believe he or she is loved by a

person who does not love themselves."

(Juoting the African saying that one must "be careful

when a naked person offers you a dress," she said loving

ones self should not be looked at selfishly, but selfully.

Memories of her childhood were told with love and

humor.
"Women are phenomenal. It's too bad that we don't

trusi ourselves enough to test our potential. " she said

reading her poem "Phenomenal Woman."

38 Nutting Ave,
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-itkBARRENCE
WHITEIELD\
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Would like to invite

All University Women to Open Rush

Monday, Feb. 25 6:30

Tuesday, Feb. 26 6:00 or 7:00

Wednesday, Feb. 27 6:30

Come and Meet our sistersl

For more information call

545-2152 or 549-4008
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18 YEAR OLDS
WELCOME

STAR MARKET
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN AN EXCITING

FAST PACED INDUSTRY WITH UNLIMITED

JOB OPPORTUNITIES?
We at Star Market would like to talk to you about an exciting opportunrtY as

a co-op in the Star Market Industry. Interested candidates should contact

Jeff Silver at the Co-op Office.

We will be on campus March 14

to give an Information Session

and presentation of our program.

Why not try Star? You'll be glad you did"

S1/!JlMARKET
YOU'RE IN THE MARKET FOR THE BEST

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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4th ANNUAL UMASS
SPRING BREAK PAivTY!!

March 16-2:i

LUV TOURS &
returns with 3 j^reat hotels

on "The Strip"

from $149.00
i.oU' "the Strip" hotel avaihible at

$109.00

EveiTthing

Always
wanted
in.a
beer

r ti

And less.

iU^J^

Do it 24 hours non-stopi

on a Luv Bus!I!

for only $99.00 roundtrip^

Luxury H.'V motor coaches:

Video equipped (catch a feature length movie on the wayl)

Stereo equipped fcr<ink your favorite tunesl)

Restroom equipped (f)arty, party, party!)

reserve immediateh

_,^ Jean Strang 253-9071

Contact: K«nnv eamett 549.M64
Grad Rosanbaum 5*9-6364

John Frasar 549-5363

vol R 1 (KM / (I
RI F'RlsrNTXTIVF

LUVjei'^^

800-368-2006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 Virginia Toll Free
7 F.llievK)od Avfnue C'harloiiesMlle. Virginia 2r*)J

A SubMdiarv 1,1 JA H t-nltr(>ri.ses, Int
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BERKSHIRE
EAST
SKI AREA

35 minutes from U-Mass

1-91 North to Greenfield,

16 miles west on Rt. 2

Inexpensive skiing for students

on IVIassachusetts

biggest & best mountain

Comparable to many Vermont Areas

* 4 chain lifts

* 2 base lodges, lounge with live

entertainment Saturday night

* student rates

group rates - call 1-339-6617

$3.00 off regular rates with this ad
(not to be combined with any other discounts)

Student Night every Friday Night

$5.00 Lift Tickets

Van rentals available for groups of 8-10

call Herm at 625-6729

valid 1985 season
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Black History Month /s a motith

of icldmitioii ami ikdication fo our

nntiou's wast n'lwwucii bhuk leaders,

lu recognition of tfm, the Blueicall

Cafeteria presents a traditional

luncheon with the "down-home"

flavor of Southerti cuisine.

MENU

I

1^
1. Black-eyed Peas and Rice

% Collard Greens /

m Cole Slaw

t BBQ Spare Ribs
^

Baked Stuffed Pork Chops
with Onions and Gravy

Corn Bread
; /

Sweet Potato Pie

Apple Pie

';r,
n I 'li'i/it

M

I

/THURSDAY, FEB. 28|

,, J/lto BLUEWALL CAFETERIAf
|lh-| // 11:30 am to 1:30 pm|
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By Garry Trudeau
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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SEX CRAieo
KilUR nuns

or* A

RAMPAGE!

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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GORDY By Gorde
OMY, eoor, PUT roUR^BLF
i|\; 7W/S xr/o's shoes, you'f^e

PJJ ART MA30R IVHO EKJJCtfS

OJioreMPORAf^ Mostc, fashion,

'•THE \\fOKKS." THIS IS A

ICID l/JHO STRIDES Pof?

"TOPAr" AM> "I99S-

Deviance In

America

if if. if if^ if^
Attention all Collegian copy editors and

associate managing editors: mandatory

edition workshop at 3:00 p.m.. Thurs. 2/28

in the newsroom.

JfJfJf^^^

Weather

Tuesday: Becoming cloudy, highs in the 40s.

Tuesday Night: A chance of showers or some flumes,

lows in the 30s.

Wednesday: Sunny, highs in the 40s.

Today's D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Grilled Turkey Swiss
Sandwich
Fried Fish Squares/
Tartar Sauce

DINNER

Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce

Silver Plalate Salad IMate

Baked Ziti

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Turkey Swiss
Sandwich
Fried Fish Squares/
Tartar Sauce

BASIC DINNER

Ziti/Tomato Sauce with

Tofu and Mushrooms
Chili Cheese Puff

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiltd b> I rude Miihel Jalfe

ACROSS
1 Flapper Bo<n

6 Tasty ste*

10 First lessons

14 Distinctive

qualities

15 Concerning

16 Problem tor a

plumtseror a

president

17 Eastern

Europeans

18 Culinary

strands

20 United as

nations

22 TaKe from

23 Upper story

Aiindow

26 Roy Rogers
films

27 Tattler

30 B&Oetai
31 Asian

mountains

32 HooK and
Nemo lo' short

34 The Greatest

37 Before wheel or

wale

38 Tatte out fare,

lor some
40 Healer

informally

41 Compass
direction

42 Threw in the

towel

43 Kind of wire

44 Sea in St Lo

46 Rented Peter

and the Wolf

48 Small
lirecracKer

51 Short choral

songs

52 In (soon)

54 Ooesn t spare

the rod

58 Companions
tor 18 Across

61 Rocket stage

62 Ellin being

63 Coagulate,

as cream
64 Slow pacer

65 Parseghian

et al

66 Kiss Me
67 Bakery buys

DOWN
1 Seno'a s house

2 Pause m a

storm

3 Russian sea
4 Trattoria treat

5 Enercise as
authority

6 College

degrees
7 Beyond the five

senses'*

8 Greek letters

9 Warning^ at

sea
10 Calls lor

attention

1

1

Entertainer

Midler

12 Furnish the

party fare

13 Peels

19 Grating

21 Day lo

24 Down
24 Spanish here

25 Like Pisa s

lower

27 Stereo item

28 College men
29 Hiker s path

33 Flower

memento

4B Plain in

Spain'

49 Mideast Mie

50 Headdress

53 Famous
Fitzgerald

55 At hand
56 Purl one etc

57 Gal ol song
etai

59 Realtor s

concern

60 Jeanne d Arc

lor short

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE~ SiE

34 Miner s way

35 Amor in

America

36 Finished the

angel food

38 Beautiful child

39 Field ration

Discuit

43 Pasta ottering

44 Praying insect

46 Legal thing

47 Supper 01

dinner

1 7 1 1 >

1

b ; ) 9

1
10 1 1 ! 13

14
15 n

17
11 m
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OPEN RUSH
ALL UHIViRSiry ^£ff V^YITEQ

Our Prices

are the Lowest Yet!

250Fr
OnJostensGold CollegeRings.

FINAL RUSH
DATES: TUESDAY
AND WEDNESDAY
FEB. 26&27
BK(])

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

• Greek Area and Campus

Intramural Champs

• Modern House

• Olympic Weight Room

• Home Cooked Meals

• Outstanding Academics

• Great Social Life

FREE COLD REFRESHMENTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT!!

Come meet the brothers of BETA KAPPA
PHI in an informal setting to see what frater-

nity life has to offer. If you can't make it to

rush, but are interested in fraternity life, call

for info or stop by anytime. We're the

modern white house on the corner of Philips

St. and N. Pleasant St.REFRESHMENTS
and ENTERTAINMENTii

W

DD a
r, r LfAS.-VNiT

See your lostens representative

Oalc: Feb. 25 . 26 - Mon. Tue Time: 10-4 pm

PU^ITouteS^ ^UNIVERSITY
Deposit: $15.00 'S'^ASTORE^

VISA

I 1 'M I, .^||f'. ll.

90 DAYS Mil LEFT TO YOUR OnADlJATIOrJ

Feel more confident about the future

now. Call irillPS at 545~1540 and

oet the answers to all your questions.

FOr^ TAPES :

TRANSCRIPTS

PROFESSIONAL & GRAD. SCHOOL EXAMS

PLACEMENT SERVICE (RESUME GUIDANCE

)

(I INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

H
A Service of the Dean of Students Office

ASh
2420

1034

2427

Tuesday, February 26, 1985!

iCoUegian n

trails.

1> WHEREy HILLS TURN
TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (2 gon-

dolas, 4 triple chairs, 6 double chairs). 55

1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

k^.

•;-;S;'->^v

THE SHORTEST DRIVE i C

I BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO
' REACH SOUTHERN

,

VERMONT ON VT 100.

LODGING:

(802)46*«01

There's still plenty of skiing at Mt.

Snow. 36 traits totalling nnore than 16

miles of skiing have up to a 48" base.

Sneak away for a FunPack; 3 days of

skiing, 2 nights lodging and two
breakfasts for only $109.00 per per-

son. Call 800-451-4211 for details.

Compare what's available at other

areas. We've got the snow, let

voursetf go'

7—V7
r:

V
f "^Jhe foge in Europe...

Th« broad bond
sondcii-like shoe.
Ever/ season is the right seoson.

SKI REPORT:

(802) 464-2151 ^ount 8noui
VERMONT

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amhers
549-2880

EATING
PROBLEMS?
Group for women
18-35 with bulimia,

compulsive

overeating,

bingeing /starving,

anorexia.

Registration begins

Feb 25. Call Health

Education, 549-2671

I
x18lJfor..CP''^'"J°

•"!

Block

Send
Teak

V

Hvpcrcurricula

HKTA (JAKEEK DAY The 10th annual HKTA career day

will feature Jormai presentations by more than 30

hospitality industry companies along with the informal

discussions with company representatives. 9:30 a.m.-4:JW

p.m., t;t' Auditorium.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING Come learn about

what your campus peace group is up to this semester. New

people are especially encouraged to attend. Join the

movement! 4:30 p.m.. Km. 902 Campus Center.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISUKY BOAKD Come and

share your views and opinions on the University Health

Center Services, tiuest speaker Dr. Davis Kraft, executive

director of UHS. 5:30 p.m.. Health Center.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB The Council of Undergraduate

Students in psychology will hold its second general

meeting. 6 p.m.. 304 Tobin Hall.

UPC GENERAL MEETING There are concerts coming up

in the near future! Spring events and elections will be

discussed. Come get involved. New members always

welcome! 6:30 p.m., CC 165 169.

EAKTH DAY MEETING Help make larger the circle of

people who are concerned and who celebrate the earth. Be

a pari of Earth Day 85. 6:30 p.m.. CEQ Km. 306 SUB.

INVESTMENT CLUB George Whitney a prominent

Venture Capitalist will speak on high tech. stocks and

emerging growth companies. All welcome! 7:30 p.m.,

S.O.M. Ill

'Ziiii^..J

YOUR
ALCOHOL
PROBLEM

STOP BLUSHING

NERVOUS STUmRING
& INSECURITIES
S^^nes sTrps^ poof m#»mof> i)'

bid hjlw^ tMi ot Minis Ptc

«« br <H<iT«njlM «ini ttw If OM
HARDI MdNOO foundn) «
tiefm«i« m 1937 S»nd 'm hroc horc

U0«IMAII01(Dl««Bo>«7«)5«Ii<cson U

rtaCaizuela
I »-lF MEXICAN HFi^TAUHANJ T AT f^^AMA^V

MUY BUEzlMO!

OLD SOLJTM STRfl ' L^^ -£, I

FT. LAUDERDALE
UMASS

SPRING BREAK
PARTY

from $$109
contact:

LUV Tours
800-3687006

I

The Student Opportunity Program (STOP) offers five

weeks of education and group support to students

whose alcohol related behavior is causing problems.

If you are concerned about how drinking is affecting

your studies, work, relationships and/ or health, and

would like more information about STOP call:

The Alcohol Education Program

Division of Health Education

University Health Services

549-2671 Ext. 181

STOP BEGINS...

MONDAY MARCH 11

6-7:30p.m./Room 304-UHS

^ Against Cuts in

t nnancial Aid?
Sign the petition at the

Campus Center

I Concourse this week. It

\ will be presented in

4 Washington, D.C. March
' 3-6 when S.A.F.A. goes 1

t to lobby for YOU.
j

f Show your support! .

I

i

I

1

y<^ ^A 3^^jjJq„^ Special

\y \^-\

1 HOUR
V/-'_^#TUB for

Vz HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^e Collegian Office "cm. 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2.30 Fri . Deadline is 2 days prior to pubhcat.on day
Uome 10 i-oiiegia ^u^^

,^ advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount « Phone number FREE

AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT HELP WANTED
MOVER

SpMkar* Backer* 300w 8 ysar transfarabia

warranty not abuaed 549-7516

AUTO FOR SALE

Rack-A-Dlac. Rack-A- Vidao Entertain

tnent Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dance* for hou»eparty», aamiformal*, cart)

pus event* 549-7144

1Sr79 Dodge Omni, runs wall, no rust.

$1500 546 0256 or SM-S^O

iSTJilroyota Corolla stnrd 2 dr mech/exl

excellent 1500 or BO 549 7177

FOR RENT

1»73 Chevy Nova only 62600 miles, new
tires, exhaust, muffler, and maaco paint job

Powerful V8 engine, very reliable. Sanyo

stereo 11100 of BO call Jim 549-0582

73~Oatsun 240-Z excTcond. 12900.00 after

6 00 PM 666-4344

1975Whltelionda Civic excellent condi

tion S1200 or BO call Will 586 7861 call late

TTVW-Iastback one owner exc cond new
tires and muffler no rust »1000 or BO
665-4644

HrTTHonda Civic newty painted, new
brakes, runs well »1000 256-0048

Cape Cod Summer Saaaonal Rental*:

W Yarmouth, Dennis largest inventory ot

studio 1 2. 3 & 4 bedroom units, direct

from owners; 617 S28O00 or 61 7 771 2233

FridgVRantals 2 cu ft free dativery caH R &
P Rentals 253 9742

FOR SALE

*10-*3a0 weakly /up mailing circulars' No
Ixjsses quotas' Sincerely interested rush

self addressed stamped envelope: Oept

AN 7, P0D910CEW, Woodstock, IL 90098

Newspaper Deliverers needed in dorms.

No car needed Approx 1 hr/day 7

days /week good pay call 253 7009

SaieTcierirfor Teamworks Sports Co op

applications available in the Economic

Development Office Room 409 SUB The

application deadline is 4:00 on Tuesday

February 26, 1966 work study proffered

Earrr»10i>-*aOO/montti saliing required vnil

train. Call 546-5573

'Round Town Mover* Amherst and long

distance fast reliable cheap call Michael

anytime 323^780

Come to "A Bubbly Besh with the Stoma

Kap*' Tonight, 6:30, 7 30. or 8:30 PM 19

AHen St (behind BKOI 256 6887

~ PHI MU SORORITY

Tvplng/Word Procaaalng. Next day ser-

vice. rfPE-RITE 263-6111

TO SUBLET

PERSONALS

SIQMA SIGMA SIQMA
Rush Penies

Thurs Feb 21 5 pm (dinner)

Sun Feb. 24 8 pm
Mon Feb 25 8 30 pm
Tues Feb 26 6 30 pm

All University Women Invited'

We're having a beach panyll Come end

meet our sisters tonite. Thursday Feb 26

7-8, 8-9 p.m. RSVP 253-9871 389 N. Plea

sent St.

April 1. Efficiency apt Amherst Ctr 200 +

81 Chevene »160 car ins & refs req

549 5820 bet 5-7 pm

TRAVEL

BEST QUALITY RESUMES

Conaultation. preparation, editing^

analysi*. deeign, layout, typing, cover latter

Giarruaso 25^6257 ^

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Boltwood Project Info Maetlns|a Tue F^
12 Tue Feb 19 Rm 174 Wed Feb 20 Rm 1M
Wad Fab 27 Rm 166 Campu* Center 7:OT

' DICK OREOORY'S

Qlbaon SO., 1t72 Excellent condition.

$350 00 Yamaha Amp, distortion, reverb,

with footswitch. 12" speaker, 30 watt*.

»140 00 will talk 546-9179

dii^TMarii IV w/bag 175 cm »175 or BO
Mike 549 7721

fop of the line Stereo Component* for

sale Bang 6 Olufen linear tracking turn

table Harmon Kardon CD201 deck and EQ7

equaii/er, Kenwood KA1000 integrated amp

and Pres speaker* willing to »ell very cheap

665^706

1976 Plymouth Fury good condition radk>

»900 Sear* *tereo set *X 549 6733

iilovie Posterrcali Debbi 6-8281 between

12 pm and 12 am weekdays

dultarT For sale Fender Stretocaster cream

»S00 or best offer 25fr6749

OwatiorTlBaiadaor acouatic guitar new

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile

workshop. 28 hours including claaaroom

and shop. Limited enrollment 253 2098

Intensive Bertender Instruction 16 hours

instruction plus live bar experience call now,

space limited 256-8080 nights. 545-0097

days. Ask for John

kung-Fu. a traditional art. being taught in

small coed classes, for more info call Max
256-0566

condition with hard case I32S
guitar ni

SM4306

Sim-aafa Bahamian Diet, the only 100%

natural food supplement w/flower pollen, n

svyaaping the netion. For infonnation on the

diet and incredible marketing plan caH Jack

413-64B47B7

FOUND

Wool tcarf found SOM MalrwaM taWno can

Kim at 646-9786 to IdantHy

KAPPA KAPPA OAMMA

ComVaaa what aororlty IHa is abouti

Mon 2/26 7-7:30 b 7:45-8 15; Wed 2/27

7-7:30 6 7 46-8: 16 RSVP/Juliana 546-0320.

1 32 Nutting Ave. Hope to aee you soonii

MENS SWIMMING

Okay man. hare's your chance to ehow
Naw England wtK>'s II land we aH want to

aaa what Ruaa looks tike bakj'l Good luck in

SpringriaM and have a Maati Love, your

favorite CoHaglan reporter

Drinking getting you down 7 Tired of

hangovers? Call University Health Services

(549-2671 X 1811 for information st>out the

Student Opportunity Program (STOP)

SiOMA DELTA TAU^^
RUSH PARTIES

Mon 2/26 7:30 and 8:30

Wed 2/27 7:30 and 8 30

all univoreity women invited

fRIATHLEfES~l am looking for aomeone

to train with Owight 685-8128 ^
Happy Belated BIrthdey Pumpklnl

You're my everythingi Love always. 6'4"^

Happy 20th birthday Donna Murphy I

Love Jeannie. Donne and Judie

foTthe guy wtio asked me if I needed so-

meone to talk to Thursday night outaide.

tfiank you I reel^ appreciated it^ ^^_

• BomarKHng ttie Stone
Thur* Feb 28th CCA *

5-»1 50 7. 9 ,11 »2 00
• •ponaorad by Northeast Area Gov't *

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Caaos. Papers. Dissertations. Theses,

on campus, very reliable, low rates. Nancy

584 7924

iz nrvARD

Black mirrored sunglaae* w/Wue *tnng

lost m Oak Room DC 2/20 between

12:00 12:30 Please contact 546 4982 no

questions asked I need them back

ROdlMMAtE WANTED

Houaamata wantad quiat neat vegetarian

willing to share two bedroom apt in Ftoranca

call 585 7533

Share 10 rm entique Coloniel on Echo

Lake in Leverett Ctr with woman and 2

children Own room with bath Prefer work

ing or grad woman Rent $150/month «

Available 3/1. Call Karen or John 549^8817

keep trying

••• SPRING BREAK -86 •"

Bring your cooler and your friends and perty

on your way to Daytona' Only 1219.00 lor

hotel, transportation and tax Don't l>e left

out of the fun call nown Theresa 6 6625

Montreal^Ting Break Weekend $59 00

plus 19.00 tax & service includes round

tnp trens in luxury motor coach plus 3 days

2 nights at Hotel Sherbourg in downtown
Montreal or Holiday Inn Payment in full one

week prior to deperture Drinking age 18

Night clubs open tiH 3 am NO PERSONAL
CHECKS Town Tours b Travel 482 Main St

Maiden MA 02148 (617) 321 3983 Departure

Dates Msr 2-4, Mar 9 11. March 16 IB

March 23^25

TVPINQ

Andy'a Typing Swvlcaa 684-1000

WANTED

Roommate wantad for apt In

thampton call 584^2873

Nor-
TMro bodfoom apt In Puffton to taka cum
June first can after aaven 666-7746

SERVICES

Hay Sporta FanI Laat chance to gat antrie*

in for Intramural Softball and Soccer

Boydan 216 646-2883 TODAY'

WORD PROCESSING Theaes. diseerta

bons. caaee, resumes, cover leters, etc. Pro-

laaakMial aarvica. reaaonable rataa. EX-

PRESS. 8484819

Earn t67t (Rorida?) and eat homacookad
meals for workirH) 7 hrs/waak call Whaaty
263-9071 or 649 1286

1 or 2 bedroom apt. in Townehouse or

BrandywirM take over leaae June 1 call Rob
64S-7800 or Lou 648-9648
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Minutemen
run seventh in

New England
Two-mile relay wins title

By FETEK ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Sparked by a victory in the two nule relay, the University

of Massachusetts men s track team captured seventh place

in the New England championships this past weekend at

Boston University.

The quartet of Mark Themea. Mark Schrebler. Craig

Moburg. and Bill Stewart turned in a 7:35.85. two seconds

ahead of Northeastern and Lowell, to take the regional

title.

"They ran a good race, we were ahead, fell behind in the

third leg. and Stewart took in for the win," coach Ken

O'Brien said. "Im basically pleased with how we finished,

Id hoped for sixth maybe, but we did pretty well.
"

Ikiston University, on their home track, won the meet

with 122"-' points. Northeastern had llfi in second, Boston

College was third with 63. Hhode Island, Connecticut, and

liowell were 4 5 B. lIMass had 27 points.

"BU was considered the favorite, they have strong field

events people that score well.' O'Brien said.

The Minutemen have one more competition before

getting ready for the outdoor season, the 1C4A cham-
pionships next weekend.

UMass will go with the two-mile relay team and two

runners, one middle-distance and one long. Last season the

two mile relay team was sixth and the coach hopes to

duplicate, or better, that accomplishment.

"Villanova's two-miie relay has done a 7:25. so you can see

wht we are up against, ' O'Briend noted. "ViUanova, Benn

State, and George Mason will contend for the team title, 1

hope we can score a few points."

Women are seventh

Mile relay record

paces UMass
inNew Englands
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's track team,

behind a record -setting mile relay team, took seventh in

the New England championships at Boston College over

the weekend.

The Minutewomen set a meet and school record in the

relay, coming from second place behind a blazing 56.9

quarter mile by Barbara Cullinan in the third leg.

"They ran a gjeat race, especially Barbara," coach
Kalekeni Banda said. "It was great to set a record and I

think we have a shot at doing well in the Easterns (next

weekend at Yale)."

The record- setters were Leah Loftis, Sue Goldstein,

Cullinan and Kayla Morrison. They had a 3:52.79.

In the 55 meter dash, UMass took third through fifth, led

by Bridgette Booker in 7.21, a tenth off the school record.

Morrison had a 7.31 and Cari Fleischman a 7.33.

In the long jump, Fleischman set a school record with a

17-7 leap. Cullinan was second in the 400 at 57.17. Loftis

took third in the 600 with a 1:26.16 and freshman Sarah

Kitchen was sixth in the 1,000 at 2:47.13.

The University of Connecticut won the title with 98

points, Boston University was second with 67, a surprising

UMass Boston was third at 58, Boston College took fourth

with 56, Northeastern followed with 47 before Vermont at

40 Vz. just ahead of UMass' 39.

"Considering Bridgette had the 48 hour flu, she ran very

well," Banda said. "It was a good effort to make seventh

because we are basically a young team."

"We were eighth last season, so the improvement is

there, " Banda noted. "1 think we look strong for the

outdoor season."

In the Easterns, Banda said he would enter the relay

team, and 1,000 yarder Maureen O'Reilly.

SPORTS
J

It's that time again
AP Laaerphoto

Los Angeles Dodger pitcher Orel Hershiser grimaces during his first Spring training workout in Vero

Beach, Florida. He posted an 11-8 record last year. In Florida for the pros and in Amherst for the

Minutemen, baseball season has begun.

Feinberg rules theNE waves
Senior wins 200 freestyle, women finish eighth

By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Senior freestyler Liz Feinberg capped off a tremendous

career with a New England title in the 200-yard freestyle

to pace the University of Massachusetts to an eighth place

finish in the women's swimming championships at

Springfield College.

Feinberg, who was undefeated in individual competition

this season, set a school record with a 1:56.25 in the 200-

yard freestyle.

"She really smoked the field, she swam an excellent

race," coach Bob Newcomb said. "This was a great year for

Liz."

She was second in the 100-yard freestyle with a 53.78,

just behind Sue Sullivan of Boston College (53.80). in the

50 yard freestyle, Feinberg was fourth in another close

race. She had a 25.43 with only tenths separating her from

first. The 500-yard free saw Feinberg get a tenth with a

5:20.17.

Other bright spots for UMass included freshman

Margaret Cameron with a pair of 13th places. She swam a

1:13.32 100 yard breaststroke and a 2:38.88 200-yard

breaststroke.

Another freshman. Maura Skelley. was 15th in the 400-

yard individual medley with a 5:01.31. Junior Sue Freitas

was 16th in the 200 yard butterfly at 2:24.78.

The 200 yard freestyle relay team of Lori McCluskey,

Feinberg, Skelley and Freitas took fifth at 1:43.62.

Cameron, McCluskey, Skelley and Feinberg, in a different

order this time, were fourth in the 400 yard free relay with

a 3:46.90, four seconds better than their previous best.

"We had a little sickness that may have kept us from

going higher, but on the whole we finished about where 1

expected," Newcomb said. "I'm pleased with our effort, Liz

was super as always and the freshman placing was a good

sign for the future."

Boston College won the meet handily with 855 pouits.

Maine was second with 675. New Hampshire, Springfield,

Northeastern, Smith and Vermont followed before UMass'

192 points.

"BC is a strong program, they had swimmers in every
final, sometimes five or six in the scoring heats, they're

unstoppable," Newcomb said.

Minutemen whipBU for indoor soccer
title, stymie UConn (again) in semis
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's soccer

team is proving just as

successful indoors as out.

The Minutemen won four of

five games, including a

victory over rival University

of Connecticut, to win the

Plymouth State tournament
this past weekend.

UMass, which posted a

winning season in the fall

after a series of down years,

defeated New Hampshire
and the host school, 4 1 and
2-1 respectively, to advance
to the semifinals.

There, they defeated the

Huskies, who al.so lost to

UM in the fall. 3-2 in the

second sudden death
overtime on a Paul Giordano

goal.

"They're (UConn) probably
pretty upset, that's two
wins for us," UMass
assistant coach Pat Bauman
said. "It was the first time
we won this tournament and
it shows how we're
progressing."

Mike Bellino and Andy
Bing also scored against
UConn. Don Donahue made
ten saves in goal. The
Minutemen were ahead 2 1

before the Huskies tied it

late in regulation.

Giordano, Serafino, and

Bing (twice) scored in the

final as Donahue registered

five saves. UMass cruised to

the title after taking a 3-0

lead.

The Minutemen will also

play in the U(^nn, Rutgers ,

and Hartwick tournaments

this spring.
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Grad students

Boston bound
with signatures

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS — Edward Kozera of the Physical Plant

fixing the chimes in the bell tower of Old Chapel yesterday. The chimes

least eight months.

Cdllefoan photo hy Micht-lle .Sejfall

electrical department

had been silent for at

Oldinfo booths put to new use

Students to monitor parking
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Students began to work yesterday in

parking lot information booths in place of

campus security guards, who now have

more time to patrol the campus, said

Robert Joyce, chief of University of

Massachusetts police.

The UMass parking office began stationing

the five booths with students to monitor

cars, check parking stickers and give in

formation to visitors. The booths are

located at entrances of centrally located

parking lots, but have not been used for two

years, James Lee, parking coordinator,

said.

"Parking is scarce," Lee said. "Every

space becomes precious when there's a

shortage."
' Lee said the students report parking

problems such as illegally parked cars to

campus police.

"It makes sense for a place as big as this

with so many ways to get in and out, for us

to take care of visitors in terms of parking,"

Joyce said.

Lee said 24 students were hired by the

parking office and trained by the Depart

ment of Public Safety. The students are

only on duty during the weekdays to give

oiit maps and directions to visitors. Mostly

on the weekends, however, visitors need

information, he said,

Lee said a drive-in information booth has

been discussed for over eight years, but no

definite plans have been made to build one

in the near future.

"The students in the information booths

help fill an immediate need until a long

range solution is found," Lee said. The

permanent information booth would be

located either at Haigis Mall, by Whitmore

Administration Building or by Southwest

residential area.

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The graduate .student senate's opposition to the

proposed reconstruction of the Universal Resource Fee

will come to a head today when students present 1,065

signatures to the Board of Trustees in Boston.

The proposed fee is a consolidated $261 yearly charge that

partly repays debt service on money borrowed to construct

and renovate buildings on campus including the dining

commons, residence halls and other campus buildings. If

the proposal is passed, graduate students would end up

paying an additional $159 for buildings they do not use.

"We collected 1,065 signatures from students to give to

(University of Massachusetts President David C.) Knapp

and the trustees to say that w** are opposed to the in

crease." Sanjiv Dugal, senate president said. "We timed

the rally on Monday to make an impact on the trustees.

"

Dugal said six graduate students, including himself,

will each give a speech at the meeting on how they fee 1

about the fee and its effects on graduate students.

Dugal said potential graduate students took at schools m
terms of stipends and living costs becau.se "they are unable

to go out and work as waiters or waitresses because of

their studies." Thus, the increase in the fee would deter

graduate students from choosing UMass.

"Dur main concern is not purely .selfish," he said. "The

quality of research of graduate students will go down."

"The assistantships we offer are one of the towest in the

country," he said. "It will not attract the best graduate

students."

Dugal said some faculty members have expre.ssed concern

about the feel and agreed that the increase will "affect

applicants, especially in the School of Engineering."

Dugal explained that the graduate engineer students

already pay a $200 lab fee and the increase would add

insult to injury.

Since graduate students teach more than 16,000 students

in labs and discussion sections the "whole quality of un

dergraduate education will go down, " if the best students

are not recruited, Dugal added.

.lim Keller, Student Ciovernment Asswiation co

President and trustee member said he hopes the trustees

will "recognize that there are a lot of inequities" in the

proposed feel.

"What students have to do is show that the inequities can

be overcome." Keller said. "Their (the administration)

goals can be met under a modified proposal."

'84 Olympians recall training
Crewgoldmedalists say athletes life ishard
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Holly Metcalf, a member of the Olympic

gold medal women's crew team, was denied

a spot on the national team as an un-

dergraduate when one judge never heard of

Mt. Holyoke College and turned her away.

Metcalf, who now works at Mt. Holyoke as

coach of the crew team, spoke last night at

Amherst College as part of the Woman
speak program with teammate Kathy

Keeler, about the problems of coming from

a small school and training for the Olym
pics.

Keeler, who now coaches the crew team at

Smith College, said training was "a long

struggle and a lot of work. I'd been trying

to make the team since 79. It takes about

ten years of rowing to be competitive."

Keeler said that while attending Wesleyan

College she had to wake up every day at 6

a.m. and train for four hours a day. "After

college it's even harder because you have to

gato work and then practice after when you

really are too tired to."

Continued on page S

Olympic gold medalists describe Utttn-

mg process 3

Rita Mtirphy on the Yvette

Heniy case 5

Intramural hockey off to a

good start ^2

*7n the book of life, the answer is

not in the ba^,

"

--Linus Van Pelt
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ATTENTION
ALL JUNIORS

Mortar Board, the National Senior Honor

Society, is now accepting applications for

membership from the class of 1986. If

you have 3.2 or above and have not

received an application, please contact:

Lori Rubenfeld

549-7192

Deadline for all applications is

March 4, 1985

Wednesday, February 27, 1985
Wednesday, February 27. 1985!
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Today's Staff

EATING
PROBLEMS?
Group for women
18-35 with bulimia,

compulsive

overeating,

bingeing/starving,

anorexia.

Registration begins S

Feb 25. Call Health
\

? Education, 549-2671 (

•^^^xlSIJfo^more^i^o^ J

FT LAUDERDALr
UMASS

SPRING BREAK
PARTY

from $$109
contact:

LUV Tours
800-368-7006

y^^r>^ ^Student Special

Vr^

L/~i

T''

on WM
Student Leaders talk

about YOUR
Student Gov't

(new fees?, less money?,
new policies?)

Call in and Ask

1 HOUR
"^TUB for

V2 HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)
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HAPPY HOUR
ATHERREU'S!

•x-

with the UMass Ski Club
Last chance to sign up for

SKI POWDER SKI VAIL t
•x-

Spring Breal< only $499
^

for lift, lodging, flight, all transfers

and transportation from UMass
to Newark

call 545-3437

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-
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STYLES BY DEBORAH
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expires 3 31 85

Amherst

Fire Department
needs students

who want to be

volunteer firefighters

See our display CC Concourse

Wed, Thur, Fri or call 253-9233

FEELING TENSE? Come to the student

STRESS MANAGEMENT
& RELAXATION WORKSHOP

and learn to unwind'

March 4th, 4:30-6:30 pm, Brett Classroom

or

March 12th, 4:30-6:30 pm. University

Health Center, Room 302

For more information call 549-2671 (x181)

iiititiiiUiH^

48 Main Street

Brattleboro, VT 05301

13 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

Senate set to vote on SCERA position
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The undergraduate student senate will vote tonight

whether to continue funding a professional position in the

Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy.

The senate Budgets Committee brought the SCERA anti-

oppression coordinator position under review because it

remains vacant.

The senate Coordinating Committee voted 6 to 1 Friday

to recommend keeping the $13,000 per year position, while

on Feb. 14 Budgets Committee voted to recommend its

elimination.
^ . o a

The position has been vacant since August 1984, SCERA
Director Debbie PUtch said yesterday. The center formed

a search committee, which was hindered by "problems in

the hiring process, " Piltch said.

"None of the candidates met all of the qualifications." she

said. . .

A second search committee, with a new job description

was formed over intersession and is nearly finished with

the search. PUtch said. UntU the position is filled, other

SCERA members work overtime to "fill in the gaps."

"We're not working up to par. as if the position were

filled." she said. The senate should keep the position

because it is the "only position the SGA has designated for

that purpose (uniting anti oppression work across cam

pus)."

"It's the only consultant to the SGA." Piltch said.

"At this time we really don't have the money for it,"

Jardan Rosner. assisUnt to tl.«' budgets chair, said

Sunday. "It looks good for the student government to cut

itself before cutting RSOs (registered student

organizations)."

Ihe senate will have about 25 percent less money to

allocate next year, according to the budget report issued

Feb '•<
, ^. .

Senate treasurer John Mooradian said the Coordmatmg

Committee voted to keep the position because the Student

Government Association constitution requires the senate

to combat oppression.

"There was a prevalent feeling on the committee that this

(position) was dictated by the constitution." he said.

"The senate is going to have to prioritize what groups get

cut." Mooradian said.

Rosner said the senate can fulfill its constitutional duties

through funding of KSOs. Established student groups like

the People's Gay Alliance and Hillel ab-eady work against

oppression, he said.

Duffey may address SGA
University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

may address the Undergraduate Student Senate tonight.

Duffey's secretary, Lillian LaMountain, said Duffey wiU

attend a board of trustees meeting in Boston at 2 p.m.

today. If the meeting lasts until 5 or 6 p.m., she said, he

will be unable to return to UMass in time for the senate

meeting.

Duffey had accepted the senate's invitation to speak

before the trustee meeting which was rescheduled from

Feb. 6. when it was postponed due to the weather.

It is not clear whether Duffey has a prepared speech, or

what he will speak about. The senate Coordinating

Committee has selected seven questions solicited from

senators to ask Duffey, treasurer John Mooradian said.

-JOHN YONCE

^ Olympians Continued from page 1

Metcalf said that Mt. Holyoke was not as supportive as it

could have been. Athletics are played down at Mt.

Holyoke. Some professors were helpful, but a lot weren t.

"For me it was a dUemma between studying and seemg

how far I could take my training, seeing what the sport

was about at a high level." Metcalf said.

Metcalf said the writing and music she was studying

became a lot better as a result of her athletic trainmg.

"Rowing is really all about rhythm, just like music.
"
she

said

Both Metcalf and Keeler emphasized that the Olympics

were very different from any other competition because

the significance of the games added more pressure. "It was

the first time a women's crew team was favored to win a

gold medal." Metcalf said.

"The attention from the press was really incredible, hard

to believe. Everyone wanted to interview us. The race had

a lot of emotional intensity because there were a lot of

insiders, people who knew a lot about crew, and a lot of

family members. " Keeler said.

"It was like racing your first race aU over agam. We were

very nervous, but we trusted each other totally. If that

trust wasn't there, we might have panicked when we got a

little behind. But we took it as hard and high as we had to

go to win. " Keeler added.

Metcalf said the most important things needed to succeed

in crew are strength, technique and endurance. Training

consists mainly of working out on rowing machines eleven

times a week. ,«oo i»i

Keeler said she has no plans to enter the 1988 Olympics

because "it's hard to continue training for another four

years at that level of intensity. Metcalf said she plans to

continue in a sport called sculling, which involves an in

dividual rower.

Cdlls-lfiiin phi>t4i hy Anijy Hi-lU-r

Holly Metcalf, U.S. Olympic crew team gold

medalist.

HRTA Career Day attracts hungry employers

By RONDA AFPLEBAUM
and BRIAN McALARNEY
Collegian Correspondents

Burger King and Howard Johnson's representatives came

to the University of Massachusetts yesterday, not to talk

hamburgers but to participate in the 10th annual Hotel.

Restaurant and Travel Administration Career Day

Conference in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Representatives from Holiday Inn. Sheraton and Hyatt

hotels were also at Career Day to recruit students and

offer information about their companies. The HRTA

department supplied pamphlets and set up booths with

video displays of more than 30 companies •

"We find out what they can offer us and the companies

find out what we can offer them." Paul McNeil
.
a senior

HRTA major said. „ . . . ^ j

"It is a help session for future employers, added ^red

Findler, a senior HRTA major and one of the many

students who volunteered to organize the event, "t/om

panies have a better feel for who's out there and what

students are looking for.

"

"The students here as a group are the best we've seen this

year." Jim Ladota from Saga Corporation said. "The

UMass program is one of the top five in the country for us.

"

There is "tremendous competition " among the companies

to employ the graduates. HRTA department Head

Stevenson Fletcher said.

One company offered training programs to 15 of the 26

applicants, he said.

"They've found the best crop at UMass. " he added.

Adam Metsch. corporate trainee at Hyatt Hotels and a

1984 graduate of UMa.ss. said that he is recruiting students

for Hyatt's Corporate Management Training Program. He

said students who are accepted into the program are seen

as the future of Hyatt.

Peter Manning, faculty adviser of the Career Day said

approximately 35 companies will be coming to interview

UMass students in the spring.

Collepwi plioto by Pun Madiuck

Sr. Mildred Marengo in her Newman Center

office.

Nun defies image
of church women
By BETH PASTINO
Collegian Correspondent

The image of nuns dressed in long black habits covering

their bodies from head to toe is perpetuated in

stereotyped movie portrayals and childhood memories of

Sunday mass and religious education once a week. When

speaking with Sister Mildred Marengo of the Newman

Center at the University of Massachusetts however, one

discovers that within the strict confines of patriarchal

Catholicism. Sister Millie is a very modern woman.

'Women (in the church) are definitely looked upon as

inferior. " Sr. Millie said. This "pov.pr struggle" in the

hierarchy of the church is not always recognized or ad

mitted to and it is "one of the biggest barriers to equal

ministry " in the church, she said.

With the decreasing number of men entering

seminaries, the church has turned to nuns to supplement

the educational and ministerial needs of the

congregation. According to Sr. Millie, there are 118.000

nuns in the United States. 45 percent of whom work

outside church in areas such as marriage and pastoral

counseling. Thesearejobs previously filled by priests. Sr.

Millie said it is the inevitable increase of nuns filling

these jobs that will make it eventually possible for

"women to work as peers with clergy."

Women on Campus

Despite these limitations. Sr. MUlie has taken on more

responsibilities since coming to the Newman Center from

Notre Dame three years ago. She .said she is aware that

some women, particularly college students, are "very

conscious and angry with the negation of rights, but feels

anger is not a solution to the problem of sexism m the

church.

Sr. Millie also acknowledges the widespread "ignoring

"

of the church's official position on birth control and

abortion.

"In days past, especially before Vatican II, there was

tension between the person and a God who was feared.

"

.said Sr. Millie. "Today, there is a struggle to know a

loving God."

Sr. Millie sees her role at the Newman Center as one of

"providing a woman's presence on a staff of three men,

"

and being avaUable to offer a "woman's perspective
"
m

the counseling of issues troubling to young women.

"There is a growing effort on the part of the University

U) move toward equaUty for women," Sr. MUlie said, but

added. "As in all segments of society, however, there is a

long way to go.

Findler, a senior HRTA major and one of the many UMass students in the spring.
|

Leftist author speaks out onwomen and poverty
.• _ u_* A^^^^ki^ ^o«;e«, on,^ tht. R^ncran aH- sfpontrer as.sumDtion that every family has a male \

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Americans must become increasingly aware of how sex-

ist economic policies cause increasing poverty among

women, according to Barbara Ehrenreich who spoke to a

crowd of 200 people last night at Smith Collejire:

Ehrenreich,authorand co-chair wo n; an oftheOemocraUc

Socialists of America, who gave the aiuiuai ^-'lorence

Simms Lecture on "The Feminization of Poverty and The

Politics -of the 80's," said Americans must view public

policy with the same standards they apply to their own

Jives

"Our vision of change at this time in this country has to

go beyond any one issue. We are going to have to see the

connection between domestic racism and the Reagan ad-

ministration's support for repressive nations. We are go-

ing to have to draw the relation between sexism and the

(administration's) attempted denial of women's rights in

this country," she said.

Noting that 90 percent of those on welfare are single

women supporting children, Ehrenreich said poverty is be-

ing "feminized" by current policy that places more women

and children on the welfare roles, because of the sexist

bias built into the modem economy.

"There is an ever apparent assumption that men should

be paid enough to support a family. The negative correlary

to that is that we also assume that a woman doesn't even

need to learn enough to support herself. This is based on a

stronger assumption that every family has a male bread-

winner," she said.

"The jobs available to women and minorities do not pay

enough to lift anyone out of poverty," Ehrenreich said.

Jobs traditionally defined as "women's work" like

waitressing, light assembly line work or clerical or com-

puter work done at home are increasingly available, but

pay less than the average job a man may have.

Ehrenreich also said that the "work-at-home" trend is

increasingly attractive to big businesses because women

have no chance of organizing for higher pay or better con-

ditions because they never meet one another and are

separate from the entire company process in their home

jobs.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

Tonight Feb. 27

9-11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

Wednesday, February 27, 1985
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YOU WALK THROUGH
IT EVERYDAY!

THE CAMPUS CENTER/ STUDENT
UNION COMPLEX

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO BECOME A
PART OF WHAT MAKES IT WORK!

JOIN THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS!

NOMINATION PAPERS AVAILABLE
STOP BY OUR TABLE IN THE HATCH

OR ROOM 817 C.C.

GET INVOLVED!

UMASS SKI CLUB
TRIP TO KILLINGTON

SAT. MARCH 2
Members $22.00

Non-Members $32.00

Sign up Thurs & Fri at the table

(in front of the Hatch)

Have your skis hand tuned

by experienced ski technician

Discount for members

call 256-6719 for info & appointment

iA<^:,

4th ANNUAL UMASS
SPRING BREAK PARTY!!

March 16-23

LUV TOURS &
returns with 'A ^rcut hotels

on "The Strip"

from $149.00
"the Strip" hotel available at

$109.00

Everything

Always
wanted
in.a

nAAf*

^
J\

r

And less.

Do it 24 hours non-stop"

on a Luv BusIII

for only $99.00 roundtrip^

I^uxurv H'V motor coaches:

Video equipped (catch a feature len^h movie on the way!)

Stereo equipped (crank your favorite tunes!)

Restroom equipped (party, party, party!)

reserve imniediatflv. first come first stTve .st'.rvicii

Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Application Deadline

March 1, 1985

Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1985.

Information Table at the Campus Center Con-

course, staffed by Student Assistants and SAFA
students 2/25, 2/26 and 2/27, 11 AM - 3 PM.

Makoto Ozone.
Music that reflects
a new force in jazz.

w^\^v«««<y^^^^\^^^^^^^^v^x^^ ^^X\^?•.V^"l.^\X^^^^y\\V\X\XxXVXXVyv^^y^>,\V«xy•^^^•y«^^^^>Xv^

^-, Dean Strang 253-9071

Con (act: Kenny Bamatt 549^064
Grad Rosenbaum 549 6384

John Fraser 549 S363

vol R l(X"M / ( I

Kl PRTSF \T\TIVE

800-368-2006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 Virginia Toll Free
7 Elliewood Avenue Charlottesville. Virginia 22'iOi

A Subsidiary of JAB Enitrprues. Inc

Grab n flyer for more dftmU and reKprtntym form
m

Twenty three-year-old Makoto Ozone is a natural musician and a

born improviser. exposed to traditional jazz piano styles at an early

atje by his father, a well-known Jai)anese pianist. [^

Today Makoto's creating his own style-with J
vibrant a!id j^raeetul music that has both critics /

and adnnrers everywhere sinKun^ his praises. / /

Makoto'sselftitk-d debut album includes / /

"Cr\stal Love" and other original composi / ;

tionsthat illustrate how this younj^ man has ^^^-UUmi tm%

;ilrea(l\ matured into a brilliant composer and soloisL^^^Ul^, ^
Makoto Ozone. His debut American album. Produced by Gary Burton.

On Columbia Records and Cassettes.
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Doesn't anyone care?

Letters to the Editor

Investment in SCERA pays big dividends

We take issue with Collegian columnist

and UMass Republican Club President

Stephen Erickson's description of SCERA
as a "Pork Barrel" and "Boondoggle"

group.

SCERA, in this past year alone, helped

save the UMass undergraduate student

body in excess of $1.5 million in tuition

costs. SCERA, in conjunction with the

Public Policy Committee of the

Undergraduate Student Senate published a

research report on the effects of a 15 per-

cent to 7Vz percent for the 1984/85

academic year; thus saving each student

over $80. This is a total savings of

$1,520,000 for the entire UMass
undergraduate student body. If the

"average" student has never heard of

SCERA, she/he certainly should have;

SCERA has transferred part of an $88,000

investment (total budget for FY '85) into a

$1.5 million savings on aggregate tuition

costs.

If the "average" student has never heard

of SCERA then all she/he has to do is ask

the University administration. SCERA
discovered that our Board of Trustees has

violated its own divestment by-law by in-

vesting in six companies which are

operating in South Africa. SCERA suc-

cessfully encouraged UMass Treasurer

Brand to divest from three of these com-

panies and are presently in negotiations

regarding the other three companies.

SCERA has saved UMass students the in-

dignity of supporting the fascist South

African state.

SCERA, in addition, has been the

primary student group responsible for

numerous services and programs which

our name has not been identified with such

as the University's sexual and racial har-

rassment grievance procedures, Martin

Luther King Week. International Women's

Event, Holocaust Memorial Week, and Art

Against Apartheid. The existence of

SCERA is essential if programs are ser-

vices that promote student rights such as

those listed above are to continue.

SCERA's budget for FY '86 is not

$102,000 as Mr. Erickson states. In fact

our FY '86 budget is yet to be determined.

SCERA is well aware that the SOA is ex-

periencing a fiscal crisis and that every

RSO including SCERA will have to take

severe budget cuts. SCERA does not ad-

vocate the elimination of funding for any

RSO group; nor do we appreciate

Erickson's objective of pitting RSO groups

against one another. The pending issue at

this Wednesday night's senate meeting is

not which RSO groups should be funded.

The issue is if the coordinator of anti-

oppression work at SCERA is a necessary

position, and should RSO groups in con-

junction writh their governing boards be

able to determine their priorities, their

needs, and what aspects of their budgets

should be cut if necessary.

Next time Erickson writes an editorial he

should tell all the facts, not just choose

those which suit his interests and his needs.

Dave Martin
Student Coordinator

Deb Piltch

Director of SCERA

It had the makings of a Hollywood drama
— a university dormitory, and a series of

"suspicious" fires. Fires which, in the

words of Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey,

held all of UMass "hostage."

What went on in Crampton House during

the fall semester of 1983 is difficult to im-

agine. Seventeen fires brought media

coverage from major newspapers and

television stations across the country.

Yvette Henry was a senior chemistry ma-

jor and a resident assistant in Crampton at

the time of the fires. She was arrested on

Dec. 2, 1983 and charged with one count of

arson.

Yvette Henry is also black.

Two weeks ago, the Collegian printed ex-

cerpts from a special report done by the

Committee on the Status of Minorities.

That body was asked by the Rules Commit-

tee of the faculty senate to answer a series

of questions about Henry's detainment and

subsequent arrest by the police and

treatments of her by UMass administrators

and others involved in the case. The com-

mittee asked various individuals who were

"present and involved" on the night of

Henry's arrest to come before them and

help piece together what happened that

Friday night.

Bastnl on the information obtained by the

six who chose to speak io the group, the

committee found that by detaining Henry

for several hours without arresting her and

without an attorney present despite her

repeated requests for one, was a violation

of her civil rights. The group also found

that Henry was treated more harshly than

non-minority students arrested and in

some instances even convicted of "much

worse crimes." It was also found that the

dean of students office displayed insensivi-

ty in the case and as a result of the publicity

surrounding the case, recruitment of

miniorities may suffer.

That report has not yet been made

public. Few people have it, and it seems,

few people could give a damn about getting

it.

The faculty senate could care less. At

their last meeting, not one senator

demanded that the rules committee release

be made public so that anyone, faculty,

students, lawyers, the media, could read it

and perhaps learn from it.

What could be learned from it?

The most important lesson would be that

what happened to Yvette Henry must

never be allowed to happen again to any

student. One of the reasons for the report

in the first place was to help formulate a

mechanism to insure that in times of

duress, the University will act in a respon-

sible and civil manner to those involved, in-

cluding students.

Rita Murphy

Some advice for a columnist: 'get a grip'

In response to Rusty Denton's mindless

column in Thursday's Collegian concerning

the Greek area fraternities on UMass cam-

pus:

Denton stated "...Sororities at UMass

are reasonable." Well, aren't you kind,

Denton. He went on to also say "...there

are a few courteous, mature fraternities,

but most of them are the pits." Did you

study Emily Post, Denton? In short, Den-

ton put down our Greek system; an insult

directed towards a few frats on campus is

taken as an insult to all Greeks.

I am capable of writing a very eloquent

letter, however, I have just a few tips for

you and I'll make my statements bnef:

Delivering pizzas is an honest job, Den-

ton, but get a real one, anyway.

If you have a nasal problem when you are

in a frat try a new deoderant, I recommend

Dry Idea.

That didn't happen in the Yvette Henry

case as the report makes perfectly clear.

But no one seems to care. Two weeks have

gone by since parts of that report were

made public, but there has been no public

demand for the report, no outrage that a

students' civil rights were, in the opinion of

one comnuttee, violated.

It seems the CoUegria'n is the only group

publicly displaying dismay at the behavior

of the administration and faculty senate in

not releasing a report that is hi^ly critical

of the University adi^inistration.

David Booth, chairman of the rules com-

mittee said the group never meant to

"supress" the report. But still, few people

have access to it. The Collegian is the only

newspaper that obtained a copy. Booth also

asked a CoUegian reporter why the

newspaper is making such a big deal out of

the report. He asked the reporter, "Is your

editor black?"

One of ike reasons for th£ report in

the first place was to help formulate a

mechanism to insure that in times of

duress, the University unll act in a

responsible and civil manner to those

involved, including students. That

didn 't happen in the Yvette Henry case.

What that has to do with anything

escapes me. Maybe Booth can explain why

it is he thinks only blacks are concerned

with racism. And then maybe he can ex-

plain why his committee is hiding the

report from the public. We should expect

any group representing the University to

be o\)en and public about an event of such

significance. All students, black, white

hispanic, Asian, (all people for that matter)

should have the right to know what their

administration did or didn't do in the

Henry case. If that administration is guilty

of racism, chen all of us should demand an

explanation and should demand to know all

the facts involved.

That's the way is it should be, but no one

seems to care that that isn't happening.

Faculty don't and students don't. Instead

of displaying outrage at the failure to

release the report, all the Undergraduate

Senate did last week was nothing, as usual.

People just seem U) have forgotten about

Yvette Henry, or want to forget. People

seem to just not care. It's too bad it has to

be that way.

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.

You are disturbed when you see a woman

and a man displaying affection? Try

Amherst Single's, you are showdng signs of

sexual frustration.

You find Playboy centerfolds offensive

on fraternity walls? Well, it's a lot healthier

than having pictures of nude men on their

walls. Or didn't that occur to you?

Lastly, you, yes I do mean you Denton,

are cordially invited to attend open rush

next fall. Oh, you are graduating? Bum-

mer.

Denton, my favorite phrase I donate to

you: "get a grip," and find another subject

to foam at the mouth about. The University

could stand one less student like you, let

alone the Greek area. See Denton? I didn't

use whitewash, but I've clearly indicated

who the real loser is.

Angela Forsier

Chi Omega Sorority

Not exactly 'intellectually stimulating' fare

The speech given in the Campus Center

Monday night by Soviet dissident Yuri

Tuvim was extremely disappointing and it

is a shame that the College Republicans

could not spend student money on a more

enlightening speaker. While most of us

would agree that there are some signifi-

cant problems with the Soviet system,

Tuvim gave us absolutely no analysis of

why these problems exist. Tuvim's entire

argument centers around the circular

logic that the Soviets are bad because

they are totalitarian, and that they are

totalitarian because they are bad. This is

an intellectual discussion?

I was also disappointed with Tuvim's

immature attitude in dealing with several

questions from the audience. Beginning

an answer by telling someone that you

don't like the length of their hair makes

one wonder whether the rest of your

answers have any validity. I suggest to

the Republicans that they spend our stu-

dent fees on bringing speakers to campus

that will have something intellectually

stimulating to say, not more of the

simplistic rhetoric that Tuvim gave us.

Mitch K. Gaslin

Amherst

All letters must be signed and include the writer s address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Black History Month is a month

of celebration ami dedication to our

nation's most renowned black leaders.

^

hi reco}inition of this, the Blueivall

Cafeteria presents a traditional

luncheon with the "down-home"

flavor of Southern cuisine.

1

r]

MENU

Black-eyed Peas and Rice

Collard Greens / :

Cole Slaw

BBQ Spare Ribs (

Baked Stuffed Pork Chops
with Onii)ns and Gravy

^
i

j

Corn Bread /
\\c^' /f

Sweet Potato Pie

Apple Pie / l\

g

.4A

®
I

/,
f THURSDAX FEB. 281

BLUEWALL CAFETERIAf
\-^\^ I

I
11:30 am to 1:30 pm|

iit<!tniiii^ifli<^iiiii^iii0iHiitiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiitii^iiiititHiiitiiHHiiiiniiiitii^

S with BmcP allstans

S.U.B.
UMASS

FULLBAR!! 20&UP

TIX ^6. ADV of TIX-U MASS
;
PACES

;
MAIN ST RECORDS

^7. at door ond MAIN MUSIC(s fid. )

•,/VVSn/VVVSA/VSAri/VVVVVW%AA^VWVVVVV%A^^

ARTS

BIBLIOFILE is a new column surveying

recent books and bibliophilic events. It will

appear on alternate Tuesdays. Fan mail c/o

Collegian.

With the first run of midterm exams

coming up, industrious students will be

seeking new sources of helpful review

material. There is a new book out which

such students should avoid at all costs:

Science Made Stupid by Tom Weller

(Houghton Mifflin. $6.95 paper).

Science Made Stupid is subtitled How to

Discomprehend the World Around Us, and

for good reason. The book consists of mirth

ful pseudoscientific misinformation:

alternate explanations of astronomy,

relativity, dinosaurs, and the like, designed

to confuse and enterUin. Unfortunately,

most of the jokes are bathroom wall humor

and many of the illustrations are sexist.

Thus the book does not come off as well as it

should, despite its great potential.

A much better book in a similar vien is

Fnm Ueoundf to Virginia Woolf by Kobert

Mansun Myers (University ol Illinois

Press). Wielding clever quips, penurious

puns and a mixeti bag of metaphors, Myers

traverses the bumpy road from Eng 201 to

202. destroying all that Is held sac read by

professors.

From Beoumlf to Virginia Woolf, "An

Astounding and Wholly Unauthorized

History of English Literature," is con

sistantly witty and intelligent, and above

all, convincing: where were Wordsworth

and Coleridge published if not in Lyrical

Ballast'} it is a shame that Myers limited

himself to English literature and was

unable to discuss Russian works such as

Enema Karenina by Warren Piece.

A new short story writer with a great deal

of style is Randall Silvis, author of The
Luckiest Man m the World (University of

Pittsburgh Press). Silvis won the 1984 Dure
Heinz Literature Prize for his short fiction,

and understandably so. His stories are

powerful and moving, if often a bit pon-

derous. Particularly so is his story "Trash

Man" which deals with a guilt ridden

garbage collector.

I'd like to see more work by Silvis. but

somehow I doubt I will: the jacket blurb

was more intersted in relating the history

of the Drue Heinz Literature Prize than

telling us anything about the individual

author.

The Periodic Table of the Elements, (slightly revised)from the book Science

Made Stupid by Tom Weller

lay

TONIGHT
Red-Hot Dancin' Music from the Valley's Best Motown

Ryth'm & Blues Band

THE RADIATORS
$3.00 at the door

The Weekend at Pearl Street Friday March 1st

Be a Mad March Hare with

D.J. TONY KORD
$1.00 off if you resemble a hare/bunny

Saturday, March 2nd - That bloke off the radio

D.J. ANDREW WOLFE
from Kiss 106 F.M. Boston

Wednesday March 6th

THE FOOLS
(life sucks and then you die)

Tix $4.00 in advance available at

Albums in Amherst and Main St Records, Northampton

/J puBi smm miHUHPiBH. m. mmiw

Smith College Theatre Department

Presents

STEAL AWAY
by Rawona King

Directed by

SHEILA BLAND
Theatre 14 - 8:00 P.M.

February 21, 22, 23, 27, 28 March 1, 2

General Admission - $4.00

Students and Senior Citizens $2.00

Dollar Nights are February 21, 27, 28

For information and reservations

call 584-3023,

weekdays 12:30-4:30 pm

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Nomination Papers for

SGA PRESIDENT
BOARD of GOVERNORS

RESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE
and available Senate seats are due this Friday, March

1st at 12 NOON sharp. Papers are available in 420

SUB and BOG papers are also available in 817 CO. For

more info call the SGA at 5-0341 or the BOG at 5-0194

Crawl out from under that rock and

GET INVOLVED

t

t

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Invites all Univ. men to

RUSH
Tonight 8:00-10:00 PM
70 Butterfield Terrace

For more info call

545-4612
We're right across the street

from the Newman Center

•lit;:'
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OPEN RUSH

ALL mV£RSiry f^£N JI^VITEQ

FINAL RUSH
DATES: TUESDAY
AND WEDNESDAY
FEB. 26&27
BK0
388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

• Greek Area and Campus

Intramural Champs

• Modern House

• Olympic Weight Room

• Home Cooked Meals

• Outstanding Academics

• Great Social Life

FREE COLD REFRESHMENTS AND
ENTERTAINMENTH

Come meet the brothers of BETA KAPPA
PHI in an informal setting to see what frater-

nity life has to offer. If you can't make it to

rush, but are interested in fraternity life, call

for info or stop by anytime. We're the

modern white house on the corner of Philips

St. and N. Pleasant St.REFRESHMENTS
and ENTERTAINMENTii

DO

\/1

n
1 1

>-

N .fASA^JT 1

'The
annual
WE.B.
DuBois
Lecture

HAN
SUYIN
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DEAN'S LIST

FALL SEMESTER 1984

The Foil Semester 1984 Dean's List was run on 2/11/85.

It includes any undergraduate who achieved a semester overage of 3.5

or higher with twelve or more GRADED credits (Pass/Foil credits not included).

If you hod a grade change anytime after 2/8/85 that may hove

affected your Deon^s List stotus
,
please contact the Registrar's Office for

confirmation. Then advise the Dean of Students Office so that your

name con be added to the Fall Semester Deon^s List.

Those qualifying for the Fall Dean's List as well as those who

qualified for the Spring Semester 1984, will be Invited with their

parents to attend a Parents Day on Campus, on Saturday, April 13,

1985 . Information about this progrom will be mailed to porents the week

of March 11 . Any questions thereafter, contact Ms. Valerie Folk,

Alumni Office, Munson Holl, 545-2317

Office of the Dean of Students

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

.Colle^^ian 9

7E5TIFYIN6 ^^ COMMinit-

fipcr>RE ouR5emmLim?
^^^2 HeRUP

APPARBKTL Y HB RBAUYBtUBVE^
SHB CAN HBIPOBNBMTB SOMB
9/MPAlhy FOR HI5miOfUFe
RaflNANCiNO PROOIZ^M

.

U/HAIPO

YOU THINK

snm SAY?

I SHUQPBR TO ThlNK

MOM'S deej^ThRouoN

SOMb PRBVn TOUOH

TIM5S.BUTSH5CAN
LAY IT ON A urns

THICK

STATB

YOUR THB lAJiDOlA}

NAMB. DOONesauRy
PLBASa.

. 1
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

YeSTUlS
IS MISTER
P. OPUS.

miTER mjs
This lb The.

VISA CRePIT
OFFICe..

f

YOUR CRBPir
UM/r BY
iflS.72H.3?

Rats By Congo

TO A youw6 MoaOMac
you cMtv
ro*t '

Tf \^;
I too* IT

wHiw A 9\M*

r»i... wi«

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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or luck there of, /»o i^c/aus

Cci^pltK poUHcAl sys¥efn.
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GORDY By Gorde

A. TALKIKIG LIZAROT^
\.WRmKJG> A RAPEf^T '

^ —rDOM'T BELIEF
-mis! /i^_^

YOO m^COFFEÊ ^
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ATTENTION! All Collegian staff

and correspondents: Interviewing

workshop with Frank Faulkner,

journalism professor and former

Springfield Daily News city editor at

3 p.m. Mon. 3/4 in the business of-

fice. Plan now.

Today's WeatlMr

Today: Mostly sunny with h^ba in the low

tomtdi-408.

Tonight: Clear, highs 15-20

Thonday: Sunny, h^ghs in the SOs.

Today's D.C. Menu
Lunch

TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA!
Individual Cheese Pizza/

Sausage Topping
Hamburg Topping

Pepperoni Topping

Basics Lunch
TOP YOrROWN PIZZA!
Individual ('heese Pizza/

Kggplanl Topping
Tuna Topping

Chopped Chick Peas

Dinner
Chicken (k'rman Style

Ratatouille

Spinach and Mushroom Quiche

Basics Dinner
Chicken (Jerman Style

Ratatouille

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 View from the

dorm
*> Sevefity

10 Belorelasse

14 Harriet's

tousin

15 Official in

anrieni Rome
16 NecK and neck

1 / Believe

.IB Certain jeans

19 T'JOK ttie tram

to the plane

20 Discontinued

(with out )

22 Tightwad

?3 Type of iron

26 Alaskan island

27 empt'.r

28 Eulogize

30 Turn

32 Dispossess

33 Smear
34 Aijlhoi

Unibeilo —
37 Havencithinq

10 do with

41 Cunninq
42 Lunar or solar

43 Part of a

highway sign''

44 Bitter

46 Fly

4; BatKf
f)Q Philippine trei'

62 Stray

53 Nautical

conimand
54 Cling

56 Diamond
figure'

57 Heqion ot

NW France

58 MDsshot
62 Forthwith

63 PaddocK sound
64 Hawkeyc Stall,'

65 Headed to*

home
66 Toyland

deni/ens
fi7 Ahoiind

DOWN
1 ADbr used in

math
2 Native

American

Kdilcd b> Irudr Michel Jaffr

40 Bdo ol3 Had tea

4 Moist

5 Connect
6 That IS Lat

7 Throw in the

towel

8 Fnlid

9 Legal matter

10 Originate from

1

1

Summon up

12 Wife ot Jason
13 Motionless

21 Must
22 Critic s

thumtjsdown
23 Gushes
24 Brethren

of old Rome
25 0«eye
27 Caribbean

island

29 dien

Prince of

Wales motto
n Rtiine feeder

33 Anilered aninia

34 These Sp
35 Raccoon s

cousin

36 Repeatedly

38 Ivan s negative

39 Now spanner

Cambodia
44 Partof AWOL
45 Grimalkin

46 Natives of

26 Across
47 Venetian byway
48 Sheepiike

49— La
Mancha

51 Job lor Junior

54 O Neills

Christie

55 Stage direction

57 Fibrous

mineral Abbf

59 Caviar

60 Reverence
61 Starchy tuber

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

UJR AiS

^AJVS

2/27/85

1 ; ] 4

1

s 6 7 a 9 10 11 1? 11

11 IS lb

w 11 n

W^^^^^W" ,M ??

?3 ?< n ?li ?7

,'« 71 I
jn )i

^ II^H
J? 33

Pl
]4 3S 36

]' 31 10

41 |H 4? 4]

^^ 44 4S 4t

4? <• 4« so sT 5?

S3 I 54 ^^^^^^^H
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Bus Driving Jobs!
UMass Transit Service is having an

APPLICATIONS MTG.
on Feb. 28 at 7:00pm

in SBA 116
You must bring proof that:

- you are 18 -^^ years old

- you have 3 + semesters left at UMass
(no ID'S)

Only 100 applications will be given out, so be early. It is

helpful (but not necessary) to make a Class 2 learner's permit

test appointment at the Registry of Motor Vehicles before the

meeting.

Women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply.

For more info call Jenny or Bud at 545-0056.

STOP BLUSHING

NERVOUS STUHERING

& INSECURITIES
yiynesi s;ie-,b pod memo oi

|M<; hjixh Vii ol tinm. »w

<HI bt rhimuM «H< ttw LEON

HARD' M(TH0O toundtd >n

r^imjn. .n 193? Send tw hrochui*

UOH HA»T (0>««> Boi «710i«lactoi> U

Hyperc III- X ..A.

MAW. AP^WOVtD IW«PtCTIOW STATTOW

^^S^TT.^13 ..i.-l«»»*°

MA Sales Tax Extra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Fu» Service Tire Store

78 SundoUnd Rd No Amherst. UA
Across troTi WatroCd b Sttxe

549-4704

DENMARK'S INTERNATIONAL STUDY PROGRAM
- Informational meeting for program in Copenhagen. 2:30

p.m., 3rd Floor Lounge Herter Hall.

PROGRESSIVE FILM SERIES - The film "No Maps

on My Taps" offers a unique insight into jazz tap dancmg as

a neglected black American art form. 3 & 8 p.m. Student

Union Ballroom.

FREE MOVIE - Come see "The Animals Film"! Brief

discussion will follow. 7 p.m., CC 101.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING-A representative

from the Hitchcock Center in South Amherst wUl be

speaking. 7 p.m.. Rm. 305 Holdsworth.

FINISH THE CIVIL WAR! — Spartacus Youth League

video showing and discussion. Black liberation through

socialist revolution! Discussion includes recent events in

South Africa and Geronimo Pratt case. 7:30 p.m., CC 903.

Something you

want to say

before you leave?

Submit your proposal for

Senior Commencement Speaker

to Trey Williams, 545-2334, 319 Whitmore

(5 minutes: 3 pages, typed, double-spaced)

DEADLINE: MARCH 13, 1985

-^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Hie Best OuKeteW
Try Our New

Luncheon From ^Jd.^o
Specials seived 11 a.iii.-3 p.m.

New Buffet ftlunday Brunch canIeat ^5.25
Buffet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

'\ii University Women Are Invited

to Open Rush Parties

at

CHI OMEGA!!!
Monday: Feb. 25 Owl of Chi

Omega Party 6:00-7:15

and 7:30-8:45

Wedneday: Feb. 27 Pajama

Party 5:00-6:30 and

7:30-8:30

For rides and/or information

call 545-0162 or 545-2092.

Ask for Hope or Maureen!

Get psyched for a great time!

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicker Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Children under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet £r Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice
8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Fri. f» Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

10 beichertown Road

at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

6Cyl 8Cyl. b
$39.»» $44.«» If*8^

W« II intloll n«w resistor sporh distributor cop PVC vo<v« lg^lflon

plugs poir»t$ t coTKlenscr od|USt coblvs oir filt»r. ond vopor corns

idle speed set timing test botlery ter filter IrKludes Emissior> Test

and chorgirtg system inspect rotor ond Printout

Lube, Oil & Filter

$1599Includes up to 5 quarts

10-40 oil. and safety

check.

LmJcmI

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

"Full Service Tire Store'
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704
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FOOD ADDICTION
BULIMIA • COMPULSIVE OVEREATING

Are You Suftenn^j From Anv Three of The Following:

Binge on high calorie fVxxl.

Inconspicuous eatiiig (hidden eating).

Constant attempts at dieting.

Frequent weight Huctiialions.

Eating to discomfort.

Use of lajtatives or diuretics

Tonite At

CHANGES
Dance Club

FREE Hamburgs & Hot Dog
till 12

and

s J

^ NAPLES RESEARCH
&L COUNSELING CENTER

• A Complete Confidential Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation.

• Private. Confidential, and Individual Treatment

• 24 Hour Medical Supervision and Support

• Modern Residential Setting • Special Familization Program

• Individual and Croup Therapy
• Covered hv Most Insurance Plans.

(813)775-4500
24Hour Assisianif

oToNFee 1(800)722-0100
• Call lor a compiimeniary copy of our newest publication A Mmi Guide

to Food Addiction

• Cat! tor complete confidential mtormation on our resideniiai treatment

program or insurance approval

NAPLES RESEARC H 6i COCNSELlNcJ C ENTER
The iMluMi'f moal comprrhenMii-r aylem for the treatment ofaMtelut duordrr:

9001 Tamiami Trail South • Naples. Florida 33962 JCAH accredited

«Vv Mynber of tt>e American Hospital Association

^*' An affiliate of WILMAC Hearth Care »»artnef» in Famrtv Progress

BAI. ALL NIGHT
DPINK^, ALL WEEK

THE MIDWEEK SOLUTION!

College Hoop 9 PM
St. John's vs. Georgetown

Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden) 256-8284

kwwuca -.s%%s%vNS"-«-%%"."-%ss-.".vvr

.iiiiiiiiiiiiimgi

38 Nutting Ave.

Would like to invite

All University Women to Open Hush

Monday, Feb. 25 6:30

Tuesday, Feb. 26 6:00 or 7:00

Wednesday, Feb. 27 6:30

Come and Meet our sisters'

For more information call

545-2152 or 549-4008

:^mrffjqnits

Wine Tasting

March 7, 1985

7:30 pm
at the NEW TOWN HOUSE Restaurant

$15.(X) per person
call Spirit Haus for Information & reservations

338 College St. 253-5384

XHffBHJnTTB wm^inii >•''"Mimumiimfc

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^?^ r .. \^n!!!r^ rr m.8^-^ Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publ.cation aay

C;orTietoCollegiariOfficeCC113«8.4& J.^_'vion_^^yjJ_^
,^^ Hkrr...nt • Phone number FREE

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days lO^^iscount

AUDIO

Speakers Backers 300»» 8 year transferable

warranty not abuaed SW-7816

Pioneer Mlnl-Syetem two weeks oW
separate amp/tuner /deck/tumt/two sp. Mst

price »«00 wUl take 600 must ael) call Chns

6-4829

»3G0 00 Yamafia Amp, distortion, reverbT

witti footswitch 12' speaker, 30 watts,

»1<0 00 wtH talk 546-9179

H7» Plvmooth Fury 9006 condition radio

«900 Sears aterao set tSO 54^6733

Movie PoeMrs can Debbi 6-8281 between

12 pm and 12 am weekdays

Quitarl For sals FerHier Stratocaater cream

•600 or best offer 266-6748

„ for Guide, t)lrectory. NewSefter

1(9161 9*4-4444 x Umassair

CrulsMhIp l»lrlno, »16-»30.000' Carribean,

Hawaii WorkJ Call for Guide, Oifectory,

Newstatter. 1 (9161 944-4444 x Umasecniise

Mon Feb 26 8:30 pm
Tues Feb 26 6 30 pm

All Univorsitv Women Invited*
m MWARO

INSTNUCnON

SIQMA DELTA TAU
RUSH PARTIES

Mon 2/26 7:30 and 8:30

Wed 2/27 7:30 and 8:30

aM university worrwn invited

MMk nUnofmd •"'^^^J^'l^^'TJ^
to« in Oak Room DC 2/»J<2^
12 00^12:30 Pleeee contact S46-4WZ no

quaettons aakad I need tt>am beck

AUTO FOR SALE

IITf Dodge Omni, runs w«a,

tISOO. 646-02S6 or 684-9323

no rust.

Ovatloft Saladaar aeouetic

condition wHh Iwd caae *326
lultar new

71 DMaun a«W exc. cond. »2900.00 after

6:00 P»4 886-4344

1876 whKa Honda CMe • eKcejIenl condi'

tion 1200 or BO call Wm 686-7861 call late

71 VW-faetback one owner exc cond new

tiree and muffler no njst lOOO or 80

Deep Purple Tickets finsi sl^ow

Worcaater, Sundey Mercb 3 excellent seats

534-3626

Parkway WatsuH size medium nylon in

and out. Includes pents, jacket, and hood

Excellent condition 90.00 or BO 886-2066

Skis snd'Blndlngs #48 f4onlica ski boots

excellent condition SO 26fr6748

Know yeyr car. Basic sutomobil*

workshop. 28 hours includingclassroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 283-/1—

Imensive Berterider Inetructlon 16 hours

ir»struction plus live ber experience can now,

specs limited 2G6-8080 nights, 54M0e7
days. Ask for John

Kung-Fu, s traditional art, being taught in

small coed daaaes, for mors info call Max

2B6-0666

KAPPA KAPPA OAMMA

1877 Honda Civic newly peinted,

brakaa, runs well 1000 2Bfr^X>48

Parking spaces
548^2736

avaUoMe en campue can

74 Nova mns great 300 or 80 686-2322
A complote eat of downhill ski equlp-

mont. and bteyde &4»^7B3 (Sail

Come see wItM sorority IHe is ebouti

Mon 2/25 7-7:30 & 7:46<:1B; Wsd 2^
7-7:30 & 7:46-8:18 RSVP/Juliane 54&^)320,

1 32 Nutting Ave. Hope to see you soon"

BEST DUALITY RESUMES
LOST

FOUND

Cinsultatlon, preparation, editing,

analysis, design, layout, typing, cover letter

Giarrusao 26M257

Ladlaa watdi and scarf found at Sertk>r

Portraits, 178CC. Csll 646-0848 to indaottfy

COWORATULATIOWS OUITAR AMPLIFIER
FOR SALE

Congratulationa Colleen Larkln • Colleen

Conteat Finalist, love Weem and Kathy

Help I lost 2 NY stete llcenee platae In

Lot 42. Please call 6^9429 Thanks'

Whoeverlteirmy blue wellet lost Sai m

CC, keep the but please return the waltet

6 contents ttiat are of no use to you but

very importsnt to me' 646-4071
^

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-DlaG, Rack-A- Video Entertain

rient Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dances for housepartys, semiformals. cam

pus events 649-7144 .

.

FOR RENT

Lab series LS lOOw guitar amplifier for

sale. In excellent condition. »300 call Rob

648-5316

MEETING

HELP WANTED
Internetlonel Youth Year Genersl Plann

ing MeetinB Wednssdav February 27 7:00

PM Campus Center Room 902 all welcome'

TRIATHLETE8 I am looking for aomeonn

to train with Dwight 686-8125

• Romancing tt>e Stone
• Thurs Feb 28th CCA *

6-41 60 7.9, n »2 00
• soonaored by Northeest Area Gov't *

Hey Sports Fan I Last chance to get entriee

m for Intramural Sotrbell and Soccer

Boyden 215 646^2693 TODAY'

Ugly - flappv22' You're such a fag* Hope

you have a "good one". Loeah

Sua. Peg, Karon. Lorl I mias you guys a

lot. Havea good samaeter. See you aoon

Love B. FLY

Amy Kate Dorf»ety. Hope you have a hapi

birfday' Love, Suzanne _^

Break the winter Blehs - Come to "Sigms

Ksppa's Luau' tonight, 6:30, 7:30, or 8:30

PM 19 Allen St 256-6887

UGMO^appy Birthday! Love Lit Joy Dawn
Karen Sue

Do^ou belong to Racquet ft Fitness Club

in Northampton? Need ride to 6 from. Will

share expenses any schedule call Bath

6-6186

RIDE WANTED

HwnHten CoNogo ^'^JS!t^^
oate/Utica vicinityl this Fnday March 1 • lata

iftemoon Can 646^7119 after 11

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemete wented quiet neet vr^getanan

wiHing to share two bedroom ept in Florence

caMsSfrT^ ^

Shiii 10 rm antique Colonial on Echo

Lake in Leverett Ctr with wwnan and Z

chiMren. Own room virrth >>«f'.r''•'•'
T*""

ing or grsd woman Rent •;M'"2S%,,7
Available 3/1 Call Karen or John 54MB17

keep trying
^

Roommete wented for apt hi Nor

thampton call 584 373

8ha7e"room In Brendywine 548 7153 Pat

or Chris; Pinheads need not apply

on your way to Daytona' Onty 219.00 for

hotel, traneportation and tax. Don't be left

out of the fun caH now" Theresa 66626

Montreal Sprlngll^kWeekand »59 00

plus »19 00 tax ft aervice irKludes: round

tnp trens in luxury motor coech plus 3 days

2 nights at Hotel Shertx>urg in downtown
Montreel or Holiday Inn Payment in full or»e

week prior to deperture Drinking age 18

Night dubs opsn till 3 am NO PERSONAL
CHECKS Towm Tours h Travel 482 Main St

Maklen MA 02148 (6171 321 3883 Deperture

Dates: Mar 2-4, Mar 9-^^. March 16-18,

March 23-26

Bermuda from 328 call David Caao

546-21S0

Ft. Lauderdale W For inforn«ation and

raeervations on the beet hotels at the best

prices cell the Student T revel Servicn at

(807) 272-6884 Student Travel Service, 213

East Senecs Street, Itheca, New York 14880

TUTORS

Tutors for French, Spanleh. Riiaatanan4

Italian available e( 549-4793

TYPING

Andy's Typing Sarvicae 8S4-1000

SERVICES WANTED

WORD PROCESSING Theees, disserts

tions, cases, resumes, cover leteri. etc Pro

fessional service, reesoneble rates. EX-

PRESS, 646-8918

PHI MU SORORITY

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ear-

vice TYPE RITE 253^5111

Cape Cod Summer Saaaonai Rontata:

W. Yarmouth, Dennis: largeet inventory of

studio, 1, 2, 3 e 4 bedroom unitt, direct

from (^wnen; 6t7sa^8300 or 817 771 2233

1. «.. WL E«SS« oondWon.

10-«Me wookly/up mailing drculars" No
bosses/quotas' Sincerely interested rush

sell addreeeed stamped envelope: Oepr

AN 7, P00910CEW, Woodstock, IL 60098

Nawspsper Deliverers needed in dorma.

No car needed. Approx 1 hr/dey 7

deys/week good peycall^2SX7(»9

Eam igi>-4M0/manth sailing required wiH

train. Call 646-6673

Alrllnaa Hiring. M 39,000'
Stawardaaeaa, Rsaervattoniet ' WoddwMe'

MOVER

'Round Town Movora Amherst and long

distance fast reMabla cheap caH Mwhaal

anytime 323-6780

Coma watch tlia Carringtona with usi

Dynasty Party 8:30 10:00 at 389 N Pleesam

St. RSVP 253 9971

COINS 123/121 tutoring S 00 per hr

former 123/121 grader, 4 semester universi

ty consultsnt Alex 263 7666

Need a
549-6082

typad7 41 /pg. Nancv

Eam BTS (Rorlda?) end set homecooked

meels lor working 7 hrs/week csll Wheaty

253 9071 or 549 1266

l^oTY bedroom ept. in Tovmehouse or

Brsndyyyine teke over leese June 1 caH Rob
546^7800 or Lou 54fr9649

VVanTedi 1 or 2 bedroom ept in Puffton to

take over June 1st 425 rewerd call Juan

546^5702 or Luis 546-4671

WANTED TO RENT

PERSONALS
PROFESSIONAL
TVPtNO SERVICE

SIGMA SIGMA SIQMA
Rush Parties

Thurs. Fab. 21 6 pm (dinner)

Sun. Feb. 24 8 pm

Caaoa, Papare, Dtaaartatlona. Thaooa,

on^iampus, very reliable, k>w rates, Nancy

584^7824

TRAVEL

•M SPRING BREAK « ***

Brir>g your cooler ar>d your friends ar»d party

S, 4. or 6 bedroom housel Went to take

over lease in Iste August. On bus route -

preferably in North Amherst, Pleese caH

2B6«772

WiTwili pey lldb to tska over lease 3 bdrm

apt or house st end of semester 5466788 or

646 8792
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SPORTS
The Intnunural department (Boyden 215) will be accepting

entries for spring sporU teams starting this week.

All team entries for softball (men's women's and co-rcc)

and soccer are being taken. Applications for officials in

these sports are also being accepted by the office.

VMass seededsixth

St. Joe's, Penn State,

favored in Atlantic 10

women's tournament
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

For enthusiasts of Atlantic 10 women's

basketball, Philadelphia is the only place

to be during the first week in March as the

Conference Championship gets underway

this weekend at St. Josephs University.

With the regular season concluded, all

that remains is the final push toward the

title that awards the winner with an

NCAA National Championship Tour-

nament Berth. Coaches develop ukers.

players lose sleep, and after all is said and

done, speculation will still persist. The

season boils down to the final weekend,

the winner takes all.

"None of what has occurred during the

season matters anymore." University of

Massachusetts head coach Barbara

Stevens said. This is where it all counts,

this is everybody's last hurrah and this is

where everyone must play their heart

out."

The Atlantic 10 is a balanced, nine team

conference, respected around the country

for its quality play and diverse scheduling

of non conference opponents. Featuring

such well rounded membership, the single

elimination tournament should be ex

citing. Upsets are sometimes a factor, and

this year may be no different.

But as in every sporting event there

must be a favorite, and this year St.

Josephs University appears to be the

team to beat. The tournament host, the

Hawks (23 3 and 7 1 in the conference)

pounded the Minutewomen. 75 48 earlier

this season at a time Stevens described as

gloomy.

"St. Joseph's has been playing very good

ball." Stevens said. "They beat Fenn

State (presently nationally ranked in the

Top Ten) earlier at home, and having the

home court advantage once again. I would

expect them to be one of the favorites."

Fenn State certainly can make a strong

argument as the team to beat. The 24-3

Nitt Lions, seeking their third consecutive

championship, returns all of five of its

sUrters from last years NCAA East

Regional Finalists.

"Fenn State is probably the most well

rounded and best coached team in the

conference." Stevens said. "They take

games one at a time. I think they are too

good to allow themselves to look past

other ballclubs. They are definitely one of

the favorites."

Temple and Rutgers Universities (17 8

and 19 8 respectively) do battle in the

opening round at 8:30 p.m. The two are

finishing successful campaigns with both

flirting with national rankings throughout

much of the year. However. Temple
appears on the rise while Rutgers on the

decline.

"Temple is super talented with lots of

height and quickness." Stevens said. "If

there were to be a darkhorse favorite in

the tournament, it would have to be them.

"Rutgers seems to be a little disap

pointed with their season. They have the

^^
^\C 1o

\
^"c r.~

tallest team in the conference but 1 think

they might be a bit weak in the back

court," the coach noted.

Along with West Virginia, narrow 63-60

winners over UMass last week, the

conference's top five squads appear to be

the paper favorites while the

Minutewomen. 13 14. look to be the best

of the rest.

"1 think the rest of us will be playing on

heart and desire," Stevens said. "But none

of what has occurred during the season

counts anymore.

"

anymore.

"

Colleifian phoui by Andy Hell*r

UMass guard Juanita Matthews (20) drives against Duquesne in Spr-

ingfield on Saturday. The Minutewomen face West Virginia in the

Atlantic 10 tournament on Friday in Philadelphia.

The tournament officially begins on

Thursday as 8th seeded Duquesne, 75-66

losers to UMass la.st Saturday in

Springfield) takes on 9th seeded George

Washington with the winner advancing

into the quarter finals to play top ranked

St. Joseph's. Friday at 6 p.m.

Other quarter final games feature third

seeded West Virginia against the sixth

seeded Minutewomen at 1 p.m.; 2nd

seeded Fenn State taking on 7th seeded

Rhode Island at 3 p.m.

The tournament continues Saturday with

each of the semi final games at 1 and 3

p.m. The conference championship follows

on Sunday afternwn.

Minutemen face crucial road games this week
-_. .- . m ^ ^ . m t.w.m..' .wirl lifwl it'ill ho riot r>rminf>rl h

Needsplit forAtlantic 10 tourney bye
ByFETKKAHRAIlAM
Collegian Staff

It's actually pretty simple, if the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team can win one of its

two games this week, it will have one less game to play in

the Atlantic 10 tournament.

The Minutemen. at 8 8 in the league, are in a three way

tie for fourth with Rutgers and George Washington. They

face Rutgers in New Jersey on Thursday night and

Duquense (6-10) in Fittsburgh on Saturday.

The top six teams in the league get a first -round bye in

the league tourney (March 6-9 at Rutgers) and with a

ingle victory, UMass will have that day of rest.

Hut it won't be easy. The Minutemen defeated Rutgers

83 72 back in January and the Knights, behind high

scoring John liattle, want both position in the standing and

revenge, the Dukes, .59 53 winners over UMass, must beat

(ieorge Washington at home and UMass to get a bye. The

colonials face West Virginia in their last game. Rutgers has

last place Rhode Island.

You cant assume anything, but let's say that Duquense

will lose to George Washington, and the Colonials will in

turn drop t heir last game to West Virginia. They will finish

at 9 9. Rutgers .should beat URI and UMass should win one

of its two. A Duke loss to GW puts UMass in the second

round, as does any UMass win. Final pairings, should the

teams end tied, will be determined by head to head

competilion. UMass has split with GW and has at least a

split with Rutgers. Alter that, a probably even more

complicated system is employed.

"It's a mess, but 1 know this, if we win a game we get the

second round and I don't care who we play there, iis long as

we play." coach Ron Gerlufsen said yesterday.

And that thought, despite the many possibilities, says it

all.

Sophomore point guard Carl Smith, with 322 career

assists, is third on the all time UMass list behind Joe

DeSarcina (431) and Alex Eldrige (518). Both marks are

approachable for the 5 11 guard.

IN league statistics, senior co captain Horace Neysmith is

second in rebounding with 9.0 a game. Bobby Braun is

third with 8.6.

Mass Consumption, Phi-Sig and Balls

lead pack in Intramural hockey league
By FETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The 1985 Spring

Intramural ice hockey

season is in full swing with a

trio of teams leading the

nine-squad field.

Fhi Sig, at 4-0 1, has

presented a serious

challenge to defending

champions Mass Con-

sumption, 30 1. The two

undefeated teams lead The

Balls (3-10) by only one

game in a tight pack at the

top.

Other challengers for the

title include Aces High,

Stousso. and Shoot To Kill.

All three will be fighting for

one of the six playoff spots

open.

The playoffs are slated to

commence just before

Spring Break.

Mass Consumption appears

to be stronger than past

season, an unfortunate fact

for the other teams as they

are the defending titlists.

The team is led by high-

scoring Mike Matthews and

Ken Flizka. Defensive
stoppers Bob Gomez aqnd
team Captain Faul

D'Entremont have also

proven to be capable
scorers, dangerous from the

points.

Speedy Brad Terco is

another ingredient that the

Consumption crew hopes

adds up to another title.

"We're hoping to keep up

our present pace," Gomez
said lant week. "Fhi Sig is

playing good hockey right

now and getting the
championships again will be

a definite challenge."

In other Intramural news,

the hasketball and gym
nasties seasons have been

progressip id the playoffs

and final meets are

scheduled soon. More on

those championships closer

to the time.

Nassau tailback
UMass bound?

The Nassau pipeline may be sending another football

player to the University of Massachusetts.

The liong Island community college that gave the

Minutemen wide receiver/defensive back Lonny Brock

and linebacker/fullback AlNeri may also send its tailback.

Assistant coach Steve Telander said that tne runnmg
back, "would be the fastest player on the team," and that

only official acceptance of his application is needed to

enroll him at UMass.
A George Barnwell -type of runner, with better size, his

speed would be about 4.5 in the 40-yard dash is indeed he

is UM's fastest player.

He would be the 25th recruit to be signed by coach Bob

Stull and the fourth junior college/prep school transfer in

the recruiting class, already considered UMass' finest in

some years. _ ppj^^}^ /^bRAHAM
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THE SPECIALREPORT
on the Yvette Henry arson case

Editor's Note: In December of 198S, Crampton resident

assistant Yvette Henry was charged urith setting one ofa

series offires that occurred in her dormitory that faU.

Vumgh the charge was later dropped, in the meantime she

UHis suspended from school, fired froTn her job, barred

from campus and later permitted to attend cUisses only in

the presence of an escort. She has since filed lawsuits

totaling $1S million charging the University and law en-

forcement officials with violations of her rights.

The following text, a full reprint of a special report on

the Yvette Henry case authored by thefacidty senate Com-

mittee on the Status of Minorities, was presented to the

senate RtUes Committee last May and was recently ob-

tained by the Collegian. Its intent ivas to investigate what

really happened on campus that fall and to recommend

sanctions to ensure that any possible rights infringements

do not occur again.

The report has not been editedfor length, style or struc-

ture other than dividing it into more paragraphs to make

it easily readable in print. Appendixes have not been in-

cluded and the reader should be aware that the interiews

on which the report is based were not conducted under

oath.

Student senate

funds position

in controversy
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted last night to

continue funding a professional position in the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy.

The senate voted 26 to 42 agains* a resolution cutting

funding for the SCERA anti-oppression coordinator, a

position unfiUed since August 1984. The motion was

recommended by the senate Budgets Committee, which

automatically reviews all vacant professional positions.

"We all realized we're going to take severe budget cuts,"

SCERA Director Debbie Piltch said. "We're wiUing to

absorb the cost of this position through our budget."

Many senators spoke out against continuing the position

because of the senate's tight budget.

"Basically, if we fund all the professional positions we

have and also try to fund ourselves, we fall short," Jordan

Rosner, senator from John Adams House, said. "The

budget committee has suspended all hearings, why have

hearings if we have no money to give out?"

The senate will have about 25 percent less funds to

allocate next year, according to a budget committee report

presented to the senate Feb. 13.

"The budgets committee has been made out to be a real

villian," Robert Griffin, Grayson senator, said. "Being

fiscally responsible means cuts. Last time we ran into

budget trouble, we lost control of the Student Activities

Office."
, ^

"We're looking at a position where we can fund senate

positions and WMUA and that's it," he said.

David D. Moore. Third World Caucus senator, read a

prepared statement he said reflected the majority of the

caucus' stand onthe issue.

"We denounce the motives and actions of the Budget

Committee in motion to eliminate the SCERA anti

oppression position, " he said. "We too recognize the

impending economic bedgutary restraints that face the

SATF...we call upon you to seek out input of your con

stituencies."

In other business, the senate voted unanimously to

recommend the Faculty Senate pass the current draft of

the Academic Grievance Procedure, submitted by the

Academic Affairs Committee.

I. Introduction

The Committee on the Status of Minorities received a

memorandum dated December 19, 1983 from Robert

Jones, Secretary of the Faculty Senate, asking the com-

mittee to address the subject of "Concerns arising out of

the arrest of Ms. Yvette Henry". We were presented

with five questions:

1) Were Ms. Henry's civil rights violated or infringed?

2) Did the treatment accorded her differ from that ac-

corded non-minority students?

3) In the Committee's examination did the Dean of

Students Office behave property with respect to Ms.

Henry?

4) Did the behavior of the Dean of Students Office with

respect to Ms. Henry differ from its behavior toward

non-minority students?

5) How and to what extent will the treatment of Ms.

Henry affect the University's efforts to recruit minority

students and bring them to the Amherst Campus?

Since the request had originated from a discussion of the

Rules Committee, this committee asked Chester Davis,

the chairperson of the Rules Committee, to meet with us

to clarify the request and to give us some background on

the case. He met with the committee on February 7. The

minutes of that meeting (along with minutes of meetings

with other guests) are included in the appendix. Pro-

fessor Davis explained that the Rules Committee and the

Senate attempt to respond to problems and issues by us-

ing the existing structures of the Senate. Since the case

involves a black woman, it was considered appropriate

that this committee be involved in looking into it.

The initial discussion of the case focused on several

issues which guided our subsequent investigation. First,

the committee had many questions about the

"psychological profile", which we were told was the basis

of the arrest. Second, we attempted to clarify our ability

to answer the questions in the Senate request. In par-

ticular we were concerned about our ability to make a

judghient on the issue of civil rights.

Third, the committee had many questions about the ap-

parent breakdown of the normal process of running the

eemtinmtd am pf i
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SCOOPED-Steve Moore, left, a Holyoke Community College student, Lauren Odgeschlager, a "«Ph«J"®^

economics major and Jeff Nace, a senior exercise science migor stroll by the Student Union yesterday after-

noon, unaware of the possible consequences of their positions.

Nuclearwar issue

largest:McGovem
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON Former Democratic presidential

candidate (ieorge McGovem spoke at Smith ('ollege last

night and said he "regards nuclear war as a transcendental

issue before the American public."

In an address entitled, "Hope in fhe Nuclear Age,

"

McGovem said that the foundation of that hope is the

"willingness of the leaders of the Soviet Union and United

States to face the reality " of the destructive capability of

nuclear weapons.

McGovem, former senator from South Dakota, also told

the capacity audience he believes hope for salvation from

nuclear destruction of the world lies in the American and

oondnncd on poft S

Inside:

student Conduct code up for revisions 3

Editors speak out on report 8

Minutemen in key conference clash 16

"Between two evils, I always pick the one

I've never tried before."
—Mae West
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lA/DRLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
Woman freed

of oil charges
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP)-American

tmsinesswoman Marie Lee McBroom was

acquitted yesterday of six charges of il-

legally exporting oil from Nigeria- of-

fenses that could have resulted in the death

penalty.

She was freed after the acquittal and

went to the U.S. Embassy, where she

telephoned her daughter in New York City.

Dana McBroom Manno said her mother

"sounds great. She sounds in very good

spirit."

Embassy officials would not let reporters

talk with" McBroom. Charge d'Affaires

Donald Gelber told The Associated Press:

"She's so excited she doesn't want to talk

to anyone right now."

McBroom, 59, of Jersey City, NJ., went

on trial Dec. 10 in the Lagos Special

Military Tribunal before Judge Adebayo

Desalu.

Salem wants
students out
SALEM (AP) School Superintendent

Henry J. O'Donnell said yesterday he will

ask the School Committee to begin ex

pulsion proceedings against 10 Salem High

School students charged in last week's

$300,000 vandalism spree at the school.

Meanwhile, a second private security

guard who was on duty the night of the

destruction was barred from further duty

at the school.

O'Donnell said he received the police

report on the incident from Police Chief

Robert St. Pierre on Tuesday, and. "based

on what the chief has said and confidential

information, Im making the recom

mendation that we start expulsion

proceedings."

If the School Committee agrees, the

students could be expelled within two

weeks after hearings. O'l^onnell said.

The group of Salem teens allegedly broke

into the high school and vandalized the

media center and 70 classrooms on three

floors, smashing equipment and 243 win

dows in a six hour spree, then left un-

detected by the two security guards.

O'Donnell and St. Pierre, along with high

school Principle Edward A. Curtin. several

students and other law enforcement of

ficials. have been called on to help Essex

County District Attorney Kevin Burke

decide on a recommended sentence for

students found guilty or delinquent in the

case. Burke said Tuesday.

The 10 Salem High students have been

charged with breaking and entering in the

nighttime with intent to commit a felony,

and malicious destruction of public

property.

Another Salem youth arraigned on the

same charges last week is a student at

North Shore Regional Vocational School in

Beverly, and the 12th suspect has been

charged with contributing to the

delinquency of minors by buying beer for

the youths.

If found guilty, the maximum sentence for

the five juvenile suspects would be

detention in a Department of Youth Ser

vices facility. Burke said. For the six adult

suspects, the maximum .sentence for the

breaking and entering charge would be 10

years in a state prison, and for the malicious

damage charge, one year in prison. Burke

said.
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Correction: In Tuesday's paper, a mistake

was made in the article about a man who
is suing Mount Holyoke College. The
story should have said summary judg-

ment was granted against the man in

Hampshire Superior Court, not Hamp-
shire District Court.

NOT A STOCKMAN FAN— This honey producer hangs signs and a stuffed bee

next to an effigee of David Stockman inside Hilton Coliseum in Ames, Iowa dur-

ing tb« Rural Crisis Action rally held yesterday.

Hijackers quit

after 5 hours
VIENNA, Austria (AP)-Two Syrians

being deported from West Germany

yesterday hijacked a Lufthansa airliner

carrying 43 people on a flight from

Frankfurt to Damascus and forced it to

land at the airport in Vienna, officials said.

The hijackers left the plane and sur-

rendered to authorities at 9:18 p.m., after

nearly five hours of negotiations, according

to a statement from Lufthansa head-

quarters in Frankfurt.

They had previously released all 33

passengers after about 2V2 hours of

negotiations, said an airport spokesman.

The eight-member crew had remained

aboard the Boeing 727.

The hijackers were believed armed with

knives and a broken bottle, and had

threatened two flight attendants,

Schwechat Airport authorities said.

One of the hijackers told negotiators "if

somebody approaches less than 150 meters

the captain will be killed," according to

Gerhard Kastelic, another airport

spokesman.

After one hour of negotiations, 21 of the

passengers were released, and the rest

were set free an hour and a half later, as

the result of negotiations between the air

pirates and Lufthan.sa officials, said airport

spokeswoman Hildegard Ehmsen.

Filene's workers on strike, first in 70 years
Basemenl andotherNewEnglandstoresml affected in union action

Some shoppers honored the picket lines at ""'> '^'"^ ^' «^^ '''''^''' ""''' '^"^^'^^ '^'

BOSTON (AP) Managers manned the

cash registers yesterday while clerks and

other workers picketed outside the en

trances to Filenes department stores on

the opening day of the store's first strike in

its 70 year hi.storv.

The picketers shouted for customers not to

enter the store and chanted anti

managment slogans at the people walking

through the employee entrance at the rear

of the Filene's store in downtown Boston,

but the strike appeared peaceful.

the Natick store, but others entered the

store to shop. The Middlesex News of

Framingham reported.

"Our stores are open for business as usual

and we expect no operational problems.

"

said company spokeswoman Robin Heibel.

"We anticipate that many of our employees

will want to return to work and we welcome

that.

"

More than 60 workers walked the picket

lines at the Natick Distribution Center, but

Natick Mall store, the newspaper said.

No further talks were scheduled with the

company as of yesterday afternoon, said

•John Thinney, vice president and business

manager of United Food and Commercial

Workers Union Local 1445.

The strike affects 11 stores and three

distribution centers but neither Filene's

basement stores nor four stores in New
Hampshire. Maine and Connecticut,

because workers there are not union

members, union officials said.

Man dismembered on Cape

AP Laaerphoto

THE ACID QUEEN TURNS IT

ON—Tina Turner sings her heart out at

the 27th Grammy Awards in Los

Angeles Tuesday night. Turner won
three Grammies this year.

BARNSTABLE (AP) The head, feet and

hands of former Yarmouth Selectman

Franklin Taft Greene had been sawed off

before his body was buried in a shallow

backyard grave, allegedly by his son. ac-

cording to a Barnstable County medical

examiner.

tireene's son. Brendan, 21, accused in the

slaying, was ordered Tuesday to

Bridgewater State Hospital for 20 days of

psychiatric evaluation after Hyannis

psychiatrist Dr. Salvadore Jacobs testified

that young Greene was "legally respon-

sible" for his acts.

Jacobs, who urged sending Greene to

Bridgewater. testified at Greene's
arraignment before Judge Brian Rowe on a

first degree murder charge in Barnstable

District Court.

The elder Greene. 58. was found Monday

in the grave in the backyard of his Yar-

mouth home near the Bass River.

Barn.stable County Medical Examiner Dr.

Arthur Bickford said Greene was dead

when his body was dismembered. The

autopsy did not indicate what kind of

weapon was used to kill Greene, he said.

Bickford said the autopsy showed Greene

was killed by "blunt force injuries to the

head, causing multiple skull fractures and

lacerations to the brain."

Cape and Islands Di.strict Attorney Philip

A. Rollins requested the psychiatric

evaluation, saying Jacobs' opinion of

Greene was based on one interview.

"He (Greene) was quite willing to talk to

me for a while." Jacobs told the court. "He

understood very, very well. ..He is not, m
my opinion, hallucinated or deluded.

Boston rates high in survey

Woman denies

embezzling funds
NORTHAMPTON (AP) A Greenfield

woman pleaded innocent yesterday to

charges she embezzled $17,994 from the

Heritage Bank for Savings in Amherst

while she was a bank clerk.

The money the second embezzlement to

be reported by the bank in three years is

said to have been taken between April 1983

and January 1985 while Tina L. Rus.sell. 26,

was an assistant savings servicing

supervisor at the bank.

Mrs. Russell pleaded

pshire Superior Court

larceny of more than

allegedly forging a

Assistant District Attorney

Etheredge said.

innocent in Ham
to 10 counts of

$100 and one of

withdrawal slip.

Edward D.

NEW YORK (AP) Boston is the second
best place to live in America, just after

Pittsburgh and before cities such as San
Francisco and Atlanta, according to the
198,5 edition of Rand McNally's "Places
Hated Almanac."

Boston jumped from its 18th ranking m the
first edition, published in 1981.

"It looks like the rest of the country hais

finally noticed what the people of Boston
have known for a long time. Boston is a

great city," Boston Mayor Ray Flynn said

yesterday

"Boston residents have put the divisions of

the past behind them," he added, "and the
new spirit that has been sweeping across
this city must have been felt around the
country."

Yuba City. Calif., which until yesterday
was best known for almonds and a mass
murder, has a new but dubious distinction -

it's been labeled the worst American city to

live in.

Pittsburgh, considered by many to be a

dying mill city of the industrial northeast,

ha.s eclipsed the Sunbelt's gracious Atlanta

as the No.l city in the country, the book

says.

"Rand McNally should stick to producing

maps. " said Joe Benatar. chairman of the

Board of Supervisors in Sutter County,

where Yuba City is located near

Sacramento in the agricultural Central

Valley.

Rand McNally vice president Russell

V'oisin defended the methodology of the

study of 329 metropolitan areas, saying,

"We didn't make the places good or bad."

No. 3 honors went to Raleigh-Durham.

N.C.. which also was in the top 10 last time,

followed by San Francisco and Philadelphia.

New York City's suburbs on Long Island,

comprising Nassau and Suffolk counties,

ranked No. 6. up from 48. Similarly, the

previous edition's "worst" city, Lawrence-

Haverhill, Mass., near Boston, shot up to

154th.
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ICE CREAM, YOU SCREAM— Seated on the steps of the Campus Center Sunday afternoon, soaking up the

rays are Serena Burdich, 9, right and Heather Fulton, 8. both of Amherst.

Students need to lobby for financial aid
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian SUff

University of Massachusetts students and their parents

must oppose President Ronald Reagan's proposed financial

aid cuts by contacting their representatives in Congress,

administrators said.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said that if Congress is no

notified of public concern, some of the proposed cutbacks

may pass. He added that a grassroots effort of this kind

will be "more important than any strategy people set in

Washington."
"I don't think Reagan will get what he wants, but if

Congress doesn't hear from people, he may get some of it,'"

he said. "I think there will be congressional resistence, but

we shouldn't take it for granted."

Dean of Academic Support Services Larry G. Benedict

said yesterday that Reagan's plan would foster an elite

system of education in this country.

"This country is built on the promise of people being able

to optimize their chance to become better, productive

citizens." he said, "and I think it is the government's
responsibility to ensure that students will be able to attend

the college of their choice."

Reagan s proposed plan would place a ceiling of $4,000 on

the total amount of aid that any student could receive for a

school year, and would deny loans to any student who.se

household income is higher than $;i2,500.

Duffey noted that Secretary of Education William
Rennet's defense of the aid cuts "have evoked a nationwide
response. People are organizing by them.selves, writing

letters and visiting their congressmen."

Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid. said yesterday

that he and other campus administrators will accompany

about 50 area students to Washington Sunday for a four

day trip to lobby cong^ress. present petitions and work with

subcommittees to prevent the aid cuts.

Mt. Farms mall bringing business back
ByJOELP. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The desolate Mountain Farms Mall on Route 9 in Hadley,

which two years ago had only five stores in a mall built for

35, may soon be bustling with shoppers.

The mall manager. Charles Lang, said the mall will soon

be full of discount stores and he hopes this will be enough

to revitalize the shopping center.

New success at the mall, which never closed two years

ago when it was referred to as the "dead mall." will depend

on its leasing an anchor store. Lang said. An anchor store

is the major store found in any shopping center which

occupies a larger space at one end of a complex. Lang

added that the anchor store he's looking for will be a major

discount store, but will not have a national name.

The mall now houses about 30 discount stores, many
which have already opened, and several others that will

open in the coming months. The discount stores offer

.consumers an alternate shopping environment and save

them money in the process, Lang said.

"Things are looking good and we've come a long way," he

said. "The fact is that it's a re-emergence and better times

are coming."

Lang said the shopping center has added many discount

stores, including a shoe store, furniture store, rug store,

card and gift shop, computer center and auto shop.

Lang said he wants to get a women's and men's clothing

store and a big discount department store in the mall.

He said the decision to lease space again in the mall was

made two years ago.

"We are heading towards being a discount mall," Lang

said. "Five stores are in the process of negotiating leases,"

and "the mall is two or three months away from more

occupancy."

Collegian photo by Mitchel S. Ormntch

The Mountain Farms Mall in Hadley.

Lang said both the Mountain Farms Mall and the Ham-

pshire Mall have had attendance problems in the past few

years due to inflation, gas prices and competition from the

Holyoke Mall at Ingleside.

Fred Warren, owner of Just Fun Arcade in the Mountain

Farms Mall, said the re emergence won't affect his arcade

that much.
"The majority of the so-called new stores do very little for

us, with the exception of the rug store, " he said. "I'm

guardedly optimistic," Warren added.

Audrey McCuirk. an employee of The Rug Store, said

that she is very pleased about the re-emergence of the

discount mall.

"Everything (stores) is going to help business," McGuirk

said.

* McGovem "" eontmuedfrom page 1

Soviet citizens' expressed desire to avoid such a calamity.

"We can either halt the arms race at this time through

meaningful negotiations with the Soviets or we can launch

off some destabilizing trillion dollar folly like the Star Wars
proposal (a space-based missile defense .system) and keep

escalating the arms buildup," he said.

The Soviets could respond to the Star Wars concept by

either building a very costly reciprocal space defense

system or by developing less costly newer missiles

designed to thwart the Star Wars defense, thereby con-

tinuing the arms buildup, he said.

The possibility for mistaking a relatively innocent object

on a radar screen for an incoming missile grows as newer
weapons systems become faster and more sophisticated.

McGovern cited examples of American defense locations

going to upper level alerts over innocent objects judged to

be missiles or planes. He mentioned the tragic Korean
jetliner incident involving Russia's destruction of what it

thought was an intelligence gathering plane. America
should learn from the failure of Vietnam in respect to U.S.

involvement in Central America. American intervention

on the side of the Contra rebels only heightens the conflict,

he said.

Conduct code
up for review
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Dean of Students office and the Student Government
Associatktn are distributing the latest draft of the revised

Code of Student Conduct to a number of University staff,

faculty and students.

Dean of Students William F. Field and SGA co- President

Rick Patrick plan to solicit comments on the document in

hopes of bringing it before the undergraduate and

graduate student senates and then to the University of

MassachusettsBoard of Trustees for approval next month.

The code has been in the process of revision since last

spring. Administrators and SGA leaders began meeting at

the end of last semester to hammer out agreements on a

few disputed changes.

The latest version, as given to the Collegian Monday,

includes significant additions which were areas of dispute

in the negotiations: the use of judicial advocates to defend

students in disciplinary hearings, and "interim restric-

tions. " which the dean of students can impose on a student

who is a "perceived threat " to the University community.

Patrick, however, said he would be "very surprised" if

the final code retains the latest draft's wording on interim

suspension. It has been the object of controversy since

December 1983 when Field imposed it on Yvetle 1. Henry,

a student accused of setting one of a series of residence hall

fires, ('barges against Henry were later dropped. Last

May she filed two $6.5 million lawsuits, one of which

charges Field with illegal suspension.

The new interim action provisions, if approved by the

trustees, would authorize the dean of students to hold an

"emergency board" meeting with representatives from

Housing Services and the student attorney general's office

and to "place the minimum restrictions" necessary on any

student considered a threat to the community.

The latest draft permits interim suspension if the

student does not abide by other interim restrictions or "is

unwilling or unable to appear" before the emergency

board.

The new interim action provisions... would
authorize the dean ofstudents to hold an "emergency

board" meeting... to "place the minimum restric-

tions" necessary on any student considered a threat

to the community.

This would allow interim suspension to be imposed while

a student is in police custody, as happened in the Henry

case. But Patrick said he expected "a lot of discussion...on

the legality of this sectwn."

"I'd be very surprised if the language remains the same,"

he said. "The intent of (the section) was to give the op-

portunity to the student to appear."

Other revisions include:

•The creation of a University hearing officer to preside

over all disciplinary boards except appellate ones, "with

the goal of the uniform treatment of .students and the

consistent interpretation of the code. " Patrick and F'ield

wrote in a cover letter to the new draft.

•The addition of a prohibition on harassment of a person

"because of race, sex, sexual orientation, religion, age,

national origin or ancestry." This section also prohibits

"hiizing in the .sen.se of... punishment or humiliation."

»An expanded definition of sex offenses which en-

compasses "sexual assault or any other uninvited behavior

of a sexually explicit nature, including.. .unauthorized

public exposure of buttocks and-or genitalia."

•A prohibition on tampering with or gaining unauthorized

access to computer files.

•The proposed elimination of the middle-level appeals

boards. All appeals would then be heard by the highest

campus judicial body, the University Discipline Board, for

"a more expeditious appeals process," the cover letter

said.

Last November, Patrick expressed his opposition to

interim suspension, saying, "You can't just waive basic

constitutional rights and suspend someone without a

hearing.'

At the same time. Field said allowing advocates to

represent students would put campus hearing boards at a

disadvantage because "those boards are composed of lay

people." Under the latest draft, up to two advocates may
advance arguments for each party in a hearing.

"The University hearing officer will be able to deal with

any disruptive or unprofessional behavior of advocates,"

the cover letter said, adding, "By bringing back advocates,

victims will not have to suffer the burden of presenting a

case."

"There are quite a few compromises in (the new draft),"

Patrick said. "We felt very strongly about student ad-

vocates."

Field said. "1 don't think compromise is the right wor-

d... We've been trying to come up with the best draft, and

this is the best one we could come up with."

Field .said he plans to send copies of the draft to about 80

faculty and staff members, while Patrick will distribute it

to other faculty and staff members, SGA senators and

officers and hearing board members.
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University o< Arizona of-

fers more than 40 courses

anthropology, art, bilingu-

al education folk music

and folk dance history
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session July 1 -August 9
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Professors

give your students a break:

At the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop there are

• No long line waits
• No ID requirements
• Personal assistance from the staff

• Books on ALL subjects, not just texts

• 10% discounts on all non-text items

for you AND your students
• Convenient Hours -

8:30-5:30 Mon-Sat 11-4 Sun
evening hours during rush

WE'RE YOUR TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE

Jeffery

AmKerst

BooksKop
~^. I'it .l--.ltl! S( AlT'i'i '

J 253-3381 253-8735

^ruH(W

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA
256-0222

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY INEFFECT

THRU SUNDAY MAR.3
Large Cheese Pizza $5.25

Large One Item Pizza $6.25
WE ALSO HAVE WORLD-CLASS SUBS

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY
WE DELIVER FROM 4pm till 2 am WEEKNIGHTS

AND FROM 4pm till 3 am ON WEEKENDS

^^^pwy^'
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COCKTAILS
SPEaALIY_OR!NKS
HOT_APPET!ZERS_ .;c:T»> •"

(gpn/pri aH nitel

5PM- 1AM

THE STUDIO
AT SEASONS RESTAURANT RT 9 AMHERST 253-9909

PREPARE FOR

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
SAT*ACT«DAT»GRE-CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE IGMAT
6/8/85 Exam 6/15/85 Exam

LSATIMCAT
6/17/85 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

flB^

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

J Call Days Eves &
"fl. Weekends

Educational Center

^^I^^^A For information about other centers
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University and the apparent vulnerability to outside in-

trusion and control. The comittee was interested in

understanding the legal and institutional bases for such

an abdication of responsibility.

Fourth, there were questions about the role of the

police, since it was reported that the police had been

harassing a number of minority students for some time

before the day of Ms. Henry's arrest.

After some discussion, the committee decided that it

needed to get more information and that it wanted to

hear the full range of perspectives on what had happened

during this whole period.

II. Description of the events in the case

It is necessary that we look back to the spring of 1983,

in order to understand completely what happened in the

fall. It appears that during the spring there were 17 in-

tentionally set fires in various dorms across the campus.

From the perspective of one witness, in spite of express-

ed concerns from the residence areas, there was little

responsiveness from the administration during the spr-

ing.

During the fall, the first of the fires was reported on

9/25/83. The standard procedure includes notification to

the local town fire chief who in turn reports all suspicious

fires to the state fire marshall. In the usual case, the in-

vestigation would be left up to local officials. After there

had been a series of fires in Crampton and Cashin, the

local public safety officials began to have more concerns.

There began to be a great deal more media attention

given to the fires, and the administration of the Universi-

ty began to get pressure from both inside and outside of

the University to do something.

On 10/12/83 the state fire marshall and the district at-

torney took charge of the investigation. The first fires

had been in trash rooms, but after telemetry equipment

was placed to monitor those areas, the fires began to

take place on bulletin boards and later in the bathrooms.

The level of concern of the investigators rose when a

series of threatening notes were found. These notes said

things like: "Crampton will die young" and "Gasoline on

the floor". (Local newspapers have recently reported

that a janitor in Crampton was convicted and sentenced

for writing some or all of these notes.)

This escalation in the level of the threat was taken very

seriously, and the energy of the Department of Public

Safety became focused on prevention. Restrictions were

placed on admittance to the dorm, and there were guards

on duty around the clock. Still the fires persisted.

Students in large numbers complained to the Dean of

Students Office about the disruption to their lives and

work.

Two extraordinary things happened early in October

and in November. First, because the investigation was

not being successful, the FBI was asked to come in to

help. The FBI has a special unit which creates

"psychological profiles" of the likely criminal in par-

ticularly difficult cases. The profile is based upon infor-

mation which is provided by the local law enforcement

people. Such computer based profiles have been used in a

large number (perhaps 200 to 300 each year) of par-

ticularly difficult and heinous crimes (serial murders,

rapes, kidnappings, etc.).

These profiles are supposed to be used only to narrow

down the number of suspects in a case—not to effect an

arrest. That is, such profiles are not considered evidence

that a person is guilty. Such profiles are completely

dependent on the information provided by the local

police.

In this case it appears that the FBI (the profile

developers) were told that minority students were under

suspicion. The second thing that happened was that Vice-

Chancellor Madson called together a group to coordinate

the investigation and response at the level of the Univer-

sity administration. Several weeks before the arrest of

Ms. Henry, a decision was made in this group that any

person arrested for the fires would be suspended im-

mediately.

Director O'Neil told the committee that during the first

weeks of November there were newspaper reports

released to the effect that the number of suspects was be-

ing narrowed down with the help of the FBI. (It was not

altogether clear whether this was true or simply a device

suggested by the FBI for frightening the arsonist into

confessing.)

Three students in Crampton were recruited by the in-

vestigators to be informants. The tension was so great

during these weeks in November, that even members of

the University police were under suspicion. It was during

this period also that many black and Puerto Rican

residents of Crampton began to complain to the Legal

Services Office that they were being harassed by the

police-i.e., being followed, repeatedly questioned, and

having their rooms searched without warrants.

On November 27 there was a further escalation of the

threat. On this day a fire was set inside a dormitory room

in Crampton. It seems that the investigation intensified

at this point, and the major suspect was Ms. Henry. On

Friday, December 2, Dean Field received a call from

Phillip Cavanaugh, the Associate Director of Public Safe-

ty at UMASS and the local person most involved in the

investigation. He asked the Dean to stay close to his

phone, which the Dean took to mean that an arrest was

about to take place.

In fact, later that day he was called and asked to meet

Mr. Cavanaugh at the campus police station, which he

did at 4:45. Mr. Cavanaugh convinced the Dean that Ms.

Henry was the arsonist and that she was an imminent

danger to the dormitory and to the campus. He insisted

that a search of her room was essential.

The fire alarm was set off at Crampton, and the

building was evacuated in order to search for explosives.

The Etean was present at Ms. Henry's room when two

police officers searched her room and found nothing. Mr.

Cavanaugh met with the residents and told them that

there was no danger and that their problem with the fires

had been resolved.

The Dean went to Director O'Neil's office at the police

station and remained there until the arrest later that

evening. Sometime between 5:00 and 5:30 P.M. Ms.

Henry was stopped at the door of Crampton and asked to

go to the police station ostensibly to be shown something

Uiere, and she went voluntarily. But she was inter-

rogated intensively until around 8:00 P.M. that evening,

when she was finally arrested.

Frank Oglesby. a close friend of Ms. Henry, called John

Lopes, a staff member at CCEBMS, and informed him

about her being picked up. The two of them went to the

station, but were unable to get much information about

what had happened. They were finally told that she was

picked up based on a "psychological profile" which she fit.

Students endorse

release of report
Bv LESLKY C:LARK
and RITA MURPHY
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The Undergraduate Student Senate unanimously

pa.s.sed a motion last night demanding that the faculty

senate Rules Committee publicly release the special

report on the Yvette Henry case.

According to the motion, "the report, if released, would

make available the information regarding the past,

present and future effects of University."

John Ruddock, who proposed the motion, said it was

necessary for students to have access to the report

be<'ause its contents directly involve students, par

ticulary minority students.

Gayle Wintjen. chairwoman of Academic Affairs, said

she was disturbed that at the last faculty senate meeting

two weeks ago, no member of the faculty bothered to ask

about or even respond to the report.

Marilyn Bou. a student senator, said the University has

an obligation to release the report because it is a public

document.
"The University has a lot of face to lose, the information

in the report is public information."

In order to pass the motion, the senate first had to

suspend the rules. They originally voted down
suspending the rules because another motion was in-

cluded with the faculty senate motion. Bill Collins,

another senator, later made a separate motion dealing

solely with demanding the public release of the report.

After being told that she was being questioned in the

detective unit located in a trailer outside of the police

station. Mr. Lopes went to the unit and found Ms. Henry

being questioned by three police officers (state trooper Jay

Bowman, UMASS police officers Michael Grabiec and

officer (Jheryl Sponburgh). He was ushered out and told

that an announcement would be made around 8:00 P.M.

He then called Thelma Griffith Johnson, the University's

Affirmative Action Officer.

When she arrived, she was also unable to get much in

formation. She asked if a lawyer had been secured for Ms.

Henry and whether the latter had been allowed to make

any phone calls. Charles DiMare, the director of the Legal

Services Office was called. In the meantime, other con

cerned individuals had been called and arrived, including

Paul Barrows and Gloria de Guevara, Director of

Educational Access and Outreach.

None of these people were given much information about

what was happening. University officials insisted that the

investigation was in the hands of outside agencies.

Whenever any .statement was made to justify the arrest,

the "psychological profile" was mentioned.

When Mr. DiMare arrived, he asked District Attorney

Ryan, "What do have on her?" The District Attorney

reportedly answered, "Not much." Mr. Ryan reportedly

continued by saying that the police had advised him that

Ms. Henry was the arsonist and a danger to the campus,

based on the FBI "psychological profile." After

questioning Ms. Henry, Mr. DiMare was convince that she

was not the person responsible for the fires.

Meanwhile a second search of Ms. Henry's room was

carried out this time with the permission of Ms. Henry

and Mr. DiMare. A cash bail of $10,000 was set. After

some discussion of alternatives, she was sent to the jail in

Greenfield. Dean Field wrote out a suspension letter on

the spot and presented it to Mr. DiMare. Director O'Neil

presented a "notice of trespass" order that evening as well.

Ms. Henry spent two nights in jail and was released on

bail on Sunday. 12/4/83. There was a meeting on 12/7/83

to discuss the details of the suspension and the trespass

order, and in order to make arrangements for Ms. Henry

to continue going to classes. The meeting included Dean

Field. Ms. Henry, her mother and her attorney; University

attorney Sidney Meyers; and two observers, Paul Barrows

and Gloria de Guevara.

On 12/23/83 all charges against Ms. Henry were

dismissed by the District Attorney because of a lack of

evidence. It was noted, however, that the District

Attorney might present his evidence to a grand jury in the

spring, but he indicated that Ms. Henrv was no longer a

suspect. Dean Field sent a letter on 12/30/83 rescinding

the suspension and all other restrictmns against her.

III. Questions presented by the Faculty Senate

As far as we know, the details of the case outlined

above are not disputed. There may well be some

disagreement on the interpretation of the events by the

several people that we interviewed. (We have included

nninutes of the interviews with each of tiie visitors we

saw as a committee.)

The remainder of this report will be an attempt to pro-

vide information which bears on the questions presented

to us by the Senate. We are stating the opinion of our

committee based on the testimony heard, and we hope

that this information will provide a basis for the Senate's

own judgment in the nruitter.

A. Were Ms. Henry's cml rifhU violated or infring-

ed? None of the nrtembers of the committee have legal

training, and it is particularly difficult to give a definitive

answer to this question. We did, however, ask those who
gave testimony their opinions on this question. As we ex-

pected, there were quite different opinions.

Director O'Neil said that he believed that no violation

of civil rights had taken place because he assumed that

Ms. Henry's rights were read to her. (Nowhere in the in-

formation that we gathered is there a report that Ms.

Henry was read her rightj, given an opportunity to make

a call, or allowed to leave during the period that she was

being questioned in the detective unit, although she

reportedly asked several times to do so.)

Dean Field likewise believed that there had not been

such violations. He felt, however, that this was a matter

to be addressed to others, since he was not part of the in-

vestigation nor of the arrest itself. His role was as the

representative of the University carrying out a prear-

ranged decision to suspend any person who was arrested

for the fires.

He agreed that the plan to suspend Iwfore there was a

person arrested was unusual, but he felt that the cir-

cumstances were so unusual that the action was war-

ranted.

Both Thelma Griffith-Johnson and Charles DiMare

believed that there had been violations of civil rights on

several grounds. First, there had been a search of Ms.

Henry's room without a warrant. Second, she was sub-

jected to grueling interrogation for several hours without

the benefit of legal advice. It appears that the

"psychological profile" had indicated that the arsonist

would confess when confronted, and the police were

counting on a fast resolution of the matter.

Mr. Dimare felt that it was contrary to Ms. Henry's

civil rights that she was suspended without a hearing.

According to Mr. DiMare, this may be both unconstitu-

tional and contrary to the Regulations and Policies of the

University. Dr. Johnson felt that the ruse used by the

police to get her down to the police station could be con-

strued as attempted entrapment. During the questioning

Ms. Henry was not allowed to leave and was not allowed

to make any phone calls.

The facts that Ms. Henry was questioned without the

presence of an attorney and that her room was searched

without a warrant are not points of disagreement among

any of those who gave testimony. But these are the facts

which we feel may be the most suggestive of violations of

civil rights. This committee, therefore, gives its opi-

nion that Ms. Henry's civil rights were violated.

B. Did the treatment accorded her differ from that ac-

corded non-minority students? One of the later questions

focu.ses upon whether the Dean of Students Office treated

Ms. Henry in a way different from non-minority students.

Here, therefore, we are addressing the part played by

other agencies.

One major question has to do with the nature of the

"psychological profile" created by the FBI. From all that

we have heard, it seems clear that this computer-

generated profile depends on the information which is

given by local police. It seems very unlikely that the com-

puter would generate a profile which would indicate that

the arsonist was Black or Hispanic.

Given that the local police did not have evidence suffi-

cient to make an arrest when the FBI help was first

sought, we are left to conclude that the local police assum-

ed that the arsonist had to be a minority person. Nothing

has been told to our committee which would in any way

justify such an assumption on the part of the police.

It is also clear that the computer was fed a good deal of

misinformation. The most striking piece of misinforma-

tion was that a black person had written the notes because

of the syntax of the notes. It appears that subsequently it

was assumed that Ms. Henry had written the notes. (Later

it was reported in the newspapers that a white female

janitor haid written at least some of the notes.)

Second, several of those who spoke with us reported

that they were aware of complaints by minority students

that the police had been harassing them. This accusation

was made more specific by referring to repeated question-

ing, being followed, and room searches without warrants.

Director O'Neil, however, responded that many white

students had been questioned and that the tension was so

great that even his own police officers were suspects.

Third, the bail that was set in the case of Ms. Henry

seems completely out of line, considering that another stu-

dent arrested for setting a fire in another dormitory three

days later was allowed out on his own recognizance. This

student was also suspended by the Dean immediately

upon arrest for the fire. The fire was set on 12/5; the ar-

rest and suspension took place on 12/8; but the trespass

order was not issued until 12/13.

In the presentation made to the committee by Dean
oontiniMd an fag$ 7
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i^Henry report
Field, it was clear that in the pasi students who had been

accused of much worse crimes were not dealt with by the

local law enforcement agencies as harshly as was Ms.

Henry. All those who spoke with us agreed that there was

tension bordering on hysteria among the people who were

involved in the investigation and the arrest.

It appears that many otherwise responsible individuals

accepted uncritically the validity of the "psychological

profile" and the predictions based on it (e.g. suicide, mass

murder, etc.). This led them to the conclusion that

everything had to be done to keep Ms. Henry locked up.

Based on the above, it is the opinion of the this com-

mittee that the treatment accorded to Ms. Henry was

different from that accorded to non-minority students.

C. Did the Dean of Students Office behave properly

with respect to Ms. Henry? The consideration of this

question must begin with a discussion of what would be

considered "proper" behavior in this situation by the Dean

of Students Office. No statement of general respon-

sibilities and policy of the Dean of Students has been ob-

tained. The following assumes that these responsibilities

generally include the protection of the individual student

welfare and rights and the enforcement of Univervity

Regulations and Policies.

We recognize the responsibilities for the welfare of all

individual students, including, in this case, all the

residents of Crampton Dormitory. We also recognize that

personnel of the Dean of Students Office were limited by

the information received from police investigators.

Sections of the Code of Student Conduct in the Univer-

sity Regulations and Policies dated September 1983,

which seem relevant to an understanding of proper

behavior are paraphrased here:

1(B) Low key approaches such as counseling, guidance,

admonition, and example are preferred to disciplinary pro-

ceedings. If these fail to resohre the situation, proper pro-

cedural safeguards are to be observed to protect the stu-

dent from unfair imposition of serious penalties.

1(C) In situations involving disciplinary sanction, the

student must be informed in writing of the charges

against him/her, have an opportunity to appear before a

judicial body or official, know the nature and source of

evidence against him/her and to present evidence on

his/her behalf and an opportunity to appeal before any en-

try of an adverse notation on any permanent record.

III(B.l). Specifies that cases of suspension shall be

heard by the University Discipline Board, even when the

Dean of Students suspends because of a presumption of an

immediate threat to the University community.

III(E.2) Provides justification and procedure for

removal of a student from a residence hall or from the

Resklent Hall System. Requires efforts of house govern-

ment and residence hall staff to correct the situation and

specifies a right of appeal.

IV Seven sanctions specifying procedural nghts of

students, including a hearing with timely notice, right to

present evidence, and to be advised by a person of his/her

choosing, and the presumption of innocence in all cases.

Relevant events as told to the committee:

1. A search of Ms. Henry's dormitory room about 5:00

P.M. on the day of the arrest. The Dean of Students gave

permission for this search. Ms. Henry neither gave per-

mission nor knew of this search. There was no warrant.

Later that evening, after the arrest, much was made of

carefully obtaining permission from Ms. Henry and her

lawyer to have the room searched.

2. Ms. Henry was asked to go to the Police Station

voluntarily, which she did, and was questioned for two and

a half hours before arrest. This two and a half hours of

questioning was allowed to continue with the full

knowledge of the the Dean of Students. He allowed it to

continue without knowing if her rights had been read to

her (they apparently had not been) and did not contact a

lawyer during this period. A lawyer was contacted only

Coliegian ^

after Thelma Griffith-Johnson, the University Affirmative

Action Officer, arrived at the Police Station.

The lawyer arrived two hours after the arrest. In the

opinion of Paul Barrows, the Director of the CCEBMS
Program, (a member) of the Dean of Students Office

seemed to be in charge of relationships with the public at

the Police Station on the night of the arrest. He seemed to

Mr. Barrows to be more interested in creating publicity

for the arrest than in protecting Ms. Henry's rights and

welfare or in informing the minority admiriistrators who

had gathered at the station on that evening.

3. The suspension and trespass order apparently

resulted from a decision made two weeks before the arrest

that anyone arrested for setting the fu^s would be

suspended immediately.

4. In the summer and early fall of 1983 a procedure had

been cooperatively developed by representatives of

minority faculty and staff, the Dean of Students Office,

staff of the Office of Student Affairs, and the staff of the

Department of Public Safety. This procedure was to

facilitate the involvement of respected members of the

minority community in dealing with any situation in which

a minority student was in serious difficulty.

The arrest of Ms. Henry was the fu^t opportunity for

this procedure to be used. It was completely ignored by

the Dean of Students and his staff, in spite of attempts to

implement it by minority administrators. Some who

testified had the impression that members of the Dean's

staff were pointedly ignoring all black people who were

present at the police station.

It is the opinion of this committee that the Dean of

StudenU and his sUff did act improperly in a number

of insUnces in dealing with Ms. Henry. We do recognize

the extreme pressure they were under at the time to get

the fires stopped and to protect the welfare and rights of

other students. But we believe that the Dean and his staff

should have been able to remain calm and exercise proper

judgment in order to protect the welfare and rights of Ms.

Henry as well.

Specifically, we feel that both the spirit and the letter of

the University Code of Student Conduct were broken in

the circumstances of her pre-arrest questioning, m the

failure to obtain legal help for her during this penod, and

in the pre-arrest room search. We also question the pro-

cedures used in the suspension and trespass order in this

Finally, we feel that the Dean could have helped to

achieve more reasonable treatment of Ms. Henry by the

law enforcement agents in the post-arrest discussions.

D Did the behavior of the Dean of Students Office

with respect to Ms. Henry differ from its behavior

toward non-minority stodents?

The committee bebeves that there were several

signifkant differences between the treatement received by

non minority students and Ms. Henry from the Dean of

Students Office. Dean FieW and Mr. DiMare, for instance,

told us that before this year there had been only two

students subjected to immediate suspension (without a

formal hearing) by the Dean of Students Office.

One involved a man who was going around campus with

an automatic rifle; the other involved a student who was

chopping through a dormitory directors room door with an

ax. Mr. DiMare also stressed the fact that other students

who have been accused of serious felonies - including rape

and murder have not been suspended, even though some

of them were actually convicted of the crimes.

Paul Barrows reported to our committee that two white

students who had been convicted in the past of setting fu-es

on campus had been reprimanded but not suspended.

Around the same time that Ms. Henry was arrested a

white male student was arrested and charged with rape,

but he was not immediately (nor subsequently) suspended

from the University.

Dean Field claims that his office had information after the

arrest that the victim was not going to press charges. The

fact that no immediate suspension took place suggests

differential treatment.

From all that we have heard, it seems that the welfare

andrightsof Ms. Henry was of minimal importance to the

Dean of Students Office. (One staff member.)in particular,

gave some observers the impression that his role was to

protect the police rather than to protect Ms. Henry's

rights. This is consistent with reports that the Dean of

Students Office was insensitive to and unresponsive to

minority student needs.

We believe that the staff of the Dean of Students Office

was substantially less sensitive to the needs of Ms. Henry

on the night of the arrest than we would have expected

them to be. In the context of some of the testimony about

the night of the arrest as well as reports about previous

complaints, it is possible to conclude that her minority

status was at least partially responsible for this.

E. How and to what degree will the treatment of Ms.

Henry affect the University's efforts to recruit minori-

ty students and bring them to the Amherst campus?

The only person interviewed by the committee who

commented on this question was Mr. Barrows. He

reported that he had heard from University recruiters that

prospective black students were raising questions about

the Yvette Henry case and expressing doubts about the

University of Massachu.setts.

We feel, therefore, that we cannot provide a definitive

opinion on this issue at this time. Perhaps a thorough

investigation of this matter could be conducted in the

future with the cooperation of the Admissions Office and

the Office of Institutional Studies.

III. Summary and Conclusions

Based on the statements made to us by six individuals

who were present and involved on the night of Yvette

Henry's arrest, this committee expresses the following

opinions: cmUmMfd tm page tS
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CAKES & PASTRIES
Ecstasy Chocolate Cahe

Chocolate Layer Cade
Continental

Cheesecake
Carrol Cake
Napoleon

Oatmeal fudge Bar

ICE CREAM
Toppings

SUNDAES
Hot Fudqe
Brownie Sundae

MUNCHIES
Chocolate Chip Coohie

Oatmeal Raisin Cookies

Chocolate Brownie

Baklava

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudge • J l»> ''00

t lb 7 50

biock Chocolate '>lb 3 75

1 lb

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunday

6 00 pm to Midnight

79 S Pleasant St Amherst

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5.00

Prices do not include lax
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Why we published it

Today, the Collegian has

published, in its entirety, the

special report on the Yvette

Henry case which the Rules

Committee of the faculty

senate refuses to release

publicly.

The Collegian obtained the

report two weeks ago and

printed excerpts from it. At
the same time, the Board of

Editors asked the faculty

senate to demand the release

of the report in the interest of

students.

That request went
unanswered.

The Collegian feels that it is a

disservice to students, faculty,

and all members of this campus
to ignore both the report and

the rationale behind it. The in-

tent of the report was to close-

ly examine the events leading

up to, and immediately follow-

ing, the arrest of Henry, a

former UMass chemistry ma-

jor, and resident of Crampton
House, in December 1983.

Henry was charged with one

count of arson in a series of

fires occuring in the dorm
where she was a resident assis-

tant. The charge was later

dropped due to lack of

evidence.

Following her arrest, Henry

was suspended from the

University, prohibited from

taking classes, barred from the

residence halls, fired from her

job as an RA, and as a result,

was unable to graduate as ex-

pected the following spring.

The report was written by

the faculty senate Committee

on the Status of Minorities, a

group which was asked to see

what, if anything, went wrong

in the handling of the Henry

case, and if something did go

wrong, to then help set in mo-

tion some formal mechanism to

ensure it would never happen

again.

The Collegian believes sup-

pressing the report will defeat

its purpose, and will ultimately

create the possibility that what

happened to Yvette Henry

couM happen to any student on

this campus, regardless of

race.

The decision to release the

report was not a haphazard

one. The Collegian is well

aware tiiat two multi-million

dollar lawsuits are currently

pending against the University

and other agencies involved

with Henry's arrest.

Administrators have stated

that the rationale behind not

releasing the report is that it

may be damaging to pending

legal action against them and

others.

The Collegian believes that

this rationale is false for two

reasons. First is that it is

highly probable that a judge

would find the report inad-

missible in a trial because its

conclusions were drawn by a

third party and not a court of

law; second, even if it were

found to be admissible then

legal counsel to Henry would

have legal access to it via sub-

poena.

Administrators have also

stated that they believe the

report is a private document

(exempting them from having

to release it).

Administrators have also

stated that they believe the

report is a private document

(exempting them from having

to release it).

However, Mass. Gen. Law
chapter four, section D,

paragraph one states that

among the documents exempt

from public records law are

"inter-agency or intra-agency

memoranda or letters relating

to policy positions being

developed by the agency; but

this subparagraph shall not ap-

ply to reasonably completed

factual studies or reports on

which the development of such

policy positions has been or

may be based.'*

Since the report has been

completed and submitted by

the original committee to the

Rules Committee of the senate,

and since the intent of the

report was to help set in mo-

tion a policy to guard against

what happened on Dec. 2,

1983, the night of Henry's ar-

rest, from ever happening

again, according to the law, the

report is a public document.

The Collegian is also aware

that this report is not, nor

should it be, viewed as a fin-

ding of guilt or innocence of

those directly involved on the

night of Henry's arrest.

The Collegian does, however,

believe that this report, and the

conclusion derived from it, will

best serve the interest and

rights of each and every stu-

dent at UMass, particularly

those living in the residence

halls.

The Collegian still urges

faculty senators to demand
that their Rules Committee

make public the report as a

sign that they, too, believe in

the public's right to know.

Unsigned editorials reflect

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors.

All letters must be sig^ned and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

paced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the

yolume of mail, we regret w« '"'e unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Pursuing peace of mind
One day a month, every month, I wake up

feeling lackluster and nauseous. On these

days 1 go about my usual business, which

does not depart seriously from the norm,

except perhaps, for the overwhelming

desire on my part to go off somewhere and

die a quiet, anonymous death. L-ogic would

dictate, of course, that 1 see a doctor

however, the simple fact is that this is a

sickness i willingly and knowingly bring on

myself, with the casual swallowing of a

little white pill, no bigger than a ball of lint.

In spite of the discomfort, I am a die hard

fan of the birth control pill. Having ex

perimented unsuccessfully with every type

of birth control known to woman; from the

embarrassing slipperiness of the diaphragm

to the "monthly abortion" method widely

recognized as the lUD, I reluctantly realize

that one day of sickness a month is a not

unreasonable price to pay for a pregnancy-

free life.

Not unreasonable, that is, in this era,

which has given over to woman the moral

freedom to have casual sex, while cleverly

holding back a ^afe means of controlling

birth. It is a siy tactic- probably devised in

secret by white-coated fundamentalist

doctors determined to make the act of sex,

for women, a big deal.

Seven years ago I lived in an apartment

with three other women. Together,

through years of trial and error, we could

write a dissertation on the practice of birth

control. My own memories include the day

I had an lUD inserted and limped home

from the clinic bent over in pain; the bloody

and crampy menses I was told were

"normal" and its removal three months
later by a doctor who told me he felt lUDs
should be against the law.

Other times were less serious--I

remember the shrieks of horror coming

from our bathroom where one of my

roommates, with my expert coaching, was

trying out her new diaphragm. She

reported, :>uiuewn.ti n/sterically, 1

thought, the slipping and skidding and

JDiane Lane

eventualy, its final de.stination. where it lay

floating in the waters of the toilet.

Another roommate, missing when I came
home from a weekend away, u.sed to leave

unmistakable signs of her love life lying

around the floor of our bedroom in the form

of neon colored condoms; unused but

discarded as they ripped or broke in the

heat of passion. This meticulous scrutiny

must not have been sufficient, though

today Majorie and Joe are the parents of a

beautiful daughter, her birth coming a little

sooner than the wedding would indicate.

We were not unique in the ridiculous

things that happened in pursuit of peace of

mind. Often, we pledged a vow of chastity,

only half jokingly. It is this exasperation,

however, that is the telling point in many

women's attitudes toward their health and

sexual freedom. Where satisfactory birth

control is elusive, many of us give up- only

later to find ourselves in the painful place of

abortion or unplanned motherhood. Where

slow and unproductive research focuses

mainly on new methods for women, the

emotional gap in understanding between

the sexes is further widened.

Writing this while wretched and

miserable, I can only say, with no bit-

terness toward men in general, that the

accepted ways of controlling birth are not

half good enough. Until society comes fully

to accept the presence of women in all our

newly acquired nontraditional roles, and

until the choice of pregnancy is truly a

jhoice with no strings attached, a woman's

sexuality will never be as non thinking as a

man's. We will remain a backward society-

one in which a woman's eventual place is in

the home, through no conscious decision of

her*^n.

Diane Lane is a CoUegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Editor's note: In the past tu>o days the Col-

legian has received over SO letters concern-

ing a letter by John F. Till printed in

Monday's newspaper. Space limitations

prohibit printing them all. Whatfollows is

a aeries of excerptsfrom some of them.

Till, I can't believe that you could be so

ignorant to assert that minorities must

"earn" civility. Since when should people

have to "earn" fair and considerate treat-

ment? Civility is something everyone

should be accorded.
Mark Clukey

To make a comparison between these

organizations (People's Gay Alliance and

Lesbian Union) and the Ku Klux Klan and

American Nazi Party is ignorant. How
can one compare an organization built on

furthering human understanding to one

bent on destroying anything that deviates

from the white American "norm?'*

M.J. Remondi
Aileen Duggan
Yvette Laurent

Joseph Duggan
Tracy Smith

If your definition of a minority held

true, "The minority is assuming that they

must be treated with civility by the ma-

jority because they are a minority," as a

woman, 1 would not be pursuing a

business degree here, I would be barefoot

and pregnant.
Laura K. Holmes

Was this letter a joke? Heterosexual ex-

pression happily abounds. Just what was

the point?
Robert Janssen

Lawrence Jackson

While Till might have a point that gay

organizations could be separating gays

from the community, he doesn't unders-

tand the self-protection and unity it offers

them is not unlike a shield to protect

against arrows slung from foolish lips and

rocks from civil hands.

Jeff Strohl

It is sad that some people must con-

tribute to the problems already facing the

minority. Civility will only be achieved

when it becomes a common goal.

Maureen K. Jack

It is these minorities of the world who

have given me the courage and strength

to stand on my beliefs and view myself as

not a part of the "majority" but a minori-

ty within myself. It is the uniqueness (dif-

ferences) of the individuals that comprise

a community in its truest sense in my

world.
Kim MacMillan

Have we ever considered that our

zealousness to convert minorities to the

"norm" is the very reason that they

refuse to be assimilated into our society?

How would you feel if someone was trying

to take away what makes you an in-

dividual?
Herb Ramy

It is the same assumptions about a per-

son's difference, assumptions conceived

in fear and ignorance, that create the

"problems" and oppression, not the dif-

ference in itself.

Becky Lockwood

If Hitler had merely been gay instead of

genocidal, 1 think we would have far

fewer lessons to draw from that dark

chapter of our history. Lessons that I can

only hope we finally learn.

Keith Winston

As a heterosexual, I have never been

denied my freedom of expression on this

campus, and I challenge Till to produce an

example of his experiences of oppression.

M. Lynne Murphy

Sure, it's our nature as U.S. citizens to

fear cultural, sexual, and physical dif-

ferences in other people, but it doesn't

mean we can justify or rationalize our fear

by giving ultimatums, like "As soon as

civility is shown by the homosexuals of

this community, civility will be shown to

them."
Rachel L. Israel

Should people be condemned for taking

pride in their identities, and for creating

their own resources when existing ones

don't apply to them?
Michael Broder

Although this .seems beyound Till's com-

prehension, we (lesbians and gay men) are

assimilated into society in a great many

ways. We are in every ethnic group, class,

age, religious affiliation, political

organization, and any other classification

designated to any group of people-even

in Till's group-with the exception, of

course, of the group labeled as

homophobes.
Tamara S. Boots

Upon reading the four letters to the

Editor in Tuesday's CoUegian, I felt that

John F. Till was a bigoted, close minded

fiend. The authors of these epistles

however, have never met me and leapt to

their conclusions concerning my person

without basis, at least the president of the

PGA had the decency to meet with me

before forming his own opinion. But their

accusations are not the thrust of this

letter.

These aforementioned writers obviously

had the courage and faith in their con

victions to express themselves but they

managed to miss the issue completely.

The point still stands that the

homosexuals of our community have

surpassed that fine line which borders

between acceptable and unacceptable

action. If this line is transgressed by any

group of people -majority or minority

-

then that group will likely meet with

incivility. The activities of the PGA
during "Gay Awareness Day" last

semester marks one such transgression.

Enough people were offended by these

activities to such a degree that they

organized a "heterosexuals fight back"

rally. Laurie PVancis neglected to

mention in her letter that this rally was

indeed provoked, although I am sure that

we would both agree that it was not

justified.

The PGA and the liesbian Union provide

important services to our community, but

they ofton offend us with actions when

their intentions are to educate us and to

make us aware of the homosexual plight.

After we have been offended, it does not

seem just that we should have the idea of

civility towards a group which has of

fended us imposed upon our thinking.

Obviously, civility is deserved by the

homosexuals in our community just as it is

deserved by any individual that one

passes in the street however the

methods of the PGA must be altered in

such a way as to c^lucate and inform

without offending. Once this has been

accomplished, then people will show

civility as well as understanding.

John F. Till

Sylvan

More Letters

Worthy of the front page

On Monday, three exceedingly dynamic and relevant

speakers were here on campus: Elie Weisel, Yuri Tuvim,

and Maya Angelou. Surprisingly however only the first

two managed to find their reviews on the front page. The

third of the dynamic trio, a black woman was relegated to

Black Affairs on page 7. Are we to assume from this that

Maya Angelou is merely worthy of a "Black Affairs"

feature, and that Weisel and Tuvim are somehow more

universally relevant and newsworthy ?

All three speakers talked about what they thought was

pertinent for our society to be considering in these troubl-

ed times; Weisel on morals in society, Tuvim on the Soviet

threat, and Angelou on love, self-love, life and literature.

All three also had good crowds; Angelou filled Bowker

Auditorium which is at least four times larger that Cam-

pus Center 168 where Tuvim spoke. Yet again Maya

Angelou was stuffed halfway back in the CoUegian. This

seems to me to be a disservice to both Angelou and the

community in general. It is perhaps most detrimental to

the people who didn't get a chance to see and hear such a

beautiful person as Maya Angelou, whose message of

literature, life and love is so needed in a world full of il-

literacy, death and hate.

Matthew M. Shakespeare
Northampton

The 'rear loser is...

Angela Forster's letter in yesterday's Collegian ex-

hibited elitist, classist and homophobic attitudes all too

common among many people of ^e Greek system. Let's

face it, the Greek area is an area for white, upper-to-

middle class, straight men and women. Forster has no

right to lash out at someone who delivers pizza in order to

make money, probably to pay for school. Sorry, Forster,

not everyone can afford college vnthout holding a part-

time job. Another offensive comment by Forster is her

quote "You find Playboy centerfolds offensive on frater-

nity walls? Well it's a lot healthier thanhaving pictures of

nude men on their walls." Your homophobia Forster,

although somewhat subtle, is still offensive.

Forster, I would like to donate my favorite phrase to

you: "Get a clue." The University and the Greek area

could probably stand to have one less student like you. See

Forster? I didn't use whitewash either, but I ve reaUy

shown who the real loser is.

Mark Clukey

Orchard Hill

Hurting credibility

I have just read a letter in the CoUegian written by

Angela Forster and I am outraged. Forster had no

thoughtful criticism to offer on Rusty Denton's February

21 column; in fact, what she wrote is not a letter to the

editor at all, but a personal attack on Rusty Denton.

I was under the impression that the purpose of the opi-

nion page is to allow members of the University communi-

ty to share their views on issues which are exposed on the

pages of the Daily Collegian. If this is indeed the purpose

of the opinion page, then Wednesday's edition has tailed

miserably. When a newspaper allows itself to be used as a

public forum for personal attacks then it is no longer valid

as a publication in which news and issues may be

presented, commented on and/or rebutted.

Granted, the CoUegian is not expected to attain the

Platonic ideal of a newspaper but I do not think that

readers should be exposed to letters which make no at-

tempt to address an issue in any way. Often an letter is

printed in which the author manages to squeeze in a bit of

personal confrontation which cannot be avoided when a

person's name is attached to their ideas; but to allow a per-

son to write a vicious diatribe against another person and

have it printed, free of charge, for the entire University to

read, as Forster did, is to me totally unacceptable and

severely undercuts the credibility of the CoUegian'^

editorial staff.

Alex J. Zucker
Amherst

Students must get involved

This spring, the students of UMass will have the oppor-

tunity to create a strong, student-oriented influence on

Amherst politics, when the election for Town Meeting is

held in April.

This year more than ever it is imperative that we

students have proportional representation in Town

Meetitig because of the important issues currently facing

(mr community. It's crucial that the student population of

Amherst have sufficient delegates to voice its concern this

year on such issues as the nuclear freeze, PVTA bus ser-

vice, and housing availability.

For years, we have not had the political input we need to

have in order to participate effectively in issues that

directly affect our lives. I urge every student to seriously

consider running for Town Meeting to help ensure that the

dominant force in this town is not silenced.

Because of the recent national election, substantially

higher numbers of students should be registered than

usual, making this year the perfect opportunity for

students to be elected and create an effective political

voice within Amherst.

This year, we can show the various local interests and

political groups that this is our town, too.

Dan Avery

Tenants' Organizing Project
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A bland and tired Season
By DANIEL t'ALNAN
Collegian Correspondent

There's a pretty good idea for a movie

here. An attention deprived serial killer

contacts a newspaper reporter and tells him

the intimate details of his latest murder.

The police want the reporter to continue

talking to the killer, hoping that it will

somehow lead them to him. The two keep

m touch by telephone; the killer does his

thing and the reporter gets his exclusive

story. Unfortunately, The Mean Season

takes this potentially intriguing idea and

goes absolutely nowhere with it. This

movie contains nothing that Is new or fresh.

Taking place in and around Miami during

the hurricane (mean) season, the film is

njerely a collection of cliches taken from the

newspaper films of the 1950's ("reporters

don't make the news they only sell it. ")

We are again introduced to the all too

familiar characters whom we already know

from every other big city melodrama, (the

hard nosed cop. the eager young reporter,

t he concerned girl friend . . .

)

Kurt Kussell is convincing and on occasion

even good as Malcom Anderson, the burnt-

out reporter. Mariel Hemingway, who

plays his sch«wl teacher girlfriend, does not

fare quite as well. She looks extremely

uncomfortable and appears to be having a

difficult time looking scared and screaming

while in ihe clutches of the killer.

Speaking of the bad guy. Richard Jordan

portrays the socio^path who only wants a

little attention. We've met this generic

ghoul before in other films such as

Halloween and Friday the ISth.

Director Philip Borsos rarely passes up

the chance for a cheap scare. Four times I

counted when the audience is supposed to

think that it's the killer who's lurking in the

shadows, only to discover that it's just the

paperboy or someone. (BOO!) After the

second time, a Psycho shower scene rip off.

it er-ts \n become quite insulting.

JS^SSSSB Thursday, February 28, 1985

I'm not quite sure for whom this nwvie

was made. It is predictable and silly

enough for some Junior High literature

class field trip to maybe get something out

of it. It had little graphic violence and

nudity (I'll give it that much), so why the R
rating? It certainly wasn't scary.

It's all here folks; the storm hitting at the

movie's climax, (yes. the phones do go

dead), the indestructable killer, (thought he

died back in the swamp, didn't you'.') and

the corny "here I come to save you" musical

back drop. You really needn't see The

Mean Seasonyou've seen it all before.

Tliursday, February 28, 1985! CQllggiaa 11

^i Pleasant St. Theater

FRESH, VIRULENTLY FUNNY, wth an eye

on life that s as offbeat as the early Beatles' movies

a real discover/ " . •

REPO MAN' IS THE REAL THING.
It's a sneakily rude truly

zany farce that treats its

lunatic characters with a

I

solemnity that perfectly

I

matches the way in which

they see themselves"m
A MKIIAKL NESMITH PreN^ntalM.n

Exclusively Here at

6. 8, 10 pm (also 4 pm Sat and Sun)

27 Pleasant St./Northampton 586-0935<

1

lidiana

Jones-

thenew

hero troi

the creators

of JAWS

and

STAR WARS.
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ITBO m
Friday, March 1 Blue Wall

Times: 7, 9, 11 pm
Price: $2.00

ARTS

I got some interesting feedback on last

week's small diatribe about the wonders of

the capitalist system. They boil down to

two points. The first is that there is not
much competition in the record business,

that is to say that it is monopolized by a few
really large companies who are pretty
narrow-minded about what they put on.

The second is that you can't bring your own
bottles of water into the Rusty Nail,

without them being taken away, but really,

who wants to drink Sunderland water.
At any rate this week is another exercise

in diversity. A transporter beam seems to

be what's necessary. The proliferal

evenings, Thursday, Monday and Tuesday
are easy. Thursday Night Toots and the

Maytals featuring Winston Grennan are

playing at the Red Balloon, which should be
really good. In case you're not really

paying attention that show is tonight. You
know, Thursday.

Monday night the imimitable Skeleton
Crew, featuring Fred Frith and Tom Cora

return to the Iron Horse for two shows.
The last time they played there it was a
really good show at the height of com
prehensible avant-garde. Cora can play the
celk> so that it sounds like a highly distorted

electric guitar and than a cello again better

Makoto Ozone will play at the Iron
Horse this Sunday.
P.W.)

(Great name!

than anyone I've ever heard.
Tuesday night brings Guilty Children a

comic improvisation team from Boston to
the Iron Horse. They're reputed to be
pretty funny.

But what of the weekend? On campus. DJ
Afrika Bambaataa will be spinning discs in

the SUB, Friday night from 9-1 am. Joining
him will be UMass' finest, the B.m.c.P
allstarsa. The last time that Bambaataa
was here he was backing up the Soul Sonic
Force on rhythm machine, saying things
periodically like " People of Earth are you
ready to Rock?" The transliterated version
doesn't really do him justice. Also playing
Friday night starting at 7:30 downstairs in

the Hatch, downstairs from the SUB that
is, is Don't Ask with yes. Voltron and the
Funnel Dots. Apparently the video of the
Black Flag show will be played as well, or
parts of it at least.

Off campus hnds The Mongrel Puppy. The
Sighs, The Bamboo Steamers, and Square
One will be playing at the Rusty Nail

(remember no water). Oh yes. Ace
Frehley's new ban will be playing at the
Agora in Hartford with Girl's School. If

you're disgusted by the last proposal, I

think it might be pretty fun, there is an
interesting, kinda jazz, Kinda Oregon
ensemble called C'est What playing at the
Iron Horse. Remember everything in the

last two paragraphs is taking place Friday,
that's tommorrow night.

Saturday, sure you're not exhausted from
P>idav? The Del Lords will be playing at

the Blue Wall with Barrence Whitfield and
the Savages One people, a fine raggae band
who played at the Orchard HiU concert a
couple of years ago, remember Crosstown
Traffic' reggaetized? Opening for them will
be DJ Mark Lindsay at the Zone in
Springfield. At the Rusty NaU wil be the
Jam Band featuring members of Boston,
Foghat. Steely Dan. Foreigner, and Joe
Perry Project.

On Sunday night Makoto Ozone will be
playing at the Iron Horse. Ozone has been
playing in Boston for a few years and
recently has been playing with Gary
Burton. Apparently he is supposed to be
the next Oscar Peterson, so go see him
while he is still playing small clubs.
Folksingers Gorden Bok and Cindy Kallet
will be playing at Amherst Junior High at

T-.'iO. This is a presentation of the Valley
Folklore Society so you know they won't
see you wrong.
OK. Wednesday. The Fools, who played
here at the Blue Wall recently will be
playing at Pearl Street in Northampton.
The UMass Blues F^nsemble will be making
its debut at the Drake.

Lunch with a vilejournalist
THE PLOUGHMAN'S LUNCH
Directed by Richard Eyre
Starring Jonathon Pryce and Charlie

Dore
At the Pleasant Street Theater

By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

The Ploughman's Lunch is an English film

about an insincere English reporter. It

seems to have taken on many deep im

portant themes full force. This movie takes

its Englishness very seriously, being

sublimely understated to the point of

sacrificing all the emotion in an attempt at

perfection.

Director Richard Eyre has succeeded in

recreating a little slice of life but he leaves

it so dry that we wonder if it was worth the

try. The one redeeming quality of this

British movie is that it gives you the feel

and quality of an intellectual foreign movie
without the subtitles.

Jonathan Pryce who plays James Penfield,

a BBC Radio news writer, looks as if he

would fit in fine at The Daily News but

would be awfully intimidated in Hollywood.

Penfield starts out a conservative and then

becomes a socialist, only to return as a

conservative hero all in the effort to prove

his opportunism. He also spends much of

his time trying to fit in with classy friends

who make a fm)i of him almost for sport.

The object of his desire, Susan Barrington,

is played by Charlie Dore, whose claim to

fame is having sung "Pilot of the Air

wave.s". Susan is sort of dashing and
debonaire and oh so chic, and wouldn't she

be glad to tell you about it. Pryce seems to

strive for her more than care about her. and
this might be one of the keys to the im
portant themes the director has in store for

us.

Susan takes a fashionably cynical view of

the world. Her mother is a famous liberal

writer and Susan has become very con

servative as an act of rebellion. She had

wanted to be a feminist but saw two
choices: lots of sisterly feehngs. and guilt or

absolute power, and her decision was
obvious.

While trying to get on Susan's good side

by cozying up to her mother. Penfield

accidently ends up in an affair with a much
older woman. His friends laugh behind his

back which seems a fair punishment for his

sins.

This plot summary almost makes the story

seem interesting; this might only be

through the process of condensation. In the

movie, the action is almost lost against a sea

of black and white and common images.

Though I would not recommend The
Ploughman's Lunch to anyom- on the virtue
of lis thrills, there are many reasons it

might be watched for. such a.s an accurate
pt>rtrayal of a different part of the world.

Jonathon Pryce plays a British journalist in a pensive Ploughman's
Lunch

ji^tf.imifimif^if.4^jf4.tf.mf.inf.ifinf.imim4.ifif.if.if.

7:00,9:00, 11:0dJ

CATCH
OF

THE DAY
Delicious Baked
Scrod Dinner

...just ^4.95
Introductory
Lenten Special

Dttin«?r incluHes choice o(

(rcnch frirs baked potato,

vcg«>tabU' of the dav cole

slaw or cottage chetit,

served with roll &
butler

1 1

•Firx (nod
To

our mrnij

•l-xr«ll»"nt

srrvice
wc«f» now

oM^ing

BEER&
WINE

•Children's

menu
•Serjlor

III midnlghl di^f (Mint

duftng

-$2.00
4. FILMS INCORPORATED

J Sponsored by:

J Northeast Area Gov't ^

eating plaro
N«>l lo Sup*' Slop t Snop
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OPfN
Sunday

Thutsday
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24
HOURS
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DaytonTires

POLYESTER
TIRES

Polyfuei Black Walls

Vm Prtc*

A7»-I3 WOO
39 00t7H4
44 00

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRESm
All Season White Wdii

SMC Pricr

43iX>

P1»S/75*I4

SOA)

•,1 Um» ''-'

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

Ritfliai White Waiii

pisstaoMU 40 00

PItSJSOKIi SJOO

PI9S/7$III4 M.OO

iT.»<'n"'^« r.AI^ '

cneorr
•O D»»S TO P»»

No lnt*f«BI estaClisned
in minutes C A\/C10* Additional Ofl

*ilfi purchase
ot a sei ot 4 tires

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
MIctflin Tirms Also Sp0Cially Priemd

VISA

MC
AX

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

"Full Service Tire Store"

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

I I I I I I

'summer employment
Camp Young Judaea,

Amherst, New Hampshire
(Resident, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity

Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,
Swim Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, Saifing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk

Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel
and Nurses (R.N.)

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.
Please contact: Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley, MA 02181
617-237-9410

I I I I < I I i I < I I I < I

Launch hour. Throttles are at full |X)wer a.s

a suixMNonic roar sweeps acio.ss the flight

deck. And you're the pilot.

The catapult fires and (J forces slam you

hack into your seat Seconds later, you're

punching a hole in the clouds and l(K)kin^

g(H>d

Nothing' beats the excitement of Navy

flying. And no other job can match the

kind of management responsibility you

get so qu tck Iy i n the Navy.

Thi- rewards an- tht'ic. t(M) Around-the-
• world travel opportunities w ith a great

starting salary of $19,200. As much as

$:i.'}.W)0 after four years with promotions

and pay increases.

Take olVtor tomorrow in the Navy With

top-level training to help yJ!u build t**ch-

nical and managerial skills you'll u.se for a

lifetime. Don't ju.st settle into a job; launch

a career S«'e vour Navv RecruitiT or

CAU 800-327-NAVY.

HAPPY HOUR
AT HERRELUS!

KAVYOFFICERSGETRESPONSIBUTY KAST.

STAR MARKET
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN AN EXCITING

FAST PACED INDUSTRY WITH UNLIMITED
JOB OPPORTUNITIES?

We at Star Market would like to talk to you about an exciting opportunity as

a co-op in the Star Market Industry. Interested candidates should contact

Jeff Silver at the Co-op Office.

We will be on campus March 14

to give an Information Session

and presentation of our program.
Why not try Star? You'll be glad you did"

STARMARKET
YOU'RE IN THE MARKET FOR THE BEST

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WGRESSIVE
D.J. Jeff Taylor

Thursday, February 28. 1985
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By Garry Trudeau
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Today's Weather

dayToday: A sunshiney

with highs around 40.

Tonight: Clear as a bell with

lows in the 20s.

Friday: A real nice one!

Sunny and mild with highs

in the upper 40s.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed \^ Collegian staff notices: -^j

Rats By Congo
fP«KAt*»i tlc«ir*«y wu-tiAN
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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ACAM OF SPAM...
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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GORDY
GORDOK), I've (BflfeK) ytx)

A "C " OO EVB^ PAPER
YOU'ue HAUDeo IK), AM> UC¥)
THIS PUMPER... IT'S 7&0
ocxx>!yoo oidaj't vJRrrB

By Gorde
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Editing workshop with
Claudia Stashenko is

rescheduled from today to 3

p.m. next Thursday 3/7. In-

terview workshop with Pro-

fessor Frank Faulkner,
former city editor for the Spr-

ingfield Daily News, at 3 p.m.

Monday in the business of-

fice.

Bring questions.

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

»
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-
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Today's D.C. Menu

Lunch
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA!
Individual Cheese Pizza/

Sausage Topping
Hamburg ToppiTig

Pepp)eroni Topping

Basics Lunch
TUP YOUR OWN PIZZA!

Individual Cheese Pizza/

Eggplant Topping

Tuna Topping

Chopped Chick Peas

Dinner
Chicken Cierman Style

Ratatouille

Spinach and Mushroom Quiche

Basics Dinner

Chicken German Style

Ratatouille

DAILY CROSSWORD PUULE

ACROSS
1 Otrector's

choice

5 One of the

Netherlands

Antilles

9 Conference
materials

13 Roman
emperor

14 Humdingers
15 Cassowary's

cousins

16 Copy, tor short

17 Apex: Comb
form

18 Author of

"Goodbye,
Columbus"

19 Preside

22 Anticipatory

experience

23 Small stream
24 Prejudice

27 Firework

31 MP's problem

35 Former Addis

Ababa title

36 Wild affairs

37 Scottish

marauder
39 Solomon and

Socrates

40 Calamitous
41 Atmosphere:

Prefix

42 Nerve plexus

43 Diplomat's

burden?

46 precedent

47 Gatos
48 Asian monKs
53 As part of the

|ob

56 Press section

59 Doddering

60 Algerian

seaport

61 marche
(good bargain)

62 Observed
63 Composer of

"Symphonle
Espagnoie"

64 Evergreens

65 A Scott

66 Oecanopod

DOWN
1 <MSol

Eiitt4 by Trade Michel Jaffc

2 Fragrant oil 34 Embassy Row
3 Busby's relative

4 Clan symbol

5 "Man and
GBS

6 Markovaand
Atonso

7 Author of

"Greenmantle"

8 Locals of

Lhasa
9 f^xket pistol

10 Latin verb

11 Famed Egyp
tian, for short

12 Bat wood
14 -dl-dah

20 Sailor

21 Construction

units

25 Stop on

26 Icy hazard

28 Atripiex herb

29 Coconut fibers

30 Slave, of old

31 part

32 and all

(defects)

33 Mexican basket

grass

buildings

38 Puerto

39 Waffled

41 Monkshood
44 Author Glyn

45 Sprite

49 Name meaning
"noble wolf"

50 Wall display

51 Start of a

Dickens title

52 Church council

54 Promised
55 Brit, lexicon

56 Churchill's

"Few"
57 Kimono sash

56 Craggy hill

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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OPEN
ft-'-HIDNICIITX
Satuamy 9'S Sunday//'S

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

Hi
D
—I
OD

O

DYNAMITE RECORDS
Tape Sale!

Maxell UDXL II 90's, $2.00 Thornes,

TDK SA 90's, $2.00
ntarkefolace

MAXELL XL IIS, $2.50 „iJi\
. .while supplies last

"^

t^A-i^ 150 Main St. N'hampton

3VD93a >i3oa zzvr

CO
o
c

3D
O
O
7^

tMI»**

C'oiLecciveV6-64V

Zeta Psi Fraternity
0. What do Henry Ford, H.J. Heinz, John Brodie,

Roscoe Tanner, the Molson Brothers and

Father Joseph Quigley have in common?

A. They all became brothers in Zeta Psi.

Man mt»

_L!jSjDaQj|
It.. Mil.- •! 9—A. --, I

I

j-i

'ITIMili 1 I

*

The brothers of Zeta Psi cordially invite all

University men to our Open Rush. We are

America's Oldest International Fraternity.

Come down and meet us.

TONIGHT
9-11 Free Refreshments

call 256-6845

EUROPE '' CAR 1
RENT or BUY W

LOWEST PRICES i
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS M

EUROPE BY CAR
Ont> Rockefeller Piaza

New York NY 10C20
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad (oi Special

Student/Teacher TariK

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

HAIRCUTS
ONLY $7.50 with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
549-5610

expires 3 31 85

Hlplja epgilon ^i
RUSH

PARTY

'zmw.^^

TONIGHT

9-11

CC1001

Highest GPA among
fraternities

GREAT SOCIAL LIFE

'The
annual
WE.B.
DuBois
Lecture

HAN
SUYIN

IMiysii u\\\. hisloiijii. .iiid .iiithoi ol li\c xolmius ol ;iiil()l)i()i;i,i|)hi(.il

.md liisi()ii(al wiiiiims on China. in( liidiiii;

The ('.rif)f)lc(l Iter, lindlcw Sunnnfr. .1 Mortal Floirrr. and i

newly- icic.ivd noxci. T/ir /:n( liantrr.s.s. will s|Kak on

'*China and Africa: Linkage in the

Thought of W.E.B. Dubois and
Writers of the Third World''

on rhuisdcj\. Fcbiuarv 28, 198.5, at 8 p.m.

Room Hi.S. Ciampus Cicnui

rni\(rsi!\ ()t .\Iassa< lujsc lis at .\mluisi.

.\ l>(H)k->isning icccpiion will follow.

S|)onsoi((l l)N (Ihaiuclloi joNtph nii(l(\, th( I)( paitmcnis o(

Alio- Vm(ii< an Stiuiirs .tnd A->ian I.anmia^cs and I.itcratnics

.It (Ik rni-.(isii\, ami Five (olhucs. Iiu.
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i^Henry report -

iColiegian is

'c(mtin%ied from page 7

1. We feel that the pre arrest room search and the
lengthy pre-arrest interrogation raise questions of civil

rights violations.

2. We feel that Ms. Henrys minority status may have
played a part in the conduct of the investigation and of the
arrest.

3. We feel that the Dean of Students Office did not act
properly with respect to Ms. Henry.
4. We feel that Ms. Henry's minority status may have
played a part in the way that the Dean of Students Office

behaved in this case.

5. We feel that there may be some impact on the
recruitment of minority students in the future, but we do
not at this time have a firm basis for making such a
judgment.

6. Throughout the deliberations of the committee two
themes seemed to characterize much of tho activity

surrounding the series of fires and the arrest of Ms. Henry.
F'irst, there appears to have been panic among University
administrators. Second, University administrators

claimed to be helpless, because the investigation was not in

their hands. Both of these themes are most disturbing and

seem to fly in the face of the very essence of a University.

The committee feels a need to call to the attention of

senior administrators of this University the grave

responsibility that rests in their hands. We are not

referring to the protection of buildings, the maintenance of

order, or the conduct of teaching, research, and service.

Instead, we are referring the responsibility to preserve the

University as a place where deliberate, rational thought

must always take precedence over emotionalism.

This responsibility cannot be left entirely to middle-level

administrators. The highest levels of University

leadership must see to it that any and all actions taken in

the name of the University are worthy of taking place at a

university. At no time is there a greater need for the

emergence of that leadership than during a time of crisis.

Universities as a rule hold a very special (perhaps in-

vi.->late) place in most societies with respect to interference

from outside entities. It is not ahogether clear that the

events described here suggest a threat to that special

status, but we must all be alert to the possible dangers of

turning over complete control of any activity on this

campus to an outside organization. The images of Kent

State are stiU all too clear in our memcwries.

IV. RecommendAtions
The following recommendations are offered in the hop^i

that incidents such as the one reviewed in this report will

be handled differently in the future.

1. A thorough study should be made of the procedures

followed when off campus agencies are involved inon-

campus investigations. The implications of campus control

by such outside agencies is not clearly understood by most

of those involved in this case.

It seems to us that there needs to be more assurance that

the University's interests and responsibilities are

recognized and protected even in emergency situatk>ns.

2. The responsibiUties of the Dean of Students Office

related to the welfare of all students, including those

suspected of disruptive and dangerous behavior, needs to

be clarified.

3. There is a need for more crisis training of campus
police and others to help them keep perspective and avoid

being entrapped by their own assumptions.

WMUA Sports ^^t^^
follows the

^i/^AT-^

Minutemen. .

.on

the road

91.1 FM
the ball Is In

your hands, so listeni"

I

SUMMER JOB
Cape Cod and the islands of Nantucket

and Martha's Vineyard have more good

paying jobs open to students and

teachers this summer than ever before.

A directory of employers listing

thousands of these jobs also contains

housing info and application forms. No
fees are charged.

For an immediate copy of the 1985

Directory via 1st Class Mail send $3.00 to:

Cape Cod Summer Jobs
Box 594, Room 301

Barnstable, MA 02630

* TheRutgersgame- • Cimtxnufd from page tt

"It's a big game for us," Gerlufsen noted. "We feel very
confident after last week (two close losses to league
leaders Temple and West Virginia) that we can play with

anybody.'

"We know we can beat Rutgers because we have, but more
so because we are playing good basketball. Last time

wasn't a fluke like some people might think, and now we
are better."

Off the bench, Gerlufsen has added another name to his

second unit of Tome Emerson. Darryl Carter, Matt Ryan
and Jackie Sheehan. It's freshman forward Wilbert Hicks.

Hicks, a 6 7 product of Hill House High in New Haven,
t^nnecticut, played well against Temple's Granger Hall

and according to Gerlufsen can make things happen off the

pines.

"Wilbert has given me confidence in him. I wouldn't

hesitate to use him again this season in certain situations.

He has earned my respect."

MINlfTK'MEN MUTERINGS: A victory would also give

the Minutemen their most victories since the 1977-78 team,

it would also set a school record for conference victories.

The Minutemen are 5-8 on the road, better than previous

seasons and are 7 2 on Saturday afternoons.

Gerlufsen spent part of yesterday talking with New York
Knick assistant Rick Pitino about recruiting. Hitino, a

UMass graduate (1974) and former Boston University head

man, could swing several good players UMass* way, in-

cluding Gerald King, a 6 5 forward from Brooklyn, N.Y.

who is Bernard's brother. Yes. that Bernard. George

Washington forward Kenny Barer, a 6 5 freshman who can

swing to guard, it rumored to be unhappy with Gerry
Gimelstob and the I'olonial's three ring circus this season

that has resulted in several good players (Troy Webster
and Darry (no relation) Webster) not seeing time. He is

interested in UMass. but would have to sit out two years

because of the inter conference transfer rule.

UM's point guard prospect, Springfield Chris Bailey, will

be visiting t^orado State soon. I^et's hope for a blizzard.

•X-

SKI POWDER SKI VAIL I
with the UMass Ski Club

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-
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iOURlAUMPM

Last chance to sign up for

Spring Break only $499
for lift, lodging, flight, all transfers

and transportation from UMass
to Newark

call 545-3437

•X-

^
•X-

•X-

•X^

•X^

*
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•X-
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SkifH

DROP OFF LAUNDRY

10 5 00
Except Wed &Sai

f
Self

j
Servica
7am-iOpm

7 Days

/ 3Si;c
/ Washers
/Gas Dryers

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St 549-1665

OLL.EGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^^"^^~-^T?^^f7«Tr^cTr„ TK..rc. RAR.'J-rvi Fri • Deadline is 2 davs orior to publication day
Coo^e to C0lle9ian^0«ice CCJ 13^. 8.^^^^^^^^^^ 'j^;^^^^^ . ,,^„^ „„^,^, ,,,,

AUDIO TON SALE HELP WANTED

Speaker* Backart 300«v 8 year tranafefbto

warranty not abusad 549-7516

Pionaar Mini-Svatam two waaka old

separate amp/tunar/dack/turnt/two ap liat

price »600 wiH take »500 muat aa(l call Chris

M329

Qlbaen 8. O.. 1f72. ExcaNant coctdition.

360 00 Yamaha Amp. diatoftion, revart).

with footawitch 12' speaker, 30 watts,

$140.00 will talk 546-9179

*10-«aO wmklv/up mailing circular) No
boaa^/quotas' Sincaralv intereafad rush

seH addressed stamped envelope Dept

AN 7, P0D910CEW, Woodstock. IL 80098

Romancir>g the Stone
Thura Feb 28th CCA
6-11 50 7,9, 11 $2.00

aponaorad by Nonhaaat Area Gov't

RIDE WANTED

Hamilton CoHa«a Clinton, NV ICoT
gata/Utica vicinityl this Friday March 1 lata

afternoon Call 546-71 19 aftaf 11

AUTO FOR SALE

197B whHa Honda Civic - excellant condi-

tion »1200 or 80 call Will 586-7861 call late

1177 Honda Civic newly painted, new
brakaa, runs well »1000 256-0046

74 Nova runs gtaat 300"w BO e66~2322 ^
Camaro Sporta Coupa LT 1978, very good
condition. 4 speed, ultra cheap leaving

country, cash and carry *2200, today and
early tomorrow only, 549-6337

Saab 1973 looks sharp runa axcaHant wall

maintainad call kevin 584-0260

1978 Ford Wagon body nice throughout,

AM FM stereo, speaks Engine need work

parts car $250.00 call 546-9929

BEST QUALITY-RESUMES

1976 Plymouth Fury good condition radio

$900 Saars stereo aat $50 549-6733

MoviiTPoatera call Dabbi 6-8281 between

12 pm and 12 am weekdays

Quitarl For saieTender Stratocaatar cream

$500 or beat offer 256-6749

Ovatioti Baladeer acouatic guitar new

condition with hard caae $32S SB6-8306

beep Purple Tickata final show
Worceater , Sunday March 3 axcaHant seats

534 3525

Pa7kway Wetsult sire medium nylon m

and out Includes pants, jacket, and hood

Excellent condition. $90.00 or 80 e6& 2066

ParkinV«P*c** vailable on campus call

549-2736

/Tcomplate aet of downhHI aki equip-

ment, and bicycle 549-4793 (Sal)

Newapaper Deliverera needed in dorrm

No car needed Approx 1 hr/day 7

days/week good pay call 253-7009

Earn $100-$200/montl« eelling required will

train Call 546-5673

INSTRUCTION

Knew your car. Basic automobile

workshop. 28 hours includif>g desaroom

and ahop Limited enroHmant. 253 2098

kurig Fu, a traditional art, bemg taught in

small coed claasos, for more info call Max

2S&OS66

LOST

Do you belong to Racquet ft Fitnesa Club

in Northampton? Need ride to ft from Will

share flupenses any schedule call Bath

6-6186

AASA AASA AA8A AA8A AASA
AASA AASA The Asian American
Students Association wHI hold its second
meeting 7 p, tonight Campus Center

Please check info desk for room numtjer All

rrtembers please attend New members
ahivays welcomed and invited

b 6 D 9th level siflord k>oking for a good
DM and adventurers call 6-1132

Inexpenaive cotton clothea for spring:

mens shirts $10, womens shirts, skirts and

pants $12, Kenya bags $ 14 call 546 7689

KayakTor aaTa caTl^443«32

Conaultation, preparation, editing,

analysis, destgn. layout, typing, cover letter

Gisrrusao 25^6257

ENTERTAINMENT

Deep Purple Tickata Final show
Worcester. Sunday March 3 excellent seats

534 3525

Help I lost 2 NV atata lieanaa plates In

Lot 42, Plaaea call 6-9429 Thanks'

Slate blue jacket at Delta Chi Sat night. If

found please, please call Suianne 6 7972

Reward to anyone who finds my gold

bracelet please contact Melanie 546 7687

Dark l>lua caahmere scarf last week on

campus It found please call 256 1766 great

sentimental value reward thank you

Chria Barber Heppy 21stl Haras to BB's.

cape Cod, "last nite a DJ saved my life" and
all the great timaa' Luv ya. Sate

P.P, You know wf»at7 I tove you' Your
future »»tfe, V.P

SA - If you really like me you will reveal

yourself now' Who are you? LH in SV

Heppy BIrthdey Sue Finally legal, juat

don't gat drunk, fall down, and break your

rwck. Luv ya, your favorite Pike

Tim Good luck in math' I miaa you' Love ya'

Your Muaky Forever'

2 girts need ride to Ft lauderdele wHI
share driving and aiper>sea (of course! must
reply by Feb 28 Itodayl Joyce 546-7347

ROOMMATE WANTED

Houaemate svented quiet neat vagatarien

willing to ahara two bedrtxmi apt in Florence

call 586-7533

Share room^n Brandywina 5*^7153 Pat

or Chris. Pinhaeds need not apply

Femele roommete wented Southwood
apu cheep 253 7126

SERVICES

Bermuda from OB call David Caao
546^2150

Ft. Lauderdele « - For infonnation and
raaervations on the beat hotels at the beat

pricea call the Student Travel Service at

(9071 272-6864 Student Travel Service, 213

East Serteca Street, Ithara, New York 14860

TUTORS

ItaNwi available at 549-4733

TYPMM

Andy a Typing Servlcea 584 1000

WANTED

COINS 123/121 tutoring $5 00 per hr

former 123/121 grader 4 semester unrversi

ty consultant Alex 253 7666

Need a
549S082

paper typed? $1/pg. Nancy

Michelle Happy B-dayl Have a great day
and I do wanna "play" tMsaball luv Tim

FOR RENT

Rack-A-Diac, RackA- Video Entertain

tT>ent Diac Jockeys, large screen video

dance* for houaapartys, semiformala, cam
pus events 549-7144

Wanted litudent banda, comedians, all

other performors want to play in the Cam-

pus Center? The Governors Program Coun-

cil wrants you' Call 5^194 or via« CC 817

aak for John

Cape Cod Summer Seeaonel Rental*:

W Yarmouth, Dennis: largest inventory of

studio 1 2. 3 6 4 bedroom unita; dwect

from owners: 617 62S8300 or 617-771-2233

MOVER

PROFESSIONAL
TYPINQ SERVICE

'Round Town Movers Amherst and long

distance fast raliabi* cheap call Michael

anytime 323-6780

Paper*

,

on-campua, very

584^7924

Dlaaertattot<* .

low rstaa, Nancy

M REWARD

FOUND PCRSONAU

Ladlaa wateh and eoMi found at SenkK

PortraNa. 17SCC. Cal M» OS* to indamtfy
VP • PP beat kick. Iowa INY

w/bkM anfrtg

kaat in Oak Room OC 2/20 between
12:00-12:30 Pleaee contact 5*6 49S2 no

) aitiad I need them back

TRAVEL

••• SPf^INO BREAK « •••

Brir>g your cooler and your fnenrls and party

on your way to Daylona' Only $219 00 for

hotel, transportation and tax Don't be left

out of tf>e fun call now' ' Theresa 6-6625

Montraei Spring Breek Weekend $59 00

pkjs $19.00 tax b service includes round

trip trans in luxury motor coach plus 3 days
-2 nights at Hotel Sharbourg in downtown
Montreel or Holiday Inn. Paytnent in full one
week prior to departure. Drinking age 18.

Night ckib* open tMI 3 am NO PERSONAL
CHECKS. Town Tour* 6 Travel 482 Main St

MaMan MA 02148 (617) 321 3883 Oapartura

Oataa: Mar 2-4. Mar 9^11, March 18-18,

March 23-28

Earn ISIS (ftofMa?) and aat homecooked
meals for working 7 hrs/weak call Wheaw
253 9071 or 549 1286

1 or 2 bedroom apt in TowT>ef>ous* or

Branrlywine take ovbi lease June 1 call Rob
546 7900 OI Lou 546 9549

Wantedl 1 or 2 bedroom apt in Puffton to

take over June lat $25 reward call Juan
646-5702 or Luis 546-4671

H you re a student who is interested m
helping bring the arts to the Campus Center,

tfien why not )Otn the Governors Program

Council? Call 5-0194 or come to CC 817 Ask
for John

WANTED TO RENT

We tMH pay $188 to take over leeaa 3 bdrm
apt or houaa at erwl of aemectar 6484788 or

546-8792

^Mm ^m0 %M# %1#^A# ftl# ^M0 m1# aAa %1# ^M^ ^^^ ^^^
* ^»* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^n* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^B^ ^^^ ^^^ ^T^
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for UMass
Victory tonightagainst

Rutgers lands tourney

bye, bestA-10 record
By HETKR ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Us been rare lately that the last two games in the con

ference season have meant anything for the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team.

Not since 1977 have the Minutemen had anything to gain,

other than pride, by winning the seasonenders.

But. under second year head coach Ron Gerlufsen.

I'Mass' program is seemingly back from the depths and

can this week, starting tonight at Rutgers, cap what has

been a turnaround season.

With a victory at Rutgers (8 p.m. see box) the Minutemen

will go to 13 13 overall and 9 8 in the league, good enough

for a first round berth in the Atlantic 10 tournament in

early March.

The Scarlet Knights, 83 72 losers to UMass in January,

are also 8 8 and need a w in. George Washington, the other

team at 8 9 and fighting with UMass, is at Duquesne.

The Dukes, at 6 10, must win both its games to avoid the

first round game, which involves the bottom four teams in

the league. They host UMass on Saturday afternoon.

"We're not thinking about just making the top six, we

want fourth place. ' Gerlufsen said. 'It's our goal now, it's

one we can reach by ourselves. We don't need anyone to

lose. We just have to win."

Should the Minutemen end up tied, head to head records

will decide the tourney spot. They have at least a split

Rutgers and already have split with George Washington,

so a coin flip will decide.

But first the Knights. Tom Young's team didn't lose a

letterman from last year's 15-3 team that beat UMass

twice. 6 2 senior John Battle is the A IDs leading scorer

with 22.1 points per game. Other key players include

guard Brian Ellerbe (who missed the UMass game). Chris

Remley and Eric Riggins.

'•We beat them with good defense last time, they really

missed Ellerbe at the point. " Gerlufsen said. "I feel we can

still pressure their backcourt and create some offense from

doing that."

The Minutemen will start, as they have for the last 17

games, senior co captains Horace Neysmith (16.0 points

per game and 9.0 rebounds) and Donald Russell (15.5 ppg)

along with freshman Ix)renzo Sutton (7.6 ppg). point guard

Carl Smith (9.1 pg and 4.4 assists) and senior Bobby Braun

(9.2 ppK and 8.6 rebounds). As always, it will be a three

guard/two forward setup with Smith. Russell and Sutton

in the backcourt and Neysmith and Braun under the

boards.
CnntinuM on page 15

Slockbridge Basketball

UMass point-guard Carl Smith sprawls on the ttoor under Temple guard Nate Blackwell in action

in Springfield. The Minutemen face Rutgers tonight^

UMass vs, Rutgers

Records: UMass is 12-13, 8-8 in the Atlantic 10.

Rutgers is 13-12. also 8-8.

This year: UMass beat the Knights 83-72 in Spr-

ingfield on January 5.

Series: Rutgers leads 17-6.

Players to Watch: UM senior forward Horace

Neysmith (15 points per-game and 9.6 rebounds) guard

Donald Russell (14.2) and guard Carl Smith (9.8).

Rutgers: senior forward John Battle (22.1 ppg)
Radio: WHMP-AM (1430) and WMUA-FM (91.1)

Smiarowski leads Aggies to

tournament win, 7-6 record

SportsLog
Tony Bctros

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

l^ed by senior point guard

Ron Smiarowski. the Stock-

bridge basketball team won
five of its last six games to

finish the season at 7-6.

The Jack Leaman-coached
Aggies were 2-4 before the

winter break, and after a 48-

day layoff without practice,

they pulled together to

finish with a flourish.

Smiarowski, a 60 lead

guard who played at Smith

Academy for UMass varsity

assistant Al Wolejko,

averaged 26.5 points per

game to set the Stockbridge

sea.son and career scoring

records. He ended with 655

career points in two seasons.

The Aggies began the

second semester beating

(Jreenfield 55 54 on a shot at

the buzzer by senior Stuart

Smith. They then whipped

Hampshire College 63 49 as

Smiarowski had 27.

Holyoke Community
College took an 82 72

decision from the Aggies

before, in the Robert Crown
Invitational Tournament at

Hampshire, Stockbridge

beat Southern Vermont
school 59 46 and the hosts

65 54 before ending the

season with a 60 51 victory

over Williston Academy.

"I'm impressed with the

way the players, many of

them new. improved
throughout the season."

Leaman said. "They showed
a lot of character towards

the end and I'm plea.sed with

the results."

In the ('rown tourney.

Stockbridge trailed
Southern Vermont 24 6 at

one point before crawling

hack to a managable 25-23

deficit at halftime.

Smiarowski had 23 points in

the win with freshman Mike
Luciano adding a career-

high 16. Paul Banks has 13

rebounds with freshman Pat

Alberini hauling down 11

hoards.

"We knew we had a good

player in Smiarowski." the

coach said. "But the other

guys came around well. We
were down to seven players

at one time due to injury and

other reasons, but we picked

up some players and hung

tough."

Alberini averaged 7.4

points, Luciano had 7.3

average, Banks added six

and Smith 6.5. Alberini had

an impressive ten rebounds

a game. Banks eight and

Smith seven. Smiarowski

had an average of 8.7

assists per-game as well.

Senior Bob Akroyd missed

much of the season with a

tendon injury. Mark Cullen.

a 6 1 forward, and Paul

Zarrilli, a 6 2 center, picked

up much of the slack. 6-4

freshman Mike Davidsohn

also showed promise.

Just a few thoughts...

Well, Red Auerbach has done it again.

This time, he's acquired the services of

former Knick guard Ray Williams. It is

costing Red two second round draft picks

over the next two years. Ray does not

quite fit into the Celtics mold, however.

Past run and gun players. Charlie Scott.

Sidney Wicks, and others, have not fared

too well while wearing the

Green... Williams is not what you would call

bashful when it comes to taking a shot

either. He shoots from three area codes

away and charges it to the team.

Congratulations to fellow UMass student

Julius Erving for moving up to third place

on the all time scoring list, passing Elvin

Hayes. Dr. J now only has Wilt Cham-

berlain and Kareem Abdul Jabbar to pass.

He must first pass all his courses at the

University without Tests-l mean Walls.

On the college scene, the big shootout was

la.st night with St. John's hosting

Georgetown at Madison Square Garden.

There's beenplenty of empty seats this year

at the (iarden thanks to the Knicks and

Rangers playing with an ever so slight case

of apathy... If you're sitting in a chair while

reading this, you'd better glue it down, just

in case Bobby Knight heads to town. In

case anybody missed it. Knight picked up a

chair while a Wisconsin player was on the

free throw line and abruptly threw it

towards the basket. Not what you would

call the most sportsmanlike act... If he ever

gets fired as a coach he could make it as

either a furniture mover or a professional

wrestler (more on that subject later).

The USFL's first weekend wasn't a very

successful one. They drew poor ratings and

lost some big stars to injury. They need

some exciting games and good exposure

from the media to bounce back...Someone

else who needs to bounce back is the QB
from the Generals. (I promised a friend of

mine never to mention his name in this

column again). But he had a very poor

opening day last Sunday...What was even

more interesting was his interview with the

press. One reporter asked him if he

thought he was too small to play in the pros.

The QB looked as if he was going to take

the guy's head off and very rudely said "No

comment". It's a long way from Natick,

buddy.
Spring training has opened up in Florida

and Arizona as the baseball season quickly

approaches. It was very sad to hear about

Al Nipper and his blood disease, which

should keep him out for about two months.

Let's all hope for a speedy recovery for one

of the more promising young pit

chers...Another great youngster has signed

with the Mets. and DwightGooden. barring

the preverbial sophomore jinx should have

another great year... Finally, Tuesday
night's Grammys featured none other than

the Hulk.ster with Loopy Cindi Lauper.

Hulkamania is sweeping the country so

start blaring "Eye of the Tiger" before it's

too late.

No more need be said.
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Police and emergency medical technicians attend to UMass students Leslie Hanlon. 21. after she was hit by a

car on North Pleasant street late Wednesday night. Hanlon. a Wheeler House resident from Billerica. was hit

after she got off a southbound bus (in background) at the Fine Arts Center stop and crossed in front of it. She

was still in Cooley-Dickinson Hospital yesterday, with two broken legs and seriou.s facial lacerations. At top

right: damage to the car, the driver of which was not injured and was not cited by police, who say the accident is

till under investigation.

SAFA Washington-bound
B> MlCMKLLEUVnh;
((^lejfian Staff

Fifty three Iniversity of Massachusetts

students and administrators will head to

Washinffton. I).(". Sunday for a four day

lobbyinR trip lo urge Congress to reject

President HonaJd Reagan's financial aid

cutback proposals.

The group also intends to lobby against a

federal proposal that would phase out all

public bus service over a four year period.

This would affect UMass students who ride

the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

buses, who would have to fund the service

through bus fares or an increased student

activities fee.

Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA), a registered student organization,

has scheduled appointments with Speaker

of the House Thomas P. UNeil.

Congressman Silvio Conte (R Pittsfield)

and Senator .John Kerry. (D Mass.), and

hopes to meet with Senator and former

presidential candidate Gary Hart (I)

( olorado). SAFA also plans to meet with

Dallas Martin, executive director of the

National Association of Financial Aid

.^dministrators.

.'\ccording to Arthur Jackson, director of

financial aid. Reagar.'s proposed cutbacks

for the 1986 fiscal budget would affect

approximately 16, (X)0 UMass students. The

proposal would ask ("ongress to:

•deny federally funded guaranteed stu-

dent loans to all college students with fami-

ly incomes above $32,^00;

•place a "mega-cap" of $4,000 on the

combined level of aid awarded annually per

student under the Guaranteed Student

Loan, Pell Grant and Campus Based Pro-

grams;
•restrict eligibility of Pell grants to

families with adjusted grt^s incomes of \eB»

than $25,000;

•redefine the independent student status

classification by defining all students under

the age of 22 as dependent, except for or-

phans and wards of the court. Students age

22 and above would have to show evidence

of self-support as well as meet the current

test for establishing independent status.

'Jackson said that of all the students at

UMass that receive some sort of aid, more
than 4,000 would lose their federal loans,

more than 8,000 would be cut back in aid by

the $4,000 ceiling, and about 1,500 would

lose their Pell grants.

The group will be divided into 13 teams

of three or four student lobbyists, including

one experienced team leader. Upon arrival

in Washington, the group will be briefed by

Martin and his associates about the latest

developments concerning financial aid.

Each team will lobby 12 congressmen and

four senators (or members of their staffs)

"to find out where they stand" on the i.ssue

of financial aid and to try to convince them

to vote against the cuts, according to

Gerald Grady, a political science professor

and SAFA advisor.

Grady, whose legislative process class

founded SAFA four years ago, said the ma-

jor argument the group will be facing on

Capitol Hill is that the financial aid cuts are

necessary to eliminate the federal deficit.

Grady said SAFA intends to counter that

argument by saying that college graduates

earn more money than high school

graduates and would therefore pay higher

taxes.

Students tested

for tuberculosis
Hy ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Officials at University of Massachusetts

Health Services have tested about 100

student", this semester for tuberculosis,

after their profes.sor was diagnosed as

having the disease, according to a Health

Services physician.

I )r Thomas McBride. director of medical

c.nre, s.iid the professor was an Asian

woman under •'>0, hut would not identify

her

According lo McHnde, the testing, done

trc^ of charge, was available to calm people

who were worried about contracting the

disease.

"Tuberculosis is a serious disease, but i.s

not contagious unless people have intimate

exposure to it," McHride said yesterday.

"Even if people are exposed, they will not

necessarily c«>ntract it."

McMride said th.it according to medical

records, the woman was diagnosed as

having tub«'rculosis at the end of January

and students in her clas.ses were notified in

early February.

"The only students who were tested were
those w ho chose to be," McHride said. "All

of the tests have come out negative."

'IuIk rtulosis. commonly known as "t.b.,"'

I- in miectious disease that usually comes

Irom p«ior nourishment and inadequate

^<»iisinu. M(l?ride said. "It used to be a

ronmion cause of death in underdeveloped

cniintries. ' he said.

contin'wed on page 5

Senate still

won't release

Henry report
By LESLEY t LAKK
Collegian Staff

The fa<*ulty senate refused yesterday to

relea.se publicly the rejKirt on Yvette

Henry, despite its publication in

yesterday's Colliifnih

Senate Secretary KoU'rt Jones, said the

senate hat! contacted meml>ers of the Com-
mittee on the Status of Minorities which

had compile*! the re{K)rt by letter to deter-

mine if the committee war»te<i the report

public. He adde<l that the Rules Committee
was meeting Monday with the committee.

"We mpect the wi.shes of the ct)mmit-

tee. We don't want to be accused of sup-

pression, but we tlon't want a committee to

walk the plank for it," Jones said.

John Rolterts, a zoology professor, ad-

dresae*] the s«'nate and questione<l why the

re|X)rt had not been made available to the

senate. "The students have seen the

re|H>rt. why hasn't the senate?" he said.

I)avid Booth, chairman of the Rules Com-
mittee, which had commissioned the report

a year ago, said the completed report had
bwn forwau^led t<} Chancellor Ihiffey with

a numbiT of questions. Jones addt*<i that

I hiffey never responded to the questions.

Booth said that lH*cau.se of personnel

changes during the fall semester, the

ref)ort was never discussed. "The Rules

Committee was not as dutiful as it might

have l>een," he said.

Booth added that it "was not clear if the

refK)rt was written to In* publisheii. We do
not wish to distribute a report the commit-

tee did not want public."

Roberts said the senate "should los«* no

time in publi.shing the report."

Jones replii-d that the senate should first

ask members of the Committee on the

Status of Minorities what they want done

with the report.

.Salvatore Meringolo of the University

Library re<]uested susf)ension of the senate

rules for discussion, "to get a sense of how
the senate feels" about releasing the

report.

"The Collegian presenteti a challenge in

today's editorial. They believe the senate

should show that it too, believes in the

public's right to know," Meringolo said.

His motion to suspend the rules failed,

although a previous motion to suspend the

rules for a motion on approval for housing

of the handicapped had passed.

Although the Undergraduate Student

Senate unanimously passed a motion

Wednesday to demand release of the

report, SGA president Rick Patrick did not

mention that motion in his address to the

senate.
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"A lie can be half-way round the

world before the truth hus got its boots

m."
— James Calktghan
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BU requires measles vaccine
BOSTON (AP) - Hoping

a measles epidemic at

Bostx)n University will end
with a week-long spring

break, scht)ol officials warn-

ed homebound students

yesterday they must be in-

(X'ulated or face disciplinary

action when they return.

Since the outbreak began
a week ago, 55 students

have come down with the

rash and flu-like symptoms
that characterize the
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disease. About 3,000 more
have receive*! free vaccina-

tions at three special clinics

set up on campus.
John Keller, a spokesman

for the university, said

there were no new cases

overnight and the epidemic

seemed to be abating as

students headed home for

spring break, which official-

ly Ixjgins today.

"Things are quieting
down and we hope that

we've seen the worst of it."

he said.

The sch<x)l has calle«l off

plays and art exhibits and
has warned students to

avoid crowded! nnims and
dining halls. On Wednesday
night, the ice h<x*key team
fjerformed for an empty
arena after fans wen- bar-

red from the game.

While attacking Sandinistas,

Administration sees dialogue
\\.\.slli.\(.TO.\ tAl') The Reagan

administration opened the d«jor yesterday

lo a new dialogue with Nicaragua but

dismissed as probably meaningless an oiler

by President Daniel Ortega to send home

100 Cuban military advisers and impose a

moratorium on acquiring new arms

systems.

"it is relevant to ask why they bother."

Vice I'resident (ieorge Bush told the Au.stin

Council on Foreign Kelatiuns in Texas. He
said the 100 advisers are about I percent of

the Cubans in Nicaragua and that the army

cannot absorb new weapons now.

On the lace of it. Bush said in a speech, the

steps taken by Ortega "do not appear to

represent significant moves."

But Secretary of State (ieorge P. Shuitz.

flying to Kcuador. said he was "perfwtly

Milling" to me<*t with Ortega next weekend
\»hen thev attend the inautruration of

Wlicn nunc other ihaii ilk- Dean inviu > \nu to
a black tie reeei)tion, what do you do? Start borrow-
ing: .1 jacket hen- (40 re^ailar). a pair of pants thiic.
and betore you know it, you're looking pretty sharix

And when your formal party is

over, there's another one you should
arran.ne. Making sure that each
contributor to your wardrobe ^ets
what he deserves in the torin ot a

Lowenbrau.
After all. isn't any friend

worth a cummerbund, worth
one of the world's finest bottles

of beer?

I ruguayan President Julio Sanguinetti in

.Montevideo. Til listen carefully to what he
says." Shuitz told reporters.

I'.S. Nicaragua relations were heading
toward a boil before Ortega announced his

"unilateral initiatives and decisions" in

.Managua on Wednesday night, producing a

subdued although skeptical response from
the administration.

Shuitz said that in view ot the "several

thousand" t'uban military advisers in

Nicaragua, the withdrawal of 100 would b*-

only a "token" gesture.

"But if the token is something that will

k'ad to rather massive reductions, that s

M»mething else again." he said.

As lor the weapons system freeze, Shuhz
said there has been a "rather ma.ssive build

up of hardware" in Nicaragua "and it may
w«-ll Ik- (hit they've gotten what th«y

ne«'d<Hl

Lowenbrau.Herels to good friends.

Digest
Hy the

A ssoviaied Press

Judges order

pillwarning
BOSTON - In wha
• - " ^ a land'

• i.tssachu •

Supreme Court ye8terda\
-aid a manufacturer of birth

Luntrol pills cannot rely <>ti

d<Jctors to warn women
ut the medication's

'•ritial dangers.

in all other jurisdictions.
• i' warning need only go

'he d«»ctor, who is cr.

-licred a learned r,

termed iar>','" said attorms
I 'm F. Keenan abou'

H isir»n upholding v

am<»unts to a $1.6 m
jury awani to his |» r

rnanently disabled client u.

her atfe agiunst the Orthr.

Pharmaceutical Corp
"That makes us the lirst

state in the union that re

iiuires a manufacturer t<.

warn the consumer dir<'<-tl>

and that really would U' a

landmark." Keenan said.

Workers strike

alPanAm
NEW YORK

Mechanics and baggage
handlers struck Pan
American World Airways
yesterday. sending
thousands of stranded
travelers to competing
airlines as union officials

warned of a long walkout.

Most of the carrier's

19.000 unionised
employees, including pilots,

were honoring picket line.>^

set up natifinwide by the

Transport Workers Union,
said Pamela Hanlon, a Pan
Am spokeswoman.
The TWU struck after re

jecting a 20 percent wage
increase over three years

plus bonuses, in return for

increased productivity an<l

reduced health and pension

Ijenefits.

La. governor

faces charges

NKW OKLKANS- A
federal grand jury indicted

Louisiana (iov. Kdwin
Kdwards and six other men
including his brother and

nephew yesterday, accusing

them of a scheme of

racketeering in connection

with hospital business deals

in which the governor made

$2 million.

Kdwards, a 57 year old

Democrat in his third term,

is only the third governor

indicted while in office in

more than 50 years.

Fraternity sponsors tcarate marattion to 'save tfie ctiildren
*

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Alpha Phi Omega, the national service fraternity, will spon-
sor a 24-hour marathon this weekend in the Student Union
Ballroom to benefit the Save the Children fund.

The marathon, which will start at 3 p.m. Saturday and end
the same time Sunday is a workout featuring demonstrations

and instructions of various karate styles, Michael Wall, frater-

nity president, said.

"There'll be punching, kicking, et cetera. The floor will be
matted so people will be able to throw each other. It ought to

be a hell of a good time for all," he said. "We'll have people who
break boards and things, and weapons on display."

This 18 the first time Alpha Phi Omega has sponsored a

karate marathoa The money raised will be donated to Save
the Children, which provides aid for underprivileged children

in Third World countries.

According to Wall Alpha Phi Omega plans to sponsor as

many children as they can for two years at a time. "If we make
$780, we can sponsor two kids for two years. We'd like to make
$1,400 so we could sponsor four kids," he said. "But because

this is our first year, and we may not have the exposure, we're

not sure how much we'll make."
According to Wall, the participants find people to pledge a

donation for each hour spent in the marathon. "On the day of

the event, we'll get their sheets and tally up the totals," he
said.

Wall credited Kimo Wall, an Alpha Phi Omega advisor, with
the idea for the marathon. "We were talking one day and he
mentioned an event like this in California about four years ago
where 400 attended," Wall said. There will not be that many
people participating on Saturday. According to Wall, 80 peo
pie have signed up so far.

Wall will be there to demonstrate and instruct in goju- ryu, an
okinowin- style of karate he teaches on campus. The UMas^
Sho To Kan and Shot To Kai karate clubs will also parti

cipate.

Also scheduled to attend is Master Mumeet, the worlii

breaking champion for the International Budo Karate Associti

tion. "No, that has nothing to do with break dancing," Wa!
said.

Participation in the marathon is open to everyone, regard

less of karate training, Wall said. "Anyone can come. Itdoesn't

matter if they've had no training or if they're a sixth degree
blackbelt"

People who are interested in watching but not participating

can donate a 25 cent entrance fee. Wall said.

Rimisio Perez (left) kirks high as Kimo Wall

appears to descend on him from mid-air.

Smut linked to

sexual violence
By LALRA KOKSTER
Collegian Staff

Visual depiction of women as objects

who enjoy pain and humiliation, who ex

perioice pleasure in rape, who are cut

bniteed, mutilated, degriided — this is t^ic

definition of pornography, according to

Kathy Alexander of the Everywoman's
Center, who spoke at Amherst (College

last night.

"Pornography is an expression of mai*

power, not male sexuality," Alexander

said, adding that the message given to

men through the seven billion dollar a

year p<im<^jraphy industr)' is "look at

her. go for it. take it. rape, destroy, have

fun."

Alexander, coordinalor of the center's

Educator/Advocate Program Against

Violew* Against Women, said, "Women
do not want to be raped, hurt, beaten by

our lovers or hu^9ands...we do not want
to be conskiered things, sluts, whores,

commodities."

She said that due to rumors of sexual

assaults at Amherst College and recent

reported incidents at UMass, women are

afraid to take showers alone in their

dorms or watch television late at night.

However, a staff member of the

Amherst College dean of students office

from Amherst who was present at the lec-

ture said that campus security there had
received no reports of rape.

Fire department

recruits students
Members of the student force of the

Amherst Fire Department statmned a fire

engine outside the Campus Center con

course yesterday to spark recruitment at a

table inside.

"It attracts people's attention," said

Lindsay Strongen. captain of the student

force. "Four years ago. a guy came to one

of these tables, signed up, and now he's a

full time fire fighter in Amherst.
"What attracted him at first was the

engine out front," Strongen said.

At the table, the force distributed ap-

plications and information, displayed

various fire fighting equipment, and

showed slides and films of firefighters in

action.

"I think people like to see flames and

stuff, " Strongren said. "It attracts their

attention and makes them notice what's

going on."

Strongren said he expects at least 100

applications before recruiting ends

tomorrow , and about 10 or 12 of those who

apply will be accepted.

The force remains on call when recruiting,

and if there were a fire in Amherst, they

would be required to fight it, Strongen said.

"There's a number of our guys at this

table," he said. "If there were a fire, we

would not have time to go to the station

first."

Students in any major from UMass,

Hampshire, or Amherst College are eligible

to apply to the force, Strongen said, as long

as they have at least a 2.5 grade point

average. Experience is not required.

-JOHN YONCE

Student leaders offer trustees

a new resource fee proposal

Kathy Alexander

Alexander said that nwst rapes on cam-

puses are not committed by men jumping

out of bushes but as date or acquaintance

rape. "Sixty-five percent of women who

are nped know their assailant. Many of

tl^se rapes are never reported. Also, one

out of five collegiate women in serious

relationships us exjjeriencing physical

abuse," she said

Alexander said the use of p<jmographic

films for fundraising purposes by univer-

sity groups and the sale of Playboy and

PerUhnue magazines in campus stores

amounts to "collusion on the part of cam-

pus men in keeping the message alive that

violence against women is okay."

She cited a New Hampshire study

which showed that those states with the

highest readership of Playboy and Pen-

thcnute also have the highest rate of rape.

By JOKLP. t UhUDlS
Collegian Staff

An alternative plan to the Universal

Resource h'ee proposal was presented to

the University of Massachusetts tioard of

Trustees Wednesday by U'Mass student

leaders.

Student opposition to the fee proposal has

continu«*d since a rally Monday in which

about 300 protesters marchtnl into the

Whitmore Administration Building. A
student task force plans to set up petition

tables in the t'ampus Center next week.

The proposed fee, a consolidated $261

yearly charge to help repay loans taken out

to construct and renovate campus
buildings, will be voted on by the trustees

,'\pril M. The buildings that need renovatkin

include dining commons, residence halls,

and other buildings that graduate and other

off campus students do not use.

At the trustee meeting, Sanjiv Dugal,

president of the (iraduate Student Senate.

submitted more than 1,000 signatures from

students, some of whom also spoke out

against the proposal.

SCA CO President Jun Keller, who
initiated the alternative proposal, said. "We
support the idea of a debt service fee to be

paid by all students, which includes those

debt services which have been paid by all

students."

Keller said the task force will continue to

keep working on the alternative plan.

"The students came to the trustee meeting
and explained how graduate students would
be affected under the fw." Keller said. He
added that the in the next few weeks, "We
hope to get a lot of lett«Ts to I the ad

ministration)."

Keller said the trustees "expressed

sympathy to the problem." He said they

felt that the original proposal "dtK-s carry a

lot of inequities and that it needs more
cimsideration." and that "we have a major

problem."

The task force's latest figures indicate that

the fee will c<jsl on campus students an

additional $49 to $74 and off campus
students between $195 and $220, depending
on whether they are on the basic health

plan or the supplemental health plan.

Chancellor Joseph I). Ouffey said Monday
that if the propose*! fee pas.ses, "I hope the

Regents will remember this while con

sidering future tuitmn increases."

Duffey said, "The dormitories have to be

renovated, we have to take care of the

Campus Center leaks and we have to

provide for adequate yearly maintenance

now so those problems don't worsen and
cost more later."

Collcipan photo by Anacl Zinter

MAKING THE CUT — Art major Donna

Roberts cuts 100 percent rag paper for sale in the

art department of the University Store.

Women's success

honored at UMass
Ky DEBOKAHROSS
tJollegian Staff

Next week, women throughout the world will be honored

by the ninth annual International Women's Event to be

held at the University of Mas.sachusetts.

"To celebrate the accomplishments of women and to say

this is who we are and this is what we do," is how the event

is described by El.sa Elliot, co^coordinator of the event and

member of the women's issues team of the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy.

Krom March .5 until International Women's Day on March
8, the UMass campus will host .speakers, films, coffee

houses and dances which "promote the diversity and

strength of women all over the world," said Lisa Trocki,

coordinator of the Women's l>eadership Project.

According to Elliot, International Women's Day has been

celebrated since 1911, when a garment factory in

Manhattan exploded into fiames and due to doors that

opened inward and no fire escapes, hundreds of women
workers were killed

This tragedy in.spired the uprising of 20.000 women who
fought for belter working conditions, and the holiday was
decl.-.red in commemoration of women's role in a changing

s<K'iety.

This year's event departs from those of previous years

b«»cause "it represents a more co-operative effort," said

Elliot, noting that nofonly has the SCERA women's issues

team been involved in the planning, but also the Third

World women's program at the Everywoman's Center, the

Third World Caucus, the Commuter Area Government,

and the International Student Association.

"This year we also wanted to make sure of the par-

ticipation of Third World women," said Elliot, commenting
on the "greater third world emphasis" of this year's event.

"The forum for white women is greater than that for

Third World women," she said, a gap she believes more
multi-cultural events could help to narrow.

International Women's Event will kick-off on March 5

continued on page 5
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UMASS SKI CLUB^ ]
Presents

American Ski Er Party Week

KILLINGTON
$199 MARCH 17-22

includes lift ticket for week
taxes condo accomodations, transportation,

included parties & much, much more

contact UMass Ski Club 430 SUB. 545-3437

Friday, March 1, 1985

Amherst

Fire Department
needs students

who want to be

volunteer firefighters

See our display CC Concourse

Wed, Thur. Fri or call 253-9233

Valley church of Christ
Invites you to our Sunday assembly

10:00 - 11:30 a.m.

Peoples Institute
Gothic St. Northampton

586-5044

F

ALDRICH
AUTO SUPPLY

383 Main St. Amherst

253-7677 253-5840

Hours Mon-Fri 8-5:30; Sat. 8-3:00

- COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP
FOREIGN er DOMESTIC PARTS

Study abroad at the

ITHACA k COLLEGE

13 North Pleasant Street 48 Main Street

Amherst, MA 01002 Brattleboro, VT 05301

\0ND0N
CENTER

StmESTlR OH YEAR PROGRAM

ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES - B»l^l•^•ndEu»op^J•n
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•ludanli In intamaHonai Buainaaa.
SocM Sarv«caa. PoMtcai Sotanca.

Economtea and Communtcallona
Visits to tha thaatra musaunis

gaitcnas schools social and
poititcal institutions are an
intagral part ol lh« cu'ricuiuni

foi hirlitar tnlonnallon «r«r.

Iniarnaliortai Progiams SP

Si6

f^

I lit

Ithaca CoNag* itnaca New Vork 14«50

GUMBY S POKEY
Appearing Daily
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>o\
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»'^ RFRIKR

^^ w#7/i BntcP allstars '^

9/ini-tant

S.U.B.
UMASS

^^rs AL>r»P^

Coors - Miller

Pearl Harbor week - $1.25

Featuring St. Pauli Girl

as Beer of the Month $1.25

The Closest Bar to Campus
right next to the Sub

Bud

y/.

TIX *6 AOV ot TIX-U MASS fACfS MAIN ST RECORD)
7 otdDor and MAIN MUSIC » fid'

(coming soon
Prior Double Dark on draft)

THE SPOKE
a drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

35 East Pleasant St. Amherst

Enhance your resume
while you learn about
the advertising field.

DIRECTOR-TRAINEE
Monogerial position 10 hours o week (to stort)

Financial planning Budgeting arxj allocating SATF monie?
Full-time summer px>sition in Amherst

"^mdtdate must have son>e background ir^ graphic design good
writing skills outstanding interpersonal commumcat'ons three

v^mesters i*^tt nt i lMn<;s and be available to v\/ork m Amherst tor the

I immer

Applications are nvn^'oh'' r. t^.. •' .
. Mo phone calls please

Deadline is 5 00 pm. Friday, March 1

304 Student Union University of Massachusetts 545-1977

If you're looking for your

place in Amherst where nice

people communicate over

a game of pool - ^^SI\

a cold beer -
^J?^

a friendly smile

g

L
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GARBER'S GORILLAS ON THE RUN AGAIN — The men's lacrosse

team takes an afternoon jog along University drive, warming up for the

1985 season.

Brazilian scholar shares expertise
Brazilian author and scholar Faulo Freire

will be a guest at the I'niversity of

Massachusetts for the next few weeks to

share his experiences as a writer by par-

ticipating in seminars and lecturing in

some classes.

Freire began teaching seminars in the

School of Education last week and in the

department of sociology and the Institute for

Advanced Study in the Humanities.

As a writer of several books concerning

education, Freire "hopes to be more useful"

during his stay at UMass "by
improving and understanding" his own
work better.

After receiving a doctorate at the Univer-

sity of Recife m Hrazil. he became a Pro-

fessor 01 History and Philosophy of

Education there, and developed literacy pro-

grams out of

involvement and research with the peasants

of the area.

He also served as a visiting Professor at

Harvard's Center for Studies in Education

and Development, then later became a con-

sultant in the new office of Education of the

World Council of Churches in (leneva.

Switzerland.

Since 1980. Freire has been back in Brazil.

where he serves as Professor of Education at

the State University of Campinas in Sao

Paulo.
-MIKE SOUSA

* tuberculosis continued/rom page 1

The last case n-jnirted on campus was four

vrars ayo. whfn a young student con

I r.irHHi t \\v diM-as*'. ac<-ording to McBride.

McBridf said symptoms of the disease

include a flu like illness \*ith a cough. "The

>\mpt«>ms usually disappt-ar but are

reactivated later, usually under stress like

pregnancy or teenage growth years." he

^aid.

MiHride said the disease is treatable

usually with three drugs at one time. "It

r..n be cured, he said. "When antibioUcs

.xt It u^... ii put 1. 1), away.

Mcltride said all employees are required to

undergo a tuberculin test when they come
to the University. The pr<»fessor who has

I he diM'as*' had a chronic cough, lost weight

and she believed she had pneumonia. "Shf

vijs Asian IrtMn overseas and rweived an x

rav when she was first employed which

shoMtHi no signs of the disease." McHride

said.

"l don't ihink anyone in her department is

m any danger. " he said.

VILLA
W.. .Offering Quaiity Mexican Foods'

^

Come feast on one of our

New Combo Dinners!

$4.05 - $4.85
(served after 3 pm daily)

free fresh corn tortilla chips with

pvery dinner through February. . .

NORTHAMPTON • BY OB
21 Center St • 584-0673

AMHERST • B & W Served
41 Boltwood Walk • 256-8217

The difference between looking good and looking great

^

ff

NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON
\ 40 Main St., Amherst

Tucs.-Thurs. 10-9 ^ '>C'iQOQ/i
Fri. 10-5:30 Sat. 10-4 253'99VO

• Manicures-Sudzy • Face & Body Waxing
& Hot Oil • Nail Artistry

Sculptured Nails • Facials

Solar Nails* your Biosthetic JIK^^Sj
• Whirlpool Foot Salon^^^15^3 J]

rautificatio

Both sides in CC dispute

predict compromise onBOG
By LARRY BOUCHIE
and NANCY BUKAR
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts ad-
ministrators and student representatives

say they are confident that a compromise
may soon be reached on an administration

proposal to restructure management of the

Campus Center.

In an interview this week, Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey said the original ad-

ministrative proposal was not a "take it or

leave it" plan, and administrators have

l)een soliciting student input and discussing

plans with them.

"What I hear is fairly encouraging," Duf-

fey said, "People seem to believe there will

be an adequate compromise."

Last December, Vk» Chancellor for Ad-

ministration and Finance John L. DeNyse
anmmnceil a plan to eliminate the present

BOG and replace it with an Auxiliary Ser

vices Board. B(X] members feare<i that

students would lose control of Campus
Center activities which they have been

overseeing.

Since then, student government
representatives have met with ad-

ministrators to discuss a compromise and
an altenuitive proposal drafted by the

BOG. board treasurer Fran Hegeltr said

Tuesday.
This proposal provides BOG funding

thn>ugh an allocati<»n from the Student Ac-

tivities Fee, she said, and retains bvUdent
representation in the administration of the
Campus Center.

"The issue is greater than the BOG as a
whole. It's a statement on student govern-

ment," Hegeler said.

"Ours is a very broad proposal and we're

working with this instead of the ad-

ministrative plan," she said.

Discussion of that proposal centers on
the function of the BOG, while the issue of

student representation appears to have
been mutually agreed upon, Hegeler said.

"Representation is one issue," Duffey

said, "and the function of the BOG is

another. The final plan may not make
everyone happy, because the idea of a
reasonable compromise is in the eye of the

beholder."

Hegeler said that she hopes the BOG and
administrators will be able to present a

finalized plan to Duffey by March 15 and
that Duffey will pass the plan on to the

University Board of Trustees for final ap-

proval.

B(K! staffers have also been manning a

ta[)le outside the Hatch this week, soliciting

signatures in support of the BOG and col-

lecting nomination papers for next year's

board.

Today is the last day to harKi in nomina-

tion papers, which are due at noon.

Bob Cohen, a member of the B(Xi for the

past year, said the table had been set up to

inform the students that there is a govern-

ing body in the C'ampus Center t<» repre-

sent the student's rights.

"We want to increase student involve-

ntent to make a stronger board. There's

still a threat (to the BOG) and the threat

will always lie there," he said.

if Women's EiXinl mntiniw'f frxm page S

with speaker Nikki Giovanni, a

renowned po»'l who will speak on "Inter

nati«mal Women's Day Past. Present and
Future." at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Kail room.

On Wednesday, March 6. Sofia Painiqueo

will be speaking on "Mapuche Women's
Participation in the Mapuche Struggle," at

8 p.m. in ("ampus Center room 168.

Thursday's events will include iwo films

spons«ired by the Commuter Area
Government. "A Veiled K«»volution," which

examines the women's movement in Kgypt,

and "Women in NifaraRua." will be sh«>wn

at H p.m. in Campus Center rtnim 163.

Also on Thursday at 8 p.m. will tn- the

International Women's Event coffeehouse,

featuring women performers, at the Blue

Wail.

'\.

U. Mass.

4rahersV

LIQUORS
University Drive, Amherst, Ma.

(Amherst Shopping Center)

Bud or Light suitcase $10.99

Genesee Beer $6.50

Ballantine 12 pack cans. $3.25

Mohawk Vodka 175 $7.95

Biscardo Soave 15 $3.99

lAlmaden Mtn. Wine 4l $7.49

Great In Store Specials!

253-5595
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This Weekend At

Dance Club

BAR
DRINKS

ALL WEEKEND
ALL NIGHT

THE PLACE TO DANCE
Bus Service Discontinued

Rt 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden) 256-8284

Armenian

Students Club

wine and cheese party

today 4:00 PM
Campus Center 162

All Armenian Students Invited

adirondack music
253-3100 IS E. Pleasant Street

Amherst

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

1st annual
recovery sale

You wore us out. We need a trip to Hawaii.
Come in and buy the rest of our stocl(...
At prices lil<e these, how can you resist?!?

J

SAVE $1100.00

SCOTT SUPER

<{{{{
^ '^ f

• • ^ A $2100 value...

'V NOW $999.95!

CAR STEREO
SUPER
SPECIAL!
PANASONIC COS 747
a $279 value
Hirjh power 40 v^,; ,_,". in

'
: treble confrolf; 'ridPr

now $14995
REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!

PARASOUND EQ20 10 BAND
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

NIKKO
SCOTT

TFAC SYSTFM

>^K}t}t; \'Mm a $219

value

ceiver

itAC cassette aecM

NIKKO turntnhip

Mf) -^QtA''^ value

NOW $399.95!

COME IN AND BE A REAL
CHERRY PICKER!

SHARP VIDEO
SPECTACULAR

19 v^.hdLE-READV COlOR Tv
ELECTRONIC TUNER

1 YR IN-HOME SERVICE
plus front load VHS VCR

$59995

' :>! "

ONKYO TX61 5f>0() ret mv NOW $249.95
SON* VRX 750 ; r40W $249.95

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant Street, Amherst

253-3100
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SmnT OO'W— A REMAKE

Where have all the people gone?

all items limited quantity, subject to prior sale not responsiuie for typographical errors

As a 5'3", 110 puund woman. I never thought

I'd see the day when I could be physically

and verbally harassed by a large man (at least a

foot taller than myselO at a crowded area bar — and

nobody woiild come to my aid.

It was a Saturday night at a bar in town. I was talking

with a friend of mine, Marie, when a loud, obnoxious

"gentleman" began to harass Marie and myself, as well as

others nearby. He was putting his arms around me,

touching me, being a general nuisance. I firmly told him to

go away and leave us alone but he persisted. Marie and I

tried to ignore his nonsensical comments when he sudden-

ly slammed his hip into me, causing me to spill a drink all

over my friend and me. My frustration at this point drove

me to leave that area of the bar. As I was leaving, another

"gentleman" grabbed at me. Exasperate*!, I turned

around and threw the remainder of my beer at him. He
responded by throwing his beer in my direction, splashing

everyone in the immediate area. Great.

At this point, one would think that the episode was over,

right? Wrong. As Marie and I moved to another area of

the bar to avoid another confrontation with the

"gentleman," I glanced over and watched as he consumed

more alcohol. 1 assumed he would remain there and find

someone new to harass. 1 was wrong. After approximately

10 minutes, he approached me with a full 16 ounce glass of

beer, held it a short distance fn)m my head and threw it up

into my face, right into my eyes.

At this point, the crowd was well aware of what was

Letters to the Editor

—

A loss is a loss, but a win...
The UMass men's gymnastics team wins first place in

the New England Gymnastics Championships Sunday and

what was the big story on the sports page Monday? The
basketball team got beat by Temple on Saturday.

Oh well, at least the fans of the gymnastics team can

take pleasure in knowing they were given a ien

paragraphs in the bottom of the page right below a sappy,

"I'm great 'cause 1 know a little something about basket-

ball" column by Peter Abraham in which he lets us all

know how great he thinks one of the basketball players is.

Sorry Pete, but maybe I'm not that good of a basketball

fan, but isn't a championship more important than a loss?

Also on the bottom of the page was the story of women's

basketball team winning on Saturday. But, the big story

was a loss by the men. Thanks to the Collegian's sports

editor, we can all see why the Collegian has a reputation

for being sexist. Also thanks to the sports page, we know

a loss is better than a title and a win.

Don lately

Belchertown

Terry A. Groldberg

happening. Still, noUxly did anything. He began verl>ally

fusing me, calling me a slut. In de.spair, Marie threw her

beer at him. He then ttx)k another beer that was han<le<l to

him and fxiured it down her back. He then gral>lH'<l Marie

from l)ehind in a l)ear hug. 1 was sf) angr> and frightened

at this point that I gral>bed his arm and told him to let go

of her. Surprisingly, he did. After telling me that he

wanted to hit me. he walkwl away in all his glory. He got

the best of two women.

I have never felt so angry in my life. As the epistide oc-

cured, people clearwl a space .so that they wouldn't get in

the way. I cannot conceive ht»w the individuals present

could not have been fully aware of the scene taking place

before their eyes. Not even one "man" tried to put a stop

to these unjustified actions. It strikes me as ironic hf)w

every individual at that bar. including the liartenders and

bouncers, did not take the initiative to rectify a potentially

dangerous situation. F*ortunately, Marie and 1 only ex

perienced anger and fear. The next victim he chfK>ses

might not escape only dripping in beer and frustration.

A poor excuse for harassing women, accompanied by an
apathetic crowd is what caused my anger. So next time
you witness an incident such as this one, pleaM- help out. I

really could have usetl it Saturday night.

Terry A. (ioldl)erg is a UMass studml

Commitment or apathy?

I strongly commend the Collegian initiative and

courage in printing the complete special report on the

Yvette Henry case. I hope it will awaken f»eople to the

seriousne.ss of this matter. The UMass community, which

prides itself on its progressive values, seems un-

characteristically silent and apathetic on what must be

the most flagrant violation of an individual's rights

witnessed on this campus for some years. Henry's

mistaken arrrest on the basis of a 'psychological profile,'

her subsequent atrocious treatment by UMass ad-

ministrators and the police, together with the apparent

lack of will to hold anyone accountable far this incident,

makes me wonder whether this community's commit-

ment to civil rights is anything other than merely

"academic."
Russell Turner

Amherst

Education needs

less federal help
Education is not a matter of federal interest.

In the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution,

all fK)wers not delegatetl to the Unite<l States

are reser\'eil to the states res^)ectively, or to the people.

Nowhere in the Constitution is the fe<leral government
specifically em})owere«l to provide for the general e<luca-

tion of the United States. We must then assume that the

responsibility rests with the states, «>r with the people.

Even if the ruitiorud government were authorizeii to pro-

vide for e<lucation. such a provision wttuld not lie in the

best interest of the country. The fe<leral government con-

stitutes the nation's largest bureaucracy. Whenever a

bureaucracy hanilles the tax{nyer's money, the amount is

always diniinishtHl by the iuiml»er «»f bureaucrats handling

It And bureaucrats asitle, the amount of money waster! or

(iislionestly appropriated in a federal program is stagger-

ing. Americans are eager to lielieve I)«'fen.se IK'{»artment

nightmarvs such as the $200 k»lt. the $r)(l washer, aiwl the

$700 toilet seat. Why shoukl anyone b(> afifialled to find

that the same inefficietK'y ancl waste runs rampant in

othe: de|)artments, like Health. Education, arvl Welfan*?

Brian Risler

Not only does our large federal bureaucracy diminisli

the amount of availal)le resources, it must also exert some

control over how the nwitey will be spent. It would be

rirliculous for C(»ngT. * ippropriat** money without in-

clutiing instructions ii.s{»osal. As a result, the tuition

nw)ans when ('ongress pasan a law denying financial aid

to male students who have n<»t registered for lh«' draft.

Federal fitiaming has also lieen km)wn U> favor physHal

sdenoes and other educ*ational pn>grams related to na-

other examples of its economic domination. Since states

assumtni the right to establish the drinking age, Congress

has tned to intervene. The .solution? Any stale whose

drinking age Ls under 21 will no longer (|ualify for federal

highway funding, a significant p(}rtion of state budgetJi.

No tH-ononiir pressure there

Education was meant to U* handle<l locally by a smaller

Ijureaucnu'y which is more res|>onsive to its immediate

constituents. If people in a Ux*al area cIkkmh* to spernl their

money on education, they .should have s<tme as.surance

that it will pass through the fewest hanrls to achieve its in-

teiKled goal efficiently — an assurarH*e best promi.sed at

the local level.

Why is this rK)w an issue? Because the ftlan to cut the na-

tional deficit is affecting everyone, students in f)articular.

The plan is t/> divest the national government of all the

programs that were never constitutionally intended. Cut-

backs are now a reality, just as real as our deficit. No one

is asking, or even encouraging the states to pick up the

burden of education. The federal government is deman-

ding it. The national government is only undr>ing what

should have never l»een done: centralizing e<lucation.

Can the states manage the responsibility? For

Massachu.setts, Michael Dukakis has propose*! an $8.68

billion budget which anticipates a surplus of %\'M million.

Yet in the same budget, Dukakis cut back on educational

si)ending for the first itme in years. I>id anyone complain?

The surplus is real; Massachu.setts produced a surj)lus

from last year as well. The governor's r)wn figures show

that Massachu.setts is ready to do its part for e<!ucation.

Brian Risler is a UMass student.

Letter Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double spaced

at 67 characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret we are

unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. AH
letters are subject to editing for clarity and

length.
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An Electrifying Evening of

Contennporary Music with

ANGELA
BOFILL

in concert

March 1, 1985

8 pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

Tickets:

$7. students w/ID
$9. general admission
$10. at the door

Tickets are on sale:

Mam Street Records, Northampton
For the Record lin Faces), Amherst
Mam Music, Springfield

CiNEMASCOOP
bu Count Ramin Zahed

As today is Gine Da Vinci's birthday (Leormrdo's grand-

mother), and also in the memory of Charles Nash, the

vibrant voice of Donald Duck, who died last week, the col-

umn will be very short. Keep in mind the important factx)r

that the number of worth-while films in the area is as small

as my brain this week.

Opening this week at the Hampsnire Mall is The Sure

Thing, another comedy about college kids who get to know

each Other (in the biblical sense), directed by Rob Reiner

who ga e us Spina/ Tap. Heaven Help Us with Donald

Sutherland finally opens at the Mt. Farms Cinemas. Repo

Man is back at the Pleasant St. Theatre, and the Academy

has a delicate film about an aging artist called Sunday c
tke Country.

Weekend Winner: Forget about films on Saturday. It is

supposed to be sunny, so get out and cultivate your hor

mones. Sunday night is an ideal opportunity to catch up

with your HiU-hcock at the Amherst Cinema. James

Stewart never had a lietter l(x)king co-star than Grace Kel-

ly (with an exception of Harvey the invisible rabbit) in

I Friday. March 1. 1985

Hear Windim'. You can also see Shirley MacClaine's

screen debut in Tfw Trvubie with Harry, an extremely wit-

ty film alK)ut the problems of living with a cadaver. Look

out for John Forsythe in his pre-Dynasty days, when he

still had a little integrity.

Killer Question: Darcy Jacobs, Mike Jackman, and Jerrj-

Stem correctly identified Madigan and Harris's last pro-

ject as Places in the Heart. This week is a dead give-away:

what was the name of Fred Flintstone's green friend from

outer space. The prize, which is the hot Cyndi Lauper

ScrapfHH)k, will be awarded to the first person who
transmits his answer to my mailbox (with name and time

of day) at the CoUsgian.

Honimible Mention goes to Tony Betros who bravely ad-

mitted his de<lication to the arts (as well as to athletic

events) by attending various productions at the Fine Arts

("enter.

Friday. March 1. 1985 .Collegian 9
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Wine Tasting

March 7, 1985

7:30 pm
at the NEW TOWN HOUSE Restaurant

$15.00 per person

call Spirit Haus for information and reservations

338 College St. 253-5384

1

Ir^'"^
Hent'eri Help Us opens tonight at the Hampshire
Mall plus a gneak preview of I.4uuii8's IiUo the

Night.

ARABIAN MQHTS

infmitd m thr tndmoMl mmmm.

The Restanrant

•wdlUMplon acroM tnm toaUa' Iteai*

&Mi-«l95
SM4-024.1

DOUBLE FEATURE
$2.60 CINEMA

Friday and Saturday

Humphrey Bogart Double Bill

Casablanca 7 10

Maltese Falcon 900

Sunday Tuesday

Alfred Hitchcock

Rear Window 700

The Trouble with Harry 900

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

.uhBARRENCE
WHITFIELD

and theSAVAGES

jf-^H — >

18 YEAR OLDS

WELCOME

ARTS
Jagger rocks alone
SHE'S THE BOSS
Mick Jagger
Columbia Records

H> JO.NATHANPEKKY
I'ollegian ( orrespondent

The only thing wrong with Mick Jagger >

solo dehut album She's the Boss is its title.

It IS Jagger who is (he boss (sorry Kruoe

Springsteen fans I.

.jagger proves with this album that even

alter 20 years as the qumtessential r«K"k and

roll Irontman lor The Kollmg Stones (the

quintessential rock and roll band) he has not

lost any of the raw energy and style that

rharartenzes his career.

The singer, who. along with fellow

glimmer tv^m rhythm guitarist Keith

Kiehards. has written such roi-k cla-ssics as

'Satisf:icti«in' , "Sympathy l"or The I>evU'

and "(iimme Shelter" has turned out a

robust album chock full of spirned cuts and

talented musicians.

Jagger has recruited the likes ol guitar

wizard Jeff Beck. who. featured on su of

the albums nine cuts, delivers a seanng

guitar attack, and keyboard synthesizer

master musician Herbie Hancock. HIack

I'hurus bassist Kobbie Shakespeare and

drummer Sly Dunbar provide a solid rhylh-

m M'ction. and ex Who guitarist Pete

Tov^ nshend appears on two cuts, "l^onely

At 1 he lop (the only Jagger Kichards

Minn I. ''nd 'Mard Woman", a soulful ballad

complete v^ith a string section led by I'aul

Huckmasier. who supplied the strings on

the Stones "Moonlight Mile" from the

classic lyri Sttcky t'mgert album.

The music on She'$ the Bo$» is as varied as

the musicians who play <in it. The album is

comprised «il straight shots of rock and roll,

imaginative funk, and a fast paced reggae

tune called "Kunning Out Of Luck."

Thrfiugh it all. Jagger is m top form,

delivering some of the m<«l enthusiastic,

versatile vocals of his career. His

corrosive, raunchv treatment of "Lucky in

liove" and "She's the Boss" (a James Brown

style funk rap featuring Jagger s inimitable

ad libs) contrasts sharply with his pleading,

frustrated v«Mals on "Hard Woman" and

Just Another Night" (which has received a

lot ol airplay and is one of the most

engaging songs on the album).

"Turn The (lirl U)ose" is a tightly wound
hall of energy that Hancock and guitarist

Nile Bodgers toss back and forth with the

monkey man in the middle of it all.

VoT Stones fans who may regard this

album as a foreboding of a band break up,

there is no ntH'd to worry. With the signing

of a new record contract to t'olumbia

Kec<»rds last year, and a summer 85

.American Tour planned, it is a safe bet the

Stones Mill roll at least a couple of more
years. And alth«)ugh it has taken Mick this

long to release a solo effort, it has been well

\v iir! h ' hr \v :itl

The lIMa88 Wind Knsemble will perforin in concert on Thursday.

March 14 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts C enter Concert Hall.

A very boring Quest

and

The Shopjying Bag: P(*rtabt/> Graphic

Art exhibition from the Smithsonian

Institution can be viewed in Herter

Gallery through March 15.

VISIONQIIEST
Directed by Harold Becker
Slarring Matthew Modine
Linda Fiorentino
At the Calvin Theatre
By RKNKE BA( HKR
Collegian Staff

February is usually the month whe* film

.studios release their sack of teenage aimed

material around the country After Tuff Turf.

I'hf Hreakfast ( lub. Heui^n Help I 's. and

Mischief. Vision Quest arrives to complete

the list of mindless, predictable mid winter

pictures.

The plot conforms to the usual ichoolboy-

in-search-of-love-and- the- meaning-of life

category l^udon Sway (Matthew Modine) is

a pretty average high school jock who, for,

some reaaon, thinks he is deeper than the rest

of his geeky peers. Ix>udon is also a wrestler

who sees wrestling as a route to personal

glory rather than a team sport. In addition, he

understands the poetry his Knglish teacher

read.s in class.

Then, add the element of challenge:

Loudon has gotten it in his head that he is

going to beat Colombia Highs undefeated

wrestler. Shut*. So. every day he sports a

spiffy rubber suit to class and dines on 600

calories to lose weight to qualify to wrestle

against Shute. In the wjirds of one of

l^^iudon's buddies, his dream of success is a

'vision quest". Hence, the name of the

movie
While this hot pursuit of pie- in- the- sky is

progressing, a beautiful girl from New Jersey

named Carla (Linda Fiorentino) enters our

hen/s life. Through st>me (unlikely) senes of

events. Carta stays with Loudon and his

wholesome family f^uring her stay, poor

lj<»udon's hormones begin to take their toll on

his life, and his virginity becomes a great area

of concern. The hiKhliKht «>f the film is a

steamy bar scene in whu h the couple share a

dance. The notorious Madonna just happens

to be the live entertainment.

The plot resolves in the usual eipected

manner, and all is well in the end. The film is

put together by a slick MTV editing style

which will pnibably make it more ap(>ealing

to its audience. Basically, ifyou liked any edi-

tion of the R(*cky saga. 7Tic Karate Kid, the

processed version of WorAtv. or Fa.st Timi'i ni

Ruigemonl High, don't miss this gem
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ROC»> HORROR
PINK F.'JVD

THE WALL

ROCK AND ROLL

HIGH SCHOOI.
TERMINATOR

SWEET
TOOTH

t^AST FREE DELIVERY
of imtividual servings

CAKES & PASTRIES

.i,4«e l,»v<"

\ r-

I 5(

•, .. 1 «•'

ICE CREAM

SUNDAES
Mo' fuflqp . .

MUNCHIES
Cfiocoiate Chip Con'

Oalmea' nai9ir> Tno*

Cic.colair Bfownip

i^^uGE and CHOCOLATE
' iri'j. lb 4 00

I lb 7 50

Block C^0!: jUU- ; Ib 3 75
• 'H Tfl'l

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sund.iy

6 00 pm to M'dnignt

70 S PleaSdnt Sf Amhers'j

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5 00
Prices do not include taxi

r~ WEE'H^OQT" j

j

Coupon Ij

iFree chocolate brownie II

I with each order |i

one coupon per order II

i! valid 3/ 1 3/ 10
I j

CAMPUS CHOICE BothM bongos andM nails

^l1#MOOD SWING

'M Lines About 44 Women"

"Let It All Hang Out"

"Home Of The Brave"

"The Beat Hotel"

"Space Jungle"

"Brave New World"

nrco'ds and Ca«s«tl««

For The Record
Faces, Downtown Amherst $4.99
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This stylish sk

floi, by Dellini;

Is the essence
CQSUoi comfort,
with podded
Insoles...

n/ollobu> in o

p eii> poleite

01 (i colo's!

March Beer

of the Month

HEINEKEN

Proper I.D.

a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

CLIFF MYERS ,FREE DELIVERY
UAPPICCT $ Friday and Saturday ni^t

HOUR
Justin-Ride •A-Van
FREE Shuttle

ttJQR
r_S-

FOR
DOOR TO DOOR

SERVICE

Just Call 256 -1059

Begins at 3pin

Stops: C C Circle

South^vest
Horseshoe

I JUSTIN RYAN'S

EUROPE 'CAR
INT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Oi( Rocktltnef Pi»/»

Naw York. NY 10020

Phon* (2121 Sai-3O40

Mail thi* ad toi Special

Slud«nl/Ttach«r Tatilf.

REMTAl LEASE ^UMCMASE

''editor lo^isA foes)

.^************************jt

•X-

•x-

•x-

•x-

X-

M^'^^^^vi
•X-

X-

•X-

•X-

SKI POWDER SKI VAIL^^
with the UMass Ski Club ^
Last chance to sign up for

Spring Break only $499 $
for lift, lodging, flight, all transfers *
and transportation from UMass -x-

to Newark *
call 545-3437 #

%^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^M^ ^^L^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^M^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^h' ^^^
•^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ *^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^l"
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''Liberty
means responsibility.

Thats %^y most men
dread it.''

Nc«i yeu u'v ail up lu

yuw Only ytHi can U«cKie

to itUn an insurance

profrafn mm The

ioitfer yuw M>aii. ihc

mnc II cosis Find uui

how easy ii is lo hcjin

our college plan. choMrn

by mure tkenum than any

CaUiheFukliiy UiMon

Life FieW A»*oci»i« in your area

ONALO I NATHAN ACINCV

M C«l.hoMM Id 4mK.««|. Ma

Tel 2t»4)St

Fkldiiy

UiiiaiLife

lfe=Jf=Jr=JfcsJr=Jr=Jr=Jr=JrtSJr^r»Jfg;«U^^igj

'1

'AFE

UVfc
N^EBT^»N^AE»g^NC»NG

FRI. NITE

John Coster
8t the Medicine Band

SAT. NITE

Eighth Route
Army

ft Prime Suspects

NEW EVERY MONDAY NITE

Marion Brown
Wid. (ith - .1/ FulUr iUiiid

Thitrs. 7th - Naif Mas,,,, \ llu ( lulls

hri. Sth - I'aiania Slan Ihiurt is and

r.iis.

Sat. fUh - Squar( Oik

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
Chablis for 60

Free Japanese Food Fridays

Free Assorted Munchies Daily

4 6 pm
24 Pleasant Street, Northampton. MA
586 4258 parking in rear

BLACK AFFAIRS
Africa linked by history

ByKIMBEKlABL'KGE
('ollegian Staff

The relationship between the Africans and the Chinese

people begam through trade and commerce according to a

Chinese historian who spoke last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Han Suyin, renowned author and historian said this

historical linkage began, "many centuries ago." as

recorded in Chinese scriptures.

She began the historical linkage by relating her personal

exp<'rience. She said she confronted racial prejudice

because she was an Eurasian.

I'rejudice against the Chinese people began during the

• hinese Revolution 144 years ago, she said. "Many
punitive expeditions were led into China lo punish Chinese

"for Ix'ing insolent enough to be Chinese."

DuBois and his wife became emblems of the future

vs here there is no cok>r or race," Suyin commented. Suyin

has been named as a trustee of the W.E.B. DuBoLs

Foundation.

>he compared the plight of the Africans to the Jewish

Holocaust. "Us almost impossible to imagine the pain,

suffering, and humiliation of 60 million slaves being taken

Culleti*" pkulu k* Hrian K <,<>n«r

Dr. Han Suyin. author and historian, speaks on

the linkage of Africa and China last night in the

Campus Center.

from Africa Half of them died on the voyage. There's a lot

of talk about the Holocaust: what about the holocaust of

the African peoplt?" she asked.

This history of violence inspired great feeling in the

Chinese for Africa, she said. They built the Tanzinia and

Zimbawe railway fre<» of charge. China sent some of theu"

l)est engineers and ask'Hl only for local labor.

"The railway was built lo get a lifeline to the coast

because South Africa was tlraining the coast of Africa, she

said.

"Today the great ideas of DuBois are even more essential.

It is not enough to say down with this flag, up with this

one. we are indep<«ndenl. We have to do more." Suyin

comment imI.

She emphasized that the tribute being paid to DuBois at

the University is a "very vital, seminal, and fruitful

beginning."

"This is what DuBois wanted. We shall see in a few years
irrrat problems aris«*. It w ill be up to the young to take up
and go on. There is only one life lo live. You must give
what you can because that is the only way to live." she
concluded.

Filipino oppressed by aid of the U.S.
Hy HKADKUKl) VEKTEK
• ollegian Staff

herdmand E. Marcos dictatorship in the Philippines is

rt'pressmg Ihe people lo benefit American interests, ac

cording to Delia Aguilar. who .spoke at the Unitarian

« hurch Wednesday night.

Aguilar *.pok»- at a reading oj p«>etry by her sister, Mila D.

.\gtiilar. who has been imprisoned since August 6. 19H4 for

her dissentisi writing. Ihe event was sponsored by

Amherst's H cmmI tor Thought lio«>kshop.

Barbara Smith, wnler. essaywl, editor and a lounder ot

Kitrh«-n TabU-: Women of C«»lor Press, read trom A
( iim rndf m as t^t^ntnia as a Htce Seedlmg by Mila AguUar.

M IS appropriate to have an event of solidarity of the

pi-opU- ol the I'h ^ this month: we must expand the

d«linitionol Hla. f ry Month. Smith said.

Ihe Philippines i** a "neo colon . .i the I niled Stales,

.i.r.irfling lo .Aguilar. as .American multi national cor

jMiritions fxploit the Filipino economy and support Free

trade Am*-*: sweatshops where laborers work tor less

than "»<) cents .in hour. IhePhsi

o\t'r T.tMIO |vt iniU Kintr :i|mnl

roast III Asi.i

Marcos has Keagan s 'determined supp«>n t>ecause of the

US military bases stationed m the I'hilippines. according to

a dissentist pamphlet published by the t oalilion Against

the Marcos Dictatorship Philippine Solidarity Network

tt AMD PSM.
Clark Air Ba.se and Subic Naval Base are "the two largest

military installations outside the US." according to the

CAMD/PSN pamphlet, which further a.sserts that the

bases "play a pivotal role in US global strategy.

'

For this reason "the slakes are much higher m the

Philippines than in Nicaragua, .\guilar said.

President Keagan has authorized a live year loan for $9tM>

million lt» sustain the Marcos government, placing th«

Philippines third on the hst ol US internati«mal concerns,

said .\guilar.

In a 1M77 rep<irt the US State I department criticized the

Philippines as one ol six nations that violal«Kl human

rights. The l>epartment recommended continuing the aid

the Philippines was receiving Irom the US because <il the

importance ol the American military bases located there.

Ihe US IS prot<Tting its concerns hy sending military

advis4»rs to aid Marcos in stilling the highly organized

oppression, particularly the New People s Army, Aguil:u-

said.

Since 1^2. when martial law was imposed, 70.0(H)

political pris«iners have been tiiken. Torture i^

sysifmatic. shf said, discussing Marcos policy ol

.>ilv uMiii' ihi- sfcri't i-xi-^ution ol h ilipmo disM-ntists.

'Thi- Philippines has the st-mhlance ol trannuility ...but

there are Tui million Kilipmos who suiter the impact of

.\menc.-in intervention. Aguilar said.

Angelou: love helps survival
,. irs ;ind m dying, we can say all my con

.scK»us efforts and erw'rgy have lieen
H> YADIRA A. BETANCES
("ollegian SUff

Editor's notes: h<>' • i ifftore limitatiim dedicate<i to the most noble cause in the

on Tufsday'K Hlark Ajfatrs strtum, a slrnry world: the lil»eration of the human mind

on the Maya Angelim gpeech watt ratht and the human sjiirit beginning with my
nkart and inntmpl^te. <<\n," she said.

Emphasizing on all asjjects of love: sen SjK-aking on the social develoj.ment of

suous. Black, paternal and self-love, Maya Blacks in America. Angelou mentioned the

Angelou tied their relevance as a means of

survival M<mday at the Univ»rv.ifv <>f

Massachusetts.

"Love and love alone can lie cre<liU?«l

with the .survival of an entire species," .she

said. "Love is conditione<l in the human

"bizarre" exjierience Blacks have con-

fnmted, so bizarre, "they couldn't be in-

cluded in that phenomenal Alex Haley's

(novel) R<n,(i<." She said Black p«H>ple were

able lo survive ilirectly by the literature.

Speaking aixiut the future of human

spirit so profound that it encfiurages us to kind, at a press conference aft^-r the jK-r

develop courage and then to thrust that

courage to build bridges U) trust those

bridges to reach other human beings."

Angelou stresse<l fieople shoifld cf>nstant-

ly l(X)k at themselves and find in history

and literature an image of themselves.

(poling Edna St. Vincent Milay. "I will die

and that is all I will do for death, " Angelou

said. "Remember, we have been greatly

loved, we have l)een paid for."

"Let us live so that we will not regret the

formance Angelou said she was iMith

"scared" and frightened about it. "It is a

criminal justice that we have allowed

greed, fear, intimidity and ignorance stand

on the way of peace, growth and love."

On the civil rights movement, she said

the crusade for Black e<juity in the lySOs

"is in a dangerous low. Black power move-

ment groups have fractured. They have

been deflecte<l from what they should be

dealing with."

Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Application Deadline

March 1, 1985

Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1985.

Information Table at the Campus Center Con-

course, staffed by Student Assistants and SAFA
students 2/25, 2/26 and 2/27, 11 AM - 3 PM.

t
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HypercurrRula

Friday, March 1

STUDY IN GREECE - A represen-
tative from the Study in Greece Program
will be on hand to talk about the program.
11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. International Pro-
grams. 239 Whitmore.

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7 p.m. Dukes
Room (310 S.U.)

AMHERST CAMERA CLUB PRO
GRAM ON PEACE - The colored slide

program will be presented by outstanding
photographer Leslie Campbell using dual
projectors and screen with background
music. 7:30 p.m. Herter Hall.

Saturday, March 2

VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM - The Internal
Revenue Service conducts a training ses-

sion to help students understand basic tax
forms. At a later date, participants will be
asked to help others file their tax returns. 9
a.m. SOM.

ANNUAL LATKE VS. HAMAN-
TASCHEN DEBATE - Come hear four
professors speak on "A Rabbinic Discus-

sion on the Hamantaschan and the Latke,"
"The Latke: The Elegant Life of a
Potato," "The Hamantaschan: A Feminist
Response" and "The Hamantaschan:
Source of Renewable Energy and Inspira-

tion" in celebration of Purim. A brunch will

precede the event. 12:45 p.m. Com-
monwealth Room S.U.

»»»»?fc»»»»»»»?ie»»^»»»:|c»»»»»:|c9k?k:k:kak*;k?k3leale3ltakaleA

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am
Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am

X-

X-

X-

NEED ACADEMIC COUNSELLING

It's about thot time in the semes-

ter ogoin to be making "major '/

decisions. Coll TIPS at 545-1540

and ask for topes

;

1020 Changing your Major

1009 Credit Loads

1031 Graduation Requirements

1032 Pass- Fail Option

1033 The Repeat Option

1005 Who is your Academic Dean

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 5451540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

-dr^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^itir^^^<r<r

The Collegian
m:\v kn(;lani)s

I,\R(.KST (()Ll.K(iK DAII.Y

IS L()()KIN(. FOR A

SOIMlOMOIiH lU SINKSS M\.J()H

TO WORK IN THK
lU SINKSS OFFICK AS AN

ASSISTANT
FINANCE MANAGER

APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION ARE
AVAILABLE AT THE Collegian, 113 CAMPUS
CENTER. APPLICATION DEADLINE IS

THURSDAY MARCH 14.

jy^i^i^Z^i^2^J^2^X^i^X^i^2^Jl^i^2^^J^2^i^i^^i^J^J^^

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Budweiser suitcase cans $11.55 + dep.

Haffenreffer Private Stock I602 .. .$3.706/pk. - dep.

Heinekens light or dark $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Grizzley Canadian Beer$3.25 6/pk; $12.95 case + dep.

Peppernfiint Schnapps 60° $4.49 750 mi

Vodka Of Gin 80° $8.49 1 75 liter $4.99 750 liter

CLOSE OUT!!! While they last.

Suntory Draft Beer mini Keg (2 liter)

Ask about our discount on a case

of 1.75 liter Gin or Vodka!

Coal Minds
You've set your mirxj on setting solid goals, then achieving them. TACO
goals for business management BELL could be your goal mine Our
success. Few industries can offer extensive training program coupled
you the kind of broad business ex- w»th hands-on experience will move
posure, early profit center respon- you quickly from the basics to multi-

sibility. and first-hand decision- unit management responsibility.

making that food service can. And You'll enjoy the support of strong

only TACO BELL can offer you corporate resources, including full-

goals for growth that are as am- scale advertising, marketing, real

bitiousas yours. estate, field construction and
human resource services. And

Backed by the resources of Fortune you 11 advance as far as your talents

50 PepsCo, Inc. , we've more than will take you, not just by chance, but

doubled the size of our national by plan.

operations base over the past five

years. Grown faster than the food Of course, at TACO BELL, you
service industry. Faster than the fast won't find success on a silver plat-

food market segrrient. Our next goal ter, but if you've got a mind for

IS to double in size again to more leadership, you will find it in some
than 3,000 TACO BELL restaurants very valuable goals. Find out more.

That will demand people with a Interviews are being scheduled for

mind to be the very best Tuesday, March 5. We will also

If you're a success-oriented March 4.

have a Smokar on Monday,

graduate who thrives on setting

mCOBEhk
A PvpaiCo Company

Goals for Success.
Made for You.
An Equal Opcwtunity Employe'

Friday, March 1, 1985 im^
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Today's Weather

Today — A mild scene,

with temperatures in the

40s.

Tonight — It might rain

or even snow a bit. Temps
30-35.

Tomorrow — clearing;

40-46 degrees.

foday's D.C. Menu
Friday. March 1

LUNCH
Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce

Fno«l Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce.

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Lentil Spinach Stew

Tuna Boat

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Fried Shrimp Wnner/
Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

Saturday, March 2

BRUNCH
Ched«iar Bacon Omelet

n«*li Ham on |»umpemickel

BASICS BRUNCH
Kkk Sala<l an<l U'ttuce

on Wh«'at Bread

Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed Fepj)er

DINNER
Beef Stew/

Savory darden Biscuit

Sweet and Sour Chicken Fingers

Fruit Plate with Cranberry Bread

BASICS DINNER
Mexican VeKt'tal)U' Bake

Sweet and Sour Chicken Fingers

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Fly tiy nights''

5 Construcled

10 B«»T'»*"> *

r

14 I

n«ight>u<

15 Actot 0«vis

16 Dressed
1 7 T.-»f<ySOO S

• <• Sl»

d
20 Ui»v>iiho<Jo«

Opi"">''">

?1 P. Mis

22 f^ <lo'

23 Fa' lK>n

25 Messenger ct

the gods
28 j»>

29 Restful place

32 Kazan
33 Finishing touch

34 Throw

35 Beeltwwen
opus

39 Owelltng Abbf

40 Van Gogh
painted here

41 PartolOEn
42 Cape
43 Pueblo in

New Me»tco
44 Idle chatter

46 LaKe s

Crossing, today

47 Successor to

Tyler

48 Smiley s people

51 The
Angler

Walton
55 NicKnameol

R E Lee s

lather

58 WMdox
59 Kind of tooth

or lalK

60 Bivouac

61 Sentence part

62 Young persons

63 Otherwise

DOWN
1 Maine seaport

2 1975

Wimbledon
champion

3 Arena feature

4 Loman's calling

( dilrd h>

•i Problems to'

duffers

6 Weddtr>g party

member
7 Adherents

a Women s

9 Dutch -«'' si

B. •

10 Molly s f 't>t>er

1

1

WmgliKe parts

t2 An Alan

13 Fateful lime

for Caesar

18 Listener's

interleclioh

19 Mood
Ellirtglon

23 Si<in features

24 Author Fleming

etal

25 Virile one

26 Marry in haste

2? Vivid color

displays

28 Yearns for

29 Engine igniter

30 Attar ingredient

31 Marble

33 BlocK house
of the North

36 The most
recent

Irudr MicliH Jaftr

it Persian Owl'

country

38 Sittrtg of

pearls, eg
44 Celestial

visitors

4'. «.1M,),||, ,

..( •• 1
".••

4fi Hestoiation

for short

4 7 Polish port

Ger sp

48 L.n>atorC»ch
49 Resinous wood
50 Stravinsky

51 Native
American

52 Epochal
',1 tip m —

I ' ii'-gori/e

t)«> Before DOC
57 Be bohoMen to

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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0^ FOUR
SEASONS

BEER SPECIALS
BUD and BUD LIGHT 12 02. cans $10.99

BUSCH 12 02. cans $8.99

LABATTS beer or ale 12 02. btl $10.99

GENESEE BEER 12 02. btl $6.99

BALLANTINE 12 ok. cans $3.50

6-PACK SPECIALS
ST. PAULI GIRL. . . . 3.99 SWINKLES. . . . $3.25

RINGNESS . . . $3.99 STEINHAUSER . . . $3.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
SEAGRAMS 7 1.75 L $13.99

VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

FOUR SEASON RUM 1.75 L $9.99

BALLANTINE'S SCOTCH 1.75 L $16.99

WINE SPECIALS
SEBASTIANI TABLE WINES 3 L $6.49

JACQUES BONET CHAMPAGNE. . 1.5 L. .$5.99

LAURENT PERRIER BRUT. ...750 ml.... $15.99

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2 for $5.

1982 BORDEAUX IS HERE
10% off 3 bottles - must be 3 different kinds

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls
3C

^ ir^toi-^^^
1!. ^N

FEI/SAT/SUN

MAR. 1,2,3

A

POSTERS
&

PRINTS
25% to 50% OFF

GIFT BOXED
STEMWARE

(/pf .25%OFF

ALL
TURTLENECKS ><

y^l^l^^ \ $6.95 ejch

CORD PANTS
50% OFF

ori^indl ti( ket

price
f

ALL WINTER
CLOTHING

SELECTED*<7 ACCESSORIES
TOYS & GAMES ^ hals stjrves, Kloves, socks

i/p f" >^ .^ Vj PRICE
50% OFF

200
DRESSES
UNDtK $20

SELECTED
DANCEWEAR
40% OFF

PIZZA SETS

& ^
STEEL WOKS

20% OFF ^l

LAMPS
up fo 50% OFF

znc 33: 3CE 31C ZE sec 2S
A Slore-ful of Ideas

Oovvntown Amh«r>t OaNy K> - 6. Sun. Y2 3

Friday Social Hour
(a three hour tradition)

3:00 P.M. til 6 P.M.

T'oday
3
Entertain"^"'***

THE GREAT
RUBBER
BAND!

"
MX
^*^

You'll Love Every IVIinute

Don't Miss It!

No Cover - Over 20 Only

Friday, March 1. 1985 Collegian is

ilittlikltlitil lilttitil It 1
1
Itllt ItlillJilMll lilit l.liMil l4i|«|i|i|i|!|i|Mi|iMil I Itftl'IMI^

WMUA - 91.1 FM - SPORTS I
Dresents

Minuteman Basketball
^H vs Duquesne

The Ball is in your hands. . .I. . .so let us do the traveling

^ All you have to do is LISTEN!
^i|ilM«l4Mitl«4«a444ilU44irill«U I4tbl libM ^Mtl U4i^U44'U44<i4M•ilttll^l>l llMMiiM?

* Minutemen lose atRutgers .nmtinued from page 16

made it 37 34. Rutgers went back up by seven. 43 36 as

Ihris Kemley (18 pointsi hit befure Horace Neysmith Uen
points) scored an inside hoop that cut it to 43 40. He was

fouled by Kemley but missed the first of the five second

half free throws in an attempt to cut the lead to two.

Brum Kllebree. who had 15 points, drilled a three pointer

(there were 11 three pointers in the game) that put

Kutgersup46 40. They up by as many as 15.66 51.

The Knights took it from there as the Minutemen went

cold from the line (11 of 22 in the second half) and couldn't

contend with a tough zone defense.

Darryl tarter came off the bench to score 12 for UMass.

.Smith had 10 and lk)bby Braun nine. Eric Riggins had 19

for Rutgers, which shot a fine 14 of 18 from the line.

MlNl'TEMAN MUTTERINGS: In the latest Atlantic 10

standings, Russell is sixth in overall scoring (15.5) with

Neysmith nmth (14.5). Rattle is first (22.1). Neysmith is

second in overall and league rebounding (9.0 and 9.5) with

Braun third in both categories (8.6 and 9.5). Smith is

fourth in assists (4.4) with Neysmith and Tussell ninth and

eleventh respectively.

Kgstaurant

* weekendpreviews • ctmtinuedfrom page 16

55 University Drive. Amherst MA

large
pizza & pitcher!
ONLY $7.99

I Ask your waitperson for details I

I Expires 3-8-85 with this coupon]

1 i

"It vkould be nice to break

an<rther sch«)ol record this

s«'as«»n, \*e have a strong

enough Ime up to do it. With

two spet-ialists on p«immel

horse. .Mark QueviUon and

Steve Baia. it should bring

that event s<-ore a little

higher." ntach Roy .Juhn>«>>n

Competing in the all

around will U- senior co

captain Ken I Dougherty. Joe

DfMarco. Erie I'iccone. and

Rob«Tto Wfil. Others in the

lineup will \w CO captain

Tony Sbarra. I'hil lrt>rgone.

and Jay Konayne.

Other than the Eastern

Intercollegiate Gymnastics

League Competition on

March M 9. it will b«' the la.st

mvvl of their school career

lor seniors I'ete Uucchini.

Dave Sherman. Sbarra. and

l>ougherty.

'Two years ago we set a

rert»rd against Springfield at

261.2. bntke it against

Syracus*' last December
with 2(>3..'). and there's no
reaM>n why we shouldn't do
It again t«»morrow. We're
ready lor it." Sbarra said.

In other action, the

wrestling team is at the

N('.\,\ qualifying meet at

Maine, the men's track team
IS at lVincet«»n for the U'4A
championships, the women's
track squad is at ll(.>>nn for

the Eastern championships

and the w«»men gymnasts
host Rutgers at Koyden on

Saturday at 1 p.m.

[I'uUrgum corretpftndent

Kathteftt Hannan aiui ttofj

member Prttr Abraham
aUn lumtnbuted to this

story. I

• Women in hoop tourney- •ntnniM frumjHige 16

SUMMER OF "85

"

Summer staff wanted for large Girl Scout resident

camp. Positions available:

the Mountainee' llev. dmon^ other*,

muMt be contain'

"We know we art- tm- iiiiiitiij<ij; m «\er>'

game." Hebel said. "But I think the thanceH

of UH beating West Virginia are ver>- good. I

mean, how many times can they beat us by a

few pointH.'

MINUTEWOMEN Ml 'TTEKIS' v

cording lo USA Today, the Minutewomen

lead the country in Held goal percentage

^A.9i) Hebel leads the Atlantic 10 m free

throw |>ercentage and comes ofl^ a week in

which she was nominated as the Atlantic 10

Player of the Week. If Jerne Bemier. who
•cored a Heason high 2.'< points in the regular

season finale against Duquesne. can pick up
where she left off, t\uf Minutemen may well

get past West Virginia.

(•"

f

Smallcraft Director & Staff - Nurses

- Waterfront Staff - Soccer/Sports

Coach - Gymnastics Director &

Staff - General Counselors

Horseback Riding Staff.

Stop in at the Camp Fair on Tuesday, March 5th or

call or write:

Timber Trails, Star Route 158, Tolland MA 01034

413-258-4592

GIRLSCOUTS
S^.

MEN'S and WOMEN'S
O.P. SWIM SUITS
SHORTS, SHIRTS

and MORE
NOW IN STOCK

^f \ Saturday Clothes
Downtown Amherst

Open 10-6 pm Mon-Sat; Sun 15

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
C?me to Colleg.an Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fn • Deadline .s 2 days prior to publication oay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO
ronmNT

Piona«r Mtni SvM*m n»o iinlil OM
Mparat* amp tuner dack/tumt'Mvo*) *»
pnce *aOO Kviil tak« tSOO mu« mK c«M Chnt
6-4829

C«»a Cod Summar ScMonal ftanwl*

W ¥«rmo>rth Oanm* largwt inv»ntofv "•

studn 1. 2. 3 6 « bedroom uniti. dmcx

'.am otuwn: 617-saS-«300or (U-T?! 2231

POM SALC

INCOME TAX Wlf^ARATlON

INCOME TAX prapa>«tior> ai your Mrvice

I
LOWEST RATES IT*. 0«lucTM*l ^^*m
praparvd Qu*ckl> 'o» It* LARGEST puw<>la

I
rafund Ca« Staphan Shora S4»4MB

"ipisriRucfioi

MfToronsAU

197S whit* Honda Civic <nc»llent con*
lion » 1200 or BO call WHl 506 7861 cad late

1177 Honda Civic rwwtv painted new
brakes runt well $1000 2S6 0048

74 Nova runs great 300 or BO 666 ;Q22

Saab lf73 too** aharp runs excellent »»eli

mamtatrwd call kevin SB4 0200

H76 Ford Wagon bodv "'ce throu(jbout,

AM FV stereo, speaks Engine need Kvork

parts car $250 00 call 546^9929

1979 Oodga Omni engine very good

body need* work $1200 negotiable call

S49»ri»3

•EST QUALITY RESUMES

Contultation. preparation, analysis,

editing, design, layout, cover lener. typing

Giarnisso 2S6 62S7

IflTI nymetitti Fury good condWon ratfo

$900 Sears stereo tat »S0 54&<733

Movia Poataca call Oebbi M281 bitwaar

12 pm • >d 12 am weekday*

Ovation Baladoar acouatie guHar now
cor>dition with hard case $325 566 8306

Oaap Purple Ticket* 'mal show
Worcester Sunday March 3 exceHent seats

534 3525

Parhyvay Watautt si/e medium nylon m
and out Includes pants lacket and hood

EnceWent condition $90 00 or BO 665 2066

Parking apacM availabia o«» campu* caii

549 2736 __________
Inaipanaiva cotton ch»thaa for spring

mens shirts $10. womens shirts, skirts and

per^ts $12 $14. Kenya bag* $14 call

546 7668

Oaap Pu7pla Tichata Final »how
Worcester Sunday March 3 encaWaot «eats

5343525

Vamahe FQ 200 12 itring acou*tic

guitar Encellent condition case 150

Peter, 253 9607 (Underground Soundl

Knew fout car Basic automebila

workahop 20 hour* including clMjroom

and ihap. Ijmitad an«oi»wani XTX**

-iSsr

Hatp I lo*t 2 NY *tata license plataa in

' Lot 42 Please call 6 9429 Thanks'

i
Slate blue (ackat at Delta Ch. Sat n^ght H

found please please call Suianne &7972

» Reward to anyone who 'inds my gold

bracelet piea*e contact Meianie V^ 76B7

Dark blue caahmere scarf lesi week on

campus l« 'ound please call 256 1 766 great

sentimental value reward tt\ank you

Olaaaaa In Mack caaa Sun 256^ 1329

ENTERTAINMENT

RMk-A-Otac. Raek-A- V»d«> Entartwn-

ment Disc Jockeys, large »creen video

dances for housepartys. semiformal*, cam

pus events 548 7144

Wanta<n~*tudaot ban(ti, comedians. aM

other parlormer* want to play in tt>e Cam

pus Center' The Governors Program Coun_

cH want* you' Call 5^194 or vwt CC 817

.aak for John

HELP WANTED

, Nawapapat DaNvarart naadad in domta^

No car needed Appron 1 hr/day 7

day*/week good pay call 253-7008

EarrTtldO^MOO/ month selling required will

I train Call 546 5673

MAMIA MAR1IN

Thar* bid «»• e~^*T"j!L!!7!!I
over Happy 20ft»" iv-a got the hatty" Lova

ya Midge. Pidqe

MOTORCYCLES

•3 Sui QS0EOE. AM FM cas st helmet mcl

$Zi!U0. 253 5978 leave mesaage

NO SURVIVOfW

Tim Lyom (aDaa rmtbyt Happy 21al Main
St USA

PERSONALS

SA II >- J raa«y kka rne you w* reveal
|

youraalt now' WN) are you' LM m SV

Hay MA hare it ia it t OK stick your tmgai
j

down you' ihroati Don tyTHi hate tl»at'Luv'

the se«y chic na«t door

Sranda. Happv 22ndi Hope you gati

a«arvtfMngvaw«»anl. w."* w">'' i — '. j->dl

N
'

iMM~No'li>acialf«a*on. out • very spetiat

I
faakng. that keep* a carta«> vmle m my

heart leeh _
Little OoM. That s you Sua Harfia. Happy

|

Birthday Love Martha

It I* February 29 Hope you have a great
j

time Trish Happy Birthday Mel

Carolina Collin* Happy Birthday' Vour 5|

South Floormste*

Happy Birthday Donna Murphy Lovel

you' buddy Latoya

Chtaholm Here* your paraooal' Happy
J

21sti Birttida' Love you Ar»ita

Julianna Happy 20»h Birtdhay room«i

Sorry III mia* the cetabration' I love you'

Michelle

Oaliahnay Happy B day Welcome to the!

legal wo'ld' i' s about time love yah the.

Big Guy

Mark Thanks loi ttie laughter hugs, and sol

much mora I will remember then and you

always con canr>o Or Ray

Workatudy workar* naadad by the Stu

,-lent Union Art Gallery We need high quali

ty cabinetry Call Jane leave name and^

number 546^792 or 549 6725

tS NrWARO

stack mlrrorad aunglaaaa «/Mua Mfing

lost in Oak Room DC 2 20 between

12 00 12 30 Wiaii contact 546^4012 no

quaetiona aaked I need them back

RIDE WANTED

CHICAOO Ride needed to aryJ from over

Spring Break I II *hare dnvmg and gas Can

Cris Schuster at 54*6672 at night o»

5463SO0dav* Keep trying'

ROOMMATE WANTED

Share room in Brandywine 540 7153 Pat

or Chris. Pinhearh need not apply

Female roommete wented Sootttwood

Kpis cheap 253 7126

2 girt* looking to *hare apt fall

6 9133 Ch'is 6 9920

f 114-iht ckjb* open tia 3 am NO PERSONAL
L CHECKS Town TouraEf Travel 482 Mam Si

f Meldan MA 02140 1617) 321 3083 Departure

,Deta* Mar 2 4. Ma. SM. March IS 10.

flMarch23 26

Ipt LaudaiiMli Si For tritwniaWon and

f raaarvationa on the beet hotel* at the oaat

Lpncaa ea« the Student Travel Sarviea at

f 10071 272 0904 Student Travel Sarv^a. 213

Uaat Seneca Street Ithaca. New York 140BO

[ Joint US USSR E«padhlon m the

V Caucasus Mounta«s for American and
'
Sov>at students who w* be hikmg and cam

i PMV] together W» mckida croaatng ma|or
'
h-gh altitude paaaa* and ckmbing Mt Elbrus.

Uu-opas highaat irwuntain Juhi 14

f Augoat 8 1906 For infortnatmn and ap

pkcatioo* contact Kan Mack at B4KW1

Kim

TUTORS

Tutor* for Prawctf. Spanla» . Ru**lan and

Italian available at 540 4733

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tutoring tS.OO par hr

former 123 121 grader. 4 semaater unlvar»

ty consultant Alei 253 7666

WORD PROCeSSINO Thiaa*, report*

lesume* cover letter*, etc profeaaional ear

vice, raaaonabia rales EXPRESS. 54S6B19

TVPINQ

Andy* Typing Services 504 1000

TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

» D Blh laval siflord looking for a good
DM and adventurers call S1 132

' Caaa*. Paper*. Oissartation*. Tnaaaa,

on campu* very relieble. low rate*. Nancy

504 7924

••• SPRING BREAK SB —*
Bring you- cooler and your friend* and party

on your way to Daytona' Only $219 00 for

hotel tranaportation ar»d ta« Don't be left

out of the fun call now" Theresa 6 6625

(Montreal Spring Breek Weekend $59 00

plus $19 00 tan b servire include* round

trip trans in lunury motor coach plus 3 days

2 nights at Hotel Shert>ourg in downtown

Montreal or Holiday Inn Payment m full one

week prior to departure Drinkinq age 18

WANTED

Eern »S7S (FlorldeJI and aat homecooked
meals lot working 7 hr»/waak caM Whaafy

2&3 9071 or 549 1266

1 or 2 bedroom apt m Townahouae or

Brandywine take over lease June 1 call Rob

546 7800 or Lou 54S9648

Wantedl 1 or 2 bedroom apt in Pufflon to

take over June 1st $26 reward oa« Juan

546 5702 or Luis 546^4671

If you're e student wt«j 1* intereated in

helping bring the art* to the Campus Center,

ttwn why not |0»n the Governor * Program

Council? Call 5^194 or corrta to CC 817 Aak

for John
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Rutgers drops Mnutemen, 86-79
Stillget tourney bye asDuquesne losestoGW
HyPETKK ABRAHAM
Colle^nan Staff

PISCATAWAY. N.J.- Rutgers guard John Fiattle

scored 22 points to lead the Scarlet Knights to an 86 79
victory over the University of Massachusetts in Atlantic 10

action last night

It wa-s the third straight loss for the Minutemen. 12 14

and 8 9 in the league, but with lieorge Washington's 99 60
pounding of Duqu^ne last night. lIMass will finish in the

top six in the league and get a first round bye in the con
ference tournament

.

UMwomen in tourney
facing West Virginia

lii>th Uutgers and tieorge Washington are 9 8 in the

confeit-nce. sharing fourth place. With a victory at

I)u«juesne on Saturday combined with a liW loss at West
Virginia and a Rutgers loss at Rhode Island, the

Minutemen could still claim a share of fourth.

1'he Knights, who had four players in double figures last

night, got revenge f(»r a January loss in Springfield as they

rlimlHHitoll 12(>verall.

The Minutemen led early as both lA)renzo Sutton (a team

high 19 p«»intsl and Donald Russell ( 15 points) connected on

three |M)int«Ts fur an H \\'\\ U-ad.

Rutgers took the lead for good on an Kd Zucker free

throw that snapped a 16 16 tie. They ran off nine points,

going from a 16 12 deficit to a 21 16 lead, a lead they never

relinquished.

"They shot the eyes out of the hoop. " I'M coach Ron
(ierlufsen said. "Rutgers played very well. We still have a

g«M«d shot at fifth and right now. thatsour aim."

At the half. Rutgers led 37 30 behind 11 Battle points.

The Minutemen closed the gap quickly as Smith hit two
technii'al foul shots and Sutton canned a 17 footer that

nmtinued <m page 15

Look lo maintain hoipace
By JOHN A. NOl.AN
Collegian Staff

For the Univeraity of MasaachusettN
women's basketball team, this weekend's
Atlantic 10 Conference Championship has
been a long time coming.

Dn^Nltits 1-'M4 record, the .Minutewomen
have wcm seven of their last 1 and have prt>

ven to conference opponents that the respect

few have given previous CMass teams has
been achieved.

"We've certainly accomplished more this

year than last," CMass junior guard Barbara

Hebel said. "We've realized that we ran plav

with any team in the conference. Last year we
never thought we rtnild."

However, entenng tonight .-^ qtiarterfinal

round game against third seeded West
Virginia, the sixth seeded Minutew<imen will

need more than respect to defeat the IH-f*

Mountaineers.

Recent 63-60 victors over CMass. West
Virginia, led by Olivia Bradley and fleorgeann

Wells (first and .second in ronference rebound

ing). enters the tournament on a down note,

H I ording to CMass head coach Barbara
^tt-vens, possibly playing their most incon-

si.stent basketball of the sea.son.

B> tuiiira.st. the Minutewomen havf
appropriately chosen the final weeks of Fel

ruary to play their best basketball and m
doing so believe the advantage is theirs.

"I feel that we were very fortunate to ha^ >

gotten the draw with West Virginia." Stevens
said. "West Virginia is the team we wanted
to play."

'I think it's fate, that we drew West
Virginia because we really want to play them.
They are not coming into the tournament on
an up note whereas we are." Hebel said.

"They know we can beat them, and I feel

that if we're ever eoine to beat them it will

be now.
"

Keys for the .Miiuitewumen. who play at 1

p.m. at St. Josephs Cniversity Alumni
Memorial Fieldhouse, will be the play of the
CMass frf)ntline With Bradley and Wells
averaging a combined 27 rebounds per game,
many of which are offensive, much of the bur-

den of containing the two will be placed on
the shoulders of centers Sue Burtof and
Karen Fitzgerald, along with forwards Tara
Lewis and captain Jerrie Bemier. Burtof
leads the team in rebounding at 8.2 a game.
Bradley shredded the middle of the CMass
defense in the last meeting between the two
teams If the Minutewomen expect to topple

Cf)y\t\nupd on paqt 15

( allfciui pkote t)i Aady Hvllvr

UMasg freshman Taara Lewis looks to pass af^inst Rhode Island. UM
faces West Virginia tonight in the Atlantic 10 tournament.

Last big weekendofwinter

Men's hoop battles Duquesne in finale;

Gymnasts, swimmers, tracksters vie

Colle|ti>n pKoto by Andyt Hrlirr

Gymnast Maureen Sutherby and the rest of the

Minutewomen host Rutgers this weekend.

liy NANCY BCKAR
< ollegian Staff

In this, the final full

weekend of Cniversity of

Massachusetts winter
sports, several teams face

ttig tests.

Top among these will be

the mens basketball team.

The Minutemen will be at

l>u(|uesne Cniversity on
Saturday at 2 p.m. If the

Dukes beat lieorge
Washington and the
Minutemen lost to Rutgers
last night, the game will

decide which team gets a

first round bye in the

.Atlantic 10 tournament
(March (i * at Rutgers). The
game tan be heard on WH
Mr AMand WMCA KM.
There's going to be a lot of

swimming going on this

weekend at Springfield

College and, if all goes

according to plan, the

Cniversity of Massachusetts
men's swim team should be
doing the majority of it at

the New Kngland Cham
pionships.

The Minutemen have 16

swimmers and two divers

(|iialirying this year with

some ol the best times in

New Kngland.
"It's going to be a dogfight

the team to beat is

Southern I'onnecticut but

we don't want to forget

about Tufts and Springfield

College either (two teams
that CMass lost to in the

lain. We could take first or
we could take fifth. It all

depends," coach Russ
Yarworth said.

Yarworth expects definite
first place wins in five of the
sixteen events. In the 800
yard freestyle relay. Craig
^uller. Jim Klannery. iri

captain I'aul McNeil and
Drew Donovan will be Iryng

for a first. The 2(M) yard
butterfly, always a strong
event for the Minutemen.
tri captain Chris (.'larke.

Mike Minutoli. Steven King
and Fuller should al.so pull

ahead.

Donovan. Klannery.
McNeil. Jeff I'iaget and Paul
Hartnplt will compete in the
200 yard freestyle.

Donovan has the best time
in New England for the 200.

Kight swimmers qualified

for the .500 yard freestyle:

Dimovan (first in New
Kngland). Kuller. Klannery.
McNeil. Mark Waters and
.Mike Cebauer. The 16.50

>ard freestyle should also

prove to be a power event
for the Minutemen with
Kullers. McNeil. Waters and
(Jebauer.

Cat .Mullen and Keith
I'isani will be diving for the
Minutemen. "I hope that
they do well. They have the
potential to be in the top ten
in New Kngland." Yarworth
said.

Saturday wraps up the end
of the dual meet .season for

the Cniversity of
Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team, hosting to
Springfield at 7:30 in

Hoyden liym.
continued on page 15

Weekendsports ata glance
UMaas Schedule:
Today:

Women's Basketball: vs. West
Virginia at St. Josephs, Atlantic 10 tovur-
nament, 1 p.m.

Men's Swimming: New Englands at
Sprin^ield College

Wrestling: New England NCAA
Championships at Maine
Saturday:

Men's Basketball: at Duquesne, 2

p.m.

Men's Swimming: New Englands at

Springfield College

Men's Track: IC4A's at Princeton
Men's Gymnastics: vs. Springfield at

Boyden, 7:.30 p.m.

Women's Gymnastics: vs. Rutgers at

Boyden, 1 p.m.

Women's Basketball: Atlantic 10

tournament continues

Women's Track: Easterns at UConn

lan
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B.U. measles outbreak

concerns UMass officials

Croatian phr>tn by Rnan Oofm

LEGGO OF MY EGGO — UMaas freshman Sharahn Best plays a game
of flying tug-o-war with her dog, less. Saturday afternoon outside her

Amherat home.

Professor revives a language
By KATIE GARDNER
Collegian Correspondent

Aside from the uoual daily duties in his

department, a Cniversity of Masaachusettji

Anthropology professwjr helps to keep a mid-

western language from dying.

Zdenek Salzmann. who recently compiled

the Dictionary nf Contemporary Arapaho. is

working with a Midwestern Indian tribe to

help maintain and continue its native lan-

guage.

Arapaho is the language of a tribe of

Indians that settled in the Midwest. There is

a .southern branch of the tnbe located in cen-

tral Oklahoma and a northern branch in

Wind River. Wyominp Salzmann said.

"During the past 40 or so years, the Arapaho

have made less and less use of their own
language."

Proficient use of the language is confined

mo.stly to older members of the tribe.

Younger people use English almost ex-

clusively, and, says Salzmarm, "to a very

large de;jree are deficient even in passive

knowledge of their native language." To help

alleviate this problem, oral instruction has

been introduced into the school curricula,

and the dictionary has been pubhshed with

the goal of helping high school teachers and

their students.

Salzmann first became involved with the

Arapaho language in the summer of 1949,

when he conducted a study of the Arapaho

language for his doctoral dissertation.

Salzmann became involved with Arapaho

again in 1 979 when he met with two represen-

tatives of the Northern Arapaho teachers. As

a result of the meeting Salzmann was asked

( olleifiar phoU. by Andy Hell«"r

UMass professor Zdenek Salzmann:
Working to save Indian language

to conduct two week long language work-

shops at the Wyoming Indian High School in

Ethete, Wyoming.

Since that time Salzmann has visited the

Arapahos regularly. He travels to Wind River

three or four times a year and acts as an
advisor to help supervise the school curricula

and organize language workshops.

Salzmann's most recent work is producing

videotaped lessons of spoken Arapaho for

kindergarten and elementary .school pupils.

He said he hopes that the students will bring

the videotapes home and that they will

"stimulate an interest with the parents" and

continue Arapaho.

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

In response to an outbreak of measles at

Boston University, University of

Massachusetts Health Services is asking

students to nrmke sure they have Ijeen ade-

quately immunized against the disease.

All Massachusetts colleges and univer-

sities have l)een asked by the state DejKirt-

ment of Public Health tt» immunize

students siisceptible to measles.

"My guess is that ten percent of the stu-

dent population may not be adeqiiately im-

munized," Dr. Davki Kraft, executive

director at H^th Services said.

Students wh<i were not immunize*! after

their 12th birthday or after 1%6 should

make an appointment for a vaccinatk)n

shot. Kraft said, adding that people who
have had measles can not contract it again.

Health Services does not have accurate

daU on students' measlm vaccination

because the question was not include*! <>n

incoming student's' health questionnaires

until this past December, Kraft said.

"But most likely if students have had

mumps an<! rubella vaccinations, then they

pn)l»ably have had a measles vaccine too,"

Kraft sakl. Health Servk^es has records of

students' mumps and rubella histories, he

said.

"My concern is not for a measles out

break to happen but when students go on

spring break, that's the main time for ex-

posure," Kraft said. He said germs will

spreatl quickly when students from all over

the country get together during the vaca-

tion.

"Students should try to get immunized

before spring vacation if they're not im-

munized already." Kraft said. "It takes 10

days to two weeks for the immunization

system to adjust."

Health Services has not treatt-*! anyone

for measles recently, "so there's no reason

to be concerned about an epkiemk*," Kraft

said. He said he hopes students will volun-

tarily check their medical history to m.-ikj-

sure they are immunize*!

Measles is a very contag^<'ll^ (iis«ii.sf that

begins with symptoms sinulur Ut a common
cold. A fever and rash develops ami lasts

for a couple of weeks. Kraft sakl.

Students can make appointments at

Health Services We<!nes<lay through Fri

day when additional staff people will Ix* on
hand to administer the additional btM) vac

cinations ordered. The immunization in-

volves a shot in the arm and is c<»vered by

Health Services fees. Kraft said.

"If a student went through the

Massachusetts sc*hfM»l system, then most

likely that person will have had the .shot."

Kraft sakl. He said, however, that other

states and foreign countries do not have
immunization requirements as rigorous as

Massachusetts.

Potential co-op program

lacks resources to take off
Hy DANIELA WATERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

More than 10.000 college students

throughout the United States and Canada

have discovered the advantages of co^

operative living as an alternative to tiny

dorm rooms and costly off campus apar

tments.

At the University of Massachusetts, co^

ops would be a logical answer to the hou.sing

crunch, but the lack of resources to start

them is a problem. .loanne Levenson.

director of the Off Campus Housing Office

said.

"The problem is getting them started. It

takes money. The SATF (student activities

trust fund) couldn't support a project like

this and there are currently no housing and

urban development grants available to

finance it either, she said.

While there may be co op living

arrangements in the Pioneer Valley, none

of them are connected with the University.

Co-op houses are owned and run

cooperatively by the students who live in

them. The cost of co op living averages

$250 per month, including utilities and food.

compared to at least twice that for an off

campus two bedroom apartment in

Amherst and $638 per semester for a room
in the residence hails.

All decisions in a co op house are made
democratically. Money paid monthly by

residents represents part ownership not

rent. Each memeber owns a share of the

house. Since the co ops are non profit, any

surplus at the end of the year because of

thrifty food buying or lower than expected

utility bills goes back to residents in the

form of a refund, Sharon Pederson of the

North American students of Cooperation

said.

"1 know a lot of schools have co ops and

they work out really well. Peter I.,aurent. a

senior psychology major said. "1 think

students at UMass would benefit from co-op

living.

Kim Bushy, an education major, currently

lives in a house in North Amherst and said

the idea of co-op living appeals to her.

"1 think it would be really good ex

perience, but it would require an awful lot

of money of get a project like this started.

"Unless it was supported by the

University, I don't think it could work." she

said

.

Ingide:

UM students volur.cesr to help p 3

U.S. role in Nicaragua p 5

Hoop finishes tied for fourth p 12

"SoTneday we'll look back on this, and it will ail seemfunny ..."
— Bruce Springsteen

"The Boss''
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS

British coal miners
end violent strike
LONDON (AP) Faced with collapse of its 357 day old

strike, the miners' union called off the longest and most
violent walkout in British history yesterday. It ordered

coal miners to return to work tomorrow without an

agreement of a promise that fired workers would be

rehired.

The announcement was a victory for Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher, who came to power in 1979 intent on

curbing the country's powerful labor unions.

There was no immediate comment from Mrs. Thatcher
but Knergy Secretary Peter Walker said he was "ab
solutely delighted that this tragic dispute has come to an

end." He said it had damaged the industry and split the

unions.

Hut the Marxist leader of the National Union of

Mineworkers, Arthur ScargiU. called the strike "a

tremendous achievement" and warned that his union will

continue to fight plans by the state owned National Coal

mines the key issue in the dispute.

Coal lioard spokesman Michael Katon said the industry

did not welcome ."HargUI's announcement th^l 'the battle

continues."

Mass. rep. fights for

harbor tunnel funds
WASHINGTON «AP) Massachusetts deserves to build a

third Boston Harbor tunnel and to depress the Central

Artery highway because it gave up other interstate high

wav proj<«cts for that purpose, says Rep. Chester Atkins.

I > Mass
"I have never seen a government project that was so

mi.sunderstcKid and that has been so misrepresented."

Atkins said in an interview last week.

The interview rame the same day .^tkins met with house

.Sp«'aker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.. D Mass., and iithers to

deride to put off the major legislative battle over the

pr<>)«ris for anot^ - - -'"

House leaders .; .ty artk>n on all potentially

controversial highway projects to clear the way for an

unenrumlMTe<f bill to b«* passed to releas«» $7.2 billion m
interstate highway funds nationally, including more than

$260 million for .Massachusetts.

But .Atkins, a memb€>r of the Public Works and Tran
sporiation Committee that oversees highway legislation,

says the two Boston projects never should have become
such an issue.

Cnder the interstate system, the federal government
collects gasoline tax revenues and returns them to states

under an aid formula

In the cast' of Massachusetts. Atkins said, some of the

money was converted to mass transit projects and then

under CIov. F'rancis Sargent, the state simply stopped

spending some of the dollars.

a I'

:

Thousands of marchers turned out yesterday for the reenactment of the 1965 Selma to Mon-
tgomery civil rig:ht8 march. Marchers crossed the Edmund W. Pettus bridge, where marchers

clashed with police 20 years ago.

Blacks celebrate 20 years of suffrage
SKL.MA. Ala. lAPi Blacks

cflebrated the 20th an
niversary of the voting

rights march from Selma to

Montgomery with a new
pilgrimage yesterday to

"resurrect the spirit" of the

civil rights struggle.

"We have unfinished
business." said the Rev.
.Iess«« .lackson as several

hundr(>d blacks assembled
for a symbolic mass crossing

of the Kdmund Pettus

Bridge to start the five day
journey. Police clashed with

black marchers at the bridge

across the .Mabama River on
"bloody Sunday" in 1965.

The march ends Thursday
at .Alabama's capitol and
follows the niute that helped

change the nation's political

landscape by opening polling

booths across the South to

blacks.

.At Brown ("hapel. a Ian

dmark of the 1%5 voting

rights prote.Ht. Jackson and

march organizer the Kev.

Joseph Lowery were given

keys to the city by Selma's

white mayor. Joe
Smilherman.

""We have come a long,

long, way," said Lowery,
president of the Southern
Christian Leadership
("onference. "But we have a

long. long, way to go."

Jackson called Selma
"hallowed ground" and said

yesterday's demonstration

was "to resurrect the spirit

of our struggle.'

.After a worship service,

marrhers formed ranks

outside Bniwn Chapel for

the eight block walk to the

bridge.

Smit herman. who
acknowledged that he op

posed the marchers 20 years

ago. said the goal now is "to

cut out all this foolish race

baiting." At one point

during the church service he

shared a hymnal with

Jackson as they sang "The
Battle Hymn of the

republic.
"

Wf recognize,

governor's office

from the

on down,

that every American should

have the right to vote. We
need jobs and it's going to

take blacks and whites

working together to get

those jobs." he said.

SCLC officials organizing

the march said those

arriving for its ceremonial

opening leg included Coretta

Scott King, widow of Martin

Luther King Jr.; Urban
l^eague President John
Jacobs; and Benjamin
Hooks, president of the

National Association for the

Advancement of Cdwed
People.

Also taking part was
.Atlanta City Councilman
John I.iewis. whose head was
clubbed on March 7. 1965.

when state troopers and
mounted sherifrs deputies

turned back some 600

marchers at the Edmund
Pet us Bridge across the

Alabama River.

Fat people overeat to alter mood, not hunger
CAMBRIDOE (AP) Many

fat people crave car

bohydrates and gobble down
between meal snacks
because these foods increase

levels of brain chemicals

that improve their moods,

some researchers believe.

The theory. ba.sed on %

series of recent studies,

suggests that overweight
people may eat too much
because of an urge to change
the way they feel, not

because they're hungry.

The latest of the studies,

published in the March issue

of International Journal of

Eating Disorders, was
conducted at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology by

Drs. Judith and Richard

Wurtman.
Carbohydrates can be

either sugar or starch, and

those who crave them often

snack on foods like candy

bars, potato chips,

doughnuts and crackers.

Mrs. Wurtman estimates

that at least half of all obese

people crave carbohydrates,

and this is why they're fat.

"They clearly are eating

the food because of a

biological need to improve

their feelings." she said. "It

really comes out of a need to

make more of this particulai

chemical" in the brain.

These researchers believe

that the cravers grab a

snack when they feel

irritable or have trouble

concentrating. The car

bohydrate is absorbed into

the blood. Through a

complicated chain reaction,

it increa.ses the brain's

prixfuction of serotonin, a

message carrying chemical
known as a neuroiran
smitter. This, in turn,

somehow influences mood
and makes them feel calmer
and better able to con-

centrate
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University students work together to protect public safety
Student firefighters

volunteeron campus
By DEBORAH BRl'NO
Collegian Correspondent

The scenario includes one or two Amherst
Fire Department fire engines, an ambulance

and some firefighters in front of the tower lib-

rary who don't quite look old enough to fit

the description.

While dressed in the garb and gear as the

professionals, a student force along with

other volunteers leam how to become
fu-efighters. Part of the training involves

practicing how to reset the elevators in the

library by first using a fireman's key to make
the elevators come down to the first floor.

This is done, according to Amherst fire chief

Victor Zumbruski, in case of a real fire and

elevators have to be reset after the fire is

extinguished.

The firefighters are divided into three

forces- a student force trained on Wednes-

day nights, full time firefighters who train

everyday, and a call force on Tuesday

nights.

The student force is made up of 10 volun-

teer members including two females and

some I'Mass students.

Bryant Tarr is a Lieutenant on the student

force and a L' Mass junior. He has been on the

force for three years and says that the stu

dent force is different from the call force in

that "the call force gets paid when they are

called out or when drilled. It's their second

job. and they are on call like us. They also

carr>' beepers," which sound when the

firefighters are needed.

To be prepared for an emergency, the stu-

dent force must train and drill. "We drill

quite a bit, once a week for three hours, and

also once a month on Saturdays," Tarr said.

Drills are mandator*- and examples include

live car fires, and a smoke-house drill in

which "a house is filled with smoke and we
are sent in to leam how to get oriented, how to

search, and how to rescue," Tarr said.

The drills represent "all aspects of fire-

fighting and medical work" Zumbruski said,

including rescue work, ambulance training,

and CFR (cardio pulmonar>' resuscitation).

"The whole town of Amherst is used as a

drill site," Zumbruski said and at any given

drill firefighters and an ambulance crew may
be called to the University. Zumbruski said

that they try to stay off campus as much as

possible and use the campus facilities during

intersession and summer

Medical technicians

treatpeers at UMass
BY CHRISTOPHER SKLARZ
Collegian Correspondent

Last spring, at one of the outdoor con-

certs, four students treated about 60 of

their University of Massachusetts col-

leagues for snrudl injuries sustained at the

show.

These students are emergency medical

technicians who work as an exterision of

the Environmental Health and Safety

department.

"The UMass Fire and First Aid Unit is a

student-run group that performs fire

prevention and basic first aid services for

the community," group advisor Keith

Hoyle said.

The group covers events at the Fine Arts

Center, Bowker Auditorium, some UPC
corKerls, area and spring concerts, and on-

campus football and basketball games pro-

viding first aid to any injured spectators.

"We're there to help nuke sure no one

gets hurt and everyone has a good time,"

group treasurer Jeff Durkee said.

The unit also assists the Amherst Fire

Department in I'Mass fire drills. If a fire

alarm is broken in a dormitory members go

in for a 24-hour fire watch. ^
"I think most of us do it to keep active as

EMTs. Also it's a good chance to see a

show or concert you might normally not

see," Durkee said.

m

STEAMY — Everett Sanctuary smiles while making maple sugar Saturday at the Sugar House on

North Pleasant Street. V»

Many symptoms associated withPMS
controlled by diet, says local nutritionist

lXATcO in the campus center at 'HE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS

ByMARlANEMEUSE
Collegian Correspondent

Diet plays an important part in controlling the symptoms

of pre menstrual syndrome (PMS) and women should

adjust their eating habits to cope with the problem, ac-

cording to local nutritionist Vita Andras, and a UMass

graduate in Health Studies, Sharon Zawelski.

Speaking last week in a workshop on PMS, Andras and

Zawelski outlined a number of diet changes women could

m ike to alleviate the problem.

According to Andras, over 150 symptoms are associated

with PMS, including anxiety, fatigue, depression, water

retention and hyperglycemia.

She also said the syndrome affects an estimated five

million women in the United States and symptoms begin

near the time of ovulation, ceasing on the first day of

menstruation.

Andras said that her own experience of PMS confirmed

the theory that diet is of vital importance in combating the

problem

.

In particular, she believes "that most of the refined and

prwessed foods we eat are not particularly healthful,"

because they tend to interfere with the hormone balance

and thus contribute to the PMS problem.

Andras recommended substituting honey or molasses for

Be wary of 97 percent caffeine-free coffee

because regular coffee has only six percent

caffeine and only half of it has really been

removed.
— Vita Andras, local nutritionist.

refined sugar and she cautioned against eating any fatty

meat.

if you're eating meat," she .said, "do your best to get

meat that is lean."

Caffeine was also cited as a cause of PMS and Andras

suggested "you can drink decaffinated coffees, herbal teas

and juices as substitutes."

However, she commented to be wary of "97 percent

caffiene free coffee," because regular coffee has six percent

caffeine and thus only half of it has really been removed.

Zaiewski was cautious about the use of drugs and

suggested if you are going to take PMS medically, take it

slowly and ask a lot of questions."

Andras commented that the effectiveness of many drugs

prescribed for PMS is questionable because of inadequate

testing.

Women in the ares mterested in forming a local support

group for PMS sufferers, were advised to call the

Evervwoman's Center at ."vlS-OSSS.

Women's Forum
Tuesday Nikki (liovanni, ren<twned poet, will speak

on "International Womcn'ii Day: Past. Present and

Future," at 8 p.m. in the Student I'nion Ballnxmi

An intHKluctory workshop on self-defense techniques

for women will take place at 6:45 8 p.m. in Van Meter

Women's Center. Participants should wear loose

clothing. F'or more information call f>4f>-1562.

Wednesday Sofia Painiqueo. a Mapuche ItKiian from

('hile, will s|)eak on "Mapuche Women's Participation

in the Mapuche Struggle." at 8 p.m. m Campus Center

HHim \f)H. Thf U*<turr will be m Spanish with an English

interpretation.

The I/esbian Union will be holding a planning and

organizing nitt-ting at 7 p.m. Check Campus Center

schedule for room.

The Orchard Hill Women's Center will 1h' having an

open cofftv house at 7 p.m. in Van Meter Lounge. There

will be live entertainment an<l refreshments, and all

women are welcome.

The coun.seling program at th« Kvtrywoman's Center

is spttnsoring a lesbian co-parent support group fnim

6:30 ti) 8 p.m. For more inffjrmation call MfvOMHS.

A general support group for graduate women. s(K>n

sored by Wonu-ns A(lrni>^sion and (k-m-ral Educational

Sup|K)rt (WACES), will meet at the Everywoman's
(Vnt«-r at 7:.'^0 p.m
Thursday To celrbrat*' InU'mational Women's Event, a

coffeehouse featuring women performers will be held

in the Bluewall at H p.m.

In honor of International Women's Day the Pro-

gressive Film Series will \ye showing two films about

women's struggles, "A Veiled Revolution" and

"Women in Nicaragua." at .'i and 8 p.m. in Campus
Center r(K)m 163.

"Survival and Visions: Organizing for Change." a

multicultural conference of women organizers i>erspec-

tives on change, will begin today at Hampshire College.

For Information of events call 549-4600 (Ext. 540).

Friday - The International Students Association is

sponsoring a dance from *J p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium in honor of International Women's
Day.

U.S. position in Nicaragua
addressed in a UMass forum
•What Should Be The U.S. Role In Nicaragua?" will be

the topic of an open forum tonight between the Western

Mass. Latin American Solidarity Committee and the

UMass Republican Club.

History major Steve Viarengo, 23, said he organized the

forum earlier this semester because there was "a need to

re.solve contradictory information about the U.S. role in

Nicaragua.

its a complicated issue and it's hard to know exactly

what is going on," he said. 'The emphasis is on community

participation and education and we are encouraging a

community respon.se."

The forum will begin with presentations by UMass
Republican Club and WMLASC panels of four represen-

tatives, the panels will address and question each other,

and then questioning will come from audience members at

open microphones.

The forum is sponsored by the Collegian, SCERA. and the

Student Government Association and will be at 7:30 p.m.

tonight in the Student Union Ballroom.
-LARRY BOUCHIE
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Navy Gold:
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence
Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the world at what they do
. . . they have to be

It takes a special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

world's most sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's

no room over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Representa-

tive that will be in the Campus Center on March 6 or call

collect (518) 462-61 19.

Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy's

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Hypercurricula

RUSSIAN CONVERSATION HOUR, there

wUI be a Russian Conversation Hour for

Russian speaking students. All are invited

to participate. 3:30 5 pm. Herter 400.

rF:RCKl''l IONS OF SELF, a workshop for

women. Explore your self concept in the

safety and confidentiality of a support

jjroup for women. CaU E.W.C. 545 0883.
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Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our
spring and
summer sales force
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call today!
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603/532-4416
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OPINION
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fily reflect

Going down the path to war U.S. involvement justified

Editor's note: At 7:30 tonight in the Student

Union Ballnxmi, a public furum on

Nicaragua uHU take place featuring the

UMass Republican Club and the Western

Massachusetts Latin America Solidarity

Committee

Our purpose in participating in tonight's

forum is to give the student body an oppor-

tunity to hear a different point of view than

that being expressed by the Reagan Ad-

nriinistration and a chance to challenge both

points of view. At the heart of American

democracy is the opfK^rtunity and, more

imp<^>rtantly, the responsibility of every in-

dividual to participate in the decision-

making pnx^ess. In order to do so, one

must have the necessary information

available in order to make an informed and

responsible decision. Without participation

by the population, demrnracy fails.

in our scx'iety it has become increasingly

more difficult to exercise this right. We
have come to the point where half of our

population eligible to vote in presidential

elections chooses not to do so. Now we
have leaders voted into office by only 30%
of eligible voters taking us down the path

of war with a neighboring country. We. as

Americans, have a responsibility to

ourselves, to the Nicaraguan people, and to

the rest of the world to think carefully

ab<jut our path of action, to know the facts

and to nruike intelligent, rational decisions.

President Reagan seems to think that if he

tells a lie enough times, it becomes true. He
scoffs at Congress, our elected represen-

tative body, and ignores intematiotial law.

It is time we rise, as a nation, and say no.

We do not approach this forum with the

goal of being lietter "debaters'* or **ex-

Marc Kenen

perts". Our hope is that you will come and

participate. Listen to the presentations and

challenge both sides with questions that

will help make responsible decisions. This

country still belongs to us. Not to the cor-

porations, not to the military, and certainly

not to Ronald Reagan.

If you, as an individual, feel that you

know the facts and have made decisions

concerning this issue please come and

share them with others. Communities all

across the country are coming together to

discu.ss this crucial issue. History hangs in

the balance. We must understand the con-

sequences of our actions and the motiva-

tions behind them. The war being waged in

•Nicaragua lakes more lives and destroys

more of the economy everyday. It is being

waged with your tax dollw^. The blotxl of

Nicaraguans is being spilled. It is not just

something on the evening news. It is very

real. There will be people at the forum who
traveled there and expenenced, first hand,

the agony and suffering we are causing.

They want desperately to share this with

you.

Must we wait until American blood is

shed in the mountains of Nicaragua? Let us

stop this madness now. No matter how
much we bury ourself in our books we can-

not escape this responsibility. Let the

policy be the people's. If the people lead the

leaders will follow.

Afarr Kenen is a member of the Western

Massachusettg Latin America Solidanty

Committeie.
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Letters to the Editor

Why is a victim an alleged one?

My question is this: Can a person be

allegedly robbed, murdered or assualted?

Then why is it possible for a woman to be

allegedly raped?

430 Student Union 545-3437

The word alleged is usually used to

describe a person or persons who are

suspected of participating in a crime. Yet

on Feb. 26 Collegian readers were led to

believe a crime may or may not have taken

place.

"Alleged" is used to refer to a criminal

suspect to protect his rights of being con-

sidered innocent until proven guilty. When
applied to a victim he/she becomes guilty

until proven innocent.

Unfortunately, this rationale is all too

often used when rape is the crime. I have

not seen "alleged" used when you print

other crime reports. I suggest you use it for

all crimes or none at all.

I believe the Collegian mislead its

readers. This could prove to be dangerous

to women who live on campus, especially

those like myself who live in that area (But-

terfield). Most importantly you implied

that the victim could have lied through her

teeth. This is especially insulting and

detrimental to her and to all victims of such

a crime.

Gayle Gilberto

Central

Tonight the entire student body has the

opportunity to hear two opposing views

concerning the U.S. role in Nicaragua,

from which you can hopefully draw the cor-

rect conclusions.

The UMass Republican Club is one of the

participants, the other being the Western

Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity

Committee. The UMass Republican

panelists will be assuming the view that the

United States has a moral commitment to

assist the freedom fighters in Nicaragua;

not only for the benefit of the Nicaraguan

people, but also for the security of the sur

rounding pro-American governments in

Costa Rica, Honduras, and El Salvador.

Our position is drawn from historical

analysis of similar revolutions is Cuba, and

its effects ujH»n the Caribbean area. In ad-

dition, the internal and foreign jnilioies of

the Sandinistas should be seriously ques

tioned by the American people for future

American security rests upon the recogni

tion of the communist threat in this

hemisphere.

The U.S. was not always so hostile to the

Sandinistas; indeed, the U.S. (under Jimmy
Carter) provided crucial support for the

Sandinistas in their struggle against

Somoza. From July 19, 1979. when the

Sandinistas were victorious, until January

1981. the U.S. government provided

$142.6 million to the Sandinistas, all the

while assuming that the Sandinistas were

adhering to their promises of instituting a

democracy. But the Sandinistas contmueci

their unprecedented military buildup even

during this period of U.S. assistance. And.

by 1981. many of the original Sandinistas

joined forces with son>e ex-National Guard

smen and became the freedom fighters

now supported by the U.S.

The disastrous effects of the Sandinista

policies have been felt by nearly all the

Nicaraguan people. First, religious

Peter Dow
freedom has been attacked by the San-

dinistas since 1979. One example involves

the persecution of the Jewish community.

The PLO provide*! the training and sup-

plies, and the Sandinistas adopteii their

ideology and tactics. The Sandinistas then

procee<led tt) harass and arrest the Jews,

confiscating businesses and private pn)per-

ty, and ultimately torching their Managua
synagt>gue. In the end. the Sandinistas

fon-ed every Jewish family into exile; even

today, such totalitarian policies of the

FSLN are still strong enoiigh to repress

any attempts at developing a Jewish c*om-

munity in Nicaragua.

Additionally, what altout the brutal treat-

n>ent of the Nicaraguan Indian fieoples?

American leftists do. indeeil. find this "un-

fortunate." but then dismiss this case of

FSLN oppression in the name of furthering

"the revolution." In fact, s«)me 43,000 of

the 165.000 Miskito. Sumo, and Rama peo-

ple along the eastern coast are now either

in Sandinista concentratittn camps or in

Honduras or Costa Rkai as refugees. In ad-

dition, about 5,000 have joined the NDF
(the Nicaraguan Democratic F'orce) in the

fight against the FSLN. Most Indian

villages have been destroyed by the San-

dinistas, using massive military htattalions

and heavy air power that sweep through

the Indian territory, destroying everything

in their path.

These are only a few examples of San-

dinista brutality that justify a strong U.S.

influence in Nicaragua. For more detailed

arguments, attend tonight's open forum on

Nicaragua and learn why the U.S. must
Mjpport our allies in Central America.

Peter Dow is a member of the UMam
Republican Club

Time to give a Httle back
I think we all probat)ly agree that there

are a lot of things needing to be done in this

country and on this planet. Overseas,

thousands of kids die of starvation every

day. deserts are advancing by leaps and

bounds and millions spend their lives under

totalitarian governments. Here at home,

industrial p*)isons seep into our air and

water, the homeless freeze to death in the

streets and the infrastructure of highways,

railroads, and canals slowly crumbles

away. Depressed yet? You should be.

Hold on a minute, there seems to be

something that would go a long way

U»wards solving many of these problems.

No, I am not referring to nuclear war.

What I have in mind is almost more drastic

than that. The time has come for the

United States of America to in.stitute a

system of compulsory national service for

all young men and women.

That's right - bring back the draft. No
screwing around with lotteries or

deferments this time, though. Everyone,

whether they are black or white, rich or

poor, gay or straight would have to do their

two years. However, it would not

necessarily have to be done in the military.

Conscripts would have a choice of where to

serve. Those who do not wish to be in the

armed forces would be put to work in a

massive civilian program along the lines of

the Peace Corps or VISTA.

The potential benefits of a properiy

managed national service organization are

tremendous. A major influx of draftees

would help reverse what is becoming an in-

creasingly disturbing trend in the army,

navy, air foce, and marines. At present, the

volunteer service is mostly made up of

career-ori<»ntpH »->rofessional soldiers. Un-

fortunately, many of them can be described

by another name. That would be, of course,

mercenaries. Conscription would insure

that our national defense is manned by peo-

WiUiam J. Spain

pie whose first loyalties are to their nation

and themselves, not U) the Pentagon. You

can't buy protection like that with a nullion

"Be all you can be" ads.

Meanwhile, the civilian -nnch would be

hard at work creating thiti ^ worth protec-

ting. I do not think that we would have

much trouble keeping them busy. There are

plenty of places that need help. A few ex-

amples are: forestry and land reclamation,

menial health centers, daycare centers,

pollution control and famine relief. The list

could go on and on. There is no reason to

restrict it to the U.S.. either. Lots of coun-

tries would be thrilled at the prospect of

groups of unarmed and highly motivated

young Americans coming to help out. Most

of us are good with people, familiar with

technology, and basically neighborly. All

we need is the machinery to get it going.

Such a program would do a hell of a lot

for everyone involved. I can think of

nothing that would have a more positive ef-

fect on our collective consciousness. It

would be a great way to bring this country

together. Racial and ethnic tensions would

be sure to ease as the citizenry gets to

know each other better and realizes that

we are all human beings first.

There are sacrifices involved. Apart from

the expense to all taxpayers, people will be

asked to give several years of their lives.

That really isn't so horrible when you think

about it. After all, the last 20 years have

brought a great many new freedoms to the

young people of America. These days, we
are pretty much free to make love, take

drugs and chase the big bucks to our hearts

content. Is it asking too much for us to

start giving a little back?

William J. Spain is a Collegian columnist.
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THE PARTY'S OVER COME GRADUATION.

ORIS
RiC^ now. many ooleg* aeniore are

undaralandabty wal, narvous.

The prospect ol donrang a pn smpe suH
putBnq orw s nose to the grwidalorw or doing

baMa n the oorpome world e erxxjgh to send
mar«y aarvors oM to graduato school But the

KAndoeant have lb be that bleak miact.it

you knew what Kirx) of job was waibng lor you
at TQl Fnday s' you d be chontpmg al the b«
tograduaie

Imagna a lob managmg a hoi reataurarYi

ihMgroaaaa S3 4 rnkon arinually. with 150

ampvyaaa and tSO nianu aama

A |ob with a company tial has over 100

I mover 31 st^es with new
ortaa opening m 1965

A |0b w«h a twelva week training program

and a five day work week

A job that pays you wen and is fiMed

wilh perks

A |0b where you meet new people every day
and thai you'll hale to leave at mghl

A tab where pm sinpe suns aren t allowed

If Ihal s the kmd of job you re looking tor,

TGI Fnday s • looking lor you

Mb I soon be on your campus Comad your

placamem office tor viiarviow daiaa and amas

Ski Powder Ski Vail
UMASS SKI CLUB

Goes West for Spring Break

March 18-25
7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Vail /Beaver Creek

Round trip air

Trip Includes: Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass
ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED

(other trips don't include taxes and gratuities)

SIGN UP & INFO TABLE IN FRONT OF THE HATCH
M-F 10-3

The UMass Ski Club Is your
SPRING BREAK CONNECTION 545-3437

Fine Artsi Center
Announcing

A NUTRITION INFORMATION PROJECT
- to encourage and support conscious choice of nutritious snacks

- includes nutrition information activities at the Franklin Munchy's
and campus vending machines

- announcements on WMUA and in the Collegian

SO WATCH FOR SNACKSENSE
- questions, comnfients or suggestions are welcome

Contact: University Health Services

Division of Health Education

549-2671 Ext. 181
University Health Services

University Vending Services

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

ThcdiAMbcR
MUSICsocicry

oF UnCoIn CENTER
I

Musical Success Story
of the Generation

TUESDAY, MAR 12. 8PM
TICKETS: $12. $10. $8

QncinnaH
symphony
Qrchestra

Michael Gielen
Music Director

ANDRE MICHEL SCHUB. piano

WEDNESDAY, MAR 27. 8PM
TICKETS: $13, $11, $9

Five College Students HaltPnce TicKets avaiiaWe at Fine Arts r^
Center Box Office, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATix Outlets ^-^

Call (413) S45 2511 or 1-800 243^IS42

SPRING BREAK
Be prepared!

tr -(r -tr -Cr -Cr

I
The Colle6ian

\'i

Mar]on
Hair
Deng

An
n

Tanning Sessions

$J!fO.OOfor ten

or

$5. 00 per visit

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Mountain Farms Mall

Rt. 9

Hadley, MA
586-4551

NKVV EN(;KAM)'S

n i.au(;kst(()klk(;k DAILY |

i IS L()()KIN(; FOR A

3 SOIMIOMOKK HI SINESS M A.IOR

I
TO WORK IN TIIK

i VA SINKSS OFFK K AS AX
i

I
ASSISTANT

I FINANCE MANAGER |

I APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION ARE W

i\ AVAILABLE AT THE Collegian, 113 CAMPUS
^

S' CENTER. APPLICATION DEADLINE IS ^

i THURSDAY MARCH 14. ^

^^^^^J^^Ji^Jt^i^i^x^iy.2^jt^ji^2^j^i).i^i^^i^Jt^^^

ARTS
Artslines
The New World Theatre at the University of

Massachusetts will present The Dance and the Railnnid, a

play by David Henry Hwang at 8 pmun Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday at the Hampden Theatre. The performances

are directed by Roberta L'no Thelwell wilh choreography

by Richard Cesario. In conjuction wilh the play, martial

artist Richard C'esrio will present a free workshop entitled

"Introduction to Chinese Martial Arts" at 2 pm on

Saturday at Emily Dickinson Hall on the Hampshire
College campus. The workshop is open to the public.

Tickets for the three performances of nk« Dance and the

Railroad may be reserved in advance at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office by calling 545 2511 or may be purchased

at the door. Ticket prices are $4 for the general public and

$2 for students.

The CMass Department of Theatre will present Tom
Stt»ppard"s comedy. Rotencnmtz and Guildenstem are

Dead at H pm on Thursday. Friday, and Saturday in the

Rand Theatre of the University s Fine Arts Center.

Tickets are available through the Fine Arts Center box

office. 545 2511.

The University of Massachusetts Department of Music

and Dance will present eight faculty artist in a chamber

music program for winds and piano at 8 pm Tuesday ai

Rezanson Recital Hall. The program will mclude

lUfthovens Quintet. Opus 16. "Sextour" by Francis

I'oulnec. and Walter I'istons Three Pieces for Flute.

Clarinet and Bassoon. .Admission is free. For information

,,, !,i,t the music office at 545 2227.

Jeff Holmes, jazz composer and performer on the

University of Massachusetts music faculty, will play piano

and trumpet in a recital of his own compositKtns at 8 pm
Thursday in Bowker Auditorium. The concert is free of

charge. For more information call 545-2777.

Vt-rmont flutist Tara Howard will be the featured per

former in a faculty recital sponsored by the Performing
Arts Division at :) pm on Sunday in Bezanson Recital Hall.

Assisting will be .Amy Rose, piano; Zeke Hecker. oboe;

.lohn Kratz. clarinet: Julie Smith, horn; and John Perry.

ba^soon. The recital will feature works by Tulou. C.P.K.
Bach. Ibert, Dnzi and Prokofieff and is open to the public

without charge. For more information contact: PAD at

.'>4.'>0519.

An Ace rocker
Frehley'8 Comet Concert
Friday. Mirch 1

at the Agora Ballroom

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

I'm sure that headline will catch the eye of any KISS Army

members out there. But for those of you who aren't fans of

the glitter rtuk madmen from Manhattan, take heed. One of

the best guitarists ever to grace a stage is trying to make a

comeback.
"Space " Ace Frehley. the lead guitarist of KISS in their

heyday, made his first live appearance in four years Friday

r.ight at the .\gora A packed house, most of which was pretty

mellow durmg the hour long openmg set by Girlschool,

rushed the aUge to catch a glimpse of the new "Frehley s

Comet" The band is a definite 'Son of KISS." with a pound-

ing backbeat and seanng solos that threatened to np your

head off.

Frehley's guitar skills were unimpaired by the auto acci-

dent that forced him U) quit KISS in 1980. The lead guitar

solos on 'Rip It Out," from his stilo album, and "Cold Gin"

(remember that one?) were fast and high pitched. Frehley

made hand gestures to the engineers about five times to raise

the volume on his axe, and the effi»rt was worth it.

The crowd was quieter during "Stranger in a Strange

Land. " which was one of the Ace's post- KISS tunes, but

Back in the New York Gnwve." Frehley's solo hit, got the

crowd dancing in what little space they had to move.

The "Comet" played mostly originals, with the exception

of Ace's songs and a great version of "Deuce." Frehley's

famous smoking guitar was only one of the imaginative gim-

micks he used. alth«)ugh they were admittedly smaller scale«l

than m the dav^ "f '^"- hr»'Hlhing and exploding dmm

Jonathan Curelop as Kotiencrantz and
Christopher S. Darland as Guildengtern in the

UMass Department of Theater production of Tom
Stoppard's ROSENCRANTZ AND
GlILDKNSTERN ARE DEAD at the Rand
Theater of the UMass Fine Arts Center. March
7-9 and 13-16 at 8:00 pm. Tickets at the Fine Arts

Center box office. 545-2511 and all DaUtix
outlets.

Sft.S

By theway. Klh> uniy .Sew Knj;land

mg will be March 28 at the Spnngfield

will be general admissioa WASP, will

promises to be a spectacle on the same

earlier tours.

Frehley's charisma never wavered,

obviously buzzed The cn)wd loved him,

kind with some scorching leads. b«tt..r t

an all-around great nhow.

ap|>earance tliis spr-

Civic Center, and it

back them up. and it

idea as their famous

even though he was

. and he re!*i>onded in

han iiMial vocals and
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HAIRCUTS
ONLY Y # WW with coupon

call

,
STYLES BY DEBORAH

549-5610

j expires 3/15/85

Our lowestprices yet!

'250rF
On/ostensCom CollegeRings.

See your Jostcns representative.

Time: 10:30-4Date: March 4.5 Mon.- Tues.

Place: Outside University Store Deposit: $15.00

MS4

• t •M^nkK k.

C7 UNIVERSITY
AkSTORE^

jflPICINe JflE/HEjfiriElP

resi-

Unforeseen complications with the vencJor for the Stucient

Telephone Directory preclude publishing o Spring Semester edition.

A limited number of copies of the Foil Semester edition ore ovoih

oble ot the Deon of Students Office, 227 Whitmore. Priority

will be given to newly enrolled undergroduote students. For

dence holl room telephone numbers, coll S4S^S1S • For other infor-

mation coll the Informotion Doto Bonk ( of the Dean of Students Of-

fice) 545-1555 or the University Switcht^oord 545-0111. We opol-

o9>2^ for any inconvenience. (The Directory is printed at no cost

to students or the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.)

Dean of Students Office

Monday. March 4. 1985
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By Garry Trudeau
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

Rats By Congo

MINUIXS LATf FOR
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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GORDY By Gorde

On Humans

Where to begin on

this subject is a

difficult thing to

decide.

'-'Ex. lj:^* .' ' J£-

'''O'J'.'^hT. I-IO'M DO
MY &UMS UDO< r"

i;

—'^'^^

Males and the

Desperation

for Sex

ran

'^f'

0.

OD •?*^.r-

Interview workshop with J.S. pro-

fessor & former city editor of the

Springfield Daily News Frank
Faulkner at 3 p.m., today, in the

newsroom. Mandatory for sill staff &
correspondents. Bring questions.

foday's D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Ri>n

Tuna Onental

DINNER
Eiarbecued Chicken

Ihneapple Hani Steak

EgK and Cheddar Floren

tine

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Onental

BASICS DINNER
Bart>ecued Chicken

Egg and Cheddar Floren

tine

-What Should Be The U.S. Role In

Nicaragua?"

An Open Forum
Featuring:

^, ,.^ Western Mass. Latin
IheUMcUss American Soldiarity
Republican Club Committee

Everyone is Invited and Questions Are
F^ncouraged.

Date: Monday, March 4th

Location: Student Union Ball-Hm.

Time: 7:30 p.m.

Sponsored By: SCERA, the COL-
LEGIAN, the SGA

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l^dllrd h> I rtitlr Mtt hrl Jitllc

ACROSS
1 CH«misl s
botti*

5 Junglrau local*

* South AmtHica'
dance

14 Lando'tlw
Ofi(»rif

1* /
( '

16 Language
pecuiianlv

17 Boutonniere
(lomref

19 Damon o<lh*

20 ' -an

21 (< eo
23 E.i,.o.l

24 Treats »««iih

ronlempl
26 River in Beigiur"

27 Weeder
30 Berne s nver

! from the

'

' '«

ji uio'iiied

35 UnfoundecJ
report

39 Put in ofdp'

40 Flatter ir\ a^ai
42 Those in

opposition

43 Light up
44 Abbrs on plats

46 Wild buffalo of

India

47 Homburg
4fl Roll of cloth

51 Fortiearing

54 Anthropoid

55 Peace Pn/e
Nobehsl 1978

56 Sign ot spring'

60 Fine grained ior>

62 Handy
64 Danube tributary

65 Costly fur

66 Passport
endorsement

67 Avifauna

68 Cloy

69 DonKey Ger

DOWN
1 Cow. in Burgos
2 Munich s river

Oeiirate

Oahu verarHia

Quick to l«arn

36
37

38

legislature

Poster

HoosNir hu«no«i8t

Without

Capital of Idaho

Arabic ranK

HiMOfian
Srl>oot0f

jht

. ,.).n event

Teen
Zeus consort

Draft animals
Stale in France

•jr>eMey or r^pais

Univ course
Great Barrier

island of

New (Jealand

Overhead item

41 Colliery

43 ForrTM»r nam- '

Diakarta
4*1 ^Aii'ftngp a •

1 lie voice

; • :'
: ai land

rich in gold

50 Study
52 PresKleniiai

name

53 Crossbeam
'•' Coteries

Sacred bird of

the Nile

50 Besides
59 Official stamp
61 Floral garland

63 Presidential

nickname

ANSWER ro PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Itstili

L 111 n in u no.t ,n
.
w n n ;

«:n OlAgsXP EtrfeAlMtl
V E R bBt E E N ^Hr LSI

V

p

E

3/4/85

IM5 I •> ^lttr»r> 3l*lti

^^r \
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UNION COLLEGE
To Discuss Our

GRADUATE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
Monday, March A, ]98S

(Inmpu.s Centet i'lMuonrsi

A represent at ivt' ol I nion \.()lleKe s graduate insiiiuif o\ Administration

and Managemt-nt (Scheneitady. NY > will be on campus to discuss its

gradual*' management progi-ams in PRIVATE SECTOR MANAGE
MENT. ACCOrNTING and HEALTH SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATION
You will have a chance, in an informal setting, to learn about our unique

education opportunities.

Our programs are designed for students from all academic majors

including ones with NO PRIOR academic tKlucation in the business or

accounting field

We only offer graduate programs, so students do not have to compete

with undergraduates for faculty time

We teach in small classes (average of less than 20 students and a

maximum of 40) allowing for maximum faculty student contact

We have a number of internships in the Accounting and Health

Systems Administration pnjgrams which allows students a g(«»d mix

of academic education and practical experience

The PRIVATE SECTOR MANAGEMENT program provides strength in

the areas of computer information systems. operatH)ns management and

international management prep;iring students for positions in a variety of

industries, including high twh companies The ACCOrNII.Ntj program

prepares students to enter the field of public accounting and qualifies

them to take the C.P.A. examination The HEALTH SYSTEM^
AP.MINISTRATION pn^am prepares students for various maiuiK' nient

positions in health relatetl fields and is one of the few programs in Ne>*

York State accredited by the .Accrediting Commission for Health Services

Administratum

For more information please come to discuss your questions with a I'nion

College representative.

JINTERLOCKEN
Experiential

|

Education Center
j

I {

S with programs around the world {

I is looking for students who would enjoy J

I summer teaching jobs in: i

Soccer Environmental Studies
|

Photography Softball
|

Volleyball Rock Climbing J

Cycling Gymnastics ^

Wilderness Camping Sailing ^

Canoeing Computer Science }

See representative at

Summer Opportunities Career Fair

on Tuesday, March 5

at the Student Union

or send resume to:

Gary Kofinas

RFD-2 Box 165

"^/ a AMERICANO
2S(^ SKI and PARTY WEEK

I

^
Hillsboro, N.H. 03244 „

UMASS CLUB
QCillindton

^^ VERMONT
MARCH 1 7-22

fitt^ PROGRAM INCLUDES

coHoo

^ . -t

^° TRANSPORTATION ^

even a New Engbnd cbmbakel

,^^^ $199 -"-"^

the American Ski Week At Killinjjion. ^

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 ^%/^/^

SIGN UP & INFO TABLE
IN FRONT OF THE HATCH M-F 10-3

The UMass Ski Club is your

SPRING BREAK CONNECTION

Summer Euwloumenl

feaiunna:

Campus Cctikv %idilonam

^0 Camps
from ^le'^odlieasl

^lAasiaiixiu^i ^ew York ^Maine

Cape Cod ^ew liampjhire

^'New Jerseu Vermotif Tennsijlvania

milk infervicwin^ for

Summer Emplommnf

In Id mn-ups
atme

Shdenf Emdoumni Office

5jp -'A^ifmore ^altins "Welcoaie

Minutewomen eliminated from tourney * Gymnastics continued fnrm page It

Drop 70-60 overtime decision to West Virginia, finish at 13-15
The University of Massachusetts women's basket Hall

team finished out its season with a tough 70 60 overtime

loss to West Virginia in the first round of the Atlantic 10

tournament on Friday in Philadelphia.

The women finished the season at 13 15, improving from

last season's 10 17 mark as second year coach Barbara

Stevens continues to better the team.

The Mountaineers also eliminated the women last season

in the tourney. 73 65. I'enn State also advanced in the first

round, pounding Rhode Island 102 50.

Coach Stevens and the team were on the road yesterday

and no information was available. A complete report on the

game and a look back at the season will apear in the

Collegian tomorrow and Wednesday.

* Donovan leadsswimmers to thirdinNE
eontinued from page It

Donovan demonstrated his prowess in the pool on

Saturday with a first in the 100 yard freestyle time of

46.03. The 500 yard freestyle saw Donovan's 4:34.76. a

meet record, followed by Fuller in second with a 4:36.96.

McNeil and Flannery look ninth and tenth respectively.

King finished third in the 100 yard butterfly with a 51.76

and the 100 yard backstroke saw Surette in fifth with a

1:01.64 and the 400 yard freestyle relay team of Flannery.

McDonough. Hoover and Eric Schmidt finished eighth.

Pisani finished eighth in the three meter diving com
petition .

Eric Ciccone took an 8.95

and first place on vaulting

with a pike tsukahara.

On the parrallel bars

DeMarco and Weil tied for

first with an 8.7.

To end the meet with his

last collegiate performance,

co-captain Tony Sbarra

easily took first on high bar

with a 9.25, and Phil (lorgone

second with a 9.0.

Weil took first in the all

around with a 52.55, ahead of

Ciccone with a 51.6, and
DeMarco with a 51.4.

The four extra points

achieved on pommel horse

compensated for the abun-

dance of falls during the meet

not sticking dismounts and

tumbling passes.

"We didn't really have a

ver>' good day," coach Roy
.Johnson said. "If we had
stuck more dismounts we
could've broke a record, be-

cause a half point is deducted
for each fall."

The men, now 7-4 are pre-

paring for the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics Com-
petition next weekend at

Springfield. The women, who
finished at 6-10. are waiting

to find out who qualifies for

the Eastern Collegiate Ath-

letic Conference Competi-
tion on March 16, at New
Hampshire.

Thinking about Spring Break?

We'll tan your hide!
• Bwt pncM m tt>« vaUcy ^
• Stat»-of th»-art

^
tanning tadbtiM

• 30 day* unltmitad

tanning only 140.98
• 10 vwiti only $25.00 ptua

•MWV n«Mi mambarahtp
racaivM 1 fraa piua at

ChafiMm Amhaw
Thisyedf skip the

!iprinq Break Sunburnt

Utopia Spas
1 75 Univ«rBrty Drive. Amherst

(413(253 7727

UMASS SKI CLUB
Presents

American Ski & Party Week

KILLINGTON
MARCH 17-22

includes lift ticket for week
taxes condo accomodations, transportation,

included parties & much, much more

contact UMass Ski Club 430 S.U.B. 545 3437

$199

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea.

Amherst. New Hampshire
(Resident, Co Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of
Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity
Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,
Swim Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, Saifing, Arts 6
Crafts, Campcraft. Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk
Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel
and Nurses (R.N I

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.
Please contact: Dr. Charles B Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley MA 02181

, . . 617 237 9410 ^ . .

e-^

SUMMER OF "85 "

Summer staff wanted for large Girl Scout resident

camp. Positions available:

Smallcraft Director & Staff - Nurses

- Waterfront Staff - Soccer/Sports

Coach - Gymnastics Director 8-

Staff - General Counselors

Horseback Riding Staff.
GIRLSCXXJTS

Stop in at the Camp Fair on Tuesday, March 5th or

call or write:

Timber Trails, Star Route 158, Tolland MA 01034

413-258-4592

What Are YOU Doing
This Summer?

• Do you want to make new friends in

a casual friendly atmosphere?

• Do you want to help children to learn

new skills and enjoy a summer in the

beautiful Pocono Mts?

• Do you want to be part of a vibrant

Jewish camp community?

\F YOU DO...a summer at the New
Jersey *Y' Camps is the answer for

you!

We will be on campus Friday,

March 8. Please call Ericka at

546-8163, for more Information.

or contact. NJ YM YWHA Camps
21 FMymouth St. Fairfield, NJ 07086

(201) 575 .TW:^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Qome to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone nun^ber FREE

AUDIO

[••p«f»t«»mp'tur>e» d»ck'tumt'fwo ip IW
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Spring Braak 111 thara driving and gaa Can

J
Cria Schustac at 546.M73 at raght o>
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'
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i Craig AM'FM caaaatt* dack t60 0<gita<

I AM/FM caaaatte dack »« Gary 54fr«3H)

AVTOTOWSALt

ItTS whtta Honda CMc - axcallant coodi

I tion 11200 or BO call WrtI 566^7861 caH iata
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I
brakat. runs wall »1000 256-00<l8
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IfTt Oodga Omni - ar^ina very good

body naada work »1200 nagotwble call

S48.«383

MST OUAUTY MISUMt*

Consultation, preparation, analytis.

editing, design, layout, cover letter typing

Giarrusso 2SM»S7

INovta Poatara caH Oabii) 6«t1 batwaan

12 pm and 12 am weekdays

Perking apa eaa avMabla on eantptia cat

549 2736

Irtanpansh^ cotton ctotftaa f«K apring

mens shirts 110. women* shirts skirts end

pants •12»14, Kenya begi tU call

646 7668

Yamahe FOMO 12 etring acoustic

guitar Encelient condrtion, case 150

Peter, 253 9607 ( Undergrourxl Sound)

Sills K2 Comp 710s 185 cm with Marker

b.ndings Only »90 greet deal' 546 6466

Kanye Bags MO in the Concourse every

Thursday and Friday

Brother EP^S Electronic Printer never

tMen used BO call Lisa 263 5769

Baas Quitar, 1974 Gibson Ripper with case

and accessories, good condition. Traynor

Amp 50 wens, excellent condition. M60 tor

both, Barry 256 0074

NffL^WANTCO LOST NOOMMATC WANTtO

Alrtlnaa Hiring «14 «39.000>
Stewardeaaea, Reaarvationiat' Worldwide'
Call for Guide, Directory, Nawstettar

1 (916) 944 4444 UMasaair

I Olaaiaa In Mach cm* Smi aB6-13»
Laathar liay cfiain yvlth • kaya. If found,

I

ptaaaa caM Lauren 646-6480 anytime

Crulaaahlps Hiring. I16*30.000i Cam
bean. Hawaii. World call for Guide, Oirec

tory. Newsletter. 119161 944 4444 «

Unxsascruiaa

2 girta leoktng to ahara art fa* . >Cim

6^9133 Chris6 9S20

For apt cloae to campua. Celt 256-6741 or

734 4096 keep trying'

MOTOflCVCLCS MRVICBS

I

Joint U t U.S S R EapadHlon m the
|

Caucaaua Mountains for American and
[ Sovial etudante wtw wM be hiking and cam
I ping togatfier. MfiN mduda croaemg rnafor

i

high ettttude paaaaa and dlmbing Mt Elbrus

I
Europe's highest mountain July 14 August

fa, 1986 For information and applications

contact Ken Mack at 648-0821

•••OONT BE LEFT OUTIf*
Spend youi Spnng Breek at Daytone for on-

, ly t219 00 Includes transportation, hotel on
ttia Strip and ta«. Sign up before it's loo

|

lata' Tfiereea 6-6B2S

I rr Lauitordalal Laai cttanca Accomoda
'
tions from 1108. Tranaportation for M8

L limited apace left caM Dean 263 9071 Grsd or

Kenny 649«I64 John 649 5363

Raglatretlon Ciarh, . _,

son wanted for summer employment at

family camping sree No exp nscaaaary, pay
min CaN after noon 14131 246-9086

8QA Affirmative Action Poaltion
available requirements serious committ
rrwnt to AA pnnciplea. good organi/atinnal

E> writing skill* ability to work independently

15 hrsweek 360 hr application available

420 SUB or call 5 0341 for more info AAEOE

8IS«iZ OS880C, AM/FM CSS St,

$2200, 263 SS78 leave message
tinci

KRSONALS

FOUT LAUOERDALf
ENTEirrAtNMENT

Rack-A-Olac. Raek-A- Video Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dances for housapartys. samiformals, cam
pus events 648-7144

Wanted - student bands, comedians, an

otfiar performers »»ant to play m the Cam-
pus Canter? The Governors Program Coun
<* wants you' Call 60194 or viait CC 817

aak for John

I We need a 4tti roommate for Spnng
Breek flight from NY and hotel room in

1 Sheraton Yankee Trader »418 hotel room

alone »234. 8 days and 7 nights For more
info call Adam 6-8886, Mike 64884 or

|Chris6«B2

imCOME TAX PREPARATION

INCOME TAX preparation at your sarvice

LOWEST RATES (Tax Deductible) Taxes

1 prepared quickly for the LARGES'T possible

refund Call Stephen Shore 646^6869

D 6 D tlti laval siflord looking for a good
DM and adventurers call 6 1 132

Work study workers needed by the Stu

dent Union An Gallery We need high quali

ty cabinetry Call Jane leave n»me end

number 546^0792 or 549 6725

Is it true you can buy leeps for M4 through

ttie U S government? Get the facts today'

Call 1312 742 1142 ext 5931 A

Chawul Happy one month haraa to more

PS you know k>ve MR 3.46

COINS 123/121 tutoring 15 00 per hr

lormer 123' 121 grader 4 semester unrversi

ry consultant Alex 253 7666

WORD PROCESSING Theees reports,

resumes, cover letters etc professions! ser

vice, reMonaWe rates EXPRESS, 546 6919

TUTORS

I
Tutors for French, Spanish. Ruaaian and

' Italian available at 549 4793

TYPINQ

TRAVEL
Anrfy'a Typing Barvfaaa 9M- 1000

INSTRUCTION
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

FOUND

Found near PIka. coat 2/9 can 61100 to

Idantlfv

iKnovw your car. Basic automobile
Iworkahop 28 hours including clasaroom

land shop Limited enroHment 263-2088

Caaa*. ripail. Olaaanatlona. Thaaaa,

on-campua. varv raliabia, low rataa, Nancy

584^7924

Monti «al Spring Break Weekend M8.00
plus tl9 00 tax h service includes round

tnp trans in luxury motor coach plus 3 days

2 nights at Hotel Sherbourg in downtown
Montreel or Holiday Inn Payment in full one
week prior to deperture Drinking age 18

Night clubs open till 3 am NO PERSONAL
CHECKS Town Tours & Travel 482 Mam St

Maiden MA 02148 (6171 321 3993 Deperture

Datee Mar 2-4, Mar 9il. March 16^18,

March 23 25

' Ft. Lauderdale 'M - For information and
reservations on tlie t>est hotels st tfie beat

I
prices call the Student Travel Service at

16071 272-6864 Student Travel Service. 213

I

East Seneca Street. m>aca. f4aw York 14860

WANTED

1 or 2 bedroom apt m Townef>ouse or I

Brsndywme take over leese June 1 call Hob
]

I 546 7800 or Lou 54*9649

Wanted! 1 or 2 bedroom ept in Puffton to]

I

take over June 1st «25 reward caM Juan
J

546 5702 or Luis 546-4671

I

If you're a atudant who is interested inj

' helping bnng ttie erts to the Campus Center.

then why not join tfie Governor's Program!

Council? Call 6^0194 or come to CC 817 Aak

for John
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Minutemen roll, 68
Finish tiedfor fourth,

faceRutgers in tourney

with win overDukes

By STEVE COOPERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

PnTSBlTlGH The University of Masnachusetta snap-

ped a three-game losing streak as sc^nior co- captain Horace
Neysmith scored 25 points and hauled down 1 3 rebounds to

lead the Minutemen to a 68-59 victory at Duquesne on
Saturday.

UMass caught both Rutgers and (leorge Washington for

fourth place in the Atlantic 10 as the Scarlet Knights were
upset by Rhode Island 71-69 and West Virginia beat the

Colonials 73-63. All three teams fmished at 9-9.

A coin flip decided the tournament seedings and the

Minutemen were paired with Rutgers in a quarterfinal game
on Thursday at T.'U) p m. (ieurge Wa«huigton faceh St
Joaeph's at 12:30 p.m.

St Joe's dowiMd Temple on Saturday, giving West
Virginia sole poaMasion of Tu-st place at 16-2.

The win gave UMass its most victories since in the 1977

78 season and for the Arst time UMass will not have to play in

the preliminar>' round of the conference tournament The
tourney, at Rutgers, gets underway on Wednesday.
UMass. which was picked for last in pre season coaches

polls, trailed at only 2 and 4 on Saturday as balanced
scoring and strong defense keyed the victory.

Senior co-captain Donald Russell added 16 points, fresh-

man Lorenzo Sutton continued on his tear with 15 with

senior forward Bobby Braun getting four and six rebounds.

Guard ColUn Dobbs had 18 for the Dukes, but high- scoring

Rick Suder was held to just 10 by the Minutemea
But it was Neysmith who contmlled the game, hitting

seven of 13 shots from the floor and 1 1 -of- 1 6 from the line in

one of his best efforts.

UMass, 13-14 overall, tcx>k the lead for good at 5-4 on a
Sutton jumper from the wing after a Jackie Sheehan feed
They led at halftiroe. 30-25 as reserve center Tom Emer-

son dropped m an 18- footer from the comer with a second
remaining in the period Neysmith had 13 points in the

half.

In the second half. Duquesne climbed back to within two.

5 1 -49 with four minutes left but a foul shot by Neysmith and
a Russell layup but the margin back to five and UMass
cruised in from there.

'Tm real happy with this. We played well enough to win
tonight and we just have to sharpen a few things up for the

tournament" UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said "We in-

creased the defensive intensity and we did a nice job in the

first half (during which they held the Dukes without a field

goal for a stretch of 13:38)."

"This team is one of the most together Fve been on in four

years." Russell said "We had a Uttle trouble getting
established tonight but we got it together and pulled away. It

was a gocjd effort"

But the senior guard also cautioned. "Rutgers will be
tough, it's in their gym and we have to come prepared"

Cuilcfiaii ptMto bjr Rhmn (>onyr

Senior co-captain Horace Neysmith had 25

points and 13 rebounds in Saturday's 68-39 win
at Duquesne.

For the game. UMass was 24-of-57 from the floor (42 per-

cent) and 19-of-29 from the line for 66 percent They com-
mitted an unusually high 18 turnovers, but outrebounded
the Dukes 44-25.

Swimmers pull

third in NE's

,

Donovan stars
Yarworlh Coach ofthe Year

By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD The I'niversily of Massachusetts men's

swim team proved themselve.s as a force to be contended

with this weekend as they took third place at the New
Kngland Championships at Springfield College.

Southern Connecticut took first with a 483.5. upsetting

Williams College six year reign. Williams had a 436.5.

followed by UMass' 423.5. Tufts and Springfield, two

schooU that UMass lost to in the fall, placed fourth and

fifth respectively.

I'Mass has not placed in the top three in New England

since the 1930s and were eighth last year.

"We really did well." coach Russ Yarworth said. "We won
six New England championships tlimest and set five New
England records. All the guys did a finejob it was a team
effort".

Drew Donovan was outstanding in all his events winning

the 100 yard. 200 yard and 500 yard freestyle and

breaking the league, meet and p<x>l records in the 200 with

a 1:38.77. In addition. Donovan helped the HOO yard

frcesvle relay team of Jim Flannery. tri captain Paul

McNeil and Craig Fuller lo a first place win. with a 6:52.96.

"I wasn't sure how well I'd do but I was really pleased by

my time in the 200. I wanted to do better times in the 200

and 500." he said.

Fuller also contributed immensely to the cause, spinning

the 200 yard butterfiy with a time of 1:50.07. and setting

t he league, pool and meet records in that event

.

"1 did about s» hat I expected lo do but I missed the NCAA
qualifying time by 1.4 seconds. " he said. Fuller will make a

second attempt lo qualify this weekend at a time trial at

Brown University.

Yarworth was honored as this year's Charles E. Silvia

Coach of the Year, chosen by (Hher New England Inter

collegiate Swimming Association coaches. "I couldn't be

happier, "he said.

The meet started well for the Minutemen on Thursday

night when Fuller blew away the competition in the 1,660

yard freestyle with a 15:55.76. McNeil finished a sur

prising third with a 16.29.77.

In the 400 yard individual medley. Paul McDonough
finished an admirable lOlh with a time of 4:20.91 and

Steven King took 16th.

In Friday night's events. Fuller had his record shattering

time in the 200 yard butterfiy. followed by King in fourth.

Mark Surette poured it on in the 200 yard backstroke,

taking sixth with a2:01.64. McDonough placed eighth with

a 2:02.02.

In the 200 yard breaststroke. Mike Hoover look sixth

with a 2:15.59. foltowed closely by Fred Marius in ninth.

Divers Pat Mullen and Keith Pisani took 12th and 16th

respectively in the one meter diving competition.

Hoover, with a 2:04.67. finished 12th in the 200 yard

medley relay with a 3:36.05.

continued im page 1
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Gymnasts cruise at home as men pound
Springfield andwomen destroy Rutgers
Weil leadsmen to 7-4 record, Pancoastpaces women overKnights
By KATHLEEN HANNAN
Collegian Correspondent

Seven months of hard work
paid off for the University of

Massachusetts gymnastic
teams, ending the season

with the women defeating

Rutgers 160.35-144.9, and
the men surpassing Spring-

field 260.8-249.3.

Senior co-captain Jennifer

Pancoast stole the show for

the women, capturing first

place in all four events. It

began on vaulting where she

earned herself an 8.9 for a

tuck tsukahara. a trick which
is rarely demonstrated in

coUegiate women's gymnas-
tics because of its difficulty.

Pancoast again placed first

for a fluent routine on the

uneven parallel bars with an
8.25.

UMass dominated on the

balance beam. Difficult

maneuvers such as back
tucks, and front and back
handsprings were shown to

capture a total of 38.45

points. Pancoast and Tricia

Camus tied for first with an

8.5.

On fioor exercise, UMass
tumbled one of their best

meets all season. Senior co-

captain Abbey Farris per-

formed her first meet since

last June. Due to a serious

knee injury last season she

was forced to sit out from

competition but came back
strong for her farewell, earn-

ing an 8.0.

"With a theater major and
dance concentration, its easy

to go out on the floor and say

with a routine 'Hey. Fm hot!'

and let everyone know it"

she said.

Ending the meet with an

8.65 Pancoast clinched first

place with an enthusiastic

routine to the music of

"Please Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood" No one
misunderstood Pancoast as

she took the all-around with a

34, Chris Cloutier was
second with a 32.25, and
Tricia Camus third with a

31.4.

The men ended their

.sea.son in superior fashion,

beating Springfield for the

second time in a week, taking

the first at the New Englands

first second, and third in the
all-around.

Roberto Weil placed first

on the floor exercise with a

9.1, inching past Joe
DeMarco with an 8.9.

The men excelled on the
pommell horse, collecting a

conglomeratjve 42.15 points
of the event, which on the
average is four points higher
than they usually score. Co-
captain Ken Dougherty stole

first with a 9.45, his highest
score ever for the event
Dougherty performed his

last collegiate routine, but
will be returning next semes-
ter as assistant coach.

On the still rings, DeMarco
took second place with a

9.15.

continued on page 11
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Tip O'Neill peps UM students inHouse chamber
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON- U.S. House Speaker Thomas P. ONeUl

Jr. told a group of University of Massachusetts students

yesterday that he needs their help in the fight against

President Ronald Reagan's proposed financial aid cuts.

In a meeting on the floor of the House of Representatives.

O'Neill said he foresees financial aid cuts "along the Imes."

"But they're not going lo l>e cut in their fullest." he said.

"The more people that speak out (against the cuts), the

softer the blows are going lo be."

Students .Vdvmaling Financial Aid. a group of 53 UMass
students who loliby CongrcM each year, met yesterday

with ONeill and other congressmen to thank them for past

support and to ur^e that the> maintiiin federal student aid

at present levels.

"I have to tell you the truth that there \m1I Im- < ng

the lines. Hut we'r«' kfniiu' out !h«>r«' in >a!\aL'<' i as

we can," he said.

ONeill. a Boston CoUegt- graduate, said he has seen the

education system t'rn^ info :* vv^^u.m of ufmo<.i ini

portance.

"The truth of the matter is that education is the greatest

asset we have." O'Neill said.

ONeill said there is a behef by many that "Kw many

people are being educated. 1 ihmK that's ridicubus."

Alluding to arguments presented yesterday by many
student lobbyists that financial aid ls "welfare for the rich,

but they don't like lo mention that and the newspapers

don't either."

Stressing the importance of minimizing financial aid cuts.

O'Neill asked students to voice their concerns lo local

representatives. O'Neill said he arranged a meeting with

S.XFA on the Hou.se floor to congratulate them for their

lobbying efforts. He said personal contiR-t is vital to

pursuade members of I'ongress.

"Its sad but its true." O'Neill said. "The s«jueaky wheel

gets the irrt-.tM- even in the government.'

ONeill meets with SAFA whenever they go to

W.ishinKi*"'. lailed the group the most effective student

linuniial aid lobby in the country. He said students can be

of service again this year. when, because of the federal

deficit, financial aid becomes the tarr "
' utli,'»t refor

mers.

When a student told O Neill about a legislative assistant s

conunents that college students, who \ote«I over

whelmingly tor Reagan, should not complain ab*iul the

cutbacks. O'Neill pointed out that acn>s.s the nation people

voted for lK»miH-ratic congrevsnu r

"Should we deny p<"ople the r:«hi ui an education simply

because they cannot afford if" O'Neill asked. "I say no."

SAFA wastes no time in D.C.
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Colletcian Staff

WASHINGTON-Divided into 13 groups, 53 Students

Advt>cating Financial Aid (SAFA) from the University of

Massachusetts yesterday visited U.S. ct>ngressioruil of-

fices seeking support in the fight against President

Rijnald Reagan's pro^xised financial aid cutiiacks.

The students arrived by bus here Sunday for a fimr day

lobt)ying eff«>rt. Yesterday, the group met with Rep.

Silvio Conte. R Pittsfield. in a Hous«* of Repre-sentatives

hearing nK)m that SAFA is using a^ ' ' : irters.

"You pickfil a g«MKl tune to lie in ^'• .. "' Conte

Uild the students. "Ytxi can feel the tensKm m the air
"

Referring to the lo)

'

'"''

we can «lo it if we all
|

t»>gether."

He siiid the .siHitidest .

•

I'Uts wcHild be to prop« .

;

dwrease in cunvnt student aid fumlin^

"We welconie a fn- ss the boanl Init th <•

is jierhafw going to .;..,..... defense. b<i» '*"• ' si

dtx'sn'l want that at all," C«»nte said.

f'onte said. "1 think

:ind take the lunip-^

i.^Ulli>t '•

an iti'

WHATA DRAG!-A V«k*trnty f^M<ma^u»ettg student walks by steps to the Campwt CenieryttAmkeym temprmtures drop-

ped and stwwfdL An uttf^iosaiU reminder ikat Winter in imI yet owr.

Fac senate
to view report
H> LESLEY CLAHK
Collegian Staff

Public release of the report on Yvetle

Henry came a step cl«»s«*r yesterday as the

Committee on the Status of Minorities at

the University of Massachusetts met wilh

facuhy senate .Secretary. Robert Jones,

and unanimously agreed the report be

presented shortly to the senate.

Castellano Turner, chairman of the

committee, said his group was asked by the

faculty senate Rules Committee last week if

they intended the report be made public.

He said )x«caus«' the commit le«' decision to

release the report was unanimous, "it

should move the rules committee right

along, and we should see this report on the

M'nate agenda shortly."

Turner said Jones suggested the

rfH'ommendations contained within the

rep<»rt should be presented to the s«'nate as

a motion for further action, lo guard against

further "panic among University ad

ministrators."

The recommendations within the report

include: a thorough investigation of the role

played by off campus agencies involved in

on campus investigations, a clarification of

the responsibilities of the Dean of Students

Office related to the welfare of all students,

and a need for more crisis training of

campus police.

Students debate Nicaraguan problem
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Two student groups clashed over United States policy

toward Nkaragua in a panel discussion at the University of

Massachusetts last night.

The UMass Republican Club urged continued U.S.

support for rebels, known as Contras. fighting the San

dinista government, while members of the Western Mass.

Latin American Solidarity Committee (WMLASC) said the

Reagan administration is sponsoring "an illegal and im

moral war" against Nicaragua.

SporUi information photo

Senior Ken Dougherty and the UMaas Gym-
nastics team defeated Springndd
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"It's sad hut it's true. The squeaky wheel gets th£

gmm wen vn the swemmenL "-Tip O'NeiU

Republican Club member, Rodman Snelling, told a crowd

of about 500 in the Student Union Ballroom that, "the

regime represents revolution perverted and

betrayed... (and is) an ever-growing menace to its neigh-

bors.

"While claiming peaceful intentions...Nicaragua is ac-

tively engaged in attempts to overthrow" Costa Rica and

El Salvador, Snelling said in support of the U.S. backed

contras who have been fighting the Sandinistas since 1981

.

He cited what he called 'enormous" Soviet arms shipments

to Nicaragua.

WMLASC's Marc Kenen responded, "Nicaragua is a

country the size of Iowa... it poses no threat to its neigh

bors. Their weapons are of a defensive nature " to fight off

the contras, he said.

The four WMLASC members participating in the forum

asserted that the contras have no popular support.

Kathleen Lacey. said she spent four weeks in Esteli. acity

in northwestern Nicaragua, and learned that the guerrillas

"burn crops, destroy buildings, and kidnap and kill the

civilian population."

Continued on page 3

Directory nixed for this spring

The Student Telephone Directory will not be published

at the University of Massachusetts this semester and

University officials yesterday declined to say why.

Dean of Students, William F. Field, confirmed an an-

nouncement in the Collegian which said, "Unforeseen

complications with the (directory's) vendor" will prevent

publication, but refused to elaborate.

"That advertisement was prepared in consultation

wtih the University's lawyer (Sidney Meyers) and it says

it has to say," Field said.

He refused to comment on who the vendor is, what the

complications are and what kind of legal problems

developed in dealing with the vendor.

However, the Collegian has learned that Luther Jones,

an Amherst entrepreneur, had the contract to publish

the directory but missed a deadline.

Field said there are no plans yet to separately publish

the Dean's List, which is usually included in the student

phone book.

The directory is published each semester as a public

service of the Dean of Students Office at no charge to

students, Field said.
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GIANT POT HOLE—This street in San Antonio. Chile, near Santiago, was all but destroyed Sunday after a

massive earthquake Hh<M>k the area.

Reagan urges Congress to approveMX
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan pressed

Congress yesterday to move ahead with the MX missile

program, arguing it is vital to Americas security and the

success of r S Soviet nuclear arms talks next week in

Geneva.
"Without the Peacekeeper, our chances of reaching an

equitable agreement with the Soviet Uni<MJ to reduce

significantly the size of our nuclear arsenals are sub

statially lowered." said Reagan.

"Peacekeeper" is the nickname he gav** »h»« long range

nuclear missile.

In a report on the nussile. Reagan urged Congress to

release $1.5 billion in funds frozen last fall for 21 new

missiles. Those missiles were approved by Congress two

years ago, and they are scheduled for deptoyment early

next year.

Reagan's report warned that if Congress delays or

eliminates the program on the eve of the Geneva talks,

"the impact could be far reaching, extending not only to

the failure of the strategic negotiations, but it may affect

the broader East West relationship as well."

In a speech to the Natk)nal Association of Countries.

Reagan called the Geneva talks "the most important set of

arms discussions this nation will likely conduct in this

decade." And he said the House and Senate votes on the

MX "will directly, perhaps dramatically, affect the out

come at Geneva
"Just as a str<»nK' bipartisan congresMonal vole to move
ahead with Peacekeeper would send a signal that America
comes to Geneva united and resolute." Reagan said, "so a

negative vote in either house would undercut our

negotiators and send a message to Moscow that America is

an irresolute and divided nation whose divisions can be
exploited at (ieneva. That must not happen."

The president's report will be folbwed by the in

troduction of a resolution in Cxtngress that sets a timetable

for a series of House and Senate votes on the issue shortly

after the talks begin in Geneva. The votes are expected
about March 20, White House officials say.

Two White House officials argued the president's case

before the American I.«gion on Monday. Edward L.

Rowny, arms control adviser and former strategic missiles

negotiator, said the MX is "absolutely essential" to con

vince the Soviets to bargain in Geneva.

Lebanon blast destroys mosque, kills 15
MAARAKE, Lebanon (AP)—A bomb explosion yester-

day shattered the upper floor of a mosque in this

stronghold of Shiite Moslom resistaiKe to Israeli occupa-
tion, and the United Nations said 12 people were killed

and 25 wounded in the blast. Ix?banese police .said there

were 15 dead and 30 wounded.
The explosive charge was on the nxif over the offices of

the Shiite Amal militia, south Lebanese security forces

said. The blast collapsed the two-story stone mosque's up-

per floor and among the dead were two guerrilla leaders

and an infant, apparently crushed by falling concrete.

U.N. spokesman Timure Goksel said there were 12 dead
and 25 wounded after French U.N. forces and rescue
workers completed a search of the rubble.

Thf Lfhaiifse police independently issued a higher

casualty toll.

The explosion came a day after Israeli forces ended a
24-hour siege of Maarake in one of the raids Israeli troops

have conducted in the past two weeks to curb guerrilla at-

tacks on Israeli forces withdrawing from southern
Lebanon.
Lebanon's state radio accused Israel of setting off the

explosion and residents of Maarake, a center of Shiite

Moslom opposition to the 33-month Israeli occupation,

claimed Israel was to blame.

But the Israeli military spokesman's office in Tel Aviv
said it "strongly denies" any involvement in the town,
about seven miles east of the port city of Tyre.

Steel plant bombed, Iran says
NICOSIA. Cyprus (AP)— Iraqi war planes bombed a gas

station and a steel plant in southern Iran yesterday killing

11 people, then attacked Iran's partially constructed

nuclear plant at Bushehr on the Persian Gulf, the official

Iranian news agency reported .

The agency, IRNA, said two Iraqi jets fired a total of six

rockets on Ahwaz, capital of the southern Iranian oil pro-

vince of Khuzistan early Monday afternoon, killing at least

11 people and wotinding 30. The gas station was destroyed

and three units of the steel plant were damaged, it added.
In Baghdad, the Iraqi military spokesman reported only

that Iraqi wari)lanes carried out 103 lK)mbing raids on Ira-

nian "positions, troop gatherings and equipment" in the
central and southern sector of the front.

IRNA said the attack on the plant at Bushehr occurred
after the first bombings, when an Iraqi jet fired a single

Exocet missile, causing "some damage" to the nuclear
plant but no casualties.

Chileans camp
in city streets

after 'quake'
SANTIACk), Chile (AP)-Thousands of people camped

m iU'bris strewn streets yesterday driven from their

lu.tni s liy afWrshtK-ks of a major earthquake that killed at

least 124 people and injured 2.000 in central Chile.

Authorities imposed a curfew to stop looting.

The quake crumbled the front section of a church in San

Bernardo, just outside the capital, killing 10 people who

were atU'nding Sunday evening Mass. It knocked down

walls, cut communications and swayed skyscrapers in

Santiago and other cities in an 800-mile stretch.

Officials said they expected the death toll to rise as com-

munications were restored and reports came in from

outlying cities and towns.

Authorities said the hardest-hit areas outside Santiago

were Valparaise and Vina del Mar, coastal cities in this

narrow countr>' that stretches 2.600 miles along South

America's western shore. The three cities have a combin-

ed population of about 6 million.

Deaths also were rept)rted in the cities of Rancagua and

San Antonio.

The quake struck at 7:47 p.m. Sunday and the National

Karthquake Information Center in (k)lden, Colo., said it

measured 7.4 on the Richter sc-ale. Within six hours. San-

tiago residents had felt about 48 aftershocks, st)me strong

enough to rock tall building Milder tremors continued

yesterday.

The quake was felt in Argentina, across the .Andes

Mountains, particularly in the foothill cities of Menduza.

San Juan and Tucuman. but no casualities or major

damages were reported. Some residents of high rise

buildings in Buenos Aires. 600 miles east of the Chilean

border, rep«jrted slight movement.

Argentine federal police said the quake caused land-

slides that bl<x.'ked the Andes highway to Santiago at the

frontier town of Las Cuevas. about 120 miles west of Men-

doza.

The Chilean gf)vemment imposed a midnight to 5 a.m.

curfew in much of the earthquake zone to prevent looting,

which was reported overnight in some heavily damaged
commercial districts.

Francisco Cuadra, chief spokesman for the military

government, said yesterday that the death loll had risen to

124. counting only newly found victims in Santiago and
Valparaise. Officiids said at least 2,000 peopk were hurt.

Covemment reports said there was heavy damage at

Melipilla, a town southwest of Santiago, but the situation

in dozens of small rural communities remained unclear

because of the communications failures.
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Correction— Part of a
sentence in a story on
measles yesterday was inac-

curate. Students should
make an appointment for a
vaccination if they were not
immunized after their 12th
month and not after their

12th year as stated.

UMASS RUGBY TEAM
PRE-SPRING BREAK BASH

Tonite At

CHANGES
7

CHANGES

Dance Club

BAR
DRINKS

All Night

All Week

Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden) 256-8284
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PI«/7S(?I« S«00
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»o minutes SAVEw Additional Off

Aith purchase
of a set ot 4 tires

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Mich»lin Tires Also Specially Priced
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MC
AX

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

Car
Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
1 549-?880

MASS. APPROVtO INSPECTION STATION

SWt*T 4^"
MA Sales Tax Extra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
"Fut Service Tire Store

78 Sund«fland Rd . No Amherit. MA
Across from Watroba s Store

AX-VISA-MC 549-4704

Editor's Note—In celebration of International Women's Event the Collegian this week will pose a series of

questions seeking the views of intematutnal women at the UniiH-rsity of Masscwhusetts.

INTERNATIONAL ^|,„'5 rhc women's movement

WOMEN UkE IN yOUR COUNTRY?
ly D*boroh hou

Name: Anne Kainikka
Major: Linquistics

Country: Finland

There is a women's move-

ment in F'inland but it

doesn't have as much
pubUcity as in America.

Finnish women are more
liberated than American
women. In Finland women
work, it's not unusual to be

a career-woman, but here

it's still a big deal.

Name: Marilyn Bou
Major: Economics
Country: Puerto Rico

For women of color, it's

hard to define what the

women's movement is.

When you're bu.sy fighting

racism you must align

yourself with the man of

color oppressing you in

order to overcome a larger

oppressit»n.

Name: Anette Ringwold
Major: Comparative
Literature and Political

Science

Country: Germany

American women are

more conscious about

feminism than German
women. There are more
feminists here. In C»er-

many. we don't even have

women's studies pro-

grams.

Name: Flavia Smith
Major: l'sycholog>

Country: Brazil

In Brazil, there are some
feminist* but they are not

as fanatic as in America.

Pei»ple joke a lot about

Latin- American macho,
but it's not that si'rious.

It's beginning to

change— but very slowly.

Panelists will press candidates in debate tonight
Candidates for the Student (.iovernment Association co-

pr«'sidenry at the I'niversity of Massachuselss will debate

at 7 p.m. today in Campus Center room 163.

Stacy Roth and Dan Burgess; Patrick Keohan and Teresa

Sbardella and Kim Hackett and Michael Cerrato are the

three teams who turned in completed nomination papers

by the March 1 deadline.

The candidates will be questioned in rotating order by

four panelists, agreed upon by the candidates at a meeting

last night. The panelists will be Dave Pasquantonio. co

Argentines visit UMass
to give system a look
Hv LARKY IU)1 CHIE
ColU't?ian Staff

Four Argentine rectors visited the Cniversity of

Massachusetts last week to learn how United States higher

education could enhance their own curriculum.

Associate to the Chancellor, t'leveland Donald, said the

admmistrators were on campus from Wednesday night

until Saturday morning, meeting with UMass officials.

Five College representatives. Cyommunication Studies

staff, Stockbridge School of Agriculture staff, and Latin

American scholars and students now in the U.S.

The rectors came to UMass as part of a 30 day trip to the

U.S. sponsored by the Insitute of International Education,

a branch of the United States Informatwn Agency. The

rectors will also visit other colleges, universities, and

education institutions, he said.

"The program allows outstanding leaders and educators

from abroad to meet and discuss educatk)nal concerns with

their U.S. counterparts," Donald said. "This provides a

unique opportunity for them to find them find out how

American universities are doing."

Donald said the rectors came specifically to UMass

because of Chancellor Joseph D. Duffeys initiative visit to

Argentina in December and also because of feedback from

Francisci Jose Delich, rector of the National University of

Buenos Aires, who visited UMass last month.

Last week, Duffey confirmed that he and history

professor Robert A. Potash will be traveling to

Washington in two weeks to meet Argentine President

Raul Alfonsin.

President of Urchiiru luU. relHila Cordova of S'ummo

Sewt. Steve Cooperstein. News Director of WMUA radio

station and a Collegian representative. Dave Carney of the

Peoples Cay Alliance will be asked to fill in if any of the

panelists decline to participate.

The debate, scheduled for two hours, will be moderated

by SGA Governmental Affairs Committee Chairman. John

Crowley.
The debate is sponsored by the Governmental Affairs

Committee and will be broadcast by WMUA.
JOHN YONCE

Regent committee
discusses tuition
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A subcommittee of the State Etoard of Regents of High^
Education announced yesterday the possibility of a small

tuition increase for the University of Massachusetts and

other state schools next year but indicated that factors also

pointed against it.

James Keller, a student representative, said the

Administration and Finance Committee has concluded that

a state budget surplus, possible cuts in financial aid and

more tuition waivers could help prevent a fee increase.

Indicators point towards a low increase, if at all. ' said

Keller, UMass Student Government Association co

president

.

But another student at the meeting. Beth Harrington, co^

chairwoman of the Public Policy Committee in the

Undergraduate Student Senate, said the regents "do not

have the correct student perspective on how an increase

would effect them."

"They (regentsi asked us if students would accept a

reasimable increase but last year's seven percent or ten

percent is not rea.sonable. ' Harrington said. "I don't think

the regents want an increase but they might be pressured"

into recommending one.

"We'd like to be against a tuition increase but we have to

wait for all the information and data to devekip." Regent
John Vox said.

But Vox also said he and other regent members agreed
that an increase would be devastating if President Ronald

Reagan's proposed financial aid cutbacks are ratified.

Harrington said the regents do not realize that "tlM

situation in Washington looks bad."

"This IS not the year for an increase." she said.

Harrington explained that the federal 198(> fiscal budget,

involving the cutbacks, will nyt be <*omplete<l until fall but

that the regents will decide on a possible mcrease by April.

This will put students "in deep trouble if the cuts pass and
the increase happens." she said.

Keller said the committee would make a formal recom-

nM'ndation at its next meeting and will present it to the

entire lH>ard <if regents in April.

<'<>ll«1(ian fkmUi by llavid Druiiar

Members of the audience stand in line to ask questions and offer opinions at a student debate on U.S. policy

in Nicaragua last night in the Student Union Ballroom.

i^Debate

Man threatens hotel desk clerk

An unidentified man flashed what appeared to be a small

caliber revolver at a Campus C^enter Hotel clerk and told

him "Get me a girl. " University of Massachusetts police

said.

The clerk reported the incident Friday morning, several

hours after the man threatened him.

Anti Semitic, anti Iranian, and other racist statements

were written on walls on the third floor of the Physical

Sciences Library. A library staff worker reported the

vandalism Friday afternoon, police said.

Police broke up a fourth floor lounge party in

MacKimmie House in Southwest that was attended by

about MW people Saturday night. A children's swimming

p(K)l filled with lemonade and vodka was found at the

party, police said. Dormitory furniture was piled up on a

stairwell, blocking the tire escape.

CllKlSI'DON

"The people of Nicaragua fear the contras. They do not

support them." Lacey said.

"The Reagan Administration fabricates stories and

reaches for straws to justify an illegal and immoral war."

Kenen said, adding that there is "no evidence" the San

dinistas are aiding leftist guerrillas in El Salvador.

But Loren Spivak. one of four Republican panelists, said

many contra leaders are former Sandinistas who. "having

discovered the true nature of the regime, now fight for

frj'edom."

Republican Club member, Peter Dow, said the U.S.

government does not have concrete evidence of

(Umtxnvfd fnrm page I

"we have only 55Nicaraguan arms smuggling because

advisers in K\ Salvador."

|{oth panels were applauded frequently by members of

the audience, who also lined up 20 deep to ask questions

and offer opinions. In response to a question about the

prospects of direct U.S. military intervention in

Nicaragua, Republican Club President. Stephen Erickson,

said. "If we can give aid to the freedom fighters now, we
will not have to find ourselves in a combat situation.

"

"We do not mean to portray Nicaragua as a Utopia,"

Kenen said. ".Ml (the Nicaraguans) ask of us is to let them

make their own mistakes."

iKSAFA
The groups met with more than 40 legislative aides who

were able to schedule meetings for them. SAFA said for

the most part, the legislators they spoke with did not sup-

port Reagan's proposed cutbacks in aid.

But today, the agenda includes meetings with represen-

tatives and senators whose voting records show less sup-

port for financial aid.

* 'imttnued fnrm page I

SAFA today will al.so meet with Massachusetts

Senators, Edward M. Kennedy and John Kerry, and atr

tend a subcommittee hearing featuring testimony by U.S.

Education Secretary William Bennett. Bennett, who sup

ports the cuts, has said that students will have to give up

luxuries such as spring break trips to Florida and stereos

if they want to afford college.
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GO FOR
THEGOLD.

You vc just about completed one
bi^ challenj^e — your de^ee. Ready for

the lu xt^ Go for the gold. The gold

bars ot a SeccM^d Lieutenant in the Amiy.
It's no picnic. O.C.S. (Officer

Candidate Sch(X)l) is a 14-week chal-

lenge that will make you dig deep inside

yourself tor mental and physical tough-

nc^ss When you cc^me (uit, you 11 be

trim, tit, a commissioned officer in the

Army, and ready to exercise the leader-

ship skills civilian companies put

such a premium on.

Ck^ tor the gold. It could help you

when ycui re ready to reach for the

brass rinL^

In Northampton call:

586-9334

US Army Office

241 King St.
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One Florida city runs break

on an' invitation only basis

Tuesday, March 5. 1985!

BOSTON (AP) Students at Boston

University and six Ivy League schools are

being urged "by invitation only" to spend

their spring break on the beaches of

Jacksonville, V\&., instead of mixing with

the masses farther south.

The promotion is the brainchild of the

Convention and Tourist Bureau of

Jacksonville, which wants to lure the

preppy crowd from other resorts and ski

slopes where undergraduates flock during

Easter week, said Executive Vice President

Terry Kitzpatrick.

But several Boston area students said this

week they weren't tempted by the prospect

of cheap air fares, cut rate car rentals, and

"big name" entertainment.
"1 probably could not think of a place I

would less like to spend my spring

vacation," said Mike Hirschern of New
York City, a junior at Harvard University.

"The whole idea of a meat market, which is

basically what they are promoting, is not

quite mv cup of tea."

"If you wanted to go to some place on the

beach and sit in the sun, I wouldn't go to

Florida, " said Karen Wilkes, a Boston

I'niverily student from Athens, Ga. "If it

costs the same, why not goto Bermuda".'

"

The schools targeted by the promotion are

mostly members of the Ivy League

Harvard, Dartmouth, Yale, Columbia,

Brown, and Cornell where officials were

receptive to the idea of a Jacksonville

promotion campaign, Kitzpatrick said.

In January, representatives from tourist

bureau visited the exclusive Northeast

schools, hand delivering hundreds of

pounds of brochures, posters, and flyers

that specify students are welcome "by

invitation only."

Boston University, where the number of

students sick in a measles epidemic rose to

62 last week, was included in the

promotional swing at the request of officials

there, he said, even though their sprmg

break began Friday, several weeks before

many other schools.

.As part of the promotion. Piedmont

Airlmes and Hertz car rental have agreed

to give discounts to bonafide college

students, Fitzpatrick said. Several beach

front hotels are also offering "spring break

rate" he said.

And if the prospect of beaches less jam

med than those in Fort Lauderdale and

Daytona lieach is not enough, Jacksonville

officials have also lined up a variety of

acit ivies for the Ivy league set, he said.
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Letters to the Editor

Principles lacking?

I would like to place in question the Col-

legian's editorial policies in reference to an
advertisement for "Edge Clel" in last

week's Afoin* Magazine insert.

I do not think 1 have ever seen such a bla-

tant piece of sexist advertisinjf! The ad

depicted a man shaving nake<] women from

his face (hidden in the cream). I am
disgusted that the OAlegian would allow

such a piece of trash between its pages.

Does the Collegian staff realize that by sup-

porting such sexist ads they are helping to

institutionalize women's role as a sex ol>

ject?

The Collegian is supposed to be grounded

on principles other than sexism. If the Col-

legian insists on acting contrary to its of-

ficial policies then we should directly

challenge the newspaj)er's position as a

campus institution.

Jeff Strohl

Northeast

A benefit for all

A lot has recently been written and

printed about the pros and cons of fraterni-

ty life. Last week, Rusty Denton wrote a

defamatory letter, accusing members of

the Greek area of a multitude of sins. The

facts of his letter were essentially correct,

but the things mentioned are true

everywhere. Unlike the dormitories,

however, the Greek area is taking active

steps to solve some of these problems. The
institution of higher-than-campus academic

standards is a step aimed at improving the

quality of person in the Greek area. In addi-

tion, a legitimate attempt at Dry Rush

proves we are aware of the ever-rising pro-

blem with alcohol.

We in the Greek area do not pretend to

be perfect-we chose the fraternity route

because we like the idea of being able to

choose the people we live with. In addition,

the ability to live amongst a number of dif-

ferent majors, makes for a more well-

rounded student. Not unimportantly, the

food options and social environment are

uncomparable at this University. Those of

us who joined the Greek area did so in an

attempt to get the most out of college.

Those people who come to our rush this

Wednesday will see that we obviously are.

A strong, organized Greek area is a

benefit to all at UMass, and we encourage

the infusion of new people, so that all

aspects of the UMass community are

represented. Yes, Denton, we are not

perfect, but we are making honest steps

forward-which cannot be said of the other

available housing options.

Paul Liebman

Delta Upsilon Fraternity

Only a comic strip

Just as well the "Freaker Patrol" is on-

ly a comk strip. I'd hate to see the Col-

legian change its headline from "New
England's largest college daily" to "New
England's largest Non-existent daily."

Iteve Bernstein
SttMlerland

OPINION
The op«nions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not

the views ot the CoUe§im» or trie University unless otherwise noted

ily retlect

By the students, for the?

Stop slur campaign

In light of the upcoming SGA presiden-

tial elections. I suggest that the childish

name calling and slander among certain

candidates be put to an end. It is a detri-

ment to the election and an insult to the in-

telligence of the students here at UMass. I

know that the majority of the voters feel

the same way as I do and would appreciate

being presented with the plain facts about

each campaign. Hopefully this will cease

and the most qualified candidate(s) will

win.

Paul Schlohberg
NortheaNt

This is 'real world'

Andrew Paven's column in the Collegian

Feb. 26 is rife with inaccuracies and cloud

ed thinking. The Reagan administration

does not claim that the contras are all ex-

Sandinistas, nor does the Sandinista

government claim them to be all ex-

members of Somoza's National Guard. This

is a gross over-simplification and is

recognized as such by both sides. Paven's

accusation is wrong. And who in the

Reagan administration has ever labeled

South Africa and South Korea
"democracies?" George Shultz recently

outlined a more activist U.S. strategy for

assisting not only the contras in Nicaragua,

but also "advocates of p)eaceful democratic

change in South Africa, Chile, the Republic

of Korea and the Philippines." The asser-

tion that the Sandinistas were forced to

turn to the Soviet Union for economic and

military assistance is sheer fantasy. Paven

writes, "For the peasants, the overthrow

by the Sandinistats was better than con-

tinued rule by Somoza." I hate to disrupt

Paven's idealistic conception of geo-

politics, but this is the real world, and as

long as the United States continues to ex-

ist, its needs, and not those of Nicaraguan

peasants, must and will serve as the

preeminent determinant of U.S. foreign

policy in Central America.

Adam D. Silverman

North Amherst

In four years I have seen various Student

Government Association presidents. Some
have been good, some not so gtxxl. I have

seen st)me stand up for student rights

because they honestly believed it was the

right thing to do. thus serving the best in-

terests of all students and not just

themselves.

I have seen Larry Kix'ut demand that co-

e<l l)athnK»ms stay that way because

students wanle<l it to be. 1 have seen Jim

Murphy speak up every time he thought

student rights were being violated.

I have also seen Charlene Allen lie to

students saying she would resign, only to

have "second thoughUs" after having red

tape eliminated, paving the way for finan-

cial aid. while other students not in a pusi

tion of influence, did not receive the same
preferential treatment.

I have seen Tom Aheni silent and v(H'al.

sometimes speaking for students,

sometimes speaking for himself and his

best interests.

But never have I .seen a SGA presMlentso

non-committal in a student's right,s case

than Rick Patrick was at Thursday's facul

ty senate meeting.

Two weeks after the rules committee of

the aenaUt refused to release publicly the

special report on the YvetU? Henry case,

and the same day that the dtllegian

publLshed it, Patnck reaffirm«Hl what many

people already believe to be true, that the

presidency lacks l)ackbone and lacks a true

committment to students' rights.

As is the case during every faculty senate

meeting, Patrick was given the opportuni

ty to address the group. He sjKike n)ughly

three minutes and never once mentioned

Yvette Henry or the report whkrh con-

Rita Murphy

dudes that a student's civil rights were

violated.

As students we should expei'l the person

dected to represent us, to be the voice of

all students, to speak loud and clear on

issues effe« ting students. Patrick kept

silent on the issue, not even bothering to in-

form the faculty that the night before the

Undergraduate Student Senate passed a

motion deman<ling that the fai'ulty senate

release the dcK'ument.

During the faculty senate meeting, John

Ruddock, wht> bn»ught the motion before

the undergraduate .senate the mght before,

presenteil Patrick with a typeii copy of it,

but still the president did not stand up and

speak.

If we can't count on our S(iA president

to s^ieak up for students, then why bother

having the petition in the first place? We
should expect campus leaders to stand up

an<l not lie afrai<l of «»ffending the faculty,

or God forbid, the administration. Rkk
Patrick was elei'te«i to represent students,

not to cater to the wishes of the administra-

tion and avoid making waves.

The president should not be a raving

lunatic, screaming and shouting at the drop

of a hat, but he or she should be firm,

8tn)ng, and even stuWiom when it comes to

student rights. The SGA president is

elected by the students and should be for

the students.

Rita Muryhy is a Collegian columnist.

Grody to the max
On Sunday night, my friend Terry and I

headed over to Worcester Dining ('om

mons to have dinner, iy^r choices for the

meal were stuffed shells or roast pork.

We lK)th chose the shells which, for some

reason, were especially watery that night.

Although I didn't have any vegetables.

Terry made the mistake of getting some

spinach.

As Terry mixed some butter into her

spinach to add some flavor to it, she

noticed a distinctive brown patch that

looked like discolored leaves. Upon closer

examination, she noticed that these

discolored leaves had six legs, two eyes

and two feelers. Her first instinct was to

scream, but instead she just looked at me
in a state of shock. With a C17 of "Stop me
from screaming, I don't believe what's in

my food," I asked what was wrong. When
she showed me. we both immediately lost

our appetite. In the meantime, the people

sitting at the other end of the table

noticed something was wrong and, after

we told them, pushed their trays aside in a

disgusted manner.

Terry brought the spinach, complete

with insect, to the manager's office

bypassing the counter in order to get to

someone who had some clout. After tell-

ing the woman the problem and showing

her the evidence, the manager assured

her that she would tell the servers about

it. Although we don't know what she said

to the servers if anything at all, we do

know that the spinach was still being serv-

ed ten minutes later when we went up to

check.

Neither one of us has any real com-

plaints about the dining commons food. In

fact, we admire the way they manage to

feed so many people decent food. But, we
are outraged by the way this situation

was handled. Finding an insect of this size

(about half an inch) would seem to us to

Heidi Grant

warrant some imme<iiate action. That

spinach should have l)et'n disp<»s«'d of im-

mediately, no further questions asked.

Serving this spinach is a violation of

health laws anil .some f»eople could have

become seriously ill from it. We have no

way of knowing how many insects were in

this spinach or what kinti of germs the one

that we found was carrying. If Terry

hadn't stirred her spinach anmnd while

.she was buttering it, she would never

have seen that insect. Just thinking about

this turns our stomachs.

This is no laughing matter. If this situa-

tion ever arises again, and we seriously

hope it doesn't, we expect that Fo<x' Ser

vices will handle it in a more appropriate

manner.

Heidi Grant is a UMass student.
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Nuclearweapons in P.R. violates treaty
By YADIRA A BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The United States has violated the treaty of Tlatelolco

with its nuclear contingency plan to deploy nuclear arms in

Puerto Rico.

The treaty, signed after the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962.

prohibited the U.S. Government from deploying weapons

in the Caribbean Island, seized by the U.S. in 1898 after

the Spanish American war.

Despite this treaty, the New York Times reported on

Feb. 13 that Administration officials acknowledged

"nuclear weapon storage facilities and a specially trained

team of military experts we-e in place in Puerto Rico to

receive the weapons." New Zealand has also refused such

weapons.
Rafeal Hernandez Colon, governor of the Commonwealth

said he was neither consulted nor informed about the

U.S.'s plans, according to the 7Vm««.

Raul Cot to Serrano, a graduate student in the Political

Science department at UMass.. said this is not the fu-st

time the issue of nuclear weapons has arisen.

In the 1960s, a letter protesting the Ramey Field

Strategy Air Command Base by prominent citizens was

sent to then Gov. Munoz Marin. The governor's response

was: "that was the price Puerto Rico have to pay because

of the benefit the island is receiving due to the relationship

with the U.S.." Cotto-Serrano said.

He admitted "I have no reason to believe the ad

ministration (of Rafeal Hernandez Colon) would assume a

similar position."

According to El Mundo, a Puerto Rican newspaper,

Hernandez Colon said, "the position of my administration

with no doubt is that the treaty (of Tlatelolco) that

prohibits the use of nuclear arms in Puerto Rico has to be

fulfilled."

While strong opposition grows over this issue, ex

governor, Carlos Riomero Barcelo said there should be no

nuclear arms on the islands as long as there is no imminent

threat by the Cubans.

The issue of security of the country is used to justify the

deployment of nuclear weapons in the Caribbean island,

but Cotto Serrano said. "Puerto Rico has no problem with

security. We have a problem of insecurity with the

presence of US." because Puerto Rico becomes a target of

the Soviet nuclear arsenal.

Because Puerto Rico is not a sovereign nation, but a

colony of the US. the small island is not in a position to

refuse demands from Americans. Thus they accept the

weapons, and militarization of the island, he said.

The Puerto Rican government "appeases the mind of the

people to withdraw the weapons from the island. I don't

expect the politics to change " A great deal of pressure is

needed to stop the action but there is not enough

awareness to do it, he said.

A movie and lecture on the military presence in Puerto

Rico will be held on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in room 904 of

the Campus Center.

Announcement

The University of Massachusetts Forum 85 Committee

will be selling Kenyan bags and other African artifacts on-

Thursday and Friday in the Campus Center Concourse.

Proceeds from the sales will assist University women at-

tending the United Nations international conferentv an

women in Kenya this summer.

20 years after
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Another irony is that not enough young blacks today

know of the civU rights struggles, which produced many of

the opportunities they take for granted.

He said there is also an irony in the fact that they sur

vived the hardships and confrontations, and are still

struggling with many of the same issues.

I>ee Filderman. a legal studies junior at UMass said there

are a lot of misconceptions and anger about the South

which are no longer valid.

Filderman said he attended the public school system in

his native Memphis. Tennessee with a 40 percent black

and 60 percent white student population and there was

"very httle racial tension. It was a good feeling.
"
he said.

In the past 20 years, the South has been forced to deal

with its racial problems, as opposed to the North. In

comparing Memphis with Boston, he said Boston has

"worse racial problems than Memphis."

"Nothing has disappeared, there are still problems, but

segregation is not there anymore. Blacks are earning and

getting respect, which in the past they never did."

Filderman said.

Filderman said the changes in the South were superficial

when the civil rights laws were first passed and the eyes of

the media and of the country were on the South. "I guess

they were compelled to (change)."

But. in the last five to 10 years, "strong leadership from

the South have come about whah whites and blacks both

respect and appreciated."

Although today's young blacks do not have the passion

and fervor present in people their age 20 years ago. "there

is capacity for it." and it surfaces when the need arises as

in the Mississippi and Virginia campaigns for the Rev.

Jesse Jackson's democratic presidential candidacy bid.

Thelwellsaid.

"The people were out with fervor, enthusiasm and ex

citement. It was like the movement." he added.

Birchcrafl (?)Ludio<s

• Traditional and contempofary designs

• Elegant papers in rich fashion colors

• Beautiful lettering styles

CAMPUS CENTER PRINT SHOP - 545-0371
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LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED %
The Legal Services Office has six positions available for full-time legal ji-

assistant interns for the Fall, 1985 semester. i^

Aid attorneys in:

* client interviewing
* attendance at hearings
* preparation of court forms
* maintenance of continuing caseload
* giving advice and referrals
* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be received from academic departments. For ad-

vice on arranging an internship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, where a detailed description of the LSO
Internship is available. Applications due Office of Internships - Friday,

March 29. Writing sample required.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Representatives of the Office of Internships and the Legal Services Of-

fice will present an overview of the LSO Internship on:

Wednesday, March 6 from 3:30-5:00

If

Jf

If

Jf

Jf

Jf

COCKTAILS
SPECIALTY DRINKS
HOT APPETIZERS
(served all nite)

5PM- 1AM --%f J^^'

THE STUDIO
ON THE MHZZANINT-

AT SEASONS RESTAURANT, RT 9 AMHERST- 253-9909

J in Campus Center Room 162-175 )f

^^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^

BLACK AFFAIRS
Giovanni helps celebrate International Women'sDay

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The woman long known as "the Princess of Black Poetry"

and named Woman of the Year by Kbony magazine in 1983,

will be making her first appearance at the University of

Massachusetts tonight in honor ol International Women's

Event

.

Nikki tJiovanni. also writer, recording artist, journalist

and lecturer, will speak tonight m the Student Union

Ballroom at 8 p.m. on "International Women s Day: Past

Present and F uture."

Her books include l^ack Feelmg Black Talk, Black

Judgement and Those Who Ride the Night Winds; she

writes a syndicated column called "One Woman's Voice."

and she has been awarded an honorary doctorate from

Smith C'Ollege.

Gail CoUins of The Journal Herald described Giovanni as

"like the poetry she writes warm, sensitive and gentle

but yet fiery . piercing and most of all right on target."

IntematiotuUly renov^ned poet. Nikki (liovanni. will

•peak tonight in the Student Union Bailroom at 8 p.m.

Third World groups face drastic budget cuts
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
CoUegian Staff

The future of Third World registered student organiza-

tions at the University of Manachusetts is being threaten-

ed by the pending 25 percent budget cut proposed by the

Student (kjvernment Association Budget Committee.

According to John Ruddock, external coordinator of the

SGA Third World Lt^slativ*" Caucu.s. "in light of the past

budgetary reduction to such <»rganizations such as Blat-k

Mass Communications Project, DRUM Magazine, Afrika-

Am. AHORA and others it can be asserted that with this

budgetary' crisis little attempt, if any, will be made to

reverse the course of the SGA. in the reduction of

revenues of Third World RSOs."
In 1982. Third World organizations received a total of

$204,239 out of$l,461.340allocated SGA budget. In 1983.

they received $213,715.48 from a $1,111,628.48 budget.

In 1984. they got $235,288.07 from a $763,513.14

budget and in 1985 Third World organizations were given

a toal $226,935.77 out of $746,838.28.

Def)ending upon what kind of reductit)ns are made for

1986 there, 'may or may not be alternatives." for Third

World organizations on campus. Ruddock said.

Third World groups solely founded by the SGA. may be

eliminated due to insufficient funds he said. Organizations

that depend on outside financial sources may be further

dependent on those sources to survive, he said.

Past incidents have included the freezing of Third World

groups' budgets with nt* apptarent reason. Last semester,

a proposed plan to have all fine and performing arts

groups including the New World Theater, funded by the

Art Council was rescinded, but Gilbert Stair, a member of

the budgets committee said, "the kK)ttom line is that we
will keep funding the arts groups but they will get less and
less money."
Third World Organizations are given the same con-

sideration as non-Third World organizations when it

comes to formulating a l>udget, said Joe Sparks, chairman
of the budgets committee.

Marilyn G. Sou. a sophomore economics major feels the

budget cuts are unfortunate for everyone involved in the

budgetary process.

She foresees, "pec^e's true colors surfacing throughout

the budget hearing." She added, it "is my assumption bas-

ed on history that Third World organi?.ations might be

looked upon as easy targets by the budgeUs committee. I

sincerely hope this assumption does not become a reality.

Sherw<x)d Thompson, director of the Office of Third

World Affairs, was unavailable for comment.
Ruddock suggested students join the Third World

Caucus and other existing Third World gnmps. "Students
must become directly involved in the SGA's ad-

ministrative organization. By becoming involved they can

protect these RSOs from a possiMe assault on their

resources.

"It is important that people become involved in the solu-

tion and do everything they can while the resources are

still available." he said.

Korea poses threat to area
By YADIKA BETANCES
(.'ollegian Staff

South Korea is becoming an anti Soviet military base for

the United States with imminent threats that could

escalate to World War III, according to a South Korean
d«K"toral candidate at the I'niverstiy of Massachusetts.

Min Jo Kwon. a student in the I.jitin American Studies

program, said that because of South Korea's location

between three superpowers; the Soviet Union on the

north. Japan on the east and north, it presents a

devastating threat to the Korean Peninsula.

However, the possession of 600 nuclear weapons by South

Korea is unknown to the rest of the world due to political

oppression and mis information in the West.

The United States has F 16 jets and F 4 Phantom fighter

bombers in the country, which is slightly larger than

Indiana, according to a US Army fact sheet.

The same sheet .slates that stationed along with US
troops, w ho remained in the country are Lance surface to-

surface missiles, specifically designed to carry nuclear

warheads such as the neutron bomb.

"Until 1980. the Korean people didn't understand why the

US still had their troops in the country and why they gave

us military aid," he said.

Once the entire population became aware of the US
supported regimes since 1949. anti American lobbying

began to surge. But they have been crushed by censorship

and mass murder, an example of which is Kwangju popular

uprising in 1980.

Chong Amy Yu. co -coordinator of the Third World

Women's Program at the Everywoman's Center at UMass

said the political activities of South Koreans in the US are

also suppressed. She said their actions can negatively

affect their families in South Korea or hamper their

residency status in the US.

Kwom said the US rationale for deploying nuclear

weapons in the country is expansionist propaganda. "The

Defense Department knows that North Korea is weaker

than the south. If the US pulls out. there is no danger of

attack." he said.

The problem does n«U lie with North Korea, but in South

Korea and its US military presence there." Kwon added.

Yu said if pohtical control had been merely a Korean

problem, "it could have been taken care of in 1953. I

believe in the American people; its (political repression to

prottK-t American interest) is being done in their names. I

don't think they want totake it."

"They (the US) should redefine "protecting freedom;'

people are being persecuted under the name of freedom.

That is a clear and consistent pattern this government uses

to expk)it Third World people. " Yu said.

Kw(»m believes Chung Doo Hwan's government no longer

represents the people due to the high level of oppression

and that it should be overthrown. But he notes, "it's a

difficult task. There are no weapons, no jungle, no support

from the (rest of the) world, but only students, workers,

and peasants fighting for 30 years."

He said South Korea's primary goal should be to elect a

government concerned about satisfying people's needs. He
believes that if the democratic movement is successful, a

communist government would not be installed, but "an

equalitarian. democratic, socialist political system closer to

that of Germany and other European countries."

"I have a strong belief that the South Korean issue will

explode within a couple of years because the Democratic

movement has reached a point where they can start a real

fight," Yu said.

"Revolutions happen out of neccessities. she continued,

"people will take the ta.sk of defining what is it that they

need and what kind of government is that they need and

want."

The Korean Civil War. begun by a North Korean attack,

was greatly expanded and prolonged first by US then

Chinese entry. The war ended in a stalemate, continuing

the division and solidilying a capitalist economy in the

South, the Republic of Korea and a socialist economy in the

North, the democratic people's Republic of Korea.

In April 1960. student protests toppled the unpopular US
backed government of Syngman Rhee. Park Ghung Hee.

t(K)k power through a military coup, to be succeeded by

Chun Doo Hwan in 1980.

The following, / Wrote a Good Omelet, is an example of

Giovannis extraordinary poetry:

1 wroteagoodomelet...andateahot poem...

after loving you

Buttoned my car. ..and drove my coat home.. .in tha

rain...

after loving you

1 goed on red. ..and stopped on green... floating

somewhere

in between
being here and being there. .

.

after loving you

1 rolled my bed...turned down my hair...slightly confused

but... I don't care...

I^dout my teeth...and gargled my gown...then I stood

...and laid me down...

to sleep...

after bving you

Copyright 1983 by Nikki Giovanni. Taken from Those Who
Hide The Night Winds published by William Morrow and
Co.

Little, muchhas
changed after 1965
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
C'ollegian Staff

Although the overt manifestations of racism have

disappeared from the South, the power of the vote granted

to black people has not been effectively employed to gain

political strength as activists hoped 20 years ago.

A pilgrimage to resurrect the spirit of the civil rights

struggle began in Selma. Ala. Sunday where only '20 years

ago (Ml "BltNidy Sunday." police clashed with black mar
rhers at the Edmund Pettus Bridge across the Alabama
River.

The march ends Thursday at Alabama's capitol and

folk)ws the route that helped change the nation's political

landscape by opening p<illing booths across the South to

blacks.

Michael Thelwell. profes.sor of Afro American Studies at

the University of Massachu.setts and a long time civil

rights activist, acknowledges the South has changed in

many ways since 1965. but "there have been no structural

changes in economics in the South."

Because a large percentage of the black population were

denied an education and the neccessary skills to succeed in

contemporary society, the vote "hasn't been translated

into real political strategy for the black community,"

Thelwellsaid.

The total numbers of black registered voters in 11

Southern states have increased from 1.463.000 in 1960 to

4.302.000 in 1982. The total number of white registered

voters have climbed from 12.276.000 in 1960 to 22.868,000

in 1982.

"We mainly thought then of breaking the backbone of the

South and expected the changes to be more profound," he

said. Reflecting on the realities of the South where there

was total segregation and real oppression to blacks, the

movement was successful in terms of the targets en

countered.

Rene<"ting on the movement. Thelwell added he feels both

satisfaction and irony. Among the ironies he said, are the

unpredictable occurances like Senator Eastland's over

tures to the black community, his denial of ever hating

black people and seeking the black vote.

Yu is confident South Korea will b» victorious in their

fight for human rights and nuclear disarmament, but she

a.sserts their victory is dependent upon Americans, as well

as citizens of the world.

Korea was one country until it was divided by the US and

the Soviet Union after the Korean War in 1948. Korea had

been a colony jf Japan from 1910 to 1945. Cmtmited im page s

Exhibit to be held
On March II. 1985 the Augusta Savage Memorial

(Jallery in the New Africa House at the University of

Ma.ssachu-setts will play host to an exhibit from the

private collections of the Pearl Primus Dance and

Language Institute. Inc. which will be displayed until

March 27. 1985.

Primus will give a presentation on Wednesday, March

1.3th in the Gallery from 7 9 p.m. The public is welcome to

share in this rare experience.

The Augusta Savage Gallery needs your support in

order to continue to bring the community the diversity

and quality of its exhibits. Dr. Primus has consented to

allow her collection to the catalyst of this effort. We are

here for you and know you are there for us.

This event is sponsored by the W.E.B. DuBois

Department of Afro American Studies, UMass Arts

Council with a special thanks to Dean Murray M. Sch-

wartz. Dean of Fine Arts and Humanities.
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i'h..t>> b> Jon Strymiaii

Toots Hibbert. bringinf? reggue to the Red Balloon last week.

Toots opens new club
By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

"l»rd il makes me feel all right, shouted

Toots Hibbert. of Toots and the Maytais.

The man who invented reggae was happy.

Six men who looked as if they had nothing

in common filed onto the stage to i»pen a

new rlub. the Red Balloon, in Easthampton.
Starting into "Sittin on the Dock of the

Bay. ' they demon.strated that they vn>re

the men who had taken the beat of rock and
roll and turned it 90 degrees backwards.

These men created a whole new exportable

product for their country Jamaica, and
created music to keep millions of stoned

Americans happy.

Eugene (liorey. the guitarist, looked out of

place in a reggae band. Sporting short hair,

a preppy sweater, and polyester dress

pants, he moved up and down like a 50s
beat jazz musician. Rut there was no trace

of being of the mark in his guitar playing. It

flowed in there so smoothly, it was as if he

was the first man who didnt play "I»uie
Louie" the way it was written. He said he

didn't fit in because he is a country boy
while the rest of the band is from Kingston.

Gorey saw Toots for the first time when he
was 14. and he was his hero. I think he

brought a Motown poppy influence into the

band that smoothed and mellowed them
finely.

Winston Grennan. the drummer. Win-
ston Wright, an organist, along with Toots

himself are 25 year veterans of the band.

While Toots still kwks young (he could

probably pass for being in his twenties if he

trie<l and he dresses in hip clothes), the

other tvMi Utok as if they have aged
gracefully and happily, not hiding anything.

Grennan has stayed on top and his

drumming is spectacular.

Horeton Hibbert. the young bass player

land son of the band leader), was .so flashy

that he could make The Jacksons jealous,

huring his solo he played the bass with his

teeth, and I think he sped up many of the
songs' beats. He was n<H the first member
of the band to play in the image of Jimi

Hendrix. (torey had managed to slip the

sol«» from "Foxy l..ady" into an earUer song.

Most of the night's musical references

were American, from covers of "lx»uie

liouie" to John l>enver"s"('<juntry Koads." 1

would even have sworn that part of

(irennans drum solo was from Paul Simon's
"Kifty Ways to I/eave Your I»ver."

Mitch Margold was the other keyboard
player. He l<Mtked like a third generation

(ireenwich Village heroin addict who has
made good. That's not an insult, just a
matter of style.

The opener. Square One. a new wave band
from Northampton was a p<»r choice for the

bill. They were, however, g(M)d. But they
would have be«'n better if they didn't sound
like I>uran Duran, and even better than

that if they didn't look like Duran Duran.

Two hot bands on campus
By ELIZABETH C. I^NGLOIS

Collegian Correspondant

For those of you who missed the recent

Del liords and Barrence Whitfield and the

Savages show at the Bluewall, you missed a

k)t. The Bluewall itself hasn't improved its

policy of separating the non drinkers from

the of age people, and the in between set

niusir was anonymous and annoying Top 40.

The price to get in was a little steep. But

the two bands who hit the stage more than

offset any disadvantages of the surroun

dings.

The Del Uirds came on at about 11:15. and

provided the audience with a solid, sweaty

set that lasted about an hour. The Del

I^rds have members who've been around

the block, leader Scott Top Ten" Kern

pner cut his chops with the Dictators, a

crazy, goofy band which broke up at about

the time (1978) that the punk movement
was starting to take off. The band's other

guitarist. F>ic Ambel, did a stint with Joan

Jett and the Blackhearts and the bass

player Manny Caiati was a geophysicist.

Their set includeil many songs off their

latest album. "Frontier Days", as well vonu-

great tunes that didn't appear on it. These
guys are practiced veterans, and it showed.

They were extremely tight, but not so

polished that there wasn't still some rough

edges. This made their attack that 'much
more exciting.

It was refreshing to hear music about real

life situations such as poverty, relation

ships, etc.. instead of the usual ease my
lust diatribes, or hate the-system thrash.

In this case, the music said it all. if you
catch my drift, Kempner himself is married

and in his thirties and his writing reflects

the concerns of his age group rather than

teenage angst epics. The band had the

classic two guitar, bass, and drums setup.

F>ic Ambel and Scott Kempner traded

guitar licks, and both of them sang their

hearts out. All four of the Del Lords sing.

Frank Funaro did vocal chores on "I play

the Drums. " and Manny Caiati closed the

show with a spirited vocal excursion on the

Who's classic," l.*>gal Matter."

The DelTjords are another great

".American" band, and their sound reflects

diverse influences from Johnny Cash (they

did a great version of "Folsom Prison

Blues") to Bruce Springsteen. In "Mer
cenary," Kempner slowed the band down
and t«M)k up a storytelling stance similar to

Springsteens. The band closed the main set

with probably the best song from their

album. "(iet Tough, " and this elicited the

most excited response from the already

bopping audience. Finally they encored

with two covers, the classic Flaming
Groovies tune. "Jumping in the Night." and
the aforementioned "l.^gal Matter." The
Del lyords delivered, in spades.

Opening the show were Iktston's own
Barrence Whitfield and the Savages
(featuring two ex members of the Lyresl.

They've already appeared several times in

the area, and a lot of the crowd were
familiar with their material already. I,

however, was not. I can say that their

record doesn't do the band justice, or

capture their exciting live sound. They are

a great opening band, and really fueled the

fever of the crowd, who were up dancing
fn>m almost the beginning.

The Savages are a good time party band
w hose sound is hard to catergorize. To me,
their music is what used to be known as

rhvthm 'n' blues, but that has come to mean
something entirely different these days.

Perhaps a cross between blues and
HM-kabilly would be more appropriate.

Whatever the word is, Barrence and the

boys tore through a batch of great num-
bers, a few of them from their album,

notable in my mind were "Walk Out,"

"t;eorgia Sbp." and "King Kong."

COMPACT DISCS

OVER 1300 TITLES
AT

BERT'S ELECTRONICS
228 TRIANGLE ST.

AMHERST
549-7121

M-W; Sat 10-5; Th & F 10-6

RUSH
(Recruitment Meeting)

Yes, it's true, the

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRA VI

The club that brought you
DR. RUTH, EDWIN NEWMAN, and VINCENT PRICE

is now looking for new members

SO COME JOIN THE CLUB WHICH BRINGS
THE WORLD TO U.MASS

March 6 7 PM Room 81

1

Campus Center

REFRESHMENTS SERVED!
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Collegian staff notice

Mandatory editing workshop with award
winning editor Claudia Stashenko at 3 p.m.
Thursday, 3/7, in the business office. Copy
editors and AMEs will lose their pay if they
do not attend.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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Rats By Congo
^AH CRuO, IM LATt

KJECD SOHC C<K>S,
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Two EG6S JP THii€ eOOS A»f
Sorr, r'P hate r©

5£ e HARD er<' W^i Good
^ THIfOO
1 HAVE

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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L^

TO STmy Home 9f<A>se
Of CMfCACfA^ OU.
'St/r 7MO "ititfi i''*^

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

^ec<,!>+ie be LO/\\e.A\

4.

< w here, co^ neioo^T
-Pot Vvup^mPS^ ck^tA

GORDY By Gorde

One odd thing I

don't understand

is man's need for

sex.

TAPtAP^^

Today's D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Open Face Roa.st Beef

Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER

Italian Sweet Sausage/

Spaghetti. Toniato Sauce
Koast Veal with (Iravy

Fruit Plate with

Orange Bread

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

BASIC DINNER

Hi I*roUMn Spahetti/

Toniat«t Sauce
Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Orange Bread

Weather

Tuesday: Showers in the m«»rning Imt sunny and windy in

lh«' afterfv>on with a high near 5().

Tuesday Nighl: Cloudy ami c<>l<l. highs in the 30's.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mtled b) lr«df MKhH Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Sassy
5 Baltic nativ«

9 JOlhcen
B«lgian

stat«s/Tian

14 Lap (lap

15 Havre facility

16 Ream fractton

17 Compietad
18 Otamond

mavens
19 Camadtothe

highest degree
20 Curtain material

23 Convertible

24 Jardiniere

26 In reckless style

27 Aims to please

31 Natal native

32 Slipshod

33 O T section

35 Forehead
39 The King

40 Practical |oke

41 Mother of Mars
by Jupiter

42 Measures for

poets
43 Frank Merri

well's school
44 Snowbird
45 Jug lugs

47 Cooperstown's
Casey

49 Upper deck, to

a ttosun

52 Business abbr

53 Burmese
statesman

54 Ooh or ah
61 Type o( quartz

63 Obfuscation
64 To no purpose
65 Boadicea's

people
66 Chemical

ending
67 Certain

neckhnes
66 Baltic people

69 Undulating

70 Bed of roses

4 Privileges ol

trte privileged

5 Arab, for or>e

6 Totals

7 Casette holding

8 Listen*

9 Blab

10 Deposit
11 Elision for Eliza

12 Of space
13 Dairy cattle

from Irelartd

21 Exhort

22 Lorry

26 Grammatical
mood

21 Norwegian king

28 Fine china

29 Ore store

30 Teasdaie et ai

31 Sectors
34 Sidekick

36 Ladder unit

37 in love

38 Merino, for one
40 Some

glassware
44 Battle Site

of 1806

46 One of tr«e

entertaining

Smiths

48 Apt

49 Flintlock

musket
50 In reserve

5 Gem bate
S5 MurKh or>e't

lunch

56 One of the

Turners

57 Soviet sea

58 Glimmering

5S Escamilk) s

cheerful earful

6C The Big Board,

for sftort

82 Tolkien tree

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

3/S/8S

DOWN
1

" Hereto
Eternity"

2 Kilauea outflow

3 Picnic tote
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SPANISH t'LUB INFORMAL CONVERSATION HOUR
Anyone with an interest in speaking Spanish is invited to

attend our weekly tertnUa. Refreshments and information

on our pot luck dinner available. Vengan todus! 2:30 4:30

p.m. 4th floor lobby Herter

HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING Yes. its time to

stop thinking about food and start thinking about hunger.

Join the UMass Hunger Task Force and help us Feed the

World! 4:30 p.m. 428 Student Union

INTRODI'CTION TO SELF DEFENSE FOR WOMEN
Introductory workshop on self defense techniques for

women. Participants should wear loose clothing. Meet in

Van Meter Women's center at 6:15.

CHESS CLUB MEETING Come play! We have informal

and serious play for all levels. Discussion of trips to up !

coming tournaments, esp. Sturbridge this weekend, will

be included. 7 12 a.m. Campus Center 178.

BICYCLE CLl H MEETING Bicycle Racing and touring:

slide show; touring leadership: racing plans: spring break

tour planning. Everyone welcome especially non

members. 7:30 p.m. Campus Center 801.

WILDLIFE SOCICTY MECTING Jack Swedberg. an

extraordinary photographer, will be sharing many of his

great slides. Don't miss it. 8 p.m. Rm. 305 Holdsworth.

u lA
i^.

/ .^sr~s n:.

Student Special

ti

1 HOUR
<,^^> TUB for

W HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253 7727.

175 UniversitY Drive, Amherst MA
(nert to Stadium Liquors in th« Price Chopper MalO

You need a

summer job or

(>art-time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn

up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your
own hours.

Contact D.D Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our

spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

laHrey, NH 03452
603/532-4416

Tuesday, March 5, 1985

the 1^

Hufyiyu
K^staurant

56 University Drive, Amherst MA

"large"
pizza & pitcher
ONLY $7.99

Ask your waitperson for details

Expires 3-8-85 with this coupon

Tuesday. March 5. 1985;
Collegian ii

M^^

* Gerlufsen

UMASS SKI CLUB^^ |
Presents

American Ski £r Party Week

KILLINGTON
giqq MARCH 17-22

includes lift ticket for week
taxes con(jo accomodations, transportation,

included parties & much, much more

contact UMass Ski Club 430 S.U.B. 545-3437

Now'.s
the time

to cal..

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert RepffiTS &
Recor»ditKXW>q

f^.

i.

Float into spring..,.

G

B

EAT GIVEAWAY #3

Register to win a Cobra IIIflatablcB^at!
(size: 46"x78" deflated)

FORSUCGESS.
You're the man in charge. And you can

handle it Because the Navy has given you

the management and t4.H:hnical training to

get the job done.

Thirty men report to you And what you

do includes the care and responsibility for

millions of dollars worth of sophisticate!

equipment.

At agt 22 you can Ik* a leader in the

Navy. With all the decision-makmg

authority you need to help you mat<h

up to your responsibility.

The rewards match up, too. A .solid

stiirting .siilary of $17.7(X). and up to its

much its $31,(KK) in four years with

regular promotions and mcreases

Responsibility and rewards. It's the

way you measure succe.ss in the Navy.

StH' vour Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

i'lnUinufd trt'm page It

He's quick to shed the credit as is his custom, but he did

what no one. myself and many others, expected before this

season started, he's turned I'Mass into a legitimate

contender... and that, all hoop fans will admit, makes

following your school a lot more fun.

MlNUll-MAN MUTTEKINGS: tierlufsen was at North

Carolina's Fork Union Military Academy recruiting after

leaving Duquesne on Saturday. Present players Carl

Smith, l^renzo Sutton and Tom Emerson all played there

for coach Fletcher Arritt. The player Gerlufsen may be

courting is 6 2' i Rodney Johnson, a high Division 1 off

guard prospect

.

UMass IS h I in Saturday afternoon games...complete

tournament pairings, a look at the games and UM's
()rospe«ts at winning will be in tomorrow's

(ollegian... UMass is 9 4 since Sutton became a star-

ter...Only Smith and Hraun have started all 27 games.

Darryl Carter enjoyed his high game of the season with

12 points at Rutgers. He. ak>ng with Emerson, freshman

Wilhert (ni)t Wilberti as typesetters like to refer to him)

Huks. .lackie She«»han. and Malt Ryan have blended uito

strong bench supjH>rt.

STAR MARKET
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN AN EXCITING

FAST PACED INDUSTRY WITH UNLIMITED
JOB OPPORTUNITIES?

W« m Stm MartMl would m» to talk *o you about an wcMng opportMMv m
• CO op « *• SW M«iM« »ndu*»> mwr^fd car a mill ttwM cowttct

Jaff St««r •( ttw Co-op OMc*

We wMI be on campus March 14

to giva an Information Saasion

and praaantation of our progfw .

WTiy not try Star/ Voul tMgk' " ""*'

STARMARKET
YOUR*: IN THE MAKKKT hX)R THK BKST

An Equa 0*vanun«v fn^ihuwi

J

NAVYOFFICERSGETRESPONSmUITY FAST.

SPREAD THE WORD,
NOT THE INFECTION/
n an aducalnnal Mcwen tor IhoM wtw art tMmmUmt m Hmna%
mora ot (!«• lactt abOMt harpat fagarman af aMathar ar nal

Itiay ha«a th* dttaata Tha mmmmi «rtN mcludt facts and myMw

about iranamwuon and MJueatniM on pravontion

Traatmant and Mratagwt for copmc •1'* <**• arwetiawaf aapactt

of harpat »M atao ba covarad

nARCH 7th. THURSDir
6:30 pm, Room 302 • URS

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Includes:

2 oars

air pump
towrope
inflatable floor

welded seams
360 lb. load capacity

bow handle

Coupons available

at the Information

Counter.

No purchase

necessary

CONTEST ENDS:
March 14th 9:00 AM

• employees of the University

Store and their families are not eligible

Store Hours
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^.university:
Campus Center CWSTORE^

Located in

the

4 I. r <- *-s

Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE
m D

AUDIO
Parti ing apacaa avaHabia on campHa cad

549 2736

*» Balni-Syaiam twc —
taparata amp/tunar/dack/tumt/lwo tp Hat

prtca teOO twOi taka MOO muct tad cat) Ctina

6-4829

•rand naw car ataraoa wrfiotaaate pncaa

Craig AM/FM caiaatta dacli 160; Digrtai

AM/FM caiaatta dack MO; Gary Mft-«3B0

AUTOfOWAU
74 Nova run* graat 300 oTbO 666-232

1171 School But GMC Superior Coach
convartad to rscraational vatuda MOO.OO
call 256-6802 atk for Patar

MtT QUALITY NESUMtt

InaaparMJiva cotton ctotttaa for spring

mant itwrtt 110. vvoman* ahirts, akirti and
pant* t12-*14, Karya bag* *14 can

546-7668

Ski* K2 Comp 716** 186 cm with M»rk»r

binding* Only 190 graat daal' &4ft6<68

kanya Bag* *20 >n ih« Concouraa avary

Thur»day »nd Frxtay t

Brottiar EP-20 Elactronlc Printar navar

bean uiec BO call Li*a 2S3 5768

Baa* QuKar. 1974 Gitnon Rippar with case

end acce»»ona». good condition, Travno'

Amp 50 watt*, excattant condition, MSO tor

both Barry 256-0074 .

SQA Afflrmallva Action Position
availatsta rsqutramants lariou* conwnm
ment to AA priocipta*. good organiiatKKMl

b writmg tkils abiNty to iwork indapandantty

15 hrs/waak 3G0 hr spplication » >iaiab>»

420 SUB or cat! 5 0341 for mors info AAEOE

INCOME TAX PRE^ARATKMW

INCOME TAX preparation at your lervice

LOWEST RATES ITa> Oaductiblel Ts>e*
prepared quickly for the LARGEST poaaibis

refund Call Staptwn Shore 546-6868

INSTRUCTION

FONT LAUDCRDALC

Know your car, Basic automobile

workahop. 28 hours irwIudirM cttHisroom

arid ihop. Limitad anroMmant. 253-2098

Consultation, preparation, analy»i».

editing, design, layout, cover latter, typing

Giarrutao 256-6257

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Dlac. Rack A Vid«) Entertain

ment Disc Jockey*, large screen video

dance* for houMpartys. samiformal*. cam-

pus event* 549-7144

Wanted - student bands, comedians, all

other performer* want to play in the Cam
pu* Center? The Governors Program Coun

cil want* you' Call 5-0194 or visit CC 817

aak for John

We naad a 4th roommate for Spring

Break flight from NY and hotel room in

Sheraton Yankee Treder J418 hotel room
stone t234 8 days and 7 nights For more
info call Adam 6 8986. Mike 6 8994 o'

Chris 6-8992

LOST

Laathor kay chain writh t kays. If found,

pl«s*e call Lauren b46 6489 anytime

POUND

TORRENT

3 l>«4room Puffton aveilat>le June 1 to *all

»300 immediatety 549 7846

I found a beagle on campus but I can't

keep It Can you provide 8 home? Call AJ
6-6880

i(ey found in SBA 1» Its on a hook pro

baWy lost in an 8:00 class look in lost and

found at CC

Found naaTpikaTcoat 2/9 caM 61100 to

identify

MOTORCYCLES

83 Sui GS6C0E AM FM ess st. helmet inci

$2200, 253 5978 leave message

RERSONALS

O ft O tth lavat aiflord looking for a good
DM ar>d adveniurers caN 8 1 132

San Hoat, tt>e sun ehinas txighter in my
world *mce I tiaard ttraaa two words "PICK

ME"< Pisasi tan me wt>an you reach pubar-

ty< Your friendly r>e«ghbor

Kevin. I dont know what happ«nad?< But

to rre you'll always be tpacial Sea yo si

Sigma Epaiion Me

V A 1 1 K I L L I N 1 01 i»> fLA U~D E R
DAIEVAIIKILLINOTONFTLAUOER
DALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINOTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINOTONFTLAUDER
DALE
UMass Ski Club
Your Spnng Break Conr>ection

Sign up in front of tt>e Hatch M F 10 3

For rTKKa info call 54^3437

Dooka. J end Sha - You are the tiast

roomies ever' Much tovo. Wendel Jo

To Wally, tha loser who passed out in Co)

lege Piiia. you're a cra/y nut' Hope you hed

a good b'day Love ys Crs/yA ft Dish

Americen Ski end Party Week Merch
17 24 at Killington Includes lifts condo
lodging, transportation, parties,

fireworks, clam bake ate only t198 sign

up In front of tha Hatch M F 10-3

Michael Jamaa. 2 yeers bebe hard but

worth «• I tova you forever Hutia

CHICAGO Ride naaaao to artd from over

Spring Break IH share dnvmg er»d gas Call

Cna Schuster at 5484872 at nigM or

546^3500 day* Keep trying)

RIOfMWAMTfD

1 or 2 rtdar* to Daytena 3/16 ratum 3/23
call 549 4160

ROOMMATE WANTED

Kim2 girt* looking to ahara apt fall

89133 Chn* 6 9920

For apt close to campus CaH 256 6741 or

734 4096 keep tryingi

SERVICES

•••DONT BE LEFT OOTII»»*
Spend yoii' Sprmg Break st Deytorta Ux on-
ly 1219 00 IrKtudaa trar>sportation. hotel Oi,

ttia Stnp bthJ tea Sign up before it's too
late> Thereee 88625

Ft Laudardalal Laai ctianca Accomoda-
tione from $108 Trerieportation for MS
Nrmtad space left can Dean 253 90?) Grsdor
Kenny 5484384 John 548 5363

ft Laudardalo Rights 6 Motorcoaeh
for Spring Break sign up table

in front of tt>e Hatch M F 10 3

Party Down tha Coaat
TH you Reach tha Beach

TUTORS

COINS 123/121 tHt*rlnf MOO par hr

former 123M21 gredar. 4 aamaatar univarai

ty cor>sultant Als> 25^ -6

WORD PROCESSING fhwasTraportv
resumes, cover letters, etc professional sa<

vice, reasonable rstes EXPRESS. 64MB19

Tutors for French. Spenish Russisn and
Italian svsilsble st 549 479.1

IMfANTED

TRAVEL

Wsntadl 1 or 2 l>edroom apt in Puffton to

tsks over June 1st t2S rewerd cal) Juan
546 5702 or Luis 546-4671

HELR WANTED

You looka marvolotta
You do
and you know who you are

Go Down with the UMess Ski Club to Ft

Lauderdale Spnng Breek 86 the best

flight* tt>e best motorcoach, t)>e t>as1

ttotels. An at ttia tiesl prices Sign up in

front of the Hatch (5^34371

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

ronsAU Ratlau atlon Clarh,

aen vyantad for aummar antpteytnant

Mowl* RwMra call Oatabi 8S2S1 batwaan

12 pm and 12 •

famiy camping arae No anp necaaaary,

min. Call attar noon (4131 MS-SM8

Work-study workers r«aadad t>y tha Stu-

dent Union Art Gallary We need high quali-

ty taWnatiy . Call Jana/laava name ar>d

nutnbar B4MI7K or MS-C72S

Caaas, Papers. Dissertations. Theses,

on-campus. vary reliable. low rates, Nancy
SS*-7a24

RIDE WANTED
~

Two girta naad f«datePtLati<ar<ala area

tor Spring Break wN share supeneaa r

2B»fl104 Ruth r

Montreal Spring Break Weekend «59 00
plus 119 00 ts> h service include* round

Inp trsns in luxury motor coach plus 3 days
2 nights st Hotel Stiertmurg in downtown
Montreel or Holiday Inn Payment in fui) one
week prior to deperture Dnnking ega 18

Night c)ubs open till 3 em NO PERSONAL
CHECKS Town Tours e Travel 482 Msin St

MakJan MA 02148 16171 321 3983 Departure

Dates Mar 2 4, Mar 9 11, March 1818,
March 23 25

R. Laudardata "M For Intornnatton and
raaervetions on ttie l>eet twtels st ttie best

prksee caM ttia Student Treval Service at

16071 272-8884 Student Trevel Service. 213
East Sanoca Street. Ithaca. New York 14

If you're a atwdonf iwlto ia Intaraatad in

helping bring the srts to the Campus Canter.

ttien why not join the Goverr>or'* Program
Council? CM 5^0194 or coma to CC 817. Aak
for John

Take over laaaa in 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Puffton or neerby comple> June 1 546-5788
or 548-5806

WANTED TO RENT

I. 4. or > bedroom houaal Want to taka

over leese in let* August On but route -

orafarabty m N or S Amharat. Ptaaaa cat

288-8772
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SPORTS
Ron Gerlufsen:

He's turned it around
Pcltr Abraham

On Wednesday, the Atlantic 10 Con
ferenet' will announce its men's basketball

coach of the year award.

In the ten team conference there are

several individuals that are deserving of

the honor, but none more than llniversity

of Masachusetts ooach Ron (ierlufsen.

In a pre sea.si>n poll conducted by the A
10 coaches, the Minutemen were selected

to come in dead last. They finished the

season in fourth. Far exceedmg even his

own predictions, (ierlufsen turned I'Mass

into a winner.

This was a season that was supposed to

be one of rebuildini;. Center Kdwin Green
had irt

'

. . .'h scorer for th«'

past t \s - . .i ;i.. . ,,....i: -lohti M<'nu»-I

had I ransferred to St . Joh -

He was U'ft with a point guard, an oil

l^;,,.,4
.rw4 . K.i.K „| p«iu4'r forwards, but

no rnen. former reserves,

and th: its had to bebU'nded intoa

unit th.ii • "I. II I Min basketball games.
CMass faltered in the early going. I«>sing

ikree straight at one time, but eventuall>

lh«*y flirted with the .j()t) mark.
|

'
i

and with two point kisses to

k'uders Temple and West Virginia, fell

b«*lo\* '

Hut I ... t St Bonaveniu.L.

Rutgers. b«';i •seph"s and George
Washington On the road. CMass actually

won six games, more than th»' ibr,.,.

previous seasons combined.

Freshman l/orenzo Sutton has bk>s.s4>med

into a fine small forward. f«)rmer sixth

man liobby Hraun is third in league

rebounding. Horace Neysmith, Donald

Russell and Carl Smith, the returning

starters, did what they were expected to

do, and more.

The Minutemen finished at 13 14 overall,

the most wins since the 1977 78 team. P'or

the first time they will not play a

preliminary game at the league tour

nament, the nine league wins represent a

Mh»M)l record.

This was done, remember, without the

bi'nefit of a home gym. The Springfieki

Civic Center was often empty for CMass
games, the motivation came from the
coach, not the fans.

(.M-rlufsen, a young coach at 37, entered

the CMass job right alter fiery Tom
Mcl„aughlin's reign. Chaos ruled .r

I M;iNs. there hasn't been a season ol

.l.iuhl*' digit V ictories since 1978.

i tiat ha^ all btH'n put m the past. Temple
roach John Chaney said he hoped he didn't

ha\e to face CMass in the tourney."He's

i(icrlufsen) turned that bunch into a team
that d«H's what it has to in order to win."

>• said. "And that's tough to do, get

'iiilerent things out of players that maybe
vk ant to do Mimet hing else."

Cas«»s can be made for West Virginia's

lie Catk«tt. Chaney and others, but

.^hen your starting unit's biggest man is

rt H, your high .scorer transfers and you're

playing before crowds of less than 1.000.

something is being done right and Ron
(ierlufsen ha.s accomplished that.

CmUnmrtl mi pofr 1

1

I photo by B H««tian

IJMass head basketball roach Ron (ierlufHen guided the Minutemen to fourth
place in the Atlantic 10 this seaiion.

Hebelnets22 in loss

Wells leads West Virginia over Minutewomen
Ry PKTKR ABRAHAM
Colleinan Staff

It turned out to be an early departure for the University

of Massachusett •^ i^onu-n ^ basketball team from the

\tlantic 10 tournament, as they bowed to a lough West

Virginia scjuad. 70 W). at St. .loseph s University in

Philadelphia

The ratalyst tor the Mountaineers was none other than 6

7 junior (ieorgeann Wells, The^cenler from ('olumbus,

Ohio totally d<»minated the game from both ends of the

court. Wells, the only female collegiate to register a dunk

during a game, ended up with 2ti points on nine for 19

shooting from the field and eight lor 11 from the free

throw line.

Wells was just as tough on defense, hauling down 10

relM)unds and swatting away 11 CMass shots. Wells also

played every minute of the game.

1 he Minutewomen were led by 5 9 junior guard Barbara
llebel. who pumped in 22 points in a losing effort. The
Nanuet. New York native was red hot from the floor, going

10 lor Hi. along with a perfect two for two from the charity

stripe. Hebel was also the assi.st leader for CMass with

five.

|{«»lh clubs were lied, 28 28. at halftime. as CMass
capitali/.ed on poor West Virginia shooting. The Lady
Mountain«>ers were only 12 of.34 (3.t percenti while the

Minutewomen hit .50 pen-ent at 13 2»i. But the second half

was a different .story.

West Virginia didn't do much better from the field in the

se«»»nd hall, hitting only ,39 percent of their shots, but

expanded their lead on the free throw line, where they

were 12 20. CMass. however, could only manage a four

for f«)ur game from the line. CMass ended up with 20foub
while West Virginia only had eight.

.\lso playing well for the Mountaineers were Dee Davis
and Janet Hoffman. Davis, a .'i 8 junior guard, pumped 16

p«)ints on eight for 16 shooting. Iloflman, a 5 10 senior

forward, registered 12 points and four rebounds.

CMass. however, has a solid future. The entire roster

remains intact and there were good signs in this game. Sue
Burtoft played well for the Minutewomen, scoring 12

l>oints. The 6 1 freshman al.so pulled down eight rebounds.
The Minutewomen, who were seeded sixth in the tour-

nament, ended up at 13 15 on the year, with a 2-7 con-

ference record.

Kevin McHale: The day after
Celtic forward reflects on his record-breaking effort

BH(K)KLINE. Mass.(AP)

Record breaking Kevin
McHale went from a

cheering crowd to a crying

baby to a two hour practice.

Welcome back to realitv.

"(ietting personal glories is

nice, but who remembers
that stuff?" the surprise

setter of the Boston Celtic's

single game scoring record

said Monday. "I don't feel

Uke it's any big deal."

"It was a tun thing to have

happen. It's something I'll

long remember, but that day

is over no\^

Boston's sixth man.

starting only because of an
injury to forward (edr'ic

Maxwell, piled up .% points

in Sunday's 138 129 National

Basketball Association
victory over the Detroit

Pistons.

Carry Bird, who repeatedly

fed the ball to McHale inside

in the fourth quarter to

improve his chances for the

record, had the old regular-

season mark of 53.

"Like any record thats
broken, things start hap
pening lor you." McHale
said. "That shows when you
play hard, good things will

happen.
"

.McHale had trouble
sleeping Sunday night but

not because thoughts of his

amazing performance
wouldn't leave his head. The
cries of Michael McHale.
who was at his father's big

game eight days after being

born, wouldn't leave his

ears.

"I must have got him
excited because he kept his

old man up all night,' said

the 27 year old father. "I got

three hours of sleep."

McHale said that when he

woke up Monday morning he

didn't immediately think of

his accomplishment the day

before and wonder if he
really had done it.

"I had a tough night. I got

up and thought about how
tired I was," he said.

And he had a morning
practice to contend with. He
walked through plays with
his teammates in

preparation for Tuesday
night's game with the New
York Knicks, then was the
only starter who ran
through a vigorous series of

four on four games that

ended the workout.

"I got 56. That means some
day I'll get 8. It all evens out

in the long run."

Intramuralhoopplayoffs begin tonight

Booker runs
fourth in East,

Lee to NCAA's
University of Massachusetts freshman Bridgette Booker

took fourth place in the 55 meter dash at the Eastern

Championships at Yale Univer^^ty this past weekend.
Booker turned a 7.2 fully automated time (about 6.9

hand times) in the event and was the only UMass runner
to place. West Virginia's Tammy Handerson won the

race with a blazing 6.84. Villanova won the meet with a

total of 83 points. Delaware .State was second and Penn
State third.

In other UMass news, wrestler Chris Lee was given a

wild card invitation to the NCAA championships despite

losing in the New England championships.
Lee was defeated by New Hampshire's Dave Beaulieu

12 6 in the 126 pound competition. The Minutemen, who
have been dropped as a varsity sport by the athletic

administration effective after this season, came in fifth as

a team with 31 points. Boston University took the

competition with 78 points. UMs Dana Richard also made
t he finals, losing to BC's John Hanlon, 6 1

.

The Intramural basketball playoffs for men, women, and

CO rec start tonight at Boyden Gym. Teams wanting

schedule information should call 545 2693 today or come by

the office at 215 Boyden.

The Intramural office will also be taking entries for the

annual co rec swimming meet scheduled for this coming
Sunday at the Boyden Pool. Anyone interested in com-

peting in one of the events should contact the Intramural

office.
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Poet urges women to be self-confident
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Nikki Giovanni, long known as the princess of black

poetry, told her audience last night at the University of

Massachusetts that the time is long overdue for women,
black and white, to "come into their own."
Speaking in the Student Union Ballrooom as the first

guest in this year's International Women's Ei^ent, she

said, "You who are women should live your own lives,

you should expand your brains and you should do what
your heart tells you to do."

Giovanni stressed that women must take responsibility

for themselves. She said that the thought of "a grown
woman trying to find a grown nruui to take care of her is

odious."

Giovanni said that women needed to gain confidence,

speak-up, think, be comm.lted and have informed opi-

nions. A woman who "is 21 and engaged," she said, "is

crazy '

She described the situation of black women as "the

lowest on the totem pole," and suggested a key way to

renf>edy this is through education.

She said, "I'm sure women at the University of

Massachusetts claim that their teachers are racist," and

that this was "probably true," but she sakl you have "to

go up against racism smd fight it."

"Your prionty is to stay in school," she told the au-

dience, adding, "If anything is going to change, it's going

to be through education."

"You are not going to change the worW using the

1960'8 methods," she said, commenting that people

"nuurhed in the 60s to bring attention to the problem,

but in the SOs everyone knows what the problem is."

And she stressed there is no question there is still a

problem. She said in particular the Reagan budget in-

dicates that "every aspect of the black community is in

trouble."

Giovanni suggested that what is needed in the 1^0's
to address the needs of black women is an economic

revolution. You can vote all you want to." she said, "but

you won't have much of a voice."

Speaking on the situation in South Africa, Giovanni

Nikki Giovanni, "princess of black pori ft

strongly ?f)oke out against br>th divestment and boycot-

ting, asking, "How can our priority be a countr>' ,''»,(MM»

miles away?"
"What we are asking for in .South Africa." she said, "is

what we have been asking for for ourselves." She said

the latter should be the priority of the black community
in the US.
(Giovanni udnv'.ted she had no "easy answers or cliched

solutions" to any of the problems she cited, but em
phasized that the first situation for all women to deal

with is their own.

"You are the major situation." she told the women in

the audience and advised them to "rebuild yourselves" as

individuals copable of running their own lives.

Nikki Giovanni, who was named Woman of the Year by

Eb^my nuM^azine in 1983. and is a journalist, lecturer arnl

recording artist as well as a poet, left the women in her

audience with the message that what they needed to do
was to gain confidence in their •

'.
'; ability.

Sports continuedonpg.il

Colletrian photo hy Andy Heller

Michael Papirio reacts to a pungent cheese-like

odor that filtered through the Campus Center con-

course and elevator shafts around 4 p.m. yesterday.

The Department of Environmental Health and Safety

was called in to investigate and building officials

questioned people on the concourse for a possible

stink bomb, but the source of the odor could not be

found.
"All of a sudden it just happened. It smelled like

cheese," said Heidi Holland of the International

Women's Event booth on the concourse. "The place

cleared out."

"I got on the elevator on the 11th floor and I

thought someone had thrown up in the elevator,"

Carole Reis of the Student Employment Office said.

"It was an awful smell."

SGA presidential

hopefuls square off
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Student rights and fi.scal accountability were the two key

i.ssue.s highlighting a debate between the three declared can-

didacies for Student (lovemment Association president

held in the Campus Center last night.

Kim Hackett and Michael Cerrato. Patrick Keohan and
Teresa Sbardella. and Stacy Roth and Dan Burgess debated
for over 90 minutes on issues ranging from ways to solve

' iirrent financial problems in the SGA to issues of oppres-

.^lon on campus.

Hackett/Cerratosaid their main focus, if elected, would be

to make the SGA more accountable to students in how it

allocates funds.

"The biggest student right is to know what is being done
with your money. Somebody's got to start watching where

your money is going," Cerrato told an audience of about .30 in

a Campus Center meeting room.

Roth/Burgess said that while how the Student Activities

Trust Fund is spent is an important issue for students, the

biggest issue is the protection of student right.s, especially in

light of recent administrative moves to curtail student input

in policy decisions.

"You cannot just sit there and accept unfair policies when
they are handed to you. Students have seen very serious

threats and an unresponsive administration. You've heard

the expression put your money where your mouth is. Well, we
have to put our mouths where our money is," Roth said.

Keohan/Sbardella said their main goal is to get students to

the polls to vote for the candidates that will best serve the

needs of all students.

"We want students to know we're running for them and not

for ourselves." Sbardella said.

Each candidate was asked a series of questions by four

panelists: Dave Pa.squantonio, co-president of the Orchard

Hill Area Government; Felicita Cordova of Nummo News;

Steve Cooperstein, news director of WMUA; and John
Yonce of the Collegian.

Continued on page 9

SAFA: Bennett
out of touch
on financial aid
By Ml( MKLLKHVDE
(olk'gian .St aft

WASHINGTON Education Secretary William J.

Ii«-nnett is out nt touch with t*«>ltege students and living in

ih«' past, Univer«iity of Massachu!>etts students k>bbying

r financial aid here said y€«»ierday

After attending liennett s second hearing before the

House Education and l^ibor Committee, members of

Students AdvtH-ating Financial Aid criticize<l his position

on President Reagan's proposal for cutting student aid, an

issue that has had the UMass grtHjp knocking on Cafiitol

Hill doors since Monday morning.

Three weeks agi>. Bennett said siuoent*. alU-^Uti by the

projMiMHl cuts Mould have to "divest lhems«*lves' ln>m
exp«'nsivecars. stereos and Florida vacatwrns.

At yesterdays hearing. IVnnell said. The thrust «tf the

prop«»sals is tou.ird the neiHlv students
'

"(Educatum Secretary William Bennett) lacks a

sense of what students are going tknmgh.

"

—Kevin Sweeney. SAFA

The kinds of
\

s vw«> may have will benefit families

ol lower income . the pmposalsi can decide il a lower

income family can send a child to school or not," Bennett

said.

Itennett cited instances of abuse of financial aid. such as

l.'t.OOO students receiving aid whose families have annual

incomes of SUM).000 or more. "The emphasis should be on

quality contn»l ami mancement of •••tix iiK.nal resources.

"

he said.

.'\ committee membe'. Rep. Chester G. .Atkins. D .")th

Mass. District, said students and parents shoukl not be

blamed tor misuse of aid. The probk-m. he said, lies with

the Education Department's criteria for determining need.

'I w«>uld suggest that the divestiture you're talking about

IS a divestiture i»f hope, a divestiture ol equality, and a

divestiture of the future of this country. ' Atkins said.

Bennett said. "We hear so much about the shortage of

lunding. but the problem is not that we have Um little

money but that we have terrible management and serious

s(|uandering of resources."

Kevin Sweeney, a SAF'.X member, said. "Itennett

assumes that students haven't been working for their

education H«- lacks a sens*> of what students are going

through. Me V living in the 'fiOs. when tor $H,(H)0 you could

buy a house

In addition to the hearing, .SAF .A r<mtmued interviewing

members of Congress. .\t noon. SAF.A President Cynthia
Howland and memb«'r James Shaw handed .Speaker

Thomas P. ONeill .5.H00 signatures collected at U.Mass the

week iH'lore they left.

Sen. B^ward M. Kennedy. I) Mass., met briefly with the

group to tell them that the Human Itesources Committee is

going to strongly resist the proposals.

SAFA members said they feel that during the past two
days, thry have accomplishinl their gf>als. They said

(oneressmen are generally sympathetic to their concerns.

"Kverybody's coming together, the farmers and the

N.AACP" who are lobbying this week also. "They are

saying they support SAFA. and even if they lose their

farms, they still want their children to have access to

education, " S.'XFA member David Nel.son said.

"This has never happened before, spe<'ial interests

uniting for a common goal rather than fighting amongst
themselves."
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"Dope can see you tkrc^h times ofno money better

than money can see you through tim^es of no dope.
"

--Gilbert Sheltm
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Senate group

votes to cut

military funds
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Republican

controlled Senate Bud|;et Committee, in d

sharp rebuff to President Reagan, voted

tentatively yesterday in favor of a $79
billion reduction in his military buildup over

the next three years.

On a bipartisan vote of 18 4. the com
mittee proposed freezing defense spending

authority at current levels after adjusting

fur inflation for the fiscal year that begins

Ort, 1. That would be followed by after

inflation increases of 3 percent for each of

the two subsequent years.

It was the first formal indication of the

widespread dissatisfaction in Congress over

the president's proposed fiscal 1986 budget,

which inrludes a S30 billion increase in

defense spending and nearly $40 billion in

cuts in domestic programs.

The vote came a few hours after Senate

Majority I>?ader Robert Dole. R Kan., said

the administration must be prepared to

netr«Hial»' with House and Senate leaders to

get a "consensus" budget that will reduce

ledera! deficits. White House spokesman
Larr> Speakes said Reagan "stands

squarely b«'hind his budget.
'

The vote on defens*' spending marked the

beginning ol the Budget Committee's ef

forts to draft an alterntivr to the

president's sp<>ndmg blueprint.

With the committee facing a series of

controversial proposals to cut domestic

spending. Sen. ('harles Grassley. R Iowa,

said "The defense number is pretty key to

getting a consensus on the rest of the

budget."

API

MASKED PROTEST—Paul Dmry (left) and Joe Simpaon of Greenpeace
prepare for the fume* they expected to encounter yesterday when they climbed

the chimney at a Tioxide UK company aite in Thumberside. F3ngland to protest

industrial waate diaghrfea.

Nicaraguan
rebel pushes

for U.S. aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - The chief Nicar-

aguan rebel commander declared yesterday

that his forces are willing to accept heavy
casualties in seizing and holding temtory
inside Nicaragua, if that is needed to win

renewed U.S. aid from Congress.

"It would be costly for us, but to get the

funds, we'll pay that price," said Enrique
Bermudez. military commander of the U.S.

backed Nicaraguan Democratic Force, the

Honduran- based rebel army known by its

Spanish initials FDN.
At a cn>wded news conference, Bemiudcz

also called allegations that hi.s troops are «hi-

tinuing to commit serious human rights

abuses "propaganda " by Nicaragua's leftist

Sandmista government
However, the Americas Watch Commit

tee. which issued a report yesterday contain

ing such allegations, responded that none ot

Its information had come from the Sandinista

government
The 97 -page report by the New York-

based private human rights group said all

sides in the Nicaraguan conflict have violated

laws of war. but added that the government
has reduced its abuses in the past year while

those of "contra" rebels have continued

unchecked
Americas Watch also said the Reagaa

administration "aided and abetted" the

rebel abuses by fmancing and defending

them. It added that by producing a rebel

manuel with advice on "neutralizing" Nic

araguan officials, the CIA "directly solicited

the contras to engage in violations of the laws

of war."

Contraceptive pill risks iDigest By the Asaocialed Press

contested by experts BosionpoUce
WASHINGTON (AP) Americans greatly overestimate

the nsks and understate the effectiveness of birth control

methods, particularly the contraceptive pill, and this misin-

formation leaves many vulnerable to unintended pregnan-

aes, a professional society said yesterday

The American College of Obstetricians and (iynecologists

said a poll it commissioned indicates many unwanted pre-

ganancies that threaten women's lives and result in more

than a million abortions annually stem from ignorance and

misinformation.

The survey found that people are particularly misin-

fordled about the birth control pill, which the group said is

the most effective and safest contraceptive for many
women.
To help counter this, the society, whose membership

mcludes 90 percent of the country's obstetricians and

gynecologists, said it would soon launch a public mformation

program to inform women of the benefits, risks and effec-

tivenss of different forms of contraception.

face drug tests

BOSTON - Police officers

who appear red eyed, a bit

woozy or simply a little "out

of it" will be administered

surprise urine tests to

detect illicit drug use. under

a policy announced

yesterday by the Boston

Police Department.
"Were not going to march
into the station house and
shout. "Freeze. Line up.

Everyone take a urine test.'

It won't be random." said

spokesman Robert OToole.
"But if someone is acting
strange or out of it. we've
been around so we know
what to look for. they will be
asked for a urine sample."

What Are YOU Doing
This Summer?

• Do you want to make new friends in

a casual friendly atmosphere?

• Do you want to help children to learn

new skills and enjoy a summer in the

beautiful Pocono Mts?

• Do you want to be part of a vibrant

Jewish camp community?

IF YOU DO.. .a summer at the New
Jersey 'Y' Camps is the answer for

you!

We will be on campus Friday,
March 8. Please call Ericka at
546-8163, for more information.

or contact: NJ YM-YWHA Camps
21 Plymouth St, Fairfield, NJ 07086

(201) 575-3333
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Widow seeks

$3.2m for loss
BU.STON - The widow of

a iobsterman lost at sea

when the National Weather
Service failed to predict a

fierce winter storm appealed
to a federal judge for

damaKP** yesterday, the
lourth birthday of the

dauf^fiter her husband didn't

live to see.

Honour Brown Ferris and
relatives of two other

fishermen who died Nov. 22.

1980, in seas that crested to

70 feet are seeking $3.2

million from the federal

government for the lost

wages and pain and suf-

ienng ot their kin.

The damage trial is the

second pha.se of a two part

lawsuit brought by the

fishermen's famiUes against

the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administra-
tion, the weather service's

parent agency.

Jacksonville

invitespreps

BOSTON - To hear the

Jacksonville. Fla.. pitch, its

an exclusive group being

invited to share a special

beach at spring break.

Students at Boston

University and six Ivy

I.<eague schools are being

urged "by invitation only" to

spend their spring break on

the Jacksonville beaches,

tntead of mixing with the

masses farther south.

The promotion is the

brainchild of the convention

and Tourist Bureau of

Jacksonville, which wants to

lure the preppy crowd from

other resorts and ski slopes

where undergraduates flock

during Easter week, said

Executive Vice President

Terry Eitzpatrick.

MITlo cost

over$15,000
CAMBRIDGE - Tuition,

room and board at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology will cost more

than $15,000 next year,

school officials announced

yesterday.

The combined costs of

tuition, room and board at

MIT will rise 5.8 percent, or

$830. from $14,400 this year

to $1.5.230 r.ext year.

EUROPE »> CAR
INT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Onp Rockeleiier Plaza

New York, N Y 10020
Phona (212) 581-3O40

Mail lhi» ad foi Special
Stadent/Tcachar Tariff

; NEMTAL LEASE PUMCHASE

Editor's Note—In celebration of International Women's Event the Collegian this week will poite a series of
questioTUH seeking the ineu^s of intematitmal uHrmen at the University of Massachusetts.

INTEKNATIQHAL
WOMEN

Sy Dvboroh hou

Ar« th«r« diff»r»nc*s b»t-

w»«n wom»n h»r« and in

youf country?

Name: Mmki Tagaya
Major. Bachelor's Degree
with Individual Concentra-

tion

Country: Japan

American wonr>en are in-

dependent much earlier

than Japanese women.
They can detach
themselves from their

parents at a much earlier

age. Ninety-nine percent

of Japanese women are

dependent on their parenta

through school.

Name: Sirry
Sigvrbjamadottir

Major: Educatiun

Country: Ireland

Icelandic wonnen have

higher self-esteem. They
trust themselves more
than American women
because they have been

financiaUy independent for

k>nger and thus are not as

dependent on men.

Name: Anne E later

Major: Computer
Engineering and Math
Country: Norway

People in Amenca will

call a married wonuui
"Mrs. Mike Smith." In

Norway that would be an

insult. Most women keep

their own names when
they get married and ex

pect people to call them by

that.

Name: Sandy Lee
Miyor: Public Health

Country: Taiwan

Taiwan women are more
conservative and less

liberated than American
women. American women
are much more active and
interested in what is going

on around them. In

Taiwan, most women
don't go out to work.

Bill changes urged
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate passed two motions last

night urging changes in the stipend distribution system

for teaching associates and in the billing policy for

graduate .students.

Ramesh Malla. a graduate student from the civil

engineenng department, said many teaching asstK-iates

are paid over a 12-month pericxi for work done during nine

months (two semesters).

Malla's motion, which the senate approved after slight

amerulments, urges that the choice be given the teaching

asstx-iate whether to have his or her salary paid over a
period of nine or 12 months.

The senate also passed a motion urging the adoption of

an installment plan for graduate student bills, which cur-

rently have to be paid all at once.

The senate first urged that this policy be implemented

two years ago and a task force was created by the Univer-

sity to investigate the feasibility of an installment system,

but the contuiued lack of such a plan spurred the senate to

pursue the nuitter again.

The senate's motion also urges a payment system for

graduate students with jobs such as research and teaching

assistantships which would allow these students to pay

their semester bills through deductions from their

paychecks.

Also last night, the senate passed a motion urging the

UMass registrar to amend the current format of graduate

student transcripts. The motion calls on the registrar to

modify the transcripts to include credit points for each

course whether the student was register<jd in the course

for grade or for audit, a title for each course currently

listed as a "special topic course." and a semester and
cumulative grade point average, which are not included in

the current transcripts.

Samples testedat UMass

Where the busted drugs go
Students may pay forSSAM

ByGREGBRUWN
Coilegian Staff

Most of the illicit drugs confiscated by law

enforcement officials in western
Massachusetts are sent to a laboratory at

the University of Massachusetts for

analysis and disposal.

A spokesman for the state Department of

Public Health, which has laboratory

facilities in the Public Heahh Buikling

behind the Morrill Science Center, said

drug samples are analyzed "as a favor to

law enforcement agencies."

The. spokesman, who supervises the DPH
Food and Drug I.,aboratorie8 at UMass.
aaked that his name not be used for security

reasons. The lab director said he supervises

a staff of seven technicians and about five

inspectors.

The drug samples, submitted from

throughout the 4i;i telephone area and as

far east as Fitchburg. are scientifically

tested to determine their authenticity, then

sent back to the law enforcement agencies.

Ultimately, they are returned to UMass for

disposal, the lab director said.

The substances are destroyed by in

cineration. according to the director.

'It's not to our advantage to find a positive

or negative result, the director said. "The

only pressure we feel is to do an accurate

job of analysis."

He said 15.031 samples were submitted to

the UMass facility in 1983 84.

The DPH gave the Collegian a copy of its

1983 84 report, which indicated how much
the labs analyze, and where the substances

come from. Amherst and the llniversity of

Massachusetts were separate categories.

The University submitted 89 specimens,

and the town submitted 88 samples.

The DPH labs destroyed 21.158 samples.

The western Massachusetts municipalities

with the most samples submitted, ac

cording to the report, are Springfield, with

6.28.5 drug specimens, t'hicopee. with 745

specimens. Holyoke. 6%. and Fitchburg.

with 5;J8 samples submitted.

The m«»st commonly confiscated sub

stances in western Ma.ssachusetts are

marijuana, heroin and i-ocaine. respec

lively. .Mcohol samples, ronfiscated Irom

minors and drunk drivers, are also tested in

the .Amherst labs.

The director said the labs have never

broken into "at least, in the 14 years that

I've been working here."

.\mphetamines and barbiturates are the

least popular drugs in western
Massachusetts, using how much is con

fiscated as an indicator. The DPH tested 9

barbiturate samples and two amphetamine
specimens, comparcnl with 1.182 samples of

cocaine.

By GREG BROWN
Collegun Staff

The Slate Student Association ol

Massachusetts tonight will try to put a

referendum on the Student Government

Associations ballot asking University ol

Massachusetts students to pay for their

representation in that group.

SSAM. a student advocacy group com

prised of statewide student governments,

will ask UMass students to pay a $1 per

semester fee. according to Martha Porter,

treasurer of the UMass chapter of SSAM.
If the student senate rejects the prfiposal.

SSAM will bring up a motion tonight askmg

for $5,000 in student activities funds for the

rest of this semeter. according to the

agenda for tonights meeting, and will still

ask to be considered an arm of the SGA.

Porter said SSAM is running referenda on

campuses across the slate m an effort to

stabilize its funding base Only six student

governments currently fund SSAM al a

dollar per student, per semester, with

other SGAs giving smaller donations.

Also tonight, the senate may vote on k

motion to censure David Valade. a senator

who allegedly vandalized posters on the

fourth floor of the Student Union last week.

Valade could not be reached for comment

last night.

Joan Quinlin. the governors adviser on

women's issues in Massachusetts, will

speak to the senate on "various issues of

concern to both the men and women of the

I'nivcrsity community.
"

Student passes out holding breath
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

A male student lost consciousness Mon-
day night after he and two other students

tried to pass out by holding their breath.

University of Massachusetts police said

The 18-year-old student may have brain

damage because of lack of oxygen, police

said. He was taken to University Health Ser-

vices but did not regain consciousness until

he was transported to Cooley Dickinson Hos-

pital Police said the Lewis House resident

also received abrasions around his left eye

after he passed out and hit his head on the

ground.

Police said the three students were eating

pizza and drinking root beer on the fourth

floor of Thatcher House when they decided

to try and pass out by holding their breath.

One student gave the other a "bear hug" from

behind which made him pass out, police said.

The student is in stable condition, hospital

officials said.

In other police reports:

• A female .student received bruises from

a male student who put her in an arm- lock

Monday night Police said a group of six peo-

ple were drinking on the fifth floor of Dickin-

son House when the assault and battery

occured The injured woman knew the man
and did not decide yet whether to press

charges against him, poUce said.

• A Campus Center employee was treated

at Health Services Monday night for head

injuries after he fell down a flight of stairs in

the Campus Center. Police said the man was

cleaning when he lost his balance and fell

• A money bag with $98 in it was reported

stolen from the Bursar's Office in Whitmore

Administration Building Monday morning.

Police said the bag and the money is state

Property. The theft is still under investiga-

tioa
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MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl 6 Cyl

$34." $39."
8 Cyl

$44."^
W* II innoti nfw rmislo< *porfc dutribuKy cof PVC votv* lfl^»K)»<

plufi pomti t cond»o»*« adw»' cabl«f» an fil»»f ond vapor conn

id*« vpvad »•< timmfl <mi bonary (•< (il»»» Includ** tm.»»«>n T»»l

cvxj chorging tyt**n< ln^|•c• rolor and Prinloui

^fl| Lube, Oil & Filter

$1599Includes up to 5 quorts

10-40 oil and Kifety

check

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst. MA

Across Uom Watroba b Store
549-4 704

Sanctuary advocates come to Amherst
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Correspondent

Don Mosley. leader of the growing sanctuary move-

ment, will speak at 4 p.m. today at the First Congrega-

tional Church in Amherst about how churches across the

nation are helping Central American refugees find safety

within the United States.

The sanctuary movement, which began three years ago,

involves 200 churches and more than 70.000 people whose

main objective is to provide refugees from El Salvador

^

r^^ JAMAR y

1 MUY BUEEKiO!

r^

^ MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
Luncheon From eP^«i^5
Specials served 1 1 a.in.-3 p.m.

New Buffet &'sunday Brunch ca^i^t 5.25
BuHet Served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday ll;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicker Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

CAN EAT

ChUdren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet h Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice
8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot £f Sour Soup

Lunchson Specials h Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. 10 p.m.
Ffi. Cr Sat. 11:30 a.m. 11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

2S6 02S2

Nowls
the time
to cal...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-28«0

Expert Repairs &
Recondftkxiing '

^^ ;

^ _ ^Student Special

tr i HOUR
,_.^ TUB for
spaS
V2 HOUR PRICE

an incredible savings
every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-7727

,

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper MaUl

^ Man «»WO»tD H»»>tCTH>W ST«nOW

jct"

MA Sat«» Ta« Eilra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Fut ServKe Tire Store

'S Sundartan* M . Mo Amhvrsi MA

AX-VISA-MC S49 4704

and Guatemala with protection and support. The concept

of sanctuarj' (iates back to the Middle Ages, when chur

ches sheltered people from the law.

Some churches today provide refugees with shelter,

food and security. Eleanor Williams, director of the Sanc-

tuary Education Committee in Cambridge, describes sanc-

tuary as "symbolic protection."

Under the Refugee Act of 1980, a refugee must have a

"well-founded fear of persecution" to be granted p<jlitical

asvlum. The Reagan Administration is not granting

asylum to most Central American refugees, claiming they

come to this country for purely economic reasons.

But Francis Crowe, director of the American Friends

Service Committee's Northampton office, said, "These

people are clearly political refugees, not economic

refugees as the government claims."

The refugees who flee these countries are "teachers,

workers; many of them are women whose husbands have

been killed by the death squads for refusing to join the ar-

my," Williams said.

The churches are running the risk of receiving nr»es of

up to $2,000 and five years in jail.

"Many of us feel that we're not breaking the law

because the law clearly states that the politically oppress-

ed may be given sanctuary. In the past, we've heljx^l peo-

ple from Afghanistan and Poland. " Crowe said.

The sanctuary movement is not linrtited to churches. The
<\mtinurd im page 5

YOURiAUMPM

Skirh

DROP Off LIUIDRY

10 5 00
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Servlci
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1 7 Days
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Washers

/Gas Oryprs

SPEEDWASH
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PREPARE FOR

MCAT* LSAT'GMAT l^
SAT«ACT«DAT»GRE«C PA

Enrolling Now For

GRE IgMAT
6/8/86 Exam 6/15/85 Exam

LSAT I MCAT
6/17/86 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

Enrollment honored
at any SHKEC location

^
KHMN
Educational Center

Call Days Eves b
'Weekends

I

mm KflPUm 3^ ^ Pleasant Stj

m^r Educational Center Amherst

\fSgg 549-5780

I

I^B^^^ fo, infofmation about other centers
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TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 ^^^^ ^^LL FREE 800 223 1782

Immerse Yourself
Spend a semester or a year

in Latin America:
• Become fluent in Spanish

• Participate in I'niversity courses, internships, or

independent research

• l^eam I^tin American culture and history face to fiwre.

• Study in Peru ( Uma/Curco) or

Cok>mbia (Bogota'Medellin)

• Receive full Academic credit from the

I'niversity of Miami
• Use your existing Financial Akl

'I rNrVFR-STTYOF ^pp'tcJfions ind information fironi:

North/>outh Academic
F.xchangr Profirani

I'nivrrsity of Miami
PO Box Z48I25
Coral GiNe«. Florida 3.^1 24

A GLOBAL UNIVERSITY (50^) 284 450.^

Hey, you!
Stop complaining and get off

your butts. Vote in the

SGA Presidential,

Board of Governors and
Residential Committee

Elections March 11th and 12th,

It's your government -

Get Involved

Female athletics encouraged
WOMEN ON CAMPUS

By BETH PASTINO
CoileK:ian t'orrespondent

In spite of the achievements of American
athletes such as Mary IjOU Retton and Mary
(Decker) Slaney. cultural constraints on
women keep sports a predominantly male
domain, according to Fatt Dodds, associate

professor ol physical education at the

I'niversity of Massachusetts.

Dodds stressed the need for young girls to

become athletically active if society is ever

to bridge the gap between the sexes in

sports, and said social standards have

discouraged girls and young women from

excelling in sports.

"Parents and teachers of young children

expect boys to be active and to participate

in sports." Dodds said. "Until the last few
years, however girls were expected to be
passive and uninvolved in athletics."

In an effort to ensure equal treatment of

young children. Title IX, requiring coed
gym classics and equal opportunity for both

sexes in publii* schools, wa.s passed in 19T2.

However, these coed gym classes, in

tended to advance equality for women,
often create a condition Dodds calls "motor

elitism" a phenomena where those who
excel in sports become social leaders and

occupy much of a teacher's attention.

"Btjys tend to develop greater motor skills

and thus benefit from motor elitism,"

Dodds said. "If this situation becomes
common in most schools, then the result of

Tile IX woukl be nullified."

At the I'niversity of Massachusetts

recently, the Women's Equity Program co-

sponiiored a grant with the physical

education department to deal with issues of

sexism and racism in Massachusetts public

Fatt Dodds

M-hool gym chi>Ms The program was

designed to raise awareness of such issues

as exclusive language used in class, and

teachers were taught to recogni/e their

•»wn habits and encouraged to try different

strategies to itjrrect these problems.

"The answer is in the way we raise

children. Dodds said. "If we can get good

teachers at the elementary level who are

sensitive, and then continue it all the way
through school, we won't have the problems

that are apparent at t his campus.
"

One of the problems Dodds refers to is the

fact that female enrollment in gym classes

at I '.Mass is far lower than male enrollment.

Although consciousness of equity is

promoted in the physical education

department, Dodds said many women don't

strive to do the b«'st they are physcically

capable of.

"We are trying to teach our students to be

teachers who expect simultan»'ous things

fn»m men and wonw-n, except when it u*

inappropriate to do so." Dodds said.

GET THE

Buy^JSSr,

• Sanctuary Conttnurd fntm pagf i

ing««^

HUfVlf^
UMfTED TIMEOFFER.
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city of Cambndge is "it would be a wonderful thing if TMa-ss

discussing the idea of making the whole ci- did it." Crowe sakl.

ty a sanctuary. Williams said. The chapel at "if we could stop the violence, the

Brown University, the church at the refugees would stop coming. That's what

University of Wisconsin at Madison and the sanctuary movement is all about."

pombly Tufts University's church are Williams said

MmctuariCT. she said

PLACE:
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SEEYOURARTCARVEDREPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS,
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LESBIAN & GAY
DANCE

Saturday March 9, 1985

10th Floor, Campus Center

9:00 - 1:00

$2.50

sponsored by the People '» Gay Alliance

The Collegian

New England's Largest College Daily

Business positions are opening up

in all departments:

Assistant Business Manager

Assistant Finance Manager

Advertising Representatives

Circulation & Subscription Positions

areApplications and informataion

available at the Collegian,

113 Campus Center.

Application deadline is

Thursdav March 14.

Get involved and gain

some valuable business experience

.» « a * « « •
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Letters to

the Editor
A few stones

In response to Rita Mur-

phy's column on the recent

history of the SGA
presidency. I would like to

offer the follow observa-

tions:

• One three minute speech

does not provide the l>asis

for a record on student

rights.

• Her conclusions of "The
presidency lacks l)ackb<jne

and lacks a true commit

n>ent to students' rights"

were not justified by the

evidence presented, and ig

nore other relevant events

ijf the last 12 months.

• Her one-sentence sum-

mation of previous SGA
presidents betrays an un-

sophisticated analysis of

their terms of office.

• Those who live in glass

houses shouldn't throw

stones.

Eric Nittsche

Sunderland

*Don't blame
me'
Concerning Rita Mur-

phy's column condemning

co-president Rick Patrick.

who was endorsed by the

Cnll^gxan last year. I have

but one thing to say: Don't

blame me...l voted for

Rudolph I'- -'"V

Daniel J. Holway
Northeast

UMass apathy emoarrassmg

I am both embarrassed

and ashamed at the apathy

of UMass students. Last

week, seven other UMass

students and I attended the

Ninth annual lobby for

Soviet Jewry in

Washington, D.C. We
traveled down with 35

students from Clark

University. UMass has ap-

proximately 20,000

undergraduates; Clark only

has 1.8(K). One fourth of the

participants were not even

Jewish They were merely

concerned citizens.

The plight of the Soviet

Jews is not only a religious

concern. After a daylong

briefing, we spoke to our

senators and congressmen

and asked them to help the

Soviet Jews in different

ways

1 am embarrassed for the

University "^

MassachusetLs because the

lobby was openly publicized

in the Colkgian and posters

were up all over campus;

yet only eight people par-

ticipated. For a school

which is so involved in stu-

dent rights and politics, it is

surprising and appalling

that only eight cared

enough to lobby in

Washington. 1 only hope

that more students become

involved next year.

Maria Zirkes

Southwest

1^ O

fe^^'

Correction—Due to an editing error, the letter by

Dave Bernstein in yesterday's Collegian should have

listed Bernstein's address as Sylvan.

All letters must be signed and include the

wTiter's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double spaced

at 67 characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret we are

unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity and

length.

SHORTS. . .

100^ cotton in a variety of colors

and styles reg 9 95

1

Briefcases. Totes

Daypacks Spon Duffle

A Store-fuN of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Daily >0- 6. Sun. 12-5

You need a

summer )ob or

part-time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn

up to $300 or

more per week

You would like

to make your

own hours

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental

Systems, Inc We
are setting up our

spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

DO Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

laflrey, NH 03452

603 532 4416

24 GREATWAYSTO SEE ISRAEL
THIS

SUMMERISRAEL
PROGRAM
CENTER

515 PARK AVE NEW YORK.NY 10022

TELEPHONE (212) 751-6070

SOUND INTERESTING'' WANT MORE INFO"

CALL NAOMI YADIN 545-2526

ARCHAEOLOGY
- TOUPING
TENNIS

• KIBBUTZ
• STUDY
RELIGIOUS

ONE ADDRESS
FOR HIGH SCHOOL
AND COLLEGE AGE

PROGRAMS

AMERICAN ZIONIST

YOUTH FOUNDATION

Cl.p and Ma.l to AZYF. 515 PARK AVENUE. NEW YORK. NY 10022

Name

Address

City

Uaive'sity

Stale -Zip

Get a fresh roll of

Kodak® Color Print Film
every time your prints are developed at competitive

prices. You get 120 rolls for $24.00. That's only

20 <P

Per Roll
\
UM

Your Name:

Your Address:

Program Interest

Send S2M.00 certified check or money order to; THE KENAN GROUP, BOX 7152

HGHTS. STA., CONCORD, NH 03301 . We will send you a coupon book good for

120 rolls of Kodak* Color Print Film. Send one coupon with every roll of film to be

processed and receive a fresh roll of film with your developed prints.
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One nuisance too many
A little thing like the non-

publication of the Student

Telephone Directory seems to

be a minor issue on the surface,

but it follows a recent trend on

the part of the administration

to make decisions affecting

students without giving an ex-

planation.

The telephone directory is

published every semester by

the Dean of Students Office. It

serves as a valuable asset to

students in finding other

students' telephone numbers,

department numbers, bus

schedules and the up-to-date

Dean's list.

Dean of Students William F.

Field declined to explain to a

Collegian reporter why the

directory will not be coming

out except to say an advertise-

ment in Monday's Collegian

gives the reason.

All the advertisement says is

that ''Unforseen complications

with the (directory's) vendor"

will prevent publication.

One operator at student in-

formation said yesterday that

not publishing the phone book

will present "a nuisance" and

will create some problems for

students as well as operators.

Why is it that the administra-

tion can continually create

"nuisances" for students

without feeling a need to ex-

plain itself?

Current administrators feel

they have a right to hide their

actions from students. They

hid the consolidation of the

trust funds in the Campus
Center until Dec. 26. 1984.

They are still hiding the facts

surrounding the Yvette Henry

case. When will they stop try-

ing to hide information? And
when will students begin to get

answers to their questions?

Unsigned editorials reflect th£

maj<yrity opinion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors.

Letters to the Editor

What's *acceptable7
After reading in last Thursday's C<^-

^ian that .30 j)enple have already respond-

ed to John Tills letter. 1 had to think twice

about adding to the debate. Till's reply to

his critics, though, broadens the issue. He

writes, "The point still stands that the

homosexuals of our community have sur-

passed that fine line which borders bet-

ween acceptable and unacceptable action.

If this line is transgressed by any group of

people-majority or minority-then that

group will likely meet with incivility."

Civility means nothing if it only applies to

people who act in a manner considered "ac-

ceptable." Historically, every group which

attempts to throw off the shackles of op-

pression becomes "offensive" to those who

would rather ignore the problem. Twenty

years ago, Southern governors justified the

unleashing of attack dogs against civil

nghts marchers because (they said) the

blacks' peaceful protests were provoking

violence. Obviously, blacks were found "of-

fensive" not for what they did, but for who

they were. The same is true for gay people

today. If gays and lesbians really wanted to

avoid offending anyone, they would have to

cease to exist.
.

Because gay people are fighting for their

rights, Till's demand that "the methods of

the PGA must be altered in such a way as

to educate and inform without offending"

is unrealistic. Apparently, he does not

understand the purpose of demonstrations.

Demonstrations disturb the slumber of an

apathetic community. When successful,

they confront us with a choice we can no

longer shirk: to do what is good but dif-

ficult, or evil but convenient. Understan-

dably, many people would like to avoid such

choices, so they lash out at those who insist

on them. But to make gays and lesbians

responsible for the bad consciences of

heterosexuals is to put the blame on the

shoulders of the victims.

If some straight members of our com-

munity are so easily outraged by expres-

sions of gay pride that they cannont listen

to what gay people have to say. then it is up

to concerned heterosexuals like John Till to

enlighten them. Dennis Fischman
Northampton

Uninvited guests
Here at Brown this semester, we have

many residents who have not paid rent or

board. They have access to any room at

any time and come unannounced. Luckily

for us. they are not very strong, so our

televisions and stereos are safe. Who are

these marauders? Furrius Nibblus-Mice.

There have been about 150 mice caught

this past month, that's one for every three

paying residents, and based on sightings,

there are probably three times as many

running rampant throughout the building.

We find it strongly objectionable that we

must pay housing fees while they get off

scot free. The University is suppled to

provide a safe environment for all dor-

mitory residents. However we have been

subjected to a proven health hazard. Mice

are highly unsanitary and emotionally un-

nerving to everyone.

We demand that the University take im-

mediate steps to resolve this problem or

reimburse us our housing fees. How long

would Chancellor Joseph Duffey or Whit-

more have to put with such "Close En-

counters of the Rodent Kind?"

Dennis McDonough
Wendy Rand
Christine Nee

Sylvan
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Corporations get off easy

Video is degrading
Yesterday in the Campus Center, Union

Video aired the "Whip-it" video by Devo.

This is one of the most, if not the most,

degrading of videos to women. In the

video, members of Devo whip a Hispanic

woman over and over. Other people in the

video cheer them on.

Philip Kennedy is in charge of program-

ming for Union Video. He is responsible for

this misogynist video being aired at out ex-

pense. I think he owes the women and men

of UMass an apology. It would also be wise

of him to use better judgement when selec-

ting programs.

Martha McClune
Amhent

In this stason of the annual ftnieral

iMidget battle. President Reagan ami his

administration have sallied forth to assail

those whom Reagan calls "bom again

budget balancers." But two subjects have

\^een conspiruosly absent from the

[»ureaucraLs" Nfmbast: defense sfH'nding

and tax reform.

The administnitions statetl grounds for

cutting or elimmating s<K-ial programs are:

mismanagement resulting in overspending

(e.g.. student loans, welfare); unneoeaaary

spending (e.g., the Small Business Aaaoda-

tion, the Job Corps); and their objection to

having one segment of the |H>pulation fund

programs that benefit another segment

(e.g., farm subsidies, urban mass transit).

But if defense spending, 26 f)ercent of

the budget this year, and tax reform, which

will shift some of the burden of payment to

corporations from individuals, are nf)t in-

cluded for debate the administration's

pious posturing rings hollow and

hypocritical.

Mismanagement resulting in overspen-

ding? Unnecessary spending? Start with

the Pentagon. Here are just a few of the

expenditures the public was told of last

year: a $7,4()0 10-cup coffee maker for the

C-5 transport plane. A $7,417 alignment

pin from General Dytuimics (retail cost 3

cents). A $2,043 hex-nut from McDonnell-

Douglas (retail cost 13 cents). Pratt &
Whitney charged the public $1,118 for a 22

cent plastic cover for stool legs. Hughes

Aircraft charged $2,543 for a $3.64 circuit

breaker.

Out of the $185 billion the Pentagon

spent last year how much was wasted

through mismanagement? How much in

overpayment to corporations, like the ex-

tra $84 million to Ford Aerospace and

Communications for the Sergeant York

anti-aircraft gun?

Under Secretary Weinberger's proposals

defense spending will increase U) $321

billion in 1987 -a 60 percent increase in real

dollars from the $71.4 billion spent in 1967,

at the height of the Vietnam War. All of it

necessary?

Tax reform on the other hand won't even

be debated, because of the political calen-

dar until after this year's budget cuts are

made. But during the budget debate one

point should be remembered: much

Andrew M. Paven

revenue has been lost through Reagan's

1981 supply-side based tax-cut. especially

the "Accelerated Cost Recovery System."

A study done by the Citizens for Tax

Justice (CfTJ) reveals c«>r|K»rations that

received tax breaks through 1981 1984 did

not re-invest their capital. Companies it

seems continued to invest m plant and
equipment according to denumd. not supp-

ly. "Taxes-or lack thereof- -don't seem to

have much to do with it." writes Robert S.

Mclntvre. director of federal tax policy at

CfTG'
Actually, it seems the more companies

save, the less they re-invested. "Com-

parues with at least one no-tax year bet-

ween 1981 ami!983 reduced investment by

15.7 percent. Firms that paid a total of no

taxes or actually receive*! net tax rebates

over the three years cut investment by 19.3

percent...companies that did not pay taxes

in any of the three years slashed invest

ment by 29.6 percent.

"In sharp contra.st, the ."jo companies

with the highest tax rates over the three

years -the firms that by supply-side think-

ing had the lea.st incentive to invest-

increased their capital investment by a

total of 4.3 percent, despite paying 33.1

percent of their profits in taxes," writes

Mclntyre.

The government also loses $140 billion

each y«u- in tax breaks, which Gregory

Foeaedal of the editorial page of tbe Wall

StnetJfrumal calls, "Corporate Welfare."

These are "perhaps the largest, fastest

growing, yet least discus.sed public relief

program of the federal government." he

writes. He estimates the annual cost of

"corporate welfare" in defense spending

alone, "conservatively," at $.50 billion.

But the president said to the Wall Strtet

Journal recently. "I haven't even made an

attempt to study (the Treasury Dept.'s tax

reform plan) in detail."

The Reagan administration is well-

versed in rhetoric, but it remains to be seen

whether they will "stay the course" when

it comes to really cutting the federal

deficit.

Andrew M. Paven is a Collegian columnist.

Social planning abridges our freedom

I take exception to William J. Spain's

"Time to give a little back" column that

appeared in Monday's Collegian. Social

planners like Spain seek to abridge your

freedom by making national service man-

datory.

The choices he presents are Peace

Corps-type service or the armed forces.

Some choice. You can either dig ditches in

Chile or learn to shoot Third World

socialists.

I believe that service to America in

these jobs is a noble thing. However, ser-

vice to one's country should come out of

moral compulsion, not compulsion of law.

Andy Ayrea
Central
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Student rights, SGA outreach

concern Roth/Burgess team
By C'.REG BROWN
Collegian Staff

"Student rights*' are the primary con-

cern of Stacy Roth and Dan Burgess. ct>-

candidaU's fur the Student Government

AsstK*iation presidency.

"Basically, that's the core of what we're

doing. " Roth .said. "Students deserve

much more representation."

Roth. W, was the co-chain* man of the

Public Policy Committee last semester, but

resigned last week to pursue her can-

didacy. She has been a student senator for

four semesters, and served for one

semester on the Coordinating Committee.

Previously. Roth served for two years on

the Brown House Council, and was co-

president of the Sylvan Residential Area

for one semester.

Burgess, 21, is a resident assistant in

Butterfield House, and a sophomore In

quiry PropTun student. He has b en a

senator for two years, and spent one y^
on the Coordinating Committee. He was an

asBiUnt to former SGA co-President

Hiomas Aheam, and a member of the Anti-

Racism Team at the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy.

Burgess afaw served for one year on the

Finance Committee, and was recently

elected to the Amherst Town Mt'eting. He
will be the student trusttn' if he and R'>th

win the ele<'tion.

Roth said other important features of

their platform include opposing the alcohol

policy, getting mi e student input into

Food 1 e. .ices and Health Services and

contnuling what Burgess called "ad-

ministrative abuses of the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund.' Burgess said control

of programming should belong solely to

students.

Roth is a junior political science major.

Burgess is married, but has no children.

Roth said a "pet peeve" she has is "the

lack of outreach by the student senate.

People don't know how much the student

government is doing, and we want them

to.

Burgess said, "We have one of the m<^t
powerful student governments around in

many ways. Politically, economically, and
otherwise, we do a k>t, and need to

strengthen that."

Roth concluded, "The student govern-

ment does a lot of work on a lot of issues,

which is why I've been a part of it so long,

and will continue to be."

More student involvement

goal of Keohan/Sbardella
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Promoting insolvement in student govern-

ment is the main issue for Patrick T Keohan

and Teresa C. Sbardella. candidates for Stu

dent Ciovemment As.sociation copresident.s.

"A lot of studenU who care don't know how

to get their voices heard. " Sbardella said. "The

people involved (in student government) do

what they want but they never go back and

8ee if it's what (their constituents) wanted.

They just assume."

If elected. Sbardell and Keohan would each

perform the duties of campu.s president and

student member of the board of trustees.

Usually the job is split when co candidacies are

run
"We think the job is too big for one per

son. it will only work U) our advantage to work

together and share the duUes," Keohan said.

Sbardella said if both candidates are in-

voh^ed in all presidential affaira. when one has

to cover for the other at a meeting, "we'll both

be up to date on what's going oa"

Sbardella, an 18 year old fu^ year Engliah

miuor. said her eipenence as high .school class

president and her work on congressional cam-

paigns gives her the background to be SGA

Keohan. a 21 year-old junior political sci-

ence and economics major, said he has pre-

vious student government experience as a

senator from Washington Tower. He said he

and his nmning mate's lack of pre.sent involve-

ment in the SGA will allow them to evade

power struggles.

He would like to involve the residential arsa

governments Keohan said

"I want the senate to be the main focus of all

student activities." he said. "The area govern-

ments would provide the functional services to

the residents, as read by the residential com-

mittee."

Sbardella said that getting all students, not

just senators, involved m government would be

a priority of their office.

"We'd post certain ofTue hours, any time of

the day. "she said. "Anythmg [)eople want to

talk to us about we'll listen to."

"We'll try to maintain an open forum to see

what the people want, channeUng issues

through the CoUegum and other newspapers."

Keohan said the government itself, not stu-

dent apathy is the reason for Lsck of student

involvement in government

"It is the responsibility ofthe studeitt ofBccrs

to make sure (apathy) doesn't happea" he

said.

Dan Burgess & Stcusy Roth

Hi. we" re Stacy Roth and Dan Burgess and

were asking you to join our campaign for

student rights. The SG.^ presidents should

ensure that student government focuses on

and responds to all student concerns and

not on internal fighting. We can do this by

providing open forums for you. where your

needs and concerns can be voiced. The SGA
must be aware of your concerns, not just of

those who are in the student government.

We want to make your concerns, our

agenda. Here are a few of the issues which

we feel are important and our plans to

address these issues.

The most pressing issue is the proposed

massiv*" financial aid cuts verus ever rising

education costs. We have already collected

l.:}00 signatures that have been sent to

Washington with SAFA (Students

Advwating Financial Aid). We will lobby

the state government to match the possible

cuts in federal aid. By networking with

students across the state, we can build a

stronger State Student Association. On the

Inivcrsity level, we will oppose the

inequitable Iniversal Resource Fee. as well

as the proposed increases in our housing

and athletic fees. We need to show that

students are strongly unified in their

reaction to these issues.

These situations would have an even

stronger impact on Third World and lower

income students. We will force the

I niversity to conduct a special study on the

possible aid cuts and how they affect the

romfM)sit ion of our enrollment and then take

appropriate action.

.Another main concern we have is the

I'niversity's growing disregard for student

opinion. The Board of Governors, our

student voice in the Campus Center, is

threatened with elimination. We pay for

this building and should have a say in how it

operates. The administrations response

to the rise of the drinking age is another

example of infringements on student

freedoms. We will draw the lines for

student rights and try to generate student

interests. We can win battles with Whit

more.

This campus should be sensitive to the

needs of everyone. Yet there are still many
unsafe areas on campus, childcare facilities

are inadequate and women and Third World

representation is practically absent in the

University structure. The University has

shown that it wont respond to these issues.

Students must pressure them to do it. The

gralfitti in the library and the bathroom

stalls reflects the extent of racism, sexism,

and homophobia among students. We will

support and join efforts to increase

awareness and education to make UMass a

better place for all of us.

.Students must be aware of token efforts

designed by the administration only to

pacify us. We must work for change. When
the future of student rights is in jeopardy,

talk is a very cheap commodity. We need

action.

Patrick Keohan & Teresa C. Sbardella

The most important issue of this election

is the search for student input. The UMass
campus has a high concentration of

students, most of whom are disenchanted

with the student governmental process. In

the past the student body had been openly
accused of being apathetic. This apathy, we
feel, is just a reflection of the SGA's inade-

quacy when it comes to representing the

student body. We believe the reason for

this is a fundamental disagreement of the

students reguarding SGA's actions and
policies. Labeling the student body
apathetic is just an excuse to get around
the fact that student government does not

function properly.

We interpret this as an attempt to con-

ceal the real weakness of the senate, the

main weakness being that the senate func-

tions from a position of powerlessness,

unable to implement or enforce the views

of the students. The administration looks

upon the senate as a suggestion box of stu-

dent input, where it can pick and choose

which ideas it wants to consider. We can no
longer accept, and the University of

Massachusetts campus of the mid-80s can
no longer operate, under the same restric-

tions that have been carried over from the

70s. The "zoo-mass" paranoia has been
utilized too often by the administration to

modify student activity.

In a time when student rights are taking
a beating, with the adminstration closing in

on student activities, it is a good time to

consider who will best defend these rights,

against bureaucratic encroachment. Now is

the time for the student body to actively

promote student rights instead of just

maintaining a forum of supervised expres-

sion. For too long, the student government

on this campus has been on the defensive,

trying to hold on to whatever privileges the

student has. At best it is operated as a wat-

chdog, guarding against the administration

in case it tries to attack and restrict these

privileges.

We have to bring an end to the separa-

tion of area governments from the main

body of student politics (SGA). We have to

incorporate the area governments into the

SGA to create a centralization of student

power. This will create a voice strong

enough to be recognized by the administra-

tion. This will dispose of the historical com-

promises that student government on this

campus is accustomed to. As it stands now,

the SGA just serves as an outlet for the

most outspoken. Certain leaders who are

well-versed on governmental procedures

have a monopoly on the senate floor, while

the remaining senators simply vote.

It is the responsibility of the students at

UMass Amherst to create a united voice in

order to get the opinions of every student
heard. It is the SGA's duty to guarantee
the students that their views will be con-

sidered.

Financial responsibility the

issue for Hackett/Cerrato
H> JOHN VONCE
Collegian Staff

Increased communication and financial

responsibility are the central issues to

Kimlierly Hackett and Michael Cerrato.

candidates for Student (government

.Association co-presidents

i want to improve communuatii>n bet

ween the Whitmore (Administration

Building) and the Student Activities Office

and student government." Cerrato said.

"We need a lot more high level com

munication."

Cerrato. a 22 year old junior history

major, said improved communication would

create financial responsibility for student

groups.

"The most important student right there is

is knowing how your money is being spent."

Cerrato saki. "I want to examine all RSOs
(Registered Student Organizations) and

senate groups to see how they spend their

money."
Hacket. a 19 year old sophomore political

science major, said the SGA leadership

should work closer with the various student

committees, specifically the finance and

budget committees.

"The fact is we spend so much money and

waste so much money that we might have

to cut RSOs next year." Hackett said.

One area that should be cut il possible, she

said, is the professional payroll, because it

uses money which might otherwise be used

lor student groups.

professitmal payroll is far too excessive.'*

Hackett said. 'They have to take cost of

living allowance and insurance increases

every year. The (student activilyi fee is

high enough now the students shouldn't

have to lose out on activities."

Cerrato. who ha-s been assistant to the*

Budgets Committee chairman for two
semesters said student leadership should

avoid "partisan war" w ilh other members ol

student government and "move student

government in a positive direct k)n."

Hackett. who would serve as the student

member of the board of trustees, said her

expenence as chairwoman of the Rents and

Fees committee tor the last six months has

prepared her to be the trustee.

Hackett. a senator from the Greek area,

and member of Kappa Kappa Gamma, also

worked on the Rape Task Force and the

Swing Space Task F'orce.

Cerrato. a senator frt>m Dwight House, is

involved in the I .Mass Chamber Choir and
the campus Episcopal Youth Group.

Kim Hackett & Mike Cerrato

Hi, we're Kim Hackett and Mike Cerrsto

and we are running for SGA co- presidents.

Our platform is one of fighting for student

rights, as well as providing student activities.

That balance, is the the answer that the

SGA needs.

Now more than ever, UMass needs strong

campus leadership. The administration has

threatened to eliminate the Board of Gover-

nors, our only voice in the management of the

Campus Center. They have proposed an

alchohol policy that is restrictive to the point

ofbeingunaccepUble. They have taken away

our lounges and common spaces for "eme-

rgency" housing without examining alter-

natives. In Southwest, they removed

furniture from student rooms without stu-

dent input The University continues to vio-

late students' civil rights, as in the Yvette

Henry case, and withhold information that

documents it. The administration has also

proposed the universal Resource Fee. a fee

that will charge many students for services

they do not use.

The issues don't end off-campus. Students

must work together to stop the financial aid

cuts which attack the very foundation of our

educational system. No student should be

forced to drop out of school because their

financial needs cannot be met.

As we push for student rights, we will be

careful not to neglect the programming

needs of students. Other candidates have

focused only on student rights, but have

forgotten that students need activities, too.

More of the SGA's budget must be directed

towards activities, especially those for un-

derage studenU. The SGA should provide

bigger and better free concerts, and more of

them. We have been and will continue to

work for an SGA budget act that includes

money for concerts. Students pay a $96

activities fee, and we want to make sure that

they get their money's worth.

SGA election box locations

Elections for Student Government
Association president and studenti

trustee, Cannpus Center Board of Gover-

nors, Residential Committee, and open

Undergraduate Student Senate'seats will

be held March 11 and 12 at the following

times and places:

Greek area Newman Center 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Commuter Area Hatch Cafeteria 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Orchard Hill/Central Franklin Dining Commons 11 a.m.

to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Sylvan/Northeast Worcester Dining Commons 11:15 a.m.

to 2:15 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Butterfield Butterfield 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Cance, JA, JQA, Mackimmie, Moore, Patterson, Pierpont,

Washington Berkshire Dining Commons
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

The rest of Southwest Hampshire Dining Commons
10:45 a.m. to 1:45 p.m.. and 4 o.m. tx) 7 n.m.

Any University of Massachusetts

undergraduate who pays the Student Ac-

tivities Fee and carries at least six credits

is eligible to vote.

Board of Governors election draws

32 candidates for 18 open positions

By JKA.NNKTTK DeKORGE
Collegian Staff

Thirty tv%<> students will vie l<»r IH

positions in the Campus (enter Board of

Governors next week and seven people are

running for "^ix positions in the Residential

committee elections.

The BOG is the student governance unit

lor the t'ampus C^'nter Student Union

complex. "They try to get student input

into the Campus Center." John C^rowley.

the undergraduate elections coordinator,

said. The Boards $134,000 hudget comes
from the $84 Campus Center Fee students

pay each semester.

"The B(KJ has been fighting for existence"

since December, t'rowley said, when the

University proposed a plan to eliminate the

board.

Ten people will be elected to the board as

at large representatives, and one board

member will be elected from each

residential area, including the Greeks.

Central. Northeast. Sylvan, and Orchard

Hill. The Southwest Residential Area will

have two representatives, and the Com
muter Area will have three.

Northeast. Sylvan, and (ireek area.s are

running uncontested.

The Residential C«»mmittee is a I'niver

sity wide committee which decides policies

lor the dorms, said Crowley. Members

decide on issues like swing spaces, resident

assistants" responsibilities, the alcohol

policy and residence hall renovations.

They try to oversee what money is

allocated to the dorms and how it is used."'

said Crowley. "They have had a lot of in

fluence on what is decided, but are not a

highly publicized committee.""

Last semester when furniture was

removed from Southwest, tne Residential

Committee was "instrumental in getting

the mirrors back." he said.

In the elections tor Resident.al Committee

one representative will be chosen from each

residential area, with Southwest choosing

two. All of the positions are uncontested

with the exception of Central area.

We believe in a student government that
» t a

will address the present financial crisis and ^ QlBOtttC
get to the job of working with students; for

students.

Continuedfrom page 1

We're asking for your support becaupe

issues count We have been working on those

issues which students are concerned about.

From the Universal Resource Fee and the

proposed alcohol policy, to spring concerts

and the academic grievance procedure —
issues which require strong, effective lead-

ership willing to truly stand up for students.

We, Kim Hackett and Mike Cerrato. feel we

can provide students with the balance of both

advocacy and activities. The SGA can and

should provide both of them, and that's what

our candidacy is all about

A vote for Hackett/Cerrato is a vote for more

input More ideas. More activities. More fun

All the candidates agreed the SGA was

going to have to cut its budget in the coming
year, and all agreed that cutting out regis-

tered student organizations was not the

answer, but there were differences on the

role the president should play in budget

decisions.

Hackett/Cerrato emphasized the need to

cut waste in the SGA before cutting RSO's,

and to make every attempt to help small

RSO's survive during the current financial

crisis.

"There is a crisis. Let's face it the SGA
doesn't have any money." Hackett said.

Cerrato added that the SATF "has been

stretched and stretched and it's going to

break."

It is the responsibility of the president to

be actively

involved in making .sure that budget cuts are

fair and do not cut out neccessary services,

Cerrato said.

Roth/Burgess said the president is not the

treasurer or chair of the budgets committee

and should focus on student rights.

Roth, however, also emphasized the need

to hold the SGA accountable for its spend-

ing: "Fiscal responsibility is one thing, fiscal

strangulation is another."

Keohan/Sbardella said some of the

smaller RSO's might have to face cuts to help

alleviate budget problems.
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Bambaataa show dismal
DJ Afrika Bambaataa in the Student
Union Ballroom Friday, March 1

By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Staff

Last Friday night I had a choice of staying

in my room and studying or going to see DJ
.\fnka Bambaataa. I decided to see Afrika

Bambaataa I should have stayed in my
room.

When I arrived, there were about 30 peo-

ple there including the security guards. A

total of about 75 people showed up.

There are two reasons that I have thought

of for the low turnout. The first one is the tic-

ket price was too high. Six dollars is a bit

much to ask for a performer who hasn't had a

hit record in quite some time. The second

reason is Angela Bofil was performing at

Smith College that Saturday night and when

it came down to a choice, most people pre

ferred to «ee Angela Bofil.

Music was provided by the Black Mass

Communication Project All-Stars. Although

Fine Arts Centei:
Concert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

they did a nice job of mixing, the music was a.

bit too loud for such a small crowd.

The party started at 9:00 but Bambaataa

didn't make an appearance until 11;30.

Dressed in a sweatsuit, he looked as if he had

just returned from the gym.

Two gentlemen which accompanied him

did most of the rapping, while BambaaUa
rapped for only twenty minutes.

While the crowd danced to the music, their

response was less than enthusiastic to the

rapper's chant The only positive response

they received is when one of Bambaataa's

companions asked the crowd if they liked

sex!

The most action at the party was watching

people walk in and out of the Student

Tnion Ballroom.

Not even the "open bar" for students 20

years old and over could save this pitiful

excuse for a party.

The D.) Afrika Bambaataa "experience"

was a dismal failure.

ilcdiAMba
MUSICSOOETy
oF UncoIn ccNTn

1
M hsunl Success Stt>t .

,' tiie Generation

TUESDAY. MAR 12.8PM
TICKETS:$12. $10. $8

RUSH

L'^incumati

Qrchestra

Michael Gieleii

Music Director

\NDRE MlCHHl. SCHUB. pianc

WEDNESDAY. MAR 27. 8PM
TICKETS: $13. $11. $9

I

r .v,r v.u..^y« ^.w«w.... . .- ^^ nets available at F.ne Aris pj
Center Box 01?ice. Spnnglield CiviC Center and DAT ATiX Ou!!e'.'

Five CoUege S'.udents Hal'Pfce

Neld Civic L - - -

CiH '413! 545 2511 or 1 800 243-4A42

(Recruitment Meeting)

Yes, it's true, the

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
The club that brought you

DR. RUTH, EDWIN NEWMAN, and VINCENT PRICE

is now looking for new members

SO COME JOIN THE CLUB WHICH BRINGS
THE WORLD TO U.MASS

March 6 7 PM Room 811 Campus Center

REFRESHMENTS SERVED!

A

^>
Feature Film Night

TONIGHTS' MOVIE:

"DR.

STRANGELOVE 99

Shows at: 6, 8, and 10

Admission to all shows: $1.00

Weekly
Bar Specials

On Sale

ARTS
Wheelerphoto

showhot
Intro to Black and White Photography Wheeler
Art Gallery through March 11.

My .ANDKKW HELLER
C ollegian Stall

.As I entered the Wheeler Art Gallery, located on the first

floor ol Wheeler Dormitory. 1 kept saying to myselt.

"Don't expect niiracles. These students were only in this

photo class for three weeks over intersession. Some had
never touched a camera before in their lives.

"

Instead. I \^as pleasantly surprised by the high quality

and unique angle's presented in some ot the more than 40

prints on display by Dina Melanson's Introduction to Black

and White Photography students.

The course syllabus stressed some ot the basic

fthotographic concepts such as depth of field, shutter

^ptH'd variations and some special effects with high ct»n

trust and solarization techniques.

A few students made some excellent sell- portraits.

Catherine I'itt has a well framed shot ot herself with a

truly eyecatching expression. The high l«-\»-l of

enlargement gives a very grainy texti. the

photograph, pmviding a misty, seductive appeal.

Mark htise a bathroom lor the setting ol his sell

|M»rtrait. inc ligit streaks from the window blinds cast

()<ai^ma'. shadow- across his lace and the visible camera

contribute
' .thenticity ot the self portrait.

Marih hnstopher is a fine portrait ol a

with the natural hght source reflected in his

wim ".{Mil eyes. His soft skin tones and nnssini; Kxtth

inniHne i«> form thi*. lovable image.

tijT Ami"

Catherine Pitt's "Self-portrait" from the

Wheeler Gallery Student Photofi^raphy Exhibit.

II. , ,1 iM^n-' nil ui-iii .»> a >ii<iw tinfi't'tl "'lurr!! kjraii' w a.s

br«>ught lu life by .%!. Jane I'aglee s •.Meltd«)wn. The print

is ra/iir sharp with a fantastic texture to the snow . It was
-,'•• I pnt old just looking at it.

{ he^v are just a lew ol the phcHographs on display. I

stronglj urge you to visit the Wheeler Gallery and take a

look ai the entire exhibit which continues through March
nth.

Bags onparade
The Shopping: Bajj: Portable Graphic .^rt Herter

Art Gallery throuf^h March 15.

By BRIAN STACEY
Collegian Correspondent

"The Shopping Bag: Por* • \- in ex-

hibit at the Herter Art G.i .«• . :ver-

Users utilize the shopping I tag to create an image for the

store ar * •'
• .^onsumer.

The . - on loan from the Smithsonian Institute's

traveling exhibit series. Among the hundred-odd bags

are some des^ned by art students fr<>m UMass A '

'

feasor Paaton's graphics class.

St<»res around the world. fr<jm Kilei (kMliva

CI: r. are r ' " ' - have

bet .... -atus s>: .: . - . , .
"ly an

establishment's image. tor»e. arni quality: but the hag car

rier hopes that some of that image will transfer t«

himself.

A Christmas and small-size collage is included. Special

ty bags 8uc*j as lor^ and skinny shopping bags fn>m

wallpaper stores are represented.

Some bags tell a story about what the store carries,

some use unusual material such as plastic, other stores

use a one-color scheme. Advertisers sometimes use a

striking pictorial .scene as a field of multi-colored flowers.

The danger is that the picture will hide verbal identifica-

tion with the store.

This interesting and unusual display of graphic design

remains at Herter Art tiallery until March 15.

Turk 182 is fun
TURK 182

Directed by Bob Clark
'starring Timothy Hutton & Robert Urich

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

Tiirk 182 is trite, clever, and predictable. Fortunately for

us, it's also kind of fun.

Timothy Hutton. in an 180 degree turnaround from his

role as a tortured teenager in Ordinary /Vop/c, plays a

scruffy but likeable New Yorker who battles bureaucracy

with ingenuity and .spray paint.

The flimsily constructed reason? Hutton's brother, a New
York City firefighter (Robert Urich). is injured as he rescues

a little girl from a burning building while off-duty and tipsy.

Unch IS a ver>' nice man who even has a special fu-efighting

award. The Mayor (Robert Culp) is a very mean man who

denies him workman's compensation because of a couple

f Buds
sounds a little like Dorothy versus the Wicked Witch,

doesn't it? But the Most Plastic Character Prize goes to Hut

t<»n's soi-ial- worker turned girlfnend (Kim Cattrall). What
could be worse than carttK»n like people? You guessed it

—
cartoon like situations. Hutton. in his efforts to r\iin the

Mayors re-election campaign, refuses to let the public forget

that one of the incumbent's best buddies pulled a political

"no-no" and took off for Rio. He sprays .Sears l.4itex on sub-

ways and signs. He blasts Benjamin .M«H»re on buses and

hilll)oards He maligns the scoreboard mI MeHdowlnnds

Stadium.

Naturally, a rm)mful of cops. A

'

ii^mi-inii v>ii.. in i^.

hates his gut*, .Not to worry. 1 else loves him His

exploits claim more magazine covers than BriMkke .Shields in

tan ' 1"W

1 many glanng flavk- is forgivable,

because for rtm •-. .-Mimeone finally tangles administrators in

their own red tape Thai's not something we see too often

at CMass
If for no other reason, this film sh<»uld be a big hit m

.Amherst It was a bad movie that I kind of liked

TONIGHT
Wednesday, March 6th

An experience not to be missed

THE FOOLS
Psycho Chicken, Life Sucks and then you Die.

Join us in celebrating their new record

WORLD DANCE PARTY'
Tix $4.00 at Al-Bums in Amherst

and Main St. Records in Northampton

Next Wednesday
get on the good foot with

EIGHT TO THE BAR
swingin' an' dancin' an' movin' to the groovin'

$4.00 at the door

w pium suui HBmHmiiPiBH. urn. mmim
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4
Aid attorneys in:

)

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED J
Ik

The Legal Services Office has six positions available for full-time legal 4-

assistant interns for the Fall, 1985 semester. ^

If

>f

Jf

Jf

client interviewing
* attendance at hearings
* preparation of court forms
* maintenance of continuing caseload
* giving advice and referrals
* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be received from academic departments. For ad-

vice on arranging an internship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, where a detailed description of the LSO
Internship is available. Applications due Office of Internships -- Friday,

March 29. Writing sample required.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Representatives of the Office of Internships and the Legal Services Of-

fice will present an overview of the LSO Internship on:

Wednesday, March 6 from 3:30-5:00

in Campus Center Room 162-175

SPREAD THE WORD,
NOT THE INFECTION/
It an aducjlional tvttHXi tor thoM oho vt inl»r««t«d m l*«rnin(

more o( Ihc facU about t>crpes legardtott ot otttltier or not

ttMy t«««* the diMasa Ttw M«uon otil inclu<l« (actt and mythi

about Irantrmuion and tuuastiont on prevantion

Traatmant and ltrata(i*« lor coptng with th« amotional atpvcit

ot harpa* will atto tM covcrad

MARCH 7th, TEVRSIIiY
6:30 pm, Room 302 * UHS

HAS ANYONE SEEN
MY BIRDS?

Our matched pair of 6-ft

penguins is lost. Fearing for

their health and safety we
desire their return They were
last seen up against the wall

at Faces We miss them and
are sure they are confused
and fnghtened wherever they
are Please call Steve Bird at

Faces. 253-3535

)^••••••••••••••*•••••••••*••***
=*«= ^f =v= ^«= =^#=

NOTICE -

Absentee Ballots for the

SGA Presidential, Board of Governors,

and Residential Committee

are available upon presentation of

documented medical, academic, work,

or other extraordinary need. Contact

the SGA at 5-0341 or go to 420 SU.

Tonite At

Changes Changes

I u b

FREE Hamburgs and Hot Dogs til 12

BAR ALL NIGHT
DRINKS ALl WEEK

Ht 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden) 256 8284

a unique
opportunity

for

Science

(Majors/Minors)

^rUH(X4J

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA

f Of yoo and th» wofid itielf A» t Puc* f orp* volun-

teer YOU can put your degree (o wofk » < challenging,

demandingand unique opportunity You |l be meeting
new peop^. I^arnmjt a new language. e«penencing a

new culture and gaining a »irhole new outlook And
wt>ile your building your future, you'll help people in

developing countries in »u<h area* »s better science

•tlucation. health care, lre*h water fisheries extension

prOferts. or natural reiources and agncultural projects,

all o< which are critical for meeting their economic
development needs The f irtanc lal rewards may not be
great, but as a Peace ( orpi volur>teer, the opportunity

tor growth is certain

Contact Tim Quick

Valeri* Mailier at 545-2105

12 Drapar Hail

Univ. of Masaachuaatts

Amharst

256-0222

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY INEFFECT
FROM WEDNESDA F, MARCH 6
THRU THURSDAYMARCH 14

Large Cheese Pizza $5.25
Large One Item Pizza $6.25
WE ALSO HA VE WORLD-CLASS SUBS

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY
WE DELIVER FROM 4pm till 2 am WEEKNIGHTS

AND FROM 4pm Hll 3 am ON WEEKENDS

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

'*' ^ CmCllHAPA

,, ttet' (ijtmseajivn

fOR ^ LONG THAI
NO one AT The POOf^

\ MAN eve.R.')'^h!N6CHANoe^

i/UHSM VOUt^m:
L ^ AFVUNP

R}R'I^9TANC£
Hey nAi'^M

CAU£PA^^P

Today's Weather:

T()I)AY:-Sunnv len»ps in th.- 30s.

roNICHT: It'll <iip to the 2«>s

r()M()KHt)VN : Oh no! Time for all that ice

to melt as the mercury breaks 40 decrees.

Sunny, though.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

Bi(XM 3(.AC0N '

-HAT

^JU ' HOO '

Hf\e<

1'^^

n--'
JL

Rats By Congo

Be MNCTT^ TOtP A 9ooM

FULL OP STuOCMtS
"Tot)Ay THAT—

0-lf HS'FK VCttiS,

wttt> ro HAve DoG5

\

Hev, r DotoT

BLAME" rR»"»z^

5' --J

^1
The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

THIS «{ w Doum r££

Durry Ci

H AS A Aie K/ f £ £

TPfV SA-y yog HAvc Ti» P/ky l

X WOMO<'«. MN«r i-r is .. .

6'

TbxL t
IDOLLAfV

PL(K ^l/VUT£
*PAV AS^ ©

n

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

f?02 o>^^ /ie^ secrets-

Hi iw\^ c -fair S\jC(.e*>-

Ihtrei r^obaiyj $r^orhr

VA

.1

:]i

M'CjVx^ Sou

l^a't^» »V5 si/i

cas* t^e first

oor co/Zfct 10/1 <>^ t^eroiis

u/i!l oMtt^pk fo i/\i-erprt t

ve NEVER SEEKJ^ror-\
rHiN(-> LIKE IT! THEY
U\JE FOR THB STUFF*

j
YOU E\/ER "'<30 CRAZ.Y" ^

OUER AK)YThtlKJ&,

F>TZ^

By Gorde

foday's D.C. Menu
Lunch

Royal Zucchmi Beef
F'armt

(jrilletl ( • . . .

Sandwich

Dinner
NEW EM.LAM) NI(;HT

R«»ast Turkey
rornhrfad Stuffing. (Jrav.

CrariU-rry Sauce
(
'af>e Cod Fillets

BasicM Lunch
Hearty Latin Stew
Grileid ('hees«« on

Wheatlierry

BasicM Dinner
NEW en(;land ni(;ht
Deep Dish \'e^;ftal»le Pie

with I'uff I'astry

Roast Turkey/
1 iirnhread Stuffmj?. draw

OanU-rrv Sauce

#«##««««««#«4^l^««###«4^

( o Ilegtan staff n<»tiet*

Editing Workshop with award winning editor

Claudia Slashenko at 3 p.m., Thurstlay, m the

newsr(K)m. All copy editors and AMK's must at-
j

tend or ose a week' s pay.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Put
» ft ,1

itilrd hs i riidr Miihrl Jaltr

ft < , ... • I.! "i... h tp^tll'"

'S Range (en

.' . • ADD'

i2 Jaunty

' <

;• Bf' • •

\

ea(cd

52 Conipiairipd

loudly

35 Long ton<,

36 Passove'
service

38 Confuse
39 Pish StOfy

40 Carouse
4? Companion o'

tac and toe

43 FoMowthet'aii

46 Missile sheite's

46 it>e s command
in WW II

49 Malaga misters

61 Eavesdropper

53 ftay

55 River due
56 AnchO'
58 Believer S ••

60 Decrees
f)4 Actress—

May Oliver

f/ Lumfieryara

items

68 Reian at

pooiside

69 Anxious

70 Horse s pace
71 Prohibitionists

72 Unforeseen
Obstacles

73 Declares

DOWN
1 doing
i Highlight tor

25
27

28

30
31

33

34

37

41

»-"f

•'(jn SWriftiy

• me stO'P

Allirm

Talk A'ld'y

1 ) \<j

.••sar

Tieids

Toacfiers org

Bretons
<ind Scots
St Nazaire s

fiver

Unique
Lucifer

Typesi/e
Stage setting

Burned iriett

Mislay

! b <»'»0

»'-l».v#»*

Attr

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

^WH
eis: t:hm$: p a;a

5tyMwru:i>
R'

a/e/as

1 ? 1

1
, '

ii i 4 10 " 1; 1)

11 '' I*

1? «^ "(

7(1 ^H 71 ?'

^^'' }i 7',

r-
?•

1^1
?l 71. in !7 n II

)i

1
n " M

N 4C 1' ^H 1:

• 1 *t 4', «. 4: *»

vt so si n
i) )! ss l^^l

H S' Ml s« M n 6? b)

»4 »S M b'

u t«

1
71

n
•

7? n

Kin Te KanauM
. All*' ^,^1i|><f "*« s«a«vm 3/6/SS
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Hvpercumcula

The I'nivi'rsity Store Presents the . . .

Springer-Verlag Book Sale

Off a Complete Selection of

Springer-Verlag Titles

Including Such Math Senes as:

Graduate Texts in Mathematics; GrundlerhreiH der

nwtheinaticschen Wisscnschatlen; Apphed Mathematical

Sciences.

And Such Chemistry Senes as:

Advances in R)lymer Science. R)l>mers. Properties and

ApplKations

Siuli^KN Ph>sKs hnginccniii k-hoiK- ("<»mpulrr s

Hi«>li>(:N. Bu»^.hcml^l^v

QnmVERSITY
mSTORE^

LKliAL SKKVICKS UKKICE IN

TKKNSllll'MKKTINt; - Represent at ives

ol the l.SO and the Oltiie ot Internships wUI

speak about the internship ottered at LSO
and how to apply tor tall. 1985. 3:30 5 p.m.

inCC H;l' 17.",.

I'KK VKTKKINAKV CLUB ~ Heather

liean talks at)out 4 H Club travel to the

I'hillipines.fip.m.. I'aige202.

ANM AL CHAKAI) HOISE FUHIM
HASH All I Mass students and taculty

are invited, to celebrate the holiday ol

I'urim at the I'habad House. 30 .No. Hadley

Kd. Amherst. Megillah Heading. Ketresh

ments, music, tun. treel 7 p.m.

I'l Kl.M CELEBKATION AND
MEGILLAH KKADING - Crazy costumes

encouraged! Join us. 7 p.m.. CC 1009.

UKGANlZATiONAL MEETING OF
I.KSHIAN CNIt^N - Come to our

organizational meeting. We need your input

in planning and organizing the only all

women s space on campus. 7 p.m.. It

(Check information b<K»th).

DVI' KECKCITMK.NT MEETING - The

Distinguished Visitors I'rogram will hold

It's bi annual recruitment meeting tor new

memb«Ts. Come join the organization that

brings you the world. 7 p.m., i'V Hll.

HL.M: LUVEJOV S NCCLEAK WAK -
A tilm about an unusual anti nuclear

protest. A discussion on .Amherst s

proposed Air Force tower will follow .
7

p.m.AiXiXi.

I MASS I'lKG ACID KAIN GRUCH
MEETING - This semesters acid rain

group will be organizing aseriesol public

education events. Come and learn

something. 7 p.m., SI H433B

INVESTMENT CLUB SPEAKER - Mr.

Doherly, Vice President, Mosley Corp.

speaks on how a college student can invest

his or her money in today s market. 7:30

p.m.SHAlH.

M.'lci-uljf Jiul CeW

«MM«r4a>. I» am 3 pm S«»»nc* Kwd: M*^
CtaMrf March I* A Marck 13

luJjl^SpringCr-V^rlag V- >Ti Bctlm HeidelNrfi: V^rnnu 1.4^

A¥TiEN¥l€
niL umnss ORGnNizFiTiONS

IF YOUR ORGANIZATION IS SPONSORING A WORKSHOP,

LECTURE, MEETING, CONCERT OR OTHER EVENT, PLEASE

SEND A NOTICE TO THE INFORMATION DATA BANK «IDB»

227 WHITMORE OR CALL AT (545-1555). WE WILL

THEN ENTER THAT EVENT IN OUR DAILY CALENDAR LIST.

It INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

II A Sprvice of Uie Dean oi" Students Office

•// 's tourney time

make that point even better

known by going down there

and doing what were
capable ot doing."

MINCTEMEN MUT
TERINGS. DMass is 8 1 on
Saturday afternoons, so to

try and create tiiat at

mosphere. the Minutemen
will eat a pre game brunch
tomorrow, toregoing the

usual steak dinner that

precedes night games.
CMass will also stay in

Somerset, New Jersey when

at the tournament, away

from the busy Hyatt

Regency, the A lO's official

hotel.

Eight players are from the

New Jersey New York area

which should help CMass
support. Three newspapers,

two radio stations, and a

television station will be

traveling with the team to

Jersey, including WMCA
FM (91.1) which wi

broadcast its "Sportstalk

"

show from courtside on

Thursday night at 6 p.m.

Golfteam meeting

There will be an informational meeting for golf can-

didates on Thursday at 4 p.m. in rcK)m 22.) Boyden. If una
ble to attend, contact coach Jack Leaman in room 22H

Boyden or call .'>4.S-l.'t01. This meeting is for men and
women candidatei>.

Thinking about Spring Break?

We'll tan your hidel
• Bmi pricw m th« valley
• State^f th* an
unnmg faoMiaa

• 30 day* unkmitad
tanning onty Me 98

• 10 ywis on»y tS 00 ptua

1 tTM ptua at

ChailMa m Amharai

This year »Kip the
Spring SreaK Sunburnl'

Utopia Spas
1 7 b Univef&ity Drive AmNKSl

(413)253 7727

This handy
Clear eyes
Campus
Carry-All

MatTng'
'

problems?
Group for wonnen
18-35 with bulimia,

compulsive

overeating,

bingeing / starving

,

\ anorexia.

I
Registration begins

;
Feb 25. Call Health

; Education, 549 2671

;^^^jj181jfw more^info^ J

Just buy two (2) of

any Size Clear eyes
eye drops and carry

your tx>oks, note

pads, pencils,

sneakers, svveatshirt

and shorts in a
FREE Campus
Carry-All Or buy
one ( 1 ) Clear eyes
(any size) and carry

off this great bag for

only $2 99 (plus 50C
postage and han-
dling) Be sure to

carry along Clear

eyes to Keep your

eyes clear, white and
looking great

FREE! J

Save 350
on any size

Clear eyes

<m acang ia> aM•<• MM nM «•» ••«>« •^•MuOie

01018

CX)urON MtMSUMafMINIS «Mt NOT 10 K OfOUCTfO )>1I0M

1DMKS MVOCfS CmMwii mv« v^ tmtmjtm \m Umm tm tmrnm^ I

CMMMW« CaiKi«aimaM>>Mlu»tftai»a>aa«M MW<aua*n«« MOMl
*o %m raso Ml >m>iri Knetm^nm fw—»—•^*— wi i» tt

LaboraKinM CoMnfeuB ahM>«37ie01018 o«

Clear ^es Campus Carry-All Offer
Mm •ncMOT KM (t) >iiw» il^ii wwi a (w* IMnM* * an* kM CiMr •«»• paoa^Mi to>

^u«M«KMiaatan«l«MMnall>r«ai*Cainr^M>»>W M»ac«
laaatxa —o i»»« t—>MM* r«f»ai Ma «»

Ctoar cfva Cwwpm Carry-All OMm. P.O. %mi 7714.
Ml. Preap^t. IL SOOSA-rru
CMKXONt

• »Wff Qmm» Cin —I r«» anMaM
cKMa •«•«••«

>U'

Car.

1 ol «acMa> )•«« m uiNk aa <•« not ba oonoxd daw
^t-awwaaa yeami
aaa«aiii|«l»SA Oiai |

ft

ft

ft

•ft

«
«
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ft

«
ft

•ft

•ft

ft

«
ft

•ft

ft

•ft

ft

•ft

ft

ft

•ft

•ft

•H

•H

¥

•«

•«

•tt

'^i.

•*

•ft

ft

•ft

•ft

"^n

I §

o

•ft

•ft

ft

«

•«

•«

ft

ft
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ft

ft
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ft

ft

ft

•ft

ft

ft

ft

•ft

¥

•«

^##««4^^4^«»«#«^

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Qome to Collegian Office CC1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone nun'ber FREE

MparaMamp/nmar/dack/tumt/tviio w I«t

pnca MOO <*>« taka MOO muat lai can Chna
S-««»

Craig AM/FM
AM/FM Liaaawa dacfc MO; Gary

<tKli MO; OWtal

AVTO ran BALI

•va GMC Suparior Co•c^

lo racraatwnal vahtde MODOC
can 2S»4M» aak fof Paia>

71 WV F«atb«cfc a«caltwit cofHjftwi oo«

Oiwnar no ruat otna iwaH 1000 Bo 886-4644

Conaultatlon. praparation. anatyai*

aditing. daaian, layout, oovar MMr, lvpin«

Gwrruaao 2S6-8257

tUfTERTAINMtNT

A Olac. Rach-A- VMM Emanam
Di»c Jockaya, t«'8» acfaan vidac

fof houaapaitya, aamifoonali, cam
•«WK>M»-7144

KMHtCMT

Ona badroom apt a»a<labla Aprtl 1

Utilitwi includded CkffiKla Judy 686-2961

Ona room In family houa* quiat On I

ing Straat Call 549-0071 I1S0

PON SALE

Movia Peatan call Dat>t» 6-8281 barwaan
12 pm and 12 am waakdayt

Parking apacaa avallabla on eampua call

54927* _
Inaxpafiaiva cotton clothaa for aprlng:

mont itMrta 110, nvomant f>irta, ikirrt and

pama 112*14. Kanya baga *14 call

kanya •«• UO m Iha Concoutaa avary

Thursday and Fnday

Baat Ouftar. 1974 G<bao»> «ippar Kxiiti caaa

and accaaao riaa flood corxJition Traynw

Amp SO watw a«ca«ant uwwlition. MOO for

botti Barry 25^0074

ItTt Toyota Corolla Wagon 5 ipd good

corvjrtion and good miaaga now AM'FM
tap* dack ca« Barry 6-7610

Ona pr a4»a SH^irnanai bael»atatn V4

World Cup alil boota navar i«»om 296 now

aaM fen 180 finn 247 S067 aftai 5 PM

Mount Snow i^day Hft tichat tor two

Good for any 5 conaacutrva day*

»75 Ca« 548 1913 attar 8 PM

Why rant? Why rant? Computar tarmtnal

for lata for t»»a pnca o« 1 month rantai Mika

2B^8C_
AmpHflar for aala Pan<»ar BaiiOmaaiai (W

oaNant condition 80 of r^^*! tubaa |uat put m
1300 25M748

Stratocaator for aala WOO or baai offar

craam mutt taa 256-6748

CoWa ctora OP »«*».,
tub), ate Book Vault. 634^3646

fOAT LAUOCROALS

Wa rmU a 4rti roftwnta for Spring

Braak fKght from NY and hotal room m
Sharaton Vankaa Tradef Ml 8 hotal room

alona »234 8 day» and 7 rnghw For mora

mfo call Adam 6-8886 Mike 6-8894 or

Chnt 6-8882

rouNO

Found naar Mia. coal 2/» call 61100 to

idantity _
WintaT Jackatloond laat Fnday night at

the Pub Oaacrlba (ackat and ttw imtiala m it

and it'i youra Call 54M892

LadlaaTWateh aTOPC but atop on 2/22

call 6-4378 to idamifv

Shit la Comp rWa 186 cm «vlth Marker

bmdingt Only »90 great deal' 5«6<4a8 |

Ttaar-atflpad o« with white face end pewt

in Townahouae aree Can 548-5631

MUFDVAMfK)

Mogtatration CtaHi. Nlaif«tanance Par

ton wanted 'o" tumma» employmeni at

tamaty camping arae No aip i ti . aaaani. pay
mm Ca« after noon 1413) 246-9888_

SOA Afflrmetlve Action Petition

evailabli requiramanta aonou* commm
ment to AA pnrKaplea. good organaatxx^ai

ft wnting tk4lt abirty to work mdepartdantty

15 hrt/week 380 hr application ava4ablt

420 sue or can 5 0341 for more mfo AAEOE

Airlinet Miring^ 114 »39.000'
Stewardaeeea Waeemetioniet ' Wo
Call for Gu«le. OHoctory.

1 19161 944 4444 « Umaaa ma

Cruitaehipt Hiring . 116. •» 000' Cam
been Hcweii. World Cat for Guide. Oirac

tory Newtlatter 1 (9181 944 4444

Dmaaacruaa

MCOMC TAX HWrARATION ~

INCOIME TAX piaparaHoo M your aarvtoa

LOWEST RATES (Tan OaAiClMal Tanaa

praperad quickly for the LARGEST poeaibia

rafund Call Stephen Shore
'

IMtTNUCnOM'

Know your car. Batic automobile

wofkahop 28 houct indudirM ctotaroom

and iftop. UwiHad anroBmant. 2Ba-20W

LOT
~

taathar hay dialn wMi 6 kaye. If foufKJi.

plaate call Lauren 546^489 anytime

FrMey the let at the Pub you took my
Mack ttripad coat and i took your* My
Hack glovat were in the pocket Plaaae can

6^136. I'd Mka to amap'

MOfTOMCVCLfS

H But QMtat, AM/FM oaa «. halmal inci

«22D0. 2S3-8B7a laava

PfNSDNAtt

Oe Oawfi «*Mi tha UMaaa tkl Owb to Ft

Lauderdale Spring Breek 86 the beat

flightt tha baai motorcoach ttie

hotelt Aa al *M baai pncaa Sign<
front of tfw flaich (B-»(37l

Wort etwdy worliara nei<a< by tN

dent Union Art Gaaery Wt need high

ty cabir<atry Can Jana ^laay

number 546-0782 or 549-8725

Stu

•rfan Evane Happy •trtftdayll gM |

•d' With Imia Lm
Happy Birthday Udu lo ttte enM
nK«tf pr» rtieet thmg Love your

Sometimet I wMi I awra a cat'Oyfan
The Myalary Woman

Vou loaka
Vou do
and you know ortw you era

Ban Hoat. ttte aun tfvnaa bitghw
world tK>ce I heard Ihoee two wordt
ME' Pteaee ta* me wf>an you reach

ly' rour

In my
•PICK

Happy B-day Tar Vou oM My lo«a ya
Alaii

VAILKILLINOTOMFTLAUDER
DALEVAILKILLINOTONFTLAUDCR
OALEVAILKILLINGTONFTLAUDER
OALEVAaKILLINOTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINarONFTLAUOER
DALE
UMaaa Ski Club
Your Spring Break Connection
Sign up m front of tha ffatch M-F 10-3

For more info can S46-3437

RCF I kwa you JRC

Esparlanea Ml guy in pink BVO'i

American SliT and Party Weak March
17 24at KMIington Includaa llfta condo
lodging Irantporlation partial,

firaworfct. clam bake etc only *1W aign

up in front of tfia Hatch M F 10-3

To tfta Elite Onae of tf«a Tlh Root
Waahlngton. ttw baby taea Itiat it't very

deer tt>e Old Man Obaervar

Hay Hagartyl Have a aupar-dupar fun-

loving birthday' We luv ya Kath> Lova.

^WI9y VOO W^PIBW

Aatrology Claaaaa an intantiva mtroduc
lion begint 3/27 for information, call

548^10 awamnga aak for Can

Intaraetad Byttandar I'm not un
touchable tr>d quna ur\attechad Barti't on
Thuraday Whet couM be batter 7

tiiAvn.

carrwrt What't na«t?

TYPING BERVICE

Papari .

on camput iMry

584^7924

l/fC99fYStl0O9

.

Nancy

CHICAOO RKta needed to arw) from over

Spring Break IH aTiara dnving and gat Call

Crn Schuttar at 546-8872 at ntght or

546 3500 day* ICaap tryingi

Two girft naad ride to Ft Lauderdale area

for Spring Break wiH tham «ipen«a* Pam
2S60104 Ruth 549 7846

RIOEM8 WAMTEO

1 or 2 ridar* to Daytona 3/18 return 3/23

call 549-4180

ROOMMATE WANTCO

2 girit looking lo ahPf* apt fSH . Kim
&9133 Chri«6 9920

For apt cloee to campue. Cai 2BB4741 or

734 4086 liaap trying'

Naad 1 male to tftara roofn m large apart

rtiant m town call 548-7800 evanmgt

MNVICt*

COINS 123/121 tutoring »5 00 per hr

former 123/121 grader. 4 aemeeter omvar»
ty conauHant Alek 2S3-78E6

WORD PROCEBSINO Theeaa, raporta,

raaumat. cowar letter*, etc profaaaional aer

vice, reaaonaMe rata* EXPNESS. B4fr4B19

flM lltJO ta> Ft tervice nciudea nMry)

Mp Pana In luiury rnotor coach plut 3 dayt

7 mghtt at Hotel Shartxmrg m downtown
Montreel or Holiday l«wi Paymeni m fu« vm
week prior to di..-»nura Onnkng age 18

Night duba Opan t« 3 em NO PERSONAL
CHECKS Town Tour* 6 T raval4B2 Mem St

Maiden MA 09148 181 71 321 3BB3 Departure

Oatae Mar 24. Mar 911. March IB-IB

March 2»26

••nXJirT •€ LWT OUTII«—
Spend your Spring Braak at Oaytorta for on

tyMIBOO kidudae trantportation hotel on

die Strv and tan Sign up before it* too

lata' Thai tat 68625

Ft Lauderdale FHghte » Malarcaaati

tor Spnng Braak tign up tiMe

m from of lf»a Match M F 10-3

Party Dawn tha Coaat

TVTORS

Tutor* for French

.

ItaMan avaHable at 548-4793

WANTID

1 or 2 badroont apt In Puffiufi to

take over Jurte let •25
546 5702 or Lu« 546-4671

Teke over taaaa m 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Puffton or nearby compla« Jurw 1 546-5788

or 54B-6806

Canon AI-1 cal John at B-TBB

Room for Spring Braak Amharal
546-S8S2

WANTfO TO HINT

3. 4. or 8 bedroom houaal Want to take
over leaae m lata Augual On but route
-preferably m N or S Amfiaiai. Plaaaa call

2SB<772

Twa badraom apt in Downtawn
Amharal araa. WH take over loaae In June
cal dawa 64B-S33B
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SPORTS
tourney time for the Minutemen

Atlantic 10 fieldis balanced
By I'KTKK AHRAliAM
Collegian Stall

The Atlantic 10 basketball

tournament, starting

tonight at Kutgers
I'niversity. is anyone's

game.
The top three teams in the

league. Temple. West
Virginia and St. Josephs,

have all struggled at some
p<»int durmg the season and

have a chance at an early

departure.

The middle ot the pack.

Massachusetts. Rutgers and

Cieorge Washington, have

experienced problems but

have played well against the

lop teams. They too could be

knocked oil early, or come
on strong and win the

tourney, and the NCAA
berth.

The bottom teams in the

JeagiH*. St. Honaventure.

Duquesne. Penn State and

Rhode Island, have played

poorly during the conference

season, but have upset some
contenders and have decent

chances at a spoiler s role.

"If ! had to select a

favorite. Id say that West

Virginia and St. Joseph s are

the two teams to bea

CMass coach Ron (ierlutsen

said.

"Hut that s not to downplay

Temple, they have a lot of

talent and tne coaching,

they ve just had troubles

lately. the coach said.

At stake at the four day

tournament (see schedule) is

a position in the 64 team

NCAA tourney. Temple,

chances are. will get in

anyway and West Virginia

has a good chance as well,

but the remaining eight

-<(uads need the tourney win

i<i continue their season.

On display will be some
good talent: Temple's
Granger Hall and Charles

Rayne. West Virginia's

Lester Rowe. George
Washington's Mike Brown
and Rutgerss John Battle to

name some of the best

.

St. Joe s Bob Lojewski and
Maurice Martin have b«'en

playing well as of late.

Duquesne's Rick Suder and

IVnn .States Craig Collins

are also quality ballplayer^.

For the Im-al entry, senior

forward Horace Ney smith
ind senior guard Donald

Russell are among the top

ten in scoring. Point guard

I VitWcwn ph.ilo h> Mirhrtir S«T{»il

Senior co-captain Horace Neysmith and the

Minutemen face Rutgers in the first round of the

Atlantic 10 tournament.

Tournament Schedule
1on\%hi: firnt round

Game 1: St. Bonaventure vs. Rhode Island,

Game 2: r>i'!M»"-"" v« Penn State. 9 p.m.

7 p.m.

Thursday: ijunrterpnaU

Game 3: St. Joseph's vs. George Washington. 12:30

p.m. Game 4: Game 1 winner vs. Temple, 2:30 p.m. Game
h: Rutgers vs. I'Mass, 7 p.m. Game 6: Game 2 winner vs.

West Virginia. 9 p.m.

Friday: ^emxfxnaie

Game 7: Game 5 winner vs. Ganw 6 wmner. 7 p.m.

Game 8: (iame 3 winner vs. Game 4 winner, 9 p.m.

Saturday: ./infl/,s nt 2 p.m.

Carl Smith runs the team

better than any of his league

peers. Senior Bobby Braun

is third in league rebounding

and freshman Lorenzo

Sutton has been a scoring

tear this pa.st week.

IVmple. West Virginia and

St. Josephs, because they

have been labeled as the

favorites in this balanced

league, have that pressure

on Ihem. Rutgers, because it

is at home, is also under the

looking glass. That leaves

I Mass and George
Washington as two possible

surprises.

But the colonials, who split

with I Mass this season,

have been beset with in

ternal problems. The
Minutemen. which were

pickid for last in all pre

M-ason polls, have every

rr.ison to Ih' l<M)se.

- .^ at It like we arent

>sed to beat these guys

iv so maybe we can

h Ml- tun out there

fM'tausf we know we can

beat them. GerlulM*n said.

"I enjoy proving the polls

wrong.

'

I Mass (>fM«ns tomorrow

night It 7 p.m. against

Kulgers. I Mass beat the

.Varlet Knights at home. KJ

7J. They lost last week in

Piscataway H« 79 as CMass
shot poorly.

'I b«'lieve that we can beat

them, (ieriulsrn said. "We

have lo shoot better and

play our usual aggressive

lull court defense.
"

Should CMass beat

Rutgers, next in line would

N' the Mountaineers of West

\ irginia.

lierlutsen was blunt. "We
don t like them, not many
pii.ple do. I look forward to

pl.tying. and beating, them.

Our players would love

another shot at them and I

hop<- we L'f't !t

'

I Mass .at 82 59 in

Morgantown ny CWV. and

lost 76 71 in overtime in

Springfield.

".Anything can happen,

that s what they always s.iv

about tournamen'
tierlufsen said. 'But it sin.'

to the extent that you can h>

upset in this type of

situation. I feel gocid about

our chance. CMass has

improved this season to the

point where we aren't jokes

tn evrrvone. It s time to

('ontinu»<l nn pagr 15

Lee to wrestle UM's finale
Despiteprogram 's last season, makes nationals
By GKRRY deSlMAS
Collegian staff

The 19th and final season for the University of

Massachusetts wrestling team will go on a little longer

with the selection of sophomore Chris Lee as a wild card at

last weekend's New England championships at the

I 'niversity of Maine. Orono.

I.^e. the defending New England champion at 126 pounds,

was foiled in his attempt for a second straight title when

New Hampshire s Dave Beaulieu beat Lee, 12 6.

Dana Richards also took a second for l'Ma.ss at 167

pounds dropping a .5 1 decision to defending champion John

Hanlon of Boston College.

F reshman Tom Pomella look third with a 4-2 win over

top seeded Tonv DArezzo of Boston University at 190

while sophomore Brian Shaughnessy (177) and Dan White

(heavyweight) took fourths for the Minutemen.

But it will be Lee, who has an unimpressive slate of 8 7,

that will represent Massachusetts wrestling for the final

time at the NCAA championships March 14-16 in

Oklahoma City. Oklahoma.

Lee was one of the two wild card wrestlers chosen by the

coaches to represent New England at the nationals.

"I'm excited about the chance to go to the nationals, " Lee

said. "I just wanted to stop after I lost (in the finals) but

the coaches wanted me to go.
"

l.,ee earned another trip to the New England finals with a

convincing 17 2 over Hartford in the semis but in the finals

the W ildcat's Beaulieu took the upper hand early.

Beaulieu took an early 4 lead on a takedown and near

fall but Lee reversed and Beaulieu was penalized for

locking hands and it was 4 ']. It was the closest Lee would

come.

"He wrestled well and I wrestled well." Lee said. "I guess
the better guy won.

"

Richards jumped out on top right away in his semi final

match against New Hampshire taking a .5 lead on a

takedown and near fall. But he had to hang on for a 5 4

victory.

Massachusetts took fifth. Boston University (65). Maine
(64.25). Boston College (.56.75), UNH (54.75) were ahead of

UMass' 31 points. Hartford was last with 14 points.

Voluma 13 Imu« 15

for tnm tot» purpo— t0

For too long in th» past news of concern and
interest to the

Ttiird World community has been ignored, extorted,

or delegated to the back pages of area newspapers.

Thus Third World students have had little forum to

express their concerns , interests and ideas. The

valley community at large have also been deprived

of reading about news that exists in the Third World

community in the valley, the nation and abroad.

To alter this situation. f^UMMO NEWS has

provided the printed news of, by and about Third

World people. Filling in this void has accomplished

three major goals. First, is that when the community
wants to learn about what it means to be a Third

World student, they refer to NUMMO NEWS We
feel that this has proved to be educational to people

that would otherwise remain ignorant of three

fourths of the world's population.

Second. the paper has been

Second, the paper has been a practical training

ground for people who want to join the field of

loumalism, business management, graphics and
layout. This is an invaluable aspect of the

newspaper.

Finally, NUMMO is the largest weekly Third World
newspaper in New England. This, we feel, is not

only a credit to a consistent, determined and hard
working staff, but also to the University as a whole.

We plan to continue pnnting NUMMO on a weekly
basis so as to continue informing the valley about
Third World people.

Legend in Her Time:

Maya Angelou Visits U.M.

AC lA-xrphoto

Houston Astros catcher Mark Bailey bears aj

Goofy cap in spring training hijinks yesterday.

by Marilyn G. Bou
Numnno Staff

Maya Angelou. a poet, song and playwrite,

dancer, choreographer and speaker fluent in Eng-

lish, Spanish,German and Freeh, has indeed beconDe

a legend in her own time.

"I am truly delighted to be here in this city of

UMass/Amherst," said Angelou in the opening of

her speech on Monday, February 25 at Bowker

Auditorium.

Angelou, who was invited to speak as part of the

Black History Month celebration, focused on Black

poetry and the importance of Black literature. 'The

writings of my people have so seldom been ap-

preciated, yet their exsistence symbolizes the love

which must be credited for the survival of a human

species, " she said. Black writings have, throughout

history, been ignored by many, according to

Angelou. However those who have not educated

themselves, have denied themselves.

Among the writers Angelou quoted were Gordon

Parks, Countie Evans, Nikki Giovanni, Mari Evans,

James Walden Johnson, along with an assortment

of African proverbs. Angelou also sang excerpts from

"Take Time Out", a song she wrote which waa

recorded by Roberta Flack. She reminded the au-

dience that life and love are precious gifts.saying,

"Take a moment for youseh^es, for without selflove

one cannot provide love for another."

Speaking on women Angelou pointed out that they

can be their own worst enemy. "Women should

challenge themselves to be the best in whatever

roles they are fulfilling at any particular time,

fulfilling at any particular time."

"I encourage you to LEARN," was Angelou's

message to the scholars in the audience, adding,

"All knowledge is expandable depending upon the

market." She alto encouraged everyone to take

advantage of librariea.

In closing, Angelou told the audience, "Black

poetry, keep it alive ' Her inspiring and educational

speech was rewarded with a standing ovation which

lasted well over three minutes.

Due to technicaldifHcuHies. NUMMO NEWS didnot

appear until this issue of the COLLEGAiN. Our

normal distribution is on Monday. We apologize for

any inconvience to our readers.

Historical Links

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondent

Hundreds of people gathered last Thursday night to

hear Chinese author and historian. Dr Han Suyin

deliver this years W.E.B. DuBois Lecture at the

Campus Center of the University of Massachusetts

Her presentation was entitled "China and Africa:

Linkage in the thought of WEB. DuBois and writers

of the Third World". Africa has recieved great

feelings from China, said Dr. Suyin, owing to the

common history of violence.

"

As cameramen moved from wall to wall in the

packed room and reporters took notes. Dr. Suyin

spoke to the crowd of the close links between China

and Africa and the links between Dr. DuBois and the

people of China. Following a film that was shown on

Dr. Dubois' visit to China for his 91st birthday. Dr.

Suyin spoke of the significance of the Dubois visit

and the pride she and the people of China had for

him. This (tribute paid to DuBois at UMass) is what

DuBois wanted." said Suyin.

Dr. Suyin went on to say that what is happening in

UMass (cultural events and intellectual exchange) is

going to be a fruitful beginning. She added, "If the

youth of today will only help each other, then one

day they would be able to take over this world." In

conclusion. Dr. Suyin cautioned in a whispered tone,

"When you drink from the water do not forget the

man who dug the welL"

i
\

Continued on page 2
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AND STILL... THE STRUGGLE
The Rededication of the Malcolm X Center

Twenty years have passed since Malcolm 'X', El Ha-

ij
Malik El Shabazz was assassinated and still the

struggle for equality annong people of color continues.

The annual rededication of the Malcolm "X" Center

here at UMass/ Amherst featured as keynote speaker,

Ms. Betty Shabazz, Malcolm's widow. In keeping

with her husband's nonseparatist way of thinking

Shabazz said, "We must not get bogged down with

the system, we must however continue to realize that

our stregnth comes in numbers and we should max-

imize that jjower." She continued, "One snowflake

may not make the difference but many however, will

prevent an airplane from taking off. Shabazz said,

"We must continue to support equality all members of

the human race.
'

Malcolm was an inspirational leader for the Black

peoples of this country, with his most powerful

weapon being his gift of truth by word of mouth. An
example of the struggle still revelant today is the un-

tollerable regime which exists in South Africa. She

said, "We in this country must continue to dismantle

aparthied."

The "X" here at the university symbolizes both a

social gathering place as well as providing study space

for many students of color. Shabazz said, "Young

people today must realize that education is the most

effective means by which to overcome any present

and future struggles, not only in this country but those

of our brothers and sisters throughout the world."

Suyin continued from page 1

Dr. Suyin has written 24 books of fiction, romantic

novel and studies on economics, however, she has

become best known for her historical writing on

China and the Chinese Revolution.

The WEB. DuBois Lecture features a guest

speaker each year, this years lecture marking the

end of Black History Month. The event was co-

sponsored by the Afro-American Studies Depart-

ment and the Chancellor's Office.

MULV CULTURAL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

UNIVERSITYOFMASSACHUSETTSATAMHERSTSPRING

1985 1 Afncan Stuents Association 2. Afrik-Am (Afro-

Amancsn Students Society} 3. AHORA 4. Amencen

Students AssocietionlAISA) 5 Asien Amehcen Students

Assocetion {AASAi 6 Bleck Mess Commumcetion

Project (BMCP) 7 Cepe Verdien Associetion 8 DRUM

Megezine 9 Intemetionel Student Associetion 10.

Koreen StudentsAssocietions(KSA) 11 NUMMONEWS

12 OHice of Third World AtfeirsiO-nNAi 13. Third World

Ceucus (TWO 14. New World Theeter Series 15

Vietnemese Student Associetion (VSAJ 16. UHURU

(Multi-culturel student performing erts group} 17.

Armenien Student Associetion 18 Netionel Society of

Bleck Engineerrs (NSBE) 19. Third- World Scientist

I
Society 20 Mertin LutherKing Week Pfenning Committee

"' Bleck History Month Plenning Committee 22.21

photo by Ed Cohen »

' Intemetionel Womens Event Plenning Committee 23

Mutually Impressed

Another look at the important visit of Cape Verde Ambassador
by Begun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

The following are excerpts from the presentation

and interview of the Cape Verdean Ambassador.

Jose Fernandes-Lopes.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
"I am impressed with the University s faculty and

facilities. We have a very positive attitude toward the

University of Massachusetts and we are looking

fon^ard to working an exchange system for the

students of Cape Verde."

HIGHER EDUCATION IN CAPE VERDE

We received our independence ten years ago. We
didn't inherit any scholastic facilities from the

Portuguese government. Thus, we must send our

students to countries such as the United States,

Portugal, Brazil and many other countries.

"

"These students come to the recipient countries to

gain the higher education which the institutions

offer. Those students which have received gov-

ernment support will study abroad with the vehicle

to return to Cape Verde to practice their skills.

"The students are encouraged to study Agriculture,

Medicine, Law and Management. We hope to

develop our own system of Management, both

political and social."

TOURISM VS. CULTURE

This depends on the policy which the country sets

up. Cape Verde has avoided dealing with large

industries which have only financial interest. We
extend a welcome to private businesses with special

interest in our country, for example the Ocean-

ographers."

THE DRAUGHT
We had heavy rain in the winter months of

December and January. Thus we are able to produce

beans and vegetables. However our largest cereal

crop suffered a total loss.

"The F.A.O. which is a national organization to

assess the draught conditions in the world is helping

us recover.

HUNGER

We really don't have that problem (hunger) in our

country. There ar no relief programs with other

countries We have programs to assist the elderiy

and the poor very similar to your own (The United

States) Welfare program.

MESSAGE TO CAPE VERDEANS IN AMERICA

"I believe that the Cape Verdeans which are

citizens in the United States should always re-

member where they are from. I say to you this; do not

discard your culture and let your heretity become

just a folk reference. Keep you history and be proud

of your background. I believe this will strenghen you

as a person and as an American.

"For those returning to Cape Verde, we wish you to

educate our people and use your knowledge to make

ua a strong, self sufficient country.

"I am impressed with the University's faculty and

facilities, " said Cape Verdian Ambassador to the

U.S. Jose Fernandes-Lopes during his recent visit to

the University to investigate possible academic

collaboration between UMass and the Cape Verde

Islands. However, while the Ambassador was

impressed with UMass, he also left his impression

on a number of Cape Verdean students here, whom
he met with at the New Africa House. NUMMO
NEWS talked to two such students to get their

reaction to the Ambassadors visit and how it af-

fected the newlyformed Cape Verdean Student's

Alliance. Sidonio Ferriera, a junior Mechanical

Engineering Major and Rui Pereira a sophmore Civil

Engineering Major seem to have their hands full with

academics but this does not stop them from being

involved in the community; they are the Co-

Chairman andPresident, respectively, of the Cape

Verdean Student's Alliance.

The Ambassadors presentation was very

informative." said Fennera. giving an idea of "what

Cape Verde has to offer to students here. What to

expect politically from Cape Verde when you visit,"

he said. When asked if the Ambassador sparked

interest in the possibility of going back to Cape

Verde, Pereira responded, "I had the idea of going

back, but with his visit I have reinforced my thoughts

about going."

The Ambassador stressed the importance of Cape

Verdean and other minority students, working hard

for good grades to prove societal stereotypes wrong,

said both Pereira and Fen-eira. "Cape Verdeans are

always taught to be hard working people here at

UMass we must continue that tradition "Peraira

added.
Both young men agreed that the Ambassadors visit

affected the rola of

the Cape Verdean Alliance and reinforced their long

term goal of building alliances with other Cape

Verdeans in the area. "A main goal (of the Alliance)

is to have a conference to educate people about

Cape Verde, where they come from and who they

are," said Pereira. On the question of certain forms

On the question of cretain forms of disunity that

exists between some Cape Verdeans and Black

Americans, Rui Pereira and Sidonio Ferreira see their

role as trying 'to educate both sides to see that we
are all brothers and sisters, all Africans." Indicating

that in Cape Verde there is very little distinction in

shades of color, both men said that it is not a

question of how you label yourself. "We do not

consider ourselves as white or black but as

Africans.

"

As a last satatemaent, both Sidonio and Rui asked

that stereotypes be dismissed. They remarked,

"Don't try to judge one Cape Verdean. There are

always some Cape Verdeans or Blacks who don't

want to associate with people. We invite all people

to come to our meetings, not just Cape Verdeans, to

check us out and see what we are all about.
"
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NUMMO HISTORY CONTEST
Who built the first clock in America?

BENJAMIN BANNEKER Benjamin Banneker's

mechanical inventiveness led him. in 1761, to

construct the first clock made in America--a wooden

"striking" clock so accurate that it kept perfect time

and struck each hour unfailingly for more than 20

years.

Born in Ellicon, Maryland of a free mother and slave

father, who ultimately purchased his own freedom.

Banneker himself was considered free and thus able

to attend an integrated private school, where he

secured the equivalent of an eight-grade education.

His aptitude in mathematics and knowledge of

astronomy enabled him to predict the solar eclipse

of 1 789. Within a few years, he began publishing an

almanac which contained tide tables, data on future

eclipses, and a listing of useful medicinal products

and formulas This almanac was the first scientific

book written by a black American, and it appeared

anually for more than a decade. Bannekers major

reputation, however, stems for his service as a

suveyor on the six-man team which help lay out the

blueprint for Washignton, DC. When the chairman

of the committe. Major L" Enfan abruptly resigned

and return to France with his plans, Bannekers

prcise memory enabled him to reproduce the plans

in their entirety.

This week • s question

QUESTION: What black Amherst Col-

lege graduate discovered blood plasma

and invented the Blood Bank? HINT: He
died from loss of blood after not being

admitted to a white-only hospital.

TiLniantin Biir.*iakt'f*s

Pfsn<;\ LV AM A, DKLOVxff, M^KY-

L «, N 1 • . V^ i \ I h 1 • 1 N \

A L M A N A C,

YEAR of our LORD 1795;
Bclnp the Third iftrT Lcip-Ye«r.

NUMMO NEWS will have a

"History quaation of ttta weak"" contest Tha parson(s)

who respond corractty to tha most questions will be

antarad in a drawing to win a NUMMO Jackat. Qood
Luckl

Tha answer will appear in next weeks NUMMO.
Submit answers by Friday. March 1. 1986 to room 103

New Africa House.

Missed the 'Perfect Beat'

If you experienced D.J. Africa Bambatta at the

S.U.B. on Friday March 1 st 1 985 from 9pm- 1 am you

were definitely a victim of an overpriced event which

produced little if any excitement. The Africa

Bambatta who appeared at the Fine Arts Center

spring semester of 1 983 was nothing like the Africa-

Bambatta that appeared here on Friday night.

There was a very poor attendance (approx 100

person including 20 or so who worked on security)

partially due to the price ($7.00) and not much

excitement due to the fact that Mr. Bambatta only

played his music for no more than an hour, and did

not once address the small crowd of Friday noght

victims. The BMCP D.J. s played music longer and

better, and honestly, I feel anyone could"ve done a

descent job - because Mr. Bambana could not find

the "perfect beafll

•Richard Harrigan

D.J. AFRICA BAMBATTA AT THE S.U.B.

READNUMMO

AFRICA - Lost

Continent?

by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

".. It (Africa) will become a lost continent,"

forewarned C. Payne Lucas, unless it recieves help in

the long run. Long run development, not just short

term aid, was what Mr. Lucas stressed in his spech to

a mostly white audience at Amherst College last Tues-

day.

In his lecture, "A Call to Action on the African-

Crisis," Mr. Payne, founder and executive director of

Africare, a rural help program, said that his priority is

to save lives but that "Africa needs a Marshall Plan."

Citing various problems that the continent faces, Mr.

Payne noted examples such as: the average income

for an African is about $200 a year, that people freeze

at night because they have no blankets, that a country

like Senegal loses about 300,000 hectacres of forest

per veer, and that ff mers have little incentive to plant

food because they make no profit.

Mr. Payne said that the conflict cuts across lines

(racial, ethnic, religous, etc. I and the care that the

American p>eople showed towards the famine victims

backs up his piont. He added though that since deaths

have decreased, news about the famine has been cut

back even Ethiopia is being ignored by the press.

The continent has great potential, said Mr. Payne
stressing that Africans have to help Africa and other

Africans because there are about 5 million refugees

over the whole continent. People are also moving into

urtoan araas for the type of life it offers so Mr Payne
suggaatad that the rural areas would have to ba made
more enticing to attract people back.

America's foreign policy also concerr>ed Mr. Payne
because of the billions of dollsrs that go for military as

opposed to economic aid. He commended Amherst
College for being so concerned about Africa but sug-

gasted that they go still furhter and "adopt a village"

in the sense that all the money thast Amherst raises

for Africa goes to one particular village. He also

recommer>dad this for U.S. campus. In a final note,

he made a call for America to help Africa like it did

Europe.

Excerpts
Continued from page 6

...Jorge and I are back on the rf.servation. We were

very lucky-no permr nent demage. We're scared a

lot, but we're not the ssame people we were when

we lived here before. V 5 learned a lot during th'

Allende yeers. and we ur derstand our mistakes, tou.

We will not be defeated again. For now we do wha*

we must.
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EDITORIAL EDITORIAL EDITORIAL

NUMMO EDITORIAL:
Release The Report!

Have the Civil Rights of Yvette Henry, a black

resident assistant charged with one of the fires that

plagued Crannpton dormitory in the fall of 1983.

been violated? Very possibly, says a report by the

Connminee on the Status of Minorities, which has

yet to be publicity released by the Faculty Senate

Rules Committee. Since the Thursday, February 1 4,

1 985 issue, the collegian has printed a number of

articles and editorials, including a full reprint of the

actual report, in an effort to inform the University

community and persuade the Faculty Senate Rules

Committee to release the report to the public.

NUMMO NEWS gives its whole hearted support and

joins the Collegian in the demand to release the

report, which all students, have a right to see. We
would like to commend the Collegian for meeting

their journalistic responsibility and even going

beyond that by supporting both the Civil and First

Ammendment rights of all students. The Faculty

Senate, by not releasing the report, is supporting the

same institutional racism that victimized Yvette

Henry. We. as a student community, must not let

what happened to Ms. Henry be repeated m the

future. The release of this support is vital to the

struggle to maintain the civility and diversity that

represented (but has not reflected) the ideas o* our

University. We would, however, take issue v« a

statement made by Rita Murphy (Wednesday ^eo,

27. 1985) in her editorial titled "Doesn t anyone

care?" in which she states. "It seems the Collegian is

the only group displaying dismay at the behavior of

the administration and Faculty Senate in not

releasing a report... While it is true that NUMMO
has not displayed "dismay" (Frankly, we are not at all

surprised with the conduct of administration

officials who have been supressing vital information

from students for years, the South African related

University investments as one example). NUMMO
and many other Third World Organizations have

questioned and challenged the University s actions

since the onset of the Yvette Henry arrest. NUMMO
published a number of articles and editorials (Dec. 5.

1 983, Dec. 1 2.1 983 and Feb. 6, 1 984) raising some

of the same questions brought out by the report. We
talked to the Black administrators who were

"present and involved" and we also talked to Yvette

Henry, Mrs. Henry (Yvette's mother), representatives

from the Legal Services Office, reporters from the

Philadelphia lnquirer,Boston Globe, Springfield

Daily News and others. It became clear *o us that

racism and civil rights violations played a role in the

Henry case long before the Status of Minorities

report stated that possibility. At the same time the

Collegian did not find it necessary to do the same

investigative reporting, instead hiding behind so-

called "journalistic etiquette". It must be pointed

out that this year's Collegian staff is almost totally

different and has made up for last year's inadequacy

with excellent, timely investigative reporting. Also,

Rita Murphy has proven to be a fair, responsible

journalist and we believe her statement to be and

over-sight,nothing else. Once again we commend

the Collegians efforts and join with them in their

demand to Faculty Senate. We, as students, faculty

and staff have the right to know the facts

Suppression of such vital information contradicts

the basic precepts of democracy and perpetuates

the poison of racism that has infested our society for

far too many years.

All unsigned editonsis reflect the opinion of e

meionti of the NUM^O steff

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Student Government Co-Presidentiel cendidetes

Kim Heckett and Micheel Sceretto hed e scheduled

meetmg with the Third World Steering Committee

on Thursday. February 28. to exchange platforms

and discuss the role of Third World issues in the

campaign. The candidates failed to appear at the

scheduled time and place. This letter reflects the

Third World Steering Committee's reaction.

No apology, nor any words, can change the fact.

Your failure to attend the Third World Steering

Committee meeting was an insult. It reflects your

racism and arrogance in relating to Third World

people. It was incorrect; you are wrong, you should

have been there.

If a Rightwing coalition had invited you to their

meeting, you would have made it. You would have

been on time and you would have stayed as long as

they wanted you to. You would have courted their

endorsement.

The arrogant way m which you just chose not to

show up, after communicating to our representative

that you would, tells us that yo don't really care about

our vote. If you were not going to come than you

should have sent word in advance.

The Third World Steering Committee has a

message for you. any other CoPresidency cand-

idates and all of the students in the S.G.A. who think

of themselves as the WhiteRight'. The message is

this: The Asian, Black. Hispanic, Native American

and all other people of color, are part of the American

Mainstream. The Rainbow Coalition is here to stay.

We pay the Student Activities Trust Fund tax and we
will have a say about how the whole pie gets spent

The arrogance and insensitivity you have dem-

onstrated suggests you may not be fit to be Co-

Presidents. You obviously don't care enough about

ALL of the students on campus. You obviously have

chosen to write off the Third World vote. That is

quite unfortunate.

In expressing ourselves by writing this letter we
the Third World Steering Committee, want you t(

know about our indignation and disgust. As stated

previously, there are no words which you might say

that can reduce the ndigna'ion all members of the

Committee felt when you fnled to appear at our

Thursday metting as scheduled.

In the upcoming elections for Student Government

officers, our voice will be heard. The fact that you

chose to insult us just means that you can count on

us not supporting your ticket.

In fact as a gesture to prove you are not racist, as

your behavior indicates, you ought to withdraw from

the race and get behind the ticket we will be

supporting.

Racism is a very peculiar institution. It has been

around in our country since the white men arrived

From the days when genocide was perpetuated

against the Navajos and other Native Americans, up

through the cruel Middle Passage and slavery and on

through to today, some Americans have thought

they had something over other groups, just because

they have no comp'exion. You must understand that

the way in which you behaved is an example of the

80s style of racism.

THE THIRD WORLD S^ELRING COMMITTEE

SHAME SHAME SHAME
by Christopher Williams

Nummo Staff

Editor s Note :

The following is being re-run due

to popular demand

Shame, shame, shame on you. Yes, you the so-

called "Black" students of the Five College area,

especially those of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, for not attending the numerous events plan-

ned for Black History Month. Where were you? Please

don't tell me studying. Studying only takes up so

much of your time. Besides, any truely concerned
African student would have made the time by arrang-

not you, your too "good" for that.

However, many have time to gossip. Many more

have lots of time to make endless excursions to the

Hampshire Mall to insure that Africans in America

maintain their high levels of consumption and non-

ing to attend at least a few of the many events, but

su e enough some of us are truely dumb; some are

deaf and blind too. However, the blame is not all on
you, after all we have all been programmed to self-

destruct.

Many of those who are in positions of so-called

"leadership" also failed to attend many of these
events. This Is surely a tragedy, because the future of

the race and the world Is in your hands. Well, if you
don't change your thinking and behavior, and soon
too, we are all surely doomed.
Those "Black" students who did not attend any of

these events because of indifference or laziness are

guilty of treason for not paying respect to their

deceased and living Africans who fought and are still

fighting for their liberation. It Is a crime that Malcolm
X, Martin Luther King Jr, and countless others died so
that you could dance up and down with a bunch of

white people at a rappers concert. They gave their

lives for more than that; they offered their lives so that

exslstent levels of production. And yes, you have
time to party; we can't fornot that. This does not
mean that there Is anything wrong with partying, but
too much of one thing makes Jack a dull boy. And
we, the future, could excell in the things they

couldn't. They died so that the race could live and not

merely exist.

Unfortunately, this apathy is not new. Last fall there

was a Third World Leadership Conference. The turn-

out was relatively good, especially when the food was
served. African students came from all over the New
England area, many of whom arrived at 9:30 a.m.

when It began, but whare were most of you then?
Some of us claim that we are Black, but are we and do
we want to be? It appears to me that some of us are

nothing more than Europeans wearing black face.

Nevertheless, all praise must go to all of those
African students, f.iculty, and administration who
organized and attend any of the events held during the

last few weeks. For those of you who have not attend-

ed, I suggest that you do and soon too' This Is not a

pleasant subject to write about, but the truth has to be
revealed regardless of who It may hurt or embarass.

A Look Back At Black History Month
photos by

Nummo Staff
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Lest We Forget
Excerpts From Our People

Editor's note: The following are exerpts taken from

a pamlphlet entitled "Students and the African

Revolution, "printed and distributed by the All-African

People's Revolutionary Party.

The All-African People's Revolutionary Party

(A-APRP) emerged in 1972 as a product of the Civil

Rights, Black Power and National Liberation

nriovements of the 1940's.50's and 60's, dedicated to:

1) Building an organization capable of galvanizing the

collective energies of Africa's 900 million scattered,

suffering and struggling people <alt people of African

descent are Africans and belong to the African Na-

tion); and 2) Directing that energy toward our total

emancipation.

Of strategic necessity we have chosen to focus on
developing a core group of genuine freedom fighters

armed with the skill of organizing, guided by scientific

thinking and inspired by just principles. We do not ex-

pect immediate rewards nor seek instant gratification

for the task we have shouldered is by its very nature

generational.

The international capitalist (economic) system has

sown the wind of African discontent and it is reaping

the whirlwind of the African Revolution a whirlwind

of change whose ideas are being spread to Afncans
everywhere by the enlightened organizers who con-

stitute the African revolutior>ary intelligentsia.

WHAT IS INTELLIGENTSIA?
The intelligentsia is that segment of the community

with the broadest acquisition of the knowledge and

skills available in society. They usually correspor>d to

those who have had the broadest exposi^re to formal

education, i.e., students, teachers, doctors, ijwyers,

politicians, advanced workers, etc. As a whoJe, they

have been either co-opted to v»rork against the in-

terests of the broad miitas of the people, or they

have merged the problems of the people and their

own as one, and work tirelessly to see them resolved.

The intelligentsia serves both a political as well as an

economic function. Politically, they have the task of

defending and elaborating the ideology of the dominat

dast in society. Economically, they have the reepon-

stbility of ensuring the continued techr>ological

development of society by introducing new ideas and

techniques, which increase the production capacity of

society as a whole.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE AFRICAN IN-

TELLIGENTSIA
Before contact with the outside world, Africa

developed complex societies with various educational

systems aimed at ensurir>g our continued intellectual

and technical development. Ancient Africa developed

writing, mathematics, astronomy, architec'u'e

medicine, etc. We must therefore turn to tradittofu-l

Africa to identify the intellectual basis of our struggle.

The roots of the African Revolution is found in the

struggle to harness nature and to destroy indigenous

African exploiters who sold their brothers /sisters into

slavery and collaborated with the kuropean im-

perialists who came to colonize our land - Africa.

The collaboration between the European im-

perialists and Africans seeking to exploit the people

while acquiring personal wealth, political power and

social prestige, devastated the African Nation. Over

90 million Africans were kidnapped from Africa and

shipped to the Carribean, South, Central and North

America; and stripped of their identity, culture and

were made to be ashamed of Africa.

The capitalist system emerged full blown from this

murderous slave trade of human flesh dripping with

blood from African veins and sweat from African

backs. Without exception, the U.S., France, England,

etc., left the masses of our people in poverty diseas

ed, malnourished and uneducated. Despite all of this,

they still could not destroy our desire to be free to

rec'aim our dignity and remake our lives.

By 1960, capitalism /imperialism was being forced

to give ground under the weight of mass popu'ir

uprisings and resistance everywhere. National in-

dependence and liberation was sweeping the conti-

nent of Africa, the Middle East, the Carribean, Central

and South being consolidated in Asia, Eastern

Europe, Africa and Cuba. Everywhere,

capitalism /imperialism was in a severe crisis and suf

faring set-backs and defeats. Imperialism had to res-

pond.

Its response was massive, brutal and vicious. It in-

cluded the development of neo-coionialim (a new
form of colonialism) internationally and the welfare

state domestically; attempts to blur, confuse, divert

and soften contradictions through liberal reforms. And
when all else failed, fascism, repression, intimidation,

harassnnent, imprisonment, enforced exile, murder

coups d'etat, outright invasion arnJ war.

In the course of this struggle two important lessons

were learned: 1) That the movement had to be guiled

by one, revolutionary ideology of African orgir,

(Nkrumahism); and 2) this ideology INkrumahism) had

to be carried to the masses by young intellectuals

brought together in a revolutionary, mass, pernr^anent.

Pan African, political party.

THE ROLE OF THE STUDENT: WHAT MUST BE

DONE?
We have reached that cri cal point wt>en historical

event have clearly identified he forces of contention

"the oppressed against the -tppreasors. The battle

lines have been drawn. In . e balance hangs the

future of our honr>e Africa 6 d its 900 million scat-

tered, suffering and struggling eople.

African students stand in a position to have an enor-

mous impact on the speed, direfion and outcome of

this great human struggle. The c oices faced by you

are crystal clear - modern si 'ery or freedom,

capitalism or socialism, revolutlor or surrender We
know that nr>any of you will contini. to chase a life of

leisure and wealth, while putting v jr own personal

interests above the interests of the ,>eople. We also

know that many of you will never grt* 'vja»e. Those of

you that do, many will be jobless; all '"ilt be landless

and poweriess, and not one of you w I be free.

The A-APRP is looking to organize those African

men and women whose conscience impels them to

act on behalf of their people. Those we seek are

honest, disciplined, responsible and willing to set

aside the selfish ideas propagated by the capitalist

system. We call upon you to adopt a new set of

ethics, morals and principles in order to assume your

role as part of our new revolutionary intelligentsia.

You are in school as a result of the untiring sacrifices

of our people. You are the direct beneficiaries of hun-

dreds of years of struggle and you must use your

newly acquired knowledge and skills to push fon^vard

our struggle for Pan -Africanism.

We call upon you. African students, to join with

African youth throughout the world who have taken

to the streets with Positive Action as the struggle to

build mass, revolutionary organizations intensifies.

They are rising up, demanding liberty, unity and

socialism. They are adopting Nkrumahism as their

ideology and they are boldly challenging the anti-

quated concepts of capitalist society and the spineless

opportunism of those who claim to be our leaders.

African students, workers and peasants who bear

the brunt of capitalist exploitation have grown weary

of seeing the owners of factories, mines, banks and

imperialist combines grow increasingly rich off their

labor as the masses sink further into the depths of

poverty. We see the masses of African people as they

struggle to the limits of their consciousness against

this political and economic tyranny to no avail.

Consequently, revolutionary theory must be in-

jected into the mass struggle of African people by the

African revolutioriary intelligentsia. This is the role of

the student.

For more Information Contact:

All African People s Revolt ^nary Party

P 33953 Washington, D.C 20033

(202) 726-6133

Tha Following are excerpts from. "The Case of

Mariana Curileo Quintripla. Mapucha Indian.

Mapuches have lived on the reservation in southern

Chile since 1 884. ...through the years much of our

land was stolen. ..and with each generation the

parcels of land dwindled until the plots were an acre

or two for an entire family... I grew up on such a

reservation. ...We had three acres and live in a ruca, a

mud hut with thatched roof and earthen floor. With

five children to feed times were often hard, but our

family was very close and worked together. ...my

two sisters had to leave home to look for work in

Santiago; we just couMn't make ends meet any

more.. ..At home my little brothers watched our two

pigs and four sheep.while I helped my mother with

the weaving....The blankets and ponchos we made

we copuld sell in town and buy food with the money.

... In 1970 I married Jorge Quintreple....He had

been off working in Santiago but he came home to

the reservation. He said he thought thing might

change under Allende but I didn't really believe him.

Politicians were always promising the Mapuche a

better life but nothing had ever changed for us.. ..At

...we knew takeovers had happen. ..that Allende

joverment had backed up. We also knew this was a

chance to make a decent life for our selves. ...The

takeover didn't meet any resistance right off.. ..He

came out with a bunch of thugs and threatned us. but

a goverment official had been too. and told us we

were within our rights. He told the owner that too.

The owner and his men came out shooting about

three nights after the takeover. But we were ready

ofr them and fired back. They never tried that again.

Our farm was expropriated legally two months later.

...We renamed it Elicura. after a brave Machupe

warrior, and decided to run it collectively. ...The

goverment sent us materials and a carpenter who

worked with us teaching us how to build houses. ...I

think when things began to settle down a bit we

women realize what a change was happening to us.

Back home we saw pretty much only our families and

close kin. On the reservation neighbrs were pretty

far apart. Visiting was an allday affair, and women

were expected to keep the water kenle warm at

home. But here we were 1 6 families. Oh. we were

all related one way or another, but we weren't used

toliving so close. We women could get together real

easy, and we sormed a Mother's Center. We started

trying to get a teacher and a clinic. Some of the men

objected to our activities, they thought we should

stay home tendng to the mr^.s. gardens, and the

children. We still did all our work and cared for the

children, but most of us began to work together

more on projects. ...We got the teacher and the

schoolgoing pretty easily The teacher was one of

our own who got some training at a mission school.

The goverment sent her to a special program for rural

teachers, and she came back to teach at Elicura.

Ther were classes at night twice a week to teach the

adults reading and writing. The clinic was another

maner. Once a month a nurse visited Elicura and

brought the powdered milk. But that wasn't enough

for us. We needed a real clinic with a real doctor in

our area permanetly....! think the Allende Goverment

did a lot to helpmthe poor people. It "s just that there

were some problems and as we realize what they

were and what we needed, we just didn't want to sit

around waiting anymore. ...When the right wing

started sabotaging food distribution, we got our own

distribution system going, just like they did in the

city. ...Earlier, in August, the military had invaded a

cooperative farm on the cos near us, saying the place

was a training ground for the MIR guerillas. All they

found was a bunch of old beat-up guns the owner left

behind;but they put out pictures of a huge amount of

bombs and weapons. The women on the farm were

stripped and dunked in the cesspool and beaten

awfully, all in front of their children. An old man was

thrown repeatedly into the cold winter water of the

river, and he died a few days later of pneumonia.

After four or five days the military left and took most

of the men to jail. ...At Elicura we had talked about

the resistance and defense and aht the struggle

might be like, but we weren't really ready. ...One of

our leaders was executed before our eyes, as an

example. Our treasure finally killed himself because

they arrested and tortured him so many times that he

couldn't stand the thought og enduring more. And a

women who tried to organize our health clinic was

taken away. We heard she was shot,but we're r>.ot

sure. Then Junta gave Elicura back to the old owner.

Continued on page 3
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SPORTS • TALK
by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondent

Sophomore point guard, Carl Smith of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Minutemen, basketball team, will

go down in the history books for this basketball

season. Smith has been a hero at more than eight

games this season by scoring in the waning seconds

to give UMass a win or a tie. Surprisingly, egoism
never seems to be a problem for Smith.

Smith 20, who hails from Kings Mountain, North

Carolina, is a Sports Management major at UMass.
Smith attended Kings Mountain High School after

leaving Fork Union Military Prep School in Virginia. In

1983 Smith was offered a scholarship to study at the

University of Massachusetts, which he accepted with

gratitude.

Coming to the Eastern section of the country for the

first time in the fall of '83, Smith was attracted by the

size of the institution and the hospitality "I was im-

pressed by how friendly the people were, when I first

came here", the five feet 11 inch Smith said.

Although carrying a weight of 166 pounds. Smith is

still agile. He earned two cross country letters along

with three basketball letters at Kings Mountain High

School and one letter at Fork Union Prep. Smith has

proven himself here at the University. On the court

Smith is a key performer for his coach.

The two most interesting games for Carl were those

against Boston and Northeastern Universities, which

UMass won last year. "Both teams were from the Na
tional Eastern and were supposed to be t}erter than us

but. we were just bad ".Smith pointed out with a arin.

Smith is business like both on and off the court. He
enjoys playing table tennis in his spare time. Smith is

well known for his TV. commercial in which he adver
tises used cars without engines

by Julian Tynea
Nummo Staff

J.T.'s NBA. Mid Season Outlook

N.B.A Altantic Division

The NBAs Atlantic division may be not only the

strongest division in the league but the most

competitive of any pro sport. Because of the trades

(and despite injuries), this division may be stronger

than last year, when all five teams qualified for the

playoffs. The division features three of the leagues

strongest teams: the reigning champion Celtics, the

powerful 76ers and the recharged Washington

Bullets. When everyone is healthy the N.J. Nets are

one of the best teams in the NBA. Now that Darryl

Dawkins is back, look out. And while the NY. Knicks

have lost Ray Williams (now with the Boston

Celtics). Bill Carwright (broken foot), Marvin

Webster (Hepatitis) and Truck Robinson, they still

have the everdangerous Bernard King. The Atlantic

not only has the leagues trnghest teams, it also

contains some of t-^" N B A > premier players.

BOS'^ON c%L ncs
No team has more heart and tradition than the

Boston Celtics. This is evidenced by thier stirring

comeback in the finals last year against the LA.

Lakers, after the rest of the basketball worid

(including myself) left them for dead. Even with the

controversial trade of clutch performer Gerald

Henderson, the Celtics are toughl

The Celtic strength starts in the front court. With

Robert Parish. Kevin McHale, Cedric Maxwell (out

right now with a knee injury) and M.V.P. Larry Bird

the Celtics have a front court that has size, speed,

scoring, rebounding and defense, making it the best

in the league. Undenrated center Robert Parish

blocks shots, scores and rebounds with the best.

Forward Cedric Ma>well, also underrated, rebounds,

plays great defensD, is a good passer and scores

under pressure. Larry Bird can beat you a thousand

ways and sixth man Kevin McHale plays all three

frontcourt position well enough to be an N.B.A.

Allstar.

While the Celtic backcourt isn't quite as strong

with Danny Ainge and Dennis Johnson, it ain't

chopped liver either. Ainge has a quick first step and

ran stick the open jumper. D.J. is one of^he best all

around guards in the league. He can shoot, score.

pass, rebound and the man is a defensive genius.

Bench strengh is present with Scott Wedman and

Greg Kite upfront, Qumn Buckner, Carlos Clark, Rick

Cariisle and new acqu'sition Ray Williams back court

and ML. Carr coming of the bench to beat on

opposing teams. Wi**-. ' ^.- '^ K.C. Jones at the

controls the Celtics a m to beat.

PHILADELPHIA 7dER8

After seting a playoff record 12-1 in the 82-83

season, the Sixers fell to injunes. apathy and lack of

depth last season. During the 83-84 season the

Sixers lost Moses Malone. Julius Erving (0 and 5

without him). Andrew Toney. Maurice Cheeks.

Bobby Jones, Clint Richardson and Franklin

Edwards at various times to injuries. Moses did not

have a "Moses " type year, forcing Dr. J to carry the

load. Erving had a great season averaging 22.4

points per game ( 1 2th in the league), 7 rebounds and

a total of 355 asissts, 1 .83 steals per game (10th).

and 1 .81 blocked shou (8th). This made him the

only forward to finish in the top 1 in both steals and

blocks. In spite of these awesome statistics Doc was

left off the first team of the N.B.A. Allstars. With

Cheeks plagued by injuries snd Toney having

communication problems with coach Cunningham,

the Sixers were beaten in the playoffs 3-2 by a tough

New Jersey team.

Then the Sixers made some bold moves in the

N.B.A. Draft, obtaining 6'6
", 260 pound Charies

Berkley. Auburn's 'mound of rebound' and Leon

Wood of the '84' Olympic squad for added depth.

Upfront the Sixers start with the man, Moses

Malone. Moses is the leagues best low post player

as evidenced by his league leading 1 3.4 rebounds

per game and his 22.7 point average (highest among

N.B.A. centers). He is very ably supported by the

ageless Julius Erving, who at 34 is still one of the

leagues premier players. Erving is nearing the end of

a great career and would love to end it with a

championship. Rookie Charies Berkley is the other

starter in the front court. Berkley has shown allstar

potential and may be the power forward Philly has

been looking for since George McGinness was

traded. Bobby Jones is the sixth man and still the

best defensive forward in the league. Front court

depth is present with Sam (slam) Williams. Gearge

Johnson and Clemon (The Lemon) Johnson.

The backcourt is among the best in the N.B.A.

Cheeks and Toney go together like strawberries and

cream, both being N.B.A. Allstars. They ae sup-

ported by Clint Richardson. Leon Wood and Sedale

Threatt. If Philly can keep themselves together it

should be a photo finish for f'rst place.

WASHINGTON BULLETS
The old. slow Bullets no longer exsist. With the

acquisition of Gus Williams and Clifford Robinson,

the Bullets are, at times, awesome. In the front court

the Bullets have Jeff Ruland, Rick Mahom. Greg
Ballard and Clifford Robinson. No team has more
rebounding than the Bullets. With frontcourt depth

added by Darren Daye and Tom McMillan no one has

a deeper front court. ..no one. The backcourt brigade

is led by Gus Williams, a great scorer and passnr who
also plays great defense (he is the N.B.A 's career

steals leader). His backcourt partner is Dudley

Bradley who shuts his opposing guards down with

his overpowering defense. Frank Johnson. Jeff

Malone and Tom Sewell are t^e backcourt reserves.

NEW JERSFY NETS

The Nets are young and strong. However, injuries

may rum them this season. Darryl Dawkins had been

in traction with back problems most of the season

and Albert King has been out with muscle pulls.

Without these two performers the Nets have been

having a tough time. However, the outlook has

brightened as Dawkins has returned to action and

King should be ready in a couple of weeks. New
Jersey's strengh starts in the backcourt with Micheal

Ray Richardson and Otis Birdsong. Birdsong is one

of the leagues top off guards, able to hit jumpers

from practically anywhere on the court. Sugar', one

of the finest all around players in the game, is a great

passer, scorer, ballhandler and defensive player

Only Magic Johnson can rival him in all around

basketball skills, and even Magic doesn't have the

defensive skills and shooting touch of Richardson.

Up front the Nets normally start with Darryl

Oawkiis at center, Albert King as the shooting

forward and Buck Williams as the power forward.

Mike Gminski is the top front court reserve with

depth added by Mike O'Koren, Wayne Sappleton

and Olympian Jeff Turner. When the Nets are

healthy they are among the most talented teams in

the league. If everyone heals, this season could still

be salvaged.

NEW YORK KNICKS
"Helpl" That must be Hubie Brown's lament. The

Knicks have been devastated by injuries, leaving

them just a shell of the team that played Boston in a

tough seven game series. Only the wonderous

Bernard King keeps them competitive within the

conference. Up front the Knicks have lost starting

center Bill Cartwright for another month and reserve

center Marvin Webster for the remainder of the

season with health problems. Forward Truck

Robinson is also out with injuries. Leaving Hubie

Brown a front court of Bernard King and an

assortment of players such as. Pat Cummings. Louis

Orr and rookies Ken Bannister and Eddie Wilkins.

The backcourt isn't much to talk about either. Rory

Sparrow is the point guard with backcourt mates

Trent Tucker, who can shoot from outside but can't

drive and isn't aggresive defensively, and Darryl

Walker, a lightning quick guard who plays great

defense, can pass, rebound and drive but can't hit

the ocean from the beach with his jump shot. It will

be a long year for the Knicks.

PREDICTIONS

1) Philadelphia 76ers

2)Boston Celtics

3)New Jersey Nets

4)Washington Bullets

6 New York Knicks

Look for a close race for first place.
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The Joint Brotherhoods of IOTA PHI

THETA and PHI BETA SIGMA Fraterni

ty's Inc. Present a night of Pure

Pleasure, Perpetual Partying & Funky

S t e p p i n '
.

Place: Hampden Dining Commons
Southwest Residential Area
UMass/Amherst
Time; 900 p.m. Until you cant-stop

Date: Friday, March 8

Attire: Dress to impress - no sneakers

Admission is $3.00 proper ID. is re-

quired.

"THE DANCE AND THE RAILROAD"

The New WORLD Theater at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst will

present The Dance and the Railroad, a

play by David Henry Hwang, on March 7,

8. and 9, at 8 p.m. in the Hampden
Theater on the University campus. In

conjunction with the play, martial artist

Richard Cesario will present a free

workshop entitled "Introduction to

Chinese Martial Arts (Wu Shu)" at 2 p.m.

on Saturday, March 9, at Emily Dickin-

son Hall on the Hampshire College cam-
pus. The workshop is open to the public.

Tickets for the three performances of

The Dance and the Railroad may be

reserved in advanced at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office by calling 545 2511 or

may be purchased at the door the night

of each performance. Ticket prices are

$4 for the general public and $2 for

students.

MANDATORY MEETING FOR ALL

CCEBMS STUDENTS AT MAHAR
AUDITORIUM AT 7:00 ON MARCH
10. 1985. Al.' STUDENTS MUST
ATTEND!!!

INTEREST MEETING
The brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi will

be having a MANDATORY interest

meeting for those young gentlemen

expressing interest in the Fraternity.

The meeting will be held Thursday

March 7th at 8:00 pm in a place to be

announced. Be prompt! Proper attire

will be expected.

For more information call:

Conrod Boone 546-7561

Nadie Pierre 546-7555

SUMMER JOBS

Amherst Upward Bound
Instructors for college preparatory

curriculum [BA or BS required] also
Counselors/Tutors for residential com-
ponents [no degree required]. Pick up
applications at 205 New Africa House
UMass/Amherst. Deadline is March 22.

VENCERMOS BRIGADE
16th Contingent
"PEACE and FRIENDSHIP "

Th« V«nc«r«mot Brigad*. • national aduca-

tlonal projact in tolidarity with tha Cuban
Ravoiution. invltaa you to participata In tha 16th

work £r aducational contingant to Cuba for 2

waakt in April 1966. All parson* intaraatad in

laarning and sharing tha truth about tha Cuban
Ravolution, in braaking through tha information

blockade against Cuba that separates out two
peoples, and in promoting peace and friendship

between our two nations are welcome to apply.

This is a critical time to show our willingness

to dialogue and excahnga with tha Cuban peo-

ple, to demonatrata oua determination to pre-

vent further U.S. aggression against Cuba and

other nations in the Central America/Caribbean

region, and to show our committment to the

struggle for peace and social Justice.

Join us this Spring. For Peace and Friendship.

NEW EXHIBIT AT AUGUSTA
SAVAGE GALLERY

On 11 March 1985 The Augusta

Savage Memorial Gallery at New Africa

House will play host to an exhibit

entitled Inner Being of Africa

Sculpture, which will be on display until

March 27 1985. This exhibit will

include selections from the private

colections of The Pearl Primus Dance
and Language Instated, Inc., P''of.

Percival Borde and Prof. Ethel

Alpenfels,it will include sculptured

mask and figures of wood and ivory,

musical instruments and much more.

This collection has been exhibited in

such galleries as the American Museum
of Natural History, the University of

Wisconson, and New York

Univ ersity, it has also been presented

in various off Broadway Theaters.

Sponcered by the W.E.B. DuBois
Department of Afro-American Studies,

UMass Arts Council with a special

thanks to Dxisn Murr M Schwartz

PAULO FREIRE AT UMASS
A dialogue with educator and author

Paulo Friere on Monday, March II, 1985
at 7:30 pm in Room 104 Thompson Hall.

Umass, Amherst. This event is spon-
sored by the School of Education, the

Division of Continuing Education and
the Program for Participatory Research
and Learning.

Applicants should be 18 years of age or older,

have a valid U.S. passport or permanent resident

card, be free of military duty and legal restric-

tions. Approximate cost of trip $600.00.

For more information or to request applica-

tion, write:

P.O Box 539

North Amherst, Ma. 01069

or call 686-7863. evenings.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S EVENT

Tuesday, March 5
8:00 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom

NIkki Giovanni speaking on "Interna-
tional Woman's Day: Past, Present and
Future"

Look for the story of Nikki's visit in this hAonday's
NUMMO NEWS.

Wednesday, March 6
8:00 p.m.
Campus Center Room 168C

Sophia Painiqueo speaking on
"Mapuche Women's Paricipation in the
Mapuche Struggle"

Thursday, March 7
3:00 and 8:00 p.m.
Campus Center Room 163

Two films;

"A Veiled Revolution"
and

"Women in NicaraguaiThe Second
Revolution"

International Women's Event Cof-
feehouse
8:00 p.m. at the Bluewall
Everyone is invited to an evening of
Women Performers

Friday, March 8
9:00 p.m to 1:00 a.m.
Campus Center Auditorium

DANCE
in honor of

International Woman's Day
Admission charge $2.00

lan
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Student suit

could cancel
a candidacy
By JOHN YONC'E
Colle^an Staff

A suit, which cuuld disqualify a candidacy

for Student (jovernment Asstx-iatiun co

presidents, was submitted late yesterday to

the office of I'ia Giammasi, acting student

attorney general, said.

Autumn Maki. uii under^aduate student

senator from John Quincy Adams House,

signed a "request for Judicial action"

against Stacey Koth and Dan Burgess,

candidates for SCiA co presidents, and
Chris Sullivan, signator for the Roth

Burgess campaign and speaker of the

senate. A signator has power lo authorize

spending to promote a campaign.
The request for action, which will be filed

with the student clerk of courts today,

alleges that Roth. Burgess and .Sullivan on

March 4 violated Campaign financial

guidelines a.s outlined by treasurer John
Mooradian. Maki said. The request charges

the campaign spent money that was not

included on purcha.s«» orders. .According to

th«- guidehnes. all monies spent by a

campaign must be processed through the

Student .Activities Office on a purchase

order. Maki would not say what the

members of th#« campaign did lo violate the

guidelines.

Burgess, who said he had not heard of the

suit, said he was "very confused" by the

allegations.

"I'm very open to finding out what's going

on. " he said. "I have very little faith that

there is a valid suit. I have confidence in

the people working with us.

"

Sullivan said he is "100 percent positive"

that the allegations are false.

"It's probably just an attempt lo get

publicity. I've seen it in any campaign I've

been in." he said.

Bill Collins, who brought a copy of the

request for judicial action lo a reporter

from the Collegian, said he had worked on
the suit because he is not in favor of the

Roth Burgess campaign.

"I'm basically not .so against them per

sonally, but against the SGA .system of

hand picking specific candidates and en

dorsing them, " he said.

Collins said he is not specifically working
for any campaign, but has "offered my
services" to the opposing candidacies of

Terry Sbardella and F'atrick Keohan and
Kim Hackett and Micheal Cerrato.

Maki said she is not connected with any of

the SGA presidential campaigns.

SAFAback
from crucial

lobbying trip

M
Jjt. ^ ~~ ' ' ~~ Coflrgun p^mtn by Milrh IVmntrih

WHOOPS!—And so i^oes David Boswell. an *88 liberal arts major, on the ice in

front of the Student Union yesterday afternoon. Conditions all over campus
have been very slippery so be careful!

Senate approves referendum on aid
By JOHN YONCH#
Collegian Staff

The State Student Association of

Massacnusetts iSSAM) will conduct a

referendum with next week's Student
Government Association ballot, asking

students lo fund the association al $1 per
student per semester.

The Undergraduate Student Senate

voted last night to allow the association to

hold the referendum next Monday and
Tuesday.
"For 25 years we've tried to form a stale

student association," Michael Kerrigno,

director of SSAM said. "The first year
SSAM was in existence, there was a

OmUnufd <m page 5

By MICHKLLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON D I . A bus carrying 53
Iniversity of Ma.ssachusetts students,
many with sore, tired feet, arrived on
campus early this morning after a four day
lohbymg stmt at thecapit<il.

The students, back to wearing jeans and
sneakers instead of suits, tu>s and high

he«'ls. said they f««el a sense of ac

••••mplishment after completing a trip they

kI planned since last fall.

.Although this was Students Advocating

Financial Aid's seventh bi annual
pilgrimage t«» Washingtim. group members
agreed that. tNH-ause of tht $200 billion

deficit and the Reagan administration's

proposed financial aid and mass transit

cuts, this was the most important trip the

group has ever made.

SAFA member Jim Shaw said Monday.
"There has never been a more important
time to be in Washington. Financial aid is a
natKinal issue now.

"

At the first group meeting in Washington,

.Arthur Jackson, director of the Financial

Aid Office at UMass told the students, "We
really do have to fight. There are all kinds

of lobbyists down here who don't want their

programs to be cut either. Lobbyusts for

NAACP, Amtrak. the farmers and the

handicapped were also lobbying this week.

Yesterday, as the bus left Maryland.

SAFA President Cindy Howland said a

radio report had just announced that the

House budget commute** voted to cut $79

billion from tne defense budget over the

next three years. Everyone cheered.

Early Monday morning, (ierald Grady,

SAFA advisor, said he would be impressed

if the group managed to meet with 90

congressmen during its stay. Howland said

yesterday that \'.\2 meetings look place and

the group was unable to meet with only 21

members "for various reasons."

The group interviewed 69 Democrats and
49 Republicans, legislative aids • and
congres.smen. Ninety seven of those in-

terviewed supported SAF'A's positions

against the cuts, nine opposed or advocated
the cuts and six were undecided.

Cimtinued on page 5

Measles worry Florida health officials
By JOSEPH McCORMACK
l!ollegian Correspondent

The Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitation is

concerned that a recent measles epidemic in the Boston

area may be transmitted lo other students during spring

break.

'W ith all those students packed into planes and buses, the

opportunity for measles transmission is excellent." Hank

Janowski of the department s immunization program said.

Earlier this week. University of Massachusetts Health

Services began urging students who have not been im

munized after their first birthday or since 1966 lo make an

appointment lor a vaccination.

Dr. Thomas McBride. associate executive director of

Health Services, said that it is especially important for

students who will be "mixing it up" in Florida to check

their immunization history.

.As of yesterday. 32 students have come in for shots.

McBride said. "I think that most of our students are pretty

well immunized. " he said. Health Services is still offering

the shot, which is covered by the Health Services fee.

Measles is a highly contagious disease that begins with

symptoms similar to the common cold. The disea.se is al.so

accompanied with a high fever and an irritating rash.

"With all those students packed into planes and
buses, the opportunity for measles transmission is

excellent"—Hank Janowski, Florida Department

of Health and Rehabilitation.

Janowski said that Florida has had to deal with similar

problems in the past. At the outset of spring break, fliers

are handed out to students and the danger of measles

transmission is given media coverage.

The department alerts doctors and medical facilities along

the beach areas and opens all of its own clinics and facilities

to the students during the disease outbreaks. Despite the

department's yearly preparations there is "zero par

ticipalion " by the students, Janowski said. 'The students

come down here to have fun and lie on the beaches and are

not interested in shots and clinics. " he said.

This year. Florida has an epidemic in Lake City, Columbia

County. Although Columbia County is not on the coast, it

is possible for this outbreak to spread also, Janowski said.

Janowski said he would like to see every student vac-

cinated, or bring proof of vaccination, before they come
down to Florida before spring break.

Inside:

International women speak out 3

Farmers lobby in Washington 5

A Livewire on music ...11

Editors speak out on election . . . . o

Hoopsters face Rutgers in tournament.

.

...16

"One 18 not barn a woman, one becomes \

one."

—Simone De Beauvoir |
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Camp Young Judaea,

Amherst, New Hampshire
(Resident, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity

Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,
Swim Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, SaiPing, Arts b
Crafts, Campcraft. Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk
Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel
and Nurses (R.N )

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.
Please contact; Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley, MA 02181
617-237-9410

You need a

summer job or

part-time work

You like direct

sales

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn

up to $300 or

more j>er week.

You would like

to make your
own hours.

^/e€i^^
Contact D.D Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our

spring and
summer sales force

now. so wnte or

call today'

D D Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

lafirey, NH 03452
603 532 4416

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
of individual serving''

CAKES d PASTRIES
i I klai>« CluHoUU' Crthi-

C:i^oc>jl,ilr Lav<-> C,»iu-

Conlini' •

I Sill

iSiij

I t;

ISO]

, 1). H !

ICE CREAM
' U'l> "J-.

SUNOALS
Mol * u(K]«-

B'own.c ^.1" 11

MUNCMIES

H .» -1.

.' *)

vs

lOS

FUDGE ana CMGCwlAIL
Fu<1(«f lb 4 00

- -so

Blotk C»

CALL
256-8102

; I.

?9 S Pieasrt

Limited D«*iivery Arcd

Minimum order S5 00
Prices do rH>t include ta« I

n^WEE-^OOTH jj

Coupon I!

|Free chocolate brownie ||
with each order |l

I

I
I o*^ coupori pf onJe- li

valid 3 1 3 10
il
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SPRING BREAK '85
- Ft. Lauderdale "

16
FT. LAUPERDAirS PHtMERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

10am to 6pm POOLSIDE PARTIES

UVC O J EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOILEVBAU.

TOO«NAIMIENT • FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS • FREE T SMIRT RELAYS

THE BELLTFLOP CONTEST • AND CLIMAX THE DAY WtTM THE

WTTTEST WET T SMIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

CASH PRIZES • FREE T SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7pm to 8 pm COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR

•MHMO aitCAK «» T •MtKT WTTM WUO AOMIMlON FOB **OVf

coixfOf rrootirr* smMtM r oxax:* »<»o • ocu)cr

WTTM pmotn ccKLtat I o

AU. BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 7 b*

COMPCTC IN THE BCCR CMOGCIMG CONTEST FOR TWOPMICS PRIZES

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach prerents..

FT LAUDCROALFS FINEST ROCK N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLUS OUR
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D J SPINNING THE BEST DANCE

MUSIC AND ALL DAY. AU. NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.

1^1 l» »«i»n S*V»

aiTWfe

NIGHUY EVENTS
MONDAY
ContMl Nit*

PilxM and glvMwwy*

TUESDAT and FRIDAY
-••t Buix on Hm B«ach" ContMt

llwil«l« •• PWvtwr •••••'"<•

S175 00 C»»h f*ntmt

WEDNESDAY
SpmM Eviwtta Nl0hl

SATURDAY
Com* and Party tW 3 AMI

THURSDAY
Look for National Concarl Acta

SUNDAY
Vklao Muaic NIgM
0»wc« lo OMf wM« acfv*

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT
GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGMTLY

MiaMiai

**^ T^-a on. h." woe* North 01 l« OK. 8W1 on Al »,

LSPRING BREAK '85iJ

Today's Staff

Ni^ht Editor

Copy Editor

layout Tech
Photo Tech
Production Supervisor

l^roduction

Nancy A. Bukar
Tom Middleton

Peter Soderberg

Mitch Drantoh

Lesley Clark

Beckv McGee, Julie Slater.

(Yi.s Schuster. Kim Foster. Michelle Segall, Mat Atkms,

Bob Demetrius. Beth Bazinet. Michele Brassard, Jim

Podesky. Larissa Potopchuk. M.U. Rice, Kathy Wheeler.

Joy McCarty

The MoMeu-huMftU Daily Collegian (ISPS permit »5M) ii> publmhed

(Uil> Monday through Friday etrludinK e»am ptrriodb. varationn and

holiday*, ("onteiil i« determined aoley by the C'olleioan Board of

KditorK without prior approval from Tniveraity adminutratorit.

faculty or »taff. Operation* are funded aolely by advertiaing and

Hub»rription revenue. Subwriptionn are available for S12 a nemeater

or $20 a vear at 113 ( ampun (enter. Iniversity of Maviiarhuitettii.

.\mheriil. .Ma«ii. 01003. I'oatmaiiter: aend addrenn rhanKeit to the

above addreitk.

picket (connection
we deliver choice seats to:

U2 April 20 & 23 Hartford

CH ICAGO March 27 Hartford

ROGER WATERS.. March 30

Worcester

GRATEFUL DEAD March25
...I Spfid

EDDIE MURPHY... April 18

SpfId

Call Mon-Sat 10-8 pm 1-788-6938

Don't be left out in the cold

UMAS5 SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85
SIGN UP & INFO TABLE
IN FRONT OF THE HATCH

M-F 10-3

The UMass Ski Club is your

SPRING BREAK CONNECTION
430 Student Union 545-3437

WINNERS CHOICE
REEBOK ®

%

Freestyle / )p

Leather aerobic sfior

Women's Red. hiac k

white Req S47 99

39

Hurricane " Nylon
and suede joqqer

Mens Grey
Women s Light blue

Req S79 99

Phase One Trainer
Suede and nylon mesh

jogger Teal t)lue

Mens Pin6 women s Req $42 99
Req $4S 99 Women's White

Freestyle " Leather

aerobic shoe Men's
Black, white $9^

24 36 pink, grey $^^
Reg S39 99 ^fc

Reebok The one you wear to win Whether you're hanging out or
working out. you'll appreciate Reebok's winning qualities. These sre
the athletic shoes that are lighter, more durable and incredibly more
comfortable than any you've ever worn If you like to win, now's

the time to come to the Reebok sale at Olympian

yx/e thriveon competition.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

r
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Men aren't grads
in women's studies
By CAROLINE SAMOILOFF
ColleKian Correspondent

Since its introduction ten years ago. the Women's Studies
department at the University of Massachusetts has never
had a male graduate from their program. Opinions within
the department and among students vary as to why this is

so and whether or not more men should be encouraged to
enroll.

Arlene Avakian. staff assistant in the department,
believes that men are not attracted to women's studies
courses because "they don't see women's issues as directly
affecting their lives."

"They seem to have an aversion to what women value."

said Nancy Arnold, a graduate of the program and now a

staff assistant in the department.
Lury Costa, an education major enrolled in a women's

studies course this semester, suggests that men are

reluctant to participate in the program for fear of being

"ribbed" by their peers.

Costa believes that men should enroll in women's studies

courses and be encouraged to do so because "that way you
can get their opinion on topics and also how they feel about

it.

"

"Classes are better with male input as well as female

input." agreed Debra Joyce, a women's studies major,

adding "men should be exposed to women's issues as they

affect all other academic subjects."

Avakian also believes that men can benefit from the

program, commenting "just as it is important for whites to

learn about racism and their power as whites, so it is

important for men to learn about sexism and their power
as men."
However, she stressed that the mission of the department

was to teach for women and she "wouldn't want nuen to

take courses if they didn't want to be there."

Arnold is also unsure about the appropriateness of men in

the department and observes "women in the class often

feel more comfortable without men in the class."

"I think it is important to educate men. " said Avakian,

"but classroom dynamics change when men are present."

David SulUvan. currently taking a women's studies

course this semester, explained he enrolled because he

"really wanted to see what the women at CMass thought

about sexism and stuff."

Sullivan said more men should enroll in the courses but a

variety of courses are necessary.

He encourages a women's studies course specifkally for

men called something like "awareness of sexism. "
which

would "make it more acceptable for men to take." he said.

l*rofessor of Women's Studies. Leila Ahmed, opposes the

idea that there should be a special class for men. While she

concedes "it is important for men to understand." she also

believes "women's studies should be for both men and

women." and therefore a separate male class is un

necessary.

Today is International Women's Day

INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN

•y Deborah hot*

Ar« th«r« diff#r«nc#s b«t-

w«»n wom»n h#r« and in

your country? ^^^

Name Sandra Mallot

Country: Venezuela
Major: Economics

In Venezuela, the educa-

tion is more general; here

they concentrate too

much. We require more

subjects in different fields.

The overall education in

Venezuela is not as

specialized as here, but it's

better because there is a
strong humanistic ap-

proach.

Nanu'I^adan Rabbani

Country: Iran

Major: Computer Science

Kducatiun is harder in

Iran. It's more strict and

we don't have much time

for fooling around.

Especially now, because of

the revolution, things are

very strict. American

s^idents have a better

time, but they take their

studies less seriously.

Name: Xud Fjellvang

Countr>': Norway
Major: Manafcement
In Norway, we don't have

all the different schools in

one university. If, for ex-

ample, you want to study

engineering, you go to a

separate school for

engineenng. Also, men do

military service and a lot

of people work before they

go to university.
Freshman at UMass look

so young.

Country: Taiwan

Major: Public Health

Students in America have

a lot more freedom. Here,

if you don't want to go to

class you don't go. In

Taiwan, you go to vour

classes. Also, American

students are more free to

eqiress their opinions than

in Taiwan.

University to bestow honorary degree
The University of Massachusetts will award an

honorary degree to the director of the National Science

Foundation, Chancellor Joseph I). Duffev said.

Eric Bloch is expected to accept the degree dunng In-

dustrial Appreciation Day in April, Associate Dean of

Engineering Duane Cromack said.

Since last August. Bloch has been director and was
previously the vice-president for technical personnel
development at IBM.

His responsibilities included programs with univer-

sities, the firm's technical libraries, publications of

technical journals, and the operation of IBM's corporate

technical institutes.

The purpose of Industrial Appreciation Day is "to

recognize financial as well as equipment support by in

dustry to UMass," Cn>nuick said.

The degree will be presented to BUwh at an invitation

only banquet which will be attended by dignitaries from

various industries and by public officials, he said.

Arthur C!lifford, director of the Office of Public Informa-

tion said that the University Board of Trustees generally

approves honorary degrees in a ckwed session of its

regular meetings.

"Honorary- degrees are given to people who are being

recognized for extraordinary achievements in their pro-

fessional work or in some other form of their contributions

to society, " Clifford said.

-LARRY BOUCHIE

Women's week ceremonies
# Conference on change

begins atHampshire
Hy DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Issues of survival and t he development of

strategies for social and political change
will be the focus of a tour day conference

being held at Hampshire College this

week.

The conference, titled "Survival and
Visions: Organizing for Change" will begin

today at 8 p.m. with a keynote speech by

.lohnetta Cole, professor of anthropology

at Hunter College in New York and
former associate provost of un
dergraduate education at the University

of Massachusetts.

.\nita Pleasant, a student spokeswoman
lor the ronference, said the purpose of the

ronference is to provide a place for the

articulation of "the diverse human ex

periences and visions, as seen by women,
tor obtaining and maintaining human
needs.

Issues concerning the poor, the elderly,

women, children and people of color will

be topics for di.scussion and will be

handled in such a way as lo identify the

needs of these groups and devise

strategies for the future.

Panel speakers include Mary Went-

worth. the unsuccessful 1984 challenger to

Silvio Conte for his seat in the U.S. House

of Representatives, who will discuss

political strategies of change on Friday

with Dr. Gloria Josephs, a professor of

Black and Women's Studies at Hampshire

College.

Other speakers are Katsi Cook, a

midwife who started a health care clinic

for the Akwasasne Nation, a Native

American group and Katherine D'Amato.

a coordinator of the Western
Massachusetts Food Bank.

The conference is free and open to the

public.

• Smith holdsprogram

about historic women
By MAKIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

Readings and recordings concerning a

variety ol women's issues will be

presented in a program at Smith College

this afternoon to help commemorate
National Women's History Week.
The program, titled "Words of Women:
Readings From l>etters. Journals.

Diaries, will b«'gin today at 1:.'10 p.m.

with an hour of recorded spe«'ches Irom

women's history and suffrage songs.

Following the readings, staff members at

the Sophia Smith Collection will read from

letters, journals and diaries concerning

surh issues as suffrage, birth control and

the role of women in society.

.Among the women whose works will be

presented are Clara Barton, a Civil War
nur>e reknowned tor her heroism.

Margaret Sanger. Anne Morrow Lind

hergh and Blanche Butler Ames, a birth

control advocate who wrote in 1870. "Men

always seem to have the advantage in

press, in law. in politics, everything. Will

the time ever come when it is equally easy

for women to exist?"

F.leanor Lewis, one of the staff members
who will be reading, said it is important

that these works be kept alive and the

program should help in providing the

public with knowledge of women's
writing.

"Women had important roles throughout

history and their names are not household

words. We want to prevent their words
from being lost.' she said.

The program, free to the public, will be

held in the Smith College Alumnae
Gymnasium. The readings presented are

part of the Sophia Smith Collection, an

internationally known women's history

archive.

^'olirfnan photo by Mitch Drmntrh

Dennis Lanahan of the Bike Co-op, straightening a wheel.

Bike co-op to offerrepair workshops
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Depressed about a broken bike and don't

feel like taking it to be fixed? No need to

fret, the University of Ma.ssachu.setts

Bicycle Cooperative makes housecalls.

The Co op will be holding traveling

workshops in dormitories this semester to

instruct people on how to make repairs for

themselves, Joe Daly, the co op's acting

treasurer said.

Daly said the workshops will concentrate

on three areas of bike repair: wheels and

tires, brakes and derailleurs. "Requests

for more involved workshops will be

considered, but they may have to be held

at the Bike Co op due to the equipment

involved." he said.

Daly said each workshop must be at

tended by three to 10 people and at least

one bicycle.

The purpose of the workshops is not to

fix hikes but to instruct people 6n how to

make the repairs themselves. Daly said.

"The thought is that if people can in

dependently fix their bikes, they'll ride

them more often," he said. "Students

leave their bikes idle for weeks because of

a simple flat or a misadjusted derailleur."

Tom Ashe, a Co-op member said, hhe
workshops are "not a repair thing. We'll

do some repairs as an example so people

can see what to do. It's sort of a show and

tell, a step-by step demonstration," he

said.
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BEERWiSNTMEANT TO BE COOKED
Biick in tlu' (la\s oi rau;-tinie

inusic. tlu'iv was no sndi tiling

as bottled 1)(ht or hcer in cans.

Those were* the ^reat cla\s

of (hatt heer, tresli from thi*

kc%
Like the (haft the\ l)rew(Hl

at Frederic Mihers old Flank

Road Brew(M*\. It had a taste

as smooth and fresh as the new
jazz mnsic itself.

A taste that's hard to find in

today's bottles and cans.

Because most beers, in bottles

and cans, are pasteurized.

Cooked to 140 degrees to

preserve their shelf life. So
tlu^N lose that frc^sh, draft

taste.

But now theres a bottled

beer that's not cooked. Its

specialK cold-filtered in-

stead. To keep tlu* true

taste of fresh draft.

Introducini:; Plank Road
Oriiz;inal Draught. It tasters

as fresh from the bottle as

it does from the keg.

PLANK ROAD
Orii2;iiuil Draught
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i^SGA
tuition

freeze. Every year before, for eight years, there was a
tuition hike," he said.

When one senator suggested the motion to allow the
referendum be tabled for one week. Tony Crayton, former
director on the Office of Third World Affairs, said "UMass
created SSAM."
"Dont birth a baby, cripple its legs and ask it to stand

up," he said.

The senate was about one half way through the agenda
when the quorum was called.

In other action, the senate voted to place ballot boxes at

HBH^Hi^^^^i^gaig^gi^^gg^pggi^^^^ Ccmhnu«d /ram page 1

the New Africa House in Central Hcsidence Area and the

Kosher Dining Commons in Southwest Residential Area.

Although the senate did not consider a motion to censure
David Valade. senator from Northeast Area Government,
Valade spoke at the beginning of the meeting. The motion
called for Valade to be censured "for his attempted van
dalism of RSO material on March I. Valade said on that
date he had been to the Top of the Campus lounge and then
tried to "flip over" the signs representing the UMass
Republican Club on the fourth floor of the Student Union.
Valade apologized for his action and said he meant no
vandalism.

-tftr-tr-Ct'tftrifd-tiiftfti-CT-tftr-tftrir-tftftr-tririr-tr-tftr-trir-tr-tiiiit

J HAMPSHIRE COUNTY'S PREMIERE DEALER J

JEPSON PRINTERS and COMPUTERS*
-tr-tT-tr-tr-tftr-trit'eiiftftftrifirir-tfttiftftftrii'fftftr-trir-tr-tr-tr-Cr *

EPSON
introduces

New from EPSON

Spectrum
LX80

Dot Matrix

Printer*

• 100 CPS • switch selectable near letter quality mode • full one year warranty

EPSON PRINTER PRICES START AT $249.

First 25 Customers - Nutritional Analysis Programs ($129 value) - $19.95

with purchase of any Epson Printer

MosHk

UJComputerWorks
"Nome of the Free Leaner"

228 Triangle Street, Amherst
549-7133

Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-5

Plumbley^s Luncheon Express:
A mouth watering array of

overstuffed sandwiches.. .with all the fixins!

— Choose from —
ROAST BEEF • TURKEY • CORNED BEEF

Expertly carved before your very eyes in our newly rcnnvnteJ Victorian Parlor.

and use your "Luncheon Express" Card
for a special discount this week only!

But wait, there's more!
Feast your tastcbuds on our fresh

homemade chili and soups.. .all

included at this one low price.

Plumbley's Luncheon Express.

It has to be

experienced to be believed!

Plumblevs
off the common'^
30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, 253-9586

Lobbying farmers
befriend SAFA
By JUEL F. CUFFIDIS
Colleg^ian Staff

WASHINGTON For Illinois farmer Frank Sanders,
lobbying effoKs on Capitol Hill this week will allow him to

walk tall, "without shame."
"I'm here because 1 have two sons at home, and if I didn't

come here and try to stop this. I would have to hang my
head and say I didn't even try," Sanders said.

Sanders and thousands of other farmers are in

Washington this week to participate in rallies and
meetings to urge the passage of an emergency farm credit

relief bill. Many of the farmers are staying at the Skyline

Inn. on the same floor as University of Massai-husetts

Students Advocating Financial Aid.

Many SAF.A members have been associating with far

mers and a feeling of camaraderie and a common cause has
developed between the students and the farmers.

President Reagan vetoed the credit relief package
yesterday, callmg it a "massive new bailout that would add
billkins to the deficit." without really helping farmers.

Hut the bill caused a constant flow of farmers into the
offices of the House of Representatives earlier this week,
where farmers gave members their stories of personal

hardship.

Willis Woodham. a cotton farmer from South Carolina,

said the farmers were also askmg Congress to set

minimum crop prices.

"All the farmers are in trouble and we've been selling at

far below the cost of production.' Woodham said.

"Reagan's proposal of a free market will put more people
out of business.

"

John Kowe. a Urookfield Mo. farmer, said the situation is

worse than most people think.

"Of all the farmers in America, only 23 percent are
producers, and 90 percent of them (the producers) are in

serious financial trouble."

Robert Maxheimer. a corn, bean and wheat farmer from
Bingham. III., said he just wants to get a decent price for

his grain.

"We're spending more in producation than what we get

for it." Maxheimer said.

Smith receives science grant
Smith (College was recently awarded a $600,000 grant

from a Philadelphia organization to purchase scientific

equipment.
The grant will be distributed among the college's five

m<r*l heavily enrolled science departments: biok)gical

sciences, chemistry, physics, geology and psychok>gy,

according to the Smith College public relations office.

The physics department will use its portion of the money
to s4't up a nuclear physics experimental laboratory, said

Dean of Science Betty Ivey.

Fletcher Hlanchard. the chairman of the psychology

department, said his department is getting computer

assLsK^d systems that will aid in research for neural

chemi.stry and neural anatomy, speech analysis and

operant conditioning apparatus used in experiments with

animals and other areas.

BKilogical sciences will receive a biohazard containment

facility, an enclosed research facility which prevents

rontaminatM>n.
DANIF.LSOBEL

^^^^^^^^^ (Atnttnufdfrom page IifSAFA
llowland said she talked to several Republicans who felt

there had to be cuts in federal spending but that "very few
were completely in tune with the President."

Those advocating the (4.000 "mega caps" on annual aid

available to a student and the income cap for Guaranteed
Student I/oans and Hell Grants cited the following

arguments:

•Parents, state and local governments, not the federal

government, should be held primarily responsible for

funding higher education.

•Something mu.st be done about mismanagement of

financial aid, including the national 4.5 percent student

default rate.
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Party Bust

Party Bus
j

Party Bus
UMASS SKI CLUB

goes down to R. Lauderdale
on the PARTY BUS
Party down the coast

'till you reach the beach.
Round trip motorcoach leaves UMass
at 6:00 AM 3:15 and arrives in Fla. on
3/16. Bus leaves Fla. 3/22 and arrives

at UMass 3/23
For more info call 545-3437
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SPRING BREAK
Be prepared!

z^^ N.

Marjo

Han
Destg}

In.

Tanning Sessions

$JfO.00 for ten

or

$5.00 per visit

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Mountain Farms Mall

Rt. 9

Hadley, MA

Hiii\giyu

K^aurant
55 University Drive, Amherst MA

"large"
pizza & pitcher
ONLY $7.99

Ask your waltperson for details

Expires 3 15 85 with this coupon

586-4551

i^0% ^0^0^^

the week of March 10-16

$6 50 per person $1000 per person
tor "2 hour tor 1 hour

GiftCERTIFiC*'

AVAIL *eii
, y. GtOpia Spas Amherst

1 75 University Drive.
^'*'* Spas

Harvard
this summer.

H.H v.u d ^>u^lI1u ! ^)^, hin>l,

the nation's oldest summer
st'ssion. otters «>pen enrollm«-nt
in nearly 230 day and i-veninn

courses and pre-proJessionai
programs in m«ire than 40 liberal

arts tields. The diverse curritu
luin intliides courses appropriate
for tulliliin^ undernradu.ite ami
graduate college degree require-
ments, as well as programs
designed tor career and pro
tessu>nal development The inter

national student body has attest
to the University's outstanding
libraries, museums, athletic tacil

ities, and cultural activities,

with the additional benefits ot

C ambndge and nearby Boston
Housing IS available in Harvanl's
historic residerices

Offerings include intensive

pre-medical. prelaw, business
.ind c ompuler st'ience courses,
.md graduate level courses in

I'ducation ,trn\ managc-inent . We
feature a college level program
for secondary school luniors
.ind seniors, a hc-.ilth professions
progr.im, a Ukrainian Institute,

the Dance Center, plus programs
in drama, w^riting, and English
as a Second I <ingu<ige.

l-or further information return
the coupon below or call:

(t>17) 495-2921; (617) 495-2494
(24 hour catalogue request line).

Academic Calendar
lune 24 August lb, 1«J85

UJtJ/ Harvard University
^^ Summer School

i^h .ISC sinti .1 Harvard Summer School catalogue and application tor

, J Arts and iicieni is ; 1 Secondary School Students I'rogram

1 Fn^lish as a Seiomi language CI Health Pr<>t< ssmns [''r<>>',r.im

] Drama m VVntinfc. U Dance Center

N.iinc

City St. II, /,P

Harvard Summer School
20 Carden Street, Oepf 204

Cambridge, MA 02138

Hey, you!
Stop complaining and get off

your butts. Vote in the

SGA Presidential,

Board of Governors and

Residential Committee

Elections March 11th and 12th,

It's your government -

Get Involved

Thursday, March 7. 1985 Collegian ?
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X

V
^terviewing?
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/ We have a fine selection

of just the right shoes'

>.

STAR MARKET
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN AN EXCITING

FAST PACED INDUSTRY WITH UNLIMITED

JOB OPPORTUNITIES?
We at Star Market would like to talk to you atx>ut an exciting oppor

tunitv a» a co op m the Star Market Industry Intereated candidaiea

should contact Jeff SiK/er at the Co op Office 546 2224

W« will b« on campus March 14

to give an Information Sassion

and praaantation of our program.
Why not try Star/ You H tM gtad you dKl**

STARMARKET
YOU'RE IN THE MARKET FOR THE BEST

An Equit Oppanuraty trwpioy

Flight to Ft. Lauderdale

Flight to Ft. Lauderdale

Flight to Ft. Lauderdale

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN TO
FT. LAUDERDALE

Scheduled round trip flights on Eastern

Airlines

Sat 3/15-3/22 $269. tax included

Sign Up and Info Table

in front of the Hatch M-F 10-3

Party Down the Coast

'till You Land in the Sand

MP HP"

GETTHE

J

BuyAn ArtCarvedCollege Ring, GetA Cross Pen FREE.

Now when you buy an ArtCarved college ring ^hj 11

receive the perfect writing instrument FREE— an elegant

Cross pen m gleaming chrome with your full name engraved

^.^^^'^'^ .^^•^O-'^-OO^ceM^STORE*

\

.^ S LKE NO Oi€«
fWgr. n'» 1 11 f \fa OWN

i EATING
i PROBLEMS?
) Group for women
\ 18-35 with bulimia,

I
compulsive

( overeating,

i bingeing/ starving,

anorexia.

{

: Registration begins

^ Feb 25. Call Health

i Education, 549 2671

\ x181 for more info i

M««« •miOVtD MtMCTKMt SISIlOa

MA Sale* Ta« Cilia

HURRY'
LMmTED TIME OFFER SEE VOURARTCARVED REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS.

L 18*5 ArlC.M*«fOClJSs B.'-<)S 18433-9

The Collegian

New England's Largest College Daily

Business positions are opening up

in all departments:

Assistant Business Manager

Assistant Finance Manager
Advertising Representatives

Circulation & Subscription Positions

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
"Atf SarMC* rv* Star*

?• WMH*n« Re . N* *<MMn*i M*
AcfOM ItoMi WaHcAM ^ *.i<tfr

AX-VISA MC S4»-4^04

ART DEPARTMENT
M.F.A. STUDENTS

B.F.A. (STUDIO) MAJORS

You are Invited to

ALUMNI/AE CAREER NIGHT

Pre Spring Break

^Beach Party\

BASH"
with Rack-A'Disk
at the Blue Wall

Saturday, March 9 8-1

18 and over welcoirYh

$2,00 at the door

am

Applications and information are

available at the Collegian,

113 Campus Center.

Application deadline is

Thursday March 14.

Get involved and gain

some valuable business experience

When: Thursday, March 7, 1985

8:00 PM

Where: Campus Center 162

Graduates of the Art

Department Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About Their Careers and Yours

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Office

The University Placement Service

The Art Department & Graduate Forum

ST
The .^'leetin^^ Place

BUFFET
9-11

I

mGRESSIVE DANCE

D.J. Jeff Taylor

»f^'\
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The choice is yours
The Collegian is not endors-

ing any candidates for Student

Government Association presi-

dent this year.

The Collegian was unable to

come to a consensus on which

two of the three candidacies

will best lead the student body

in the coming year.

The candidacies of

Burgess/Roth and
Hackett/Cerrato have their

strengths. But they also have

their weaknesses.

Hackett/Cerrato represent a

change in the approach to SGA
leadership which the Collegian

believes is long overdue. They
seem strongly committed to

alleviating the separatism that

now divides the senate and its

leaders.

They seem to be willing to

deal head on with the financial

problems currently looming

over the SGA. They recognize

that Registered Student
Organizations are an integral

part of the University and
should not be the first groups

to face budget cuts, but that

those cuts should come from

the president's office itself.

They seem to be committed
to increasing dialogue within

the committees of the SGA,
helping to create a more
unified voice.

Hackett/Cerrato, however,
do not seem to have a great

understanding of oppression

issues and thus their ability to

fight them is questionable.

Although Roth/Burgess have

a greater understanding of the

importance of combatting op-

pression, their candidacy fails

to bring much that is new or in-

novative to the present SGA
approach.

Roth/Burgess have better

qualifications than the other

candidates and have an exten-

sive background in dealing

with student rights. They seem
to have a firm understanding

of the need to speak out

against administrative at-

tempts to curtail student in-

volvement and input in deci-

sions directly affecting
students.

They seem eager to fight for

the reinstatement of the fun-

ding and influence the SGA has

enjoyed in the past, although

their ideas are far-reaching and

do not adequately address the

present crises.

The Collegian does not feel

confident that either candidacy

offers the tangible, feasible

solutions which merit an en-

dorsement. What has long

been a fundamental problem of

the SGA—bickering and per-

sonalities that supercede the

issues— is one issue all seem
unable to solve.

Keohan/Sbardello seem to

lack an understanding of what
is necessary to be co-

presidents. The Collegian
believes they lack experience

and any real grasp of student

politics. They do, however,

recognize that government
itself, and not student apathy,

is the reason for lack of student

involvement in the SGA.
The Collegian strongly urges

all students to participate in

the SGA presidential election

this Monday and Tuesday,
casting their votes for the can-

didacy which they believe will

serve the best interests of

students.

Unsigned, editorial reflect

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Random Notes
Beware! Killer desks on prowl in Mahar
A UMass student was taken to the

hospital yesterday, after apparently being

attacked by a desk in Mahar auditorium.

Suffering from a cut elbow, a bruised

knee, and minor frostbite, she claimed that

she popped her desk up. and started taking

notes. "The desk collapsed on my knee."

she told reporters. "It was wobbling while

I was writing on it. as if it were giving me
some kind of warning, but I didn't listen.

Those desks always wobble."

After recovering from the bruise on her

knee she tried to move over to the armrest.

"I thought I was leaning on the armrest,

but it turned out to be a piece of metal

where the armrest was supposed to be,"

the woman told reporters as doctors finish-

ed the last of her six stitches.

P>en though she was bleeding, she

thought it best to wait until class was over.

"1 hoped that the 30 miles per hour wind
that usually blows through the door would

dry up the blood," she said.

Unlbrtunately for the woman, frostbite

was setting in and an ambulance had to be

called.

During a press conference, University

spokespersons were questioned about what
was going U) be done concerning the

deteriorating situation in Mahar. Universi-

ty spokesperson Joe Schmoe said,

"Nothing." Angry students shouted,

"How are we supposed to be able to learn

in this kind of atmosphere?" Schmoe
replied, "Students have far too many com-

forts as it is so we have decided to follow

the Reagan administration's view on

education, and we feel that this is a good

beginning.

Schmoe refused to comment on the sub-

ject any further, but it was reported that a

Physical Plant worker was seen posting a

sign in Mahar which stated, "Use at your

own risk."

fVaw Weinberg is a Collegian staff

member.
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SGA presidents excel only in weakness

As the stimulating Student Government

presidential campaign thankfully grinds to

a close, it seems appropriate for an evalua-

tion of the current occupants of this

prestigious fourth floor office.

Approximately one year ago, t.^r .SGA

<-t>-presi<lents rode into office with a land-

.slide 58 percent of the student vote. Little

lias been heard from them since. All those

promises of outreach through the Col-

Itgian, WMUA. Union Video, and Presi-

dent's C<junci] evafK>rated as sot>n as the

office was occupieil.

Don't get me wrong now. A lot of work
bus been going on in the student govern-

ment. But not by the co-presidents. It took

a senator from Brown to bring the problem
< if swing space to light. The President's of-

fice should have also been out front leading

the charge f«)r the disclosure of the Status

of Minorities RepK)rt concerning Yvette

Hfnr\'. This was left for the Collegtan. The
chair of the Hutlgets Committee was the

one who brought the painful news to the

senate that they were running out of

money. With such an explosive topic as this

where was our president?

The area where our presidents have ex-

celled is in the category of weakness. There
was never any concrete leadership
emanating from their office. Our student

government lurched from one crisis to

another never able to stop spinning long

enough to orientate itself.

Perhaps the task was too much for them;

getting a grasp on one of the larges'

dent governments in the country is a ..,.

gering undertaking. But to be an effective

president one must be able to clearly chart

a course and follow it. Our presidents were
never able to find the rudder to steer the

ship.

A president should rise above the petty

personal rivalries that have long l»een a

senate tradition at UMass. Leave the daily

operations of the senate to the senate of

ficers. That's what they're being j)aid for

The students of this campus deserve a

[Tesidency that will not only have the

determination to solve today's problems

but the insight and intelligence to foresee

problems down the road and the ability to

solve them. With a presidency more con-

cerned about students, and less about its

resume, UMa.ss students would be less like

ly to be as "blindsided" as they have been

this year. From the current S(JA budget

crisis to the Universal Resource Fee fiasco,

students have l)egun to ask their leader-

ship, "What were you doing while all this

was taking shape?" The <»nly response

they've been getting has been an uneasy

silence.

But the SGA co-presidents should take

heart. Being mediocre is no crime. Unless

you're doing it in front of 25,000 stuH« n'-

Bob Kievra is a UMass student.

The real *human intelligence' in

Nicaragua
Those who attended Monday night's

forum on the U.S. role in Nicaragua had
the distinct opportunity to obtain a better
grasp of the politically polarized views of
the UMass Republican Club and the
Western Massachusetts l^tin American
Solidarity Committee. The latter organiza-
tion had more challengingly attempted to

appeal to our rational faculties as well as to
our conceptions of morality and legality

regarding U.S. policy. They obviously ap-
peared more genuinely informed and

,

prepared for they referred to a wide range
'

of reputable sources and even featured a
panelist, who having spent a month in

Nicaragua, experienced the effects of con-
tra aggression first-hand.

The position taken by the UMass
Republican Club corresponded exactly with
the White House view on the issue of
Nicaragua and was little more than a
rhetorical rehash of the Reagan ad-
ministration. They appeared well-dressed
but not very well informed The UMass
Republican Club's philosophical photocopy
of Reagan's ideology concerning the Con
tadora process is of particular interest to

*

focus on.

UMass Republican Club paneli.st, Loren
Spivac, referred to Contadora provisions of

"democracy" and "liberty" as "nice

features" as if he were describing the op-

tions available for a sports car. His

downplay (unquestionably cloned from

Secretary of State Shultz's October 1984

position on the Contadora) was based on

the selective ignorance that mechanisms of

enforcement did not exist in the treaty.

This is untrue. One provision calls for the

appointmet of "five independent verifiers"

from various governments that would have

to be accepted of the Contadora process is

due to another provision that would bar

"irregular forces trying to overthrow other

governments." This would include the con-

tras which the Reagan administration

wants to funnel multi-million dollar

amounts to in the hope of achieving just

that end. The Contadora nations and all

others involved in obtaining peace in the

region, are the real "human intelligence"

in Central America.

'Michael Andre Sophinos is a UMass stu-

aeixt.

Babbling profs

have her down
I have been sitting around all week hoping to have an

opinion when lo and behold, one is bestowed upon me by a
professor.

1 think something should be said about those professors

who consistently run their classes overtime, finding it

necessary to keep a 50 minute class for 1 V2 hours. I realize

that anyone can confuse a Monday with a Tuesday or a

Wednesday with a Thursday once or twice, however, such

practice grows frustrating on a regular basis. I'm not sure

which is worse, when a professor is saying something

significant as you watch the clock take your bus home
without you or if the professor is babbling away in a semi-

catatonic state letting all reality cease to exist for 45

minutes.

Renee Bacher

Perhaps there is only one unlocked door in the lecture

hall from which to exit and the podium is stratA'gically

placed directly in front of it. How do you plan your escape?

Recently I've thought of taking up ventriloquism so I

could throw the words, "Time to go now." from the

nearest brown-nose busily taking notes till the very end.

Doesn't the professor realize that when 2(H) people have

their coats on and their notebooks closed that something

funny is going on? Tell me, is it wrong to fantasize about

Igniting a piece of iiKjseleaf paper and maylx* hurling it in-

to the air bellowing, "Fire!" hoping that the lecturer will

catch a glimpse of the window and the fact that the sun is

going down?

Now usually when 1 state my opinion (if I am lucky

enough to have had an opinion that day) it is with the in-

tention of offending someone. Let's face it, what fun is life

when you have to go through a day, maybe two, with(»ut

offending somwne? However, I'm not trying to offend

overly -dedicated professionals.

if you figure that tuition for a semester is about $650,

there are aliout 118 days in a semester, each day costing

about $5.50. each hour costing about $.22. each minuU'

costing V4*. then these folks are giving us an extra $.6 j)er

class which is $.18 per week. That's an extra theoretical

$23.40 per semester. Those figiu-es are fun, of course

(math majors take no offense), but by the end of May, all

we lucky students will be education rich!

So this is my strange way of saying thank you on behalf

of all us lucky, grateful students. Thank you. Thank you so

much. One problem, though. The buses have this uncanny

habit of running on schedule just when you need them nt>t

to. What can you do? A few times, I personally have risked

great embarrassment and emotional upheaval by leaving

class at the scheduled time, right at a hot point in the lec-

ture.

I've never thumbed my nose in the lecturer's face upon

exiting, yet still I am plagued by nightmares of what the

boxes next U) my name l(K)k like in the grade lK)ok.

Another thing I am particularly fond of is Uking an exam

in the aforementione<l class and blaming the fact that I am
clueless about the answers on the fact that they were

never mentioned during the time I was supposed to be in

class.

Renee Bacher is a Collegian staff member.

Letters

Founding fathers or redcoats?

President Reagan has taken another position that might
sound rhetorically heartening— the type of BS that makes
patriotic print but has little logic. It was reported that he

claimed the troops, contras, fighting against the

Nicaraguan government, were the "moral equal of our

founding fathers."

Just what parallel does he see? The contras are not

leaders of any popular (i.e. mass) movement—in fact most

of them, being ex-National Guardsmen guilty of atrocities

under Somoza, were kicked out of Nicaragua by a popular

movement. Furthermore the contras do not pursue any

democratically principled actions. The focus of many of

their "fights for freedom" are attacks on health centers,

food storage/harvesting and basic terrorizing of the

masses.

In fact the only similarity between the contras and the

American Revolution that I can see is in the use of

mercenaries. The British made use of blood money troops,

red coats if you will, in the attempt to make the Colonies

"cry uncle." Sounds exactly like the moral equal of

Reagan's current policies. The contras do not amount to

much more than a group of hired bullies, in tattered

clothes-the newest in "freedom fighter" fashions. Clear-

ly the contras are the farthest thing from the founding

fathers referred to in Reagan's latest diatribe.

Jeff Strohl

Northeast

Doesn't our opinion count?
It is surprising that a college environment that sup-

posedly centers around the word and concept of "diversi-

ty" is threatened by a professor who teaches a class titled

^^

;

"^OuY - Thank

Watch out *tough guy'...

After reading the letter written by Terry A. (Joldlierg

in Friday's Collegtan, I had to really wonder atM)ut a lot

of the people who were at this bar standing aside while

this incident hapj>ened. I realize this might sound like

sooH? Goetz-like letter but what a lot of you don't realize

is that incidents such as these happen all ten) fretjuently

I speak from experience because I have had the unfor

tunate time to know what it is like to have this helpless

beaten-down feeling. As an 1 1 year-old. I was l)eaten up

pretty well by a man seven years older, much bigger and

suppos«Hlly more "mature" than me. B«*caus*' of my size,

I was often associated with being much older and this

would often lead to unnecessary altercations. Later on. I

had the pleasure of knowing what it is like to Ik* in-

timidated by knife-wielding individuals on the Boston

subway system. Fortunately, that time I was able to talk

my way out of what could have tieen an awful situation.

Well now I have grown up quite a bit (6'1" and 250 U>8.)

and because of this I have been able tr) avoid many prf>-

blems. Also, I am mame<l to a smallish woman (5 ft.) and

have a one-year-old son. I'll tell you it is real fun Ui wat<'h

all you "tough" guys look down with those ao-calUnl

"tough" looks at my wife and son. In this regard I can

really sympathize with women in these situations. The
thing that really has been fun is catching these "tough"

guys with their remarks, sntH*rs, and threats, and really

making them cower an«l hojH'fully |>utting fi little "lubri-

cant" in their sphincter.

I guess the point of this is that people like Goldberg do

not look or are not threatening enough to thes*' "tough"

guys. I guess people could react violently in this situa-

tion, but that just tends to make a person feel "dirty." As
for the people who stood idly by, well... I ho|H' that you

have a similar situation as (Joldberg "r mv;»'!f <" that you

can feel what it is like.

"Alternative Lifestyles." EK^s this class not fit into the

underlying theme of diversity** I'erhaps the faculty in

home economics and the administration don't want diver-

sity at all but rather total conformity and .sameness. They

tell uMthat it is not the cla.ss itself that upsets them but

rather the instructor and his teaching style.

Some say he is too liberal. How can this be? Is he not ad-

v(x^ating alternative lifestyles for all? The course is intend-

ed to focus on social, personal and political issues with a

central focus on the implications of sexual expressions for

lifestyles in our cont*mj)orary world. As college students

living through the second stage of the sexual revolution

we should be allowed to learn and explore the various

styles and sexual choices that abound in our society Uxlay.

Roger Libby's denial of tenure leads us to question the

ethical moves of the faculty and administration. By stifling

Libby they are in essence telling profess<^)rs to teach, but

don't teach anything that will rock the boat; help students

to learn, but don't let them learn anything that is not con-

ventional. Roger Libby is a fine teacher who treats the

material with tact and consideration for the feelings of his

students. The administration is exercising a form of cen-

sorship by silencing Libby, and students' evaluations are

obviously not being counted.

This situation parallels two other situations currently

being confronted at this University. These are the recent

developments in the Yvette Henry case and the proposed

takeover of the Board of Ck)vemors. For some rea.son the

administration is not considering student opinion. We
students should not and will not allow it.

Kathleen Fitzgerald

Katherine Macdonald
Robin Wortzman

Headline intent questioned

Concerning the article on sexual violence in Friday's

Collegian:

It was well written, and made clear that the facts cited

and opinions expressed were those of Kathy Alexander of

Oh yes, t4) the charaiter involved with (ioldl>erg. I hope

you realize that you have to ite lucky every single time

you venture into such U'havior. Whereas, I. or others

like me, and there are more of us than you would care U)

know, only have to catch you om-e ami them my friend,

you will truly know what shet'r embarnussmenl and

mind numbing pain is all alMiut.

I wouki just like to finish this with a chaileng*' Why
don't any one of the many "tough" guys who are n-adir^
this try and explain why anyone would revert to su«h
U'havioi

Watch out next time "tough guy" because you lU'ver

kn<iw whi'n your luni might come.
I.An7 Sheedy
Sunderland

Next time, just walk away
This letter is wnlten in response to Terry (rt»ldU'rg's

plea "Where have all the people gone?" 1 for one have not

gone to the ^»ar8 uptown, but I have attended many at

honte. If jHit into a similar situation (which 1 have Ut-n)

one would think the obvious action would be to ignore and

move away frf»m the so-called "gentleman
"

Neither you nor your friend should ha\«- .-Kj^ruiice*!

what you did, but it was no one's fault Init your own. You

state that it was "ironic how every individual at that bar.

including the liartenders an«I liouncers. did not take the in

itiative to rectify a [Kitentially dangen»us situation." If y«»u

truly felt harassed you should have discussed it with either

a l)artender or a Iwuncer ( >r better yet, did the thought of

leaving cn»ss your min<l?

(iranted, it would have lieen nice if somtnine hel[)ed you

out, but you should have had the sense to pick up and

move, or leave.

Judy HarkinH
SouthvweHt

the Kverywoman's Center. The title however, w;is so

blatantly bi;ise<l that I w<»n<ler if |»erhaps the <'opy ••<liior

was making fun <»f the subject.

Kd Per^houHe
Sunderland

FBI profile is to blame
Many times, when we see a situation snowball, as in

Yvette Henry's ca.se, we need to examine the push. It

seems to me, that from a sociolf>gical standpoint, it is the

Ittisic a.ssumption of the FBI that is at fault.

"Psychological profile" or none, the assumption that the

most likely person to commit this crime is a member of a

minority, is fal.se. A meml)er of a minority is the least like-

ly person to take the chance of throwing away perhaps

their only chance at a solid education.

It would l)e rather one f polled enough as to have all their

advantages taken care of so well that they need not worry
about the future— theirs or anyone else's.

The whole point being missed here is that the guilty per-

son was taking a chance upon taking someone's life. "This

potential fire could have been an act of murder. Therefore,

I wonder if anyone could hxik at Yvette Henry and accuse

her of the real crime?

Irene Dzioba
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-
dress and telephone number, which will not be
published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters
per line. Due to space limitat' ms and the volume of
mail, we regret we are Md>i<! to acknowledge un-
published letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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UPC/DEC Proudly Present

The Eighth Annual Solos and Duos Series

A Special Evening with

AL DIMEOLA
AIRTO MOREIRA
PHIL MARKOWITZ

Solo Acoustic Guitar & Trio Performances

THURSDAY, MARCH 28th

S. U.B. UMASS 8 PM
TICKETS $5.00

Tickets on sale at the Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and

Stop & Shop locations in Northampton. Holyoke, Greenfield and

Pittsfield.
^^ ^^^ bottles or recording deinces.

TICKETS ON SALE TODA Y

smRT 5PRiii6rjni£

With the collegian

GBATIS^FACTION
.CifiV-HK.-.tf'-'-'^'-'-

^

•^

~1 ,v.

1
hJ.

You'llinditat

Cart)ursAl^4e^w

"Happy Hour

Free Buffer.

I^y^ooday thru Fnday

Featuring Tacos
or:

Chicken Wings
or

Pizza ^^^
Veg» Dippers *••»»•-"

,^^^,^KAunchMore'

CARBUR'S
lUSI XI H XM ^ H M N«,l

LESBIAN &GAY
DANCE

Saturday March 9, 1985

10th Floor, Campus Center

9:00 - 1:00

$2,50

sponsored by the People's Gay Alliance

SOME FACTS ABOUT FAT

Functional Fat

Fat in your diet carries fat soluable vitamins such as A, E, D & K. It

also provides essential fatty acids. Body fat protects body organs

and provides insulation.

BUT, a diet high in fat is associated with an Increased risk of heart at-

tack, stroke and breast cancer. Fats are also high in calories.

Mow to cut down
drink skim or low fat milk and use it in cooking too.

substitute low fat yogurt for sour cream or use a mixture of the two.

- eat fewer fried foods and try more fruits and vegetables instead.

University Vending Services & University Health Services

Division of Health Education /University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

Beachwear for

SPRINGBREAK

Tonite, Thursday - March 7th at

l

i

!\^ T-shirts

, 1 Shorts

and

Swimwear

Changes

Changes
Dance Club

^C &Sports
I

32 Main Street Northampton, MA
\

Phone 584-3620

Hours:

1 Mon-Sat 9-5:15; Thurs Night til 8:30

WIN OVER $150 WORTH
OF PRIZES TONITE

3 - $25 Gift Certificates for the Ladies to the

Weathervane and Casual Corner for Spring Break

and

^ee Spring Ski Passes

BAR
DRINKS

ALL NIGUT
ALL WEEK

THE ENTERTAINMENT ft VALUE LEADER
Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Qardwi Restaurant) :

>4

Si

J

ARTS
live wir

This weeks live wire is dedicated to a large

art event taking plat-e during the spring.

There will be information about the usual

stuff and a trivia question at the end.

Real Art Ways is an organization located

in Hartford whose main purpose is the

promotion of the new and more pertinent

forms of art in Hartford area and Western

New England in general.

This spring Real \t\ Ways is celebrating

its tenth anniversary by holding a massive

festival. The festival has five main parts:

an art exhibition, a video exhibiuon. a

program of short films, a music series, a

lecture series on alternative TV. and a

Video Festival including an open com

petition of free lance videos.

The video exhibition will feature a wide

range of video artist's works; on display

now through the end of May at the Real Art

Ways Vkieo Viewing Center at 100 Allyn

Street in Hartford.

Peter Wissoker

April 1.5 19:

April 22 26:

April 29 May 3:

May 6 10:

Mav 17 25:

March 4 8:

March 11 15:

March 18 22:

Barbara Broughel:

UnUtled
Nam June Paik:

Suite (212»

Peter Mitchell:

News Fiction

March 25 29:

April 15:

Bill Viola: Hatsu Yume
Jessica Hagedom: Crayon

Bondage

Aprils 12: Terry Fox:

Children's Tapes

Joseph CelU: Snare Drum
for t'amus

.Meredith Monk:
ElUslsland

Gene Gorl: Night Light

Mi<hae! Smith: Secret

Horror

Daniel Wadsworth
Memorial Video Festival

The Music series opens with the I*hilip

Class Ensemble on Saturday March 16, th»

.\rt Ensemble of Chicago on March 29.

Pianist Cecil Taylor and the Cecil Taylor

Unit on April 13. and The Seventh Prayer a

new opera on ,\pril 27. The Seventh Prayer

!«> an opera with Rasteffanan themes. This

will be performed at Wads worth
.'\theneum. the site of the debut of Virgil

Thoripson and Gertrude Stein's opera four

Saints in Three Act$.

There are three evenings of filnu*. all in

April. Named Ten Years of Living Cinema,

there are twenty three films made by in

dependent film makers from 1972 until

19H2. Thev will be showing at the Real \n
Ways.
Program (Me-Apnd 12

Daughters of Chaos (1980i Mariorie

Keller. City Edttum (19H0) Alan BeHiner.

In the Eye of a Chiid (1978) Richard

I/evine. Deutschland Sptegel * 19H0) Sharon

C'ouzin. Mtssujn to Mango (1978> Jim

Hoberman. Shxft (19741 Ernie Ciehr.

.1

"Don't miss the

'Blues' brother...
.1 miraik' it( m>ui>J. m iton and hiuh

'ptrii* \««u k.4nnit| .•Mi.ril i.. nii««

t'\irj«trjin<irv m<>\t.

\ ' -A

JOHN BEUJSHI DAN AYKROYHl
liiSI:l;>ilJ:i.i;>:'ijiiia:lH

R \ I MMK^M I'll 1 1 HI!

f
Friday March 8th

Engineering East Aud. |
$1. at 4:30 $1.50 at 6:50. 9:10, 11:30 |

. Sponsored by IEEE and HKN I

Car

Truck
s

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49 2880

Philip Gloat, compoter of Kinstein

on the Beach, music for the movie

Koyaanisquatsi. Music in Twelve

Farts, and other piece* icill be play-

ing at Buahnell Auditorium on
j

\Jtarch 16.

Jealousy (1976) Gatl Vachoni. Max's Shirt

(1975) Bob Fleischner.

Program Tu>oApnl 19

TZ (19781 Robert Breer, The Big Sttck

(1973) Saul Levine. Frames and Cages and

Speeches {\WJ%) Martha Haslanger. Crws
m Vtopta 119811 Ken Ross. SktnM (1976)

Barbara l..attanzi. Counterpane (1979) Jim

Jennings. Kino Da.' (1981) Henry Hills.

Bedtmt Story ( 1981 ) Ksther Shatavsky

Program Three-April 2€

Vestthule (1978) Ken Kobland. Lhtplacrd

Person (1981) I>an Kisenberg.

Ornamentals (19791 Abigail Child. Sorted

DetailM (1979) Charles Wright. Gently

Down the Stream (19811 Su Frie<iruh.

Projection Instructuins (1976) Morgan

Fisher. Chser (hitstde (1981) Vincent

Grenier.

There will be two Iwtures on the role of

vidtH) in N«K'iety on March 8 and March 22.

The first will deal with the transition of the

early video movement which was outside

the mainstream to its current post ion as

simply" another art form. The second

lecture will be given by the video curator of

the Museum of Modern .Art and she will talk

about the museum's role as exhibitor and

collector of independent video productions.

\l the end. or near the end of the Decade

Celebration the Daniel Wadsworth
Memorial \ ideo Festival will be held. This

IS a four day affair spread over two

\*eekends. The first weekend is divided up

into a viewing of video installations and

inter active video systems (you can meet

the artists) and an «)pportunity to see the

award winning video*..

rhe second weekend has an exhibition of

s«)me of the best tapes that were submitted

to the festival and an awards night.

During the entire festival there will be «rt

works on display at the Real Art Ways

Huilding.

.Ml these events seem like they are going

to be really interesting and they give us an

opportunity to see that Northampton is not

the end of the world when it comes to art

and culture.

As for the usual crappola. this weekend

offers a few interesting sptn-imens.

Although it's hard t.. compete with

Knglebert Humperdinck (Springfield

Symphony Hall Friday) Archie Shepp will

be palying at the Iron Horse Cafe, drawing

away some of those devoted fans of Mr.

Humperdinck. In previous outings in the

la-st few years Shepp s poetry has been

)H'tter than his sax playmg his band is really

great

.

In the same department: Jeff Holmes will

be playing tonight in liowker Auditorium.

The arci.rdian blues return to Nor

ihampton Saturdav night with the return of

Cjueen Ida and the Bon Temps Zydeco

Band They will h«- playing at the Nor

thampton C enter for the Arts, starting at 9

n
f I i

HAIRCUTS
ONLY Y / WW with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
549-5610

[EUROPE^ CARNT or BUT
LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BV CAR
0-. M.M '-U

.... ri«l

•if-f Tariff

CATCH
OF

THE DAY
Fried Wholf
Clam Diner

...iust $5.95
liitrodm tory

I ent<*n Sj)«'rwil

\f(X'tablf of tl>c dnv f

BRIAN S SONC IS TWICE 2X AS GMH) AS ANY

NOTION PICTURE YOU HAVE EVER SEEN'

'Briat^'s

Song

Thurs. March 7th

5:00, 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

Campus Center Aud (CCA)

5:00 show/$1. all others $1.50

:in* *rtUiA**s fiiMS <N ^wikrfft <»•-»•« ••••-••»•••• (•> »-•»<••••

sponsored by Mortar Board

w* •-# fv>», 1

WINE

• Fine food
• E»c«Hcnt
wrvice

•ChiWren'i
menu

• Sentof
(Jisrount

TIRES TIRES TIRES

All Tires Now on Sale

SAVE BIG $
TIRES A-1 SERVICE

• Goodyear • Brakes
• Michelin • Shocks
• Retreads • Front End Alignment

• Private Brands • Wheel Balancing

I
eating plaie

Nti( 10 Supt' Stop A Shop

Stindnv
Thiif sHrty
6 d ni 1(1

3 «t in

•Carry-oul 2i
MOUKS
I ridav &
SalutdAv

FRKE MOl NTING FREE ESTIMATES
M-^'

8=JfJi HADLEY
Jat 8-!'3o TIRE & AUTO ^,

CENTER

^^.

206 Russell St.

Route 9. Hadlev 58b-i544

(formerly Leon's 'fires)
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RETAIL
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
OPEN
TO
ALL
STUDENTS

.,
/--•/ B AMERICAN o

"
SKI and PARTY WEEK

I

UMASS SKI CLUB

'ure at New (ngianct% pfftmiefe full hne

',.rT'-^fint %torm 1*8 y« got loom at

. if aggfBiiive coreor rnndea

fMocutivm troine0i ore mtrcxtucea to th0

^ofta of tBtariing through a
compt9hwMsvB ^2 *tBBk program
combtrung on thtrjob tratnng with

• jD'.'ij' fo-

»*cu''vw 'toifMiyg

Pro^^Ti^ p^oim jon ustofon
ir' -^-' -ivji oresenfafion on

Mondoy, March 11, 7:00 p.m.

Comput C«nt«r, Room 163

Mn marsh

lij^illingtoii
_ V^ VERMONT

•'^^'.,

'o„

MARCH 1 7-22

^4^ PROGRAM INCLUDES
^^^ ^•»s*^̂

^

parries

'transportation
races ^"^''°'l<'^

even a New England cbmbakel

^^^ $199
the American Ski Week At Killington.

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 <j

SIGN UP h INFO TABLE
IN FRONT OF THE HATCH M-F 10-3

The UMass Ski Club is your
SPRING BREAK CONNECTION

tax included

TOP of the CAMPUS
Restaurant & Lounge
Welcome U) tlic finest view in the vallev.

^^t>-"'-v^Xi
/^^A^A.

Full Service Menu

icck out our meal exchantic

)ro^rani Tues., Wed. ^ Thurs.

udent (liscoiuit on entrees

)un^c Enterlainnient Tues.,

i. & Sat. I^ves.

ch: Mon.-Fri., 11:30-2:00 PM
ncr: Tiics., Wed., Tliiirs. 5-8 PM

Fri. ^ Sat. 5-9 PM

11th Floor Campus Center,
versitv of Massachusetts

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

ANPcoNse/i.vAJiveiyspeAK-

m liUe THINK THI^PROJeCT
COULP RAI55 aOSe 70

*200 MILLION'

lAJHi AflBMe PdNfjIJ^ lAJe'R^

P0IN6 lTF0R.0NeR5Aii0N0NLy

m lAJANJ TVSHOWm lAJORlPUJe

CARB ABOUJHUNSeJiW AHUCA

AMENI ^f Weather

Tixiay: Mostly sunny with

highs in ihe mid 3Ds. Nice!

Tonight: A stargazer's

dream. Clear and cold with

temps in the mid U^ns.

Keep warm.

BLOOM COl NTY By Berke Breathed

je55e H€IM5' MePlA
fMMJPiRtm ON THBR

Arren^ -me ULCPttT
SfWfE ANi RGNfOKe-
I^Hn yOiJKNO¥J

WtmWUfmSE NO' NOT

ropo- \ 7«fr/ ^
\^—^ \K \

HfNerof who!
\ \fmnm

ufmiHw
Mca

pmmoN

Rats By Congo
Stalls 6wn5,

LOAh4S. Jfy^

tiP«'Ot->CAM CLUft

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

4te fot.*...

OFricf

t^ rrttt N^^9
8 • toT t^ttO XTS

OprtC€

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

ma brum ^.^'^Sc jr^d'j t^.&t

^
pitch co»> Vrc| ^^p(^ wjcter

Gees: sc.^'^'^'ne'j yfe&st

GORDY
YOU'RE CoMP5L£TF<ir WE-
GLECr/VC* /WV QUESTtOKJ
TH/rr MI6MT EXIST 70 AfJY-

lyiKjcB YOU sAr. oo You
TH/WK WE'RE 7WAT BLIhJO

TO FAU. /W "tt>fR TKAP T

l'N\ MOT NOMB!

I'M NOTZTURlOf I'LL

FIGHTf I'LL PKiTESTf
LOKJS U{/e THE SiynESf
SOME OF US \/JEREKJ'T

^ fr ^^MEMJT TO SB

By Gorde
\AiHATHAS WIS
ooTwpoiA/rm
BIOLOGYfff^

Today's D.C. Menu
Lunch

Ham tJrinder

BnM'foli and Cauliflower Caaserole

Baaica Lunch
Falafel Pocket Sandwuh

Broccoli and Cauliflower Ca.sserole

Dinner

Cheese Luagna with Tomato Sauci*

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Basics Dinner

Vegetal)!*' Squares

Cheese Lasagna with Tomato Sauce

Collegian staff notice

Attention all copy editors and

AME's: mandatory editing
workahop with Claudia StaHhenko

at 3 p.m.. today, in the newsroom.

Staff and correHpondenta are alao

encouraged to attend.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
(dilrd b> Irudr Mirhrl Jaffr

Acnoss
1 Gauchos'

6 Banana or

billing

9 Vffssei

. n

of Okie

Lngiand
15 Taii.coarM

grass
16 Gaucho s larial

1/ Irish hunting

doq
'9 Gives the (acts

?1 Oul*its

?? Recent f>reli«

?j Maiieover

24 Conte<Je'a»e

27 Wgt units

.10 Taiieson

34 Engine corn

pany s mascot

ir Native ot Nepal

38 H^rem room
39 Chemistry

Nobelist 1967

41 French reply

42 Hire ne*
people

44 Short leggeC

pet

46 Captivate

48 Org of

educators

49 Family (rom

Padua
50 Latin abDr

52 Spa on the

AdOuf River

54 Wad
56 MiKlure

60 Pet for Hamlet >

62 Once more

63 Cleric S

vestment
64 Dell choice

65 Jawy bunch''

66 Emotional

outburst

67 Bottom line

68 Show reverence

DOWN
1 Port on the

Adriatic

2 Sign

3 Frond
4 Hot. to cold

5 Long look

b Pulls

7 Gotd along 'he

Ebro

8 Lesscoio'iui

9 Sorcerers

spells

«0 Chiti

11 — and
Lovers

Lawrence
12 Purpose
15 Shawls .ninrtij

18 Small |U"

20 very mu
speaking

24 Worship

25 Burdened
26 Andean beast

28 Something to

have in the

hand
29 Wrapping

material

31 Devout
32 Mock
33 Derigalory

35 Fu'nish critical

comment
36 Pleasant

40 WVi'"1'^*

diess'i'g

4'> Lowest throw

at dice var

45 Ce'fain polygon

47 Author Ayn

51 iMemori/e

53 Oh. dear'

54 L.I l»i •

55 AiiusI "v
56 Con»e»,'e

57 Appoirt

58 Deride

59 Organic
rompooid

60 One imef

61 Comedian
LOUIS

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

atTlK

£ IW 1^ Aaittn TMw< >>•«»» iniu
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adirondack
music

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

15 E. Pleasant Street

Amherst
253-3100

is still trying to send Joel to

Hawaii...but at these prices it may
never happen!!

SUPER VALUE SYSTEM SAVE $370! fV. ^'

•Scott 4iaA 30 wv/ch amplifier »169»*

•Scott 206D 2 way speakers »219»o

•Nikko bell drive semi-auto turntable *129*'

with Empire 1008 cartridge ^AS"

5569^5 value

NOW!
S19995;

IIMI

swg, SCOTT/NIKKO
?io«oe SYSTEM
•170 watt amplifier

•quartz syntfiesized distal tuner

•3 way 12" high power speakers

•belt drive serrM-auto turntable

w/cartridge

$1630 value!

NOW
$629»5!

EQUALIZER SUPER VALUE
EMPIRE GX 250 DUAL 10 BAND

cM/E GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
^900^ A $250 value NOW $4995

SHARP DUBBING
CASSETTE DECK

HIGH SPEED
$299 value $-|7995

TDK SA90
& MAXELL UDXUI

$1.99

DEMON DP37F TURNTABLE
• 2 motor • direct drive • fuly automatic

BUY AT $325 AND WE'LL GIVE YOU
A SHURE V15 TYPE IH CARTRIDGE FREE!

(value $125)

TEAC V316 Dolby
Cassette Deck

$234 value

now $89.95

PANASONIC CAR
STEREO SPECTACULAR

793 DBX Cassette Deck

$279 value...now$149!
788 Digital in-dash am/fm

mini-chassis w/hypertuner

$329 value...now ^149^5

747 HiPower am/fm stereo

Cassette Deck $^91^5 $149®*

PURCHASE CAR STEREO AND
6x9 COAXIAL SPEAKERS
ARE YOURS FOR $19.95!

SHARP CABLE READY 19"
QQI QP TW with etectronc

5479. value

NOW $299*5
w/ 7 year warranty

OTHER 19" COLOR TV'S FROM si99»5

/ 100 ASSORTED COMPACT DISC
TITLES FROM sgss

DISCWASHER D4 KIT $1>05 »9»5

SENTRY TAPE HEAD CLEANER $4)^6

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant Street, Amherst

253-3100
all items limited quantity, subject to prior sale not responsible for typographical errors.

Thursday, March 7, 1985 iliilic^Uinis

* Minutemen faceRutgers Continued from page l*i

IMass dumped the

Knights 83 72 in springtield

in January belore losing 86

79 in Pisoalaway last week
as Battle scored Tl.

The Knights employed a

zone defense that held both

Neysmith and forward
Hobby Braun to a combined
ly points.

"Wf got the shots against

them, we just didn't hit

them." tierlulsen expiamed.
"VN e had over iMJ possession.

that's our most this season

by tar, wt- just have to

conivnirate a little more a

let the ollense tlow. In)

confident we can score on

them. V\ e just have to slow

them up and deny them any

easy shots.

Key matchups include

I Ms Donald Kussell (15..')

ppgi against Battle and I M
point guard Carl Smith (9.4

ppgl against Kllerbe.

The win in Springlield

snapped a 15 game losing

streak against the Scarlet

knights, and helped to

iiu-reasi' I Mass conlidence

against teams that beat on

(hi'm previously.

"\Nf U'el we can play with

Style. Your Style
\

Every Tuesday Is

Perm Special Day

$39.95
Regular $53. 00

15% Off any hair service

witfi college ID
(no t valid with any other^ special)

^^)
.,,^^^ HAiR SALONS

HAMPSHIRE MALL 586-7913 M-S 10-9:30

* Not to be confused with Frank Stirlacci's Lord's et Ladies

DaytonTires
POLYESTER
TIRES

A>« I I 12 00

f >• I 4 l« 00

6»»lk 44 00

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRESmK^)V{
»t;: sr.«v*>ii \A.

'

lip W.41!

Sit* PfH»

piswaoaii 43 00

riM/a»«ii MOO
pi«i/it«t« %a,aa

* ,. , . •J.

,-,..,. ,

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

K.m..*. *.!,< r >*..<".

Ww Prxr

piivaoaii 40 00

PlOS'WWIi SI OO

PI«VIMtl« s«ao

CfiEDtJ
•o OATt 10 ray credit

in ininul0i SAVE10*
AdtfHionai ON

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION SimTION
tttchmUn Tir»s Also Sp»ct»llv Prtcmd

VISA

AX

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fu// Service Tire Store"
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4 704

•X-

•K-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

^
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

X-

- Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

Sunday - 4 pm - 1 am

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

*
•X-

•X-

•X-

X-

X-

X-

X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

?.**************************************^

ATLANTIC 10
PLAYOFFS
UMASS

VS

RUTGERS
First Round Action for the Minutemen

Thursday, March?
7 PM
on

WMUA - 91.1 FM

them, and beat them,

(erlutsen said. "It s just a

matter ot getting out there

and playing our game. It we
do that. I'm sure we'll come
out tine

"

MINITKMAN Ml'T
TKKINGS: The number one

and two scorers in I Mass
history are Kussell and

Neysmith with 1.549 and

1.109 ponts respectively.

Kussell ntH'ds 2.*i attempted

field goals to tie the I Mass
re<ord ol I.^IK by Mike
I'yatt. Neysmith is second

in r»*l>ounding with 926. way
behind Doctor Js 1.049.

Smith needs 12 minutes to

go into fourth on the

minutes m a season record.

\:\ will give him third and .51

will net him stn-ond.

Neysmith and Kussell rank

1 2 in minutes in a career.

Smith is third in assists over

a career with 331 in two
years. Kussell has made the

most free thniws in UM
history. Neysmith hats at

tempted the most.

.Neysmith will also lead the

team in refniunding for the

fourth straight sea.son.

lierlulsen. with a .44«>

winning p«'rcentage. is the

eighth winningest <*oach in

I M history (out of IH). No
coach (as in the players were

alone t is ranked 12th.

with
Wayne Schofield

Steve Cooperstein

and Mark Koval

OO^S!

^

4t gri._

Now's
the time
to cal...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2890

Expert Repars &
Reconditiomnq

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Men Thurs: 845 230 Fn • Deadline s 2 days pnor to puOiitation aav

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone nunr^ber FREE D
AUDIO

non««f Mini'Syaiam M«o WMk* oW
Mparattamp tun«f dack tufnt ' two «p l«t

pnc« MOO •*« take (SOO mu« m* caM Ow«
M929
•fand n*w car (tarao* wtyitaMta pncat
Cra^ AM FM canatt* dack taO Onrtal

AM FM caMana dack *aO Gary M6«SK)

Starao Syatam Onkyo TA 2033 caMana
ck Yamaha CR 460 AM FM

Togatttar I2S0 25»^ 1406

n VW Faatback aicaNant condition ona
|

o«*nar OO ruat runa «»a* 1000 Bo 686 46*<

Saab IflTI looks lOarp run* ancailaot «««
rnaintatnad 504-0290 cad Kavin

nymouth Valiant MOOO t™»ai AM FM
n rakabia *300 or BO Chuck 6-9466

MfToransAU

Volvo 14W 71 vary uliahli tranaportation

•960 firm 2S» 1406

1979 Chavarta good condnion dapandabta

«600 caM Bob &4fr«171 aa faat*'

MST QUAUrr NCtUMU

ContaiitMlofi, praparMlon, analyaia,

la^wut, ooiMr iMtar, tyiiinQ

Giamnao

DOMINO'S DOTS

Tripla Dot Valua Thutaday and Friday

Radaam rad dots for 75' and blua dots for

91 .06 towanlt your Oommo's pizta. Limit 2

taba par oniar. Cal 2BMit1 or S4S-2790

fUSNNKVNOtDS

EHan Raynolds Housa of Charity arajrou

poor sod hungry tn Noho^ Sittar CMan

w»\ take cara of you, aapacially it you kK*
Mia Sam Shapard Ramambar EHan't motto

you can afford to ba nica if you'ra pratty'

ENTtRTAINMENT

Rack-AOIae, Mek-A- VMm Emartain-

rT>ent Disc Jockays large scraan vidao

dances for housapartys, semiformals. cam
pus avanu 549-7144

FOB -SALE

Movia Poatars can Oabbi &CBi
12 pm and 12 tm waakdavs

(•arking space* available on campus ca«

640 2736

Inaapanaiva cotton clothe* for spring

mens shwts »10 ««>meo» shirti. skirts and

pants t12t14. Kenya bags 114 cat

646 7660

Kenya Ba«s (20 m the Concourse avary

Thursday snd Friday

1974 GitMon Ripper »»itri caaa

^_ good condition, Traynor

Amp SO Kvatts. eacellant corxMion, MM for

both Barry 266-0074

1979 Toyota CoroNa Wa«en 6 spd good

condition and good milaag* new AM'FM
tape deck ca« Barry » 7610

IMount Snow Vday Wt tiehat for two
Good for any 6 conaacutrve day*

*76 Can 649 1913 after 6 PM

VWiy rant? Why rant? Computer termmai

for sate for ttie pnce of 1 month rental M**
253^»«2

CeWactor'a: OP books, pnma, it«, M
•ub). ate Book Vault. S34-3646

Soft moatContact
119 00 to »25 00 each Ertended

wear lenses *» 00 to MB 00 Loweat pnce*

on contact lens solutions heat units »12 96

Amherst Optical Shopp* 253 5412 256*403

fl»a Amp you went Fender Bsndmeetei

MO of nevK tube* and 90 day warranty «300

2S6-674S

Qorgaous Stratocaatat axceNant condi

tion cream must saH so now only »460

2SB4749

F«ito(riob% cotton (S4«72l standard dou

We »50 256 1405

For sale mens wool cool * length, off

white in e«cellent condition less ttian 1 yeer

old siie 40 sold new for over »200, asking

*ISO BO caU Paul &49-iaB6

KMT LAUDERDAU

Winter Jacket lound last Fndsv mghi si

t'^w Puh Describe lackat and tt«* iratiais m .•

and i< % yours CaN 510 9PB;

La«aa s Watch at GRC bus stop on 2 23

call 6 4378 to identify

rmar atripad cat witfi w^tla taoi and paws
mTownahouaaaraa CalB4S-tBli

tOST

Laotftar key chain with • keys M tn.."

please caX Lauren 546 6469 anytime

Friday tita let at The Pub you took my
Mack striped coet and I took yours My
t>iack glove* were m the pockal. PkMaa cat

6 8135 I dhka toi

OMANO OPENIflO

Sports Co op •

rch 11 Bermuda shorts tenme rackets,

hacky sacks and much mora
Check out our priceei M F 10-4 322 Student

Union 546-4629

NCirwAMno

Registration Clark Maknananca Par-

son wanted for summer emptoyment at

famty camping area No enp naoaaaary. pay

mm Cai after noon (4131 246-S9S9

SOA Affirmative Action Pealtion

auaHaMs reqwramants aanous corrvnitt

mant to AA prirvaplaa. good organisational

h writing skils ability to work indapendentty

15 hrs/waak 3B0 hr appfccabon availaWe

420 SUB or ca« 5 0341 for mora mfo AAEOE

Wantod: Cooks waitpeopte

Ful artd part time position* svsilable Very

rd omanirsTionsi advancement avaHanla

Itte nght pMpie Apply m person with

lefererKes to Utopw Spa* 175 Urwv Dr .

PONREMT

Of*o bodroom apt. avaWabla AprN 1.

LMHtiaa induddad. C«ff«da Judy 666-2961

Oi;7;t>im"infamHy hooaa quiet On Fear

Wa rtood a 4th roommate for Spring

Break flight from NY »nd hotel room in

Sheraton Yankee Tisder M18 hotel room
alone $234 8 days and 7 nights For mora
mfo call Adam 64966. Mike 6^8aB4 or

Chna6-8aa2

rouNo

rmm4 nmi PNm, com 2/9 call 61100 to

Attarscttooi taocftar waadid watkamdy
or credit Mondays and Wadnaaday* from

2 30 to 5 Dave 586 5624 anytima

NICOME TAX PRfPARATION

INCOME TAX preparation at your sarvica

LOWEST RATES (Tan OaductiMal Tana*
preiMrad quickly for ttie LARGEST]
refund Call Staptien Shore 546-6669

IMSTRUCnOM

Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including clawroom
sod shop Limited enrollment 253-2096

French Tutoriitg native speeker S6B-16Z7

JO«S

EoriMoo4a Roatuoram is nam hMng fot

positions Must work 8-15 hrs/waak must
be stiie 10 attend Monday night meetings

5 0^7 00 t3 66/hr Pick up app at tf>a kit

cfian Student Union around comer from

ride baord Appkcations due Friday March 8

_|LiflB

Black French Campus Oatebook
Plaaaa can 666 7928

MOTORCYCLES

93Sui QSBiOC AM FM cas at. habtial aid

•2200. 253 5978 leave i

PfRSOftALS

Qo Doaan wtth tl«a UMees Ski Qub to Ft

Lauderdel* Spnrtg Breek 66 the beet

fhght*. the beet motorcoech. tf>e beet

hotel* All at ttie beat pncas Sign up m
front of the Hatch 15^34371

Work atudy worker* needed by ttie Stu
dent Union Art Ga<i<»ry w* need fitgh quak
ty catMnetiy Call Jen* leave name and
number 54607B2 or 549-6725

JQO I love your L O L's and avarytfung elaa

about youi WouM you Mia to go to the

beech? CaN me Bubba Bear

VAILKILLINOTONFTLAUDER
OALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINGTONFTLAUDER
OALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
DALE
UMass Ski Club
Your Sprmg Break Connection
Sign up in front of the Hatch M F 10-3

For mora info call 546^3437

Kim S flappy 21sti Love the king PS Pack
your bags, wa are going to Naw Yofk City

tomorrow

Secret Admirer. Hike your style Your card

made my day Please caM so we can meet
Marc

Americen Ski end Perty Weak March
17 2i et Killington Includes lifts condo
lodging transportstion. parties,

fireworks, clem beke etc only tlH sign

up In front of tl>e Hatch M F 10^3

Frannle A BOG Treasurer shouM know
when »h« » dealing with sn old Central

Stores catalog you know wtv)

Hay l»>orty~^ Happy 20»h B day" Now
you re legal to party in Twiated ' F' Sister

mode 0.0 C watch the noee this time'i

VMS with VMC

Aetrefogy Claaeas an mtanaive miroduc
iiori bagm* 3 27 for mtormation caa

S4S 0210 evenings aak for Carl

Happy Tiat Swehi I ve gotten uaad to hav
ing you around Tomte • gorw be sck

Chrtetophat Honoy sorry at>out your hand
love you enywav Gan

Roberta Makmg ttie Collsgian « no big

deel' Mik8

To the gorgeou* guy in tfie brown cer
Thank* for trying to tieip n we* apprecieted
The Girl* m the Yellow Muetang

Congratuletion*
P«m
NarKy

Anne Mane
The New Ptedgeaof

Sigma Kappa

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

r.S*»*. »|.WORD PROCESSING

incfi 'iMvioet)!* r«ti¥v EXPRESS '>4r> h"

SHOES

I and Ttmboftand 30% off rata* pnce
men*/women* ca* Roes 5466261 call late'

on-<

964^7924

Otoeertatlons. Th<
k>w ratea. NarKy

MOtWANTID

CHICAGO Ride needed to end from over

Sprmg Breek I'M shers driving snd gas CaN

Cns SctHjster et 546-6672 at night or

546^3600 days Keep trying i

two girls need ride to Ft Lauderdale aree

toi Spring Break wiN share expense* Psm
266^010* Ruth 549 7M8

Male and femele need e ride to Mott-

traal Spring Break WM definitehr share

expense* Dave 2S6 1077

RIDCIIS WANTID

1 or 2 riders to Oeytone 3/15 return 3/23
caN 549-4160

TRAVEL

Montreal Spring Breek Weekend »58 00
plus t19 00 ta> h service nciudee round
trip trens m Kiiiury motor coech plus 3 deys
2 nights et Hotel Sherbourg m downtown
Montreel or Hokday Inn Payment m full one
weak pnor to departure Orinking age 18

Night dub* open iM 3 am NO PERSONAL
CHECKS Town Tours t> Travel 462 Mam St

Maiden MA 02146 161 71 321 39B3 Oeperture
Oetes Mar 2 4 Mar 9 11 March 1618.
March 23 25

Ft Lauderdale Rights ft Motorcoaeli
for Spnng Braak ugn up table

m front ol thn M«ich M F 10^3

Party Down ttie Coast
TM you Reach tfte Beach

TUTORS

Tutor* for French. Spanish. Ruaalan
Ralian available at 548 4793

TVPINO

Papers, theses
Kovs" profesaional IBM typing

di**art*tion*. romanca
266^1002

WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 glri* looking to *hare apt fall 96. Kim
6^9133 Chri* 69920

For apt close to campu* Call 256 6741 or

734 4096 keep trying'

Need 1 male to shere room in large apart

ment in town call 549 7800 evaninga

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tutoring »S 00 par hr

former 123 121 grBdnr 4 semester universi

ty consultant Ala* 253 7666

WOfttOdl 1 (M 2 bedroom apt in Puffton to

lake over June 1st t2S reward caM Juan
54^5702 or Luis 546-4671

Take over lease m 2 or 3 bedroom apt >n

Puffton or neartiy comp*«i June 1 546-57M
or 546 5806

Canon AE 1 call John at 6 7636

Halpl I need s place for my dog to stay for a

few month* WiN pay 125 a month. He's

great' Call Li*a 253 3766

2 bedroom apt m Brandywina. Puffton. or

Townhouae will pay tlOO for leeaa caN

546^8789 or 8791

3 or more bedroom houae in Amharat
will pay flOO for laaae caN 546-6792 or W13
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SPORTS
Minutemen duel Rutgers in tourney

Defense key in A-10
quarterfinal matchup
By PETEK ABKAHAM
I'ollegian Slat!

PlStATAV\ AV, N.J. In the seven seasons between

1977 and 1984. the men s basketball team ut the I niversity

ol Massachusetts hit an all time low in the schools hoop

history.

A record ol 53 139 (21 percent), three head coaches and a

3 8 record m league (Eastern 8 and Atlantic 10> tour

naments retlected the dismal period.

V^ It h the loss ol two key players and t he comlorling Curry

Hkks (.age to renovations, the 1984 85 version ol the

Minutemen weren I supposed to do much belter.

Hut, toni^fht at the KutRtr .Mhletic I'enter, the

Minutemen will take, they hope, the next step in bringing

the program back to the point where winning aconterenct

title IS a reality.

UMass. 13 14 and 9 9 in the A 10. laces Hutgers at 7 p.m.

(UHMI' A.M and WMIA KMi m a (juartertinal matchup

that both the players and second year coach Hon tierlulsen

let'l they can wm.
"Were at the point now that we shouldn t be looked at as

walkovers, we've won against some good teams and ha\»-

steadily improved." Gerlutsen said, "lieating Kuiifir-"

would add even more credibility to that new respect

But respect is still a hard thing to come by in the con

lerence. (ierlulsen. despite guidmg a team that lost two

starters and was picked last to lourth place, was passed

over as coach ol the year in lavor ol Temple's John

rhaney. The Owls were the pre st-ason picks lor lu"st. had

two players on the first team league all stars and another

selected as an ail rookie team member.
< 'haney also couldn t halt an end ol the season skid that

saw lemple lose its hold on lirst place to West Vu-ginia.

I Mass s Horace Neysmith, although making the second

team, was lett oil the lirst team despite impressive

numbers and strong detensive work against players

sometimes live inches taller. Freshman l^irenzo Sutton,

with his double digit average and I M s9 4 record since he

became a starter was looked over as a rookie star lor

players that scored a lot ot points tor teams that finished m
the bottom ol the standings.

"No matter what happens with those awards, we II come

into Kutger thinking just about Kutgers. IJerlutsen said.

"1 think some ol our players deserve awards lor their

work, especially considering the circumstances, but it we
don t get them it s not going to hurt us one bit. Maybe it

will give us more reason to beat Kutgers. " the coach noted.

The Minutemen have won thetr games with defense. A
soUd lull court press will be needed to slow the potent

Knights on their home court.

First team all star John Battle (22.1 points per gamel and

point guard Brain EUerbe guide an ottens«> that leads the

league in scoring.
'tmtinufd on page 15

Neysmith
selected as

all-star

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

I'ISCATAWAV, N.J.

I'niversityof Massachusetts

. ..r CO captain Horace

smith was named as an

Atlantic 10 conference all

star at an awards luncheon

here yesterday.

Neysmith, v^hu is

averaging I'l points and 10

rfb4»unds a game, was

named to the second team.

The first team was com
;r t f* of tour preseason

i

Kutgi
• ;. Mfi^e VS .' " - MiK«-

J. wn. T« : ,
dranger

Hall and t arles iiayne and

Si .i<.s,.ph s Maurice Martin

wt-rt' tirst team selections.

Neysmith. along with St.

Joes Bob Ijojewski. West

Virginia s Ix'ster Rowe. St.

B<»naventures Rob Samuels

and huquesne's Rick Suder

were on the s«*cond team.

The all nit)kie team was

West Virginias Holman
Harley. Temple's Howie

Evans. Rhode Island's

Carleton ( » v^ n s
,

Duquesne's (.ollins I>obbs

.jnfl ^' JoM'ph Rtwlney

The coach of the year was
Temple's John Chaney.

-« RnhrtU

UMass senior forward Bobby Braun looks to pass in a f^ame

earlier this season. Braun and the Minutemen face Rutgers

University in the quarterfinals of the Atlantic 10 tournament

tonight in Piscataway, N.J.

Ski teams conlinue lo roll

Ski teams wind down
another successful year

Sports Log

By BETSY SCHNEIDERS
Collegian Correspondent

The r niversity ot Massachusetts men's

and women's ski are having outstanding

years and are well on their way towards

another conference championship.

The teams play in the toughest division

ot the Eastern College ski conference.

"All the power is concentrated in our

division. " Coach Bill MacConnell said.

MacConnell has been the coach for both

teams for the last 26 years. The
Minutemen have won the la.st 16 con

secutive conference championships and

the Minutewomen have won the last 11.

But this season has been especially

pleasing.

"This is the most outstanding year we've

had in 25 years." MacConnell said. The
coach has the numbers lo back up that

statement. The UMass men's team, with

seven first place and three second place

finishes out of ten races, is well ahead of

second place Boston College, with three

firsts, four seconds, and one third. The

women's team is way out in front, winning

nine ot ten races, far outdistancing

Plymouth Slate.

Both teams also qualified to compete in

the NCAA Eastern championships. Un
the first day of competition, the men's

team placed eighth and the women's team

placed tenth.

"It is unusual tor a flat land team to even

qualify. " MacConnell said. "But we also do

great."

"The reason we have such truly good

performances is our depth. While some

teams have only a lew good racers, all of

my team is excellent.

Although the men's team will be losing

some of their top racers lo graduation.

MacConnell is not worried about the

future.

"Next year will not be a rebuilding year,

"

MacConnell said. "We will have a winning

.sea.son next year.

"

MacConnell also feels that the women's

team will have a good year next year.

They are losing only a few of their top

racers and have many promising tin

derciassmen.

"The reputation of both teams is growing

which is bringing in much talent,
"

MacConnell said. "This improves the

team and creates an advantageous domino

effect.
"

\V hile MacConnell is looking forward to

another challenge next year, he still has

the rest of this year to contend with. Both

the Minutemen and Minutewomen could

place in the lop tour or five after second

day results are in. So, chalk this one up as

another successful sea.son tor the men's

and women s ski teams, something

Mact'onnell is making quite a habit out of.

Tony Bitrot

Just a lew thoughts...

If your have cable, and you're a college

basketball fan. this weekend is what is

appropriately known as heaven. It's

tournament lime across the nation and

whatever school wins its league gets an

automatic bid to the NCAA playoff-

s... Madison Square Garden will be the

scene for the Big East Tournament, with

tickets being scalped for a couple of hun

dred dollars. If Dick Vitale is doing the

games, I think I'll shell out the money...Of
course, the favorite has got to be

Georgetown. Ewing and the rest of the

Hoy as are peaking at the right time,

especially the way Patrick played against

St. John's last week. Coach John Thorn

pson has them playing that aggressive,

pressing defense that we saw last year.

Barring any slip ups, they should take the

tournament . ..Every tourney has a

darkhorse and this year I'm going with Pitt.

They played the top Big East teams lough

and could surprise. Also watch for Pitt's

Charles Smith lo shine in tourney play.

The ACC should also have a very com
petitive tourney. North ("arolina and North

Carolina State both played well down the

stretch but still had to share the crown with

(ieorgia Tech. who played Oklahoma very

tough in Norman last Sunday... Watch for

Maryland as the sleeper. They played a

little rough towards the end but they have a

lot of talent... Speaking of Oklahoma,

Wayman Tisdale has really matured as a

player. He isn't as haphazard as he used to

be and is turning into a leader.

Turning to the pros, Kevin .McHale is

another Rich Little, doing Bernard King

impersonations lately. Kevin had con

secutive games of 56 and 42 points, the

latter coming against King's New York

Knicks. I guess he likes the role of the

starter. The question is if he gets a medal

for it. can his sunken in chest take

if.'. ..More pro hoop news involves the

collapsed roof at the Pontiac Silverdome.

Estimated damage is over six million

dollars. What was even more damaging
was all the sports announcers using the

"Chicken Little" analogies. Maybe the sky

will fall on them.

Other news lo round out the day: A group

in Canada is looking into punishing hockey

coaches who deliberately leach and/or

advocate violence. I wonder how they'll do

it. Maybe they will build a penalty box in

their home and give them a two minute

minor... I see Bob IJecker is doing quite

well. Besides the Lite Beer commercials
and broadca.sting for the Milwaukee
Brewers, Cecker has a sit com on ABC
called Mr. Belvedere and is negotiating a

movie deal. Hopefully now he'll get a better

seal.

Finally, I have lo quickly squash the

rumours V'ince McMahon is not wrestling

under a mask. He's still your favorite TV
talk show host. If onl> he had a suit post-

1977... Look out for someone new lo enter

the ring. From Cinemascoop to the squared
circle look out for the likes of Count Ramin
Zahed. Oh my.
No more need be said.

UMass hoop falls short at the buzzer, p. 20
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Graduate T.A.'s can expect a raise in salaries
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

In order to attract more qualified teaching assistants.

University of Massachusetts officials have advanced $1

million to nine academic departments, for the purjKise of

raising the graduate pay scale.

The Chancellor's and Provost's offices committed the

funds to enable deans of those school to increase the

salaries of graduate students who become teaching

assistants in undergraduate classes.

Current UMass teaching assistant salaries range from

^,400 U) $4,800. With the pay raise, salaries would in

crease $600 U> $1000 and bring UMass doaer to the na-

tional average of $6,200 for salaries.

Provost Richard O'Brien said the advancement will give

the deans greater opportunity to attract higher qualified

graduate students for teaching assistant positions.

Each school, O'Bnen said, was allotted a fraction of the

nwney proportionate to their share of the total school

budget.

The benefits of an increase in assistant salaries would

affect the entire University student Ixxly because higher

qualified graduate students who later become teaching

assistants would l»e resjntnsible for the instruction of

undergraduate students. OBrieii said.

Christos Kuvstamatis, vice president of the Graduate

Student Senate, said the increase has been long awaited.

"Graduate students have worked in the last few years,

to get the hike in stipends, because during the last ten

t'ollefiaii plmto br Rrian K ftoiiT*

HOW EM-BEAR-ASSING — UMass sophomore Thomas Harrington looks on curiously as Mimi Bodner

(center) of Amherst and UMass senior Nancy Neenan of Sunderland take bear Ellsworth Drake for a walk

yesterday.

Condominium or apartment: does it matter?

Townehouse tenants unaffectedby change
By MICHELLE SEGALL
Collegian Staff

Last May, Townehouse of Amherst
Apartments on Meadow Street was sold

and converted to condominiums, but the

change has not affected its residents, most

of whom are University of Massachusetts

students.

The complex was sold for $3.5 million to

Amherst Realty Trust which, in turn, has

sold all but eight of the apartments, Judi

Johnson, resident manager of the

complex.said. Three-bedroom apartments

cost $67,500 and two-bedroom apartments

are $61,500.

Of the% units at Townehouse, 92 are oc-

cupied by UMass students, Johnson said.

Most of the condominiums have been sold

to investors from eastern Massachusetts

and New Jersey. About 20 percent have

been sold to parents of UMass students.

Currently no tenants have children living

at Townehouse.
This has been a smooth transition

without any problems, according to

Johnson. "If there are any effects, they're

all positive," she said.

Since the property changed hands,

Johnson has noticed that the new owners

are concerned with the tenants and spen-

ding more on the prof>erty.

"Things are not being done on a nickel-

and-dime budget. It's being done like it

should be," she said.

Over the summer, nearly $90,000 was

spent on new carpeting, a parking lot was

added, and all the sidewalks (over one mile)

were resurfaced. These renovations cost

almost $200,000, according to Johnson.

Although the apartments are individually

owned, Amherst Realty Trust takes care of

the property and sets the rent rates. Rent

is currently $625 for a three-bedroom

apartment and $550 for a two-bedroom

apartment, but will increase next year.

According tf> Johnson, this increase will

not be as large as last year's 13 percent in-

crease, despite the renovations. In fact,

this year's increase should be less than any

increase in the j)ast five years, Johnson

said.

The condominium transition has been so

smooth that many residents didn't even

know the apartments were changed into

condominiums, Johnson said. Those that

are aware of the conversion say the change

has not made a difference.

Jodi Sklar, a Townehouse resident, said,

"It doesn't affect me at all." She adde<i

that living in the complex is expensive

because heat is not included in the rent.

Another resident, Lee Ann Gemmell,

who has lived at Townehouse for two

years, said her apartment was recarpeted

and there have been no problems since the

takeover. "We get to pay the rent in cash

now — that's convenient."

For the near future, landscaping and

more renovations are planned, Johnson

said.

years inflation had cut about 40 percent of the real money

value from the assistant's salaries," he sakl.

Alth(»ugh gnwluate students are happy to see the in-

crease. Kanustamatis said, they are worrie<l that the pro-

posed Universal Resource Fee at UMass will negate the

gain in income they have worketl to achieve.

The University has submitte*! a request U) state officials

for the $1 million tt) be included in the UMass budget pro-

posal for fiscal year 1986.

That request will lie votH on this April in the state

Legislature.

If the additional funding is turne<i down, the University

will have to find ways to e<'oiu»mize in certain areas next

year to make up for the $1 million it will have already

spent. O'Brien said.

Congressmen
made aware of

transit cuts
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Most of Uie members of CcNigreie inter-

Mewed earlier this week by Students Ad-

v(xafinjj F'.r.am'ial Aid were either "in the

dark" iilK>ul «»r opfxjsed to President

Ronald Reagan's propt^ed budget cuts in

public transportation. SAFA members .said

W«'<lne8day.

If the prt>posals are approve*!, the

numlier of already overcrowded buses in

the I*ioneer Valley Transit Authority

system will l)e cut. and stu<lents may have

Ui pay 1)U8 fares, or face increased PVTA
fees in order to attend classes in the five-

aillege system, memlH*rs said.

SAFA spent four days telling meml)ers

of Congress and their staffs not to endorse

the budget profK)sals, and that 'denying

transportation equals denying financial

aid," members said.

Robert Catlin, a SAFA member, said

most of the people he interviewed about

the public transportation proposals "really

didn't seriously think it would go through."

Catlin said Rep. Sherwood C. Boehlert

(R-New York), told him he planned to fight

against the transit cuts and that he felt

other Republicans in the Public Works and

Tran.spf)rtation Committees were going to

follow suit.

Jeffrey Jacobs, the legislative aide of

Rep. Silvio Conte (R-PitLsfield), and the

Assistant Minority Counsel of the House
Appropriations Committee, said Wednes-

day that "there is no one on the other side

(supporting the cuts)."

While Jacobs would not say there would

be no cuts in public transportation, he said

if there were any cuts they would "tend to

come from capital accounts, and not opera-

tion assistance accounts."
nnUxntted an page 3
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lyATIONAL NEWS
Doctors debate over ethics of

life saving artificial heart
nsi UN. Anz. tAPl A a2 year old man,

kept alive 1 1 hours with a new ailifitial heart

during a "desperate" search for a human
donor heart, was in critical condition vester

day while the medical community debated

the ethics of using the unapproved experi

mental pump.

' If mechanical Phoenix Heart, never be

ion used on a human, was re|)laced with a

human ht'arl in an operation that ended at

tsterda> ii tlu' I niversity o!

\ !ia jitalth S (enter Thf
l't\i 'i-rux Heart wasiii, . I after the man's

lK»dy rejected a first human donor heart,

transplanted Tuesday.

Dr. .lack Copeland, head of the univer

sity's heart transplant program, and Dr. Cecil

Vaughn, who conducted animal research

with the Phoenix Heart, said their decision to

Use the (ie\.uf ui- -imply a matter of life

Vs. death.

And. critics .said, whether the man lives

dies probably would determine the respoiist-

of the Federal Drug Administration, officials

who expres.sed concern that regulations on

artificial ^ei.- not

followed.

I dont anticipate then the FDA taking

any sap'-tions again.st the hospital," Alethea
•" ildwell. executive director of the I'niver-

\ Medical Center, said yesterday. "Th. \

•lit- not in the business of sanctions. N«)t at

.my time were any threats made."

iniversity Vice President Allan Beigel

said the patient, a divorced father of two from

Tucson whose name was not released at his

family's request, "cimtinued to experience

moderately severe pulmonary edema," a

condition in which the lungs fill with fluid

Students somber in New Bedford
NEW BKDFORD, (AP) Somber stud

ents returned to a sprawling vocational high

school here yesterday speaking only occa

sionally about a classmates attempted

suicide. Counselors focused on those who

saw the popular senior shoot himself in the

head durmg a shop class.

"People are talking about it; teachers are

talking abtnit it. but mostly people just want

to be left alcme about it." said Carlos t usta.

17. a .senior. "Everybody is quiet You just

couldn't hear nothing, except just crying."

Counselors from the Samaritans, a

suicide prevention group, spent the day

meeting privately with the approximately 1 ^

.students who were in the classroom Wednes

day when Bruce Perry, 17. pulled the gun. He

remained in critical condition yesterday at

St Luke's HopsiUl. being kept alive with the

help of respirators.

Perry reportedly 8t<x>d up at his desk, tear-

fully pleaded with other studenU to leave the

room and lit a cigarette. Some students fled

the ro»)m. and he then shot himself m the

head with a small revolver.

His friends among the 2.000 students at

(Ireater New Bedford Vocational Technical

High Sch<x)l expressed shock at the suicide

attempt, saying that Perry was well-known

and liked, a cheerful youth with a talent for

making them laugh.

"After it happened. 1 felt so guilty. I felt

like if I had talked to him yesterday, 1 might

have given him a reason to live." said an IH

year-old .senior who would only identify her

self as Perry's girlfnend.

AP I,aMrpliato

TRANSPLANT SMILE — Ester Plumb-Malo. 2, smiles at her mother

Marie Andree at Yale-New Haven in New Haven, CT.. after undergoing

liver transplant surgery on Feb. 19. The youngster is from Gatineau.

Quebec.
.
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Vote in the Elections

March 11th and 12th

in these places:
Greek Area -

11:30-2:30 and 4:30-7:30 Iota Gamma Upsilon[

Orchard Hill/Central - 11-2 and 4-7 Franklin D.C.

Sylvan/Northeast - 11:15-2:15 and 4-7 Worcester D.C

Cance, JA, JQA, MacKimmie, Moore,
)<

Patterson, Pierpont, Washington -

10:30-1:30 and 4-7 Berkshire D.C

Crampton, Emerson, James. JFK, Coolidge,

Melville, Prince, Thoreau -

10:45-1:45 and 4-7 Hampshire D.C

Butterfield - 5:30-7 Butterfield
m^W W >^«MJgV%^^ g-g- ^casiscji u

<

<
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JOURNEY'S END — More than 2.000 gather at the steps of the

Alabama capitol to celebrate the end of the 50 mile trek that began Sun-

day in Selma recreating the 1965 voting rights march. Leaders met with

Gov. George Wallace, who rejected them in 1965.

Coffeemay damage heart
.STANFOKI). Cahf. (AP)

.\ study of sedentary,

middle age men has linked

drinking more than two cups

of coffee a day with higher

levels of cholestei^l and a

protein associated with

heart disease, researchers

said yesterday.

The first clinical study in

the I'nited States to suggest

that coffee could be related

to heart disease con

tradicled 54everal previous

studies, while supporting

Kuropean studies and a

survey of 47,00<) men and

women reported in the

February American Journal

of Cardiology.

The study's results were

questioned by the National

Coffee Association, an
organb-ation whose 210

members import and roast

about 85 percent of the

nation's coffee.

.About 120 million

Americans drink an average

of three cups of coffee a day.

according to the association.

The study by the Stanford

University Medical School

appeared to. indicate that

sedentary and mildly active

men, age JO lo 55, who drink

more than two cups of coffee

a day are at higher risk of

heart disease than those

who drink two cups or fewer

dailv.
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SPRING TRAINING — Junior Joe Calder

gets in gome battinf^ practice while freshman

Andy Mirsky backs him up. Below: Ray
Ellsworth makes a diving catch in the snow out-

side Gorman yesterday.

Workshops alleviate stress between cultures
By KATHY HART
Collegian Staff

Through a series of workshops, the Croat*

Cultural Resource Project at the University

of Massachusetts explore problems that

occur when members of different cultures

interact.

"We live in a nation that is multi cultural,

and there are certain groups in society that

are focused on as being a problem." Marcia

Black, a coordinator for the project said.

"There are conflicts between different

cultures, and we want to provide an at

mosphere where people can leam to deal

with and be sensitive to the needs of

others." Black said.

Black and KlLse Young, another coor-

dinator, said that through their work as

Jewish awareness educators on campus,

they have discovered that many people

from various cultures contradict each other.

The workshops aim to provide a forum to

help them deal with their similarities and

differences.

"We are going to show people how to

communicate cross cuKurally. This doesn't

mean asking 'What are your holidays?' but

what values and cultural styles are shared,"

Young said.

'There are many resources on this campus
that are unrecognized," Young said. "We
are going to bruig together the resources

students, faculty and staff to incorporate

their knowledge through workshops."

The first workshop. "Deafness: Disability

as Subculture." was "a major learning

experience for all." said Black.

"The deaf have a language and values of

their own. and interact in their own ways,

which constitutes them to be recognized as

a culture." she said.

One workshop, planned for later in the

semester, is "Islamic Mysticism and

Feminism" which will provide people the

chance to "get rid of their stereotypes of the

Islamic culture. The United States is not

the only nation with a feminist movement.
There is feminism everywhere. Women are

struggling against oppression in every

country," Black said.

"A Jewish Lesbian Experience" is a

workshop which will provide both Lesbians

and Jews a chance to discuss their cultures:

"...the way their history and values interact

in the same way two people from different

countries interact," Young said.

Black and Young both hope these

workshops will lead to future workshops

with discussion and support groups.

The next workshop. "Islanuc Mysticism

and Feminism" will be held Friday, March

29. 12 1:30 p.m.. Campus Center. Rm. 165

169.

BOG opposes
University's

CC proposal
By VICKI A. SPAGNOU
Collegian Staff

Leaders of the Campus Center Board of

Governors yesterday reacted negatively to

a proposal submitted by University of

Massachusetts officials which seeks to

reduce the powers of the BOG from a
governing student board to a programming
board.

The propwial would give the director of

the Student Activities office (SAO) the

ultimate authority over allocating student

space in the Campus Center Student

lInion(CC/SU). The BOGs annual $145,000

budget would be used exclusively for

student prugrammmg ui the CC/SU. Ray
liender, Assm'iate Vice Chanceltor for

.Administration and F'inance and Michael

Jont's of the SAO submitted the proposal.

"It IS completely unacceptable to the BOG
and the Student tiovernment As.sociation

that an administrator should be ultimately

responsible for allocating student space,"

B(Ki chair Jane Donohue said. "They

thought it (the proposal) would be a

compromise, and we found it completely

unacceptable."

The present BOG provides a number of

services to students and the CC/SU
complex, including the alkKation of student

space. Student space includes rooms

thmughout the CC/SU complex, which are

designated for use by student run

businesses and organizations. Such as the

Stockbridge Student Senate office.

WMU A. and the bike co op.

The administration's proposal would

transfer the responsibility of allocating

student space in the CC/SU complex to

SAO director Randy Donant.

BOG treasurer Fran Hegeler said that

giving one administrator authority over the

allocation of student space is "another nx>ve

in the general pattern of the ad-

ministrations' encroachment on students."

The present BOG allocates 151.000 of iU
$145,000 budget to payroll and office ad-

ministrative costs. There are U paid

student coordinator positions, three paid

student officers, and one secretary.

The remainder of the budget goes to

student programming such as the

Governor's Prf)gram (^uncil. and research

and advocacy groups such as SCERA. The
board channels funds to student groups and

programming in the CC/SU complex

through its 1 1 coordinator oositions.

Karate instructor denounces

barrage of illegal weapons
By DANA PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachu.setts student is

waging a one man war on the How of illegal

martial arts weapons into the United

States.

Larry Kelley. a senior physical education

major and the director of the Karate Health

Fitness Center in South Amherst, has

taken a lone inKiative to halt the current

"ninja mania" spreading throughout the

country.

"The problem of illegal weapons isn't just

in Amherst. It's nation wide." Kelley said.

The ninja were 16th century assassins in

Japan who used double-edged knives, metal

flying stars, and kung fu sticks to kill their

enemies. Magazines such as Inside Kung
Fu and Black Belt advertise the weapons

and have made them easily accessible

through the mail.

Kelley said the problem is that many high

school age and younger children have been

ordering the weapons. Kelley has made a

project of contacting public officials, the

media, and colleagues in the field of martial

arts instruction to try to prevent the mail

order purchases.

"Too many people have had their heads in

the sand on this issue, and something has to

be done," he said.

Kelley plans to mail letters to each of the

100 U.S. senators, asking them to produce

federal legislation restricting the weapons.

A flying star, a metal weapon the ninja

threw at victims, will be included in each

letter.

Kelley has planned a press conference on

March 15 at his fitness center to display

weapons and speak about responses he has

"The problem of illegal

weapons isn't just in Amherst.
It's nationu/ide.'*

— Larry Kelley

received from local officials.

Police in Amherst, Belchertown and

Northampton said they do not see this as a

problem, because they have not seen these

weapons in the area.

School ofEducation excels
By MICHELE HALSTEAD
Collegian Correspondent

The School of Education is working on a

variety of projects both on- and off-

campus.
The 1,300 graduate students in the

School of Education comprise about 25

percent of the graduate student popula-

tion of the University of Massachusetts.

The school employs 101 full and part-

time facidty, and strives for "a strong

development on international, national

and local levels," according to School of

Education Dean Mario Fantini.

The school is presently involved in a

professor-exchange program with Bei

Jing University in China, where Fantini

has been invited to participate in their

US/China Distinguished Scholar Ex-

change Program. The Committee on

Scholarly Communication with the Peo-

ple's Republic of China sponsors this pro-

gram with the aim of enhancing academic

relations between the two nations by pro-

viding opportunities for scholars to ex-

change information and investigate the

possibility of collaboration.

The School of Education has been host

to internationally known scholars such as

Buckminster Fuller. Ralph Tyler, and is

currently sponsoring the month-long stay

of Pauk) Freire of Brazil.

On the national level, UMass professor

Kenneth Blanchard recently wrote The

One Minute Manager, which was a

number one book on the New York Times
bestseller list for many weeks. Another

literary accomplishment that the School

of Education boasts is the 1984 Yearbook

by the National Society for the Study of

Education. Fantini and professor Robert

Sinclair were chosen to edit and compile

this, one of the nation's most prominent

education publications.

Locally, the School of Education is in-

volved in a comprehensive study of the

Commonwealth's infrastructure pro-

blems. A special $100,000 appropriation

by the General Court in the 1985 higher

education budget makes this analysis of

the state's transportation, roads and

bridges, water supply, schools and public

health facilities possible.

* Transit Cuts toontimted frxm page 1

One of the ninja stars Larry

Kelley wants to keep off the

streets.

Jim Shaw, coordinator of this week's

trip, said the issue of public transportation

is "the sacred cow of all issues," because

transportation brings communities and
businesses together.

Chris Liberature, also of SAFA said,

"Most people were pretty much in the dark
(about the proposed mass transit cuts) ex-

cept for members of the Transportation

Committee."
John Kennedy, another SAFA member,

said an aide to Rep. Carl Perkins,

(D-Kentucky,) "had no stance on transit"

before the interview, but afterwards was
"opposed to it."

Shaw said he hopes SAFA "made the

kind of impression that would convince

Congress to want us back to testify" at the

Budget hearings in April.
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Raffle ticket money, dormitory furniture stolen StudCIltS SCCk SOClal ChangC
The theft of $780 in raffle ticket money

was reported stolen from the Union Program
Council office in the Student Union building,

Wednesday afternoon. University of

Massachusetts police said.

Police said a locked container and several

doors were pried open. PoUce said there are

no suspects.

In other police action:

• Three tables from Dwight House were
reported stolen Wednesday afternoon. The
value of the furniture is $553. police said.

#A case of cassette tapes, valued at $300
was stolen from a 1 979 F(>rd parked in lot 22,

Wednesday, police said.

CHRIS POON

Irritatedat hippy label

Thinking about Spring Break?

We'll tan your hide!
Bmi pncm in the valtay

• State of the^srt
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• 30daya unhmitad
tanning on»y MS 90

• 10 vwita onty I2S 00 piua
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Chartiaa In Amham
This year s»Kipth«r

Spring Break Sunburnt

Utopia Spas
1 Tb University t>ive AmhefsJ

(413)253 7727

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 6i No. Amherst
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By JEFF BAKER
Collegian Correspondent

The word "radical" is too often associated

with the word "hippie" and. according to

members of the Radical Student Union, the

two have nothing to do with each other at

all.

The union, whose prime objective is social

change, have in the past worked toward

making the University of Massachusetts

divest from companies with operations in

South Africa and informing the University

about the United States' involvement in El

Salvador.

By sponsoring films and lectures, as well

as holding demonstrations and voicing their

opinions in other ways, members of the

union try to get their message across.

We are pditical activists." said member

Kathy Lacey. "We are not hippies. They

were not politically involved. We are

political activists."

"Students don't know what radicals are.

"

said group member Beatrix Hoffman.

'There is a terrible misconception of what
RSU is."

"People have a violent image of the word,"

Cline said. "Radical really means fundamen-
tal, to the root We are looking for deep social

change, not just superficial change."

The group has about 40 active members
and has a mailing list of about 150. "We are

here to educate people about a whole range
of issues." said member Court Cline. The
goal of the group is "to work for social

change, to create a society of social justice."

The group is currently working on a variety

of projects that will deal with U.S. involve-

ment overseas. In the Tirst week of March.
RSU is planning to show two films, l.ofejoy's

Nuclear War and Heart's and Minds, a film

about the U.S. in Vietnam. On April 29. the

group, in conjunction with other groups
nationwide, will hold a "No Business As
Usual Day" to protest President Reagan's
foreign policy, as well as a call for the end of

nuclear weapons. The groups hope to get

students and faculty involved in an attempt
to cancel classes on the last Monday in

April

If you're looking for your

place in Amherst where nice

people communicate over

a game of pool - ^^i^C

a cold beer -

*
a friendly smiles.

Hey, you!
Stop complaining and get off

your butts. Vote in the

SGA Presidential,

Board of Governors and

Residential Committee

Elections March 11th and 12th,

It's your government -

Get Involved

TANK TOPS.
100% cotton knit tops

in 10 terrific colors. . .

reg. 6.95

Now 4.95

SHORTS. .

.

100% cotton in a variety of colors

and styles, reg. 9.95

SWIM-
WEAR^

20%
OFF

Now 7.95

BAGS. . .

Briefcases. Totes.

Daypacks. Sport Duffle.

SUN-
GLASSES. .

.

Fast)ion styles &
colors reg 5 95

Now 3.95

SPRING
HATS, CAPS,
VISORS,

STRAW HATS.

250/0 OFF

200/0 OFF

. . .AND
BEACH BALLS,
CARRY ALLS,
BEACH MATS. .

.

A Sloie-ful of Ideas
Downtown Amherjt IMIy10-6.Sun.13-S

Sociology director dispels

rumors that major is easy

KNIGHTLY DELIVERED PROPOSAL — Ellrn Altman and T.J.

Glenn embrace in New York's Central Park while a knight and his

horse stand by. Knight Ken Anders works for Romantic Antics read a

marriage proposal before sweeping her off her feet to meet Glenn. Both

Altman and Glenn live in New York.

By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Staff

The reputation of sociology as being an

easy major is unfounded, according to N.J.

Demerath III, director of the sociology

department at the University of

Massachusetts.

"Traditionally, sociology has been

thought of as a kind of soft major,"

Demerath said. "The irony is that this isn't

a soft major." He said that his department

"takes its mandate seriously."

Demerath said the sociology field has

gone through a "revolution" in the past 20

years and students must now have a strong

background in fundamental statistical

reasoning. He added that the field is now
"more complex, more demanding, aiwi

more sophisticated."

He gives two reasons for the "easy ma-

jor" attitude. F'irst, sociology is "in-

teresting, but not perceived as leading to a

specific major. It is not a professional

school and students tend to shy away."

Second, Demerath sakl, the nr\ajor is

often equated with working as a social

worker.

"This is wholly unwarranted." he said.

Sociology is a "very broad field" and can

lead to careers in criminal justice, research,

and demotrraphy, as well as social welfare.

Nina E. Baiter, a sociology nmjor at

UMass. said this reputation may stem from

the fact that sociology deals with "trends

over a general population which makes it

seem less specific."

Janet G. Erony, another sociology nuijor

at UMass, said that, having taken business

and nuith courses, sociology courses are

harder than both of those. She feels the

"easy" reputation may come from people

who have only taken 100 level courses.

According to a study published in the

January 1984 issue of Teaching Sociology,

only 3.4 percent of governmental and cor-

porate employers saw sociology as an ap-

pealing degree. Only 2.3 percent recruited

sociology majors. But 33.1 percent did hire

sociology majors, and about half said

marketing, sales, and personnel manage-

ment jobs require a college degree. Of the

employers surveyed. 64.7 percent sug-

gested sociology majors needed more
management training, 46.1 percent recom-

mended more computer training and 34.3

percent more "applieil training."

Rating the reputation of sociology ma-

jors. 35.3 percent gave them a ptxjr rating.

51.3 percent a fair rating, and 13.2 percent

a good rating. However, the study em-
phasized that the more experience an

employer had with the m^ors, the l>etter

the opinion they had of them.

Mother says killing wasn't suicide

LYNN. Mass.— The mother of a 14 year

old boy who fired a bullet into his head at a

sister's home says she believes it was not a

suicide.

i truly believe it was an accident." said

Valerie Martin. "He didn't show any of the

classic signs. He just didn't fit any of those

symptoms... Billy did not show any sign that

anything was bothering him."

The body of William Curtis was found

slumped over a bed at the home of his

sister, Judy LeClair. when she returned

home about 10:30 p.m. Wednesday, and

police said he had been shot in the right side

of the head.

Police ruled out foul play in the death of

the eighth grader and said the gun was a

357 magnum owned by Mrs. l^eClair's

husband, a security guard. The gun was

near the boy's body.

An autopsy was ordered.

Police said the shooting look place

sometime after 6 p.m.. when Mrs. l.«Clair

left the house.

"Hw sister told us he knew the gun was

there and he liked to \ook around the house

at things." said Capt. Joseph Coppinger.

chief of detectives.

Thailand repulses

Vietnamese troops

BANGKOK, Thailand - The Thai army said it drove

Vietnamese trotjps from a line of hills inside the border

yesterday, repelling the largest single incursion into Thai

territory in the six years since the Vietnamese invaded

neighboring Cambodia.

The Thais, moving behind air strikes, ousted the Viet-

namese from positions they had taken for a planned attack

on the last major Cambodian rebel base. Thai Military of-

ficers reported.

Thailand placed long stretches of its border with Cam-
bodia on full alert. The army sent reinforcements to the

area of the three-day battle.

Between 800 and 1,000 Vietnamese soldiers pushed into

the hills about two miles across the frontier to try to gain

the high ground in Thailand and encircle the Tatum camp,

which is perched on a cliff just inside Cambodia and sur-

rounded by land mines.

"We certainly have achieved control of the three

hills...We cannot confirm there is not a single Vietnamese

left hidden there...but I can tell you that they have been

expelled from where we saw them before," army

sjx)kesman Maj. Gen. Naruedol Dejpradiyuth said.

He said Thai forces killed about 100 Vietnamese since

the incursion began Tuesday in Surin and Sisaket pro-

vinces in the northern border area. Thai casualties were

put at 18 dead and 36 wounded.

Remains of American

found in Zimbabwe

Digest
By The

Associated Press

U.S. agent found
dead in Mexico
MEXICO CITY - Am

bassador John Gavin of-

ficially confirmed yesterday

that one of two bodies found

in plastk bags on a Guadala
jara ranch was that of kid-

napped U.S. narcotics agent

Enrique C'amarena Salazar.

"It is very painful for me
to have to announce official-

ly that one of the bo<iies...is

indeed Enrique Camarena,"
Gavin told a news con-

ference.

Medical specialists had
(IfttTmined earlier that the

other iKKiy found on the

ranch, where police shot it

out with aUeged drug
flealers, was that of

C/amarena's pilot, Alfredo

Zavala Avelar.

Both men were abducted

a month ago in Guadalajara,

which is considered a center

of the Mexican drug trade.

Mexican police went to

the ranch, alNmt 60 miles

north of Guadalajara.

Saturday looking for clues

for Salazar. 37, and Zavala.

They were greete<J by gun

fire and five people were

killed, including a police of-

ficer.

The bodies were found, in

the bags in a field, when
police went liack to the

ranch on a tip Tuesday
night.

The men were kidnapped

separately Feb. 7 in

Guadalajara. Mexico's
second-largest city. 322
miles west of here.

AP I.aiirrpliot<>

FOREIGN VISITOR — Italian Prime Minister

Bettino Craxi, right, leaves Massachusetts Hall

with Harvard University President Derek Bok

after a morning meeting with Crimson pro-

fessors and officials.

HARARE. Zimbabwe—
The remains of a young

American and two other

foreign tourists kidnapped

by rebels in 1982 have been

positively identified. Prime

Minister Robert Mugabe
announced yesterday.

He told a news conference

that pathologists had

identified the bodies of

Kevin Ellis of Bellevue.

Wash.. 24 at the time of the

July 1982 abduction; James

Greenwell. 18. of Liverpool.

England.
Butler. 31.

Australia.

The three

and three

and William
of Newcastle.

identified men
other foreign

tourists were kidnapped and

marched into the jungle at

gunpoint July 23, 1982.

The remains were among

six skeletons found in three

graves last week in the

western Lupane district of

troubled Matabeleland

province.

The other abducted men
were Brett Baldwin. 23. of

Walnut Creek, Calif.;

Martyn Hodgson. 3.5, of

Peterborough. England, and

Tony Bajzelj. 25. of

Ulverston. Tasmania.

The prime minister said in

a statement released at the

news conference that of-

ficials of Joshua Nkomo's

opposition party "had

knowledge of both the

abduction and the killing of

the six tourists." The prime

minister said he based his

charge on information from

two captured members of

the kidnap gang and Lupane
villagers.

Mugabe said the captured

men also said five of the

victims had been shot dead

and the sixth .strangled

three days after they were

captured.

Stricter policies against

South Africa advocated
WASHINGTON - Congressional critics of South

Africa's racial policies launched yesterday a bi-partisan

campaign for enactment of tough economic pressures on

that nation - including a shutoff of U.S. loans and invest-

ment.

"America should be playing a much more positive role in

the effort to achieve peaceful change political freedom and

racial justice inside South Africa," Sen. Edward M. Ken-

nedy, D-Mass., said at a news conference.

Legislators unveiled a bill to ban new loans and invest-

ment in South Africa, halt computer exports to that coun-

try and stop imports of its Krugerrand gold coins.

Kennedy, chief Senate sponsor, said he learned on a trip

to South Africa in January that "America is increasingly

perceived as being on the side of the racist minority

government, and that our current policy is providing aid

and comfort to apartheid."

Randall Robinson, head of the TransAfrica lobbying

group that has led numerous demonstrations at the South

African Embassy here, looked on as Rep. William H.

Gray, D-Pa., principal House sponsor, ushered 13

legislators of both parties to the microphone to support

the measure.
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STUDENT & PRINTING SERVICE
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All University Women,
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Phi Sigma Kappa's
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to Florida

BEACH PARTY
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LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY
(off UMass Campus - $15 minimum)

Just Dial 253-3091

Kelly Green C & C

SHIRTS ?3.9b
For St. Patrick's Day

Gitbey's

VODKA
80 proof

liter

$5.60

Rolling Rock Beer
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plus dep.

HEINEKEN
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12-oz. bottles
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Almaden
Mountain

Wines

$3.75

BLACK AFFAIRS
U, S. uses Puerto Rico as a stage
By YADIRA A. BKTANCES
Collegian Staff

Puerto Rico has been used as a stage to carry out invasion

of Caribbean islands, thus playing a key role in the strategic

system of the I'nited States, according to a University of

Massachusetts graduate student who spoke last night on the

militarization of Puerto Rico.

Carlos Pabon. a history major said Puerto Rico was not

only used for the invasion of the Dommican Republic in

1965, but most recently in the invasion of Clrenada

After the C.renada invasion in Oct. 1983. Pabon added

there were also air jets deployed in the Caribbean island

ready to be used in case of a I'uban counterattack.

J»abon discussed the need to have people infected with

what the Reagan administration is calling "nuclear allergy"

to stop the deployment of nuclear weapons around thi>

world.

Speaking in English, despite a majority Hispanic audi

ence. Pabon said it was essential for Americans to unders-

tand what was happening He added Americans had the most

important role to play in persuading their government to

Ktop spreading nuclear arms.

PalKin said the fact the Puerto Rico is a I'.S. colony

aggrevates the problem, because part of the population may
agree with commonwealthoi>d, or statehood but this is not

the i»Bue. "even if Puerto Rico i» independent, an associated

republic, like some are suggesting it still transcends the

problem."

He said it is difficult to educate Puerto Ricans on this issue

because the military has taken a civil role in the island and

many see its presence as a basis for economic and .social

growth.

Although Puerto Rico is in a nuclear-free zone as agreed in

the Treaty of riateloclco. there has been a const ingency plan

drawn to deploy nuclear weapons in the island, since 197').

The Nfiv York Times exposed the news in a front page article

on Feb. 13.

The treaty was appn;)ved in 1967 by all Latin American
countries except Belize, Cuba and (luayana. The treats wa.s

seen as es.sential in the prevention of nuclear attacks in Latin

America after the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962.

Although there is a movement against nuclear arms in

Puerto Rico, Pabi>n .said it is lead by the Independistas who
are a mino rity in the island.

Because the Independistas are incorporating the nuclear

arms issue with the struggle fo.- independence, many do not

embrace their oppi>sition.

"There is no prerequisite in this movement." he stressed,

"what Puerto Ricans need to develop is a broad (M>pular

movement involving people of all political ideologies." where

the issue at hand is the prevention of nuclear holocaust.

He suid the nuclear arms issue will not be solved by

treaties, such as the Treaty of Tlatelolco. "which have more

holes than Swiss cheese, what we need is a movement, a jxip

ular (M>litical movement." similar to thai in Nt'\^ '/•.iland or

(lermanv's (Jreen Partv

Black veterans still face prejudice
By KLMHKRLY A. BCRGE
Collegian Staff

Although Black s*»ldiers in Vietnam faced little if any

prejudism in the battlefield because they were dependent

upon for survival, their situation changed once they

returned to .America, according to a Vietnam veteran and a

Karate instructor at the University of Ma-s.sachusetta.

"When 1 returned to California. 1 literally g<H spit in the

face." said ,Ab<lul Mumeet, former Special Forces NCO and

Comoal instructor m Vietnam.

Because white soldiers depended upon blacks m battle.

there was no race separation or animosity, he said. "Even

General William Westmoreland said that the best soldiers

that he had ever had were Blacks and Puerto Ricans."

According to Mumeet. "every soldier wanted you to be

his buddy when they were down in the foxhole. However,

after the Tet offenses of 1968 and 1969. I noticed that

thini;^ be^an to chanj^e."

The most noticeable change was the prejudice Black

veterans experienced in the job market. "I would see

Black veterans in high rank get passed over for promotions

while White veterans with less experience were

promoted." he said.

After the war, it was very hard for Black veterans to find

jobs. Black veterans wouldn't be accepted in the same

position that they held in the military. They would have to

.ely on White people to get a job and White people were

going Ut hire their ow n people first.

.Mumeet b<*lieves whites oppress Blacks because whites
fear them. "They are afraid of Black people because they
know we will rise politically, economically, Micially, the
wfwks.'

Minority veterans also experienced prejudice when it

came to receiving their benefits. White veterans are

getting 100 percent of their benefits ju.st for suffering

stress. While Black veterans who have lost arms and legs

are receiving only 40 to .50 percent of their benefits. It is a

total disgrace."he said.

The number of Black veterans who have .sought

psychological help is hard to say. "There are quite a few
still in the streets. Some have become drug addicts while

some have never broken the psychological chain, '" .Mumeet
said.

Although black veterans were exposed Agent Orange,

they are not receiving any money from the Agent Orange
Suit filed against the government by Vietnam veterans.

He said Black veterans should maintain constant pressure

on the government to receive their rights, "I have a

lawsuit pending in court now. I gave a portion of my life in

Vietnam. This country owes me something and I will go to

my grave with this county owing me something."

"Bloods." a riveting presentation recountmg the ex
periences of black soldiers during the Vietnam War. will be

held at 7:.30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom on
Monday.

Freire speaks to challange students
By JOHN IT^GERLEIDEK
Special to the Collegian

Urging "critical thinking every movement." Brazilian

educator Paulo Freire addressed Springfield high .school

students in the University of Massachusetts challenge pro-

gram. Wednesday in Springfield.

Challenge student* responde<l with questions on topics

ranging from apartheid to peer pressure to student-

teacher relationships and authoritarianism in Brazil.

The challenge program is a college preparatory program

for minority high school students. There are 60 challenge

students in Springfield's Commerce and Classical High

Schools.

Challenge Program Director Rudy Jones introduced the

visiting professor. Jones explained that Freire was im-

prisoned for his teaching in Brazil, then forced to live six-

teen years in exile. Last week, however, Freire flew to

Brazil to receive the highest award given to an educator.

Freire, whose schedule has been filled throughout his

month's visit to the School of Education said speaking

with the young keeps him feeling young at age 63.

Freire put the blame for student rebellion onto the

schools and the political system, saying "rebellion is just

the expression of something that is wrong."

"The more students feel school is something of their

own the more reason they have for loving the school. The

more students see school as a place that works against

All specials in-store cash prices good thru 1 1 pm March 9

West African Feast will be held from 5:30 p.m. and 10:00

p.m. in the Malcolm X Center in Southwest on Sunday.

Come and enjoy an exciting new dinner alternative; West

African stvle with African Music. The menu will consist of:

joll of rice, groundnut stew, steamed .seasoned greens, kele-

wele (fried plaintains). moin-moin (sea.soned steamed

beans), fresh green salad, chicken pepper stew and shrimp

Creole rice. .Student contribution will be $4.25.

them, the more they hate the school."

Freire remarked that it is "indispensible always to ask
questions, of ourselves, to the teacher, to the newspaper,
to the television — to not be silent."

Responding to an appropriate question alK>ut how to

confront "challenges" in life, Freire .said, "('hallenges ex-

ist in order to be answered."

Commenting on the event, Jones said he was im|)re.s.sefl

with the quality of questions the students a.sked FVeire. He
said the student's critical thinking was one of the reasons
for having the program, and it was well denK)nstrate<l.

.Jones added, "I was pleased with the turned out and with
the quality of the questions."

Ann Saltwood, Classical High SchfX)! Principal, and
hostess of the event said she was also very plea.sed. Freire

was also very impressed, said Jones. "He was honored

because he doesn't speak with high schtx)! students that

often," he said.

Also present were. Deputy Superintendent, Brian

Robinson, Assistant Superintendent for Secondary

Education, Jack Shade, Mario Fantini, dean of the schcx)l

of education at UMass, as well as Paul Barrows, director

of the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Blacks

and Other Minorities, Juan Caban, undergraduate admis-

sions Sherwood Thompson, director of Third World Af-

fairs and Nelson Acosta, recruiter for the Bilingual Col-

legiate Program.
Freire will be speaking at 7:30 p.m. on Monday in room

104, Thompson Hall, UMass.

Mapuche oppressed

by government
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The Mapuche Indians are victims of cultural and economic

»>ppression imposed by the Pinochet and previous Chilean

governments, with one exception, said Sofia Painiqueo,

Wednes<iay night at the University of Massachusetts in

celebratuin of International Women's Week.
"Under no government have we been listened to; with one

exception: The (Salvador) Allende government between
1969 and 1973," said Painiqueo through an interpreter.

The Mapuche leader said during Allende's government,

her ptHiple could "write their own laws with their own
hands."

The Mapuche people in central Chile comprimise 10

percent of that country's population. "We have been
around b«'l«)re the .Spaniards came, throughout the history

of Chile and we are still around t«Mlay, " Painiquero said.

The deiiKHTatically eUfttnl Allende government "didn't

la.st tong." she noted, saying that in 1973 the socialist

leader fell and was replactnl by the U.S. backed Pino<'het

regime which passed" legislation imposed against (the

Mapuchesi ' I,aw 2568 took away 32 million acres of land

from the trib«' then giving each family 1 hectare of land on

which all owners pay mandatory taxes.

Painiqueo called the land division, "genocidal a.ssasmation

of the Mapuche people." stres.sing this amount of property
is m>t enough for the trib** to produce sellable crops and in

several years the land originally theirs will be turned over
to the state, due to failure to pav taxes.

Historically, the Mapuche people were nonianic, but with

the .Spaniards conquest to(!hile, they were centered in one

region. Throughout .300 years of Spanish colonizatk>n,

they face severe oppre.ssion and the crudest treatment, she

said.

"A lot of Chileans believe we suffered, becau.se we were
created to suffer, but that is not true."

"We Mapuches have always been organized. Now, our

first demand is the right to our land. We cannot live

without land just as any culture cannot live without land.

The land is the Mapuches economic ba.se. ' she said.

Painiqueo fe<'ls one goal of the Pinochet government is to

"say there are no indians in Chile." To do this she said

"they will have to change our language, our faces and our
culture, because, yes; there are Indians (there)."

Painqueo said that anli PintK-het organizations within

Chile like the Catholic church and the Chilean ("ommissions
on Human Rights have attempted to help the Mapuches in

their united struggle against Pin«Khet. While the

Mapuches ptH)ple are happy with the support, she said,

"organizations think we are ignorant. They try to come and
tell us how to operate things and how to run our lives.

We've been considered ignorant by many people. But we
say they are not living the way we are living. We want to

be recognized as different in this struggle."

"A complete education,' Painqueo said, is a goal the

Mapuche people should struggle for becau.se "children are

the future of our people" and "an ignorant people will

never gain anything.
"

Within Chile the Mapuche tribe have formed cultural

centers and other organizations where people can come
and study the Mapuche culture with the opportunity to

learn the Mapuche language.

Fifty percent of Mapuche women work with the centers

although all the leaders or cheifs are men, she said,

"Besides always caring for the children, working in the

fields, cooking, and making clothes, Mapuche women have
always participated in the struggle. That is the reason why
a mapuche woman has come to speak with you today."

Painqueo added, "(Women) should demand more par

ticipation. Women are more responsible than men and if

we were leaders we would advance quicker and be more
united."
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LIQUORS
University Drive, Amherst, Ma.

(Amh*rtt Shopping C*nt*r)

Bud or Light i2oz.cans $10.99 + 1.20

Genesee Beer 12 oz bottles $6.50 + 1.50

Genesee Ale 12 oz. bottles $7.75 + 1.50

Heineken 12 oz. bottles $3.70 6 pk. -- 30

MolSOn 12 oz. bottles $3.30 ^ 30 6pk.

[Meister Brau 12 oz cans $4.25 + 6oi2pk

Mohawk Vodka 175 $7.95

Fleishmann Gin 1 75 $11.39

Palo Viejo Rum 1 75 $10.49

Almaden Mtn. Wine4L $7.49

Liebfraumilch 1.5 $4.29

253-5595

DANCE TO
aEvening Pro Blusica

6 Pieces — Jazz & Blues

?»

Saturday Night. March 9

9 PM-12:30 AM
at the

TOC RESTAURANT
Ilth FLOOR

CAMPUS CENTER UMASS

Welcome All

Older Undergraduates,

Grad Students and Guests.

CASH BAR - COVER $2
Cover includes Light Buffet at 10:30 P.M.

Letters to the Editor

No right to eliminate

While the Collegian claims not to be en-

dorsing any candidates for student govern-

ment association president this year, in ac-

tuality it is. In yesterday's editorial. "The

choice is yours", the Collegmn managed to

make the editorial a review of only four

candidates.

The Keohan/Sbardella bid for the

presidency was the one to be hurt by the

newspaper's lack of research in sweeping,

over generalizations. With no supporting

evidence the Collegian accused

Keohan/Sbardella of a "lack of experience

and any real grasp of student politics."

Even this comment was relegated Xo a

short paragraph at the end of the article.

Keohan and Sbardella were not ever com-

pared and contrasted with the other can-

didates. In effect the CoUeguin haphazard-

ly eliminated the Keohan/Sbardella team

from their review.

There is no indication that

Keohan/Sbardella are any less politically

experienced than any of the other cim

didates.

In any case, the Collegian has no right U>

eliminate or discredit a choice without facts

to back its allegations. An irresponsible

editorial should not affect a campaign in

this manner. The choice should lie with the

voters, and their opinion should not be un-

justly swayed.
Terrance F. Egan

SouthweHt

Give them a chance

We feel that Keohan and Stwrddla were
unacceptably cut down and cut out of

yesterday's editorial. Not being entangled

in the student government, with access to

the facts to the issues being hard to get, cb-

viously they were not as up on the issu^ at

hand. However, this being the case, it is not

reasonaJ:)le to imply that they are incapable

of the position of co-presidents. The other

candidates have already had the chance to

show their incompetence. Keohan and

Sbardella should be given the chance to

show what they are made of.

Sean Murphy
Scott Soderberg

Southwest

Candidates speak out
If all the candidates are categorized as

either left of right, where do new ideas

come from? We don't expect the Collegian

to be an unbiased, impartial observer but,

it is obviously suppressing our ideas. We
asked that they try to sift through the

tidal wave of rhetoric that annually ac-

companies SGA elections. We also ask

them to try to make an honest attempt to

grasp our stand on the issues.

"Hiis is just one of the many recurring

examples of the Collegian's abuse of its

responsibility as a campus-wide
newspaper.

For two students to enter a race and

have their issues actively ignored proves

that any single student voice on (mmpus

has a long way to travel to find any

medium from which students can voice

their opinions in black and white.

Patrick Keohan
Teresa Sbardella

Southwest

'Honestly concerned'

I would like to know what degree the Col-

legum thmks candidates should hold in

order to qualify them to speak for the stu-

dent body' ' ~ ^ opinion anyone willing to

help the s in any way should be

allowed to do so. Patrick Keohan/Teresa

Sbardella are honestly concerned enough
for our rights to do something about it. I

myself feel that they have the best

qualifications since they are students, not

members of the already corrupted student

government.
Paula Flanagan

Southwest
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The Collegian
NEW ENCJLAND'S

LAH(;EST ( ()LLE(iE DAILY

IS LOOKING FOR A
SOPHOMORE BUSINESS MAJOR

TO WORK IN THE
\\\ -^1 NESS OFFICE AS AN

ASSISTANT
FINANCE MANAGER

APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION ARE
AVAILABLE AT THE Collegian, 113 CAMPUS
CENTER. APPLICATION DEADLINE IS
THURSDAY MARCH 14.
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The way we think
Today is the 78th annual In-

ternational Women's Day, a

day to honor women
throughout the world and their

continuing struggle for equal

rights. It concludes the week-

long International Women's
Event, which has been observ-

ed with lectures and cultural

events at the University of

Massachusetts since 1977.

The original motivation for

this celebration was a 1908

uprising in New York City's

garment district during which

20,000 women participated in

strikes and demonstrations,

following a garment factory

fire in which hundreds of

women were killed due to doors

that opened inward and lack of

fire escapes.

Those demonstrators and
others demanded better living

and working conditions and an

end to child labor. Today we
take for granted another
freedom they struggled for: the

right of women to vote.

But while applauding the ad-

vances women have made since

Uie days of brutally exploitive

mill conditions in

Massachusetts, of bound feet in

China, and of suffragette

hunger strikes in England, we
must recognize that the task of

transforming a sexist society is

neither easy nor complete. It

requires constant efforts to

change attitudes and practices

in all aspects of our lives.

In the United States, these

attitudes and practices have

not yet changed enough for a

woman to be paid more than an

average of 60 cents for every

dollar a man makes, or for our

constitution to include a simple

statement that men and
women must be treated equal-

ly. At UMass, they have not

changed enough for women to

comprise more than 8 percent

of tenured full professors.

International Women's Day
is not merely a commemora-
tion. It is a reminder to all of us

that the key to equality bet-

ween the sexes lies in all of us
— not only in the way we vote,

demonstrate, promote, hire

and fire, but in the way we
think.

Unsigned editorials repre-

sent the majority opinion of the

Collegian board of editors.

It began as a whim...

It started out as a simple whim.

I had always loved swimming
and I was on my high school swim

team. And who could forget the glory of

the Olympic swimmers, going for the gold?

I, a woman, wanted to cover the univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's swim team for

sports.

"Get out of here, " my friend, the sports

editor, said. "What do you know about
swimming? Anyway, I know you only want
to do it for ulterior motives."

ihe uJtenor motives were a part of it

(writing about 30 men in very good shape

could prove interesting) but I explained my
background in swimming to him; then I

begged, cajoled and pleaded for the next

two weeks.

•Ukay," he said, "but don t screw up."

Which I did.

At me nrst meet, I was very nervous.

The guys on the team looked at me as if I

was from Mars. Although I know a lot

about swimming and a lot about reporting,

I didn't really know too much abouf repor-

ting swimming. I forgot to get any of the

finishing times for the swimmers. I had to

call Russ, the coach, the next day at home

to get the results.

"It won't happen again," I told my editor

as he shook his head and looked up to the

heavens.

And it didn't. Things didn't always come

out okay but I learned as I went along. One

of the hardest things I had to deal with was

the swimmers. Some would say hello to me,

Nancy A. Bukar

some would look at me funny and some
would ignore me totally. I wondered if it

was because I was a woman or because I

was "the press."

I guess that it was a little bit of both.

When I first started, my stories were pret-

ty rough but I think by the end of the

season, I was pretty proud of the way I

could write a swimming story. Maybe some
of the men were intimidated. (It's okay

guys, you can tell me — it's off the record.)

I may never know.
What I do know is that I had a great time

and I made friends (after a while) with the

guys. The apprehension that I had first felt

when surrounded by many nearly naked

bodies faded into admiration for the dedica-

tion and expertise that these guys worked
so hard for.

The New England swimming champion-

ships and the final meet of the season were

this past weekend. It was both a happy
time when the team came in third,

something that hadn't been done since the

1930s, and a sad time, because it was the

last story I'd ever write about swimming.

My objective observation as a member of

the press went out the window on Saturday

and it was a blast. So to all the guys on the

team — thanks for a great season and con-

gratulations. It's been a lot of fun writing

about winners.

Nancy A. Bukar is a Collegian staff

meTnher.
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Letters to the Editor
Dean of students office 'helpless,' 'blameless'

As the individual resp«n.sible for coor-

dinating production of the Student

Telephone Directory, {HTmit me to clarify

for the record what transpirwl in re^janl to

the anticipated spring edition.

The Student Telephone Directory i.s

printed pursuant to bid specifications

prepared by the Dean of Students Office

and advertised by the Procurement Office.

The successful bidder is responsible for,

among other things, all publication ex-

penses. In return, he/she is entitled to re-

tain all advertising revenue. The vendor

must deliver the completed jot) not later

than three weeks after copy is provided.

It became apparent early in .Ianuar> that

the vendor might encounter difficulty in

meeting the bid specifications insofar as

delivery was concerned. Repeated at

tempts to contact this individual were un-

successful. Meanwhile, litigation was in-

itiated bv the printer against the vendor.

This action to the best of our judgment
preclude*! pnxluction of any directories

iiefore late March, i.e.. after mid-semester.

It was d«H"ide<l at that (Hunt, tliat no direc

tories would be printe<l. Anticipating the

problems this might create, we aU-rt***! the

office to which tlie swiU-hl)oard ^HTsonnel

report so that additional support might be

ctmsidered.

The situation at this time remains beyond

our ctmtrol, not of our making and
unavoidable. I acknowUnlge the problem

that this absence of a service traditionally

pnjvided by the Dean of Students Office

has created. We are helpless antl blameless

however in having creat«*d it.

I hope this explanation will allay your

concerns. Any suggestions will certainly be

appreciated.

Robert N. Brooks
Associate Dean of Students

Clarifying some *misinformation' about PMS
The Everywoman's Center recently

sponsored a workshop on Premenstrual

Syndrome because it is a controversial

health issue surrounded by many
misconceptions. Unfortunately, the article

reporting on the workshop which appeared

in Monday's Collegian was inaccurate and

contained misinformation. As one of the

facilitators of the PMS workshop, I would

like to correct the misinformation, mis-

quotes, misspellings and misconceptions.

"The first error that I would like to set

straight is that the workshop was
facilitated by Veda Andrus (not Vita An-

dras) and myself, a graduate student in the

School of Public Health (not Health

Studies).

It is true. Premenstrual Syndrome has

been associated with approximately 150

different symptoms. However, not all

women experience the same symptoms
and, as far as I know, no one experiences

all 150 symptoms. According to the Col-

legian article, an estimated 5 million

women suffer from PMS. Neither Andrus

nor I made this statement because there is

insufficient epidemiological evidence to

estimate the prevalence of PMS. Further-

more, it is difficult to accurately

distinguish between normal cyclical

changes and changes or symptoms which

are severe enough to constitute a disease

or syndrome.

Regarding diet, Andrus recommended
eliminating all sugar from the diet.

Substituting honey or molasses was only

recommended for those women who felt

that they could not abstain. Reduction in

salt consumption was an equally important

suggestion omitted from the article. Coffee

addicts — relax. Caffeine does not cause

Premenstrual Syndrome as the article

states. Caffeine can exacerbate symptoms
such as nervous tension, insomnia, water
retention, and glucose intolerance. I cannot

'

confirm or deny the fact that 97 percent

caffeine-free coffee has half the cafifeine of

regular coffee because this infonnation

was volunteered by a workshop partici-

pant, not Andrus.

The quote, "If you are going to take PMS
medically, take it slowly..." was attributed

to me. Personally, I don't want to take

PMS anywhere, in any way, but I don't

have a choice at this point in time. The
biological cause of Premenstrual Syndrome
is controversial. As a result, medical treat-

ment of the condition is trial and error. The

safest course of action to alleviate PMS
symptoms is dietary and lifestyle changes

(exercise and stress reduction). If this does

not work, vitamin supplements or herbal

remedies might be trie<i. For some women,

nothing seems to work. I recommended
that women seeking medical treatment

educate themselves about the options

available, analyze the risks and the benefits

of these options, and assert themselves in

relationships with their physicians by ask-

ing questions and participating in deci-

sions.

PMS is a complex medical and social

issue. The Collegian oversimplified the pro-

blem by reporting on only one aspect. The
agenda of our workshop included political

and personal concerns of women who suf-

fer from PMS as well as coping strategies.

I hope that I have clarified some of the

misconceptions which may have resulted

from the article and restored my personal

and professional credibility in the process.

Sharon Zalewski

Women's Health Series

Workshop Coordinator
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Worcester
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EDDIE MURPHY.... April 18
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TheSure Thing is surprisingly sweet
By HERB RAMY & MATT MACHERA
CoUegian Staff

When one first hears the tiUe of Rob Reiner's new filrn

Ths Surt Thing, he or she might be reminded of any of the

cheap teenage flicks where acting and the plot are kept to

a bare minimum. Thankfully, instead, we find here a

romantic comedy that is sure to be the surprise hit of the

year. Although this movie contains some of the same

elements found in the teen flicks, they are presented m
such a way as to be funny without being raunchy or crude.

The movie opens with two high school friends, Lance

and Gib, discussing how their lives will be in college. Lance

is going off to study on the West Coast while Gib is plann-

ing on attending a small Ivy League school in New

England. From here the plot follows Gib's life in his new

surroundings. While at school, Gib becomes interested m a

girl in his English class named Allison. Unfortunately they

are total opposites, and she finds him obnoxious and rude.

The fun really begins when Lance invites Gib to California

for Christmas Break U) meet the sure thing. Because he

can't afford any other form of transportation, he accepts a

ride from a couple traveling West. To his dismay he finds

that t}\e car's other passenger is Allison.

From here the two slowly make their way West, even-

tuaUy thumbing a good deal of the way. Not wanting to

give any more of the story away, suffice it to say that the

unlikely pair encounter difficulties before reaching

their destination.

Although neither of the film's two major actors have

had much film experience, they both come across as

veterans. John Cusack, who plays Gib, seemed especially

at ease in front of the camera. His tinung and delivery

were so natural that it was difficult to remember he was

only a character in a film.

As for Daphne Zuniga (Allison), her acting was no less

impressive. Although her major contribution was playing

Cusack 's straight man, she proved that she could also be a

comedienne by delivering some unexpectedly funny lines

of her own.
.

,

These two actors did an outstandmg job, but the movie s

real star was never seen on the screen. Rob Reiner, whose

only other directing credit is the critically-acclaimed

Spinal Tap has created a winner. He has proved that a

modem day comedy about young adults can succeed

without depending upon sex to draw an audience. Reiner

takes new actors and an old idea, and combines them to

make a movie that is highly enjoyable to young and old

alike.

Fine Artsi Center
Cancert m
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

TliEcliAMbER
MUSICSOOETy
oF UnCoIn CCNtER

I
I the Generation

TUESDAY. WAR 12. 8PM
TICKETS.$12. SIO. $8

i
Kiiwiati

Qrrhesth'
^

Michael Gieles^

Music Director

Mr MICHEL SCHUB. piano

WEDNESDAY. MAR 27. 8PM
TICKETS: $13. $11, $9

Five College Students HaitPffce Tickets available at Fme •
'„ f^

Centef Bo« OHice. Spnngtieid Civic Center and DATATIX Outlets *'-*^

Call (413) S45 2511 or 1 800 243-4^2
J

UPC/DEC Proudly Present

The Eighth Annual Solos and Duos Series

A Special Evening with

AL DIMEOLA
AIRTO MOREIRA
PHIL MARKOWITZ

Solo Acoustic Guitar & Trio Performances

THURSDAY, MARCH 28th

S. U.B. UMASS 8 PM
TICKETS $5.00

Tickets on sale at the Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and

Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and

Pittsfield
No cans, bottles or recording devices.

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY

nuuBii «-f A-'.iqf s: bo CINEMA
Friday and Saturday
Bogie and Bacall

Key Largo 7:10

To Have and to Have Not 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday
Don't Look Now 7:00
starring Julie Christie Cr Don Sutherland

Walk About 9:00

30 Amity St. Amherst 253 5426

i^HmillHIHIIIHIIIIIUIIIHIUliUIUUillllUllllHMtttttlll

r'Don't mi>s the
'Blues' brother...

.« mjrav k- oi »ound, «n.tu»n and hiyh
xpirits vou i.ann<<( attorJ tii miss. \n
I'xtraordindrv moMi!"
XrihtrVKinstin. \'i« Vork Posi

IIIUIHillllijg

I JOHN BEUJSHI DAN AYKROYD i

THE BLUES BROTHERS
R •vtTfifcrt* iZ

]

etvitiai

ALNIVtRSAl PKTLRt
* tnjoo* nr *ii

I
Friday March 8th

I Engineering East Aud.

I
$1. at 4:30 $1.50 at 6:50, 9:10. 11:30
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ARTS
CiNEMASCOOP

by Count Ram in Zahed

The greatest thing about Hollywood is that you never

expect much from it and when once in a while the studios

come up with satisfactory material, you are put in seventh

heaven. It seemed like spring last week when Heavan
Help Us and The Sure Thing turned out to be sweet

sleepers and not teenage trash. Humanity was restored to

earth. I rarely cheer in movie theatres, but the honesty of

Heaven Help Us, especially the twominute cameo by

Larry Bud Melman of Dave l^etterman fame had me
roaring like a fool. Andrew McCarthy who plays the

newcomer to a Catholic school in Brooklyn radiates with

sincerity. The rest of the cast are equally good as the class

nerd, the dumb bully (Kevin Dillon proving to be as ob

noxious as his brother Matt), and a young Catholic who has

a tendency of abusing his private parts day and night.

Now here is a film which says in two minutes more about

the excesses of academic discipline than a foohsh Breakfast

Club attempts to do in two hours.

Speaking of Hollywood's vices, allow me to introduce the

latest crowd pleasing, formula based, dumb, and totally

irreverant film by the master of manipulation. John

I.andis. Into the Night manages to waste the talents of

.lelf Cioldblum. Dan Arkroyd. Richard Karnsworth. Irene

Papas, and David Bowie at a single strike. U.K., the film is

very slick and well put together, but. that's it. The plot is

a re hash of North by Northwest which makes Hitchcock

turn in his grave. The only redeeming quality about Into

the Night i.s Michelle Pfeiffer who must be one of the most

l)eautLful smugglers in the history of rinema. Ten thumbs

down for this film.

Michelle Pfeiffer will be seen as another enchanted

woman in the upcoming LadyHawke. a film which sounds

like a Medieval dream mme true. Matthew Broderick

( War Games\ is a young pickpo<-ket who becwnes involved

with .sorcery. The title o( the film refers to the impossible

kne of a maiden who turns into a hawke each dav and a

nobleman who becomes a wt^f by night (Rutger Haueri.

The entire movie is shot in Italy, among the b<'autiful

ca-stles of Parma belonging to the late Italian filmmaker

Luchino Visconti. Even the mention of the film makes my
heart p«>und fast - t's say Ladyhauke will be the

Mtckeile Pfeiffer portrays habeau of Anjou in

Warner Brothers' Ladyhawke.

( inemasi.M.j^r ^.^k of the spring break.

While we are at the subject of Italy and the Romans, be

prepared for another NBC miniseries called 4 A starring

Susan Sarandon. James Mason. .Vnthony Andrews (as

Nero, what a laugh I. Jennifer O Neill. Ava llardner. and

Fernando Rey among others. The theme simply put

together by the press package is hilarious: 'in the silence

of the g«»ds. imp«'rial Rome burns with its power, its vices,

its desperate splendor." Sounds like Dynasty goes to

Rome It should be fun to watch just for the laughs and the

set sh«»t m .Algeria.

Melissa Gilbert, who incidentally is another face to laugh

at. has a movie opening soi>n. Melissa, constantly haunteti

by her pa.st image of little peasant girl running in ih.

prairies, has decided to create a totally new image of

hers«>lf. She couldn't go far with her tak«nts so I guess sh.

s«'ttled for a silly girl and horse theme which vaguelv

resembles Nati<mat Veltet The film is called Sylvester

(the name of the horset. and should b«' as much fun as a

smurf orgy, lio back to i h«> prairie or to Rob Ix>we for that

matter.

Also, you can lo«»k forward to another Neil Simon pictur.

call-d The Slugger's U'l/t M*heiluled for an - ' :^

release. This lumedy which stars Michael '

Rebbeca De Mornay in addition to Randy Quaid is a Une

st«»ry between a baseball slugger and his rock singer wife.

Plumbley's Luncheon Express:
A mouth watering array of

overstuffed sandwiches...with all the fixins!

— Choose from —

ROAST BEEF • TURKEY • CORNED BEEF
Expertly carved before vour very eyes in our newly renovnted Victorian Parlor.

95 and use your "Luncheon t.xpress" C'arJ

for a special discount this week onlv!

.:T;;:fc.«t,
^o.. d^^--"'

But wait, there's more!
Feast your tastcbuds on our fresh

homemade chili and soups.. .all

included at this one low price.

Plumbley's Luncheon Express.

It has to be

experienced to be believed!

Plumbley's
off the common^
30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, 253-9586

If you're into Neil Simon's sentimentality, you mi^ht enjoy

this one because the cast seems to be quite good.

Criminal Act of the Week: Mt. Farm Theatre is actually

taking away Heaven Help Us only to replace it with

Missing in Action Part T\uo. What is this world coming to?

Chuck Norris replacing Donald Sutherland, why, why".'

Weekend Winner. No question about it. Julie Christie

and Donald Sutherland are brilliant as troubled parents

taken by the mystery of life in Venice in Don't Look Now.
This film is a classic and to miss it at the Amherst Cinema
this Sunday would be a sin as grave as listening to RED
Speedwagon. The other half of the double feature is

Walkabout, a strange Australian trip to the land of the

abiirigines. This picture was highly acclaimed when it was

released abtjut ten years ago.

If you wish to stay on campus catch Roseni-roJtti and

Gutldenstem at the Hand with the marvelous Marty

Norden as Claudius.

The Cinemascoop Oscar Contest: Here's your chance to

predict the Oscar winners and win four passes to the

Hampshire mall, have your picture taken, see your name in

print, ride the royal bike. KxcaUbur to the Mall (Yes. I

myself will drive you to the theatre on my bicycle, tons of

fun and excitement for the family!. .Second prize is a copy

of the Vision Quest album and third prize is a Matt Dillon

p«»ster. Fill »>ut the balkit in today's CoUegtan and drop it

at the special Oscar Contest llox at the Collegian office.

Winners will be announced in the post Oscar ceremony

Cin«'niaM<M»p after the spring break. Good luck with the

mid terms and try t > catch Once Upon a Thne in Amenca
during the break, you won't regret it.

Kutger Hauer and Matthew Broderwk are out to

fight an evtl spell in Warner Brothers' Ladyhawke.
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You need a

summer )ob or

part time work.

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn

up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your
own hours.

|Fm«$aTtq:W »ATS $3 80

BOCKY HORROR

TERMINATOR

ROLLERBALL

PINK fLHYO

THE WALL

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our

spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

JaHrey, NH 03452
603/532-4416
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Final Day
B\N^^

PLACE:

DA TE: March 6-8 rAV£: 9:150 -1:00J^^STORE"^
,;! Rpqijtfpd c »9S5 ArtCarvwJOms Rings

SEE YOUR/IRTCAWEDREPRESENTATNE FOR DETAILS.
18433 11

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441
Budweiser suitcase cans $11.56 + dep.

Grizzley Canadian Beer$3.25 6/pk; $12.95 case + dep

Moosehead Canadian $3.70 6/pk. + dep.

Beck's light or dark $4.25 6/pk. + dep.

Rolling Rock long necks $10.00 case + dep

Utica Club long necks $6.49 case + dep.

Narragansett 16 oz cans. . . $2.50 6/pk; $9.50 case + dep

Peppermint Schnapps 60° $4.49 750 mi.

NEW LOW PRICE!!
Vodka or Gin 80° $7.99 1.75 L

-^ .' v_ /
Hi',

Going South? m.'^
Come see our

terrific selection

of new shoes!

>

/

Friday Social Hour

3:00 P.M. til 6 P.M.
(Maintain the Tradition)

XodctM 's
E^tc^

tainrri*

oR^^
Three Hours of Fantastic

Entertainment

No Cover - Over 20 Only

Friday. March 8. 1985

A *new' China
examined
By CHRISTINE MAHINI
Colleffian Staff

Due to mere logistics, the closest view that many
.Americans ever get of current events occuring in other
nations is one filtered through television journalism. This

is espe<-ially true of China, just beginning to open up to

Western investigation after years of speculative silence.

One fortunate side effect of Deng Xiaoping's open door

policy toward the West is the possibility for investigation

and interaction beyond the superficial level, in in depth

literary journalism.

TO GET RICH IS GLORIOUS: The New Yorker Reporti

on China (Pantheon Books, 210 pages, $15.95) is a

collection of essays about Deng's "new China" written by

noted Sinologist Orville Schell. Schell is a long time ob
server of things Chinese whose previous books on the

subject ( Watch Out for the Foreign Guests, Modem China,

and In the People's Republic] qualify him to interpret

( hinas "new materialism." Schell draws upon both the

nation's historical consciousness and the graft of com-

munist ideology in an attempt to fully explore the im
plications of current reaction against the Cultural

Revolution

TO GET RICH IS GLORIOUS (the title of which comes
from a new popular slogan) has everything one would

expect from a New Yorker correspondent's report: sharp,

clear writing, attention to detail, and an eye for telling

images. These images become jarring, almost frightening.

a.s ."schell's vision of modern China unfolds. He explores the

positive and negative effects of the 1978 Third Plenum
which to a large extent decentralized industry m the

People s Republic, and loosened other government controls

as well.

' I'll reveab the colorful as well as ununous truil of this

ia.ixul change. Material pn^perity has brought a new

excitement to Chinese social life, fashion, and art. At the

same time, in the kx>ser environment, official and petty

crime have blossomed. Religious and family life have been

fundamenlally altered as well.

Hut the most thought provoking aspect of Schell's book

d.
' • his ability to postulate China's future. Where

w. ^.1 rich quick" phil<>M>phy lead in a natK)n with

more people than natural resources'.' For example,

o ing by peasants now allowed to rai.se their own
! ... f, ha-s led to erosion of critically important

.;!.i>>lan(lN. Similarly, exotic wildlife now sold in open

markets is becoming endangered. Schell reveals the

delicate balance between the "good" and "bad" results of

i >«ngs far reaching policies. Indeed, a warning of

(perhaps inevitable?) reaction seems implicit in Schell's

careful analysis.

TO GET RICH IS GLORIOUS is a smaU book. What

Schell covers iwith his considerable expertise) is so

- ng that it leaves one wanting more. It is a good

:^i lion toa vast and fascinating subject.

Before discussing .^nnie Dillard's recently published

inters with Chinese Writers (Weslleyan Iniversity

. .->. 106 pages), it is important to clarify what the book

IN not . It is not a ('hinese Living by Fictinn; it is neither an

exploration nor a criticism of contemporary Chinese

! '-r
. It is. as Dillard explains, a series of literary

, .is' of the telling interactions between some

(hinese and American writers, recorded on cultural ex

in which Dillard was a participant.

tfrs wtth Chinese Writers is a fine small effort;

.Collegian is

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 85
SIGN UP & INFO TABLE
IN FRONT OF THE HATCH

M-F 10-3

The UMass Ski Club Is your

SPRING BREAK CONNECTION

430 Student Union 546-3437

TO GET RICH
IS GLORIOUS

CHINA IN THE 80 s

I rl fc N e V^ W K K t J*

RfPORTS ON CHINA
ORVILLE SCHELL

colorful and clever, it is scattered with the exploits of such

luminaries as to seem almost an international literary

gossip. Dillard manages to catch, more than once, that

sense of a nation in flux which is concretely described in

Schell's book.

It is a little frustrating, at the start Dillard claims a "no

comment stance which ultimately detracts from the

book's impact. Pulitzer prize winning Dillard has been

prominent long enough to make such pretension to ob

jectivity beside the point. The best moments in

Encounters with Chinese Writers come when she allows

personalities (her own, and others'! to shine through the

web of bureaucracy and the awkwardness interpreters.

Dillard's impreNsions of China escape the threat of

superficiahty. finally, because the people livf in her

images.

The lush life
A SUNDAY IN THE COUNTRY
DIRECTED BY BERTRAND TAVERNIER
ACADEMY OK MUSIC. Nv')RTHA.MPTON

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

Foreign films can present something of a challenge to

American audiences. Such films do not always have a tang-

ible story. Often it seems that the director reUes heavily on
one's ability to fill in the gaps from shared human experience.

This assumption can load a lot of responsibility onto the

reader. Perhaps the hardest part of seeing a foreign film is

reading the subtitles. The best advice to the novices out

there: make sure you have had a good night's sleep. Foreign

films can be hard work.

Hertrand Tavernier's.4 Sunday in the Country is a tough

assignment. Visually, it is a beautiful film filled with lush

photography. Tavemier creates a paradise in tum-of-the-

century FVance when people seemed to lead a more enthan

ted life. He gives the impression that the plot is in the format

of a play. Scenes are opened and closed by bright or fading

Ught. While there is a sense of structure, the characters and
their emotions remain shallow. Even the all knowing nar-

rator does not pn>vide enough to flesh out this poorly

written story.

The actors themselves are well cast and their appearance
tells a lot about their characters. Monique Chaumette as the

maid Mercedes is an instant reminder of the Frenchwomen
who were painted by Toulfuise Latrec at the end of the last

century. Louis Ducreux as the aging Mtmsieur Ladmiral is

moving as he fights his senility that has also hindered his

painting career Michel Aumont andtlenevieveMnich suffer

the most from this p'Mir writing. They are cimsigned to keep-

ing the action alive until the arrival of Monsieur Ladmiral's

daughter, Irene. Irene is brilliantly played by Sabine Azema.
She breezes onto the scene just in time to ))nng a bit of fresh

air t«i an otherwi.se slttw moving film

ALDRICH
AUTO SUPPLY

383 Main St. Amherst

253-7677 253-5840

Hours Mon-Fri 8-5:30; Sat. 8-3:00

- COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP -

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC PARTS

S
A
V
E

Fresh Ravioli • $1.00 Off
(4 varieties) reg. $5.99/lb.

No Limit • Coupon Expires March 31, 1985

per pound on purchase of

a pound or more

s
A
V
E

79 Main St., Amherst 253-3442 yviTH THIS COUPON J

cntntstx^

SUMMER JOB
Cape Cod and the islands of Nantucket

and Martha's Vineyard have more good

paying jobs open to students and

teachers this summer than ever before.

A directory of employers listing

thousands of these jobs also contains

housing info and application forms. No
fees are charged.

For an immediate copy of the 1985

Directory via 1st Class Mail send $3.00 to;

Cape Cod Summer Jobs
Box 594. Room 301

Barnstable, MA 02630

Public Policy and Management

University otScxillTcrn Maine

Two years of study leading to the master of

arts in public policy and management

^ geared to meet the needs of leaders in

public policy and management
X tocuses on policy analysis policy develop-

ment and public management
^ integrates economics, sociology political

science, philosophy and law into all aspects of

curriculum

^ balances theoretical studies with practical

applications

^ creates a rich and stimulating environment

where small groups of talented and motivated

students, guided try accomplished and commit

ted faculty learn and grow together

j
liyf serv/ng a new ger^eration ot policy makers

Applications now being accepted Contact

Mark R S^^edd Direcior Public Policy and Management

program 96 Falmouth Street. University of Southern

Mime Portland Maine 04103 (207) 780-4380

O d unit of The University of Maine
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LOOKING FOR AN ACADEMIC

ALTERNATIVE ?

CALL JIP/aT 545-15*0

1011 BDIC

1029 Five College Courses

1030 Office of Internships

1038 Study Abroad

1310 Ntnl. Student Exchange Program

1036 Stockbridge School of Agriculture

1040 University without walls

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 5451540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

cordiullv invites

Seniors

to the (luupiis (enter

Monduw Mnreli 1 1 tli

at 7:00 p.m.

Meet our executives and enjoy refreshments

Tell us about your career goals

and hear about the exciting

Executive Development Program at Lord & Taylor,

America's leading fashion specialty store

Even H you have not previous/y

thought of retailing as a career.

you may want to know about

the many interesting opportunities

at Lord & Taylor.

If you have proven abilities and

a record of achievement.

and look forward to the challenge

of managing a profitable business

in just three ye •«' time,

lord & Taylor looks forward to meetinj you.

SSSSH
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SPORTS CO-OP
MONDAY, MARCH 1 1 10-4
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322 STUDENT UNION

545-4629 -' K

^ «*«» 4>r«OVtO IN»I«CTKM t

'JSSL

MA Sal«« Tai Eilra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
"VUr SmvKe T09 Siore

78 S<m«w1m4 Nd
. Mo AMtaisl. MA

AX -VISA -MC 54»-4704

0^0

TA/f OFFICIAL CINEMASCOOP OSCAR 1986 CONTEST

Here's your chsfjce to outguess the Academy of Motion Pictures picks for 1986. Simply cirde the norttirtee you think

is going to sweep the Oscar, and if you are right you might win four passes to exciting new films at the Hampshire MaH

in addition to a free ride on the royal bike, Excalibur. Runners up wiH get a superb new Vision Quest album featuring

Madonna and anything the Count can put together in the last minutes. The ultimate worst prediction wHI win a free

Matt Dillon poster. Phase return the ballot to the CoHogian Cinemascoop box before the Oscar ceremonies, no later

tttan March 24. May the best win.

Th« Cinsmaacoop 57th Academy Awarda
Contaat Form

Made poaaible through granta from Louia XIV.

Pia Zadora. Draw Barrymora. and Lady Diana.

70^
DRAFTS

ALL THE TIME
Beer of the Month -

St. Paull Girl $1.25

Drink of the Week -

Collins Drinks

Tom, John, Whiskey - $1.00

Imported from France,

Fischer Beer $1.50

Try our triplemint Schnappsi

Nama of Contaatant Phone

.

THE SPOKE
a drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy^

% East Pleasant St. Amherst
(right next to The Sub)

Picture:

e. Amadeua
b. The Killing Fielda

c. A Peaaaga to India

d. Places in the Meert

e. A Soldier's Story

Actor:

a. F. Murray Abrehem
b. Jeff Bridgea

c. Albert Finney

d. Tom Hulce
e. Sam Weteraon

3. Actreaa:

a. Judy Davia

b. Sally Raid
c. Jeaaica Lange
d. Vaneaaa Redgrave
e. Siaay Spacek

Supporting Actor:

a. Adolph Caeser

b. John Malkovich
c. Noriyuko Morita

d. Haing S. Ngor
e. Relph Richerdaon

Supporting Actreaa:

a. Peggy Ashcroft

b. Glen Cloae
c. Undaay Crouae
d. Chriatine Lahti

a. Gereldine Pege

Director:

a. Woody Allen

b. Robert Benton
c. Miloa Forman
d. Roland Joffe

e. Devid Leen

Foreign Rim:
a. Beyond the Wells

b. Cemlila. A Qea
c. Dangerous Movea
d. Double Feeture

e. Wertime Romence

8. Originel Song:
a. Take a Look et Me Now
b. Footloose
c. Ghostbusters
d. I Juat Called to Say I Love You
e. Lat'a Heer it for the Boy

J

i Fun 19

e
e
e
e
e
e I

irs FRIDAY! Are You Ready

II

NORTHAMTON
BOWL

Exit 18 Rt 91
5844830

a
a flsr<;

CX

^ W j^ taking a dive

into a nice

relaxing Hot Tub at

Utopia Spas? Imagine
the soothing music

of your choice playing m
your pnvate room

Ahhhhh< That's awesome'

Comeon out to where
the fun times roll.

a
a
a

Vi hour and tiour rates available

Open Men 4 PM 1 AM.
Tues. Sun 11 AM 1 AM
call r>ow lof reservations

SPASUTOPIA SPAS
165 University Drive. Amherst

253-7727
GIf T C£RT»CAff S *vAI>.Aeci

•f« A •«• •!• all ilitVi A •!• •!• t^ !• Ji •!• ifi •! tli •!• !• A A •!• A A

We are ready for St. Patrick's Day!

with plenty of HARP BEER,

GUINESS STOUT,

JAMESONS WHISKEY, and

BAILEY'S IRISH CREAM,

and more too!

338 College St. 253-5384

hi K'^r 8

9- lam
-S-'

J^

^^

Cftpapob Cet^TEPw
AuoiTcn^om.
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363 Main Street, Amherst, MA
256-0222

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY INEFFECT
FROM WEDNESDA F, MARCH 6

THRU THURSDAYMARCH 14

Large Cheese Pizza $5.25

Large One Item Pizza $6.25
WE ALSO HAVE WORLD-CLASS SUBS

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY
WE DELIVER FROM 4 pm till 2 am WEEKNIGHTS

AND FROM 4 pm till 3 am ON WEEKENDS

WINNERS CHOICE
REEBOK ®

Freestyle" High Top
Lecither aerobic shoe
Women's Red. black

white Reg S47 99

39

Hurricane" Nylon Phase One Trainer
an6 suede jogger Suede and nylon nicsri

Men's Grey jogger Teal blue

Women's Light blue Men's and women's
Reg S29 99 Reg S4S 99

'24 36

Freestyle " Leather

aerobic shoe Men's
Black, white t^M
Reg S42 99 3"r

Women's White,

pink, grey %'^'%
Req S39 99 dib

Reebok. The one you wear to wiri Whether you're hangirig out or
working out, you'll appreciate Reebok's winning qualities. These a^e
the athletic shoes that aie lighter, more durable ancj incredibly more
comfortable than any you've ever worn. If you like to win, now's

the time to come to the Reebok sale at Olympian.

\X/b thriveon competition.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9. Hadley.

L.( U

^************************%
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Party Bus
Party Bus ,

Party Bus
UMASS SKI CLUB

goes down to R. Lauderdale

on the PARTY BUS
Party down the coast

'till you reach the beach.

Round trip motorcoach leaves UMass
at 6:00 AM 3:15 and arrives in Fla. on

3/16. Bus leaves Fla. 3/22 and arrives

at UMass 3/23

For more info call 545-3437
•i^************************^?"

March Beer

of the Month

HEINEKEN

Proper I.D.

a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

XHEEHAIMS

U\VE EN
^^EBTA^NMtNT^^C\NG

FRI. NITE

Pajama Slave

Dancers
SAT. NITE

Square One
Mon. nth - Marion Brown

Wed. UUh - Mushroom People
Thur. I ith - Atnjah

JAZZ JAZZ
FAvrif Monday Site

MARION BROWN
(hack fn^m his European Tonr)
Free Japanese Food Fridays

Free Assorted Munchies Nightly
24 Pleasant Street, Northampton. MA
586-4258 parking in rear

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

9^ mu} Rute ^ 1
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rvo Nore^R, fnf/? hurtu
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Rats By Congo
Mr M V U AM 6-

J5 zecDA.

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

Jm KiiPctitif^ TO

Yeasthead ByJasonTalerman

pie. ... 5oA»ef i/«*f5 Cty,\cS-

hpcti loses sof^ \x>oc^

\

M
K

oops, /Oo^ l^oz. IS

'J
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GORDY By Gorde

HERE / , f^OOF, LOVE C3O0
OF C.AMSS,S'T REAOIKJG
THE PAPER, EWJOY/WS
THE iAJARMTH OF /wy
ME\AJC( (3>RO/0^ FACIAL

HAIRS

HELLO, PyOF I CDOLOtJT
HELP MCmC/KJQ YOO R
BEARP IS YOCR AAALE £60
HIGHER I^O\AJ THAW EVER "

' IKJT
OBVIOUSLY YOU'RE

ItJJO ANOTHER TACTIC
FOR ''FEMALE ATTEfJ-

TlOU" BAH.' YOU
D/5&UST MEfy

weather

Today: Mostly cloudy with occasional

rain. Hi^s ranging from 40-45.

Saturday: Mostly sunny with highs

ranging from 50-55.

Sunday: Mostly sunny again with highs

in the 508.

D.C. Menu
Friday. March 8

LUNCH
Chicken CuUet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

Spanish Shrimp and Rice

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
(;arl)anzo Vegi-table Stew

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

DINNER
Meatloaf/Mannara Sauct:

New England Style Scrod

with Herb Crumb Topping

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

New EnglaiMi Style Scrod

with Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

Saturday. March 9

BRUNCH
Fried Eggs

Breakfast Sausage
F^zza

BASICS BRUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Pizxa

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Gravy
Baked Ham/

Orange Pineaj)ple Sauce

Tuna Salad PlaU- with Chips

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetal>les and Tofu

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Sunday, March 10

BRUNCH
Ham and Swiss Omelet

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS BRUNCH
Fiesta Rice and Cheew

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Baked Chuken/

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Breaded Veal Pattie/

Tomato Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Kgg|»lant Parmigiaiia

Baked Chicken/

(iravy, Cranln'rry Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Acnoss
1 Commutef s

suppon
6 Absorbed
10 Aptirodile's

u ACastM
15 Intet

16 Earthy

1 r Mich«iang«lo
masterpiece

ia Small change
19 Actress

Thompson
20 Boardwal)>

hazard

22 More shipshape

24 Sign of

ur»ceftainly

26 Military gesture

29 Finished

30 Toward shelter

31 Bulton*ood
eg

34 Publisher S unit

38 Gained the day

39 Hepburn Grant

move
41 Dental deg
42 Vedic precepts

44 Cabbage
45 Kernel o' nut

46 Fencing
weapon

48 Diner

50 Bandleader, in

question''

55 Taking it easy

56 Iron Chan
cellor

60 Good grief

61 lacto

63 City in SW
New York

64 Staff

65 Require

66 Look fiiedly

67 Piccadilly

Circus figure

68 River into

Donegal Bay

69 Rsor number

DOWN
1 Drinks

gingerly

l^ditrd h\ I rude MtcliH Jaffe

j ^ itrf' ht>i..«v unit

4 Out of date

5 Theater gallery

Q Oval events

? Tuned "t

8 ^

9 h

10 Usurps
11 Gauchorope
12 SanKx
13 Barren

21 Coocern ot

41 Across

23 Oakley or Man

25 Epitome
26 Adages
27 Matty of

baseball

28 Easter

preceder

32 Yard worker
33 Period

35 Hook s first

mate
36 Consun>er

39 F.1

i>iaio

-.1

54 Electron tube

57 A (imiral

47 Fife»>oo»e 'w

occupant place

49 Just about t • "'

50 Family memtjer

51 Mystery
writer s award

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE

lOI^I IIAISI

ouu UliUU
una Bijy uuuyuLJ

uu iDuuuoya uiao
Juiaua uuuciyciiyaiJ
UOULJLIU aiMU UUUli

liitim !.< *ii|iki tmm Sri
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SEASONS

BEER SPECIALS
LABA7TS BEER £f ALE. ... 12. oz. bot $10.99

LITE 12 oz. cans $10.99

BUD 12 oz. cans $10.99

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $899

BALLANTINE BEER 12 pk. cans $3.50

6-PACK SPECIALS
GUINESS 3.99 SPATEN $4.25

HARP $3.99 KRAKUS $2.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 175 L $7.99

FOUR SEASONS RUM 1.75 L $9.99

HARVEY'S SCOTCH $13.49

WINE SPECIALS
SEBASTIAN! TABLE WINES 3 L $6.49

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS TABLE WINE

1.5 L $4.25

VINTNER'S CHOICE
Chablis, Rose, Burgundy 4 L $5.99

1982 BORDEAUX IS HERE

10% off 3 bottles - must be 3 different kinds

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

Friday. March 8. 1985 iCollegian 19
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UMASS SKI CLUD
Q^illington
V S^ VERMONT

MARCH 1 7-22

coHoo

""twr^ !'!??<f.?^.JN.9.'-.yPF.? "i^'*^^

^ ^^^ LIFTS (,,^, '

^TRANSPORTATION

parties
^^'

s,p.«.c«o.^'*»^

even a New England clambake!

uxci^ $ i 99 tc» included

the American Ski Week At Killington.

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437

SIGN UP & INFO TABLE
IN FRONT OF THE HATCH MF 10-3

The UMass Ski Club is your
SPRING BREAK CONNECTION

MONDAY NIGHT, MARCH 11th

HCilPITAOTy
NienJarau

Anyone who ever wanted

Entertainers, Singers, Guitarists, etc. . .but didn't

know who to hire, or where to find them

should come and listen to the Valley's finest

artists perform, showcase style, at the Bluewall!

HAS ANYONE SEEN
MY BIRDS?

Our matched pair of 6-ft.

penguins is lost. Fearing for

their health and safety we
desire their return. They were
last seen up against the wall
at Faces. We miss them and
are sure they are confused
and frightened wherever they
are. Please call Steve Bird at

Faces. 253-3535.

PINK FLOYDI

THE
WALL

Flight to Ft. Lauderdale

Flight to Ft. Lauderdale

Flight to Ft. Lauderdale

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN TO
FT. LAUDERDALE

Scheduled round trip flights on Eastern

Airlines

Sat 3/15-3/22 $269. tax included

Sign Up and Info Table

in front of the Hatch M-F 10-3

Party Down the Coast
till You Land in the Sand

BigEast Tournament

HoyasrapUConn

FRIDAY

7, 9, 11 pm

ADMISSION $2.00

AT THE

BLUE WALL

BEER R^P
^

WINE

\J^^'
y,0^ I 116

•

i

^^^
E. Hadlev Roadj

|
MNHIHKMMIMMtUUIC

RIVERGLADE I

SOUTHWOOD
R fct P

PACKAGE

Holyoke

Your closest package store

2 mins down 116
OMN IC * 1 Monday fwu &«lu>4«>

Soutn *m»««ftl PiAta - N«ii to 0«i'« MaH

NKW YOKK (AP) All

American Patrick Kwing
overcame first-half trouble

and scored 20 points as top

ranked (leorgetown opened
defense of its Big Kast tour-

nament title with a 9M-62 rout

of Connecticut Thursday.

The Hoyas will take on

Syracuse in Friday night's

semi final. The I'Uh ranked

Orangemen held on for a 70-

(59 victory later Thursday on

Dwayne pOHrl"

Washmgton'sjunip shot with

_•_' seconds remaining.

The 7 foot Kwing sat out

• Minulemen lose
onttnurii tri'm f«iV ^"

Neysniith hit two foul shots and Smith a single one to cut

the margin to five a', the half. Smith had lU first half points

with Neysmith getting nine.

The Mtnutemen were uncharacteristically uulrebounded

16 15 and committt*d nine turnovent.

the last 9:27 of the fu-st half

after picking up three per-

sonal fouls. (Georgetown was

leading 27-22 at that point,

hut, with David Wingate and
Bill Martin leading the way.

the Hoyas huilt a 47 .'J6 half-

time lead. Martin finished

with 20 points.

Boston ("t)llege had iwt)

opportunities to pull out a

comeback victory over

Syracu.se, but mis.sed two

shots, the last taken by 'rr«)y

B<jwers with one Hecond re

maining Bowers' sh<it rolled

around the rim but fell out as

time ran out

* gymnastics
"I haven t vaulted in awhile, but I've been practicing a pike

Isukahara. and I feel pretty g(M>d about it, along with all my
other events now that my leg is better My bar n»uline went

up to 9 tricks, (full difficulty)." .said Allen.

' Kfaii-tically. I don't »ee any change m placement, (they

are in fifth place going into the competition) but perfor

mance-wise. I think we'll do better than we've done all

season." said Sheibler

Kifth year undergraduate .student Bert Mathiesim. who

has utilized his four collegiate years of gymnastic c«)mpeti-

ti»m. has returned fn»m Ontarit). ('anada after c<impeting in

the Canadian National Championships. The top 2U Cana-

dian gymnasts qualify, of which 12 make the nali<mal team.

Mathie.son placed Nth. and is training for the finals in spr-

ing, hoping to become one of the 12 on the team.

SportsNolices

The intramural swim n>eet will be held Monday, mil Sun-

day as re|M»rted. Kntries are being taken by the office. The
meet will be held in the Boyden [mk»1.

There is an intramural softball and .soccer managers and
officials meeting Monday. .March 1 1 or Tuesday. March 12

at 7 p.m. in 215 Boyden. Team entries are still being hC-

repted.

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone nun^ber FREE

FLORIDA PACKAQt 0€AL
torn LAUtMNOAU

MM-SrstMii two wMVka oM
M(iarat« anip'tunsr' dock tumt/two tp N«t

pnca MOO wiD t«k< HOO mutt mM c«N Chm
«4S29

It Itmm • cyl mm gnat tlTS R•t•lg^ iO

ipMd touring bik* I12S dorm in*
n<iillti«w MO or •ntir* package )or t300
call»«7Barae^1S73

fonmfirr

Brand n«»» ear -™.^ ,.

Oaig AM/FM cataatts dack MO. Oigiia)

AM/FM casaana dack MO. Gary S46«30O

Starao Syatam Onkyo TA 2033 caaaans

dack VamaTia CR 460 AV'FM racacvor

Togatlw 1250 256 1406

Empiraacianttfic 10 band aqualKar muat

••• batora Braak tac (or H6 cal ft-7M3

AUTO ran SALE

On* k«tfr««<it apt availaWa AprM 1

UriMiat mcKiddad ClifftKia Judy eOb 7961

Ona room In family howaa qmat On Faar

mg Swaat. Ca» 84^0071 >1»

POfTSALE

a Mt\ roommata for Spnng
Braak flight from NV arx) holal room m
SSarator> Vankaa Tradar Mlt ftotal room
alona t234 8 day* and 7 rughts For mora
mfo caM Adam 6— . M*a 6^MM or

Chrwl

rauNO

ba abta to attaivj Monday night maatwgi
& 00 7 00 13 « hr Pick up app r ttta kit

ctian Stvidani Umon around cornar from

nda baord Appkcaaena dita Friday March
atSOO

iioif

Mm. coal 2/t Ml WMO «o

laaihar hay dtain «»itlt haya If taimd.

ptaata ca« Lauran b46 MSB anytima

lack Franch Campua Oatabooh
Plaaaa cad aK 7S2B

Burgundy artahaahin waNal vwth I O and
NV hcanae Raward Ca* Doa 256 1467

taai< Enioy ttia day' Wa lo«a you* Chria.

Sarah Laa Cyndn

Mauraan Jack H I coufd grva you or«a

dvng Id grao you ttia abdMy to aaa younalf

as oitiar* do. ttian mayba you d raakn |uai

how apacial you ara Happy 21a( binhday
Lova afwaya Troa

Nokyn Hara't to an aaoaitam 6 yr« with

many mora to coma wM
amounts ot hwa, Brian

I afi4 TlmsartafM jD% off i

mana/womana cal Roai MMOil cal Mai

Taka a braak from C^ feo4 SpanM Club
pot fuck dirmar Tun 3 12 6 pm Info and
ngn up at CHib B Board 4ih flooi Hartar lob

by

Mawla Foatara call Oabbi 6^2i1 balwaan
12 pm and 12 am waakdaya

PMILAOCLPHIA BOUND

71 VW Fallback ancallant condition one
owner no ru»l runs wad 1000 Bo 886-4644

Saab 1t73 looks sharp runs axcaHant wall

maintainad 584 0260 call Kevin

Plymouth Valiant 89000 miles AMFM
can rsliabie t300 or BO Chuck 6-9486

Volvo 14BS 71 very rskaWa transportation

$950 firm 256 1406

1978 Chavatte good condition dependable

WOO call Bob 546 6171 act fa«<'

1973 Chevy Nova Hatchback A.T. rune

wall *S60 or BO 2568966 eves

1977 dds Cutlass Supreme loaded runs

great ancaMent condition $2700 253 5471

IMS Volvo ^Mndard. EncaWant rebuilt

engine needs body work. Reliable car.

545 2803 584-6806

MST QUALITY RESUME*

Consultation, preparation, analysis.

editing, design, layout, cover letter, typing

Giarruaao 2B6-8257

CAUroWMIA

2 American Airline round trip tickets

Hartford ' San Francisco Mar 19 dep Mar 28

ret $516 617 544-6369

Parking spacaa avaHabla on campya call

549 2736

Inaiipanaive e«non clefhaa for spring:

mens shirts $10, womens shirts, skirts and
pents $12 $14 Kenys bags $14 caM

S46 7660

Kenya Begs $20 m the Concourse every

Thursday and Friday

Baas Oultar. 1974 Gibaon Ripper with caae
and Bccaeaonei, good condition, Traynor

Amp SO wans, ancedent condition, $4S0 for

both. Barry 256 0074

1978 Toyote Corolla Wagon 5 ipd good
condition and good mileage new AM/FM
tape deck call Barry 6 7610

Mount Snow 6-day lift ticket for two
people Good for any S consecutive days

this season $75 Call 549 1913 after 6 PM

Coilactor'a: OP books, pnnts, ms, aM

sub), etc Book VsuH, 534 3646

Seff Contact Leneas most daily waar
lenaas $18 00 to $25 00 each Extended
waar lenses $30 00 to $48 00 Lowest prices

on contact lens solutions heet units $12 95
Amherst Optical Shoppe 253 5412 256^403

Ftiton 100% cotton (Mi721 standard dou-

ble $60 256^1406

Teamworks Sports Co-op is opening

March II Bermuda shorts tanna rackets,

ftiebaas. hacky sacks and much more
Check out our prices> M F 104 322 Student

UnionM6-4629

PtOSOMALS

Oo Down wtth the UMaas Ski Club to Ft

Laudardala Spring Braak 86 the beat
tfie bast motorcoach, ttia beat

AN at tfia beat prices Sign up m
front of the Hatch 15^94371

2 gMa rtaed e ride to Pt«My or New Vork
City Thursday afiarnoon or evening. March
14 wm share eipeneaa Cal PiabaHi or
Player at 5465216

HELP WANTED

Regletretion Clark.

son wanted for summer employment at

family camping sraa No sup na c sssiry. pay

mm CaM iftar noon (4131 2469886

8QA Affirmative Action Position

available requirements serious committ

ment to AA principles, good organuational

b writing skills ability to work independently

15 hrs ' week 360 hr spplication avaiiable

420 SUB or call 5 0341 for more mfo AAEOE

Wanted Cooks, wsitpeople. benenders

Full end pert time positions avsilebte Very

good organwational advancement available

for tfie right people Apply in person with

references to Utopia Spas 175 Unn. Or

Work -study workers needed by tlie Stu
dent Umon An Gallery Wn need high quek
ty cabmatry Ceil Jane leave
number 545^0792 or 540 6726

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers Dissertations Theaaa,
on campus, vary raliabla. kwr latas. Nancy

TRAVEL

Mentraal Spring Break Weekend i

pkie $19 00 tea ft sarvica includes

tnp trans m luaury motor coach pkja 3 days
2 nights at Hotel Sherliourg m downtown
Montreal or Hobday Inn Payment m tuM one
week prior to daparture Ormkmg age 18

Night ckibs open til 3 am NO PERSONAL
CHECKS Town Tours (» Travel 4K2 Maw< St

Maktan MA 02148 16171 321 3883 Oaperture

Oetes Mer 24 Mar »11. Match ISIS.
March 23 25

Ft Laudardala Flights k Motorcoacti
for Spring Bfsak sign up table

in front of the Hatch M f 10 3

Party Down tfia Coest
TU you Haach tha Saach

TUTORS

Tutors tar French. Spanish. Russian and
I at 549 4793

NawWeve Dance Mualc w/THAT'S
FLAT' Fn (t Sat at the Wok 9:30

RIDE WANTED
TVPINO

DOMINO-SOOTS

Triple !>ot Value Thursday and Friday

Redeem red dots for 75' and blue dots for

$1 06 towards your Domino s piu» Limit 2

tabs per order CaM 256-8811 or 548 2790

For aala mans wool coat % length, off-

nvhite, in encellenl condition less ttian 1 yaar

old, siie 40 soM new for over $200, asking

$150 BO call Paul 549 1896

CONN ALTO SAX with accsaaories very

good condition $300 caM Leigh 546-0046

Uaod Clothing Top Duality Grace
Church Clothing Excfiange on Common m
Amherst Entrance Spnng Street Hours:

Tuas 12:00-8:00 pm Thurs 10:00 am4:00

Afterscliool teacher needed workstudy

or credit Mondays and Wednesdays from

2 30 to 5 Dave 586^5624 anytime

They'll love you In tfie morning I Dream
Space Futon Company seeks on campus
rap generous commiseion CaM Lou Icol

lectl at 617-497 8299

VAILKILLINOTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
OALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
DALE
UMass Ski Club
Vour Spring Breek Connection
Sign up in front of tfie Hatch M F 10-3

For more mfo call 546-3437

Secret Admirer, I like your style Vour card
made my day Pleese cell so we can meet
Marc

Two ffMa need ride to Ft Laudardala araa
frx Spnng Breek wiM sham e>pense« Ptm
2560104 Ruth 549 7848

Male and famele nead e ride to Mon
treel Spring Breek Will definitely share
ttupanses Dave 256 1077

Speedy Kaye" p i uNawanal ISM tvpinf

,

Papers theses, dissertations. romarKO
lan^jages 256 1002

•• VICtUE HAMILTON ••

Florlde share anpanaes. preferably batora
Mar 13 pam 256 1392

Happy Birthday WIckId WIckeyll Mey
Baby Sol and ferous Gluconate always be
with you' Love. Mart

EMTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Oiac. Rack-A Video Entertain

ment Disc Jockeys, lerge screen video

dances for housepartys, semiformals, cam
- •» events 549^7144

Boautfful Stretocastar $460 Fender Amp
$300 must sell 256 6749 must see

Free I Skis end Bindings wfien you buy Nor

dica Ski Boots excellent condition sue 6M
M $70 256 6749

INCOME TAX PREPARATION

INCOME TAX preperatKxi at your service

LOWEST RATES (Tax Oeductiblel Taxes

prepered quickly for ttie LARGEST possible

refund. Cal Stephen Shore 54»8B88

IWSTRUCnOW

Know your car, Basic automeWIe
«yorkshop 28 fiours incKidinci dMsroom
and shop. Limited enroMmeni 253 2088

Frarteh Tutarlitg native ipaikar SM-IS27

,lt*s batter to look good

Ski Boots brsnd new. top-of -Ifie-line Tee-

nies boots Sues 7 and 8 Oniy $150 call Jim
8158^7687

JOBS

Earthfeoda Reetuarant la now fiMttg for

positions. Must work 8-15 hrs/week must

CONGRATULATIONS to all our |

we love ya' The Sisters of Tn Sigma

American Ski and Party Week Merch
17 24 et Killington Includee llfta. ^ondo
lodging, trensportellon. pertles.
fireworks, clem beke etc only $118 sign

up in front of the Hetch M F 10-3

Astrology Glosses an intensive introduc

tion begins 3'27 for information, ceH
549 0210 evenings ssk for Carl

And you know, .

ttian to feel good*

HOPO. if I couM giva you but one gift, it

wouM be tfie ability to see yourself as others

sas you. It is only then you would know
w^iat a kn sabls, wonderful pereon you are
Unending love end friendship always Oano

Have e Happy 22nd Birthday Bbarri love
Carol and Jackie

Qrtnde Lecee - Hope your birttiday is the
best because you're tfie best big sister

snyone could tieve k>ve ya Kristine

Haoov SIrthday Amy Oaaooronll 20 at

Ride naodad for two to Ft

WiM pay and can fielp dnve CaM 546 B201 or

546 84 8 anytime

RIOtRS WAlifiO

WANTED

1 or 2 riders to Daytona 3/ IS ralum 3/23
ca« 549-4180

WantadI 1 or 2 bedroom apt In Puftlon to
take over June 1st $25 rewerd cal Juan
54&5702 or Luis 546-4671

Taka over laaae m 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Puffton or neert>y complea June 1 546^5786
or 546S806

ROOMMATE WANTED

For apt cloae to cempus Call 2S0-S74I or
734 4096 keep tryingi

Need 1 male to ehere r«>om in large apari

ment in town cal 64S-7S0O avattings

8COOSY

Happy Annfvarsary Babof I hope thara ara
ona lliouiand mora. Loiw. Rtoyn

COINS 12S/121 tutoring *600 par hr
former 123/121 grader, 4 semester universi

ty consultant Alex 253 7866

WORD PROCESSING Theses, reports,

resumes, cover letters, etc professional ear-

vice, reesonable ratea EXPRESS. 546^19

Canon AE-1 cal John at fr 7838

Helpl I need e place for my dog to stay for a
few monttis WMI psy $25 a month He's
great' Call Use 253 3786

2 bedroom ept m Brandyvrina, Puffton, or
Townhouse wH pey $100 for laaaa cal
546-8789 or 8791

3 or more bedroom house In Amherst
WiM pey $100 for leeae caM 546-8792 or 8810

Room for

54SSB82

WrAWTWTDWtllT

Apertment needed wil take over leeee m
June can Aliaon 54S 1406 Donna 546^5880

Two bodroom apt in Downtown Amfiorst
araa wm take over lease in June cal Oava
546^5338
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Minutemen drop heartbreaker
Smithjumper falls short with 0:01

asRutgers advances in tourney
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAV. N.J.- Carl Smiths 2U

foot jumper, with one second left banged off

the front of the rim and a gutsy University

of Massachusetts dropped its Atlantic 10

quarterfinal game, 69 67. to Rutpi-rs

University last night.

The Minutemen. who finished at 13 15 lor

the season, had a chance to win with 3H

seconds left, as coach Ron Gerlufson called

a play for freshman l>orenzo Sutton to take

a three point shot. Smith killed 25 seconds

off the clock before Rutgers' Steve Perry

stepped in front of a pass intended for

Horace Neysmith.

Perry drove to the hoop, missing a shot

with seven seconds left that Sutton

rebounded and got to Smith with five

seconds remaining. The sophomore point

guard drove to the top of the key before

missing the shot.

"I have never been as proud of a team as I

have of this one." Gerlufson said. "This is

one of the most disappointing losses I have

ever been involved with. I think we
desened to win. We played as well in the

second half as we have all season. The
character of this team showed."

For UMass. Smith had a career high 19

points. Neysmith had 19 and nine

rebounds. Sutton added 10 with Donald

Russell contributing eight. Rutgers was led

bv John Battles 17 points and Eric Riggin-

15.

The Scarlet Knights. 15 13. advanced to

the semifmals where they will face the

West N'irginia I)uquesne winner. Temple,

a 67 56 winner over St. Bonaventure, will

face St. J<»ephs. a 52-49 victor over George
Washington.

UMass took as much as a six point lead, 48

42, with an 11 run three minutes into the

second half. Smith had seven of thi^e

points, all on long range jumpers.
Itutgers came back to tie the game at .'VO,

on a Lloyd M<x)re layup with 12:22 to go.

UMass traded baskets with Rutgers, until

losing the lead with 6:31 to go as Moore hit

akrain

Rutgers buiil up a seven point bulge. 67

60. on two Brian Kllerl)ee foul shots at the

4:05 point. A SutltNi three pointer cut the

lead to four, a Russell jumper made it 67 65

and with 2:10 remainmg Smith tied it at 67,

drilling a 15 footer. Battle hit two foul

shots with 1:56 to give Rutifers the lead.

Russt'll forced up a shot with 1:21 to go.

before Battle missed with 46 seconds left to

set up the dramatic end.

In the first half, the Minutemen trailtni 40

35. as Rutgers employed a tough matchup
zone that hmited the Minutemen's inside

game.

UMass took an 8-6 lead on three pointers

hy RusM'll and Sutton. Rutgers came back

to take the lead at 10 Hon Eric Riggins' fast

break layup. After a Russell free throw

with 13:07 left that made it 14 10. Rutgers

ran off eight straight points to grab a 22 10

advantage.

Sutton scored on a great drive from the

left side, Harryl Carter came off the l)ench

to hit a three pointer and Neysmith buried

a foul line jumper to cap a seven point

1 Mass run that made it 22 17.

UutKers got back up by eight, 28 20. on a

Chris Remley three pointer. UMas.s

chopp«Hl the lead to one. 29 28. on a Smith

jumpt r with 4:55 to gt». Battle, who had 12

points in the half, finished off a three point

play to spark the Knights back to an eight

point advantage. 40 32 with 1:16 to go, as

the home team hit M'ven str.iiiiht foul shots,
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Blaze destroys $2 million Amherst gymnasium

AP l.»iwrphuiM

University of Massachusetts' Donald Russell ( 1 1) drives in for a layup
against Rutg^ers' Chris Rembley (bottom) and Steve Perry during Atlan-

tic 10 playoff action last night.

UMass gymnasts in action

with important weekend meets
Men at Easlerrus, women al A-lO's

By KATHLKKN HANNA.N
Collejjian Correspondent

The dual meet season is long past for the I'niversity of

Massachusetts gymnastics teams. However, this weekend
both teams hit the road for even more competition. The men
travel to Springfield College today to take part in the Kastem
Intercollegiate (lymnastics League Competition, tonight at 7

Collrinan photo bv And* Hvllfr

Chris Cloutier and the UMass women's gym-
nastics team will travel to West Virginia and the

Atlantic 10 Championships this weekend.

p.m.. and tomorrow at 1 p.m., and the women go to the

University of West Virginia for the Atlantic 10 competition

Saturday at 1 p.m.

The men. heading into competition in fifth place, are

ahead of Army. Springfield, and Syracuse, but behind East

Strousburg. Temple. Southern Connecticut and Navy.

Tonight's line-up for the all-around will be Roberto Weil,

Joe DeMarco, and Eric Ciccone. Other events will include

seniors Pete Lucchini, Ken Dougherty, and Tony Sbarra.

junior Phil Gorgone. sophomore Steve Baia, and freshman

lav Ronayne.

The line-up wa** intended not for a high team score, but

high individual scores so 'one event' performers have a

chance to make the finals. I don't think we have a chance of

winning with an overall team total, but a very good chance

otherwise. " said coach Roy Johnson.

The performances in tonight's meet will determine the

competitors in the League Finals on Saturday. The overall

top eight gymnasts for each event qualify, and UMass has an

optimistic view for qualifying. Johnson sees Lucchini.

Corgone. and DeMarco on floor exercise. Baia. Doughtery.

and Weil, on pommel horse. Ciccone and DeMarco on rings.

Ronayne and Ciorgone. <m vaulting. Lucchini. Weil and

DeMarco on the parallel bars, iiiul Sbarra and Weil on

high bar.

As a whole, the team should score an average of a •J")'J.2r>.

or possibly break the school record of 26M.M. The team still

.sees that as their goal. If the men individually score their

season high, they could leave Springfield with a total of

265..')

The women are facing the Atlantic 10 competition with the

healthiest line-up all season. After a season plagued with

injuries, coach Chuck Sheihler is at liberty to grip the com-

petitive edge by finally being able to choose his line-up

nearly without considering sprained ankles and broken fin-

gers.

Competing in the all-around Saturday will be top scorer

Jennifer Pancoast, Chris Cloutier, Tricia Camus, and Sue

Allen.

Allen, a fine gymnast who usually .scores 3.3-plus points in

the all-around, has not competed in all four events in over a

month due to a pulled groin muscle. eonttnued on page 19

Firefighters combat the smoldering embers early Saturday morning which were once known as Amherst Col-

lege's New Gymnasium. According to officials, the fire began around 1 a.m.. Saturday and was caused by an elec-

trical malfunction.

Below are remnants of the $1 million gymnasium which was completed in 1976. The building was vacant at the

time and no injuries were reported. coiwin«> p»wto N And, H»iirf

( nllrKian phnin hv I'aul I><>Nniari«ii

Roberto Weil and the Minutemen gymnastics
team will be in Springfield for the Eastern Cham-
pionships over the weekend.

Sports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Men's Gymnastics: At EIGL Championships, Spr-
ingfield College

Women's Gymnastics: at Atlantic 10 champion-
ships, West Virginia University

Men's Basketball: at Atlantic 10 championships,
Rutgers LTniversity

Ultimate Frisbee: tryouts for Zoo Disc 10:00 a.m.
Saturday in NOPE gym -

Inside:

Hampshire holds conference ^

Hamlet parody reviewed • % ®

"Sfie ivants to party, she wants to get down, all she wants to do is dance. —Don Heni^y

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

An early morning fu-e Saturday, ignited by

an electrical malfunction, raged through and

destroyed the $2 million Amherst College

New Gymnafiium.

Firefighters frt)m sii communities includ-

ing Amherst. Hadley, .Northampton and

Belchertown battled ti) combat the burning

structure, flames of which threatened to

engulf nearby buildings.

The fire was reported by a campus security

officer shortly after 1 a.m. who saw flames

and smoke escaping from the top of the nine-

year-old buidling. Don Maia. Amherst chief

of police, said.

"It's dennitely one ol ihf biggest fires m
Amherst, he said Minutes after the fire was

parked, and tb. uvmnasium's 25-foot
'

•
fftur firefightepi from

.< ling fought to contain

the flames from spreading to the roof of the

Pratt PiMil and Orr Rink The pcnJ was filled

with debris but the damage to that building

was minimal

At about 2;.'tO am firefighters' two-way

radios reported a gas leak from the nearby

biolog>' and chemistry building which prom-

pted iK)lice to evacuate viewers from the west

side of the gymnasium.

The Amherst Fire Department said yes-

terday that the fire started with a short cir-

cuit in the lighting svstero near the ceiling.

The gymnasium lacked a sprinkler and

direct alarm system to the fire department
Although extinguishing of the fire was

aided by sporadic rain at ;<: 10 a.m., firefight-

»rv v^rre still hosing down the wreckage ID

hours later

"It IS of course a major disaster for our

college but we know it could have been

worse." a distraught Peter Pouncey. college

president said as he paced the floor of the

admissions office during the fire. "We will tiy

to replace it at the earliest opportunity."

While firefighters struggled to cap the

n>aring flames, the Amherst Police Depart-

ment and campus secunty officers worked to

supervise the crowd that had accumulated to

watch the blaze. Road blocks and flares were

used to block off the school and to control

traffic.

Spokesman Douglas Wilson said no one

was in the building at the time of the fire but

that intramurals had used the gymnasium

earlier that night.

The gymnasium, completed in 1976 was

u.sed primarily for basketball. The fire will

not affect that sport since the season is over,

he said. However, the gymnasium was also

used for tennis and raquetball. which will be

moved outdoors.

Gymnasium fire brings

bystander's reactions
HyNANCYA.BUKAR
Collegian Staff

The flames and billowing smoke of the

New Gymnasium could be st^en from as far

;iway as Interstate 91 but Amherst College

students and other people came out in

numlMTs to view the burning of the nine

year old building Saturday night first hand.

The smoke and flames had its effect on the

bystanders also. "1 can feel it in my lungs it

hurts." Carol Harlow, a senior at UMass
said. "You can smell the gas from the leak

too."

"It was incredible." Jack Lohrer, a senior

-> ience major said. "(My roommate and I)

were watching it from our room and we
th«»ught it was the science center. But.

when we saw smoke coming out of the six

points on the roof, we knew it was the

Kym."
Scott Broderick, a senior science major

said. "They (fire fighters) are not prepared

to fight a fire of this size. It's unreal."

ocntinued cm page 5
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
Suicide bomber strikes

AP I,—«'rvlmu>

Investigators inspect wreckage of a vehicle, part of an Israeli army con-

voy struck by a suicide car-bomber yesterday in Lebanon. At least

Israeli soldiers were reported killed.

9 soldiers deady 11 hurl
A lone suicide attacker drove his bomb

laden car into an Israeli army truck in south

Lebanon yesterday, killing nine Israeli

soldiers, military sources said in Tel Aviv.

At least 11 soldiers were wounded in the

attack just across the border from the

Israeli town ol Metulla. according to

hospital otlicials. Most were severely

burned.

In Beirut, the capital ot Lebanon, an

anonymous caller told the leftist radio

station Voice of Arab Lebanon that the car

bomb was driven by a member of the

l^banese National Resistance in revenge

for a car bomb that killed 75 people and

injured 250 on Friday near a west Beirut

mosque. The caller said there would be a

longer statement later.

Israel has denied accusations in Lebanon

that it was responsible for that bombing.

Manager Aina Belsky of MetuUas Arazim

Hotel, about 300 yards from yesterday's

blast site, reported in a telephone in

terview. "The explosion was terrifying.

There was a giant tire and then black smoke
shot up."

It was the worst attack on Israels oc

cupation force since Nov. 4. 1983. when 28

Israeli servicemen and 35 l^ebanese and

Palestinians were killed by antoher suicide

bomber. In that attack, a bomb laden truck

was driven into a compound where Israelis

detained and questioned prisoners.

I'rime r4inisler Shimon I'eres was quot«d

as telling a Jerusalem meeting of women
from Bnai Brith: "We had a very bad day

today. Nine of our soldiers were killed.

"

His remarks were relayed by a participant

who spoke on condition she was not

identified.

The military sources, who also insisted on

anonymity, had initially said as many as 10

died in the attack. At the same site, two

Israeli .soldiers were killed m land mine

explosions on Feb. 10... • Hotel about 300 yards irom vesieraay s explosions on rru. »u.

U.S., Soviets set to talk again Mubarak appeals to Reagan
GENEVA. Switzerland (AF) IS. and

Soviet negotiators restart arms ulks toraor

jow with America's plans for a space- based

defense against nuclear missiles eipected to

be an early point of dispute.

President Reagan has expressed his deter-

mination to press ahead with his Strategic

Defense Initiative, dubbed "Sur Wars." His

ultimate K*m' '•'• eliminating the threat of

continent- spanning rockets.

The Soviet I'nion ha-s objected to the pn>-

ject and suggested that unless it is halted,

nuclear arms control in general would be

jeopardized.

The Soviet Union's two major

newspapers, the Communist Party's fVaida

and the government's /zt-estia, said yester-

day that if the new (Geneva talks are to have

any chance of success, a ban on space

weaponry is indispensable.

Compiicated by the sharp dispute over

Star Wars, the talks were sure to be difficult

and long when they resume tomorrow after a

lapse of more than 15 months

Both negotiating teams were in this Swiss

international conference city. Leaders of the

two delegations issued upbeat statements,

which tended to mask the toughness of the

talk-s ahead.

The delegation, Karpov told reporters,

had received instructions from the Soviet

leadership "to negotiate in a businesslike

and constructive manner."

Karpov warned, however, he would be

seeking "equal security, which precludes

either party.. .from gaining unilateral advan-

tage"

Max M. Karopelman. heading the Amer
ican delegation which arrived on Saturday,

said Reagan had instructed him "to spare no

effort in seeking to negotiate fair and equit

able agreements." Kampelman promised

that the I nited States will "thoroughly and

responsibly explore all avenues" leading to

accords.

n

We're giving you a

SPRING BREAK
20% Oil all jackets and coats

(including fleece polar jackets)

Limited Qtys.

Sarah

WASHINGTON (API
Egyptian President Hosni

Mubarak is expected to

make a personal appeal to

President Reagan this week

to approve a high level L'.S.

meeting with a joint Jor

danian Palestinian
delegation as the first step

m a new drive for Middle

East peace.

But officials say Mubarak,

in Washington on a five day

visit, will be told the ad

ministration is cool to the

idea unless it can be shown

that such a meeting would

lead to direct negotiations

between the Arabs and

Israel, and so far it's unclear

how that would develop.

Mubarak will confer with

Reagan at the White House
tomorrow. He will hold
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separ.it* meetings today

with Secretary of State

George F. Shultz. Setrelary

of Defense Caswr Wein
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Treasury James A. Baker
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AP Laarrpholu

A LITTLE MUSIC — An unidentified budding
Chinese pianist, age 4, rests her feet on blocks

during a competition for musically-inclined
children Saturday in Peking.
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World food supply, health discussed at Hampshire College

on tiMxi

her in

in small

By DEBORAH KUSS
Clollegian Staff

The role of multi national corporations in producing

hunger, health concerns of Latin American women,

reproductive rights of Mohawk Indian women and food

banking were the focus points of a "health and fot>d"

discussion at Hampshire College Saturday morning.

The panel discussion, which formed part of a weekend

long "Survival and Visions" conference, began with an

explanation of food banking by Katherine DAmato,
coordinator of the Western Massachusetts Food Bank.

"A food bank is a clearing house for food that would

otherwise be thrown away," she said, adding that the food

is donated by manufacturers who may have overprtnluced

or had errors in production. Other products are donated

simply because of a defect in cosmetic appearance, or

because the line has been discontinued.

This food is then redistributed by the bank to such

organizations as wonnen s shelters, soup kitchens and

elderly centers.

••l.Ast year. 3000 people in Western Mass. received items

through the bank." D'Amato said.

According to I) Amato. one fifth of all food produced in

the United States annually is wasted which could other

wise feed 49 million people. She also said companies are

wUling to donate to food banks because ot "high lax in

centives" to do so.

if we relied solely on good will we would be much

smaller." she said.

Dahlia C. Aspirillera. a Kilipinia expert

distribution, continued the discussion with

terprelation of how hunger and malnutrition

countries is produced by the operation of multi national

corporations.

As an example, she cited the situation in fc:thk>pu where

the geography is divided between the lush southern

portion and a barren northern portion. This balance

resulted in no starvation when the populatwn was evenly

distributed.

"W hen companies came and settled in the lush portwn.

more and more people were forced to live in the barren

More funds sought

for UMass budget
By DAVID BURGESS
CoUeKian Correspondent

Rep. James Collins. D-Amhemt, met Saturday morning

with administrators to discuss the addition of $3.3 million to

the University of Massachusetts budget for fiscal year

1986.

According to a written statement by Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey. the added funds would be used to "redress serious

shortcomings with respect to graduate student stipends,

computer resources, basic maintenance and utilities to ack-

nowledge the full cost of essential services for the han-

dicapped and campus child day care system."

The 9 a-m. conference headed by Duffey and attended by

more than 40 people, became a forum on how to convince

Gov. Michael Dukakis and state legislators of the Univer-

sity's need.

Collins noted that one-third of the student body of

Maasachusetts attends school in the Amherst area and that

"two things need to be done" for success in the quest for

more money.

"First," Collins said, "we must articulate how much money

is needed for the UMass budget and inform my colleagues in

the Legislature what will happen in clear human terms if the

funds are not made available."

Next, a public campaign to get registered voters to call up

their representatives about the budget need must be set in

motion, he said.

"Nothing makes my colleagues listen to an issue like a call

from a registered voter." Collins said.

Describing UMass/Amherst as "an investment for the

Massachusetts community. ' Collins said "We'll link up with

the Worcester and Boston campuses to get a statewide effort

for the budget request."

Collins outlined the path ot the budget request from when

the Legislature receives it in April to when it arrives at the

governors desk to be approved or rejected. The Legislature

then has the option to override a gubernatorial veto.

Timing is most important and the first step is tor UMass

getting together as a community and asking the represen-

tatives for the needed firnds. Collins said. Ten people from

each district would have a powerful effect on a represen-

tative's decision, he added.

LTVI student 'fine' after knifing

A 21-year-old man was stabbed by an Ea.sthampton man

on North Plea.sant Street Friday evening, Amherst police

said.
, ,

James Ticmey. a University of Massachusetts student,

said yesterdav that we was 'just fme." and only received a

few stitches when he was taken by ambulance to Cf>oley Dic-

kinson Hospital. He was injured in the head and neck

Amherst police arrested Paul J. Poirier. 28. and charged

him with assault and batterv- with a dangerous weapon, a

knife. Poirier will be arraigned this morning in Hampshire

District Court
. r, ..u

Tierney said the incident occurred when Poiner was has-

sling" a friend, "l stepped in and told him to leave us alone.

He left and came back with a knife." Tierney said^

Poirier was unavailable for comment PoUce said the mci-

dent is under investigatioa

Professor's speech focuses on social change
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Kicking off a four-day conference on social change at

Hampshire College Thursday night. Johnetta Cole, former

associate provost of undergraduate education at the

University of Massachusetts '82 '8:i opened her keynote

speech by asking members of the audience to close their

eyes and imagine their version of Utopia.

"There has never been a new way of doing things or a fun-

damental transformation without a vision and a dream."

Cole said.

Cole said her vision of a new world is one in which

everyone in the world is jumping up and down screaming,

"Enough! Enough! Enough weap<ma. bombs and missiles!"

She said she wanted the money and resources which are

currently used for arms production to be used to "attack the

root causes of mass starvation " and to help the ;15 million

people in the U.S. who live below the poverty line.

"No more will we build for peace by preparing for war No

more will schoolchildren write essays on the (television

movie) The Day After.' and tremble from paragraph to

paragraph." Cole said.

"What you're trying to accomplish determmes the tool

Cole's speech focused on the necessity of planning to

achieve social change, and she said debates over whether

blacks should organize with whites, or women with men, are

"silly." adding. "You're going to make a mess if you try to do

dishes with a vacuum cleaner."

you use. The Jesse Jackson Rainbow Coalition showed us

there are some tasks electoral politics can do but some it

can never do." Cole said.

The conference, titled "Survival and Viskins: Organizing

for Change" was held for the purpose of providing a forum

for community members, academics and students to dis-

cuss and identify the needs of women in society and to

devise strategies for the future.

Cole was scathing in her assessment of capitalistic prac-

tices and noted. "In this country, it is not a question of quan-

tity of resources but how these resources are

distributed."

"We must divide the pie more evenly. The folks who do

most of the work should get most of the rewards," she

said.

Cole 18 currently a professor at Hunter College in New
York where she teaches anthropology.

section. Aspirillera said, adding, "let s not blame star

vation all on nature."

In diM'ussion health issues. Ix>urdes Mattel, of the

Gandara Mental Health Center in Springfield sp»)kf of her

initial interest in the area of women s health, which began

vkhen she and fellow memlier* of Latm American women's

group noticed that the Spanish translation ol the first

edition of the Boston Women's Health Collective s IkjoK

•ihir Uodiet. Ounelvei" was "very poorly translated and

skipped areas of importance to Latino women s health. "she

said.

Mattel gave an example of the tact thai the first book did

not "recognize the importance of vurginity for l.Atin

American women, of the impact the Catholic reUgwn has

*- J

( ollrKian pholo ht *nd» H(ll«r

DON'T MESS WITH ME — David Wichman of Amherst prac-

tices Shim Gum Do, a Korean Martial Arts technique also

used for meditation. Sunday at the Southwest playing fields.

on it."

In addition, she said the section on nutrition ignored the

fact that most l>atin American women are poor and eat

ditlerent lo«»d. the section on birth control failed to con

sider that reproductive t«ihnok>gy impacts l^atin

.\merican wcMnen differently and such issues as how to

raise chiMren bi culturally were compk'tely missed.

To gather research on these topics. Mattel mitiated self

help gn»ups for l..atino women to help them identify their

health needs and. as a result, became a member of the

Buiston Womens Health Collective, responsible for

bilingual chapters focusing on such needs

The final contribultir on the panel was Kalsi Cook, a

midwife tor the Akwesitsne Nation, an Indian reservation in

New York state.

Voting begins

for SGA seats
By l.HKt.BHOV\N
Collegian Staff

Polls opened today for students to chooaa

the Student Government Association co

presidents, members of the Campus Center

iViard of Governors, the Residential

Committee and open seats m the

Und<»rgraduate Student .Senate.

SGA Elections Coordinator John Crowley

said the pdU wilt be open today and

tomorrow, and the results should be tallied

by late Tuesday night. The polls ctose at

7:;M) p.m. tomorrow.

Crowley said he exp«MJts between 5.000

and 6.000 students to vote. Eighteen seaU

are open on the BO(> and su positions are

available on the campus wkle Residential

Committee.
Three candidacies are vying for the SGA

co-pretklency: Stacy Roth and Dan
Burgess. I'atrick Keohan and Teresa

Sardella. and Kim Hackett and Mike

Cerrato.

Koth/Burges.s. running on a platform of

increa.sed student input, are the candidates

of the self named "meadow party" of the

SGA. which includes the current student

government leadership. Roth was the co

chairwoman of the senates Publkr Polky

Committee, and Burgess is a resident

assistant in Butterfield House.

Keohan/ Sbardella. also calling for more
student input, will be student trustee and

campus president if elected. Traditionally,

one student has been the student trustee

and the other has been the campus

president. Keohan is the senator from

Wa.shingt«m Tower, and Sbardella is a first

year student with no experience in the

student government.
Cerrato/ Hackett arc running on a plat-

form of increased fiscal responsibility.

They have said their budget cuts would

be>,'in in t ho presidents office. Hackett is a

senator from the Greek area, and Cerrato

represents Dwight Hou.se.

I rcrntinuM (m page ^

Parly chair lo speak lonighl

Andrew Natsios. chairman of the Massachusetts

Republican party, will discuss (>)v. Michael Dukakis' past

and present administrations today at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center room 904-9(»8.

According to Stephen Erick.>*on, president of the Univer-

.sity of Massachusetts Republican Club, the speech, titled

"A Critique of the Dukakis Administration." will focus on

both of Dukakis' administration.'; and how they differ.

Natsios, who is responsible for coordinating the

Republican party, tries to find candidates to run in

Massachusetts. Erickson said.

A champion of rules reform, Natsios is also the state rep-

resentative for Holliston.

GrafGtti spray painted on FAC
UMa.s.s i.s an assembly line for capitali.im. Who will buy

you?" was sprayed ()n the Fine Arts Center with red spray

paint. University of Mas.sachusetts police said.

The vandalism to the west side of the building was repor-

ted Thursday morning.

Two electronic .scales may have been stolen from Morrill

Science building, police said. Scales from the first and third

floors were reported missing by a faculty member Thursday

afternoon. Police said they may have been removed by .some-

one doing experiments in the building. The value of the

scales was not reported.

Two thefts of radios in Washington tower were reported to

police Thursday night -CHRIS POON
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% Vote in the Elections t

t March 11th and 12th
j

rfn these places: J
J Greek Area - ll:30-2%0 and 4:30-7:30 Iota Gamma Upsilon ^
J Orchard Hill/Central - 11-2 and 4-7 Franklin D.C. ^
? Sylvan/Northeast - 11:15-2:15 and 4-7 Worcester D.C.

j^

?Cance, JA, JQA, MacKimmie, Moore, j^

?Patterson, Pierpont, Washington -

j^

J 10:30-1:30 and 4-7 Berkshire D.C.j^

?Crampton, Emerson, James. JFK, Coolidge, j^

^Melville, Prince, Thoreau -

jj

? 10:45-1:45 and 4-7 Hampshire D.C.j^

? Butterfield - 5:30-7 Butterfield ^
? Absentee Ballot Boxes will be available

jj

? in the New Africa House and Kosher DC
jj

irSGA
continued frmn page S

There will be two
relerendums on the ballot,

Crowley said. One which

proposes a $1 tee to iund the

Slate Student Association ol

Massachusetts, may not be

on the ballot because ol a

missed deadline, Crowley

said.

The other question posed

to students would create a

$50,000 Iund to finance the

annual Spring Concert.

Any University ol

Massachusetts un
dergraduate who pays the

Student Activities Fee and

has at least six credits is

eligible to vole.

In addition to the rejfular

polling places, ballot boxes

will be sel up at the New
Alrica House in the Central

Kesidential .Area and the

Kotiher Dining Commons in

I

the Southwest Residential

L''_^-"

Help offeredto writers
Kveryone has experienced the horrible teeling ol sitting,

pen in hand, clock ticking and not a word written on the

paper in the typewriter. The essay is due tomorrow and

you still cant come up with a topic.

For anyone with this problem, relief is in sight. The

St)uthwest Writing Program was developed six years ago

with the interests of the writers block in mind. It is

composed ol undergraduate students who are trained in

tutorial skills. Their main job is to help the students

develop their own ideas. The tutors help to draw out

ideas and help the students articulate for themselves,"

Valerie Traub, head of the writing program said.

The program serves students on an individual, con

lidential basis. It is open 7 to 9 p.m. on Mondays and

Thursdays for the rest of the semester. Anyone with a

question or problem with writing can come, Traub said.

The program is located on the bottom floor of Pierpont

House in the Southwest Residential Area. Although it is

located in Southwest, anyone is welcome. Traub said.

*^^^^J^''^^''^'^J''^^^^^^'^m^,*^^^^^^^^^^^^^,^^^^J'^^^^^^^J^^^^^^^^J'^^^A
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549 7890

5 LA MIA PIZZA has changed it's name

\ The new name is

AVANTI PIZZA
? SAME PHONE NUMBER

\
549-7890

\ FAST FREE DELIVERY
J 9 East Pleasant St., Amherst

Vacation on the horizon?

Don't forget your Jams!
Modem Beachwear for Sun, Sand and Swim

^

A great selection at

IJ^ouseoflSalsli

32 Main St.. Amherst • 2.^)3-8301 • Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

STAR MARKET
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN AN EXCITING

FAST PACED INDUSTRY WITH UNLIMITED
JOB OPPORTUNITIES?

W« at Star Martiw vyouid hke lo taiN to you about an axciting oppor

turaty aa a co op •" the Star Markat Industry Imaraatad carMMatas

thotM contact J«H 5i»v«r at th« Co op Office 54&2224

W« wW b« on campus March 14

to giv* an Information Sassion

and praaantation of our program.
Why not try Star? You N ba glad you dtd"

SI^AMARKET
YOURE IN THK MARKET TOR THE BEST

An Equil Oppculunwy tivQUfm

^mnoJj
363 Main Street, Amherst, MA

256-0222

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY INEFFECT
FROM WEDNESDA F, MARCH 6
THRU THURSDA YMARCH 14

Large Cheese Pizza $5,25
Large One Item Pizza $6.25
WE ALSO HA VE WORLD-CLASS SUBS

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY
WE DELIVER FROM 4 pm till 2 am WEEKNIGHTS

AND FROM 4 pm till 3 am ON WEEKENDS

6/8/86 Exam 6/15/85 Exam

LSAT I MCAT
6/17/85 Exam | 4/27/85 Exam

Enrollment honored
et any SHKEC location

i-H

mcat»lsat-gmat1^
lsat*act*dat*gre»cpa

Enrolling Now For

GRE IgMAT

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
[SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves Er

Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherat
549-5780

for .nformation about other centers
Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

• Fire reaction continuM frcnn page 1

Many .students came from nearby parties

to see the fire. "It was the local gossip of

the ni^ht at our party so we came lo see it."

junior Jeremy Gisslle said.

As members of the Amherst College

hockey team. Kick Harllield. Kurt Weber
and John Vandervort came to make sure

their interests were protected.

"The whole new complex is gone but thank

(lod the htK'key rink was saved." they said.

"It t(K>k them so long lo gel

1 think they were a little

Added llartfiel.

water going

slow .

Although the fire was attributed lo an

electrical short circuit, rumors as lo the

cause of the fire flowed throughout the

crowd durmg the night. "1 think it was

arson." one unidentified first year student

said. "Someone told me that divest now"

was written on the side of the building."

"Thafs ridicuk)us." another group of

students responded. "We were al a parly

and heard it was an electrical fire."

Ashes and debris are left for the students

lo stH* now and the cause for excitement on

Saturday night is over.

ITEMS: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions,

Anchovies, Green Peppers, Hot Peppers,

Green Olives, Black Olives, Sausage, Ham-

burg, Canadian Bacon, Fresh Garlic, Extra

Cieese, Extra Crust

1 FREE Item to your own choice

on any pizza, t^om March 11 - March 17th

HOURS'
WE NOW DELIVER

4 30 d m 2 C» a m
IN THE MORNING

Sunday thru Wednesday
on Saturdays and Sundays 4;30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

from 11:30 a.m. Thursday thru Saturday

Women's Forum
Women » forum is a weekly listing ofevents

relating to women's issues Notices should be

sent to the Women 's Issues Editor, care ofthe

Collegian, the Fnday before the ein-nt.

MONDAY Susan Blier. professor of fine

art at Columbia University, will speak on

"Images of Women in African Art" at 4

' p.m. in the Converse Assembly Room.

Amherst College.

Fred Lawson. assistant professor of

government at Smith College, will be speak

ing on "The Women's Movement and
Revolutionary Currents in Kffypt in the

l»40'a." in Seelye Hall. Room 1 1. at 4:15

p.m.

Tl'ESDAY The Graduate Wages Pro

gram at the Kverywoman's Center is spon-

soring a "Snip, Snack and Socialize." for

all graduate women from 4 - 6 p.m. in the

Facultv Club.

"Should women continue lo be paid less

than men in the workforce?" will be a topic

for debate at (Ireenfield Community Col-

lege at 7:30 p.m. The debaters will be

Elaine Sorenson. CMass professor of ec-

onomics, and Sidney Claunch. associate

dean of the CMass School of

Management.

WEDNESDAY Nancy Fisk. K N . MS.,
will talk on "Women and Alcohol." at 7

p.m. in Campus Center. RiM»m MO.l.

A general meeting for lesbians and mem-
bers of the Lesbian l^nion will take place

at 7 p.m. Check Campus Center schedule

for room number.

"A Free Woman." the film that has

been called the first masterpiece of the

women's movement, will be shown as part of

the Progressive Film Senes at '.\ and 8 p.m.

in Campus Center RiM>m 163.

Dukakis tours plant in Japan
OSAKA, Japan ( AP) Massat hustii.-s ( iov.

Michael S. Dukakis, beginning the second

week of a two-week trade mission to the Far

East, yesterday toured a plant here that is

manufacturing rail t-quipment for the

Boston-area subway system.

Under a $50 million lontract signed in

December 1983. the Kinki Sha.-yo company

is to supply 50 light rail vehicles to the

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Author-

ity by September 1986 Japan's railway

technology is considered among the best in

the world.

An official of the company who asked not

to be identified by name said Dukakis

watched rolling stock being built for Japan

ese railways at the plant, which has a monthly

production capacity of 50 cars.

The visiting governor t«)ld company Presi-

dent Toshio Muramatsu that he often ndes

the Boston subway system, but the trains

sometimes develop trouble.

Dukakis and his wife. Kitty, arrived in

Japan Friday after visiting China, and plan to

return home next Saturday.

On Saturday, he met with Kazuo Inamori
president of Kyocedra Corp., a leading

Japanese electronics and fine ceramics

maker.

In Kyoto, he and his wife t<x>k part in

events marking the 25th anniversary of the

dav Boston and Kvoto became sister cities.

The lHi\tiMt\ Siorr Presents the

Springer-Vcrlag Bock Sale

Off a Complete Selection of

Springer-Vedag Titles

liKliulinii Such Math Scries as:

(Iradualc Icxts in MathcnuHics: (mindicrhrcis dcr

mathcinalicschcn Wisscnschalten; Applied Malheiiiatical

Sciences.

And Such C"heniistr\ Series as:

Advances m R)lymer Science: f\>i\mcis. Properties and

Applications.

Also on Sdic .irc Hooks in
, r- ii

SI.IIIMKS. Physics. l.nt;irK-cring. R..h..lics. Compokr Science. Molecular and C ell

Biolug). BuH.ht"mislry

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
( ampus C enter

InicersiiN ol Massachusclls

Store Houri: Monday Frktay. 9 am - 5 pm;

Saturday. 10 am - 3 pm Savings Knd: 3/29/M

C'lo«ed March 16 & March 23

'^tt\Springer—Verlag Ncnv York Bcrlm Hctdclbcrg Vienna Tokyo
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Need a Summer Job?
Or possibly a

Permanent One?
$3.00 can

give you a headstart.
For $3.00 you may land a job

with the Federal Dept. of

Environmental Services or

the National Labor Relations

Board or even with an IBM
company.
Come to the Collegian and for $3.00 you

will receive a directory listing with

names, addresses and telephone

numbers of all federal government

Regulatory Agencies, Trade Associa-

tions and Special-Purpose Government

Units available.

Also included is information on every

IBM company in the United States.

The Collegian

is located in 113 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for directions

'^M
CBS

Records

Letters to the Editor
Silence condones the injustices to Henry

In the past few weeks, the Collegian has

been running several stories on the Yvett*

Henry arson case in an attempt to stir stu-

dent reaction to the injustice that occurred

the night of her arrest and in the days

which followed. From what I have

gathered so far, the CoUegxan has not had

much response to its efforts.

Out of curiousity, I have asked people

from some of my classes their opinion on

the content of the "The Special Report"

which was made public by the Collegxan. I

haven't heard anyone .say "Oh yeah, what a

bummer that it happened," or "How
outrageous," though one person did tell me
that a lawyer friend of his wished he had

Henry as a client so he could .-etire after

her sure victory in the case. In short, U)

echo and confirm the claim of a past

editorial, "No one really gives a damn."

Why doesn't anyone care? Because "It's

really doesn't concern me," or "I heard so-

meone say she really did do it, so whatk the

fuss?"

OK. that's fine. What you are saying (if

this is what you're saying) is "It's all right

it they do to me what they did to Henry.

It's no big deal if they arrest me on flimsy

evidence, contain and question me for

hours without an attorney, while my room

is searched without a warrant or my per-

mission." You're too concerned about

yourself to worry about the humiliation of a

fellow student at the hands of officials who

are under pressure to do something,

anything, about a prolonged crisis.

This is what I see and what I hear. The
matter is apparently history except for the

lawsuit, so why should we worry about it

until it happens to us?

In your silence you are also saying that it

is all right if the powers which govern this

institution manipulate issues to their gain

and not to the best interest of the student

body.

The refusal of this adminstration to res-

pond to the reasonable questions put tf) it is

farcical, and the apathy of this student

body entitles it to get what it deserves if it

continues.

Dwight H. Marine
Amherst

Motivation useless without skill to exploit it

In regard to Mondays column "Time to

Give a Little Back" by William J. Spain, I

believe it's time to give a little justice U) the

thousands of U.S. Armed Services officers

and NCOs who have had their patriotism

and loyalty questioned by a man they have

never met. Just because many soldiers are

'career oriented " is no reason to equate

them with disloyal, unreliable and deprav

ed mercenaries. Perhaps Spain doesn't

realize that you can be "career oriented
'

and patriotic at the same time; or that im-

plying that "many" professional soldiers

are no better than "mercenaries'* is one of

the cruelest insults you could give a U.S.

serviceman. I have worked with many

NCOs and officers in the Army, and Army
National Guard, and with the exception of

a few slackers. I've found them (and

myself) to be dedicated, hard working, and

above all, loyal to their country.

"Highly motivated young Americans"

are a great asset to our armed forces, but

without the skill and expertise of the "pro-

fessional soldier" to educate and giiide

them, their "motivation" would go to

waste.

Nicholas Pulliajn

Sylvan

589
LP or

cassette
• Limited Qtys. Available
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Plus a Complete Line

of Record and Tape Accessories

Located in the Campus Center

Store Hours: M-F 9-5, Sat 10-3

f^,UNIVERSITY:
iA^STORE^
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Bad memories of
Lincoln memorial

"You look like a serious woman," he said, looking lx>ldly

into my eyes.

"Actually, under these dignified glasses 1 am a

hysterical adolescent. 1 wear them to control myself," I

said, trying to cut off his stare with a joke.

We were in a (It^rgetown l>ar, the music was loud, and
we had each had a few drinks. I had accepted an invitation

to go out "with a bunch of us," and this guy was
somelxxiy's friend, a UMass grad now living in

Washington. But the bunch had gradually dwindled down
to three, and then two, as everyone "decided to go
somewhere else."

It didn't work. He was still looking at me. "Why don't

you look me in the eye? The whole time we've been sitting

here you've avoided eye contact with me. Am I unattrac

tive or something?"

Here we go, 1 thought. How did I get my»elf inU> tkx»

mesa? I Kad only uHinted to go out/or a few drinks after a

long day, and the inintation ivas casual emmgk. I really

didn't need this.

"Look. I've found from experience that if you look a guy
too long in the eye. sometimes he gets the wrong idea.

And I think you had the wrong idea right from the beginn-

ing, okay?"

"What do you mean by 'the wrong idea'? Who ever said

an idea could be wrong?"
"You know what I mean. Don't play head games. I just

wanted to go out for a drink. Nothing more."

Michelle Hyde
"That's what we're doing, isn't it? We're out for a drink.

I think it's your ego. Or paranoia."

I doubt it. Anyway, it's late. I'd like you to drive me
home. I have a long day tomorrow."

"Okay, but don't you want to see the Lincoln Memorial

first? I heard you tell Rick you wanted to see it while you

were here."

Not at l.SO a.m.. I dtm't. And certainly not with this

creep. I thought.

"You can't come to Washington and not see the Lincoln

Memorial. I won't take no for an answer. It's beautiful."

"No. Seriously. It's too late, and frankly. I don't feel like

walking around this place in the dark with a guy I just

met. Take me home."
"I think you're too quick to judge people. And paranoid.

So what? I wanted to meet you and spend some time alone

with you. What's wrong with that?"
" W'hat's wrong with it," I said, taking a deep breath, "is

that / don't want to be alone with y<m. I am not interested

".lust because I live in Washington and you live in

Bt>ston? Just because you just met me? Why deny that you

might l)e intereste<l in me nt all . . . Here's the Lincoln

Memorial. I won't take you home until you've seen it.
"

"F'ine." I said, slamming the dfH)r. I'llfind my own way
hittm Thi rM^.s• r;r» <,'// ninyuiu} I'll tnkr ntTmu shiH' and .

LtHik. l.-'ii'i It I HMUllI Ul i)<'ii i iii^ Ii.iIkI.-^ iw.»h rt'al? Like

he's going to reach out or drum his fingers on his chair?"

It did Imfk that way. Hf looked much more real than he

did in any history b*mk. sitting therr. purposeful, looking

out over to the WashingtiOi MiOiunn'nt. I had always

wanted to see the statue, but I unshed it would have bt^m

under different circumstances.

"It's two o'clock. Let's go," I said, starting down the

stairs. He stood still.

"Hey. Don't forget. I'm the one with the car keys.

You're at my mercy, Michelle."

/ whirled around and stared at him. frozen, engulfed m
a red, hot rage and a sickeningfear. He stood there expres-

sionless. I wanted to kick him as hard as I could with my
high heel and make a run for it.

"If that's your idea of a joke, you are a sadistic a

and if it's not, no, I an not at your mercy. Not if I can help

it. I vnW get home. I will guarantee you that."

"Wlioaaaaa. I was only kidding. You don't think I would

really pull something like that, do you? Michelle, I was on-

ly kidding."

I was already half-way across the lawn.

Lincoln sat there, his marble face stoic, all patience and

fortitude. The Great Emancipator. Freer of the Slaves.

Staring out over the Mall, oblivious to a more subtle form

of slavery unfolding before him. The slavery of ignorance.

And fear.

Michelle Hyde is a Collegian staff member

who spent last week in Washington D.C.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be

published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of

mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Random Notes
Too many of us cannot see past the dollar signs

Liberal. This Tniversity is widely known as l>eing a

liberal campus-favorable to pn)gress. to r«'form. U»

change. Over the past year we have seen a great number
of issues which directly affect the student Innly -the a«l-

ministration's firm attempt at dishnlging the Boani of

Covernors; the near takeover of the Coffit- Shop; the

Yvette Henry debacle of late.

We are facing massivi- aid cut.'^ which rould kti-p fully a

quarter of us fn)m attending .s<-h<H)l. We have a str<»ng

voice in both SAFA and SSAM protesting these cuts and

fighting ft»r our pocketb<Kjk but there is still a long way to

But our liberal campus fares an even bigger problem:

student afmthy.

As a student leader I ha\«- .M-t-ii n. h .-I involvement in

all areas of student government. House councils cannot

get representation; area governments do not get

(juorum; senate .*H'ats go unfilled as issues are pa.s.sed by.

The St;A has l»een blameil for promoting this apathy, hut

the fault lies within the student body as a whole. The

mttre issues there are to fight, the less the students want
to fight.

A trend worth noting deals with the reasons students

are g«>ing to school. "The j>ercenlage of students who
ct>me to "change the work!" to get involvwl and pro

mote right* and ideas is fast falling, while that of

.students wishing to make m<»ney «'ind In- financially well

off .soars. At last estimate 70% of the stutlent iKKly list>

"money" as their numU-r one goal in etlucating

themselves. How can we affect change if we can't see

lieyond the dollar signs?

"I'he minute iHTci-nUige of stutlent.*; active «»n campus

cannot keep our liberal repuU'ition without help. This is

not a plea to vote. This is a plea for inv<»lvenH'nt. Without

an active student IkhIv, at any l«'v«'l, w*- will lose all that

we should hold dear.

David I'asquantonioiH

co-preHident; of the Orchard Hill

Area (iovernment

Letters to the Editor—
Don't waste quarters in Hatch

As a frequent patron of the Hatch, 1 am appalled by the

choice of music that is allowed to play night after night.

I am referring, of course, to Tina Turner's latest release

against women, "Private Dancer". This song is one of the

most sexist, degrading songs about women ever written.

In it, she sells her body for money - implying that any

woman can be bought or sold like a piece of meat.

Being a concerned member of the student body, I am
ashamed to hear fellow students humming and whistling

this tune in the corriders.

I demand that all of you stop wasting your quarters and

use better judgement in your jukebox selections.

Edward Pershouse
Sunderland

Congratulations, but . . .

I'd like to offer my congratulations to the UMass men's

basketball team for making the most out of their

"rebuilding" season, but many issues still need to be ad-

dressed about the future of the program.

It is now time for the UMass basketball coaches, and

Collegian sports editor Peter Abraham to acknowledge

some obvious facts. Thursday night the basketball team

lost, bringing their overall season record to 13-15.

Although the team did lietter than it was predicted to do

(and with some outstanding talent), it is time for the

coaches to re-evaluate the program. It is also time for

some accommodating habits of Abraham to end. Whether
the team improved their record over last years record or

not, a 13 15 record is still a "losing" season. Rising from

last place to fifth is not a momentous turnaround as has

been indicated numerous times by Abraham.
As I have, many other basketball followers and team

fans have no doubt began asking themselves some ques-

tions lately. Will UMass be able to win the Atlantic- 10

Conference within the next five or six years, or are we
doomed to perpetual "rebuilding" seasons? Also is the

present coaching staff able to recruit the talent necessary

to put together a league championship, NCAA tourna-

ment, or NIT team, oi should we move to a division II

schedule?

Finally, I have had my fill of Peter Abraham's accom-

modating attitudes towards this struggling program. He
has consistently failed to offer any constructive criticism

to a sports program that is by all indications doomed to

linger in obscurity. It is evident that Abraham is merely an

agent or press release for the coaching staff, and is in-

capable of critical commentary.

William Scarpelli

Central
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RETAIL
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
OPEN
TO
ALL
STUDENTS i^'r pf^»T'»0^t-'

^gressive career rnmaeu

.. c es are
• **failir)g through a

n$ive 12 v\/eek program

combining on the jot) iroir>ing \Mth

ciossroorr ars

' information about f^a>>

'. ' ; ^ and our Executive Tr

, :m please join us for on
lorormatK^nal presentation on

Monday, March 11, 7:00 p.m.

Campus Center, Room 163

e

Mn marsli

Your Style
Every Tuesday Is

Perm Special Day

$39.95

]

Regular $53. 00
15% Off any fiair service

witti college ID
(not valid with any other special)

\

ClORD$84i4[>g)
HAJR SALONS

— TM

HAMPSHIRE MALL 586-7913 MS 10-9:30

Not to be confused with Frank Stirlacci's Lord's & Ladies

Details still unknown in

Arlo Guthrie's illness
WARE (AP) - ^olk

singer Arlo Guthrie remam-

ed hospiuHzeH yesWrday

after t)ec-oming ill during a

recording session last week.

A spokeswoman at Mary

Lane Hospital in this cen-

tral Massachusetts town

said she could not release

details on Guthrie's condi-

tion or illness.

Dr. Louis B. Grace, whose

office is down the road from

Ujngview Farm Studio in

nearby North Brookfield,

said he was called to the

studio Friday evening.

Grace said he had Guthrie

admitted to the hospital.

**He rode over to the

hospital with his wife." the

doct(jr said. Grace refused

to describe Guthrie's symp-

toms and said he had no ad-

ditional information.

"I talked with his wife.

They don't know anything"

al)out his condition, said a

woman who answered the

phone at the studio yester-

day.

Guthrie. 37, who lives on a

farm in the western
Massachusetts town of

Washington, is best known
for his hit song "Alice's

Restaurant" of 1967. He is

the son of folk singer

Woody Guthrie, who died in

1%7 of the Huntington's

chorea, a degenerative,

hereditary nervous
disorder.

In 1981. Guthrie was
hospitalized for an inflamed

pancreas after he suffered

an attack during a concert

in Vancouver, British Col-

umbia.

MoreAssociated

PressNews
onp. 10

HAIRCUTS
ONLY Y # Ow with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
549 5610

lexpi res3 15 85

Hey you!
Stop complaining and get off

your butts. Vote in the

SGA Presidential,

Board of Governors and
Residential Committee

Elections March 11th and 12th,

It's your government -

Get Involved

ARTS
In search of footnotes
Stoppard: not the real thing
ROSENCRANTZAND
GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD
March 7-9, 13-16

At the Rand Theatre

liyKENEEBACHER
Collegian Staff

Tom Stoppard is a playwright who is

asscM'iated with his latest work, The Real

Thing currently d<»ing sellout performances

on Broadway. Its cast has included Jeremy

Irons and Cilenn Close as well as other well

knowns. This week in Amherst. Tom
Stoppard means Rotencrantz and
Guildenstem are Dead put on at the Rand

Theatre by the UMass Theatre Depart

ment.

Not only are RoM*ncraniz and Guildenl

•tern dead but the production lacks a little

life itself. Stoppards play is on the obscure

side unless our prosp«ftive theatre goer is

on the intellectual level where Hamlet is

fresh in mind. If not, its not easy to miss

Stoppards vjenius.

Hosencrantz and tiuildenslern are two
minor characters in Hamlet who act as

messengers for Claudius in carrying out

Hamlet's execution. In Shakespeare's work
they play a small role. In Stoppards they

are the central character^

.^i..|.j..ii.i - .-...ifv has RcMenrrantz and

Ciuildenslern waiting around to serve their

purpose in Hamlet while the audience gets

to watch them ponder their existence.

In Hamlet they are the only two

characters who do not die on stage but as

the play's title indicates. Stoppard does not

grant them immortality.

I suppose It is easier to blame the

production than the play because when I

read Rotencrantz and GuUdenttem are

Dead in the 11th grade, it was a lot less

confusing than Thursday evening. There

are works that are meant to be studied and

viorks that are meant to l>e produced. The
way this play works best. 1 lielieve, is if it

is pr(»duced for I he audience to study.

Christopher S. Darland as (luildenstern

was throwing his Imes out so quickly that

I'm afraid they got swallowed and

execreted without ever having been

digested. This pacing problem was

enigmatic for at the same time the

production dragged. .M the end of act 1. I

had to break my six hour coffee fast in an

attempt to remain awake.

By act II things were looking brighter.

Jonathon Curelop (Rosencrantz) who had

helped keep my eyes open through act 1

was now giving me reason to laugh. His

stage presence w as good as was his delivery

and he appeared very comfortable in his

role. He pulled thn>ugh my favorite part of

Stoppards philosophy with great insight of

his own; Rosencrantz babbles

philosophically about envisioning death as

spending eternity in a coffin. He portrays

the person within the box as if they were

conscious and twiddling their thumbs to

pass the time w hich never ends. He goes on

to talk about death as the "absence of

presence and nothing more.'* Although this

wasnt my lirst encounter v*ith this way of

thinking. I still got a tingle.

Other names worth mentioning are Rick

Martin (The I'layer) and David Fuller

(Alfred player Quwn (iertrude». Martin

was exuding stime splendid energy m his

role as he manipulatedh'uller around the

stage like acute little prop.

The stage design was pleasing to look at if

you enjoy puffy clouds enhanced with

lavender and turquoise lighting. For

periods exceeding t wo hours. I didn't

.

The CMass Theatre Departments

production of Rotencrantz and Chttlden-

Mtem are Dead is an instance where the

parts are greater than their sum. If you've

read HamUt or you don't mind exchanging

a few good laughs for a lot of confusion, see

it.

The distin^uiHhed violinist Ani

Kanafian will be appearing Tuesday

night at the Fine Arts Center.

Blank moves
CHARLES MOl'LTON DANCE
COMPA.NY
March 5. 19H5
Kirby Theater
Amhertit College

ROBIN KOSIELLO
Collegian Correiipondenl

Although the Amherst College perfor

mance of the Charles Moultfm Dance Com-

pany on Tuesday pre.sented certain

interesting, bouncy movement patterns, it

did not uplift or even disturb. When the

movement ended it felt incomplete The con-

cert featured the premiere of Moulton's

latest works Medley. Holiday and 7Vip/»'

Chauuaw Adventure along with the accom-

panying music of Moulton's long- time col

Uborator A. Leroy and of Scott .lohni»on

The Voice describes Moultt)n's work by

saying that "the dancers create an image of

brainy, beautifully trained athletes working

out a complicated pattern together " Both

Mfdlt'y and Holiday had interesting move

ments and an amusing chemistry emerged

between the dancers who at times smiled at

and played off of each other. Each abrupt

pose or stop was striking with the percussive

and brass-onented music. The music and

movement attitudes of playfulness and jum-

piness in the first piece, however, were sim-

ilarly expressed in Holida\ causing a sense of

dullness and monotony

After intertniasion, Texas Chatnsaw Ad-

i<enture created a change of pace which,

though refreshing, was too abrupt Dressed

in '^O'n costumes the dancers portrayed all-

Amencan characters who cried, laughed and

exclaimed such commands as "Freeze!",

"Help! " and "Run for your life!" This multi-

media farce of Amencan life %ath its mime-

like quality the staging of fake flghu. for

example provided a startling, confusing

ending tt) the ct)ncert. Although many of the

patterns throughout the pieces were inter

esting in themselves they did not fit together

to convey an attitude or feeling, whether

pleasing or disturbing. Perhaps the startling

ending was the intended effect but it simply

confused and left a blank in the mind of the

spectator, illu.'.trated by the unenthusiastic

applause and lack of curtain calls

I WPVl ART51<.

Float intospring, , „

GREAT GIVEAWAY #3

Register to win a Cobra IfiflatabkB^iat!

(size: 46"x78" deflated)

Includes:

2 oars

air pump •

towrope
inflatable floor

welded seams
360 lb. load capacity

bow handle

Coupons available

at the Information

Counter.

No purchase

necessary

CONTEST ENDS:
March 14th 9:00 AM

• enDployees of the University

Store and their fanriilies are not eligible

Store Hours: Located in

M-F 9-5 the

0nNIVERSITY
Sat 10-3 Campus Center djifiUSTORED
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More U.S. farms may tumble
WASHINGTON (AP) An unreleased

Agriculture Department report says 93,000

I'.S. farms, holding $47 billion in debt, are

technically insolvent or on the verge of going

broke - a 45 percent increase from earlier

figures.

The figures are in contrast with the num-
ber cited last week by President Reagan
when he vett>ed legislation intended to pro-

vide emergency credit to farmers suffering

from declining asset values and insufficient

cash flow.

Then. Reagan said, "The truth of the mat-

ter is, in need of immediate help are less than

4 percent or around 4 percent at best of all

the farmers in the I'nited States." Agricul-

ture Secretary John Block later said Reagan
"misspoke" and really knows the situation is

far worse

The new report by the department's

Economic Research Service, circulating on

Capitol Hill, reiterates data issued several

months ago indicating that some ;i86,000 of

the 2.3 million total U.S. farms - or nearly 18

percent are likely to be suffering some

financial stress.

But it goes beyond those numbers to paint

a worsening picture for the 679,000 farms

that are the mainstream of production ag-

riculture, the so-called 'family farms" gross-

ing between $50,000 and $500,000 a year.

"If the situation in early 1984 is extended

to early 1 985, the available data suggest that

one- third of all family size commercial

farms, owmg almost one-half of all farm debt,

will have some degree of financial difficulty,"

the report says.

Senators discuss more taxes
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate

Budget Committee is falling so far behind

in its labors to trim the federal deficit by

$50 billion or more next year that a

previously taboo subject - a tax increase

-TK)w is being talked about.

The committee, despite Republican

leaders' vows to honor President Reagan's

campaign promise against a tax hike, will

at least consider the possibility as it strug-

gles to complete its 1986 budget outline,

says chairman Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M.

"We'll have to consider revenues.

They're part of the budget process," he

aaid after his panel in four days rejected a

raftof spending cuts proposed by the presi

dent as well as a series of even deeper

reductions proposed by Domenici.

Deniocrats on the panel are rallying

behjnd a $150 billion three-year tax-hike

package-shich would mostly fall on

imsinesses -formulated by Sen. Ernest F.

Hollings. D-S.C.

Republicans are showing more interest in

the subject now than previously, although

most still publicly cling to the party line

that the deficit should be lowered through

^)ending cuts alone.

With the panel nearly through its first

draft of the budget, aides estimated that

barely $18.7 billion had been pared thus far

fn)m the overall deficit, projected to reach

$220 billion in 1986.
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THE HEAT IS ON — The fans proved themselves loyal to Prince and
the Revolution in Worcester as more than 2,000 people converged on
the Centrum yesterday. Only 200 tickets were made available; they sold
out in twenty-eight minutes.

—

t

'^0

MEN'S and WOMEN'S
O.P. SWIM SUITS

SHORTS, SHIRTS
and MORE

NOW IN STOCK

Saturday Clothes
Downtown Amherst

Open 10-6 pm Mon-Sat; Sun 1-5

Car

Truck
*

Passenger Van

North Amherst I

Motors
I

Rt. 63 No. Amherst I

S49-2880
I

Bubble Bubble Toil
and Trouble Away!

^AVrith a Hot Tub Special
at Utopia SfMLS

One Hour Hot Tub
only SCSO per person

anytime Men Tues Wed
* Best Rate m the V^tey'

Utopia Spas
175 Univefslty Onve Amherst

(413)253 7727

20%
OFF

SUN-
GLASSES. .

.

Fashion styles &
colors, reg. 5.95

Briefcases. Totes.

Daypacks. Sport Duffle

SPRING
HATS, CAPS,
VISORS,

STRAW HATS. ..

. . .AND
BEACH BALLS,

CARRY ALLS,

BEACH MATS. . .

A Store-fuN of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Daily 10-6. Sun. 12-5

You need a

summer job or

part-time work

You like direct

sales.

You own or have
access to a car.

You want to earn
up to $300 or

more per week.

You would like

to make your
own hours.

Contact D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our
spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D. Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Main Street

Jaffrey, NH 03452
603/532-4416

Now in Northampton, Figures & Fitness is the

exercise &. diet program preferred by more
women in 5 states' Join now during our

special pre-spxing offer

(Northampton only!). Get ready
early Stretch with us

You'll see and feel tt^

difference' Classes for ^If
t^eginners to advanced |^

•

FITN6SS
Northampfon
PoT Poum Mo//

5B6-6369
OUR AEROBICS. INCLUDE FLEX TIME, TEAM TIME. AEROBIC DANCE, PULSE TIME!

SPRING BREAK
PRICE BREAK $3.00 each

Assorted adult tees

muscle tees

rag style tees

Assorted colors

styles

imprints

sizes

sale located on the

Concourse across from the

^VNIVERSITY
STORE* Sale Hours

M-F 9-5

Artslines

store Hours
M-F 9-5

J.S. Bach's tncentennial birthday celebration will be the

theme of Rmst Wallfisch Memorial Fund benefit concert,

which will be held at 8: 1 5 p.m. on Monday in Smith College's

John M. Greene Hall Tickets for the all Bach concert cost $9

and $7 for students, and $14 and $1 1 for the general public

and can be purchased at Smith College's Sage Hall.

••••••••••
Sii artists of the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Cen-

ter will perform works by Beethoven, Poulenc, and Brahms

at 8 p.m. on Tuesday at the Fine Arts Center Concert HalL

For ticket information call 545-251 1.

••••••••••
Wnter Ernest Hebert will be speaking in the second pro-

gram in the series "Writers Speak: New England as Region

and Idea" at 8 p.m. on Thursday in the Campus Center,

Room 162. Mr. Hebert has published The Dogs ofMarch, A
Little More Than Kin, and Whisper My Name. The free pro-

gram is sponsored by the Institute of Advanced Study on

the Humanities.
••••••••**•

"Landscape Journeys, ' an eshibition of paintings in oil,

will be on display for two weeks starting t his Thursday, at the

Wheeler (lallery. Itxated ui Wheeler House Fhere will be an

opening reception from 5-7 p.m. this Thursday at the

gallerv'.

it ii if it It it it -kit it if

There will he a concert featuring works by (lustav Hoist,

Karel Husa. and Mozart performed by UMass Wind Ensem-

ble and Symphony Band at 8 p.m. on Thursday in the Fine

Arts Onter Concert Hall Malcolm W Rowell. Jr and

Douglas Nelson will be conductmg. For further information

about this free concert call 545-2227

it it it it it it it Hit it if it

World's Largest
SALE

Starts Today!!

^^W% OFF all new arrivals

and Spring stuff*

and 50% OFF
all Winter leftovers

iiifiliiiii iir
o ,

Sy^

i^^

\mmear
WilliSmith

thru 3 16
* no jeans

North Pleasant Street. Amherst

GRATlSrFACTlON

.»?'..

«^

^ <>

you'«t»ncl«tat

CartwrsAHNew

'^Happy Hour

Free Buffet!

Monday thru Friday

4^ p.m.

Featuring Tacos
or

Chicken
^'^^sw"

P»zza ^^^
Vegi Dippers * «•-"•'-

Munch Murx:h More'

CARBUR'S
Rl^IAlJKAM A I()IIN(,1
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The Graduate Faculty of

Political and Social Science

New Sch(X)l for Scxiai Research

Summer lastitute In

Critical ThiH)r> and Social Research

PrcscnlalumotlhcclaNsaalconccpisol ihc I ranktun SJi.h>I jnd an anal>sisol

present da> pn)hleius usin^- a «.omhinalion of old and ne^^ anal>tical inMrumenls will

ti)riu the base ot this program All Institute panicipants will attend a weekly seminar

meeting where tacult\ papi-rs vs ill he presented and discussed

Guiding students m their studs *)t the relatumship «>{ < ritical thci>r> lo the pr«>blems of

eontemp.>rar> s»Kial researeh and collective actum will he the tolU.wing distinguished

s*.h«>lars

• Andrew Arato New .Sch«H)l tor S»Kial kcsciuh

• Jose Casanova Passaic Count) College

• Jetlrcv (' (k»ldlarh New Sch«t»»l for S«»cial Research

• Alberto Melucci-l'niverMi) t>f Milan

• Paul Piccone Fditor. Tihn

• Mihal> Vaida lomu'rl) . Institute for PhiU)s«>ph>

Hungarian Acadcmv of Sciences

• Joel Whiteb»»«)k Nl ^^ Sch«H»l ft>r S«Kial Research

SumnK-r Sessum begins June 10 You mav enroll with The Graduate Facultv as a

degree seeking student or on a m.n degree basis For nw.re mformatuni on the Summer

Institute or other degree proeranis mail the coupm bel<»w »>r call (212» 741 S7|0

J.-^*.-,
ShM St H<M)I M)RS(K KI RKSl-^Rl H

'•Uii':'-'.':'- (iraJualc hat.uli\ \dniiN--i'Tt>

1

^^ hitth Avenue

New York \ > MMiM

11 mUTCslfil in Ihc Sumiik..- In^tilulc in I r Hu jl I tw^•r^ jik) Vs. ui ('

vk^'fCCapplKJllon m.n >!,,' "M^livJl I. >n Hll

Njme

\adress

( iiv State /ip .

Ulephonei

M M St H«M»I »<HIStM l«l m s» «Ht H^ u

MuJcni ap(>lM.alii>n

The Collegian

New England's Largest College Daily

Business positions are opening up

in all departments:

Assistant Business Manager

Assistant Finance Manager

Advertising Representatives

Circulation & Subscription Positions

areApplications and informataion

available at the Collegian,

113 Campus Center.

Application deadline is

Thursday March 14.

Get involved and gain

some valuable business experience

UftUAUMAA

GOING SOUTH SUNGLASS SALE

ONE WEEK ONLY

$3.99

John Cruise • Andrea Sawicki • Sherri Leigh June • David Sobel • Josianne Mehu • Karen A. Sullivan

SALE
LOCATED ON
THE CAMPUS
CENTER
CONCOURSE
M-F 9-5

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

DOONESRURY By Garry Trudeau

E^^W 9TARJ,MANmT
BVBfWN5'S HBf^

iBS, TheyARB. Q
UB'VBJUST60TA
Bonu^jecK AT -ne

SWPtOPOOR

I'MAFMlPlT^
BUAueeoBfoUR
POLia THAT THB

STARSCHBCKMJR
B60S

mAT
B60^

tMSORRf.

MISSRO^.
WSBARB
IhBRiUS

I

TMeaNO
TDNBBPA
RBCBin
MAN

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breiathed

Of THE fOLLOHm ITtl^

1. o$5ceNeMORps
2 PIRTT H/O/fPS

3 THeMwrmH'
¥ msryncTURBS..

ANPANy aose uf
m>TO Of Tim WKNeR'5
UF5/-

I

He/eR.m
COmPLY

fRmarm ALOJU

it/rTH imr uiST
one, fffiOf...

Rats By Congo
T«E«C 15 A weuj

BSCCD OF SYViOCt^T!

TbDAV. TO 8t TRAlwtt

Job 5££m$ to BC

Lire A Moose JK)

Suburbia, a bmm. ,

AwDEmouoh Mowev

To kcEB. r£N

FARHCeS HAPPV.

TM£5t G«Crt>V HUT
Amts couto ©Jty 8E1

COM^A860 To

7 WAkit VoU to
MCC T A FfllMb OF
Hii^e HAfcV THIS

ACCOUM^il^Cr IKC...

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

-f)RurH ^ft'e-^c/Vfr K-R/nY

Because r
^ u/'^A/r To cmTis^y ^v

-^o X*: ece-cren, i t^^^/f

I

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

does no'f-

GORDY By Gorde

C'MOtJ, MANSOf SO FOR
OhJE YEAR I BEAT rou
OUT Oh) '"WHO HAS THE

-JJTRIP!"

so WHAT IF WU'RE 60thJO

ID eRO\JeL AT HOME
WHILE I'M IN FLORIDA.'

HAVE RESPBCr RjR AUTTHBR
/MAA/'S VICTORY.' HA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA

AVW60 JAkre ^A/rsOCKl!
C0lJ6RAPOLATf0lJSf YoU JUST
WOU A FREE, ALL e/PE^SES
PAIP TRIP TO PaRAtOOA ffJ

TVE COAil^AJY OF p/AAtO^P
PAWP LEE ROTh, LE/\P

SlfOeER OF \/AhJ

HALENf

Today's Weather:

TODAY:-Mostly Sunny early today

followed by increasing cloudiness later,

with highs in the 40s.

TDNIGHT: A chance of rain or possible

snow with lows in the 308,

TOMORROW: Chance of showers, highs

35 to 45.

D.C. Menu

Lunch
Homesttnl Si)up

Turkey Divan

l>eli Ham on Water Roll

Basics Lunch
Cream »if Mushr«M»m S<»up

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich
Turkey Divan
AppU' KnoM)y

Dinner
Chicken Veg. Soup

Roa.st Pork with Cravy
Stir Fr>' Beef an»i Veg.

Stiver Salad Plate

Fruit Cocktail

Basics Dinner
Tofu Nut Loal with

Mushroom sauce

Baked (Vtd

Pineapple Suj)rize

l'»>|)pysee«l Rolls

Collegian

staff notice

Interview workshop with former city e<litor and

reporter for the Sprini^ield Daily News Frank

Faulkner at 3 p.m.. today in the newsnnjm. Also,

photoworkshof) at 7 p.m., Wednesday at the

photodesk.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUHLE
»>dtl«4 by 1 ratk Mklirl Jaffr

ACMMS
1 — au fhum

5 Served a «irtn«»

9 Local taies. m
Britain

14 Counlartmk
16 FwHlmouM
16 Arizona polilical

family

ir PtMtmonI
province

IB MatctiiCM

20 NASA
mil«ston«

22 Detroit gp
23 Voting peraon

24 And thoM that

toltow Lat

abbr

26 Sat>t>4ticai

Abbr

28 ShirKar

32 Lindy's landing

(••Id

38 Traditional

weapon
39 Doer s suftm

40 Rides the

currents

42 Hindu goddess
43 Siivertieeis role

45 End of a

rewarding

contract

47 Ring around

49 After April, in

Aries

50 Actor Anthony

53 Author Josepti

Wood
58 USN rank

61 End of a

romantic

comedy
63 Clamor
65 Part ol ADC
66 Heavenly hunter

67 I came, lo

Caesar
68 Secluded spot

69 Original Comb
form

70 Indigo

71 Partygiver

Maxwell

3 Ulan —
IWlongotta

4 acid

5 Barnstormers

6 Dtract the

helmsman
7 Omit, in

pronunciation

8 Tender a

resignation

9 l^iversity in

New Jersey

to Critic Huniabie

11 Prohibition

12 Fit/geratd

13 Vast anwuni
19 Part of M I T

21 Pip

25 Campus areas

for short

27 EKCited

29 Explorer

Tasman
30 Leningrad s

river

31 Smartly

designed

32 Recent

33 Jacket type

34 Deep sound
35 Mexican presi

dent 1930 32

J6 Lobe l<X.ation

3' Mine vehicle

41 Poppycock
44 Pi//a lopping

46 Tittie^iattie

48 Small amount
51 Costa
52 Oscar winner

Burstyn

54 Manner of

expression

55 Type of invest

56 Cryptographer's

concerns

57 Laughing

58 Mince
59 Expression of

pleasure

60 Hodgepodge
62 Angle Comb

form

64 Realtor s sal*
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Georgetown faces the toughest road to Lexington
NCAA bids announced
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AF)

The Big Ten and Big East

conferences put a record six

teams apiece in the 64 -team

NCAA men's basketball

tournament field Sunday.

"We're very excited about

the very difficult job we have

done," said Vic Bubas, chair-

man of the committee which

spent three days and nights

drawing the pairings and
seedings.

Cieorgetown, St John's,

Michigan and Oklahoma
were made No. 1 seeds in the;

four regions.

Georgetown will be in the

East along with Illinois,

Wichiu Stat«. SMU Loyola

of Illinois and Georgia Tech.

St. John's was shipped out

West with UNLV, N.C. State

and Washington in the

easiest of the four regions.

Oklahoma will have to con-

tend with LA Tech, Boston

College, Memphis State and

Duke in the Midwest while

Southeast had top-seeded

Michigan against the likes of

Notre Dame and Kansas.

First-round competition

begins Thursday and the

tournament will end with the

championship game April 1

in Lexington, Ky.

The commitee picked 35

at-large teams to go with 29

which qualified automatical

ly as champions of their con-

ference or conference

tournament.

"The first 20 or 2 1 at large

teams were easy. It was no

trouble," Bubas said. "The
last 15 got difficult and I'm

telling you, the last six or

eight, we could have stayed

there a week."
Kentucky, a Final Four

team last season, made the

field with the worst record

among at- large entries, at 16-

12.

Among the missing were

Indiana, Louisville, Houston
and UCLA.
Onlv three independents

made the field - Notre Dame.

Dayton and DePauL Among
others left out, were 20 12

Creighton, 20-10 Richmond

and 20-8 West Virginia, the

regular- season Atlantic 10

champioa

Lehigh, at 12 18. is the

only tournament team with a

losing record. Lehigh got in

by wirming its East Coast
Athletic Conference
tournament

Read the Collegian!!!
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IT'S THAT
TIME
AGAIN!

MA ••!•• Tai EiUa

NcirthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
fut S«fl>«;e Iff Store

fS SunawtMd M . Mo AntfMc»l. MA
Aaots Iron MXfutul i SlOfx

AX VlSAHtlC 549-4704

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea,

Amherst. New Hampshire
IResidont, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Oepartnient Directors, Cabin Counsaiors snd Activity

Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,
Swim Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, Saifing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk
Songs. Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel
and Nurses (R.N.)

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits
Pleaae contact: Dr. Charies B. Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury. Street, Wellesley, MA 02181
W7.237 »410

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

SPRING COURSE BOOKS
RETURNS START
MARCH 15th

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

the UNIVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical plant bidg

A multi-media presentation with Wallace Terry

Monday, March 11

7:30 P.M.
S.U.B.

Univ. Mass.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
oSmeTSlegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs: 8.45-2.30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to pubUcat.on aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount » Phone number FREE

Mini S >»flW MM>
wpsrat* amp/tun«r ' deck /tumt 'two IP
pries taOO (M« taka *SO0 irtust mN ca« Chr*

|

6-«929

9oar> borry tor tt«« ttoMMnng unwcntad
ana urwwiMd guMta>' But tti« Stti fought

lh«fn md wa Iriumphad Thanki to SM
90S. S07. Scony our Commandar In Chiaf.

and farltiful auppoi^afi. It iwV rww happan
agatn" Mora Maddog Mcknaaa wal ratum.

Ita Nka itial and ihatt tt«a way tt ia. Sal

Starae Syatam: Onkyo TA/xnS caaaawi
deck Yamaha CR/4G0 AM/FM raoatvar

Togathar »250 25S1«)6 _______
EmptraaciantHlG W band aquaWiar muat
MM bafora Braak tac for M6 ca* S7M2

JBLLIIO
loudapaakara: PtiMpa atactrorac 212 turn

taMa wM Shura VIS rypa IV cart. Onkyo
A 10 intagiatad amp-Sb watts par charwial.

Onkyo aarvo lockad tunar Naw *16re muat
aalMeOBobS»1«>
Btatipunht Aapaw CaaaaWa Daek tor i

I2S0 brand naw cal Tom S4S0333

AUTO ran SALE

Volvo IMS 71 vary raiaWa tranaponation
»960fimi 256-1406 ^__
Ifn Chavy Nova Hatchback AT run*

wa« »560 Of 80 296-4006 evaa

1977 Oldt Cutlaa* Vuprama loadsd runt

great ancaHant coridition t2700 2S3 S471

IMi Volvo iittr>dard ExcaNant rabuilt

eogirte naada body work Raliabia car.

545^2803 SftMOOe

1*7* Dod«a OmnI - angina njna graat '

body naada work *1100 nagotiabta caH

649^6383

SCST QUAUTY NtSUMES

Conaultatlen. praparalion. analysis

edrting, deiiyi, layout, covar Mtar. typing

Giarruiao 260-6267

iNTfirrAMOMfllfT

nMkA-WM, nMk-A- VMao Entartain

mant Otac Jeokaya. larga acraan vtdao

dancaa tor houaapartya, aamifonnati. cam-

put avartta S4S-7144

W.OIMOA PACKAOt OCAi

•71 N««« • cyl. fww 9»« •"» "'•W» W
tpaad touring bika t126 dorm tita

rafrtgarator MO or antira packaga for »300

ortMMi7Bor2SS1S73

OotMnf Top QuaMy Grata

Church Ctotlwig Encttanga on Common in

Amhartt Entrar>ca Spnrtg Straat Hours

Tuaa 12 OO-S 00 pm Thurt 10:00 am 6 00
pm

Ski Boeta - brand naw. top-ot-tfw kna Tac-

nica boots Sitaa 7 and 6 Only 1790 cal Jim

at SSSTOB?

Juat buttt Bicyda Campy aqutpmant

Hotdaworth frama. Immron pamt Many an

traa cat Larry S4S7777

CAUTOMMA

2 Amartean AMrta royr>d trip ttekata

Hanford/San Franciaco Mar 19 dap Mar 28

rat »St6 617-M4-06«

ran RENT

Ona room mfwwlhr »«•« *• «p*«0"^«*
ing Straat Call 54^0071 9190

KM SALE

CAROL

Hill How waa your waafcand?

OONT MESS wrfH THE
Sth FLOOR SROy*

Wa with to apologlxa to all 3/2 party

Movia Poatara caH Oabbi 6-S2B1 balwaan

12 pm and 12 am waakdays

inaxpaflthra cotton ciothaa for spring

mwis shirts »10. womans shirts, skirts and

pants 12*14, Kanya bags 14. caH

546 7800

Kanya Bags 920 in tha Concouraa avary

Thursday and Friday

ISTi Toyota Corolla Wagon 5 spd good

condition and good mileage new AM/FM
tape d«:k call Barry ^76^0

Collactor'a: O.P books, pnnts, »i», aH

aubi. etc Book Vault. 534-3646

Fi,ii,riar% cotton I54«72) standard dou

bla 50 26fr 1406_

For sale mans wool coat * length, off

white in excellent conditkjn laaa than 1 year

o4d sua 40 aoW new for over 4200, asking

isio BO call Paul 549-1886

Co »» la

11 Bermuda thona, tannia raekaia.

hacky-aacks and much rT>ora

Check out our pocaa" M f 1<M. 322 Stu«lent

Union

HCL^WANTfO

Registration Clark. Mi
son wanted for summer omployment at

family camping area No e«p neceaeery. pay

nun. Can after noon (413) 24&9006

807r~AffirmatTva Action Position

available requirements serious commm
ment to AA principles, good organiiational

b writing skills stMlity to work independently

15 hrs/week 350 hr application available

420 SUB or call 5 0341 for mora info AAEOE

Wanted Cooks, waitpaopla. banarxjers

Full and part time poaitiorts available Very

good organiiational advancert>ent available

for the nght people Apply in person with

references to Utopia Spas 175 Univ Or
.

Amherst

Aftarschool teacher neaded workstudy

or credit Mondays and Wednesdays from

2:30 to 5 Dave SB6-S624 anytime

Airlines Hiring, 414 39.000'
Stewardesses Resarvationist' Worklwide'
Call for Guide Directory, Newsletter

M916I 9444444 « Umasaair

Crulaoahips Hiring. 916. *30.000< Carn
been Hawaii. World Cat for Gutda, Direc

tory Newsletter 1 (916) 9*

Umaaacruiae

mCOSSE TAK RW^ARATIOW
INCOME TAX preparation at your service

LOWEST RATES (Tan Daductiblel Tanaa

prepared quickly for ttie LARGEST poeaibia

refund Call Stephen Shore f

NMTRUCTION

Knew your car. Baaic automobile
workahop 21 hours irK:k<dirtg claearoom

ttwory and shop. Limitad enrtiament

263^2086

LOST

Loet waBat^ThtitsJ 5 Black trifoM around

Boydan Gym or Campua Center Neediden
tifvcation cartJa oaaparaMsy.
call64S«M

OoM oval Hnt
Reward Call 546^7623

Oo Down with tha UMaaa Ski Chjb to Ft

Lauderdale Spnng Breek 86 the best

flights, the best motorcoach, tfw beat

hiotels All at tf>e beat pricas Sign up m
front of the Hatch (5^34371

Olonna Smith It's t>ean great livir>g with

you, but let's get nd of that third roommate
Love va Bath Jonas
VAILKILLINOTONFTLAUDER
DALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
DALE VAILKILLINOTONFTLAUDER
DALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
DALEVAILKILLINQTONFTLAUOER
DALE
UMass Ski Clun
Vour Spring Break Connection
Sign up in front of tfie Hatch M F 10 3
For more info call 546^3437

Joel • Thank you for tt>e last 6 months You

mean ao much to me. Babe' I love you tons

Sweats
_^

Jacfcio^and Oavo you k>ok marvakMja Oarl

SacratAdmlrw, I like your style Your card

made my day Pleaae cal ao wa can meet

American 6k I an4 Rbtty Wook March
17 24 at KWIitgton htdudaa Hfta, condo
lodging, tranaporlallon, parties,

firmvorks. dam bake etc only 9198 eign

up In front of lt>e Hatch M-F 10-1

Aatrolofy Claaaaa an mtenerve mtroduc

tion begma 3/27 for information, cal

64SO210 avanmga aek for Cart

fake a' brook from DC food Spaniah dub
pot htck dinner, Tua 3/12, 9 pm Info and

sign up at Oub B Board 4tMh>or Harter kib

by

Stephen Ravi
world m Fla

Kerry C . H^ipy 1»lh Birthday" You're a

yaat roommate and I with I couM gh>a you

t m^or for your birthdayM^.^labbie

la It true you can buy teepa for 944 through

the U S Government? Get the fects todey"

Cal 1 312 742 1142 ant 5831 A

StWVICCT

COINS 122/121 tutorlr»g 45 00 per hr

former 123/121 greder. 4 semester univsrsi

ty consullent Alen 263 7666

EXPERT TYPING Theaaa, reports,

raeumea. cover letters, etc profaaa<or>al ssr

vice. reaaonaUe rataa EXPRESS. 546«19

PROFESSIONAL
TYPtNO SERVICE

on campua, vary

584^7994

MOSWAMTW

flMa nasdad tor two to Pi

^«l pay sod can help driva Cii

TRAVn

tor SprkM Sraak sign up taWa
m fnmt (^ the Hatch M F 10-3

^arty Oosan tfto Cooal
TB aoM RiicR tlio

mTons

"Spoody Koya" protoaaroiMl ISM typing.

Papers, ti>eses. dissertetions, romartca
lengueges 2Sfr 1002

WA9ITB0

•HAVVN ft STACY

A double Happy Birthday to two of our

favorite people we love you Melissa Tari

Lesley b Gal

SHOES

Baaa and Timbortand 30% off rataH price

mens/woment call Ross 546^6261 call lata'

PHILADELPHIA BOUND

2 girls naod e ride to Philly or New York

City Thursday afternoon or evening. March
14 WiN share eKpenaea Ca« Elizabeth or

Pleyer tt 546-6216

Help) I need a place for my dog to alay fvt •
few months Will psy t26 a month
great' Call Lisa 263 3766

Three bedroom apt Puffton

Call Makssa, 546 1195 or Meg. 546-1202

Reward

WANTED TO RENT

Apertment needed will take over leeae in

June call Aliaon 546 1406 Donna 546^5680

Two bedroom apt in Downtown Amherst
area WiN taka over leaaa in Jurte call Dave
546^5338

2 bedroom apt to take over
Amfierst on but route; Puffton praf cal
Laurie 546-5787 or meg 546-6784

REWARD Looking for fall leeae in Bran
dywina or Puffton caM 632Q6 pr>.6Sit
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SPORTS

Jump, fly andpush

.

.

.

I niversity of MassachusettH junior Phil Gorjfone (above) hurdles off of

the parallel bars in the EaHtern (JymnaHtics 3 Leaf^e Championships at

the Sprinjffield College frym this past weekend. On the rijfht. freshman

Jay Konayne (above) pushes off the parallel bars in other action. The

Minutemen finished off their season with a fifth place finish in the com-

petition. The team, under coach Roy Johnson, had a 7-4 duel meet

record and won the New Enf^land title this season.

Allantic 10 loumey notebook

UMass earned a better fate than it was dealt

Peter Abraham

In the wake of Thursday s hitler 69 67 loss to Rutgers in

the quarterfinals of the Atlantic 10 tournament, the

Iniversity of Massachusetts head coach Ron Cierlufsen

stood in the hallway outside the locker rooms in the

schools Athletic Center still wondering what had hap

pened.

"We played as well in the second half as we have since I've

been here." (ierlufsen said. "This team... this team wasn't

supposed to do anything and we were that close to beating

the team that was supposed to win it. We should've won."'

Assistant coach Mark Shea stood nearby reading the

statistics sheet in disbelief.

"We only had had one foul shot in the second half.' "he

questioned no one in particular. "One crummy foul shot.

How the hell did that happen?"

The players sat on the benches in their cramped locker

room staring at the floor, not saying a word.

Only the perpetually happy Darryl Carter looked up as

the media filed in to ask why the last second shot didnt fall

or why the pass was picked off by Rutgers. There weren t

any answers, some explanations maybe, but no answers.

The season of ups and downs, of promise and chances, was

over.

In five years or .so the game will be a small notation m ihe

media guide, one in a long list of tournament losses that the

Minutemen have suffered, first in the old fc:aslern 8 and

now in the Allantic 10. But the game will mean a lot more

than that.

"We showed in this game that we belonged," Gerlufsen

said. "We were right in this games, take away the few

mistakes and some poor first half play and we win."

Those mistakes could have been attributed to tournament

pressure. I'Mass. unconsciously perhaps, put pressure on

itself from within. The league didn't expect much from

CMass, but they expected a tot from themselves.

"That might've been true." Gerlufsen said. "I did really

think, unlike past seasons, that we had a shot, a decent

shot at winning the tournament. I think we can play with

the Temples and Rutgers of the world."

This season will be l(N>ked back upon as a turning point in

CMass basketball fortunes. The intensity shown by this

team was impressive, the desire tremendous. They had

every reason to mail in this season before it started, to

decide that losing its two top scorers and being last was
reason enough. Add the fact that the only good thing the

program had going for it, the Curry Hicks Cage and its

crowd, was lost to year long renovations, made it all the

easier to pack it in.

Hut they didn't. CMa.ss won on the road, they beat

Rutgers. St. Ronaventure and St. Joseph's. Temple and
West Virginia had scares in Springfield and NCAA bound
Northeastern was defeated.

The coaches in the league, as evidenced by their all

league and all rookie selections, still didn't respect CMass
despite what was accomplished.

But Thursday night, after the Rutgers game. Knight

coach Tom Young was standing outside the interview room
talking to his assistant ab<jul the game.
You know something, we could've easily lost, " the coach

>aid. "We had them down and they just didn't give up. You
can't l«K)k past them anymore.

"

No, you cant.

MINI THMAN MCTTERINGS: Carl Smith had a career

high 19 points and six assists. Sutton buried two three-

pointers in the game as did Smith.

In the final play, .Smith was supposed to work the ball on
the wing to Sutton who was going to attempt a three-

pointer from the top of the key. Smith lost the ball when
he tried a pass to Horace Neysmilh at the foul line. Perry
intercepted it an tried a shot instead of running out the

cltx-k. Sutton got the ball to Smith who was short on his

effort

.

NCAA tournament bids released, seepage 15

(ollefpan photo by Mich«lle SeK»H

Sophomore point guard Carl Smith drives over
Rutgers' John Battle (10) in Atlantic 10 Tourna-
ment action in New Jersey on Thursday. Smith
had a career-high 19 points, but LMass lost, 69-67
to the Scarlet Knights.

conn«ct*d ^*tl\ ttw
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The Power Is In Your Hands
Today and tomorrow (March 11 and 12) the Stu-

dent Governnr>ent Association (SQA) is holding it's

Presidential elections. The participation of Third

World students in these elections is vital both to the

outcome of the election and the general direction of

the election and the general direction of UMass Stu-

dent Government.
The three co presidential candidacies in this years

election, are Michael Cerrato and Kim Hacken, Stacy

Roth and Dan Burgess and Patrick Keohan and

Theresa Sbarella. While all candidates support RSO
groups, student empowerment and more responsive

Student Government, there are important differences

in strategy and implementation that voters should

make themselves aware of.

Hacken and Cerrato are basing their campaign on

the platform of student rights, student a tivities and

stricter control of SGA financial activities. Many have

labeled the campaign as "conservative" saying that it

is running a campaign for the Treasury not the

Presidency. Moreover, Hackett and Cerrato have fail-

ed to gain any support from the Third World com-

munity. In fact, strong tension has existed since the

candidates failed to show-up to a scheduled meeting

with the Third World Steering Committee.

Keohan and Sbarella have based their candicacy on

"the search for student input." yet have seeked no in-

put from the Steering Committee or the Third World

Caucus. Whether or not this candidacy has a firm

grasp on the issues is a question that has been raised.

What is not in question is that these candidates failed

to effecth/ely articulate their goals and objectives dur-

ing last Wednesday's presidential debate. On a

positive note, Keohan and Sbarella were the only can-

didates to mention financial aid when asked at>out the

two or three most important issues affecting students

(it must be noted that the other candidates did ad-

dress the issue of financial aid but not in response to

the question of priority issues.)

Burgess and Roth are basing their campaign on the

issues of rising education costs, financial aid cuts and

student empowerment. They have been actively in-

voh/ed in student rights issues (collecting 1.300

signatures for Students Advocating Financial Aid.

SAFA) and issues of oppression (such as the Anti-

Racism Team of SCERA.) These candidates have

adopted the Third World Issues Platform and have the

full endorsement of the Third World Steering Commit-

tee and the Third World Caucus. However, some
black students have labeled Roth and Burgess as "the

best of the worst" questioning just how far they

would stick their necks out to support black issues,

particularly at the cost of alierution by other white

students.

One of these candidacies will represent students in

the Board of Trustees and the Student Senate next

year. We, as Third World students, can and do have a

vital powerful role in this decision. Last year, approx-

imately 2000 students (of 15,000 eligible) participated

in the elections. Now the Third World Community
comprises about seven percent of the total popula

tion, and an active seven percent can decide who
represents us.

NUMMO would like to make it clear that we are not

endorsing any candidates (although many members of

the staff are campaigning for one ticket.) What we do

endorse is active participation and turn-out of Third

World voters. Vote for the candidate of your choice,

vote for youself, your mother, or Prince just make
sure you vote. Equally as important is where you vote.

There will t>e a ballot t>ox at the New Africa House and

by the end of the election it should t>e stuffed with our

votes. This will send a message to whomever wins

that we are concerned, active and serious about the

issues that affect our education and it will serve as a

statement of power and commitment to achieve our

goals here at UMass.
The choice is ours; the power to elect is ours; the

responsibility is ours. We could take advantage of it or

we could make the same mistake we've made many
times in the past by under-estimating our political

power.

Friends and supporters of Han Suyin pose with the In-

ternationally known Author and Hiatorian after her re-

cent lecture held at UMass.

Photo by Ed Cohen

Our Platform

The following is the platform comphled by the Third

^orld Steering Committee. Of the issues and con

cerns of the Third World community. It's these con-

cerns that will guide the political movements of the

Third World Caucus and Third World organiiations in

the coming year.

Third World Issues Platform

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION:
- Enforcement of SGA A/ A guidelines; increased

monitoring of faculty and administration.

- Elimination of favoritism through employment prac-

tices.

Reorganization /Development of Personnel Policy

Redevelopment of "Vita Bank " minority employ-

ment program

ACADEMIC ISSUES:

Commitment to fight against the elimination of Math

104, 106, 107, and 120 courses.

- Continued support and implementation of an effec-

tive Academic Grievance Policy.

- Strong support of organizations such as CCEBMS,
BCP, an MEP that strive for academic excellence

among Third World students.

FINANCIAL AID:

- Actively pursue strategies against Financial Aid cuts

and tuition increases.

To work with the Office of Third World Affairs (OT-

WA) and Third World Caucus (TWO on issues of

Financial Aid.

SGA BUDGET:
- Stronger support of Third World Registered Student

Organizations (RSO). particularly but not exclusively

on budgetary matters.

Increased Direct communication with Third World

RSO's to help understand, develop, and enhance pro-

gramming.
- Commitment to ensure Third World RSO funding

criteria based on merit and services rather than

demographic representation.

STUDENT EMPOWERfVIENT:
- Respect the soveriegnity of the Third World Caucus

(TWO.
- Ammend the SGA Constitution and /or By-Laws to

ensure the representation of the TWC by Third World

Students.
- Commitment to ensuring Third World representa-

tion, essential SGA subcommitees (e.g.

Budgets/ Finance, Nominating Sub), as well as

University-Wide Committees.
- Political coalitions with the President's Office and the

various Third World RSO's, in particular the TWC; in

order to achieve intergral participation in such areas as

SATF Review, SGA Constitution, etc.

- Continue firm implementation of the revised Code of

Student Conduct.
- A fir commitment to challenge oppressive actions of

the UMass administration, such as the Yvette Henry

arson case.

To increase and enhance multi-cultural activities at

UMass, in order to break down cultural misunderstan-

ding, language barriers, and biases.
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African Classical Literature : A Reality

by Chris Williams

Nummo Staff

From Febuary 21 to March 3 the Association for the

Study of Ancient African Civilizations held their Se-

cond Annual Conference on Ancient Egyptian Studies

in Chicago, Illinois, at Chicago State University.

Despite the absence of the leading Egyptologist

Cheikh Ante Diop, the conference anracted an im-

pressive field of scholars that included Dr. John

Henrik Clarke, Dr Yosef ben Jochannan, and Dr.

Maulana Karenga. The purpose of this conference

was to present information on African Civilizations in

the various disciplines' such as, history, literature and

language, sciences, philosophy, ethics, and art. All of

the presenters, from the seasoned scholars to the

rtovices, deserve praise for their courageous scholar-

ship on African Civilizations. This article will give some

of the highlights of one of the most outstanding

speeches which was given by Prof. Joy Hardim. i

Hardiman began her speech quoting from

Chancellor William's classic "The Destruction Of

Black Civilization", Hardiman said, "What became of

the Black people of Sumer?" the traveller asked the

old man, "for ancient records shows that the people

of Sumer were Black. What happened to them?"

"Ah," the old man sighed "They lost their history, so

they died..." Hardiman added that story telling and

story making are two of the most cntical activities for

8 peoples survival. This is because stories contain a

peoples culture and history

Discussing language, Hardiman said that words can

cause damage to people. To illustrate this point she

said, "If you call a people stupid long enough, they

become dumb." Hardiman believes that language is a

very powerful instrument that is used to create

negative images of African people in literature.

To counteract this onslaught of negative images,

Hardiman has successfully attempted to teach Black

Classical literature to Black students who were enroll-

ed in her Egyptian studies class at Evergreen State

College in Washington State. Hardiman believes that

it is up to African people to alter these negative im-

ages by returning to their African classics, because as

she says, "he who controls the image controls the

premise. " This bigotory is even found in academia,

because Hardiman alluded to the fact that it is taught

that the Greeks have classics and other cultures have

folklore.

the resurrection, the story of Job, the story of the Pro-

digal son, the story of the taking of Troy, and even

Cinderella are found in Ancient Egypt.

Hardiman said that teaching this classical literature

to older Black students is rewarding, because the in-

formation is quickly articulated in the community.

"What is taught in the class on Tuesday is heard in the

barber shop on Thursday, in the bars on Saturday

night, and in the pulpits on Sunday'"

She then concluded by saying the following:

"Thank-you (African scholars! for planting the seed so

we all might be. Because of your courage, conviction,

c

Resurrecting

The Spirit

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondent

In the last twenty years, the number of Blacks

elected officials in the 1 1 Southern states has grown
from fewer than one hundred to more than four thou-

sand, according to the Atlanta-based Voter Education

Project. The numbered of registered black voters has

climbed from about 2.5 million to more than 5.5

million according to project officials.

Hundreds of Blacks celebrated the 20th anniversary

of the voting rights march from Selma to Mon-
tgomery, Alabama with a new pilgrimage to resurrect

the "spirit"" of the civil rights struggle. As several hun-

dred Blacks had assembled for a symbolic mass, the

Rev. Jesse Jackson said that they have unfinished

business.

Twenty years ago, on March 7, 1965, Bloody Sun-

day, state troopers and a mounted posse using billy

clubs and tear gas stormed the Edmund Pettus Bridge

in Alabama, and turned back the marchers. Two
weeks later. Civil Rights Leader, the Rev. Martin

Luther King led a march from Selma to Montgomery.

The events helped spur Congress to enact the Voting

Rights Act of 1965, which made illegal the intimidation

used to deny the ballot to blacks.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson and the Rev. Joseph

Lowery, a march organizer, were given keys to the ci-

ty by Mayor Joe Smitherman at Selma's Brown

Chapel which is a landmark of the voting rights pro-

test. Smitherman was among the leaders of white

segregationist. "We recognize from the governor's of-

fice on down, that every American should have the

right to vote. We need jobs, and it's going to take

blacks and whites working together to get those

jobs.," Mayor Smitherman said.

At one point during the service, he shared a hymnal

with Jackson. Jackson called Selma "hallowed

ground" and said the aim of the march was "to resur-

rect the spirt of our struggle." He said that "we are

advised in the scripture to forget not the ancient land-

marks."

In conclusion, the Reverend added, "we choose not

to forget history lest we are doomed to repeat it."

i^SC^C

Hardiman then discussed the myths that currently

exist in academia. "In few places in the Euro-centric

experience is it openly said that world civilzation

started in Africa. That Black Africans developed

Egypt, and were responsible for all of Egypt's periods

of renaissnace In few places in the Euro-centric educa-

tional experience is it openly said that Afrcian civiliza-

tion was the primary foundation for Western Civiliza-

tion. In few places in the Euro-centric educational ex

perience is it openly said that the Ancient Africans

developed an influential body of literature thatinclud

des: autobiographies, historical inscriptions, precies

and prayers, instructions orations and love lyrics,"

said HardimanShethen added that the first versions of

the creation story, the story of the flood, the story of

brillance and endurence I was able in the TauKoma

program to develop a model that redefines classical

literature in our images. A model that is Afncan in

form, historical content, context and process."

The Scholars at the Conference:

Dr. Yosef ben-Jochannan Dr. Asa Hilliard

Dr. Curtis Alexander Dr. Rosalind Jefferies

Dr. Diama Clark Dr. Ausbe Ford

Dr. Leonard Jefferies Dr. Richard King

Sister Rekhety Wimby Dr. Jacob H. Curruthers

Sister Joy Hardiman Dr. Anderson Thompson

Brother Joseph Ben-Levi Brother Ashuaf Kwesi

Dr. Maulana Karenga Dr. Molefi Asante

Jazz Recital EngulfsVersitility

by Daniel Lewis

Nummo Correspondent

Assistant Professor of Afro-American music at

UMass/Amherst Jeffrey W. Holmes delivered his spr-

ing recital at Bowker Auditorium on Thursday, March

7th. Holmes is an accomplished composer and is an

equally versatile trumpet and piano performer. He is

better known at the University as director of Jazz

Ensemble I at the Fine Arts Center.

The recital featured a variety of style and orchestra-

tion within each of the compositions. Holmes com-

posed and arranged each piece. The music ranged

from Dixieland to soft rock and everything in between.

Holmes had eight guest performers to assist him in

the recital : Rich Down, bass; Jon Kelley, guitars and

banjo; Bob Hores, tenor saxophone, clarinet; Tom
Theabald, set percussion; Tim Atherlon, trombone.

Holme displayed the talent of three of his students in

two of his compositions. Nicholas La Fluer, and Joe

Rodgers, cello, were featured in a contemporary ballot

entitled Horizons. Steve Kowalczyk, an Afro-

American music major, performed an uptempo soft

rock piece.

Holmes was brilliant throughout the performance,

switching from trumpet to piano to flugel horn at will.

Th opener Bop Top featured each of the members in

the ensemble in an uptempo Be-Bop style.

The mood changed in the next tune from Bop to the

free Jazz of "Snuggles," a composition which is

basically a saxaphone feature. Holmes said, the piece

was inspired through the many jam sessions he had

attended at the Parker house.

A banjo, clarinet and the mutes were featured in

"Circus Breakers" a Dixieland tune, with optional

solos, providing the audience a bit of a laugh.

Horizons was the next chart, with " Fenway Flickers"

and " Take Care of Your Love" ending the first half.

The ensemble which closed the first of the program

with a bang cruised to a climatic finale. The second

half featured five charts, four of which were premiere

performances. The final piece stood out over all others

of the night, within the Parker Bebop style.

Through the rhythmically articulation of each solo

section, it was possible to admire the talent of each in-

dividual performer. I was impressed with all of the ar-

tist however Professor Holmes seem to reach out to

the audience and captured the attention of each spec-

tator.

The evening was enjoyable and relaxing. However it

was upsetting to find the limited number of black

students at the recital. Jazz is an art form which

primarily comes from the Afro-American society. I

believe this performance by an all white cast, which

cares very much for the art form, should be seen by

both black and white sudents of this campus. For

those who did attend the recital, I'm sure you had a

great time. I would encourage anyone to attend the

next Afro-American Music Department performance

on March 29, 1985. The concert will feature all the

Jazz ensemb''? at ^he Fine Arts Center in the "Second

Annual Jazz^ case."

EDITORIAL EDITORIAL
Letter to the Editor

A White Response

Greetings from presidential candidates Stacy Roth
and Dan Burgess.

As most of you are by now aware, the Student

Govenment Presidential elections are being held today

and tommorrow. We're writing this letter to introduce

ourselves to further and to share with you our ideas

and perspectives-especially on issues of importance to

people of color.

We feel proud of our track record, in regards to our

voting historyand our activites and involvements. As
white people who have grown up in an institutionally

and individually racist society we've learned that to

eliminate racism in the world we must first educate

ourselves in how racism is institutionalized. And as

participants in society's institutions (schools, televi

sion/ media, families etc.) we must learn how we play

into the patterns of perpetuating racism.

We have taken responsibility to change ourselves*

Just as "in order to end male violence, men must take

initiative," we as whites must also take initiative. Tak-

ing initiative can and should occur on many different

levels - from calling our family and friends on racist

jokes, to "front line" action, to historical educational

introspection on how we're still unconsciously falling

into racist patterns.

Examples of work we have done include enrolling in

courses such as Educational and Institutional Racism,

Afro-American History, Inquiry into Race, Class and

Gender - to name a few. We've been very involved

with issues relating to South Africa. We participated

in the writing of the town by-law demanding

Amherst's divestiture, we were on the picket line this

January turning movie goers away from the racist and

South African produced film "The God's Must be

Crazy." We've been involved with the Dennis Brutus,

Nelson Mandela and the Leonard Peltier campaign

demanding their freedom. Dan was the education

coordinator for a weeks worth of education and

debate when he visited South Africa with 500 other

students on Semester at Sea. Activities included pro-

ducing 500 simulated "South African passbooks" and

debating the politics of divesture vs economic control

and input. Dan also coordinated for two consecutive

years a bus to bring UMass students to Connecticut to

join folks in Hartford protesting the Klan's presence in

Connecticut.

Issues of importance that we've dealt with here on

campus have been actively resisting the racist raising

of S.A.T. scores as admittance criteria, encouraging

UMass divestment, and presently expressing our

outrage around the Yvette Henry case - as well as hav

ing developed a proposal to reach out to Third World

communities in Massachusetts to invite and support

high school students visit to UMass.

What this brief history is intended to show is a

powerful commitment to change progressive

change. It is our intention by sharing this history to

share our action, as well as our words, because we all

know which speaks louder.

Current and future goals of our are struggling to

resist the oppressive implications of the cutting of

financial aid, to fight the budgetary attacks on Third

World Organizations, to pursue affirmative action

whenever and wherever possible, to defend academic

support services such as BCP, CCEBMS and MEP, to

promote soverignity in the Third World Caucus and

other Third World Organizations, and in general to

promote people of color here at UMass and in the

world in which we live.

A mechanism of communication that were com
mined to is regular (bi-weekly or monthly) meetings

with the Third World Steering Committee as well as

improving communication through other means such

as articles for Nummo. and maintaining institutionaliz

ed "office hours" where we would be there for people

to share with us anything on their minds.

We hop>e we have been able to help you understand

us and where we're coming from. We also hope that

you will vote.

Stacy Roth and Dan Burgess

A Dialogue With Paulo Freire

by Athleen Ellington

"I think the best way to get together this afternoon

is to have a conversation," said the radical Brazilian

educator, Paulo Freire. He was speaking at a

workshop organized by the Everywomans Center and

the U.Mass department of Education, which has in-

vited Freire to Amherst to give a series of workshops

and seminars during February and March.

Although Freire, who has made dialogue the cor-

nerstone of his educational theory, was only practic-

ing what he preached, this soft-spoken revolutionary

had taken his audience of students, professors and

community activists by suprise and an awkward

silence ensued. They had come to him, the interna-

tionally acclaimed "educator of liberation" to learn his

methods for giving power to the "marginalized"

classes - and he wanted to have a conversation.

But to Freire, his very method of work, which con-

sists of dialogue and participation, "itself a form of

empowerment." It is a process that is inherently

^jlitical. "I am an educator and therefore I am a politi-

cian There is no neutral education," he said. Refusing

to prescribe solutions, he said,
"• only way

tc understand me in your country is ^create me ac-

co. ding to your cultural conditions."

He said people have told him that his ideas have

nothing to do with the first world, that they are only

for the third world. "But when I am speaking about

knowledge I am speaking about human beings."

Freire's radical theories of education were for-

mulated during his work with adult literacy programs

in Brazil and Chile in the early 1960s. But over the

oars he has extended his geographical definition of

the third world to include a political concept. Accor-

ding to Freire, the sub-cultlure of the U.S. and other

first world countries experience the same alienation

domination and oppression that ^YPi^t^^e ^o;"'.^

°Vo
literates and landless of the Third World. With 2.2

billion people in the developing countries now surviv-

ing on less than $400 a year, according to a recent

World Bank report, and with the numbers of poor

steadily increasing in this country, Friere's lesson in

*he "education of the oppressed" take on a sense of

urgency.

According to Freire, education can be a tool for

repression or liberation. While working with the rural

poor in northeast Brazil, he saw that widespread il-

literacy served the purposes of the dominant classes

His educational theories developed from his desire to

liberate the people who constitute what he calls the

cultures of silence:" people with no voice in their

country's political system. The military regime that

overthrew the Goulart government in 1964 found his

works so threatening that he was jailed for "subver

sive activities" and then exiled. He spent the next 16

years abroad, in Chile, Switzerland and for several

years in the U.S., where he was invited by Harvard

University to teach at its Center for Studies in Educa-

tion and Development in the late 1960s. He returned

to Brazil in 1980, and is teaching in Sao Paulo's two

universities.

Friere, a Christian Marxist who calls his process

dialogue a humanistic education, urged students and

professors to critically examine their own goals for

education. He criticized the separation of teaching

from learning and the "mystification of scientific

rigor" in Amercian universities. In highly bureaucratiz

ed societies like the U.S., he said, teaching becomes

entirely the activity of the one who instructs and learn-

ing becomes the "duty" of the student.

In such a system the teacher becomes the

possessor of knowledge, as one might possess private

property. Like putting money into a bank, teaching is

reduced to depositing bits of information and skills.

Such a professor feels paternalistically "responsible"

for his students whom he must make into "rigorous

scientists," says Friere.

He imposes "lots of readings of words," explains

Friere, "but he almost never discusses the world. "If

you understand knowledge in this way." he says,

"you have nothing to do with dialogue."

Continued on page 4

POETRY
AT A NON—MEETING OF
METAPHYSICAL MINDS
And they asked

why I don't write

about cherry blossoms and tea

the quaint art of sushi

ikebana and odori

the magnificence of Mt. Juji,

and they seemed astonished

that I could speak little and writa

no Japanese.

So I told them about
my grandparents who came here

a hundred years ago
as indentured servants on
plantations,

saving enough for their sons

to buy land, grow crops from rock,

fingernails bleeding, dropping

babies in the fields,

about how
after so many years of quiet, suddenly,

they/we with 110,000 other Americans

of Japanese ancestry,

were thrown into concentration camps
because of the color of our

skin, and because they thought

we were not American enough
And I told them

about Vincent Chin

who was beaten to death

in Detroit by unemployed auto

workers who thought he was
Japanese, Datsun Toyota ' Nissan

ro0ed into one innocent Chinese American

and blamed for

Reagan's economy.
And I told them of

several generations before me.

Asians built railroads connecting

the West, and laundered shirts, and field

farms, labored in factories and sweatshops

and grocery stores and occasionally got lynched.

sold into brothels, and even though locked

out on Angel Island, locked into

Tule Lake, still survived.

And no, I had not climbed Mt. Fuji

but I know well the Transamerica building that

looms over demolished ashes of the I Hotel

and displaced Manongs, sweatshops, and

poverty's projects.

So when they ask

why I am not enchanted by the metaphysical images

of sleep. I will answer

with the ob/ective correlative

of ikebana embracing heaven, earth and humankind

to embrace the struggles of our people.

with the symbolism of odori

to unbind my confininh obi, loosen my kimino skirts

and kick high my poetic foot.

with my metaphor of cherry blossoms

scattering as voices in the wind over the grave

of Vincent Chin.

and extend my vision

to thunder growing high on the mountain

and waterfalls, terrible /swift/undeniable

in their paths for Justice.

Janice Mirikitani
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Freirt* explained this dichotomy was due in part to

rear. "It is fantastic how sophisticated the manipula-

tion of consciousness is in a technology advanced

society. In Latin America there is fear of physical op-

pression, but here you have other kinds of fear." He
said that for many professors in the States, who are in

constant pursuit of tenure, it "means walking roads

full of fear."

Friere believes his method of dialogue and participa

lion leads to an awareness, or "conscientization," of

the real problems to be faced, which in turns leads to

critical thinking. He said students wanting to know if it

was more important to change the institution or the

people inside it, should first apply this method to

recognize the obstacles to be confronted. Like a

general plotting his campaign, looking for the enemy's

weak spots, "We must build an idealogical map of the

institution," he says. Otherwise action is futile and

"we succumb to despair, which leads to cynicism."

And Cynicism seems to have little place in this

64-year-old professor's thinking. "We came to the

world to change it, not to adapt ourselves to it," he

says, adding that there must be a balance between

ideology and action. "There is a dialectical movement:

as I change the world, I change. By getting involved in

conflicts, strikes for example, these things clarify our

minds."

Friere, a strong supporter of the feminist move-

ment, says there is also a need for "tolerance in diver-

sitv" within many liberation movements. He says it is

the failure of the many Leftist groups in Latin America

to tolerate each other that is undermining the Left.

""They eat each other while the Right sleeps, " he said.

For the same reason, he says the feminist struggle

can be carried on in collaboration with men who
believe in the struggle. "If women reject men just

because they are ideologically naive," he said. This is

in part because the feminist movement cannot be

understood apart from the question of social classes.

But he agreed the leadership must be by women. He

cautioned against men who joined the movement out

of feelings of guilt. '"The moment we as men feel

guilt," he said, "it meanswe still feel machismo."

He believes the same applies for blacks. "Blacks

have to reject whites who have feelings of guilt

because that means they are still racist. ""Friere said

that women must also go beyond sexim and discover

the different levels of discrimination suffered by

women. For example, he said that a black, peasant

women coming to this country from Latin Amenca is

discriminated against because she is black, because

she is a chicano, because she is a peasant and

because she is a woman.

Racism is not just a theory for Freire, a dark-skinned

man whose English is modulated by the rhythm and

syntac of his native Portuguese. 'I have been

discriminated against in this country, and I hate it," he

said revealing an anger against injustice which in-

fuses his idealogy and which he urged his listeners

never to lose. "'Anger, not just love, moves us and

pushes us to action.""

But he urged women to also go beyond anger.

Otherwise, "you remain in an attitude of rebellion, and

that is not enough."" He said that if women stay at the

level of anger, they will have difficulty in creating tac-

tics. "If you have a prepondeiance of emotionality,

you will lose the ability to program your struggle."

Photo Of The Week

John RuddocklJ.R.) Third World Caucus Senator and

community leader emphasizes a point before the

Undergraduate Student Senate at UMass /Amherst.

NUMMO
HISTORY
CONTEST

NUMMO NEWS will have a

'History quaatioo of tha waek" contaat. Tha parson(a)

who rasporxJ corractly to tha moat quaationa will ba

antarad in a drawing to win a NUMMO jacket. Good

Luckl

The anawer wm appear in next weeks NUMMO.

Submit ar«awers by Friday to room 103 New Africe

House.

This week ' s question

Wh.il Wus M.i l« -'Im .X
•- cffvious

I .. t name

Last weeks question

Dr. Charfes Drew made one of the most important

single contributions to the Allied victory in World War

II. A doctor and scientist, he developed a process of

changing blood into plasma. This important discovery

has saved thousands of lives each year since 1940.

Born in Washington DC, in 1904, Charles Drew

combined self -discipline, work and intelligence to earn

honors in everything he did. An excellent student, he

also performed well in many sports. While he was a

student at Amherst College, he earned national

recognition as a halfback. At graduation time, he was

chosen as the student who had brought the greatest

honor to the college.

In 1950 he died from loss of blood, because he was

r>ot admined into a white hospital, after an automobile

accident. It is a disgrace that a man who donated so

much to the field of medicine had to die because he

was a victim of racism.

i^Announcements * Announcements -kAnnouncements -k

SAVAGE MEMORIAL GALLERY

On Wednesday, March 13 the

Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery at

the New Africa House will play host to

an exhibit entitled "Inner Being of

African Sculpture" which will include

selections from the private collections of

th Pearl Primus Dance and Language In-

stitute, Inc. and the late professors, Per-

cival Borde and Ethel Alpenfels, which
includes sculptured masks and figures in

wood and ivory, musical instruments,

and much more. This collection has been

exhibited in such galleries as the

American Museum of Natural History,

the University of Wisconsin, and New
York University. It ahs also been

presented in various off-Broadway
theaters.

Dr. Pearl Primus will give a presenta-

tion later in the evening between the

hours of 7 and 9 p.m. The public is

welcome to share in this rare ex-

perience.
"Art as we know it was not carved for

art sake but for use amongst the

people." Dr. Pearl Primus, March ,1985.

The Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery

needs your support in order to continue

to bring to the community, the diversity

and quality of ite exhibits. Dr. Priimus

has consented to allow her collection to

be the catalyst of this effort. We are here

for you and know you are there for us.

PAULO FREIRE AT UMASS
A dialogue with educator and author

Paulo Friere on Monday, March II, 1985

at 7:30 pm in Room 104 Thompson Hall,

Umass, Amherst. This event is spon-

sored by the School of Education, the

Division of Continuing Education and

the Program for Participatory Research

and Learning.

BLOODS

BLOODS, a film on the oral history of

the Vietnam War by Black Veterans by
Wallce Terry. Terry, a Black journalist

covered the Vietnam War for TJME from
1967 to 1969. The film will be shown
Tuesday, March 11th at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom at UMass.

SUMMER JOBS

Amherst Upward Bound
Instructors for college preparatory

curriculum [BA or BS required] also

Counselors/Tutors for residential com-
ponents [no degree required]. Pick up
applications at 206 New Africa House
UMass/Amherst. Deadline is March 22.

BENEFIT DINNER

Traditional Indian Feast of Native Foods
to support Native Amercian Prisoners in

struggle.
The dinner will take place on Friday,

March 29th at 6:30 p.m. in th First Con-
gretional Church located at 165 Main
Street in Amherst, Ma.

Live contemporary music and tradi-

tional entertainment featuring the
Thunderbird Sisters along with a film

"Great Spirit Within The Hole" will be
provided.
Donations for adults is $10.00 and $5.00

for chidren. For more information please

call 253-7788.

Study Tour to Nicaragua
April 5-19 Social Service Workers and

others.
Seminars with:
Health Administrators
Women's Organizations
Small Businessmen
Oppositon Press
Liberation Theology Church Leaders

The cost is $865.00 from Miami. This

includes round trip airfare from Miami to

Managua, hotels, three meals a day and
land transportation. This rate is based on
a group of fifteen or more. Price may
vary slightly with smaller group.

For futher information and full Intinery

contact: Steven Bengis at 586-6210, from
9 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
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Gorbachev takes Soviet Communist Party helm
Young leader s rise unusual,

UMass professor says
By GREG BROWN
Collet^ian Staff

The quick ascent to power of Mikhail CH)rbachev as new
general secretary of the Soviet Communist Party is un

precedented when compare<l with the rjurmaliy slow pro-

o«w of acquiring power in the Soviet Union, a local

withority on that nation said yesterday.
r- -I .. .>^^.y (he youngest man in the Politburo at 54.

. t»et'ame the third leader of the Soviet I'nion in

ver two years, the S<jviet news agency Tass

re{HirUMi He ' Kinstantinl' ''^ - ' shuHied

Sunday at a^<

Karl Ryavec. a political science profe> he I'niver

sity <»f Massachusetts, said the most imjMtruiiii :i>i>«-«t .t

Gorbachev's rise to power is that "he's likely i<' \^- ih« ir

kttder for 20 or more years because of his ;ik»

Soviet leaders are usually well past middle age l)eft)re

they receive a prestigious position in the Politburo,

Ryavec said adding that most of the current Soviet leader

ship is very old.

Analysts had predicted that Gorbachev would be chosen

to replace Yuri V. Andropov, who die<i in February 1984

at age 69 after 15 months in office, but Chernenko and the

"old guard" took pf»wer. Ryavec said. Chernenko was

chairman of the Politburo and general secretar> of the

party for 13 nnonths.

Gorbachev previously was secretary of the Communist

Party in Stavropol, a region in the northern Caucasus

Mountains region, Ryavec said. He became a member of

the ruling Politburo in 1960.

"He moved along so fast, and got promoted very fast. I

guess Andr«>pov liked him." he said.

Gorbachev will probably not have much effect on the

arms control negotiations that begin today in Geneva.

Switzerland. "That's (Foreign Minister Andrei)

Gromyko's job. He's been the foreign minister since I was

in college, and he has a powerful iMwe in the Politburo,"

Ryavec said.

"However, I don't expect any results from these talks

for at least a couple of months." he said, because the two

A P IjiarrplieUi

The new general secretary of the Soviet Communist
Party Mikhail (lurbachev.

skiM are still "feehng each other out."

For real progress to be made in arms negotiations, "a
Reagan-Gorbachev meeting may be necessary, but 1 don't

see it in the near future. " Ryavec said.

Among the changes that Gorbachev could effect,

economic reforms are the most likely, he said. "Gorbachev
will try to make the economy more prcMluctive." he said.

"He'll try to solve the food problem, and he'll try to get

some breathing space from the U.S."
Gorbachev has degrees in law and agriculture, and was

the agriculture specialist in the Politi>uro. Ryavec said.

Ryavec teaches two courses in Soviet government and

has written and e<lited books on the Soviet Union, in

eluding Soviet Economic Reforms ( 1975) and Smn*-t Sonrty

and the Communist Party ( 1979). He is currently writing a

book on U.S. -Soviet relations.

MOSCOW »AP) - Soviet President Konslantin U.

Chernenko is dead at 73 and his youngest lieutenant.

Mikhail S. (iorbachev. took power yesterday in a shirt

away trom the aged elite that has ruled this nation tor two

decades.

The Kremlin announced yesterday afternoon that the

ionn ailing Chernenko. "staunch lighter. ..tor Com
munism. had died at 7:20 p.m. Sunday o! emphysema and

other problems.

V\ ithin live hours a se<'ond announcement came— the 54

year old liorbache\ , y(»ungest member ol the ruling

Politburo, had In'en chosen to succeed Chernenko in the

most important Kn'nilin |»ost . ('ommunist Par" fM- i

sccrctarv

(iorhachev is constder(*d a staunch supporter ol

\ ' . 's r«'form minded e<-onomi«' f)olicies. !Th)re so than
< r.o was. Thost' policies iiidudeil a cra<*kd<»wn <»n

>rruptton and ineliiciency. and efforts to buimt individual

ititalivev lor Soviet workers.

1 he sudden transition at the top came on the eve of ne%
r.S. Soviet nuclear arms cont nil talks in (.i««neva. Swit-

/«>rland. reop«>ninK alter a 16 month susp«»nsion. The
delectations unni>unce<j yesterday tht-y wniii* ii«>t"n th*-

diM'ussions as sch(>dule<f tiMlay.

F'ri»m Washin^on, President Keagan sent a ines«<aKe ol

condoU-nce to the Soviets, saving;. "I wish to reiterate the

>t n»nK clesire ol the American people lor world peace.
'

The American chief executive told reporters he even
tUtiily ^Aould "like to have a talk... a meeting of minds" with

Gorbachev. But he ruled out attending tomorrows
Chernenko funeral, saying he "didn't see anything that

could b*' achieved" by coming to Moscow.
Vice President (ieorge Hush is to head lh«' IS.

delegation.

Western diplomats here noted that (iorhachev. an

agriculture and economic specialist who recently has taken

on ioreign missions as well, has be«»n part of a collective

Kremhn leadership whose views he most hkely will con-

tinue to represent.

.At 2 p.m. yesterday the Tass news agency carried the

death announcement, which was read simultaneously over

broailcasting stations.

It said Chernenko had died "after a grave illness" and that

the name of this "staunch lighter for the ideals of Com
niunism and for peace, will remain forever in the hearts ot

( '•mitnutil iin fti^ t

Regents consider tuition hike State politician

raps Democrats

in speech to 30

Costs could go up 13 percent

HOSTtJN i.XPl — Tuition at the I niversity

ol Massachusetts and other public .state

' olleges could ris«' as much as 13 percent

this fall under a package of tuition options

scheduled lor discussion today by the state

Itoard ol Kegents ot Higher Kducation.

liov. Michael S. Dukakis proposi-d $«.6

bilhon state budget calls lor the regents to

generate an additional $12 million in

revenue for the state treasury in fiscal year

1986. which begins .luly 1.

"Tuition revenues lor liscal year 1985 are

estimated at $95.2 million. To realize a $12

million increase in revenues, an increase of

approximately 12 13 percent would be

required." according to a summary ol

tuition options prepared for the regents.

UMass student leaders have indicated in

recent meetings that they are opposed to

any kind of tuition increase and will voice

their opinions at today's meeting.

Other options for the 1985 86 school year

include:

• A 5 percent to 8 percent tuition increase.

Such an increase would be above the in

Inside:

Amherst College to build new gyin..3

Wallace Terry speaks at UMass.. . . 7

High hopes for UMass baseball... . 12

"// you see me in the station at

Moscow tomorrow morning, remind

me I'm alive.

"

—Harpo Marx

nation rate, but Im'Iow the II percent

growth in personal and disposable im-ome in

state residents.

• Linking higher tuition vMlh an increased

number ol tuition waivers for po»»r

students. Such a move would aid students

who w(»uld b«' especially hard hit by any

overall boost m college costs.

• Postp«»nin>j action to see what happens to

a lederal proposal to reduce scholarship aid,

which could allect the ability of

Massachu.setts college students to handle

any increase in tuition.

The regents do not have to follow the

Dukakis budget recommendation, which

was based on initial revenue estimates in

November.
Last April, the regents set the stage lor

several years of tuition hikes by adopting a

new policy that calls for public college

students to eventually pay up to 33 percent

ol the cost of their education.

The pohcy was designed to raise more
money from students and to correct

inequities in the current system, in which

students at the University of

Ma.ssachusetts pay only 24 percent of their

cost while students at state colleges pay 29

percent.

The regents approved a 10 to 15 percent

tuition hike at the various public colleges

tor 1984 85 to increase and equalize the

students share ol costs.

Hut alter Dukakis and the chairmen ot the

Legislat ures Kducation C'ommittee
complained about the lack of input Irom

students and other parties in setting the

figure, the l^egislature scaled the hike back

to an average 7 percent.

By TOM MIDDLKTON
Collegian Staff

Because it has set the national agenda,

capture<| the youth vote and won the

presidential election, the US Republican

Party will remain the majority party,

state Rep. Andrew Natsios (R]-Holliston,

said last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Natsios. the state party chairman, tt)ld

an audience of ab<jut 30 people that Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan's landslide victory

marks a major political change. "Many
historians believe that the change has now
taken place," he said.

"The agenda of the Reagan administra-

tion has now been accepted by the

American people," Natsios said. People

now believe that the Republican Party is

mor^ competent to handle the economy

and not the Democratic Party, he said.

"The change is critical. The problem

with the Democratic Party is the problem

(the Republican Party] has had for 50

years. That is, we had for 50 years criticiz-

ed what the Democrats proposed and pro-

posed no clear alternate vision," Natsios

said.

"Now what the Democrats are propos-

ing nationally and Michael Dukakis is a

good example of this, is to propose more
of the same." he said.

Seventy percent of the 18-35 age group

voted for President Reagan, according to

Natsios. "The president took 66 percent

of the vote under the age of 30," he add-

Collcipan photo bj David [>*«b«r

Mass. Republican Party chairman An-

drew Natsios.

ed.

The Democrats have re-arranged state

districts to their advantage in congres-

sional elections, Natsios said. "Had the

country been objectively redistricted we
would now have practical control of Con-

gress," he said.

Commenting on (}ov. Michael Dukakis

Natsios said,"80 percent of the jobs

created in the new high technology in-

dustry are directly attributable to the

[U.S.] Defense Department."

"If the President ever cut what Dukakis

wants to cut out of the defense budget,

there would be no jobs and we would have

an unemployment rate of about 12 per-

cent," Natsios said.
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PAYING RESPECTS—Memberii of the Soviet lommuniBt Party Central Com-

mittee honor the late general secretAry KonsUntin Chernenko who died Sunday

after a long illneas.

Boston Univ. break is over,

but measles hype continues
BOSTON lAP! — Lams v\. r. I .mu! k; il

over the Boston University campus

yesterday as students returninK Irom

spring break were checked tor prtMeclion

against a measles epidemic that struck

shortly b«>f<>re the vacation be^an.

I'niversity oilicials vowe«l they would take

disciplinary action which could include

suspension against students who could not

provide prool t»l immunitv within 24 h<>ur>

ot their ret urn

"Those are not idle threats al all.

ChrisUipher Queen, assistant dean ot

students, said ol the promised disciplinary

action

.

Stickers to be plact-^i <... -.iu»liiit iden

•i!;. ii -.;. • I'll- i';.i lit . .-^..ir;. I '> r admission

Ui public events on campus were handed out

by dormitory counselors and the dean ol

students' oflice to those whocomphed with

the regulation.

Nurses at the university clinic inoculated

those who did not have immunity, either

through vaccination alter 196K or as a result

<<l having the disease.

\ tf»tal «if 63 cases of measles have been

conlirmtKl on campus, said ^
* -sity

sp«»kesman Jon Keller. HeaJlholl. vr

estimated between 5.00U and 6.U()()

sihool*. 2H.(M)() students could be suicip

t ibl»' to \ hi- <1isf.is«'

=»#= =**= =**= =M= ^«= '^f=
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Geneva arms talks will begin today

(.KNKVA. Swil/erlund (Al'i - Nuclear

arms talks betvveen the I nled States and

the Soviet Inion are expected to start

today as scheduled, despite the death ol

Soviet President K»mstantin I . Chernenko.

Hut. it was unclear whether substantive

bargaining over missiles and space

weaponry would proceed quickly.

.Embassador Max. .M. kampelman. leader

ol the I .S. delegation, said Chernenko's

death Sunday would not delay the start ol

the talks in (ieneva.

Kampelman ^ spokesman said, however,

the I'nited States had ottered to consider a

delay it the Soviets wished.

"Naturally our first concern was to make

>ure we made it clear to the Soviets that

iheir needs in respect tc) these limes \*ould

trtatnly be acciMnmodated, spokesman

.Joseph liehman said.

The I nited States li.iu mn i.nnialiy

>unKested a postjmnement. he added, but

had lell it to the Soviets to make clear theu-

desire-

There was no direct word Irom the Soviet

mission, w here telephones were either busy

or went unanswered most ol the day.

Hut Kampelmans .statement, plus delail.«.

given by l^ehman. indicated there was no

change in previous expectations lor the

initial meeting.

Lehman told a news conference the

Iramework lor today's session was worked

out in an hour long meeting between

delegation aides yesterday at tjeneva ol

li«es ot the I'.S. Arms Control and

Disarmament .Agency.

lA'hman said Kampelman and his co

negotiators, John Ij. Tower and veteran

negotiator .Maynard W. Glitman. would

meet with the Soviet delegation at the

.Soviet mission at 11 a.m. Tuesday. ') p.m.

KST.

Kampelman. a Democrat who negotiated

with the Soviets (or three years at the

Madrid Kuropean Security Conference, will

handle spar*- irms

Israeli troops attack Shiite village
ARZAY, Lebanon I AP) - Israeli troops and

armor stormed a southern Lebanon village

" 'he occupation zone yesterday, over-

,. . . a the Lebanese army garrison and

killed at least 24 people said to be guerrillas

by the miUtary command.
The dawn assault on the Shiite Moslem

town of Zranye followed a night-long artillery

Iximbardment. Residents who fled the vil

I i H thesheUing began a few hours after

ii . bomber ma pickup truck filled with

explosives killed 12 IsraeH soldiers and

wounded 14 near the Israeli border

Lsraelis military command said its forces

took 10 Lebanese soldiers prisoner when

they ignored a warning not to resist "Many
guernlla suspects and weapons in great

quantities" also were captured, the com-

mand said.

Israeli Radio reported that Israeli troops

killed 30 guerrillas and destroyed 10 houses.

It said many guerrillas were caught trying to

flee with loads of weapons and explosives.

The I^banese army gave no information

on its casualties, but a Shiite militia spokes

man said two .soldiers were killed and four

wounded.
State and private Lebanese radio stations

maintained most of tho.se killed in Zranye.

whu h has a popubtion of 8.000 to lU.OUU.

were civilian villagers.

Reporters who reached this village about a

mile from Zranye heard gunfire and loud

explosions through most of the day and saw

two houses burning.

Villagers, militiamen and soldiers in Arzay

said Israeli forces began p^junding Zranye

with field artillery and tank cannons at 1

1

p m Sunday and pushed into the town frt>m

thret" (lire« tion.> at 6 am vesterdav
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D.A. probing
mall shooting
Hy LAl'RAKUESTER
Collegian Stall

There have been no arrests in the

weekend shooting ol a 23 year old

McDonald's restaurant employee, and the

District Attorneys Ulfice is investigating

the possibility ol a personal motive in what
was characterized by State Police as a

particularly vicious and violent crime.

Kd Klheredge. assistant to District

Attorney Michael Ryan, said the woman
lelt McDonalds on Route 9 in Hadley at

about J a.m. Saturday to make a night

deposit at the Hank of Boston in the

Hampshire Mall. In front ol the mall, a man
wearing a ski mask stepped out and fired at

her with a shotgun. He gave no warning

and made no demands.
Ktheredge said no words were exihangetl

by the victim and her assailant, who shot

her nine times before grabbing the night

deposit bag w ith $2,000 and running oil.

The viflim is listed in satislactory con

dition at Cooley Dickinson Hospital with

severe injuries to her hands.

The w«iman. who is an .\mherst resident,

was saved Irom death by the canvas deposit

bag which she was holding in front ol her

rhest. Etheredge said the woman's fingers

and the canvas bag abstirln-d most ol the

lorce of the shots.

The D..\.'s otfice is not releasing the

deseription ol the suspect, but Ktheredge

said it was definitely a male.

"This is not the type ol robbery we're

accustomt*d to in Hampshire and Franklin

counties." he said, adding there have not

N«en any other recent robberies ot night

deposits.

Ktheredge requested that anyone who
observed anything suspicious at the

Hampshire Mall Saturday night contact

State Police. He also warned people who
make such deposits to vary their routines to

minimize the risk of a similar incident.

< ullrKian pb<i

UMaaa student Dierdre Fearon flies her kite Sunday on the p-aas by the campus

pond.

Elections running ' smoothly'
Hy JOHN VUNt'E
t'ollegian Staff

Student Government Association elections

b<>gan yesterday with a "pretty good

turnout." elections coordinator John

t'n)wley said.

"Things are running pretty smoothly.'

I rowley said. He said h** did not have as

much trouble as he expected m getting

people to stall the polls.

(rowley said the StiA is momtormg the

polls out ol concern that those who are

stalling the t)oxes may try to stutt the

balk>ts lor one candidacy.

"I'm relying on mutual suspicion.' he said.

Voting vmII (Hmtmue today lor SCiA

presidents. Campus Center Itoard ol

(tovernors. Residential Committt-i's and

open senate positions.

There are also two reterendum questions

on the ballot, t>ne asking it students supfiort

the establishment ol a $.'jU.O(X) Spring

Concert lund. another asking students to

approve tunding ot the Student Senate

.Association ol Mas.sachusetts at a cost ot

one dollar per student, per semester.

t)n campus students may vote today m
their dmmg halls, and oil campus students

can vole at the Hatch caleteria. I'olling will

also be available at hita (iamma Cpsilon

sorority lor (ireek area residents, and at

the New .Atrica Hous«».

Amherst plans
anothergym
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

Only days after Amherst College's New
Gynmnasium was destroyed by fire, college

officials are discussing plans for construction

of a new facility.

The gymnasium, built m 1976, was ruined

within minutes early Saturday morning by

flames 30 feet high. By 1:30 am.,"we knew

the whole structure had been lost." Peter

Pduncey. president of the college .said.

\ ictor Zumbruski, Amherst Fire Depart

nient chief, said firefighters had difficulty

putting out the blaze due to a lack of fire hyd-

rants close enough to the scene.

Referring to the older g.vm, which was

attached to the new one. Pouncey said. "Luc-

kily It was not a windy night because if it was,

we could have lost the whole structure."

Reconstruction of the building will begin

in early Apnl and may be completed as early

as the fall. Donald DeManzo. director of the

Amherst College physical plant said The

same building design and base of the former

structure will be used, he said

The building did not have a direct spnn

kler or alarm system to the fire department

\\ smoke detector system would have

helped." Zumbruski said.

The new facility will include better preven-

tion systems including using less wood and

additional fire protection. DeManzo said.

llntil rectmstruction is complete, the

college will make alternate plans for their

athletic programs.

Kor the rest of the school year we'll move

outside, a little earlier than we'd Uke to."

Peter Gooding, director of the physical

education department said. Since the facility

was used for indoor basketball, racquetball

and tennis courtu, the season has been

slightly disrupted, he said. Hampshire

College has offered its |hh)I facilities, and

Mount Holyoke College has also offered use

of its gymnasium, he said.

SGA presidential candidates have past actions scrutinized

Court clears Roth and Burgess
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Student (iovernment .Association co presidential

candidates Stacy Roth and Dan Burgess were cleared of

all campaign violation charges in a unanimous decision by

the Cniversity of Massachusetts Student Supreme Court

Sunday night.

The candidates, abng with Chris Sullivan, a campaign

aide, were charged with spending money on campaign

posters in advance of the official campaign .season and not

accounting lor money spent. The charges were filed by

.Southwest area senator .Xutumn Maki.

The candidates' campaign was given credit on the work

d«ine and will be paid lor when the bill is processed ac

cording to Sullivan.

The court ruled that the campaign had not violated any

campaign by laws but re^-ommended the by laws be

revised to tn? more specific.

Scott McCracken. advocate for the prosecution, asked

the court to disqualify the Roth Burgess candidacy and

remove Sullivan's power to authorize spending for the

campaign. The court does not have the authority to

restrict spending power.

The defendants said they did not know what the specific

allegations were until the trial had begun. Student

.Xltorney General Pia liiamassi made a pre trial motion

to dismiss the case on grounds that no specific charges

were made and. therefore, no defense could be prepared.

This wasn't a trial. This was an investigation. " she said.

Koehan charged with stealing

By RITA Ml RPHY
Collegian Staff

A candidate for co- president of the Student Government

Association yesterday confirmed that he tried to shoplift

from the I'niversity Store in Januarv.

Patrick Keohan, who is running with Teresa .Sbardella for

the SGA presidency, said that while attempting to steal a

package of hot tamales (a cinnamon- coated candy) from the

Cniversity store, he was caught by the stores security

officer and sent to the office of the Clerk of (xjurts which is

the standard procedure for students caught shoplifting

merchandise under $1(X).

The Clerk of Courts levied a fine against him. Keohan said,

but he refused to say what the fine was.

The standard fine, however, is usually three times the

amount of the total stolen, according to the Clerk's office.

'I did that act (shoplift) and it was wrong. You can print

that under my name and that would be great for your

newspaper, but as far as my candidacy, well we represent

certain issues." Keohan said.

The shoplifting allegation first came to light when a man.

who refused to identify himself called the Collegian Friday

and said one of the candidates was picked up for shoplifting.

The man said, "he was concerned that the same candidate

might get elected."

The director of security at the University Storecould not

be reached for confirmation of the allegation.

When asked yesterday if he was ever picked up at the store

for shoplifting. Keohan at first said he had not. but after

being told of the date, he said he "recalled having been found

with a package of hot tamales. valued at 10 cents."

"If people are that afraid of my candidacy that thev would

bring up that, well then I think you should know that I was

also arrested at (the) Whitmore (snack bar) for stealing a

piece of cake." Keohan said.

Keohan would not say when he was arrested for stealing a

piece of cake, but did say he was taken to the University of

Massachusetts police station for the incident

"I was handcuffed, put in the squad car. booked, the whole

bit. but that's a wh<tle other story, and I really don't want to go

into it," he said.

• Gorbachev
people and of the

i '•mf)>ni*»< frifm fnt/f I
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Collegian captm*es awards

in college press competition
The Collegian won five (iold Circle Awards

lor its efforts in 1984, the Columbia

.Scholastic Press .Association has an

nounced.

Out of 32(X) college and university entries

nationwide lor 60 different categories, 709

recei\ ed Gold Circle Awards.
!• ormer .Managing Fditor John O'Connell

was awarded first place in the Individual

Page One Design category for the layout of

the Dec. 7. 1984 issue.

Current Managing Editor Anne McCrory

won third place in the News Writing

category for her story "Arson Suspect Files

Suit" last May. The story detailed Yvette

Henry's multi million dollar lawsuit against

the i'niversity and law enforcement of

Kxecutive Kditor Rita Murphy won a third

place award lor overall Opinion Page

Design lor last semester, as did the

Collegian staff lor the "Night Life " special

in the h eature Page Design category.

The Collegian was also awarded a cer-

tificate of merit for Overall Design

(Tabloid).

Administrative assistant of the Press

Association Tom Duval said yesterday

that Collegian entries were competing with

a record number of entries from colleges

and universities nationwide.

"The first place award is very

prestigious. " he said. "There were many

different criteria used to evaluate the

entries.

"

firials in which she claimed her civil rights ^L VRRV ROCCHIJ:^

Vandals hit cars
Univer.sity of Massachusetts police

reported several cases of aut/imobile van-

dalism this weekend.

The front and rear windshield of a

Volkswagen were smashed by glass beer

bottles, causing more than $300 in damage,

police said. The car was parked on Clark

Hill Road near Chadbourne dormitory.

Two cars were vandalized on the second

level of the Campus Center Parking

Garage. The tires of a student's car were

slashed and a side mirror was broken. T he

damage is valued at $210. Also, four

custom emblems were stolen from a 1985

BMW parked in the garage, but the car

received no other damage.

Police said there were many other car

vandalism reports in P-Lot by the Physical

Plant and near Alumni Stadium.

An intoxicated man was arrested Fri-
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the Soviet

mankind.
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/\ later medical bulletin said he died ot the lung disease

emphysema, complicated by unsp«'cified cardiac difficulties

and chronic hepatitis that worsened into cirrhosis of his

liver.

Yesterday evening. Gorbachev led Politburo members
into the House of Unions, where ("hernenko lay in .state in a

flower decked coffin, to pay respects to the deceased

leader.

The ruddy faced, white haired Chernenko. a Hrezhnev
protoge and longtime party stalwart, reached the pinnacle

of Kremlin power in February 1984 when he was chosen

Communist chief on the death of An'ropov, the former

K(il{ secret police chief who had taken ver after Hrezhnev

died in November 1982.

House. Police charged him with di.sorderly

conduct and said he was throwing beer bot-

tles against the hall walls and would not

calm down when they tried to restrain him.

A student was pelted with chunks of ice

while getting out of his car near Patterson

House. The victim, who was struck in the

head and upper body with the ice. said

someone was throwing the ice from the

third floor lounge of the building.

-CHRIS POON

Finals slate due soon
The May final exam schedule has been

compiled and will be distributed to all on-

campus residents via their mailboxes this

week. Copies for offcampus .students will

be available from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. tomor-

row on the Campus Center concourse and in

the Scheduling Office, 168 Whitmore,.

thereafter
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when the Textbook Annex

must begin to return unsold spring books

Returns start March 15th
Don't wait --- You may be disappointed!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Open Mon-Fri 9 AM - 4 PM

Tuesday. March 12. 1985

• You need a

summer job or

part-time work.

• You like direct

sales.

• You own or have

access to a car.

• You want to earn

up to $300 or

more per week

• You would like

to make your

own hours.

Contact D D Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc. We
are setting up our

spring and
summer sales force

now, so write or

call today!

D.D Bean
Environmental
Systems, Inc.

41 Mam Street

laHrey. NH 03452
603/532 4416

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
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". t :ream
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MUNCHIES I

CtiotoUKP Clip Coohf
j
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, v air B»o*'

B4k'4vJ

FUDGE and CMOCwi..;;l
\ ^oi^( .1 lb 4 oc
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r or

CALL
256-8102

'.' lay '^'li Sunday
— . »«.r)n,ght

•. Arrh#fs'

Ltmtted Delivery Area

Minimum order SSOO
Prices do not include ta>
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Brighten Up Your Day!

Drowse through our super selection

o* sossy v^oes in o rotnbow of colors

You'i« in

for o treot!

Radish - In red
yrlloM. black A »hUe

HAPPY HOUR.
AT HERRELUS!

You've worked hard and now ils Herr«>ll s lime

^ *"ome in between 4 and 6 any weekday and '

' 4 ir pi( k up your pint at the bar the ice cream bar

^ «» and get the second pint at half price Appli^-

fi to quarts too Now through March iUst

H ^ Hour* Sun Thurs U tO p m 1130 pm
if jF -I. Kri 4 Sal 12.30 pm Midnnht

L TjC W Ti,oni*»M»rk*li»Uf»OldSo«lhSI.. ^ ^
Korthamplon S86-4837
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OPINION
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily retieci

the views ot the CoU»fimM or the University unless otherwise noted

When the advancement of medicine brings us down
Imagine my surprise, when in the midst of some

enlightening reading on a wonderful new obstetrics pro-

cedure that could replace amnicK-entesis as a means of ear-

ly detec-tion of birth defects, I found, hidden in the obscuri-

ty of the 22nd paragraph, a casual observation by one of

the doctors interviewed that the procedure, called

chorionic villi sampling, could be used as a means of sex

selection and that because "many people prefer to have

boys, girl fetuses may be aborted, a rejection of healthy

females merely on the grounds that they are female."

The doctor went on to say that though physicians will

refuse to perform the test for that purpose "a few parents

who claim they want the test for approriate reasons ac-

tually use it to ascertain the sex."

Keeping in mind that the new procedure is an advance in

current medical technology in that it can lie performed

earlier than amtiKx-entesis. and the results obtained

sooner, the overall tone of the article was one of praise.

And yet it seems to me. in light of what I consider to be an

increasingly confusing mess of ethical questions which

i-ontinue U) go unanswered, that humanity is far ahead of

itself in terms of technical capabilities than its

philosophical thought* on the "nghtness ' of things would

indicate.

We are. it seems, determined to play God in proportions

unmatched by anv parallel increase in the wisdom we

bnng to these difficult de*-isions. Quality of life is hardly a

consideration in the current frenzied implantation of

(Mastic hearts in patients who cling to the hope of longer

life, if only by a few hours; and if I had earlier felt some

vague qualms of uneasiness at medicine's readiness to

take on the role of savior, those qualms have now become

full-fledged waves of fear and anger.

The murder of female children at birth has an illustrious

history, arvi is brought thoroughly up-to-iiate by the pre-

sent situation in China, where government policy allows

the majority of parents only one child, in a serious effort to

control the burgeoning population. Because of the desire

to pass on a family name, and because of a strange, almost

universal kwlief that only a man is capal)le of this difficult

and important task, China's citizens are killing their girl

babies at an alarming rate.

In the United States, I cannot help but wonder exactly

who these "few parents" are who so prefer to have a boy

that they would abort their healthy daughter, presumalily

conceived in love and with sincere desire to have a child. 1

like to think that I would l>e al)le to rec(.gnize these people

on the street -perhaps by a satanic growth of horns on

their head, or by a certain furtiveness common to

criminals and thieves -but 1 know these th»»ughus are fan-

tasy and that they will live their lives unnoticed by me. or

by their neighbors and friends.

Of even more curiosity to me is the mother of this un-

wanted giri child. Does she look in the mirror every mom
ing so filled with self hate that she cannot bear to bnng

another like herself into the world? Is her life a torment of

unfulfillment due to her gender, and so seeks to avoid m-

Diane Lane

flicting the same pain on a daughter? Or does she assunrw

the superior desirability of a male child as a matter of

course?

In many cases advances in medicine bring renewed hope

and life to those who were on the verge of losing both. To-

day, similar advances are use<l by pe<>ple whose moral and

intellectual short sightedness takes life away- l)a.sed on

subjective judgments of the value of human life, and in this

case, the value of a woman's life.

Spilling over its contained edges, this situatwn

represents the ultimate expression of the pervasive feel-

ing in our inilture that women, and those who will be born

disabled or deformed the association between the two be-

ing no accident -are to be despised.

The question remains unanswered- indeed, even

unasked -by many who would do well U) consider it: does a

medical procedure that allows, and after all. encourages

the outfoxing of nature have any place in a world full of

people so sadly lacking in basic sensitivity that the poten-

tial criminal abuse of that prticedure will not deter its use?

Duiii^ Lane i» a Collegian columnist.

Not SO easy to participate

^
^

i-m^KH MlUMM

Letters to the Editor

Setting the record straight about campaign
In last Thursday's Collefrian there ap-

peared a front page story that reported the

call for an investigation into our campaign

funds for the Student Government
Association presidency. As the candidates

who were charged, we would like to res-

pond.

Let us first say that these allegations

were vague and unfounded. In running for

the SGA presidency a candidacy is alloted

$250. Not a dime more can be spent on the

campaign. Not only have we abided by this

rule, we are more than willing to undergo a

thorough investigation into our purchase

orders.

Perhaps the best way to win an election,

to some people, is to draw attention to

yourself by shedding negative light on your

opponents. This is exactly what has hap-

pened.

Bill Collins, the student who called for

the investigation, claims to be "just a con-

cerne<i student." He must be a very con-

cerned student. So concerne<l, in fact, that

he felt the obligation to coach Kim Hackett

and Mike Cerrato prior to the SGA debate

last Tuesday night, broadcast on WMUA
radio. When a story like this appears in the

Collegian people too often think guilty until

proven innocent. Certainly we have seen

what can happen when people are wrongly

accused on this campus. Very simply, this

allegation is wrong. And by his association

on the Hackett-Cerrato campaign we feel

this an ugly reflection on their candidacy.

SUcy Roth
Sylvan

Dan Burgess
Amherst

For the f)ast few years there have been

complainUs about the lack of student ac-

tivism on campus. These complaints are

legitimate ones that can be seen and

heard through the insignificant U» almost

obsolete student representation on com-

mittees, lower turnout in organir-wl rallies

and protests as compare*! to pnnr years

and s^Hiradic atu-ndance of senators in the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

It was only last year when industrial

engineering I'rofessor Klaus Kroner wa.'*

ct>ncerntHl that there was no student

repres«'ntation t»n his space and calemiar

committee «)f the Faculty Senate since

these decisions on policy directly affect

students. He complained that students

fought f()r representation in the 19708

and only a few years later, that desire for

student inp)ut has significantly decreased.

Is this an indication that student input

may be obsolete some day?

Today is the last opportunity

un«iergraduates have to ch<H»se their stu-

dent leaders for the next aca<lemic year.

The imfK)rtance of having strong and

dedicated representation on a campus

where bureaucracy and lack of student

consideration prevails cannot be stressed

enough.

With the fervor and desire to vote, not

just to have the candidate of my choice

win but more importantly, to show that

some students are still concerned with

representation, I was told that I could

not. Student senator C:harles Jabri said I

needed a student I.D. and that a driver's

Laura Yee

license and other identification wouW not

suffice, although he had a list of all

registered students. With an al<Hif at

titude, .labri tumeil away without any

comment or explanation of why I amUi

not voU'. When 1 r»'turne<i later. I was

told that a license or anything with a pic-

ture w«»ul«l have l)een accepter!

.

How many others concernttl with stu-

dent issues did Jal)ri turn away who did

not have a CMass ID but did have other

sources of identification?

Is this a reflection of how 19.0<K) I 'Mass

students are l)eing represented? Does stu-

dent representati<»n at CMass mean that

the SGA IS not concerne<l with a student

who wants to ensure that she is

represented? Furthermore, is this an in-

dication of what the future will bnng if

the current administration's entlorsed

candidates win t<Hlay?

A 20 percent voter turnout for the SGA
presidential elections is pitiful and the

lack of its commitment to increase this by

ignf)ring students who want to participate

is inexcusable.

These questions nee<l to lie addressee!

,

esf)ecially if there really is a wave towards

decreasing student activism or else

students will not have grounds to land on

when the carjx't of input is pulled from

under them.

Laura Yee us a Collegian staff nwrnber.

Student support 'revitalized' MassPIRG

Looking forward to a 'real' compromise

We are appalled at the proposal submit-

ted by University officials which seeks to

reduce the powers of the Board of Gover-

nors from a governing board to a program-

ming board. As was illustrated in a Col-

legian article last Friday, the proposal

"would give the Director of Student Ac-

tivities Office (SAO) the ultimate authority

over allocating student space in the Cam-

pus Center/Student Union." Students

would be denied their right to allocate stu-

dent space in the CC/SU Complex. This

proposal is not a compromise. It is an

abridgement of student rights. We applaud

the BOG's rejection of this proposal, and

we look forward to reading about a real

"compromise" set forth by the administra-

tion.

Debra Piltch

Gerry Scoppettuolo

SCERA

This is an open letter to the 2500

students who signed the MassPIRG peti-

tion and the 40 petitioners who helped

gather the signatures. We want to thank

you for your time, your sense of respon-

sibility, and most importantly, your dedica-

tion to students and their right to organize

around the issues that they want. Having

so many of you show your support in the

one week that we petitioned, revitalized

our spirit for the student movement and its

importance to all. We want you to know

where we stand in our efforts to create a

referendum question and to confinn stu-

dent support.

In order to have a binding referendum it

is necessary for 20 percent of the student

population to vote. The fact that only 17

percent of the population voted in last

year's well-publicized election would in-

dicate the SGA election in two weeks will

not have an adequate turn out without a

strong "get out the vote" campaign. This

effort would be too great for UMassPIRG

to take on alone at this time and therefore

we regret to announce that our referendum

question has been postponed until the next

election.

It would have been possible to make this

referendum question binding by taking it to

the board of trustees. We chose not to take

this route because we felt that it would not

be a legitimate way of reaffirrning wide

student support for UMassPIRG.

Our week's effort was not in vam: we

talked with and collected signatures from

2500 people. We explained to those un-

familiar with MassPIRG what we are and

what we do. Several of those students are

now involved with one of the seven projects

ranging from acid rain to statehouse

watch.

Lori Rochio
UMassPIRG
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Planning to go to

LAW SCHOOL?

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY'S
SCHOOL OF LAW

PRE-LAW SUMMER INSTITUTE

SPRING BREAK
PRICE BREAK!

'h
Josie

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Applicants must have successfully completed at

least two years of college For further mtotmation and

application, call S16 S60S916 or write

PRE LAW INSTITUTEySCMOOL OF LAW

1 1( M^'IK \
I mm:ii.si i>

\

^^°ped adult tees .

sale located on the Concourse

across from the

^.UNIVERSITY „..„

J Vote in the Elections J
*

J
March 11th and 12th

nn these places:
^ (ireek Area - 1 1:80-2^0 and 4:30-7:80 Iota Gamma Upsilon

J Orchard Hill/Central - 11-2 and 4-7 Franklin D.C.

Svlvan/Northeast - 11:15-2:15 and 4-7 Worcester D.C.

Canrf, .lA, JQA, MacKimmie, Moore.

^Patterson, FierfK)nt. Washin^on

^ 10:30-1:80 and 1 7 Berkshire DC
jaOampton. Emerson, James. JFK. Coolid^e,

jaMelville. Prince, Thoreau

j^

j^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^
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- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

Monday - Saturday - 4 pm - 2 am

J.
m the ^e^v Ainca Mouse ami rwosner in

j^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Xi^FIV^l^^

y^

y^

y^

yy

lO:4r?-l:4r) and 4-7 Hampshire ^ < j^

Butterfield - 5:30-7 Butterfield ^
Absentee Ballot Boxes will be available

in the New Africa House and Kosher DC
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UPC/DEC Proudly Present

The Eighth Annual Solos and Duos Series

A Special Evening with

AL DIMEOLA
AIRTO MOREIRA
PHIL MARKOWITZ

Solo Acoustic Guitar & Trio Performances

THURSDAY, MARCH 28th

S. U.B. UMASS 8 PM
TICKETS $5.00

Tickets on .safe at the Fine Arts Center, SpHngfield Civic Center, and

Stop & Shop locations in NorthnmpUm, Holyoke, Greenfield and

Pittsjield.
^^ cans, hoUics ur nxordiny demces.

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY

One testwhere on _

youknowthe score.

Yns No

an

an
DD

Do v/(ni vvnnl lobrlhr
(inly «»m; who knows
when v«n' nM;an «wrlv

pnjRn.incv l«:sl?

Would v«>u pnilnr a t«sl

lhiil'sloUillvpnv"Ht(;lo

(xirforni and lotiilly

priv'Hle to nad?

Would you I'kR a J'^sl

thill's i)ortablo, so you
u^n ciiriT/ it with you and
r»u«d it in privatf;?

And how about a simple,

one step test with a dra

matit; color ihanRe that's

e^sy to read and is 98%
;ir lurMle?

CNMO*
M«.IBC3UMt»««MH>|

If you checked "Yes" to

the above, KPT PIUS is lor

you. 11v;iI,.mkI only you

v\ill know your tijst scon;.

BLACK AFFAIRS
Black soldiers had to carry greatest burdens in Vietnam
By LAURA KOESTEK
Collegian Staff

Putting a capacity crowd in the Student Tnion Ballroom

last night into the mood of the Vietnam er^ with music

from the '60s, Wallace Terry charge<l that, "it was black

soldiers who had to carry the greatest burdens of all." in

ihe Vietnam war.

Terr>' said this was not a result of using blacks as can-

non fodder or a case of intentional genocide but, "a reflec-

tion of an unequal society where Uncle Sam was an equal

>pj)ortunity employer."

Terry was a Tim*' magazine correspondent who was sta-

tioned in Saigon from 1967 1969.

In the Vietnam War, 32 }>ercent of all early ca.^ualtjes

were black (15 percent overall) while they represenltnl 1

1

percent of the U.S. population

"The war was fought by minorities ami working >

whites. Fewer than 12 Ivy League graduates die<l (ii
•

war), ' Terr>' said.

Terry said the only positive result of the war was the

friendship and closeness developed on the front lines liet-

wt>en blacks and whites, if we had listened to the vets

when they came home, we could have moved this country

forward a hundred years in human relations." he said.

While obser\'ing the relationship lietween white and

black soldiers and the condition of black soldiers in

general, Terry chronicled the emergence of the "bloods."

which is also the title of his book.

The "bloods" were very influenced by both the civil

rights and the black power movements and politiciied

Wallace Terry, noted author. pmfehKor and j«>urnalist

Hpeaking on blmck itoldier in the Vielmun War.

themselves by reading the works of black leaders ^m- >< .>;

W.K B Dubois. Malcolm X. and Richard Wnght
"The bloods had a new awareness of brotherhtHnl. When

they saw confederacy flags or cross burnings they rebell

ed. held meetings, developed their own liand-shakes. and

even their own (lags. They refused to take .slights and in-

sults." Terry explained.

Terry said one "blood" noted that nobody called him a

nigger when he was carrying a grenade launcher.

Terry ejnphasized that it was very important to the

bloods to be cool, which included wearing black beads,

armbands, and l>erets and even sunglasses inUj battle.

Terry said other soldiers handled the pressure and

stress by drinking, smoking "funny cigarettes." playing

cards, or overeating. "Drinking was a way to cope, but

when many veLs returned home, they discovered they had

developeil a real alcohol dependency," he added.

As a corresptindent in Saigon. Terry observed many of

the horn)rs and atnK'ities tliat compnse<l the Vietnam

Wur. but this wa.s supplemented by stones from the

[»1«kk1s. which cause<l him to wonder whether he had been

in the same war

".Soldif rs were dropj»e<l out of planes as an example to

their fellow prisotu'rs. Children were turned into walking

time ln)mbs wh«) explofled when you picked them up. I

heard alntut a game called 'guts* in which an entire com-

f)any hjul to line up and take a hunk of flesh out of a cap-

turt*«l man to show what would happen if you let yourself

get captured." Terry said.

Terry was bom in New York and raised in Indianapolis,

e<lucale«i at Brown. Chicago, and Harvard Universities

and ordained m the I>isciples «if Chnst ministry .
As a jour-

nalist, he covered much of the civil nghts movement in the

I96()s for the WoAhxngton Fmt and Time magazine He is a

professor at Howard l!niversity and an editor of USA.
T*Hiay.

Teachers must challenge students to do more, says educator
^^^^_^^^^^^^^_^_^ irt*Ntiir(*H h rein- .stated.

By KIMHKRLY HURC.K
Collepan Staff

Internationally known author, educator, and sociologist

Paulo Freire talked about the general state of education to a

packed audience in Thomp.son Hall at the University of

Massachusetts.

Hi.s lecture focuHed on the tensions students and teachers

face and the relationship between them.

When speaking about the tension.«t students and teachers

face. Freire said, "there is the tension of silence and speech.

The silence of the students and the speech of the

ivacher.

'

In order to deal with the tension. Freire said one must

experience tension in order to learn.' He added teachers

must iH? patient in their task, and regularly change the

locus of their teaching. "U they don't, instead ol improving

their speech students donl apprehend, they eat.

Because students sometimes ask questions in a provoca-

tive way, teachers react angrily, therefore the .Mudent didn't

understand the tension.

it is up to the teacher to figure out why the student asked

the question." he said.

"Never consider any question as a stupid question. All

questions deserve to be answered " When one hears a ques-

tion, vnii have to "receivp it wit he .ut expression m your fate or

Internationally known Brazilian educator Paulo

Freire speaking laat night on education.

gestures." Freire .stated.

He feels the institution of education "Should create •

pedagogy of questions, not a pedagogy of answers ' Freire

warned that |)eople should "never think that their answer ui

•^M• «ine. the only one."

Teaching has to be stimething humble and very creative.

Teachers have t<» challenge their students to do more than

they have done." Freire said

Kducation is a certain theory of knowledge that is put into

practice. During his lecture. Freire stated that "education is

.1 1 . rtain theory of knowledge that is put into practice and is a

jxihtu al act"
"i'ho.se who kn«)w are teachers, tho.ne who don't know arc

.students A teacher's job is to transfer knowledge to those

who don't know. ' he said.

Freire strongly believes "All pf)Iiticians are educators and

; educators are politicians."

He related a story about a man who was clever and made a

(.liblic sj>eech in Brazil saying the education in that country

was neutral while in other areas the education is political

"This is not true Kducation everywhere is pf>litical
"

Freire' s name is synonomous with liberty and scxial jus-

tice. He is dedicated to the humanity of the oppres.sed peo-

ple He was beginning to devote his life to advancing the lives

and the fortunes of tlie oppres.sed people through education

when he was exiled from his native Brazil in 1964.

Now's
the time

to cdl...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

4 days 'till spring break
Correction

Expert Repairs &
.Reconditioning

WJUSnOUR AWTUDC
0t cbarlifs w/eA

goOb tpme SPiCIALS

Miller Bottlen $100

Molson Bottles $1.25

Schnapps (5 flavors) $1 00

Peppermint. Spt>armint. Cinnamon Strawl>err\ A \ppl«-

nt- HK(.'>o|) IHKl ItU MuMH "( VtAK( H

1 I'r.w .^t . Anihrrst » >VI'vt<M»"|H-n 111 »: »l.»vs .. v^.^. k

In last Tuesflay's article. "Third World

groups face drastic budget cuts. " the

money amount given for the student

allocated trust fund for fiscal year '84 and

'\^h were inaccurate. According to the final

rej»<»rt SI. Fiscal year 1984-8.'') Budget act

of the Student Gtivernment Associati<m,

the information is as follows:

SATF FY 84:

18.2fK) Student® $96.00

Returning SATF
Stockbridge

SATF FY 8.5:

18,WK) Student @ $96.00

Returning SATF'
Stockbridge

$1,747,200.00

86.933.72

^3,000.00

11.837.1.33.72

$1.78.^.600.00

98..3(K).00

_3,000.00
fT;886.900.0?)

r'

Bubble Bubble Tofl
a^ Trouble Away!

^With a Hot Tub Special

&t Utopia Spas

I

1

Or>e Hour Hot Tub
only $6.50 per person

anyhme Mon Tues We<l

Best Rate m the Va»ey'

Utopia Spas
175 University Dnve Amherst

(413)253 7727

}/mi'^/m/^

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

4

Hours: MS l()-.5:80. Sundays 12-.S

Come
In

And
Browse!

Gening ready for

Spring Break?

We have:

• T-shirt dresses

• Soft Et easy spring nightgowns

in cotton, gauze & silk

• Athletic tanks and bikinis

by Calvin Klein

• Sexy teddies, camisoles

and tap pants
• Pyjamas in 100% cotton

by Christian Dior

and lots morel

t arriagc Shops 2 3i N. Pleasant St .

Amhrrst S4**-691S
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Queen Ida shows good time
THE QUEEN IDA
BOMTEMPS ZYDECO
BAND
Saturday. March 9th

At the Northampton
Center for the Arts

Hy HEATHKK LEVI
Collegian Correspondent

if you're reading this

review, you probably didn't

catch (jueen Ida thLs time

around. 1 think I was one ot

very few people under thirty

in the audience which means
that you probably weren't

there, which is your loss!

Now. you might have been

busy, or not had the bucks,

but its also possible you just

didn't know what Zydeco

was to begin with.

Zydeco is basically black

Cajun music from the bayou

country in liOuisiana. It's

kind of a French influenced

cross between blues,

rock'n'roll, and bluegrass.

People who know Zydeco

know two things which you

probably don't: French, at

least the twangy Cajun

variety, is a iinf language

for rock'n'roll, and the

accordion is a real in

strumont when put to good

usf

Saturday night. Uueen Ida.

the Grammy award winning

"Uueen of Zydeco" brought

Queen Ida

her particular brand ot this

infectious music to the new
Northampton Center for the

Arts, where "Yankee
s'ammuse comme bon
Cajun " indeed. The Jirst set

seemed relatively subdued,

but by the second set the

band the crowd were well

warmed up lor some pretty

serious good times, and by

11:00 or so the joint was
definitely jumping to that

bilingual bayou b4'at. trom

ihf bouncier. more
typical 'numbers like

'Honjour' to the frenchttied

cowbov ballad"(''est La

Pkota muUmy W Tn4UMM«l Arta S«nwM

Vie
•

The Northampton Center
tor the Arts looks like it's

going to be a pretty m
teresting place to hold

concerts in the future.

During intermissions, the

audience can hang out in the

carpeted shopping em
porium downstairs. Since

there's no smoking, dancing

IS less of the pulmonary
challenge than usual, and
when everylxxly's dancing,

the floor moves, which

makes things more ad

venturous than in the Blue

WaU.

is at

cljarlie's;
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The Graduate Faculty of

Political and Social Science

New Sch(X)l for ScKial Research

Summer Economics Institute

TTk Ncvk Vh«i>l sOriiJiuilc hacultx utters a uniqu"' summer program dcMjincil for iht siuJcni »h«> in

ertienng or considcnng graduate stud> in F».on«<mi».N or BusincsN The program otters irainmg m ihi"

lechnnal «*(//« neccssar> to hegin graduate vkork . or to pursue m«>re atharKcd N»ork at the undergraduaii

attd graduate levels

As an Instituic partiiipant >ou vull hcnefii from a program ol mdiv iiluaii/cil asademii cHinselmg.

in*, ludmg diagnostK tests to help determine defii lem. les in technical background, followed hv

assistance in selection of a course of studv designed i<' rcmed\ those defic lencies Students from ahnud

ma> alv enroll in Nc» Sch«Hil hnglish as a Secorul I anguage courses

Participating faculty irx lude

• Ednaldo da Silva— Ncvk Sch<x>l for S«Kial Research
• Ghislam Deleplace - InisersitN of Orleans

• Peter Flaschel-Free L'niversit> ot Berlin

• David G<irdon- New School for ScKial Research

• Robert Heilhroner— New School for 55«Kial Research

• Anwar Shaikh—New Sch<x)l for S<Kial Research

Sumn>er Session begins June 10 Youma> enroll with The Graduate Faculty as a degree seeking

student or on a non-degree basis For more information on the Summer Institute or other degree

programs, mail the ct^upon belowor call (212)741 5710

NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL RESEARC H
Graduate Faculty Admissions

65 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10003

I am interested in the Summer Economics Institute Please send

C degree application ' non-degree application J international student application

Name

Address

City/State/Zip_

Telephone (

NEW SCH(H)I. FOR SOC lAl. RESi ARC H: A universiiv which imludcMhr Aduli Division, (iradualc t-aiuliy of

Political indVxi*! Science. t'nd«r|r»<Juiie Division Or»du«le School of Man«)ifmrni »nd Irhan Proff«ionc Parsons

Schdolof Design andf>is An InMituicof Parv.ns in Uis Angtlcs

).

Need a Summer Job?
Or possibly a
Permanent One?

$3.00 can
give you a headstart.

For $3.00 you may land a job

with the Federal Dept. of

Environmental Services or

the National Labor Relations

Board or even with an IBM
company.
Come to the Collegian and for $3.00 you

will receive a directory listing with

names, addresses and telephone

numbers of all federal government
Regulatory Agencies, Trade Associa-

tions and Special-Purpose Government
Units available.

Also included is information on every

IBM company in the United States.

The Collegian

is located in 113 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for directions

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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\JK MIA
PIZZA

549-7890

LA MIA PIZZA has changed it's name

The new name is

AVANTI PIZZA
SAME PHONE NUMBER

549-7890
FAST FREE DELIVERY
9 East Pleasant St., Amherst

! ITEMS: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions, ;

;
Anchovies, Green Peppers, Hot Peppers,

J
; Green Olives, Black Olives, Sausage, Ham- •;

\ burg, Canadian Bacon, Fresh Garlic, Extra ;!

;
Cheese, Extra Crust J;

; 1 FREE Item to your own choice 1;

I on any pizza, from March 11 - March 17th «;

: WE NOW DELIVER . .. ^7v^ I'

: IN THE MORNING ^^^"t'l^/"^^
; Sunday thru Wednesday

J
; on Saturdays and Sundays 4;30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. ;!

I from 11:30 a.m. Thursday thru Saturday
;|
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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GORDY By Gorde
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Weather

Tuesday: Rain, heavy at times, tapering

to showers in the morning over the west

and during the afternoon in the east. High

near 50.

Tuesday Night: Windy with gradual clear-

ing, low from the mid 20s to the mid 30s.

Wednesday: Mostly sunny, high f>0 to 55.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
French Dip Sandwich

Eggs Fo Yung/
CKic Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Cranberry Sauce,

Supreme Sauce
Meatl»alls with/

Tomat»> Sauce

HAND DIPPED ICE
CREAM

BASIC LUNCH
Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich
Eggs F«K) Yung

IXic Sauce

BASIC DINNER
Cheese Mushnxtm

Fondue Bake
Chicken CutleU

Cranberry Sauce.

Supreme Sauce

HAND DIPPED IC
CREAM

Collegian

staff notice

Open photogn4)hy workshop with Chris

Cristo of the Woreestrr Trlfip-nm at 7 p.m.,

Wetl. in the Collegian newsnK)m All aspir-

ing photographers are invito.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACMOSS
1 l«l«olsong

6 Atlas aMx
9 Solamn
14 Natlw* rul*' in

Africa

1% Lamon addiiiv*

16 Captain

Absolut*,

for ona
17 Likaaoma

woolans
19 Coral island

ol a typ«

20 Hillside, m
Scotland

21 Publishes

23 Very early

24 Biblical

intersections

26 Rib

28 Shade
30 C^3:• 3i slate

34 Stadium sound
37 Musical hiatus

39 Shakespearean
*orK

40 City in SW
New "(ort^

42 Melancholy
44 Bone 10 pick

45 Evening
entertainment

47 Grate
49 publics

50 Pansol a yacht

51 Barbershop
quartet oKenng

53 Drome or turf

56 Rococo
60 Botanist Gray

63 Not far away
65 Very in

Versailles

66 Sound ol some
doofbelis

66 Very slender

place (or a bell

70 Works on a

piano

71 Nat park in Fia

72 Bridal path

73 Concerning

74 Civ

75 Dog's bane

CX}WN
1 Isle ot Ely

locale Abbr

Milrd b> lnid« Mkhrt Jaffe

2 Love, in Venice 38 Saiior

3 Fk>«M<pan
4 Warm again

5 Angaf
6 Pt«J Piper s

quarry

7 That is Lat

8 Locale

9 Cocktail

10 Stowing in

tempo Mus
abbr

11 Sw««r
12 Dingle

13 She. in Nice

18 Argonne forest

river

22 Diner's fare

25 Trouble spot

27 Coastal Hiei

29 Bend
31 Nonpareil

32 Granular srKiw

33 Vous
34 Singer Diana

35 Leaning to one

side

36 apparent

41 Heard at

La Scala

43 Hammarsk|oid
46 Puntadel -

—

46 Marina user

52 Involve

54 Less cooked
56 Praying figure

57 Come up

50 lnvenlo« Nikola

59 Kelauvw
60 Deed*
61 Spurn

62 Old oo*. in

Pah*
64 Cookbook abbr

67 CflCMpMCM
69 WW II org
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PREPARE FOR

MCAT«LSAT«GMAT
lSAT*ACT*DAT>GRE«CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE
6/8/85 Exam

GMAT
6/15/85 Exam

LSAT
6/17/86 Exam

MCAT
4/27/86 Exam

IV WHERE
/? HILLS TURN
TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (2 gon-

dolas, 4 triple chairs, 6 double chairs). 55

trails. 17(X) feet of vertical and K(>% snowmaking

^
Enrollment honored

et any SHKEC location

Call Days Eves b
Weekends

mm MPl/IN 368 N. Plaasam St
m^^ laucition*) Center Amharct

If^^B ^^49 5780
I

l^^^^ft For .ntoffT>«i.on about other center.

TEST PREPARATION OuJ$*de NV State

I

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 ^*'-'- "''O'-L FREE 800 223 1 782

HAMPPPN THtAIKt

A COMEDY BV ansa

THE SHORTEST DRIVE «C

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN

VERMONT ON VT ICO

LODGlNO

(80?) 464 8601

bKi HEPORT

• 8021 464 21S1

Just last week Mount Snow
received 20' of snow. 50 trails

are open on the Main Moun-

tain and North Face. Enjoy the

warm March sun and all the

snow with the FunPack: 3 days

of Skiing (Sun -Fri), 2 nights

lodging and 2 breakfasts for

only $109. per person Call 800

451 ^4443 We've got the snow,

I let yourself go
|

Dayton Tires

POLYESTER
IIRES

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRES

' \* ''iTf A

piisaom 1 4300

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

PI9S fSRI4

Pfitr

•>J 00

•>b 1X1

Additional OH

MASS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
tAichehn Tirwi *lio Specisll^ Pncea

NorthAmherst Tire
VISA & Auto Center
MC Full Service Tire Store
. ^ 78 Sunderland Rd . No Amherst. MA
^^ Ai,rn- ',V itrobas Store

549-4 704

/..f

HAI^CH
8pm

/OPENING
' SOONMI

18

I

MARCH
COUNCIL TRAVEL/

CIEE

!
• budget flights • Int'l

student 10 • student h
youth tours • rail pmei
• charters Eur(^M • and
much more'

Now opentr>g a brand

new office in Amherst"
79 So Pleasant St

2nd fl rear

ph 256-1261

Open Monday Friday

9:00 am 5 00 pm
Drop by or call for your

FREE copy of Council

Travel Catalog*

»UNCIL
•• %o«vl S«fvic*«

the budget trav«« m" •<»"*T»'

r^ VILLA
Offering Quality Mexican Foods

Great Daily Specials!

All Day!
Every Day!

t
NORTHAMPTON • B Y O.B.
21 Center St • 584-0673

AMHERST • B & W Served
41 Boltwood Walk • 256-82

SPRING BREAK
PRICE BREAK!

O.OO each

Assorted adult teeal

muscle tees

rag style tees

*••« V*. <i-e«»-."l HH

Assorted

colors

Styles

imprints

sizes

photo by

Dwayne Autery

sale located on the Concourse
across from the ^nNIVERSTTY

mKstorjs*Hours: M-F 9-5

s»^ s»fc

* baseballpreview I Continued frvm page It

"The team knows me, who hits will play,

Bergquist said. "We play a tough schedule

and there's no lime to tool around. We will

be looking to get into the NCAA lour

nament."

To make that tourney, the Minutemen
must win the Atlantic 10 playotls or garner

a lough to get at large bid.

UMass is in the Kastern Conlerence with

Temple, St. Joseph's, Khode Island and

19 t*-'^^''--
E-tr^-^.

tH<»**

olLecave 2s6'64is

Kulgers. Temple is ihe lavurile.

1 1 Mass, alter ten games in Florida starting

Saturday, plays Temple three games at

home, hosts t"onne<'lirut and goes to St.

Joseph's lor three games the weekend
alter. By April 6. UM will be hallway

through its league schedule and know

what s going to happen.

'lho.se lirsl levk games will tell us a lot,

Hergquist said. "But 1 think well come
through pretty g(M>d. We have the ability to

make some noise.
"

"With eight seniors, they should want to

win pretty badly, " Bergquist said. "I'm an
optimist always, but 1 think that this year
we could have an exrellent team.

SOSINDINNIN^J-V^
SEMINN?M

A CHANCE TO GET TO KNOW
YOURSELF AND SCANDINAVIA

Spendon ocodenrMC yea in DENMARK. FINLAND N(3PWAY.

Of SWEDEN
• live ond study in a small, residential school among
Scandinavians

• become fluent In the language of the country you

Choose to Ih/e in

• discover another way of lite and gain new perspective

on yourself

For furthe< informationi
CONTACT:

Dr. Mary Cattani

358 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

ATTEND:
Slide Presentation

Tuesday, March 12

3:30

Herter Hall, 6th Floor Lounge

SS^b^^
fistaurant

^
^^^ Week-Long
SA St. Patrick's Day Celebration

with these fantastic specials:

direct from Ireland

Beamish Irish Stout $1.25 bottle

H Irish Coffee ONLY $1.50 SA
^^ specialty drinks »^

-Ji^^j^'ili-i^il^fifJIL25i1'^s $ 1
.

50

ilieST.PATRICKS SPECIAL
with this coupon

BUY OUR ENTREE FROM
OUR GREEK OR ITALIAN CUISINE

GET THE SECOND AT

mm
HALF PRICE 4

(Higher priced item prevails)

Offer Good 5 p.m. -10:30 weekdays Saturday and Sunday all day
M/C & VISA Accepted

56 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713
I

Closed Mondays Ej,pires 3/17/&J

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Qome to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs;

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days

8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

10% discount • Phone nunnber FREE

AUDIO

PlonCM Mini Syctam tv»o *tmk% old

•«0«r»te »mp tuner d«ck'tu'nt two H> I"*'

Pfice »600 »** take $500 m,t\ »«»l call Ch'S

fr4929

Starae tyatani: Ookyo TA/2033 ca»a«»
dKk Yamaha CR 450 AM/FM racawar

Togalhaf »250 256 1406

Must tall tupar Audio tyttam. JBL L110

iou<J»paat>ef», Phillips atectronic 212 turn

tab)« •vith Shura V15 type IV cart. Onkyo

A 10 integratad amp 86 watt* pat channel

Onkyo lafvo locked lunee Naw »1675 muat

sell »860 Bob 586 1089

Blaupunkt Aapan Caaaatta Dack for sale

$250 brand new call Tom 649 0333

AUTO ran SALE

Break See the tabtaTn ttia Ct oo I ua» WW
and Thur*

BEST QUAtlTY WttUMtS

Conaultation. preparation, analysis

editing design, layout, cover Krttar. typtng

Gwrrusso 256-6257

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack A Disc. Rack A Video Entertain

mem Disc Jockeys large screen video

dances tor housepartys, samrtormals. cam
pus events 549 7144

FLORrDA PACKAGE DEAL ^^

72 Nova 6 cyl runs great »175 Raletgh 10

speed touring bike »125 dorm si/e

refrigerator $80 or entire package for $300

call 549 6782 or 256 1573

Volvo 146S 71 vary ratiabia transportation

S960 firm 256 1406

1973 Chevy Nove Hatchback AT runs

well $560 or BO 256^8965 eves

1877 dfds Cutlaas Supreme loaded runs

great excetlant condition $2700 2M 5471

1878 OodosTdmnr engine runs great

body needs wofk $1100 natfotiabta call

548 83B3

1871 Chavy Caprice 4 door sadan 402 V8

gray/sHver power steering 83.000 rnites

Good condition $460 00 549 1578

1878 Surtblrd wandard looks and runs great

$2300 caH S4»^>3ei

E A UFESAVER

Sw«4 • Mwitf • VMtMrtf *y Spuna

PORMNT

One room In famHy houaa quiat. On Faar-

ing Street CaH 549-0071 $150

FOMSALE

Movie Poeters call Oebbi 6-8281 balwaan

12 pm sod 12 am weekdays

IneKpanaiva cotton ctotfias for spring:

mens shirts $10, women* shirts, skirts end

pants $12 $14. Kanys bags $14 caH

646^7880

Kenya Bags $» in if>a Concourse avary

Thursda. and Friday

ipeaier Cabinet btg^orguittfrr-i^i^
- on»y $150 air rifle beautiful $26 28»-6748

CoHactor's OP *>°^I^^!!^
tub|. ate Book Vautt, 634-1646

ms. all

For tale mens wool coat v, length off

wtiit«> in ric Blinn' ' m'tiii.-.r lest \f\an 1 year

>i»1 si/f 40 mil n<>iA ''1' iver $200. asking

$150 BO call Paul 649 1896

Just built Bicycle Campy equipment
Moldsworlh frame. Immron paint Many e«

tras call Larrv 546 7777

1878 Toyote Corolle Wegon 5 spd good

condition and good miteege new AM FM
tape deck call Barry 6 7610

FOUND

Plastic Kaychein with 7 keys including a

Nisan ignition key call 546 4630 to identify

GRAND OPENING

Teamworks Sports Co op is opening

March 11 Bermuda shorts tennis reckets

fritbees hacky sacks and much more
Check out our prices' W F 10 4 322 Student

Union 546-4628

HELP WANTED

Sorority naads kitchan halp Maals in as

cftange for work. Ptaaaa caH Lauren at

S49 7746

IMCOME TAX PHEPARATIOM

INCOME TAX preparation at your service

LOWEST RATES ITa« Deductibiel Ta«es

xepared quickly for tfM LARGEST possible

efund Call Stephen Shore 546-8889

INSTHUCTION

Know your car Basic sutomobile
workshop 28 hours includir>g classroom

tf<aory and shop Limitsd anroMmant

253^2088

LOST

..ost wallet Thurs 3 6 Black trifold around

BoyrJen Gym oi Campus Cenle' Need iden

iification cards desperately Reward Please

call 549 6633

Gold oval link bracelet last week

Reward Cull 646 7623

PERSONALS

Go Down with the UMett Ski Club Hi i i

Lauderdale Spring Break 86 Ihe best

flightt. the best motorcoach the best

hotels All at the best prices Sign .jc m
front of the Match 15 3437)

CAOOySMACK
Wednesday March 13

Campus Center Auditorium

96 $1

@79 11 $150

Congratulations New Pledges of lota

Gamma Upsilon Janice. Marceila, Michele

Heidi. Debbie Lynn. Kerne Jar>e. Sandy.

Sarah, Sue. Nancy. Judy, Nathalie, Kim,

Sharon, Susie, and Beth'

American Ski and Party Weak March
17-24 at Killtngton Includes lifts, condo
lodging, transportstion, parties,
fireworks, clam bake etc only $188 sign

up in front of the Hatch M-F 10-3

Astrology Classae en intenaiva introduc

tion begrn* 3/27 for information, call

' 549-0210 evenings ask for Carl

Stephen Paul Qlldaa Lai ma rock your
world in Fla

Hay Sports FanI Intramural SofttMll and
Soccer entries still being accepted
Marugers and officiafs maatmgtontght 7 00
p m Boydan 21S 777 caH w3mi

Hay Tri Sigma Thank you al for taking

care of rne last week especialfy Tracy

Kathy Carrie Mimi I m lucky to fiave a

house full of such fantastic sisters and

pledgas Love Hop elortg Kelly

PHILADELPHIA BOUND

2 girts noad a rtda to PhiHy or Now Vo^
City Thursday afterrKjon or evenif>g March
14 Will share eipenses Call Eliiabeth or

Plavef at 646 6216
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Cases Pepers, Dissertetions, Th<

on campus very relieble, kjw rates, Nancy
684 7924

TYPING

Speedy Keys' professionel IBM typing

Pepers. these*, dittertations. romance
languages 2S6 1002

RIDE WANTED

RMa naadad lof two to Pt. Uudardale
WiU pay and can help drive CaN 546 B201 or

646 649B anytime

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tutoring $5 00 par hr

former 123 121 fl'ader 4 semester universi

ty contultsnt Ale« 253 7666

EXPERT TYPifiid Theses, reports.

resumes, cover letters, etc profaaaional sar

vice reasonabta rataa. EXPRESS. MMS19

SHOES

Boaa and T)mboitaf«4 30« oM f«M« price

re«n«/womaru call Rosa S46-S281 call late'

TRAVEL

Ft Lauderdale Flights 6 Motorcoach
for Spring Breek Sign up teble

m front of the Hatch M F 10 3

Party Down the Coast
Til you Reach the Beach

Club Mad Trip to Martinique for 1 per

son Merch 1 7 24 I cannot go so wiM tell e«
tremely cfteap CaH lor more info et

256*8950

Klonda vai-atKin for two AwMomr fun

m ih*- iiun RiHin-l inji tr«ns & fi nites

rondo ¥X Uuderdale .S4i» 120.". 827.^

per (uTton or H < I I^avinK March 16

TUTORS

Tutors for French Spenieh, Russlen and
Italian avadabte et 5494793

WAMTED

Three bedroom apt Puffton preferred

CaH Matatsa, 64fr1196 or Mag. 546^1202

WANTED TO RftlT

Aponmant nsa dad wNI take over taaaa in

June can Akson 546-1406 Donne 54»5G«0

2 bedroom apt to take over
Amherst on but route Puffton pref

Laurie 546 6787 or meg 546-5784

REWARD Looking for faM iaaaaTm^Bran
dywina or Puffton ca8 8-3206 or 6-1

'cii

M«^ »-vr>^*r
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SPORTS

Senior shortstop Angelo Saluntri in one of six retum-

inp starters on the LMass baseball team.

Spnrtt information pKnto

Leftfielder Bruce Kin^irman hit .356 last seawm for the

Minutemen.

Strong season

expected from

UM baseball
Experiencedteam returning

By PKTKK ABKAHAM
Collegian Stalf

UxikinK at the talent we have and who we have

returning, it we don t do well, it will beour own fault."

Sophomore Utthander Steve Allard. m that one sen

tenre. simuntHl up the thoughts ot most ol the University

nt MassaehuM'tts baseball team.

\lter an 1^ 3i iampai|{n last season, the Minutemen

hoj»e ti) \h- bark m the Atlantic 10 Kaslern Conference

pl.iMitl hunt this year.

. lurnv SIX starters and three starting pitchers.

• udinK seniors that saw a lot of action, ll

t rr Dick Bergqui-st will have troubU

»-d team and keeping everybtjdy happ>

It'si a i!«>nrf problem, having this much to work with.

Ber^M' "» ** entering his 19th year as man

said. AVt tuue a lot of hitters returning, but t* •

the pilchinir is the key.

I .Mas^ hit ill 5 .IS a team last season, but the pitching

stall had an earned run average of 6.56. the highest in

Minuteman histor\

Keturning to the Mall are ihrw starters including senior

righthander .lim Knoph tl 2. 5.85 EHA last seas<»n».

junM»r nghty Bob Kc^tro (4 4. 9.12) and Allard (0 2.

10.0H>

All thri><- sulUred through their worst seasons a year

ago. getting hammered during I Ms trip to .New Mexicti

durmg which the Minutemen went 4 9.

I really think that people hke Knoph and Kostrocan get

iheir arts together and come on for good seasons."

Bergquist said. "They have a lot ot starts in their time

here and should be at the point w here they can produce.

.Mlard came in with a lot of promise last season after a

great high scho«>l career, but faltere<l early <»n and never

regained his confidence.

st« \ « seems to have a better attitude this season and 1

l<K)k lor him to do well. Bergquist said.

I he surprise ot the staff may be freshman Steve .^llen.

\ hard throwing righthander from New Hampshire.

Allen was tabf>ed as an infielder after the fall season (he

!v ,( i,'<kkI hitter and fielder) but liergquist sees him as a

(».--il»le starter.

- -A f has the best arm on the team, the coach said,

lie throws with a lot of speed and Id like to bring him

.ilong slow ly and develop him into a tront line pitcher.

In reliel. Bergquist has junior Mall Subocz (4 3. 4.30) in

•lort relief. .Ion Martin (10. 6.43) in middle relief and

Ufl Jensen tO 2. 6.(K)). .Ml are righthanders.

tMher pitchers «ho may figure in Bergquist > plans are

righthanders Tom I'la and Mirk \\ ydra. lk>lh spent last

seas«m on the junior varsity. Matt Sheran, now an

outfielder, could also see action in short relief.

In the held. I .Ma.ss will send out one ol its best hitting

learns in some time. Shortstop .\ngelo Salustri (.322. 29

Righthander Jim Knuph is one of the keys to the L'Mass

pitching staff.

KBls. 5 home runs) is one of the best in the East. He

srored a team high lil runs and stole 15 bases.

Kirst baseman Todd Comeau (.372. 32. 11) is one of

rttllege fjaseball s premier hitlers. A football linebacker

at 6 2. 210. Comeau has tremendous power and good

S'. < I 17 steals). He was all New England last season

and I he team M\ P.

lenterlielder Steve Messina (.:i2H, 41. 5) set a school

record in KBls last season. He is a good outfielder and

contributed six steals.

Catcher Todd Ezold (.302. 19. 0) was selected to try out

lor the IS Olympic team last year. He is a good

delensive catcher with a good arm.

Second ba.seman Jack Bloise (.299. 13. 1) had a strong

first half of the sea.son before tailing off. He stole 17 bases

and works the double play well with Salustri.

U'ltlielder Bruce Kingman (.3.56. 13. 1) hit well for

average last year and played himself into a starting spot

this year.

' Designated hitter Jeff Cimini(.240. 17. 3) also plays first

base but with Comeau «>n institution in the field, the

junior w ill \h' used primarily as a hitter.

\i third base, sophomore Tom Kabian has the inside

track. He hit .292 as a freshman with 12 KBls and a

homer .Mien and junior Doug bright will also challenge.

Kightlield is another battle with Sheran currently the

favorite but junior Tony Szklany (.270. 12. 2) also a factor

and sophomore .lay Zerner. who led the junior varsity

from the plate, impressive during the fall games.

Dthers who will compete for time are catchers Dan
( lilford and .Sean Mint (who hit ..5;i3 in limited at bats.),

freshman Darrin (ic.nnor lintieNi', and freshman pit

cher Brett Valenli ''intinmtd im p<uff II

Minutemen gymnasts take fifth place in Easterns
By KATHLEEN HANNAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics

League Championships this

weekend at Springfield

College finalized the season

for the University of

Mas.sachusetts men's gym-

nastics team, who tied Army
(or fifth place of eight

teams.

In rotation style the meet

began on vaulting for UMass
where a conglomeration of

Cull«K>an photn by Andy Helirr

University of Massachusetts junior Joe DeMarco,

seen here on the still rings, placed second on the team

in all-around comtMtition at the Eastern Refnofiala.

difficult tricks racked up an

impressive total of 45.1

points. Phil Gorgone placed

first for UMass with a hands-

pring front tuck earing a 9.25

However, the score wasn't

high enough to qualify for the

finals, where he would have

needed a 9.3.

Ken Dougherty started off

on the parallel bars with an

8.65. but a good routine with

an underrotated dismount by

Eric Ciccone began a

"judges-rut" to grant sevens

and mid- eights for the follow-

ing routines-routines which

were expected to score high

eights to low nines. Peter

Lucchini (predicted to

achieve a 9.0) received an

8.85. not quite high enough to

qualify for the finals where he

would have needed an 8.95.

The rotation then went to

high bar where Tony §barra

"swung pipe" to capture a

9.4. showing off his double

lay-out flyaway dismount

easing his way into the

finals.

On floor exercise, with four

tumbling passes and a 9.45

junior all-arounder Joe

DeMarco tumbled his way
into the finals as well.

Lucchini and Gorgone also

performed well in the event

earing a 9.2 and 9.0 respec-

tively. However, teams such

as E^ast Stroudsburg and
Temple controlled the

qualifying scores for admit-

tance to the finals, scoring

high nines.

With a 9.2. Dougherty took

the Minutemen into the pom-
mel horse finals as Coach
Johnson expected.

DeMarco, Ciccone, Roberto

Weil, and specialist Steve

Baia all aided in receiving a

4 1 point total.

Weil took first for UMass

on the still rings earning a 9.0,

but he still remained nearly

half a point behind the

qualifying score for the

fmals.

In the all-around for

UMass were Weil with 53.35.

DeMarco with a 52.0, and
Dougherty with a 51.45. Cic-

cone began in the all-around,

but two consecutive head
injuries on the parallel bars
and high bar influenced his

performance and he chose to

scratch his remaining
events.

The finals Saturday began
with DeMarco on floor exer-

cise earning a 8.95. A half

point was deducted for a

slight under rotation from a

double back tuck, causing a

minor nose and mouth injury.

His average then became a

9.2, and he cleared tenth
place.

"My first pass was a dou-

ble back pike, and my last

was a double back tuck, so I

knew I didn't need as much
energy for my last run. I made
sure I didn't overrotate,

which I obviously didn't"

said DeMarco.
Dougherty had it tough in

the pommel horse finals,

earning an 8.35. Combined
with his previous 9.2, his

average came to be an 8.77,

capturing tenth place

Sbarra swung flawlessly

throughout his set on high

bar. The judges seemed to

pull deductions from out of

the air. awarding Sbarra with

a 9.25. "I can't understand

how the judges came up with

a 9.25. and unlike women's
gymnastics you cannot dis-

pute scores in men's gymnas-

tics." said John.son. Sbarra,

combined with his previous

score of a 9.4, received a 9.33

average and sixth place.
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Women's status

to see advances
By DEHUKAHKUS.s
Collegian Stal!

A commitment to comparable worth and an $18 million

provision to upgrade child care lacUilies are the two major

efforts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis will be making this year to

improve the economic status of women in Massachusetts,

his advisor on women's issues said last night.

loan Uuinlan. who spoke to the undergraduate senate.

!<j thfse tv^o mea>ure> are necessary because, "the

onomic condition of women has worsened over the last 10

years."

One indication (»f this is that "we are not domg as well in

.iges a- re ten years ago," she said, noting that

loday wonim larn $.59 $ TvJ for every $1.00 earned by a

man. while in the 70s they earned $.64.

(juinlan attributed women's k)w wages to a job market in

hw'h women can only find jobs in traditionally female

M ctipai ions.

()(• lipational segregation is a big problem." she said,

noting that HO percent of women are in low paymg,
trailit iimally female positions such as nursing and teaching.

>ht N.tiii that the law that demands equal pay for equal

work is irrelevant in the face of occupational segregation

t>ecause women rarely have men who work in identical jobs

to compare themselves to.

On the other hand "comparable worth asks that if a job is

comparable in skill, effort and responsibility it be paid

equally." she said, stressing that although the concept is

revolutionarv it is critical in impn»ving the status of

women.
She said that Dukakis is "making an effort to become a

model emptoyer' by offering the state unions the chance to

bargain on the issue ol comparable worth now. even
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Joan QuinUn. Gov. MidMel S. Dukakiit' adviiior

on women'M isaues.

ihdugh their contracts are not up (or negotiation until

Uuinlan said that another indication of women's

deteriorating economic status is the fact that "more women
are poor than ever before in history.

"

This she attributed to the changing nature of the family,

which has led to a large increase m the number of female

heads of households.

Such women are aided m to poverty by the cost ol day

care for their children and "day care is right now a key

pitHv of economic deveU)pment" Uuinlan said.

Senate elects
new speaker
and treasurer
By JOHN YONCE
Collegi&n Staff

The undergraduate Student Senate last night elected

John RuddiK'k as Speaker and Diane Rossi as Treasurer

and confirme<l the results of the student government elec-

tions.

In the speaker race. Ruddock re<t'ivtHl 4r) votes, Jay

Flynn. 37, ami Dennis Martin, 3. The senate ijebateil over

and questioned the can<li(lat^ for nnire than one hour.

"To quote I>an Burgess.'rm like s*) very psyche<l."'

Ruddock .said after the election. "1 think the SdA (Student

Government Assocmtion) is a psyche<i plai*e." Ruddock

said the main theme of his term as speaker will be unity in

the senate.

"Foi^t everything else, the main thing is unity," he

aud.
Rf>ssi, who worked in the office of former treasurer

John Mooradian, was elected in about five minutes at the

end of the meeting. Rossi ran unopposed and was elected

unanimously.

"I realize there is a severe financial crisis facing the

SGA and I am dedicated to work on that crisis," Rossi said

in her acceptance speech.

In other action, the senate accepted the results of the

SGA presidential and senatorial elections. The senaU* also

aCMpted the result of the referendum question which ask-

ed students if they approve*! a motion to establish a

$50,000 spring concert hind. n.nhnufd im pogt S

Dukakis crime bill opposed

on issues of women's equity

CollcKivi photo by Brian K Gon>«

FLORIDA BOUND?— UMaas junior Robin Tashian (left) and SMU junior

Georgette Sarkisian try on some new shades at the Campus Center Concourse

yesterday.

IW DKm)RAH ROSS
I ollegian Staff

When (i«)%. Michael S. Dukakis' tough

"presumptive sentencing" bill passed the

Massachu.setts House by a vote ul \'*2 IS

last year, tinal approval by the '<»'n,«i<

s««emed assured.

^ et the Senate tailed to act on ihe

legislation, reacting to stroni? opposition t«»

such issues as the effect of the bill on

aln-ady rrowded prison conditions, and its

rejection «»f the iiiip«»rlance of

rehabilitation, as well as its impact on

v^omen and minorities

The bill, which Dukakis rt-tiled earlier this

year, would set narrow ranges ol sentences

for judges to apply to persons convicted of

violent crimes, would introduce the notion

that degree of injury rather than intent

should govern sentencing, would lengthen

prison sentences and reduce eligibility for

parole.

A number of women activists have been

critical of the bill and see its im

piementation as having an adverse effect on

the number of women pri.soners and the

length of their sentences.

Sen. .lack H. Backman (D Br«K)kline>.

testifying against the bill at a hearing

before the committee on Criminal Justice

last monin. estimated that the number and

lenjft h of lemale inmates" sentences would

triple under ine new legislation.

Those opposed to the bill say that becaue

the bill shifts emphasis from the traditional

focus on criminal intent to actual harm

suffered by the victim, women acting in

self defense may be unfairly and severely

punished.

Karen Hudner, lobbyist with the Mass.

Civil Liberties L'nion explained its thus way:

I! I push a man away because he i%

stealing my pocki'ltxKik and he falls over

hits his head and dies then I am guilty ol

murder and will be punished lor that.'

fk'tsy Dunn, who represented the

Natuinal DrKani/alion ol Women (NOW I at

Ihe hearing, agreed and said (he legislation

is a "classic example of public |m>Iic\ which

IS drafted with the male norm as its model,

w It h little or no thought given to I he impact

on women who are obj««cts ni male

violence.
'

"A woman convicted for deiending herself

against rape or domestic violence would

receive a sentence, the severity of whK"h

would be proportionately relatj-d to her

success in physically defendinij herself,"

Dunn said.

Al.so testifying against the bill was Rep.

Saundra (iraham (D Cambridge), chair

woman of the l^egislative Black Caucus,

who voiced her fear that minorities would

be the mam recipients of tougher sen-

tences.

(iraham said the bill affects only crimes

against people, and therefore deals with

crimes for which people of cotor are

arrested and tried in the greatest

disproportion to their numbers. She

commented that the bill did nothing about

"white collar crime." referring to crimes

committed by "white men ol means" such as

embezzlement and fraud.

"Judges can still give blacks and hispanics

longer sentences. even within the

presumptive ranges. " Graham said, adding

"Where were people of color on the com-

mission that drew up the bill? So far we
have not had the participation to know if

Continued on page s'
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Panel denounces CIA actions
cites torture, phone tapping
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

According to the four panelists at last

night's discussion of CIA involvement in

covert foreign and domestic policy, the

nation's largest intelligence force consists of

torturers, liars, phone tappers and
assassins all financed in great part by the

U.S. government.

The 200 strong audience in the Student

Union's Commonwealth Room listened with

intense silence as panelist after panelist

listed various illegal operations the CIA has

allegedly been involved with since its in

ception.

"The Cl\ has never been a central in-

telligence agency with honorable in

tentions. " said former CIA agent and

author Ralph Mctjeehee. "After I quit, my
phone was tappt^d, they followed me while I

went jogging... In one instance a moderator

tapping my phone broke into the line and

argued with me."
The discussion occurred as a response to

and a show of support for two area activists

recently arrested for questioning the

presence of the CIA in campus recruitment

drives. I'erry Amsellem, a senior legal

studies major, and Lisa Sheehy. a

University of Massachusetts graduate and
Amherst resident, were arrested Nov. 5

after they occupied an office where CIA
interviews were being held. Both are to be

tried today in Northampton District Court.

The panelists included McCeehee; Joy
Hackel, author and researcher who has

written a book on CIA covert operations;

Richard F'alk, an international law scholar;

and Ivouis Wolf, editor of Covert Actum
tn/ormation Bulletin magazine.
Wolf, a journalist who broke the Vietnam

Mai Lai massacre story, said. "1 can give

you hundreds of examples of torture. I

know of (»ne Contra officer who wore a belt

fashioned out of human ears. These people

are not feedom fighters. They're villians.

.And the worst part is that we're financing

them."

Hackel hsted such U.S. violations of in

ternational agreements as violation of air

spacf, and the distribution of U.S. written

and published "killing manuals. ' "We are

hiring out professional animals to carry out

specific, selected objectives like the

assa.ssination of otficials and the rigging of

el«H'tions..."

Ml panelists, who will testify in favor of

.'^heehy and Amst'llem, wen- rti-t-ived

warmly.

Ice cream shop may replace

UnionRecords next semester
By VH KI A. SPAGNOLI
Collegian Staff

The Campus (Center Btiard of (kivernors

will vote after spring break on proposals

which include a possible ice cream shop to

fill the defunct Union Records Unlimited in

the Student Union.

BOG chairwoman Jane Donohue said the

board will postpone voting at today's

meeting because not enough members will

be present to vote on the proposals. A
majority of the 32 member board will be

leaving early for spring break, she said.

The Campus Center Administration

submitted a proposal for an ice cream shop

that would be financed by the Food Ser

vices. According to Campus Center

Director WilUam Harris, the ice cream shop

would be run by students and food service

staff, and would not open until next fall.

The record store space, which has been

Vacant since last fall, is con!»idered student

controlled space. Donohue said, hhe said

the Campus Center Administrations

proposal would transfer the control of the

URU space from the students to the ad

ministration.

"The URU space is student space and

should continue to be a student controlled

space." honohue said. "I would assume
that individuals of the board will respect

the fact that it's student space."

Student space includes any office space in

the Campus Center Student Union com
plex. Donohue said. The student offices on
the fourth floor of the Student l^nion are

considered student space, as are the

CoUegtan office and WMUA in the

basement.

A second ice cream shop proposal was
submitted by two students, BOG Food
Services toordinator Ginger LaVoi. and
Bt)ti member Bob Cohen. Their shop would

be financed by the Hood C4>rporation. and

by a proposed k)an through Student

(Government .\s.sociation funds.

The second ice cream proposal is not a

BtXi proposal, according to Donohue.

although C^hen is a voting member of the

BtKj. "Space allocation is a democratic

process, and every proposal gets

reviewed. " Donohue said.

Two other proposals were submitted by

members of student run businesses on the

third floor of the Student Union. The
sports cooperative. Teamworks, and the

bicycle cooperative are all interested in

moving into the URU space.

Official SGA Election Results:

Roth/BorgeM

Hftckett/Cemto

Keoh&n/SbardelU

2,077 (58%)

1^1 (38%)

117 (4%)

UPC Referendnm: Ye«: 3.024 (80.77%) No: 720 (19.3%)

ReBolts of the Board of €k>venior8 Residential Committee and the

State Student Association of Massachusetts referenda will be

disclosed after Spring Break.

irSGA
The concert referendum passed 3,024 to

720, Governmental Affairs Chairman John
Crowley said. It was not known whether 15

percent of the undergraduate student body

voted on the referendum, which would

make it binding.

Crowley also released the final official

figures of the presidential election. The
results reported in yesterday's Collegian

were not official, because all the ballots had

not been officially counted.

Stacy Roth and Dan Burgess won the

election with 2,077 votes to 1,381 votes for

Kim Hackett and Mike Cerrato and 117

votes for Teresa Sbardella and Patrick

Keohan. The total voter turnout was 3,575.

In the 1984 presidential election, about

3500 students voted; in 1983, 4,838 voted

and in 1982, 4162 voted.

Crowley said the election results of the

MMMMMMMMMHMMMa Conttnued froiH page 1

Campus Center Board of Governors and
campus Residential Committee will not be
released until after Spring Break.
The results of the referendum, which

asked students if they favor funding the

State Student Association of
Massachusetts, may be released today,

Crowley said. Complications arose over the

actual counting of the ballots, he said,

because SSAM members had said they

would help count them, and haven't yet.

"I have to prioritize which ballots I count

first," Crowley said. The SSAM ballots

were scheduled to be counted after

presidential and other SGA elections, he
said.

Martha Porter, campus treasurer of

SSAM, said the association agreed to help

count the ballots because they wanted
students to know the results of the referen-

dum before Spring Break.

New SCERA position filled
Action spurredIm rally

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Some people may have forgotten the gay
rights rally last December but Fllen

DImstead remembers it and says it is one
ot t he reasons she has her job.

Olmstead works as the gay and lesbian

awareness educator tor the Student

Center tor Educational Research
.Advocacy, a position that came about only

alter members ol the People's Gay
/Mliance held the rally outside the

Whitmore .Administration Building last

D»H-ember.

Originally, The I ndergraduate Student

Senate voted to deny lunding tor such a

position in October t)ecause they did not

have money available.

Alter the rally, the Administration

agreed to fund the position tor the first

year li the SGA would provide lunding

alter that. Olmstead said.

Olmstead said her job provides
educatitmal service for people who have

questions or problems about heterosexism

and homophobia.
"Heterosexism is the assumption that

everyone is or ought to be heterosexual,

that heterosexuality is superior to all

other lorms, ' she said. "llom«)phobia is

not only the tear ol lesbians and gay men.
but also latent fears ol lesbian or gay
leelings mside yourself."

"llriTiiiti phiitii hy |)at«- Ih-utirr

Ellen Olmstead
Part of the j«>l) also offers information to

students, faculty and staff that will help

eliminate s«)me of the tear and miscon

ceptions about gay. lesbian, and bisexual

(MM>ple on campus.
"M«>st people have myths about lesbians,

bisexuals. and gay men. They haven't

been forced to experience reality, that

some of their peers on campus are

(homt»sexual), ' she said. "Gay students

do not want to change the lifestyles of

heteroM'xual students. They are not

jMising a threat a> is p«Tceived by some
jMiiple,' she said

.\cc<irding to SCKHA director Debbie

Piltch. "Ellen is a very qualilu*«l pt-rson.

V\e wouldn t have hired her it she wasn t.

She has a Uit to otter to university

students and the community at large.
'

Stock market to boom says analyst
By JOHN BEAN
( 'ollegian Correspondent

The stock market will have one of its best

periods in history in the coming year, ac

cording to Ik-rnard Doherty, senior vn-e

president of Mosely. Inc. of Boston, who
spoke to about .'W members of the in

vestment club last night.

I>oherty. who graduated with a Bachelor's

degree in marketing in 1%9 and a Ma.ster's

degree in txonomics at the University of

Massachusetts, told members of the group
what to k)ok for in the future of the stock

market and how to best invest their money
while in school.

"Start out by investing in secure com
panics, make some money, then you can

start taking some chances." I)oherly said.

"To make money in the stock market." he

said, "buy a small, quahty company at a low

price. Then you have to wait for other

people to notice it. It takes patience.
"

I>oherty said he feels that the stock

market will have one of its best periods in

history in the coming year. He pointed to

railroads, oil companies, and telephone

companies as the best areas to invest.

"There have been big discoveries of oil in

California and Texas," he said. "This will

resuH m lower prices lor oil pn)ducts but

th«' investment will be s<»und. "Also,

railroad companies have been improving

their service and are starting to regain

Mime of what they lost to the trucking

industry, he said.

D<ihertv said that the field of rt>botics will

"To make money in the stock market,

buy a itmall. quaiity coTnpany at a low
price. Then you have to wait for other

people to notice U. It takes patience.
"

—Bernard Doherty,

senior vice president o/Mosely, Inc.

be one of the fa.stest grt)wing areas in the

near future.

"The U..S. has been slow to accept the idea

of nibots, " he said, "but I think it will take

off in alMtut two years. The Japanese are

already using toImUs and it will take a while

for us to catch up to them.

Doherty was an alternate on the I960

Olympic Boxing Team on which Ca.ssius

Clay won a (iold Medal. He was the all

service l>oxing champion while in the Army
in 19«i().

Faculty Senate meeting canceled

Tt)day's Faculty Senate meeting has been

canceled because the agenda for it. "would

have been so slight." Senate Sec. Robert

Jones .said yesterday.

Jones said the meeting was canceled

because there was not enough prepared

business ready. When questioned whether
there were not other topics to di.scuss.

Jones replied, "we have meetings on

motions, not campus issues."

"The Collegian may think that canceling

the meeting is a conspiracy on the part of

the sen.'ite to suppress the (Yvette) Henry
report,' .lones said, "but it really is not an

uncommon move.
"

.lones said the decision to cancel the

meeting was made by the chairman of the

Rules Committee. David Booth, and
himself. He said no meetings were canceled

last semester becau.se "general education

kept us tied up."

Most of the senate meetings last semester

were devoted to debate on the general

education requirements which will replace

the current system of core requirements in

1986.

Last week the Rules (Jommitlee met with

the Committee on the Status of Minorities

and agreed the report on Yvette Henry "be

presented shortly to the .senate.
"

kbill-
this is a good bill."

Another major concern expressed by

critics of the bill is the impact it would have

on the over crowded prison population in

Massachusetts.

Sen. Backman said he strongly opposed

the legislation which "will add 3.000 to

,"),(K)() inmates lo an already overcrowded

system.
'

"The public has the right to have the

present sy.stem rectified. " said Backman.

adding "the proposed legislation does not

improve the prison structure. but

exacerbates the conditions.
"

According to figures presented at the

hearing on February 28. there are currently

8,.)()() prisoners in a system designed to hold

,'),H()(). In addition, state prisons are

operating at 160 percent of capacity, count

v

HM^^^^^BaBMa^B^i^ Continued from page 1

jails at 140 percent c capacity and eight of

the twelve county jails are under federal

court order because of overcrowding.

In an attempt to reduce uncertainly about
the bills impact on overcrow dijjg. Dukakis
announced at the hearing that later this

month he will file a special legislative

mcs.sage containing a "prison plan " to

reduce overcrowding.
Opponents remain skeptical, however,

noting that their concern lies not only with

overcrowding, but also with the bill's heavy
emphasis on punishment rather than
rehabilitation.

Backman testified that the bill would
"waste tax dollars on a prison system so

lawless and brutal that pri.soners would
return to our streets less likely to function

safely and productively than before they

went in.

"
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Do you have National Direct Student Loans, *

Guaranteed Student Loans, Student Nursing Loans J

or other student related loans?

Are you interested in Financial Planning,

repayment of your loans, establishing credit, asking

questions about your loans?

i.

If so, come to the Financial Aid Services Debt

Management Seminar on Thursday, April 11, 1985

from 1:30-4:00 PM in the Student Union Ballroom. *

Participating speakers will be from UMass, two

local banks, Massachusetts Higher Education
j

Assistance Corporation. t
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ARTS
Warhol wizardry on display
Ten Jews of the Twentieth Century

Silkscreens by Andy Warhol
Herter Gallery

Until Friday. March 15

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Andy Warhol, at 55, is at the height of his creative

power. Known to the general public for such pt)pular serial

imagery as his Campbell Soup Cans, Warhol's fascination

qua imfatuation for prominent figures of the twentieth

century, whom he refers to as "stars." has prompted
some of his greated works, from Marilyn to Mao. The cur-

rent exhibit at Herter Gallery is no exception.

And yet "Ten Jews of the Twentieth Century" is excep-

tional! Warhol's use of color to interpret exceeds even his

beautiful "Endangered Species" series of recent years,

and his subject matter is just as delicate. Some people may
be put off by the grouping of these extraordinary in-

di\'iduals on the basis of their being Jews. However, I

think that would be to misunderstand their creator's in-

tentions. These ten portraits are more than jM»rtraiti5, they

are tributes, a reminder of the immeasurable contnbu
tions and achievements of the Jewish imagination and con

science in this their most difficult century.

Beyond the commemorati<»n of their subjecti^, these

phott) silkscreens reveal Warhol's emotional responses,

perhafM even debt, to each of his subjects. As a fxx't 1

found myself entralled by these sensitive renditions: none

of Warhol's prior works that I have seen, works which

have generally excited me. have so moved me. If I may m
dulge the reader, I would like to describe my impressions

tx) "Ten Jews."

Sarah Bernhardt has an almoet angelic expression

which is substantiated by the colors: warm pink. red. and
violets tumble into an abstract, cool blue field. She is a
fountain of artistic inspiration in a pool of innocence. Ber
nhardt's prf)minent positiim as the first person in the

series is no accident by Warhol.

Louis Brandeis is not only conveyed in human
fleshtones, but, his peach-cheeked face highlighted by red

drawn over the photographic details of its features, con-

veys him passionately humane. The dark frame around

him could stand for the darkness of the world he so

singularly confronted and attempteti to illuminate. His

blue crown is deserved, the torch of his courage, his in-

tellect.

Martin Buber gazes out at "thou" from under his blue-

green brow with all the philosophical depth of a deep

wellspring of mystic wisdom, which he was.

The simple sketching of Albert Einstein is with the least

presence of photugrai)hic detail. The rich array of grays,

eight in all, suggests the infinite range of grays l)etween

black and white. One eye reflects the observable universe,

the other looks beyond.

The seductive Sigmund Freud is unusually soft and sen-

sual. The right side of the face is multi-coloreil as was
Freud's multifaceted personality; the left side is a jux

taposition of light and dark, not unlike the juxtaposition of

Er(M and Thanatos. or the Ego and the Id.

The drawing of George Gershwin also juxUj»'>i>

elements against one another, but in a distinctly different

manner than the tt)ne-deaf Freud. Appropriately, the col-

ors are arrangetl muMically with scribbletl nielixlies at the

l»ack of (rtTshwin's head playing over the harmony and

Italance of the underlying color themes.

Warhol's (iertrude Stein is more Ficass«» that l'icass«»'s

Stein. The overlapping red (rose'') triangles beneath the

massive brocniing head for all its bare essentials of line, is

suggestive of so much more than what is stated, not by

association, but by l>eing l)are and essential.

Franz Kafka's luminescent visage Kniks calmly out of

the dark mystery of life, undisturt)eti by the slashes of blue

and yellow. The gt)ld drawing t»f his eyes makes them

penetrating. v«-t his iivf-niil counU'nance is pensive, not

anxious.

A kindly (ioida Meir i»K>ks ever forward to a brighter

future in the empty, unanswering expanse of yell«»w in

front of her. What she sees gives her faith: hers is a por-

trait i»f hope.

And lastly, the Marx Bros.—Chico. Grou«h<». and Har

po— in triplicate, I supj>ose to demonstrate their intensity,

their vitality, and their creativity as they literally leap

across the stage of Warhol's museum lK>ard.

So there they are, Warhol's "Ten Jews of the Twentieth

Century" and even though I count twelve, they are

wonderful. I walked into the gallery for a quick l<K>k and

stayed for more than an hour. As unsightly a distraction

as the shopping bags are to their exhibition. I couldn't help

from raving about the show^ ____^___

Lesley Ann Warren stars in Choo»e Me, a highly-

acclaimed drama, premiering today at the Plea-

sant St. Theater.

Acoustic guitarist Al I)i Meola will perform at h

p.m. on Thursday. March 28 in the Student Union
Ballroom. Tickets are at sale at the FAC Box Of-

fice.

SPRING BREAK
PRICE BREAK!

Assorted adult tees

muscle tees

rag style tees

Assorted

colors

styles

imprints

sizes

Sarah

.f lw:in:T^f

photo by Dwayne

sale located on the Concourse

across from the ^^^^Jl^^g^S'
Hours: M-F 9-5 mSTORE^

LA MlA
P177A

549 7890

LA MIA PIZZA has changed it's name

The new name is

AVANTI PIZZA
SAME PHONE NUMBER

549-7890
FAST FREE DELIVERY
9 East Pleasant St., Amherst

r^V <o «
1 '^ I

^^ ^ <>^ ^^ L^s^
^< —
<N r ^>M 1 1
<Q. L^

' ITEMS: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions,

I
Anchovies, Green Peppers, Hot Peppers,

; Green Olives, Black Olives, Sausage, Ham-

\ burg, Canadian Bacon, Fresh Garlic, Extra

;
Cheese, Extra Crust

; 1 FREE item to your own choice

I on any pizza, from March 11 - March 17th

• HOURS'
: WE NOW DELIVER .^^ ^ ^ om . rr,

:
,N THE MORNING

Sund^ay'tL wl^day
; on Saturdays and Sundays 4:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

; from 11:30 a.m. Thursday thru Saturday
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Letters to the Editor

SAFA trip a success for all

Lai.t week. SAFA (Students Advocating Financial

Assistance) went to Washington, D.C. to encourage

members of Congress to support financial aid programs

and mass transit funding. We believe it was a worthwhile

and successful project.

The support of the entire University community was

^sential to our efforts. Funds provided by area govern-

ments, the undergraduate and graduate student senates,

and the administration were greatly appreciated by our

organization, as were the more than 5800 signatures to a

petition we gave to House Speaker Tip O'Neill.

In addition. I would like to thank Michelle Hyde and Joel

Coffidis for the pr ^"^^i.»nal manner in which they covered

our trip for the ( "

The task of obtaining sufficient funds for financial aid is

not over. You can help by writing to your Congressman

and Senators, or visiting their district offices during spr

ing vacation.

Cindv Howland
SAFA

Explain the policy change

Last Tuesday, we went U> the Blue Wall for Killer Com=

edv Night. We have gone every Tu^day night all

s, While only 18. we have never

t. •
, II

Mu<^' •' "'ir surprise, win . ..- :. : r.
iht-rv wt- were

rwit . i n an unannoum*d reversal of their policy

the Hiuf WaiJ was no longer a

" of iS a?'
' '*" ^*nly }»e«>^..» -.t; ,,,» ..^v ;^ ... u

in.

Up to this time people under 20 could ent«r the bar.

They were restricted to a special area where no alcohol

u ' "
.

i Wo didn't min' •' imx* we wt-rc thrrf for

f 'irrifnt. not th*-

V\, iHiiit- VV.ui i<> lii.MoiMiimt vJii.-- (Mtlicy of

onl> . ; .
' ••ver the age of 20 in for Killer Com

edy Night. lif this policy is not going U» be change<l hack to

»;

" '' -Vie management of t'^ '^'i

V, .. , ^
., ij* a change in the

p(Ak'\ of HlU)wing IH-yearold pe«>ple in.

Matthew Totter

,\ndrew A.vre»

Central

It's all in the name

My attack on "Private Dancer" has been misinter-

preted! Confusion has broken out among the readers!

Why? Because my real signature was withheld, proving

that all editors are f)erverts and commies.
Edward PershouBe

Sunderland

Editor's noU: It is a Collegian policy not to print

nwknames. as a result the "Opus" in Pershvuse's name

utw removed.

Stop blaming the victim

In response to Judy Harkins' letter in Thursday's Co/-

le^an concerning the Goldberg column. "Where have all

the people gone?" I'm glad you have all the solutions to

this problem. However. I have a few comments I would

like to add on the issue.

For one. your suggestion that Goldberg leave the bar

(that she freely chose to go to) upon being harassed highly

conflicts with my belief of the basic freedom of choice. The

places one chooues to go to reflects his/her persorml

preference. No one should be forced to forfeit this nght

because some loser decides to harass them.

Secondly, as to your suggestion of ignoring and/or mov

ing away fn)m the bully-this is precisely what Goldberg

did only to be further harassed later in the evening S(.me

buliies, Harkins. are goaded further when they do not get

the reaction they were hoping for and unll usually persist

until they get it

I agree however, with your view that a bouncer or

Iwirtender should have been notified. I'nfortunately. in

upsetting situations such as these, the most obvious st)lu

Uons are m»t among the fi r " me to mind. ( Althcmgh 1

do rememlier (ioldberg St., ^ :iat a U.uncerts) saw the

mishap and nothing was done to stop the harassment.)

I can and will stand l»ehind all of my arguments. 1 have

lieen l>oth verbally and physically harasse<l l»efore (for no

ap^iarent reas..n) and can testify U) the fact that it can be

an upsetting ami embarrassing situation. As a 5-10 female

who has IxH'n disquieted by st.mething like this, I can just

imagine how s«»meone who is 5-3 must have felt. In this

way. I can identify with Cfoldberg

rcann«»t. however, identify with you, Harkins. Unlike

yourself. 1 will not conclude with any "perfect" solution,

(as each situation differs indeterminably). but I will offer

you this: If you are willing to give up your right of free

choice and satisfy some loser while you're at it -go right

ahead. But please don't criticize others (who choose to

stand up for this right) by blaming the victim

Peggy MK'ue
Southwest

Was it a dream or reality?

Th« Qtranirest thing happened to me the other day. So

stS^g f am"^^^^ to'toU ,.ople alK^ut it. It all began

iTsUrtod to lather up for my morning shave. No sooner

^d 1 finished applying a popular gel-type shaving cream

Tmy face than figures starto<l appearing in the maze- ike

[avT^ of foam. Figures of women, some scantily cladK totally nude. As I opened my mouth in amazement I

wL met by another bizarre surprise. A miniature replica

of mVself began surfing off my tongue and down the

;Ui^TofS protruding from my chin, bumping ^
dibosable razor out of my hand as he swept by. Scared

STth lightning reflexes 1 pushed my entu^ head under

JSerunnmi faucet thereby nns.ng all this madness away.

tTc that;' I said to myself quietly as I removed my sop^

ping Bruins cap. Could this have been a dream I thought?

Saying yes. I reassured myself. But perhaps it is now time

to sp^.rt a beard. ^^^^ ^ ^^^
Amherst

Suppressing diversity here

The denial of tenure for family researcher, theorist, and

sexologist Dr. Roger Libby is a harsh example of the ad

ministraUon and certain faculty wishes to suppress diver

sity of thought within the University. The administration

and faculty offer no explanation for their actions. One

must assume the reason behind such actions is the subject

matter and expertise of Libby. The course topics include

homosexuality, bisexuality. problems with monogamy,

and the role "of alternative lifestyles within our society,

(hir society puts sex-related problems on the back burner

rather than dealing with them openly. The administrdtion

and faculty are therefore upholding the tradition of ig-

norance that keeps the larger part of American society in

the sexual dark ages. Additionally, judging from the

uverall satisfaction among Libby's students. I'm certain

iliat if student evaluations were cntena for tenure, the

University would not be so critically hampered by the

narrow minde<i concerns of a few faculty and administra-

tion. „ ...
Kenneth Lane
Mark Morgan
Mark Watkins

L

All letterH must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be

published. Please type double spared at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of

mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. AH letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Heading for a catastrophe
I would like to challenge some of the

premises upon which the current consensus

inside the liberal press is founded, concern-

ing the tragic issue of Central America.

Whether these premises stem from col-

lective historical amnesia, ideological

misunderstandings, or malicious distor-

tions does not concern us here. Never-

theless, the potential consequences and

outcomes of such perceptions could be con-

siderable, lest we forget the impact these

^perceptions could exert upon the policy

making process in the highest levels. An
example:

The Globe editorial on President

Reagan's Central America policy ("Duck-

ing the World Court." Jan. 25) which is cer-

tainly to be applauded for its timely indict-

ment of the illegal nature of the actions

taken by the Reagan administration

against Nicaragua. However, in this

editorial, the legitimacy of a government

responsible for the murder of 50,000

civilians in El Salvador (as acknowledge*!

by our own ex-ambassador in San

Salvador, Robert White), a legitimacy not

recognized by any of our NATO allies ex

cept Kohl and Thatcher, is not even ques-

tioned.

Are we to forget that mr»st of our own
allies have not recf>gnizeii the legality of

Duarte's elections? Since when has it

become legal to hold elections during civil

wars? If we agree that Nicaragua does not

pt>8e any serious threat tt) any of its

neighbors (as the authors of the mentioned

editorial frankly recognize), then what is

the point of supplying military aid to Costa

Rica (a country without armed forces ) or

to Honduras. If it is legitimate an<l

justifiable to supply military aid to the

right-wing regime of EI Salvador simply

because that aid had been "requested,"

then on what grounds would we oppose the

Sal Assad

Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. Had
not that regime "requested" the aid. too?

To any neutral bystander it must be clear

by now that the violent nature of the

Salvadorean conflict if anything has
become more bloody, that the influence of

"pathological killers" (to use Robert
White's expression) has anything but

decreased.

To anyone concerned with human rights

rather than blinded by the cynical con-

siderations of "geo-fx>litics," it ."^hould l)e

evident that the only major difference bet-

ween the Nicaraguan contras and the

Salvadorean army is that one holds the

state power and the other one does not.

It is n«>t extremism to assert that the

Salvadorean regime is paralyzed by an all

powerful army confident of strong support

from the While House in most of its

engagements, regardless of hrjw barbaric it

acts.

Moreover, the current negotiations will

lead U» nowhere unless the Salvadorean

rulers are persuaded that no more aid will

be given to them by the U.S. without:

•an unconditional wwi imme<liate cease-fire

for an indefinite period, without the disar-

ming of the Itelligerent facti«ms.

•an immediate halt to all activities by the

right-wing death .squads.

•a freeing of all p«)litical prisoners and
guerrillas by the Salvadorean army, and all

the P()Ws who are in the reliel hands.

Without these steps, I am afraid, we are

heading toward a catastrophe, (M)tentially

more dangerous than in Vietnam.

Sal Asaad is a ('Mass studfut.

Gorbachev: Time will tell

I wish I could view Mikhail (iorbachev's

appointment as general secretary of the

Soviet Communist F'arty with the shining

optimism that some people seem to.

While it is true that (iorbachev's relative

youth, amiability with the Western press

and reform-minded ambitions (as evidenc-

ed by his close association with Yuri An-

dropov who, as the 15-year chiet of the

KGB, began a leadership full of initiative

but died after 15 months in power) promise

to bring new life to the Soviet leadership,

these assets cannot go unscrutinized.

(Gorbachev, it must be remembered, is a

politician, and his cooperation with the

press is to his advantage; what remains to

be seen is the level at which that coopera-

tion persists now that he is at the top. And
we'll have to see how his vibrant personali-

ty, which is, of course, welcome, will affect

his stance at the bargaining table, where

hardline Soviet policy could easily prevail.

His age, too, is a definite asset in that it

represents a change from the "old guard"

to a new generation that did not even serve

in World War II; it's also likely he will be

around long enough to see his policies im-

plemented, a plus for stability. But one

must take into account that only a man

devoted to the party—the policies of its

past leaders as well as its ideology—could

rise to power as quickly as he; his youth,

therefore, is not necessarily indicative of

more liberal policies, as some people seem

to be hoping. And while (Gorbachev is now

at the helm of the party, one must

remember that the composition of the

Anne McCrory

Politburo itself, over which he rules, re-

mains unchanged. A member of that Ixxly

only since 1980, Gorbachev will need time

to develop his power ba.se before he

becomes its unequivocal leader.

In addition, (iorbachev is now but the

head of the Communist Party, one ox the

two top institutions that form the govern-

ment of the Soviet Union. He has not (yet)

been elected to head the state apparatus

itself (the Supreme Soviet) and while it is

likely this appointment will come with

time, it is possible that another will be

chosen to head the stato, resulting in a rul-

ing duo or triumvirate. (Yesterday's iVcw

York Times speculated that Foreign

Minister Andrei Gromyko might have a

shot at it.) The party, and thus Gorbachev,

to be sure greatly influence the govern-

ment, but it cannot be assumed that this

man alone will rule the Soviet Union.

Yes, Gorbachev is young and amiable, a

definite change from Chemenko. But to

view his assets as we do those of Western

politicians can be deceiving: we are talking

about the Soviet Union here, where a

leader's charisma has little to do with his

competence or policies. I too am optimistic

about Gorbachev as a sign of change and

stability in the Soviet leadership, but not

without reservations. (Stalin, too, became

party chief in his 50s, and we all know the

kind of "change" he brought.) Only time

will tell.

Anne McCrory is a Collegian staff

member.
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Different name, same man
Okay, quiz Ume.
How many of you voted in the Student

(k)vemment Association election Monday
an<l Tues<iay?

Not many of you have y«»ur hands up, but

that's okay. Roth aiul Burgt'ss are going to

stretch out their arms and by this time next

year all of you will be voting.

Okay. l>ack to the quiz. How many of you
who voted in the election, voted for Patrick

Ke<»han just Inn-ause you like Hot T(»males?

Don't l»e ashamed, lots of |)eople like Hot

Tomales; they are real go<Ml, and voting for

a man who admits he ha.s stoU'n fiMMl a cou

pie of times is no big deal. Hey, when I was
seven I stole a piece of t)az(M>ka fn»m the

store up the street.

Now. here's a tough question. How many
of you voted for a man name<l Paul Kaz?

Okay, he won so some of you vote<l for him.

Now. for those who did, how many of you

wouldn't have voted for him if you knew his

real name was Paul Ka.sman? Yup. that's

right, they are one and the same. Only Paul

Kaz was probal>ly a ploy by Paul Kasman to

get elected without people really knriwing

who his is.

You see there's a funny little story about

Paul Kasman—the real one. that is. Now
think for a moment. Why does his name
sound familiar? Well, remember the F'er

raro rally last semester? Paul Kasman is

Rita Murphy

the man whom a woman spit on. Paul

Kasman is also the same man who told that

same woman she sh«>uld be srrewe«i

against a wall, and that she would proltably

love it.

Paul Kasman i.s also the same man who
came by the Cnlle<pnn one rlay an<l almost

start*-*! a mini ri<»t, btn-ause he wantcni Ut

clarify what he had .sai«l. You see. he .sai<I.

the woman shouldn't U' rafierl, .'he just

mH«<led to lie .s<*rewed up .-igainst a wall; she

ju.st m'tHUnl .S4«x iK-i'au.se, us hv put it. "girls

wh«» ar«' that uptight nee<l tn havt* some
real g<Mid sex."

On a fH>rsonal note. Paul Krcsman i.s the

same man over whos*- head I f)oure<l a

n)e<lium coke in the back of the Hatch last

month l)e<*aus<' he said he really want***! to

get it on in l>e<l with me.

Paul Kasman is now a SCiA senator. Of
cours*'. everyone who vot««<l for him really

vote<l for Paul Kaz, who tloesn't exist. If it

all seems a little weird, it is, but it is also

tyf)ical of how things are run in the SGA.
So very typical.

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor
Criticism 'missed the point' of debate

Last Thursday I had the singularly

stimulating experience of finding myself

condemned by name in the pages of the

Collegian. My first thought was to thank

Michael Sophinos for providing me with

this long awaited milestone in my political

career. I then decided that I owed this

gentleman (and the impartial students of

UMass) a response to his flatteringly ab-

surd charges.

That Sophinos came to Monday's (March

4) debate already biased is quite obvious,

lie offers nothing but praise for WMLASC
calling them "rational" and "more ge-

nuinely informed and prepared." He ap-

parently was not in the least perturbed by

any of the outrageous remarks made by the

left-wing panelists. They suggested, for ex-

ample, that Jews should feel sympathy,

even solidarity, with Palestinian terrorists

such as Yasser Arafat who are responsible

for the butehering of Israeli women and

children. Also, they called me "racist" for

citing the almost universally accepted con-

cept that the predominant factor in inter-

national relations around the world today

is the bipolar struggle between the U.S.

and the U.S.S.R.

Having viewed WMLASC through rose-

tinted glasses, Sophinos went on to

criticize me for my statements on the Con-

tadora peace proposals. He accused me of

".selective ignorance" and implied that I

had said that the Contadora Proposal had

no mechanisms for enforcement. Sophinos,

a man whose ignorance is obviously not

selective, missed the point.

For the record: I said that the Contadora

Proposal did not provide enforcement for

its provisions regarding fair elections and

human rights. It would definitely have

forced the U.S. to stop aiding our allies in

the region, leaving Nicaragua with its

grotesquely oversized army free to ter-

rorize, dominate and even invade its

neighbors.

Loren Spivack

Orchard Hill
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Duo is dynamite
By JASON TALERMAN
Collepan Staff

There are many who will arj^ue that Bruce Lee is the all

time great among kung fu screen idols. Not me; I was born

t«K> late to fully appreciate Bruce I.#e's ubiquitous talents.

To me the words Chuck Norris' have always been

synonymous with kung fu .

I saw such Chuck Norris classics as the Octagon and Lone

WulfMcQuade for the fighting. Missing in Actum II simply

did not have enough fight action. Call me a fascist if you

want, but 1 enjoy watching Chuck Norris kick some mighty

ass a hell of a lot more than watching him try to act while

dragging his buddies out of a Vietnam work camp.

Kung Ku movies have just become more complicated than

their feeble budgets can allow. Who needs to see a mirror

of society when you're all primed to see some super human

freak kick someone s teeth out. Moreover while trying to

state its message the film becomes horribly stereotypical.

I>ue to probable budgetary problems more than one

ci»mmon int»vie >tereotype were placed on some of the

characters. A smart mouthed, inner city Italian baseball

Ian domesticates a rooster who plays a proxy, and later a

martyr, lor the son that he has never seen. In addition the

same character plays a Christ figure. ..the most versatile

p«'rformance since l>onald Sutherland donned the robes in

JuknHfiCiet Your (run...

\\ here's t he kung fu? Over an hour and a half of film goes

by before Norris puts more than two kicks together.

Instead. Missing in Actum H is. essentially, a propaganda

film, coinciding with .America's "new and strong' image.

The expression of C.S. supremacy is not a traditional

practice of the basic martial arts movie. Nonetheless

Missing in Actum II stumbles through its patriotic duties

as aptly as a grade B "We want more violence!" movie can.

Honald Beagan even makes a camw» mce via the

wondiTs (if the always heart touchini ,«ntary film

clip.

Col. i>r.ui|iiK-k hangs up his shackles and the hl<N>dy trail

of vengeaiKe begins. He takes back stolen .American

weapons, conceals bombs m .American flags, and flies away

in an .Amern-an helicopter,

(iuts and glory are fine but w here's the kung fu? We
finally get quality kung fun. and plenty of it. ir the film s

s««quence. but with a new iwLsl. As Norris squared off

inst his arch en«'my. I expected him to see a fairly even

1 I seemingly endless fight, with NorrLs just barely

scraping his way !<• \!<tory. Instead Norris bk>cks

(•\erything that his toe can muster up. Norris does nwre

than roll to an easy victory, he completely destmys and

embarasses his opponent, yet another example of the

expression of \
' .S. supremacy

.

Vou might he surprised thai I haven't disregarded

Mtsttng in Actwn 11 im complete piece of trash. I could go

on arguing that kung fu movies have their place in the

cinematic experience. ..but I won t. This movie was bad.

When 1 go to see a kung fu movie all I want to see is kung

fu. 1 can put up with bad acting but Missing in Actk>n II

had embarassingly bad stereotypes, a bad theme, and bad

action, or lack thereof. That's a lot of badness.

Violent veterans
ByTOMVINCKNT
<i>llegian Correspondent

Many toiks link Hall and ikites brand of music to that of

mindles> .jH»p. but Sunday s perlormance proved that the

duo can Mend professional craftsmanship with their tor.g

string of hi*

!»uring ih» (.our and a half show the two tront men gave

plenty of room for their band to excercise their musical

talents. \t one point m the show bt»th Hall and Oates left

the stage, and bassist Tom iT Bone* Wolk t«wk over the

microphone to do a series of humorous raps. Drummer
Mickey Curry, and lead guitar player O.E. Smith also got

into the a<tion. but the highlight of these solos took place

when Charlie heChant took the stage and did a sax solo

that would have raised a couple of Clarence demons'
i-yebrows.

Daryl Hall, w -lose incredible voice made him the ftwal

point of the evening, gave a flawless performance, and he

also added to the excitement by dancing all over the stage.

However. John Oates s«'emed somewhat overshadowed by

I'vrrything. He played only one or two leads, and only

»;ang one song on his own. Mostly Oates stuck to the

harmonizing, and rhythm guitar.

The shows opener was a song from their most recent

album Big Bam Boom called "Out Of Touch." However the

musiral highpoints were the older hits like "Rich Oirl " and
the Ritious Brothers remake of "You've Lost That Ivoving

Keeling. ' The feeling of boredom never entered their

show. The hits just kept on coming!

The stage set up for the show looked like something out of

Star Wars. Huge light columns surrounded the stage

giving the audience an excellent visual sensation, and the

PA system was hung off the stage giving the band plenty

of room to play.

The band only gave two encores, but they were filled with

muMcal diversions added to their familiar hits. While
performing one of their last songs ("Adult Education "I the

band stopped playing and all joined in on harmonizing
which has been a trademark of Hall and Oates from the

beginning.

If you set out to Springfield last Sunday to hear profound
lyrics put to complicated music you were in the wrong
arena; but if you went to dance and enjoy soulful rock and
roll you probably went to one of t he best shows of your life.

To make the evening even better Springfield's Civic

enter also sells alcohol at their events. What more could

person ask for?
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LOWENBRAU
Presents
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

rr S 22 YtARS LATER.

ND NORMAN BATES

IS COMING HOME

D.C. Menu
Lunch

Cavatelli Supreme
flot Corned Beef on Rye

Dinner
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Ham and Cheese Florentine

Basics Dinner
Brtx-coli and Cheese Stru'lel

R()a.st Turkey/Bread Dressing

Baaira Lunch
Shrimp Salad Roll

California Quiche

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and (VBrien

THURSDAY, MARCH 14

THE BLUE WALL
Shows at 7, 9, and 11 PM

Open to All! $1.00

Lowenbrau Bottles $1.00

Samples

for all!
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it's

that
time
again

when the Textbook Annex
must begin to return unsold spring books

Returns start March 15th
Don't wait — You may be disappointed!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Open Mon-Fri 9 AM - 4 PM

"An Adult Fable of

Expensive Charm."
- Vincent Canby, N.Y. Time*

"Audaciously intriguing. .

full of spontaneity and
punch drunk optimism."
- Roger Ebert, Sneak Previews

a serious comedy

Keith Lesley Ann
Carradine Warren

The Pleasant St. Theater]

27 Pleasant St./Northanipton, MA. S86-093S

at 6, 8, 10 (4 p.m. Sat and Sun also)

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE delivery!
>' IIKllvldd.ll so'Virujs

CAKES 1 PASTRIES

C'Oiiil.ilf I .tv

ICE CREAM

SUNDAES
Ho' fiidq<'

B'o*<n.r -
. '

'

MUNCHIES
Chocoiatp CJi'p •-

Oatmeal R.»isi" rnnhirs '>'-

Cfiorclati- H-'.w-f- <'

BakiAv.) ' fl'

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fijrtgr . ir^ 4 0(1

Block C^

lb

lb 3 7S

I lb '00

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunday

6 00 pm 10 Midnight

79 S Pipasani St Anihprs-

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5 00

Prices do not include tax

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l-dilrd b> Irudr Mnhrl Jaffr

ACNOSS
1 Guinn«t(
5 Citqu*

10 Scotch p*ftrve«

14 Hindu god
16 Sp'ang up
16 S*coodc*n

data fVxn
17 Mofallan

plaatmgly
pluTip

19 Bfing up
20 ff»a

21 With
•nihusiasm

23 Hid« away

n Bound
26 Mo'etMiiM*
?9 Hug*
Jl Young inofay
34 OH) oH the

otdbtoctk''

3b Hu<nofist

35 Proprwtot f

38 Nevada rMort

38 Biiltiah

40 Low point

41 Al»g«a

Bta/M

42 Con'inM
44 Feudal land

hoida'

a Tall, tn Tou(«

46 Port au
Princa's local*

45 Goitaf'sciub

51 Money
S6 BMama H«<n«

M W*«0'flad down
M Bus Stop

autNx
M Watw «m«ai

•0 Ta««
aanaattpn

ei LiwMbyona*

A? Avtary moraai*

•3 OaaMc

OOWM
1 AncianI
m«tfu«nani

2 LikaMxna
latacatu

J Daiadawii

Kni«««l

4 Showed
attection

i Coca»coata>
6 Zodiac •ig<^

J Marshy yea
8 Tennia name ol

tame
9 Not bolhe< wiih

10 Very tunny

person
11 SfV>i«s under

12 Phorte feature

13 Oebonac
18 Tend the

34 Tfanste<

37 Fortilied areas

38 Chenucal
compourxl

40 Entre

41 Alfresco dming

47 Itritating

48 Seethe
49 Raiahs spouse
50 Otd Homan cry

52 Jewish month
53 0O€ and others

54 Advantage
57 Be'ofe

in poetry

o«'i>«""

Kl

24 Wtcfted

26 Sheit

27 Cilyonll>e

Allegheny

38 Ctteal inaway
30 Black, tn

Monaco
31 Mountains in

Utah
32 Footreel

43 Sweet young
thir>gs

44 Cenain strifigs

ANSWER TO PNEVIOUS PUZZLE
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UPC presetds an evetntig with

JOAN
ARMATRADING

and special j^est

Thurs. April 18

Fine Arts Center

lIMass$10.50

Public $12.50

Tickets on .sal

Thurs. March 14

Tickft> oil Riile at

Fine Art.s Cpnt^T,

.'^^)rin^^fi<'l'^ Civic

Center, and Stop

ami Shop liH'ations

in Northampton,
Holyoke. (IrtH'nfielc

and f'ittsficld. No
cans, bottles or

recording devices

UMa.ss II) requireri

with student ticket.

March 28th

with S.U.B.

Airto and Markowitz Tickets $5.00
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Atouropen house...

for graduating
engineers!
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Attend RCA'S • !

March 20thand 21 St

At RCA in Burlington, Mass , we are developing and producing

computer and microprocessor-based electronic systems which

demand the latest in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

technologies Our Open House is your opportunity to explore the

advantages of employment with RCA by talking directly with our

Engineers and Managers

You are invited to tour the engineering laboratories and office

areas Candidates who bring their academic transcripts may get

an offer right on the spot'

Here at RCA Automated Systems Open House and Buffet, you can

explore opportunities in:

C^l Systems

Automatic Test Systems

Software Engineering

Test Program Set Development

Manufacturing Test Engineering

If you are unable to attend, but would like to talk with us, please

call or write our Professional College Recruiter. Julie Fredericksen.

RCA Automated Systems

Bedford Road (Route 62)

Burlington. MA 01803

1617)229-5413

HOUSE

'RCA Career
jf»tt2S/ Open House]

•MrlinftiM

W m

Exit43N

One of a Kind

RCil
Automated
Systems

Equal Opporlunily Employer • U S Citi/enship Required

Collegian ii

/^OPENING
SOON!!

18

MARCH

iT^

COUNCIL TRAVEL/
CIEE

for:

• budget flights • Int'l

student ID • student b
youth tours • rail passes
• charters Europe • and
much more'

Now op>ening a brand

new office in Amherst"
79 So. Pleasant St

2nd fl. rear

ph 256^1261

Open Monday- Friday

9:00 am 5:00 pm
Drop by or call for your

FREE copy of Council

Travel Catalog*

mUNCIL
• >OIWt I*fVK>»

t

30P

> *

^

Hampshire Mai

Rt9
Hadley, Mass ^^6-8775

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea,

Amherst. New Hampshire
(Resident, Co Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of
Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity
Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,
Swim Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, SaiRng, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk
Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel
and Nurses (R.N.)

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.
Please contact: Dr. Charles B Rotman, Diractor

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley, MA 02181
. . . . . 617 237 9410 , ,

Tonite, Thursday - March 14th at

Changes / Changes

TIKES TIRES TIRES
All Tires Now on Sale

SAVE BIG $
TIRES Al SERVICE

• GcM)dyear • Brakes
• Micholin • Shocks
• Retreads • Front End Ali^ment

Private Brands • Wheel Balaneing

FKKK MOl NTING - FREE ESTIMATES

Thurs??r? HADLEY
SAT 8-3:30 TIRE & AUTO JnJiA/Xiilto

CENTER
im KusNfii si. J-—
K»ute y. Iladlo i»H6-2544

iftirmerlv Leon's TireHj

Dance Club

HAPPY HOUR
AT HERREU'S!

Don't Miss The

ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARTY

BAR All Night

DRINKS All Week

NHL Action - Bruins vs. Devils 7:30 PM
College Hoop -

National Championship Round I 9:30 PM
Rt. 9 Amherst (next to Hunan Garden Restaurant) 256-8284

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publicationoa^^^

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone nurrber FREE

Aumo

Mum mN tupw Audio »v«t*m. JBL L110
loudtpaakers. Phillips atactronic 212 turn

tabta Wlt^ Shur« VIS type IV can Onkyo
A 10 intagrctad amp 86 want pa* channal.
Onkyo aarvo lockad lunar New t167S mutt
aaNiaSO Bob 506-1009

3-way «wtth 12 inch woofar tMtl offaf c«M
John 5<fr<712

AUTO ran Mil

CNTCRTAIMMfNT

Nack A Otae. fUch-A- VMao Enii>rta.n

man) Disc Jockeys large tcraan video

dances for housepsrtys. sarmformals. cam
pus events 549 7144

1S73 Chevy Nova Hatchback AT. runa
«v«li (560 or BO 266 8966 «ves

1877 Olds Cutiaes Supreme loaded r^ns

great eacetlent condrtion I27W 2S3 6471

1871 ChavyCapricaTdoor sedan 402 VB
grey silver power steerirtg 83.000 nutas.

Good condition M50 W 549 1578

' HOHIDA RIDtRS WANTED

I need riders to spM costs to drive to FIs

leave Thurs or Fn one way to Jacksonville

St Augustine area your cost about 36

dollars Fly back with ttia rr>or>ey you save'

Paul 2^1643

KM RENT

1878 SunbJrd standard looks and runs great

$2300 call 6490381

For sale 18
549 0308

PraaidantM Apt sunny ipaoo ^

apartment on bus line 10 mm walk to cam
pus Available imrrtadiataiy Call 2633156
avantnga

FOR SALE

Dodge Chargar pans 80

77 Honda CMc good condition i>ew brakes
new paint runs well 2S6 0048

Volvo Lovers! 73 144 sutomatic. encallent

condition insKJe and out. needs engine work
460 or BO caw Oavid 648-2783

RE A LIFESAVER

Movia Poufn call Oabbi 6^8281 between
12 pm and 12 sm weekdays

Ineipanslve cotton clothes for spring

mens shirts $10 womens shirts, skirts and
pants «12*14. Kenya bags »14 call

546 7660

• frtand • poatcrd for Spring
Break See the table in the CC on Tues Wed
and Thurs

BEST QUAtrrv RESUMES

Kenya Saga tB in the CocKOurae every

Thursday and Friday

Juat built BIcyela Campy equipment.
Holdsworth frame. Immron pamt Many ex-

tras call Larry 546 7777

2 round trip bus tickets to Ft Lauderdale

$99 ea call Roger 549 4476

Gibson ES336 encellent condition burgun-

dy (500 call 263 7448 nights

change tor mrork Plaaaa call Lauren at

649 7746

StaN naadad m Computers Gymnastics
Arts and Crafts. Swim. Sailing Canoe
Water Ski Arcfiery Aerobics Dance and
General to work at girls summer camp m
U*in« 6 23 to 8 21 PC 301 486 30B0

COUNSELORS Prrvate coed camp m
Berkshires fias openings for head and aurs
tant instructors m arts ft crafts, gym
nasties lacrosse tennis archery street

hockey dramatics musrc director piano ac

companist. video filmmaking,
photography model rocketry, radio station

lAM). hiking backpacking, computers
waterfront 'WSII. horsebeck ndiog, and
bunk unn h^Kts Good salaries friendly at

mosphere Contact Or Paul Krouner Camp
Schodack 64 Sfieffield Road Newtonvtile

MA 02160 (6171 964 1912 days 9 4

Computer Syatem Consultant with ac

cess to Apple HE CPW or IBM PC CPM
knowledge of Osborne is a plus Call

649 1149

INCOME TAX PREPARATION

INCOME TAX preparation at your service

LOWEST RATES lTs> Deductiblel Taias
prepared quickly for the LARGEST possible

refund Call Stephen Shore 546 6889

mSTRUCTIOM

Know your car Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom
theory and shop. Umitad enrollfTtent

263 2098

KAPPA KAPPA OAMMA

Consultation, preparation, analysis,
editing, design, layout, cover letter, typing

Gtarruaao 2S6-62S7

" CAMERA

ORANO OPENINO

Ntkon PM with deluxe black finish. LED
metering system. Vivitar 76-206mm 200m
one touch action. F3 8 Both are in encellenl

condition, rarely used like new $276 00 or

best offer Call 253 3319

Taamworks Sports Co-op is opening

March 11 Bermuda shorts, tennis rackets,

frisbees. hacky sacks and much more
Check out our prices' M F 10 4 322 Student

Union 546-4<29

^~
Ht*-^ WANTED

~

Sorority needs kitctiafi halp. Meals in e«

Congratulations to our new pledges
Charlene Christine Dawn denise Jamie
Kimberty Leslie Liza Mary-Kay Miaay

toif

Loat wallM Thurt 3-5 Black trifoM around
Boyden Gym or Campus Center Need iden
tification cards desperately Reward Please
caN 649 6633

Takan lata Thura nigitt 3/7 from
Townhouse 34 long black coat of great sen

timantal vakia if you ftave any mfo or wish to

return it caM 263 7886 no questions asked

Swiss Army Bag w FM radio and address
books can Andy 586 7633 aft 6 reward

Reward for loat gray M»h tKvead Nat
546 3111

Qrean ski hat, with pompom and pan o<

light blue woolen mittens msMJe Last

Wednesday, somewhere m Herter o'

Bertlett If found pleeaa can 6 1281 my —rs
art cold'

Loat 1 key ring with 2 tail nnai on it <tnii

four keys If found call Gail at 6 1Q86

Mens Seiko Watch black face steel band
3 9 nite IGrayaon or Drake) $20 reward
256 1516

PERSONALS

Aatrology Classes an intensive miroduc
tion begins 3 '27 for information, call

549 0210 evenings ask for Carl

Bands Wanted SWAG is lookmg for

bands interested m playing the Southwest
Pyramids during Southwest week (April 30

May 3 19861 Applications are available m
the SWAG Officeon Hampden Application

deadline is Mach 29, 19S6

Ut. Happy Birtf>day Suitia' It's party time

Love Jules, Junetjug

0,L. How's about we floor that stupid cupid

and wmd his arrow around his neck' I'm

down Have a good break and cfieer up'

Craiy Cress

Attention all hail Sean Saganey the new
Emperor The King is dead long live the

King From Do It Committee

Sharon from Malrosa formal apotogy
from Jerk. Friday night fret

Congratulationa Soanll Knew you couM
do It dude' Best of luck for a great year' Lots

of love Oianne

Hay Sagal Now that youra big tima. you
dont have to go' Jones

Punchy you're 20 Roses are red. violets are

blue Today you are 20 and tomorrow your

skin color will be blue From Dantano and
tfie boys from 13

ENoan lyaMow Mouse Sat rate IHI I'd kke
to get in touch with you Grve me a cal
Scott 584 2905

PROfESSIONAl
TYPING SERVICE

Caaes. Papers. DIaaonations. Thoaoa
on campus very rehable low rates Nancy
584 7924

RICK MEISSER

From frogs to hot tubs me ve come a
long way' Happy Birthday to my beetest
(only^l buddy' ILY Schmedium

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to NYC or northern NJ on
Thurs 3 14 Will share $ Clara 266- 1434

Ride needed to JFK airport on Friday the
15th $»$ call 546 7672 anytime

Ride needed back from Long laland after

Spring Break Will pay aspanaas caN
Katfileen at 546 7305

Heuao 8 bo4roo<n/7 paraon 3 full battia,

washer dryer dishwasher lawn, porch,
parking, bus route $1tK/mof>lh aunwnai
ent negotiable 886-4844

TRAVEL

Ft Lauderdale one round trip SchM by feM
for sale 99 00 call 546 8346

TYPEWRITER

Olympia Mfl 12 electric correctable
typewr.ter Machine is m excallant coodi
tnn. kka naw. $150.00 or baai offer. CaN
263 331*

"Spoody Kaya" profaaalonal IBM typing

Papers, theses, dissertations, romance
languages 266 ii/r?

WANTED

RIDERS WAHTTED

RIdarlsl needed to Rorida over Spring

Break Flenible departure Call 686-0806 ask

for Barney

Throe bedroom apt Puffton

Call Melissa 546 1196 or Meg. 646 1202
Rewerd

I NEED DEAD TICKETS
tour call JR 263 7822

o>«

I'm looking for Prince tickata Hartford or
Worcester can Oeniae 546-9211

ROOM WANTED

$100 reward for June lease takeover fr>r 2
bdrm apt anywhere call Wendy 6 7978 or

Ellen 6 7961

WANTED TO RENT

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tutoring $6 00 per hr

former 123' 121 grader. 4 semester universi

ty consultant Alex 263 7666

EXPERT TYPING Theses reports,

resumes cover letters, etc professional ser

vice, reasonable rates EXPRESS, 546 6919

Apartmam nooood wIN take oi^f ngaa ifi

June call Alison 64fr1406 Donna 54S-SnO

2 bodroom apt to take over loaaa in

Amherst on bus route, Puftton pref call

Laurie 646-6787 or meg 646-5784

Is your apt in an Amherst house emptying
out in June 7 We want it' Call Harriet at

646 7166

Do you noad 2 roommatoa to fiatp pay
rent next fall? Are you giving up a la

June? Please call 54*6703
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SPORTS
Garber

iMp
ExperiencedLacmsse team shooting for tourney

BY PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

In the 31 years he has coached men's lacrosse at the

University of Massac-hust'tts. Richard Clarber hasn't been

prone to making rash predictions.

So when Garber lists his goals as competing for a New
England championship and a shot at the national title, it's

not just another eternally optimistic coach talkmg.

"I really believe that we have a chance at making the na-

tional tournament this season." (Jarber said. "This is a

solid team that returns a lot of experienced players."

The (Jorillas went 8-4 last season and finished the season

ranked tenth nationally. The top eight teams compete in

the l.iurney and a lO-Tloss to Harvanl kept I 'Mass (»ut of

consideration.

I'Mass last made the tournament m 1981 after a 13-2

record but have dominated New England winning nine (^f

the last 18 titles.

I'Mass returns 11 starters and 20 lettermen. including

the starting attack line and four midfielders. The defense,

that was anch<'red by graduated all American Barr> <'.iin

is a question mark although three starters return.

"The attack has several proven scorers back and several

younger players have really looked sharp in early

practice." Garber said. "The midfield has a lot of players

back and the defense is a positive but a question mark as

Senior attackman Ken Freeman is one of 20 return-

ing lettermen for the UMass Lacrosse team. The

Gorillas open March 30th against Delaware.

far as depth."

Here, broken down into positions, are a look at the

Gorillas:

ATTACK: Seniors Bubba Sanford. Mike Fiorini. Kenny

Freeman and junior Tom Lukacovic combined for 72 of

I'Mass' 134 goals last season. All four are proven scorers

and run the patended UMass fast break to perfection.

Two sophomores, Doug Musco and Ed Boardman, along

with junior college transfer Tom C^armean have blended

together into a potent unit as well. Carmean, from Farm-

ing<lale Community College on lax-mad Long Island,

playeii alongside Musco in high school.

Two freshmen. KelU-v Carr and Pat Cain, could al*"' con-

inbute.

MIDFIELD: All-American Karl Hatton returns after a

13-goal seas«m along with all-New England pick Gr^
Fisk. who tallied 15 last year. Matt O'Reilly, who accor-

ding to Garber has had a great pre-seast)n. is also a return-

ing starter. A second line of sophomore Neal Cunn-

ingham, junior Stephen Moreland and junior Rich Abbot

are very quick and will also see a lot of action.

Faceoffs will go U> one of the best diggers in the East,

junior Seamus McGovem. Defensive middies include Ed

Spencer. Pat Craig. Jim Farrall and Scott Ciampa.

Freshman Bra<i Carr. Glenn Stephens and Alan Rotaton

will also factor in along with sophomores Mark Cavallon

and Scott Santarella.

DEFENSE: Four players. Tommy Aldrich. Gerry

l{yrne. Mark StratU)n and former midfielder Perry SeaJe,

will have much of the responsibility in what is a thin defen-

sive corps.

"Aldrich ami Station are two of the best defensive

players an)und. you don't get much better than these

two." Garber said. "Perry has done a good job and it looks

like he'll go to defense."

Freshman Scott Craig and junior John Stefanini will

need to continue to develop U> help the depth of the cori».

GOAL: Surprise opponents, (ierry Moreau is back. The

thought-tolte-graduated Moreau actually did get his

degree, but has another year 'tf plijribility after sitting out

his sophomore season.

"That should shake up a few coaches who thought we'd

have a hole to fill.
" Garber said. "Gerry is a fine goalie, he

hjis a ir"<Hi outlet pass on the break and hamlles the stick

well
•

S<^»phomore Rich Klares and freshman Charlie Moores

and Paul McCarty will backup Monau
"No surprises fn»m u>," GarlHT s.ihi We'll fast break

whenever we can. I expect a lot of teams, like in basket-

l)all, to try and slow the tem{)o down on us,"

"We'd like to sct)re a lot of quick goals and hwy our op-

p<iiietiUs early. I like seeing us running. The players like it

and the fans do too."

The Gorillas are in Florida, facing three club teams.

U'fore returning home to face Delaware (eighth nationally

last season) at home on March 30th. They host seven

games at Bovden Field, finishing with Syracuse on May
10.

"Every team we face, with the possible exception of

Bf)ston College, is capable of l>t>ating us." Garber said.

"Our schedule is one that will get us national recognition if

we do well. Almost every team is a power."
"I'm worried only about the defense, and chances are

pretty good that they'll come along and do well," the

UMass goalie Gerry Moreau returns for coach Dick

Garber's (k>rilla8 this season.

Gorilla Warfare '85

Mar.

Apr.

30 DELAWARE

3 CORNELL
6 RUTGERS
10 BROWN
U BOSTON
COLLEGE

15 at New
Hampshire
17 at Hofstra
20 at Yale

24 at Harvard
27 at Armv

Mav
1 DARTMOUTH
4 at Hobart
7 at C.W. Post

10 SYRACUSE

coach said. "We have a great balance of players fn»m dif-

ferent classes and from being with them it seems like they

think they're going to have a gf>od season."

That's go<xi. I like a lot of confidence, but we have to

temper that with our play on the field. I try to keep low

key with the players about our chances, but we have a hell

of a team and I'd be disappointed if we didn't do well."

Doing well for the Gorillas isn't just attaining a winning

record, it's reaching for national glory. For long-suffering

UMass sports fans, the Gorillas may prove to be the

reward they're looking for.

Georgetown and St. John's beginNCAA play
Hoyas face Lehigh
(API Lightly regarded Fairleigh

Dickinson will be thrown to the Wolverines,

and Lehigh. North Carolina A&T and

Southern Iniversity also lace difficult first

round tests in the NCAA basketball

playoffs starting today.

Each of those schools has the dubious

distinction of facing the top ranked teams in

thr four divisions Lehigh against George

town in the East Regional. North Carolina

,\&T against Oklahoma in the Midwest and

Southi-rn against St. John's in the West

today and Kairieigh Dickinson takes on

Michigan in the Southeast tomorrow.

"l-ohigh players prepared themselves for

what they want,' said l>ehigh forward

Daren tjueenan. "Words don't win a

game
(Jddsmakers installed the Engineers as 30

point plus underdogs for their first round

meeting this afternoon with the No. 1-

ranked Hoyas. And while some observers

have called the match between
Georgetown. 30 2. and l^ehigh, 12 IH. a

farci'. Lehigh Coach Tom Schdnoidcr in

sistcd, "These guys can hold their own.

They've played some good teams before.

'

Hut Lehigh s strongest opponent of the

year was probably Marquette and the

Kngineers lost that contest by 1*9 points.

They also lost by 31 points to Kider College

and by 27 to tieorge Washington. Lehigh

got into the NCAAs by virtue of its upset

victory in the East Coast Conference

tournament.

Thompson said his defending national

champions are vulnerable to a letdown and
t hat he was concerned about being so highly

touted.

When ptM)ple try and make me believe

that something s going to come that easy. 1

get nervous very nervous. Thompson

said.

In other first round Fast games today at

the Hartford Civic Center. Temple will

mevi \ irginia Tech. Loyola will play lona

and Southern Methodist lakes on Old

Dominion.

As for Oklahoma's opponent. Sooner

Coach Hilly Tubbs said he was sure that

N«»rth Carolina .A&T "would like to slow

things down a bit. Hut wore going to do

our best not to let them.

"

Oklahoma leads the nation in scoring with

an average of more than 91 points per

game, while the Aggies have allowed op-

p«»nents an average of 66 points. With no

shot clock in the NCAA tournament, the

Aggies will be able to exploit that aspect by

slowing down the game.

I he .'Vggies lost to tieorgetown by only 61-

r>6 earlier in the season and held All-

American center Patrick Fwing to 11

points.

"I was impressed with the way they

played Georgetown so close, " Tubbs said.

".Anybody that plays Georgetown to a five-

point game gets my attention real quickly."

Oklahoma and North Carolina A&T meet
in the third game of the first round today.

The survivor plays the winner of the

Southern California Illinois State game,

also scheduled Thursday night.
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Demonstration supports CIA protesters at trial
UMass student andgraduate fined

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

While 150 people protested outside, a

University of Massachusetts student and

an Amherst resident charged with disrup-

ting CIA recruitment on campus had their

case continued without a finding yesterday

in Hampshire County District Court.

Perr> M. Amsellem, a legal studies ma-

jor, and Lisa Sheehy. 25, were arrested

Nov. 5 for trespassing and interfering with

CIA interviews which were taking plat-e at

the University Placement Service Office in

Hampshire House.

Judge Alvertus J. Morse sentenced the

two to perform 15 hours of community ser-

vice.

Clarkson Edwards, associate director of

the Iniversity Placement Service, testified

that Anwellem. 27. and Sheehy. a 1980

UMass graduate, entered the office and at-

tempted to speak tt) the CIA recruiters and

would not allow them to continue their in-

terviews. They also questioned the

recruiters about the legality and morality

of CIA support to the Contras in

Nicaragua, Edwards said. The police were

called when the two would not leave.

Four other witnesses for the prt^ecution

gave similar testimony.

In his defense, Amsellem said, "I feel it is

my obligation as a citizen of this wuntry to

stop my government from acts so heinous

that they're on a level with Nazi war
crimes."

Citing international law, which prohibits

powers like the U.S. from interfering with

legitimate gt)vernments. Amsellem said.

"We were in fact exercising reasonable ac-

ti' 'ns, in asking their agency (CIA) to comp-

ly with that law."

Assistant District Attorney Rosemary
Tarantino .said the recruiters were merely

functionaries and had nothing to do with

CIA policy making, so they should have

been allowed to continue their interview-

ing.

In his decision. Judge Alvertus J. Morse

said he "firmly Ijelieves citizens have rights

to petition their goverments. The defen-

dants had a right to be on campus to inform

the public."

But, he said Amsellem and Sheehy had

had enough time to voice their grievances

and they should have left when asked.

"The judge's decision was jK>litical, not

judicial." Amsellem said after the trial. "It

would have created waves of civil disotje-

dience." if they had been found not guilty

because it might have set a prei'eilent for

future protestors being safe from prosecu-

tion.

Before the trial began, a crowd of 150 to

200 protestors picketed outside the cour-

thouse, brandishing banners and shouting

slogans. Banners reading, "Put the CIA on

Trial," and "CIA Murders" were sup-

ported with changes of "Stop the Lies, Cet

Rid of the Spies," as passing cars honked

in support.

"We are here to protest CIA recruitment

on campus and the legal action being taken

against UMass students and alumni who,

because of their political consciousness,

found it necessary to protest in the

strongest, nonviolent fashion possible,"

said Matthew Shakespeare, a 21 -year-old

Northampton resident.

Alan D. Minsky. 19. a Yale University

student, said he and five other Yale

students are facing similar charges and he

came to show his .support.

"We're here as a show of our solidarity
"

he sakl.

Jean M. Caiani, 27. of Worthington. said.

"As a U.S. citizen. I feel responsible.

Unless we get out there with civil disobe-

dience and active protest the genocide is

going to continue."
"1 am a white, middle class, American

lady," Arky Markham. a 69-yearold Nor-

thampton resident said, "but I still feel

strongly about this. This is not the way a

democracy should be run."

Fraternities try to dispel

poor image with awards
By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Staff

Members of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Inter-

fraternity and Panhellenic

Councils said they feel their

criticized reputations
around campus are un-

justified and point to their

winning of this year's Larry

Lunsford and Rush Promo-

tion and Outreach awards

as examples of their

goodness.

The two councils are pro-

ud of these awards not only

because they make them
look good, but because they

reflect favorably on UMass
in general, Richard Sher-

man, vice-president of the

Interfraternity Council

said.

The Lunsford Award is

given to the Northeastern

Interfraternity Council

which best serves its

member fraternities, school

and community through its

standards of scholarship,

leadership, and individual

development.

"We feel to know us is to

love us," said Sherman, ad-

ding that most people don't

look at the charity work
many fraternities and
sororities do.

"We don't claim to be

perfect," said Lori Swanson
of the Panhellenic Council.

"We know we have pro-

blems, but we are trying."

Sherman said that the

councils have been em-

phasizing unity between the

houses by coordinating

various events held by each

house. Each week, the coun-

cils get together to discuss

upcoming events and pro-

blems, and trv to work

together on Uwm.
They are also trying to

motivate their members
more to get involved in their

house's activities.

UMass was also one of the

first shcools in the country

to have dry rushes, Sher-

man said.

Last weekend, the two
councils held a conference in

Petersborough, N.H.. which

emphasized workshops on

unity, leadership skills, and

trust Three members from

each house went and
discussed what happened

with the members of their

house when they returned.

Swanson attributes part

of Greek area's bad reputa-

tion to parties which non-

memliers come to and start

trouble. This reflects on the

Creek system an«l makes it

look had. she .said.

(ollrtpan pkolo bv IWrrh Kobrrtu

Protesters march outside Hampshire County District Court in Nor-

thampton yesterday protesting the trial of a UMass student and

Amherst resident. The two were charged with disrupting CIA recruit-

ment.

Measles don *t deterstudents
Hy LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

As a multitude of University .students

descend upon warm and sunny lands for

sprmn break. Health Service.s has

recovered from a "landslide" week in

whirh more than 400 students were

inoculated against the threat ol measles.

I )espite the recent outbreak of the highly

contagious disease in area colleges,

travelling lor spring break has not lost its

appeal.

"1 jjot my measles shot today so I can be

<;urf I won't come bark sterile." Todd
Maromber. a 20 year old psychology

major from Newton, said.

Mindy Harris of Carroll Travel in

Amherst said the volume of people

making reservations was "a bit larger

than last year. It's been pretty hectic."

Shaun Walsh, 20. an exercise science

major from New Bedford, undaunted by

the measles threat, said he is looking

forward to his trip to the Bahamas, "big

time. If I have too good of a time I'm not

coming back."

.John Milkiewicz. 24, a political science

major, is headed to Kt. Lauderdale. ak)ng

w ilh the rest of the rugby team, in a van.

Ill be staying with some unsuspecting

relatives and friends, " Milkiewicz said. 'I

plan on having some fun. and po.ssibly

getting baiJpdout of jail."

"We're going to attack Nas.sau." Jane

Perlmutter. 21 a communications major

from New Rochelle, N.Y.. said. "'I cant

wait to go. this will be my first spring

break; eight single women alone in

.Nassau.

"

I )avid Kraft, director of Health Services,

said the majority of people vaccinated this

wtH'k mentione<l sprmg break.

"Measles would go through the student

b<Mly rather quickly if just one person

came t);ick with it, he said.

it

Tony Betros is on vacation

Inside:

Phone company won't give up that easy.

PVTA bus crashes on North Pleasant Street

Fun and measles in the sun

Street . •(
Women's lax !(- ^e: to answer questions ^

.6 "hncarc ot Ih' i(i>s <ij \lu<<i' — Williai'i

Shakespeare's Juliun Caesar
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Every Tuesday Is

<r^.
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Perm Special Day

$39.95
Regular $53.00

15% Off any hair service

with college ID
(not valid with any other special)

Bowtt^S
'^^ Fun

ft

V *^
(LORPS84i4DYS)

HAIR SALONS
TM

HAMPSHIRE MALL 586-7913 M-S 10-9:30

A/of to be confused with Frank Stirlacci's Lord's B Ladies

NORTHAMTON
BOWL

Exit 18 Rt 91
5844830

Comeon out to where
the fun times roll.

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

I North Amherst
I

Motors
I Rt.63 No. Amherst

I
S49 2880

OPENING
SOON!!!

18

MARCH
COUNCIL TRAVEL/

CIEE

for:

• budget flights • frit'l

student ID • student b
youth tours • r»( pMses
• charters Europe • and
much more'

Now op>ening a brand

new office in Amherst"
79 So Pleasant St

2nd fl. rear

ph 256 1261

Open Monday Friday

9:00 am 5:00 pm
Drop by or call for your

FREE copy of Council

Travel Catalog*

(SUNCIL
II *u >w l SffVKrt

^«= =>>(= ^<=

L

GUADALAJARA
SUMIViER

SCHOOL

.. K '. o» Arizona o'

'Hts more than 40 courses

anthropology, art. bilmgu

8) education folK musi;

and loiti dance histo'v

political science, socioi

ogy Spanish languaqr-

ano literature and inten

sive Spanish Six-weeK

session July 1 -August 9

t985 Fully accredited pro

gram Tuition $440 Roon-

and board m Memcan
home $460

EEOAA

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Robert L Nugent 205

University ol Arizona

Tucson 85721

16021 621 4729

or 621 4720

Good friends won't leaveyou flat.

The moon was up, the stars

were out and-pfftt!-your rear

tire was down. Good thing there

was a phone nearby. And a few

good friends who were willing

to drive a dozen miles, on a

Saturday night, to give you a

lift. When you get back, you

want to do more than just say

"thanks!' So tonight, let it be

Lowenbrau.

Ldwenbrau. Here^s togood friends.
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Phone company will

not give up bills
By JOHN BEAN
Collegian Correspondent

On campus students who think they can get away without

paying their phone bills are in for a big surprise.

Jack Briggs, public relations director for New England

Telephone, said the first step the phone company will take

when a student fails to pay his or her bill is to disconnect

the phone.

Gerald A. Quarles, director of the Housing Assignments

Office, said that there were 345 campus phones shut off

this semester.

(Juarles said, "The University will assist the phone

company in tracking down these students. We will give

them the student s room number if they move to a new

room on campus, or their home address if they move off

campus."
The University can release this mlormation under the

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, which is

printed in the Student Telephone Directory. It permits

the University to "release, without students' permission,

directory information'." This includes the students local

address, local phone number, and home address.

If these efforts fail, the account is sent to the company's

Internal Final C^ollection Center. If the bill is still not paid,

it is sent to a private collection agency. At no time,

however, does the phone company give up on the account.

"We will always talk to a student who calls us, " Briggs

said. "We'll never say Your account is now being handled

by the collection agency, youll have to call them."

Briggs warned students against thmking that they will

get away without paying their bill.

"As far as we're concerned." he said, "our attempts to

collect on a bill end when it is collected."

Collegian 3

A PVTA bus plowed into the rear end of a pickup truck causing a three vehicle accident in front

of Morill Science CenUr yesterday afternoon. Amherst police said.

Police said Suzanne Moore. 21. Amherst, the bus driver, was cited for failure to use care m
stopping. No one was injured.

Moore was heading north on North Pleasant at 1:37 p.m. when she hit a truck driven by Janea

Wale. 26. of South Deerfield. Wale's truck then hit a car driven by Lucy Alman. 24. of Belcher-

town. Alman was stopped for pedestrians crossing.

The PVTA had no comment and damage estimates were unavailable.

Reported by Andrew Wolff.

Treatment of alcoholism deemed sexist

Nursing lecturer Nancy Fisk.

My SANDY BAH.EY
Collegian Ck>rrespondent

Akoholism among women is largely un

detected because information about the

disease is ba.sed predominantly on males,

according to a University of Massachusetts

nursing lecturer who ha& worked in the

alcoholism field for 15 years.

Nancy Fisk. who spoke Wednesday night

to UMass students in a colloquium on

"Women and .'Mcohol, " said "in spite of the

changes feminism and the women's

movement have made, there is still a double

standard for alcohoUsm."

"Nine out of 10 women stick by their

alcoholic husbands but the opposite is true

of men. Nine out of 10 men leave theu-

alcoholic wives," she said, speculated that

men are rTK»re apt t<» blame problems on

other things than accept alcohol as the

problem.

In addition, Fisk noted that the akoholism

in w<»men is aggravated by doctors too

willing to prescribe drugs.

"Women don't usually go to the doctor and

say i'm an alcoholic' They complain of

nerves and depression. Doctors don't

examine what is behind the problem, " Fisk

said.

Spt-akin^ on the physical problems

asMirialtHl with women alcoh«»lics. Fisk said

that miscarriages, higher incidence of

hysterectomies, trouble conceiving, and

fetal alcohol syndn>me an- th*- major

gynecological dist urbances.

.She added, "Fetal alcohol syndrome is the

one leading birth defect that is KM) percent

preventable.

"The evidence is very clear that it is

probably not safe to drink at all when
pregnant, she said, stressing that although

one or two drinks might not hurt, "we just

do nt»t know where the line is."

1- isk. who IS also founder and former

director of the women's alcoholism program

"My .Sister's Hous*-" in Springfield, said

that the challenge lor nurses is to get

alcoholic women into specific programs

designed to treat the problem, rather than

psychiatric or drug care.

"The idea as a nurse is to start that little

ripplf that will get the alcoholic, and

p«'rhaps the whole family into treatmpnt.

"

she said.

Nutrition campaign
kicks off this week

University Health Services ls sponsoring

an educational campaign designed to help

students at the University of

Massachusetts improve their nutritional

health

Catherine MrKaig. coordinator of the

campaign that b«*gan last week, said she

hop4>s it will "influence the long term

nutritional habits of students by helping

them to establish g«>od eating patterns

early in life.'

The campaign, which includes posters

and tact shi'ets available at the Franklin

Munchy Store and at the U.H.S. table on

thi- Campus CenttT Concourse on

Tuesdays, will f«»rus on a specific area lor

a two week p«'rM»d; fat, sugar, calcium,

and nutrient density (th«' nutrient calorie

r.itiool I<mmI>

The locus this s*«t-»\ i-. 1111 lal. McKaig
said that although whole milk and red

meat are high in fat, they are imp<irtant

parts of a balanced diet and should be

eaten in moderation.

DANIKI.A WATKKMAN

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

student/ Teacher

M*tt kPMIOVID tMSMCTION (TknOM

loV"*

pl4*
,«<*' »oO»*

MA Sale* Tai E>tra

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
Fut Service Tre Store

TB Sunderland Md . No AmTteril. M*
Hrir,%% HOT" W»t'c*» « Slwe

AX VISA MC 54W-4704

>' .#'

We are looking for an energetic,

clean, ambitious COOK
who cares!!

Apply in person

The Salem Crofs Inn, Inc.

Route 9,

West Brookfield, Mass. 01585

FT. LAUDERDALE'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF MUSIC

-cassette sale ^riT.r'"^^ featuring:

3 for 9^^
'

— fl lAUOEROALE IT WArfS ME HOT

FEATURING SPRING BREAK KITS

TEE SHIRTS

KEY CHAINS

BUMPER STICKERS

LICENSE PLATES

fi,

•'V7 'r.,

•."'•Vv.''"

'^tr

"yj V'c,

<^rh

•»'r,,
'«/.,

'^V
f4s

I

I

Windsor, Connecticut Public Schools

To Recruit On Campus

March 29, 1985

Salary Range: $17,795 to $32,309

Please arrange for interviews

through the placement office.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

I

I

^
.V)

V ,*r

FORT |J^UPERDALEITMAKCSMLM or

I

compact disc
blank tape
tee shirts
posters
accessorie s

WE ACCEPT
MASTER CARD
AM EXPRESS
VISA

•W.^

^
RECORDS & TAPES

STORE HOURS
MON-THUR lOam-llpm SUN 12pm

-SAT 10am^l2am -llDin

1500 Sunrise Blvd

Ft Lauderdale, FL 33304

305-763-1845
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Spring Break!

What
A

Concept

o
^
@^^
Nowls

the time
to cal.„

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Aiiilwf At

S49-2830

Expert Repars A
Reconditioninq

ALDRICH
AUTO SUPPLY

383 Main St. Amherst

253-7677 253-5840

Hours Mon-Fri 8-5:30; Sat. 8-3:00

- COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP -

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC PARTS

World's Largest
SALE

Ends Saturday

^ ^% OFF all new arrivals

and Spring stuff*

and 50% OFF
all Winter leftovers

.4^ iii<iliiiM

WMea
Willi

I

thru

^ar after,
year, senester
after semester,

Fidelity Union Life offers

(he rros; accepted, most popular life insurance

program on campuses all over Amenca

i tndout why

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

20 Gate House Rd.

Amherst. MA 256-8351

Call the Fideliu Lnion Life

4gcni in yotM art*

^fidefttv Union mt

^icks,t Connection
Tickets on Sale Now:

U2
April 20 and 23 Hartford

PRINCE
March 27 and 28 Worcester

March 26 Hartford

EDDIE MURPHY
April 18 Springfield

GRATEFUL DEAD
March 25 and 26

CHICAGO
March 27

Mon-Sat10-8pm 1-788-6938

SPRING BREAK
PRICE BREAK!
cV

sale located on the Concourse
across from the

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Hours
M-F 9-5

>ltV<^

Friday

Social Hour
(Traditionally Great!)

PAUL WAYNE
Direct from the Improvisation

in New York City
Great Music, More Comedy
Don't Miss Today's Show
No Cover - Over 20 Only

(The Blue Wall staff

wishes all of you a safe and enjoyable Spring Break)

ARTS

There have been numerous attempts to

make complex science and mathematics
comprehensible to the layman. The best

and most recent of these is The ^th

Drmension; Toivards a Geometry Reality

(Houghton Mifflin, 117.95) by Rudy Rucker.

In witty and direct language, he explains

tesseracts ihypercubes), supports the

possibility of time travel, and deals with the

nuances of curved space. Rucker makes it

all the more enjoyable by relating anec

dotes and stories and puzzles to illustrate

concepts and amuse the reader. T\e Uh
Dimension is a wonderful book, highly

recommended.
While Rucker analyzes the world of the

fourth dimension, Martha Himmelfarb
explores a much darker world. In Tours of

HeU; An Apocalyptic form in Jexuish and
Christian Literature (Fortress Press,

112.95 paper), Himmelfarb compares the

views of Hell found in various Biblical texts.

Himmelfarb traces the devek>pment of

these visions, and details the various sins

and punishments that the apocalyptic

prophets describe. Unfortunately, the

scope of her study does not extend to the

decensus ad inferno in works of poetry or

fiction, or in the visions of saints. The book

is dryly written, which is understandable

considenng its subject. Nevertheless.

Tours ofHeU is an intriguing read.

Anton Chekov. better known for his plays,

has also written a number of short stories.

Late-Blooming Flowers, translated by I.C.

C'hertok and Jean Gardner (Carroll & Graf.

$8.95 paper) collects eight of them.

The title story, written when (.'hekov was

twenty two. is a beautiful and evocative

piece of romanticism. Poetic and lyrical,

these stories demonstrate Chekov's well

deser\'ed reputation as one of the greatest

Blow Up and Other Storwii by Julio

Cortazar is a atunninf^ collection of

toriet by the celebrated writer.

(Pantheon, $6.95 paper).

writers of the last century.

The British writer Saki is primarily known
for his delightful short stones. Many
mfidern readers, however, have forgotten

that he wrote in other media as well. These

are collected in The Complete Novels and
Plays ofSaki (Carroll & Graf, $8.95 paper).

Saki's novels, contemporary satires, are as

delightful as his short stories. The

Westminister Altce in particular, which is

an extrapolation of Lewis Carroll's

character: Alice is a vehicle to parody the

Virtorian administration. Luckily there are

footnotes to explain references, otherwise

many of the jokes would go over the head of

the modern reader. Sakis plays have been

favorably compared to Wilde and Shaw.
Haniel Hoffman's much lauded biography.

poe poe poe Poe poe poe p<te has been

rereleased (Vintage. $5.95 paper), offering

an in.sightful and unusual interpretation of

the life of the first great American man of

letters after ("harles B. Brown.

^^ ^*=

SPRING BREAK
PRICE BREAK!

3.00 each
Sarah

I

Assorted adult tees|

muscle tees

rag style tees

Assorted

colors

styles

imprints

sizes

13 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

sale located on the Concourse
^ across from the ^UNIVERSITY

mSTORE*
... »^ & A «« UM AM

Hours: M-F 9-5
]

Landis'Night is endless
INTO THE NIGHT
SUrring Jeff Goldblum.
Michelle Pfeiffer and David Bowie
At the Mt. Farm Cinemas

By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian rf)n-espondent

Into The Night is John Landis' first Tibn

since he directed the tragic Twilight Zone,

the Movie. After the trauma he had to face

as a result of the accidental deaths of actor

Vic Morrow and two Vietnamese children,

and the ensumg court battles, it is good to •••

Landis back doing what he dof s best - direct-

ing movies. But if Into The Night is to serN-e

as I..andi8' triumphant return to the big

screen, I think he should have waited for

something else to come along

It IS the story of Ed Okin, an aerospace

engineer who is anything but happy with his

routine, mundane existence He is played

superbly by Jeff (The Big Chill) Goldblum,

m his first major leading role. Okin has dif-

ficulty sleeping at night as he lies awake con

templating his misery and searching fur that

missing something in his life. He hasn't had a

good night's sleep in 5 years.

After finding his wife m bed with another

roan. Okin decides to Uke the half-joking

advice of his friend and c"o- worker, played

briefly but effectively by Dan Aykroyd.

Aykroyd suggested he fly out to I.,as Vegas

for the night, because nobody sleeps there

either It is at the airport where Okin stum

bles across a desperate but beautiful jewel

smu^ler, played by Michelle Pfeiffer, and

helps her escape fr<)m a hand of crazed Ira-

nian (iestapo agents. They manage to ditch

their bumbling pursuers, and*'into the night"

they go.

This movie could have been better. Lan

His, who appears in the film as one of the Ira-

nian agents who shoot at any thing that

moves, (i.e. dogs, parrots, etc.), does a suffi-

cient directing job It is not his fault The act-

ing is first rate, and should lead to bigger and

better things for Goldblum and Pfeiffer.

David Bowie has a short but fascinating

cameo appearance and dominates the screen

for the entire 3 minutes or so that we see him.

The problem was not the acting either.

The story is at fault After taking what

seemed like an eternity to get moving, the

story suddenly gets too complicated and

moves too quickly. Before long, there are ao

many people after the jewels, that it becomes
difficult to keep track of who is who. It

becomes so caught up in it's own action that it

becomes unrealistic and holes begin to

develop in the story line.

And of course, there is the violence When I

go to a "comedy", I neit her expect norwant to

see slashed throats and people being tor-

tured and drowned m the ocean. It seemed at

if every scene had blood in it

I am not quite sure whether or not I liked

Into The Night True, Jeff (ioldblum is per-

fect as the Ed Okin. True, David Bowie does

give a great but short performance. True, I

did fall in love with Michelle Pfeiffer. ( and

she can act too!), but it didn't make me laugh

and isn't that what a comedy is supposed to

do** I suppose that Into The Night was

worth the pnce of admission, but then again.

I got in free.

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

SPRING COURSE BOOKS
RETURNS START
MARCH 15th

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -

YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTEDI
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

HOURS
MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

the UNIVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical plant bldg

aOOOOOOQQMOBiOOBBe
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A future tale

for UMass
Not Ux) long from now, on a

dry campus not so far away,

one of the children is being tuclted

in. This is his story.

"Miss R.A. can I ask you some questions

please?"

"Now Tommy, you know that nine

o'clock is your bedtime on Fridays."

"I know it is, but when I was at the

library today I saw some weird stuff in the

old newspapers. The stories were supposed

to be about I'Mass, but nothing in them

seemed very familiar."

"You shouldn't be reading newspapers

hon. you're only 20 years old. The articles

in there are much too hard for you, but if

you really want to know about the bad

times before here at UMass I'll answer

your questions."

"Would you?"

"Sure I would, but you'll have to promise

to go to bed as soon as I'm finished. Do you

promise?"

"Yes. I promise!"

"Good boy. now go ahead
"

" Well, one of the stories was about a

disagreement lietween two members of the

student senate What's a student senate?"

Herb Ramy

"A student senate was a group of

students who were elected to make deci-

sions about things that happen on

campus."
"Who voted for them''"

"Other students."

"Other students? You mean students

were allowed to vote?"

"Yes they were, but that was liefore

everj'one figured out that making to<j many
decisions wasn't good for students. You
wouldn't want to have to decide on who to

vote for would you Tommy?"
"No. Ma'am."
"Of course you wouldn't. I didn't think

so. Are there any more questions you want

me to answer for you Tom?"
"Just one more. Another story was about

a b<»y who got arrested for drinking too

much. Was he dnnking too much stxia. is

that why he got in trouble?"

"He might have been, we all know the

caffeine in soda makes you act funny. It

probably was alcohol though."

"Alcohol! They were crazy hack then!

How could thev let little kids drink like

that?"

"I don't know Tommy, I'm just glad that

people now have a lot more common
sense."

"Me, too."

"Well hon, I guess that's it, time for

bed."

"Do I have to?"

"Yes you do. Tomorrow's the last day

that your counselor will pick your classes

for you. If you don't get there in time you'll

have to pick them yourself."

"Don't worry, I'm going to bed. Thanks
for setting me straight Miss R.A."

"Think nothing of it hon. Nighty night."

"G'night Ma'am. Isn't America wonder-

ful."

"Yes it is Tommy. Yes it is."

//er6 Ramy is a Collegian columnist.
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OPINION
The opinions on ihis page are those o( the individual writer or cartoonist and do rwl

the views of the CoUa§imm or the University unless otrterwise noted

rily reflect

When fun in the sun and measles meet
Every UMass student knows

spring break begins this weekend.

What an absolute joy to goof off

and do nothing, similar to going to school,

except there are no classes, exams, lec-

tures, or assignments. One whole week of

doing absolutely nothing. Or at least what
one feels like doing. Again, like school.

Florida, at this time of year, is swamped
with students looking for one whole week
of sun, sex, and partying. What better

way to spend a financial aid refund check,

or .savings, or a "gift" from parents. And
why not? We deserve it. We work hard.

So why not enjoy what little we can before

we have to leave this ivory tower and go
into the dreadful, horrid, dangerous, out-

nde world, right? Screw the divesture —
this is our time in the suni

This year's spring break in Ft. Lauder-

dale will go down in history. I have inside

information. The following is what I've

been told will occur.

Thousands of students descend on the

^teaches of Florida, living, eating, shower-

ing, sleeping together for one whole

month.
One student (a male) from the I'niversi-

ty of Michigan/Ann Arbor goes to I.,auder-

dale. He does not know he has the

measles. He meets six women — from dif-

ferent parts of the count-y — and sleeps

with them. Now, seven people have the

measles.

In turn, each woman sleeps with five

different people from different parts of

the country. She infects five people. And
so on,...

All across the U.S. (New York,

Massachusetts. California, Texas. Iowa,

Michigan), a measles epidemic is

spreading throughout universities and

colleges. Health officials cannot find a

cause. They conclude the average student

is over-worked, underfed, and toxic from

too much alcohol and drugs.

One Month Later,. ..ABC Nightline

News does a report on Measles: The Col-

legic Epidemic. Several universities have

been closed. They conclude the measle

epidemic is a "social disease, " com-

municable by having too many sex part-

ners.

The May issue of "The John Birch

Society Magazine" offers a new reason

and cause for the epidemic: it was started

by the Russians. It is a Soviet plot to kill

the United States with a simple disease

which will not allow adults to procreate.

CNN News interviews the author of the

Matthew Benedict

article. He has "conclusive evidence"

from a "reliable source."

Both these reports nmke big news. Peo-

ple begin to take notice.

Both reports reach the president one

morning in Washington while he eats

breakfast. He calls an Emergency
Cabinet meeting. They discuss not the

validity of the reports, but reaction to

their apparent and undeniable truth.

Special Report: Presidential Address to

the Nation. "The Soviets have finally suc-

ceeded in infiltrating us through germ
warfare. We are not quite sure, but there

are reliable sources. We must take action.

Thank-you for electing me president so I

may act for all of you. For us all.

Consequences: increased aid to Central

America; all financial aid cancelled and

sent to government lal» for germ warfare

research; unemployed farmers assigned

to work in military factories; Geneva arm
talks cancelled.

The rest is history.

Matthew Ben^iet is a UMass Stvident.

Letters

Art put to good use

1 would like to offer praise to the UMass
art students who contributed to the recent

Art Against Apartheid exhibit in the Stu-

dent Union. I was overwhelmed by their

ability to portray the human suffering in so

many ways. These works powerfully com-

municated the oppression in South Africa.

Creative students put their minds, hearts

and souls into communicating what they

believed in: human rights. Their art

educated me about oppression in a way
mere words could not. As an art student, I

have struggled against a widespread belief

that art is basically unimportant in today's

world. Upon viewing this exhibit, however,

I found once again that art contributes

more than I can imagine to promoting the

ideas and feelingrs necessary to improve the

welfare of the world. Art is the universal

language of humanity - it can also be the

catalyst of action.

Art Against Apartheid demands action. I

hope that all who viewed this exhibit were

inspired to stand up and speak out against

apartheid's ruthless violations of human
rights.

Kimberley Ronca
North Amherst

Remembering
the war
After reading some of Abdul Mumeet's

comments in Fridays Collegian: "Black

veterans still face prejudice" I have to

respond. I am a white who came home
from a tour of Vietnam and was called a

baby killer at J.F.K. Airport in New York.

I can remember like it was yesterday,

waking up a black friend of mine in the

pouring rain for his watch, wrapping up in

his soaking wet poncholiner, and shiver-

ing until the warmth from his body heat in

that poncho warmed my body to sleep. I

can remember sharing my packages from

home with my black friends, and I can

also remember carrying a black friend's

body across a bridge to be taken home.

I can remember going back to our rear

area, and getting the "cold shoulder" by

some blacks I knew because some of their

other black friends were there with them.

I was naive and could not understand

why.
I know there was and still is prejudice

both in the military and elsewhere. It's

caused by both blacks and whites. I'll

stand back to back anywhere, 'anytime, to

help a fellow Vietnam Veteran, black or

white. I'm one of those white men who's

not afraid of black people. I'm afraid of

prejudice.

Lee Forester

Hills House South

A plea from mothers

Spring Break time is almost here and we
hope many of you will come to Florida for

well earned vacations. We hope you will un-

wind on our beaches, try b<>ardsailing, if

you haven't, get great tans and return safe-

ly

But please do not come to Florida to

dnnk and drive. Drugged and drunk driv-

ing have caused too many needless

tragedies in our communities. Drugged and
drunk driving are not welcome.
We are parents and we look forward to

your being here because we share y(Hir love

of good times even as we remember our
own sons and daughters, victims of drunk
driving, who will never again be part of

Spring Break.

Beckie Brown
Florida Mothers Against Drunk Driving

Dothisand this and...

The reason for this letter is not to com-
plain or criticize but is to suggest some im-

provements for an already reputable

newspaper. I think I am speaking for a ma-
jority of the student population when I say

that we are sick and tired of reading about
oppression and liberal one-sided views in

our paper on a daily basis. I feel that the

views of the Collegian has been taking are
not representative of the students at this

University and that this trend needs to be
altered. "The following are a list of im-

provements I have formulated through
reading other credible college newspapers
as well as through my own personal fin-

dings:

•Subject matter more geared toward the

student

•Surveys and polls to illicit the true opi-

nions of the students

•More investigative reporting

•Continuing stories that will make the

reader want to read the next issue

•A "living-section" with reviews of

stores, restaurants, bars, vacation ideas,

etc.

•Writing about the future for us students

including job-markets and long range im-

plications

•Fashion and latest fad news
•Faculty profiles and opinions

•An "advice column"
• Entertainment alternatives for those

affected by the rise in the drinking-age

Jeffrey Davis
South Amherst

Fine Arte Center

Qncinnati
Qyrnphony

Qrchestra

Michael Gielen
Music Director

ANDRE-MICHEL SCHUB, piaiio

WEDNESDAY. MAR 27. 8PM
TICKETS; $13, $11, $9

.MESSIAH,
The NtH I i^jland Bach Festival'!*

SUNDAY, MAR 31. 3PM
TICKETS: $9. $7, $5

Five Co ege Students haifPnce Tickets d.d dD>e a; (^ >^e Ai^ r^^
Center Box OMice. SprinqfieidCivicCentc and 'jataTix Out'e's ^^

Call (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243 4S42

znmc
[tr^lXniU ftTVIUTlSlNVl
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Sat «i ' I « b 4 JO 9 U »! 7 9 K
H Sun ai M t> 3 X) 9 u ni fi a til

UVE
FRI. NITE 3/15
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3 Bands!

Rapture
of the Deep

Slang Syndrome
Toast

SAT NITE 3/16
Evenini, Pro Blusica
Mon. 18th - Marion Bro en
Wed. 20th . F. a Pohaku

Thur. 2l8t - Atujah
JAZZ JAZZ

Every Monday Nite

MARION BROWN
(back from hin European Tour)
Free Japanese Food Fridays

Free Assorted Munchies Nightly
24 Pleasant Street, Northampton. MA
586-4258 parking in rear

raa Mi Mrfa
1 «lf«lt k «<««

LUST IN

NAMnillRi 4 &t4I»0

THE
BREAKFAST

CLUB

^ THE KILLING

FIELDS

EDDIE MURPMV
I3IEVIEI

l-lll.I.LS i^^y

***^

tut CvT\C i»»t %MO«r%

'

I
FKl « SAT al ia fS__SCATS S 3 50

nun. no»r;
NONNOM

'Ml tVAtl

S ASSASSM THf TlMkMHATOM

SYMBOI
OF THE MAN WHO

REC EIVES IN GIVING

voung men

FRANCISCANS
'^kind Olden (lex^la^i

OrRECTOR OF VOCATIONS FRANCIKANS. TOR
MM EDGE WATER PARKWAY
SILVER iPRINO MARYLAND TOt01

. »!(tn

UMC

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
ComeTcollegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fr. • Deadline :s 2 days prior to pubi.cat.on day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • PhorTC_nufT:bef_FREE,

FOR RENT

Mutt *•)! tupar Audio lyatafn JBL LMO
loudspeakers Phillips electronic 212 turn

table *ith Shure V15 type IV ntif^. Onkyo
A 10 intagratad amp 86 watts par channel

Onkyo servo locked tuner New »1676 rnust

sell »8M) Boti see 1089

. . Apt sunny ipactoua puiat

apartment on tHJS line 10 mm walk to cam

pus AvartaWe immediataty Call 2M315e
evenings ^
Rivarglada Aptt Go»8«out apt with 2

large bedrooms »ull Ijasement view o» ttie

mountains Heady April 1 Call 256 8901

AUTO FOR SALi FOntAU

1t77 Old* CuTlaaa Supreme loaded runs

flfeat e«cellent condition $2700 253 5471

Volvo Lovaral 73 144 automatic. e«celleot

condition intide ar>d out, needs engine work

MSO Of BO call Otvid 5«-2793

BEST QUALITY RESUMiS

Cenaultatlon. preparation, analyait,

design, layout, editing, cover lanar, typir>g

Giarrusao 256-6267

CAMERA

Nikon FM with delu«e black finish. LED
(Twtering system Vivitar 75-206mm 200m

one touch action F3 8 Both are in encellent

condition rarely used, like new »27S 00 or

bast oHar Call 253 3319

Movie Posters call oifebi 6 <n81 betvyeen

12 pm and 12 am weekdays ^^^
Kenya Bags t20 in the Concouraa avary

Thursday and Friday

Juat built Bicycle Campy equipment

Holdsworth frame. Immron paint Many e«

tras call Larry 546 7777 ^^
Gibson ES33B excellent condition burgun

dy 1500 call 253 7448 nights

Billiard Skis never used l75 length great

skis selling tar quick cash ISO or BO
584 8738

COUNSELORS Prtvata coad camp m
Berkshires has openir»gs for f»aad arnJ tntn

tant instructors m arts £» rrafts. gym
nasties lacrosse tennis arc"" '. street

hockey dramatics muaic director piano ac

companist. video filmmaking.

photography, model rocketry radio station

I AM' hiking backpacking computers

water-front (WSII. horseback nding. and

bunk unit heads Good salaries friendly at

mosphera Contact Or Paul Krouner Camp
Schodack 54 Sheffield Road. NevytonviMe

MA 02160 1617) 964 1912. days 9 4

Computer System Consultant with ac

cess to Apple HE CPM or IBM PC CPM
knovKiedge of Oaborne it a plus Call

549 1149

GRAND OPENING

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Olac. Rack-A- Vld«» Entertain-

ment Disc Jockeys large screen video

dances for housepartys, semiformals. cam-

pus events 549 7144

Teamworks Sporta Co-op is opening

March 1 1 Bermuda shorts, tennis rackets.

fnsbees hacky sacks and much more
Check out our prices' M F 10-4 322 Student

Union M6-4«2»

HILP WANTED

BofOfHy fiaaoa kRcffiatt nalp. Maala ih ax-

change for work Pleeae call Lauren at

549 7746

INCOME TAX PREPARATION

INCOME TAX preparation at your service

LOWEST RATES ITa« Deductibiel Taxes
prepared quickly for the LARGFST postible

refund Call Stephen Shore 546-6888 after 8

INSTRUCTION

Knew yoHr car. Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including dasaroom
theory and shop Limited enrollment

283-2088

JOAN ARMATRADINO

Coming to tha UMaaa f^n* Am Caittorl

Joan Armatrading live' Tickets on sale now'
Available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Datatix locations Be triere Apnl 18

for this special event at UMas* Presented

by UPC Producttons

U)«T

Lost waRat Thurs 3 6 Black tnfold around

Boydan Gym tyi Campus Center Need iden

tification cards desperately Reward Please

can 649 6833

Taken lata Thurs night 3 ^ from

Townhouse 34 long black coat of great sen

timental value if you have any info oi wish to

return It call 263 7686 no questions asked

Swiss Army Bag w FM radio and address

books call Andy 586^7533 aft 6 reward

Reward for loat gray Irteh twaad hat

546^3111

Mens Saiko Watch black face, steel band

3/9 nite iGrayaon or Orakel »20 reward

256-1616

To the girl who walked me to the DC on

Tue« morning thankn' J»»f I horn one

t>elowi

To all the people i v« worked and pa-tied

with the past five years I »e had myself a

hell of a time and in miss you ell

Remember keep the biscuits warm and the

oven scortchmg Hasta luigi Drew

PROFESSIONAL
TYPINO SERVICE

Casaa. Papers. Dissertations, Theses.

on campus very reiiabte, low rates Nancy

58*7924

TO SUBLET

House • bedroom '7 person 3 full baths,

wn^rm dryer dishwssher lawn porch,

{marking, bus route $1155 month summer
rent negotiable 666 4644

TYPEWRITER

Olympia MR 12 electric corractabia

rypewmer Mechine is m escaWent condi

tnn like new 1150 00 or beat offer Call

263 3319

PERSONALS

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed beck from Long Island sher

Sprmg Break Will pay axpanaas call

Kathiaan at 548- 7306

Astrology Claasaa si. intensive introduc

tKjn bagins 3 27 for mformat'on. call

549-0210 evenings ask for Carl

Banda Wanted SWAG is looking lor

bends interested m playir>g the Southwest
Pyramids during Southwest week (April 30

May 3. 19861 Applications are available m
the SWAG Office m Hampden Applicaiion

deadline is Msrch 29 1986

Kelllo Kid I Happy Birthday leerlyl meet me
and Mike at Barcies 3/ 23 '86 We will buy

the first round St least' Love your Cousin

iRAIRAIRAIRAIRAiHAIRAIRAIRAiRAI
• YOU
• DRIVE ME

CRAZY
XO ' XO

RIDERS WANTED

"Spaady Raya" profaaaional IBM typing.

Papers, theses dissertations, romance
languages 266 10O2

WANTED

Three bedroom apt. Puftton preferred.

Call Meiisaa 646-1196 or Mag, S4S12n
Reward

RidarftI naadad to Florida over Spnng
Brook Flexible departure Call 586 0805 ask

for Barney

I NEED DEAD TICKETS
tour call JR 253 7622

all shows on

ROOM WANTED

1100 reward for June leaae takeover lor 2

bdrm apt anywfiefe call Wendy 6 7978 or

Ellen 6 7961

I'm looking for Prince lickots Hartford or

Wurcester call Denise 546 921

1

"WANTEbfO RENT

SfRVICtS

COINS 123/121 tutoring IS 00 par hr

former 123/121 grader 4 semeetar universi-

ty consultant Alex 253 7666

2 bedroom apt to take over leese in

Amherst on bus route: Puffton pref call

Laurie 546 5787 or meg 546 5784

la your apt in an Amherst house emptying
out in June? Wa want it' CaM Hamat at

546^7186

Do you need 2 roommatae to help pay
rent rwxt fall' Are you giving up a lease in

June? Please call 6466703
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SPORTS
Gazelleshave some questions,

but will contend nationally
Moryl leads fifth-rankedlax , Hixon tryingno newcombos

Senior Pam Moryl returns for the fifth-ranked

Minutewomen lacrosse team. She had 51 goals

last season.

Georgetown,
St. John's roll

in tournament
Hoyasmaim Lehigh, 68-43

(AP) - Top-ranked GeofKeUmn began defense of its na-

tional title yesterday with a 68-43 first-round victory over

Lehigh in the NCAA basketball tournament, behind the

sharp-shootings of Reggie Williams and David Wingate.

The Hoyas, 31-2 and winners of the Big East Con-

ference tournament, bolted to a 28-point halftime lead,

then coasted in the second half of their East Regional vie

tory at Hartford, Conn.

Lehigh, the only team in the field of 64 with a losing

mark 12-19, got within 63-41 with 2:26 left but never

threatened the powerful Hoyas.

"After we got up, it was difficult to maintain a certain

level of concentration," Hoyas Coach John Thompson
said. "It's tough when you have a lead like that to keep

that team-oriented defense."

In the second round tomorrow, the Hoyas face Temple,

a 60-57 first-round winner over Virginia Tech.

In the Southeast Regional at South Bend, Ind.. No. 13

Kansas defeated Ohio University 49-38, and Auburn beat

Purdue 59-58. Ohio State defeated Iowa State 75-64, and

No. 8 Louisiana Tech beat Pittsburgh 78-54 in the

Midwest Regional at Tulsa, Okla. In the West Regional at

Salt Lake City, No. 3 St. John's clobbered Southern

University 83-59.

Granger Hall scored 22 p)oints and had 13 rebounds as

Temple held off a late Virginia Tech rally. Temple, 25-5.

winner of the Atlantic 10 tournament, used a combination

of zone defenses to hold the 20-9 Tl"ki«'« n.'arlv 2r, poinL';

below their scoring avera^^e.

Calvin Thompson's 12 points led Kansa.^ ovtT Ohio

University, which U)ok advantage of the NCAA's decision

not to use a shot clock in the tournHmpnt to yilay i\ spread

I )ffense alnH»st the entire gamt'

V " of the Big Eight, had u-'Tuk'-o " j"'Mii,- jm i

season. -itul the Jayhawks did not U^giri to pull

a\^av frctm tht- Mid- American champions until the second
' '2 shots in the first hr

"

By ED HAYWARD
Collej?ian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

plays its season opener in a little over two weeks. But if

you ask roach Ham Hixon how her team looks, she will

probably respond flatout that she does not know.

This response might worry some. However, it does not

bother Hixon. She is patient. She can wait until after her

team travels to Williamsburg. Virgmia next week, alter

her players get outside for the first time this year and face

an opponent (even if only in a scrimmage). Then the coach

will be able to give a concrete analysis of her team as a

team, nut just a icroup of individuals wearing the same

color jerseys.

"It's t<v» early to tell right now." Hixon said. "We've got

many people in many positions but really have not found a

cohesive unit . We're looking at a relatively young group of

fMMiple and many of those who returned from last years

team are in different positions.
'

"Us not that we are inexperienced, we're just looking for

the right combinations. We an- not strong or weak right

now. We have a lot »»f players but we do not have the roles.

This trip to William and Mary is important for us. It will

lavers a chance to show what th«-> can do, ' Hixon

•Nain.

!>own South, the (iazelles, who are ranked fifth nationally

' pre season polls, will participate in a srnmmage week

end with twenty other east coa.st teams on March 16 and

17. Monday and Tuesday. UMass will play William and

Mary, the I'niversity of Richmond and possibly the

University of Vermont The remainder of the time will be

-•••nt practicing.

W'vW use this trip to see hoM m«- react as a unit of

lensively and defensively, on both ends of the field." Hixon

said. "Well get a chance to see what we are going to do.

who's strong, and what combinations (of players) work,

and where. We'll have the video equipment with us so

r\ rviine will get a few looks."

ll>\'>n {e«>ls the team has a strong nucleus built from

players returning frf»m last year's team that went 9 7

overall and placed fourth in the NCAA tournament. While

the team lost its playmaki*r and s*H-ond '»>ading scorer

Linda Haytayan til goals. 16 assists) and All American
ler Carol I'rogulske. seven starters return.

iss returns la.st years leading scorer senior Pam
Moryl t51 goals. 15 a.ssLstsl and goalie Debbie DeJesus (6.6

goals per game aver iioth players are four year

starters and will b«' »...,,,,,,i on heavily M..-:rles Moryl.

Hixon liK»ks t«> liecky liekampis i:} goal;- >ts) to add

ring punch. .Mong with DeJesus on defense.

.) ( \piTts i,ana Nesmith to play an important role.

I.ana ha«i really improved a lot tnim last year and I think

coing to give us some good strong leadership." Hixon

saiil.

Thr attack will see Barbara t Bunny) Forbes aod Mary
^< ' >\ t .list) return along wit h defender Chris Kocot.

.loining the veterans will b«^ (iinny Armstrong, a fresh

man fnim .Souderton High School m Pennsylvania. Hixon

expects her to provide more scoring opportunities for

I Mass with her excellent speed and good instincts around

the goal.

.lunior Liz .Schuler joins the Gazelles after spending a

year abroad on exchange. She is another fa.st attacker and
should take on some of the play making duties.

"Right now 1 m not real sure about our game plan but I

would like to play more of a fast breaking game. We have

go«»d speed and strength in our midfielders so we have the

potential to do it but it will take some time to devetop."

Hixon said.

"We 11 use a defense that is a combination zone and man

to man. Our goaltending is solid with Debbie and our

midfielders have that gwd speed. But our attackmen need

to play together and gel in order to get the strong pursuit

around the goal." Hixon said.

"1 think our experienced players will really help the

youngsters. We have that good nucleus now we re looking

at a lot of players to fill around that nucleus. " Hixon ad

dH,
1'Ma.ss Mill have another wi'ek to devek>p after they

return fn»m Virginia. But the team faces its first lest in its

sea-son opener on March 30 at Boston University.

Throughout .\pril, the (lazelles will lace teams fnim New
England including the University of New Hampshire.

Temple University and Rutgers are also on lap. Temple,

the defending national champion, defeated UMass i:< 5 last

year.

"It's a small schedule but we play most (seven of 10) of our

games at home (NOPE athletic fields). Next year we hope

to expand on it. But as far as this year is concerned we I!

b«' facing s*)me strong and physical teams in Temple and

Rutgers. The toughest team thus year s<»unds like UNH
though. 1 haven't se««n them but I've heard through the

grapevine that they are very strong. ' Hixon said.

.\s far as goals are concerned. Hixon still needs to see the

team play before she can set them.

"Every coach is in this position every year. Us a point

where you just don't know. We are in a belter position

than last year. We need to find a cohesive gn)Up but

without being able to practi<f' outside we just don't know.

Hixon said.

"Ill definitely know more when we get back, she added.

Sport* informaiion photo

Goalie Debbie DeJesus bolsters the defense

for the UMass women's lacrosse team.

Kosar decides to go with the pros
Miami quarterback to leave school early forNFL

NILES. Ohio (AP) -
Quarterback Bernie Kosar,

whose strong arm led the

I'niversity of Miami to the

1983 national champion-

ship, said yesterday he

would cut short his college

career to play professional

football.

Kosar said he would make
himself available for the Na-

tional Football League's

April 30 draft and that he

would like to play for the

Cleveland Browns in his

native Ohio.

"I followed the Browns
ly whole lift'," Kosar said

.:i a news conference. "That
would be the ideal

iaiion."
'

' '• Browns, however,

.1(1 have to improve their

Tafi Dosition lo get Kosiir.

As of now, they have the

seventh selection.

The Buffalo Bills, with the

first pick in this year's

draft, already have made

Bruce Smith of Virginia

Tech their No. 1 choice. The

Houston Oilers have the se-

cond pick.

In Phoenix, Ariz., where

the NFL's team executives

arc meeting this week,

sources said the Browns

had made an offer to ac-

quire Houston's first-round

pick.

Kosar said he currently

has an 18-hour credit load,

meaninjr hr would need to

complet"

summer training camps.
Kosar, whose family lives

in nearby Boardman, Ohio,

said he had no agent but

believed he was worth as

much as much as another

college star, Doug Flutie.

The Heisman Trophy win-

ner from Boston College

signed a five-year deal with

the New Jersey Generals of

the United States Football

League worth a reported $5
million to $8 million.

"From what I hear from a

lot of people, that's al>ont

what I've heard I should he

making," Kosar said. "But I

thiiik lliai'il t)e an individual

thing with the club."

Kosar said he had made
no decision on whether to

consider a USFL offer.

Kosar said the University

of Miami had been "nothing

but first-class to me in my
three years there."

"It's tough. I made some
really gotxl friends," he

said. "I feel an obligation to

them, but I think it's best to

take advantage of the op-

portunities the NFL
presents me now."
Miami Coach .Jimmy

.Tohnson sai<i Kosar told him
of the decision to tin

earlier yesterday.

;nn.'! lu

.. : lie t'oukl '

studies by the end *

.lune - in time for NFL

Saturday:
Women's K^^ i.ina.-^i.c.-. il l*_.v .i.> c.'.ai';

pionship< at N'ew Mainpshire.
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Kennedy will

fight proposed

education cuts
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Sen. Edward M Kennedy will use the

testimony of education officials, university ad

ministrators, businesses, parents and students in

Washington next week to fight the Reagan Administra-

tion's proposal to slash financial aid funding.

At Northeastern University last week, Kennedy held a

three-panel discussion to record testimony of the harmful

effects of the proposed cuts.

The Senate Budget Committee recently

rejected the proposal by a narrow margin of 10-11.

"These proposab constitute the m(»st seritnis assault >'•.

the quality and availai»ility of higher education in

America," he said. "The information gained today will be

used to rebut the false, unsensitive. flagrantly misinform-

ed Secretary of Education" William .1 Bennett's rejison-

ii^ behind the cuts

The A •
' nition s attempt to slash aix>ut %2H billion

from fiiia... ..V. ,tid and to cut another $100 million in higher

education prt>grams to reduce the deficit would affect

millions of students on a national scale. Kennedy said.

About 808.000 students would be barred from the Pell

Grant program because of the $32,500 income ceiling and

460,000 bwincome students would luse about $1.20(i

^^-

W" m ?;^3f
v..

vs •s

>•»}«« 000

IMSSAi' .A-<o$ orou'

because of $4,000 cap on all ai<i rejjaniless of inconn*. He
added that alnM>st a million students would Ik* ineligible

for guaranteed student loans and another two million

would be affected by the proposal to eliminate seven other

lid programs.

At the University of Massachusetts, t liancellor Jt>seph

D. Duffey, one t)f the panelists, said the 70 percent of

students receiving "some kind of aid" will be aff«*cted. He
adde<l that 4.8B) students currently rtteiving guaninti-e*!

student loans would no longer l»e eligible and li,l!t>L'

students woukJ lose Pell Grants, work study and other

grants under the pro|Kiaal.

At the first panel discussion which includeii students

ami f>arents Steve Barrows, president of the 8taU» stu

<lent association said, "There is no reason to «)pen the

doors to any coQ^je with the $4,000 cap on all aid liecause

It severely limits access ti» the institution «)f your ch<»ice."

Code of Conduct ensures discipline
Vandalism , safety hazardsmay
provoke loss ofhousing
By I)A\ IDIU KCKSS
C<^legian Stall

So you got drunk and rowdy at the dormitory party last

nighl and. after redecorating the filth floor with toilet

pap<«r and a magic marker, you derided to show off your

U»K>d taste in heavy metal at 4 a.m. at a volume matching

that of a supers<»nic transport jet. Will you gel away with

It? Probably not.

\ total of 1,0*J3 unilerKraduale students who performed

these and other antics were charged with violating the

(ode of Student Conduct in the last academic year. Two
hundred and twenty people were put on housing probation,

a sanction u.sually invoked lor minor violations or first

offenses. One hundred and filteen were placed in housing

jeopardy lor a more severe violation or repeated oftense.

Sixteen students were removed entirely from on campus

housing which includes dormitories and the fraternity

sorority sy.stem.

According to the Code of Student ( onduct, a student who

is "disruptive to the reasonable organization and continuity

of the residence hall or demonstrates a safety hazard

within the residence hall system may b<> refjuired to leave

and seek off campus housing.

Charmame Wijeyesinghe. judicial liaison in the Dean of

Students Office, said, most of the cases are resolved at the

inlormal pre hearing level. For instance, a first time of

fender is given a warning and if the student confesses, a

resolution of the case will be attempted which may include

a small sanction coupled with education workshops. This

allows a student to remain in the residence hall while being

Inside

Shultz says Khomeini may be ready for peace with

Iraq
^

Lawrence Soucie on absurdities in the news. .... 5

Outguess the Academy Awards 6

Villanova whomps, N.C. State is whomped. .
.
p.l2

"The first casualty when war comes is truth"

U.S. Senator Hiram Johnson, 1917.

According t<t the (^'>'if ofStucUmt Conduct,

a student who u-i "dusruptive to the

reasonable organization and continuity of

the residence hall" or demonstrates a safe-

ty hazard may be required to leat^e and
seek off-campua howiing.

ma<l«- aw.in- nt his or her nsponsibility as a resident, she

said

Should a student contest the rharge at the pre hearing

levrl. he or she has thi* right to a hearing. 11 the hearing

board upholds the linding and the rharge the student has

the right lo two levels of appeal.

A student may appeal a rhargi- betore a siudrnl l)oard. It

the linding and charge is upheld by the student lM>ard. then

the student has a final route of appeal before thr

I niversity Di.sriplme lioard. While this isacurrent policy,

the Code of Student Conduct is still Ix'ing revi.sed.

Rules concerning on campus housing are listed in the

Residence Hall .Manual which is given to all on campus
residents at the beginning of the semester.

Wijeye.singhe .said onre a student charged with a violation

has exhausi(»d all routes of appeal, he or she is sanctioned

or IS removed from campus housing.

"Some students may be removed permanently," she said,

"but that is rare. Usually removal is tor a specified period

of time, such as a semester or a year."

It a student loses his or her housing after the fifth week ol

the semester a refund for rent paid is usually not given.

.Mter the sanction has expired the student may re apply lo

the housini^ olfice or the Cireek system lor on campus
housing,'.

Students offer free tax-form aid
Free assistance in filling out tax forms will be offered by

the Beta Alpha P.si accounting honors society on Saturdays:

March 30, April 6, and 13.

The service "is open to the general public, who don't have

the time or the money to do their own taxes." said Nick Kat-

soulis, a senior accounting major and vice president of Beta

Alpha Psi.

Katsoulis said there are rental deduction benefits of up to

50 percent, (up to a maximum of $2,500) for independents

who live in one place year-round.

For example, if qualified, a permanent resident in the

Amherst area who pays $2,400 a year in rent is entitled to a

$ 1 ,200 return at the end of the year

The three workshops will take place in the Campus (en-

ter: March 30 in Room 803, April 6 in Room 1 62, and April 13

in Room 163.

Regents gather

Administrators
Review college hiring records

By DKBORAHRUSS
Collegian Staff

Top administrators at Massachu.setts' 29 public colleges

and universities will l)e called l)efore the Btiard of Regmti
of Higher Kducation to fie questione<f alM)ut their efforts

. improve the hinng and promoting of wtimen and

tiiinorities.

This is the first time the policy setting body for public

higher educati«)n has decided U» make affirmative acti«»n

"ver\' high priority," said Kstelle Shanley, Boanl of

Regents Directttr of I*ublic Infornuiti«m.

The BoartI, which l>egan interviewing last Wednesday,

hits scIm-^IuUmI to meet with Presidents in order to review

their affirmative action re*-t»rtls. with UMass Chaiuellor

Joseph I). Ihiffey Iieing scheduled U> appear on April 3.

ChaiKvllor Ihiffey. in a telephone interview, descrilxti

the b<»anl's move as "the appropriate thing to do" to ex

press their comvrn akmul the ji<)sition «m women an«l

nunorities in public higher education.

Thelma Criffith-Johnson, Director of the Office of Affir-

mative Action at UMass. descriUnl the l)oard's move as

"wonderful" liecause "it puUs jieople on notice that affir

nmtive action is not dead in Massachusetts."

She sai<i it shows tliat the "|ie<»ple with money and

power are inU*rested in it," (affirmative actiim) and as a

r^t such lampusee wiU be lew able to avoid their affir

mative action responaibflities.

Actv>rding lo Shanley. the decision U* make the issue a

t«>p pnority this year was made as a result of changes in

the memlK'rship of the Boanl.

She noU'*! that although th<' lioard presently inclu<les

four women an<l two minorities "in the j>ast it had been

largely white males not too intereste<l in inequality."

She said the purpose of the interviews is U» nsk the

heads of institutions with g<K)d rei-ords hc»w they have

t, i it, and to .ask the heads of institutions with jK)or

p. : . what they are doing ;il>oul it.

She said that questioning the Presidents will make tb<-m

more accountable to their goals, and that their answers

will help the Board "form a direi-tion on how to ensure af-

firmative action is being met on campuses."

The rec(»nl at UMass is "not very impressive" and "(••r

Uiinly not as g«KKl as it should or could l)e" Shanley said.

commenting cm the following figures liaseti on a March

19H4 census date:

• Ninety two percent of the entire feculty is ceuca-

sien end of these. 82 percent is mele

• Three percent of the entire faculty is bleck. Lest

then 1 percent is femele.

• Those of Asian Pecific origin comprise 3 percent

of the feculty end less then 1 percent of these is

femele.
• Hispenic faculty eccount for 2 percent end there is

only one feculty member in the Americen In-

dien/Alaskan Nstive cetegory.

According to Shanley, UMass Amherst has a particular

problem with implementing affirmative action because

much of the faculty hiring was done when the \hx)\ of

available candidates consisted mainly of white males.

UMass at BosUm has a better record, she said, because

as an institution only 20 years old, much of it's faculty

recruitment t(K)k place when "women's lil)eration and

equality were at the forefront."

Although she described UMass at Amherst as presently

having "a solid male fnmt," she predicts, "as the gofnl old

l>oys l^egin to retire I think you will see a changing

profile."

Griffith-Johnson, however, attributes the pfKjr represen-

tation of women and minorities at UMass Amherst to the

Universities' lack of effort to enforce affirmative action

principles, lack of any consistent leadership on the issue,

and lack of sup|>ort from top administrators.

But she added that the situation is getting better, and

she credits this improvement to the efforts of Provost

Richard O'Brien who "has been willing to take a leader-

ship role on this issue," she said.

In particular, Johnson was referring to O'Brien's an-

nouncement eariier this year that $250,000 will Ik* set

aside annually as a "Special Opportunity Fuml" specifical-

ly for the recruitment of women and minorities.

Griffith-Johnson said she is reassured by the commit-

ment of O'Brien who she described as "a man of ideas sup-

portive of affirmative action."
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Schultz says Khomeini's

speech may indicate peace

^Ws.
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A MESSA(iE FOR 1 ELESTE — Mary Lou Dysinger and husband

Ernest, of Tipp City, Ohio, hold messages for Gov. Richard Celeste dur-

ing a rally in Cincinnati yesterday.

I'.OMON (Al'l .St4rt'lar\ ut Malt-

droriji' I' Shuliz says a rt'tvnt address by

Iranian It-adir A>atollah Kuhollah

h.htmu-ini n»a> mdi«;in hv is ready lo end

ihf war with Iratj., aitt>rdm>j lo an in

puhlishetl in The Itosum Sunday

Ihe a>alollah made a rather interesun^;

-|M*iHh ihi' oih»'r day, Shuh

Nulint; he didn I want t<i inennlerpret

ih»' addre>«>. ."^hull/ said Amenean analysis

Im III ve "it s posMhte l«i interpret the speech

.IV tnianinK Ihat nim ihal lh«'y have, m a

• . riean hands, having iru-d as Ihey s»t

ii to pursue ih«' war. they miKht Ik'

|in|ian«l to li\ in v^ork Noniethm^ <»ul, he

I lie spee«'h v^a> iii.nU i Imi -'l.i.. !»« Iwl'e

.imI and militars oltuials in Tehran. In it.

KhiMiieini said the most imp<»rtanl thing lor

\ln<.U«ni lMlie\er> i> n«>l vutor\ or «leleat

hui v^h.lhirlhex do tnHls **lil.

^ Hint \ ui <l»'leai los»-N any meaning,

hhomeini said, "iHtause serving (jtKl and

otwvini; hiN ur«lerN is ail vi<U»ry.... Kvi-n it

we an fitltaied or not del«ated...it makes

no ditfi

tio«l (ki- v.ml Ui.il wi- shouUl go aiiti i ul oil

the han<l ot the oppressor." he said,

reierring ti» ihi- Iraquis. "We go. and as

niu«h as we .in- attie and have the power.

wf.i.i oti the hands ol i he oppressors.

ihen. in a passage analysts say is

siunilManl, he said, "11 we canm»l do this.

\\e havi- «lone our duty anyway.

il! v.iid Iran mas have derided that

.iiu I iiioir than lour years ot war another

!»,_; .hit .it It IS n;tdv to end the lighting.

Irat) is heliev - \panded the war

h\ launehing wim -pr- au air strikes against

Ir.mian nties. reporledU in hop* s ol

building fMipular pressure on Khomeini to

loneUnle a pi-aee s«ttlfment. Kh«»meini has

. .,.1 I )>. r. 'ouUI i>< 'lo i>« are until longtime

I.lam III .isoverthown.

Probe of CBS deaths ends
M \r

Sstudents forsake fun forhomeless
BOSTON (AFl While hordes of college

students basked on beaches of Florida dur-

ing their Hpnng break, six classmates from a

small Massachusetts school forsook in

dulgent days and hot nights for a week of

volunteer work at an innercity shelter for

abused, homeless and neglected teenagers.

"I was planning to gt) to Florida," said

Anne Sullivan, a sophomore at Merrimack

College in North Andover. "But I was sitting

in my room watching TV and they were des

cribing the famine in Ethiopia, and then on

came a commercial for Florida, and it got

me thinking.

"I just decided I could spend my mone>

and not help anybody." she said, "or I c«»uld

spend my time and help a lot of people
"

Miss SuUivan and five others spent last

5 riders injured ! 1
in "T" robbery

IU»>T(»N i.\l'' Transit

police vesterday in >

vest igat I'd a gang ol youths

who terrorized and rolthed

pass«-ngers alxuird a subwav

train .mlhunl us said.

.\l least live Orange lam
pasM'ngers were injuri'<i in

the violence shortly .Uti-r

midnight Saturday, said

Massachusetts Hay Tran
sport at ion .Authority
spokesman lasto !• isher.

None ol the injuries was
serious and no one was
hospitali7.(*d. police siad.

"It all happened in a matter
ol minutes while the train

was moving trom Ksse.x

Station to the Dudley slop,

h'isher said. Toward the

end ol the ride, it just

escalated.

MHT.X policeman .John

McKenna said no one was

arrested and the incident

was under investigation.

The passengers were
punched and roughed up by

the teenagers, who tied

when the tram stopped in

the K<»xbury section at

Dudley Station, h isher told

the Sunday Boston HeraUl

ihe youths allegedly

grabbed a bag ot gnK-eries

out ol one mans hands,

threw its contents on the

.ram. robbed the passengers

ol small bills and forced one

person to give up $50.

I- isher said.

week liim^; paptts, ><«rtu:.

ing riK)ni!» at New \ urk .- u...i.- :i

located in Times Square. Kach night, the

shelter houses about Tlh teenagers, many »)f

them runaways, victims of abuse or kids try

ing to escape their jobs in p<irnography and

prostitution.

The students are pan ••< > - - .»t'ar oUI

campus volunteer gn>up called "Merimac-

tion." In recent years, the group of 20

^. ' '• • - ."
.

• ^ - f the

( the

New Hampshire border have spend vaca-

tions wci • N<>upkit<' ' ' [iinj:

wood loi , ' nior cUi

Miss Sullivan, who hopes to be a doctor

someday, said she never regreted passing up

a trip to Fort Lauderdale.

-
i .n -. p<it|( I

iiii:-.i-iii ^.li'! .

. -'i^iLi'. i!ii't< was 11'

reaxm lor . m^i'.'' '"'" ^^*' killing

.it iwt»(l'.> tiifvisioii crewmen b> Israeli

«..'(li.(s ti. iMiisr "there Is nothing unclear

. . sident . Krnesi

L.i-nt I s.iid during a visit her*- that the

hs Ihursilay ol the caiiH*raman and

.ffii.in fiofh l.chanesr. 'mav sinipU

1 tit lit iMoi k Ii.mI s.iid earlier, in a letter i><

I'rinu- Minister Shimon I'eres. thai the laiiK

lui that killctt the two men wm "un

provoked and had eall«?d lor a government

uiquirv

"There .- ....iiiirig loi .,.* ^... «.,....> ul ui

dehat«" aU»ul the issue, In'cause mrfMMjy. ol

s it was done on purp«ts«-. It was

il w.innui incideni t'atitm' ^,.--,..>.

N »»sst |!«-;l!n s;)id

I ri Savir, and a:

l-raeii ai iu> spohesnian nu't t«»r an hour and

'
. - "I I'Ml.l '. U 11 tl l,« .

'.i\ir s.iid h«' li»ld 1/eisiT there was no

liniinn u h.it -(M'% er i«> hurt any jour
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MARCH
COUNCIL TRAVEL/

CIEE

tor:

• budget flights • Int'l

student ID • student &
youth tours • rail passes

• charters Europe • and

much more'

Now opening a brand

new office in Amherst"

79 So. Pleasant St.

2nd fl. rear

ph. 256 1261

Open Monday-Friday

9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Drop by or call for your

FREE copy of Council

Travel Catalog'
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At Olympian We Compete To Win.
Kight now buy any of our top quality.

brandname shoes at regular price and get
the second* pair at half price If you
want only one pair, bring a friend and

share the savings'

Olympian has what it takes to win the
best footwear at the best prices
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Prof studies shrimp imitation
l;v TIM () l.KAKV
( (ilUiii.in ( nrrrspondt'nt

A l<M>d stientisl here is devekiping a

trchniquf tt» process pi>pulur imitation

staloiK] usfd as a substitute lor crabmeal

and shrimp.

Krnest Huck. a I Mass IchkI science and

nutrition professor, is working to develop a

iechni«)ue for American companies to

pnMluce the imitation seafood, now a

.lapant'M" tra«U' si-cret.

l,asi year. Americans consununi 75 million

p«»unds of the imitation fish, called surimi.

and were unaware of it, said Ituck. The

.lapanese ha\e processed cheap, abundant

fish into imitation expensive s«*aftK>d smce

HCiT, r.uck said.

Thi- surimi is "ItKJ percent fish" but the

cheap fish are prui-essed to look and taste

like more e\fM'iisi\e seafo«Mls such as

scallops, shrimp and crab, liuck said.

( ompanies don t like lo use the words

imitation crab', and they don't want to turn

olf iheir customers. Uut consumers like

surimi, and buy it in lar^e quantities," he

I ollrciBH pitotii b« r.

A construction worker welds the steel beams at the building site next

to Louis Foods on North Pleasant St. last week.

Waterbury bishop to defend Pastoral letter

The auxdiary bishop ol Hurt lord will

diMMiss the "Itishop s I'asioral Ix'tleron the

[
* and Catholic Nnial Thoujjht"

iitniorrow at I: to p.m in liiM>m I'JU of the

SchfMil of Manai;i*ment

'Ihe Inturi', which is part of the Chan
c« ll«»rs ."seminar on the New American
^••iiomy series will have llishop I'eler .\.

Pi.^.i,' .. .idiiress the debate of the pastoral

*ial puifMirts Ihat it pntvides a

iheolni;!! .>! I>.i^< l<>r .1 cril ii|ue of AmerH'an
••.•!»rf :i!isri!

Kishop Kosa/./a. a native of New Haven,

( onn . allend*-*! Dartmouth t olk'Ke and

received theological traininx from

Nemmaire Saint Sulpire in I'aris where he

was iirtiaitied in l*,»t.l. He serves on the

N.ilional ( .ilholic ISishops C«»mmiltee lor

Hispanic .Mlairs. the Committee for the

< ampaiuii lor Human !»ev«-lopment and the

( omniitii-e Studying th»- .American

l-lconomy He is a resident <>! ^t MarKan-l

'•arish in U aterbury. Conn.

Professors say booknotes

discourage creative thinking
By INGRID DYCK
Collegian CorreBpondent

While some students find literary guides

helpful to their studies, English professors at

the University of Massachusetts generally do

not recommend them, and even say they

are harmful
Common guides include "Monarch",

"Cliffs", or "Barron's" notes, where major

literary works such as Shakespeare s plays

s.ll'l

The surimi has a big cost advantaKe.

Crabmeat is $L'() per pound, and the sub

stitutions are three to four dollars a pound."

Huck said. 'These simulated products are

hiKher in protein and have significantly less

cholesterol compared to the real fish.
"

The .lapanese process of making surimi

in\olv»'s washing the fish several times in

4uld water, adding sugar and sorbitol,

frtf/ing the fish into bk>cks of surimi,

uelling the surimi and finally processing it

into the imitation seafoods.

•The .lapanese have superior knowledge

Un-ause they developed the pnwess and

have used it b»r years, " said Muck. "Our

v;«mIs are to make the prm-ess more ef

ficHnt. adapt it to American methods,

increase the yields and rnluce costs," he

said.

VS ithin two lo three years we will have a

thriving surimi industry in this country and

we will have some very exciting new

products." he said.

"There's opportunity t<i make these

products from underutilized fish.' he said.

One fish Muck favors using is the red hake,

an abundant fish

This is one literary study guide us-

ed by students, a practice frowned

upon by UMass professors.

are analyzed in depth.

According to a pamphlet by the publishers

of Barron's notes, the guides "provide the

tools to develop creative and critical

thinking."

But Professor Bernard Bell considers such

notes "a disservice in terms of moral and

intellectual development" He stressed the

importance of students interpreting and dis-

covering their owm meaning in literature. By

relying on booknotes, students are denying

themselves the opportunity to do their own
thinking and learning, he said.

Professor Robert French said the notes,

"inhibit the process of thought from the stu-

dent The student is cheating himself' in

resorting to these notes, he said. In general,

professors seem to agree that notes hinder

rather than help learning, and that using the

notes is "letting someone else think for you,"

French said.

Sophomore English major Doug Lang said

that he. "finds ideas for his essays through

'Monarch Notes'" An English major who

asked not to be identified said that they are,

"the best way out when you have to read and

write an essay on a book for the next day."

First year student .leanne Bulla said she only

refers to them when she needs help in

understanding a work. One student said he

felt it was a minor form of cheating, and that

he never uses them. Bell said that the guides

might be useful for .studying for finals, but

otherwise they are useless.

Professors agreed that the action taken

against a student who has borrowed material

from the notes depended on how extensive

the borrowing wa.s, and the student's past

performance. There would be sympathy for

the student who has been working hard all

along, but not for the .student who has been

missing class and showing no effort Bell .said

that such a clear-cut case of dishonesty

would receive an F. or no grade at all.

Women's Forum
Wimelt's Forum us a ureitly liating of

ftrvt^ relating to women'H i»imeg. Notices

stundd be sent to the Wmnen'n Issuex

Kdxtor, care of the Collegian, the Friday

}ieU>re thr ei'ent.

Monday - The Third World W(»men's

Prt>Kram at the Everywoman's Center

will U' s|K>ns«»rinK a Third World Les-

bian Usuea Group from 7 y p.m. For

more information call the Everywoman's

Center at .^4^> ((SK'V

Tuesday - Joyce Appleby of the Univer

sily of California will be honoring Celelia

Kenyon in the Smith College Ciovernment

I>ecture. Her talk. litle<l "Celelia Ke-

nyon'a Radicalism and Republicanism

Revisted." will be at H p.m. in Wngbt
Hall

Wednesday - Dr. Mario l.JMema,

former president of the National llniver

sity of Columbia, will speak on Latin

America: Present Conflicts Born of

Past Decisions," at H p.m. in the Neils«»n

Library as part of the Smith College f*r«>

ject on Women and S<H-iHl Change.

A Black Women's Issues rroup. spun

.sored by the 1 bird World Women's Pro-

-am. will meet at the Everywoman
Center from 7 - 9 p.m. For more inf«>rnta-

lion call Everywoman's Center at

Thurwdav Susan Van Dyne will speak

..n
• Revising The Life: Sylvia Plath's

Manuscripta." at 7:30 p m. m MK'<>nnel

Hall at Smith College ;4.s part of the lee

ture series titletl "Women: Choices, Con-

straints and (Change.
"

Friday - The Smith College Project or

Wonwn and S<x'ial Changi* invite you to

hear Carolyn Heilbnin. Professor of

English at Columbia I'niversity. speak on

"Writing Under Two Names" from 3 4

p.m. in the Neilson Library.

Minoni Yasui, chairperson on the Na-

tional Rtniress Committ*-**, will sjx-ak on

"The American Concentration Camps:

Wartime Necessity or Wartime Error?"

at 7:30 p.m. in Campus ( enter Ro«.m 162,

The event is ro-sfK)n.sore«l by the Thircf

Worlil Women's Program an at the

Everywoman's Center and AFSC.

Mathematicians to discuss teaching problems

Th«' concerns of mat hematic instructors

will b«> addressed through panel diM-

cussions t«>day Irom I p.m. to «» p.m. in the

math lounge ol the (jraduate ("enter as part

of the spring meeting of school and colk'ge

mathematics tea«-h»-rs.

The event, sp«»nv>red by the department

of m.it hematics and statistics will have

si<on«lary seh«>ol tea<"hers who have par

ticipat«-d in r.Mass" (Computer Assisted

Mathematics Proje«t and the Scho«>l

College 'I'ransition Mathematics Proje<*t

conduct Ihe panel dis«ussKins.

Tong teh Sz«v a i^raduale leaching

i^ didcuts rnntmued fn,m page I

Arthur Paven. a Braintree resident with

four children in college who receive finan

cial aid said, "The goals for our children

may go down the drain" because the $4,000

cap does not consider family size or the

number of students in college.

IXiffey, who was on a second panel with

college and university presidents said the

proposed cuts are "ill tempered and mean

spirited," and added that the degree and

severity of the effects of the cuts "strikes

me as totally unacceptable."

"1 pre<iict that these cuts will cause a

schism in the country. The rich can con-

tinue to attend private sch(K)ls while the

middle class and the poor will l)e forced to

attend only staU' supfiorttnl colleges and

universities," John B. Duff, chancellor of

the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education said in a written testimony,

"The strength of this nation has always

been in its diversity and the belief that

anyone given the right opportunity could

be successful. The proposed cuts would

eliminate that help."

"We should be oppose<l U) any reduction

in education," Rev. Bartley McPhaidin,

president of Stonehill College said. He also

asked Kennedy to "shout it out loud and

clear" that his school opposes the financial

aid cuts.

In the third panel, Alan McDonald,

manager of government relations at

General Electric said the cuts "will

.issisiani in ihe department and his wile

have iMcn elected as the dis«-ussions

special guests, lie hits taught calculus on

Chinese leUvision and she teaches

mat hemal ics m middk' school in ( 'hina.

I 'Mass has iM'en offering two wi-ek

summer courses in computer assistjnf

mathematics to high scho**l teachers for the

past two sumnu'rs. The course* focu.ses on

alogoritnis. what they are, how they can be

improve<l by suitable mathematics and how
they may h<' used to make discoveries in

mat hemal k-s.

CnllrKian Photo hy John Strvmiali

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy: "These
income caps are the most insidious

part of the (Federal budget part of

the David) Stockman proposals.

eliminate the availability of graduates go-

ing into engineering fields."

Also on that panel, .John Hoy, president

of the New England Board of Higher

Education said in reference to the 13 per

cent increase in military spending, in-

terests ought to be in human investment in

this country, not destruction.
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Random Notes
How the Commonwealth almost killed him

Scene: I he dungeon ol South C^ollege. 1

am showing ot! our new space to some
triends. space that we. like most other

nonadmmistrative units at UMass,
Amherst, have been busting lor lor the

last 1 1 years.

And this, 1 say. will be my new ollice. No
one will be able to disturb me here, and

lor graduate student* having trouble

getting their general papers or disser

tations done ... This while clankmg shut

the first ol two ancient quarter inch

steelplate sale doors with a resoundmg

mnersanctum THLUNK. turnmg the big

handle that controls the heavy bars ol the

latrhing system with a deadly THWiCK.
Hut when I try to open it again i had

tested it and the second inner one several

times 1 cant move it. I can hear the

latchbars slide back and torth. but try as I

can with all my strength I cant get the

damn ihmg to budge.

I had thought thai iht- guts of tht-

combination lock were gone but no use. i

simply can I get the vault door open again.

1 had been in the mnerest sanctissimumol

Letters to the Editor
What is the new color of Guess jeans?

I " i„:_»._o 1 _» i_

the lormer main administration building

belore. two days belore. in lact. when 1

w as linally able to ligure out how to access

It . Mailroom? No. cuz it connected du-ectly

to the South College Copy Center.

Janitors' entrance? No. cuz timeck>cks.

supplies, etc. The only access that would

work at all was through some t.v. lilm

classrooms that the technical assistants

lor that department had been kind enough

to let nie sign out a key tor. Kd had been

glad to get rid ol the space and given me a

key to the padlock on the narrow door that

led to the downstairs stairwell. Then I

linaily lit a match in the ultimate visible

space to see our new resource 1 had

thought to my sell: those guys are missing

a bet. What a place to lilm a modern day

dracula or phantom ol the administration

piece...

.back in the ollice 1 began to tremble

badly and ask l.ynne to get Health and

Salety on the phone, making a mental

niite to bring my sk'^l^;^•hammer to work

as MMtn as p4»ssible

femrrum Bar* w ktrui of the linguuitwx

(iepariment.

Hooray! A voice from the 1980s student

population finally speaks up Jeff Davis

March 15 letter was superb. In it he states

that students do not want to hear ab()ut op-

pression and liberal bias in the Collejran^

Instead, the Collegian should l)e filled with

"fashion and fad" sections, more "enter-

tainment" sections, "job-market" columns,

and "subject matter more geared towards

the student".

He is right. Reading about oppression is

lx)ring. It is the same old stuff. 1 mean, who

really cares about injustice, apartheid in

South Africa, civil rights violations, sex^l

an<i racist policies, and all the rest of the

same old complaints? Let us hear about the

important stuff, such as Prince's latest

video, or what the new color of Guess jeans

is going to be, or maybe that new trendy

nightspot where we can all go and get

sloshed. And instead of hearing about that

multi-national corporation who is ex

ploiting Third World workers, let us hear

about how we can get a job with it, so we

can make lots of money in order to buy all

those nice, shiny items we read about in the

"fad" section. Social injustice? That has

nothing to do with students! But that new

haircut does.
Stephen Shuster
Amherat

an<J racisi ouucica. anvi €».. ^.^

Respect and consideration needed, not insults

Special Student and Youtn Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled AirlinesI

The inexpensive way to get to

Scandinavia and other

destinations in Europe

and around the world too!

For Information Call:

WHOLEWORLDTRAVEL
Specialists in youth
and student travel

for more than a decade.

This letter is addressed to the two

"boys" sitting in front of me on the bus

Thursday morning before Spnng Break.

You were discussing your trip to Florida

and joking about how your fnends were

having a contest Ui see who could pick up

the "ugliest giH". rememl>er? You both

seemed U) think it was pretty funny. Well. I

have a few thoughUs for you. It just so hap-

|)ens that the outside isn't all that counts.

Every woman carries with her a collage of

history, thcaights. dreams and aspirations.

Every woman is beautiful in many, many

different ways. How dare you discus.s u-

though we are to be classified as "grade A"
and "grade B"! Furthermore, you might

want to contemplate the direction in which

your classifications and manner of thinking

about other people is taking our world Uh

day.

There is nothing more humiliating and in

furiating than having to be subjecte<l to

your thoughtless little "jokes" on the bus.

Tr>' having some consideration for the

human ^H'ings around you.

Linda C. Loagee
Amheriit

17 E. 45th St..

New York. NY 10017

(212)986-9470

is at

1 Pray St

Amherst
549-S40:^

( )pen 11-1 • 7 days a week

FOOD ADDICTION
BULIMIA • COMPULSIVE OVEREATING

Are You SuffennK From Any Three of The Following;

. . Binge on high calorie fwxi.

Inconspicuous eating (hidden eating).

D Constant attempts at dieting

Frequent weight fluctuations.

Eating to discomfort.

Use of laxatives or diuretics

naples research
6l counseling center

• A Complete Confidential Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation

• Private. Confidential, and Individual TVeatment.

• 24 Hour Medical Supervi.sion and Support

• M(xiern Ke.sidential Setting • Special Familization Program.

• Individual and Group Therapy.

• Covered bv Most Insurance Plans

(813)775-4500
24H»Hir Assistance

or Toll Free 1 (800) 722-0l00 ou.vdeFonda

• Call tor a comphmenlarv copy o( our newest publication. A Mini Guide

io Food Addiction

• Cil for complete confidential information on our residential treatment

program or insurance approval

NAPLES RESEARCH 6t COUNSELING CENTER
r/i,' null:"! : »N.>sf . ."tii'f.h.n.rr,- -y.-l.-n, >,- llw ffufm.'i' •-' -I.'''" H-''- 'li-'^ni,-'-

9001 Tamiami Trail South 'Napltt Florida 33962

J , J C A M jcceflitea

^ .^ Mpmbe' ol !r>e Ame"can Mospttai *ssoci»l'0"

Ar. «ii.i.iii>> ',1 WU MAC Mea'"' ':*'< Pj'ine'', " f amiiy P-r)qfp%i

EriROLL now rOR WE

1985
EVERYTHING
SUMMER
AT

LOIHG ISLAISD UniVERSITY
SOUTHAMPTON CAMPUS
rOR STUDY AMD RECREATIOh
in the heart of Long Island s Resort Community on a 1 lOacre
campus with its own residence halls.

Job listings on campus, flexible class time.

Three Summer S€ssior\s—May 20June 14 (4 weeks),

Jur^e 1 7 My 19 (5 weeks) 8t My 22August 23 (5 weeks)

Cam up to 12 credits in a lOWeek Period

More than 80 popular undergraduate courses in

the Arts, 'business, Humanities. Social Sciences.
Sciences, Co.'iputer Studies, English and
Communications Arts, Education.

1 and 2 Week Intensive GRADL ATE COLRSE5 in Business
Education Health Science Marine Science

THIS SUMMER... EXFERIEPICE EXCITING SOVTHAMrTOn
ror details telephone (5 1 6) 283-4000 ^xt. 114

or mail coupon

c SUMMER orncE

Long Island University
Southampton Campus

SOUTHAMrron mew YORK 11968o
PieaiP send m« more information atxwt Summer 85

^1v irea ot

inlfr'M . —
"lAMt

ADC«<ESS TtL( I

*n tquj. Opportunity ^ffifrnjlivf Action innitulion CITV/STATt'ZIP
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When will the killings end?
Thtr« is a song by the popular Irish

band which asks the simple, yet pn)found

question: "What more in the name of

love?" This Ls an appropriate enough

question for this band's homeland, which,

for years, has been a c()unlr> constantly

plagued by violent attacks in the name of

love, or other noble causes. Most recently

of which was the lK)mbing of a ^K)lice com-

I)<>und in Belfast by the Irish Republican

Army (IRA). The blast killed nine officers

of the Royal Ulster Con8tabular> (RUC).

(>f the nine people killed, one was only

19 years old. and was only part of the con-

stakmlary reserve. Another IRA horror

story occurred only 4 days later, when

Sgt. Hugh McCormac. a RUC training of-

ficer, was shot to death on his way to

church. His 14 year-old son and his 15

year-old daughter had the privilege of

watching him die. courtesy of the IRA.

Violent acts like these are now common-

place in Northern Ireland. The IRA sees

itself as the army of the people, fighting

for the e<^uality of Irish-Catholics in Nor-

thern Ireland.

The RUC was established by the British

Government in 1969. after a series of riots

that year. Their purpose was. and still is,

to maintain peace in the community and

Ui help control the outbreak of riots.

However, there have been reports con-

trary to this and many Irish-Catholics

believe their civil rights have been

violated by the RUC.

No one can deny the IRA's desire to

fight against oppression by the RUC, or

any other British organization. The point,

though.' is not the IRA's justifiable desire

for freedom, but the extremes the army

goes to in obtaining that freedom.

Quite frankly, the actions of the IRA

are those of extremists and terrorists,

and should no more I)e suppt>rted by so-

called freedom fighters anymore than

pro-lifers should support the bombings of,

abortion clinics. It may be romantic to

think of the IRA as a peoples front,

fighting for justice, but the reality is that

Ireland has become a battle ground,

where not even innocent civilians can

escape the violence.

Lorena Nozzolillo

If you want to speak of noble causes,

granted, the IRA has one. Great Britain

has long had an (Oppressive grip on Nor

thern Ireland's six counties. Journalist

Kevin Kelley reports in his book The

Longest War: Sorthem Ireland ami the

IRA. that statistics prove that Catholics

earn less, are more often unemployed, live

in worse surroundings, and experienc*-

worse health than Protestants in N't

thern Ireland.

After years of that sort of treatment, it

is an understandal»le urge of the Irish peo-

ple U) take U> fr>rms of violent revolution.

But where, and when, will they draw the

line on Uie violence? And what of the inno^

cent p»eople who suffer through the IRAs

selfrighteous spurts of anger? P'or exam-

ple, in December 1983, a bomb was

planted in Harro<is (a major de;)artment

sU)re) seven days t^efore Chnstmas. Five

people were killed and 91 were injured.

What do you say U) the family and friends

of one of the five people who died? "So

sorry, but don't worry, he or she died for

a noble cause."

No matter how noble the cause, one life

lost, is one life t(K» many. Unlike innocent

civilians, members of the RUC are prf>-

bably are not without guilt, but even still,

the IRA has no right U) execute these f)eo-

ple at their will. For example, let's say a

black American is disgusted with the way

blacks are treated in this country. He may

have a right to l)e angry, but he doesn't

have the right to assassinate people whom

he feels are bigots, or to plant bombs left

and right just to draw attention to his

cause.

Random acts of violence by the IRA. or

any other radical group, will not lead to a

solution of any sort. There may not by an

immediate solution in the near future for

either Ireland or Britain. But until the

senseless bombing and killings stop, there

may never be a solution for either coun-

try.

Lcyrena Nozzolillo is a UMass student.

I sonutimes wonder il i have gone inNaiu-.

.MmoM every tJay I read something in ih*-

iiewspajH-r that seems lo me so absurd that

fit her the world is crazy or 1 vi' io«it mv

marbles.

hoT example, during his recent summit

tncvtinn with I'rime Minister Brian

Mulroney ol Canada. President Reagan

a^riH'tl to ap|K)int a special envoy to studv

the rtlnts ol atid raid. To me. the idea ol

sfM'cial envoy to study and rain is at this

point st) absurd that it couldn t be put lorth

In another thinking human tH'ing. \\e ha%<

known l«>r years the causes, the con

si«juen«es. and the cure lor arid ram. but

this adniimstration has lor the last lour

years ummI the rh«>toric that it needs more

stuilv as an excusf to d«» nothing;. Japan

used to have the \*orst air pollution <d any

natH»n. Then they mstalled appropriati

jxillution control technology, and now their

air quality is th«' envy .»t th»' imUistriai

world.

Ihere are many other absurditu-N in the

news that are even wors«- l-«»r exampk-. 55

I .S. S-nators recently voted lo base *Jl MX
missies in existing mmuleman silos. The

M\ as you should know, is a highly ar

rurale wea|Mm capable ol destroying Soviet

missiles in their sik»s. Presumably, the

I ruled Stales wouW never launch a lirst

strike against the Russians, so why do we

ntMHl a weap»»n that ran destn»y Soviel

sili.s It jii>-t <l«.«-snt make st-nsi- The

argument a lew years ago was to have a

mobile missile system Ihat the Soviets

wouldn I b«' abk- lo d«»lroy in a lirsl slnke.

N<»w that we are placinK the MX in

nimuteman silos, aren t we making it even

mon- lemptinR lor the Russians lo launch a

lirst strike? Is this absurd or have I gone oil

the deep end and d<»nt knov^ it

Still more absurdities. 1 wrnt to the

Hepubhran clubWMl.ASt lorum on

Nicaragua a couple ol we«-ks agti. One <»l the

^ut-siioiis uidl I waiileu lo ask was: il the

Niraraguan eijuivalent ol the I lA were lo

supervise the mining ol lV>slon harbor.

Lawrence Soucie

t.low up the Brooklyn bridge, and dynamite

.1 }M»wer plant or two. would that iw con

sitlered an art ol war, and li so. how in the

name «>l t.«Ml can we justily doing smh

things to th«- iM-opU- ol Nirar:ii:ii.»' It just

it.Mvn I iii.ik*' M'nsr.

.Ml ol us have been taught to live by the

«.olden Rule: do unto others what you

uould have them do unto vuu Ihe

Republicans MH'm lo have stuck an extra

mil in Ihere: do unto others what you would

n.^ want ihim to do to y«iu. Prt'sident

Reagan has even gone m» lar as to call thus

murderous bunch ol thugs, who rape

wtinuM) ami murder ptniple at random, the

moral equivalent ol our founding Kathers.

t.eiirge \\ashmgt4»n an«l Thomas JellerMin

an- prUiably rolling in ihrir graves at such

an absurtl slalement

.

Ihiri .in- iii.iny oitu r absunlities: voting

and dralt registratmn at IK. but drinking

age at L'l . M>par.-it ion ol vhurch and stale,

hut voial prayer in tht- rlassniom; s«'nd a

teacher into space, but cut student linancial

aid double del»ns«- sp«-nding in lour years

ami cut taxes hy J.'i fHTcent. and then hope

In balance the budget, etc.

I bit enough ot the absurdiln-s. | ihink 1

know why all this is happ**ning. Reasiin w
iHing ilesiroyed Make a statement so

absurd that nobody in th»-ir right mind

w<»uld make lie. "acid rain needs to be

studied . "vkv nvt'ii the .M,\ m minutrman

silos . "thecontras ar*- th«' moral equivalent

o\ our lounding lathers' I and people will

iM'lHve you be<-ause they an- g«»iHl and

trusting antl an- hesitant to Inlieve anyone

would iMTvert reason so freely. Ronald

Reagan, the gr««at communicat«)r. Iigured

this out vt-ar'^ aijo

Lawrence Soucie w a / A/«i.v> simli ni

It's aquestionof priorities

The Columbia Scholastic Press Association has awarded the Colkgiav's

Opinion Page a third place Gold Circle Award for Opinion Page Design.

Become p^t of the winning team, become a columnist or cartoonist for

New England's largest college daily. Become part of a winning tradition.

Call 545-3500 for details, ask for the Opmion desk.

The university administration has finally

revealed it's true nature in view of it's

political and economic standing. For two

years I've had an impression of the nature

of the administration as conveye<l by their

actions: inefficiency, inability, ami incon

sideration being key-note words in my

mind. However, ihe actions of the past

semester have opened my eyes to the real

mindset behind the seemingly innocuous

lethargy of the Inireaucrats.

On Thursday March 7. there was a

phra.se .scrawle<l across the side of the Fine

Arts Center in bright red spray paint which

read. "UMass is an assembly line for

caF)itaIism who will buy you?" This is not a

pitch supf)orting the defacement of public

I)roperty, but the amazing reaction of the

university hierarchy merits a di.scu.ssion of

the contents of that phra.se ami its obvious

connotations to the university regime.

Graffiti is not a new phenomenon here at

UMass. but the reaction to this piece cer-

tainly was. Remember some of the other

phrases which lasteti for weeks before any

action was taken? The phrase in focus

la.sted until 11:00 Thursday morning the

administration was immediately motivated

and acted quickly for once. The same ad_

ministration which hasn't released or acted

on the YvetU' Henry report (how many

years has it been?) felt so threatened by

this slogan that it stimulates my imagina-

tion and curiosity. What is it that they real-

ly stand for?

It is ver>' easy to begin this analysis by

looking at what they f»bviously don't care

about. Foremost is the Yvette Henry

cover-up case. It's obvious that they don't

care about due process or human (student?)

rights, and this notion can easily be rein-

Baub Menzel

forced with a Iwk at this year's actions.

Already we've seen an attempt U) usurp

student input and <-ontrol of fundings,

through a series of secret meetings and

dt»cisions made at the end of last semesU>r,

when all concerned students had returned

home for break. In addition, the ad-

ministration has also tried to raise more

money bv charging graduate students for

buildings that they don't even use.

Another issue to consider is the fact that

this university still hasn't diveste<i from

South Africa. This action (or lack thereof)

corrttlates ciuite well with the removal of

anticapitalism graffiti at such a rapid rate.

The administration feels threatened by

such rhetoric l>ecause it strikes Uhj close to

the very foundations upon which it rests its

usually inefficient and af)athetic ideology.

The bottom line is money, and manipula-

tion of students and their funds is the ma-

jor concern of a machine which would be

better off concerning itself with the issues

which mold a campus environment.

Such issues should include: combatting

oppression (again the Henry case, as well

as the other forms of human oppression -

sexism, racism, homophobia, anti-

semitism. et. al. - which are painfully

prevelant on our campus), contributing to a

safer environment (the physical plant is

still in violati(m of the Clean Air Act), and a

better educational facility for our money.

It's time to question the priorities of the

current administration, and to act for l)et-

ler representation atid expansion of our

rights as students and human beings.

fif^uh Menzel is a av,z,s.s stuc'ient.
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Fine Arts Centei:
Cnncert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Qncumati
Qymphony

Qixhestra

Michael Gielen

Music Director

ANDRE MICHEL SCHUB, piano

THE OFHCIAL CINEMASCOOP OSCAR 1985 CONTEST

Herd's your last chance to outguess the Academy of Motion Pictures picks for

1985. Simply circle the nominee ym think is going to sweep
J^^^^;- ^^.^.'^^^^^

correct, you might win four passes to excitmg new films at the
"f^f

^"^^^all
»f

Edition to a frS ride on theVoyal bike. Excalibur. Runner-up wOl
^^^^^^P^^}^^'

sion Quest soundtrack featuring Madonna and anything the Coun can PUtJ«^^^
in the^t minutes. Tlie worst prediction will win a free Malt l>'""" t'^^^'^- ^^^
return the t>allot to the Collegian Cinemascoop box before 5 pm txxiay. Watxrh the

ceremonies hosted by Jack Lemmon. May the best wm.

M*4« iniTl'- ttvit^ »»••«• »!•» taMW Xiy .

n* t»*«™ 0«»«» Bmrfmv •«4 t»di (Nana

WEDNESDAY. MAR 27, 8PM
TICKETS: $13, $11, $9

,v

New Kngland Bach

r~^ ^^ C '

SLbbL}\r^ V
Af

SUNDAY. MAR 31, 3PM
TICKETS: $9, $7, $5

Cente

Five Coi'ege Students halfPnce Tickets avd.iaC-ie a: rsne A" CTTl

ite' Bo« C " jf.eiO Civic Center and L'ATATix Ou?'e' ^^
Call '4131 545-7511 or 1 800 243 4*4.
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We are looking for an energetic,

clean, ambitious COOK
who cares!!

Apply in person

The Salem Crofs Inn, Inc.

Route 9,

West Brookfield, Mass. 01585

/ u lA
Student Special

1 HOUR
' X^TUBfor

% HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-7727,

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Ma«)

.1 : 3*
3.

Wlu'tln r youic on thr hrid^^' ol

a 2()0-niilli(>n-d()llar Navy destroyer, an

otlkeion a nucleai- suh. or piloting

a Navy K-14 Tomcat, youli be in char^H'.

And moving' up fast.

At Tl. youli be well on your way m a

caieer tbat provides tbe kind ofexcite-

nient. responsibility and satisfaction

you've always dreamed of.

And as a Navy olTicer. you'll be in a

position ofdecision-makint^f authority.

With expert manai^cment and tech-

nical training' behind you to help you

^'et the.job done ri^Mit.

Thi' rewards are i i^ht. t(M). An
exci'llent .-^taitin^ salary with a chance

to ear!i up to as fiuich as $:}.'}.(i()() alter

lour yeai's with re^ulai" promotions and

mcreases. Kven moie with lionuses.

After four years of college, you'll hv

on your way. (Jet there fast in the Navy.

See vour Navv recrintej* or call

800-327-NAVY.

NAVYOFFICERS GET RESPONSIBIUTY FAST.

Welcome Back!

March Beer

of the Month

HEINEKEN
Proper I.D.

a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

ARTS
artslines
Th«' Tht'utre liuild wUI be performing

excerpt.s trom Broadway Muslcai^> at the

Itroudway Showcase at the liluewall Dinner

Theatre at 7 pm on Monday at the liluewall.

'I'hi' seleetion includes songs trom South

Facific, Grease, A Chorus Line, and West

Side Story among others. Tickets lor this

I'Xtravaganza are $4.95 and available at the

lUiu'wall. More inlormal ion call .')45 1977.

.MalKtu .Mine.N. a collaborative theatre

company based in New Vork l.'ity. will

stage three performanc*es in the Kand
Theatre this wit-k. The company will

preM*nt A Frelude to Death m Venice,

w ritten and direi-ted by Ix'e lireuer at 8 pm
t»n Tuesday at the Kand Theatre. hre<lerick

.Neumann <il the .MatKJU Mines will perlorm

ill Samuel lUtKett's s«'II portrait. Company
at H pm on Friday and Saturday in the Kand
Theatre. I'hilip tjlass ha.s comp<»sed music

to accompany (\>mpany. .Malxiu Mines will

also Ih' pre>*'nting several alterm>on

workshops during this wwk in the Theatre

tiepartnient at the I niversity. Kor ticket

information phone the Center itux Office at

515 L'5n.

Th«> .Asparagus Valley Contemporary
KnM'mble Mill present a concert at

,'tii on Tufsil:'< •" 'luckley Ke<-i(al Hall

rnhersi (!«. I'he concert will

Swaflord and l^ewisteature music by Jan » .»„..
"^

' - '|'h«> public is invited to this fr* *Sprat Ian

cnnctTt

I he ( inniinati ."swiiphnny t)nh»'stra.

under the baton ol musu diri-ctor Michael

(iK>len will perform the ItarttA I'lano

Concert** No, :\, Kach's Fugue in H flat

Major and Keelhovens "Knuca" at 8 pm on

\V(Nlne!iday at the h'ine Arts Center

Concert Hall. I'ianisl Andre Michael Schub

will appear as soloist with the orchestra.

For ticket information call the t enter liox

Office at 545 L'Sll.

The renowned Second City Comedy
Troupe will perform at 8 pm on Wednesday
in Kirby Theatre of .\mherst College,

h amous for launching such comics as Dan
.\kroyd. John llelushi. Kill Murray, Joan

Kivers. Alan Alda, the troupe promises to

bring to Amherst some of tonn»rrow"s stars

o! ••onuMly. Tickets are $7.50 and available

at the Dean of Students Office. 105 I on

verse Hall of Amherst College. For more
informatiim call 542 21 (>1

.

Thi' I nit»n I'rogram C^juncil and the Duke
Kllington Committee present a spe<'ial

evening with Al Di Meola. Airto Moreira

and IMiil Mark«»wit7. in solo acoustic guitar

and trm p«'rlorMianCes at H pm on Thursday

in ihf Student I nion Kalln>om. The tickets

arc $5 fur students and the general public

and are available al the KA(" liox Office.

The pri-mier I niversity Jaz/ ensembles
Mill pr«-sent the Fourth Annual Jazz

.sho\* c;i.s<' at H pm on Friday in the F'ine

.Arts C*'nter Concert Hall. Well known jazz

conip«>M'r. pianist, and trumpeter Jeff

Holmes Mill Im> the cotirdinator for the

showcase featuring the J a// FIns4*mble I,

Chapel Ja/z FInsemble. Vocal Jazz

FIns(>mble. (iraduale Jazz Uuartet. and the

l~nin l'ercussi«>n FIns«'mble. For nwire

inlormation concerning this free c«»ncert call

515 2L*27. I'ulitzer I'rize winning ctmiposer

'.ihI Korem will give a free master class at

iO pm on F nday in |{*-/.ans4»n lU-cicU Hall.

This class IS open to the publKv F or further

inlormation call 545 2227.

Jazz saxophonist Carter Jellers4>n will

pi-rlorm with F reddie liryant Sextet at 8:15

on Friday m Buckley Kecital Hall in

Amherst College. Admission is free.

HOUSING
EXEMPTION

APPLICATIONS
Frosh, sophomores and Stockbridge students who

wish to live off-campus for the Fall Semester 1985

should apply for an exemption from the on-campus

housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applica-

tions are now available in the Housing Assignment

Office, Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due

no later than Friday, March 29, 1985. Applications

will not be accepted after this date. Please submit

all applications to the Housing Assignment Office,

235 Whitmore.

Important Notes: Please Read Carefully

** Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving

an exemption from the on-campus housing require-

ment. DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNLESS YOU
HAVE RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION. Any stu-

dent who signs a lease without prior approval from

the Housing Assignment Office is responsible for all

on-campus fees and will be required to reside on-

campus.
** Students who are granted an exemption from the

on-campus housing regulation will lose their hous-

ing assignment for the Fall 1985 Semester on the

last day of this semester, unless prior arrangements

are made with the Housing Assignment Office.

Thank you.

Popular horror and suspense novelJHt Stephen Kins will lecture on his

work Monday. April 1. at 8 pm in the Fine Arts I enter ( oncert Hall.

Free ticketK for the event, which in HponHored by the DistinicuiHhed

Visitors Program, are available this week at the FAC box office.

(!arin Alexanderson. popular clarinettst.

will perform with the I'erlorming Arts

|)ivisi«in Faculty Knsemble at 8 pm on

Saturday in Be7.ans«»n K«'<ital Hall. F"or

further information alxjut this ircf <.in<«Tt

.all I'AD.it .715 0519.

-onatas of Bach. Hindemilh and F'ranck

will Ih' performed by vi<ilist Cynthia Kempf
.it .1 Irrr n-cital at H pm on Sunday in

B«-/ans4in recital Hall F'or more information

call ri4.'i :-J J7

The New F^ngland B.nh Festival's per

lormance of Handel's Mrsstah will be

|ires«-nl««d at ;i pm on .Sunday at the Fine

Arts (enter t'oncerl Hall. For ticket in

torniation rail the C«-nt<T Box Ollicc al .'vt^

St 1 1

.

Cl)e^Clx(!: (P>M11Q'^

f^AJAKlHI** .. ..,A,,AA^^AHmfStHtAitI*AAAAAAAA*AM*

SIHt)Wl:AV.%IL''

Bluewall Dinner Theatre

Monday, March 25, 7 pm

ONLY $4 9S

f,*c^
tV^

fto^'

, s id<
SI'

W

Full Buffet:

Salad Bar

l^sa^ne

Garlic Bread

Vegetable

Deuert

Tickets Available at Carm^js Cnniei Food Services. B'^tloor CC,

BLUEWALL. or at the Door
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Business positions are opening up

in all departments:

Assistant Business Manager

Assistant Finance Manager

Advertising Representatives

Circulation & Subscription Positions

X

^f

Applications and information are

available at the Collegian,

113 Campus Center.

Appli(;ation deadline is

March 29.

Get involved and gain

some valuable business experience

MENU INCLUDES:

CINNAMON APPLE CRISPITOS

REFRIED CRISPITOS

TEXAS BBQ

REFRIED CHIMICHANGA

SPICY WING STINGERS

REFRIED BEANS

FLOUR TORTILLAS

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
WED.. MARCH 27. II 15 -l 30

ffa ^ucbina
A Campus Alternative is

Closer Than You Think!

APPETIZERS
Tortellino *^oi!p

Fresh Vei;gju i<: l^ip "-^

PASTA PLUS

»•• t
La Cuchina presents \ SPAGHETTI BAR

^
:

Diir now

i^
I Sit-Down Table Service :

t avail . :l.v>0-9.30 p}U
j

I
I.ci Ciichind open

——
, J 7 dciv.N J pnvl2 a !

\bLir chcMC

our heart\- mannard stuico

plus on\:]

• MeatbcillN

• Italian Sausji;r

• \val Cutlet [-armi>;ijnii

• Breast ef C hicken Parmii;iana

Served \\ v;iirden salad

and hot garlic bread

$3.50-$3.95

>:

CHEF'S
^^

SPECIAL
Lasagna

Manicotti
^\\ Salad L<c Hot Garlic Brea\i

$3.95

Choice of Pasta and
Stuue, served w salad

and hot garlic bread

$2.95

PIZZA
Wide selection

made to order

$3.00-$6.95

GRINDERS
Freshlv made

ser\'ed hc^t or cold

from $2.95

1 50c -COUPON- 50(p
J 50(f OFF ANY
I PASTA PLUS DINNER
! Sit down service only

One coupon per person • Expires 4/26/85

la cuchin/^/^umass
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
Today's Weather

Today: sunny, breezy and cool, with

highs in the mid 40s

Tonight: clear and cold, lows in the 20s

Tuesday: sunny skies, highs 45-50

We<inesday: partly cloudy, lows in the

40s.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

COmMWJLAWNi. *ir JOHU
PIP iou OBT mE I icanp

5n/Ff OFF 9.70(A

OLPum iNm

RMJLi. fIRtPKW
COa YOUR

jeTS 1 eoi

ON

1

Rats By Congo

^WW MAMA COOtIi

TMI5 RMUV %l.i£,

HfvTA»j""wlMirTJp77^
GOT PBOgtCHi \,/.
AGAIm"

DAvf ^ HOi-J ( M
X 60'U(r ro MAt€
XT «Acr -ro School ^

HSH, DofJT

wjopev 3 jusr

GOT A>J IP£A

3L -

v.'-^^-T-^r?
%

UonS-k^ C^^<

TO At^mST MASS
PLCASf

The Freaker Patrol By Dowc and O'Brien

L

7n!r\

Ct^C^ O/'f So '^fA//

XT c-tj 'r^mg ^ott us

^iM7 n^T !.'.'

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

c~>$cri^J other $fr,^ BOf^^

"I.

I

Wis ' lo ^/ 1"^
'

GORDY By Gorde

OUR HEW3ES, 8AOC P«0/Vl

SPRINGS BR£A<. «E*i;WISCE

OF THEin AD\/E^^•UfrES

t)r • . t Ij^l'"''

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird h\ I rurfr MH'hrl Jatir

ACROSS
I Room in d

m4i»on
6 Conc»»nmg
«0 Otn«m«nUI

wofk

M Sub
15 Limetre«
16 Bulwe' Lyilon

1 7 Rang« o* vie*

IS Sad slory

20 E«pecls
21 Young s«al

22 Coope»ai>»es
intfieUSSR

23 Betotelasse

25 Meaiufeo*
prevention

27 They *o«k

Miih angels

X) Heroic poem
34 Be)o«i standaro

35 Scott Mamillon

37 Palm naying

iea"'«'y

led«es

38 Baney bes'O

39 Rude stieitor

40 Ouagm.re
42 Pharmacisi s

abt>i

43 Obiecl of

afleclion

45 Enamine
47 Number on

a sundial

48 Ne^casllf
river

49 Pertinence

51 Store up
54 Early capil i

ot Japan
55 City on thf

Rio Grand"

5« Add toqetticf

i*ith ijp

60 In

(sulHingi

63 Theotdmi
ol Bornerj

65 Beyond
66 Station, in

Pans
67 Sound ol

I tie surl

68 Prelerr^nces

69 Toboggan s

relative

70 Members ol

the Hock
71 Perfume

DOWN
1 Ar

o' '

2 Hu
3 Regard*^

interior

4 Fell inio

disuse

5 SumtTi«r m
Bordeaui

6 One of lf>e

Aleutians

7 Harbor City

8 SesarT>e plant

9 City near

Buifaio

10 Tenriis score

1

1

Poei laureate

1715 18

12 Cnwnicai
compound

13 River in

N England
19 Grampus
21 Small iruct"

24 Travel *it1'

a dog sled

26 Beneficial

2/ Interleave

28 Boisterous

one
29 Trenctiormen

"ro«o«

vision

33 French com
posei Eriti

36 Takeolfense
41 Rive' "othe

Gull of Finland

44 Erudite

46 Paraphrase

50 Semitic

language

nio.i'ilams

57 Berne s river

59 Individuals

61 Square
62 Classroom

e>*rcise

64 Pull

65 ActO' Pacino

and others

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE

TsveiTiHurNVSiiiinir
QUU UUbJOLi yUbi'

ILi

uiuaui
uuuu auuu

ouQciy uoGO uuir
iMoa uDouc] ani!

1
1

3/25^85

' ! J 4 •l t I f 10 " ' II

11 14 Ik

I'

L_
11 H

70 " 771 11 74 ^74 n
L- ikw

!• ?l n 10 )' 37 33

14

1
44

}•, M 3-

M n 40 41

1
4,'

1

• J

1
n 4t rn

41 41

1^1 ^1 s? M 1 44

l^l
15 ' M S' M s« J to tl 17

tl M

1

ts

H

1
i' u

H TO 71

IW* I >.» \il«r»r^ l.mrN >.««i.»lr 3/2»SS

m'\
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governor's

X^rooram
..-.^ Wouncil

1]

APRIL FOOLSDAY!
HAVE YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO MAKE

A FOOL OF YOURSELF
IN FRONT OF THE
ENTIRE UMASS
COMMUNITY?

The Governors Program Council

is happy to comply

STUPID HUMAN TRICKS
Mon. April 1st, 1985

Blue Wall

The Universin Store Presents the . .

Springer-Verlag Bode Sale

Monday, March 25. 1985i .Collegian 11

FREE

I

The Spectacle begins at 9 PM
If you have the courage to go

under the big lights

Call the GPC 5-0194 or stop by

CC 817 before Friday 5 pm

Off a Complete Selection of

Springer-Verlag Titles

Including Such Math Series as:

Graduate Texts in Mathenialics. CiruiKllerhrch der

iiuitheniaticschen Wissenschaflen; Applied Mathematical

Sciences.

And Such Chemisir\ Senes as;

Advances in K)lynwr Science; hilyniers. l^ropenies and

ApplicatKMis.

AIm» «»n Sak mk lk»*«. in

Hu>log> .
BKulKimsirv

QjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
C'anipuN Ccnicr

Univcrxily «»f M«Ns*.hustfHs

Siorr Ho«r^: MofMte> - Frid«». • Bin ? pm.

S«tiinla> , !• Mil - 3 pni S«vi«t» (iad: 3/29/aS

tloMd Marrk 16 * NUrch 23

Springer—\ferlag Nc^^ Vi^k BcHm Jfcidclher^ Vieww 14v.

BACK

POPULAR DEMAND!!!
Senior Portrait Sittings

WILL be available

THIS WEEK!!
Call NOW for an appointment: 545-2874

(There will be a $2 sitting fee)

<S^

7^»«^^ *>

Every Tuesday /s

Perm Special Day

$39.95
Regular $53. 00

15% Off any hair service

with college ID
(not valid with any other special)

lORDS84i4Djg)
HAlRS^LOe

HAMPSHIRE MALL 586- 7913 MS 10-9:30
Not to be confused with Frank Stirlacci's Lord's & Ladies

Your Style RESHAPE YOUR

|;ri-d iif overcrowrU-*! jnms and worn-out (equipment? C\'me ami mw *hy so nuuiy siudenU train at the

i'l >r>tt r Weufht I'lut) We'rv the best euuipt t^ni around, with 3,500 iq. ft of space housing c»m
ntuu-hint-h. 7.(kX» II>s uf fiv*- weighta, and a new power room!
Our pn.lVssioiuil trainers will help you design a personal exercise program to meet your fPai^-

Whether v<m want a new shape, greater Htrength, or a body that just won't st»p, you can do it with us.

Let us Cell you about our great xtutient rates'

PIONEER flVffl U9B DAMON ROAD

WEIGHT^^ 1
9 NORTHAMPTON MA 0I060

CLUBr LI SM r

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea,

Amherst. New Hampshire
(Resident, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of
Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity
Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics.
Swim Instruction (WSI). Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk
Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel
and Nurses (R.N )

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.
Please contact: Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley. MA 02181

\ I I 1 I 1 ; 1 ± i 1

$7.50

i
HAIRCUTS

! ONLY Y # WW with coupon

! call

I STYLES BY DEBORAH
I 5495610

I expires 4 15 '85

UA%% APPNOVIO NSriCTKM tTAdOH

B^o^^^ "^l*!^,*

..a"""^

MA Sale* Taa Eilta

NorthAmherst
Tire & Auto

Center
fi* Serwce r»e Stow

;• StM«*rtand Nd Mo Aw^witi MM
ikf<>«> kuM) W«II,4m - St. »•

AX VISA-*IC M»-4 704

OOPS!

O ©It^
Now's

the time
to cal^

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. AmKerst
S49-2830

Expert Repars &
ReconditiorMng

'

PREPARE FOR

MCAT*LSAT*GMAT
JSAT>ACT>DAT>GRE*CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE IgMAT
6/8/86 Exam 6/15/85 Exam

LSATIMCAT
6/17/85 Exam 4/27/85 Exam

Enrollment honored
at any SHKEC location

flRBff

Questional Center

TEST PREPARATION
I

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves &
Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St
Amherst
549-5780

f Of .nform#tion about othar centers
|

OutSKJe NY State
CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Cpme to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline :s 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone nurr^ber FREE

: -
—-^ FOnSALC

AUTO FOR SALE

1f77 Old* CutlM» Supr.m* lojiiwJ run*

great eiicrttont condition »2700 253-6«71

Bllizard Shia never used 175 length greet

skis selling for quick cash »!>li or BO
5648738

Salornon Ski Bindings S737 brand n«w

SCST QUAUTY RESUMiS
Yamaha 12 string acoustic guitar FG230

Contultation. praparation, analytis. »225 00 caH Pater 2Sfr1737

(1a«gn. layout, aditing. cover letter, typing

Giarrutao TSMOS) HELP WANTED

- Sorority nooda kitchan ttalp. Meal* in e>

change for work Please ca(l Lauren at

549 7746
ENTERTAIMMENT

Rack A DIac. Rack A VWeo Entertwn

-new Disc Jockey*. H'ge »c'<»^ *'<*•"

dances for houaeparty*. semiformals. cam

pu» event! 548 7144

COUNSELORS Private coed camp in

Berkahires has opening* for head and asai*

tant instructors in arts & crafts, gym
nasties, lacrosse, tennis, archery, street

riockay. dramatics, music director 'piano ac

companist, video/ filmmaking.

photography model rocketry, radio station

lAMI hiking backpacking, computers

waterfront (WSD. horsebeck riding, and

bunk unit heads Good salaries friendly at

mosphere Contact Df Paul Krouner Camp
Schodack 54 Sheffield Road, Newtonville.

MA 02160 1617) 964 1912, days 9-4

Airlines Miring, »14 139,0001

Stevyardesees. Reservationist' Worldwide'

1 19161 944 4444 « Umassair

FOR RENT

Preaidantiei Apt lunny ipacioua quiet

apartment on bus line 10 mm *«'•••' W "m^
pus Availat>le immediately Call 253 3

1
SB

evenings

Riverglade Apts Gorgeous apt v»i1h 2

large bedrooms, full basement viewo the

mountain* Ready April 1 Call 266-8901

Large 2 bedroom' apt townhouMi^style,

Sunderland available June 1 call BK^AJ^

' Cruiseship* Hiring. «16. tSO.OOO' Cam
bean Haws. Worlrl Call for Guide, Oirec

tory. Newsletter 1 1916» 944 4444 .

Un>8*scruiaa

I The Wastam Maasachusatts Latin America

SoltdariTy Committee has or>e work study

. position for Assistant Co ordmator Good

I
organiiational skills and ability to work un

supervised required Application* available

I at RV 404 SUB Deadkne is 29 March
I Wom-jn and Third World peopte encourag

ed to apply WMLASC is an AA/EEO
I emptoyar

INCOME TAX PREPARATION

INCOME TAX preparation at your service

LOWEST RATES , 1 ..« Deductiblel Taxes

prepared quickly fo' the LARGEST possible

refund Call Stephen Shore 546^8089 after 8

pm

LOST

Swiss Army Bag w FM radio and address

books call Andy 586 7533 aft 6 reward

Qold necklace with cross left in locker in

Boyden sentimental call Joanne 256- 1888

PERSONALS

A double birthdey to two great roomiea
Happy B day Jane & Chrisaa Lumpy

Aatrology Claasoe arTintensrvo introduc

tion begins 3/27 lor mfomDation. caH

549 0210 evenings ask for Carl

Bends Wsnted SWAG is looking for

I bands interested in playing tfie Southwest

Pyramids during Southwest week lApril 30

May 3. 19861 Applications are available m
ttie SWAG Office in Hampden Application

deadline is March 29, 1986

IRAIRAIRAIRAIRAIRAIRAIRAIRAIRAI
YOU

DRIVE ME
CRA2Y

XO ' xo

Bob Happy 22' Birthdey to a super guy'

Thanks for beanng with me' Hasta Luego,

Lucy

Happy Birthday Leslie We can t wait to

celebrate Love Tan Shawn Stacy Melissa h
Gail _
HSMA announces its April 1st tuck in ser

vice' Order in CC Concourse March 25 29'

ROOM WANTED TO SUBLET

Are you IMnQ in Pufftoo? Naad another

housemate tor the summer? I need a room

call Patrick 253 2763

f
Houao • h«droom/7 parson 3 ful bottta,^

•her dryer, dwfnwasher. lawn, porch.

Iperkir>g, bus route t11S6/month sumrriarf

[ram nagrrtiable 886-4644

ROOMMATES WANTED

Wa naad two roaponslble tamala roofn

mete* to share our apartment in Brittany

Manor call Michelle 546 7366

Wentad: two people to share spacious

quiet Amherst Cti apt Single or share s

->om - watkmg distance to school S4S 7800

TYPING

Speedy Kays" profaaaiortal IBM typing.

'Papers, theses, dissertations, romancol
L languagea 256 1002

WANTtO

SERVICES

I

COINS 123/121 tutoring ISOO par hr

former 123/121 grader. 4 aameeter untversi

. ty consultant Alex 2B3 78G6

I'm lookirtg for Prince tickets Hartford orJ

I Worcester call Oenise 546 921

1

WANTED TO RENT

f
Is your apt in an ^

1 out in Juna7 Wa
546^7166

lat house emptyin
it! CaH Harnat atl

SUMMER JOBS

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Caaas. PapararOisaartatlona. Theses,

on campus very reliable, low rates, Nancy

584 7924

Jok oponlngs on Martha's Vinayard for

responsible individuals Esrn good pay driv

ing a tour bus. will train, preference given to

licensed bus dnvers Must tie able to work
through Labor Day Good driving record

essential Contact Steve between 10 am 12

7, id at 549 6738

Do you naad 2 roommataa to help

irent next (all? Are you grving up a leasi

I
June? Please call 546^703

I A 23 bedroom apt in Downtown Amherst]
I Puffton or Bran<ivwir>e Jur>e 1st Rewerd
negotiable tor leese Call 546 2888

I I or 2 famalae looking for houae to share atj

the Cape/Yarmouth area call Lisa

i617 731 1830
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SPORTS
Big Beast adds two more to Final 4

. . while Villanova

rebounds to deck
N.a State falls

to St. John 's

in the West . .

,

I'KNVh wingmun thris Mullm
smrrd "J.* punii^ and lorward Walter lUrry
.nidrd n» as third ranked M. Johns
ilitc.iifd Nurlh ( arolina Mate Hy (iU

i.i> in xhv NC AA West KeK>*"i^l linal.

nrig Ihf Kt ilnun to a h mal hiuir

rematch ti. vMth No. 1

(rtHirijetoHn

M. John >. II J and \tu Uip >eed in the

V\est. villi he in the hinal hour lor the hrst

time sinre WCiJ. when it lost to Kansas m
the championship ^^ume.

i he Kedmrn s v irtory capped a successtui

day lor the ItiK Kast Conlerence. whK*h wdl
send a record three teams t«i the natuHial

Minilinajs Saturday at lA-xin^on. Ky
\ lilanova jomed St. John s and (iwirxetown

'
't. U in the

!> L'ame and
v^ lampMm

udiaal, aiMt

• :..t :r«*e throws

ai away

r . N».ri}i I .»!>.! m.i Male uiiui ihe tmal

.' .
. I'linult V

ihf K<

. .. ._ ihrou., I

s4'rfind h. lUdmenhad
1 ihrur tree throw i*

••It. the V, IihM it Mullm in a

f »«k| S' . ir.l

^'. ebti «titi iri-i.ii i«>r a

ninute later he popped

loot juriifM VVehb to jfive St.

:<-'- to iHlead.

> no closer thaa lour

^ aWer lh;i thoui(h Ht. Johns
was shakv down thf

. ol the last 1 1, most in

'WO minutes

KflA

North Carolina's Joe Wolf (24) runs into Villanova's Gary McLain (22)

in NCAA Southeast Regional final action Saturday in Kirmingham.

Villanova advanced to the Final Four, winning :>in-\i.

• harlc^, who started

siimly timi didn t x-ore his tirst (xunts until

t.tle in the lirst halt, led a \Soll^»ack rally

•arly m the s«'cond hall as his team drew
withm 4:i i2 with ll:LM to play. Hut a

roilapsini? St. Johns delense mside held

( harh-s toiinty two {N)ints the remainder ol

Ihe ^ame an<l he linished with a team hi^h
1". U rbb had 1 J lor the W ollpack. Si IU.

( iniir I'.ill V\ i-nninirton added It lor St.

.1

i!i lUe M A.\ women s iMvision 11

rhanipionships at the Sprini^lu-ld Cuic

t enur. > (J sttiuir center \uku- .Miutui;

scored 1 1 tKiini-- in the tirst IU minutfv .i-

('alitor- inif Instit ,

I'ot' .i<«d lo a ^() I i lead aKaiiisl

' '

' hampion ( entral \lissiiuri

ioan HO •)•. victory

iUisie Jtines 1 hvision 11 women s

player ol the \» .n . i-">k M-orinjj honors with

2H to Mitchell s jj Kut Mnrhell control!. :

the ImmpI rebounds,

while .loni's. \\ Mil (I. Ill ' i .iKinp ninr

was held to just tw«t

With .Mitchell. iirnamenl s iti-

valuable player, nnurollin^ the inside

iMnie. 'i II s»nH»r guard Keiley Irasertofik

lis.

'^ ijuards iniuld

A ho picked

llu ( ealial .\lis>oun tUlens«"s to le«*«l

>'' and .'i lU |i.r«..irrl sheri Jennum
ih when sli. i IximhinK trom

,i .. .^ 1. >. . ikI.i j..<.nts. i;{

lid two sieaK. while -lennum had l."»

|Miints lor Ihi imi'os.

!' rr"i'hl li.ivi- unit that Imji v\i-iii in .i

tid < al loach l»arlene May. who

nil it* .1 woman s tKisisfioaii j^ame in me
* M-. rnpics.

North Carolina
B1RMINC;HAM. AU. IAP) Harold Pre

ssley, Dwayne McClain and Harold Jensen
put Villanova in control with six points each
early in the second half as the Wildcats knoc-

ked off seventh- ranked North Carolina 56-44

Sunday to advance to the NCAA Final

Four.

The Wildcats redeemed themselves in the

second half after shooting only 23 percent in

the first.

By winning the Southeast Regional cham
pionship, Villanova. 23-10. is one of three Big

East Conference teams to reach the national

semifinals. The Wildcats will face No. 5

Memphis State, 30-3. at Lexington. Ky .

Saturday. Memphis State won the Midwest

KegKmal Saturday 65-61 over Oklahoma.
Villanova. which last appeared in the Final

Four in 1971, was led by Pressley with 1

5

[M^ints. McClam and Gary McLain with 1

1

I ,M h '
' nsen with 10

hraa i-'ai;.' * tiad IT pomts for North

Carolina. 27 h led 22-17 at the half

Villanova trailed 26-2 1 after Daugherty hit

a iayup two minutes into the second half

before Kd Pinckniv. st;»ri.-d a 10-0 spurt h\

hitting a Iayup.

McLain had the last two baskets to give the

Wildcats a 31-26 lead with 14:29 to go.

After North Carolma cut the lead to one on
two ba.skets by Daugherty, Jensen hit three

I
'-:'' •- f .t range and Pres.sley

iding a Hiam dunk off

a .steal that provided a 43-33 lead with 8: 1 3 to

play.

North Carolina was never able to get closer

than seven p he rest of the way.

Itwasonl) 1 'va's second victory over

North Carolina in six meeting, including a

toss to the Tar Heels in the 1982 East

Regional finals. Villanova also lost to Hous-
ton in a regional championship game in 1983
and fell to Duke in a 1978 regional cham-
pionship contest.

It was the second time in three years that

North Carolina lost in the regional cham
pionship game, following an upset by Georgia

m the East finals two years ago. The Tar
Heels lost to Indiana in the reginal semifinals

last year.

Villanova, which finished third in the Big

East, had entered the NCAA as the eighth
-'

' 'i and knocked off top- seeded and
(1 'nd-ranked Michigan in the second round
and fifth- seeded Maryland Friday night.

Georgetown's there, but is their best yet to come?
Hoyas advancedwithout looking

goody and that 's the scariest thing

l'i;()\ ll»h.\t h, K.I
i \f" < i( orLM'town IS in the

he third lime
in lour vcars. Hut are the

lop ranked Hoyas playing

the w ay they want to play?

.'-: Winning, so 1 ^uess

wi" are." said point guard

\li( hael .lackMin.

The end is more inifxirtaid

than the means to the Hin .•.-

b«'<-ause they have so mati\

means to a<'hieve their

desire<l <ml .i sifond

consecutive .N (' .A .\

l)asketball tournament title.

A\ e gear everything we do

tn the tuuriianunt. -,.1..

i.eorgelown t oach John
I hompson. "This is the Hig

I op. where Ihe pr«'ssure is.

« here thi' ex< itenienl is. We
' "1 II - id r r n II ; - r i \ I >

\tiuTira s team.

Ihe powerhouse Irom the

nations capital u-td .m

Coming this week

:

•UMteamsgo South, a wrapup

» Softball, Gerry deSimas 'preview

•Gorillasprime forSaturday opener

unusual rj»ule to gel to Ihe

tournament semilinals next

Saturday in Lexington. Ky.

Saddled with lour louls.

Ml American center I'alnck

hiwing missed most t»t the

' I'ond half and .lacks«m

uissi-d hall ol it. Hut the

Hoyas still stopped a lough

deorgia 'I'lrh team •»0 .51 to

win the Kast Kcgional ImaK
Saturday.

Kalph halton steppiKl in lor

Kw ing and Horace I'.roadnax

tilled Jackson s play making

(icorgetown trailed 12 Jh

\\ tien .lackson sat down with

111:1.") u-it in the game hut

MUtsrored I h«' sixth ranked

, ellow Jackets 22 12 t he

rest ol the way.

Hroadnax had seven points

;m<l halton six in that rally,

i 'alton also U-d all players

with SIX rebounds and sank
btiih tn«ls ol the crucial one
and one loul situation to

trive deorgetown a .IM .')4

••Igewilh 1 1 seconds to go.

It s not a strange way to

v> in. said .),n r-Miji »» I,- \{-

been doing that all year. \ ou
never know on our team w ho
IS going to come out and be
the hen) .We have that

type ut team because v^c

have that typeot talent.

I knew I had lo hit those
Iff ttiruuv or 1 ( -iiildn 1 go
bark to the bi-nch. said

I t.ilti.n

oiiHT people reali/e their

responsibilities when
Talrick is not in the game,

'

I hompson said.

"1 ello^v lackets ( oach
l!ol(t cmins called
(•••orgftown "a tremendous
team... They never give up.

I hey play with a lot ol

'•onlidence. They re great
liijhters.

t.eorgia Tech, 27 M, had the
Hoyas on the ropes with it.s

IJ 3h lead anfl Kwing, who
leil (ieorgetown with 14

|»oinls. and Jackscm on the
bench. Hut it couldn t

deli\er Ihe kn<M'kout punch.
"We wanted to attack,'

< remins said. "We had a

turnover when we had a

chance to tie. We did not

capitali/e enough."
A big reason was that the

"i ellow Jackets' Sunday
|nin<h. Mark Price's jumper.
took the day oti.

The second team .Mi

American who had a 49 3

held goal percentage and

v\ho led (Jeorgia 'lech with a

IH.H point scoring average,

hit just 3ol IH shots.

So t ieorgetown kept rolling

toward Its goal ol becoming
the lirst team to repeat as

national champions since

I { L.\ won lor the seventh

consecutive time in 1973.

With a M 2 record, a Iti

game winning streak, 45

victories in its last season

and tournament experience,

(ieorgetown's goal .seems

fjuite attainable.

'There is no pressure like

the NCAA tournament,"

said Thompson. "There s

only going to be one team, in

the linal analysis, that s

g(»ing tobe happy.
'
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Killing Fields,Amadeus capture Oscars
Movie rekindles terror

ofCambodian 'spast

Hy ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

NEW YORK More than five years after

his escape from Cambodia, Dith Fran, 42.

New York Timet photographer and co-

subject of The KUkng Fields, continues to

feel the pain of nearly a half decade of life

under communist rule.

"The movie is very hard for me to watch,

even the clips." the slim Asian saKl at a

luncheon last week in New York. "The
movie people did a good job of showing the

horrors they listened to me a lot."

Those "movie people" not only did a good

job. but also captured three Oscars last

night. Hain S. Ngor. the man who per

trayed Fran in the movie, received an Oscar

for best supporting actor. The film also won

best cinematography and best film editing.

Dressed in a navy blue suit, his hair

slightly dishevelled. Fran in Cambodia,

the family name comes first told the crowd

of about 100 his feelings abut the Cam
bodian situation, his partner in Cambodia

N. Y. Timei correspondent Sydney
Sdnmberg and the reabties of the fall of

Fhnoni Penh to Khnter Rouge communists

in 1975.

Schanberg's story, which appeared in the

New York T\met Magazine on Jan. 20,

1980. focused on how he and Fran chose to

stay in Cambodia, against the advice of

Americans, to report the war between the

Khmer Rouge and the American supported

Lon Nol government.

"We were married to the story." Fran

said, his small figure behind the podium

seeming larger as he continued with his

story. "No one ever thought the Khmer
Rouge was going to come. We beheved they

would kill the high officials, but not children

and people with a pad and camera
'

"I told Sydney it was important he get my
family out (of Cambodia) so we could

concentrate on our job." Fran said.

Schanberg arranged for Fran's wife and

chikiren to get to the Cnited Sutes. then

the two got down to work. From April 12.

1975. until Fran and Schanberg were

separated eight days later, the story of the

overthrow of Lon Nol dominated their lives.

But their belief that the Khmer Rouge

coup would not be bloody was soon proved

wrong. It was a short time later when they

came ck)se to dying at the hands of the

revolutionaries and they knew for sure that

the Khmer Rouge was prepared to use any

means to achieve its revolution.

"We learned during the war that the

Khmer Rouge would also kill some civilians,

but after they liberated the village, we

didn't expect any more killmg." Fran said.

Fran discovered that was also untrue after

he and Schanberg were separated when

eUorts to forge a IJritish passport for Fran

were unsuccessful. Schanberg fled the

country with French officers, but Fran had

to be left behind. The French feared that if

the communists were not fooled by the

forgery, they would all be killed. The

ConftJMtad an poft t

Oscar Results:

Picture Amadeug
Actor F. Murrty Abraham, Amde%is

ActreM.. . Sally F\eid,PUu>e» in the Heart

Supporting Actor Haing S. Ngor
Tke KiUing F\eldx

Supporting AcUtms. P^CKy Ashcroft

A Pmmagf to India

Director MiJoe Form«n. Amadeug
ForeiKii Langvag* Film Dangerous

Mavm. Switzerland

OriciiuU Soag. ... "I Just Called to Say I

Love Yflu," Tie W <muin In Red

Original Screenpl^ Robert Benton

Place* m the Heart

Screenplay AdapCatioA. . . Feter Shaffer

Amadrua
Cinematofraphy TV Killing Fiddt

Oricinal Score. Msorioe Jarre. A Pauage
to India

Oririnal Sonf ScwtPrince, Purple Rain
Art Direction Amadtru
Coatume Design..* Amadewt
Documentary Feater* />< Times of

Htin<ey Milk

Documentary Shikfft SuhjtU.Tke Stone

Carvers

Film Editisf Tk^KHl^ng Fields

Animated SiNirt Pilai. Chirade

U*« Acikm Short Film. Up
Sottiid *-»• .,.,•.-»-.- A m(uU%is

ViauaJ UOmetm, , . . Indiasm Joms a nd the

T^^'j'' ofDoom
Makeup Amadeus

—COUNT RAMIN ZAHED

UMass professor

continues battle

to aid handicapped
Hy imiON McALARNEY
Collegian (correspondent

Frofessor lienjamin Ricci is a fighter.

And it is that attitude along with regard for his men

tally retarded son that has drawn Ricci into the ring

against the state over poor conditions in facilities for the

mentally handicapped.

"I think whenever anyone tries to effect social reform,

one needs to be persistent." the University of

Massachusetts exercise science professor said.

In recognition of that attitude and persistence. Ricci was

awarded the 1985 Humanitarian Award by the National

Association of Superintendents of Fublic Residential

Facilities for the Mentally Retarded at the group's annual

conference last month.

For Ricci. the battle began in 1968 when he "began to

realize that the sUte was derelict in its duties" of main

taining adequate conditions for the mentally handicapped.

The state was the biggest drug pusher of all time." Ricci

said. "They were dispensing psychotropic (mind con

trolling) drugs at an incredible rate."

"The conditions at the state school in Belchertown were

inhumane." he said. "There were no therapists, not enough

staff, not enough privacy, toilets without seats."

Ricci set a national precedent by filing a lawsuit against

the state, asserting that "rights of protection" under the

constitution had been violated.

Ricci won the lawsuit. Ricci v. State Commissioner of

Health (1972), and the presiding judge "ordered the state

to get to work."

Ricci said his actions did not fare well with some UMass

administrators who feared the lawsuit would threaten

state funding to the University. "The provost, (at that

time) Robert Gluckstein. called me a disgrace to the

University," he said.

Ricci is currently writing a book about his experience in

court and with the UMass administration during the time

of the lawsuit.

"They were weak kneed," he said of that administration.

"They talked about social obligation but never practiced

it." Conttnued on page t

Lawsuit threat

spurs start-up

ofbaghouse
U> l.\N I'Ol.l MH.M .M

( olle^ian Stall

fiitid with a Ied«'ral order toning the

I niverNii\ ol .MiLNsachusells healing plant

In Im' in compliance with the ('lean Air Act

l»\ April « . I'hysical Flant officials hope to

iH'um ttpi-rating the plants newly con

Niru«t«-d exhaust liliration system today.

\ letter ollrials n'cetved .March "t from

the iinsironnM'ntal Fruiection .\gency gave

Ihe I niversity W days lo start up Us $.'i

niillHm "baghouse" connected to the healing

plant's ihre«' main coal lired iKiilerN. li this

deadline is n»)l met. the I niversity may t»e

taken lo court. ofiiciaK said.

The iMtilerN cough up atMtut iMM) Ittns ol

iinbuinl coal dust every year almost live

iiiiHN Ihe legal limit, according to the KFA
and ih«' stale l>eparimenl ol Environmental

(jualii\ Kngimvring (DEUE) Since 1980.

I MaN*> has miN^d lour DEiiE deadlines to

n»mpl> wiih the '.970 lideral anli pollution

I <in*>tniciu»ii on the l«aK'<'»v''»»". whwh i>

intendefl lo cat«h dusl and a-shes b*'lore

they go up the chinuiey. Iiegan in \\iM. but

dela\v in ei|uipnient deliveries and a .series

ol iiH-hnical prolileiiis sel back lis com
pletiun.

I'hysical Flant Dire* tor Roger (here walti

said yesterday that additional me<-hanical

and electrical dilliculties citmplicated two

attempts earlier this month lo operate the

system. 'r«i«la\s start dejM-nds on whether

Fhysical Flant workers succeeiled late lasl

niiiht in fixing (ault> wiring and aligning

tans to pro(N-l th*- exhaust . he said. "This is

normal in .in\ si.iriitu' up <•! ;i $•'» million

o|N*ralion

( atherine McNair. a compliance engineer

al Ihe El'.\s lUision ollice. said the

I ni\ersil\ has not contacle<l the agency

since I he letter was sent.

They keep telling me that the haghou.se is

vrry near completion. ' she said. "Hut I

haven I heard hack Irom I hem. so I don't

know what kind ol glitches they might be

h.iv iiiu'

.McN.iir als«> said she couldn I say'

v\hether the Kl*.\ will, as it has threatened,

reler the case lo the I S. Justice Depar

iiitinl il th«« haghous*' is not operating by

.April •.

( herewalti said once ihe baghouse is on

line. Ihe stale Department ot Capital

I'KinnmK and ()p<'rat ions, which handles

si .lie huilding <ontracls. the DK<iiK and the

I:F.\ will conduct smokestack tests lo

insure that coal emissi«»ns are within legal

limits

('oll«|pan photo hy AmIt Hrll«r

SPRING TRAINING—Bob Scianna of the Rust Busters in-

tramural softball team prepares to make contact during practice

on the Boyden fields yesterday.

Inside:

Northeastern reacts to Globe story.2

Forbes library gains Coolidge

documents 3

Supreme Team wins intramural hoop

tourney 12

"To flunk my course you have to

thn/w rocks at me in the schoolyard.

"

—Northeastern instructor

Dennis Casey
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Spotlight forces N.U. action
BOSTON (AP) - Northeastern University

has suspended several faculty members and

cut ita spring courses for police officers by

nearly two-thirds while it investigates allega-

tions of teacher misconduct, officials said

yest«rday.

The announcement followed disclosures

in The Boston Globe about teaching practices

at the University's law enforcement

program. The newspaper reported that some

faculty members in the night school falsified

attendance records, let classes out hours

early and gave students answers to exams.

At a news conference. Associate Provost

Arthur B. Smith said the allegations came as

a surprise to I'niversity officials, who began

an investigation on March 14. the day they

learned of the charges.

"How this went undetected? 1 don't know.

"

Smith said. "Embarrassing? It's more than

embarrassing It's shocking. It's totally, at

this point, unexpected."

'I want to make it very clear that Northeas-

tern University does not condone and will not

tolerate activity of the type report«d today,

"

he said, 'individuals found to be engaged in

Tufts opens arms to refugees
MK1)K)KI). Mass. (API Tults I'niversity ha.s ..ptiud

the pulpit ol Goddard (.'hapel to political refugees from Kl

Salvador and Guatemala who want to explain why they

lied Central .\menra. University olfinals announced

yesterday

.

The refugees, who are m the Inited Stales illegally, will

be given sanctuary while in the chapel, although the

university will not provide them with housing, said the

Kev. William •Scolty' McLennan, the University's

chaplain

"What were trying to do is what we think is appropriate

to a university, a place for learning, and part ol that is to

provide an opptjrt unity lor refugees to speak out about

their plight." said McLennan, a member ot the Tults

Sanctuary Study t ommittee.

"Sanctuary is such a clear humanitarian response" to

retugees who tear death, imprtsonmenl or torture if they

return to thfir native countries, he added

such activity, after a full and due process

hearing, will be dealt with swiftly and

severely."

The Globe's report focused on the

state's $12 million- a- year Police Pay

Incentive Program Under the 15-year-old

program, officers attending night

school for law enforcement courses

receive a 10 percent raise for an

associate degree, a '20 percent hike for a

bachelor's degree and a '25 percent increase

for a master's degree.

Of the 1.811 pohce officers who have

earned degrees since 1970, a total of 77

have graduated from Northeastern.

Faculty members who were "alluded to in

any way" in The Globe have been suspended

and their courses eliminated for the spnng

semester. He refused to name those who had

been suspended. but said they

included "four of five" teachers.

According to The Globe, Brockton Police

Lt Peter V Urone. an 1 1 year instructor in

criminology, told officers that they did not

have to show up at his Wednesday classes if

they instead wrote five page papers on "any

subject that interests you
"

Northeaatern Univer-

aity's Associate Provost

Arthur B. Smith reacts at

a press conference in

Boston yesterday at

which he and another

University official an-

nounced that several

members in the law en-

forcement proifratn have

been suspended •

It's still day only for Cubs
C HICAGO (AP) There wUl be joy in Wrigleyville, the

mighty Cubs have struck out

"Yes, you're out OUT. The Cubs are out, "
Circuit Judge

Richard Curry said yesterday in upholding sUte and city

laws that effectively ban night basebaU at Wrigley Field, the

only major league ballpark in America without lights.

Curry's rulmg came m response to a suit filed in December

by the Cubs seeking to have those laws declared uncon-

stitutional

General Manager Dallas Green said in Mesa. Ariz., where

the Cubs are in spring training, that he was "very, very disap-

pointed" with the ruling.

While he made no reference to rumors that the Cubs would

move from W ngley Field if they couldn't get UghU, he said,

"We consider this very, very serious business."

Many residenU. including a few bleacher bums, an often

rowdy collection of die-hard fans rejoiced at Curry's

ruling.

Man killed, another injured

outside Grateful Dead show
SPKINGKIELD. Mass. (AP) A Northampton man was

killed and a Hingham teen ager critically injured in

separate tails as thousands of Grateful Dead rock fans

jammed downtown streets and parking lojs.

Matthew Ringey. ~2 of Northampton had been m
Springfield Sunday night in hopes of attending a concert

by the rock group at the Civic Center, but was unable to

get in. Police were unsure whether James S. Wrede. 17.

of Hingham was also here for the concert.

We donl know whether they jumped or fell. " said

Detective Capt. Ernest Stelzer.

Police said the incidents occurred during a concert by

the Grateful Dead at the nearby Civic Center attended by

10.000, and during a time when there were heavy con

cenlrations of young people downtown. Six narcotics

arrests were also made and one man complained of being

assaulted, police said.

Civic Center director Paul T. W hitehead estimated up to

3.000 fans were turned away Sunday night.

itinK* y was pronounced dead on arrival at Baystate

.Medical Center's Springfield unit after he plummeted

from the fourth level ol the Forbes and Wallace parking

garage about 10:30 p.m. Sunday.

At this point, we don t know exactly what happened.

Stelzer said. 'We have people who saw him go up there,

but nobody actuall> saw him go oil

About a half hour later and a block away. Wrede went

off an elevated portion of Interstate 91 and landed in the

parking lot of the Marriott Hotel. Stelzer said.

Wrede was listed in critical cundiliun Monday in

Haystate Medical Onters Wesson Unit. Stelzer said.
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Business positions are opening up
' in all departments:

Assistant Business Manager

Assistant Finance Manager

Advertising Representatives

Circulation & Subscription Positions

'-"••"Ti,

SSTTi

oLlecuive 2s6'64ts

Applications and information are

available at the Collegian,

113 Campus Center.

Application deadline is

March 29.

Get involved and gain

some valuable business experience"""

Hie 1^
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56 University Drive, Amherst MA

Tuesday Special

LARGE PIZZA
& PITCHER ONLY $7.99

ask your waitperson for details

WEEK-LONG SPECIALS
Coors Drafts 60'

Molson Bottles 99'

Sombreros 99*
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ForbesLibrary ishome to Coolidge letters andmemorabilia
My J.A.MKS P. SllANAllAN
I'ollegian Stall

NOKTllA.MrrUN When most people

clean out their attics, history does not

(•handle, but when your name is John and

>ou're the son ot the late President ("alvin

( '(M»ltdKe the possibility ol change exists.

The horlK's Library here recently

ai-<|uired the only known collection ol

correspondences Irom l^oolidge^

presidential years. The collection,

previously believed destroyed, was given to

the library by John (!oolidge. who made the

discovery last summer while cleaning out

his attic in Plymouth Notch, VT.

The correspondences are ol "particular

significance because they are a new
primary sourci- of information for the

l-t»rl>es collection directly related to the

Coolidge years at the White t louse, lilai

Misaillon. director of the library said.

The collection liegan in 191*0 when
Coolidge was nominated lor vice president.

In addition t«> the recent donation, the

collect M»n includes his pre and post

presidential correspondences and person.tl

library memorabilia from his life.

The new find includes more than 150

sfp;irate files ol personal correspondences

liiai aiiivtd in a large carton wiih >ome ol

the lolders partially mice eaten. Larry

\N ikander. a former librarian, said.

The correspondences include a

(ongralulatory letter to the recently

nominated vice president candidate Her

iK-rt Hoover and letters from Will Kogers,

.loseph I'ulil/.er and David Lawrence

soliciting t'oolidge for an editorial.

Lawrence later founded T ."s Sews and

World Report

.

1 he Forbes library is currently sorting the

tlonation t«» bi' indexed and put on micro

film in anticipalion of opening it to the

public

"Ninety nine and a half percent of

anything that anyone would want to know
alM>ut l'm»lidge would lind it here." itisaillon

said, adding that the horbes owns the

single largest collection on Coolidge outside

lh«- Librar) ot Congress.

(alvin ( oolidge was born in Plymouth.

VT. in IHTJ and graduated from Amherst

College in IH9.'j. He then began practicing

law in Northampton in 1897 and later

lH'cam«- mayor of that city in 1909. He
s«TV»'<l in varujus slate oflices Irom stale

-. iiator to Governor. He was elected vice

pri'sident in !9'J0 and President in 19*^4. He
Mrved until 19'Jh and died in Northampton

in ]y.n.

C (Uitgxma pli> J. lirlUr

Professor Benjamin Ricci.

i^Ricci Cfrntinmrnt firmt pa^r I

These administrators have since retired

from the I niversity.

Though Kicci had problems with officials,

he received support from the faculty.

He has worked very hard and made

considerable progress in his field, and this

reflects well on the department." said

Priscilla Clarkson. acting chairwoman of

the exercise science department

Ki<ci emphasizes ihat his first priority is

leaching at the Cniversity. which he has

been doing since 1950. Hut he works

"summers, weekends, and breaks."

fighting for the rights of the mentally

retarded not only in Massachusetts, but in

olhi-r states including Florida. Kansas.

Iowa, and California. Clarkson said.

Since the original lawsuit, the other four

stale sch«K»ls for the mentally retarded in

Massachusetts also filed suit at his urging.

Kicci said.

Kicci asserts that the bulging

bureaucracy is the underlying problem of

mental health care. "Mental retardation

has become a justification for hiring a

huge bureaucracy." he said.

"(iive me a core of people who work with

people peri«»d. and pay them well... let

them develop pride in their work. Local

problems can be handled better without a

huge overhead."

Kicci said he came to this conclusion

w hile travelling in Norway in 1971

.

"Their (mental health) buildings were

riean, comfortable... they were light years

ahead of us... they recognized the worth of

an individual called retarded.

"They had Hi p«>ople in their office, we
have :10() 400 in Boston. " he said.

In reference to the recent slate policy of

deinstituticmalizing slate school residents.

Kicci said. They (residenUs) are being

thrown out without service, you can't run

a society that way."

liy UMturing over the years Kicci has

raiMKl money for the "Friends of

lUlchertown," a group formed to help

finance lawsuits against the state.

Kicci credits the media and CMass

students with furthering the cause for the

mentally retard«*d.

CMass students have rai.sed money for

the "Friends of Helcherlown" and have

worked at the Holtwood school, he said.

Marx to be focus of lectures
"Moneybags Must be so Lucky: Reflec-

tions on the Philosophical Significance of

the Literary Structure of Marx's Capital"

will be the topic of three lectures at the

University of Massachusetts beginning

tomorrow night.

The lectures, sponsored by the national

honor society Phi Beta Kappa, will l)e

delivered by philosophy professor Robert

Paul Wolff, the Romanelli-Phi Beta Kappa

Professor of Philosophy for 1984-1985. The

position is awarded for "achievements in

the field and for significant contributions to

public understanding of philosophy" and

includes a $6,000 stipend.

Wolff, a Harvard graduate and recipient

of the Chancellor's Medal, is credited by

the ITniversity Office of Public Informatiori

for foundug*. the UBtass major in Social

('•M««ua pboU ky Amdy HelWr

Former Forben librarian Larry Wikander diHplays two correspondences involv-

ing former President Calvin Coolidge vkhich the library recently obuined.

More night classes in works
By CHRISTOPHER SKLAKii
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts will

expand its campus to the western part of the

Ktale this fall by offering manufacturing cour

ses through the School of Engineering in

Springfield as a part of the masters

program.

"The reason is that Chancellor!Joseph I).)

Duffey is making a new thrust to support

western Massachu.setls and it-s economy

while this also coincides with engineering's

need to support industry," said Harvey

Stone, the officer for development and spe

cial projects in the department t

engineering.

The program consistaof half of the courses

in mechanical engineering and the remainder

in industrial engineering, he said. There will

be two different night classes offered each

semester to enable full time employees to

continue their education. Stone said that it

will take students two and a half years to

complete the program to receive a masters in

nuinufacturing enginering.

"It will cost 8.000 dollars (per student) for

the whole program because it receives no

state funding and we have to budget it on a

break even proposition," Stone said.

Stone cited the increase in business pro-

ductivity and use of computers as reaaona

behind the recent demand for the degree.

"Manufacturing engineers are becoming

more and more important in today's com-

panies For a long time they were not re-

quired to have degrees but times have

changed and there is now a demand for

them," Stone added.

Besides increasing emphasis to form the

link with Springfield as a reason for develop-

ment of the program Sti>ne said. "The new

thrust IS that we want to deal with the small

companies of the area. The small manufac-

turers are the bulk of the economy."

'Quest for Technology' set to begin
By LARRY BOUCHIE
(x)lleguin Staff

A technology transfer program new to

the University of Massachusetts will Ix-gin

tomorrow an<l Thursday with six seminars

directed by the Control Data Corporation.

Jamie Chem<»ff, staff member (»f the

Chancellor's Working Croup on Economic

Development, said yesterday the "Quest

for Technology" prt>gram will provide

another outlet for work done by Cniversity

students, faculty, and staff.

"The purpose of the projfram is for the

University community to identify m^Kiels

and various applications of their exj)ertise

and to share them with groups outside the

University," Chemoff said.

"It's another outlet for the fine work

that goes on here and it also provides an

opportunity for reward U) the University

and innovators for their work." she said.

Chemoff explained that any student,

faculty member, or staffer who believes

they have a model or product which may l>e

applicable to corporations and industries

may submit ideas for a free evaluation.

Control Data will evaluate submissions

and determine whether an idea or model

has an application in industry and who may
be al)le to u.se the information. Submissions

remain the pn)perty of the originator and

not Ointrol Data, she said.

The University of Michigan at Ann Arbor

and the entire state higher education

system of L<juisiana have been utilizing the

pn)gram for about four years, (^hernoff

said.

University administrators became in-

terested after working with Control Data

on other programs through the

('hancellor's Working C.n>up on Economic
Development to extend University

resources to the outside community, she

said.

Six identical seminars will be held at 9

a.m., noon, and 3:30 p.m., in room 221 of

the Lederle Graduate Research Center

tomorrow and Thurs<lay. The seminars will

explain the program and its goals in fur-

ther detail, Chemoff said.

Thought and Political Economy, or

STEPC.
Wolff has said that his lectures will study

Kari Marx's "Das Kapital" and its mean-

ing as a work of art.

The lectures will be held at 8 p.m. over

the next three Wednesday nights at the

School of Management Auditorium and are

open to the public. Tomorrow's lecture is

titled "The Ontilogical Significance of

Literary Style."

The April 3 lecture will be "The Factory

and the Caves: The Inverted World of

Capitalism" and the April 10 lecture is titl-

ed "Mrs. Feinschmeck's Blintzes, or Notes

on the Crackpot Categories of Bourgeois

Economy."

-LARRY BOUCHIE I

Collrihan photo by Brwa K. Gonyt

BIKE REPAIR—UMass students Erik Nottleson, left and his brother Eliot

take advantage of recent sunny weather to work on Erik's motorcycle.
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FAST CASH FOR
YOUR SLOW
MODEM

HAYES 1200B
suggested retail 549

less 20% - 110

439

less $50 mfgr

trade in allowance 50

$389

sale ends 4/13/85

20% off all modems]

in stock

ComputerWorks
•Home of the Free LoaneT

228 Triangle Street, Amherst

549-7133 VISA

Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-5

OPENING
SOONIM

18

MARCH
COUNCIL TRAVEL/

CIEE

for:

• budget flights • Int'l

student ID • student &
youth tours • rail passes

• charters Europe • and

much more'

Now opening a brand

new office in Amherst"

79 So Pleasant St.

2nd fl. rear

ph 256-1261

Open Monday Friday

9:00 am 5:00 pm
Drop by or call for your

FREE copy of Council

Travel Catalog'

•UNCIL
OaM«c<> fea«H SmrKet

A_ _.s soon as you get a jobj^ou could

get the American Express* Card.
If you're a senior, all you need is

to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job

That's it. No strings. No gimmicks (And
even if you don't have a job right now,

don't worry This offer is still good up to

12 months after you graduate ) Why is

American Express making it easier for

you to get the Card right now'^
Well, simply stated, we be

heve in your future. And as you
go up the ladder, we can help-
in a lot of ways.

The Card can help you begin to

establish your credit history And, for

business, the Card is invaluable for

travel and restaurants As well as shop-
ping for yourself.

Ofcourse, the American Express
Card is recognized around the world
So you are too.

So call 1-800528-4800 and ask to

have a Special Student Applica-
tion sent to you Or look for one
on campus
The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it.^*^

^^^^vStudent Special

C
i 'vO

>

1^ l-WS f<mrrik»n F^AfrcM Ttvvrl VUtvd S«r>ir<i Ovnfww. tm

1 HOUR
-M.'^ TUB for

|ri?OUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-7727

,

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper MaM)

Learn Cermaft
This Summer

\une 24 -

^ugust 2. 1985

The ¥itih Annual German Summer S(hool

oi the Mlantu at the ^nixenity of Rhode \iland

in <0 operation with the Coethe Institute Boston

I, .Mul k.t itmtii

1..I11 •«iHi»m t ••••t'ltii--

Id siuik'M^ |»ljnm' •

i.i»«' i>i»pi>»i«»">«» •' 1'

'

•'i|M»* l«*l

iIhomI |jk«-.HK.inf.HS«-.>Hhi-

OTig)
Of Olio Oofoberg Co O«f«<lor»

Un)«*r»)i» o< »Ko6t l»UM
Kli>c«lo« »02MI 140)1 T«> Mil

WHERE
,y HILLS TURN
^TO MOUNTAINS

r Why conquer hills when you

' can challenge a mountain Ju«\
^^fjjf.

border is Mount Snow w.th 12 ^f^ 2
f""

dolas 4 triple chairs. 6 double chairs). &a

trails 1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

THE SHOBTEST DRIVE «C

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN

VERMONT ON VT 100

Ooo't m«k« tpfing ikMog p»«n»

tMHad oo Mtat* ootSMl* vour ww>

dow Th«fei p»«itv oi tnovK in ttie

mountain* More th*i 50 tr»<s •»•

tt« op«n 34 trails totattmg mon
than 16 milw of skiing hav* baao

stockpilad with 4a' of snowmakmg
baaa. Our tSS Fun Packaga m
cKidat 2 days of skiing and ona

M
LODGING

18021464^601

SKI REPORT

(802) 464 2151

|nights lodgirig

*or datails.

Call 80(M61-4443

momi 3ttoU>
VERMONT

Dayton'

POLYESTER
TIRES

'oly>-Mf" B

07« IS

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRES

W'

Sif»

piss'ioun

pia% toon
P194 ;S BI4

woo
$3 00

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

W.i.)..ii\A.hitr W."

Siir '"<f

PlSigOWll 4000

piasaoRi) 5/0O

pt9s ;im« i6 0o

icr~ Additional Off
^ * It- pu'i ^.^s.

I J SPl 1)' 4 I"fS

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires Also Specially Priced

VISA

MC
AX
DAYTON

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amh«*rst. MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704
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OPINION
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ily reflect

Not all of us
vote only on
fiscal issues

Overhearir^ an underclass business nui-

jor griping about do-gooders- how they

"ought to join the Peace Corps or shut-up."

one senses a certain backlash at those of a

liberal persiiasion. And when it is sug-

gested that a local media machine change

to reflect its changing readership (and I

«88ume-a more fiscally conservative

"Yuppie" outlook), I gather it's an ap-

propriate time for some reflections on the

local fK)litical scene.

Rob Skelton

Keep religion beautiful: avoid politics

The Roth-Burgess victory in the SGA
serves to remind us of our common liberal

heritage as students. Under the "Pro-

gressive" banner, and running on a plat-

form that stressed civic as much as fiscal

imniCB. the experienced team of Stacey and

Dan will most likely go "with." rather than

"counter" the majority of students' in-

terests.

The Hackett-Cerrato ticket, ironically,

was the one of change in this race. While

the previous power-brokers in the SGA
threw their support to the eventual win-

ners, there remains a substantial number

of dissatisfied students activists who desire

complete change at the top. change that

the Hackett-Cerrato team would have

hoped to implement.

Starting with more budget accountabili-

ty, which is only fair, the election of this

ticket could have set in motion a trend

reflective of national politics—conservative

leaders dominating for years, and

preskling with vigor over a program to cut

government involvement to the bone—

which, in the long run. may not be so fair.

Already we felt the knife, in the form of

an attempt to cut student involvement in

the BOG—a group which represents our in-

terests in a property that we support, sus-

tain, and otherwise take part in. Other

student-interest groups such as SCERA
considered a "pork-barrel." or by "un-

necessary" certain administrative and stu-

dent concerns, may be in danger of a

similar cuts. Probably there is less reason

for worry now, but as events have shown,

you can never tell.

The revolutionary period of the 1960s

brought about many of the benefits that

our multi-racial and multi-cultural society

is beginning to be deprived of-again. The

turbulence of that era will not return soon-

the wheels of revolution turn slowly and

conditions will never quite be the same.

That doesn't mean liberals are doing

nothing worthwhile and thus should be the

object of conservative scorn.

We need the liberals. Just as any human

needs occasional emotional catharsis, we

all need to be reminded that yes, nukes can

kill all, that humans are humans, and that

rights and equal opportunities are not

reserved for a few.

That's why it is so reassuring that the

student body here voted in a couple of peo-

ple who stand amongst other things, for

human rights. When the defeated two-out-

of-three candidacies barely give lip-service

to the Third World community, and Roth

and Burgess get swept into office, future

aspirants for the position will have to plan

carefully, and not have to learn a lesson in

alienation, as did occur this year.

Future candidates will also have to

search their souls and their possible

criminal records; we simply can't have as a

student leader one who steals candy and

cake, no matter the justification. That it

became known attests to the integrity of

the informer. What kind of bad joke was

that anyway, Keohan?

Most of us consider the decision of our

founding fathers to separate church and

state as a just and logical one. We can all

take solace in that our temporal

authorities do not have undue influence

over the spiritual. Although the United

States government does leave religion

alone for the most part, the same is not

true for the reverse. Churches today fre

quently involve themselves in politics.

Although this is not a new phenomenon, it

is not necessarily a good one either.

C)f course, the church must speak out

against st)me things and sometimes

religious leaders can be too quiet. During

the persecution of Jews in Nazi Germany,

for example, the Christian churches were

strangely silent. The church has an obliga-

tion to speak out and act on behalf of the

weak. Indeed, the church ought to be a

steadfast refuge for those in need. When

the church is engaged in pursuing ends, it

is well within its ethical boundaries, but

when it begins to prescribe political solu-

tions, or the means Uj an end. then it is en-

cn»aching into areas in which it has no

business, and pn>bably no expertise

either.

The central problem with the church ati

vocating a certain political line is that the

church IS supposed to be a mouthpiece of

God. The dilemma of church political ac-

tivism is reminiscent of the Doonesbury

cartoon where the Reagan campaign runs

comnrvercials with God endorsing the

presklent for re-election. A political

message delivered from the pulpit is often

In a different light

You think nothing goes on here while

you're away, right? Wrong. This campus

is quiet, but by no means unpopulated.

Sometimes you can see things about

UMass that we all ordinarily miss.

Take the Fine Arts Center, for instance.

It is easy to succumb to the genenil con-

demnation of that enormous, while pile: "a

mistake," "a monstrosity," "totally lack-

ing in human scale" -even the University

administration, in forbidding all recrea-

tional use of the plaza and reflecting pools,

seems to have acquiesced in some con-

spiracy to declare the structure merely

functional, blind and cold.

1 saw quite a different Fine Arts Center

when I came in to study one Sunday after-

noon during the March vacation. The sky

above and behind the building was blue,

patched all over with fierce, rolling clouds.

Sea gulls flapped and wheeled fighting the

wind. The sun cut sharp, geometrical

shadows in the interstices of the building

and on the concrete plaza, where two

fellows in knee pads were skateboarding.

(That's not allowed. There's a sign that

says so.) Another young man was pacing

steadily up and down the walkway that

runs the length of the building, playing of

all things-a bagpipe. (Maybe that's not

allowed either, but no one stopped him.)

Clearly he had come here to enjoy the ef

feet of his music upon the fine echoes

underneath the arches. He wore no kilt,

just jeans and loafers, a casual piper, walk

ing slowly up and down the steps and in

and out of the columns. Sunlight glinted on

his black and silver pipes, the deep drone

and the sharp soprano notes bounced and

reverberated off the walls of the great pile,

filling the whole plaza with sound.

Everyone nearby was watching and listen-

ing, three men waiting for a ride applaud-

ed. Here, surely, was human scale. I think

the ancient Athenians, who worked and liv-

ed in the shadow of the Parthenon, would

have liked our Fine Arts Center; so would

the Aztecs and Mayans who built the great

temple pyramids in Central America.

Sometimes it is good to be dwarfed by a

building, and to find your own way of

establishing humanness against its vast

bulk.

received with undue authority. The altar

ought not to be used as a ptilitical plat

form. Church officials and policy makers

are not usually elected to their positions

by their parishioners, and if they are, do

not run on the basis of their politics.

Therefore, when a religious group takes a

political stand, its official stand is not

necessarily representing "the church." if

a church is to be defined as all those who

comprise it.

Unfortunately, it seems that our chur

ches are becoming more and more

pr)liticized. First there were the cases

where offering colle<-ted in many Protes

tant churches belonging to the World

Council of Churches found its way into the

hands of leftist guerrilla movements.

Then, of course, there is Jerry Falwell

and his "Moral Majority," who would tell

us that his politics are more Christian

than lil»eral fK)litics. There are also the

Catholic bish(»ps' pastoral letters, the first

pronwting a nuclear freeze, a second ad-

vocating the expansion of the welfare

state, and most recently, a statement con

demning the funding of the MX missile. If

this politicizing of religion keeps up. we

will be substituting p«)litical parties for

religious denominations.

Our society is filled with individuals

capable and qualified to debate any issue

under the sun, and the vast majority of

these people, no doubt, base their deci

sions on a morality at least derived from

Judeo-Chnstian values. Preachers are

trained in theology, not politics.

Stephen C. Erickson

economics, or foreign policy, and must

learn to use their position with restraint

and prudence.

Take the pastoral letter on the U.S.

economy. No one doubts the Christian

tnaiidate requiring one to help the poor.

However, the bishops have assumed, in

this case, that a more Socialist oriented

tvonomy is better al)le to help the poor

than a Capitalist one. There is absoluU'ly

n<» evidence to support this, but whether

true or not. the bishops, who are bishr)ps

and not economists, are arguing on behalf

of something that is well outside of their

field, and what's more, they are giving

God's stamp of approval to their position.

The clergy of our churches has a sacred

and vital role to play. It ought to preach

on liehalf of charity, but not whether

charity should be pnvate or public. The

church must advocate for peace, but not

whether peace is liest maintaineil through

unilateral disarmament or detenng ag

gression. Religion can play a role of

supreme importance in our lives. It can

shafK' and mold us to !« better in-

divi«iuals. provide comfort when we are

discouraged, and drive us to great

achievements. Let us not dirty something

as U>autiful and important as religion

with politics.

Slepken C. Eriekaon ia a Collegian coium-

nist.

QaJdne^f^

Dear Mr President,

Thank you Soviet Union

feels same way When cio you get

younger, more Tlexible leader V

^

Letters to the Editor——

—

Baby-killing myths an injustice to China

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist. ^areri Smith is a UMass graduate student.

In a column March 12, on female infan-

ticide, Diane Lane made the statement

"...China's citizens are killing their girl

l)abies at an alarming rate." We would like

to know just what that rate is, what studies

or statistics she is basing that rate on and

what makes it so alarming. Is it, for exam-

ple, higher than the United States? It is

true that there have been some recent

anecdotal accounts of Chinese parents,

wishing to have a son as well as conform to

the government's one child policy, killing

their newborn daughters. But, there have

always been anecdotal accounts about

China circulating in the West -many of

them complete nonsense.

So little is known about what really goes

on in China, with its one billion inhabitants,

that it seems anyone with a particular

political or moral ax to grind can hold

China up as an example to praise or revile

without fear of contradiction. Taking the

population as a whole, are female children

in China really being treated worse than m
other countries? Considering the availabili-

ty of medical care to all segments of

Chinese society, and the lack of evidence

for the kind of widespread child abuse

which is found in the United states, I would

say that Chinese baby giris are very for-

tunate to be born where they are.

Russell Turner
Ling Wang

Amherst
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ARTS
And the winner is ....

^^m^^^^m^^^^^Jgm^ Haing S. Ngor won a8 best suppor-

Sally Field won best actress for ting actor for The KilUngFielda^

PlaeeB in the Heart ^^^^^^^^^^^^

imwon^innr The enigmatic Prince won Best

eight .wirds for Anuuieu^ 0"P"*« ^ong Score for Purple Rmm

of

00^

Car

Truck
*

Passenger Van

^Jorth Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
I'"'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'?!"'"'"''-'-'""'"

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

FRIDAY. MARCH 29

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

irKilling Fields

lolldwinK tour and a half years were a terror

for i'rarj. lit' spent his time in labor camps

starving and workmg. Hut. he said never

blamed SchanberK for leaving him. "He was

doing his best to disguise me.' he said.

I'ran remembered his days as a peasant

lalM.r.'r: -Anything you see. you grab and

put into your pocket." he retailed. "When

you know an animal can eat grass, you eat

gr;Lss. When you see an animal eat fruit,

\oueat truit."

Mt-anwhile. Schanl>erg was back in U>s

\ngeles takmg time off with his family and

trying to find I'ran. It was a difficult lime

lor him also, according to his story. "The

Ihaih and Life of Diih I'ran."

f «.r long periods of lime. I did not want to

Ml anyone face to face." Schanberg wrote.

1 would tU»s*l myself in my corner of the

housf and. w hen there were no nwre letters

to write or calls to make tin search of Pranl.

I would rt-ad every page of the local

ntvkspaper or watch ti-levision."

W hile Schanberg was searching, I'ran was

lighting for his life.

l sur\ived btnaust- I played stupid, I

iM-lievrd the IJuddha helped me and I kepi

i,„ih I'ran said. "In Ufe in four years

ih»n. you lose all fretKlom complete

iM'Um /t-ro. If you run away, your family

vmII Ih- killed, if you complain, they (Khmer

lti»ugei arrest vou and beat you."

Trun -J-.'d although the movie wais

rt-aliNlH-. .1 did mM -ho^ the full extent of

the viiaeme and brutality he suffered.

Ihev miiiiniiy'eil the brutality. I un

derstund that, he said. "Kven the dress m

the film lot»ked better. And the Khmer

K.ujgf kM>ktd mt>an. like a dt-mon lace,

meaner than the lilm.

I'ran t-venlually escaped across the bordt'r

to Thailand m October 1979. Schanberg.

alter years of bad dreams and fruitless

corresptmdencf. was linally reunited with

his friend six days after Pran found freedom

in .1 refugee camp, lie was weak Irom

^ CanimMd from page 1

malnutrtion. his teeth rotting from poor

nourishment.

Moth are now working in New York for

The Times, but neither has fdrgotten the

experience. And Pran does not seem bitter;

he only expresses hope.

i would lik» In see the American

government do something," he said. "I

worry, get nightmares and dream about

Cambodia. What I want first is

humanitarian aid. I don t believe weapons

will stop this war."

I'ran, as a Cambodian, sees the world as

one dominated by three superpowers not

only the Soviet Cnion and the United

.States, but also China. And he says none

has done its part to slop the violence that

conlinuev.

I wouldnl blame one superpower." he

said, his arms now moving to help him

express his emotion, held back somewhat

by his thick Khmer accent. "I blame the

administration, not the people, because Ihe

administration can stop it."

I'ran s solution to the problem is to use

money and "hand it to the people. n»»t

lhn»ugh the pt>lilicians and people with

arms. I get so mad when I see pictures of

Khmer Kouge pet)ple carrying rice." he

said.

I'ran said he is promoting his film while

sending the message of peace.

The movie is very, very good. Its a

message to the next generation, and 1 hope

parents will tell their children to see this."

he said.

I'ran also said he agrees with protesting as

a way «»l doing ones part in trying to ac

• omplish peace.
• t.uns don I help," he said. "Protesting at

least makes noise and makes the young

generatMin understand. If you feel sorry,

why not do things a different way than

sending armies."

Every 9:00 PM
Tuesday TO

Evening MIDNIGHT

COniEDV
niGHi"

^99C fe
©roorrroqrr jm

iOCil

"TONIGHTS ACTS'

Bruce Teal

Tom Clark

.Billie Jaye

CHECK BLUEWALL CALENDAR FOR

WEEKLY ACTS OR CALL: 545-1919

LACK
Blackwomen will meet to discuss important issues

HyKlMBERLVBUKGE
Collegian Staff

Starting tomorrow, a series of issues important to Black

women will be discussed in an eight week Black Women's

Issues (.Jroup sponsored by the Third World Women s

Program at the Every woman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

Kenata L. Nero, a graduate student in clinical

psychology, will be facilitating the meetings. She said she

is pleased to lead the group. "It will give me the op

portunity to see how other Black women feel, "
Nero said.

The focus of the group will be decided by the participants.

The group will meet until May 8. Loli Reyes Ocasio. co

"Third Wt/rld un/rnen need itpace to get together

and talk about is>tues and what is important in their

lii>es. " said Loti Reyes Ocasio, eo-coordinator ofth£

Third World Women's Program at the Every

Wom^n 's Center.

ordinator ol the Ihu-d World Women's Program did not

have an estimate on how many women will be attending.

But she said there is a lot of interest. "Historically, issues

for Black women have been different from non black

women." Nero said.

Unemployment, low pay. and single parenting are the

most commtin problems Black women face.

The Black Women's Issues tiroup is one in a series of

issues groups for Third World women sponsored by the

Kverywoman's Center.

The idea spurred from an open house last November

where Third World women brainst«>rmed topics lor

groups. "Third World wtmien need space to get together

and talk alwut issues and what is important in their lives.

We have to s*H up a network and talk to each other.

Keyes Ocasio said.

Keyes (Kasio said she hopes once each group sets an

agenda, all the groups will convene and talk abut Ihe

.similarities.

She also hopes to develop other programs based on the

interests itlentified in these groups.

Reagan's budget

defeat a priority

Today's problems caused by past

By NORMAN HILL
A. Philip Randolph Institute

Reagan's second term promises to be a fitting sequel to

the first. In 198L consistent with his philosophy of reduc-

ing the role of government in non-defense matters,

Reagan easily pu^jed through a tax cut that reduce-d

federal revenues, thereby stimulating an economic

recovery and bringing on unprecedented budget deficits.

This in turn has created a strong pressure to reduce

government spending in non-defense areas, since Reagan

won his second election partly on the promise not to raise

taxes. The areas in which Reagan now proposes to cut are

mainly the various subsidies Iwnefiting the middle class,

around which a great consensus was once built—civil ser-

vice and military pensions, college tuition loans, for the

middle class, farm price supports, Medicare. Amtrak.

etc.—as well as some furU>er cuts in job training,

Medicaid, and other programs for the poor.

This was a masterful political stroke on Reagan's part;

he created the inevitability of the basic policy he wants to

{Hirsue (cutting spending) by demonstrating the political

unpopularity of the alternative (raising taxes).

However, the clear message from the electorate that it

did not want taxes raised becomes a littie less clear when

we consider, first, that the tax burden is unfairly

distributed, and many taxpayers would be happy to see

the system reformed, and second, that the proposals to cut

out federal expenditures in the area mentioned above may

be a consequence the electorate will not swallow so easily.

Americans may have to face squarely the question of

whether and how they intend to pay for what they want.

Meanwhile, a mountain of debt has been sustaining tne

economic recovery, which depends on foreign investment

in a strong dollar. The unprecedented dominance of the

dollar over other nuijor currencies is causing a horrendous

U.S. trade deficit that keeps growing every year. Mondale

tried to warn the American people during his campaign

that the recovery was built on sand-internal and external

debt-but they believed the evidence of present prosperity

rather than his gloomy soothsaying.

Not only has the U.S. lost ground steadily in the exports

of manufactured goods such as steel and autos, but even

high-tech goods have felt the sting of the strong dollar,

with exports down and with imports growing from a

quarter to almost half of the U.S. market share.

Unemployment is very high in relation to the economic

recovery, which creates additional pressures on the

Treasury, both in lost revenue and in transfer payments.

The lowest rate of unemployment during the recovery was

7.2 percent, and just crept up to 7.4 percent. The rate of

unemployment during the cyclical business peak of

December 1969 was 3.4 percent and has been climbing at

every peak since then.

The economy has been held back somewhat for fear of

reviving inflation out of the economy, through both high

unemployment and a strong dollar. But there are also

many people interested in a strong economy and a strong

America, enough people, one hopes, to keep Congress

from running about in confusion in the face of irresponsi-

ble taxing, spending, and monetary policies.

The possibilities for the growth of coa itions around

alternative policies in the next few years will grow, as the

large majority of Americans start to face the conse-

quences of national indebtedness and industrial weakness

Blacks and labor in particular have an interest in seeing

the federal government not only recover the economic

strength of the nation but also maintain its role as pro-

motor of the general welfare." They would therefore

counterpropose that the present policies be replaced by a

more responsible tax system and policies of high economic

growth that would lower unemployment. It ought not be

impossible to find allies in promoting those policies and in

defending the role of the federal government in advancing

the good of all.

By VADIKA A. BhTANCES
Collegian Staff

Ttie Spaniards cont^uest of South America and

organizational problems in these countries after their

independence have contribuUnl to the social, pohlical and

tvonomical pn)blems facing the area, ao-onlmg to an

educator and dipUmiat

Mario l^asema. founder ol the I'niverMiv ol iios Andes in

( ok>mbia will be speaking on "l.Jttin America: Present

(^mflirts Born of Past Decisions " at 8 p.m. on Wednesday

in the Browsing Room of the William Allan Neilson Ubrary

at Smith College.

Without the conquest of the Spaniards we would not be

talking ol IhfM- problems facing l.^tin America lt>day. The

Spaniards altered the social structure ol the Anu'ricas." he

addtMl

.

In his lecture detaiUng BW years ol history. Lsserna will

show the inter relation of the problems in the area. "There

is a unity in the institutional systems that determine the

same pMilenis Although the general pro»)lems ol a

•iti.ntry in Ihe area are dillerent. the institutional ones are

similar, he said.

TtMlav. Latin America sutlers from political and social

oppression in countries such as t hile. constant warlare in

Nicaragua, and a drug war in I olombia and .Mexico.

Latin Anierica is alv> hamperetl by ecomnnic debts

causing internal problems due to the austerity measures

s»'l by the lending instilulitms.

l.a.serna said Latinos have to t.rgani/e s.* i.illy lo change

their destiny A l«>rmer presuleni ol the National

I niversiiy t)l ( i»lt>mbia. he said etfucatum is only a pari of

the plan, "hxlucation is a means by which lo study the plan,

but >i>u neetl a basi« p«»litiral inlro-siruclure to carry Ihem

mit .

"

With a history ol MMial unrest and political upheaval m
Latin .\im>rica. l^s*Tna said there will be no change unless

t here is. "visible forms ol conditions to pr«>duce a system.

"That is part of a historical pnicess thai must be un

dersKNMl. It was not made up by anybody. He added

unless rhanges o«cur lo deviate ihe history in l^alin

\nieiica. the area "wilt bv lied to the historical decisions

and conditions

Ruddock's election keeps tradition alive
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Colleguui Staff

With the election of John Ruddock as speaker of the

undergraduate student senate at the University of

Massachusetts, he's keeping a tradition alive.

Since 1975, the position has been traditionally held by

Third World students. "In 1975, the position was held by

Brian DeLima, then by Ed Lee, and Shan)n Dayies. With

my election we are returning to that tradition," he said.

Elections were held March 13. Ruddock received 45

votes in the speaker's race.

Ruddock is a College of Arts and Science nuijor with a

Bachelor's degree with an independent concentration in

perfoming arts. After he grariuates this year, he plans on

attending law school and studying entertainment law. He

eventually hopes to open and run his own performing arts

company.
As speaker, his responsibilities will be to "act as

spokesperson for the undergraduate senate. facilitaU'

discussions and debates, chair Third World committees,

act as one of the many liast)ns between the administration

and the students by voicing the concerns of students to the

UMass administration," he said.

The native New Yorker joined the Student Senate dur-

ing his freshman year because he felt he could use it as a

"Mechanism to voice the sentiment of many of my peers. I

also wanted to help promote unity through [political

action." .... .

•i think he's great. I think that he'll do a grxxi job, said

Chris Sullivan, outgoing speaker.

By being involved in the Student Senate, he has gaintnl

many valuable rewards. "1 have gained invaluable skills in

leadership development, intercommunication, crisis time

management, and conflict training," Ruddock said.

He said his election "is a sign that although we (Third

World people) have lots of goals U> achieve, the efforts of

many people (both Third World and non-Third World)

helped make my candidacy a reality. It made a

precedented remark that people of different cultures can

come together," he said.

Ruddock added fXMiple of different cultural backgrounds

can work U)gether and push their differences aside when

the ultimate goals will benefit both groups.

"I'm not saying they have to lose their identity," he

noted that working in the Senate, "I can help to make a

contribution towards raising the level of social respect in

regards to the uniqueness of people's individuality."

His election will give him an opportunity it) work on the

issues he helpetf carry through the camjwiign such as the

enforcement of Affirmative Action guidelines. He also

hopes to work on university wide committees and work

with the SGA's outreach program to inner neighboring

cities and in the promotion of academic and corecur-

riculum activism of high sch<K)l students for a better col-

lege preparation.

In addition. Ruddock hopes to work on "issues affecting

students on campus."

He said his goals will lie "to ensure that students rights

do not diminish." But work towards making a greater par-

ticipation and influencing students to become involved in

the university's decision making pr(K-ess.

During his student years at UMass, Ruddock has kept

busy. So busy, in fact that to find him is like l(K)king for a

needle in a haystack.

He has worktnl in various committees of the SCA. work-

etf as political advisor for the Commuter Area Covem-

ment. considered to be assistant to the Sfieaker with

Sharon Davies, assistant to the student's trust t^-s. and

was co-coordinator for the Third World Caucus.

Africa, Japan topics of discussion
"Africa yesterday, today and tomorrow" is the topic of

a panel discussion at 7:15 p.m. Wednesday in the Red

Rwm of Converse Hall at Amherst College.

Panelists in the discussion will be Mr. Babu, former

cabinet minister of the Tanzania government and former

visiting professor of Black Studies at Amherst College.

Presently, he is contributing editor of Africa Now.

Professor Ngethe will be the second panelist. He is a

former professor of political science at the University of

Nairobi, Kenya. Presently, he is a professor of political

science at St. Lawrence University.

Moderating the panel will be professor Kebbede of the

geography department at Mount Holyoke College.

The American Concentration Camps: Wartime Necessi-

ty or Tragic Error?" is the topic of discussion by Minoru

Yasui at 7:30 p.m. Friday in room 162 of the Campus

Center.

Min Yasui, chain)erson of the National Redress Com-

mittee, is involved in the effort to obtain a{K)logy and com-

pensation for Japanese-Americans detained during World

War II.

The program will be co-sponsored by the Third World

Women's Program of EWC and AFSC.
Western Mass. Latin America Solidarity Committee has

one workystudy position for assistant coordinator. In-

dividuals should have good organizational skills and be

able to work without supervision. Applicants may apply at

Rm. 404 SUB. Deadline is 29 March. Women and Third

World People are encouraged to apply. WMLASC is an

AA/EEO employer.
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Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

CONTRACEPTION INFORMATION
Diaphragm? Foam? The Sponge?

lUD? Condoms? The Pill?

Which method is best for me?

For answers to your questions about

contraception, come to the

CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION SESSION

WHEN: Mondays and Thursdays at 3 pm

Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 7 pm

WHERE: University Health Center rm 302

WHO: All students (women and men)

OR: Have your RA request a workshop by

calling 549-2671. ext. 181

TlHW 0«v »6 Evtftinfl S««ionj begin M»y 13 June 24 July 29

Mtefkend Coiieof ciasMf begin June ?9 30 md July 6 7

LI.U.-C.W. POST (516) 299-2431

OR MAIL COUPON

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

Long Island Univenity

cm. Post Campus
GrMnvaM NY l^S4a

Hum.
Suiranr K BuiMn *or

Bitnfwood

I jm MiiwuiHl * P»y^

E««nngor " \*»e»««d

: undi>7aduM
GraduM

The
Romanell-Phi Beta Kappa

Lectures 1984-1985

Robert Paul Wolff

Romanell-Phi Beta Kappa

Professor in Philosophy

Moneybags Must Be So Lucky

Reflections on the Philosophical Significance of

The Literar> Structure of Marx's Capital

MARCH
^ / The Omc^ogical Presuppositions of Literary Style

APRIL
'^ The Factory and the Cave The Inverted Wo'ld ot Capitalism

10 Mrs Feinschmeck s Bhnt/es. or Notes on the Crackpot Categories of

Bourgeois Political Economy

Presented by the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa

in cooperation with the Nu Chapter

All lectures at 8 p.m.

School of Management Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

UPC/DEC Proudly Present

The Eighth Annual

Solos and Duos Series

A Special Evening with

AL DI MEOLA
AIRTO MOREIRA
PHIL MARKOWITZ

Solo Acoustic Guitar

& Trio Performances

THURSDAY, MARCH 28th

S. U.B. UMASS 8 PM
TICKETS $5.00

Tickets on sale at the Fine Arts Center, Sprinqfield Civic

Center, and Stop & Shcrp locations in Northampton, Holyoke,

Greenfield and Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

JOAN ARMATRADING
and special guest

APRIL 18th

UMass $10.50 General Public $12.50
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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Today's Weather

Sunny and breezy today, highs in the

408. Mostly clear and not as cold

tonif^ht. lows from the niid-208 to

mid-30s. Mostly sunny and warmer
Wednesday, becoming windy in the

afternoon, highs 60 to 65.
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The tYeaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l^dilrd b\ Irudr Muhd Jaffr

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

ROCK VIDEO!
I
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qeni\js and ^ocMery.

SLUMBER PARTY.
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GORDY By Gorde

ACROSS
1 Makes a

hockey go«l

6 Tefm in

math
9 Camp David

figure

u Photographef

o' the rich

and famous
15 UN org

16 Shade o( green

17 Go) up
18 Writer of

exposes
20 AUdall

to friends

21 Memory loss

23 Go \wrong

24 Capital o>

Bahrain

?6 Bearish

28 Volume
protector

.' Arduous
lourney

34 Official garb

36 Revise

39 CrevK member
40 Charged atom

41 Conquist •

dor squ>

42 Painter

Benjamin
1738 1820

44 Hue s location

46 Chaff

47 Some family

secrets''

50 Type of

muscle
53 Mollusk

eating ducks

56 She s sweet

as apple

cider

57 Foregoing

61 Retwund
62 Wasp
64 Western

Hispaniola

66 The bounding
main

67 Call day

68 French
confection

69 Twits

70 Family
memtjer

71 Woodland deity

DOWN
1 Crevasse

2 Great artery

3 lnti«td«fS

cohc«m
4 Big curve

5 Sees red

6 Oescritje

7 Something
for Holmes

8 MO S

9 as a

a day m June''

10 king

11 Seawalls
12 Forestall

13 Comedian
-— Thomas

19 Gripes

22 Dillon

25 Northern bird

27 Shoshonean
29 The time IS

out of

30 Great distress

31 Watercourse

32 Pull

33 Norma -

' Gossip
malicioii

37 AnrHjy

38 the line

43 Montana s

forte Abbr

44 Pianist

Claudio

45 Manr>er

46 Harris of

Broadway tame

48 Sioun City

Sue et ai

49 Dark times

50 Sh«liasp«ar« •

Ath«ni«n

51 Conclude
52 Watchdog

Ralph
54 Unkempt
55 Undercover

man
58 Wading bird

M Prohibit

60 Site of Tabriz

63 Papa
65 Motorists' org
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HAVE YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO MAKE

A FOOL OF YOURSELF
IN FRONT OF THE
ENTIRE UMASS
COMMUNITY?

The Governors Program Council
is happy to comply

STUPID HUMAN TRICKS
on. April 1st, 1985 FREE

Blue Wall
The Spectacle begins at 9 PM

If you have the courage to go under the big lights

Call the GPC 5-0194 or stop by

CC 817 before Friday 5 pm

'i^

VILLA
Offering Quality Mexican Foodi'

Great Daily Specials!

All Day!

Every Day!

l
NORTHAMPTON • BY O B AMHERST • B & W Served

21 Center St • S84-0673 41 BoHwood Walk * 256-82

BACK

POPULAR
DEMAND!!!

Senior Portrait

Sittings

WILL be available

THIS WEEK!!
Call NOW

for an appointment:

545-2874

(There will be a $2 sitting fee)

Tuesday. March 26. 1985 Ttteaday. March 26. 1985
!rc)j]ej4i.an u

^i^i^2^i^i).t^^i^i^^i^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^

THE ROLE OF
DIRECTORS AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVES

• SPEAKER: Francis P. Lucier,

Chairman of The Board (Ret.),

Black and Decker Co.
• DATE: Wednesday, March 27, 1985

• PLACE: Campus Center. Rm 165-169
^

• TIME: 7:45 P.M. %
• SPONSOR: Marketing Department ^

^2^j^J^2^j^p.2^i^^i^i^J^^^^i^^^^^^^^^'^

HOT X Z ^

PRESENTS

SUPERSTAR
TALENT SEARCH
V TWO NIGHTS

March 27

The Sighs

Wildcat O'Hailoran

Band

April 3

Cheer on your local favorites!

Dance al night!

at

$3 Cover
536-7400

9:00 RM.
584-7771

V VII r i \. U i (t

ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS ASSOCIA-
TION MEETING-All
members urged to attend.

New members always
welcomed. 7 p.m. Campus
Center

SPANISH CLUB INFOR
MAL CONVERSATION
HOUR-The UMass
Spanish Club invites
everyone with an interest in

speaking Spanish to its con-

versation hour every Tues-

day. New members
welcome. Refreshments.
Vengan todos! 4:30 p.m.

Herter Hall 4th floor lobbv.

UPC GENERAL
MEETING-Last night for

nominations for next year's

elected positions. Come get

involved. See what's in

store for Spring Concert.

New members always
welcome. 6:30 p.m. 162 CC

ARMENIAN STUDENTS
DISCUSSION-Group
discussion and informa-

tional session on the

Genocide: the historical

background, Turkish distor-

tion of facts, and what we
can do about it now. New

students

902 CC
welcome. 6 p.m.

25 PLUS SOFTBALL
TEAM-The Dinosaurs will

be forming a fun and zany

team. Any interested per-

son can join. For more info

drop by 404 SUB 25-Plus

Club Office. Tuesday 6 p.m.

r

/
2^^ Jl

WANTED
LACROSSE
PLAYERS

The Western Mass Lacrosse Club

For info call George
253-5607 (keep trying)

PREPAREFOR

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT^
SAT*ACT»DAT»GRE»CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE IGMAT

I
BUD LIGHTI

6/8/85 Exam 6/15/85 Exam

LSAT
6/17/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

C<«cati*Ml Ctalir

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves b
Weakends

368 N. Pleasant St|

Amherst
649S780

for informatton about othar caotafsj

Outsida NY Stata

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 11

iTl

1867. ALFREDNOBEL UGHTS THE FIRSTSTICK OF
DYNAMITEANDNEVER GETSANOTHER
MOMENTSPEACE ^
But he got a tug hang out of

his discovery

And you'll get a

hggerbang out

ofdiscovenng

Bud Light Its the

lesshlbng bght beer

with the first name
m taste

Get on the stick

Hurry to the bar of

yourchoioeandbnng
out yourbest By
discovering today's

great light BudL^ht

EVERYTHING
ELSEISJUST
AUGHT

•ukk «« SI lOUM Mo

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
to CollGQian Office CC113* 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
to Col'eg'an Office L^n^J^^

^ ^^ .nn.prufve davs 10% discount . Phone nurrber FREE ^Cpme

AUTOFOflSALI

IfTI Toyota Corolla. Runa,

work Bait offer 666-2473

but naada

M8T QUALITY WtgUMtS

Consultation, praparition. •nalyii*

design, layout, editing, cover letter, typing

Giarruaao 286-<i257

ENTCirrAINMENT

Rack A DIac, Rack A Video Entertam

mem Disc Jockeys, large screen video

dances for housepartys, semiformals, cam

pus events 649-7144

FOR RENT

Presidential Apt, sunny spacious quiet

apartment on bus line 10 mm lAfBlk to cam

pus Availsbia immedietelv Call 263 3158

evenir>gs

Large 2 iMdroom apt ««>*"*'<2i?:?2)?
Sunderland available June^jall^PS^ZOZP

*l6o to take laaaa on spacious 2 bedroom,

4 19 31 »353+ electric Bus, etc

545 0689/865-4909
1

Walk to private bisach from 3 lewii

townhouse on Nantucket Island, »'P»o 2b^

decks, w/d, k. etc. CaH Keith (203) 487«i50_

TORCAU

Sllztard Skia never used 176 langtfi great

skis selling for quick cash tSO or BO
564 8738

Salomon Ski Bindings S737 brand new

never used »96 546 7866

Yamaha 12 string acouatic guHtar FGOO
$226 00 call Peter 256-1737

Qovernmant Momea from 11 lu repair!

Also delinquent ta« property Call

1 «)5^87 6000 ext GH 9616 for information

HELP WANTED

Sorority needs kitchen help Meals m e>

change lor work Please call Lauren at

549 7746

COUNSELORS Private coed camp in

•fterkstiiros has openings for heed and assis

tant instructors in: arts & crafts, gym

nasties, lacrosse, tennis, archery, street

nockey. dramatics, mustc director / piano ac

compenist, video/filmmaking,

photography, model rocketry, radio station

(AMI hiking, backpacking, computers,

waterfront (WSII, horsebeck riding, and

bunk unit heads Good salaries friendly at

rnotphere Contact Or Paul Krouner Camp
Schodack 54 Sheffield Roed, Newtonville.

MA02iqp'(617)964 1912, days 9-4

Ttia Wostam Maaaachuaatts Latin America

Soaoanty ComiTHttae hes or>e ¥»ork study

position for Assistant Co ordinatof Good
organuational skills and abikty to work un

supervised required Applications available

at RM 404 SUB Oeedlme is 29 March

Women and Third World people encourag

ed to apply WMLASC is an AA/EEO
employer

Staff needed in Computers. Gymnastics,

Arts and Crafts. Swim, Sailing, Canoe,

Water Ski Archery, Aorotwcs Dance and

General to work at girls summer camp in

Maine 6/23 to 8/21. PC 301-4eS-30»

INCOME TAX PREPARATION

INCOME TAX preparation at your service

LOWEST RATES iTa« DeductitMel Taxes

prepared quickly for the LARGEST possible

refund Call Stephen Shore 546 6869 after 8

pm

lauraT

Happy 21st Birthdayll Bel you didn't

reali/e that you're now legal m Jersey, did

you? Have a "wicked awesome" or a

'S¥veet " time tonighti Mike

' LOif

Gold necklace with cross left in locker in

Boyden sentirT>ental call Joanne 266-1868

PERSONALS

Astrology Classes an mtensiva imroduc

tion begins 3 27 for information, can

549 0210 evenings ask for Carl

Bands Wanted SWAG is looking lor

bands interested in playing the Southwest

Pyramids during Southwest week I April 30

May 3, '986) Applications are availablr- in

the SWAG Office in Hampden Application

deadline is March 29 1986

AASA AASA AASA AASA AASA
the Asian American Students Asso will be

having a meeting lonighi at 7 00 pm Cam
pus Center Check into desk for room

numtjer All memt)ers please attend

trie. Just a note to say -Happy Birthday

Keep smilingi Kaihy

HSMA announces its April Ist Tuck In Ser

vice' Order in CC Concourse March 26 29'

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Cases, Papers, Dissertations. Thaaas,

on-campus very reliable, low rales. Nancy

SS4 7924

ROOM wanted'

Am y««i IMna In PuNton? Need another

housemate for tf»a summer? I need a room.

call Patrick 253 2763

ROOMMATES WANTED

We need two responsible female room
mates n. share out aparTm<>nl in Brittany

Manoi call Michelle 546 7366

SERVICES

COINS iaViari^tutortot Hi.OO par ht

lormer 123' 121 grader. 4 semester univarsi

ty consultant Alex 253 7666

SUMMER JOBS

TICKfTS

Prince Tias beat offer cal Dawn 263 5798

bat 4 it ; PM

TO SUBLET

Housa badroom/7 paraon 3 full battts.

washer dryer, dishwasher lewn porch,

perking, bus route I1 156' month summer
rer.i negotiable 686 4644

'Speedy Keys ' professionsi IBM typing

Papers, theses, dissertations, romance
languages 26& 1002

Job openings on Martha's Vtnayard for

responsible individuals Earn good pay driv

ing a tour bus. will train, preference grven to

licensed bus drivers Must be able to work
through Labor Day Good dnvirw record

essential Contact Steve between 10 am 12

mid at 549-6738

WANTED TO RENT

Do you need 2 roommates to help pay

rent next fall? Are you giving up a lease in

June' Plaasa call 646^6703

1 or 2 famatas looking for housa to share at

the Cape' Yarmouth area call Lisa

617 731 1830

2 or 3 bedroom apt to take over lease m
Amherst on bus route Puffton pref Call

Uune 546-5787 or Meg 54*5784
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SPORTS
Youngsters vital to fortunes

ofMinutewomen softball team
Pitchers combine for threeno -hitters

Jonior leftkmndcr Lynn Stocklcy toMcd a no-hitter mnd

thr«« on«-hitter« durinf the Mftball Umm'u trip to

South Carolina.

By GERRY deSlMAh
Cnllpa^-n Staff

The record isn't impressive. Elaine Sortino's University of

Massachusetts softball team posted a 3-8-1 record on their

trip down South, the first losing record UMass has ever com-

piled down South.

But a few things were different for the Minutewomen this

time around. UMass took down eight freshmen and no

seniors and were challenged by national powers Indiana,

South Carolina, and Eastern Michigan.

"We have some freshmen m key spots," Sortino said, "and

when they settle down we'll be ok."

Defensive errors, something very uncharacteristic of

MassachusetU softball the past few years, plagued the

Minutewomen all week long.

Errors cost UMass in a 1-0 loss to South Carolina, a 4-3

loss to Indiana, two 4 3 losses to Eastern Michigan and a 6-5

loss to Miami of Ohio. Princeton also beat UMass 3-1.

The defense was inconsistent They would come up with

great plays and blow the routine ones. In some pressure

situations, they got a Uttle rattled." Sortino said.

The pitching, on the other hand, was specUcular.

Massachusetts pitching tossed three no- hitters and four no-

hitters.

Junior co-captain Lynn Stockley (16-8, 1.18 ERA last

year) came home with a 1-4 slate. But the all- conference

lefthander threw a no-hitter against Northern Illinois (1-0

win) and three one- hitters in losses to Mianu of Ohio (1-0).

Syorta iaforaatioB photo

Sophomore second baseman Carol Frattaroli was an all-Atlantic 10 conference selection last season. Coach

Elaine Sortino hopes for another strong season from the defensive stopper.

South Carolina (1-0), and Indiana (4-3).

Cathy Reed, a junior righthander, also threw a one-hitter

in the 14-1 win over DrexeL Reed was 14-4 with a 1.32 ERA
last year.

And the newest addition to the staff, freshman Lisa Reyer,

all-New Jersey last spring, tossed a no- hitter in her collegiate

debut, a 19-0 win over St. Peter's. She also tossed a no- hitter

in the l-l tie with South Carolina

The pitchers are also hitting this year and although UMass

pitchers haven't gone to the plate since 1982. Stockley,

Reed, a dynamic high school slugger and Rever excelled at

the plate.

Rever may see time in the outfield in order to keep her bat

in the lineup. Rever's long, deep shot with two runners on,

two out in the bottom of the seventh in the 6-5 loss to Miami

was caught cutting short another UMass rally. Stockley also

saw time as the DH.
The defense is young, very young. Freshman Martha

Jamieson saw most of the action at first base. Junior co-

captain Beth Talbott (C/lB) was hit in the shoulder with a

foul tip and saw Umited action all week. That also left fresh-

man Ilene Freeman behind the plate most of the week.

Talbott, who should be ready for UMass' northern opener

against Holy Cross on Wednesday (3 p.m. in Worcester), has

the highest returning batting average, .344 with 16 RBL
Sophomore Anne King can also spell relief at the catcher's

position.

All-conference sophomore Carol FrattaroU saw a lot <rf

time at second base while freshman Paige Kopcza began the

task of replacing two-time All-American Allyson Rioux at

shortstop.

Sophomore Debbie Cole (3B/2B) and freshman Alisa FUa

"^B/SS) split duties at the comer
The outfield will be more experienced with junior Sally

Maher(.331.21 RBI five triples and doubles) finally moving

to centerfield. Maher. an All Conference pick at fu-st, played

first the last two years to compensate for team

injuries.

Sophomore Emily Bietsch and freshman Chris Ciepiela

and Leigh Petroski will also see action in the outfield.

Hitting wise. UMass hit the ball hard, they just couldn't

fmd the gaps, Sortino said. "The freshmen really swung the

bats. It was unbelievable," Sortino said.

The top six of Reed, Stockley, Fila, Freeman. Kopcza, and

Jamieson launched a few shots. UMass had 25 hits against

St Peters. And the Minutewomen staged some late rallies,

something that last year's record- setting (wins) 29-12 team

couldn't do.

While Sortino doesn't like the losing record, the season is

young. UMass will be shooting to qualify for the Atlantic 10

tournament and the automatic NCAA berth that goes with it

UMass has to finish in the top four in the seven team league

to make it to Penn State on Mav 3-5.

"1 think it'll be a dog-eat-dog season." Sortino said,

"Everybody is kind of young."

Besides home dates with arch-rival Connecticut Atlantic

10 rivals Rhode Island, Penn State and Duqesne. nationally

ranked (Division IF) Sacred Heart. Boston College, and

Springfield, UMass will host its first invitational.

The UMass Invitational will be held the April 26-27 at

NOPE with New Hampshire and Vermont St. John's backed

out of the tournament because the school couldn't afford the

trip to Amherst
"We're young, real young but we '11 be exciting," Sortino

said.

sports notices

All candidates for the

Stockbridge Golf team
should report to Boyden
Room 223 today at 4 p.m.

for a meeting with coach

Jack Leaman.

If unable to attend, con-

tact the coach in room 228

or call 545-1301. Leave a

name and phone number at

the office.

Supreme Team takes intramm-al basketball title

Ex-Hogsters tumble in final

Attention all sports staff

members: There is a

general staff meeting on

Wednesday night 7:30 in

the newsroom. Spring

l)eats will be discussed and

assignments made. Tony

"Mr. X" Betros will also

take off his mask at the

gathering.

My DAN LKItKKKELD
ColU'pian Stall

Ihf .'supreme Team,
supported by an outstanding

last break ol tense and a

deep bench, coasted to a 62

50 victory over the Ex
Hogsters in the Mens
Division Intramural I'inal at

Hoyden Gym Thursday
night.

The tir>l iivf minutes ol

the contest was a tooth and

nail affair with each team

feeling each other out. After

this slow opening the

Supreme Team took off.

They took to their bread

and butter, the running

game, and opened up a 24 17

lead. The highlight of this

particular spurt was a

beautiful pass on a break

from crowd favorite, (> 4,

•JTU pound Don Myrd to

player coach I'aul h'lsher.

Alter Ityrd's circus pass,

Kx llogsttT coach Danny
Ten/a called lor a time out.

After the time out the Kx
Hogsters were able to

stymie the Supreme Team's

last break and keep

themselves in the game,

t railing :10 22 at the half.

The Supreme Team was oft

to the races once again right

Irom the start of the second

halt. This running game
coupled with Kx Hogsters

starting lorward Phil

Moinoau (10 first half

points) picking up his fourth

loul early in the second half

helped the Supreme Team
open up a 39 'J4 lead.

lUiwever, Ted by cool

customer »'.
1 guard Johnny

( ahill and their tl 3 center

Mike tialvin the Kx
Hogsters closed the gap to

15 10, t»ut that was as close

•as they came. It was off to

the races again for the

Supn-me Team who went on

to a t'L' .")0 victory.

The men who keyed this

dominating fast break effort

were the backcourt duo ol

Iternard Keece and David

Keece, a pair of sophomores

from Moston who each

linished with 19 points.

In the other intramural

division finals: led by

liarney llinkel's 'I'.i points

[•Education d e f e a t e d

ITOIKTS tiO.'iti in the

tirad hac division. In the

Co Kec division Low Kudget

got 30 points from Andrea
Muccini and defeated the

(ioldcr. Porcupines, t»] 5><.

The Stinkers supported by

Kllcn Ijggarls 17 points capture the Women s

oust««d the Meepers to Division Championship.

Lax romps in Florida,

Scale injures leg
It wasn't all fun fun fun for the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team in Florida last week.

"We got about three weeks worth of work in down

there, it was a profitable trip," coach Dick Garber said.

"We answered a few questions and looked pretty sharp."

The Gorillas, who open the regular season at home

Saturday against Delaware at 1 p.m., whipped two club

teams 24-3 and 23-7.

Senior co-captain Perry Scale, a close defenseman, suf-

fered an injured leg before the trip and may not play

aginst the Blue Hens. "Right now, it doesn't look good,"

Garber said.

-PETER ABRAHAM

House approves funding forMX missiles - page 2
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The Grateful Dead (from left: Phil Ush. Bob Weir.

Bill Kreutzman. Mickey Hart and Jerry (;arcia) launch

into one of their marathon jams .Monday night, during

the second of two Dead performances at the Spring-

field Civic Center.

As always, both Sunday's and Monday's shows

were sold out weeks in advance, and thousands of

fans roamed the streets near the arena in search of

tickets. But aside from the usual explosions of tie-

dyed shirts and dancing, police described .Monday

night's atmosphere as "mellow" compared to Sunday,

when one man died and another was seriously injured

in separate falls from a parking garage and an

elevated section of highway.

Police said they were not sure whether 22-year-old

Matthew Ringev of Northampton, who was fatally in-

jured, and James S. Wrede. 17. of Hingham fell ac-

cidentally or jumped.

The Dead return to New Kngland April \\ and 1 for

two shows at the Providence Civic Center.

Hadley waitresses win case

claiming sexual harassment
By CHRIS POON

Collegian Staff

More than .'Si24.tMn( has lu-en awarded to

three former Iniversity of Mas.sachu.setts

students in a 1981 sexual harassment ca.se

against their former employer the owner of

Hahjee's Place in Hadley, the legal ser\icts

office announced yesterday

Hearing Commissioner Margot I'. Kos

berg ruled March fi that all three women suf

fered physical and emotional sexual hara.^

sment and as a result were forced to resign

from their positions as waitresses.

The women were awarded more than

$24,000 in back pay. emotional distress dam

ages and interest after testifying on Ian 1 at a

public hearing in Boston.

The decision was issued last week by Kos

berg, the only female hearing commissioner on

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts' Com-

mission Against Discrimination

Bijan Behfar, owner of Hahjee's Place, was

denied a motion for a re- hearing of the case

yesterday, said Charles DiMare. lawyer for the

three women and directing attorney in the

Legal Services Office.

On Aug. 6, 1981, Deanna Bouchard, Kathy

Maple and Doreen Blades filed complaints

with the commission alleging that Behfar had

sexually harassed them and forced them to

quit their jobs.

According to the decision report, Kosberg

charged that Behfar "created a sexually

charged, discriminatory work environment."

The women claimed Behfar had repeatedK

and intentionally ftmdled them without an>

invitation or encouragement fn)m them. Also.

Kt)sberg said Behfar implicitly conditioned a

loan of .$2(»0 to one of the women in rcfnm for

-•xual favors frt>m her

Allot htT woman said Behfar repeatedK

a.sked her (>ut and told her there were "other

waw to make money."

In addition to physical harassment, the

women testified that they felt degraded and

humiliated by the Persian nicknames Behfai

gave them. Based on the te.stimony of a Persian

cook in the restaurant, the investigation con-

cluded that the nicknames were .sexually of-

fensive.

Kosberg al.so cited two of the women's as.ser-

tions that their working hours and wages were

reduced because they rejected his sexual

advances. The women claimed that the Behfar

re- assigned them to smaller tables, which

reduced the amount of tips earned, in retalia-

tion for their not responding to his advances.

Farid Behfar, brother of the restaurant

owner, testified on behalf of his brother that it

was the custom of his country to be more

physically demonstrative than Americans.

However, Kosberg said Behfar's physical con

tact with the women went "far beyond the

cultural norms of his background."

Behfar refused to comment on the com-

mission's decision

J

INSIDE:
o

Court victory for gay rights
*

Why financial aid comes in installments
^

Reagan, Orwell and ideas •

|
An athletic spring break

^^

•'Gentlemm, you can't fight in here. Th%s is the War Room.''
„^ —from Dr. Strangewve

Bishop Peter A. Rosazza.

Priest, professor

spar on economy
More on Bishop Rosazza, page S.

By LARRY BOUCHIE
CoUegian SUff

A Roman Catholic bishop and a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts economics professor

debated the merits of competition and co-

operation yesterday afternoon as part of the

Chancellor's Series on the New American

Economy.
Quoting the draft of the Pastoral Letter

on Catholic Social Thought and the U.S.

Economy, Bishop Peter A. Rosazza said

that American economists and business

people must recognize the importance of

human dignity and how economic decisions

they make affect the poor.

Rosazza is r»n«» of five Ameiicaii 'oishops

who drafted the letter, which was released

Contxnueil <m page S

Protests mark
tower debate
Anger at Air Force proposal
By (IRKC, BROWN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON The emotional outbursts of num
erous 8pectat«)rs mterupted the Hampshire County Com-

missioners last night as they tned to question an Air Force

official about the (Iround Wave Emergency Network an^

eima the Air Force pr»)fM)ses to build in Amherst.

The public hearing m Hampshire County Courthouse was

a question and answer session between the commissioners

and Lt Col Dale Condit. the (IWKN system pntgram

director

The plane carr>ing a representative of the Defense

Department, Frank .Miller, was detained by turbulence. Con

dit said, so Miller did not attend the hearing as planned

.About 45 spectators attended the session in Superior

' >urt. but the initial agreement that only the commissioners

uld ask questions was igmired by some observers

One elderly w«>man wn> .so irate that she >tood up and

>...»»ited, "I think he's King like hell, and I'm not gonrm si.,v

here," Other spectators applauded her as she left

The w«)man said the meeting wa«. based on the |)f

that the liWKN system, which the Air Force prop^^,^clJ lu

built on Stanley Street is in a |K>«t-nuclear attack system

Condit .said the system "would be an early warning system,

and pr * ' '
. would not be needed for an attack."

Otl., tators st«»od up and shouted, to the obvious

. hagrin oC Commissioner Patrick M. Ooggins. who implored

the people to remain observera. CfOggins said the ongmal

agreement that <mly the commissioners would ask questions

was to prevent debat<

More debate and oppo.Kiiion to the .<00 fixit radio tower

will be heard tonight, however, as the Amherst Town Meet-

ing holds a special session to consider two articles, one

authf)rizing the town to buy the farmstead chosen by the Air

Force and the other opposing the entire (iWKN system.

Baghouse is

delayed again
By IAN POLl.MBAl'M
< 'oUegian .Staff

The 'bagh<»u.se" intended to reduce smoke

liolliition from the University of Ma.ssachu-

setts iiower plant to within legal limits was not

started up yesterday as planned. Physical

Plant Diret tor Roger Cherwatti said o|)erati«m

w*)uld l)egin at y::U) this morning after more

last-minute repairs

The Environmental Protection Agency has

told the University to have the $•'» million

exhaust filter ap|>aratus working by April «i or

face the jK»ssibility of federal court action for

continued violation of the Clean Air Act of

1970
Cherewatti said the baghouse could not be

started yesterday because adjustments of

machinery and the new system's control panel

were not finished. These are the latest of many

techinical snags - earlier this semester, a

Physical Plant official said he had a list five

pages long - that have repeatedly delayed

operation since the project was begun two

years ago.

"1 got both my feet crossed, my fingers

crossed and everything," CH- wewatti said, but

he hastened to add that he foresaw no further

problems that might obstruct today s start.

In an interview with a Boston televi.sion sta-

Uon Monday, Physical Plant Operations Super-

visor Peter Wozniak said he was confident the

University could meet the EPA deadline, which

Ls 10 days from today.

The University has already ovemin four state

target dates for compliance with (K)llution laws,

rhe first of those compliance schedules expired

in 1980, the most recent one la.st month.

rhf)se deadlines were negotiated with UMass

l)\- »he state attorney generals office at the

I uest of the Mass. Department ol Environ-

L.cntal Quality Engineering, which ha^ cited the

plant in \'iolation of the Clean Air Act since

1977.

rrV k<i»*rtj<
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High court strikes down

Oklahoma anti-gay law
WASHIN(iTON (AP) — An evenly divided Supreme Court

barred Oklahoma public school boards yesterday from firmg

teachers who advocate, encourage or promote homosex-

uality.
, ,

.

The justices, by a 4 4 vote, upheld a federal appeals court

ruling that an Oklahoma law allowing such firmgs violated

teachers' free-speech rights.

Such tie votes do not set any national precendent. because

it is possible that in some future case the same issue will be

decided by all nine justices.
„ . ,, o o

But yesterdays development means the 10th I .S. <- ircuii

Court of Appeals ruUng that threw out the Oklahoma law

bars any attempt to draft such a law in other states withm

that federal judicial circuit-Colorado. Kansas. New Mexico,

Huh and Wyoming.
. . , j . „ j .u

The National Gay Task force, which had challenged the

Oklahoma law in a test case lawsuit against the Oklahoma

City school board, called the ruling a key victory

Spokesman Ron Najman in New York City said the court

•has affirmed that gay men and lesbians have the same t irst

Amendment free speech rights as other Americans

Reagan'sMX wish comes true,

passing in the Houseby 6 votes
JC^ ^^ u _ _J TK^ „«t*._th«. first of two the House will take this-

WASHINGTON (AP)-The House, delivering a hard

fought victory to President Reagan, voted yesterday to

authorize spending $1.5 billion for 21 more MX missiles.

The president had tied approval of the weapons to the suc-

cess of the U.S. -Soviet arms control talks.
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The vote-the first of two the House will take this week,

but which was seen as decisive-marked a m^or reversal

for Democ-ratic Speaker Thomas P. O Neill Jr. a™* other

House leaders who had worked hard to defeat the MX.

The vote was 219-213.

Reagan won many Democratic converts during an inten-

sive White House lobbying campaign by saying that

without the MX. the Geneva arms control talks which

began two weeks ago. would be unlikely to succeed.

Critics argued that the lO-warhead weapons are so

vulnerable that they would be destroyed in the first wave

of a Soviet nuclear attack.
• , ,

A second House vote, probably today, is required for

final formal congressional approval. But yesterday's vot«

was decisive and means that Reagan will be able to con-

tinue towards his ultimate goal of building and installing

100 MXs in existing underground Minuteman missile silos

in Nebraska and Wyoming.

In identical 55 45 votes last week, the Senate approved

freeing $1.5 billion for the same 21 MXs.

Good friends will give you a break
whenyouVe broke.

The dinner was sensational. So was the

check. The problem is. the theater tickets that

you insisted on buying broke your whole

budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the

time the coffee arrived.

A nudge under the table and a certain

destitute look in the eye were enough to

produce the spontaneous loan only a

good friend is ready to make.

How do you repay him? First

the cash, then the only beer equal

to his generosity: Lowenbrau.

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center

>4\i 4/04

Now'.s
the time

to cal...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
ReconditioningD

EUROPE >' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
O'^e Rockele;:»r Pi«ia

New York NY 10020

Phon« (?12l S81-3040

Mail this ad )oi Special

Student/Teacher Tariff

REMTAL Lt*»E PUBCMASC

Lowenbrau.Herels to good friends.
t 1984 Bee' Brewed m U S A by Miiler Brewing Co Milwaukee Wi

Wtfdnetiday. March 27. 1985!
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Co-author ofpastoral letter

Bishop Rosazza speaks out
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Citing a need for cooperation between

the church, labor, business, and the govern-

ment, Bishop Peter A. Rosazza said yester

day that the Roman Catholic Church is ar-

ticulating a new theology which addresses

nuclear arms, the economy, the status of

women and minorities, and the problems of

Third World countries.

Rosazza, auxiliary bishop of Hartford,

was one of five American bishops who

wrote the draft of The Pastoral Letter on

Catholic Social Teaching and the U.S.

Economy. Released last November, the let

ter criticizes the American economic

system for neglecting the economic rights

of the underprivileged.

In August. 1983. another group of

bishops issued a similar letter which con-

fronted the nuclear arms buildup and the

tensions and problenis which they felt it

was creating.

Stating that the economic letter is a

draft. Rosazza said he and other bishops

have been actively soliciting criticism and

feedback from the business and economic

community, who have reacted strongly

against the letter.

"It's been tough." Rosazza said, "Many

business people have criticized the letter.

But if they study the text, they begin U>

understand.

"As Christians, pec»ple have to realize

that what is superfluous belongs to those

who don't have it," he said. "People have

to learn that and it takes a while."

Rosazza said the bishops will continue to

work on a finished version of the letter for

about a year and will integrate suggestions

from all economic levels.

Rosazza predicted the Roman Catholic

Church will soon begin working on the role

and status of women in the chu.-ch and

society. Rosazza also said the church must

recognize the problems of minorities, par-

ticularly Hispanics, who Rosazza said com-

prise 26 percent of American Roman

Catholics.

Bursarbreaksupstudent aid

to avert spending sprees

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Lest students who receive more than

$500 a semester in fmancial aid spend it all

at once on a stereo or car. the University

gives such students their award checks in

two installments.

"It's done for two reasons," Bursar

Robert Mishol said. 'One is. the studenU

were given so much money at the beginning

of the semester they weren't budgeting it

properly." The other reason is that studenU

were getting their money and dropping out

of school, he said.

Mishol also said that many years ago,

when cash awards were given instead of

checks, money was being stolen out of

people's rooms.

If a student is awarded over $500 he/she

is given $500 during the fu-st week of the

.semester, and the remainder after aboutthe

if debate^
last November and has drawn criticism from

the American business community.

The main criticism. Rosazza said, is that

the letter doesn't credit the tangible achieve-

ments of the Amencan economy such as jobs.

prtxluctiNity, and a high standard of living.

•*We say emplo>Tnenl i.s a right," he said,

•Work is ao important It's not only a matter ol

making money, it's part of devek)ping as hu

man beings."

Business, labor, the churcK and the gov-

Mument must cooperate U> bring unempby-

ment downto3 U>4 percent, Rosazza said, and

ciom-entrate leM on economic competition as a

•ohition to the problems of the iwor

"The bishops have given progressive and

decent people a shot in the arm," professor

James R. Crotty said, "but the letter is in

tremendous conflict with standard economic

theory.

"The economic system runson competitK>n.

he said, "and it is unclear how effective (the

bMfaops) proposals would work out in the

Amencan economy."

The letter lack* a cohesive model of the

American econi)my and specific suggestions for

the advancement of the underpriveledged. he

said

Instead of begmmng with the fundamental

idc« of community as a solutioa Crotty said,

economic devek>pment stems finom the effort*

of individuals, which then create community

through competitjoa

"We must see the pmblem thnnigh the eyes

erf those who are hurting." Rosazza said. "Peo-

ple who work must have a role in decision-

making."

Man arrested for

not returning car
A 27-year-old Roxbury man was arrested

Tuesday morning in parking lot 2 1 on a state

police warrant for failure to return a rented

car to Logan Airport, University of Massa

chusetts pohce said.

Police said the car was parked in a restric-

ted area and towed away. When they iden-

tified the driver, police found that he was

wanted on a warrant and held him in the

Amherst police department jail.

A $500 stereo system was reported stolen

after two students returned from spring

break and found it missing from their third

fioor room in Lewis House. Police said the

students noticed a new door on the room

which was not there before vacation. Police

said the Physical Plant replaced a damaged

door with a new one but would not say if the

theft occurred while the door was being re-

placed. Nothing else in the room was mis-

sing.
, . ,

Police reported they have arrested several

students who forgot to pay or ignored their

speeding ticket^s and other moving

violations.

These non-criminal offenses become cn-

minal offenses once a person fails to pay for

their tickets or to request a court hearing

within 10 days, police said.

If a person fails to show up in court, an

arrest warrant is issued and campus police

send notices to the individual's last known

address.

A person wanted on a warrant will immedi-

ately be arrested once the police finds the

individual.

-CHRIS FOON

Pboto by Jay t>>hJm»n

SQUARE VORTEX—Economics major John Murphy about to escape from the

concentric pattern of Tobin Hall's colanade. ^

Professor receives 5-year grant

fourth week, after the add/drop period.

After the add/drop period the Bursar can

determine which students are maintaining

at least 12 credits which qualifies them for

the full amount of their aid, Mishol said.

Mishol said the Bursar's office sUrted

spUtting up awards six or seven years ago

after a special task force from the financial

aid office concluded that splitting would be

a more "fair and equitable way of dispersing

money."

"It's for the good of the studenU." he

said. "We as adults have trouble budgeting

our money. An 18 or 19 year-old wUl have

trouble also.

"Some students have a tendency to go

buy a stereo if they get too much money at

one time." he said.

He said there are some students who

want all their money at once, but that there

are few complaints.

Education major

has found career

in programming
By YADIKA A BKTANCES
C»)llegian Staff

Ahhough there is a world of difference bet

ween working in an office and working in a

classroom. Delphine Quarles has found sini

ilar rewards in her work a multi-cultural pro

gram specialist at the Student Activities

Office at the University of Massachusetts.

WOMEN ON CAMPUS

Will study hormones
By .lEANETTE DeFORGE

Collegian Staff

A profes-sor of psychology at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts has been awarded a

grant which will pay his .salary, allowing him

to conduct research at UMass by eliminating

his teaching responsibilities for five yeans.

Jeffery Blaustein has received a National

Institute of Mental Health Research Career

Development award which will allow him to

conduct research on the interactions of cel-

lular mechanisms of sex hormones and how

they effect behavior in rats.

"The grant is freeing me from my obliga

tions of teaching and allowing the University

to hire somebody else to take over my teach-

ing
" Blaustein said. The grant, which is pay-

ing Blaustein about $250,000 over a five year

period, will enable Blaustein to devote all of

his time to his research, Seymour Berger.

chairman of the psychology department

said

Blaustein has received additional grants

form of the Natural Institute of Health and

the UMass psychology department to assist

his research by funding all laboratory equip

ment and other lab fees.

The award is given on a basis of merit "It is

a unique award to allow someone to continue

their research over five years," Berger ad-

ded, saying that Blaustein's work is "out-

standing."

Blaustein, who teaches a course in psy-

chology as a natural science and a seminar on

hormone behavior, will begin his research

next fall at UMass.

"I've gotten grants like this before, but

never this one." Blau.stein said. He conduc-

ted research at Rutgers from 1977 to 1979

and taught for four years at Iowa State

University as a zoology professor. He re-

ceived bachelors and doctorate degrees from

CMass and has been teaching in the psychol-

ogy department for two years.

Quarles says the education she received at

I'Mass while training to be a teacher "has

aided me a great deal in what Im doing now
'

Her job involves working with student organ-

izations such as Hillel. the Office of Third

World Affairs, and the Asian Amencan

Students As.sociation, helping them to plan

events.

"This is a nice environment to work in It «

a pleasure to meet wonderful people and also

learn of different cultures in a way I would

never get to understand by just reading a

book." Quarles said.

Her greatest reward is "to see the pleasure

on the faces of students that I work with when

they feel really good about an event they

plan. ' she said.

Quarles. a UMass graduate with a degree

in urban education and a minor in F^ngUsh,

had hoped to teach once she graduated in

1974. However, due to the lack of demand for

teachers at that time, she took a job at the

University Store.

In 1979, she began working in the Student

Activities Office. For four years she was a

program consultant, "working with student

organizations planning events including

debate tournaments, conferences, lectures,

plays and outdoor performances."

In December of 1 983, she was promoted to

multi- cultural program specialist thanks to

her familiarity with mulU cultural groups and

knowledge of programing and lecture plan-

ning.

"I enjoy it just as much," she said, adding

that the focus of plans is fine-tuned and flex-

ible. "The student body on this campus is

fortunate to have a diverse group of people

who are able to invite so many different kinds

of people to come and enlighten (the cam-

pus), and that is a unique experience," she

said.

Quarles said that as a student .she did not

belong to any student organization in an offi-

cial capacity. "I didn't realize that all the

activities that happened on campus came

through RSO's."

Today, however, she sees a need for stu-

dents to get involved in extracurricular

activities. She believes students "should be

encouraged to be involved with student

organizations to enhance their academic dis-

cipline."
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UPC/DEC Proudly Present

The Eighth Annual

Solos and Duos Series

A Special Evening with

AL DI MEOLA
AIRTO MOREIRA
PHIL MARKOWITZ

Solo Acoustic Guitar

& Trio Performances

THURSDAY, MARCH 28th

S. U.B. UMASS 8 PM
TICKETS $5.00

Tickets on sak at the Fine Arts Center, Springjield C »c m

Center, and Stop & Shop locations in Northamptov. H>'-"^-*'

Greenfield and Pittsfi^ld.

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

JOAN ARMATRADING
and special guest

APRIL 18th

UMass $10.50 General Public $12.50

Today, the semester is half over and we have

not heard from YOU

.

CALL US .
CALL TIPS at 545-1540 the

University's TAPED INFORMATION PHONE

SERVICE for current campus athletic & cultural events

For information not on tape CALL IDB the

I
NFORMATION DATA BANK at 5-1555.

TDB-TIPS is open: Mon.- Fri. 8:3 a.m. - 9 p.m.

weekends 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540
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OPINION
The opinions on this page are those ot the individual wntw o» cartoonist and do not n«ic«sarily reflect I

the views ot the CeU^Mn oi the Unive<sitv unless otherv^dse noted I

Reagan is merely
another product
Recently, the president said this to Con-

gress: "We're asking Congress to have

the courage U) cut $5() billion by Easter. If

there isn't enough courage to apprtwe these cuts, then at

least give me the authority to veto line items. I'll take the

re>it"'rivilii|itv, I'll make the cuts an<l I'll take the heat."

David McNfidr

Here's the heat. In this quote, words have gone in «»ne

direction and meanings in another. Why else would Con

grf- ' • ' • drastic cuts in siK'ial sjH'nding an«l

lar^;- *ry spending in.' attributed to a lack

of courage? And why else would a president be allowed U)

U'havf like a child who does not get its way? Wt»rds aban

don meaning and suddenly language turns intflligetn

critics of the president's ideas into "born again budget

balancers;" forcing a iH»untry to adopt our jKilitical

ideologies becomes "making them say uncle." and con

gressmen who disagree with the president become

cowards.

When I was young I painted our oil burner with turpen-

tine. Although my intensions were good, my inability to

connect words with meaning nearly blew our hr)use up. Of

course, this is an unusual example, but when language is

abused there is a large margin for misunderstanding. Isn't

it easier to feel aggressive towards the "Evil Empire"

than the Russian j)e<)ple? And isn't it easier to hate

cowards than meml)ers of Congress who doubt the effec

tiveness of certain kieas?

An Msay. written by deorge Orwell in 1946. warns us

i^wut the effects of poor language on thought, mainly

political thought He said of political language: "It is

designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respect

ful, and to give an appearance of s«jlidily to pure wind.
"

This may sound harsh, but it was written at a time when

words had strayed far from meaning and men like Hitler

and Mussolmi were allowed to exist. Then why. almost 4()

years later, are we buying this misleading kind of

language from our president?

Of course, the methods by which our language is

manipulated have become more complex. This is largely

due to television: the presence of the Reagan administra-

tion is largely due to television. We buy the president's

statements like we buy Whoppers, scented toilet paper,

under arm deodorant and lottery tickets. By successfully

manipulating the langtiage. through television, you can

sell anything in this country'. What else could l)e responsi-

ble for a competetive, often ruthless, toilet paper industry,

and the high profitable marketing of breakfast cereals,

children's toys and the Jackson family? It is a language

that can sell otherwise worthless ideas and disguise truth

so thoroughly we can hardly see it. What universal, intrin

sic value can be attributed to a carlH)nated cola drink?

None. Yet by manipulating our language a company can

presume our whole generation, our whole value system,

revolves around a cola drink. The president is sold to us in

much the same way.

Language is generally believed to be a ttH»|. It is impossi

ble to build a decent house with an ax and a screw driver

It is equally as im|)ossible to conceive an intelligent

thought with the wrong words. When 1 listen to Reagan

speak I hear the faint sound of wind blowing alxmt an

empty tool box. Do you hear it? I don't mind hearing the

same kind of wind selling numerous brands of acne

medicine and laundry detergent, but when it's used to run

the most powerful nation on earth it does nothing but

make me nauseous.

David McNair is a Collegian correspondent.

Attention: All columnists and cartoonists

(yes, you too Tom Haley) important staff

meeting tonight at 7:30 in the newsroom.

Be there or face expulsion from the award

winning opinion p^e staff.

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be

published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of

mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

Least interested

in hearing about

racism at UMass:
The Faculty Senate

Academy Awards
Most interested

in forgetting about

Yvette Henry:

Tie:

The Faculty Senate,

WtlUam Field

The l)est impersonation

of Al Haig's "I'm in

char^*'" rnle:

Robert A'. Brookt,

Animciate Dean of

StudentB

Must deserving of a

large cjish settlement:

Yvette I. Henry

J

Best job of acting like

it is working in the l)est

interests of all students

when it was rK)t:

The Dean of Studentn
OfTice

Best kept secret at

I'Mass:

Joneph D. Duffey,
( 'hancellor of

IMaMM AmhcrMt

M(»t in nee-

;

in Constitutit>nal l^w:

Tie:

Robert .N. Hrmtk*.

Joneph D. Duffey,

William Field,

(ierald (F.Seil,

Kt.. al

Judged by Rita Murphy

One nation under God, indivisible...
There are some weird ideas going around

ai)out "separation of church and state." They
have a certain antiquity to them, but they were

weird from the start.

They go something like this: the staU' will not involve

itself in the church, and the church will not involve itself in

the state. The state wil outline what actions a church may
legally take, but the church may not set moral limits on the

state. The church i.s free to set moral standards, but it

must recognize that tomorrow the state may change the

law to conflict with the church's moral stance, and then

the church must back off. Furthermore, the state may also

rule tomorrow that the church is sexist, homophobic and

not tax-exempt, at which time the church must change its

staffing, moral position and financial structure U) comply.

Of course, the church is free to criticize the state at any

time so long as it doesn't insist on implementing its morali-

ty in the state. This is what some mean be separation of

church and state.

Now, I realize that some readers will actually wonder

what is wrong with those ideas, but the simple fact is that

they're an invention. They're also oppressive. The real

principle behind separation is that the government may
not organize a church or establish a religion. The public is

free to believe as it will. This was a stern reaction to man-

dator> meml)ership in the Church of England. Otherwise

the state may do as it pleases. Now here is what churches

can do: send memliers to Congress, campaign <>n issues,

start schools, collect, contribute, distribute, picket,

boycott, petition, march, preach the gospel on the

sidewalks, preach {)olitics from the pulpit, and operate

taxable businesses for profit if they so desire. In short,

they can do anything any citizen can—l)ecause they are

citizens.

Those who criticize politics based on the Bible should

tread carefully. If they don't believe in the Bible, then any

other standard will be just as arbitrary. Right now. human

rights seem to be sacred in this country, but one could

Rusty Denton

argue just as convincingly for money or status or col-

onialism or bureaucracy or |>agan trarlition as the most im-

fMirtant criterion for go<Kl government. At the gut level, a

|K)litical platform is Itased on faith, and s<)me of us trust in

.lesus Christ, not in demwracy bonlering on socialism.

Some |)eople ask if it isn't simplistic l<» refer to Scri|>-

tures for ecf)nomics. foreign |K)licy. jurisprudence and

human services. There are two answers to that. First, it

would l)e naive to say that tho.se aren't complex i.ssues, but

Biblical guidelines were not responsible for exorbitant

taxes. covtTt warfare, can^-r criminals, t)r welfare ine

quities. Se<"«>ndly. and more im|H>rUintly, if the Cuni of the

Bible exists—and I contend He tloes- then only a national

fKilicy along scriptural lines can bring forth widesprejul

prosf)erity. I am willing to put it to the test.

It is understaiKJalile that some citizens prefer a fuzz> . in

spirational. well-U'haved (1«k1 who d<K'sn't challenge their

{K>litics. However, close ins|)ection of the Bible reveals a

f)ractical CkkI who is concerne<l with all asfiects of human

interaction. Scripture contains sf)ecific charges for na-

tional conduct, and a mamlatv that imlividuals .s|)eak out

for righteousness.

This can be done because the church as citizens ran in-

fluence policy, l)ecause grnlly men in office ran vote by

their consciences, and l)ecau.se separation of church and

state does not mean separation of (Jod and state. The

church is free to campaign for one nation under God, in-

divisible, with liberty and justice for all.

RiuHty Denton is a Collegian mlumnist.

1

Letters to the Editor

Rock and roll fans are ''treated as second-class citizens''

How long will rwk and roll fans put up with being

treated as second-class citizens? At the Springfield Civic

Center, the Worcester Centrum and here at our Fine

Arts Center, rock fans are subjected to sean-hes upon ad-

missions. Searches plus the use of only one entrance at

large halls often cause lines so long that many miss the

l)eginning of a show. This has lieen true at recent

Crateful Dead and Frank Zappa shows, (^-rtainly no

symphony or sports fan would tolerate such abuse. Not

only is such a practice aggravating, it is oppressive and

discriminating against youth. Treating young people

with distrust will never instill the selfdiscipline needed in

any true dem(KTacy. Harassment of rock fans should

end. and we should l)egin to change this nationwide

jM)licy right here on campus.

John llngerleider

Northampton
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Welcome Back to Hawaiian Week

/SEMESTER

Tonight -

Siu.ls .ifiiii'1 ih. wnrlil visiiuiK Japan. Korea.

Tkiwan. Hong Kong. Sri Lanka. India. Egypt.

IXarkey, Greece and Spain. Our um) day vuva>!;r>

..,ii tit trijiuaiv and bt ptrinbf r uKfrmg 12 1"-

r.tnslrrablr liuurs of < rrdu from more than 60 vovagt

rt la!« d . viUf!.**!.

Thr S.8. UNIVERSE is an Am. ,;..... -^..i "•^>

Imrr. rt-Ki^'t'Tfd in L.brria Semester at Sea adimis

studtnis without rrjcard to color, racr or crcrd

tor derails call lull frrr (800) 854-0195
< r wntr

Semester at Sea

Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh. 2E Ftorbes Qusdran^le

Pittsburgh. PA 15260

Special Slide Presentations

Wednesday March 27

Coolidge 16th Floor Lounge 7 PM

Thursday March 28

Carnpus Center Room 805 7 PM

No Cover

Dance Club

FREE Hamburgers and Hot Dogs til 12

Pearl Harbors /^n Njght

BmR ^ $1.25 All Week
DR rjKS Melon Balls

Changes Dance Club. Rt. 9 Amherst 256 8284

S
.m

^ .v^

All Baseball & Softball

Cleats

Now in Stock
Mizuno, Converse, Brooks

also: BIKE' uniforms

Easton, MIzuno bats and gloves

Team Discounts and Printing Available ^^
personal checks accepted

MC Visa ' AM
J

Campus Plaza, Hadley

^IrG INC.

The SPOT For Your Sporting Needs

Serve in

Appalachia

Appalachia... a

region ot static

contrasts You U

see some of

God s most
beautiful

scenery, sur-

rounding an area

of abject poverty.

Join other

Catholic men
and volunteer a vy/eck this

summer in exchange for memories to

enrich the rest of your life. You II experience

firsthand an active mission life, by bringing practical help

and hope to the poor people of Appalachia

May 18-24. 1985 July 20-26. 1985

June 8-14. 1985 August 3-9, 1985

,or more ,n.ormat,on and an appl.ca.on piease send co-P'e'ed coupon ,o Reverend

Jerry Dorn Glenrr^ary Horr^e Miss^cners Box 46404. Cnc-nnati. OH 45246

Telep»ione

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cr4 *Cy« ICvt I
$34.*» $39.»» $44.»» I

/Hi
«v» ; dvioll n«w .•t.jkx »porti *«tfibuiof cap CvC .otv« gft.iwn

plugi poinn t condiKHW ad|u*t cofc»«» •» •>•»« ond »apOf com*

4*> tpMd »* t>nanq <Ml bemr, tw t'l** mdodw IrwMwn TmI

ond cttorQMg tyttam mtpcct fo«Of ond Pfin«OM»

#
I 1—

k

Lube, Oil & Filter

$^599IncludM up to S quom
1(M0 oil. and Mif«ty

dwck

H
NorthAmherst Tire

& Auto Center
Futl Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amherst. MA
Across from Watroba s Store

549-4704

OPENING ^
SOONIll
18

MARCH
COUNCIL TRAVEL/

CIEE

for:

• budget flights • Int'l

student 10 • student ft

youth tours • rsH p»MM
• charters Europe • and

much rriore'

Now opening a brand

new office in Amhenrt"

79 So. Pleasant St.

2nd fl. rear

ph. 256-1261

Open Monday Friday

9:00 am 5:00 pm
Drop by or call for your

FREE copy of Council

Travel Catalog'

(MUNCILII %a««l $•»*«*»

^2^2^jy.2^2^i^X^t^J^^^J^^^^^^^^^^^V^^^

THE ROLE OF
DIRECTORS AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVES

• SPEAKER: Francis P. Lucier,

Chairman of The Board (Ret.),

Black and Decker Co.
• DATE: Wednesday, March 27, 1985

• PLACE: Campus Center. Rm 165-169
^

•TIME: 7:45 P.M. %
• SPONSOR: Marketing Department <x

^j^Jt).J^i^J^J^2^i^i^^^^^V^^^^^^^^^^^$

BACK BY POPULAR
DEMAND!!!

Senior Portrait Sittings

WILL be available

THIS WEEK!!

Call NOW
for an appointment: 545-2874

(There will be a $2 sitting fee)

COMMUNICATION
STUDIES MAJORS
ARE INVITED TO

ATTEND
AN

ALUMNI/AE
CAREER NIGHT

When:
Thursday, March 28, 1985

8:00 PM
Where:
Campus Center Room 163

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Office

The University Placement Service

The Dept. of Communication Studies

Graduates Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About their Careers and Yours

MENU INCLUDES:

CINNAMON APPLE CRISPITOS

REFRIED CRISPITOS

TEXAS BBQ

REFRIED CHIMICHANGA

SPICY WING STINGERS

REFRIED BEANS

FLOUR TORTILLAS

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
WED. MARCH 27, 1115 - I 30

Black&Decker head to speak today

L

A University of Ma«sachusett.s graduate

will return to his alma mater today to share

his experiences as chairman of the Board at

Black and Decker and to discuss the chang-

ing responsibilities in corporate manage-

ment.

Francis P. Lucier, ."16. who recently retired

from Black and Decker, a company that

manufactures tools, will speak at 7:45 p.m. in

Campus Center room IB-S-IBS.

Lucier's lecture, titled "The Role of Direc

tors and Chief Executives," is part of the

Marketmg department's ongoing series to

feature business executives at CMass.

Cieorge Schwartz, a marketing professor,

said.

The series is designed to bring in actual

business people to give practical experience

to students outside of the classroom," he

said. "Students will have the opportunity to

discuss topics with Lucier."

Schwartz said some of the changmg res-

ponsibilities in the top levels of corporation*

include more women and minorities in high

level positions.

"There's no question about it," Schwarti

said. "The trend has started, it's just a ques-

ti«m of how fast it will accellerate."

Lucier, who graduated in 1950. majored in

economics and went to work at Black and,

Decker in 1963. From 1972 l<> 1979. he was

the company's president.

- LAURA YKE

HAPPY HOUR
ATHERREU'S!

o<
o«!t

Car
Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

f?t. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880
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PICKUP
APARrY

,si«»-««»oo»«ti"»»-w««»u»i"»osc»« mc'ii ujms

Tonight
The Stfohs Hot Spot 99 3

Talent Search

The Sighs and
Wildcat O'Halioran

Thursday
the 'Til Tuesday gig

IS postponed until

future date, look out

for details. Tix will be
honored or refunded

Instead Tonight

D.J. DADDY NEIL
of W.M.U A

Bring your Til Tuesday
ticket and no cover

COMING UP
Easter Sunday April 7th

Jason & The Scorchers

Wednesday April 10th

Max Creak

Wedr>esdav April 17th

The Blushing Brides

Thursday April 18th

Buckwheat Zydaco

Sunday April 21st

Los Lobos with
The Good Guys

Thursday April 2Sth

Girit Night Out

II nmtmii tniiianu fi iii in ini

^unaH (garden

MANHARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Jk'Btd OmmhU
Try Our New

Luncheon seived ll a.iii.-3 p.m.

Specials From

I

WOMEN AND THE
ISRAELI

LEGAL SYSTEM
with the Honorable Daniella Wexler

and

New Buffet & Sunday Brunch
Buffet Seived 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday n;30-3

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

$2.25

$5.25
1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chiklren under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet h Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Souo

i

«

w: -w w
Try our New No. 12 Boneless Spare Ribs Small & Large Orders

I

-" "^ ^^

.^L3B

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service iq Belchertown Road
Full Cocktail Menu at Rte. 9, Amherst

Sun. -Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m. 256-0252

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
*g ^ >^

^I

Judge in Jerusalem Magistrate Court
dealing with civil and criminal cases
affecting both West and East
Jerusalem.

Thursday, March 28

7 p.m Herter 116

Pan ot a coritinuing series of discussions

on Israel and the Middle East.

Soonsored bv B B Hitlel

m

Wednesday. March 27, 1985?

DOONESBURY

jCoUcgi^n 9

By Garry Trudeau

'MARQiZl lHOriCB

WIGKT THAI I 5££M
i WHAVtPeveUJPWA
SPeClAL RITUAL UIITH

'aveKfAFTBMOON.JOANe
PlCtSJEFPReiUPFROM
QA'iCAR^lMSieOlO
fm PARK PLA1GROUNP
ANP T}£/^ COMB HO^e."o ^

•JOANia RtAPS TVH:M, Give^ HIM

A BATh ANP 1H5N AHER. PINNBR,

9He0RJN6SHiM vi^mutk\
imCHING THB nSMiS, AND1 KISS

HIM 600PNI6HT I DO THIS &/eRY

NI6HT iiUITHOUT^ -

FAIL" C ^

iiseeMSTOUJORK
JBffREi'S TURNING

OUTeRSAT"

Today's Weather

Frisbee time! It will be in

the nfud-508 today and the

mid-HOs tomorrow, with

plenty of sunshine both

days.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

7 pmHK
fwreeeR
iOU LOST

Mfmi

Rats
By Congo

HCY DAKt... HAVE VOM

J M€Ar4 TS WE STat
t^

THE RAT?
Ht WAS
805TEl> JfO

LOS VEGAS

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

Off rH^€€..

/ // / i \

So ters ACL ae A/zctr

AA/D se^i> Some Rue

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

feel for fhe,^,yH<^^^^
kiVi<< 6-r

He n

i f.Ifi 0^^^

GORDY By Gorde

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Omaga s

pannar

A Batortchuia
(Htroopaf

10 LittiaSir

14 Whimparad
15 An acad

cour»«

16 PlamliM

17 n«fnamb««
Iha '

18 RapoM
19 Proolraadar s

mark
20 Sailing vassal

of yore

23 NFL scores

24 Time /one

abbr

25 Spree

26 Depend (on)

26 Jolly good
feller

29 Cherry red

colors

32 Packers

35 Small singing

bird

36 Soon
37 Tall story

38 Domingo
specialty

39 Made merry

42 Donut
44 Sound systems

45 Lively

46 Hoad or *»ay

47 Twvinmq stem

48 Before school

or college

51 Garden lool

53 Famous
20 Across

56 Medley of

songs
58 Endings iwitn

velvet

59 Church (eature

60 Gymnast
Korbut

61 Fad
62 Primp. liKe

a peacock
63 Large

container

64 Lean to

65 Carnelians

relatives

Milrd b> Tmde MkhH Jaffe

31 Head ihebiit

32 Vahicias

33 Diiiaaad

DOWN
1 Spaadiiy

2 Sooihaa
3 A braid o>

hair

4 Ropa'ibar

5 Paraol ol

a type

6 Coiorlul bird

7
•• ot robtoa

inhar hair

8 Hasty

9 Dressed
10 Feminine

ending

11 Famous
20 Across

12 Pay attention

13 Tabte scraps

21 Long periods

oltima

22 Iran, once
AMX

27 Repetitive

chant

26 Kinds, classas

29 Between bee

and dee

30 Put in Bay 5

Uiie

43 Cartain

glaciers

45 Wa«n«K)
lightly

47 SHOP to e»caaa

48 Modal, fo* fx^

49 Oovamad
50 Utopias

51 Owls call

52 Stew pot

M Slangy reply

55 Milan money
57 Former acorn

olyore
34 o« the

Sea. anoihar

20 Across

35 Otsancumber
37

Misarablas

40 Eriksson

41 Loungers

42 Spilled

the beans

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

rfiHSIAIDIA

GliJUOU OOb] UliOUU
UUUUU UUJULiUUlJlJlJ
UUQ ULJaUUDU liLlU

UUULI UUUUy ULJUU
MUU DUO (JLItJ

OUHU UOCJUU UIJUU

OUU GUUUOUILI LIUU

UUUUID DOU UUUUli

3/27/8S

<j|«t5 I ix »mi lt» \imit\ Sx ilult 3/27/85
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ARE SNACKS BAD FOR YOU?
not necessarily.

As long as snacks don't replace nutritious foods or add unneeded

calories they aren't bad for anyone. The TROUBLE WITH MOST
SNACK FOODS is they aren't nutrient dense, that is THEY DON'T
PROVIDE MANY NUTRIENTS FOR THE NUMBER OF CALORIES
THEY CONTAIN.

FOR THE SAME AMOUNT OF CALORIES, skim milk gives you

23% of the protein. 39% of the calcium and 36% of the vitamin A

and B 12 that you need for an entire day, while a cola gives you only

carbohydrate.

Sensible snacks are carbohydrates PLUS NUTRIENTS, like fresh

fruits and vegetables, whole grain breads, crackers and cereals.

University Vending Services and the Division of Health Education

LESBIANS,
BISEXUALS
GAYMEN

and FRIENDS
The Lesbian. Bisexual and Gay AUiarwe

(formerly the PGA) will hold a giant

DANCE
Saturday. March 30

Campus Center Auditorium

9pm -1 am $2.50 admission

UJ: ELECTKA you've heard her at I'earl Street

I

in

9

DONTMISSIT...

BOOHS4LE
25% off

the regular price of selected,

recent titles

* Quantities are limited *

Sale located on the Campus
Center Concourse, across

from the University Store.

SALE DATES: March Z?. 28. 29

J
Store Hours

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located on the

Campus Center

Concourse

^,UNIVERSITY
STORED

Feature Film Night

TONIGHTS' MOVIE:

''RISKY
BUSINESS"

Shows at: 6, 8, and 10

Admission to all shows: $1.00

Weekly
Bar Specials

On Sale

<fc

*

WedncMla;. March 27. IMSi
Collegian n

liTUSPO
YOUR iAUMPRVI

u

7
Student Special

1 HOUR
f

Sklrtf

DiOP OFF LIUIDRY

10 5 00
Except Wed & Sat

Sitf

Sarvlct
7«m-l0pm|

7 Days

3 Si/e

Washers
Gas OryprS/

<^

I

SPEEDWASH
n Pray St 549 1665

% HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-7727

,

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(n«xt to Stadium Uquors in the Price Chopper MaN)

Etonic- Puma
Etonic* Puma
Etonic* Puma
Etonic* Puma
Etonic Puma
Etonic" Pull

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Puf

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Puf

Etonic'' Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic" Pui

Etonic* Puf

Etonic* Pui

Etonic' Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic •Pui
Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pui

Etonic* Pur

Etonic* Pui

Etonic' Pui

Etonic* Pull

na* Brooksl
na" Brooks"
na* Brooks*
na" Brooks*
na" Brooks"
na" Brooks"

" Brooks '" Pony " Saucony " Asics Tiger " Converse " Nike * Olympian"* Nike

'

Brooks* Pony* Saucony" Asics Tiger* Converse" Nike* Olympian"* Nike'
" Brooks" Pony^ Saucony" AsicsTiger" Converse" Nike* Oiympian"*Nike'
" Brooks" Pony" Saucony" Asics Tiger" Converse" Nike" Olympian"'Nike'
" Brooks^ Pony* Saucony » Asics Tiger* Converse" Nike" Olympian"<Nike'

Buy One Pair,

Get The Second Pair

At Half Price
Saucony^ Reebok gis W^

Running Shoes ^. ^ v ^
convfiiM

At Olympian We Compete To Win.
Rtgni now Duy dny of our lop qu^iily.

brandname shoes at regular price and get
the second* pair at half price If you
want only one pair, bring a friend and

share the savingsl

Olympian has what it takes to win the

best footwear at the t>est prices

"vecond patr is <^ cqunt& io^^t^ ptKe

> '

u -/:.

I /

\X/e thrive Cfn competition.
ijunfntoir M*ii Uxr t MMIIry

f I

The Pig Strikes Back!

Qding even has jwi^ be«n hmnierf

^ R-r];^,^ £ it. §

Pony* Saucony" AsicsTiger" Converse" Nike" Olympian'-'Brooks" Pony- Sj

Pony* Saucony" AsicsTiger" Converse" Nike" Olympian''*g^oo'<s Kony a.

UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

FRIDAY, MARCH 29

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall 545 0202

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^meTcollegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Men - Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fn • Deadline :s 2 days prior to publication aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone nu n>ber FREE

AUTO FOn SALC

Iffn Toyota CoreNa Run*.
moHi Bmt offar 605-2473

but naadi

1% Swboni 4wd fof Mia gd cond MUng
meo cat Anna ansa

BtST QUAUTV NUUIMIS

Conaultation. praparation. ana*vti«

daaign, layout . adHinq. covor lattar. typvig

Giarruaao 2B^6g7

tNTtm-AHMMNT

Nock A-Olac. Rack A Vidoo Ent*rta«>

maol Diac Jockays. larga »craao vxjao

dancas fof houaapanyt. »amrfofTnat». cam
Qua avanta 5«9 7144

fowmurr

Praaidantlal Apt tunny tpackjui quwt

•panrrwit on bu» lina 10 min walk to cam

put Avaitabia Immadiataly Call 2M-3l8e

avanioflt

tJirga 2 bodroom apt townhoota tryla,

Sundortand avaitaMa Juna 1 call 885 2020

•100 to taka laaaa on tpaciout 2 b«Jroom.

4/1 9 '31 353* electric But etc

546^)8a9/ee6-4909

Walk lo privata booch from 3 laval

townhouaa on Nantucket lalaod. tip* 8. 2 b,

deckt. w/d, k, etc Can Kerth (203) 487^360

Northampton~apartmant tor tumnw
•ublel 1 bedroom 5eR7092

Puffton one bdrm call 548 7568 available

in June

FON8ALE

Fender reverb Amp «300 letg^ »p«iak(,<

cabinet »1S0 complete iki package »76

256 6749 price* nagotiabia'

David Moore t found your lackat If you

can identity « end te« me iwtiere I fouryj ri

ceH Doug tt 2S3 7807 After 3 00 P»«

HELP WANTED

Sororltv need* kitchen help Maaitlnax

change for work Pleaae cali Lauran at

Salomon Ski Binding* 87IT brand new

never u»ed »96 546 7868

Yemaha 12 etrlng acouatic guHar FG230

225 00 call Peter 266 1737

Have l>ead~ Tin. mutt tall call Lmda *t

256^1203

Qovafftmant Momaa from H (u rapairr

Alto delinquent t*« property cell

1-806-8B7«)00 ext GH 9616 for inform*

tton

DammK thia la cha«»l Stratoca«tar M26

COUNSELOnS Pnvete coad
Berkthiret hat opanir^gt for head arMl aeeie

tent ir»»tructor» m an* & craftt gym
naatic*. lacroaaa, tenrw*. erchary ttreet

hockey, dramanca, mu*K diractor '
ptarw ac

comptnitt. video/filmm»king,
photogr*phy, model rocketry, redio itatton

(AMI. hiking/backpacking. computer*.

»»eterfront (WSlI horaebeck nding. ar«j

bunk unit head* Good talana* friendly at

moapftare Contact Dr Paul Krounar Camp
Scfiodack 54 Sheffield Roed. Navvtonville,

MA 02180 18171 964^1912. day* 9-4

Pia Weetam Me**achutatti Latin Aftiarica

Solidarity Committee h»* orw *rork *tudy

po*ition for A*eietani Co ordmetor Good
organuational tkHIt »nd abilitY to work un

tuparvitad required Applicationt tveilabie

t RM 404 SUB Daadline it 29 March

Woman and Third World people encourag

ad to apply WMLASC i* en AA EEO
employer

Ai7iTna* Hiring, 14»39,000

'

Stewerdeeaat. Reearvationitt' Worfdwide'

Call for Guide Directory, Nevrtletter

1 1918) 944^444 « UMetaair

START YOUR CAREER NOW Earn

rtK>na¥ ar<d work on Fortune 500 compenia*'

markatir>g progremt on camput Pert time

Ifteniblel hour* each wreak We gnre

referencet Call 1^0.243-8679

Crulaaehipe Hiring. t16 tSO.OOO' Carh
bean. Hawaii. World Call for Guide, Oirec

tory. Newaletter 1 (9161 944 4444 «

Umaiacruiee

Teach Neadiaworfc. Flexible hour* Good
pay Will train tftoae with Nrrtitad needlework
axpariartce For interview cell 247-9432

RF ENGINEERS Poeition* Bve4able for

BSEE and MSEE graduatoi m RF end

Microweve onentad wrork Femrliernv with

RF computer aidad engmaanng progremt

auch aa "Super Compact" a pkia but not ra

quirad N iiilereatad and quaiifiad. plaeea

tend your reeume to Caroia F Bruce

Sierra ReeMrch Orvwon, LTV. PO Bo>

222 C. BuHalo, NV 1422S-0222 EOE
M/F/H/V

WaltraiMoe apply at Ruaty Nai Fnday 3/29

6 to 8 PM

Sprirtg Candy Baaliate - on laia *i week at

Chapel' Jutt 11 for rnore deteiit tee eny

HOUMNCtOCO

Loading tor an i

campu* WMing to taka owar aummar rant

Four or rT>ore open roonta era iieceeetry If

you re tooking to move out piaaeo caii

2Se-068S

INCOME TAX PMfPARATIOM

INCOME TAX preparetion et your eervice

LOWEST RATES (Tt. Oeductiblel Ttnet
prepared quickly for ttie LARGEST poe*it)le

refund Call Stephen Shore 546-6868 after 8

LOtT

Gold necklace with croa* left m locker tn

Boyden tentimental call Joenne 256 1888

Rewerd Week book bag loat 3-12^ at

Blueweli" call 2560018

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Honda 400 Hawk I7S0 or beat offer

Call George 253 7422

PtWSOWALS'

Aatrolotv Omih » Irtwnaly Introduc-

tion bagrnt 3/27 for information, cail

549 0210 eveninge eek for Cerl

Banda Wanted SWAG it hx>king for

bandt interaited in playir>g the Southweat

PyrarTMdt dunng Southweet waek (April 30

Mey 3 19061 Application* »>• aveilabit m
the SWAG Office m Hampden
daedline i* March 29. IMS.

O Don t be neoghry go to krtotty' T»»en

boo with ehenu' Dunk you very rtHKhi The

Dead Heed F

HSMA announcae Ita Aiprti let Tuck In

Sarvical Ord*r m C C Concourae March

25 29'

Congratulation*
HSMA Raffte Winner*

Paul KiNay
Marth Porter

Dave Baron
Clalra Coateik)

JaeSub

Naugebauer
OuaneSavake
Sarah Fletcher

Uea Dor<atealo
Karen Menn

Plaaae can Adam at 546 9438

FIOL What* cooking? ffappy 21«t Birth

day you plane tKkai to tfw ler>d of tf<e

Dir>ke* IS in t>>e rrMili Lova. Rich. Oaniee.

•TK) LiTMle

I* It true you can buy jaapa for M4
through the US Govemmani? Gat tfie

feet* today' Call 1 312 742 1142 ext 5831 A

SATnT^ LOUIS UNTvERSlfv'invite*
American ttudant* to participete in Madrid

tummer tchool (Julyl Spam offer*

everything under the tun Contact Mr Joe
Hoff SLU. 221 N Grebd Blvd . St. Louia

MO 63103 Tel 13141 668 2500

CMl«y IM Thank you for tf>e greet breek that

we thared It wet the beat tirrte of my life

Love you. Bnen

IkROfESSiONAL
TYPING SERVICE

NOOMWAMTED

Are you living in Puffton? Mead erwther

houtamete tor tti* tummer? I need a room.

can Patnck 253 2763

Want to take over a laaaa In Pu^flon or

RivergWde Rew*rd cell Jeenett* or Laurie

5488886

ROOMMATES WAWTEO

We naad two raepontible female room
nrtatae to there our apartment m Brittany

MarxK eek MictwHe 546 7366

Wentad fameia lo there 2 bedroom Cepe
Cod cortege 1675 for entire tummer utilitiart

irKlurled info cell 256 1 735

Two roommatae tor tummer hou**
Wect Yerrrtouth 800 rtMial have iTK>r>ay

*oon Call 548 7681

Roommatae needed Im^e or famaiel for

eummer house m Myennit $690 per person

for tummer Call Dawn 546 6602 or

Stephenie et 546 6604

2 roommetee wanted for Townahouaa
apt starting fen 86 tsk for Larry ryi Eric

'>«9 4514

Looking for 4 people to there e houee m
Brewtter May 26 Sept 4 Joe 1617)

443 2613

MIIVICIS

Oraat locattenll Two large wngle room*

eve4ebi* m houae on Feenng St 190 'rtH>

for more mfo Iqwet non emofcer*) cal

5i»6426

b«4»7RM

Tiocrrt

I offer can Dawn 2S3-S71I

TO SUBLET

Mewaa 8 kadroom/7 paraon 3 full batfw.

wathar dryer, diahwaefier, lawn por^.
parking, but route t1156/month tummer
rent negotiable 665 4644

TYPINO

Speedy Kaya" piofeeaional ItM typina.

Pepert theta*. diaaertationa. romanca
lartguaga* 256^ 1002

UtnCKKTS

Centrum April 19 la*t 1985 Now Englend

thow 12th row cell Rick »fter 11 r"

WAwno

Lookbtg to take over a \mitm for a two or

thriM bodroom tpanment for fall of 86
Prefo'tbly in Puffton Townehouae. or

Brtnrtywine Joe 6 7979

COINS 12>/121 tutoring MOO par hr

former 123'121 greder 4 tamaatar univartt

ty contultant Alex 263 7666

SUMMER JOBS

Caea*. Paper*, Di**ertetion*. The
on campus very reliable low relet Nancy

564 7924

mOERS WANTED

Orataful D««4 bu* to Providaooa April 4
« 10 can Gary 256 1454

Job opening* on Merthe * VIneyerd lor

responsible mdividusls E»rn good pey driv

mg e tour bus. will tram, preference given to

licensed bus driver* Mutt be able to work

through Labor Oey Good driving record

eteentiel Contect Steve betwreen 10 am 12

mid at 549^738

tUMMCII SUtLET

Two bedroom two floor apaclou* apart

martt Squire ViUage. Sunderland M35 in

dudtrtg utiktia* can 686-3700

*100 rewerd lo teke over laaae 2 or 3

bedroom ept in Brendywine or Puffton cell

Annmarie 546 8010 Ron 5468056 or Katie

546-8012

WANTED TO RENT

1 or 2 famataa looking for houaa to Mtara at

the Cape/Yarmouth area call Liaa
617 7311830 ______
2 or 3 bedroom apt to take over leeee m
Amherti on but route Puffton pref Cell

Laurie 546 5787 or Meg 546 5784

Otta or two bedroom reward can 64SS332
or 546 5120

_

1 bedroom apt within 1 mila to campua un-

fumiehad lo take over in June or mid May
call Rich It 54fr9622 or Mark et 546-4700 or

546-5083
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SPORTS
Florida trip

a success

forUMass
Baseball "ready*

By PETER ABRAHAM
CoUegian Staff

ItH hard to explain.

The I'niversity of Massachusetts baseball

team hit 48 points better than its opponent*,

had a team earned- run- average 1.36 runs

less than opposing pitchers and pounded out

20 more hits, but still came home from

Florida with a 3 6 record.

"I'm pleased that we got in a lot of baseball,

but less pleased with the results." manager

Diik Bergquisl said, in disappointed that

we couldn't have won more games. We were

•till successful considering it was the First

time we played." I'Mass started out strong,

whipping llliiuns-Chicago 13 2 behind a

strong effort by Jim Knoph (11, 1.93) on

the mound.
But the Minutemen proceeded to lose

three straight. Wisconsin was a 6-4 winner a -

Steve Allard had control problems and tooi-

the loss. Mick Wydra was then hammered h>

Stetson in a 19-2 setback before freshman

Stave Allen was the pitcher of record in a 4-

1

loss to Bradley.

IMass bounced back with a 13-8 win over

Wis«onsinas hard I' lii'tmr nghthan

der ' ••• ' ^ • •

y

standout according lo BerHUi->t. then went i

complete game m a I J 1 whipping (»f Bra

dley The I'lttsfield. Mass. pr«)duct, up from

the junior varsity, went 10 innings in Florida

and " ^ '• ne earned run for a team

low ;nickout four »nd walked

three in giving up seven hit*.

Allen and reliever Matt Sub«.» / . .n u i." f.

losses to Wisconsin and Stet-son. 8-4 and

8-7 respectively

The loss to Stetson, which was part of the

Stet.son Invitational Tournament, was the

biggest disappointment of the trip and the

Minutemen. behind Allard's tough pitching,

went ahead 3-0 before letting Stetson take

the lead. UMass eventually tied it only to lose

on a two- run error in the infield.

I'Mass committed 29 errors and allowed

26 unearned runs. UM pitchers struggled

with 52 walks and eight hit batters. Thev

fmished with a team ERA of 4.56, much
improved from the disaster they suffered

dunng last year's spring trip to New Mex-

ico.

At the plate, designated hitter Todd Com-
eau hit .351 with ten runs batted in and a

homer. Jeff Cimini hit .364 and Sheran, who
is also an outfielder. .370. JV-product Jay

Zemer hit .400 and shortstop Angelo Salus-

tri was at .3fi4.

Holy Cross

plays host

to Softball
Minulewomen ready
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Facing the likes of 1 8th ranked South Car-

olina and 19th ranked Indiana I niversity on

their tnp down South, the University of

Massachusetts softball team "didn't have

room to breathe." according t.. -.ixih vear

coach F^laine Sortino.

The Minutewomen may have a chance to

breathe a little easier as they open up the

Northern portion of the slate against Holy

Cross today at 3 p.m. at Freshman Field in

Worcester.

I'Mass dearly wants to I'
8-

1 slate, its first losmg re< (ig

ick from the South.

Holy Cross could be a team to UMass' lik-

mg right now The Crusaders were 7-11 last

year and the game will be Holy Cross'

season opener

I'Mass demolished the Crusaders in a

.i<<iil)leheader here in Amher.-t last year.

IMass won7 (land 12 2. Centerfielder Sally

Maher ha i day g< r 7 on the

div IM 1
• •>'.• C' »" •

•"'" "^

fi -ophomore
< ar

Junior firstbaseman Jeff Cimini hit .364 with a home run and eiifht runs batted

in during the baseball teams trip to Florida over the break.

Indoor soccer places fifth

in UConn tourney
Adohoe (6 goals) selected to all-star team

Intramural spring

sports notices

The Intramural sjiorts office in Boyden
215 is taking entries for badminton and
volleyball teams.

Entries should be submitted right away.

Call the office at 545-2693 for more infor-

mation.

Officials are also needed for softball and
soccer game this spring. Apply at the of-

fice as soon as possible, two officials are

needed for each game and not enough are

currently available to staff all contests.

Intramural officials are paid workers.

By FETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

indoor soccer team raised its record to

20-4-1 with a fifth place finish in the

University of Connecticut tournament this

past weekend in Storrs.

The Minutemen were led by all

tournament selection Ferdie Adoboe who

tallied six goals. UMass goalie Don

lX>nahue was also strong with a 0.62 goals

against-average through eight games. He
allowed only two goals.

ITMass opene<l the tourney with three

victories on the first day. They defeated

Clark 7-1. Babson 1-0 and the University of

Rhode Island 2-0.

On the second day, the Minutemen

defeated Keene College 2-0 for their third

straight shutout before falling to eventual

second-place finisher Eastern Connecticut

2-1.

UMass then downed New York Tech 3-0

and Adelphi 2-0 before losing to Syracuse

1-0. The Orangemen finished third in the

tournament, which was won by Long

Island University. Thirty-two teams par-

ticipated.

The Minutemen. who have won two in

door tournaments this season, had strong

performances from Andy Bing(five goal.s),

freshman Kurt Manal (three gtmls), John

Shannon (two goals) and Tom Usock (one

goal).

The games consisted of two 15-minute

halves over a two-day period. The host

Huskies finished Uth in their own competi-

tion.

"We usually do pretty well in the indoor

tournaments." Minuteman head coach Jeff

Ciettler said. "In the past few years we
have won a lot of games. Our style of play

seems suited for the indoor game."
"1 just hope that we can continue it on

throuigh the fall season. We'll be going out-

side soon and we'll be able to tell a lot more

about the team then."

UMass will be in the final indoor tourna-

ment of the season, the Southern Connec-

ticut Tournament, this coming weekend.

The Minutemen will begin outdoor spring

drills on April 2.

UMass notebook

Moreau shines for Gorillas, spring drills start
University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse goalie Gerry

Moreau was especially sharp during the team's trip to

Florida.

The Gorilla's goalie allowed only two goals in the two

scrimmage games UMass had and .seems to be ready for a

solid season. UM is ranked second in New England behind 4-

Yale. The Gorillas open Saturday against Delaware at 1

p.m. at Boyden.

The UMass football team, bolstered by junior-college

transfers and coach Bob Stull's off-season conditioning pro-

gram, are readying to go outside the first week of April. The
annual spring game is set for the first week of May.

New Providence College basketball coach Rick Pitino

indicated that he'll be trying to sign forward Gerald King.

N.Y. Knick Bernard King's brother. The UM graduate had

indicated a willingness to help the Minutemen recniit the 6-5

New Yorker just three weeks before accepting the Friar's

job.

PETER ABRAHAM

Jias three pitchers lo rounter with

Junior co-captain Lynn Stockley is 1-4 but

y • f<» 79wtt' ' ' •' strike

inLisa U- a 1.29

ERA while junior Cathy Ree with a
- i.-K \

1 - ' \i i^H top hitter wiih a ..')()()

J •»:• I i'rK*!hfreshroan shortstop Paige

Kopcza at .500. Rever is at .4 1 7 while fresh-

man first baseman Martha Jamieson (.333)

leads the team with 7 RBIs.

There is more speed on the basepaths as

<he Minutewomen have stolen almost 3/4th

of what they did last year. 40 base.s. In 12

games thus far. UMass has swiped 28 with

Maher leading the way with six.

Errors concern Sortino, though, and her

young defense has made a lot There have

been 23 errors in 12 games compared to 54 in

37 last year.

"Once they get their confidence, they'll be

dynamite." Sortino .said. "They'll come into

their own as the regular season progresses.

"rm very optimistic about the team. We
are going to be all right," she added.

lIMass opens up at home on Friday with a

game against Boston College (3 p.m.) at

NOPE before tackling Atlantic 10 rival

Rhode Island in an important doubleheader

.Saturday at 1 p.m.

Lee decisioned,

wrestling gone
The University of Mas.sachusetts wres-

tling program has been laid to rest. The var-

sity program is no more with the loss of

sophomore Chris Lee in the first round of the

NCAA wre.stling championships in

Oklahoma City. Oklahoma on March 16.

Lee. a New England champion as a fresh-

man at 126 pounds and a wild card selection

to the Nationals this year, fell to Ron Ensign

of Tennessee-Chattanooga by a 6-3

margin.

Wrestling was one of the seven varsity

sports cut from the athletic program last

May. It will now become a club sport.

(iERRY deSlMAS

Sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Today:
Softball: at Holy Cross, 3 p.m.

theMassachusettsDaily
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Amherst Town Meeting
votes to oppose tower
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

In a special meeting last night, members of

the Amherst Town Meeting voted to oppose

the construction of a I'nited States Air

Force radio tower designed to provide

communication in the event of a nuclear

attack.

The .300 foot lower proposed for Amherst

is part of a nationwide communications

system termed Ground Wave Emergency

Network.
Nancy Foster, a member o( the NO
(iWF:N Alliance, opponents of the tower.

said the system "assumes nuclear war is

survivableand controllable."

'The (iWFIN system is not a deterrent, it

is intended primarily for fighting a nuclear

war,' she said.

U. t;ol. Dale Condil of the U.S. Air Force

and assistant program director of (JWEN.

address<'d the Town Meeting and outlined

the purpose of the system.

Im m»t here to engage in a debate or

discuss national policy, but I 11 tell you

everything 1 can with respect to GWEN.

"

he said.

Drawing an analogy lo an injured chiWs

need for a workable phone system, t^ndit

said the system would ensure radio com

'nTunication S««lwe«'n defense' posts in the

CoBvMi iilHMn by MitrrM S (irwitclt

TWIST AND SHOUT—Steve Swain, a senior art major, does it up on

his skateboard yesterday afternoon by the Fine Arts Center. Sunny

skies and warm temps encouraged many to play outside. Expect more of

the same today.

Increased costs to hit area students
By MICHELLE HYDE
CoUegian Staff

Students attending the area's four private

colleges will have to "dig deeper into their

pockets" next year, as tuition will rise bet-

ween 6 and 9 percent because of inflatioa

Hampshire College will remain the most

expensive private college in the area, with the

total cost of attendance at $13,930, and

Amherst College, with U)tal costs at $ 1 3,400,

will become the least expensive.

Officials at Smith, Mount Holyoke, Hamp-

shire and Amherst colleges yesterday an-

nounced the tuition hikes, and said the

average rise will be no more than last year.

The University of Massachusetts and

other state universities, colleges and com-

munity colleges are expected to announce an

annual tuition increase April 9. when the

state Board of Regents of Higher Education

meets. Total cost at UMass is $3,606 for

instate students. $6,430 for out-of-state

students.

Mount Holyoke students will pay $1,100

or 8.8 percent more next year, making the

total cost of attendance $ 1 3 ..S.'iO. as opposed

to $12,450 this year. The total co.st includes

tuition at $10,350, up $9.')0. and room and

board at $3,200 up $150. Last year's in-

crease was 6 percent

Smith College students will pay $ 1 ,020 or

8 percent more next year, the toUl co.st will

be $13,760. including tuition at $9,900 and

room and board at $3,860. These increases

are the same amount as last year.

At Hampshire College, students will pay a

toUl of $13,930-7.6 percent, or $970 more

than this year. That includes a tuition in-

crease of $805 and a room and board in-

crease of $165. Next year's tuition will cost

$10,980; this year it was $10,175. Next

year's room and board will cost $1,100; this

year it was $1,035.

Amherst College students, facing a 6.4

percent or $800 increase, will pay $ 1 3.400 to

Contintied un page 5
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event of a crisis.

"C«»mmunication is essential to ensure we
act rationally." he said.

( ondit said the lower, proposed for .South

Amherst, would consist of a 300 f(M»t tower

with an underground copper wire screen

and three buildings. The system is

designed to withstand electromagnetic

pulses generatinl by high altitude nuclear

blasts.

Opponents erf the system questioned its

status as a deterrent. Dr. Michael Klare. a

5 rollege pn)lesM)r ol I'eace and Wt»rld

><rurii\ Studies and the defense

corresp«md«'nt to- Nation magazine said

'(IW!!N is only iun-essary if y«»u want to

fighi a pn>tra<"ted nuclear war

Mary \x«»nt worth, a former candidate for

I .S. Ilou-^ of Representatives said, "ihe

government is preparing not for

deterrence, but lor a massive first strike

against the Soviet Union."

"We have lo lar«» up to what our country is

planning." she said.

.Arthur <i|uinton, a physics professor at the

I niversity of Massachusetts . said he

favors cfmstruction of the tower. "The only

known opposition t«> the tower is the NO
(;WEN Alliance, which detesls everything

U» do with the military, ideaUsm has its

pliirv. m the classrtHwn. on the pulpit, but

ntA in Ihis matter. he saiil.

UMass rated among the best
By LAURA KOESTER
Colle^n-1n Staff

The I niversity of Ma.s.sachus*'tts has

been chosen as one of the twelve "hottest"

colleges in the country in an article that will

appear in the April 8 issue of US magazine.

UMass was one of only three public

universities chosen by Lisa Bimbach,

author of The Preppy Hnndhrxtk. in her ar-

ticle. Other universities include Stanford,

Duke and Brown.
UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey said he

feels UMass is finally getting the recogni-

tion it deserves, adding "public higher

education ought to be the best, not second

best."

Duffey said he hopes the reputation of

the University among state residents will

continue to improve. He noted that improv-

ing popular image is consistent with the

professional recognition and acclaim

already received by many faculty members

and students.

Last year there were 17,000 applications

for 4,000 freshman places. This year, there

are <»ver 18, (KM), according to acting direc-

tor of und«'rgraduate admissions Tim

Reinhart. He attributed this intensified

comf>etition to a rf)n.scious effort on the

part of the administration to improve the

image of UMass. the use of sophisticated

marketing techniques and the rising cost of

pnvate e<iucatinn.

"What you are getting (at UMass) is a

private university education at a public

education cost." Larry Bene<lict. dir»H-U)r

of Academic Support Services, said.

"In the j>ast 10 years, this school has

really taken off. This year we had 6,0(X)

out-of state applications for 600 places. I'm

not surprised that our fame is rising. This

is a hot sch<K)l," Benedict said.

Students confirmed the high quality of

education at UMass. "This is an excellent

school. There are many world-reknowned

profes.sors." F'am Quaglia, a junior art ma-

jor, said.

"It's time UMass got the acclaim it

deserves. I love this school. It's underrated

and taken for granted," public relations

major Laureen Delaney, said.

Senate fiscal crisis heats up
By LAI RA KOESTER
("ollegian Staff

To spark alternative ways

to ease the Undergraduate

Student Senate's fiscal

crisis, the co presidents of

the University Democrats

burned their budget at last

night's meeting.

"We would rather see our

budget go up in flames than

all the small RSO groups

".'ho are dependent on the

senate for funding. We are

one group that can get

outside funding, and we

want oth« . groups to ex

plore all their options,"

Kevin Sweeney, co

president of the group said.

Continued on page 5

Collegian ph<>U> by Mr '

Kevin Sweeney, co-president of University

Democrats, burns the gfrouP" budget at last

night's senate meeting.
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WORLD AND IVIATIONAL NEWS
House to vote on

MX funding again
WASHINGTON (AP) -

House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill Jr. yesterday opened

the final campaign by

opponents of the MX miMile

to block release of $1.5 bil-

bon to build 2 1 more of the

nuclear weapona.

O'Neill pledged an 'all out

effort" to change the handful

<rf votea needed to reveme

the effect of a slim 219-213

pw>-MX victory for President

Reagan in the Houae cm

Tuesday
A required second House

vote will be taken at noon

today on the long range, in

terconunental muwilet*.

which critics aay would be

deetroyed by the first

berrage of a Soviet strategic

nuclear attack.

Reagan and other suppor

ters say the MX missiles are

critical to the success of the

Geneva arms control negoti-

ations and are more accurate

and powerful than the fleet of

Minuteman missiles built in

the 19608.

Under a congressional

decision made last fall post-

poning the MX battle, two

votes each were required in

both the House and Senate

for final approval of author-

ization and appropriations

measure*.

The Senate gave iu ap-

proval in identical 55-45

votes last week, so one more
House vote will settle the

issue for now, although still

another MX fight looms on

Capitol Hill this summer.

Kidnapped man
freed in Lebanon
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Manhattan District Attorney Robert Morfen-
thay announces the indictment of subway ^n-
man Bcrnhard Goctz Tuesday afternoon on four

counts of attempted murder.

Goetz indicted for

attempted murder
NEW YORK (AP)

Bemhard Goetz was indicted

by a grand jury on four counts

of attempted murder yester-

day a month after a first panel

charged him only with illegal

gun possession for shootmg
four youths on a subway train

Dec. 22.

"It's probably the best

thing," said Goetz. a 37

year old self employed
p|i«rt ron irs technician

.

iiop*>tully this will end the

controversy...The story

woukl have come out one

Advertisers ! ! ! !

SPOT COLOR
SPECIAL!

In the Collegian

Rest of the semester spring fling is about

to begin! Starting April 2nd through the

remainder of the spring semester spot col-

or will be offered at below cost rates. Our

regular rate of $90.00 on spot color will be

reduced for a limited time only. Act now
cash in on our new rate of only

$ 50 $

••••For Spot Color********

way or the other anyway."

The indictment in the

internationally publicused

case was announced by

District Attorney Robert

Morgenthau one day after

Goet7 refused to testify

before the ffra"d jury in a

dispute over how much
immunity he should be

granted.

Goetz, who-claimed he was

defending himself against

being robbed and teminted,

became a figure of tremen-

dous controversy immediate-

]ly after the shootuigs.

When Morgenthau

announced earlier this month
that said he would seek an

indictment for a second time,

Goetz predicted he would be

cleared "no matter how many
grand juries are called."

'Tm not worried." he said.

"1 know a jury ofmy peers will

exonerate me again."

MKIKI T. l.*banon (AP»

Geotlrey Nash, the first ot

nine loreigners who

disappeared in l.#banon in a

two week senes of ab

ductions. was released

unharmed yesterday near

his home in West Beirut.

Nadia .Nash, daughter ol

Ihe Hrilon. said the men who
kidnapped her lather told

him they had thought he was

an American.

.she said they let him out of

a car in the Hamra district

near their home in the

mostly Moslem sector ol the

capital, and he walked up to

the door shortly after

midnight.

A message from an

unknown group that

belatedly claimed
responsibility tor some of

the kidnappings said

another abducted Hnion and

a kidnapped h rench woman
might be treed "verv soon."

Nash. a 60 »»ar old

metallurgist, was the lu^t of

nine Westerners kidnapj»ed

or reported .nussuig m
i^banon since March 14.

The others are two more

Britons. tour French

citizens, a Dutch Roman

( atholic priest and

American journahst Terry

A. Anderson, chiel Middle

Kast correspondent ot The
.XsstK-iated Press.

Nash told his lamily there

were "hours ot driving

before his release, and his

captors blindfolded him

t>etore they started out, his

daughter said.

.She quoted him as saying

the kidnappers questioned

him at length during the 14

days he was held, but did

him no harm and gave him

the necessary medication tor

a heart ailment. She said he

did not know where he was

held

"tie was shaking. 1 guess

trom the alter etlects ol the

kidnapping." she said.

"They asked him questions

and said they thought he

was American. He told

them he was British and did

not work lor the American

t .Mibas.sy. 1 guess they were

siiiistied he was not a spy

Nash's Lebanese wile.

Waddad. said later at the

lamilys summer house in

the (hnsiian suburb of

lla/mieh that her husband,

who has lived in l>ebanon lor

.17 years, was tired but well.

Court limits police

right to use force

'1
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WASHINGTON (AP)-
Police may not shoot

unarmed, fleeing criminal

suspects who pose no ap-

parent threat to the officers

or the public, the Supreme
Court niled yesterday.

By a 6-3 vote, the court

said a Tennessee law that

allowed unrestrained use of

deadly force violated the

constitutional rights of

suspects.

"It is not better that all

felony su.spects die than

that they escape," said

Justice Byron R. White for

the court.

Tennessee's "fleeing
felon" law was similar to

those in nearly half the

III! T

states. But in many of those

states, local police depart-

ments for years have bann-

ed shooting of fleeing

suspects who are not con-

sidered dangerous.

Yesterday's ruling means
the city of Memphis may be

forced to pay the father of a

15-year-old suspected
burglar killed by police 11

years ago.

Tennessee State Rep. Joe

Kent, a Memphis police

lieutenant, said it is "a black

day for law enforcement."

But Robert Angrisani, a

sfx)kesman for the Interna

tional Association of Chiefs

of Police, called the decision

"just and proper."

TI I I I i T~r T

HAIRCUTS
ONLY ^ M uWW with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
549 5610

expires 4/15/85 ^
I ' ' ' ' I I I 1 I I II I I I r

It's THURSDAY! Are You Ready

For An

tO^linC''^'^
9:>W y^~>^ How about
' 0»^ taking a dive

intoanice
relaxing Hot Tubal

Utopia Spas? Imagine
the soothing music

of your choice playing in

your private room.

Ahhhhh! That's awesome'

' J hour and hour rates available

Open Mon 4 PM-1 AM,
Tues-Sun 1 1 AM-1 AM

i^J^^'-*

call now for reservations '

UTOPIA SPAS -V^

165 University Drive. Amherst

253-7727
Qf T CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

UMass graduate wins landscaping's 'Academy Award'
By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

Last year, a dream came true for 1978 University of Mas-

sachusetts graduate Stacy Moriarty when she became the

Tirst woman to win the prestigious Rome Prize in

landscape architecture.

The Rome Prizes, presented each year by the American

Academy in Rome, recognize outstanding achievement in

such fields as architecture, painting and sculpture. Winners

receive a cash stipend and spend a year in Italy.

Moriarty and her husband left for Italy in September,

1983.While there, Moriarty was provided with an apartment,

the use of a studio and the chance to meet artists from

Europe and the U.S.

UMass landscape architecture professor Julius Faboa

said Moriarty was "the moat creative student we've ever had

here". He described his former student as "hard-working,

intelligent and creative".

In a telephone interview from her home in Minnesota.

Moriarty said her interest in landscape architecture was

sparked in part by the social atmosphere of the late 1960s

and early 19708, when she became, "interested m environ-

menul issues, the arts and social issues. I saw landscape

architecture as a way for me to be involved in these issues

and use my talents to addreaa them," she said

While at UMass, Moriarty said she was so busy studying

and working to earn money for her education that she had Ut-

tle time to participate in more light-hearted extracurricu-

lar activities.

Eventually though, all that hard work paid off.

To apply for the award, Moriarty was required to submit a

portfolio of her work, in addition to letters of recommenda-

tion and a letter of intent. The day after she was interviewed

by a panel of jurors, Moriarty was told she had won.

The opportunity to live and work in a foreign country was a

great learning experience, according to Moriarty. The trip

enabled her to view the U.S. is a different hght by examining

Italian attitudes toward this country.

"Americans don't take seriously the power we have in the

world. We don't understand the way Europe looks to us; how

they are kind of bound by our decisions on economic and

cultural issues," she said.

UMass landscape architecture professor Nicholas Dines

said the award is a "great honor, not only for Monarty but for

the department as well"

"She excelled in terms of learning. She was a ver> self-

motivated person," he recalled. He also said that being the

first female recipient of the award was a great honor for

Monarty.

Coll«cuu\ pK-U) by And) HfUvr

Professor Hugh C. Davis

Professor appointed

to state park board
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Hugh C. Davis, professor of regional planning at the

University of Massachusetts, has been recently appointed

by Gov. Michael Dukakis to the chairmanship of the State

Board of Environmental Management.

Davis said the five member board is responsible for

advising on the state parks and forests, as well as keeping

track of legislation for hazardous and solid waste disposal.

He said the board also acts on environmental policy,

budgets, personnel matters and promotions for the

department.

Davis, who has been a member on the board since last

November a.ssumed the chairmanship last month, after the

former chairwoman Sarah liell of Pittsfield. resigned.

Davis said he looks forward to bringing awareness to the

job to get things done.

"I hope to get the a<iiviUes ot the deparimenl better

known around the stair." Davis .said. "The department of

Environmental Management does a lot of good things and

it doesn't get a lot of notoriety.

Mcir CJross. hoad of the department of land architecture

and regional planning at UMass. said it was an honor to

have one of the departments faculty members appointed

to the chairmanship.

"We're trying very hard to generate stronger conUcts

with the slate government." Gross said.

Davis leaches courses in outdoor recreation and regional

planning, and he said the committment to the board will

keep him busier.

"We meet every month for a day and it takes a certain

amount of homework, so I won't be doing as much

research." Ho added, "It keeps me up to dale on what

goes on in the slate."

As chairman of the board. Davis will receive no salary,

only travel expenses to go to Boston once a month.

One of the big tasks of the board coming up is "some kind

of approval of a program lor disposal and removal of

hazardous waste, " Davis said. "We will soon be reviewing

what the legislature wants."

Davis, who came to the University in I9t)7, has had prior

experience on state level advising. He was assi.stant

secretary for research and planning in the Executive Office

of Environmental Affairs from 1972 to 197.5. He worked in

the University's Environmental In.stitute and served as its

acting director from 1978 to 1980.

He holds his Ph.D. and M.S. from the University of

Michigan and his B.S. from Rollins College. He also at-

tended the University's Stockbridge School of Agriculture

in 1946.

ChiiUi raurtaay

Stacy Moriarity, winner of the Rome prise for

landscape arckiteeture.

Moriarty is currently employed by a firm in St Paul wher«

she is working on four different projects, including the design

of the state capiUl grounds in St. Paul and a town design for a

small mining community in northern Minnesota.

Unity key to success says businessman
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

The most important skill needed tt> be successful in the

business world is relating well with people, a former chief

executive of the Black and Decker Tool Company said in

a lecture last night at the University of Maasachusettis.

John Lucier, a graduate of UMass, spoke to a crowd of

more than 100 on 'The Role of Directors and Chief Ex-

ecutives." The talk was part of a series sponsored by the

UMass marketing department. Lucier discussed the

skills all executives must have in order to mana^ their

wmpany and their own lives efficiently.

Lucier enligntened tne audience about the most impor-

tant skills a college graduaU' must have. "People do a

horrible task at finding themselves a job. The average

person does not sell hims«'lf well," he said. Lucier em
phasized learning about oneself and about what one

wanLs out of a company. "Think seriously about selling

yourself," he said.

The problem in deciding long term plans is that no one

wants to accept change. "Everything changes, nothing

stands still. " he said. The chief executive is able U) make

needed chaJiges because he has control of the nooney and

the worst mistake in any one area is to get stuck in one

way of thinking.

Many departments, in both school and business, are so

concerned with changing technology that they forget

about people skills, he said. He added that "ninety-five

percent of my job is dealing with people."

Lucier advised college graduates t<^) kK)k for a job in a

"growth company." Things are happening so fast in

these companies that people not totally trained get jobs

they are not totally prepared for, he said. No one is total-

ly prepared for a promotion, the only way to learn is

through experience, he said.

"The best thing one can do is to keep learning. " and

"The University of Massachusetts has a fine reputation,"

he said. Lucier said that Massachusetts has become the

l«4lnruui filinti) bj( Mltr»wl S r»™nlrh

John C. Lucier. former chief executive officer of

Black and Decker, lecturing last night at

UMass.

center of business and will be the place to get a job.

Lucier was raised in Northampton and received his

B A. in economics from UMass. He obtained his masters

degree in business administration from Rutgers Univer-

sity and later served as chief executive officer of Black

and Decker from 1972 U) 1979.

Aid committee
faces elimination
In its yearly pruning of unneces.sary

committees, the Rules Committee of the

l acuity Senate will probablv eliminate the

Scholarship and F'inancial Aid ('ommittee.

The committee, which was initially formed

to recommend p<tlicies roncerning scholar

.ships, fellowships and financial aid, "has

been largely inactive in the past few years.'

Kenneth Caahin. a member of the commit-

tee, said.

"The administration has been taking over

financial aid matters a.s the University

grows. " he said. "There's l)een less and less

to do."

Senate Secretary Robert Jones said the

move to abolish the committee is a result of

the growing University, adding "there are

now administrators to handle financial

aid."

"'The committee," Jones said, "used to sit

in a room and figure out financial aid for

individual students, a task that is now per-

formed by formulas and federal aid laws."

Arthur Jack.son, director of Financial Aid,

said in his eight years at the University, "the

committee has not been functioning."

""The committee was an advisory body for

institutional .scholarships, but that role is

performed by individual departments, and

coordinated with the financial aid office,"

Jackson said.

Jackson said that dissolvement of the com
mittee would not create any additional work

for his office.

-LESLEY CLARK

Collririan photo by Mitrh*-! S l)rant<•^

GET A GRIP—Geoffre; »«eldman, a first-year physics

graduate student, practices his skills as a juggler near the

campus pond during yesterday's balmy weather.
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HAPPY H01JR.
AT HERRELL'S! TIRES TIRES TIRES

All Tires Now on Sale

SAVE BIG $

TIRES A-1 SERVICE
• Goodyear • Brakes

• Michelin • Shocks

• Retreads • Front End Alignment

• Private Brands • Wheel Balancing

FREE MOUNTING - FREE ESTIMATES

M:*^8?f!i HADLEY
IJr8.3:3o TIRE & AUTO

CENTER
20€ Russell St.

Route 9. Hadle;}'

(formerly Leon's Tire«)

586-2544

9^^^^^^

The London School of Economics and Political Science

(University of London)

VISITING LONDON?
ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE SUMMER VACATION 1985

HALLS OF RESIDENCE
8 July to 30 September from £6.90 to £10.93 including VAT per person per night

SELF CATERING FLATS

(2. 3, 4 or 5 persons, weekly lettings Saturday to Saturday)

13 July to 21 September from £120.75 including VAT weekly for 2 people to £305 90

Including VAT weekly for 5 people

NOTE: Halls prices including English breakfast

hwlurlug

•The Modem Wadzff

Apply dlr»et to Hall Burtar.

Pattfleld Hall

1 Endsleigh Place

London WCIH OPW
Tel: 387 7743

Carr-Saundart Hall

(also for flats)

18-24 Fitzroy Street

London W1P 2AE
Tel: 58Q 6338

or write for leaflets to Administrative Officer (Conferencas and Functions)

London School of Economics, Houghton Street. London WC2A 2AE

Rosabary Avenue Hail

90 Rosebery Avenue
London EC1R 4TY
Tel: 278 3251

"The Stand"

March 28 at the Campus Canter Auditorium

$2.00 Cover
Tlnw: 9-1 ^ . ,

Ail ticket proceed* go ttie Newman center

Allages invlfBd-poiith/e ID forpurchase of otooho/»c drinks

_ AdvefTnemenT

Sponsored by me Newman Sfudeni Association and Z«w **»
q:y

L

/
HAWAIIAN WEEK CONTINUESi

SEMESTER \

Tonight -

Dance Club

MEN'S and WOIVIEN'S TAN CONTEST

$150.00 in $ Cash Prizes $

and

. PEARL HARBORS »„ -,,._l^

IS YOUR CAMPU

'""' """"""^
All Night

MELON BALLS All Week
$1.25

NO COVEH^OMPARE THE DIFFERENCE

Changes Dance Club. Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

Stuilv ;ir(>uiiil tht' world vimiing Japan. Korea.

Taiwan. Hong Kong. Sri Lanka. India. Egypt.

TXirkey. Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages

s.iil Hi Ftbruary ami Sepifmber offering 12-15

transferable hours of rreriit from more than 60 voyage-

rrlateil i nurses

The S.S. UNIVERSE is .m AmpfH an built o( ean

liner registrred iti Liberia Semester at Sea admits

students without regard to color, race or ' rt » 1

For de-a.Is call tollfref (800) 854-0195
'r write

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh, 2E Fbrbes Quadrangle

Pittsburgh. PA 15260
Special Slide Presentation

Thursday, March 28

Campus Center Room 805 7 PM

HelloOpQ Spring !

3 DAYS ONLY / FRI. SAT. SUN MARCH 29. 30. 31

Mexican Sun-dresses
reg. 28.95 NOW $19.95

Straw Hats 25% OFF

Shorts 25% OFF

Sunglasses $3.95

Kites 25% OFF

Umbrellas

Ttiermos
reg. 5.95

26% OFF

NOW $4.95
V

Globe Beach Ball

reg. 4.95 NOW $3.50

Acrylic Glassware 25% OFF

A Slor«-ful of hteM

Downtown Amh«rst Oaiy10-6. Sun.13-9

COMMUNICATION
STUDIES MAJORS
ARE INVITED TO

ATTEND
AN

ALUMNI/AE
CAREER NIGHT

When:
Thursday, March 28, 1985

8:00 PM
Where:
Campus Center Room 163

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Office

The University Placement Service

The Dept. of Communication Studies

Graduates Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About their Careers and Yours

Lecture will focus on nuclear arms
A lerlure/distussion or» "Nuclear Weapons

and World Power by Dan Smith, current

\u»' chairman ol the ( ampaign tor Nuclear

Disarmament in Great iinlain will be held

at Hampshire t olleKC at 8 p.m. loniRht in

(he west U'cture hall ol !• ranklm Patterson

Hall

Smith IS an in residence lecturer at

Hampshire this semester as part ol the

colleges Peace Studies program sponsored

by a ^TAni Irom the Samuel Kubin houn

datum.

Smith, a Ireelance defense analyst and

researcher, is the author ol The War Atlas.

Smith said the lecture will locus on the

present cold war. He said the recent

passage m the U.S. House ot Kepresen

tatives ol the MX missile legislation won t

atlect the mam issues discussed, but he

added that arguments brought up by the

audience will be welcomed.

1 he lecture, part ot a spring series co

sponsored by the hive t ollege Program in

Peace and World Security Studies, is tree

and «)pen to the public.

ifsenate
Sweeney issued a special challenge to the

I'Mass Kepublican Club to demonstrate

similar fiscal responsibility. Both Sweeney

and his co president received a standing

ovation for their action.

Campus ("enter personnel and a

I niversity Police officer removed Sweeney

from the meeting for qu»sti»>ning after the

burning. He faces a possible fire code

V iolation for burning the budget.

The senate voted last night to re open

nominations for vacant pt>sitions on the

Itudgets Committee with less than four

weeks iM-tore the budget deadline

Hoth the womens and Third World

cau«-uses proposed the re opening of

nominations because of a lack of

representation of women and minorities on

the committee There are presently no

minorities on the committee and one

woman.
The Budgets l'«>mmittee holds hearings

with all Kegistered Student Organizations

and re<-ommends a budget for the $1.8

million .Student Activities Trust Fund.

r-^t^^^ fm.^ page t

Senators expressed concern that the

budget would not l>e completed on time if

many new committee members had to learn

the budget prtn-ess.

The committee must conduct about half of

its hearings in the next three weeks.

In other senate action, officers from the

Campus Center Itoard of tiovernors an

nounctnl a rally on Monday. April 1 to

protest the prop«»M'd I'niversal Resource

Fee and the administration s lack of respect

ft»r student rights.

The senate passe<i a mt)tion to move %H

from the %X\ Campus Center fee. now

allocated to the Board of Governors, to the

SATK t»i retain student contml over how

the money is sjM-nt.

Fran Hegeter. treasurer of the BOG, said

the administration wants t<» move the %H

into the SATh and then contr«>l the money

as a way to takeover the entire trust fund.

'One*' you start with the boards money,

everything els«' will go. Its one way of

getting into the budgeting process of the

senate." liegeler said.

intuition hikes .Conhnuedfnm page I

attend. Thi« includes tuition, room, board, a

student activities, dormitory governance fee

and optional insurance fees. Last year's tui-

tion increase was 6 percent

Officials said they did not eipect the

increase costs to deter student enrollment,

because Financial aid budgeU usually

increases when tuition does.

Joe Paul Case, dean of Anancial aid at

Amherst ColleRe. said, "while the mcrease is

on the low side, it's still a thousand dollars;

those studenU who are deemed able to pay

will have to dig deeper into their pocketa,"

while those who are unable to pay the full cost

will receive mor* Tuumcial aid

Student government leaders at the four

colleges said the increases were expected.

"Tuition funds a large portion of the expen-

ses" at Hampshire College, Doug Has-

brouck, president of the Student

Government there said "It's expected that

tuition goes up every year."

IIIHMHMIIUMHHHIinNmMnW
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SENIOR
EVENT
1985

i HELP US MAKE
IT A

I SUCCESS
I The Senior Event Committee
3

I
needs your assistance

I
in making Senior Event '85

I A Celebration to Remember
I People are needed for -

I
planning, security & clean-up

I All Classes are Welcome
s

I
Next Meeting

I
Monday, April 1, 1985

1 12:30 pm Campus Center 168
aMMMMIMMMMIMHIimilMMHIIIMlHHIIMIIIMIIIIIMMIHIIIIIIHIIIIllllMIIMMIIIIIIWIIUIHIIIIMHIIIIMMMIUMMMr-
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SAVE
f150 SMt *SQ

PIONEER DELUXE MINI

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE SYSTEM
HiGr' PfaFO«MANCE AM fM S^EatC 0Oi.B» CASS£"t '-i'

|f 'S toGE'mEB as a portable OflSEP*R*'E?*«» ma

S'E«EO SYSTEM AC BAnEBY OPERATION
34999

/Hiisgfiax

STEREO RADIO

FREE 2ND SET

39

Panasonic 3 piece break away

PORTABLE AM/FM STEREO CASSEHE
BUiLT IN b BAND URAPMiC EOUAHZER IWORKS ON BAT- m 4%^QQ
TERIES OR PLUGS IN SPEAKERS lOCK ON FOR USE AS A ^ aSSfl^ ^
PORTABLE iBOXI AUTO STOP BUILT IN MICROPHONE ^T %r

Panasonic video RECORDER

WITH 5 FUNCTION REMOTE CONTROL
BUILT IN 2 WEEK 1 PROGRAM TIMER ONE TOUCH RECORDING 12 POSITION

ELECTRONIC TUNER OMNISEARCH FRAME ADVANCE, STILL FRAMEJOH
TOUCH CONTROLS AUTO STOP & AUTO REWIND

AT END OF TAPE REORDS UP TO 8 HOURS
REMOTE PAL.'SE CONTROL

369^3

Brentwood DIGITAL I Brentwood CAR AM/FM

CAR AM/FM CASSETTE! STEREO CASSETTE

|$9999|r22XQ$3g99S4l^e '60

'H-n !'!:!T1

25 W»n AM/FM

STEREO RECEIVER

SMt 'to $gg99

Teclinics 40WAn
DIGITAL AM/FM RECEIVER

S4¥l *90 $15999

Slllli

CROWN AM/FM

WALKING CASSETTE

S4y£ '20

TBchnics 50 WAH
DIGITAL AM/FM RECEIVER

SMi too" $19999

AKAI SEMI AUTOMATIC

BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE

-5L_.

"Emerson compact
DIGITAL DISC PLAYER

SMI '150 $24999

i^
tiwuuQC

S4¥{ '50 $4999

AKAI DOLBY B

CASSETTE RECORDER

$6999

Tieclinics QUARTZ

DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

SM£ '40 $69'

AKAI DOLBY B&C
CASSETTE RECORDER

A^D BEST BUY RATED

STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM

Sm '120 m $799?

1^-^

Technics DOLBY B/C

& DBX CASSETTE RECORDER

CROWN AM/FM STEREO

PORTABLE CASSETTE

SAVE *40

SA¥e '50

JVC—T120
VIDEO

'. CASSEIIES

SA¥e 'to

MAXELL VDXLII

090 CASSETTE

TAPES

$99

Panasonic 12 INCH

$159991 COLOR TELEVISIONS*¥{ '90

FREE CAR STEREO INSTALLATION
WITH SOUND COMPANY PURCHASE OF
CAR RADIO CASSETTE & SPEAKERS

^he Souricl ComparitJ
SPRINGFIELD Boston Rd Marshall s Pla^a SPRINGFIELD 477 Sumner Ave (ai trie X) CHICOPEE Fairfield Mall near Caldors AMHERST 201 N Pleasant Street

782-7062 Open Mon thru Fr: Nites Until 9PM 736-3626 Open Thurs & Fri Till 9PM 593-5330 Open Ever^ Evenmg til 9 30 P M 256-0744 Open Thurs « Friday Evenings Til 9 P M

NO RAIN CHECKS. OuarttltiM LImlttd . All M«mt not avcllabl* In all •tor»« NO DEALERS Open Sundays 12-5

Tfcimday. March 28, 1985
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WEEKENDS ARE SPECIAL
at

Seasons
' Amherst's Newest Restaurant -

Friday - Saturday - Sunday

Specialty of the House
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF

Seasons cut, served with baked potato or rice

pilaf, salad bar and homemade bread.

8.95

BEEF and SHRIMP
Seasons cut of our Prime Rib

abd two large baked stuffed

shrimp, served with baked

potato or rice pilaf, salad bar

and homemade baked bread.

9.95

Relax at the Studio

Lounge in The Loft

-complimentary hors

d'oeuvre table

Serving hours - Tuesday thru Saturday 5 pm til 10 pm
Sunday - noon til 10 pm with an a la carte Sunday Brunch

noon til 3, full dinner menu available all day.

Closed Mondays.

Majw Credit Cards Accepted Rttervations Recommtnded

529 Belchertown Road, Amherst (413) 253-9909

)))

^y

^

"Easier Sumlaj

featuring

5leamsfiip *Hgund

'Easter 9iam

Seafood

Spedai S^iiad 'Bar

^issoritd 1>e$$eru

and many oiher seUcHons (L ^
lli50 am to 4:30 pm

$0.95 iAdidis

$4.50 Chiidren
(12 «im( umkr)

Call %oday %o

rcMTvc • %abU for

ycur cndft ftunUy

549-6000 en. 639.

lOl
4»ff iUc _

Restaurant & Lounge .
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Intemcitionol
Longuoge

CATALAN CHINESE ESPERANTO

FRENCH GERMAN GREEK

iinsmure,iffK.
Portuguese Russian Spanish

^ and INTENSIVE ENGLISH

prUiiii April 16 - May 24
to register call 586-7569 - or -

send this form with a $25 deposit to: ^.^.r>
I.LL Inc.. P.O. Box 516. 27 Brewster Ct., Northompton. MA 01060

Nome Phone

Address.

Language Level

Check cot Mon h W»<J Q Tu«» k Thuri D (fofeio" Longuooe Onlv)

Checli qns. 5 30-7 15 p m. D 7 30^9 15 p m D
Costs Foreign Longuoge $150 • English S750 (9-1 dolly)

aa/EOI
Please put me on your moiling list only D ««/ cv^i

Sty/e. . . Your Style
Every Tuesday Is

Perm Special Day

$39.95

V

*^

Regular $53. 00
15% Off any hair service

with college ID
(not valid with any other fciali

i

;]QORPS84iOg)
HAKSAtOMS

HAMPSHIRE MALL 586-7913 MS 10-9:30

Hit Not to be confused with Frank Stirtacci's Lord's & Ladies

BACK BY POPULAR
DEMAND!!!

Senior Portrait Sittings

WILL be available

THIS WEEK!!

Call NOW
for an appointment: 545-2874

(There will be a $2 sitting fee)

ll-HOOH (

LESBIANS,
BISEXUALS
GAYMEN

and FRIENDS
The Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

(formerly the PGA) urill hold a giant

DANCE
Saturday, March 30

Campus Center Auditorium

9pm - 1 am $2,50 admission

DJ: ELECTRA you've heard her at PearlStreet
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It's time to stop

fooling ourselves
While all of us were on vacation from UMass last

week, nuuiy important issues came t<j the

forefront of political debate. In Geneva, the

arms control talks proceeded; and in Washington, debate

centered around approval of the MX missile, the necessity

of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDl). and the relation

ship of the two in the "success" of the Geneva negotia

tions

Peter Dow

The debate on the MX and SDI issues will, no doubt,

have a great impact on the nuclear negotiations, but one

simple question needs answering before we proceed fur-

ther at Geneva (a question that deserved a reply a long

time ago); and that is, "Why should we negotiat*?"

Ah, I can see it now—all you leftists have risen and

shouted, in unison, "to save the world." This impassioned

plea to humanity is very touching, but there are other

iMues whidi need to be calnrUy examined before we blindly

concede our American security to the advantage of the

Soviets.

First, by even consenting to negotiate with the Soviets.

we have placed ourselves on the same level with the Soviet

Union; we have allowed ourselves to be judged at a moral

and military parity with our enemy. Such a parity is, of

course, necessary for any successful negotiation; yet we

all know no such equivalence exists between the U.S.S.R.

and America. There is no parity between a country that

surrounds itself with barbed wire and concrete walls to

keep its citizens m. and one that is flooded by a tide of im-

migrants escaping cf)mmuni8t tyranny in Southeast Asia

and Central America. And there is no parity between a

regime with a ruling class that seeks to dominate the

world, and publicly says so, and another that rather weak-

ly attempts to contain that aggressive expansion.

While the Geneva negotiations continue, and while the

Reagan administration eagerly works for "improved rela-

tions" ("improvement" means less friction, which means

nwre U.S. passivity and appeasement as the U.S.S.R.

behaves as it always does), we cannot forget the true

nature of the Soviet reginr>e. We cannot forget the cries of

the Afghans as they desperately struggle against the hor-

rible Soviet military machine, which has even used

chemical warfare in its genocidal attacks in that country.

We cannot forget the murders of 269 civilians in a Korean

Airiiner in 1983. nor can we accept the latest Soviet

justification of an American serviceman's murder in East

Germany. We cannot overlook the fact that the U.S.S.R.

is pumping thousands of tons of weapons into Central

America, for their Nicaraguan surrogates to use in

squelching their democratic opposition, and in subverting

the neighboring American allies of El Salvador. Hon
duras, and Costa Rica. And finally, we can never forget

the totalitarian repression of individuality and basic

human freedoms for \he people trapped under Soviet

block tyranny.

The military parity with the U.S.S.R. implied by our in-

volvement at Geneva is. likewise, nonexistent. The Soviet

Union has greatly increased its megatonage and numbers

of warheads by deploying huge amounts of new ICBMs.

while the most recent U.S. ICBM deployment was in 1970.

Today, in fact, 75 percent of Soviet strategic weapons are

less than five years old, while an equal percentage of U.S.

strategic weapons are 15 years or older. The U.S.S.R. if

now in the process of deploying 200 SS-X-25 ICBMs in 8

network of tunnels, as they modernize their nuclear forces

which already include SS-20s, SS-18s, SS-24s and more.

Meanwhile the U.S. Congress bickers over the funding of

21 new MX missiles, and whether to support Reagan's

SDI, both of which provide oppx)8ition to the formidable

Soviet nuclear threat.

What America needs at this point is a mare hardline at

titude—either we insist that the Soviet leadership makes a

dramatic effort to reform its totalitarian internal policies

and expansionist international policies, or it should be our

turn to walk out of nuclear negotiations in protest.

America must stop fooling itself, and must realize that any

"peace treaty" forged with criminals leads not to peace,

but to a blind appeasement as our enemies eagerly con-

tinue along the path to world hegemony.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be

published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of

mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Simplification

Death or freedom?
There are many reasons that people turn to crime:

There are huge profits to be gained. You can be

your own boss, and set your own hours. Not to

mention the fact that crime is often easier than is working

for a living. These reasons will always be true, and will

always result in a criminal element. It is when the chances

of being seriously punished are small that the criminal ele-

ment becomes active, and law abiding citizens lose control

of the streets, subways and parks.

The solution is simple and fair. Today our courts spend

their time deciding whether someone is innocent or guilty.

Once the defendant is found U» be guilty a punishment is

selected that matches the crime. However, once the public

limelight is off. these criminals are released to prosper and

multiply. The solution is death or freedom.

Once firmly established this new system would be inex-

pensive and effective. Under the system of death or

freedom, the courts would decide if the defendant's ac-

tions were terrible enough to require execution. If not, the

defendant would be released free to go. During times of

tranquility, executions would be few. During times of

upheaval, the number of executions would increase. Im-

agine the impact on tax evasion, or illegal parking after

the first few offenders were destroyed. Of course, they

would cease to be problems.

Other crimes such as rape, theft, and plagiarism would

also decrease. While "so-called" victimless crimes like

Neil McCabe

price-fixing, rollerskaling at the Fine Arts Center, or fail

ing to place a napkin m your lap at mealtime would be de-

criminalized.

This is not to say there will not be new problems. With

the reduction in court business, thousands of lawyers

would be forced to find honest jobs. But we believe with

the passage of time these lawyers will be absorbed into

America's growing economy.

As for the thousands of empty prisons the answers are

not all that simple. However, with sufficient tax credits

businesses could be encouraged to convert the deserted

correctional facilities into nudls, office space, or even low

income housing. Local communities could turn former

penitentiaries into senior citizen centers where people in

their declining years could be served hot meals and work

on arts and cr^ts.

The time to act is now. Unless steps are taken to in-

stitute needed reforms we will become a nation of sheep

and wolves. Failure to base our crinunal justice system on

death or freedom will send a message to the criminal ele-

ment saying we lack the inner strength to deal with cnme.

In the words of our president, "If not us, who? If not now.

when?" Seil McCabe is a UMass studerU.
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Random Notes
Co-op deserves the space

It has been brought to my attention that a decision will

be made tonight concerning the future use of the space

that once housed Union Records in the Student Union.

The student body and the Board of Governors should be

made aware of the importance of the decision that will be

made.

Two options have risen above the rest for the use of this

space. The Bicycle Co-op, which is presently housed on the

nruun floor of the Student Union is diligently vying for this

space, in opposition to a proposal to put an ice cream

parlor there. It is the duty of the BOG to make a choice

which will most greatly benefit the students of this cam-

pus.

The Bicycle Co-op offers free help and inexpensive parts

and equipment to ail students and employees at UMass. In

addition, it orgjanizes tours for all bikers, from novice to

pro, and it is an effective marketplace for people wanting

to buy or sell any type of bike. The space the co-op oc-

cupies now is very small in proportion to all the services it

provides for us.

Some might argue that an ice cream shop would return

badly needed funds to the campus. But we must first

spend money on ice cream before we can see the small pro-

fit such a business might yield, especially after paying the

employees. The Bike Co-op has no paid employees, only

enthusiastic volunteers.

I wince at the thought of an ice cream shop in that cor-

ridor of the Student Union. It could potentially be a very

congested area and would most certainly take so much
business from the Coffee Shop that the profits the new
store would make may not provide what the BOG might
expect.

If we are to consider which proposal would best suit the

needs of the students, the Bicycle Co-op undeniably

enhances tiy value of our Student Union much more than

any ice cream shop ever could.

Bairbara Williams is a UMass student.

But...it was an accident
As Mr. Smith and his wife

walk into their home, they

hear a noise coming from tl^

living room down the hall. Smith, knowing

that no one should be in the house, im-

mediately reached for the gun he'd hidden

in the cabinet near the door. This is the

same gun he'd purchased from a friend of

his at the gun shop in town only a week

tigo. After three robberies in two ninths

he wasn't taking any chances. As soon as

he had the gun in his hand he calmed down
and began to stare coldly down the hall.

"This is one crook who isn't going to get

away," he thought to himself as he slowly

inched his way towards the living room.

His wife tried to grab him, but he shrugged

her off ar>d plac«l a finger to his lips in a

gesture for silence. Any noise now and the

<T0ok would surely get away.

As he began his trip down the hallway

once again, the gun in his hand bolstered

his courage with every step he took.

Bmdba^ the room, he looked in to see a

man hnnehed over the room's desk nfling

through its contents. His first reaction was

to shoot this man who'd invaded the sancti-

ty of his home, but mstead he aimed the

gun and yelled "Freeze!" Hearing this the

man jumiped. and without really knowing

he'd done it. Smith fired, hitting the man
in the back of the head killing him instant-

For a short time he was ao shocked that

'he didn't hear his wife screaming

hysterically beside him. When he regained

Herb Ramy
his composure, he was able to calm his wife

down enough to have her phone the police.

While she was on the phone, he turned on

the light to see exactly what he'd done. One
look at the scene was all it took before he

ran to the bathroom, bent over the toilet

seat and began to retch. When he finished,

he walked back into the room. For sonw
reason the grisly site held some sort of

fascination for him. He felt compelled to

see the face of the man he'd killed. He
reached down and turned over the body, so

as to be able to see the face. For a few

mon>ents he didn't recognize it, the bullet

had done its work. When he did realize who
it was, he picked up and cradled the body of

his dead son in his anns.

Was this a true story? No. Was it a bit

melodramatic? Maybe. Do events like this

happen often? All too often I'm afraid. I

guess the bottom line is that as vou were

reading this newspaper during lunch, or

during a boring class, a person was killed

by a handgun in this country. By the end of

the day about 30 people will have been kill

ed. Admittedly 8<jme of them will be

criminals, but some will be people cleaning

their guns, some will be college students

coming home from college break a day ear-

ly, and some will be snudl children playing

with daddy's new toy.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Random Notes
Beware of those secret parking rules

Attention students, faculty, employees,

and anyone else that might park a car on

campus: the parking spot on the end of

any row in any parldng lot on campus is a

tow zone. It may look just like any other

legal spot but it's a trick; don't park

there. What is this kliot talking about,

you're saying. It's true, I parked there

and got towed away.

March 8, I parked my car in the last

spot of the first row of parking spaces in

tot 44. At 1 a.m. on Tuesday, March 12,

one of the nice officers of the Department

of Public Safety decided to make known

to me this secret rule and wrote me a

ticket for parking, get this, in an access

lane. Access lane to what, the car in front

of mine? Well, apparently the officer

thought my car was such s menace he had

it immediately towed, as it arrived in

Ajnherst Towing's lot at 1:36 a.m.

March 16, I went to get it so that I,

along with two friends and my sister,

could go home for spring break. It was

quite Uie shock when I arrived to find it

nussing from the lot and no where to be

seen. Fortunately, I found someone else

with a car that hadn't left yet and another

who could lend me $46 so I could go down

and get my legally parked car back.

Naturally this event put qtute a damper

on the beginning of my vacation as well as

force me to spend nwst of it in solitude for

lack of funds. I am going to vigorously ap-

peal the $6 ticket I got as well as the tow-

ing fee for all the good it's going to do me.

My faith in the (^od of the system isn't

very high right now. I have a lot of better

things to do with my hard earned money

than to pay for someone else's mistakes.

Is there any place where I can park my
car where I can be sure it will be there

when I come back? I can find an illegally

parked car nearly every time I look in any

lot on campus. Don't they have enough to

do than bother legally parked cars as

well? It's a pretty sad day when you

follow the rules and still get punished. I'll

be forever wondering when I leave my car

if it will be there when I come back.

John Mackesy is a UMass student.
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Letters to the Editor-
SGA has potential to change for the better

I think it's time to set sonr»e things

straight here. In Rob Skelton's cohmin. he

daimed that if Kim Hacket and I had been

elected, we would unfairly cut "govern-

ment involvement" to the bone. This is in

direct contradiction to what we spoke

about when we talked of budget cuts. We
said we wanted to cut the uniste, so that

we'd have money to spend on more impor-

tant things than payroll. Who is wielding

the knife that is cutting the BOG? Certainly

not students, whether liberal, moderate or

conservative. I have personally said time

and time again that I do not wish to see

SCERA disbanded, or even cut more

radically than any other group. Let's look

at the truth. Skelton. Again I, as a member
of the Budgets Committee, will say it: the

SGA has no money We have to cut

everyone's budget. There's not a question

of which group's first, because they are all

going to get cut.

The next item I want to address is that of

givir^ "lip service" to the Third World.

Kim and I were invited to speak at the

Third World Steering Committee's

meeting on Thursday, February 28.

Because of an incident in the Senate the

night before, we expressed a desire to wait

until things had c<x)led off a little before

speaking, and we were given reason to

believe that the nruitter was understood Iqr

reprwentatives of the Committee. Unfor-

tunately, this was not the case, we were

branded as racist, imperialist, oppressive,

repressive, and quite a variety of unplea-

sant things. Friday, March 1. saw an

"emergency meeting" of all Third World

students m the Malcolm X Center in

Southwest, where it was made very clear

that Kim and 1 were not going to receive

any support whatsoever from any Third

Worid organization. As political can-

didates, we had to be pragmatic: is it in our

best mterest to try and beg the Third

Worid to vote for us (an impossibility), or

do we work harder on our campaign in

other areas? The answer should be obvious.

Winning by a n^jonty (of 650 votes) is not

the sante as winning by 49 states. I believe

that Kim and I made an excellent showing,

and 1 hope this encourages more students

who are nruxierately inclined to start voic-

ing their opinions sUong with students of a

more liberal persuasion. We are all

students. We need to learn how to make

the student government work for the stu-

dent body as a whole. 1 believe that with

time, patience, and a great deal of hard

work, the SGA can change, and for the bet-

ter. As St. Augustine said. "Credo quiam

absurdam est."

Michael L. Cerrato
Northeast

Teaching ability should be the criteria

This letter is in response to the article in

the Collegian about the UMass track

record regarding hiring minority and

women facility members. This institution is

here to educate the younger generation.

Therefore its faculty should be comprised

of the best people for the job regardless of

race or sex. So what if 92 percent of the

faculty is Caucasian with 82 percent of

them male? If they are the better instruc-

tors then that is how it should be. I don't

think it is necessary to "recruit"

minorities and won>en just to make the

percentages look good. This is not the cor

reel pnonty, tne correct one is the best

teacher for the job. not the Nobel Prize

winner who can't lecture or the brilliant

minority whose English makes it impossi-

ble for him to interact with students. What
we do need are teachers who are here to

teach us. not here to take advantage of the

facilities for their personal research or

spend more time trying to publish their

work than preparing for class And how
about if these teachers made themselves

more available to the people who pay their

salaries: the students?

Richard Gatnik
Southwest

IRA actions respond to British violence

In response to Lorena Nozzilillo's column

of March 26 "When will the kUlings end" in

Northern Ireland, we must first ask "Why
did the killings begin?" Starting in 1964. a

civil rights movement was formed deman-

ding jobs, housing and voting rights for

Catholios. Peaceful marches were met with

baton charges from the Royal Ulster Con-

stabulary (RUC). In 1969. British soldiers

were sent in as "peacekeepers." That role

didn't last long for they opened fire on

peaceful demonstrators on "Bloody Sun-

day," killing 13. The Irish Republican Ar-

my had been militarily inactive since 1957,

engaging instead in political activity. To de-

fend Catholic ghettos from Loyalist and

British violence. IRA units sprang up in

1968. In 1980-81, the IRA again withdrew

during the hunger strikes while several of

the jailed hunger strikers were electa to

Parliament. Bobby Sands, MP, died after

62 days of a hunger strike. Nine others

followed him. In 1982, the bombing cam-

paign resumed. Irish Nationalist attempts

at peaceful solutions have been repeatedly

bludgeoned into the ground. Anmesty In-

ternational and the European Commission

on Human Rights have documented torture

and indiscriminate killing by the British Ar-

my and the RUC. Who are the terrorists in

Northern Ireland? In a body count alone, of

the more than 2000 victims since 1969, 76

percent have been Catholics, most of them

civilians.

There is nothing noble or romantic about

poverty and oppression. Northern Ireland

has the highest infant mortality rate in

Europe. 50 percent of the housing in

Belfast is unfit for hunmn habitation and 60

percent of the Catholic population are

unemployed. Working hours are longer,

earnings are lower, and prices are higher

than in any other place in the United

Kingdom.
The IRA is not fighting for a "noble" or a

"romantic" cause, they are fighting a war,

a war for survival. John F. Kennedy said.

"When peaceful revolution is made im-

possible, violent revolution becomes in-

evitable." We must look to the cause of

violence. As long as the British can extract

a shilling's worth of profit from Northern

Ireland, Ihey will continue their military oc-

cupation. Their motives are meirenary. not

moral. The British empire was huilt on the

rule "Divide and Conquer." They did it

throughout their empire. What is happen-

ing there is not unlike El Salvador, the

Philippines, or any place dominated by a

foreign power, "fhe oppressed of these

countries are fighting back because

peaceful revolution is not possible. The

solution is not to blame the victims. The

solution in Northern Ireland is to put an

end to British exploitation.

Barbara McGljnn
Amherst
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Records and more records

BREWING UP WITH

BILLY BRAGG

By PETER WTSSOKER
Collegian Staff

There are record* coming out every day.

So here's the fint batch of shorter review*.

FLEETWOOD MAC: Crru/ean (Shanghai)

This two record setwm recorded live in Bos-

ton m 1970 It features the original Fleet-

wood Mac line-up. Peter Green. Jeremy

Spencer and Danny Kirwan on guitars. Mick

Fleetwood on drums and John McVie on

hasa. The highlight of the album is the third

side which is a twenty- four minute version of

'Rattlesnake Shake' which doesn't sound at

all dated and only sounds trite for about the

last three minutes, an endurance record few

buMb can stil) attain The other three sides

an basic blues and KiltH covers.

MADONNA: Matenal GiH {Sin): There's

no excuse for this. Not only has music no km

(tr taken on a socially appropriate nUnce but

H is now remforcmg the worst in people I

think that people should shut this shit off

when It comes on the radio Because it does

stick inyour head.1 wonder how many people

hear 'Like a Virgin' when they make love now

Oh yea. you make me feel like anything I have

learned or felt is iK)thing. If we gave avacados

for this record you couldn't make enough

guacamole for a flea from this one.

JOHN HIATT Warming up to the Ice Age

(Geffen) When I first heard the title song

from this album 1 thought it was a joke. "I

guess she's warming up to the ice age" the

chorus goes. But once you hear the whole

album you realize that he is serious. Basic

ally he's an Elvis Costelb ripoff. The album

is pretty tight and could have been popular in

1971. But people should know better than

this by now.

GAP BAND: Gap Band VI (Total Exper-

ience): This is a surprisingly good record.

It's tastrlully done. A lot sound like what

Little Feat tried to produce for years. The

songs have the usual themes both musically

and socially but the percussion makes the

album danceable and fun to listen to.

BILLY BRAGG: Brewing Up With BiUy

Bragg (CD): Yes, refreshing Billy Bragg

plays solo electric guitar wired up really

loMdIy. Occasionally accompained by an

•»rf«n or a trumpet Billy slugs his way

through a series of "puckish satires on con-

temporary morea." Because of the way the

album is recorded it sounds like he is sitting

in your living room with his guitar just playing

for yoa It's well worth checking out If he

must be categorized he sounds a Uttle bit bke

tome Elvw CosUlb, (but not John Hiatt); his

u)und is pretty unique.

rONEY HATCH: Friction (Mercury/Poly

^am): There is once again little excuse for

; he.se guys, (ieneric pseudo- sensitive heavy

meuL Real sensitive. Like the picture on the

inside sleeve of a woman with torn clothes

who seems to be humping a banister on a

staircase. The music isn't much different

RICHARD THOMPSON: Across a Crow-

ded Room (Polydor/Polygram): I never

thought I would see the day when I described

a Richard Thompson album as shck. But this

album is slick that ia. Sometimes too much

for iu own good Thompson played alot of

these sonfs bst semester when he pbyed at

the Iron Hon*, only then they were acoustic.

by his lonMKMM. Not so here We have bac

kround vocals waihng. we have the band

pUiying cm a normal rhythm not that nifty

syncopatMi jig like rhythm that drove so

much of Richard's other material Some of

the maUrial fares well. "When the Spell is

Broken" is really pretty hauntmg for exam-

ple. But some of the songs get creamed.

'Love in a Faithless Country.' once a subtle

song now Busby Berkly All in all the album is

pretty Ustenable when it is turned up loudly.

Oh yes, be sure to go see Richard when he

plays at the Iron Horse April 15 with his

band, it should be really fun.

THE BLASTERS: Hard Line (Slash):

Mellowing out a bit from their last outingThe

Blasters continue to make some solid roc-

kabilly actioa Hard Line offers a fine cross

section of songs including one with a fine

caberet accordian on it The version of

"Samson and Delilah " is a little dry for my

taste (not preachy enough) but on the whole

the album can be described by some collec-

tion of pleasant adjectives.

VAN MORRISON: A Sense of Wonder {Mer-

cuty): There are two sides to this record and

Rock

Mavtriek
George Thorofood and the

Destroyers

EMI Records

HyJACKimESNAllAN
Collegian St afi

This is another of those albums that should

be enjoyed al maximum volume. George

and the Destroyers have come up with a

batch of raring, blaring new list of songs on

MtUferiek. Though the majority of the

tunes are oldsters, the band does some

reviving and updatmg.

Maverick is an apt title for a George

Thor«»Ko«d album. In his rise to success he

has left a legend of sorts, crossing un

paralleled trails. Prior to being

diMovered. he played semi professional

ba.M>hall. and later began touring in the off

sea.son In !9«2 he was billed on the Rolling

St«»nes tour and attained internal K>nal

acclaim He's since landed another major

riTorei contract, and presently galavants

around iherouniry in a personalized yellow

^^M^M^ Thursday, March 28, 1985

they are rather different The first side

sounds like Moondance or 7^pe/o Honey

The arrangements are tight and considering

the last few of his vinyl outings this one ia a

pleasant surprise. On the second side

Morrison takes a few more rinks and for the

most part they succeed. Notable are two

covers, one of Mose Allison's "If you only

Knew" which is a throw back to Van's early

days with Them and "Let the Slave- incor-

porating-The Price of Experience" which ia

an adaptation of a poem of WilUam Blake's.

Having gotten the boot by Warner Brothere

A Sense of Wonder shows that Morrison can

still produce.

Checker parly cab. He's definitely got

more than luck as his companion, more than

gambhng as his game.

The album adheres to the maxims

established by tieorge s main mfluences.

While in the past his sound has been more

widely blues oriented, this time around he's

opted for a much heavier blues rock fusion.

He still incorporates the Elmore James and

Hound Dog Taylor sUde. The sound of the

songs comes across as very projected,

similar to the way he sounds in a large

concert hall. His days of playing small clubs

are basically over, so he has made the

transition well. This was partly due to their

engineering, done by Terry Manning, who's

had a hand in all of ZZ TOP s albums smce

197:i. The result is a very big sound, as

exemplified on their "Gear Jammer " single.

Among his other new ones are "I Drink

Abne. "woman With the Blues. '
which is a

veritable anthem lor mistreated women,

and "Ung (^one. The latter is one of the

moe*l high powered rock and roll songs he's

ever penned, and the sax effectively sUnds

out. He also covers Fats Domino's "What A
Price." and "Willie and the Hand Jive."

which owes a lot to Bo Diddley. A souped

up version of Carl Perkins "'Dixie Fried' is

included as well as his buddy John Lee

Hooker's "Crawling King Snake. " He does

an extended version of Chuck Berry's

"Memphis. Tennessee." which has ad

dilional lyrics that aren't to be found on any

Berry album Ive heard. He must have

sooH* inside information The apex is

reached on (liel s) Go Go Go." from 60 in

one second flat. It's definative rock and

roll, and you'll want to boogie every time

vou hear it.

Thursday, Bftarch 28, 1985!
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UNION CAFE
COFFth HOiSF

Presents
FHLHSDAY SIGHF

jail folk
Thursday ^ ^

March 28

7 pm to 12 midnite

LIVE MUSIC BEGINS AT 10 pfn

with the

MOMENTS NOTICE TRIO
featuring

Mark Weidenfeld. . .Piano

Claire Arenius. . .Drums

Fred Clayton. . .Bass

also special guest

Ingrid AsUew. . .Monologue
SERVING

luiC» (Ic

:

COMMONWEALTH
ROOM. STUDENT
UNION BLDG

Sponaorctf by: Tl»e Coofiaiutcr Area 0«ver«insent

404 Student Union UMata/Amherst 01003 545-2145

Ui
^
^

i»4s =»^ JUm J

DONT MISSIT-

BOOK S4LE
25% off

the regular price of selected,

recent titles

* Quantities are limited *

Sale located on the Campus
Center Concourse, across

from the University Store.

SALE DATES: March 27. 28, 29

Store Hours
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located on the

Campus Center

Concourse

(

§tXJNIVERSITY
STORED}

ARTS
live vrire

" ^Peter Wissoker

Tonight is the Al Uimeola. Airto Moreira and Phil

Markowitz show at the SUB Tickets are only five dollars

Uimeola will play solo and with the other two. Dimeola plays

some kind of spanish/jazz type guitar and Airto is a master

percussionist, best known for his work with his wife Flora

Punm, so it should be pretty hot

If you don't like that well...There is Kiss in Spnngfield neit

in the Civic Center after the Grateful Dead. Dead soundman.

Dan Healy, said at Hampshire College on Monday that the

Civic Center was used a a prototype for Altec- Lansing, the

speaker company, and therefore has the best acoustics of any

hall its size in the country, so enjoy, KISS fans. There will be

four reggae bands at the Agora in Hartford and Sally

Rodgers is playing at the Iron Horse, all tonight. "Til Tues-

day was cancelled at Pearl Street

Tomorrow night The Lyres are coming to the Rusty Nail.

The Lyres are built from the ashes of DMZ one of the

original Boston punk bands. Now a semi- psychedelic unit

they have a record out and seem to be gettinga tot of inter-

national coverage. The Lyres will be playing with the Black

jacks and the ever improving Mongrel Puppy. Last week

they were really good.

Elsewhere it's jazz, jazz, jazz At the Fine Arta Center is

A resurrection of L
Mabou Mines

A Prelude to Death in Venice

At the Rand Theater

Tuesday March 26

By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

Mabou Mines' A Prelude to A Death in Venice, presented at

the Rand theater on March 26 is a multileveled piece of

gaUnic slapstick, offering an interesting msight into Mann s

novella for those who cared to look for it

In terms of narrative action. Prelude has verv Uttle to do

with "Death in Venice ' The play takes place between two

phone booths in ManhatUn where a schitzophremc ventrUo-

quist Bill Raymond and John his 3 1/2-foot dummy, "live on

the edge."
, ^ ., . .

Through John, who is a movie actor, the ventnloquiit

makes numerous calls attempting to solve his numerous pro-

blems. However, there are masks v^-ithin masks, and John

adopt* several personaUties. mcluding a queegie-fondhng

Bogart One of the places he calls is 'Johns Anonymous, a

support group for perverts. Another is the residence of his

mother/lover.

Prelude takes off from there. At one pomt there is a sur-

realistic descent into hell engineered through the phone

booths upon which John has been playing Bach s Toccata

At another point a gigantic tire from a police car wheels

°"h^^ifricult to pinpoint exactly how "Prelude" relates to

•Death in Venice
' Certainly there are many allusions to the

story: John has an indescribable urge to • shoot his film on a

beach in Venice; John's message service quotes from the

book and tells John that "Tom called." "Did he leave a num-

ber^" John asks. "Yes: 187.5 to 1955.' There is also a

hilarious scene where John describes his having once projec-

ted an ideal onto a cat and followed it around obsessively.

the Fourth Annual Jazz Showcase featuring most of the

University's Jazz Ensembles. At Amherst saxophonist Car-

ter Jefferson will be plaving on a bill with the Freddie Bryant

Sextet. The concert will be in Buckley HalL Both concerts

are free. In Hartford the Art Ensemble of Chicago will be

playing The Ensemble which features Lester Bowie on

trumpet plavs a melange of styles from jazz and rock to

African chants and spirituals. They've been around for

twenty years so you know there must be something to them.

Oh yes. the concert is at the Charter Oak Temple off Main

St. For more information call (203)-525-5521.

Saturday The James Montgomer\' Band is at the Red

Balloon. 8th Route Army is at Sheehans in Northamptcm

and the Persuassions are at the Iron Horse both Friday and

Saturday.

Sunday. Larry Coryell will be at the Iron Horse His shows

last year were really good, if that's a good sign. Emmykiu

Harris who was recently on the Praine Home Companion will

be at the Agora Ballroom in Hartford. Across town

(Hartford, that is) Robert J. LurUema will be joining with the

Hartford Symphony in a "Symphony for Peace '. I assume

that the Haagen Daz man himself will be narrating. On

Tuesday the Radiators will be playing at the Rusty NaU and

Doc WaUon will be at the Iron Horae.

7Vii;ui Question: Let's try agaia Win a free copy of the

Flamingo Kid soundtrack. This is a collection of oldies which

is probably much better than the movie. And the question is

What did Elvis Presley like to read in the late fifties? Bring

your answer down to the Arts desk with your name, the date

and time (no cheating).

Bill Raymond in the Mabou Mines' production of

A Prelude to Death in Venice.

forshadowing von Aschenback's actions in the noveUa

Whether the ventriloguist is supposed to actually be

Mann's Gustave von Aschenbach. or simply another man

ifesUtion of an uncommon psyche, is purposely left vague

This is by no means a fault; there is a delicious ambiguity in

the levels of text and subtext While f*relude can be enjoyed

by virtue of its references to "Death in Venice," it is success-

ful in iu own right f*relude is a very funny, a very mtell-

igent play. , . . i

Mabou Mines is an artistic collaborative of eight people:

musicians writers, actors and sculptors. Their next produc-

tion at the Rand will be Company, by Samuel Beckett (8 pm,

Thursday and Friday). To miss it would be a crass act ofmm-

dless negligence.

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
j

ol indivirtu.il Sfvm'j' I

CAKES * PASTRIF';
f rsla*v cr»o< ol.llr I

Conlinpfi!.)' ' '^'

Ciirrol C,»t« ' SO

Napoleon ' SO

ICE CREAM ' SS

Toppinqs Ci

SUNDAES
Hot fuOqr 2 2S

Bfowvmr Siind«T* .-qr

MUNCHIES
Chocolate Chip Cookip 8S

Oatmeal Raism Cookies 5S

Chocolate Brown.e q^

Bah lava 1 OS

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudge J lb *00

1 lb 7 50

Block Choc jidic ) lb 3 75

1 lb 7 00

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunday

6 00 pm to Midnighi

79 S Pleasant St Amherst

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5.00

Prices do not include tax

The Amherst Ballet Theater is sponsorinif a

special benefit film showinK »t the Amherst

Cinema Footloose and The World According to

Garp will be playing Sunday through Tuesday aa

part of this progrtLvn.

A Firm grip
The Firm
By The Firm
Atlantic Recorda

By JONATHAN PKRRY
Collegian (V)rresp«»ndent

Th*' fimi , released by the band of the asm* name, ia • good

news bad news album

The good news ia that Jimmy Page, fortner leader and

guitarist extraordinare for Led Zeppelin, ia back on vinyl,

having formed 1 he Firm with fc.nner Free and Bad Company

vocalist Paul Rodgers The bad news is that, while having it*

bright spots, the album is bland and will most likely not be

saUsfymg to Zepi>elin ttr Bad Company fans

The Firms other members include veteran drummer

Chris Slade who's played with Manfred Mann am«>ng other

bands, and newcomer bassist synthesist Tony Franklm.

These two comprise a competent rhythm section.

However, after what amounts to a five year absence from

music, (with the excepUon of a Ikath Ww/i // soundtrack)

smce the demise of Zeppelin, by one of the most influential

guitarists of the fiOs and 70s. one expects more from Page

and his band. Admittedly, another Led Zeppelm may be ask-

ing too much, but this album is far too safe and middle-of-

the road, and seems creatively restrictive for Page, who la

capable of much better.

While his plaving is solid and consistent, one keeps want-

ing him to really let loose. Rodgers lyrics at times seem unm

teresting and cliche-bound. The biggest of these is The

Firms tired remake of\he much covered "You've Lost That

Lovin Feeling", which adds nothing to the Righteous

1 Brothers original (Hall and Oates' version is far better!.

i

This IS not to say, however, that there are no strong cuU on

'

the album. There are a few, most notably the anthemic

sounding -Midnight MfK.nlight". which features a .sensitive

\ acoustic guitar opening and hoarlfelt vocal that builds into a

Zeppelinesque rocker with a pile-driving rhythm. "Closer"

delivers an energetic guitar fr«.m Page and lively vocals from

Rodgers, and has an tight four piece horn section. "Radioac-

tive" is a spirited rocker with a psychedelic 60s feeL

If Page and Rodgers can rediscover the energy they

possessed musically in the 60s and TOs while on tour this

summer and inject it into this band. The Firm's next album

should be worth hearing.

A 7 UMass Arts Council

L

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
nnnnnm!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

FRIDAY, MARCH 29

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall 545-0202
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Spring Break is

not over yet!

ENTER THE

.1

h
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PAGEANT
TONIGHT!

JUSTIN RmN:
INTERESTED
CALL 256-1059

WIN
MODELING ASSIGNMENT

•Gifts to all contestants!

•6 finalists receive CASH
and PRIZESt

WINNER-competes in the

NATIONAL COMPETITION
at DAYTONA BEACHI

CHECK OUT
JR'S BEACH!

Thursday, March 28, 1985

UPCIDEC Proudly Present

The Eighth Annual

Solos and Duos Series

A Special Evening with

AL DI MEOLA
AIRTO MOREIRA
PHIL MARKOWITZ

Solo Acoustic Guitar

& Trio Performances

THURSDAY, MARCH 28th

S. U.B. UMASS 8 PM
TICKETS $5.00

Tickets on sale at the Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic

Center, and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Holyoke.

Greenfield and Pittsfi^ld.

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

JOAN ARMATRADING
and special guest

APRIL 18th

UMass $10.50 General Public $12.50

WOMEN AND THE
ISRAELI

LEGAL SYSTEM
with the Honorable Daniella Wexler

Judge m Jerusalem Magistrate Court
dealing with civil and criminal cases
affecting both West and East
Jerusalem

Thursday, March 28

7 p.m Herter 116

Pari r)t 3 cofitinuing series of discussions

on Israel and the Middle East

SooMSored bv B B Hillel

Thursday, March 28, ld85!
sCMfigian 18

DOONESBURY
'ASJOANieOersJBF-
fF£i FaAQy FOR PAf
CARB, lA^HBRIFl
CAN 0e RBuevep OFi^r,'

USUAL HOUSeWUPRi^PON
smuve^POR

^
[1

By Garry Trudeau

9e'LL MAKB UP

eoMBujHe^^"

M
STUNS, I STAY
HO^ANPf¥mT
Th^ House

"

U

jiA)

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

Bvr Bvr 7m msTE f...

TMEWKK0U mm (T

MMMiiam
imse cxuBL emu

Rats By Congo

And tP Vom ^ELifvE

THAT 0»Jt. WtU BR"^&

T-O f,
PtAcE VA»HCRf

OF e«GFooTr
J

CW OCCUR A

CAw 8C FOUND NEAR

F0Cie5TS,AKiD THf
t>RAKe

1H£V L»\Jt OW TDi:u,

GRAPCFRua, SMALL

SLIMV TH/NGS. AMD
tSPttlALY RATS

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

... And '^'ow TMf PK)Pif'^

Court, WM^Rf V^Ju Tv^t

Ji IT Ti*wi rev rt»;»*K«P TMiS

Out Aa/d isigyJtn, iuowcp UP

Yeasthead

^r-- ^^^"

DEATH

By Jason Talerman

GORDY By Gorde

/^SiKJCE SO^IE OF US

THE "USA «3H AFRICA'

Ai-SU/VI- we /WE THE

WE oec/DED
TO RECOROOUf?
OWW, TO £>0

OUfi SHARE

MAWGO, Vt)U (CWOW
DEE SWfDE^ F«OM
'TkVijTEO SISTER,"

OOM'T YOU? ,

Today's Weather

Today: Another nice one!

Becoming partly sunny

and quit« imld with higha

around 70.

Tonight: Clouding up
again with a duuioe of

showers; Iowa 40 to 45.

Tomorrow: A diance of

early morning showers,

then partly doudy, with

highs 60 to 65.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l'>dilrd b> I ni6r Mkhrl Jaf(r

Acaoss
1 Bccom**

5 Mato' religious

laith

M> Aftaf Sigma

13 Ft«Kl Comb
lofm

14 Source Ol

pulque

15 Coins o> Peru

16 Trenchefman s

choice

19 Mem in

20 LitlleJacti

Hornet s

rryjlhe*''

21 Antares

24 Active one
26 One *ith a

head 'or

figures Abbr

28 Initials on a

rush order

30 Film again

34 Goal

35 Oish for a

cold night

37 But deliver

us from

38 Describing

a tjeautifui

complemon
42 Narcissus

spurned f>er

43 Caves Lat

44 Opposite of

SSW
45 Disposed o* a

second time

48 Ad|ust sails

49 Craggy hiii

50 Lorelei S song

52 Oil cartel

Abb*
54 Paste
58 Rough and

grating

62 Bounty from

a garden

65 Family memt>er

66 Iowa poet Paul

67 Victoria

or Albert

68 House parts

Abbr
69 Designer s

aim
70 let the

Fancy roam
Keau

DOWN
1 Door pan
2 Molding

3 Cleopatra s

maid
4 Semiquaver*

5 Actor
Carmtchaei

6 Emulated John

Hancock Abtx

7 One o« the

Reindew
people

8 Stay away
from

9 Shooting star

10 Withstood
11 Opposite to

aweaiher

12 UN rr^ember

15 Track official

17 Make fast

18 Have in

one s bonnet

22 Tennis name
23 Rosa

of the opera

25 Escapade
26 o' cake

27 Oriental

servants

29 Factory

31 PreChnstmas
season Fr

32 Baby Qi»n<i

33 Le«t«» Gantry

36 Preface. 'o<

short

39 Least e«ciied

40 Way to make
cot<ee

41 Tourist's

burden

46 Sumptuous
47 Fundraisers

51 Happening

53 Some TV
systems

54 At a great

dtstance

55 Roll or

stick

56 Biddies

57 Like

hoiiandaiM

59 Serb

60 Long haired

dog. to< short

61 Flanders river

63 House part

64 Golf gadget

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

tODLib] UUIUU UmiiU
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adirondack
music
THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS'

15 E. Pleasant Straet

Amherst
253-3100

Thursday. March 28. 1985;

Don't be FOOLED by the

Rest come to the BEST
OHM SPEAKER SALE

(OHM, SVVEET OHM!)

OHM C3 ,eso»....«29995/

OHM EZ $320/pf value '1 /^ '

OHM F «ooop .^«49995/

p-

similar to illustration

SH5 Video Cassette Recorder
Stereo, Dotoy, Wireless remote,

A $i400 value

$599.95

A Great Value

VMb -

VC487U

OUCTORY SALE PRICES ON f

Canon
Accu-Vision

"

PORTABLE VIDEO
SYSTEM VMS
^Qf pctyres tfXJt ioo
bfocxteost quohty
Canr>efa5 Recordefs
.ners/Trners Accessories

$130
value

carrying

case with

purchase
and this ad

WMUA
SPORTSTALK

every
Thursday
from 6-7

on 91.1 FM
Tonight:
College
Hoopla

fl»l»

Tulane players

shaved points
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -

Two Tulane University bas-

ketball players surrendered
to authorities here yesterday
in connection with an alleged

point-shaving scandal

The two members of the

Green Wave were booked
and fingerprinted by New
Orleans police Boston Col-

lege was the last NCAA
school involved in a point-

shaving scandal.

^

COMPACT
DISCS
ON SPECIAL. trom $9>9d

L

Canon
Canovision 8

c-^et Close to nte.

New Canovision 8
The M«« Cofnpaci tmrn

Home Video Vfitfm Mom

PANASONIC CAR STEREO

MAXELL
T-120

VIDEOTAPE

$499

MAXELL uoxLii

* TDK SA90S $1.99

SHARP 19" COLOR TV.

$299.95

REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!
SHARP VCR

$299^5

A CQS678
with ambience sound
and advanced FM front endl

$189.95 value

"""~'""
$99.95

JENSEN
VIDEO
MONITOR
100 watt stereo

RCA VCR

'

($2280
value)

«999»5!
s r^ »' to iHwSlration

1

SCOTT
DIRECT DRIVE

FULLY AUTO

TURNTABLE

»21995 Value...$99.95

FREE TAPE HEAD CLEANER ($21.95 vahie) WITH PURCHASE OF VCR!

SUPER VALUE SYSTEM SAVE $370!
•Scott 4iaA 30 w/bh anpfifier •169«>

•Soott 206D 2 way speakers 9219*«

•FMo belt drive semi-auto turntable •129**

with Entplra IOCS cartridge t49tf

•5697» value

NOW
$199951

o

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant Street, Amherst

253-3100
all items limited quantity, subject to prior sale

Ai sale prices cash

not responsible for typographical errors.

Credit Cards and Checks subject to a 3% handling charge

^^^.

^11^
Noyy!s

the time
to

NorthAmherst

Rt.MNo.

Expert ReoaMA
Beconditionng

i

)

r Ear'n

Academic Credit
^nfhUe oatnmg axparianca

in marfcating. public

rettiona . couna«t«ng.

and fltudant affairs

admmwuation . Bacofna

an intam in tha

UnivaranY's

Undargraduate

Adnwaaiona Offica.

tntafvtawia oagin April 10

Contact tha Offica of

Intamahipa

..

sQoUegiaa is

Sophomore atUckman Doug Musco (white shirt) fires on goalie Gerry

Moreau during practice yesterday. The lacrosse team opens at home

•gainst Delaware on Saturday.

CATCH
OF

THE DAY
Bay Scallops

Tender, juicy scallops

lightly breaded and

fried to a golden brown

$5.35
DiftfWf iiKlLnk's chcMce of

h»?nch hirs bakpd polalo.

vegetabk- o< the day caie

stdMf tx cottage cheeie.

•tetved with toM &
buti«?»

.^e-^Jstfa^iJfiBfx*.

—

[

1

\

amusnui

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaaa.

Amharst. Naw Hampshira
(Resident. Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Department Directors, Cabin Counaators and Acttvfty

Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,
S«¥im Irtstruction (WSI), Watorski<r>g. Sa«|ing, Arts ft

Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Foi(

Songs. RifWy, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel
and Nurses (R.N.)

Excellent fialarlaa and fringe benefits .

Plsase contact: Dr. Cttartea B. Rotntan, Director
81 Kingsbury. Street, WaNaaiey, MA Q2181

117-217 1«10 _ , . .

1

^^-«^-» « J

SUMMER
JOBSJ

Earn $5-7 an hour
painting houses in

your local area.

Attend COLLEGE
PRO PAINTERS
presentation

TODAY
at 11, 2, 4 pm

in CC904

WINE

•Finr l<Kxl

•turrllfnl

srf\ It V

•ChiUltin i

mrnu
•Srtuiti

tllSf DllfK

mmoisxnu

Holand n ReAred um lire* to Jwwu«i«d "^ f'«~' ^'**" ^"^

mmmmLrmrnnrmmm^wimmmimfmmm,
From . 24 hour rtopovcf ... * grwd tuur nt .«.. wrefc-. or nwr "VM^'j*
ppHect 9»dkmt iaittmn to kclMi. Etwopf » m«»i t«-*utihjlly hepi lecre*

DaytonTires

POLYESTER
TIRES

tf l«

OHI*S

MOO

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRES

JH' (

All Sf*>on \t/tyttr Wk .•"

ritv*»«ii «aas

pi«t.rt«i« Mao

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

EUROPE -CAR
ENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS TElCHtRS

rating plait

EUMOrC
>M«c««tolt«r

SlM<mt/T»achf
rUIICHAM

Ml

idl*wal
. ..Jill—igir . ... >-^^i^^i^m^t.^m^mn.

aW-m-MM I- hr> Tort Car TSTaMK

ICELANDAIR

10* AddHionalOM
*'l^ (>ij*« f^iivr

MASS APPWOVEO IMSPECTIOM STATIOH
Mtch»4tn Tirm* Alto Sp0Ct»lly Pricmd

NorthAmherst Tire
VISA A Auto Center
MC
AX
DAYTON

FuK Service Tire Store
78 SurKter1ar«d Rd , No Amherst. MA

Across from Walroba s Storp
549-4 704

THANKS
\

Thank God For College Radio.

V\/MUA

wzzz
WSYL
WOZQ

The PAJAMA SLAVE DANCERS
The album "CHEAP IS REAL " available at

For the Record. Amherst ar)d Main Street
j

t RBCords^'Wn. .^..^.^.^..^ ..^w^.— -J

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ *^^^^^'i?T?rT??Tft'^^R MorTThurs 8-^^2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication oay

Gpme to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8^3_^_'^f>" .l'\"?' ^ni^ Hi.rount . Phone nurrber FREE
Cash in advance *

AUTOKMSAU
Toyota C oioBo. Hun*.

a»^2473

Havo Ooa4 Tta. mm «• M* Una* a(

aa 1 203

dno rrow row eaf»tor U I Uefcol Martjort.

Apnl 20 B«« o»»w ovw »60 MMB Of

Taoch NaaJHworli nanteH Hour»_ Good

pay VWa tram Wioaa wwiti tgTMWd rnai>P«w>rt

„^wilanca f-v mtarviow cai 247 M32

Mo. Baa.* ^am ' » ^'^'llfPLS^
Una 7 » Coma "wat o«r ''^Z^JSTC

, luf. for turthar <B»o MK«7 «» N "mmmtL*"! Urry ar in.

St

It Swbaru 4wd for Mia gd
»a<aO can Anna 2BMa2»

V««a7T
cyiMWIII

ana AT 4

^MMi S-M-L a> ooion tit

Su<ar>na S4a''SI4

aioaPM
Vply « RuatV Nal Mday 3/2i

ma
cytMBO

For Sala nrtodaa 73 atactrlc piano 8 amp
mim condition' Muai ftaar W ball li'l. C*
Scot 54ft879B

DM BZia b«l rual

MOOO
I Dodpa Oart Runa

mn or BO Me-C247

OMa-TaiaiarRM] ^-12X7

•r Bala Tan and ifwaa

Dapandabia transportation chaap
»4aia7»lataa»ar<»<gi
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Spring sports begin

Track, golf

prepare for

seasons
Hy JOHN A. NOliAN
( olU'Kian Statt

U II h thf arrival ol sunny days, the het-tic

spring; sports schedulo promises Xo

pnividc tans with a wide variety ol events

to watrh.

Coming oil sufcessjul indoor seasons,

both the men s and women's Trat'k teams

liMik lorward to running outside and

possibly hrinKinK home a ronlerence title.

Men s head roach Ken OUrien leads the

team inti) action the weekend ol April tith

at Dartmouth, and while he would like to

win the title he knows the team will face

an uphill St ruRK*^.

I think s*. should battle lor the lop

thre*' places in the ronlerence along with

Suit hern t'onntH-ticut and Maine."

t) Mrien said. "We have a lot of strength

in the middle distances, abng with some

>;«M»«1 individuals in the technique events

(hurdles, javelin, and jumping events),

but as lar as the Kaslern Kegionals are

ronc«rned. we n-ally don t have enough

depth to place in the top live. It I had to

make a guess. I would see ourselves

Imishing in the second live.

\^ omen s coach Kalekeni Itanda fields a

leam he expects to comp<*te strongly in

New Kngland as well as with some <»l the

mon> powerlul Kastern schools.

Most ol our runners are strong m New
Kngland. especially m relays". Manda

said "W e re going to finish in the top un
in I he Kasterns again t his year,

t oach .lack l/t>aman s golf teams will in-

biis\ this spring with one mor« -eason

tx-litn- hiKli:«'t «-uts eliminate h<»th teams

.ifu-! The mens team comes off

l.tsl si.i^iKis inird place in New Kngland

w ith < '. « n hiL'hrr i,'<>als lor this seast)n.

1 u> h.nc an outstanding

\i.ir. Ia ani.in said. W ere very close to

h«Mng one ol the two top teams m New
f-:nglan«l. with <«> captains Tyler Shearer

and t harlie K«)ss back, we should ht'

• umpf'tilivc in every tournament.
'

I nlike the men s team, the women face a

very l<»ugh season with onl> lour women
pn-sently participal ing. .Most tour

nanient'" allow six players Irom each team
1.. >....ri . th< two hi^^hest scores being

losM-d <m». r.ut with only tour com
p«'iiii»rs. U<aman's team will not have the

luxury ol a ^mgle poor p<Ttormance.

"We nwd more women to tryout and

entiT into the program." l^eaman

vi r. sv,.,| ThiTe are a lot of good players

i.n this campus that think you have to

shoot a T.'i to make the team. It anyone

ran sh<»ot below 100. I would like to see

(hem play l«ir me hirause as it is. it would

Im MTV dillicult to improve over last

.(Ml - Uli place in New Kngland. There s

ju.st too much pressure on my four

women."
(•nil along with tennis and skiing, was
one ol sevi'H sports eliminated by the

•ithlelK a«lniinist rations budget cuts in

order In lacililate other programs. The
leain la< ts «>|iniination. as the wrestling

proi,'rani already has. at the conclusion ol

next season.

\len s \ oik yball. rosurtacing alter a

lour year disapp«'arance debuts this

week with matches against .-springtield

( ollege and I'.ryanl. What was a first a

promising squad hopelul of a New
Knglati<l ( ollegiate title, the team has

been hampered by internal problems.

( oa<h !*at Kyan has moved on while

previous ro captain .luan .Maldonado has

reportedly returned to his Connecticut

home. Hut Side power hitter Larry

De.lesiis has chosen n<tt to participate this

^•mesier. and amidst scheduling

problt nis with Koyden gym. sophomore

hiller Roger ( hapman has been lorced to

j'lve up his playing time in order to take

on 'he coaching responsibilities vacated

bv Itvan.

MiDbjrMMHif s«caii

Holy Cross' Mary Beth Sacamore (16) cant handle the throw as UMass
freshman Lisa Rever scores from second in the fifth inning^ of th«

Minutewomen's 12-0 pasting of the Crusaders yesterday in Worcester.

Minutewomen explode in

12-0 rout of Holy Cross
Ity t.KKK^ de.SlMAS

('oll««gian Staff

\\t)Kt KSTKK After six losses and a tie.

the I niversity of Massachusetts soft ball

team finally got back on the winning track

with a 12 6 pasting of hapless fioly Cross

yesterday at Kreshman ^ leld here.

•Junior co captain Lynn Stockley toss

struck out 13 and gave up just two hits.

Stockley also aided her own cause going

went J lor "l at the plate with a double and

anKHI.
Sally Maher also began to break out of her

hitting slump (.200 alter the Southern trip)

with two hits. She also scored on a four

base error in the top of the seventh after

the Cross (0 1 ) centerfielder dropped the fly

ball.

I .Mass. now 4 b I . had lU hits on the day.

"It was nice to win again," head coach

Klaine .Sortino said. "We were a httle

tentative at the start. It took us a while to

get into our rhythm. It was just a matter of

time.

rhr<»ugh the first three innings. I Mass

Ultimate team
trys to return

to Final Four
Ihe I niversity ol Massachusetts men s

ultimate frisbee team began practice this

we«>k. with what k>oks like its best squad

ever.

"We lost several players from last years

team ('ti L' in collegiate action). ' senior Kric

Kehoe said, "but several new players,

including transfer sensation Hubba
t aravalho. have really filled in those

vacancies."

This year the ten fiest college teams in the

nation (which could include llansas, Texas.

Michigan ."state. Cornell. Tufts, and

Slanlord) will travel to Palo Alto on May 24

to play at Stanford I niversity. Last year

1 Mass made it to the linal tour, only to lose

to Stanford and take third place nationally.

"Wf just won't be satisfied with that this

year it will take a great deal of com
niilment. but I think we are ready to do

what is ntH'essary to win. senior Jay

>eeger said.

Have Kllsworth. the varsity head coach of

I hi- I Itimate team at .Northlield Mt.

Merman prep school in Deerfield said,

"I Itimaie has evolved a great deal of late,

hive or six years ago. I Itimate was
as.sm-iated with the Grateful Dead, ban

(lanas. and partying. .Now there are varsity

teams in high schools everywhere, and the

collegiate national champion will be the lop

team out of some ;J00 universities across the

nati«»n. It's big time.
'

only produced one run. thanks to two

second inning (.'rusader errors and a

Martha .lamieson third inning single.

"It was such a severe change for us (Holy

Cross vs. South Carolina competition)."

Sortino said. "We will need some more

games like this to get back into the flow.

'

Two singles by Maher and Debbie Cole

started off a four run fourth inning that put

I Mass in command tor good, 5 0.

In the fifth, the Minutewomen added three

more with six different players in the line

up as Sortino cleared the bench to give her

freshman and sophomore laden team more

experience. Kight freshman and four

sophomores are on the 16 man rosier.

llene ^reeman. who replaced co captain

Heth Talbott l>ehind the plate went 1 for 1

with a single and 2 HHl's in the fifth.

!• reshman Alisa l-ila. who replaced fresh

man Paige Kopcza at short, also stroked a

double to lead off the seventh.

"It was a g<Jod opportunity to play

everyone. It was a good game. It was the

kind of game we needed, ' Sortino said.

Stockley. who had 18 strikeouts m five

games in South I'arolina, now has 28 Ksoft

the year, a 2 4 record and her second

shutout of the year.

The Minutewi men open their home season

Friday tomorrow against a much improved
Boston College team at 3 pm at NOPE. And
on Saturday, 1'Ma.ss begins their quest for

an Atlantic 10 tournament berth as they

open their A 10 season with an important

doubleheader with Rhode Island at 1 p.m.

on Saturday.

NUTKHDUK In three games the past two

years with I 'Mass. Holy Cross has been

outhil 35 b and outscored by a 31 2

margin. ..The Mmutewonien finally got on

track in the fourth inning yesterday but

then. CMass left seven runners on base in

three innings.

Collvinan photo b> Mirheil* ScfaO

Lynn Stockley fires the ball in yesterday's 12-0 win over Holy Cross as

second baseman Carol Frattaroli awaits the outcome. The lefthander

had 13 strikeouts and tossed a two hitter.

SportsLog
Tony Bitrot

J ust a few thoughts. .

.

It figures. 1 spend a week in F'lorida.

desperately trying to gel dark, and when I

come back. 1 can't even show my slightly

bronzed face in public. Three respresen

tatives of this year's final four college

basketball tournament are from the Big

Kasl. The problem is that I thought the

AC(' was a better conference. What's

really bad is that each Big Flast school got

into the final four by beating an Al'C team.

Ves, the NIKE does taste mighty good, but

it could use a little salt

.

(.ieorgelown St. John's will meet for the

fourth time this year, with the Hoyas
holding a 2 1 edge. This contest should be

no different than the others; a tough,

physical game right down to the wire. The
key for Georgetown will be to apply their

full court press early to disrupt the Red
men's half court offense. ..St. John's will

have to keep Georgetown from moving the

ball, especially when they kick it in to

Kwing and back out. That's going to mean
either a tough man to man or maybe even a

box and one. ..The Hoyas are just too deep

and should make t heir third final trip in four

years.

Rollie Massiminno travelled an interesting

road. He went from Lexington High School

right here in Ma.s.sachuselts to Lexington.

Kentucky as he makes his first final four

appearance with the Villanova Wildcats,

lie's going to need exceptional play from

Dwaine Mcl'lain and Ed Pinckney to stop

Memphis Slate. They haven't been playing

all that well in the tournament but they still

have been winning. What better time to

peak than during the semifinals?...The
Tigers should lake this one by about seven.

That leaves Georgetown Memphis State in

the finals. Rather than trying to analyze

the game. I think I'll do what Sir Lawrence

Olivier did during the Oscars. Georgetown

will win. Good night.

Pro basketball and hockey are rounding

out their regular seasons and frankly, it's

about time. Expanded playoff formats have

made these two sports quite boring during

the regular season. It's a shame when
teams hke Atlanta in basketball and Detroit

in ho<'key make the playoffs...That's why
baseball is the most exciting sport as far as

pennant races are concerned. The winner

of each division goes and that's that.

Other happenings around the sports

world: It looks like people are trying to

form a professional polo league, probably
starting off in six cities. So, if you make
$50,000 a year (or more) and look good in a

Ralph Lauren, you're all set. Hey, Yuppies

are people too... I just thought I'd warn you
that Saturday night is gong to be pretty

dull around campus.

No more need be said.
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SCERA to

hold events

honoring King |
By LORI KIRKLAND
Collegian Staff

In efforts to further .student power and the

democratic pnnciple on campus, the Student

Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy is facilitating several projects con-

cerning various awareness issues including

next week's celebration of Martin Luther

King Jr.

Martin Luther King Jr Week is held

annually on the anniversary of King's death.

Dave Martin, student coordinator of

SCERA. said. King was murdered in

Memphis on April 4. 1968.

"The week was designed to celebrate

King's life and ideas and to bring people

together to formulate plans of action to

further actualize his dream of the day when

people would not be judged on the basis of

their race or sex but solely on the basis of

their character. " Martin said

The anniversary celebration will begin on

Sunday, at ^ p.m. in the Hampden Theatre

with a play about King and the Civil Rights

Movement Al Eaton will recreate one of

Kmg's most famous speeches.

The tnbute will continue on Tuesday with

a panel discussion featuring Ambassador

Yousofou of the Organization of African

Unity to the United Nations and Penelope

Andrews of South Africa The Reverend

Charles Stith from Boston and Reverend

Ronald Peters from Sprmgfield will also par

ticipate in the discussion along with UMass
facultv members. The discussion will be held

Tuesday at T.'U) p m in the Campus Cen-

ter Auditorium.

On Thursday, there will be a gospel

extravaganza with choirs from Bethlehem.

Pa. Amherst and Springfield. The guest

speaker at this event will be Dr. Brian Mosley

and it will be held at 7:00 p.m. at the Campus
Center Auditorium.

A series of five films on Martin Luther

King will be shown on April .3 and 8 in Cam-

pus Center room 163. Wednesday's films

include / Hare a Dream. The Life of Martin

Luther King. Martin Luther King DoubLs and

Certainty, and Martin Luther King Jr From
Montgomery to Memphis. The films will be

shown between 3 and 8 p.m.

The two films on Monday April 8 are Black

Like Me and BUI Cosby on Prejudice and will

be shown during the day-long seminar which

begins at 8:.'i0 am.

Revised alcohol policy

under consideration
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

The University Alcoholic Beverage Policy,

recently revised to adhere to the new state

legal drinking age. will not only affect

students but the entire University commu-
nity.

The University Committee on Alcohol Use

sent the policy draft to Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey before spring break for approval

The new state law, which raises the legal

drinking age to 2 1 , will mean that more than

80 percent of the students at the University

of Massachusetts will not be of legal drinking

age beginning June 1.

However, a grandfather clause will allow

people who have turned 20 years old before

that date to legally drink.

WHEN IT RAINS IT POURS — Melanie Brickell

foils the attempted dousing by practical jokers Dan

Puschak, Kevin Donnelly (center) and Ashby Mon-

cure outside of Brooks yesterday.

Nuclear arms
termed political
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Nuclear weapons are serving as political symbols, not as

weapons, a British freelance defense analyst and researcher

.said in a lecture last night at Hampshire College.

Dan Smith, who is the current vice-chaw of the Campaign

for Nuclear Disarmament in (treat Britain, spoke to about 35

people on the subject of the relationship between nuclear

weapons and America.

Smith said that to understand the current nuclear

weapons situation, people must discover the political

reasoning behind the weapons in order to get the full

picture.

He said there is a current movement by the New Right

Conservatives in America to "get people in line " on the

nuclear issue and create a myth about weapons so that there

will be les« resistance to U.S. Government policies on

defense.

"Some of the jokes that Ronald Reagan makes serve a

definite purpose and function A chill ran down the spines of

most of the world when Reagan naade that joke about bomb-

ing the Russians." he said. "It may be dehberate. (but) some-

where in there you find the relationship between nuclear

weapons and nuclear war."

Smith said a relationship exists between nuclear weapon*

and world }>ower, and that "it's a complei relationship."

Smith said this relationship is evident in the false myth
created by Reagan to "eliminate the Vietnam syndrome" of

American mihtary defeat and lesnen the fi>ar of a nuclear

arms buildup in Americans' minda He said this myth is

fueled by Americans who desire to get "things back to order"

and, "not get kicked around."

Using Central America as an example. Smith said. "(liven

everything that is said, it would take a lot for the Sandinistas

to think of nuclear weapons as a paper tiger."

Smith, also author of The War Atlas, expressed concern

for the current US. policy on nuclear weapons which he said

has been a policy of deterrent

"Ronald Reagan tried to tell people it was conceivable to

have a limited nuclear war in Europe." Smith said. "All

Reagan was saying was his strategy. They were describing

the strategy accurately rather than changing it."

He .said we absolutely cannot rely on keeping nuclear war

hmited. "It is now a situation where a threat to use nuclear

weapons as retaliation is worthless."

Smith is in residence at Hampshire this semester as part of

the college's Peace Studies program sponsored by a grant

from the Samuel Rubin Foundation. The lecture is part of a

spring series ro-spon.sored by the Five College Program in

Peace and World Security Studies.

The Five College Program in Peace and World Security

Studies was started last year from a four year grant from the

Ford Foundation.

The program serves to expand the attention and thought

given to peace and war issues in the Five Colleges by enrich-

ing curriculum and public debate. Several lectures are

scheduled for the upcoming weeks.

drinking
"There's nothing in the policy about a dry

campus," Carlene Riccelli, chairperson of

the University Committee on Alcohol Use.

said in response to student claims that the

policy would prohibit alcohol on camnus.

Riccelli spoke at a recent Human Rela-

tions Forum on alcohol on campus, where

University administrators and studants met

to discuss the impact of the pohcy draft on

the University community.

"The campus policy is no more stringent

than state law," she said.

The policy's general guidelines reflect the

changes in the state law and emphasize the

consequences of alcohol-related violations:

• The policy prohibits people under 21

years old from drinking, serving, buying or

transporting alcoholic beverages.

• Violators are subject to arrest, criminal

charges and fines if a person buys alcohol for

a minor, serves alcohol to an intoxicated per-

son, drives under the influence of alcohol or

uses false identification.
contimied on page S

Bar owners side step

ban on happy hours

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

The banning of happy hours in

Massachusetts has l.od little, if any, effect

on the Amherst area thanks to the various

ways bar owners have developed to work

around the new law.

Dan Carlson of Barsie's in Amherst said,

"There's been no change whatsoever in

business. Now instead of having happy

hours we'll have a drink special for the

week.
"It's really easy to get around the new

rule," said Carlson. "We hadn't an-

ticipated any problems from the start."

continued on page S
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"The number one problem on campus is loneliness, not booze, drugs or sex.

"

— Rev. J. Joseph Quigley
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WORLD AND lUATIGNAL NEWS

Bank of Boston fails to

report yet more funds
BOSTON (AP) - The em

battled First National Bank
of Boston received a show
of support from
shareholders at its annual

meeting yesterday, despite

its surprise announcement
that it failed to tell the

government about an addi

tional $110 million m inter-

national cash transactions.

Chairman William L.

Brown told shareholders
that the bank, which plead-

ed guilty in February to not

reporting $1.2 billion in cash

transactions with Swiss

banks, did not report $110

million worth of cash tran-

sactions with banks in

Canada and Haiti.

Brown said the bank
notified the federal govern

ment of the unreported

transactions on Wednesday,
and did not know whether it

would be fined a second

time. The bank paid a
record $500,000 fine for the

Swiss reporting violations.

Patrick Walsh, the federal

attorney who has handled

the Bank of Boston case,

said the government will

levy another fine if it learns

that the bank did not report

the transactions intentional

ly to avoid the law.

"It really depends on

where the investigation

goes," he said. "If it was
just a systems error, there

will be no other criminal

charges."

At a news conference

after the shareholders

meeting. Brown said, "We
made a mistake We should

have reported. All we can

do is tell you the truth."

House votes for MX
WASHINGTON (AP) -

The House yesterday ended

a bruising congressional

marathon and voted

217-210 to release $15

billion for the production of

the 21 more MX missiles.

The last of four votes in

the Senate and House clos

ed the latrat chapter in a

decade-long battle over the

need for the strategic

«n»pon.

But opponents said Presi

dent Reagan's first major

congressional victory of

1^85 also marked the high

water mark for the MX,
which critics believe would

be destroyed in the first

wave of a Soviet nuclear at-

tack.

Reagan said the House
vote "shows again that we
were able to stand in a
bipartisan way before the

world as far as our security

is concerned."
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Chagall dies

VENCE, France (AP) -
Marc Chagall, one of the

leading painters of the 20th

century, died at his home in

this French Riviera village

it night, his wife announc
v\i. He was 92.

His wife said he coUapaed
about 8 p.m. ami died

almost imniediately. The ex-

act cause of death was not

immediately known.

Iraqis launch

air raid on Iran

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) -
Iraq said yesterday its

ines raided 10 Iranian

and two tankers near

Iran's Kharg Island oil ter-

minal in the Persian Gulf.

President Sadam Hussein

pledged more attacks "deep

in Iran...to end the war."

Hussein also appeared to

acknowledge that six large

explosions in Baghdad in

the past two weeks were

caused by ground-to-gnmnd

missiles, as the Iranians

have claimed.

"Some Arabs have given

them (the Iranians) some

missiles in hopes of terroriz-

ing the Iraqis." he said.

"The Iraqis, who fought for

five years, cannot be ter

rorized by 10. 20 or ^(^

missiles."

CORRECTION
i

Kevin Sweeney, presi-

I

dent of the University

i

Democrats, was not

! removed from

I

Wednesday's student

I

senate meeting by police

as reported in yesterday's

CoUeguin. Police did ques-

tion Sweeney after he

burned his group's budget

request at the meeting.

The incident has been

referred to the Dean of

Students Office, accordiner

to Sweeney.
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Campus will not go dry
Most effects of rise

in legal age unknown
By CWAIS POON
Coliegian Staff

How will the increase in the legal drinking

age affect students and local drinking

establishments?

Many university officials are taking

guesses but aren't willing to make definite

predictions yet However, one thing is cer-

tain, the University of Massachusetts will not

"go dry."

On campus, non-alcoholic social events

will be emphasized while off campus drink-

ing establishment.s may begin to change their

policies to accommodate people under the

legal drinking age.

"We must look at creative ways for par-

ties," Carlene Riccelli. chairwoman of the

University Committee on Alcohol Use, said.

"We can't equate parties with alcohol."

In addition to the revised University

Alcoholic Beverage Policy. Housing Services

is presently developing a Residential Educa-

tion Activities Policy. The policy will address

specific regulations such as party security

and party applications.

Contrary to some rumors, resident assis-

tants will not play the rol" oi poijoerofficers

and check students' identification at parties

on campus. Rohert Jennings from the Office

of Residential Education, said.

The present activities policy states that

two- thirds of the students who attend a regis-

tered party must be of legal drinking age.

When the drinking age goes up, it will become
more difficult to comply with the rules. Jo

Bonnie Kaplan, a student of the Residential

Education Alcohol Committee, said.

University officials suspect that' the new
law may cause problems with off-campus
parties. But despite the policy changes.

Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neil said

he does not expect his department to have a

tremendous change in law enforcement on
campus.

"At this point, there are no firm or tenta-

tive decisions on what action to take when the

age changes," William Ellmore. beverage

manager of the Campus Center, said.

"We're going to lose business." he said.

"But the effect won't be that bad the first

year because of the grandfather clause."

"Next semester we'll look at whether we
should cut or eliminate alcoholic beverages

from the Campus Center." he said.

In the past, 18-year-olds have been

allowed in the Blue Wall to participate in

events spon.sored by student organizations.

On these occasions, the room was divided to

separate people of legal drinking age from

people under 20.

BOG will offer open forum to

potential student venturers
By VICKl A. SPAGNOU
Collegian Staff

Next week's Campus Center Board of

Governor's meeting will be an open forum for

proposals from University of Massachusetts

students interested in starting a student con-

trolled business, after the board's mdecisive

vote on a proposal to fill the former Union

Records Unlimited space in the Student

I'nion with a student -run ice cream shop.

The board tied nine to nine to accept the

ice cream proposal at last night's weekly

meeting. A tie vote means the board can

accept proposals from any group, including

the ice cream group, to be voted on at next

week's meeting, BOG treasurer Fran Hegeler

ssid.

"1 would suggest that they (the groups with

pruposals) come to the BOG executive meet-

ing next Wednesday at 2 p.m. so that their

proposal will be on the agenda for

Thursday's meeting," she .said.

The ice cream proposal voted down by the

board was recommended by the BOG
space committee.

The ice cream shop would open in Septem-

ber, according to the proposal. The shop

would serve gourmet ice cream, pastries and

would be equipped by an outside ice cream

company such as Hood Inc., or Bart's ice

cream. Cohen said. The shop would also

need a $4,000 loan from the Student Govern

ment Association for renovations BO(j mem-
ber Bob Cohen, who submitted the

proposal said.

Two other student groups were present at

the meeting to present their proposals to the

board. The bike coop and the sports c<M)p

"Teamworks" both presented their pro-

po.sals at the meeting.

"I'm against this proposal because it's not

guaranteed that the ice cream shop wUI get

the money to open and the other two groups

already have management set up and can

make a smoother transition ( into the space)."

BOG member Alex Zucker said.

Board member Jim Shaw said the ic«

cream proposal would help the image of the

BOG. "We're running the CC If we can be

responsible enough to run the Campus
Center/Student Union we can be respons-

ible enough to run an ice cream parlor," Shaw
said.

Cohen plans to resubmit the ice cream pro-

posal at next week's meeting.

Furniture stolen from office
More than $1,000 in office furnishings

were reported stolen Wednesday afternoon

from a first floor office in the School of

Mana^^ment, University of Massachusetts
police said.

A university employee reported that two
swivel chairs and a dictionary were stolen

sometime in February. Two original fram-

e<l prints were als<i stolen fn)m the same
office during spring break. The value of the

prints is approximately $400 each.

In other police action;

•A first flfx>r Butterfield House resident

reporte<i to police Wednes<iay night that a

man entered her unlocked room while she

was asleep. The woman said she thought

the man was her roommate but when she

turned on the light, she saw him sitting in a

chair looking at her in a daze, police said.

The woman told the man to leave her

room and he did without incident, police

said.

•A student was kicked and punched by

two unidentified men in jmrking lot 22

We<inesday night. jM>lice sai<l. The student

reported that the men had been hassling

him at The Village Inn and had followed

him back to campus. Police said the two
men assaulted the student after a confron-

tation in the parking lot.

•A 12 speed bicycle, valued at $240, was
reported stolen Wednesday morning from
the recreational area in F^merson House. A
student tokl police that the bicycle was
l(H'ktHl to a wooden bar with a calile l<»ck

l)efore spring break. I'olice said there ar"

no suspects in the theft.

•A woman student who was working on

the second floor of Herter Hall refxirted

that a man exposed himself to her Wednes-

day afternoon, police said. There are no

suspects in the incident. _ ^^^^^ ^^^

if Happy Hours . continued frtrm page I

The ban went into effect on December

10, 1984. as part of a state wide push to cut

down on drunk driving. The new law has

nuide it illegal for bars to serve cut-rate

drink specials, free drinks, and unlimited

drinks for one price.

At Delanos on North Pleasant St. in

Amherst Kate Clauson said, "We used to

have a two-for-one drink special during our

happy hours. Now we have changed to

Jumbo drinks, which are only 35 cents

more than the two-for-one drinks, and a

beer of the month special.

"At first we thought the ban was going

to hurt business," Clauson said. "But our

books show no change whatsoever in sales.

"We still have lines out the door," she

said. "The crowd size has not decreased at

all."

Bob Dearing, a bartender at The Pub.

• Alcohol Policy

sjiid. "We've seen a sligtit change in

business, if any at all. We still have our Pub
Mug night, plus we have whole week drink

specials, which are perfectly legal, and we
are also serving better quality free food."

Student reaction seems to be positive.

"At first a few students were complaining

about the higher drink prices, but I haven't

heard any complaints recently," Clauson

said.

Judie Flynn, a UMass senior said, "My
initial reaction was bad. I thought the bars

would no longer attract the students. But I

really haven't seen any major effects."

UMass first-year-student, John
Petrocelli said, "I don't like the fact that I

have to pay more to go out. But it's ef-

fected all the bars so there's nothing to do

about it but pay the extra money and have

a good time."

continued from page 1

In addition, the alcohol policy clarifies the

consequences of alcohol-related behavior

• Individuals who become the subject of

University police and security reports involv-

ing alcohol or drugs will be required to meet

with the appropriate vice chancellor or

designated representative for dicussion of

the incident and possible referral.

• University organizations may lose their

recognition if they fail to abide by the new

policy. »

• University-affiliated housing complexes

mu.st also adhere to rules related to alcohol

service at social events.

The policy proposal also adds several rules

for campus groups selling alcoholic bever-

ages.

• The policy states that all organizations

that provide drinks must also provide some

.sort of food to. "reduce the probability of

inebriation.
"

• All students who are hired to .serve

alcoholic beverages must attarfd "a man-

datory training program by the Alcohol

Education Program or by the Department of

Public Safety.

If the draJFt is approved by Duffey, the

policy recommendations will be sent to the

Board of Trustees for approval. The new
policy would be in effect on campus next

semester, Riccelli said.

The second purpose of the University

policy revisions is to "develop a comprehen-
sive campus policy that includes faculty and
staff, as well as students," Riccelli said. The
current alcohol policy only addresses

students.

"We want to see consistency between

students, faculty and staff." said Charmaine
Wijeyesinghe. judicial lia.son for the Dean of

Students Office. "When students get dis-

ciplined, faculty should as well."

Concerns for the implementation and
enforcement of the new policy among faculty

and staff have been raised frequently since

the circulation of the draft.
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Survey probes gay and lesbian concerns, needs
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Questionnaires tx) assess the needs, concerns and ex-

periences of gay, lesbian and bisexual students on campus

are now available for completion.

The questionnaires are part of a study to determine the

campus climate for homosexuals and bisexuals at UMass.

The study is being conducted by human relations advocate

and planner, Felice Yeskel.

Yeskel, whose position was created by the administra-

tion earlier this year to collect data on the needs of the les

bian and gay community, said that responses to the ques

tionnaire will be incorporated into a repwrt for Dennis

Madst)n, vice chancellor of student affairs.

The purpose of the report is to describe present condi-

tions and make recommendations "for changes needed to

create a more positive climate," Yeskel said.

The questionnaires, which were refined on the basis of a

pilot survey conducted earlier this month, will be

distributed at the People's Gay Alliance dance tomorrow

night and will be available from the Everywoman's

Center, Women's Studies Program, and Yeskel in

Berkshire House.

Yeskel stressed that the anonymity of student's

responses will be respected and will be seen only by a very

small research team.

Welfare policies discourage college

By MARIA.NK MKUSE
('"lU'K'Hn Sttift

The relationship between

lurrent welfare policy and

educational aid program.s h>

they relate tti women will be

the focus of a two-day con-

ference at Smith College

early next week.

The purpose of the con-

ference will be to "bring

together policy- niakers and

people who've worked with

women" in the welfare pro-

gram, said Martha Ack

elsbert;. an nrjjanizer of the

event.

She said the confereni >_

will examine current policy

towards women receiving

welfare and educational aid

programs designed to help

them.

"Current policy dis-

courages women on welfare

from getting a higher educa-

tion. " Ackelsberg said

She said a higher educa

tion is "at least one way for

w.-mj^n to get otl weJIare."

The conference will kick

ofT with a keynote address by

Robert Coles, professor of

psychiatry and medical

humanities at Harvard

University, Monday at 2 p.m.

in Smith's Wright Hall

auditorium.

Car

Truck
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The rest of the conference

will feature panel discussions

focusing on such issues as

poverty and employment,
education, welfare, and
policv issnes and strategie-

These issues will be dis-

cussed by economists,

sociologists, and
educational experts.

By examining current

policy, the organizers hope to

bring about some change.

Ackelsberg said.

The conference, which is

supported by a grant from

the Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation, is open to the

public free of charge.
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Quigley marks 25th year at UMass
By KATHLEEN HART
Collegian Staff

When J. Joseph Quigley was growing up, he had a very
low opinion of himself. He wore thick glasses, flunked
algebra twice in high school, and made the little league
l>aseball team only because his parents knew the coach.

Today, Rev. J. Joseph Quigley is celebrating his 25th
year at the University of Massachusetts. He is the director

of the Newman Center, with its annual budget of

$329,000. He is campus minister for the 16 colleges in the

Springfield Diocese, and he knows that in God's eyes he is

a success.

"I always wanted to be the best, never average,
"

Quigley said. "One day I met a priest who told me all you

have to do is try your hardest, and in God's eyes you will

be a success, even if you're not in the eyes of the rest of

the world." From that day on, Quigley discovered what it

meant to have .selfr"*pect.

"Father Quigley will do anything for the students,

anything," Rev. John F. Tuohey said. Tuohey has only

\^een here at UMass one year, but he has seen that

"It's like a cycle. In the fall, I deal with

hoTnesickness, in December it 's exams, and
in the spring, it's love.

"

— J. Joseph Quigley

Quigley's number (ine priority is the students.

Quigley, 61, has seen many changes in the world and

here at the University over the past 25 years, but to him

"the present moment is always the best time. I've had a

lot of fun here. I like to see young people flourish with the

hope of the future. Everyone is a genius, they just need to

release their talent."

"The university has grown more sophisticated over the

years," said Quigley. "But I can honestly say that Catholic

kids have always been g(K»d crowds coming to Mass and

religious services. Priests acn)ss the country can't believe

we get 2,500 to 3,000 kids to Mass on Sunday."

Michelle Parsons, a 21 -year-old senior at UMass said.

"If I were going to be married within the next couple of

years. I'd want Father Quigley to perform the ceremony.

He's less rigid and more understanding of what students

are feeling than any other Catholic priest I know.
"

The Newman Center was opened April 1, 1963, under

the direction of Monsignor David Power, who ran it until

1978. To his own surprise, Quigley was appointed director

that year.

"I never thought I would be director. I had hoped, but I

was already 54 years old. I'd like to stay at UMass for the

next 25 years, I'm hoping to sUy. But in this job. you can

never tell. I always have to have my knapsack ready," he

said.

"When I came out of the army I was a convinced

fatalist," Quigley said. "I thought. If you were bom lucky,

great, if not, tough luck."

"1 didn't plan on becoming a priest, but then I met a

priest who said things I guess I always wanted to hear. I

became a parish priest and was stationed in Westfield for

four years."

On April 1, 1960, Quigley was assigned to UMass. "I felt

like a fish out of water when I first arrived. I was trained

as a parish priest, and I felt awkward here. I soon found

the main thrust of my work was with very young students,

those who had left home for the first time. It's like a cycle.

In the fall, I deal with homesickness, in December it's ex-

RaDy planned to protest fees

An April Fool's Day rally will be held to protest ad-

ministration plans to raise university fees for all students

U) help pay off tlie loans that paid for the construction of

dormitt>ries.

The event has been organized by the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy. Posters adver-

tising the event state, "We must show Whitmore that we

want our student rights." The "Rally for Rights" will be

held at noon, Monday, on the steps of the Student Union

Building.
- TOM MIDDLETON

I all*rMii plH>tu b« Hrtan K <•••*•

SILVER ANNIVERSARY — The Rev. J.

Joseph Quigley is celebrating his 25th anniver-

sary at the Newman Center. Quigley has been

the Newman Center director since 1978.

ams. and in the spring, it's love.
'

The Newman Center opened with the idea of Cardinal

Newman, an English priest, m mind, Quigley said. "There

should \)e a house of religion on a secular campus to act as

a catalyst and to bring together various interests into a

whole. ..to give moral integrity...and to give character to

the students."

"The Newman center is a house of Humaneness," said

Quigley "You can always find someone there to listen to

you. There is a cot^penial cafeteria, and a chapel to talk to

God. I don't know how people survive without religion.

It's a scary world full of greed. If we didn't believe in

Fatherhood, we'd devour ourselves."

"The Newman Center is a very avant-garde idea,"

Quigley said. "It makes the church and CkkI very exciting.

The number-one problem on campus is loneliness, not

booze, drugs or sex. We get kids dates. It's a way to get

close to people and help with social problems. The church

liberates people who are enslaved by neglect."

The Newman Center has f. license to sell beer and wine

in the cafeteria and there are three automatic telling

machines located there. Said Quigley. "We are not trying

to be sensational, but just trying U) fill human need. The

vice-president of Bay Bank recently told me the Newman
Center does the greatest volume of any machine in the

state."

Quigley added the liquor license and banking machines

bring in revenue to the Newman Center, which has to

raise two-thirds of its annual budget on its own.

Chabad House offering

traditional culture
By JONATHAN STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

Chabad House is a place for Jewish people to find educa-

tion and counseling in the traditional ways of their religion

The house is a place where people are welcome not only dur-

ing scheduled class times or prayer but at meals and the

family's leisure time.

Rabbi Zaiman Kagle and his wife Yehudis Eagle have

moved into Chabad House to take on the duties of leading

services, teaching classes and serving meals. Though the

prayers are said in Hebrew and t la.sses are taught in subjects

such as Talmudic law and Kosher nH»kinK. Yehudis Kagle

says that people with little or no Jewish backgnmnd would

not feel out of place.

The Eagles have not been out of the college community for

very long and are returning to what they consider home. The
rabbi is a 19H2 graduate of Amherst College where he

Rabbi Zaiman Eagle and his wife Yehudis

Eagle run Chabad House.

majored in history. As a student, he spent two years living in

Chabad House.

Yehudis earned a degree in communications disorders

from UMass in 1983. As a student, she often worked a Ubie

m the Campus Center from which she would try to entice

•lews to visit the house with promises of good food and toasts

ing "to life" with strong Russian vodka

Married seven months, they seem to be on a mission to fill

Chabad House full of life and they are already expecting a

baby.

He added that "they would not feel that it was wrong if

someone showed up just for the meal and not at the servicea.

LOWENBRAU
Presents

Earn
Academic Credit*
wtiile gaining experience

in marketing, public

relations, counseling,

and student affairs

administration Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office

Interviews t>egin April 10

Contact the Office of

Internships

•Upon ^•c>JJ^A£gfoval^^^.

s

\

\

EUROPE 'CAR
INT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEAPHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

Sludenl/Teacher

#

MONTREAL
April 12 14 $75

Holiday Inn

w/pool & lounge
R/T mtr coach

from Umass
Sight seeing by

bus
• - 15%

taxes ft service

DAVID ROBIN
66859 6 1221

from the people who gave you "The Jazz Singer

p^V-U Friday, March 29

qPEN"^^ The Blue Wall $1.00

*5^

R
Shows at 7, 9, and 11 PM

From W»rr»tr Bro* ^9 A Warner CommuniCBllont Company

?gJ»^» ** jt-jwrj^jg^jK-arar^r^r^g-MMM^ar^g

Shop the Spirit Haus

for its large selection of Holiday wines.

In store tasting

of several specially selected wines

for your Easter holiday,

on Friday and Saturdays

from 12:00 - 6:00 pm
338 College Street, Amherst 253-5384

^!ac= ic an
•̂ ^ m. ir mm at. m »«.^Jf..W..W.J^X3CJ
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^ar after,
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after semester,

Fidelity Union Life offers

the most accepted, most popular

life insurance program

on campuses all over America.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union Lift*

agent in your area:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

20 Gate House Rd. s^fiddnv Union iite

Amherst, MA 256-8351
^rioe«Y union ug

Random Notes

Get involved with SGA

The elections for the SGA presidency are over

But in the real sense, the campaign has just

bejfun. As we begin our terms in office as co-

presidente we would like to talk about some thoughts we

have on the upcoming year.
„*„„^„ n..t

Out of all our concerns as co-presidents, one stwids out

most clearly. We want to be accessible to you. We want

the students of this University to know where we are so

we can continue to hear what's on your mmd as we did

during the election. Our office is on the 4th fioor of the

Student Union and our hours are Monday and Wednesday

4 to 5:30 p.m.. starting April 3. This will be a time when

we hope to see and hear student concerns.

We realize that our position is simply an extension of the

stu<ient body. We are your representatives your voice, to

\iw administration here on campus and to the Regents and

Trusts in Boston. We are only as strong as you want us

U) !«•. Without your support and concern for student

nghus we cannot fulfill our potential as a strong body. Our

,K,t*.ntial is in our strength in numbers and in our voice as

Friday. March 29. 1985

serious concerned members of this Commonwealth.

In the next year we face a fight to keep the Board of

Governors a working, representative student body in the

Campus Center. We wUl also fight against the Alcohol

Policv which the administration wants to implement, a

nolicv that would force R.A.s to "card" students in their

own rooms We see this as an infringement on student

riirhts We face the Universal Resource Fee which ine-

Quitabiy charges studenUs. We want to work to increase

the availability of student study space on campus. And of

course we want to continue the fight against President

Reatran's proposed student budget cuts.

We plan to be in touch with you about these issues and

many others which we'll be working on. We hope you will

take the time to come up and speak with us about your

concerns, as our campaign has only begun.

Story Roth and Dav ^urgess are SGA president elerts.

Friday. March 2f . 1985;
;ollej^i.aa 7

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be

published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limiUtions and the volume of

nuiil we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.^ ______-«

NORTHAMTON
BOWL

Exit 18 Rt91
5844830

Comeon out to where
the fun times roll. ^ ^

It's THE WEEKEND! Are You Ready

For An

.ttjsrtj?

How about
taking a dive

intoanice
relaxing Hot Tub at

Utopia Spas'? Imagine
the soothing music

your choice playing in

your private room
hh' That s awesome'

hour and hour rates available

on 4 PM 1 AM
jn n AM 1 AM ^Li'^'J^

now for reservations '

UTOPIA SPAS Vs

165 University Drive. Amherst

253-7727
^il»^TCeBTlflC*TES*V*tLAetf

LIQUORS

61 Main Si.. Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY
(off UMass Campus - $15 minimum)

Just Dial 253-3091

GRIZZLY BEER
NEW LOW PRICE! ^y |-/\

12 - oz. bottles P'us dep

Rolling Rock Beer
,2.z refils ^^QQQ

plus dep.

STEINHAUSER BEER
12-oz. bottles

6-pack $3.99
plus dep.

CATTO'S SCOTCH i75l $12.99

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750mi $1.99
All specials in-store cash prices good thru 11 pm March 30

r
MIKE'S GUARANTEES!!

You'll meet someone

you'll like being with -

Talk about something

you like talking about - ^%ltSTI

End up doing some- jby.

thing you'll like
*^l

doing. Start mI
with a cold m\

beer at Mikes

V.

BACK BY POPULAR
DEMAND!!!

Senior Portrait Sittings

WILL be available

THIS WEEK!!

Call NOW
for an appointment: 545-2874

(There will be a $2 sitting fee)

X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

X-
•X-

•X-

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY
Sunday - Thursday 4 - 2 anfi

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 4 - 3 am

X-
•X-

•X-

•X-
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Israeli savagery'

with no strings

It was an interesting coincidence when the

two settler regimes of South Africa and Israel

reminded the world of their commonalities by

making headlines last Friday The South African se<-urity

forces killed and wounded scores of blacks protesting

i^nst the apartheid while the Israeli campaign of terror

continued in Southern Lebanon. Last week alone, the

Israeli army killed at least 35 people including two CBS
newsmen.
Antagonized and exhausted by the devastating invasion

and the long and harsh occupation of Israeli troops, the

local Lebanese population, composed mostly of Shiite

Moslenu, in the south has stepped up its resistance

against the army of occuf>ati<)n Tht* Israelis have in turn

intensified their harsh treatment of the Uxal population by

adopting the so called "iron fist" policy. This has nneant in-

flicting heavy casualties on the Shiite villages. "Tem»riat

Nests." destroying the houses of those suspected of

associating with "Terrorists" - the Israelis consider

anyone who resists their occupation a terrorist Further-

more, hundreds of men have been taken away for inter-

rogation. There have been cases of terrorist bombings

that claimed civilian lives in the south. Most Lebanese

blame Israel for the b>ombings.

Meanwhile, the Israelis have barred reporters based in

Beirut from entering the area under their occupation.

There have been incidents in which shots were fired at

reporters or into their cars, usually when they tried U>

cross Israeh lines. Joumahsts caught within the occupa-

tion lone have been detained and harassed. It was in such

a context that the CBS crew came under an Israeli

tankfire.

Rashid Sheedfor

Israel, having failed to achieve any significant political

or military gains in I>ebanon. has resorted to stirring up

armed opposition within the Phalangist party against the

Lebanese President, Amin Gemayel, thereby creating new

obstacles to a negotiated settlement in I^elianon.

Given the U.S. veto of the U.N. Security Council resolu

tion condemning Israeli actions in southern Lebanon, it

seems that the Reagan administration is unwilling to

restrain Israeh savagery. Israel is totally dependent on

U.S. economic and military aid. This gives the U.S.

leverage in Israeli politics. So far as the U.S. gives the aid

without any real strings attached, Israel will continue its

belligerent policies.

Israel is jeopardizing U.S. political interests in the Mill

die East. Giving unconditional aid and support to Israel

does tremendous damage to western prestige and in-

terests. It obstructs any peace initiative in a region where

stability is a vital concern of the world at large and the

West in particular.

Finally, the Jewish state should know that it will not at-

tain recognition, peace and security by violating interna-

tional law. pursuing expansionist policies and ignoring the

most basic humanitarian principles.

Rashxd SKeedfar is a UMom student.

Random Notes
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A fight for forgotten promises

One way or another we all feel strongly about

the Subway Vigilante. However, there is one

thing that by now we can all agree upon: the

United States has a violent society. We have the highest

crime-rates in the world. But, crimes are not committed

by out-of-space creatures, they are committed by common

people just like ourselves. The very people who were pro-

mised a "land of opportunity" but are condemned to live

in the squallor of crowded and filthy slums. Those who

were told that their constitution guaranteed "the pursuit

of happiness" but are condemned to live in a society where

80 percent of all land, industry, and business is owned by

an affluent minority, 3 percent of the population.

The US is the only industrial nation without a free

health care system. It is a nation where people who are in-

jured are allowed to die for not having the nght insurance

policy the only industrialized nation in which women who

are pregnant are fired, simply because they cannot be

useful enough to the owners and employers; and this in a

country where one wife is battered every 18 ff
^nds.

The average American is told day and night by the TV,

radio, newspapers, schools, and parents that s/he is simply

on his/her own; that out there is a jungle where only might

prevails. On the average, Americans watch an

unbelievable six hours of TV per day, where we are taught

TKe Gorbachev Tile

ujC^UkAM diffOye/i. unXtc^ can- At tvi/? nt^Cim VrJuAJL \6\ntX
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Doors to academic freedom closing
Once again, members of the administration

and faculty have neglected U) request student

input in the decision making process. This latest

blunder comes from the department nf mathematics and

statistics. The dean of Natural S<Mences ami Mathematics

has requested that the chairman of the math department

cut his budget by $.V).000

Why is this cut so dramatic? Because the solution that

has been developed is to "phase out" such courses as

Math 106, 107. and 120. This means that all majors that

require Math 120 will now require Math 127 and 12« or

121 . Not only does this effect students in those majors re

quiring Math 120. but also students whose major re

quires Math 127/128. By forcing more students into

those classes, the student-faculty ratio (the number of

students per faculty member) will be widened. In addi-

tion, the new General Education Reijuirements. which

state that all students must take at least one class in

analytic reasoning (which includes Math 120) will make

the probable overcrowding and oversubscription problem

even worse than it already is.

This proposal also contradicts the University's commit-

ment to eqiial opportunity and access to higher educa-

tion. Also. Third World enrollment in majors such as

management and HRTA is already low. and the proposed

cuts in courses will only provide another obstacle to

students who want to pursue these majors. Obviously,

John L. Ruddock
Gayle Wintjen

this issue is relative U> all University students, but will

have disparaU* impacts on several segmenta of the

UMass population.

Graduate students who teach in th«' math department

will also t»e affwU-d. For the most part, they are th«>

budget cuts. Needless to say, the fewer TAs that are

availal)le. the larger the discussion sections will be. and

again the student faculty ratio will U- widened.

It seems like every semester we hear cnes from Iwth

students and the administration demanding l>etter inter

communication. This proposal is simply another example

of the precedent that has already l)een set by the ad-

ministration - the URF and elimination of the BOG
were handled in the same manner. We encourage you to

get involved in this issue. Students have already paid for

mistakes of others. They should not have to do so again.

We must not allow the doors of academic freedom to be

shut in our faces by the administration.

John L. Ruddock w srpeaker of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate and Gayle Wintjen w chair of the Academu;

Affairs Committee.

how to envy the Hves of the "Dynasty"s who rule our lives.

We are taught daily to admire the most arrogant and cor-

rupt gangsters and corporate executives.

We are taught by our teachers, conservative or liberal,

that all should be sacrificed on the altar of the almighty

God Dollar. Many of us go to school only in order to

become marketable upon graduation. And about

"democracy?" How many of us feel that we have any kind

of real power with regard to this gigantic state

machinery? How can we call this a democracy if we don't

have any power over the state?

What about equality? Most of us have held minimum

wage jobs, but how many of us have felt ourselves to be

equals with the bosses? Did we have the right to fire those

creatures the way they could fire us. at will? Do the 35

million people below the poverty line have the same "equal

opportunity" as the Rockefellers. Kennedys, and Bushes?

Is this all irrelevant to the violence in our depressed

society? Is it just a coincidence that 80 percent of the

prison population comes from families in the lowest 20

percent of the income structure?

For some, the four black kids who approached Bernard

Goetz are solely responsible for the incident. The fact that

those kids were from very poor backgrounds, and that

crime rates always increase during economic crises are all

irrelevant to highly educated idiots who are considered

"experts."

In the case of the Goetz incident, George F Will

(Newsweek, 1/7/85) believes that we should praise anger,

"especially anger in the form of a desire for justifiable

vengeance." He claims that GoeXz's actions are justified

by society because they "satisfied a desire for vengeance

against the enemies of serenity." We too agree; We
believe that it is time for the millions of homeless, starving

people living at or below the poverty line (set dictatorially

by affluent economists and government officials) to take

arms against the enemies of their serenity; for the

mystified middle class (who should be correctly labeled up-

per lower class as any social stratification map will show)

who slave week after week, year after year for some

almighty inhuman corporate machine, vainly believing

that they will someday "make it," to take arms against

the enemies of their serenity; for the workers, blacks,

women and all other oppressed "minorities" (who

together are in reality the majority) to take arms against

the enemies of their serenity so that we may finally obtain

that which is promised to all and denied to them: "life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness."

S.xf An-fad. Mark Caldeira and. Baub Menzel are UMass
students.
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University Drive. Amherst, Ma
(Amherst Shopping Center I

Bud suitcase $12.70

BuSCh suitcase $10.75

Miller Lite i2oz. bottles $11 .95

Meister Brau 12 pack $4.85 12 pk.

Mohawk Vodka 175 $7.95

Gilbey Gin 175 $10.99

Inglenook Navelle Wines 3 l $6.49

Calif. Cellars Varietals 1 5 l $5.29

253-5595

I

Advertisers ! ! ! ! !

SPOT COLOR
SPECIAL!

In the Collegian

Rest of the semester spring fling is about

to begin! Starting April 2nd through the

remainder of the spring semester spot col-

or will be offered at below cost rates. Our

regular rate of $90.00 on spot color will be

reduced for a limited time only. Act now
cash in on our new rate of only

$ 50 $

•••••For Spot Color********

VILLA
(...Offering Quality Mexican Foods

Nachos - Enchiladas - Tacos - Tostadas

Burritos - Quesadillas - Burrito Supremos

Chimichangas - Chili Verde - Chili Rellenos

Great Food! Great People!

Festive Atmosphere!

r NORTHAMPTON • BY OB AMHERST • B & W Served N
^^ 21 Center St * 584-0673 41 Boltwood Walk • 256-8217 J

tooU
is at

cljarlie's;

1 Pray St.

Amherst
549-5403

( )pen 11-1 • 7 days a week

SYMBOI
"OF THE MAN WHO

RECEIVES IN GIVING

young men 16-35

FRANCISCANS
OlRECTO« OF VOCATIONS. FKANCI$CAM. TOM
»M EOOEWATER PARKWAY
SILVER SPRING MARYLAND ?0»M

Please send me i^>e )'•« booklet at no obligation

Name UMC

Address _^__^^____^__^^^^_^___^__^____

NEW for SPRING
Incredible Selection

Chinese
Shoes

Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

Pa"ts - "^ T-Shirts

Earrings

Gifts -

Cards
Room Decor

20 - 40% SALE
off selected

Clothing and Shoes

MERCANTILE
Open Daily 10 a.m.-5:30

Sunday noon-5

Amherst Carriage Shopt
i> C—ifr Stj^ Northampton

CINEMASCOOP
by Count Ram in Zahed

Another year, another boring Acadenny Awards
ceremony, and another Oscar for ex-CIidget Sally Field.

Although the speeches were kept short, the show received

its lowest ratings ever. If you haven't heard yet, A madeug

appealed to the artsy/snobby members of the Academy,

and they decided to give old Wolfgang eight awards. Saliy

Field bagged the best actress award for Places m the

Heart and got really sticky with her acceptance speech.

Holding the Oscar in her hands, she flapped her wings aiwl

said, in true Hollywood tradition, "You like me, you really

like me." O.K.. Sally we dig you too, but what happened to

that neurotic nun we useiJ to know? Haing S. Ngor who

won best supportmg for Th*- KtUtng Fields gave the show

one if its only honest touches when he thanked Buddha in

his great accent. Jack Lemmon was extremely dr> and

bland as the master of ceremonies and left one wishing for

some humor. I personally nominate Pee Wee Hermann for

next year's show. The ultimate relief in these plastic three

hours was Steve Martin who never fails to delight and was

gracious enough to appear although the Academy wrongly

overlooked his brilliant performance in All of Me. By the

way, the greatest tragedy was the way Ann Reinking

destroyed "Take a Look at Me Now" while Phil Collins

was forced to watch, tied to his chair with a tight rope.

For God's sake, the woman is a dancer. O.K.. you want to

give her publicity, have her dancing in the Ijackground.

But no, poor Phil has to watch with tears running down

his cheeks. Let's hope that by next year. Ann Reinking

will have drowned and sunk to the bottom of Swan Lake.

At this point, let's gracefully drop the Oscars till next spr

ing.

To match the incrediWe early summer we're having. The

Return of the Jedt is rereleased and is playing at the

Hampshire Mall. Here's your chance to catch the beautiful

Princess I>eia and Jabba the Hutt. Buy an ice cream cone

and enjoy this great finale to the escapist trilogy.

This weekend, the valley is sim|^y exploding with

serious n\astery)ieces of the silver screen. Yes. Friday.

The 13th Part IV, hand in hand with Police Academy Part

II are there to delight audiences everywhere. Then there's

always Baby, a silly adventure film about a dinosaurling

and his fake-lookmg parents. This flick is suppostni U> \ye

racist, sexist, heterosexist, masochistic, sadistic.

syphilistic and all those other adjectives. It's really the

epiu>me of bad entertainment. Finally for all of you

tender-hearted people who can't wait to buy your next

Hallmark card, your favorite cartoon characters, the Care

Bears are film stars now. They star in their own cute little

picture, very originally titled The Care Bearn Movie. A
brief synopsis of the plot: The worid 8tof» caring (boy. oh

boy) and the Care Bears spread sunshine all over the

world. Mmmmmmmm!
Weekend Winner The great Visconti classic The

Leopard with Burt I^ncaster and Claudia Cardinale is

back at the Pleasant Street Theatre in its original uncut

version. 1984. a gloomy essay on totalitarianism plays at

Welcome Spring at

^ 70*
DRAFTS

ALL THE TIME
$3.50 Pitchers

Last Few Days of St. Pauli Girl

$1.25

Molson April 1st

Drink of the Week -

Pearl Harbors $1.25

THE SPOKE
a drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

35 East Pleasant St. Amherst

(right next to The Sub)

ARTS
the Academy of Music. Richard Burton gives a polished

performance in this his last role. John Hurt is equally

superb. Peter Bogdanovich's comeback film Mask is sup

posed to be a real tearjerker. It's O.K. if you cry. because

it's a true story and you can feel good about that. Cher is

the loving mother of a deformed child who also does a lot

of drugs and is a meml)er of a motorcycle gang. Together

mother and son conquer all problems and live (almost) hap

pily ever after. Mask plays at the Mt. Farms Cinemas.

Remember, don't add salt to your pop com, your tears will

do the job.

Outguess the Oscars Contesst Results: The response was

amazing. More than 250,000 contestants entered O.K.. I

lied, 50 people enteretl, and Caroline Samoiloff and Kathy

Madaus managed to choose the wrong candidates for all

the categories. They are the best losers and they get to

share a lovely poster of Matt Dillon. Tony Betros and

Peter Abraham came in second place and shall enjoy the

Vision Quest album. The ultimate winner was BRETT
BOWDKN who had six corretH answers Brett, the ride on

my bicycle is all yours and you als») receive four passes to

thie Hampshire Mall Cinema.

One Laat Sctntp: Vanity Fair has a disgusting article

about Princeton and Princetonians this month, with

Br»K>ke Shields leading the Rah Rah crowd. Don't even

k>ok at it. I had an upset stomach hours after reading

about the follies of the rich and the pretentums. That's all,

folks.

The aecond comini; of Return of the Jedi, ap-

pearing locally at Hampshire Mall Cinemas.

Gidget gripping Oscar, with Robert Duvall in

tow.

UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!nn!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Deadline for submission of block grant

proposals:

MONDAY, APRIL 29

Grant guidelines available at the Arts Council,

12S Herter Hall, S4S-()202

J.B. Wyker. a student in the Department of

Music and Dance, will present a recital of vocal

jazz selection at 6 p.m. on Sunday in Bezanson

Recital Hall. The concert is free and open to the

public.

Read The
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Friday and Saturday

Richard Gere Double Feature

Cotton Club 7:00

Breathless 9:15

Sunday - Tuesday
A Soldier's Story 7:15

Harlen County, U.S.A. 9:00

30 Amity St Amherst 253 5426
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FENTON'S
yn Main St. Amherst
open Monday tnru Friday 9-5:30

Saturday 9-4

KmiETie

supniES

25J-3973

We are ready for

your Spring Softball

and Baseball Teams

m
m We have quality

Baseball Gloves, Bats, Cleats, and Caps

Open Ha m loipm TEL. 253*9528

EASTER TIME AT ATKINS
Everything you need to make your EASTER CELEBRATION perfect..

PRETTY, DELICIOUS AND NUTRITIOUS

EASTER
FRUIT BASKETS
Mace your orders now.

for a fruit basket

to meet your
specifications.

It may include several different fruits,

nuts, cheeses, jellies, maple syrup and

tnpj)ed off with fudge or Easter candy

for the sweet tooth in the family.

A Perfect Gift'

BAKERY TREAT
Delicious COFFEECAKES for a Quick.

Light Breakfast

BREADS whole grain and traditional

Rolls. Muffins, Babka Bread

Home-made style DESSERTS
PIES. COOKIES. CHEESECAKE.

and Specially Decorated

EASTER CAKES
Crosses. Egg Shaped. Rabbits

& Lambs plus morel

ATKINS OWN fresh made FUDGE Decorated for Easter giving

Other candies also available

Fruits:

Thompson Seedless

GRAPES
89* lb.

Calif. Seedless

NAVAI> ORANGES
10 for 99*

Sweet. Salmon Fleshed

CANTALOUPE
49* lb.

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
3/29 - 4/4

Atkins Farms own
Crisp- Aire

GOLDEN DELICIOUS APPLES
39' lb.

Baked Virginia

HONEY HAM
Whole 5-7 lbs. $3.59 lb.

Sliced $1.99 V? lb.

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Out of our Bakery Ovens;

HOT CROSS BUNS
$1.90 pkg. of 6

A sweet dough filled with fruits and

nuts and topped with a glaze and

frosting

COB SMOKED:
TURKEY breast 4-6 lb. $4.25 lb.

Whole Ham 14-17 lb. $2.99 lb.

Yellow ONIONS 4 lbs. 49*

Other Considerations for your Holiday Table:

• Fresh Fruit SALAD BAR
Featuniing our fine fruits cut into ready-to-serve

FRUIT COCKTAIL pieces

CRISP-AIRE APPLES
• Atkins Farms Sweet Cider

and Apple-Orange AOJ Juice

• FIRST RUN Massachusetts

MAPLE SYRUP!

Seminar on Alcohol Use,
Laws and Liability

The University of Maasechuaetts Meatth Services (Divwon

of Health Education) and ttie Student Legal Sen/ices Office

is sponsoring an educational seminar on alcohol and the

law which is open to the campus community The seminar

will feature a presentation by partelists followed by a ques

tion and answer session

Attorney Jill Franks will give an overview of Massachusetts

statutes and civil liability casaa related to alcohol use. She
will provide information and answer questions related to

protective custody, false ir>dentification, servir>g minors

and/or intoxicated individuals, dnnkirtg and drivir>g, open

contarr^ers and transport laws.

Cartene Riccaiii, Coordinator of the Alcohol Education Pro-

gram, will provide information ar>d answer queetiora

related to alcohol use and community resources for alcohol

and other drug related issues.

All students, faculty and staff 19 invited to attend.

Tueeday. ApHI 2. 1MB. 7:00 PM. CC t17

Free!
Haircolor

Consultation
I .I'l ^IvH I' (Ml rtl4lfc)tl|^ d I U^itf^t-

(or ihfljfjul.tMl

^-UiicokMunl irwoKf y<Mji UUe

but il ^ gif^l W4V losUfI Uking

( hjiftf III il'

biinlriidutf vtMj loirif bfdulilul

itdfi if(« I hjidohM (jn nulM- <n

jrront^iDK J

Free In-Depth Hairtoloring Consuhation
Ifl oor K*•«oi^)«r«p»^l^^*i^H{^-^^ »*<>M<j '• ,.. ,v , oloftumr

STYLES BY DEBORAH
»> i,nivtasnt o« »Mina»r JUiltJO

Sigma Delta Tan

OPENRUSH
Sunday March 31

U pm - Barheque

Monday April 1

7:30

Wednesday April 3

7:30

For More Information

Call 5U5-0527

fSHEmAi^

'AFE

* A FRESH ARRAY OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES for your choosing

EASTER LILIES - TULIPS - HIBISCUS - AZALEAS
MUMS - GARDENIAS - HYACINTHS and more.

Also fresh Cut F^lowers & Bouquets

FRIDAY MARCH 29th

BAMBOO STEAMERS
Sal. .'iiifh flight h Route Arm if

Mun Ixt - Marion Hroint
li nrlH Rcnoirncd

Jnzz Saxnphonc
i\ ( (L - ^hishroont /'eoplc

Thurs. Uh - Raif Mason
X Ihr (hills

COMING UP
(,on(l Fndaif th( '>th -

l*ajania Start Dan'crs

Tin ( hoir lioifs

Bargain Basement Sale

$2 00 Cover
Sat. tlu ()th - Poirn Arcnuv

Itntn linslni) 11 1 1 II fniHK r ttlinif)< Is of i fn'

\<n i tnhrr (•roup

Also took tor ' lh( /ioss' \ight
24 Pleasant Street, Northampton, *MA
586 4258 parking m rear

BLACK AFFAIRS
Japanese detention violated rights
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The detention ofJapanese Americans and other American

bom children descendents of enemies during World War II

was a wartime necessity issued by the United States military

and backed by the administration according to a retired

attorney who lived through the horror.

Minoru Yasui, who will speak at 7:30 p.m. tonight in room

162 of the Campus Center on "The American Concentration

Camps: Wartime Necessity or Tragic Erroi^" said Amer-

icans of German and Japanese descent were curfewed and

not permitted to leave their homes from more than a five mile

radius.

"You can't tell a lawyer what to do," said Yasui. who

deliberately broke the curfew because of its biased con-

notations due to ancestry.

Between 1942 and 1944, Yasui, who chairs the National

Redress Committee was relocated first to the WCCA Camp

in North Portland. Oregon. Minidoka WRA camp in Idaho

and Multnomah County Jail in Portland. In the county jail, he

was placed in solitary confinement for nine months.

He recalled the camps were "terrible," and said they were

"army type camps." He said the conditions in the 25 long

barracks were "terrible, especially for women and child-

ren."

Physically, the camps were in isolated areas with barbed

wire fences and armed guards, "like regular prisons."

However, Yasui .stressed they did not compare to Hitler's

camps because they were not eliminated, but "in principle is

the same."

In June 1944. Yasui was released for employment in

Chicago, where he found a job as a laborer in an ice plant. He

was given a one way rail ticket and $25 by the government for

his trip and expenses. He was not allowed to resume his law

practice until 1945.

Yasui said this is not a Japanese Amencan issue, but "an

American issue." It involves the violation of •human rights

protected by the Constitution."

By YADIRA A
Colleguin Staff

BETANCES
Sigma helps community

dent said they have bet'n well receiveti by thf InterfratA-r-

nity council at CMass.

"It pulls the black community U)tfether, " he added.

The Shirley Graham DuBois Library and other interior Among the many services Sigma will provide this

sections of the New Afnca House will get a face lift begin- semester include an Easter Egg hunt for children m tvear-

ning at 9 a.m. Sunday by the Crescent Pledge Club of Phi by hospitals, a scholarship awanis Iwinquet and a tnbute to

Beta Sigma Fraternity. Incorporated, one of the three hlack women. ...
black fraternities at the University of Massachusetts. Adall)erto Valdet. a political science/human services

Members of the fraternity said the painting job is one of sophomore said he likes the fraternity because of the man

many services they provide the black commumty on cam- datory hours of study and the development of character

pus. "(We) feel it's necessary to work on those problems Valdez. who is pledging added one also develops closeneM

the campus faces before extending our services with fellow members.
. , . •», v

etoewhere "^^'^ » '«* *^f ^^^ *™^ *"''*^' (working for the fraternity),

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity is an inlemational social, but it's worth it. It's nice to know that you are » j»art of a

dvic and cultural organization encompassing the prin- brotherhood workmg towards common goals. Robinsi)n

dpltt of brotherhood, scholarship, commiuiity service and said.
. ,, ,. j .u .

BoZmk excellence. When pledging a fraternity Valdez recommends tha

The organization was founded in 1914 at Howanl people are fully aware of what they are getting into^ You

University. It was incepted at UMass two years ago. and it have to be aware of what it staiids for and what the out

became a registered student's organization this month. come of you as a member will be and what you can n)n-

Roscoe Robinson, a Sigma member and a business stu tribute to the fraternity

King paved way for today s leaders

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Martin Luther King's dream of a society where a person's

character is judged by his or her abilities rather than the per

son's color, sex or creed has been partially fulfilled according

to University of Massachusetts students.

In addition, many agree Kings death in 1965 gave way for

other leaders to emerge, and his philosophy has served as a

model for Americans to follow when fighting for human

rights. r L /^-- 1

King was a charasmatic and fierceful leader of the Civil

Rights Movement. During the black struggle, he used his

philosophy of non-violence, direct action in trying to achieve

civil and social rights for blacks.

SUrting Sunday the UMass community will have the

opportunity to learn more about King and his impact in

society in celebration ofthe Martin Luther King
Week, which

ends April 8. ... , ,

David Martin, a member of the MLK Week planmng com-

mittee said King's dream has been followed by the efforU of

people like the Rev. Jesse Jackson. Mary Berry, former t ivil

Rights commissioner, and others.

"Every activist who works with King's dream. They work

to fulfill it I have his dream." Said Fran Trainor. an art his-

tory junior.
. ... ...

Demitres Jacks sees King as a catalyst. Although the

sophomore art major believes King's dream was partially

fulfilled with the end of segregation, he noted. We re not fair

to all type of people and I think that's the core of what had to

happen, to completely fulfill the dream.

Jacks said familv and institutional education is a means by

which to ensure the fulfillment of King's dream. Education,

he said, is essential to rai-se an awareness of the different

cultures m America and to "see respect for those differences

and make sure you're not aiding any historical philosophy

that is not fair to all people."

Even if the educat ional process only affects one person, he

said it will ultimatelv have a chain reaction. "We maybe look

ing for immediate changes, but it will probably happen

gradually"
, , . j •

Although Jacks see the Rev. Jesse Jack.son as tt)day s

leader and King's counterpart, he said young blacks need

leaders to show them how to address the issues confronting

blacks today, which have been institutionalized and harder

to pinpoint.

Rosa Pereira a senior human services major said the celeb

ration is an important time to reflect on Kings contributions

and the impact he made in society "He made an impact on

everybody, white, black and Hispanic Everybody.

She believes if people have a better understanding of who

King was. it would encourage them to strive in society. She

added young people can keep dreams alive by "one speaking

out" about the concerns of the black community "and mak-

ing sure they are heard and two by following his philosophy of

non-violence."
, , .. .

Pereira sees King as a leader who left 'a path for others to

follow That is a reason for them to feel they shouldn't fall,

but continue struggling for their identity. Martm Luther

King gave them hope."

Problems in Africa discussed

By KIMBERLY BURGE
CoUegian Staff

Lifting export barriers in the West for a free flow of African

exports and disconnecting from the world market and

organizing their own. were two of the
^^^^^'^J^'^r^.^'^

panel discussion on Africa Wednesday night at Amherst

^^^The main causes of the problems today are the interyen-

tion into the market and the sociocultural conflict of cultures^

There's so much happening that A^cans can t comprehend

what's going on around them, said Abdul Ahman

"""uXte^ste"^ world would be kind enough to let us export

our^oodsTol^r market^s, we would be able to stabilize our

economy We also must delink from the world nriarket and re-

organTe. Our economy would change from where it is now

and we'll begin to think in terms of development said the

former cabinet minister of the Tanzania govemment

The economic situation is the most senous problem The

Albanian government has mi-scredited the economy to pro-

duce cash crops instead of food, he saia

Babrlo said "Africa is going through a vicious cycle.

Most of our people are poor and we can't utilize our resour

ces We can't utilize our resources because we are poor.

During the decades of the fifties and the sixties, the men^

tality of the African government was to produce export and

not food. In early 1970, Africa was receiving five percent of

world food aid. By the end of the seventies, the number had

increased to fifty one percent Even with the famine cnsis in

Ethiopia the export of coffee continues unabetted.

However, others are more pessimistic about the situation.

"The problems in Africa today are a result from the non-

choices we made in the sixties. We could have made the right

choices if we didn't think that debates weren't important m

Africa." Ngethe said.

"In the sixties socialists and liberals were not given the

chance to air their views." he said. Ngethe is not surpnsed at

the general decay of Africa. "As economies deteriorate,

governments become more authoriurian." he stated.

Ngethe. a political science professor at St Lawrence

University, believes that Africans must reconstitute them

selves and ask themselves, what is the national question and

what is the national agenda. He said when the answers to

these questions are found, only then will Africa be able to

solve its problems.

PRINCE IN CONCERT - Rock 8t*r Prince

gestures to the first of two sold out crowds at the

Centrum in Worcester. Mass. Wednesday.

Economies effect

women's status
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Am a result of poor economic conditions, the .ttatus of

women in Third World countries is 'abysmally low
"
when

compared with the status of first world women according to

Anita Nesiah, an educator and women's movement leader in

Sri Lanka, speaking ye.sterday at th«' Cnivcrsifv <»f

Massachusetts.

Nesiah was the keynote speaker for a conference on Issues

of Inclusion and Emj>owprmenl sponsored by the National

Identification Program of the Amencan Council on Kduca

tion. The program brings together women holding positions

in higher education who have shown potential for execu-

tive leadership.

"The theme empowerment thrcnigh inclusion is something

that women in the Third World countries cannot afford to

achieve in terms of education as the economic conditions in

Third World countries do not permit such a situation.

"

she said.

When comparing the progress of First World women to

that of Third World women. Nesiah said, it becomes difficult

because "emancipation is in many dimensions and cannot be

measured on a linear scale."

She added however, 'one of the many pleasures of being in

this country is to see women in so many positions of

leadership and authority No doubt you are di.s.satisfied and

rightly so, but seen from a Third World perspective your

achievements are very impressive."

Noting the rise of female participation in employment m
her country, Nesiah asserted, "much of this progress is not

the result of emancipation but rather a deliberate decision by

employers to exploit women labor
"

Nesiah said traditionally the number of females working

on plantations has been high but these women constitute the

least educated and least literate section of a community.

These women, she said, are preferred because of their low

wage rates.

"The employer's preference for women is not to further

their liberation but rather to have a docile, unorganized work

force," she said.

According to Nesiah, the mo.st significant advances made

by Third World women are in the field of formal education,

especially in medicine and law, but she added women's suc-

cess in other profe-ssions has not been as high.

"While there may be no formal prohibition against women

entering into other professions, in practice, they tend to be

excluded from top leadership and decision making posi-

tions," she said.

Nesiah noted the number of women lawyers is significant

but t he majority ofthem work behind the .scenes in law cham-

bers, and the proportion of women who are in the forefront, is

very low. Most women doctors tend to specialize in cerUin

fields like obstetrics or child care and stay away from surgical

work.

Nesiah sees the situation in Sri Lanka to be improving

slowly but urges that the "female intelligensia should, in

addition to developing avenues for further advancement in

professional and academic fields, devote special attention to

a more broad bases liberation of women form the situations

in which the vast majority of them are now placed."
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

RALLY

STUDENT UNION STEPS

S^'^
^J^

«»*

DON T GET FOOLED AGAIN'

Don't let the administration fool you

— Do you want to pay fees for services you can't

or don't use?

—Do you want a larger bill every semester?

—Do you want to be able to afford school next year?

—If the trustees approve the Universal Resource

Fee. the Administration will be answering these

questions for you!!!

Do you want WHITMORE to have control over who
performs at our STUDENT concerts?

Do you really need another I'Mass sweatshirt?

(the administration wants to turn our coffee shop

into a clothing boutique!)

The administration thinks we say yes to those questions

But we say NO! Show that you want your

STUDENT RIGHTS!

Doni Get Fooled Again

FINAL DAY
DONTMISSIT...

BOOK SALE
25% off

the regular price of selected,

recent titles

* Quantities are limited *

Sale located on the Campus
Center Concourse, across

from the University Store.

SALE DATES: March 27, 28, 29

J
Store Hours
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located on the

Campus Center
]

Concourse

I

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE^j

-» « *« »* »« »* »« >« —

I

/c>FOUR
SEASONS

BEER SPECIALS
LABATTS BEER & ALE. . 12. oz. bot.. $10.99/cs.

BUD suitcase 12 oz. cans $10.99

LITE suitcase $10.99

BUSCH suitcase $8.99

OLYMPIA 12 oz. cans $10.99 case

BALLANTINE 12 pk $3.50

GENESEE BEER ^^ case

SPRING FEVER
FOREIGN BEER SALE

10% off any six pack of foreign beer

(excluding sale items)

HUGE INVENTORY

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 175 L $7.99

FOUR SEASONS RUM 1.75 L $9.99

HARVEY'S SCOTCH 1.75 L $13.49

BALLANTINE SCOTCH 1.75 $16.99

PEPERMINT SCHNAPPS 175 $8.99

AMARETTO 175 $10.99

WINE SPECIALS
VINTNER'S CHOICE

Chablis, Rose, Burgundy 4 L $5.99

CHANDON BRUT £r BLANC DE NOIRS. $12.99

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2/$5.00

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

Ai'ailalxle at last!
Three of Europe's top performers in a

classic Sound & Music system.

CS-505-2 with

Ortofon OM-10

FRDTEl
RA-802UB

$179

n^TO DM-100

They are immense'y 'istpnabie (

-'f'.in and iincoioufed Ne^ Hih ,. ,

"'p DM ion s r»rp dvi^amic t'lnd imrrif-

$218 /pair

Sound& Music
90-92 King St. iRteSl, f4orthampton»Mon-Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9

VISA, MasterCard. American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

'TDPAY I UJAKB
UPimhAH£AVY

i OAYATIWRK
• AH£APOFMe.

Today's Weather

Today: Variable clouds with a chance

for thunderstorms. High of 75 degrees.

Tonight: Cloudy and showers with highs

in the 508.

Saturday: (Moudy and breeiy with highs

in the 60s.

Sunday: Cooler with more rain and

highs in the 60s.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

Rats By Congo
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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GORDY By Gorde
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yourdining
pleasure!

Fridav. March 29

LUNCH
Seafood and Shell Casserole

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Seafood and Shell Casserole

7 pizxa

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Jardinero Sauce
Fisherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Colache

Fisherman's FMate/

Tartar Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 High«SI

po>n«

i Scotland •— Flow
10 Desserts
14 Bedspring

suppud
15 AirtX>rne

16 Nect> tealu'**

1 1 S<we«l svnarm '

19 Gratis

?0 She raised

Cam
?t Hair.burgs

iivet

. Encircled

; F amous '
V

street

^b Leonr*

28 Captam s

laote''

K) Ancient quarter

jl Istanbul

!",aplain s

quarters

Paris io*ed

her most ol alP
• Tip lor a

Dane

"

19 Musical work
Rai-elrao
TiarKers

41 Mai<eslar'

42 G<?lup

43 Litetx>ai

support
44 Honors
4") G'a/ing

ground
4/ Skirl leatu'e

49 Dispel

SI FiK in the

Timd
. Rinq*ear

•j/ Mountain m
Thessaiy

59 pro

nobis

60 CtiirDed

61 Plucky

rriuSi'.ian'

64 Rive' nea'

Pisa

65 Entertainer

Janis

66 Repair, as
fences

67 Fools (tie bill

66 Emulate a

prodigal

b9 GiJlrtr-n

lieasufy

entries

DOWN
1 Fireplace

•alloul

2 Garlic

$ectton

3 Prides
prides

4 Sumrner m
Sedan

5 Fabulous
lurs

6 Jomer s band
7 High ratings

8 Sqt sconrern
9 Olympians
10 Make dwarv ol

n Find laull

*ll\tt listi''

12 Fencer s toil

13 Kind ot catalog

18 Red Sea
republic

23 Algerian

seaporl

26 Novelist

Kingsley

27 Keys
29 Betiaves

mpalipnliy

' Egg on

32 Minus
33 Business org

34 S.imoan capital

' ii'San

• . '.•! visilor '

it Actor Wallacti

40 Louisiana

counties
41 NUmnat

if

4J I '

tiiyr.iiyHt

44 Newspaper
edilioi'

*b Ballroom
dances

4H Spoke
(hildisMv

bO Steeplechaser

S2 Played w«in

V) Castle

54 Semisolid tats

55 Oram liituie

56 awis

58 SIKMI drive

62 Mallertiorn

63 I love Lat

m 1
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AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

Call 549 7890

3 DAYS ONLY / FRI, SAT, SUN MARCH 29. 30. 31

NOW $19.95

ITEMS: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions,

Anchovies. Green Peppers, Hot Peppers,

Green Olives, Black Olives, Sausage, Ham-

burg. Canadian Bacon, Fresh Garlic, Extra

Cheese, Extra Crust

WE NOW DELIVER

IN THE MORNING

on Saturdays and Sundays

from 11:30 a.m.

HOURS:
4:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Sunday thru Wednesday
4:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Thursday thru Saturday
£^M

aoc 2Z az 23=

Friday Social Hour
BETTER THANEVER with:

#'•

From The Improper Bostonian

One of the most

Popular Entertainers on the New England Scene

DON'T MISS THIS ONE
No Cover Over 20 Only

Welcome Back!

March Beer

of the Month

HEINEKEN

L

Proper I.D.

a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

azc ZE 33= zz: ZLX.

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
of KXtividual servings

I
CAKES A PASTRIES
E< sUsy C'lui ut.ilr C.i^f

Cl'Otul.tlr l.»»«*< C.»k<-

C. "ol C.ikr

N*poi«'OM

Omnir i< Fi.dqc B.I'

ICE CREAM
Tappings

SUNOAES
Hot fudqr
Brown, r Sijna.v

MUNCHIES
C»HKOi»le Ch'P CookK-

Oaim«a' Raittin Coohirs

CnocoUtr Bi««iirH4>

a«iki«wa

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE

•lock C^oc^a•r

CALL
256-8102

Monjfly It'iu Jul.; I.

6 00 p"> to Midnnj'

7^ S P^easdoi St ArriMe'st

Linntted Dettvery Ar««
Minimum order $S 00

Prices do not include tai

Positions Available

(2) Student Coordinators Wanted

MARTIN LUTHER KING CENTER
Located: Dickinson Residence Hall

ii^--"^r'fin IS

IJN ptTfurrii ula

WORKSHOP WITH
COMPOSKR NED
ROREM Pulitzer prize win-

ning composer Ned Rorem
will present a free workshop/

master class, open to the

general public. 2:30 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall.

CONCERT FOURTH
ANNUAL JAZZ SHOW
CASE Five of the univer-

sity's premier jazz ensembles

and several guest artists will

perform in the fourth annual

Jazz Showcase, sponsored

by the department of music

and dance and coordinated

by Jeff Holmes Admission is

free. 8 p.m.. Fine Acta Cent«r

Concert HaU.
SUNDAY
VIOLA RECITAL

Violist Cynthia Kempf. a

member of the post-graduate

stnng quartet- in- residence

at UMasa. will perform

sonatas of Bach, Hmdemith.

Hud Kranck at a free reciul. 8

p.m., Bexanaoo Recital HaU.

Requirements:
• 2.2G.P.A.
• positive attitude

• organizational skills

• knowledge of

cultural /educational

issues affecting

students of color

(Black. Asian, Hispanic

Latin, Native American,

Cape Verdean)

• initiative

Benefits:

• weekly stipend

• leadership training

• possibility of summer
assignment

• applications available:

room 130 Brett

• deadline for applying:

Friday, April 5, 5:00 pm
Room 130 Brett House

Att: Susan Allen, Student Development Coordinator

LIQUORS
Main St. Downtown Amherst 263 5441

Grizzly Beer $2.70 6/pk ^ ; $10.80 case * dep

Swiss Lowenbrau .... $3.25 6/pk + ; $12.95 case + dep

Budweiser suitcase $11 .55 case + dep.

Heinekens or Becks $4.25 6/pk + dep.

Moosehead Beer $3.70 6/pk + ; $14.75 case + dep

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6/pk -h ; $9.50 case -^ dep

Utica Club longnecks $6.49 case + dep.

NEW LOW PRICE!!

Vodka or Gin 80° $7.99 1.75 L

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Crme"f^C^ll^n Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs: 8^-^-2.30 Fri . DMdIine is 2 days prior to publ.cat.on oay

^
Cash in advance . 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone_nun;ber.FRJ^

On« front r««r Mntar U 2 ttchM Harttord

Apm 20 Bmt oMac ovw *S0 MMB or

I hour* Good W«a mmrina (3 '131

>tant' R«

ROOM WANTED TMAVn.

fo> •ntmnmt) at 247 M32 ,^
n«h*r Sp—lift 3 <w*v »«<1^ 12 mdh iwootar

60 w«rt capaotv bwt oHw cal Jo^wi

AUTO FOR tAli

SMmiD Pwws S ML
Sunnn* S49 7S14

fof Sato Rhodn 73

•It

piano ft v*ip

O0

Wn Toyota CoroNa Run*.
«wo<li Bast t>Har tttb-2*T3.

SconS4»«M

Wattraaaaa apoty at RuaiyNa^NMiv 9/a
• toSPM
Haipi Lm^Jiattcs Tutor naadai
iav«( courM ca* Sam 253 TtOl

outaida SBA 120 war» «nportarrt'

aaMd Rob««733
Rawrard

MOTORCVCLn

lOMO ai P^^hon or

Ranaia caa Jaaiiana or Launa

J% tttbmnt 4««d for laia gd oond aaUng
•2460 can Arma 296 1329

Vaga 77 Wagon mag* «iMi I

cv*»460 111 W6 9834
ltiraaAT4

Intportol 70 4 dr a* laMt«ar

niss»-a34
• cy<^4a0

JMtioa for Sato Tan and itwaa ipaada

Oapandabi* irantporiation. chaap
940 1678 lata awarMngt ^

OfNca typowHtor for aato: Mta nam pro

ducaa amiRanf raauila. oorraction laatura

•22S2M-1237
i66U2 tickota Hartford BO oal

12 PfM 2S3 9610

Dot UIO bad mat good angina
•-4000

Wti Oodga Oan Runa graat. body good
1000 or BO 546 «?47

71 Karmano Ohta 76 12B3f> Fiat 29S- 1237

VW Sua 79. 90.000 rmtaa good ga*
•caNant runrwig cor>dttion.

or no rmt t3000 firm caM Anaal 253 S813

WWT QUAUTv Rtsuam

Oevammant Homaa ffor" •! lu rapair)

Alto dalinquant tai propariv Call

1«)6'6874000a«t GH

•tratocaatar •42S Amp »300 Sp^kar 150

Ski Packaga »70 tuparca«atragak»»>ca«

pMladoitHM' 2S6-«74g^

latT Sartaa Wikivl«v gottar
•300ca>PRob 54»5316

OAlXtWY onwiwo

Conauliation. praparatior>, analynt.
daaign. tayoul , aditing. covar lanar. typing

Giarruiao 296-4257

OOMmCSOOTS

Art"Nautopton Vlaierta and F«*«»«^
Studant Un«n GaWary. Apot 1u. »-7 PW

Collaga Rro Ratntara Aia you laoMng tor a

aunwnar lob aarnmg •& 7 an hour' Crima lo

a|obpraaantatH>niodavinCC904at II 2 4

pm

START YOUR CAREER NOW tarn

menot and work on rortur»a SOO comparHaa'

markatmg progi ama on campu* P»n nma
(Ra««iial ftoun aac^ wroak Wa ghra

ratarwKaa Ca« 1 BOO 2S3 6679

MMatotona for coffao iMtuaaa Any m
alrumantt or mutual lalant Fundir>g

axaiablB 256 6136

Altarnaliva Joba/lntarn«ttip*i In
wrortian a rights diaarmamant.

commwnMy organumg and
Currant nationnxtda kating {3 00

Commumtv Joba. Boa B, 1920 IBtfi Straol.

Watfwigton. DC 20096

Orfvara Wantad lo aoH Hood tea Craaiw

Ba your own bow no ««parianca naadad cad

Oing Dong Cart 1 «X>-a2 373B aak Studant

Emptoyrriant for furtttar mfo Whitmora Rm
239

1979 Honda 409 Hawk 1790 affe*

Cati Gaorga 263 7422

1979 Sumki OS 1B0 naoda minor Mork 460

or 00 546 6606

1974 Honda 7» nir» graat good conrktwn

taw 546 1532

NOOOMMATtS WAimO

Cartificaw a«»aidad •IMS f»or»« Hmm York

Al mauakra cal 14131 9466136 for mora «
formation

fawiala lra«aHr«g mata noadad lo tour

CMopa ttt« lummar Plaaaa cal Oonna

OMfdngaat 1 467 9840 if iiiiaiaatad

motaa to #»ara our aparrmarn in ttnnv
Manor cal Mtcttala 546 n06

_ Oafta Tau mwttaa al urMvararty

monwn to|0«>u«forou»Sun3'31 06O 4 GO

Mon Oaacti Party 7 » Wad SOT Chorua

Una 7 30 Coma moot our aiata and hava

fun lor turthar mfo 5464927 406 N
nt St

T«vo roomn»atae for

Yarmouth 600 nx»»i

Cal 546 7081

Rownmotaa naadad (mato or famatoMor

ummai houaa m Myanma »000 pat paiaon

for aummar Can Oaxm 546MD2 or

Staphania at 5466004

Looking for 4 paopto to tfiara •»*<*••;

Brayraiar May X Sapt 4 Joa 16171

443^2013

ay Kaya" iii ufaaaiiinal IBM
Papori thaaaa diaaartatior** romartca

"161002

UITICiCfTt

Cantrtim ARtB • iMt •• MMf NtfMtf
tfiow 12th row cal Well i*» 11 0*tfiow
666 7064

HA^rV BNITHOAY RAT

TMa twaafc la

ara nvorth iwica Iftatr normal vakia if ortjar

ing to a Souttnvaat dormitory Umit 5 t^M
parordar. Cal 296«1 1 a«pitaa 3/31 /06

ENTERTAIWNIENT

' lOtti. you nut Don't M
ma catch you in »wna

(S""?^
Saturday

iright. Kaap on Stoachin GRASSHfcAO

Studant Jobai Enpariancad clancii

•3 90-^3 75 5^1213

9WA0 la taoUng tor

band! aitaiaatad m piaymg itta Southwiaat
Pyramid* during Souttnvaat «waak lApnl 30

(May 3. 19061 Appfccationa ara availabia m
tha SWAG Offica in Hampdan Appfccatton

daadlina is Martrh 29. 1906

H8MA announoaa Ita ApHI lat Tuck -In

Sarvtcal OrtJar m CC Concouraa March

IbadriaWRtlnTa
a n^a to laaaa tiM apt for tf«a tuntmar Cal

6-0000 or 65209

Ww«t to Ova in South Yarmouth th«

wmmar' Cal 546 7241

two famotoa or ona mala'famaia »»antad

to <»ara Brmany Manor apt fal aamaaiar

B>^2140Wab

WAMTCO

•100 raward lo taka ovor laaaa 2 or 3

bodroom apt in Brar«fy«Mna or Puffton oaO

Annmana 5466010 Ron 546 6009 or Ka6a
546 6012

MRVtCn

HEVBANOOWI
«Ma*i BAAS • #1 Mapn

HEtR WAMTCO
Spring Candy
Chapali Juat (1 lor mora

COMiS la/m iwtortng 9900 par

foimar 121/121 gradar 4

ty oonauRam Atei 293-7066

RowardI Puffton or Brarwfywma apt

ad for fail 06 wHkng to laaaa m Juna cal Sua
5465664 or Kattiy 546-6296

2/1 badroom apartmartt Puffton pralanad

rowiard cal 646-1232 or 6461292

WAMTCO TOImNT

Racfc-A-Olac, Rpcb'A-
mant Oiac Jockay*. larga acraan

dancaa for houtepartyi. aemiformaia cam
pua avams 5467144

>OW WCMT

Ucga » badiaom apt towmhouaajyia;
Sundariand avalabla Juna 1 cal 606-2O»

•100 to taka laaaa on tpaciout 2 bedroom

.

4/19/31 »353» alactric Bui, ate

54&^)5B9/e6&-4909

Walk to prtvata baach from 3 lava!

townhouae on Nantucket iiland, alpt 6, 2b.

dacka. y»/d. k. ate Call Kaith (203) 407-0360

ROW SALC

Yawahd 12.pw<wt douartc ftiHf FG»)
•225 00 can Patar 2961737

cttartga for walk-

549 7746

ail

cal Lauran NOUSE NEEDED

Hava daad Tii. muat aal cal Linda at

2961209

COUNSELORS Privata coad camp >n

Berkihiraa haa opening* for head and aaws

tant inatnjctora «n arts & crafts, gyrn

nastK* laeroaae. tenm*. archery, street

hockey draniatKa music director 'piano ac

companist, y.deo- fiimmakmg

photography, modal rocketry, radio station

(AMI hiking 'backpacking computers^

waterfront (WSli horseback r,d.ng^ and

bunk unit heads Good salaries fnenrty at

nwMohara Contact Or Paul Krouner Camp

SSISdack. 54 SheffK*! Road Newtonv«le

MA 02180 (6171 964 1912. days 9-4^

the Weatam Massachusetts Latin America

Solidarity Commmee has one work study

position for Assistant Co ord-nsto- Good

^nuational skrils and ability to "ork un

^uSannsad required Applications available

I^'^S^Tw SUB Deadkna • 29 March

Woman and Third Wortd people •"c»"I^

«j to apply WMLASC 1 an AA/EEO

amployar

Looking for an Irtespanahra ItOMaa near
campus Willing to taka ovar iumcnar rant

Four or more open roorrw are nacaaaary H
you're kjokmg to move out pleaas cal

2560068

INCOME TAX RRERARATKHt

INCOME TAX preparation at your earvica

LOWEST RATES I Tan Oeductiblel Taxes

prepared quickly for ttie LARGEST poaaibia
refund Call Stephen Shore 546-6609 after B

pm

la tharo I*

RM of ThatalM and ft Laudordala Ma
lima laal year How about
night «4lh ytM'7 OT

Oraoii Aroo Taka Nota
Monte Carlo Night Is haral

Fnday 6 pm 1 am sponsored by
Alpfta ChiOrriaga

J«6 aRawlngs on Marttia s Vineyard for

m il

laiii i>.rfi.«ii.l« Earn good pay driv

ing a lour bua, wHI train, prafaraoca given to

Imiiiart bua drivar* Muat ba abie to work

through Later Day Good dnving record

uaaii itial Contact Stave between 10 am 12

mat at 6466736

1 or 2 famatea looking far

tha Cape /Yarmouth area call

617 731 18X>

«
Lioa

2 or 1 badroom apt w taka ovar laaaa In

Amfierst on bus route Puffton pref Cal
Leune 5465787 or (Mag 546-67B4

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers. Olssartatlons. Thaaaa.
on-campua. very rababto, kiw rataa, Nancy
664^7904

6UMMER 6UBLfT

TWO >a<raiiii Wto «•« furnished

apartment Squire VRap. Sunderland •436

incK>ding utHrties caH 686-3700

1 bdrm avaltaMa June 1 Fan optton Cal

Beth after 7 p rr. 90^49<M

RIDE WAMTCO

LOST

Raward Wack book bag hiat 3-12-09 at

BHievvail" caN 256-0016

I naod a rMo to NY City or Waatcftaatar

area Easter weekend Call dinner time

253 5491 for Kathy

IMOCW WAMTCO

Qrataftil Daad bua to Riovidanca Apr! 4
•10 cal Gary 2»1464

TICKCTS

Prince TIas beet offer cal Dawn 2B3-S796

bet 4 d 7 PM

TOSUaUT

3 badroom apt witfiin 1 mla to i

tumiahad to take over ki June or mid May
cal Rich at 546 9622 or Mark at 5464700 or

546S063

Soaking 3 bedroom apartment for faMI

WiN taka over leaaa June 1 Cal Donna
546-5660. AKson 5461406. Kim 646-S646

2 bdrm apt In Puffton Take over leaaa in

June 125 rewerd Pteaae cal 546-4322 or

4323

Mala looking to share epanmant or rant

room m Cspe'Hyannis ares for aummar BR
5467461

Coupto aoaking summar
Martha's Vkiayard Oaeparaw for

2 fcadroom Brandywine aRt.

auMat cheap" Cal 546 1092

to rant a
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Gorillas "ready" to roast Blue Hens
Lacrosse starts season

hosting 1-3 Delaware
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The football season and its disappointments are a distant

memory. The basketball st>ason. with its games in

Springfield and heartbreaking flnish, will also soon be

forgotten.

Lacrosae seaaon is here.

The University of Massachusetts opens the 1985 cam-

paign Saturday at 1 p.m. at Boyden Field with the I'niversity

of Delaware.

The Gorillas, ranked tenth nationally last season, haven't

played the Blue Hens in recent times but have scouted them

well and feel they are well prepared.

Delaware, 1-3 on the season with losses to New
Hampshire, Syracuse and Loyola of Baltimore and a win over

I'NH. was eighth in the country last season and is led by hon-

orable mention All America attackman Randy Powers.

Powers (12 goals and four assists this season) will

recognize one Gorilla when he steps onto the field, and may
end up wishmg he doesn't -

Opposing the small attackman will be UMass junior defen-

•eman Tommy Aldrich, who went to New York's West

Ganaaac High school m Syracuse with Powers.

"He's real good, he's kind of small and very quick, but I'll

take him," Aldrich said, "Whatever it takes to win"

Aldrich, the lone defensive Htarter returning, will team

with juniors Mark Stratton and Gerry Byrne on defense.

Freshman Scott ( raig will add depth.

Semor Perry Seale had been moved to close defense from

midfield, but coach Dick Garber found out yesterday that his

co-captain's leg bruise, thought not be that serious a week

ago. developed calcium deposits and will keep the 5-10, 165

pounder out of action for the entire season.

"Losing Perry hurts us for two reasons, the first being that

he's a captain and the second being that he added quality

depth to the close defense. That depth is a major question

mark right now and underclassman will have to fill that

void."

Aldrich realizes the additional responsibility thrust

upon him.

"I want to play the whole game and set the tone of

defense," the junior said. "We don't have the depth like

coach said so the three of us (Stratton and Byrne) will have to

play a lot and play well I think we can maintain what the

team did last season and hold opponents to seven goals or

less a game."

At attack, the Gorillas are deep. Transfer Tom Carmean,

Women'sLax
starts season

againstBU
Gazelles fifth in the nation

By ED HAYW ARD
Collegian Staff

Coming off a positive set of scrimmages in Virgina, the

University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team travels

to Boston I'niversity tomorrow for their season opener.

In eight scrimmages the Gazelles, ranked fifth in the

nation, compiled a 6- 1 - 1 record. The action was the first the

team had seen this season. UMass did suffer a set-back

when they lost the services of sophomore Lanna Mason,

who sprained her knee, and freshman Ginny Armstrong

who suffered a scratched cornea. Both players are possible

starters according to UMass roach Pat Hixon.

"I feel good about the team," Hixon said. "I was very

pleased with the way we played in Virginia But I hope we

can improve as the season progresses."

Having scouted the BU team at its 7-2 victory over

Northeastern University, Hixon feels UMass will be facing

one of the strongest BU teams in the recent past

"They have a pretty good game and they've improved.

They have some speed and a couple of strong defensive

players," Hixon said.

They play a slow-down game which is the opposite of

what we play. Our goal is to try not to slow down and lose

our momentum. We'll try to pressure them and work our

fast break. If they do .stall then we'll use that as an oppor-

tunity to rest. But we can't be lulled, we must pre-

ssure," Hixon said.

On offense UMass which finished fourth in the nation last

season will try to work the ball to senior midfielder Pam
Moryl. Defensively, the Gazelles mainstay will be goalie

Debbie De Jesus. IJMass beat BU when the two teams met

last year.

Junior defenseman Tommy Aldrirh (forejrround) eludes freshman midfielder Glenn Stephens

during practice earlier this week. The lacrosse team hosts Delaware Saturday at 1 p.m.

who was impressive in pre- season practices, will start

alongside senior Mike Fiorini (19 goals last season) and
either leading .scorer Tom Lukacovic (23 goals) or

sophomore Doug Musco. Seniors Kenny Freeman and

Bubba Sandford abng with sophomore Ed Boardman will

also see a lot of time.

"It's good to have the depth we have and unlike last season

(when Fiorini, Sandford and Lukacovic saw most ofthe time)

we'll run the attack in and out depending on the tempo." Gar-

ber said.

The midfield also returns several veterans. All-New
England selection Greg Fisk (15 goals) and co-captain Karl

Hatton. and All- America with 13 goals, play major roles

along with senior Scott Ciampa, a defensive middle. Neal

Cunningham. Matt O'Reilly and Stephen Moreland will also

see a lot of action. Faceoff man Seamus McGovem will be

challenged by the Blue Hens' Steve Shaw (seven goals), who
has won 78 percent of his faceoffs this seasoa

Delaware, like I'Mass, Ukes to fast break and make offense

out of broken plays. Unlike UMass, they overplay on defense

and foul often Garber hopes to take advantage of thi.i.

"I think we can spread them out and run them a little." the

veteran coach said. "I think we should have a good
game."

Freshman key in weekend action

Baseball, softball open at home
Bv GERRY deSIMAS and
PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It will be a full weekend for

the University of Massachu-
setts baseball and .softball

teams as both squads open
their home schedules with

three games at home starting

today.

The Minutewomen face an

improving Boston College

squad today at .3 p.m. at

NOPE and square off with

Atlantic 10 rival Rhode
Island on Saturday in a 1 p. m.

doubleheader. The baseball

team hosts Tempi* for a

Saturday doubleheader

starting at noon and a single

game Sunday at 1:30.

The Minutemen, 3-6 after

their annual trip South, need
at least two victories over the

Owls in order to start Atlan-

tic 10 conference action with

momentum.
"We need to get

established right away," I'M

manager Dick Bergquist

said. "We're looking for the

playoff berth in the league so

we can't afford any early

losses in the conference. It's

important to win these."

The Minutemen will start

senior righthander .Jim

Knoph (1-1, 1.93 earned run

average) in the first game on

Saturday. Freshman lefthan-

der Matt Sheran (1-0. 0.90)

will go in the second game
Sunday will see another

freshman, righthander Steve

Allen (0-2, 6.92) start.

At the plate, the Minute-

men are hitting an impressive

.312 led by Sheran (.370) and
first baseman Jeff Cimini

(.364 and a homer). UMass
has also stolen 1 1 bases in 12

attempts. Designated hitter

Todd Comeau has three

steals in addition to a .351

batting average and a team-

high ten runs batted in. He
al.so has a homer.

Second baseman Jack

Bloise saw limited action in

Florida (three at- bats) with a

pulled leg muscle. UMass
committed and unu.sually-

high 29 errors in nine games
attributable partly to

Bloise's absence. Bergquist

said the senior may be able to

play this weekend.

The softball team, 4-81.

will face an improving BC
squad that lost to URI last

week by a 4-3 score. "They
will be competitive," sixth

year coach Elaine Sortino

s*aid. "We know they have a

good pitcher in Lesley Lane.

She's more than decent"
Rhode Island will be out to

avenge last season's .sweep

by UMass. The WRams will

be led by hurler Laurie Whid-
den, who lost to the Minute-

women 9-1 last year.

Junior catcher Maureen
McCabe (.342) and sejiior

BrendaWeaver(.325)arethe
top hitters for the 5-6-1

WRams
"The one great play will

make or break you," Sortino

said. "When Rhode Island

and Mas.sachusetts meet

there is always the potential

for great softball.

"

UMass will counter with

junior lefty Lynn Stockley (2-

4, 0.50 ERA), junior Cathy

Reed (1-3. 1.13) and fresh-

man Lisa Rever (1-1. 3.00).

Stockley set a school record

with her 13 strikeouts m the

Holy Cross win, breaking her

own record of 12 which she

accomplished twice last

year.

Weekend sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Today:

Softball: Boston Collejre, NOPE
;

field, 3 p.m.

Saturday:

Men's Lacrosse: Delaware, Upper
Boyden Field, 1 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: at BU, 1 p.m.
Baseball: Temple (2) Lorden Field,

noon

Softball: Rhode Island (2) NOPE
field, 1 p.m.

Men's Tennis: Boston College,

Boyden Courts, 1 p.m.

Sunday:
Baseball: Temple, Lorden Field, 1:30

p.m.

Arts
spring concert pix, p, 4

Ask Butch
the dog who knows all, p. 14
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Enoujfh of this cold stuff already! T(Kiay

will lie alisolutely gorgeous, dahling, with

highs in the 90s, and a possible heatwave
by mK)n. Tonight will be just a tad colder,

though, with lows hitting the 20s and
chances of a snowstorm by morning. As for

tomorrow. Southwest people, batten d<twn

the hatches, as earthquake advisories will

be in progress thrtJughout the day. No
cause for alarm, though.

0}

UMassto close in June
Ronnie's cuts pass;

Prezsez/No go,Joe'
President Ronald

Reagan's sweeping
financial aid cuts
package breezed through

Congress yesterday,
leaving thousands of col-

lege students without

their financial aid and
University o*"

Massachusetts students

without a school to at-

tend.

The news to close the

Amherst campus
because a sufficient

number of students will

be unable to return

without financial aid

came from UMass Presi-

dent Nap's office less

than an hour after the

cuts were announced.

Chancellor Joseph D.

Dudley could not be

reached for comment,
thougha secretary alleg-

ed he had gone \o the

k>ank to take out a mort-

gage on his state-owne<l

home. Later in the day.

his office phone was
disconniH'tetl, which was
surely a nuisance to stu-

dent reporters, since the

schtK)! will remain open

till June.

In a prepared state-

ment. President Nap
said the Southwest
Residential Area will l)e

donated t»> tht- statr

prison system, possibly

for maximum security

use. since spring Town
Meeting hits already ad-

journed and Amherst's
"lil>eral residents won't

have time to make a fuss

by the time axe
murderers and such
take up residence in the

towers over the summer:'
Nap also did n<»t rule

out the possibility of re

opening UMass
"sometime in the
future" as a community
college.

As for the students

now enrolled who will Ik*

left without a sch(K>l,

Dean of Students
William Fielding said

"many hands" will be

needed to restore
buildings all over cam-
pus, which may be used

as archives and museums
to "commemorate the

learning that went on
here and to create a
memorial of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at

Amherst as a victim of

the Reagan knife."

Faculty, some of whom
may have felt constrain-

e<l to stay at UMass
l)ecause of their tenure,

will now be free to seek
employment elsewhere
and can also assist in the

museum project,
Fielding said.

She won $lm
inCollingopot
Doris: 'Kidsll repent'

COLLINGO
$1,000,000

/*

&^ra&ita

These rhinos were viewed fornicating along 1-91 over the

weekend. No one knows where they came fro.-n. but boy, were they fun

to watch!

#

mons at the I'liiversity of

Ma.ssachu.setts, having
recently left her job to have

varicose veins surgery.

"Winning this contest is the

only thing I've ever done
right!" she squealed
ecstatically, while gesturing

to the s(iualor in her home
and mentioning that all of

her 13 children disowned
her when she t)egan work-

ing at UMass.

"They .said 1 was a
disgrace to them and it em-
barrassed them in front of

their friends (who went to

UMass) when I'd call them
by name in line. All I

wanted was a little extra

money to buy a puppy to

keep me compjiny m this

shack out in the boonies,"

she said.

!hnger said she will use

the nu)ney t^) buy a Rf)lls

Royco and learn how to

drive and also to fill her

yard with sheep. "They're

so cute and fuzzy— I've

always wanted sheep."

You, too, can be a Coll-

ingo winner. .lust use your

.social security number or

the numl»er on your last

|)arking ticket issued by
UMass [H.lice. If it matches
the nunilier of column in-

ches fille<i with (•f>py in an
issue of the ("otleijinn, mail

your submission to 113
Campus ('enter.

Weekly drawings are on

Sundays and if no one wins,

the editors keep the

jackpot— .so send in your en-

try today! Next week's

jackpot will be $743,201

(acocunting services

courtesy of Bank of

Boston).

RmKKrdv Andy, photo.

Former D.C. worker Doris Dinger is very excited as Collegian finance

manager Michael Stockman hands her a $1 million check for winning the

first Collingo contest. She will use it to buy sheep.

Doris Dinger was sitting rived

at her kitchen table cutting

her toenails when the ex-

citing news that she had

won $1 million in the first

weekly Collingo drawing ar-

"Oh, oh, oh!!!" the Hat-

field housewife uttered as

Collegian finance manager

Michael Stockman (who

claims to be unrelated to

Reagan budget director

David Stockman) handed
her a cardboard check for

the full amount.
Dinger, 41, is a former

employee of the dining com-

Flash :Murdoch becomes Collegian publisher
Today is the Collegian's

first day of publication

under iLs new publisher,

Rupert Murdoch.

The Coiieg^nin permit tcu

Murdoch to take on the

powerless title— his role as

publisher is merelv that of

a figurehead and he will

have no control over news
content or for-

mat —because he promis-

ed to donate video

display terminal .^ystem
free of charge. The Col-

legian has been unsuc-

cessful at .soliciting a free

system elsewhere.

The Collegian will con-

tinue to serve its readers
with solid news coverage
and professional jour-
nalistic ethics.
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Coeds flog

Someday. April 1. 1950!

surfboards!
WASHINGTON (API)

Education Secretary' William

J. Bennett is listed in satis

factory condition in (Jeorge

Washington University Hos-

pital after being attacked in

his Bethesda. Md. home by

hundreds of sunburned col-

lege students.

The students, on their way
back from Spring Break m
Florida, met early Saturday

morning to rally against the

Reagan administrations pro

posed financial aid cuts.

When Bennett emerged from

his home to walk to his car.

the students, shouting "Di-

vest from Bennett." encir-

cled hini and beat him with

their surfboards.

One hundred students

were arrested by Maryland

police, and will today face

charges of assault with intent

to murder.

The chant was in reference

to Bennett's remark last

month that students who

want to afford college will

have to "divest themselves"

from Florida vacations, ex-

pensive cars, and stereos,

which he said were bought

with financial aid money

Joseph .Student, a senior at

the I'niversity of South

Dakota who organized the

rally while he sunned himself

on the beach, said Benm-tt

ATI

These are the legs of the students who bombarded Secretary of Education William Bennett's

home Saturday. Because many of them (the students, not the legs) were charged with attempted

murder, and authorities are seeking accomplices, their identities have been obscured by photo

cropping.

"has no clue" what it is hke to

be a student ii>Hav

"Hey. my parents paid for

thus trip. 1 didn't even touch

my (ISL (Guaranteed Stu

dent Loan) for this one. How
can he assume student* are

doing such a thing"* Maybe he

did it when he was in school

so he feels everybody doeb,

he said

Dicen k quieren ser miembros de la otan

Jefes de 4 paises tienen

envidio de los espanoles
<:av' if^tCK* Cr^t^iaUifaiVWi . Kwt^^iaAr,^ (irteca Saavedra. "UueremosSAN JOSE. Costa Rica (EFE) Enojados

por la entrada de Espana, per«) no sus paises.

en el Mercado Comun, hderes de cuatru

pai.ses hispanos ayer demandaron que el

gobiemo EE.l'l'. les diera misiles nucleares

y les hiciera miembrt)s de la OTAN para que
pudieran tambien juntarse con In organiza-

cton economica.

El ano pasado, el gobiemo sonnu^ia de
Espana, despues de mucha discusion,

agredecio a hacerse miembro de la OTAN
para mejorar la probabilidad de entrar el

Mercado Comun y cesar de ser un pais del

Tercer Mundo en Europa.

Ahora. parece que Espana. y tambien Por-

tugal, van a ser miembros del Mercado
Comun dentro de poco tiempo y al oir estas

noticias el presidente de Nicaragua se enfado
mucho.

"
Cono! Que podemos hacer?" digo Daniel

(irtega .Saavedra. "Queremos tambien ser

parte de la mii- Tnp«'n.i'' 'o no
podemos |)<irqu> imoscti \\ Yo
le digo ai senor Keagan. deje de ataquamos'
Der> ' s de misiles aqui y acep-

teni :

Jo.se Napoleon Duarie de El Salvador y
Julio Sanguinetti de Uruguay tambien ex-

presan>n eiK)jamiento. "La CIA me hizo

elegido." lamento Duarte."pero los EE.IUI.

no nos de la oportunidad que tienen nuestn>s

hermanos en Espana."

Sanguinetti dijo que Reagan es un "cab n>n.

Primero. asegura que la prensa llama mi elec-

tion democratica. Pero ahora mira que hace

con los comiinistas eh. socinlistas - en
Espanji'

In reprt'xtiiante de Mejuu. (jue queria

quedarse anonimo. no diria mas que. "Ben-
dejo. bendejo." repetido muchas veces.

Afraid what those hours at the office will do to your physi-

que? Get David Stockman's new cassette, ** Fitness for the
MBA"! You, yes you, aspiring business majors, need to

learn how to keep in shape now, before Saturday golf games
^re you only excuse for exercise. The recording includes:

_Tips on how to MOVE &
GROOVE in your three-piece
suit without wrinkling or pull-

ing seams

Cardiovascular workouts
that will keep your blood pum-
ping through boring executive

board meetings
All in convenient cassette
form to slip into your walkman
or play over the office inter-

com!

GET YOURS NOW before
premature balding, a sagging
chin and watermelon stomach
from expense account lunches
ruin your physique. Coming
soon to your favorite music and
office supply stores.

The rally started out

peacefully, with students pic-

keting in front of Bennett's

modest mansion in the ex-

clusive neighborhood, carry-

ing signs that said "Financial

Aid or Bust," and "If you

think education is expensive

try a Jaguar."

"He's cutting the waivers/

he s ruding the Pells/he's

even cutting those (ISLs/ But

we're still filling/out the

forms," the students sang, as

they sat on Bennett's plush

one-acre lawn, clad in khaki

shorts and Hawaiian prmt

shirts. The song, sung to the

tune of Still Willing by pop-

ular vocalist Linda

Rondstadt. was written by

I'niversity of Massachusetts

student Ted N Young, dur-

ing a recent lobbying tnp to

the capital

President Ronald Reagan,

who heard about the attack

while he was home at his

range in Santa Barbara. CA,

said he 'deeply regretted"

Bennett's injury, but said tha

iiuident still hadn't changed

hiN mind; I will still try to

slash the hell out of financial

aid programs," he said.

"Wurst fur alle!"

Kohl: BRDIst rot
BERLIN Eric Hoennecker und Helmut

Kohl treffen sich. dussen sich und gehen

nach die Apfel flucken. Sie annoncieren daB.

die Bundesrepublik Deutschland (West

Deutschland) und die Deutsche Demokra
tische Republik (Oest Deutschland) verhin

den werden.

West Deutsch President Helmut Kohl
sagte. "Die zwei Deutschland mussen kom-
munisti.sche werden." Er sagte, "Es muB
sein! Die Oest hat die beste Wurst"

Cnverruglich. alle indiistrie .sozialisieren

werden. "Die Arbeitersind Frei." Kohl >.a^\*-

Eric Hoennecker sagte, "Die Wur • 'Ur

die Arbeiterf"

Die Verienigten Staaten Regierung

machte kein K ifar dani' -
' 'n mal,

Prasident Re.ij, kutiete ' it Pro-

blem bei gute Wurst Er sagte. "Wurst ist

.sehr gut, aber es nicht national verteidi-

gung.
"

Die vereinigung von Industrie feiem
heute. .Mle Deutschland haben frei Wurst
und das Bier kostet nicht zu vieL

France: le croissant est fini

II est 'trop americain'

PARIS-On sait partout comme les francais

destestent les influences amercains ici, mais
il apparait qu'aux Etats iJnis. on embras.se

les choses francaises. Comme le croissant,

dnquel le president Francois Mitterand a

de<~ide de cesser le production en France.

"Le croissant n'est pas encore un institu-

tion francai.s," il s'est plaint en manageant
des donuts pour le petit dejeuner hier

"Ainsi. il faut que nous cessions de les pre-

parer .Je

voudrais que tous les chefs de notre pays me

oheissent ou il faudra que je propose un

loi.

On sait pas I'effet que cette proclamation
aura sur la nationalisme des gens francais.

mais un boulangerie sur les Champs Elysees

.. deja declare de ne pas complier avec la

demande de Mitterand.

"Les touristes - qu'est-ce qu'ils manger-
ont?" a dit un chef qui n'a pas voulu etre

nomme. "Moi. j'aime bien les croissants, et

j'espere que les peuples de la France feront

les demonstrations jusqu'au temps que les

president deviendra content avec leurs

sentiments."

IINTCRNATIONilL XVLlT^ Q. HASHISH STORE

WEEKLY SPECIALS

AK-47 ammo (KK) count) $9 99
Chinese grenades (box of ien) $45 00
Claymore mines (six-pack) $24 00 »clep
NitroKJycerine (1.7.5 liter)

'

$79.99
C.as masks (one per customer) $15 00

Check our wide selection of automatic weapons
Lebane.se Red "Bedaa's Finest" $75.00 kilo

"?^UT ••••.•..••••• $10.00 lOOgm
Golden Tnangie opium $15.00 12 oz.

Siam s Own Thai sticks $ 75 gach
All cannabis products marked down 10% (exc. sale

items)

..?lT!^L*i^,'^/'"y ^'y Mehmed's Kamel Karavan, Inc.
**********call 545-3500* •••••••••••'••••••

AMHERST-AMSTERDAM ISTANBUL-PESHAWAR-
BANGKOK

^%$>^^^<|^^

w.
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'Look ma, no lips!'

.Collegian 3

Acid rain contamination

dissolves lips, dishes
By RENEE BACKER

Friday, public works officials received a

complaint from a group of Amherst resident?

saying their water tasted "funny."

Saturday, the people called again because

the dishes and cutlery had dissolved while

soaking in sudsy water.

Today, residents Mark Burridge. Chris-

topher Walsh, and Renee Bacher (no relation

to Collegian staff member) were rushed to

University Heahh Services to be treated for

injuries sustained from consuming acid

Prof completes

studyof&!%$!'
By NICK PROFANITEE

A UMaaa linguistics pro-

fessor has just announced

completion of a 10-month

study ofthe origins and usage

of the work 'fuck."

Last night, at a celebratory

banquet at the chancellor's

house. Victor Kursensware

accepted the accolades of his

colleagues and demon
strated the amazing ver

satihty of this often used but

little understood work.

The word fuck originally

comes from the German word

fokken, meaning 'to strike."

but after being adopted into

common use. it has come to

mean a great deal more than

that, " he said.

Kursensware went on to

show examples of the mul-

titude of ways it can be used

in the English language, a

partial list of which follows:

Confusion-What the

fuck?

Frustration They just

said fuck it and left

Menace- Don't fuck with

DM or m rip your fucking

tongue out

MafHiitude-That guy is

fucking huge!

Impairment-Are you

fucking blind?

Incompetence- You sure

fucked that one up.

Politics That guy is fuck-

ing crooked.

Entreaty- Please don't

fuck me over.

Telling time- It's five-

fucking- thirty.

>^^

Trouble-Tm fucked now
Cuisine-This is a nice

fucking restaurant

History That vase is fuck

ing ancient

Fraud- 1 got fucked at the

used car lot

Contempt- Fuck the fuck-

ing Diaz brothers

Level of intoxication!

was BO fucking wasted last

night..

Mental Htability That

guy 18 fucking crazy.

Amusement-This paper

is fucking hilarious!

Kursensware also announ-

ced that he has been awared

an additional $50,000 grant

by the Tony Montana

Memorial Language Insti

tute to continue his work.

When asked to comment

on the award, Chancellor

Joseph Scruffey said "It's

about fucking time that this

fucking university got the

fucking recognition we

deserve."

Big drug deal set;

vendor front used
So your 20th birthday is

June 2. the day after one is

eligible to partake of the

grandfather clause of the law

raising the drinking age to 21

- and you're starting to bum
out at the thought of having

to wait another year till you

can really get down and

legally party.

Not to worry. Legal or not

partying is not going to go out

of style. Rumor has it that

area drug dealers have plans

to more than compensate for

the increased demand of ID -

less students on the party

market

Sources spoke only on the

condition that they not be

identified so that their plans

to rent a jet for a round trip to

Columbia will not be foiled

by law authorities. The goods

have already begun to arrive

and are being kept in a

secret location.

"Whir we have to concen-

trate on now is di.stribution

CnllrKtan phut" b» Brian H»rrT»

Willie will be serving beers to more than a few supersUrs in the coining

weeks' "USA for Africa**-type fundraiser.

Drake will
Group says 'We

In a fortunate turn of events for the

I'Mass student body and the public at

large, the Village Inn. Brad's C.rapevine.

Willie's Rathskeller. Drake, will remain

open.

This is due to a unified effort of many

supersUrs in the music industry, much like

the recent USA for Africa benefit Inspired

by a recent revenue raising effort by CMass

Blues Band, an impressive Ust of musicians

is also volunteering time for a two-week

nightly marathon.

Through inquiries and solicitations made

by UPC. WMUA. and this newspaper. 14

bands have been confirmed in this concer-

ted effort.

A bastion of pleasure and inspiring

creativity, the Drake has been a second

home for generations of UMies. Though

mitially shocked at D.H. Jones* paltry

$400,000 acquisition, the powers that be

were unwilling to concede defeat to this

local party pooper. Beginning tonight the

Pretenders will kick-off the festivities in

this standing-room only series, downstairs

neverclose
are the drinkers'

at WilUe s nainsneiiei.

Tickets for all shows will be $50. sleep.

but also an investment for the future,

guaranteeing an unpretentious bar in

Amherst to drink at. Tuesday night brings

Stevie Ray Vaughan. followed by Roxy

Music, David Bowie. James Brown, and a

reunited WHO and J C.eils Band.

Week two begins with one time Drake

patron Michael Jackson (Willie huh?)

followed by the Clash, Tina Turner. C.eorge

Thorogood. Bruce Springsteen. The Hon

eydrippers. and ending with the Rolling

Stones on Sunday
On the subject of the Drake, Mick Jagger

had this to say. "D.H. Jones has simply got

to cool out With the money we plan to raise

we'll be giving the Parkers twice their ask

ing price, as well as enough to set Willie up

for the rest of his life."

To help ensure the Drake's continued

longevity. MTV has agreed to air some of

the videos of the UMass Blues Band's Wed-

nesday night shows, which Willie himself

filmed, with proceeds being donated to

the cause.

SECRET STASH: Two-ton piles of cocaine are hidden behind the

Physical Plant, as shown to a reporter by a dealer in an off-the-record

interview. "We're just hoping the wind doesn't blow," he said.

on a wide scale - wfre think- campus vendors so we can "ulation." one said. Watch the

mg of selling up f»kr..s with besi serve inc ..^v.cni pop- ' VMgian for further details.

"I told those guys that I thought there was

something weird with the water and I didn't

think we should drink it because it killed all

the plants this morning." said Burridge.

Apparently, the tenants of 1313 Moc-

kingbird I.,ane didn't heed the warning signs

and continued to use their water. To their

dismay, each lost a lip.

"When the plates and stuff went I though

it was no real problem becau.se I don't mind

eating on paper.. .but this! How am 1 sup-

posed to kiss my girlfriend?" Walsh said.

Bacher made no comment but appeared to

be trying to keep a stiff upper lip about the

matter.

UMprof
may star in

Tab ad
By Notta Japp

What do (Jeraldine Ker

niro and CMass journalism

professor Ralph Whileh«'ad

have in common?
They l>oth advertise their

favorite diet soft drinks!

That's ri^bt. our own
Ralph Whiteheaii. sources

say. has received an offer

from the ('oca-C<»la Coq). to

apfH'ar in a series of nii-

tional advertist>ments for

Tab. that sj>arklinK<li**t cola

(which was l>etter l)efore

they added Nutrasweet)

which Riilphie is never seen

uif hnllt,

I knew when he was in

the TV news business." a

promotional agent at Coke

headquarters explaine<l last

wt-ek, in reference to

WhiU'head 's stint as news

anchor at a Wisconsin sta-

tion in the 1970s. "He was a

face you just don't forget.

That sleek hair, those blue

eyes, that jawbone...When I

heard that he actually en

dorsed his product in his

classes, I thought I'd check

him out."

The agent was referring

to a recent class discussion

in which Whitehead refuted

charges that Tab was a less

masculine and less tasty

soft drink beverage than its

parent company's newer
diet soda. Diet Coke, adver-

tising for which has been

targeted at a more general

audience than the slim

women generally fK)rtrayed

in Tab commercials.

"I love the stuff," he said

then, though he has not

been available for comment
since the commercial
rumors surfaced.

While Ferraro critics took

note of the $500,000 fee the

former vice presidential

can<ii(iate was paid for her

appearance endorsing Diet

F'epsi. Whitehead is not in

danger of a similar critique.

His contract will ref)<)rtedly

provide him with only a

small stipend N'cause he

will receive a lifetime supply

of Tab six-packs, at his own
refjuest.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Dickinson and Dion to play at Spring Concert
As spring rolls around, every UMass stu-

dent asks one que8tion-"What bands are

going to play at Spring Concert this year?"

Well, at last that burning question has been

answered. RPC (Reunion Program Council

the student run concert group which spec-

ializes in bringing the same bands to I'Mass

as many times as possible has released the

exciting line up for spring 1985.

First up are the ama/ing (Jilder Brothers

Quintet Nick. Nick, Nick, and Nick Glider

will bring their unique sound to the pond,

with Nick on vocals. Nick on keyboard. Nick

on guiur, and Nick on drums.

Next, "because, you know, we have to have

a woman," an unidentified RFC member

confessed, the late, great Emily D will per-

form, solo a capella. those haunting lyrics

guaranteed to put hair on your chest.

The excitement builds as (yes, calm down,

girls) Dion returns to the sUge, with his

unforgettable origional hit versions of

"Runaround Sue" and "The Wanderer."

IMPORTANT RPC begs students not to

tell their mothers about this event, as they

fear mass rioting of middle aged women

would result.

The headliner is as usual supposed to be a

secret, because God knows the tremendous

drawing power of such an act would overfill

the pond area and destroy the ecosystem.

However, a reporter, by keeping her nose to

the grindstone (and her RPC source's nose to

the mirror) has uncovered the band's name.

We can't release this sensitive information

yet. We will only say that if you were planning

to study that weekend, or go to visit your

The ageless hearthrob Dion
Julian and Yoku rediscover love in

spring

Symphony issuper
The Boston Symphony Gang Conduc-

tor: Seji Yamaha at the Real Fine

Ahts Center April 1st, only.

By MKRRY CRUSTY
Enertainment Staff

I must admit, really, that I've never seen a

symphony orchestra perform before - all

those stnngs! and while Tve only seen the

Boston Pops once on Channel 2. my family

and I did go down to the Esplanade once

when 1 was seven but I ended up never seeing

them because my brother stepped on a nail

after a hippie pushed him through the crowd

and we had to lake him to the hospital.

•' Acid." mv mother said. But I was disappoin

ted I wanted to see Arthur Fielder. But now

he's dead. And the BSO. though having a lot

of the same people, isn't the same thing Any-

way, the arts editor was sitting around with

two of these tickets on her hands, and while

she gets into Leroy Anderson's and ar

rangements of "The South Pacific", she

wasn't too into them after she found out the

BSO doesn't play that stuff They play lots of

i*BIBLIOFILE*t
By BOOKFORI) BLADDER
Enertainment Staff

Yesiree Bob. this sure was an exciting

week in books: Here are some of the new

blockbuster titles just released. -lAMFlS

JOYCE: Dick, Enn and Spnt (Awksford V
Press. $24.98) Recent excavations in Dublin

have unearthed this early manuscript which

predates Ulysses by six years. It is one of

.Joyce's most intricate and insightful works.

and introduces themes expounded upon in

Kggziles and Finmgan's Ratnbou\ Here i.'* a

short, characteristic extract:

See Dick Run.

See Erin Run.

Run. Kids. Run.

Run Run Run.

STEPHEN KING: Children of the Corny

(viKING. $18.98) The latest book by the

"King" of horror deals with a crazed life pre

server which instantly transforms anything

(or fjnvorj*'' 00 hee hee Hoo-Ha!) it enctjun-

ters into Manhattan Clam Chowder. The

hero, a Maine resident, finally subdues it by

dousing it with New England clam cliuwder.

vhich the life preserver abhors, it being a

citv buoy.

DANIELLE STEELE and BARBARA
CARTLAND: The Epi.slemolney and Ontol-

ogy of Bnnn iDuW, *:•! 98 paper! In this long-

Hwaited collaboration by the two leading

ladies of love, beach bunny Babs-Seda and

grandmother or something... don't let this

stop you.

In an effort to control the crowding pro-

blem, the concert has been scheduled for the

fu-st weekend in June, a week after com-

mencemenL
. . « .

When asked how RPC could afford to lure

such illustrious performers to UMaas. an

RPC drone said that the unprecedented

budget of "almost five hundred whole dol-

lars " allotted by the Student Senate for the

event made it all possible.

Bartok. But here were these two neat tickets

in the fourth row. and my boyfnt-nd told me if

I took him we'd go to the TOC for dinner

before. Hell we were all dres.sed up-why

An>-wav. back to the concert. He did Bar-

tok. and ah this thing with loU of discordant

cacoonic melodies Some guy played the bas-

soon, (^horuscaling Simply choruscating.

Then. Seji, in true classic fashion, lapsed into

Bach's Brandenburg Concerto no. 6 I really

liked this one. It was fast, with lots of in-

terruptions from the other violins, and it

didn't have lots of pauses and stuff like the

Bartok- 1 hated the Bartok. You can't hum to

H And besides, some lady was sitting in front

of me smoking a cancerette even after I told

her to stop and that whole part was ruined.

You know, up at I'Mass. we don't get much

culture except for the farm equipment

museum in Hadley And I think you shouldn't

miss the Pops Oops, that's the BSO. (Same

people, same people ) Anyway, it was a

delight and I hope they come back.

Did 1 fill my line count yet*^

carefree Colleen examine their existential

existence in an uncertain world. They both

marrv millionaires in the end.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: TheComplet,-

Truly Vulvar Works of (Hahvahd. $;?2.9H)

It is common knowledge that Shakespeare

wrote primarily for the Elizabethan masses.

not for the massive Elizabeth. This new book

collects his lesser- known ribald works, in-

cluding King Lctr and As You Lick ll Here is

an excerpt from his Sonnett CCXIII. "My

Love is Nothing Like a Hose":

Jumping with my Dirty toes,

I scratchth my balls and pickth my nose.

Thou knowest not how truly sweet thou art

When thou leta loose a big stinky fart

The amazing Gilder brothers. Clockwise from left: Nick, Nick, Nick

and Nick.

Celebrity File
By RAMINO ACID
Collegian Stuff

Rumour has it that Yoke One has been

seen in the hottest New York Night Clubs

with husband's look-alike. Julian. When
asked about this new relationship, Yoko

blushed and said, "Damn, he sounds so

much like John, he even sings like him. I

simply couldn't resist his charms." Julian is

currently recording his new album titled

It's Ne^er T(h) Late f<rr Something Oedipal.

Nobody told John there would be days like

this Liberace is directing a 3D film

called / Want to Have Ytmr L(n>e Child.

Michael Jackson, Prince, and Yves Saint

Laurent .star in this wild and zany adven-

ture film which follows the lives of three

crazy womanizers in the glamorous gay

Paris. Liberace says the film is packed with

adventure and fun for the whole family in

the tradition of Disney Joe Duffy is

to make a special cameo appearance in the

upcoming production of Dirifl Comes Home.
The film also stars Bernhard Goetz as

Fred Flintstone and SGA president Jim
Keller as Hims^'f. Duffy plays Fred's

friendly neighbor Barney Rubble and the

plot revolves around Dino's search for a

new home after Fred threatens to shoot

him Joan Rivers plans to produce

a new musical for Broadway based on
Madonna's popular song "Like a Virgin".

The play, which incidentally stars sisters

Joan and Jackie Collins as v,cl! ?<? Mother
Theresa and Ali McGraw, is about these

four virtous women who dedicate their

lives to serving the human race in India.

Rivers commented, "It's kind of like

Broadway's version of Gandhi with a little

spice of sex." Tony Betros makes a special

appearance as an Indian Guru Mr.
T has released a new single to benefit the

Ethiopian cause. Following the tradition of

Band Aid and USA for Africa. Mr. T sings

"I Pity the Fool who Doesn't Feed the

World." Mr. T. said, "We don't need wim-

py songs saying we are the world and

sissies like Michael Jackson shining their

socks for Ethiopia. We got to have a strong

image, and I think my song will do that. I

pity the fools who don't buy it right

now" In an exclusive interview

Penthouse editor revealed that there will be

some explicit photographs of Lady Diana

and Princess Anne in the May issue of the

magazine. Guccione said the publication of

these explicit photos of the royal family

might lead to their losing their robes and

crowns, but he feels that this is his jour-

nalistic responsibility. There has already

been talk of the public l>egging Guccione

not to print the spreads of Princess Anne

as they might prove dangerous to the

digestive system.
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Noon rally to focus onnew fee
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Branches of the student government will join forces today

at a noontime rally on the steps of the Student Union to pro-

test the proposed Universal Resource Fee and the adminis-

tration's plan to take over the Campus Center.

The proposed fee is a consolidated $261 yearly charge

that would partly repay debt service in money borrowed to

construct and renovate buildings on campus including

residence halls and the dining commons. If the proposal is

passed, commuter undergraduate students would pay an

additional $161 and graduate students would be levied an

additional $159 for renovation of buildings they may not

use.

"It (the fee) is unequitable. " Laura Gottschalk. coor-

dinator of the rally said, adding that the fee would

hit graduate students the hardest.

"At least undergraduates use the residence halls at one

time or another but almost all of the graduates never will.

"

she said. "If we jack up the fee. we would lose valuable TA's

(teaching assistants) that benefit all of us.'The graduate stu

dent senators have said that if the possible fee increase is

imposed, many graduate students would not be attracted to

the University of Massachusetts because the stipends are

already lower than other schmils.

Stacey Roth. Student tlovemment co-president, said the

administration has justified the impact of the fee increase for

graduate students, saying there will be an increase in

stipends. But Roth added that "the stipends are still com

parably very low. which would be canceUing out th.

money."
The administration has proposed combining the trust

fund of the Campus Center, conference Services and the din-

ing commons to form an Auxiliary Enterprises Trust Fund,

which would eliminate the Board of Governors. Ehmination

of the BOG would nullify most student input.

"The Campus Center is a student building of which we

generate 94 percent of the revenue. " Gottschalk said.
"
We

sht)uld have say on what's run and how it's rua"

The rally centered on "Rallving for Student Rights."will

feature members of the SGA.BOG. and Graduate Student

Senate and will address the effects of the proposed fee and

administrations takeover. Roth said

•We're rallving'Fran Hegler, BOG treasurer, said" for

student nght.s. We want to let the admmistratu.n know that

students are not in favor of this and we dont want to stand by

while the administration sabotages our student rights.
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LAX' CROWD — Lacrosse fans

den death overtime. Story, p. 12.

enjoy Saturdav's season opener at Boyden field under sunshine and blue skies. UMass won. 14-13. in sud-

( all*gwi ptwtc fcy *i>4? HelteT

The fab Emily D.

Full house

hears debut

of concerto
by BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD- PuUtzer Prize-winning

composer Ned Rorem premiered his latest

work, a violin concerto, to a full house at the

Springfield Symphony Hall Saturday.

The concert was dedicated to the Spring

field Symphony Orchestra, who com-

missioned the work to celebrate its 40th

anniversary.

The Springfield Symphony Orchestra is

part of a five orchestra cooperative in New

England, which sponsors and performs new

works.

The soloist was Jaime Laredo, recipient of

three Grammy nominations and a Deutsche

Schallplatten Award. This season marks the

25 anniversary of Laredo's professional

debut.

According to Rorem. Laredo and the

orchestra "played divinely
"

"The concerto is not meant to be difficult,"

Rorem told the audience before the piece

had begun. "I love you and 1 don't like to

make things difficult for those I love."

Rorem told the audience that he appeared

at the performance primarily to show that

"what we call a composer is not necessarily a

man with a long grey beard and dead."

Hailed by 77ie Washington Post as

"America's foremost composer of songs.'

Rorem was raised in Chicago and attended

Northwestern University. Curtis Institute

and Julliard School of Music. He has lived in

Morocco and France and currently resides in

New York.

Stephen King to speak tonight

Photo roortrm of J»fk Mitrhril

Pulitzer prize-winning composer

Ned Rorem
Rorem was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in

1976 for Air Music. He has also received a

Fulbright Fellowship, two Guggengeim

fellowships and numerous grants and com-

misions.

In addition to his songs and orchestral

works. Rorem has written an opera (Afi.ss

Ju/j>,1965) and ten books, two of which

{Critical Affairs, 1910; and The Final Diary

1974) won ASCAP-Deems Taylor awards.

Rorem is currently working on a septet.

Future projects include a symphoney for

strings, a trio, a chorus, and a new book.

Other pieces on the program included

Gluck's Overture to Iphigenie en Aulide.

Beethoven's Symphony No. 6 ("Pastorale"),

and selections from Wagner's Gotierdam-

merung. The concert will be repeated on

April 2. Call 733-2291 for ticket information

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

When the sun sets today, a capacity crowd

will encounter terror, gore, and the super

natural when they pack the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall at 8 p.m. to spend an evening

with -suspense novelist Stephen King.

King. r?7. a resident of Bangor. Me., has

wntten a slew of thriller novels including

Came, a story about a giri driven by her

religiously obses.sed mother to kill her high

school classmates with her telekinetic

powers, and The Shining, a story of a hotel

keeper possessed by the haunted hotel to ax

murder his wife and young boy.

Most of King's novels have been made into

blockbuster movies. King has recently writ

ten two screenplays. Cats Eye and Cycle of

(he Werewolf for films to be released in the

fall.

From 1977 1981. King published five

books under the pseudonym Richard Bach-

man, according to Stephanie Leonard, his

secretary.

Leonard said King wrote the h<K)k.s under a

pseudonym becau.se his publisher refused to

"overpublish" his works. Leonard aaid

"King's ideas for novels are never written

under the same formula."

"He'll get ideas from a conversation, from

reading or from going somewhere, 'she

said.

Leonard said "King thought of the plot for

77ic Shining after he visited a ski resort hotel

in the Colorado mountains. She said King

wondered what it would be like being a

keeper of a large hotel without outside

communication.

King graduated from the University of

Maine at Orono in 1970 with a bachelor's

degree in English. During college King was

active in student government and the stu-

dent newspaper. King is married and has

three children.

The event is being sponsored by the Dis-

tinguished Visitors Program.no tickets re-

main for the free lecture.

Conference rejects Reagan policies

Covert funding comes under fire

By riM O LEAKY
Collegian Correspondent

President Ronald Rea-

gan's Central American

policies were the target this

weekend for more than 150

people interested in the

current Central America sit-

uation and better protest

strategies.

A conference sponsoreu

by the New England Centra!

American Network

(NECAN). brought to the

School of Management more

than 50 C entral .American

policy groups iruin through-

out New England, including

the Western Mass. Latin

American Solidarity Com-

mittee.

"Itighi now we re trying to

focus on stopping Con-

gressional and private fund-

ing of the Contras, " said

C.iiy Scoj^fytUuoiu, a

\i\(\\y' coordinator. The

Contrasare guerrillas fighting

the Sandinista government

in Nicaragua.

"Also we're urging an end

to all U.S. military funding to

Central America, including

El Salvador. Honduras, Gua-

temala and Costa Rica," he

said.

"This is our first con-

ference" to pull all 50 Central

American groups together

and "v»e want to solidify our

organization." he said.

cnnlmved on pag> 6
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Redcross ready for donations
The Red Cross begins its three day blood drive in the

Student Union Ballroom today with the hopes of collecting

500 pints of blood.

According U) Diane Malachowski of the American Red

Cross. "The I'Mass students, faculty and staff have greatly

assisted Red Cross blood services in the past efforts. She

said the last two blood drives in the SUB reached their goal,

collecting 610 pints last November and 548 last April.

The bUK)d drive is being sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega,

Gamma Sigma higma.and the Fac ultv Wives .Michael Wall,

president of Alpha Phi Omega, and members of the three

organizations will work in the ballroom on the days of the

drive. "Well label bags, talk to the people donating, and

Uke people to their seats. Basically we'll do the same stuff

the Red Cross regulars do." he said.

The Red Cross asks people who donated at least eight

weeks ago to plan on giving blood this week, Malachowski

said. Anyone wishing to donate blood should stop by the

SUB any time between 9 :10 am and 3::U) p.m.

-PATRICK JOHNSON

• CentralAmerica
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Luis Mendez, a counselor from the Nicaraguan Embassy

in Washington. DC, addressed a Saturday workshop titled

"Update Nicaragua."

The Contras are fighting "a war of attrition, destroying

whatever they can get their hands on; schools, clinics, anyth-

ing. At this point the only thing that is not there is an open

war," Mendez said.

Mendez, saying that as an official of the Nicaraguan

government he cannot give advice, offered his own opinion of

how U.S. groups opposed to Reagan's Central American

policies can improve their effectiveness.

"The solidarity networks need to develop a more mature,

wise alliance. Constituencies need to be broader. The style

needs to change, the approach needs to change," he said.

"If you really want to be effective, " Mendez said, "in my

experience, you need to be better informed." He also said the

best way Americans can become informed is to come to

Nicaragua and see the country for themselves.

"We have nothing to hide. We have an open policy to U.S.

citizens, no police follow you around, you can ask as many

questions as you want." he said.

In a separate interview. Mendez denied charges by the

Reagan Administration that Nicaragua is a proxy of the

Soviet Union or that it threatens other nations in Central

America.

•We are not a Soviet satellite and have no mterest m

becoming one." he said. "We have agreed in the Contradora

Peace Proposals to have no foreign military bases m our

country If we were a satellite, we could not agree to that. We

are a nonaligned nation and we want to stay that way.

Nicaragua has "no expansionist pretensions m Central

and Latin America and desires to "Uve m peace with our

neighbors," he said. e * i

Mendez denied that Nicaragua has a Soviet-styU

economy.
. . . „,^ » **u

"We have a mixed economy in which 60 percent of the pro-

duction is in private hands. Our agrarian reform program has

in fact created a new class of small property owners, he

SfllQ

Another conference speaker, Mary Fran Doyle of the

National Network in Solidarity with the Nicaraguan people.

(NNSNP). has lived in Nicaragua for the past five years and

urged the group to improve its organiztion.

Doyle said the NNSNP has a goal bringing $500,000 worth

of goods, including tools, medicines and buildmg assisUnce

to Nicaragua.
t^ . u l

Corrine Rafferty, of the Nicaraguan Exchange, told the

conference that groups opposing Reagan's Central

American p^)licy need "more people, to broaden the

movement
"

tJ-

6/8/85 Exam 6/15/85 Exam

LSAT
6/17/85 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

•/:
VILLA

Offering Quality Mexican Food$^

MONTREAL
April 12 14 $75

Holiday Inn

w/pool & lounge

R/T mtr coach
from Unnass
Sight seeing by

bus
• * 15%

taxes h service

DAVID
66859

TEST PREPARATION
ISPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves b
Waaksnds

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
6496780

for •nformction about olh«r c«nt«r«

Outsid* NY Slat*

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 17«2

Great Daily Specials!

All Day!

Every Day!

Springfield apartment blaze kills three children

SPRINGFIELD (AP)

Three young sisters died

after inhaling smoke yester-

\ Earn :

[ Academic Credit* :

t while gaining experience ]

I
in marketing, public \

\ relations, counseling. t

k and student affairs :

: administration. Become )

I an intern in the
^

\ University's •

r Undergraduate ;

• Admissions Office.
^

Interviews begin April 10 :

Contact the Office of :

Internships J

•Upon F»cutty Apprpvl. ^_ {

^

day in an early fire that broke

out while their babysitter left

them alone to buy cigarettes,

according to the fire de-

partment
Darlene Rivera, 8, died at 1

p.m., about 1 2 hours after the

blaze, in the intensive care

unit at Bay State Medical

Center, said Giorge Placan-

ico, fire department spokes-

person.

Found dead in their bed-

room by firefighters were

Edith Rivera, 12. and

Janira. 3.

Two other families were

rescued down ladders from

the burning 2 1/2 -story

building on Jefferson Street.

No other injuries were re-

ported.

He said Candido and Anna
Rivera, the children's

parents were visiting rela-

tives, accompanied by two

sons, and the girls had been

left with a babysitter. .Juan

Vlaz. 22. who left the apart-

ment to buy cigarettes at a

neighborhood store before

the fire broke out.

No charges were filed.

Today b Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Supervisor

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherat

Expert Repairs £f

Reconditioning

Amsterdam
Paris

Brussels

Hong Kong
ttoTTi New York round Inp Irofn

Stockholm
Zurich

Rome
Caracas
and many mora destina

tions*** ALSO Eurail,

Bntra«l. Int'l Student ID.

AYH membership. Work
Study abroad programs
Domestic airfares and much
more Ask for our FREE
catalog* •• CALL NOW:
1413) 256-1261 or drop by at

79 S PiMsant St 2nd tl rear

Amherst M F 9^5

(SUNCIL'I ftQ««l tmncrt

Heidi Ho Hyde
Andreww The Wolf

I. Claudius

Brian K. Gonad
Mothanne "The Beast

master" Moskov
Production Pete "Gimme Sheep" ScKlomy,

Matkins, Dancin' Rob Skelton, Paula "The
Flyin" Saucier. Kelly "My dad's Bob" Seger

Steve "Friggin" Higgins, Ivan the Syph

Today we published our annual April Fool's I^y edition.

It is intended to humor, not to offend; we hoj)e you got a

chuckle «»ut of it.

Nummo News will appear in tomorrow's ColUgian.
|

FEELING TENSE? Come to the student

STRESS MANAGEMENT
Cr RELAXATION WORKSHOP

and learn to unwind'

April 1st, 4:30-6:30 pm. Brett Classroom

or

April 9th, 4:30-6:30 pm, University

Health Center, Room 302

For more information call 549-2671 (x181)

BLOODS: An Oral History of

the Vietnam War
by Black Veterans

by Wallace Terry

The best selling book will be on sale in the

Campus Center Concourse on Monday. April 1.

A BLOODS poster will be included

with the sale of each book

20% Student Discount

The proceeds from the safe of Bloods wi//go to the Tony Melchionda

Vietnam Veterans Scholarship and Emergency Loan Fund.
I

SPRING FASHIONS

For Men and Women

13 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

SUMMER JOBS

Sigma Delta Tau

OPENRUSH
Monday April 1

7:30

Wednesday April 3

7:30

For More Information

. Call 5Jf5-0527 ^ ^

\ - A GRATEFUL DEAD EXTRAVAGANZA
( : WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
i

:

i:

) :

'\

:

\ :

\ ;wMUA
i :91.1 FM
i

APRIL 3rd, 86

TWELVE NOON TIL THREE P.M

*
^

in Summer Conference*

Sty/e. . . Your Style
* Applications for positions

$ Housing are now available in the University Con-*

fference ServicwOffice, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as*

^ student supervisors, desk clerks, and operations crew*

* personnel are being offered. Full and part time open-*

* ings are available and include all shifts, weekdays and
j

* weekends *
*
*
*

*

t Work study funds are available for these positions and %

*
*
*

*
*
*
* HAJR SALONS

experience in hotel operations is preferred,

HRTA, graduate, and work study students are*
) HAMPSHIRE MALL 586'7913 M-S 10-9:30

<AJ^

Every Tuesday Is

Perm Special Day

$39,95
Regular $53.00

15% Off any hair service

with college ID
(not valid with any other special)

CLORPS84i4P/S)

ir^^r:^*i^i&*********^**********^

*
*
* Not to be confused with Frank Stirlacci's Lord's & Ladies
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CAMPAIGN
for AFRICA
The Need Continues

Famino is not a media event

lt"s long-term suftering that

doesn't end when the tameras

slop lollirtg

It s little » hildren vsith

bloatecl bellies and mothers

lud weak to respond to

I AM^ p».4 ^> Kuwvp^ »<» Brfnyik

ClARE

,1 ^ ,,,., ,,. .»ple v\ho will not

ajje ^ratetutly and die with

tiiKnity but will expire

hunufV and in pain

It s p«-(iple in I ihiopia.

Mauritania, (had. Niger,

Kenya. Mali. Somalia.

Mozambique and Sudan who
need your help

C ARE joim lh« sludenl-run

organiialion S.A.f.E. - Students

Against Famine in Ethiopia - in

calling on college students

throughout the country to give

up a meal April 2S and donate

the money saved to organisations

iighling hunger in drought-

stricken Africa.

Your gift will male a difference.

Please help.

Ve«! I want to help Africas starving millions. Here is my ta«-deductible gift of:

S100 - $S00 Others
S2S[J SIS

Addr.ss

(. ii'.

CAm/S.A,f.l.. S«t Bovlston Street, Boston. MA 0211b

Or caN617-2M-7S<iS

_Zip-

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO SPEND

$1,800,000??

JOIN THE SGA BUDGETS
COMMITTEE NOW AND IN

THREE WEEKS YOU
WILL! NO EXPERIENCE

NECESSARY.
Call:

Joe Sparks 6-4664-1 g_Q24j^l

Jordan Rosner 6-8636^

and/or come by

Room 420 SUB by 5 pm today

WE ALSO NEED VOLUNTEERS
TO DO AUDITING AND RESEARCH.

FIND OUT WHERE ALL YOUR
UNIVERSITY'S $ ARE GOING!

Time i/ running out !

ONLY 45 DAYS BEFORE SCHOOL GETS OUT !!

CALL tip/ AND GET YOUR INFORMATION ON:

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

CHANGING YOUR MAJOR

FIGURING YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

FINDING OR CHANGING YOUR ACADEMIC ADVISOR

INTERNSHIPS

COMMENCEMENT INFORMATION I HJl^

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A Service of the Dean oi Students Office

1031

1020

1008

1310

1409

1030

1530
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Recognition long over due
With the exception of the

Fine Arts Center, the Student

Union, the power plant and a

few grim structures in that

brick-and-mud wasteland that

is the north end of campus, the

University Library tower is the

only UMass/Amherst building

of consequence which has not

yet been named after anyone.

The University has bestowed

this honor upon American
presidents, Massachusetts
governors and other notables,

most of them UMass alumni.

This being Martin Luther King

Week, it is appropriate to ask

again why this institution, in

the 122 years of its existence,

has yet to name a building after

a member of any minority

group.

The library tower already

contains the definitive collec-

tion of works and letters by

and biographies of W.E.B.
EhiBois, the founder of the Na-

tional Association for the Ad-

vancement of Colored People.

DuBois grew up in Western
Massachusetts and was in-

strumental in stoking the pro-

tests against race discrimina-

tion and against black
Americans' woeful economic

state that eventually exploded

into the civil rights movement
of the 1960s. For these

reasons, the tower should

become the W.E.B. DuBois

Library.

DuBois founded the NAACP
in 1909, having spent a number
of years criticizing black

leaders such as Booker T.

Washington who believed the

key to improving the condi-

tions of blacks in the United

States was education and hard

work rather than protest. In

The S(ml of Black Folk (1903),

he poignantly expressed the

plight of his people:

One ever feels his twoness — An

American, A Negro; two souls, two

thoughts, two unreconciled striving^;

two warring ideals in one dark body,

whose dogged strength alone keeps it

from being torn asunder ... He simp-

ly wishes to make it possible for a

man to be both a Negro and an

American, without being cursed and

spit upon by his fellows, without hav-

ing the doors of Opportunity closed

roughly in his face.

Such is the concern for the

status of impoverished blacks

that in 1934 he resigned from
the NAACP, charging that it

had become subservient to

bourgeois interests. In 1951, as

one of countless Americans vic-

timized by McCarthyism, he

faced charges that he was a

Communist agent. A federal

judge ordered his acquittal, but

a decade later DuBois moved to

Ghana and renounced his U.S.

citizenship. He died there in

1963, a year before the first

successful comprehensive civil

rights legislation, two years

before the march from Selma
to Montgomery and the

passage of the Voting Rights

Act.

The 26-story, $16.5 million

quasi-monolith in the center of

our campus has had a less than

illustrious history, from falling

brick fragments, to the closing

of several floors because the

stacks are not sturdy enough to

support the number of books

they were intended to hold, to

an entrance that stacks up

poorly against some subway
entrances we've seen. Never-

theless, naming the building

might inspire the University to

fix the place up a bit. And "The
W.E.B. DuBois Library" has a

nice ring to it.

Unsigned editorials reflect the

majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

OPINION
The op.n.ons on th.s page are those ot the ir^d.v.duai wr.te. o- owtoon.st and do not n«a»sanly reflect

the views of the CtUi§imm or the Un.verstv unless otherwise noted
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Apathy, SGA's and fault

L
ately. there has been an increasing

toncem. among those who worry

aUiul such thinjp>. thai tnorv ami

m<ire students are enlering college simply

In Kft a lietter job Now. to t<'ll you the

truth, there is nothing that 1 would Hke«l

I tetter than being al>le to afford to jfo \o col-

lege simply for an "eilucation." Unfor-

tunately , there will come a time when 1

must leave the Happy Valley. an<i g<» U»

work. Since I only have or»e real shot at

gi'ttinjf a degree, I deci<le<l tt) get <»ne that

w ould net me a reasonably j^xi job.

Recent surveys have shown that I am not

alone, and that 70 percent of the freshmen

coming into college have done so for career

pun>«>s*^ This fact has caused much con

sternal ion. and has l)een Urgeted as one of

the major causes of student apathy on this

campus. Namely, a lack of interest in the

s(;a.

Well now. let's UK>k at this. It would not

be an exaggeration to say that approx

imately 60 i)ercent of the stu<ienUs at this

fine liberal institution are career orienU«<l.

Yet, there is very little that the SGA does

to help these ambitious people. There are

for instance, no sjieakers invited to di.scuss

the job prospects for those with an F^nglish

or economics degree. In engineering, there

are a great many freshmen who are hazy

on exactly what an engineer does (if you

don't believe me. find one and ask; and

don't accept "make money" as an answer)

The SGA could help remedy problems

like these. There could be career

workshops, which would help people ex-

plore their options. F'e<jple from each

discipline could be invited to speak on cam

pus. Services like these would help many

people realize their goals, and would help

others establish career paths. There are

many students on campus who really don't

know what they want.

So why isn't it done? Well, judging from

the workshops being given and the

sf)eakers being invited, it's rather obvious

that the leadership of the S(iA considers

Ray Salemi

creating "social awareness" more im|>«)r

tant than the nee<ls of the career-oriente«l

student. An<l it is from this situation that

most <»f the student apathy results. If the

leadership ignores those interested in fin

ding gooil work, they will \w igni»ring fi<) to

70 percent of the student Uniy. As a result,

U) to 7<» percent »»f the student body fin<l it

just a.s easy U> ignore the SGA
Ah, y«»u sjiy If the student.'^ could vote in

the elections, instead of ignoring the SGA,

then they could get the things they want. A
giKKi jH)inl. in theory. The fact of the mat-

ter is. the f»resent leadership of the .S(iA

ha.s a stranglehold on that |K)sition.

S«'nators who try to change things soon

find that the SGA has Uptime highly im-

mobile. People who profKJse programs

which would aid the career-<»rient*Kl stu-

dent fintl themselves Ijeing attacked sis

materialistic, narrow-minde<l Yuppies (as if

you had to give up your soul to interview

"with IBM). Rather than deal with this

resistance. ptH>ple find it easier to ignore

the SGA.
So what can U' tione.' I)o we remain in a

.situation where the average student has no

idea what goes on in the SGA (and couldn't

care less)? Or do we remedy the situation?

The answer to that loaded question is, of

course, fix it. This is the part where I call

upon the newly elected presidents to do

something. The .SGA must l)egin helping

the average working student. People who

are in sch(H>l to get a job have to l)e taken

into account and given services.

Remember, they make up fiO to 70 percent

of your constituency, a sizable majority.

Now, the SGA may consider it immoral,

or just not right, to help f)eople in their

(juest for money (even if most of the

students are after it). If that is the case . .

.so be it. It will be just as easy for students

to ignore the SGA for another year.

Ray Salemi is a UMohs student.

Letters to the Editor
Letter missed point of affirmative action

HclP. I Al^ Bi'Nb MELD IN A "RAT inPESTO M»iCan PRiSON

I would like U) tell Richard Gatnik to

stick it. In his letter yesterday, he writes

"So what if 92 percent of the faculty is

Caucasian with 82 percent of them male? If

they are the better instructors then that is

how it should l)e."

The whole point of affirmative action is

that white males are not the better instruc-

tors, nor are they the l)etter scholars. They

are overrepresented on the faculty because

white males keep on hiring other white

males without giving anyone else's

qualifications a fair review.

Furthermore, Gatnik's impression of

centered. A university is by and for the

faculty fully as much as it is by and for the

students. We are here not only to educate

the younger generation but also to do the

kind of research that expands human

knowledge and preserves our human

heritage. It may surprise Gatnik to learn

that professors are hired primarily on the

basis of their research background, not

their teaching skills. I would suggest that

he do a little research himself before

mouthing off in print.

Alison K. Huettner
Northampton
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STUDENTS. . .

* Can you afford to come to UMASS without financial aid? Can your friends?

* Can you afford to pay MORE for tuition?

* Do you want to pay a fee for the Campus Center Garage, even if you don't have a car?

* And commuters. . .Do you want to pay for the slop in the D.C.s - even

if you don't eat it?

* Do you want the rate in the Campus Center Hotel to get doubled?

* Do you want WHITMORE to take over our STUDENT office space?

* Do you want the flower, jewelry and other vendors on the Concourse to be banned?

* Do you REALLY need another UMASS sweatshirt? (The Administration wants

to turn our Coffee Shop into a UMass Clothing "Boutique".)

* Do you want WHITMORE to have control over who performs at our STUDENT

concerts?

* Do you want the Campus Center bars to close?

* Do you want your R.A. to card you in your dorm? How about a "Dry Campus"?

The Administration thinks you answered ''yes'' to

these questions, or that you just don't care.

So. they're creating a new and unfair fee - the

Universal Resource Fee - in the face of severe

financial aid cuts. They are still trying to get

rid of the STUDENT Campus Center Board of Governors.

And this is only the BEGINNING of the end. We ain't

seen nothin' yet. . .

UNLESS WE ACT NOW ! ! !

We answered "NO" to these questions, and we're

sure you did too. We must show WHITMORE that we

want our STUDENT rights! ! !

COME TO THE RALLY FOR RIGHTS
MONDAY APR. 1 NOON

ON THE STUDENT UNION STEPS

IT MAY BE
APRIL FOOLS DAY

BUT THIS IS
NO JOKE

Dorit Get Fooled Again

Monday. April 1. 1985y, April 1, 1 ftg*^M^—M^B^^^—^^^^^i^M^Mi^i^«^B^gg^^gg^^^^SBg^SB^Sggg'^^™^^^g^^g^i=^^

Women's lax and softball enjoy the weekend
) HAYARD tnrv attar a atmna norfrtrmanrp from RI I ?nAli<>. freshmati H«v Rprkv RpkamDis added one itiofe foF IJV

collegian

By ED HAYARD
and GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Boston - The University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team put 33 shots on goal against host Boston University on
Saturday, but only emerged with a 6-3 season opening vie-

Semester Study

IN SPAIN
at the UnKersity of Alicante

With only one semester o( Spanish, you can:

Study Spanish language history and culture

Jl one ot Spain's nevi^e^ univtfsities

Learn about Spanish sotiety tirstharxi

Live in a Spanish home
Rjrticipale in a t>MO<iay onentation in Madrid
and excursior^s (o Graruda arvl Seville

Ixpkjrf the stenit and historic treasures

at the Costa Blanca

Fw mlormjlKxi ind jn ^pplicaticxi contact the UHice ot

lni»^nj»«yijl Pru^ams on tampuv <k ih* Vademit Progfjms
' The Council c¥i Internalmnai Lduc^ionjl Ew;han||i-

- Hi St S««« Ybri NY lOOr (>12)M)I1414

The Language and Vea Stuciies Program at the Univeisity ol Alicante
IS sponsored bv the Lni\efsiry ul Massac husefls arvl adminniefed by
the Cixinol on Inter rviliurul (duc^KXial luchangp

tory after a strong performance from BU goalie, freshman

Pam Mudry.
The Softball team won two of three at NOPE beating Bos-

ton College 1-0 on Beth Talbott's second inning homer and

sphting with Atlantic 10 rival Rhode Island winning I-O and

losing 7-1.

"Their goaUe kept them in the game," UMass coach Pam
Hixon said. "She was superb, she stopped twenty-six shots

and made a lot of tough saves. If it was not fur Mudry the

score would have been much higher."

But Hixon was alscj suitably impressed with her teams per-

formance. With senior stand out Pam Moryl fighting double

and triple team defense all afternoon, the Gazelle's showed

they are a well-rounded team with a number of offensive

threats and a defense that can hold the lead.

UMass got its first goal four minutes into the contest when

Liz Schuler took a Bunny Forbes pass and made it 1-0. BU
answered at 16:30 in the first with a Nancy Brown tally.

UMass freshman Ginny Armstrong scored l^Mass' next two

goals, her first unassisted and the second after a pass

from Forbes.

At 7:00 Terry Geldhart notched BU's second goal of the

* Lacrosse wins in overtime, 14-13

day Becky Bekampis added one more for L^Mass just before

the end of the half

In the second half UMass opened up at 2 1 :00 with another

goalcomingfromaForbes to Schuler combination. Schuler

scored UMass' last goal of the day unassisted a minute

later.

The Softball team improved its record to ti 9 1 with the win

over BC and the split with the WRams. But the Minute-

women are mired in a hitting slump that saw UMass gather

only ten hits in the last three games.

falbott and Alais Fila gathered the only hits in the BC
game The Kagles were limited to one hit as freshman Lisa

Rever gained her first shutout of the year.

Freshman Martha Jamieson scored the winning run from

second in the bottom of the 7th on a UKI error to win the

opener. Lynn Stockley (SK's) got the win after working her-

self out of two big jams

In the nightcap, the WRams blasted Cathey Reed for 1

1

hits and the UMass defense made four errors, including two

by Fila. substituting for the injured Paige Kopcza

(sore elbow) at nhortstop

continue*! fn>m page 12

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
ot individual servings

CAKES ft PASTRIES
(• sla«v Ci<o< i,i.ii<' C.tkf'

Ci><Ko<<ilr LAv<*< CM*-

C*«er»«<akr

C.'"Ol C.Hir

N*pol»<>"

O.vrif II Fudqr Bjm

ICE CREAM

SUNDALS

MUNCHieS
Choccnat* Clip Coofc*

Oalm**! n»vr< Cookies

CriocolMv ^rxyim*

Baiiiava

• SO
I so
I 7S

ISO

ISO
. S'

?2»

•s

Si

»5
105

RESUME

NAMS: Ttel

Otr^

oaitcnvc KM'tmtl

UrUUCMC& IVi ^^ «M«r> i

OTHfcS
iKTiatm

scored twice. Bill Regan tied the game. Van Bemmell beat

Moreau and Powers scored his sixth. Only a Fiskto-

Lukacovic goal broke up the Hen streak and UMass trailed

11-9.

Carmean. with the assist to Freeman, scored with 1:22 left

in the third period to make it 11 -10.

But Shaw, who battled with McCkivem all day. and

Sepulveda scored in the first three minutes of the fourth

quarter to put UMass down three

The Gorillas then came back as McGovem won five of the

next seven faceoffs and the defense, depleted with the loss of

co-captain Perry Seale and not having the best of games.

began sticking the Delaware attackmen when they cut to

the crease.

Hatton's goal set off a chain reaction and the Gorillas took

it from there for the win.

UMass owned a 39-37 shot advantage as Moreau made 13

saves, including a pressure stop in the final minute. The
Gorillas owned a 4 1 -3 1 advantage on ground balls and made
14-of-17 clears. Carmean and Lukacovic each had thrte

goals with Fionni and Musco getting a pair each. Carmean
also added three assists for nine points with Fisk getting

two asaiatsw

r\0

3rs
700

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
» jlgc J lb * 00

1 lb

B'oi * C^ :
! . ,i!f I lb

• lb

CALL
256-8102

•.' -'lay thru Sunci

6 00 prr* to MxJn'Q'i-

79 S P'eas«int St Amhe's'

Linnited Delivery Area
Minimum order SSOO

Prices do not include tax

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

n!!miimniHmiim!mimn!i!m!m!timn!if""'MiMniinnm

Deadline

Droposals:

tuf submission ot block grant

MONDAY, APRIL 2*>

Grant guidelines available at the Arts Counc il

12S Herter Hail, S4S-0202

We are looking for an energetic,

clean, ambitious COOK
who cares!!

Apply in person

The Salem Crofs Inn, Inc.

Route 9,

West Brwkfield, Mass. 01585

I 1 III ! I I i I I I I TT

i
HAIRCUTS

I ONLY ^ # W^/ vvith coupon

J
call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
I 5495610

I exDires 4/15/85 '

JTIL J^ X

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8.45-2.30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication oay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • PhoncjTurrb

AUOW

(D watt
646-ff713

AUTOKMBAU
Itn ToyoU Corolla. Run*,
worli Bwt oftw 685^2473

but

Vofa 77 Waflon magi wWi
cyl Meo n I sae-904

tiraaAT4

ImparM 70 4 dr al laathar loadad • eyl M60
111599-904

t>ot mo bad mat good angina

s-4a»
1600

VW Oua 79. 90.000 mjla* good ga*

milaagi, axcaNant runoinfl cooditiori. Irttia

or no ru«t 13000 finn ca* Anaal 253-6813

1973 Saab looks good run*

nagotiabia can Kavio 504-0200

71 Audi nowbraitaa aun roof njfw f)na 1700

S404323

1970 Pinto Hatctibach. dapandsbia
•ngma, naadi body wor* and mufflar 1200

ca« Lmda. S40-4136

MCT QUAUTV RESUMES

Conaultatlen. preparation. •"•'v^L
daaign, layout, aditing, cowar lattar, typing

Giamtaao 290-0257

CALCUIATOWS
~

Miav:aMa7-S«uid7

DOMINO'S DOTS

Wem>aaat Derma Watalaal TM* vMak

voun Radaam dot» for dooWa valua until

April 7 1986 Limit 6 tab* par ordoi Call

548-2790

fOMSAU

•ItMmip PmfM S^ L
Suzanna S4O-7034

F^Br Sala Rhodae 73 atactrie piano b amp
mint coryJitwn' Mual haar to baliava Ca9

Scott 546-0700

Niaa for Sata Tan and itwaa

Oapandabia trmtportation, chaap

540- 1070 lata avanmgi

Offtcatypawritar fo» aola l*a na«( pro

duca* ancallaot raaulta. corractioo faatura

»226 2Sfr1237

Lab Oartaa lOOw O"^** ' «"»''*'•* *»

caWant condrtw »300 can Rob 54*5316

IBM Tiactfic Typawrttaf. '"•JPfTf^
rapair naadad. 404 BO can Linda, 54»-«136

niMT HKAViS

Happy Annlvafaary. t»»o monttia fia*a

r^tv flown by' So far to far" Lova,

'OAUfHrOWMIWO

•Maytoplan Imagaa and FtitMra Art'

Studant Union Gallary, Apnl lit. 5-7 PM

HCLF WANTED

ENTEBTAINMENT

RaekjToiM, Raeh-A- vidM Entanam

mant Oiae Jockaya. larga acraan video

danca* for houaapartya. aaiTiilormala cam
pua awanti 649-7144 _
iiirriTy^^ii^^iiv IW« for' »44 through

tt>a U.S. Govammant? Gat tha facta today'

Can 1-312 742-1142 axt 5831 A

COUNSELOfIS fVivata coad camp in

Barkiniraa haa opaomga for haad and aaaia

tant irtatructora m art* h crafti gym

naatic*. lacroaaa, tannn. archary atraat

bockay. dramatica, munc diractor piano ac-

companiti, vidao/ filmmaking.

pnotography, modal rocketry radio atation

(AMI hiking/backpacking, computer*,

waterfront (WSII, horaaback rnling, and

bunk unit head* Good aalariae friendly at

moap>>era Contact Or Paul Krouner Camp
Schodack, 54 ShaffiakJ Road Newtonvilfa,

MA 02160 (617) 904^1912, day* 9-4

Student Job*| Eipanenced clerical

aaa«tants wanted »3 SO^U 75 5-0213

Amfnaa MTrTiTg". ~»14 139 000'

Stawardaaaaa Raaanratlont' WoridwKte'

CaM for Gmde Oractory. Nawitattar

1 (9161 944 4444 . Umaaaair

STAin^ YOUR CAREER NOW Earn

money ar>d work on Fortune 500 compemea
n^rketmg program* on campu* Part time

Iflemblal hour* eacfi waafc We give

rafarancaa Cal 1400-2434079

OMNIHISN

Cnilaaaltlpa Hiring. tlO-tSOOOO* Cam
baan Hawaii. Wodd Cat for Guide Dtrac

tory. Na»»»»etler 1 (9161 944 4444 >

Umaaacruae _
weman~pilannln| Nowr VaHi Ctty

aommar emptoymant. or further
Fo»

*tud«* Send M 95 for guide to *afe. ina>

peniiv* Manhattan reaidence*
WHEREABOUTS. Bon 702, Branford. CT
00406 -
Ortver* Wanted to e*H Hood Ice Cream
Be your own boa* no eipartance needed can

Omg Oof>g Can 1 000-502 3730 a*k Student
Emptoymant for further info Whitmore Rmm

MOTORCYCU»

1970 Honda 400 Hawk *7S0 or boat offer.

Can Gaorge 253 7422

1979 Suiuki 00 7M naad* minor wofk 400
or BO 549 6068

Help I Lmguiatic* Tutor needed for

level couraa call Sam 253 7832

Musician* lor coHaa f>ouaaa

Mruments or mu»ical talent

avanable 2S6-8136

Any in

Funding

1979 Yamaha 900 apacial axcaWant corxJi-

tion*960 1 5274450

INCOME TAX WIEPAWATION

INCOME TAX preparation at your aarvica

LOWEST RATES (Tan Daductibla) Tana*

prapcrad quickly tor the LARGEST poiaible
refund CaM Stephen Shore 546-0000 after 6
pm

LOF

avaning 13/13)

nant' Reward
Dprk Mu* daypaoh Wad
outaide SBA 120 vary importan t

No quartion* aaked Rob 6-0733

Loat kaya •omawt>er« between Fine Art*
and Lot 49 kaychain taid Spoiled Rotter call

Julie 549^1

1

Sigma DoKa Tau mvita* aR untvaraltv

woman to (0«n u* for oo' Sun 3 31 BBQ 4 00

Mon Beach Party 7 30 Wad SDT Choru*

Una 7 X Come meat our vitar* and have

•oma fun for further info 546-0627 408 N

St.

jMk of Haarta Thanka tor ramamtaring

Dfvar Boy You made my day

T^my XOXOXWb. ma

Dw«t MS NMi. but CaHty'a • Wn.

Coma take e braak from workl Spartiah

Oub Social Hour Tuaedey 3 4 30 m Herter

4th Floor Lobby (Seoaral Club Maatng*

Tuaaday 530630 Newman Clr Cafe by

Coke machinaa

rnorEssioNAL
TYPING SERVICE

. _. DIaaortatlona. Thaaaa.
on carT>pua, vary raliabla. low rataa, Nancy
504^7924

ALL TYPINQ done faat. accurately, max
pan*ivelv Marianne'* Comp Service
774-7706

"OOMMATtS WANTED

Woommtaa naaOaO (mala or Immttm) far

*umrT>ar houaa in Hyanr»i* 1680 per paraon

for (ummar Call Dawn 546 6002 of

Stephanie at 5404804 ______
Looking for 4 paopla to ahara a houaa in

BrewMer May 25 Sapt 4 Joa I617i

4432613

Want to llva In Setitb Varfi»o«t»i thi*

»ummar? Call 540^7241

Two femalae or or>e mate/ferr^ate wanted

to •hare Brittany Manor apt fall *eme»tef

253 2140 Rob

2 lamala* naadad for TownfMMjaa Apt call

549-4712

Two roommataa naadad to ahare 3
bedroom Townhouae Apt call Laalie

549 4614 ot Michele 5484078

Wanted one roommate to (hare one
bedroom Puffton apt starting Jur>e 1 call

PatrKk 253 2763

IMIMJT

Two badroom two floor furrtiahad

apartment Squir* Village . Sundertarnf M36
including utihtia* cad 6053700

1 bdrm avaHaMo JunaJ Fal opmn Cal

Bath after 7pm-

Prtrtce Tiaa bl

bal46 7PM

Tba grpptaat Ipcatlonll Rva (padoua
rooma for rant The three etory houaa

w'two f\MI battia. kitchen, living room and

dinmg room kxatad on North Plaaaant

St an eight maiute walk to Grad Towar

*21o* 'mo Cal Jim 5409104

Naad a~pl*c« to atay iMa 8ummar7
Secure a mca large room withm walking

4aia«Ka to campua fa« option Jody

283^6222

In Amliawt (or 1 or 2
woman to ahara wM ottiar woman Hufi
yard, porch quiet, fnand^i iiaiylibora.

June lit. fen option 290-0903

MRVICIt

corns la/m ttnedng M.OD par hr

former 123/121 grader 4 aamaatar unnrarai

ty conaultant Alan 253 7665

TRAVEL

China atudy ar>d travel June 9 - July 17

Conificat* ewerded »2986 from New York

All mclufcve cell I413I 548-6136 for mora m
formation

Famala traveling mete naadad to tour

Europo tha jummer Plaaae ca* Donna

evarvng* at 1 467 9240 if mieieeted

TVPIftO

"Spaody Kaya" pfofaaaional IBM typing

Peper*. the*e*. rfieaariation*, romance
language* 256 in02

TOSUMCT

WAHTtO

Wpwfdl Puftlen or Srandywlna ap« rmt-

ad for fen 96 wiling to leeee m June cal Sua

540 5894 or Kethy 54O0290

2/3 bedroom apartment Puffton pratarrad

rewerd caM 540 1232 or 540 1252

Marketing and Managamont
wanted for »ummer »nd fal «a

Hampahir* Mai Office eppty at Oflica of In-

tomehip* 546 0777

WAMTED TO RSMT

3 badroom apt within 1 mile to campu* un-

fumiehed to lake over m June or rmd May
cal Rich at 640^9022 or Mark at 640-4700 or

546-5003 _________
Seeking 3 badroom apartment for fall

Wil take over loaee June 1 CaM Oonnt
540.5600. AliM>n 546 1406. Kim 5405649

2 bdrm apt in Puffton. Take over laaee ir

June »2B reward Plaaae cal 546-4322 or

4323

U2 TICKETS

Cantrum April 19 last 19SB Naw England

how 12th row cal Rick afiar 11 pm
666-7094

Wanted 2 or 3 badroom apartment wM
pay 1 100 for maw call Oave 540 9192

1 or 2 bedroom apt wanted in Puffton

Praeidentiai tdk^- »«se m Jur>e call Oave
6e&713e Charte* 685-7918

1 bdrm Puffton.Reward MO lor your
Robin 665 2421

A 2-3 badroom apt m Downtown Amharat
Puffton or Brandywma Jur<a 1«t Reward
negotiabia for l«as« Call 546-2SB8

r
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SPORTS
Gorillas toughwhen it counts, 14-13
Lax opens season with

OTwin overDelaware
By FKTEK ABRAHAM
f%,lU^iriHn StHff

It v^as clutch The "lets get together and win this gamt-

type of clutch. The Iniversity of Massachusetts lacrosse

team wasn't going to disappoint 4.000 win-.starved fans by

losing the home-opener of what has been labeled a promising

season.

Tom Lukacovic capped a streak of four unanswered goals

by taking Tom Carmean's feed and bouncing a shot pass

Delaw. UeJimRourke with 1:25 tugoinovertimetolift

the (. ;.) a 14 l'? victory over the Blue Hens Sat-

urday.

"I think of ''•
vst- were itnvMi and came back and I'm

proud as hell > am. I'M coach Dick (larber said "For

a while there ! really wondered what the outcome would be.

but these kids have some guts, and the crowd wouldn't let

us lose."

I'Mass found itself trailing 13- 10 with 12:50 to go in the

game to a run-and-gun Delaware team that had taken advan-

tage of every opportunity the Gorillas had given them

"When we had a three goal lead I was worried they would

out it." Delaware coach Bob ShiUinglaw said. "They can run

with anybody and score quickly All we had to do was keep

them from getting m<'mentum."

But the (k>rilla8 quickly gained momentum. With 1:26 to

go. senior co-captain Karl Hattoncut the lead to two. l.'M 1.

with a blast past Rourke that senior attackman Mike Fionni

answered just 1 1 seconds later after takmg a great pass from

Greg Fisk to make it 13-12.

Delaware, forgetting the py^n it up xtiaiegy that gave

them a lead, tried stalhng the ball for the remainder of the

game, but the UMass defense stiffened, and with 6:34 left in

the game Delaware's Denis Sepulveda was called for a push

and added a minute to his penalty after some unsportsman

like dialogue with the officials.

I Mass had its chance with the man- advantage and Fionni

made the most of it. rifling a shot in after a (armean pass to

tie the score at 13 with .5:34 to go

Delaware got the ball back with 4:14 to go and tried to get

the ball to junior All- American Randy Powers who had six

goals on the day.

The Hens were checked off the ball and regained it before

C.arber called time out with 1:53 to go. Then it happened.

The Wave. The first-ever I'Mass wave started on the

Tobin balcony and moved to the hill bordering the field. The

4.000 in attendance washed it through four times

"1 couldn't believe it, the wave at I'Mass. We were stand

ing there listening to coach and all of a sudden they (the

crowd) started doing it. It was sick." Fiorini said. "That really

got us pumped, I knew there was no way we were going to

lose."

Delaware got the ball to Powers, who cut toward goalie

Gerry Moreau's left side with six seconds to go. Defen.seman

Tommy Aldrich checked his former West Genesse high

school teammate off of the ball. Another high school buddy

of Powers. UMass midfielder Neal Cunningham, scooped up

the ground ball and forced the extra period.

.Junior .Seamus McGovem won the faceoff from Steve

Shaw and the Gorillas worked for a shot. Fiorini. working

inside, was denied twice and Hatton once before Delaware'*

Dan Harley was called for a slash with 2:06 to go as he hacked

Doug Musco.

> ky kmdy Htiirr

Midfielder Stephen Moreland (13) works past Delaware's Charles Chatterton (5). Moreland had

a ^oal in the Gorilla's 14-13 overtime victory Saturday in front of nearly 4.000 fans.

I'Mass worked the ball around to Hatton at the top of the

offense to Carmean behind the goal. The Farmingdale Com
munity College transfer worked to Rourke's right and fed

Lukacovic who drilled a ten-footer in for the game-winner.

I'Mass started strong, scoring the first three goals of the

game as Carmean. Lukacovic and midfield Stephen

Moreland connected to make it 3-0. Powers answered with

two goals for Delaware before Musco teamed with Carmean
to make it 4-3.

to make it 4-3. Sepulveda scored for the Hens with only 1:12

to go in the first period and I'Mass clung to a 4-3 ad-

vantage.

Dave Metzbower and Pete Van Bemmell gave the visitors

a 5-4 lead before senior Kenny Freeman and Carmean tallied

for a 6-5 I'Mass lead.

Carmean's goal was a highlight film job. The sophomore
chopped defenseman Bill Kemp's stick, forced the ground
ball and spun in the same motion to fire a shot from 15-yards

out past Rourke.

Powers tied the game at six with 5:18 to go in the half

before Musco and Fisk scored in the last three minutes to

give the Gorrilas an ft-6 lead.

The Hens then scored five of the next six goals as Powers

continued on page 1

1

UMass 14, Delaware 13
UMaaaU-Oj 4

Delaware (1-4) 3

14

13

Goals: (I'M) Tom Carmean 3. Tom Lukacovic 2, Mike

Fiorini 2. Doug Musco 2. Karl Hatton. Greg Fisk.

Stephen Moreland. Kenny Freeman. (Del) Randy Powers

6. Denis Sepulueda 2. Pete \'an Bemmell 2. Dave Metz-

bower, Steve Shaw. Bill Regan.

Assists: (UM) Carmean 3. Fisk 2. Hatton. Freeman.

(Del) Pete Jenkins 5, Regan. Jeff Kirby.

Saves: (UM) C;err> Moreau 13. (Del) Jim Rourke 12.

Shots: UM 39. Del 37.

Ground Balls: UM 41. Del 31.

Faceoffs Won: UM 13. Del 16.

Clears: UM 14-oM7. Del 14-of-18.

Game winning goal: Lukacovic from Carmean. 1:26

left in overtimt'.

Baseball takes pair from Owls
Knopf's 3-hiUerandoffensive explosion key importantA-JO wins

Collcrian photn hv Andy Hrlirr

UMass righthander Jim Knopf fired a 3-hitter
to lead the Minutemen to a 4-1 win over Temple
on Saturday.

Bv JOHN A. NOLAN
and PETKR ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team began its

Northern campaign this weekend on a successful note, taking

two of three games from the Temple Owls at Lorden

Field.

Jim Knopfs three-hitter highlighted Saturday's action as

the Minutemen split two games, winning the first 4- 1 ,
while

dropping the second, ."i-4.

On Sunday. Angelo Salustri's seventh inning grand slam

home run broke open a tight ballgame en routt- to the

Minutemen's 1 1-6 pounding of the Owls.

Our goal coming into the weekend was to win two.

"

UMass manager Dick Bergquist said. "We should've won

three but we let one slip away."

In Saturday's opening game, a .strong wind blowing from

right-to-left coming in from centerfield dictated play as

neither team could manage much success at the plate.

UMass jumped out to a 1-0 lead in the second inning as

.Jeff Cimini doubled and then moved to third on a throwing

error. He combined with Doug Wright to complete a double

steal and give UMass the lead.

The Minutemen loaded the bases in the sixth when Matt

Sheran walked, Salustri singled, Cimini reached on a

fielder's choice forcing Sheran at third, and Doug Wright was

intentionally walked. Steve Messina then doubled over the
centerfielder's head scoring Salustri and Cimini. Freshman
.Steve Allen capped tHf >irr.ring with a hunt single scoring
Wright.

In the second game, -Jeff Manto cracked a home run off .Jon

.Martin in the top half of the seventh inning to sink the

Minutemen and earn the Owls a split in the doubleheader.

On Sunday, the Minutemen spotted Temlple a two-run
lead before exploding for three runs in the sixth and four in

the seventh to go to 5-7 on the sea.son, and more importantly

take an early lead in the Atlantic 10 Eastern Division

standings.

Salustri keyed UM's offensive effort with five RBIs includ-

ing the grand slam, his second homer of the season. Allen ( 1 -

2) picked up the win with Steve AUard and Jeff Jensen in

relief.

In UM's half of the sixth. Cimini walked before scoring on a

.Salustri double to left that rolled into the corner. Messina
then doubled in Salustri and drove Temple started Amer
Abugherir (4-1) from the mound.
Wright greeted reliever Rich Danson with a run-scoring

double that gave UMass a 5-4 lead.

The seventh saw Sheran hit by a pitch. Todd Comeau walk
and Cimini reach first on an error. Salustri then unloaded a

shot over the left field fence that gave UMass a 9-4

advantage.
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BITCH TM'MOAN

Grunts and groans
At the University of Massachusetts, as cafeterias. They howled like children

on other campuses, a small but vocal when the vice chancellor for administra-

minority of the student body have forgot- tion and finance tried gently and openly to

ten they are here to get an education and free them from this fantasy.

spend most of their time denigrating, and Not one of them holds a degree in law,

thus impeding, administrators' efforts to law enforcement or race relations, yet

improve the academic envin.>nment. they have branded the iidmuustration's

It is often unclear whether such people carefully considered treatment of a

are totally misguided in their conception

of what college meana, need a way to pro-

long the troublemaking days of grade

school, or simply want a "student govern-

ment" sinecure to put on their resumes.

In the '608 and '708. nrumy students seem-

ed to think a war thousands of miles away

was somehow their business. The hemm-

ing and liaw ing these days is justifie<l in

terms of "student rights."

What are "student rights?" Many
universities have alrejidy given students

one major privelege that is all too often

taken for granted and abused. This is the

official subsidizing, with money that

would be better used for labortories and

corporate investments, for offices and

suspected arsonist as unconstitution^

and racist. Nor do any of them hold a

business or accounting degree, yet when

the aforementioned vice chancellor based

a fee restructuring proposal on his nrnny

years of education and experience, they

bitohed and moaned. There's no longer a

war to which they can yell, "Hell no we
won't go," so they thought up "No way

we won't pay" instead and obstructed the

corridon* of the administration building

for 30 minutes.

(hie first impulse is to say, do away with

student government; it's gotten out of

hand. But this would only encourage a

number of young, restledss individuals to

act more aggressively, possibly endanger

materiab so that egotists just emerged ing physical safety on campus as well as

from adolescence can quibble amongst

themselves and play Mr. and Ms. Politi-

cian.

If the participants in this charade kept

H within their own circle, "student

goverrunent" would not infringe txx)

seriously on the right of more conscien

the intellectual climate

The more difficult, but more sensible,

solution is to draw unequivocally the line

between fun and games and responsibih-

ty. The former should belong to "student

government." provided those of us who

want to learn are not affected, but the lat-

tious students to go about the business of ter is and will always be m the hands ol

being educated

Instead, UMass' self-styled crusaders

came to believe, for example, that the

University's hotel/convention center

b^Qi^ to th«m because it happens to

contain a craft shop and a couple of

those who are qualified to hold it

Unsigned EditonaU dtm't reflect the ma-

jority opinicm of the Collegian, they mere-

ly reflect ime or ttro pow0r hungry

Ttiembert o/the opiiuon att^who nsver let

anyone sm tkgmfirst

Spew from the readers

Minors need booze
How dare the Hatch start carding people

at the bar. As a concerned student, under 20.

Tm appalled at the apparent lack of concern

shown by the Hatch in regards to the rights of

students everywhere to dnnk illegally The

nerN-e of some people. Fine, take away Cliff

Myers from the Blue Wall, stop the daily

Happy Hour at the TOC. put in an ice cream

shop in place of student controlled busi-

nesses, but don't you dare try and enforce the

law. Shame on you alL

I. Dee
Sylvania
Blue dot building

Scandal in the D.C.!
The time has come! Students, we must

come together and fight this cause. We
must no longer tolerate this. Finally, here

is a cause we can rally around. Forget coed

bathrooms occupations. Forget tuition hike

rallies. Forget gay marches. Join me in

fighting this great injustice: syrup.

Aren't you tired of constantly having to

rescue your half-drowned and very soggy

pancakes from the clutohes of sugary,

cancer-producing sjTup. You pay good

money to get good service from the D.C.

Granted, nothing can be done to save lunch

and dinner at the D.C. But there is hope for

breakfast. Breakfast, the best way to start

off the morning, should not be ruined by an

overabundance of syrup.

Every morning 1 ask the D.C. worker to

give me just little syrup. And what do I

get? Soggy pancakes. It doesn't take much
not to pour the whole ladle of syrup over

the pancakes. Just think how much money

the D.C. is wasting. They could cut their

costs in half and keep our board costs

down. But no! The D.C. wants our money.

The administration wants our hard-earned

money! Everyone wants our money.

It's time for us to rally and fight.

Together we can save our soggy pancakes

and waffles from a fate worse than death.

To arms!

Aunt Jemima
Maple Ave.

Lies, and more lies

Hi. students. Do you know us'' Well we're

the new SGA co- presidents, but you pro-

bably wouldn't know it because only 1 7 per

cent of you bothered to vote for us. But

never mind cause we're so incredibly awe-

some that as long as we know who we are, it's

okay.

Here's a little introduction to us. Stacy,

that's me, is really incredibly like wow. into

student rights. Stacy, me again, is so much

hke like a real student, hey she even like,

takes classes like trampoline pass/fail and

she likes them so much she repeats them.

Dan. thats me now. is like so psyched.

Well, he is like so sensitive you just gotta

love him.

And then there's me. I don't have a name,

but I write all the letters for Stacy and Dan. I

get paid through .student fees so like, wow. I

guess I'm imporUnt. I know you are pro

bably thinking, with so many student

groups facing budget cuts why should Stacy

and Dan have a paid letter writer? Well their

SC.A co-presidents and that's all that

really matters.

Well that's us folk.s. well be looking for

ward to like serving you. and remember like

wow to student's right.s.

Stacy Kail

Dani Burgers
Amherst

Love your rodents
I Lake great exception to William J.

Spain's last column "Crerbils - the Univer-

sal Panacea." It is shocking and disgusting

to me that an otherwise progressive college

newspaper would allow someone like Spain

to speculate in print about the culinary and

sporting potential of defenseless rodents.

His sickening pizza recipe and his callous

description of a Newman Center badmin-

ton game are unwelcome on the pages of

my school paper. Obviously, he doesn't

realize that gerbils are warm, friendly, in-

tolligent, affectionate, and downright cute

little creatures which are totally deserving

of all the love a man can possibly give them.

Donald Duct Tape

South Hadley

P\ea*t. Lor^, 4p*-<'C m^

bo\*icV5 oji^ mora pa^k'v

.4' )Hti\ U)l\]f^

Slime invades tower
I'm disgusted. Yesterday I was attacked by

a gold, mucua-like slime, similar to the color

of the stuff that drips from your nose when
your boyfriend is gazing at you with loving

eyes, in the elevator in the graduate research

tower B.

We pay good money to come to this school,

you would think that the slime could at least

be contained in the dining commons, were it

belongs, not in academic buildings. The sight

of this slime every Thursday makes me throw

up in the elevator, and of course the physical

plant never cleans up my upchuck, so the

same elevator has a nice green and brown

glow to the floor.

How much longer do I have to throw up in

the elevator before something is done?

Kim Ajar
Amherse

Fuck student rights
This letter is to inform students that on

March 16. the first day of Spring Break, the

administration, under my orders, went into

all residents' dormitory rooms and took con-

trol over their personal belongings.

Since we did such a good job in taking over

control of the Campus Center and eliminat

ing the BOG without any major student

uprising, wedtH^ided to take over student.s'

personal things, such as their televisions,

stereo's and yes. we took their new 198.5

Porshe's parked in student parking lots,

which we have since converted to administra-

tive tennis courts.

Presently we are making plans for a major

announcement affecting students. That

announcement should be made May 27.

Jack's SoNice
Whitless building

Fratboys: No pets!

The Collegian's repeated insinuations

that fraternity men regularly engage in un

natural acts with barnyard animals are

exactly the kind of charges based in ignor

ance that we have come to expect from your

lousy fishwrap of a paper. Kven a brief

perusal of the Oreek Area regulation would

have shown you that keeping pets in frater

nity houses is expressly forbidden.

Thay Porka Pigga
Delta baaahh

I.«tter8 Policy: We are sick of people

writing in and bitching and moaning.

Why don't you all just go away and die.

Yes. all of you. We're mad as hell and

aren't going to take it anymore. So
there. Hi mom!

J

Computer sex scandal

1 hate this fucking school. Everytime 1 go

to use one of the computers in Grad towers,

the fucking thing goes down. What the

fuck. 1 represent COINS majors

throughout this campus when 1 say, we

aren't going to take this shit anymore. Just

liecause we happen to be stupid and need

the assistance of a machine to do all our

work, that is no rea.son. for us to be treated

like shit, even though most of us look like

shit.

Either get the fuckin^,' cornpulers fixe<l or

stop charging us $;i.'> a semester, or we

might band together and break into the

main computers in Whitmon- and delete

the pay records of all UMass employees

and start a computer revolution that would

make IBM proud.

Pat Again
Belching

Prez says 'great'

Thank you Collegian for printing such ob-

jective, unbiased columns from people like

Peter Dough and Leif Erick.son. Reading

them makes me feel good all over. My only

complaint is that at times they seem a bit

too liberal for my tastes, but what the hell,

keep up the good work.

Konald Reagan
Washington
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THE EAR
Tlie Ear has learned that a former chan-

cellor, who will remain unnamed, is writing a

book about his experiences at Amherst. The
book, titled, "Long Range Planning and
Strategic Resolutions for Running a Univer-

sity," is rumored to contain all the juicy

details said to really go on during weekly
briefing sessions with the chancellor. The
book IS expected to name names and the Ear
has learned that current administrators are

sweating profusely in anticipation of the siz-

aling hard cover.

Despite strong objections by faculty mem-
bers, Bobby Jonea.Secretary of the Faculty

Senate, has decided to commisssion a Spe-

cial Report examining the status of the Dean
of Student's office to determine if that office

actually exists or is merely a figment of all of

our imaginations. The Ear ha.n learned that

faculty are opposed to the idea because, as

one professor said, "we are scared stiff we
may find out something so horrible that our

lives will be changed forever." Nevertheless.

Bobby IS going ahead with the plans. The
EAR says. "That a boy. Bobby. We love

you kid."

This just m , the Ear haK learned that

Billy Colon has been named chair of the

BudKel's Committee of the S((A. replac-

ing the much maligned Joey Sparkle.

Colon you might remember was involved

in the great (iarbage Can Ncandle a few
yearw back and is rumored to be on
everyone's hit lif«t as the moKl obnoxiouM
arnator since Timi Randoif. Kur's wi.Hh

ing Billy more surces.s than anyone thinks

possible

Ear iH the biggest news uf the day. The
Ear has learned that the editor of a certain

competing newspaper is really - -

nightclub circuit. Apparently thi-

get this, been seen reading the Amherst
bulletin while drinking at the Drake. Tan

you believe if Well, apparently that editor

has no morals

Speaking of newspapers, the Ear has

learned that our friend Denny Maddog is

attempting a coup of the Collegian Apparen-

tly, De nny is a little more upset about the

rumors he has been "close" with the goats

down at Tilsoa Well Denny. Baaahhh U)

you.

And finally, ear's something ust

won't believe. Chancellor Joey Dee, is

going to renovate his house for the fif-

teenth time since coming to Amherst
three years ago. Joey apparently doesn't

care that ' t fees keep ri.sing He just

wants to f I e the tiling is the most hip

in town. Well the Ear does hope that he gets
' *" t hat hideous blue carpeting in the living

Until next time, have a good day. and
remember the Ear is watching you

STIFFS
Bonzo. .56, Actor m B
grade movies

Bonzo. movu- actor and lov

able chimp, was found dead
in his room yesterday, ap

parently after being stran-

gled. Eyewitnesses claim to

have seen a tall, wnnkled

man accompanied by .several

other men weanng sun-

glasses leaving the premises
about the time of his death

Police are investigating this

and there have been reports

that traces of black hair dye

were found on the corpse.

His demise comes just days

before he was to complete his

memoirs - titled "The Worst
Actor I Have Ever Known."

He is survived by his trainer

and a pet cat A memorial ser-

vice will be held this after-

noon at Our Lady of Besti-

ality Church in West Los
Angeles.

Freddy and the Toad-
killers, 25. 26. 59, Punk
Rockers

All three members of the

Northampton based band

"Freddy and the Toad-

killers" perished Saturday

night after a gig in Fraternity/

Sorority park. Police say that

they had just launched into

their hit song"Dumbass Jock

Maggots Suck" when a keg of

Miller Lite was accidentally

spilled onto the stage, elec-

trocuting them all instantly.

UMass police are treating it

as a routine case of (ireek

Area overexuberance.

Before:
Missy Johnson (shown above) is the world's first

known survivor of the new grapefruit beauty
treatment. Johnson had to have grapefruit

smeared on her face three times an hour for a

week. Most people usually last a day, but Missy

did it for the whole week and now look at the

results. Missy is a different person! All because
of a grapefruit. Wow, isn't that wonderful.

After:

Announcement
The Hatch's waitress service was so successful the

restaurant hat? started valet parking in the campus

center garage. Ten dollars will get a student driver to

park your car anywhere you want. The valet will also

shine your shoes. American Express Gold cards are now

being excepted.

Ask Butch
Dear Butch, Help! My stomach seems

to be getting larger and larger every day and

has been for the past three months. The

Health Center says its all the steamed food

Tve been eating at the DC, but I'm begin-

ning to think it's something else What

should I do? Tummy ache in Sylvan.

Dear Tummy ache. Go back to Health

Services, if they can't find anvthing, sue

them.

Dear Butch, My Food Science and Nut-

rition professor is giving us difficult exams

and is now requiring us to read books. For

the first time in five years, he has changed

the answers on the tests. Isn't this against

University policy for a professor to change a

gut course into one which requires a student

to think and read? Flunking in FS&.N.

Dear Flunking, More and more FS&N
students are finding it difficuh to pass 101

and 130 because of a crackdown by pro-

fessors. My advice is to seek legal counsel

because it appears that what they are doing

is a violation of the Student Code of Con

duct, section I), paragraph two which states

"All student* taking FS&.N classes should

expect a grade of B or better."

Dear Butch, I have this compulsion to

steal. Hot Tamales, cake, you name it, I

steal it. 1 just can't seem to resist the

temptation. What groups on campus offer

help to people like me? Kleptomaniac.

Dear Kleptomaniac, I hear the SGA
offers help to students like you, check it

out
Dear Butch, I'm in love with my lizard.

We do everything together,- sleep, eat, play

squash, everything. But that's not my pro-

blem. It's that I have this compulsion to

study on Friday nights. I just can't seem to

bring myself to go out. What should I do?

Shut-in in Amherst.

Dear Shut-in. Why don't you see if your

lizard will go out to the Drake with you or

somethinif? Just having someone to do

things with helps in cases like yours.

< otWfiui plM>ta bf HcBTV K«fn*f

SHUTTLE SERVICE BEGINS — UMass officials announced yesterday

plans to start up a new shuttle service to take administrators from

Whitmore to Boston. The Ear has learned it was the Brainchild of

former UMass Provost Loren Barritz. but Richard O'Brien insists he

thought of it.

HORRORSCOPES
Aries (March 21 April 19): Watch where you

walk today • beware of telephone poles, mov-

ing busses and dogs who appear to be looking

for a fire hydrant.

Taurus (April 20-May 20): Do not wear red

today and watch your temper. You will not do
well on exams.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20): Be nice to that

special journalism professor who always

drinks Tab. You will be rewarded.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22): Don't smoke or

have x-rays taken today. Breathing may also

be hazardous to your health.

Leo (July 21-Aug. 22): Today you will meet

that special someone. She will be named
Dorothy, have a pup named Toto and you will

have the courage to actually talk to her.

Virgo (Aug. 22 -Sept 23): Jump into the sack

with someone you don't know - variety, after

all, is the spice of life.

Libra (Sept. 2.3-Oct. 22): You will be

especially homy today - look up one of your

Virgo acquaintances.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov. 21): Watch General

Hospital today for a secret message that will

change your life.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Skip classes

today and go to the Drake to contemplate the

true meaning of life.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Use your
excellent fmancial .status to go on a wild

spending spree today. Make plans for excit-

ing, foreign travel in the near future.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You will be
moody today but use drugs to lift your spirits.

Don't consummate any large deals, though,

that you may be sorry for later.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): Don't even
bother getting out of bed today unless you
have a yacht or submarine to bring you in

touch with your sign. Don't eat any sea-

food.

Awareness Week
This week's Awareness Calendar
Monday: Air Awareness Day (Suck it in

and enjoy it; if you don't, join an anti-air

pollution committee.)

Tuesday: PVTA Awareness Day (Think

how long it would take you to walk to cam-

pus from Brittany Manor every day, and
appreciate your bus driver. Or, report them
if they screw up.)

Wednesday: Dining Commons Aware-
ness Day (Think how you'd never bother to

cook yourself such a rea.sonably balanced

meal that includes a gooey dessert. Or,

fast.)

Thursday: Hair Awareness Day (No mat-

ter what color or texture your hair, thank the

heavens that you're not bald. Or, if you
are, reminisce.)

Friday: Fashion Awareness Day (1 ake in

the varied fashions worn at L^Mass and be
grateful you don't go to an Ivy League
school, where it's the same scenery every

day. Or, go out in your birthday suit in pro-

test of capitalist dressers.)

Have a good week'
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Attention Collegian staff:

Anti-Semitism Awareness

orkshop with Marcia Black

of SCERA at 7 p.m. Tuesday

in Room 811 of ihe Campus

Center.

Correspondents -this counts

towards staff status.

##UMass Mania"

Directions:

1 I 'nscramble words

I ike circled letters and form mystery word

I .Send completed forms to 113 Campus Center for

PKl/KS I'KIZKS PHI'/KS'"

E EVIDJ
n

BIMRT
n

DACTAM
n

VISAZD
:i}

pr*«««w«f»r, rr 1 1 1^
Mystery word goes here:

(Answers next year)

This day in Hiatory

1066 A.D. — William the Conqueror has first successful

bowel movement after invading Enjfland.

1632 - Spani.sh Inquisition unexf>ectedly endorses use of

Iron Maiden for information gathenng.

1653 - First adulteress hanged in Massachu.setLs Bay

Colony.

1896 - Thomas Edison patents first electric vibrator

prototype.

1927 — Ronald Reagan has his first prolonged erection.

1932 - First Helen Keller joke told.

1934 - Jerry Falwell born in Lynchburg, Virginia.

1954 — Jerry Falwell born again in Lynchburg, Virginia.

1962 — John F. Kennedy sets 100 yd. dash record while

chasing Marilyn Monroe across White House lawn.

1964 — Jerry Garcia takes acid for first time.

1965 — Jerry Garcia takes acid for 1000th time.

1968 — Sexual Revolution officially begins at UMass.

Huge crowds flock to the pond for bra-burning rally.

1982 - Sexual Revolution at UMass ends. First case of

heri)es diagnosed in Southwest.

1983 — Frank Sinatra puts out his 100th contract.

1984 — James Watt tortures baby ferret to death for

after dinner entertainment at the White House.

1985 — Managing editor of the Collegian is set upon by

hordes of humorless administrators.
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Football,
basketball
slashed
from UM
budget
Boyden bosses say:
no $ forlosing teamsMi

By l.KKiH MH.AMMONS
C'uileKian Staff

University of Massachusetts

athletic director Frank
Mclnerney announced yester-

day that the school would cut

the funding of all "non-

productive" sports starting

next season.

The s<*h<Mil cut seven s}x>rt5. men's and

women's skiing, tennis ami g<»lf and wrestl-

ing last May. but Mclnerney. along with

P < r*hysical Education Dr. David

I, said that now. any team that wins

will get funding.

"L(»ok, it's actually ver\ Mriipiv li \"ii

win, you get the cash." Mclnerney said.

"That's what sports are all alxmt. Who
gets the money in baseball, the .350 hitter

of the .2(H) hitter?"

In the new distribution fiackage the

men's lacrosse, women's soccer, ski

field hockey. Softball and women's lacr . •.

U-am.'i. all national contenders, would

receive the bulk of funds.

The f(K)Uiall. V>askettjall and l>a.seball

teams, who suffered through losine

yy

seasons last year, will have to earn their

funding.

"For every victory a team gets, its fun

ding will increase 10 percent. A loss will cut

it hiack the same amount."
Footi>all coach Bob Stull. who guided th«

team to a 3-8 season in his first year in tht

hea.! ' ann(»unce<l his resignatioi.

Ba.^r I <»ach Ron (ierlufsen. who guid

ed I'Mass to a 13-15 record this year, will

St<x'kbridge Basketl»ll assistant

i;ick Leanmn.
"I'm shocked." Geriufsen said yesterday

at a news conference. "We were rapidly

improving and I'd hope<l for a winning

season next year, but m»w we have $1.28

left in the budget (the percentage cuts were

retr»>active back to 1978) and that's not

enough to buy a rerniit a key chain, never

mind a new c;i'

Stull also expi.-^.-iM ui.-inay.

"This school is nutso. 1 come in and try to

establish a team and now they tell me that I

I't have any money, they're giving it to

: • ski teams and the soccer team. I cjuit."

[..acrosse coach Dick Garber. who has

contemleil nationally without the aid of

funding for 31 years, said that his players

would now get the recruiting ijerks he

Newlineman gets haircut
Collepan photo by Mil Masraraa

'th« man of 1.000 ina«k>'

UMass basketball coach Ron (terlufsen. shown here at a press con-

ference yesterday after athletic director Frank Mclnerney announced
his sport would be cut. (ierlufsen said he would become Stockbridge
hoop assistant coach to Jack Leaman.

eluding the recent junior college transfers,

will stay at school and play under new

c.arh Greg I^ndry. a UMass alumnus.

couldn't afford prior to the new plan.

"I'll be handing out the cash," (iarUr

said. "I might buy .Justin Ryan's and turn it

into a team r(H»m for thf vnivs. 1 ht-y all livt*

there anyway.
'

IMASS NOTEB<)<)K:l ndercla.ss athletes

by the hundre<l.s have begun transfering

from the schmil in response to the move.

Basketball players Carl Smith, l^renzo

Sutton and Will)ert Hicks announced plans

to declare haniship and go into the Na
tional Basketltall Association draft.

The majority of the fwjtball team, m-

Mclnerney said that he hoped the recent

unsuccessful team would be able to regain

their funding but prr»mis«Hl nothing.

"The althletic deprtment took a beating

lietting on Tulane in basketball games this

winter. I thought they were sure things.

We need to make some of those funds l>ack

and some sports may have to go. It's too

bad that we hn ike that step, but

what can I do?'

Sports Log

Tony Betroi

•Inst H few. fh"ii^.'hts...

No more need be said.

(Editor's null': Sports Editor Peter

Abraham has submitted this column for

nomination for the l*uUtzer I*rize. He declares

this Betros' best work without fail to date.)

Campus Center barber Floyd cuts the hair of transfer football lineman

Tauro Tanaka. UMagg-ngwest recruit goes 430 some-odd pounds.

Snorts ata glance
Midget Tossing: at no Balls State

Tag Team Wrestling: at Parts Unknown University

Stockbridge Basketball: at Mr. Greens Jeans Tech
Lots of Drinking: at Dorms, town, 11 Townehouse and
UK Brandywine
Lots of Action: see above

Studying: be serious

Food Science Studying: c'mon now . . .

Conservative Shooting: at Collegian editorial desk

Ambulance Chasing: at News Desk

The Cover up the News InvataUonals: Dean of students

office

TTieMassachusettsDailu ^ ^'^*'*'^ ^'"**'"* orga«ii«t.on \k vv knglands largest college daily
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25 students prolongWhitmore sit-in
Rally emphasizes

resource fee, BOG fate

By LAURA YEE
(\»Uegian Staff

A mob of University of MaftsachusettK

students .staged a sit-in yesterday in the

Whitmore Administration Building demand
mg to speak to administrators as part of a

noontime rally protesting the proposed

Cniversal Re.source Fee and the elimination

of the Campus Center Board of

governors.

Members of the Student (iovemment

Association, the BOG. and the Graduate Stu

dent Senate addressed an

audience ofmore than 200 in front of the Stu

dent I'nion Building on the problems of the

proposed fee and the administration's plan

to take control over the Campus Center

before marching over to Whitmore.

The I niversal Resource Fee is a con-

solidated $261

charge to all students that will be u-^ed to pay

back debt servu e. mones lM>rrowed to con-

struct and renovate buildings that include

•• ' halls and dim mons If the

;: , ..; IS passed, studi- . end up pay-

ing up to $2<M) more for buildings they do not

all use. a measure that student leaders call

"inequitable."

Sanjiv Dugal. president of the Graudate

Student Senate, called the administrators

irrational," "illogical," and

more confused than ever." saying that they

are using the recently propt>8ed increase of

teaching assistant stipends to justify having

graduate students pav additional money for

buildings they don't use

"They tell us that graduate stipends are

going up., but not for everyone. The deans

can hire more TA's instead of awarding

raises." he said. "The best graduate students

are choosing not to come to CMass because

of the fee structure and low stipends."

While supporters held signs that read,

"Keep Whitmore out of the Campus Cen-

ter." "Fight for Rights." and "Two Wrongs

Don't Make a Right" during the rally, the

audience cheered, applauded, and whistled

after student leaders' speeches.
(imtMmed an

' 'iKiruin ^,^^'•^.^^ t>> Arvlv HflU .

WHITMORK SIT-IN—In protest of recent proposals to dissolve the
R(K> and establish a new fee structure a group of students occupy an
office in Whitmore Administration Building yesterday afternoon.
Some spent the entire night in the office.

King reflects childhood's eerie images
By LAI KA YEE
Collegian Staff

For Stephen King, childhood fears and real life ex-11
^^^^^^^Kpw *- ' ¥ -'"^'-^^l

^B^^^mnf - '^^9

SS !9
Author Stephen King. CnllfKian phntn by Brian K. (innyr

penences from "everywhere" serve as t<K>ls that raise

tales from the crypt and breathes life back into the dead to

form his spine-chilling best-seller novels.

As part of the Distinquished Visitor's Program,

.suspense novelist Stephen King told a capacity crowd of

alK)ut 1,900 who packed the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall last night that, "F^very kid has at least maybe one

monster teacher."

The "Ma-ster of Macabre" opened the lecture by reading

an excerpt from a short story in the jvorks alx)ut the fears

of a first grader asking his teacher, that is out l(> "destroy

him" about using the bathrcKjm in the basement where a

large, human eating tiger reside?

"I'm interested in children." said King who has written

a number of b<K>ks about children including The Shining

where young Danny Torrence. who has extrasensory

perception, knows his father is determined to ax murder

him and his mother, and Fire Starter, a story of little

Charlie McGee who uses her pyrokinetic charms to

destroy an entire community.
"Children are more open to wonder and belief in the

supernatural. ..kids l)elieve everything." he said. "You ask

them, if Ronald McDonald is real and they'll say sure. If

Inside:
^

Legislators promote bill to add refugees
^

Activists to discuss legacy of Martin Luther King •

^
Lax team ranked 13th •

^^

"No one thought we coM. do it but I did.

"

.. , »,^ , .

-Rollie Massamino coach of VUla.i//va afier his team defeated Georgetown University for the NCAA
Basketball title.

By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Staff

About 25 students with a set of nine demands maintained

a vigil last night in Whitmore Administration Building and
with relief help intend to remain there 24 hours a day at least

until Wednesday.
The occupation first began with about 200 student*

immediately following a noontime Rally for student rights

and remained about r>0 strong until the building closed at 5

p.m. About half that number persisted when the department

if public safety informed them there would be no arrests.

"We will stand together until all of our demands are met or

are at least negotiated openly and fairly, ' John Ruddock,

speaker of the I'ndergraduate Student Senate, said about 8

p m last night from Whitmore. "We believe in unity, and this

i.s a demonstration of our unity"

The first of the group's nine demands to be discussed at

length, that advcKating modificatH)n of the Cniversal

Resource Fee by leaving debt service payment for dor

rnitories within residence hall fees, was rejected at a two-

hour aftermx>n meeting with Vice Chancellor for

.Administration and Finance .lohn I. DeNyse, his as««istant

H..J I.ittlefield and Dean of Students William F Field.

The combining of all debt service payments into the I 'RF.

including the dormitones and dining commons, is viewed

unfair bv the students because it will charge commuters,

graduate students and off-campus undergraduates for

buildings they do not use

Littlefield said that only 1 4 i>ercent of the C RF pertains to

residence and dining balls, and that to eliminate that portion

of the fee would hinder the entire plan, whose purpose is to

free money for repairs, maintenance and operation from

accounts over which only b<jndholders now have jurisdic-

tion.

"In the overall interest of everyone, not just the current

student body. I think the pn»po«ed fee is the best choice that

tan be made." he .said, at the same time advocating a $110

"renewal and replacement" fee that will be added to

residence hall charges

The other demands include: Access to high level adminis-

trators "to avoid the nonpmductive negotiations and com
munication in recent months"; acceptance of the Board of

(iovemor's proposal to retain student governance of the

Campus Center/Student Cnion cf»mplex; a Student Act

ivities Office governing board of students to oversee the

.SAO and supervise its director, and the immediate fore-

closure of the Cniversity's remaining investments in .South

Africa.

The students, who are occupying t he office of Dennis Mad-

son, vice chancellor for student affairs, who is out of town,

were permitted past the double dfK)rs near his office only on

the condition that they would no be let back ia Consequen-

tly, the student* were to go without food for the night until

one student confronted Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey with

that fact as he was leaving the building. Ruddock said.

Duffey took the student to McDonald's and returned with

food for the grf)up. Ruddock said, and told the students "he

would look with greater intent into the BO(i proposal."

according to Rudock.

That "initial contact (with the chancellor) is a sign of prom-

i.se that we might not have to deal with .Mad.son but will deal

with the chief administrator on campus-that would be our

ideal." he said.

Baghouse gets going
By FAN POLl'MBACM
Collegian .Staff

The "baghouse" exhaust cleaning system attached to the

University of Massachu.setts power plant is finally operating.

Physical Plant officials said yesterday.

The $5 million baghouse project, begun in 198.1 to place

the power plant in compliance with the federal Clean Air Act

by catching unbumed coal dust before it goes up the chim-

ney, was plagued by technical problems and late equipment

deliveries which led to delays in its completion.

This caused L'Mass to miss four state deadlines for start

ing the system and. most recently, to draw a threat of federal

court action against the University if the system was not nm-

ning by April 6.

But Physical Plant Director Roger Cherewatti said that

after several mechanical and electrical snags la.st week, the

baghouse "has been running like a charm" since Friday.

Once the new system's 17,000 filter bags are sufficiently

coated with coa> '^•st to be fully effective. Cherewatti said

the Mass. Depj ^lent of Capital Planning and Operations,

which superviseu construction, will .irrange for an indepen-

dent testing firm to ensure the plant's emissions are within

legal limits.

\
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Middle East concerns continue
Syria helps to discuss peace

BEIRl'T. Lebanon (AP) - Syria intervened diplomat-

ically yesterday to try to help end the Moslem-Christian

battling around Lebanon's port of Sidon. At least 40

people have been killed in four days of fighting.

Maj. Gen. Mohammed Kholi, Syria's national security

adviser, held five hours of talks with Lebanon's Chris-

tian president, Amin Gemayel, and Rashid Karami, the

Sunni Moslem prime minister.

"We have discussed the Sidon events and ways effac-

ing all eventualities." Karami told reporters. "We as a

goverment are determined to shoulder our reposibility

I in safeguarding the citizens as well as the nation against

any harm."

Asked whether the government would send reinfor-

cements to Sidon's army garrison, he said: "The equip-

ment available is on the way."

Resides the Christian-Moslem fighting, there has

been a recent rash of kidnapping of Westerners. Report-

ing on one of the cases, a Christian radio station said yes-

terday that a shepherd had found the body of a Dutch

priest in a ravine. The Rev. Nicolas Kluiters had been

last seen nearly three weeks ago and was presumed

kidnapped.

There was no immediate word on how or when he

was killed.

Kluiters. a Roman Catholic priest, di.sappeared while

traveling in the Bekaa Valley, an area of Syrian troop

deployment in eastern Lebanon.

In Sidon. heavy fighting resumed at sundown Mon-

day, breaking a nine-hour lull, journalists there

reported.

Lebanese hijacker surrenders

.JIDDA, Saudi Arabia (AP) A hijacker who commandeered a

Middle Ka.st Airlines jet yesterday and demanded millions of

dollars for one of Lebanon's Moslem militias surrendered

peacefully when the plan landed in Judda.

Airport officials said all of the 65 other passengers and !(

crew members were freed unharmed. The hijacker, who

officials said was armed with a pistol and a hand grenade,

seized control of the Boeing 707 dunng a flight from Beirut,

the Lebanese capital to Jidda

One Jidda airport official said that when word of the

hijacking was received here and the plane entered Saudi air

space, the pilot was told. "Go away as it will never be allowed

to land at any Saudi airport,"

He said the plane circled the airport, with the control tower

refusing landing permission, but. "Subsequently, the pilot

told the ccmtroi tower that the hijacker was willing to give

himself up and end the hijacking. And the Saudi authorities

at once said the plane could land."

Lebanon's state radio quoted the jetliner's co pilot. Omar

Atshan. as saying during the takeover that "the hijacker ha.«.

no violent intentions. Hi» only aim is to support the National

Resistance" in the south."

Beirut radio stations said the hijacker belonged to the

National Resistance Movement, one of the Shiite Moslem

militia groups battling Israeli occupation forces in

southern Lebanon.

Beirut airport official* said they believed the hijacker was

Ali Kesrouwani, an employee of Middle Kast Airlines that is

l.*banon'« national carrier.

The \ oice of Lebanon radio stations in Beirut naid the

hijacker was a member of the Kesniuwani family from the

Shiite village of Ankoun in south Lebanon, which was shelled

by the Israelis on March 21 dunng an ant i guerrilla sweep

£k»rfheadpleadsinnocent
BOSTON—A Weston woman, arrested and charged

with running a prostitution ring advertised in the Yellow

Pages as an escort service, pleadetl innm-ent in court

yesterday and was released on bail.

Brighton District Court Judge Albert H. Burns set bail

at $10,(KK> surety for Gail Givens, 32, operator of the

AaaaH Bella escort service, according to a spokesman in

the court clerk's office. Her case was continue<i to April

10.

Ms. Givens was arrested Friday along with a dozen

other women charged with solicitation after police officers

set up appointments with them at various locations

throughout the city.

Weston Police Inspector Roland W. Anderson, whose
dej)anment assisted Boston police in the investigation,

said the ring was operated out of Ms. Givens' home He
said she had six telephone lines installed.

"This house acted as the switchboard." Anderson said.

"She would call her employees where they lived and send
them on their assignments."

Police, armed with two arrest warrants and a search

warrant, seized several telephones and stacks of records

when they arrested Ms. Givens, Anderson .said.

He credited the Boston vice unit with a good and lengthy

investigation.

"We had to run them out of Boston two years ago," said

Boston Detective Mike B. Craven of the vice control unit.

"We arrested her in 1982 and 1983 for the same thing.

She moved out to get away from us."
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Millionaire shoplifts $5 tape
NORRISTOWN, PA-Pennsylvania Agriculture

Secretary Penrose Hallowell, a millionaire farmer, was

convicted yesterday for the second time of sh*)plifting a

$4.99 cassette tape.

The .*>6-year-old Hallowell who is paid $48,000 annually

as a member of Gov. Dick Thornburgh's Cabinet, calletl

the verdict "difficult, unbelievable and unfair."

Hallowell requested the trial in Montgomery C«)unty

Common Pleas Court after a district magistrate found him

guilty in Januar>' and fined him $2h. He insists he just

forgot to pay for the tape, and did not intend to steal it.

"I am convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that this

was retail theft," Judge William Vogel said after seeing a

videotape that was secretly recored by a security camera

in a Sears store on Sept. L
The tape showed Hallowell glancing in each direction

before stuffing a cassete of the Boston Pops Orcestra into

his pt>cket. Alxiut a minute later, he paid for a second tape.

Monson toilet seat reign ends
MONSON, Mass. -After 86 years of making what it call-

ed "The Best Seat in the House," one of the country's

oldest toilet seat makers, the Church Seat Co., has closed

its door.

"It's just one of those things," said Dorothy Kibbe of

Monson, an assembler at the plant for 30 years. "There's

nothing you can do about it."

The Church Seat Co. founded in Holyoke in 1898 by C.F.

Church, who stamj>ed his name on all of his products,

employed 750 people in this town of 7,500 and had plants

in several surrounding towns in Massachusetts and Brat-

tleboro, Vt.

Rep. Joe Moaklcy will

launch House bill to

suspend deportation
WASHINGT<.)N (AP)-Rep. Joe Moakley. D-Mass.. said

yesterday he and other lawmakers are launching a cam-

paign to build nationwide grassroots support for his bill to

suspend deportation back to El Salvador of refugees seek-

ing asylum in the United States.

Moakey said he and Sen. Dennis DeConcini. D-Ariz..

sponsor of a similar bill in the Senate, will participate in a

news conference Wednesday with civic, religious and

Hispanic leaders U) launch the nationwide effort.

"The C.S. presently sends an average of 400

Salvadorans each month bai-k to a countr> engulfed in a

civil war and plagued with wide-spread violence,"

Moakley said.

According to Moakley and DeConcini, thousands of

Salvadorans have applied for ptilitical asylum in the

I'nited Slates, Init less than 3 percent of tht»se applying

have been granted that status.

The two men said thai percentage is dra.slually lower

than the figures for countries such ;i.s Iran. Klhiopia, Hon-

duras, Nicaragua or Poland.

In response to the situation, Cunijrvss. in 1983, passe<i a

sense of the Congress resolution recommending that the

Reagan administration grant extemied voluntary depar-

ture sutus to Salvadorans in this country-, a move that

would have allowed them to stay in the United Slates.

"Unfortunately this language has gone unheaded and

deportations persist," Moakley said

According to Amnesty International, at least 40.000

civilians have been killed in El Salvador since 1980. It also

is estimated that 1 million people, or 20 percent »)f the

population, has been displaced fnim their homes.

"I do not endorse the activities of the sanctuary move-

ment, although I certainly understand and sympathise

with their motives." DeConcini said. "For this reason. 1

lielieve we must endeavor to change the law, not break it."

Technical ad\Tinccs utilized

to increase arrests ofrapists

BOSTO.N A KMiipuur and a half dozen women police

..flu ers are being enlisted in an effort to catch an increasing

number of rapi»t.s. police nas

The ( ompuler will use 72 < att*n<'nf> l<> dest nbe an attack,

inrludin); physual proHle of the rapi.st. phra.ses he might

have used and his method of entering a dwelling, according to

Detective Thomas H Miller, who teaches rape investigation

at the city Police Academy.
Miller Raid the system will narrow the range of suspectJi so

that the victim could end up looking at only '20 photographs

instead of 20.000.

He expect« the system, which should begin operation in

two months, to increase the rate of arrests.

Last year. :<80 rapes were reported to poUce in Boston-

a

higher rate of rape per 1 .000 residents than in New York and

Washington, according to city statistics. The number of

reported rapes had chmbed from 367 in 1983 and 332 in

1982.

Police said the rise comes both from more rapes and from

more women reporting rapes. A recent Justice Department

study concluded that about half of all rapes are not

reported.

There has been a rape- reporting increase even since the

unit was formed. Police Superintendent John K. Barr> told

the Boston Globe.

"Girls will .say to the female detectives.'I'm tellingyou this,

but I wouldn't to an ordinar>' officer."" he .said in an interview

published Monday.
The unit has been praised by rape crisis workers, but it has

not done much to improve the rate of arrests. During its first

six months, arrests increa.sed 14 percent over the previous

six months, but there was a 50 percent increase in the num-

ber of reported rapes.

SUMMER JOB
Ct(>« Cod and The i«l*n<3« of NantuCitfl

• n<J M*nhai V'neyB'tf h*we mof» 900<!

p«yiMg |Obt Op«n lo «tud«nTt and

teac^ri thu Summer man ever bttoT
Mnii rrqu<rr "o pfYvtouf cipent'^cr

The'e are no ampioy'^e"* tttt

fo* 'urlht' loto o*^ (*»• many Hnd« o'

l^« available and ^ow io apply %t^6
a LONG ielf addressed STAMPF
er>veiop« today lo

Cap* Cod Summar Job*
Boi S94 Roof^ 32

Ba'n«t«bie MA o;«30

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEtpHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rocket* !«' ffia
New York N Y 100?0
Phone (21 ?| M1.3040

Mail this ad loi Special
Student /Teacher Tariff.

R(NT«1. IfASC PUI«CH*SE

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea,

Amherst. New Hampshire
(Resident, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity

Sp>ecialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,

Swim Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk

Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel

and Nurses (R.N.)

Excellent Salaries and frir benefits.

Please contact: Dr. Charles B. Roiman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley, MA 02181

617237 9410

Earn

Academic Credit*
while gaining experience

in marketing, public

relations, counseling.

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Interviews begin April 10

Contact the Office of

Internships

•Upon F»cult^A£gr_ovj)^^^^

MONTREAL
April 12 14 $75

Holiday Inn

w/pool ft lounge
R/T mtr coach

from Umass
Sight seeing by

bus
• f 15%

taxes £t service

DAVID
6 6859

Qvil Rights panel

to explore activism
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

The Ambassador to the United Nations from the

Organization of African Unity Oumaru Youssofou and civii

rights activist Rev. Charles Stith will join a host of other

activists and educators in a panel discussion tonight at the

University of Massachusetts as part of Martin Luther King

week events happening all week. (7:30 p.m. in CC Aud ).

"The panelists cover local, regional, national, and inter-

national activism. We wanted to see how King's dream was

being fulfilled throughout the world, it's important to have a

dream - we're using it as a focal point to commemorate the

man and what he stands for • equality, peace, justice, and

freedom." said organizer Fran Trainer who is a trainer on the

anti-racism team for the Student Center for Kducational

Research and Advocacy at UMass.

The discussion, titled "Making King's Dream a Reality;

Struggle for Peace and Justice in our Community and

thrt»ugh<»ut the world fnim Amherst to Soweto."

Appearing with Stith and Ambas.sador Youssofou will be

South African native Penelope Andrews who is also past

counselor to the NAACP Legal Defense Fund Rev Stith of

Boston has been active in the Civil Rights Movement and

recently turned down the position as head of national PUSH
organization offered to him by former presidential candidate

Jesse Jack.son.

Local acti%rtKt8 to speak include Sherwood Thompson,

director of the Office of Third World Affairs, and Ksther

Terrv'. co-director of the Institute for the Advance Studies m
the Humanities and a professor in the UMass Afro- American

Studies department.

The anti-«)ppre8sion coordinator for East Side Residen-

tial Kducation. Susan Allen, will also speak tonight.

"King had a dream to make this world a place where color,

race, class, and gender wouldn't matter, where we'd all be

human beings living in harmony." Trainer said.

6th Ritter race slated
Proceeds to aid runaway kids
By KATHLEEN HART
Collegian Staff

Registration has begun for the suth annual Run for Rit

ter R<»ad Race at the University of Maaaachusetts. a fun-

draiser for a crisis center which cam for the needs of

runaway children, according to race director Bob Coulter

The 10 kilometer race will be held April 20 and all pro-

ceeds will go to the Convenant House, an interruitional

childcare agency in New York started by Fr. Bruce Ritter

in 1968. His goal, said Coulter, was to provide shelter for

runaway chiWren who are abused physically and emo-

tionally.

"I've encountered a lot of kids who would be better off

dead than in their current situation," Coulter said. "Cove-

nant House can provide an answer for a lot of these kids."

lite race was started at UMass six years ago by the

Newman Student Association, who wanted to help Fr. Rit

ter's work. The event has "sky-rocketed," Coulter said,

adding that last year 500 runners earned $7,000 for Cove-

nant House. Coulter said they are hoping to reach $10,000

this year.
"1 ran for charity." said Kevin Kelleher, a senior sports

management major. "It's a great way to donate money.

You get out and do something for these kids and help

yourself at the same time."

There is a $5 entry fee. which goes directly to Covenant

House. Runners alst> get sponsors to pledge a certain

amount per kilometer. Last year there was a dormitory

competition with Hamlin and Van Meter raising the most

money.
The race starts at Alumni Stadium, goes through

Amherst and Hadley and finishes back at Alumni

Stadium.

You can register to run M-F 9-3:30 p.m. in the Campus

Center Concourse through April 19. Also, in the Newman
Center after Masses on April 7 and 14.

UM Police impound rental car
A Hertz rent-a-car was impounded Sunday night after a

.student was found to have accumulated more than $<.(»()(» in

charges from the rental agency. University of Massachusetts

police said.

Police recovered the 198.'i Mercurv on North Village

Access Road and learned it was rented by a UMass student.

The rental agency at Logan Airport in Boston claimed the

student did not intend to pay for the car rental because hi.'<

charge card credit was less than the amount owed to Hertz,

police said.

In other police reports:

The theft of two cars and vandalism to several others were

reported over the weekend.

• - A 1977 Chevrolet Camaro parked in lot 22 and a 1978

Pontiac Trans Am parked in lot 44 were reported stolen

Friday afternoon.

• - A car belonging to the head of residence in Patterson dor-

mitory was vandalized while parked in the dormitory's park-

ing lot. Police said there have been judicial problems in the

dorm and that there are suspects related to the incident.

• - Police arrested a 20 year-old .John Adams resident for

indecent exposure to pedestrians outside the dormitory

.Saturday morning. The man was arrested and put in the

Amherst jail after a short chase on foot by campus police.

• - A student tried to break into a second floor room in

Thatcher House by using a power tool Friday night. Damtige

done to the door lock was the result of a disagreement bet-

ween two students, police said. Damage is estimated at

.$120. -CHRIS POON

rulktilii phuUi by Andy H»Hrr

Sign wielding and concerned students March up the ramp lo the Whitmore AdminiHtration Ruildmg yester-

day after attending a rally in front of the Student Union to protest the Universal Resource Fee and the pen-

ding takeover of the BtHi.

-k Rally < mtt*ntttd from ^a#f /

James Keller, former SGA co-President, told the

audience that resident assistants who have room paid for as

part of their salary will also lose money through the

proposal

The administration's plan to take over the Campus Cen-

ter would dissolve the power of the BOG by combining the

trust funds of the Campus Center, Conference Services,

and the dirung commons to form an Auxiliary Enterprises

Trust Fund, although negotiations to maintain the BOG
are underway.

"The administration is taking advantage of us," Jane

Donohue. BOG chairwoman said, adding that the Campus
Center is a building for students and should he run by

students. "We can't have an administration who wants to

eliminate the BOG (because) we are the University."

Donohue. who moderated the rally and urged students to

fight for student nghts by aiding in the occupation of Whit-

more offices, said "they make no effort to come see us to

we'll go see them."

Dunng the rally, student leaders asked the audience to

sign letters opposing the fee addressed to Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey calling it "grossly unfair" and an "inequit

able burden." A petition was also used to gather student

support against the administration takeover of the

Campus Center
About 7,'> to 90 students then began to march to Whit-

more while chanting "No way, we wont pay " as they ascen-

ded the stairs tn occupy the office of Dennis L. Madson. vice

chancellor for student affairs, and the Affirmative Action

Office

Ahhough Gerald T. O'Neil. director of Public Safety, said

he did not expect any trouble from the protesters, two of his

officers picked up and threw UMass student .John Patenwm

against the wall when he attempted to blmk the entrance to

Duffey' 8 office.

The protesters, who demanded to speak to Duffey or

Madson, who were out of town, could also not reach the

other three vice chancellors because they were out at lunch.

However. Dean of Students William Field met with them to

arrange a meeting later that aftemtxin.

In reference to the elimination of the BOG. Field said.

"Student and faculty input should come from all channels

(but) I think it should be m<»re than a student board."

"It's a pretty awful thing." Chns Hughs, a sophomore

economics major, said at the rally, adding that the adminis-

tration's plan to take over the Campus Center are

"unethical"

"They (administrators) aren't listening." he said,

explaining if the Campus Center is run by administrators,

"they would give you a chance to voice your opinion but

they aren't listening."

Sabina Hsia. a junior animal science major called the

proposed fee "absolutely ridiculous." saying that it would

be cheaper to move back on campus.

"The main reason I moved off campus was U) save

money." she said.

Lab fees: Inconveniences that can't be ignored
By KATIE GARDNER
Collegian Correspondent

Lab fees, due last week, are for some studenUs at the

University of Massachusetts a way to save money but for

others they are a problem. In any case, though, lab fees

must be paid.

For students who pay no more than $4 or $5 a semester,

fees are at most an inconvenience. "It's just a hassle to

pay them," .said business major Darron Lobdell.

A $4 lab fee. however, is a way to save money for Jeanne

Albano. "I had to pay $4 for xeroxing excerpts from ex-

pensive books that people in the other sections had to

buy."

Yet for students who have high fees, they can be a pain.

"Thiry-four dollars seems like a lot of money in the rniddle

of the semester when you don't have any money." said

sophomore Rick Fotin. And for many students the situa-

tion means not paying the fees until next semester when

they are tacked on the tuition bill if not paid for.

"I never pay my fees when I'm supposed to. I don't have

$30 or $40 in the middle of the semester. 1 think fees

should be included in tuition," Jeff Bach said.

If lab fees are not paid, a student may be withdrawn

from the University. "Depending on the size of the charge,

we send out a letter saying you must pay- if not you are

adminstratively withdrawn," said Bursar RolKTt Mishol.

But only unpaid large fees result in a withdrawal, he said.

If it is a smaller fee not paid, the charge is carried to

next semester's bill. Administrative withdrawal involves

the removal of a student's records and "is used primarily

to get students U» \vi^j their bills," Mishol said.

Lai) fees are used for specific items not covere<i by tui-

tion and only benefit the students in the course. They

cover copy services, scientific supplies, bus rentals, movies

and other services that a professor thinks will be worth-

while to the class.

The ultimate decision about whether U) have lab fees, is

left to the professor. If a professor feels it would be worth

it to the students, he or she might u.se lab fees to rent a

film or go on a field trip- things that would not otherwise

be available. Lab fees then cannot be included in the

regular tuition bill. They must l)e processed after add-drop

Deriofi.

All lab fees must lie approved by the Provost's Office,

which is the main office in charge of academic affairs.

Each professor submits a budget to the provost's office

each semester and after authorization fees are processed

through the Bursars Office.

r Women's Forum ^
Women'.s Forum is a weekly listing of events relating to

u omen's issues. Notices should be sent to the Women s Issues

Editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday before the event.

TUESDAY The Third World Women's Program at the

Everywomans Center is sponsoring an Asian Women's

Issues Group from 7-9 p.m. at the E.W.C

As part of the conference on Women, Welfare and Higher

Education, there will be a panel discussion on "Policy

Issues and Strategies" from 9- 1 1 a.niL in Neilson Library,

Smith College.
*

The Counsellor/Advocate program at the Ever>'women's

Center is sponsoring an Incest Survivors Support Group

from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at the E.W.C.

WEDNESDAY The Black Women's Issues Group will

meet from 7-9 p.m. at E.W.C.

THURSDAY There will be a Personal Safety Aware-

ness Workshop for Women, featuring representatives

from Valley Women's Martial Arts, at 7 p.m. in Van Meter

South Lounge.

The Graduate Wages Program at the Everywomen's Cen-

ter is sposoring an informal "Sip, Snack and Socialize"

for graduate women from 4-6 p.m. at the Faculty Club.

The Latin Women's Issues Group will meet from 7-9 p.m.

at the E.W.C.
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Volunteerhotline will protect consumers
By JOYCE REILLY
Collegian Correspondent

A consumer hotline (545-01 99) sponsored by MASSPIRG

began yesterday and is now available to studenU at the

University of Massachusetts on Mondays and Wednesdays

from 3 to 6 p.ni.

The hotline will provide explanations of consumer righU

and will refer consumers to other agencies for further action,

according to Sylvia Smith, organizer of the project and senior

Consumer Economics major at UMass.

The hotline, run by UMass student volunteer*, will

initially be limited to the I'niversity. However, if the hotline

has a positive response within the student body then an

expansion of services to the Amherst community is a pos-

sibility, accordmg to Smith.

Volunteers at the hotUne will advise callers of their righU

as consumers as defined by various consumer protection

publications. The MASSPIRG hotline will not be involved in

mediation according to Smith because the student volun-

teers are not yet qualified to provide that service. "We will

however refer callers to Legal Services, the Better Business

Bureau, the Consumer Protection Agency in Northampton

and other agencies for further action."

According to Smith once the staff gains more experience

and training the hotline could develop into a mediation

center.

Smith anticipates housing and automobile complainu to

constitute the majority of the calls to the hotline, but en-

courages people to call the hotline not only for a problem but

|to be informed of their rights.

Various MASSPIRGS across the sUte provide consumer

hotlines and it was tried once before at UMass but was

unsuccessful due to lack of student volunteers, stated Smith.

The hotline presently has 20 volunteers and any student

interested in volunteering is encouraged to call 545-0199.

UNperourricuIa

PASSOVER SEDERS-
Will be held Friday. April, 5

and Saturday, April 6 at

5:15 p.m. in the kosher D.C.

in Hampden. You must sign

up and buy meal tickets by

Wed.. April 3 in the

Franklin DC

LUNCH WITH THE RAB
BI— Disoission and ideas

for the Seder. Bagels and

cream cheese provided. To-

day. 12:20 p.m. Suffolk

Room (301 SU).

MUSIC MASTER CLASS:
MARTIN KATZ-Accom
jtanist and vocal coach Mar-

tin KaU will present a

master class, working with

singers from the UMass
Opera Workshop. Public is

invited- free of charge. To-

day. 12:20 p.m. Betanson

Recital Hall.

SPANISH CLUB CON
VERSATION HOUR-
StarUng this week, the ter-

tulta will be from 3 to 4:30

p.m. Come to an informal

converstation hour to prac-

tice your Spanish with new

friends. All levels.

Tuesdays. Herter Hall 4th

floor lobby.

ANTI RACISM TEAM
MEETING-4:30 p.m.. ta

day. IXikes Room.

PEACEMAKERS
MEETING-A general m
terest meeting for new
members. Help plan for the

busy peace month of April.

Check Campus Center In-

formation Desk for actual

room number. 4:30 p.m. To-

day.

STUDENT HEALTH AI>
VISORY BOARD-Come
and share your ideas and

views for the UHS. New
numbers always welcomed.

Also, meet the new director

of Health Education.
Discuss up and coming

events and ALHA conven-

tion in Washington D.C.

5:30 p.m. today at Universi

ty Health Services.

MASSPIRG MEETING-
Meeting to discuss updates

of all projects. All welcome
to drop by. Today 6 p.m.

SUB 423B

UPC GENERAL
MEETING-ElecUons for

Security Coordinator and

Business Manager tonight.

Three-meeting members
are encouraged to come and
vntf. Come see what's in-

.vtore for the spring! CC168,
6:30 p.m.

Welcome Back to Hawaiian Week

Tonight -

No Cover

Dance Club

FREE Hamburgers and Hot Dogs til 12

Pearl Harbors a„ Might
^1-25 All Week

< ' .K£ Melon Balls

Changes Dance Club. Rt. 9 Amherst 256 8284

Test yourself.

Which early pregnancy test is as

easy to read as red, no -white, yes?

Which is a simple one-step test?

Which has a dramatic color change

to make the results unmistakable?

Which is 98% accurate, as accurate

as many hospital and lab tests?

Which is portable for convenience

and privacy?

SHAKESPEARE
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.

H« wrote b«outifully withoot our

Rozof Point nnort<«f p90 ond Precis* Ro<llnQ Doll

bot imogin* whot h» might hove writt«o whh them.

isn|jPi9§noA
•li|§uaj,noA

You moy not be o
ShoKespeore but with o Pilot

Rozo' Point there s no telling

what you could do The
fXozor Point s durable
piQstic point conveys every
word in Q smooth
thin unbroken flow
Express your
individuol

personality with

every stroke

Only 96*

[PJlOf]

RAZOR POINT

The perfea connponion
to the Razor Pomt is olso the

ultimote in rolling boll

tectvology The liquid ink of the

Pilot Precise flows smoothly
Dries instantly Its tungsten

corbide boll offering

the strength of a
boHpoint insures o
controlled nonskip
stroke— even
through corbons

Only $119

— Tuesday. April 2, 1985

it King

LPtlOTj

precise

C(ntttii«ad/Pi>ni ftage I

you ask them if Mom and Dad are. they 11 say maybe

When asked if he was "warped as a child he replies

with an emphatic "of course." admitting that reading

comic books when he was young gave him terrible

nightmares but made me a rich man.

King said some of his best ideas come from driving

when "there's nothing else to do except listen to the

radio" or when in an airplane even though he said he has a

fear of flying.

"The only way to deal with it (flying) is to get drunk

(with) 20 gin and tonics." he said.

King cited an experience that gave him the incentive to

write The Shining when he and his wife stayed at a Col-

orado ski resort on the day before it closed for the season.

He said that the room 217 which he stayed at in the hotel

gave him the idea to house the decaying old woman

murdered by her husband, the former hotel keeper. King

added that the "only time I ever got scared myself was

rewriting the scene in room 217 for Tke Shining when

Jack Torrence. the keeper, thought he was embracing a

beautiful naked woman that turned out to be a decompt)S-

ing corpse returned to life.

King said when asked why he writes horror and

suspense novels, he replies with, "why do you think I have

any choice?"

"I'm haunted by the image of Alfred Hitchcock."

because he had "a need to terrify people again and again,"

King added.

"You write about stories you can't find in the library, so

you write them yourself, he said. "People have strange

kieas-they pay to go to psychiatrists to get rid of terrible

feelings whereas I write them down and people pay me "

King, a resident of Bangor, Me. and married with three

children, has been writing books since the early 19708.

Many of his works have been nutde into motion pictures in-

cludmg Came, The Shtning. F'tre Starter. Cujo, and a re-

cent novel Pft Cemetary that will begin production in

August. He also writes acreeplays and will give his first

shot at directing with TViidlw. a collection of his short

stories, this summer.

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl 6 Cyi 8 Cyl

$34." $39.»» $44.»»fM
M«M ,n»toU n*«> '•%i%toi HWrti *t»f*u«0» cap ?VC <rt*o» •flff'-o"

pkigi pOM^ C ton^an*^ odtwti cablet a* <••«•( and xapor com*

.<U «9Md M« txiw^ «M< bonwY t^ *•*** tncludM [fMMton t«tf

v^ f^iorynQ tytlam impact ro*oi and frmtow*

— k-

Lube, Oil & Filter

»1 5 .»»Includss up to 5 quom
1^40 oil. and tofsty

chKk.

L

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704

THE COZY MARCH CLEARANCE

Thurs-Sat

April 5th. 6th &• 7th

QUEEN SIZE FUTON MATTRESS

Market Value

$120-$140

Our Price

$96.00

FLANNEL SHEETS DOWN COMFORTER

GOOD NIGHT
BEDDING

Carnage Shops
Downtown Amherst

549-3507
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Turn enemies into friends
The man held a knife to the coUejfe stu-

dent's chest. The scene was a lunch counter

in Virginia, 1960. Of the college students

sitting in to desegregate the counter, only

one was white. A man. his face red with

fury, made straight for the white face.

"You've got five seconds to get out of

here, nigger-lover, before I stick this

through your heart."

The student, David Harsough.
remembers that suddenly nonviolence

seemed just a nice philosophy. But he took

a deep breath, looked into the nrmn's eyes,

and said. "Friend, do what you believe is

right, and I'll tr>' to love you anyway."

The man dropped the knife. Within a

w«ek every lunch counter in the city was
desegregated.

It's amazing what people will sometimes

do when they are treated as human beings.

When we move beyond the labels of bigot,

criminal, drunk, enemy, we can see the

people beneath—people different from you

and me only in the ways they have dealt

with the problems life has dealt them.

Active nonviolence is the art of holding

dear the humanness of people, even as you

try stul>bornly to chjinge their actions

and/or beliefs. Violence, in contrast, sends

the strongest pt>ssible message that you

consider someone to be less than human,

capable of understanding only violent coer-

Bon. Nonviolence requires re8p«inding to

what someone is really asking for. sjieak

ing to the pain or insecurity l>elow the sur-

face, just at the time when it may l>e

hardest to do l>ecau!H? your own defenses

^ring up kKikmg suspiciously like fear or

anger. In this way. it is often harder to act

n<)nvi<»lently than violently, and often it is

more effective.

Imagine responding to a punch by in-

viting the bully home for dinner. At l»est.

you could have a new friend ami help to dif-

fu.se her anger towards others. At the

< .
'

. she might be sury)rised encmgh to

; hitting yr>u.

Deborah Kutenplon

A similar tactic was used in WWII with

Nazi occupying troops. Citizens would in

vite a young Nazi soldier home for dinner

saying, "You have no right to be in our land

as a soldier, but you are alst» a young man
far from home and we offer yr»u our

hospitality. After a time, troop desertion

was a significant problem (for the Nazis,

an>'way).

Of course, nonviolence does not work all

the time, any more than violence does. But

by sef)arating the person from his actions.

nonvit)lenoe gives a person the space to

change; I know that I change mt«t when
someone challenges my views while

st>mehow also making me feel secure ami

affirmed as a penM)n. Nonviolence also con-

tinually reminds activists that they are

fighting a system, not just individuals

within the system.

Nonviolence works Ijecause one person

refuses to play her role, refuses to be either

victim or responding aggressor. What hap-

pens to a tug-of-war when one side starts

swinging the rripe for jumprope instead?

A California psychologist aske<l that ver>'

question. After identifying pairs (jf

enemies on campus— pjeople who for (»ne

reason or another simply hat^ni each

other— he invited one meml>er of each pair

to participate in his ex^>eriment. The j>ar

ticipants' task was to shower praise, help,

and warmth on their particular enemy,

without revealing why they were doing so.

By the end of the semester, even, j»air was

fast friends.

There is an old Christian saying. "The

l>est way to get rid of an enemy is to make

him a fnend. ' At the ver> least we can

speak to that which is gcK»d in him. t<» help

him—as well as ourselves- s«-e rlear to ac-

ting '>n our <(un humannrss

Letters to the Editor
Another one tricked

I just rear! Jr)hn Mackesy's letter Thurs-

day and I understand what he's saying.

Although my car didn't get tt)wed. I did gel

a ticket. Now you may call me ffK»lish. but

that empty space in k)t 44 with a car park

ed on either side of it sure kn^ked like a

l>arking spot. But I guess I. t«M). was trick-

«h1.

The night was Feb. 9 to be exact, and I

will admit I don't have a photographic

memon,'. but I'm sure that the lines mark-

ing the space were covered with snow.

Anyway I parked the car and didn't go

back down to it until the following Satur-

day.

At 1:05 a.m. on Feb. 13 I was given a

ticket for violating '21 on the Parking

Violation Notice-parking in an access

lane. Now I thought, "If I couldn't see the

lines and the space appeared legitimate,

then how come I got a ticket?" "Well." I

thought, "the officer was only doing his

job. I know. I'll explain the situation and

they'll see that I wasn't at fault.' So I ap-

pealed the ticket. Now you can really call

me foolish.

I have the top copy of my appeal with the

ticket stapled to the corner and the Appeal

Denied box checked. That's it, no explana-

tion given. To be honest I don't think the

almighty Parking Appeals board spent

more than five seconds looking at my ap-

peal. Granted with all the tickets handed

out here at the University I'm sure they're

quite busy. But I don't think an explanation

for their decision would take away too

much of their valuable time.

What's the moral of the story? Well, if

you've got a gripe don't take the law into

your own hands—oh and by the way. don't

bother appealing any decisions. You'll just

be wasting your time.

Richard Fahey
Svlvan

Response *off-base'

Regarding Mike Cerrato's indignant

resfxmse to Rob Skelton's re<-ent column,

if he had taken the pains to read that col-

umn carefully, he may not have had to

reply to "false" charges, for none existerl:

—At no (X)int was it implied that

Hackett/C'errato. if elected, would cut

programs to the bone. The words read: "if

elected. nmlH [)reside over a trend reflw-

tive of ruitional fiolitirs..."; Read it again.

('errato.

—Nor wa.s it stated that the Hackett/

Cerralo team would cut the BCKi,

SCERA, etc.

— As for a less«>n in alienation,

wherever the blame is placer!, one did (k--

cur this year and future candidates trill

have to take note.

Skelton was not off-base in his commen-

tary. Cerrato. You were, in your

response.

Nick Sokoloff

Central

Animal rights ignored
We read in Wednesday's Collegian that

Professor Jeffery Blaustein has received a

$250,000 grant to do "research" with sex

hormones on rats.

Congratulations to the UMass
psychology department. Now Dr. Blaustein

can be relieved of teaching duties for five

years, so he may indulge full-time in the

cold scientist's ultimate dream-"ex-

periments" and "research" on captive live

animals.

As those of us who supfMirt the animal

rights movement know, much of this

research and exf)erimentation is cruel and

needless, with scientists endlessly

repeating or varying experiments done in

OPINION
The optntons on this page aie those ot the individual writer or cartoonist and do not fiecessanty refleci
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Education the key
As a responsible firearms «»wner. I was

aghast after re;iding Herb Ramy's article

in Thursday's VMeguin. While he tlidn't

say so explicitly, the underlying me.s.sage

was clear: lanning hantiguns would pre

vent many horrible tragic deaths. While

any accidental death is tragic. I must

question his auertion that such deaths

hap|)en "all too often." After his admit

l«Mlly mekKlramatic and fictional story,

Ramy tells us that lilnrnt 'M\ people per

day are killed by hanriguns. arul that

"some" will he criminals. This ailds up to

alK>ut ll.OOt) deaths per year. According

Uj 1977 National Safety C<»uncil statistics,

there were 18tM) accidental deaths due to

nil types of firearms, including 604) to 800

hunting related tleaths. Therefore, very

few of the 30 people kille<l per day are

accident-related. When <»ne considers that

there are an estimaU-rl 55 t«i fi<> milium

handguns in America, the small (although

still tragic) nurnU'r of accidentJil deaths is

quite remarkable. Instead of banning nan

dguns, the vast majority of whk'h are

safely u.sed. I pro|>«'se that e«lucation l»e

matle (even more) availabU' to those who

incorrectly keef) guns an»und young

children or dean guns that are still load

e<l. For such firearms, safety <-ours<'S are

retiuire<l in many states before a hunting

licen.se can lie obtaine*!, and if everyone

who owneri a gun ttnik such a course the

numUT of accidental deaths would pro

l>ably decline.

I'm not asking anyone to Mieve me ju.st

f)n my say-so. If y<»u are interested in the

i.ssue of gun control, not just •)n accidents

but on crime as well, may 1 suggest

S<»ciolog\- 220: (Juns. Crime. Violence,

and the American Experience (if it is still

offerttl). and its textlKK)k Vyvd/t-r the Gun.

by .lames Wright (of IMa-s.^l rii«ti draw

y«»ur own conclusions

Bruce B. KichardNon
Amherst

Jefferson said...

After reading Herl) Ramy's coiuiiu!

"But ...it was an accklent." in Thurstlay's

I'ttlleginn about a tragic hypothetkal

sh«H)ting accident, I prefer to respond

stantlmg on the firmer grouml «»f facLs. to

wit: hused on the latest official figures

from the Natitmal Safety Council

(1977)- the same re|x»rt Ramy quotes

from -deaths by accuient numliered

l(>:i,202 per year of which 1,800 wen-

from firearm injuries. ( )f these. HO*) to 8tMl

were hunting accidents leaving lietween

1.000 and 1,2<K) deaths fn»m all t>ther

firearms a«cidents. That's belwe«'n 11

aiHl <•.; iH-nent tif all accidentiil deaths,

a far cry from the 30 deaths a tlay Ramy
a.sserts which, if y<»u read th«' refxirt. is

f»»r (ill hom<K'ides of which alxiut "»<> jht

vvnl are firearms r»'lated or al»out 18 a

day. By comparison, almost 4l*<l 'ii*- "f

falls each day.

The po.ssession of arnt> !> th«-

lawabiding citizens, men arnl wonn-n. is a

complex is.sue— (Mtlitically antl sm'ially.

Tlu* legal r«K»t is in our Constitution in

which Thomas .lefferson's ideas Inire

fruit. The notes in his hantlwriting in his

Conimofi I'hicf H<n'k were the well.spring

fn»m which he dn-w on. He wrote: "False

is th»' idea of utility that sacrifices a thou

s;ind real advantages for on»- imaginary or

trifling inconvenietu-e; that w(»uki take

fiH' from men Ufaus*- it burns, and water

Urause one may drown in it; that ha> no

remedy for evils, except distructi<»n.

Richard T. C olton

HirM-hemistry I>ept.

the past. It is the opinion of a growing

numl)er of jK'ople that much of what pa.sses

as "gathering knttwU-dge" f<»r humanity is

f>ften thinly disguised .sadism.

AlsT). the public is left to wonder how a

bunch of rats revved up on sex hormones

relates to human U'havior'' Are rats

humanlike or are fK'ople ratlike in the

psychologist's view?

We can only ho^H' that the UMass
psychology department's activities will not

soon include intelligent, sensitive animals

such as cats, if they do not already. Ha.s

anyone looked in Dr. Blaustein's cages late-

'^'
Helton L. Hudsrm

Northampton

It's the same old story

One characteristic of advanced civiliza-

tions is that as they grow richer and fatter,

they become softer and more vulnerable.

Throughout history, the leading civiliza-

tions of their time have l)een destroyed by

barbarians, not because they lacked wealth

or arms, but Iwcause they lacked will;

because they awoke tcolate to the threat

and reacted U)o timidly in devising a

strategy to meet it.

Today, the United States faces such a

challenge. The Soviet Union has built the

most powerful war machine ever possessed

by an aggressive {)ower, not for the ben-

fit-or by choice—of the Russian pe<»ple.

but to extend the domination of the

Kremlin leadership. We are dealing with a

country that puts no value on truth and lies

as regular |K)licy. The latest use of this

|M>licy t<H»k place last week in East (ler-

many.
.Just as the Soviets told the world they

fired tracer bullets as "warning shots" at

KAL 007, they now tell us they fired warn-

ing shots at I'.S. Army Major Arthur D.

Nichol.son Jr. However, these "warning

shoLs" obviously haven't been very u.seful

to the people the Soviets were just al>out to

kill. Perhaf>s it was just an honest mistake,

but why then, didn't they allow the major's

driver to administer first aid? In short, the

warning shot was a lie, the .same as the

cover story surrounding the shooting down

of KAL 007.

Putting an American officer in your

sights, and gunning him down by

"mistake" is roughly equivalent to the

Soviet fighter plane stalking KAL (M)7 for

two and a half hours and gunning it down
by "mistake". We don't know the purpose

of the KAL .sh(K)ting or the killing of Maj.

Nicholsfin. but every time something like

this hapf)ens. and we hear the chea{) Soviet

lies once more, we are reminded of what

kind of adversary we are dealing with.

Matthew Levin
Central

I
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Asianwomen
discuss issues

By PAl LA Dl'VAL
CoUegain Correspondant

Looking for a place to come together and air their pro^

blems and concerns, Asian women issues group will start at

7 p.m. tonight at the Everywoman's Center in Wilder HhII Ht

the l'ni^ er-sity of Massachusetts

This group will meet on Tuesdays and Sundays until May

21. and will be facilitated by ('hong Yu. co- coordinator of

the Third World Woman's Program at the Onter.

Yu said the group is an imi>ortant element because there

is no place on campus where Asian women can come

together. She does not know if such a goup eiists m
Amherst.

"We need space to get together, hear each .-li,.
.
.lud

share our experiences to find out what other Asian women s

concerns are on campus and in the community." she

said.

The issues t«) be addressed by the group will iw discussed

by the participants Yu said the group will be used as a voice

as well as a place to share concenw.

it i> difTicult for her to asaeas what problems Asian

women confront because there are very partu ular caaes,

like her own as an immigrant from N -rth Korea

CarolYoui i i.tant director of i ; .. v aimitteefor the

Collegiate I n of Blacks and Other Minorities

((TEBMS) agrees. But she said common problems faced

hv immigrant women include culture shock in language and

Amonian lifestvles

Other pn»blem.s they face hs i.. do with or is associated

t(. their economic situation." be it finding employment,

using their skills r ..bstructed by language or housing

bariers.

Young sa... .,. . .A... 4.. ; see the group formed

Bt'cause it's rare for Asian women to get together, forming

such a group "prove* there is a compatible environment

for It

"

.sht -uspect- the group has nut been previously formed

betiuise there wasn't an appropiate facilitator, hut she

believes the interest and the need has always been

present.

Problems confronted by Asian American women are

mainly cntss-cultural conflicts, "related to how they were

raised with family customs in conflict with what is com

municated in the American society of what a woman

should be
"

She added there is also conflicts between, pursuing

their interest of their right* as women (which) may be m
conflict related to one s culture."

She advises Asian and Asian- American women on

educational and career planning, personal problems as well

as on difficulties in their relationship related to ethnicity

whether it is black and white or subtle
"

To sign up and for more information please call the Third

World Women's Program at 545-0883. No fee required

Programs to focus on Asian society
By YADIRA A BKTANCES
Collegian .Staff

In an effort to foster awareness in the Pioneer Valley area

towards people from Southeast Asia, a program of lectures

and a slide show on the peoples and cuhures of Indo-China

will be broadcasted starting at 9 p.m. tonight on CCA-TV
Channel Three.

Laos: A Land. A People Ihe Way It Csed To Be." by

Barbara Kerewskv Ahalpem. adjunct professor at I'Mass

will be the first in the series. She will speak about life before

the war in the 19508.

There will also be a photo exhibit by anthropology pro

fessor .Joel Halpern and IMass student Samuel Pettengill

from April 4 to the 15 m Wheeler tiallerv in the Central

Residential Area at I Mass. There will be a reception for the

exhibit from 6 to 8 p.m. on April 4

Lucy Nguyen, academic counselor at the Bilingual

Collegiate Program and adjunct professor at CMass said the

program is an essential lot>l in order to understand Southeast

Asians.

.\n<»ther tool is education, hke the two classes she teaches

at the Cniversity. "Readings in Vietnamese Literature" is

the first of Its kind in Western Massachusettv •^^.- < '. .....non-

wealth and New England.

The class gives an exten.sive analysis and dist ussion on the

independent literary group of Vietnamese literature in the

1930*. the most important 20th centur> Vietnamese liter

ature.

She said the courses not only demonstrate the efforts the

Race, sex haunts

minority lesbians
By PAl'LA DUVAL
Collegian Correspondent

Third World le.sbians face sexual repression m addition to

racism, according to the facilitator of a Third World lesbian

issues group sponsored by the Third World Women's Pro

gram at the Everywomen's Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

"They are problems unique to them as lesbians and

women of different cultures. " said Nancy Pleasent. The

Hampshire College senior said these issues create the need

to have programs such as the issues group.

But there is an additional problem. Pleasent said Third

World lesbians are "more in the closet than white lesbians."

Only two women attended the first meeting of the issues

group last Monday. The group is to meet for eight weeks at

the Center.

She suspects that because they are a minority in the area.

it is harder for them to he open about their sexual preference.

Pleasent said the best way to contact them is personally. It

has already worked; two other lesbians have responded. "We
will be building on that " Pleasont added she would h;ne to

explain to other lesbian- interested in the group their pur-

pose. "They are lookin: tor something realistic that meets

their personal needs
"'

Asian students make in struggling with a new language and a

new culture, but teaches first hand about Asian culture.

Although teaching presents an extra load of work from her

academic support services at BCP, Nguyen said. "I do enjoy

it ver>' much. It's a teaching and a learning experience to go

back into the literature."

She also co-teaches a "Culture of Southeast Asia" class

with Professor Halpern. The class focuses on the social and

family structures from the anthropoligical point of view, with

a historical and compartive perspective

Chantava Chanthavong. a senior at Oreenfield High

School said the class is "very interesting." A student in the

anthropologv class said she has "learned so many things

about mv cultural background." Although she came to the

United States at age 1 3. she said one tends to forget the cul-

ture as one grows older.

Chanthavong said she now understands her parents better

and why they adhere to their traditions. She will he attending

UMass next fall.

.Nguyen hopes the administration sees the need for more

courses on Southeast Asia. She said it would attract prospc-

tive students into considering attending the University with

greater interest. Subsequent lectures, to be aired at

9 p.m.. include:

"How Could This All Happen To A Peaceful Country Like

Cambodia? ' on April 9 by Richard Brown, resettlement con-

sultant of the ecumenical Refugee Ministry in New England,

and former diplomat in Indo-China

On April 16. "There Was A Vietnam Before American

Involvement" by Nguyen. The series will end with The Viet

namese New Year's Celebration held at UMass on Feb.

20.

Black struggle meets tougher opposition

By YADIRA A BK I .\.\i K.>

Cnlle^i."! Sijtff

Stevie Wonder's music will not be heard on South African

radio stations any more because he accepted his Oscar in

the name of Nelson Mandela
"

Mandela. 66. former leader of the outlawed African

National Congress has been jailed for 23 years on charges of

treason to overthrow the white minority government,

1 he banning of Wonder's music is the first step of a series

of strut mea.sures taken by President P W Botha to "restore

and maintain law and order." Speaking to a special joint ses

sion of Parliament in Cape Town on March 27, Botha did not

specify what "appropriate steps" he would take.

However. Friday he banned all meetings by 29 opposition

groups in Port Elizabeth's black townships for the next three

months. It prohibits them to peacefully gather where the

government is hkely to be criticized.

This came after 10 outbreaks ot violence have erupted

near the region. A campaign against apartheid has swept the

country since March 2 1 when 1 9 blacks were shot and killed

by the police as they marched towards a whites-only indus

trial city. They marched on the 25th anniversary of the Shar-

pesville Massacre where S3 blacks were killed and 36.^^

others were injured as they protested pass laws.

The .American people have also been very vocal m their

opposition to apartheid. Thursday has been declared

"National .Student Anti Apartheid Oay." with a rally

scheduled at Harv ard Yard calling for Harvard University to

completely divest their shares with corporations doing busi-

ness in Africa.

More than 80 blacks have died in a month of fierce rioting.

Nearly 300 black.s have died as resentment over the Pretoria

government has grown over the last eighth months, accord-

ing to independent monitoring reports.

Yesterday. Pres, Botha rejected calls by the opposition

party to dismiss Louis le Crange, Minister of Law and Order,

it amazes me that while rioters defy and challenge the laws

of the c<juntry, and try to make South Africa ungover-

nable .attacks are launched on a minister doing his duty," he

said. Over the weekend, five political parties, including the

white Progressive Federal Party demanded (Irange's re

ignation

Blacks in S(»uth Africa lack social p<ilitical and economic

equality despite the fact that they are the majority Under

apartheid, the 23 million blacks live in segregated areas or

homeland.s, barren pieces of land comprising 13.7 percent of

the countrw There .ire five million whites

But the government blames the riots on a dispute between

black radicals against black moderates. The New York

Times reported .Sunday that, "rather than confront the

military power of the whites authority directly, however,

youthful blacks appear to have turned their wrath on those

blacks they regard as collaborators (to the Pretoria gov-

ernment)."

"What the government is doing is telling the world that

blacks are killing each other to turn their attention from the

real issue; the cruel, inhumane and fascist treatment of the

majority," said a S. African student in Amherst who asked

not to be identified for security reason*.

He said the present violence is only t he beginning ot a con-

certed group's effort to bring justice for blacks. "It hurts me

to see and hear about the violence. I wish it didn't have to

happen, but we can't turn the other cheek anymore." he said.

"South Africa must be free and it will."

Positive image ofblacks shown on Cosby
lU KIMBERLY.V BURGE
( ollegian Staff

The ( osby Show is one of the few hits of the 1984-1985

television season. It has consistently ranked among the top

ten shows and has often knocked down such ratings giants as

Dallas. Dvii.istv. nrul tin Minutes from their number one

positions

One of the many reasons foi the show's success is the por-

trayal of a black family in a positive light. While other shows

such as "Ciood Times" portrays the black family as being

poor, living in the ghetto, and show only one parent working.

The Hiixtahle family is upper middle-class, lives in a

Manhattan brownstone. and both parents have

well- paying jobs.

Another reason lor tin- sh<iv\ s phenomenal success is that

It crosses all ethnic barriers. Every family can relate to at

least one of the many humorous situations which are shown

each week. Eveiy family has at least one "Theo, " "Denise,

"

•\anessa,' "Rudy. "or"Sandra"" in their irowd. Andalli)eo-

plr h;ive or know grandf at hers like tht elder Huxtable who

loves to I' Mones about how they walked 'f'\U\ miles in a

raging blizzard to school everyday."

But the main reason for its success is Bill Cosby. He
graduated from the University of Massachusetts with a doc-

torate in education. He applies what he has learned to the

show. He reads over every script and if he's dis.satisfied. it is

written and rewritten until it meets his approval.

The Bill Cosby Show has many fans at UMass for all those

reasons. "The comedy is extremely well-done. I think Bill

Cosby is extremely talented," said Lisa Alexander, a junior

H(»tel. Restaurant, and Travel Administrations major.

"The family situation is very realistic and the humor is

light.' said Tracy Brennan. a freshman industrial engineer-

ing niaj«>r.

He's a very talented man who works well with children.

.Ml the characters interact well together." .said Annette Cor-

ben. a freshman zoology major.

"l think t he show is excellent. It presents a respectable pic-

ture of the black family. The style is very low key. There's no

loud talkinj; like C.eoige -lefferson or flouncing ground like

Nell Hiirper. Every show tells a morality tale without preach-

ing. The kids are ordinary, not precocious." said Profes.sor

( heater Davis of the .Afro-Am depailment.
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Come

In

And
Browse!

Celebrate the Spirit of Spring

with fine lingerie from Le Boudoir

\

• Hand painted t-shirt

dresses, socks B
unisex boxers

• Beaded camisoles &
bikinis

• Wild print pj's

in 100% cotton

• Bridal peignoir sets

& many trousseau items

Come & see for yourself

Hours: M-S 10-.'):80. Sundays 12-^

Carriage Shops. 2)) N. Pleasant St.

AmhcrM >4**-^»*!^

^9|c9|c)|c)|c:(C9(cs|c)|c>H9|c)(c9|c)|c3K)|e9|c:|c9|c:|c9le:ie)ic)ie9)e9)e )!())( Sic :ic:|e9|c9)e9ic:)^^

I SUMMER JOBS *

•JC- Applications for positions in Summer Conference

$ Housing are now available in the University Con-|J

% ference Services Office, 918 Campus Center. Jobs asj

$ student supervisors, desk clerks, and operations crew*

J personnel are being offered. Full and part time open*

f inqs are available and include all shifts, weekdays and *
* *
* weekends.

* ¥*
* Work study funds are available for these positions and
*
* experience in hotel operations is preferred.

*
$ HRTA, graduate, and work study students are

$ encouraged to apply. ^

^ DEBT MANAGEMENT SEMINAR

DO YOU HAVE NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT

LOANS, GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS,

STUDENT NURSING LOANS OR OTHER STUDENT

RELATED LOANS?

Are you interested in Financial Planning, Repayment

of your loans, Establishing Credit, asking questions

about your loans?

If so, come to the Financial Aid Services Debt

Management Seminar on Thursday, April 11, 1985 from

1 :30 - 4:00 PM in the Student Union Ballroom. Speakers

will be from UMass, local banks, and Massachusetts

Higher Education Assistance Corporation.

WANTED:
Volunteers for Security and/or Stage Crew

for

Southwest Concert
May 5, 1985

Sign up

in the Southwest Area Gov't Office

in Hampden Student Center

or call 5-0960

Come out and have a good time

Work on YOUR SOUTHWEST CONCERT

THE COMPACT
MSC PLAYER

ALMOSTAS SMALL
AS THE DISC

90-92 King St iRteSI. Northampton •Mon- Sat 10-5;30.Thu'til 9

VISA. MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available • 584-9547

Now in our store!

BACKFIRE by Loren Baritz

A history of how American

culture led us into Vietnam

and made us fight the way

wc did.

"Remarkable"
- Suann Santaa

"The first, full lenj^th and scholar-

ly account of why we got into

Vietnam in the first place. . .
The

analysis of those traits of

American character, those

chapters of American history, and

those political and psychologocal

pressures, that account for this

massive blunder are masterly.'

- Hevry Steele Commager

Department of History,

Amherst College

Formerly Provost at UMass,
Loren Baritz now teaches in

the UMass History Dept.

Jefferv AmKor^t Bookshop

- 5oulli Plf;i.-*.ini 5frtvt Ainhor>t

J
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ARTS
Solitary company
Mabou Mines* Company
At the Kand Theater
Saturday. March 30

By AMY LEE LIPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Mabou Mines' production ofCompofiv last Friday and

Saturday night, adapted frt)m Samuel Beckett's novel was

wonderfully effective in displaying the miserable feeling of

being alone, showing that company is something that wt

all need.

Frederick Neumann, producer and main character of the

one man play stars as an elderly, once very intelligent man

trying to do. say. or think about anything simply to pass time.

He craves for something to be different, an itch, a fly. anyth-

ing. His voice flows elegantly, as he looks for the ideal tone in

which to speak, "neither offending the ear with loudness, nor

through converse excess constraming it to strain."

As his mind recycles from the present to the past and back

agaia he finds comfort in figures. " as he speak* about time

and space

The audience sees childlike quaUties. in the man dressed

in rags, as if a little b<iy on a lazy, afternoon is without his

friends and has nothing to do.

We in the audience feel for this man's loneliness, while

hoping outside, that a feeling as this will never have to be

experienced within ourselves.

As he site "on his back in the dark ". he longs to hear a voice,

he l<K)ks to the }eft and then the right "trying to decide which

of the two darks will be better company."

Company is an extraordinarily different play which is witty

and complex, leaving the mind to think about the self and the

sadness of being alone.

Artlines.••
' -n Anouilh s The Hfhcarsal will be presented at H p.m.

.t through Saturday night in the Curtain Theatre of the

Fine Arts Center Tickets are $3 for the general public and $2

for students and senior citizens Call the Fine Arts Center

Box Office at r>45 251 1 for more information

Frederick Neumann's Company was a study in

solitude.

First prize winner of the 1983 International American

Music Competition, violinist Robert Davidovici will give a

recital at rt p.m. on Wedne.sday at the Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall. His program includes works by Mozart. Brahms.

Aitken. and Ravel. Davidovici will be accompanied by

pianist David Korevaar. For ticket information call .'>4;'»-

2511

Martin Kat/. accompanist and cf>ach for some of the

world's most celebrated soloists will hold a master class at

12:20 p.m. today in Kezanson Recital Hall this free class^is

open to the public For further information call 'i
',

' ' '

'"

•With a Little Help from My Friends '. a faculty recital

trombonist David Sporny will take place at M p.m.

\; ....fsday in Bezanson R»'t ital Hall This concert isalwj

free and open to the public

An exhibition of extraordmarv prints from the collection of

Master John Hutcheson is currently on display at Hampden

C.allen, The exhibition, which is titled Th* /VinNr > Ituof

include!* works by France.sco Clemente. Robert De Niro,

Frank Stella. Clinton Adams, .lames Butler. Agnes Denes,

Nancy Cira\es. Robert Kirschbaum. Helen Frankenthaler.

and Claes ( Udenhtn- lf>hn Htif c heM)H will deliver a let ture

on his t'X|>enen( n Thursday at Hampden

Theatrt

An exhibition of thirty six wi>odcut» by Cierman Expres

sionist artist Arthur Segal is currently on display at the

CniversityCiallery The Ciallery, located in the fine Arts Cen

ter. is open to the public Tuesday through Fnda>. II a.m. to

4:30 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday 2 to 5 p.m

Bartok's Sonata for Tuo Hanos ami l^Tcussum and
( 'tet>rge Cmmbs Makrokosmos Music for a Summer KientnM

will be performed by percussionist William Henley accom-

panied by percussionist Thomas Toner and pianists

Elizabeth Metcalfe and Sylvia Parker at 8 p.m. on Wednes

dav on Bezan.son Recital Hall. For information about this

free concert call 545-2227.

Politics ofdancing
Pioneer Valley Ballet

Academy of Music, Northampton

Saturday. March 30

By ANNE D. CHENEY
Collegian Correspondent

When looking at a dance performance, one tends to notice

only the mo.st external aspects of it-dancers, choreography,

costumes -but when I saw the Pioneer Valley Ballet perform

at the Academv of Music on March 31). 1 was struck by how

much Its director, (lail C.iere Collins, had done with the com-

pany. I found the organization of the PVB as artful as any of

its choreography of dancing.

Around ten vears ago. the Pioneer Valley Ballet Guild was

formed, with two directors: Therese Brady Donohue. and

Call C.iere Collins. Several years later, due to artistic dif-

ferences, there was a split into two companies, which are now

the Amherst Ballet Theatre Company (Donohue) and PVB

(Collins) Since the split. PVB has become a member of the

National Association for Regional Ballet, having suc-

cussfullv auditioned pieces of repertory at regional festivals.

PVB has also found solid local sponsors (Bay Bank. Coca-

Cola Bottling, and others), as well as grant money from the

Mass. Council on the Arts and Humanities

The end result, seen on Saturday night, was a collection of

dances bringing together the best of (he local choreograph-

ers, fairly accomplished young dancers, and beautiful (ie.

expensive) costumes, scenery, and lighting. Everything

spoke of good organization, the responsibilitv of the

artistic director

Despite good management, the performance did have

some flaws. Pas de Quatre. staged by Mount Holyoke's Han-

nah Wiley, was too mature a dance for the four young dan-

cers, who were strong enough technically, however. Also Jim

Coleman (MHC faculty) was carried away making beautiful

shapes with the dancers available to him. and let his piece

[Hoaii's End) meander purposelessly The lighte.st weight

though to be fair, also t he funniest- of the dances was a piece

for the junior members of PVB. by Pnscilla Clarkson, Coing

Vampinn with my Friends, set to a medley of favorite camp-

fire songs such as Happy Trails' It's hard to tell with a piece

like this whether it is intended to be good natured and cute,

or ver> funny and high camp; which is what it is

Field Suite and Houtique Fantasque. the remainder of the

program, were both quite professional and charming.

Seutoptan ImaK''" and Future Art is currently exhibited at

the Student Inion (iailery. The exhibition is part of the

BDIC thesis by Ton Lussier (Salamir) and I'WW master

work by Libby Hubbard The gallerv is open 11

p m , Mondav throiit;h Frici'^

^^ utQPjX

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549 2880

Expert Repairs it

Reconditioning

Student Special

1 HOUR
TUB for

Vi HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-7727.

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors m the Price Chopper Mall)

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49 2880

PREPARE FOR TTT

MCAT* LSAT'GMAT l^
SAT«ACT«DAT»GRE'CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE IGMAT
6/8/86 Exam 6/15/85 Exam

LSAT
6/17/86 Exam

Enrollmant honorad

at any 8HKEC location

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIAUSTS '^INCE 1938

Call Days Eves b
Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St|

Amherst
549B780

for .nformttion about olh«f ceriisrt

Outsid* NY State

CALl TOIL rREE 800 223 W82

ARE SNACKS BAD FOR YOU?
not necessarily.

As long as snacks don't replace nutritious foods or add unneeded

calories they aren't bad for anyone. The TROUBLE WITH MOST
SNACK FOODS is they aren't nutrient dense, that is THEY DON'T

PROVIDE MANY NUTRIENTS FOR THE NUMBER OF CALORIES

THEY CONTAIN.

FOR THE SAME AMOUNT OF CALORIES, skim milk gives you

23% of the protein, 39% of the calcium and 36% of the vitamin A

and B12 that you need for an entire day, while a cola gives you only

carbohydrate.

Sensible snacks are carbohydrates PLUS NUTRIENTS, like fresh

fruits and vegetables, whole grain breads, crackers and cereals.

University Vending Services and the Division of Health Education

INTERNATIONAL
GALLEDIE

Also see the largest

selection of fine art prints

and posters in the valley

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
549-1398

|l32 Main St., Northampton
586-3964
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DOONESBURY
By Garry Trudeau

S0A6RJBUSI- m you kj:?qin6'

Ben COUSINS
CAUfOPSiA FARM

MAKIN'OUrUKB
BANPnS!\

eoopvyou.

^
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rm A60 THAT YOU CAN7 0UILP
A HeAiVi PROFITABLE OPSiAJlOM
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HANP0UT3I
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PLANTUlHAKyOPi

UH-HUH
OFCOUPse.
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MARJJUAkA

50? THAT'S

AmyOF
UFt. TOO.

MAN.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

^PRiNbmfST
Be HBRie. CAN
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I bOAHFAP

OKAS ' X i¥:fBe Tm nm
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Rats
By Congo

PAT
FReDDV

HES o< Dam wt'S

JUST (jOiKiG to LAY

LOW Ht«t uMt-iLL

50M f

.

OR umticl PePSi

OFFfRb ME TO DO

A, MCG A8v. f ICS

Hfc^* HUM r
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

u^KAty //v The- as.
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¥' II
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1/ ' T

^
y
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

ponKs.

uW 0^' &s digression

ICE

rvoocler^ art.

GORDY By Gorde

OUR ""Aid W AFRICA A-QOf^

!5 POME. WOW ALL
,VEED '5 A WAVIE

OUKSEIUES

let's see, sawp-a/p
was usep," u.s.a. fok
f^RICA"lZ OUT, TOO.

HM/VI/MAI

VJHAT ABOUT "META^
FOK fAOhJEy^" "AJLU-

MEW FOR AFRICA^"

/ FT'S RE \ ^

HO'// fcsOUT

**P/RT FOR
f\fRlCM"

WEATHER:

Today: Partly cloudy, hijfhs in the

mid-408.

Tonight: Mostly cloudy with a chance of

showers or flurries, lows 25 to 35.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, highs in the

mid-4()s.

r
Collegian staff: Anti-

Semitism Workshop
tonight CANCELLED.
Watch this space for

future workshops.

Read The Collegian

I Know You'll Like It!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Fashionable

5 Brahman
10 Splendor

14 Open weave
fabric

15 Vasi expanse
16 Part o( a

%0o*n
}7 Fleming and

namesaKes
IB Vandyke e g
19 Suddenly —

Summer
?0 Magician s

Mford

2? AHernoon
dttair

24 Unreliable

26 Smart
27 Ash and aspen

?9 Go bpyon<l

32 Medicos
36 Bare
37 Root feat',

38 Sell pslpen.

3<1 Allenborouqfi

'ille

; (^ish*rith

bobbing bait

41 Landonanrl
others

43 Farm or home
followe'

45 Haberdashery
item

46 Vanquishment
46 Mall unit

50 lnde» item

52 Brunch
features

56 Imbiber s

emporium
59 Type style

60 Tampico treat

61 Rock and roll

singer Bobby
63 FlanK

64 East Asian nvf
65 TaKing a looK

66 City on the

Orne
67 Calilornia

winecenter

68 Slow m music
69 GreeK peaH

DOWN
1 Shortens

Kdiird h> Irudr MHhrl J«ffe

CxniiJijp 42 Lisbon lady

3 Ci' i«' !>' ' 'ly

4 Pampers
5 New Jersey

port

6 Jewels, to

a yegg
7 Spruced up

8 Confronts
9 Having no

'lO Actor Jack
It Colorful

cooler

12 Catchall abbr
13 Gourmet treat

21 Sailor

23 19th cen
reformer

Dorothea

25 Dough raiser

2fl Firmaments
30 What not lo see

hear or speak

Amount rjue

J 5 fcye

34 Part of a chin

set

36 Poetry muse

43 Apfel pastry

44 F>tacido

of the opera

45 American
theatrical

producer

47 From -— Z

49 Soak asfiaa

Violinist

53 Invento* How*
54 Et* and "•»?

55 Elaborate vocal

soto

^ impass*

57 Lhasa priest

56 Green land

62 Bank abt>r

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1 7 1 t

1
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The

Romanell-Phi Beta Kappa

Lectures 1984-1985

Robert Paul Wolff

Romanell-Phi Beta Kappa

Professor in Philosophy

Mono-bags Must Be St) Lucky

Reflections on the Philost)phical Significance of

The Lileran Structure of Marxs Capital

MARCH
/ I The Onroioga/ Pttsuppositions o/ Utefmy Sryk

APRIL
Ihe fxiofi and the Cave Jhe inverted Wofkf of Caprtaksm3

10

HOT /^
PRESENTS

SUPERSTAR
TALENT SEARCH
V TWO NIGHTS

March 27

The Sighs

Wildcat Ollailoran

Band

April 3

4#s fmecfmecks Smues, or Norn on the Crackpot Cmegq/m ot

dovgeoe Mta/ Economy Cheer on your local favorites!

Dance al night!

Presented by the I nited Chapters t)f Phi Beta Kappa

in cooperation with the Nu Chapter

All lectures at 8 p m
Sch<x)l of Management Auditorium

I'niversity of Massachusetts at Amherst
$3CoM0r
5M-7400

I

9:00 P.M.

584-7771

1

KIUER
nmiEDV
iniiHT"

'I
I

%^99( r^
^^\/(^^f\

\1<

Njavve^

' V ;( ! 1

J["1C1I

Every

Tuesday

Evening

9:00 PM
TO

MIDNIGHT

"TONIGHTS ACTS"

Bob Seibel

Ed Driscoll

Zito & Bean

CHECK BLUEWALL CALENDAR FOR
WEEKLY ACTS OR CALL: 545-1919
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Collegian n

Softball team heads to Providence
Look to break hittingslump
By (iKKKVdeSI.MAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts softball

team will keep tn ing to break mit of it s three

game hitting slump in a douhleheader

against Providence College at 2 p.m. tuday

in Providence

"We just need to start hitting the ball bet

ter." coach Klaine Sortino said "We have to

improve on previous performances,

especially defensively."

I Mass. 6-9 1. gathered just 10 hits in its

last three games after pounding Holy Cross

for 10 in the Minutewomen's 12-0 Northern

opening win.

"We're going to do a lot of practice and

work with those people who are struggling at

the plate and hope the hard wr»rk pavs off,"

.Sortino said

The pitching has been the bright spot for

the Minutewomen the past week. Junior co-

captain Lynn Stockley (2 4. 0.4:< KR.Al was

named the Atlantic 10 pitcher-<jf-the week

for her two shutout wins over Holy {'rosH( 1 2-

(II and I RKl-O).

B»»th Stockley and freshman l.i^-a Kever

(2 11) have a O.tMi KHA since uluining

m )rt h from South ('an>lina. St«>ckley is slated

to throw in the opener while Rever should

hurl in the nightt ap.

Today's douhleheader i> Providence's

season opener and the Knars po.sted a 8-15

record last year, including a H-2 pounding of

rMas> last spring. rMa.s.s won one game. '.\

"They can really swing the bats and they

have good pitching", Sortint» said.

"It's been taking us a couple of innings t«i

get going, junior catcher Beth Talbott said.

"If we could .start earlier we would be O.K. It

just takes us a while."

In the 7 1 loss Ut Rhode IsUiiui, I Mass ^ot

only three hits through the fust five innings.

In t he last two, I Mass got t hree hit s and a run

but It was too late

"Once you're so tar d«>wn. it chans,'ts

everv thing you can do," Sortino said

'"We saw much better pitching in S«>uth

Carolina." Talbott >aid " Thiv (hifw n lot

harder down .South

"We'll do fine." she said "It just takes

time. We should peak at the right time."

Defensively, no changes are scheduled but

the emphasis will be to cut down on errors

Starting shtirtstop Paige Kopt /a. a fresh

man, is .still out

Kopc/a hurt her ellMJW sliding into seconti

last rhiirsdav in practice. It will he examined

tomorrow and if it is fractured. Kopr/at<»uld

l)e lost for the seastm. Kr«*-.hman .Mis.i Kil.i

has taken Kopc/a's plan

Villanova upsets G-town
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AH)- Underdog
Villanova. shooting 79 f)ercent from the

field, denied Patrick Kwing and
Georgetown a second straight NCAA
l>asketl>all title yesterday night with a

66-H4 victory.

The Wildcats also hit 22 of 27 free throws

ami matcheil the Hoyas on the boards with

17 rel)oun(ls. And they limited Kwing. the

Hoyas, All-America center, to 14 jKiints.

(ieorgetown was trying to become only

the seventh team and the first since UCLA
in 1973 to repeat as NCAA champions,

l^ey were being ratetl among the greatest-

teams of all times, after breezing through

the last part of their sc-hedule and looking

stronger with eac'h game.

But Villanova. which finishe<l in a third-

place tie in the Big Kast Conference with

Syracxise, l)egan a six-game winning streak

in iIh' tournament, knocking off the ttnima-

ment. kmx'king off other ranke«i teams

auch -ds No. 2 Michigan atul No. .'') Memphis

j
State in Saturday's semifinal.

sportsnotices

Anyone interested in a wrestling club sh«iuld attend a

meeting <»n Thur-'l '^ ii m p m m tht- Hovden wrestling

rcMim.

The UMass karate team is Itx.kiiig tor anvoiie with mar

tial arts experience for tournaments beginning April 27

Registration meeting is Thursday at 7 p m. inNOPK HH A

.Ml ranks welcome

Men's tennis team splits over weekend

as az as as as

April Beer

of the Month

ST. PAULI GIRL

Proper I.D.

a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

The men s tfnnis leam

ended up with all record

oMM the \\eekend. bowing to

Koston College al home on

S.iiurdav but coming back to

(itiiat Pnividem e ( "ollege .il

Providence, Rhode Island

11 Siind.is

U t had little tr«juble in

iig of the Minutemen
look ih«- match H 1

The l«'n. IMass vkIima

tan 'he numl>4»r livt

suigUs. wheie Ku k l.iiigit-ti

beat the Kagles Brian

H<»rtnick H-1, 0-t>. 7 ."» in an

extremely close match.

\ M.i~- lound lb'

Prov ideiu e ijilHe a bd ea>it*i

.

taking the contest in a caki-

walk.S 1 lell Brady, a nan-

r»r (n»ni Tennessee

iiumbcr one singles 7 ti <i t

Karl .Small bail little trouble

.It number i^k" singles, wm
nil'

l.ingl«'ll >M'l1l I" -' " "' ii'«"

se.ir. this lime winning at

numl>er b»ur singles Klicka

Rodman and .John Sominers

itin kept lh»' nioiiu-tiliiin

II;, t.lklM^ llumltfl - ll\ I

.tiid -.u singles res|MHli\eK

Rodman won »» *», 7 »> ami

s..iiiniei>lein walt/ed to .i

1 . ti I match
..\|| 1 1..,.,, (iouli.i ;i,iiii>

wim i Bradv and

l.tnuuii teamed up to rap-

tun I In numl)er one doubles

. .
«> 1 P.iol /.aitloks and

lorn heklerk look miinbei

twii d<Hibles with a (>-4, t>-4

Nutorv .Small and l)a\e

Siii;;«'i c.ippi'd oil ib«" malth
Willi I •. I

I I tiiiiiiiph at

tiiimbt r three t(<>ubU'-

I'he minuleiiit'ii Mill be in

tioii \\edne«.da\ as ihey

ii.ivel to lh< I mver»itv of

Hattlord. I luir nekt liome

(itiile.%1 tsagamsi the I'niver-

sitv ol Rhode Inland next

Moiul.iv

1

Hie 1^

K^aurant
55 University Drive. Amherst MA

Tuesday Special

LARGE PIZZA
& PITCHER ONLY $7.99

ask your waitperson for details

WEEK-LONG SPECIALS
Molson Bottles 99'

Sombreros 99*

ifVM

It s a battle for prestijfe

more than anything else,"

BerKquist said. "We both

hjive iKTenially ;4»»lid teams

winning iijr.nn>*t each other

always looks gtnni. It would

do a lot to help our con

fuience if we can lieat them.

I think we have a Ko**^

team, it's just a matter of

showing it an<i llConn is a

gtKKl team to show off

against."

BASKBALL BITS: Jim

Knopf )2 I. 1.6f) earne<l run

aviTage) was nominate*! for

Atlantic 10 pitcher-of-the

week with Salustri getting a

player-of the-wet>k nomina-

tion. UMass faces St.

Joseph's in Phila<lelphia this

coming weekend for a three

game series.

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE^i^ ^*^^^"^.T^^?^^TTo.>.c o.iic ikii«« - TKMfc ft AR.9:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 davs orior to publication aay
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs;

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days

8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication aay

10% discount • Phone nun^ber FREE

IW««r 8pMli«ra 3 «««V »«MM2 inch wootar

n war c»p»city bMt oftw c»m John

AUTOfOMSALt

bu* roul* no
S»«7«

pats no imoking 210 • praparad quickiy *o' rh«> lAWGfsT ponPi

ratund. C«« Stapnan S^o'c S46 em ahar •

OM MM bKt mat good onflino «»
MOW
VW^ Bua 11. 90.000 milaa Bood qm
milaaga. a«calao1 running coodjtion. Nttia

Of no nj«l »30OO firm call Ante* 2S3 5«13

^m Saab took* good ru?* *•" P***

negotiable call Kevtn 584^060

71 Audi naw brakaa tun roof runa fi»»a •TOO I

M&6323 _|

ItTt Pinto Matchbach depandable

angin« neMte txxlv work and mutftor »200

ca« Linda, 5494136

UTO Volvo automatic tranimistion smooth

rida 123.000 in, MOO Oodv 549 5229

M8T QUALITY RESUMES

Centultatien. praparation, anBlv«i«,

design, layout editing, cover lattar. typtrtg

Giarrusao 2S6 62S7

CAKCOO

VVMt Varmowtit aummar rantal 253-7436

DOMINO'S DOTS

Wortttaaat Dorms Hajoice! This week 'S

yours Redeem dots for double value until

Apnl 7 1966 Limit 5 tabs per order Call

549^2790

ENTCRTAINMENT

Itoeh-A-IMac. RaekA- VIdao Entertain

mant Disc Jocltevs, large screen video

dances for hoosepartys. semiformals, cam

put avemt 54S-7144

FOHNENT

Amharat quiat room avaVanla Jona 1 on

Stirrup Pama S-M-L al oeloia lit cat

Suianne 549 7834

Office typawritar for aalat lika now pro

duces eiceHent results, correction feature

»22S 256 1237 _
Lab Saria* 100«y guitar ampllfiar M-
coilent condition »300 call Bob 549 5316

IBM Electric Typawritar, ine«p«nsive

repair needed 404 BO call Lmda 549 4136

nckets U2 Tickets U2 Tickets aaa U2
Apnl 20 Hartford call L« 546 5446

Rossignol 170 cm skis with Tyroka bin

dings *90 546 7567

HELKWAtmb

COUNSELORS Private coed camp m
Berksbires has openirigs for head and asais

tsnt instructors in arts h crafts, gym
nasties, lacrosse, tennis, archery, street

hockey, dramatics, music director 'ptanoac

companist video filmmaking

photography, model rocketry radio station

(AMI. hiking backpacking, computers,

waterfront (WSli, horseback riding, and

bunk unit heads Good salaries friendly at

mosphere Contact Or Paul Krouner Camp
Schodack, 54 Sheffield Road. Newtonyille.

MA02ie0(617l96« 1912. days9 4

Helpl Linguistics Tutor needed for lower

level course call Sam 253 7832 ^

Musicians for coffee houses. Any m
struments or musical talent Funding

available 256 8135

For women planning New York City

careers summer employment, or further

studies Send »4 96 for guide to safe, ine«

pensive Manhattan residences

WHEREABOUTS. Box 782, Branford. CT

06405

I MEtO CREOITSi

Senior in need of 3 credits to graduate

Please call « colloquiums or anything WHI

pay M 00 a credit Glenn JftHtUff

LOST

Loot kaya tomewhere baiwwan Fina Ant
and Lot 49 keychain said Spoiled Rotten caH

Julie 549 4911

Reward for return of keys lost at sohbail

game call Kevin 546 6628

MOTORCVO^S

1978 Honda 400 Hawk *7Sb or b«
Call George 253 7422

1979 Yamaha 660 special aRceNant condi

tM>n*960 I-U7 6450

Lucy Fah» tardw cumpleano' And down
with lce»ar>d' Thar*s for bewig such a

tpacial Inend' Love Bob

• Nomir\ations for
*

• Norttieasl Area Government
*

• President Vice President. Treasurer *

• and Secretary are open until
*

Apnl 7lhet7 16 PM AH
• interested people should contact "

• MooKa at 108 Johnson Mfr 3204

Ob Pammyl You oM lady' Your couch

potatoes are beginnir>g to wither and

wrinkle Hope you don t Oh, by the way
ckck" Happy 22nd Time to calebrate<'

Love, Christine

Dab, Vou look good' No. you look

maahvalous' Happy B day love D P

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

5484614 or Michele 5496078

Wanted one roommate to share

bedroom Puftton apt starting Jur>e 1

Pam* 2&3 2763

can

•ERVICSS

COINS 123/121 tutoring »5 00 per h»

former 123 121 grader 4 semester unwarai-

ty consultant Alen 253 7666

SUMMER SUBLET

OPEN RUSH

Slvina Oalta~fi« invitaa iM univafsitv

women to join us for our Sun 3/31 BBC 4 00

Mon Beach Party 7 30 Wed SDT Chorus

Line 7 X Come meet our sisters and have

some fun lor further info 545 0527 409 N
Pleaaant St

Income tax pwepawatiow

INCOME TAX preparation at your service

LOWEST RATES (Tax Deductibtel Ta»es

PERSONALS

Come take a break from work I Spanish

Club Social Hour Tuesday 3 4 30 in Herter

4th Floor Lobby General Club Meetings

Tuesday 5 30 6 » t^ewman Ctr Cafe by

Coke machines

Lisa for Andovar, Thank* for putting

smiles and sunshine into my day You are so

beautiful' John

All Mortar Board members must read ap

plications ifi ueanot a .aentsunu-eanODr

ir>g lists to April 3 irieeting 6:30 in CC pro

Wams oall Lori 54»7192

Day Qraphic* works
monwaalth

for tfta Com-

TTTTT

Caaa*. Papers. Dissertations. Theses.

on campus, very reliable, low rates, Nancy

I

SB4 7924

ALL TYPING done fast, accurately, mex
I pensively Marianne's Comp Service

!
774-7786

i ROOMMATES WANTED'
'

' iieommates needed (male or femelel ln>

summer house m Hyannis $690 per person

for summer Call Dawn 546 6602 or

Stephanie at 546 6604

Looking lor 4 people to share a houae in

Brewster May 25 Sept 4 Joe (617)

443 2613

Want to live in South Yarmouth thi*

iummer' Call 546 7241

Two females or one male female wanted

to &' J<e Brittany Manor apt fall semester

253 2140 Rob

2 females needed for Townhouse Apt can

549 4712

Two roommatae needed to share 3

bedroom Townhouse Apt call Leslie—
. i.%...-:vr :

^.

Two bedroom two floor fumisho4l

epanmeni Squire ViHsge Sunderland »436

inrludiog utilities call e6S37QO

1 bdrm available June 1 Fall option CaN

Beth after 7pm 685 4994

The greatest locatlonti Five specious

rooms for rent The three story house

w'two lull baths kitchen Iwing room at>d

dining room is located on North Pleasant

St an eight minute walk to Grad Tower

$21o mo Call Jim 546 9164

Need a place to stay this summar7
Secure a nice large room within walking

distance to campus fall option Jody

253 5222

"Speedy Keys protes«onel IBM typing.

Papers, thasas. diasartationt. romanco
iMtguagaaZfiS-IOOa

TtCKtn

Prince Ti«s best offer caM Dawn 253 5798

bei 4 tf 7 PM

TO SUBLET

Beautiful House in Amherst for 1 or 2

women to share w/1 other woman Huge

yard, porch, quiet, friendly neighbors

Available June 1st, fell option 256 0303

TMAVEL

Chine study and travel June 9 July 17

Certificate awarded S2996 from New York

All inclusroe call 1413) 549 5135 for more m
formation

I Female traveling mate needed to tour

Europe this sumrr^er Plesse call Donna

evenings at 1 -467 9240 if interested
' — -•-;——» ;

—• '
' ; '; :

UJTICXFrS
j

Camruin AprU 19 last 1986 Now En^and I

#)ow 12th tow call Rick after 11 pm I

6867094 I

{2 Tix April 2<l HartforrI 4th I

Ri.w B(l Jimor Malt fi»i.V412H
j

^WANTED

Reward' Puffton or Brandywine apt need

ed for fall 86 willing to lease m June call Sue

546 5894 or Kathy 546 6298

2/3 bedroom apartment Puffion preferred

reward call 546 1232 or 546 1262

j

Laasa starting Sapt 1 for two or three

I bedroom apt in Puffton Townhouse or

' Southyvood townhouse 1254 reward call

;

Mark*t6«M114 '

I WAimb TO RENT ~ ~

' Sbadreom apt within 1 mile to campus un

furnisf>ed to take over in June or mid May

call Rich at 546 9622 or Mark at 546 4700 or

5465063

Seeking 3 bedroom epertment for faNI

! Will take over lease June 1 Call Donr»a

I 546 5590 Alison 546 1406 Kim 546 5549

Wanted 2 or 3 bedroom apartment will

pay i 100 for leese tall Dave 546 9192

1 or 2 bedroom ept wanted in Puffton
' Presidential take lease m June call Oava

665 7138 Charles 665 7918 _
Reward 460 for your lease 1 bdrm Puffton.

Robin 666 2421 _
A 2 3 bedroom apt m Downtown Amheral i

Puffton or Brandywine June 1st Reward

negotiable for lease Call 545 2888

2 bdrm apt in Puffton Take over lease m
June »26 reward Please call 546-4322 or

4323

AVAA'>V>. ..»A^';
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Injury-prone

baseball hosts

Connecticutt
Freshmen on mound for U-Mass

By PETER ABRAHAM
Colletfian Staff

Freshman righthander Brett Valentini will be on the

mound today as the University of Massachusetts renews

its rivalry with the University of Connecticut at Lorden

field.
. u

The Minutemen. 5-7 after l)eating Temple twice this

past weekend, and the Huskies. 5-9 after downing Boston

College twice in the sune span, are traditional New

England nvals. although the game (3 p.m.) doesn't mean

as much as UM manager Dick Bergquist would like it to.

"With both of us being in other conferences (UM is m
the Atlantic 10 and UConn Ls in the Big East) the games

aren't as important. We" 11 lM)th save our aces and prol)ak)ly

be looking toward conference games coming up. But 1

think the kids stUl have the feelings and continue U) play

with the same emotion."

UMass is hamf)ered by injuries to three starters.

Designated hitter Todd C«»meau (.350. one homer and 11

runs batted it) is slowed by a pulled muscle in the lower

back, second baseman Jack Bloise (.286 in limit«>d action)

is bothered by a pulle<l leg muscle that Bergquist fears

could have developed calcium deposits in that it has been

slow in healing, catcher Todd Ezold (.143. 0. 1) tore ten

dons in his left hand and can't gnp a bat. thirdlwiseman

T(»m Fabian ran into a thrown ball in pre-game warm-ups

on Sunday and broke his nose, he will miss next week.

JTieMassachusettsDaily
--——

—

nkw engla.ndsl.^rgest college daily

. Ami) Hrllar

UMass outfielder Bruce Kingman dives l>ack to first ahead of a throw to Temple firstbasemaii Stuart Koaaner. The

Minutemen host UConn today.

"It's hurts us not having those guys. " Bergquist saui.

"A guy like Comeau can really change a game quickly.

Hopefully he will be able to play, as for the other three, it's

on a day-to-day basis
"

Valentini. 0-0. pitched six innings in Florida allowing

one earne<l run. striking out none an<i walking; one. Berg

quist said if the freshman isn't ready, junior Rob Kostn>

will get the call.

At the plate. UMass is hitting .305 as a team

Lax ranked13th

1. Johns Hopkins (5-0)

2. Syracuse (6-1)

3. North Carolina (3-1)

4. Maryland (4-0)

5. C.W. Post (5-0)

6. Virginia (4-1)

7. Penn (4-1)

8. Army (4-2)

9. Yale (5-0)

10. Navy (3-3)

11. Brown (3-2)

12. Princeton (4-2)

13. UMass (1-0)

(otinovi ptMXo ^ Bob AUnch

Women's soccer getsrevenge

UNC falls in indoor tourney

By FKTER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Mas.s

chusetts women's soccer

team never had it.s chance to

meet the eventual champion

University of North Carolina

m the NCAA Final Four dur

ing the fall.

So it was< a sweet victory for

the Minutewomen in the

University r)f Connecticut in-

door tournament this past

weekend when they beat the

rival Tarheels 2-1 in double

overtime on penalty kicks.

The Minutewomen came
out on top of a 1 2- team field

penalty kicks all

by heating Boston College.

New Hampshire. Keene
State. UConn. Nassau Com-
munity College of New York.

Soccer Plus (a club team

fn)m Hartford) and UNC.

"It was an emotionally

good win for us," UMass
coach Kaiekeni Banda said.

"I played all freshmen except

for senior Lori Stukes and

they played well. The nucleus

for the fail are these girls and

for the first time 1 saw the

look in their eyes that they

wanted to show everyone

who they were dealing

with".

In the championship game,

the Minutewomen went

ahead on a Debbie Belkin

goal before UNC tied the

game at one.

The teams played two

sudden-death overtime

periods of five minutes each

before going to penalty kicks.

Kristen Bf)wsher. Stukes.

-lolie DePauw and Caroline

Micheel ail connected to give

UMass the win.

"It was good to serve some

notice," Banda said. "I have a

good feeling about the girls

that played in the tourna-

ment. They have shown me a

\o\ of dedication to the sport

and to the team. 1 don't want

any players not willing to give

me that type oi commit

m

ent

SOCCKR NOTES:
(ioalies .leanne Paul and Lisa

Kllis. who split time on the

varsity last season, have left

school and Banda, who had

indicated he would he would

replace them beforehand, is

looking at several high school

players to step in and play

for UMass.

Banda has committments

from high schoolers Michelle

Powers of Massachusetts

and Virginia's Cathy

Cassady. Both are halfback/

forwards wit h a lot of skill and

figure, according to the

coach, to contribute right

away.

Firstbueman Jeff Cimini has been on a t^r. hitting .381

with a homer and 10 RBls. Freshman thirdbaseman/pit-

cher Steve Allen (.364) and shortstop Angek) Salustri

(.349. 2. 11) have also lieen hitting well.

The Huskies will gt> with righthander Mark Thalmann

(0-2) or Joe Simonocko (also 0-2). The Huskies are 2 1 after

a 3-8 tnp to South Carolinia. Thirdl«iseman Scott Cormier

(.354, 3. 10) has been their gun along with designated hit

ter Jerrv LaPente(.333. 5. 15). „ ^

Womenslax
battles Yale
inhome opener
I'.. ID HAVWAKh
( Mtlegiun Staff

The UniverMlv of Massachusetts women ^ i.« i>>n^»' team,

ining <»ff an impre.ssive iii shot. «i i opening game victory

'wr Bost<m University faces Yale University today at 3:00

on the NOPK athletic fields It i>- th.- C.i/jII.s' first home

Uiime of the sea.son.

I Mass coach Pam Hixon. who believes in taking one game

at a time, admits she doe.s not know much about the Yale

i«i»m hut expects a tough game.

When teams from our own region play us they tend to

. riter the games with fire in their eyes since we are one of the

I. ams to beat. ' Hixon said of the C.azelle.s, the nation's fifth

Linked team.

Hixon's fast breaking team will he up against a Yale team

that has compiled a 2-2 record 1 1 -0 in the Ivy League). Junior

midfielder Kelly UeCont leads Yale in scoring and total

ix.ints. In four games she has tallied 1 2 goals and two assists

(for 1 4 points). Freshman Jen Lange has also gotten off to a

fa.Ht start for Yiile. <ontributing seven goals and two

assi.sts.

UMass will look to senior midfielder Pam Moryl to work

the ( lazelles" transition game and pressure the Yale defense.

Mut the UMass offense relies on a number of players. Liz

S< huler had three goals again.st BU. with (linny Arm.strong

adding two and Becky Beckampis scoringone. Bunny Forbes

had three assists in the BU game.

The two teams met only once last year, in the first round of

the NCAA Tourniiment. UMass won that contest 6 "i in

overtime

lis like any other game: we have to take it as it comes,

play intelligently, take the smart risks and create the f)ppor-

tunilics to score." Hixon said

iglance

UMass Schedule:

Today:
Baseball: UConn, Lorden field, 3 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: Yale, NOPE, 3 p.m.

Softball: at Providence (2), 2 p.m.

Women's Tennis: B.C., NOPE courts, 2:30
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BOG recommends ban on Coors beer
Brewery family under fire for labor stance, right-wing ties

By VICKI A. SFAllNOLl
(\)llegian Staff

A vote by the Campus Center Board of C.ovemors last

week recommended that the ( (' administration halt the sale

of Cot»rs beer in the Blue Wall because of reported union

breaking and employee discrimination by the Coors com-

pany and becau-. ..f the political viewpoints of the

company owners

When you buy a glass of Coors beer, you're "supporting a

company which infnnges up<in the rights of workers," .said

BO(l member .lim Shaw, who is also an official member of

the Mas.sachusetts AFIVCIO
"You're supporting a company which supports a family

that supports right-wing organizations..We don't want to

subsidize their views by buying their product on campus,"

Shaw .said.

The Adolph Coors Co. has recently expanded its distribu-

tion into New England. Coors beer can now be purchased in

most New England states as draft beer, and has been sold in

the Blue Wall since the first week of March.

Assistant Director of CC Administration Bernard Wilkes,

Jr. said the CC will not purchase any more Coors beer until

the information presented on the company by the BOC. is

reviewed at tomorrow's meeting.

"It's just a precaution at this time." Wilkes said. "All of the

charges levied probably could be levied against any com-

pany, including this university.'

Shaw said the Coors company is discriminatory against

workers* rights and is considered anti-union by the AFU/

CIO. He said that the brewery union was "forced out" of the

company following a worker's strike there in 1977.

Arthur R. Osborne. Ma.s.s. AFL/CIO president, who sup-

ports the BO(i recommendation, said the AFL/CIO initiated

a national boycott against Coors beer last year because the

Coors family has "taken the lead in anti-worker, anti-union

issues in the U.S. Their hands are up to raise money and dis-

tribute it for the sole purpose of breaking unions,
"
Osbom

said

Kru Higgle, a Coors .spnkiMniin. ^.no iin . liij.i"',. ,
^ ... ;..»

brewers voted out the union." in 1 977. "There have been no

attempts bv unions to reorganize here. All they want to d«j i>

keep spreading thi> ''n spreadin t niation.'

Higgle said.

Shaw said CMass should n«.t support ( oors because ol

unfair work policies within the (f)mpanv He said the em

ployees are subjected t- ..,,K,M..|.h l.st> and to periodic

searches and seizures.

Biggie said the polygraph test i.- used as a pre employment

.screening device to "evaluate what people are saymg on their

applications. " adding that searches and seizures occurred

"only four or five times" in the pa.st ye ars when there wav

"reason to believe that the brewery was m danger. ' Higgle

said suspicion of firearms and dnigs in workers' lockers were

two such occasions when a search did occur.

Shaw said the C(K>rs family publicly and financially sup

ports nght-wing political organizations like the John Birch

Society and discriminates against blacks and the Third

World community. The John Birch Society based in

Cantintied on page S

Whitmore sit-in

persists despite

Duffey meeting
By TOM MinOLKTON
Collegian Staff

After meeting with Chancellor Joseph I) Duffey f«>r more

than half an hour, student leaders decided U> continue their

sit in through last night at Vice-chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis Madaon's office at Whitmore Administra-

tion building.

Both Duffey and student leaders agreed at the meeting

that no further negotiations of the students' demands would

take place until the pn)test ends. "Of course bo^^1 -'d.>i might

still be disappointed." Duffey .said.

At the meeting Duffey and the student leaders agreed to

iirrange a meeting between Assistant ViceChancellor for

Student Affairs Robert Welch and former student senate

Speaker Chris Sullivan to discuss the status of the Campus

('enter Board of Governors.

Duffey al.st. said he would join with Dan Burgess, tli.

dent representative to the UMass Board of Trustees, in ask

ing the tmstees to hear stiidei
•

• its f<ir further

divestment fr<>n> t .in\pnnies li <ss in South

Africa.

According to Mudent < iuv- Piesi

dent Stacy Roth. Duffey agrt . ,: ^ - a»>«»ui

a student governance board to oversee the Student Acti

V ities Office. "whH h handles the accounts of registered stu

dent organi/atitms.

"The meeting was very poaitive. I felt that ihev really lis

I' lied." Roth saul

Roth said the >iiMi. ni.-. were coiilmuin^ ih«- protest be-

. atise "obvMmsly, there are several issues left to be resolved.

We couldn't address the Universal Resource Fee pn>p<^

sal."

The Universal Resource Fee pmposed by the admmistra

tion would be a yearly charge of $261 to each student. Stu

dents would helj) pay for loans used to build and renovate

dormitori.s Mild dining halls, whether thev live on campus

or not

She added that the students wanted to continue the j)r<.

test to send their mes.sage to the tnistees. who are meeting

today at the U Mass/Boston campus

About 80 students agreed to n Whitmore again

last night.

Director of Public Safety C.erald T O'Neil said student*

would be allowed to stay because. "The basic thing is, what's

to be achieved by removing the students? Nothing is ob

structing the operation of the building." It will be up to the

administration to decide how long the students will be al-

lowed to remain, he added.

The sit in is an attempt to force the administration to act

on a series of demands submitted by student leaders. The

demands include the .selling of UMass' remaining invest-

ments in businesses involved in South Aftica. the retention

of student control over the Campus Center, modifications to

the Universal Resource Fee. a board to oversee the Student

Activities Office and judicial amnesty for students involved

in the prot«8t

INSIDE: ^
A time for religions rejokix^

^
A challenge for students •

J
GorillaB in for a Big Red Scare ^

j
"JoumalisUi vrriU because they have nothing to say, ana

they have nothing to my b«caMS« they vrrite.''

-•'KARL KKA I/O -

African diplomat stands by activism
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

"We did not start the violence, but the only language the

white man understands is the language of violence, '
de-

clared Organization of African Unity ambassador Oumaru

Youssofou in a panel discussion last night as.sessing pro-

gress made toward making the dream of Martin Luther

King a reality.

Yous.sofou explained that the cun-ent U.S. policy of con-

structive engagement toward South Africa, which stresses

dialogue and interaction, is not working.

"We are told to be patient, we are told that we are too

emotional and violent We've lived with the white minority

for over 300 years, and we have come to know them better

than you," he said.

Youssofou reminded the Campus Center audience that

African leaders were told independence for Namibia was

right around the comer. Now "we are wondering how big the

Continued on page 3 Ambassador Oumaru Youssofou
('.ollefoan photo by Derek Rob»rts
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WORLD AND IMATIGIMAL NEWS
Gorbachev is called willing
WASHINGTON (AP) - Soviet leader Mik
hail S. (lorbachev has "agreed in principle"

to a summit meeting with President Reagan,

but the time and place still must be worked
out, a senior U.S. official said yesterday.

Two possible sites and times are Helsinki.

Finland, in August, and the United Nations in

New York in September, said the official,

who msisted on anonmyity.

It would be the first U.S. - Soviet summit
since 1979, which former President .liramy

Carter and the late Leonid 1. Brezhnev sig-

ned the second Strategic Arms Limitation

Treaty (SALT ID to reduce some types of

nuclear weapons.

The two sides are stockpiling other mis

sUes, however, and have been unable to a^rn .

on ways to stop their arms race In declaring

It was "high time" for a summit, Keagan said

at his last news conference two weeks ago

t!^ '
*

;ld try to quicken the pace of

I now being held in (leneva.

Switzerland, if he met with (Jorbachev.

Bui Keagan and the US offi. '
I the

agfiida would rantu' hiMmd > in

include other issue- Vmong them,

presumably, are huiuaii nKtii.*>, which the

Soviets pledged to improve when they and :i 4

other countries, including the United States,

signed the Helsinki agreement in the Firmish

capital in 1975.

Heagan has frequently criticized the Sov-

iets' record. The Helsinki agreement will be

marked by a 10 year anniversary observance

on Aug. I. It IS an important accord for the

Soviets since it climaxed more than a decade

of effort to confirm their influence in Eas

tern Europe.

Finland, as the host, has been considering

invitations to the foreign ministers of the 35

governments that signed the agreement.

The opening of the annual session of the

U.N. (ieneral as.sembly. meanwhile, draws

foreign ministers and other senior officials to

New York. Last September, Reagan chose

the session as a forum for a major speech urg-

ing a new .! •''ue with Moscow.

The pi 1 .spokesman, l..arry Speakes,

Uild reporters that "there have been no dis

i-ussions alKMJt arrangements ft)r a summit, no

meeting -set, no time set. nothinj; along those

lines."

Speakes added: N " place

now and 1 don't kno\^ j.lansfor

any meetii^s at a7Tan^ment.s

More violence strains Pretoria
^ Africa (AIM

ventown-nhipsin

' -v^ ' sBl H«. -

red in a!

the eastern ("ape Province before dawn yes-
• ''',. ^ ? to death

V ith a gas

oline bomb set the house afire, police uid
In .lohanneNburg, about 40 demonntrator?.

crowded mtt) the headquarters of Citibank,

protesting what they called the "indif

ference" of the Amencan bank and foreign

firms to the killings of blacks by police

police said black townships in the Eastern

Cape had calmed later yesterday after 10

days of bloodshed that have left at least .'<9

blacks dead. Nineteen of the dead were

marcheni shot by police outside the mdus
trial renter of Uitenhage on March 21.

A .spokesman at Pretoria police headquar-

ters said the baby died during the night when
noters threw a bomb into a house in the

Veeplaas black township otit-^ide P<>rt Eliz-

abeth on the Indian Ocean.

The explosion set fire to the house and
nine nearby shacks, mcluding one in which

the child was sleeping, .said the spokesman,

who spoke on condition he not be identi-

fied.

Police uaed shotguns, rubber bullets and

tear gas several times during the night to

break up crowds that stoned |)olice patrols

and piled up burning roadblocks, the spokes-

man said. Two policemen and two soldiers

were slightly injured in tuwnships near Port

pli/:(hi'th h». «Hid

t^

(JUNMAN CAPTURED— Detroit police emerxre from an elementar> school on

that citv'a north aide canning: a man who had held three children hoatage for

about four hours ^reaterday. APi^Mrrph

Israelis closing prison camp
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) Ihe Israeli

army began closing the Ansar prison camp in

southern Lebanon yesterday and the military

command said more than 600 of the pris-

oners would be released.

Israeli radio reported that 1.200 of the

•Shiite Moslem and Palestinian prisoners at

Ansar were being transferred to Israel and

the camp dismantled as part of the second

phase of the Israeli withdrawal from t •

'

anon.

The military command in Tel Aviv said the

prisoners being moved were "being tem-

porarily transferred to a detention facility

in Israel."

Lt Gen. Moshe Levy, the Israeli chief of

staff, told Israel radio that more than 600

prisoners will be released starting today.

An army announcement suggested other

prisoners might be released if Shiite Moslem
attacks on Israeli soldiers diminished. The
army "will release the detainees in accor-

dance with developments in .south Lebanon"

as the army withdraws, the anmninrement

said.

Victim 's family
faultsBUcop
BOSTON (AP) - An attor-

ney for the family of a 19-

ye.r ' ' tnitor who was fat-

all;- v a Boston Univer-

sity pohce officer asked the

state Supreme Court Tues

day to set aside an mquest

report that said the officer's

actions were justified

Daniel G. Harrington, who
represents the mother and

brother ot Christopher Dignan.

.said in a petition tn the court

that the rep<irt by Brighton Dis-

trict Court justice Albert H.

Bums was one- .sided and did

not accxirately refletn the tes-

timony at a f(Hir day inquest
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CORRECTION
A story on yesterday's Black Affairs page contained in-

correct information about the coordinator of the Thin!

World Women's I*rogram. Chong Yu is from South

Korea, not North Korea.
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AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS.
4:30 p.m. 2:00 a.m.

Sunday thru Wednesday
4:30 p.m. - 3:00 am.

Thuradav thru Saturday

9 East Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

APRIL 1985

SUNDAY

1 Free Item '

Of Your Own
Choice
On Any Piiia

.VIONDA

Free 1

Pepperoni

On Any Ptiia

8
Free Sausage

14

1 Free 21

Coke
With Any

Srrval) Pi/za

28

" ;/,t

Free 15

Double Dough

On Any Ptlta

^ree Ham

On Any Pizza

22

TUbbUA> WEDNESDAY
Free ',

Green
Peppers

Ofi Any Pizza

Free
Onions

On Any P>iza

16

23

Free
Hamburg

On Any Pizza

Free 10

Canadian
Bacon

On Any Plzz,i

17

Free
Sausage
On Any Piz.'a

29 ree 30
Onions
On Any f'li'a

Free 24

Extra Cheese

On Any Pizz »

ThlRSDAV

Free ^

Extra Cheese

l.ln Any P.ZZa

11

Free
'^

Black Olives

On Any Pizza

26

FRIDAY

c 12
Free
Mushrooms

On Any Pizza

19

Free 26

Green Peppers

On Any Pizza

SATURDAY

Free

Mushrooms

On Any Pilia

Free 20
"Pepperoni

On Any f-Tzza

27

uruspo
YOUR iAUMPttrt

Skirtt

DROP OFF LAURDRY

10-5 00
Except Wed & Sal

7«m-iOpmJ

7 Days

3 Size

Washers
Gas Oryers/

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray Si 549-1665

HAPPY
B-DAY

TOURTILLOTTE!

DUCKY

Wednexlay. April 3. 1985
Collegian s

Higher education ignored as boost for welfare recipients
By SUSAN EATON
CoUegian Staff

Welfare agencies place too much emphasis on "getting

people off the welfare rolls," which causes an ignorance

toward higher education according to welfare administrators

speaking yesterday at Smith College.

Sandra Rice Murray, Director of the Office of Field Ser-

vice of the United Planning Organization, said states con-

tinue to encourage welfare recipients toward temporary or

low- paying jobs without "saying a word about higher ed-

ucation."

Murray said, "We must first ask, how do you get people to

want to do these things for themselves?" adding that in order

to address sociological, psychological pohtical and ethical

issues," "motivation must start where one Uves."

Murray pointed to Kemmi Gray, who organized and en-

couraged women in a Washington DC. housing project to

send their children to college. Gray's movement also allowed

these women to manage the entire housing complex; provid-

ing day- care, legal assistance, and family counseUng, for

its residents.

Margaret C. Dunkle, CO- director of the Equahty Center in

Washington, DC, said there is a need to change current

welfare and educational aid poUcy. which by allowing the

receipt of one type of aid reduces the chance of receiving

assistance from another agency.

Dunkle said in order to increase motivation toward higher

education and prevent the 'feminization of poverty,' ' the

focus must be stopping teen- age pregnancies which accounU

for 4 1 percent of female high school drop-outs.

Policy makers must also work to increase the availability of

child day-care which can be the "make or break issue" for

mothers seeking an education, she said.

Brenda Algar. a Smith graduate and case worker for the

Department of Youth Services in Springfield, said she was

filled with feelings of "inferiority" when she began receiving

Aid To Families With Dependent Children (AFl)C) m order

to support herself and her daughter.

"1 spent a seven year journey through periods of self-

analysis and self-reproach and finally to self-realization and

activism," she said.

Algar called herself a victim of welfare "stereotyping" say-

ing her idea of attending a community college was met by her

caseworker with the reply, "You would be better off finding a

nice man to take care of you and your daughter."

"In much the same way that people come to believe a blind

person can't hear, the defect' of welfare is infused to encom-

pass one's entire identity," Algar said

<:UilkgMn photo by Darok RolHfto

Smith graduate Brenda Algmr
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Historically rich holidays commence over the weekend
Easter Sunday cause

for Mass, bunnies
By KATHLEEN HART
CoUegian Suff

Catholics and Protestants around the

world are preparing this week to com-

memorate the resurrection of Christ on Eas-

ter Sunday, a day to celebrate Ufe and, for

many a day to get goodies from the Easter

Bunny.
The end of Holy Week marks the Tridium.

a latin name for the last three days of the

week. Catholics celebrate Holy Saturday in

preparation for Easter Sunday

"Easter Sunday is a wonderful joyous

day." said the Rev. Joseph Quigley, Director

of the Newman Center. "It is the greatest

feast in the Catholic calendar. It is a day of

victory. It verifies everything that Christ

' represented."

Jlwly Thursday represents the day of the

Last Supper, and according to Quigley. at

this meal Jesus instituted the Eucharist,

Priesthood and Mass. This is a day of fes-

tivity, of trying to get away from the somber-

ness of lent

The Holy Thursday celebration will in-

clude a procession around the Church in

honor of the Eucharist "The procession is a

sort of 21 -gun salute to the Lord ", Quigley

said.

Good Friday marks the day Christ died on

the cross, and is the only day of the year a

Catholic Mass is not celebrated, "because

Christ is symbolically dead, " Quigley said,

adding that a special service will be held.

On Holy Saturday, the church prepares for

the Easter Vigil, when flowers are brought

into the church and the alter is decorated for

the coming of Christ The Newman Center

will have an Easter Vigil with a service of

Ught which will be held outside the front

entrance of the Newman Center.

Easter Sunday marks the "Resurrection

day — the day Christ triumphs over death,"

Quigley said. "He was the first of many
brothers and sisters to rise from the dead."

To many. April 7 will be the day the Easter

Bunny comes. The Easter Bunny is a "Euro-

pean pagan symbol of fertility," according to

Ed Phinney. Chairman of the Classics Depart-

ment
Phinney said Flaster is in the spring, and the

burmies are viewed as a symbol of new life. He
said chicken eggs are also a symbol of new life.

"However." said Phinney. "I don't know how

those chicken eggs ended up in the bunny's bas-

ket; I guess two symbols are better than one."

Leslie Maclver. a junior communications

m^r, said "My famU>' gets together and we

have a big dinner on Easter. We used to get

Easter baskets, but we're too old for that

now.

Holy Week Events

at the Newman Center

Thursday — Procession at 7 p.m.

Friday — "Passion and Death of Our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ" at 4 p.m. Stations

of the Cross at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday — Easter Vigil at 7 p.m.

Sunday— Masses at8 am., 1 1 am., 12:30

am., 4:30 p.m.. and 7 p.m.

Passover Events

Friday— Seder Dinner at S p.m. in Kosher

Dining Commons, Southwest Rabbi Saul

Perimutter will read from the HaggadaK
Celebration will continue until 10 p.m.

Saturday — Seder dinner at 5 p.m. in

Kosher Dining Commons.

Passover festivities

recall Jews' exodus
By RITA MURPHY
CoUegian Suff

Between 1200 and 1400 B.C. Jews in

Egypt were slaves, denied freedom by the

Pharoah Ramses. The Old Testament says

Moses went to Ramses and begged him to

"let my people go." Despite assurances from

Ramses that they would be freed, it was not

until Jews began a forty year journey to

Israel that freedom was achieved.

This weekend Jews around the world join

in celebration of the exodus from Egypt. At

the University of Massachusetts, the celeb

ration of Passover begins at sundown Fn
day.

This year, as in past years, the emphasis

will be not only on celebrating freedom won
centuries ago. but on examining Jews around

the world today and on calling for the freeing

of those still persecuted particularly in Ethi-

opia and the Soviet Union, according to

Kabbi Saul Perimutter of the University of

Massachusetts Hillel.

"The struggle for freedom continues. For

me on Passover. I think of Moses saying to

Pharoah. let my people go.' I also think (»f

Jews saying to Russia, 'let my people go."

During Passover I strengthen my resolve to

get Jews out of Russia " Perimutter said.

In Russia today. Soviet Jews are denied

visas out of the country and tho.se that apply

for them sometimes have to wait years before

having them approved. The Soviet .lews face

public indignation, loss of jobs and homes

merely because they applied for visas, he

said.

SUtistics show that in 1979. 50.000 Jews

were allowed to leave Russia while just last

year less than 1.000 Jews were granted per-

mission. Jews in Russian also face religious

persecution, he said.

In Ethiopia just recently, black Jews were

allowed to leave that drought- plagued

region, and for a long time the passage had to

be kept secret for fear of govemaMOt inter-

vention.

"l*heir struggle for freedom continued

daily." Perimutter said.

One of the main themes of Pa.ssover is to

"share our bread with others." which means
that Jews are supposed to removed all

leavened (yeast) products from their homes
Perimutter said that traditionally. Jews at

UMass have been asked to donate those

items to area survival centers. This year he

urges Jews to send donations to Africa to

help the Ethiopian Jews.

UMass students who won't be able to

spend Passover with their families can spend

It with the larger "family" unit here, begin

ning with a seder dinner Fnday evening at the

Kosher Dining Commons in the Hampden
Dining Commons That dinner will begin a

night of celebration including singing and

reading from the Haggadah. a Jewish

praver book.

Another seder dinner will take place .Sat-

urday night. Students must preregister by

t4>day for both dinners at Franklin dining

commons. Students on the Kosher plan must

still sign up but do not have to pay the ad

ditional $1.00 for those on the regular meal

plan and $5.50 for those not on any meal

plan

i^Africa
comer is. We've ab-eady been looking

around it for four years," he said.

He cited the recent killing of 19 black

demonstrators as evidence that the violence

on the part of South African black is in self-

defense, adding, "why should it not be jus-

tified when we are being killed like rats?"

He drew an analogy to the American

struggle for independence from the British.

"Your ancestors lost their lives and shed

their blood to achieve independence."

Youssofou is the ambassador to the

United Nations representing the entire con-

tinent of Africa. In addition to Youssofou,

each African country has one representative.

Reverend Charles Stith of the Union Church

itCoors
Belmont is a private anti-communist group

which promotes various ultra-conservative

causes.

William Coors is currently involved in a law-

suit in Denver, Colorado following a statement

he made in 1984 at a convention of black and

minority businessmen in that city. Coors at-

tributed the economic problems in black-

governed Africa to a "lack of intellectual

capacity," according to a Denver neiffspaper.

Joseph Coors, vice-chairman, president

and chief operations officer at the company
has said, "I personally have suppHed funds to

both of these organizations, (the Birch Soc-

iety and the Heritage Foundation) and I am
proud to be able to do so because they are

promoting many fine solid principles which I

heartily support One of these is opposition

Contxnucd from page 1

of Boston, a prominent civil rights activist

outlined a national perspective and strategy to

achieve King's dream.

"In America today we have a leadership

vacuum at best and at worst a leadership

crisis," he said.

Stith said the Democratic Party should work

to build a new consensus for the 1988 pre-

sidential election based on "hope, harmony,

justice and opportunity."

He said this new consensus should be mod-

eled on the "rainbow coalition" promoted by

the Rev. Jesse Jackson which would "cut

across color, class, custom, creed and culture"

and "bring people together to re direct this

nation from in.sanity to salvation."

mmt^m^^-m^^mm^^ Cfmlinwd from. pogt I

to ERA (the Equal Rights Amendment)."

Any Coors employee "has the right to free

speech and poHtical beliefs." Riggle said,

and "if the Coors family individuals feel they

want to further their own political positions,

that's their right"

Shaw said he and other BOG members are

organizing a coalition against Coors beer in

Massachusetts, which would be the first

boycott against Coors in the state.

Riggle said boycotting Coors beer on cam-

pus would have no effect on the Coors com-
pany or the Coors family. He said a boycott

would affect the distributors in N.E., some of

whom belong to unions.

"People need to quit listening to union

propaganda." Riggle said, "It's the con-

sumers who should make their own decision

about drinking Coors beer."

Attempted murder charges dropped
A 20 year old University of Massachu

.setts student was cleared of attempted mur-

der charges but still faces two counts of

assault, a Hampshire County Di.strict Court

judge ruled yesterday.

In a pre-trial hearing. Judge Philip Con-

tent extended the case of Arthur J. Papan

drea. arrested Feb 10 after his alleged

involvement in a fight at a party. The trial will

be held June 3.

Papandrea. free on $1000 cash bail, had

pleaded innocent to charges of assault with

intent to commit murder, as.sault and battery

with a dangerous weapon and assault with a

dangerous weapon

Attoiiiing lo Amherst polite, Papandrea

reportedly struck the victim, Michael Hen

nessy on the head with a beer bottle during a

fight that began after Papandrea threatened

t«) stab him with a kitchen knife. Hennessy, a

19 year old UMass student, received I.U)

stitches to his neck and face.

Hennes.sy would not respond to questions

about the case or about yesterday's proceed-

ings.
^

Neither Papandrea nor his attorney.

Charles S. Chri.sty, was available for com-

ment.

.MARY CRESSE

^^t,iit^K'|"' p'" I'l by Derek Rotwrta

RECLINING DONORS—Student giving blood yesterday in the Student Union

Ballroom. The Red Crosa blood drive on campua enda today at 3:30.
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A stand for student rights

Very few institutions of higher

education allow for as much stu-

dent participation in the decision-

nmking process as the University

of Massachusetts. Here, we sit on

governing boards for campus
buildings and on residential area

judicial committees. Our student

asoate has the power to allocate

hundreds of thousands of dollars

garnered from student fees in any

way they see fit, free from ad-

ministrative interference. These

factors have helped make this into

one of the most progressive and

highly regarded universities in the

United States.

All this is rapidly changing.

The 1980s are becoming the

decade of the cost-cutter, the

manager, the "fiscally responsi-

ble" administrator. Running
things in the black, "efficiently" if

you v^ill, has pushed all other con-

siderations aside. While a private

industry, whose primary concern

is to make a profit, must adhere to

such policies in order to survive,

we believe that an educational in-

stitution needs to have other con-

siderations.

The UMass administration ap-

pears to disagree. Recent at-

tempts on its part to eliminate stu-

dent involvement in the Campus
Center and to subordinate student

. needs for space to merchandising

concerns illustrate this all too

well. It has become caught up in

the business-oriented spirit of

these times and is adopting finan-

cial policies better suited to a

shopping mall than a public facili-

ty dedicated to the advancement

of knowledge.

To fight it, members of the

SGA, the BOG. the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate, and other campus
groups have organized rallies and

sit-ins in an attempt to influence

the board of trustees. Some 27 of

these individuals have proved

dedicated enough to camp out in

Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson's

office since noon Monday.

We applaud their motives sjid

join them in deploring the fre-

quently under-handed actions of

certain Whitmore bureaucrats.

However, we cannot condone flip-

pant insults that divide students

along political lines—"What are

you all, conservatives?" shouted a

student trying to recruit others

for the sit-in yesterday—or the

lack of respect accorded Dean of

Students William Field by people

who bounce balls up and down
when he tries to open a dialogue.

Such silly and self-serving

theatrics do little to win friends

and only alienate those whose sup-

port is most needed. Being radical

simply for its own sake is pointless

and counter-productive. A unified

front is necessary if we are to

make any headway against an ad-

ministration that has lost sight of

what student input means.

Unsigned editorials reflect the ma-

jority opinion of the Collegian

Board of Editors.

Random notes :-

A dark eerie night at Baybanks Express-24

I knew things were starting to get our of

hand when I began waking up with palpita-

tions seconds before my alarm clock went

off. Now when it finally screams, I jump a

foot into the atmosphere as if its noise is

some great surprise to me. I slam my
snooze button and drift back into five more

frightful minutes of sleep before the whole

process repeats itself. It takes two or three

encores until I usually feel safe enough to

drag myself out of bed and into reality. It's

a scary world we live in. Even on a local

level

The other night I was at Baybanh^

Erpress-2U tr>'ing to cash my $10 paycheck

(fame doesn't pay very well). It was about

10:45. just the time that 1 usually run to

Barts to eat $10 worth of ice cream.

It was dark with the exception of the dim

lights above the five vacant cash machines.

The place was eerie and I was all alone. As

I began filling out the envelope into which I

was about to place my check, a man slipped

his cash card into the slot by the locked

door, the door buzzed, and he entered. I

was feeling a little nervous. Should I smile

at him? Should I ignore him? What if he

were armed? Maybe he would try to st«al

my $10 and run to Baris with it. Now I wau

nn^KfV'ft'
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getting really nervous. I began filling out

my envelope at a faster tempo. Name, ad-

dress, account number, phone number...

I stole a glance at him out of the corner of

my eye. He was watching me. He smiled.

Oh no, I thought, maybe he's going to do

something deranged. Suddenly his voice

broke the silence. "Bet I get to the machine

before you do," he said.

Renee Bacher is a Collegian staff member.
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Obscuring the real issue
Have you ever noticed, painted on

sidewalks and walls around I'Mass, a pic-

ture of a mushroom cloud from a nuclear

expolosion with the ominous question "To-

day?" printed next to it? Sure, this ac

counts for only a small percentage of the

left-wing graffiti that one is likely to see

around campus (it would seem that leftists

have a great deal of trouble expressing

themselves without a can of spray paint),

but it is a perfect example of a tactic com-

monly employed by various elements on the

left of the American political spectrum,

especially the nuclear freeze forces. The

tactic I refer to is the inducement of fear.

What President Roosevelt called

"Nameless, unreasoning, unjustified t«rror

which paralyzes needed efforts to convert

retreat into advance."

The goal of the American left is to discon-

tinue the revitalization of America's armed

forces and to weaken our military position.

They claim that they spread their ideology

by teaching people al>out the dangers of

nuclear war. In fact, the leftists attenipt to

terrorize the American populace by vividly

describing the effects of nuclear explosions

and by encouraging the notion that such an

occurrence in inevitable, even imminent.

The effect they desire is that Americans

should become convulsed with fear and,

without considering the implications, aid

the left in its political battle to disarm

America which, according to the leftists, is

the only way to avoid the imminent

catastrophe.

A fundamental part of the leftist position

is the arrogance that they are the only one

interested in preventing nuclear war. In-

stead of acknowledging that there is a

good-faith disagreement on the best way to

prevent World War III, they imply, in ef-

fect, that those who oppose their political

goals are somehow in favor of a nuclear

holocaust. As absurd as this notion is, it is

surprisingly wide-spread. Prominent main

stream liberal democrats such as Jerry

Brown of California and President Lyndon
Johnson ran for office with television com-

mercials depicting nuclear mushroom
clouds and implying that if their

Republican opposition won the election, the

Loren Spivack

world would end in a nuclear inferno. This

tactic does the public a disservice, for in-

stead of disputing the other side of this con-

troversial issue, it attempts to obscure the

fact that an alternative opinion exists at all.

The fact is that we conservative

Republicans are also quite fond of the

world and have no desire to see it

destroyed. We feel, however, that the

primary threat to worid peace—and hense

to the world-comes from the Soviet Union

and that American deterrence is serving to

keep the peace. The leftists offer no plan to

save the world from Soviet nuclear

weapons (they don't allow peace-

movements in Russia), except to trust in

the Kremlin's "good will." We Republicans

care too much about our world and our

country to leave the preservation of world

peace up to the "good will" of a Soviet

Union with a nuclear monopoly.

While misrepresenting the true nature of

the controversy, the leftists do go to great

lengths to educate the public about one par-

ticular aspect of the nuclear arms issue.

They love to describe in great detail, the

destruction that would be caused by a

nuclear war. Leftist literature is replete

with statistics such as estimated death tolls

and scientific theories regarding potential

effects on the environment of a nuclear ex-

change. While the facts may very well be

accurate, the point is moot. Every sane,

thinking person left or right understand

that nuclear war would be unwinnable and

unsurvivable and must never be fought.

And no one at all is advocating such insani-

ty. Emphasizing images of mushroom

clouds and statistics of death serve only to

obscure the real issue (i.e. what is the best

way to prei'ent nuclear war) and to pro-

mote an atmosphere of panic which

discourages clear thinking and furthers the

ill-advised and, in some cases, the highly

dangerous goals of America's left wing.

Loren Spivack is a UMass student.

Letters
Not 'sparring' or 'debating'

The Collegian ran on March 22 a front page story repor

ting on a dialogue between Bishop Peter Rosazza. a co-

author of the Catholic Bishops' Pastoral Letter on the

U.S. Economy and myself. The story pictured the Bishop

and 1 as "sparring" and "debating" when in fact we are in

general agreement on most of the questions at issue. I

wish to set the record straight.

As stated in your article, I did indeed argue that "the

letter is in tremendous conflict with standard economics"

on several basic issues. However, I did not argue, as the

reporter implied, that standard economics is always right.

In fact, I am far more supportive of the bishops' position

on the issues than I am of standard economic dot-tnne.

Let me explain the main lines of conflict. First, the

bishops develop basic ethical principles to evaluate our

economic system. They stress the central importance of

community, the mutual responsibility of people for one

another, the virtue of cooperation, and the basic economic

rights that each individual possesses simply because he or

she is a human being and a meml)er of the community.

Standard economic theory sees only isolated self-

aggrandizing individuals, recognizes only those economic

rights asscKiated with private property, and preaches the

virtue of competitive struggle among individuals. Second,

the bishops find the institutii)ns. pr<K-esses and outcomes

of the American economic system to be seriously flawe*!

from a moral perspective. They strongly condemn the

poverty, high unemployment, gross inequality, and hierar-

chical work relations that characterize our economy.

Finally, the bishops offer progressive policy proposals

and suggestions for institutional reform which conflict

with currently fashionable tricle-down, supply-side

economics. Their proposals for institutional change in-

clude substantial worker-participation in all important

business decisions and increased reliance on economic

planning; they call these institutional reforms a "new-

American experiment in economic democracy."

Thus, the bishops do present a major challenge to t)oth

standard economic theory and the Amencan economic

system. They propose an alternative, and in many ways

more attractive, vision of society and a different set of

criteria for evaluating economic performance. They sup-

port institutional reforms that swim against the main cur-

rent of standard economic thought. As I see it. there is

nothing inherently unsound or economically illogical in the

general thrust of their ideas for public discussion and

debate. My only criticism of their Pastoral Letter is that it

is not as theoretically coherent and careful as it could have

been, and thus it appears to be more vulneralde to attack

from defenders of the economic status-quo than it really

b. I agree with Bishop Rosazza that it is the rfsj><»nsihility

of those economists who share their social and ethical c«)n-

cems to provide the expertise required to help the bishops

convert their ideas into more concrete and pragmatic pro-

posals for economic and political change.

James R. Crotty

Professor of EconomicB

Editor's note: The reporter standu by ki8 notes as being ac-

curate.

Shooting just a part
In your letter of April 2, Matthew Levin,

you cite a tendency to richness and fatness

as the inevitable downfall of "advanced

civilizations" and implicitly use this

premise as evidence that we need to Ije less

tolerant of oppt)sing political systems. I

wholeheartedly agree with your premise

and would like to add that fatness and

richness inevitably lead to another

dangerous condition, namely that of con-

servatism and intolerance.

Well, Levin, I don't know how fat or rich

you are, but your conservative intolerance

indicates an advanced stage of these condi-

tions. May I suggest you remove your na-

tionalistic blinders and recognize that the

shcxjting of the American officer you refer

to is not the whole problem, but a single

move in the idiotic jwlitical games played

daily with our lives and with equal cunning

by every major power in the world.

Don Ulin

Montague

RSOs are 'lifeblood'
The UMass Republican Club is unim-

pressed with the inflamatory theatrics of

Kevin Sweeney during last week's Student

Senate meeting. At the risk of dousing

Sweeney's proposal with cold wat^r, we

will not follow suit in setting fire to our

budget.

If, as Sweeney claims, his University

Democrats can find sufficient alternative

sources of funding (which shouldn't be too

difficult as they are relatively inactive and

therefore require little money) then more

power to them.

The UMass Republican Club, however, is

the third largest RSO on campus, as well as

one of the most active. We are certain that

we cannot maintain our present program

through outside sources. It should be

remembered that in Massachusetts, ours is

the less moneyed party.

More to the point, however, we believe

that the fair allocation of student funds

Help needed forquestionnaire

This letter is directed to members of the lesbian, gay,

and bisexual community. I am writing to ask for your

help. As a result of some of the heterosexist incidents

that took place at the end of last semester a position of

Human Relations Planner and Advocate was temporarily

created by the vice chancellor for student affairs. I was

selected for this position and one of my primary respon-

sibilities is to prepare a report for Vice Chancellor Mad

son.

This report will include: information about the needs,

concerns, and experiences of lesbian, gay, and bisexual

students at UMass. the services and programs currently

provided by existing campus offices and agencies for

them, the attitude of students in general toward

heterosexism on campus, and recommendations to the

vice chancellor for what needs to change here at the

University to more adequately meet the needs of lesbian,

gay, and bisexual students.

However, in order to accurately reflect what life at

UMass is like for you, I need help. I have developed a

questionnaire that assesses the needs and experiences of

lesbians, gays, and bisexuals on campus. The more of you

who fill this out. the more compleU' the information and

the report will be. If you are dissatisfied and want U» see

things change, thake \h minutes to fill out the question-

naire. Here is an t>pp*)rtunity for you to have your opi

nion count.

The surveys will l>e availal>le this week and must W- fill

ed out and returned by Friday. They will hv availal>le at

the following locations: LBGA Office in the SUB,

Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall, the W\>men's

Studies Office. 208 Bartlett Hall. Vii-e Chancellor ft»r

Student Affairs Office in Whitmore. and from my office

99 Berkshire House. The surveys can lie returned U» any

of these locations by Friday. Felice Yewkel

t^ KerkHhire HouHe

xT's fru5T vjHAT I'VE /^iwA/i mmi
A/OmJ VjH^^t THE HBCKIS
THAT GENEVA PLArE AhJyHO\AJ^

Where were you yesterday?

Fighting the current trend

The current trend in American jm>IiIks does nu»re than

just ignore education. If the Reagan administration is

reducing funds for raw education and financial aid. it is

because it knows that the supply side cann(»t al)sort) an

educated populace. I tliink, while rejoining m the value of

every sort of education, that there is more to our society

than a supply side or private sector. There is a public set-

tor which needs at all costs to maintain an access to irux

pensive and quality education.

I was willing to risk arrest last night at Whitmort- to

voice my opposition against the I'RF and for the BOC
UMass is still a relatively inexpensive institutit)n. due

largely to the current power of students. If the URF
passes, the trend will l»e to rais*" the cost of alt studenUs.

gnd. lindergrad. on and (»ff campus. An institution which

gives people a chance to educate themselves is aljsoluti-ly

necessary- to maintain an equal and fair society. The ques-

tion of the B(XJ and the URF are very relevant threat.*^ to

such an institution. If the URF passes this Wednesday,

the trend will need U) stop there.
^^^^ Welsch

Central

Last night at 2:3(). as I

once again attfrnpt***! t<»

fiUI asleep. I conlemplatetl

why 1 was particifiating in

this "Student RighUs-Civil

|)is«.l>edience Rally." With

a high tt>p sneaker for a

pillow and a lK>rn»wetl ctiat

for a blanket, 1 l>egHn to

question why I was sleep-

ing on a cold fl«H»r in the

Whitmore Administration

Building and whjil my
response would be when
my actions wen* question-

«i in the morning.

Would I explain that it

was pro|K»se<i the Boani t»f

Governors be eliminate*! at

the whim of the ad

ministration? Would I

state the student.s should

program what students

want in their concerts, not

administration's idea of

"fnlerlHinnK'nf" Would 1

tell them that the Coffee

Shop is a facility for

StudenUs. not a "designer"

swealiihirt tiullet tor the

University Sl«»re? Would I

tell of the devastating

financial ai«l cuts while

discl«»sing the julministra

lion's plan to rai.se tntr tui-

tion?

W«>uld I resfKind that uv

as students, grneral** yr»

percent of the revenue the

Campus Cfiiter/Stutlent

Union Building ;uid l>elievi-

that we have unalien;U>le

nghts in the m;injigenu'nt

n{ <ntr money? Would 1 say

that I participate*] to pn>-

test the violation (»f hJask*

student rights?

How would I respitmi to

the question, "Why did

you S|)end the night at

Whitmore? " MayU- the

question should l>e, "Why
diiln't you?"

Karen-Karina tiray

Vire-( hairpefHon of the

Board of (tovernors

Others excluded

Thank y«)U for y«>ur excellent coverage

on March 29th of the u|H-oming campus

celebration of Martin Luther King Week.

However, when one reads the article one

is left with the impression that SCERA
alone is facilitating Martin Luther King

Week. In actuality, SCERA is one of

many groups an<i individuals who have

worked to make this celebration a reality.

Some of these groups include Afrik Am.

BMCP. CCEBMS. DEC/UPC. DVP.

HamiHlen Program. Iota Phi Theta, MLK
Planning Committee, SCA. Mollege

black studies department. UMass Arts

Council, and the Commuter Area (iovem-

ment. Each and everyone of these

organizations, including SCERA. deserve

cretlit for further actualizing King's

dream. ,» . . . ^, . - . •

David ( . .Martin

S( ERA

ought to t)e determine*! Ity a group s ac

complishments, activities, the size of its

membership, and its record of service to

students. Our budget for the past fiscal

year was $1,200. This is a pittance in com-

parison to semi-student groups such as

SCERA ($88,248) and Senate Operations

($65,484) to name just a couple.

Student groups are, in large part, the

lifeblood of this campus. Budgetary con-

straints will make it difficult enough for

such active and successful groups as

Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA), the PGA and UMass Credit

Union, with proven track records. The

UMass Republican Club is one such group.

Without meaning to be unkind, relatively

speaking, Sweeney's groups is not. In bur-

ning his budget, he destroyed something of

comparatively little value.

We ask that other RSOs join us in insur-

ing that all student organizations receive

the funding they deserve.

Rodman R. Snelling

Tar from tasteful'

I am writing in response to the April

Fool's section of the CoUegtan. I commend

your staff for joining in on this tradition

and trying to make the front section

humorous; your effort is definit<«ly ap-

preciated.

What concerns me, however, is the con-

tent of what you published. I question your

wisdom of publishing the picture of the

rhino.=. more so, I was offended by its cap-

tion: "These rhinos were viewed fornicating

along 1-91 over the weekend. No one knows

where they came from, but b<jy. were they

fun to watch!" Tasteless. The advertise-

ment for drugs and arms is questionable

because of the seemingly-condoning values

it communicates. Also, the article on the

many uses of the word "fuck" is not funny

to me and appears inappropriate for our

college paper. This work is far from the

tasteful humor and good judgment I'm

Letter Policy

All letters must be signed and in-

clude the writer's address and
telephone number, which will not

be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we re^et we are

unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and lenirth.

Last week, you published an article

reporting that UMass ranks as one of the

t^)p schools in the country. This is bound to

help our schiKjl's reputation. I, for one,

would like to see an end to the disrespect

UMass receives in-state, and its

characteristic "Zoo-Mass" reputation. We,
as students, need to be aware of how we
portray our school, and I can only sjH'culate

as to what kind of impression the April

Fool's section makes on potential

employers (Are you listening, seniors?),

potential students and their parents, and
the community, in general. Let's not fool

ourselves.
Beth Eastman

Southwest
man n.. sneiuni; « •„ „ ui„ ^t
Republican Club ^^^^ y«"'* «^^^ '^ ^P^^'^ °^-
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Want a job that pays

ROOM, BOARD,
and SALARY???

Applications are now being accepted

for the position of

ASSISTANT MANAGER
of Butterfield Kitchen

Applications are available in

Butterfield Dorm (Central)

* Must graduate 1987 or later

Job begins Aug. 25, 1985 through school year

Inside funny business

r

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
5492880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

JVS SUMMER
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Paid and volunteer positions available in:

• communications
• public relations

• business and finance

• human services

• health care

For more information

and application, contact:

Larry Biederman

Jewish Vocational Service

31 New Chardon Street .
Boston, MA 02114 I
(617) 723-2846 "

Graduate Assistant

Wanted
Hilltop Health Club, a multi-faceted

fitness facility in the Orchard Hill

residence area, is seeking a new Direc-

tor for fall semester 1985.

Qualifications:

Full time Graduate student

Knowledge of holistic health

Knowledge of physiological principles

of physical training

Leadership and organizational skills

Complete job description and applica-

tions available at B30 Baker House,

Central /Orchard Hill.

Application deadline - April 12, 1986

Hilltop Health Club

The Lotus Crew
By Stewart Meyer
Grove Press

By JON STRYMISH
< Ollegian Staff

Stewart Meyer's The Lotus Crew is a por-

trait of the lifestyle and lifecytle of a heroin

dealership. Running junk is a tough business

which hardens men: "Rafael was not bom the

mean son of a bitch he was. It was something

he learned." Drug running may be too tough

to get involved in, but Meyer makes it fun

enough to read about

Ah he points out in a quote from Milton.

"The mind is its own place, and in itself/ Can

make a Heav'n of HelL a Hell of Heavn..."

Thus Meyer's imagination makes his hellish

world entertaming.

Mostly what The Lotus Crew does is make

Hell into a movie The scenes are short, 2 to 5

pages a chapter. Each chapter shows a dif-

ferent aspect or stage of the business.

A heroin dealership runs on about the

same premise as a car dealership. Eiotic

foreigners, through their brutal reputation,

can give out franchises to bland young men

who ar* '•'^mpetent to •»V»« rnre of the h"«i

ness. The market principle and business

hierarchy affecting all companies apply also

to drug oinning. The cubism involved in only

giving us one scene at each stage of the

group's structure would have made Gertrude

Stein proud.

Meyer's prose is streetsmart. He welds the

language of these men to a poetry that can be

explosive and scary, but always exciting.

Beat is coming back into fashion in New York

intellectual circles, and this is the kmd of

language that is coming back with it The

vocabulary is in a glossary in the back of

the book.

Like Ginsburg. Meyer tries to show as

much as he can of the great culture that he is

rebelling against We see the characters from

their early days as junkies, to their obvious

destiny of bnitaUty. violence, failure and

death.

At one point a character notices "There

was somethinj impalpable about his hostaaa

that conforted him." 1 was comforted by the

impalpability of The Lotus Crew. The people

and emotions depicted aren't possibly hu-

marv while at the same time not hard to un-

dersUnd: They are hybndued for survival in

an ugly world.

»»mn

^uHAH garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
BARBEQUE BONELESS SPARE RIBS

Small $2. 80 Large $4. 60

LuncheonSpecials served From U a.ni.-3 p.m. ^2 25
New Buffet & Sunday Brunch

""$5.25Buffet Served S-8 Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served Sunday 1 1 :30-3

Children under 10 $3.00

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork
5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

6) Sweet Ef Sour Chicken
7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken
9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot £r Sour Soup

10 Belchertown Road

JK

Luncheon Specials 8- Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu — o* « a .

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-IO p.m. "'
oJ'nSS

Fri. £f Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
^s»-«az

KZS

<

oUsgian ^

ARTS
American rock
rolls again
Ut It Be
Replacements

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Staff

This is the great American rock and roll album of 1 984 that

Springsteen's Bom in the U.S.A. could have beea
Replacements lead singer and songwriter, Paul Westerberg.

shows an incredible range of ideas, music, and emotion for

one persoa Westerberg and band are part of a new surge of

American music of organic origin, interested in satisfying

both the fury and wit of punk- rock and the quiet beauty and

melodicism of folk-rock, and epitomized by bands Uka

REM. (whoac guitarist, Peter Buck, guests on one track

bere.)

Westerberg has the markings of a major rock and roll

voice. He sings with the raw urgency of a young Morrison

(Van or Jim) or Springsteen. That does not mean that he

can't get away with a sweet, heartfeU slow song called

"Androgenous." in which love wins over external appear

ancea

The tone of the song.s themselves run the full gamut; from a

piano with a voice, to jangly folk- rock, to funous punk- rock

rage. Westerberg and band can shake their asses just like the

New York Dolls (•'Gar>'s (lot a Boner"), sing "np. rip" while

Tommy gets his tonsils out (a title), and pummel theu- way

through Kiss' "Black Diamond" until it sounds like a real

punk anthem.
Westerberg sings about being unaatisfied. though not like

the Rollmg Stones were. He woes saying goodnight to an

vutswering machine, and he has seen your video (and he

doesn't want to know). While these topics seem on the sur-

face unrelated and too personal to gel he manage?* to bring

them to life and make the listener care about every one of

them.

The ideas seem eitremely well thought out. with guitar

solos, tempo changes the works. The performances, on the

(Kher hand, remain just ragged enough to o»nfirm the spon

taneity and honesty of their origins. This is not the work of

some smartass hipster, but that of a real human being

Weaterberg seems to me to be the most versatile singer/

songwriter since Chnssy Hynde. Like Hynde. Westerberg

can ling around frrim one emotion to another and still make a

believer out of listeners. There is clear and unmistakable

depth and intflligence here. Let It fie i>. no small treasure

and deserves a place on your turntable.

Padraig O'MaUey will be speaking at 8 p.m. tonigkt

in 104 Thompson Hall. Mr. 0*MaUey'$ lecture i$ titl-

ed "The Iri»h Americans.

"

1th//
HOT

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

/

50 MAIN ST AMK:RST.MA

"IT'S BEEFER
MADNESS!

• BIG ONE" Roast Beefl

and receive a lU |
regular size Roast Beef P|

FREE K '

We*ve got the menu, prices, &
atmosphere you want!

TromboniBt David Sporny is featured artist in a

faculty concert entitled "W ith A Little Help from

My Friends" on Wednesday, April 3. 8:00 p.m. in

Besanaon RecitAl Hall at tlic Univeraitj of

Maaaachusetta. The concert is free and open to

the pablk.

Mod dinosaurs
BABY
Directed by B.W.L. Norton

Starring William Katt and Scaa Yonni^

Mountain Farma Cinema

By THOMAS HARRINCiTON
Collegian Correspondent

Whoever said that dinosaurs are extinct has never been i

Hollywood. "Baby" is the latest addition to the age old tradi

tionof "lost world" movies, and it has absolutely nothing new

to add

Not that it doesn't try, mind you. Director B.W.L. Norton

mixes equal parts of KT and The Beant From 20.000

Fathoms, with generous doses of Roidfrs and Hnnfiing I 'p

Haby in an attempt to make it modem treatment of the

subject

WiUiam Katt is the sports w nter husband of Sean Young, a

budding archeologist in Africa. Will wanU to go back to the

states and raise a family, but Sean is obsessed with her pur

auit of what she believes to be a living Bn>ntosannis They

find the brontos, of course, and spend the rest of the film

trying to save a young hatchlmg from an evil scientist (Pat-

rick McGhoohan) who has captured the Hahys mother

Or something Uke that Frankly. I never fully understood

why the young couple feels obligated to follow McGoohan

around when he has the safety of the mother utmost in his

mind, and has ordered his thugs to kill the Katt and Young on

sight; It's all typical adventure film stuff, with good guys and

had guys looking for any possible excuse to pit themselves

against each other

The baby dinosaur is created by the simple use of the old

two-men- in- a-horse type costumes, while her parents seem

to be some sort of puppets enlarged through trick photo

graphy. They're moderately convmcmg, but Baby '.h face is

much too plastic for the numerous emotional close ups it

receives (did you know that dinosaurs could weep*^) and the

several ton adulU have a funny habit of floatmg on the

ground like Macy's Thanksgiving Day balloons.

At least the dinos have an excuse for not seeming real; Katt

and Young are actual humans, but you wouldn't know it from

their performances, which are purely TV-level. McGoohan's

is more credible, but he's .so stuffy that he has to commit

several gratuitous murders to remind us what a stinker he is.

Julian Fellowes as Mcdoohan's gay sidekick varies between

interesting and pathetic, and is usually the latter

Homosexuals will certainly have something to say about

some of Fellowes' siily antics in the film, but that's nothing

compared to how the native Africans are portrayed. The

blacks, including a group ofobnoxious guerillas and an atypi

cal lost tribe of primitives, are even more .stereotyped than

the whites, and that's saying a loi

Overall, Haby is derivative, slow, and insulting. I Jnless you

have a weak spot in your heart for cuddly brontosaures with

plastic eyeballs, you'd best avoid it.

Mask features

boldpreformance
MASK
Directed by Peter Bogdanovich

Starring Cher and Eric StolU
Mountain Farms Theater

HV HKRBRAMYand
MAIT MACHKKA
Collegian Staff

This year's latest entry into the tear jerker category is

Peter Bogdanovich's Mask This film focuses on the life of

Rocky Dennis, a teenager bom with a disease that caused his

skull to grow to twice its normal sue.

The plot here is very simple, and one that we've all seen

before The main character encounters many hardships he-

cause of his physical appearance, hut in spite of it all he

remains a loving and caring individual.

The fact that he displays so little maUce towards others

though, is one of the movies flaws. It's unrealistic to believe

that an adolescent abused to the degree that Rocky was

cttuld continue to tum the other cheek for so long. The reason

behind this flaw is that B«>gdanuvich has tried too hard to

make us feel sorry for the main character As a result some of

the scenes seem to be too melodramatic

On the positive side we have the acting. Km. Molta gives a

very commanding and poverful performance as the afflicted

Rocky. Working under pounds of heavy makeup, he was still

able to convey a wide range of emotions using only eye ges-

tures and his voice

In many ways Cher gives us an even better performance as

Rocky's biker mother Kven with a weak screenplav. Cher

ix>ines through with an excellent performance.

It is because of these performances that we recommend
Mtmk It may not be the year's l>eKt movie, but not because of

a lack of fffort on Cher's or Knc Stoltz's part.

[UPC presents an evening with SanUna Tuesday

April 30 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts (enter. Tickets

go on sale this Friday at the FAC box office, and

cost $13.00 for students, $15 for others.

A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'"!'-!".!!!!!!!!!!!

Doadline for submission of block grant

proposals:

MONDAY, APRIL 2')

Grant guidelines available at the Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall, 54S-0202
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Shop the Spirit Haus

for its large selection of Holiday wines.

//? store tasting

of severs/ specially selected wines

for your Easter holiday.

pn Friday and Saturdays

from 12:00 - 6:00 pm
338 College Street, Amherst 253-5384

y.««m-- »^»«JtJ<?<JClCJ*Z

u «A5H

FHIDAy

5ATU/fPAY 9'S SvN0Ay//'S
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HOT X Z
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PRESE/V7S

SUPERSTAR
TALENT SEARCH
V TWO NIGHTS

\ty OF

March 27

The Sighs

wildcat O'Halloran

Band

April 3

Cheer on your local favorites!

Dance al night!

at

$3 Cover
586-7400

9:00 P.M.

584-7771

HvptTcurricuIa

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALl
TION — An important meet-

ing. We'll be finalizing plans

for Earth Day and a guest

speaker. We need your input!

Newcomers welcome. 6:30

p.m. Check CC schedule.

RED CROSS BLOOD-
MOBILE — Today is the last

day. 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Stu-

dent Cnion Ballroom.

MORTAR BOARD MEET-
ING — Mandatory meeting

for all members. Everyone

must read application in

dean of students office and

bring their list to meeting.

Any problems call Lori 549-

6167. 6:30 p.m.. CC

MASS PIRG ACID RAIN
PROJECT MEETING -
Organizing meeting. All are

welcome. 7 p.m.. CC 802.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
MEETING - Tom Tyning
will speak on the 'World of

Salamanders.' All are

welcome! Refreshments fol-

lowing presentation. 7 p.m.,

Holdsworth 305.

HAM A^MIOVCO iNtrCCriOM $I»1

^'^^
j.ii-V"'^ tnc

M* Saiai Taa Eaira

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
futlSvfvici ' -I S.Wf

/» iun^—itna no No AnOwtkl M*

lX visa M( 549-470*

MONTREAL
April 12 14 $75

Holiday Inn

w/pool ft lounge

R/T mtr coach
from Umass
Sight seeing by

bus
• > 15%

taxes £r service

DAVID
66859

Earn
Academic Credit*
white gaining expensnce

in marketing, public

relations, counseling,

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Interviews begin April 10

Contact the Office of

Internships

1

SENIOR EVENT
1985

Help Us Make It A Success

The Senior Event Committee

Needs Your Assistance

in Making Senior Event '85

A Celebration to Remember

People are needed for - planning, security B cleanup.

All Classes Are Welcome

Next Meeting:

Mon., April 8, 1986 12:30 pm 917 Campus Center

I
I

BODY. _^____^.__SHOP"aSISnoejTifncsnJafm^

Utilizing the Hydra-Fitness'^ hydraulic

cylinder system of progressive resistance

to movement, invites you to:

1 COME IN AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE

April /May discounted membership now $30.00

§
I

i

1

NOPE
7:30-9 am 4-6 pm
11-3 pm 7-9 pm
11-2 pm Saturdays

BOYDEN
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm

4-6 pm

.„ rtiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimmiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimnimitiiiiiiiiiim

f
***********************************

« SUMMER JOBS f
* Applications for positions in Summer Conference*

$ Housing are now available in the University Con-^

$ ference Services Office, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as*

$ student supervisors, desk clerks, and operations crew*

J personnel are being offered. Full and part time open-^f

* ings are available and include all shifts, weekdays and*

* weekends. *
* I
* Work study funds are available for these positions and

$ experience in hotel operations is preferred.

* HRTA, graduate, and work study students are*

S encouraged to apply.
, , J

Wedneadmy. April 3, 1985
i£Qi!£gian

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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Rats by U)ngo

TH£fte r WAS
5u«ftooioDtD BY
T£M HtLLS
AwOCLS , TinV,

rfic^JCHV, Pat
'

AND VOM RiPPtb

TH£^A TO SHRft>S>
NoPf . THE y

DRAKiVC MV BEER
AwD ATe All
MV 6RAP£FRo\T

THfiO
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OM EM
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The Freaker Patrol

TODAY

By Dowe and O'Brien
a vn RfAoy 90K TMii le^' mikM,

J'^C bfiM UP it\/OY\^(* fon_

Twe 6dOK, X Al ft^Aoy ou v«a»»

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

DkJf^eSsion ar^d had so^i^l

'y^.*"-'

is. ifi fo^in H> J^43^ • •
•

GORDY By Gorde

AWD THAT
H/AS MV ZPR\\^G>

6REA<.' WHAT

Yoa REAu-Y expecT yvie to

BELIEVE ThAT 3>ARBAe,Ef
Y&U- PKODUC£

AW ALBUf^f VJITH OA^IO

LEE ROTH AWD OBB

JtuST BfCAOSe YOU MET
IPAI/IP LEE I^^M IS MO
\ KCASON 70 MM£ (JP

\ syOffieSf IVHAT A SICK
IMA&IMATIOfJf

(MUUN

WEATHER
TODAY-Clouds wUl be

around and might dump
some water on us.

TONIGHT-StUl cloudy.

Rain or snow possible.

TOMORROW-Don't sell

those Bermuda shorts yet.

It'll be sunny and warmer.

Collegian staff reminder

^ NOMINATIONS
FOR ALL ELECTED

=BOARD0F=
EDITORS
POSITIONS
ARE DUE

-THIS FRIDAY-

-^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
VMitt4 by Tni4c MtrWI Jaffe

ACMOSt
1 Summari;*
6 LucrMta ol ir««

opd'd
10 V»rt> aodtng
14 n«c«Mity
15 Vingt

16 S»«e«lswttat
•hcwanit

1

7

Judg«s Matt
18 Shoppaf • na«d

19 Actrast
MacGrawelai

20 Not too late

23 Nautical chain

24 Required

25 Soap opera,

tor one
29 Newsman

Huntley

31 Epic poem
32 Orchestral

instrument

34 Picked

39 Nothing to do
42 Tan
43 Castor's

mother
44 Get out'

45 Elvers

4 7 Capital ol

Kansas
49 Rebellion

53 Redgrave title

54 As ol now
61 Pointed arch

62 Porter

63 Ice house
64 Budget item

65 Work hard and
long

66 Savor

67 Summers
along the Seme

68 Blind pan
69 ShovK disdain

DOWN
1 Physicist

Isidore

2 Abba of Israel

3 Jargon
4 Before angel or

fiend

5 Money in

Barcelona

6 Contradict

7 Of the ear

8 Zwieback s

relative

9 Chan)
10 Put on cloud

11 Type Of

geomelry
12 Forces of

nature

13 Letup
21 SynltwHc

fabric

22 Command to

Fido

25 course

26 Notewonhy
27 Apple of a sort

28 North Sea
feeder

29 Pine bracts

30 Obey
33 weevil

35 Fastening

36 Story opening

37 Pierre s Stale

Abbr

38 This, in Toledo

40 West Indian

system of belief

41 Composer Erik

46 Puis tnio oftica

46 Turns arour>d

tr>e earth

49 Before said or

IfHHight

50 1 hesaurus man
51 A Forsyte

&2 Margin words

53 Fuse, aa ore

56 ManwMr or

56 PiaMc bones
57 Mystar> wnler

LMley
58 Name for a

Frau4a«rt

5« Memo
00 Eriargnltc orte

ANSWER TO McvioysrymE
iTr"Hnifniaripi «r „

nnan nnrinri aning
noon nnoara nana
annon oiiaiicicirin

niJRn nnggn nagra
nnn noa nrnn
anan Hoagii ^iirinn

naaa naocin aaaa
\H\k\f\km i\t\nn\ii^vi9iiiBi
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SAO requests budget hike
A budget increase request of more than $18,000 for the

Student Activities OfTice will be raised tonight at the

Undergraduate Student senate meeting.

In a year when the Student Government Association is fac-

ing a fiscal crisis, members of the senate will demand that the

SAO cut ita budget by 10 percent to share the burden of

scarce money resources with other student organizations.

Although the SAO is one organization which does not have

• budget controlled by the senate, if the issue is raised

tonight there is hope to come to terms with the SAO, accord-

ing to Dave Vaiade, a senate member. "We might be able to

find a way to cut the SAO budget if they agree with the senate

demands," Vaiade said.

According to the senate agenda for April 3, funding to

Registered Student Organizations will be decreasing in total

by $175,359 this year. ,„^^,,^^^^„-UAVID BURGESS

Author to raise Ireland issue

Author Paidraig O'Malley will lead a colloquium on Nor-

thern Ireland. The Uncivil Wars: Northern Ireland, tonight at

8 p m. in Thompson Hall 104. O'Malley. a native of Dublin is

the senior policy analyst at UMass Boston's .John W. McCor-

mack Institute of Public Affairs and is the winner of the 1 985

Ewart Biggs Award for the individual who has done the most

to further Anglo-Irish understanding.

His book, entitled TV Uncivil Wars Ireland Today,

examines the history of the Northern Ireland conflict without

Uking sides but instead being rough on p«ople who do uke

sides The Boston Globe called his book, "A remarkable,

innovative work of contemporary history and keen jour-

nalism...A human as well as a literary achievement.

"

Luther Allen, the poUtical science professor sponsoring

the event, expects that O'Malley will bring the passions of

the audience on both sides of the question "to a boil." Allen

hopes to have "lots of supporters of Northern Ireland, with

their questions and speeches, and supporters of England

and the I'lster rrt>testants."

- JON STRYMISH

The Aztec
in

Cotton/Ltnen
Blend

CESARANI

r\iow Ana '

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 MASONIC ST . NORTHAMPTON . 586 6336

'JusI arouna the comer from B»ri s

Mon Sat 10-6. Thurs til 9. Sun. 12 5

Wednesday. April 3, 1985

Spring Starters

Leathe

Puma Rapid •*

Leather cleat shoe

Reg 2999

24
Men's si/»'

Puma Fir« Rtmnd'"

Leather court shoes

High cut Low cut

Beg 3899 filpg *3299

'30 '25

Puma Clyde-
Suede leather court shoe

Reg 3999

30

Take on Spring, the aaion-packed fun season, in style and comfort

Go with Pumas, the athletic shoes that outperfoim the competition

FREE PUMA GIFTS
You're a winner at Olympanl

With each Puma fcxxwear purchase

receive a free Puma hat. or Puma
sunglasses or Puma tote t)ag Offer

good while qualities last, so hurry on in

^iyMPMM
- \X4p thriveon compctttign, j> \

\ . M«mp»rttfe Mall. »te S.HacHey. (^ ^..^

ccw^r^'
Serye in

Appalachia

/i

A full line of quality fruits & vt'qctahlcs

( )ur nun orchard .apples • HomcstvU' fresh h.ikod goods

All in a unique shoppinq .itniosphere

All Occassion Cakes Our Specialty
•Birthday •Anniversary •Wedding*

•Graduation^Shouer Cakes*
•Special Design

•

!

/

1

Mdcic

especially

for you
by our bakers

All fresh

ingreciients,

a very moist,

delicious

cake

Professionally

decorated

by our

artist in

residence

Telephone
253-9528

to order

'fSk-

1*1

Appalachia . a

reyion ot stark

contrasts You II

see some ot

God s most
beautiful

scenery sur-

rounding an area
of abject poverty.

Join other
Catholic men

and volunteer a week this

summer m exchange for meniones to

enrich the rest of your life You'll experience
firsthand <in active mission life, by bunging practical help

tMid hope to the poor people of Appalachia.

May 18-24, 1985 July 20-26, 1985

June 8-14, 1985 August 3-9, 1985

Fresh Attractively Arranged
PARTY PLATTERS

Fruit, Meat, Cheese, Vegetable
or Combinations

For more information and an application please send completed coupon to Reverend

Jerry Dorn, Glenmary Home Missioners. Box 46404, Cincinnati, OH 45246

Telephone

Wednesday. April 3, 1985

•

iCollegian n ^

Softball sneaks byProvidence indoubleheader
By (iERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE R.I. - The University of
Massachusetts showed signs of breaking
loose pounding out 12 hits in a 50. 2 1 sweep
of Providence College Tuesday.

Atlantic 10 pitcher-of-the-week L.NTin Stmk-
ley tossed a one- hitter while striking out three

in raising her record to 3-4 in the opener.

Freshrrian Lisa Rever struck out seven in the

2- 1 win. raising her record to 3- 1 - 1 . Rever. who
gave up an unearned run, and Stockley both

still have 0.00 ERA since coming back North

iruni .South ( arolina. I Mass is r>- 1 since come
back from the South.

The Minutewomen, now 8-9- 1 , broke open a

scoreless opening game with a five run, five

RBI explosion in the fifth inning.

Sophomore Emily Bietsch led off with a

single followed by ct> captain's Beth Talbott's

RBI triple. .Sally Maher (CF) followed with an
RBI single for the 2 (» lead.

Stockley and freshman Martha .lamiest>n

(IB) loaded the bases for Cathy Reeds (DH)

three-RBI triple and the 5-0 CMass lead. And
all this happened with none out.

Talbott went 2-for-4 with a tnple. Carol

Kratlaroh went 2-for-2 and Reed went I for-

2

with the douhie cuul .\ RBI
The second game was closer and the Friai's

who were in their season opener, hung tough.

Maher got on base in the CMass fifth with a

fielder's choice and promptly stole sec(»nd.

Krattart>li walked and after Debbie Cole pop-

ped out, Biet.sch hit an RBI double ft)r the 1-0

Minutewomen lead.

Providence tied it up in the bottom of the

fifth but CMass pulled off its first successful

iHnneback of the year.

Maher (2-for-3, 2 for- 2 stolen bases) led off

the top of the seventh with a single and Krat

taroU's sacrifu'e bunt moved Maher to sei-ond.

A pas.sed ball sent Maher to third and a SttK

Idey .sacrifice scut Maher home for the 2-1

will

The win puts CMass one game away fmm
.5(M) for the first time since the middle of the spr-

ing tnp when Miami of Ohio trip|)ed I 'Ma.ss to

sen<i them to .< 4.

The road tnp continues for the Minutewomen

when they travel to Piscatawas New Jei'sev for

an Atlantic 10 doubleheader with Rutgens

Iniversity on Friday at 2 p. in

l'Ma.s.s. CO, in the Atlantic 10 must fini.sh in

the top four of the .seven team league to make

the A 10 tourney Only the oj)emng game of the

I Rl doubleheader on .Saturday (a CO CMass

win) counted in the -A 10 standings. Fhe set ond

A 10 CRI-CM game will be the opener of the

April 30 doubleheader in Rhode Island

* Gorillas look forsecond win
Continued from [xig* 1-^

All-American Kevin C(x>k.

(Joalie Chris Modesti (.536 save percen-

tage) has started all three games. The
faceoffs are handled by either Jeff

Doughtey (20-of-30) or Frank Kelly

(23-of-37)

Moran, wn" .Norked hi:- u-.mi on Ho\den

field yesterday aftern'K>n. had nothing but

praise for UMas-
"Dick ((Jarber) fiu-s tne tn-sl Leani in New

England and one of the best teams in the

country," Moran gushed. "They (UMass)

have some fine players, especially on at-

tack. Their middies are excellent and the

defense is stjlid. 1 expect them to play a

great game against us."

UMass' run-andgun offense scored three

quick goals in the last quarter against

Delaware, taking advantage of nuin-up

situations following penalties. Garber

doesn't expect the same good fortune

against Cornell.

"I haven't seen them play, but from what

I've heard they are a sound team in that

they don't make many mistakes. We'll have

to score off of otir set offense to win."

The set offense will include attackmen

Carmean (three goals, three a.ssists),

Fiorini (two goals) and Lukacovic (three

goals), (larber started midfielders Karl

Hatton (a goal and an assist), (Ireg Fisk (a

goal and two assists) and facet>ff artist

Seamus McCiovern.

Defensemen Tommy Aldrich, (Jerry

Bryne and Mark Stratton will start in front

of goalie Gerr>' Moreau.

(H)RILLA GRUMBLINGS: USA Today

matie a few mistakes in their reporter of

the Delaware game, crediting the game-

winning goal to a "Lou Carmean" (It wa.s

Tom Lukacovic's from T«>m Carmean) anil

giving UMass a 3-0 record (they are 1-0)

and Delaware a 2-4 mark (they are 1-4).

The Gorillas are ranked first in New
England. Of the top 15 teams in the nation.

UMass will play five.. .Some enterprising

Gorillas are marketing a shirt with the

UMass logo on the front "Catch a Thrill on

Boyden Hill" on the back. Get them at the

game for six bucks...Rumor has the T«>bin

balcony crowd starting The Wave again to-

day.

AUnrit

Gorillas'evolution
A common question among the masses of

lacrosse fans here on campus is the origin of

the nickname "Garber's Gorillas". It dates

back to the late Sixties, a CMass lacrosse

player, and his girlfriend.

All American Kevin OConner's girifriend,

an avid lacrosse fan, with a lot of artistic

talent, drew a picture of a gorilla in a CMass

uniform. This pla>-ful ape donned O t oniK »r -

number 20 and was later used to represent

the teara

Head coach Dick Garber. conveniently,

had a last name which fit in well with the name

gorilla. Therefore. "Garber's Gorillas", a

name pseudonym dripping with alliteration,

was dubbed as the official nickname of the

UMass men's lacrosse team.

Part of the crowd at Saturday's lacrosse win over Delaw are executes The Wave.

The Gorillas host Cornell today at 3 p.m.

WMass lax club victorious
The Western .Ma.ssachu.selts Lacn)s

Club evened its early sea.son record with a 7

(i win .'Sunday over the Bostt»n Lacrosse Club

at Newton .South High Sch<H>l in Boston.

Western Mass. (1-1) earned its victor%

with tough defensive play, led by 19X4

CMass All American Barry (.Sle -py) Cam
and supported by Jim Scanlcm. who played

his high school lacrosse at Amherst and < ol

»• iflcrosHP at CMhss
The defense was hacked up with .strong

piallending by .Steve Zito. a iyH4 ('.Mass

gonlla. and John Bobbins from .Smithamp-

W(--.tein ,\IiiN> next game i.s its home
opener on .Sunday. April 1 4 at 2 p.m against

the Skoal Lacn)sse Club from (ireenwich, Ct.

The game will be at the lower Rovden athletic

fields.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^T^e Coll "an Office "cm* 8:45-3:45 Men - Thurs; 8:45.2.30 Fri . Deadline is 2 days pno, to pubi,ca.,on oay
uome xo v,o. «« a

^^ advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount » Phone nurrbe!_FB£L

AUTOFONSAU

ruM good MifliM MOOj
HOOP
VW B<M -ri. «0.000 m«M Bood gM
milMgi. SKcaltont mnntng corMtinon. Mttta

(X no riitt 13000 firm ca> Anaal 2S3 SB13

H73 SMb^looki oood run* wirt pnc«

nagotiabla cM Kevin 504^060

71 Autf) n«w braitw (un roo< run* fins 1700

64»«I23

ItTt >into Hatchback. d«p«nd*bl«

angina naadt body >wort tmi mufflar 1200

cad LiTKja 548-4136

it70 Volwo automatic trariamiaaioo imooth

nda 123.000 nni MOO^ Dodv 540-8229

1f7B Sunbird Looki ar>d run* graat Low
mitaigi Standard »2300 can 5«»03B1

rnckata U2 TIchMa U2 TIcliata laa U2

I
Apnt 20 HKTford call Lg 546-5446

Rotcignol 170 cm ahla iwtlh TyraMa bin

dingt »90 546 7M7

Oevarnmam Homaa front M (u rapairl

Alto dahnquant ta« proparty Call

1 805 087 eOOO an GH 9616 for informatKMi

Eddia Murphy TIckMs baat oftar caH

5469627

cartvua WSng to taka owar aummar rant

tour or mora opan room* ara nacaaaary H

you'rt looking to mova out ptaaaa call

MST QUALrrr resumes

Conaultatlon. praparation, analyai*.

daaign. layout, aditing. covar lattar, typing

Giarrutso 2S6-62S7

CAfCCOO

MtaM Yarmowth aurrwttar rantal 263-7436

ENTERTAINMENT

MMMO

Roban Hood - I four»d your brown ««llat

If you want it call Amy U9-JiU

Found braaa "aaHc

»«th braaa kayi on it

INCOME TAX rREFARATWN

INCOME TAX piapaiatlon « your iVMca

LOWEST RATES (Ta« DadoctWal Twaa
prepared quiciily for ttia LARGEST puaa«li*

rotund Cai Staphan Shore 64fr«8» allar 8

' artap". hay ring

Rob 548 7199

Htlf WANTED

RMik-A Olac. R««h-A- Vld«> Entartain

nr>ant Oiac Jockeys, large tcrean video

dances for houiapartys. eemiformali, cam

pu* avwit* S487144

TORRENT

AmhofM <iui*l room "v**** J"'*,' ""

bus route no pata no smoking zio*

549 6746

Beautiful spacious one bedroom

vaHable June 1 on bus route^
°'"V^.

tumnm A/C. pool and balcony. Call

685-3276^

R^ms in Cape Cod cottag* for summer

•86. Call Chris 546 7930

StirrGp"PantsSM-L *« colors »19 call

Suianne 549 7834 ^

n««iV^. twnawritar for sale like new pro

SHIli'eV^Z'"esults. correc,K.n feature

•226 266-1237 .

r.k ftarlaa 106i»~gu»ta» amplMlar ex

^f:^_^3« call "<* '^"^0

M Electric Typawrttar, inexpensive

lapal rSSed 40»/B0call Liode 549 4136

COUNSELORS Privete coed camp

BarVshires has openings for head and

tant instructors m ans & crafts gym

nasties, lacrosse, tennis, archery, rreot

hockey dramatics, muSK director /piano ac

companist, yidao/filmmaking.

photography, model rocketry, radio station

(AMI hiking/backpacking, computers,

waterfront (WSI), horseback riding, end

bunk unit heads Good salanaa fnendW at

.mosphere Contact Or Paul Krouner Camp

Schodack, 54 Sheffield Road. Ne»vtonvil(e

MA 02180 (6171 964^1912, days 94

Halpi Linguistics Tutor needed for lower

level course call Sam 253 78S

For wo^an planning New York City

careers summer employment, or further

Studies Send M 96 for guide to safe, inex

pensive Manhattan residences

WHEREABOUTS. Box 782. Branford CT

06406

Airllnaa Hiring. •'«»39^000'
Stewardoaaas, Raeervationist' Worldvvjde'

Call for Guide. Directory. Newietter 1 (9161

944-4444 X Umaaaair

Sorority naoda kitchon holp. Call Uuren

at 548 7746

Cruiaaaiilps Hiring. » 16 »30,000' Carn

bean Hawaii, World Call for Guide, Direc

tory. Newsletter 1 (9161 944 4444 x

Umssscruisa

DIRECTOR OF MARKETINO. a full time

position dealing with the historic renovation

I

for commercial use of two complexes in the

HolyokeNorthampton arae. Send resume

and salary requirements to James f X

Doherty 50 Franklin Street, Boston. MA
i 021 10 542 901

1

JEANNE CORRIVSDO

Payback a Order now fH

dable Jeenniequilts Ava«able only m brown

Inoeel. Made of >argin wool

LOCT

.^ for return of keys toat at aoftbell

game caH Kevm 546tt28

Lost ^ed Wallet on 3/a/86 (:onta«is

valuabia ID carda. If found

69701

callLohal

Friday J/» koy, canopanar on Mack kayr

ing near F A C rewerd John 64143 keep

trying

S^tlmental Value ^ Brown leather weHet

with velcio ctosure Lost in Student Union

after Al Oimeola Concert 3/28 If you found

It. PLEASE return it to campus police

Oickirtaon No questions asked^

MOTORCYCLES

ItTt Ypmaha 660 special axcaHont condi

tion »960 1 527 6460

n Suiuki OS7G0E, mint cond.

*2300 BO 2SS4148 2S3 3681

3000 mi

OPEN RUSH

Sigma Dolta Tau invites aH university

women to |Oin us for our Sun 3/31 BBC 4 00

Mon Beach Par^ 7 30 Wad SOT Chorus

Line 7 30 Come meet our sisters and have

some (un for further info 546 0527 409 N

int St.

Chris Bronco surprise surpraa you re m.

little sister Get psyched"

J R v»tM> givae great maasagae? It s m
tt«e minutes Mors to come lor tfwt lees')

Love aiways. The Budgatta Commmoa

CMhy aaya Wofm ta^MMl^

SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY invites

American students to participate m Madrid

summer school IJulyl Spam offers

everything under tfie son Contact Mr Joe

Hoff SLU 221 N Grand Bh«l . St Louis,

MOiOIOSTel (3141 866 2S0O

^^.^•••••••^•••••••••••••«•••••••••

WANTED
Voluntoors for Socurlty and /or Stage

Crow for the Southvuest Concert

May 5, 1986

S«|n up m tf>e SWAG Office in Hampden
or can 60880

Nominations for *

Northeast Aree Government |

• Preeident, Vice Preeident. Treesurer

and Secretary are open untH

Apnl7that7 15 PM AM

interested people should contact

Monica at 10S Johnaon M6B04

SERVICES

COINS 123/111 tutoring »5 00 per hr

former 123 121 greder 4 semester univorsi

ly conouKanl Alex 2M 7866 ^

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Caeas. Papers. Dissertations. Thaaas.

on campus very reliable, low rates, Nancy

6B4 7924

ALL TYPING dona faat, accurataty. inox

pensively Marianne's Comp Saryica

774 7786

ROOMMATES WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET

Two bedroom two floor

apartment Squire Village Sunde»lar»d #436

including utilities ca4 886 3700

1 bdrm avaHoMo June 1 Fall option Ca»

Both after 7pm 8864884

The grooteet locotlanti Frve spacious

rooms for rent The three story houae

w/two full battw. kltc»»an. kvmg room and

dmmg room located on North Pleasant

St an aighi minute we* to Grad Tower

»21o*/mo Can Jim 6469164

NMd a pioeo to atoy thia aummor?
Secure a nice large room within walking

dWance to cariHMJS fak option Jody

2535222

Spacloua 4 bodrm apt 1 W baths on bus

route rent ir>cludee utilities call 2S6 1810

Pluah, fuily furnlahad. 2 bedroom
Townhouse spt available for summer sublet

stsrting June 1 Price negotiabia Contact

Tom or Eric St 549 7575

Oraot locatloniT Two large sirtgle rooms

•vsilabte in house on Feenr>g St 190 /mo

for more info (quiet nonsmokerl caM

5496426

Sunny
~2' bedroom Cliffaide apt

MOO'mooth indudaa utiktiaa Fall option

Call 8664847

Spacious one bedroom ClWflado apt.

with fall option negotiable Cliff 665 3757

TYPll**.

Speady Koyo'
Papers, thaaes

kanguegea 2S6 1009

TVWMMNftKNM

a ROOKIng Oood Blrthdoyl Wa
tova ya' Mon Tag Ne itf>e chmineyl, ACE
lPt>il Dorrwtol. SchiTt Schatt fatty Week.
Gary I gotta study Marjien Joe Rook'

Fraantwi. WOOCH. EBI You guys ara kMk
mg good" NotfMl. and BINKS im apWll.

U3 TICKETS

[Centrum April 19 last 19(

tfiow 12th row caa Rtck attar 11 pm
866 7084

V2 Tix April 20 Hartford 4th

Row BO Jim or Malt 6664 1 2H

2/1 bedroom apartment Puftton ptalaiiad

rewerd call 546 1232 or 5461262

Loaao starting Sept 1 for two or ttMOO

bedroom apt m Pufflon, Townftouaa or

Southwood towmfwjuae 1284 rewerd caR

Marti at 54861 14

PERSONALS

HOUSE NEEDED

Want a )ob that pays room B board and

salary??? Applications now available at But

terfieM Dorm (Central I position Assistant

Manager Butterfield Kitchen Must

graduate 1987 or latsr Job begins Aug 26
1986 through school year Applications due
in the ButterfieM Kitchen on April 19, 1385
at 5 GO PM

Want to Ihra in South Yofmoutit this

summer? Call 546 7241

Two famelas or one male /female wented

to share Bnttany Manor apt fall someeter

263 2140 Rob

2 lamalee noodod for To*»nhouaa Apt caM

548-4712

Two roommetes noodod to share 3

bedroom Townhouse Apt call Leslie

548 4614 or Michele 549 6078

Wanted one roommete to share one

bedroom Puffton apt starting June 1 call

Patnck 25^2783

Wanted^ dood or alhrol Preferably alive' 2

roommates to shsre s 2 bedroonn

Townhouse Apt stsrting June 1 wrth fall op

tion Contect Tom or Enc St 549 7675

Two non-smoking famalaa to

apartment in Tovimhouse 549 5216

TICKETS

Prince TIks best offer celt Oavyn 263 5798

bet 4 Et 7 PM

TotuauT

Beautiful House in Amherst for 1 or 2

women to shsre w/1 other woman Huge
yerd, porch, quiet, friendly neighbors

Available June 1st, fall option 256<n03

TRAVEL

China study and trevel June 9 July 17

Certificate awarded f2996 from New York

All incluaive caH (4131 5485136 for more in

I

formation

share
I Famale treveling mete noodod to tout
' Europe this summer Please csll Donna
1 avenmoa at 1^7-9240 if intaraaiad

^ ' • • •<

WANTED TO RENT

Seeking 3 bedroom epertmont for telll

Will take over leesa June 1 Cell Donna
546 5690. Alison 546 1406, Kim 546 6649

Wanted 3 or 3 bedroom apartment wiM

pay 4100 for leaae call Dave 546 9192

1 or 2 bedroom apt wented m Puffton

Presidential rake lease m June call Dave
665 7138 Charles 865 7918

Rewerd MO for yiDur Isaae. 1 bdrm Puffton,

Robin 665 2421

A 2 3 bedroom apt m Downtown Amherst

Puftton or Brandywine June 1st Reward
negotiable for leaae Call 5462888

2 bdrm apt In Puffton. Take over leaaa In

June 125 reward Pleese cell 546^322 or

4323

160 doller rewerd for a 2 or 3 badroom
apartment m Puffton or Barndywifia Call

266 1891 as* for Mark

t Caah Reward 4

4100 rewerd for a leaaa

to a 2 bdrm apt in Brandy
Puh or Pres 6 7104 or 67086

4100 REWARD 3 bdrnTapt in Puffton,

Townefmuae or Brandywirta eiR Stovo

65220 or Ray 651 16

2 or 3 bedroom apt to take over leaaa in

Amiiersi on bus route Puffton pref caM

Laurie S46S787 or Meg 54667B4
4
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Lacrosse battles rival Cornelltoday I TheMassachusettsDauy ----«-.-. nkwhs^landsla^

Gorillas face 15th ranked BigRed
By PETER ABRAHAM
C<illegian Staff

The 1985 University of Massachusetts

lacn)8se schedule takes a turn ti)ward the

difficult Uxiay as the CloriUas tangle with

15th ranked Cornell on Boyden Field.

I'Mass, ranke<i 13th in the nation, strug

gled with unranked Delaware on Saturday,

winning 14-13 in overtime. The Big Red,

one of UMass' traditional rivals, are 2 1

this season and will be looking for a big vie

tory.

"I think It would be an imj>ortanl victory

for both q{ us," I Mass coach Dick Garber

Mid. "We always play a gtxid gairie with

them and both of us seem fairly strong this

season."

UMass beat Cornell in Ithaca last season.

10-9 after reb<junding from an 8-6 deficit

goii^ mto the final quarter. Cornell leads

the aaucm series with I'Mass 9-2.

Garber said that he expects to tighten up

the rK)rillas' defense for the game (3 p.m.),

admitting he wasn't pi'^ased with UMass

allowing Delaware the scoring chancM

they had Saturday.

"It wasn't the close defense that was ac-

countable tur all the goals." (iarber said.

"The middies didn't spot the open man
enough and slide over. We've been working

on that in practice."

Offensively, however, Garlier was en-

thusiastic about the output thus far.

"The attack and middies have really been

doing the job. We scored pretty easily, but

there were still some shots, especially by

the white middle line (Rich Abbott,

Stephen Moreland and Neal Cunningham)

that I felt should've gone in. Those will

come in time.

"But the attackmen. esjtecially (Tom)

Carinean, (Mike) Fiorini and (Tom)
Lukacovic were pretty impressive and I'm

l<M)king for us to open up even more."

Cornell, led by coach Richie Moran for

the last 17 years, went a disappointing 6-6

last season and is looking to regain the

form that saw it make the NCAA tourna-

ment in 1982 and 1983.

The Big Red have balanced scoring led by

junior Bill Hughes (four goals, five assists).

Ken Entenmann (five goals, three assists),

ad junior-college transfer Ed Cook (four

goals, two assists), brother of graduated

Cuntinued vn page II

Cullrtoiui ph«Ho by H<it> AJdmh

Senior midfielder Karl IUtton(7) shakes a Delaware defender in aeUon Satur-

day. The Gorillas ho«t C ornell today at 3 p.m.

SPORTS
Gazelles swamp
pesky Yale, 7-3

K

fert'ii rRitv of

NOPK fn-ld

AllofN' >rameintht'fir-

theGazeU; : .p a 4 1 halftime It .

never l<x)ked back. Moryl's first goal came

about ten mmutes into the game as she beat

Ell goalie Nada S.i'-'-w »,, i-n. I'Mass thf

early advantage

Junior attack Bunny Kurbes stored <h: .i

nifty mo\e to give the Gazelle.** a 2-0 U-.ul

Forbe.H ran from behind the net, faked right,

spun lef' hoveled a backhander pa.st

Sell.-

F( • !id Moryl combined for CMass"

third goal of the contest. Forbes was again

stationed behind the net but this time dished

u t)ack out to MoiAJ, who faked left, spun to

the right, and shoveled it in

Moryl closed out the .scoring m the first

half as she tallied on a penalty shot to give her

the hat trick and the 4 1 halftime lead.

The second half saw the (iazelles control

the tempo .wp.>. i UK on Yale's end of the

field.

Rebecca Bekatupis. a ^-.phomore attack,

scored on an assisted goal to continue the

( 'H Freshman attack Virginia

A ^ ipnghl where Hekampis left

off. as she scored an unassisted g<jal of her

w n.

(iual number seven was scored by Forbes

as she came in from her favorite spot, behind

the net, dfnlged defenders and ran towards

the front left side of the net- She then wound
up and blasted a shot over Seller's right

shoulder to close out the I'Mass scoring.

I'Mass goalie Debbie De.Iesus. a senior,

was hardly tested in the net as she made IM

^aves while receiving only 20 shots on net.

'"Our defense played exceptional, and our

team a.s a whole had a better .second half."

CMass coach Pam Hixon said.

The (iazelles were a force at the Kii end of

the field, as they ended up with 44 shots on

goal, giving Yale goalie Sellers quite a work

out.

"The Yale ^(uiliel Sellers) played very well

We had good scoring opportunities and I feel

that we should have scored more. We'll have

to work on our scoring percentage."

CMass, who will play Northeastern at

home cm Thursday, is sixth in the nation,

according to the latest polls.
UMass junior attackwoman Mary Scott (center) cuts between two
defenders in action yesterday at NOPE. UMass won 7*3.

Minutemen power way to 6-3 win over UConn
Baseball climbs to 6-7on season
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Correspondent

John Martin struck out the University of

Connecticut's leading hitter with the bases

loaded in the top of the ninth to preserve

the University of Massachusetts' 6-3 vic-

tory over the Huskies yesterday at Lorden

Field.

Martin went to a full count on Scott Cor-

mier (.354) l>efore he blew a fastball by him.

Coach Dick Bergquist was pleased with the

junior righthander's performance.

"Martin looked great," said Bergquist.

"He came in and threw strikes. This was a

big win for us."

The Minutemen improved their record to

6-7 and are 3-1 since coming north from
their Florida trip. The key for UMass has

been the surprising performance of the pit-

ching staff.

In yesterday's game, Brett Valentini and
Mick Wydra (1 1) combined for a five hitter

through eight innings. Bergquist had
nothing but praise for his staff.

"I was very pleased with his (Valentini)

pitching, he is just a freshman," said Berg-

quist. "Mick (Wydra) threw well. We
thought he was capable from what we saw.

He should be able to do some pitching and
help out the team."

The Minutemen jumped out on top in the

second inning when Steve Messina lined a

home run over the left field fence in the se-

cond. The Huskies got the lead momentari-

ly in the fourth when Keith Kcx^kenmeister

hit a shot of his own off of Valentini over

the centerfield fence.

UMass tied the game in the fifth when
Todd Comeau (.341) singled and came all

the way around to score on Angelo
Salustri's (.340) two-out double to center.

The Minutemen took the lead with a two-

out rally in the sixth. Darrin O'Connor
started things by walking and stealing se-

cond. O'Connor scored on a bloop single to

right by Bruce Kingman. Matt Sheran
followed a line shot double to center which
scored Kingman.
The lead grew to four in the eighth when

the Minutemen got a home run from an

unexpected source. After a walk to Sean
Flint, O'Connor a 5-9, 160 pound freshman,
drove a 0-1 pitch over the 370 marker in

left-center.

Meanwhile, Wydra was mowing down
the Huskie's. Through three innings, he

struck out two batters and allowed only

two base runners, one of which was on an

error and was promptly eliminated on a

double play ball.

But the junior righthander ran into trou-

ble in the ninth. With one out. he gave a

walk and a base hit to Dave Darling. Wydra
came back and struck out Al Franceschini,

but then gave up a single to pinch hitter

Mike Pingree that loaded the bases.

Wydra walked Jon (Jery to force in a run,

causing Bergquist to call in Martin to finish

the game.

Bait hoop standout to UM?
Duane Chase, a fi H forward from Baltimore's Southwes-

tern High, one of the nations top basketball prospects, may

be headed for the University of Massachusetts according to

sources close to the team

Chase who has a 40 inch vertical leap and can reportedly

snatch a coin off the topof abackboad, was coveted by many
top Eastern schools.

- PETER ABRAHAM

Sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Men's Lacrosse: Cornell, Boyden Field, 3 p.m.

Men's Tennis: at Hartford, 3 p.m.
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Trustees approve $261 resource fee
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON Despite numerous protests, student leaders

yesterday suffered a bitter defeat here when the board of

trustees passed the Universal Resource Fee.

James Keller. Student Government Association co-pre-

sident, was the only trustee to vole against the proposal after

a lengthy discussion between trustees and a handful of

University of Massachusetts students.

G. Ronald McArthur of the trustees budget and financial

affairs committee rationalized student protests by saying

that the Amherst campus' "debt service bills are due"

The single fee is a consolidated $26 1 fee to be stored in

trust funds which will be used to pay off debt service, money

or bond issues once borrowed to construct and now renovate

buildings on campus including the residence halls, dining

commons, and the Campus Center.

McArthur said the fee will serve as "a .single stable revenue

source which will allow the Cnivpr^itv to plan maintenance

Remembering
Martin Luther
Bv.l(>V< K KKll.L^

and LARRY BOCCHIE
Collegian Staff

When news ot Martin Luther King Jr >

assassination reached the University of

Massachusetts campus 1 7 years ago today, a

"very large, very quiet" group of students

gathered at the town common, according to

Robert N. Brooks, associate dean of stu

dents.

Brooks, who was assistant to the dean at

the time, said he was in a student government

meeting when he heard the news. "The meet

mg immediately broke up. " he said.

.Afro American Studies Professor Michael

Thelwell said. "My reaction was to call peo-

ple in different cities, especially in Washing

ton D.C . where there were demonstrations

m the streets " He added. "Some people,

black and white, came over to my house and

we discussed it and held a vigil."

The day after the as.sassination. "There

was a series of teach-ins because the infor-

mation we had was incomplete and people

were unsure of what exactly had happened."

Brooks said.

"I remember a great deal of anger."

Thelwell said. "I talked to Stokely Car-

michael, who said he was going to Washing-

ton, to the streets." he .said.

Brooks said. "The first reaction (of the

people he was with) was one of disbelief, then

stunned silence and then a "What should we

do'?" reaction.'"

"We didn't want to be disruptive. " Brt)oks

said. The .students stayed at the town com-

mon for about an hour and the police co-

operated Brooks added that the police

helped to stop traffic while the students

made their way through town.

King was assassinated by James Earl Ray

in Memphis, Tenn., where he had been in a

sanitation worker's strike.

Chairman of the Afro- American Studies

Program Ernest Allen recalled hearing the

news and running to a television in order to

get the full story.

King's death was felt by black Americans

across the country and it created a numbing

effect. Allen said. "After a death, people

tend not to remember the differences and

King became almost bigger than life." he

said
According to Allen, younger blacks criti-

cized Kings non- violent protest strategies.

"They wanted a more radical movement

especially in terms of self-defense. Yet the

civil rights movement would not have gotten

anywhere had this been the policy at the

beginning." Allen said. "On the other hand,

many did lo.se their lives." he said.

As part of Martin Luther King -Ir. Week,

there will he a gospel extrava^;an/a today

featuring; choirs from Bethlehem. Pa..

Amiierst and Springfield. Dr. Mosley will he

the guest speaker at the event which stalls at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

programs for nuijur renovation without impacting room

rents."

"Everything would be fine." McArthur said, while discuss

ing the rationale behind the fee, "except for one major issue.

Students have said that the single fee is unfair to off campus

students because facility renovations are not used by

them."

AU commuter, graduate, (ireek area and married students,

who are exempt from the University's room and board sys-

tem, would end up paying for buildings they do not use and

could not take advantage of reductions to be made in room

and board fee next fall.

The trustees and CMass administrators said that since it

is mandatory for students to live on campus and then most

students live off campus for the same length of time,

students will actually make $24 with the consolidation of

fees.

Though Ja> Flynn, president t)f the Interfratemity Coun
ril «t I 'M«sK told the tmstees that the fee would cause Greek

CC BLUES— Patty L^rkin sings up a storm on the Campus Center Con-

course yesterday afternoon, paid for by the Governor's Pro-am Coun-

cil. She will be performing at the Ironhorae Cafe May 25.

Faculty Senate to see report
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Today the Faculty Senate will review its

special report on Yvette Henry and vote on

several proposals desigjned to aid the

University in dealing with a crisis situation.

The proposed motions include a clarifica-

tion of the responsibilities of the Dean of

Student's Office in relation to the welfare

of all students, a study of the procedures to

be followed when off-campus agencies are

involved in on-campus investigations, and

more crisis training of campus police be

provided.

The report, compiled in the spring of

1984 by the Faculty Senate Committee on

the Status of Minorities, found evidence of

civil rights violations in the arrest and in-

terrogation of Yvette Henry, a resident

assistant arrested and charged with one

count of arson in a series of fires which

plagued Crampton dormitory in the fall of

1983.

Henry has filed two $6.5 million lawsuits

against the University and law enforce-

ment agencies, alleging violations of her

civil rights. Although the report has been

published in the CoUegtan, the Faculty

Senate will be seeing it for the first time.

The senate will also review the Program

and Budget council's special report concer

ning the regents' fiscal year 1986 budget

proposal, which states that the Amherst

campus' share of the overall higher educa-

tion budget has declined from 27.8 percent

to 27.2 percent.

The report states that "the erosion of the

financial base of the Amherst campus is a

result of the regents' budgetary

strategies."

In the regents' proposal, the University

of l^well's request is a 37.9 percent in-

crease over 1985, while UMass' request is a

20.6 increase.

Inside:
MassPIRG lobbies in Boston 3

Martin Luther King Jr. remembered 5

Cornell dumps lacrosse 12

-We nh<iU hni'T !» repevt in Ihu^ generntum. not .so much for th^ eml (U;e<h of the unckeii peo-

ple, hut fi,r the appalling silence of th£ gtjod people.

-

„ ,- , .1 f „ /v^ ' —Martin Luther King Jr.

Iwuses to fold and Sanjiv Dugal. president of the Craduate

Student Senate, said it would discourage quality teaching

assistants from coming to UMass. trustees argued ttuit "86

percent of new bond issue (for renovations) is applicable to

facilities to which all studenU have access."

McArthur said the other option, to borrow $2 million to

repair facilities, "at an additional annual cost of $2 9 million

would have required a significant across the board increase

to all students."

Hut Duffey emphasized that $100 million is needed for

deferred maintenance. "We have a very serious deferred

maintenance problem." Duffey said. "A tax on all student*

(the URF) IS the most equitable way to address our pro-

blems... instead of not confronting it."

•'It shows a lack of concern for student input." Dan

Burgess. SGA co-president elect, said. "It also demonstm

ted a lack of communication between the administriiiK.n "wi

students because it pushed s<t hard for it."

Whitmore
occupation

in fourth day
Bv ANNK MKRORY
Ci>llegian Staff

When Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Dennis L. Madson returns U> campus

Uiday after a several -<iay absence, he will

be greeted with about 50 students camping

out in his "annexed" office and a list of

phone messages.

f»osted on his office wall yesterday was a

sign, "IVnny. while you were out, these

people called," followed by a long list of

local and national media organizations.

They were calling in reference to a sit-in

that begins its fourth day today, after its

third night last night. While progress on

their denmnds has been made, the students

say they will continue their presence in

Whitmore until all of their concerns have

been fully dealt with.

In negotiations with Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey Tuesday, a verbal agreement

was reache<l to retain the Board of Gover-

nors and its control over space allocation in

the Campus Onter and Student Union

buildings.

While the chancellor also agreed to ask

the board of trustees to listen to student

arguments regarding the $177,000 in-

vested in corporations the students say are

operating in South Africa. Duffey's

response does not ensure that the demand

to immediately sell those stocks will be

met.

"We're planning to stay here until we

have received from the administration

what we feel is an adequate, positive

response to what we're talking about,"

Student Government Association co-

President Stacey Roth said yesterday in

reference to the South Afncan as well as

other issues she said have not been entirely

resolved.

At the trustees meeting yesterday in

Boston, Duffey read the board the list of

students' demands and informed them that

he had spent several hours on the phone to

Washington attempting to find out the

status of the companies but was unsuc-

cessful. Trustee and budget and financial

affairs committee member Robert McAr-

thur said the trustees had no knowledge of

the situation.

In Madson's office yesterday, students

sat around studying, playing board games

and talking to reporters. Upon learning

that the Universal Resource Fee passed at

the trustee meeting, thereby defeating one
"* heir demands, sophomore Laura Ciott-

•iialk .said, "Obviously, we'r. quite upset.

I

we will continue to see how something like

this can be avoided in the future (and) see

how fees like this are not set up in such an

unfair way."
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Congress may give

refugee protection
WASH I NGTON

(AP)—Groups representing

churches, Hispanics and
civil liberties organizations

urged Congress yesterday

to pass a bill that would

alUm refugees from El

Salvador to stay in the

rnite<i States legally, at

least for now.

Among those endorsing

the bill was the Rev. John

M. Fife, a Presbyterian

minister from Tuscon,
Ariz., who is a memt)er of

the nationwide church sanc-

tuary movement that is at

tempting to provide a haven
f.ir Central Americans
tlir«.-atene<l by violence in

their honu'lands

Fife was inciicteti by a

federal grand jury in

January on charge
liens iiilt*

()j)|M>stHl by the Reagan
administrati«>n, the bill

' '^ give those
ran refugees now in

the I nittni States ill<

*' -' • • - - , until in«-

,g Office

compU' tudy of the
^ oil ."^ ' '-in

:. . .•_> wniil.; r

TRY TEMP!

. U .f,f

V.n

homeland or m other Cen-

tral American nations.

Sponsored by Rep. Joe

Moakley, D-Mass., and Sen.

Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz..

the bill envisions the study

would take about two years

to complete.

If the study found it

would be unsafe for the

refugees to return home,

either the president or Con
gress likely would act U<

allow them to remain in the

United States, Moakley

said.

M*)akley. who sponsoreii a

similar bill last year, said he

was intr<Klucing it again

because the Reagan ad-

ministration still has refus-

ed tn irrant any special

stai • t'fugees frt)m El

.udtif. That status, he

...1, has i>een granted

refugees from Poland,

Ethiopia. " ". and

I'ganda, u.. ,. i-m to

slay in the I'niteti Slates

liecause of the conditions in

•'•ir h<»melan<ls.

While most Salvadora

m this countn,' may not be

aide to demonstrate thai

their names are on 'death

lists' in El Salvador or other

documentation of in-

dividualized persecution.

I

they are n<»netheless fearful

of being •' 1 into the

heat (»f tht . . idoran bat-

tle." Moaklev said.

Dig
By The

Associated Press

Mass. roadblocks
questioned in court
BOSTON (AP)- The con

stitutionality of

Massachusetts' State Police

program to catch drunken

drivers with roadblocks was

challengtHl for the first time

yesterday, with attorneys

for three motorists arguing

before the state Supreme

Court that the practice is

unduly intrusive.

The high court in ii'-i.i rul

eil that a roa<lbl(K-k in

Revere was unconstitu-

tional, but that suit was

'•fj^n by local authorities.

I'he three motorists, all

from western
Massachusetts, were stop-

ped during the weekend the

department began the

statewide program, two

months afttT the Revere

decisi<
•

Edward F. Ma.-

Turners Falls, Howard
Anderson Jr. of South Deer

fiel<l and John Trumble >>\'

Easthampton were all st<.|.

ped at a state police

nmdblock set up during the

July 4 weekend in 1983 "n

Route 116 in Sunderlan<i

MAN'S BEST FRIEND?— Twigjfy. « Chinese

Crescent dog owned by John and Pat Dawson of

Paramount. California, took top honors in the

purebred category recently at the Ugly Dog Con-

test in Long Beach. California^

U.N. envoy to GOP

Mercy killing tried
PEABODY tAPl A man

who appeared drunk walked

into the intensive care unit of

a hospital here, laid a red rose

on his ."i'i-year-old wife's bed

and then tried unsucce.ssfuUy

to disconnect her

I- „!.!, I'V* • .
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OffkQ
SpQcialists

CA=n#U
Low Cost Airfare

Charters and rail

Cowles Lane, Amherst 256-8931

(behind Classe Cafe)

life»upp*irt system. utticiaU

said yesterday.

The inan muttered

"something about that being

cruel." before a nurse chased

him from .IS. Thomas Hospi

tai at 1 :45 p.m. Tuesday, said

RsKex County Assistant Dis

trict Attorney Fred Cronm.

The man, identified as

•lohn Keraghan. 52, of

Topsfield, was arrested yes-

terday and charged with

attempted murder He was

interviewed by a court- ap-

pointed psychiatrist yester-

day afternoon and held

without bail, Cronin said.

"He wasn't in any condi-

tion to assist counsel on the

question of bail," said

Cronia

WASHlN(n().\ (AKi
t' " r.N. Ambassador

irkpalrick, saying

,'ie 18 tired of swimming
,."• 'hf,' current ofmy own

i
, -hanged her voter

registration yesterday from

Democrat to Republican

Hours dlt<

registration

delivered to election officials

in suburban M<)»"

County. Md.. Kiik,,.i:.. ..^

told a news conference that

she still admires her Denuw
ratic heroes of the past.
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This Summer

HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPER

Experienced, work-study only

Very flexible hours avail.

Call Jane 545-0792 M-F 11-4

leave nnessage

]une 24 -

hugust 2, 1985

The Fifffi Annual Crrfnan Summer School

of the AfldMfif at the Uniirrsifi^ 0/ Rhode Island

in (o-operation with the Coethe Insfifulc Boston
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INTRODUCING

i SUPER SALADS
• Garden • Greek • Chef • Seafood

Fresh, delicious

and served

in a convenient take-out container!

We've got the BEST BEEF
ft NOW. . .SALADSI

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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FRIDAY NITE APRIL 5th

PAJAMA SLAVE

DANCERS

and THE CHOIR BOYS

$2.00 cover cheap
SATURDAY NITE APRIL 6th

DOWN AVENUE
from Boston with members formerly

of the November Group

Thiirs April tlh - Ray Mason

& the (hills

Mon April Slh - Marion Brown

world rvnoun jazz saxaphonv

Wvd lOlh - Known lu lions

Thurs lllh - Hildral OlfiHoran

Iri I2th X Sal i:Uh - Square One

1/so /f>f>A /or "Ihr lioss" Mqhl

24 Pleasant Street, Northampton, MA
586 4258 parkinq in rear
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IT'S ALL IN THE WRIST— Playing games yesterday afternoon in the Student Union are. clockwise from top

right, Fred Dillion, a junior animal science major. David Higgins. a junior fashion marketing major. Rich Petruc-

celli, a junior political science major and Stephen ('avanaugh, a junior economics major.

MassPIRG lobbys to keep fee on tuition bill
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON-Six Amherst members of a

national advocate group yesterday lobbied at

the state house here on pending legislation,

including a bill that would have changed the

group's funding method.

Five I'niversity of MaHKachuselts

student.^ and one Amherst College student

met with about 4.') other student members of

the Mas.sachusetts Public Interest Researrh

Group (MassPIRCJ). as part of the Statewut'

MassPIRG Lobby Day

Early yesterday, members of tht K"'>JP

attended a Committee on Education hear-

ing, where a bill that would have made the

MaasPIRCi on all tuition bills "addition

ai" and not "waivable." was tabled Mass
PIRG is now funded by UMaas student.s who
chose to pay $2 included in their semesterly

tuition bill. Students who do no want to fund

Ml >1'IRG have the optitm of subtracting

the $2 from their bill

The bill, introduct-u >» -n-rday and spon-

sored by Sen Edward P Kirby (RVVhit

manl. would give students the option !

adding the fee on themseUes.

i think there are a lot of students that are

paying the fee and not realuing it." Roger

Provost, Kirby'o ' ' 'ive aide said after

the hearing. Thi „ .'is collecting more

money through this process than it n<»rm«tly

uld." h»' >;»id

An aide to Sen. .lohn W Olver (D Am
herst) says the bill was an "unnecessary in-

trusion" into an "established HemiK-ratic

decision-making process

The students spent yf^tii<i.i\ .ilierri'—
talking to .state senators and n-presentat

about two bills they have been working on

all vear.

Consumer Ctility B«iard. which would "ad

dff^. 1

.-•••
.

'
,

V

repn . .: .:.. . : , ; i .;

lit Ctihties" according to Wendy .Swart.

M.I sPIRCi's CMass student ctMirdinutor

.^tit said if the bill is passed, utiliiv bills will

contain an extra enclotture. asking for a dona-

ti«»n to qualify meml>ership to the btmrd.

Once the Ixiard h • • "^ HMMl base, it will hire

lawyers and pnl. il |obbvi-t- who will

work on l>ehalf of the consumei

The second bi" • ' the-

A« id Rain Cap. - < •iit

decrease in the amount of suUur dioxide

• MS in M.I Thi>« w«»uld be

I with tt ''"v utili/.ution of

'
' Mechanisms placed in iht-

factones> Ut act as a screen,'

Senate won't

pay sit-in's

security costs
By SUSAN EATON and
DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night upheld a motion to not be held finan-

cially respofisible for the ^r'"«»up of students

rM)W occupying the Student Affairs <»ffice in

the Whitmore administration building.

The motion was entered into the agenda
last night because of information from

assistant Vice-Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Bob Welch that extra costs had been

incurred by the sit-in. They include copy

mai'hine usage and overtime pay for

I'niversity of llasaachu.setts security of-

ficers, he said.

DirecU>r of f'ublic Safety. Gerald O'Neil

said. "Whatever it costs this department

for the security, sometine has to pay for it

and it's not in my budget."

"They (April 1 coalition) are trying to

repment a solid, rraponsible front to the

aciministration with tht'ir actions Init they

aren't doing so by going in there and using

everything and expecting someor»e else to

pay for it." Michael Cerrato, Northeast

Area senator sai<l

(jreg F'ink. co president of the Orchard
Hill Area (iovemment and member of the

coalition, spoke in opposition to the motion

saying, "The ct»alition is only carrying «»ut

an extension of what we have been doing

here. Whether you want to realize it or not.

they are doing your work."

The senate upheld arK>ther motion for-

mally "acknowledging and applaufKing) the

University liemocrats for llieir a«-tion vtm-

ceming their budget." The RSO group, at

the March 27 senate meeting burne<l their

budget to assist the S(iA in their fiscal

crias.

One bill would all«»w the formation of a ^ill

The Amherst gmup met with Rep -lames

Collins (D Amherst> who sup|)orted both

Group to examine concerns of Latin American women
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

In an effort tt) explore the problems and

concerns Latin American women face in

the United States, an issues group will hold

their first meeting at 7 p.m. tonight at the

Everywoman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

Lourdes Matei, counselor and
educator/program director of child services

at Gandara Mental Health Center in Spr-

ingfield, and Mercedes del Valle, a UMass
graduate student, will be co-facilitating the

eight week program.

Matei said the approach she will use will

be to help the women identify what pro-

blems they may confront and "how they

want to deal with them."

The group will discuss issues aired by

participants, but Matei said this would dif

fer if they are students or head of

households.

Matei added that she wants to explore

what it is like being a Latina in the United

States and deal with the issues central to

the group. Matei said each experience will

be varied depending upon the participant's

class and racial background.

Because Latin women carry their

family's problems on their shoulders and

pay litUe attention to their own. the group
will be helpful in providing a network and
in helping them share their experience.

Matei said.

I..atinas seldom meet to di.scuss their pro-

blems and "the group is a good place to

start. " Matei said. The group will also help

mend broken family ties giving them "the

time, the place and the space for support."

Matei said white and Latin women must
meet to talk about women's i.ssues. "So
many times white women do not unders-

tand our experiences and issues, like how
imfK)rtant our family is to us," die said.

After opposition to the motion was aired.

Autumn Maki, student senator from JQA
said, "I wish fieople would recognize it

when a group is doing .s(»mething for the

(H>mmunity."

Jordan Rosner. chairman of the Senate
Budget (%>mmittee. said in his report the

I*resid«'nt's Office and State Student
Association of Massachusetts (SSAM) ap-

(lealed the cuts made in their budgets to the

CtMirdinating Committee, which will be
tH'gotiated sometime this week.

Budget Committee cuts recjuin- the

President's Office, the Treasurer's office

and the Speaker's Office to cut their

payroll by employing one less assistant per

person. Formerly, each officer ha<l been

allowed two assistants.

Award winning proL

kicks off lecture series

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Karl Marx believed labor value to be abstract and ab-

surd but a necessary part of society, an award-winning

University of Massachusetts philosophy professor said in a

lecture last night.

Dr. Robert Paul Wolffs lecture, titled "The Factory and

the Cave: The Inverted World of Capitalism" is part two

of three-part series Wolff is giving on the topic

"Moneybii^s Must be so Lucky: Reflections on the

Philosophical Significance of the Literary Structure of

Marx's CapitoZ."

"Religion, politics, and economy are three areas of

mystification that Marx talks about in Capital," Wolff

said. "Economy, feels Marx, contains the most amount of

mystification. This mystification is a result of abstract

labor and commodities."

"Things like coats and boots can be referred to as com-

modities. However, all commodities are not necessarily

coats and boots," he said.

"These commodities are results of human labor, so

when a value is placed on a commodity, it is placed on the

labor that went into producing it. However, the labor

receives less than it deserves, thus causing a surplus. That

surplus is capitalism," Wolff said.

Wolff went on to say "This whole idea is a very confus-

one, even in simple terms. This is just evidence of

rishing Marxian thought on campus."

CollcRun phot" hy Mitrhel S l>rantrh

Dr. Robert Paul Wolff

The lectures are being sponsored by the national honor

society, Phi Beta Kappa, which named Dr. Wolff the

Romanell-Phi Beta Kappa Professor of Philosophy for

1984-85.

The award, which recognizes contributions to the public

understanding of philosophy, is given annually to a faculty

member of an institution that has a Phi Beta Kappa
chapter.

As part of the award, Professor Wolff receives a $6,000

stipend and will give three lectures.

Dr. Wolff received his A.B, A.M.. and Ph.D. from Har-

vard. He is a member of the American Philosophical

Association and is the founder of the University's inter-

disciplinary major in Social Thought and Political

Economy (STPEC).

BOG to hear proposals

for filling empty store
By Vl( KI A. .SPAGNOLI
Collegian .Staff

.Students interested in >i;irting .i xmiirni i <iiiii<»lle<l Im.si-

ness can present their propf>saN to the ( ariipus Center

Board of Governors at the board s weekly meeting tonight in

the Campos Center. HOG chair -lane Donohiie said.

Three groups present at last week s meeting, representing

the sports co-op "Teamworks."' the bicycle co-op. and an ice

cream shop, are on the agenda for tonights meeting.

Donohue said, but any other group wit h a proposal may bring

it to the meeting.

The board will vote again this week on proposals for a

^ludent-run business to fill the former Union Records

Unlimited space in the student Union after the ice-cream

shop pr«)posal was voted down lasi week. The motion had

been recommended by the board's .^pace committee

.lodi Green, manager of 'feamwfjrks." said the sports co

op wants the space hecau.se there is no room for expansion in

their present space, located in the Student Union oppf)site

Karthfoods. She said the sport co-op would expand their

( lothing line and their present athletic equipment inventory

••• nil luJe lacrosse equipment, tennis racquets and athletic

^oes. The store also needs a dressing room. Green said.

We want lo have enough diversity in what we sell to serve

a large nuinher of students ;»s well a>i.offei the experience of

running a small business to our ^^iiiuci^^i!*.ei^ployee.s.""

Green said. -•^ '

The bike ( o-op also wants the URU space because their

Hr __lLlSit_
mamued on page i
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present location, across from the post office in the Student

I'nion, is too small bike co-op vice-president David Linehan

said. The bike co-op presently uses two rooms to sell and

repair bikes. 'We've utihzed the space upstairs to its fullest

extent and we need room to expand'.'he said. More space is

needed to repair bikes and to offer more bike repair

workshops to students, Linehan said. "We' re a cooperative

organization." Linehan said. "We stress self-dependency to

students. We teach students to repair their bikes.

The ice cream shop proposal voted down last week will be

re-submitted at tonight's meeting with revisions. BOd men,

her Bob Cohen, who submitted the proposal said. The nev^

proposal will include an operating plan based on an outline

designed by the Economic Development Office and a

detailed budget. Cohen said.

The proposed ice cream shop would open in September,

according to the proposal. The shop would serve gourmet ice

cream, pa.strie.s and coffee and would be equipped by an out-

side ice cream company such as Ho<id Inc ,
or Bart s Ice

Cream. The shop would also need $4000 loan from the Stu

dent (iovernment As.sociation for renovations. Cohen said^

"The ice cream shop will offer students a new service and

still benefit the student community as a whole by offering

sersic es both to the customers and the student manage

until Cohen said.

mmm^ Continued from, page 1

it Sit-in'—

No further talks took place yesterday as Di^fey and

other administrators were in Boston, but Duffey said

Tuesday that they would not resume untU the sit-m ends.

••We've made significant headway in three days (over

issues) that we've been deadlocked in for six months or

more " Roth said, adding that despite Duffey s warning.

"I hope that negotiations would contmue-it s the only

way we're going to sit down and resolve our differences."

Robert Francis
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Saturday. April 13 11 :00 - NOON

Jeffery AmKerst BooksKop
•=.outh Pleasant St reel r\ii»:<^ >'<

UESDAY. APRIL 30th

F.A.C. UMASS
I

UMass $13.00

Public $15.00

Tickets on sale at

• Fine Arts Center

Box Office,

• Springfield

Civic Center

I Stop and Shop
locations

in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield

and Pittsfield.

• Ticket limit

6 per person

• No cans, bottles or

recording devices.

CATAUH CHINESE ESPERANTO

International FRENCH GERMAN GREEK

Language ITALIAN JAPANESE POLISH

ilnstSuteJnc. PORTUGUESE RUSSIAN SPANISH
insmuTo,

^^^ INTENSIVE ENGLISH

pj^!^ April 16 - May 24
ILI Inc PC. Box 516, 27 Brewster Ct. Northampton. MA 01060

586-7569 aa/eoi
_

I SUMMER JOBS t
* Applications for positions in Sunnmer Conference $

t Housing are now available In the University Con-

t ference Services Office, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as*

* student supervisors, desk clerks, and operations crew

* personnel are being offered. Full and part time open-

«

* ings are available and include all shifts, weekdays and »

* weekends. £
t *

t Work study funds are available for these positions and

t experience in hotel operations is preferred.

t HRTA, graduate, and work study students are^

i encouraged to apply. ^^^^^^^^Jt-

WANTED SUMMER 1985

CAMP NATCHEZ - top co ed camp

located in Berkshire mountains is looking

for exciting active people with abundant

energy for the following positions:

Genral Counselor Soccer

Backpacking Gymnastics

Carr^p Crafts "Tennis

Sailing
^rama

Canoeing Sports

i«j c
I

Ceramics

Nature Photography

We will be on campus Wednesday, April 10th

Rm 165 Campus Center 10 am - 4:30 pm.

Please drop in or call student employment.

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt 63 No. Amher«t

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Tickets on sale Friday April 5th

NO TICKET LINE BEFORE MIDNIGHT'i
'* 4 4*4 *•'

> •• « • • 4 «•
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A death in Memphis
Seventeen years ago, Martin

Luther King, Jr. was struck

down by an assassin's bullet as

he stood on the balcony of a

Memphis hotel. His murder

touched off a wave of urban

violence that threatened to

engulf the entire country in a

full-scale race war.

Luckily, that did not happen.

Not just because it would have

brought untold death and suf-

fering to this nation but also

because it would have left a

bloody tinge to memories of

this great American.

He always abhorred violence

and consistently refused to en-

dorse its use as a political tool.

There was no room for the

weapons of the oppressors in

his arsenal. His strengh came

from the sincerity and depth of

his convictions and not from

the barrel of a gun or the end of

a whip.

It was a dedication to

peaceful protest and a con-

ciliatory attitude that made
him the most effective and

highly regarded civil rights

leader of his or any other time.

He continually sought not to

alienate but to win over, not to

frighten but to disarm and

above all, not to hate but to

love. Only through this kind of

philosophy could black and

white have been brought

together to work for the com-

mon goal of equality for all.

While struggling to achieve

equality for blacks. King also

embraced a universal struggle

for human rights for all. He op-

posed the Vietnam War
because he believed it to be an

unjust invasion of other

people's land.

Here at home he fought hard

for the struggle for jH>or people

both black and whit^; a strug-

gle that continues today.

All of us owe him a debt. It is

due in a large part to his efforts

that we are finally making pro-

gress towards achieving his

dream of a society where "a

man will be judged not by the

color of his skin but by the con-

tent of his character."

Unsigned editorials reflect

the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

kS*
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Sit-in not yet given support of Senate

Letters to the Editor

'Flippant insults' are not necessary

For thref months student represen-

tatives have been standing up for student

rights by fighting to maintain the CC/SU

Board of Ctovernors. The administration's

threat to dissolve the BCKJ has l>een one of

the most serious concerns to face student.^

this semester.

Yesterday, during the course of the stu-

dent sit-in at Whitmore. the chancellor

finally agreed with student spokespeople

that the Board should retain the pxwers

and resjKinsibilities which it has held in the

past. This is a major victory for students.

W^y did the Coll^-gtan in yesterday's

front page article alxiut the Whitmore

demonstration neglect to report this

achievement? We feel that the commitment

expressed by Chancellor Joseph Duffey

and Vice-chancellor John L. DeNyse to en-

sure the Board's existence is the most

significant result of the student sit-in thus

far. While other demands regarding South

African divestment and the Universal

Resource Fee remain unsolved, any pro-

gress in negotiations is newsworthy.

Associate Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Robert Welch and student

representative Chris Sullivan did agree to

meet, and that was duly reported.

However, the purpose of the meeting was

not to "discuss the status of the CC Board

of Governors" as described in the Col-

legian. Instead, the meeting was arranged

to formalize in writing the specific agree-

ment which students and the chancellor

reached yesterday. After three months of

fighting we are pleased that the Board

issue is resolved, but we are a little disap

pointed that the CMegxan misunderstrKxl

.some factual matters in the result of

yesterday's negotiations.

Beyond the shoddy news coveragt- a<

are alsr) disturU-rl by certain innuendos in

the CnUegxan Board of Editor's statement

on the ()j)inion f>age in the same issue. Thit^

editorial mentioned! that a student, who

was attempting to recruit demonstrators,

chastised uninterested passersby by

shouting. "What are you all, conser

vatives?" We are unaware of this action

and can only staU' that the main theme <»f

Tuesday's rally was non-parti.san student

rights. Michael Cerrato, a Republican Club

member, was an active participant in the

rally. He himself emphasized the impr»r

tance of unified non-partisan supiK>rt.

We find it ironic that the Collegwn's

Board of Editors, which "cannot condone

fiippant insults that divide students."

focuses on relatively insignificant actions,

such as l)ouncing a rubber ball and Lakes

them out of context, at the same time that

it fails to report the straight, breaking

news.

While we respect the efforts of the Daily

CoHeg^an. we can only wonder why we

receive more support and accuracy from

outside sovirces such as the Springfield

Uniov. while our student newspaper con-

tinually creates fiippant insults of its own.

Jane M. Donohue
Sarah C. Edmunds

Amherst

On March 27. the I'miergraduate Stu

dent Senate was informe<i that a "rally"

was taking f>lace outside the Student I 'nion

t4> protest the elimimition of the Campus

CenU'r B«»ard of (K)vern<»rs ami the imjxisi

lion of the Universal Res<»urce F««e. Come

yestenlay. h<»wever, there had Ut-n a

niiirch on the vice cham-ellor's office, a

three-day sit-in. an<l a list of 10 <lemanils

given to the vice cham-ellor. the charufllor.

;in«l the julminjstration in genenil

Calling themselves the April 1st Coali

tion. these students, among them Rick

I'alnck, Jim Keller.(the outgoing SCiA

presidents). Stacy Roth. Dam Burgess (the

new presidents). Chris Sullivan (ex

sjieaker), John Rudd^nk (m-w sjn-aker). an<l

various other members of the S(JA. Where

was the Senate?

Many of them, myself included, were not

told that we were sponsoring a sit-in or

lists «»f demands that hail not even l»een

mentioned to the SenaU-. the official voice

of the student Ixnly. The April 1st C<»alitiori

is a group entirely unconmn-ted to the

Senate, as they neithiT asked for. nor

receivf<l. Senate approval. On two occa

sions I calle«l the vice chancellor's (»ffice t

s|)eak with John Ruddrnk. an«l the phoi..

w;is answere<l. "Student Senate " Who
gave this group the authority of the

Senate? Not the sturlent Uidy

A memlier of the vice chancellor's staff

told me that we were going to In- charge*!

for all the printing, duplicating, arxl other

services usurped by this group in the offi«»-

That's a hell af a lot of mom-y for the

Senate to have to shell out for an

unauthorized! group of jH-opU-. Arx! why

were the issues confused** SutWenly on top

of the B(K; and CRF we se*' S<»ulh African

divestment, a B««ird of Ciovernors fi>r the

Student Activities Office, exemption frc»m

Jill legal action for those students involves!

with th«' who|«- sit in business, et**.. etc..

«-t.

Tbes*' are all imjMirUmt i.ssues for th«-

Smatf to ;M!dress. Inat imlividuaJly. clearly,

and with the auth«»rization which only the

Senate can give. Th«- I'RF is nul of our

hands now. but why was a g«Kid jiercentage

of our S(;A leadership involved with a sit-in

at Whitmore when the Trust«-es were

de<-i«!ing the issue at I'Mas-s/Boston*' There

is a definite problem hert- when a group of

students, espe<-ially student lea<lership,

take it u|M>n themselves to iKi-ome the

voice for the student IxKly <»ver and alnive

the auth<»rity <if the Stu<!ent Senate. Thus is

•1 infringement not only of the Senate's

j.nTo^Mtiv*'-. I'lit of stixli-nts" rights.

Michael I.. ( erralo

Northeast

Rallying for a student cause

Monday I attended the nilly «»n Whit

m«»re protesting the Universal Resource

F'ee. We were a g«KK!-sized crowd, and we

made a lot of noise. We swept into the

halls of Whitmore and (K-cupie<l the Stu-

dent Affairs office. Demands were made

to meet with administration officials and

Dean Field came forward to talk with us.

Eventually, aln.ut 25 students s|)ent the

night in Whitmore to continue the pro-

U'st.

Normally, playing games of "holier

than thou" is in poor taste and re{»el.^ sup

(K)rt. In yesterday's case, students who

did not attend the rally due to time con-

flict cannot be criticized, as everyone

must do as they feel they must.

Howtvtr. those students who atten<!e<l

the rally are to kte commenrltn!. They d<'

not accept the r<»le of cattle or she<>p wh«t

are willing to b«' led and manif»ulated by

the iM.wers that Ik-. The right to (juestion

authority is a right which has not yet iK't-n

abus«Hl on this campus. It is a right which

must l»e use<! or lost. The prott-.stors

sought overdue answers, to be heard an«!

did something alnuit it. RememUT. you

can't do that in the Soviet Union. We will

all learn more alK)ut our university's

system of bureaucracy after these ac

tions.

Dwight Marine

Amherst

Give long overdue recognition' to co-op

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

feYephone number, whidi will not be P"»>'-»^^^-
I^'-^rTanZh:

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

vSlume of mail, we re^et we are unable
'-f^^^^r^.^'JZ^^

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.

After many years of hard work, the

UMass Bike Co-op has finally earntn! the

right for a bigger sf)ace; tonight the Board

of (Governors is going to meet to decide the

fate of the space which was formerly used

by the Union Record Shof). They are going

to decide whether to assign that space to an

ice cream shop or to the Bike Co-op. the

former providing a commcMlity which can

already l»e found abundantly in the area,

and thV latter providing the student l>ody

and the community with services which (at

least in that (luality) can simply not Ik-

fourxl in the entire region; the latter being

a choice where we would Ik' providing the

campus community a major sup}M)rt center

for the chea|»est, healthiest, and most ac-

cessible means of trans[K)rtation: bicycles.

The Bike (>)-op whch has provide*! these

extremely crucial services for so many

years, despite its extremely small and

limited space, is now forced to cf)miH'te

with a group which doesn't even exist yet

but on the pafK'r.

Let us grant the UMass Bike Co-op their

long overdue recognition; let us provide

ilicm the space because they deserve it.

U-cause the student lunly deserves it.

Sal Assad
Amherst.'I'':
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Vy... Offering Quality Mexican Foodi\J

Nachos - Enchiladas - Tacos - Tostadas

Burritos - Quesadillas - Burrito Supremos

Chimichangas - Chili Verde - Chili Rellenos

Great Food! Great People!

Festive Atmosphere!

SHOP advanced fitness training centers

Utilizing the Hydra-Fitness''', hydraulic

cylinder system of progressive resistance

to movement, Invites you to:

1 COME IN AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE

April/May discounted membership now $30.00

t
NORTHAMPTON • B Y O B
21 Center St • 584-0673

AMHERST -SAW Served
41 Boltwood WdlK • 256-8217 I

NOPE
7:30-9 am 4-6 pm
11-3 pm 7-9 pm
11-2 pm Saturdays

iiuifttiiitniitiimNitiiiittiiHHiMiniHiinir

BOYDEN
7:30-9 am 12-1 pm

4-6 pm
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UMASS RUGBY PARTY

Changes Changes

Dance Club

TONITE - Thursday April 4th

Open to the Public - Don't Miss It!

BAR
DRINKS

ALL NIGHT
ALL WEEK

Changes. Rt 9, Amherst 256 8284

Graduate
Student Senate

Elections
Nominations are now open for Graduate

Student Senate Officers for 1985-86. All

graduate students are eligible for the

following positions:

President -

salary $4,400 and tuition for 20 hr/wk and hourly suninier

salar>' for period June 1, 1985 through May 31st, 1986.

Vice President -

salary $4,400 and tuition for 20 hr/wk for period September 1,

1985 through May 31st, 1986

Executive Officer -

salary $4,400 and tuition for 20 hr/wk for period September 1.

1985 through May 31st, 1986

Treasurer -

salary $4,400 and tuition for 20 hr/wk and hourly summer
salary for period June 1, 1985 through May 31st, 1986

Nominations may be made in person or in writing

and are due in the GSS Office, 919 Campus Center

on April 9th. For information concerning the duties,

responsibilities and election procedures call the GSS
Office at 545-2896.

Want a job that pays

ROOM, BOARD,
and SALARY???

Applications are now being accepted

for the position of

ASSISTANT MANAGER
of Butterfield Kitchen

Applications are available in

Butterfield Dorm (Central)

* Must graduate 1987 or later

Job begins Aug. 25, 1985 through school year

^z-
r'-
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^c^5' ^n^x::!ss-orTt^crs

>- / — ^- University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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•TALENT SHOW with music, martial arts, and more'"

•FASHION SHOW with contemporarv fashions courtesy ot

the Casual Male, Lodestone, and Hit or Miss'"

•DANCE PARTY* party all night to pure dance music by

DJ Chris Newell of the PUB'"

sound & lighting equipment by Rack-A-Disc

PROPER ATTIRE REQUIRED (no jeans or sneakers)

FREE REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED DURING Th^SHOW.

FRIDAY APRILNf/ 5th
CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM

FREE!7pm-3amFREE!
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ARTS
live wire

Peter Wissoker

Aristocrats onparade

A rewarding/Je^earsa/
It's kind of a slow week if you plan on going

out There are some fun things to do but

perhaps the most relevant would be to spend

the weekend at Whitmore.

Tonight at the Iron Horse Greg Brown of

the Prairie Home Companion will be per-

forming his multi- faceted works, as listeners

to last week's show will testify.

Friday night the Bamboo Steamers will b«

at Sheehan's. I haven't seen them but with a

name like that how can you miss. By the way

the entire Etron Fou Leioublan tour was can-

celled which of course means that they won't

be playing at the Iron Horse.

On Friday tickets for Santana go on sale.

They will be playmg at the FAC on April 30.

Tickets are a wopping thirteen biggies. I now

remember what I was going to say at the

beginning of the column. I dreamt that Black

Flag was playing at the Iron Hor»e. There

was a lot of damage, and they were told that

they wouldn't be booked there agaia

Saturday brings 8th Route Army to

Sheehan's. On Sunday Nashville's own

Jason and the Scorchers will be playmg at

Pearl Street; John Hammond Jr. and Luther

Guitar Jr. will perform without Black Flag at

the Iron Horse. Both shows should be really

good (my favorite adjective).

Today's is a short column. The tip this

week is to go see tonight's Gospel Extra

vagania at the Campus Center. Last years

was, sorry if this is sacrilegious, a real rave- up

(more hip jargon, for 1965). There's no sub

stitute for the real thing.

Truta QiH'stion: Last week's answer i.s that

in the late fifties Elvis liked to read

philosophy. This week's question for a mys-

tery prize: Name four hands that Richard

Thompson ha.s played in Bring \ our answer

down to the Collegian Art.s desk.

Lust story

Pee Wee (Dan Monahan) and Infn^

(Kim Evenson) meet in Porky '$

Rerenge.

Porky'g Revenue
At the Hampshire Mall Cinema

By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian Correspondent

There's a trick to watching movies like

Ptorky 's Revenge If you go to it knowing what

to expect, and accept it for what it is. (cheap.

sexist, with locker room style humor), then

there's no way you can be disappointed or

upset because you didn't like it So 1 went to

this, the third installment of the Porky's tril-

ogy, expectmg the low grade insultmg men

tality of it s predesessors. Needless to sa>

that's exactly what 1 got

Yes. the gang from A'ngel Beach High are

at it again. Pee Wee. Meat. Wendy, and all

your favorites are finally graduating, even

though the actors who portray them look as

though they should be preparing their disser-

tations for their master's degrees. We are

taken U) the state championship basketball

game (I'll spoil it for you. Angel Beach wins).

the senior prom, and at last graduatioa The
whole time, we are bombarded with silly

gags, and plenty of T. and A.

I had hoped to at least get a chuckle out of

Porky's Revenge, but it was not meant to be.

Out of the three Porky's movies made to

date, (please God, let this one be the last),

this was the least funniest There is really not

much more to say about it It was just as I had

expected. You know, the worst thing about

movies like this, is that I have to see them.

The Rehearsal

At the Curtain Theater

Through Saturday, April 6

By MARIANE MEUSE
(^oUegian Staff

The I'Mass Department of Theater's pro-

duction ofJean Anouilh's The Rehearsal is an

entertaining and humorous look at marriage,

infidehty, and the search for love

The Rehearsal is actually a play within a

play. The plot revolves around a French

Count and his wife, played respectively by

Robert M. Curtiss and L ititia Ord, who are

rehearsing a play for an upcoming ball The

Count has given a key role to Lucile ( Linda A

Pizzotti), a workingclass woman with whom
he is in love.

The rehearsal for the play soon becomes a

mirror- image of the real lives of the count and

those around him as they begin using the

rehearsal to play out their real lives.

As the audience soon realizes, both the

Count and the Countess practice infidelity

and openly acknowledge it. They tell them-

selves that this infidelity is a reflection of the

"freedom" they grant one another. They

thus conveniently ignore the lack of love in

their marriage as they desperately seek it

elsewhere.

Anouilh's play is briUiant in depicting the

foolishness of a loveless marriage. The

Countess dislikes Lucile because she is

working class and will be an embarrassment

to the aristocrats. Yet it is only Lucile who is

capable of arousing feelings of real love

within the Count.

The play is long, running about 2 hours and

45 minutes, but the performers under the

direction of Peter l^venburg manage to keep

the audience attentive Nick IMakias as Hero,

a long-time friend of the Count is a standout

among the talented cast His depiction of a

hitter man who seeks solace m alcohol, is

heartbreaking and tremendously effective.

Robert M Curtiss and L ititia Ord as the

Count and Countess, are also suherh, as is

Linda Pizzotti as Lucile.

The set and costumes also perfectly ca|>-

ture the air of the period and the aristocracy

which the Count surrounds himself with.

cre^ve tee^hirts

WE PRINT:

Dorm T-Shirts
Dorm Sweatshirts

Team Uniforms
Greek Lettering

Hampshire Mall Hadley
586-9205

•Supertx elegant A celebration ol the imperial power ot rock

"One o( the most e«ci1ing concert films ever David Byrne

IS a star of near maniacal intensity The Talking Heads

get down and burn " 1..-1 »-..- n,.,-...

-It s the best made American movie of the year"

W6L Litltia Ord, ROBERT CURTiSS and Linda Piriotti in Jean Anouilh'a

The ReheurtoL

AOit« ^.-^

>o*
^.^.

$7.50ONLY^# Ww with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
5495610

expires 4/15/85 ^

X

MAKING

AFIIW JONATHAN

BY DEMME
TALKING

HEADS

DaytonTires

POLYESTER
TIRES

F'l.iiyrMr- Bm • \K.

tin f'Xi

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRES

PliS'»0»l )

pi*s om )

ri«tilt«14

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

PfKf

40 00

^^^^^^4^\% MiMion»\ Off

c,^c,^c,^c,^c,^c,^

( utecam ^ is ^^! ' "vi '^ 1

at 6, 8, 10 pm

The Pleasant St. Theater

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
MichBlin Tir»B Also Specially Priced

NorthAmherst
VISA & Auto Center
MC Full Service Tire Store

y 78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst, MA
AX Across from Watroba's Store

DAYTON 549-4704

27 Pleasant St./Northampton, MA. 586-0935

Graduate Assistant

Wanted
Hilltop Health Club, a multi-faceted

fitness facility in the Orchard Hill

residence area, is seeking a new Direc-

tor for fall semester 1985.

Qualifications:

Full time Graduate student

Knowledge of holistic health

Knowledge of physiological principles

of physical training

Leadership and organizational skills

Complete job description and applica-

tions available at B30 Baker House,

Central /Orchard Hill.

Application deadline - April 12, 1985

Hilltop Health Club
|
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If you think

you know everything

about your bank card, think again.

Because with the right card, like a Monec
or an X-Press 24* card, you've got some-

thing brand new. YouVe got what it takes

for cash where you shop.

Introducing Money Supply" the new
network of cash dispensers conveniently

located in stores and supermarkets

around Massachusetts.

With Money Supply you can use

your bank card to get cash instantly.

More than

a hundred banks are

already part of the Money Supply

network. So check with
your bank and see if

you can use your
bank card in the Money
Supply network. You
could be one of over a

million people who
have got what it

takes.

MONEY
Forcash

whereyou shop.

Mont'v ^»uppi\ i<i>li tii^ixnsri> imw a\ail;il)le at k-adiny su[H'rniarkfts and retail stores around Massachusetts.

Youll tind It at I'KICK LHOl'I'KK in Amherst on 175 I'niversitv Avenue.

—Thursday. April 4, 1985

^ Earn
J

Academic Credit* ;

while yaining experience
)

in marketing, public S

relations, counseling, ^

and student affairs :

administration Become J

an intern in the [

University's •

Undergraduate •

Admissions Office.
\

Interviews begin April 10
^

Contact the Office of :

Internships J

scouegian »

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

nt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY

CAKES % PAS I Hits

ICF ."nFAM

SUNDAfcS
Moi r ..dqr

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
f ,ri<4<- . le 4 0C

* rv>

C' „ . Tb ITS
• -\'

CALL
256-8102

:
-^ !0 Mir!

*. S • ' i^nnt St

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5 00

Prices do not include tax

DELICIOUS
Broiled

Beef Ribs

Broiled with

barbeque sauce and

served with tossed

garden salad and
your choice of

vegetable or potato

$4.75

BEERSr
WINF,

I

'III 'Ti'<Jni(^

'

•Fine food

•Exrellpnt

service

•Children's

menu
•Senior

discount

v-i.iilV

paling piDip
N»<i (o Sup«. Slop 4 Shoo

IW* 9 M.<)l»yrAiTth»>ji ?56-6M9
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ThiirsHav
6 A nt lo

]
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•Orry<)ut 24
HOURS
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DOONESBURY
By Garr> Trudeau
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FARMii^ JUST ears in youf^
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51f^^

VACAsnUJl^,

ABANPONtP
PRJVB-INS.

RDTAl^f^i
CHOPRA

LOT.. '

Today: MosUy sunny with sonw cloud

cover moving in at times. The temps arc

nice and mild with hi^hs in the mid SOs.

Tonight: A chance of some raindrops with

lows in the mid \M)&.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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Rats
By C ongo
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OF A IIFET/ME IS AT
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DAVIO LETTERMAN:

Collegian staff reminder

NOMINATIONS
ORALLKl.FATED

^BOARD 0F_
_ EDITORS—

POSITIONS

ARK DIE

THIS FRIDAY

^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUniE

ACMOSS
1 P»irel s partner

i Deckhands
9 Ridicule

O louisK'^a

feature

14 Doesntcarc

15 Pearl Bud
heroine

16 Roman «ay
17 Comirs Ke(l

18 Doe s relative

Miird h\ 1r«de MicM Jaffr

3 Byway
4 Wttere r«M>dc«r

roam
% A»<at>c weight*

6 Naive
7 Pro —
B Scattered
9 iMoneyedcoun

try Singer^

10 Entraterreslfiat

1

1

Luit'OuS 'abric

12 Over

13 relief

39 Oridiron >

Graham
41 Mer'yCrtriM

mas
'

44 Oosen
4; Cover with

ctvocoiate

49 Overlaid

50 Indian

•mbiem

bi Outwit

S2 Position Lai

54 Capital oi Tdtai

57 Kind of tea

Vt Pith helmet

59 Orecai

60 Guipure

fti Adjective

Sultll

19 Beachcomber s X Persian Guif
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS fUZZLE

ITsTclE
find

21 Kona goose
22 Ascend
23 Went asfay
25 One ot the

kingdoms
29 Threadbare

31 Painter Guide

32 Former
lormerly

34 Poseidc
realm

36 IWlythical

bonhoid*

40 Home o'

Braves

42 Errnine

43 Gypsum
45 Swindle

46 Basic industry

48 One seeded
truil

50 Shfihng '',

Henry VIII

53 She in Sedan

55 Medley
56 Wealthy

impersonator

62 Nobel Peace
Pn/e winner

1964

63 Eight P" '

64 Navigational

system
65 ParlotNEA
66 Swarm

members
67 Solar lunar

measure
68 Net

69 Norse saga

70 Old type novel

DOWN
1 Tot S parent

. i- MabMw letter

transport

24 Superstar

25 Oadaist Jean

etai

26 Spicx and span

27 time

(pronto)

28 Knacti for

making millions

tn Greek letters

1 Comedienne
Martha

35 Ending wil^
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. end (overi

,' Personage
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University ol Massachusetts at Amherst

Commencement 1985
10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 25

All Candidates

There is no Commencement rehearsal tot dt>;in.-

candidates Candidates should assi-mble by school

college at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium no later

than 9 am graduation morning May 25 1985

Signs will be posted indicating schix)ls and Com-

mencement Marshals will issue specific instructions

and distribute programs L'[>on signal candidates

will follow the Coi:imencemenl Marshals to th-- as

signed aieas and be seated.

Candidates will receive dipl<»ma rom the

deans of their sch<K)l or college Di\ will bi*

mailed when all processing has been completed

Please be sure the Registrar has your correct perma

VVh*» is tiigible to Participate?

Underfiruduult' decree iundidutt'- who anticipat'

pleting degree reqeireinents b

dar year 1985 ^ niw suit

us should be d:: -
v Z\i

Whitmore. 545 ()55^

Master degree candidates who have previously sub

mitled the T' 'ii.n Fot! ' 'M>ril 30

1985 to thi :: - , e Requ. ^ stating

the intention to complete all requirements Ques-

tions f ' ' ' lirected t«> the

Office : ^ ;

'>«"» «'»«'"»

A249 Lederle Graduate Research Center 545-0024

Doctoral degree candidates who have completetf all

^y. : .
• • •- -; .

* ' ' ' - , . - ^ - - . „ '

-

Graduate Degree Requirements Room A249

Le»ltfk Graduate Rev . (124

Schedule <»f hvents

StiK kbndge C( tniniencfmiMit

ROTC Commissioning

1985 Commenccmt I

Date 1 IIIU'

Fn MavJ4 I M) pn\
S.I' M.I- ;'. 8:00 am

.1 HI 1

l-aiullv

Faculty and stall should assemble at the SOUTH

end of'the stadium on the gravel between the Facili

ties Building and the stadium wall Faculty will be

part of the processional and will be sealed iininedi

ately in front of the candidates from each schtxil

and college

Parents and Invited Guests Plan to Arri\e F.arh

— Space is limited

Since the ConiinenLciiuM hxcrcises are (»pen ti. the

public and guest sealing is with«>ut reservation par

ents and friends should plan io arnve earlv to ensure

goixf •••'

Handicapped Seating

Nuvving area for 'he haiidicap|x-d will be Uicated on

U>th sides of the stadium on the eastern and west

orn walkways Since seating is limited it is re

uuested ''' '' •!•'> »• 'vrv. )»i ,it ,
tirrit\irn the handi-

In\itdlit»iis

There is no limit to the numK-r of guests who may

attend the ceremony and tickets are not required

Each studf-nt will t-v • •> • • p.t. W.i of mv formal itni

tations

Caps, G4»wns. and Hoods
Undergraduate and Ma-ner Degree Candidate^

Caps gowns tassels and invitations will hv avail

,ib!e at no charge (on presenlatitm of an I I) and .ui

.incement of the degree earned and the dejvit!

ment awarding it» at the Textbook Annex. Mas

fvMaV '' \1..i<.4>. llirmliOi Frill.IV M .1 lU tt! i .

Place

FAC Omterl Hall

FA( rt Hall

Warren McOuirk Alunini

St.iiiiuni

Recap: iumnnnun}, m s , is ,,n Suintdin \\ii\ -'
' /" «' »" K."»» <»» Shine

Stadium Plan

^

\l , .

I I••
1

...,.
1

,.,.„u 1

1

., A!

l>.,1..|„l-.

\! . 1

1

1 ..

^^\^k
KntllH .nr.ii

^•ml I.

\.itiir.il

\.i' III

K. ... .;r,

l.-.l \
S iii.f.i

K. - iif,.

I
t 111.

Cr..- , ,1

|.J<.< .ilM.n

• C*p li CfCivMi

DiMributH'n
l.Klll'l-''

Huiliiing'

K. ^t^n<Mn^

Oh Con.mciuiinent Day May I\ .a^.^ .^"Wns, aijd

tassels may be obtained after 8 am. at the SOUTH
WEST corner of Alumni Stadium

DiH'toral Degree Candidates

Doctoral caps gowns, tassels, hoods and invitations

will be available o«/v at the Office of Graduate De

gree Requirements, Rinim A249 Lederle Graduate

Research Center April 29 May 24, Monday through

Friday. 8:30 am through 5 p m upt>n clearance by

ihe Office of Degree Requirements On Commence

ment Day caps gowns tassels and htxxis may be

-btained after 9 am at the NORTHWEST end of

the stadium it>n the gravel areai

I>,Ktoral candidates who plan to i\irtici|iate in the

Commencement ceremony must have a hcHxl Each

candidate s name will be announced over the stadi

uin s«)und system and two officers of the University

will drafX" the hiKxl on the candidate s shoulders

Fkx'toral h»H»ds can be purchased unlv at the Office

of Graduate Degree Requirements A249. Lederle

Graduate Research Center at a cost of $30 (Five^

College DiHTtoral H«K>ds will be available at $42 95 j

r)ottoral h«H)ds may be rented through the Universi

ly Store at a cost of $10

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year s University Com

. mement may be rented through the University

t II All faculty members are urged to place their

orders as s<xm as {x.ssible THE LAST DAY TO OR
DER IS FRIDAY MAY 17 Payment must be made

at the time of order and there will Ix* no refunds if

ai^^rel is not used Academic apparel may also be

..•d For further information alxjut rentals or

es please contact Connie Szelewicki at the

University Store 545 2619

Aceomm«Mlat ions

Many area motels are already IxHikcd for the eve-

nings of May 24 and 25 A limiteil number of rooms

in University dormitories will be available for rela

tives and their guests for the nights of May 24 and

25 Please contact the Conference Services Office

918 Campus Center (4 HI 545^34(K), as s«mn as |>»s

sible to request a form to register for dormitory

housing These forms must be relurmtl with full

payment to Conference Servic cs n<i inter than May
3 to guarantee your dom lescrvation

Fuod Service*

Coffee. s«»ft drinks, and donuts will Ix- available at

rotundas on boili - ' "he stadium toward the

N.irlli

Commencement Ceremony Schedule

9 a.m. Robing for Commencement
Appropriate signs will be displayed

Graduates should line up according to

their school or college

9:30 a.m.

|() a in.

12 noon

lu.il.s

!'!

renuMiy ends

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extremely limited Vehi-

cles will be directed to several jiarking lots located

nearby and shuttle buses will provide transportation

to the stadium Buses will return to the lots immedi-

att'lv fiillnwint; 'h<- .Ti.nx.nv

Traffic Assistance

To aid the traffic tiow at (. ..,i,,..v ;.> v lutnt, radio sta

lion WTTT AM 1 14.30) will broadcast traffic reports

throughout the morning Please tune in as you ap-

proach Amherst for thi- h'--' "•;•• •- '!>
• '"^cmony

General Information
Medical facilities will \h: lotaltd m llu 1 <ii iliti. s

Building at the south end of the stadium

Public telephones will be IfKated on the west side of

the Facilities Building

Restrooms are UKated at both ends of the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will

be l(Katcd on both sides of the stadium, on eastern

and western walkways

For additional information, contact the Office of

University Relations, 390 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Please rerttetnher alcohol is not permitted itt the

stadium.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site The ceremony will

be held outside regardless of the weather The cere-

mony will be delayed a maximum of two hours in

the event of heavy rain, and if that decision is made
it will be announced on local radio stations that

morning.

L
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AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS.
4:30 p.m. 2.00 a.m

Sunday thru Wednesday
4:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Thursday thi^ Saturday

9 East Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

APRIL 1985

:UNDAY \;10NDAv

1 Free Item '

Of Your Own
Choice

Ori Anv P'lia

Free 1

Pepparoni

On Any Pi//d

Free Sausage

U- A' , t' // ,

lutrSlJA- WEDNESDAY 'HI HS[)Ay FRIDAY SATURDAY
Free 2
Green
Peppers

14

1 Free 21

Coke
With Any

Small Puts

28

Free 15

Double Dough

^ree Ham

Or> Any ^ ifi

22

Free
Sausage

(.y. A'<, ^'/•«

29

Free
Onions

16

23

Free
Hamburg

Or Any P.,,g

Free 10

Canadian
Bacon

17

Free 30
Onions

Or> Anv 'i//a

Free 24

Extra Cheese

0> Any PtiiA

Free 4

Extra Cheesh

' A- , P ita

11

Free
Black Ohves

G'

Free
Mushrooms

Of! Any fi//d

Free 26

Gt". - ffppers

Free
^^

Mushrooms

i).i Any P//3

Free 20
Pepperoni

Council Travel/CIEE
Now In Amherst!!!

the Lowest airfares
from Boston njuiid !(ip from

Amsterdam $408

Pans $448

Brussels $488

Hong Kong $790
tfoni New Vo'k touiifl trip from

Stockholm $440

Zurich $438

Rome $498

Caracas $290
and many more destina

lions'" ALSO Eutail

Britrail lt)t I Student ID

AYH memb«fship Work
Study abroad programs
Domestic airfares and much
more Atk for out FREE
catatofl*'* CALL NOW
(4131 256 1261 or drop by at

v79 S Pleasant St 2nd fl rea»

Amherst M F 9 &

rpUNCIL

SUMMER JOB
«;>» cod •"<»>•<*'••"»"' '*•"'""''

• ..] Woinat y .^•y•.o^«.r ""o«» 9<w<l

.«, t lo^• op«i 10 yi.J***'! •"a

»»t •'»»» W'l »u<»><"»< I*'*'' »<«' btto**

• ,. t^fih«( .•»o Ort "»# m«ny »indt ot

a , '••& i»n %<!••
- .: ^r:

9 .1- 'ii* (odty 1

\J

RESUME

NAMt lilt r^n HwH tiK

I N»l lo llN > ruMI

XKUtNtf lOU . ^ k<i» «MMt <

tr»«atr

INItRtSTSi

27

Spend This Sumrrer In Maine!
BE A COUNSELOR AT KIP EWA FOR GIRLS
Located on scenic twelve mile lake in Win
throp, Maine Openings in the following

skills: Swimming (WSII, sailing, wateiskiing,

canoeing, tennis, gymnastics, field sports, arts

& crafts Iceramics, leather, macrame, sewing,

stained glass, etc ), hiking, camping,
secretarial, food service Preference For

Soph's, Jrs., Srs., Grads Contact: The Silver

mans, P Box 307, Westwood, MA
02090 0307 (617) 762 8291

The Distinguished Visitors Program

and UMass Peacemakers present

Dr. Helen Caldicott

The Threat of

Nuclear War
Tuesday

April 9, 1985

Student Union Ballroom

8 p.m.

FREE

CAN IT

M.

Mr

'ail

for EASTER at

Augie's Tobacco Shop

108 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-7896

Be the first to excite your

friends or relatives

The "EASTER BASKET CAN" a sealed gift

of your choosing, with a personal touch. We can with our pro-

cess seal a can of goodies for that special someone; include if

like: candy, gifts, lottery tickets, money, just about anything.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Qome to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to put

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • PhoncjiLirrbef_FR^E__
ibiication day

AUTO FOR SALE

Dm
MOOD

*S00

V*tta WliMl Tf•(«•» bf»nd n«w great lo» m
(Jock naming pfice ^5« call evamoga

S46eiS2

INCOME TAX PHEPAIIATION

i

«»«l prioa {Ifn Saab looka good runa

nagoliabia ctM Kavtn SM-0260

71 Audi rmn brakai lun roof runa fina 1700

S4»4323

ItTt' >Tnto Hatehbach. dapandabia
•ngine neadt body «MXk artd muftlar MOO.
call Linda. 549^138

1*70 Volvo automatic trBo»mi««>on i*TKX>th

nd« 123 000 mi MOO Dodv M9 5229

m% Sunbird Looks and runs graai Low
mitaaga Standard 12300 call S49 0381

rouNO

Hobart Hood i found youibrowrn wallet

If rou want It cad Arrry M9 2B72

Found braaa aaHo" s snap hay ring

yyitn brass kavs on .• Hob HB 7199

INCOME TAX prrtparatwn at your sannca z

LOWEST HATES (Ts« OaductiWal Tanas I To Pattaraoo

praparad quiclily for tf»a LARGEST posaibia ; svaryona alaa

rahind Can Siapnan Shors S46^aaa9 afta« 8

pm

Tha •• ChayaWa. wtM do you t«va m tnat

tfw>fl' You btaw my door* <n Tt»a Naw
VattB

HELP WANTfO

EST QUALITY RESUMES

Consultation, preparation, analysis.

dasign, layout , attiting, covar latter, fypmg

Giamiaao 2SM2B7

CAM COO

WaM Vanneutft summer rental 283-7438

ENTERTAINMENT

Rach-A-Oisc. Rack-A- VMae Entertain

(Vient Disc Jockeys, targe screen video

dances for housepartys, semiformats cam
pu* event* 549-7144

TOR IfNT__2^^^
Amhaiist^juier room avaHanta June 1 on

bus route no pets no smoking 210 +

5496746

Beeutilul spacious one bedroom
available June 1 or\ bus route Great tor

summer A/C. pool and balcony Call

6eS-3276

Rooms In Cape Cod cottage for *umnr>er

•85 Call Chris 546 7930

COUNSELORS Private coad camp m
Berkshire* has opanir>gs for head arnl tm»
tant instructors m art* b crafts, gym
nasties, lacroaae tennis archery, street

hockey, dramatics. mutK dtractor 'piano ac

compamst video 'filmmaking

photography modal rocketry, radio station

(AMI. hiking backpacking, computers

waterfront (WSII. horseback rKjing »r>d

bunk unit head* Good »alar»e« friendly »i

moapfwre Contact Or Paul Krouner Camp
Schodack, 54 SheHietd Road. Newtonville.

MA 02180 161 7» 964 1912 day* 9 4

Hatpl Liogui*tic» Tutor needed lor lower

level course call Sam 263 7832

For woman planning New York City

careers, summer employment or lurttw

studies Send M 96 for guide to safe ine.

pensive Manhattan residences

WHEREABOUTS Bo« 782, Branford, CT

06406

Sorority needs kitchen help Call Lauren

at 549 7746

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING a full Hme
position dealing with the historic renovetion

for commercial use of tviro complenes m the

Holyoke Northampton area Send resume

and salary requirements lo James F X

DOherty 50 Franklin Street Boston MA
02110 542 9011

LOST

I fpr raturn of kaya loat at softbaD

ganta call Kevm 546 6628

LaM: lad waMet or 3;28/M Contama
valuabia ID card* If found plaa»a call Lon at

6^9701

FHday 3/J8 hay. cary)pener on black key
mg near FAC reward John 6 4143 keep

Iryirig

Oraan Norcom 6 subtact notebook lost

Phy*H:s 161 and Math 133 note* in*Mle

Oeaperately needed Call Sarah 546 7177

i

LM. Dodv. and
everyorte elaa Thank* for making my
18th b«lhday so mamoreWe Vou guy*

ere the bast' Love Debbie

Baaic computer tutor needed
SOM210 call Dave at 866 2984

for

FOR SALE

MOTORCYCLES

1979 Vamaha 880 special eiceMent condi

tion 1960 1 527 6460

S3 Suiuki GS780C. mini cond 3000 mi

»2300 BO 266 6148 263 3681

PERSONALS

• Nomir^ations foi

Norttieest Area Government
• Prewdent. Vice President Treasurer
• and Secretary are open until

Apnl7thet7 15 PM All

• interested people should contac *

Monica at 109 Johnson 546 32M

Want a job that pays rcx>m h board and

salary"' Applications now availeble at But

terfield Dorm ICentrell position Assistant

Manager Butterfield Kitchen Must
greduate 1987 or later Job begins Aug 26

1986 through school year Applications due
in the Butterfield Kitcfien on April 19, 1986

at 5 00 PM

Loat tha Oatta from OZ wo love you OZ
piadges Dehs 2ata i* Itia way

OX Ed CPop'l hare it ia m print the

scores 21 2'21 4Et I suppose my pmg pong
game could uae a little work 1 1 admitted n

hows that") A G

•rod an4 Mlha hare's tfte personei for you

before graduation' You owe rna t2' Love

and fnerytehip always Hopete**

Happy Birthday Booga Foeo Irom Iha

Graphics Crew

Danny F good tuck m the Rivor Rat Race I

know you'll do wall PS I hope to hear from

you soon

Scott Thanks fo« the jump »tan Mondev
night Wish there ware more rrwtorists like

you Red Honda

SOHAIL Happy Anmveraarv' Love Edmee

Bath Walls is 19 now why <k>n t you call

her at 6 7387 and wiah her a Happy Birthday

Shall.

Happy 6 month Anniver»ary'

We ve *et another record

The reward I love you'
All my love

Rob

Cheor Up Beth he doe*n i mow what he »

losing 9 out ol 10 graphic* people can t be

wrong

PROFESSIONAL
\ TYPING SERVICE

S
Cases. Papers. Dissertations. Tha*as.

on campus very reliable low rate* Nancy

^ 584 7924

ALL TYPING done fa*t, aecuratalv ina«

penaivejy
774 7786

0«lce typawrltar for eala: like new pro

duce* excellent result*, correction feature

226 26^1237

Lab Sorles lOOw guitar ampHflor a«

collent condition »300 can Rob 548-5318

Eddia Murphy Tlckata ba*t offer call i

HOUSE NEEDED

Looking for an inaapanshra house near

campus Willing to take over sumrrwr rent

four or more open rooms are necessary If

^u re looking to rryive out please call

25«n«a

WANTED
Volunteers for Sarurlty artd/or Stage

Crew for tfie Southwest CorKart
May b. 1986

Sign up in ttia SWAG Office m Hampden
or call 5-0880

Mariannes Comp Service

ROOMMATES WANTED'

bedioom lowntwuse Apt call

$48^4614 or M chale 648 8U78

Wanted one roommate to share one
bedroom Puftton apt starting June I ca*
Patnck 263 2763

Two rton amokiitg lamalaa to share

apartment m Townhouse 549 6216

SUMMER SUBLET

1 bdrm eveHeblo June t Fen option Ca*

Beth »f^iH 7pm 886 4984

Tha greateet locatlonK fnre spacious

room* foi rent Tt^e ttwee story house

w'two fu» batfis kitchen livir^g room er>d

dmmg room is located on North Pleaaant

St en Bight minute walk to Grad Tower

t21o • rT>o Ca* Jim 646 9184

Spacious 4 t>adrm apt 1 ^ bath* on bus

route rent irKludes utilities cat 256 1810

Greet locatlon't Two large single rooms

available m riowee on Faarmg St 190 rno

for more info Iquiel nonsmokerl can

649 6426

Sunny 2 bedroom Cliffside apt

MOO month include* utiktie* Fall option

Call 886 4847

Spaciou* onm bedroom Cliffisde apt

with 'all option negotiable Clif 866 3767

Summer sublet with fell option for 2

femeles 2 rooms m 4 tMdroom Swiss Village

Apt call 266 8226

Room available in Brendywine Apts lor

summer tuMy furnished call 549 1741 aftei 6
pm

3 bedroom eperimeni in Puffton

available June 1 for information call

549 6644

TO SUBLET

3 bedroom apt to sublet June 1 rooms

can be leesed individually available with fell

option rent negotiable depending on

roomlsi call Paul Tim or Lars 586 7076

2 bedroom Brendywine Apt for summer
sublet cheap' Call 549 1032

Summer sublet /fall option Colonial Vill

320 mo • great loc quiet 266 6279

Chirta study end travel June t Juty 17

Certificate ewar-lwl »?W> irom Now York

All ncluanra caM i413! 549 5136 for more m
for.Ttatnn

famala travoNna mota waada d to tour

I
Europe this surrvnar PIsass ca« Dorwia

: mimnirigk » I 487 8240 if ailaiaalad

y Kaya " profeaaional IBM typir>g

Papers thasae diasertaiions romance
lengueges 258 1009

U2 TICKETS

( Want to Hva In South Yarmouth iii* TIUVtL

summer' CaM 548 7241
1 voure loomng to move ou, p«.»i c« , « «ii 5-Qom t

--""' "' ' ~- .^ . >.^. , i •"^^ * HIKE ITALY! 11 days »626 call

L

i Contrwm April It last 1986 New England

\ *x>w t2lh row call Rick after 11 pm
: 886 7094

I U2 Tickate Apnl 20 Hartford 4th row greet

I seats' Best offer caM Jim or Matt after 8 PM
\ 8864128

] WANTED

> 2/3 bedroom apartment Puffton preferred

!
reward caM 546 1232 or 546 1262

Lease starting Sopt 1 for two or three

( bedroom apt m Puftton Towniiouse or

* Southwrxx) townhouse 1254 reward caM

1 Mark at 549 6114

•

\ WANTED TO RENT

\ Wanted 2 or 3 bedroom apartment wiM

: pav »100 lor lease can Dave 546 9192

J A 2 3 bedroom apt m Downtown Amriersi

{ Puffton or Brendywine June Ist Reward

2 negotiable lor lease Can 546 2888

\ 2 bdrm ept In Puffton Take over leese m
; June »26 -ewsrd Please call 546 4322 or

\ 4323

• «60 dollar reward lor a 2 or 3 bedroom

\ apertment m Puffton or Barndywine Call

t 266 1891 ask for Marii

! * Caah Rewerd «

r tlOO reward lor a lease

J to a 2 bdrm apt m Brandy
i Puft or Pres 6 7104 or 6 7096

: •100 REWARD 3 bdrm apt in Puffton,

I Townehouse or Brandywine caN Slave

; 6-5220 oi Ray fr6i 16 _
S Two femeles looking for apt lall 86>
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Cornell rains down on UMass, 13-9

aren t doinjj what
' ig. We just plain

lis we shiiuldn I

Lax falls to 1-1,

defense stumbles
Hyl'KrKK ABRAHAM
ColletJian Statt

\ oil I an bet the concept of team defense

will be drilled into the heads of the r mversitN

of Massachusetts lacrosse team in practice

this week after yesterdays l.H-9 loss to (or

nell on rain swept Boyden Field in front of

3(KI hardv fan^

The ir.th ranked Big Red consistently

beat I Mass to Unjse halls, capitalized on

almost ever> defensive miHtake and con

trolled the tenijKj in dropi ing theClorillas to

1- 1 on the season.

I don't know what it is. generally it's that

vk» .u»ni pulling together on defentie."

TMaxs t uach Dick (larber explained

• T»i. ' 1">«- defen>enien are playing fairly

v^rli iidfielders

of

I Ma^s. whu h has given up an unchnr ,.

'. : -lu J»i goals in two games, came int. ' (
•

ti.iu.r ranked i;<lh in the nation and feared

for Its piitent attack But Cornell cut off the

I Mass fast break, allowmi; i«i>» ' *^ -»'<»- ""

goalie t'hri' M'>de«.ki

Anyiimt ''>d ^•"ni"

awav with a win. vou kn.»w a s a gtw.d effort,

( iirnell coach Richie Moran said. We hu>

tied up and d<»wn the field and I thought vn

did a nice job of st«»pping them. Our defend,

was tremendous."

I Mass opended the game by taking a 2 ••

lead on goals by Tom Carmean and .Stephen

.Moreland. both unassisted ("ornell s lamie

.Smith cut it 2 1 at the end of the first period,

beat.ng I'M goalie (lerrv Moreau with 1:1 !

left in the period.

Cornell ntitscorcd IM.i-- • - m th»"

second period, getting two goals fr«tm Tonv

Recce and single tallies from Bill Hugh.

Ken Kntenmann and Smith Kd Boardnian

and Net! Cunningham scored for Cmass to

make i' 'he half

The tiorillas came out strong in the third

period and cut the lead to one as Tom
Lukacovic hwjked up with Carmean with

only .19 seconds gone. Smith answered with

I I:.'lT to go in the quarter before Carmean

fed CO captain Karl Hatton for a goal with

7 I 7 t o go.

Cunningham and junior midfielder Rich

Abbott combined to tie the game at seven as

Abbott dished to Cunningham and the

sophomore drilled a shot past Modeski. The

goal came with ');29 to go in the «iuarter

But Smith gave ( omell anH 7 lead, dump

ing it past Moreau with 2:59 to go. I'Mass

defensemen Mark Stratton was caught slash-

ing as time expired in the period, giving Cor-

nell a man advantage for the first minute of

the final quarter.

Hughes scored with three seconds left in

the penalty to make it 9-7. Doug Musco cut

the Cornell lead, taking a Carmean pas.s and

converting a little more than a minute later.

Tim (iordon was quick to respond for the

Big Red. going in unassisted three minutes

later. The C.onllas were on the verge of fold-

ing, trailing 10-8.

But all-New England middie Cireg Fisk

breathed life into I'Mass. walking in to beat

Modeski at the 7:49 mark. The crowd was

sparked and the (iorillas, trailing by only a

goal, got bac k into the game emotionj-lly.

But CorneH's Tom (iunderson. just 43

seconds later, scored to begin a streak of

three unanswered goals that sealed the door

on CMass. Kntenmann scored the final two

goals as CMass. eager to press Modeski on

offense, let up on defense.

Statisticails. CMass was oulshot 40-:U.

slid pssfully cleared the ball only 19-of-27

tinif'^. and allowed Cornell 19-of-22 clears.

UMass attackman Tom Carmean (15) cuts away from Cornell

defenseman Aaron Jones in action yesterday at Boyden ¥ leld. Cornell

beat I Mass. 13-9.

1 In- >i.ili>tu i.iii> ^tt\f I Ma.-.> a 47-41

groundball advantage, but those figures

seem questionable considering Cornell's

loose ball dominance. On the man advantage

CMass had five shots on five chances, con-

verting a single goal. Cornell released eight

shots during four advantages, scoring

twice

Moreau made 11 >a\t-. Modeski seven,

Seamus McGovern got 14 of the 26 faceoffs

for CMass

"I expected us to score a little more, at

least double figures." Carber .said "We had

at least five shots from the crease that didn't

go in. Those are the shots we have to convert

to win. Sure, the weather was crummy, but it

was crummy ff)r t hem too and they had a good

offense.
"

"This game doesn't call for any drastu

changes, just an understanding of what team

defense is. It isn't enough to talk about it, we

have to do it. We have the makings of a solid

defensive team, it's just a matter of proving

it"

A loss is tough,

losing toMoran

is even worse
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

When you're the 13th ranked team in the

nation, no loss is ever easy to take Add cold

and rainy weather and an opposing coach

who's, putting mildly, not well liked and it

.iddh up to a forgettable day for the Cniver

>ity of Massachusetts lacrosse team.

I hate that bleeping Richie Moran," one

(iorilla said after yesterday's 13-9 lo»« to

( omell. rhe Big Red. now 10-2 against

CMass since Moran took over 17 year* ago.

are truly a reflection of their coach: arrogant,

combative and hard-nosed But ihf\ win

doing it

Moran. a bigwhite haired man who yells at

his players and the officials throughout the

•le, inspires either love or hate Hi»

. ^ ers love him, opponents want to beat him

more than the teani

Td U»ve to beat .Moran, I M coach Dick

Ciarber. who spends the game pacmg the

sidelines, rarely approaching the antics of

Moraa

His teams are tenacious, t hey hit you hard

and beat you to every ground ball they can.

it's terrible having to play them sometime.

"

Ctarber said, failing to mention that Cornell

players also bait the crowd, harass the

officials and mock opponents after scoring.

Moran, to his credit, plays the part well

Before and after the game he plays up his

opponents and comes up with lines like "it

was the bounces that won it for us.*' after win-

ning by four goals and controlling the

tempo.

During the game however, the burly coach

yelled at the CMass timekeeper to "ke«p

your head up and .sound the horn when we

want a time out. You ever do this before?"

And Moran encourages his team's verbal

exchanges. Ivy league prep- types the team

isn't.

Garber and his players blame only them-

selves for losing. 'But if we have to lose."

questioned one player, "why does it have to

be to him? Anybodv but Richie Moran,

anybody."

SportsLog

Tony Bilrot

Cornell, 13-9
UMass 2 2 3 2-9

Cornell 1 5 2 5 - 13

Goals: (UM) Neal Cunningham 2. Tom
Carmean, Stephen Moreland, Ed Board-

man, Tom Lukacovic. Karl Halton, Doug

Musco, Greg Fisk. (C) Jamie Smith, 3.

Ken Entenmann 3, Bill Hughes 3, Tony

Reece 2. Tom Gundersen, Tim Gordon.

Assists: (UM) Carmean 2. Glenn

Stephens. Rich Abbott. (C) Gunderson,

Corky Webb
Saves: (UM) Gerry Moreau U. (C) Chris

Modesti 7

Shots: (CM) 31, CornelUO

u
Sixth- rankeduxjmen 's lax hostsNortheastern

This aftemo< n at 3 p.m. on

NOPE field the University of

Massachusetts women's lac-

ros.se team, ranked sixth in

the nation, will tangle with

Northeastern.

Coach Pam Hixon's team

is 2-0 on the sea.son following

a / -3 win over Yale on Tues-

day. Also today at 3. the

women's tennis team hosts

Connecticut at the NOPE
court.s.

Just a few thoughts...

After a month of incredible coverage, the

NCAA tournament is finally over, and what a

finish. The Villanova WildcaU. who lost the

last game of the regular season to Pittsburgh

by 23 points slipped their way through the

tournament and beat the best basketball

team since the 1976 Indiana Hoosiers.A lot

of trends transpired during the game:

Villanova was able to keep Georgetown off

the offensive boards, especially in the second

half. Perhaps the Hoyas constant pressuring

tired them out. The Wildcats didn't really

hurt their cause, shooting 79 percent from

the floor during the game. 1 don't think that

high a percentage of CMass students knows

what BOG. stands for

The best part about the tinal game hafl to

be the reaction of RollieMassimino. Here's a

guy who definitely isn't afraid to show every

single facet of his personality. Rollie would

look good in a Rn^u commercial or as a

Maitre d" in a quaint little place in the

North End.

Right when college hoop ends, baseball

starts, and all's right with the world. This
season should be an exciting one as new clubs

are starting to emerge to the head of the pick.

Last year. 1 predicted the .Mets to win the

World Series and if they had a better series

with the Cubs in August, they may have been

there. This year. Gooden. Strawberry. Darl-

ing are all a year older and more mature.

Gary Carter should solidify their lineup and

the Mets should overtake the Cubs for the

NL East title. The NL West had the Padres

win it last year and they are the odds-on-

favorite this year Watch out for Houston.

They still have the tough pitching and they

moved the fences in at the Astrodome.

The AL East saw the Tigers run away and

hide, but that won't happen this year. The

Blue Jays look like they've finally turned the

comer, bolstering their bullpen and the Yan-

kees will be tough (they played the best

baseball in the league after the All- Star

break). As for the Red Sox, V\\ see them on

the golf course.. The AL West is as boring as

Prince accepting an award, so I'll just say

Oakland and be done with it

A couple of final notes: Sports Illustrated

did a great job on the April Fool's story on

Sidd Finch, the Mets pitcher who threw 168

miles per hour. Imagine trying to hit that.

That would be as probable as a day at UMass
without a rally. Well. Wrestlemania is over

and the Hulkster and Mr. T have risen to the

challenge. Wrestling is now being marketed

so watch for"Superfly" Snuka dolls and Iron

Sheik beach towels. Don't forget, they

laughed at Harbic.

No more need be said.
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Whitmore sit-in ends in compromise
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A four- day occupation of the Whitmore Administration

Building ended yesterday afternoon when about 75 student

protesters agreed to a compromise reached by student

leaders and the administratiort

The jubilant students marched en masse from Whitmore

at about 4:30 p. m. and congregated at the side of the Student

Union. The students arrived crying 'We won! We won!" and

"What do we want? Sleep!

"

The agreement yesterday was the end of the sit-m which

began in the office of Student Affairs and stretched over to

the hall outside the office of Chancellor .loseph D. Duffey. It

was signed by five student leaders, and Vice Chancellors

Dennis L. Madson (Student Affairs). John L. DeNyse »AH

mil - * • -it.-....,.. ,"H Richard D. O'Brien (Provo^:

ail,. td the followmg agreements

• i'he compromise reiterated the verbal agreement

reached Tuesday by the students and Duffey to retain the

Campus Center Board of Governors and its space

allocation function.

• The administration and the .April I »t Coalition" agreed

to establish a joint commission to research and present infor-

mation to the Board of Trustees on South African dives-

titure.

• The administration pledged to help petition the state

Board ofRegenU of Higher Education over a possible tuition

increase.

• The additional cost* of security to monitor the de-

monstration will be paid for by the administration, and the

protesters agreed to pay about $2 1 for the use of a copying

machine in the Student Affairs office.

• No criminal charges will be made based on the occupa-

tion of Whitmore, and no disciplinarv action will be taken.

As the student* dispersed. Director of Public Safety Ger-

ald T. O'N eil said the students were "very good. There hasn't

been much disruption."

Food and sleeping bags were strewn about the floor of the

outside office of Student Affairs, and protest signs lined the

hallway to the Chancellor's Office. A Student Affairs

employee said last night that the students cleaned up

after themselves.

PROTESTERS DISCUSS — SUideaU aittinf

poaala to end the four-dmy ait-tn ynterdaj.

Despite the student demonstration, the Board of Trusteea

Wednesday approved the $261 Universal Resource Fee, a

trust fund tai designed to pay the debt service on I'ni-

versity buildings.

When asked about why students occupied his office rather

than Duffey's or DeNyse' s, Madson commented. "I don't

really know', but Fm sure the extra public space in my office

and the fact that I was out of town were factors."

The South Africa study commission will consist of five

in at Whitmore Ulk over adminiatrmtite pro-

students and five faculty, one of whom will be an adminia-

trator. Madaon said he wa« "surprised" when the studenU

asked him to be the faculty representative.

Three members of the faculty accepted Madson's offer to

be on the commission, he said. They are visiting lecturer. Bill

Strickland, Esther Terry of Afro^ American studies, and

Sonia Nieto of education. One more faculty position has not

been accepted. Madson said.

DeNyae declined to comment last night

Pyramid scheme not a sturdy investment
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Suff

Sometimes you win, sometimes you

lose.

That seems to be the sentiment of some

.students around campus nearly a week after

they took part in a widespread get-rich-

quick money scheme that is leaving some

rich, others poor and I'niversity officials

concerned.

"We're concemed that students are

beinghurt by it," Joseph Zaninni director of

housing services, said. 'It's also a violation

of the law and University rules. The big

thing is to get people to realize it's not a fool-

proof, ea.sy, get-rich-quick scheme."

The scheme, better known as the

pyramid, is designed so that one person at

the top aims to increase his initial invest-

ment by recruiting other investors.

According to sources familiar with the

system, the top person, known as the presi-

dent, recruits two people to the pyramid.

They pay the president to enter usually

$ 1 OC and recruit two people each to joia

Those recruits, called managers, each in

tum recruit two more people and the

pyramid is complete. The president takes

the money and the pyramid splits in two.

Each vice president becomes a president,

and the original president is out, but much

richer usually $800. The pyramid collapses

and participants lose their investment when

not enough people are recruited.

"It (the pyramid) constitutes a lottery,

and, therefore, is considered illegal, "
Lt

Michael Grabiec of the UMaas Police

said.

Grabiec said he is investigating the case

and refused to comment further. He said he

was unsure how widespread the pyramids

are at UMass

Vke-Pre«ident Vice President

Manager Manai^er Manaeerinaeer Manager

Worker Worker Worker Worker Worker Worker Worker Worker

"I imagine the schemes are going on off

campus as well as the dormitories," he said.

"How far. I really don't know."

Charles Durant, assistant director of

housing services, said he is informing his

Southwest residence staff about the

pyramids.

"The most important thing is the educa-

tion. We want people to know they are going

to lose a lot of money. Second, it is illegal,

and everyone should know that Third, the

police are involved in investigating."

Students involved in the pyramids are

not worried about getting in trouble. They

just want to win their money.

"A lot of things are illegal," said a dor-

mitory resident who asked her name be

withheld. 'Kids smoke pot all the time-

that' s illegal If you can get away with it,

fine. I knew what the consequences were

and-could've backed out if I wanted to."

"rm going to get my money," she said.

"Til be satisfied if I get my $50 back. It

was a gamble. I'm so close, yet so far."

The student said that as far as she knows,

she is now a vice-president in her pyramid,

which means she is one step away from

claiming her money. She split her invest-

ment with a friend and beHeves she has at

lea.st $300 coming to her. But she does not

know who has the money now.

"I keep calling the guy who should have

my money, but he says he doesn't"

An off-campus student who recently

reached the top of the pyramid winning

$700, and also wished not to be identified,

said, "It's probably legal somewhere else. I

don't think there's anyway they can bag

anybody."

The student added that those people who

are losing are now trying to get their

money back.

"It's totally screwed up," she said. "And

it's backfiring."

NAACP chairman

dies at age 69
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Kelly Alexander Sr.. chairman of the Na-

tional Asaociation for the Advancement of

colored people, who survived the bombing

of his home by sheer luck on Nov. 22. 1965

died sitting at home Tuesday in Charlotte.

N.C.
The long time activist died at age 69,

after suffering stomach pains. The cause of

death has not yet been determined.

His election last year was the climax of a

47-year struggle for black civil rights. "My
objective is for people to love each other

arid live happily together. I don't think

there's any better Utopia than that," he

said in an interview last year.

Alexander joined the NAACP in 1938 in

an effort to achieve black civil rights

through legal demands. His connection

with the organization led to successful at-

tempts by angry whites to get their black

employees to boycott his family business.
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MIKE'S GUARANTEES!!
You'll meet someone

you'll like being with -

Talk about something

you like talking about - ^^
End up doing some- ^/
thing you'll like ^ '

doing. Start

with a cold

beer at Mikes

It's THE WEEKEND! Are You Readv^.

For An

uP.*-e*^^'
How about

taking a dive

intoanice
relaxing Hot Tub at

Utopia Spas^ Imagine
the soothing music

ot your choice playing in

your private room
Ahhhhh' That's awesome'

'
I hour and hour rates available

Open Mon 4 PM 1 AM
Toe&Sun 11 AM 1 AM
call no¥* for reservations

UTOPIA SPAS -Vs

165 University Drive, Amherst

253-7727

Style. . . Your Style
1
Every Tuesday Is

Shop the Spirit Haus

for its large selection of Holiday wines.

//7 Store tasting

of several specially selected wines

for your Easter holiday.

on Friday and Saturdays

from 12:00 - 6:00 pm
338 College Street, Amherst 253-5384

Perm Special Day

$39.95
Regular $53.00

15% Off any hair service

with college ID
(not valid with any other social)

HAIBSALONS ^
HAMPSHIRE MALL 586-7913 M-S^ '10-9:30

* Not to be confused with Frank Stiriacci's Lord's ft Ladies

sy

SUMMER JOBS $
Applications for positions in Summer Conference*

* Housing are now available in the University Con-

J

% ference Services Office, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as*

t student supervisors, desk clerks, and operations crew*

$ personnel are being offered. Full and part time open-j

5 ings are available and include all shifts, weekdays and *

CAN IT
u*

CO

* JL^

5 W^

W«

M«,

5 weekends
*
*

*
*

* Work study funds are available for these positions and J
* experience in hotel operations is preferred, *
* t
* *
% HRTA, graduate, and work study students are*

% encouraged to apply. J

fo, EASTER .t

Augie's Tobacco Shop

108 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-7896

Be the first to excite your

friends or relatives

The "EASTER BASKET CAN" a sealed gift

of your choosing, with a personal touch. We can with our pro-

cess seal a can of goodies for that special someone; include if

like: candy, gifts, lottery tickets, nnoney, just about anything.

TONITE

Bunnies, baskets

& other goodies

for Easter Giving!

THE

SOUTHSIDE
SWINGS

DANCE PARTY IN HAMPDEN
STUDENT CENTER, SOUTHWEST

DANCE MUSIC 10 pm to 2 am REFRESHMENTS

ALL AGES FREE NO ALCOHOL PLEASE

SPONSORED BY Sv. THWEST RESIDENTIAL
EDUCATION, HAMPDEN BOG, AND SWAG A Slore-fu« of kJeas

Downtown Amh«r»t /DaMy IO-6. Sun. W-5

Friday, April 5, 1985 S^^===!^

Triple occupancy

proposal rejected
By NANCY A BL KAR
Collegian Staff

In a special meeting last week, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Residential Commit-

tee rejected a plan of voluntary triple

occupancy, proposed by the Swing Space

Task Force of the Student Government
Association.

Voluntary triples were proposed to alle-

viate housing shortages on campu.s and give

students the opportunity to live with two, as

opposed to one, roommates. Rooms in

Northeast and Central Residential Areas

with more square feet than other standard

double rooms were suggested for voluntary

triple spaces.

The proposal had been worked on by a

subcommittee of the residential committee

before last week's meeting. Changes gave the

plan a different purpose, Sucey Roth, SGA
CO- president said. The proposal was with-

drawn at the meeting. Roth said.

Changes had been made in the plan so that

it wa.s presented to the committee "with

priority displacement in mind." Roth, a foun-

der of the task force said.

'"We went around in circles for two and a

half hours after six months of work. What we

were trying to come up with was an interim

cushion while we worked on the main pn>-

blemsofthe housing contract. Both students

andstafflonthecommittee) weren't 100 per-

cent happy with the final draft because it

wasn't the original plan." Roth aaid.

"There were the same types of pro-

blems, it wasn't going to be a purely volun-

ury proposal anymore. It was the best we

could do at that time." Roth said.

"There were some staff and student con-

cerns about It. Initially. I felt that we should

try the voluntary triples but there were a

number of issues discussed and no resolution

could be reached. ' Joseph Zannini. director

of Housing Services said.

The task force submitted both short-range

and long-range goals to Zannini and the

residential committee more than a month

ago. Short-range goals also included desig-

nated alternative living space (swing space)

and sophomore exemption from housing.

Long-range plans include the reconversion

of Arnold House in Northeast to a residence

hall and a reconversion of empty Greek area

houses with a possible move of the groups to

Fraternity/Sorority park. Arnold House is

currently used as office space and

classrooma for the Communication Disor-

ders dept.. Public Health dept. and the

School of Health Sciences.

Zannini originally stated that a response to

the group's proposals would be given to

Stacey Roth, by March 15 Roth never re-

ceived a statement

Tm hoping to talk to her soon to discuss

some of the other proposals." Zannini said.

Roth said she will be meeting with Zannini

later this week or the beginning of next

week.

Roth said she had hoped for the institution

of the short-term goals by the fall 'It would

have to be done by mid March in order to

implement it by the fall ' she said.

DUELING BAGPIPES — UM»sb junior Carl Oulton (right) and David

de la Barre practiced their bajfpip^s yesterday afternoon outside the

Fine Arts Center. Their melodies and tunes can be heard three-to-four

days a week.

UMass
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Responding to the State Board of

Regents' fiscal year 1986 budget proposal,

which gives the University of Lowell a

larger increase than UMass, the Faculty

Senate yestMxlay passed several nwtions

designed to improve the University's posi-

tion in funding.

"This report is what the Regents think of

us." Otto Stein, a member of the Faculty

Senate Program and Budget Council said,

referring to a senate report which states

that the Amherst campus' share of the

overall higher education budget has declin-

ed from 27.8 percent to 27.2 percent.

"In just about every category we receive

less money than any other institution,

without any explanation or justification,

'

Stein said.

The motions, the report states, seek to

"prevent erosion of the campus' fiscal

base," by redefining the Regents' budget

categories and developing a budgetary

scheme that enables the University to

represent itself "as the most comprehen-

sive unit within the state system of higher

education."

Provost Richard O'Brien said the ad-

ministration supported the motions and

will also work to improve the University's

position with the Regents.

"We must compare ourselves with the

major universities in the country arni tell

the Regents what we need. It doesn't make

sense U) be compared on the state level. We
must lay claim to our proper place among

top universities," O'Brien said.

In other senate action, the senate review

ed its special report on Yvette Henry and

voted to delay action on several proposals

designed to aid the University in dealing

with a crisis situation.

David Booth, chairman of the Rules Com
mittee. suggested that the f)riginal wording

might be too vague, and that a rewoniing

of the proposals would, "put more bite into

the motions."

The senate will vote on the reworde<l mo-

tions at their next meeting.

The motion to change the name o{ the

Department of Communication Studies to

the Department of Communication passed

unanimously.

BOG votes!
for ice cream
By VICKI A. SPAGNOLI
Collegian Staff

A student-run ice cream shop will fill the

former Union Records Unlimited space in

the Student Union after the Campus
Center Board of Governors voted in its

favor last night at its weekly meeting in the

CC.
The ice cream shop proposal, voted on

for the second time, was approved by a

13-7 vote. Last week, it was defeated. "The

proposed ice cream shop would open in

Septeml>er and serve gourmet ice cream,

pastries, and cappuccino, BOG member
Bob Cohen, who submitted the proposal,

said.

"I'm very excited that the BOG has

decided to approve a business that will tru-

ly serve the student population. " Cohen

said.

The ice cream shop will use a $4300 loan

from the Student Government Association

and a $1(XX) loan from the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate to complete renovations and

supply the capital to open the shop, Cohen

said.

"I hope it works, " BOG treasurer Fran

Hegeler said. "I have mixed feelings about

it (the vote); my position was to support the

bike co-op. I think there are simply too

many problems overl«M>ked. I think the

renovation costs (for the ice cream shop)

were underestimated.

Two other .student organizations came to

the meeting with proposals for the URU
space.

Fifteen members of the 25 meml»er bicy

cle co-op were present at the meeting to

support their proposal. The bike co-op,

1 which is a nonprofit student service.

I wanted the URl' space because their pre-

sent space, acn>8s from the Post Office in

the SU is too small, bike co-op president

Michelle Desaullniers said.

"I'm very disappointed with their deci-

sion." Desaullniers said. "I feel like they

missed a lot of the points that we were try

ing U) make. They were talking about

money and profit and that's not the point

we were trying to make. Our point is to

serve the common student who doesn't

have money for an expensive service."

The sports co-op "Teamworks"
withdrew its proposal because they felt the

URU space was too large for their inven-

U)ry, co-manager Stephen Zito said.

lActivist says U.S. plans first strike strategy
By MICHELLE SEGALL
Collegian Staff

The United States has been preparing a

policy to strike fu-st at the Soviet Union

since the Carter Administration and Presi-

dent Reagan's Star Wars policy is the fmal

phase of that policy, a journalist/activist

said yesterday.

C. Clark Kissinger, who covered the State

Department and miliUry affairs for the

Revolutionary Worker publication, spoke at

the Campus Center in a colloquium spon-

sored by the STPEC, Social Thought and

Political Economy department

"Carter and Mondale created a series of

well thought out steps to prepare us for

nuclear confrontation," Kissinger said.

These included evacuation plans for

national leaders.

The first strike policy is known as de-

capitation which would. "Paralyze the body

(of the Soviet Union) by cutting off the

head." he said.

The American nuclear warheads are

strategically Urgeted at soviet command,

control, communications and intelUgence

facilities, according to Kissinger.

"In the type of war we're talking about

the majority of destruction would take

place between 45 minutes and two hours,"

the journalist said ^_^^^__________

President Reagan's Star Wars policy is

the final phase of our fu-st strike strategy,

Kissinger said. "Star Wars has become a

codeword for first strike and has never been

intended to be a total defense, no matter

how much its defenders claim otherwise."

In military terms, the first strike strategy

is the most viable. Kis.^inger said, because

there is less risk. "When the choice is a des

perate gamble on war or losing everything

we choose the gamble."

U.S. leaders are willing to accept major

losses for the sake of winning a nuclear war,

he said. Kissinger claims in his article

"Compulsion for Mass Murder," 140 mil-

lion would die in a general nuclear exchange

contrary to the estimate of20 million dead if

the U.S. successfully struck first

To counteract the threat of nuclear war,

Kissinger said. "We need to puncture the

stifling atmosphere that exists today. We
knew it (nuclear war) was possible. Now we

must face the fact it's probable." Kissinger

said a nuclear war will probably break out in

two to four years.

"The forces that oppose war have not

risen to the occasion in this country," he

said. "We are living, essentially, in a pre-war

period."

Kissinger also organized the first

National March on Washington to end the

war in Vietnam in 1965.

Collvfio" P*»*« ^ Mklwlte S*f«ll

C.Clark Kissinger, journalist:

"Star Wars has become a codeword

for first strike and has never been

intended to be total defense."

Dispute raised

on drinking age
ByJKFFBAKKR
Collegian Correspondent

Eighteen is the ideal drinking age for the

University of Mas.sachusetts campus and

raising the legal age from 20 to 2 1 will do little

U> reduce drunk driving, according U» Car-

lene RiccellL ctxjrdinator of the Alcohol

Education Committee at UMass
Riccelli and Attorney Jill Franks of legal

services addressed a group of 20 students

and resident assistants on the laws and

habilities of alcohol use earlier this week in

the Campus Center.

"The combination of the inexperienced

driver and drinker is a major factor in many

drunk dnving accidents." Riccelli said. Rais-

ing the drinking age from 20 to 2 1 is inconse-

quential, he said. If you want to do something

(to reduce drunk driving) the age should be

raised to 30."

"Alcohol affects a person's judgment fu-st

Someone may not feel like they are drunk but

if their blood alcohol level is above 0. 1 they

are legally drunk in this state," Riccelli

said.

If taken in by police for drunk driving.

Franks advises taking the Breathalyzer test

"You must be given the opportunity to Uke a

Breathalyzer, " she said, "the police have to

wait 20 minutes to administer the Breath-

alyzer so that the alcohol in your mouth can

dissipate. The Breathalyzer is very

accurate."

Riccelli believes "the major problem is

that there is too much concentration on the

drinking age controversy. There should be

more concentration on educating people

towards the effect alcohol has on driving and

judgment as well as focused on the

drinking age.

"Today, people are thinking more about

getting into a car drunk. Teen agers and pro-

blem drinkers however are less likely to think

about getting into a car drunk. Those are the

people that have to be reached," she said.
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Marine Aviation Career Night

April 8th, Room 911-915 Campus Center, Marine Aviation films will

be shown. A Marine Pilot will be there to answer all your aviation

questions. Freshmen find out how you can be guaranteed flight

training upon graduation.

FRIDAY SOCIAL HOUR
(A Three Hour Tradition)

3:00 P.M. til 6:00 P.M.

Today 's Entertainer:

GORDIE

MILNE!

You KNOW him

You LOVE him

COME SEE HIM!

No Cover - Over 20 Only

and STILL THE BEST Friday

Entertainment in the Valley

UESDAY, APRIL 30th

F.A.C. UMASS
UMass $13.00

Public $15.00

Tickets on sale at

• Fine Arts Center

Box Office,

• Springfield

Civic Center

• Stop and Shop
locations

in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield

and Pittsfield.

• Ticket limit

6 per person

• No cans, bottles or

recording devices.

Tickets on sale Friday April 5th

NO TICKET LINE BEFORE MIDNIGHTH

StiHly Medicine

in ISRAEL
Touro College will prepare you to

earn an M.D. in Israel from one of

the world's great universities -

Technion-lsrael Institute of Technology
Touro College, through its Center for Biomedical Education,

and the Technion Faculty of Medicine, offer an intensive

program leading to the M D degree If you are a qualified

student who has completed the traditional pre-med
requirements, you may receive a second baccalaureate

degree from Touro, and an M D from the Technion, after a

total of four years plus one year of advanced clinical rotations

in Israel

Initially, you II spend 18 months at the beautiful Huntington,

Long Island. New York campus of Touro College Courses
include advanced sciences and intensive study of Hebrew.
Following successful completion of the Touro phase, you

become eligible for advanced standing at the Technion
Faculty of Medicine in Israel, where you will satisfy the

32 months of study at medical school required for licensure

in the United States You must successfully complete a
bndging program, to be accepted for clinical studies, then
submit a thesis and take advanced rotations before
receiving the M D degree

Applications are now being accepted for the third entenng
class For applications and information call or write:

Center for

BIOMEDICAL
EDUCATION

Office of Admissioris • TOURO COLLEGE
30 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036 • (212) 5750190
An Atlirm»Ov€ Action IEqual Opportunity Institution

TOiro
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A success at Whitmore
Sometimes, confrontation is

necessary. For the purpose of

bhinting the University ad-

ministration's attacks on stu-

dent rights, it was — and it

worked.
This week's three-night oc-

cupation of an office in the

Whitmore Administration
Building by dozens of students

came about after some of those

students had spent months try-

ing to make administrators

understand that we deserve

control over where our money
goes and a say in how much we
pay.

The agreement signed
yesterday afternoon by leaders

of the group calling itself the

April 1st Coalition and by the

University's provost and two

vice chancellors puts to rest the

galling proposal by one of those

vice chancellors, John L.

DeNyse, to dissolve the Cam-
pus Center Board of Gover-

nors. It also promises students

stronger input into the Student

Activities Office, and by secur-

ing a University commitment
to raise teaching assistant

stipends it may ease the impact

of the Universal Resource Fee

on graduate students.

Productive negotiations may
also finally take place concern-

ing UMass' investments in

companies that are thought to

do business with racist-ruled

South Africa, now that

students will discuss the issue

with President David C. Knapp
rather than continue futile at-

tempts to engage the Universi-

ty's secretive treasurer,

Robert H. Brand.

Bravo for those who, wheii

frustration came to a head over

administrators' apparent in-

transigence, effectively

demonstrated their commit-

ment to keeping student em-

powerment an integral ele-

ment of this institution.

Unsigned editorials repre-

sent the majority opinion of the

Collegian Board of Editors.

A bunny's tale of death

Random notes—
What really is the extent of your faith?

Here it is: another fine holiday

brought to you by...Hallmark.

Easter has become a pagan rite

of spring, with bunnies and colored eggs

and pretty people in pretty clothes going

into pretty churches trying to look pious. It

seenu a neurotic way to remember the Son

of God being hanged in a grisly fashion and

rising from the dead hours lat«r.

I can understand why so many people say

that faith doesn't deal in reality. It's

understandable because so many of the

"faithful" confuse faith with ignorance.

Pop quiz: what is the only reason the New
Testament gives for going to heaven?

Answer is later in the column. Experience

shows that most of the "faithful" on cam-

pus will fail this quiz, even after several

guesses.

When ignorant faith meets reality, a per-

son can do one of three things: become a

hermit, get more neurotic or compromise.

Compromise seems to be the most popular

of the choices. People in many churches

have readily embraced a number of prac-

tices called abominations in the Bible:

legalized prostitution, state-run gambling

(lotteries), no-fault divorce, abortion, the

occult, 50 percent tax rates, even drugs. It

proves a statement made by Bill Gothard: if

you don't beUeve the Bible, your morals

will almost always determine your

theology.

A number of people recognize the

weakness of ignorant faith and choose

disillusionment. America is geared up for

disillusionment in a big way with Santa

Claus, the Tooth Fairy, and the Easter

Bunny. After a good, hard look at the

powerless, uninspired lives of many

religious leaders, disiUusioned kids grow

into disillusioned adults. Frankly. I would

probably do the same in their shoes.

However, Christianity doesn't owe ita ex-

istence to Easter bunnies or rituals or peo-

ple brainwashed into habitual obeisance. In

fact, all of the good teachings of the church

are powerless by themselves: living a good

life, prayer, going to church, taking com-

munion, or baptism all fail the quiz. The on-

ly power the church can rightfully offer

believers is that (pop quiz answer) Jesus

Christ paid the only acceptable penalty for

sins with his death, and that he was resur-

rected as proof of God's power over sm and

d«th.
One meaning of this is that by

themselves, no one is worthy in God's

sight, that each is totally wrong-headed

and deceived. That's a pretty offensive

sUtement. Well-meaning church-goers

tend to water it down or candy-coat it.

What they fail to realize is that New Testa-

ment theology is basically worthless if

Jesus didn't die miserably on a cross,

because old habits and attitudes have to die

just as completely. The reason people are

"bom again" is that when they become

Christians, they have to learn to think in

totally different ways and learn different

attitudes and priorities. They can't do that

unless they reject the old ways and start

from scrateh. This is supposed to build a

relatumship, not a religion, with the

Creator. My personal experience is that

nothing else even comes close to turning a

rotten life around.

It's kind of hard to package a relation-

ship with God, although a lot of churches

have tried; witness the number of rituals

performed for bored congregations. And

Sunday, if and when you put on your duds

and eat your jellybeans, and go to the ser-

vice at the building of your choice, ask

yourself what informs your faith.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

This couM be called an Easter

bunny story. It's about cute,

fun, fluffy bunnies. But this is one

story without a happy ending. This is a

story about dead bunnies.

These bunnies are domesticated bunnies,

raised for human consumption. In a sense,

these bunnies are lucky bunnies, because

before they die. they get to go along on Ar

my ROTC winter survival exercises.

Army ROTC offers a number of "Field

Training Exercises" during the year, open

to UMass students Students can sign up

for two of these exercises, and receive a

graded credit for the semester. One or two

students who went on these exercises said

it was a guaranteed A. Major David (J. Sim

of ROTC said this was not true and that

some students have flunked.

Back to those silly rabbits. The winter

survival exercise, conducted in

Sunderland, trains ROTC members and in

terested students how to survive off the

land until they can "make it back to civiliza-

tion." Skills learned include shelter con-

struction, fire building and you guessed it,

trapping and preparation of wild animals

for food. The group brings along about five

or six rabbits, according to one person who

went on the exercise, and demonstrates

how to kill them by crushing the spine. Un-

fortunately, sometimes bunnies don't

cooperate and refuse to die on the first at-

tempt. Sometimes, one person said, other

methods beside breaking the rabbit's neck

must be used, like breaking its head.

Lynn Peebles, of the Springfield Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,

and the SPCA investigated the ROTC exer-

cises after "we had received some com-

plaints."

"Not that we agree with it. but

John Yonce

everything they dkl is completely legal."

Peebles saki. As long as the rabl)iLs are kill

ed painlessly, there's nothing the SKA
can do, she said.

Sim says that the killing of the ral>bits

doesn't usually upset anyone, and if it does

they may be excused from participating in

that part of the exercise.

"I don't think anybody was upset this

time." he saki. Asked if this meant people

had been upset in the past, he saki no.

"They know what's going on before they

go out there." Sim said.

One student saki he didn't know what

was going to happen, and said the incident

was "really di.sgusting." The student did

not wish to be klentified because he has yet

to receive a grade for the exercise.

"They were domesticated ral>l)its and

really nke things," he said. "There were a

tot of people upset by it," he saki.

"Their opinion is that it has to be done, I

guess they feel you need the experience of

killing, skinning and cooking the rabbit.

It's like saying you should go out and kill

people to get the experience of killing

them."
"If we were really out there and had to

do it to survive, it would be one thing. But

we weren't."

Now, dead bunnies may not seem all that

important to some people in light of fiscal

crises and other headline issues, but it may
be something to think about while watehing

the Peter Cottontail TV special this

weekend.

John Yonce is a Collegian staff member.

Need to deal with 'facts'

Letters Policy

n utiera must be iiened and include the writer's address and

^^X- n«-li' -wS will not be P«»>«-»»*<«- ^^^."f.^JT^^5"!^
spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the

JSfume of mail, we regret we are unable '^f^^^r^^^^A^^h
Utters. All letters are subject to editing for danty and length.

Rashid Sheedfor, in a column titled

"Israeli Savagery with No Strings." used

inaccurate and misleading information to

condemn Israeli policy and actions in

Southern Lebanon.

If Sheedfor had truly been concerned

with the abuse of "basic humanitarian

principles," such vital issues as poverty

and starvation in Africa or the continual

threat of global nuclear war might have

been addressed. Instead, Sheedfor chose

to use the opinion page of the Collegian as

a vehicle to promote propaganda, ex-

pressing a personal biased opinion toward

Israel as if it were a fact. This is unaccep-

table.

In order to truly understand the situa-

tion in Lebanon, we must deal with the

facts. In the column, Sheedfor condemned

Israel for preventing reporters from

entering certain areas under Israeh oc-

cupation and for the death of two CBS
newsmen. That these two men were killed

is, without a doubt, a terrible tragedy. But

we must look at the facts.

The war in Lebanon has deteriorated in-

to a situation involving constant guerrila

warfare, the most dangerous and un-

predictable type of warfare. Over 200

U.S. marines were killed when a terrorist

rammed a truck full of explosives into the

American embassy, and many Israeli

soldiers have died because of surprise ter-

rorist attacks. All of these tragic events

have irrevocably proven that no area in

Lebanon, no matter how well guarded, is

safe from terrorist attacks.

With such an environment prevailing,

the Israelis should be commended for

their efforts to keep reporters out of these

unsafe areas, not condemned as Sheedfor

would like. Unfortunately, despite at-

tempts to restrain them, two CBS
reporters did enter an extremely

dangerous area. As a result, when

mistaken for terrorists, they were killed.

We are all very sorry this happened. The

Israelis are sorry it happened. But 1 have

to wonder. Is Rashid Sheedfor sorry?

Daniel Abramowitz
Southwest
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Academy satisfies masochists
Police Academy: Their First Assig^nment

Directed by Jerry Paris

Starring Steve Guttenberg & Bubba Smith

At the Mt. Farm Cinemas

By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

It is certainly possible U) give my entire review of Police

Academy II. starring Steve (iuttenberg. in one senU-nce.

However, the sadist that gave me this movie to review

prol»al)ly expects a bit more than one sentence. Said he:

"Great Jason, I'll call for the passes...We've even got a

photo to run with the review." and then he scurned away,

giggling He was prol»ably still laughing as I was waiting

in the rain, for the bus. aSfter the movie.

It e8ca,^s me why a producer would spend millions of

dollars on a fUm when he could have just as easUy pieced

together clips from the L(/w Boat, at the minimal cost of

renting a couple of VCRs. and arrived at the same results;

turning the same generous profit. The sole unifying link

between the myriads of Love Boatuin subplots in Police

Academy II was supposed to be Steve Guttenberg. St*ve

who?

The way I figure it is that the producers tried to deal for

Bill Murray but had no such luck; they gave Chevy Cha^ a

ring but his price was Um high; they dropped Michael

KeaU^n a line who was also onto bigger and better things;

they finally reached Tom Hanks' secretary who said that

he was busy in the making of Splaah II. 'Why worry."

said the producers. "This is Hollywood." Faced with n<.

lead character they simply invented Steve Guttenl)erg. He

can't act. can't tell jokes, and can't hold a cast together

but he almost looks good doing it. Yet he and his 'Dukes of

Hazard meet Three's Company' cast, led by Bubba Smith

(who disappointingly didn't thrt»w one punch), clean up the

city, humiliate corrupt police officials, and make

thousands of rednecks all over the country laugh

hysterically. It's a mystery to me.

Police Academy: Part II plays at the Mt. Farm

Cinemas

It's hard to believe that I chose this movie to review out

of the three that were presented to me. If I had chosen

Porky 's Rei>enge at least I would have seen some 'good'

low taste nudity, and geez. I heard that Holly Hobbie

makes a scintillating cameo in The Care Bears...

Good friends keepyou going

vfhen all youwant to do is stop.

Your feet hurt. Your legs

hurt. Even your teeth hurt.

But your friends thought

you looked terrific. And with

them urging you on, your

first 10 kilometer race didn't

finish you. You finished it.

Now that you have some-
thing to celebrate, make
sure your support team has

the beer it deserves.

Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Iferels to good friends.

Earn

Academic Credit*
while gaming experience

ID marketing, publtc

ratations, counseltng,

and ttudent aflatn

administration. Become
an intern in the

Untversitv*

Undargraduale

Admiaaioot Office.

interviews t>egin April 10

Contact the Office of

Internships

1

-^.w»
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Program a success
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Coliegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts program

for first generation and low income high

school students has seen 80 to 90 percent of

its participants go on to post- secondary-

schools, according to Br>'ant Lewis, assistant

director of Upward Bound.

Upward Bound emphasizes the develop-

ment of skills, self-confidence and a positive

attitude toward life and education to foster

an interest in the high school students to

attend college

The program targets students from the

Springfield. Amherst, Holyoke, Pittsfield.

North Adams areas of Western Massachu-

setts.

Upward Bound has two phases according

to Lewis, a summer program and a follow up.

'The summer phase is the kick off where

students develop the skills and the motiva

tion necessary to enter college. The follow up

phase consists of community outreach ser-

vices such as counseling, workshops, and

help in course selection," Lewis said.

Potential students are recruited by Up-

ward Bound students, guidance counaelors.

parents, and public service

announcements.

StudenU are screer»ed from their appli

cations, school transcript, and letters of

recommendations from their teachers and

anyone else who is familiar with the student's

academic record.

Once students are accepted into the pro-

gram, they are brought to the University to

Uve on campus for six weeks. They are

required to take three courses, two of which

emphasize the development of effective

reading, writing, and math skills. The third

course is chosen by the student from a

variety of electives.

"Students can either take classes to get

ahead in their course work or make up credit

that they have lost during the previous year."

Lewis said.

As part of the Upward Bound program.

Bridge students (who are seniors bridging

the gap between high school and college),

"have the opportunity to take two three

credit courses, receive credit, and be able to

transfer those credits to any two or foui year

college," he said.

Mark N. Matthews, principal of Taconic

High School said he "personally consider! s)

the Upward Bound program one of the more

practical and functional agencies in the com

munity." he added. "It serves not only as an

educational component, but more importH

tly. a source of identification and pride 1- r

the people who u«ili?p its resources."

ir-r
IV I

'"ry^^

Upward Bound in Amherst 1984 poses for a fp-oup shot in Southwest

recently.

Lewis says, "Upward Bound is different

from the Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Blacks and Other Minorities

and the BiUngual Collegiate Program sum

mer program because we target high school

udents and serve as a feeder program for

* TEBMS and BCP
Lewis said he "wiiuld like to see the pro-

gram become institutionalized. I would like

the university to support the program and

provide more services such as free housing."

said Lfwis.

He also wishes the pn>gram could reach

more students "Presently, we serN- *--!!

seventy students but a greater jm.;

needs to be reached
"

Correction
Due to an editing error in Tuesday** Black Affairs aeetion.

ChongYu.co-«MX>rdinator oftheThird World Wt mien' s Pro-

gram at the EveryU
being an immigrant '.

native of South Korea.

Due to the err

communist In .'- ;,. i.orea, a huma: ; .,

framed an communist t)r an agent from North I

time thev are urrc'<U'd. d-rtured or jailed at ni.:

years up to death row. Theirfami'v •>'>'' ^ri.TiH^

ted bv their activist work.

-> i<jtutnuM!

ited as

-he is a

'i asa
•ften

< >ften

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa — Sup-

porters of the Federation of South African

Trade Unions and United Democratic Front

.carry union leader Moses Mayekiso on their

I
shoulders during a march in Johannesburg^,

rplioti.

Wednesday. The unionists, sinf^ing sonj^s of

freedom, were celebrating the provisional

withdrawal of subversion charges against

Mavekiso bv a Johannesburg magistrate.

* Alexander iCtmlinu^ fr--—

He dedicated a large portion of his life to end the evil of

segregation. During the early 1960s, he fought to in-

tergrate restaurants and hotels in Charlotte, N.C.

He was also behind the Swann vs. Charlotte-

Meckelenburg Board of Education, a 1%9 landmark U.S.

Supreme Court decision opening the way for busing to in-

tergrate schools.

Alexander was also instrumental in other lawsuits to

open opportunities for blacks in long-distance trucking

Alexander is described by .Julius (fianiliers, dirt-ctor

counsel of the NAACF Legal Defense Fund as "a father in

the movement." Chamber added, "Kelly was never that

big on open demonstrations. He preferred sitting down
and getting people to reason. If he engaged in any loud

protest at all, it was only after efforts to sit down and

negotiate had failed."

•Superti elegant A celebration o» the impenal power of rocK.

"One ot the most exciting concert films ever David Byrne

I is a star o( near maniacal intensity The Talking Heads

I
gel down and bum.' -o»"«»"«»" ••••.«••»

"Its the best made American movie o« the year'

There's a word for a book like this...

• AFIIM JONATHAN

: BY OEMME
TALKING »

HEADS '

Cintcom ^ivANi[)fi

at 6, 8, 10 pm

The Pleasant St. Theater

27 Pleasant St /Northampton, MA. 586-0935

NOT NECESSARILY SNIGLETS

An HBO Spccimi prcmiering in April

Michel C^onneciiijn

Tickets on sale now:

U2
April 20 & 23 Hartford

THE FIRM
May 8 Worcester

ERIC CLAPTOIM
May 1 Hartford

EDDIE MURPHY
April 18 Springfield

Call Mon-sat 10-B pm
1-788-6938
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Free!
Haircolor

Consultation
Lift ddvice un (TuWhi^ j i hJn^l

Hairtolor < an I c hange your hie

bul il s f('e4l M4V Id sUrl Uking

(hargpol II'

Til inlrtxIiKe ytiu ti>U>f bcaulilul

rfifleten*. e hjiit dIcw t an make in

your lile we are ohefing a

Free In-Depth Haircoloring Consultation
lel uui haiit >•!'>< t t)M lU >ugge>l vtd>'>lw inake ywuf ovmi hdiH wUx i uine

alive -maybe ahighlighl oe Iwo. or asifTi)>teihangelor thebeller

STYLES BY DEBORAH
»S CKIVtBfclf % OB AMHtB»l 549-S6I0

s^'^!jfe*^^' •LiberoiAfH

• Premedicai Science*

i*!^'* • Compute' Science

• Theatre Arts

• Near Eastern and Judaic Studies

^ • Foreign Languages
• Costume field Research m England

• Archaeo:ogical field Research m Israel

y),V
.^^

Small Classes laugni by Brandeis faculty

Information, catalog ami oppttcotton

MANOf IS UNIVfffSITY SUMMER SCHOOL
Maltham. MA 022M 617447 279«

^ SPo
A'v$1 shots off"

<^

HEAD RESIDENT POSITIONS
AMHERST COLLEGE

Amherst College has established six lO-month Head Resident
positions with a range of counseling, advising and administrative
functions in residential life. Specific responsibilities include:

Qualifications: completion of Bachelor's degree by September
1985; ability to relate well to students; organizational and counsel-
ing skills. Previous experience in residential life preferred.

Compensation: $3,500, room and board

Application: resume, cover letter, and two letters of recommenda-
tion

Send to: Karen Tilbor, Associate Dean of Students, Amherst Col-
lege. Box 68, Amherst. MA 01002

Deadline: April 8

Want a job that pays

ROOM, BOARD,
and SALARY???

Applications are now being accepted

for the position of

ASSISTANT MANAGER
of Butterfield Kitchen

Applications are available in

Butterfield Dorm (Central)

• Must graduate 1987 or later

Job begins Aug. 25, 1985 through school year

Tenth Annual
Diamond Sale

20% and more
off all diamonds
and diamond
jewelry during April

Featuring an extensive
special collection of

diamonds in ideal-cut

rounds and fancy
shapes, cut by Lazare
Kaplan & Sons.

silverscape designs

GOLDSMITHS-GEM GALLERY
264 N. PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST 253-3324
iDtAL CUT
DIAMOND
JfWELER

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S4S-2880

Expert Repairs &
\^ Reconditioning ^

Bud

Peppermint

Schnapps
70^ DRAFTS
ALL THE TIME

Miller - Coors - Prior Double Dark

$3.50 Pitchers
Molson

Beer of the Month
$1.10

Dark €r Stormy
(Myers Dark Rum
£r Ginger Beer)

$1.50

i
THE SPOKE

( a drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

( 35 East Pleasant St. Amherst
( (right next to The Sub)

;

I \

Watch for our awning coming soon

^^^ ^J^ ^^0 ^H^ ^^V ^^^9 ^1^ ^1^ %^^ ^M^ ^^^^ ^^^ %^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ %^^ ^^^0
^^^% ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ :ic :^ 9)e He H<* 9tc* )k )k )k 3i( ){( :fe ))( 9ie 9fc |((

I

I - Quality Pizza - Subs -

I 256-0222
\ FREE DELIVERY
* Sunday - Thursday 4 - 2 am
I FRIDAY and SATURDAY 4 - 3 am *

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY
(off UMass Campus - $15 minimum)

Just Dial 253-3091

GRIZZLY BEER
$2.50

plus dep

NEW LOW PRICE!

6 - pack

12 - oz. bottles

St. Pauli Girl

Wurtzburger
Heineken
BEER

6 pk. $4.25
plus deposit

ALMADEN

Golden Chablis

1.5 liter $4.49

OLYMPIA BEER
case

(plus dep)

$11.99

GILBEY'S

VODKA
1 LITER

$5.60

fvt^'X r
^QC^

fe

All specials in-store cash prices good thru 11 p.m. April 6

Thursday, Apnl 4, 1985
;glaa

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

xAHHoter

eMHbTmCJOL-

AJOBOUT V-

AJCe*6^,

TMKINPOf^
XVOJBPV

IPffi

^75,0OOA

NI6HTP0R.

OFfLOAPine

CAR60.

475/XX)A H^.inmA
MlHUTB. 7W/5

l5NriLL£:m-,
ISU''

yeAH,BUT
rr^woLAJB.
IJVSTQOT
KXjonTAPe.

\

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

RKAT! NO I^LAN

^Taeot/roFiHE
rO'i, PONT YOU UH^

'mGDHPPum'

amnrrr /

1^
\l^ te()NHL5

Rats By Congo

AMOTHeR Roo»il> OP
pERMOiD AUD
CHARTRtOSt W»T« A

o e \

/ . MASS

HrV CUT»C
CO i^t HERE
OFTtNi?

Pq^v^v ^

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

1

Our n> Bf itJMO

/^£y ffs rt*€ rv Mf^i

amO M^oe m^e cftrrriti/'

II

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

are f I'oe b*-*"*" '^ovo o>bovJt

o

f>V

6c.J,^ot^o,^ /It, fneMiy.
(s>e£Z-, ^ doq'b life iS

GORDY By Gorde

5HAa- SB PfK/OD
PAKT\ClfWJrS IN A
SES/Wef^ OF '"S7UP»£>

ML/MAW TRfCXS.'"

Weather

withToday — will be partly sunny
temperatures in the upper 60e.

Tonight — Variable cloudy skies with

variable showers. Highs in the 50s.

Saturday — Leftover showers ending,

doudy with highs in the 608.

I

WVAtCM TWt TERTH kATt

Collegian staff reminder

^ NOMINATIONS
FOR ALL ELECTED

^BOARDOF
EDITORS
POSITIONS
ARE DUE

^

Today

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
kj^tit^ k> I ntA* MtrhH Jsffr

ACNOM
1 Ffuttol •?•>"<

S Tub or (wfWn
lOCaiMW
14 WAcMd
15 M«rtMp4K«in

oMOrMc*
IS Wli«'«t>g«r»

foam

10 Wed M*

Barwick

e TH« and
tit* Ecauay

7 OMFrancA
coma

B Apr 1S««<

21 Si

22 Sw«daltMlur«

a ara

caMwl
34 Triangular Mil*

» not* ful*il)«r«

29 Praciuda

KCoaouMa a*

craam
31 Frar>chimp»»»

tionitl

12 Whaot
• lad

35 Mope
X Family m«»n

bar for sNyi
40 PuUuptha

drape*
41 E>p4n««
42 stopper*

deltaM*
43 Loving gaalvire

46 Today »Yup
piaa. formerly''

48 "Sintie up i^r-

49 Canain eaams
y) Robrn »

rlomitiie

S1 PB»c^ pa'i

^ CAarity

Se Atier a «itiiie

98 Sroht 'rom a

•teamar

80 Again*!

ei maieata

62 Aquafic

animals

ft3 Cubs or Tigers

DOWN
1 Describing

Streeters
iMabie

2 Affirm

3 Decorator*
cf>oice

4 Yaif>

9 ATurrtar

10 MaralNy^'un
rtar.allMna*

11 Hho»>a »a*aar

12 Oretaar novel

of I914|«llt><

The I

13 Mefai laalenar*

18 Equrp'nenl

19 Mount Verrwn.

lor or>e

23 Spack
24 — anand
26 At re*t

26 Ho«e««i'One

27 2nd can dai^

Rom
28 Voyo * relative*

29 Omg*
loHowar*

31 Roaniaaturaa

32 Tatagtam
33 Oraahgod

34 Red and White

36 Htgh carriage

37 Story

38 Red cftalcedonv

42 Stat

43 Convert* <ntO

monay »*»it»i

ml
44 Poller term

45 Hourly

46 Actiea* 0unr\e

47 Verde*

eaiaia*. Cai

48 Patmor nut

SO Scotia

it Corn product

•a Jot

S3 SyipMiiia

56 Coma of oM
Abbr

56 Golf gadget
57 Famt aound

ANSWER TO PNCVKHIS WaU
_„ njii

Imat in agga Mrau:;-
Munna noog aga^
unnfKKinnnn^cingn

LiDFifi fincicirir

nnnnt'i

1< If M

V

M

»1

( NM !«• «a«i*i I vats

Today's Staff

Niffht Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Supervisor

Production
Kathryn

Day Graphics
Beth Bazinet,

Gerry deSimas
Renee Bacher

Ansel Zinter

Brian K. Gonye
Conor Flunkett

Laura Zigman, Julie Slater,

Nobrega, Danielle Carbonneau

Ivan Siff, Brian Solov

Norm Achin, Mat Atkins,

Martha Connors, Ruth Devine,

Correction: Due to a typographical error, $21 million is

required to repair buildings. ru>t $2 million as reported in

yesterday's story on the Universal Resource Fee.

The Mat»arlm»etU Daily ColUtian (USPS permit #58) i* publiahed

daily Monday throuirh Friday exrIudinK exam period*, vacation* and

hoJidaiyB. Content i* determined Boley by the Collegian Board of

Editor* without prior approval from University ad«lpi*trator*.

faculty or aUff. Operation* are funded aolely by advertiaing and

ubacription revenue. Subaeriptione are available for $12 a semester

or $20 a yew at 113 Campua Center, University of Maaaachuaetta.

Amherat, Maaa. 01003. Poetmaater aend addreaa changea to tb*

above addreaa.
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Friday, April 5. 1985

FOUR
SEASONS

TALENT SHOW* with music, martial arts, and more""

•FASHION SHOW* with contemporary fashions courtesy ot

the Casual Male, Lodestone, and Hit or Miss""

*DANCE PARTY* party all night to pure dance music by

DJ Chris Newell of the PUB"

i

sound & lighting equipment by Rack-A-Disc

PROPER ATTIRE REQUIRED (no jeans or sneakers)

FREE REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED DURING THE^SHOW.

FRIDAY APRIL f/ 5th
CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM

FREE!7pm-3amFREE!

BEER SPECIALS

LABATTS BEER 12. oz. bot ^'"^'^^^i:
HEINEKEN 12 oz. btl J15.W
MICHELOB 12 oz. btl. or cans

l]l'^
BUD 12 oz. cans $10.99

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99

FALSTAFF 12 oz. cans $799

SPRING FEVER CONTINUES
10% off all foreign beer and 6 pack Cr singles

while our inventory lasts

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

GORDONS GIN 1.75 $1199

GORDONS VODKA 1.75 $10.79

HARVEY'S SCOTCH 1.75 $13.49

SEAGRAMS V.0 175 $18.49

WINE SPECIALS
LANCERS ROSE 750 ml $3.99

less $2.00 rebate

MARTINI & ROSSI ASTI SPUMANTE $8.99

CHANDON BRUT £r BLANC DE NOIR $12.99

TAYLOR BRUT $5.99

ALMADEN TABLE WINES 3L $6.49

CALIFORNIA CELLAR 1.5 L $4.25

VINTNERS CHOICE WINE 4 L $5.99

Chablis, Rose, Burgundy
WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

in front of the malls

Sf^ING IS HERE!! IT IS TIA^E TO Gl l/E YOUR BODY

A HBA/ LIFE

LET niPS^^ TKKE CARE OF YOU. CAl 545-1540

8^ ASK FOR TkPES

2453 G^m Schedules

2459 Pool Schedules

2471 Racquet 8c Squash Courts Schedules

2464 Tennis Courts Schedules

2476 l/l/eight Room Schedules

545-1540

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

A Service of the Dean of Students Office

Friday. April 5, 1985
sCoUegiaa 11

I
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Spring Starters

Leathe

EUROPE »> CAR
ENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On« Rocli«l*ii*r Plaza

New York N Y 10030

Phona (212) 581 3040

Mail ttiia ad loi Special

Slud«nt/T«ac»>«f TafiM

DU.U «.TU« fIIIEHU

Puma Rapid

Leather cleat shoe

Beg^2999

24
Men s sizes 6/ -12

Puma First Rcxjnd'"

Leather court shoes

High cut Low cut

«pg^3899 Beg 3299

<30 ^25

Puma ClyOr'"

Suede leather court shoe
Ripq 3999

Saturday - Sally Field in:

Places In the Heart 7:00

Norma Rae 900

Sunday - Tuesday

Footloose 7:05

The World According tu Garp 9:00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

30

Take on Spring, the aaion-packed fun season, in style and comfort

Go with Pumas, the athletic shoes that outperform the competition

FREE PUMA GIFTS
You're a winner at Olympian'

With each Puma foonA^ar purchase

receive a free Puma hat. or Puma
sunglasses or Puma tc«e bag Offer

good while qualities last, so hurry on in

^»- "' ^g^ ^g -Jg^

^-n

\XAs thriveon competition.
I—^^ VIUwyiNflXUII fftc 9>Udley '^/O

April Beer

of the Month

ST. PAULI GIRL

Proper I.D.

a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141i_*»- -^g ag. I

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ TT^i^lTr^irrrr m. a^nSMon Thurs: 8;45-2;30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to pubi.cation day
come ,0 Col'aO'anOM^ceCCm. 8.4^3.46 IV^^^

^avs 10% discoon, P— -->-- ""

MiroransALi

Dm

Oov«rn«n«nt Homaa Uwn tl (u rapairl

Alto d«lmqu«nl ia« propartv Call

1-a06-flB7«]00 aat GH 9616 tcy (nformation

HOUMfMtOtO

looks good mm »»ii P«*e«

naootiatii* €« Kawm SM-OMO

ItTi ^into" Matehbaek. dapandabia

angina. na«»a body »»o»t and muWIar WOO
ca4l Lmda. Mg-4136

ItTi SunMrd Looka and runa graat. Low
m.i«»g« Standard »2300 can 54M3B1

Vamaiia Aeouatte OuHar aiica«ani cono

1100 «id Janaar 100 «*ati 6*9 ca> ipaakart

brand nMvM6 caH Mfr&l20

Looking for an Irtaapanaiva houaa naar

campoa Wifcng to taka ov« lurrimar rant

four or mora opan rooma ara iiacaaaary M

you'ra looking to mowa out ptaaaa cat

I Kitcfian on April 1*. II

••••••••«••••••••••••••••••

MOOMMATtS WAMTtO TOMMlfT

NtLPWANTfD

MST QUAUTV MfSUMtS

C«f«aultatlen. pcaparatlori, analyait.

daaagn, layout, aditing. eotrar lallar. tvp*>g

Giarruaao 25fr€257 ^
IffTfllTAINMKNT

Rack A Olac. Rack-A V»dao Cnteiwirv

ment Diac Jockoya. large acraen vidao

dancaa for hooaopartya, aamrfomnala. cam

put avanta 649^7144

KM RENT

COUNMUMS . —^
BorkaNtaa haa opaninga for haad and aaaaa

tant KWtructon m arta 6 crafts gy"

rwanca. lacroaaa. tanrna. archary, atraat

hockay dramatica, mua^diractor/ piano ac

companiat. yidao/filmmaking.

photography, rrHjdal rockotry, radio atation

(AMI hiking/backpacking, computara.

yiwteriront (WSII, horaaback "ding, and

bunk unrt haada Good aalariaa - friandly at

moaphara Contact Or Paul Kroonar Camp
ScfKXJack 54 SfiaffiaW Boad. Nawrtonvilla

MA 02180 (6171 964 1912, days 9 4

For woman planning Naw York City

caraara. aummar amploymant. or furthar

atudwa Sand M 95 for guide to aafe ."•«

penaiva Manhattan reaidancet

WHEREABOUTS. Bo. 782, Branford. CT

06406

INCOMt TAXMEPARATTOM

INCOME TAX praparatioo at your aarvica

LOWEST BATtS ITa. Daduct«>ta) Tanaa

piaparad quickly for ttte LARGEST p uaalbli

refund Can Staphar Shore 5464066 after 6

pm

UWT

Amiiarat quial room amllanli June 1 on

bus route no pais no amoking 210*

549^46

Beautiful apacloua one bedroom
available June 1 on bu» route Great tor

summer A/C. pool and balcony Call

666-3278

Rooma In Cape Cod cottage for aummar
•86 Call Chna 546^7930

Sunny apacloua Sunderland J bedroom
houaa on bus route availat)»e June 1st 475
plus 966 3770 keep trying morning b even

mg

FOR SALE

Sorority needa kitchen help Cad Lauren

at 549 7746

biRECTOR OF MARKETING, a tuH time

position dealir>g with the historic renovation

for commercial use of two comptenes in the

Holyoke Northampton area Send reaume

and salary requirements to; Jannes F X

Doherty 50 Franklin Street, Beaton MA
021 10 542 901

1

Baaic computer tutor needed for

SOM210 call Dave at 885^2964

Reward for return of kaye teat at aoflba*

game call Kevin 546 6628

Friday 3/29 key. canopeoer on Week kayr

ing near F A C reward John 64143 keep

trying

Oreen Norcom 6 eubjact notebook loet

Phyaica 161 end Meth 133 notes inaide

Oeeperataly needed Call Serah 546^7177

Loet wallet at Booduccia. Amherst keep

money please return rest call Jaime

965 2778

Celculetor In twr llbrory. 7th floor. April

2nd Tueedey call Jim at 506^9208 reward

WANTED
Volwrtteora for Sacurtty end /or Stage

Crew for tfie Sou tti meat Concert

Mey 5. 19BB

Sign up m the SWAG Office m Hampden
or call5-OB80

TbaMOtasaRa. wfiat do you ha«a In that

ttwig' Vou Wew my doora in. T>»e New
Vette __
Dantty^. good hjck^m the River Hat Race I

know you* do wei PS I hope to heer from

you aoon

ath WeMe te It now why don't you ea«

her at 6-7387 and w»h her a Happy Birthday

SeNy Heppy 22nd Birthday* Love Carol end
Kathenne

Barrv~ HappyAnnrveraary and a Happy
Eaater I love you e lot Love Judy

BOZ WeicofTieM ttie too' Lett haveli

bleat' TOVA

CARMEN Like" hava a Happy B-day •

Loev the Buddfia

Two foofwmtae natdad to *
bedroom Townhouae Apt cak

Stg^eU or Michala 54B 8078

dIndMduaayi

Warttad one roommate to

bedroom Puffton apt atartmg Jur»a 1 ca8

Patrick 253^2763

Two iMMterttoklng femalaa to

epai liiieni in Townfwuae 54B 6218

Ito*
can be

option rent na«ollabie __,.

njomlsl cell Paul Tim, or Lars 5B6
depending (

Female needed to eftare houaa with tour

othera in Oenn«port »540 for aummar' Cal

Uea at 546 7411 or Amy et 546-7383

MRVICtS

2 badroem Brartdywlne Apt for aummar
aublet cheep) Cai MB^IOM

Stimmer euMM/faH opilwi Colenial V*
3aO/m» graat toe qulM as«77>

T1UVKL

BIKE » HIKE ITALVI 11 deya, M2S;
free 1 aOO «21 8387. ext 224

VoMiivtaar Mppusa pa
gram Free income tax form preperetion

open to generel public 4/6 Cempus Center

Rm 161

uancKETS

show 12lh row cal Rick

886^7094

11 pm

SUMMER SUBLET

MOTORCYCLES

Waiter /Waltraee full and part-time

Managerial poaitmn available Apply in per-

eon 2 5 pm, Ristorante Pinocchio 1177 N.

ant. aak for Maura

Itn Vamahe 860 apecial excellent condl-

t«>n 1950 1 527 6450

83 SuiukI QS750E. mint cond, 3000 mi

2300 80 256^6148 253 3681

Whet ia ART. ART la a man's nickname

To B12 Bunchkin, no metter how fer I go
you will always be cloae to my heen Pleaae

let Auguat be a speciel time for us' Love
elweyt. Pumpkin

Chrta Thanx again fr>r aupport through my
"criaia" Happy Eaater" IGMU Spoons

Hey Micf>ael Steve - MIelia - whoever
you are" Happy B day' We love you' La

Kid b The Motley Crew

PERSONALS

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Ub Serlea lOOw guitar amplifier ex

eellent corvjition »300 call Rob 549 5316

Vatta wind 'Tralnar brend new great for m
door training price 764 caU evenings

54641S2

College Oraduatee of 1MB interested in

teeching leeming and study akills, travel to

achoola and coHegea throughout the U S

Strong Liberal Arta background, creetrve,

independent, car needed, atari mid August

Training with aalary. aendreeume to PO Box

439, Greenwich. CT 08830

Wtettt aiefc that paya room h board and

aalery77' Applications now available at But

terfield Oorm I Central I poaition Aaatatant

Manager Butierfield Kitchen Must

greduate 1987 or later Job begins Aug 2S

1986 through scftool yeer, Appkcabona due

Ceeae. Pepera. DIaeertetlona. Theaea,

on caiTipus. very raliat)la. low ratea. Nancy

584 7924

AiX TYPINO done fast, eccuratelv. ina«-

pensivoly Marianne's Comp Service

774-7786

Tbe greataet locatlonll Five apackMia

rooms for rent The three story house

w/two full t>atha, kitchen, livmg room and

dining room la located on North Pleeaent

St an eight minute welk to Gred Tower

»21o /mo Call Jim 54fr9HM

Suivny J bedroom Cliffelda apt.

MOO/month indudea utilitiae. Fan option,

Call885-4B47

Summer aublet witfi fell option for 2

females 2 rooms in 4 bedroom Swiaa vmege

Apt call 256-8225

S" badr^om^ epertment In Puffton

available Jurte 1 for mforttiation call

5494644

One bedroom fully fumlehed in Bran-

dyvwne available end of May 549 2773 keep

trying

Noho Summer Sublet newly renovated 3

bedrm apt beeutlful ne kitch. beth. rug b
moi9 nxt to Joea Cafe 1 mm welk to bus rte

eOO/mo neg frat mo lat mo aec dep Gravea

Ave brick rovirtwuae SB4 1290

Sunny farmhouae room, available end of

Mey - Sept Parkiria bus stop, woods
1180/mo Beth 866-4a6 evenings

WANTtO

atartittg Sept 1 for two or tlwee

bedroom ept in Puffton, Townfiouee or

Southwood townhouae 12M reward call

Mark at 54B4114

Lead Singer with equip High rartga e muM
Mike 6 9739

WAffTEO TO REIfT

Wanted 1 pr S Badioaiw apanmant w*
pay tlOO lor teeae caU Dave 546^9192

A 2 3 bedroom ept in Downtown Amharal

Puffton or Brandywine June lat Reward
negotieWe for leeee Cell 546-2888

WD dollar reward for a 2 or 3 bedroom
epertment in Puffton or Bemdywine Cell

25* 1881 eek for Merk
_^

*100 REWARD 3~bdrm apt kl Puffton.

Townehouee or Brandyw*r>e aall Staya

fr6220 or Rey 6-6116

Two femelee looking fer apt faR av
Pleeee ceH Nen 54640^

ftowerd 10qi„fQi j(PM' HlfJjULbedroom
Puffton PreeWenne) call Jeff 5«H»
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There will be open tryouU for the women'* soccer team

on lower Boyden Fields at 4 p m. all next week. Contacc

coach Katekeni Banda for additional informatioa

Gazelles punish
Northeastem,22-2
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

It has been a tough season for Northeas-

tern University's women's lacrosse team.

And they have only played four games. They

have not won games and in that fourth game

yesterday the Huskies were steamrollered

22-2 by the University of Massachu-setts, led

by senior attacker Pam Moryl's nine goals.

"This is our first year as coaches and we

are just tr>'mg to save the program," NU
coach Joan Broderick .said. "When we took it

over we were in jeopardy of k>sing what pn>-

gram we do have. We've iterally been drag-

ging people out of the do.ms to play for us

Today we were missing a couple of our bett«

» they are field hockey ph. i

A * they were going to be .

ing lacro.H(>e and had made other plans
"

Hu
starteii ''^ -itiipiv -i<<i\'

th»' Aiiinf a>

tow ..-. -. ,
• I theirai

UMass defense received little pressure all

day af> (lazelle mi<' - rontinuaily pre

vented Hu.-kie forv :rom bringing the

ball past the mid-field mark.

"A game like this gives the inexperienced

players a chance to play for a long time and

that does not happen very often," UMass
coach Pam Hixon said. 'We also had a

chance to work on game situations that we

will use against the strtmger teams we will be

playing later on in the season. There's noth-

ing like game experience."

UMass jumped out to a seven goal lead in

the first seven minutes of the contest with

goals by MoryL Bunny Forbes, Ginny

Armstrong (two in succession), two more

from Moryl, and another from Armstrong.

In those seven minutes NU only managed
to come within sconng range once. Through

out the remainder of the half UMass got

three more goals from Moryl, three from Lii

Schuler, and one from Becky Bekampis.

Tina Dunphy scored for Nl' on a penalty

shot with one minute to go in the half. In the

second half Moryl continued demonstrating

the abilities that have made her an All-

.\mencan and one of UMass' most prolific

(irers as she tallied three more goal

•U'kampis scored two more while Mar> .St nil

;iit in her first two Schuler added

anotht •

Ajjiim. u w '.
'

.

' . I'lr

\l She pill •
. : 1 •

i "na
inmg third effort with nine set-inds left in

- Dunph\'s efforts epr i an

a that. Hlthoii>,'h badU re

fused to give up.

"It was a tough game for us, >anl

Broderick. "But the second half did not

equal the first- we did somewhat better. We
kept hustling to the best of our ability We're

fighters, we'll be back Remember John

Thompson was 3-23 at (ieorgetown when he

first took over that program and look where

he is today." Borderick said.

"You always have to come up with bright-

ness somewhere," Broderick added.

Senior All-American Pam Moryl pl«y« defense here, but waa

offensively, scoring nine goals in UMaas' 22-2 decimation of

Northeastern.

RaWrto

the star

hapless

UM lax and baseball face key weekend games
Softball atRutgers today for two

CoUe(iaa photo by Kn&j HcU*r

Firstbaseman Jeff Cimini and the

UMass baseball team are in

Philadelphia to meet St. Joseph's

this weekend.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The last thing the coach of a lacrosse team

that has struggled on defense needs to find

out is that his poaltender has a separated

shoulder

But that's the dilemma University of

Massachusetts coach Dick Utarber wiW face

as his (k)rillas host Rutgers Saturday at 1

p.m. with Gerry Moreau.

Moreau took a hit in Wednesday's 13-9

loss to Cornell and according to Garber.

could miss up to two weeks. Freshmen

Charlie Moores and Paul McCarty are com-

peting to replace Moreau. Garber said he

may split the game between the two frosh.

In other UMass action, the baseball team

(6-7 and 3-1 since their Florida trip) is in

Philadelphia for three games with St

Joseph's I'niversity. The softball team (8-9-

1) is at Rutgers for a Friday doubleheader.

The men's and women's track teams open

their sea.son with the men hosting Dartmouth

on Saturday at noon and the women at the

Rhode Island invitationals.

Garber and the Gorillas (1-1) have ex-

pressed concern with the overall team de-

fense, which has allowed 26 goals in two

games.

"It's a problem, sure." the coach said. "I

think we can overcome it. Rutgers is a tough

Golf team opens with victory
The University of Massa-

chusetts golf team opened its

season by beating American

International, Springfield

and the Coast Guard in

matches held at the Oak
Ridge Country Club on

Monday.
Tim Smith led UMass with

a 73 on the par 70 course as

Bill Conley also medaled

with a 74.

"It was a good opening for

us," UMass coach Jack Lea-

man said. "We had four

golfers in the 70's, which is

pretty impressive consider-

ing that only two other people

from the other teams accom-

plished that"

Alan Vorce was next for

the Minutemen, now 3-0 as

the match gives them vic-

tories over all three schools,

with a 76. Charles Ross car-

ded a 78 with Joe Petrin com-

ing in with a 82.

Tyler Shearer had an 83 as

, UMass totaled a 380 team

score.

The Coast Guard was

second with a 405, Spring-

field took third with 432 and

American International was

last falling to 0-6 with a 434

outing, putting two golfers in

the 70'8, but putting the

remaining three scorers in

the 90' 8.

"Tim (Smith) and Bill

(Conley) had good days for

us, they're pretty consis-

tent," Leaman said.

The Minutemen's next

match will be Saturday at the

Yale Invitationals in New
Haven before facing Connec-

ticut and Springfield at

Storrs next Wednesday.

team, they're very aggressive and strong, so it

will be a challenge for us."

Sophomore attackman Tom Carmean

leads the team with four goals and assists.

Senior Tom Lukacovic also has four goals.

The ba.seball team has looked impressive

since returning from an error- filled trip to

Florida. Righthander Jim Knopf (2 1 , 1 .f>h

earned run average) will go in the Friday

game for UMass against the Hawks.

Freshmen Steve Allen and Matt Sheran are

penciled in for the Saturday doubleheader

The three Atlantic 10 Conference games are

important for the Minutemen. who at 2-1 in

the league, can take over first place with

two wins.

"Fd like to take the first one and then give

the doubleheader a shot" coach Dick Berg-

qui.st .said. "St Joe's is supposed to be tough

and I'm hoping we'll hit the ball well and get

good enough pitching to win."

St Joe's is 8-1 1 on the season and 1-2 in

the conference. Ed Barryman at .342 is their

be.st hitter. Jeff Cimini leads UMass at the

plate at .356 with 10 runs batted in and a

homer. Angelo Salustri is at .340 with two

homers and 1 2 RBIs. Todd Comeau is hit-

ting .341 with 11 RBIs.

The UMass softball team, 5-1 since com-

ing back from their South Carolina trip, face

Rutgers in an important Atlantic 10

doubleheader today at 2 p.m. in Pis-

catawa^^ N.J.

"Rutgers always will be tough and always

has been," coach Elaine Sortino said. "Com-
ing off a two-game sweep (of Providence) we
are going into the game with a positive frame

of mind."

Shortstop Paige Kopcza will be out for at

least another week with a fractured arm.

Freshman Alisa Fila ("great job vs. Pro-

vidence." Sortino said) is filling in the

C«ll*giaii piMia bv Bnui (Hmrr

UMass attackman Bubba Sandford
(4) and the lacrosse team host

Rutgers Saturday at 1 p.m.

pivot

UMass. 8-9-1, 1-0 in the conference, is led

on the mound by Lynn Stockley (4-4, 0.37

ERA, 39 K's and four shutouts) and fresh-

man Lisa Rever (3-1-1, 0.69). Junior Cathy

Reed is struggling at 1-4, 2.87. Sortino did

not announce the starters for today's

games.

Sports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Baseball: at St. Joseph's, 3 p.m.

Softball: at Rutgers, 2 p.m.

Women's Golf: Amherst/Springfield

and Mt. Holyoke at Oak Ridge, 1 p.m.

Saiurdciy:

Men's Lacrosse: Rutgers. Boyden
Field, 1 p.m.

Baseball: at St. Joseph's (2), I p.m.

Men's Golf: at Yale Invitationals

Men's Track: Dartmouth, Derl^
Track, 12 p.m.

Women's Track: at Rhode Island In-

vitationals, 11 a.m.
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Lesbian, Gay Awareness week underway today
Survey reveals 'astounding'

frequency ofhomophobic acts

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Editon note: This is the first in a five part neries ejamining

gay.lesbian and bisexual students at I 'Mass Todays story

focuses on hornpphobui and heterosexism.

"When tncidenUi of violence and homophobia occur, it

doeui t hurt the vtctim, it send* a clear message to the whole of

the communtty ofwhat s acceptable or unacceptable behavior.

what are the attitudes we stand

behind and what aren't, and it creates a social climate thai

really impinges on everybody's frv-'i'^rn " rj tKhiim unman

student)

"One ofthe greatest sadnesses in my life is to see olhtrpettple

where I was only too recently, and knowing what they have to

go thrtiugh to get to the other side of it. because of all that

homophobia and hatred out there that takes a continuous daily

toll
" (day male student)

These commenu are taken from a "speak out" recorded in

November 1984 when members of the UMass gay, Lesbian,

bisexual and heterosexual allied community gathered to

document their experiences after a number of homophobic

incidenU on campus last semester.

~Xr a result of these incidents. which

inciudMi a "heterosexuals fight back" march and plans to

hanga Iwmosexual student m effigv. gay, lesbian and bisex

ual studenu met with Vice ChanceUor for Student Affairs.

Dennis Madson, to damand the administrations support

and actioa , .

In response. Madson appointed human

relations planner and advocate. Felice Yeskel, to collect data

which will include the "speak out,"concenung homosexual

students' needs, experiences and concerns. Yeskel com

menting on the results of a pUot survey she conducted eariy

itiaacd oa pmgt 3

Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week Calendar
MONDAY: Opening speaker Bnan MoNaught, gay com
munity liaison for Boston mayor Kevin White, 8 p.m.

Campus Center room 163

TUESDAY: Lunch time film series, 12-1:30 p.m., Cap<

Cod Lounge Panel discussion: "Sexuality, Gender anc

Culture" with Catherine Bateson. Sylvia Forma anc

Michael Gross, 4-6 p.m., Memorial Hall

Keynote Speaker: Barbara Smith on "Acts of Faiths.

Acts of Courage: The Movement of Lesbian and Gay
Men of Color," 8 p.m., Bowker Auditonum.
Dance at Pearl Street: $1 admission for students with

school ID., 10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY: Lunchtime FUm Series. 12 1:30 p.m.

Cape Cod Lounge
Speaker: Jonathan Kat2 on "The Creation of Heterosex-

uality 1892-1982." 4 p m.. Memorial Hall

Film: Before Stonewall, 8 and 10 p.m. Campus Center

Auditorium
THURSDAY: Lunchtime Film Series, 12-1:30 p.m., Cape
Cod Lounge
Workshop: Lesbian Legal Rights, 7 p.m.. Campus Center
room 163

Film: CAoo«tii|r Children, 8:30 p.m.. Campus Center

room 163

FRIDAY: LunchUme Film Series, 12-1:30 p.m.. Cape Cod
Lounge
Speaker: Dr. Richard Green on the Kinsey Institute's Cur-

rvrU Reaearck on Saual OrienUUion. 4-6 p.m.. Campus
Center room 163

^-'ilm: The Timet ofHarvey Milk, an academy award win

ning docunr>€ntary, 7 and 9 p.m., Herter Hall Auditorium

SATURDAY: Panel: Lesbians and gays in I^tin

America with Gerry Scapotuollo. Maxme Shaw. Salina

Lightfeather, 1-3 p.m.. Campus Center room 101

SlfNDAY: Panel: "Yours in Struggle," two perspectives

on racism and anti-Semitism m the lesbian community

with Minnie Bruce Pratt and Elly Bulkin, 12-2 p.m.. Cam-

pus Center room 163

Ex-Collegian
reporter may
win Pulitzer
By LORI KIRKLAND
Collegian Correspondent

Journalistic studies graduate Mark
Vogler has not mellowed since his

"muckraking" days at the University of

Massachusetts when he was responsible for

uncovering one University scandal after

another. Vogler' s investigative prowess

may win him a Pulitzer Prize this spring.

Since leaving the University in 1974.

Vogler has worked for 13 newspapers na-

tionwide, most recently The News Chief in

Winter Haven, Florida, where he un-

co\ered problems in the Florida public

school system which has resulted in his

nomination for a Pulitzer Prize.

"I was doing a background check on

schoolteachers and discovered dozens of

cases where convicted felons, child

molesters, sex offenders, and drug pushers

were hired to teach in the system," Vogler

said. His investigation and the following

stories in The News Chief resulted in a bill

being passed in Florida that requires

teaching applicants to be fingerprinted

before they are employed.

The Pulitzer Prize is given every year for

outstanding work in journalism and the

arts. There are 11 journalism categories.

The prizes are awarded by the trustees of

Columbia University.

While at UMass, Volger said he "ma-

jored in the Collegian" and uncovered a

story of theft in the dining commons. "In

the dorm I heard about little old ladies who

worked in the D.C. were walking out every

night with plastic bags of food. The Univer-

sity was blaming the rip-offs on the

students and they were going to raise the

coBtinncd on pace 3
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EASTER PARADE — Students, in their Sunday best instead of jeans

and sneakers, leave the Newman Center after celebrating Easter Mass

yesterday. _____

Inside:

A bike path may link Amherst to Northampton 3

Students give SSAM a vote of confidence 3

"It upsetting and frightening thai people can feel so angry at

something that is so natural to me. They don 't know me but they want
to kill me." —Robert Janssen a bisexual UMass student

By STEVE HKKilNS
Collegian Staff

Award-winning films and prominent sp^Jiers will be

featured in the second-annual Gay Awareness Week,

beginning U)night in the Campus Center with a lecture

given by Brian McNaught.
McNaught. former liaison U» BosUm's gay community in

the administration of Mayor Kevin White ami national lec-

turer, will address "what every heterosexual would like to

know about gay and lesbian concerns," according to Vicky

Pillard. Lesbian and Gay Awareness Trainer for Residen-

tial Education East, and director of Gay Awareness

Week.
"This week i.> in. I only for lesbians and gays," Pillard

said, "we are reaching out to educate the heter<»8exual

community."

On April 9, author and jray aciivi^i Barlwrii

Smith will examine the oppression of Wack gay men aiul

iesliians, in addition to the concerns of blacks and women.

"One of the focal |)oints of this year's Awareness Week

is to look at the connections between various

oppressions," Pillard said.

The Academy Awani winner for Best l>K*umentary t)f

VJHb, The Timen nf Harvey Milk, a film about the first

openly-gay elected city supervisor, will be shown <m April

12 and 14. Milk was assassinated in 1977 with San Fran

Cisco Mayor (rtK)rge Moscone in what Pillard said was

partly "an anti-gay gesture".

"It's an excellent, excellent film," John Jal)lon.ski, Presi

dent of the I>esbian. Bi-Sexual and Gay Alliance said, "it

shows that change can happen and you can make it hap-

pen."

This year's Gay Awareness Week, with a budget double

that of 1984, will also offer panel discu.ssions. including the

April 9 forum, "Sexuality, Ck-nder and Culture", featur-

ing Amherst College administraU>r Catherine Bateson.
• I'm fairly confident this week will be a success," Pillard

said, "the size of this year's event reflects on the ac-

complishments of last year
'

Town to seek
student votes

for local seats
By JOY( E REILLY
Collegian Correspondent

The town of Amherst will elect 80 of its 240

Town Meeting members Tuesday, April 9

and many are seeing the need for student

involvement in the election.

Paul Wingel, a sophomore political science

major, said that students need empower-

ment in Amherst. "The town gains from us

economically and culturally and we are not

given the equivalent amount of power

politically in town affairs.

Wingel said of the importance of student

involvement in Amherst's government,

"Students live in this town nine months ofthe

year and they depend on the resources of this

town more than those of their hometown."

In 19.')4. the town of Amherst adopted the

town management form of government.

There are 30 members in each precinct and

each year the town elects one third of

those seats.

According to Kstelle Matusko. Amherst

town manager, this form of government

tends to run more effeciently than open

meetings. "It limits confusion and makes vot-

ing more manageable," she said.

Amherst is large enough to run under the

city council system, Matu.sko said , "yet the

town manager system offers tlie last vestiges

of democracy."

Anyone registered to vote in the town of

Amherst is eligible to run for Town Meeting.

Amherst residents may vote at the follow-

ing locations: precinct one - North Amherst

Congregational Church; precinct two - North

Amherst Fire Station; precinct three - the

Lutheran Church; precinct four and five

Bangs Center, precinct six - Fort River

School ; precinct seven - Crocker Farm

School; precinct eight - Munson Library.
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Gorbachev orders

a deployment halt
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet Leader Mikhail c;orbachev

said he wants to meet with President Reagan and has

ordere<l a halt until November in Soviet deployment of

medium-range nuclear missiles in Europe, the official

news agency Tass reported yesterday.

Gorbachev said the Soviet Union's decision on further

missile deployment after that time "depends on whether

the United States follows our example: Will it stop or not

the deployment of its intermediate-range missiles in

Euro|L)e."

Tass quoted the new Soviet leader as making the

statements in an interview with the Communist Party

newspaper Pravda. It did not say when the interview was

conducted, or indicate a publication date.

In Santa Barbara. Calif., where Reagan is vacationing,

presidential spokesman Larry Speakes said. "If they want

a freeze, fine. It's not enough."

Speakes said ttw Soviet Union already has a 10-1 missile

advantage in Europe and the Gorbachev plan would not

affect scheduled deployment of American missiles.

"Stability require that a balanced be established at the

least possible level." he said.

He said Gorbachevs statement did not go beyond what

he had conveyed privately U) Reagan and that negotia

tions will get under way at some point for the first top

level superpower talks in six years.

Vice President Crt^irge Bush carrie<i a letter from

Reagan to Gorbachev when he attended the March 13

funeral in Moscow of President Konstantin U. Chemenko.

The White House disclosed the letter invited the new

Soviet leader to the United States. Reagan has indicated

he would be willing U) meet Gorbachev at the opening of

the U.N. General Assembly in September.

Airplane crash survivor

vows to use ferry more

Monday, April 8. 1985

Monday. April 8. 19851

NANTUCKET. Mass.

(AP)- One of seven

passanger.s who hitched a

ride away from the wreckage

of a fier>' plane crash said yes-

terday he will lake the ferry,

rather than fly, the next time

he travels off island.

it was not particularly the

way I like to start my Satur

day night," Karl Readel, 2^),

said about his ordeal aboard

a Piper Navajo twin- engine

plane.

The craft crashed in fog

Saturday night, sheared off

tree- tops and came to rest,

burning about ^00 feet from

Runway 24 of Nantucket

Memonal Airport about 6: 15

p.m. The cause was under

investigation.

Readel. six other

passengers, and the pilot

walked away from the burn-

ing plane and hitched a ride

in a pickup truck to Nantuc-

ket Cottage Hospital.

Three people remained

hospitalized yesterday in

stable condition, according

to hospital administrator
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Mark Ellsworth. They were

Donna Mayo, 15, and Isaac

and June Harter, 76 and 74.

respectively, all of Nantuc-

ket. Ellsworth and state

police said they suffered

cuts, burns and bruises.

The Will's Air Flight 938,

en route to Nantucket from

Boston after a stop in Hyan

nis, met "minor turbulence

and fog" at 2,000 feet and its

fuel tanks caught fire after

the crash, according to a state

police report. "It really got so

rough 1 thought we'd go back

to Hyannis, " Readel, reached

at his home Sunday, said of

his rough ride.
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A companion to the

classic bestseller

How toI by
^peaklMortimer
Ho^^fo Jj^ler
LlSrSn I HOW TO READ A BOOK

Adier offers us both a fascinating theoretical analy-

sis of oral communication and practical tips derived

from his long years of experience This book will be
appreciated by anyone who ever has to get up before

an audience and speak —Chicago Tribune

S5 95 at all bookstores
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SSAM votes

set 'mandate'
ByJOELP. CUKFIDIS
Collef^ian Staff

University of Massachusetts students

who voted 6 to 1 in ret-ent referenda to ap-

prove the State Student Ass<x-iation's

nnembership as an official representative of

the student body and Student Government

Association, sent a clear message that

students want their interests pursued, ac-

cording to SSAM chairman Barry Wray.

Wray, a UMass junior engineering ma-

jor, said the student vote "is a strong man-

date from the students for groups such as

ourselves to safeguard their interests in

the state." He added that the Board of

Trustees has to approve by June the

referendum calling for a $1 increase in the .

Student Activities Fee that will go towards |

the operation of SSAM.

SSAM is a non-profit student advocacy

organization comprised of student govern-

ment associations from the State's public

institutions. SSAM's primary purpose is to

advocate for high quality, low cost higher

education and to ensure student participa

tion in the pn>ces8.

Wray said the passage of the referendum

will enal)le the association to "assure that

there is student input into student concerns

between the different state offices," like

the governor's office, the Board of

Trustees, and the State Legislature.

Wray said he thinks students want

groups such as SSAM to protect their in-

terests on the sute level. He added, "We
need to have open rhetoric on this. We
don't need education to be political,"

because last year, "people suffered in one

way or another."

Michael Ferrigno, executive director of

SSAM in BosU)n, said the student approval

"indicates that SSAM has broad

grassroots support." He added, "students

have an idea of what we're all about and

that we are worth it."

luUcfiaii pt* '
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SILHOUETTED SERVE — Mike Wysocky. *87,

about to slam a serve yesterday afternoon behind

Boyden fieldt^^

Cyclists may have
own path to follow
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Warm weather and bicycles may soon enable Amherst

area residents to safely and comfortal)ly avoid the conges-

tion on Route 9 when traveling U) NorthampU)n.

A step towards planned construction of a bicycle path,

running through Amherst, Hadley and Northampton, oc-

curred with the purchase by the state of a 9.6 mile strip of

land running parallel to Route 9. according to Daniel

O'Brien, the trails planner for the state Department of

Environmental Management.

The department, which tiought the land from the Boston

and Maine Railroad Company for $400,000, is organizing a

local atlvisory board tt) plan for construction of the path

"hopefully beginning by the end of the year". Carroll

Holmes, the department's regional supervisor said.

The two-lane path, which will l)e pavetl and connected to

existing town-operated bicycle paths in Amherst and Nor-

thampton, may cross the Connecticut River at a 1 ,500 foot

steel railroad bndge. Holmes said.

It's an old design bridge, and it would l>e kind of a shame

if we couldn't use it," he said.

If the railn>ad bridge, which was last used by the Bi»sion

aiui Maine Railroati about 2 years ago, is dfUTmim-d un-

safe, the jMith will cross over the Calvin C«->lidge

Memorial Bndge, Holmes said.

When the advisory iHtanl compU-tes a design, con.^Uuv

tittn t»f the patli will Wgin umler tht- Nt»rthainpt«>n IVjiart

ment of Public Works office at an estimaUnl cost of

$90,(MH) a mile, O'Brien said.

"We are hoping we can get cooperation fn>m Ha<lley.

Amherst and Northampton to expedite the project." he

said.

Tlie a<lvi.sor> board, which consists of representaUves

fn»m the Pioneer Valley Planning Ct)mmissi«»n an<l the

towns of Amherst. Hailley. Belchertown an<l Northamp-

ton, will als«> plan for the construclitm of the "five ct»llege

bike trail", what the dejwirtment unofficially calls a pro-

pofud U) connect campuses of the five-ci>llege system.

According to H»)lmes' estimation, the Amherst-

NorthampU>n trail, would pro»»al»ly end one quarter of a

mile from the intersection of University Drive and Route

9. But he said there was a jKussibility that the trail may be

connected to the UMass campus at University Dnve

The state purchased the Boston and Maine Railrt»ad pro-

perty with money from a $2 million fund for lan«l purchase

and design of trails. O'Brien said.

Campus Center room flooded
Water flooded a 10th floor Campus Center room after a

firriioae on the 11th floor was turned on Thursday night.

University of Massachusetts police said.

Police said the hose was turned on in the east stairwell

and one quarter of an inch of water filled the 10th floor

room.

In other police news: A Domino's pizza deliverer was ar-

rested Thursday night while on his way to deliver pizzas to

students waiting at the Fine Arts Center to buy concert

tkketo.

The 19-year-old man was arrested on a motor vehicle

warrant from the state police after campus police stopped

him for running a stop sign.

A 19-year-old Brown House resident was placed in pro-

tective custody after police found him passed out in a car

Thursday night. Police said the man had been playing

drinking games with his friends and that he was not sure

how much he had drunk. Also, a 20-yearold man was plac

ed in protective custody after he started a fight on the se-

cond floor of Greenough House. Police said the man would

not listen to anyone and had U) be restrained.

-CHRIS POON

Women's forum
1

• homophobia—
last month, said

the figures on homophobic acts and harass-

ment are "astounding" and that "the pro-

blem was more severe than anyone had

guessed."

A 1983 report of the Committee on Issues

of Sexual Orientation, comprised of mem-

bers of the Office of Human Relations, staff

and students, cited examples of difficulties

faced by gays and lesbians on the campus:

- In the residence halls gay and lesbian

students are subjected to verbal abuse and

defacement of their doors, walls and

property.

- Students at gay and lesbian events

regularly contend with abuse from other

students.
- Posters advertising lesbian and gay event*

are immediately torn down when posted on

campus.
- In some professor's classrooms, gay and les-

bian students are subjected to derogatory

remarks unrelated to course content.

Yeskel said homophobia is "the fear and

hatred of homosexuals and homosexuality

because of those feelings in ourselves or for

other people who might have them. "
com-

pounded by fear and hatred "for people who

act outside stereotypical sexual norms."

She said if a woman is "too aggressive, too

confident and too independant" she is sub-

ject to abuse, "not because she is a lesbian,

but because her behaviour is seen as inap-

propriate for a woman."

rontinued froai ffr 1

Womm '$ F(n^m « a umkly luting ofevents reUitirig to

women's ismes. Notices ^umld be sent to the Women's

Issues EdUor, eart of the CoUsgian, the Fnday be/ore the

event.

MONDAY — Gloria Steinem, feminist writer and

founder of Ms. magazine ami Jill Conway, president of

Smith College, will speak on the progress women are

making in the 80's and the outlook for women in the 90's

at 8 p.m. in Smith's John M. Greene Auditorium.

The Third World Women's Program at the

Everywoman's Center is sponsoring a Third World I^n-

bian Initueii Group from 7 9 p.m. at the P^W.t'.

TUESDAY — The Asian Women's Uaues group will l)e

meeting at the Everywoman's center fn>m 7-9 p.m.. and

the Incest Survivors Support Group will be meeting at

the EW(^ from 6;30-H:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY — The Smith College Project on

Women and Social Change invites you to a lecture by

Diane Bell, of the Australian National University, on

"Daughters of the Dreaming: The Revision of

Australian Ethnography" at 8 p.m. in the Neilson

Lihnin,-

The Black Women's Issues Group will meet from 7-9

p.m. at the Everywoman's Center.

As part of a ct)lloquium on Women's Health Issues,

Brends Millette. R N . M.S.. will speak on the "The

.Milestones of Menopause" at 7 p.m. in Campus Center

room 803.

THURSDAY — A film about tjffice life and the women

who live It, "Good Morning Monday", will be shown at

12 p.m. in Campus CenU'r nnm\ 9<)r) as part of a Working

Women's Lunchtime Series. Discussion following the

film will be led by Mary Wardwell. President of the

University Staff Association.

"The Past Our Future, " an exhibition celebrating

the tenth anniversary of Women's Studies at UMass, will

have its ofiening reception today at 4 p.m. in the U>b»»y of

Bartlett Hall

The Latin Women's Issues Group will meet frt>m 7-9

p.m in the Everyw<»mans Center.

FRIDAY — A panel discussion title<l "Women's

Studies in an InU-rnational Context: The Decade Past.

Visions for the Next Ten Years", featuring panelists

Johnnetta Cole. Marysa Navarro, and Cathenne R.

Stimpson will be held in Mem«)rial Hall at 8 p.m

Sue Mahoney. a lesbian student, agreed

that homophobia arises because some peo

pie are unable to cope with behaviour that

"challenges their whole heterosexual

existence."

She recalled walking across campus and

being the victim of abusive remarks because

she was holding her lover's hands. "We let go

even though we knew we were right," she

.said, adding "although you get really angry, it

does have an impact on changing your

behaviour.

"I was walking near campus holding a pur

pie balloon and this man passed and .said

'fucking queer' like he was really angry."

recalled a lesbian student who requested to

remain unnamed.

"It made me feel frightened to death,

vulnerable and scared.'she said, adding that

he probably acted that way because her

behaviour was "a threat to the stereotypes

and myths so ingrained in us."

Yeskel said homophobia is the force that

lies behind "heterosexism" which she

defines

as "a systematic set of attitudes beliefs and

behaviours that give privilege to heterosex-

uality as the be.st or only form of sexual

orientatioa"

She suggested that as hetero.sexism is bac-

ked by the social, political and cultural

institutions in our society, this "results in

unequal treatment, discrimination and

harassment for gays, lesbians and bisexuals

and -superior treatment for heterosexuals.

Yeskel commented that although

homophobia and heterosexism are similar to

other forms of oppression .such as racism and

sexism they remain more legitimate and

acceptable and even "hke a sport in certain

quarters."

Robert Janssen, a bisexual male student,

remarking on such acts, said "it's upsetting

and frightening that people can feel so angry

at something that is so natural to "^^

They don't know me but they want to kill

me."
Janssen said that homophobic acts arise

when people are "fighting their own

insecurity with their sexuality." He cited as

an example an incident that occured when he

smiled at a man on a bus and the man called

him a "faggot" "It was .so obvious he had an

interest he had to say something against it"

he said.

"I think we live in a sexually ignorant

society in which healthy discussion of sex

uality is discouraged,".said Brian McNaught,

in a telephone interview. McNaught, former

Liason for Gay and Lesbian concerns in

Mayor of Boston Kevin White's administra-

tion, will speak tonight in Campus Center

room IBf) as part of Gay and Lesbian Aware-

ness week.

Tomorrow's story will focus on how ade-

quately gay, lesbian and bisexual students see

the university meeting their needs.

JL- ypnlcr contmMfd frunn pag* 1

lx>ard fee, so we got a photo of these liulies

with the bags and put it on the front |)age/'

he said.

"The UMass cops did an investigation

and made a statement that ther<» W9S no

evidence of any kind of ripoff," he said.

Vogler said that there was a potential

law suit and s«jme of the workers lost their

jobs as a result of the front page

phot/igraph. ^^^^^^^
"/ was doing a bivckgrimrui check (m

schoolteachers and disc(wered dozens of

cases where convicted felons, child

molesters, sex offenders, and drug

pushers were hired to teach in the

system.

"

Mark Vogler, Pulitzer Prize nominee

"Finally, we caught a UMass cop who
had just gotten out of work with food. He
was eventually kicked off the force for

stealing steaks," he said.

Vogler said the UMass administration

thought of him as a trouble maker but jour-

nalism professor Dario Politella called him

"the greatest muckraker the Collegian or

the University has ever produced. He eats,

lives, and sleeps journalism," he said.

"He didn't want to be an editor, he only

wanted to be a terrific investigative

rep)orter," Politella said.

m-{
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CENTRAL AREA
GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS

Positions Open: President,

Vice President & Treasurer

Elections are April 17 & 18

in Franklin D.C.

Nomination papers are due

April 11th

in Baker Housing Office B-30

s

injJVLrjJVU<^''^^^-j^ ,,^ •.,.<•.».• -v.r ^,r«.#^ ••••••••«'•••«"

fulfill

Nominations are now being accepted for:

• Commuter Spokesperson •

• Commuter Treasurer •
for the Commuter Area Government

Forms available in Rm 404 Student Union

• For more information call 545-2145

Deadline for completed nominations is

2 pm April 16.

Election will be held Wed. April 24th
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"A knock-youF'socks

off, fantastically

frightening and

lusciously gory

monster movie."
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WEREWOLF
IN LONDON
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Tuesday

5,

7,

9,

11

Campus Center

Auditorium

SpHng '85: Plots ore "in"

ond this leother-ondmesh
combtnotion by Oellini...in

5 fun shode$...is o unique

ond timely woy to

welcome the seoson!

Open Sundays BIN

Apply now to UUs 15th annual

SUnnER OF SCIENCE
\^.:_^ /

OetYbur
Academic or

Pre- Professional training in

BIOLOGY/CnmiSTRY
MATHEnATICS/FHYSICS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2 Summer Sessions sUrting JUHE 6th and JULY 22nd

Titter your choice. This summer you can...

• Choose from 90 introductory «<JvaiKf<J aruJ graduate secbons

• Oct your pre professwrul prtparalion (or medKal dental or

optometry school

• Complete your undergraduate sc»encc requirements

• Upgrade your scores on professional admissions tests

• Gain a thorough scientifK grounding in the health professions

• Take summer graduate courses for an early start in your teaching

career or industnal and advanced research

• Select day or evening classes

• Senefit from individual attention and tutoring

• Study in statc-of the art latwratories

couw5£5 in m omtR usciFuncs availabu

fbr informmtion or to mpply.

CBll (718) 403-101 1 or mmil coupon today.

\^^ Admissions Office ^^^^^ noi^^

Lona Island University
Brooklyn Campus

Univeniity fTaza, BiooKlyn, NY 11201

>te I am interested in LIUs Summer of Science program.

Ptease send me more details

Semester Study

IN SPAIN
at the Uni>«rsity of Alicante

With only one semester of Spanish, you can:

Studv Spanish languaftP- history and culture

aX one f>» Spams nev^esl universities.

Learn aJiTHil Spanish y^x tery firMhand

Live in a Spanish home
Parttt ipale m a twrMlav cxiemation in Madnd
»x\A excufstons to Granada and Seville

Explofe the scenic and hisJooc treasures

u« the CosU BlarKa

lor inKxm^rtion and an appiicalKin. contact the OWice 0<

International Programs on campus or the Academic Programs

Opartm^nt Ih* Council on Internalwnal Educational Exchange.

205 tast 42nd Si Nes* York. NY 10017, (2t2) 66t 1414

The UnnuJiJie and Arej Studies Program at the UnivefSity ot Akante

IS sponNored by the L'nivefsitv ot Massachusetts and administered Xti

the Council on Intemjlional Educational ExthanRC

\

flame

Address

Clty/SUte/Zip

Phoo«^ rnuin
An tqual Opportunity/ AdlrmKh* Action InjUtution

-/

The Distinguished Visitors Program

and UMass Peacemakers present

Dr. Helen Caldicott

The Threat of

Nuclear War
Tuesday

April 9, 1985

Student Union Ballroom

8 p.m.
\

FREE \
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Letters to the Editor
In their own world

I have two points to comment on from

Loren Spivack's column Wednesday. First,

there w a massive peace movennent in

Russia, which is made up of people who are

as scared of nuclear war as are their

counterparts in the United States. They

are probably no more harrassed, in-

filtrated, or threatened by the KGB, than

are American peace movements by the

combined efforts of the FBI. the CIA, and

the NSA. Freedom of speech goes only so

far as it is "good for national security" in

either country.

Second. Spivack states that "Evei7

sane, thinking person left or right unders-

tand(s) that nuclear war wouW be unwin-

nable and unsurvivable and must never be

fought." I would suggest that Spivack

listen to the words of fellow Republicans

(not to mention any names) who believe

that a "limited nuclear war in Europe"

would be both survivable and winnable.

The problem lies not in the fears of the

people, be they Russians or Americans, but

in blind trust in the politicians of both

"sides" who have lost all touch with that

world they claim to be so fond of.

David Bcringer

Pelham

Of beer and politics

I read in the April 5 Collegian that the

Campus Center Board of Governors

recently voted to ban Coors beer in the

Blue Wall primarily because of the Coors

family's political views. I think that the

BOG should reconsider and should allow

the patrons of the Blue Wall the chance to

decide for themselves which beers they

prefer, whether their choices be due to

palate or politics.

Furthermore, should the BOG stand by

their vote, then I think that it is only logical

that it also ban from the Blue Wall, the

TOC, and the Hatch Bar Stolichnaya

vodka, a product of the Soviet Union which

is a firm with a far more reprehensible

political record. Actually. I prefer that both

products stay (though I drink neither) and

that politics stay out of this.

Dana K. Smith

Northeast

One thing for sure...

Michael Cerratx). former caiulidat* for

the SGA Presidency, has some very m
teresting views concerning the Whitmore

sit-in (Collegian, Wednesday). He d«jesn't

think that sit-ins should happen without

the Undergraduate Senate's approval. He
doesn't think that present and former

SGA Officers should take part. He thinks

that three days of xeroxing costs a hell of

a lot of money. He thinks that he knows

what the SGA leadership should be doing

alx)ut the crisis knitter than they do. He
thinks that the whole action is a violation

of the Senate's perogatives and of student

rights.

I don't know where he came up with all

these ideas, but one thing is for sure: I'm

glad that I voted for Roth/Burgess.

Eric Nitzflche

Sunderland

Nazis a bad example
I'm writing this in response to the col-

umn "Turn Enemies into Friends" by

Deborah Kutenplon.

I understand Kutenplon's wish for non-

violence and I do agree that her methods

may be appropriate for certain sittiations.

However, to suggest that desegregation of

the city was due entirely to the words of

love of one white student is just too

simplistic.

The example of the Nazi occupation was

also a poor choice. What the Nazi soldiers

represented was a time when
"humanness" failed. It was a time when

citizens should have stood up and condemn-

ed what the Nazis were doing. That they in-

stead chose to show their sense of humani-

ty by inviting the soldiers home for dinner

is sad and greatly disappointing.

As much as I believe in non-violence, I do

not think either of the examples show a

sense of fairness or good judgement on

Kutenplon's part.

Devra S.

Sylvan

Feshbach

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress md telephone number, which will not be published.

Pleas<; typ^ double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due

to spac e lii» ilations and the volume of mail, we regret we

are unable lo acknbwledge unpublished letters. All let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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The UMass 'dictatorship'
Once again, this University has l)ecome

the hotspot of delate. Wednesday there

was a rally against the University Resource

Fee, c()nribined with a rally for South

African ilivestment. and the Bi)ard of

Gtjvemors' recommendation for a l>an on

CtKirs l)eer.

I will l>egin by commending thf)se

nieml)ers of the student knly wh«t have

fought Whitmore on the URF proposal to

raise student fees. The a<lniinistration's

tactics are an obvious violatuui of stuilent

nghus and coincide with their attempts ti)

dissolve the B(Ki. But I find it es^iecially

disturt)ing that such activistis have linkeil

opposition to the URF with support for

South African divestment. It is insulting t«>

our claims to an "open-minded university"

when we use the amateunsh tactic of im

plying that everyone wht) does not support

divestment in South Africa supptirta the

URF.

But, alas, such a tactic is typical of the

radical left on the fourth floor of our Stu

dent Union.

These two issues are not connected and

should not have been associated yesterday.

Many rational people sincerely oppose the

racist South African policy of apartheid,

yet do not support U.S. corporation divest

ment. When the illustrious SenaU»r Ed-

ward Kennedy visited South Africa earlier

this year, he was greeted in a very hostile

manner (no doubt he was surprised).

Soweto's mayor, Edward Kunene, and

deputy Mayor Lucas Shabanga Ux>k violent

exception to Kenneilys notion of divest-

ment; they also disapproved of Bishop I)e»-

nrK)nd Tutu's similar utterances. "If the

U.S. firms go. what will the substitute be?"

Kunene asked. "It is our people who will

suffer." Then Shalwinga said. "We want to

educate our children, we want bread; the

Americans should invest." But, like many

people in the U.S. and at UMass. Kennedy

ignored the pleas of those who see the over-

whelming advantages of U.S. companies in

the providing of jobs, raising the black

standard of living, and promoting of

economic prosperity. Kennedy alst) ignored

Zulu Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, when

Peter Dow

Buthelezi described divestment as

"nuuiness ' in terms of the welfare of the

majority black population. But such selec-

tive mt>rality and ignorance has l)ecome a

trademark of the leftists in this country

and at UMass. and we've come U> expect it.

However, the real outrage of the week

stems from the BtXI recommendation of

pr«>hibiting C<K)rs l>eer. 1 am outraged and

appalled at those who claim to be "liberml"

and at the same time wish to imfHise their

morality and political ideology on the rest

of us. It 18 a ilisgrace that the UMaas
"liberals" practice such blatant hyp»»crisy;

by seeking tt» promote their ultHjlogy, they

are opposed to political diversity on this

campus and are contradicting their own

kleals. They claim that Coors supports the

John Hvrch Society and the Heritage Foun-

dation. Oh no. To be consistent, may I sug

gest to the BOG that they forbid

WMLASC. RSU and SC:ERA from using

meeting rooms in the Campus Center,

since they promote ideologies and policies

which I oppose? (This proposal is. of

course, not serious, since I respect the

liljeral ideals which the B(X; is obviously

opposed to).

The BOG us, ironically, beginning to

resemble the administration; they are seek-

ing to imjKwe their will on the student

body, as lx)th fringe on our student rights.

Maybe the administration has the right

klea in attempting to eliminate the BtXI;

and, unless the B(K; reverses itself on this

Coors issue. I hope all of us will urge BOG
dissolution as simple protection of our stu-

dent rights.

There is no doubt that hypocrisy runs

rampant at UMass; the cheap and insulting

tactics utilized by the leftists (I have ceased

calling them liberals) in linking divestment

and the URF is typical, along with this

BCK'f-Coors fiasco. Perhaps it is time for

real students who respect freedom and

liberal ideals to unite and defend ourselves

from the fourth floor dictatorship.

Peter Dow i» a CoUegian cdumntst.

Random Notes
Sometimes you have to push doors open

I walked into Whitmore Wednesday

afternoon to check out the sit-in. What
was originally going to be a one hour visit

turned into an all-night affair. I was

drawn in by the conviction and dedication

that I saw from students. When all of the

camera people and administrators were

snuggled into their warm beds, students

were sitting on the hard floors of the of-

fice, and sleeping in the hallways of Whit-

more, talking and deciding to take their

future into their own hands.

It started with a rally. Two hundred or

more students showed up in front of the

Student Union Building U) protest the

proposed Universal Resource Fee, invest-

ment in South Africa, and eroding stu-

dent rights. It ende<l in victory. They mar-

ched to Whitmore where they spon-

taneously de<'ided to occupy the building,

but only after lieing denied communica-

tion with the administration.

The occupation continued into the late

afternoon and early evening when the

students decided that they would stay in

the Office of Student Affairs until their

demands were met. They were not afraid

of Ijeing arrested. Twenty-seven fjeople

slept on the bare floors and hallways of

Whitmore on that first night.

Solidarity set in and tension among the

administrators l)egan to build. They

thought students would eventually tire

out and whither away. Instead, they grew

in numbers and in frustration.

There were no followers and no leaders.

Every decision, every move, was voted

and agreed on, by all who were there.

The students spent from 6 p.m.

Wednesday evening, until 4 a.m. Thurs-

day morning discussing strategy, and

educating themselves on the issues. They

pooled all of their resources and created

an atmosphere of all for one and one for

all. They were determined to become an

"open sore to the administration".

We are attending school at a time when
administrators seem to regard student

needs with little respect.

When students come to the administra-

tion with problems they see happening

within our university, it is our right, and

their obligation to open their doors to us.

Rather than as one secretar>' told me "1

have instructions not to let anyb<xiy in"

Students accomplished much more on

Thursday than the settlement of their

demands. They showed us all that work-

ing together, as equals, is fK)Ssible. To all

of you, who felt it was too "radical" to

come and sit-in, I'm sorry for you. You
missed something very unique, and very

80's.

Fran Weinberg is u Collegian Staff

mew her.
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'THE FIRST JOB:

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF A
NONTRADITIONAL MAJOR IN TODAY'S

MARKET"

J Nomination Papers are now available for the positions *!

* *" SWAG
J

PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT, TREASURER

!

I

a panel discussion of BDIC graduates from a variety of fields
|

All nontraditional majors and interested

others arc invited to attend this

BDIC ALUMNI AE CAREER NIGHT

WHEN: TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1985 at 8:00 p.m.

WHERE: CAMPUS CENTER, ROOMS 162-175

)f Pick one up in the Southwest Area Government

^ Office in Hampden Commons. The deadline for the

return of nomination papers is Monday, April 15th,

J 1985 at 5:00 PM. There will be no exceptions to this

? deadline.

5 All candidates must reside in the Southwest

)f Residential Area, be undergraduate students in good

Jf standing, and have paid the Student Activities Tax.

4

4

^ Sponsop-'d by

K The Bachelor's Degree With Individual

i Concentration Program (BDIC)

^ The Alumni Association

I
The University Placemenity Placement Service

'^ieHfHi^!^

\

UPC Presents

UESDAY, APRIL 30th

FAG. UMASS
UMass $13.00

Public $15.00

Tickets on sale at

• Fine Arts Center

Box Office.

• Springfield

Civic Center

• Stop and Shop
locations

in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield

and Pittsfleld.

• Ticket limit

6 per person

• No cans, bottles or

recording devices.

Tickets on sale Friday April 5th

NO TICKET LINE BEFORE MIDNIGHTH

Fine Arte Center

TITO PUENTE '^ MONGO SANTAMARIA
MAX ROACH

SUNDAY, APR 21, 8PM
TICKETS: $11, $9, $7

Call (413) S45 2511 or 1 800 243-4S42

! AVANTI PIZZA
I

FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS:
4:30 p.m. 2:00 a.m.

SurKtey tt^ru Wednesday

4:X p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Thuraday thru Saturday

We Deliver

on Saturdays

APRIL 1985

3UNDAV VlONDAv TUESUAV WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Free 1

Pepperoni

On Any Pi//»

Free 2
Green
Peppers

\Jt, Any Pii/*

Free
"^

Hamburg

On Any P.ifa

Free ^

Extre Cheese

On Anv Pi»/a

5 6

1 Free Item '

Of Your Own
Choice
On Ar>v Puia

8
Free Sausage

U" A. , \> no

9 Free 10

Canadian
Bacon

On Any Pi/ia

n
Free ^^

Mushrooms

Or. Ally P,//<)

Free
^3

Mushrooms

On Any Pij/a

14 Froe 15

Double Dough

On Any Pufa

16
Free
Onions

On Any Pwi»

17 Free
'^

Black Olives

On Any Pttta

19 Free 20
Pepperoni

On Any VUt*

1 Free 21

Coke
With Any

Small Pi//«

22
<=ree Ham

On Any Pi/i»

?3 Free 24

Extra Cheese

0«> Any Pi//i«

26 Free 26

•reen Peppers

()• An> Viii

27

28 Free »
Sausage
C Ar , P /.»•

Free 30
Onions
Or Any PUi*

HMHHHI
• §11

I f you've been wanting the American
Express' Card for some time, this is some
time to apply
Because if you're a senior, all you need

is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job.

That's it. No strings No gimmicks
(And even if you don't have a job right

now, don't worry This offer is still good for

12 months after you graduate ) Why is

American Express making the Card a

little easier for seniors to gef^

Well, to put It simply, we be-

lieve in your future. And this is

a good time to show it - for we

.iiimuaaii^i iiXi'juaii

nit

can help in a lot of ways as you graduate

The Card can help you be ready for busi-

ness It's a must for travel to meetings and
entertaining And to entertain yourself,

you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for

work or a new stereo

The Card can also help you establish

your credit history which can help in

your future

So call 1-800-528-4800 and ask to have

,g a Special Student Application sent

to you Or look for one on campus
The American Express' Card.

Don't leave school without it.^"

O 1985 Amcruan fcxprr-. Iravrl R('l3!nj VrM.f C;.'nip.inv, Int

CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS
Begin TONIGHT!!
Monday 8:30-10:30 pm

Boyden Gym
Men & Women

I

HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPER

I
Experienced, work-study only,

j Very flexible hours avail.

Call Jane 545-0792 M-F 11-4

leave message

WANTED SUMMER 1985

CAMP NATCHEZ - top co ed camp

located in Berkshire mountains is looking

for exciting active people with abundant

energy for the following positions:

General Counselor

Backpacking

Camp Crafts

Sailing

Canoe«ng

W.S.I
Nature

Soccer
Gymnastics

Tennis

Dfama
Sports

Caramics
Photography

We will be on campus Wednesday, April 10th

Rm 165 Campus Center 10 am 4.30 pm.

Please drop in or call student employment,

545-1951.

Graduate Assistant

Wanted
Hilltop Health Club, a multi-faceted

fitness facility in the Orchard Hill

residence area, is seeking a new Direc-

tor for fall semester 1985.

Qualifications:

Full time Graduate student

Knowledge of holistic health

Knowledge of physiological principles

of physical training

Leadership and organizational skills

Complete job description and applica-

tions available at B30 Baker House,

Central/Orchard Hill.

Application deadline - April 12, 1985

Hilltop Health Club
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Some new British waves
KATRINA AND THE WAVES
Katrina and the Waves
Capitol Records
By JON STKVMISH
Collegian Staff

Katrina 1-ieskanich is a screamer.

She leads the band Katrtna and the Waves
which come from Liverpool. They sound as

if they will Jie the next British band to be

the next "big thing" in America.

Their self titled debut album has hit the

stores this week, and brings to mind many
similarities with other Liver pudlian

screamers of the past. The sound is very

poppy and the lyrics have all the emotional

depth of the early Beatles.

The first single"Walk»ng on Sunshine"i.s

already receiving heavy airplay on Top
Forty stations. "Walking on Sunshine" is a

song you can expect to hear at all the

parties and all the discos in the next few

months. With its incessant backbeat and

tasteful lead guitar, I'd expect popularity,

(mixed with hatred when you're in a bad

mood and forced to listen to it.)

A quartet, Katrina and the Waves play

the compositions of lead guitarist Kimberly

Rew. which have names like "Cry for Me",

"The Sun Won't Shine " and "The Game of

Love", all of which have all instruments

except horns and drums mixed into the

background.
* The only exception to this is "Mexico",

written by Bassist Vince de la Cruz. It

offers a guitar playing a very strong

bassline. He turns it into a very good

guitar rave up reminiscent of the Kinks. It

is also the song in which Leskanich shows

DOONESBURY By Garry Tnideau

off her strongest singing, yelling louder

than ever, with as much expression as

Chrissie Hvnde, whom she sounds a little

like.

The two exceptionally good songs on the

reciird are "doing Down to Liverpool" and

'Machine Ctun Smith." In"Liverp<H)!" ^

song which my roommate says is a HariK" -

cover but the record gives Rew credit for

having written. I.*skanich sings. "I'm

going down to Liverpool, where hfe is free,

to do nothing." "Machine Gun Smith"

keeps reminding me of "Hey Buiklog"

when I hear it.

The drummer is Alex Cooper. He's too

important to the record to be left out. All

four members of the band play in

struments, Leskanich playing rhythm

guitar, the others all sing backup vocals.

Together, they infuse top forty pop with

the hardest rock and most slickly disco

sound its had in the last 20 years.
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youCH^P
SONOFA.
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KIP MAN. I
THOUGHTHB
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

''i^
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"•<

Rats By Congo

UCXD UUE MEvoS AT

»J«W€; CASTER BuriNV

ARRESTED LAST wl6Hr

^CmZiESTMyS

Marine Aviation Career Night

April 8th. Room 911-915 Cannpus Center, Marine Aviation fiims will

be shown. A Marine Pilot will be there to answer all your aviation

questions. Freshmen find out how you can be guaranted flight train-

ing upon graduation.

Police FounI> um,,

MiSTtR bokjmVwitm

TWO HARijoAnA
Ci6A«eTTtS. AMD AW

oPe»o BoTTve o p

OH MISTER
BunnV ?

Bft'STO*- C RE AM .

WHEM ASKED W»^ V ME

WAS SPCE 0»N»(y ^
ONE HowoR€C> M»LtS

A Nl HOUR TMCOOfrH

THREE RED HfrHTt>

HiSrER BvJNNV
REPueo

I DOK)T SAjAwT

THIS JO3 AWYMORE
TO MA<E ALOT

«^0«e AS A sJ\CZ

CHAK/CCLLOR y^^^

Mote THEK> ID £VfcR.

GRADUATE STUDENTS CAN PICKUP
SOME EXTRACREDIT IN NEWYORK.

It can be difficult to establish credit while you're still in school But if you're

graduating or have graduated in the past 18 months and are planning to move to

New York, you may be eligible for a financial package from ( nemical Bank's Young
Professionals Program. It includes lines of credit totalling $2,000 from a choice of

major bank credit cards and overdraft orotection, plus one year of free checking
All you need to qualify is an MBA, JD.MD.or MSK degree and proof of employment.

For an application and more information, fill out the coupon or call us at

1-800-243-6226 Monday through Friday from 9-5 EST Or look for applications on
campus posters.

Because Chemical Bank feels you deserve a lot more credit than you're getting.

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

'jTM^f rvr)

9«f mi

A»/0 MCUJ <<>*

Yeasthead

fBiii^.r: y

By Jason Talerman

Qutna \
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- ^ peace Keeper
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No<4j, I'in'f i-his oo»<»r)dcrf%^l?

GORDY

/nnoce/>ce, -Tvyn, sho^ ileevtfd Shifts,

By Gorde

FOOFf
WHAT gf?(V<&S

you TD OUR
HUMBLB
abooet

; HEARD you Guys. \^

ARE eoWfJA BE Of^ I

AWD ( WAS WO^OBR- \

l^je If YOU'O BKR
I

Give HIM THIS I

FOK M^T
J

LOVE GOO OP J.A1ASS

Weather

Today: cold and windy, highs in the

mid-408.

Tonight: cloudy and cold, lows in the 208.

Tomorrow: cold, highs between 35-40.

1
Earn

Academic Credit*
whtl« gaining experience

in marketing. put)4ic

relations, counseling,

and student affairs

•dminwtration Become
an intem in tfie

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office

Interviews begin April 10

Contact the Office of

Internships

i

i

^ ..^^^iiKS^.fSH'SU^fiPSJ'.w.—

i

Loach
Swiss Turkey Sandwich

Squash Bakf

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef/Gravy

Breade<i Si-allops/Tartar Sauce

Roman Ham Plate with Macaroni

Salad

Basics Dinner

Garbanzo Cheese L<»af/Mushr<x>m

Sauce

Breaded Scallops/Tartar Sauc^

Basics Lunch
Caponata with Pocket Bread

Squash Bake

DAILY CROSSWORD^ PUZZLE

ACROM
1 B«tA •ccMwy
6 Doofpart
10 Mild oath

14 \nO»fi»n^BnVr

1% IndK language

15 Numancal
baginnmg

17 Chang*
cfiamicaMy

IS Pal ot MIT

19 Kind of lau
20 Downcast
21 Nawapapcr

•action

24 Spur

26 Hard mamOafs

27 claar

day
28 Preaaroo<n

prasaure

32 Coniunctions

35 Aiaa'

37 BalOf• caka o(

maai
38 Latgo
40 USMA gradt

41 Irish eipofl

43 Stir

44 Slock dividends

47 Tasmanian
moont

48 Journalist

SO Collage s Big

52 Daads Lat

53 Assarts witr>out

proot

57 Norman Rocl<

well, e g
61 Talk, informally

62 Tooth steam
male''

3 Eye. in Dieppe

64 The last letter.

to Socrates

66 LoMobrigida

67 Frog genus

68 Edmund .

I9thcen EngllS^

novelist

69 Fulda feeder

70 Sellout signs

71 Apiary

grouping

DOWN
1 Ankle bones

2 City on the

Alleghany

MHctf by Irudc MirtiH JaCfr

3 0ldMo(ld 36 Other

harbs 39 PuDgame
4 Buaanass letter 42 Lytton heroine

aMK
5 Admtts
6 Pan ol O J

7 Mysore
mammal

8 Wares Abbr

9 Autry s side

kick Pat

10 Church reading

11 Special times

12 0a6 party

attandaa

13 Tawed
22 Mouthward
23 Alpine call

?S Model's
attitude

28 Office device

29 Formerly

30 Burns
r>ega lives

31 Lab vassal

32 Rarrwte

33 Pheasant
family

34 Write,

mlormalty

45 Soma rr.achirM

parts

46 Normandy
town

49 Visual

51 Qridiron s

Hirsch at ai

53 Strongman

54 OartKi

55 Adjective tor

abaaver
56 Paronysm
57 P«cnK author

58 Word with low

or up
59 Astern

60 Japanese
native

65 Gullet

AWSWEW TO PKEVIOUS WJZZLE
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^ CpNFIDENTIAL LIFESTYLES SURVEY
This questionnaire is intended for any student who has any questions about his/her sexual orientation, and also for any lesbian, bisexual

and gay students. We want to know about your experience at UMass. about your needs and concerns. We are collecting this inTormation to

be used as part of a report to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. This report will describe the current quality of life for lesbian
.
bisexual

and gay students. The report will make a series of recommendations aimed at improving the campus services and programs tor you.

Your questionnaire will only be seen by members of the research team, and your responses will be kept confidential This is an oppor-

tunity to have your opinion count; please take 15 minutes and fill this questionnaire out. Please return this survey to 99 Berkshire Mouse

by Friday. April 12. If you have any questions about this survey please contact me at 545-0230.

Sincerely,

Felice Yeskel Human Relations Planner /AdvocateDEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION: Writ* the

numbef ot the answer on the line to the left of

thm qiMBtion
1 G«nd«r

1. TtmtU
2

Aa«
1 17 18

2. 19^20

3. 2122
4 2324
5 25^29
6 30 +

Where do you live?

1 reeidencc heU on cwnpue
2 frMamtTy/sorortty

3. off-cafnpus
4 Femi>v Housing

I. If you live on campus iMhera?

1 Northeast

2 Sytvan

3 Orchard HiH

4 Central

5 Southweet

3 If on campue. do you liv* in •

1 strtgl* room
2 double room
3 triple room

i Your elhrwc ractai background

1. Caucasian
2. Black (other than Hiapanic sur

»

Hiapanic

Asian /Pacific lsi«Hlar

Nanv* Amencan
Othat

3
4
5
6

7 Your
backgrour>d

1

.

Catholtc

2. Jewtsh
3. Protaetant

4 Ott»ar

religious'cultural

t. What « your ttudent statu*?

1

.

UMaaa undergraduate studertt

2. UMaaa Graduate student

3. Five-College student

4. Other

9 How nnany eamecters have you
attended UMaea (irKkide tfte current

17

10 What
study?

• your n^^or field of

•<«AUAL-6Wife>*tAYIWi'

1 1 How do you define your sexual

orientation?

1

2

3

4.

5

6

lesbian

gay
bisexual

heterosexual

uncertain

other

12 Which of the foHovOTng most

ctc»ely describes the extent to whtch

otfiers. in general, know of your sex

uai orientation?

1. I am out" to no or>e.

2. I am "out" to only a select few

3 • am "out" to about half the

people I know
4. I am "out" to a majority of peo-

ple

5 I am "out" to just about

everyone.

Have you ever made use of any of the following

supports in your process of "coming out '
or

dealing with your sexual orientation?

Put l.lf yes

2. if no

13 Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay

Counselir>g Collective

14 LBGA (formerly PGA)

15 LBGA Dances

16. Lesbian Union Office (LU)

17. PGA or LU Rap Group

18. Residence Hall Staff (R.A
,

DA. Head of Residence or R.D.)

19. Counselor at Mental Health

20 Lesbian /Gay Awareness Trainer

21. Staff or program at

Everywoman's Center

22

23

24

25.

26
27

28.

29

Friends at UMass
Friends elsewhere

Books
Professors

Classes

Health Education

Private Therapist

Other

GENERAL HARRASSMENT/
DISCRIMINATION

Please put a 11 if yasl on ttte line to the left

of question. (2 if nol

As a lesbian, gay man. or bisexual have you ever

bean, bacauaa of your sexual orientation?

30 vertkally harassed or threat€K>ed

over the phone
31 verbally harassed or threatened

anywhere on campus
32 vertially harassed or threatened

m the surrounding community

33 physically confronted or

aaaauited

34 sexually harasasd or aasaulted

35 threatened wrth "expoaure" of

your sexual orientation to people who
didn't krww
36 subjected to viewing anti

lesbian /gay graffiti

37 subjected to hearing anti

lesbian gay lokes or slurs

3B asked to leave (or praasured into

leaving) housing

38. panatiMd m a data (loMwred

grade, laaa attention)

40 penal«ed in a work situation

(fired, not hired not re hired, negative

traatmant from suparviaor or co-

workers).

41 If yea. wf»are hM ttw occurred?

U»e this scale to respond to the following

questions
1 often hassled
2 sometimes hassled

3 not hessled
4 no basis for judgement

Bacauaa of your sexu^ orientation, have you

treated unfairly, intimidated by so-

..-w..-. igrvxed. preesured into silence, ate,

while using the following servica* at UMaM?

Administrative

42 Admiaaiorw
43 Rnanctal Aid

44. Registrar

46 Bursar

46 Dean of Students Office

47 Other

Academic
Library

Adviair>g

Counaalir>g and Career Develop

48
49
50
ment
51. Naw Students Program

52. Other

Employment

53
64

on campus
off campus

Student Services

56. Health Services

56 Mental Health

57. Campus Police

58. University Store

59. Gyms
60. On-Campus Housing
61. Off Campus Housir>g

62 Health Education

63 BCP
64 CCEBMS
66. Everywonr^an's Center

66 Office of Handicapped Student

Affairs

67. Student Government Associa

tion

68. CoUrgian
89 Other

If you were the victim of discrimination or

harassment would you go to eny of the

following? Use the following scale to

answer this question.

1. would go
2. have gone, would go again

3. have gone, would not go again

4. would not go

70. Residence Hall Staff (R.A.,

D.A., H.R , R.D.)

71 Campus Police

72. Amherst Police

73. Dean of Students Office

74 Lesbian/Gay AwarenessTrainer

75. PGA /LU/ Counseling Collective

76. Everywoman's Center

77. Ombuds Office

7B. l-aculty

79. Friends

80, Other

ACADEMICS

81 Were you aware that harassment

and discrimination, on the basis of

sexual orientation, are prohibited at

UMass?

1. a great extent
2. some extent
3. not very much
4. not et ail

5. no basis for judgement

To what extent are the foUowir>g true?

82. Lesbian, gay, or bisexual isauas

are covered in your courses.

83 This coverage has been ade-

quate
84 You have wanted to work on an

academic project related to lesbian,

ly. or bisexual laauas.

UMass provides adequate library

raaourcaa about larijian, gay or bisex

ual iasuaa.

86 Faculty are supportive of an

academic pursuit of gay. lesbian, and

bisaxual iaauaa.

87 Your faculty have been
knowledgeable about gay. lesbian

and/or tNsaxual waues.
You feel safe being "out" in your

1

2
3.

4.

haraaaad / ostracized

ignored /rT>ade to feel invisible

both of the above
neither of the above

g

88. You fear bemg haraaaad or

discrimir^atad against on the baaia of

your sexual oriamation by you pro-

90. You feer beir>g harassed or

discriminated against by your

claaamafaa on tfie baais of your sexual

onantation.

91 Your profaeaors treat laabian .

gay and txsexual iaiusi as lagitimata

topics for intellectual inquiry and
diacuaaions.

92 You have felt the need to censor

yourself in speech, writing, or actions

in your academic life in addresair>g les

bian, nay ar>d bisaxual iaauaa

93. The acadamic adviaing procaaa

is raaponaive to your needs as a laa-

bian. gay or bisexual student

94. In your opinion, courses ttiat

focus on gay, lesbian, b«exual nauas
should:

1 be offered routirtely whI I would
take them
2 be offered routinely but I would
not take ttiem

.3.

121 . In a UMass residence hall have

you ever felt any of the following from

the residence hall staff?

1

.

harassed / ostracized

2. ignored /made to feel invisible

3. both of the above
4. none of the above

122. In the residence halls, have you

been subjected to "queer )okee '?

1 yes

2 no

123. In the reaidance halls, have you

been subjected to ami lesbian/gay

slurs?

1. yea
2. r>o

124 In the residence halls, have you

been pressured into silence about your

sexual orientation?

1 yes
2 no

125. In the residerKe halls, have you

been the target of vandalism against

your room or personal property?

1 yes
2 no

126. If you answered yes to any of

the above quaationa. did you
report ttm to anyorw?
1. yas
2 no

127 If yas. to ¥vt\at agar>cy or per

son did you report it? Were you

satisfied with the response?

Use the following scale to respond to the

next questions.
1. always
2. sometimaa
3. rarely

r>ever

How included

residence halt

mt^Tn^W^ man/b«exuijl?

STUDENT SERVICES

did you
activities

m
a

the Uf
leabian/gay

A variety of cempus agencies, officee.

organizations, and groups exist at UMess to

meet the needs of students Pleese use the

following scale to evaluate how the services

listed below have met your needs AROUND
ISSUES OF YOUR SEXUAL ORIENTATION
1. very adequetely
2. edequateiy
3. somewhet inadequetely
4. very inadequately
5 no basis for judgement

95 Mental Health

96. Health Services

97. Campus Police

98 Academic Advising

99 Financial Aid

100. Dean of Students Office

101 Counseling and Career
Development
102. Ombuds Office

103. Legal Services Office

104 Hillel

105. Newman Center
106 Lesbian/Gay Awareness
Trainers

107 Everywoman's Center

106. Bilingual Collegiate Program
(BCP)
109. Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and Other Monori-

ty Students (CCEBMS)
1 10 Office of Handicapped Student
Affairs

111. Placement Office

112. Peer Sex Education Program
113. Health Education
114 Student Government Associa-

tion (SGA)
115. Graduate Student Senate
1 16. Collegian
117. New Students Program
118. Other

128
129
1».
131

social activities

educational acttvitiaa

cultural activites

atf>ietic activities

!•••••••••••

HOUSING

Using the following scale

the following questions
please answer

Please answer the following if you have
ever lived on campus at UMass If you have
not lived on-campus here, please skip to

question 141.

119. In a UMass residence hall have

you ever felt any of the following from

your roommate due to your sexual

orientation?

1. harassed/ostracized

2. ignored /made to feel invisible

3. both of the above
4. neither of the above

120. In a UMass residence hall have

you ever felt any of the following from

other residents due to your sexual

orientation?

To wf»at extent did you participate in the foH«*r-

ing residence hall activities?

132. social activities

133. educatior^al activities

134. cultural activities

136. athletic activities

136. Do you believe your residence

hall staff IS sensitive to gay /las

bian bisexual concerns?

1. yes. heve seen evidence of It

2. yes. but no actual incident(s)

observed
3. do not think so
4 no. based on actual incident(s)

observed

Now thet you heve given us lots of informa-

tion by a multiple choice response, we
would like to ask you to respons to some
questions in your own words; use a

separate sheet of paper and enclose with

this survey

RECOMMENDATIONS

We would like your input in order to im-
prove cempus climate with regards to les-

bians, gays, and bisexuals.

137. Has your sexual orientetion affected

your choice of where to live? How?

13i. If you have experienced eny herass-

mant, discrimination, unfair treetment,

etc.. et the University pleese describle

specific incidents, including what happened
and what you did about it.

139 In which situation and settings hes it

been most difficult to "come out" at the
University?

140. Can you relete any particulariy good
experienceis) you have had here at UMass
in dealing with issues of sexuel orientation?

141. If you were to design campus
facilities, services, or programs to meet the
personal), social, emotional, recreetional,

educational, and cultural needs of lesbians,

gay men, and bisexuals at UMass, what
would they be?

142. What improvements or changes
would you recommend in existing facilities,

services, or progrems?

143. If a central office were to be establish-

ed for lesbians, gay men. and bisexuals at

UMass, what services or programs would
you like to see it provide?

"'"""" the following questions.
^ *a#^-i_

Please put in an envelope and return to 99 Berkshire by Friday April 12th.
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Reconditioning
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Truck
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MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Stor* 24 can provide a unique and
challenging environmeni for the college
graduate Our training program allows a
person to talce full advantage of their

management knowledge and experience
Our compensation program is the most
progressive in the industry

Our convenience store chain is located
throughout the northeast and we hove
positions available m the Boston, New
Haven and New York City areas. We are

an innovative and rapidly growing com-
pany operating 24 hours per day

Intensive company training enables you to

)Oin our management team m as little as

4-6 months

A store manager can expect a starting

salary of S18.(X)0 plus commission The

average store managers" salary for 1984

was $25,162

If you have retail, deli or fast food ex-

perience, take advantage of our excellent

compensation and benefits package
bonuses and advancement potential

For a confidential interview, please forward

your resume or a letter of introduction to

Brian Johnson
Corporate Recruiter

Store 24, Inc.

184 Riverview Ave.

Waltham, MA 02254

EveryTl calculator comes with
one extra number*

l-800-Tl-CARES
^'licn \i>u IniN .1 lc\.i>

li\stninwnt> c.»i».iil.m»r whi

don't )ii>t hiN .« c.ilciil.itor. voii

buy Tc\.»> iii>tninK'nt>' com
luitmcnt toiiii.ilitv.

It'-* .« conunitiiK'tit Kwkci-l

hv .1 tiillv Jcvclopt'wl scrxicc

ncrvM»rk that uuluJo the

.tK>vc toll tree numK'r vou *..\n

c.»ll trv>in .mvpi.KO in tlu*

L'nited St.uo.

It viHi h.iNV any applications.

»»pcT.inoi. nic^iion'^.

v.ill UN Moivli\ r\n\\ Irul.ix

lvt\\».vn^>.un iiuUpm i ">>T.

.in.l we'll Iv ul.ul toliclp

It \oiir v.ikul.itor ni'ivl-

rcpainni:. uc'll ilirc*.t

one o\ our 4("* vinenientK

ItKated >cr\ t*.e t-enter-* tor an

iinnK\li.«e e\«.lvinue I 'nJer

\\arr.>nt\. it'"« tree It there'" no

center near vou, well Jt> it .ill

In mail

i.itJi It has «>' tv a 1«.\.«'

InMninK-ni^v aUulafor But

then. If Si'ure .i- MU.irt .i- u«.

think \oii ate. win uouKIn t

itiv'

Texas'^
Instruments
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AUTO ran SAU

Om. UW bad nm good angln*

»4000

a Chavv Impato look* and runs good MOO
can J«tf S4»OI07

tl Dan 210 goodoandition, raliatli. low

nvlaaga. pnca nagotiabla S40-SH6

im Marc Cemat vy ciMn PS auto trant 6

cyl angina runa graat Good radial tiraa.

rsonaar aWfo/ciaaana includad 87K milaa

•nOO caM Andy 5^3600 IPtrato dapt I or

aatr duality wisuMes

Conaultation. praparation. analytit.

dasign layout a(1itir>g, covar lanar, typing

Gwrrvjaao 29^-6257

CHI OMEQA OPEN RUSH

Waman ara tnvltad to

coma up fof a BBQ Wad April 10 at 5 00

raindata Thurs April n at 5 00 pm e«

porianca our chef » avyaaoma lasagna dinnar

and maet the laters Apnl 18 at 5:00 pm Chi

O Coofactton* will (how yoo tha "iwaat"

thingt we have to ofar April 23 at 7 M pm
call Hops or Mauraen at 54&^0162 or

846-2082 for ndaa/mfo

EWTEWTAINMEWT
~~

Rach-A-Dtac. Raeh-A- VMae EntartairT

ment Oi»c Jockaya, large acrean video

dance* for houaepartyt. lemiformala, cam
pua events 549-7144 .

TORRENT

Amharsl quial room *»i«anla J""* ' »"

bua route no pan rx) aetwjking 210*

64»<7<8

Beautiful apaeloua one bedroom
available June 1 on but route Great for

summer A/C, pool and balcony Call

686-3276

Roema In Capa Cod conaga for summer

K. Can Chria 646-79X

«ywt»v a»aala«ia tuwdatland I *•**»*"

hauM onbuTroMla ayataM* June lat #476

lus do^j/'v Reap trying mommg IS i

"28

roommatee needed to rent

two batfwoom houae on

River m Denrwe/yarmoutharea. Ca«Pamet
256«10« or Ruth at 54» 7M6

Northampton Houae we need one

houi«m»te starting June 162 50/ mo
S8« 2906 ^__ __^
Two apartmanta anaHabla Juna 1 two

and three bedroom both vary large and on

Mam Street in Amherst Evaryttiing ia brand

naw walk to campus can 286^1521 leave

meesaga or lata evening

Walh to prtvata beach from 3

townhooaa on Nantucket Islarv). alps 6 2b

decks w/d.k. etc Call Keith (2031 4670350

.»»«.. Aeouatk Oultar ««ceHent cond

*100 and Jensen 100 wstt 6x9 car apeekers

brend new »66 call Mfr5120_

Bllixard Bump Skis never uaad great akia

acceptir^ any offer 564-8736 ^

Tape Oacii great cond Onkyo TA6300liaw

«340 aaking 1136 or BO can Rick 2B3-2720

HELP WANTED

For woman planning Naw Vorfc City

C^raara. summer employment, or further

sludiet. Send M 95 for guide to safe, ine«

pensive Manhsttsn residences

WHEREABOUTS. Box 762. Branford. CT

06406

Sororttynaada kltchan hatp. Can Lauren

at 549 7746

DIRECTOR Of MARKETINO. a full time

position dealing with the hiatoric renovation

for commercial use of two compie«es m the

Holyoke Northampton area Send resume

and salary requirements to Jemes F X

Ooherty 50 Franklm Street, Boaton, MA
02110 542 9011

Baalc computer tutor

SOM210 call Dave at 066-2964

for

Mrilrte Hiring. »14-»39,000' Stawardeeaaa,

Raaarvationiat' Worldwide' Call for Guide,

Oiractofv, Newsletter 1 (»16l r

Crulsaehipa Hiring tie 130 000' Carn

tieen Hawaii World Call for Guide. Direc

tory. Newalatter 1 (9161 944 4444

UMaaarrmae

INCOME TAX RMPARATION

INCOME TAX preperation at your

LOWEST RATES (Tai Dedoctiblet Tasea

prepared quickly for the LARGEST poeaible

refund Call Stephen Shore 6464669 after 8

UWT

Laat «*«Nat at Bonduocia. Amhant kaap

rrfoney pleeaa return raat caM Jaima

966^2778

Calculator in twr library. 7th floor, April

2nd Tueedey call Jim at 5669206 reward

Racantly loet )ean jacket extremelv worn

6 faded sentimentsi value 120 rewerd Jim

2B6-1H6

MOTORCYCLEt

n BtilMkl QS780E. mint cor>d, 3000 mi,

2300 BO 25&6148 253 3861

1976 Honde CB760 super sport claaaic bike

900 00 or bergain 546 5175

1974 Honda 760 runs graat good condition

860 or BO 549 1532

PERBONALB

Want a job that pays room b board and

salary??? Applications now available at But

tarfieM Dorm (Central) position Assistant

Manager ButterfieW Kitchen Must

graduate 1967 or leter Job begins Aug 26

1966 through school yeer Application* due

in the Butterfield Kitchen on April 19, 1986

at 5 00 PM

WANTED:
Voluntaar* for Security and or Stage

Craw for the Southweat Concert

Mays, 1966

Sign up in tha SWAG Office in Hampden^ orcaM64860

Wondy ar»d Lawral Thans for your help we
k>ve you for it' Love AXO Pladgaa

la h true you cen buy leapa for »44 through

itie US government? Gal the facts today'

Can 1 312 742 1142 art 9931 A

too much of everything. ,ia iual *^'^^'ff^

•^••HAPPV bTRTHOAVII"***
Happy Birthday Dave' Have a good one'

Krueger

Hoy Bath N, Haia'a your draan coma tnja'

Ef^oyf EdandHantai

PROFESSIONAL
rVPING SERVICE

Caeae, Papara, Dlaeartetlona,

on-campus. very reheble. low reti

564 7924

Th.

m. Nancy

ALL TYPINQ done faat

pensively Merianna's
774-7766

accurataly. inaa

Comp Service

WOOMNIATEB WAWTEO

Female needed to ahare houae with four

others in Dennisport 1540 for summer' Call

Uaa at 546-7411 or Amy at 546 7363

2 or 3 roommatee wanted for summer and

fell rental in Presidential Apt* females

preferred call 549 4463

I
' need three roommetea to share

Tovmehouse Apt call Garret at 549 4614

Two roommatee male or female needed

to shera Brandywine Apt call after 5»
546-6416

BUMMER BUBLCT

Tha ill Fiva apaeloua

for rent The three story house

w/rwo full betlts, kitcf>en. living room snd

dining room is located on North Pleasant

St , an eight minute walk to Grad Tower

»21o + /mo Cell Jim 546-9164

SurvrTy 2 bedroom Cliffaide apt.

*400/month includea utiktiaa. Fall option

Call 6664647

e

6

«

t

t

%
«

3 bedroom apartment In Puffton
available June 1 for information ca«

54»6644

One bedroom fully fumahad m Bran

tfywme available end of May 54^2773 keep

Naha Bwnmar BuMat nawfy laiiovatad 3

bedrm apt beautiful ne kitch. both, rug b
more nut to Joea Cafe 1 nmn welk to taja rte

600/mo r^eg fret rrto lat mo sec dap Gravaa

Ave bnck rowhouee SB4 1290

Bunny farmhouee room. avaHaMa and of

May Sept Parking, bus stop, woods
190/mo eeth 666-4286 evanmgs ___
bf>a bedroom fum«hed eparimant Bran-

(tywine. June 1 call Bonnie 54»7731

Summer aublat Brandywina two
bedroom aircondttioning. pool kaap trying

5464023

Summer aublet 2 bdrm Brandywine apt

pos fall option call 549 7564

) bedroom Townhouae avaiianle for sum
mer rent negotieble call Kathy at 549 4712

Apartment In South Amheret call

256^8796

Two rooms for suMat snd fsll option Ron

mg Green apartments 2566869

IrreelstlWel Luiunous 2 bdrm Puffton

Village chalet neei bus, pool, laur>dry. lennia

and tiasketball call immediatalv don't miea

this one' Evenings 549 0907

Two bedroom Southwood Apt available

June 1 roll Amy. Lisa Jill 253 9696

Townhouae Apt one person 100/mo entire

summer female call Dina 546^5666

Brittany Manor fall option hwo bedroom
ridl MikK 7<iei291

TOBUBLiT

k 3 bedroom apt to sublet June 1 rooms

k can t>e leased individualty availabie with fall

I option rent negotieble depending on

^ roomlsl call Paul, Tim, or Lars 566-7076

1 2 badroom Brandywina Apt for aummar— z ZI^-LSr—^^COnZr-i laoWat cheap' Call 549-1032
Summer auMal wHh fall option for 2 J

_
famalaa 2 rooma in 4 badroom Swiaa VMage ^S*"**'***' auWat/faH option Colonial VW

Apt cal 2S6-B22B r320/mo * greet loc quiet 266-6779

thavu.

BIKE » HMCE ITALYI 11

free I 60O6216367. e«t 224

MTICKITB

CantnHit Apf« It laat 191

show 12th row can Rick after 11 pm
66670B4

WANTtO

Leed Singer with equ«> High range a rmiat

Mike 69739

Teachara for Sunday Sclwol and Hebrew

Llaaani for Sept. 1966 at Jewieh Community

of Amherst, espariance preferred 6464223
for application

Rewerd I Anyor»e m Puffton Brandywina

or Rolling Oeen looking for three room

mates or willing to turn over leaaa.

call Katie 546 7463

WANTED TO RENT

A I 3 badroom apt m Oowntowm Amharat

Puffton or Brar>dywine June 1st Reward

negotiable for leesa Call 546 2866

1100 REWARD 3 bdrm apt in Puffton.

Townehouse or Brandywine call Steve

6-5220 or Ray 651 16

Two famalaa looking

Plaeae call Nan 546 6027
for apt fan

Reward 10M for your laaaa 2

Puffton Prea«lential call Jeff 546^5083

liOO three giria warn to live m Puffton or

Towr>ef>ouae wiN lake over leeee call Robyn
64*7361 or Kaky 646-4326 _
'Wanted, dead or ailvel Preferably alhra.

ftorth Amherst three bedroom speriment.

June lease with fan option 260 dollar

reward. caM Andrew 646^4832 or Matt
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UM baseball breaks out the broom
Sweep three from St. Joseph *s

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball

team completed its revenge on the Atlantic

lO's Philadelphia teams, sweepmg St
Joseph's three games this weekend to run its

record to 9-7 on the season.

UMass, which in the six games against

Temple and Sl Joe's last season went 1-5,

turned that record around, going 5- 1 against

the Philly squads to stake a claim to Tirst

place in the conference.

The Minutemen are now 6 1 since retum-

mg from Florida and have won five straight

'We control what happens in the league

now," UM manager Dick Bergquist said yes-

terday. "The pitching was t«ugh for us. we hit

the ball very well and the defense was solid.

We really put together a good series."

The Minutemen won the game Friday 5-3,

snapping a 3 .< tie with two runs in the

ninth.

Secondbasenmn Darrin O'Connor reached
on an error to start the ninth, was sacrificed

to second by Bruce Kingman and came

around to score on Matt Sherans single to

right.

Designated hitter Todd Comeau singled

Sheran to third and Jeff Cimini added an

insurance run with a sacnfire fly.

Starter Jim Knopf worked seven scoreless

innings before experiencing arm stiffness

and giving way to Jon Martin, who was hit

hard by the Hawks for three run.s in the

seventh. Fireballing Jeff Jensen came in to

close the door and pick up his first win of the

season and his career.

On Saturday, I 'Mass swept a pair, winning

the opener 10-3 and the second game 9-7.

UMass scored five in the top of the second

inning in the first game. Steve Allen, with a

three run homer to center that scored Cimini

and Angelo Salustri after Walks, and Tony

Szklany, with a run-spnng single that plated

O'Connor after a walk and wild pilch, had the

big hits.

Comeau ripped a two- run shot in the

fourth that scored O'Connor after an infield

single. Sheran, with relief help from junior

Bobby Kostro. picked up the win. his second

of the seasoa The freshman has allowed only

three runs in 19 innings pitched this

season.

In the second game, it took a six run second

inning and strong relied form sophomore

Steve Allard to give UMass the sweep. The

Minutemen started the big inning as King

man reached on an error, Sheran executed a

bunt single before a balk set up Comeau's

twii run single.

(. onuau stole second before coming in on

Ciminis single. Salustri cleared the bases

with a two-run shot to center that Doug

Wright followed up with a solo blast

Salustri, in the next inning, ripped another

dinger, his fourth of the season.

Allen started, ran into trouble in the

fourth, loading the bases. Allard came in and

retired the side allowing one run. The

lefthander then finished up with three good

innings, allowing one run while striking out

three. It was his first collegiate victory.

I .Mass faces Holy Cross in Worcester

today at 3 p.m Freshman Brett Valentini (0-

0) will get the start

SPORTS
Lacrosse stumbles for a second time
Rutgers runs by UM,

Gorillasslump to 2-1

hs I'KTER ABRAHAM
Collegian Stiitl

Ttiere b no cause for alarm regarding the University of

Maasachusetts tacaroeae team. A littJe concern nrtaybe, but

the Gi>rilks have 11 games to play and can stUl put

together a leaaon dose to what is expected of them.

UMass. stancUng around of offense and letting up the

open shot on defense, lost to Rutgers 12-9 on Saturday in

front of 75<) fans at Bovden Field

The loss. UMass' second straight, drops the team to 1-2

and in all probability out of the naUonal rankings. Its top

t^>ot in the New England polls is also in danger after what

eoach Dick Garber termed a "frustrating loss
"

"1 don't understand what the heck is happening with

this team." Garber said. "I didn't see a single player cut to

he cage on offense and defensively we just gave them

three (»r four goals we shouldn't have. There is a lot of

punes left to play so I can't say we're in real trouble, but

we have to turn around and play the way I know and kkls

know we're capable of playing."

UMass scored the games opening goal but saw it taken

away by the officials due to an inadvertant whistle. The

Scarlet Knights took advantage, grabbing the lead and the

momentum with 6:29 left in the quarter as John Huttx)n

took Andy Briggs' pass and made it 1-0.

UMass, starting freshman goalie Paul McCarty in place

of the injured (separated shoulder) Gerry Moreau, was ter-

rible on offense in the quarter, missing paases on the set

offense and passing up the fast break. The Knights built a

3-0 lead as Brad Roos and Gregg Freid scored with Freid

netting a blast from 15-yards out with only 22 seconds to

go in the quarter.

UMass tied the game as Matt O'Reilly netted his first of

the season at 2:47. Tom Carmean followed it up three

minutes later before Mike Fiorini took Carmean's pass

with 5:59 left to put UMass back in the game.

But Rutgers, patient on offense and controlling the tem-

po, netted two goals in the final 2:32 of the half as Ed

Trabulsy and Brian Krost scored.

The two goals were the first of a six-goal streak by the

Knights as Roos, Krost, Dave Disciorio and Krost again

scored in the first 11 minutes of the second half to send

UMass reeling 9-3.

UMms midfielder Greg Fiak goea airborne in Saturday's 12-9 loss to

Rutgers at Boyden. The junior had two goals in the game.

Karl Hatton finally answered for UMass with 2:55 to go

in the half. Kenny Freeman followed it up just 38 seconds

later, going one-on-one to make it 9-5.

Greg Fisk started the fourth period with a goal at the

2:31 before Roos made it 10-6 v*rith 9:46 to go. Carmean

(assisted by Hatton) and Fisk scored quickly and UMass

trailed 10-8 with 7:49 to go.

But Freid set up for a blast from the perimeter just 27

seconds later to kill the UMass rally. Freshman Pat Cain

scored with 5:03 to go but UMass didn't make another

serious run. Brad Fish closed the door with a goal with

1:40 to go.

UMass trailed 36-31 in shots. McCarty made nine saves

in a solid effort for his first game.

Rutgers 12, UMass 9
UMaas(l-2) 3 2 4

Rutgers (3-2) 3 2 4 3

9
12

Goals: (UM) Greg Fisk 2, Tom Carmean 2, Mike Fiorini,

Karl Hatton, Kenny Freeman, Pat Cain. (RU) Brad Roos

3, Brian Krost 3, Gregg Freid 2, John Hutton, Ed

Trabulsy, Dave Disciouio, Brad F'ish.

Assists: (UM) Carmean 2, Hatton. (RU) Disciorio 2, Krost

2, Roos, Andy Broggs.

Saves: (UM) Paul McCarty 9, (RU) John Na-'onski 15.

Game Winning Goals: Roos, unassisted, 9:46 left in

game.
Shots: UM 31, Rutgers 36.

Softball drops a pair: Defensive lapses cost UM at Rutgers

By GERRY deSIMAS
CoUegian Staff

PISCATAWAY, N.J. - In Friday's Atlantic 10

doubleheader with Rutgers, the University of

Massachusetts softball team got good pitching from Lynn

Stockley (ei^t strike-outs, one earned run) and Lisa

Rever (seven strikes-outs).

The Minutewomen also hit well, pounding out 15 hits,

nine in the opener.

What UMass didn't do was play defense and it cost the

Minutewomen as Rutgers swept two, winning the opener

6-5 in 10 innings and the Nightcap 2-1 in eight innings.

UMass blew 3-0 and 5-3 leads, gave up five unearned

runs and made six errors in the opener as Stockley took

the loss. The Minutewomen drop to 8-11-1 and 1-2 in the

AlO.

UMass left 19 runners stranded on the bases, 10 in the

opener. The Minutewomen left six runners stranded in

scoring position in each game.

UMass took a 5-3 lead in the top of the ninth on a wild

pitch and a Carol Frattaroli RBI triple, but Rutgers tied it

up again. In the bottom of the 10th, two passed balls, one

that hit Talbott in the hand, gave Rutgers' the win.

In the second game, ten UMass players struck out, four

looking, and a 1-1 tie went into extra innings. Again

Rutgers, 13-6-1 prevailed as Tracy Buono's RBI single

landed inches away from a diving Sally Maher's glove.

Sports at a glance
UMass schedule:
Todny:

Baseball: at Holy Cross, 3 p.m.
Men's Tennis: Rhode Island, Boyden Courts, 3 p.m.
Softball: Duquesne (2), NOPE Field, 2 p.m.
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Black Greeks: A Look At TheirEffect On Our Community

by Sogun Eubanks

and Rod Clara

Nummo Staff

Editor's Note: Over the past couple of years

traditionally Black fraternities and sororities have

grown tremendously in our community. Three years

ago there were no Black frats or sororities on

campus. Today there are at least four fraternities

and one sorority either established or in the process

of being established.

These new organizations are effecting our

community in many different ways. Some people

say that they are the best thing that could happen in

our community because of the strive toward aca-

demic achievement, while others believe the rep-

resent divisiveness and elitism.

NUhAf^O NEWS interviewed four brothers

(brothers in the community sense, not neccessarity

fraternity sense) who are either members of a

fraternity, pledging a fraternity or attempting to

initiate a new chapter, to find what their views are

on the effect of frats in the Black community.

This is part one of a four part series on fraternities

and sororities. In the near future NUMMO will

interview sisters involved in sororities, members of

the community who are opposed to Black Greek

organizations and Black students and administra-

tors who will attempt to analyze the over-all effect

that the organizations are having on our community.

The following four men met with reporters from

NUMMO NEWS to give their views on Black

Fraternities:

Crescent (pledgee) of Phi Beta Sigma, Charles

Anthony Sheffield.

Crescent (pledgee) of Phi Beta Sigma, A. Anthony

Gee.

Potential pledgee of Omega Psi Phi. D. Anderson

Hooker.

Brother of lota Phi Theta, Richard Steward.

NUMMO: Why are you. personally, interested m
fraternities?

Sheffield: Personally I ws not interested in frat-

ernities, but when I met a very positive person.

Roscoe Robinson, who was doing things to lay

ground for his fraternity (Phi Beta Sigma), I saw his

dedication. And also I had gone to Boston and had

met members of his fraternity who are all pro-

fessional people and they are striving for excellence.

I realized that this thing could be positive and I

realized also that the brotherhood that they were

pronouncing was truly there and it could help this

starving community.

Gee: I would just like to say that it's tough trying to

make It to the top and I don't think that anybody can

di it alone. You need other positive people behind

you, with you, in order to geop you reach your goal as

a person, as an individual, as anyone. Everybody

<\\ \
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should set a goal for themselves, everybody should

pursue excellence, everybody should set them-

pursue excellence, everybody should strive for the

best. I believe fraternities can make this goal a little

easier, can provide a vehicle for this.

Hooker: I, personally, have been studying net-

working as a means of uplifting the community and

ways of providing services, as far as health services

are concerned, as far as social services are con-

cerned, providing social support networks. And just

looking at the entire networking concept you see

that fraternities and sororities are that networking

concept in action and it wouldn't make sense to not

be involved in some sense in that networking

proceaa.

Steward The reason I got involved in a fraternity is

because I wanted to feel some unity on campus. I'm

from an all white community and before college I

was not exposed to Black awareness. Black to-

getherness I felt that by joining a fraternity it would

help me in a further understanding of the Black

community, our work and just to be part of the

community as one where I could interact and

understand the goals of the Black people on the

campus.

NUMMO: How are you (Black Fraternities) affecting

the community? Positively and negatively.

Steward: I feel that there is a positive effect of Black

fraternities on campus because it brings us together.

We are all going for a certain goal, the same goal, to

be unified. And now with different fraternities on

campus. Sigma s, O s (Omega s) and other people

already on campus, we have to work together a lot

better so we can get that goal accomplished. If you

want to hold a function to get people aware of what s

going on, financial aid for example, or if it s just a

question concerning Black History Month or what-

ever It might be With a stronger group we can

accomplish the task alot easier than just by our-

selves.

Hooker: I realize that ther is both a positive and a

negative infuence of fraternities on campus The

positive aspects are that you see organizationally,

people striving for excellence and striving to find

ways to impact their community. It's an attractive

force for those who might want to come to the

University. They see positive images and people

who are here who haven't quite developed an image

for themselves can also develop positive role

models, not only m the administration, but also

within the student body. On the negative side, and

this isn't necessarily something that has to be but at

present it has been, is that people from outside

usually recognize fraternities as cliques. And to a

certain extent they are cliques in that they separate

people who have achieved a certain level of

scholarship, a certain ability to relate to themselves

and others, a certain way of carrying themselves.

The more positive people have found a way to strive

further so others look at that as something that is

separate of cliquish and it doesn't necessarily have

to be that way, but it does seem to have had some

kind of a schizematic effect, or providing some kind

of schizm on campus.

Gee: I just want to touch on what he (Hooker) said

about the clique. I Believe that this is a very negative

aspect of a fraternity. I believe no fraternity should

do that or should exemplify anything like that. I

believe that if you make it to your goal you should

turn around and lift somebody else up to their goal.

You just can't turn around and say, "I reached my

goal and nowyou reach yours the best way yu can.
"

I

believe that the fraternities should act as a vehicle to

Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1

help other people gam what they have already

learned. That's the way I believe a fraternity should

act, I believe that's the way all fraternities will act at

some time and date.

Sheffield: The best way that I can answer this

question is to say that the negative aspects of course

are the cliques or the thing of bringing disunity. But

the positive things are that we get a group of people

together who are trying to do something for the

community It's just like when you get that much

more, so instead of just having one person say, well

I want to paint the New Africa House, you have a

whole group of people saying. Well let s do it.
'
and

It Gets done.

NUMMO: There are some common crticisms about

Black fraternities in general. For example: when

frats do step shows they talk about each other very

badly. Or when a person is on linethey can only

speak to their Big Brother ' Or questions such as,

why not use Egyptian symbolism as opposed to

Greek' Many people percieve these as disunity and

separatism How do you respond to this type of

criticism'

Steward: I feel that as someones who s looking in it

from the outside, if you are a true friend you would

understand that while your friend is pledging he is

doing something that he feels is important and he

has to abide by certain rules and regulations of the

fraternity he is pledging to. And if you are a tme

friend you understand that his not talking to you is

just a matter of what he has to do to accomplish his

task and achieve what he wants to achieve. And

once he becomes a brother you will still be friends,

maybe even closer friends because of that.

Gee: To mention what you (NUMMO) spoke about,

you going to a step show and seeing different

fraternities talk about otherfraternities I believe that

should be minimized because of one simple fact: Im

not going to say that I really care about what people

on the outside looking in think and I'm not going to

say that I don t care because it's important to a

certain extent because you want other people to

become involved in your organization. You want

your organization to grow and to expand. However, I

believe that fraternities should perform steps to-

gether because I believe that it is a very important

part of fraternity life as far as its concerned right

now. I believe we need that type of unity. You know,

maybe a show together or maybe holding hands,

some type of thing like that to show that all

fraternities are unified, not separated.

Sheffield: Perhaps I can address the issue of why we

use Greek letters instead of Egyptian letters. In

effect, as far as I see it, these fraternities are already

established and have been established a good 70

years, most of them. And they have flonshed and

turned out very prominent people and are doing

things now that just can't be started up again. So to

say that we should go back to our African past, that's

good, but we could do that right now by using Greek

letters. That doesn't mean you have to separate

yourselves from whites, or you have to separate

yourself from historically what is recognized is white

because they might have gotten their letters from

Egyptians.

Hooker: Just to embellish on that point, it is without

question that its not a matter of they "could " have

possibly got there letters from Egypt, they did.

Civilization began in Egypt. Anything that has

happened since then has been a result of African

input and African development and therefore any-

thing we use from the beginnig of time is a

descendant of something that happened in Africa.

So it doesn't matter where we choose to use It, it was

initially African.

Two other points. One particularly about the idea of

fraternities talking about each other, disrespecting

each other and so on and so forth. You'll notice that

they all do it with a mrtain amount of putting them

down, but it's also a certain amount of respect

involved in that because they can get together and

laugh bout it. talk about it. It's just like if your best

partner plays on a rival basketball team. All during

the game you re going to talk about him, you're

going to dog him out as best you can, but when thing

come down to it you both have the same perspective

on where you're trying to go, we are all trying to get

to the top. On the idea of social probation, when you

can t speak to people, you're developing leadership

capabilities. What you need to do is to be able to

recognize what you are really missing. If you can t

speak to people, rap to people, share your know-

ledge for six to eight weeks or however long it takes,

then when you're done and you gam some more

wisdom then its all that much more important to you

to turn around and share it. I think its really instilling

in you and reminding you that you do have a purpose

which IS to go back to your community and take

everything you've gained in this process back.

NUMMO: In spite of the criticisms, fraternities and

sororities have become very popular amongst the

student body. To what would you attribute this

popularity?

Gee: I think that people are starling to realize the

fraternities and sororities potential. I believe min-

ority individuals are starting to realize that they do

have a chance to make it in the world, that they have

a good chance. And I believe they see fraternities as

the way to go in order to pursue their goals.

Hooker: For a period of time, recently, recent

administrations have encouraged individualism and

Blacks have bought into this idea that "I" have to

make it on my own and so on and so forth. Several

recent historical occurences, this constant Reagan

administration attack on the Black communities, the

rise in the number of people who are participating in

Neo-Nazi organizations, the number of people who

are participating in the Klu Klux Klan; those types of

training activities suggest to Blacks, regardless of

whether they are political or not, that there is a

certain amount of subliminal suggestion that, "I

need to be involved in something that is going to be

unifying in some way. I have to be involved in

unifying in some way. I have to always be sure that I

have a network. " That support network is constantly

demonstrated, even on this campus. That support

network is constantly demonstrated even on this

campus where there are so many things that are

happening where Blacks see themselves slipping

backwards as far a attainments that have been made

over a period of years. The budget proposals where

they won't fund and Third World organizations and

bizarre activities like that suggest that there is a

need to have some unified activity going on.

Fraternities and sororities are right now one of the

most visible unifying forces on this campus as well

as across the country.

Steward: I feel that the initial reason that some

minorities decide to join fraternities is because they

want a sense of belonging. That is not always the

best reason to do it but once they start pledging.

their reasons will change into more positive ones

such as being part of a positive group on campus.

And also, since we are only one percent of the

population on the campus were much stronger as a

gruop than as individuals. And they realize that

within a group they can make more changes for the

betterment of the community as far as minorities go.

They can implement more benefits, they can

probably start a new center, a minority center likethe

Malcolm X Center, they can improve the Center, they

can help hold on to the Center because right now

people are trying to the the Center away from us,

which is wrong. But as a group, we have a stronger

voice in getting our point across.

NUMMO: What type of activities are the fraternities

currently involved in and what future plans do they

have as far as expanding and improving the

fraternities and the community as a whole?

Gee: Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. was just involved

in the painting of the New Africa House which is the

minority headquarters on this campus. And we

want to show the community that we are about

positive change and we are doing things. Just today

we completed a project with lota Phi Theta

Fraternity Inc. which was a tour for inner city kids.

We showed them around, talked to them and told

them all the possibilities of all the positive things.

We want to be involved m all the Greek fraternities

and we want to bring about positive change m the

community. We do not want to do this single-

handedly, we want to be unified, we want to bring

everybody together as one.

Steward: The brothers of lota Phi Theta Inc. were

involved in a Walk-a-thon to raise money for the ABC

House, which is A Better Chance Program for inner-

city kids who come to Amherst to attend high school

and have a better chance of going to college and

improving their education. We had a forum last

semester so we could bring people in from the

outside to better understand why there are Black

fraternities, how we operate. We developed a

workshop on sexism and contraception recently.

and right now we're planning a Greek Step Show

where we invite all the Black fraternities in the area

and in the Boston area to come down to participate,

and show what they can do and to show some Black

involvement for the campus.

Hooker: The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. has not

yet been chartered or begun actively participating on

this campus as the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.

However, there are numerous individuals interested

in the organization who are serving in leadership

roles throughout the University community on a

regional, local and national scale. The Omega Psi

Phi Fraternity Inc. has a large scholarship fund

because one of their cardinal principals is scholar-

ship related: to encourage, draw and uplift minority

youth. And there are many other projects that they

will be involved in in the next who knows how many

years, weeks months. Feeding the community

through food banks, helping to raise money for

several organizations and doing scholarship drives.

Doing tutorials for university students and high

school students. Those are all the types of activities

that we'll be involved in. One point that I want to

make though and make really clear, is that these

activities don't only effect the minority community

on this campus, but by demonstrating to other

communities the strengh of the minority community

and the self-esteem and the togetherness on the

Black community on this campus, other factions,

particularly the majority, have to look at us in a more

positive light. Although that positive light tends to

cause some backlash at first because they don't like

to see us in a positive light, they do in fact have to

reflect on us in a positive light. So I think that making

the diversity more clear, more open on this campus

is going to help not only the minority community but

the community as a whole.

The Whitmore Sit-in Two Perspectives
Editor's Note: Last week a group of about 50
students took over the Vice-Ctiancellor's Office in

Wflitmore For four days they stayed in the office to

demand and negotiate with the administration for

student rights. Among their demands where: Con-

tinuation of the student run Board of Govenors,

It IsNot OurBattle

Essentially the sit-in that took place last week in

Whitmore was not our battle. While it is good to see

progressive white students battling the Admin-

istration, It was not our responsibility, nor should it

have been, to rush out and join them.

First of all. many of the same students that

participated in the sit-in have battled to cut the funds

and resources of our organizations. The same ones

whose racist attitudes we have had to deal with on

the senate floor, in budget hearing and in campus

activities, from both the so-called "liberal " factions

and the "conservative" factions, are the ones now
condemning us for not participating in their sit-in.

All too often liberals are ready to build coalitions

when It IS convenient for them to do so. Last year

when we called for a "Rainbow Coalition" in support

of Jesse Jackson, these same "liberals were no

where to be found. Yet as soon as Mondale won the

nomination they came running. Join our Coalition

they shouted

Moreover, the Third Worid community was not

even asked for their input in the planning and

implementation of the takeover They would have us

risk our academic standing to sleep in the Vice-

Chancellor s office, yet they will not ask for our

leadership, our ideas, our agenda. Sure we suffer, as

does everyone, from raised fees and lack of student

control. But the concerns of the Third Worid

community go far beyong that kWe are in a battle for

increased financial aid, for more Black professors to

teach us, for the re-implementation of Pre-Calculus

courses and even more basic for the preservation of

our own civil and human rights.

Yes, the Black community is very concerned about

the situation in South Africa, as we must be for their

modification of the $261 Universal Resource Fee

and a divestment of all remaining ivestments the

University holds that are South African related

During the take over very few Black and Third

World students chose to participate. In talking with

various Third World students on campus. NUMMO

situation brings back very disturbing memories of

our recent past right here in America. But to ask us to

fight for divestment is like asking us to put a band-

aid on a gun shot wound Call for an all-out boycott of

all companies investing in South Africa, call for the

University to publically codemn the racist South

African regime, call for armed struggle to rid the

monkey of oppression from the backs of our brothers

and sisters in South Africa, and then we will

respond.

We do not expect white students to understand the

desires and feelings of the Black community, for you

never will until you ve suffered the oppression and

genocide our people have experienced throughout

the history of European expansionism. Yes, some

bitterness still remains, and as long as racism and

oppression are alive in this world, in this country, on

this campus, we will be bitter. And we will continue

to challenge you to re-evaluate your actions, for

racism is a subtle disease that even the oppressor

can not always detect

So do not fault us for not running to join you in

condemning the Administration for their actions

concerning the Yvette Henry case. That was over a

year ago When Black students and administrators

placed their jobs and academics on the line to get

Yvette Henry out of jail and back into school, most of

you assumed her guilty and did not bother to look

beyond the headlines in the local newspapers.

Lastly, we as a Black community have served as a

catalyst for many of today s movements. As has been

the case historically, change has always come from

the bottom up. So if "liberal white students here on

campus or anywhere across the country are truly

ready to struggle for change, they must actively

pursue the input and leadership of those who most

vitally understand the concept and the need for

change

NewAfricaHouse ArtExhibits
by Christopher Allen

Nummo Staff

The view of Irene Hou's Chinese paintings such as

the one done on a fan made of bamboo left some tran-

quil and wishing they had the money in their pocket to

buy it.

An opening reception for the exhibition of Chinese

paintings by Mrs. Irene Hou (also known as Miss

Ssua-chin Liu) was held at the Augusta Savage

Memorial Gallery at the University of Massachusens

on Friday, March 28.

Mrs. Hou is an instructor of Chinese paintings at

Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute School of Art in

Utica, New York. She has also taught Chinese

language at Colgate University and has held numerous

exhibits of her woriis at colleges, art centers,

museums and women's clubs and on educational T.V.

(at Syracuse N.Y.).

"It is beautiful...! haven't seen this work for a long

long time ', said Phyllis Rodnin of the Future Student

Department here at UMass, as she embraced Hou.

One individual who asked not to be identified, said

"this work is incredible, I'm very delighted to see such

art being done by a woman."

Mrs. Hou specializes in painting bamboo and land-

scapes, especially in ink-wash style. At one point,

Miss Ssu-chin Liu painted a bamboo tree which had

the audience's attention and a crave for more.

"Beautiful arts, Mrs. Hou is a talented woman. Fine

example of art put on by Augusta Savage Memorial

Gallery", said Jean Sauter, head secretary of the

WEB. DuBois Department of Afro-American

Studies. Chickling Sauter said, that she has to check

out this work every time she comes to work

Mrs. Hou also does paintings with her fingers. She

has studied Chinese painting for many years from

iuch foremost masters as Chang Ku-nien, Hu Ko-min

and Yu Chung-lin. She is married to Professor Chi

Ming Hou of Colgate Universtiy. Hou has three adult

sons, Donald who has a Doctorate in chemistry;

William a Duke University Law School graduate, and

Victor, a senior at Columbia University, who plans to

attend medical school.

This is one of a series of excellent exhibitions ar-

ranged and displayed at the Augusta Savage

Memorial Gallery.

found that there were two basic trains of thought as

to why this was. One, that Third World students

missed out on an opportunity to become involved in

campus concerns and the other that Third World

students should not have been present anyway. The

following are further explanations of the two

opposing views:

Where Were You ?

Where were you? I'm talking to ALL the students of

color, and that includes all Black, Latin, Asian, Native

American, everyone that is not white. Just in case you

haven't heard by now there was a sit in held in Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs, Dennis Madson's of-

fice for four days. The students that were there

wanted to get the point across that another fee

raise,no student control over areas where our money

primarily finances and investment in South Africa was

not senling well with them. Here's a good question for

you to ask your conscious, how come you are letting

white people do your work when it comes to looking

out for the Universities present investments in South

Africa? Your so quick to say South Africa is ours yet

not many of you have done a thing to ensure this

University divests O.K., your always saying we're ex-

culded from many things on this campus, those white

people never seek us out when they're planning

something., or I didn't hear about it. Well can't use

those excuses now can you? The rally was well

publicized, if you had attended the Third World

Caucus meeting the week before,you also would have

heard about it. On top of that if you had gone to the

rally you would have been made immediately made

aware of the sit-in.Your first error was not carrying

enough to attend a rally which was held to show the

Administration students care You can't say either

that you didn't hear about it after the rally because not

only was it on the front page of the COLLEGIAN

everyday but it was on W.M.U.A. To further em-

phasize my point the sit in was broadcasted from one

coast to the other. How much more publicity do you

r>eed, give me a break people'

This was a perfect opportunity for students of color

to make their strength visible, a chance to build coali-

tions with each other and yes, with whites. I hope you

feel proud of yourselves , but let it be known...YOU
BLEW IT<"

NUMMO STAFF

The students of sculpture-clay, sculpture-metal and

advanced sculpture of the Afro-American Studies

Department had an exhibition of their work last week
in the sculpture studio located on the lower level of

the New Africa House. "This exhibit gives the

students the opportunity to share their creative

endeavors with the academic community", said Prof.

Do'rance J. Hill, of the Afro-American Studies Depart-

ment and instructor for the art class.

Works in clay, plaster, sheet metal and bronze are

among the fine handicrafts displayed. Surprisingly

enough, most of the students have never taken a class

in such areas or have worked in such an environment,

however they have produced work which has proven

to be of a professional nature.

In additon to the works displayed in the studios

there are several large metal scultures displayed on the

lawn in front of the New Africa House. The exhibition

closes today.
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Announcements Announcements
WEST INDIAN THEATER STAGED AT
UMASS

The New WORLD Theater at the

University of Masschusetts at Amherst

will close its spring season with a pro-

duction of "Moon on a Rainbow Shawl"

on April 11-13 and April 18-20 at 8:00p.m.

each evening in Hampden Theater.

Set in Trinidad, this internationally ac-

claimed play by Errol John is a powerful

portrayal of Carribean culture A
humorous and bitter sense ot life

permeates the themes of kmship.

rebellion, robbery, pregnancy, prostitu-

tion, and love. A classic of West Indian

theater. "Moon on a Rainbow Shawl is

directed by Dian Mandle.
Tickets may be reserved in advance at

the Fine Arts Center Box Office by call

ing 545-2511 or may be purchased at the

door the night of the each performance.

Ticket prices are $4.00 for the general

public and $2.00 for students.

GRANDOPENING! GRAND OPENING!

Yvonne's CARIBBEANA
The Pioneer Valley's Only Carribean

restaurant
•featuring multi-cultural cuisine

Carribean
African
East Indian
Chinese
American
Sundays-International Brunch-Jazz

Hours: ^ ^ ^
Monday Thursday 11:00a.m. -9:00p.m.

Friday Saturday 9:00a.m. -1:00a.m.

Sunday 10:00a.m. -9:00p.m.

206 Russel Street

(Route 9)

Hadley.Massachusetts
Next to Soda City

-ON BUS LINE

"The Far World Comes Near"

A photographic exhibition based on the

work of Joel Halpern. a professor of an-

thropology at the University of

Massachusetts, and Sam Pettenglll, a

University of Massachusetts student,

will be shown from April 4-15 at the

Wheeler Gallery, located in Wheeler

House. at the University of

Massachusetts. Amherst.

"The Far World Comes Near "
focuses

on the two worlds of the Loatlon people,

the worlds of Before and After. The

world of Before is that of the Kingdom

of Laos before 1975, as photographed by

Joel Halpern before the most recent war

in Indochina. These photographs from

the old country touch on religous life m
the royal capital of Luang Prabang. as

well as aspects of village life. As a

counterpoint, the world of After, as

presented by Sam Pettengill, depicts the

Laotian people in New England as new
Americans. These photographs depict

the parallel processes of intergration in-

to American life, and the simulataneous

maintenance of valued traditions on the

part of New England's newest ethnic

group. _ .

Wheeler Gallery is open: Sunday -

Thursday 7:00p.m. and Tuesday&Thurs-

day 12:30 - 2:30p.m.

CRISIS IN SOUTH AFRICA
The Failure of "Constructive Engage-
ment"
April 8, 1986
8:00p.m.
Johnson Chapel
Amherst College

by Randall Robinson
Mr. Robinson is Executive Director of

TransAfrica. a black foreign policy lobby

In Washington. DC. He has been the

chief organizer of the recent nation-wide

protests against aparthied in South
Africa.

Conference For M i norities Interested In

Law

Western New England College School

of Law will present its spring "Minority

Law Day " Saturday April 13. 1985 from

9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. in the S.Prestley

Blake Law Center.
The twice-yearly conference is design-

ed to provide information to members of

minority groups who are interested in

studying law. Admission is free, and pre-

registration is recommended.
Among the guest speakers will be the

Hon. Reginald Matthews, acting justice

of the Supreme Court of the state of

New York and supervising judge of the

Bronx Family Court; and Beverly J.

Hayes, assistant attorney general. Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts.
Workshops, lectures, and panel

discussions will address such topics as

"How to Choose a Law School". "The

Concerns of Nontraditinal Students",

and "What Do Lawyers Do?". There will

also be a mock law class.

An afternoon panel discussion will

feature Judge Matthews and minority

attorneys. They will discuss the practice

of law. the skills that law school

teaches, the problems of placement, and

the need for minority lawyers.

The day will end with a reception for

the participants. For more information,

or to pre-register for "Minority Law
Day,"callthe Law School Admissions Of-

fice at (413) 782-31 11,ext.406.

Western New England College School

of Law, serving 860 law students each

year, is the only Massachusetts law
school outside of Greater Boston. It it

located on the campus of Western New
England College, 1215 Wilbraham Road
in Springfield.

NUMMO SPORT TALK
by Julian Tynaa
Nummo Staff

Well, the 1984-84 College basketball season is

over. With the end of this season many fans across

the country have seen the end of some great

collegiate careers and the end of an era. This was the

last year of no shot clock in the NCAA tournament,

next year there will be a 45 second clock.

As for the great players ending their college

careers, the Big East is seeing their first crop of major

stars graduate. Chris Mullins of St. Johns, Ed

Pinkney and Duane McClam of Villanova and Bill

Martin and Patrick Ewing of Georgetown were the

first group of high school All-Americans to choose

Big East schools, all are graduating after having

outstanding collegiate careers. Ewing in particular

may be as responsible for the prestige and dom-

inance of this conference as any single player.

Keith Lee of Mamphis State leaves the Metro

conference as its all-time scorer and rebounder. He

helped turn Memphis State from a 13-15 team (the

year before he arrived) to a top 10 team that made

the final 1 6 for three straight years and the final four

this his senior year.

Other well known players ending their collegiate

careers are Micheal Adams of Boston College, Bill

Wennmgton of St. Johns, Maryland's Adrian

Branch, U.N.L.V.s Richie Adams, DePauls Ty Corbin

and Kenny Patterson, N.C. States Lorenzo Charles,

Cozell McQueen and Spud Webb, Arkansas' Joe

Kleine, S.M.U. s Jon Koncak, Temples Granger Hall,

George Washington s Mike Brown, Rutger s John

Battle, Loyola s Alfrednck Hughes, Steve Harris of

Tulsa, Aubrey Sherrod and Xaveir McDamel of

Wichita State, Sam Vincent of Michigan State, and

Greg Stokes ond Micheal Payne jof Iowa.

UMass also is losing three outstanding players in

Donald Russell, Horace Neysmith and Bobby Braun.

Braun, a key reserve in his first three years here,

moved to a starting spot at center and responded by

finishing second on the team and third in the

conference in rebounding. Russell, a co-captain and

four year starter, ends his career as UMass' all-time

leading scorer.

Neysmith, also a co-captain and four year starter,

finished his senior year as the teams leading

rebounder, second in the conference. He finished

his UMass career as the schools number two all-

time scorer and rebounder. These three men have

helped lay the foundation for UMass' return to

respectibility in collegiate basketball. We thank

them and will miss them very much.

The NUMMO NEWS All American Team

Center, Patrick Ewing - Senior, Georgetown (who

else?). FoHA/ards: Keith Lee - Senior, Memphis State.

Wayman Tisdale - Junior, Oklahoma. Guards: Chris

Mullin - Senior, St. John's and Sam Vincent - Senior,

Michigan State.

NUMMO's underrated All American Team

Center: Benoit Benjamin - junior, Creighton.

Benjamin led the nation in blocked shots, finished

second nationally in rebounding and averaged over

23 points per game. Some pro scouts rate him a

better prospect than Ewing. Benjamin has a good

mentor in his coach; former N.Y. Knick great, Willis

Reed.

FonA^ard: Alfredrick Hughes - senior, Loyola. Hughes

is the fourth all-time scorer in NCAA history! A great

player who can score at will.

Guard: Steve Mitchell - junior, V.A.B. Mitchell is a

great defensive player who averages over 1 8 points

a game and is among the nation's best playmakers.

Guard: Steve Harris - senior, Tulsa. Harris is a great

scorer, averaging over 23 points a game. Some feel

he may be better than Vincent and as good a guard

as Chris Mullin.
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Regents to vote
on tuition rise

Polling pole

makes home
inWhitmore
By GREG BROWN
ColleKian Suff

The tall, gny cylinder outside the Dean

of Students Office, with a small computer

screen and keyboard on it. looked like an

automated bank teller.

But the machine, which appeared

yesterday in Whilnwre. produced survey

questions, rather than currency, for the

curious students who approached it.

The machine is a computerized public

opinion survey called a "polling pole." It

was jfiven to the Student Affairs Research

and Evaluation Office by Newsweek on

Campus and is designed to poll students on

"anything we ask it to." SAREO Director

William Weitzer said.

"When Newsweek reports an opinion that

h the general consensus of a particular

campus, it gets that consensus through one

of these machines." he said.

The machine will be in the front lobby of

Whitmore for the rest of the semester "on

a trial basis. Our only concern is that its

questions don't get too specific." Weitzer

said. The polling pole's computer will be

re programmed about every two weeks, to

change the questions, and SAREO will

have the chance to ask some of those

question.s.

"They get market research information,

and we get free information about our

students," Weitzer said.

The polling pole is operated jointly by

Newsweek on Campus and UPI ASK, a

marketing research firm affiliated with

Vnited Press International. SAREO is also

participating as the on campus sponsor of

the computer.
Weitzer said because of its placement in

the administration building, the machine

will be programmed next semester to

separate a random sample of students from

everyone else who uses the survey

machine, and use their opinions "to ensure

that one specific type of student is not the

only sample they get."

Cops raid dorms, Southwood;

find drugs and arrest three

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Five dormitory rooms at the University of Massachusetts

were raided for cocaine and marijuana by three police

departments last Thursday night, the assistant district attor-

ney said yesterday.

David Angier told the Collegian that two men and a woman

were arrested as a result of searches in Van Meter, Cance and

Butterfield dormitories and a Southwood apartment

State. Amherst and l^Mass police collaborated in the

arrests. Six search warrants were obtained Thursday to

search the rooms.

The three people arrested were arraigned and released on

their own recognizance.

Continued on page .1
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THEY'RE FENCING US IN—A student walks by the new

fence on campus that seemed to appear out of nowhere. It is

the first step in library restoration.

By MICHELLE HYDE
(^ollegian Staff

University of Massachusetts tuition may be increased by

$100 next year if the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education approves that figure today when they meet in

Buzzards Bay
The $100 figure, the second highest of four options

offered, was decided upon last week by the regents' Budget

and Financial Affairs Committee. The higher figure would

have been $112. according to Student Trustee .lames

Keller

At last week's meeting. UMass students lobbied for a "rK>

increase" option, which would have been a balance to the

Reagan administration's proposed financial aid cuts, but no

such option waa offered by the committee Student Govern-

ment Association President elect, Dan Burgess said the

regents refused this option because the legislature has to

recognize that there are needs on campus.

Keller said the recommendation to raise tuition surprised

him because of the surplus m the HUte budget and the fact

that there will be no increase m state aid to compensate for

"the severity of the (cuts)."

Stacy Roth. SGA co- president elect, said the increase rep-

resented a "total disregard for student needs and concerns,"

and that a tuition increase was not necessary this vear

"It's a carryover from the attitude last year that students

should pay a larger percent of their tuition. And since we

raised a lot of hell last year when they (the regents) tried to

pass their tuition policy," they are trymg to accompbsh it on a

vear to year basis.

"When the regents throw a $ 100 increase at you, the tnis

tees throw a $261 increase (the I'niversal Resource Fee) at

you. and there will be five different new fees on campus, it's

more than just $100."

As a result of last week's sit-in. University administrators

promised student leaders they would not support such an

increase because of the passing of the Universal Resource

Fee According to the negotiations, the administrators will

recommend to the Board of Trustees not to support the

increase, who in turn will send that recommendation to the

regents at today's meeting.

Roth .said "there's no real rationale" for the increase listed

on today's agenda. "They talk about some basic point.s. but

they don't .say the rea.Honing behind it."

Before the increase is implemented, it needs the approval

of the whole board. "Usually the board rubber .stamps the

committee's decision." Keller said.

Increases slated for other public institutions are less,

according to Estelle Shanley. the regent's director of public

information.

Speech and survey focus on gay needs

Speaker stresses self- esteem

INSIDE:

Helen Caldicott visits UMass tonight. 3

Panel discussion on South Africa. f

Softball wins big **

"Feathers are beginning to arrive on the plate right now.
"

— Walter Mondale about hia prediction

that Reagan would eat crow.

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Suff

The number one enemy of gays and lesbians is self hate,

and the shame is that some homosexuak have to live with

this fear everyday, a former Liai.son for Gay and Lesbian

Concerns in Boston Mayor Kevin White's admini.stration

said last night.

Brian McNaught. a sex educator and lecturer, spoke to

about 120 people in the opening lecture of Lesbian and

Gay Awareness Week at the University of Massachusetts.

He said gays and lesbians must feel good about them

selves before they "come out of the closet.

"

"It's a movement out of a closet of lies into the outside of

truth. Begin loving yourself and read about men and

women like you," McNaught said.

McNaught, a 37 year old resident of Gloucester, said

that being open about homosexuality is especially difficult

from a child's point of view.

"You start at an early age divorcing yourself from the

reality." He said, as a child, you begin "to tell fag jokes."

just to set up "a .smoke screen" so the other children

won't know your honest sexual preference.

McNaught said the horror of growing up gay was "not

having factual information and not having any role

models" to look up to. He said this situation leads to a fear

of letting people know about one's true feelings and this

Continued on page 3

Study shows services lacking
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This ut the second in a five-part series on lesbian,

gay and bisexual students. Todays story focuses on satisfac-

tion with available services.

In 198.3. when the UMass Committee on Issues of Sexual

Orientation questioned 22 services agencies on campus

about the nature of their programs, 20 reported that they did

not offer services specific to the needs of gay lesbian and

bisexual students.

While all the agencies contacted which included police,

mental health services, residence halls, counseling and car-

eer development - offered .services on the basis of such fac-

tors as gender and student status, only Health Services and

the Everywoman's Center indicated they had special ser-

vices for lesbians and gay men.

Grant Ingle, process consultant in the Office of Human

Relations and a member of the committee, .said he suspected

the situation had "improved " since the survey was taken,

adding: 'We're doing a new survey to find out"

"We're going to agencies and .service providers on campus

and asking them if they are doing anything for gays and les-

bians," said Felice Yeskel, human relations planner and

advocate responsible for preparing a report for Vice

Continued on
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Missile freeze urged
LONDON lAP) Europe's anti nuclear protesters,

marching by the tens of thousands in traditional

EaMtTtime peace rallies, called on Washington yesterday

to match Moscow's freeze on deploying medium range

missiles.

Arrests of trespassers and demonstrators were reported

outside r.S. missile bases m Britain. Italy and West

Germany, but police reported no major incidents linked to

the ami nuclear rallies.

British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher rejected the

call made by Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev on

Sunday for a freeze on deployment of new U.S. cruise and

IVrshing 2 missiles in Europe.

Thatcher said to end NATO deployments now would

freeze in" an enormous Soviet advantage, estimated by

the White House at 10 to 1

.

Other r.S. allies in Europe declined specific comment on

Gorbachev's announcement of a freeze, made in an in

terview with the C ommunist Party daily Pravda.

t,arl»a»hev said the Soviet Union would halt deployment

of SS20 medium range rockets in Europe until

V niber. hut would resume the sitings if there were no

ar action taken by the West. He also said he accepted

President Reagan's offer to hold a superpower summit.

Initial press and political reaction in Europe was divided

K.tufH'n those who dismissed the Kremlin gesture as a

aimed at splitting the North AUantic Treaty

Orkjamzatum. and those who hailed it as a breakthrough

in the East West impasse
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^^orMivr HAY AT FFVWAY-Butch Wvnecar of the Yankees is safe as he slides acroas the plate paat Red

^? cJt'^h;? Rlh I^mirBut l:t^:nZ on three home run. in the ftrat ^tne of the new aeaaon for

both teams

Corrections: Estelle Matusko is Amherst's town clerk,

not the town manager, as reported in yesterday's Collegian

election story.

A .Htor>' in Friday's Collegian incorrectly stated that Jill

Franks, a Legal Service Office attorney, advises all those

Uken in by police for a breathalyzer test Franks said her

advising depends on the circumstances in each case

In the same story. Franks was quoted as saymg that

breathalyzer testa are accurate. It was Carlene RiceUi who

commented on blood alcohol testing, and she said the blood

itest IS very accurate, not the tyathalyzer.

Soviet Union says U.S. ignores peace initiative

MOSCOW (APi The Soviet Unu.r; -.i:(i >.>i.r(l.i% that

the Reagan administration had dismissed its major new

peace initiative" in an effort to dinuoish the plan's effect

on world public opinion.

Visiting American congrcMnm wekromed Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's announced readiness for a summit with

President Reagan, but the official news media gave the

summit short shrift and concentrated instead on trum

peting the Soviet leader's latest propMal on arms control.

(lorbachev on Sunday announced a moratorium on

deploying medium range missiles in Europe until

November and renewed the Kremlins call for a ban on

testing space weapons during the U.S. Soviet arms talks

in Geneva.

The United States cmitends the Soviets have a great

advantage in medium range missiles already installed.

and has ^ai.l n- space detense research program N •

negotiahif

(.it.rliai hm propoaab appeared on the front pages <rf the

Communist Party newspaper Pravda and the government

daily Izvestia. It was the main item on radio newscasu.

which said it had attracted worldwide attention, and the

evening television news carried laudatory interviews with

factwry workers.

Tass. the official news agency, said Gorbachev's

proposals were stressed by Lev Tolkunov. head of the

Soviet of the Union, one of two houses of the Soviet

parliament, at a meeting with the visitmg Americans.

The U.S. delegation led by House Speaker Thomas P

O'Neill and the Republican minority leader. Robert

Michel, is expected to get a fuller exposition <rf Soviet

arms policy today from Foreign Minister Andrei A.

Gromyko.

WANTED SUMMER 1965

CAMP NATCHEZ - top co-ed camp located in

Berkshire mountains is looking for exciting active peo-

ple with abundant energy for the following positions:

General Counselor

Backpacking

Camp Crafts

Sailing

Canoeing
W.S.I.

Nature

Soccer
Gymnastics

Tennis

Drama
Sports

Ceramics

Photography

CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS

Now's
the tine

to call...

We will be on campus Wednesday, April 10th

Rm 165 Campus Center 10 am - 4:30 pm. Please drop in or call

student employment, 545-1951.

North Amherst
Motors

tRt.

63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

1
Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Tuesday 8:30-10:30 pm

Boyden Gym

Men & Women

me 1"^

K^aurant

Art special

56 University Drive, Amherst MA
Tuesday Special

LARGE PIZZA
& PITCHER ONLY $7.99

ask your waitperson for details

WEEK-LONG SPECIALS
Nordlk Wolf $1.25

Bloody Mary's 99'

© Strathmore

Artists' Brushes

Strathmore Kolinsky
•<•;•><

^^sM^-^ -

ForWatercolor

I Good forone Strathmore Kolinsky #2 |

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

at 50% off .sugi*ested retail price.

f>IjmVERSITY
$JI^TORE^

Uf .'ixi.hic (i>( )i(V oiint

•J i>r(»s<'nl , 'Hiiion li

I

I

I

I

I

I

Located on the Campus
Canter Concourse
Store Hours: M-F 9-5; Sat 10-3

OjjmVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Steinem calls for female individualism

CttllcfuK pltotu bv David Dvabcr

Noted feminist Gloria Steinem.

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Renowned journalist and feminist. Gloria Steinem, last

niKht. called for women to develop the revolutionary

power to make individual choices.

it's not the choice we make that is important but that

we gift each other with the power to make a choice. The

point of feminism is diversity." Steinem said to over 800

at Smith College.

Steinem said in the 1950s women were "made to feel we

had to give up our names and our identities if we were to

become wives and mothers." And in the 1980s the

"superwoman myth that says a woman can have a career

"only if you cook three gourmet meals, raise four sue

cessful children and dress for success."

Though equally dangerous, the superwoman myth is

very different than earlier myths because it "makes the

victim feel guilty. ' she said.

The problem will not be solved, Steinem said, until "men

ask the question. How can 1 have a career and children at

the same time."'

She also said. Women will always be at the forefront of

humanizing the workplace, but nothing will change until

men make efforts."

The power to make choices and individual commitments

IS especially important now. in as Stemem called it, this

second wave of feminism where women who have

achieved "legal identity." are struggling for "legal

equality."

Steinem noted that issues of reproductive rights, and

equal pay. which make choices possible have "over-

whelming support between men and women" but

feminists have now come face to^ face with a "profound

opposition, one of which occupies the White House.

"

"He (Ronald Reagan) is the most anti equahty president

this country has ever seen. We have had presidents

ignorant to equality, who say we should stop here, this is

enough.' but thus is the first president who has said we

are going to turn the clock backward. " she said.

Steinem said legislation introduced by Reagan and

rightwing fundamentalists, attempts "to take away power

of women to decide when to have children, to define

sexuality and to restore the patriarchal structure on what

their end depends."

Stressing that feminism is not a reform but a revolution,

Steinem said since women are the only oppressed group

that does not have a country, "Women must come

together to make a psychic country, to give support, to

say the unspeakable."

Steinem said she foresees great amounts of con

sciousness raising in the future.

Caldicott, author and activist, to

hit on nuclear war and survival
By DAVH) SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

When Dr. Helen Caldicocl sp^'aks about

the "Threat of Nuclear War " tonight at the

Univemity of Massachusetts she may not

"ruin your day", as she often says, but she

will cast a gloomy view of your future.

But donl worry, because Caldicott.

founder of Women's Action for Nuclear

Disarmament, will tell you what you can

do to help prevent the global destruction

that would resuh from a nuclear war.

During her speech at 8 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom, she will also

discuss the impact of recent national

events including congressional approval to

fund the MX Missile and Soviet Leader

Mikhail Gorbachev's recent move toward

halting medium range nuclear missile

deployment.
She will give an outUK>k on the country

in light of the MX vote and on what people

have to do." said Terry Shraeder.

Caldicott's press secretary.

"It (the nuclear issuel is not taking care of

itself." she said.

Caldicott. author of Nuclear Madness:

Wkat You Can Do, and Missile Envy, has

received widespread support during the

past few years in attempting to awaken

people across the country to the effects of

the nuclear nightmare.

^ »t, at limes she has also been criticized

tor M-aring her audiences and being too

negative. She is often quoted as saying. "I

am here to ruin your Hay." and during the

last presidential election she reportedly

told a group of elementary s«-h«H»l students

in Maine that f Ronald Reagan was re

eliM-tt^d they would not live past 30.

However, now that her message has been

heard and her audiences are largely

supportive. Caldicott is spending less time

trying to open peoples eyes and mort* time

urging people to help prevent nuclear war.

"She is trying to mobilize people to ac

tivate and join groups. She can't do it all."

Shraeder said.

Here in Massachusetts so many pei>ple

are mobilizing that Caldicott is able to talk

alMHJt her goals as being realistic in the

next 20 years," she said.

However. Caklicott, who lives in Newton,

still addresses educational aspects of

nuclear war because as Shraeder says, "In

some areas, people still have their eyes

glued shut."

And. Shraeder said Caldicott's speeches

are still largely negative because of the

nature of the subject matter. "She still

uses a negative appeal because the picture

she paints is not rosy."

Caldicott has also criticized the press for

not doing its homework on the nuclear

issue and not covering it in a fair way.

"She feels they I the press) are not

covering both sides and are not

representative of how the people feel. The
media affects how people react to issues

hke the MX missile." Shraeder said.

Caldicott's visit is co sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program and The

UMass Peacemakers.

i^ Police ittitumrd from ptm '

In other police reports:

The theft of a $500 stereo receiver and the

verbal assault of a male student were repor-

ted Sunday night, UMass police said.

The owner of the stereo reported the

receiver missing from his 1 1 th floor room in

Washington tower after a friend discovered it

missmg Saturday. Police said the student

had been having money problems with

another resident who is a suspect in the

theft

After the theft, the student was threatened

by the suspect, police said. Police said there

will be a further investigation of the theft and

past incidents involving money

A stereo turntable was reported stolen

Sunday from a second floor room in Van

Meter dormitory. Nothing el.se was taken

from the female student's room. Police

believe that entry to the room may have been

gained through an open window.

A hit-and-run accident in lot 49 of two

parked cars was reported Friday night

Police said a pickup truck and a car were hit

in the lot near Butterfield House. Total

damage to the cars was $800. police said.

The theft of a 1978 Toyota was reported

Friday night by a visitor to the Umversity

from Smith College. The car was parked in

lot 3 1 and was .stolen after approximately one

hour. The value of the car is $4,500.

The theft of four hubcaps, valued at $300,

was reported from the Campus Center gar-

age Friday morning. The hubcaps were

removed from a 1983 Chevrolet parked on

the third level of the garage. There are no

suspects.

UMass debator

is best in U.S.
University of Massachusetts student

j

Dan Povinelli was recently rated the best

debator in the United States and his team

ranked 9th in the nation in the National

Debate Tournament.

Star Muir, director of debate at UMass.

said this is the first time the team has

been ranked in the top ten. "It's the

intellectual equivalent of winning the

He^sman Trophy."
"1 feel two things about the tour-

nament." Muir said. "I feel very plea^ied

that they have come this far under toy

direction. We've done the best weVe
ever done. I'm very proud of the team."

"My second thought is that this is a

young team and given sotid financial

suppwl, this team should be in the top,

three next year," he said, adding that,

this Is his final year as director.

The winning team is comprised <rf

Danny Povinelli, a junior anthropology

major, and Mark Friedman, a freshman

political science major.

"Danny and Mark epitomize debate as a

fun and intellectually stimulating ac-

tivity. Their grasp of issues and their

capabilities to translate their ideas often

far exceeds their coach," Muir said. "In

addition they have fun with the activity,

enjoying it as a competitive clash of

ideas."

The Debate Program was founded ir

1909. Some of the team's most recent

achievements include: winning the

National Novice Championship in 1983.

-DON LIPPER

* Self-esteem^ "^"^'^

was the worst aspect for

him growing up gay in an Irish Catholic

family.

H«>w can you say you love yourself when

you're afraid to tell people." McNaught

said. "You never trust that you're lovable."

While a senior at Marquette University in

Milwaukee, he said he chose not to date

any more women. "1 wt>uUi crack jokes just

to ke«'p from performing with women on

dates

McNaught said he met a man at a gay bar

and had a relationship with him and that

everything in "the world was right."

However, he said he "couldn't stand Uving

as a hyp<icrite and liar." becau.se he was

having trouble dealing with society's

expectations of him, a gay man at age 24.

"One day I drank a bottle of turpentine,"

McNaught said. He said he later realized

he made a mistake and learned a lesson

that turned his life around.

i swore I would never again live my life

on other people's expectations."

McNaught said he wants to "communicate

the message that being gay is a gift." He

also said, "there is no daU that supports

bias against gay people." stating that

people play "Bible bingo " when criticizing

• Survey- •nUnttrd frmm ftgt I

Chancellor of Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson on the needs of gay and

lesbian students.

A pilot survey

Although quantative data on what is being

offered is not yet available, a pilot survey of

students conducted by Yeskel early la.st

month raised the following commenU on

available services:

New Students Program: 1 felt like shit Gay

not mentioned once. No mention of any ser-

vices. (Lesbian student)

Admissions: Admissions doesn't make it

clear that gay people would feel comfortable

at UMass. They don't mention gayness at all

((iay student)

Library: There is a lack of many positive

books on gay/lesbian lifestyles.

(Gay student)

Health services: Health services always

assumes ""

heterosexual "You're taking birth control,

aren't you?" is a frequent questioa

(Lesbian student)

Police: 1 feel that it is an incredible step for

any gay/lesbian/bisexual student tx) contact

the police if their sexuality is relevant to their

complaint (Gay student)

Residence Hall: They can be an oppressive

place to live. Tve experienced harassment

and verbal abuse. (Gay

student)

Students address needs themselves

Because of in.sufficient and inadequate

services, the needs of gay and lesbian

students on campus are largely being met by

the students themselves, said Paul Throne, a

member of the UMass Lesbian, Gay and

Bisexual Alliance (LGBA)

He said such students are being "burned

out"
«"**

"overextended" because the University has

failed to take responaiblity for a "healthy

environment"

Not knowing who to trust

Sarah Boy, assistant to Madson, said she

believes the lack of specific services is com-

laUaCiu Hm(« fcy U«».4 Onkw

Sea educator Brian McNaught.

gays and lesbians by using quotes that gay

opponents use to suppress homosexuality.

"You get to the point where you have to

take responsibihty for your beliefs."

McNaught said. "Primarily. I like being

gay because it's an essential aspect of who

I am and I like myself."

pounded by the problem of "not knowing

who to go to and who to trust"

She said that although within many of the

service agencies there are people sensitive to

gay and lesbian concerns, there is little infor

mation on who they are. which "makes it even

harder for people coming out"

.John .lablonsky. president of the LGBA.

commented that there "is nothing from the

University about what exactly is available -

you have to find out yourself."

Kathleen Offenhartz, a bisexual woman

student, agreed that on campus. "It has to be

made more obvious who the people are that

deal with sexuality."

Because of thatlack of information, "those

seeking services run the risk of confiding in

potentially ho.stile service providers,"

according to the issues of sexual

orientation report.

Throne cites the example of a friend of his

who went to Health Services for a hepatitis

shot and was told he would not have needed

one if he "sUrted dating girls
"

The committee concluded in its report

that it could not "in good conscience"

publish a service directory of agencies "in

which there could be no assurance of a sensi-

tive, respectful reception for members of

these populations."

Instead, the committee suggested the

strategies
'°'"

increasing the number of specific services,

encouraging service agencies to be more

explicit and improving the informal referral

system.

Community center needed

According to Offenhartz, what is needed is

a "recognized gay conamunity center backed

by the administration and staffed by pro-

fessionals," which could act as a resource and

referral center.

"There are wonderful people out there but

we just don't know who they are," said

Throne.

Tomorrow 's story willfocus on faculty support

for gay and lesbian students.
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ATTENTION HISTORY ^
MAJORS: STODENT LOANS

ARENTATHING
OFTHE PAST.

We believe the last thing that should keep someone from going to college is money.

So call 1-800-SHAWMUT or come in and see us about our comprehensive

^""^el'S^u^^at^sSiut. we've been helping students make ends meet for ages.

Shawmut Banks
L(M)kl()ust(H(iinvlion.

Members FDJC Kqual HciusinK LendtYS
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DRESS
FORSUCCESS.

You're the man in charge. And you can

handle it. Because the Navy hits given you

the management and technical training to

get the job done.

Thirty men report to you. And what you

do includes the care and re.sponsibility for

millions of dollars worth of sophisticated

equipment.

At age 22 you can be a leader in the

Navy. With all the decision-making

authority you need to help you match

up to your re.sponsibility.

llie rewards match up. too. A .solid

sUirting salary of $17,700. and up to as

much as $.'il,000 in four years with

regular promotions and increases.

Responsibility and rewards. Its the

way you measure success in the Navy.

See vour Navv Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVYOFFICERSGETRESPONSBIUTY FAST.

MASS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyt *^y'^»
•9 $39.95$34. $43i.*» Î

M
*, „• - -^ '•»''<>' HXJ^ dttlribuiof cop PVC votv« .ghitw

Lube, Oil & Filter

$1599Inclwde* up <> 5 qyarfs

10-40 cmI ond soiwty

ch«ck

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Stcxe

549-4704
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The need to do more
Leonardo da Vinci wa» gay. So were

Witgenstein, Tchaikovsky. T^nneaaee

Williams and Walt Whitman. Willa

Cather was a lesbian. So w«re Gertrude

Stein, Alice B. Toklas and the former

president of Mount Holyoke College,

Mary Wooley. Why were we never

taught about these people's

sexuality?

Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week
differs from awareness weeks held for

other groups of oppressed people, for it

is difficult to celebrate the historical

struggles, accomplishments and con-

tributioi\s of a people when their his-

tory has been bathed in silence. Gays

and lesbians have been robbed of their

past. Con.sequently. they have been

denied the opportunity to take pride in

the people they follow and they have

been denied the opportunity for a

strong base from which to gather

strength and look with optimism to

the future.

Gay and Lesbi^ Awareness Week
highlights the need to stop ignoring the

voice of this group. But is this cam-

pus listening

This University does not seem to

realize the unique contribution it can

make in helping gays and lesbians

reclaim their past and fight their pre-

aerrt oppreaaioa At l!Maaa, there are

few courses that focus on gay and les-

bian issues. There are few courses that

concentrate on their social, political or

cultural contributions to our society.

The library has gaps on ita shelves

where books and journals that portray

bomosexuaUty and bLsexuality in a

poaitive light should be. The University

has three homophobia/heterosexism

awareness trainers to educate a stu-

dent body of 24.000.

Facilities offered—health services,

legal services, and placement services,

to name but a few— rarely cater to the

needs of lesbian, gay and bisexual

studenU. The list could go on—but it

all points to the same question; why is

there no central office for gay and les-

bian affairs, staffed by profeeaionals, to

lobby for and support these students?

Without such an office, gays and les-

bians at UMass are having their

energies sapped by having to provide

their own services and by battling on

their own against in.stitutional obsti-

nacy. Currently, a report is being pre-

pared for Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis Madson on the con-

cema, needs and experiences of gay.

lesbian and bisexual students on this

campus. When he receives the report,

let's hope he has the wisdom and

foresight to urge the administration to

add its voices to the students'.

For when gay, lesbian and bisexual

students do stand up for their rights on

campus they are frequently accused of

being too ''vocal"; "If they'd just shut-

up there would be no problem." Should

an oppressed people, whose rights are

unprotected by slate and federal law.

remain quiet? Should an oppressed

people be penalized for having the

strength to stand up and discuss their

sexuality in a society that likes to keep

the topic taboo?

And if gay.s and lesbians don t stand

up for themselves, who will? When a

racist act occurs on campus, minority

faculty speak out When an anti-

Semitic act occurs, Jewish faculty

ppeak out When a homophobic act is

perpetrated, there is silence. This

phenomenon means that gay and les-

bian demands are often not treated

with the serious con.sideration they

deserve. It also emphasizes the need

for the University to take steps in creat-

ing an atmosphere where faculty do not

feel they are putting their professional

credibiUty on the line if they reveal

their sexuality.

Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week is

a time for gays and lesbians to have a

respectful focus on their concerns and

a time forthem to move in a supportive

environment instead of one that is all

too hostile. It is also a time for heter-

osexuals to leam more about, and be

enriched by, the lesbians and gays in

otir community and a time for them to

learn more about, and be enriched by,

the lesbians and gays in our community

and a time for them to unlearn some of

the myths and stereotypes that all too

often precipitate homophobic acts.

But the responsibility of everyone to

be aware of lesbian, gay and bisexual

issues should not be considered

"spent" at the end of this week. If we

are to have a society in which indivi-

duals are free to live and love as they

please, in which each person is respec-

ted for their sexual orientation, aware-

ness must be extended to become a

life-long pursuit

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority

opinion of the Collegian Board of

Editors.

Letters to the Editor

In life and death, true friendship endures

In memory of Bernard Beaver, veteran,

former UMa.ss student. His remains were

found in the wood.s in .Southampton last

week. He had been mi.ssing since October of

last year (Hampshire Gazette. April 2). Ber-

nie, your death is a tragic loss and the sorrow

is very bitter and very deep. It's a shame that

this place so damn proud of its social aware-

ness is so short of friendship to someone who

is a little different; this place, so damn quick

to rise to the call of injustice is condemnmg

and cruel when .someone is down and out; this

place, so damn ready to make accu.sations of

apathy is so callous and oblivious to those

who fall beneath the wheel. Your friends will

remember, Bernie. we promise.

Hawley Rising

Kakoli Banerjee
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress a id telephone number, which will not be published.

Please .ypt double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due

to space limitations and the volume of mail, we re^et we

are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters All let-

ters are subject to editing /or clarity and length.

iCoUegiaDs

OPINION
The opinions on iriis page are those ot the mdivKlua) wfHet oi cartoonist and do fHjt

the v«ws of the CoUvfMMi or the Un-vofSity unless otherwise noted

tly reflect

It's a question of respect
As a writer and editor of the Black Affairs

section of the Cnltegian, I am constantly

faced with a dilerana when writing a»M)Ut

blacks. The A.P. Style Book, a joumaliHts

bible, says that the term referring to people

of African descent should not be capitalized.

The Collegian follows this style, one which I

believe to be insulting to the race when other

nationalities are capitalized

Since blacks were forcefully dragged to

Amenca. they have been referred to by many

names which have not only degraded their

character as citizens, but have also dehu

manized them.

From African to Negro to nigger to colored,

whites have labeled peoples of African des

cent as they see fit U) justify their superiority.

By not capitalizing blacks, editors of main-

stream newspapers follow the same logic.

The controversy surrounding this issue

has its roots in the early struggle to capitalize

"Negro." An 1H78 editorial in the Chicago

CoruservGtor by Ferdinand Lee Bamett was

one of the earliest appeals; "It is certainly

improper and since no one has ever given a

good reason for this breach in orthography,

we will offer one. While men began printing

long before colored men dared read their

work; (white men) had the power to establish

any rule they saw fit. As a mark of disrespect,

as a badge of inferiority, they tacitly agreed

to spell his name without a capital."

Yadira Betances

W.E.B. l)u Bois, founder of the NAACP
said in 1916 that, "Not to capiulize Negro'

under such circumstances is a direct and in

these days a more and more conscious, insult

to at least I.')0.0(K>.()00 human beings and no

person or institution will persist in this insult

if they realize that those persons regard the

usage as such."

The term "black" emerged during the

Black Power Movement «.f the 196()s when a

large number of Afn> Americans decided to

identify themselves as "black Americans
"

Thus, because the term refers to a pn)per

noun (blacks are no longer a real estate) it is

proper grammar to capitalize it

•White." unlike the term "black" is not

capitalized because it is only an indicator of

skin color and dr>es not accurately denote a

particular race or nationality

As Bamett noted, as long as whites have

the power to enact rules which affect peoples

of color psychologically crippling their exis-

tence, white supenonfy will prevail.

Yadira lUtances is the Collegian's Black

Affairs editor

Americans should study more about Japan

The Congress, which has a notion that

Japan is protectionist has passed a bill in an

attempt to open the Japanese market to

American made goods. But is their notion

correct? Last Thursday, the NY Timea

compared three kinds of trade barriers. Ac-

cording to them, the average of Japanese

tariff on industrial impf)rts will be 2.8 {ler-

cent, compared with 4.4 in the US and 4.7

for the European Economic Community.

Secondly. Japan impo.ses quotas in 27

categories, the US in 2,3, France in 46. But

here the number of the so-called "volun-

tary self-quotas" which Japan has imposed

under pressure by the US should be

remembered. Third, 22.1 percent of the

Japanese manufactured imports were sub-

ject to major non-tariff barriers, compared

with 45.1 percent in the US and 36.5 in

France.

Statistically, Japan cannot be proved as

protectionist, so why does the US keep in-

spiring "Japan-bashing"? Is the trade

deficit all Japan's fault? How many US
companies try to study and understand

Japan? How can one build up good rela-

tions with one's customers without speak-

ing their language and without an

understanding of their culture? Again, ac-

cording U) the NY Times, one study found

that a minority of Americans study

Japanese before arriving in Japan and only

seven percent subscribe U) a Japanese-

language newspaper. The Amencan way,

just U) walk in and to talk to a distributor,

"Here is my product" doesn't seem to

work outside of the US. The fact that

Japanese bankruptcy rate is six times

higher than that of the US would suggest

its system doesn't discriminate against

foreigners but against newcomers.

Before completely isolating Japan which

is politically, economically and strategically

important for the US and totally dependent

upon the US, Americans should start re-

thinking their attitudes toward the outer

world.

Kazuto Oshio
Southwest
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Nashville rock visits Northampton
Jason and the Scorchers

Sunday, April 7

Pearl Street, Northampton

Bv ALISON WONDERLAND and

DOUG LHTLEJOHN
Collegian Correspondent*

In an interview in Charlottesville. Virginia. Jason Rmgen-

berg said: "Two hundred years ago they said the Bntish were

coming We whupped em then and we're gonna whup em

again with this brand of American rock n' rolL"

Jagon and the Scorchers, who hail from Nashville, were

fast, tight and sizzling hot. per usual With their unique mix-

ture of countr> and high energy rock, the band brough a fresh

Amencan sound to the musically Brit gripped area of

Amherst/Northamptoa Synthesizers, drum machines, and

high fashion were wavlaid as guitars, harmonicas and sweat

took over. From the time the band kicked mto Ust Time

Around." off their recently released Lost and Found Ip. to the

last notes of"Honky Tonk Blues." they had the crowd in high

gear Despite the overbeanng presence of Pearl Street

security, the audience managed to cut some mean rug. as did

the performers. Warner Hodges, the guitan.st. displayed an

exciting round of on stage acrobatics including horizontal

guitar spins and five foot jumps. The man had energy?

Highhghte of the house rocking selection included a blaz-

ing rendition of "Help!. Theres a Fire." off their fm-or ep; a

heart wrenching version of "Broken Whiskey Glass." and

cuts from their most recent album, including "Shop It

Around." "White Lies" (soon to be an MT\' power cut-keep

your fingers crossed), and "Change the Tune." with Warner

Hodges' power guitar heroics in the spotlight.

The only respite from the blistering pace of the show was a

song entitled "Pray for Me." when Hodges and .lason were

seated on stage, and stirred souls with root vocals. Thev

allowed the crowd to catch its collective breath, proving that

country music played straight can appeal to a young

audience. During the Charlottesville inter\'iew. .lason con

demned the Nashville country establishment for aiming their

music at "overweight, middle-aged women in polyester

leisure suits " He went on to say that if the Nashville scene

wanted to break free of their current trend of losing money,

they would have to open up the country sound to the kias.

Jason and the Scorchers do this with ease.

The encores were a very special part of the Sunday night

show. The Scorchers make no secret of their true country

roots, as their choice of encores clearly shows. The firs

encore, a Buddy HoUy cover titled "Rave On. was a real

scorcher (pardon the pun) as was "Honky Tonk Blues,

originally done bv Hank Williams, who Jason suggested was

"right up there wuh God" The surprise of the evening was a

beautifully peaceful version of "Amazing Grace, a fine clos-

ing for an Faster Sunday show.

.lason. who wears a Farming is the Backbone of America

sticker on his guitar, has not forgotten his roots. Nor have the

rest of the Scorchers. Although Jason and Warner had to

catch an earlv plane for New York interviews, the Scorchers

came out mto the club after the show, and were more than

willing to chew the fat. even with people from north of the

Mason/Dixon line. If Jason and the Scorchers are any mdica^

tion of this "New brand of Amencan rock n' roll the British

music scene is in trouble.

Alison Wonderland and Doug Uttlejuhn are WML'A dtac

jockeys.

Artslines....
Singer Joan Armatrading will perform with special

guest Cook the B«>k at H p.m. on Thursday in the Fine Art*

Center Tickets for this UPC sponsored program are 5 11 M)

for UMass students and $ 1 2.50 for the general public and are

avaUable at the FAC Box Office.

Currently at display at the University Gallery are Contem-

porary CeramicK Six New England ArtisU and an

exhibition of paintings by Alan Shield*. The I'niversity

Gallery located in the Fine Arts Center, is open to the pubUc

Tuesday through Friday 1 1 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. and Saturday

and Sunday. 2 to 5 p.m. Alan Shields will give a public lecture

at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday at the Gallery.

The Pilobolus Dance Theater perform at 8 p.m. on

Thursday at the FAC Concert Hall.

The Charleston String Quartet will be' performing

works by Schubert. Bartock. and Schumann at 8 p.m. on

Thursday in Bezanson Reciul Hall. Admission to the con-

cert is free.

The monumental St AfaM/ieu- Poaaton of Johann Sebas-

tian Bach wiU be performed at 7:30 p.m. on Friday in

Amherst College's Buckley Reciul Hall and again at 3 p.m.

on Sunday at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. This free

concert will be presented in honor of the composer's tercen

tenary year.

The Percussion Pops will be performing their sixteenth

annual concert at 8 p.m. on Friday in Bowker Auditorium.

Under the direction of Peter Tanner, the Pops musical pro-

gram will feature a lively selection of ragtime, rock, contem-

porary, swing and Latin tunes. For further information

concerning this free program, call 545-2227

Member of the Westbrook String Quartet, violimst

Lynn Kane will have a recital at 8 p.m. this Sunday at Bezan

son Reciul Hall The free concert will feature works by Bach,

Beethoven, WUliam Grant Still and Clarence Camen.n

While.

New England's Pilobolus Dance Theatre will perform

at 8 p.m. on Thursday in the Fine ArU Center Concert Hall

Tickets for the program are available at the FAC Box Office.

For more information call 545-251 1.

The

Romanell-Phi Beta Kappa

Lectures 1984-1985

Robert Paul Wolff

Romanell-Phi Beta Kappa

Professor in Philosophy

M()nc>t)ags Must Be So Lucky

Reflections on the Philosophical Significance of

The Lilcrar>' Structure of Marx's Capital

MARCH
^ I The Oniotogical Presumsirions of Literary Style

APRIL
^\ The Factory and the Cave The Inverted Wodd of Capitalism

10 Mrs Feinschmeck's Blmi/es. or Notes on the Crackpot Categories of

Bourgeois Mtical Economy

Presented by the Tnited Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa

in cooperation with the Nu Chapter

All lectures at 8 p.m

School of Management Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

BUY ONE. . .GET ONE OF

THE FOLLOWING COLORS
FREE:

BURNT UMBER
CADMIUM RED

CADMIUM YELLOW
COBALT BLUE

VIVIDIAN

OFFER GOOD WHILE
SUPPLIES LAST

Located in the

Campus Center

Store Hours:

M-F 9-5, Sat 10-3

^.VmVERSITY
mSTORE^

BLACK AFFAIF
Power plus ignorance equals

catastrophe states Robinson
By KIMBERLY Bl'RGE
Collegian Staff

The protests leading to arrest at the South

.African Embassy in Washington will expand

to corporations who do business in the white-

ruled nation, according to the executive

director of TransAfrica.

Randell Robinson, said last night at

Amherst College, in the words of a white

South African, that "Americans have to go to

jail to get the attention of their own

nation."

Robinson, the chief organizer of the recent

nation-wide protests against apartheid in

South Africa also spoke of ignorance in

America about today's problems and theu-

thoughts on them.

"Great power plus.^eat ignorance equals

great catastrophe." he said.

According to Robinson. "Since World War

n. we have an amazing consistency of ending

up on the wrong and losing side of social jus-

tice issues."

The main cause of paranoia in America

seems to be communism, he said. "Ameri-

cans seem to be fanatically opposed to cona-

munism. yet, one in twenty can spell it, one in

fifty can define it, and students go to grad

uate school without ever reading a book by

Marx, " he said.

In turn. Third World people are caught in

the middle of the superpower struggle. "We
have to inform ourselves and teach the coun-

try how to select the right side of social jus-

tice issues," Robinson said.

He was reminded of Nelson Mandela, a

Mack South African leader imprisoned for 23

years for his alleged attempt to overthrow the

government. Recently, he was offered a

chance to be free if he gave up his militancy

against the government. But Mandela said,

he "would rather die in prison upright than

crawling and conceding my birthright."

"Everyone knows who Andrei Sakarov is.

Why? Because he is white and opposed com-

munism. We don't know about Nelson Man-

dela because he is black and opposes an

ally." he said.

"We have never found a way to impose a

small sanction on a most vicious nation only

because the regime is opposed to com-

munism." he stated. He went on to say that

"the best fnend Russia has is Ronald

Reagan."

Not many people know what the term con-

structive engagement means. "In the last

four years, the United States has exported

over $100 million in military shop items to

use against black South Africans. This is con-

structive engagement," Robinson said.

Robinson quoted Bishop Desmond Tutu

and said, "Ifwe don" t change our p<ilicy. there

will be a bloodbath in South Africa and the

blood will be on American hands."

According to Robinson, our responsibility

as Amencans. students, and citizens is to

"support one basic, fundamental social jus

tice issue. By the end of the century, blacks

will be in power in .South Africa. They'll look

around and see who helped them and who

hurt them."

"It's funny." Robinson said, "when Sea

Lowell Weicker is arrested in fn>nt of the

South African Embassy, apartheid suddenly

becomes an issue. The victims remain invis-

ible and unimportant"
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FEATURING

• I HA» ri s

II I I Ml AM
SODAS

FLAVORS

• M)<)t<!|S * (HI AM

• s\ V> »««*

HOURS 7 am-8 pm MON -FRI

COFFEE SHOP
Campus Center

1/2 PRICE COUPON

I

Buy any ice cream product &

get one V2 price

Otter expires April 23. 1985

CAMPUS CENTER COEFE_E SHOP__
__

UMASS
I

From left to riKht, Themb. Jamen. playing Thursday to .Saturday and Apnl IH to

In^rid AHkew, Aaron Cruthrield. Ana the 20 at Hampden 1 heater. Southwest

Ibe, reheaminc M«Jon <»n a Ramhou' Shawl

Chilean aidsought

At 1 p.m. on Sunday March 3, a large

earthquake measuring 7.6 on the Richter

icale shook vast sectors of the cenual

region of (^hile. The areas worst hit were

the large port city of Valparaiso, neigh

boring cities and towns and the heavily

populated capital city of Santiago.

One hundred and eighty lives perished in

the earthquake with 2000 injured and

fiO.OOO homes were destroyed leaving

200,000 homeless. For this reason Chileans

need your help. Chilean residenu in the

state of Connecticut and in Amherst with

the help of churches, and other

organizations have responded by launching

a "Chile Relief Campaign". Through this

effort, they rolU'rt me<licine. clothes,

scho«>l suiiplifs. money and toys. AU

material collected will be sent to and

distributed by Catholic Church Community

Or«ani/.atM»ns in ("hile.

Donations of any kind can be made in

Amherst to Ester Orellana by caUing 256

0.'i42

You are cordially invited to attend

CAREER NIGHT
for

PSYCHOLOGY
MAJORS

Wednesday, April 10

at 8:00 P.M.

at

Campus Center, Room 101
Several Psych. Dept. alumni /ae will be on hand

to discuss graduate school and career opportunities for

psychology majors

Sponsored by

UMass Placement Service

•Alumni Office

Department of Psychology

For more information contact:

Psychology Advising Office

Tobin 403

545-0377

Wine and Cheese to follow
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NURSING:
CHECK IT OUT

At New England Deaconess Hospital Scliool of Nursing.

Now is the time to apply Our two-year advanced placement

program starts May 6, 1905.

For more information, call Joy Erb.

recruitment coordinator at (617) 732-8359.

NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
One Autumn Street. Boston MA 02215

Cornn.tiecl to the cfMicepI of • i -ai opporlanitv '" educaJion

OPEN HOUSE
at

UNIVERSITY
CAREER CENTER

Come see our new home in I Thursday, April 11, 1985

The Distinguished Visitors Program

and UMass Peacemakers present

Dr. Helen Caldicott

The Threat of

Nuclear War
Tuesday

April 9, 1985

Student Union Ballroom

8 p.m.

FREE

^GET ITCHECKED • • •

FREE OF CHARGEl
1

ONKYO CASSETTE DECK CLINIC
THUR.+FRI.-APRIL 11&12

This Thursday & Friday, Sound & Music is offering a FREE Cassette

Deck Clinic, sponsored by Onkyo. Factory trained Onkyo representatives

will be on hand to check your cassette decks performance and give it a

thorough going over. The testing includes frequency response, speed ac-

curacy, wow & flutter, signal to noise ratio and head alignment. Your

deck will also be cleaned and demagnetized.

No matter what brand of cassette deck you own, nows your chance

to see if its still up to spec. FREE OF CHARGE! The clinic is Thursday

from noon to 8:30. Friday 10:30 to five. Advance appointments accepted.

FromONKYO. . . Just what the Doctor ordered!

TA-2026 $175 TA-2056 $330

90-92 King St. iRteSl. Northampton •Mon- Sat 10-5:30, Thu til 9

VISA. MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

Fraternity Sorority Park!

(off East Pleasant Street)

9 to 4 p.m

Light refreshments

Orchard Hill buses take

you right to our doorstep.

<L:-

r VILLA
Offering Quality Mexican Foods

Great Daily Specials!

All Day!
Every Day!

/ NORTHAMPTON • B Y OB AMHERST • B & W Served \

V 21 Cenler St » 584-0673 41 BoMwood Walh * 256-821 7 J

TC -ii: -arc ^ic -JK .ac 3JC. az

i

:

:
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ADVERTISERS
DONT MISS OUT!

The Collegian is now offering a

SPOT COLOR SPECIAL

For a limited time only the Collegian I

is reducing its regular rate of $90 to only

$50 for spot color.

A price well below cost

This is your opportune chance to make

the most of your advertising at

low, low rates.

From now until the end of the semester

you can't afford not to cash in on this deal

REMEMBER SPOT COLOR

FOR ONLY $50

ACT NOW TO MAKE THE MOST

OF YOUR ADVERTISING $'s.

ZE az ZE as
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

usre^. UNCis pukb, youmay
ThlNK ThBf!B'S>N0HAfiMlN5MU(i

0UN6 IN Boonso rbcjorpS'. but

j
wiiBLUNOTHAriDimFmiuee

[~\OFZZ TOP'

mmmnsiou.ifYou

efyr)RPS7 OPtKAWNOHOUHCAM

I
—^Tompouct'

ANY OFFHAKD^
5U66B-5TI0NS^ PIANO

iAIIfiB

WEATHER:

Considerable sunshine Tuesday and again

Wednesday. Continued chiUy, highs in the

lower and middle 408, except a few degrees

cooler in the western hills. Mainly clear and

cold Tuesday ni^ht, lows in the 20s.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

5/» :*i .**..<*it'

\ /My
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Rats By Congo
X '--^'s.t 1 t"S T »-<t

j

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

CO^tSinqI ^j 1 p I nq . . r-Hovju (, an >
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GORDY By Gorde

"To WEIV WORLS>S,

"TO BOLDLY GO
\A/He»?E NO -VIAW

HAS B\/eR GOhJE

BE POPE

•TO MEET rHB~^
AMN \A/iTH THE

j

FUNNY RWJT
rSBTHf" J

. ...1 /criori^rrT.....:^.

LLTNCH
Chee.seburger

Spaghetti with (iarden Vegetables

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burgers

Spaghetti with Oarden Vegetables

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

llravy, Cranberr>' Sauce

(iiant Hot Dog on Koll

BASICS DINNER
Brazilian Rite Cassertile

Roast Turkey/ Bread Dressing

(Iravv Cranberrv Saute

Read the collegian

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Miird b> Irudr MKhrl Jaltr

ACROSS
1 He»»{ sake

6 A «• Tel A»tv

to Veafn to*

14 Conve"
inokJtng

15 Mosel I'ibutary

16 Go)* club

17 Bu"»
30 Compass pi

21 ScotI ot teflai

history

22 TaikM's insert

23 SxMoog lood

24 Doctors gp
25 B'««ay sigr>

26 Send back

29 Better

31 Certain thiclierv

""1 -«qent"i

. Aright

isey

33 First «ord ol

the Aeneid

37 Fosters
40 On the de«p
41 Runner Sebas

!ian and famMy

42 PricKle

43 Canlina
ol'erings

4'i Sriutterbuq s

Ijaraptip'iialia

46 Chinese
condiTSnl

49 Racquet
strings

sometifT>es

M Rhine teedei

51 Hubbub
53 Part ot

24 Across
54 Pnmate
57 Booths
60 Charles Us

Mistress Giftyn

61 Conifer e g
62 Garments (or

Cicero

63 Gaelic

64 Near or Far

65 1923 Nobel

laureate lor

lilpralu'p

OOWN
1 Horse of a

certain culoi

2 Author Hi/nlei

3 Tradition

4 UNatiiiiale

5 Digest

6 TVs Lou Grant

7 Cheryl or Dune
8 Corn t>earei

9 Piece

to Goals
It Inlefsecl

12 Shafp<*ner

13 "uta-i

(Stop)

18 iuveisi*e
red rose

19 'OOcnlsm
Taiwan

23 Cowboy s need

24 Accumulate

26 Eastern title

27 Selves

28 Manufactured

29 Mosquito type

30 Novelist du
Maur'or

32 Treat with

disdain

34 Greet! letters

35 Small lake

36 Abby s sister

elal

JH Uxf t

39 From Mere

to —
44 B •

t .

45 Meier, Rtiif

biographer

46 Play pari

4 7 More
venerable

48 Ketch liin

50 Bia'> in» Item

52 5280 feet

53 Summer
coolers

54 Pond plant

55 KirKl ol moss
** Loolison

S« Blue Eagle org

59 Shad
delicacy

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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r LESBIAN/GAY
AWARENESS WEEK

TUESDAY
12 1.30 pm

Cape Cod Lounge
Student Union
4:00 6:00 pm
Memorial Hail

8:00 pm
Bowker Aud.

. 10:00 pm

WEDNESDAY
12-1.30 pm

Cape Cod Lounge
4:00 pm

Memorial Hall

8:00 and 10 pm
C.C Aud,

THURSDAY
12-1:30 pm

Cape Cod Lounge
7:00 pm

C.C. Rm 163
8:30 pm

C.C. Rm. 163
10:00 pm
SUB

FRIDAY
12-1:30 pm

Cape Cod Lounge
4-6:00 pm

C.C. Rm. 168

7:00 and 9:00 pm
Herter Hall Aud
SATURDAY

10:» 12 00 pm
1:00^3 00 pm
C.C Rm 101

3:15-5:00 pm

SUNDAY
1200 2:00 pm
C.C Rm. 163

2 15-3:46 pm
4 00^5 30 pm

7:30 pm
C.C. Rm 163

9:00 pm
SUB

Tuesday, April 9, 1985

LUNCHTIME FILM SERIES

PANEL: SEXUALITY, GENDER fr CULTURE
Catherine Bateson, Sylvia Forma and Michael Gross

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
BARBARA SMITH

"Acts of Farth, Acts of Courage The Movement of Les

btan and Gay Men of Color"

DANCE-PmH Street, Northampton
$1.00 Admission for Students v»/ith 10 s

LUNCHTIME FILM SERIES

SPEAKER'
JONATHAN KAT2 "The Creation of Heterosex

uality 1892-1982"
FILM: BEFORE STONEWALL

LUNCHTIME FILM SERIES

WORKSHOP: LESBIAN LEGAL RIGHTS

FILM: CHOOSING CHILDREN

DANCE sponeored by the Counseling Col-

lective

LUNCHTIME FILM SERIES

SPEAKER: DR GREEN
Kinsey Institute's Current Research on Sexual
Orientation
MOVIE THE TIMES OF HARVEY MILK
Academy Award Winner: Best Docurr^entary

WORKSHOPS CC 1st Floor Rooms
PANEL Lesbians b Gays in Latin America

Gerry Scapotuollo. Maxine Shew, Saline

Lightfsather
WORKSHOPS--C C 1st Floor Roome

PANEL Yours In Struggle Two Perspectives on

Ant-Semitism b Racism in the Lesbien Community
Minnie Bruce Pratt b Elly Bulkm

WORKSHOPS -C.C. 1st Roor Room*
WORKSHOPS CC
JEB SLIDESHOW PRESENTATION
Second half of show is for won>en only

MOVIE: THE TIMES OF HARVEY MILK
Academy Award Winner Best Docunr>entarY

'THE FIRST JOB:

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF A
NONTRADITIONAL MAJOR IN TODAY'S

MARKET'

} a panel discussion of BDIC graduates fn^m .i variety of fields
]^

All nontraditional majors and interested

others are invited to attend this

BDIC ALUMNI AE CAREER NIGHT

WHEN: TUESDAY, APRIL % 1985 al 8:00 p.m.

WHERE: CAMPUS CENTER, ROOMS 162-175

^ Sponsop-'d by

J The Bachelor's Degree With Individual

^
Concentration Program (BDIC)

^ The Alumni Association

X The University Placement Service

^^fahe^.'eia€^

WHEN IT COMES
TO GOOD SKINCARE
SIMPLE IS BEST
Any experienced dermatologist will tell you that

all the skin care you need is a proper cleansing

twice a day-and, for dry skin, some selective

moisturizing.

This is the credo of Clinique. Developed by a

group of leading dermatologists- Clinique skin

care products have brought the simple truth to

today's beauty world.

You begin by learning your skin type from the

Clinique Computer, a service that's available

wherever Clinique products are sold.

This determines the products that are right for

you. Use them faithfully. Watch your skin get

better. It's that simple.

The Clinique Counter. Hamsphire Mall and All Steiger Stores

Allergy Tested 100% Fragrance Free

^<^?r^y^'^'^;A:^>JM^:;:?;rt£W^i•;^^;'J:ft•Jl>:/4t.:^.^^*:>lC*: iwr^i<^iwiimn,i(<ei^n
! u^ i . , ^a .

«iw.'»iiip

CLINIQUE
dramaticaMy

different

moistunang lotion

CLINIQUE

'

>
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Earn

Academic Credit*
while gaining experience

in nriarketing, public

relations, counseling,

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office

Interviews begin April 10

Contact the Office of

Internships

I NAME:

aoe

llou

iDUSi:

RESUME

The f^m HoumIw

bi Umixiw^ Onva

fcXPERlENCE. lUU > a laik kmM?

ECTIVt TyfMM Of W<ot) rnxw
Pnia ana t« ^ipm I aiaictiin(

ontfcK
iwrEKErrs^ OAm pnaa^ urai. tyvat.

Delta Zeta is theplace for

^ Exception Tonight "^

BFA Exhibition

Student Union Gallery

7 to 9 P.M.

Donna M. Taylor - Photographs

Maurine Sutter - Photographs

Wendy Kossirer - Woodcut

\ friendship, fun, togetherness

All University women are

invited to open rush on:

Tuesday April 9 6:30-7:15

Wednesday April 10 6:30-7:15

Thursday Apriill 6:30-7:15

llPhillipsSt Amherst

for more info call 253-9916

irGolf
»( 'untituad from II

(. richUm l(M)k the 100 in

11.0 and the 200 in 22.7.

(ieoff Mcintosh won the 800

Ifor I'Mass in 1:56.2 and

Way be Levy took the

steeplechase in 9:32. The
I'Mass 4 X 100 relay team
also won with a 43.5.

In the field events. Kerdie

AdolK>e won the triple jump
with a 47 2' 2. The
Minutemen also ^am^r'^d

seven second places in their

opening meet

.

Taking to the road last

Thursday, the I'niversitv of

4 0t^ ^^"^"^

,oS^ i^
..**•

v*^

SiOO,r.<^ -f!^^^

o\'
:*"'•

»o^
o»O*

»nt
on*

azuela

MUY BUEMO:

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea,

Amharst. Naw Hampshira
(Resident, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Department Directors, Cabin Counselors ar>d Activity

Specialists for tt^is sunr^nrier in Athletics, Gymnastics,

Swim Instruction (WSH, Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk

Sor>gs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel

and Nurses IR.N.I

ExcaHant Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact: Dr. Charies B. Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley, MA 02181

-^ Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Massachusetts men s

volleyball team pounded the

Bruins of Brown University,

3 15. 15 7. U» 14. and 15 4.

lK»ostinK tneir rword to 1 3.

"This win definitely gives

us a boost." UMass junior

CO captain John Chin said,

"lis been really slow

starting the program, but

beating them the way we
did proves that we deserve

recognition."

The Minutemen struggled

early as team members
appeared tense and un

otimfortable. a stark con

trast to the Bruins" con

fidence. Itihzing a strong

bItK-king defense, the Bruins

waltzed through the

openinj; game 15 3.

I'Ma-ss clogged the middle

in the sei'ond game as

sophomttres R«>ger Chap

man and Brian Evans
continually thwarted Brum
rallies.

With the match even at 1

1, the Minutemen held off a

late rally in taking the

st«cond game. The hear like

Chapman, a savage com
p4>tit(»r. keyed the victory

envoking fear in the eyes of

the baffled Bruins.

u
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HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPER

Experienced, work-study only.

Very flexible hours avail.

Call Jane 545-0792 M-F 11-4

leave message
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^^ .Student Special

Jl HOUR

/>

UMass Arts Council

OTUB for

% Ihour price
an incredible savings

every Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-7727,

175 University 0ri>/9. Amherst MA
(next to St»diunf> Uquort in th« Pnc« Chopper Mail

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

rXeadline for submissuin of blo< k grant

proposals

MONDAY. APRII 29

Grant guidelines available at the Arts Council,

12S Herter Hall. S4S-0202

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ " r n .„ n«rr. ?r m.8^^ Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
Qome to Collegian Of1.ce CC 113 » 8.45-3.46 Mon^_^_ ^_ ,^^ ^^^^^^^ . ^^^^ „„^^^c

AUToronaAU
t panaiv* M«nh«tt«n
; WHEHEASOUTS. Bm 1*

r««id«nc««.

»4000

« C*««w Im^ata tooks and runs good MOO
can J»t» 54»-«07

ilTOata^lO (jood cofxMio" '••••bl* to»»

rwiteije pnc« ntgotitibt* 549^5656

it7» M«rc^om««w dmr PS Mto tran«6

cv< •ogm* runt fnar Good radW tlr»i.

f>onmt •Mrao/caMMM ine»ud«d tTK m«M
11100 can Andy 6-3M0 (Pholo dapi I or

pinto Hatchbock. turvoof

•ngin* Naada mufWr
LiTKla S«'413e •20D/BO

bott^o^^orvt . GaM

m Tortfto run* good nmf *•• MOO flm

R«v at S4»-iaBZ

M«T OUALITV WCTWW
Contultation praparation, analyaia.

daaign, layout, adrtrng. cowar (attar. typ<r>g

Gtarruaao 2Be-<267

CAPf COO

•uminar ftontala
253-7436

Waat YarrrHJuth

CHI OMtOA OMN RUSH

All Unhroraitv Woman ara invHad ta

coma up tor BBQ Wad Apnl 10 at 5 00

-rairHlata Thur» April 11 at 5 00 pm an

partanca our cha* • awaeoma laaagna dmnui'

and maat tt»a awtar* Apni 18 at 5 00 pm Chi

Confactiorw will ahow you tha "aiwaat"

thirHjt wa hava to o'er April 23 at 7:00 pm
call Hopa or Mauraan at Mfr0162 or

546-2092 for ndas/info

DOMINO'S DOTS

Attontiofi: Studaott Irving in Caotral may
now racaiva douWa vatua on taba till

4/l4'86 Limit 5 taba par ofdar Call

2Gfr«l1

but routa

S4»474e
no pat! no nokmg 210

«

tororHy iiaadi ktMhan tiatp

\ at S4»7746

CalLaucan

SaaullfMl apaeleya «n9 badreom
Juna 1 on bua routa Graat tor

AlC. pooi and balcooy Cat

a86-327a

Jtooma InCapa Cod cotwga for auttwnar

'IB CaM Chnt 54« 7330

iutmy aoMsioua Sundartand 3 badroom
heuaa on bua routa avaalaWa Juna 1(1 •475

ptua 886-3770 kaap trytng morning » ayan

""0

DIHeCTOH OF IMIAHIcrTIHO. a *«*'*'*

1 poartton daaimg w»t^ tt^ Natonc ranoyation

• for commarcial uaa oi two comp»a«aa in ttia

S Hofyoka Nofttwnpton araa Sar>d raauma
: v«d aaiary raquiramanta to Jamaa F X

S Oonarty 50 Frankfcn Straat. BoMon. MA
i 02110 542 9011

I mCOMf TAX Mlt^ANATIOM

WANTID
Voluntoara fof SacuHty and 'or Stage

Cnm for tt»a Soottiwaei Concart

May 6 1«B
S^ up m it<a SWAG Omca m Hampdan

or caM 6-0880

TRAVtL

t lanMlaa2roomaln4ta4reem)
Apt caii 2BA-822S

WKf ft H«Kt rrALVI 11 «
fraa 1-800«2i 8387 a«l 224

i i k«dreem apartmant In Pufftoti :
" " Jur*a 1 for information caM \

MTICUTS

Pra Haglatratton Advfaing AvoHaMal
Coma aariy and tiaat tt>a crowd CASIAC
E 20 Mactirnar

roommataa naadad to rant

„m,^„^,.. tyyo battiroom Souaa oo _

Rivar in Oartnia' Varmoutb area CaM Pam at

2B8-0104 or Rutfi at 549 7948

naad ona
162 50'mo

• INCOME TAX piiiamlon at your aarvica

\ LOWEST RATES (Tw OaductMal Tanaa
' praparad quickly for ttta LARGEST poaaWa
\ rafund CaN Staphan Snora 646-8888 aftar 8

J pm

: To my tr«a«vda at S^Mlra VMM*
4 plaasa ratum my knapaaok m «w C.C

I Daak 1

\ OSaR

: Ona fcadream Mly fumWwd in . .

\ dywkM awataMa and o( May S4S-7773 kaap r

trying

Cantrvm April It laar 1«6
i^ow ITlfi row caM Rick

686- TOM

Tftanks. M

\

LOSTNorthampton Housa we
houtamat* itarting June
584 2906

J
Calcutotor In twr. MKary, Tth floor. April

fyyo a^miirt*^ avBllaWa Juna 1 tvyo \
^d Tuaaday caM Jim at 686-9208 rayyafd_

ar>d tfirae badroom botti vary large and on f |j^|„ jaekat yyfth kaya ar>d a bow tia

Mam Straat m Amharat Evarything « brand
J

—
alk to campua ca*l 256- 1521 ' "

or late avaning

for SowlhtMraai Araa
Govarrvnant Officara IPraaidant . Vica Praai-

dent Traaaurari ara now anaMata** m ttia

SWAG Offica m Hampdan Papara ara due
back April lat. 1986 at 5 pm m ttw SWAG
Offloa No axcaptort*

pockat Loat Thura night at

Ra»vard. noquaatnna CaHJantca

TYPIMO tERVICC

kaychain
Caaai, Papara. Olaaanatlona. T>iaaaa.

on campua, vary i akabla . k>w rataa. Nancy
564^7924

Amharat Cantar Large 1 badroom apt i
|f you found a ppir of flaaaaa bu tita pond

acroaa from ttia Pub avaiiabia Juna 1 act J (p,„cription). plaaas caM 648-4819 Robyn
immadiataly won t last call 266-1429

TOR SALE
MOTORCVCUES

BMsnrd Bump Skia navar uasd gcast *ia

accapting any offer 564-8738^

Tapa Daek graat cor>d Onkyo TA6300 liei»

1340 aaktng »136 or BO caM Rick 253 2720

Soft C«mt*ct Lanaaa moat daily waar

lanaaa «18 00 to »26 00 each Extended

waar tanaat 130 00 to M8 00 lowaet pncaa

on contact lent adutiona haat "">»»'
2J6

ArT>harat Optical Shoppe 2S3 5412 25l^«403

JVC R877 Racaivar 66 watta digital ayn

ttiaairer Nikko tape deck ND790 Philipadir

drive tumteble Pickenng canndge p' Infim

ty apaakera Rab, aterao cabiriat, Muat aall.

aa package or ir>dividual 268-0087

i'

n Sunihi 087WC. mint cond
12300 80 2664148 263^3881

3000

ALL TYPING done faat.

panstvaly Marlanna'a
774-7786

accurately, inax

Comp Sarvice

Nohp SMWiiwar SitWat nawfy rano»atad 3

badrm apt beautiful ne kitc«<. battt njg b
mora run to Joaa Cafe 1 min walk to bM rte

800/mo nag frat mo let n«o aac dap Gravaa

Ave brick rowlKMiaa 6B4- 1280

iwnny farmftowaa room. aiaMaWa and of

May Sapt Parkirin bua atop, wooda
1180/mo Bat^ 886-406 avarxnga

iummar awMat 2 bdrm BrandyiMna apt

poa fan option call 549 7564

3 badroom fo«vnhouaa aiatanla for aum-

mar rant negotiable ca« Kattty at 6*9^12

Apartmant In Boutti Amharat caM

266-8798

aj TJchata April 30 llanfotd 4ih row araat

aaata' Best offer caH Jim or Man aflar 6 PM

ROOMMATtS WAMTED

[ 1874 Honda 7B0 njn* graat good coiidltkxi

] 860 or BO 549 1532

i

i

Honda CB3BD. mint cor>ditk>n. naw cablaa,

tiraa 1700 00 or BO 546-4703

PERSONALS

2 or 3 roommataa iwantad for aummar arid

faM rental m Preerdential Apta famalaa

prafarrad caM 549-4483

I Mad thraa roommataa to ahare

Towna»>ouee Apt caM Garret at 6*^]^
Two roommataa ma«a or female needed

to tfiara Brandyyirtne Apt caM after 5:00

64B-6416

Orta room for awwmar and
RoMtng Green apartmant*

iiraiilatlWel Luxunoua 2 bdrm Pufftor?

ViMagactialet near bua. pool laundry, tarmie

and baaketbell caM immadiataly don't mas
tftia one' Evenmge 54K)607

Two badroom Boutltwood <^>t s iisMabIa

Juna 1 csH Amy. Laa. JMI 263-9898

to«ynltowaa Apt ona parson 100/mo antira

aummar female caM Oina 546-6868

128

Wanted to buy backetaga paeeae toU2
concert Worcaeter 4 19 can B.'cl 5490036

WANTiO

6 9739

Hl^ranfsamua
Mike 6 __^
Teacltars for Sunday Scfiool and Habraar

daaaea for Sept, 1996 at Jawle^ Commumty
of Amr»era« enpanance preferred 549 0223

for appkcation

nii»mri\ Anyone in Puffton. Brandyiwina,

or RoMmg Green kxiking for ttiree rootrij

matee or witimg to turn over leer-

caHKatw 646-7463

WANTED TO RENT

•ibb REWARD 3 bdrm apt in Putfton,

Townanouea or Brendywitw oaM Stava

6-5220 or Ray 6^51 16

T«vo famalaa looking for apt tM 8V
call Man 546-6027

Brittany Matior faM option two badtoom
caM Mike 266-1291

Room for tfte eummar for ona or two cal

Paole evening* 253 6800

Famala aougbt to euMat badtoom In Ig.

naattty houaa *140/mo . caR Sua 2BBO407

Want a |ofa tt»ei pay* room & board ar>d

TO SUBLET

>Ra«»ard 100* for your laoaa 2 badtoom
Puffton Preeidential call Jeff 546^6083

'tlOb three giria went to kve m Puffton or

TownalKMjae wiM take over leaae caM Robyn
646-7361 or KalN 546-4326

Wanted, dead or allval PrafareWy aliva.

Nortti Amharw ttvae bedroom apartment.

June leaae witti faM option 260 doMar

reward caM Andrew 548 4»12 or Men

-V:

i aalary??? Applicationa r>ow availabie et But

J terfieM Dorm (Centrell poeition ' —
r Maneger Bunerfi*

] graduate 1987 or later

JuSTA^DIec.-Ri^*
Vld.oEnta.i-n

mant Oiac Jockey*, large acraan vk»ao(

damm ««¥. bwa«>ao»..*n)**Ptt»l». f«^
pus vwiti MB-7i44

HELP WANTED li

,,_ h
man plannlttg Now York City 1.1

ummar employmerw, or furtfier 1
-

SaadMJfc.tar^Mida4o»afa. liiaa 4 -

Aaaatant
Butterfieid Kitchen Muat

Job begme Aug 25

„, ttirough achooi yeer Applicationa due

tt>e BunerfieM Kitct>en on Apnl 19, 1986

f at 6:00 PM

SUMMER SUBLET

Tha graataat

For woman plannlttg

,
Wandy and Laural Thanx for your help we
Itowa you for It' Loira AXO

loeattonll Five apecioua

for rent The ttiraa story houae

w/two full bath*, kitchen, Mvtng room end

dining room i« located on North Pleeeent

St , en eight minute welk to Grad Tower

•210 /mo CaM Jim 64e|9164

Cliffside apt
Fa* optton

S3
bpvfoofi^ 9^* *b avoMv JtMta

can be leeeed ir>dividua«y aveMabIa with faM

r option rant negotiable depending on
\ r(x>mlal call Peul. Tim. or Lara SBB7(P6

t 2 badroom Brandywlrte Apt for autttmar

aublai chaapi CaM 64B1032

III! Wanted houaa or apis Mg
•nough for 6'i CsM 64MB96. 8314 or 8310

reward for 2 or 3 badroom apartment in

Puffton or Brar>dywina caM 266-1891 aak for

Merk
WINDSURFER

\m

Sunny 2 badroom
*400/month

i

i
Npw M' wbiBautfat wWi ful

for bagmnars Prica goaa up i

MrmciM*' M»,caM.26»J42«
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SPORTS
Minutewomen
back on track,

destroy Dukes
Stockley, Reverpost 1-hitiers

By tiKRRY deSIMAS
Collepian Staff

K r the struggling University of Massachusetts soflball

team. Monday* s doubleheader win over hapless Duquesne

was hke a breath of fresh air.

Hurlers Lynn Stockley, who still has not given up an

earned run since coming back from South Carolina, and

freshman Lisa Rever each threw one hitters in the 6(» and

i;i-(l routs of the Uukes.

UMass. 1 0- 1 1- 1 . hit the ball hard, rockmg the Dukes for 1

3

hits in each game.

But more importantly, I'Mass got themselves back into

the Atlantic 10 race with a 3-2 record. They face Penn State

Thursday in a doubleheader at NOPK and St Joseph's and

Temple th«s weekend ui Philadelphia for four crucial games.

l^Mass also faces non-conference foe Sacred Heart in a

doubleheader today at 2 p.m. at NOPE
"It was quite a contrast from Friday aftem<»<^)n," coach

Elaine Sortino said. Last Friday. A 10 rival Rutgers nipped

UMasa in two one-run ball games thanka to a host of UMass

error*, including sii in a 6-5, 10 inning loss.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen committed just two errors

in the first inning of the opener and then on the defense set-

tled down.

"We executed pretty well today." Sortino said "I felt both

pitchers had solid performances and the defense played well

behind them.**

I'Mass engineered two double plays in the opener while

Stockley mowed down the Dukes with 10 strikeouts. Rever

added nine herself in the nightcap. Stockley improves to 5-5

with 57 K's and a 29 ERA. Rever improves to 4-2 with 34

K's and a 62 ERA
"We just got on top of things offensively." Stockley said

Rever added. "We were clutch. We hit with runners on

base."

Reed scored on an error in the first inning of the opener

and UMass led 1-0. It was close until the fourth when the

Minutewomen exploded for four hiU, three runs and two RBI

for the insurmountable 4-0 lead

UIUm' Cathy Reed dives back to firat. but not before

in artion yesterday at NOPE field.

Freshman right fielder Chris Ciepiela led the show going

two- for three with a tnple and two RBI Reed and Carol Frat-

taroU alao went two- for- three and catcher BethTalbott went

two- for- two.

"We started off kind of flat but we came through and star-

ted to hit well** Frattaroli said. "We have to start up and

stay up."

UMass took a 5-0 lead in the second game, another offen-

sive slugfest. Catcher Ilene Freeman, who went two-of-four.

mcluding a triple and home run with 3 RBI, led the way for

UMasa. Ciepiela again hit well with a three- for- four perfor-

mance including a triple and three RBI.

It wont be that easy against Sacred Heart, a Division II

power that went to the Final Four last seaaon, in the

doubleheader this afternoon at 2 p.m. at NOPE
"Tliey are a very, very, very strong team," Sortino said

"One of the strongest you*ll see here. It'll be a good oppor-

tunity to excute against a good sound ballclub."

But UMass will be really concentrating on the Atlanta lU

The Minufowomen have to finish in the top four of the seven

toll«|h>n photo bf Aadv H(ll«r

UMass baseball manafi^er Dick Ber^quist and the

Minutemen face Harvard today at 3 p.m.

CtSigtM plMto by Aa4y B«Um

Duquesne firstbaseman Linda Highfield tafp* her out

team league to make the A 10 tourney. An automatic bid to

the NCAA's awaits the A- 10 champion.

"We just have to win," Frattaroli, an all- conference pick at

second last year, said "We just can't lose again until..

sometime in June."

SOFTBALL SOUNDINGS - The NCAA has instituted a

new championship rule that is being used in all A- 10 games.

In extra innings (after seven m Softball), every inning is star-

ted with a runner on second base.

The rule is designed to bring about a result, faster. It was

devised after a 26 inning, two- day game last spring at the

NCAA championships.

"It puts the pressure on yoti," Sortino said. "It makes the

games more exciting to watch. If we won. we would be saying

how great it i.s."

Rutgers beat UMass twice in extra innings last Friday. In

the bottom of the 10th of the opener, two passed balls

enabled the runner to score from second.

In the nightcap, a double up the middle scored the runner

from second and the Knights had the 21 win.

Minutemen look for sixth straight

Red-hot baseball hosts Harvard
fU JOHN A. NOLAN
<'ollejfian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team, riding a

five game win streak hosts perenial Ivy I/eague

powerhouse Harvard at Lorden Field today at 3 p.m.

While UMass enjoyed sunny weather yesterday, ap-

parently Worcester did not as yesterday's scheduled

Kame at Holy Cross was postponed to May 13.

UMass manager Dick lierRquisl wasted no time in

preparing the 9 7 Minutemen tor today's game as the

team took the day to gear up for the Ivy League champs.

However, Bergquist said he would rather have had the

team play than practice.

'I was disappointed that we didn't get to play today

because we've been on a roll," he said. "The work should

also have helped our pitching."

The Minutemen are red hot, winners of six of their last

seven games and are in first place in the Atlantic- 10 after

their three game sweep of St. Joseph's last weekend in

Philadelphia.

The Crimson (6 6) are alway tough (beating UMass 8-4

last year at Harvard) and are coming off a wild twagame
split with Navy, uking the first, 17 5 while dropping the

second 13 3.

The veteran squad is led by the senior captain and

cleanup batter Elliot Rivera (.462, two home runs, 14 runs

batted in), the designated hitter, senior Mickey Maspons

!.381. three, 15) and junior leadoff batter Bob Kay (.388.

one. nine, nine stolen bases).

The Minutemen will probably face lefthander Chris

Marchok (11, 3.86 earned run average) but will also have

to prepare for seniors Charlie Marchese (2 0, .5.23 ERA),
a righthander, and lefthander Jeff Musselman (2 1, 5.29

ERA).

The Minutemen are led by seniors Todd Comeau (.382,

19 RBIs> and Angelo Salustri (.316, four, 15). Comeau, the

designated hitter, is coming off a lower back injury but is

swinging the bat well. The pair, along with junior first

baseman Jeff Cimini (.375. one, 12) have been on an of

fensive tear lately combining for 12 hits and 13 runs

batted in over the weekend.

Expected on the mound for UMass is freshman Brett

Valentin! (0 0, 2.45 ERA) whose la.st start was a strong

five inning performance against UConn in which he

received no decision.

"Comeau was our best looking hitter against St.

Joseph's, " Bergquist said. "He's swinging the bat real

well along with Salustri who hit two homers at St.

Joseph's.

The most pleasant surprises have to be the work of the

freshmen Steve Allen, Darrin O'Connor and Matt Sheran.

They are all talented players and were recruited as such,

but we really didn't expect such immediate contributions.

We're really pleased with their play." Bergquist said.

The Minutemen are on a tear, but of concern to

Bergquist was whether yesterday's postponement against

Holy Cross would have an effect on the team. Certainly he

would rather have had the team play than practice.

"The work would also have helped our pitching," the

manager said.

BASEBALL BANTER: With the Minutemen currently

on a roll winning six of seven since returning from their 3-

6 Southern tour, the recent success has overshadowed an

ever growing injured list which includes second baseman

Jack Bloise (pulled leg muscle), catcher Todd Ezold (torn

tendons in his left hand) and utilityman Tom Fabian

(broken nose). Bergquist hopes both Ezold and Bloise can

be ready for action by the end of the week but is unsure

of when Fabian will return.

UM
Fiy JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's golf

team ran its record to 5 0,

beating Boston College and

Holy Cross on a cold and

snowy Hickory Ridge
course on Thursday.

UMass was led by Charlie

Ross and Tim Smith who
both carded a 78. EC's Chris

Vandervelde was the top

golfer with a 77.

Bill Conley had an 81, Joe

Petrin an 82 and Tyler

Shearer an 84 as UMass,

with a 403, outdistanced

BC's 421 and the Cros.s' 4.35.

In track on Saturday, the

UMass men's team had two
victories by sprinter Rawle
Crirhlow but fell to Dar-

tmouth 99 55.

Continued on pagt It

Sports at a glance
Today:

Baseball: Harvard, Lorden Field, 3 p.m.

Soflball: Sacred Heart (2), NOPE, 2 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: At Boston College, 7 p.m.

Men's Tennis: at Holy Cross, 3 p.m.
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Planning for the Future Today

Dear Readers and Stipporters.

As this semester draws closer to completion and

warm weather finally begins to settle in. many of i

may forget or take for granted that we must continue

to work for the future of our organizations. NUMMO
NEWS and many other organizations, are now

beginning to make plans for the coming school year.

During the past year, the staff of NUMMO has

worked diligently to produce a quality publication

that addresses the needs and concerns of students

of color on this campus. While we have not always

succedded in achieving this goal, the effort and

sincerity has always been present.

Unfortunately, many of us cannot continue our

work here. While NUMMO is very important to us.

we must also begin to place academics and other

personal concerns into the forefront.

For those of us who have been involved in NUMMO
for a long time, leaving will be difficult We hope,

ind we are making a plea now. that the

members of our community, will begin to taKe an

active role in the support and continuation of this

vital news organization

NUMMO IS now accepting applications for

production work and nominations ofr editorial

positions. The work is hard, no doubt, but the

rewards are many. The friendships made, the skills

attained, the knowledge shared and the satisfaction

of knowing that you are contributing to the growth of

your community are just a few of the rewards that we
have all been exposed to. It is time now for new
leadership, new ideas and new commitments to

guide this organization.

But It can t be done without you, without all of us

working together This Apr, I 25th will mark the

tenth year anniversary of NUMMO, a remarkable

accomplishment in itself Yet to reach our 20th year,

to grow and move forward will not be an easy task

Right now we depend on the Collegian in order to

publish However, we are coming closer to our goal

of self-sufticiency and if we work together this goal

and many more, more become reality So please

come to our oflice in room 103 New Africa House,

attend our meetings on Monday s and Wednesday's

at 3:30, find out how you can become involved Oh,

and by the way, work-study and non work-study

paid positions and academic credits are available.

Gospel Music Celebrates Dr. King

The Angelic Voices Choir of UMass made their

debute perforamnce at the CCA last Thursday. photo by Segun Eubanks

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Correspondnet

"We ve come this far by Faith, was the theme last

week, as over one hundred people gathered at the

Campus Center Auditorium last Thursday to co-

mmemorate the life of Martin Luther King Jr. on the

1 7th anniversary of his brutal assassination.

Gospel music was the highlight of the evening, as

choirs from all over the area joined together to sing

the praises of God in honor of Martin Luther King

Week. The program began with a candlelight vigil

conducted by all the choirs Awards were presented

to Amherst Junior High School students for a Martin

Luther King Essay contest and the music began.

UMass' own Angelic Voices, conducted by Doris

Clemmons, made their debute performance and

received a warm welcolme from the crowd. The

Amherst Gospel choir, the Springfield Community

Choir and the Greater Bethlehem Choir from Newark,

N.J. also gave excellent performances. Soloist

Rhonda Jolly seemed to touch the core of many

hearts with her beautiful selections. As one member

of the audience was heard saying, "Praise God for

such wonderful singing.
'

The musical voices of soloist Precilla Clemmons

and the Genesis choir along with the words of

wisdom from guest speaker Dr. Brian Mosley, and

evangelist from the Greater Bethlehem Church in

New Jersey, made the evening complete. Special

thanks must go out to Doris Clemmons, CCEBMS
Advisor, who did an excellent job coordinating the

event and helping to make sure the Dream of Martin

Luther Kino lives on.
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New Self

Defense Class

A new style of Karate is being taught at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst - The

Universal Budu System of Karate created by Abdul

Mumeet S. Sharif.

Abdul Mumeet S. Sharif, who is the only holder of a

tenth degree Red belt in this system, is the founder

of the Universal Budo Karate Academy. Sharif, a

proud Vietnam veteran and a Muslim, created this

system in 1 963 and it was recognized by the World

Professional Karate Academy in 1973.

Sharif said that he began the martial arts at the age

of eight. He also added that self-defense is not new

to his family, "The art of self-defense has been

taught for many years in my family. I come from a

family of warriors," aid Sharif.

When he was asked what led him to teach karate

he replied, "It was the physical rehabilitation

program at Westover. Massachusetts that started

me teaching karate. At this program Sharif was

recovering physically from leg and knee surgery for

combat injuries he recieved in Vietman.

From his first school, which is located in

Spnngfield, Mass., the Universal Budo Karate

Academy had grown and expanded nationally. Sharif

said that he has personally taught over 1,000

students and over 3,000 students have been trained

under his system. He has also taught students from

several countries, and the Karate Academy has

schools from New York to California However, rapid

expansion was not Sharif's first priority We kept it

small for a reason, to bring quality instruction to

students, he said. Also Sharif is now teaching for

the town of Amherst whose students have evaluated

him most highly

Sharif then emphasized that even though martial

arts schools are widespread in America, many of

them fail to provide quality instruction to students.

"We need morals and ethics in these schools, "
said

the Master of self-defense. His observations of

drinking and smoking in other martial arts schools

led him to that conclusion.

Members of the Universal Bodu Karate Academy

pose with master Abdul Mumeet S Sharif (middle

of picture with black gue) at Nope gym.

photo by David Affonseca

This attitude of speaking the truth to correct the

wrong is even displayed in his patriotism, "I don't go

along with all that is advocated, but I do believe in

the U.S. Constitution and its defense." remarked

Sharif. He then added. "I have ancestors who died

for this country. We must stand up and live for truth.

.1 am against Communism and Nazism. We must

speak out against wrong against all nationalities."

Furthermore, he said that he is directly opposed to

the overthrow of the U.S. government because it is

the last existing democracy on the Earth in his

opinion.

Since leaving the military he has not carried a fire

arm. When he was asked why he chose not to. he

replied. "If you become familiar with your feet and

your hands that's all you need. We teach you how to

take weapons away from the aggressor." In fact, a

part of Universal Budo Karate Academy's oath,

which IS said at the opening and closing of class.

states that they do not carry and weapons, but will

use any the attacker has with them.

The Universal System is very rigorous, but the hard

work does pay off. One such person it has paid off for

IS Dick Vita, who has studied under Shanf for seven

years. Vita will also be a head instructor for the

NorthEast Region.

In concluding, Sharif had a warning for those who

intend to join the Universal Budo Karate Academy

and intend to use karate negatively. "If we find out

that are a bully we will excomunicate you. OUr

mam objective is to turn out descent human beings

for humanity."

The Brothers in Vietnam
by Rod Clare

Nummo Staff

It was "a war like no other we ever fought. ..If we

had listened to the vets when they came home, we

could have moved this country fonward a hundred

years in human relations, "Wallace Terry, famed

author of Bloods, said in reference to the Vietnam

War in front of a capacity filled Student Union

Ballroom last Monday.

Bloods is Terry's critically acclaimed book on

Black soldiers in Vietnam and in it a sense of the

history of the Black man's struggle for recognition in

America can be seen. Terry's lecture also strived for

an integration of Blacks into the Ameri-

can mainstream. He started by recounting the

history of Black participation in all of America's wars

of which ha has not raceivad his due recognition.

Talking about his own growing up years. Terry said

that from the movies he saw it see^ned "white

soldiers were invincible and Black soldiers were

invisible." When Terry was sent to Saigon to cover

the war as a TIME magazine correspondent he said

he "found Blacks were everywhere. "
Even though

Blacks made up a sisproportionately high number of

the fatalities, with the frontlmes being cal—-led

"soulville" at first, Blacks filled in all kinds of duties

in an integrated army and he felt that a-

equality between the races had finally come about.

Then a new breed of Black soldiers came along.

When the dr-ft was implemented to increase the

fighting forces. Black youths from the ghettos who

were knowledgeable on Malcolm X and Richard

Wright were coming into the armed forces. These

"Bloods
" formed bonds of friendship that were very

strong. Stated Terry, "When they saw confederacy

flags or cross burnings they rebelled, held meetings,

dev-eloped their own handshakes, and even their

own flags.
'"

"Nobody was as cool as the Bloods " said Terry,

With wonderment in his voice, he noted that the

Bloods wore black beads, black arm-bands, black

berets instead of helmets, and even black sunshades

while fighting in his jungle.

However even the coolest of the cool sometimes

needed a crutch to fall back on. Some took to

alcoholism, some to drug dependency, and others to

overeating. Being a Blood also meant facing death

quicker because units with Bloods were almost

always up on the front line as the coveted rear

assignments were few and far between for Blacks in

general. There was also additional pressure from the

NtJrthViatnamese who stated that Blacks should go

back to the U.S. and fight for their rights instead of

killing off another people of color.

When the Bloods came back to the U.S. after their

tour of duty. Teny noted that either no one cared

about what happened to them or they were scorned

for participating in a war that Terry said ""we had no

business being in."

Terry said regrettfully that it is just now that

veterans are getting the recognition that they de-

serve whether their cause was right or wrong. He

also stated that his book has been misunderstood

and that he wrote his book first as a human drama,

second as an American story and third as Black

history which noted the coming together of the two

races on the front races.

The Truth About History

It was the Nile Valley specialist, Dr. Yosef ben-

Jochannan who delivered the keynote speech at the

Ancient African Civilizations Conference in March at

Chicago State University.

Much of Dr. Ben s speech dealt with the many

myths and distortions that exist in African history.

One such myth that he discussed was the one in

which the African Moses is credited of recieving the

Ten Commandments from the God Jehovah. He said

that the Ten Commandments are ten laws that have

been copied from the Forty-Two Negative Con-

fessions and have been subsequently credited to

Moses. These Forty-Two Negative Confessions can

be seen in the Tomb of Rameses the VI in the Valley

of the Kings in Ta-Merry, or what is commonly

known as Egypt»

From this Dr Ben moved to the myth of European

Jews building the pyramids. He asked. Which

German built a pyramid in Egypt' Which Pole?

Which Czechoslovakian' Which Russian built a

pyramid in Egypt' Adam and Eve was not mentioned

when the first pyramid was buiilt Abraham was not

born when the last pryamid was built.'*

Dr. Ben then added that such information about the

Negative Confessions and African people building

the pyramids is not taught in colleges and uni-

versities, even those which have Black Studies

Programs. I am not knocking down the Black

Studies Program The intent was good, but it got

screwed up in the works. Certain people started

teaching there and universities were saying to

teachers, you teach Home Economics Well, in the

morning your teaching Black Studies," stated Dr.

Ben.

Not only was Dr Ben critical about the current state

of the Black Studies program, but he was also critical

of those Blacks who begged' for a national holiday

for the late Dr Martin Luther King. Dr. Ben said that

this act was cowardly and dastardly because, it

bismirches the character of Dr. King. He added that.

The Irish did not ask for a day, they took one An

Italian got lost,, and the Italians took a day for a man

who got lost, and didn t have to go to Washington

The British did not give George Washington and

O.B.E. for being polite to them; they gave it to those

who fought for Britian No way does a society award

those who fought against it. I am so glad that

Malcolm did not suffer such a fate, to have a

president give him a day." expressed Dr. Ben.

Dr. Ben then asked some critical questions. "What

is It that Hitler did that Victoria didn t do? What is it

that Hitler did that George Washington didn t do' Is

It when you keep an Afncan in slavery it isn t slavery

but when you keep a European in slavery it is

slavery? " asked Dr. Ben.

Adding to this he said that the reason why such

people as Alexander the Great and Catherine the

Great are called Great is that they killed mainly

Asians and Africans. However, if they had killed

mainly Europeans, as Hitler did. they would not be

called great at all. he added.

Dr. Ben ended his lecture in an extraordinary way. He

got all of the Black men to say: Black woman, I love

you. Dr Ben believes that the Black man has to

show more respect and love for the Black woman as

we did once in the ancient period of the Nile Valley.

SPORT TALK
by Julian Tynes
Nummo Staff

On Mon;Jay, April 1 5th, one of the best fights of the

last ten years will be held. "Marvelous" Marvin

Hagler will attempt to defend his undisputed

middleweight championship of the worid against

Thomas "Hitman " Hearns The possobilities of this

fight are so intriguing that many experts rate it dead

even. First a look at the fighters:

Hearns is taller, faster and younger. Hagler,

however, is stronger, a natura4 middleweight who

has never been knocked out. Hagler usually starts off

slow. Hearns comes out the "Hitman", look ig for an

early KO. Hearns is supposed to be vunerable to

body punchesa. while Hagler stalks the body.

However, Hagler has never fought anyone with the

combination of aize, speed, reach and power that

Hearns has, and will have to overcome these factors

to get to Hearns" body.

Hagler was tagged repeatedly with overhand rights

in his Roberto Duran fight (which he won by ^

decision). The overhand right os Thomas Hearns"

best punch However, Hearns did not look im-

pessive against full middleweights like Murray

Sutheriand. Hagler supporters say. If Hearns

couldn t stop Sutheriand how will he stop the

Marvelous one?" Hearns supporters point to his

outstanding "ctory over Duran and Fred Huthchings

and say, "The Hitman is Back."

Well I'm not going to cop out and predict a draw. I

predict that Thomas Hearns will defeat Hagler to win

the Middleweight Championship of the worid. Why'

Ore reason is Hearns is younger, faster and has a

longer reach The other reason is that Hearns is a

master boxer He defeated Pipino Cuevas. he was

beating Sugar Ray Leonard (out boxing him) until he

ran out of gas (from dehydration) He defeated

Wilfredo kBenitez with one hand (the other one was

broken) and he destroyed Roberto Duran.

The best fighter Hagler had fought is probably

Duran. Hearns had been in more of the big money

fights and will not let the pressure get to him.

Because of this Thomas Hearns should be the next

Middleweight Champion.

by Christopher Allan

Nummo Staff

Tribute To Leadership

For more than three years John Ruddock has been

an active member of the student senate and other

Third World organizations. "Effective time manage-

ment is necessary to maintain good standing with the

University. If people involve themselves in extra-

curricular activities, that experience will assist them

later in their carrers." Such were the words of John

Ruddock, J. R. as he is affectionally called, a 20 year

old senior here at UMass who frequents the Student

Union Buliding, especially the fourth floor where the

Senate office is located.

Being a native of New York. Ruddock attended

Public School until due to what was termed his

"disruptiveness in class" he was put through a test

which resulted in him being reffered out of the public

School to St. Anne's School, which is a small alter-

native private school for gifted children in Brooklyn

Heights, New York.

In 1980, after he had exhausted the resources

available. J.R. was transferred to Elizabeth Seeger

High School; a small high school in Greenwhich

Village, N.Y. where he completed his high school

education.

In high school he recieved an Intelligence Quotent

(I.Q.) of a162 rating and was declared a young genius.

Owing to his superb academic achievement. Rud-

dock was accepted at Syracuse University where he

has intended to have a double major in Enginnering

and Physics. However; after attending the summer

program at Syracuse and a visit to the UMass cam-

pus, he decided to make the University of

Massachuetts at Amherst his place of abode.

As Ruddock said. "Certain other factors which led

to my choice of UMass over Syracuse were the land

scope, theliberal atmosphere in the Pioneer Valley and,

ironically now, the ample financial aid packet that was

offered to me by this University."

Ever since his arrival here at the University in

September of 1981, Ruddock has never ceased work-

ing and getting involved with various organizations. In

1982 he became the pioneer, along with Patti O'Niel

and Olivia llano, of UHURU; a black organization of

Third Worid artists.

Among the many organizations on campus that

J.R. has been actively involved in are the Afrikan-

American Students Society, the Duke Ellington Com-

mittee, Union Program Council, Students for Jesse

Jackson and the Student Government Association.,

including the Third Worid Caucus.

Ruddock has been more than simply involved with

the Third World Caucus. He is by far a dependable

'corner post' in the Caucus. As a good politician

knows the 'tactics' of reaching the masses Ruddock

has done likewise. He started WZZZ a small 1 watt

radio station in Southwest, from where he was able to

entertain and inform the public with the assistenace of

the Black Mass Communications Project and

W.M.U.A.
Freetime. sparetime or leisuretime for J.R. is

something he has not yet experienced. Recently as a

result of a success and proven leadership and ability to

bring diverse groups together. Ruddock was elected

speaker of the Undergraduate Student Senate.

To the masses of students at UMass Ruddock en-

courages them to become involved in the resources

that are available to them, especially Third World

students.
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Announcements Announcements
WEST INDIAN THEATER STAGED AT
UMASS

The New WORLD Theater at the

University of Masschusetts at Amherst
will close its spring season with a pro-

duction of "Moon on a Rainbow Shawl"

on April 11-13 and April 18-20 at 8:00p.m.

each evening in Hampden Theater.

Set in Trinidad, this internationally ac-

claimed play by Errol John is a powerful

portrayal of Carribean culture A
humorous and bitter sense of life

permeates the themes of kinship,

rebellion, robbery, pregnancy, prostitu-

tion, and love. A classic of West Indian

theater. "Moon on a Rainbow Shawl" is

directed by Dian Mandle.
Tickets may be reserved in advance at

the Fine Arts Center Box Office by call-

ing 545-2511 or may be purchased at the

door the night of the each performance.

Ticket prices are $4.00 for the general

public and $2.00 for students.

GRANDOPENING! GRAND OPENING!

Yvonne's CARIBBEANA
The Pioneer Valley's Only Carribean

restaurant
•featuring multicultural cuisine*

Carribean
African
East Indian
Chinese
American
Sundays-International Brunch-Jazz

Hours:
Monday-Thursday 11:00a.m. -9:00p.m.

Friday-Saturday 9:00a.m. -1:00a.m.

Sunday 10:00a.m. -9:00p.m.

206 Russel Street

(Route 9)

Hadley. Massachusetts
Next to Soda City

-ON BUS LINE-

The Third World Woman's Program
at the Everywoman's Center will

be sponsoring:
Latin Woman's Issues Group. This group
will meet for eight weeks, on Tuesday
evenings from April 14-25 and Sunday
evenings from May 2-16, 1985,7-9p.m.
Asian Women's Issues Group. This
group will meet on Tuesdays and Sun-
days from April 2-21, 1966, and will be
facilitated by Chong Yu.
Black Woman's Issues Group. This
group will meet beginning March 27

through May 8, 1966, on Wednesdays
from 7-9p.m. and will be facilitated by
Ranata L. Nero.
Third World Lesbian Issues Group. This

group will meet Monday evenings from
March 2&-May 13, 1966 and will be
facilitated by Anita (Nancy) Pleasant,

from 7-9p.m.

The groups will meet at the
Everywoman's Center,Wilder Hall 2nd
floor. Pre-registration is required for

group and childcare. To sign up and for

'

more information feel free to call Third

World Women's Program at 545-0883. No
fee required.

NUMMO

"The Far World Comes Near"

A photographic exhibition based on the

work of Joel Halpern, a professor of an-

thropology at the University of

Massachusetts, and Sam Pettengill. a

University of Massachusetts student,

will be shown from April 4-15 at the

Wheeler Gallery, located in Wheeler
House, at the University of

Massachusetts. Amherst.
"The Far World Comes Near " focuses

on the two worlds of the Loation people,

the worlds of Before and After. The

world of Before is that of the Kingdom

of Laos before 1975, as photographed by

Joel Halpern before the most recent war

in Indochina. These photographs from

the old country touch on religous life in

the royal capital of Luang Prabang, as

well as aspects of village life. As a

counterpoint, the world of After, as

presented by Sam Pettengill, depicts the

Laotian people in New England as new
Americans. These photographs depict

the parallel processes of intergration in-

to American life, and the simulataneous

maintenance of valued traditions on the

part of New England's newest ethnic

group.
Wheeler Gallery is open: Sunday -

Thursday 7:00p.m. and Tuesday&Thurs-

day 12:30 - 2:30p.m.

CRISIS IN SOUTH AFRICA
The Failure of "Constructive Engage-
ment

"

April 8, 1966
8:00p.m.
Johnson Chapel
Amherst College
by Randall Robinson

Mr. Robinson is Executive Director of

TransAfrica, a black foreign policy lobby
in Washington, D.C. He has been the

chief organizer of the recent nation-wide
protests against aparthied in South
Africa.

UMOJA GREEK STEP SHOW II AND
PARTY!
April 20th, 1965
Step Show starts at 8:00p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center Auditorium., UMASS,
Amherst.
1st Place Prize $400.00

For Frats and Sororities

THE PARTY!!
Starts at 10:00p.m. until ? in the Student
Union Ballroom
Admission: is $4.00 for each event

Greeks get 1 dollar off Step Show
only

People from Step pay $2.00 for Par-

ty
Both events Non-Greeks

$6.0O-Greeks $5.00

For More Info Contact:
James Lewis (413)737-1077

Richard Harrigan l-Phi-Theta 546-5666

Nigel Lewis l-Phi-Theta 546-7597

John Johnson l-Phi-Theta 546-6777

Roscoe Robinson Phi-Beta-Sigma
546-6811

Nady Pierre KAY 546-7555

Donna Edmond AKA 584-2700

Ext.4673

Directions:
From Boston: Take the Mass. Pike West
to 91 North to Exit 19. Make a right.

From Conn: Take 91 North to Exit 19,

make a right turn. Follow signs to
UMASS.

Conference For Mil noritles Interested In

Law

Western New England College School

of Law will present its spring "Minority

Law Day" Saturday April 13, 1966 from
9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. in the S.Prestley

Blake Law Center.
The twice-yearly conference is design-

ed to provide information to members of

minority groups who are interested In

studying law. Admission is free, and pre-

registration is recommended.
Among the guest speakers will be the

Hon. Reginald Matthews, acting justice

of the Supreme Court of the state of

New York and supervising judge of the

Bronx Family Court; and Beverly J.

Hayes, assistant attorney general. Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts.
Workshops, lectures, and panel

discussions will address such topics as

"How to Choose a Law School", "The
Concerns of Nontraditinal Students",

and "What Do Lawyers Do?". There will

also be a mock law class.

An afternoon panel discussion will

feature Judge Matthews and minority

attorneys. They will discuss the practice

of law, the skills that law school

teaches, the problems of placement, and
the need for minority lawyers.

The day will end with a reception for

the participants. For more information,

or to pre-register for "Minority Law
Day,"callthe Law School Admissions Of-

fice at (413) 782-3111, ext.406.

Western New England College School
of Law, serving 860 law students each
year, is the only Massachusetts law
school outside of Greater Boston. It is

located on the campus of Western New
England College, 1215 Wilbraham Road
in Springfield.
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R egents raise tuition

BAD SIGN—1'Mm« Freshman i\eoT%f Howe puts up a jfooae e|f|f for Harvard

durinir the third inning of yenterdajB varsity baseball icame. Harvard beat the

Minutemen 3-1. See related story pag* !*•

By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian St^f

BUZZARDS BAY -The sUte Board of

Regents Higher Education yesterday vot«l

to raise in-statt- tuition $88 and out-of state

tuition $288. while rfjeilmg earlier plans

for higher increases.

The regents' rejected the original pro-

posal calling for tuition to increase $l(H) for

in state students and $368 for out-of-state

students, instead opting for the lower in-

crease.

Last week the regents' Budget and

Financial Affairs Committee pn>po8ed that

the board raise tuition $100. the second

highest of four tuition uwrease options.

After almost an hour of debate, the board

yesterday voted 7 6 against the original

propoaal. It then voted 7 3 in favor of the

third highest (4>tion. which will raise

IJMass in-state tuition $88

The board also voted to im-rease the ex-

isting tuition waiver program. Community

colleges are currently permitte<l to waive 8

percent of tuition revenue and state ct)l

leges and universities can waive 4 percent.

The board increased these limits by 1 per

cent.

Regents Chancellor John B. Duff

justified the increase, saying the legislator

requested the regents to raise $1*2 million

in revenue. The original increase proposal

would have raised ^.4 million

The proposal approved yesterday will

raise $7.1 million in revenue for the higher

education system. $1.3 million less than the

original tuition increase proposal.

"We feel that with what we're trying to

accomplish on the waiver side, it was best

to go with (our original proposal)," said

David Pareaky, chair of the budget commit-

tee.

Michael Ferrigno, director of the State

Student Association of Massachusetts ask-

ed that the board consider the lesser in

creases.

"If this is the kind of increase we can ex-

pect when the (state) economy is so strong,

what can we expect when it's not so

strong?" he said.

Elizabeth Rawlins, a regent, referring to

a remark that the difference between the

proposal was only $12 said. "Twelve

dollars nuiy not mean anything t« us. but at

my place of employment if you do not have

$12 of the fee ytm don't register
"

Ferrigno called yesterday's vote a

"tremendous victory for students, especial-

ly at UMass" because tuition was not in-

creaaed at th«' higher level.

In other regent business, the board voted

unanimously to declare a portion of land at

l!Ma.H.s t)e used as a rekresidence for the

mentally retarded. The UMass Board of

Trustees voted last week to l^^rove the

transfer of land.

Disarmament is

urged by activist
By JOHN YON( E
Collefnan Staff

If Americans do not learn how to "u!«e their democracy"

and change the weapons policies of the United States, the

destruction of the earth by nuclear war is inevitable within

10 years, renowned author and peace activist I)r Helen

Caldicott said last night.

"You have an incredible pnviledge and responsibility liv-

ing in this country." Caldicott. an Australian, said "If you

don't use it you're going to destroy this planet, .you and the

Russians." Caldicott spoke for about an hour and a half

about the implications and causes of nuclear war to alxjut

800 people in the Student Union Ballroom.

"I don't know what they teach you in school but they df>n"t

teach you how to use your democracy." she said. Caldicott

pointed out that in Australia citizens are fined $.'1 if they fail

to vote. "Look what I've done in your country and I'm not

even a citizen and I'm a woman." she said.

Caldicott -said that the American government is not lis-

tening to what its citizens want, and it is their responsibility

to make them listen.

"The way Reagan's building weapons will make nuclear

war inevitable," she said. Reagan is leading the Russians in

the arms race, and by the Russians following his lead, it's

affecting the U.S.

"We're putting the destiny of this nation in their (the

Ru.ssians) hands. ' she said. "They decide whether we wake

up in the morning, we dont."

Discussing the i.s.sue as communists against capitalists

makes no sense. Caldicott .said, since Nixon made an

alliance with China, which has one million people.

"We've got more communists on our side than they do,"

she .said.

Recent weapons developments, such as the Trident sub-

marine, Pershing 11 missiles and the MX missile, have in-

('Qll«ffian phntu b> A(Ht« H»ll«r

Dr. Helen Caldicott

creased the chance.>»o. ..^v'.cai «*ar. ; h" .said. The Pershing

n missiles, only two minutes from Mo.scow. increase the

chance of an exchange becau.se of the clo.seness of the

weapons and the chance of computer error.

"Russian computers are less .sophisticated. "
she said.

Although Reagan refuses to sell them any, she said, "you'd

figure it's in our best interest to sell them to prevent poss

ible errors."

Caldicott pointed out that in November of 1979. the U.S.

was 1 .3 minutes from a nuclear exchange because of a com

puter error The U.S. defense system had 2.^)ri rrrf)rs last

year, she said.

One Trident submarine carries enough nuclear weapons

to destroy the entire Northern Hemisphere, Caldicott said.

Reagan is requesting funding to prf»dure 10 of them, she

said.

Homemade bomb
injures student
»U ( HRISPOON

lUegian Staff and

The A»s*x:iated Press

A University of Massachusetts student was reported in

satLsfactory conditi<m yesterday after an explosion sh<H)k his

dormitory Monday aftem«K)a leaving him senously injured.

Roliert Nixon, 20. wa.s found bleeding profu.sely with a piece

of metal pn>truding fn.m his abdomen after a pipe bomb he and

two friends in Washington Tower had constructed fn)m a bicy

rle pump and explosive jxwder blew up, I Mass jx.lice .said

Arthur Clifford, a University sp<)kesman, said the student*

were "using the device to blow Uiilet paj)er out of the window"

..f their third flcK)r room late Monday aftemcKia

Thev apparently packed the tul)e of the pump too tightly

xMth Unlet paper and the fu.se died," Clifford said "When the

injured student walked over to examine it. the device exploded

and he was struck m the stomach writh a piece of jagged metal

from the pump"

The explosion blew out the room window and imbedded

pieces of the metal pump into the wall, (lerald T. O'Neill,

director of the Department of Public Safety, .said.

The sophomore from Roslindale. who was taken to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital and underwent emergency surgery Mon-

day night to remove the piece of metal, will be relea.sed later

this week.

The explosion is under investigation by the state fu-e

marshal

In other police reports:

Kggs, milk and turpentine were splashed in and outside of

a university profes.sors car while it was parked in lot .32 Mon-

day. Police said broken beer bottles were al.so found near the

1980 Volkswagen. The professor told police that he did not

know who might have vandalized the car.

Black lesbians face triple jeopardy
'

Pledgees of the Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.

painting the walls of the New Africa House Library.

The fraternity did this as a community service.

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The combination of being a woman, being black and be-

ing a lesbian means living a life of "triple jeopardy." Bar-

bara Smith said last night in the keynote speech for Les-

bian and Gay Awareness Week in Bowker Auditorium.

Smith, a black lesbian feminist and author said in her

speech "Acts of Faith, Acts of Courage: The Movement of

Lesbians and Gay Men of Color," that to be a black lesbian

takes a "great deal of stamina and courage."

She said that for Third World lesbians and gay men

fighting homophobia is particularly difficult because-

"racism infringes on our lives and makes us need our com-

munity of origin more than white people."

Because of this need to "maintain ethnic credibility" it is

"hard to express who we are." she .said.

Smith, noting that black lesbians are tripley oppressed,

laughed at the suggestion once made to her that she

"came out because it was politically correct."

CotUiKitfd <m pagr S
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NEWS
State hires firm to quicken

hazardous waste clean-up
BOSTON (AP)-The state

has signed a $5 million, two-

year contract with a private

engineering firm to attack

Massachusetts hazardous

waste problem by speeding

up site investigations. Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis an-

nounced yesterday.

The governor said the

contract awarded to the

Wehran Engineering Co. of

Middletown. N.Y., provides

a way to step-up enforce-

ment efforts without
creating a permanent new
bureaucracy inside the

Department of En-
vironmental Quality
Engineering.

Addressing a Statehouse

news conference on the se-

cond anniversary of the

state "Super-fund" clean

up law, Dukakis described

the contract as "a major

next step on the road to pro-

viding saSety and security to

our citizens."

But activists familiar with

the hazardous waste pro-

blem said privately that the

publicity surrounding the

announcement was design-

ed to counter charges that

DEQE has lacked the staff

for aggressive enforcement.

The governor's press con-

ference also came one day

before a special legislative

commission is due to release

a report recommending the

creation of a new board to

push public agencies toward

swifter resolution of the

health and financial pro

blems caused by disposal of

toxics.

News of the Wehran con-

tract also came eight days

before the Legislature's

Natural Resources commit-

tee is scheduled to consider

legislation proposed by the

Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group that

would commit the state to

spending more money on

an accelerated cleanup

plan.

Flanked by his top en-

vironmental officials,

Dukakis said the hiring of

Wehran Engineering as a

••field invMtigation team"

will lead to quicker site

uiiMiMmrnt at more than a

dozen of the 452 confirmed

and suspected hazardous

waste sites acroas the state.

I AYS DOWN THE LAW-A Columbia University official reads to pro-

litt^ng^udentH. court order «king them to disperse and end their protest

of the afhool's ties to South Africa.of the BCftooi » ues lo :wui» ^" "- . —j ir-

Phone service jeopardized
New usersmust place orders

BOSTON ^AP) N**
England Telephone is wam-

intj nfw and raovin|{ cus-

tomers that they mu»t spe-

cify a company to handle

their long-distance calls oi

find themselves unable to

make connections.

A recent federal court nil

ing means lonf distance calls

of new customeni living in so-

lalled "equal access" areas-

cannot be automatically han-

dled by American Telephone

& Telegraph Co, New Eng

land Telephone spokesman

Peter Cronin said Monday
In the past, customers wh<

opted for long di.stance car

riers other than AT&T had t<;

dial special local telephone

numbers, access ctMles, an

area code and the number.

After the breakup ofAT&T,
telephone companies have

been required to create "long

di.Htance equal access" areas

where any long distance com-

pany can l)e used by dialing

number ui one of the area^ wi!

'

be asked when they apply f-

aervice what long-distance

company they wish to use.

Cronin said.

"
If y«ju do not chooee akmr

distance carrier by the day

beforv your local senice «U

rta. per the ixKirt order we will

»•-"•; nred to bk)ck your long-

• calls " Cronin said

the area code and mmbet
without an access code.

New customers in equal ac

ceas areas or old cuatomer^

who move and obtain a new
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FACES OF PROTEST—Two young RriUins show off their 'symbols of peace'

yesterday during a nuclear disarmament rally at Molesworth. England.
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Campus Center Pond Rope Pull

Sponsored by Tau Beta PI

April 20, 1985 11a.m. North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs
Recondrtiooing

SYMBOI
"OF THE MAN WHO

RECEIVES IN GIVING"

young men 16-35

FRANCISCANS
DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS, FRANCISCANS. TOR
XXM EDGEWATER PARKWAY
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20903

Please send me ihe tree booklet ai no obligation

Name UMC
age

Address

C:ty Stale.
(Chfrk pffteffnrft Prif^thooO

Zip-
B'MhfrhOOd

Delia Zela is Iheplace for

friendship, fun, togetherness

Ml University women are

invited to open rush on:

Tuesday April 9 6:30-7:15

Wednesday April 10 6:30-7:15

Thursday AprilU 6:30-7:15

11 Phillips St Amherst

for more info call 253-9916

and ask for Suzanne or ^h^'*"!^^^!

TONIGHT
KICK^%FF
LOUNGE

PLAYOFFS
7:30Bruins

vs
CandiansI

FREE BUFFET 911! I

WedncBday. April 10, 1985
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Congress's compromise brightens financial aid outlook
— ^. . ir. .L- ; :i:-„ .,. CAM nnn A KnolcpswnmHn for ReD. Jim Collins, D-Amhers

by DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A recent compromise over cuts in student federal fmancial

aid between the Reagan administration and Senate majority

leader Robert Dole R-Kan. may enable many students to

stay in school, but some people are still not satisfied.

The compromise, calls for slashing $352 million from the

higher- education assistance budget instead of the $2.3

bilUon cut Reagan had originally requested.

Reagan had asked for a denial of loans to students from

famiUes earning an adjusted gross income of $32,500 or

more, and a total federal loan and grant cap of $4,000.

The Dole compromise lifts the income ceiling to $60,000

and caps the total amount of federal loans and grants at

$8000.
Director of Financial Aid at the Cniversity of Massa

chusetts Arthur Jackson said the new proposal would leave

most I'Mass students safe from cuts.

"Very few, if any, (would be affected). We don't have any

students getting aid whose parents make over $60,000,"

Jackson said.

But he said he is "still opposed to a cap on things," because

a cap on income does not take into account variables, such as

family savings, home equity, number of children in the family

and other things. "There are no two families making $60,000

that are alike," Jackson said

A spokeswoman for Rep. Jim Collins, D-Amherst said

Collins is "happy, but it's still going to be very difficult. There

are still students losing their loans and those who won't

get them."

"It's obviously going to help but it's still a compromise,"

said Cindy Howland, president of Students Advocating

financial Aid, a I'Mass based group that sent 55 people to

Washmgton last month to lobby against aid cuts.

Jackson said the compromise will be discussed in a fiscal

conference committee in the next few months where further

adjustments will be made, and finally sent to the House and

Senate for a congressional vote which may make or break the

plans of college students across the country.

ifSmith » Vifniv

"In what context is it politically correct

to be a lesbian or gay?" she asked the au-

dience, adding that because "these iden-

tities are so appallingly thought of in our

society" it might not be the wisest choice.

"I don't think anyone chooses to be les-

bian or gay, they choose to come out," she

said, adding "all of us who are lesbian or

gay know these are primal feelings."

Smith reflected on her own experience of

'coming out" and said she did so in the

mid- 19708 when the "women's movement

taught me I could be a lesbian and still care

abt)ut the things I cared about."

"Meeting other black lesbians pulled me
through." she recalled, because it made her

drop the stereotype she had that lesbianism

nteant "low-life and street-life."

Smith talked on a number of popular

misconceptions around the issue of

homoeexuality and identified as a key on

the belief that "lesbian and gay oppression

is not as serious as other oppressions and it

is a private, not political, concern."

She said this fallacy grows from "the

lack of desire of people to be held accoun-

table for our oppression."

"If they acknowledge we are oppressed

they have to acknowledge they are op-

pressing us," she said.

Other misconceptions she described in-

cluded "homosexuality is a white problem

or white disease" and homophobia is accep-

table where other bigotry is not."

Smith believes that the key to addressing

issues of oppression lies not in "nice opi

nions" but in "activism."

She said that one of the qualities of the

activism of the Third World lesbian and

gay movement was that of a "multi-issue

approach" that both challenges "racism in

the white gay and lesbian movement and

w>vism in our own movement."

Professors called delinquent

on support of homosexuals

Sex stereotypes attacked
Panelists say more
understanding needed
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Suff

The r^aons for a per«>n'« sexuality are

not definite and concrete but var>ing and

complex in nature, concluded participant* in

a panel discussion yesterday at the Univer

»ity of Mawachusetts as part of Gay Aware

ness Week.
The panel consisted of three speakers and

Sylvia Forman, a UMass anthropology pro-

fessor who served as mediator.

Michael Gross, special academic program

director of Hampshire College, said there are

problems with the way that biological re-

searchers approach sexuality.

"There is a lack of understanding about

how human beings are." Gross said. Stereo-

types remain a part of scientific research, he

added: "Gay men are expected to be effem-

inate and lesbians are related to aggressive,

masculine women."
"It's wrong to be so mechanistic. Sexuality

is personal and idiosyncratic in nature." he

said.

Biological conditions are not the only fac-

tor determining .sexuality, added anthnjpol-

ogist Catherine Batesoa "We sUrt with

biological givens and then elalwrate." she

satd.

To be gay is not only a .sexual preference

but "a complicated decision with profound

commitments." she said.

There are "homosocial' b<mds between

men and women, author Eve Sedwick said,

adding that bonds between men are ver>' dif

ferent than those between women. "Mens
bonds are what make up and control the cul

ture. while women are regarded as objects,"

she said.

There is a variety of types of bonds one can

have with one's own gender, but men's bonds

are more subject to scrutiny and more at-

tempts are made to define the relationships,

Sedwick said. "Male bonding is stmctured

around homophobia"
The panelists agreed that individuals are

affected by many factors, ranging from one's

childhood to previous sexual relationships.

"One must find a way into social niches in a

complex system." Bateson said.

"There's a tunnel vision where sexuality is

concerned," Gross said

But now, added Bateson "We are moving

into a society which allows for a greater range

of choice."

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Edxtirr'a note: This us the third in afit>e-

part series examining gay. lestnan and

friserual studenUt <m campus. Tixiay '» st(try

focuses on faculty sul^p^^rt fur these

students.

The reluctance of faculty members to

take a stand and support gay, lesbian and

bisexual students on campus is a "definite

pn)blem," according to John Jablonsky.

President of the student Lesbian. Gay and

Bisexual Alliance at UMaas.

Jablonsky observed that when racist,

sexist or anti-Semitic acLs occur on campus

concerned faculty are quick to speak up,

but "this doesn't happen with homophobic

incidents."

"Without a continuing liase of faculty

support," Paul Thn>ne. a memln-r of the

LGBA said, "we are simply seen as a bunch

of rowdy students and our demands aren't

taken seriously."

Asked why faculty support was so little

in evidence Ann Ferguson, a UMass
philosophy professor who describes herself

as "lesbian, feminist, Marxist," replied, "1

would speak out if someone came to me."

She said she would be glad to speak up

but because of her other commitments she

doesn't "go out to look for extra groups,"

so communication would have to be "stu-

dent led."

UMass Professor of Women's Studies

Janice Raymond agreed that "faculty do

not come forward Un-ause they haven't

been asked." and she suggeste<i that chan

nels of communication between students

and faculty be improved.

P'erguson said gay and lesbian students

should either approach faculty directly or

perhaps "send out a questionnaire asking

faculty if they would be interested in work-

ing with the LGBA,"she said.

But both Ferguson and Raymond con-

cede that the issue of lack of faculty sup-

port goes beyond lack of communication.

According to Raymond, the failure of

faculty to speak up "mu.st be put in the con-

text of very little civil rights protection."

Further, She described the faculty

climate as "hetero-relational" inhibiting

many faculty members from being open

"Without a continuing base of

faculty support we are simply

seen as a hunch of rowdy
students and our demands
aren't taken seriously.

"

—Paul Throne, LBGA member

about being gay or lesbian.

She said that although many faculty are

"out" to their students and their closest

colleagues, they are not "out" to the extent

that it IS well-known, because some con-

cealment of their lifestyle "allows them to

move easier in a hetero-relational world."

"At a straight faculty cocktail party

you'll suddenly find yourself alone in the

middle of the room," she said, adding that

outside this type of situation the same peo-

ple are usually very friendly.

Ferguson said many faculty fear that

disclosing their sexuality would undermine

their credibility.

She said that in her own classes she will

often not reveal her sexual orientation until

the end of the semester for fear that this

knowledge will "jeopardize " what she has

U) say to the students.

Asked if she resented having to choose a

point at which to reveal her sexuality.

Ferguson replied that "coming out" was a

political ai-t which must be limed so that

students don't close their minds and in-

stead learn that she is an individual as well

as a lesbian.

Sarah Boy, assistant to Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis Ma<ison, said

that concern for gay and lesbian students

on campus is not an easy issue for faculty

to be involved in because of the "risk of be-

ing identified" as gay or lesbian.

Brian McNaught, former gay and lesbian

liason for Boston Mayor Kevin White, said

lil)erals find the cause of homophobia dif-

ficult l)ecause there are risks involved that

do not accompany involvement in other

issues of oppression.

"One does not lose one's white status by

championing the concerns of blacks, or

one's status as a male by championing the

ERA. But in the area of heterosexism one

risks losing the status of heterosexual and

with it the possibility of losing job, status

and family."

Callcffiaii photo by Bri«n K Gony«

CAUTION COW CROSSINGI-UMm. fir«t jrw Stotkbridge ntodent. Christen Vernon, Brian Booth and

Martin Shaw guide their livestock acroM Commonwealth Ave, yeaterday afternoon.

Graduate Senate plans

across the board cuts
By BE I'HA.NNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate met last night to discuss

their proposed budget for fiscal year 1986.

According to a report given by the finance committee the

actual budget for fiscal year 1985 was $214,136. The net

worth of the senate at the beginning of FY85 was $252. 1 25

leaving a net worth of $37,989 at the end of the fiscal

year.

The budget proposed for fiscal year 1986 contains an

expected net worth of $198,589 with $167,300 worth of

expen.ses, leaving a finishing net worth of $31,289. General

cuts were made in operations (food, travel, p'*" >• ^i^

cretionary funding (publicity), and line item funding (RSO

groups). Adjustments to the line item fundings are still

being made. ,

Also discussed in last night's meeting was the At h art*

project John Furbish, spokesperson for the project, asked

the Senate to pass a motion of endorsement which would

signal the commencement of the project.

The project, funded from various University organiza-

tions, hopes to improve the physical condition of the environ-

ment, making the land.scape more artistic. Although the

Graduate Senate is not directly funding the project, the

senate must give its endorsement to get the project under-

way. The motion was unanimously passed.

Greg Graham, a .senator from the sociology department

also brought up discussion on the grievance poHcy. Graham

is .seeking to allow graduate students legal counsel when they

must appear before a grievance board. No final decision was

made and the matter is being further looked into.
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Series to focus on women in the workforce
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Beginning tomorrow, Thursday lunch-

hour at the University of Massachusetts will

take on a new appeal when the Working

Women's Lunchtime Series kicks off a six

week program from 12 a.m. to 1 p.m. in

room 90.'> in the Campus Center.

The purpose of the series is to "help

women come together, particularly to dis-

cuss their work lives and strategies."

according to Myra Hindus, coordinator of

the Working Women's Program at the

Everywoman's Center co-sponsor of the

evenU in conjunction with the Employee's

Assistance Program, I'niversity Staff Asso-

ciation tl'SA) and the Labor Relations

Center

Although the main focus of the lunch dis

cussions will be on office work, Hindus said,

the Ulks will be relevant to the lives of all

working womea She said the series will

start with a showmg of the film "GtK>d

Morning Monday." an examination of office

life and the women who live it The film will

be followed by a discussion led by Mary

Wardwell. President of the Staff Associa

tion.

Next Thursday, a new film from the

United Auto Workers will be shown titled,

"Would You Let This Happen To Your Sis-

ter?" an analysis of sexual harassment. Hin-

dus will facilitate the discussion following

the movie, which she said would focus on

what constitutes sexual harassment- -from

mappropriate touching to offensive pos-

ters, as well as strategies for dealing with

A two-part series on office health issues

to be presented by Noreen Cleary of the

UMass School of Public Health will begin

on April 25.

The first of these will feature a slide- tape

presentation covering health hazards and

prevention. Cleary's discussion will focus

on everything from "the chair you have to sit

in, to ventilation and xerox machines
"

"Offices are thought of as nice and clean,

but that's not true." said Cleary. adding

"you should go home from work feeling

good. " but often this is not the case

The second of the presentations on

health issues will concentrate on Video Dis-

play Terminals (VDTs) and stress what

Cleary characteriies as "two of the biggest

issues currently facing women office work

She said some of the problems associated

with VDTs are blurred vision, back strain,

muscle strain, glare, radiation leakage and

carpel tunnel syndrome in which dexterity

18 lost in the hands because of nerve death

due to using the same finger muscles on the

key board.

On May 9 Hindus will be co- presenting a

session on comparable worth and the wage

gap with a representative of Yale Local 34.

the union of clerical and technical workers

that recently won a major comparable

worth victory at Yale University.

Information about comparable worth, in

eluding fact sheeU and discussion of such

topics as occupational segregation and iu

local impacts will be featured in this ses-

Wednesday, April 10, 1985

Man harasses
Amherst woman
A wonum was harassed Monday night by

a man who yelled obcenities and sexual

slurs at her, Amherst Police reported.

The woman left the AnUierst Cinenui on

Amity Street and was confronted by the

man who blocked her from approaching her

car. He chased her to Boltwood Walk and

then left her, police said.

In other police reports:

•A woman was struck by a car as she at

tempted to cross State Road in Whately,

yesterday afternoon. Police said she com-

plained of pain to her right leg and hand

but refused medical treatment.

•A sterling silver set of unknown value

was reported missing from the home of an

Amherst resident. Police said there was no

forced entry into the home.
-DANIEL SOBEL

Wednesday. April 10, 1985!
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MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Tbe Befti CluKefteIW'
Try Our New

BARBEQUE BONELESS SPARE RIBS

Small $2. 80 Large $4, 60

LuncheonSpecials •«v«l From 1 1 a.m.-3 p.m. $2.25

Summer Jobs For The

Environment and Consumer
Protection

MASSPIRG is now hiring sunnmer staff for

Amherst, Boston. Hyannis. Worcester, and

Newton. Earn $2500 for the summer. Inter-

views APRIL 16 CC 805-9 APRIL 17 CC 91 1-15

9 am, 10:30 am, 12, 2 pm, 3:30 pm
MASSPIRG 256^6434 10 AM -2 PM

s«^

it*

New Buffet & Sunday Brunch
Buffet Served S^ Mon Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday 11:30-3

Chlldfm under 10 $3.00

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ALL YOU
CAN EAT $5.25

6) Sweet Er Sour Chicken

7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken

9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot £r Sour Soup
"%fV%r '%M M.

Basic Look.

Basic Feel.

BASIC E L E M E N T Stm

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 MASONIC ST . NORTHAMPTON . 586 6336
'JusI sround the comer from Bart s

Mon Sat 106 Thurs til 9, Sun 12 5

CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS

:iaer S:jo»nrs V«»ef

NEW MEETING LOCATION
Attention Older Students:

We will now be meeting at the T.O.C.

Room 1109C.C

Same time: 4 - 6 pm
Same day Wed. April 10 and 24

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun. -Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:M a.m. -11 p .m.
-T*''*^ V M »* « J«. »

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256 02S2

«g "^ » M M %y%r w ^

Wednesday 8:30-10:30 pm

Boyden Gym

Men & Women

BUD LIGHTl

Lunch Special
Fri. 11 - 3 pm

HOT
(A ROAST BEEF
^SANDWICHES

i/
i

"w.
'i.

1W-2..7«»

253 70B

SO MAIN ST AMHERST. MA
%

Regular Roast Beef

Regular French Fries

CHOICE of Cole Slaw or

Deli Pickle

Small Soda

ONLY $2.99
tax included

AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS:
4:30 p.m. 2:00 a.m.

Sunday thru Wednesday
4:M p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Thursday thru Saturday

WE NOW DELIVER
IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays
from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

:-UNDAv

1 Free Item '

Of Your Own
Choice
On Any Pi//a

14

1 Free 21

Coke
With Any

Small Pi//a

28

VIONDA

Free 1

Pepperoni

On Any Pi7/a

Free Sausage

On Any Pi//a

Free 15

Double Dough

On Any Piiza

Pree Ham

On Any Pj/za

22

Free
Sausage
On Any Piz/a

29

TUfcStJAr WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
Free 2
Green
Peppers

O'l Any Pi/^a

Free

Onions

On Any Pi/za

16

23

Free 30
Onions
On Any Pi728

Free ^

Hamburq

On Any P<iia

FREE 10

CANADIAN
BACON

On Any Plz;a

17

Free 24

Extra Cheese

On Any Piz/a

Free 4

Extra Cheese

On Any Pi/za

11

FRIDAY

Free ^^

Black Olives

On Any Pizza

25

Free
^2

Mushrooms

On Any Pizza

19

Free 26

Green Peppers

\ On Any 9\iia

SATURDAY

Free
^^

Mushrooms

On Any Pizza

Free 20
Pepperoni

On Any Pfzza

27

1862 ALFREDNOBEL UGHTS THE FIRSTSTICKOF
DYNAMTTE,ANDNEVER GETSANOTHER
MOMENTSPEACE. ^
But he got a big bang out of C_ ^ your choice and bnng

hisdiscovery
'

, <» /J out your best By

And you'll get a ,^^=i^k % ^^^^ '^''^TTn'^7\.
bigger bang out i^^^^^^-^^:^^F>.\ ^reat hght Bud Lght

of discovering

Bud Light It's tlie

jess-fdhng hght beer

with the first name
m taste

Get on the stick

Hurry to the bar of

EVERYTHING
ELSEISJUST
AUGHT.
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Senate may ask SAO
to cut budget spending

The llndergraduate Student Senate will vote tonight on a

motion demanding that the Student Activities Office cut its

budget by at least 10 percent to share the burden of the St.

A

fiscal crisis "in a fair and equitable manner."

Funding for registered student organizations will decrease

by $175,359 because of the senates budget crunch attri

buted by many senate leaders to "full costing. " a 2.4 percent

trust fund accounting fee required by the University.

According to SC.A treasurer Diane Rossi, the SAO is ask-

ing for a budget increase of $ 18,000.

The senate will also vote on whether to direct the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy to "research

restructuring the meal plan to allow for more flexibility for

students." If the motion is approved. SCERA will conduct

the research during the summer and submit a wntlen report

at the senates second meeting in the fall

- SUSAN EATON

5 college coordinator

helps search for peace
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

As coordinator of a peace

studies program. Michael

Klare says he feels he

doesn't have a monopoly on

the road to peace, so he

tries to explore all ap

proaches Ut it and listen to

views from across the spec-

trum.

Klare coordinates the

Five College Program in

Peace and World Security

Studies, formed last year

from a $185,000 Ford Foun
dation Grant. The prf»gram

serves to "help (5-College)

faculty learn more about the

area (war and peace issues)

to improve teaching m the

field." said Pat Mun)hy of

F'ive College Inc.. located in

Amherst.
"The long term goal is to

help promote peace and

stability in the world."

Klare said. "The opera

tional goal is to increase ex-

posure of faculty and
students to current thinking

and analysis of war and

p^tce oaues to increase

awareneaa ao they can con

tinue the search for peace."

Earn

Academic Credit*
vyhile gaining experience

in marketing, public

relations, counseling.

and student attairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office

Interviews begin April 10

Contact the Office of

Internships

Klare, who has wntten

and researched in the field

for 15 years, is the pro-

gram's only full time

worker. He said one must

first educate and second

"educate for a purpose."

He said the grant money

(about $r>0.0<M) annually) is

used to organize lectures,

seminars, conferences and

workshops on ail five area

campuses
In a<l<lition t<i the Ford

grant $25.(KR> from the

Wallich Foundation was
granted to begin the pro-

gram, which is sche<luled to

last three more years. In the

remaining time. Klare said

he hopes to educate as many

|MH>ple as possible.

Klare, currently a pro-

fessor at Hampshire C^-

lege, teaches ctmrses on

U.S. military policy and the

politics of militarism. He
will teach at Amherst Col-

lege next semester in the

sociology department, and

at UMass next spring in the

history department,
teaching courses relating to

peace and world security

issues.

Emphasizing that there

are a whole range of wor-

risome issues that must be

dealt with. Klare said. "My
biggest concern is the risk

that small regional wars in

the Third World countries

can ignite World War
Three

"

Since the goal of the pn>-

gram is to educate as many
people as possible, Klare
said he will "be preparing a
li.st of courses in the five-

colleges that are germaine
to peace and world security

issues."
L
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Letters
Whitmore protestors: Defeat into victory?

I am writing this letter because I feel that

the one thing worse than defeat is calling it

victory.

That is what everyone who was involved

with the Whitmore Occupation is calling a

massive defeat. Sorry kids, but the BOG

was pretty much in good shape when the

occupation started. All the demonstrators

got out of the administration was a re-

iteration of what was already gained

through other means (massive student

outrage earlier this semester and a petition

which SCERA circulated among the RSO

groups about two weeks ago).

There is now a committee on divestment.

Big deal. It is merely a way for the ad-

ministration to allow the demonstrators to

save face. It is a smoke screen. It may come

to some valuable conclusions, but the ad-

ministration will not (considering its cur-

rent and previous behavior) act upon them.

The big issue was the blatantly unfair

Umversal Resource Fee (URF). You lost

that. All the divestment in the world won't

cover the fact that when the students and

Whitmore had an eye-U)-eye confrontation,

the students blinked.

The problem is really very simple. The

vast majority of the protestors (I was there

for about the first two hours of the sit in)

are unwilling to x\^ anything past minor

discomfort. At the demonstration, the

people running the show were consulting

the administration'^ standards for pro-

tests. Some metaphorical blood must flow

before we get what we want; to be treated

like human beings.

There are two things, one of which we

must do to force the administration to view

the students as human beings to respect (or

at least, fear): We must create such a nasty

stink that the trustees reverse themselves

on the URF. or we must force the

Chancellor of this University, Joseph Duf-

fey, to resign.

It is a sad state of affairs when the stu-

dent's only option is to destroy someone,

but if we do not, we will never have any

control of our destiny. The control of our

lives is more important than any concern

for the quality of life of our $88,000.00 a

year despot.

Matthew Saroff

Hadley

Pyramids only pay those who start them

AStaf»-fiJof

Downtown Amharat Daly 10 -6. Sun. 13-

S

Once again, the spectre of a "pyramid,"

chain letter, or "golden chain" has come up

to prove the truth of the sayinir "A fool

and his m«>ney are soon parted." Those un-

fortunate individuals who seem to believe

that there is. indeed, such a thing as a free

lunch should do some simple math U) see

how impossible it is to make money from

thin air.

If a pyramid is begun, requiring each per-

son involved to get five more recruits and

to wait until he/she has been moved up five

spaces before getting his money, this

means the first person will get five more

persons, each of whom must get another

live, meaning a total of twenty-five people

are involved as the pyramid keeps expan-

ding at a geometric rate. The number of

people involved will skyrocket incredibly

fast, meaning that if you are in the fourth

"rank" of a pyramid expanding by a factor

of five, and you need U) wait for the chain

to continue for four "ranks" after you to

receive your money, you'll wait a long time,

because an incredible 78.000 people would

have to be involved—three times as many

as attend UMass. There is one way to win

using a pyramid-start one. By joining one

in pn>gress. you can only win by finding an

even mort? gullible fool and waiting for him

to do the same. And so on. And so on.

Theo Bierschenk
Southwest
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OPINION
The op.n.on» on this page ate those o( the .ndiv.dudi wnte* or cartoonist and do "Oi

the vievxs ot the CoU»§imm or the Un.vwsitv un««» othwwise noted

liy cetl*ct

A source of communism
The country most responsible

for the spread of communism
around the world is the United

States of America.

I'll give you a minute to stop laughing

before I explain this seemingly ridiculous

statement.

Now I want you to imagine you live not in

the United States, but in a small Third

World country ruled by a military junta.

Your government is not burdened by a

bothersome constitution or bill of rights to

protect its citizens.

As a farmer, you farm the same land that

your father and grandfather did. It's all

you know. When the fall come you harvest

your crops, sell them, and pay your

landlord his rent, and use the rest tx)

prepare for the coming winter. You can't

afford luxuries like running water, but you

get by.

One day everything changes. You go to

work and find out the landlord has sold the

land U) a large foreign corpt>ration. You are

told to harvest your crops, plant grass for

cattle, and leave.

What do you do? What can you do? Like

millions of others, you pack your things,

gather your family, and move to the city in

hopes of finding work. Jobs are scarce and

workers plentiful, but you manage U> get a

job on a factory assembly line. Toe hours

are long and the pay pitiful.

Every week you see limbs ripped off in

the gears of machines and men killed in ex-

plosions. You want to protest but that

would only get you fired, and you have a

family to feed. Some of the workers tr>' to

unionize but they are arrested and never

heard from again.

At night, the emaciated frames of your

children's starving Ixxiies haunt your

nightmares. They shock you upright in bed

and you shudder as the chill night air

envelopes your sweaty skin. I'nable to

sleep you stare out the window of the tin

shack you call a home. The stench of rot-

ting garbage and feces turns your stomach.

Shouts and sirens, distorted by the

distance, sound like the death throws of

some great beasts.

You wonder what happened. You were

never rich, but once you had pride in your

Daniel White

work. You fed and clothed your own fami

ly. If you were sick, your neighbors would

work your fields until you got better. Now
your neighl)ors rob you if you leave your

house unguarded. You must send your wife

and children t*) work because you cannot

support them alone. You are only 40 years

old. but you feel like 400.

You see riots break out over the poverty,

starvation and disease. Then you see them

crushed by the army with its shiny new.

American-built tanks and guns. And you

become angry.

You come home one day to find that

soldiers have raped your wife. You come

home another day to find your eldest son

has been "drafted" into the army. Still

another day you come home and hear your

son has been killed for stealing some food

tOMit.

At his funeral you kneel by his grave and

scream at God. "What have I done? What

sin have I committed that you would punish

me so?

Tears stream down your face but your

only answer is silence.

Then a man you know from work comes

U> visit you. He tells you it doesn't have to

be like this. He has friends who are fighting

to throw out the Yankee imperialists who

rob you of your dignity. He says that with

your help they can end the tyranny and op-

pression you live under.

You join them even though you know the

battle will be long and you will pmbably die

before its won. The United States gives

thousands of tanks and guns to the fascist

government U) "preserve the freedom and

self-determination of the people against

communist tyranny." But for you the stake

in this war is not the triumph of com-

munism over capitalism, but your own sur-

vival. And if you must become a communist

to win it. then so be it.

This is how the United States spreads

communism around the world.

Daniel White is a Collegian Htaffmembey
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Controversy can produce positive change

I^esbian and Gay Awareness week is in-

tended as a time for lesbian, bisexual and

gay people to celebrate their identity, and

for us U) educate others about what being

lesbian, gay or bisexual really means. In

order to affirm our commitnwnt U> iH)8itive

social change the PGA has reccnUy chang

ed its nanw.

We realize last semester's events created

some controversy. We als<i realize that <»ut

of this controversy came many im^K.rtant

changes. For one. we now have an ad-

ministration attempting to address the

needs and concerns of lesbian, gay and

bisexual people.

We all encourage you to take part in all

the activities this week. This week is a

perfect time U) put all judgments aside, and

learn in a relaxed and open atmosphere.

The University community, ami society as

a whole, can only benefit when there is bet-

ter respect and understanding among ail

people.

Bob Brigham
Vice-Preiiident

Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

When discussions turn into arguments

Letters to the Editor-

Hopping mad over a ^'bunny's tale'' of death

In response to John Yonce's column Fri-

day "A Bunny's tale of death."

The cold weather survival field training

exercise indeed introduced the students to

the trapping and preparation of wild

animals for food. Although this training of

course is used in the military, it was also

good information to the public in general. I

was present at this exercise. The instructor

and other cadets were not dressed in full

combat array as was shown in Tom Haley's

cartoon and no weapons were brought on

the training sight.

The rabbits were killed by a sharp blow

to the back of the neck. If the technique

was properly done, the rabbit was killed in-

stantly and there was no pain. We did not

"kill them by crushing the spine," nor did

the instructor ever advocate "breaking its

head." As much as possible was done not to

make the animal suffer. The entire block of

instruction was handled in a mature man-

The cadets and students were repeatedly

told they could be excused from that part of

the exercise. The primary instructor warn-

ed the people exactly what was going to

happen, everyone had a fair chance to leave

the area.

One student said, "They were

domesticated rabbits and really nice

things," he said. "There were a lot of peo-

ple upset by it."

These rabbits were not bought at a pet

store The woman who sold the ""abbits

knew exactly what they were to be used

for. They were not pet animals. As for peo-

ple being upset, there was no one there

who got sick, or cried or voiced an objection

at that time. Sure, no one laughed or had

fun. but they weren't supposed to.

I strongly object to a quote in Yonce's

column. ""Their opinion is that it has to be

done. I guess they feel you need the ex-

perience of killing, skinning, and cooking

the rabbit. It's like saying you should go

out and kill people to get the experience of

killing them."

This quote was only the opinion of the

student and was never voiced by the cadets

or cadre members. Firefighters do not wish

for fires to start, nor are they happy when

they do occur, but they are prepared to

fight one nonetheless. Would you

memorize calculus theorems, yet never

practice them, but expect to pass a final?

No! Hopefully no one would ever be in a

position of having to survive in the

v^rildemess, but the instruction was there

so people could be ready should it happen.

Finally, I would like to point out that this

exercise was done in February, not in April

as the article suggests. We don't mind peo-

ple knowing what we do in Army ROTC,

but we do mind when the public is misin-

formed.

As a fellow journalist, Yonce, I think you

should know better.

Barbara Shlosser

Wilbraham

IXinng the sit-in at the Student Affairs

Office in Whitmore last week, the focus of

the protest expanded from the issues of

student rights and the Universal Rest>urce

Fee. to securing the BOG. then to Universi

ty investments in South Africa. Before the

whole affair was over, I had heard rumors

of groups which wanted to make demands

concerning the Yvette Henry arson case,

the MX missile and the "Save the Whales"

movement. There were pr«)l)ably more.

Like others. I was concerned about this

development. It caused discussion among

the tired protestors to become argument.s.

If this had continued, the focus of the effort

of the April 1st coalition would have come

to ruin. Fortunately, there came a satisfac-

tory agreement with the administration to

include more student representation into

the decision making process, something the

administration had wanted to reduce.

There is no doubt that mistakes occurred

during the sit-in. But the attention this

event drew fn>m the student bcxiy confirms

the build up of frustration from the events

around us.

I^t's face it. people are fed up with

frustration! Apparently the latest fashions.

Rock n' Roll, idiot TV programs and

political talk fail U) keep people satisfied.

Forgive me for echoing a tired expression,

but apparently more and more people want

to know: "Where's the Beef?"

There always have l>een and always will

be those who are never satisfied, ones who
will back a kwt cause just to be a martjrr.

But when a mass of people assemble to

make themselves heard, that says to me
that someone is not acknowledging the

questions satisfactorily. This leads me to

wonder: "What could have been done to

prevent what went down last week?"

I can only speculate.

Dwight Marine
Amherst

Change too much to handle

This is a belated plea to curtail future

April Fool's Day editions of the Collegian.

I derive a sufficient amount of amuse-

ment from the daily offerings and am un-

comfortable with any change in format.

Consider the following...

Recently we were informed in the pages

of the Collegian that UMass is receiving

increased "recognition" because of an ar-

ticle in US magazine and placement in a

top 15 preppy poll. I for one would be

more impressed if we made the Natumal

Enquirer or perhaps USA Today top 25

poll under miscellaneous category.

While I agree that UMass is receiving

more recognition I believe it is of a dif-

ferent sort. I refer to the "Universal

Resource Fee." I think everyone should

take note of a situation where on the one

hand the University is honored by the

presence of the current Romanell-Phi

Beta Kappa professor on this campus:

Robert Paul Wolff, and on the other hand,

through the effects of the proposed URF,

the dissolution of similar achievements by

current graduate students. Recognition

indeed. In a similar vein we should all

recognize the University's purchase of the

old Vietnam DMZ fence surrounding our

library.

My second example is less important

yet consistent with the first. Recently

sports columnist Tony Betros picked the

Mets over the Cubs. Anyone who wrote

that Indiana coach Bob Knight threw his

chair in a basketball game between In-

diana and Wisconsin instead of Purdue

(thereby missing much of the importance

an intra-state rivalry brought to the story)

cannot be serious. Besides I'm starting

my 21st year as a Cub fan.

Clearly Yeasthead is the best thing go-

ing for the Collegian but I wonder: Just

how much Nietzsche had Yeasthead read?

Half RatsBon
Amherst
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You are cordially invited to attend

.CAREER NIGHTj
for

PSYCHOLOGY
MAJORS

Wednesday, April 10

at 8:00 P.M.

at

Campus Center, Room 101
Several Psych. Dept. alumni /ae will be on hand

to discuss graduate school and career opportunities for

psychology majors

Sponsored by

UMass Placement Service

Alumni Office

Department of Psychology

For more information contact:

Psychology Advising Office

Tobin 403

545-0377

Wine and Cheese to follow

COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS MAJORS
ARE INVITED TO

ATTEND
AN

ALUMNI/AE
CAREER NIGHT

When:
Thursday, April 11, 1985

8:00 PM
Where:
Campus Center Room 162

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Association

The University Placement Service

The Dept. of

Communication Disorders

Graduates Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About Their Careers and Yours

1
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DO YOU HAVE NATIONAL STUDENT LOANS, GUARANTEED
STUDENT LOANS, STUDENT NURSING LOANS OR OTHER STU-
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Are you interested in Financial Planning, Repayment of your loans.

Establishing Credit, asking questions about loans?

If so, come to the Financial Aid Services Debt Management

Seminar on Thursday, April 11, 1985 from 1:30 - 4:00 PM in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom. Speakers will be from UMass, local banks, and

Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Corporation.
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WANTED SUMMER 1985

CAMP NATCHEZ - top co-ed camp located in

Berkshire mountains is looking for exciting active peo-

ple with abundant energy for the following positions:

General Counselor Soccer

Backpacking Gymnastics

Camp Crafts Tennis

Sailing Drama

Canoeing Sports

W.S.I. Ceramics

Nature Photography

We will be on campus Wednesday, April 10th

Rm 165 Campus Center 10 am - 4:30 pm. Please drop in or call

student employment, 545-1951.

OPEN HOUSE
at

UNIVERSITY
CAREER CENTER

Come see our new home in

Fraternity Sorority Park!

(off East Pleasant Street)

Thursday, April 11, 1985

9 to 4 p.m.

Light refreshments

Orchard Hill buses take

you right to our doorstep.

Feature Film Night

TONIGHTS' MOVIE:

ALL THAT
JAZZ

Shows at: 6 and 9:30

Admission to all shows: $1.00

/^oV
^ x\t

%^^.

%r^\r Bar Specials

V

Weekly

On Sale

Nominations are now being accepted for:

• Commuter Spokesperson *

• Commuter Treasurer *
for the Commuter Area Government

Forms available in Rm 404 Student Union

* For more information call 545-2145

Deadline for completed nominations is

2 pm April 16.

Election will be held Wed. April 24th
iiiiiHMHiiiiiMiiM<»»MHiiwMi»M»M«»""'mm'»""m*iiiiiimmmiiiiiMimuinm»H"'i'*»*'fc
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Open Sundays
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Ali by 9West is

one of mony pretty pumps

just woittng to be port

of your spring wordrobe.

71" 3C- ac ::i=x: T^- 'JL -ar. JE .atE

ADVERTISERS
DONT MISS OUT!

The Collegian is now offering a

SPOT COLOR SPECIAL

For a limited time only the Collegian

is reducing its regular rate of $90 to only

$50 for spot color.

A price well below cost

This is your opportune chance to make

the most of your advertising at

low, low rates.

From now until the end of the semester

you can't afford not to cash in on this deal

REMEMBER SPOT COLOR

FOR ONLY $50

ACT NOW TO MAKE THE MOST

OF YOUR ADVERTISING $'s.

'
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Room Choosing

Notice

Special Interest Housing
The following Special Interest

Corridors will have vacancies during

the upcoming room choosing process:

Social Awareness Corridor -

Brett House in Central

Music Corridor -

Gorman House in Central Area

Butterfield Kitchen Coop -

Butterfield House in Central Area

Older Students Corridor -

Wheeler House Corridor in Central Area

Honors Corridor -

Field House in Orchard Hill

Hearing Impaired Corridor -

Thoreau House in Southwest

To request housing in any of these special living

areas, please come to the Housing Assignment Of-

fice, 235 Whitmore during room choosing (April 16 -

April 26) and fill out a specially stamped housing

preference form. Thank you.

BUTTERFIELD
INFORMATION

SESSION
Any student interested in Butterfield for the Fall

1985 semester should plan on attending an informa-

tion session. This information session will be

scheduled as follows:

Thursday, April 11, 1985

7:00 PM
Butterfield Main Lounge

Those attending the information session will be

given Butterfield House Contracts and Butterfield

House Housing Preference Forms to sign. Ques-

tions: Call the Housing Assignment Office, 235

Whitmore Administration Building, 545-2100.

Thank you.

RESIDENCE HALL
CONTRACT SIGNING INFORMATION

Important, Please Read Carefully

The University requires all students living in the residence halls for the fall 1985

semester to sign a 1985-1986 Residence Hall Contract Card. Any student wishmg to

live in the residence halls again for next fall should be aware of the following:

Contracts and Contract Cards will be mailed to you in your

residence hall on or about April 12.

Contract Cards must be completed, signed and returned to

the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore, no later

than the last day of the semester (May 24, 1985).

Assignments will be cancelled for any student failing to

return a signed Contract Card by May 24, 1985.

Students returning Contract Cards will receive a **Contract

Receipt.*' Keep this receipt for your records. It is strongly

recommended that students NOT return Contract Cards by

mail.

If you still have questions about the Contract Signing procedures, call or stop by the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore (545-2100). Thank you.

ARTS
Paris, Texas offers cinematic relief

PARIS. TEXAS
Directed by Wim Wender*

Starring Harry Dean Stanton

and Nastassia Kinski

By ELAINE SENAY
CoUegian Staff

C'ritics and filmmakers acclaimed fans. Texas at the 1 984

Cannes Film Festival and awarded Wim Wenders its dolden

Palm for movie makini; excellence. Wender's film has finally

arrived to relieve the Happy Valley from its diet of hMce

Academy II and Hurkys Rei^n^e

Just because l*ans. Texas received raves at Cannes,

please do not assume that it is obscure or pretentious. It is a

beguiling film that wraps an audience in its powerful story

Sam Sheperd*s screenplay tells a quu-ky tale of Travis

( Harry Dean Stanton) who U>ok leave from the world for four

years. To his brother Walt (Dean Stockwell). Travis was pro-

bably dead. In the meantime, he and his wife. Anne ( Aurore

Clement) have taken over the upbnnguig of Travis' aban

doned son Hunter (Hunter Carson).

llnwilling to explain the reasons for his disappearance.

Travis remains stricken by memories that have haunted him

during his exile. He wants to keep moving His pain t«;rtures

him to the point where he does not eat, sleep or speak When

Walt comes to bring his brother back to lx»8 Angeles. Travis

initially resists returning tt) the flow of daily Ufe.

For Travis, accompanying Walt back home also means

being reunited with Hunter Hunter and Travis establish a

comical relationship Travi.> wants to be a real father to his

son and his attempts lead to some humorous results. Hunter

senses his father's grief about the past. He does not judge

him or even try to punish him for driving their family apart.

Hunter instead joins his father in a search for his mother.

Jane (Nastassia Kinski)

The search for .lane crowds the pace of funs. Texas. It is

unfortunate because the first part is an excellent piece of

direction and cinematography. Wenders does use a home

movie sequence to good advantage in order to set up a con

trast between Jane as the carefree young woman and her

subsequent transformation. Jane is steeped in disillusion

ment and suffering. Like Travis, she has been unable to

shake off the memories of a marriage gone wrong. Kinski

appears only bnefly in the second part of the film, but

visually she is startling. As Jane rambles on about her life.

Wenders focuses em her. to the point where the t»)p half of the

screen is blacked out. Wenders insinuates the camera, catch

ing characters as they try to hide their emotions.

I^ns. Texas is a kind, subtle portrait of domestic suffering.

There is joy to be found in this tragedy Wenders' film gives

hope as Travis tries to put a little of the sweet into an other

wise bitter existence.

E. Wayne Abercrombie will conduct two perfor-

mances of J. S. BachH -St. Matthew PaHsion"

on Friday. April 12. 7:30 p.m. in Buckley Kecital

Hall at Amherst rollege and on Sunday. April

14. 3:00 p.m. in the Fine Arts (enter Concert

Hall at the University of MaaaachusetU^^

Shared bill too much of a good thing

riiHilpir fUr photu by I>rr« ( tgtrr

Luther "Guitar Jr." Johnson doing what he does

best.

John Hammond and Luther •(;uitar Jr. Johnson

at the Iron Horse Cafe

Sunday. April 7

By JACK BKKSNAHAN
Collegian Staff

\ near capacity crowd came to the Iron Horse on Easter

Sunday to hear Cirammy Award winners John Hammond and

Luther "(iuitar .Ir" Johnson.

At the 1(»;()0 show. Hammond went tm first, solo, accom

panying himselfon the guitar and harmonica. Playing a series

of blues standards such as "Statesboro Blues." and "
Howlm"

Wolf," He generated appreciative applause Though it

seemed that some of the clapping was only pohte. and in

between songs it was uncomfortably quiet, there were some

true highlights, (lood examples of this were •Maybelline,"

with ramblmg car like harp, and "Dust My Broom," on which

he utihzed the slide on his t.ld National steeL This amtinued

on "An Old Tune." "Do That Rag." and the pure blues of "It

Hurts Me Too " Finishing the set with Bo Diddley's "Who

Do You Love." he concluded with (...when she walks through

the college, the profe-ssor loses his mind ) "She's T«)ugh.

'

for an encore. ^

The m«M>d and tempo soon changed when -Ir And The

Magic Kockers tt»ok the "stage* Pressed f<»r time, the band

sp«'d through two iivstrumental wann ups, th«'n Jr t«»«»k the

vinaLs tm the Wolfs I HjkI A I )n'am. ' Phat s a crusty old num-

ber that had Jr plaving «Hit m the aisle. Minus a dance

fl<M>r. the normally staid atmosphere was altered when a

woman with a long Ik)W in her hair got up and danced in the

stairway landing on "Find A Way ToC.et My Baby Back Jr.

was joined by .lohn playing the hamionicu on h medley. 'You

Can't Lose What You Never Had.' and Kich Man's W<^

man." two Muddy Waters songs, and on "Mean Mistreater
'

Junior's days with Muddy also shone through on "Close To

You." and 'Kverythings Ctonna Be All Right " The <»nly

drawback was that due to p<M)r technical s«)undwork, .lohn's

harnxmica was far too l«»ud. and consistentlv drowned out

guitar leads. I found that to be unbearable, especially since it

was that .same sound man who ordered me to lower my voice

dunng the Hammond show when I was barely talking al>ove a

whis|M-r This was als<i continued on "Bit Bv Bit." bv lunior

Wells, and on 'Talk To Me Baby
"

All in all. the music was g«H»d as well as the intention But I

think It would be far better to cimcentrate on doing one

excellent show rather then mshing through two. It would be

much more memorable, and for the nght reasons.

By ELIZABETH C. LANGLOIS
Collegian Correspondeirt

-:z:r
' Z ^ - - « The Vipen - "Outta the Nest"

Vr^^^^^W^ C*h/^W*T Tft M^i^Q The NYC music scene has been producing a lot of fine

XtCt/f/# M Of Ci/# i^ C/tl'A/CO bands lately (the Fuzztones. the Outta Place, the Mos

quitoes. just to name a few). The Vipers are at the top of the

heap. Ciood synthesis of garage smarts with winning pop bar

monies and melodies. "Nothing's from Today" and

"Borrowed Time" are among the best on an album chock full

of good songs.

The Drnogi — "Stone Cold World"

Another overlooked band who've been around awhile

This 18 a fine album with some over-the edge stuff "Set My

Love on You" and "Change Ls (kmna Come," one of last

year's best singles. They are equally adept at shimmering psy

chedeUc pop "For I^ese Remaining Days."

Piasticland — "Plasticland"

It's a real shame that we had to wait an interminable period

to get this album, by an American band, released here. It's

psychedelic dementia with great hooks: The Chocolate

Watchband meets Pink Floyd. Now, to make a simple point,

these albums are all released by American bands. Whoever

said that all great music is imported hasn't been listening to

the airwaves lately. The U.S. is finally reclaiming its rightful

place. Where did the Brits originally learn about rock? From

us, of course.

Biff Bang Pow — "Pass the Paintbrush Honey"

Here it is spring again, and another great crop of bands has

released albums. The fact is. there are many great albums

out that Id like to tell you about, but I can only write about a

few of them here. Guadalcanal Diary - "Walking in the

Shadow of the Big Man"
Don D«on and his pal Mitch Easter have brought us so

many great bands. Here is Don Duon by his lonesome, and

what a pop gem this is! Far better than their earlier effort,

Guadalcanal Diarv gives us a grab bag of country lick.s

exquisite harmonies ("Why do the Heathen Rage?"), and

entrancing beauty. ("Sleeper's Awake ") A real treat

Came Theory — "Real Nighttime"

C.ame Theory are from California, and this time around are

produced by Mitch Easter. He, and the band, don't disap-

point. Easter seems to have an infinite amount of studio

tricks, which he always uses to a band's advantage. The lead

track on Side I. "Here Comes Everybody, "
says it all. Great

melody with all the innocence of 60's pop.

Creation Records is a relatively new label that's brought us

psychedelia recently from the Patels, RevoUang Paint Dream,

and Biff Bang Pow. among othersl'his is another Pink Floyd-

st>unding band with dreamy v(Hals and spacey guitar work

Strong pointa: "Chocolate Elephant Maa " "Colin I)<»bbms.

"

and "A Day Out With .leremy ( hester'" which bring to life a Syd

Barrett- like confusion with bnlliance.

Rnbyn HiUhcock and the Egyptians "Fegmania
"

Hitchcock is a modem day. demented Syd Barrett charac

ter with a penchant for bizarre but funny and sarcastic com

ments about society. He"s shed the stark backing of his last

two solo efforts, and has grabbed two f<»rmer Soft Boys, and

made this album which is a soundtrack for a film Hitchcock is

allegedly making. He's re.surrected his Sofi Boys guitar

sound for such fun songs as "Man With the Light bulb Head,
"

and uses keyboards to texture songs. If Syd Barrett hadn't

gone crazy and was still recording, this is probably what he'd'

sound like.^^ _
mtiiriiiimiiiiiniliiriiiniiiinimmitmtmmnmiiiiiiiiiiiHniMimiuiiiiniiM

I BOOK SALE
i
r

tuubl' 'fft-'i^f s:

Wi
CINEMA- \r\

Wednesday - Saturday

An Annual Special -

King of Hearts

Harold and Maude

7:10

9.00

HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPER

Experienced, work-study only.

Very flexible hours avail.

Call Jane 545-0792 M-F 11-4

leave message

30 Amity St Amherst 253 5426
*^

'i s » • I

• «*t««*a t • » • 1

20% Off Reg. Prices

I On All Books
1

I
yALLEY BOOKS

I Carriage Shops

I Amherst

I
549-6052

I
10:30-5 M-Sat 12-4 Sun |

Tlllllilllllllliillllllllliilllllllllllllillilllillllllllll>"l*>l"">*ll"l>>"**l">l*">li
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
FOR FALL 1985

Please read carefully

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

IN-HOUSE
ROOM
REQUEST
FORMS

QUESTIONS?

If you intend to keep your present residence hall assignnnent,

personally sign up with your Resident Director/ Residence

Hall Manager on Tuesday, April 16. DEADLINE FOR

ROOM RESERVATION IS TUESDAY APRIL 16.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR PRESENT RESIDENCE

HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO SUBMITTING A

PREFERENCE FORM YOU MUST DO THE FOLLOWING:

1. Sign up for the same room on Tuesday, April 16 or a dif-

ferent room on Wednesday, April 17.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in

the lower right corner is a box you must "check" if you

wish to be returned to your residence hall if your

residence hall or area choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS

GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS

If you wish to move to another room in the same

residence hall, you must sign up with
y^H^^^^f'^f.^^^^

Director/ Residence Hall Manager. DEADLINE FOR MOVING

WITHIN A RESIDENCE HALL IS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17

If you wish to move to another residence hall, you must

complete a Housing Preference Form. DEADLINE FOR

RETURNING THE COMPLETED HOUSING PREFERENCE

FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRI

DA i APRIL 26 Preference Forms may be dropped off at any

Area Operations Office (Southwest-JFK Lobby,

Northeast/Sylvan-Johnson, Central/Orchard Hill-101 Baker).

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a

student already assigned to that residence hall, you must

together complete a ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM.

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOMMATE REQUEST

FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS

THURSDAY, APRIL 18.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a

residence hall to which neither of you is currently assigned,

you must each complete a Housing Preference Form. These

forms should be identical (with the exception of the "check"

box) and stapled together. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING

HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, APRIL 26.

If, during the regular In-House Room Choosing period, you

were unable to secure a particular type of accommodation

(a particular single or double room), please contact your

Resident Director/ Residence Hall Manager and fill out an In-

House Room Request Form. Rooms that become available

during Summer Session will be assigned according to seniori-

ty, to those students who have filled out this form and retu( .
•-

ed it to the Housing Assignment Office.

If you still have questions about the Room-Choosing process,

please contact the Housing Assignment Office (545-2100),

235 Whitmore. Thank you.

WedncMiay. April 10. 1985=
DOONESBURY
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By Garry Trudeau

^ THATUTTLaTHm' pQf^j
• CDULP BlDUJ The iji

,^ Flfl5T0fAU,Z0Nf'£J?^

FAMILY. 5£60t^PLy,f€'e

MOLUiBALt TEAM.

'/^r- LASTLY, I PONTbUORK
THATmy mAU4/iAie
AaHORRBP^KUHCtli^
Any FOfiM' \

vr V

mAT^yOU iNANGBR
ONCB PUMPeP JHI3 13
FcuR.BiMeT3 ^siNeea.

Iurn M£l I

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

OPilb

Thti

LOve ' K(mMC£ f?

Nor A i^mit ' VOL!

JUST fuOM A/im n
UNP Hcn fCK Jh€

f^i)T ' OK(\y
'"

Rats By Congo

A PRoftLCM WITH MV
CAT NO. wo He's

NOT FIX£:D L
TMiN/K nS TIME

IS THAT Ri&WT WHAT s£EMS TO 6C ^

Hrt bowmcincj

OF Tne VJAUSj

\ CUHb 1

,0- HMMM
,/l0° LOGICS feAD

"
' CAM VOM cuR£

W\fA DAN*?

t>' EXAM c

W\. lU TWO
HO\J«iS

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

"ThC tA\CHTV

W£AP0'0 or

^2 '^-ta^WaR5
^3**Tpf /lA55tw€ iwrct«-cci

or ooR. coA^MAiJocR i^
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Having do^t f*^ ->^', Veai.V He reai/y be/ieves m
his p'^cx^^'t' , .. W/ioi^

-than LSD^

And wAo else cc'\jL

sen SC'ft aot^Ks hei

GORDY By Gorde

fwELL, IA/E'RE HEREf

HUMN^ TRICK " 01

P

You KfOLUNTSe^
US FOR, /vA'i^mr

WEATHER:

WEATHER
Today, sunny hi^ in the

608. Cloudy by mid-<iay.

Tonight, chance of ram and

becoming much cooler.

MENU

LUNCH
Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Mostaccioli and Sausage

Casserole

Beef Strips with

MangeTout

BASIC LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASIC DINNER
Baked Ctjd

with Lemon Wedge
Sweet and Sour Tofu

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACHOSS
1 U; <uthof

b Ptant s ntma
9 Oogw
13 Up to

14 La/ga buitding

15 Cnopp«< blada

16 Mofv or lass

IB OHTiinisri

19 Root rapair

aiparl

20 Short oMha
raady

22 Sushi accom
paniment

24 A Saarinen

26 Crib call

28 Town chart

30 Ridicule

34 Gab. mod style

35 Oat Skin

37 Barnum actoi

Jim and others

38 Gossip note

40 Hesitate

42 Diamond~
et a!

43 Ice peaK
45 Steeplechase

lor one
46 Gourmandi/ed
4 7 Nerva s

successor

49 File

51 Rather

52 Keats teals

54 Maveeftect

56 earned
60 Bibliophile.

as a rule

64 Stay tor

65 Behind closed

doors

67 Gals guys

68 Sound from

the orchestra

69 Image
70 Hightalulin

71 Vacation spots

72 ' but the

brave

DOWN
1 Travelers

burdens
2 Iwlariner

Tasman
3 Arm twne
4 Compatition*

l-dilrd h\ I rudt-

5 Sciniiiiatad

6 Corn product

7 Ailmant*

8 Philippma

isiaryj

9 Napoleon, one*
10 On
11 tUinelme

12 Frt«r>dlyo>

Flintsto»»e

15 Jumped up
17 Harvest

21 Sinclai' Lewis.

to triends

23 Set logo
25 Iwlili material

26 Western
27 Carmina

Burana. e g
29 Devon river

31 Homeric <»pic

32 After

gamma
33 Ruhr city

36 Gold com ol old

39 Ruling

group
41 Military

group

MkHH Jaflr

44 West Pointers

48 Bottom line

50 Court otter ing

53 Branctiesol

clans

55 Tongue ol

4 7 Across

56 Epic

account

57 Jug
58 Jargon

59 Plummet
61 Art

62 N Carolina

cottage

63 NL MVP
Sandberg 1964

66 Actress Batin

answer to previous puzzll
iiIe1lIiICHaIlIeIfHa;c]h1
UDLJIIU yUUU OUbJU
A A HlOm A
N NiHnl

H DIHIAWi Mill

uDuuy yuaa utiuu
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University ol Massachusetts at Atnhcrst

Commencement 1985

All Candidates

There is no Commencement rehearsal for degree

candidates. Candidates should assemble by school/

college at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium no later

than 9 am graduation morning May 25 1985

Signs will be posted indicating schools, and Com-
mencement Marshals will issue specific instructions

and distribute programs Upon signal candidates

will follow the Commencement Marshals to the as-

signed areas and be seated

Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college Diplomas will be

mailed when all p' ' is been completed

Please be sure th< as your correct {H*rma-

nent address

Who is Eligible to Participate?

t 'nJergraduate degree candidat< tnticifiatc com-
pleting degree reij'

I

•• i!en-

dar year 1985 Qu. >t

us should be directed to the Records Uitice 213

Whitmore 545 0555

^f,,
' '

.

' ' prt'\i(iuM\ sui>

nil' , .
iin by April U)

1985 to the Office of fjegree Kequirements slating

th.
' '

,
. . " . :

-..

ti»

Office of Graduate Degree Requirements Room
A249 1^1. ' '' * • " ' '"

-
''' "'"

concerning eligibility shtmld be directetl to the Of-

u

10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 25

Taculty

Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTH
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facili

ties Building and the stadium wall Faculty will be

jiart of the processional and will be seated immedi

ately in front of the candidates from each schcKil

and college

Parents and Invited Guests^'Plan to Arrive Early

— Space i» Limited
Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the

public and guest seating is without reservation par

ents and friends felMHild plan to arnve earh U^ »-..>.,! r,'

go«xl seating

Handicapped Seating

Viewing area for 'he handicapped will be located on

both sides of the stadium on the eastern and west

em walkways Since seating is limited it is re

quesleil that only one person accorrtpanv the handi-

capped

Invitations

There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required

Frtch student will receive a packet of six formal invi

ins.

CafM. Gowns, and II«mhIs

i(e and Master !

' !--'ls. and li. . .; .jvail

>n presentation of an ID and an

nouncemenl of the degree art-

•— nt awari!'" • -'i ^' •''•• ^

lay 24 \

Schedule i>f Fvents

SttKkbridge Commencement
ROTC Commissioning

198^ Commence *'' < n i.v

Date Time Place

1
• Mr, .':

]
; 1

1 1 '

•

' 1 FAC Concert Hall

s.,' Mav2 K) ii ni FAC Concert Hall

^ ' W;- '
1 . ..-. 1 \V irrcn jW f-Miil* \tiinmi

!adiuni

Recap: Com*.ieMf(

Stadium Plan

10

H5 IS on SaturthiY. Muv 25. 10 a.m. Rain or Shine.

^ 20

IM

D ( fjtuiiy
) \ ij..iiij.~]

(
tj^uHv ~]

I
^J. uH)

s- .. i,

-. '\(

|>, t..'al«. f.--l *,

i

^t,l•,i,^

i

. n. .

MAI

yr.iii:, . unf. F.N,,! Si

\ ^
1

1

KtlutJtH-n 1

Pnginrtfiin!
A r . »,

S irn

[
H.-Jlth 1

Phy^ual

D

18

17

Mamls

Ih

15

14

13

12

11

IC'ip 4 Gown
iDislnbulior

Public Telrph*ine

Rr»lrooms

FacililiFS

Building'

Mrdical

AiMMancr

On Commencement Day, May 25, caps, gowns, and

tassels may be obtained after 8 am at the SOUTH
WEST corner of Alumni Stadium

rkKtoral Degree Candidates

I3octoral caps, gowns, tassels, hoods and invitations

will be available only at the Office of Graduate De

gree Requirements Room A249 Lederle Graduate

Research Center, April 29 May 24, Monday through

Friday 8 30 am through 5 p m upon clearance by

the Office of Degree Requirements On Commence

ment Day, caps, gowns, tassels and htKxls may be

obtained after 9 am at the NORTHWEST end of

the stadium (on the gravel area)

Doctoral candidates who plan to participate in the

Commencement ceremony must have a hcKxf Each

candidate s name will be annt)unced over the stadi

um stiund system and two officers of the University

will dra|H* the h<xxl on the candidate s shoulders

Doctoral h»H>ds can l>e purchased only at the Office

of Graduate Degree Requirements A249, Lederle

( ; T' ' iter at a cost of $30 (Five

,, . „_ will be available at $42 95 I

DtKtoral hoods ma^ ted through the Universi-

ty Store at a cost ol >iu

Kentuls
Academic apparel tor this year s L'niversiiy Li>m

mencernent may be rented through the University

Store All faculty members are urged to place their

orders as MM.n as possible THE LAST DAY TO '
•''

DER IS FRIDAY MAY 17 Payment must be i

at the time of order and there will .funds it

is not used. Ai '
'

'

i
..:,:._^ed For further

purchases please contact Connie Szelewicki at the

University Store, 545-2619

AcconinuMlations
Many ana motels are already b<n>kt'd for the eve-

nings of May 24 and 25. A limited number r.f r.Hnms

in University dormitories will be availabl>

tives and their guests for the nights of May Zi ! ;

25 Please contact the Conference Services Oflivi

918 Campus Center. |413l 545-3400 as soon as pos-

sible to request a form to register for dormitory

housing. These forms must be returned with full

payment to Conference Services no later than May
itory r(K>m reservation.

F«mm1 Services

Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available at

rotundas on b<>''i vul.-s. nf th.- >..ta<lHiiii iciw.uil itn'

North

Commeneement Ceremony Schedule

9 a.m. Robing for Commencement
Appropriate signs will be displayed

Graduates should line up according to

their s< H'«>l ,,11...

9:30 a.m. Seating of Graduates

10 a.m. Prfx"e«wion Marts

12 iu>«>n ,, i-^

Parking
Parking at the staJium is extremely limited \clii

cles will be directed to several parking lots kxated
nearby and shuttle buses will provide transportation

to the stadium. Buses will return •• '^•' '"Is immedi-

ately following the ceremony.

Traffic Assistance
To aid the traffic flow at Commencement, radio sta-

tion WTTT AM 1 1430) will broadcast traffic reports

throughout the morning. Please tune in as you ap-

proach Amherst for the best route to the ceremony.

General Information
Medical facilities will be located in the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium

Public telephones will be located on the west side of

the Facilities Building

Restrooms are located at both i iui> cu the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will

be located on both sides of the stadium, on eastern

and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office of

University Relations, 390 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Please remember alcohol is not permitted in the
stadium.

Rrstrooinj

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site. The ceremony will
be held outside regardless of the weather. The cere-
mony will be delayed a maximum of two hours in

the event of heavy rain, and if that decision is made
it will be announced on local radio stations that
morning.

CALCIUM
-k is one of the minerals most likely to be deficient in the American

diet

• is important for bone, teeth and the proper functioning of every

cell in the body
• Adults require 3 or 4 servings of calcium rich foods every day.

If there is a LACK OF CALCIUM IN THE DIET it will be taken from

the bones for its functions in the cells. If the diet is consistently short

of calcium the bones may deteriorate causing a disease called

OSTEOPOROSIS.

SOME GOOD SOURCES OF CALCIUM are skim milk, low fat

yogurt, tofu, sardines, broccoli and kale.

University Vending Services and the Division of Health Education
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Gorillas can either do or die today
10th rankedBrown **a must win

99

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

With the exception of the last season, the

winner of the University of Massachusetts-

Brown University lacrosse game has won the

New England championship for 18 straight

years.

The Gorillas, at 1-2. need a victory to re-

establish themselves as national contenders

and overtake Brown in the New England

rankings.

A loss today (3 p.m. at Boyden Field)

would put UMass in an almost impossible

position to make the national tournament as

Brown. 10th ranked nationally, is one of a

handful of teams UM is competing with for

one of the last spots in the top eight.

Need any other reason.s why today's game

is a big one? Junior midfielder Rich Abbott's

twin-brother Chris is a Bruin attack

man. ..and nobody wants to lose to their

brother.
• Hell yes. it's the biggest game of the

season," UM coach Dick (Jarber said. "We

beat them and we're right back in it. lose and

we" re m a difficult position at best They

(Brown) are a rough, physical team that I

think is the best team we'll have played so fax.

We cant afford to play around with them."

The Gorillas are riding a two- game losing

streak, dropping a 13-9 decision to Cornell a

week ago before losing 12-9 to Rutgers on

Saturday.

The team, in its last two games, hasn t

come to play. The Gorillas allowed several

easy goals and waited too long before coming

back offensively, a trend Garber is hoping to

halt today.

it's no one thing that I can say we re work

ing on. " the veteran coach said "It's a matter

of concentration on everyone' s part. We have

to come readv for every game, and everyone

didn't do that against Cornell and Rutgers.

We have to play the caliber of lacrosse I know

we're capable of."

Garber will shake up today's lineup a httle.

The attack will feature leading scorer (six

goals, eight assists. 1 4 points) Tom Carmean.

former reserve Kenny Freeman (2-1-3) and

either senior Mike Fiorini (3-0-3) or fresh-

man Pat Cain (
1 -0- 1 ).

The Gorillas will run three midfield lines

with Karl Hatton (3-2-5). Greg Fisk (4-2-6)

and Matt O'ReUly (1-0-1) starting. A second

line of Abbott (0-11 ). Stephen Moreland (2

0-2) and Neal Cunningham (2-0-2) and a

third line of Tom Lukacovic (4-0-4). Glenn

Stephens and Al Rotatori will see a lot of

actioa The close of defense of Tommy Aid

nch. Mark Stratton and Gerry Byrne is in-

tact.

The goaltending will be handled by fresh-

men Paul McCarty (in place of the injured

Gerry Moreau). McCarty looked sharp

against Rutgers in making nine saves. Defen-

seman Scott Craig is back from a minor

shoulder injury.

The Bruins feature a solid attack led by

Mick Matthews (8-16-24) and Tom Gagnon

(11-7-18). (Joalie Scott Lohan is allowing

eight goals a game. Faceoffs are a weak part

of the Bruins game, giving UM's Seamus

McGovem the opportunity to get UMass into

the offense quickly.

Keys for UMass include the work of the

defensive midfielders sliding to the open

man. the offenses ability to work at the

crease and generally playing up to their

ability.

Brown was a 9-8 winner in overtime last

season and a UMass victory over the Bruins

would go far in getting this season back to the

points its supposed to be.

SPORTS
Harvard puts the freeze

on Minutemen's offense
Winning streak snapped by Crimsonpitching

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Suff

Harvard University's Chris Marchok threw

six shutout innings yesterday to lead the Crim-

son to a 3 1 victory over the University of

Massachusetts at l>orden Field

"He was the best pitcher we have faced thi.s

year." said V Mass Manager Dick Berquist

"Even better than the ones we faced down

South.

"

The loss ended the Minutemen's five game

winrung streak and dropped their record to 9

8. The team still is on top of the Atlantic in

with a 5-1 recortl \Mthin the c-onference.

UMass did not go down easy as the Min-

utemen mounted their only offensive threat in

the bottom <>f the seven iit whs a seven in

ning game)

Chris Schindler started the imung on the

mound for Harvard in pbce of Marchok. Crim-

son Alex Nahigian tof)k Marchok out to avoid

an injury do U) the cold weather

With one out, Sean Flint reached first on a

infield single between the sec<ind baseman and

the shortstop. Jay Zemer came in to run for

Flint- Freshman Darrin 0'( onnor followed

with a single to right field and the Minutemen

had runners on first and third with only one out

and the top of the order coming to bat

Bruce Kingman singled to left field scoring

Zemer and moving 0'Conn«ir to second.

Nahigian saw enough of Schindler and «iuickly

went to the bullpen for lefthanded sophomore

•lim Chenevey.

Berquist countered by pinch hitting nght

handed batter Tony Szklany for Matt Sheran.

Chenevey won the battle by striking out

Szklany with a tough knuckle curve ball This

brought designated hitter Todd Comeau up

to bat.

( 'omeau came mto the game on a tear having

kmnked in eight runs over the last three games

and boasting a .382 batting average. The

senior slugger worked the count full liefore

Cheveney struck him out with another knu-

ckle curve.

I'Mass pitchers |)erformed well too as five

Minutemen hurlers combined to give up only

one earned run in the game.

Brett Valentini (O-D started the game, but

quickly be< ame ob\iou.s that the freshman was

not going to last long Valentmi walked the first

batter. Tony DiCesare. on fmir pitches, two of

which were in the dirt. Bob Kay sacrificed

I )iCesare over to second ba.se and Jim Depalo

followed with an infield single.

Valentini got Elliott Riverii t" fls out to

shallow nght field, but Mickey Masiwins sin-

gled to left to score DiCesare The next batter.

Scott Vierra, walked to load the bases and that

was it for Valentini

Berquist bn>ught in junior Mick Wydra to

face Chris McAndrews. The Harvard right-

fielder lifted a long fiy ball to the left center gap

that l«K)ked like it would .score three runs, but

UMass center fielder Steve Messina made a

spectacular diving catt h.

Wydra pitched three and a third strt)ng in-

nings allowing only two unearned ruas in the

fourth. Jay McNamara lead of the inning with a

ba.se hit to right and when the ball skipped by

Sheran in right, McNamara went all the way

around to third. He scored on a suicide bunt by

Paul Vallone. Vallone was safe a( first on the

play as Wydra muffed the bunt

After stealing second. Vallone scored on an

single by Kay to account for Harvard's final

run. Steve Allard, Jon Martin and Jeff Jensen

each pitched a scoreless inning for UMass in

relief after Wvdra's stint

Collrman photo b;i Brimn K. iionrt

UMass second baseman Damn O'Connor has Hazard's Bob Kay caught in a

rundown in the second inning yesterday at Lorden Field. LM lost. d-l.

Tulane playei^

pleads guilty
NEW ORLEANS (APV-

Two Tulane students, one

a member of the basketball

team, pleaded guilty Tues

day in connection with the

Green Wave basketball

point-shaving scandal.

David Rothenberg, 22, a

student from Wilton,

Conn., and Bobby Thomp-1

son, 21, a little-used guard,

entered the pleas in a sur-j

prise court appearance andi

face sentencing on July 9.

Thompson pleaded guil-'^

ty to one count of con-i

i
spiracy gxiilty to one counti

of conspiracy to commitj

sports briberyj

I

Rothenberg to two countd

. of conspiracy and one

cotint of possession of co^

UMassNotebook

Gazelles fifth in nation, football begins
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massa-

chusetts women's lacrosse

team is still ranked fifth in the

nation, trailing only Temple.

Penn State. Maryland and

Loyola.

The Gazelles. 3-0. were at

Boston College for a late

game last night.

The UMass football team

went outside for Spring drills

on Monday as coach Hob

StuU welcomed back the bulk

of his 3-8 team from a year

ago.

StuU is making some

changes however, moving

ninning back Duckworth

Grange to comerback while

shifting wide receivers Jim-

my Earle and John Crowley

to the defensive backfield.

Ex-quarterback Ja.son Curtis

has been moved to lineback-

At quarterback, junior Jim
Simeone faces competition

from freshman Mike Trifari.

freshman redshirt Mike Pal-

azzi and freshman transfer

Bob Williamson, who had

committed to UMass but

went to Worcester Tech be-

fore transfering.

Alabama transfer Tim

Hecht is al.so in the QB pic-

ture as are two incoming

freshmen from Stull's first

recruiting class.

The team will drill outside

until the annual spring game,

scheduled for May fourth.

The UMass basketball

team has elected sophomore

point guard Carl smith as

captain and awarded its most

valuable player award to

Horace Neysmith. Most-im-

proved player was Bobby
Braun while the defensive

award went to Smith and all-

time leading scorer Donald
Russell. Senior Ronnie

smith will play in the upcom-
ing New Flngland all-.star

game in Connecticut
Women s soccer coach

Kalekeni Banda reported he

has found his sweeper back

and is .St ill looking for a goalie

to team with his high-scoring

freshman crew that got him
to the NCAA final four. Ban-

da s women's track team

opens today with a dual meet

against Springfield.

The office of public infor-

mation at I'Mass will take a

picture of anyone as.sociated

with UMass that plans to nin

in the Bo.ston Marathon. The

shot will be in front of Boy-

den (iym at 12: 1 5 p.m. today.

Sports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Men's Lacrosse: Brown, Boyden Field, 3 p.m

Women's Track: Springfield, Derby Track, 3 p.m

Women's Tennis: Springfield, NOPE Courts, 3 p

Students arrested in protest, pg. 3
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Feelin 'queasy?

r.JWgUn phrito by Mitrhel K l>Tmntrh

No it'8 not an optical illuaion but a ahaky reflection of the Tower Library in the campus pond

yesterday afternoon. The repairs on the Tower are going strong; for a related story on renova-

tions, see page 7.

Record-high number apply to UMass
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

. ,t

The number of undergraduate applications at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts hit a record high last week, passing the

18,000 mark for in-state prospects.

Although the number of applicants has risen, the number

accepted will not increase, Larry Benedict, dean of academic

support services said. Benedict explained that the UMass

Board of Trustees has set a limit of 19.500 undergraduates,

leaving 3.900 openings for in-state first-year students and

600 slots for out-of state.
, ^ o^,

Benedict said the university has received 6,391 more

applications than last year for in-state students and 5.700

from others, an increase of 135.

Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid. said that as long

as there is a threat of federal aid being slashed and tuition at

private and ivy league schools continues to rise, the number

of applicants will increase from year to year.

UMass' academic reputation has improved in recent

years. Benedict said. The university has concentrated on

public relations and the attention received from the press

has been positive, he added. ,.. it .

"We've worked over the years to get news of the Univer-

sity's successes out to the media and students, Deirdre

Ling, vice chancellor of University relations, said. Such

attention as the Fiske Cuide to Colleges and Lisa Bimbach's

recent review of UMass help "get the word out," Benedict

said.

Benedict said the standards of the student body will also

continue to improve because "We're becoming more selec-

tive." The average total SAT scores in verbal and math have

risen from 997 in 1984 to 1045 in 1985. he added, and the

high school rank of the students has increased also.

The University's academic excellence has finally been

recognized. Ling said; "We've always had a strong faculty

but now they're becoming more well known. Faculty sue

cesses are more publicized, she added, to let the public know

about the prestige UMass has among scholars. "We have

genuine accomplishments to talk about."

The alumni are very satisfied with their alma mata.

Benedict said. A 1983 report conducted by Peter Rossi of

the Sociology Dept to study alumni attitudes found that the

alumni view the school as equally as good as the eastern

schools, and on a par with the Big Ten schools of the Mid

west They are generally satisfied with the school, and hold

the university's academics in high esteem. "We're a full

liberal arts school, while also preparing the student for the

job market," Ling said.

Home ec dept

facing review
Organizational problems cited

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Beset with a lawsuit, a threat of a lawsuit, internal

baikbitinj?, the resignation of an acting director and an un-

successful, year long search for a permanent director, the

Division of Home Economics will undergo an extensive ex-

ternal review to avoid such problems in the future.

Spurred by Friday's resignation by acUng head Elsie

Fetterman and other changes in the department, dean of

the College of FckkI and Natural Re«)urces E. Bruce Mac-

Dougall has started the 8«tfch for a review board.

"I believe that we need some advice on how Home
Economics should be organized." he said, acknowledging

that organizational problems led to instability in the

department. "Home Ec has all the makings of an outstan-

ding department-ju«t look at the popularity of fashion

marketing, for instance—but we must organize ourselves

to properly show that."

While MacDougall would not specify or intimate intend-

ed improvements, he did describe plans for the review

board.

"What we need is input from someone not affiliated

with the University. Ideally, the board would consist of

three people-two from other universities, maybe so-

meone else from the outwde.but at teaat a senior ad-

ministrator of some sort and all members in some way be

familiar with Home Ec departments."

Glenn Brown, current head of the department of Food

Science and Nutrition, will serve as new acting director m
addition to his other duties.

Fetterman was appointed acting head after the resigna-

tion of Helen Grove, who left approximately a year agt. to

accept a p«)sition al the American Home Economics

Ass(K-iation in Washington. DC.
iXiring the past year, such problems have arisen:

•Assistant professor and sexologist Roger Libby, an

outspoken advocate of deviant sexual and family

lifestyles, brought a $165,000 suit against the University

for what he claims are bia-nes against his sexual views.

These biases, Libby said, led to his denial of tenure. The

suit, citing members of the administration and home

economics division, is in litigation.

•Assistant professor Al MacDonald, also denied tenure,

was not U)ld of the decision until after the date of notifica-

tion had passed. Rather than enter a lengthy court batUe,

MacDonald and the department have established a settle

ment whereby the University will grant him another

semester in exchange for his waiving the right to legal

procedure.

•A dispute has arisen over the appointment of Nylda

Lopez Ansari, a full-time faculty member transferred

from an extension/research position to a full-time teaching

position. Questions have arisen over Lopez' eligibility for

the position.

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Richard O'Brien

said, "I just don't know the answer. Because of essential

changes in the study of home economics itself, the depart-

ment here, like those around the country, is changing

rapidly. And as the department changes, the faculty

changes. We just have not had the greatest of luck in ef-

fecting that transition smoothly."
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The Cage makes a comeback 3
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"/ l(rve mankind—it's the people I can't

stand.
"

—Charles M. Schulz
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Two sentenced

for *vicious' rape

BOSTON (AP) Two men
who raped and stabbed a

young woman before dump-

ing her into Boston Harbor

were sentenced yesterday to

40-60 years in prison by a

judge who called the crime

"the most vicious and

unconscionable series of acts

that I've had the displeasure

of listening to" in 38 years.

Michael Quarato and

David Giacalone. both 20

and of East Boston, were

each sentenced to 40-60

years at the state prison in

Walpole and will be eligible

for parole in 30 years.

Quarato was sentenced to

an additional 7 10 years to be

served after his first term.

After meeting the woman,

the men asked for a lift home
and the woman obliged.

They raped and tortured her

for three hours, stabbed her

in the legs, beat her and cut

off her hair.

The men then took the

woman to a deserted pier and

tried to kill her by kicking her

repeatedly in the temple

Thinking she was dead, they

dumped her 15 feet off the

pier into Boston Harbor,

where she was spotted later

and rescued.

ANYBODY HOME?- Travig Johnson. 5. talks to 4.000 lb.

Akili in Salinas yesterday after the African elephant spent

Tuesday night in the family yard. Akili is a g^**** » the

Johnson home while Travis' aunt, the owner, visits during

a personal appearance tour of the state.
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FBI puts heat

on Nazi group
SEATTLE (AP) - A violent neo-Nazi

group that has been linked to the slaying of a

Denver radio talk show host and two armored

truck holdups worth more than $4 million is

now mostly in jail, federal officials say.

An investigation of the group that called

Itself The Order began late last year and has

produced the arrests of 24 group members

and close associates in l.M states, officials

say.

The group's founder died in a Dec. 7

shootout with the FBI; his reputed successor

IS in custody.

No more than half a dozen followers are

still at large, officials add. A racketeering

mdictment naming many or all of those

named so far could come next week, the

government lawyer in charge of the investiga

tion said.

Members of The Order have been linked

by the FBI to the June I H slaying of Denver

radio ulk show host Alan Berg, a .lew and fre

quently caustic critic of right wing groups,

and to "virtual carbon-copy'" armored truck

holdups that netted $3.6 million in IJkiah.

Calif., on .luly 19 and $500,000 in Seattle on

April 2:? all during 19H4.

Thursday, April 11, 1985

FBI aKerit-> rlaim there were detailed but

unfulfilled plans for an armored truck heist

Dec. 4 in Boise, Idaho, and a $30 million

v.>ifecracking late last year at the Brinks

A,.n,,,rH(l ('.) office in San Francisco

i Df in\e?.iigation also extends to a

$25,000 bank holdup Dec. 20, 1983. in Seat

tie; and the Apnl 29, 1984 firebombing of a

Boise. Idaho svTiagogue.

(Jeorge Fisher, a senior FBI agent in Seat

tie, said the agency had inadequate evidence

to support

'

in the Seattle holdupsand

the Boi.se : t)ing
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Student picketer. march past the information deak in the Cwnpua Center laat night, proteating

Citicorp's involvement in South Africa.

Conference opens with student arrests
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The arrest of three student protestors and short speeches

by University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp.

Vice-President of the Merchant Banking Croup of (iticorp

Su.'ian Bergan and Managing Director of Thyssen Engineer

ing of West (lermany Helmut Schlotke marked the opening

of "The Training of and I'.S. Business' Needs for Inter

national Specialists" conference last night

Student protestors picketed outside the elevators on the

second noorofthe Campus Center The picketern protested

Citicorp's loans to the government of South Afnca.

As the members of the conference were eating dinner, pro-

testors shouted 'Divest Now ' out the elevator doors as they

opened on the 10th floor where the event was taking place.

Students were not allowed off the elevators by p«>Iire

According to a leaflet citing United Nations t enter

Against Apartheid documents. Citicorp lent $250 million to

the South African government which institutes policies

excluding the majority black population from the political

process and restricting their freedom to travel and work.

I'Mass police would not comment on the students

arrest >

Iwu ^tudents were dragged out of the conference by Cam

pus Center employees and later arrested while attempting to

raise an anti-apartheid banner during Bergans sjwech. All

three w*"-*- ^trr.-vt.wl fi,r ilistnrhint! the t»eace.

In hi.s upeniii>; i
iMiiipp sii..i. The campus is no

longer where the
i

.riate operates, the world is the

place where the professonate operate*."

Bergan, in a 20 minute speech said. "The increased speed

of communications around the world has made the world

smaller " Three developments have led the imporUnce of

mtemational business training, according to Bergan. The

growth of world trade, the internationalization of the capital

network and the change of C S net capital eiporting to net

capital importing.

"U.S. business needs an increasing amount of people with

international experience." Bergan said. "Today, no com-

pany can afford to be ignorant" in the field of international

business, she said.

Sharing the kevnoto address with Bergan. Schlotke said.

Whatever happens in the world.lhe US. will be affected

and cannot help being involved

UMass budget too

small,officialssay
By LAKRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

While University of Massachusetts administratfjrs and

officials agree that they need more funding next year than

Governor Michael S. Dukakis has proposed, it is unclear

exactly what additional programs should be funded.

Paul Page, director of budget and financial affairs, said

last week that Dukakis has proposed a budget of about

$148 million for the Amherst campus for the fiscal year

1986. a 12 percent increase from last year's budget.

"The University's is one of the lowest increases of any

of the public colleges in Massachusetts, and this comes in

the face of increasing admissions applications and support

for graduate programs," Page said.

After attending Massachusetts House Ways and Means

committee meetings in Springfield last March, Page said,

the board of regents met and then presented a counter-

proposition which requested about $5 million more than

Dukakis had proposed.

Page said if the I'niversity does not receive the extra

funding, gratluate stipend increases might not be funded

directly and the University will then have U) examine in-

ternal funding and determine how funding will be

real li»CHted.

"It is not a very rosy picture as far as I'm concerned, he

said.

Rep. James G. Collins. D-Amherst. who haa previously

lotibied in support of the University, said Tuesday he is

still awaiting a detailed analysis from the University and

the regents of the requested additional funding.

"As is appropriate, the University and the regente have

the burden of pnwf for these requests and legislative ap-

pn)val will depend on the quality of the rtN|uest and the

detail of their presentation," he sai<l

Meanwhile, the University is mailing 13.(H)0 letters U)

UMaaa students' parents and alumni. Bryan Harvey,

aasociate to the Office of Institutional Research and Plan-

ning, said.

Interviewed Momlay. Harvey said the letter is being

mailed mostly to alumni and urges them to contact state

IegislaU)r8 to ask their Mipport for the additional funding

request. The letter was prepare*! in conjunction with

University President David C. Knapp's office.

"With a word to your state legislator...you can ease the

prvsaure of these (fiscal) uncertainties, and provide a

measure of continuity in the education of the young people

of the Commonwealth. ' the letter sUt«8.

The letter also explains the regent's additional re<iuest

and says the funding is necessary for campus physical

plant prolilems and for securing "the quality of

undergraduate education through such things as improved

teaching and new equipment for our claa8nK)ms and

laboratories."

"We can and should have the nation's best university,

but I'm frustrated that the University optimizes only a

small amount of iUs potential in getting what we can." Col-

lins said. He added that the University is in a cntical

peri<xl of development and must clearly explain where it

wants to be in five years to legi8laU)rs and citizens of the

Commonwealth.
I iViass p«iirr vvwuiu in»» I ..^.... ...... — _^

Absence makes the heart grow fonder : UMass misses Cage
Renovations bringing tremendous change

Dec //. 1 984. The I'nii'eniUy of Mans-

achusetts men'K basketball team has just lost

a heartbreai.'ing 71-70 triple-overtimegame to

Boston i'ruL>ersity

Head coach Ron (ierlufnen sits m his locker

room tryinfi to explain the toss to the media "A

lot happened in thename hut there s on*' thtnf! I

do know" The coach said, 'If we were in the

Cage, we would've won."

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Curry Hicks Cage. Minuteman

opponents almost unanimously agree its the

hardest place to play at. Forty-two hundred

screaming fans packed into its cramped con-

fines can almost scare a team out of win-

ning.

But in recent years the venerable building

suffered the effects of its age. The dirt floor

and wooden track no longer were sufficient

for indoor practices by the baseball, softball,

track and lacrosse teams, the ceiling and

stands both darkened as the years passed.

Since its completion in 1930, almost nothing

had been changed in the building.

$2 5 million worth of renovations will, by

the scheduled completion date of October 1

,

give the C age a new look, but allow it to reUm

its charm.

The Boston-based arcn.^ectural firm of

Childs. Bertman. Tsechares and Casendino

planned the renovations. The Cage will be

given a new concrete floor which will be

covered by a synthetic playing surface over

which a portable basketball floor will be

placed The floor was designed by Champion

Floors, the company that put in the Boston

Garden s basketball court. A ticket lobby

and locker rooms will be added to the south

side where all fans will enter and leave the

games.

Sullivan and Sons, a Northampton general

construction company, has been working on

the building since the close of the basketball

season a year ago. and according to Robert

Pickett, assistant in charge of faciUties to

physical education Dean David C. Bischoff

"the changes have been tremendous."

"The Cage, as many people remember it,

doesn't exist anymore. " Pickett said. "The

inside is totally renovated and once the out

side is done the University will have a first-

rate basketball facility."

On the outside, the addition's foundation

and roof girders are in place and workers are

building up the walls. The addition will also

feature a skylight, concession stand, training

rooms, four locker rooms (two for the UMass

men's and women's teams and two visiting

team locker rooms), and support rooms for

media and special guests.

Inside, the walls and ceiling have been

painted white and the stands ripped out. The

concrete floor covering the entire arena is in

and awaits the all-sport surface.

The bleachers inside will retract into the

wall while the balcony's .stands will go up to

the railing with aisles in back of them, not in

front as before. The scoreboard, a recent

addition, will remain intact. The outside, at

the expense of about 20 parking places, will

be landscaped.

"The contractors are on schedule, the

The inside of the Curry Hicks

materials are here and work has been going

steadily," Pickett .said. "It will have a new

track and floor and I expect that all of our

teams will see definite improvements and

find it a great practice facility."

The (age held 4.200 prior to renovations

and estimates for after the construction

place its seating at slightly below the old

figure.

"I really missed that place.' said Geriuf

sen whose team played its home games at

the Springfield Civic Center. "It's a great old

by Mirhellr Se«(all

Cage as renovations take place.

building to see a tiasketball game. I '• niversity

of Massachusetts basketball just didn't

seem the same without it"

Gerlufsen said he hopes to make plans

with former Minuteman Julius "Dr. J." Erv-

ing. now an all-star in the National Basketball

Association to help in re-opening the Cage at

UMass' first game next season.

"Getting the Doctor back there would

remind the fans of when UMass was a strong

team." the coach said. "I hope that we. with

the help of the Cage and the fans, can get

back to that level agaia"
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Gayand Lesbian community

ask for civility on campus
By DKBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is thefourth in a five-

part series examining gay, lesbian and

fmerual stxulents at UMom. Today's story

foctaes on the role of the adminiatraiion.

"We hold the University responsible for

not creating a campus environment that is

truly one of civility for lesbian, gay and

bisexual studenta."

This comment was addressed to

Chancellor Joseph D. EXiffey and seven

other UMass officials by members of the

Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Alliance when

they presented top adnrunistrators with a

list of demands at the end of last semester.

The demands called for the establish-

ment of a professionally staffed office of

gay, lesbian and bisexual affairs on campus

and arose partly in response to a wave of

homophobic acta that were occurring at the

time.

'Horrified* at intolerance

"A lot of us in the administration who

thought that the climate was tolerant of

diversity were horrified at how intolerant it

had become," recalled Sarah Boy, assistant

to Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis Madson, who was present at the

meeting with these students.

Boy was referring to such incidents as

plans for a heterosexuals' fight-back

march, plans to hang a gay student in ef

figy and the appearance of "gay-busters
'

posters on campus.

Boy said that as a result of the naeeting,

the administration "came up with a

number of stop-gap measure* for this

semester."

One of these measures was the appoint

ment of Felice Yeskel as a human relations

planner and advocate to assess the ex-

periences and needs of gay and lesbian

students on campus.

According to Yeskel, "Although the

students demanded a central offi<». the ad

ministration felt some research was first

required to assess the students' needs."

Data being collected

Ynkel is collecting data through ques-

tionnaires, telephone surveys, analysis of a

taped "speak-out," surveys of residence

haU staff and phone logs of institutions on

campus identified with gay and lesbian af-

fairs She is also approaching service agen-

cies wid asking them what programs they

offer specific to gay and lesbian students.

She said that although the report will not

be completed and submitted to Madson un-

til early May, the preliminary findings sug-

gest that "the students live in an environ

ment that is oppressive to them."

For example, a Student Affairs Research

and Evaluation Office phone survey show-

ed:

•Eighty-eight percent of students felt that

anti-gay and lesbian attitudes existed at

lIMass.

HomosSualsrepressed since

1820 author says in lecture

•Ninety-two percent of students reported

they had seen other students putting down

gays and lesbians.

•Eighty -four percent said they had seen

anti-gay graffiti.

The speak-out includes such comments as:

•You can imagine how encouraging it is for

a gay man coming out to go into every

toilet and see "bum faggot bum."

•All around you, gay, lesbian and bisexual

people are lieing constantly harassed... U)

the point that nmny people are held back

from being themselves.

"I was surpnsed that the problem was so

severe.
" Yeskel said, commenting on the

preliminary findinj?>i

Final consideration

Asked whether she thought the ad

ministration would give the final report

serious consideration and make it the basis

for changes, Yeskel replied she felt the ad

ministration was "concemed" and "acting

in good faith." but "what happens to the

recommendations I'll make remains U) Ix-

seen," she said.
^

"1 think doing the report is good, said

Kathleen Offenhart2. a bisexual woman

student, but she added "the administration

likes to see themselves as nice guys and

this is one way of getting us off their

backs
'

"I'll be very (iisappointed if they stop at

the report." Paul Thrt)ne. alliance member,

said, noting that the administration's pro-

posal to create the position of

homophobia/heterosexism awareness

trainer in the Southwest Residential Area

has yet to be fulfilled

Boy said her prediction is that "when the

report is done the Office of Student Affairs

will start planning for changes in existing

services and getting additional services."

But, she remarked, "since requests for

fiscal 1987 have already been submitted, no

one should expect a gorgeous semester

next year."

The administration has also agreed, at

the end of last semester, to fund in part,

with the Student Government Association,

the position appointment of Ellen

Olmstead as a l^terosexism/homophobia

awareness trainer with the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA).
Olmstead said, however, that "there is

no guarantee of money for this po8itk>n

next semester."
Commission on Civility

The events of last semester also led to

the involvement of the Chancellor's Com-

mission on Civility, composed of members

from a wide range of university constituen

cies. whose purpose is to foster high levels

of discourse on issues of civility.

"At the start of the year, we set up

priorities and the oppression of lesbians

and gays was at the top." said Jay

Savereid. English professor and commis

sion chairman.

By RENEE BA( HKK
Collegian Suff u „ v,ic

The voK-e of homosexuaKs have been hi.-

toncallv repressed, according to a

revisionist h.stonan who spoke vesterdaN

aflermK,n as part of Gay/Lesb.an Aware

ness Week. ^ ^ ^„
Jonathan Katz. authorof.4 GayAmeman

Histon, spoke to a crowd of about 150 on

the "Creation of Heterosexuahty from its

historical origins. He outlined the Htnicture

of gavs m the 19th tenturv until 198.^

Katz referred to the years between IHiU

and 1892 as -bbM before heterosexuality)

During this time, categones for sexuality

did not exist. "Love and lust were con^

signed to separate spheres." Katz said and

men and women were also consigned to

these spheres-

The era Katz calls the "heterosexual

mystique" occurred from 1900 to 19:U)

Dunne fhis time heterosexuality was

stressed as being universal and included a

human judgment of opposition between

males and females. To stress this point.

Katz sang a line from a song titled. "Mas-

culine women, feminine men (which is the

rooster, which is the hen?
"

Between 1945 and 1965, "heterosexual

hegemony" occured. Katz said. It encom-

passed the "cult of domesticity" and the

unchallenged dominance of the heterosex-

ual norm, he said "Heterosexuality in

crisis" took place between 1965 and 198J

According to Katz. because of the gays who

came out of the closet, "The coming out of

the homo provoked the coming out of the

het."

Katz's approach to understanding the

relations between heterosexuals and

homosexuals involves a distancing between

the two which he calls part of i "Utopian

dream."

SAO asked to cut its budget
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The I'ndergraduate Stu

dent Senate voted last night

to demand the Student

Activities Office cut its

budget by 10 percent and

upheld a motion ending the

$7.tM)0 Conference Account,

m order to assist in an "S(JA

fiscal crisis."

" I hope this means the Stu

dent Activities Office will get

ndof some of what they don't

need, so the money can be

used to better serve the

students," Dave Valade. a

senator from Lewis said after

raising the motion.

Funding for RSO groups

will be decreased in total by

$175,359 due to the effects

of the fiscal crisis. The SAO.
according to SGA treasurer

Diane Rossi, is asking for a

budget increase of $18,000.

"I firmly believe we do

have the power to make

Randy (I)onant. Director of

SAO) cut his budget. Rossi

said, noting that in 1981,

students forced the office to

cut its budget.

The Senate Budget Com
mittee and Coordinating

Committee have also made
recommendations to SAO
that thev cut their budget

The deletion of the Con-

ference Account which pro-

vided funds for RSO groups

to attend conferences, will

make an additional $7,000

available to fund RSO
groups.

"$7,000 is not much
money at all. but it's going to

save tome RSOs by their

skins," said Budget Commit
tee chair .Jordan Rc»«ner.

Rosner added that in

meetings last semester bet

ween SGA leaders and Bob

.lenal of the Student

Activities office who con-

ducts the Student Activities

Spend This Summer In Maine!
BE A COUNSELOR AT KIPPEWA FOR GIRLS.

Located on scenic twelve nnile lake in Win
throp, Maine. Openings in the following

•kills: Swinnming (WSI), sailing, waterskiing,

canoeing, tennis, gymnastics, field sports, arts

& crafts (cerannics, leather, macrame, sewing,

stained glass, etc.), hiking, camping,
secretarial, food service. Preference For

Soph's, Jrs., Srs., Grads.. Contact: The Silver-

mans, P.O. Box 307, Westwood, MA
02090 0307 (617) 762-8291.
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Truut Fund Review, there

ws« a warning of an upcommg

fiscal crisis, but the previous

senate leadership "never Hid

anything about it

"

"Any chance we have to get

more money, we have tojump

(in it." he added.

Senate speaker John Rud-

dock announced the S(;A

Constitutional Task Force

will meet with I'Mass

(General Council Attorney

William Searson in regard to

his rejection of the 1985 S(IA

constitution.

SCfA r<> president Stacey

Roth noted that the only

comments of recommen-

dations one would expect

Searson to make are of a legal

nature. Roth said. "He (Sear

- '11 has made many. many,

suggestions that walk a fine

line in defining them as legal

questions." adding. "We plan

to suggest (he) keep his own
feelings about student

government and student

rights out of it"

f Delta Zeta is theplace for

I
friendship f fun, togetherness

* All University women are

6:30-7:15

6:30-7:15

invited to open rush on:

Tuesday April 9 6:30-7:15

Wednesday April 10

Thursday Aprilll

11 Phillips St Amherst

for more info call 253-9916

and ask for Suzanne or Sheri^^^^
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BOOK SALE

20% Off Reg. Prices

On All Books

! VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

Amherst

549-6052

i 10:30-5 M-Sat
i
i
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12-4 Sun
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THETDRANKFRESHnm
TOODRMCOOKED REEE

Back in the clays when
hasehall was just beginning,

there was no such thing as

bottled beer or beer in cans.

Those were the great days of

draft beer, fresh from the keg.

Like the draft they brewed

at Frederic Millers old Plank

Road Brewery. It had a smooth,

fresh taste those horsehide

iieroes loved as much as they

loved baseball.

A taste that's hard to find in

todays bottles and cans. Be-

cause most beers, in bottles and

cans, are pasteurized. Cooked

to 140 degrees to preserve their

shelflife. So they k)se that

fresh, draft taste.

But now there's a bottled

beer that's not cooked. Its

specially cold-filtered

instead.To keep the true

taste of fresh draft.

Introducing Plank Road
nghl

the

it does from the keg.

Original Draught. It tastes

as fresh from the bottle as ^-^.^vMB-«

PLANKROAQ
Original Draught

|»V^<oj<^-r^

*
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COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS MAJORS
ARE INVITED TO

ATTEND
AN

ALUMNI/AE
CAREER NIGHT

When:
Thursday, April 11, 1985

8:00 PM
Where:

Campus Center Room 162

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Association

The University Placement Service

The Dept. of

Communication Disorders

Graduates Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About Their Careers and Yours

THREE
CAMPUSES...

rORA
TOTAL

sunwER
EXPERIENCE

U.U. - C.W. P0ST...(51 6)299-2431
^•' ':^'^C ,-"CP":'33-ia'? i'^-^ gfaouate -ourses

if Deacies

• b
• fui 400-acfe campus residence naiis

LI.U. - BRENTWOOD... (5 16)273-5 112
• A Mide range ot jnde'g'aouaie anc gfaa^jate orogra-^s

• Convenient to Nassau and Su«o)h fesidents

LI.U. - SOUTHAMPTON... (51 6)78^40C
• 1 )0 acfe residential campus t)> tne sea

• S'tuated n ne neativ coiO"v ot 'amous aisf; v

Thret D»v jnU Eveninq Sessions t)eflin May 13 June 24 July 29

Weekend College classes begin June 29 30 and July 6. 7

LI.U.C.W. POST (516) 299-2431

OR MAIL COUPON

I'
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

Long Island University

C.W. ?Qsi Campus
GreenvM. NV nS48

•\itor

<«ame.

AOvv^St.

Cily San z«_.

%.....

• n Day

J re

!

8
I

rGET IT CHECKED. ••

FREE OF CHABGEl

\.)\\ ill II II N tlllU |l > pill V ll In. .1
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April 10-12
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ONKYO CASSETTE DECK CLINIC
THUR.+FIU.-APRIL ll&lX

This Thursday & Friday. Sound & Music is offering a FREE Cassette
Deck Clinic, sponsored by Onkyo. Factory trained Onkyo representatives
will be on hand to check your cassette deck's performance and give it a
thorough going over. The testing includes frequency response, speed ac-
curacy, wow & flutter, signal to noise ratio and fiead alignment. Your
deck will also be cleaned and demagnetized.

No matter what brand of cassette deck you own, now's your chance
to see If Its still up to spec, FREE OF CHARGE! The clinic is Thursday
from noon to 8:30. Friday 10:30 to five. Advance appointments accepted.

FromONKYO. . . Just what the Doctor ordered!

TA-2026 $175 TA2056 $330

w.c^A^/J'"? ^* '^**^'' Nof*^»amptofTMon-Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

Colle tilan

Charges filed in bombing
DiKciplinarN' action was initiated yesterday

against one of the three University of

Massachusetts students involved in the

bomb explosion Monday whiih left <ine stii

dent seriously injured.

The student was not identified, although

one of the three students. Adam H. Hessler.

was charged with possession of a homemade
exploding device and explosives.

Hessler. a 19-year-old hotel, restaraunt

and travel administratitm major, was

released on personal recognizance after

pleading innocent in Hampshire District

Court Tuesday, court officials said.

The state fire marshall had requested a

warrant for Hessler's arrest after investigat

ing Monday's explosion. Robert D. Nixon,

the injured student, remained in satisfactorv'

condition yesterday at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital

The three students had packed a bicycle

pump with toilet paper and gunpowder to

blow toilet paper out of the third fliK>r win-

dow in Washington tower

The device exploded, sending metal part.s

of the bicycle pump into the wall and

Nixon's stomach

•S<*ven stolen parking decals were

recovered Monday an(i Tuesday from park-

ed cars across campus. Police said posses-

sion of stolen decals constitutes larceny

and may result in serious court char^res.

•The roof of a 1972 Volkswagen was cav-

ed in while it was parked in lot 32, police

said. The woman who owned the car

rejK)rte<l that the depressions in the roof

measured six inches deep and that the

antenna was snapj>ed off There was no

estimate of damage reported.

-CHKIS P(K)N

GOING ONCE, GOING TWICE. ..In response to recent board of regents

hikes in tuition, some unknown students chose to voice their opposition

by offering UMass up for sale. Passing by are, right, Sam Bar{2:ad. a

•enior communications major, and Gene Limone. a junior economics

major.

UMass starts Tower Library repair

Polish murder trial subject of trial

The murder of Polish solidarity priest Ft.

Jerry Popietuszko not only stunned

Poland, but focused world-wide attention

on how that East Bloc country's legal and

governmental system works.

The outcome of that trial is the focus of a

speech at 8 tonight by a former editor of a

Solidarity newspaper.

Jolanta Strzelecka. former editor of

Tygodnick Powszechny, a Catholic intellec-

tual weekly, and Solidarity Weekly, will

discuss why the Polish government allowed

the trial of four members of the secret

police to be open to the public and the

press, in a lecture in Room 61 of Bartlett

Hall.

Popietuszko was kidnapped along with

his driver in Poland on Oct. 19, 1984. Ten

days later his slain body was found in a

river.

Responding to world wide pressure for

answers to his murder, the Polish govern-

ment arrested four members of its secret

police, a move that stunned numy Polish

government experts

Strzelecka will discuss the trial and its

potential after effects in Poland.

The lecture is free and open to the public.

-RITA MURPHY

By LARRY BOICHIK
( Ollegian .Staff

Work has begun on a 1 :1 month project to

restore the I'niversity of Massachusetts Lib

rary Tower to full occupancy and usage

A funding allt)cation of $2.4 million will be

spent to construct a covered walkway addi

tion on the south nide of the library, modify

the elevators, complete the third and sixth

floors, and alter the first fl<K)r for the addi

tion. Edward Ryan, director of planning and

construction said

The covered walkway will provide another

entrance and exit from the library on the side

near the Old ("hapel where the onginal

entrance was located, he said. Occupancy in

the library is now restricted to 500 people

because there is only one exit to be used in

case of fire.

"Were planning 1.*^ months toUl if

everything goes as planned and that would

put our scheduled completion date at spnng

of 1986." Ryan said

"The walkway will be 36 feeet long, with an

overhang of 48 feet, and will extend up to the

planter there The walls will be glass»>d in on

iMJth sides," he said

Library staffand administrators could ten

tatively plan to mo «i the main collection <.f

b«M)ks fn>m (;<K)dell m the library next sum

mer if the project is not interrupted. Ryan

said.

"But that's optimistic and it should be at

this time," he added.

Project Engineer Bill Marren said the con-

tractors who received the work project. Con-

verse Construction Inc of Beverly, have

done dormitory renovations for the univer-

sity and "We've had g«M»d expenence with

them in the past"

A solution for the problem of spalling. or

the flaking and chipping t)f the bnck exterior,

has not yet been found but the university

continues to work on that project and the

leaking tarp which covers the Campus Cen

ter and the parking garage on the plaza level

Ryan said.

Finished in 1974. the library cost about

lie..*) million and was designed to

accomodate 2.5 million volumes and up to

3.000 people.

Debt management seminar

emphasizes financial planning
The average student has to repay $8,500 in educational

loans after graduation. At that time, many students also

begin to apply for home and car loans while trying to

establish a good credit rating.

Unfortunately, many student.s don t think about financial

planning until it's time to graduate. "Don't defer reality."

says Arthur Jack.son, director of financial aid services at the

University of Mas.sachusett.H. "Students should be educated

about their rights and responsibilities concerning

educational and consumer loans."

A Debt Management Seminar will be held today from 1 :30

to 4:40 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom to inform

students about financial debts, responsibilities, planning

and how they relate to their career goals

Representatives from the Financial Aid Office, the Bur-

sar's Office and bank officials will address issues of par-

ticular interest to graduating seniors, .lack.son said.

"When people go into a bank for a car loan, the first thing

they ask i.s. How much are you in debt from school"" .Jack-

son said. He said many students don't consider the respon-

sibilities of repaying their loans until they are reminded

"When students don't make their first payment, they may

fall into a default status which counts against their credit rat-

ing." he said. That may lead to civil or legal action by the

institution from which the money was borrowed.

Additional topics to be discussed today include repaying

guaranteed student loan.s, establishing credit and deferment

and cancellation of loans. -CHRIS POON
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BREAKFAST FOR 2

On,y $4.95
Or $2.49 For On0

A£G PRICE SS 50

Each Breakfast Includes

• 2 Large Fresh Eggs
• 2 Strips Crisp Bacon
• 2 Sausage Links

• 2 Pancakes
P>«*« P'***"' Co-po" WK»n 0'4w>ng

U»-»-ER VALID THRU S/6/K C
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law^HH^H^^-i $1.00 OFF
3!L9 EATING

R(NO\/AT(0

' "

NOW
SERVING

BHR & WINE

HADLEY
Campus Shopping Center, Rte. 9

Ne«t To Siipe' Sliip & Shop
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Purchase Of Any

DINNER ENTREE

Sl-dli

' S< ditops

B'i>«sli* CHoppxl Strkxn |
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B<in«»i<

'P«n Sleak 5>«tidiinch

incluiJes tossed Salad Roll A Butter -

And Voui Choice Of French Fries Baked
• .lalo-Vfi-

••- •',, '~,.i.-si.n«, I

I

HOURS Mon ThufS 6 AM 3 AM
Fri Sal Open 24 Hours

ALI ORDERS AVAILABLE FOR TAKE CI > I OFFER VALID THRU 5/6/86 C

I

I
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DaytonTires

POLYESTER
TIRES

/^\
Poiyevn BM'« \A/Mi\

Sitr P»tc»

A7«l] HOC
E/CI4 WOO
Otis 44 00

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRES

All Sf.»son WMitr a .'i

pissitomi *3oo

r>iss.w>niJ MOO
P1VS/7tlll4 MOO

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

R.<i1i.<i \K'^i\r \A.

PH4i»0«H 4000

pitsiaopii iioo
PI»»'7»II14 S6 0O

R A r e
Fred Villari's Studios of Self Defense

GRAND OPENING
and FREE DEMONSTRATION

April 14th at 2:00 pm

Additional Off
Wi!h pu'f fi*i^P

t)f a spi o* 4 tiff.

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Michmlin Tires Also Specially Priced

^\sk > & Auto Center
MC
AX
DAYTON

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

]fr=Jr»JrgJr=Jf=Jf=JrsJraJr^fri±J

First 100 students to sign up

receive 50% off on all programs

481 West Street

(Rte. 116)

Amherst

253-7349
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It's THURSDAY! Are You Ready

' / *-^ taking a dive

/^ intoanice
relaxing Hot Tub at

Utopia Spas'' Imagine
the soothing nnusic

ot your choice playing in

your private room
Ahhhhh' That s awesome'

' » hour and houf rates available

OpenMor> 4 PM 1 AM
Tues Sun 1 1 AM l AM ;- '

>

call rio^n *or reservations
•.

UTOPIA SPAS -
165 University Drive. Amherst

253-7727

Campus Center Pond Rope Pull

Sponeored by Tau Beta PI

April 20, 1985 11a.m.

ign up on Campus Center Concourse

fed . Thurs. Fr.. April 10, 11. I2th

or call 6-4294

$20 entry fee/team

Wed

m\v^\^\^v\\v

has chosen Computer Works

as its Western Mass system center

COMPUPRO - for versatile, expandable

affordable nnuiti user systems

Computer Works - for service and support

Multiuser Microcomputer Systems

228 Triangle Street,

Amherst
bTIComputerWorks

549-7133

Registered Trademark of Viasyn Corp

IvIRSI?

us...

most popular in New England With over 350 classes
|

to choose from, chances are you II find

just what you need m the arts, sciences, humanities.

•^-•"m«"'>'>"» ind sducation.

;

Ybu can take classes during the da> or evening
|

during two summer sessions at our Hartxjr Campus or

Downtown Center in Park Square Oi" renowned faculty !

and impressive facilities will
i

help you make the most of your summer

Harvard
this summer.

^7h^

And UMass/Boston s affordable instate tuition 'Mp--

($50 50 per credit for undergraduates)

apply to all students during the summer sessions

UMass/Boston

For more ir^lormation

ano a tree copy ot Out

•ummer bulletin

Boston MA 0?i?5 1393

call 9 5 6 10

l»%%¥?:::%::::W:¥::::x

or use this coupori

H.irv.ird Sumnut Sthtiol,

the n.iiKin'N oldt'st summiT
>»Hcrs open t-nroHmt-nt

n< any 250 day and »'Vfnin>»

durses and prt'-proffssional

programs in rrmr*- than 40 liberal

,irts tu'lds The diverse lurruu-
lum includes cour<ies appropriate

tor tiiUillinK iinder>?raduate and
graduate college degree r«'quire-

ments, as well as programs
designed tor career and pro
tessional development. The inter-

nati»>nal student body has access

to the University's outstanding
libraries, museums, athletic facil-

ities, and cultural activities,

with the additional benefits of

Cambridge and nearby Boston.
Housing IS available in Harvard's
historic residences.

Offerings include intensive

t<»reign i,iii>;u.i>',« i.».ni-.«s,

pre inedical, prelaw, business

and compviter science courses,

and graduate -level courses in

education and management. V\e

feature a c<illege-Ievel program
tor secc^ndary school |uniors

and seniors, a health professions

program, a Ukrainian Institute,

the Dance Center, plus programs
in drama, writing, and English

as a Second Language
For further information return

the coupon below or call:

(617) 4P5-2921; (617) 495-2494

(24-hour catalogue request line)

Academic Calendar;
lune 24-August 16, 1985

JbJhi| Harvard University
*vlii. Summer School

Please send a Harvard Summer School catalogue and application for:

. : Alts .Ml J S( nni cs : J Secondary School Students Program

L] English as a Second I anKuagi- t ] Health Professions Program

r H^rama LU Writing Q Oani e Centir

Nanii'

Street

City State Zip

Harvard Summer School
20 Garden Street. Dept. 204

Cambridge, MA 02138 269

Yvonne John Mnret a

Hadley.

( ..ll«YUIi |jt«>U> till Ita^t^ ll>va»r

hmppy customer, UMus student Jon Strymish, at her new resUurant in

Yvonne's Caribeana opens in Hadley
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

A red door, red table-

cloths, exotic flowers and a

beach mural make up the

warm Caribbean atmosphere

of a new restaurant opened

by University of Massachu-

setts graduate student

Yvonne John.

John is also the manager of

Yvonne's restaurant in the

basement of the New Africa

House. "I grew up working

hard. If I sat still. I'd pro-

bably get sick. Your body

becomes accustomed to it"

John will continue to do all

the cooking for her res-

taurant on campus, but she

will spend most of her tmie at

the new one. called Yvonne's

Caribbeana on Rte. 9 in

Hadley
John came to the United

States nine years ago from

Guyana. "I've wanted to own

my own restaurant for a long

time, but I had to work to

wards it." she said.

Six different kinds of

cuisine are served at the new
restaurant, including Fast

Indian, Oriental. African.

American, vegetarian and of

course Caribbean.

Some of the entrees are

Indi Madras curried chicken,

seafood combinations, island

teriyaki beef, curried lamb

and tofu and vegetablen.

John said she obtained the

funding for the restaurant

through a loan from North

ampton Institute for Savings.

She said the support and

encouragement of friends,

faculty, family and "other

prominent people in the

area," were instrumental in

getting the businens started

John has six children

whom she raised as a single

parent while working and

attending school. She has a

bachelor of arts degree in

fcHid management and is

working to\*ard her doc

torate in multicultural edu

cation

Jjihn also run.«« a catering

business and teaches a

course at UMass on West

Indian cultures at the

Malcolm X center. She has

also published her own
b'>ok and is working on

,

' t ing a second one

Women's studies

kicks off 10th year
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's studies depart-

ment begins a celebration of its 10th anniversarv tomorrow

with an exhibition in Bartlett Hall titled. "The Past. Our

Future", organized by Lisa Baskin. Art Editor of the

Massachusetts Review.

The exhibition was described by Arlene Avakian. staff

assistant m the Women's Studies department as a "collec-

tion of early documents going back to the beginning of the

second wave of the women's movement in the 6t)8

These are the kmds of things libraries don't collect and

they give a clear view of the early history of the women's

movement in the valley," she said.

The anniversary celebration continues Friday with a dis-

cussion at 8 p.m. m Memorial Hall titled "Women's Studies

in an International Context: The Decade Past, Visions for

the next Ten Years. "
It will be led by Johnetta Cole, pro-

fessor of Anthrt>pology at Hunter College. Marysa Navarro,

professor of History at Dartmouth College and Catharine R.

Stiropson. professor of Englujh at Rutgers University

Saturday's activities include a series of workshops, from

1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Bartlett Hall titled. Working It (>uL

Women's Studiea Crads and Carvem. Were all in this

together Work ax a cuUectwe aiUiUy. Focusing on the Best m
Yourself Preparing for New Options, and Feeling, like an

Imposter I 'ndermimng Ourselves.

Avakian said she thinks anniversanes are a "good time to

Ukc stock and consider the direction for the future."

"There s been a lot of change over the past 10 years. It's

been the result of a lot of hard work." she said "We'd like to

celebrate that and take the opportunity to see where

women's studies has been and what direction it should take

m the next I U years."

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

/

90 MAIN ST A»*C»«T.MA

Do chickens

have fingers?

Tender

golden battered

"^nXSgEvoiccTZTItrT

THE MOST GLEEFUL
SCREAM-AT-THE-SCREEN
THRILLER SINCE NORMAN BATES
WAS SENT TO THE SHOWER.

Chicken Fingers

. . .there's nothing^

like them!

SNEAK PREVIEW
MIDNIGHT FRIDAY & SATURDAY

ThenPleasant St. Theater
2" PltMsatit St \>)fth.in)[)t«>t^ \\A ">»<.()'M''

OPEN
a^MIDMIGHTS;
Satum^ay 9'S Si/M0Ay//'S

/^olLeccive 2^6-64^s

OPEN HOUSE
at

UNIVERSITY
CAREER CENTER

Come see t)ur new home in

Fraternity Sorority Park!

(off East Pleasant Street)

Thursday, April 11, 1983

9 to 4 p.m.

Light refreshments

Orchard Hill buses take

you right to our doorstep.
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OPINION
TK «wi ol in. Clllir«» o' i~ *'«••"» ""»" oin**." "O""

Modern times are leaving our Mother Earth behind
What's so modem and advanced

about the 20th century?

Granted, we enjoy the highest

standard of living our young human race

has known; advanced technology has sped-

up production and communications, reduc-

ing time-consuming busywork; and there

exists and infinite amount of opportunities

for people to choose from to direct their

Uves. Indeed, we can now live life to its

fullest.

Yet. as we all know, for any advance-

ment, something must be pushed aside in

the name of "progress." The costs for 20th

century "progress " are sad and dangerous:

We have lost contact with ourselves, our

fellow hunmns and our Mother Earth.

Modem man places an undue and

detrimental emphasis on speed and motion.

Our advancements— glorified

gadgets-relect this: high-speed travel and

communications, the computer crare. video

games, fast food, no-fault divorces and the

demanded mobility of the shrinking family

These efforts of streamlining have created

the dangerous results of instability and im-

person^ity.

It is difficiilt for a person to create per-

manent relationships in a society which

frowns on inter-personal contact, fixedness

and self-expression. The conditions and

demands of modem life work against peo-

ple being able to create and sustain close

contacts with themselves and their

neighbors. Furthermore, everyone has

completely forgotten their Mother Earth,

from whom we all originate. Our Mother,

abused and forgotten.

Society's ideal of how life should be lived

by its members is based on institutions like

McDonald's and Thr Love Boat. In the case

of the former, a person can order, pur-

chase, receive and ingest a generic meal in

a matter of minutes. In the latter case, a

person can meet, fall in love, have a major

breakup, reconcile and set a wedding date

within one hour "Modem life is wonderful!

God, I hope 1 don't have to wait longer than

five minutes for my dinner or more than an

hour for my lifetime mate. Or travel longer

than three hours to reach Europe. Details

and inconveniences."

The above is a dangerous frame of mind,

for both the individual and a society. We

have become a race of Nomadic tribesmen,

separated from one another by tribal af-

filiation and constantly moving in search of

one exploitable resource after another and

give nothing back. The constant motion of

modem-day existence creates impersonali-

ty and instability, hitting us hardest in our

hearts, psyches and personalities. We
simply cannot connect with each other (and

ourselves and our society) when everything

is in a perpetual flux. Nor can we ask for

breathing space for fear of being trampled

and forgotten. We have lost contact with

ourselves, our past and present, always

moving towards some goal Hopefully.

We must demand a slowdown in society's

physical and psychological

Matthew Benedict

"advancementa" before we smother and

destroy oundves. We must slow ourselves

down also, tuming away from motion, im-

personality and blindness to ever>i:hing

around us. not against. Our advancements

should assist us, not make us victims to our

creations. We must grab for (and demand)

our individuality, our hearts, our neighbors

and our weeping Mother Earth, asking for

some meaning wid justification of this high-

speed and high-tech vicious circle. We
deserve more than generic hamburgers,

Space Invaders and Love Boat reruns.

We're human beings, not nmthemalic

statistics on microfilm and memory chips

It is not too much to ask of a life we are sup-

posed to be living. Or a society which u**-,

afterall, have created.

Matthew Benedxet is a CoUegtan eolum-

nigt.

Autopsy of the Democratic Party

Sal Assad

This « the first part of a two-part »enes.

Despite its recent decline, liberalism is generally

recognized to have ruled our politics and thought in the

last half a century, from the time of FDR. one of the

most «)mpetent American presidents of the century, to

the time of Jimmy Carter, one of the most incompetent.

During the time of FDR when Big Business reached a

tacit unwritten agreement with labor, the Big Business,

and their ally, the sUte. pronuaed the working people a

steadily rising standard of living along with a certain set

of minimum protections and ri^ts. known as the Social

Security System.

In retum the labor leaders, the AFL-CIO, were co-

opted into supporting all of the foreign adventures, inva-

sions and bombings carried out by the subsequent

presidento from Worid War II to the Korean War
through the invasion of the Dominican Republic in 1%5
to the war against the Vietnamese popular national

liberation movement. Meanwhile the U.S. multinational

corporations like GE, Du Pont. Dow. etc. and banks

were all blessed by a govemment bureaucracy which

hysterically saw its godly mission as one of constantly ex-

panding "our" economic sphere of influence throughout

the planet.

Immediately after World War II. 1500 military bases

were set up all around the globe along with hundreds of

thousands of soldiers and thousands of nuclear missiles.

All this along with an international almighty network of

terrorism called the CIA. was used to crush all

movements that somehow threatened our corporate pro-

fits in the corresponding countries. Although the

justification of building this modem empire was a so-

called communist conspiracy, in almost all cases of

American intervention, there was no presence of any

"Soviet danger." To mention a few examples: in 1953 the

CIA overthrew the liberal, anti-communist govemment

of MoMadegh in Iran; in 1954 the CIA overthrew the

liberal govemment of Arbenz in Guatemala; in 1965 we

went to the Dominican Republic t/) crush a political

demonstration; in 1973 we overthrew the govemment of

Allende in Chile. In all these cases we intervened to crush

governments of movenoents who were not communist,

but simply were threats to our corporate profits. In all

these cases we overthrew govemmenta that were

democratically elected and all these interventions

resulted in tens of thousands of deaths, mass arrests,

rule of torture and the establishment of bloody and

repressive dictatorships (for example: the Shah,

Pinochet, Somoza. Marcos, Trujillo). All these govem

ments provided tax-free investment zones with cheap

labor for American profit-mongering corporations.

This situation can simply not be blamed on any par-

ticular president or politkad party. The Democrats have

been historically as interventionist as the Republicans to

say the least. Thus, to the dismay of well-intentioned but

naive liberals, all were either pitifully ignorant or suffer-

ing from deliberate collective historical amnesia or die-

hard Democrats ( people like our ex-ambassador to El

Salvador Robert White, our UMass Prof. Jean EUstein,

the lIMass Democrats, the Editorial Board of the Boston

Globe.)

The Democratic presidential nominee Walter Mondale

declared at the 1984 Party Convention: "As the presi-

dent of the United States, I would not hesitate to use our

armed forces to protect American business whenever

necessary;" so harmoniously in line with the late

R^
Republican hero Calvin Coolidge's statement that

"America's business is business."

If Mondale's statement was simply "a slip of tongue

from a mediocre mind," how about John F. Kennedy's

escalation of war in Vietnam or his attempt to invade

Cuba to crush the popular revolution?

Sai Assad is a UMass student.

A decision that doesn't make any sense

10K^»6^K1^^*6^N,OR

All letters must be sii^ed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due

to space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret we

are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and length.

Fm not surprised the I'Mas.s administra-

tion wanted to take away the power of the

Board of Govenors. Its latest decision was to

put an ice cream shop in the vacant Union
Records Store, instead of the bike co-op. by a
13-7 vote.

With the decision to put in an ice cream co-

op, I see that the majority of the BOG doesn't
understand the finances and running of the
Campus Center and its food services.

As a whole, the food services in the Cam-
pus Center/Student Union lose money
every year.

It's not hard to see why. There just isn't

enough student money to support all the food
services. And how do these businesses stay
afloat? With student money from our Cam-
pus Center fee.

The ice cream proposal is vastly under-
estimated one BOG member said and
referred to figures quoted by William Harris,
director of the Campus Center, which were
much higher.

The start-up costs and the cost for

renovations will be tremendous. Where will

that money come from?

It will come from students.

The bike co-op proposal made .sense. It is

already an established business. It won't

cost the Campus Center anything because it

doesn't lose money like the ice cream shop

will.

One BOG member stated that another

school. Wellesley, has an successful

ice-cream shop. And she liked the idea.

That's nice. 1 like ice cream, too. But did she

and the other 1 2 that voted for the ice cream
shop look at it fiscally? 1 don't think so.

The coffee shop sells ice cream now. This

decision doesn't make any sense and if the

BOG keeps making stupid and fiscally irres-

ponsible decisions like this, 1 don't blame the

administration for trying to take the BOG's

power away from them.

GERRY deSIMAS is a Collegian Staff

member.
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U.S. watches cautiously

Last weekend's coup in the Sudan,

reticted to with caution by the U.S.

State Dept. is. in the peculiar ways

of African politics, a victory for self-

determination. In the long run, it will prove

no more of a threat or ev5 to its people and

regional international security than the

previous military government did. It is for-

tunate that the will of the people prompted

the change and that the militaJ7 responded

with a bloodless. poliUcallv nalatable coup.

Ousted President Gaafar al-Nimeiry,

whose 1969 seizure of the power had been

more or less legitimized by the U.S. and

others, completely mismanaged the Sudan;

in doing so he alienated large portions of

the peoples he was presiding over.

Sudan, twice Cahfomia's size and the

largest country in Africa can, like the

Golden SUte, be divided into two distinct

parts. The North, part of the maghreb

(Moslem Saharan Africa), is a worid apart

from the mostly black, ChnsUan/animist

sub-tropical South. Secessionist

movements supported by Libya have been

disruptive for years, and refugees from

Ethiopia and drought have overburdened

Sudan's social safety structures to the ex-

tent that it must rely entirely on interna-

tional aid to survive.

Austerity measures imposed by the In-

ternational Monetary Fund decreased

govemment subsidies, forcing up staple

prices. This incited rioting within the coun-

try. Similar reactions in Morocco and

Tunisia in 1984 didn't bring down their

govt-mments. but then their leaders didn't

choose that time to go abroad.

The State Department looks at it all like

this: Is it safe for 1) Americans, and 2)in-

Rob Skelton

Letters to the Editor

BOG must make tough decisions sometimes

Shock treatment worked

vestment/ (exploitationTVcapitalism? Does

it remain a friendly against threats or will

it become a threat against friendlies' They

are slightly worried now because neighbor

terrorist-state Libya was the first to ap-

plaud and recognize the new Sudan.

Americans are safe (whew!), but it tn a

"strategically-located country vital to U.S.

interests," so we are watching and

waiting.

As it turns out, the interim chief of the

Sudan, Gen. Siwar el-Dahabi, has assured

the U.S. that he'll continue to lean our way

On the question of winners and loeers,

almost every party involved emerged vic-

Uinous. The people of the Sudan called for

change and got it. The change remains non-

hostile toward the West, so the West wins.

Libya's madman lost an enemy, so he's

smiling. Ditto the govemnient of Ethiopia

and the rebels in the southern Sudan. The

only real loser in the affair, if you will, is

the ousted Nimeiry—poor boy.

Sudan was the setting, near the turn of

the century, of a Moslem fundamentalist

revival that serves as a monument of in-

spiration for the Jihad, or Holy War. of to-

day. Involved was a Khomeini-type known

as the Mahdi, who made history by bring

ing unprecedented grief to the English col

onizers. All of this reminds us of our

vulnerability in areas of the worid which

are. after all. foreign to us.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist.

When 1 was 18, my older brother

decided to subject me to his

own form of shock treatment.

It was not anything cruel and certainly

nothing calculated to provoke amusement

on any one's part. Elder siblings are prone

to that sort of thing but occasionally all

they want to do is teach us something.

He invited me to go to New York one

weekend with him and his girlfriend. We
would be staying with two guys, one of

whom was an old friend of his from prep

school. Our agenda was simple-party in

the Big Apple for a few days. No problem

there; I had sampled the pleasures of that

intense city before and I was ready to go

wild again.

The shock came when we got there and I

discovered that his friends were a gay cou-

ple. I couldn't believe that my own brother

would do such a thing to me. While I had

never been inclined to the "linethem-all

up-and-shoot-them" philosophy, 1 was a

victim of inbred societal mores an<l had

always expenenced vague feelings of revul-

sion when considering the subject of

homosexuality.

My brother was well aware of this He

had recently been treated U> a discourse on

my opinions of homosexuals. "It is un-

natural." I informed him "Those people

must be emotionally disturbed. They aren't

like as. " He responded only by saying that

one should not criticize what one does not

understand.

That weekend blew a lot of

William J. Spedn

The Board of Governors has an obligation

to this University community to make dif

ficult and sometimes controversial deci-

sions. On Thursday March 28th I proposed

and the Board passed a motion recommend-

ing that the Campus Center administration

discontinue the sales of Coors Beer at all of

the Campus Center facilities. This motion

was introduced as a result of anti- worker

policies practiced by the Coors Company,

blatently racist statements attributed to

William Coors and donations on behalf of the

Coors family to organizations which promote

anti- gay .sentiments as well as to organiza-

tions which are directly involved with the

creation of policies that are designed to

undermine educational opportunity to

minorities, women and tho.se who can not

afford a college education.

The Coors Company has been cited for

numerous labor violations yet th^ continue

to exploit their worker's rights by demanding

that they submit to polygraph testing (lie

detector) as a prerequisite for employment.

They also continue to search their em-

ployees' persons, automobile.s, lunch boxes,

lockers etc. for any reasons which they

deem appropriate.

Last February, William Coors, acting as an

mv

misconceptions out of the water. Our hosts

did not eye me hungrily or try to convert

me. I was not made to watch any displays

of physical interaction that would have

disgusted me. I found their household to be

relaxed and tension- free.

In all things except one, tl»y were like

the vast majority of happily married

heterosexual couples I have known. Their

relationship was based not on sex, but on

love, tenderness and support. Perhaps they

are not typical. I dont really know. I do

know that they are an example of

something beautiful that can flt>urish if it is

given an open and understanding at-

mosphere. "Hiey remain together to this

day, no mean accomplishment for any cou-

ple in this age of fleeting love affairs.

There are still things about the gay

lifestyle that puzzle me. The idea of falling

in love with another man is foreign to n^e.

However, I now refrain from passing any

judgments It can 1* a mighty cold world

out there and I cannot hold it against

anyone for seeking warmth and comfort in

another's arms, no nruitter who they

choose. To do so would be to show a lack of

compassion for one's fellow beings. We
must renumber that everyone is human

first and anything else a distant second.

WUliam J. Spain u» a Cdlegian colum-

niat.

Budget burning 'symbolic act' by UM dems

official company representative, stated in

front of a group of minority business- people

that "blacks lack intellectual capacity. " He

al-so said, "The best thing they ( slave traders)

did for you was to bring your ancestors over

here in chains." These statement* and this

philosophy in general is absolutely un-

acceptable.

Many people say, and I agree that the

Coors family has a right to pursue the politi-

cal philosophy of their choice. But. we must

draw a line and say no when those philo-

sophies infringe on the right^s of others. Peo-

ple have a right to choose their own lifestyles

including sexual preferences and the oppor-

tunity to pursue higher education.

When we buy a glass of Coors Beer we are

financially supporting union busting, racism,

and oppression. We are not obliged to offer a

market for Coors products to be sold on this

campus. So let's join our many friends such

as the AFL-CIO. The National Organization

for Women. The United States Student

Association and the National Education

Association in their attempt to halt the social

injustice which is being promoted by the

Coors Beer Company.
Jim Shaw

Member of BOG

In a recent CfMe^uin letter, "unimpress-

ed" was a word Rod Snelling used to

describe the Republican Club's reaction to

the University I)emocrats budget burning

at the March 21 meeting of the Student

Senate. It was at this meeting that we in-

formed the SGA of our intention to find

alternative financing and to challenge

other groups to do so. Let us assure Snell-

ing that we are not in the business of trying

to impress Republicans. Our action showed

that there are gn>ups on campus that want

to see the SGA fiscal crisis solved. We.

unlike Snelling's organization, are paying

more than lip service U) the principle of

financial responsibility. The University

Democrats are not out to impress the

(}OP's campus organizati<»n. but apparent

ly. contrary to Snelling's comments, we

did. If our organization and budget were of

"comparatively little value," why did we

elkht Snelling's response?

Our challenge was for the Republican

Club to follow our lead. Why didn't Snell

ing just answer our proposal without tak-

ing advantage of the CoU^'gum as a plat-

form for his negative Republican tactics?

He belittled us by claiming that we are an

inactive group. We are the "inactive"

Black and white

In Yadira Betances' column Tuesday, she

states that the term "black," unlike the

term "white," should be capitalized

because "black," unlike "white," denotes a

particular race or nationality, not skin col

or. We feel that Betances' argument

perpetuates the very climate of disrespect

which she tries to mitigate.

We cannot help but feel that there is

some hypocrisy involved in her position.

We were always under the belief that white

Americans were of European descent and

that black Americans were of African des-

cent.

We fear that as long as Americans think

of themselves as black first and Americans

second, that misunderstandings, prejudice

and discrimination will persist. We per-

sonally do not want to be a party to the con-

tinuation of the segregationist attitudes

that we inferred from Betances' article.

Slavery must not forever be an albatross

around this country's neck. Rather, we

must be allowed to continue to build one na-

tion under God, indivisible, with liberty and

justice for all, and prejudice for none.

Christopher E. Holmes
Amherst

Srikant K. Sastrv

Orchard Hill

group that worked on the highly successful

Gerakline Ferraro rally. We are the "inac-

tive" group that worked against the grtiw-

ing pro-Reagan tide (Ronme was reported

to be carrying this campus earlier that

year.) We delivered this campus to the

Democrats by a 3 to 1 margin.

We are, despite what Snelling says,

growing in influence every day, as w«
become more active in the Democratic

state and national committees.

Snelling's response to the Umversity

Democrats represents a misguided outlook.

He thinks that he can keep our legitimacy in

check by ignoring our suggestions.

Perhaps he should bum his ego before his

group takes up our challenge to bum their

budget. I>)es he fear that we are too much
of an organized opposition to the UMass
Republi<3m Club's objectives? We are an

obvious alternative. Our party represents

many interests. Plurality is our strength. It

is a strength that our opponents do not

Paul D. Winfle
M. Ljnne Murphy

Ken Burke
Orchard Hill

Another tale

Last Friday a column by John Yonce, "A

Bunny's Tail of Death" unfairiy

manipulated people's natural sympathy for

cute. fun. (and) fluffy bunnies" and falsely

accused Army ROTC of wrong doing. 1 was

a civilian participant in the FTX program,

and yes there were some (myself included)

who were mildly disturbed by the prepara-

tion of the rabbit-H. However, the act was

necessary to give us proper instruction in

how to avoid contamination Instead of dis-

cussing the reason or purpose of the exer-

cise, or debating whether or not it should be

legal (which it is); Yonce chose instead to

make an emotional attack on the military.

It is no secret that this very university tor-

tures and kills laboratory animals for redun-

dant experiments on a daily basis. I

question whether Yonce had real concern

for the "cute. fun. (and) fluffy bunnies" or

whether he was merely seeking to curry

favor with the anti-militarists whom he

covers regularly for the Collegian. Those

who participate in ROTC serve and defend

our great country. They deserve our res-

pect and our thanks.

Now that Yonce has revealed his true

bias, the question is whether or not he will

be able to sincerely cover ROTC news

items when he is wearing his reporter's

hat

Brian Darling
Southwest
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Sade : the smoothest operator
Bradford Verter's spring selection
by BRADFORD VERIER
('ullegian Staff

Recent records are either snappv or sappy. Here are two

examples of each:

THE OFFS: Fimt Record ((. iJ Presents Ltd.) I can

appreciate the fad that oftentimes a band must experiment

with styles m order to find its identity, but I don't want to

have to hear its noundermg. The Offs flounder between ska.

reggae and pisspoor funk. This allows smgle songs to work,

such as I've Clot the Handle " or "Cool Down. "
both reggae.

Other songs, such as "Why Boy, " which are God knows-

what- genre fail miserably The record has some moments.

but does not succeed as a cohesive whole

Another annoying aspect of First Record is the fact that it is

packaged like a punk album. Any songs (like "One More

Shot ") which may have had a progenitor in punk are the type

of mutated offspnng better left on a hill to die. Despite their

confusion, the Offs do have some Ulent. Keep on try ing guys,

but don't cut another disc until you've decided what the hell

you want to sound like. Dare 1 say that First Record u

NORMAN SALANT; Sax Talk {CD Presents Ltd.) Many

Rock bands- both alternate and mainstream have tried to

relieve Jazz of its monopoly of the saxophone; yet none of

these bands have really escaped Jazz's soulful mfluence.

None, that is, but Norman SalanL Just as Fred Fnth has dis-

torted a guitar until it is something quite other than a guitar,

Salant has modified his own instrument: Salant. who has

played with The Residents Cnuff said) and Romeo Void,

does things with his sax that would stun Bird Parker He has

transcended the confines of his instrument, and must be

commended for that. The jacket gives thanks to Andy

Warhol, so there's no doubt of Salant becoming an

underground fad pretty soon. Or maybe there is -what

decade is this".'

FADE TO BLACK: Corridors, nf Gender (CD Presents Ltd.)

I'm not sure why this record is called Corridors of (lender

Perhaps the Ivrics would justify the title, if only I could hear

them Unfortunately the singers alternate between moaning

and screaming the words, so they're rather unintelligible.

There's a lync sheet enclosed which is unenlightening. pom

nous and didactic 1 might quote some of the "poeti^" to

harangue an enemy. The muddled vocals go along *^ll *'»

h

the confused instrumentals which are either morbidly

downbeat or nauseatinglv conventional, depending upon the

song. This IS one band whose break up 1 will not lament; I

never want to hear this uninspired group again.

SADE: Diamond Life {Fortran Records/CBS) Sade Adu has

that husky, sultry voice that sets knees wobbling. This, com^

bined with jazzilv soulful instrumentals, makes Diamond

Ufe an irresistable album You might be familiar with some

of the tracks already: The sexually explicit "Your Love is

King" is an unabashed hit in England and "Smooth

Operator" is receiving a lot of local au- play

And for good reason: Sade (pronounced 'SHAR day '. the

pasted label on the disc proclaims) has a wonderful voice

bluesv and seductive. Her band is never ostentatious and

provide a smtjoth fusion of rhapsody and rhythm. In all truth,

the songs tend to sound alike (with certain noteable excep-

tions), but that bv no means demeans the record. It i" elegnnt

sIde'B Diam5lM^3»^»'y •««"* *»' summer.

background music which goes along naturally with lowered

lights, soft couches, jugs of Gallo and that Special

Someone.
The lyrics, all written by Sade. are occasionally sappy, and

in the case of "Your Love is King", tacky. The music,

h.)wever, more than makes up for this. Buy the record: The

band is steamy and Sade is even prettier than Madonne

(Pon't tell MHrti.rin,* I said thati

The aesthetics ofceramic art

Ceramic jar by Chris Guitin currently on display

at the Uniyertity Gallery.

Contemporary Ceramics

Six New Enf^land Artists

At the University Gallery

Throui^h June 9th

Bv FREDERICK E. STEINWAY
llegian Correspondent

Probably the most dramatic of the ceramics currently on

exhibit at the Iniversity Gallery are three glazed and painted

l.iivT* by Nancy Smith of Lincoln. Mas.sachusetts The

^,ia« r\ attendant told me these 'get up and dance' on the

late shift, and 1 believed her when I saw them

All three of the Smith pieces are self portraiu. according to

Gallerv administrator Regina Coppola One- blue- skinned-

wears a wolf-pelt one her head. The next, "cadeuceus,"

appears with a twin headed snake wrapped around her

shoulders. The central bust bears white flowers and a trout

that bends, as if in mid- leap, toward the woman's face. Each

subject captures a rich and authentic psychological

expenenif
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'Supertx elegant A celetxation of the Imperial power ol rock

'

Probably the most elegant of the ceramics are the -.

f nred "Guardian Vessels" by Nancy l^pointe i

nof ancient (' hine.se bronzes is overt. Each'duar

dian Vessel" comes with a smaller companion whose lid i^

fastenedwir'
- '^

'
- • 's each wear a boi. .-

key to 8er> e '*f ceramics pn

a restful harmony of line and lorm.

Any tnp to the Iniversity (ialler>- this month should

include a turn in the maze. It is. as you will probably

a true dou^ 'e; its tv -•'-ance«* lead to u.ii.

pathways tt lectina- ,
ngway The wholes',

ture 18 open to the light through cotton belts and canvas

panels -each colored with tie die. -' ^ target patti"-^

The whole maze is like a warmly cc^r mwithinai

a painting you can walk through.

Alan Shields, maker of this maze (on loan from Paula

Cooper Gallery in Soho) also made the extended wallpiece.

"Mitchell Turnpike" whose relation to highways is probably

the geometry of signs. The dyes here are outstanding, and

the patterning in the third panel especially seems to offer

messages to travellers on foot

The show, which opened on March 30. will extend through

May 9. The Gallery. downsUirs in the Fine Arts Center is

open weekdays except Monday, in the daytime. You can

stroll in for a refresher on the pondside, between classes or

even after a tasty meal at Earthfooda.
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- ••••f .-<*• • «' * Rrt/ .r>« •

* 1 p.f fc I up • •» M «»«l" •*

v^ 'r^ot «*v>f->9a • V*Hj *tV'

•*t •fu'r- ?f vn\.' pit'u'^it'V '**'

y S«^'f • -Vjaa io' "r^.fHi '•*

A*-.^ i'agr 4 " i«<'v»^ •
'»'• -'

24 Exposure 1100 ASA) Color
Print Developing & Printing 16 M
ar>d you atill get the t»g print'

'One ol the most exciting concert films ever David Byrne i

is a star of near maniacal intensity The Talking Heads
get down and bum ~ r)«..<i*r„.« »..«••.• J

"It's the best made American movie of the year " ,(

Da»«fl ' ''iJie L o\ hr,^\m\ M«r«iri f ar»'"»«'
*

SRIT2 CAMERA • PHOTROINJIC
. fX«n • PtBONAi. • F«r«xr • ifBVCl

25 N. Pleasant St, Amherst MA 01002

256-8109 Dail 9-5 Sat.

• A FIIM JONATHAN

: BY DEMME
TALKING »

HEADS •

Cintcom

'#'« (^wntt*" •*"'#»% '"L»pr»i*nr

Paramount Pictures Presents A Lawrence Gordon Produdior THE WARRIORS
Executive Producer Frank Marshall Based Upon ttie Novel by Sol Yuncli

Screenplay by David Shaber and Whiter Hill Produced by Lawrence Gordon

R -^ySS-sr- D'rected by Vtelter Hill '^^
^

\

Blue Wall Thurs. April 11

5, 7, 9, 11

Ist show $1.50, all others $2.00

All ages welcome
non-alcohol beverages will also be served

I
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IWe wire
This IS my week to rank on David Byme,

lead singer of the rock band Talking Heads,

novk featured in a movie Stop Making Sense,

at the Pleasant Street Theatre I'm not rank-

ing on the movie, just the man in the suit, the

roarketmg man. What is with the stupid suit?

In last month's Vanity Fair there is a picture

of Byrne "the suit" with a woman stickmg her

tongue in his ear. She's supposed to be a

model Is this the same man who sang "Boy

time, girl time is that the difference between

you and me?" In order to keep the column

lively my wile social critique will continue

further down the page.

1 unight the Del Fuegos and the Drongos

will be at the Rusty NaiL The Drongo*

(i make a great opening band. When

. plaved at the Zone last seme.ster they

^ere good for about the first forty mmutes so

this should be just about right And the Del

Fuegos are the Del Fuegos With a name like

hat they can't be bad They lay the Stray

I! an early grave. Enough tough talk, go

night, local The Stand and

SIMONE DE BEAUVOIR: Adxeuj{Pu\-

•ht^in. $8.95 peper) This moving and infor

mative book. BubtitJed "A Farewell to Sar

tre,
"

is in two part*. The first is a year-by

year chronicle of the last 10 years of de

Beauvoir and Sartre's life together. The se

( -nd is a 314 page interview she conducted

Aiih him during August and September

1974. Advnu is leas a philosophical than a

bKigraphical work It offers a frank and in-

artful view into the varied career of the

most vital and influential thinker of our

century.

JULIAN SYMONS: DaahxeU Hammett

(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, $24.95)

Symons. himself a noted mystery author

and critic, has written a concise,

fascinating critical biography of America's

greatest crime writer The book touches

upon his younger years as a Pinkerton

detective, his success in film and

publishing, his 3u year affair with Lillian

Hellman. and hi.s tragic demise following

McCarthy's anti-communist purges.

Symon's book is not as in-depth as other

biographies, such as Diane Johnson's

study. It is, however, commendable for its

brevity and pace. Its coffee-table format

allows for many interesting pictures and

makes the book a very attractive volume.

IVAR BRYCE: You Only Live Onre:

Memonm of Ian Fieminy (University

Publications of America. $12.00) Ivar

Br\ce is a charming writer whose cheer

carries over in his warm recollections of

the creaU)r of James Bond. Included in this

short memoir are amusing anecdotes of

their days together at Eton, their es-

pionage activities during WWII, and their

continuing friendship until Fleming's

ARTS
byPeter Wissoker

Livingston lav lor ii*ei» »n the

shadow of brother James Tuesday st

the Iron Horae.

That s Flat! will be playing at the Rusty Nail.

Circle will be playing at the Hatch. Go see

ihem. Either show will do. Say it once, say it

again; There's no local scene unless vou

make one

.Sa> u uiue. why say it again! Why doesn't

David Byme shelve the suit. On the record it

say^'no gimmicks" If this IS so why was there

an article «>«»j« the design of the suit in the

New York Times right after th»- nu.vie

opened. What's moreStop Maktn^ Sense is

not a mo\ ie of the last tour hut of a repmduc-

tion four months later of said tour But

enough about me...

Saturday night singer/songwriter Femin

will beat Smith College with Suzanne Vega

Ferron has been wouiiig audiences inthe aroM

for years and now is ready to break the ar.

wide open, perhaps to the ' ' fherlosui

fans. But really don't let ni.
.

'g*-"' t""*"

fool you; it will be really fun. This will be your

neit to last chance to - - inne Vega up

here before her album . : ut The show

is at 8 p.m. in John M. Greene Hall. Also .n

Saturday Johnny Winter will be at the Agora

m Hartford,

Sunday night the Dnfters will be at the

Red Balloon and Aztec Two Step will be at

the Iri'i
'

' Monday, my man Ri« hard

Thomi' !l be at the Iron Horse and

Tuesday Livingston Taylor will be there

Also, the CMass Blues Band will be at the

Drake on Wednesday night.

TViiifl Question: In salute to my irritation

with David Byrne today's trivia question for a

prize unknown is as follows; What instru-

ment, not usually used by the Talking Heads.

was featured on their first single "Love

Comes to a Building on Fu-e'"' Bring your

answer down to the Arts desk marked with

the day and time Remember it's OK to sell,

but not to sell out

Local heroine. Firron performs

Saturday at Smith College.

unhappy death. Because of their

however, Bryce ignores the welMoKwrti

darker side of Flenrung's nature, a serious

omission.

PAUL GRIFFITHS: Bartok (TV'*

10.95) In this masterful musical biogr...

(Griffiths traces the influences of folk songs

and contemporary composers on Bartok's

work He also relates events in Bartok's

life that related to his work; for instance he

baaed the theme of a piece on his initials

and those of an early love-interest,

Felicitas Fabian: 'FF-Bb-Bb.' Grifflth's

book, one of Dent's "Master Musicians"

aeries, is highly derivative and very dry and

academic, but is norwftheless intriguing

HERTA BLAUK •
'

MaJder. Richard St' .

18881911 (University of Chicago Pr.

$22 50) This is a somewhat disa}»i

Uxik. The letters Mahler and .-

wnite each other tell us little about their

personal lives or the time m which they liv

ed The details revealed abut their works

are for the most part trivial. Blaukopf has

written a long essay. "Rivalry and Friend

ship." which follows the text of the letters

It is unintnguing and nitpicking and should

have been restricted to magazine publica

tion. I suppose the b«K)k is important from

a scholarly viewpoint, Init is by no means

worthwhile casual reading.

DIANA BOWDER. .••< ">.„ Wax Wh,

n ihf Greek WoHd (• S.95 paper)

These are two really remarkHlile refen'rur

works. Both have cross refereiui-d

biographical information with

bibliographical sources cited, summaries of

the ap^iropriate histon< ' "^ries. fami

ly trees, maps and e) >

, les. The en

tnes are concise, comprehensive, lucid and

informative. The l)ooks are extremely

readalile and should by no means l>e confin

ed to the academic. They make for in-

teresting browsing and. as the blurli fxiints

out. "are an inv{ilual)le aid for crossword

puzzle enthusiasts." The two books cannot

be too highly praised.

Coming soon

Singer Roberta Flack will kill us

softiv with her songs at 8 p.m. on

Saturday. May 11 at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall. Tickets will go

on sale next week. _^^^^^_

Summer Jobs for

the Environment
Promote hazardous waste cleanup, acid rain control,

the Bottle Bill, nuclear waste safety...

PIRGs
AMHERST

Public Interest Research Groups

jobs available in --

EARN $2500 FOR THE
SUMMER

IN"^ERVIEWS

April 16 CC 805-9

April 17 CC 911-15

9, 10:30, 12, 2 pm, 3:30 pm

Hewton

Boston

>^^?^Hyannis
Worcester ^ ^

MASSPIRG
256-6434 10 AM -2 PM

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

LOWENBRAU
Presents

THK MOST P(3WERFUL LEGEND OFALL
IS B.\CK IN A NEW.\DVENTURE.

Conctdird insiOc tht myslerious

Phantom CJty br, thi buprmc

instniment at life aixl (fcath

ThtmystkMomolDagpJh

(Inly itrn- man Oirtan—

h*. Ihf p«H«i lo recover il.

Hishisgrralcsi

— , ( nanrrxn' foi il he tannoJ

(dV)turf th» MormnlinK:..

tht MvM will U- plunyid

into Lt»-nvii (larKiMss

».*'^^^^

r^n
^^.

DtSTROVfR

\H>()ll)StriHAK/l>l<i<i« K

^1 -.(r, . -1. \'
I

^ AM IM- • .'MM \ |i M.i'

, ,,,, ,>,• \^1(,\l I'l -^11 '111 "
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

: Friday April 12, 1985 7, 9. and 11 PM .

..•«v.'«%v-.'^sv»Vi'tS'^»«'»
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AP Photo

Digest

IP IN SMOKE- At
rightsmoke pours from

the roof of a three-story

apartment building in

Milford during a fire

that forced at least 35

families from their

homes as the building

was gutted. On the

left is firefighter

Robert Provost bm he

pours water on his head

while taking a break.

No injuries were im-

mediately reported but

firefighters were called

in from five nearby
communities before the

blaze was brought
under control.

BOSTON MARATHON ROUTE

f

4 mti

Thursday, April 11. 1985
Collegian 15

A WINNING SMILE— Andrea Reynolds, companion of Claua von

Bulow. leaves the Brown University Faculty Club in Providence Tuea-

day afternoon. Reynolds joined von Bulow for lunch there during a

I break in the second day of jury selection.

1 1 I I 1 1 I Till

HAIRCUTS 1

ONLY ^ # WW with coupon
|

call I

STYLES BY DEBORAH |

549 5610 I

exDires 4/15/85
^r-r-r i i i i i i

Tenth Annual
Diamond Sale

20% and more
off all diamonds
and diamond
jewel ry du ring April ^ ,

Feafuring an extensive

special collection of

diamonds in ideal-cut

rounds and fancy

shapes cut by Lazare

Kaplan & Sons

^^

silverscape designs

IL
DfAL CUT
OiAMONL

1 GOLDSMITHS-GEM GALLERY

264 N. PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST 253-3324

i

I

I

i
X

Nominations are now being accepted for:

• Commuter Spokesperson *

• Commuter Treasurer •
for the Connnnuter Area Government

Forms available in Rm 404 Student Union

• For more information call 545-2145

Deadline for completed nominations is

2 pm April 16.

Election will be held Wed. April 24th
^iiiiiiH«««NiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiii^^

TONIGHT

Bruins

KICK^%FF
LOUNGE

PLAYOFFS
7:30

vs
Candians

FREE BUFFET 9-11!

i
'^ Summer Work???

TRY TEMP!
. < l.-W, • \ r.

• -•. •! IrlfM > I flltv

.( .If HiiMfi iirni j<tf«s

\ U,. PAN • N«M..
lolKMls

M«isU»N i:.7KttMi

I2«> lrrni..ni S«

HK<M)KIIM TUTIM**
I ri(tH..«. ..I, si

< XMBKIIX.I »M 72!'^

bfficQ
Specialists
v ^

Now's
the time
to caH...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

/Council Trav»l/CIEEA
Now In Amhttrtttt*

the Lowest airfares
from Bo»lor> found tfp hofn

Amsterdam $408

Paris $448

Brussels $488

Hong Kong $790
*rom New Vof* 'Ouod '"P from

Stockholm $440

Zurich $438

Rome $498

Caracas $290
and many mof* d»8tina

tions'i' ALSO Euraii

Bntrail, Int'l Student ID.

AYH mambership. Work-
Study abroad program*
OorT>e«tic airfare* and much
more Ask for our FREE
catalofli'i CALL NOW
(413) 266-1261 or drop by at

79 S Pleaaant St 2nd fl rear

Amherst M F 9 5

UNCIL
CowiC'i frawt Senncet

If you think

you know everything

about your bank card, think again.

Because with the right card, like a Monec

or an X-Press 24* card, youVe got some -

thing brand new. YouVe got what it takes

for cash where you shop.

Introducing Money Supply,™ the new

network of cash dispensers conveniently

located in stores and supermarkets

around Massachusetts.

With Money Supply you can use

your bank card to get cash instantly.

More than

a hundred banks are

already part of the Money Supply

network. So check with
your bank and see if

you can use your

bank card in the Money
Supply network. You
could be one of over a

million people who
have got what it MONEY
takes SUPPLY

Forcash
whereyou shop.

Mr.nev Suuplv cash dispt'nsers now available at leading suixTiiiarkots and retail stores around Massachusetts.

Y()u"ll find it at I'KICK CH()1'IM-:R in Aniher>t on 1 /.> I niversity Avernn
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Srp/ij£t
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VtiMilU^, b<^^>^^^/ <!^'^f''^*'ry

A9tar»-Maf

Downtown Amhwat Daly 10 * A. Sun. II-

S

HvptTiurru ula

STAGE CREW FOR SOUTHWEST CON
CERT - Meeting for all people who signed up

to volunteer for stage crew at the Southwest

concert or who are interested. 3 p.m.

Hampden Southside Room

"THE PAST...OUR FUTURE" - An exhibi-

tion celebrating the 10th anniversary of

Women's Studies at UMass, Amherst

Opening reception today, exhibit will con-

tinue in Bartlett through April 18. Everyone

welcome. 4 p m. Bartlett Hall Lobby

SECURITY MEETING FOR
SOUTHWEST CONCERT - Meeting for all

people interesUd in security for the

Southwest Concert 5 p.m. Hampden

Southside Room.

WORKSHOP LESBIAN LEGAL RIGHTS
- 7 p.m. CC163

INTERESTED IN PARACHUTING? - Sign

up for first jump course tonight 903 Campus

Center For more information call 545-0829

or stop by 309 Student Union Building. 7:30

p.m. CC903.

FREE CONCERT: CHARLESTON STR
ING QUARTET The Charleston (West

Virginia) String Quartet will perform quar-

tets of Schubert. Bartok, and Schumana

Admission is free. 8 p.m Bezanson Recital

Hall

THE MURDER TRIAL OF FATHER POP-
lELUSZKO - Jolanta Strzelecka, visiting

researcher from Poland, will speak about the

trial of the four policemen found guilty of kid-

napping and murdering Father Popieluazko.

8 p.m. Bartlett 61.

FILM: "CHOOSING CHILDREN" Shown
in conjunction with Lesbian/Gay Awareness

Week. 8:30 p.m. CC163.

LESBIAN/GAY AWARENESS WEEK A
dance, sponsored by the counseling

collective.

f Com9
In

And

Celebrate the Spirit of Spring

with fine lingerie from Le Boudoir

\

• Hand painted t-shirt

dresses, socks &
unisex boxers

• Beaded camisoles &
bikinis

• Wild print pj's

in 100% cotton

• Bridal peignoir sets

& manv trousseau items

Come & see for yourself

Hours: M-S 10-5:30. Sundays 12-5

Carriacc Shops. 1231 N. Pleasant hi.

' Amhrr^t 549-^9 IS

NO COVER

Don't Miss The

ONE-YEAR ANNIVERSARY
PARTY

Tonight - Thursday April 11th NO COVER

MWm

'MM
.U« A'\»

Changes

m\m^'

Changes
D

* Good Times! * Many Friends! * Great Prices! *

BAR
DRINKS

and

PEARL HARBORS
and

MELON BALLS

only $1,50

// Night
[All Week

Changes, Rt. 9, Amherst • nextto the Hunan Garden Restaurant • 256-8284

Thursday. April 11, 1985^^

DOONESBURY
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By Garry Trudeau

ueU.lCXJNrKUOiUlF IT
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IJJHATUJA5

THAT''

BeABMB.
MAN

THATPO&fV

OFF.' \

Hey.CMOH<
MAN.THey
mfiBJim
UJAfiNIN6

f SHOTS'

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

fif^i^ON ' TDPAf 15
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^ AFOOCAUP
m-VMOOo.

TUe 6^55 L00K5
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Hats By Congo

^l^Z If'TTV if^rrV

KITTY ... THA^TS

A 6ooD 6oV
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HAH HA.' I DID
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FACT ^
(Join Cr ...» 1
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

AP-T£/^. -r»*65€ /1655AC.65...
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c
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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GORDY By Gorde

BEAT/fj<S' EACH (JTUER VJlTh*

DEAD CHICKENS.' A lA/^D-
Mf\Fk IfJ SruPiO HUMAhJ
TRict^! YOU &urs
OUOHTA BE PPOCP.'

LOOIC, I I^AS TOLD YOU
GLTfS VJOtJ'T (,(\J£. AN\

otnen ioemtificatio^

ASJO MAM60 JAKE'

OhJE PAX \AJB HOPS. TO
K(>OKK fO^ THE C.l.A AUO
THE< POKI'T Af^Ro\yE OP
IhJOI&NlTIBS LIKE THIS

PORCOTMthJeT]

WEATHER:

Today: Chance of morning rain and snow

showers. Becoming mostly sunny in the

afternoon with hi^^ in the upper 408 to

tow 50s.

Tonight: Clear and cold with lows in the

mid-2()8 to mid-308.

Friday: Sunny and cool with highs again

in the upper 408 to low SOs.

MENU

LUNCH
Stuffed Pepper with Marinara Sauce

Monte Crislo Sandwich

DINNER
Steak and Salad Night

Sirloin Strip Steak

Breaded Chicken Breast

BASIC LUNCH
Boursin and Sprout Sandwich

Soybean, Com, Toniato Casserole

BASIC DINNER
llushrooms Newlmrg in Pattie Shell

Breaded Chicken Breast Steaks

Attention experienced

photo^aphers

paid position for photo

technician available.

Please call Andy Heller

or Larry Bouchie

545-3500

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Miird !>> I r«4« MirliH Jafff

ACNOSS
1 iniwtdMaol
ttwUSSR

i Famous
Fountain

12 Racamty
13 Anthony Edan.

E„ioi
u Lakain

Lombardy
16 Lupine and

Canto*
17 Thada ttta

vamp
IB Likasoma

papar or coats

19 Oaugt>tarly

21 Rttodas

racipianis

23 OnaotOavid s

sons

25 Tanura

26 Piacas >of

cniflnons

28 Part o( vitamin

Bcompt*.
32 Surpass

35 Ot frogs

36 Via

da Maupasaant
noval

37 Th«
Shaliay drama

39 Tt>«aanh
40 Division ol a

poem
43 Entertainer

trom Wales
46 Conservatives

47 Ast^ln as
48 Space agcy
50 In any event

54 Pronghorn

58 MilaiM's

country

59 A Mam
60 Publishing

name o) farT>e

62 street stiout

63 Bide one's

time

64 Letters from
Patmos

65 Kniaval

66 Writer Rand
67 Kind ol b«0
a* up

DOWN
1 As.intha
MKtaast

2 Oneofttie
mad«a

3 Whalavar
4 iniunas

5 Guernica
paintar

6 AGabor
7 High, craggy

hills

a Put into ia«

9 Carriar ot sorts

10 Witd buitaio

11 River to the

Baltic

14 A Vanderbiit

15 Mad Ave
output

20 Nanny in Agra

22 Painter ot

odalisques

24 Hawaiian bird

27 The Flying

Dutchman role

29 Plant shoot

30 Concerning

31 Snouts

32 Get rid of

33 Do —
others

34 Rtp

36 JF Cooper
haro<r>a

41 Oamepteca
42 Fanatic

44 Cast asida

45 C«nainMt«r«
49 Onthaieft.

at saa

51

provKica

52 Either at

or at sevens ''

53 Com call

54 Eureka'

55 Okinawa s

capital Var

56 Salver

57 Resound
61 Vehement

ANSWER TO PWEVIOUS PUZZLE

I'BHCIAILI
UUniJ UDQIli LIUUIJ
LlUUUUUIiaU IKJUUIJ
ynuuuu [luuuuuiiu

MULIU (lUUU
ubju unuu umjouii
UUU UUULl LlUIBIiH
Duuu imijciu naoLi
UUUUU (JUUU UUU
UUUaUD UUfJU LJUU

uuuy uuoii
tlTlt
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adirondack music

TECH HIFI BUYOUT!!
WE'VE TAKEN OVER THE TECH HI Fl STORE

LOCATED IN NEW HAVEN. AND WE'RE
LIQUIDATING THEIR BANKRUPT STOCK,

AND BRINGING IN OUR OWN TREMENDOUS
SPECIALS AT 15 E. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

lOKm SPEAKERS AT
LIQUIDATION
PRICES!

$650/pr value ^iE99 I

517995/,.$320/pf value

SCOTT 312DL SPEAKERS
3 wav, 12", $319.45/pr. value . .t9" lea-

19"COLOR
TV DEMOS
^ FROM
$19995

13" COLOR TV
DEMOS FROM
$•14995

Ton-
I a_

SHARP VC481 FRONT LOAD
yCR NOW«299»*!

SHARP VC487 VHS HIFi

NOW «599»*!
J bmlow orlg. coil/

SCOTT 379RS TOP LINE
DIGITAL RECEIVER
140 watts, graphic equalizer

V2 PRICE...$249.95
SUPER VALUE

SYSTEM
•Scott 418A 30 w/ch amplifier

•Scott 2060 2 way speakers

•Nikko belt drive semi-auto turntable

with En^jire IOCS cartridge

•164»»
82i9«o

«129«*

»49»»

8569^

NOW
$19995

lAM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
I PORTABLE
a $159 value $5995
TEAC DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

$89$234 value

PRICED

BELOW
LiquiDffnolu

PRICES!!

NAMES UKE
AR^JVC^PIONEER
EPI^SHERWOOD
NIKKO*TECHNICS

PANASONIC^TEAC

;UPER SYSTEM
SHERWOOD 2660 RECEIVER
TEAC 416 CASSETTE DECK
SCOTT PS89 TURNTABLE

AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGE
OHM WALSH 2 SPEAKERS

1/2 Price—$999^5
PANASONIC CAR
STEREO SPECIALS

COS
678 AM/FM
Stereo Cassette $189 value

COS 788 DIGITAL AM/FM
Stereo Cassette Hypertuner

w/ Bantam Chassis $299 value

COS
884 "B" STOCK
with Fun Warranty doftyy,

fader, t>ass & tret>le $319 value

$17995

$19995

6x9 COAXIAL SPEAKERS
$69.95 value $249^
6x9 TRIAXIAL SPEAKERS
$79.95 value

NIKKO NR700 DIGITAL
RECEIVER
80 watts

presets

3 yr. warranty

$399 value

^Tv" . '.^«. __.HHHi r «

• ') "• C
•

NOW $199^^

MAXELL XLII 90
CASSETTES

$199

SHARP CD PLAYER
Hpie Beam System $97Q95
Digital Fitara $399 vakie A f^

PANASONIC/TECHNICS
TURNTABLE $CQ95
Belt Drive Automatk: ^«#%J
wtth Carliklge compi.t*

ADC ELLIPTICAL
CARTRIDGES

$995

TDK SA90
CASSETTES

$i99

values io $90.

T-120

VIDEO TAPES
$349 each

PANASONIC/TECHNICS
UNEAR TRACKING
TURNTABLE
complete with cartridge

$169 value $99®^

EPI LS 70
CAR SPEAKER
SYSTEM

$200/pr. value

NOW

ALL SALE CASH OiECK & CHARGE 3^ EXTRA

adirondack music
15 E. PLEASANT ST.

I AMHERST

All items limited quantity, subject to prior

sale. Not responsible for typographical

errors.
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• Gazelles faceHarvard »r,mtntMmt from pa#i M

number two ranked team in the country.

"Harvard is very good," Hixon said. "They

have a lot of speed and they have a good

defense. It's going to take a lot of goals to

beat them and we're going to have to be at our

best.

"They are a sleeper and they are

underated in the polls. Plus, when our two

team.s get together the games are always very

close and very competitive It should be an

exciting game." Hixon said.

In last year's regular aeason contest Har-

vard prevailed 7 4 but L'Mass avenged that

Fila a key for Softball

loss with a 5-4 victory in the NCAA tourna-

ment quarterfmals.

Lisa Black leads the Harvard offense, scor-

ing 16 goals and dishing out six aaaiata. Kelly

McBribe has tallied 1 3 goals and Kate Felaon

12 for the Cnmsoa The Harvard defense is

led by two AU- Americans, goalie Cricket

Johnson and defender Ellen O'NeiL

it's going to be a very fast game." said

Hixon. "They are well skilled and we will be

tested speed-wise Both teams go to the goal

as fast as they can. It should be a track meet

for 50 minutes."

UM to tangle with Lions

SEEING DOUBLE— Twins Rich (left) and Chris Abbott (right) meet
after yesterday's lacrosse game at Boyden Field. Chris, a Brown at-

tackman, came out on top in the personal war 13-6. Rich, a I'Mass mid-

fielder, and his brother are from Manhasset. New York and are juniors

at their respective schools

Red Sox explode again, 14-5
BOSTON (AP) Rich Ged

man had four hits and the

-' •: Red Sox scored

.11- rflterapairof New
York errors in t he second inn-

in(5 Wednesday in rolling to a

14 .") virtorN over the Yan-

kees

Gedman singled and dou-

i>ied in the decisive second

inning, which Bill Buckner

with twf>-runcapped
homer
Wade Boggs and Tony

Armas drove in three runs

apiece as the Red Sox. who
beat the Yankees 9-2 in the

season opener Monday,
made it two in a row.

Staked to a big lu.shion,

Boston southpaw Bruce
Hurst breezed to the tri-

umph, scattering iO hits and
walking only one in seven

innings before giving way to

reliever Mark Clear Boh
Ojeda pitched the ninth

Right-hander Kd Whil.son.

signed as a free agent after

helping San Diego to the

National League pennant

last fall, was the loser.

By tIERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

The Usk of replacmg the Cniversity of

Massachusetts two-time All American

shortstop Allyson Rioux was a tough one for

coach Elaine Sortino this season.

But the freshmen have begun to come

through After a shaky start in the pivot,

freshman Ali.sa Kila has begun to settle down

into the position and her play has improved

the past four games.

And that is good news for UMaaa. who host

Penn State in yet another crucial Atlantic 10

doubleheaderfortheMinutewf»menat2p m
today at NOPE.

Fellow freshman Paige Kopcia started off

the aeason at short but a fractured elbow has

put Kopcza and her 464 batting average on

the bench Kopcza will trv to work out early

next week but her arm still is sore. Sortino

said.

So the job is up to Fila. who hadn't played

short since her sophomore year at Lynn

English High. Fila is now batting 250 after

bottoming out at .207

"I feel more comfortable out there now,"

Fila said. "1 think I was trying too hard

before."

Sortino said. "She is working really hard.

She knows what she ha« to do and is doing it

I'm pleased with what she's done.'"

What UMass 10 1 1 1 and 12 in the con-

ference has to do this afternoon is stop a hot

Penn State team that is 18 6 and swept a

doubleheader fr<>m Ohio State over the

weekend.

The Nittany Lmns are led by all confer-

ence selections Geri Saya. a senior third

baseman who batted 316 last year and

senior outfielder Pam Mowery (..'100 last

year).

The Minutewomen will counter with junior

lefty Lynn StocUey (5-5 .19 ERA) in the

opener and freshman Lisa Rever (4 2 0.78).

Stockley has thrr)wn five shutt>uts this year

although each time the opposition scored a

run. she has lost.

Baseball goes with Kostro vs. AIC
The University of Massachusetts will

send junior righthander Bobby Kostro at

Amencan Intemaiionai ( ullege in baseball

acticm today at 3 p.m. at Lorden Field

Kostro. 0-0 with a 10.56 earned run

average, will he seeing his second start of

the season CMuss i.s 9-H overall and win-

ners of five uf It.H last six. SenicM"

designated hitter Todd Comeau, at .373

with 19 runs batted in and two homers, is

leading UMass at the plate.

PETER ABRAHAM

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Qome to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline :s 2 days prior to pubhcat.on aay

** ^ . _ _. <c ^^..•...<k Hsue ^(\^ Hicroiint • Phone nurrber FREE
Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount

AAA warriNQ sinvtcf • tcanic South 0«ar1t«M 3 -"<• tvi. - 3

• rm houM on bu« rouW Jttfi* 1 . !•*! 90; -n«i * rattatM. tnm^mK tour <

. nana...a MK-MMS * «n4 ttt^mntt n«iUbM howt VOu'K Sa««

>3« producaon Cumaci m« Word Oocto> * mont t»ti«blt Juna < <•> optior Grast fry •

>2«73 aa-ftiia * 2 3 poopia on bua rom* sn • a»^WR • IMCOMf TAX PNfPAMATIOM

AUTO

Oat
- MOO

fl ChavY Impatalooh* and runs good MOO
* JaffMSOaOT

11 Data 210 good~(»ndWie»v illrt ll. low
' 'lag* orica nogotiaWa S4a-SKB

it7« Pinto Hatotltaek. aunroo*. dipan
:«'.« vriyina Naada TH/flor bodywoA Ca*

i» S«S4138 IJOO'BO

ItTt S«inMrd ttandord. lowr

•"t> 'una graa' VW 0381

* ] bdrm howao M Amhorat. ''uffa bact
* yard acroaa frv^ Puffton Taka ov« vaaa
* n Juna w'faM option CaM Ma-SflS?

a Sbdra^«««il Junal MOO* "no
• on buifena ana room awaii Mov I 11701 ca«

M6-«342

• MtCOMt TAX praparafc •• rT*^'

• LOWtST «*TE8 (Ta» 0«J«cli«>tai

• praparad quKkty for ISO LANGCST i

• ratucMt. C*«Stw»WBSho»oMMMBa«l«a

PKOFfSSIONAl
TVPIMO Sf SVICE

Pmpmn Dtaaa rtttowa.

on campuA. MtTf raMMa. to* •••

SBATU* ,

Atl TYWWO dona »aat aecor»ta»v ">— *

p«nai«a<v Mariarria i Comp Sarvtca

A^artmant tn Souttt AmHorat cad

29S«7M

tftaaMMol luaunoua 2 iMlrm Puftlon

Maaaa c^taioi rtaar bua, pool, laur^dry tonn«
arwl baakattia* u0 awnad«Mtr <•»"*
tti« ona' (

• Juna 1 tor aunwnar auHat <

• Pwi«arLAMfa»»H»n
naa Cat

TIUV*.

MOOMWAWnO

UMYA*Aat

*>j« 100LS 1t77 a» auto aunraa« AM/FM
•Marts oaw aahauai good radiala ragutar

4»» t^i-ng I1S00 MS^SHl

iin Audi FOR naadTaema wvk but nina
tno or BO ca« 2&3 Slot

itn VW Oaahar aacaaant condKion no
«' AW FM ttarao aunroof tiaX) or baat
"-' S4»aBB6

1M1 Subaru OL Hatchback E«c cond 5

•oaac lunroof . AM FM caaa. ruatproofing

-^'iMga Muat aaM immadiataly •STOD
/.» -or MS 9767

'«7« Volka Sclrocco tow mjlaaga AM FM
4ia«na vary good condition t3G00 Art

S46413B

itT QUAUTY RtaUMia

Tap* Oack graat cond Onkyo TAa300 iiats

t3«> a*ing I13B or 80 call Hick 2S3 2730

Setl Contact lanaaa moai da«v waor

lanaaa tlBOO to *2B00 aach Eitandad

waar lanaaa »30 00 to MB 00 lowaat pncoa

VI contact tana aokitiona haat urata I12 96

AmharsT OptK:al Sr»oppa 2S3 S«'2 2SSS403

I Hound trip atandbv Unitad Atn<nm "ckai

I anywtiora m U S muat uaa bv S 27 8B
I 1226 00 r^^ Hata 256^871

I

Baaabal) Softball 2 Wiiaor> AZnO-XL

,
gtovaa *tb 00 aacli Evanioga 2&3 1637

' HHachI Btorao'TumtaWa end SpMkar*
• for tlBB or baat ot»ar Lynna2S«1206

I Lab Bartaa 100*» guKar ampltftar m a«

I caAant condition 300 or BO can Hot

I S«»S316
' OuHar Plavant IMuaic Man 1 12 guitar amp
'

flB wattt tuba arr^p 2 channala baot o»«ar

• ov« »2S0 can Rob. avaa 546-5086

• Onlv MD in Itia Coftcown
• Fridava

Tw* tawialaa tookmg tor a room m Biafv

>TBS WANTfO

Juna 1 can Amv L«a J« 2S3I

Ta»»»>>»euaa Apt ona parson lOO 'no andra
aurrwnof «omala cat* Oria MS SMB

BHnanv Manor fal opden twa Badrooti

caaMfta2SSi2>1

a
a - -

• met • Hwt rrAiYi ti

* traa t 80OS21 83B7 ait 234

•
IMTICKFTB

famala aought to aufetM badroom m ig

naartiy houaa *140 rno
. eal Sua 3W4407

Cantnwn A»HI IB laai 1986

13th row cat Hick

UMT

Caicutoter In twr Mbrary 7th floor Apr*

2nd Tuaadav can Jim at SBS^IOaB raward

Gold ID brocalat David angrawad on front

3 11 66 on back tug raward can B86 713B

•rown auada pouch «>rT«> kavi attachad

two btka lock kaya and aaaoriad othara i

naad Ifiam back piaaaa ca« 54fr<]aaS

T»»o roommataa mala or *aw»a»a^Maadad

to ahara Brandywma Apt ca* aftar 6 00

MBMie
7 fmmatm naadad to Ihra In W Yarmouth
th« tummar ca* Mary MS 7470 or Michala

MS 3B73 NOW

graat location!
Juna 1 to Sapl

alch

MOTOHCYCLES

1B74 Hortda 710 runt graat good condWon
•Oor B0 54B1S33

Honda CBJBO. THnt condMon. naw cablaa

now tiraa 1700 » or BO 54S-4703

Two lamataa f affa mala Hmttm lo

tfiara two badr<»m Brfttany Manor apt for

fan Hot) 253^2140

Cap* Cod Hyannla 4 roommataa naadad 3

badroom houaa. walk to baach and Mam St

graat location cat B4»C«7 llaadtar or Uaa

11 PMcalnow'

Fully furnlahad
Townahouaa apta

1 nifo baft* ate ca*

Northampton aunny laivjvaiad apt 2
badroonna Hvmgrtjom. krtchar bathroom
Furnafiad 325 rnon BBS TBI 4

1 bdrm tn hauaa So. Amhaw Ml opHon
Nancy 2SS 1875

Two badroom CHffalda apartmant
Sundalend fan option rant ncKidaa utiktaa

c«« 6864473

WANTED

Honda CXBOO ItTB Nquid coolad en

quckaifvar favtng MOO nagutiaMa 2BSXaB2

POUND

Conauliatldfi. praparation. analyaia,
^Naign, layout aditing. covar lattar. typing
Giarru»o 256-6257

Found an angagamant rlr»g m front of

Whrtmora call M6^2258 aak for Michaal

Fouftd haodknit mmani MOnday mght in

Lot 82 can Bath M»<792 laav* a maaaaga

CAKCOO
HtLT WAMTfO

Summar Hantala
253 7436

Waat Yarmouth a :==

ENTfRTAINMiNT

Hack A Olac. NackA- VMao Entanam
"wnt 0«c Jockaya. larga acraan vidao
lancaa for houaaparrya aamiformala. cam-
out evanta 549 7144

HON RIffT
~~

Rooma in Capa Cod cottaga tor aummar
86 Call Chnt 546. 7930

Sunny apacioua Sundadand 1 badroom
houaa on but routa avaUabla Juna lit M75
ptua 866- 3770 kaap trying mornif>g & avan
"9 _
Thraa roommataa naadad to rant 3
twdroom, two bathroom houaa on Baaa
Wivar in Oannia/ Yarmouth aroa Cell Pam at

256 0104 or Ruth at 549 7S48

Two apenmenta evelieble June 1 two
•nd thraa badroom both vary large end on
Wkir^ Srreai m Amherat Everything is brar>d

'«w wrelk to campus call 266-1521 leave

"^eeeaga or lata evening

Amherat Canter Larga 1 badroom apt
•croaa from ttia 'Pub' available June 1 act

nmediatalY »wjnt laat call 266-142B___
Hoommata wanted for aumamr houaa
<^ vyaat VarrT>outh »830 person call Joe itlv
7PM54S8887

»^ womm ^IWMdnfl Mm, York City

uataara. summer empteymartt, or furtfier

atudiea Send M 96 for guide to safe, men

pensive Manhsttsn residences

WHEREABOUTS. Bon 782, Branford. CT

06406

Sorofftynaads kitchan help Call Lauren

al54fr7746

OTHECTOH of MAHKETINQ. s fuH tirrw

poertion deeling «vtth the h«tonc renovetion

for commerciei use of Nvo complexee m the

Holyoka Northampton area Send raeur^

and salary requirements to Jemea F X

Dof>eny SO Franklin Street. Boaton. MA
021 10 5« 9011

Mualcietta, Performers for coffee hooeaa

Any entertainment performer, mueical

talam Funding available 546-6864

Oymnaatica Tnatructora. fuH rime poai

tion Phys Ed Graduate Boron area Nor

wood Newton, or Sctonjocavon Strling

data flaxibta call collect 964 0334. 76M261

So you aay you're out of ceah? No pro

Mom' Gat your meets free m sxchenge for

two hours of retailing work Chef prepared

dinners Cell Jim 546-2 1 50

Joblo»ormatlon'ma«lng: T^Jay 3 b 7

pm aharp room 502 Campua Center 4 poor

Sone available aa salaa rap Earn I3» pe^

weak eMcallant raeume potentiei excellent

buainees oxpenence herdv»orking students

only need apply

wwwr,, a Job that pays room ft board and

salary77> Appkcatlone now availabis et But

terfield Donm ICentrel) poeition Aaaatani

Menager Butterfietd Kitchen Must

greduete 1987 or leter Job begms Aug 25

1985 through school yeer Applications due

m tf>a Bunerfield Kitchen on Apm 19. 1986

St 5 00 PM

Wandy a»>d UMwal Than* for your ha^ we
love you for it> Love AXO Pledgee

Pre Hegietretlon Advleing Avellablal

Come eerty and beat the crowd CASIAC
E 20 Mechmer

Nomlnetlon pepers for Southweat Aree

GovwnmenT Officers iPraaident Vice Praai

dent Treeaurert are now evailsble in the

SWAG Office in Hempden Papers era due

beck Apnl 15th. 1986 it 5 pm in the SWAG
Office No axceptiona

Bagpipe Laeaona Ca« MCMmfo lata avan

ings keep trying'

1 or 2 tamalaa to Share Colonial Vga apt

aummer and 'or fa* ca* 256 8876

Summar rental Puftton quwt place |i7B

Inc 54B4nB 64S 2783 meture pereon prefer

red Chrie. Setoko

Ntoad e ptmcmuTiiif Looking for tmn

roomn^etea to kva m thraaa badieem

townhouae apt call Mark 54B 36W

1 roommate needed to ahara a^ m
Riverg»de 180 00 per mo le« option can

2E6^CT3

Ty»o roommataa for ona bedroom m hwo

bedroom Brendywine ept 54SS1 18

Two roommatae needed to *iare large

bedroom m three bedfoom Puffton apt call

Chrie or Amean 548 808B

2 roommatae yvantad to share apartmant

m Soothwood for fall and spnng 16 call

Mergerel 253^5687

1 or 2 femalae wanted to ahere 2 batkoom

Brendywine apt ca* Laura or Pam 548- 151

1

Male/femele roommete weotad for Puf

fton2biept Onvn room, own bath. 180/mo

utH itertmg June 1 ca« S4B-7827

One bedraam fiintlehed epertmeni
BrandysMna Juna 1 MB Jdl BtB (788 anon
"i«

toaanahwaaa apt avaH for ewmma auMal
ram ugaWaHii ca* Juiia 548 7883

Oraat Locatlenll Two large angle rtjoftie in

fiouee on Feermg St 4190/ mo lee t cat

54»«426

2 badroom Srlttany Menor June
Auguet beat offer Mt-tXtt

1 room evaMaWi m futy fumlihad Bran
dyvnne ept ca* 64S 1741 evaninga

Puffton fwcahr fumMiad three bedroome
two bethroortie rent negotieMe 548 7788

Fumlehed 1 badreom apt eveitenel Jurte

thru Aug located downtown Amherat cal
Oave or Joanrte 2B6 1846 keep trying

FaM option 4 bedroom Bwtae VMage ept
1193 mo includes ulllitiea, on bus routa

I bedroom a^ In houee center of town
lerge prtvale yard breekfeel room big krt

cfien end Nvingroom ceH 2S6B4Q2

•wiee VWago rooma for aubtet with fa* op
tion II9S a month mdudae eiwryttwig great

kication on bua route cal Greg et 2S6-6101

i bdrm Townehouae a»a*ebla for summer
fumiahad rent neg ca* Scott 548 5804

Teoihera for Sunday Scmol and HabiWM

daaaae for Sept 1986 at Jawh Community
of Amharat. aaponenca preferred B«S<nZ3

ftK apcikcabon

HowerdI Anyone m Puffton BrarKfywine

or Ro*ing Green looking for three room

matea or wAngto turn ouar laaaa. pMaaa

ca* Katie 54B-7«3

Teke ovar looaa June let Puffton Bm
lany Merwr. etc ce* Jene 54frS7BB or J«

648-6806 keep trying'

WANTED TO

f1«D Ittree girit went to kve in fuMlon or

Townehouee wi* teke over leaaa ci8 Ratoyn

546 7361 or Ke»y 546-4328

Wanted dead or eMval Preferably aBwe

North ArrtTierat thiae bedroom apartmant
• June leeee with fe« option 260 dokar

ca* Andrew 546-4833 or

, WD reward for 2 or 3 bedroom epertment in

I
Puffton or Brandy«vir«e cal 2as 1M1 eak for

WMMMRMUX

Poeltlone evelieble for US on ca»T>pua •

jobs Full and part time Apply Telefund at •

Memorial Hell todey *

Gertrude. Thank you Eaatar Bunnyi •

Thumper •

Whet Pliie DeMvery compeny juit drop
*

ped pncea 13%' What National Pnii
,

Delivery chein hes t 30 minute guarantee or ,

t3 00 off the pnce policy' Cell 356861 1 o' ,

548^2790 for the answer •

Betavus ride to live, live to ride

WANTED
Volunteers for Secunty fo' the

Southweat Concert May 5, 1986

Sign up m the SWAG Office in Hempden
or ce* 50880

The greoteet locatlonll Fwe spackMJS

roorm for rent The three story houee

W'two fuH beths, kitchen. Irving room end

dir>ing room m kx^ed on North Pleeeent

St , en eight minute welk to Gred Tower

»21o /mo Ce* Jim 546-9164

One badroom fu»y furmehed in Bran

dywme available end of May 548-2773 keep

tryirig

Noho Summer Sublet newfy renoveted 3

bedrm ept beeutiful ne kitch, beth. rug &
more nrt to Joes Cefe 1 min walk to bua rta

600/mo neg fret mo let mo sec dep Grsvee

Ave bnck rowhouee 684-1290

Sunny farmhouaa room, aveileble end of

May Sept Perking, bus stop, woods
»180/mo Beth 686-42B6 evenings

Summer auMot 2 bdrm Brendywine apt

pot fall option ce* 548-7564

TfNNI8 LE

Tennia Leeeona former New Engtend col

legiete chemp offenr>g private trxl group

I Amhoret can ^8-6466

' m Norttiampton preferably near Smith

I

Vocational High Scfiool, atarting Juna

,
nonemokmg. nor>druge. outal, raeponellle

Looking for two three timiler roummetee

,
253 98S4 546 1536 everanga

' ftaed quick eaah for tl»a eummar?
' LARGE reward to take over your leaae. WM
' ng to pey aommer rant Heva to gat out of
'

itie dorme' Pleee ce* Ellen 548 8w Nancy
5468006

I _ _.

i 2 guys looking for en apartmont or houaa
I m Amherat on bus route for next year 1 or 2
' rooma ca* Joe or Weyne 966-4724

,
m rowerd if you cen find ua a houee in ttie

Amherst eree for four people for tfie fal

irii Ca* Phil 64736

TOSUMJTT

a Mrm a^. Col VIg avaMHe May 1« or

aoonar 330/mo utHtiee, 2SSS771 before

12 April SaS5046 after 12 April cell after 6

wiNDSunn

• badroom houaa In North AmhOfM on

bue line June 1 to Auguat 31 wHh fal opdon

548 7871

4 bedroom apt In Sunderland
June let low rent fell option cell

Aveileble (724With faN option 2 bedroom
apt Amtierst Center upper Mem St ca*

263 7986

Hiny 3008 12 ft polyothylene boerd
6 7m' Ned Pryde ni)lam tail vaneble degger

boerd. mini racmg deggerboerd. multi

height 2 poeiiton univerael lomt, otf>er ex

traa M76 Stave 546 7036

WfNOSUKFtH

• Now 14' windaurfer with ful rigging greet

• for beginners Pnc« goes up et tummer
• cornea ck>aar 1325 call 2S6 1428

t
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SPORTS
Gorillas fall deeper into hole, 13-6
Brown hands lacrosse

third consecutive loss
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The season that started with such promise has turned in-

to a nightnmre for the University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team.

The Gorillas, scoring only one second half goal, dropped

their third straight game as Brown University hustled its

way to a 13-6 victory yesterday before 700 fans at Boyden

Field.

UMass now stands at 1-3 on the season and must win

almost all of the remaining 10 games to have any chance at

qualifxing for the NCAA tournament. For the moment
however, the Gorillas are just looking to survive.

"The penalties killed us and again we were beaten to

kwae balls that counted and generally outplayed." UMass
coach Dick Garber said. "Right now, it's one game at a

time for us. We have to get our act together."

Brown, taking advantage of ten UMass penalties,

scored four times on the man-advantage while outshooting

UMass 51-29. The Gorillas hardly touched the ball in the

second half, taking but 12 shots in the last two quarters as

the 10th ranked Bruins effectively controlled the ball.

"UMass is one of the group of teams on our level that

we're fighting against to nuike the tournament." Bruins

coach Dom Starsia said. "An>'time you can come up here

and win it's a plus. We took sidvantage of what they gave

us and our defense was tremendous in the second half."

I n the first half. UMass stayed in the game as the of-

fense worked well for shots and the defense kept Brown
from putting together any runs.

The Bruins took a quick lead as junior Chris Abbott

(twin brother of UMass midfielder Richie) beat goalie Paul

McCarty (13 saves) with 11:20 to go.

UMass tied it as freshmaxi Al Rf)tatori scored his first

goal of the season about three minutes later. John Keough

gave Brown a 2-1 lead at the 8:35 mark, catching a pass in

the air from Mick Matthews and stuffing it past McCarty

O'Reilly h(x>k€d up v.ith Tom Carmean with just 1:01

left in the period and UMass had it tied at two.

Matthews scored just 1:18 into the second period before

Carmean, taking advantage of a man-advantage, tied it

for UMass. Dan McKee and Keough (from Matthews

again) ^ve Brown a 5-3 advantage with 7:39 left to go.

Kenny Freeman fed O'Reilly with 3:34 left to put UMass
wnthin a goal. Carmean took just 27 seconds to tie the

game, coming from behind the cage to beat Brown keeper

Scott Lohan (14 saves).

But Brown set the tone for the second half as McKee
look a feed from Matthews with just three seconds left in

Brown 13, UMass 6
UMaM(13) 2 3 1 - 6

Brown (6-2) 2 4 4 3

IMasB attackman Ed Boardman (26) loaes the ball while being covered by Brown'i Mike McAleer

(26). Goalie Scott Lohan and Darren Muller (28) look on. UMaaa loat to the Bruina. 13-6.

the half as a penalty expired to put Brown up 6-5.

The goal was the first of eight straight as Brown built a

13-5 lead Matthews. McKee, Steve Heffeman. Tony Sted

man (twice). Tom Gagnon and Walter Cataldo tallied for

Brown as UMass, often a man-do*-n because of penalties,

fell apart.

Freshman Keliey Carr. part of the wave of substitutes

(barber put in as UMass fell farther behind, scored UMass'

only goal of the half with 4:39 left in the game.

The (iorillas, who have been outscored 38-24 in its last

three games, couldn't capitalize on their six extra-man ad-

vantages, scoring only once. They enjoyed a 58-48 advan-

tage in ground balls.

"Our pnmary goal is the New England title, then let

what happens happen," Garber said. "We have the ability

to win these games. Its very frustrating not to be playing

up to our potential."

13

GoaU: (UM) Matt O'Reilly 2. Tom Carmean 2. Al

RoUU>ri. Kellev Carr. (B) Dan McKee 3. Mick Matthews

2. John Keough 2, Chris Abbott, Steve Heffeman, Tom
Gagon. Walter Cataklo.

AaaisU: fUM) Carmean, Kenny Freeman. Karl Hatton.

(B) Matthew 5, McKee. Tony Santamauro.

SaTca: (UM) Paul McCarty 13. (B) Scott Lohan 14

Shots: UM 29. Brown 51

Penalties UM 10. Brown 5

Ground Balls: UM 58. Brown 48

Minutemen sign Chase
University of

Masssachusetts basketball

coach Ron Gerlufsen sign-

ed Baltimore high scho'.)l

star Duane Chase to a

letter-of-intent yesterday

morning.

Chase, a 6-6. 215 pound
forward with a 40 inch ver-

tical leap, led

Southwestern High with

21 points-per-game and 14

rebounds in earning first

team all-Baltimore honors.

He joins Cardinal Gibbons'

David Brown a< I'M's

other Baltimore-area
signee. Brown was inked

during the early signing

period last year.

Chase was also recruited

heavily by Atlantic 10

rivals West Virginia and

George Washington as

well as NCAA tournament

participant Virginia Com-
monwealth. A football

quarterback. Chase was

recruited by Purdue and
West Virginia for gridiron.

UM football coaches said

yesterday he will probably

not play for UMass.

"He will give us a re-

bounder and will help in

and around the basket,"

(jerlufsen said.

With the signing, UMass
has two spots open. CXher

announcements are ex-

pected today.

-PETER ABRAHAM

Sports Log
Toof Bftroi

Women's lax whips BC,
hosts Harvard today
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian .Staff

Using their outstanding .speed, the I'niver-

sity of Massachusetts women's lacrosse

amassed a 4-0 lead in the first three minutes

of their game against Boston College on

Tue.sday to go on and win 16-7.

Today IMass. 4-0, will rely on their quick-

ness once again as they host Harvard I'niver-

sity. a deceptive 5-3. on the NOPFl field at

.3:00 p.m.

"The thing I was most pleased with wa.s the

way we started out with the four goals in the

first three minutes." UMass coach Pam
Hixon said. "That was exactly what we wan-

ted to do: come out hard, establish the tempo

and put the other team on the defensive.
"

UMass got another strong performance

from senior midfielder Pam Moryl as she

scored a team leading six goals. Other

scorers for UMass included Bunny Forbes

and Becky Bekampis with three goals apiece

and Emily Humiston with a pair. Ginny

Armstrong and Andrea Muccini each scored

one goal.

Defensively, UMass played "o.k. " accord-

ing to Hixon. However. Hixon would have

liked to have seen fewer goals scored by B.C.

Hixon attributed B.C.'s success to a lack of

consistency in the Gazelle's backfield play.

I'Mass will need that consistency today as

they face their toughest challenge of the

season to- date in the Crimson. While Har-

vard is ranked seventh in the nation, two
notches below the fifth ranked Gazelles, two

of Harvard's three losses were to national

powers.

The C.imson lost to number one ranked

Temple University. 13-8 and dropped a 13-2

decision to the University of Maryland, the

CcmtiHued <m pafi l»

.Just a tew thoughts...

It's playoff time once again, as the NHL
preps for its second season. The hockey

matchups have quite interesting com-

binations... Last year, the Bruins took the

Adams Division and the Canadiens placed

fourth. The Habs proceeded to dispose of

the Bs like a used dishrag. taking it m three

straight. This season. Montreal took first

and the Bruins fourth. Can the Bruins do

what the Canadien.s did' Probably not.. The
big difference could once again be goaltend-

ing. Steve Penney is maturing to be one of

the best in the game, while Pete Peeters has

been struggling Doug Keans has been OK,
but can he take playoff pressure?. ..Look for

the Habs in four

The best series should be Calgary-

Winnepeg. Both had outstanduig yet over-

looked years and this contest should be what

every hockey fan dreams of-physical. If you

can name four people on each team, you're

next in line for Tniial F\Lrsuit-Hockey Style

...Sometimes an outrageous prediction has to

be made Here it is-Los Angeles over

Edmonton The Kings and the Oilers get

along as well as Phil Donahue and William F

Buckley IfLA canput early pressure on the

Edmonton defen.se and make them less

offensive-minded, they have a shot.

Look for the Capital.s to rebound from
their late season swoon and take the five-

time finalist Islanders, who just looked torj

lackadasical this year. They will face the

Flyers, who will probably be the odds-on
favorite to take it all. Wake me up when the
Norris Division is over.

Boy. did the Red Sox break out the lumber

on opening day or whaf Phil Niekros knuc-

kler was going in every direction, including

out Meanwhile. "Oil Can" Boyd pitched

strongly, getting out of jams and going seven

solid innings. Boyd is listed at 1 r>f) pounds in

the Red Sox press guide. The only way he

could be 1 55 lbs. is if he was soaking wet and

wearing Mr Ts jewelry. ..Met fans (yes, you

can count me in that clique) are beaming

right now. True, the pitching wasn't great,

but that gets better as the weather gets war-

mer Thirteen hits, including a game- winning

home run by Montreal Malcontent Garry

Carter looks good in the box score. I know

that my mistakingly putting Wisconsin

m.stead of Purdue last month is a terrific

reason to switch over to the Cubs, but Fll be a

crazy, zany guy and go with the Mela

anyway.

A few final thoughts: This years Master's

tournament looks to be as tough a call as any.

The course is geared for a long- ball hitter,

which favors Craig Stadler and Seve Balles-

teros. Fm going with Calvin Peete. and watch

out for Ben Crenshaw... Hagler vs. Heams
next Monday. Hey. the man's from Brockton,

he'll take it in nine.

No more need be said.

sports ata glance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Baseball: AIC. Lorden Field. 3 p.m.

Men's Tennis: MIT. Boyden Courts, 3

p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: Harvard. NOPE
Field, 3 p.m.

Softball: Penn State (2) NOPE Field, 2

p.m.
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STROKE - The UMaaa women't crew towa off into the sunset on the Connecticut River in Hadley as the women's eight practices for a Satur-

day meet in Connecticut.

Protesters fault police,

enter 'not guilty' pleas
By IAN POLCMBAUM
and CHRIS POON
Colleguui Staff

Three University of Massachusetts students pleaded

innocent yesterday in Hampshire District Court after

they were arrested for protestinjj loans to the govern

ment of South Africa during a business confert-ru-e

Wednesday night.

The protesters, who were charged with disturbmg the

peace, asserted later yesterday that police did not give

them a chance to leave the Campus Center conference

peacefully or warn them that they would be arrested.

Beatrix Hoffman. 21. spent Wednesday night in the

Northampton police department jail after she refused tx>

pay a $15 court magistrate fee. Todd Little. 21
.
and Mark

Kenen. 24. were b<»th released after posting $15 fees.

All three were arrested by I'Mass police in the Campus

Onter. where a vice president of the Citicorp banking

gn>up was one of the spwikers at the conference. Accor-

ding to the protesters. Citicorp has supported South

Africa's apartheid system by lending that government

$250 million since 1979 at less than 1 percent interest.

UMass police Chief Robert Joyce said Little did not

have an invitation to get into the conference and was ar

rested after he became "loud and boisterous."

Little said police pushed him back mU> the elevator on

the 10th floor along with three other protesters who

were trying to enter the conference banquet there.

"When we got back down to the first floor, I started

walking away," he said. "They (the police) called me over

and arrested me."

Hoffman and Kenen. who said they had invitations and

were admitted to the conference after the dinner was

over, tried to raise an anti-apartheid banner during the

Citicorp official's speech. They were pulled out of the

conference by a Campus Center employee and arrested.

Hoffman said "No police witnessed the (banner) inci-

dent. They came in and handcuffed us." She said that

when she asked the officers the reason for the arrests,

"They said. We don't really know.'"

"We weren't asked to leave and they didn't give us any

opp^)rtunity to leave." she added. "We had no desire to

get arrested. If they had asked us to leave, we would

have left."

No one from the UMass police department was

available late yesterday afternoon to comment on the

protesters' allegations.

Inside

Cheerleaders put up with problems p.3

The Count and CinemaScoop P-9

Women's Lax overruns Harvard pl6

"Behind every good grade th£re stands a better

— Unknown

Coors is voted out by BOG
By VlCKl SPAGNOLI
( ollepan Suff

Coore beer is on its way out in the Blue Wall after the Cam-

pus Center Board of (k)vemor» la«t night voted If) 6 not to

withdraw its recommendation to the (i^ admmistration to

•top the .Hale of Coont

The board is recommending that the sale oft oors be dia-

tx)ntinued because of reported violations of Coors workertt

righu. non-existence of a union in the brewery for the past

eight vears. and t^ . familv rmrt of nght winged

political orgamzai -.iheH.^ oundation and the

.lohn Btfch Society, BO(; member and official AFlVCiO

member Jim Shaw said,

Tm not trying to do di.sservice to the Coors Compaii

What I'm concerned with is this company's unfair work

and oppression of human rights. Shaw said.

,!,»- Campus Center will stop selling C<Kirs. Wiiliam

Harris. Director of CC ad ministration, .-laid. Were selling

out the Coors inventory," he said. 'Coors isn't selling very

well"

Tvk. ago, the BOCi voted nmend that the ( t

stop selling Coors. Opposition members motioned to

withdraw thf rpcommenH'*- " «"'' •^'*' ^"•" ^^'^ '«'"'" "P

last nijjht

The vote followed two and a half hours uf queslion.s and

debate between reprenentatives of the Adolph Coors Co .the

AFL/CIO, and the BOC.

Arthur R Osborne. Massachusetts AFIVCIO president,

said the Coora company supports everything the AF17CIO i«

against "They're against education, medicare, every decent

thing there la. They're our number one enemy in the coun-

try." Osborne said.

The AFI7CIO began a national boycott against Coon

beer last year because the C(K>rs family and the Coors cor-

poration had taken the lead in anti worker, anti union issjea.

Osborne said. The National Education Association, The

National Organization for Women and the U.S. Student

\ . .tion has also joined the boycott in the past year.

'- :< said.

Kenneth Furman. assistant division manager of C<K)r»

beer in Kansas City, said what the AFIJCIO is suggesting is

unfounded. ' He said the ( (K)rs company is not anti unioa

The brewery union was voted out of the Coors company in

1978 following worker contract disputes. Furman said. He

said the workers have a yearly opp<)rtunity to vote a union

back into the company and have chosen not to do so.

Coors emplovees make an average salary of $2.'S,000 a year

^n(^r -r- ivo.nsidpred of one of the '"fop affirmative action

rtmtxniiM <m page II

The vote followed two and a halt hours ui quesiion.s «„u
^

Polish trial is government scenario
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The trial of those accused of killing Polish "Solidarity"

Priest Fr Jerzy Popielu.szko was not one m which the in-

tent was to determine guilt or innocence but instead was

simply a way to carry out a "scenano" prepared by the

Corliriunist government, according to a former ed.txir of a

Solidarity newspaper who spoke m BarUett Hall, last

"'jolant Strzelecka, former editor ^f Tygodnxck

Pawszechny , a Catholic weekly, and Soltdanty WeeWv.

said despite the appearence that the trial was one in which

the truth would be determined, it was the government

that determined how the court case against four members

of its secret police would be handled.
* *u »«.

"In the press reports, almost no one pointed out that tiie

trial in Torun (Poland) did not take place before an in-

dependent judiciary but before a bench of judges who are

intrinsically dependent on political authorities.

"The court in Torun was simply a part of the rules in

Poland, a part of the State - another part, a more impor

tanMone»^ before it as the accused." Strzelecka told

the crowd of about 30.

Strzelecka. who came to the United States a year and a

half ago. said the Western press ignored the basic furv

damental principle of the sUte controlling tnals^nd tried

iTve the impression that the Prosecutor was actuaUy

trying to find Capt. Grzegorz Piotrowski. Lt. Les^k

Pekala Lt Waldemar Chmielewski. and Col. Adam

Pietruszka guilty of murder while at the same time tiying

to find out who gave the orders to murder one of the most

DODular priests in Poland.
,r.u „

^"Trials in Poland are directed by the court. This is not a

trial system where accuser and defendant set out their

^^ments to the best of their abilities while the judges

guard the rights of both sides, evaluate them and issue a

^""ThTpoiish court decides who could be a witness and

( oll«r>>" pl«>*«> *>.» !>•'•* Rok«rU

Jolant Strzelecka, former SoLukinty Weekly

editor.

who (could) not. what evidence will be admitted...what

form the trial will take," Strzelecka said.

Popieluszko was kidnapped along with another priest in

Poland on Oct. 19. 1984. Ten days later his slain body was

found in a river. Follovring an investigation, spurred by

public indignation over the killing, the Polish government

arrested four members of its secret police.

They were tried and convicted in February of murder.

The news of Popieluszko's abduction "shattered"

Poland. The day after news spread throughout Poland of

his kidnapping "the country was on the verge of an explo-

sion," and the government had to appease the public by

giving the appearance that it was fully investigating the

murder, Strzelecka said.
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
Canada inactive on acid rain
QUEBEC (AP) - In the fight against

acid rain, Canada has rehed more on

rhetoric than action. New Hampshire Gov

John Sununu said yesterday.

"Canada has been talking a great game.

Canada has done nothing," Sununu told

reporters after addressing a conference on

acid rain attendetl l>y officials from 15 U.S.

states arui six Canadian provino^s.

Sununu, a Republican, said he supports

immediate action in the United Stat«« to

cut back on the air pollution believed to

cause acid rain, but thought it important to

dispell the "legend that has been pro-

pagated" that Canada is far ahead in its

clean-up program.

"Your emissions per capita are twke as

iai^ as ours and emissions per unit of in-

dustrial output three times as Uu^,"
Sununu nid. qwaking to the Canadians in

the confnvnoe room.

"We must make a choice whether we will

move toward international agreement or

remain stalemated through international

rhetoric," he said.

The New Hampshire governor said he

believed the U.S. Clean Air Act "deserves

some credit" for cutting sulfur dioxide and

nitrogen oxide emissions in the 1970s.

He said the commitment made earlier

this year by the Conservative government

of Prime Minister Brian Mulroney to cut

acid rain-causing emissions in half by 19^4

is "long overdue" and will merely bring

Canada up to U.S performance

"We should work tc^ther rather than

merely posture," Sununu said.

In an earlier speech, (iov. Michael

Dukakis of Maasachusetls compared acid

rain to the pesticide threat descriljed in

Rachel Carson's landmark l>o<)k. "The

Silent Spring."

Communist leader dies at 76
VIENNA. Austria (AP) - Enver Hoxha

of Albania, who fashioned a liny fortress of

Stalinism in a world he viewed as hoatile,

died y«rt«rday at age 76 He ruled for 42

y«an. longer than any other contmunist

lewler

Hoxha died of complications remutmg

POISED TO GO — The apace

shuttle. Diacovery, mated to the

booster rockets and external tank,

awaits its scheduled Friday morn-

ing launch on a five-day mission.

from heart failure that occurred on Tues

day. the officii Albanian news agency

ATA reported. It said in a medical bulletin

that the Communist Party chief had suf

fered from dud&etes since 1948

A period of mourning was decreed until

April 18 and Ramu Aim. official head of

state and Hoxha' s likely successor, was

designated chairman of the commission U»

arrange the funeral. It will be held Monday

in Skandert*g Square in the center of

Tirana, capital of the Balkan nation

Alia, 59, ia said to have been a cl««*e

associate <>f Hoxha since the 196«»^

Hoxha gained power in 1943 a.s lea<ier <>f

the Albanian partisans fighting Italian and

German occupation troops

Silent child frees

dad of charge
NORTHAMPTO" earold

man wan found innocent ve!*lerUa> of rap 'u

t- 1 year old daughter after the child v>,=i

lie to an.swer any questions, as a witnens

at hiA trial.

The child Hat on the court clerk .s i.

•'less Htand. nodded that she p i

; lo tell the truth, but made no response to

queries from Superior Court Judge John F

*.' nartv, who had deriH»"^ '^^" ""^I wan com

< n\ to te-tit'.

Less than M) minutes after abandoning

efforts to elicit testimony from the girl.

Monarly recessed the court and found

(.eorge E Pitailadis. 41. of Longmeadow.

innocent of statutor> rape

The acquittal came on the second day of

the tnal of the plumber who f(»rmerly lived in

South Hadle>

\P Laa«ri>lH>u>

Israeli cavalrymen ride atop armored personal carriers as Israeli arm-

ed forces left seven Shiite towns in South Lebanon in a partial

withdrawal.
.^

Israel pulls back in Lebanon
NABATIYEH. Itdai'n

(APi - The Israeli arms

withdrew vesterday. from

ihiii market towTi and the h« •?.

tile Shiite Moslem villagei.

around it. and hundreds of

Lebanese streamed into the

NtreeLs to celebrate an end t>

nearly three years i,i Israeli

occupation.

We are celebrating fret

dom." Mohammed Mrouweh
kH" ' >er the din of

cha- .. neighb<»rK and

honking horns on the towr.

main square "We want n>

tell the whole world that '

l^banon belongs to tlw I
•

banese alone."

In the pullback. Israel r-

linqumhed control over

about \\^ square miles <<^

territory and between 6u.(M

h

and To.OOO people, the mii

ilary command m Tel A-

said About 772 square mi •

of south Lebanon a fifth

the country still ar'

upied by Israeli soldier>, »»m>'

invaded Lebanon in June

1982.

Israeli militar> source*

who spoke on condition they

not be identified .said the

pullback meant some Israeli

border settlements would

agam be within range of

guerrilla rockets

The withdrawal wa» the

'ma senes that began

•', when the Israel ^^ left

the southern Lebanese p<»rt

of Sidon

Nabatiyeh became a hoi

bed of resistance after Oct
16. 1 98M. when an Israeli pat-

rol drove into town dunng a

Shiite holy feast, an act that

touched <jff a not.

I
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y^ NEED A
>vC SUMMER JOB?

Join our team of responsible college students

continuing our reputible house painting servic

r,\y CjV Please leave name, numt)er or address

ENT..

TOM SAWYER INC

Molson $1.10
(Beer of the Month)

DRINK OF THE WEEK:
GIN €f TONIC $1.00

j
THE SPOKE

\ a drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

35 East Pleasant St. Amherst
(right next to The Sub)

Watch for our awning coming soonf waicn Tor our awnirv

' t

Campus Center Pond Rope Pull

Sponsored by Tau Beta PI

April 20, 1985 11a.m.

, Sign up on Campus Center Concourse

^^
,
^ Wed. Thurs , Fn. April 10, 11. 12th

or call 6-4294

$20 •ntry \—l\mmm

It's FRIDAY! Are You Ready
I For An ^£ ^^

,

m\\\V\\\^\\\V\\^

How about

taking a dive

intoanice

relaxing Hot Tub at

Utopia Spas'? Imagine

the soothing music

of your choice playing in

your private room

Ahhhhh' That s awesome'

' » hour and tiour rates available

OpenMon 4 PM l AM.

Tues Sun ll AM-1 AM lJJ^''La

call now (or reservations

srik'-UTOPIA SPAS
165 University Drive, Amherst

253-7727
GIFT rPRTIFk-.ATeS AVAILABLE
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Cheerleading squad attracts candidates despite hardship
By (iERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was a very cold day when the University

of Massachusetts football team squared off

against New Hampshire last November. The

snow was swirling about Alumni Stadium

and the wind was nippy.

The I Mass cheerleaders were there trymg

to get the crt)wd enthused about the game.

The women were wearing skirts, not sweats,

m the 32 below temperature w hile the men of

the squad were fully dressed.

Such is life for the student run I'Mass

cheerleading club, a group that doesn't get

much respect or attentiorv

But, that didnt stop more than 50 women

from trying out for the squad this week at

Boyden Gymnasium. Final cuts for the seven

women positions were made last night.

For the eight men's position available,

there were no cuts. There weren t even

enough men to try out, but the team is des-

perately looking for males to compete, team

captain Lisa Fajnor said. The team has su

men on the squad and is looking for at least

two more.

Despite problems, including no adviser,

and a lack of money for transportation to

away games, the cheerleaders have a lot of

fun.

"We're bom cheerleaders," Kim Kastino, a

sophomore polisci major joked, ll s just a

lot of fun. You have to love if
"We have some great times," Scott Young,

one of the male cheerleaders recruited off-

the-street, said. Young's father was a

cheerleader for Michigan State

it takes a lot of guts to expose yourseU in

front of2000 people." Young said. "It takes a

lot of guts to be at the top of a pyramid.

There's also a lot of trust involved. It's a lot

harder than it kmks."

Potential cheerleaders, each having to try

out again the following year, are rated on

enthusiasm, crwrdination. flexibility and the

ability to do tart wheels, splits and other

gymnastic moves.

[..ack-ofrespect doesn't faze the cheer-

leaders.

"As far as any organization goes," Young
said, "we don't get « hell-of-a-lot of respect.

It bothers me hut 1 don't lose sleep over

it

Some cheerleaders did say that the fcM)t-

ball team and fans really didn't care too much
about them but the basketball team and fans

were different.

"The basketball team really appreciated

our efforts." Fajnor said., and we got really

involved with the crowd. In football, you're

just there."

Basketball coach Ron (ierlufsen wanted

the cheerleaders at the game and brought

SLUMBERING STUDENT — Nick Hardin dozes off into a deep sleep

under the majestic limbs of the Campus Pond willow tree yesterday.

Policies fight discrimination

Candidates for the UMass cheerleadinf^ squad g^o throui^h drills dur-

ing week-lung tryuuts at Boyden Gym.

them on the bus io an awav game in

Hartford.

Still.it is the thrill of cheering that attracts

most women to the sport. "I cheered all

through high school," freshman candidate

Khsten Hawes said "I like to keep up with

sports and go the the games and cheer. It's a

lot of fun.

"

In the end, the recognition would he great,

but it's the chance to cheer that keeps these

men and women cheering for the I'niversity

of Massachusetts.

Failure to repay student

loans could endanger credit
"Loans are like a disease;

people ignore them until it 's too

late."

— A rthur Jackson, director of
financial avd

By .JOHN BEAN
Colllegian Correspondent

Representatives from the Financial Aid

ofTice and two local banks warned that failure

to repay a student loan would make it dif

ficult to obtain credit in the future.

The Financial Aid Office organized the

speakers for the Debt Management Seminar

held yesterday in the Student I'nion Ball-

room to help educate .students on how to

repay loans.

Despite the wealth of information pre.ten

ted and it.'* value to most I'Mass student.s.

the turnout of approximately 20 students

was disappointingly low, said Arthur .lack

son, director of financial aid

We're trying to bridge the gap between

students and the Financial Aid Offire," .Judy

Morales, an I'ndergraduate Peer Councilor

at the Financial Aid Office said "Today was

only the first stopand despite the lowtumout

we will make more efforts."

The seminar was opened by .lack.Hon. who
stressed the importance of giving the repay-

ment of loans a high prioritv upon grad

uation.

"Students have a right and responsibility

to know about debt management before it

becomes a problem." he said.

Betsy Reardon. collections officer at the

Bursars Office, who discussed the penalties

for defaulting <jn a loan and at)out defer

ments said graduates will be granted a grace

period of either six or nine months dunng

which they will not be required to make

any payments.

At some point during the grace period.

Reardon .said, the student will receive a letter

from their lender informing them of their

payment schedule Two missed pavments

will constitute a default and the balance of

the loan will be due immediately

If a student faces financial hardship due to

a lack of work or temporary disabihty a

forebearance may be granted, Reardon said.

If you can demonstrate that you are willing

but unable to pay the loan, deferment

periods of six months may be granted for up

to two years where only the interest on the

loan must be paid.

Therese F«»umier, representative for the

Massachusetts Higher Kducation Authority

Corporation, encouraged students to stay in

touch wit h their lender and work out any pay-

ment pn)blems with them.

"If vou find that your payments are too

high or too low, get in touch with vour lender

during the grace penod and work something

out," Foumier said. "The most important

thing is to keep m touch. It's your re-

sponsibihty."

Darreen Wentworth. the assistant vice-

president of Heritage Bank, said that banks

look closely at student loans when a graduate

applies for a consumer loan.

"A student loan is usually the first loan a

student makes in their life. " Wentworth said.

"It gives the bank a good indication of the

applicants payment habits. A pofir payment

record will hurt your chances of getting credit

in the future."

Student guilty of prostitution

Editor's note: This is the fifth in a five-part

series on gays, lesbianx and bisexuals at

L'Mass Today's story focuses on discrimina-

tion procedures.

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

While there is no state or federal law pro-

tecting the rights of gays, lesbians or bisex-

uals, this is not reflected at the University of

Massachusetts which prohibiU discrimina-

tion on the basis of sexual orientation.

In June 1984, the UMass affirmative

action/non- discrimination policy statement

was amended to include "discrimination on

the basis of .sexual orientation" among the

range of unacceptable behaviors.

This policy change was in response to a

report of the UMass Committee on Issues of

Sexual Orientation, composed of member of

the Office of Human Relations, staff and

students, which called for the amendment as

"an action which is ^timely, needed, and

essential to carrying out our mission as an

educational institutioa"

According to the report, "the primary

intent of this change is to create a climate in

which gay men and lesbians on campus can

more fully utilize the opportunities of our

University without fear of harassment"

Grant Ingle, process consultant in the

Office of Human Relations and member of

the committee, said "two of the five unions on

campus at the time already prohibited dis-

crimination on the basis of sexual orientation

but we made it campus wide."

Lesbian, gay or bisexual students who feel

they have been discriminated against be-

cause of their sexuality - in being denied a

work/study position or RA position, for

example - should "come into the affirmative

action office and file a complaint, " Ron

Sinacore, Coordinator of the Office of Affir-

mative Action, said. contintted on page 1

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachu.setta student

was found guilty yesterday on one count of

prostitution while a charge of larceny under

$ 1 00 was dropped in connection with an inci-

dent in the Campus Center last December.

Brian Stacey. a 27 year-old senior from

Worcester, will appeal the ruling April 22.

Hampshire District Court .ludge Ann Gib-

bons adopted the recommendation of the

prosecutor. Assistant District Attorney

Howard Safford, to dismiss the larceny

charge and continue the prostitution, pay-

ment for sex matter with one year's probation

and a $ 1 40 fine after Stacey submitted to the

facts. Stacey's attorney, Meade Burrows of

Northampton, had recommended that the

matter be continued without a guilty finding

for a year and that Stacey receive

counseling.

Stacey was arrested on Dec. 16, 1984 in

the Campus Center on outstanding traffic

warrants and was also charged with larceny

under $100 and promoting child prostitu-

tion. That charge was dropped at the request

of Assistant District Attorney Rosemay

Tarantino .Jan. 30 and Stacey was arraigned

on a charge of prostitution, payment for

sex.

According to the police report of the inci-

dent, which Safford summarized. Stacey had

approached a 16-year-old youth in the Cam-

pus Center and offered him paym ;nt for oral

sex. The youth then fled and returned with

three friends, described as 'punk rockers,

"

who chased Stacey until he called the police

for an escort home. The pohce then located

the youths, who claimed Stacey had stolen a

wallet. They later admitted that charge was

false, the report said.

After Stacey was arrested on the traffic

warrants, he was read his rights and then told

police that the chasing incident with the

youths began when he 'did offer money for

the Campus Center performance of a sex

act," Safford said.

"Mr. Stacey didn't believe he had done

anything wrong because he had called the

police himself," Burrows told the judge.

continited on page It

I

News continued on pages 11 and 12
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South Korean oppression explained

By YADIRA A BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Accusations of being a communist and distributing North

Korean propaganda has been directed at a South Korean

woman after she was mistakenly identified by the Collegian

as a North Korean immigrant.

But Chong Yu, co- ordinator of the Third World Women's

Program at the EveryWoman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts and the woman who was mis identified said

the error and subsequent accusations has made her come

into closer view of the political oppression in her country.

The misprint has endangered, "my work life and my per

•onal life (because) 1 work for and with the community,"

Yu said.

"That's what the KCIA (Korean Central Intelligency

Ailgency) would do to bury me." Yu eiplained "Often times

activists and progressive people are framed as communists

or agents from North Korea with either evidence needed to

convict those people or none." she said. Yu added, the KCIA
also creates false confession statements from those arrested

who are tortured and intimidated.

If convicted, the sentence can run anywhere from 1 5 years

to deatb "It's (convicted) a well known fact," in South

Korea. Yu said

Part of the Korean Peninsula. North and South Korea

were divided by the I'nited Sutes after the Korean War in

1945. A capitalist economy was established in the South

while a socialist economy was set up in the North. There are

no diplomatic relations between North Korea and the United

States due to North Korea's socialist ideologies

"It IS a strategy of political repression." Yu added the

ramifications of the set up by the KCIA aUo affects the

family and friends who are ostracized.

Although the Korean government hat* no junsdiction <iver

Yu as an Amencan citizen, she said the mispnnt could isolate

her from the Korean American and Asian American com

munities In addition, if she returns to her native South

Korea. "I stand a great risk of getting arrested
'

South Korean's political repression has been indirectly

supported by the United States through its backing of dic-

tators Syngman Rhee from 1948 to his overthrow in 1960;

Park ( "hung Hee in a 1 96 1 mihtary coup to 1 979 when he was

•asasinated and Chun Doo Hwan took power in 1980

through a military coup.

These changes in the political structure, as well as the

American military presence and crippling economics are fac

tors generating strong reactions. For example, in the Kwang-

ju uprising of May 1980. the people of Kwang ju fought

martial law and Chun's coup, following Park's assasina-

tion.

Approiimately 3.000 people were killed, including women

and childrea The media waa also banned to not let the rest <rf

the country what was going on.

Despite the fact that the Foreign Assistance Act prohibits

military aid to governments violating human nghts. militar\

aid to South Korea has been increasing. In 1980. they

received $131.5 million and the amount doubled in 1981 to

$162.1. In 1983. South Korea received 210 million dol-

lars. , ,

The U.S. also has nine major bases scattered across South

Korea with appmximately 40.000 troops. Yu said farmers

and Korean women are the ones most affected by their

presence.

Because the South Korean government is pressured into

buying grain from the U.S. during the South Korean harvest

season, the grain pours into the country and is added to

national stock, therefore lowering its price.

In light of this, she explained, the farmer's children are lor

ced to seek factory work in the cities to make extra money
_

Because grain, especially nee. is South Korea" s major fo«jd

sUple. South Koreans are not allowed to recover their

expenses "let alone make any profit to the next year's bar

vest." Yu said.

But she said South Korean women suffer a special case of

exploitation. In addition to receiving 67 cents per hour and

working 59 hours a week, the longest working hours in the

world, they are suppressed, fu-ed and blacklisted when they

rebel against their poor working conditions.

Thus, they are left with no other choice in order to survive

and support theu- families but to go to the military bases. She

said women are raped and forced to become prostitutes.

But. other reasons for them to turn to the life include

economic depression Reports estimate that 1 0.000 Korean

prostitutues work near the bases.

Yu said the U.S. also deployed nuclear tactu al weapons m

South Korea There are 600 tactical weapons built by the

United States in South Korea In addition. F 16 jets and F 4

Phantom fighter bombers have been deployed in the

Northeast Asian country, each of which are capable to

deliver nuclear weapons.

The United Sutes is building a nuclear arsenal in South

Korea as a deterrent against similar armed opponents But

the US IS not faced by an adversary in South Korea having

nuclear weapons
North Korea, the <*ther half of the peninsula divided m

1945 by the US and the Soviet Union, has no nuclear

weapons, thus making the deterrence issue a fallacy, and jus

tifying their political objedive. Yu said

Experts say this build up is forcing North Korea to arm

itself They've added a nuclear war may spark as a regional

conflict in the form of a conventional war. which can escalate

to Worid War III

Because of South Korea's strategic position between the

U.S.S.R.. China and .Japan, one of the Pentagon's objec tives

is to maintain its military bases guarding against so railed

.Soviet expansion At the same time, they protect Amencan

multinational corporations and Amencan interest, Yu

said.
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Taintings reflect

nightmares
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Today is the last opportunity the University of Massa

chusetts community has to see one of the most exceptional

art works on campus. The graduate thesis show of paintings

and sculpture by Orlando Cardona must be seen to ex

perience the "Triste Verdad" (sad truth) he projects in his

work.

The subjects of Cardona's paintings is the macabre, the

ugly, the horrible. As nightmarish the themes may be, it is not

a private nightmare, but a public one: the imagery of war

and death.

If only it was only a bad dream and we could wake up to a

world without waK' If these works are in one sense imagined,

then. It is an imagination haunted by reality, what the artist

refers to as "Sad Truth."

Dismembered bodies, ghoulish mercenanes. civilian ca

sualties. bombs exploding, buildings in flames, needles and

weapons. All confronting the viewer, if not assaulting us. dar-

ing us to turn away, making us uncomfortable, making us

think.

Although there are some technical problems with many of

the artist's paintings, the larger ones are superior, showing

Cardona's overwhelming power and singular ulent. In fact

the larger sized canvas seem to be more accomodating to

Cardona's style, reminding me of Ororsco.

There are also two sculpture.s. one in wood, the other in

bronze, which show great promise. Too little to really get a

sense of where Cardona is at with sculpture, but two dis

tinctly beautiful pieces with very strong ideas.

Remember, today is the last opportunity to see these

exceptional works the gallery is open from 1 1 to 4.

iCollej^ian s

A Pentagon's five-year plan in South Korea suggest that if

the US went to war with the .Soviet Union over Persian (lulf

oil they might attack South Korea directly to upset the

Soviets. This could be the start of Worid War III. because

America's use of nuclear weapons in South Korea would be

easier than in Europe ht-i hu-*- it requires less consultation

from the U.S.

Yu compared the South Korean situation to "a Central

America in Asia El Salvador in Asia." She pleaded for the

American people to take the time and "demand the (U.S.)

government to withdraw US. troops and from South

Korea
"What our people want is to be free from foreign domina-

tion so they can be able to self determine their lives based on

the need of our people and not for the interest of other

country."

"KBrry" by Innocence. A sling back woven shoe in 4 fun

spring shades. Red. white, coraJ and yellow. Come seel

X

/V
/ >>.

Open Sundays
,111111

Nominations are now being accepted for:

• Commuter Spokesperson *

* Commuter Treasurer *
for the Connnnuter Area Government

Forms available in Rm 404 Student Union

* For more information call 545-2145

Deadline for completed nominations is

2 pm April 16.

Election will be held Wed. April 24th
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In Store Wine Tasting on Saturdays

Featuring: 12:00 - 6:00 pm
Federico Paternina

Spanish Red and White $4.99 1.5 L

1982 Chablis Backeroy-Josselin

$5.69 or 3 for $15.00

1982 Lauretan Bordeaux Superieur

$4.99 or 3 for $13.50

338 College Street, Amherst 253-5384

estaurant
Week Long Specials

Nordik Wolf bottles

$1.25

Bloody Mary's 99*

Friday Dinner Special
VEAL PARMIGIANA

only $8.25
includes soup or salad, spaghetti & a beverage

rrarge"PIzza'^TTt'cherl

I $7.99 I

I with this coupon 1
I expires April 19, 1985 I

I ask your waitperson for details
J

56 UNIVERSITY DR.. AMHERST 549-5713
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Judging people by color

obliterates diversity
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Categorizing people on the basis of their

skin color rather than their ethnicity has

been a tactic used in the United States to

obliterate their cultural diversity, accor-

ding to panelists who spoke yesterday on

black and latino relations at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.

Cuba has eliminated racism by calling

itself an "Afro-Latino" nation and embrac-

ing every citizen with no preference of col-

or. On the other hand. Puerto Ricans tend

lo ignore their African descents, and in the

United States they are only seen on the

basis of their skin color rather than their

ethnicity, the panelists said.

Sonia Nieto. professor of bilingual and

multi-cultural education at UMass said

categorizing people of Latin American

backgn)und inU) a group such as Hispanic

negates the differences and hides the stark

realities, such as the 10 percent literacy

rate in Mexico, and the fact that Cubans

have the highest per capiU income of

Latinos in the U.S.

"You can identif>' with the Latino

brother and sister as long as you recognize

the difference." she said, adding that Puer

to Ricans must re-establish their relation

ship with Latin Americans. She said this

connection was lost with the U.S. presence

in the island. American colonization of the

island has also reinforced racist attitudes in

Puerto Rkams, she said.

Irma McClaurin-AUen. literature pro-

fessor and assistant dean in the School of

Arts and Sciences, said "In Chicago, my

windows were opened, yet when I looked

out I saw no 'others.' There were no

Asians, no Puerto Ricans. no Indians.

There were only blacks and whites and the

latter two did not mix."

"I now realize that in this country, we
have relegated people to two simple racial

designations: one is either black or white.

We have taken two unreal skin colors and

created an entire system for defining peo-

ple," she said.

McCaurin-Allen calls this system and

world-view "pathological." "The
categories don't exist. White' people don't

truly exist, except as a rationale for op-

pressing people. 'Black' people range in

colors from white to black, although most

of us are chocolate, mocha, ecru, etcetera."

But, compressing peoples of dark skin in-

to one category exists as "a convenient

vehicle to explain the existence of 'white'

and people to rationalize the oppression of

people of color." she said.

Led by curiosity. Mc<:iaurin-Allen travel

ed to Cuba in 1976 to study the relationship

between blacks and Latinos. It was then

that she saw that Cuba did not emphasize

color, she said.

"Perhaps some solution can be taken

from the Cuban example where institu

tional racism has been eliminated, making

such categories as black and white

superfluous," she said.

Nieti) said although numy Puerto Ricans

negate their African descent, if the melting

pot theory is in fact true, it has occurred

more in the Caribbean than anywhere else.

"In Puerto Rice you see everything under

the sun" from a person with nappy hair

and freckles to one with dark skin and

straight hair. "We have to come to grips

with ourselves on who our (ancestors) are,"

she said.

Now's
the time

to caU...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

[
Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Free!
Haircolor

Consultation
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STYLES BY DEBORAH
»» L'WIVf*»T> OW AMMtW^T S49-56I0

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
ot individual sprvmqs

CAKES ^ PASTRIFS
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Cl^otiilrftr I.TV*" f '»'

Continenl.il

Ci'fOI C.ihr
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ICE CREAM
Toppings

SUNDAES
Hoi Fudge
B'Ownic SiintlflP

MUNCHIES
Chocolate Cup Cootur

Oatmeal Waism Cootue*.

Cnocolale Bfov»nip

Baklava

az 3Z 2Z 331 22=32

8S

1 0'

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
Fudqc ( lb •> 00

Block ChocjiJlc

I lb

I lb

7 50

3 lb

1 lb 7 00

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunday

6 00 pm to Midnight

79 S Pleasant St Amherst

Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order S5 00

Prices do not include tax

B
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April Beer

of the Month

ST. PAULI GIRL

Proper I.D.

a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141
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Sonia Nieto and Irma McClaurin-Allen discussing black and Utino

relations yesterday in the Campus Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

Puerto Ricans are well aware of the

"hani-hitting impact" of terms such as

netrr«» (which in Spanish means black) and

use other words refemnR U) Amencans of

African descent, she said.

In spite of this understanding, ^he ter

minology used is ver> contr€iiiioti»ry, she

said. For example, the term "neffrito"

(blackie) is used in a loving way as opp»>sed

to the term "blanquito" (whitie) whuh
refers to a bra^fgart.

McC:iaurin Allen, quoting Jose Marti.

Cuban patriot and poet said, "Cubans are

more than white, more than mulatoes.

more than black. F'erhaps one day we can

move to the same point that Amenca is

more than white, more than black, more

than Asian, more than Latino."

But this step "c^ls for a recognition of

and affirmation of each of these groups'

right to maintain their culture and

lieritage."

The diseusnon was sponsored by the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy and Residential Education East

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY
Sunday - Thursday 4 - 2 am

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 4 - 3 am
5**************************************^

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY
(off UMass Campus $15 minimum)

Just Dial 253-3091

GRIZZLY BEER
$2.50

plus dep

NEW LOW PRICE!

6 - pack

12 - 02. bottles

St. Pauli Girl

Wurizburger
Heineken
BEER

6pk. $4.25
plus deposit

BUD
SUITCASE

24 12-oz. cans

$11.55
plus dep.

COORS BEER bottles and cans in stock

\

All specials in-store cash prices good thru 11 p.m. April 13
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

Ronald I. Prokopy

Toward a World oi Less Pesticide"

Thursdav Ap-

Campi

<-'
eG' FOUR
SEASONS

^

BUD
BEER SPECIALS

sujtcase 9iu.»»

$8.99

$9.50

$9.99

$7.49

$6.99

$3.99

$4.50

BUSCH suitcase

GRIZZLEY 12 oz. btis

STROHS suitcase

SCHMIDTS 16 oz. btIs

CARLING 12 oz. btIs

BALLANTINE 12 pk

GRIZZLY $2.50 BECKS $4.25

STEINHAUSER $3.99 SWINKLES $3.25

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 175 L $9.99

GORDONS GIN 175 $1199

HARVEY'S SCOTCH 1.75 $13.49

WINE SPECIALS
VINTERS CHOICE. . .4L

Chablis, Rose, Burgundy $5.99

ALMADEN 3 L Table Wine $6.49

CHANDON BRUT & BLANC DE NOIRS. $12.99

'82 BOURGOYNE. . . . (100% Pinot Noir). . .
.
$3.99

FOUR SEASONS ANNUAL TAG SALE

Mirrors, Lights, Neons, Signs, T-Shirts,

Paraphenalla, Wooden Wine Crates and Wine

Boxes, Glassware, and more. Its all got to goll

Saturday In our parking lot from 10 am to 4 pm
Free Posters while they last

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035

Letters to the Editor -

Collegian should follow the lead

The struggle in this country to obtain the

right to identify ourselves as we wish U) be

identified has been a long and difficult one

for Americans of African descent. And. it

continues. Others have decided and in-

sisted upon how we are to be identified, ig

noring our own wishes, imposing upon us

designations that conform to a perception

they have of us - most often inaccurate

and insulting.

We are Americans and, sometimes

regretfully, we identify ourselves as

Americans. If this were the democratic and

just society some claim it to be, the matter

would end there. There would be no need

for further, more precise designation. But,

so long as this country tolerates and at-

tempts to justi^ institutional, systemic

racism based on color the victims of that

racism have the right, even the duty U)

challenge and attack that racism in its

every expression. The most all-embracing

expression of that racism is the denial U> us

of our right to determine how we designate

ourselves, and consequently how we should

tte designated by others. The designated

"Black American" or "Blacks," that

emerged out of the Black Power Movement

of the 1960s, was a consciously deliberate

choice. It asserts — because it is necessary

to assert — that aspect of our ethnic identi-

ty most apparent, most maligned, and, at

the same time least relevant to our identity

as human beings, but made central to our

existence as Americans by the very per-

vasiveness of racism based on color. Sure-

ly, such a particuiarization makes "Black"

used in this sense a proper noun rather

than an a4jective.

Language is a living, ever changing

phenomenon; not a static absolute imposed

by an AP Style Book. I don't expect the AP
to understand the dynamics of the term

Black American. But the editor of the

Black Affairs page understands those

dynamics and is justified in insisting on her

right to capitalize Black American. This is,

after all, the choice of most Black

Americans.The CoUegxan could make a ma-

jor positive contribution to the struggle

against racism by following her lead.

David G. DuBois
Visiting Lecturer

Journalism/Afro-Am

Baird: 'Stained with the blood of children'

Bill Baird is coming to the University of

MaasachusetUs Tuesday, oh joy. Is there a

man alive who better symbolizes the abor-

Unn business? I think not.

Baird has made untold millions of dollars

destroying unwante<l children However.

Baird may best be rememliered for filing a

suit in court that would have prevented

Pope John Paul II from celebrating Mass

on the Boston Common. Whether he did it

because he could not get tickets himself, or

because he disagreed with His Holiness is

not the point. The point is that he was will-

ing to deny John Paul a right in the United

States that has been granted in both

Poland and Nicaragua.

When he does speak, Baird will play up

the "personal freedom" skle of the abor-

tion issues. This is not unlike the pimp who

preaches "free enterprise," the Mafia

wHirh preaches "justice;" or the slave

owner who preaches "states rights."

During the Lincoln-Douglas debates the

issue of slavery came up often. This being

two years before the Civil War. On slavery-

Douglas expressed a view echoed by his

fellow Democrats today. While he himself

was opposed to slavery, he felt that he did

not have the right to decide something thai

should be left to the individual states.

Lincoln instead asked Douglas and the

nation: Do you know the difference bet-

ween nght and wrong' Do you care?

The Bairds of this world have always

been with us. They will never go away. But

why must we bnng this butcher to UMass?

Is this civility? Baird's hands are stained

with the blood of children, and his defense

of freedom mocks us all.

Neil MrCabe
Southwest
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Business calls the shots
This IS the sfcond part ut a two-part

aeries.

All the major foreign interventions com-

mitted by the United States m the 2()th cen-

tury happened under Democratic
presidents such as in WWI. \\'WII. the

Korean War, the Vietnam War and the in-

vasion of the Domimcan Republic.

Perhaps our great Democratic pro-

feiaors. with their peculiar intellectual

•terility will claim: Those Democrats look

th<Me steps because "it was the popular

thing to do."

What a delightful and conveniwtt way to

understand history. According to this

warped liberal logic. 5.5 million Jews were
murdered in Ciermany simply because it

was popular to do so. The U.S. carpel-

bombed Vietnam into the stone age

because it was the "popular thing to do."

All crinws ct>uld be justified in this num-

ner. Unfortunately, this shallow line of

thinking fails to really explain anything.

Although I must say. our liberal professors

will not lose any sleep over this. Their role

is not to understand the crimes of the

establishment but to justify them and to

eagerly look for ine "lesser evil" to thank

God that "at least we are not

Communists."

At the root of all this gibberish is the

widely-held myth that America is a

democracy. The latter is a most vivid exam-

ple of Orwellian Doublethink. However, to-

day the rules of the game are changing.

The liberals who have been content with

the status quo in the last 50 years (called

the era of the New Deal) are becoming

more and more outdated. Not because

"people are getting smarter and finding

better solutions." as the Republican idiots

and their "thinkers" would have us believe,

but because the economic crisis has been

getting out of hand since the early 1970s.

While 4 percent unemployment was con-

sidered outrageously high in the '40s. '50s

and '60s. now the politicians of both parties

ramble upon Reagan's "success" in bring-

Sed Assad

mg unemployment down to 7.5 percent.

Today in the business press, there is talk

about an imminent slump which will be far

worse because of the highest government

deficit in history.

Liberalism has become anachronistic and

outdated for one simple reason: Big

Business does not see liberalism as a viable

means of ruling our society Why? Because

liberalism belonged to the time when
business could guarantee the working peo-

ple an ever-increasing standard of living

Today, faced with acute economic crises,

big business and its allies in the White

House are trying hard to keep their high

profit margin. They cut corporate taxes.

cut social programs and wage a war

against labor and the poor. That's precisely

why under Reagan, the rich are getting

ncher and the poor p(K)rer. To insure this

continues, our government is becoming

more authoritanan. The Reagan years

have brought the nse of the most reac-

tionary and backward elements in this

society.

Reaganism is the reactionary nostalgia of

Big Business to go back to the "Good Old

Days." When corporate owners and

dynasties made huge profits. To this end.

they seem to be willing to sacnfice all on

thealtar of Golden Calf. They are certainly

most generous in sacrificing social pro-

grams originally meant to protect the poor,

workers' wages, and 19 year-old kids as

gun power for their expansionist, im-

perialist plans (as in the case of Lebanon).

Whether they will be able U) carry out

their VICIOUS plans, we do not know yet.

What we definitely do know is that neither

the New Right nor the liberals can go on

fooling all of the people all of the lime

(Amen).

Sal Auad it a UMom student.

The price of boredom

R eading the dictionary is boring,

Hugh, "
I said. David McNair

"Yes. but wouldn't it be wonderful to .

know the meaning of every word in it?"

Hugh grinned.

My assumption and Hugh's question

raise a question — Is boredom the price

you pay for knowledge? Hugh says you

force yourself to listen and think about a

boring subject to make your mind

stronger. It's like taking your brain to the

gym and making it do bench presses; no

pain, no gain, says Hugh.

Hugh also says boredom arises out of ig-

norance, and that the reason you become

bored with a subject is because you are

stupid and know nothing about it. Hugh

says it is a general belief that people who

are always bored have not imagination

and no intelligence. Hugh has sat through

many long lectures and read many long

books, believing the more bored he was

the more he was learning. Like the brain

presses. Hugh says, you keep increasing

the weight.

For Hugh, learning is a noble and con-

tinuous act of suffering. Any joy. satisfac-

tion, or interest in learning seems to him a

lapse in intellectual gain. He always keeps

some unanswerable question at hand,

positioning it like a hot poker against his

butt to keep himself lurching forward into

the unknown.
I have great respect for Hugh. He

represents that academic sUndard

beyond reach; a standard that never

allows a student to presume he or she

knows anything, and keeps every pro-

fessor in a commanding position. Hugh is

an important force behind the academic-

economic balance: the one that keeps

knowledge in demand yet slightly out of

reach. You see. Hugh never presumes

there could be something that he could

not be taught.

I have tried to follow Hugh's example of

subordination, subjecting myself to the

classroom grind. But one thing disturbed

all this, threw the entire balance out of

whack - I began to like school. There was

a joy involved. I become excited writing

sentences that made sense, thrilled

writing paragraphs that often conveyed

an idea, and amazed that books had

something to do with life. In effect, I

realized learning was something other

than a burden, and that it had a direct

connection with my growth as a human

being. But this revelation also made me

lazy. I no longer had patience with the

things that bored me, and as Hugh's vir-

tue shone above I began to feel guilty.

There was no pain so how could there be

gain? How could I be learning if I was en-

joying it.?

After a discussion with Hugh a solution

was found. Every assignment I was given

- creative, critical, research - I was to

try to answer, directly or indirectly, this

question: What is the meaning of the

universe? This, Hugh said, would keep me

miserable and therefore satisfied that my
efforts were worthwhile.

I am now growing more and more bored

with my classes (and also with a large por-

tion of my life) but am confident that

Hugh would approve.

David McNair is a Collegian Cor-

respondent.
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Of Coors and conspiracy

Stephen C. Erickson
After a long hard day yesterday.

I decided to relax with a beer

at the TOC. Nestled in my usual

spot. I couldn't help but notice three well

dressed and distinguished looking

gentlemen engaged in conversation at the

tat»le next to mine. 1 immediately recogniz-

ed one of them as Chancellor Joe Duffey. I

pncked up my ears hopeful <»f li.stening in

on what proved to be an amazing ex

change.

"To our mutual health and .success" said

a familiar looking nnan with a strange ac

cent sitting next to Duffey. as he raised

what appeared to be a Bloody Mary in a

toast. Studying his face. I realized that I

had seen this man on Ntghthne a few weeks

ago when they did their South Africa

special. He was none other than South

African Minister Botha. Now I was really

interested, so I paid close attention.

Joe Duffey, who was dnnking a Pink

Lady, raised his glass, along with the third

fellow whose back was to me and who had a

can of Budweiser in his hand. This

gentleman kept hiding his can under the

table whenever the waitress walked by. I

heard him explain that he always brought

his own instead of being served by a leftist

unionized establishment. "Besides. " he

said, "this way I can keep the nickle on the

deposit and contribute it to the John Birch

Society." Botha's eyes gleamed. It occur

red to me that this third gentleman was

none other than Adolph Coors. oppressor

of the masses, whose beer was now being

sold on campus. I knew then and there that

I was witnessing big stuff.

"We'll start getting real money." Duffey

chirped in, "when my University Resource

Fee goes through." Botha and Coors

laughed menacingly. 'With more cash we

can bribe congressmen into voting against

divestment in South Africa." Duffey con-

tinued.

"Not to mention fund the Heritage Foun-

dation, the American Nazi Party, and the

UMass Republican Club" added Coors with

a note of distinct pleasure.

Letters to the Editor

Celebration needs to be remembered
A recent Collegian article may have

given the impression that the lenten season

is not of importance to Orthodox Chris-

tians. Faculty, in p)articular, should note

that in order to fulfill their Holy Week

obligations, Orthodox students must travel

l.,<M)king out fn»m high atop the Campus

Center, the South African scanned the

campus gr<»un<ls. Botha said "I think the

New Afnca House and the Malcolm X

Center will make fine homelands for your

third world community, ("hancellor."

"Not only that," replied Duffey. "but I'm

going to establish a third homeland in the

SCERA office while all of the full time paid

staff are over protesting at Whitmore."

•Good thinking. " said Botha. "A pass

system might be helpful when carding the

students for alcohol in their dorms. Of

course if they were drinking Coors we

might let it sMe." suggested Botha smiling

at Adolph Coors.

Duffey agreed the idea had merit.

Coors then explained that he was plann

ing to put up sexist beer [)osters all over

campus and provide enough funds from his

profits to make sure the ERA never pass-

ed. ^ ,
Joe Duffey chuckled at the thought of

finally getting even with his wife,

Cieraldine Ferarro. and all of those uppity

feminists. "To resource fees, apartheid,

and Coors beer. " the UMass Chancellor

U)asted. They all drank eagerly.

Not bothering to finish my drink. 1 gt)t up

astounded, headed for the elevators and

straight down to the Collegian office to

write this column. I think the student body

should know of the reality of the situation

that confronts us. The Chancellor of our

university, the government of South

Africa, and Coors, Inc. are all in league

together to oppress UMass students.

Thank goodness our student government is

already circulating fliers t- make us aware

of this fact. At least ! know if there is

anyone capable of fighting this menace, it

is our student government.

Stephen C. Erickson xs a Collegian colum-

nist.

varying distances (according to their

liturgiod language) on consecutive even-

ings. The OrOiodox celebration of Easter

falls on April 14 this year.

Vera Garin
Goodell Librarj
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LIQUORS
University Drive. Amherst. Ma.

(Amh«ftt Shopping C»f»t«f
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Miller Lite 12 oz bottles $10.75 + $1 20

Rolling Rock 1202 bottles $10.45 4 $150

Beck light or dark 12 oz. bottles $3.70 + .30 6 pk

StrohS suitcase cans $10.75 -h $1 .20

Old Milwaukee suitcase cans $8.55 + $120

BuSCh suitcase cans $9.55 + $1.20

Mohawk Vodka i 75 l $7.95

Gilbey Gin 175 l $10.99

Ron Rico Rum 1 75l $11.49

253-5595

FRIDAY SOCIAL HOUR
(A Three Hour Tradition)

3:00 P.M. til 6:00 P.M.

Today *8 Entertainer:

JIM
PLUNKETT

No Cover - Over 20 Only

and STILL THE BEST Friday

Entertainment in the Valley

•Friday. April 12. 1^85!
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im A WIQG\N OR LIKt A ViXEM?

A mad beauty is born
By ANNE ( HENP:Y
Collegian Correspondent

A Fine Line, presented on Friday April 5, at

Hampshire College Dance Studio, was an

evening of dance choreographed by Rebecca

R. Ver Nooy. All three dances Personal

lioundaries. Introspection. Life of Way A -

were about ways a woman (presumably Ver

Nooy) relates U) her environment emotion

Personal Boundaries, set to music D>

Meredith Monk and I)r Hajime Murooka.

uses five women lo show the people we are to

others and the very different people we are to

ourselves. The first half of the work has the

dancers frantically running around, with

their movement relating to each ot her only by

chance. The second half takes place at a

' smial get together The women are sitting

around gossiping, when the voices are turned

off and the central character. Ver Nooy.

begins a somber dance that contrasts

stnkingly with the happy chatter of moments

before. The sound returns, and all are talking

way as before Again the sound stops, and

Ver Nooy returns to her own world. Finally,

all the dancers enter into that other world,

but they no longer seem to see each other,

and convey the mood of an episode of The

Twilight Zone.

Introspection, danced by Ver Nooy and

Conley Dixon, is set to a poem of the same

name by Nikki Giovanni with sound by

Charles Nieland. The poem is about a lonely,

frustrated woman who has cut herself off

from the world. Dixon enacts the piece

(example: Stacking dishes." she mimes)

while Ver Nooy shows the feelings behind the

words (example: frustration with life). One

ends with a deeper understanding of the

poem: that its language is as monotonous as

the life it descnbes. trapped in a circle of its

own making.

Life of Way A is danced by Ver Nooy under

the alias " Methilda VN.' This shows a totally

new side of Ver Nooy. the other side to the

coin if your will. After the baggy clothed,

modem-dancing introvertedness of the first

two dances, VN. is now wearing revealing;

ballet clothes, and she frolics about in thf

most extroverted of ways. She is quick to

show all her imperfections, and is funny and

endearing because of this openness.

The evening showed both sides of the fin«-

line between genius and insanity: The dan-

ces a e about insanity, and the choreographv

is pure genius.

OiNEMASCOOP

An early look at summer • ••

Rossini's "The Barber of Seville"

will be performed by the Texu
Opera Theater at 8 p.m. on Wednes-

day at the Fine ArU Center.

Now that all the campus animals are in

heat, and we're cruising down to spring, it

might be a good idea to take a quick look at

what's in store for the summer season.

On top of any kid's list for this summer

should be Return to (h and The Hlack

luldron, two productions from Disney

studios The first is a sequel to Wuard ofOz.

which 18 incidentally showing this weekend at

the Mt. Farm Theatres, and the second is a

ill length animated feature in the tradition

1 the golden days of the Disney Empire.

Steven Spielberg and summer are al

most synonymous. The enfant celebre of

Hollywood prtiduces two fantasies. Hack to

the Future, a time travel tale with Eric Stoltz

itfMask fame, and (ioonies. another creature

feature about big giant gummy bears (kid

ding, kidding)

My favorite pick of the season is The Kiss

ofthe Spider Woman Not only does the name

sound extremely appealmg, but the star^.

William Hurt and Sonia Braga are a sure

guarantee for the success of this prison tale

hreuster's Sfillwns. a Richard Pryor and

John Candy film directed by Walter Hill

could bethefl#'i«'r/v//i//.srr);;ofthe summer

Also Sting and Jennifer Beals wUl be

finally doing their thing in The Hnde. (of

Frankenstein) another bizarre flick to look

forward to on a hot summer afternoon.
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Cat's Eye

Friday and Saturday

An Annual Favorite -

King of Haarts

Harold and Maude
Sunday - Tuesday

Two Sissy Spacek Filnna

The River

Coalmlner's Daughter

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426
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"THE MOST GLEEFUL
SCREAM-AT-THE-SCREEN
THRILLER SINCE NORMAN BATES
WAS SENT TO THE SHOWER "

Like brother, like brother. Bill

Murray's brother stars in another

senseless comedy; Mmnng VioUitions.

Drew Barrymore climbs a tree in

Cat's Eye, premiering today at Mt.
Farm Theater.

Thank God Ronnie Howard ofAndy Grif

filh Show and Happy Days fame grew up to be

a fine director. His next project after Splash.

Coccon IS all set for an early summer release.

Maureen Stapleton, Steve Guttenberg.

and Jessica Tandy are some of the dandy

stars of this film which is an account of a cloae

encounter between a group of elderiy hu-

mans and friendly aliens, kind of an E 7 a la

(iolden Pond.

Finally two old favorites of the screen.

Clint Eastwood and Roger Moore will be

starring m their own films this season. Clint,

under his own direction finished Pale Rider, a

tough tale of the California gold rush. The

latest .lames Bond adventure, A View to a

Kill is the fourteenth in the series and will

also .itar Christopher Walken and Grace

Jones as the villains If these two movies

don't entertain you, you're better off watch-

ing the boys of summer We'll look at the rest

of the summer matenal next week. This

week, however, there are a lot of great films

showing in the area, so here we go ..

Weekend winners. I am proud to announce

to arrival of the leading mistress of the music

scene to the Happy Valley. Yes. you can

finally see Madonna in the critically

acclaimed Desperately Seekinf( Susan. We're

talking super material giri material. No.

really Rosanna Arquette is also supposed

to be great in this ston, of mistaken identity

in plastic New York. So. grab your material

loved one and have a real matenalistic night

out at the Mt Farm Theatre

Also at the Mall, premiers ( 'at's Eye, a fihn

written by our own CMass distinguished

visitor .Stephen King. Too bad that monster

Drew Barrymore stars. Otherwise it could

be a good time for a good Kingly scare.

The list of weekend best continues with a

sneak preview of Hlood Simple tonight and

tomorrow night at the Pleasant Street

Theatre I saw this a couple of months ago.

and boy is this a dark thriller When it was

released across the country, critics com-

pared it to some of the Hitchcm k classics.

iMdyHauke, the medieval fanUsy I Ulked

•bout a month ago is finally released and will

be playing at the Hampshire Mall. Matthew

Broderick is dynamite in this flick Naa-

tassja Kinski. <»ur own Cinemasccxip re

g\ilar. still shines on in Parm. Texas at the

Academy of Music in Northamptoa

Finally, if you're in school and still haven't

seen Harold and Maude and Kina of Hearta.

rush to the Amherst (*inema and catch these

timeless capsules of idealism. Which

reminds me. according to Doctor Helen

Caldicott. thanks to probability, nuclear

nasties and computer error, we might only

have up to ten years to enjoy ourselves. If I

were you. I would see as many classics as

possible .

Killer Question A glossy picture of Vanity

will be awarded to the clever colleague who
can tell me the name of the group who sings

about one of the actresses in Desperately

Seeking Susan. Thus ends another edition

of Cinemascoop.
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BLOODSIMPLE
SNEAK PREVIEW
MIDNIGHT FRIDAY & SATURDAY

The Pleasant St. Theater

^ar after
year, semester
. after semester,

Fidelity Union Life offers

the most accepted, most popular

life insurance program

on campuses all over America.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union Life

agent in your area:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
20 Gate House Rd.

Amherst, MA 256-8351
j^ridefitv Union Utc
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EUROPE »« CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockaleiier Plata

New York NY 100?0

PMone {?12i 581-3040

Mail Ihi* ad foi Special

Student/ Teacher Tariff

HENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

I
2" Pleasant St North.itnpton \^A ")8>v(V>3'>

Smith College Rec. Council presents

THE
BUS
BOYS
with
the

GOOD
GUYS

8:00 PM
Thursday, April 25, 1985

John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton
Tickets at:

Seelye Basement

Main Street Records

UMass Fine Arts Center Box Office

For the Record (Faces)

Smith students $6 & $7 Non-Smith Students $7 & $8

At the Door $9

No cans, bottles or recording devices. Hall is wheelchair equipped
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••S»d Truth" by Orlando Cardona is currently on display at Herter

Art Gallery. See related story on page 4.

Nachos - Enchiladas - Tacos - Tostadas |

Burritos - Quesadillas - Burrito Supremos

Chimichangas - Chili Verde - Chili Rellenos

Great Food! Great People!

Festive Atmosphere!

)-8217 J
NORTHAMPTON • BY OB
21 Center St. • 584-0673

AMHERST • B & W Sef\

41 Boltwood Walk * 256-

LOWENBRAU
Presents

I

i
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Friday, April 12. 19K5 »^»»»»»»»——
$ 4,700 stolen from store

The Southwest Munchy's store was closed yesterday after

more than $4,700 was reported stolen from a safe in

Hampden Dining Commons early Wednesday morning,

I'niversity of Massachusetts police said.

The money was from sales in the Munchy's store. Police

said there was no sign of forced entry into the safe. The list of

suspects who have access to the safe has been narrowed
down and an arrest will be made soon, police said.

In other police news:

• A smoldering fire was put out Wednesday morning in a

University dairy farm bam in South DeerTield. A passing

motorist reported smoke coming from the back of the bam to

South Ueerfield poUce.

Police said the fire was started by the careless discharge of

smoking materials. The fire did not cause any structural

damage to the bam.

In Amherst, six Hampshire Gazette newspaper boxes on
Southeast Street were destroyed Wednesday night. Four of

them set ablaze. Amherst Police said. There are no sus-

pects.

• Two television sets were reported stolen Wednesday,

one from Alpha Delta Psi fraternity, another from a private

residence on West Street Police said the burgular gained

tntr\ through a basement door in the home and made off with

1 rii>hil>« television sallied at $1()(»0

CHRIS POON and
DANIEL SOBEL

Lesbian rights probed
As part of the Cniversity's Gay and Lesbian Awareness

Week, the Everywomen's Center's Resource and Referral

Program sponsored a workshop on the legal rights of les

bians m the Campus (enter last night

Springfield attorney Donna Mages said that legal nghts

for lesbians is "a very large topic since law touches every

aspect of lesbians' lives." The laws differ on the federal,

state and local levels, she said.

Mages also talked about military law, calling it "a totally

separate institution of law, " where one has "absolutely no

right" to be a practicing homosexual

Mages said that "law is not a leader of social change Law

responds to social change, often very slowly Since the gay

rights movement began in about 1 970, the law has had little

time to change in 1 h years."

Mages said that being gay is a crime in Massachusetts

and that co-habitat-ng couples could "conceivably " use the

right to privacy as a defense in court, but this premise could

only be used when one has been charged with homosex

uality as a "criminal act"

She also said that in this state a minor cannot be removed

from his or her mother ju.st because the mother is a lesbian.

Mages also cited the Massachusetts equal nghts amend-

ment as a "tool that has not been used often enough by les-

bians and gay men."

Robin Moulds of the Everywomen's Center said the

workshop was meant to "provide a chance for women to talk

to a lawyer that is sensitive to the legal problems facing

'«'*^"»"« -DAN MILLER

THE MOST POWERFUL LEGEND OFALL
IS BACK IN ANEWADVENTURE.

Concealfd Inside the mystfttoo^

Phantom Chy hes the supreme

instrunicrt of hfe and death.

The mystic Horn o* Dagctth

Only one man -Conaa—

has the povv<*r to recover it.

It is his greatest

-, chaUcnge Tor it he cannot

^ capture the Mom m time .

.

the wofW will be plunged

into eternal darKness.

: GOURMET PIZZA
5 OVER 25 AMAZING TOPPINGS
:• CALZONE WHOLE WHEAT A WHITE CRUSTS

J ZANY SALADS WITH ZIPPY DRESSINGS

;• DESSERTS BEER A WINE

I BAKf D » UNBAKED PIZZAS TO TAKE AWAY

;: FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

^;^^::4Jton y? 586.8424 (?? :

^##9:5

(iKV I

DESTROVER ^

|)l>lM)t I Al Kl^iiis
I |)U\KI)K PKt.^SMA^

\R!>OLD SCMWAR2EPIEOGER
Kli 'I \K1)I| I
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Friday April 12, 1985

7. 9, and 11 PM
The Blue Wall $100

OPEN TO ALL!

i

i

FRI €r SAT APRIL 12th & 13th

SQUARE ONE
Wed. 1 7th' THE OUT

plus Voice of America

Thurs. 18th - Circle

original dance music

Fri. 19th - F.C. Pohaku

Sat, 20th - The Amazing New
Method

from NYC

plus Thats Flat

Chinese Food 4-6 on Fridays

Free Munchies Nightly

Coming Soon The Boss Night

24 Pleasant Street, Northampton, MA
586-4258 parking in rear

cvA^

begins at 3pm
FREE BUFFET

Today

AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS:
4:»p.m 2.00 a.m.

Sunday thru Wednesday

4:» p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Tburadty thru Saturday

WE NOW DELIVER
IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays

from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

3UNDAy

1 Free Item '

Of Your Own
Choice
On Any Pitta

14

1 Free

Coke
With Any

Small Piita

21

28

VIONDA-

Free 1

Pepperoni

On Any Ptlta

Free Sausage

Or\ Any Pitta

Free 15

Double Dough

On Any Pttta

Pree Ham

On Any Pitta

22

Free
Sausage
On Any PilIB

29

TijFSlJAv WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
Free 2
Green
Peppers

On Any Pitta

Free
Onions

On Any Piz/a

16

23

Free 30
Onions
On Any Kizza

Free
Hamburg

On Any Pif/a

Free 10

Canadian
Bacon

On Any Pizza

Free ^

Extra Cheesfi

On Any Pi//a

FRIDAY

11

17

Free 24

Extra Cheese

On Any Pizza

c 18
Free
Black Olives

On Any Pizza

25

FREE 12

MUSH-
ROOMS

On Any Pitta

19

Free 26

Green Peppers

On Any Pizza

SATURDAY

Free

Mushrooms

On Any Pi7za

Free 20
Pepperoni

On Any fT/za

27

• Coors

.Collegian n

, contxntigd from page 1

hirers.' Furman said. Minority workers make up 20 percent

of the brewery workers, he said.

Representatives of the company distributing Coors beer

to I 'Mass, Burke's Beverage.of Chicopee. were al the meet-

ing to back Coors. Thomas Burke, Sr., owner of Burke's

Beverage said the company will fold if I'Mass stops selling

Coors beer and 40 union employees will lose their jobs.

Albert lardy. President of the Iota! Teamsters Union,

representmg Burke's Beverage employees, said "I'm not try-

ing to defend Coors in western Mass."

"I'm totally in support of the board's deci8ion,"BOG

treasurer Fran Hegeler said. Hegeler suggested organizing a

forum that would educate the student body on the issues

involved in their decision to recommend the discontinued

sales of Coors on campus. "I think that all of us (the board)

are going to have to take responsibility for this decision, by

informing the students," Hegeler said.

if series continyM from page S

"We'll investigate it at every level," he said, adding that if

violations were found the sanctions imposed would "depend

a lot on the situatioa"

He said that "measures could be taken up to and including

fu-ing a supervisor," but most sanctions operated around the

concept of what it takes to make the victxm whole again,

'

he said.

A student who wishes to bring a complaint against another

student, may do so under section 2B1 of the student code of

amduct, said Charmaine Wijeyesinghe, judicial liaison for

the Dean of Students OfTice.

I'nder this section, a special note on respecting the righta

of others in an academic community prohibits harassment,

intimidation, or denying another person's right to equal

treatment <»n the basis of "seiual preference."

Harassment is taken to include "vfrbal and/or written

invasion or violation of an individual'H nt;hts through graffiti,

obscene telephone calls or any other means."

According to Wijeyesinghe, m student -student com-

plaints informal resolution is first sought either through the

victim's residence director, if the student lives on campus, or

through the Dean of .Students Office

In this "pre hearing" the student accused of harassment b
presented with the allegations and if found guilty will be sub-

jected to such sanctions as "eduratioruil sessions «»n gay and

lesbian issues or made to arrange a homophobia/ hetero-

sexism workshop on their fl<K>r," said Wijeyesinghe

If the sanctions are refused or the charge is contested, the

student has a nght to a closed hearing before the Student

Judicial Board The Board's decision may be appealed

either to the Residential Appeals Hoard of the Cnivemity

Discipline Board

According to Wijeyesinghe. " t here have been zero cases of

harassment be« ause s student has been gay or lesbian." for

the penod of Fall i;»H:i Spring 19H4. but this 'inaccurately"

reflects the true incidence, she said.

She commented that the number of reported incident*

was low because many cases are resolved informally and

because gay and lesbian students (»ften feel there are no

channels for them to get their problems addressed.

In addition, she remarked that student.s harasseed on the

basis f»f their sexuality are often intimidated from coming

forward because they may not be "cwL"

RESUME

TtitfmNAME

AODM tS k5 Ixmttmy Dnn »ii*ii'»

n«Jf(TtVf 1rwmi~t *itmar*>^rm

rxptHKNCE. taonttt0imi^ "
ttmmmm Dammt f«it«tn

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
FuM Sf^vKP Tirv SUirv

ri\ S.jr<i].>tl.in<l Ma No AmKartl MA
k .,,,.. C-T, A it.-ih.. % Sl'».-

.« VISA MC S49-4Z04.

I North Amherst
I

Motors
I f?t. 63 No. Amherst

I
549-2880
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ifStOCCy nnUxnuedfrom pa^ S

Because he was originally charged with pro-

moting child prostitution, which carries a

mmimum three year state prison sentence,

the incident's media play implied there was

"some kind of child prostitution ring at

I'Mass," and Stacey "has been punished to a

greater extent than a conviction could ever

punish him," Burrows said.

Safford called the verdict "reasonable"

and said the romroonwealth was not asking

for a jail sentence, which he said could have

been requested because Stacey has a prior

criminal record for trespassing and receiving

stolen property. In court, however. Burrows

said the trespassing charges were a result of a

landlord/tenant dispute and the stolen pro-

perty charge resulted from property Stacey

bought from a cab driver that turned out to

be stolen.

Stacey said, "I would have been better off

to have just stfK)d there and let four kids beat

me up, steal my money or what not than go

through what I've been through" in the

case.

Fair will present global flavor

w s^ w -^^ -vp vr

MEU PAY BACK
YOUR LOAN,

BUT THERE'SAHITCH.
You 11 like it, though.

Because every year you serve with us,

we reduce your college debt by one-third

or $1,500, whichever is greater. Greater

still, after three years your loan's repaid in

full.

You'll also like the satisfaction and

pride you'll feel as you learn a valuable

skill. One you use to serve yourself as well

as your country.

It's all a part of the Loan Repayment

Program. To qualify, you ust have taken

out a National Direct, Guaranteed or

Federally Insured Student Loan after

October 1, 1975. And your loan can't be in

default.

So if youd like Uncle Sam to pay oft

your college loan, pay your local Army
Recruiter a visit today Or call.

Northampton Army Office - 241 King Street

586-9334/9335

ARMY.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

^

A taste of about 30 countries can be

sampled tomorrow when the International

Students Organization presents its annual

fair.

With the help of the Foreign Students

Office, which offered $300 of the $1,500 re-

quired to fund the fair, food samples,

crafts, clothing and customs can be ex

perienced from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Each country involved in the fair will

feature its native flag on the ceiling and a

few of the international students will per-

form music and dance that is practiced in

their native land.

"Thirty countries are signed up to be

represented so far. Both undergnuluates

and graduate students on campus will

represent the major areas of the world and

share their culture by setting up booths ar-

ranged in the Campus Center auditorium,"

said Harald PryU, a member <»f the ISO

and coordinator of the fair.

Among the nationalities to be included

are Scandanavians, Pakistani, Africans,

Arabians, Spanish, Asians, Native

Americans and Armenians. The Arme-

nians will present belly dancers. Arabia wil

be represented by a male dancer. A major

attraction of the fair will be a fashion show

which will be put on by people representing

Pakistan.

Members of the ISO have carefully

monitored the news to try and prevent any

scandal between countries present at the

fair. The fair's policy is that no religious or

policial displays will be allowed or

tolerated.

After the fair there will be a dance at 9

p.m. featuring rack a-disc entertainment

and a cash bar. Admission for the dance is

$2.00.
- CHRIS MARAK

Parents to visit UM programs
By NANCY A BCKAR
CuUegian Staff

The parents of Dean's List students will

receive some hands-on experience in fields

ranging from floral culture to robotics when

they venture to the University of Massa-

chusetts tomorrow and Sunday to take part

in Parents Weekend
About 500 parents paid a $10 registration

fee and another $ 1 to $ 1 3 for a banquet and

to participate in other activities that will

include a broad range ofworkshops and tours

that will give them a chance to see what it'a

hke to be a student

"I wanted to do something different,"

Valerie Falk, assistant director of alumni

affairs and coord^VjC|5^>r of the event, said as

compared to *^ semester's Parents

Weekend that enUiled offering parents the

classroom and lecture-type experience

Falk said most of the 20 workshops have

been organized into small groups of about 1

parents so that they "could see special things

and talk to each other and interact with

professors."

MIKE'S GUARANTEES!!
You'll meet someone

you'll like being with -

Talk about something

you like talking about -

End up doing some- j^
thing you'll like k^/

doing. Start

with a cold

I
beer at Mikes

K A R ^ r e
Fred Villari's Studios of Self Defense

GRAND OPENING
and FREE DEMONSTRATION

April 14th at 2:00 pm

SCv

First 100 students to sign up

receive 50% off on all programs

481 West Street

(Rte. 116)

Amherst

253-7349

^Oudhourn^/SAkeK
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By Garry Tnideau
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Rats By Congo
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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WEATHER:

Weather
Today: Sunshine with

highs in the low 60b.

Tonight: Partly cloudy

with lows 35-40.

Saturday: Cloudy with a

chance of showers, highs in

the 50s.

MENU

LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna Oriental
BASICS LUNCH

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Savory Bwf Slrudel/

Mushroom Sauce

Jalapeno Shrimp and Rice

Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

BASICS DINNER
BrtKX'oli and Cheese Strudel

Jalapenu Shrimp and Rice

Attention experienced

photographers

paid position for photo

technician available.

Please call Andy Heller

or Larry Bouchie

545-3500

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milrd b> Irudr Mivhrl J«ffr

ACROSS
1 Asset

i Sooth Am«(i

can fotlwot

9 Satwt sound
1 ) Reluctant Vat

14 Aiomas
16 FoTridenOling

seven
i; — twy'

IB Meltinglon s

chargef

?0 Ml ti term

22 Be»an ot

Britain

23 Actress Garr

et ai

24 Degas and 0ai>

26 Fury

21 Yearned for

31 Where Greet"

met Greet"

32 Dancer actress

(»»ith9Do*n)

33 Popular narT>e

in Pans
34 Ruhr city

35 Quixote's steed

38 Provide mrith

funds
41 Helmsman's

direction

42 Curved line

45 Streets, to

33 Across
46 Money in

Montana

48 Sidekicti

49 St<illed

workman
51 A Shearer
53 High^ard

combos in

bridge

55 Fables

56 Alexander s

mount
58 ColortuI tish

59 Crafts partner

60 Accustom
61 Body of

Knowledge
62 Hardy lass

63 Refute

64 Superlative

suffixes

DOWN
1 Malleable

2 Big pri/e event

3 Said

4 Puppeteer

LexriS

5 Somewhal
in music

•> Slir

7 -- plea

8 Amphitheaters,

to Cato
9 See 32 Across

10 Specialists

inlaw
1

1

Ladies shoe
style

12 Division Abbr

15 Bergen dummy
19 Shack
21 In trust, as

funds

25 — Simeon
28 Scale notes

29 Cuctioo

30 Corrupt

34 Forever.

to Tennyson

J5 Cheerful

out loot"

36 The whole
37 Teachers gp

,J8 T ime span

39 Cultivate

40 Spies

42 Ini Kl<>ntally

4.1 Bulwark
44 Hostile

pni ounters

4b Hat d«sign«f

Lilly

47 My — Only

50 Fall guy
tyj — Mk)

54 Swing arourtd

55 — Mayo PA
Taylor s sleuth

56 Bellry dent/en

57 Coffee

container
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Softball splits doubleheader with Penn State

Errors hurt Minutewomen
By UKRRYdeSlMAS
Collegian Staff

The Iniversity of Massachusetts Softball team won its

third straight Atlantic 10 conference ball game, holding off

Penn State :M m the openmg game of yesterday's double-

header at NOPE
But It could have been two wuis. I Mass played well

enough, but errors in the second game proved to be the

Minutewomens undoing as the Nittany Lions won the

second game, 3-0 to earn a split.

The split left UMass still under .500 with an II 12- 1 slate

and a 4 3 A 10 record thai makes this weekend's double-

headers at St. Joseph's tomorrow and at Temple on Sunday

crucial to IMass A- 10 playoff chances.

We are a better team than a split, " coach Klame Sortino

said. "1 really believe that. It's just a matter of time with us--

but time is moving on."

Hurler Lynn Stockley, who had lost the five previous

games in which the opposition scored a run. gave up eight

hits but worked herself out of jams to up her record to 6

5.

Freshman Lisa Rever looked good but fell victim to a

defense made a few crucial mistakes.

In the opener. I Mass took a quick 1-0 lead on Martha

Jamieson's RBI single, knocking in co- captain Beth Talbott.

The Minutewomen increased the lead to 3() m the second

inning on Talbott's two RBI double that brought Debbie

Cole (some great grabs at third) all the way from first and

Chris Ciepela home.

Penn State, meanwhile, left nine runners on base, five in

scoring position. The Lions. 17-7. had eight hits

only one

more hit in the opener (a single by .lamieson) and just three

scattered hits in the nightcap.

In the second game, Penn State grabbbed a 1 -0 second

inning lead on a sacrifice fly but the runner got on base due an

Alisa Fila error.

It remained 1 until the seventh when PSU got two more

runs on a double steal where Carol Frattaroli dropped the

ball and on a play where Talbott fired the ball to third to pick

off the runner and no one covered the bay. The ball sailed

into left field.

It was a shame because these same players made out-

standing grabs earlier. Fila made several tough stops, Frat-

taroli made a diving catch in foul territory and Talbott

gunned down a runner.

It just makes the job tougher this weekend where Sortino

said I'Mass needs all four games to stay in the .A- 10 race.

After this weekend. I'Mass has one A 10 game left with

Rhode Island.

Relief is in sight . Lax should regain winning touch against BC
By PETKR ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The I rnvtrxty uf Massachusetts mens

lacrosse team, mired m a three-game losing

streak, finally catches a break in it* schedule

on Saturday when it hosts Boston College at

Boyden Field

The Ikirillas. 1 -3. were once ranked 1 3th in

the nation after opening the season with an

overtime victory over Delaware, but have

since slumped with losses to Cornell, Rut

gers and Bn>wa
Boston College is one of lesser teams in

New England with a 2-5 record The Ciorillas

administered a 20-4 beating to the Kagles

last season

The\ art-nt the best team on our

schedule, but they're the most improved

ttam in New England. " UMass coach Dick

(iarber said. 'Their offense has improved

and they've been scoring a lot of goals."

I Mass will be looking to re establish its

offense after Wednesday's 13-6 loss to

Brown durmg which the Ciorillas managed

only one second half goal. Sophomore Tom
Carmean (eight goals, nine assists) is UM's

leading scorer. (Ireg Fisk (four goals, two

assists) and Karl Hatton (three goals, three

assists) have also had good moments, but

<»verall the Ciorillas haven't put together a

strong offensive performance smce the

I )elaware game
Defensively. UMass has been getting con-

sistent play frf»m close defensemen Tom
Aldrich and Mark Stratton. but the defensive

midfielders have been giving opponenta

unmolested shots fr*)m the perimeter Fresh

man goalie Paul McCarty has played well in

two games for injured (separated shoulder)

starter (lerry Moreau. Ciarber said Moreau

could be back for the Eagles.

Boston College is led by attackman Billy

(!ahan and has abandoned its once undis-

ciplined style of offense.

On Monday, it will be father and son con-

frontation in New Hampshire when the

(k>nllas take on the Ted (iarber coached

Wildcats in Durham.
I'Mass beat I'NH 12 6 last seasoa The

Wildcats are led by junior attackman Tom

Snow.

"If we win these two games, we'll be right

back m things and be able to build our record

back up," Ciarber said. "It's important for us

to win these two and I hope we'll go out there

and put out some kind of effort."

GORILLA GRUMBLINGS Moreau is

the only Gorilla that is on the injured list

Ciarber said his condition was on a day- to-

day basis. Saturday is the last game in a five-

game homestand. UMass goes on the road

for five before returning home to face

Dartmouth Mav 1.

Track teampreps for UMass relays

Collegian

classifieds...

they work!

The biggest and most competitive track

meet of the year to be held at the University

of Massachusetts will be the UMass Relays,

tomorrow, running from 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

at the Derby Track.

The meet is being sponsored by the

I'Mass men's and women's track team and

will include 47 events, mostly on the track.

Teams from all over the East Coast and New
England have been invited to the meet.

Top UMass athletes to watch will include

Rawlev Crichlon in the 100 and Joo meter

runs and Wayne Levy in the long distance

events Ferdie Adoboe will be contender for

Ken O'Brien's squad in the triple jump and

long jump.

Kalekeni Banda's women's squad is led by

Kayla Morrison. Leah Loftis. Sue Goldstein

and Barbara CuUinan. Banda hasn't aimoun-

ced what events the women will run in. The
women lost their season opener to Spring-

field on Tuesday.

GERRY deSIMAS

ONLY 25 SCHOOL DAYS REMAIN TO YOUR

GRADUATION. FEEL CONFIDENT ABOUT THE

Fon Youn INFO.FUTURE BY CALLING ''TIPS

ASH FOn TAPES:
> 2420 TRANSCRIPTS

1034 PROFESSIONAL & GRAO. SCHOOL EXAMS

2427 PLACEMENT SERVICE (RESUME GUIDANCE)

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
• '
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Baseball goes on a Bear hunt
Knopf, Allard to battleNCAApowerhouse

^^Ji^ J
( ullrfiui 4s b< A»d« HrlUr

UMam righthander Jim Knopf puts his 2-1

record on the line in the first gmme of a

doubleheader a^inst Maine. New England's top-

ranked team today at 2 p.m. at Lorden Field.

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Call it the Maine Mystique.

In Orono. Maine, there is a phenomenon unique in Eastern

collegiate athletic circles. The hottest sports attraction on

campus IS the baseball team.

And for good reason. For four consecutive seasons coach

John Winkin has directed his University of Maine Black

Bears to the College World Series in Omaha, Nebraska.

Three weeks ago. m a game televised by ESPN, Maine

stunned the then number one ranked University of Miami. 3

2. on the Hurncanes home field in Coral Gables. Florida

If you think that was only a fluke, be reminded that last

year the Black Bears sutpl Miami in a doubleheader at

Orono
Today, Maine invades Earl Lorden Field to take on the

University of MasRachusetts in a doubleheader starting at 1

p.m. Maine features six .;U)(» hitters, lead by Rick Bernando

I ;<72, four home runs. 25 runs batted ml. I>Hn Khui ( <7t)l

and Billv Mclnnis (.327. 25 RBI).

"Scholarships are the difference for them. I Mass coach

Dick Bergquist said after yesterday's 10 7 victory over AlC

"They also have the great pitching depth to go along with it.

They also have a very good coach and very supportive fans

Maine simply has a good program, because they do a good

|()b."

That pitching depth will be tested against a UMass squad

that banged out 12 hits, including four home runs, in the

triumph over the Yellow .Jackets. First baseman Jeff Cimini

(.375. 3 HR, 15 RBI) had two of the homers Designated hit

ter Todd Comeau (380. 3 HR. 21 RBI) also smacked a

homer, but was forced to leave yesterday's game m the

seventh inning after suffenng a muscle pull and is question

able for today's games.

Mike Ballou (2-3. 6.97 earned run average) will hurl the

opener for Maine with Steve Loubier (3-0, 6.37) scheduled to

pitch the nightcap. Jim Knopf (2 1.116 ERA) is penciled m
to pitch the opener for UMass. However. Knopf has lost nine

pounds this week due to the flu and may not be ready If he

isn't, freshman Matt Sheran (2-0. 1.50) will get the call.

Sophomore lefty Steve Allard ( 1 - 1 , 5 40) will uke the mound
for the second game.

The Black Bears' reputation on the national college

baseball scene has reached such a degree that the program

was featured in a / 'SA T*tdciy cover storv. Wmkin routinely

receives letters of inquiry about UMaine from as far awav

as California

However. Winkin has not achieved parity with the big b«\>.

of college baseball by traveling the nation trying to convince

high schtK)l phenoms to spend four years in N«>rthem Maine

Instead, he concentrates on recruiting in state playerh

Thus, nearly three-quarters of the roster is Maine bom and

bred. Billy Swift, pn)bably the greatest plaver ever to play

for Maine, and a membtr of the 19H4 Olvnipic team is

fn»m Waterville,

Helxtunding from a .{ ti trip to Florida. I Mass is 7-2 since

coming north. They are in first place in the Atlantic 10 with a

5 1 record The Minutemen have received key contributions

fmm several freshman, including Sheran. Steve Allen, and

Darrin O'Connor and g(K>d hitting from veteran players.

"We've been waiting for Maine all year." said Cimini "If

we could beat Maine twice that would make our seasoa"

On Monday, the Minutemen host the University of Ver

mont Ht home for a doubleheader at 1 p m

UMass vs. Maine
Wbcrc: Lorden Field. 2 p.m.

Starting Pitcher*: (lame 1: UM: Jim Krwjpf (2 1. 1.16)

V8. Mike Ball<»u ('.i 3, 6.97) Game 2: UM Steve Allard (1-1.

5.40) vs. Steve Loubier (3^. 6.37)
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SPORTS
Women's lax stakes its claim, 6-3

Seventh-rankedHarvardbeaten by

undefeated Gazelles, Morylstars

Cell*fun ptM>ta br R Briai< (Hxiir

UMms junior Liz Schueler (left) and Harvard's Geneva Simmong (24)

reach for a loose ball during yesterday's lacrosse ijame at NOPE field.

UMass beat the Crimson 6-3.

By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

Facing their toughest challenge to-date,

the fifth-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team us-

ed a balanced offensive attack and some

strong defense to defeat Harvard Universi-

ty 6-3 yesterday at NOPE field.

"It was a great team effort." UMass

coach Pam Hixon said. "We played super

at both ends of the field. I was very pleas-

ed."

Statistically, the contest was close with

the Gazelles, 5-0, out shooting Harvard,

5-4. 27-23. The seventh ranked Crimson's

All-American goal keeper Knckitt Johnson

saved eleven shots while UMass' keeper

Debbie DeJesus stopped nine attempts,

several coming on one-on-one situations.

But it was a tough team effort that made

the difference.

"We played a good, steady game," Hixon

said. "We got some good performances in

the goal and the midfield positions.

Everyone did the jobs they were mxppoeed

to. 1 would say that we were very dfaciplin-

ed going both ways."

Harvard posed the first real scoring

threat of the game but Bambi Taylor failed

to capitalize on a penalty shot with 18:30 tx)

go in the first half. Minutes later Harvard

had another chance but UMass defender

Andrea Muccini broke up a two-on-one

situation.

"We are a very young team with

freshmen on the front line so we're prone

to mistakes like those." Harvard coach

Can)le Kleinfelder said of the missed scor-

ing opportunities

UMass broke up the deadlock at 11:14

when Bunny Forbes bounced a shot past

Johnson on a penalty shot opportunity.

UMass won the ensuing face off and

brought the ball right back at Johnson.

Gazelle freshman forward Ginny Arm-

strong was fouled on a dnve and Uyok the

penalty shot, putting the ball in the upper

right comer of the goal for a 2-0 advan-

tage

Harvard finally got on the board at 5:04

when midfielder Jennifer Greeley scored

after a strong drive to the net through

several UMass defenders. Harvard put

another shot into the net with a minute to

play but an offensive penalty negated the

effort.

In the second half, it took UMass fewer

.han two minutes to increase its lead. As

Forbes worked the ball around the Har-

vard goal she spotted Moryl cutting in

fn)nt of the net and passed to the Ail-

American who rifled the ball past Johnson.

Again the Crimson came right Iwick to

challenge the Gazelle defense. Harvard

worked their offense well, creating a one-

on-one situation against DeJesus but the

UMass' keeper came out of the net to ruin

yet another Harvard attempt.

With 19:00 left. Harvard managed to

make it a 3-2 game as Harvard's leading

scorer Lisa Black drove the net, spun

anmnd aT'Mass defender and shoveled in a

shot. After the Black score. Harvard

entered a period of stagnation which

UMass took advantage of.

Moryl won the following face off, drove

from the half field mark deep into Harvard

territory, and dished the ball to a waiting

Becky Bekampis who beat a defender one-

on-one to make the score 4-2.

One minute later. Moryl again used her

exceptional speed to leave a faltering Har-

vard midfield behind as she dn)ve half the

field to team up with Bekampis and Arm-
stn)ng in a three-on-two situation. Moryl

then passed the ball to Armstrong who
spun away from one defender and scored

on a backhand shovel shot.

Liz Schueler scored UMass' final goal

with ten minutes to go in the contest to put

the Gazelles up 6-?, From then on the

UMass defense held tough, repelling

several Harvard challenges. The Crimson

got their final goal with a minute to play (Hi

a Liz Faecher penalty shot.

"Matchups are the key," Hixon said.

"We were just matching our strengths

against theirs and trying to have every

body play their best ganw.

"This win is a morale booster: it makes us

want to be better. It makes us want to im-

prove and makes us eager to see what we
can accomplish. We beat a very skilled

team with team work Ht both ends of the

field."

"This was «)ur first real test and we con-

trolled the game," Moryl said. "I think it

shows future promise. UMass will have to

be reckoned with on the national level.

Others are going to have to look out. We're
not push-overs, we'll get some more
respect."

Minutemen step on pesky Yellow Jackets, 10-7
Cimini leads UMass homer barrage,

Kostro, Suhocz combine for victory
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball

team took advantage of mediocre pitching

and a strong wind blowing from behind home
plate to club American International College

10-7 yesterday at Lorden Field.

UMass' designated hitter Jeff Cimini led

the attack with two home runs and a double

to drive in three runs while leadoff batter

Bruce Kingman and first baseman Todd
Comeau each added one.

The Minutemen spent much of the day

congratulating runners at the plate and while

the offensive production was well received,

UMass head coach Dick Bergquist wasn't

happy with his team's defensive perfor-

mance.

"1 wasn't entirely pleased with oxxr perfor-

mance." Bergquist said. "1 think we played

very poorly on the field, especially in the

fifth inning."

It was the fifth inning that saw the

Minutemen give up five unearned runs

thanks to some shoddy fielding which

allowed the Yellow Jackets to climb back into

the game after being down 8-0.

As far as UMass was concerned, the game

was over after the first inning when the

Minutemen grabbed a 6-0 lead, feasting on

Yellow Jacket starter Jim Hart.

Kingman lined Hart's third pitch over the

330-foot sign in left-field. Freshman

rightfielder Matt Sheran laid down a bunt

single down the third base line before scoring

on Todd Comeau's towering home run over

the left-centerfield fence.

After Cimini grounded out. shortstop

Angelo Salustri walked and catcher Dan Clif-

ford singled The two combined on a double

steal to place runners at second and third

before centerfielder Steve Messina walked

to load the bases. Third baseman Steve

Allen forced Messina at second, scoring

Salustri. before second baseman Darrin

O'Connor, the number nine batter, tripled

into the right-centerfielder gap scoring Clif-

ford and Allen.

The Minutemen added solo runs in the

second and third innings as Cimini belted his

fir.st homer of the game and Messina

scored on a weak grounder by O'Connor.

With UMass starter Bob Kostro (1-0)

working on a no- hitter through four innings,

the Yellow Jackets struck for their big inning

scoring five runs on three weak singles, a

Salustri error, and a ba.ses-clearing double

by right fielder Mark Cuoco. The Yellow Jac

kets got another nin in the sixth on a home
run by first baseman Kevin Vasquez to cut

the UMass lead to 8-6.

Cimini put an end to matters, lacing 410-

foot homer over the centerfield fence scoring

Comeau, who had singled.

• Inside Sports:

• Baseball hostsMaine, p. 1

7

• Softball wins. Lax hasBC,p.l4

sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Today:
Baseball: Maine (2), Lorden Field, 2

p.m.

Women's Tennis: Clark. NOPE
Courts, 2 p.m.

Saturday:
Men's Lacrosse: Boston College,

Boyden Field, 1 p.m.

Men's Track: UMass Relays, Derby
Track, 10 a.m.

Women's Track: UMass Relays, Der-

by Track, 10 a.m.

Softball: at St. Joseph's (2), 2 p.m.

Men's Tennis: at Yjile. 1 p.m.

Sunday:
Softball: at Temple (2) 12 p.m.

Monday:
Baseball: Vermont (2), Lorden Field,

1 p.m.

Men's Lacrosse: at New Hampshire,
3 p.m.
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A rroup of parenU and .tudenU tour the IJMaas campun as part of Parent. Weekend. Approximately 500

parent!, of Dean'. Li.t .tudent. vi.ited the campu. and participated in workshop., lecture, and tour.—

-

•orcd by variou. academic departments.

Prof keys parents in on proposed cuts
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Proposed financial aid cuts by the Reagan Administra

tion threaten the future of public higher education nation-

wide, a University of Massachusetts professor U>ld over

500 parents of Dean's List students at a dmner Saturday.

"We have a histor>' and tradition of higher education

support. Society has nutured all of this. 1 say we have had

a sdciety (that has supported higher education) and it is

my hope we will maintain that support." said Jules

Chametzky. UMass professor and director of the In-

sititute for Advanced Study in the Humanities.

ChameUky said the history of support for public educa-

tion is in jeopardy because the Reagan Administration

does not understand that it is not easy to finance an educa-

tion.

"Being a j»rent who had. at one time, three children m
college, I know I could not have (put them through) unaid

ed. If you see a dig in Ronald Reagan and (in Secretar>

Education William) Bennett in that statement, then you'rt

right.

"We all know financing education is a struggle. We all

know it's worth it." ChameUky said

People have always supported higher education liecause

they know the faith they put in the system "will all come

back U> us." Education is a way of "enriching the wider

community," he said.

Society will always be held liack unless "the best poten

tial of the individual self is liberate<i and (allowed) to

nourish." Education is the best vehicle for that potential

to be utihtzed, he said.

Baird excited'about UMass return

Nazi victims
remembered
starting today
Hv Slt>BHAN MASI'KKSON
Collegian Staff

If yi»u had lived in Nazi Oermany during World War II, you

might have been among the millions who were killed and

burned m the ovens by a madman named Adolph Hitler.

National Holot uust Week begins itnlay. an event that hon

ors the many different ethnic grt>up8 that were masHacred

during the Hitler ent At the Univernity of Massachusetts,

various event.n and informational sessu)n.s will be held to

make people more aware of the atr«M lUes that look place.

Nat>mi Arm, media campaign manager for the Student Cen

ter for Educational Research and Advocacy said. Button,

will also be handed out in the residence halls and at a table in

the ("ampus (enter, -she Mid.

The theme of the week i* the "Courage to Care. "
Ann said

The theme was chosen to address apathy "It's easy to be

apathetic One must have the courage to stand up for an

injustice, she said If more pe<»ple wouldve st«M.»d up in (ler

many, the holocaust might not have happened

HoUnaust Week is the second for the University Last

year, it was only a one day event, but it has been e«panded

because there was a really big reacli<»n to it." Ann said Fhis

s lar. the approach is «m all the groups affected, as well as the

Jews, she said It wa*- difficult, she said, because "the infor

mation available is mainly about Jews."

Ihere were breakt houghs. Li.s8 Homwitz. a Holocaust

Week committee member added "There were people on the

n.mrnittfe that aren't Jewish We wanted everyone to think

how the world was affected." she said.

Phe mam thmg to remember she said, is to educate oneself

about whafsgomgonandthendosomethitigabout It. "Peo-

ple in power capitalize on apathy. Arm added

\nn said the committee tried to stress the fact ihat nut

,,iily Jews were affected "Hitler s philos«>phies cau.ne harm

to a lot of people, not just Jews." Ann said, (lypsies.

Catholics and homosexuals were among the minonties per

secuted, she said

Events will be held all week on numerfuis topics with

emphasis on the message of canng ab<iut humanitv. Ann

said Beginning at mK>n Thursday, there will be a IJ hour

vigil by the campus p«>nd to honor the people who died dur

mg the holocaust that haven't been honored before. Devra

Keshbach. a member of the vigil committee said Names of

people killed in the holocaust will be read throughout the

vigil, she said The vigil will begin with a proclamation from

CH>vemor Michael S. Dukakis, which will he read by Stacey

Roth, Student (lovernment Association co-president elect

Other events dunng the week include:

Pro-choice activist to speak

on al)ortion clinic firebombings

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

When Bill Baird. a pro-choice activist for more than 20

years, speaks tonight at the University of Massachusetts, the

circumstances will be different than when he last visited 17

years ago.

In 1968. when Baird came to the UMass campus, he wa.s

facing a possible 10 year prison term for displaying birth

control pills to Boston University .students the year

before.

"In 1967, 800 Bo.ston University students signed a peti

tion and said 'Bill Baird, come and help us fight the

Massachusetts Crimes against Cha.stity law'," Baird recalled

in a recent telephone interview.

According to Baird, the 'Crimes against Chastity' laws in

effect in Mas.sachusetts at the time prohibited the exhibit

ing, selling and teaching of birth control to single women and

allowed only married women to use contraceptives or have

abortions.

Baird, who had alreadv been imprisoned twice for teaching

birth control to poor women in New York and New Jersey

believed that changing the law meant challenging it and

bringing it to the courts. So, he stood up before 2,000 Boston

University students, demonstrating and distributing con

traceptives and was arrested.

The following year, while his sentence was being appealed.

Baird came to UMass to fight another round in his battle

against the law.

Baird recalled that while at l!Mass he "arranged for a

nineteen year-old female .student to buy a can of Emko con

traceptive foam from Zayre's, " a now defunct department

store in Hadley.

Although the manager of Zayre's had committed a cnme

against cha.stity " in selling contraception to an unmarried

woman, no police action was taken which Baird -saw as

evidence of the "double standard " of the law.

According to the Vnllegian at the time, "Baird is currently

facing a pri.son term for displaying a birth control pill but a

multi million dollar department store is able to sell con-

traceptives without retribution."

UMass students at the time rallied, demon.strated and

petitioned in his support and today Baird speaks of their

"incredible love, support and devotion."

"The UMass student senate." he said, was the only stu

dent senate in New England to pass a resolution to

support me.
"

Baird's effort to challenge restrictive birth control and

abortion laws have resulted not only in his impnsonment

eight times in five different sUtes, but in a number of

landmark court victories.

Cantxnued on page U

• Meaning of the holocaust: a student panel. 2:30-5

p m . Tiiesdav. Campus Center Rm ala74 176.

•The Role of the University during the holocaust: a

faculty panel. 4 6 p.m.. Wednesday in Campus Center Rm.

16.'') 169.

•The White Rose, film .\ and H p.m.. Sunday ( ampus

Center Rm. 101.

• Memorial Services at the Newman Center will be held

.Sunday, times to be announced.

A complete .schedule of events is listed on page 1 1
and

12.

INSIDE:

US/Soviet trade prospects 3

• Nursing students make informative video 5

' Madonna in the movies ^

Remembering the holocaust 9

Lacrosse falls to UNH 20

"Ymi can't think rationally on an empty stomach,

j

and a whole lot of people can't do it on a full one

I

eUher." ,„ . ^
!

—Lord Rexth
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
Heart patient has

bleeding problems
LOllSVILLE. Ky ( AF) Jack C\ Burt ham was rushed back

into 8urger>' yesterday where doctors stopped the bleeding

in his left chest cavity after he lost at least 2 1 pints of blood

dunng his first night with an artificial heart.

BIcHid had seeped from stitches in synthetic fabric that

binds the aorta with the Jarvik-7 pump in Burcham's chest

cavity, said Dr. Allan Lansing, spokesman for the artificial

heart implant team at Humana Hospital Audubon.

The power of the Jarvik 7 pump may have strained the

sutures, forcing a loss of at least 2 1 pint* of blood during the

night. Lansing said

Karlier, he said the stitches were strained during Sunday's

struggle to implant the Jarvik-T pump in Burcham's chest

cavity, which was smaller than doctors had expected.

Chief surgeon William (' DeVries opted for a new incision

in Burcham's chest, rather than reopening the incision he cut

in implanting the device on Sunday, and that allowed a dif-

ferent angle of the mechanical heart, l>ansing said

It also gave DeVries a clear view of the rear of Burcham'a

aorta, and blood could be seen seepmg through stitches at

the rear of the aorta. l..ansing said.

"Every little needle hole showed a tiny little leak through

it," Lansing said. "The amount of blood coming out per beat

was minimal but at ^0 beats a minute, going on minute after

minute after minute, this led to a significant amount of

bleeding."

The leak was repaired and Teflon felt waa u»ed to rem

force the new stitches, he said.

Burcham. 62. the world's fifth and oldest implant

recipient, was ref>orted in cnlical but stable condition after

leaving the operating ro«>m.

The incident was "a setback, but barring an infection, then

I don't think this will change his recovery." Iwinsing said.

Sex law repeal

possible in Africa
CAPK TOWN. .South Africa (AP) The government said

yesterday it will repeal laws prohibiting sex and roamage

between whites and people of other races two pillars <»f the

apartheid svstem aimed at preservmg white racial purity

Anti apartheid forces quickly called the announcement

window dressing" and declared the laws unim|Kirtant com

pared with the pnmary goal ..f winning the right «- v.n.- f..r

South Afncas black majoritv 22 million iteopU

Whites on hot h sides took the move senously The ( onser

vfttive Party said the repeal would endanger "our national

identits." and L<.uis Stofberg. spokesman for the far nght

Herstigte Nasionale Party said. 'The government has let

loose a tiger that it won't be able to control."

The announcement by H(»mc .Affairs Mini.ster F W de

Klerk to Parliament was the mi >i dramatic of a series of

moves by white minonty go^trnment in recent months

toward .social change and easing of apartheid, the <»fficial

policy of racial separation

Repeal of the sex and marriage laws strikes at the louti

dations of apartheid, which guarantees such white privileges

as separate residential neighborhoods, schools and

h<>spital>

|)e Klerk t».id Parliament the government believes

legalization of sex across the color line will create social pro-

blems, but feels it is time to remove the issue "from the politi-

cal arena."

Repeal of the .16 year-old Prohibition of Mixed Marriages

Act and the 28 year old Section 16 of the Immorality Act.

expected this year, will allow whites legally to have sexual

relations with blacks. Asians and people of mixed race •

called coloreds in South Africa. There has been no prohibi-

tion on relations among the non white groups

The laws were stnctly enforced m most parts of the coun-

try, but have been increasingly ignored in the large cities

Johannesburg. Durban and Cape Town where hundreds of

whites and non whites lived together with the sufferance of

authorities. About 200 people have been persecuted under

the laws each year.

Mass. boating accident

kills one, injures two
BOSTON (AP)-One man died and two wei^ rescued

yesterday after a 14-foot outboard moU^rboat capsized one

mile offshore in Hingham Bay. U.S. Coast Guard officials

said.

The survivors were in the water for 40 minutes before a

passing boat spotted them and brought them on board,

said Petty Officer Lance Jones.

The rescuing lK)at did not have a radio, so the crew sped

to the closest Coast Guard station. Jones said. Five rescue

boats and one helicopter were dispatched to the area bet-

ween Sheep and Bumpkin islands, where the boat capsiz

ed. and the btxiy of a third man was quickly found.

Jones identified the survnvors as Jeff l^edger. 20 of

Waltham. and Ken Houle. 20. of West Newton. They were

treated for h>TX)thermia at South Shore Hospital, Jones

said.

Jones withheld the name of the dead man pending

notification of his family. The cause of death was being

determined by the medical examiner.

Inmates take over

Alabama prison
ODFNVILLE Ala. (AP) Hundreds of inmates took control

of a section of a state pnson yesterday, holding the warden

and n other people hostage for more than 10 hours before

releasing all the captives unharmed, officials said

Five employees were injured, officials said.

Shots were "fired when about 200 mmates U>ok over a cen-

tral records office at the 1.000 prisoner St (lair County Cor-

rectional Facility yesterday morning, initially trappmg about

40 guards and employees, officials said.

Some emplovees were able to get out, but Warden Urry

Spears and 21 others, includmg 10 women, were trapped,

said Pnson Commissioner Fred Smith.

The inmates demanded changes in operations at the

medium and maximum security facihty. said BiUy Joe

Camp, press secretary to Gov. George C Wallace

Smith said he and FBI negotiators were in conUct with the

inmates through pnson radio and television hookups.

We do have a list of demands." Smith said "We are work

ing with the inmates right now
"

He declined to gave any specifics about the demands, but

said abt)ut 20t) pnsonsers were involved in the upnsing.

which empted about 9:20 a.ra central standard time

Camp .said the inmates "told pnson officials they ww»

demandmg a number »)f changes in the operations at the

pnson " They also demanded that some inmates held in

isolation cells be released to the general pnson population.

he said.

Another demand was to aegregate the predommantly

black institution, said an official who spoke on condition

of anonymity
,

The situation appeared to have •cooled down by eoriy

afternoon and FBI agents amved to oooist in negotiations,

said St Clair County Commisaion Chauroan Shirley

Saterfield.

Camp, reached at the Capitol in Montgomer>. said word

on the number of hosUges came from pnson officials who

had made contact with the rebel inmates at the facOity about

25 miles east of Birmingham.

Grand jury indicts 23;

all part of neo-Nazis
SEATTLE (AP>-A grand jury hw indicteii 23 people

on racketeenng and conspiracy charges for involvement m
a neo-Nazi group, and accused four of them of par-

ticipating in the slaying of a Jewish radio personality, of-

ficials said yestenlay ^^
The indictment also alleged that members of The Order

participated in the killing of a reputed member of the

gn>up and armored-car holdups that netted more than ^
million. ,,_.

In Ridgedale. Mo., a man stopped by the Highway

Patrol for a random traffic inspection yesterday oj^-ned

fire, killing one trooper and wounding another.

Authorities said the assailant may have been one of thoae

indicted here

When pulled over, the gunman gave an alias that has

been used by David C. Tate, who was accused along with

five others of killing a member of The Order who disap-

peared, said Max Geiman. a spokesman for the FBI in

Kansas City.

Sixteen of those indicted are in custody, and the nine-

month investigation has effectively neutralized the group.

.hMt "our perception is that there may t»e a lot of sym-

pathizers,
" said Bill Baker, the FBI's assistant director.

'Baby Doe' rules

are made official
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Reagan administration

ordered doctors and hospitals yesterday to provide

medically necessary treatment for severely handicapped

'Baby Doe" infanta except in cases where death appears

inevitable.

The Department of Health and Human Services releas-

ed a final regulation covering the so-CAlled "Baby Doe"

cases, in which infants with severe or multiple handicaps

might be denied necessary medical treatment and allowed

to die.

MARATHON WINNERS. ONE AND ALL—From top

are Geoff Smith of BriUin with a 2:14.02. Lisa I^arson

Weidenbach of Marblehead with a j2:34.05 and the

father/son team of Richard E. Hoyt and Rick of

Westfield who competed for the fifth time in the

event.
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Soviet trade market is good,

says expert at conference
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Staff

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev sees four

major areas in which trade can be expanded

with the Ignited States, but increased trade

cannot begin until trade restrictions are lif

ted and the issue becomes less politicized,

according to a Soviet trade expert who spoke

at the University of Massachusetts Friday.

James H. Giffen. the president of the U.S.-

USSR Trade and Economic Council Inc..

addressed the international busmess con

ference at its closing luncheon in the Campus

Center Giffen is also the president of the

Mercator Corp. in New York and an adjunct

professor at the Columbia I'niversity

graduate schcK»ls of busine-ss and inter

national affairs He has traveled extensively

in the Soviet I nion and been involved in

numerous trade contracU with Soviet

agencies.

Giffen met with Gorbachev for one hour

and 40 minutes last December in the

Kremlin. He .said Gorbachev then expressed

interest in expanding trade in the areas of

energy, agro- business, and consumer goods

and was seeking to modernize Soviet

industry.

While U.S. exports once constituted T.'S

percent of Soviet agricultural imports, that

amount ($2.8 billion in 1984) is now about 2f)

percent since business went to other nation.^

during President Carter's grain embargo,

Giffen said. Ofthe$4 million to$.S millionthe

Soviets imported in machinery and equip

ment last year, only $ 1 10 million came from

the United States, he said

"With a positive balance of hard currency

trade over the last two years and an

estimated positive balance in 1984. the

Soviets are well positioned to commence

large purchases of equipment and machinerv

from the United States if and when we

become seriously interested in such trade

wuh the Soviet Union.' he said. "The oppor

tunities are clearly there
'"

But legislative restrictions on exptirts that

force the Soviets to pay higher duties on their

exports to the US than they pay on those to

other countries, as well as sanctions restrict

ing export import banking, inhibit

US -Soviet trade. Giffen said

In addition, the Soviets perceive arms ci»n

trol. political and trade and economic issues

to be inter related and believe pn>gress

should be made simultaneously on all of

them.

( alleriaa ph«4* by Su«* Hiscin*

Activiat Mary Wentworth of the Western Maooachusetts Contingency Net-

work, a part of a nationwide resistance coalition to U.S. involvement in Central

America, announces the group'n opposition to Prenident Reagan's prupoNal for

$14 million in funding to the 'contra" revolutionaries in Nicaragua. The group

plans to rally on the Amherst Common today at 9:30.

New policy position open in Whitmore

Scholarly discussion

marks 10th anniversary
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A capacity crowd packed into Memorial Hall last Fridav to

celebrate the tenth anniversary of the University of Mas

sachusetts Women's Studies Program, and listened as three

prominent femimst scholars discussed "Women's Studies m
an International Context The Decade Past, Visions for the

Next Ten Years."

Johnetta Cole, professor of anthropology at Hunter

College and former associate provost at UMass. kicked off

the discussion by emphasising that Women's studies pro-

grama in the United Suus still have much to learn by

examining the "national context"

"Women's studies began here by saying it spoke for us all^

she recalled, adding 'but only some voices came through.'

As an example. Cole suggested that at the beginning of

women's studies, courses on "the history of Amencan

women only dealt with some women," ignoring the voices of

others, she said. Among these voices. Cole included poor.

Jewish, older, rural and less able women, as weU as wo-

men of color.
J ..w u J

"These voices were always there." she said, but they

weren't heard."

Cole said that the present challenge forwomen s studies is

to analyze and incorporate this diversity of voices by

" addressing the conditions of every woman in the curriculum

and m research, as well as through faculty and students,"

she said
i n ^

"If we meet this challenge, ten years from now I will not

come and give this same speach, " she concluded

Marysa Navarro, professor of history at Dartmouth

College, spoke on feminism in Latin America, recalling that

in 1979 when she was asked to review Latin Amencan

feminist literature.she discovered it did not exist

But Novarro stressed that the last six years have seen such

dramatic changes that now she does not know any "social

scientist in Utin America who denies feminism and the num-

ber who proclaim it have grown enormously." she said.

She said that although the feminist perspective is begin

ning to infiltrate the universities in the form of "mmi-mini-

mini women's studies programs," most of the analysis comes

out of research centers created by feminists in such countries

as Peru. Columbia. Chile. Costa Rica. Bolivia and

Argentina. . . .
, . . . .

"The feminist movement in Latin America began late, but

now the movement is of continental proportions, she

said. ^^.^_^____^.^_^————^—

Bv GRKG BROWN
and LESLKY (LARK
(\)llegian Suff

A new high level administrative position has been created

to formulate and implement computing and inf«»rmHti(m «.vs

tems pi>licy at the University of Massachusetts

The position of associate vice chancellor for computing

and information systems may be filled by -luly. Kern

Johnson, a.ssociate pn)vost for undergraduate education.

said.

The new asstniate vice chancellor will report t») Kxeiutive

Vice Chancellor and Pn.vost Richard L OBnen I'he

administrator's responsibilities will include developing and

implementing policies related to microcomputers and plan

ning and overseeing the development of new compnting net

works on campus. Johnson said.

A search committee of 10 faculty and adminisirat..rs.

including chairwoman Johnson, has already received many

applications and nominations for the job.

Johnson said the .salarv will be commensurate with

qualifications and expenence. but could not give estimate,

"because of the extremely broad range of possibilities for

salary
"

No telephone directory

means no Dean 's List

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The Dean's List for the fall 1984 semester will not be

published because the student telephone directory will not

be printed this semester, a University official said last

week.

Associate Dean of Students Robert N. Brooks explained

that the dispute between the directory's publisher and a

printing company, which left students without a spring

phone book, also left the Dean of Students* Office without a

place to publish the Dean's List

Brooks said the dean's office "does not have the resour-

ces " to publish the list of students who achieve a grade- point

average of 3. 5 or better However. Brooks said "the achieve-

ment is .HO great we want to find a new (publishing) format

that's done with some style and class
"

Brooks said he will present a proposal for a Dean's List

brochure to Dean William F Field later this month. The 5H

by 8V^ inch pamphlet would be typeset instead of the com-

puter printout used in the past

Brooks estimated the cost of the project at $2,500 to

$3,000 per semester, and said the proposal will probably go

to the various vice chancellors next month "to find money

for it"

The brochure would be a "keepsake, .something the

students could take home with them." Brooks said. The first

brochure listing the Dean's List for this spring would be out

in July or August "but I can't promise anythuig." he

added.

Brooks was hesitant about the possibility of publishing

this .semester's Deans List First he said, "It's not inconceiv-

able that it may .still be possible." He then said. "We would

like tr be able to do it but I think we're not"

The proposed pamphlet will be printed at the expense of

the University, unlike the student directory. Brooks .said the

student phone book has been free to .students and the

University for the past four and a half years but added;

""Students shouldn't be surprised if they see a $1 fee at the

top of next semester's book."

Johnson said the candidate must have both technical and

managerial abilities, and be well versed m mate of the art

computers

The new position comes in the wake of an interim report by

a task f<»rce established to studv the role of computing at the

University I'he task force was created bv the provost s office

in resp«)njie to a recommendation by the Faculty Senate

Computing Committee last February

The task force, made several recommendations regarding

the use of micnnromputers by students and faculty and

devel«)ped a plan for future computing

The cost of the proposed plan has been estimated at

$20,000,000 Projected annual costs for the plan, including

.'i.tMMi student workstations. JOO faculty work ' 1*^<»

department workstations, 40 dean/provost \^ ^ nonv.

?(Mt non academic workstations and maintenance and train

ing t<»tals $6 million, excluding the cost of campus cabling

The recommendations made hv the task fon »• u< improve

computer resources include

• the appointment of an individual to serve as a contact per-

son for computer manufacturers and distributors

• administrative contact with computer manufacturers to

discuss discounts and donations

• availability of discounts for both personal and institu-

tional purchase of personal computers.

• the creation of a display center where several computer

products could be viewed

• the appointment of an on-campus maintenance service

• the installment of appropriate winng to allow the net-

working of computers across campus

• the insUllation of computer based Ubrary materials

• the equipment of cla.s8rooms with devices to allow projec

tion of computer output

• a fiscal year 1987 budget request U) include computing

project costs

(Women's Forum)
Women's fttrum is a uefkly hHltn^ uf rventx nlatinti to

uomfn 's 1S.SUC.V Notices should he sent tn the Women s /s-.sues

Edttur eare nfUie CnlUnian. not later than the Friday before

the event

TUESDAY Bill Balrd. a prtvchoire activist for more

than 20 years will s|)«ak on Firebombing of Abortion

CliniraAnd What We Plmn To Do About It, at 8 p m m
the Student Union Ballror)m

The Asian Women's Issues Group. spon.sored by the

Third World Women's Program at the Everywoman's Cen-

ter (EWC). will meet from 7-9 p.m. at the EWf
WEDNESDAY There will be a .symposium on

."Women's History as Women's Educatiott." featuring

speakers Joan Scott. Natalie Davis and Lester Little, from

10:00- 1 1:30 a.m. in Wright Hall. Smith College

The Lesbian Union has formed a new rap group, led by

its coordinators, which will meet from 7-9 p.m. in Student

Union Building room 406.

The Black Women's Issues (Jroup will meet at the

Everywoman's Center from 7-9 p.m.

THURSDAY A wt.rkshop called "Would You Let

This Happen To Your Sister?" will be offered from 12-1

p.m. m Campus Center room 8 11 It isthepre-nentationof a

new film from the United Auto Workers concerning sexual

harassment, which will be fonf)wed by a di.scusaion led by

Myra Hindus, coordinator of the Working Women's Pro-

gram at the Kvervwoman's Center.

FRIDAY At .'it.lO p.m. a Take Back the Night:

Reclaiming Our Lives * rally will begin in the Student

Union Building and will be followed by a march at 7:;iO

p.m. ____________^_________^__«__

I
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SERENITY AT DUSK—All ia quiet at the campus pond thin past weekend, nave for a few byiiUndeni enjoy-

inf the haimy temperatures at sunaet.

•Tuesday. April 16. 1985

Com Stu dept. gets

new title approved
In a rm»vf dt-M^iu d to bfIter identify it8?lf.the Department

of Communuation Studies has changed its name to the

Departmt'nt of Communication.

The change was ratified unanimously at tht- last Faculty

Senate meeting.

VV Harnett Pearce. head of the department, said the

I hange was sought, "because the ttrm studies' denotes an

interdi^ciplinaiN unit brought together by a common

interest. ( oninuinu ation i> a di.-.tiiu t discipline with a long

hisiorv and professu»nal ass<»ciations. This name change

identiJFies ourselve.s more accurately." he said.

IN .(i.f said the department, the third largest on campus.

i,.i.a>i.d the title m 1975 when the department was

created.

"This title makes more explicit our identification with an

academic discipline," Pearce said

Fearce said the number of communication majors m the

past 10 years has increased 2M) percent. "We have a pres-

tigious department," he said, "a facuhy with many laurels,

and all the vital signs look gm^d."

-LESLEY CLARK

Tuesday, April 16, 1985:
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Defense to push tower
Representatives of the United Slates

Department of Defense will meet with the

Hampshire County Commissu)ner» in

Northampton tonight to discutis the Air For-

ce's proposal for a .MM> fot>t radio to be built

in the area.

The ii>%M'r 1- designed to withstand a

nuclear blast and provide communciation

between defense posts in the event <»f a

nuclear attack. It in part of a $122 million

national system termed "(Iround Wave
Emergency Network," ((IWEN),

Nancy Foster, a member of the Not •WK N

Alliance, opponent.s of the tower, said the

Department of Defense 'will discuss how

GWEN fits into the national defense

Htrategy

'

Amhersi ^--u-u ;.. .pj.j...^. ...;,-,....,.,!

the tower at the last Town Meeting

The Department of Defense cancelled a

mmissKitimeeting with ''"

26

The meeting begins

Hampshire Distnct Coun
I V<| VN

M

at the

\UK

Panel talk tonight at 7

.SI iKiiin - » ii' > ii<i\»' wi'ihfil in I lu' |iii>

tcssional world will share their expeiieiu es

today as part of a panel discussion held \>s

the Office tjf C«M)peiati\e K! m

The Jiffuc, whiih hrli)- - find

l*'ll)|M i| .11 \ I II

then tiiaior. \mII . p in

111 ( "illlipil". t 'ruli I iithfl

sludi I'

idmls
...I tri

\\b.i' in a fferi»f»'h)»inn,il

enviionii

I'as! . ' > t 1 • ! ri 1 1 • M II 1 • 1 • I'M

brrtnch*' ^ulf* Th, /<-..

/ s ; ,,

h,.-

H-m
st«>re.ii, and < <* Kngland

LAIRAYKK

ifBaird HMMB ^'^*'nuiedfrom page 1

In 1972 he appeared before the IS Sup

reme Court in a case which legalized abortion

nationally for single people and overturned

his I9tj7 conviction. The case was al.so

quoted si« times in the 1 97:1 decision legaliz-

ing abortion.

Asked how he first became involved in the

struggle for abort ion and birth control rights.

impany in the early 1960s He was mak
.11 at '

' when h- '

'

..^ ;ig screai; ; : J black »

running out with an eighteen-inrh

hiinger • '.-d in her uterus I caught tu

,11.1 -li. '?iv Jtrm--" h»' siiiil

Urtird will be speaking at H p m. in the Stu
! rit Inion RallnKim as part of the Di>

niimnshed Visitors Program, in a lecture

H'led "Firebombingof Abortion Clinics and
What We Plan to Do About It'

Raird said his talk will focus on the tactics

of the anti-abortion movement, the brutality

of self induced and illegal abortions, ami

what he referred to as "the misconceplmti^

that cause conceptions."

"I can't tell you l'..« . *» i.. -i 1 am to come
back to the campus." he said, adding that he

hoped to "fire up a whole new coalition of

i will lose the pre
rtit.n ami birth luntrol laws and we

•> I them by default," h* naid. noting
hat on "every campus 99 percent of

it-nts support alH*rtion but lesh than 1

,..., <'n» •' •••^ ''•- 'Dvthinj: ''

\1 >i students noA xhvu
'I .ind birth control wejt- Ugal and
nt know what It's like to read' r.Ma.ss

woman found dead with coat- hanger in her
uterus'." Haird said.

Chancellor's Lecture Series

Ronald I. Prokopy
"Toward a World oi Less Pesticide"

Thursday. April 18, 1^85

Ccimpus Ct-nter Aiulitoriiint

rnr\'crsif\- of Mdss.Khiist'tls M Amht-rst

W* *•«.«•«••<«• -:*-
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Nursing students hit
Tape to bridge gap'

between two cultures

By MICHELLE SEGALL
Collegian Staff

For Southeast Asian refugees in the

United SUtes. American health care prac-

tices are strange and often difficult to

understand.

To help bndge the gap between Asian

tradition and Western health care, six nurs-

ing students at the University of

Massachusetts are making a videotape to

educate refugees about health care in

America.

"The differences are so sUrk." Jeanine

Muldoon, community health care faculty

nurse and coordinator of the project, said.

Funded by a $3,000 grant from the Area

Health Education Center of the Pioneer

Valley, the I
.'> minute videotape about com

municable diseases will show a Cambodian

family arriving in the United States.

The tape will focus on kitchen and

bathrmim scenes illustrating the importance

of not sharing the same toothbrushes, towels

and pillows and washing dishes in hot. soapy

water to stop the spread of disease. The tape

will also show the importance of taking pres-

cribed medication in correct doses even

though symptoms of disease may

disappear

MuldtK>n said refugees sometimes think

that if they do not have symptoms, they do

not need the drug, or they take it all at once to

speed recovery Some refugees in New

England have died because of this, she

said

Aside from teaching refugees about

Amencan health care, the videotape will

show American health care providers some

Southea.st Asian cultural beliefs Many pn>

Mders do not understand Eastern healing

practices and have expressed frustration due

to the language and cuhural differences

Hellen Stallings, one of the students

involved in the project, said Southeast

Culkgiali (ibuU> t>> Michelr Sees'

Nuraing studenta involved in the video project are. clockwiae from the bottom.

Jeannine Muldoon, Susan Barstou. Cheryl Sabola and Helen StallinRa.

through some national conventions.

The group has not yet determined what

will happen to profits earned through the sale

of the videotape, but Muldoon said 'I do

want to come back to fund future projects of

the kind, that's in the works." For the future,

she wants to make videoUpes on family plan

ning and mental health depression.

The project has met with some opposition

from health care providers who argue that

the videotape is discnminatory.

Muldoon said the goal of the project is "to

give them (the refugees) the tools they need

to be able to live in the way they would like

and in a healthy way."

"We don't want to negate theu- belief, but

we do want them to undersUnd why our sys-

tem works as it does. " she said. The tape will

be made in two languages, English and

Khmer, the Cambodian language.

"We have to educate our health care pro

viders about the cultural differences which

sometimes cause us to blame the victims

when they don't follow our instructions After

all, if you believe that a bad wind rather than

micn)bes causes disease, it means you wont

use hot soapy water to clean vour uten-

sils. The cycle »»f disease will nt)t be broken

until lM)th Asians and Americans can be re-

educated to understand cultural differences

and beliefs. " she said

AsuUfnm tearhxng rrUuirrs .it..ut Anu^rnn h^Uh care. themdm>tapeunll ntum-

Am^n health carr pr- n^rs .„me SnutheoMt A>nan cultural bel%efn. Many pr,^

f,Z^n7lnZ7tand Eastern h^Hng practu^ and h.ve erfrre^ frustration

due to the language and cultural differeneeM.

Asians think spu-its cause disease, so they

use traditional healing practices like cupping

or pinching and bruising to release "evil

spirits" "These practices d«mt harm the

patient in any way," she said.

The marks may remain on the skin fnim a

couple c»f days to a couple of months. These

marks have been interpreted by health care

providers unfamiliar with these practices as

child abuse Ihese traditions are a cultural

thing that 'sh<.uld be accepted rather than

attacked. " Muldrnm said

MuldcH.n has already been approached by

professionals around the country who want

copies of the videotape including u volunteer

who will be working at a refugee camp in the

Philippines during the summer Muldcx>n

said she will also try to market the videotape

The most common problems facing

refugees are head lice, tuberculosis and

intestinal parasites These problems are a

result of unsanitary living conditions at

refugee camps Cambodians, who have set

tied in the area, see this pniject as a great

help, according to Muldoon. wh.. has t ilUe.l

with some of them

.Susan Barstow. a I'Mass student working

on the project finds it fulfilhng because she is

invfilved in »«jmething that will be useable

You don't always feel that way when you're a

student." she said

The videotape is scheduled for completion

by graduation.

MASS. APPROVED INSPECT10NJTATION^

Gas Saving
Tune-up

#
$33i>» $3'i.»» $4i>» I

Wll .«*«« n^ r««K» .port '^,*^'°' 'ZJ^J^T^

(Vtd thar9tnQ »r»twi» *»«p«ci fO«P» and Prmtout

#^lncl
°*

Lube, Oil & Filter

$1 5.99Include* up to 5 qoom
10-40 04l. and s<4«ty

chKk.

HIDNKHTIS
Satummy9-S SvMOAy//-S

-—^—:^^\
ttv"

- jri^?^.-^'""* i»^

ulKlUE^N:t w.««y»^'^^^

OTHtH
ir^nuMTS: (mm

North Amherst
& Auto Center

•FuK Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amherst. MA
Across trom Watroba s Store

549-4704

olLecave 2s6'64is

I

**V<A\%^*^*

Nominations are now being accepted for;

• Commuter Spokesperson *

• Commuter Treasurer •
for the Comnnuter Area Governnnent

Forms available in Rm 404 Student Union

• For more information call 545-2145

Deadline for completed nominations is

2 pm April 16.

Election will be held Wed. April 24th

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
Mon, Tues, & Weds

Large Cheese Pizza

only $5.35

Each additional item $1 .00

For Fast, Free, Friendly Delivery

Call 549-0626

-i^^^e^"
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Perron's music

thrills crowd

Ptuito k; E<M Pmv

Violinist Carol Lynn Kropewnicki will perform works by Mozart and Beethoven at 8 p.m. on Fri-

day in Bezanson Recital Hall.

ughts
Detpemtely Seeking Su*am
directed by Susan Seidelman

Starring Rosanna Arquette and Madoniui

at the Mountain Farms Cinenma

By TONY BETROS
( oUcpan Suff

A rock star that trie* to make it on the big screen m unually

placed under the proverbial niicro»cope and is given careful

•rrutiny. Such m the case for Madonna* acting debut in /Vs

peraUly Seeking Susan

Madonna porUay* Susan, a free wheeling person who

hkes to have, to put it nicely, quite bnef relationships with

members of the opposite set Although we don't actually see

Susan hop from bed to bed. the assumption is not a difficult

one to make

Susan IS in a little bit of trouble It seems that her last

"boyfriend ' was connected with the mob and stole a pau of

valuable earrings. Susan grabbed these earrings upon leav

mg him. not knowing theu- value Flnter Roberta (RoNanna

Arquettel. an unhappy Yuppie housewife whose best advice

from her fnends is "not to get a job that pays less than

$50.0(K). " Roberta likes to read the personals and constantK

sees many addressed to Susan She decides to follow Susan

and eventually purchases a jacket that Susan had up for

hock. Well, by wearing thi^ -she eventally is mistaken

for Susan and temporariK ues" her when she is stnc-

ken with amnesia.

Not wanting to give away any more, the rest of the movie is

the stniggle to recapture Roberta's identity, the stolen

eamngs. and Susans life savings, kept in a .sad looking !»>•"-«•

of luggage

Madonna doesn't say much in the movie, but she doesn't

have to. She has a presence on the screen and. in the movie.

defines sultry to a tee. She plays a character very similar to

herself m real life- confident, self-assured, aggressive but

not in an obno»ious way.

Arquette also plays a believable role as the malcontent

nch girl who wants more out of life She wants to lead the

care free life Susan leads

Director Susan (is it just concidence?) Seidelman does a

fine job in dealing with a plot that can make for confusion

among the audience It is a fun. fast-paced movie that wasn't

over directed Parts of the film did drag a bit. especially the

l)eginning. and some scenes were unbelieveable. for msUnce

when Roberta finds a personal from Susan in a paper a wip'^

was using for a pillow

These few instances, however, can be overlooked because

of the general fun the movie expresses. Music plays a big fac

tor in the movie. btUh up front and in the backgroud. Seidel

man even puts a c«.uple of jokes in the background,

reminiscent of the two Airplane movies.

Overall, the audience seemed to enjoy this movie. Most of

the members were Madonna fans and here is where the

stipulation sets m. Because Su.san is very similar to

Madonna, those of you out there who find Madonna nauseat-

ing (why IS another question) probably won't find this film

tmi pleasurable Madonna doesn't dominate the screen, but

her presence is felt enough to turn away people who aren't

her biggest fans.

For the Madonna supporter. Desperately Seeking Susan is

a must see The entire cast does a good enough job to keep

the movie up. especially Arquette as Roberta and Adam
Quinn as Des. who eventually befnends Roberta.

If you're finding Madonna to be shown a little too much on

MTV and want to see her in a different light, this movie is for

you. Don't worry, you won't hear Like a Virgin at alL

By ION STRYMISH
('olle^ian Staff

hern.n >i.cll.s he. name with the same F that Fender has

used tor his .niitars. Ferron is a nickname that has come to

..and for the only feminist hard rock singer performing

„>dav A. her concert Saturday at Smith ( oUege, l-erron

brought out more response in her audience than any other

performer I have ever seen.

The audience, composed of 97', women, called Ferron

back for 1 wo encores, and rushed the stage at the final song.

During the .V.O hour show Ferron had asked much of the

audieiu. including smgmg four part harmonies and clap-

ping to intricate rhyme schemes.

>he plaved biting, guitar driven mu>u. and talked to the

....aience as if she was in an intimate situation, overall prov-

ing that she meant what she was saying. 1-erron bills herself

as a folk singer fr..m Vancouver, Canada, her folk rock style

remind, me .,» Bruce Springsteen. After tw<. records she has

proven herself to have the most honest and down to earth

>. i, , n .my kind of music.

The honest v of her lyrics almost seemed an embarrasment

to her when it came to singing them live On one song she

sang -Ferron vou are half way pretty, and may you never be

alone
" For this in concert, she put on a tremelo voice that

covered the power of her words.

What Ferron reallv is is a talker. She told stories, was hum

ble and generally did anythmg she could to endear herself to

her' audience. She started, 'so this is Women s W eek, why do

vou have Women's Week in ApriP What do you do m

March' " Though this was a feminist event to most of those

who were there, the performance was not based on anything

l.irger or more political than what the emotions are in the

lives of the people that Ferron s songs are about

Snowing in Bnxiklyn" is about the simple feeling of won

1. ring what has happened to an old lover, and the emotions

on it are personal She builds personal statements into

iKilitics. such as •• Fifteen years ago 1 worked the lineV W ith a

thousand more all doing time./ While a foreman smiled com-

plicit crime./ We were strangers to the plan./ An old woman

ran the gears/ she couldn't move/ They said shed been there

fortv years/ 1 think that's rude/ cause forty years is forty

, ars/ And I was only 15 then." From the song "Shadows on a

Dime"

Ferron plaved most ol the >ong.-. from her two records as

well a.s a few others. Playing two sets, she was backed on the

second by Novi. a woman from Los Angeles, who played the

viola and keyboards She helped give Ferron the edge she

needs to make her songs really come off with a bite. The first

set was done solo; for both sets an interpreter for the deaf

was present.

ART IN PUBLIC PLACES
;!.>., u:. ai.u . ju-ii'i^n. -i i.-. ^ii.ong artisis architects, and land

jde Paul Bioches Patricia Fuller Nancy Holt. Linda Jewell and
A symposium on outdoor

scape arc^atects Parlicipa:

George Trakas

Thursday April 25. 1985 9OO am -400 pm Memorial Hall UMass

Free Seating limited tirst come tirst served

The Floating Cinema, will presen! ar. o / t-ot water sited tilm spectacle in conjunction with the

ymposiun) on Friday evening April 2c

; am/wind date Saturday April 27

The Pond UMass 800-900 pm

• or further mlormation call 545-0202

This program is being presented by the UMass Arts Council

AMERICAN UTOPIAS: ARCHITECTURE AND
HLM IN THE 20TH CENTURY

••.pril 23 Beyond Utopia Changing Attitudes in American Architecture (1984) and The City

(1^39)

.^p;., . The 'Wrong Stult American Architecture (1983) and The Foundation (1949) and panel

discussion with Helen Searing. Smith College Dennis Porter, UMass. John Martin. UMass

and Norton Juster, Juster Pope Associates Architects

Reception lollowing

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
store 24 con provide a unique and
challenging environment for the college

graduate Our training program allows a
person to take full advantage ot their

management knowledge and experience.

Our compensation program is the most

progressive in the industry

Our convenience store chain is located

throughout the northeast and we have
positions available in the Boston, New
Haven and New York City areas. We are

on innovative and rapidly growing com-
pany operating 24 hours per day

Intensive company training enables you to

)Oin our management team m as little as

4-6months^

A store manager con expect a storting

salary of $18,000 plus commission The

average store managers' salary for 1984

was $25,162

If you have retail, deh or fast food ex-

perience, take advantage of our excellent

compensation and benefits package,
bonuses and advancement potential

For a confidential interview, please forward

your resume or a letter of introduction to

Brian Johnson
Corporate Recruiter

Store 24, Inc.

184 Riverview Ave.

Waltham, MA 02254

artslines.,.

Yvonne Rainer, a pioneer of 'post-modem' dance in

America will speak and show selections of her work at H p.m

on Tuesday in Lecture Room 1 of the Merrill Science Center

of Amherst College. The event is free of charge. For further

information call 542 2411.

Texas Opera Theatre' s production of Rossini > The Bar-

ber of Seville" will be performed in English at 8 p.m. on

Wednesday at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Tickets

are now on sale at the FAC Box Office. For more mformation

call 545-2511.

Commedian and social .satirist Dick (iregory will per

form at 7 p.m. on Wednesday at Johnson Hall of Amherst

College.

'The Exchange. " an exhibition of prints, drawings, and

handmade paperworks by five MFA print makers from Fenn

State University will be held from Thursday, for ten days at

the Wheeler Gallery, located in Wheeler House An opening

reception will be held at 6 p.m. on Thursday at the Gallery

Wheeler C.allery is open 7-10 p.m.. Sunday through

Thursday, and 12:30*2:30 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday. For

further information call .'i4.'^ 2151.

World famous electro-acoustic harpist Andreas Vollen-

weider will perform at 8 p.m on Thursday at the Calvin

Theatre at Northampton Tickets are $10 m advance and

$ 1 1 at the door and are available at Beyond Words Bookshop

in Northampton and Sophia Bookstore in Amherst. Mr.

Vollenweider's latest album Whiir Winds is one f)f the best-

gellmg LPs of the countr>

The Five College Chamber Soloists, under the du-ec-

tion of Ronald Steele will perform an all Bach and Handel

program in honor of the composers' .U)Oth anniversane*.

The concert will begin at 8 p m. on Thursday in Bezanson

Recital Hall. For more information call 545-2227.

7ju prc^i Campus Center Auditorium Free For further info call 645-3595

Performer Galen Blum.

Blum to appear
By rp:nkk BA( hkr
Collegian Staff

Galen Blum is one of those performers who make up a

significant part of the whole. She's opened for Dizzy Gilles

pie, Spyro Gyra. Maynard Ferguson, Harry Chapin, David

Brenner, and Pete Seeger, among others

This Saturday, in Hampden Theatre's Spring Festival of

the Arts. Blum will step center stage and have the whole show

to herself. Blum has done t.v., theatre, commercials and

cabaret. You might say this entertainer has put in more than

her share of ground work. Yes. a real star has come to shine

upon those who frequent our own small, theatrical haven

in Southwest.

From my understanding, the act itself is sort of a cabaret

involving a lot of skillful improvisation. For example: Blum

asks the audience for a word or two and then she and her

accompanist create a song wit h them. Recently I heard a tape

of Blum's which had a very comical show-tune feel to it. Her

mu.sical repertoire is an eclectic combination of blues, jazz,

ballads and country/western.

If her face looks familiar, it might be that you recognize her

from, "Gabe Kaplan Presents Future Stars, on AB( TV
,

or

perhaps from a Sominex commercial. At any rate, this show

promises to keep its audience awake and allow the personal

contact that is often impossible with famous personalities.

ARTS

ttwlo ^ K<i* fmrt

Jmzr percu«Bioni»t§ MonRo Sant«-M»ri«

(»bove),Tito Puente. and Max Roach will headline

the Jazz All SUrs Concert this Sunday opening

the 14th annual Black Musicians Conference. For

more information see artU.ie*.

Singer Joan Armatrading will perform with special

guest Cook the Book at 8 p m on Thursday in the Fine Arts

Center. Ticketsfor this IPC sjxmsored program are $ 1 1 50

for I'Mass students and $ 1 2 50 for the general public and are

available at the FAC Box Office

The Five College Early Music Collegum. directed by

Robert Kisenstein. will perform Erco Lo fyimaiera. featur

ingvocaland instnimental musu of fourteenth and sixteenth

century Italy The free concert will begin at 4 p m on Sundwv

at Bezan.son Recital Hall. For further informati«»n abiHil this

free concert call 53H-230«>.

Violinist Carol Lynn Kropewnicki will perform works by

Mozart, Beethoven and Barber at 8 p m on Friday at Bezan

son Recital Hall. Ms. Kropewnicki will be accompanied by

pianists LeanderBienand Lipy Hsieh Admission to the con-

cert is free.

Famous Danish recorder player Michala Petri will pre-

Miit Baroque and contemporary music at 8: 15 p m. on Sun

day in Buckley Recital Hall of Amherst College Tickets at a

cost of $9 ($5 for students and senior citizens) will be avail

able at the d<Kir t)ne h»)ur prior to the concert and can be

reser\ed by calling 542-2195.

I'he annual Jazz All-Starti Concert will take plact .

-

p.m. on Sunday at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall The

concert, which opens the 1 4th .Annual Black Musicians t dn-

ference. will feature dnimmer Max Koach and Latin per-

cussionist. Mongo Santamaria and Tito Puente Tickets

for the -la// All Stars are availabU- for the Km* \'^- r,Miier

Box Office at .S4.5 2.M1

I..1I111 pt iiti-^K'i.i-is Mongo Santamaria and Tito

l*uente will be honored for their contribution u* and

influence on Afro^ American music when they receive the

Distinguished Achievement Award at 8 p m on Sunday at

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. The Award will be pre

sented by Dr FredenckTillis. Direct«>rof the Fine Arts Cen-

ter and jazz artist Max Roach dunng the .lazz All- Stars

concert

The Asparagus Valley Contemporary Music Ensem*-

ble will present itsseiond c«)ntert of the year at ^t I'' p m on

Friday m Buckley Recital Hall of Amherst College I'he con

cert 18 free and «>|)en to the public

Midttun's work
*a slice of life'

By ANDREW BOSETTI
Collefnan Corresp<ir>dent

They stand there and seem to have a dialoffue with each

other, so alive are they, so vibrant, with so much energy

and so much character. Or. then again, each could l»e seen

as lost in his or her own world, wrapped up in what it was

that matie their ideas so sj)ecial to them.

Who are they' What am I talking about? I'ln speaking

al)out some magnificent metal sculptures by Eric Midttun.

The works each stand some eight feet tail and eml)ody

characters from life and society which one might en-

counter in various settings. They are a colorful and ex

pressive group. Each "personage" is unique and pro

vocative. When they stand together in the UMass Foun

dry they lend to 'blow you away" with their presence.

This is no accident. Midttun spoke to me one night ahovit

his work, and he was emphatic about each .sculpture's

need to be a unique and expressive character of some sort.

He said he wanted to capture the flavor of individual per-

sonalities-people, who. at times, seemed "locked" within

themselves or caught up in lifestyles that they either

couldn't escape or didn't want to change. He is concerned

about this.

Midttun said he wanted his sculpture to challenge the in-

dividual who experiences them and maybe cau.se that per-

son to reflect and consider his or her own position, own

life's pattern, in relation to the characters he presents. He

wants to raise some questions like: "Is this me?" "Do I

need to change?" "Can 1 change?" "What kind of

character am I in the face of these strange presences?"

The artist was clear about his intention. He said that in

his own life he was constantly challenging himself and

reflecting on the direction he was taking and what mean-

ing that had for him. He notices people, and he's noticed

how some people can become locked into a way of life

which does not really satisfy them or make them happy.

Yet they cannot change. Midttun's sculptures, his metal,

glass artd plaatic characters, directly reflect his concerns

with "k»t iiMhviduality" or the kfea of personality kicked

into a rigid system of social "order."

That's one meaning at least. Of course, there's more. I

said that when I looked at his people I thought of Ensor's

masks, extremely expressive faces behind which was hid-

den a multi-dimensional complex personality that perhaps

few would ever understand. At that point we also spoke of

Giacometti's small people standing in lonesome groups on

empty planes of space. Giacometti's figures are small and

tiny, hardly colorful and anything but expressive. These

Post modern dance pioneer Yvonne Rainer will be

at Amherst ( ollege tonight. For more informa-

tion see artUnea.

works are large, colorful, done in a variety of media and

active U) the extent that the viewer is taken aback.

There is theatre going on here; each figure is so alive, so

bold, so menacing and so intriguing. Each sculpture is

complex to the extent that you have to look again to see all

its parts as well as the many angles from which it effects

you. Each figure has a personality all its own that .sug

gests an evolution, a growth and development, a coming of

age.

I've seen the artist working. He works rapidly, bending,

cutting and welding pieces of metal to form chest, ribs,

arms, legs, a head, etc. Even the painting is done fairly

quickly yet not without concern for the result it has on the

finished product. If Midttun wants to add a plastic nose or

a wooden spike or a rubber hose, he does so. And every

other night or so you'll see him take a figure aside and

change something on it. add a color or cut a section of

metal or graft on an arm. It's funny, it's serious, it's in-

tense and the end result is so exciting and provocative that

you've got to see it to really understand what the artist

has done.

But there is a dialogue here. The figures are each very

much themeselves yet have a great ability to "interact"

with one another when placed together. It is a slice of life

to see them all together. It makes one think about the peo-

ple we meet in our own lives; you might even spot so-

meone you know here. Midttun really succeeds in making

you think about some things. He told me that each work

becomes history once it is completed and, although he had

no wish to keep them all. he does worry about their fate.

Any suggestions? See Eric Midttun, his show Banana

Flavored Suit w\\\ open on Sunday, April 28.
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AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS
4:30 p.m. 2:00 a.m.

Sunday thru Wadneaday
4:X p.m. 3:00 a.m.

Thuradav thru Saturday

WE NOW DELIVER
IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays
from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

3UNDAY

1 FfM Item ^

Of Your Own
Choic*

14

1 Fre« 21

Cok*
^ith Any

Smat) Pi7«a

•V^ONDAv

Free 1

Pepparoni

On Anv ^««

Free Sausage

A , ^' /i4

Free 15

Double Dough

O'l Any Put*

'ree Ham 22

28 Free
Sausage
0> Ar'» P./f*

29

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
Free :

Green
Peppers

On Any Pi//«

FREE
ONIONS
On All* i'lJIJ

16

23

Free 30

Onions

Free
Hamburg

On Any Pitta

Free 10
Canadian
Bacon

On Any Pl//a

17

Free 24

Extra Cheese

On Any Pi// •

Free 4

Extra Cheese

On Any Pi//#

11

Free
Black Olives

On Any Pi//<J

25

FRIDAY

12
•^i^e

M« shrooms

Co Any Pi//«

19

Free 26

Green Peppers

On Any Pim«

SATURDAV

Mushrooms

On Any Pifta

Free 20
Pepperoni

On Any t-ttl*

27
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Letters
Your chance to say *no'

President Reagan has recently begun tx) realize that the

American people will not stand for U.S. military interven-

tion in Central America. The disturbing aspect of this,

though is that he did not decide to stop the war against

the people of Nicaragua. Instead, he has proposed that we

as a nation support this illegal war with "humanitarian

aid" to the contras.

This is just another smokescreen to hide the fact that we

are attempting to bring about the overthrow of a duly

elected govemn>ent. Besides being illegal, it adds to the

idea that somehow the contras aren't so bad if they need

"humanitarian aid". These people have kUled over 7500

people in the last 4 years. Every wonruui captured by them

is raped, some as many as 60 times. We as a people must

reject this scam presented by the President and tell him

we want nothing to do with this war. We must say no to

this and all other forms of violence against the people of

Central America.

To put this in context, we must ren»ember that our na-

tion has supported political solutions to conflicts wherever

it served our purposes. Why can't we, as the "Greatest

Nation in the World' negotiate with a tiny

underdeveloped nation of about 3 million people? Why
must we support the use of napalm and white phosphorus

bombs against the civilian population of El Salvador? Why
must we send tens of thousands of troops to do maneuvres

three kilometers from the Nicaraguan border? The most

disturbing thing about this is that it is done in the name of

the people of the United States. We have a chance with the

upcoming vote in the Congress on this hidden war and

with the April 20th march in Washington to say we will no

longer passively accept lies, deceptions and dishonesty.

We can say no more to a government which does these

things without telling us and then claims to act for us.

Todd Little

Aniherst

FEELING TENSE? Come to the student

STRESS MANAGEMENT
£r RELAXATION WORKSHOP

and learn to unwind*

April 16th, 4:30-6:30 pm, University

Health Center, Room 302

or

April 22nd, 4:30-6:30, Bren Classroom

For mroe information call 549-2671 (x181)

EDWIN
JEANS
sold at the

finest stores

Ai>^"^

13 No. Pleasant

Amherst

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

EveryTl calculator comes with
one extranumben
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Summer Jobs For The

Environment and Consumer
Protection

MASSPIRG is now hiring summer staff for

Amherst, Boston, Hyannis, Worcester, and

Newton. Earn $2500 for the summer. Inter-

views APRIL 16 CC 805-9 APRIL 17 CC 911-15

9 am, 10:30 am, 12, 2 pm, 3:30 pm
MASSPIRG 256-6434 10 AM -2 PM
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OPINION
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Remembering the past
Despite a tendency for some

people to want to forget about

past tragedies, we as a society

must not forget the pain that

others have endured, nor must

we forget why they have en-

dured that pain.

This week at the University

of Massachusetts is Holocaust

Memorial Week. It is in honor

of the six million Jews and

countless others slaughtered in

•Nazi Germany concentration

camps.
There are those who want to

forget that the holocaust ever

existed. These are the same

people who will never fully

understand the horror of the

Holocaust. These are the same

people who insult the memory
of those who died and those

who risked their lives trying to

end the killings.

While Hitler was trying to

destroy a race of people, there

were many world leaiders who
overlooked the carnage and

tried to ignore the ugly reality

that was just beyond their field

of vision. But there were

others who did not overlook the

massacre taking place; they

were the people who had the

"courage to care," which is the

theme of this week. In addition

to honoring those killed by

Adolph Hitler, it is also in

recognition of the numerous

people who responded to the

call for assistance, risking their

own lives to save others, that

this year's memorial week pays

homage to.

No one really wants to think

about millions of people dying

in the most horrible and in-

humane ways known to socie-

ty, but only through studying

the past can we appreciate the

pain and suffering others en-

dured. Only through recogniz-

ing that horrors do not only oc-

cur in the movies can we work

to seeing that they are never

allowed to occur again.

Unsigned editorials reJUct th£

majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

"SI > y <.

^/^•^: ^\ J^M.

Of TAXES

While officials take a bow...

Living with the Holocaust

1 1

We would rather aioid looking at ftmtft

thai, by their i-ery nature, miigt change w
and our relation to the world. And uv may

u}eU. Bense that senou»ly studying sw^k an

ei^eni means being haunted by it from then

tm, taking on a hfelong burden of resptm-

sibility to it

—Robert Jay Lifton

A friend of mine was only eight years old

when her Hebrew school class was shown

filniS of Nazi concentration camps. I too

had to learn about the Holocaust when 1

was growing up because it is part of my

history as a Jew. It is perhaps the hardest

thing I've ever done. It hurts me deeply to

know that 1 must pass on such knowledge,

with all its anguish, to my own children

someday.

I read Elie Wiesel's Night when I was 13.

Thirteen-let alone ei^t-is much too

young to read about concentration camps

and a child's lost faith in humanity. Thir

teen is also the coming-of-age time in

Jewish tradition. What does it mean to

come of age with knowledge like this?

The bitterest lesson of all was that

almost no one helped. How can a 13 year

old integrate such knowledge into the view

of human nature she is newly formulating?

How can anyone integrate such

knowledge? On one level it is unknowable,

like knowledge of the enormity of slavery

or the destruction of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki.

Yet somehow 1 had to start commg to

terms with it, even back in the seventh

grade. I like what I did. I could have con

eluded that people were really evil at heart

or at best, selfish and uncaring. Instead, I

felt sick for a while, and for a longer while I

despaired, quite overwhelmed by our

human capacity for cruelty and for indif-

ference.

Gradually. I realized that the inaction

may not have come only from a lack of car-

ing. I realized that many thousands of "lit-

tle Holocausts" were even now occuring

all over the world to which I was not

responding though I cared deeply.

Even though I cared, I didn't act because

other things got in the way-fear, distance.

I had my own life to live and its day-to-day

Deborah Kutenplon

concerns. I was only a kid. what could I dr>?

Besides, it was awful to hear a^nrnt heart-

rending occurences and to know that

whatever I could do, it would not be nearly

enough.

Then I understotni how I was. at that

very minute, part uf the horde that did

nothing. I knew it was not from indif

ference. but from perceived helplessness. 1

knew that the people who cared but did

nothing while the Holocaust happened

were not so different from n>e. What right

had I to judge them?

I vowed then that I would never-could

never be—part of the quiet crowd for

somebody else's Holocaust. I vowed that 1

would never go on with life as usual, trying

not to see, while somebody else's faith in

humanity died. Even though whatever I

could do would not be nearly enough, I

would do what I could. If I couldn't do

anything, I would at least let myself see,

and feel.

It's getting harder and harder to keep

that vow because I am learning that

Holocausts are not always dramatic and

that faith dies just as completely by slow

suffocation than by quick burning. Pre-

judice, pornography, hunger, dead-end

poverty, all are daily "little" deaths we in-

flict on each other's lives and spirits.

Many Jews have translated our grief

about our own history into a commitment

that it shall never happen again, to us or to

any people, on any scale. Compared to our

proportion in the general population, Jews

are and have been greatly overrepresented

in social service professions and in life-

affirming movements of all kinds—the civil

rights movement, women's movement,

socialist movements, lesbian and gay

liberation movement, and the peace move-

ment. Of course not all Jews have come to

the same resolution of our history, but I'm

proud of how many have. It helps me to live

with that history.

Deborah Kutenplon i$ a Collegian colum-

nist.

They've done it again.

Once again the University administration

has used students to make themselve* kwk
got>d while forgetting to giv»- th*-m any of

the credit

The weekend is over and the 5<)fl parents

who j»articipate<l m the I'arenUs Weekerwl

for students who made the l)ean s List la-st

semester or the one before it. have all gone

home. AdministraUirs gloned in the prais«-

they received fn>m parents this weekend

alH.ut what a fine institution this is and h<»w

lucky their sons and daughters are to come

U) this I'niversity where high academic

achievement is lauded and recognized.

This weekend was a fantastic ^blicity

stunt on the part of administrators who

showed off the campus, the •most

sophisticated e^juipment and the ni^v-t

distinguished pn)fe«»or9 on campus.' ac-

cording to the hnx-hure which was s«'nt

out. Workshops, a ctx-ktail reception arui

banquet, speakers and tours were planned

for the weekend

But in the excitement of the ftlanning and

execution of this great publicity stunt, the

ones who made the event possible were

forgt>tten-the studenUs The students wh«»

wr)rked hard all semester U) get the gratles

they got were forgotten; the studenUs who

went to the classes, did the homework,

studied for the exams and withsUx»d the

pressure of exams were forgotten, conve

niently so.

Those StudenUs were never given the

credit. The invitations were sent to the

parents, not the studenUs. If one wasn't in

contact with his or her parents, the

student might never have known ab<»ut the

weekend planned to "honor these studenUs

and {larenUs " The parents didn't get the

grades and make the list; the studenUs did.

The brochure sent out to the parenUs

with the schedule of the evenUs. stated that

students could participate in the weekend

activities only if there were space available.

How's that for "honoring these studenUs?"

Cris Schuster

Due to prtjblems with the publisher and

the printing company, the phone b<H>k

whK'h has printer! the [lean's List for the

past couple of semesters, wasn't puk»lishe<l

this semester. No effort was made U) find

an alternative place U> print the li.st. Vp un

til a year ago. the list was pnnte<i in the

ColUiguin. where everyone could .see the

list.

The list Ksn't that imfxirtant U) parenUs or

even employers, knit it is important to the

StudenUs them.selves and their peers The

printed list <-an be saved an<l put m a scrafn

lMK>k or sent home. An<l yet the stinlenUs

wh»> made the list last semester will have

nothing U) reminii them 10 years fr<»m now

that th«'y ma<le the list at least once in their

college career.

Associate Hean of StudenUs Kol>ert N.

BnH)ks said he will present a pn)f)oaal to

the Dean of StudenUs to have a ly{>eset

brochure of the list fn»m this semester,

which will cost anywhere fn)m $2.'><M) to

$3(KK). The proposal will l>e Ixmnced from

vice chancellor to vice chancellor to find

money for the brochure. We don't know if

the money will even be found BnK)ks says

he "can't pn>mise anything."

In the meantime, those who made the list

last semester have been forgotten; they

recieved no credit, no invitation and no

praise. Many don't even know they made

the list. The situation could be compared to

the opening of a play in which the students

built the theater and the set, wrote the

script; the University administraU)rs take

the credit and the bows while the parents

sit in the audience and clap. In the mean-

time, the StudenUs stand ouUside in the cold,

uninvited and unable to even get tickeUs for

the show.

Cri» Schuster w o Collegian staff member.

Letters to the Editor
All he wanted was to hear a speaker speak

I just wanted to hear a speaker talk. I

picked up a pamphlet and read about a vice-

president from Citicorp Corj). who was U)

appear in the Campus Center. From

reading the pamphlet I had the impression

that this person would be addressing the

South Africa issue as well as pertinent

business issues. Being a business major,

this person has a career interest for me.

I took the elevator-which had some pro-

testers in it. I had no part in this protest

nor the alleged politics of this event. I

reached the 10th floor and saw a table with

various books and pamphlets on it. I

figured that this is where one would sign

up or pay to hear this speaker. As 1 walked

toward this table, alone, a police officer

grabbed me and started pushing me. I told

him: "I'm not with these people. 1 only

want to hear what this speaker has to say."

He pushed me again and I repeated that I

just wanted to hear the speaker. At that

point another officer grabbed me and the

two police officers threw me into the

elevator.

I guess it's a crime to listen to a speaker

on this campus.

Daniel C. Boioflas
SpringfieM
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Courage to Care
by RICHARD LEVIN

"To forg«t is to maks oneself an accomplice of the execu-

tioner" according to Elie Wieael, a concentration camp sur

vivor and famous author. This year's theme for Holocaust

Memorial Week is "The Courage To Care", a telling

reminder that we must be brave and caring enough to learn

about the past for the sake of the future It is hoped that

through the varied events of the Week, all of us can begin to

gam a better understanding of a very tragic period in world

history

The Nazis accomplished with scientific efficiency the

greatest incidence of mass murder in recorded history.

About 50 million people died during WW2; all victims of a

"calculated and diabolic program of planned torture and ex-

termination according to one report

More than six million Jews, including a million and a half

children, were systematically murdered, victims of Hitler s

plan for the final solution to the Jewish question in the Ger

man sphere of influence in Europe".

Victimized by decree, from 50,000 to 250.000 gays were

killed in the concentration camps, along with Jews, political

opponents of Nazism, Poles, gypsies, handicapped. Blacks,

Catholics, and criminals Previously gays had felt safe under

ttie Third Reich and gay culture had flowered in Germany,

wt>ere the world's first gay rights movement was founded

As students, we are the first generation not to know of the

horrors of WW2. But to ignore the revealed and verified

facts does not mean they do not exist It is vital to learn

about the pest so that we can learn from the past.

There are many situations right now that we can and must

do something ebout With some dedication, hungei, apar

tf^eid, were, discrinrvnation, and oppression the world over

may be alleviated This is not to sey that these nr>a|or pro-

blems will go away entirely, but action must be taken to cor-

rect the injustices of the worid before it is too late

The Holocaust provides an excellent example of apathy,

misinformation, and poor judgement by many governments,

including our own If people examine the full scope of the

Holocaust, a better understanding of the problems we cur

rently face today will be achieved Therefore it is imperative

tt»at we be made aware of the nnagnitude of the Holocaust,

not just for the millions of victims, but for our future - so

tt>at history does not repeat itself.

Jews hung in Lodz. Poland.

Holocaust Memorial Week Schedule

Tuesday. April 16

12 - 2 LESBIANS AND GAYS DURING THE
HOLOCAUST, pr»««nt«tlon/dlacuMlon. CC 906-9

Gerry Scoppettuolo will discuss gay culture in the

30't in Berlin and the treatment of gay* •" ^^« concon-

tration camps. Tziva Cover will discuss lesbians and

women of courage in the resistance movement.

Followed by a discussion on the significance of this

history in our present lives

2:30 6 MEANINGS OF THE HOLOCAUST.
•tud«nt p«n«l. CC 174-176

Students of different denominations and

backgrounds will spaak about how the Holocaust af-

fects them, drawing parallels to today.

7:30 - 10 IMAGE BEFORE MY EYES, film, Cantar

for Racial Studias Southwest
This film recreates pre war life in Poland and pro^

vidas important information about the contnbutions of

Jwn and about a culture on the brink of destruction.

Also being shown on Thursday

Wednesday, April 17

4 6 THE POLITICS OF THE HOLOCAUST, faculty

panal. CC 166-168

University faculty members will speak about various

political and religious aspects of the Holocaust.

8 10 CREATING ENEMIES AND VICTIMS: THE
PSYCHOLOGICAL BASIS OF GENOCIDE AND
WAR AND OF PRO SOCIAL ALTERNATIVES,
lecture by ERWIN STAUB, UMass Dapt of

Psychology. Thompson Hall 140.

Thursday, April 18

Holocaust Memorial Day

10 Noon IMAGE BEFORE MY EYES, film, Capa
Cod Lounge, aaa Tuesday 7:30

10 5 PHOTO AND PRESS CLIPPINGS EXHIBIT.

Capa Cod Lounga
Noon Midnight VIGIL, Campus Pond

Brief memorial service and the reading of a Pro-

clamation from Governor Dukakis, followed by con-

tinuous reading of names of those murdered during

the Holocaust.

Within 24 hours, eech crematorium was able to

consume 10,000 bodies.

Transport of women end children arrives In

Auschwitz.

No coffins or flowers at this funeral No tears or

well bred sympathy. No music. These naked

corpsaa were hauled into trucks and dumped in-

to a pit.

2 - 4 A GENERATION APART, film followad by a

talk by survivor Loulaa Muniar. Capa Cod

Lounga

This documentary portrays the Impact of the

Holocaust on concentration camp survivors and their

children.

3- 6 and 8 10 THE WHrTE ROSE, film. CC 101

The White Rose ProtMt against Nazism was

organized by a handful of brave German university

students who could not be silent in the face of the

Holocaust.

Friday. Apni ia

10 Noon DROP IN CONVERSATION HOURS
WITH DR ALAN LIEBERMAN AND MEMBERS
OF A CHILDREN OF SURVIVORS GROUP,
discussion. CC 802 ..,..,.

For those who want to talk informally about how

the Holocaust has affected them or learn more about

how the Holocaust has affected others.

Noon 2 THE ARMENIAN CASE, film followad

by discuaalon. CC 803

2 6 AFTER THE HOLOCAUST DESPAIR AND
EMPOWERMENT, woikshop lad by Marcia

Black from SCERA. Thompson Lounga 6th floor

This workshop, through discussion and guided

mediation, will give people a chance to come to terms

with feelings of despair and powerlessness stirred up

dunng the Week

630 MEMORIAL SERVICES HILLEL. Dukas

Room Student Union 310

Our usual Friday night service will also include

selections about the Holocaust.

Sunday, April 21

MEMORIAL SERVICES NEWMAN CENTER

Noon 2 SURVIVING AS JEWS. WMUA UNDER
CURRENTS, radio show, 91.1 FM

<-»^i*>

For mora information contact:

Residential Education East 545-0422

SCERA 545^0341

UMass Hillel 545-2526

Electrified fence inside e camp.

All Jews more then SO years old had been
automatically condemned to the ges chamber
and cremetory, as were the weak and young
mothers who refused to leeve their children. If

the captain did not like the looks of enyone else,

they were gessed too. He employed e dramatic

flourish of the hand in ordering entire groups
taken awey to be gassed end cremated -

without questioning or examining them to learn

whether they were guilty of any wrong.
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Atrocities, Apathy: Then and Now

by Richard Levin

The Nazis assigned very high priority to the annihilatran of

European Jewry Locked in a world conflict, in which the

very existence of their natwn was at stake, Germany's leaders

diverted significant amounts of war potential into the

aenocide program Motwle killing squad activities absort)ed

ammunition and able manpower But the heaviest costs were

paid in transportation and labor.

Moving millions of J9H% acroas Europe to the death fee

tones in Poland overloaded a railroad system that was hard

put to meet essential tracwportation of troops and war

material Most important, despite a constant labor shortage,

one that reeched four million by 1944, the Na/is wiped out a

capable work force of two to three million Jwn Even skilled

Jews employed in war related industries were deported to

the gas chambers And this occurred deaprte tt>e fact that

Jewish labor productivity was frequently above the norm,

because Jews saw their best hope for survival m n^k^ng

themaatves economically valuable

To kill Jews, the Naiis were willing to weaken the«r capaa-

ty to fight the war Yet the United States and its allies were

willing to attempt almost nothing to save them Not even the

Vatican spoke out for the Jews ^^
The British and US governnr>ents never intended to

rescue large numbers of Jews because of the expected influx

of refugees into Amenca and Palestine In fact. The U S ,

after tightening imnfwgratwn procedures, influenced Latin

American govemnf>ents to do the sanr>e. Only 21 ,000 refug*

were allowed mto the US during the 3V4 years we were at

war with Germany, a mere 10% of the number who could

have been admitted legeily under existing immigration

quotas.

More than a year passed (mid 1942 to Jan 1944) until the

U.S. created the War Refugee Board to help rescue Jews

and even then it was severely underfunded Nor were the

Jews told by Allied radio what the deportation trains reelly

meant. This kind of dangerous political apathy must be

avoided in the future to prevent similar tragedies

One of the worst death traps seen by liberators was a gas

chamber disguised as a shower room It was described as be

ing about M by 20 feet square, with 25 rows of perforated

overt>ead pipes There were no water connectkM^s the

pipes were supplied from the same gas supplies aa ttie crema-

tion chambers
The doomed prisoners were brought in, provided wrth

towel and soap, and led into iho shower "
Through small

glass peepholes, the German guards watched the dying

agonies of the condemned The "public baths were so sue

casful ttiat the output exceeded the crematonas capacity,

and deep pits had to be dug where excess bodies were burn

ed over large fires

Throughout Europe whole communities of Jews were

rounded up into churches and ghettos and then burned

alive Anyone who tried to eecape was shot by SS guards

Those doomed to be hung were often queued up, the next
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victim havir>g to kick out ttie chair of the person in front of

him. Because they were hung with wire, with no krxjt, if

they did not die within 20 minutes, German guards clubbed

them on the heed with a mallet. Still others were machina-

gunneo, sometimes hundreds at once
To help finance the war effort, goW teeth, jewelry, and

money were taken from the victims Almost 113 tons of

crushed bor>es ar>d loads of viK)men s hair were sold for pro-

duction of superphosphates. Hunnan ashes were used as fer-

tilizer Clothes were sent to other camps after fumigation, to

be worn by still more victims.

German scientists and professors conducted experiments

on heclthy persons, including castration, sterilization of

women, artificial infection with car>cer and malaria germe,

tests of the effects of poisons and the destruction of chiWren

by iniections into the heert of cartx>lic acid or the simpler

method of heeving Xham mto furrwces. Some were given

shots of typhus germs, and then ttieir serum was used to

cure others who were sthcken with the disease.

The killing was done by people, to other people, while still

othw people stood by Comparatively few American non

Jews recognized that the plight of the Europeen Jews was

their plight too Most were either unaware, did not care, or

saw the European Jewish catastrophe as a Jewish prot>lem,

one for Jews to deel with. That explains, in part, why tf>e

US did so little to help

Complicating the problem wes the anwunt of informatwn

reechir>g the outside world Because the Na/is were so

careful to hide the existence of the camps, the mobile killing

units, and their plana to exterminate millions, many nx>nths

went by before people started getting news But when the

stories started leaking out of Europe, they were not believed.

They refused to believe that civilized people would commit

such bart>aric acts Two men vouching for the accuracy of

the Jewish Labor Bund's report from Poland in July 1942

said that the facts are so horrifying that one may ask if

human beings can be degraded to such a brutality It is dif

ficult to grasp that a human being could fall so low as has

the contemporary Gern^an, educated by Hitlensm It is dif

ficult to believe these facts - and yet they are true."

Mass execution shooting.

A Letter from a

Child of Survivors
by Bertha Shear

I was brought up in a very protective and loving environ

ment My perents were always afraid something would hap

pen to me I wasn't allowed to do many things or go

distances with my friends. I was always watched and looked

after. i ^ - « i

I remember watching teers roll down my father s tace i

remember asking him, "why are you crying?" My nrwther

would always step into this conversation She would tell me

to stop bothering my father This was her way of protecting

us both I think that she feared something very upsetting to

all of us may have been said.

I always felt there was a reason for those tears by the ex-

pression on his face It was never discussed

My father is the only survivor from four brothers My

father was able to locate his only living relative, a nephew, in

Israel

My mother watched helplessly the Germans shoot her

oldest sister and nephew.

My parents actually never shared their personal ex-

periences with me. They explained clearly who Hitler was

and how he slaughtered their families, friends, and people in

general. a. .k.-
Only recently have I become more curious as to why this

was allowed to happen Many countries were aware of

Hitler's ultimate plan of destruction No one took the bother

of stepping in to help the Jewish population and their allies.

The result was the Holocaust,
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I MASS SPANISH t lA H
CONVERSATION HOl'H
Come speak Spanish in a

friendly. informal

atmosphere. All levels, be

ginning to native speaker, are

invited. Refreshments ser-

ved. Vengan todos! 3-4:30

p.m., 4th flfKir lobbv. Herter

HalL

HISTORY (LIB i UN
VKRSATION HOUR How
many history majors do you

know? Find out what our

topic of the day will be. or

help us choose it. There will

be munchies and a very re-

laxed atmosphere to chat in.

4 p.m., 6th floor loungi*1erter

HalL

UPC (lENERAl. MEET-
ING Now that elections are

over, onward to Joan and

Santana Spring concert is in

the making. Come see what's

happening. New members
always welcome 6:30 p m.,

Bartlett H.'>

ANIMAL EXPERIMEN
TATION AND ITS ALTER-
NATIVES Sandra Larson,

former researcher at the

.John Diabetes Research

Center in Boston, will speak

on animal expenmentation

and Us alternatives la free

slide presentation alsol

pm.. CC 164-71.

INVESTMENT < LUB
SPEAKER Collection of

New York City trip money

Will analyze stocks and de

termine the present and

future value of these invest-

ments. 7 p.m.. Ill SOM.

PEACEMAKERS/DC
RALLY MEETINC. This will

be a working meeting to final-

ize plans for the DC. pro-

tests. Earth Day. and

anything else the group is

doing this semester. 4:30

p.m., room T B.A. in the

Campus Center

STUDE.NT HEALTH
ADVISORY BOARD Dis

cussion of suntanning table.

Con vincen. ALHA conven-

tion and elections of officers

for fall semester 5:30 p.m..

University Health Center

Room 304

SPRIN(; ( UN( ERT All

those who wish to work area

or UPC spring concerts: An
mformal "Drug and Crisis

Intervention" workshop will

be held Mandatory atten

dance for all wishing to do

security at one of these

meetings. 6:30 p.m.,

Bartlett 65.

EARTH DAY FLNAL
MEETING Be a part of

Earth Day 85' We need your

help and energy to set up,

make banners and signs for

the Earth Day event. Fun and

food will be there. 6:30 p.m.,

location r B.A

Tuesday. April 16, 1985
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SUMMER EMPLOYMEN
Camp Young Judaaa.

Amharst. Naw Hampahira

(RMident. Co Ed, 1 hour from Boston is tn need of

Departrnent Directors, Cabin Counselors and Acttvity

Specialists for this sumnnef in Athletics, Gymnasfics.

Swim Instruction (WSI), Watefskiing, Sailing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk

Songs, Riflery. Tennis, Photography, Office Personnrt

and Nurses (R N I

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits

Piease contact Or Charles B Rotman. Director

81 Kingsbury. Street, Welleslev, MA 02181

817237 9410

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

DON'T MISS OUT!

The Collegian is now offering a

SPOT COLOR SPECIAL

For a limited time only the Collegian

is reducing its regular rate of ^^ to only

for spot color.

A price wen boiow cost

This is your opportune chance to make

the most of your advertising at

low, low rates.

From now until the end of the semester

you can't afford not to cash in on this deal

REMEMBER SPOT COLOR

FOR ONI V $50

ACT NOW TO MAKE THF MOST

OF YOUR ADVERTISING $'«

'

'
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USE TIPS TO ANSWER ALL YOUR QUESTIONS

e ^Y
CALL 545-1540 AND ASK FOR TAPES :

iOlo

1010

1008

;.^iir A. l.lr'fllir kfHC^ril 2412 \ui at I ity

2005 ( <>^'^^'"'^^
r

'^^^^

^8!^ V 11

IQ^Q Internships

131o ' '* Rc^gistuiion »iji St "'

2o30

2427

2464

I Ic.iiHi S.'i

ri ! Sr^n A- 1< il-

II III i \

Vhodiilos

I

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

Tuesdmy. April 16. 1985 <
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

GORDY By Gorde
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WEATHEH
Today—The fog will lift in the morning,

but we'll be left with considerable

doudiness and scattered showers. Tempa

will be mild with highs in the 608.

Tonight—A chance of some showers,

but it win atari to clear and get cooter

with Iowa betwem 30 and 40.

Tomorrow—Sunny (yay!) and ooolar

with highs between 50 and 55.

Experienced photographers needed for position

of photo technician. Call Larry Bouchie or Andy
Heller at 545-3500.

Homophobia Awareness Workshop with short

film at 3 p.m. Wednesday in Campus Center HI I.

This counts toward staff status.

Collegian elections candidate night at 7:30 p.m.

WedneHday. Watch this space for location.
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if lacrosse
Ed Boardman added

three. Kelley Carr had a pair as did Fisk.

Abbott, with a smoking drive in the third

quarter, picked up his first varsity goal.

Garber used the entire team as three

goalies succeeded in shutting down the

Eagles. I'Mass had streaks of five con-

secutive goals twice and steals of four

straight twice. The Gorillas outshot the

Eagles 48-25 and cleared the ball out of

their own end 18-of-18 times as the Eagle

ride was virtually non-existent. L'Mass had

the man-advantage 13 times and scortnl ten

goals.

"It was just what the dtK-t<jr ordered,"

Garber said after the game "We did what

we wanted, hell, the game was over at

halftime (15-5) so we played with different

combinations on the field and got a lot fo

the kids playing time." ^^^

_——^_—^^-i. Continued from page SO

GORILLA GRI'MBLINGS: Carmean is

leading the team with 11 goals and 18

assists. Fisk is next with nine goals and

three assists. Freshnuin Kelley Carr looked

strong in both games, getting two against

Boston College and two more against New
Hampshire as the little (5-6, 145) freshman

played important minutes against I'NH.

sconng the goal that got UMass U) within

two at 15-13. Starting goaltender (ierry

Moreau priK-laimeii himself ready to start

against the Wildcats, but Garlnr elected to

g») with McCarty citing Moreau's lack of

work in practice. Statistically, the (Gorillas

have enjoyed wide at!vantages in the twi»

suts that most coaches think wins games,

ground balls and faceoffs, but have still

come up losers in four games. The I'NH

game was the first of five straight away

games.

UMass 25, BC 7

UMaM
BC

3 25
7

Gods: (UM) Mike Fionni 4. Tom Car

mean 3, Ed Boardman 3. Kelley Carr 2,

Greg Fisk 2. Rich Abbott, Brad Carr, Ken

Freeman, Matt O'Reilly, Glenn Stephens,

Neal Cunningham. Tom Lukacovic. Doug

MuBco, Al Rotatori. Scott Santarella.

Karl Hatton (BC) Stenberg 2, Kostolan

sky 2. Carr, Morgan, Daly

AaaiaU: Carmean 8, K. Carr 3, 0'ReUly

2, Santarella, Mark Cavallon, Hatton,

Lukacovic, Ablnitt.

Saves: (UM) Paul McCarty 7. Rich

Klares 1. (^uint Moores 2. (BC) Hone 10

SlK»U: UM: 48. BC 25

Um16, UMass 14
UMass
UNH

1

A

4

6

4

2

14

16

Goals: (UM) (]reg Fisk 3, Kelley Carr 2,

Karl Hatt(»n 2, Rich AblKitt, Ken
FVeeman, Glen Stephens. I>)ug Musco.

Mike Fiorini, Tom Lukacovic, Matt

O'Reilly. (UNH) Steve Gwtrelis 3. Steve

Thomas 3. Barry Eraser 3, Bnan Byrnes

2, Tom Snow 2. Tom Arrix 2. J»>e Nelson,

AssisU: Fiorini 2. O'Reilly 2, Fisk. A

I

Rotatori, Lukacovic, Hatton. (UNH)
Byrnes 3, (iiatrt-li"^ 4 Frji.'stT Snuw Mikf

McCaffrey

.

Saves: (UM) I'aul McCarty 12. (UNH)
Amiy Soma 13

ShoU: UM: 44, UNH 37

COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION:

An Insider's View

Student Panelists discuss thetr co op experiences

Moderator: Laurie Nye (SOMi Coke of New England

Mike Booth (Engineering)

Paul Casey (CFNR)

Vicki Spagnoli (CAS)

Robert Albert (SOMI

IBM

US Fish h Wildlife

Service
Boston Globe

Westvaco US
Envelope

•••Before you preregister. consider a PAID Co op

placement for next semester*
**

Date: Tuesday April 16th

Place Campus Center 904 906

Time 7 p.m.

free and Open to the Public

For information contact The Office for Cooperative Education

University Career Center

Fraterrtty Sorority Park

545 2224

Planning a Career Takes Work'

pfsxm

ITuesday, April 16. 1985
TuesdBj. April 16. 1985 •

Collegian 15

The Commuter Area Governtufcfil Hfbber.tb

THE BIG COMMUTE
FIELD TRIP SERIES

• April 20,

The New England Folk Festival, NEFFA
The 41st annual Folk Festival, held in Natick, Massachusetts,

features crafts, exhibits, song and instrument workshops, jamming

sessions, square dance, contra dance and folk dancing with

demonstrations, international foods and childrens activities.

• April 27,

The Mystic Seaport Museum, Connecticut

• May 4,

New York City

$10 per trip $25 for all three

Admission cost for NEFFA and Mystic Seaport included

I

NJ

fXeg
VILLA

L.. Offering Quality Mexican Foods'

Nachos - Enchiladas - Tacos - Tostadas

Burritos - Quesadillas - Burrito Supremos

Chimichangas - Chili Verde - Chili Relit iio.^

Great Food! Great People!

Festive Atmosphere!

f NORTHAMPTON • BY OB AMHERST • B & W Served S
V^ 21 Center St > 584-0673 41 Boltwood Walk » 256-821 7 J

on selected frames
while supplies last

Located In the Campus
Center Concourse
Store Hours: M-F 9-6; Sat 10-3

fllJNIVERSJTY

SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJORS
ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

AN
ALUMNI/AE

CAREER NIGHT

When: Wednesday April 17

8:00 PM
Where: Campus Center 163

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Offcie

The University Placement Service

Anthropology, Economics

Political Science & Sociology

Graduates from Each

Department Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About their Careers and Yours

Smith College Rec. Council Dresents

THE
BUS
BOYS
with
the

GOOD
GUYS
HISIHI H HM I

IMI *S*IIII

8:00 PM
Thursday, April 25, 1985

John M. Greene Hall

Snnith College, Northannpton
Tickets at:

Seelye Basement

Main Street Records

UMass Fine Arts Center Box Office

For the Record (Faces)

Smith students $6 & $7 Non-Smith Students $7 & $8

At the Door $9

No cans, bottles or recording devices. Hall is wheelchair equipped

-^

Remember
I

Claudette

Colbert in "It Hap-

pened One Night"'

In one famous scene.

she wore Clark Gables
pajomatop, its huge propor-

tions emphasizing her tiny ones

This year we con all imitate Miss

Colbert, because a major trend

of 1985 is The Big Shirt

Originated by Italian design

ers. the big shirt was instantly

picked up by fashion leaders all

over the world Here in the states,

oversized-shirts appear in the

collections of every designer

from Clavin Klein to Norma
Kamali

Fabrics range from

linen to chiffon to stiff,

brightly printed cotton Smock- ,

like shirts con be worn to the office, and /
gossamer ones after dork The style covers up

every figure flow because it covers every figure.

Big shirts hawe other virtues, too They highlight a graceful

head and pretty hands And they span two recent fashion direc^

tions - the "forward" trend toward androgynous dressings and

the "backward" trend to femininity.

Gail Banks, Boston Globe

A store-full of »tJeas

Downtown Amh«nt OaHy )0 6, Son. 12 • 5

I'

Men's and women's track

impresses at UMass Relays
Punnuccione excels

By GERRY deSIMAS
("oUegian Staff

The rniversity of Massachusetts men's

and women's track teams did what they do

best at Saturdays I'Mass Relays, they ran

and they ran hard and fast.

Senior co captam Leah Uoftis won the 400

meters leadmg the I'Mass women, H of

whom placed \n at least one event. The

women's 440 meter relay team also won

The men' s team was hijshlighted by perfor

mances by All New Kngland (in cro«»

country) .lohn Punnuccione. who took

second in the .^000 meters, losmg to Ireland's

Krendan Qumn. Wayne Levy also took

second m the 10.000 meters, an event in

which f«)ur I'Mass runners placed ui the

top six

The IMass Relays were held at the Derby

Track and featured teams from all over New
Kngland and such track power* as UC'onn

and Syracuse.
'1 thought, overall, the team did pretty

good. " men's coach Ken O'Brien said "We
seem to be real consistent in the HOO and

1500 (meters) We came along better this

week than last week."

In the 800 meters, Mark Themea was the

Mmutemen's top rmisher in sect)nd but Bill

Stewart, (Jeoff Mclntoah. Ted White, and

Marty Shebler took fifth through eighth

place.

Levy, who hopes to crack the top six at the

New England's in the 10.000 (6 2 miles). led

UMass in second while lohn Kromholz (.3rd).

Loren Zini (.Mhl and Dnvid Dovie (6th)

also placed

Add to this, .lack Marinelli's suth in the

l.SOO meters, a second place finish by the

3520 meter relay team of Shelber. Marinelli.

Themea and Steve Tooley, and Punnuc

Clone's second in the 5000. and the men's

team comes out as a very heavy track team

"We don't have a real deep gn>up of

throwers and jumpers." O'Bnen said

Kedie Adobi>e did Uke a fifth in the triple

jump with all five men within a quarter inch

of each other and Al Madonna t<x)k a thu-d in

the javelia

The women, like the men, excelled on

the track.

'We entered everyone and everybody ran

hard." women's coach Kalekeni Banda said.

"I was pleased with all the performances.

Leah had the best performance of the day.

She's hot."

Loftis won the 400 meters for her second

win of the spnng. She won the HOO Wednes

day against Spnngfield.

"I was running on fnght." Loftis said of

Saturdays win "The Syracuse gurl was good

iiid people know me It's that pressure. I felt

good though.
"

Teammates Barbara t'ulligan and Sue

(loldstein took third and sixth, respectively

m the 400.

The other women's co-captain Maureen

O'Reilly met an old high school rival in the

HOO meters and took a second, two seconds

off of I'Conn's Caroline Mitchell's pace

"I knew she was really good." O'Reilly

said, "and I did the best I could."

"She's a nice kid.' O'Reilly said TU let

her go this time
"

The women's 440 meter spnnt relay team

of Culligan Kayla Morrison. Bndgette

Bo<jker. and Kan Kleishmann won their race,

beating IJConn by a full second.

Other top track finishes included Chris

Pratt's fourth in the 3000. Julie Ott s fourth

m the 1500. Morrison's fourth in the 200.

Sally Howe's sixth in the 5000 and Booker's

second m the 100 meters Booker and

Syracuse's Lisa George both ran 12.4

seconds but George won at the tape

"This 18 a runnmg team." Banda said after

the meet.

Kleishmann took a fourth in the triple jump

while Debbie Duffy U>ok a fifth in the

discus.

TRACKTIDBITS Eleven of the 13 UMaaa
women placed Punnuccione" s win was

impressive because four of the top five were

non collegiate runners Punnuccione was the

first collegiate finisher at 50OO meters. ..

l>a«t year, it poured at the Relays and in 1982

it was siwwed out

WAM
C4MPUS CENTER A\ U/WISS

KIUER
COmEDV
niGHT"

Every

Tuesday

Evening

^.
TONIGHTS ACTS"

Dan Spencer

Earl Reed

Mark Klien

9:00 PM
TO

MIDNIGHT

^990

CHECK BLUEWALL CALENDAR FOR

WEEKLY ACTS OR CALL: 545-1919
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A SPECIAL

"Callages
killer comedy

NIGHT
Featuring:

Larry Sullivan

Fran Solomita

Mike Mo to

Thursday. April 18

10 PM
BLUE WALL

Juice bar

MEUMYBACK
YOURIX^AN,

BUTTHERTSAHiTCH.
You'll like it, though.

Because every year you serve with us,

we reduce your college debt by one-third

or $1,500, whichever is greater. Greater

still, after three years your loan's repaid in

full. , . ,

You'll also like the satisfaction and

pride you'll feel as you learn a valuable

skill. One you use to serve yourself as well

as your country

It's all a part of the Loan Repayment

Program. To qualify, you ust have taken

out a National Direct, Guaranteed or

Federally Insured Student Loan after

October 1, 1975. And your loan can't be in

default.
, ^ -f

So if youd like Uncle Sam to pay ott

your college loan, pay your local Army

Recruiter a visit today Or call.

Northampton Army Office • 241 King Street

586-9334/9335

ARMK
BEALLYOUCAM BE,

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents:

BILL BAIRD
Pro Choice Activist

<<The Fire-Bombing of Clinics and

What We Plan to Do About It"

Tuesday, April 16, 1985 at 8 PM
Student Union Ballroom

FREE

UV?

/•

^^

BLACK AFFAIRS
B^ KIMHKHl.V A BIRCE
(\illet!ian Staff

Comstu, high tech is where the jobs are

Students, majoniig m lommunitaiion.s. business, miu

puter science and engineering will have the ht'^^i uppc.i

tunities for finding jobs ome they graduate, airordnig \i>

career advisors at the Iniversityof Mas.sathu.>elt.sandaiei

rutting sur\'ey by the Htiuk I'lilh-t'uin, a career-oriented

magazine.

John l.opes, career and graduate ccmrdinator for the Coin

mittee for the Collegiate Kducalion of Blacks and other

mim»rities (t'CKBMS) said he is not concerned about

students in the high technology fields finding a job However.

he added. "\ do worry about the liberal arts majors. They

have to go a step further to find a job."

Dick Gre|for>. author, satiriat. comcdiM and

philoMtphcr apeaking at LMaaa in 1983.

What'sHappening
Dick Gregory, comedian, social satirisu author and

philosopher will be performing at 7 P.M. on Wednesday in

.John.son Chapel at Amherst College. For over 20 years.

Gregory has focused the attention of America on ita racial

problems and ha.s made it laugh, smile, giggle and think.

Blandina Ramirez, member of the US. Civil Rights Com

mission and director of Training Program for the Inter

cultural Development and Research Association m San

Antonio. Texas mil speak at 8 P.M. on Thursday in the Red

Room. Converse Halt Amherst College.

Both lectures are free and are sponsored by the Black

Women of Amherst College, in conjunction with the Black

Student's Unioa

The Cape Verdean Student's Alliance ofUMass will have

a meetuig at 5 P.M. on Thursday in the second floor lounge

of the New Africa House. Topics of discussion wUl include

further development on CVSA's workshop to be presented

at the 5th Annual Cape Verdean Conference at Brown

Uniwersity on Apnl 26. the "penny and pencil Project,

the international fair and the CVSA spring picnic.

People going to the conference should bring seven

dollars for registration fee to the meetmg. Registration

forms for the day-long conference can be obtained from

John Lopes. 109 New Africa House.

The New World Theater will close iUs spring season with

the production of"Moon on a Rainbow Shawl" at 8 RM on

Thursday and Friday in Hampden Theater, i^o^thwest^

Tickets are two dollars for students and four dollars for the

general public and can be obtained at the Fine Arts ( enter

Box Office or at the door the night of the performance

Hut he >aui >»micm> <cfMi lt> iciili/c th.il liu.-.inis.-^ ami

communications have the must sought aftti jobs A large

nuinbtM of siudent.s are interested in radio and television

broudcaxting. niarktting. and management training

rhi.> is a big ihange from five Near> ago when more

HHident> were majoring in liberal art> and education," he

^.11. i Then salaries didnt mcrea-ne, education became unat

u.utive to entering fre>hmen Students wh<»se first . hone

may have been human services. opte<l for business

Teresa Mascarenha, academic advisor for the Bilingual

( <illegiate Program ( B( Pi said •businesses are at t iv el\ rec

ruiting nunorities with gotnl atadenuc records and skills.

Recently. "M i loo companies res|>onded to The HUui

(.•//.i/Mifis 19H4 K"> Recruiting Siirxev" nt\ hiring plans lot

graduates entering the job market this year Some of these

companies included Klectmnic Data Systems (KDS>. -If

Penney. Hyatt Hotels Cor(M>ration and Kxmm Cori>oration

.lliil ,ii I lil.il I ~

The sur\t\ .il-o i.ited the top m.ijui - in tieiii.ind, whuli

included electrical engineering, loinputei scieiue, edui .i

lion, attounimg. liberal arts. Ihishus-. mi."-"' tM<l 1...1.I

and iesi:int.M)l nianageineni

l,,.|n i-lv advises students to "take advantage <>|

lilaitimni >tt\ues and other outreach seivue- which are

hi re to assist students in their job search

The job op|M»rt unities are «>ut there if students are pre

(tared an«l willing to l<M»k for them l.opes stated. 'The win

dow of oppoflunils IS there .Sometimes tl has to be opened

wider and stmietimes you have to polish ii in order lo

.\.1\ isiirs .lU.i I 111 ourage students to do internships to get

first hand experience ' They said internships not only help

students make up their minds, but also make them see what

thev will ttintront in the working worUl
Penney. Hyatt Hotels I or(M>ration ana rxmm * ori»oraiioi • -

Ex project worker relives twenty years
^

.. . 1 . 1 „ ...wl VI., hu..l <• hti.'»>nt>r hitd hi

By YADiRA A BK lANCKS
Collegian Staff

In 1980. when Ronald Reagan kicked off his presidential

I ampaign m Mississippi, the country and the media forgot

one very imp<»rtant hist(»rical fact

Twenty years before, it was the sight where Iw.mbmgs

occurred and homes were sprayed with bullets at night, front

windows were smashed by rock throwing mobs and flaming

crosses were burned on the lawn

Allen Schiffman. who worked with the Mississippi ."sum

mer Project m I'hiladelphia. Miss said. The media has a

very short memory and it shows (Pre*.) Reagan s abilits !..

get away with a misunderstanding" An annual fair in

Mac«»mby county draws p«.liticians prepanng their cam

paigns and gives them exp<»sure. This is an important pla< <

for a |>olitician to be seen." continued S« hiffman This

either betrays his ignorance or his cynicism What he tried to

do (then! was to take the South fmm (Jimmv> Car', i

schiffman said Reagan's action was a "signal to the white

.•south" that his election would revive an era . .»mmg to an

end.

schiffman. a BnM.klyn native, said recently that his

expenence as a white man in the Mississippi Summer Pro

ject was like a second childhtMKl where a series of expenen

ces matured him both socially and politically

The Summer Project began in 19«4. launching a sotn ~

registration drive in addition to a series of staged sit ins to

integrate public facilities thn.ugh mm violent pnitesis m

MississippL

Speaking before Afro American history classes m the New

Africa House, he said he went to Misaiasippi out of a "desu-e

to be part «»f something different, something more meaning

ful than what's available to young people, something

meaningful in life"

He was also looking for excitement, but he found the

opposite. "I was scared the moment we crossed the Vuginia

line
" Schiffman had every reason to be frightened Jamea

discusses

Collegian

classifieds...

they work!

By MANNING MARABLE
Special to the Collegian

l. . 1 a
There is a pronounced tendency among black elected

officials and civil rights leaders to blame most of our current

woeson President Reagan's administration I Undeniably, the

Reaganites are conducting an unconditional war against

black people's interests, manipulating clowns like Clarence

Pendleton to hoist the banner of reverse discrimination^

Yet few Afro- American leaders have begun to reassess the

limitations of their own political practice and theoretical

orientation, in the midst of our fight for racial equality and

democratic nghts. "NeoUberalism. " or Reaganism with a

human face, represents no real solutions to the national drift

to the right over the past decade. Nor does a simplistic

revival of policies of the New Deal or the Great Society.

Most black politicians and civil rights spokespersons are

liberals Obviously, some tend toward more leftist or social

democratic definitions of what composes liberalism, such as

Georgia State Senator Julian Bond

Others are more moderate by temperament or inclmation

Charies Rangel. Andrew Young, and Bill dray but are

nevertheless liberals by any standard Liberalism still

reuins many fine quahties a desire to implement public

programs which reduce poverty and unemployment. e«Pf"'l

nubUc health facilities, reduce taxes on low to middle

income households, and to reduce the bloated Pentagon

budget , . ^
Liberals comprise the majority of Amencans who want an

end to the illegal U.S. war against Nicaragua; they are the

core of the freeze movement; and they advocate the aban

donment of the Reagan-apartheid axis, better known as

"constructive engagement" with South Afnca.

But liberals and liberalism are not in vogue, at least among

the majority of the white electorate. Why? Unlike many con^

servatives. liberals lack any theoretical orientation, beyond

well-meaning pragmatism. Liberals believe that all views, no

matter how controversial, merit serious discussion.

They dwell within an endless series of paradoxes - no

blacks, no whites, just greys in slightly different hues. They

feel at home within ambiguity, and find something meaning

ful in vagueness. Liberals simply don't like to make

''A^d « U«"b.sic re.my of A^ehc.n politic.l culture

t haney. Andrew i .oodman. and Michael Schwener had been

Ivnched

Schiffman. The son of German immigrants, said tie nao a

sense of what racial injustice was," another reason which led

him to the movement and his commitment to social

justice.

Schiffman remembered when he tm.k his firs! gr.)up oi

blacks to register to vote He said the cmirt house square m

Philadelphia. Miss was "jammed* 'with white people and

auxiliarv police or Klansmen

You could fell the vulnerability, the sun weighing ll>.tHM»

|H.unds and white folks silting ar.»und It just felt like

.Vrmageddim." he said.

His day to dav ex|>enence depended upon the issues

Philadelphia. Miss confnmted He m»».stly talked to blacks,

u ouragmg them to register to vote and to persevere in the

movement for civil rights

.•schiffman said pe..ple cimrageoiis en«»ugh to register were

. ither cut off fr«»m their public assistance, or beat up
"

Blacks were also intimidated by a pick up tnj«k with a

silver cage on the back dnven in the black part of town

He said he did not get any sympathy from whites because

. harges of Conuiiuni-sm before launching the proiect left "no

spa< e for normal human res|)<mse"

Schiffman said his parents were "n^.t happy at all ab«»ut

his going to Mississippi He said thev were frightened

f>ecau.se they have "a belter understanding of the danger

than I had."

But .Schiffman remembers his partu ipali-.n in the l>'"'l«' I

as the most positive and str«»ng experiences in my life

He said the summer project was successful because it

upr.H»ted local leaders and endured a politu al movement It

also succeded in bringing public attenti.m thus reducing the

violence engtilfing the South

"The radical democratic thnist was carried far bevond the

mral South." Schiffman said He added the anti war and the

women's m«)vements have their riH>ts there

Schiffman has not returned to Mississippi since 1966

emerges a small band of dedualed. hardworking

"extremists, " when properly organized, can implement their

program withm the political system and ultimately win over a

majority to their views

To do thi.s. the "extremist.s" must have a cause, a reason

for mobilizing people; and they must be willing to suffer

short run losses and defect ions fn)m their own ranks in order

to achieve their goals. White liberals have almost no causes,

beyond a collection of platitudes. In contrast, the New Right

has a cause and a clear cut vision of the future Liberals like

Mondale vacilate in critical moments: reactionaries like

Reagan virtually never retreat.

This IS precisely why the Democratic "neoliberals and

conservatives will fail to overtake the next generation of con

servatives. such as Jack Kemp and Lew Lehnnan A

lukewarm version of fiscal austerity will alienate pro-

gressives from the Democratic Party's ranks, and will be

insufficient to attract con.servative Democrats from

Reagan's constituency

Nearly 150 years ago. the abolitionists were an i-solated

band of "extremists
" The cause .seemed Utopian the aboli-

tion of slavery. Yet on this issue, they refu.sed to compromise,

and ultimately they achieved a national majority to destroy

an immoral system.
i .u

Two decades ago. many whites attacked Martin Luther

King Jr asan "extremist." He had a dream the destructiori

of racial segregation, and the achievement of blacks' political

and civil rights On this question. Martin could not

compromise. o u;
What .should our pohtical vision be in the mid 1980s. We

must advance a politics in the abolitionist and civil nghts

traditions, going beyond traditional liberalism. Our first goal

is the abolition of racism, root and branch, in any form; the

destruction of South Africa's system of apartheid; the

achievement of full employment, free public medical care,

and universal education.

Poverty, in every form, mu.st be abolished; women s ine-

quality, and especially the severe economic and social

oppression of black women, must be ended. Liberals may

find these goals Utopian. But until the black movement

clarifies its vision of a just, democratic social order.and is

willing to become as "extreme" as the naw Right for its own

cause, the trend toward Reaganism will continue.
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Softball sweeps St. Joe's, loses two to Temple
Philadelphia trip ends in split
By CKKKV deSilVlAS

t'oUegian Staff

Coach Klaine Sortino is

convinced that it has to end

Hooa The constant errora

and lack of clutch hitting that

has followed the I'niversity

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE delivery! ^

' ' clu.tt si'fviiiq'

1. AKk h -w PAS'" f

) (< > . ,

[ice CfltAV

I SUNDAES
I
Hi\t f uOqr

I B'ow» r ^
. 1 ••

MUNCMIE*^^
C "Of oUl*

0*lm»»< M.I s .

FUDGE and CMOCOlATE

CALL
256-8102

6 00 prri to Mtdniq^t

79 S P'easdot St Amhers-

Linrn'Pd Delivefy Area

Minimum order S5 GO

Prices do not include ta«

of Massachusett.x M)fthall

team like a plague this

season, "can't last much lon-

ger The law of averages has

to change eventually, she

said.

"It seems like with every

step we take forward, we take

two backwards, " she said

after the Minutewomen
swept St. Joseph's in a

doubleheader on Saturday

only to be swept by Temple

on Sunday.

UMass moved to over .500

with r)-0 and 2-0 wins over the

Hawks on Saturday in

Philadelphia but the Owls

took 3-0 and .'1-2 decisions on

Sunday to leave the

Minutewomen at 13-14-1

and 6-5 in the Atlantic 10

with one A 10 game left to

play.

The Minutewomen take on

Springfield College in a

doubleheader this afternoon

at 2:30 at the NOPE field.

"We just made too many
mistakes on defense," Sor-

tino said. "We were basically

sluggish all weekend."

UMass ripped 13 hits in

the two St. Joseph wins but

agamst Temple, CMass had

just one hit in the opener and

four hits in the nightcap, a 3 2

loss.

Errors. UMass had none

against St. Joseph's, hurt the

Minutewomen against the

Owls Emily Bietsch, Carol

Fraturoli, Leigh Petroski all

1

^Patriots Day Sale
All Week

Starts 4/15 thru 4/20

All Matinique Blazers and Pants

25% OFF
All In Wear Skirts and Pants

25% OFF
Bargains Bargains Bargains

. . _ . 13 N. Pleasant St Amherst

made errors and Alisa Fila

made three at short.

To make matters worse,

startmg catcher Beth Talbott

is out, indefinitely, with a

possible torn cartilage in her

knee. Talbott, who sports the

team's hight batting average

at .321 except for injured

(elbow) Paige Kopcza's 464,

hurt her knee in practice

Friday and missed the trip

to PhiUy.

Freshman llene Freeman

filled m and excelled behind

the plate going two-for-three

with an RBI and triple and

two-for-lwo in the St. Joseph

games. Lisa Rever also went

two- for three with an RBI

and triple m the 5 win.

Rever is also hurting. The
freshman hurler, had to leave

the second Temple game

with a sore forearm and

junior Cathy Reed came on in

relief Rever (5-3.0.57 ERA!
is questionable for today's

game with Springfield. Stoc-

kley (6 5. 0.30) will throw the

first game.

Stockley had nine strike-

outs in the 5-0 St. Joes win

and Rever had seven strike-

outs in the 2-0 win.

Against Temple, the Owls

limited UMass to one hit in

the opener and scored its

three runs off an error by

Bietsch and an Owl RBI
double.

In the second game, Tem-
pleto>k a 10 lead in the

second on a sacnfice fly. But

Rever had to leave with the

sore forearm and Reed came

in and did a fine job in relief,

giving up two unearned

runs.

UMass cut the Owl lead to

3 2 in the fifth on a Fila RBI
sacrifice Hy and an error but

single hits by FrattaroU and

Sally Maher in the sixth and

seventh innings sent UMass
to its Nth loss.
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WE CHALLENGE YOU to

"Dance For Those Who Can't
t^if

DANCE
ARATHO

At:

THIS
WEEKEND
FRIDAY a
SATURDAY

/

6th Annual
24-Hour

A

April 19 & 20
6 pm-6 pm

^r more information call{

Pike 545-2150 Today!

IRST PRIZE: TRIP for 2 to the BAHAMAS
iponsored by

SECOND PRIZE
^n Escape Weekend On

MARTHA'S
VINEYARD

Tieals, hotel, ferry & expenses)

Sponsoted '** Gtopla SpdS

(4 days - 3 nites hotel & flight & expenses) worth over $1000.00

THIRD PRIZE -JkW ltvvi"be

2 Stereo Cassette

Recorders
Dinners for Two
— and more

one of your

most memorable
college experiences"

I jfiivf-rsif / ()nve. Amhpfst
Stop & Shop

9^iXh
8V\^

«'. «••• -a n'lV
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Lacrosse flies high, then crasheshard
GorillaspoundBC25- 7,

but lose to UNH16-14
By PETER ABRAHAM
CoUegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H.-For the remaining eight games on its

schedule, the University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team will be playing to regain some lost pnde...while

remembering what could have been.

The Gi)nilas k»8t any hope of defending their New

England championship or reaching the NCAA tournament

aa the University of New Hampshire handed UMass a bit-

ter 16-14 loss yesterday in Durham
The defeat nullified a IS- 7 crippling of Boston College by

the laxmen on Satuniay as I 'Mass fell to 2 4 on the season.

The Gonllas blew a 6-3 lead, allowing the Wildcat* to

Kor^ seven unanswered goals in an all- to-familiar pattern

that has developed this season.

"They were reeling and we didn't take advantage of it,"

UMass coach Dick Garber said. "In lacrosse, a three gtial

iMd can evaporate very qukkly. We dkin't have the killer

instinct."

The Wildcats, coached bv Garber's son Ted. took as

much as a five goal lead. 12 7. before UMass roared back

to cut the lead to one. 1 S- 14. on a Greg Fisk goal with 1:37

to go.

But UNH closed the door quickly as Steve Giatrelis

found Joe Nelson ak)ne at the net and tht- ^^iphomore mid

fielder whipped a shot by UMass goalie Faol McCarty with

1:17 to go.

UMass enjoyed a 44 37 advantage in shots, won 20-of-35

fiuseoffs and had a man advantage seven times Uit

couldn't get past New Hampshire The Wildcats, taking

advantage of broken plays and a slow -to-respond UMass

defense, scored six unmolested goals from right on top of

McCarty on the crease.

Fisk led UMass with three goals. Kelley Carr had two

dong with senior co-captain Karl Hatton. Rich Abbott.

Ken Freeman, (ilenn Stephens. Doug Musco. Mike

Fiorini. Tom Lukacovic and Matt O'Reilly each added

single tallies Fiorini and O'Reilly each had a pair of

assists.

For UNH. Giatrelis. Steve Thomas and Barry Fraser

each had three goals

I UMass' l>est offensive series came in the second quarter

as the (k)nllas scored five straight U) rebound from a 3-

1

first quarter deficit to take a 6-3 lead.

Fastbreaking to the cage and riding the New Hampshire

defense effectively, the Gorillas scored five goals in four

minutes. Hatton Uxjk a feed from Fisk to sUrt the show.

Fisk then took Fiorini' s pass U' tie the game. Fisk notched

his second as Matt O'Reilly set him up before Freeman

blasted in a shot after going one-on-one. (ilenn Stephens

scored his second of the season to complete, then run after

an Al Rotaton assists.

This came despite the loss of the team's top-scorer,

sophomore Tom Carmean who suffered what appears to

be a shoulder separation with 3:34 left in the first quarter.

Carmean. who sets up the offense from behind the net

and draws the double-team effectively, was in the hope on

University of Massachusetts sophomore Ed Boardman (26) fires a ^ot towards ^hf B<»«t«"^^«"*f
'
/"^

while senior Scott Ciampa sets the screen during Saturday's game. The Gorillas rolled over BC
.
25-7. but

lost yesterday to the University of New Hampshire. 16-14.

a fastbreak and was checked. He fell on his shoulder ami

was taken for x-rays last night. Should he be out of action

for any extende<l penod. the (kirillas' offense will face an

uphill climb against Yale. Harvard and Army, all rugge<l

defensive teams.

But Carmean's injury was not reason to lose to the^

Wildcats. The (iorillas waited too long before making a

run and once they g«)t within reach, let up a cheap goal at a

critical moment to kill their chances.

Saturday however, the team did little wrong as an

outclassed Boston College team took a savage beating.

Carmean tfK)k advantage of an extended BC defense to

dish out eight assists as 16 different (iorillas scored, much

U) the pleasure of 1.500 fans on Boyden Hill.

Fiorini has a season-high four goals, Carmean had three.

Continued <m page U

Baseball clawed by Bears, batter Catamounts
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Following a pair of disappointing losses to the University

of Maine on Fnday. the I niversity of Massachusetts

baseball team bounced back and swept the University of

Vermont in a doubleheader yesterday at Lorden Field.

Victimized by an error prone defense, the Minutemen lost

to Maine 11-1 on eight innings ( scheduled for seven) and 7-

5 in a five inning second game shortened by darkness.

Yesterday, the Minutemen set the Catamounts down 5-3

as Jim Knopf authored a four hitter, and 9 4 as Brett

Valanetini and .Ion Martin combined on a five- hitter with

Martm getting the win.

In the first Maine game. Jeff Cimini continued on his hot

streak with four hiUs aa UMass battered three Bear pitchers

for 15 hits.

The Minutemen held a 10-8 lead after five innings on the

strength of a five run third inning that was keyed by RBI

singles by Steve Allen. Jack Bloise and Bruce Kingman

But Maine, the top ranked team in New England, scored

two in the seventh as reliever Jeff Jensen lost his control and

loaded the bases with walks. Allen came on to strike out Bill

Reynolds before Ruk Bernardo fiied to left driving in Gary

Lapierre. Rob Roy then walked to load the bases before a

wild pitch tied the game as Bill Mclnnis scored.

UMass went down in order in the seventh before Mclnni.s'

fielder's choice scored Mike Bordick with the winner in the

eigth. The Minutemen committed four errors in the game.

The second game saw CMass jump out to 4-1 lead after

three innings before Maine struck for six in the fourth to win

the game. Cimini ripped a homer on the fourth, his fourth of

Simply Marvelous: Hagler wins by KO
LAS VK(;AS, Nev. (AP)

Marvelous Marvin Hagler

knocked down Thomas
Hearns and stopped him at

2:01 of the third round of a

savage fight for Hagler" s

undisputed middleweight

title Monday night.

Just moments after a doc-

tor had been called into the

ring to examine a bad cut

over Hagler" s right eye, the

champion hurt Hearns with a

right to the head and
unleashed a barrage that

dropped the challenger.

Hearns struggled up but

referee Richard Steele

looked at him and stopped

the bouL
In terms of action, it had to

be one of the great fights. It

more than lived up to the

tremendous hype that pre-

ceded it.

Hagler attacked and attac-

ked and attacked. The
6 foot 1 Reams, the World

Boxing Council super welter-

weight champion, fought

back and fought back and

fought back until he was sim-

ply overwhelmed by the

savagery of the champion,

Hearns, who threw every

punch in his arsenal but

could not hold Hagler off,

ripped a cut open over

Hagler' s right eye in the first

round. Then the champion

had a cut beneath the eye and

his face was a bloody mess.

It looked for a moment as if

Hearns would become cham-

pion earlier when Steele

stopped the action with

blood streaming down
Hagler's face and ring doctor

Donald Romeo examined the

cutasthecrowdof 160,0.'}4 at

the outdoor arena voiced its

displeasure.

the season.

Yesterday, the Minutemen got home run.^ from Angelo

Salistri and Steve Messina in the first game in suppf>rt of

Knopf, who ran his record to 3- 1 after struggling through a

three- run first inning.

Knopf struck out eight after allowing two hits in the first

frame as Vermont took advantage of two UMass errors to

take the eariv lead. A two run homer by Kingman in the third

and Salistri's solo shot in the fourth tied the game before

Messina's two- run dinger won it in the sixth.

The second game .saw I Mass get three in the first as Todd

Comeau (three- for- three* singled in Jay Zemer Two more

came across in the third as Comeau homered RBI singles by

Messina and Darnn 0'( onnor in the fifth drove two more

across as UMass had another strong offensive

performance.

sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:
Today:

Baseball: at Yale. 3 p.m.

Men's Golf: Providence at Hickory Ridge. 1 p.m.

Men's Tennis: at Springfield, 2.30 p.m.

Softball: Springfield (2). 2:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis: at Smith, 3 p.m.
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Ax poised over

Index, again
Only RSO slated for total cut

By SI SAN KATON
Collegian Staff

After a .<(» hoiu mt ttiiiK.wiih f»nly a one-hour break, the

I'ndergraduate Student .Senate Budget (\)mmHtee plowed

through a fiscal crisi.s and wrf)te u Btnlget Act which provides

funding for evei-y register**'! ^t, ,,)...,. ,,r..,uii/iiiM.n exo'pt the

IndiX yearbook

Budget Committee Chairman Jordan Ko>ntr saul, I he

/fi(/.t will hiive to find ahernativef-— '"'- I<i -• --N*fi^ *••

can't hi«\e ads in our Yearbook.

'

/')./. I editor Cindy Orlowski w,. iifMiiiiled and

upset with the decision, saying. "Tht^ - i i.. i.iidgel commit

teel had a plan for next sv-.W" hi^^V ind just sprung it at us.

1 he plan they are showin, isible They want us to

.1:. r.iin ptv.t" ts Mi<h»li« "u-jnM

OPEN-AIR EDICATION-With temperatures soaring well into the 70s yesterday. Robert

Cooley spared his Math 107A class from the sweltering confines of Engineering East and con-

ducted class outside the building.

-'- b<M>ks before
• We can't do

(anno*

k tuiidiDt:.

"We went

DOD official pushes for tower
__ _ -_ "f'.U/L'KJ tokou tKo informMtifin IIM.Ssed fr(

By JOEL P COFFiDIS
CoUegian .Staff

NORTHAMI*TON-A Ground Wave Emergency Net

work tower in Amherst would strengthen Amencan ability to

prevent a nuclear exchange from ever taking place, a Depart-

ment of Defen.se official .said last night at a public hearing in

the Hampshire County Courthouse

Frank Miller, director of strategic forces policy at the

office of the Secretary of Defense in Washington. D.C .

anAwered questions from area residenUs on the proposed

radio tower designed to provide communication in the event

of a nuclear attack

About 150 people jammed the courtroom. Questions from

the floor, some of them combative, were directed at Miller

and three other defense officials during the thu-d and last

(iWEN hearing before the Hampshire County

Commissioners.

'The primary goal of CWEN is to reinforce our ability to

prevent any kind of nuclear attack," Miller said.

Miller defended the proposed system by saying that pre-

sent defen.se relay systems are not adequate. "CiWEN will

provide for the first time an EMP (electromagnetic pulse)

resistant communication channel ' This pulse, created by a

nuclear explosion, could knock out all normal com-

munications, he said.

•GWEN takes the information passed from early warning

systems and prt>vides a reliable, jam proof system that

insures the president has information needed to make a deci-

sion during a nuclear war." he said.

Despite Millers « ontinued defense of the system, several

members of the crowd raised antif.WEN signs and

applauded loudly those who questioned the reasoning

behind the tower proposal In addition, after many of Millers

statements, crowd members yelled out protests aimed at

the officials.

One Amherst woman brought up the environmenUI

impact of the prtiposed tower

Miller said if the environmental impact proves to be

.severe, "then the project may not precede," but he added

that there is no indication of severe impact and no action will

be taken until a study is conducted.

Asked what would happen if the tower were not built in

Amherst, he said. "We will precede with the GWEN system

and I presume that we'd have to locate towers m le8.s oper-

able areas and we might have to build more towers.
'

A doctor representing Physicians for Social Respon-

sibility, an anti- nuclear group, said he was offended by

Miller's lack of openness during the hearing. Miller respon

ded by saying that his conscience was clear "
I have been per-

fectly candid with you here. ' after which a murmur of doubt

went through much of the audience

go to direct sales and get tut

fh»*^ .c.rn^ (lilt We hax** mo

\\

[\\v loiiunUtee is al^o >uk:

senate for a $'2»).»iO<) loan, wl:

be granted due to a shortage of funds

Noting last year's c«intri>versy over

which was finallv granted. Orlowski

t hr. .ugh t he same t hing last year and we've pmved ourselves

1 don't see why we should have to do it again"

rhough final figures will be unavailable until presented at

the April '24 senate meeting. Rosner said cuts made were

directed toward "things 1 don't think the student boi'

see." adding that the committee's main goal was

smaller RSO groups by tnmming funds going to senate

operations, senate committees and the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

Once firiginal recommendations and then final cuts were

made some budgets were cut almost 70 percent

Budget committee auditor Bob Gnffin said he predicts

some anger and controversy over the budget, but that "some

of these RSO groups that had to take cuU are not going to

realize the time we put into saving them, and how really ck>»«

we came to losing them.""

Rosner said he was "satisfied with the act, considering

what the committee had to work wit h" According to commit-

tee members the amountofmoney requested by RSO groups

was $902,072.00. while the amount of money available for

allocation was $ I .'i8.252.00.

To avoid the continuation of the fiscal crisis. Rosner said

he sees no choice" but to suggest a student activities fee

increase for each student of $12 to $ CI. The committee will

also apply for an exemption from fees for computer and

administrative costs The waiver is only granted in cases of

"severe financial hardship."

Along with committee efforts, the student senate unan-

imously voted to demand "that the Student Activities Office

cut Its budget by at least 10 percent to share the burden of

the fiscal crisis in a fair and equitable manner.'

Baird makes pro-choice plea

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The present laws that support abortion

and contraception rights will soon be

abolished unless the pro-choice majority

start to take action, a pro-choice activist for

more than twenty years said last night at the

Cniversity of Mas.sachusett.s.

Bill Baird. speaking in the Student Cnion

Ballroom in a lecture titled "Firebombing

Abortion Clinics And What We Plan To Do

About It." told the '2(10 members of the

INSIDE:

Ex-CIA chief raps "contra" aid.. .2

Gays in Nazi Germany 3

Winter hot. audience not 7

Baseball squeezes by Yale, soflball

splits 12

•'What happens to the hole when the

cheese is gonef"
— Hertolt Brerht

audience. "I'nless you wake up you will lose

by default your rights to abortion and birth

control."

Commenting on the anti-abortion move-

ment, he said, "I have never seen hatred and

violence sweeping the country as now " On

the other hand, he said the pro-choice move

ment is characterized by the greatest amount

of "apathy" he had ever seen.

While most of the audience raised their

hands when Baird asked who supported

abortion, onlv one or two did so when he

asked whether thev had ever acted to express

their support

"On every campus 91» |)ercent of .students

support abortion but less than one percent

ever does anything about it." he said.

He accused the audience of "taking for

>;ranted
" their present rights and asked. If

vou dont give a damn about yourself, who

vviir"

Hand, who now operates three abortion

centers in New "York .State, spoke of the "rage

offirebombing'and issued the «hallcnge. "It

anyone dares invatU' "ui < lini( s it will be bat-

tle for the death.'

( iinUnutd on fmil*- <

I i>ll*'KI«n phiil.j )jy .Strvr MlKKirii

About 75 members of the Pledge of Resistance, opposed to American

support of Nicaraguan rebels, rallied yesterday on the Amherst Com-

mon. Story, page 3. ^ |
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Mass. loses

arrest battle

FORT l.Al'DKRDALK
Fla lAP) Muhitjan Stati

and Mainland sp«)rls fan>

who lament their teams' lack

of national titles this year

take heart-the two schfK)l>

tied for first place in the nuni

ber of spring break arrests

here

The Spartans and Terra-

pins scored nine arrests in

the period from March 1 to

Kaster. bealmg out a strong

challenge by Navy in this

beachside city that becorat

the spring break capiul ol

collegiate Ameri<a each

year.

The Midshipmen tied with

Ohio Sute. each with si*

arr«stii, while Massachu»etts

and New Hampshire univer

sity students warming up

from the New England winter

had five arrests each.

In all. 284 college students

from 180 schools were arre^

ted during spring break, all

but SIX of them men.

The majority. lf».<. were

charged with disorderly con

duct or disorderly tntoiica

Hon. in iiecond was resisting

arrest, at 40. Other charges

ranged from urinating in

public to man|iiHHH |>osses

non.

UKRY PROTEST-Young people in Karachi. Pakistan, set mor^J**""

tw' SLe"bu.t In nre ye' t^erday after two student, were killed by an

out-of-control bus. Karachi schools and college were closed as up to

2000 people rioted. ^^

Africans
CAPK TOWN. South

Africa ( AP> Opponents of

white minority rule derided

the government's plan to re

peal laws prohibiting sen and

marriage between whites and

people of other races, saying

the right to vote is the key

issue for the black majority

The repeal would remove

two pillars of the apartheid

system that aims to preHer% <

white racial punty.

In Washington, State I'

partment spokeman Bernard

Kalb said, "Kfforts such as

this appear t«» be a step m the

direction (»f a more just

Celebrate the Spirit of Spring

with fine lingerie from Le Boudoir

• Hand painted t-shirt

dresses, socks &
unisex boxers

• Beaded camisoles &
bikinis

• Wild print pj's

in 100% cotton

• Bridal peignoir sets

& manv trousseau items

MHU'ty, although we realize

that much more needs to be

Bin l)r Nthat.) M..ilana.

.immunity leader in Soweto.

the populous black township

I i. T '

' -aid

1 -
, . A i our

humanity by suggesting that

seR with '

ing, but !:.

pariicular interest to black

South Africans

The primary ! _ :-

one man, one vote. We might

»)elievethat .
ent is in

1 inu'st alMH*; .» ; !i» if it re

p, I .-d the pa-s law and th»

llw iiialtir.u lal >

African CiiIi.-Ik

( onfere'
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Ex-CIAhead raps
aid to *contras'

WASHINGTON - Former CIA Director Stansfield Tur-

ner urged Congress yesterday to reject President Reagan's

proposal to release $14 million in aid to the •(ontras ui

Nicaragua, calling it "a dead-end policy m Central

•The Nicaraguan communists are not an immediate threat

to the I nited States and its interests in Central America,"

Turner said. o j .

Turner who headed the agency under former President

Charter testified before a Hou.se Foreign Affau-s subcommit-

tee which also heard Ray Cline. a former deputy director of

the CIA who firmh supports Reagan's policy.

"If the United States turns its back on this group (the t on-

Lras) there will be moves to accommodate with communist

regimes throughout the world and in Nicaragua,
"
Cline

said. , ,. .

Meanwhile. Reagan, speaking to a group of religious

leaders at the White House, kept up his cnticism ofthe leftist

Nicaraguan government again accusing it of religious per

seculion The president said he had also received a message

from the Pope "urging us to continue our efforU in

Central .America."

Republican and Democratic sources in the House predic-

ted that the Contra aid plan would lose by M) votes, despite

an intensifying lobbying campaign by Reagan and his allies.

A close vote m the Republican led Senate was predicted

Under the proposal to be voted on next week, the $14

million would go as humanitarian assistance to the contra*

seeking overthrow of the Sandmista government m
Managua. ... j .i.

But if negotiations between the Sandinistas and the con-

tra* failed, the money would then be spent for weapons for

the nghlist rebels supported by the president

Wednesday. April 17. 1985
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ANNOUNCING: Peer Education
Program

Earn 3 or more credits

Gain career experience working
in the health field

Become a PEER EDUCATOR
Public Health 213

or a

PEER HEALTH EDUCATOR
Public Health 216

ObUin further information «t Ih* Health Rducalion

Offic*. I'HS, room 250. .S49 2671. »it 181 or look

for our Campun Onl»r table on April 22 2.1

Pre repnter now* Space la limited
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MEU PAY BACK
YOUR LOAN,

BUT THERE'SA HITCH.
You 11 like it, though.

Because every year you serve with us,

we reduce your college debt by one-third

or $1,500, whichever is greater. Greater

still, after three years your loans repaid in

full.

You'll also like the satisfaction and
pride you'll feel as you learn a valuable

skill. One you use to serve yourself as well

as your country.

Its all a part of the Loan Repayment
Program. To qualify, you ust have taken

out a National Direct, Guaranteed or

Federally Insured Student Loan after

October 1, 1975. And your loan can't be in

default.

So if you'd like Uncle Sam to pay off

your college loan, pay your local Army
Recruiter a visit today. Or call.

Northampton Army Office - 241 King Street

586-9334/9335

ARMt
BEALLVOUCANBE.
IK J*. ac ac ac

I ullvgian plK>(u b« Derek H<>ben.

RIDE 'EM— Beth Coffey (left), an assistant instructor at Tillson Farm, shows a passenger how to

steer a bugg>' pulled by "Ingrid."

Early Nazi party acceptedhomosexuals

but later persecuted them, speaker says
By LAURA KOESTER
Colletfian Suff

Many gay men were members of the infamous Nazi

storm troopers" force known as the S.A. and some ac

tually rose to positions of power, according to Gerry

Sicoppettuolo in a presentation yesterday on "Gays and

Lesbians During the Holocaust."

Scoppeltuolo. a professional staff member of the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA).

explained this in the context of the strong "homo erotic

content" of the German Youth Movement, an organization

isolated from adults which looked the other way when it

came to homosexual activity.

The head of the S.A.. Ernest Rohm, was himself gay.

Scoppettuolo described the S.A. as a haven for those

displaced xs a result of the severe economic crisis and the

"dregs of society." The S.A.. more commonly known as

the Brown Shirts, provided people with food and lodging.

"Nazism appealed to non Jewish gays and to many

people because I hey felt there would be a place for them

in it. that everyone would have a place." Scc^pettuolo

added.

He said gays were tolerated by the Nazis until 1933.

when a campaign against them was used to justify the

Night of the Long Knives, a spree of violence engineered

by Adolph Hitler which left most leaders of the S.A.

dead.

"In 1933. prostitution and gay bars were banned, and a

campaign was launched against blacks. Jews, and

homosexuals. A law known as 175A... spelled out nine

things gays couldn't do. such as fanUsizing. embracing

and kissing." he said.

Scoppettuok) estimated that 50.000 gays were sent to

concentration camps after serving a six nrionth prison

sentence— not to death camps like the Jews, but to work

camps. Many died from exhaustion and malnutrition.

In 1941. the policy of the SS. Hitler's secret police was to

shoot immediately any member who was known to be a

homosexual.

"Homosexuals were referred to as degenerates. Social

hygiene and eugenics (racial purity) were used to justify

these policies. There was compulsive

heterosexual ity—every family was expected to produce

four children for the party, " he said.

Shel Horowitz of the New Jewish Agenda reminded the

audience that the Weimar Republic which preceded

Hitler's rise to power was one of the most sexually

liberated and tolerant but was "toUlly crushed under

Hitler. Although today's climate may seem relatively

favorable, we shouldn't relax."

Activists lash

Nicaraguan aid
By STEVE BIGGINS
Collegian Suff

About 75 local members of the nationwide Pledge of

Resistance group rallied on the Amherst Common yesterday

to protest President Reagan's proposed $ 1 4 million aid pac-

kage to Nicaraguan "control" rebels before traveling to

Holyoke to picket the office of U.S. Rep. Silvio Conte. R-

Pittsfield.

With chanU of "Hey. Hey Uncle Sam. we remember Viet-

nam. " the protesters rallied on the common for about 45

minutes before carpooling to Holyoke. where some members

of the group met with Conte'* staff, according to Andree

Kehn of the Western Mass. Latin America Solidarity Com-

mittee (WMLASC).
The group presented three main themes at the office of

Rep. Conte. who according to Kehn now opposes funding for

the contras:

• urged that Conte actively oppose Reagan's aid pro-

posal and submitted a list of undecided members of Con-

gress whom Conte might contact

• asked that all members of Congress read the Americaa

Watch report on Central America and the Washington Office

on Latin America report on the contra "atrociUe*.

"

• told Rep. Conte that 50.000 people have signed the

national pledge to begin civil disobedience tactics if both

houses of Congress approve contra funding when they are

expected to vote on the issue April 23.

•Right m>w our focus i« stopping involvement in Nicar-

agua." Marc KenenofWMLASC said, but I thmk the group's

activities will continue."

The Pledge of Resi.Htance has been supported nationally

by organizations such as the southern Christian Leadership

Conference, the World Peacemakers and the National

Freeze Campaign.

About 1 .000 people m western MassachusetU have signed

the pledge, Kenen said, including members of the Amherat

Peacemakers, the UMaas Radical Student Union and

WMLASC
On April 4. Reagan proposed the funding for the Nicar

aguan rebels who are fighting the SandinisU government

The president has accused the Sandinistas of ruling a

"totalitarian communist state."

"Reagan's distorting the truth beyond recognition,'

Kenen said. "The SandinisUs have strong support with

the population.

"If you study carefully what Reagan says about Nicaragua,

he's never been able to substantiate anythm^"
In a statement issued Apni 15 for the Western Mass

achusetts Contingency Network, which represents the local

members of the Pledge of ResisUnce. local activist Mary

Wentworth said Reagan's funding proposal is in violation ofa

1984 World Court order that "the United Sutea c«aa« ita

aggressive activities against Nicaragua"

"Our President is asking us to condone actions that make

our country an intemaUonal outlaw. " Wentworth said.

Economic planning criticized
By LARRY BOUCHIK
Collegian Staff

A father and son panel agreed yesterday

that Americans have not adequately respon-

ded to economic challenges, but differed on

which sector should bear the burden of ap-

propriate action.

Victor Gotbaum is the executive director

of District Council 37 of the American

Federation of State. County, and Municipal

Employees in New York. During New York

City's near bankruptcy in the mid 1970's, he

worked with a coalition of labor, government

and business which eventually averted that

crisis.

His son. Jo.shua Gotbaum, is an associate

at Lazard Freres and Co.. an investment

banking firm in New York City He has recen

tly been orchestrating worker buyouts of

floundering industrial companies.

Speaking to an audience of 40 people in

the Campus Center for the fourth and final

Chancellor's Seminar on the New American

Economy this year, both agreed that plan-

ning for and respon.se to economic problem.s

have been less than sufficient.

"Americans are lousy planners." Victor

Gotbaum said. "We very often don't look

around and see what is going on."

Citing the growth in military spending

rather than on dome.stic programs, he faulted

the Democratic Party for allowing MX mis-

sile funding to be approved while social pro-

grams are being cut.

Joshua Gotbaum said. "As we begin to

recover economically and as we begin to get

real economic growth.. I wonder if we will

then turn to the question of will we then

become generous enough to deal with the

lesser group."

Unemployment can be solved by stimulat-

ing the economy, he said, but this hasn't

worked well and the unemployment problem

has been "made different" Employment

problems now are that people cannot get the

jobs they want and many are underpaid.

"One of tnt problems we have is that we

always talk about policy as if government is

either going to create or solve every pro-

blem," he said, "and that really isn't true."

• Baird ^mml 'ttntinurd from pti^f I

Man arrested for attempted robbery
A man pleaded innocent yesterday in

Hampshire District Court after he was arres-

ted for an attempted robbery in the Campus

Center Friday morning, University of Mas-

sachusetts police said.

Police said the 27 -year-old man attempted

to take a bag containing $600 from a Campus

Center employee who was on his way to

deposit the cash in a Campus Center bank.

Police said they then received a call Fnday

afternoon from an employee who saw the sus-

pect in the Campus Center lobby Pohce

confronted the man and arrested him.

In other police news:

A small fire burned a woman's hair and

arm while she was working in Chenoweth

laboratory Friday afternoon. Police said the

woman accidentally set some paper towels

on fire with a hot plate. She was treated at

Health Services and released. The fire did

not cause any other damage.

• A student security officer was punched

in the face by an unidentified man while walk-

ing by the Whitmore Administration Build-

ing Saturday night Police said a man step-

ped out from behind some pine trees, hit the

student in the nose and ran off.

-CHRIS POON

He observed that to date 61 clinics have

been bombed and that now "abortion clinics

are armed and the owners carry pistols."

Baird attributed much of the current "hat

red " to the "rhetoric" and bigotry " of the

church, accusing it of churning out "vicious,

evil propaganda."

"What IS it about the chauvinistic men who

run churches that they think they have the

comer on morality''" he asked, adding that it

is time for the church to decide that "women

are people and have the right to decide what

is morally correct"

Baird, who has been imprisoned eight

times in his struggle for abortion and birth

control rights and whose family has been for

ced to live 400 miles away because of death

threats, said he was "tired" of fighting

without support.

"I plead with you to help me," he told the

audience, adding that the fight was not only

for abortion but for "dignity, freedom, and

self respect"'

He suggested students write letters to

newspapers, encourage the .student senate to

pass a resolution supporting birth control

and abortion rights, and support his efforts

to institute .'>()-foot zones around abortion

clinics which would be "demonstration-free
"

from anti-abortionists

Senate motion asks reconsideration for Coors

< ollririsn pholn by Ittrtk HobttU

Pro-choice activist Bill Baird

He said unless such measures are taken

there will be a return to'the primitive techni-

ques'" of illegal abortion that were prevalent

at UMass when Baird last visited the campus

in 1968.

As examples of such techniques, Baird

recalled how women students would douche

themselves with bleach or soap, insert wire

coat hangers into their uteruse.s, or force .salt

up into their uteruses with turkey basters,

methods that are often fatal to the woman.

The Undergraduate Student Senate to

night will vote on a motion to nullify the Cam-

pus Center Board of Governors recommend-

ation to di.scontinue the sale of Coors lieer on

campus.

Pa.s.sage of the motion would force the BOCi to

rettmsider the decision made last week. It would

not overturn the ruling.

B()(i member Bob Cohen said, "The Vxjard

has been expo.sed to all the information in re-

gards {(} thLs Lssue. I feel that when the senate is

informed about the facts in relation to Corrs'

operation and treatment of workers, they too will

support our decLsioa"

_ SUSAN EATON
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Smith honors resigning president
A parade, fireworks and a

"Conway Olympiad" will

highlight today's celebration

marking the stepping down
of Smith College President

Jill K. Conway.

Conway, who holds 12

honorary degrees, will take

up a p<»ition as visiting

scholar at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. She is

resigning after 10 years as

Smith president in con

junction with the
retirement of her husband,

five college Canadian
Studies Professor John
Conway.
She said she was proud of

having helped make the

college "more responsive to

a broader spectrum of

students than before with
just 18 to 20 year olds,"

adding that mothers on

welfare and other older

women have been in

creasingly admitted to

Smith.

Two workshops will be

held in Wright Hall and will

focus on areas in which

Conway has done work in.

From 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

"Women's History as

Women's Education" will be

held. Conway is currently in

the process of writing her

second volume of "The
Female Kxperience m IHth

and 1 9th Century America.

A Guide to the History of

American Women."

At 11:50 a.m. "Prospects

for the Future: Women's
Education. Technology and

the Labor Force" will lake

place.

A parade of Smith
students and community

members will walk from

Smith Quadrangle through

the campus to Burton Hall

lawn starting at 2:45 p.m.

The "Conway Olympiad"
will then be held on the

lawn in honor of Conway's
commitment to athletics at

Smith. The Olympiad will

include sports events, a Jill

Conway lookalike contest

and a hoop rolling contest,

along with carnival booths

and musicians.

-JOHN VINCENT
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Unexpectedly deceitful?

When Iwas a kid, Sunday used to be my
least f«v(irite day <rf the week. My parents

would jui lie around all day, read the Neu

York Tin^s and give my little brother and

myself « long list of chores to complete so we

wouldn't bother them. Today, I view Sun

days with far less dread. Now that 1 am on my
own, / read the Sfu York Timt's and nobody

does the chores

In fact, I might even venture to say that

Sundays have become my most favorite day

of the week, in part, because of the Nfw York

Timen. Mostly I r^ad the fluff; Arts and

Leisure, Help Wanted, columnist Russell

Baker, the entire magazine section and even-

tually the Week in Review and the front

page

A week ago Sunday, I spotted something

particularly cjffensive in the Times. Sooffen

sive, in fact, that I thought I would perhaps

stop buying the 7im#> in protest First let me

tell you that I don t have activist tendencies,

nor am I one to deprive myself for the good < t

the whole

It was page 47 of the magazine seclK>n

There were photographs of four giraffes,

windsurfers and a large white hotel on a

beautiful white beach. The caption read,

"Come to South Africa, where you can expect

the unexj)ected" Not t<K> deceptive. I thought

Perhaps the readen* of the magazine section

never get to the front page where there is daily

news trf the racist murder> that take place on

the street.s of .Johannesburg.

No, I don't think umnformed vacationers

would expect thiK Nor would they exr>ect that

their vacation money is going to support a coun

try with a black majority of 2.1 million that has

no say at all in their government In fact Pm
sure it would come as a complete surpnse that

ihe.se .same blacks live m hovels many miles out-

RENEE BACKER

side the city limits because by law, they are not

permitted tt) hve m white cities.

South Africa is sup(>(3sed to l>e one of the

most beautiful countries m the world when it

(omes to wildlife as the advertisement sug-

gests, but let's talk abt)Ut civUizatK)n To many

well educated people the word Apiirthtui

means much less than it should Many of my Ivy

league buddies look at me blankly when I talk

to them about divestment This Ls sad Of

c«xirse if you mentH>n Martin Luther King they

know what's going oa "Oh yeaK he lead the

Civil Rights Movement" they recollect

Today, S<xith Afncan bbcks are treated

worse than blacks in Amenca more than 20

years ago. How can we support these govenv

meni policies" Okay, so this is not America, this

I
^ a 1 ountry half a wt»rld away. Why should you

iAn! YiHJ should care because we are all an

integral part of humanity and Ui let this go on

an\^here is as an outrage. Thankfully the

Inited States was able U) gel mto Nazi (ler

many and hberate the concentratmn camps or

my entire race could quite possibly have been

wiped out Will It take su million deaths before

we get our inoney out r)f South Afnca*

And what will it take fr.r the .V*u York 'l\rrws

to retract this slap in the face it has delivered its

informed readers r>ot to mention the slap in the

face this advertisement gives to .Amencan

blacks. The umnformed blat k American vaca

iKtning in surmy South Afnca can expect the

un«-x(H'< led dis«-omfort frf a pnson cell

Httitf HaihtT ts a Colfegian sUiff mi-mher

Letters to the Editor—
Going beyond simple black and white

Yadira Betance.s" column about the gross

ern)r many mainstream papers make includ

ing the CitlUnuin by not capitalizing blacks

was long overdue. This error does not only

have racist overtones but also underlines

white man's pHTHnoja of proper hiac k stand

ing in society

Though it might seem a trivial matter, ask

anybody who mu.st bear t<i l<K>k at its race

spelled in lower case. What this implies is a

badge of inferiority, unworthiness and de-

gradation.

It seems that Betances is caught in a power

struggle with an all-white power structure to

change what she calls 'p.sychologically crip

pling" which she as a person of color might

have experienced.

Perhaps those opposed to the mere gram-

matical change are afraid of the effect it will

have <»n whites. I'his is a h>olish thought. K«»r

one, white is only in reference U\ skin cc»lor. It

is also a state of mind. Thirdly, it is a form of

()ppres»i<)n that has enslaved th«nisands of

peoples of c<»lor around the world lo lustifv

their superiority.

But this goes beyond black and white A

Kernindand Barnett said at the turn of the

century, it is also political. Because white

man had the powerof the pen and had the law

in his hands up to this date, this gross error

has been prolonged.

However, the CnllcMinn has the oppor-

tunity here and now to become a pioneer, and

I must admit, this is an easy way to repay the

immense damage whites have done to

black folks.

Christian Duval
Northampton

Korean situation is *complex and important'

OPINION
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Columnist failed to offer any solution

This letter regards the Collegian on South

Korea in Friday's issue. No informed, res-

ponsible person will deny that certain as-

pects of the South Korean government are

repressive. However, the article is mislead-

ing and inaccurate.

For example, the article refers to "crip-

pling economics," South Korea, along with

Taiwan and Singapore has the fastest grow-

ing GNP in Asia.

Also, the article states that "North and

South Korea were divided by the United

States after the Korean War in 1945." The

Korean War was fought from 1950 to 1953.

The Korean peninsula became divided when

the Soviet Union declared war on Japan in

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.

The most difficult part of responding to

Sal Assad's atUck last week on the Democ

ratic party and the Amencan econon»ic sys-

tem Ls dei-idmg where to begin. Assad*! com

mentary. consisting <»f a wild amalfunition of

truths, half truths, HunpUftcatMNts and exag

gerations leaves n<» major segment of American

political life undislorted.

Asaad begins by cofrectiy cntmzing the

sometimes overrealous mterventionist stance of

the I'mted States, with regards U) the Third

Work! thnsighout the pimt World War U era

But in the next breath, he reduces his own argu

ment to absurdity by <laiming that in H«iuabty

nouaetrfany Amencan pobUcal or mililary fi»ri-e

i»M ever fieeded anywhere as "there was no pre-

sence of any Soviet danger" Thu* claim is com

plete and utter nonsense. ignf>nng as it does

F< (land, the rest of Kastem Kun>pe and Afghaiv

istaa It IS highly mmxv that A.ssad later accu.ses

"well mtentioned but naive liberals of 'delil>

erate collective histoncal amnesia"

In other belbgerent ramblings. he attacks "the

widely held myth that Amenca is a dem<KT8<->
"

Actually, the very fart that A.H.sfld c an make such

a .statement in a public ff>rum (such attacks on

the home government are impossible in Marxist

regimes) weakens his pomt Because he does

not substantiate his claims that a bebef m
Amencan democracy constitutes a "vivid exam

pie of Orwellian doublethink" (and I should

p«)int out here that Orwell's politic al works were

most es-sentially a criticism of the evolution of

Marxism inU) totalitananism m the .Soviet

Union) It IS difficult to accept with his argument

Perhaps in a future column Assad can more

cleariy express his "k)gic" on this point

It's a forgone cf)nclusK(n that a Marxist cnti-

que of the Amencan system will in< lude a stn-

dent warning of the "vicious plans" the Amer-

ican business community (who are portrayed as

the Hoie decision making agency in the U.S.

government) have in stoie for ua But though

MU^grrated and overK iiararMMd. Assad's claims

do have some rnent

The challenge of the future fur the Umted

States IS to curtail the abuaes at adnuttedly

"jmifit hungry' cor|»i >r»t»on« and to fon-efuUy

pn)intHe reform am< mg fret- w« »rki allies ( many « if

whom do not provide a free world for their ami

pc>ot>le ) The I VS must ab«> l)e readv an<l willing

to preserve the freedom of n«u«>iis ihrealeoe*! by

Soviet impenabsm (ar»d here I am refemng to

nations such as Poland and AfghanusUn and not

others, such as Nicaragua and Culw who have

chosen Marxist governments for themselves, i

The Democratic party (embodied by such

indixidiiais as Walter Mondaie, ("H«raldine Fer

am» and (Je«irge Mrtkwem) imderstand the

challenge fif the future and continues U) pnwide

an alternative MewjxHnt in an era of irwTeasing

cx>nservatism It is true that the I )enKx raUc party

IS reelu^ fnwn serious reversals (and it is there-

fonnot surprising that Assad shtsild feel free to

sneak m a few easy k>w bkiws) but it ls by no

means dead, and may well recover if Reagan-

omics begins U) faher in the face to tremendous

budget deficita

It LS interesting to r¥)te that in a two-part series

Sal Asaad found the time U) address himself to

almost every major pn»blem m Amencan society

ad nauseum, but o>mpletely failed to suggest any

solutions or models for improvement Perhaps

before blaming every major calamity of the 2()th

(*ntury on the DemocraUc party, Assad should

have considered the oki saying "any jackass can

kick down a bam. but it takes a hell of a good car

penter to build one" Assad has thonsighly fm>

ven himself on the first pomt but has yet to

address himself to the second.

Kurt Stellwai;en

Amherat

How about asking the rabbits for a change?

the last days of World War II.

Another part about the American nuclear

presence in South Korea, reads, "Experts

say this build-up is forcing North Korea to

arm itself." Who are these experts? North

Korea had armed itself by June 25, 1950

when it invaded South Korea. According to

the Institute for Strategic Studies in London,

the North Korean army has 700,000 troops.

The South Korean army has 540,000 troops.

The situation in Korea is complex and impor-

tant People need accurate information about

Korea if they are to make intelligent decisions

regarding it

Hank Thayer
Sylvan

This letter is in response to Barbara

Shiosser's letter in Wednesday's Collegian

entitled "'Hopping mad over a 'Bunny Tale'

of death."

Okay, so learning to kill, skin and eat rab-

bits in the woods is good experience for peo

pie. If it was for survival purposes at the

moment that would be one thing. To kill them

just in case might be useful in the future i.s

unjustifiable. If you could ask the rabbits'

opinion I suspect they would agree.

As to the method of killing the creature,

you say that they are killed by a sharp blow to

the neck instead of crushing the spine.

Although it would be better to be killed

painlessly, would you like to die by a blow to

the neck, or would you like to live a full,

natural life? I think the rabbite would choose

the latter.

You continually refer to how people feel

about the practice in question. For instance,

you distinguish between whether the animal

was a pet or not If it was a pet, somehow the

practice is abhored. People don't like that I

doubt the rabbit being murdered cares if

they were a pet or not, or whether people

were upset or not The creature being used

and abused is the one whose rights should be

considered, not the ones who are domg the

using.

When blacks were freed, was it the whites

whose feelings were under consideration? If

women want to be "liberated" should it be

the men whose opinion should be sought? I

think not

Also, 1 strongly object to your analogy of

memorizing calculus theorems and not prac-

ticing them. A bunch of numbers and equa-

tions on a piece of paper are not like a living,

breathing, sentient creature. Theorems are

tools to be used, living creatures are not

The overall tone I perceive in your letter

and in too many people's opinion, that

human beings are the only animals who have

the right to live without being tormented and

abused, and killed by others is very sad to me.

We should learn to live in harmony with all

our fellow creatures of the earth, not just

possibly among our own species.

Aick Brenner
Northampton
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VIGIL IN HONOR OF
THE VICTIMS OF THE

HOLOCAUST
Thursday April 1

8

Noon to Midnieht

between Campus Pond & Librai Feature Film Night

TONIGHTS' MOVIE:

ALL THAT
JAZZ

Shows at: 6, 8, and 10

admission to all shows: $1.

^« A--'

Starting with a comemorative ceremony, we will be reading names

of victims of the Holocaust. By recalling their names, we remmd

ourselves of the individual human lives, hopes, and dreams behind

the numbers and statistics.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL WEEK - 1985

LOWEST PRICED RINGS YET

JOSTEN'S

White Lustrium
RINGS

% »

SJ^fSr^* Weekly
%'^\^^ Bar Specials

^«^^ Sf^ On Sale

HISTORY MAJORS
You are invited to

ALUMNI/AE
CAREER NIGHT

When:
Thursday, April 18, 1985

8:00 PM
Where: Campus Center 162

8

8
S Graduates of the History

YOrRCHOlCKOF.WYJOSTF.NSWMm I rsiRIlM RiMi

UNIVERSITY
STORED

APRIL SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH TUES, WED
TEN TO FOUR PM UNIVERSITY STORE

FIFTEEN DOLLAR DEPOSI'^,^

liislcns I!, ihc OtiKul Awards .Supplier c.l ihc l'»<4 ( )KinpK (i-iincN

Department Will Discuss

BS And Answer Questions

S About Their Careers

8! and Yours

B Sponsored by:

! The Alumni Office

SI The University Placement Service

S The History Department

5I I
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ARTS
Johnny rocks the blues at Agora
By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Suff

Johnny Winter and his band rocked the Agora Ballroom

Saturday night to an all too mellow audience. Providing a

classic albeit short performance of rockin blues. Johnny

didn't deem the quiet listeners worthy of an encore. If they

cared to be there. I don't know why they didn't show iL

I could have listened to Johnny play all night long Con

tinuing to be one of the top ten guiUrisU in the world, he was

true to form. Opening the show with an instrumenUl boogie,

he did Mose Allison's 'Parchnuin Farm." which Johnny first

recorded about twenty yearn ago Using his black Steinbec

ker "Lazer" guitar throughout the entire show, he also did

•Mad Dog. " and "Don't Take Advantage of Me." from his

latest GuiUir Slinger album on Alligator Records. On the lat

ter, he turned the endmg into an amazingjam of"Sunshine of

Your Love." Even more surprising was him doing "Red

House." with guitar work comparable to Hendnx. That was

followed by "Lights Out, " which was more upbeat than the

studio version, as well as longer, with Johnny making it look

easy on outstanding leads.
^^

Another surprise was his rocked up version of " Help Me.

generally attributed to a blusier James Cotton. This featured

bassist Jon Paris doing double duty on harmonica held by a

neck brace He manages to play good blues bending notes

using this difficult technique. Next came Johnny's show

stopper. "Johnny B C.oode. " which it seems Winter was borri

to play (. .just like nngmg a bell. ) He ended the show with

"Boot HilL" on which he used his sUde for the fu-st time. It

turned out to be quite a treat, with Johnny playing relaxed,

concise, and in a controlled fit of rock and roll.
C.uitar slinger Johnny Winter

^ ^ * » » » »

^^^i The
Original

and Still the
Best!

If
»v^

Thorn«t Mart(«tpkic«
OkS South St Entranc*

Nofthompton

Op«n Noon till n )0 Sun Thurt

Noon *t1ll Midnight Fit h Sot

586-4637
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ADVERTISERS
DONT MISS OUTI

The Collegian is now offering a

SPOT COLOR SPECIAL

For a limited time only the Collegian

is reducing its regular rate of $90 to only

$50 for spot color.

A price well below cost

This is your opportune chance to make

the most of your advertising at

low, low rates.

From now until the end of the semester
|

you can't afford not to cash in on this deal

REMEMBER SPOT COLOR

FOR ONLY $50

ACT NOW TO MAKE THE MOST

OF YOUR ADVERTISING $'s.

.

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
Mon, Tues, & Weds
Large Cheese Pizza

only $5.35

Each additional item $1 .00

For Fast, Free, Friendly Delivery

Call 549-0626

GRADUATE STUDY OF PUBUC
AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Tl
IN WASHINGTON D.C.

he American University's College of Public and Inter-

national Affairs offers students a rare opportunity to

become a part of Washington, D.C, the nation's capital -

an international center for government, business and cultural

institutions.

By combining first rate course work with Washington's nearly

limitless opportunities for internships, cooperative education,

and face to face contact with prominent figures and practicing

professionals, the College of Public and International Affairs

provides a unique education in public administration, political

science, international serx'ice, justice, and computer systems

applications. Students may choose from nine graduate degree

programs offered by the four schools that compnse the College;

The School of Government and Public Administration, 1 he

School of International Service, The School of lustice, and The

Center for Technology and Administration.

For more information mail this coupon or call (202)885-3850.

Mail To: CPlA, Office of the Dean -SP,

101 Ward Building, The American

University Washington, DC. 20016.
Nrfmt

Atiilrcss

City

Stdtc Zip

t olUyp or University

fflE
WA5.HINK. .UIM

— Please send me information about

Graduate Programs in the:

- School of Government and

Public Administration

_ School of International Service

School ot justice

Center for Technology and

Administration

_ . Other

The American University is an EEO/Altirmative Action institution
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ANIMAL RKIHTS COALITION - We" re finalizing our

plans for Earth Day tonight Come join the fun! Newcomers

are welcome, as always. 6:30 p.m., check CC bulletin for

room number.

WORKSHOPS — The Student Union Craft Shop is offer

ing a stained glass workshop. Beginners to advanced are

welcome Registration prior to event if necessary S I .B

208, 4-6 p.m.

MORTAR BOARD HONOR SOCIETY MEETING -

Mandatory meeting for both old members and new initiates.

Topics to be discussed include initiation and remaining goals

and obligations for the year. 6:30 p.m., CC 904

EAST SIDE CONCERT PRODUCTION MEETING -

Concert is less than two weeks away. Let's all be at the meet

ing. 7 p.m.. CC 911 915.

SPRING CONCERT Informational workshop Topic:

"Drug and Crisis Interventioa " Police and EMT represen

tatives will conduct this meeting Those wishing to do

security for any spring show must attend. 7 30 p.m.. ( ( A.

DoffJ lKick.'*v««.uS«—f'-"

Df/PTOOiG
APRIL 17-5.7.9Jl
ENG.EA5TAUD.

iWedBMday, April 17. 1986
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^UMAM

MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE
-^ .^ /I

Tb Best CMiKfteW
Try Our New

BARBEQUE BONELESS SPARE RIBS

Small $2. 80 Large $4. 60

Luncheon Specials ••'^^ ^'^"^ ^ ^ ••"•"^ p "• $2.25
New Buffet & Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served S-8 Mon.-Thurt.

Brunch Servwl SuiMlay 1 1:30-3

ChlMran lukkr 10 $3.00

1) Beef with Fresh Muehroomt

2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ALL YOU
CAN EAT $5.25

6) Sweet Cr Sour Chicken

7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken

9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot Cr Sour Soup

EDWIN
JEANS

Luncheon Specials ft Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.nn.

FrI. & Sat. 11:Ma.m.-11 p.

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

2Se-02S2

PONY"
A SURE BET FOR THE HUMAN RACE

n

BRIDES
FEATURING MAUBlCt KAVMOND
TMt ULTIMATE TUlBUTI TO TMf

BOILING STONES
TIX FIVE DOLLARS IN ADVANCf
SIX DOLLARS AT THE DOOR

THURSDAY
APRIL EIGHTEENTH

BUCKWHEAT
ZYDECO

ILS SONT PAHTIS BAND
THE KING OF SOUTH LOUISIANA

CREOLE 'ZYDECO MUSIC
TIX FIVE DOLLARS IN ADVANCE
SIX DOLLARS AT THE DOOR

Pony nylon and

suede aerobic shoe.

Women's sizes.

Reg '2499

Pony leather high top.

Men's sizes Reg S38 99

32.
Women's sizes. Reg S29.99

»17. 24.

Pony Leather

turf shoe

Men's sizes

Reg. S44.99

*33.

Take the lead with Pony For proteaion, comfort and style. Pony

athletic shoes lead the way.

If you like to win, noWs the time to come to

the Pony sale at Olympian.

^IMMPMMi
\X4s thriveon competition.

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9. Hadlcy.

WedneMlay. April 17. 1965
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THIS, OF
COURSE.
WOULD BE
sexf

WEATHER

TODAY: A breezy scene, with au

in the 'lUs wafting about.

TONKIHT: Cooling off and bottoming

out somewhere between ift and 40 ( lear

TOMORROW; Spnng Fever continues,

with sun and temps in the low bOs.

I
««&&«««A«

Experienced photofn-aphers needed for position

of photo technician. Call Larry Bouchie or Andy

Heller at 545-3500.

Homophobia Awareness Workshop with short

film at a p.m. today in Campus Center 81 1. This

counts toward stafT status.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdiird b>

ACROSS
1 Home Jway

S Southwest
wind

9 Whete the

heart IS

13 Autho' Horatio

M Shirley

Madame role

15 Rate bird

16 Like the owner
of a 'ine

mansion
18 V.esl Coas'

univ

19 Cily inW
Macp ionia

?0 Old times o»

old

21 Beauty parlo'

Olterings

22 Ed s concern

23 Mrs m Madrid

2b Wings
27 Nethermost

region

28 Pressure

32 Do a decorating

|Ob

3b Actress

Parsons

36 Bantu people

of Nigeria

37 In the ship s

hold

38 Have
42 Choppers
4b cordiale

46 Sugars Sulti>

4/ Dray
48 Fredenc^

Ashton title

49 Magnon
52 BrooH
55 Mel ol baseball

tame
57 Rich dessert

59 E Indonesian

island

60 Residence tor

Reagan guests

62 Caesar sgarb

63 Architect

Saarinen

64 Letters

65 Later

66 F-ast fliers tor

short

67 Denizen ol

the forest

DOWN
1 Oats
2 Fe»e«

symptoms
3 k4eai for a

maio*

4 Got out the

wrinkles

5 Tune
6 Cleaving tool

7 Try to outdo

8 Interweaves

9 Places lor the

star s guests

to Start of a

lairy tale

11 Thaw
12 Notable limes

13 Attention

getting word
17 Speak, in

French

24 in a day s

work

26 Hill dweller

27 Do a spring |ob

29 Winnic

Pu
30 Swan genus
31 Word from

home
32 Ready to eat

Irudr .MiibrI Jaffr

33 Black

34 Hafbw sight

39 Aiphonso's

queen
40 Cetain lights

41 Puts down
roots

42 Salad
ingredient

43 Willow

44 Roosted
49 Eiteci s

companion

50 Part of a

staircase

51 Mm* products

52 Pro

53 Household
need

54 Designer s

insignia

56 Pastry

58 Come in

second
61 Aegean isiarnl

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

Ronald J. Prokopy

Toward a World of Less Pesticide"

Thurstldv Ap
Campus Center Auviiuuium

University ot Mass.uhiisett*. M Amhtrsl

SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJORS

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
AN

ALUMNI/AE
CAREER NIGHT

When: Wednesday April 17

8:00 PM

Where: Campus Center 163

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Offcie

The University Placement Service

Anthropology, Economics

Political Science & Sociology

Graduates from Each

Department Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About their Careers and Yours

(L

The Graduate Forum preseni-i

INFORMATION:
new basis for

global domination

s^
.\^

^^

A^-

by media critic

HERBERT SCHILLER
author ot The Mmd Managers, Inlormalion

and The Crisis Eionomy. Communuatums .»ncl

Cultural Domination

Wed., April 17

7:15 pm
Memorial Hall

UMass
i s

\ Graduate Student Senate, Graduate

School Event.

o«.'

>\«

l\t\C8
(

I'WfD D«M &••* ^^Xfii^ini »nce re

WedneMlay. April 17. 1965

rolk!^i.an n

if Hulkamania in the Valley?'

promoter status.

The lawsuit seeks to block

next Wednesday's bout and

bar the Civic Center

directors from entering into

a contract with Titan until

Juoe 1987.

A Hampden County

Superior Court judge is to

hear the ease against Titan

Sports Inc. and Springfield

Civic Center and Symphony

Hall Inc. within 48 hours ol

the show to which tickets

already are being sold.

Titan's WWF cards always

were the biggest

moneymakers for the Civic

Center when Salow was its

local promoter. But Salow.

who was released 10 months

ago. formed NWF and

assembled a stable of

wrestlers with the help of

one

^ ( ontinued from pane 1

2

of WWF's national

rivals. American Wrestling

Alliance, has failed to draw

large crowds.

Salow contends that

Shampain. his nephew and

NWF president, was given

favored promoter status in

December 1983 by a letter

from the Civic Center's

directors.

Also, a letter to Titan from

arena director Haul T.

Whitehead dated June 13.

1984. informs the promoters

that Salow had been given

•'the exclusive right to btwk

wrestling dates in the

Springfield Civic Center.

'

Titan and its president.

Vincent K. McMahon,
protested. The 10 directors

in February rescinded their

earlier action and gave both

federations the right to

promote wrestling shows.

UM3-on-3champsshim
Thi- I'niversily of Massachusetts mtramurai men's

three on three champions t.iok great strides in recent

competition.

Juniors Mark Cormier and Dan Bryant, and freshman

Tim Brvant. after a successful run in preliminary action

at Boston University on St. Patricks Day. defeated

Northea-slern Iwfore the CeUics Cavaliers game al the

liosL.n C.arden on March 22. At halftime. they took on

New Hampshire and tied at regulation. The contest was

finished after the pn) games but the team lost by one m

[
overtime.

1985-86

UNDERGRADUATE
CATALOGS

Beginning Friday, April 19

and during pre-registration week,

catalogs will be available

in the first floor lobby of Whitmore,

near the Scheduling Office.

one copy per student

The Commuter Area Government Presents

THE BIG COMMUTE
FIELD TRIP SERIES

• April 20,

The New England Folk Festival, NEFFA
The 41st annual Folk Festival, held in Natick. Massachusetts,

features crafts, exhibits, song and instrument workshops, jamming I

sessions, square dance, contra dance and folk dancing wtthi

demonstrations, international foods and childrens activities.

• April 27,

The Mystic Seaport Museum, Connecticut

• May 4,

New York City

$10 per tnp $25 for all three

Admission cost for NEFFA and Mystic Seaport included

Payment in advance For more info , call 545-2145
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SPORTS
Springfield

defense
splitsUM
Softballgets one win

By GERRY deSIMAS
CoUejfian Staff

This one hurt. The University of

Massachusetts softball team hit the ball

hard only to be thwarted by some superb

defensive efforts by Springfield CoUege

and as the Chiefs pulled out a 1 0. nine

inning win to Nplii yesterday's

doubleheader at NOPK.
I'Mass. who was led by a sensational five

for six (including a home run) performance

by freshman catcher Ilene Freeman, won

the first game. 3 2.

The Minutewomen. who still can't get

over the .500 barrier with a 14 15 1 slaf

had 10 hits in both games
However the play of right fielder Tammy

Oswell in the second game buried UMass.

She caught a Sally Maher shot at the fence

with runners on second and first in the

bottom of the seventh inning to deny

UMass the win and the sweep.

Oswell also threw out Maher and Cathy

Reed at the plate in the second and fifth

inning after coach Ela " rtino had sent

them from third after > to right.

"I still cant believe we lost." Freeman

said, shaking her head. "We're a better

team than that. We got hits ttiday. They

just played some good defense."

Bad luck continued to haunt the

Minutewomen m the second game .\ndrea

Pinch sent a shot that bounced off shor

Utop Carol Frattaroli's fool and Shauna

Quigley went home instead of staying at

third in the ninth inning for the 1 win.

"If we keep it up (hitting) well get the

breaks instead of the bad end of the deal

every time." Freeman said.

While Springfield. 10 8. won the second

game 1 0. l!Ma.ss didn't give the Chiefs the

chance to come back in the first game.

Freeman hit her second home run of the

year in the second inning to give UMass
the 10 lead. However, the Chiefs got back

in it with two UMass errors, by Frattaroli

and left fielder Emily Bietsch. in the fifth

inning and took a 2-1 lead.

Maher smashed her first homer of the

year to tie it back up in the bottom of the

UMass outfielder Lisa Rever slides into home as Spriniffield's Kathy

Mangano (17) makes the tag as catcher Wendy Bacheller looks on.

UMass split a doubleheader with the Chiefs.

fifth and Martha Jamieson scored on a

Chief error to give UMass the 3 2 lead.

From then on. Lynn Stockley (7 5. eight

strikeouts) sat down the Chiefs in order

the next two innings. Stockley gave up six

hits.

Freeman was three for three with a

homer in and one RBI in the opener and

Alisa Fila. at .shortstop in the opener, went

two for three.

In the nightcap, pitcher Lisa Rever gave

up eight hits while striking out five.

Right fielder Chns Ciepela went two- for

three with a double while Freeman went
two for three and Cathy Reed laced a

triple.

Baseball

gets past

Yale, 12-9
Messina stars atplate

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian StaW

The University of Massachusetts base

ball team ran its record to I'MO on the

season, pounding out 15 hits to defeat Yale

12 9 yesterday in New Haven

Leftfielder Steve Messina was the offen

sive starfor UMass. going four for-five with

two singles, a double and a triple. Soph-

t»more lefthander Steve Allard threw three

scoreltsx innings of relief to pick up the win,

hi> s»'»<iii(( iij^.iinst one loss.

I M I > piiktd up a run m the second as

t.iu lu : Sean Hint drove in Messina (triple)

with a single The Minutemen scored six in

111. third as IM- 'v.-- ^ -"if f-Mr

Kniif kmgman .suv ^ Zcmer reach-

1 a fieUler's cht»ice I forcing Kingman)

lirl.rt-e.-t.
'^ ^" ''"

Zemer l)» . . 1 - tUi

( «»meau walked ami exe< uted a double steal

with Shenui t»> put nimiers on .second and

thutl. iKjug Wnghi> ritlder'.s clvme m^^fd a

nin a^ Coinedu >tjyed t>n secontl. Comeau

siole third and s<-«»red as th«- ihn»w sailed into

left field

\les-::„ II llamnO'Coiv

?ior's single. Kingman' > fielder's choice then

(irrne in Messina

UM stiirter Bohbs Kostm went three in

ninps allowing two runs (orH* eiUiied) l)efore

iK iin; pulled for Allard. The lefty allowed two

hits and a walk over three inning'^ Relievers

Mick Wvdra Matt SuIkkz and leff Jeasen

ct)mbined to keep ^'ale m the game by allowing

sa runs arid five hits.

Ma.HNachuitettj« scored one in the sixth as

Kingnnan scored on Sheran's groutKler Salus

tn came across in the seventh after a double

and a steal as Messina singled him ia Messina

scored on O'Connor's sacrifice fly.

The eighth saw Zemer single, move to third

on Sheran's su^le and score on Comeau's sac-

rifice fly Sheran stole his way to third and came

across on Wnght's fly ball

Lacrosse teams in action today

Gazelleshost Green, men at Hofetra
By PETER ABRAHAM
and EDHAYWARD
Collegian Staff

Two lacrosse teams, one climbing to the

top and another trying to stop its slide,

will be in action today as the University of

Massachusetts women host undefeated

Dartmouth and the struggling men are at

Hofstra.

The Gorillas. 2 4 on the season, face a

Hofstra team that is sputtering along at 2

6.

Sophomore attackman Tom Carmean. the

team's leading scorer with 18 goals and 11

assists, will probably miss the game after

suffering what appeared to be a shoulder
(,>iug,.n photo hv i>fr»k Rnb.ri.

seperation in the first quarter of Monday's

Sophomore Becky Bekampis and 16 14 loss at New Hampshire.

the fifth-ranked I'Mass women's Senior goaltender Gerry Moreau. who

lacrosse team face Dartmouth today has dressed for the la.st two games after a

at 3 D m. shoulder seperation. could replace fresh

man Paul McCarty between the pipes.

Midfielder Greg Fisk. with nine goals and

three assists, and co captain Karl Hatlon

(six and five) will have to pick up much of

the offensive slack. Freshman Kelley Carr

(five and three) could also contribute.

UMass beat the Flying Dutchmen 12 5 last

season

.

The undefeated teams meet today on

NOPE field as the fifth ranked women's

lax team. 5 0, hosts unranked Dartmouth

College. 4 at 3:00 p.m.

The Gazelles are led by senbr All

American Pam Moryl who has scored a

team leading 19 goals so far this season.

She has also handed out three assists. The
midfielder has not only proved to be the

team's most potent scoring threat but also

the orchestrator of UMass' transition

game.
Other contributors to the Gazelles

balanced offensive attack include Barbara

Forbes with eight goals and eight assists.

Becky Bekampis. nine and two. Ginny

Armstrong, nine and one. and Liz

Schueler. eight and one.

Anchoring the UMass defense is goal

keeper Debbi DeJesus who has allowed

only 18 goals in five games, saving 45 of 63

shots on goal for a percentage of .714. In

the Gazelle's last game, a 6 3 win over

seventh ranked Harvard. UMass got some

strong backfield work from defenders Kris

Kocot and Andrea Muccini to aide

DeJesus.

Beth Hurt, who has scored 15 goals, and
Elen Barr. who has tallied 12. lead the

Dartmouth attack. The Big Green owns a

share of first place in the Ivy League,

equaling Harvard with a 2-0 record.

Dartmouth keeper Tori Parrott leads the

defense and has a shot to save percentage

of .606 percent.

Men's crew sinks Trinity
By defeating Trinity

College this pa.st weekend,

the University of

Massachusetts crew team

recaptured the Mason

Cup, held by Trinity over

the past year.

Both the men's and

women's Varsity teams

won, the men edging

Trinity by one second,

5.39 to 5:40. The women
had it a little easier,

winning their contest 6:43

to 6:46.

A victory by the Second
?>eshmen and the

Women's Novice (by an

incredible IJO seconds)

sealed (he victory and the

Mason Cup.

The crew team's next

contest is this Saturday,

where they will race

against the Coast Guard at

home.

WillHulkamania run wildin SpringfieldCC?
SPKlN(iFIKLl)

(.\P)-Hulk Hogan wont
grapple with ('owboy Bob
Orton in a Titan Worldwide
Wrestling Federation bout

next week if wrestling

promoters prevail in a

lawsuit filed Tuesday
against a rival and the Civic

Center. Morris Salow and

Robert Shampain of Nor

theast Wrestling Federation reneged on a commitment
claim in their civil suit that to ^rant them favored

Civic Center directors fontiniwd nn pner 1

1

S^portsataglance
UMass schedule:
Today:

Women's !>acro8se: Dartmouth, NOPE Field, 3 p.m.

Men's Lacrosse: at Hofstra, 3:30 p.m.
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Liability focus

of discussion
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The director of legal services for the '

Massachusetts Teachers Association will be

speaking today about recent court actions,

including the Yvette Henry Case, which have

raised questions concerning liabihty of

teachers in court ca.ses.

George Shea will be speaking at 3:30 p.m.

in room 110102 of the Campus Center about

whether members of the academic com-

munity can be sued because of grades, letters I

of recommendation, evaluations and reports

of commitioes on which they serve

Tw' t ca.ses will be discussed by

Shea. Unt- will involve the controversy sur-

rounding the special report on the Yvette

Henry case. commisHioned by the University

of Massachusetts Faculty Senate and com

piled by the ('•inuiutif*> dm thf ."status of

Minorities.

In that catte, questions ha\e rL-^en as to

whether or not members of the committee

can be sued for libel for its findings on

whether or not the I'niversity violated the

civil rights of Henry, a former UMa.ss student

vsho was arrested and charged with .setting

two fires in Crampton House, a dormitorv

be .set with 18 fires in the fall of 1983

Question.* concerning the behavior .(

administrators and police just before and

imni. ' .' ' after her arrest prompted the

facu! iietoask the Committee on the

Status of .Minonties to examine the events of

the case and make recommendations to the

niles committee of the senate

That report was leaked to the Collegian

and printed in its entirety in the newspaper.

Feb. 28 One of the reasons the rules com
mittee of the senate gave for not releasing the

report immediately was the question of libel

and whether or not members of the commit-

tee could be sued

UMass Chancellor .loseph I) Duffey was

quoted in the Daily Hampshirv Cazette

several weeks ago and said the report came

very "close" to libeling members of the

University administratioa

Another case Shea will discuss will be the

recent .Supreme Court decision that .said it

was legally permissible for teachers and

administrators to search lockers and per-

sonal belongings of students who are suspec-

ted of engaging in criminal activity.

That ruling came from a New Jersey court

case in which a high .school student sued

becau.se school officials searched her pocket

book without a search warrant and

found marijuana.

MAJESTIC WATCH— The Indian statue Metawampe
stands at watch in yesterday's sunshine near the Stu-

dent Union.

Boozeprohibited

Barbeque , bands for seniors
For graduating .seniors, the hour after the

last .scheduled final exam means free enter

tainment and a meal of barbequed chicken

and ribs but no alcohol as a part of this

year's Senior Day.

Invitations that will be mailed out this

week will serve as tickets for the event tl>at

begins at 1 p.m. and ends at 5 p.m. on

Thursday. May 23 by the Campus Pond.

The area will be fenced off for the event

and no bottles, cans or kegs will be allowed

on the site. Entrants will be checked at the

gate and escorted off the property if found

with alcohol.

"We're trying to change the tone of the

event, trying to make it classier" by not

allowing alcohol, Judy Gagnon of the Stu-

dent Activities Office said.

The entertainment will be provided by

two bands. Barrence Whitfield and the

Savages, and Bill "Wildcat" O'Halloren.

The Savages are a rhythm and blues act

"We're trying to change the tone of the

event, trying to make it classier" by

not allowing alcohol.

—Judy Gagnon,

Stiuient Actiinties Office

from Boston, and O'Halloren is an exper

ienced Pioneer Valley performer. The

bands were chosen by a panel of gradua-

ting seniors.

The event is not exclusive for seniors,

however other students will be charged for

the barbecue. Gagnon expects 2.500 peo-

ple to attend. Seniors should bring theu-

invitations because it is their proof that they

are entitled to a free lunch. The barbecue

will be prepared by University Food Ser

vices.

No rain date has been set, and no plans

are being made for one. so if it rains on May
23, then seniors will be going home disa-

ppointed. -JON STRYMISH

1 Senate in limbo

overwhether

to allow Coors
By .si .SAN KAION
Collegian Staff

A motion that the Student .Senate veto the ban of Coori

beer made by the Board of Governors will not be voted on

until next week.

The mot Kin scheduled for last night's agenda, was ruled

tKJt of order by senate speaker John Hudd«K-k

The student senate had l.^ davs to consider opposition of

the BOG motion and th«y didr t do so in that time l-ast

night's motion came after the 1 .'• day deadline, senator Chris

.Sullivan said

The BO(»'h decision to "recommend to the Campus Cen-

ter administration disctmtinue the sale of CfKirs beer be-

cause of the company's reported uni<»n breaking and

discriminalorv practices" was made on March 28. The
motion to veto n.ade by senators Bob GnfTm and Craign Mc
Dermott. was submitted on Apnl 12

The nuitKm, if approved, would have forced the BOG to

reconsider the C«¥)rs decision HOG member Boh (' .hen

HSid

M< Uermoti -(oi.i the mod -n -u* made be»rt..-<-. I ve

•fliked to a lot of peop'-> and baaicntly they think its ridi

lous Uaunrng a beer because of the owner's politics that

•r, t>eobjectioiial to the members of the BO<i. is mia-

, •»i\eof what the student body believes
'

Mc Oermoit also brought up a motion that would put the

question up for referendum where student supp<»rt could

be assessed

The sec. ...u i... -ik.ii could not be voted on because of a lack

of quonim Only 41 senators were present and 47 were

needed for quorum However, the referendum motion will be

l>lrt<ed on next week's agenda.

Mc Dermott predicted referendum results "will show sup^

port for not banning the beer
'

Member Mark Fnedman said the BOG decision was not a

ban but a recommendati«»n to the Campus Center

"Our judgement was that our constituents supported the

•-galitarian principles that we were upholding in our decision,

which represents not only the studentn of the university but

mIso the official policies of the university. " he said.

After discussion for 4.') minutes, the Senate al.so voted to

place an American flag at the right hand of the Speaker's

|K>dium

Neil Mc ( abe. a senator from said the decison is "just one

more step to making this a more mature assembly."

Former student government co-president Rick Patrick

spoke in opposition to the motion saying, "We are here for

students; to represent students and nothing el.se. I think it's

totally unappropriate that these flags are put here."

March will ' Take back night'

i«-|fian [>h<.|ii h> .Mitrh«-I S pranlrh

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

As many as 2000 people

could take part tomorrow in a

"Take Back the Night" rally

organized by several Univer-

sity of Massachusetts stu-

dent groups in an attempt to

voice their discontent over

violence against women.
Heidi Holland, one of the

cfxjrdinators and member of

the Student Center for

Educational Research Advo-

cacy (SCKRA) said the

Amherst march will begin to-

morrow at 5:30 p.m. on the

.steps of the Student Union

and wall travel down North

Pleasant, Triangle, and East

Pleasant streets to the

Amherst Common where a

candlelight vigil will be

held.

Holland said the march is

"an effort to create a less

violent and oppressive com
munity and a more just

society ' She said the con-

cept of "Take Back the

Night" originated in England

in the 1970s when women
organized rallies to protest

the lack of safety in their

communities.

"The rally is meant to re-

educate women and men on

the issues of rape, battering,

incest and a male- dominated

society," she said, adding

that "although the march

may not prevent these things

from happening, it may cause

Cmtinued on page 5
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Central America poUci

reminding Kerry
WASHINGTON lAP) The Keagan

administrations' 8 plans for Central America

look very similar to the way the United States

got involved in the Vietnam War. two

senators who are Vietnam era veterans

said yesterday.

Sens .John F Kerry. D Mass.. and Tom
Harkin I) Iowa, released a study by the

Institute of Policy Studies that claimed the

Reagan administration had misled, deceived

and lied to Congress about its activities in

Central America They were joined at a news

conference by Rep. Norman Minetta.

D Calif

"Those of us who are Vietnam veterans see

very real analogies between what happened

in Vietnam and the administration's policies

in Central America What we see is a replay."

said Kerry, a decorated Navy officer in Viet

nam who later became a leader in Vietnam

Veterans Against The War
Harkin. a Navy pilot who ferned crippled

aircraft from Vietnam to Japan, also urged

his colleagues to remember the lessons of the

Vietnam War

"This study demonstrates again a presi-

dent is relying on deception, distortion and

duplicity to garner support for an unpopular

and controversial policy of intervention in an

underdeveloped country." Harkin said.

Both men said they were concerned the

administration's policies eventually could

lead to C.S. troops being called upon to fight

in Central America.

Kerry and Harkin were scheduled to leave

U>day for a trip to Nicaragua to talk to

officials there.

Kerry said Congress should turn down a

Reagan administration request for $14

million in aid for "contra " fighters against the

Nicaraguan Sand I nista government because

to approve it would be to approve the pre

sident's policies.

Discovery fails in rescue attempt,

««4M Satellite becomes space junk

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - All the

planning, rehearsal and makeshift tools went

for naught yesterday, as Discovery's

astronauts failed to awaken a sleeping $8JS

million satellite and had to abandon it as use-

less space junk.

The effort concentrated on bringing the

space shuttle close and tugging on a lever

suspected of causing a total power failure on

the Syncom satelUte That was done, but still

the satellite did not respond.

Astronaut Margaret Rhea Seddon twice

brushed the shuttle's mechanical crane

against the satellite and hit the master switch

with a handcrafted "flyswatter" tooL

"We have now proven it wasn't the lever

arm," an official said later.

Ms. Seddon had only six minutes to

accomplish the task, because after that the

satelite could not be positioned properly for

its mission to provide Navy communications.

When the period was up. Mission Control

ordered the shuttle to leave.

Mission Control watched the tricky opera-

tion on television and it was carried live by

Cable News Network.

The satellite will continue its unproduc-

tive drift around Earth for years. Officials

said it was premature to talk about retrieving

it. the way two earlier failed satellites were

brought home by a shuttle crew.

Reagan may compromise on Nicaragua aid

WASHINGTON (AP)

President Reagan, threaten-

ed with def'^at of his plan for

the release of $14 million in

aid to the "Contras" in Nic-

aragua, indicated yesterday
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To Quality.To Purity.

To America.

And That Tradition

Continues...
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I ledi rie Miller niadi the

most ol what AnKTica hati

to oftei I le n-iade the best beer

he knew how to make, using

the hnest grains and hops; the

punsl water
And to show Americ.i the

c|uality and purity ol his beer, he

insisted on putting it in elear

bottles.

A lot has ehangcd since

1 rederic Miller's day. But a lot

hasnt.

Miller still uses the finest

ingredients and brewing skills.

It contains no additives or

preservatives.

And Miller still comes in

the same clear bottles.

For the same clear reasons.

MADE THE AMERICAN WAY.

he might be willing to accept

a compromise on the issue.

House Democrats said.

He said there is room for

negotiation." said Rep. J.

Roy Rowland. D Ga. follow

ing an Oval Office meeting

with the president

And another participant.

Rep. Roy Dyson. D-Md.
said. Reagan 'is obviously

willing to do some com-

promising I think that is

evidence he doesn't have

his votea"

Hut Democratic House

members said the president

discussed no details of any

possible compromise and

indicated no intention to re-

duce the amount of the $14

million, which calls for hu-

manitarian assistance to the

C'lnfru* H'lring a cease- fire.

M(»si of the criticism of

Reagan's proposal has cen-

t*red on a trigger in which the

aid turns tomilitary assis

tance if the negotiations bet-

ween the Contras and the

leftist Sandinista govern

ment break down.

Meanwhile, there were al-

so efforts on Capitol Hill to

find a compromise which

would allow Reagan to

escape the first major con-

gressional defeat of hia

second term.

House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill .Jr. said Democrats

are considering an alterna-

tive to Reagan's proposal

under which the United

States would provide Red

Cross assistance to Central

American refugees.
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Faculty Senate to

vote on crisis aids
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Spurred by its special report on the events surrounding

the arrest of Yvette Henry, the Faculty Senate will vote

today on proposals designed to aid the University in deal-

ing with a crisis situation.

The motions include that policies be developed to be im-

plemented when non- University law enforcement agencies

become involved with on-campus investigations, that the

duties of the Dean of Students Office be clarified, and that

sensitivity training and crisis management be available for

all campus security.

The propoaals are the result of recommendations made

by the Faculty Senate Committee on the Status of

Minorities which compiled the report on Henry and found

evidence of civil rights violations.

The senate will also discuss two proposals for new pro-

grams. The fu^t would create a Department of Social

Work and a Master's degree in Social Work within the

Social and Behavioral Sciences.

"The new program would produce more than mere clini

cians," Irving Howards, a member of the committee

which developed the proposal said. "It would produce peo-

ple who are aware of the world around them."

"Howards said the program is "desperately needed" in

the state. "We need a program which combines theory

and practicum to serve the public sector."

The second proposed program is the creation of a doc-

torate in music. Charles Bestor. head of the Music and

Dance department, said the present faculty would be suffi

icient to carr> the new program.

WATCHFUL EYE—Northampton firefiKhterB watch a brush fire on Elwell laland in the

Connecticut River. The men were watching from a railroad bridge that is part of a propoHed

bike path. There was no damage to the bridge and the fire was allowed to burn itself out.

Libraries may lose affiliation
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Suff

If future funding for the (ioodell and the

Tower library is not increased, both may lose

affiliation with the Association of Research

Libranes. which rates academic libraries

according to theu- size and yearly expendi

turea.

An annual report by the Faculty Senate

Library Committee states that losing the

filiation would "affect the Univeraity's

standing in any rating of graduate programs.

as well as the I niversity's general position

among other univeraitiea"

Richard Talbot. dir»
• librarieo at

I'Mass. said the lit> face loMint

eligibility because, "our peer inatitutiony an-

outspending us."

Talbot said the library has suffered a

steady decline in the Association's annual

;ndex. slipping from 44th place to Hfith

among 104 libraries in 1984. At its current

rate of decline, the University would risk los

ing its standing within the next four years,

Talbot said

The report states that the Hnancial needs

of the library are "cntical." citing a bill for

periodicals, which was due in ()cfoK»T hiit

went unpaid until March
Contxnttfd </n patf ^

Prof speaks

on Holocaust
Hv DANIEL SOHEL
Collegian Staff

Thf Mitifrni' hiu) wulescale genocide

accompanying the HoUh aust of World War II

Nazi (iermany was a joint resull of life con

ditionsof the time and charatT' ' <il

ture. a l'niven»t> of N' tts

profeaaor said last night.

Herman life after W W I wa.n horrible A
great < haos was cau.sed by inflation, revolt)

tion. economic depression and political Hi-

putes between communist> and the rising

Nazi party, psychology prcifessor H^rvin

Staub said in a lecture titled. "Creating

Enemies and Victims: The Psychological

Basi.s of (lenocidp and War and of Pn)

Social Altemative-

"Hitler gained tremendous influence He
offered a movement, a leader land) an ideol

ogy Ui which people could come and give

themselves over to." Staub told a crowd of

about 40 in Thompson Hall.

Staub said there were three cultural pre-

dispositions that led to Nazism, (lerman

children were taught that Jews were the

killers ofChn St and were parasites; C.ermans

developed a tremendous respect for

authority and Germany, under Hitler became

a monolithic, uniform culture

"We all tend to be ethnocentric." Staub

argued. "The dermans «<eem to hnve done

this to a great degree. They tr>ok a great pride

in German culture, art, music. It was difficult

to accept they lost (WW I), so they took on

an attitude of being stabbed in the back by

the RepubUcans. the Social Democrats and

the Jews."

K ..'
I

'. t>v Miu-lM-l S Unwitrh

UMaas professor Ervin Staub.

Staub said that people have a tendency to

create different lation.s between groups of

|>eople People tend to t ategorue people as

"us" and "them" and di.Hcriminate against

tho.se who have values, tastes, customs or

ideals different from their own "Religion."

h«' said, "is a big result of differentiation

and identification."

.Staub urged a pursuance of "proaocial

change" which begins with child rearing. He
naid parents should teach children about

other kinds of people, cultures, religions,

customs and other things that distinguish

humans from one another

"We must learn how we can ev.,... a.>

cultures, as societies and as human beings

that can live together." Staub said.

Staub has taught at Harvard. Stanford

and. since 1971 here at CMass His books

include The Development of Proaocial

Behavior in Children, and Poaitive

Smial Hehavior and Morality The talk

was sponsored by the Institute for Advanced

Studv in the Humanities.

Cape needs summer workers

HIGH FLYING— UMass freshman Andrew Heyl took advantage of

yesterday's windy and sunny skies to get in some kite-flying near the

Campus Pond.

By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Staff

Students looking for summer jobs can find

them aplenty on Cape Cod. Leonard Healy. a

media cfKirdinatorfor the Cape Cod .Summer

•lob Bureau said.

Healy said the tourist industry on the Cape

"virtually exploded in the pa.st few years."

cau.sing a shortage of workers. The result is

that jobs such a.s washing; dishps now prn ««

$9 an hours. Healy ^aid.

The main area of personnel shortage is m
t/)uri.st- related indu.';tnes .such n

tflurants. hf)tels. and lifeguards.

Housing can be a problem, but more and

more employers are providing it and others

at least know of housing in the area," Healv

said. He said many students come down in

groups and rent a cottage to help defray

costs.

Laura Tomasetti is a UMass student who

has worked on the Cape for the past few

summers.
"It's fun. Its a gf>od time, she .said. "The

UMh-^"- popiiJHtion <iown there is incredi-

ble

She .suggested starting to l<K>k for a job

there as early as February and establishing

personal connections there.

.lohn Howard, a senior in hotel, restaurant

and travel administration who has spent the

past four summers in Cape Cod, said. "In

itially it is hard (to find work) but once you get

to know people it •'•''" ' '"''"^ ''' '" ''**^"

you know"
He said housing is expetisivt- i>ut not hard

to find if one starts 1
-i/'".' .. .riy in thr

season.

The job bureau publishes a directory three

times ever>' spring listing jobs available on

Cape Cod for the summer. The directory

also includes applications, a section on avail

able housing listed by town, and a map of the

area. The directory costs $;? and is available

from the Cape Cod Summer.Iob Bureau. Box

594, Barnstable, Mass. 02630.
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Students investigate landfills for hazards
By DANIELA WATERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Three landfill sites in the Amherst area are under in-

vestigation by several University of Massachusetts

students to determine which sites pose potential danger to

the community.
The students, members of the Hazardous Waste Group

of the Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group have

conducted preliminary research on landfill sites in Nor-

thampton and Sunderland, Dianne Lazarus, the group's

coordinator said.

"We haven't come across any (»8es of blatant abuse yet,

but the Sunderland site is located on the Connecticut

River and it is still under investigation," she said.

The assessment process used by MassPIRG includes

determmmg groundwater flow and wind direction,

locating endangered species habitats, examining private

wells and freshwater supplies within a quarter of a mile

from the site and visiting the site to Iwjk at overall condi-

tions. This is the same criteria used by the Environmental

Protection Agency.

State already regulates waste

Wendy Swart, MassPIRG's student coordinator, said

she hopes this investigation will be the first step in "get

ting these dumps cleaned up."

Earlier this week members of MassPIRG released a

report at Spnngfield City Hall on their projections that

hundreds of the state's water supplies may be con

taminated from hazardous waste dumpsites.

The report states that:

•local landfills throughout Massachusetts are likely to

contain industrial hazardous waste.

•state ratings mdicate that 281 out of 699 known hazar

dous waste sites and landfills pose a high risk to public

drinking water wells.

• 132 out of 179 landfills in Western Massachusetts alone

pose a high risk of contamination to water supplies.

"There are more than 1,500 dumpsites in

Massachusetts. We don't know which ones contain hazar

dous waste, which is why we have to evaluate them first U)

find out exactly what they contain." Swart said.

The results of these investigations will be used to sup

port a bill filed by Mass PIRG in the state Legislature.

By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

A federal law passed by Congress that

regulates the disposal of toxic waste pro-

duced by small businesses will have no ef-

fect on companies operating in

Massachusetts because they are already

covered by similar state regulations.

According to Craig Goff of the Dejmrt

ment of Environmental Quality,

"MasaachusetUs has regulated small quan

tity generators of hazardous wast*> since

1982."

The law, which requires that all

businesses generating more than 220

pounds of toxic waste a month meet str-

ingent new standards set by the En-

vironmental Protection Agency.was the

only major piece of environmental legisla

tion to be signed by President Ronald

Reagan last year.

The new regulations could have a con-

siderable impact on small producers of

toxic waste, University of Massachusetts

health professor Gary Moore said. From
now

dumped in unregulate<l landfills, he said.

Sf)eoialized treatment centers will have to

be developed and using such centers could

be expensive.

"Some funds will probably he assigned

to states to develop prt)grams, but con-

sumers will end up paying for dispt^al of

this waste," Moore said. "Certain prcv

ducts and industrial wastes will be too ex

pensive to pro<luce because of the disposal

costs."

In fact, the new requirements are such

that "some small businesses may not be

able to meet the costs at all." he said.

The legislation covers at least 129 dif

ferent pollutants. These include corrosive,

explosive, poisonous or very flammable

substances, and the heavy metals arsenic,

cadmium and lead. Dumping sites will be

required to have leachate collection

systems, groundwater monitoring
systems, and a reporting system.

Until the new law, all businesses that

generated less than 2,200 pounds of toxic

waste a month were exempted from the

1976 Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act.

Man arrested for

car violations

A 22 yt'tti i.u i -nnecticut

man was arrested Tuesday

afternoon in Amherst and

charged with operating a

vehicle without a license and

driving defective equipment.

Amherst Police said.

An $8()U Gibson guiUr and

a $162 radio were reported

stolen from a Brandywine

apartment, Tuesday night.

Police said the alleged thief

entered through a sliding

glass door while the tenants

were out.

In another Brandywine

dwelling, a $lf)0 portable

television and a clay piggy

bank containing 11 00 in

change was reported stolen

late last night.

DANIEL SOBEL

Will serve WestNewEngland

UMass gets U.S.

patent depository

By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Correspondent

Potential investors in Western Massachusetts no longer

have to travel great distances to determine the onginality

of their creations as the University of Massachusetts has

become the second official patent depository in the state,

and 54th in the nation.

Located in the Physical Science library, the depository

opened this semester and contains detailed information

abt>ut all U.S. patents since 1965. ....
"Historically, only one library in each state had this ser

vice For years it has been the Boston Public library in

Massachusetts." Eric Esau, head physical science

librarian said "For people out here it meant making a trip

u> Boston or waiting a week for an mter-library loan."

The depository will serve west and central New

England, since Vermont and Connecticut do not have a

depository. Esau said. , . ,, o
Patents are issued by the Patent Office of the U.S.

Department of Commerce to preserve exclusive righta to

an invention, substance, or design.

"If a scientist wanted to invent a new device or com-

pound, he would check the depository to see if it was

patent^ lief(»re filing (for a patent)." Esau said.

Attorneys als«t use the depository U) help prepare patent

applications and u» determine if an invention is

"reasonably new or unique," Esau said.

Esau said lawyers fn^m Spnngfielil an*l Hartford have us-

ed the depository as well as graduate students at UMass.

In order to qualify as a patent depository, the University

had to acquire all patents from the lastW years and make

them available to the public. Esau said.

The depository now receives current patents evwy
other week, with each shipment containing about 1.500

patents. Esau added.

Esau and his staff will help people find patents by pro-

viding them with a subject index, "but we cannot say this

(patent) duplicates this invention." Esau said. "That is a

legal matter for attorneys."

The process of being granted a patent tak^ about a

year, he said. Patent examiners in Washington research to

see if an invention is original, then make the final decision.
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BASIC ELEMENT Stm

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 MASONIC ST . NORTHAMPTON . !>86 6336

'Just around the corner from Bart's

Mor> Sat 106. Thurs til 9. Sun 12 5

"TT 1 I I I I I I I I 1 I I I

HAIRCUTS
j

ONLY ^ # WW with coupon j

call
I

STYLES BY DEBORAH
|

5495610 I

expires 4/30/85 C I''''''''

HIGH FASHION
EXPERENCE-Salcs
Somethings you will never learn in class about

retail and high fashion

Louis of Chestnut Hill and Boston provides an

elegant addition to a retail or fashion

education and. we offer an unusual learning -

and earning —experience in fashion retail Full

tin>e positions are presently available m
Menswear sales

If you are interested in learning first hand the

world of fashion, send us your resume or call

1

Paula BaunrK>el

The Mall at Chestnut Hill

/ \1 1 1C:i Chestnut HiU. MA 02IW
VV H I iv> 617/965-6100

An Equal Opportunity Employer

^ UMasss Transit Service presents the

Summer Training Program

for Bus Drivers

¥
¥
¥

u

¥
if you:

- have had a drivers ' license for a year

- are at least 18 years old

- have 3 or more semesters remaining in a

UMass degree program

- want a fun, well-paying job for the fall

UMTS is an EO/AA employer. y^^ ^^^ eligible.

Applications will be given to the first 100 people

at the Applications Meeting:
Tues, April 23rd - 8 pm - Campus Ctr. 101
Bring proof of class year (schedule or transcript - no ID's)

Women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply.

For further information call 545-0056
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CALCIUM
* is one of the minerals most likely to be deficient in the American

diet

* is important for bones , teeth and the proper functioning of every

cell in the body
* Adults require 3 or 4 servings of calcium rich foods every day.

If there is a LACK OF CALCIUM IN THE DIET it will be taken from

the bones for its functions in the cells. If the diet is consistently short

of calcium the bones may deteriorate causing a disease called

OSTEOPOROSIS.

SOME GOOD SOURCES OF CALCIUM are skim milk, low fat

yogurt, tofu, sardines, broccoli and kale.

University Vending Services and the Division of Health Education__

Solidarity act ivist will

speak about Poland
A solidarity activist, who was recently prohibited from

returning to Poland, will speak at H p.m. today in room 227 of

Herter Hall about his experiences in the communist coun-

try.

Seweryn Blumsztajn, who made the international news in

February when Polish authorities detained him at Warsaw
Airport and then put him on a plane back to Paris, will speak

on the Solidarity movement and martial law in Poland.

Bom in Poland in 1946, Blumsztajn was arrested m 1965

for political activity. After another, two-year term in prison

in 1968-1970 he was blacklisted by all Polish universities

except the Catholic University of Lublin , the only non- state

university in Eastern Europe.

During the Solidarity unrest, Blumsztajn was one of the

founders of the Solidarity pre.ss service. He is author of "I'm

Going Home." an autobiographical look at his struggle to

return to his homeland
Blumsztajn will speak in Polish with consecutive transla-

tion in English. The lecture, sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Department of Slavic languages and litera-

tures, is free and open to the public. _rita MURPHY

* vigil

women lo tome forward and

help men educate themsel-

ves."

Holland said the rally is

meant to "enc<>n»pM.«is all

forms of violence

"This is not just the issue

of putting more lights on

campus," she said. "The
issue IS male dominance and

how we should respond to

that The march is just one

response."

Speakers at the rally will

include Mount Holyoke poli-

tical science professor Jean

Grossholtz. who teaches a

course titled, "Sex and Poli-

tics: Violence against

Womea" Thong Amy Yu,

cmirdinator of the Everywo-

men's Center Third World
Women's program and Kathy

Alexander, coordinator of

the center's Educator Advo-

——^^ Continuedfrom page I

cate program will also

speak.

A demonstration by the

Valley Women's Martial Arts

is planned.

Holland estimated par-

ticipation in the rally up to

2(K)() people, noting that the

valley's last "Take Back the

Night" march m 1979 m
.Northampton brought

almost

3000 demonstrators.

"We have to show people

that these' issues are very

political and should be

public," she said.

Along with SCERA, the

march is coordinated by the

Everywomen's Center.

Women's Leadership Pro-

ject, Women Against Sexual

Harassment, and Men
Against Violence Agamst
Women.

• library. Cmttnued fnrm paqe S

Talbot said the librarv' is now operating on 80 percent of its

proposed budget "We are maintaining a level" Talbot said,

"but we may fall behind."

"Our funding has not increased in three years, despite

inflation. ' he said, attributing the decrease in funding to the

state board of regents of Higher Educatioa

The University's recommendation for a $1.5 million

increa.He in appropriation for fi.scal year 1985 was cut by the

regents to $950,000

'The whole state system is underfunded." Talbot said,

"the regents hope that the difference m funding will be

covered by the state, making the library dependent on an

unknown amount from year to year It remains to be seen how

it will all come out"

ART IN PUBUC PLACES
A symposium on outdoor site specific art and collaborations among artists, architects, and land
scape architects Participants include Paul Broches, Patncia Fuller. Nancy Holt, Linda Jewell, and
George Trakas

Thursday, April 25, 1986 9OO am -4:00 pm Memorial Hall UMass

Free Seating limited tirst come, tirst-served

The Flocrting Cinema will present an outdoor water sited film spectacle in conjunction with the

symposium on Friday evening April 26

Rain/wind date Saturday April 27

The Pond, UMass 800-900 p

m

i lesented with assistance trom the Augusta Savage Hampden Heiier and Student Union galleiies the Art Department the

College ol Arts and Sciences and the Governer s Pioqiam Council

For further inlormation call 546-0202.

This program is being presented by the UMass Arts Council

AMERICAN UTOPIAS: ARCHITECTURE AND
FILM IN THE 20TH CENTURY

April 23 Beyond Utopia Changing Altitudes in American Architecture (1984) and The City

(1939)

April 30 The Wrong Stull Amencan Architecture (1983) and The Foundation (1949) and panel
discussion with Helen Searing Smith College Dennis Porter UMass. John Martia UMass,

and Norton Juster Juster Pope Associates Architects

Reception following

730 pm Campus Center Auditorium Free For further info call 546 3695

HOT
(i ROAST BEEF
^SANDWICHES

"^^*'»p»»»—»»»*»»*»»»»»»*#»»»»#»»»>*»»**»»»»»><*i

253 X)«

SO MAIN ST A»*CRST, MA

famous

BOSTON-STYLE
Roast Beef Sandwiches

Regular

Large

Big One

$1.50

$2.35

$2.99

TRY OUR NEW
*^BOO-BOO PLATTER' ^

a delicious sampling

of our fried foods

Featuring

• chicken fingers

. egg roll

. pepper rings

• mushrooms

• cauliflower

• zuccini

• onion rings

iT.oTToFF

I

J.B/s "BOO-BOO PLATTER"
\

I
this weekend I

I 4/18 - 4/20

i

IJ.B.'s 50 Main Street, Amherst

I

J

AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS:
4:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Sunday thru Wadneaday
4:X p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Tburaday thru Saturday

WE NOW DELIVER
IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays

from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

3UNDAY

1 Free Item '

Of Your Own
Choice
On Any Pi/za

14

1 Free 21

Coke
With Anv

Small Pizza

28

.VIONDAv

Free 1

Pepperoni

On Any P'ZZa

Free Sausage

On Ariy Pi//a

Free 15

Double Dough

On Anv P'»«»

Pree Ham

On Any Pizza

22

Free
Sausage
On Any P\lja

29

TUFSDAV WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
Free
Green
Peppers

Oti Any Piz/a

Free
Onions

On Any Pizza

16

23

Free 30
Onions
On Any Pizza

Free
Hamburg

On Any Pitia

Free 10
Canadian
Bacon

On Any Pl7/a

Free ^

Extra Cheese

On Any Pizza

11

FRIDAY

17

Free 24

Extra Cheese

On Any Piz/a

FREE 18

BLACK
OLIVES
On Any Pizza

25

Mi-shrooms

On Any Pizza

SATURDAY

19

Free 26

Green Peppers

On Any Pizza

Free
'^

Mushrooms

On Any Pizza

Free 20
Pepperoni

On Any Pf/za

27

I L/n ^My ri//a vyri i-»ht — -- _^___^^ J m
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HISTORY MAJORS
You are invited to

ALUMNI/AE
CAREER NIGHT

When:
Thursday, April 18. 1985

^ 8:00 PM
{where: Campus Center 162|

a

sy
i>

&^^ ^

I

B Graduates of the History

Department Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

\ About Their Careers

and Yours

2 Sponsored by:

The Alumni Office

The University Placement Service

1 The History Department ____"
bt^ra

/^rr ir.r

H^ )rir :m
k X inci

fA.li/V presents

^ \ M

Remember
Claudette

Colbert in "It Hap-

pened One Night"?

In one famous scene,

she wore Clark Gables
poioma fop, its huge propor-

tions emphasizing her tiny ones

This year we can all imitate Miss

Colbert, because a ma)or trend

of 1985 Is The Big Shirt

Originated by Italian design

ers. the big shirt was instantly

picked up by fashion leaders all

over the world Here in the states,

oversized-shirts appear in the

collections of every designer

from Clavin Klein to Norma
Kamali

Fabrics range from

linen to chiffon to stiff,

brightly printed cotton Smock-

like shirts can be worn to the office, and /
gossamer ones after dark The style covers up

every figure flow because it covers every figure

Big shirts have other virtues, too They highlight a graceful

head and pretty hands And they span two recent fashio;^direc-

tions — the "fon^vard" trend toward andro^^oyfj)|f<?ings and

the "backward" trend to femininjj

Gail Banks. Boston Globe

A Slore-ful of IdaBS

Dovvntown Amherst IMIy 10 - 6. Sun. 13-9

A SPECIAL

i'

ALL AGES
KILLER COMEDY

NIGHT
Featuring:

Larry Sullivan

Fran Solomita

Mike Moto

Thursday, April 18

10 PM
BLUE WALL

Juice bar

Thursday. April 18, 1985,
•CoHej^ian ?

Today's Staff

Nifht Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Tech
Photo Tech
Production Supervisor

Production

Gerry deSimas
John Yonce

Peter Soderberg
Mitchel S. Drantch

Peter Soderberg

Joy Takayama, Mary Ellen

Riley, Cris Schuster, Kim Foster,

BethAnne Moskov, Michelle Segall.

Bob Demetrius

The MmMmekm»ett» Daily VolUtimit (USPS pcnait ««8) ia publitkMl

dailv Monday throu^ Friday rxrludiiiK exam periods, vacaliont and

holiday!. Content la determined aoley by the Collepan Board of

Editon without prior approval from I'niversity administratora.

famlty or ataff. Operationa arc funded aolely by advertiaing and

aubafhption revenue. Snbacriptiona arc available for 112 a acMcatcr

or t20 a year at 113 Campua Center. I'nivcraity of MaaaachnactU.

Amherat. Maaa. 01003 FoatmaaUr: aend addreaa rhanRca to the

abovr addreaa

mmmmh

umiaummmcinofsm mataius:

t-i»*»Mnr wrthdinnrt 4i>|tiu» illri m flight ^rrr drluxr r.^jodlnp

...i.i«.«»».hbr»»rtnl.u»mihiHj't .r,: ^ U .
• 'n^ n. i.. iiuin> Krluium 4nd

Ki'MiMi'i 1 .11 trnul- • "•Ufg

mMmmrminnrTvmtmAnnumuMnancfum

pnirrt puMie
HhiW rtopwrt to i Krand Utur irt two **rk» <« mufr »r Iu*t ihr

oMkue lot a vim lo Iceln4 Europe » rmM beai*Mv hn • - - '

«•»*.»-

ICELANDAIR
l- «'v"ivj,'"i.'..i..ii.<t iiiLTTTra

nylon ribbon
watch straps

In winning stripings and

solid colors

ISouscofHIalsli

32 Main sit, Amherst 253-3361

Mon-Sat 9-5:30

The Weekend Begins Tonight

Changes
Changes

Dance Club

GOOD TIMES! GREAT PRICES

DON'T MISS IT!

nVi^
\v\

All Night

All Week Melon BcJiK

SI 50

No Cover

Experienced Waitresses Wanted '

(hanaes Dance Club, Hi. 9 Amherst 2')6'82H4

PONY"
A SURE BET FOR THE HUMAN RACE

Pony nylon and

suede aerobic shoe

Women's sizes.

Reg '24 99

Pony leather high top

Men's sizes Reg S38 99

'32.
Women's sizes Reg S29 99

»17. 24.

Pony Leather

turf shoe.

Men's sizes

Reg S44.99

*33.

Take the lead with Pony For proteaion, comfort and style. Pony

athletic shoes lead the way.

If you like to win. noWs the time to come to

the Pony sale at Olympian.

^gyMPMMi
\X4stiirlveon competition. [>

\Hampshlre MaH, Rte. 9, Hadle^.
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Greek 24 hour marathon to benefit multiple sclerosis
• _ T't.^ atdtlirip of

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
t^)llepan Staff

Members of the Iniversity of Massachusetts fraternity Pi

Kappa Alpha ( PIKE), are busy poUshmg their dancing shoes

in preparation for their sixth annual dance marathon to

J>enent the Chicopee chapter of (he Multiple S<ler.»sis

Society, to be held tomorrow

Ted Silva. co-chairman of the event said, "this marks our

biggest effort of the year No other organization in Western

Massachusetts sponsors a fund raiser of this size."

The marathon starU at 6 p.m. tomorrow at Justin Ryans in

Amherst for 24 hours. Everv' three hours the dancers are

given a 15 minute break, and after six hours they get a half

hour break. Throughout the night, there will be vanous types

of entertainment, including disc jockeys and a hypnotist.

For the past six years the fraternity has raised $60,000 for

the multiple sclerosis foundatioa This year's goal has been

set at $20,000 with at least 4^ couples entermg, Silva

said.

"Last vear we raised about $lft.000 nvenill. on* nerson

raised $3,000 by himself. This is such a worthwhile cause,

most people are willing to donate what ever they can,

Silva said

Each couple is responsible for getting sponsors. The spon

sors agree to pay a certain amount of money for each hour the

couple dances. The fraternity is also taking donations to help

them achieve its set goal.

"Justin Rvans m Amherst has given us the entire place for

the marathon. This will be a tremendous help because more

people will stop in to cheer on the dancers. Super Stop and

Shop is donating all the food plus all the prizes to be awarded

for the most money collected, including a first prize trip to

the Bahamas. have bej-n totallv donated." Silva said.

At this year s marathon. PIKE will receive a Congressional

letter of honor and hopes to receive a letter of con

gratulations from President Ronald Reagan presented by

Rep Silvio Conte. R Pittsfield. however, this has not been

confirmed yet.

We her« at PIKE hope that by having such a fund raiser

the local community will have a little more respect for the

fratemitv system. The attitude of many people towards

fratemities is ver> negative, we are doing something posUive

,L serve the community, and are very proud of our efforts.

Silva said.

Domia Clark, the director of the Western Massachusetts

multiple sclerosis chapter in Chicopee said. The money

that Pi Kappa Alpha brmgs in is a big he p that we have

grown ver> dependent on. Every year we look forward to

working with them because they do such a good job.

SUva said more than 25 couples have entered and about

100 are showing interest "The dance is just so much fun for

both those who dance m it and work to prepare for it.

Multiple Sclerosis is a crippling disease which most fre-

quentlv strikes between the ages of 15 and 50. It affects the

bram and spinal cord causing problems with sight, speech^

mobilitv and coordination. The money that PIKE raises will

go towards research, counseUng. medical equipment, and

patient care.

Members of PIKE, who have been on the campus center

concourse all week, will continue to recniit dancers today

and urge all interested dancers to stop by

VILLA
...Offering Quality Mexican Foods

Great Daily Specials!

All Day!
Every Day!

NORTHAMPTON • BY OB
21 Center Sf • 584-0673

AMHERST • B & W Served
41 Boltwood Walk • 2S6 8217

MEU PAY BACK
YOUR LOAN,

BUTTHERrSAHITCH.
You 11 like it, though.

Because every year you serve with us,

we reduce your college debt by one-third

or $1,500, whichever is greater. Greater

still, after three years your loan's repaid in

full.

You'll also like the satisfaction and

pride you'll feel as you learn a valuable

skill. One you use to serve yourself as well

as your country
It's all a part of the Loan Repayment

Program. To qualify you ust have taken

out a National Direct, Guaranteed or

Federally Insured Student Loan after

October 1, 1975. And your loan can't be in

default.

So ifyoud like Uncle Sam to pay oft

your college loan, pay your local Army
Recruiter a visit today Or call.

Northampton Army Office - 241 King Street

586-9334/9335

ARMt
BEALLYOUCAN

-* « **'

'patriots Day Sale
All Week

Starts 4/15 thru 4/20

All Matinique Blazers and Pants

25% OFF
All In Wear Skirts and Pants

25% OFF

Bargains Bargains Bargains

13 N. Pleasant St Amherst

Chancellor's Lecture Series

Ronald J. Prokopy
"Toward a World of Less Pesticide"

Thursday April 18, 1^85

Campus Center Auditorium
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

r^^^
^^.

^f^
FREE

2nd SET OF PRINTS
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

RiTZ CAMERA
We offer ^ Passport Photos - Easy Financing

• Celestation and Meade Telescopes

• Repairs and Special Orders

• Photo Discount card

VISA/Master Card and American Express

I
ESIRITZ CAMERA • PHOTROIMIC

25 N. Pleasant St, Amherst MA 01002

2^^1^^^^^^ 9-6 Daily 9-5 Sat.

BREAKFAST FOR 2

On,y $4.95
Or $2.49 For 0r}9

HCQ. PHICE $5 50

Each Breakfast Includes

• 2 Large Fresh Eggs
• 2 Strips Crisp Bacon
• 2 Sausage Links

• 2 Pancakes
PiM*« PiM««t Coupon When O'Owing

I Uf-^ER VALID THRU 6/6/86 C

1WHH^H^iUiA -I $1 .00 OFF
. O I

* —m 1 Piirrha«o HI Anv

HADLEY
Campus Shopping Center, Rte. 9

Nent To Super Slop & Shijp

256-6889
HOURS Mon - Thurs 6 AM 3 AM

Ffi Sal Open 24 Hours

ALi ORDERS AVAILABLE FQR TAKE CUT

Purchase Of Any

DINNER ENTREE

' ^ Ifsn Haiir-' I 'ippt-o > mei iit Cod
' 3 Pc FfieO CMiiken • Bioil*d I i»ei

' f lied Clam Ptale • Si"«ti

' Broiled Pork Chops • Scallops

I Boneless Chicken Breasts* Chopped Sirloin

Open Steak Sandwich

Includes Tossed Salad Roll & Butter

And Your Choice Ot French Fries Baked

Potato Vegetable Ot The Day Coleslaw .

LOi Cottage Cheese |
Picjtk Pieient C cKiPon Wftcn Orrt»' >"

OFFER VALID THRU 6/6/» C

STEREO VIDEO SALE
FISHER

snr

= \\m-
i i

Dual Cassette

AM/FM Stereo

Phono Music

System

s/i^{ no

SAVE MOO $19999
Built in 5 Band Graphic Equalizer

Semi-Auto Belt Turntable, Two
Cassenes for dubbing

VHS Recorder with

5 function remote
control

BUILT IN 2 WEEK/1 PROGRAM TIMER ONE TOUCH RECORDING 12

POSITION ELECTRONIC TUNER, OMNI SEARCH FRAME ADVANCE

STILL FRAME, SOFT TOUCH CONTROLS AUTO

STOP & AUTO REWIND AT END OF TAPE 5

FUNCTION REMOTE
199

S4ye *foo

25999
PdfldSOffMC

l9INCh COLOR TELEVISION

Compu Focus Video Syetem with

SAW Fitter, cable adapatable,

sharpners control, auto color con-

trol autonr»atlc fine tuning

^t^'--—^
I I I

sm V^^

HIGH PERFORMANCE AM/FM
STEREO DOLBY CASSETTE
THAT FITS TOGETHER AS A
PORTABLE OR SEPARATES AS
A MINI STEREO SYSTEM

vWE

AKAI SEMI AUTOMATIC

BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE

$ 199

^
[g]

runs on AZ on batteries

50 watt AM/FM
Digital Signal Receiver

50 watts rms power per channel,

built In TV bandtuner, 2 tape

monitors, class A annplifler, quartz

digital tuning

$10099

SAVE UO

40.99

SAVE ^40 $4999

SM(

Mini 2 way
Speaker System

.^ ^,

Belt

Driven Turntable with

Magnetic Cartridge

AKAI a •

AKAI DOLBY B&C
CASSETTE RECORDER

$9999

W\ I!!
:[{]

Technics 40 WATT
DIGITAL AM/FM RECEIVER

SWt *M

46 watt

AM/FM Receiver

SAVE $140 1 OA99

SMi '90 $15999

1
99

CROWN AM/FM

WALKING CASSETTE

Panasonic 12 INCH

COLOR TELEVISION

Sound Compah
SPRINGFIELD Boston Rd Marshall s Plaza SPRINGFIELD 477 Sumner Ave (at the x) CHICOPEE Fairfield Mall near Caldors AMHERST 201 N Pleasant Street

782-7062 Open Mon thru Fri Nites Until 9PM 736-3626 Open Thurs & Fn Till 9PM 593-5330 Open Every Evening til 9 30 P M 256-0744 Onen Th(,rc j rr.oa> Evemngb r:i 9 P M

NO RAIN CHiCKS Ou«nm««« Limlttd . All it*ma not availabl* In all %Xw NO DEALERS Open Sundays 12-5
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Hey, play it again, SGA
For the second consecutive year, the Stu-

dent Government Associations Budgets

Committee voted to not fund the Index, the

Univermty of MassechusetU yearbook.

The budgets committee recommended

zero fundmg and will ask the Undergraduate

Student Senate to loan the yearbook the

minimum amount necessary so that the

book'-* production can begin in the fall. They

will also submit a motion to the senate to

recommend that the Index charge $ir> per

copy for the 1986 book

We find this toUlly unreasonable Increas

ing the cost of the yearbook from $6 for

undergraduates and no fee for graduates to

$ 1 5 IS not a smart busmess move. One can

not substantially raise pnces in a year and

expect the product to sell well The Index

doe* not have a marketing staff to enable us

to sell the book by direct sales (selling to

students before the product is available), and

jt would Uke two to three years to implement

'.uch a staff and strategy Alsr). it is only logi

cal that a book prt)duced by the students and

for the studenu. should be funded by the

sUMtonta. The budgets committees pn>

poaal means that in addition to paying a high

Student Activities Trust Fund Fee ( SATFl. a

student will have Uj pav $!'> m order to

. eceive his/her vearb<x»k

The Indu >tMf f ha.- pn .ven itself to be a via

ble. well managed RSO The 1984 yearbook

was produced and distributed on time, for

^ he Tirst t ime in seven years It is also up for a

"nnting Industries of America award, given

o yearbooks for outsUnding graphics com
The 1 9«.'S /nrf*"! is on schedule with

tr . rr.akmg it* deadlines For these

rvasons. it is difficult to understand why the

budgets committee will not fund a yearbook

at one of the nation s top universiiieR

We are aware of the current problems with

the SATF However these problems are not

Cindy Orlowski
Kim Black

sufficient excuse for denying funds for the

yearbook. The students, especially this

year's seniors, emphatically stated last year

and last semester that they wanted their

yearbook If we do not receive funding this

year, then- uill h* "• '<""A ''"i' \fiir

The Index is just as mip«jrlant as any

other RSO on campus. The budgets com

mittee does not see it this way. We are con

stantly having to fight the SGA. and this

takes up time which should be spent on the

book's production Yet, the SGA is con-

cerned with the Index coming out on time

in the fall How can we do this and fight for

our very survival at the same time '

The Index is yfnir yearbook and we would

be proud to manage its production for you.

But. we need your help now as we did last

year when the 1985 lxK>k was on the chopp-

ing block. Your support caused a

unanimous vote by the senate in the fall

which gave the staff the money necessary

U) produce this year's b<x)k. We must have

your support again. Show some initiative m
lettinK the SGA know that you want your

yearb«K>k. If the senators represent you,

the students, and at the same time won't

fund the Index, then you aren't making

your voices neard. The SGA and budgets

committee are seeking the unachievable

best of both worlds. They want a yeartMM)k,

Ixit they are not willing to fund it. If you d<

not make your opinion known, you will bt

the one to suffer.

Ctndy (Mowah u editor in chief of the

Index and Kim Black w the managing

editor.

r

Time for Coors to listen
Last Thursday the Board of Governors

made a bold and courageous decision We
decided to stand by our resolution to dis-

continue the sale of Coors beer in the Cam-

pus Center/Student Union Complex

This decision was not a hasty one Both

sides of the issue were presented at the

meeting and board members were given

ample opportunity to question and debate

the motion to rescind our motion of two

weeks earlier Virtually everyone at the

meeting (including the Coors represen

tatives) agreed it was well organized and the

issues were addressed fairly. Unfor-

tunately, everyone does not agree on the

outcome of the process.

People have said the BOG does not have

the "power" to make decisions such as

these for the entire student body This is

ridiculous. The board has the power to

decide how student money is spent in the

CC/Sl' just as the SGA senate has the

"power" to decide how .student money is

apportioned to the various RSOs on cam

pus. To people who ask, was the student

body consulted before the board made its

decision" 1 answer, ves. Members of the

board had two weeks to consult their con

stituency on thi.'< issue and 1 trust they did

so (I certainly expect the senate mem
bership to con.sult their constituencies

before making their annual budget Heels

ions).

Alex Zucker

To people like Peter Dow who condemn

the BOG as "leftist.s" for opposing political

diversity on this campus, I say we did not

move to discontinue the sale of Cf>ors beer

because of the Coors family's contributions

to political groups What the owners of

Coors do with their money is their own busi-

ness and IS protected by the United States

Constitution. How their company treats

blacks, women and gays in its hiring prac-

tices, etc., IS everybody's business and

Affirmative Action and the Kqual Employ-

ment Opportunity Act support this claim.

Another point of interest: Whether or not

you buy a Coors beer in the Blue Wall, you

are still paying for it because the Campus

Center spends student money to purchase

the beer for sale. Politics is not the issue

here, human rights is. 1 think most students

would agree they do not want their money to

go to a company which has failed to display

concern for human rights. The Board of

Governors is pressiinng Coors by sending

them a message in the language they

understand best; Money talks: and when

Coors sees that their New Kngland market

is at stake, you better believe they will

listen.

Alex J. Zucker is a member of the B0(/'

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be publisheti Pleas*' type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letjers are subject to editing for clarity and lenrth.
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Tr,e op.n,ons on ,^,s page are ,.ose o. ^^ ''^'''^^'
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As the real world turns
Years ago, my family and I

cherished the incorrect mv
tion that college would make

a mature invividualout of me
Today. I know that unless

some divine miracle happens

m the next 4<» days, I'll re

main the .same childish im-

becile who entered Amherst

with a suitcase full of itching

wiwder, toy animals and

oinic bo<jks. I also know t hat

outside the Happy Valley

paradise prowls that disgust

mg monster of reality, wait

ing patiently to roast little

suckers like me as soon as we

take off our graduation

robes.

The other day. as 1 was

watching two happy dogs

mate by the campus pond. 1

thought, "Boy, I'm going to

miss this place, this paradise

of academia." Two more

months and gone will be the

days of buying a cup of capuc-

cino and sophistication for a

buck and a half Gone will be

the joy of reading about

fraternities and farm

animals,SGA candidates and

their criminal pasts, and

other controversial issues in

the Collegian Where else

except UMass can I see that

woman with the just-woke-

up- pineapple hairstyle"!*

Where else but the

Earthfood Cafe can 1 look at

people from the '6()s and

other lost time periods'*

UMass might not have

Oount Ramin Zahed

M«aLP

wiv-' t *awr«,

made me grow up. but it sure

has taught me a lot It was in

mv four vear quest for know-

ledge, thai 1 learned how to

roll in the succulent muddy
maze of Southwest on a cold

February night It was here

that I learned to sleep with

Emily Dickinson in the Am-
herst Graveyard after a night

of Drake intoxication. More

than anything else. I learned

that no class is more impor-

tant that catching a few gol

den rays in the spring air No
midterm is more precious

than watching an old

Munsters rerun on TV. and

no Christmas tradition more
enjoyable than sliding down
the frozen Orchard Hill slope

on a trav stolen from the

DC.
Thoughts of escape from

the yuppie world often visit

me as I lie sleepless on my

tiny futon in Amherst. 1 think

of marrying Meryl Streep

and settling down in a chic

duplex in Northampton. Yet,

PVTA bus rides are too harsh

for Meryl I dream of joining

the Peace Corps. Then I

rememberthat I can't survive

without Haagen-Dazs coffee

ice cream and double-feature

theatres. All my hopes even

tually turn to du.st.

So, here I stand, as that

hideous professional world

out there gets ready to whack

the living daylight out of me.

and I look back at mv idyllic

days at UMass. Suddenly, a

.loycian epiphany hits me on

the head. Yes, I resolve to

spend this last month sipping

apple juice and feeding pop

com to the fat campus ducks,

for the last time in my life.

Mature or not.

Count Ramin Zahed us a

CoUegtan staff member.
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An 'intellectual'

numbing instead
"Peace" activist Dr Helen Caldicott, visiting our Univer-

sity last week, treated those in attendance with a large dose

of emotional rhetoric, some humor, and a few, mostly mis

leading fBCt.8. Claiming that Americans ignore the threat of

nuclear war, Caldicott said we are engaged in 'psychic

numbing." She would engage us in intellectual numbing

instead.

A shared responsibility

Stephen C. Erickson

In her presenUtion. Dr. Caldicott spoke of the failings of

Amencan democracy in not enacting the kind of disarma

ment agenda she endorses. Ironically, her prescription for

ending the threat of nuclear war amounts to the exploitation

of democracy itself. To quote Caldicott in what was prac

tically her opening statement, "The weapons Reagan is

building make nuclear war a certainty. " followed immed

lately by, "Now let me Ulk about the medical consequences

of nuclear war" She proceeded to do so at length and m
gorey detail with very little in the way of substantially

elaborating on her ridiculous comment about "Reagan's

weapons. " Someone ought to inform the good Dr Caldicott

that we're not debating the merits of nuclear war, for we

seemed to have reached a consensus which even the presi

dent shares in. that the destruction of civihiation would be a

bad thing Caldicott says. "We don't use democracy."

Clearly, fnghtenmg people into embracing unilateral disar

mament would be usmg democracy vers poorly.

Although she spoke eitensively about Amencan demo<

racy, Caldicott failed to note that the people in the ,Soviet

Union is a repressive society with a system of government

which gives morality not the least consideration and is willing

to employ any tactic necessary to further its goal of world

domination in any discussion of U ,S. Soviet relations, the

nature of the Soviet system must be understood

A major contention of Caldicott and other peace acUvists

is that the Soviet Union is only trying to match US militan

might. This is clearly not the case Since the late sixties,

when the United Sutes unilaterally halted its principle arms

build-up, the Soviet Union has engaged in the greatest arms

procurement and deployment in peace time history, wide

pendent of US reductions in defense efforts The Soviet

On April 9. Dr. Helen Caldicott explained nuclear war

U> me. She defined "limite<l nuclear war" and "Star

Wars" in terms accessible to a student and layperson. I

realized that the United States does have the potential U>

be the greatest democracy in the world--provided we live

long enough to understand and utilize it.

I do want to live though, and I want to grow to see my
grandchildren and my friend's grandchildren thrive in a

healthy environment. Thirty thousand hydrogen bombs

(and an additional 17,000 requested by Reagan) don't

seem conducive to the healthy atmosphere 1 envision.

The fact that 10 hydrogen bombs are built a day a<Ids to

my agitation. Perhaps 1 will be discre<liled as a ftntlish

"leftist" trying to "save the world" and maybe I am such

a fool for believing in peacv, justice and humanity, but 1

have very selfish reasons for doing so— I want to live and

not be vaporized and I want t*) live free from harassment

or fear.

The notion that our secretary of defense believes we

can "prevail" in a limited nuclear exchange increases my

fears instead of decreasing them. Considering that the

earth's atmosphere would be destn)yed by the detona

tion of perhaps a third of the weapons we now possess

makes me question the credibility of such a belief. Even

the semantics of defense makes me question the stal)ility

and humanity of our leaders- "peacekeeper " is a

ludicrous name for a missile that will destroy the

Becky Lockwood

"peace" (and existence) of billions. Similarily, the fact

that our 32 Trident sul)s are programmed U) hit "soft

targets" (cities) because their computers are not

"sophisticated" enough to destroy inanimate missile

silos threatens the soundness of the "go«)d demcxrratic

principles" our leaders claim to support.

In November of 1979. we were 13 minutes away from

initiating World War III. due U) a computer error I was

only a child of 14. but somehow I was given a second

chance. It has taken me six years to realize it. six years to

understand and realize that I do not want to die. I n(»w

comprehend the resjKtnsibility I have U> this country -U)

help it achieve its potential. Since the United SUtes holds

the fate t)f the world in its hands. I am responsible for ac-

ting and convincing our government U> "save the world."

not from meager threats i>f Marxism or itniiu.ralit> .
Init

fn)m annihilation. 1 will do what I can on April 20 in

Washington U> convim-e our government that people do

want to live and are willing to sacrifice some of their lime

to help the US achieve its potential. Every citizen of this

country shares equally in this resjKmsibility, whether for

grandiose "leftist" reawjns or the merv "selfish" desire

for a long and healthy life.

hecky Lockwood \» a (Mma stud4mt.

build-up has far and away exceeded their defensive needs If

this trend is allowed to continue, then the w<»rld will become

so destablized as to render nuclear war a greater possibility

of occurnng.

The Soviets do not share Carl Sagan s view of a nuclear

winter nor Caldicott' s view of peace If they did. they would

not have responded to the US unilateral nuclear freeze that

occurred in the seventies with a massive arms build up .\s

Soviet t;eneral Major AS .Milovidov has written "Marxist

Leninist's decisively reject the assertions of certain

bourgeois theoreticians who consider nuclear missile war

unjust from any point of view ' "The struggle for peace.*

said Chief of Soviet General Staff V. D. Sokolovsky. "and for

gaming time presumes above all. the steady strengthening of

the military might of the Soviet Union and of the entire

.Socialist camp '
In other words, peace to the Soviets is noth-

ing but preparation for war. or the violent overthrow of

capitalist societv which Soviet ideology necessitates

I'eace" activists like Caldicott approach the present

arms "race" simplistu ally They assume ever> missile in the

world would be launched simultaneously in a nuclear war.

and would be aimed at population centers, which is not

necessarily the i ase In predicting nuclear winter they ignore

the missiles that will be destroyed on the ground, as well as

the probable .Soviet disbelief in such theories The nuclear

arms race is t<M) crucial and complex an issue to be addressed

with shallow emotional rhetoric The second world war was

caused by an unwillingness of the western demmracies to

understand the implu ations of Na/i Germany s arms build

up and its expantionary goals, as "peace" activisu used the

same tactics then as they do todav We must alt remember,

that those who don't learn from history are d<Kimed to

'^*'''*^ " Stfpktn C Ertck:«m m a CoUefnan columnud
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The unimaginable reality

Letters to the Editor
Why is there so much fear for the future?

I am not afraid of death; everyone must

die. I am not afraid to bring life into this

worid; my children to be have a right to

live, a right to struggle with whatever lies

in the future. I am not afraid to grow old.

growing old is a beautiful part of living.

What then, disturbs me? I'm afraid I'll

never have a chance to grow old I'm afraid

I'll never even be old enough to have

children. I'm afraid of not having a future.

Why? I ask myself. "Why am I so afraid?

How could there ever be a nuclear war?"

After all. the people who have the power to

start a nuclear war are still yet only

people—people like me. who enjoy life, who

have families, who care about mankind,

who want a future. Is this possible that this

is not so? Is it possible that these people are

so engrossed in woHd power and global

dominance that they have departed from

the emotions of every normal human be

ing? Is it possible that these people will

rape uie world ol numanity, wnue looking

upon people as mere statistics? Is it possi-

ble that these people would seriously con-

sider sacrificing millions upon millions of

people in order to win a nuclear war (a war

where there are no winners anyway). If it is

possible, then these people are not like me.

My only hope for a future is that

these people are in fact, like me. that these

people in power remember what life is and

what it means to be a human being. My on-

ly hope to grow old is that no matter what

happens, these people in power will never

rationalize killing millions and millions of

people. My only hope to have kids is that

these people in power will maybe think

about their own kid s" future and the future

of their kid ' kids. Even though it is

reasonable to think that these people in

power are just like you and 1, I still ask

myself. "Why am I still afraid?"

Bryn Smith
Amherst

I am not .lewish. Im a mongrel really A bit

of the Indian blf>od. which wa.s wiped off our

landscape, races through my veins; a small

bit of German blood, which our country

spread around cities such as Dresden, cir

rulates; and my ancestors, having been sea

merchants, probably gave me the blood of

several other races.

You might say I represent the memory of

those who witnessed atrocities throughout

historv- I could speak for the slaves that died

dunng 4.000 years of Greek and Roman rule,

or the Japanese killed by atomic bombs, or

black Americans beaten to death for stand

ing around being black. Atrocities, although

the idea of remembering them is a source of

infinite hope, are often forgotten and cer

tainly nothing new to the dead I presume to

represent Atrocities have happened again

and again and still cr.ntunue today South

Africa, Nicaragua, Ethiopia, Cambodia, etc.

Most atrocities have one distinguishing

characteri-stic: The use of unimaginable

terror. So profound, so horrific, are most

atrocities that they escape being understood

or imagined by those that have not witnes.sed

them We who have not expenenced terror

assume atrocities cannot, and should not.

happen while "good " people like ourselves

are in the world Instinctively we become

David McNair

shocked by such obvious evil, convinced that

ii magical " g<K.d" force will always prevail

But how can we prevent atrocities if we can t

imagine terroi^ Having no understanding of

death, or tern>r. I cannot really imagint

atrocities happening to roe. and therefore

cannot really imagine them happening at all

I can tell myself repeatedly that such things

do happen, but, honestly. I cannot (or don't

want to) imagine the reality Those n{ us who

have never witne.ssed terrf)r and consider

ourselves "good" are the ones most likely t<

deny the present possibility of atn»city until

It is t<x) late Our innocence might be both a

shelter from the gnm reality of terror and the

ultimate cause of atrocity.

Maybe we should admit that the use of

terror has always been a charactenstic of

humanity, that its strength lies in our ina

bility to imagine it and that atrocities like the

Holocaust are always jnissible Perhaps wc

should not only remember the atrocities of

others and of ourselves, but be prepared to

confront the reality of terror when someone

tries to use it again

Damd McNair is a Collegian atlumniMt

*«0jw« i.j»^oCi*-'Ji
55^f^^,
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Think of their potential contributions

It is interesting to note that the article

on the Nazi Holocaust was on the front

page next to an article on Bill Baird and

abfjrtion clinics. During this week of

remembering what happened in Germany

40 years ago, it is well to think of the 15

million unborn children who have been

alK)rted in the United States since the

Supreme Court decision and about what

contributions these 1.5 million potential

United States citizens might have made to

our country had they been given the gift

of life.

Mary Ellen Stroud
Hatfield
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The Pilobolus touch

•Thursday. April 18, 1985i Thurwiay, April 18. 19861

CollegicjQ 13

Pilobolus Dance Theatre

At the Fine Arts Center
Thursday, April 11

ROBIN ROSIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

Without question, Pilobolus Dance The-

atre combined acrobatic strength with hu-

mor, technical skill and unique choreography

to create one of the most uplifting dance

eiperiences of the semster.

Pilobolus was formed in 1971 as an out-

growth of dance classes with Alison Chase at

Dartmouth College taken by students with-

out concentrations in dance. Two of the

original founders as well as other members of

the company propelled each other and the

observer into a new spatial dimension on

Thursday.

The openmg piece,

(

'lona, set a precedent

which was developed throughout the even-

ing. Trust was the key word as dancers threw,

lifted and fell on each other. The score by

Jon Appleton along with beautifully execu-

ted pyramids and slowly fluttering arm
movements evoked images of a Jacques

Cousteau underwater expedition. As these

motions created new and visually- attractive

shapes, small, humorous hand gestures and
facial expressionM revealed a strong rapport

and sense of plavfulness between the dan-

CMTS.

Performed exquisitely by Carol Parker,

the following composition, Monnblind, com-

bined this sense of playfulness with seii-

suality. In a long, flowing dress Ms. Parker

circled the stage with provocative hip

movements and suddenly found her body in

strange, super- extended configurations.

Continuing with the medieval Tarteton's

Renaissance, the passionate and haunting

Elegy for the Moment and the lighthearted

balancing act by Michael Tracy in the Solo

from The Empty Suitor the audience was

exposed to a series of images and

emotions.
The concluding piece, however, proved to

be even more powerful. The tribal Day Two
featured scantily- clad dancers moving as a

true ensemble rather than as individuals to

the funky and pseudo- African music of Brian

Eno, David Byrne and The Talking Heads.

As they arranged themselves in a horizontal

line while rocking backward and forward,

the image uf a slithenng snake came
immediately to mind. Primitivism and com-

munal behavior was further illustrated as the

dancers crawled under the floor into a single,

central mound and broke through as if shed-

ding a skin. The most innovating aspect of

the evening occurred at the end of Day Two
when the dancers took their curtain calls by

sliding across the water- covered stage a fun,

"clean" conclusion to a unique and refresh-

ing concert

Loveofcommonpeople
Moon on a Rainbow Shawl
At the Hampden Theater

This Thursday and Friday

By ROBIN ROSIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

MiMtn on a Rainbow Shawl, the final spring

production of the New World Theater is a

balanced presentation of humor and tragedy

In spite of its grim, realistic portraval of the

effect of poverty on certain inhabitants of

Trinidad, there are light and redeeming

moments.
Set specifically in a courtyard between two

nnall unpainted huts owned by Mr Mac, a

comical dirty old man. Moon on a Rainbow
Shaul concerns the interaction of the ten-

ants of the two small dweUings. Rosa is a

young orphaned woman who.se motherly

advice comes from Mrs Adams who lives

with her husband and daughter next door.

Across the way is Rosa's lover Ephraim and
Mavis, attractively played by Karen Morales,

a prostitute who provides much of the

comic relief.

The lives of these people have one com
mon denominator the need to escape from

poverty- level living conditions Lee Ham-
mond as the ambitious and troubled Eph-

raim effectively displays his frustration with

Pet peeves
Cat's Eye
Directed by Lewis Tea^e
Starring Drew Barrymore and

James Woods
At the Mt. Farm Cinemas

By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian Staff

Only a mind like Stephen King's could

have come up with such an outrageously

entertaining screenplay as the one he wrote

for Cat's Eye. King blends several of his

most often used themes from his novels and

short stories, and the result is 9U minutes of

unusual but enjoyable celluloid.

The story line is made up of three separate

episodes in the life of a nomadic and some-

what mystic cat, who instinctively shows up

in the middle of the most bizarre of cir-

cumstances. The first adventure that our

four legged hero takes us on, involves a busi-

ness man. (James Woods), who is deter-

mined to quit smoking. He signs up for

therapy at Quitters Inc.. hoping that they

might be able to help him kick the habit. He
soon discovers that the methods that are

used by this agency are any thing but conven-

tional. Each time W(H)ds falls off the wagon,

something dreadful will happen to his family.

Woods IS under 24 hour surveillance to make
sure that he doesn't light up. In one scene, we
see the result of Wood* lack of will power as

his wife IS tortured with electric shock.

In the second story, and perhaps the

scariest, we meet a high rolling Atlantic City

mobster who has discovered that his wife has

been cheating on him. The gangster, played

by Kenneth McMillan, kidnaps his wife's boy

fnend. (Robert Hayes), and forces him to

walk the entire ledge around McMillan's

skyscraper penthouse. If Hayes is successful.###<
the life he leads and even though he displays

sensitivity toward Rosa he leaves her and

their baby in search for a better life

Although Anna Ibe as Rosa could have

possibly performed more intensely the scene

where she and Ephraim have their final bat-

tie, she and Ingrid Askew as Mrs. Adams
superbly enact a tear-jearking scene as they

mourn the loss of their men.

The Beaux Arts Festival begins today with

an exchange show from 6-8 pm in Wheeler

Gallery. Tomorrow, there will be demon-

strations by the craft shops on campus, face

painting, sidewalk drawing, dance perfor-

mers and music by a Brass Quintet between

12 and 5 pm near the Campus pond. That

evening, the Valley Big Band will be perform-

ing swing for costumed revelers from 9 to 1

am in 1009 of Campus Center. Come one.

ct>me all and enjoy the beaux arts.

then he receives his freedom. I'he suspense

in this scene can truly be felt, and I noticed

there were a lot of white knuckles clutching at

the arms of the chairs in the theater.

The third and perhaps most imaginative

story is about a little girl. (Drew Barrymore).

who has to deal with the unfortunate fact that

there is a tiny monster living inside her bed-

room wall This sword weiling. swashbuc-

kling little troll can out-CIremlin any thing

Spielberg has come up with. He looks hys-

terically nasty in his little court jester's hat,

and is t he masterpiece of special effects man
Carlo Rambaldi. If Errol Flynn were short,

green, lived behind walls and ate parakeets,

this would be him.

Director Lewis Teague does a superb job.

and each scene seems to visually convey

King's ideas and themes The cast is

outstanding, and includes James Woods,

Alan King. Kenneth McMillan, Robert

Hayes. Drew Barrymore. and Candy Clark.

The idea for Cat's Eye is not an orginal

one Following in the tracks ofThe TwiliRhl

Zonemovie.TA's Trilogy Of Terror, and

H BO s The Hitch Hiker series. Cat's Eye
leads us from one bizarre situation to

another However, it is King's personal style

and wit that sets this apart from the others.

King even mocks himself in the first episode,

where a frantic James Woods is trying to

watch The Dead Zone on cable. After his

frazzled nerves finally get to htm. Woods
screams. "I can't watch this! Who writes this

crap ans-way'.'" We also get a glimpse of

Candy Clark lying in bed reading Pel
Semetary.

1 enjoyed this movie, though there were

many people in the theater for whom it was
just too weird That's understandable. If you

appreciate the style of .Stephen King and if

you lust the bizarre, then Cat's Eye is for

your eves.

--Amherst's Newest Restaurant--

has something for everyone

' Mid-week Specials
Tuesday • Wednesday • Thursday

dinners start at 6

' Weekends are Special
featuring steaks, seafocxi and Prime

Rib, as well as a host of imaginative

appetizers and great desserts

Relax at the studio

lounge in the loft —
enjoy our complimentary

hors d'oeuvres tnblc. THE STUDIO
A

RESTAURANT

Scrvtng Houra:
Tucadav ihrvi SamrdaY Sptw lOpoi

SundsY Noon-IOpm;
Sun<l*Y fWwnch. Ab C«ilt
Srr»»d Noon lil J

Dtnnrr Mrtiu ailablc all 4ay

OoHd Mondays
Maior Credit Cardb AcrrpMd

529 Bckhcrlown Road, Amherst

(413)253 9909

The Commuter Area Government Presents

THE BIG COMMUTE FIELD TRIP SERIES

April 20. The Now England Folk Festival, NEFFA ^^O ^

* April 27, The Mystic Seaport Museum, Connecticut

A 17 acre museum on the Connecticut coast depicting life in coastal
I

New England over a century ago. Over 300 sailing vessals, whaling
;

ships, an historic village, exhibit galleries, planetarium, a children :

museum and seaport stores

> May 4, New York City SOLD OUT
$10 per trip. . .$25 for all three

Admission cost to NEFFA and Mystic included

Payment in advance. . For more info, Call 545-2145

ANNOUNCING: Peer Education
Program

Earn 3 or more credits

Gain career experience working
in the health field

Become a

PEER SEXUALITY EDUCATOR
Public Health 213

or a PEER HEALTH EDUCATOR
Public Health 216

Obtain further information at th* Health Education Otfirr. I'HS. room 2^() .S49

2671 eit 181 or look for our I'ampua tenter table on April 2i'/4. Pre-reRigter
now* Space in limited

ARTS
live wrire

byPeter Wissoker

This another bad week for monopoly capitalism Actually

a little bit of communication between the powers with large

amounU of capiul might have been helpful. There are so

many things to do tonight it's pathetic, and that's just in the

arU. There are tons of lectures as well

First and foremost and soldout besides. Joan Armatrading

will be at the Fine Arts Center tonight with Cook the Book.

You can try getting tickets at the door. It turns out that

Armatrading is about three times as popular in England as

she is here, so we're actually hosting some kind of rock and

roll phenomenon here.

Swiss Harpist Andreas Vollenweider will be playing

tonight at the Calvin Theatre. VoUenweider's music is very

goothmg; kind of fantasy, quest music. Famous all over

Europe.Vollenweider is beginning to make it big here. It's

said by a certain Collegian Editor to be great mood music

( ajun star. Buckwheat Zydeco. will be at Pearl Street

tomghL His motto: lis »ont partis His Music: Zydeco:

Cajun party music, a sort of fast rhythm and blues using

accordians to a great measure and sung m French

Eddie Murphy will be at the Springfield Civic Center also

tonight You can Uke your floor out to eat or try and buy a tic

ket from a scalper, it will cost about the sam*- (' ir. le will be

plaving at Sheehan's.

Pianist;compoaer/flautist Scott Cossu. very big on the

national jazz charts (His latest Windham HUl album is

currently number 1 ) will be at the Iron Horse for two, what

should b* very special shows. And of course that is also

tomght
Fnday night is surpnsmgly simple There will be a Uadavi

aion presenution featuring the Headwrappers at the

Northampton CETA building Great evenU great

locatioa

Saturday night the Coyote Sisters will be performmg at

the Iron Horse, in their area debuL Shannon will be singing

•t 10 p m. at the Valentine Annei at Amherst College

Sunday night Us lx>bos wiU be at Pearl Street This wUl

probably be one of the smallest places to see them in the

flointrv and they should be really uiteresung in concert

Smoi^ City will be at the Iron Horae for two ahowa of

driving comedy.

If you want to do a good deed, you can go to the Agora in

Hartford sUrting at 2 pro on Sunday for a heavy metal benefit

for Ethiopia. The show entitled Metal f«)r Meals features six

heavy meUl bands. C.(x>d morals, good fua Monday night

Suzanne Vega will be playing at the Iron Horse It's the night

her album is going to be released so everyone gets a free glass

of champagne.

TVii la Question: No one answered last weeks question cor

rectly. The instrument on the first Talking Heads single that

was so unusual for them was a trumpet. You can win a copy of

Ronnie Gilbert's new album if you can name the four onginal

Weavers. Bring your answer down to the Arts desk with your

name and telephone number

The pied piper of electric harp, Andreas

Vollenweider performs tonight at the Calvin

Theater. _^___

r~HtDNKHTX
Satuapay 9S 3uMPAy//'S

The Cayote Sisters make their first New England

appearance on Saturday at the Iron Horse.

I

Thompson thrills
1

Richard Thompson
At the Iron Horse.

Friday. April 12

By PETEK WISSOKER
Olletoan Staff

Richard rh«»mpson's show at the Iron Horse Monday

night reinforced the probability of the accuracy i>f the Peler

Pnntiple. This principle which states that one nses in an

organization according to the level of one'.s incompetence,

•was reflected m Tht»mpson'H relative obscunty in the music

world and the relative intensity/rocked outedness of the

show itt*eU

Thompson is a lithe guitar player who plays with the skill

and H\^v(\ of someone who has been playing for a long time

and is self consciously changing his style

Racked bv a four piece band he played songs from hia

most recent albums and ffjin the record he did with his ev

wife Linda, including the title song 'Shtx>t Out the Lights.*

The music i» really fast riff based rock and roll and slow

ballads. They played a song by Sandy Denny called Jt.hn

the Gun' which despite Richard's protest to the contrary

was almost as gtx>d as the ..nginal Despite some excessive

background vocals the band was quit*- competent, and

guitar plaver ('live Grayson, from the band Any Trouble,

mtegrated well with Richard and actually plaved quite a hit

like him. The only problem with the concert, which by the

way was great to see in such a amall place, was the material

written and performed by the band members Although

they are competent players and singers, they )ust don't

make it as »ongwnt#rs especially when compared with

Richard Thompson who ia »o able to manipulate the

emotions.

Smith College Rec. Council presents

'::s^
e,MiM* 97*

GOOD
GUYS

^«^^i

\\f

The
Original

and Still the
Best!

Thornai Mark*tplac*
Old South St. Entranc*

Northomplon

Op«n Noon till ll:30 Sun Thuri

Noon •till Midnight FrI h. Sat

586-4837

lO^

» » * * * * » » * * »

HISIHI H M\i I

8:00 PM
Thursday, April 25, 1985

John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton
Tickets at:

Seelye Basement

Main Street Records

UMass Fine Arts Center Box Office

For the Record (Faces)

Smith students $6 & $7 Non-Smith Students $7 & $8

At the Door $9

No cans, bottles or recording devices. Hall is wheelchair equipped
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Von Bulow more relaxed
PHOVIDKNTK. R.I. (AP) When Claus von Bulow

arnved m Rhode Island 1 1 days ago for his attempted-

murder retnal. he politely but steadfastly declined comment
as reporters mobbed him at the courthouse, restaurants and

his hotel.

But as the lengthy jury selection process has reduced the

massive media corps to about a dozen reporters, von Bulow

appears more relaxed and now regularly chats with news

people covenng his retrial on charges he tried to murder his

wealthy wife.

l^nlike the first days when he stayed in a courthouse wait-

ing area off-limits to the public, the Danish-born socialite

now often loiters in corridors during breaks and while waiting

for his attorneys after a session.

Hypercurricula
WORK.SHOF IN CRAFTS A pottery workshop and

silver jewlery making will be offered by the Student I'nion

Craftshop. Beginner to advanced are welcome Pre regi

stration is necessary. 6-7 p.m., Sl'B 208.

WSYL (iKNERAL MTG. - Scheduled to discuss purch-

ase of new equipment and reworking of programming

schedule New members welcome. .Mandatory for all staff.

Thursday April 18. Board Mtg. at 7 p m and staff at 8 p m.,

Cashin rec. room
INTERKSTKI) IN PARAl'Hl'TINC.*' Sign up for first

jump course. For more information call .545-0829 or stop by

:U)9 Student L'nioa 7::K» p.m., 80.5 Campus Center on

April 18

BACH AND HANDEL CONCERT AT I MASS The

Five College (^hamber Soloists, under the direction of

Ronald Steele, will present an all Bach and Handel program

in honor of the composers' 300th anniversaries. Program will

include the Brandenburg Concertos. No. .'< and 5 Free

ThursdaN, April IS at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall.

SOLIDARITY KXILE TO SPEAK (AT UMASS>
.Seweryn Blum>/tajun. a Solidarity activist who served

several pnson terms in Poland and who was recently refused

re entn to Poland will speak about his experiences. April 18

at 8 p.m. in Herter 227.

POLYESTER ALL SEASON STEEL
TIRES RADIAL TIRES RADIAL TIRES

in*-.

•^ <f^ <f^ -^^ >\^^C\% *«'<""0"*' O"

c,^c,^c,^c,^«^^c,^ 10
MASS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

tiAichelm Tires 4/»c Sp^osiiy Priced

North Amherst Tire
VISA & Auto Center
MC Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amherst. MA
Across 'rom Watrobrt s Stor*-AX

DAYTON 549-4704

SALE

E
R
T
S

- Sylvania - Technio
Panasonic

Televisions

4 "to 26"

Compact Disc

Plavers

Laservision

Players

•

answering machines

PLUS
NEW, LOWER PRICES

ON ALL CD's
"We Service What We Sell"

BERTS ELECTRONICS

228 Triangle St.

549-7121
M-W& sat 10-5

Th&Fri 10-6

VISA, MC
American Express

Thursday, April 18. 1985 Thursday. April 18, 1985i .collegimi

Sucressftil careers Start

atGibbs-OursDid!
PATH KLERK

Secretary to the President

Evan Picone Inc

ONE-YEAR SECRETARIAL

MOLLIS BROOKS-BROWN
Account Executive

Cone and Company
ENTREE

(
Cia**«a bm^in Jun* and S«pt«mb«r Mah* your raaarvation* now

A Katharine Gibbs Education is available in a
variety of Programs from 11 weeks to 2 years.

• Executive Secretarial • Liberal Arts iMomciair

Norwaik and Bosionj • Two-Year Secretarial Arts (New

York and Huntington I
• Word Processing • Special

Proaram for College Students • ENTREE Program
for College Graduates • Options Program for

Adults Starting or Changing Careers

CALL NOW For Assistance In

Selecting Your Program

Boston *17»2tt7m
Hen >^k (712) M7 9307

PiscjtMdy (201IIK1M0

(51*»2»?«M V „ COD 74«^2i1f

"< f t4ei) Ml i42e Mockv* oeiiMi^

tyvmCornr (7«3ll?1lia VUtoy forgr aiSlMt-TYM

^jHiamu* CMs Schooi
V ^,' iincorpcvaMdl

KATHARINE GIBBS SCHOOL
866 Third Avenue
N«w York. NY 10022

Please contact me <n>{h more
nformalion about Katharine Gibbs School

Nime.

»aatmi.

City. Z«-

BHtTmtlBCaa-

»«gii Scneoi w Coiiagt.

'^ai d GftdM^iOiiL
0'»

FinanciatAid i Placement Assistance

Available lorAll Programs ^j

Sftorts

Everything Bicycles

spring Sale
• Save up to ^50
on every bicycle in stock

Schwinn, Raleigh, Peugeot and more

• Special prices on '84 carryovers

• Clearance - save up to 50% on all

remaining Exercycles, Tunturi Rowers.
Reg. $249 Now ''1 89'*

• Biggest inventory of Cycling Clothing
Shoes etc. we've ever carried all at the best

prices we've ever offered.

• Spring Tuneup (including all new
brake and gear cables) the most complete
available. Special ^23*'.

• Remember: we guarantee the lowest parts

prices in the area.

...Now thru April 28th

Pttfofofi Sftorts
AMHERST* IE Pleasant Street/ 549-6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St /584- 1016

V/SA*

mm

HourslOGThurs.lOU

Open Sat. & Sunday

Easy Parkins Alllocations

()[MussarhuscHs at Anihcrsl

Commencenient 1985

All Candidates

There is no Commencement rehearsal for degree

candidates. Candidates should assemble by school;

college at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium no later

than 9 am graduation morning May 25 1985

Signs will be posted indicating schools, and Com-
mencement Marshals will issue specific instructions

and distribute programs Upon signal, candidates

will follow the Commencement Marshals to the as

Signed areas and be seated

Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college Diplomas will be

mailed when all processing has been completed

Please be sure the Registrar has your correct perma-

nent address

Who is Eligible to Participate?

Undergraduate degree candidates who ai.i.v .jui.. ,...,,

pleting degree requirements by the end of the calen

dar year 1985 Questions concerning academic stat

us should bedirt-"-* •- '^'• P -K <'>"• 'M
VVhitmore. 545-('

Master degree candidates who have previously sub

mitted the Degree Application Form by April 30

1985 to the Office of Degree Requirements stating

the intention to complete all requirements Ques-

tions concerning eligibility should be directed to the

Office of Graduate Degree Requirements. Room
A249 Lederle Graduate Research Center. 545 0024

Doctoral degree candidates who have completed all

degree requirements by April 30 1985 Q"«<'""s

concernir -i- ••^•'•>y -hould be directed to the Of

fice of C. Requirements Room A249,

Lederle Graduate Rrs^irch Center 545^)024

10:00 a. ni., Satuniav. Mav 25

Faculty

Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTH
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facili

ties Building and the stadium wall Facuhy will be

part of the processional and will be seated immedi

ately in front of the candidates from each school

and college

Parents and Invited Guests'Plan to Arrive Farly

— Space is Limited

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the

public and guest seating is without reservation par

ents and friends should plan to arrive early to ensurt

good seating

Handicapped Seating

Viewing area for 'he handicap|X*d will be KKated on

both sides of the stadium on the eastern and west

ern walliways Since seating is limited it is re

quested that only one person accornpat' •

capt^'-l •'"'••I

Invitations

There is no limit to the number of guests who may

attend the ceremony and tickets are not required

Each student will receive a packet of six formal invi

tations

Caps. Gowns, and HikkIs

Undergraduate and Master Degree Candidates

Caps gowns tassels and invitations will be avail

able at no ch<f m of an 1 D and an

nouncement u' „ , and the detxjrt

ment awarding iti at the Textbtxjk Annex. May
6-Ma\

'

' rtday through Friday, 9 am * ' : m

Schedule of Events Date Time FI*ito

Stcxkbridge Commencemcnl Fri . May 24 1 30 p 111 FAC Concert Hall

ROTC Commissioning Sat May 25 8:00 a m FAC Concert Hall

1985 Commencement Ceremony Sat . May 2=. 10 a ID 1
.' mnm Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium

Recap: Commencement '85 is on Saturday. Mav 25, 10 a.m. Rain or Shine.

Stadium Plan
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20

19

D
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S.«,i.
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I I
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FKult>

I I
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|
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S<-)M

I)t>clfif»l»

Arufc
Scwntri

SOM

M»*trr»

ti-moik

N«lural

Art^ i Ait» 4
Scwmiri

r.n||in<>rring

Natural

Rrv»urvrs

18

D
Wheel
Chair

Plalfnrni

Fnodli

Natural

WMourto

AniA
Sciences

Arti k
Srirni'^

FnitincrTini

I KducalinnJ

I
Health ~]

Phyiuai

(-.^iutatHm

f.att Stands

16

15

14

13

12

11

ICap k Gown
I Distribution Public Telephonr

Rettrooms

Faciliiirs

BuildinU'

Medical

Auislancr

RrtI rooms

On Commencement Day May 25, caps, gowns, and

tassels may be obtained after 8 am at the Sf:)UTH

WEST corner of Alumni Stadium.

Doctoral Degree Candidates

Dcxtoral caps, gowns tassels, hoods and invitations

will be available onlv at the Office of Graduate I>

gree Requirements. Room A249 Lederle Graduate

Research Center April 29 May 24 Monday through

Friday 8 30 am through 5 p m upon clearance by

the Office of Degree Requirements On Commence

ment Day caps, gowns tassels and hiHxis may be

obtained after 9 am at the NORTHWEST end of

the stadium (on the gravel area).

DcKtoral candidates who plan to participate in the

Commencement ceremony must have a hiKxi Each

candidate s name will be announced over the stadi

um si>und system and two officers of the University

will drape the htxkl on the candidate s shoulders

Doctoral htxxis can be purchased only at the Office

of Graduate Degree Requirements, A249, Lederle

Graduate Research Center at a cost of $30 (Five

College Doctoral Htxxis will be available at $42 95 )

Dixtoral hoods may be rented thn>ugh the Universi

ty Store at a cost of $10

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year s University Com-

mencement may be rentetl through the University

Store All faculty members are urged to place their

orders as s*K>n as possible THE LAST DAY TO OR-

DER IS FRIDAY MAY 17 Payment must be made

at the time of order and there will be no refunds if

apparel is not used Academic apparel may alst) be

purchased For further information about rentals or

purchases, please contact C.>!h<"- <^/.|.w.ii ki it the

Ifniversity Store 545 261 ^

Accommodations
Many area motels are already booked for the eve

nings t)f May 24 and 25 A limited number of rooms

in University dormitories will be available for rela

tives and their guests lor the nights of May 24 and

25 Please contact the Conference Services Offiwe

918 Campus Center (413) 545 3400. as soon as p)s

sible to request a form to register for dormitory

housing These forms must be returned with full

payment to Conference Services no later than May

3. to guarantee your dormitory room reservation

Food Services

Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available at

rotundas on both sides of the stadium toward the

North

Commencement Ceremony Schedule

9 a.m. Robing for Commencement
Appr«)priate signs will be displayed

Graduates should line up according to

their school or college

9:30 a.m. Seating of Graduates

10 a.m. Procession starts

12 noon Ceremony ends

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extremely limited Vehi-

cles will be directed to several parking lots located

nearby and shuttle buses will provide transportation

to the stadium Buses will return to the lots immedi-

ately following the ceremony.

Traffic Assistance

To aid the traffic flow at Commencement, radio sta-

tion WTTT AM (1430) will broadcast traffic reports

throughout the morning Please tune in as you ap-

proach Amherst for the best route to the ceremony

General Information
Medical facilities will be located in the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium

Public telephones will be located on the west side of

the Facilities Building

Restrooms are located at both ends of the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will

be located on both sides of the stadium, on eastern

and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office of

University Relations, 390 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Please remember alcohol is not permitted in the

stadium.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site The ceremony will

be held outside regardless of the weather. The cere-

mony will be delayed a maximum of two hours in

the event of heavy rain, and if that decision is made
it will be announced on local radio stations that

morning.
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NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-28aO

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

EDWIN
JEANS
sold at the

finest stores

l"
(li>W

13 No. Pleasant

Amherst

LEARN -r*FLY

IFR Pl«R 11

If you think

you know everything

about yourbank card, think again.

Because with the right card, like a Monec*

or an X-Press 24* card, youVe got some-

thing brand new. You ve got what it takes

for cash where you shop.

Introducing Money Supply," the new
network of cash dispensers conveniendy

located in stores and supermarkets

around Massachusetts.

With Money Supply you can use

your bank card to get cash instandy.

More than

a hundred banks are

already part of the Money Supply

network. So check with
your bank and see if

you can use your
bank card in the Money
Supply network. You
could be one of over a

million people who
have got what it MONEY
takes. SUPPLY.

Forcash
whereyou shop.

Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

SWEET
TOOTH

FAST FREE DELIVERY
of indtvidual servtnq«.

CAKES A PASTRIES

O oioirtlr I.
>.

Conl.npn!.!!

C.t'OI Clkr

OV"^< <• f «.r(qr ^ >

I

' SO

' so

ISO
t so
S'

Money Supply cash dispensers now available at leading supermarkets and retail stores around Massachusetts.

You'll find it at PRICK CHOPPER in Aniherst on 175 University Avenue.

ICE CREAM
Toppinq*.

SUNDAES
Mnt fijtlqp . /
Bro«" ' ' .' -1 "^ '

MUNCHIES
Chocolate Ci^'P Cooti'r »'

Oatmeal Haism Coo<iips SS
f, huf o'.al*- Brownie q*.

BaHav^ ' 1=

FUDGE and CHOCOLATE
f.ifjgf , lb 4 00

I lb 7 50
Bi'<' » r.' ' jijlr i lb 3 7S

' lb 700

CALL
256-8102

Monday thru Sunday
6 00 pm to Midnight

,"> S Plpasnnt St Amherst

Limited Delivery Area
Minimum order S5 00

Prices do not include tax

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

QOOPiORD'

IT'S AN
Often

NO. IT'S NJr. MAN
THIS 15MmA
BUNCH0FCai£6e
KIQS SHARiNbA
mBLIfDOMLOOKS

ARtiOU

5URe, I'MSURB.
I'LLSHOU/iOU.

excuse MBi IS

ANyeopy HtRB
oenmANy
/ ACTION^

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

HBi A fi\OKi ANIMAL
LOOK m Him '

MSr LOOk AI HIM ' ^CKAIOilNO
Hit) HtfiP

t»ifH

Hh fOOI.

\lOUn

'

w^̂ ^

DLOC

Rats By Congo

you i*;oolX)k 7"^

Ho $Ohib*i

^6.A
[

s.AF

rrrn\
1

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

yJACcey , xr's

i'A' <X.D0^'rb JAve /*tat^

t>£CiA9.iK>C U /ftASS
b IS AOUJ 60l> A*/t AtS UA*t

/nvsf S£ ACCtpTBt AS
VoC^A.

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

^vxs beer cWoSC/i fc

"2^

v*ji^o IS •t^»s co\>03kgeov;5

yre.porH ...

2^

JocK S^Nobo'^Ka

Yeas+k^eod G^^7

^^iooiVls VWi-f \rvii-

oate ell I |c.oo^ ts

3^-f lir J'-'i'f SC<?«-<5 t*lcv4-

GORDY By Gorde

3iJT BUT

SAr

LLii

WEATHER

Weather

Today: Rain and showers in the morning

with a possibUity of sleet. Clearing in the

afternoon. Highs in the 50a.

Tonight: Partly cloudy with higha in the

408.

Tonwrrow: Sunny and warm with highs

in the 70a.

Experienced
Photographers Needed.
Informational recruitment

meeting at 2 p.m. Friday in

the Collegian newsroom,
Campus Center 113. Paid

and unpaid positions

available.

Anti-Semitism Workshop
with Marcia Black at 7

p.m. Sunday in the Campus
Center 911. This counts

toward staff status needed
to vote.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

6 Fatnily mwntwf
10 Quick atallash
14 Wimm .P.

15 E«»l A»«n ri».f

16 Do
Ol*i.r*

1

7

sponapaiac.
16 r.a.tml

19 Stfiliw>ul anist

Nolan
70 1938 Grant

Hepburn lilm

?] Snakalike

swimmar
24 Withmwl
25 Opera sag

menis Abbr

?8 Good »cou1 s

daily duty

31 Glassy mmwai
3S European

heights

37 Likesonte

criees.

39 Sir Arthur —
Doyle

40 Bellamy's

Utopian novel

43 To ha»e. in

Le Havre
44 Fi|i s capital

45 Snick and
4^ Actress Sandy
4« Unit ot meaning
00 Asner et al

SI Play the

huwkshaw
S3 Cumberland

,S» Orwell novel

62 Wideeyed
$3 ^iver to 'he

Mediterranean

04 Currents

66 Sister ol Bachei

67 Ch.i;

S8 C iasta) leatu.G

69 Maicistr^ne s

county

70 r,M aitM
/ 1 In want

OOtHTN
1 OneiK garb

7 F^.at^erpaft

3 Rabbtt

4 Writai "Vs
5 Slrthert * .a-Ttb

Kdilrii b) Irydr MntiH Jaffr

6 -mulu* 41 Relating to part

7 Hardly - u
now alive

8 Bon shaped
sieigtis

9 Debates
10 Rutttet

1

1

Author Seton

12 Unvmitied
supposition

13 Hiohlalulin

71 Co)l«:t

laboriously

22 — up one s

•ar*

2S days
(youth)

?6 Garnish lor

a ham
27 Partota

place setting

29 Some are

scrambled
» First

appearance
32 Foolish

33 Showed concern (.

34 Lima backdrop
36 Clinging

38 Brubeck

ot the eye
42 Stavwlora s

cortcn
4 7 Irwjicalion

49 London s Eden
S2 Oramaliat

PirandMO
S4 Common

Swia. auirNK

SS Malarproot. a*

a boat

W S tnapwt curv.

S7 Ghostly sound
SB Math symbol
59 Eilrwrntias

60 linoccupwd
• I Critic n.1

66 PorMrspad

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

UOBliU DUPU [JgUL

U UllUt

bjuyuuy uyyuiiLK

uuuu you liUL

«i«u

, , , , t « » H'^ "

1'^ ^^T
' ^|<i H'i

j w ^

l^^l' l^^^M

q~ ^-lt:
Ml "t

Wi ^m^ -mm%r»V M M 1 l« ^B
l^ii ^M~ r
1" wJt "

.
.
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Tech HIFi's loss is your gam.
V\fe're liquidating ttie stocff of the Tech HiFi store of New Haven,

and we're bringing you these tremendous specials!

Thursday. April 18, 1985!
iColle^ian 19

EAKERS AT
LIQUIDATION
PRICES!

C3

E2

$650/pr value

$320/pr value

r^
SCOIT 312DL SPEAKERS
3 way, 12". $319.45/pf. value . ^99 I

19"COLOR
TV DEMOS
^ FROM
$19995

—
OR TV

I

FROM
$14995

HI -i
-

^ SHARP VC481 FRONT LOAD
VCR N0W*299®»!

SHARP VC487 VMS HiFi

ea.

SHARP COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

Triple Beam System

Digital Filters

$399 value

NOW 8279»s

TEAC J-COMPO 51

SYSTEM

P-J51 Turrttab<«

T-J51 AM/FM
Tun«f

A-J51 Integrated

Afnpllf(«r

NOW

W-J51 Doubl*
C«sa«n« Deck

S-J51 Speaker
System

$49995

^.
SUPER VALUE SYSTEM

MKKO MP 550 Turntable w/Audio lechnica

Cartridge

50 Watt JVC RK100 Receiver

NKKO MXS7 SpeakeiB

... a $590 value

NOW

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
PORTABLE
a $129 value $5995

TEAC DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
$89^5$234 value

NIKKO NR700 DIGITAL
RECEIVER
80 watts

piBSCtS

3 yr. warranty

$399 value

• -^ n

NOW SI9995
SCOTT 379 RS Top Line

DIGITAL RECEIVER '^' '*'^^«'

140 watts graphic equaizer $249

PANASONIC CAR
STEREO SPECIALS

COS
678 AM/FM
Stereo Cassette $189 vmkm

COS 788 DIGITAL AM/FM
StBfeo Cassette Hypertuner

w/ Barrtam Chassis $299 value

COS
884 "B" STCXX
with Ful Warranty dotiy.

& tratoia $319 valua

$9995

$17995

$19995

6x9 COAXIAL SPEAKERS
€JtO OK

6x9 TRIAXIAL SPEAKERS
$7935 vakJt

SAMSUNG P74S PORTABLE
COMPONENT STEREO

a $236.45 value NOW $99»«

ADC ELUPTICAL
CARTRIDGES

$995values to S90.

PANASONIC/TECHNICS
TURNTABLE $CQ95
Belt Drive Automatic "'^Jf **

with Cartridge complete

T-120

VIDEOTAPES
«3*» ..c.

EPI LS70
CAR SPEAKER
SYSTEM

$200/pr. value

NOW $99®5

PANASONIC/TECHNICS
UNEAR TRACKING
TURNTABLE
complete with cartridge

$169 value $99®®

All items limited quantity, subject to prior

sale. Sot responsible for typographical

errors.

ALL SALE ITEMS CASH
CHECK & CHARGE 30/0 EXTRA

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St. Amherst 253-3100

• Ultimate climbs to 10-0
Cimtxnuedfnrm page tO

WE'RE THE
TECHNOLOGY FORCE.

If you're an engineering major, you'll want to be

part of today's Air Force. We're working on

developments that make science fiction obsolete.

You'll have an opportunity for a challenging and

rewarding career at the forefront of technology. Talk

to:
TSGTSteveIrvin(41.'^»^'^7 2042

Ain

middle third of the game.

"

Major Hams, the Army coach

said. But the mihtary

academy raUied late in the

contest.

lIMass scored the game's

first two tried, the first com

ing as Goose Gosselin dashed

over the line and the second

coming as I'Mass dove on a

loose ball in the end zone.

Two penalty liicks by the

Army and a single boot by

TMass made the score 15 6

before Army rallied behind

two tries, one from each

center.

The visitors lotjli a 1 7- 15

lead. UMass had a chance at

victory in the final mmutes

but Keith Kelley's kick sailed

wide. UMass. playing its

toughest opponents, is i)'.\

thus far this spring.

Zoo Disc, the UMass
Men's ultimate frisbee team

traveled to SUN Y Purchase

this past weekend and raised

its season's record to 10-0

More importantly it faced the

strongest teams in the

Northeast Region (New Kng

land and New York) and

stayed undefeated

FOnCE
A qreat way of life

Players of the week Gary

Flaxman and (ieorge Dumey
led UMass with relentless

defense, which has come to

be the trademark of Zoo

Disc. In Saturday's games.

Zoo Disc trounced Stoneyb-

rook College and a Boston

semi-pro team 15-8 and 15-4

respectively. In the last game

on Saturday, UMass played

rival Uomell (ranked second

to UMass in the region)

After taking the half 8 6,

UMass' conditioning and

depth was too much for the

Ivy Leaguers, and UMass
went on to win 15-10.

Sunday saw Zoo Disc

stomp Albany 15-6 in the

quarter finals In the semi

finals. Brand X, a New .Jersey

based semi- pro team, con-

fused UMass early with an

expenenced zone defense,

and Zoo Disc fell behind 4 1

However Ztxj ralWed to take

the half 8 5 and t he game 1

5

10.

UMass squared off ( omell

again in the finals late

Sunday
With Saturday s relative

ly easy victory over Cornell,

we let down and did not ade-

quately prepare for the final

game," recalled offensive

stand-out Steve Smith. Zoo

Disc was down 8-5 at half and

14 9 late in the 15 point (win

by two) game However, a few*

inspirational pleas by field

coordinator (iregg Novick lit

a fire under UMass, and they

scored seven unanswered

points to win 16-14.

Senior Robert Bamicle

summed it up best. "We've

come a long way together

over the years, and this year

especially, we've worked

hard. We certainly proved we

are for real this weekend"

Zoo Disc continues on the

road to Palo Alto, where the

National Collegiate Cham-

pionships will be held May
25 27, traveUing to Cornell

this weekend to meet more

stiff competition. "It would

be nice to win all our games,"

said four year starter Alex

Sokoloff, but <»ur goal is a

National Championship"

(Collegian correspondent

Alastair Atwood also con

tributed to this story I

ififififififif^^^^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
CpmeTcollegian Office 00113. 8:45-3 45 Mon - Thurs; 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline ;s 2 days prior to publication aay
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Apt tot rant top 2 Moon o*

houw m AmhM CarMi Sunvn* auUM

; producwm Conact t*t« Wtm Ooctiy L«rt« 1 k«4r««m tavlra Vlllafa
townhouM HWHHWii l lii«i«Wi Jun«1 cat

Write Tap A Hat. liu

Box 245 Mendham.

07945

N.I

•*4mm*f a intr.--.

tM A >pnn« ^i i

407 SI B l>»».li •

Wotnvnii p»<||'"

•ppl% Th* Stuil«i.

• nd I". hr*'*k fnf

. . »r* owlahlr •!

... ajfacvd t. •

I>I<HI~ •fMMMT Manof Jun* Au«u*t

bMt ot**f s» r*t»

«H4 W
oand (WO 9'

»n M> Of BO ca« Jay

HaM* (w ratM ivmI •' I (ail optwn

BaklWfViaa BMT U»ti lakf On» bMlfaia

ai/lou «* Hecag* tpar* i«l«»i f'w -< up*» *»•>

p»t» ISM pliM l«t* r*rd * all Hm-kv ift^r

Op** Rut* W«J Ap ^ot"

«,.r, « «m fariRfe taU &444U^ Mil (w

I jiurw or Lu Iwpa la aaa »•

Haitpv l»tialit> *.IM«c» wh-i >•«»

4a to 4ial anlk * Mikf

>»»«a« VM>a^'ooma«0«W«
non I1t2 • 't¥>nt^ *idiitfM •MrytMng g**"

tocation on bu( rou«a cat 0>ag m S»^*0'

Saathwaa*w>iH»«aaa at»»a m* *^
aumm* auWat 1 o« 1 baOoowta i""**]"

funv tumihad apt- •«»!j?rr-J,*si
•107 aacs/"«oo»> n«90« caiAoblSswra

apl*«ulahl* ivnr il UWT

MITONMMLI
rail ' hn* ''4» feT u
lfawal»fa t4atf toahan^ n,,!.

tm in BrandvwuM b*t<n<>Mt » J*W <" J*^
II.IK/soalk ublKM* uvhMM (an HaWMf

AM/FM
caanma rmt aiOauai good
Ml munq ItSOO M»3ni

I (oma OToA but runa

1200 or SO oal 2U4iOi

71 WawaaW Nil good mndilmjK Lola o<

nmrn par*, naadi naw dutch 3M W or baai

oMar CM Ma-MIB aftar 4 pr«<

I Ml tour baAc—i hau« i S

Aaai»r»t P»u()h. tlib nrn
!**-<>***

fiaatk AaAaral b<Miaa Two ka^oMM 3

»amla»dHhi»ia«pin AvaiUbkfraaifi'

ij£i!BHttJML4iM112
I raaak wa«4a4 to ihar* H b»4raa« apt

la Tawaahaaaa apnac waieatar M
raHBa^raMa-T—

IT mt»- ifTB Vo*tro 246 <

<n»nar no ruat MufMar battary undir naw
warramy 2.M0 mti for MaiadWi 2B»«11t
orM^nW ____
W VW OTI0 0(C oofidWof^ n^w> WW tffW
•TMi banarv an B4»«77

1W» ford M

mt mm «v Ctf C«ai

UM a aMMwi MtorkMMM tat I

or itia inaMa a* K LoM
•an 10 •»< aiwl J pr" 126 —wrd lor

v>Ttiodv fmd«ig« or laadrng ma to it N a

«w maarxngfut » ma Waaaa ca4 «»43«

WaHat loat X »a><aw Monday 4«*
Afeart laipaiiatiuri on card ba«y madid
tlOO raward Cad ftanaa MHJ71

KayafaBo" riuitr kayHMtn aaar r.TW»

lVolto»ar>n karal «» « «rol S4» 042.T

Lost and desperately
needed: BO notebook with

Zoology 10.1 notes. Call 546-

6944 reward

t lalwaraab and 4 p*rf<ir

*aipa> rallM

7*47 or 2S«- 1 434 haap Uyam
"""" «»0«»aKHIAl

rrnNO B€«vicf

Caaaa Papara Otaaartattena rhaaaa.

onxwiwua. »WV >«l«Ma. low raMa. Nancy

(e, awWM !«••. B)«^. baautifu)

'mem w/» window •> araat Houaa naat to

Ful knchan and Innno araa *i«*<d

C0I lanaa ai MBODI

TO SUBLFT

Ava4laWa k 24 with taH aptton

badroom apt Amharal CmiM
Mam Si ca« 7U JWi _
2 bidreem Biaodywtna apt tor •ummar

•ubla< tuning Juna ' Fu'ni»r>ad

nait to po«>i nax lo laundry 'm

looting tor 3 ip<a»aiab<y lamatai

tllO me cmM Alasaridra MBBBM

2 badrapm Brandywtna Apt lor •umntar

Kjbtat CHEAP' Ca« S4P 1037

•aaatnant b»drpim In ham i on bua

lowta occupy May ' Aug J1 wtth

fall option tigs month p4u« ahara

>Ctf 2WOaS4

pansiva'v
774 77g6

Marianr>a
faM. acetwairtj, bida

>a'i Comp Sarvica ^

PwmtaMad tawnhauaa apt poo* a« cond_

laundry tacdttiaa -am naQotiaWa can

IBB 1700

BtMnmar lublat w faM apttom I bdrm m 3

bikn> ipr can SaS 7B34 •tta' 7 pm kaap try

HKl.P Ri<l» n»d»H from s< •r.dalr* NVt

WhiU I'lainn mrr* u> \Mmm Sundav 4 21

can Krwi S46 M Ifivt immMliaUly' Will «harr

2 b<r»t« apt « MM to campm fuma^ad AC
porch Juna July Aug cat MB 77*1

riifttan VHtaaa — conditionad 3

badroorm fudy aqu^jpad kitchan rant

Msne

SIKE ft HlHi ITALVI 11 day*

fraa 1 B0OB2I B3B7 aat 234

Ortvtatg ta CalHomla firat ot wcond
waa* m Juna' Lat » caravan Jodi

BIM171

ilXTIOMTt

ua nchata Apm 20 Martfot* d* rmi
graat taatt' Baat offar can Jim or

Matt aft* 6 PM gBb412B

JS£

l*1lui«p*l A
1*0 daiinquant tai proparty Call

MOfOMCVClM
aOOM WANTIO

nquant <• proi

4000 mn OhM^t

71 Tayata Caraaa EirviWnt runnini ron

ditKin m anx m lira l»ft good body I5K)0 ram/

BO Adam 6»5 32B6
1077 ToyaU CaroOa Wafaa FM,'AM
radm nr« tirvt bndv in good condition 1 22k

aum^ta
Dart frrat mfinr n»« tirva

ongmal n«n*r rail today

iVMlUca
runa w*ll

as Bag rebuilt mginr. nrm front Um minor

ruat, runa wrll (all S*9 46<>0 >it 244

BAR(.A!>

I la lar«r beaaa. walk tn town and

lIMaa OB bua rout» tummrr aubirt w'fall

option Rantnat call lien* daya 5 2069 evrt

25« 043S

esT ouAUTY msuoots

CawatrttPtlpw. praparatien. anaiyalt
**lgn. lavatit. adMng. oovar lattar. rating
Qiamjaao

17»

•100/ unicycta tBO cal »«—

3

ipft C4Httact Lanaaa
lanaa* 110 00 to (26 m aach Enarylad

waar lanaaa 430 00 to MB 00 Lowaat pncaa

VI contact larw ao4utiona haat unitt 412 96

Aitdiaiat Optical Shoppa 2K^b*^7 2»«4a3

CwatarnbuNt Meycfa. 54 cm fraria Im

mron pamt Campy aqu« can Larry »7777

faha ^v lalilgaratori Grva ma »130'

ruaullaliti Wad ia» ea* S4»SBB7 aftar

lOOOpm

raaw B" 8" 10" Roto ToaM w/rlrar

alwIU Ludwif aund tl.Vi Krith 546 M.11

^
aantor lootung tor 4in^ in

Ho««da CBIBO. mmf contSmor nam cabtaa Pufflon or 2/3 badroom Pulflon ipi cad

mm lira*. 4700 00 or BO MB-4703 ia» >« '*'3

\W2 Yamaha iBfAorrvrlr SK<A "iMi rrd (rfa*iatinf .tudrnl l.okiag lor

ricaUant condrtwn 14000 mtln. arm (apt or Itlanda Knt»n >A»773«

DiiMopa. avadMia 11400 or baal offer call =
^lar 6 413 S33 2B&0 or 413 S3M-a2BI MMMUMUTU WANTIO

74 Honda CB200 excellent

transportation 450 or BO
549-0199 9-10:30 PM only

1 reommata
laOOO par mo M

In Amharat Cantar 3 badroom apt fui

nahad chaap ca« MB 5SBB

2 badrtMim apt i liffaidr apt' Junr Jul>

Al^uat rant nrg utilitva inrludrd rail HAS

7»72

Rooma for aumm»r for oor 'ir !•" p»«>pl»

(all llavr or laabvl rvrrung* IS \ '.jtltd

DK.SFKRAIK' t" aummrr aublrt our

gr»at Brandywuw apt call Amy .S49 0021

I •ingk A I double bdna availabt* in So
Amhrrat hoaur call 246 liT.S

WANTfO

School and HaBMar
lIMSapt 1«Bat JawUhCommuniJj

tH Alidtawt. aapaoanca prafarrad M»<B23
tatappBoamn

Wantad NOISY ponabla fan Will

WW pay
rafngaratot

Two roomntataa for arta hatfropnt In I

badroom BrarxtywvM apt MB01 IB

CNI OBBffOA OrtN mMN
All Unhraralty Woman Ara Invttad M: A
(aaagna dinrtar Apr* 18 al 5 00 pm and
Chi Coofectwoa Apr« 23 at 7 00 pm.
Ca* Hopa or Mauraan for into or

B4BOH2 or 646-aOBg

DOMIINO'S PtZZA

Computer trrmtnal A modrm C\hrr. F.f\f

A VAX coaotuhl' «27S Tun- 549 7680

Wiii4aarfar Roehal SB rirrUrni rond

Matii aail f'mt ittrapa Ihr»e ukritt faal hoard

fn»i in mtvft hmt offrr rail Run al 2.Sf>

0067
—^.11 tie Cultor AaiplUWr for aak

$160 [KID phaarr pedal %7!< MXR over

dn\r pedal $10 gr«Td condition call .lohn

.S49 63T: leff |r»««»e .
.

Firv Tk*eU May 4th hartford .Sth row

fVmr BO call Louie 66& 317S

ONEAT ROOM

I'a PUtm ataaltoa ptleaalll «n
I M IS Ig chaaaaM 14 cat 2BB«1

1

•outh of campua pond North of campua
pond dW 84B.27B0

tWnWTAWIHXHWT

RMfc-A-mac. ftoek-A- VMae Entaiuirr
Tiant DIac Jockay*. larga Kraan vMao
dancat for hooaapartya, aamrtoftnalt cam
put avanta MB 7144

fONWtNT

lb* apt avail Juna 1 MOO * 'mo >" ""^
on buaHna ona room avail May 1 11701 call

BB6-0806' 546-4342

iummar'iiAtat f^and^ cooa«Jarata ai

X»^ ,n an Amhar* 0^*_,^
SoaJ^ furrwahad room for »200 md
y^bu.ncali Mat2B3-77BBayaa

HAPPY 6 MOS^_P^C^

They've been the happiest

ones ever! 100 Ne-hi's for

each one! I love vou! Forever

yours. PLAYER ^

fiwt tlwd fti^RMaara for ••«*^;;|7^
Motivatad atudant

Alao 'ia»j volunt

Warn a fob that paya room 6 board ar>d
aatary'" Appacatnna now avadabta at But
tarhaM Dorm (Contrail poaRmn Aaaatant
Managar Buttarfiald Kitchan Mutt
graduata 1907 or latar Job ba^na Aug 26
ine through tchool yaar Appftcationt dua
n tf>a Buttarfiald Kitchan on April 19 19BB
atSWPV :

•agptpa Laaaona Ca* B4»<B10 lata awon

nga kaap trywigi

Poantona avadaMa foT •*« on campua

(Oba Full and part bma Apply T*a»und at

Mamonal Mali today

VWiat «i»a OOHvary company juat drop^

pad pricaa 13%' What Natior^ Piua

Dalrvary chain haa a X mmuia guarantaa or

»3 00 off tha pnca policy? Can 2BB-BB1 1 or

64*2790 for tfia »nawar

COINS 12J/1M tutor UMaaa conaultant

formar 123' 121 gradar Ala. 253 7066

Opan Ruah BIgma Sigma Sigma Tuaa

Apr le 6 30 pm. Mad Apr 17 9 00 pm.

Thura Apr 10 9 00 pm All unn/ararty woman
invltad' Any qoaationa call 546«)46

IT SENIORS HWa want yoo m tha yaar

book tubmil b'w CANDIDS with namat

to Santor Editor. INDEX 103 CC

You were ronteatani number 22 in laat year*

Mix* Hawaiian Tropic beauty ronteat at

.luatin Ryana I waa newapaper

photographer Need vou for poriMu. work

F'letae call Ahdow A^^m ate* Stuii

t foommataa wantad to thara ^lanmant

In Soutfiwood for fak and tprmg K cal

Margarat 263 6067

Mata'famala roommata wrantad for Puf

fton2brapt Own room own bath IBP mo
* uVt itarting Juna 1 ca« 54B 7S27

1 badroem In RoMng Qraan apartmanta
tor rant ftarting Juna 1 (.aipwad. patio.

cabia pool bua tiop. ait conditioning

4182 00 ir>cludlng utflltlat Saaking quiat,

claan raaponaMa mala, nonamokar cak

Man 263 744B

1 famala naattad to i»>ara 3 badroom
Southwood Apt ca* 6466366

Ta awbtot In Srandywlna for faM aamaatar

onfy Ca« Backy 6469B0S
one or two w<imen to iihare large comfort

able Squire Village apartment S46 68S4.

.'i46 6MH.'i

Twf) roommatea needed to aharr one large

room in i( hedrr>om houae near Amherat

(enter lummer iuMet and fall option Sue

,S49 04.S2 eveninga ^____

If you re a non imoking female who would

bke to live in a 1 bedrrxim apartment in

( olonial Village for 1 40/mr»nlh call ^4(i

670.1

I or J: female* needed for Hrandyvine apt

call .S49 276.S

Houaamatr neaiiad to ahare 2 hedr'Him

hoiiae in Sunderland l27.S/mo. Cat OK
(all Dehhie, 2.S6 0.SS2

Kail option one rnnm available m Rolling

(•reen apartment Hua outaide front door

$16.1 M) includea everything ('all evening*

25.3 5.156

2 BEDROOM IN TOWNKHOI'SK foraub

lei fumiahed rent negotiable rail

.41 1HI9

Apt infam.irraaeaumiiieraublatw/poaaible

fall ription great location aa apt or by room
MMi 7(r6

Sunny 2 bedroom apt June May 1 966 1415

include* utibtiea 665 4647

« be^rtiom bouae on Kearing .Hi 2 lain

walk l« ramput or town atart June 1 no

fall optioB call aibta ^4»-77BS
Townehouae funti..hi'H tw<- hedro«>m

aparimeni availahir for «iimmer rail S49

4679
,

Pumiabad 6 aiia walk to caaipua

Crertview Apia available lune 1 Ui Sept 1 i

bedrx.m for ! 4 people rail '"46 M:t61 or

iltLjUlU .

Ruaunrr aublet. fall opiioa Kparioun

Squire Village townhouae on buarrHJIe I

hdrmn hold^ 5 rr.mfortablv for eiciting

flflailn ' all htij |
t47.'i

I bdrm apt Rrandywine great I<m tlion. air

rond. pool, very roomy rent neg <all 546

WANTED TO RENT

«aad or aHval PrafaraMy i

North Amharat ttwaa badroom apartmant

Juna laaaa wtth fa* option 260

cat Andraw 64B 4SW or

lfor2or3
Puftton or Brarxtywma cal ktBBIi

I'uffton near |»>ol rem negotiable rail Sieve

2 beidrooma. ( person Squire Village api

j^.. munth Jum h ^664 I'.ul h hlHH

nwoay
anytima

Motwatad atudenta car^^
3 b<lrm avaiiaWa Juna 1 In

mnovatad houaa in Amharit On bua routa.

1 H mlaa from campua 253^79'

Srinatiy Manor apartntant for lant atar

ting Juna 1«1 rM 263^5790

rorTiiiiTaviiiaWa in<j of May in houja

apt on Southaaat St Amharat Cj.
•^JJ

morning or anytima in ayaomg 2B6i^w>

Lynna or Maradlth

EiSTfop $$$*$«! Student

sales reps wanted to market

hot novelty item at shore and

resort areas this summer and

to students on campus next

fall. Excellent commissions

paid!!!! Items sells itself!!!

B«th Reilly - Happv B d«v I'orto vou arf

n.m » bm tfT«r tiehavr \'[\'
\ t,"-

» "
We purrhane exitting 1 hI or 2nH

rii'irtgagp" nati'.nwiHr' TOP DOI.I.Ah

I'AIli on an\ Ki.«ideniiaL '
ommernal

mortgage l40 4| 'fi4 mil AtianU

TTRBOKTTK. \"u kno« wherp lh<' party

l», m ill you |m- » victim"'

Twn mommatra needed to aharr 2 bed

room apartment in Southwood $14.'l/m<i

plun utilitien rail Kim nighia 25:1 226H

Roommalea wanted on Cape Cod Ihia

aummer in Hvannia area, call Dan evea

646-4S86

3 paraoB 2 badroon PufRon Vlllafa Apt

for Hummer only rent negotiable < all ^4^

PufRon Apt vailable for rent June Ul for

more informatk.n rail 2M W.M> or '>«»

Twn bedroom Townehouae apt axailablr

|i"i'- I :*'> «'''*i«

Thaaka for the ride in the new car. I i an

du perBonali. rvrn in <tn> funny Uut.

niaTraaaurcr'a oMce is aeeking « New

( ontroller Appliranti. »hould be organued.

work well under pre««ure, have an aptitude

for figures and be able to work with

SUIMMER SUBLET

Stittny farmhouaa room, availabia and of

May Sapt Parking, but (top. woodi.
4180/mo Bath 006-436 avaningt

1 room avaUaMa m fuly fumiahad Bran-
dyyyina apt cal 64B-1741 avaninga

.Hummer aublel at Rrandywine apla c all

''Vi i''i'i —
2 adjoininc fUrniabed rooma in a houaa

in downtown Amhenit. 1145 plua each/ mo

call Supui or Sue. 25.1 :I089 (free alereo

with 2 apeakem raw rdl

»i Amharal on bua rtMjta for naat yaar. lorl
rooma cal Joa or Wayna 6B64724

«a> raward It ytM can ftnd ut a houaa in tfia

Amriartt araa for four paopla for itta fal

tamaatar" Cal PM 6S73B

Wantad 2 or 3 bdrm apt m Townahouaa or

Brandywina Would taka ovar laaaa Juna 1

4200 hndart faa cal AUM at 2961020
Kathy 753 3140

Ra«vardl »B0 for tha laaaa of a 3 badroom

apt in Puffton cal Sua or Qaoff 266 1BBB

laava rn aaaagt ^^^
4100 anyona In Ptiffton. Sian^yailW m
Townbewaa toofcmg for thraa roommataa

or wHino to turn ovar laaaa, ptaaaa cal Tam<

6469740

2 paopla tor aummae raittal Var-

nnouth'Hyannia will thara rant/aniBaa

plaaaa cal Holy 5460082

Ona badroom In Puffton fownahouaa
or houta rmmi caroput mala 'oomataa

prafarrad cal Mai or Rob 546 70B7 5467706

Rawardlll wa «»ant to taka ovar your Imm
m apt complaii in AiiiliaiM cal 646S7BB
6465796 kaap trying'

Wantad 2 or 3 bdrm apt In Townahouaa or

B'andyvvir>a Aould taka ovar Itatt Juna 1

4200 findart faa Cal Abbw at 2661020
Kathy 263 3140

4126 raward wantad apt in Puffton.

Praaidantial, Colonial VWaga or Souttiwood

cal Nancy 66763 or Stacay 66768

Raward want houaa to rantin Aii*aal Ml
Dabbw 66763 or Sharon 6670B

iwmosuNn

Hiny 3006 12 ft polyathylana board

8 7m» Nail Pryda mjlam tail vaoabia daggar

board, mini racing daggarboard. multi

haight 2 poalton urwvaraal (Oint othar ax

traa 4606 Stava 5467036

••«

'^K,'.. \
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SPORTS
Undefeated Gazelles crushDartmouth

Big Green shutout 13-0,

Women climb to 6-0

By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Suff

Bunny Forbes thre«- goals and thret- assists led the fifth

ranked, '6-0, Inivereity of Mas^sachu^etts women's lacrosse

team to a 13-0 victory over previously undefeated Dart

mouth College. 4 1. yesterday at NOPE field

It took the (iazelles 26 seccinds to take the lead as Pam

Mor%l t/.ok the opening fa< eoff and drove the ball deep into

Dartmouth temtory, drawing three defenders to her Moryl

then passed the ball to a wide open Mary Scott who put her

ahot past Dartmouth goal keeper Ton Parrot This quick

start came m- ^ •" »h»- likinn <.f I'Mass coach Pam Huon.

Wet
• Onthf •

out hard and fa^t

Scott's goal t'

has put a pom!

of plav

lit luid get the first score." Hixon said.

. ou can do that but we always try to come

-i ...... this season that IMass
; within the first minute

h.i ...:,.. ,,..;..,.-.. : he game took on the seesaw style

of play thai would (onunu*' throughout the game The two

teams traded {- r the next twelve minutes with

V -L .ft ., U. ^.l!f " i>rtiink;' »Ma\ With

1 (,;,,, ^.,.. .,, . ..i:-..:. .'.:.. ' oritinued failing t<

capitalize on -r i.nng opportunities while I'.Mass put the ball

inthen. lency that has enabled '

T
• • ,,,,;„ .r Si* games. In four prt-

ers had onl\ allowed 40 goals.

...... I Mass displayed a similar command of

A ith AndrpB Muccmt and Kris Kocot playing well m
thi'

Ofu., -. .

tenng her f

FoUowint' '^ ( nenodof back and fourth play CMass pulled

awav from if* •» it scored six goals in the next nine

minutes y

start the n... , ,
.

Schueler pass and ma< " ballgame

Fori"
•' «.folit.'A,i.u v*' j-il-forrMass Thefirst

camea; . ,..„.>istedanu i.'u- .-etauicameonapassfrom

Mor>l. Schiller scored on a penalty shot at 5:41 then a For

bes to Scoft cfimbination made it 7 (» two minutes later

4lt«uii ptonto b> And) HvIWr

Dartmouth's Allvson Button (center, with ball) gets chased by t'Mass' Lii Schueler (left) and

Tammv Martin in action yesterday at NOPE. I Mass won 13^.

out of the year

Dartmouth then pulled Parrot from the net and Maure»

Towers tfHik over Not a team to settle I Mass tallied onr

more goal with "t t«. go in the half when Forbe.-. to<»k a

Morv'l assist.

In the second half I'Mass stuck quickly again with thr.

.

goals in the first two minutes. Bek- 'i thefirst and

Moryl the second with (iinny An:. .: ^ i. >ing her first

goal of the contest at 23:00. l^ter in the game Schueler and

Armstrong put in the GatelUs final two scor*-

The I'Mass defense got help from some poor Big dreen

shooting thrtnighout the game but especially in the second

half as Dartmouth attackers put several balls off th<

alpostA and failed on numerous penalty shot opp<»rtun

ities.

The second half was not as clean as the first due to some

inconsistent officiating that had both coaches storming up

and down the sidelines But it was still a I Mass game all

the way.

I don t think the nffinating affected the <iUtrome but :t

did affect the flow of play
.

" Hixon said. We let it disrup us a

little but I think we learned a lesson today to keep playing our

game and maintain our poise."

"Overall I was very pleased with the game Our double

teams worked well on defense and Kns Kwot played very

well for us today. Offensively we executed our game plan

V ery well. When Pam Mory I was double teamed she passed

. iff well and that's what we needed.. Ever.one ( ontributed.

'

f { i > I 1 1-1 -. H 1

H

Gorillas knock offHofstra
HKMl'.^l KAD. N Y Ihe Iniversityof

Mas!-achu-<t-it> mens lacrosse got itself

back on the winning track with a 13-8 win

over Hofstra. last night, led by junior Tom
Lukaf•' "^' -'--»H (••• j"-m1-

ffoaue iitrn Mi>reau. v^r)" ^uiift'n ii

shoulder injun. earlier this .sea.son. played

for the first itme in four games and stopped

four shots. I'Mass. now ntshot

Hofstra bv a 26-1 1 margin

Matt (> Ktiiiy scored two goal.s and six

other players chipped m one apiece as

I .\lrt.>> broke the game open in '"•
•

ond peruKi.

Down 2-1 after one period, the Ciorilla's

fuitscored Hofstra 5 1 to take a 6 :^ halftime

lead. I Mfi-^ '<' ' " *^ '^^'^^ three quart

ers.

The lacrosse team will be m action again

Saturdav at 2 p.m. at Yale.

The I'Mass baseball team faces Boston

I'niversity in a doubleheader today at 1

p.m. at Lorden Field and the softball team

hosts highly-touted I'Conn for a double-

header at 2:30 p.m. at NOPE

SportsLog

Men's golf getsby Amherst,

Zoo Disc wins, rugby defeated

Golfersnow 9-1, auxut States
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The I'niversity of

Massachusetts men's golf

team defeated cross- towm
rival Amherst College for the

first time in recent history to

run its record to 9-1.

The men. in a match at Hic-

kory Ridge against the Lord

Jeffs, Providence College

and Holy Cross, combined

for a 378, eight strokes better

than Amherst.

The Friars were third at

386 with Holy Cross last at

413.

Senior Charlie Ross was
the medalist, shooting a 74.

Amherst's Curt Burgess al.so

carded a 74.

Sophomore Bill Conely

had a 75 for UMass,
sophomore Tim Smith shot a

76 along with junior Alan

Vorce. Junior Jim Ryan was a

77.

"It was a good team effort

against a team that usually

gives us problems," CM
coach Jack Learoan said. "It

was our best score in some-

time and shows our steady

improvement I was very

pleased to do as well as we
did"
The Minutemen will be at

the State Championships

today at Stow Acres Country

Club. Amherst is considered

the team to beat according to

Leaman, but DMass should

have confidence going into

the match.

The University of

Mas.sachusetts rugby team

lost a 15-6 lead as the Army
came back to wrin 17-15 in

action Saturday.

The West Pointers, a

highly- regarded side in the

East, looked sluggish for

much of the game.

"We went to sleep in the

Continued on page 19

Tonf Buret

Just a few though! -

In the words of Buiy i, r>stai lak.a. Fer-

nando Lamasl. "He was simply

marvelous

The Marvin Hagler-Tommy Heams fight

is being billed in retrospect by experts as one

of the best fights of all time and the first

round is being called the best of all time

Heams had the right at the sUrt of the bell.

But Hagler showed his true form by battling

back and disposing of the "Hit-Man" in

round three. ..The question is not who was the

better fighter, for Mar\in answered that one.

but it is Marvin's future What else does he

have to prove? He has destroyed everyone

else in his class and has beaten all the big

names.

One solution might be for Hagler to go

down to Heams' weight class andfight again.

Although Hagler really shouldn't have to (the

champ shouldn't go to his opponent.s, they

should come to him), it would make for quite

an interesting contest

It's round two in the NHL playoffs with

some first- round series that would

make Chemenko stand up (he's the Russian

guv who's dead). Well, it took Montreal one

more game than I thought for them to send

the Bruins back to The Metro or City Side, or

wherever else they drink. That last game was

the ultimate. Both Doug Keans and Steve

Penney were superb in the nets. But the

Habs had that one break. Next up will be

Quebec. You thought Friday the 13th was
violent? Wait until this war...i'he Islanders

did it again. Just when it looked like they

would be bumped off, they did what has

never been done before, came back to win

three straight after losing the first two. The

Flyers played them extremely tough and

should take that senes

Billy Smith is something. He is the best

clutch goalie in the game while at the same

time being the biggest cheap shot artist

Consider this: Against the Capiuls, Smith

made a save on Mike (iartner Therewas a

rebound in front of the net and when Smith

covered, he saw Bobby Carpenter coming in.

Smith, without hesitation, lifted his skate

into Carperter's face Fortunately, Bobby

got out of the way m time. On the street that

is assault with a deadly weapoa But in hoc-

key, it isn't even worth sitting in a box for two

minutes.

NBA opening round action should see the

Celtics and Lakers cruise perhaps until they

meet again.. .It's too bad that the Celts stif-

fest competition besides the Sixers, the

Bucks, will have to play the Bulls in the first

round. I would have liked to have seen Jor-

dan (what a great commercial for his

sneakers) go a little further. If the Bulls win,

there goes another team that will give Boston

a rua
This area finally has class. Yes, batten

down the hatches. Hulkamania is coming to

Springfield April 24th. Look out

No more need be said.

sportsataglance

UMass Schedule:

Today:
Baseball: BU (2), Lorden Field, 1 p.m

Men's Golf: at State Championshipe,

Stow Acres CC.
Men's Tennis: at Central Conn., 3 p.m.

Softball: UConn (2), NOPE Field, 2:30

p.m.
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UMass offersblood test

to findAIDS antibody

< o(l»«iaa pkmtm b> kUiu K

UMass Junior Suaan Treisman reads names of holocaust victima

outloud by the campus pond during a continuous holocaust vigil

yesterday.

painful
By CHRIS POON
CoUegian Staff

The sleet and cold weather didn't

cooperate with the vigil for holocaust vic-

tims yesterday, but like the weather,

humanity didn't cooperate with the six

milUon Jews who were designated for des-

truction either.

A 12- hour vigil was held by the campus

pond yesterday as part of National

Holocaust Memorial Week. Names of

holocaust victims were read continuously to

"give them an identity and a voice," Rabbi

Saul Perlmutter said

"We have come here to remember, to feel

their loss and to read their words," he

said.

The names read included 55 relatives

and friends of the university community.

The names were submitted by student

Linda Buck.

'If we read a name every two seconds, it

would take 1 40 days to read all the victims

of the holocaust" Perlmutter said.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who was on

campus to honor the polymer science pro-

gram, participated briefly in the vigil by

reading several of the victims' names.

"As people and as a society in

Massachusetta, we care very deeply about

the holocaust" Dukakis said "We care

about the Cambodian genocide because we

have learned what the holocaust means and

bow terrible genocide is"

Six candles were lit in memory of the vic-

tims killed more than 40 yeani ago.

Selections of poems, letters and books

written by victims and survivors of the

holocaust were also read.

Stacey Roth, Student Government

Aaaociation co- president elect read a pro-

clamation written by Dukakis.

"The memories of all the victims, of all

those who resisted and of all those who were

vigilant can never be forgotten, nor can the

present-day implications of the holocaust

be ignored." Roth read

A passage from The Diary ofAnne Frank

was read by Hillel co- President Dana

Grossblatt "We Jews must show our

feelings. Surely the time will come when we

will be people again and not just Jews,"

she read.

By CHRIS POON
( "oUegian Staff

The Mashachusetts Department of Public

Health has designated the I niversity Health

Services as cme of nine state testing sites to

look for an antibody associated with

acquired immune deficiency syndrome, a

disease known as AIDS.

The free blcx)d test for the antibody ATLV
111 is controversial because pe«»ple who test

positive might not have AIDS (or ever con

tract itl. Dr David Kraft, executive director

of Health Services, said

"It s a scary thing We don t know if people

who have these antibodies have AIDS."

Kraft said "We don't know what the

antibodies mean except that ihey (peoplel

shouldn't donate blood.

"Many people test positive, especially in

sexuallvactive communities where the

highest nsk is." he said It s a scary thing to

know that you might be carrying around

antibodies that suggest you might have a dis

ease with no cure"

AIDS, which can be faUl, is a disease that

destroys the body's immune system

Although the disease can be contracted

thrt>ugh contaminated blood transfusions or

be sexually transmitted, "there are people

who have been exposed to it but never

develop the antiliody." Kraft said. While the

number of heterosexuals diagnosed with

AIDS IK on the increase, the majonty of peo

pie diagnosed with the disease are gay men

and or bisexuals. Others who have contrac

ted the disease include intravenous drug

users. Haitian immigrants and people who

have received contaminated blood

transfusions.

The test is funded by the American Red
Cross and the Department <jf Public Health

and can only be administered after calling a

B<iston hotline number l«) ensure confiden-

tialilN. Kraft said

"The test IS not f«)r general offering, it s not

a clinical test. " he said Health Ser\ices will

test pe<»ple twice a week who have made

appointments thn»ugh tht- Boston office, he

said

Ihe test, whu h was recently approved by

the Food and Drug Admini>trati<m. is also

used to test the blo«xl of potential donors.

Kraft said the American Red Cmss is

afraid that many people will go to blood

banks and pretend that they want to give

blood HO that ihey can be tested for the

antibody He said the test sites will keep peo^

pie fn>m clogging up the bUiod banks and

preserve confidentiality.

"When people give bl<H*d they routinely

test each sample for the antibody." Kraft

said. "People who show up positive are iden-

tified and their features are taken down so

they can't give blood anymore"

However, people who have their bIfKxi te«

ted at Health Services will be identified bv a

number rather than giving their name. Kraft

said. If their blood has the antib«idy then they

will be warned not to donate bl«K>d-

The government currently estimates that

more than a million people may be infected

with the AIDs vims .Scientists say that peo-

ple infected with AIDS will probabU carry

the disease for life

"The gay community n» discouraging the

test because there's no treatment available

and there's no direct correlation between

Faculty senate creates plan

to stop future rights violations

Dukakis praises polymer research
By LARRY BOl CHIE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachu.setts is a "cen-

ter of excellence" in the field of polymer

science research. Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

told University officials, faculty and state

industry representatives yesterday at

Memorial Hall.

Joined by Economic Affairs Secretary

Evelyn Murphy and Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey in honoring the achievements of the

polymer program, Dukakis said, "The work

being done (here) is making l^Mass a leader

in this technology."

"I view this center of excellence as being

the model for other centers of excellence

we're creating in this state," he said.

In addition to the UMass polymer

facilities, centers of excellence are being

esUblished in marine science, photovoltaics.

and biotechnology. Murphy told the

gathering.

"The one thing we have going for us is we

have a terribly vibrant economy," she said.

"If you think about what were doing, you can

see that in these areas we have the intellec

tual edge."

Murphy said that f^!^ percent of manufac-

tured products in the U.S. have some form of

pla.stic component to them and that this

enormous market for pla.stics will be utilizing

polymers more and more.

Polymers are large, formable molecules

made from smaller ones which create lighter,

stronger, and longer lasting metals and plas-

tics than were previously available, -said

chemistry professor Richard S. Stein.

Low technology polymers are used for

plastic soda bottles and freezer wraps, while

high technology polymers are u.sed for medi-

cal sutures, clamps, artifical skin, and
ecmtxnmtd on wmm I

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Suff

A year and a half after an incident that

made national headlines and brought multi

million dollar court action against the

University of Massachusetts, the Faculty

Senate yesterday passed resolutions de

signed to prevent such an incident from

occurring agaia

The resolutions are a result of a report by

the Faculty Senate Committee on the Status

of Minorities which examined the events sur-

rounding the arrest of Yvette Henry, a former

UMass student charged with setting one a

series of fires in Crampton House in the fall

of 198.3.

The report which found evidence of civil

rights violations in the arrest made several

recommendations to prevent a similar

situation.

"These motions serve to express the very

real concern of the faculty," David Booth,

chairman of the senate rules committee, said.

"We'd like to clarify and prevent another

situatioa"

The motions request that the administra-

tion develop a policy for situations when a

non- University law enforcement agency is

involved in an on-campus investigatiori The

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said that

although he thought the motions were

appropriate, "a non- University agency doM

report had questioned the role of the FBI and

the State Fire Marshal's Office in connection

with the investigation of Henry.

not always have to ask for permission to enter

campus."
"There is no way a criminal act can be

shielded from action by civil authorities,"

Duffey siad "Few campuses enjoy auto-

nomous freedom."

The second motion, which passed un-

animously, asked for a clarification of the role

of the Dean of Students Office in its respon-

sibilities to students.

The report had questioned the behavior of

several staff members of that office and

stated that they "did not act properly with

respect to Henry."

The final motion requested the enlarge

ment of sensitivity training and crisis

management for all personnel likely to deal

with such crisis situations.

Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor for stu-

dent affairs, said the motions "provide an

area for articulation and confirmation of

existing policies."

"These pohcies also give us a chance to

examine if we should be doir>g more," he

said.

Duffey said he "believed the motions

appropriately express the concern of both

faculty and administration in clarifying

appropriate behavior in such situations."
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World and National News

Entrepreneur Ted Turner announces

bold takeover bid for CBS television
NEW YORK (AP) Cable television pioneer Ted Turner

unveiled a brash bid yesterday to uke control of CBS Inc

without spending any cash and against the resisUnce of the

nation's top-rated television network.

Industry analyst*, who disagreed on the eiact value of the

multibdlion dollar proposal, voiced skepticism that Turner

could pull off such a coup.

CBS has vowed to remain independent but had nothing to

say about Turner's announcement However, the Atlanta

baaed broadcaster, yachtsman and baseball club owner won

^gg-ftt^T*^ aupport from Fairness in Media, a group

•aaodatadwith Sea Jesse Helms. R- N.C.. which had sought

to buy enough CBS stock to "become Dan Rathers boss
*

Turner BroadcaatlBf System Inc "has no plans to make

fundamental chmgM in the CBS televwion networiL,' Tur-

ner told reporters yesterday. "CBS wiU seek to improve the

quality, objectivity and diversity of CBS programming."

He refused to answer questions.

"I want to make it very clear that Turner Broadcasting is

acting on iU own and has no connection with any ideology or

other group in this transaction, " Turner said.

If Turner succeeds, it would be the second change of

ownership among the nation' s big three networks Ust

month. American Broadcastmg Cos and Capital ( om

munications Inc. announced that they would merge in a fnen

dly $3.5 billion deal That plan is still subject to approval by

federal regulators and shareholders.

Turner said he is offering a package of stock and notes in

his own Atlanta- based Turner Broadcasting System Inc for

each of CBS's 29.7 million shares outstanding He said that

he is offering no cash and that he has no partners

His Cable News Network said those securities would be

worth $ 1 75 a share, making the deal worth about $5 2 billioa

Wall Street analysts put lower values on the deal, one as low

as $120 a share. ...
' CBS stock rose $5.25 a share after the announcement but

then retreated and ended the day at$106 12 l/2.down$3 62

1/2 from Wednesdays close on the New York Stoca

Exchange Turner Broadcasting's common stock was

unchanged at $24 in over-the-counter trading

The announcement, which ended weeks of speculation

that Turner would bid for CBS. said his offer was con

ditioned on obtaining 67 percent of CBS's stock.

Turner's bid, which also requires approval from the

Federal Communications Commission, was ouUined m

documenU submitted to the FCC. the Securities and

Exchange Commission, the antitrust division of the JusUce

Department and the Federal Trade Commission

CBS spokeswoman Anne Luizatto said only. "Once we

have evaluated the material. CBS wiU inform lU

shareholders of the merits of Turner's proposal

Turner said that if he obuined 67 percent of CBS's stock,

he would Uke control of the board and then merge his com-

pany with the network, with the same terms offered to the

shareholders who had not tendered theu- shares

MeanwhUe yesterday. Turner filed lawsuiU m federal

courts m AtlanU and New York.

The first seeks to rescind a recent change in CBS s bylaws

that makes it more difficult to call a special shareholders

meeting I'nder the new bylaws. Turner would have to wait

unt.l next spring to seek control of the board.

The second action seeks to prevent the use of a New Ywk

disclosure law as a roadblock to his bid.

Turner met with analysts for about an hour to discuss

his intentions.

"He was forceful, typical Ted Turner, confident, brash,

said Kd Atorino. an analyst at the securities firm of Smith,

Barney. Harris I'pham 4 Co.

hinges on divestment
(AP) • More than 1.500 anti-apartheid protesters, includ

ine 400 longshoremen, ralUed yesterday at the U niversity of

California at Berkeley. whUe hundreds of activisU sUged

sit ins at Columbia. ComeU and Rutgers.

We' re going to stay out here until our demands are met.

student John Fox said at the Berkeley protest against

South Africa's poUcy of racial discrimmation. 'We want the

Administration to know that we are not givmg up."

StudenU who have been demonstrating for nme days,

want university regenU to seU $1.7 billion invested in com

panies doing business in South Afnca. Thwr raUy on

Thursday came as other studenU were leaving campus for

"'^''You're an absolutely beautiful sight.
"
state Assembly

Speaker WUUe Brown told the demonstrators ouUide

Sproul Halt
, , . , ,

The rally was joined by 400 members of the International

Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union who were in

the San Francisco Bay area for a convenUon.

Across the nation in New York City, the sit-m at Colura

bia University entered its third week yesterday, amid com

plamU that the South African government was harassmg

two black South African studenU.

The students have been blockadmg the front doors of the

cUssroom and admmislrauon buildmg suice April 4 to pro-

Ust ( olumbias $32.5 mUUon in investmenU with

American companies doing businesfi in South Afnca

About 1 .000 demonstrators rallied at Rutgers University

in New Brunswick, N J yesterday, prompting a telephone

call from Rev. Jesse Jackson, as some 70 studenU camped

Bhopal aid donated
NEW YORK (AP) Union Carbide agreed yesterday to

finance a $5 million emergency aid program for victims of the

Bhopal chemical disaster, but said a 'fair global settlement

of the victims' lawsuits would do more good.

Carbide acted two days after U.S. District Judge John P

Keenan pubbcly urged the corporation to spend $5 million to

$10 million as a show of "good will" without waiting for court

action to be resolved. Such a donation, Keenan said, would

not imply that the Danbury. Cona-based corporation admitii

any liability for the Dec. 3 accident

According to Indian government figures, some 1 ,700 peo-

ple were killed and up to 200.000 were injured when a cloud

of methyl isocyanate gas escaped from a pesticide plant and

drifted through a slum area of Bhopal.

The New Delhi government sued Union Carbide last week.

iidding to more than 60 other suits against the company that

were brought by private Amencan attorneys on behalf of

accident victims. All the cases have been placed before

Keenan for at least preliminary actioa

Correction: A story on page 1 <>f yesterday's Cnih^mn

incorrectly stated that no alcoholic beverage.-* will be permit-

' i
'•' ••nr's",*enior day." which will be called the Chan

• l.'iption for Seniors, Alcohol will not be served but

-tudents can bring their own beverages, in cans only.
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Night Editor David Summershx
Copy Editor John Vincent

Eavout Tech Ansel Zmter
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Production

PLAYING DEAD - Scattered victims of a fake quake' lie on sidewalk at Universal Studios in

L.A. yesterday during a drill to test the city's preparedness for a major earthquake.

uaura Zigman. Julie Jagger. Danielle Carbonneau, Ivan

"^'ff. Paula Saucier. Kathryn and Michelle Armatrading

1982
Bordeaux Tasting

May 2, 1985 at 7:30 pm
The Lord Jeffrey Inn

$20 per person
Call the Spirit Haus

for reservations and information

253-5384 338 College St., Amherst
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Outlawed Polish press

thrives, speaker says

By RITA Ml RPHV
Collegian Staff

Despite being outlawed by the Communist government,

the underground press \n Poland is as strong as ever accord

ing to a solidarity activist banned from his homeland wh..

apoke last night m Herter Hall

Sewer>n Blumsztajn said the Polish government has had

to "tolerate" an increasingly strong underground press

because popular demand hah been so great it would be mi

tually impossible to rid that Kast Bloc countr> of anti-

Communist press agencies

"The underground press is the most important part ot the

solidaritv movement. (In Polandl it is hard to find toilet

paper and vet hundreds of tons of paper are f.uind for

(underground) publications Newspapers are coming out

more m.w that at the time of legal solidarity." he said

Blumsztajn made international news in Februar> when

Polish authorities detained him at Warsaw Airport and then

put him on a plane back to Pans He said he wanted to return

to Poland after three years in Paris because it s natural for a

person tt) want to go back to his homeland."

Despite not being in Poland during the time martial law

was declared Blumsztajn said he has been m constant con

Uct with members of the underground press and showed

several recent publications coming from Poland

•Paper has become an important symbol of solidarity

The undergrtjund pnnter is no longer an oppressed printer

Uving in an underground ha-ement he earns a very good

living ,

These "entrepreneurs have aided in the pr.-les

nonalization" of the underground press, he said

The underground press gets much of its ecow.mic

hvelihood from western countries, and exist in Poland

because •thereisamarket"foranahematlve-...lr..•oflnlor•

mation. Blumsztajn said

t oll*C>«a plM>u> by BriM S

Solidarity activist Seweryn BluntiBitajn.

•In Poland there is universal knowledge of pnnting techni

ques It is all aimed at nilmg the gaps of what is published by

the government. he said.

The undergn)und press has changed since the time just

before martial law and now. It began as an "mobilization for

society" The press back then documented the confron

tations between people and government lodav the press is

much more philosophical in nature, he said

"One could argue that the battle of culture withaulhorit us

hwi been won (The press ) semi legal status is the best

guwantee that the process of tolerating the press is irreven*

ibie." he said

Collegian 3

Valley activists

to raid Washington
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegina Staff

About 200 Pioneer Valley activists wUI join thousands of

others this weekend in Washington DC. to lobby, protest

and rally against I'.S. policies m Central Amenca, the arms

race and apartheid in South Africa.

Members of I'Mass groups, including Peacemakers, the

Radical Student Union, and the Western Mass. Latin

American Solidarity Committee will join the Amencan

Friends Service Committee, a Northampton based group,

and head to Washington late tonight hopmg to arrive to-

morrow morning in time for a rally in front of the White

House. Peacemakers member Jonathan Spaulding said.

The rally will later move on to the Capiul building

Spaulding said the message to be presented to President

Ronald Reagan and Congress has four main themes: a freeze

and reversal of the nuclear arms race, stop militar> interven-

tion in Central America, oppose government and corporat*

support for South Afnca apartheid, and create jobs by cu^

ting the miliUrv budget.

Most CMass participants will return tomorrow, but 27

membere of Peacemakers wiU remain through Monday to

lobbv in congressional offices. Spaulding said. He said there

will also be 'large civil disobedience action at the White

House."
"We want to shatter the illusion that Reagan has a man-

date for his present miliUnst policies and if legal channel*

don't prove to be effective, people are willing to use civil di»-

obedience and eitni legal means to halt those injustices,"

Spaulding said.

"People that are doing civil disobedience know they are

putting themselves into a rough situation." he said "They

want to put their bodies on the line and confront the mjua-

tices directly."

Peacemakers plan to sell bus tickets to Washington from 9

am. to 4 p.m today on the Campus Center concourse

CoHeftan photo bv Bri«» K rK»»T»

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis: "I view this Center

of Excellence' as being the model."

• Polymerprogram Continued from page 1

andpolvethvlene fibers stronger than steel, he said

Low technolog> polymer products require large amounts

of petroleum additives and Saudi Arabian countries are

working in this area. Stein said. If I'S. research continues

on the high technology polymers, this country could get an

international edge in this field of work and production.

he said. .

•By the year 2000. we must be able to compete in the

world market." Duffey said. "Weve got to be better

educated... and we've got to reaffinn the values of canng for

future generations and quality.

Polymers will reduce energy consumption and our

dependency on allovs from the Soviet I'nion and South

Africa and in doing so will prepare for a stronger and more

secure future in this .state, Duffey said.

The University has been allocated $6 million for a pro-

nosed new polvmer facility by the slate legislature and is

tr>ing to obtain an additional $14 million from private

indust^^• funding to construct that facility. Stein said.

The I niversity now has one of the three best polymer

departments m the U.S. and one of the five best in the

world he said. With continued effort and funding, I Mass

couldbecome the best polymer facility in the country, and,

perhaps, in the worid. Stein said.

BOG rejects

red carpet into

Coors country

By VICKI SPA(iNOLI
Collegian .Staff

The ( ampus (enter

IV>ard of Ctovemors rejected
|

a motion to send three of its

members to the Adolph

Coors Co. in Colorado to

speak about the board's deci-

sion recommending the ter-

mination of Coors beer in the

Blue Wall last night.

BOC. chair, .lane Donohue,

who niled the motion out-of-

order. said.'The board has

considered the Coon issue

twice and we've had lengthy

debate. I don't think a trip

sponsored by Coors would

give people a different per

spective than thev Hlnswlv

have"

hoard member Frank

McC.ovem, who made the

moticm was •disappointed

\*it h t he decision. He said the

( <Kirs Co. invited the board

to send three members to the

Coors brewery in (lolden.

Colo, following the board's

decision last week.

McCiovern said the Coors

company would provide

travel expenses and over

night accomodations for the

three students. He said the

three students would have

the opp<jrtunity to meet with

company representatives

and President Peter Coors,

and would also tour the

Coors brewery and speak

with brewery employees.

'The motion wasn't out of

order,' McC.overn said,

".lane is personally against

Coors as a whole, and I feel

she brought her personal

feelings into the decision. I'm

really annoyed with that.'

McCiovern, who said he is

quitting the board, will not

appeal the decision.

William Harns, director of

the Campus Center adminis-

tration, reaffirmed the ad-

ministration's earlier deci-

sion to sell out the Coors

inventory.

Profwants lesspesticides

By STEVE HKIC.INS

Collecian Staff

I niM-rsiiy ol Massa»hu>.us professor

Ronald .1 Prt»kopy last night urged for a

more •ecological approach " to pest control

in order to avoid unnecessarv contamina-

tion from pesticide use.

As part of the Chancellor's Lecture

Senes in the Campus ( enter. Prf>kopv said.

•We experience so much unwanted death

wit h pesticide use but have as much or more

problems with pests as before we used them

pesticidesl."

The need for short term profits resulted

in farmers using pesticides which quickly

eliminated insects and weeds but encour

aged development of superpests' that

covered pesticide elements such as nit-

rogen into nutrients, said Prokopy wh<i

received a 1982 (;uggenheim fellowship

But while these pesticides are only tem-

porarily effective, they are contaminating

rivers and farmland. Prokopy said, because

pesticide manufacturers must produce

rhemicals which kill more than one pest in

irder to make a profit.

Advertisers have helped create a "pes-

taphohia which has made household in-

iects seem a nuisance and established a

standard that fniit hr unblemished. Pro

kopy said

"Why should an apple that has been

blemished from surface feeding of an insect

be any less appealing." he said.

The outlcK)k may not be as bad as it w<»uld

indicate because with a better understand

ing of technology and insect biology, "we

can deal with pests in a more illuminated

way. he said.

Professor of entomology Ronald

J. Prokopy.

In 1978. Prtikopy began on a strateg>' of

minimal pesticide usage which was imple

ment in the state that year and is now u.sed

as a model worldwide.

The world is heading towards a more

ijentle, ecological approach of controlling

pests and thus towards a worid of less pes-

ticide." Prf>kopy said.

A Ml percent use in Massachusetts or-

chards has resulted from Prokopy' s efforts.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said. Duffey

presented the Chancellor's Medal to Pro-

kopy, "in recognition of our esteem, grat-

itude and appreciation."

Faculty guarded from libel lawsuits

Faculty who sit on University committees

cannot be easily sued for findings which may

go against the best wishes of admini-strators,

the director of Legal Services for the

Massachusetts Teachers Association said

yesterday.

George Shea told members of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors in the

Campus Center that faculty asked by some

organization of the University to report on a

specific topic are protected from possible

libel action because of Mass. Gen Law Chap-

ter 258 Sec. I and II.

The Law states if a person is acting in a role

specifically set by the educational institution

and asked to submit findings, then those fin-

dings, if truthful, cannot be used for the basis

of a lawsuit.

Shea said one of the biggest problems in

libel and slander cases is "how little people

know about libel and slander" when those

terms are used all the time.

Libel he defined as a defamatory state-

ment about someone in writing to a third per-

son Slander is the same, only instead of

being in writing it is spoken.

Recent court rulings have called into ques-

tion when faculty can be sued in such insUn-

ces as libeling people in letters of

recommendation. evaluations, tenure

decisions, and reports of committees on

which they serve.

A better understanding and knowledge of

the definitions of libel and slander can help

faculty when faced with difficult decisions.
^ _ RITA MURPHY
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Knife wielding man robs Amherst gas station

A man wearing a ski mask and wielding a

knife robbed an employee of Ed's Power

Teat gas station on 203 Triangle St Wednes-

day night taking between $250 and $275

Amherst police said the attendant was

closmg the station around 9 p.m. when the

man confronted him, brandished a knife and

demanded the money from the cash register.

He took the money and fled on foot

The attendant said he had locked most of

the money in the station's safe.

Police descnbed the suspect aa a white

male, 5 feet 8 inches tall, in his mid 20s. He

mm wearing a dark ski mask and a nylon

:bhM jacket

Police aaid the incident is still under

investigatioa

In UMass pohce news:

•a 20-year-old Amherst man told police

he was "just playing" after he was stopped

Wednesday night for driving to endanger,

police said.

The man lost control of his car on North

Pleasant St and then passed three cars in a

no- passing lone. police said. He was fined

$125 and his license was revoked.

•Three cars were towed from campus

parking loU after police recovered three

stolen parking stickers Wednesday

afternoon.
—DANIEL SOBEL and

CHRIS POON

^
Now's

the time
to caH...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Recondrtioning

MMMMUMWIMMMMIMIMIIIMIMMIMMWMMM

I

i

I

Bring this ad in

and save

$2.00 on

men's Levi jeans

cords or jackets

FREE CONCERT

Fred Clayton
Trio

AMHERST COMMON
Saturday, April 20, noon-3 p.m.

to celebrate

SOUP COMPANY
Community Meals and Emergency Food

Sat& Sua 11:30-1:30 p.m

I »t Congregational Church, Amherst

!

estaurant

Ik

Week Long Speciab

Gin & Tonic 99t

Michelob bottles 99e

Friday Dinner Special

VEAL PARMIGIANA
only $8.25

includes soup or salad, spaghetti £r a beverage

TargeT^K~'S"WtcKer \
$7.99

with this coupon
expires April 25. 1 9H5

ask your waitperson for detai ls

G6 Un"rsTtY D ""aMHERST 649 5713

I

Levis
JEANSWEAR

QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

at

Saturday Clothes
Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6

expires April 24th

Open
FH
HI

8:30
I

I

NEW for SPRING
Incredible Selection

c«--:«-,» Chinese
Earrings ^^^^^

Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

Pants- 'Si! T-Shirts

Gifts -

Cards
Room Decor

20 - 40% SALE
off selected

Clothing and Shoes

FRIDAY SOCIAL HOUR
(A Three Hour Tradition)

3:00 P.M. til 6:00 P.M.

MCI^CANTILC
Open daily 10 am to 6 pm
Sunday noon to 5 pm

AmhcrtC Carriage Shops
Northamptf

Today *8 Entertainer:

JUST
GEORGE

No Cover - Over 20 Only
and STILL THE BEST Friday

Entertainment in the Valley

Friday. April i9. 1985

Collegian 5

HAIRCUTS
$7.50ONLY "^ # WW with coupon

j

call
J

STYLES BY DEBORAH
j

5495610 5

expires 4/30/85 CJ

tr
BEER KM-j> WINÊ

kS^
^^^

^^^
.^o^ 116

^^ E Hadley Road |
MMMC

RIVERGLADE

SOUTHWOOD
R £t P

PACKAGE
********

Holyoke

Your closest package store

2 mins down 116

OP€N '0 " Mood** iK'u i*iu'0<«

Souit" »»"»»••»' •*'**• - *•»" '*> °*"' ***"

HEEHAIMS

u^/t ENTE
RTWNWtNT ^C\N6

7T,
M^ Jt W * Jt^^B^

AHENTION PSYCH

MAJORS: OURLOANSWILL
BLOW YOUR MIND.

FRI. 19th

F.C. POHAKU
SAT. 20th

The Amazing New Metho
from N.Y.C.

Thats Flat

Wed. 2ith-

M ash room Peop;o

Thurs. 25th - TheCvclones

Fri. 26th - Rapture of Deep and

Blue Print the Silence

Sat. 27th - Sandy Mac
and the

Heartattacks from Boston

Free Munchies Nightly

Coming Soon The Boss Night

24 Pleasant Street, Northampton, 1N/IA

586 4258 parking in rear

We believe the last thinK that should keep

someone from going to college is money.

So call 1-800-SHAWMUT or come m and

see us about our comprehensive education

loan program.

Because when it comes to helping stu-

dents, our heads are in the right place.

Shawmut Banks
UK)ktouslor(iiiution.

Members FDKT Equal Housing Lender?

would like to thank you for making Bud Break

85 come alive from here all the way down to

the beach! Welcome back from a sunny, relax

ing. safe and responsible vacation. And if by

chance we weren't able to greet you in person

with a free Bud Break poster over the break,

send for youre now while the supply lasts.

Each poster^ is a bright, sunny reminder to

^maintain that Spring Break atti

^tude all the way into summer,

^when you can do tt all a^ain...

J
and Know Wben lb Sa^ When.

Send your name and address

Jong with a check or money

order for $1.00 (made pay-

able to Busch Creative

Services Corp.) to cover

^ postage and handling for

each poster ordered.

> Mail Orders to: Bud

Break Poster Offer,

5240 Oakland Ave.

v-.-.V-.
• • . .' •

. • . . • *

. *:
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betv^t-en people vsith AIDS and people wh<» test |K>sitive

with the antibodies." Kraft said.

'Since there IS noeffective treatment for AIDS, 1 hope that

this IS the First step towards identifyinR the agents that cause

AIDS, he said.

Heahh Services will be taking blood tests until June KraJt

said the Department of Public Health may extend lunding

for the free service depending on the response

There are no known cases of students who have AIDS at

I'Mas.s, Kraft said.

GoodGrief ..

\ Tenth Annual
Diamond Sale

ARTS ^

UAKN-i*

CKSVIA I5Z.

IFR PfKR

Amherst Rotary Club's f v j
- \J>^ L

Antique Show^>^-^\-^^^^^^

;

& Flea Market /\Gt^ : i>

Sunday. April 21 .A^/r
» a m 10 4 so p "^ '''->. ^ .

Indoor* 3-Countv F«ir G'OofxJt, ^Ttv\4

NorttMmplon. M«M . o« 1-91 oo Rl 9 V^^'^
Adm $2 (16 and uodw »»••> If , V.-

Mrs Malcolm W Turnef. Show Manager 413 323-4864 J

'20% and more
off all diamonds
and diamond
jewel ry during April

f-eaturing an extensive

special collection of

diamonds in ideal-cut

rounds and fancy
'^ shapes, cut by Lazare

Kaplan 8t Sons

silverscape designs

GOLDSMITHS-GEM GALLERY

264 N. PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST 253-3324Jfv.

NRBQ^M/\RSH/ILL^ CKLKSUA\N
\\

SMUini. \l.Y*eS> MivnttUucktCMltgl

n. » r • - ."•r uv yga >J. Sttgrnerai S'^at ihtdoor

AvaiMt at MtiWBotOlhK. M.wi/ Hcly^^t

fmat.AnAera & Mam St. Rnordi.N(iiihtmpicm

UMasss Transit Service presents the

Summer Training Program

^ for Bus Drivers
if you:

. have had a drivers * license for a year

- are at 'east 18 years old

y\ - have 3 or more semesters remaining in a

^•: UMass degree program

^ - want a fun, well-paying job for the fall

^. UMTS is an EO/AA employer. ^^^ «'^ '^'^^'^

% Applications will be given to the first 100 people

iwi at the Applications Meeting:

& Tues, April 23rcf- 8 pm - Campus Ctr. 101

^ Bring proof of class year (schedule or transcript - no ID's)

^. Women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply.

^- • For further information call 545-0056

. ,•,•, ,»,•• •••••• •••*.• .••'•• •*• • • • • ••• ••• ••• ••

: r

5%^

W
U

.x^*'

"'"•K
•^

70« Drafts
Bud, Coors, Miller. Prior Double Dark

MOLSON$1.10
(beer of the month)
Come watch the Celtics

repeat as NBA Champs

GREAT EATS
Steamed Hot Dogs 60<r (tube steaks)

KielbasaSl.OO

Chili Dogs $1.00

DRINK OF THE WEEK
Gin and Tonic $1.00

THE SPOKE
a drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

35 East Pleasant St. Amherst

(right next to The Sub)

An exhibition of handcrafts from rural

Guerrero, Mexico will be held at the

Augusta Savage Memorial gallery in

New Africa House, U Mass all day Friday,

April 19.

The crafts on display will include stone and

wood carving, amate bark paintings, and

accomplished shell and exotic wood inlay

bracelets and earrings. Some inexpensive

pieces will be available for sale. A photo dis-

play of countr>' craftspeople and village

scenes will also be presented.

The exhibition is provided by the Latin

American Resource Center of Brattleboro

Vermont and Alia, a direct-marketing enter-

prise on behalf of Third Worid artisans.

A reception will be held at 6 pm at memorial

Gallery. George Godeck a long time resident

of rural mexico and recently returned from

northern Guerrero state will make himself

available to anyone interested in questions of

campesino culture, cottage industry

handcraft, or developmental economics.

LcrtlnAinerican Resource
32 Main Street

Brattleboro. VT 05301
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Our short-term assignment

Random Notes

Take back the right

According to the FBI. a woman is beaten

every 18 seconds by her husband

It is established that one out of every

three women will be raped in her lifetime.

Siity-five percent of all women who are

raped know their assailant

One out of five women in a college re-

lationship is abused by her partner.

One out of 20 natural fathers is inces-

tuously involved with his daughter.

The five college area is not exempt from

this national epidemic of violence against

women and girls. The fear of violence and

haraaament is an every day occurrence in

the lives of women, and this is compounded

by racism, classism, homophobia, ableism

and anti-Semitism. Furthermore. acU of

male violence are condoned by the media

and other male- dominated institutions,

thus perpetuating women s subordinatioa

We. as women, fear for our safety not onb' in

the streets and public places, but in our own

homes. A pubbc response to these acts of

violence is k>ng overdue. It is for this reason

that women and men in the five college area

have organiied: "Take Back the Night;

Reclaiming Our Lives" a rally and march.

"Take Back the Night" originated in

England vn the mid 19708 as a public pro-

test agairwt rape. Because the night

threatened women's safety, women joined

together en masse to "take back the night."

to say that we have a right to walk alone, at

night in safety. Since then, "take back the

night" has grown to encompass many more

forms of violence against women and girls

such as rape, battering, sexual harassment

and incest "Reclaiming Our Lives" is our

own addition to the "Take Back the Night"

theme, symbolizing women's strength and

energy to empower ourselves and reclaim

our lives.

We see this event as an opportunity for

women and men to educate themselves and

others on the issues of male violence. Please

join us in this public protest and celebration

tonight at 5.30 p.m on the south -steps of the

Student Union Building.

S.E. Chase and Heidi Holland are

UMass students

We say "no" to the contras not because it ia

pragmatic or sensible to stop further mili-

tarization of Central America, although these

are good reasons for acting against the latest

hoax. We say "no" because we must act on

our belief in justice, equality, and peace.

The war for the minds and hearts of you

and me has taken a dramatic new turn To

fund the contras in 1985 is for this adminis-

tration what the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution

was for the war in Vietnam

At this historical moment, a moment fr-

amed in part by Holocaust Memorial Week,

we can realize that the genocide of the Jews

in the "408 was the result of laws and reg

ulations widely publicized in the '30s which

denied to Jews basic human righu of citi-

zenship, of economic secunty. of dignity and

well being The policy of gentKide was built

by laws and mstitutions supposedly healthy,

through a step by step perveision «)f due pro-

cess and with the consent of the governed.

Today once you and I face what is happen-

mg in Central Amenca, the atrocities of the

contras agamst civilians trying to rebuild

Nicaragua, how our government wanu to res-

tore military aid to the "stinking U>rture

sUte" of Guatemala, how our government s

policy IS that of a bully determined to control

its holdings, we can then look at the basic

plantation poUtics at work here. This politics

of fear and intimidation tells us we are

threatened, but the might is right signal does

IMtmahly to U.S. client regimes in Central

Amwica and to countries like Chile. South

Korea and the Philippines.

We cannot afford to be good Germans m
the face of the admmistralions defiant post

tion on contra funding. To stop the war

against the country of Nicaragua is to affirm

itit nght to self determination and our nght to

a responsible government in the United

States. Our government dehumanixes both

the people of Central Amenca and you and

me by lying to us and seeking our support for

supplying repression of basic human rights.

Patrick J. Sullivan

I am deeply convinced that if each of us

met and listened to the story of a refugee

from El Salvador or Guatemala, or liatened

to a Nicaraguan who had a relative killed by

contra mercenaries, we would mark that

event as a turning pomt and find the means to

join the struggle for peace and justice in Cen-

tral America We are not ulking here about

headlines or arguments in words, we are ulk

mg about being touched by another human

being and. by being touched, finding the

energy for action Undertake your activism

where you are now. do not reaiat by claiming

lack of time, and do not expect too much of

yourself actmg alone. Jom others in the

cause Think of this as a terrible crash, many

are suffenng, and you are indeed nearby and

can help.

We have our short-term assignment Stop

the funding of the contras. our government's

mercenaries. But such is only the first step in

changing course to a more humane foreign

and domestic policy, because we undersUnd

the arrogance, racism and false secunty on

which the present course is based. We can do

better, we have m the past, although fitfully

We are at the historic moment together

because of what happened in Vieti«m and

Iran and AfghanisUn and. yes. what hap-

pened in Nicaragua in 1979 The South

Korean dissident leader Kim Dae Jung said

last February: "America has failed. I beUeve I

am a candid friend of your country, even

though I cnticize mistaken pohcies. because

I love your country. So I don't want to see

your country fail any more."

f'atnck J Sulluan us a profetsor m the

School of Education and member of the

Uruiiemity's Faculty for Peace m Ventral

Amenca

A student newspaper should help scholars

The reason why the Deans List will not be

printed in the Collegian this semester is

because this paper wants to charge the Dean

of Students office $2 .000 to print last semes-

ter's outstanding students' names. That

office can not afford to spend that much so

therefore those studenU will go unnoted by

their peers. If the student directory and the

Collegian cannot print last semester's Dean's

List, who can? These superb students car>-

not even get recognized for their efforta in a

listing in the student newspaper, a paper

supposedly for the students It would be nice

to see a semester's good grades and hard

work be applauded by somebody. The new

idea of the pamphlet is great but will not help

last fall's scholars.

EdUorn Note Because the Collegian M
financMlly independent from the Unwenity. it

must charge all groups and organuatwns for

all adiHTtising. The Dean ofStudents office it

no exception.

Joy Sapienza
Northeasi

Letters to the Editor
'OthPr beveraees' wUl be allowed at event Mistake in the cinema mislead reviewer
Utner beverages Wm Ue aUUWCU a

Th^,|.„„i.,„„,Don.eto.n.i,U.k,m.h. lo«.r,d m.k,n8 U l„ok Ilk. th.

The following is in response to the Col-

legian article yesterday on the "Senior Pic-

nic" or "Chancellor's Reception for

Seniors."

The event will take place from 1 to 5 p.m.

May 23 by the Campus Pond. Seniors and

guests will be entertained by Barrence Whit-

field and the Savages, BiU "Wildcat"

O'Halloren and WMUA DJs. In addition

seniors will receive a formal invitation from

the chancellor. This invitation will also dou-

ble as their ticket to the barbecue meaL The

meal will consist of chicken, spare ribs,

potato salad, etc.

Following the policy set by the University

and in line with other spring events, only soda

will be provided. Other "beverages " will be

allowed on the pond lawn with the exception

of kegs and bottles.

I hope this letter will clarify any misun-

derstanding caused by yesterday's

Collegian article.

Judy Gagnon
Kenneth Abert

Student Activiiiea C'flce

Interpretation of lecture 'missed the point'

The reporter's interpretation of Jonathan

Katz's recent talk on the "Creation of

Heterosexuality" in the Collegian on Apnl 1

1

missed the point First of all, Katz pomted

out that the actual title of his talk was the

"Invention of Heterosexuality
'

I emphasize

this because Katz was attempting to his-

toricize "heterosexual" and"homosexual

and hence get away from assumptions of

biological or natural origins of these cate-

gories. ,, .

In fact, the first use of "heterosexual in

this country located these people as deviants

or perverts. Their crime was to engage in sex-

ual acts for pleasure rather thanprocrentwe

purposea. What is remarkable about KaU s

history of homosexuality is the relatively

short time (90 years) that this category

changed from being a

pejorative one to normalized one only to be

called into question by changing social con-

ditions, i.e. the women's liberation move-

ment and the lesbian and gay movement to

name a few. With regard to Katz's "Utopian

dream" he was not arguing for a "distancing

between" hetero- and homosexuals, rather

he was suggesting that these categories are

historically specific, which means at some

point they might be irrelevant

Suzanne J. Keller

North Leverett

This letter is in response to a mistake in the

review of Paris, Texas in the 10 April issue.

The misUke is not the fault of the writer, she

wrote a fine review The sentence stated, "As

Jane rambles on about her life. Wenders

focuses on her. to the point where the top half

of the screen is blacked out

"

I saw that same screening on Friday night

at the Academy of Music. The top half of the

screen was not blacked out, it was the bottom

half. Wenders did not create this effect, the

projectionist up in that dark, lonely booth

did.

This is one of the greatest evils in society.

When an artist creates, his work is always up

for ridicule and destructioa When a com-

mercial theater or art house fails to show the

film in its correct format, it dements the pro-

per intention of the filmmaker. I don't have to

prove this; just see the film at a different

theater.

To try and correct this mistake after four

minutes screen time, the projector was

lowered making it look like the camera waa

tilted up. This is crude.

Robby Muller is one of the best contem-

porary cinematographers and would not

resort to device found in a high school video

class. If Wenders (the director) did intend

this effect, he would have used an

anamorphic lens system and centered the

frame during post- production, with a shadow

darkening the edge of the frame simUar to

an iris.

In the real version, Wenders has one actor

recite the monologue, while the other is seen

in the same shot giving the proper response.

This is different from the primitive reaction

shot technique used widely in television and

taught in many film courses.

The worst thing that can happen to a film

next to a video cassette reproduction or

television (cable or not) is a mistake in the

film's home: the cinema.
Jim Tasrior

Nortkeaat

Letters Policy

All letters muiit be aipied and include the writer'. MMtreM and

telephone number, which will not be publi.hed. Pleai« type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we repret we are unable to acknjmtedge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarit? and lenith.
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RECLAIMING OUR LIVES
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5: 30 RALLY AT STUDENT UNION
7: 30 MARCH TO AMHERST COMMON
9:00 DANCE AT VALENTINE HALL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL HEIDI

OR CHASE AT 545-0341
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Non-alcoholic dances offered

; viable drinking
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

If getting drunk on the weekends just isn't

for vou and voure seeking an alternative to

bars and crowded discos, an event that will

uke place tonight and every Fnday may be

what you're looking for.

The Southwest Residential Education

Committee has developed a program to

alleviate some of the problems

undergraduates have in finding things to do

on weekend nights. The committee has

begun sponsoring a non-alcoholic dance on

Fnday nights, providing munchies and music

for all UMass students.

The committee, which includes staff mem-

bers within Southwest, "has become interes

t«d in solving the problem of boredom and

drunkenness on weekends." Bruce Frauman,

head of residence for Mackimmie House,

said. The dance is an alternative to getting

drunk and rowdy or having nothing to do.

he said.

The committee held its second dance last

Friday night, offering free admission and

munchies to the students "I felt gcmd about

the turnout," Jan Curtis, co-director of the

program, said.

The committee has been meeting with the

Southwest Area Government to try and pool

resources, she said. Bill Collins. SWAG co-

president, said "over 85 percent of South

residents are under age." and that there

needs to be more things for students to do.

SWAG, he said, is purchasing "an audio-

visual system to put on dances, movies, pro

gramming. anything." The system wiU be

located in Hampden's southside room in

Southwest and it will provide free entertain

ment, Collins said.

The Southwest government will pay $4280

and the Student Government Association

will pay for the other half of the system, he

said.

The Southwest house councils and area

government will participate in the organiza

tion of the dances. The committee welcomes

'all input," Frauman said. Students are

asked to offer advice, help, or just come to

party, he said.

The dances are held free each Friday night

in the Southside Room at Hampden Dming

Commons between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m.

Jazz ensemble winsmajor title

The I niverMly ot .\lu>Na(husett.» studonl

jazz ensemble was recognized a.s one «)f the

most outstanding college big bands in the

counto a' ^^e 27 th annual national

Collegiate Jazz Festival last week at Notre

Dame University.

"We went there just feeling great that we

were chosen to go. Most of the bands there

have won countless awards. We were hoping

to win. but you ran never tell. '
.said Jeff

Holmes conductor and mn-i' H<'pnririu'nt

faculty member
Holmes recalled that he played at the

Notre Dame festival as a student eight

years agf).

"To come back with your own ensemble

eight years later and win it's prettv wild. ' he

said He noted that this is the first time the

IMass ensemble entered the Notre Dame
competition.

There were two other awards in different

categories given out A total of 15 bands

auditioned, sending in tapes of their music

Holmes said. On the basis of these tapes,

nnalist.s were invited to the festival

'It's a big honor These kids are high," said

Linda Faulkingham public relation- <<>or

dinator for the music department

I'Mass student Geof Mattoon was given a

ludges citation for a di.stinguished perfor

mance on the tenor saxophone.

The jazz en.semble's final concert will take

place on May 7 in the Fine Art*Center Con

rert Hall It is free and open to the publu

LAURA KOESTER

For^
Ritter

Last Day of Registration
Don't miss your chance to help America's one million homeless 1

and abused kids.

Register today-
Campus Center Concourse 9 am - 3:30 pm

Newman Center 9 am - 9 pm

If you've already registered, you can pick up your T-shirt and

race number at the Newman Center today until 9 pm. Picking

them up today will save a lot of time at the race tomorrow.

I

Please don't forget to return the top copy of your sponsor

sheets—we need them back before the race. Without it, you

I

won't be eligible for prizes and you won't receive your race

I
results.

Thank you for your support, and thank you for caring. See

you tomorrow!!!!

Friday. April 19, 1985
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American youths are the heirs to struggle forhuman
By KIMBKRLY A BlRiJK
Collegian Staff

"American youths are the heirs to a struggle for human

dignity that is being played out in this country. " Bladina

Ramirez, a member of the Civil Rights Commission and

director of a training program for the Intercultural Develop-

ment Research Assocation if San Antonio, said last night at

Amherst College.

"You are the heirs to something far greater than wealth

You are the heirs to the struggle of the Cnited States to

become a more perfect democracy, a more perfect union,"

she said.

The struggle for civil rights has taken lives in the physical

sen.se and in the sense of unfulfilled dreams and shattered

families. Ramirez sees a tragic repeat of this beginning to

happen in this country.

Over a hundred years ago. this nation took extreme

measures of rending itself apart in order that the ideal of civil

nghts might be furthered The I Uh. Nth. and I'lth

Amendments are as vitiiltodav a* they were 100 years ago.
'

she said.

According to Ramirez, the nation began to turn around in

I9n4. Twenty years ago. the nation knew where Us soul was.

People of all colors were taking tremendous risks saying

This IS now the nation we want to be ' A white woman was

killed in the South because she ttM>k pari in a « ivil rights

demonstration."

The Civil Rights Commission was created in 19f>7 to be a

watchdog for the nation on civil right.s p<ilicies No president

has ever tampered with the commission because it was

independent and above politics. H«»wever, Reagan set almut

to remove all the commissioners and put people who share

his views on civil rights in, Ramirez said

"On Oct. 23. 19H;1. I received a call form White H»>use per

sonnel telling me that I was fired. Ihe president had

exceeded his authority. By the time his decision was over-

turned he had placed five people who were loyal and vocally

suportive of his views, one is undecided, and two are against

him." Ramirez said.

The commission has launched an aggressive attack on

affirmative action, comparable worth, and racial policies.

"Affirmative action is the most difficult and trying issue in

.\menca. I hate to deal with it. However, if it wasn't there.

issues wouldn't have been lixiked at." she said.

Ramirez says the rhetoric against comparable w<»rth

"sounds like the rhetonc against the ab«)lition of slavery

Sometimes I fell like a rat in a maze and every time I turn

around, someone says, your didn't say mother may I

'

She said it is the responsibility of todays youth to come up

witn something that will work for civil rights. "To do nothing

is simpiv unacceptable." she said

Conference salutes

Afro-Latino music
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A jazz-all star concert with Tito Puente.

Mongo Santamaria and Max Roach at 8

p.m. Sunday in the Fine Art« Center will

kick off the 14th annual black Musicians

Conference at the University of Massa-

chusetts.

The conference recognizes the con-

tributions of black Americans to national

and international music, and the impact of

these contributions on contemporary

American life and thought.

This year's theme is "A Tribute to Afro-

I^tin Music." Frederick Tillis. director of

the Fine Arts Center, said the event is 'try-

mg to show a particular and unique cultural

perspective in American music." not just of

the continental U.S., but "Pan- Ameri-

can."

Santamaria and Puente will be honored

with a 'Distinguished Achievement

Award" at the concert Tillis said the award

is a gesture of appreciation for their par-

ticipation in the benefits concert for the

Fletcher Henderson Me..iorial Scholarship

Fund. The scholarship is given to I'Mass

students who want to pursue a career in

jazz.

The awards will be given to the perfor-

mers "for their out.sUnding contribution as

artist and musicians." Tillis said.

While Santamaria is known as "master of

the Conga drum," with an international

reputation as one of the world's foremost

Latin Percussionists. Puente is the "king of

Latin music" and a pioneer of Latin .Jazz.

In addition, he is credited with over 120

recordings with his orchestra and was the

recipient of two Grammy awards in 1978

and in 1983.

Tillis said Latin music has been an

integral part of black music with its roots

"asearly astheB bopera(of the 194Us). It

has never stopped."

He said Dizzie Gillepsie was one of the

early pioneers of fusioa Gillepsie brought

Conga drums from the Caribbean and in-

corporated them mto his music.

Tillis, who is a musician and composer,

said, the Latm influence today "is firmly a

part of many jazz ensembles. Most bands,

particularly in colleges, high schools, uni-

versities and recordmg companies, have

incorporated in their rhythm session a per-

cussionist" in addition to the drummer

Luis Melendez. producer of "Tertulia," a

Spanish program aired on WF(^R said the

conference "is an excellent way of promot-

ing the togetherness " between people of

African descents.

Despite language barriers among Carib-

bean people, "there is a deep and very

important tradition in common; the Afncan

tradition," that overcomes that difference

"with music and arts in general"

Other conference events include a

workshop with Tito Puente at 11:15 Mon-

day in room 44 of the Music department,

and a group exhibit entitled. "The Move-

ment of Music: A collective Experience, "at

3 p.m. in the Augusta Savage Gallery.

A panel discussion with Tito Puente,

John Storm Roberts, Marta Moreno Borrell

and Enriquez Fernandez on "Afro- Latin

Music: Four Perspectives " will be held at

7:30 p.m. on Tuesday in the Cape Cod

Lounge in the Student Union Building.

The conference will conclude with a free

concert featuring Pablo Landrum and

There.8a Folksplair at 8 p.m. Friday in the

Cape Cod Lounge.

Art is a

vehicle

By KIMBERLY A BURGE
Collegian Suff

While the history of Ni-

gerian art IS as old as the

country itself, a batik artist

said he would like to see it

used as an instructive means

of communications.

Tunde Odunlade. who
visited the University of

Massachusetss bat week

said many African art pieces

have a political or a social

message behind them, and

because of this, "it can be

recognized culturally and

resourcefully and used as an

instructive means of com-

munications.'"

"Politics in art is interest-

ing in itself. It can't be taken

away," he said adding. "I

remember one piece of art

which I did It was a batik

titled. "Fingers Are Not

Equal." In the background, I

put a large question mark and

had a truck pusher on one

side and a nch man driving a

car on the other side. The
truck pusher wonders why he

must push a truck (cart) for a

living and the rich man drives

a car. The social message of

the batik says there is ine-

quality in day to day life."

he said.

The ideas for his art comes

from different sources. "I

open my eyes and I see. 1

open my ears and I hear. I

communicate with people.

Tunde OnduUde. Nigerian batik artist.

The ideas come and I put

them down.'" he said.

Odunlade became interes-

ted in art at an early age. "'I

didn't have the opportunity

to follow it up However, by

luck, I met a man named

Yinka Ade Yemi who put me
through school and I was able

to develop the talent that I

was bom with."" he said.

He said art is an inborn

characteristic of Nigerians,

"Every Nigerian is creative.

We can make music from

clapping our hands and teli

folk Ules.
"

Acccording to Oduntade,

the role of African artista

today is to " project the image

of African art as not only

being rich but resourceful

They should let the world

value our art in a way that our

messages can be put a-

crosa."
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University Drive. Amherst, Ma.
(Amh«rM Shopping C*nt«r)

Miller Lite 12 oz,bottie8$ 10.75 plus

$1.20

Rolling Rock 12 oz homes $10.45
plus $1.50

Old Milwaukee suitcase cans$8.55
plus $1.20

BUSCn suitcase cans$9.55 plus $1.20

Carling 12 pU. cans$4.10 plus 60«

Mohawk Vodka 1 75 l$7.95

Burnett's Gin i75l$10.99

253-5595

MIKE'S GUARANTEES!!
I

You'll meet someone

j

you'll like being with -

Talk about something

you like talking about -

End up doing some- j^
thing you'll like ^/
doing. Start Sf
with a cold 2!
beer at Mikes

CASIAC
Pre-Registration

Phone Bank

IHH WMi I

call for help and information:

545-2191

Sunday-Thursday NIGHTS, 4/21-4/25, 7-10 p.m.

Please do not come to office

No faculty advisors or signatures

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Dowiitown Amherst 263 5441
GRIZZLEY BEER $2.706/pk+dep; $9.80 case -f-dep

Budweiser suitcase $11.55 case plus dep.

Busch suitcases $9.95 case plus dep.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $10.95 case plus dep.

Heineken or Becks $4.25 6 pack plus dep.

Moosehead Beer $3.70 6 pack plus dep.

Utica Club long necks $6.49 case plus dep.

Vodka or Gin 80 proof $7.99 1.75L

COORS in cans, bottles & kegs

Chabad House
presents

GERKLD GREEN
telepla/ writer of

WkLLENBERG' k HERO'S
STORYThr \R<° dnrudrama ahnul thr S»rdi«h

diplonuM whn Nnrd rntt IINt.INN) Hun|(»nian lr««

SundOK >1pril 21

3=00 PN\
CC Room 163

UN\ass
Prof.

Eri/in Stoub

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY
Sunday - Thursday 4-2 am

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 4 - 3 am

^Patriots Day Sale
All Week

Starts 4/15 thru 4/20

All Matinique Blazers and Pants

25% OFF
All In Wear Skirts and Pants

25% OFF
Bargains Bargains Bargains

13 N. PleaMnt StAniheret

Fria«y. ApiU 19, 1985
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ARTS
CINEMASCOOP

by Count Ramin Zahed
A purple rose by any other name is still a rose, and Woody

Allen's latest masterpiece The Purple Rose of Cairo is a great

achievement by any other standard. Not only is Allen's film

full of channing moments, it is also an excellent study of the

magic of the medium. Allen's leading lady Mia Farrow plays

a mistreated housewife in the thirties who seeks shelter in

thearmsof a fictious screen idol (Jeff Daniels). I simply can

not praise this film ermugh. Purple Rose which makes its area

debut today at the Hampshire Mall is vintage Woody Allen;

the mark of a master director who has matured with the

passage of time without losing his comic touch.

I tried to see Desperately Seeking Susan last weekend. Yet

there was this beast m the theatre (BethAnn Moskov) who

continually vomitted on me. It became increasingly difficult

to concentrate on Madonna's performance while I was being

bombarded with undesireable liquids. I caught LadyHauke

the next day though. Matthew Brodehck was his whimsical,

wise guyish self. However, the music composed by Alan Par-

sons was a real negative element. Disco beat simply doesn't

mix with a classical Medieval fantasy.

For those of your who enjoyed watching Poltergeist on the

tube last Sunday, a sequel is currently being made called

Poltergeist II. The Other Side. JoBeth Williams. Craig T.

Nelson and Zelda Rubinstein have been signed to encore

their original roles.

Weekend Winners: Bill Forsythe's Comfort and Joy makes

its first appearance in the valley at the Academy of Music.

Fors>'the who charmed audiences with his smooth Scottish

humor in Gregory s Girl and Local Hero seems to be one of the

best new directors around, and Comfort andJoy could soothe

many a tense soul this weekend For all you English majors

out there. Amherst cinema is showing Jan*- Eyre with Great

Expectations, two definite classics. Think, you don't even

need to read the Monarch Notes and you get to see Elizabeth

Taylor as a young girl in Jane Eyre

KiUer QuesUon: My many thanks to Marcie Moscowitz.

Nancy Bukar (Nottajap). and to Loren Demerath who correc

tly identified the group singing about Rosanna Arquette as

Toto This week two free passes to the Hampshire Mall will

be given to the soul who can tell me a) the name of Mia

Farrow's first husband (hint he did it his way) and b) Zelig's

first name Intil next week, watch out for those monsters

who vomit in the dark comers of film theatres.

Daniels plays the hero who walks ofTscreen to

woo Mia Farrow in Purple Roae.

Barberneeds a trim
By BRADFORD VERTER
CoUegian Staff

Rossini's The Barber of Seville

Performed by the Texas Opera Theater

At the Rand Theater
Wednesday, March 17

As a child of the TV generation, when 1 think of Texas I

think of six- shooters, sheriffs and slap leather or crawl, not

comic operas Notwithstanding, the Texas Opera Theater

(TOD did an amusing rendition in English of Rossini's

famous opus. The Barber of Sevilh

Thr Barber nf Senile has a plot i>pual of most comic

operas Boy meets (lirl. after much trickery Boy gets (iu-l

The Texas Opera Theater's production portrayed this well

Although the libretto was originally in Italian, the TOT did

the Flnglish version by Ruth and Thomas Martin Thus the

nuances and intricacies of the argument were made

clearer.

The fact that the opera was done in English did have some

serious drawbacks, however. Certainly it lost some of it*

charm, iU air of mystery, of passion, of sophisticatioa The

focus is often transferred from the music to the words which

are frequently facile and foolish.

On occasion some of the less adept performers would sim-

ply recite the lines rather than singing them. This would be

acceptable if the words were not so dated: Much of the lib-

retto's appeal has been lost over the years, and now seems

only charmingly quaint

Very quaint was the pantomine dunng the overture. It

was. perhaps, the fastest paced action of the whole opera,

and set the background for the story very effectively.

Less well staged was Count Almaviva's (Kurt Streit) first

aria: Rather than serenading his sweetie's window, he paced

the stage, addressing the audience. Streit's gentle tenor was

usually very nice- his aria "Dawn of the Day" was done

beautifully - but he had a serious problem with projection

and was unable to sing the faster parts effectively.

This problem was common to most of the players Figaro

(Eugene Ferry) in particular faltered during the more dif-

ficult sections. Ferry looked more like Fnnce than a barber.

Fm not sure why.

Christine Meadows, who played Rosina. must be smgled

out for particular praise. Her voice was always beautiful and

clear, and her acting was subtle, not overly melodramatic like

the other performers. Her arias were always a joy to hear.

Alst) excellent was Karen Noteboom. who played the sup-

porting mle of Berta the maid. Her voice was strong and

weet. and her dramatic ability was singularly effective

James Ramlet as Basilio was rich and playful. His "Art of

Slander" aria was one of the opera's high points Thom King

as Doctor BartoU* was far from perfect, hut he did do a very

adequate job with his diifficuh role.

Eduardo Sicango. who worked on Coppolas film The Cot-

ton I lub, designed the elaborately rococco set and costumes.

Daniel Lipton led the Texas Opera Pheater Orchestra

faultlessly, however the music did occasionally swell to

obscure the singers. Alan Jura whs wonderful on the

oboe
The Texas Opera Theater has some fine talent, although

not all of which was appropriate for this opera (Perry, for

instance) Their production was good, but needed some

changes.

THEATOESamc
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April Beer

of the Month

ST. PAULI GIRL

Proper I.D.

a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

fRATV-RNn-Y VAl ATH>N

rVi* S«l««(S00i» IJI.M7J0. »*5
San ai l« 4.«i w t2 ZS> « *!>. » «&

Sonrtetimes the most unlikely peopte
become heroes

lOA^w BAnn«w(>«( jAMCS MOOOS
STfPMCH

Cafs Eye

Madnniw in

InKsTKRATTCLY

1 sKKKINf; SlSAN
Kn* Sat at 7. 9 «.S

. I > 4 4 4.Mir 12 2.'>l

Sun at S. S.W
It < 10«t |2 2&>

HAMPSHIRE 4

MA<;u wm H
fn * Sal at

1 1 in «• 12 2.M

mSunalll l&W t2 26)

THK TARE HKAR.S
MOVIKrn* Sal at (1 *

S2 2SI Sun at

l24Ka 2 4.S ( t22&)

S8475b0

'[ 5>: '.n CINEMA

Friday & Saturday

Entre Nous at 7:00

Cousin Cousine at 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday:

Great Expectations at 7:00

Jane Eyre at 9:00

30 Arnitv St Amherst 253 5426

THE
OUTLAWS

Thursday, April 25 at 8 PM
The Blue Wall

Open to aU! $5.00

Ithe Seciet of The Smoio

Fn« Sal at 1 1 :<0 <« 12 251

Sun at ll 2 I.S •• $2 2.St

•aatlHaw Sradaficli

KnS .Sal al(2 * 4 4.S <- 12 2.'H 7 15.9:4S

Snn.i.l » I r. • IL'2.SI.'i4.S.«.10

ROCKY HORROR
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UMass B nai B nth Hillel Presents its Annual

Israel Independence Day Gala Celebration Featuring

Susanne Katchko

Sunday April 21

7:30 pm
Campus Center Auditorium

-no charge-

plut tineiru: <Ij[h lut. trfmhmrnu »t*i mure

. • ftm.tlimm^

»
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WEU PAY BACK
YOUR LOAN,

BUT THERrSAHITCH.
You U like it, though.

Because every year you serve with us,

we reduce your college debt by one-third

or $1,500, whichever is greater. Greater

still, after three years your loans repaid in

full.

You1l also like the satisfaction and
pride you'll feel as you learn a valuable

skill. One you use to serve yourself as well

as your country.

It's all a part of the Loan Repayment
Program. To qualify, you ust have taken

out a National Direct, Guaranteed or

Federally Insured Student Loan after

October 1, 1975. And your loan can't be in

default.

So ifyoud like Uncle Sam to pay off

your college loan, pay your local Army
Recruiter a visit today. Or call.

Northampton Army Office - 241 King Street

586-9334/9335

ARKK
BEALLYOUCANBE.

One Day Only - Saturday, April 20

^/^ Regular Prices on allmH WINE, BEER
OFF & LIQUOR
DURING THE

ABinEBSABT

^^ i-r V %* ag J^ ^-mr ^ ar ae Jgr 9^--^ r^ ^ •^ag-jc

<e

CELEBRATION OF

LIQUORS

This Saturday C&C Liquors is

celebrating 39 years in business at

the same location next to the Town
Hall at 61 Mam Street, Amherst

In appreciation to you. were
offering a 20" o discount on all in

store cash purchases over $10, for

one day only, this Saturday, April 20
So make up your shopping list and
head for C&C on Saturday for

unheard of savings on any of the

great assortment of liquors, wines
and beers that you'll find m our

store We reserve the right to limit

quantities
included

Sorry keg beer is not

Perhaps you'll discover that price

isn t the only reason that people

have shopped C&C for 29 years

Back in 1946 one phone call brought

quick, courteous delivery We still

deliver promptly, and we re always

ready to advise you on your purchas

es We're still locally owned and
operated Join the thousands of

local people who turn to C&C for all

their party and entertainment needs'

REGISTER TO WIN $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE
AND COLORFUL C&C TEE SHIRTS

63 Main St., Amherst
Next to the Town Hall 2'),'» 3091

OPEN Mon thru Sat 8 30 am 1 1 pm LIQUORS
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead
By Jason Talerman

GORDY By Gorde
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HBRT

f PARDOhJ A^E, ^
BUT AREfJ'T You

1 BKUCE SPRIKiGSTEBMl

WEATHER

Massachusetts, Connec-

ticut and Rhode Island Par-

tly sunny today. Highs 65 to

70, Mostly cloudy with a

chance of showers tonight

Lows 40 to 45. Partly sunny

Saturday Highs 70 to 75

inland and in the 608 along

the coast

Experienced
Photographers Needed.
Informational recruitment

meeting at 2 p.m. Friday in

the Collegian newsroom,
Campus Center 113. Paid

and unpaid positions
available.

Anti-Semitism Workshop
with Marcia Black at 7

p.m. Sunday in the Campus
Center 911. This counts

toward staff status needed
to vote.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
t(tilrdh\ Irudr Mivhrl Jaffr

ACROSS
' i., !, ', •ii<ietiif>

,1 inP Si*'

14 UMng«">r
dacof

15 U S artmirai

and naval

historian

16 Wfile» <Jir«;lof

Ka/an
M Shortly

18 lmtiu«s

20 The Irainef m
' Hoctiy

22 On thebfiny

?3 Mot lifn« 'h

Pans
?4 Fafmljondtes

28 AdvisefS'to

theC inC
30 Sing* masted

ship

34 Fills with |oy

36 Author Erica

39 Inlhepatt
40 Th« Year ol

Living Danger

ously sta'

43 Pre holiday

lime

44 Chanleuse
Edith

45 —
Company

46 Buddhisl mona
ilery in Japan

48 AlphatMtic

sequence

V) Washer cycle

51 Russia Abbr

54 —— saw Elba

56 Father ot

Vanessa and
Lynn

64 Rebels o) a son

65 Military group

66 Singer Home
67 In unison

68 Three handed
card game

69 Swarm
70 HacHneyed
71 Legend

DOWN
1 Bedouin

2 Billol fare

3 Aroma

4 Bdl UK)

b \rt">'<gty

6 Nobel Pea'

e

Pri/e winner

1922

7 ll^onticetlo

resident

H Marathon
9 Accustom
10 Liiie some

gasoline

11 Migh Prefi"

1

2

F ood regimen

13 Verve

19 Permit

1\ Loosen
24 Harass
25 Clear willed

26 Beer

27 DDE i

command
29 Demure
31 Port

i2 Curved
moldings

33 No belter

35 — Lantia

37 RCMPs
domain

38 New York

Yaniiees great

4! J. KlliSh ir-p 1

4^ t «i«>ui hr-r"

47 Hir>duhOly

man s heaven

49 — Green.

Scotland
5? Plant pouch
53 Restored build

ir>g. lor short

55 Afofd

Vj Soda lounlam
Item

•^t Arrow poison

58 Sugar source

59 Mona
60 Corro<la

61 tntertaiow

Paul

62 Liquid

container

63 Cigar end '

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

uiMuau, uaati aauLi

fluii umju

UQUOU HQOU ..tiaiiii

[dUU .

4/19/8S

t ) J i

1

r k • 4

1
10 / 1

• 1
«s

1f1

, .

~
\» '?

to"
'~~~'

pm "
1

71

L
?• 7S ?* r ;« L
11 ^ I w. V 11 II

m 1' n

"IT" II <s

n ^^^^Hra 7^I so

ItfH SI s? M SI "1 HkiMi
S( •>' SI SI

1

M tl t; n

XT' kS

M

1
k' H

M~ 70 _
Tl

_^
4/1was
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FOUR
SEASONS

BEER SPECIALS

BUD s^c"« 'ISS

GRIZZLEY 12 oz. btis gg
STROHS

•o"*^''"k'1,-. S»CARLINQ 12o2. btIs ^^
BALLANTINE 12 Pk. ^m
GENESEE BEER 12 pk ••'^
FORT SCHYLER BEER 24/12 oz. btls. $5.99

SIX PACKS
GRIZZLY $2.50 BECKS M.25

STEINHAUSER $3.99 SWINKLES $3.25

FORT SCHYLER BEER $1.60

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 176 L $7.»

RON ROBERTO RUM 175 L $9.W

GORDONS GIN 175 $11 »
HARVEY'S SCOTCH \^- ;

' ' '
' eVo oo

J&B SCOTCH 1.75 L... $!«.»»

WINE SPECIALS
VINTERS CHOICE. . .4L

Chablls, Ro8e, Burgundy $699

ALMADEN 3 L Table Wine. ....... $6.^
'82 BOURGOYNE. . . . (100% PInot Noir). . .

.
$3.99

CHANDON CHAMPAGNE $12.99

Friendly Faces, Prompt and Courteous Service

WE DELIVER 584^174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01036

The woild's first Ergo-inteUigent
computer.

VISA, MC, American Express accepted

In Sweden, they believe that the mdchine is the servant of

man. Not the other way around.

One example of that behet is this er^onomically superior

Ericsson personal computer.

It's ^ood for business. Because it's good for people.

Ericsson has spent more than $300 million finding ways

to reduce computer induced problems ranging from stress and

fatigue tc^ blurred vision.

Atter all, computers are only as fast and accurate as the

people who operate them.

IBM Compatible

The Ericsson also boasts the highest compatibility rating

there is. It's operationally compatible.

With the best-selling sottware, program and data disks

are interchangeable with those of the IBM PC.

Come in for a hands-on test of the Ericsson PC today.

lU]ComputerWorks

ERICSSON
Computer Works

Western Massachusetts only authorized dealer

Open: M-F 10:00 - 5:30 Sunday 10:00 - 3:00

Friday. April 19. 1985 ,£QM^^a 15

FREE BUFFET

Jnstin-Ricie-A-Van

FREE Shuttle

Lettirin^C CCirde
begins at 3pm

HAPPIEST
HCXJR

ic GazellesatUNH
were still

invited to the NCAA tournament where

UMas8 took fourth.

"They are very good, probably the

strongest team in New England and they'll be

our toughest opponent so far. " coach Pam
Hixon said.

"They are big. strong, and fast but they

haven't played a tough game all season."

"We have and 1 think that will be to our

advantage." she said. I' Mass beat Yale 7-3

and rival Harvard 6-3 and the (;azelleB are

now 6-0 on the year.

"We're not going to change our game

plan," Hixon said. "We'll match our str-

engths against theirs."

Two of those strengths are senior AU-

-American Ham Moryl and junior Bunny For

.continued from page 16

bes. Moryl leads the team in scoring with 20

goals and four assists. '24 points. Fort>e8 dis-

hes them out and scores with 1 2 goals and 1

1

assists. 23 points.

Senior goalie Debbie DeJesu*. on the

average, gives up three goals a game while

UMass scores an average of 116 goals a

game.
"They'll try to go out and play a slowdown

game," Hixon said. "We're going to have to

be patient and poised and go after them like

we go after every opponent"
The men's golf team is s|>orting a 9 1

record and faces some tough competition

from Amherst College, who the Minutemen

narrowly defeated last week.

"Amherst is considered the team to beat,"

coach Jack Leainan said.

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Q^e C "an 0^00 cm?8:45-3:45 Moo Thurs; 8:45-2.30 Fri • D<»dHne ;s 2 d,ys pno, to pubhcafon day

C«h in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount « Phnnr nurrbe. FREE :

AAA wnmtM Mwvici

book production Comaci th» Wo«i> Docto>

1 fa^Ml* rooaiBalre »»d«d ti tharr apt

lo Brandywinc btginnint ui luiw or Jul>

tlM/iooU utdHiM nriudad caU t)««ib«r

orD—»t4tM&6
Oa* bodiwoM in • f<»tf b«dPM« Im«m S

Joh* ta AUaka" C'urrMM

(•rUial piitaiftinn 14 9& Alaaka Employ
mtrnn MariMM«. PC Bo* 39 SmiU 22.

.AKI

haypT lOtk Is ay lavurua l.,ih..a

ralat pM* Prmb your But ao-aactvl

iN4'«a
oond iwe W

Amharat PtaOK
,

flK.S

Nortfc AifcTW ho»m IWbadioo— 3

rainui* walk fnim rampua AvatlaMafroat/

lw.a«o«itv CaM5«l>-01U

I fcwpliw—tedf hM»3fc«<rooiM»

t. li..«li.,.. S cUSmi, (irU„»mJi%»k

J^30k Ht MS o> BO ca« Jay

la Towaahoaae apriag

CaU Kakra ft4«-7«W

taarhinc Waraa^ Mid Itaidy iWla. travol lo

ctwata Md coltotM Ura^hoot dw I' 8

tenac tkhtnl MtabackffouadL croaU**.

indapetMlenu rar fM«dad. aUit Bid Auguai

Traiau^ antti loUry. aaed raaua* U> PO
Bos 43». tiraMMwk CT 0M»>

your

TwaMd
AUTONWaAU

n Da«a>W
»in>>faot

I oood
3751

Nortkwaad^
pool mmImac
vofc«jaarJi

•itk (all upuun ooo

mw7

ga Mklng tiaOO Srl»

Itn Awdl fi>* noada aomo WW* *^ nif»

1200 oi BO cail 2&3 SIOB

71 Ronautt mi BOOd condWon Una of

now pam nMdi now clutch JBOOOorbaM
oWw €« MB-3B1S «twr 4 pm

Aata Hf ttt* 197% Votvo 246 wasen. ona

OMnor no IJOt MutfW boTlory undpr nM)
warranry 2 «» a* or Maradufi 2»0in

.'M3/Boplaa
roala atart Jua* I MS

>>iiiii ia«|>lkl»»alliaaaoiaBa«cfco>^
towa oo btw rout* Lar|» backyard with

bMutiful lake rioae by Call ZaiiMia ^»3^^

43«2

Write Tap^A Hat, Inc PO
Box 245 Mendham. NJ
07945

Op*n Ruih Wad April 17 4 3» S 4& Tfcun

Apnl IN 6 on lor udb cal M&-03M Oik for

Laurw or Lii bope to ao* yoa

I (D< two daya to a^ojr bafur*

rhwePaul
aal a litti* thank yow* Fur all

yoo do doaUa abol Kaaakan lor you'

Am*GtaaaM • ba|>p« BvtMay. at thf nak

u(auundii«(Tud»<<«<r muraday') Do M up'

V(Wf k-..iaMa

iUa^>tAMrtU»Alk— Macwia^
CfciialipbarPaaairaTyHaiipifiiiwootii

Afinivvraarv oofi-wnoiiF I bwa »»«'

aodod lo ahar* 2 badiiniM
biuaa m .Sundartaad •27&/aM> (at t>K

t all IMibte. IM 0.S&2

moai apartrornt « BoallMrood ll43/aM>

pins otdiii** .all Kim nifliU IS.Y 27tUI

RaooiBaioa waalod oa (a^ Cad llus

•laav la Hyaaala aia^ caa !)• a«aa

«MHW».MMTW.
A»l aoWat wdk (al

MU
raat Ralara apt iimlikli cal Cbna or Pag

m-00l4 hafaw—»|4I

May Sapt ^ark

HBO IT XSk

• 140 « aat tan Taraw SM-MB7

w

and t lova

HiyJmS

Omrt. I*^ r> l»
ara rrd pappy* •»• "^

loira Aftia

m t\0t tumiartad

17«1

•/at «M« Ml apaaa 3
pi Amriacat Cantat yppa'

lou lo<

2 1 at Rtfikday ba«« a good

lbd*M«iaHMMMm
taat dMar SB-VMl

la^ww
1 or 2

JaM Hay t>oar' Happy B day* For tba

of rN8 dub" (on

lowKar* Jaaa

fuPy •umMiad. tmto. pool. •^"-J.^*!
•107 aach/mentfi n«BM ct*nab3B »*a

t badtoew BrandradrM ap* •o>

aub««t aia'tmg Juno I turnm
naat lo pool naat to laundry rm
looking for 3 ipratarabiy (amalal
ll«0 mo cat AlaaamM MBdBM

Oaaaiwmawt Marwaa fram tl lu lapairl A
lao dallnquant tai proparty Call

l«IMi7«» an 0H-BB1B tor intorma

f^

I badroem Brandyvatrta A»« tor i

aublat CHtAP' Ca« MB lOB

.., -- card ba«v
tlOOravnanl CM Narwaa MB-4371

71 VW Bug OK condWon ndar tmrrn *«•
•H) bartar» SOO i«H877

IfTt ford
.
cak

Mluataria good oontfdow. kiar

72 Toyota (oroaa K.irvltenI runninf ron

ditmn many milaa Ml good body t90(i hrm,

BO Ad.m6B6-32B6 __
IBT7 Toya4a Carolla Wacaa FM/AM
radKi new urva body in kimmI t-ondition 122k

n.ilrn »l4(Micall '<41» W4J

OuHar Amp and UntcyctalTS w«lt amp
1100 untcvcia »S0 cak MB-MU

CMalom buNt Wcyelo. 54 cm Iroma, hn

nwon pmm. Campy aqu*) ci« Larry BTTT?

faha my ratritaratorl Grva ma »130'

• I talk cak MB-HB7 attarNaBodaMS-
H>-00pm

B" B" 10" Boio Toam w/claar

•hell* l-odwif taitd 1 1.SO Keith S46 6«.11

KayaFalloe Clinir kevrhain itaar CTWf
(Volkaantoa keyai caU ( anil 54* 0423

Lost and desperately

needed: BO noteb<K)k with

Zoolog> 103 notes, ('all 546-

6944 reward

/ Jay. Wliat'a really behuid tlmt aerrvt

amil* of youra"* TM» >• )u»t m» wav nf f»l

'- 'trt fl '"' '°°'

Jaaa HMtoa - Tla* i* m' Have the greateai

btrtbday e»ai' Tlmnha r<« erarythm* A

n|i iiti'liwiiiw - ^^ ^
Daar SMrWr Happy 20ih Bvthdav'

l>o»e.

i^ iai»o»atad n houaa on bua

roMkaeal 2»f

room m/t wkidBwa »i graat nouaa Mm ta

oarrvua Sdl kNcttart and iMng araa mtted-

ad C«B Larfa at Ml OPi

LaaMa CM Alftm UMla
6 iMi u> H iMi flalMfd^' April 10 AH uniyer

rtMita occupy May I Aug 31 «M<
fall option tIBB. month plua ahara

utAtma Cak aBOOB*

Large 2 bedroum apt oa baa raale with

paal 3M>«mn1k mmmar aublat anih fal

mllB«*-a904

H»7R Dodge Dart »reai enpne new urea

nina well onguial nwner rail today

I Bag rebuilt engine, new front Urea minor

mat runa well Call .S49 4600 eit 244

BARGAIN

Room la larga hoaae. walk to town and

lIMaa on hu« route aummer aublel w/fall

optwn. Rent nag call ilene dayi .S 20«9 evai

256-0435

(oropulartafmaMlA mixirm ( vber. Kaj I*

Wla^arfar Rocket »B eirellent rood

Mam lail fr">l •irapn three akeKi faal hoard

great in wavea beat offer call Rua. ai 2.S6

QOg'^ ^^^__^_^_^_^^_^_^^^^

110 Guitar AaiplUWr for aalr

$160 I)OI) phaaer pedal %2'' MXR •>vrr

dnvr pedal $1" t"-xl cmdHion rail .li.hn

S49 6,177 i- r'Tinriiir
"

Pirai Tiekcta May 4th hartford Sth r.»

(Vv>r BO calllxjuie 66.^ 1 r «•

Uwl and daaparalaty

notebook with Zoology 10.1 notea rail

6944 reward

Laat 4/ 1 7 gold ri^ artik Mack ataaa tarh

ma court r>r en route lo TiKMBpaoa aan

timental value reward SBB-3529 Juna

T* as PtoM the beat Aurr on Orctmrd Hill

thank ynu for 2 great aemeatera togaOier ynu

mean »<• murh to me I will uever for»el vii

Thanka for not treating me aa an RA but aa a

fnend I wdl maw you nait aaawatar keep in

lou^n I , . r /ou aP I

I Mrm ap« » >ai te i_-^ ^__
porch Juna Juty Aug cai MB 7TB1

IBOTOnCVCLM

Hortda CSaO. mwrt condltw n^
naa. tiraa. *700 00 or BO 54B4703

Hay Ja4rHaMoa:.luai wanted loaay well.

I don't know |uat that vou are one realh

yrialr'> TliFYU TWOK

PIANO PtJ^YBR

1982 Yamaha motorcycle SK< A f>Stt red

eirelleni ronditioa 14000 nulea. new

Dunlopa. new chain tl 400 or boat offer rail

alters 413 532 2«60 or 413 .S3« «2«l

Stwv
aediatt ly Son nearaaU and 4 perfor

Mual play well will pay rall«>«'>

7»47 Of 256 1 434 kaep trymg

Putftan VHIaga a« condtiio««ad. I

baOoorr* fuly anuippad kHchan. rani

na«o«abla MB37IB
2 badi apt (°ltn>i(W apta June. Julv

Ai^aat rent neg utilmei inrludad rail 6<<'>

7t»l

RooaM for aumoMr. for on* or two people

Tall l>a»» or laabel r»erMnga 2.S3 .^9*0

hK.SPKKATK' O' •iimmer aublel ciur

great Brandywiae ^t rail Amy S49 0021

I aumie A I double bdna available in .S<>

>caU256 1675

Taachara tor Sunday School and Matotan*

ddaaaa tor Sapt IBM at Jaiit Commwn««
of Amnarat aapaiianca pratarrad B4B081I
tor appkcanon

Wantad NOISV potaWa fan MW
oagoiiata prioa Muai fe

i»*mia»aiu« SaB<>721

Waal lo ir a<ie parilaiaackar I bava LaT
43 aad waat 1^ 01 or 43 ter fall Malt

35:)744H

WMkMTWTO

CM OMfOA OMN NUBM

AH Untwaralty Woman Ara Invttad to A

Maagna dinnar April IB at % 00 pm and

CN-O Contactiona Apnl 23 at 7 CO pm
C«a Hopa or Mauraan tor irrfo or

BtMtez or MB^zoaz

DOMINO'8 DOTS

Orchard HUl We«k 8p««iat You've been

waiung patiently (lather your Uba for dou

bir value unUl 4'*21"'8.S l.imil f> tab. per

order dial 256 8913

DOMMO-SfiaA

"l»70 Plymouth Fary III runa well

.S86 7885

MMala Uv«aga4oaa: your lU la m the ID

boi at tha urfoimation desk on the ("ampua

Cantaf I

If yoa loot yatv kaya on a South Amherat

bua Wed mominc I may have found them U

you think they may be youri pve me a caU

and deacnbe the key. and the chain and the

key. wiU be returned (all 665 .102.S after

800

74 Honda CB200 excellent

transportation 450 or BO
549-0199 9 10:30 PM only

1S76 RO 900 calk haa lou of potenual

1400 549 7677

PROntSKMAL
rrpiNQ Biwvicf

„ .j'a Plua alaahaa prtoaalll im.
chaaaaM 16 Ig chaaaatO 14ca« 2SB-aB11

aouth of campua pond North of campua
pond dHI MB-27W

INrtRTANlNNt*n'

Two roommataa aaedad in downtown

Amhemt ( aU nd check it out Near bu^

quiattl58/BO 256-0681

Want a iak tttal pay* "»•" • board and

Mlarv777 Appfcationa nour iiilkbli at But

WifWd Dorm (Contrail poattton AaMatam

IXaiiagar - ButtarfMd Kitctian Mual

maduata 1*87 or lotar Job baglna Aug 2S

rtBB through achool yaar AppHcattona Aia

In tha Buttarflatd Kitchan on Ap»4 19 1«BB

at S 00 f»4 __

L^aaena. CM BIBOSIO Ma awan

ORIATROOBI (oka fun and part dma. Appty T*latund at

Caaaa Papara. DIaaaitatlona

on-campua. vary rail**, tow rataa. Nancy

B4-7B*

AU TrPWBQ dona tm. ntaiiW#ii, !»
panalvalv Marlannaa Comp Sarvlca

774-TWB

HELP Ride neded trxm Sraradale* NYC
Whiu Plain, area to I'Maaa Sunday 4/21

call F.nn.'i46 8162 immadiataly' Will ahar*

(a. eipenaaa'

W0OBBWrAI»T»

itoaponalWa aanter looking tor aln^a m
Puffton or 2/3 badroom Puttton apt cak

BathM'"9'3
r>raduatn|| «tudent lnokin( for rioir r>n

(ape or bland. Robert .S86 7738

Pal optna ona ra«« available in RnOuig

Graaw apartawat Ru. outaide frocit door

tlB3.50 include, everything (all rveiung.

SLtass
2 BEDROOMm TOWNKHOI SF. for aub
let ^tmlahad rent negniiable rail

S44 M19

Wantad daad or aBwal PiatmiWi
North Amharot ttwaa Uadioam apaiuiay.

Juna laaaa wtth H0 opdo" i*>

raaMTtl cal Andraw MB^BB «

f lamardtorlerl
Pliflton or

Raafc'A-DlaCf Raok'A*
mam Diac Jockaya, large acraan vidao

dancaa for hooaapartyi, aaovtormala, cam
pua avanta B4B-7144

PORR««T

1 or 2 rma awaNabta and ot May in houaa

apt oo Souttwaai St Amharat Cak aarty

morning or anytima in avaning 286-1^8

Lyrma or
""

„, an Amharat Cantar houaa

Soactoua tumikhad room tor 1200 ind

^Shtonbua rt cak »*at 283-77BB asraa

HAPPY 6 MPS. P.C!

They've been the happiest

ones ever! 100 Ne-hi's for

each one! I love you! Forever

yours, PLAYER ^

COINS in/ 121 tutor UMaM conaidtant,

hxmar 123/121 gradai Alan 2B1-7BBB

A^ far rant top 2 ttoora of N>«etoua

houaa in Amharat Cantar Summar auMat

fal option. Rataa nagoti""*

HCLPWANTtO

program Mothratad Wwlaoti can aarn^

Urga 1 kadraom S^tHra VIMaga

Hoaaa tor rest avaU 6/1 w/faU option

Belchertown near town lake One bedroom

w/lot. of .torage .pace ideal for couple No

peta J.ISO plu. large yard (all Becky after

5 pm .3 23 6519
^flkoa '

call rhri« 549-6731

aptavailable June let

tor aiii^uiiniant

„,^, nta can aan^

Ako naau vohiMaara S38-:

E^Top $$$$$f ! Student

sales reps wanted to market

hot novelty item at shore and

resort areas this summer and

to students on campus next

fail Excellent commissions

patrf'M! Items sells itself!!!!

II SCNKMIS II We *»w^ you m tha yaar

book aubmit b/v» CANOIDS with namaa

to Samor EdRor , tNO€X 108 CC

Batk Rellly H.ppv B day Porto you are

now a bi« btif tffrf""
''"' ' '"" '•'"

l^a paickaao emiatiag l.t or 2nd

mortgage, nationwide' TOP DOLLAR
PAID on any Re.iHenUal/rommercial

mortaare (4041264 8111 Atlanu

ThaTreaaarar'a Ofllea u aeeking a New
Contjoller AppbcanU ahould be OTKaiuied.

work well under pre..ure. have an aptitude

for Tigure. and be able to work with

itudenta The poMOoo i. for 30 hra/wk for

aummer A interaeaaion and 15 hrWwk for

IM A .pnnj Application, are available at

407 SI;B Deadline i. 5 pm April 24. 1985

Women A people of color ara encouraged to

apply The Student SenaU i. an AA/EOE

Karea, Happy legality dolUace who love,

ya? 1 rlo «o deal with it. Mike

Famale aeoklag to akarc quiet non

niioker apartment in N Amherat, .Sun

derland want to move in in fall anil help pay

auoMmr rant if naceaaary call 546-6703

NOOB8MATIS WANTIO

Apt in farmuouaa aummer aublat w/poaaible

fal optaoa graat localioo aa apt or by room

5B6 7076

Sunnv i bedmnm apt .lune May I9B6 $415
mrkide. ulihttaa 66S 484 7

4 bodroom boaaa oa Fearlag St 1 mia
walk to rampua or toara atari Joaa I aa
fall opUoa -|H i^ta ftf ry—
Towaahoaaa . fumiahed two bedroom
apartmrnt available for aummer rail .S49

4679 .^
Faraiabad B mla walk to caapaa
(reatview Apia available .lune I U> Sept I 2

bedroom for .14 people rail 546 9361 or

^46 9370

Huiiimar auMet, fall option .paciou.

Irnralaohlngfwanapwlwiantori
kiAmharatonbuarootatornamjraar lorl

fooma cak Joa or Woyna 8*4724

Wantad 2 or 3 bdrm apt <n Townatwuaa ar

Braiidywtna Would taka o«ar laaaa Juna 1

.

tlOO nndara taa cal AkMa at jaBlOa
Kathy 2B»3140

Wamardi tSO tor itia taata o« a 1

91 m Puttton cak Sua or Qaoff IBSli

tMB anyof>o In Piifflan,

Townheaaa tookkig »or thraaroommataa

or wMkig to turn ovar laaaa. plaaaa cak Tand

B4Sf740

r~paopia (•» aumiwk* rwNal Yar-

mouth /Myannit naBliliara rant/*

icai MoBy 1118 8088

T«ao roommataa for ona kadreewi ki two
badroom Biar^dywlna aot MB-61IB

1 tan%ala naadad to atiara 3 badroom
Southwood Apt cak 64B-BM8

TO MIVMl HI SlVMWfnMnAO nH (Vl OWMMSf
only Cak Sacky MS1808
one .»r two women ui ahare large romfort.

able Squre VUlage apartment 546 A8.S4.

.)46 6885

Two roommataa needed to ahare one large

room m 3 badroom houM near Amherat

Center .uiamar aublel and fall option .Sua

549 0452 evaaaiga

U you re a non-amoking female who arould

like to Bve in a 1 bedroom apartment in

Colonial Vmaga for 140/month call 546

6703

1 or 2 famale. peeded for Brandywine apt

call 549 2765

Squire Village townhouae on huaroute .1

bdrm.. bold. 5 comfortably for eiriting

detaiU call 665 3475

I bdrm apt Brandywiae great location, air

r<ind, pool, vary roomy rent nef call 546

Piiffton near pool rent negotiable rail .Steve

.S4<i.VrHorlWA546 5120

Ona badroom In PufTlan. Ti

or houaa naar canipua

(vafarrad cal Mai or f^ob M8-7«87/B4S77aB

Wawrardlll wa want M
ki apt comptaa In Ai

B4S679B kaap trykigi"

1 badrnaam, 3 peraon Squire Village apt

mimr't r'-r " «*«* **•"' « '^»«'

S paraoa 1 badraoB Paflloa Villaga Apt
for aammar aa^. rant nagotiaMa caU 549

UaI
Ptttlkaa A^ vailaMe for rant June lat for

more information call 253 9650 or 549

fiftii

Two kiidiaaw Ta a a .kaaai apt available

VWantad 2 or 1 b*Ni apt bt T<

Srandywina Would ti*a WMr IMM Juna 1

taOO tindara taa Cafl ABMe «
Kattiy 283-3140

ImB raavard aMtMsd dpi la ^nliot^
PiaaMantial , CotonM \Mtagg or r
cal Nancy B-STBl or S«

(M>^'^ 98789 or ttmvm

Saaaaar call

RaapoaalMe mala aealar aaaka laoa ki

apartment cir houac nait yaaraall Jay 648-

7427_ _ :

3 bdr apt h . uaa on bua It 4M MO lorM
caU carxil .', 4<< i»!W6 or AlaHaUSSIOB

1 adtoteiag ItanUahad rooaa la a koaaa

in downtown Amhant, tl45 plua aacVmo
call Supin er Sua. 253-3089 (free atorao

with 2 apaaker* reward)

8100 anyone la I

Townekouac looking for three roommataa
or willinf to turn over leaaa plaoae callTami

546974U
8 or 3 bodreaa
needed in A mhcrat or Noho Willing to

Call 546 6035 anytime, plaaaa
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SPORTS
Baseball
maims6U
Two games: 33- runs

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

What can be said about a doubleheader when your

ouUcore the opposition 33-3. hit .472 as team (34 of-72) and

your pitching allows a total of four hits?

"If nothing else it was a good workout and maybe it will

help us going into the weekend's games." UMass sec

ondbaseman .lack Bloise said yesterday after the

Minutemen pummelled Boston University 20-0 and 13-3.

UMaaa coach Dick Bergquist had his team run sprints in

the outfield after the two mashings to remind the players that

the rest of the schedule isn" t as easy The Terriers, now 4 16,

were once a New England power before dropping down to

the club sport level They are back in Division One this

season and have been paying a heavy dues.

Two pitchers. Cameron Routh and Brian Babcock. started

and finished the two games for BC. getting pounded around

for nine eitra base hit*, but only one homer. Bloise s wmd
blown aolo shot in the opener.

The gory details went like this: I'Mass scored at least one

run in every inning of the first while starter Matt Subocz was

firing a two- hitter and striking out four in hia first win. The

Minutemen. now 15-10 and third in New England, scored

eight in the fourth inning as 1 3 batters went to the plate.

The offensive stars mcluded Todd Comeau (five for eight

on the day with five runs batted in a four extra- base hiu) and

Jay Zemer (three hits and two RBls) Thirdbaseman Doug

Wnght had three hiU and two RBI. Matt Sheran added three

hiu as every Minutemen that pbyed scored in the rouL

The second game saw I'Mass actually fall behind 1-0 as

BU scored m the top of the first The Minutemen went ahead

as Sean Flint drove in two with a double. They scored three

more in the third, four in the fourth, one in the fifth and three

Defense is solid,
By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

Through 1 4 innings, over two games, the

University of Massachusetts softball team's

defense was superb.

Defense and the one hit pitching of junior

Lynn Stockley propelled UMass to a 1-0

opening game with over the 19-3 Connec-

ticut Huskies.

In the second game, the Minutewomen

defense was again superb for seven innings

as junior hurler Cathy Reed made her first

start smce March 30.

However, the nightcap of yesterday's

Gorillas meet
rugged Yale,

look for .500

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian STaff

The University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team will be looking to reach the

.500 mark tomorrow when they take on 1 0th-

ranked Yale in New Haven.

The Elis. 8-2. are coming off of a 1 4-3 loss

to the Army on Wednesday. UMass. 3-4.

beat Hofstra 13-8 also on Wednesday.

The Gorillas, with a defeat of Yale, would

regain a lot of pride lost after a rough start.

"Yale is a tough team, they're big and

strong and one of the best, if not the best,

teams we'll play this season," UM coach Dick

Garber said. "Beating them would really

help us."

The Ehs are led by junior attackman Ted

Moran (20 goals- 19 a8si8t8-39 points) and

feature a defense that includes forrAer offen-

sive guard Paul Wimer. all 6-4. 250 pounds of

him. and All America Tom Resch. Goalie

Brian Reilly leads the NCAA in save percen-

tage at .713.

The Gorillas have senior goalie Gerry

Moreau back between the pipes after a

shoulder injury. Moreau is 2-1 in his starts

this season. UMass will probably be without

sophomore attackman Tom Carmean (the

leading scorer at 11-18 29) who bruised a

shoulder against New Hampshire last Satur-

day during a 16-14 loss.

UMaBH I^flfielder Bruce Kiagman rip« a double in the second of yesterday's doubleheader

rout of Boston University. UMass won 20-0 and 13-3.

in the sixth.

Comeau had three hiU. Tom Fabian. Fbng. and Steve

Allen added two hits and two RBI each. StarterTom Pia had

no control in walking 1 1. but threw a two- hitter over five

innmgs to get the wm. ,Jeff Jensen and Allen mopped up with

an inning each.

BU helped the cause with 12 errors in the two games.

The Minutemen travel to Rhode Island U> face the Rams m

Atlantic 10 actioa UM. 5-1 in the league, can win two-of-

three in Kingston and come close to clinching the Eastern

Division and a berth in the league playoffs.

Jim Knopf (3 1) will start the first of two Saturday with

Bobby Kostro ( 1 -0) starting the second. Steve Allard (2- 1 )
is

scheduled for the third unless he works in relief on Sat-

urday.

doubleheader at NOPE lasted eight innings

and Connecticut broke open a scoreless

deadlock with five runs, helped along by

three UMass errors, to earn the split, 5-0.

Three errors by third baseman Debbie

Cole, second baseman Tina Morello and cen

terfielder Sally Maher helped UConn blast

open the game and put a sour note on what

was otherwise a superb defensive perfor-

mance.
"Those are the type of innings that have

been killing us through 16 losses." coach

Elaine Sortmo said of UMass' 15 161 re-

cord "One mistake led to a series of others. I

really think we can better than that"

UMass didn't hit well yesterday but they

didn't have to. Defense and Stockley (9-6.

three stnkeouts) kept ITonn at bay in game

one. Carol Martin ruined Stockley' s bid for a

no- hitter with a leadoff single in the

seventh.

UMass scored in the third. Chris Ciepiela

and Alisa Fila hit back-to- back singles and

Maher loaded the bases on a Huskie error

Carol Frattaroli, who had the best grab of

the game when she jumped and just caught a

line drive at short in game two. drove in

Ciepiela on a sacrifice fly.

"Carol had an outstanding day." Sortino

said. The sophomore also had UMass' only

extra ba.se hit all day with a double in the fu-st

inning of game one

In the second game. UConn hurler Denise

Hannon started slow but as the rainy weather

cleared. Hannon got better. UMass got only

four hits and their only threat came in the

sixth but Ilene Freeman flied out with run-

ners on second and third.

Reed, who got hammered in her last start

against URI. kept UConn. now 20-4. off

balance the whole game and looked good
' She was ready." Sortino said. "She knows

UConn. AU we had to do was get her a
It

rua
Next up for the Minutewomen is Adelphi,

ranked 20th in the country in the pre- season

polls. Game time is 2 p.m. Sunday at

AdelphL

('olWcian photo by Bob Aldrirh

Senior midfielder Karl Hatton (left) and the UMass

men's lacrosse team are at Yale tomorrow.

Women's lacrosse

in showdown at

*tough'UNH
BvKI) HAYWARDand
GERRY deSIMAS
Collepian Staff

The fifth-ranked and undefeated University of

Ma.ssachusetts women'.s lacrosse team will face their

toughest task to date when they travel to Durham. N.H. and

take on the sixth ranked I'niversity of New Hampshire,

tomorrow at 1 p.m.

In other UMass action, the men's and women's track

squads visit Bo.ston College, the men's golf team travels to

the state championships, the mens tennis team travels to the

Atlantic 1 championships at Rutgers and the women's ten-

nis team faces Rhode Island at King.ston.

The Wildcat women's lax team stopped UMass last year in

the ECAC championships game winning6-4. But both teams

continued on page 15

Senior attackman/midfielder Tom Luka-

covic had an eight point night at Hofstra (four

and four) and is second on the team with 16

points. He. along with middies Greg Fisk and
Karl Hatton. will have to play will for a

I'Mass victory.

Attackmen Mike Fiorini and Ken Freeman
have also come on as of late. Freshman
Kelley Carr is also contributing to the of-

fense.

Keys for the Gorillas include the offense's

ability to get good shots on Reilly and for the

defense to contain Yale's offense.

"The defense played well against Hofstra

and I think they can shut down Yale." Garber

said. "If we play up to our potential we can

get the win."

Sports ata glance
UMaas schedule: Today:

Providence. NOPEWomen's Tennis:

Courts. 3 p.m.

.Saturday.

Men's Lacrosse: at Yale. 2 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: at UNH. 1 p.m.

Baseball: at URI (2) 1 p.m.

Men's Volleyball: Williams

Men's Golf: at State Championships

Men's Tennis: at Atlantic 10

1

championships

Men's Track: at BC. 10 a.m.

Women's Track: at BC. 10 a.m.

Women's Tennis: at URI
Sunday:

Baseball: at URI, noon

Softball: at Adelphi (2) 2 p.m.
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Participanl. of (he "Take Back the Night" march gather at Amherst CommonR at a candlelight

vigil to proteal violence against women.

2,000 protest violence against women
'Take back the night' event

ends with candlelight vigil

By DEBORAH ROSS
CoUegian Staff

Chantmg "Abusing women ia a crime, stop the violence

and join the line, " 2.000 University of Massachusetts and

area women marched in a candle Ugt»proce88i«i through

Amherst Friday night to protest violence against women

The march, which included some men. followed a rally

and ended in a candlelit vigil on the common as part of the

fu-st "Take Back The Night " event to be held at UMass

since 1979.

The event served as "a night of women's resistance

against violence" and as a focus on 'women's power." said

Hiedi Holland, one of the coordinators and members of the

Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA).
The event kicked off at 5:30 p.m. on the Student Uniion

Building steps with Professor of Political Science at Mount

Holyoke College, .lean tJrossholtz. speaking to a crowd

holding "Stop Rape " banners and weanng"You Can't Beat

A Woman " T-shirts.

Grossholtz spoke about the battered women s shelter

movement, suggesting it emerged because "th* institutions

presumed U> do something about violence against women

did nothing."

As a result, she said, women began to open their homes to

one another, the shelter movement being bom when it was

realized more room was needed to accommodate women

who had been victims of abuse.

Grossholtz said the whole structure of the shelter move-

ment is being threatened because "suddenly the insti

tutions are interested in violence against women again
"

She said shelters were created by women and for women

in order to "empower them to take back their lives." but the

revived interest of institutions has led to the imposition of

social workers, the banning of lesbians from working within

the movement, and the suggestion "we worry about the bat

terer not the battered" she said.

"They're trying to get us to change our position,"

Grossholtz said, but she added that "we will not be silen-

ced not tonight, not tomorrow, not ever
"

Next to speak was a woman, who recounted her own per-

sonal experience as a battered wife.

"For nine- years I was hit, punched and threatened" she

recalled, adding that even when she left the abuse did

not stop.

"He kidnapped my children, he abused them and he

made threatening calls saying he was coming to kill me.'"

she said

1 spent three month* not sleeping, crying and worrying."

she aaid adding that although she has since been awarded

custody of her children, she still sius all day ouUide their

schoolfor fear they will be kidnapped again.

She remarked that Necessitiea/Necesidades. a battered

women's shelter in Northampton, gave her support U> cope.

• At Necessities I found my.self and what I wanted from hfe,"

she said

After this account, which moved many of the crowd to

tears, Chong Amy Yu, coordinator of the Third World

Women's Pmgram at the Everywoman's Center, spoke on

the U.S. institutionalization of violence against South

Korean women.

She remarked that with 40.000 U.S. troops in South

Korea, prostitution is viewed by the U.S. government as a

"recreation that helps maintain morale. "
she said,

"Support for the troops means support for the purchas

mg of women's bodies. " she said, adding an appeal to "work

together to end this violence against women"

"We want to reclaim our lives." she said, from rapists,

batterers, child abusers, pomographers and the 'sexist,

raci.st, homophqbic, anti- semitic institutions that keep mis

ogyny alive," she said.

For women to reclaim their lives, Alexander said what is

required is the strengthing of shelters and rape crisis cen-

ters, more women's studies programs, greater emphasis on

preventive education and the encouragement of women to

learn .self defen.^e.

After a demonstration by Valley Women's Martial Arts.

the crowd began its march from UMass to Amher«ft

Common.
With candles and banners in hand, chanting and singing,

the crowd marched along North Pleasant and East Pleasant

Streets, distributing candles to bystanders on the way

Upon reaching the common, the crowd gathered to listen

to Julie Meyer, a UMass student, talk about "Women

Resisting Violence, " and to hold a two- minute silence for all

the women who have been victims of violence.

After the event, Holland described it as "incredible and

fantastic." and added that she felt "empowered."

Inside:

Exiled South African dissident to speak at Commencement. 3

Joan Armatrading on comics and her career 7

Women's lax loses first. 12

'The real question is: does this adminu^tration want topursue negotiations (with Nicaragua)

or is it committed to forcer Sen. John Kerry (D'Mass) See related story, p. 2,

AMHKKST (5tr»-:jr)00) Mondav. April 22. l»H5

Earth Day debuts

Awareness Week
Peace, hunger also explored

l.tamiii^: how to take resjM.nsibility of .me's environment,

remembering the sanctuar> movement and liberation theol

og> in Latin America, and helping to Tight worid hunger

highlight this week's awareness activities for Earth Day,

Latin Ainencaii Week a.ul Hunger Week at the University

of MasHachusetth

The iTith annual Earth Day. a celebration of the beauty of

the earth a.s well as a nnimder of the su»>ordinate place of

humankind m the earth's ecosystem, began last night, but

early this morning students w.. - .lenwebof earthheal

ing energies." said loNce Cf ..f the C.alition for

Envin>nmental QualHv

The web will remain strewn tiver a willow tree by Ihi- » am-

,.us pond until tomorrow night, when it will be buried near

that area, restoring its healing energies to the earth, Green-

. rg said. At ihi- tmie. the Earth Day observati«»n will

(;reenberg said that Earth Day » to remind people of the

threats that humans pose to the envimnment from toxic

waste, hazardous wastes caused by the nuclear energy indus

try and acid ram caused by automobile and industrial

emissiona.

The coalition will «.ffer activities such as a puppet show,

kite making, nature journal making, canoeing on the campus

jM.nd. and new games" (or games that are non competitive

and encourage competiti«m> Also a 'nbbon project will be

featured where one can learn to make fabnc and there will

Students describe

campus cheating
By LARRY Ht)» < HIE
Collegian .Staff

Kditor'M Note: Thiti is the firnt in a four-part Beriet on

cheating at the VnivertityofMamnachunettn. Due to the

sensitire nature of thin nubjt'ct. the nanten of all

Htudentm have been changeiL Today's niory fttcunen on

Ktudvnt viewn concerning the how and why anpect of

the i»iiue.

I sing crib notes, (opvmj; t«.st.H, homework and computer

programs, falsifying data. l«Kiking over someone's shoulder,

getting s<»meone to take your exam, or using a friend's term

paper Its been called cheating and it probably occurs in

every sch«H>l in the cfuintrv. including the University of

Massachusetts.

Enr. junior en«in«rnnj: -iii.ltiii. -ays he noticed cheating

during his first sear here He recalls a gn»up of students who

trafficked in term papers while living in the dormitones

I used to Hi'e people who would call for different papers.

mostly rhetcmc." he said,"and there were people who would

distribute them and keep track of where they wert

Eric sHid that as far as he knew, no one ever was « iniuli' or

(|uestn>ned ab«.ut this impromptu library This was probably

because of the size of the I niversity and the number of

students and teachers, he said.

In the sch«M»l of Engineering, he said, he has seen teaching

assistants and students write programs for other students.

.Sometimes this work was "just a favor." he said, .sometimes

the rewards were money «)r alcohol.

Eric admitted he had *mce taken a mathematics exam for

another student, "for a favor" The exam was held in a large

lecture hall with more than 20«) students. He t<)ok the exam,

handed it t«. his friend, and simply walked out the back exit

d<K»r, he said.

Hill, a junior engineering and computer .science student,

said he has also witnessed a fair amount of cheating while at

the University.

i used to help people write programs. I would tutor them

step-by step through the programs." he said. "But there

were people who would write program s and t hen say
'
give me

20 buck.s'"

In one particulariy difficult programming course,

"everyone used to copy programs " from each other. St)me

students did it in teams, dividing specific work among

eachother. while other individual students would steal

finished programs or search through waste baskets for

whatever they could find, he said.

Bill estimated that half of all computer programs may have

been copied.

".Some of the older students did what I did, and some

wrote out programs for people," he .said. "For them, it's very

Continued to page :i
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Two U.S. Senators say Ortega is willing

to negotiate for peace in Nicaragua

T1i« Ma—arkuaetU Daily ('oUrfiMit (I 8PS prnail •Wl w ptibli.tied d«il» Mon

<U< tkruurti KrMU> rtrluding nam period*. v«r«(ioa. aad Kolidaf. ( onteol i>

ilrtcrMinMl sol*!. b« Ih. ( ollrrian B««-d of Kditon withovt prior appro«*t from

I Bi«rr*il> •dmiiii.trator.. f«r«lt.» or .l*ff Operalioiu ar» fundrd .ul»lv b»

dtcrtiaing utd •ub.rriplloa rrtrntif Siib.cripUon« mrt atsilablr for $12 •

MMMlrr or t20 * »»»r ( 113 i ampu. < mler. I m»»r»il.» of MwMrhuarUn

Aaiber.t. Mbm 01003 PoslnaaUr wMd (kddreu rbancc* to tb« Bbo** addrr^n

WASHlN<;r()N (API Two
Di'mocialu senators said

yesterday that Nicaraguan

President Daniel Ortega is

willing to restore civil liber

ties and negotiate with the

I'nited States to achieve

peace in Central America.

Sens Tom Harkin ol Iowa

.iiui lohn Kerr>' of

Massachusetts said Ortega

expressed a willingness to

VILLA
L. Offering Quality Mexican Foods'

negotiate an end to the pre

sence of Soviet military per

sonnel in the region and to

cease efforts to export the

Sandinista revolution i<>

neighboring nation*.

The freshmen senators

who met with Ortega in the

Nicaraguan capital of

Managua presented the offer

to members of the Senate

l)em<»cratic leadership yes

terday in the Capitol.

rhe senators said Ortega

also told them he would res

tore civil liberties in

Nicaragua if the United

States agreed to resume

bilateral negotiations and

end Its suport for the

guerrillas known as Contras.

Ortega also said Nicaragua

would be willing to work with

international relief agencies

to resettle or relocate Con

tras.

At a Capitol Hill news con-

ference. Harkin and Kern

said the Sandinista govern

ment is offering a w indow <»f

opportunity" that gives the

I'nited States the chance to

re.solve its own concerns

about peace and stability in

the regi»)n.

The real question/Kerry

said, "is di>es this adminis

tration want to pursue

negotiations or is it commit-

ted to force."

The latest Nicaraguan

peace plan came as Congress

prepares this week to vote on

President Reagan's request

to continue military aid to the

ant i Sandinista rebels.

Kerry said Ortega wants to

open talks with the Reagan
administration and wants a

team of congressional obser-

vers to be present.

"They are willing to have

rigid verification" of both

reU)cati<jn efforts and of the

cessati<m of attempts to sup-

port guerilla efforts in other

countries, he said

At the State Department,

the reaction to Ortega's pro

posal was cool.

Spokeswoman Kathleen

Lang said the primary chan-

nels for peace proposals are

the Contadora mediation

process and Nicaraguan

opposition groups.

ATTENTION COMMUTER STUDENTS

Nachos - Enchiladas - Tacos - Tostadas

Burritos - Quesadillas - Burrito Supremos

Chimichangas - Chili Verde - Chili Rellenos

Great Food! Great People!

Festive Atmosphere!

VOTE

VOTE

Elect your new -

t

Commuter Spokesperson

VOTE Commuter Treasurer

VOTE VOTE
NORTHAMPTON. BY OB AMHERST -B & W Served

21 Center St • 584-0673 41 Boltwood Walk * 256-821 7

Geography 155

!}*tPiaduclK*n ta

r'THE NEW 'ENGLAND
'

,^ REGION^
^^^"^ '

Wednesday April 24th only

VOTE VOTE

Polls will be outside the Hatch
VOTE 10 am to 5 pm

commuters must have validJDjo vote

<VOTE aoBOBBOc

\

tues-thurs, 2^30-3^45 ||
3 credits

"D core "^
\ >

ANNOUNCING:

I

FACULTY

j Qnalicuyi , (I Ptait, R. i>mUU

Peer Education
Program

Earn 3 or more credits

Gain career experience working
in the health Held

Become a

PEER SEXUALITY EDUCATOR
Public Health 213

or a PEER HEALTH EDUCATOR
Public Health 216

Ohlain further infi>rTnatinn at the Health Kduration OfTice. THS, room 250, 549

2671 eit 181 '>r look for our Campus Center tahle on Apnl 22-23. Pre-regi»ter

now' Space is limited ^

nuuunnr inmjiJimnnn nnn i
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All this SUN & FUN KIDS & C AMPING^^ How can
]

and a salary SWIMMING & BOATING^^ you

too!!! OUTDOOR LIVING^^ miss???

Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp in the

Berkshires, is looking for staff members

Assist Waterfront Director & Waterfront Instructors^

(both with W.S.I.)

Riding Director/Administrator & Riding Instructors^

(both with teaching experience)

Camp Nurse/Registered Nurses^

(family housing available)

Assistant Nurses^

(Student Nurses & EMT's)

Call or write: Timber Trails, Star Route 158,

Tolland, Mass 01034 413-258-4592 or 203-249-2495

looooooooe

V.
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U UMasss Transit Service presents the

Summer Training Program

:^ for Bus Drivers
^ if you:
i^ii?

- have had a drivers' license for a year

!*•:•*! - are at 'east 18 years old

;;$•; - have 3 or more semesters remaimng in a

J?! UMass degree program

!J";'.

- want a fun, well-paying job for the fall

!;?: inVITS is an EO/AA employer >'"" O''^ eligible.

M Applications will be given to the first 100 people

iixi: at the Applications Meeting:
Tues, April 23rd - 8 pm - Campus Ctr. 101

:;'.x:
Bring proof of class year (schedule or transcript - no ID\s)

\'a Women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply,
'v.:'; For further information call 545-0056

m
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Poet to speak at graduation
_ - ...... 1 : J „. .1- .U., C

By LKSLKV CLARK
Collegian Staff

In a year where anti-apartheid demon-

.strations llourish throughout the country, an

exiled South African poet and critic- of South

Africa's apartheid policy, Dennis Brutus, will

give the main address at tommencenient on

.May 25

The six honorary degree rec ipients and the

student speaker will be announced May I

Director of Community Relations. Dan

Melley. said he estimates the turnout for

commencement to be close to .10,0(10 people

"Weve had larger turnout in the past few

years because people are psyched about the

economy and jobs."

Melley said the event, which begins at lo

am., and will be held rain or shine at Alumni

Stadium, is 'an incredible logistics problem

because of the number of people involved

We've got an army of people setting up

chairs, marshalling people into line, getting

graduates into gowns, it s one big mill s< ene.

he said.

Dennis Brutus, the president of the South

African Non Racial Olympic Committee

which led the movement to exclude .South

Africa from the Olympic games because of

that nation's discriminat»)r\ policies, will

give the main address Brutus was exiled

from South Africa in 1964.

In 1962, the South African government

banned Brutus from attending political and

social meetings and from writing anything

that ctmld be published. In 196:< he was

arrested for attending a political meeting and

escaped while on bail He was later captured

and again attempted e.scape, butwdishot in

the back. On recovery he was sentenced to 1

8

months hard labor When he finished his

term in prison he was permitted to leave

.South Afnca on an exit permit' v»huh

makes it illegal for him to return

In 1983. I'nited States federal authorities

failed m their attempt to deport Brutus »m an

t'xpiied visa Brutus argued that he would be

.1 target for assassination

Bnitus is an Knglish prulf«>..i .«i

Northwestern Cniversity m Chicago, and

spent 1983 teaching at Amherst College.

Women s hnrum ts a ueekly Ustinn nftnnts

nlotinti to u'omtn s tssues Sotues should b,'

M-nl to the Women s Issues Editor, core of the

( „llet:uin. the hnda\ before the eeent

MONDAY - An exhibition by Lisa Bankin

called "Womens Studies: The Decade

Pa«t" will begin today and will be open all

week from 8:3(» a.m. to 4:30 am. in the Spe

cial Collections and Rare Books Reading

R(M>m in the Tower Library

The Smith College Project on Social

.( hange is presenting a talk by Barbara

ReinRold on ••ParadiRin Shifls in the

Lives of .Males and Females." at 4:30

p.m. in Seelye Hall.

The Third World lesbian Issues

Group will meet at the K verywoman Ccn

ter from 7 9 p m
Tl'ESDAY - The Asian Women's Issues

(Jroup will meet at the K. vers woman's Cen-

ter from 7-9 pm
WKDNESDAY - The Black Woman's
Issues (iroup will meet fmm 7 i« p m at

the Kverywoman's Center

Women's forum
A workshop on "Rape: .Myths and

Prevention," focusing on self awareness

and self defense techniques as well as how

to respond if a loved one is raped, will be

held in .Southwest Women's Center from 7

» <0 p (n

THl'HSDAY - rhe Smith College Kem

mist Lecture Series will be presenting H.

Patricia Hynes, a seni<»r enviommental

engineer, who will speak «m "Women.

Science and Rachel Carson," at 8 p m. in

the Nielson Library

The topic of this weeks Working Worn

en's Lunchtime Series will be "The Hai-

lards of Office work," presented by

Noreen ('lear>. .^th«K>l of Public Health,

from 12 I p m. in Campus ("enter Room

811.

A fomm on "Third World Women •

Health and Sterilization Abuse." Feat

unng a film .panel discussions and small

group descussions, will be held at 7 pm in

the Commonwealth Rmim of the Student

I'nion Buildinj^

l'.4l»(ian ptHiUi ht Amtv Hrlln

FUh and Wildlife Commissioner Walter Bickford(Ieft) ijives a Hshing

lesson to Mass. Secretary for Knvironmental Affairs James Hoyte

(rit;ht).
/7k rw /A

Acid rain rally draws 200
By roMMlDDLKION
Collegian Staff

Awards, speeches and fishing lessons

were part of the seccmd annual Rally

Round the Quabbin reservoir which

marked the end of Massachu.setts Acid

Rain .\wareneHs Week.

Alxml 2tM» people attended the rally

including state F'nvironmental Affairs .Sec

retarv James S Hc»yte. (^anadian Consul

Oneral Barrett Dansen and Boston

WBZ TV's weatherman Bruce

Schwoegler.

We are here because acid rain is a

senous nati<»nal and state problem which

requires a national M.lutum. yet we are told

that more studies are fie.<l.<t " H<.\ le >Hid

"We are not waiting

Among those who received awards was

Dr Paul Cfodfrey. director of the Water

Resources Research Center at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts. The center is respon

sible for the Acid Rain Monitonnu Project,

which. when completed, will make

Mas.sachusetts the only state t«» have tested

100 percent of it- snrfiit e waters fur a<id

rain damage.
According to a recent report by the pro-

tect, of 4t) percent of the state's waters tes

ted. fi percent are acidified and cannot

neutralize any further acid deposits.

Another 1 4 percent of the water bodies tes

ted were in cntical condition.

Sulfur emissR)n» from coal burning

power plants <»f the Midwest mix with m<iis

ture in the atmosphere and later fall to the

earth as acid pollutants.

According to the monitonng project's

rep<»n, 18 percent «)f Hampshire C«>unty'B

waters are acidified, while 78 percent are

listed as cnticaL

The rally, which also opened the reser

woir'ii fishing season, included walking tcmrs

»f the area and and a walking tour of the

McLaughlin Trout Hatchery in Belcher-

lown. Awards for a children's poster contest

were given by Massachusetts Sportsmen's

Ctnincil President Tb< >>?<<- Uenibe

• cheating-
,1 \Mttnued frttm ftoftr I

simple, basic programming compared to what they're doing

now. I can write any beginnmg COINS program m 20

minutes." . j .

Obviously, chaeating at the University is not limited to

wnting courses on the School of Engineering Many people

interviewed for this story menti.)ned the Sch.K)l of Manage

ment as a "hot spot"

•'The business courses are worse. People use cnb notes all

the time. " Bill said. "It's a hot spot. A lot of what they do is

memorization, so if you need to remember something (for an

exam) you use crib notes or an open book at your feet.

.lim' a sophomore SOM .student, agrees. He said cheating

occurs frequently and that there are different methods for

different courses.

"It's amazing how many students cheat on multiple choice

exams. The professors say they know it's going on. but they

can only do so much," he said.

Crib sheets, writing information on desk.s. switching

exams, and copying work from others are the most common

methods in .SOM. he said. There is not much in the way of

paying others to do their work. Jim said

Bob. another SOM sophomore, agreed, saying I susally

It s a team effort." He said cheating decreases after the first

year level, largely because smaller classes and essay exams

make it more difficult

In first year mathematics and programming courses, which

use multiple choice exams, up to f>0 percent of the students

are cheating on each exam, he said Bob recalled a first vear

math course he was enrolled m. saving "rheating m that

was rampant.

Students interviewed for this story also offered

explanations of why students cheat

"People are lazy, they don t put forth the effort, they pn)c

rastinate, "Bill said "I cheat because it s easier."

Bill admitted he is worried about the consequences of

cheating, but said he usually tries to avoid it (cheating).

"There's a demand of achievement in professional career

and hard scientific studies." Knc .said, "so student.s have that

pressure of performing, getting g«>od grades, and remaining

in the mainstream of professional education."

.Several students said cheating often .»ccurs in courses that

students dont believe are useful to their studies or careers,

and cheaters try to compensate by concentrating on matenal

they see as more relevant and understandable

"There's always people who dont study, there s a pre-

ssure to achieve g.wd grades, and s<.metimes you have too

much other work to do in a week and you can t study for an

exam." Bob said.

Students interviewed said they supported measures to

prevent cheating and offered their own suggestions. Requir-

ing identification for exams, having more proctors supervise

exams, using different copies of exams, requiring professors

to explain exactly what they consider as cheating and the full

range of negative consequences, and "making examples of

cheaters who are caught are all ideas offered by these

students.

Tomorrow: Faculty and adminintrntorn offer their

opinions €ibouthow and why atudentn cheat, reiipond to

Ktudent opiniorui, and explain what i» being done to

prevent cheating at the University.

UMASS STUDKNT ROPE PI LI>— Kayman Khatahi grimaces as he

and the rest of "Jeri^'s Kids " participate in Saturday's tug-o-war

across the campus pond. "Jerry's Kids" placed third, the 'Swamp-

suckers" placed second, and the "Pelicans" won the event, which

was sponsored by Tau Beta Pi.

* awareness < ominuvd fn>m page i

also be story telling. These events will

take place between 1 and 2 p.m today and

tomorrow by the campus pond.

Between today and tomorrow. 30 work

shops on such issues as radioactive wastes,

environmentally caused health problem.s.

renewable energy sources, permaculture and

household toxic wastes, among others will

be offered.

A series f)f films and lectures about U.S.

intervention in Latin America that will

highlight the sancturary movement and

liberation theology will be featured in the

Latin American Week Celebration beginning

today at UMass.
Kathie La.say, member c»f the Western

Mas.sachusetts Latin American Solidarity

(\)mmittee. co- sponsors of the event said it

is "necessary to educate people about Latin

America because right now it's an important

part of our foreign policy and important

political events."

Lasay said it is also important to unders-

tand the culture of Latin American people

because they are an integral part of the U.S.

and as they share the American culture,

Americans should understand their back-

ground.

TTii.s story was compiled by Yadira Betan-

ces, Laura Koester and Dan Miller

Hilfhlights of

Earth Day Events

Today. In Campus Center Room 163:

•'Self-healing/Planet Healing.' with Terry

Nash and Albcy Reiner from 2-3 p.m.

War Tax Resistance. " with Rosie Heid

kamp and Dan Kelleher from 5 to p.m.

In Campus Center Room 162-17.S:

•Political Ecology and the Tropical

WoHd," with Brooke Thomas from n(K)n to

1 p.m.

"Mass Acid Rain Monitonng Project Sen-

sitivity of Mass Water Respon.se to Arid

Raiii. " with Annond Ruby fnjm ih p m.

For remainder of events check the Campus

Center Information Desk.

Latin American Week, Today:

"Villa Sin Miedo - A Squatter's Village in

f>uerto Rico, " a lecture by John Brentlinger

at 1 p.m. in Campus Center Room 804.

"(;renada 1 983: The Untelevised Invasion
'

with speaker Jean Claude Martineau at

7:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room 168.

For a complete listing of events see Tues-

days Black Affairs page in the Collegian.

Hunger Task Force Events:

Thursday: Students on the meal plan can

donate their evening meal by signing a

rebate card available this week at the dining

commons. Off-campus students are asked

to donate the monetary equivalent of one or

more meals. Tables will be set up Tuesday

at Karth Day as well as Wednesday and

Thursday in Campus Center concourse to

raise awareness and money.
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Monday, April 22. 1985
Monday, April 22, 1985

Collcv^ian s

Smith College Rec. Council presents

THE
BUS
BOYS
with
the

GOOD
GUYS

MortaTBoard

CLSI

HIMHI H MAI I

II II *S*II II

8:00 PM
Thursday, April 25, 1985

John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton
Tickets at:

Seelye Basement

Main Street Records

UMass Fine Arts Center Box Office

For the Record (Faces)

Smith students $6 & $7 Non-Smith Students $7 & $8

At the Door $9

No cans, bottles or recording devices. Hall is wheelchair equipped

Mortar Board is a nationat honor soaety of cottage semors.

The society recognizes the quatities oi superior abit.ty outstan-

ding and continued leadership and dedicated service to the cot-

tege . university or community. « ^ ^ „

Founded by The Ohio State University, Swathmore Cottege,

The University of l\Aichigan, and Cornett University in 1918, the

lyiortar Board now has 183 active chapters across the country

The tsogan Chapter of the l\/lortar Board was instatted at the

University of /Massachusetts in 1955. Those students who have

shown quatities of academic excellence, leadership, and ser-

vice are honored with membership. This year the selection

committee reviewed approximately 250 information sheets

from those students who merited eligibility.

The Mortar Board is please to announce the newly tapped

members for 1985 - 1986:

Julie Archer

Bonnie Battato

Christopher Bergsten

Robert Coulter

Amy DeRoode
Linda Graces

Richard Health

Ronald Homes
f>atricia Hunt

Michael Jackman
Margaret Kelleher

Lawrence Kessler

Kenneth Koocher

Lynn Laasko

Amity Lee

Beth Mascott

Sharon Neat

Laura Ragusa

Mary Santey

Jucheann Sapio

Lisa Sbrocca

Erica Schwartz

Sherry Sharfman

Keith Sherman

Debbie Smith

Roche/te Steinberg

Ursula Tafe

Victoria Vought

We thank all who expressed interest in the Mortar Board

Honor Society. This year, a great number of qualified Juniors

made the competition most keen, and the decision quite dif-

ficult. To each applicant; you have every reason to be proud of

your accomplishments during your college career. Certainly

you are a credit to yourself and to the University. We know you

will continue to strive for excellence. The Mortar Board ex-

i tends its best wishes for a successful future.

I

Lori Rubenfeld Grace Cucchissi Susan Connell KirstinJahn

Selections Chairperson Treasurer Vice President President
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EARTH DAY 85
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
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April 22 April 23 Workshops

Furcolod«on Th««tr« Presents The Seventh Mandarin,

Giant Puppet Show Outside on Metawampe Lawn 3 00 pm

Earth FIrtt! - Gary L«wl«««. S U B 8 00 pm 1 OO pm

April 22 Workshops
In Rpom 163 CO.
Irtdlo«nou« P«opl« vt. Civilization - Peter D ernco 11 00 am 1 2 00 pm

V«g«tabl« Crop, for Noma - Garden & Farmer s Market Herben Marsh 1 2 00 pm 1 00 pm

Admlnl«trativ« Action • Involvir^g Environmental Health Problems Ho>^ard Peters

1 00 pm 2 00 pm

8«lf Mo«lln«/PI«n«t Haallng • Terry Nash & Albey Riener 2 00 pm 3 00 pm

WoHd Mungar and tha Earth's Bounty - John Foster 3 00 pm-4 00 pm

War Ta« Raalatanca - Rosie Heidkamp & Dan Kelieiier S 00 pm-6 00 pm

Film - Brokan Traaty at Battta Mountain. 8 00 pm & 9 00 pm

In R99nn 162/175 CO.
Woman A Natura - Karen Warren 11 00 am 1 2 00 pm

Political Ecology In tha Tropical World - Brooke Thomas 1 2 00 pm i 00 p^

"Tha Road and tha RIvar" - A talk / slide show on Rt 2 and Wendaii State Forest Ei>za Campbei'

Sierra Club l 00 pm 2 00 pm

In Room 16S-69 CC
HouMhold Haiardou* Waala - Rachel Laberman Rural Community n 00 am-12 00 pm

Lo«w Laval Radloactlva Waala - MASS Nuclear Referendum Committee 1 2 00 pm 1 00 pm

Eiploring Altamatlvaa In Envlronmantal Futuraa - A Group Participatory Workshop

Concensus DeCiSor aiakmg Future bludies Dept 1 00 pm-3 30 pm

FHm: Homa Fraa - Eagle Restofation Project at Ouabbm Les Campbell 3 30 pm-4 00 pm

Ragulam or Racovary - A Film on Acid Ram. Mass Pirg. 4 00 pm-5 00 pm

In Commonwlth Room
For Lova ol tha Earth - Sitdeshow Les Campbell Friends of Ouabbm, 1 1 00 am 1 2 00 pm

Witct>a« Haal: Rituals and Symbols to Haal tha Earth. 1 2 00 pm 1 00 pm

Intro to Parmacultura - Dan Hemenway, titm Permaculture 1 00 pm-2 00 pm

Common Ground - An Introduction to Community Land Trusts. Chuck Collins,

institute tor Comm.unity Economics, 2 00 pm-3 00 pm

Turtia lalaiKl - Visions and Soundacapaa. A Bioregionai Sound /Siideshow.

Pioneer Valley Bioregionai Community. 3 00 pm-4 00 pm

Folk Dancing - 4 1 5 pm Commonwealth Room

Contradance -Cammy Kaynor - 5:00 pm on lawn

Actlvltl«t 1 2 00 pm 2 00 pm. On Lawn

Kitemakmg Nature Journal Making New Games, Canoes on Pond, Storytelling. Ribbon

Project

Closing Ritual * Campus Pond. Sunset,

Gladal History of Connacttcut Vallay - Si.deshow Joe Hartshorn 2 00 pm-3 00 pm

Ranawabl. Enargy In Nicaragua - James Manwel. 3 00 pm 4 00 p. Over 50 COmiTlUnity grOUpS represented

"Mass Add Rain Monltaring Projact" - Sansltlvlty of Mass Watar Rasponsa to Add Rain,

Armond Ruby 4 00 pm-5 00 pm

Naw Aga Communltlas, Connne McLaughlin Sinus Community 7 00 pm-8 00 pm

Natural History Sllda Prasantatlons - Giac.er National Park & Mo^e John Green Naturethics

Vldal^Tapa of Halan Caldlcott s April 9th Spaach - Peacemakers 5 00 pm 7 00 pm Rain location - Studcnt Union BallrOOm

Music all day on lawn

The Shades 3:00 pm

The Massachusetls Daily Collegian

Founded 1870
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Time of reckoning

This week is Latin America Week at the Tniversity of

Massachusetts. This extra encouragement for students and

faculty to raise their awareness of the people and poHtics from the

Rio (Irande to Tierra del Fuego could hardly be more t imely. coin

ciding as it does with important events in Washington and the

growing popular outcn against the Reagan administration's

odious policies toward that region.

Tomorrow, while films and lectures about Latin America take

place on campus, both chambers of Congress will be voting on

whether to release another $14 million for President Reagan s

sordid guerrilla war against the government and people of

Nicaragua.

luMass has already heard some debate on the "contra war.

notably between the Western Mass. Latin American Solidarity

Committee and the campus Republican (Mub. The College

Republicans .swallow whole Reagan's notion of the anti

Sandinista rebels as freedom fighters, "the moral equivalent of

our founding fathers.
'

Those who have visited Nicaragua - legislators, priests and a

growing number of concerned citizens - see a very different story.

Most Nicaraguans. whatever disagreements they may have with

the Sandinista government, do not share Reagan's view that their

((.untrv is a "totalitarian communist state." In Nicaragua, the con-

t ras are .seen for what they are: bands of marauders, led mainly by

vengeful holdovers from the Somoza dictatorship, and trained by

the Central Intelligence Agency in sabotage, kidnaping and

.slaughter.

The College Republican National Committee made an abortive

"grass-roots" attempt to persuade college students otherwi.se,

through a "Save the Contras " poster-child fundraising campaign.

Fortunately, we were spared this perverse twist on poverty reliel

drive.s: it was discontinued before it could reach CMas.s.

A "no ' vote in the House or Senate on the $ 14 millicm package,

which the president has dressed up with fraudulent "humani-

tarian aid" stipulations to woo skeptical legislators, would reject

what many call a 1980s version of the 1964 Tonkin C.ulf Resolu-

tion that gave President .lohnson unqualified approval for U.S.

military action in Vietnam.

UMass students were among the tens of thou.sands of people

who demonstrated this weekend in Washington, hoping to stop

Reagan's tragic adventure in its tracks, (liven the presidents Red

Scare ob.session with Nicaragua, citizen awareness is the last line

of defense against a Central America policy which, if left unchec-

ked, could lead our generation into a war with our neighbors.

Those neighbors, in Nicaragua and elsewhere, feel no animosity

toward the U.S. population. As any yanqui visitor to Latin

America discovers, they warmly welcome U.S. citizens who have

decided to see what is happening for them.selves.

This is one of the points the sponsors of Latin America W eek

will stress to the University community. One hopes that from a

heightened sense of kinship with the rest of the Americas will pro-

ceed a heightened concern for what is being done there in our

name. r . ^^ u
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The Senate at its worst
At lant Wednesdays InderRradtjate Stu

dent Senate meeting, perhap.s the <»nly

intelligent motion made wati the one which

received the least consideration That

motion was to cen.sure Paul 'Kaz.' senator

from the Commuter Area.

Whos Paul "Kaz"? How about a memory

refresher "Kaz" is better known to the

University (on all official records, anyway) as

Paul Kasman. Ah yes. The same Paul Kas-

man who:

a assaulted a woman at the Geraldine

Ferraro rally last fall and uM her she "ought

to be screwed up again.st a wall"

a as.saulted the Executive KdiU>r of the

ColU'fiian and numerous female staff mem

bers after a column was published relating

the incident at the rally.

• told that same Executive Editor in the

Hatch Cafeteria he'd "like to get it on with"

her. (She then wasted her soft drink by pour

ing it over his head.)

• was elected to the senate in March as

Paul "Kaz " The senate then approved of his

election, along with all the others, although a

column in the Collegian revealed he had cam

paigned under a false name.

Perhaps the senate deserves what it has

gotten in Kasman as a senator In his very

first senate meeting, Kasman ignored re

peated requests by Speaker .lohn Ruddock

put out his pipe. (The senate has prohibited

smoking on the senate floor, except toward

the rear of the hall.)

At Wednesday's meeting, not having his

pipe handy, Kasman made use of his hands to

disrupt the meeting by clapping while other

people were trying to speak. He continued

this even after Ruddock asked for the distur

hances to .stop. Apparently. Kasman was not

content with just disrupting the meeting and

wasting people's time, he decided to make

offensive comments to some of the

senators.

The senate did not pass a motion to cen-

sure Kasman. and after a motion asking Kas-

man to apologize was passed, he refused.

Although censuring a senator is virtually a

John Yonce
.symbolic gesture, the senate should at least

have done that much.

Kasman's behavior as a senator typifies all

thai is wrong in the senate The senate has

enough trouble trying to get things done

without being interrupted by senators who

don't make an effort to contribute anything

positive. Im not attacking Kasman because I

disagree with his political views, because it is

impossible to tell what they are The only

clue to where he stands on any issue is whom

he interrupts at senate meetings. When a

reporter from the Collegian attempted to ask

him a question about an issue, he said 'I

don't talk to the Collegian, it's a liberal

rag."

Some questions that should be asked; how

can a senator represent his con.stituency if he

is not registered as a student (try lcK)king up

Paul Kaz at the Bursars Office), if he won't

say anything remotely constructive at a

senate meeting, and if he won't talk to the

main medium for communications at a

senate meeting, and if he won't talk to the

main medium for communications with his

constituency.

More importantly, when Kasman was elec-

ted, why didn't one senator question the

validity of his election? Why didn't the senate

do more than request an apology from Kas-

man on Wednesday night?

The final question is for you, our readers.

Did you know that "Kaz" is running for Com-

muter Area C.ovemment spokesperson, the

presiding office of the area'' Sure I guess he

should be allowed to run, but maybe he

should be made to run under his own name

this time. After all. the senate seems U) have

been fooled by the name switch.

John Yonce is a Collegian staff member.

All cartoonists and columnists remem-

ber to vote in today's election 9 a.m. to

7

p.m. for Board of Editors.
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AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS.
4:X p.m. 2.00 a.m.

Sunday thru Wednaaday
4:30 p.m. 3:00 a.m.

Thuraday thru Saturday

WE NOW DELIVER

IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays

from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

AJNDA>

1 Frea Item

VlUNDA .

Free 1

Pepperoni

O,. Ai'v fma

8

Of Yojr Own
I

'^'®« Sausage

Choicd
'

utSUA. WEDNESDAY
Free 2
Green
Peppers

14

1 FREE 21

COKE

28

Free 15

Double Dough

On Any f>ll»

^ree Ham

On A'ly Pi//«

22

Fraa
Sausags
Or Ar V H /'d

29

Free
Onions

On Anv P>/r«

16

23

Free
Hamburg

On Any P,|/a

Free 10
Canadian
Bacon

O" An, P\n*

17

Free 24

Extra Cheese

On Any Pi// '

Free 30
Onions

(>, Arv ^'lt»

'Hi RSDAN

Free ^

Extra Cheese

.1' A' « r' ira

11

c 18
Free
Black Olives

On Any Pi//<

25

FRIDAY

lee
12

Mi-shrooms

Un Any Pi//a

19

Free 26

Green Peppers

' t. Any P.//..

SATURDAY

13
Free

Mushrooms

Of! Any Pi//d

Fraa ?0
Pepperoni

Or Any i'tita

27

Simply Chilling
Blood Simple
directed bv Joel Coen

at the Pleasant St. Theater

byC HKlsn.NKM.AKINl
Colletsian Staff

Thf thing about living in a small town, somebody onct

said IS that vou have t.) make your own fun. When the town is

set m the du.stv highway .seamed Texas plams. the 'fun

tends to run into the olasHits- -adultery, betrayal, and rev

enge This explosive combination is nch t lay in the hands ol

lust-time director .Joel Coen, whose film HI<>„dSimpU' makes

murder hilarious and gore sublmu

Coen. along with his younger broUitr (and producer)

Kihan. cranked out a low budget thriller that is a refreshing

surprise Ihe plot is a twisted extravaganza born of almost

banal wickedness. It concerns .lulian Marty (played by Dan

Hedayal. a ^It-asv .sali>on owner, whose voung wife. Abhy

(Frances McDormandl i- fooling

around with one ol her husband's bartenders, Hay (.lohn

(;etzl Outraged, Mart> hwes a private investigaK.r cum-

scumbag. Visser. (played by M Kmmet WaLsh) to bump

them off

The fun be^iii> alit-r the above lotindatiuii ha.s been laid.

The characters gel caught up m an outrageouHly macabre

scenario; apparently, c(»mmitting murder i- all

"simple"

Ihe characters are all com|)etently played. In especial.

M, Kmmet Walsh is bnlliant an the nweaty. avid Visser. a cac

klmg insfct making his living off others' petty venality

Visser. wh«) >ingle haiidedly carnes the banana colored

[lotyester leisure suit to unprecedented depths of almo>t

obscene tackiness, is, despite his utier sliminess. the only

character wilh even a glimmer of intelligence Mind you, it's

oiiK a glimmer /</<#«*«/ Stmplf could be relilled HIiMtd Stupid;

ihe characters are c dense Their repellent idi«)cy

prevents the viewer li ; ;nung any deep sympathy with

any of them. Kar from being a flaw, this alienation from the

characters allows the focus to remaia as it should. «m ('oen'.s

• - I ....... ..« ..!..t ,nd wene. He pulls bizzare

, ,
^ out ofa sophisticated bag

of incks. I'ry not to blink for the films m minute running

II ,

- - anv of the clever details.

is .surprising and entertaining,

filled with moments that are already being called "classics in

, "One-' '
' -iich academic claptrap

Mmp/c. • It is a tight little film,

simultaneously original and derivative. It manages, none the

lews, on a low \y id with no "slars". to hold entire

audiences captiv I . .Sim/;/«. hopefully not just begin

ners luck", is above alLa fun movie, and should not be

ini- -"ed.

T t T ! I I I I I

HAIRCUTS!
ONLY^# aWW with coupon |

call
N

STYLES BY DEBORAH |

5495610 \

expires 4/30/85 <^'

Car

Truck

Passmrtger Van

EveryTl calculator comes with
one extranumben

l-800-Tl-CARES

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-28SO

UARN-r*

IFR PlKR

When \ou Kiv .1 To\.i>

liwnmiciits c.iUiil.ttor vou

don't just Hiv .» v.ilviil.uor. \oii

hiiv Texas IiistnmKMits' com

ittittncnt toqiMlifv

It's .1 cv>iimMtitK'nt iMckcJ

hv a tvillv dcwlopcJ service

nerw\>rk that tncltiJes the

aKive toll- tree miiuher wni car*

call from .uivplace iii the

L'nited States.

It you have anv applications.

ojx'ratior.s. t>r m.t\ ice v-iue^tion^.

cill US Mond.iv tlini hridav

Ivtween '^ .mi .md 4 pm <- ST.

.md we'll Iv 'jl.id t*'hclp

it \vHir c.ilciil.itor need""

rep.iirini:. we II direct vini to

one *>t our 4^ con\vnientl\

liKated service centers tor .m

iMiiiK-di.ite e\vlvini:e. I'nder

w.irr.intv, n"» tree, it there '^ no

center near vou. we'll dv^ it all

bv mail.

vM v.'iir-i.-. there > iii-t . .lu-

c.itch. It ha> to he .t Fex.ix

Invrniiuent'« ciLul.itor Hut

then, it vou're .i> --nt.irf .in we

think \ou ,ire. wlt\ wouldn't

itlv.'

Texas'^
Instruments

(.'rcitini; i)M.'tiil pr>\iii«.t^

•inJ ^Tv Ko tor \i'ii

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

m. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

/^uncH Tr«w««/CIEE^
Now In Amh«r«tin
the Lowoat airfaraa

Amsterdam MOB
Pans M4a
Brussels MSB
HongKor^ 790
from New Vo«« ro»i«d If* »ro»»«

Stockholm M40
Zurich M3B
Rome M88
CarecM 1290

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

tiona* • t ALSO Eurail.

. Inl't StiMtont 10.

AYH
Study

7»S

program*
andmudi

for our F«€C
111 CALL NOW
1311 or drop t>v •(

St^idflrsar
M-F9-6

UNCIL
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ARTS
A backstage chat with Joan;
Deborah Ross interviews Joan Armatrading

. .«.. . .... .. O .. . "W.,^.-
By UKHOHAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Ask Joan Armatrading to recall the greatest moment of her

life, and she will ignore her string of best- selling albums, her

phenomenal success in Kngland and her cult status in

America, and instead mention that she recently featured m
"The Beano," an Enghsh comic book.

"They wrote me into their Tom, Dick and .Sally page," she

said in a telephone interview last week, adding excitedly

"that's one of the best things that has ever happened to

tne.

Armatrading. an avid comic book collector who readily

admits to buying between eight to 12 comics a week, was

"overjoyed" when she was sent the framed page which now

hangs proudly on her study walL

Her addiction to comics slots m well with her own attitude

to life and music; that neither should be taken too seriously.

The lyrics on her new album Sfcn't, Sevn-ts " K veryt hing 1

want/I keep it private/Dont let anybody know/It's my

secret/And 1 wont go," expresses best her need for

privacy.

But Armatrading also remarks that she has little interest m
the sorts of activities that tend to "get splashed across the

newspapers."

I don t go clubbing or drinking; that's not my life- style.

"

she said, addmg that her own interests were the "ordinary

ones" of "getting to the movies, going to concerts and

driving around."

Speaking of her own songs, she denies that they contain any

deep philosophical or political messages and says she would

hate her audience to feel they were "m schot»l or at a

lesson."

But although Armatrading protests against being taken

too seriously, her critics and admirers find it difficult to

resist. FA-er since she first came to acclaim m I97ti with her

unique brand of m«x)dy folk jazz, she has managed to resist

becoming packaged by the media and the public, and has

instead maintained an image of being a very private

person

Armatrading, who came to Kngland from the West Indies

when she was seven, recalled that she first started to wnte

music "as songs for someone else to sing" when she was

fourteen.

"It was only after my second album that I thought it could

he a career for myself." recollected Annatrading who now

has 1 1 highlv acclaimed albums behind her

Asked whether she felt her West Indian background had

influenced her music, she replied that although her father

played the guitar in a band in the West Indies, she received

no specific family encouragement although "they never dis

courage me." she said.

guizzed as to whether her .songs had any overall theme or

common links, Armatrading admits that they are mainly cen

tered artjund "relatitmships."

But she IS quick to deny any autobit)graphical content. "I

write them as if it's me but it's not necessanly my own

experience." she said, adding "if people think it's me then

Tve written a giK)d song."

She views her own music, as many of her critics do. as

"independent, " saying "when I go home I put on other

|)eoples music I admire, but no one s.)rt has a heavy

infiuence on me."

It IS probably Armatradings independent voice that has

U'd many to identify her with the feminist movement, an

assumption she greets cooly

I just do what 1 want to do,' she said, comment ing t hat her

music is written for anyone and everyone who wants to

listen."

Joan Armatrading at the Fine Arts Center

Thursday night.

PREPARE FOR Toll

MCAT* LSAT-GMAT l^
SAT-ACT»DAT»GRE^

Enrollina Now For

GRE IGMAT
J/8/86 Exam | 6/15/85 Exam

LSAT
6/15/85 Exam

6/17/86 Exam
Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

fltt^

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves b
Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
649 6780

fof .nio'mttion about olh»f c«nie'

Out9id« NY State

CALL TOIL FREE 800 223 1782

.tv/IMFR EMPLOYMENT
^ • Israeli Folk Song Director •

ir Israeli Dance Director *

Co-ad rasidant children's summer camp in southern N.H..

one hour from Boston. Regular staff members are also

needed in each department. Excellent Salary & Fnnge

Benefits. Family Accommodatjons Available.

Call Dr. Charles Rotman, Director

CAMP YOUNG JUDAEA
(617) 237-9410

ART IN PUBLIC PLACES
A symposium on outdoor site specUic art and collaborations among aitiste aichHects and land

scape archit. :r1icipantsincludf

'

' '•-
t
'"••.- -v Holt unaa v-^nn.

George Traku

Thuisday April 26 iQ85 9OO am -4OO pm
Free Seating limited, tirst come, tustserved

y Holt Undo '-.- -^'' nnd

Memorial Hall. UMass

The Floating Cinema, will present an outdoor water sited uirn spectacle m coniundiuu

symposiuni on f iiaoy evening April 26

Rain/wind date Saturday April 27

C I I .*-:' I . l-j^:

This program is being preseniea oy the UMoss Arts Council

AMERICAN UTOPIAS: ARCHITECTURE AND
FILM IN THE 20TH CENTURY

Ap! ^ n.^ ^ ^nd Utopia Cham^^n An-tu^ \mencan Architecture (\9M) and The City

I [Q3Q

)

Aoril 30 The Wrong Stult American Architectuie (iVK- ::, : :* ; ouriaaUun uv49) and panel
April JU

^;^^^^,^^^,,^H^,^^ searing Smith college DeM.i.t r:or UMass John Martin UMass
* and Norton Juster Juster Pope Associates Architects

Reception tollowmg

730 pm Campus Center Auditorium Free For turther into call 545 3695

^niHO'A^

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA 256-0222

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY IN EFFECT

from TUESDAY APRIL 22

thru THURSDAY APRIL 25
Large Cheese Pizza $5.25

Large One Item Pizza $6.25

Large Two Item Pizza $7.25

We also have world-class subs

available for delivery

We deliver from: 4 pm till 2 am weeknights

and from 4 pm till 3 am Thurs, Fri, Sat
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TAKE ARABIC TAKE ARABIC TAKE ARABIC TAKE
;^

5 Enhance your degree in: Business, Economics, >

2 Political Science, Anthropology, Religion, Linguistics, n

History, Science. Engineering, Comparative Litera- H

^ ture,. .

.

Earn a Degree |

with a Difference |

*********************************** >

Get a high ranking job in a bank

** Work for the U.S. Government

Learn one of the 6 languages recognized by the U.N.

Make $$$ in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the Gulf States

* Study Middle Eastern Culture

* Work for the U.N.

Explore the explosive problems in the Arab World

* prepare for your future

** BE DIFFERENT - YOUR SUCCESS DEPENDS ON IT

TAKE ELEMENTARY ARABIC %
- at Amherst, Smith or UMASS gS

S
Questions: ^

contact Near Eastern Studies. 732 Herter Hall, LMASS 545-3458 >
W

ARABIC TAKE ARABIC TAKE ARABIC TAKE ARABIC

GRADUATE STUDENTS CAN PICKUP
SOME EXTRACREDIT IN NEWYORK.

It can be difficult to establish credit while you're still in school But if you re

irraduatinK or have graduated in the past 18 months and are planninK to move to

New York vou mav be eligible for a financial package from Chemical Banks Young

Professionals Program It includes lines of credit totalling $2,000 from a choice of

major bank credit cards and overdraft protection, plus one year of free checking

All vou need to qualifv is an MBA. JD.MD.or MSE degree and proof of employment.

Vor an application and more information, fill out the coupon or call us at

1-800-243-6226 Monday through Friday from 9-5 EST Or l<M)k for applications on

campus posters.
i • »»

Because Chemical Bank feels you deserve a lot more credit than you re getting.

CkmicalBanc
THI CMfMISTRyS JUST RIGHT AT CHEMKAL

Monday. April 22. 1985,
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By Garry Trudeau
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WEATHER

Look.s like Spring ha.s finally sprung* Today

will be mo.sily sunny, with highs near 80.

Tonight will be partly cloudy and toggy. with

lows near r>0. Tomorrow, don t torget your

shades; highs will be in the MOs again.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

\IHfUA6MT

IT'S M(X/r)fOUR
M\mjfACTweK
^fiANANA §IC..T

BKfCe )WR5eLF
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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Collegian staffers

VOTE!

Board of Editors elections

are being conducted today

from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.,

in the Collegian office.

This is your chance

to choose the people

representing you.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l^dilrd bt Irudr MKlirl Jalt<

ACMOSS
I Clown t

oHcring

4 Vwtomous
snake

9 Owtus o*

mmcjtm*
I? RMwnbNng

«ing*

14 P«ar part

16 Eveoinfl in

Milano
1 7 Apptoiimalns

18 RegratiM
19 Punch and Judy
21 He«o tiller

33 Shad^ ol gray

?4 Construction

pi.c«

25 C>oos«egg
28 Prom«ia<le lor

Plato

30 Moneyjuchle or

i»y

33 Shelter securer

37 Bireme ad|unct

38 Cached
39 Bile lor Fido

40 Gardner ol note

41 Relevant

43 Member o*

San'a steam
4b Genius oMen
46 Equal
4 7 Meager
50 G«t out ol

54 Circus
performer

57 Showed o«(

59 Brownish
shade

60 Player

62 Editor snole

63 Thought
Comtj lorm

64 Man sized |Ob

65 A King qI

comedy
66 Before dap

or muff

67 Heavy
reading

68 Napoleonic
marshal

DOWN
1 Alaskan
2 diem

3 Big Top prop

4 lul-f

•»nharK.e'

5 Summer
' ool^rs

6 Give —
ixeak'

T Sharp rrnnark

8 Moreover

9 Circus
perforrT>er

10 Cos«T>elii

1

1

Ckcus sit^

12 Vipers

15 Holland eaport

20 Circus

performers

27 Three ring sta'

26 Mane Antom
ette e g

27 Hank
28 Ends
29 F lima or cotia

» Tooth
31 Norma —
32 Fumble
34 Half boot

35 Genesis nmmf
36 SHiftan

4.' I e**" fH*' S a '

44 Sag^wush
Statp native

47 Agra garl)

48 Untutored

49 lost

51 Fredssislw
52 GarrtetactK

}( t>)wr>

56 Oiptomat s

fone
56 RapMl
57 Small opWMrtg

.58 GrMtigod
61 AclorS.ll.ck

ANSWER to PREVIOUS PUZZLE

AlMiOi

jSuiiuBBgnoguou

IvScTTnEHii^
liUU UULd uoci

uyy [fuuq

4r70WS

4/22/8S
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Remember '
'

Claudette

Colbert in "It Hap-

pened One Nigfit">

In one famous scene
she wore Clark Gable s

pajamatop its huge propor-

tions emphasizing her tiny ones

This year we can all imitate Miss i m

Colbert because a maior trend

of 1985 IS The Big Shirt

Originated by Italian design

ers. the big shirt was instantly

picked up by fashion leaders all

over the world Herein the states

oversized- shirts appear m the

collections of every designer

from Clovin Klein to Normo
Kamali

Fabrics range from

linen to chiffon to stiff

brighfty printed cotton Smock ,

like shirts con be worn to the office, and /
gossamer ones after dork The style covers up

every figure ffow because it covers every figure

Big shirts have other virtues, too They highlight a graceful

heod and pretty honds And they span two recent foshioj^direc-

tions — the "fon^ward" trend toward andro^^oy?j>|^<?ings and

the 'backward trend to femmini]

&0)l Bank.1 Boston GtoOec^ r^ I
ASlorv-fulof

Oow«fto«vr> Amr>«r«t (Miy K> 6 Sun. n S

:

\*

WEILMY BACK
YOUR LOAN,

BUT THERE'SAHITCH.
You 11 like it, though.

Because every year you serve with us,

we reduce your college debt by one-third

or $1,500, whichever is greater. Greater

still, after three years your loans repaid in

full.

You*ll also like the satisfaction and

pride youH feel as you learn a valuable

skill. One you use to serve yourself as well

as your country.

It*s all a part of the Loan Repayment

Program. To qualify you ust have taken

out a National Direct, Guaranteed or

Federally Insured Student Loan after

October 1, 1975. And your loan can't be in

default.

So if you'd like Uncle Sam to pay oft

your college loan, pay your local Army
Recruiter a visit today Or call.

Northampton Army Office - 241 King Street

586-9334/9335

ARMY.
BEAUYOUCANBE.

^^ M. %^t* - »m — w-^-WM^JB HM^f^^^ii^K: "arac

COUNSELING PERIOD STARTS TODAY

Call TIPS for preregistra lion info

and ask for topes

!> 13\6

!> 1430

> 1409

> 2688

^ 1435

^ 1607

PreregistrotiOf 1 for Courses

ounseling- Corccr Developm<^n+ center

FirxJing or Chnngmg i/ni ir Arnc\2v\ ,i^, /Idvisor

Cnrnmunico^ • ^.- Center

lu'Ors & ' .'
:

i4/nhrTg Centers £^ .k^kshops

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

Monday. April 22. 198,5!
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Softball drops third consecutive game
By (iERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

(lARDEN CITY. LONC. ISLAND Adelphi Tniveraitys

pitching stymied the I'niversity of Massachusetts softball

team's offense and the Panthers swept two from I'Mass. 20

and 4 0. sendmg the Mmutewomen to their third straight

loss Sunday.

Adelphi freshman Kris Peterson goi UMass. now 14-171.

to ground out \\\ times in the opener and sophomore Julie

Bolduc struck out 15 in a one- hitter m the nightcap I'Mass

has not scored a run in its last three games.

it was just a matter of hitting the ball." coach Klaine Sor-

tino said. In the first game we couldn't stnng anything

together In the second we were just trying ti. hit the ball."

Lynn Stockley tossed a two^ hitter m the opener, her

second two- hitter of the year. Stockev. 9-7. has given up two

or less hits in ten ^'ames this year.

Adelphi took advantage of Stockley and Martha -lamieson

throwing errors in the bottom of the first mning to take a 2-0

lead It was the only errors I'Mass would commit all day. but

It was enough.
• rhere can't be any exceptions at this level. You just can t

do that (errors) against a gcx>d team." Sortino said.

In the second game. Bolduc fanned 15 and had a perfect

game going before Sally Maher laid down a bunt for the

team's only hit to lead off the seventh inning

The Panthers. 12 10. took a.10 lead in the bottom of the

thu-d inning on a walk and three straight singles off Lisa

Rever, 5-5-1. Adelphi added another run m the sixth. Rever

gave up five hits while striking out two.

i think we're a much better team than we showed today,

rm l«H>king forward to May 1 1

.

' Sortino said. I he two teams

meet in a rematch on May 1 1 in Amherst.

SUMMER JOBS
The Association for the Heahh of the Retarded

CAMP LOYALTOWN
a coed residential vacation camp for mentally retarded children and

adults in the Tatskill Mountains at Hunter, N.Y. is

interviewing on ^, , . -i ok:*uThursday, April 25th
Advance sign up at Student Kmployment Office 239A Whitmore.

Available jobs are: male & female cabin counselors, program coun

selors in cooking, nature, dance and drama. Nurses. W.S.I.. office

staff (typist, bookkeepers) and cooks. Kam a good salary and gain

experience while helping others.

Camp Loyaltown, AHRC
189 Wheatlev Road

Brookville, N.Y. 11545
516 626-1000

Complement this

seosons linen skirts

ond wotking shorts

with this cosuol one
eyiet oxford tie by

Oellinl In beige, white

or pink leother.

BIN
t-d^d ' SI

Open Sundays

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
TfeS Co,,J!,an Hicefo^^TfU Mon Thurs; 8;45-2.30 Fn; Dead.ne .2 days pnoMo po.„ca„on oay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive -"-^ ^^^ H.^rr^unt . Phone r^unnbe^

trttt^v Lav* LMW

ATTEMTIOM JOB

inln«»» impmrtmn^ 0^mntf<Mm i*
»viiiibi« »o« *t» MmMiaf pomioot rf) »c

counting ar* op^ Wwnuiiwb<mw "^y;
con«nuad conwct iMtti Mudant i.uiiliolad

liumiiiH and participMion m group pro

OMMS foi mo— mfonnation and appkca

oon coma to tha tcooom< Davaiopmant

OfHc*.4ai8(u<iantUnKin»Mo Appt>catK>n
_ - —^ -(ay 11. 1MB by 12 W noon

A»( •« f^M top 3 lloo™ o* vwcnu*

wntt poaaMa tai optwo NMaa i iwuliltli

ca« 2S»«12

»«o«a« for rwM a«aa t/l w/M a««tan

« tola o« atoraga apeca idaallor oouBia No
pata •360. larga ran! c*« Backy a»»ar 5 pm

* Aoaraga'paly n?' For fliora Infoffna

jBHrrA BAOS

TVmM MRVICC

OnK I Ttturadey • on I

, laU .n»»i«i« (rmN U»a«ii« •• apt .* b» nn^
• s«ft :!'•»

• >wi«iv2ba*a>Mi«p<JuMM>«l»H« 141

• aMludaawUiNtastiAS 4M7
III -I

—

Impraaatw* Inflnttv 'MS Noman fill 4' tal

watnui cabtnatt a>ca**nl cond two 9*

poiypropotana woofart 5 rradranga anu.

lywaatac 36^301 Mj »42& o. BO cad Jay

253 3K)1

Ptof»a*r Starao Syatam/Componanta
aicaNani aound' Baat otfar cal Nk»
2S3»«31

2 lamala roommataa naa<a< to i»«ara apt

m Brandyymna bagirwwtg <iy Juno o« July

(13B month utiktMa mdudid cH OaBbia

o> Daana SO WU
On* badroem In a four ba<lreowi H»m—
S Amtiarat l>ata OK *}» mo lHUmi

Two btg awnny badroema m Amnarat

homa iunwTiar aubtat with »a« optwn non

noklng awman ptaaaa ca« 2BKX07

aw ^^*

^ a« ttia Lagai

si;^^ Offiea lot tfw fal "••"T;**.
Up to 1* cramta "^ *» mn^ma '•*<»«r

jfj^^ywM- iiaiiaiu'iai'ii intama «^ aw

Lagtf Sarvica attornaya m aarvwtg UMaaa

Mudania lagal naada for furitwr »tforma

ton ct0 lagal Sarvwaa iK2 Can<pu«

Caniati at Mb-KK

ROOM WAWTte
rt . at .%<»

WAWTfO

Sunday SchoK mtt i

Wantod NOiSt portabia fan W<
iBirri anc* tlkm ba nom, «»«zn

p««Bri» sM>kia« to aharr .(utrc. mim

unokrr «pa/iin»i" m "» *mh»t»l- Sun

dwlaad»aa(k>mo«*iniK(aUanllb»VlM« I ^^-j, .-u ^^ ,.

* flail rr ubirt. fall optKMi ^xx >"*•

*M|utf# VtlUitfr t<.«ntkrt(*r .ri t»ti«ntul# I

^ Itlina* Ik4<|. ' ..nil'.rlxI'U I'-r »t<>lin(

Pnaala ma—al* waal*4 u> thmrr tmi

hr<lri><>cn Hnltan> mamir Apt (Inly II ^1/

OKinlhlMat inrludMl Kit liinr I >i >>n ) all

IkMiaa. Maun*. >! Ii«a .' ' * ''*•>>

mad. pa>) '"<
Mraa4y<nn' r">' I'x aii'in >'

I Ap« »undat«and Ml/nw
. ^^ -Km b«a
^TOMafiar II pm

vam

AVTOKMMLC

•1 Data 210 good con<«tioo

TKleaga pnca nagotiaWa b*0 M»
Audi lOOlS H77 •' auto aonroot AM FM
caaaatts -^aw a«nautt jood fadiata ragolar

ga« aakinq IIMW M9 37%l

72 Rartault nil good cor>drtion Lola of

naw parta naada nay* clutch 360.00 or baat

offar Can SO 3815 aftat 4 pm

7J VW Bug OK condition naw anow llraa

and battary SOO 54»SB77_

1f7» Ford Muatang good eondtllon. low

call 25J5153

I badream apNl lawal baiiaa in Bilchar

to«»n on bu* 'outa Larga backyard »<<«>

baautifui laka cioaa by Cai 2oaman at

3043B2

On* badraaiti apartmant mlltll Juna

lat On bua «na wMh diafioiaariai opt AC

Whoavar found my haraai SovdMi 4/11

plaaaa ratum itiam to tha Caga 'iw >ay

Cham «ad cy ottiara ca« • a Marcadae

nooMMATtsiiMrrio

to

Ona BdtfropM partuMnt on bua routa

A/C pool and balcanv i.ilabli Juna i *i»

pay 1100 to taka ovar cai fl<B Xilt

1 Mrmafit Amitarat Cir avan Juna T ca*

2i»123e

Sunny room In iiiawalait In Batcbartown
' loraa privacy 190 'month irKluaiva can ™iaa
' Abby 323^SB«6

Loai at Oalanaa an 4/1B a da>

wool co« haa 10 »' pockat i can t dnva o.

go out If found cak ««a 2SK»3»

•rown wadat wnh polo vgn ca« Oannia

64ft SOTO o< M»MM irixmnant

Loat and daaprataly naodad BU
notatoook «<th Zoology 100 'wtaa caa

mrHB m J

I >niar mhmmt kubM and faU ugtiaa .Sua

'.49 <>4.'»2 av<wing»

H y.« rv a n.-. .nH*in« Irmal* •»- •"•«

bk» I,, hv. .n a 1 brdr-m ai-rtment -

(,J.«..I VJla«» <" 14.. f.x-l' >•"

h7(>«

i barfnMaw, I |>rrai>n s<|uirr % iliac* apt

y m.^h Jul, t. itfetil faui hjlJia

1 paraoaa ba dninai PufW.H. \ illacf *p«

f..f .i.n-.n*. ' -mh rrni -i ^ • .!»''. .all 4*

Wimt ia irai^ poftiac atick^r I have l.a«

43 aad »aal I "t *2 »r H.I fur fall Mall

S&3 74441

ifrffcaa Hran

all AlailiMTII

» Mark*. HI"
iTaat »•( .S4S l2.Sn

WANTtO TO HtMt

PallUa Apt >aiUhlr M f«»l lun» l«i »•*

m-»w .nlormation call IW -mstt .« .44

Huaimvr auhl^l al Rraadwin* ap«a . all

jy a 'i^

Juna

.4*.

Law 4/T7 gold ring y»»t«» btaefc atona tan

nto eoMil or an routa to Thompaon aan

It

MOTOMCVCLIB

1 ,.r J (rmaJe. o»»<lr-<1 '•" Kr.n<lvT..n» apt

rail M<l 27ft'.

2 adtmainc fUmiabod rooma la a bouaa

il> .1. -nl..*!. ^mh^r.l » I 4 • tili>« 'a. ^ m.

<aU S>,pm -t S<ia 2M Mm9 lira* a«#r».

»ilh .' iiiraiirra mt-'ift

fai optnn 2B0 dodar

cai Andraw MB <BI1 or "

IM I award lo> 2 or 3 badroom apartmant n
Puf^on or Brandywna cai 2M 1M1 aak for

Two bedroom apartmant

, oiat location can M&3473
at Cllffalda •

72 Toyota Coror^a aiicallani running condi

non many milaa laft good body »900

fwm BO Adam 60ft 3288

M Bug rabuift angmo. now Iront tiraa minor

rual. run. wail can 549-4600 art 244

BEST QUALltrjMBOMW^

Cenauitatlon praparation analyai*.

daaign layout adrting^ covar latiar. intar

viaw. Giarruaao 26ft<267

CMEAPI CMEAPI CMfAW

Baautifui houa* for auWat Graat location

ngtit naar campui^ Si» aingla room*
•

• Can

Oovammant Homaa from 41 lu rapawl A
lio dalinqueni ta> pioparty Call

1 80ft 667 6000 art QH MtB for mforma

I
tKKl

' Ouftar Amp and Unleycla 175 watt amp
' 4100 urecycia »S0 can 54ft«U3

» Brm Ttekata may 4th Hartford 5th row

> floor 90 can Louia 66ft3175

[ 1970 Plymouth Furt Ml runa wad cak

I 596 7996

For Sata 1977 Subaru runa but naad aoma

yyork firat MOO takaa n call 549 9829

ll»75 Dodge Dart «reai fnijiiw n»« tir»»

nin.. well <.ri((inal ownrr <«ll l<«l»v

H Honda 08290 a.caiant tranaportation

^ 460 or 80 54ft01« » 10 30 pm on^r

• lae Vamaba motoreyda BICA IBB rod

• a.caiiani condition 14000 m.laa r^
• Ounlopa naw Cham 41400 o< ba^ffar cak

,ftar5 413 532 2660o. 413 539 9281

197% HO 2H eafa haa Iota o« potantial MOO

549 7977

Hottavoiatr a««dad to ^mrt 2 badrom
hcMitr in >un<l»rlai»d l27S'fiio » al OK
rallllrbbia 2S6 or<'>2

Two rooaiBialaa aaadad i" ahar* 2 had

r-pim apartmrni in .s..iilh«"»>d H4t'iiK.

plun iulili»« I all Kim nnhl» J' I .'2*»H

kooBWiatn waatad oo fapa Cod Ikia

auromrr in Hyannia area, rail Doa e»e»

IVtH^4Wt5

ihtijiML

'CHTOMEOA OPCM «U8M POUND

Alt Unlvofalty Woman Ara Invhad to A

loMgna dinnar April 19 at 5 00 pm and

Chi Confactiona April 23 at 7 00 pm

Call Hopa or Meuraan lor info or ridaa

546^192 or 546-2082

DOMINO'S DOTS

Sava Sava Bava aomathmg

davaatatina coming aoon vary »oon

mayba thia waakand^ Watch tha partonal.

Ofi* wroak only doubia dot valijaa for

raaKlanta of Syhran dormaj-imit SJ^LPT
ordar Offar anpiraa 4/29/96 call 54*2790

If yo«i l«M yotif !!•»• on a South Amharat

bua Wad morning I may hava found tham It

you think thav may b« you'» 0"* "^ • <^"

and daac'iba tha key» and tha chainand tha

kay* •«« ba raturnad Cak 99ft 3026 aftar

900

OMAT APARTDMNT

Bagplpa Laaaewa Cad B4»«10 M*
mga kaap trymgi ^
Poahktna avaHabla foT M4 on campua

loba Full and pan tima Apply Tatafund at

Mamonal HaM today

bpon Muah Sigma Sigma Sigma Tuaa

Apr 16 6 30 pm Wad Apr 17 9 00 pm
Thura Apr 18 9 00 pm All univa«aitv woman
myitad' Any quaationa cad 64ft^X)49

Win a trip to the Bahamaall Sign up for

tha MS Danca Marathon on tha Campua
Cantar Concouraa today" or cak 54ft2150

la h tfoa you can boy laapa for 444 through

tha OS Govammant? Gat ttia facta today'

Call 1 312 742 1142

Wa purchaaa axlatlng lat or 2nd mor

tgagaa nahonyvida TOP DOLLAR PAID on

any raatdantial/corrvnarcial morigiga. 14041

284-9111 Atlanta

COINS 12.1/121 Tutor IMaaamnaultanI

fonner IJl 121 «rartrr Mn 251 76fifi

;

|MnB(-alo«rialViilaaaa^(*a«pr«M!
Pool laoo4nr ao k<M roMO eaM
" 8B7B
'i ara* roatoo la a large kooaa u> auhlat

;
«.U»laUu««l>>W 549 479.1

, I bdno lii—d» il— Apt mblal *ilh fail

, ptk.nMuhella •4» J673 .

> H«M«4 la Broodrwlaa vary raaannabW
' rrnt Kniirr apt atailahir rail Chria or Pa(

J
J .fi IWII4 hafura nta> lat

, KuiMaer aoMet Amhamt h.«i«r .liina Sept

$ I 4" '.r nan call lerraa J'.l. "4ll7

I badiuii apt ^iifT— ^'"-f- —
fumiJiad rail (.ra« "t Have '•*•* 2i»42 >aJI

nom'

Two roommataa naadod m Downtoyyn

Amharat Call and chack it out, naar bua,

quiet »158'mo 26ft«B1

GREAT ROOM

INTtRTAINMENT

ftoeli-A-Dlac. Wock-A VIdoo Entertain

mant Diac Jockaya. large icrean vidao

dancaa for houaapartya, aart>iform*la, cam

put evanta 549 7144

Summor auMet inandiy conaldef»» at

mokphare m en Amharat Cantar houaa

SpacKJoi furniahad room loi 4200 md
nght on but rt call Mat 253 7798 i

HELP WANTED

PON RENT

Two badroom Amharat apt Swiaa

Village area 360 mo taka laaaa Juna 1

2S3 2604 after 5 pm

Part time Fund Ralaora for anvironmont

program Motivated ttudantt ca" •?''V^
money Alao need voluntaart 536^90

anytime

', Looking for 10 hardworking people to

, *«r1< with ma out weat thit tummar

The Traoaurer't Office • taeking a

Controller Applicantt thouW be organi/ad

work wa* under praaaura, have a aptitude

for figuraa ft ba able to work with ttudentt

The poaition • for 30 hrt/wk for tummar &
intaraaaaion and 15 hrt wk for fall and tpr

ing Applicationt ara availabia at 407 SUB
Oaadkne • 5 pm April 24, 1986 Woman and

people of color are encouraged to apply

Tha Student Senate it an AA/EOE

Hay Jav-^Vhaft raelly behind that tacret

imila of yoora? Thia la |uat my way of gat

ting back at you too'

Who wHI bo our na«t Editor-ln Ego^

Alpfta Chi Omega invnaa all untvaraity

women tn dinner for Open Ruth Mon 4/22

and Wed 4 24 4,46 for info or to RSVP call

Linda 549 4008

SUMMER SUBLET

1 room avallaWa m tuky furmahad Bran

dyyvina apt ca« 549 1 74 1 avanmga

2 bodroom Brittany Martor June Auguat

boat offar 2B>2in

Southwood townhouae atyla apt for

tumrr^a' tubiat 1 or 2 badrooma available

Fuky furniahad aptio prxil ianr>«, 2 beth

4107 eech month negot cak Rob 263 9403

ilaeve maatagal

Room for tublet lerge bright, beautiful

room w'5 windowt in great houaa n*»l to

campua Fuk kitchen and Inring erae includ

ad Cak Lariaaa at 5460321

Furniahad townhouae apt pool, air cortd.

laundry facilitiaa rant negotiable call

89ft 3700

2 l.pdr'Hiin api i liff^ide aplw -liina, .luly.

Auxual rani nag iitilitira inclurfrd c all »>6.'.

7922

[

Fully turn Rolllac C.rrrm A( po.l 2 had 2

, bath »<hii "t HO
Ooe badfuoi Plim«»a *P« avartaMa

' lunr 1 li. ^rpl 1 hirninhad JIK' month rail

' Kd .4 M ii'i2'. '.r Al S4*» HHII4

'

4un«nier tuUrl .''hadrtoma »"ra«idanlial

( Apia luna 1 .Sept 1 iloiir to tampiia A/"

> all Slava « MV2 l>»oo 6 M91 h»»P

* irying _-
'

1 brdrooai Palllao apt pnra nar'"»*>l'

, . t;i iHiiH
^

-

» Itoam la large bouae walk i<. < ampua ..n

• h.i« n.iitr .unimiT ..iihlr-i w/oplmn rrnt na»

all pva» 2'.». "4.1.'

2 guya toolilng for an apartment or hoiMO

ai Amfwral on bua 'oute for nm*r yaar I or 2

roonwcad Joaor Weyt^9M4724

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt m Townafwuao or

SrandyvMna Would talia over teaaa June 1

»200 hndera faa cai Abb* at 29»10aB

Kathy 2S3 3140 ^
Rawardi 480 lor tha laoM o« a > ba*anm
apT ,r, portion caN Sua or Geoff 298 19M
laava maaaage

4100 anyoi>* In Puftt«>n, Brandywlr>e OT

To«ynf\ouea looking for thrae|Oommataa

or wmma to turn ovar laaae ptaaee caa fmn
S4»9740

On* bedroom In Pwftlon, Townaftoua*
or houae near campua mala rponnataa

preferred cak Mat or Rob 546 7987 54» 7706

WowordlM w* want to take ovw your laaaa

m apt compiaa m Amharat cak S4847M
S49-57MkaaptrYtng'ii

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm epi m Townehouaa or

Brandywma Wouid lake over laaaa Juna 1

4200 fmdart fee Cak Abbw ti 2601009
Kathy 263 3140

4128 reword wonted apt <n Puffton,

PraaKtar.iiai Cotonial VMaga or Souihyyood
call Nanrv 69793 or Stacey 697W

Rawerd want houae to rant m Amhaat cai

Dabbte 69763 or Sharon ft9706

• Drandywloe apt fullv furniahad 2 bad

, r<...lti fi-nt nry.nal'lr .4'.» 4IHIi

I I bedrnom apt Amheial Center fall

• npiio" ^4^M>7.^^•

K'M.ni.. I'.r aijmmar, h.r una or fw*. pa<.pla

(all llavr or iaabal Fvenin(a 2.S;i .S9H0

l)K,.>l'KhAIK' to summrr .ulili-l ...jf

grfai Hraiidywina apt fall Amy .">4i» lni2 I

1 ..iiiKli' <i I d'Mihlr lidrm availablr in So

Amheral hoinr tail 2.'ii> 1H7,S

2 HKI tK< »UM IN K (WNKMi II .SK for nub

lat fiimiahad rant nagotiabla rail

,'.4'< 1X19

• TO SUBLET
a

• Availabia 9/24 with fall option 2
• bedioom apt Amhartt Canter upper
• Mem Si call 253 7985

• 2 bodroom Brandywine Apt for tummar
• tublet CHEAP' Call 549 103?

a Baaomant bodroom in houee on but

a route occupy May 1 Aug 31 with

a fall option 4168/month plut khara

• ut...tiaa Call 296^0084
a

*"

a Iju-ge 2 bedroom apt on bua route wiih

• poiiL ,l,%(l/month summer nuhlri wilh fall

• optmn rail 86.^:l904

3 bdr ap4 h uae .in bua rt 4.MI .'.ik) fiH- fall

1 all I anil .'.4W fmn or Alaaia .4h 9 109

9IOf> ..nyooe in Puffton Braadywiae or

Townehouae looking for thraa nM.mmataa

or willinii lo turn ovar ifmnr plpaae < all'l ami

•^i^iitfTm
.

2 or .1 bedroom houae or apartnenl
naadad in Amharal or Noho WilJinKtoahara

I 'nil '.41^ »)IH.'. anvtima (ilaaaa

I ^_^_^_^^.^^-~^-^.—.^-^—^—^—.^-^—^—
' 9999Reward for 2 or .1 bedroom apt in

,
Hrandywinr or Cuffton taka laaaa in Juna

, S46 97B.Sor,S46 ."ilU
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SPORTS

The rMa«smensvar«UveiKhl slices ihroughlheConncHticut KiNor vesterdav morninK. The men

While the Women's varsity eit;ht. bolh J.V. eights, andboth nmue eights als^o posted vKtones.

whipped (he Coast (luard by six seeonds.

^ Women's lax

loses its first
Women lose in overtime

The I'niverHity of Mas>

achunetts women's lac rosse

team lost its first ti»me of

the aeason a» the I niversity

of New Hampshire upset

the Gazelles 10-9 in two

overtimes m Durham on

Saturday The Gazelles,

now 6 1 , went mto the game

ranked fifth m the natioa

The WUdcaU came in sixth

and were considered one of

New Englandb strongest

teams

"We're not upset, we

played a pretty good game,

there's just a few things we

could've done better." as-

sisUnt coach Polly Keener

said of the game, speaking

for head coach Pam Hiion

who was away recruiting.

Led by All America Pam
Moryl's flurry of goals.

UMass took a 2-0 lead and

led for most of the game by

one or two goals before the

Wildcats tied the game in

the final minutes of regu-

lation

dboth novice eignis also posiea viciorie*.
#m ^ • TT^ TT

Minutemen falter in Rl,

lose two A-10 games
Cf^nforonop mop tinhtpjiR as enoYS cost UMoss

The teaiii^ j*i«>ftl a ->i)i

minute overtime period.

UMass controlled the first

three minutes but were una

ble to get the lead. The
teams exchanged posses-

sions in the second three

minutes before going into a

four minute sudden-death

overtime stanz&

There, New Hampshire
won the game as an outside

shot was tipped by several

UMass sticks but evaded

goalie Debbie DeJesus.

The ten goab represents

the most given up by the

Gazelles this season, only

Boston College's seven

goals interrupted a string

during which UMass hadn't

let more than three goals a

game.

The Gazelles now face

the number one- ranked

team in the nation. Temple
University on Saturday at

home on NOPE Field The
game is scheduled for a 1

p.m. start.

By PKTER ABRAHAM

The r;.( . in the Ka.stem division of the Atlantic 10

tightened up as the I 'niversity of Massachusetts baseball

team dropped two gHmes to the \ niversitv ..f Rhode Island

over the weekend

The Minutemen. Hi- 12 overall and «i i in the conterente.

split a douhleheader on Saturday, losmj; ^ 4 before x^mn.nv-

7 .1 Thev lost '.» ti yesterday.

In the first game on Saturday, designated hitter .Mike

Cassidy ripped anO J pitch from UMass's.Iohn Martin in the

bottom of the seventh into the nght-centerfield gap to drive

in three runs and give URl. 1 1 1 1 and 5-4. the victory

UMass led 4 2 before starter .lim Knopf (3 2) loaded the

bases cm a single and two walks Martin came on and got

ahead of Cassidy before allowing the winning hit

The Minutemen scored one in the first on Matt .^iieran's

solo homer, two in the fifth as Sean Flints homer to center

drove in lack Bloise after a single and Jay Zemer doubled in

Bnice Kingman
,, ,, .

URI's .loe Ward got th.- v^m t-. ,limh to .=> 1. He allowed

seven hits, two by Flint

In the second game, Bobby Kostro got relief help from left

lensen to win his second >;ame •>( the s«-ason a.s UMass

stroked two homers

In the first. Steve Messina doubled in a pair to give I Mass

a quick lead The Rams tied it with two m the fourth h.f<»re

Tom Fabian led off the fifth with a solo shot.

Kingman then singled and stole second before lodd (dm

eau walked Angelo Salustri singled in a run to put I M.iss up

4 _ 1 ,., iv..... r • -« iaiMinearnedmn in the fifth before

Kostro ran into trouble in the sixth

The junior righthander walked the leadoff baiter who was

.^crificed to second with fassidy coming up. UM manager

Dick Bergc<uist took no chances with the hero of the Game

one. sending the hard- throwing .len.sen to the m«»und

The junior struck out Cassidy and got Ted White to

gmund weakly to second to kill the threat

UMass then put the game away in the seventh as Matt

Sheran singled. Comeau walked and Salustn npped a three

run homer to center Jensen Kd two in the seventh to close

the door
Sunday -saw URl score five unearned runs in the seventh

inning to pull cjut a heartbreaker

I'Mass took a 6 4 lead into the seventh with reliever Steve

Allen on the mound. Salustn had trouble with a ground ball

before a walk and a hit batter loaded the bases. Allen struck

out Joe Gallager before White singled in a mn with a line

drive to center Doug Wright then bare-handed a grounder

and got the force at the plate

URI's leading- hitter Tony Hill stap|>ed to the plate, riding

a poor 1 -for 10 series. He shed those bad memories with a

grand- slam to centerfield.

UMass left the bases loaded in the seventh and didn t

threaten in the eighth or ninth

The Minutemen scored all sixth of its mns on homers.

Bloise had a solo shot in the third. Messina hit a three run

dinger in the fourth before Bloise doubled and Flint plated

him with a homer to right center. Steve Allard started and

went five for UMass. Pete Parente picked up the win in relief

for URl

Littlemistakes add up as

Gorillas edged at Yale
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN. CT- Against a nationally

ranked team you can afford maybe one mis

take, two if you're lucky. But when mistakes,

no matter how little they seem to be at the

time, happen in bunches, a good team will

take advantage of them.

"We played as well as we have all season.

The offense looked good and the defense I

thought was tremendous, but the little things

killed us." University of Massachusetts

men's lacrosse coach Dick Garber said

Saturday after his team lost 11-10 in over-

time in lOth-ranked Yale.

The Gorillas. 3-5, fought back from a 5-1

deficit to take a 9-8 lead before Yale (9-2)

fought back to go up 10-9 with 1:48 to go in

the game.

UM attackman Tom Lukarovic sent the

game into overtime, taking Kelley Carr's

pass, wheeling around the net and driving his

third goal past Yale goalie Brian Reilly with

29 seconds to go.

In overtime. UMass won the faceoff and

had several good shots at winning the game

before Adam Puritz came out of a pile in front

of the UMass goal and beat Gerry Moreau

1:52 into the extra period.

The (iorillas, while playing up to their

potential for the first time this season, lost

the game by making too many small mis-

takes.

Yale's Doug Gansler (three goals) .scored

with one second to go in the first half, defen-

seman Bill Dixon intercepted an errant pass

by Moreau on a clear and scored from .35 feet

out as the UM goalie scrambled to get back in

the net, and it was a Moreau pass that Yale

picked off to set up the eventual game-

winner.

UMass struggled clearing the ball as the

Elis successfully rode the CKirillas off the ball

nine times. The l^Mass close defense was

tremendous, holding leading scorer Ted

Moran without a point and letting up only two

goals by attackmen. The UMass defensive

midfielders were chewed up by the Elis: eight

goals came from Yale middies.

For the Gorillas, Kelley ("arr had two goals

and Karl Hatton. Ken Freeman. Doug

Musco. Matt O'Reilly and Mike Fiorini had

single tallies. Lukacovic and Fiorini had

three a.ssists and O'Reilly one. Moreau made
Ul saves.
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Cheating breeds differing viewpoints
r r _ ...r.....n..>tw..% <ou»>: in hiv rt<>nMrrment each semester. He aaid it d«

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Editor's Sote: Thia i» the second in a four-part senea

on cheating at the Univermity of Ma—achuaetU.

Today's story focuses on faculty and administrative

views concerning how students cheat, how great the

problem is. and how they feel about students' opinion

on cheating.

While most pt^)ple on campus at the University of Mass

athusettii believe cheating occurs on many levels and in all

department*, there is a discrepancy as to the extent of the

problem
,

"it does not kx>k like a significant problem to me. but that s a

jaundiced viewpoint, " said Nelson Pioa assistant School of

Management daail.

Pioa who safvaa aa chairpanon of the SOM academic hon-

eaty committee to whichSOM faculty are encouraged U) report

incidences of cheatii«. m the director of undergraduate c tHin

seUngforSO.M
ReqKmding to a student estimate that up to 50 percent ol

first year student** in math and programming cGunea geared to

anSOM major may be cheating on multiple choice exama. Picjn

said 'i hope that that's not true. Its difficult for me to

Pion said he and other SOM adroiiustratom try to make

faculty members aware that it is their responsibility to inform

students about what they feel is respooatttla and appropriate

behavior for their work.

The SOM academic honesty committee tma leas than 10

cases of students caught cheating each semester, he said If

cheating is rampant, Pion said, then that is uniair to the

students who play it straight

Stanley Kulikowski professor of computer mfomiation

science who teaches COINS 121. a first year pn>gramming

course, estmiated that 5 to 10 percent of his student* may be

involved m cheatmg at least once m a semester

"We see about 40 cases of cheating exit of a class of .^tK) in a

emaalef.'' he said, "but four semesters ago we had a group of

about 30 students involved in almost 150 caaen of

cheatmg.

M that time, the COINS department contacted University

administrators about the situation Admmistrators said that

cheating campuswide was almost four times greater that

semester than previously. KuUkowski said.

He said a student estunate that half of all cx>roputer prc^

grams may have been ct>pied or inappn)pnalely completed

was "probably a little higK b«ti f«.i out of range 1
would

estunate it's about one- third.

As for student*, consultania. and teaching aaawtams seibng

programs. Kulikowski said he had heard that the goingr«ewas

about $50. 1jtft semester a con-sultant was caught selling pn.^

grams for $20 each.

"In o»M- course, we're really n**** worried about studems

having a mastery of the malenal at the end of the semea-

ter." he said

The problem of bu\ ing and sellmg pmgnims is a diini-uK

one, Pion said and it i.- al.>-. hard to determine a cutoff p<)mt

for students who enp^e the help of tuU)rh.

"That's a problem we really d<»nt have a handle on," he said.

There 's no way U> police students who are being tutored"

Kulikowski emphasixed that mcidences of cheatmg are very

draimng on the COINS staff who must handle these cases.

English department chairman and pnifessor Vincent J

DiMarco said he knows of no more than three or four cheating

cases in htx department each semester He said it does n«.t

occur often with the essay pai)ers he sees.

•

I would have U> think that because of the size of this depart-

ment and the overall number of students here, cheatmg goes

on." he said "Hut in gent-raL I thmk student* are .studious and

responsible in their behavior
"

DiMarco said it is not easy to cheat or use others' essay

papers because these assignment* are designed to utihze

the individual student's own creativity. "Some students will

always cheat, hcjwever," he said

Student fducation of what constitutes plagarism helps

reduce cheating on essays, DiMarco said I know some of

my colleagues describe in a written handout given to each

student esactiv what plagarism is"

Dean of Students William K Field said improper use of

source matenal is a major problem and noted the dis

hcmesty involved m improper use c .f libran. and other puhlu-

resource matenal.s.

( heat ing will always affect a large percentage of students

because course work is often scaled, he said A few

trendsetters at the top of the scale who may have c heated

will drop other students' grades," he said.

If a class structure is sloppy, and you kn«iw people wh<.

c heat Its tempting." he said Field estimated six to eight

cases of cheating are brought to his altenticm each semester

and these cases are the ones which have not been resolved

at a lower leveL

Tomorrow: Big Hruther. the consequences ofcheating,

the options of studenU caught cheating, and what ia

being done to prevent iL

Cnil««ian pitoto bj Evw Par*

WHO WERE THOSE MASKED MEN? - Tbe Furcolodeon Theatre, from the School of Education. P«;e»«nt

the Giant Puppet Revue, yesterday near the Student Union aa a part of yesterday and today • Earth Day

•86 event*. Dick Murphy, a play orgranixer. leads the way with hit baas clarinet^

Writer lectures on revolutions

I'Mass attackman Doug Musco get drilled by Yale's Tony Resch as

goalie Brian Reilly looks for the loose ball. UM lost 11-10 in over-

time.

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

People in the Caribbean and Latin

America are not going to stop rebelling and

revolting because it's not a question of

principle, it's a question of life and death, a

Haitian winter said last night.

Jean Claude Martineau. a member of the

Grenada Solidarity Center in Boston, said

in a lecture attended by about 25 people

that capitalism and democracy perceived

by Latin Americans is different from what

the Americans perceive. In the Caribbean

and Latin America, he said, "We are the

workers, we have no say in it (economic

system)."

Martineau said this different view of

capitalism and democracy leads to internal

rebellion in these countries because the

political and economic structure leads to

poverty.

He said those who rebel are asking that

"our resources be used for us," and said

the economic system "put forth by the U.S.

has failed," because the "U.S. doesn't en-

courage development or capitalism."

Martineau said when a revolt occurs in a

Latin American country, the U.S. or any

other outside country should not interfere.

"When something happens inside a coun-

try, you have to let people solve their own
problems," he said.

Referring to assassinations in these same

countries, he said, "When Abraham Lin-

coln and John F. Kennedy were

assassinated, nobody came into the country

to change order."

Citing Haiti, the Dominican Republic and

Grenada as examples, Martineau said these

countries are not asking for anything else

but to be sovereign on the islands

themselves.

"Democracy," he said, will be built "ac-

cording to our (Haitians') needs and

beliefs." Martineau argued further when

he said that the industry in Haiti, as in

many Caribbean and Latin American coun-

tries, is not geared at what the citizens use

themselves. "They (Western nations) are

using the cheap labor."

He said the different perception of

democracy is what caused America to in-

vade Grenada. To the (irenadians, he said,

democracy is "not something they do every

four years U) use their ballot." He said it's

where everything is done by everyone—
participatory democracy."

"The U.S. was in a position where it had

U) show it still had power," he said.

However, he added, "If you put Muham-

mad Ali in the ring with a two-year-old, I

don't think it's a glorious victory."

High demand
for classes
is expected
By DANIELA WATKRMAN
Collegain Correspondent

This IS pre registration week and if vou're

like most students at the I niversity of

Massachusetts you have faced the dismal

reality of an oversubscribed course.

Courses are oversubscribed for several

reasons, administrators said. Those courses

which sati.sfy a core or major requirement are

most frequently oversubscnbed. Often there

are simply not enough sections of a par-

ticularly popular course to satisfy the de-

mand Sometimes students pre register for

courses and don't show-up. Depending on

the professor, they are dropped after two

missed classes, but. until then, they are tak-

ing up space in a class they have no intention

of taking.

Oversubscribed courses can present

students with big problems.

Rick Meisser. a senior economics student,

said he had to change his intended major

becau.se he couldn't get the business courses

he needed to get into the School of

Management
"It's really frustrating. One over-

subscribed course can mess up your whole

schedule," Meisser said.

School of Management courses are fre-

quently oversubscribed, and are difficult for

non- business majors to get, administrators

said. Art. journalism, economic, and com-

munication courses are also frequently over-

subscribed. . J ^^ ,continued tm po^ 3

INSIDE:
Pre-registration is this week 3

UMass and divestment 5

Tennis with a year to go 12

"We have learned the lessoms of

history, especially the history of this

century. Human dignity is

inviolable.

"

— West German Chancellor

Helmut Kohl
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* AND IMATIONAU^IBAe
Reagan^ senators

work on package
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan and about a

dozen senators met yesterday in a late- hour effort to reach a

compromise on the type of aid the I'nited States shi.uld pro

vide to Contra guerrillas fighting the leftist government m
Nicaragua.

With showdown votes scheduled in the House and Senate

for today, a small group of Senate Democrats reached agrt-.

ment on a proposed compromise, then traveled to the White

House to seek the president's concurrence.

Shortly before the White House discussion. Senate

Minority Leader Robert C Byrd Jr . I) W Va .
said the

Democrats "are willing to compromise and we hope the pre

sident is willing, too."

Reagan attended the meeting initially, and then turned the

negotiations over to senior aides for what became an all day

bargaining session, according to White House spokesman

Larry Speak»

At issue in the i ongress is whether the I nited Stales

ahould provide direct or indirect help to rightist rebels seek

ing to oust a government with which the United States has

continuing trade and diplomatic relations.

For the moment, the initiative on finding an alternative to

the president's proposal was in the hands of the politically

diverse grt)up of Senate Democrats led by Byrd and Bennett

Johnston of lx>uisiana. Others at the White House were Pat

rick Leahy of Vermont, Christopher Dodd of Connecticut.

Daniel Inouyf of Hawaii. .lohn Kerr> of Massachusetts and

David Boren of Oklahoma

State could lose $157

million in compromise

Quincy teachers back

in the classrooms
yi INCV (AP) Public

school teachers returned to

their classes yesterday,

hours after last ditch

negotiations with a state

mediator produced tentative

agreement on a three year

contract with a 12 H percent

pay hike.

We're vers gratified that

11 was able to be resolved.

"

said Mary Curtin. president

of the Quincy Teachers

Association. She said mem-

bers voted unanimously at a

pre- school meeting to return

to work.

"Kveryone was very

pleased.' said Schcxjl Supn

miendent John Osterman.

The teachers "are glad to

have it behind them, par-

ticularly to- have a

three- year contract."

Negotiators for the

teachers, wh«> have worked

without a contract since

August 1984. dug into the

bargaining session with the

Quincy School Committee at

1()::U) a.m. Sunday at the

Sahonstall State Office

Building. But it wasn't until

midnight Sunday that weary

negotiators wrapped up

terms of the tentative agree

ment.

WASHINGTON (AP) -
A budget compromise to be

debated in the Senate this

week would cost

Massachusetts $157.25
million next federal fiscal

year, far less than the more

than $500 million the state

would have lost under Presi-

ctent Reagan's initial pro-

posal, a study says.

The study by the Federal

Funds Information for

States, a joint research ven-

ture of the National Gover-

nors' Association and the

National Conference of

State Legislatures, also

estimates Massachusetts

would lose $997.43 million

over the next three federal

bookkeeping years.
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Heart recipient on dialysis

LOl ISVILLK. Ky (AP) Doctors placed artificial heart

.•nt .lack Burcham on dialysis yesterday, after initially

ng the machine's use would be unnecessary, a hopsital

-ji.k. -v^.)man said.

Hurcham. tii. was to remain connected to the machine for

tour to M» hours and implant surgeon William C DeVries

would decide later whether further treatment would be

Donna Haile. a spfikeswoman for Humana

:_. .\ _aub<m.

ARRIVAL — A 15-foot bronze monument depic-

ting an American soldier carrying a concentra-

tion camp survivor to freedom is lowered into

place in Jersey City, N.J., yesterday. ^^^

DR. STRANGELOVE
April 24, 1985

Mahar Auditorium
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7,9, 11 -$1.50

sponsored by Wheeler House
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Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning
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I
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FOR THOSE WHOSE
TOUGHEST SCHOLASTIC

ACHIEVEMENT IS PAYING

THE TUITION.

It takes more than just a lot of hard work to get

through school these days. It takes money. More

than people have on hand. So Shawmut offers

several tuition loan progranis like the Higher

Education Loan Plan (HELP). Parent Loans for

Undergraduate Students (PLUS). Equitv' loans

and others to meet specific needs.

Get an education on how Shawmut can help

vou go to school. Ask for complete information.

Call 1-800-SHAWMUT.

Shawmut Banks
Look lo us for direction.
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Pre-registration mobilizes counselors , programs
Sign-up to last two weeks
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Suff

The counseling period for pre-registration has begun and

so has the race for courses, faculty signatures, schedule

books and pre-registration forms.

Students who have not declared a major can pick up their

pre registration form from the College of Arts and Sciences

Information and Advising Center (CASIAC) in E20

Machmer.
"Faculty advisor signatures aren't needed for undeclared

students, " Alisa Rosen. CASIAC coordinator said.

Pre-registration forms must be returned by May .1 to the

Registrar's Office in 213 Whitmore. If they are turned in late.

$5 must accompany them for late processing.

Students who have declared a major can pick up their pre

registration forms from their department. Several

departments require faculty advisor signatures before sub-

mitting the forms to Whitmore. These departments are lis

ted on an information sheet that comes with the

pre-registration form.

There may also be a wait for advising all over campus.

"There's about an hour wait for advising during pre regis-

tration. " Rosen said. "It's usually helpful if students make up

acme sort of program before coming in to save time."

Approximately three faculty advisors and five student

counselors will be in the CASIAC office this week between

8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Counseling line saves time
Instead of waiting an hour in lin« for academic counsel-

ing, an evening hotline has been set up to answer students*

questions about pre-registration and course selectioa

The new hotline is set up for this week only and is staffed

by student counselors from the College of Arts and Scien-

ces Information and Advising Center (CASIAC).

"Students can ask questions about course selection, how

to fulfill core requiremercs and pre requisites for certain

majors. " Beth Elam. CASIAC student counselor said.

"It's amazing how many students don't know how to read

the course catalogue. ' Elaxu .said. "The hotline just makes

it easier to get answers without waiting."

j

The hotline will supplement the counseling services at

I CASIAC this week-

Two students will staff the hotline telephones from 7 to

10 p.m. tonight until Thursday Students can call 545-2191

for advising.

"If we have g(x>d response, we might expand the hotline

in the future during add- drop periods," Elam said.

CHRIS POON

^courses ,eimtinuedfrom page I

"Most management courses are tough to get. especially

Maiwgement 314 (Personnel Management) and Manage-

ment 330 (Managerial Behavior), which are requu-ed for the

major. " said a spokeswoman for the department, who asked

not to be identified.

Art courses are also tough to get.

"Basic drawing courses are always the first to fill up

because they fulfill a "C" core requirement. Besides,

everyone has a secret urge to learn to draw." secretary Carol

Lee of the art department said.

Journalism courses are also difficult to get

•people who are leaning towards a specific major should

come in and get advice." Rosen said. "They should come m
before the end of t heir sophomore year Some majors require

a lot of classes and it may be hard to graduate in eight semes

ters if you wait until your junior yw"
"Last semester, all of our courses had long waiting lists.

"

Jim Baptiste of the journalism department said.

"Next fall we have three or four professors on sabbatical,

so it will probably be very tough to get classes again next

semester." he said.

The economics department has many oversubscnbed

courses but 'if students are persistent, they can usually get

into any economics class they want. " Kathy Johnson of the

economics department said.

"There are generally enough sections of the lower level

courses to satisfy demand. Some upper level courses, like

"Money and Banking " and "Marxian Economics ' are a bit

harder to get. but students who keep trying are usually

sucessful." she said.

BDIC offers alternatives
By STEVE HIC.GINS
Collegian Staff

For the self directed student who finds during pre-regis-

tration that his academic goals depart from the 96 majors

offered at the University of Massachusetts, the Bachelors

Degree with Individual Concentration (BDIC) program

offers a practical alternative.

Currently supervising 150 student designed concen-

trations ranging from architectural studies, vertebrate

paleontology to professional story telling and eating disor-

ders, the BDIC program facilitates the student who has

definite career or personal goals," BDIC Assistant Director

Thelma Canale-Parola said.

A student with at least four semesters left at the I'niversity

and is interested in designing a BDIC major should contact

the BDIC office before pre registration ends May *

Applicants who submit a curriculum proposal including at

least 12 three- credit courses related to their concentration

endorsed by a faculty member and approved by a BDIC
supervisor will be admitted to the prtigram.

According to BDIC alumni survey, 80 percent of BDIC
graduates are in careers or graduate study related to their

individual concentrations.

"It's a type of major which is very marketable, " Mary Ann

Quinn, a IIDIC corp<»rate public relations major said.

"When employers look at some<me who has designed a

major for themself, they recognize the motivation and

enthusiasm that indicates," she said.

From the development of the prop<isal to graduation.

BDIC students are offered advising by the program sUff.

'Because it's such a small pmgram, we can offer more

advising, " Susan Machala, BDIC coordinator said

In addition to the advising services provided by the BDIC

staff students can receive c(»unscling from graduates of the

program thrtiugh an alumni network which was esublished

last vear

Rip-off victims to air

grievances this week
By DAVID BCRC.ESS
Collegian Staff

There is a place on campus this week for

people who have been ripped off by mail

order scams or other dishonest business

practices to voice their complaints and poss-

ibly get satisfaction for their troubles.

During National Consumers Week, the

Consumer Protection Division of the

Hampshire and Franklin County Public Pro-

tection Bureau will hold free seminars on

consumer protection and consumer rights.

The consumer division .staff will distribute

pamphlets, complaint forms, and informa

tion from 1 5 p.m. tomorrrjw on the Campus

Center Concourse. A similar seminar will be

held at the Hampshire Mall on Thursday and

Friday in Hadley.

The Public Protection Bureau is part of

the Hampshire County District Attorney's

office.

Susan Grant, director of the consumer

division, said this is a local consumer agency.

"It is the first rung of the ladder for people

who wish to complain about consumer pro-

blems or to receive answers about consumer

nghts," she .said.

Consumer transactions cover a broad

range fn»m auto and other retail sales to mail

order, credit and debt collection, housing

and product .safety. Grant said.

These are only a few of the areas the divi

sion can help with, she said, and people can

also be referred to higher agencies to

handle problems.

Grant said the consumer division will lis-

ten to peoples complaint.s and answer as

many questions as possible. I'sually the divi-

sion advises people to seek personal legal

representation but on three occassions with-

in the last year the division has helped to

arbitrate ca.ses where criminal violations

were involved.

The consumer division also works with

public interest groups such as MassPIRG
Repre.sentatives of the UMass chapter of

MassPIRG will also run the booths at the

seminars.

The Public Rights Division is also a part of

the protection bureau and people can be

referred to it for answers concerning illegal

discrimination, violation of open meeting

laws and violation of environmental laws.

TIRED FEET — Seventeen UMaas couples raised $10,100 in a 24-hour

dance marathon Friday and Saturday at Justin Ryans. The sixth annual

event, co-sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha and WHMP-FM. benefitted the

Chicopee chapter of multiple sclerosis. UMass' Janet Docis called the

marathon "a definite experience."

Run for Hitter raises $8,100

Men caught with paraphernalia
By CHRIS POON and

DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Two men were caught with what was

believed to be cocaine crystals in a parked

car Saturday night and were given trespass

notices from University of Massachusetts

police.

A man on leave from the Coast Guard and a

Springfield machinist were observed cutting

a substance by security guards outside

Grayson House. Police found a mirror and a

razor blade on the car Hoor and warned the

two men. They were told they would be arres-

ted on sight if they returned to campus.

In other police news:

• A sun roof and a car stereo system were

reported stolen from a Trans-Am parked in

lot 32 Friday night Police said the car

received minor damages and the theft

appeared to be very professional. The total

value of the loss was reported at $2,000.

• A male student claimed he was punched

in the mouth when he walked by two uniden-

tified men near Kennedy Tower Friday night,

police said. He told police that one of the men

swung around and punched him in the mouth

even though there were no words exchanged

in the incident

• A 1 9-year-old student was arrested for

stealing a fire extinguisher from the Campus
Center Friday night police said. He was pic-

ked up walking on North Pleasant Street He
was charged with larceny and will be

arraigned in Hampshire District Court

In Amherst police news:

• $950 worth of stereo equipment was

reported stolen from a Kellogg Ave. apart-

ment over the weekend. There are no

.suspects.

• In a Riverglade apartment two televi-

sions, worth $725 and a Minolta camera,

valued at $150 were stolen late Friday or

early Saturday. Police said forced entry was

made through a glass sliding door.

• $710 worth of stereo equipment was

reported stolen from Justin Ryan's Friday

night A worker said he left the stereo in the

vestibule while he was closing and it was gone

when he returned.

• Police recovered a torched, stolen vehi-

cle off Route 9 in Belchertown Sunday.

The 1980 Ford Mustang, owned by a

Hadley man, was .stolen from the Holyoke

Mall Sunday and was later found, burning by

the side of the road, police said. The fire

department was called to the scene and put

out the fire.

The sixth annual Run for Ritter road race

won by Bill Slocombe 32:48.8. raised $8, 1 00

in pledges last Saturday at the Alumni

Stadium track.

The 10 kilometer (6.2 mile) race was spon-

sored by the Newman Center. Proceeds went

to Covenant House, a shelter for runaways in

New York City.

Jeff Teeters and Ed Carreo, both Univer-

sity of Massachusetts students, finished

second and third respectively.

Rita Doherty won the women's division

title clocking in at 40:28.4. Monica Joharwson

tor)k second and Yana St John finished third in

the women's division

Race director Bob Coulter said all 450 pu-

ticipants finished the race ai»d said the sun or

heat caused no problems.

THe youngest ruruier was 10-year-old Luke

Higgina The race's oldest participant was New-

man Center director, the Rev. Joseph (.^uigley,

racing in the walking competitioa

-NANCY A. BUKAR

Levenson new editor-in-chief
The Collegian staff yesterday elected the

Board of EdiU)rs for the 1985 86 academic

year and voted to change its constitution.

Current co- production manager Dode

Levenson will be next year's editor-in-chief.

"There will be some tremendous changes in

the day-to-day operation of the paper which

Fm really excited about" he said after news

of his victory.

Anne McCrory. current managing editor

will retain her position as well as Peter

.Soderberg, who will remain production

manager.

Larry Bouchie and William Spain tied 6

1

61 for the executive editor's position A

runoff election will be held Wedne.sday.

Tom Middleton was elected news editor

for the upcoming year. Middleton said he is

looking foward to his role on what is "not only

the largest but the best college daily in

New England."

Peter Abraham retained his position as

sports editor while Derek Roberts was elec-

ted photo editor. Elizabeth Luciano was

elected arts editor, Susan Eaton will move
into the women's issues position and Kim-

berly Burge was elected as Black Affairs

editor.

The staff also voted to restructure the vot-

ing procedure for the board of editors. With
the change, the board of editors would be re.s-

tructured to the board of directors, which

would be comprised of the editor-in-chief,

members of the boardof editors, members of

the business board and members of the pro-

duction board, along with an executive

council
_^^^ POLUMBAUM
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All this •SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING** How can

and a salary •SWIMMING & BOATING** you

too!!! **OUTDOOR LIVING** miss???

('amp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp in the

Berkshires, is looking for staff members

•Assist Waterfront Director & Waterfront Instructors*

(both with W.S.I.)

*Riding Director/Administrator & Riding Instructors*

(both with teaching experience)

*Camp Nurse/Registered Nurses*

(family housing available)

*Assistant Nurses*

(Student Nurses & EMTs)

Call or write: Timber Trails, Star Route 158,

Tolland. Mass 01034 413-258-4592 or 203-249-2495
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Justin

Ryan

Mugs
T-shirts

Come help celebrate the

SUMMERS arrival with

Guido and his friends. ^^ ^
\Nednesday Night at \*\>i*^

Justin Ryan's 8-1 Bumper Stickers

Cr MORE
Guido Murphy's of Hyannis will be conducting inter-

views for summer employment on Wednesday after-

noon at JR's from 11 am - 4 pm

Graduate

Student Senate

Elections

April 22nd & 23rd

Campus Center Concourse

9:00 - 4:00

Candidates:

President: Jerry Ashlock

Elise Young

Vice President: George Claxton

Effie Kondopoulos

VOTE
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Divestment semantics
When students meet with members of the board of trustees

this week to discuss University investment, they should recom-

mend that the trustee policy that governs the University's in-

vestments in South Africa be rewritten, so that the University

follows the true intent of the policy of divestment and no

longer invests in corporations that profit from trading in apar-

theid South Africa.

The amendment, 2a, to Trustees Document T73-093 now

reads: "The University will not invest in corporations or

businesses that operate in (emphasis added) South Africa or in

countries that have similar apartheid racial policies."

Student groups claim the University violates the amendment

because of its holdings in three corporations, Thomas & Betts

Intl. Inc., Foxboro Co. and Proctor & Gamble Co. These

groups should be aware that none of the three violates the

amendment as it is now written.
rr p t>

Thomas & Betts owned a subsidiary in South Afnca, T & B

(S.A.) (Proprietary) Limited, but it is no longer in operation

and, according to the company, "exists in name only."

Foxboro Co. does business with an international represen-

tative in South Africa. Richard Sherman of their Public Rela-

tions Dept., said, "Yes, we do business there, a small percen-

tage." Foxboro Co. does not violate the amendment because it

does not operate in South Africa; it does business with a com-

pany that does.
, ,. ^ j

Proctor & Gamble has in the past been mistakenly listed

among corporations that do business in South Africa according

to the Investors Responsibility Research Center, a non-profit

group. P & G does, however, "license the manufacture and

distribution of a limited number of our pharmaceutical produ

cts by another American company — this done largely for

humanitarian reasons," according to the company.

UMass Treasurer Robert H. Brand, interviewed by mail

because he refuses to answer questions in person, said he feels

Foxboro Co. is an acceptable investment because it does not

operaU in South Africa. UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey,

interviewed by phone, said he personally does not support the

policy of divestment, but understands it to be the policy of the

University and is committed to upholding it.

David C. Knapp, president of the University, sounded more

amenable to change. Interviewed by phone, he said that "if

there is a need for clarification in the wording [of the amend-

ment] the trustees will consider it."

We believe the wording of amendment 2a should be changed

from, "...companies that operate in," to, "...companies that

derive profits from business transacted in South Africa..."

The University was at the forefront of this issue eight years

ago when it supported divestment as a policy, to show its

repugnance toward the racist government of South Africa.

The trustees should not keep the University from the fore,

now, by stumbling over their own semantic arguments.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of th£ Col-

legian Board of Editors,

Letters to the Editor
Genocide anniversary target of vandalism

iColiegian »

OPINION
The op.nions on th.s page aie tnose ol the ,nd.vi<loai wfnet or carioon.si anj do not n«»ss«ritv '•"«:<

trw views ot the C»lla§imn cw the Umvetsny unless otherwise noted

Give them what they need

The Armenian Students Club of UMass is

commemorating the 70th anniversary of

the Armenian Genocide. This hideous

crime to humanity was committed by the

Turkish government in 1915. While trying

to increase the student population's

awareness of the Genocide, we have en-

countered the following obstacles:

1) Our posters have selectively been torn

down.

2) On the Holocaust Memorial Posters,

the film The Armenian Case has been pen-

ciled out.

3)0n the posters that have remained up,

the word Turkish has been penciled out.

4) A three-yard banner that was hanging

in the Student Union has been stolen.

We don't know who is performing these

acts of vandalism, but it is no doubt a per-

son or persons who wish to hide Turkey's

blood-stained past, and the Turkish govern-

ment's unquestionable guilt. Turkey still

holds the highest number of political

prisoners of any country in the world.

Amnesty International has repeatedly ac-

cused the government of denying human

rights and "widespread and systematic tor-

ture." Yet Turkey is spending millions of

dollars in public relations to brainwash the

American public into believing that they

are "nice guys." This propaganda is com-

ing from a country whose government, to

this day denies killing two million people,

and names libraries and streets after the

"man" who issued the orders to do so.

Beverly Zeroogian

Amherst

This past weekend a large protest con

oeming U.S. nuclear policy and U.S.

policies in Central America and South

Africa took place in Washinjfton, D.C. No
doubt much work and energ>' went into

planning such a gathering. h«jwever. it is

di8turt)ing that not nearly the same amount

of energy was devote<i to investigating the

purposes of such American policies.

The protest closely coincided with the up-

coming vote in Congress on $14 milli«»n in

aid to the pro-U.S. rebels in Nicaragua,

and, no doubt, will have an adverse in

fluence on this crucial American security

vote. Do these people realize what they are

promoting when they adv(Kate the ending

of U.S. funds to the democratic forces in

Nicaragua' Contrary to what they have

been led to believe, peace will only come io

Central America when the people of

Nicaragua triumph over the Sandinista

junta, and true democrats (such as Arturo

Cruz or Mano Rappaccioli) are given a fair

opportunity to gain power. But such

possibilities will only be realized if the

Nicaraguan rebels are given adequate fun

ding. Chanting silly slogans like "U.S. Out

of Nicaragua " certainly does not construc-

tively contribute to any j)eace process, and,

if nothing else, only serves U) strengthen

the communist resolve in C'entral America.

It would be a challenge for the American

left (typified by those protesters) to prove

Nicaragua is a sovereign, independent

state, governed by an indigenous military

junta. The Sandinistas have consolidated

their power within Nicaragua under the

direction of Cuban advisors (who number in

the thousands and dominate the

Nicaraguan Interior Ministry); they have

forced the country's Jewish community in-

to exile, by formally connecting themselves

with the PLO and duplicating their ter

rorist activities; they have instituted San-

dinista Defense Committees (CDS), which

carry out Gestapo-type raids against those

who are judged to be "counter-

revolutionary;" and they have murdered

thousands of native Indians in raids carried

out using the "defensive" Mi-24 Hind

helicopters, kindly provided by the Soviet

Union.
The actions of the Sandinistas are

frightening, not only because they are in-

flicting pain on the Nicaraguan people, but

because such violence is related to a

grander enterprise of a "revolution

without frontiers." The Sandinistas are ac-

tively involved in assisting the FMLN com-

munists in El Salvador. The armaments, of

course, are not produced in Nicaragua;

they are imported from Bulgana, the

Soviet Union, Vietnam, and other Eastern

Bloc countries. Nor will the Sandinistas

Peter Dow

8U>p in El Salvador; they will gladly supply

arms to any anti Amencan group in tVn-

tral America, thus attempting U) spread

communist tyranny to Honduras,

Guatemala, and even to Mexico. It is too

bad the Washington protesters and their

counterparts here at UMass have chosen to

ignore this fact. They have assumed the

n>le (»f advocating a "no more Vietnama"

policy as they try to avoid U.S. military in-

volvement in Central Amenca.

Such a belief is dangerously mistaken for

by following their leftist policies of ap-

peasement and "friendship " with the San-

dinistas, the U.S. would surely be commit-

ting itself to a future war with the com-

munists. The Reagan administration is cor-

rect in arguing for support of the

Nicaraguan rebels. By assisting the

Nicaraguan people in their own fight

against the Sandinistas, Amenca would be

avoiding a future military commitment in

our backyard.

This pf)int is so relevant, and the $14

million funding is so important, that Presi-

dent Reagan has l)een lobbying hard for it*

passage; he has even asked for a cease-fire

in Nicaragua and church mediated negotia-

tions Ijetween the FSLN and the rebels.

Still the opposition continues, as leftists

and even some congressmen mock

Reagan's reference U> the rebels as

"freedom fighters." By ndiculing the

freedom fighters, prt) Sandinista

Americans have slapped many Nicaraguan

people in the face; they have ignored the

grave commitment made by each

Nicaraguan who is fighting totalitarianism;

namely, the dedication to maintain one's

sovereignty, freedom and individuality. It

is infuriating to note that so many of the

same people who loudly supported and ad-

mired the freedom fighters in Nicaragua

who armed themselves against Somoza

should be so condescending against those

who seek to do the same thing against the

Sandinistas.

Hopefully those protesters and their lef-

tist allies throughout America and par-

ticularly here in the Happy Valley will

wake up and realize what is really at stake

in Central America before it's too late. For

the only way to truly avoid "another Viet-

nam" is to support the democratic, pro-

American forces in Nicaragua; and the first

step in this direction is congressional ap-

proval of $14 million in aid to those

fighters.

Peter D(jw is a Collegian columnist.
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ARTS
Artslines....
The City (1939) direcUd and photographed by Ralph

Steiner and Wiilard Van Dyke with commentary by Lewis

Mumford will be shown at 7 30 tonight at the Campus Center

Audjtonum. Produced for the 1939 World's Fair, this film

eiplores the power of urban environment

The Five College Dance Department's "Faculty Spring

Dance Concert" will be presented tonight through Satur

day at Bowker Auditonum. Thirteen original works by 1 1
of

the Dance Department faculty range from jazi to contem-

porary ballet "en pointe " Tickets are $4 for general admis-

sion and $3 for students, and $1 for children and senior

The Portland String Quartet appears Thursday

evening at the Fine Art* Center. For more infor-

wtion see arUlineB,

citizens and can be purchased from the FAC Box Office. For

more information call 545-2413.

The Portland String Quartet will perform at 8 p.m. on

Thursday at the FAC Concert HaU. The program will include

the Quartet in D minor. K. 42 1 by Mozart, Quartet No. 5 by-

Walter Piston; and Schubert's Death and the Maiden m D

minor. For ticket information call the FAC Box Office at 545

2511.

"Art in Public Placea." a symposium on the topic of out-

door site specific art and public art and collaboration among

artisU. Undscape architects, and architects will uke place

fmm 9 am. to 4 p m. on Thursday at Memorial HalL

The Floating Cinema will present an outdoor, water-

sited film specUcle in conjunction with the symposium from

8-9 p.m on Friday at the pond This performance will include

. four recent films produced for the group by award winning

filmmakers These films created specifically for the Cinema

are projected simultaneously on two moving boats. In this

cinematic water balleU images jump from one screen to the

other, and the movements of the boats are synchronized to

that on the screens.

There will be a Video Arts Spectacular on Friday at the

Hampden stage in Southwest Ihe program begins at 4 p.m.

with "3- Screen Video Display." a workshop by Vin (irabill

At 9:30 p m . a live and interactive dance will be held along

with high-tech video- art. and live and electronic music The

video festival is free and open to the public

Works by Moiart and Salieri are featured in the final

concert of the Five College Orchestra at 8 p.m on Friday

in the FAC Concert Hall, at 8 p m on Saturday in J.M.

(ireene Hall of Smith College, and at 8: 1 5 on Sunday in Buc-

kley Recital Hall of Amherst College For more information

about this free concert call 2f>t> 8316.

The Five College Dance Department's annual

Faculty Spring Dance Concert plays this week in

Bowker. For more information see artalineH.

The UMass Opera Workshop will perform two finales

from Haydn's World of the Mmm and Bnttens Albert Her

nng, at 3 p.m. on Saturday in Bezanson Recital Hall^Koi

more information about this free concert call 545-2227.

The UMasB Concert Band will present its annual spring

concert at 3 p m. on Sunday m the Fine Arts Center Concert

HalL The free program will feature the music of Bach.

Arnold. Hoist and Clifton Williams. For further information

call 545-2227.

An exhibition of recent paintings titled 'The Children of

Darkness." by Raphael Colon Morales, curator at the

Muaeo del Barrio in New York City is on view through May

15 at Hampden Gallery. For further information call 545-

2803.

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl 6 Cyl

$34.*» $39.»»
• Cy4

$44.

¥V«H •»•(« nrm r»»i»H)i tporii At«r*wto< cop ^VC .0»v« igr».«<or
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Lube, Oil & Filter
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10-40 oil and MfMy
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NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.

He wrote beout (fully without <*»

lUizof Po»nt mofkef peo orxl Precise ^okWna DolK

but Imogloe whot he might fwv* written whh them.

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amherst, MA

Across from Watrobas Store
549-4704

You nxjy not be o
ShoWespeore but with o Pilot

Rozor Point ttieres no telling

whot you could do The
IV32or Point s duroble

plostic point conveys every

word in Q snx)Oth

thtn unbroken flow
Express your

irxitviduol

personolity with

every stroke

OnlyM*

RAZOR POTJT
mokBcpso

The perfea componton
to the Pozor Point is olso the

ultimote in rolling txill

techrology TheltquKJmkofthe

Pilot Precise flows smoothly
Ones instantly Its tungsten

carbide boll offering
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bollpoint insures o
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stroke— even
through carbons

Only »1.19
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•s soon as you get a job^ou could
get the American Express' Card

If you're a senior, all you need is

to accept a $10,000 career-oriented 10b
That's It. No strings. No gimmicks (And
even if you don't nave a ]ob right now.
don't worry This offer is still good up to

12 months after you graduate ) Why is

American Express making it easier for

you to get the Card right now''
Well, simply stated, we be

lieve in your future And as you
go up the ladder, we can help—
in a lot of ways.

-W.>«.i>« ^.J t-O^Jl**!

I til rr^iT ,,,,

The Card can help you begin to

establish your credit history And, for

business, the Card is invaluable for

travel and restaurants As well as shop-
ping for yourself

Ofcourse, the American Express
Card is recognized around the world
So you are too.

So call 1-800-528-4800 and ask to

have a Special Student Applica-
tion sent to you Or look for one
on campus
The American Express Ceird.

Don't leave school without it.^

BLACK AFFAIRS
Minority enrollment

down from last year

CoMigMB piMu by Andy Ih ll t r

King of S«l»*, Tito Puente give* constructive criticism to « masicml

group early yesterday at a workshop as part of the 14th annual Black

Musicians Conference.

What's happening
What's happening is a weekly calendar 0/

everUM highlighting films, lectures and impor-

tant meetings.

TUESDAY— Sylvia Fortnan. of the

UMass Anthropology: Department will speak

on Being A Peasant In Ecuador at 4 p.m

in room 81 1 of the Campus ("enter.

An opening of the exhibit, "Children of

Darkness," by Raphael Morales will be

held at 5 p.m. in Hampden Gallery.

Southwest
A panel di.srussion titled, Aftro-Latino

Fusion: Four Perspectives, will be held at

7:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge. Paneliata

will be Tito Puente. John Storm Roberts,

Marta Moreno Borrell and Knriquez

Fernandez.

Prospects For Peace In Central

America, will be the topic of discussion at

7::J0 p m. in Bartlett 65.

WEDNESDAY—

A

l*^ -ture b>

Guillermo Nunez and Ser.Jo Reyes or

Perspectives of the Popular Struggle*

Under the State of Seige in Chile at 7:30

in the Commonwealth Room.
Film: Sugarcane Alley. 7 and 9 p.m.. in

room 104 Thompson HalL

THURSDAY—Ronald Takaki, pro

fessor of ethnic studies at the University of

California at Berkeley wili sreak on Ethni-

city and the University in the I9e0s at

4 l.-S pm. in Converse Assembly Room of

Amherat College.

When the Mountain Trembles, a fea

ture film on Guatemala will be .shown 6 and 8

p m. in room 164 of the Campus Center.

A fonim on Third World Women s

Health and Sterilization Abuse, featunnjc

a film panel discussion and small group dis-

cussion wUl be held at 7 p.m. in the Common

wealth Room of the Student I nion

Building «...
FRIDAY— A lecture on "Socialism in

Cuba" will be led by John Brentlinger at 1

p.m. in room 804 of the Campus (enter

"Liberation Theology" wUI be dis

cussed by Tony Guglielmi at 4 p m. in nxim

804 of the Campus Center

A Poetry and Prose reading of Central

America will be held by Victor Montejo.

from Guatemala and Roberto Sosa from

Honduras at 7:30 p.m. in room 168 of the

Campus Center
The Springfield Museum of Fine Arts will

host Bemice Reagon, historian of the

National Museum of American Historv'.

Smithsonian Institution and founding mem
ber of "Sweet Honey in the Rocks" as she

introduces the Origins of Afro-American

Music from Spiritual, Worksongs,

Playsongs and the Blues at 7 p.m. Tickets

are $2.

By YAUIRA A BETANCES
CuUegian Staff

Despite an increase enrollment of Third

World students at the I'niversity of

Massachusetts over the last three years,

minority applicants for neit fall have

dropped 10 percent from 1984

According to Juan Caban. associate direc

tor of freshman admissions, 1.145 minority

high school students have applied to UMass

In 1984. there were 1.317 applicants.

On the other hand. Tim Rinehart, acting

director of undergraduate admissions said

the total number of applications for the fall of

\\*Kh IS 18.200. an increase of l.tKM) over

984 The University accepts about r2.0(»0

with a final freshmen enrollment of 4.000

Out of the iHK)l of minority applicants.

appr«»ximately 1.972 will attend the I'niver

sity through the Bilingual (\)llegiate Fro

gram ( BCP). while 35 1 will come thr«»ugh the

Committee for the Collegiate Education of

Blacks and Other Minorities (CCKBMS)
One hundred and fifty one minonty student*,

will enter the I'niversity through no support

program, he said

However. Caban added the figures will not

be final until September when students

decide whether to attend the Cniversity or

not. Then, "the yield will g<i up if thev come,

'

he said

The average number of minonty appli

cants who finally attend is 40 percent,

Caban said.

Caban and other officials predict a number

of factors have contributed in the low num

ber of applicants These include the Yvette

Henry case, the rising cost of a college educa

tion and the financial aid cutbacks In addi-

tion, the high drop out rate among minority

leaves the University with a limited number

of pnispective students.

Caban said community colleges are

affecting us more and more." as students

opt for them instead of attending a state

university The colleges' enforcement of

Affirmative Action policies also attracts

students by offering scholarships and special

programs.

However. Caban feels the low number of

applicants is «mly "periodic." Rinehart

agrees. He said he feels 1985 86 will be "a

g(x>d year in general."

Puul Barrows director of CO'.BM.S said

he's optimistic that we will get a high percen-

tage of applicants that actually commit them-

selves to attend in the fall."

He added, that even if the I'niversity geU

the same number of students or less

(CCKBMS) will be "strapped" in terms of

staff "We can't accommodate the students

we have now We need additional resources

m tutorial, advising and administrativs

duties," he said.

Cfl»»na de Guevera, director 0/

Educational Access and OuUeach. an office

overseeing pn>grams such as ( C EBMS,
BCP and Handicap Student Affairs, said it is

difficult to allocate new staff because in addi-

tion to working with a steady budget, the peo-

ple "are not in the boundarv of the

University

She said that for the University it is als(» a

"system of setting pnonties and compeung

(among support prtigrams) for resources that

are really scarce."

Benjamin Rodriguei. director of BCP
said. "The important thing to do is make s

major effort m bringing the studenU who

hsve been accepted and are doubtful about

attending come."

Award to recognize services
By KIMBERLY SURGE
Collegian Staff

Third World students who have perform

ed services for the University of

Massachusetts and the Amherst oommuni

ty have a opportunity to be elected by their

fellow students to receive the Shirley

Graham Du Bois Community Service

Award.
Rick Townes, director of academic ser

vices for the Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Blacks and Other Minorities

(CCKBMS) said. "Ever>' year we try to

recognize a student who ha.s put forth a lot

of hard work and effort in the community
"

The award will be given as a part of

CCEBMS Family Day U^ be held May 18

The award, first given in 1977. is nanrted

after Shiriey Graham Du Bois, an author,

composer, professor and philanthropist.

She served on staff at UMass from

1974 7.5.

Co-recipients of last year s awani wer»r

Sylvia Kinn and Michael Nauls. Kinn was

president of Afnk Am an<l a memlier of the

Third World Caucus. Nauls was also a

member of the Third World Caucus and co-

coordinator of the Malcolm X Center.

Only CCEBMS students are eligible for

the award and allowe«l to vote. Studenti

can nominate their peers and he or she wffl

be judge<i on the greatest contribution to

the community, he said.

Voting will l»e held from April 22 to April

26 an<i liallots are available from CCEBMS
advisers or from CCEBMS secretary.

Carol Cox.

SUMMER
The Association for the Health of the Retarded

CAMP LOYALTOWN
a coed residential vacation camp for mentally retarded children and

adults in the Catskill Mountains at Hunter, N.Y. is

interviewing on •! ok*u
Thursday, April 25th

Advance sign up at Student Employment Office 239A Whitmore.

Available jobs are: male & female cabin counselors, program coun-

selors in cooking, nature, dance and drama. Nurses, W.S. I., office

staff (typist, bookkeepers) and cooks. Earn a good salary and gam

experience while helping others.

Camp Loyaltown, AHRC
189 Wheatley Road

Brookville, N.Y. 11545
516 626-1000

I
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UMasss Transit Service presents the

Summer Training Program

for Bus Drivers
¥
¥

if you:
- have had a drivers ' license for a year

- are at 'east 18 years old

- have 3 or more semesters remaining in a

UMass degree program

- want a fun, well-paying job for the fall

I rkM'rc v>r\, a a i
you are eligible.UMTS IS an EO/AA employer. * '^

Applications will be given to the first 100 people

at the Applications Meeting:

Tues, April 23rcf- 8 pm - Campus Ctr. 101

Bring proof of class year (schedule or transcript no ID s)

Women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply.

For further information call 545-()()r)H

¥
¥
¥
'4

•=$>

¥

*^-

u

Ride in Comfort
• Lycra Bicycling Shorts
with draw string Velour

insert panel
And

• Cycle Mitts - leather

padded crochet back
velcro closure

Complete Set

Only 49'"
Reg. ^7*uf purchased separately)

Pttfotofi Sfiorts

1
I

Hours 10 ( Thurs 10

1

Open Sat tSundan

1»%1 Parkin; All locations

AMHERST 549-6904 NORTHAMPTON 584-1016

4-

4-

*
4-

4-

*

4-

4-

4
4
4
4
4
4
*

Resumes and Portfolios

are now being accepted in B-30 Baker

for the position of

GREENOUGH
ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE

CRAFT SHOP
COORDINATOR

For further information call 546-9535

APPLICATION DEADINE:

FRIDAY, APRIL 26

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

•k-tr-kit

**^4^**** ¥¥»^»»»» # *

^«!^/i The
Original

and Still the
Best!

Thorn«i Mork*tplac«
Old South St Entfonc*

Norlhompton

Op«n Noon till n 30 Sun thurs

Noon till Midnight FrI k Sot

586-4837

lO^

\i.'

^l^'•,x*-'
¥

¥

if. tf if if. if. if. ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

The entire campus community is invited

to attend the

INDUSTRY
APPRECIATION

DAY
CONVOCATION

Thursday, April 25

4:00 PM
Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall

Keynote Speaker:

Erich Bloch

Director, National Science Foundation

A convocation to celebrate the successful alliance existing

between Industry, the College of Engineering and University

of Massachusetts/Amherst.

THE
OUTLAWS

Thursday, April 25 at 8 PM
The Blue WaU

Open to all! $5.00

Tuesday. April 23. 1985
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau WBATHEB

BLOOM COUNTY
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By Berke Breathed
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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GORDY By Gorde
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Today—Periods of sunshine with occa-

sional clouds. It will be warm and higha

will be near 75.

Tonight—Stray and passing thunder-

showers

Tomorrow— Sunny and warm with

hi^s in the TOs with stray and passing

thundershowers

Menu
LUNCH

Shrimp Cantonese
Tacos

BASIC LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

Shrimp Cantonese

BASIC DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Chicken Pot Pie

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Runoff Election Tomorrow
for the Executive Editor

position. Vote from 9 a.m.-

5 p.m.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mil«4 b) lr«tfr MKhH Jadr

ACNOSS
1 OuMman t

ptckup

5 Cuff

10 <Wnl«»

Oaodi*' Harfi*

14 B«fo<* distant
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63 Certain cat
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1
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K Otherwise

named
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE
MAJORS & MINORS

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
AN

ALUMNI/AE CAREER NIGHT

When: Wednesday,

April 24, 1985 8:00 PM

Where: Campus Center 101

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Association

(The University Placement Service]

;The Departments of Classics and

Modern European Languages

Graduates Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About their Careers and Yours

^:i?>lsCm[L

SSMEDTLER

/oos
5)sr/JEDTLER

mars. : 700

First 20

customers will

receive one

FREE

plastic zippered

carrying case

and

one Mars-Rasor

ink eraser with

holder.

/{)U bV n CHhICAL PtN SET

Regular List Price: $72.50

Special xt^/Lj^.^O

Located in the Campus Center

Store Hours

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

UNIVERSITY^STORED

<Qm'£iae^
ONE AND ONLY.

CUNIQUE'S BASIC
EYE EMPHASIZER
Cimiques Basic Eye Emphasizer is the unique powder

makeup for eyes that does it all.

Used dry. itsa shadow that shapes and perfects the

whole eye area, adding depth to other eye makeups.

Used wet. it's a subtle eyeliner that also fills

out lashes.

You II find It in its own mirrored case at our Clinique

counter. In natural-shadow colors, of course.

Along with the Clinique Computer, and a free skin analysis.

Steiger s Hampshire Mall, and All Stores (d 39)

ALLERGY TESTED 100% FRAGRANCE FREE

CLINIQUE

TueMUy. April 23, 1985 -

LEARN <•

Colle i^ian ii

CES5HA I52L

[JFR PfPgR

FO« APPOINTMENT

CALL 253-9996
40 MAIN STREET
AMHERST MASS

01002

NAIl 8, SKIN CARE SAt ON

The ultimate in nail fashion

and skin beauty

"Beautiful hands and skin

make you feat beautiful all

over"

%

9'
HELP WANTED

NAMt

RtSUMb

Tin f9pm HoHW Mk

oajl rrtVF l »im« •• *i»d Pn^m

tXMMtNCE. lUO > a< li«» wuliiy rwyan
Cumaaim IUimiw Picfc<ar>

amiwwn llya«. • in—<«>'i»

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea,

Amharat, New Hampshire

(
(Resident, Co-Ed, 1 hour from Boston is in need of

Department Directors, Cabin Counselors and Activity

. Specialists for this summer in Athletics, Gymnastics,

I Swim Instruction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk

Songs, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel

and Nurses (R.N.)

Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact: Dr. Charles B Rotman, Director

81 Kingsbury, Street, Wellesley. MA 02181

617 237 9410

Apply now for on campus experience in the legal profes

sion' Full time 'mernships are available for the Fall, 1985

semester at the Legal Services Office, 922 Campus

Center Up to 15 credits may be earned through

academic departments. Aid Legal Services attorneys in

meeting UMass students' legal needs

ATTENTION COMMUTER STUDENTS

Our interns assist in Client interviewing

attendance at hearings

preparation of court forms

maintenance of continuinn caseload

giving advice and referrals

investigations and research

For further information about LSO Internship, call Legal

Services at 545 1995

VOTE

VOTE

Elect your new -

Commuter Spokesperson

VOTE Commuter Treasurer

VOTE VOTE
Wednesday April 24th only

VOTE

VOTE

^VOTE

VOTE

Polls will be outside the Hatch

10 am to 5 pm
commuters must have valid ID to vote

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
CpmeTcollegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline :s 2 days prior to pubhcat.on day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount « Phone nurrber FRfE
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UMass tennis awaits budget ax
Despite cutbacks,teams press on
By STl ART GOTTLIEB
('ollegian Correspondent

The I'niversity of Maitsachuiietts men's

and women's tennis t«ams are in their

second to last year of existence After next

season they are, as said by Ai Rufe. Assistant

Director of Athletics, "Scheduled to change

to a non- varsity status."

Tennis is only one of the several teams

being demoted from the varsity level. Among
the other victims are golf, skiing, and

wrestling.

At the men's tennis front, the netmen are

having a gwjd sea.noa They are curreniK 4 <

m the tough .Atlantic 10 divisioa

The squad picked up its fourth win over

the weekend when they finished a

rain-delaved match with Rhode Island at the

Atlai toumamer I

M'.nutf inf li had led 4-ii back

vkhtn ram slopped play with I'M i >.

one point for the victory

Coach Manny Roberts feels very satisfied

with the team s play thus far and gives special

credit to a few players in particular

"A big help this year were the addition of

Jeff Brady. Rich Lmgren. and David Singer I

feel they brought us back to a level of respec

lability not seen m the recent past."

Roberts said.

Brady is a transfer student from

Tennesee Martin and is currently m the

number one singles slot Lingren and Singer

are both back after taking a year off and are

playing third and sixth .singles respectively

Roberts aUo feels that his teams com-

petitiveness this season is due in part to the

play of "doubles specialists' Jon Deklerk

and Paul Zaretsky

One lit the major surprises this season waa

an 81 pounding of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology

! t-t season they beat . - j i

.. "And coming back this season ami

playing virtually the same lineup (there waa

only one graduate from M.IT.) shows me the

improvement and matunty of my players"

At the league tournament. L'Mass took a

respectable fifth, beating Rhode Island. St.

Bonaventure, Duquesne and St. Joseph's.

The .Mmutemen were two points behind

fourth place George Washington. Perm State

won the meet followed by Temple and

West Virginia.

On the conference schedule, Roberts is

reabstic

We don't expect to beat the West

Virginias or the Penn States mostly due to

the fact that they have 90 percent scholar-

ship players to our none."

"I like the looks of the upcoming fresh-

men, " said Noms. "They all show a great

deal of talent and enthusiasm.
'

On the women's scene. L'Mass is not fanng

aa well They are m the midst of what coach

Ned V'oms called A season of

rebuilding."

Hiv team t» i urrently 0-4 and are ju^t try-

«-><iri in h<'(" 'ne

go<jd >uun^ p.''ij.-.pt t!.> for nt-xt Mjr

"All I cansay is I want to go as far as we can

in the tournament (Atlantic lO's, April 26),

and finish the season with as many wins as

possible, then we can see what we can do with

the new prospects."

The only problem is that after next season,

he won't be able to say 'Wait till next

year" anymore.

What is being done for termis? Not enough

to save it apparently.

The captain of the men's team, senior John
Summerstein, sits on the Athletic Council, an

advisory board to the Faculty Senate.

"I tried to have the council reverse the

decision to cut tennis back, it's a sport that

you can play for life and the school does pre-

tty well considering we have no scholarships.

They refused to listen to me, I feel I was

brushed off. It's a shame. ' he said.

Sommerstein said he is trying to start a

grass roots campaign to reinstate the sport

though the help of parents, alumni and others

but doesn't hold much hope

"Termis deserves a chance. " he said. "I

hope something can be done
"

SPORTS
Men's soccer
shuts out field

in tourney
By PETER ABRAHA.M
Collegian Staff

The I'niversily of Masaachusetts men's »f»ccer team regis-

tered four shutouts to wnn the first annual I'Mass spnng

tournament over the weekend.

The Mmuieroen are playing "'he best soccer in thre.

vears. ' according to head coach Jeff Ciettler. who has .4eer

his team win a host of indoor tournaments and meet with sue

cesa since going outside

"Since I've been here this in the best we re playing The

team realN l<M)ks sharp." f iettlfr >aid "This is an optimistn

ojjri r -r !h.- f.»l! I think we 11 he strong
'

\ :.;«--....; u.-aibined team from Williams and Amherst

Colleges dubbed "Wilherst" 20 in the tourney opener Thes

then went on to beat Vermont 2-0 before pinning a 5 deci

*K>r . ^ t'.-.i^.'-*^ i
'< .r.,i*.i t ti 1 it Stsiffr*

In tht liiiai.N

av a% with thr •

n.ppetl ' iars i ni^t-'-

D-.nl.'ooiiiiut «„> jM ii. . ; ,,,^.,-..lor I .Mass. not allowing a

foal. Sweeper Matt Cushing was strong defensively as

Donahue was rarely tested

Nick Marciano had three goals along with Tom Giordan*

Tom I'schock. Kurt Manal and Andy Hingearh had a pair of

taUies while Mike Bellino added a single goal

Getller, who is losing only two seniors while seeing his

funding increase, said that his recruiting year was a good one

with several incoming forwards and goalies expected to bat

tie for positions.

Boston Celtic Ray Williams (20) and Cleveland Cavalier Edg^r Jones (44) fight for a loose ball.

The Celtics and Cavs resume their best-of-five series tonight in Cleveland at 7:30 p.m. with the

Celtics leading two games to none.

UMass is making the necessary moves- finally

Peltr Abraham

News Item: The University of Massachusetts basketball

team announced the signing ofDuane Chase, an all- Baltimore

foruard. to a letter- of- intent

Seus Item The $2 5 million renovations to the C 'urry Hicks

( age are neanng completion and should be ready for basket-

ball games next winter

Neus Item: The I Mass football team, uith three junior-

college tranfers and auaiting a crop ofhighly- sought freshmen

recruits, is in the midst ofspringpractice and anxiously looking

tft the fall season.

As the final groans from the seven varsity teams reduced

to club status begin to die down, new sounds are being heard

at UMass.

They are the sounds of winning. The major, revenue pro-

ducing sports at L'Mass (football and men's basketball) are

in the process of building what, in two or three years, should

be major forces in their respective divisions.

The signingofCha.se and David Brown, another Baltimore

star, are the results of intensive recruiting by first-year assis-

tant coach Dennis Jack.son.

UMass has rarely, if ever, had the services of Baltimore

area players, considered some of the nation's best prep

players. Jackson, a well-known instructor at the renowned
Five Star camp, has succeeded in landing players that pre-

viously eluded UMass. Others, including a top Baltimore-

area point guard prospect, may be signing soon.

On the football front, second year head coach Rob .Stull

had his breaking- in year with the team and has begun putting

his stamp on the team

The new recruits, while not expected to reverse a '.i-H

sea.son. will be given chances to play while .some veterans are

being switched to different positions to better utilize their

lalent.s. These are the moves of good programs. The junior-

college players and freshmen, as well as veterans tired of los-

ing, could make UMass a Yankee Conference power.

These moves, viewed separately as just another announ-

cement and blurb in the sports pages, blend together to form

hope for two UMasa sports that had been lacking in that

quality for all too long.

No student at UMass today has .seen a winning football or

basketball team since the football team in 1981. The time, it

seems, has come. And not a moment too soon.

sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Today:

Men's Tennis: Clark, at Boyden Courts, 3 p.m.

Women's Tennis: at Mount Holyoke, 4 p.m.

Women's Clolf: at State Championships
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A TRIBUTE TO A LEADER
by Marilyn G. Bou
Nummo Staff

The prinicipal leader of the Non-Violent Civil

Rights Movement in America was honored in a ro-

dadication ceremony of the center named after him

in Orchard Hill at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst.

Ernest Allen, professor of Afro-American studief

said although he praises King for developing the

world-wide respect gained through the non

violence, Allen said, "to be a true believer you must

be able to withstand someone sticking a lit

cigarette in your neck and not reating violenlty."

Allen pointed out that during the period of when

the Civil Rights Movement was most active, the

US. was trying to demostrate to the world what a

democratic nation it was. Allen said. Yet. he

continued, the media world-wide was showing

people get-

ting bitten by dogs, hosed down by firemen and

clubbed while being carried away by police

"Students played a vital role in the Civil Rights

Movement Youths by nature is impetous. Too

many people from my generation Allen said, "have

mellowed out, perhaps as you get older you mellow

out
"

Students made and recieved great strides as

members of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating

Committee^SNCC) and the Southern Christian

Leadership Conferecne (SCLC). as they engaged in

sit-ins and other non-violent acts

'How could you go into a segregated restaurant

before had a job good enough to pay for it." Allen

said.

Allen in finishing his speech said, "Let us honor

King not only by reading his works, but by practic-

ing the kind of life he attempted to live, in keeping

with the struggle
'

The program also included a film of the March on

Washington It featured footage of crowds of

people gathered peacefully in protest of the segra -

gationist laws still practiced around the country

during the sixties. It highlighted King's "I Have a

Dream'speech

Consequently, the march was influential in the

passage of the 1 964 Civil Rights Act "One would

like to say Dr King s work is over, but in fact we
have gone to before the sixties Our work is not

done," said Allen.

A discussion was held in which the audience

expressed their reactions to the film Alberto

Valdes. a crescent for the fraternity of Phi Beta

Sigma, said "We should study people who made

history, study those around us We tend to

segregate ourselves. By our majors, our lan-

guages, and our skin colors King made history by

making people go past that and it is our responsi-

bility to keep the lines of communication open

between our peoples UNITY' Look into it»"

A portrait was dedicated to the Martin Luther

King Jr Center painted by Robert Lynch Lynch, an

art major is the first black recepient of a four year

scholarship at UMass
"I wanted to do this (the portrait) a long time ago

It was an honor for me to do it.
" Lynch said

Kudoiph F Miller, a legal studies major, and

Roscoe F Robinson, president of Phi Beta Sigma,

Inc , UMass/Amherst chapter said "We feel we
have something to do here and a positive force with

which to do It with Between us, we can move a

mountain"

"Unification is a problem here with the students

of color," they continued,"a goal of ours is to unify

primarily students of color

The Afro-Latin Musical Experience

by Dan Lewis

Nummo Staff

The annual Jazz All Stars concert was held in the

Fine Arts Center concert hall last Sunday. The

concert opened the Fourteenth Annual Black

Musicians Conference which will run throughout

the year. The conference will feature several

concerts, workshops and recitals including, "The

Bright Moments Festival" and Jazz in July"

workshops.

The Jazz All Stars performance featured

percussionists Mongo Santamaria, Max Roach

and Tito Puente. Tito Puente, referred to as the

King of Latin music, is a pioneer of Latin Jazz. He is

credited with over 120 recordings with his

orchestra and was the recipient of two Grammy

Awards in 1978 and 1983

Max Roach is considered by many to be one of the

greatest drummers of jazz history Roach is a

member of the University's Department of Music

and Dance faculty. Roach came to prominence as

a Bebop drummer for Charlie Parker He later made

award winning recordings with Thelonius Monk,

Dizzy Gillespie, Bud Powell and many others.

Roachs style has influenced several jazz per-

cussionists.

Mongo Santamaria has maintianed an

international reputation as one of the worlds

foremost innovators in Latin percussion A native

of Cuba, Santamaria has recieved international

reviews and prominent recognition for his ap-

pearances at New Yorks Lincoln Center, Town
Hall and Madison Square Garden, to name a few

Santamaria"s major instruments are the conga

drums.

The concert was just the beginning of a week of

Afro- Latin entertainment and cultural activities

On Monday Tito Puente held a workshop in the

FineArts Center and the Augusta Savage Gallery in

the New Africa House featured the opening of "The

Movement of Music: A Collective Experience"

the opening included a reception and concert by

Samba Space. The ensemble featured Joe Platz,

Rich Downs, Liz Tiley, John Weeks and Geseles

LItalien.

Tonight the Hampden Gallery features the

opening of "Children of Darkness '" by Rafael

Morales Also tonight in the Cape Cod Lounge.

Student Union, four perspectives of Afro-Latin

music can be heard at a panel discussion. The

panel includes Tito Puente, John Storm Roberts,

Marta Moreno Bornell and Enrique Fernandez The

concert will begin at 7:00pm, admission is free

On Wednesday and Thursday two films will be

presented on campus free of charge Wednesday

"Sugar Cane Alley '" will be shown at 7 00pm in

Thompson Hall room 104 When the Mountain

Trembles" will be shown, in cooperation with

Ahora Caribbean week, on Thursday at the

Campus Center, room 1 64 The film will be shown

at 6:00 and 9 00 pm
On Friday Pablo Landrum will hold a vocal and

percussion workshop at the Fine Arts Center in the

music wing, room 44. The workshop will begin at

11:15 am The week's activities will end on Friday

night with the 8th annual Solos and Duos concert.

Pablo Landrum and Theresa Folks-Pliar will per-

form in the Cape Cod Lounge of the Student Union

at 8:00 pm.

kEach of the Art exhibihits will remain open

through the week Here are the galleries opening

and closing times

Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery, first floor of

New Africa House - Mon. thru Fri , 10am to 4pm.

Hampden Gallery, Hampden Commons, South-

west - Mon thru Fri , Bam to 4pm.

The Annual Black Musicians Conference is a

project of the Fine Arts Center, along with many

other campus wide organizations the FAC has

worked very hard to bring both Latin and African

cultural events to the University Your attendance

will be appreciated at all these events.
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Eddie Murphy Hits Mass.

He's funny but controversial

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Staff

In the first of two shows at Brandeis University

on Wednesday night, comedian Eddie Murphy

proved that he is really two people One is a man

whose schizophrenic closet of personalities is so

extraordinarily varied and well-timed as to defy

comparison.

The second is a schoolboy who thinks bodily

functions and things you do in the bathroom are

just about the funniest thing going. The combo

provided enough to entertain and offend everyone.

Murphy has never avoided contrversy and he

dealt with the picket line of students outside the

school's Shapiro Gymnasium who were protesting

his jokes about AIDS and homosexuality

"I was in another state when I read this

controversy, " Murphy told a crowd of about 2,000

people "I expected to come here and be sur-

rounded by 2,000 faggots
"

Protesters posters read Eddie Murphy Reagan

Court Jester," Eddies Ignorance and Insensi-

tivity Harm Everybody, and Say No to Sexism.'

Murphy strode confidently on stage and

declared, "People don't understand my comedy I

make jokes at everybody I'm not anti-anything.

I'm just pro-humor I never say anything bad about

faggots, I just think they.re funny people."

M urphy laughed at comments from members of a

Brandeis University Lesbian and Gay Coalition

EDDIE MURPHY
tor and Comedian

who asked him to turn over his $60,000 fee to the

Boston Aids Action Committee.

"Ha, " the 24 year old comedian taunted, besides.

it's 50,000
"

After M urphy explained to the audience about his

personality, the show was a wild impressionistic

roller-coaster ride of humorous anacks on

anything from personal hygiene to famous

personalities, such as Mr T ( "The man does not

look stable Anybody who would cut his hair like

that would cut your hair like that ') and boxer Leon

Spinks advertising candy ( "Peppermint Patties is

the most goodiest") were sidesplitters.

Even when he attacked the tougher subjects of

venereal disease, oral sex and masturbation ("It's

natural, free, American and here for you") his wild

irreverence and schoolboy fervor made the jokes

seem to be taken no more seriously than locker

room kidding

Members of the school's programming board,

who arranged for M urphy" s visit, said in a

statement released prior to his appearance , that

the University is "an open community, and

certainly anyone within the community is free to

make a personal statement."

There's no question about it. Eddie Murphy can

be offensive But, if truth be told, life is offensive

and anyone who can make you laugh and rid your

mind of disease, hunger and strife for even just a

few minutes, we can.t do without.

Murphy also appeared at the Springfield Civic

Center on Thursday night.

Jamacians Skeptical Elections Near

by Christopher Allen

Nummo Staff

Five years after the last of three bitter national

elections ripped through the slums, spewing gang

warfare and gunfire between militant followers of

socialist Prime Minister Michael Manley and

conservative challenger Edward Seaga these rival

communities are still fiercely loyal to their

respective heroes.

As the prospect of a new electoral contest looms

again, with Manley promising a summer challenge

to now Prime Minister Edward Seaga. some

Jamaicans worry that the urban violence could

flare again in these gritty party strongholds.

From the Jamaica Labor Party (JLP), Hyacinth

Bloyd, a community worker in Tivoli Gardens, a

section of western Kingston, asserted. 'We are all

united here because of Mr Eddie He turned this

area from a slum to a monument. The other party

tried to break our spirit, but people here rejected

them totally, and we always will.'

Tivoli Gardens, the low income development, was

built 20 years ago with the help of Edwward Seaga

who has ever since represented this area in

Parliament.

Portia Simpson, one of Manley's top aides

said, "until our party comes back in power, we will

do everything in our power to keep that spirit alive

Our people are being victimized by the present

government, and they know Michael would never

let them suffer like this "

In many ways the two communities exemplify

the powerful patronage system that has dominated

Jamaican politics since the island's two major

parties were founded in the 1940s While Manley

is seen as an i jealistic social reformer and Seaga

as a business like elitist, both men have built

equally strong followings among Kingston's poor

residents.

In the past several years, the rivalry between

these two communities has been largely confined

to verbal inuendo and snipping: "Manley is a

communist," "Seaga rewards certain neighbor-

hoods with jobs and garbage collection, a person

isnt safe if he wanders into the opposition" s turf
"'

In middle class communities analysts say

Jamaicans disillusioned with extremist and

personality cult politics are turning away from the

two traditional parties in record numbers; a recei.t

poll showed 35 percent of the voters undecided' in

a hypothetical contest between Manley and

Seaga.

Professor M ichael Thelwell of the Afro-American

Studies Department does not think ther will be an

election before 1988 because of the Prime

Minister Seaga's determination to remain in

power.

In 1980. Jamaica turned to Mr. Seaga a Harvard

educated sociologist to restore calm and economic

vitality. Mr. Seaga's Jamaican Labor Party won 51

of the 60 seats in Parliament. As one of the first

official acts Mr. Seaga broke diplomatic relations

with Cuba He has become one ot the Reagan

Administration's closest allies

But inside the ghettos old hostilities are quickly

rekindled After a snap election was called b Seaga

in 1983 while at a peak in popularity after his

strong support for the United States-led invasion

of Grenada, "Bogus Government" slogans ap-

peared instantly throughout the west side. With

deep personal and party loyalties dividing most

poor voters the t>wo leaders, few people believed

Jamaica will soon see a return to it's traditional

quiet transfer of electoral power.
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In conjuction with this year's Black Musicians

Conference, a documentary entitled "The 13th

Annual Black Musicians Conference: A Tribute to

Mary Lou Williams" will be shown by the Union

Video Center this Tues-Thurs.. April 22-24 from 1

to 2 pm.

The program can be seen on the television sets

outside the Hatch, and next to the mini-store in the

Student Union building.

Each year the CCEBMS Program

sponsors, as part of the Family Day

activity, the honoring of a student who
has made the greatest service contribu-

tion to the Third World community.

This award, the Shirley Graham DuBois

Service to Community Award, is one in

which Students nominate and elect

candidates. This is an important award,

as the recipient is chosen by his/her

peers.

All CCEBMS students are eligible.

The winner will recieve an engraved

plaque to be presented at CCEBMS
Family Day.

Ballots can be picked up in room 214
New Africa House. Return completed

forms to the same place by Friday April

26, 1985.

SiQma Gemma Rho, a participating sorority of the

Umoja Gre«k Step Show doing their step h^ the

Umoja Greek Step Show on Saturday.

April 20th at UMass/Amherst

Letters to the Editor

I am white Today, April 8, 1985, I read Nummo
News for the first time. I was tired of seeing it in

the trash and hearing racist jokes about it and not

knowing exactly what it was. I wanted to be a little

more aware of what is going on. I was surprised

because an article directly related to me. I was

also disgusted when I read it. It was the article

with the headline "The Whitmore Sit-in: Two

Pierspectives." I would like to address both views.

I assume the first student was Black. The first

statement was that "The sit-in...was not our bat-

tle." To put it simply, it was every students battle

against the administration totally disregarding

student input You could have come to the sit-in

and stated how you felt Was staying away your

revenge? if you want "liberal" white students to

work with you, then why don't you make an effort

to work with them' Why don't you educate us

about ^hat needs to be changed and how to do it'

Afterall, like you stated, you are the ones "who

vitally understand the concept and the need for

change." I invite you to educate me, to give me
your input, to help me work ^ith you for a change

for the better.

I also, in turn, must assume the second view wa«

written by a white student You were just as bad! I

don t think the Third World was letting me do their

work for them We must all do our work together.

Why must it be kfw>wn that they blew it?"

According to them WE "blew it! " We are both

working, why cant we work together'

I think both letters were a big mistake. They just

pointed fingers at the other group Lets learn from

these letters and past mistakes, no matter whose

fault, that is not important What is important, that

we work together Everyone should ask not only

themselves but of others, "What can I do to help?"

That IS what I am doing with this letter, taking the

first step Will someone tell me what I can do to

help?

Frank E Bowrys III

Learning Civil Rigtits Firsthand

Students in two Afro-Am classes, studying

political science and the Civil Rights Movement

with professors Strickland and Thelwell respect-

ively, met together to hear firsthand about the

experiences of one white volunteer in the 1964

Mississippi Freedom Summer That year, when

most of the students in the classes were less than

five years old, Alan Schiffman and approximately

800 other Black and white volunteers went to

Mississippi to work for the council of Federated

Organizations (COFO) They worked on voter

registration, organizing the Mississippi Freedom

Democratic Party, providing health care (often the

first that people had had), and teaching in Freedom

Schools. ,

Schiffman arrived in Nashoba County, Mississ

ippi in August, just after the bodies of Schwerner,

Chaney. and Goodman, murdered by the local

Sheriff, were found after having been missing for

six weeks On that note began what Schiffman

describes as "the most incredible and intense

learning experience of my life." H e was at the time

a graduate student in philosophy at Princeton, "a

highly educated product of America" And yet, he

knew nothing of Black culture or history, because,

in America these are systematically and inten-

tionally not taught

While in Nashoba County. Schiffman spent most

of his time talking with people, trying to get them

attempt to register to vote and to be active in the

MFDP, and teaching math and French in the

Freedom School. Ath same time, Schiffman was

exposed to a wholly new framework for under-

standing the world Schiffman and many other

volunteers were learning about the importance of

the church, of music, and of collectivity in the

Black community. And they were learning that dirt

poor, often illiterate rural Blacks had sophisticated

techniques of social organization, political anal-

ysis, decision making, and communication, to

which they had never before been exposed. It was

in Mississippi that they were firsrt exposed to

"radically democratic" organizing. While the

volunteers brought and taught certain skills useful

in dealing with the white Mississippi power-

structure, they learned by experience that "ordi-

nary people carry within there own traditions that

which is needed to free thenselves, and to develop

a better life for themselves." Because of this.

Professor Thelwell emphasized, the goal of vol-

unteers was, "'to organize ourselves out of a job."

When asked about the results of Freedom

Summer 64, Schiffman cited four main areas of

accomplishment: (1) empowerment of local Black

leaders and power structure, (2) media attention

temporarily reduced white violence, (3) emotional

and intellectual impact on the volunteers them-

selves, and (4) connections were made and

networks established which are still in use today in

the protracted struggle for a truely democratic

society.

Many volunteers had gone to Mississippi

thinking of problems there as isolated, as not

representative of America in general But there

they came to see that the "struggle for social

justice, would ultimately direct itself to the forms

of power in the United States." Although he has

maintained contact with some of his comrades

from those days, including professors Strickland

and Thelwell. Schiffman has not visited Nashoba

County in many years. However. "Bloody

Nashoba" as it was nicknamed during Movement

days, remains in the news In 1 980, it was chosen

as the sight for Ronald Reagan's Presidential

campaign kick-off Reagan has clearly learned

something about the importance of "Bloody

Nashoba'". and so should we.

Kathryn Courtland Millis
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Laboratory goes up in flames
hv ANDRKW WOI.KK
I'olletnan Staff

A section of insulation, overheated by a blowtorch, caused

I two alarm fire yesterday that de.stroyed Fisher Laboratory

ind injured one firefijjhter near Orchard Hill.

A physical plant welder using a torch to cut through a ref-

ngeration pipe apparently iginited the insulation behind a

ivall and started the fire in the 73-year-old building, accord-

ng to an Knvironmental Health and Safety employee.

The blaze, which broke out on the fu->.t fioor shortly before

flam.,
caused about $50,000 in damage, according to Art

Mifford. director of the Office of Fublu Information

i left the buQding for 10 minutes to get mail and when 1

-ame back the whole place was full of smoke." Roger

:hoin«rd. the EHS employee, said. "By that time, the

welder had already called the fire department'

•There was no Hame. but a large volume of smoke pouring

rom the east side." said Amherst Fire Department ('apt

Tim Atteridge, the fu^st to enter the burning building. 'We

tnew we had something when we got there The fu-e was on

he second floor by the time we arrived

Atterdige said he had difficulty seem*; '>iKe inside the

HJildtng: 'I couMnt -ee. mv vision was completeh

''red a leg injurs *hei»

•r- irrapplmK with fell

Dickinson H<jspital m
I !»ni! nlfrtsf'd. ai cording

>bscured-"

.Amherst firefighter Don ^'

he ladder he anHi"''>i»rfi

>n top of him

Moran was taken to ('o«jle>

.L „ .. .. .^u..rt> he WB" '^^'*"

>woman

The building formerly a cold storage warehouse, currently

tiou.Hed the fire extinguisher shop as well as tree crew equip

nent. the gr -und department and IMass Outmg Clul

layakR

Firefighters, removed all of the equipment including snow

Firefluhters

Professor has final say

on cases of cheating
By LARRY BOl CHIK
Collegian Staff

Editor's Sole: Thi» is the third in a four

part nerie» on cheating at the Univenity

of MoMnachusptt*. Today'* ntory focuses

on the conMi'quences, where students

and faculty can go with unresoh'ed pro-

blems, recommendations on prevention,

and Big Brother.

As cheating at the University of Massa-

chusett.s continues, several .student, faculty,

and administrative committees are working

on a comprehensive program to handle cases

campus wide and report incidences to a cen-

tral office.

Incidences of cheating are now reported

only to the department dean when the stu-

dent and faculty member involved cannot

reach an amicable solution, said Assistant

Dean of Students Robert N. Brooks.

There are virtually no stati.stics on

Mademic dishonesty because it's usually

jotween faculty and students. " he said.

lltimatelv. the final arbiter of grading in

1 classroom must and should belong to the

«culiy." Brooks said. "That's a faculty

jierogative."

I
("heating cases are not u.sually brought to

.he Deanot Students Office unless a student

1.( ides a cheating penalty is ukj severe in

A (sen fiicultv inquire about academic hon

!\ ^.MIdelines and procedure, he .said

Otcasinnally. we have a student c«im»- m.

^,,\ to inform on "ihers (who may hav«-

heated), but to say this .itituation is unfair

jnd to ask What should I do" " he said

Howard Cadlin. director of the Iniversits

Jnishuds Oflice. said there are several

>laces a student or faculty member can turn

if (heating incidents arc unresolved.

The Omsbuds Office, the Mediation Pro

ect. t he Dean of Students Office, the depart-

Tient chair or dean, and a department

Fcademic honesty committee are all places

here disputed complaints may he brought,

iadlin said.

1
He said his office deals with about a do/en

Lses of dishonesty each year. Students can

jse Ombuds services as a first or last reson

)r anywhere in between, (iadlin said.

•Some students feel they're innocent,

some will admit it but don't like the penalty

hey feel it's tcK) harsh," he said. "But ul

imately no one has the power to make a

facultymember change a grade
"

(iadlin said complaints of facuUy hvxnu

Cutimmt on pap 4

Spring: filling the great outdoor tune void
^ ^^

. . . ,, f> - J .. ;n I., l.,.l,l ,.., <.,

battle blaze yesterday that jjutted Fi»her I jiboratorv near the Orchard Hill renidenUal area

Neves' death:

*loss of hope'
Ks IAN POLIMBAIM
t'ollegian .Staff

The death this week of Brazil's first civilian president

elect in '21 years has dampened, though not dashed.

Brazilians' hopes for better e<onomic conditions and an

end to military domination, say s nne members .if the

I Mass community with knowledge of that c»)untrN

One I'Mass student from Brazil says she shares many

peopi" s -iuspiciiin that the lame duck Brazilian military

government may have helped bring on Tancredo Neves"

death.

Neves, Tf). underwent emergency intestinal surgery

March 1 4, the day before he was scheduled to be sworn in as

president, (iovemment spokesmen said complications

affecting his lungs, kidneys and circulation forced him to

have SIX more operations between that date and this past

Sunday, when his death was announced in Sao Paolo

In London Monday, Shirley Williams, the president of

3ritain s Social Demfuratic Party, said "There was wides

>read belief in Brazil thai Tancredo Neves had not died of

latural causes, " and called for an investigation, wire ser-

ices reported yesterday.

"Why wasn't he (Neves) transported to another country

inhere the medical technology is more advanced? " asked

Veronica Calvonconti, '1'k who came to the Inited State

rom Brazil five years ago. "Many people share the opinion

^a he was very subtly helped to die."

Calvonconti, now in her first semester studying com-

tiunications at I'Mass, pointed out that when den. Joao

I nntinurd on p«Kf 1

Tancredo Nevea

ULAIRA KOKSTKH
ollegian Staff

coring brings to mind many things-sun. n.-wers. scant

^lothing but at the Iniversity of Massachusetts, spring

,1.0 meanv concert.s. the first of thro«- up.ominp out.lo-r

hows will fake place Sunday;

• Southwest Residential Area ( (.ncert will he held ..i.

updav May '.th at \1:W p.m.. featuring Otr- Dnv and the

nmhts f.irls' Night Out. Nexus and H- 'median

K,.^, s,s...,u who will perform three l.-numiti..n'>ws bet-

ween sets.

^ Spring Concert by the ( "arnpus Pond will Ix- held on Sun

.ay. May 12th. Cnion Program ("ouncil announced at their

meeting that the line-up for the show is: Johnny ("opeland.

he S.O.S. band, and Kliot Kaston from the Cars

According to Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Denni-

U.idsou. I his vear's concert involved an unprecedented level

,f cooperation between students and staff New planninj:

)ro( edures and guidelines were devised to prevent the van

liilism and destructiveness of past concerts, particularly last

,ear s show in Southwest where more than 40 complaint^

jnd 10 arre.sts were made over the weekend.
Continued on p«|C»

•

Inside:

Ck>ldwater charges Kerry, Harkin. 2

20th anniversar\' of an invasion 3

Communication breakdown. 7

Juan Armatrading drops in. 9

"/ do not seek, I fuuL
"

—Pablo Picasso
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U/ORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS

Senate says yes,

but House says no

lunist Party Politburo were named by
Three new members of the Soviet (ommL

. ^ .. v':«i,„i.!

partv General Secretar> Mikhail S. (,orbachex. I^eH to nght: N.ckolai

Ryzhkov. K(;B chief Vikto (hebrikov. and Yegor Ligachev.

Gorbachev expands Politburo
MOSCOW AP' Mikhail S. (iortwichev

yesterday added three men. including the

head of the KGB secret police, to the ruling

Politburo in a move seen as tightenmg the

new Soviet leader" s hold on the communist

Partv hierarchy

The appointments were made public at the

regular spnng meeting of the party's Central

Committee, which also announced that the

27th ( ommunist Party congres-s will be held

on Feb. 25. 1986

CHjrbachev. f>4. became party general sec

relay on March 1 1 after the death of 7:Vyear

old Konsuntin V Chemenko. Yesterday s

meeting of the Central Committee was the

fu-st since Gorbachev assumed party leader

ship

In an address to the .liK) plus members of

the policy setting body. Gorbachev said the

L'nited States had demonstrated m the first

round of the Geneva arms talks that it does

not want an agreement. He accused the

Reagan administration of reneging on a

pledge to discuss a weapons ban in space.

The Politburo, which at U) voting mem
bers following Chemenko's death was at it>

smallest size in years, was enlarged to I <

Throughout the 1 ^^ months of Chemenk<' -

rule, no changes were made on the Politburti

or on the central Committee s powerful

.Secretarial

The three new full PoUtburo members

are.

- KGB chief Viktor Chebrikov. 6 1 .
prom

oled from alternate membership

-Nikolai Ryzhkov. 5.S. who has a back

ground in heavy industry and is chief of the

(entral Committee

»

economic

department
Yegor Ligachev. 64. head of the party

department that exercises control overmem

bership and app<iintment».

The three new men have been closely iden-

tified with Chemenko's predecessor. Yuri V

Andropov, who was considered to be Gor-

bachev's mentor.

Andropov named Chebrikov to the post he

had once occupied, that of KGB chief

Ligachev and Gorbachev helped organize

party and parliamentary elections m 198:^

I he ne* Politburo members have been at

nearly all major party and government meet

ing on the economy and ideology that Gor-

bachev has attended in recent uv lih-

Mass. Digest By The Associated Press

USA Today spoof not appreciated

\VOK( K.^IKH AClarklniversits student newspaper spoof of a national publican, ti

has stirred' controversy because of its j.^kes about starvmg Kthiopian... .lews and

The parody ot LSA lodav was called .JKVV. .S.A. loday and was wnlten by the staff of

The Scarlet/ Clark's student newspaper It was distnbuted last Wednesday dunng the

university's "Spree Day."
, . ,

Spree Dav" is a traditional sprinR event at Clark, when classes are canceled and

students participate in jokesand gags, university spoke.swoman Annette S Kahn .said

••It's clear that the students went out of bounds t his year." Ms. Kahn said. Rut she said no

disciplinary action would be taken against the students at the newspaper

Kdilor Claire BUx.m defended the issue as satire, adding "As far as the charge of anti-

Semitusm is concerned. 90 percent of the people involved are Jewisb

Flynn, students remember Holocaust
BOSTON - Students from public and parochial schools joined Mayor Raymond Flynn

and survivors ofGerman World War II concentration camps yesterday in a memorial obser-

vance of the Holocaust
, .„. r L

•The evil that led to the deaths of6 million European .lews and millions of other innocent

people at the hands of the Third reich is compounded further when we realize that it

occurred in the middle of the 20th century within so-called civilized societies, while for a

long period, other civilized societies stood by and watched," Flynn told the tity Hall

gathering.
, , , . . . i. j

The mayor said voung people are the hope of the future and urged the students to heed

the lessons from accounts of survivors of camps like Auschwitz and Buchenwald.

"You must not fail to choose good over evil, even when our leaders fail to make that choice,

he added.

Ted Jr in Congress? Carter likes the idea

'boston - Former President jTmmy Carter and Sea Edward M. Kennedy may not be

political chums, but Carter thinks his former political foe's youngest son would make a fine

congressman for Massachusetts
. _*

••I think it would be an excellent decision...." Carter said Monday in response to report*

that Edward M Kennedy .Jr. may seek to succeed House Speaker Thomas P. O Neill. who

retires at the end of this term.
u .q.uj

"I think if one of the Kennedy sons should decide to run for Congress in that 8th a>8tnci.

they would do well with voters and would do an excellent job in Washington, D.C..

Carter said. . _

,
WASHlN(irONtAP» TheDemmratK

Lntrolled House last mght rejected i4M JMO

'resident Reagan's prt.posal for $14 million

„ direct military aid lu C<.ntra in-urgent

>

seeking to overthn.w the leftist government

,1 Nicaragua. The same resolutum was

ipproved '. i 4«i bv the Refxiblu rtnled Sen

jte onlv a few h«»ur> earli.

(•.)mbined. the two votes >it u|. ., i-iiii'"-

ng congressional debate f»ver whether to

illow Reagan to provide non-lethal

ame to the rebel-.

In both houss. Reagan won some addit.'.n

sup|>ort with a la.stminute pled*;.

.. direct negotiations bet VN ' 'i'^«"

,andtheSandini.siago\ t.ake\

. ,n Dein.Hialu .ippositiontoReagan s

>olic> toward (entral Ameru.i

Reagan also promised not u '"'

,ione> loi military aid until the enn

rurrent futcal year on Sept. M>

The House vote wasthefir^t of !hr.

[

l„ the Contras. and the two remaining alter-

natives were expected to be much closer

^hen votes are taken today

Once choice sponsored by House Democ-

at. would require that the $14 million be

ment through the I nited Nations or the

nternational Red Crov. lo, Nicaraguan

etugee. and to enforce any peace negotiated

>y countries m the ( Vntrai American

•eiri'in .

'

ilieriiati\e. proposed by

,..UM hepuo,u..n leader Robert Michel of

Ihnoi. and supported by the president.

M.uld give recogmtion to the ( ontras bs dis

. ,
I., ),,« ,jci tt» them through th-

..,.,,, ^..^cy for Internationa

levelopmeni

In the Senatt. l^ Kcpi.t.n» ..o- i -

lemocrat s voted lor t he c .nt ra aid pro|M>sal

?7 Democrats and nine Republican voted

igaui'.t

Goldwater says senators

acted illegally on trip

I
WASHINGTON (API Sen Barn

.oldwater. R Aru.. accused Sens -h.hn Y

<err>. D Mass . and Tom Harkin. D Iowa,

esterxlav of vuilating federal law and ol

rossing constitutional boundaries by bnng

ng back a peace pr<.posal from Nicaraguan

•resident Daniel Ortega

But Kerry said the trip he and Harkin l«H>k

o Nicaragua over the weekend was m> dif

erenlthan the trips other members of ( on

tress had made to (entral America
'

I honestly feel two members of this bt»dy

,'i..lated the c(.de when they chose to nego

late. Goldwater said on the .Senate floor.

It's troubled me vers, very deeply

(loldwater. chairman of the Anned Ser

, u en ( ommiltee. said the tw.. men al«. usur

>ed a pn>vuion of the Constitution that

provides for the president t«. make up his

iiind on foreign policiy

I hope the dav will come when we clean up

Hjr act." (M.ldwater said during Senate

lebate on President Reagn s request to free

jp .< I « million in aid to ( ont ra reln-ls lighting

)rtegas leftist government

K,
• ,wpr«ihibitsprivati oiuensfn.m

-„.g, with foreign governments on

>ehaH «»f the l'nited States

But Kerry . in his speech. mu.-u-.I lr.>m an

\pril Iti letter from Secretary of State

leorge Shultz to House Speaker Thomas P

)'Neill in which Shultz urged members ol

')nv;res- to \i^it Central America

AP l.Merpholo

Senators John Kerry, D-Maas.. !efl, andTom Karkin. D-Iowa, during a break in

debate over $ 1 4 million aid package for Nicaraguan "contras." Harkin holds a

Newsweek magazine with photos said to show a contra executing a

Sandinista. _^ ___^_^_«
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CORRECTION
A total of $10,400 was

raised in The Run for Rit-

ter Race, not $8,100 as

reported in yesterday's

Collegian. Also, a semi-

nar on consumer protec-

tion rights will be held

from 1 to 5 p.m. in Cant-

pus Center room 805, not

on the concourse.

The nipht staff regrets any problems with the
appearance of today's Collegian. I'echnical
difficulties delayed the finishing of type-
settinr and paste-up until after 6 a.m.
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CAMPUS POLITICS
Compiled by Susan Katon

Commuters to elect spokesperson
For the first time the student body, not

the governing board members, will vote for

the Commuter Area Government spokes-

person. Any student not living in the dor-

mitory residential system can vote today

outside The Hatch from 10 a.m. to .5 p.m.

In the first contested race. Dave Martin

and Paul Kasman - who is running under the

name "Paul Kaz." are vying for the position,

which represents more than 7. ()()(• students.

Cynthia Bloom is running uncontested

for treasurer
According to Commuter Area Govern-

ment program coordinator Jose ToUon, the

spokesperson acts as liaison to the adminis-

tration and other student groups as a rep-

resentative of the Commuter Office, and

works with the director to meet all major

goals of the office, sharing responsibility in

financial matters, programming, advocacy,

outreach and publicity.

"It's important to vote because the

spokesperson is the one who directs discus

sion about what we should do, what pri

orities we need to set tor ourselves."

Tols(m said.

Many of the issues Tolson expects the

commuter area government to face are ones

of additional lighting on campus, financial

aid cuts, and student nght.s. "The spokes

person can make or break an issue by

attending or not attending a meeting. " he

added.

If elected. Martin, a commuter area

senator and student coordinator of the Stu-

dent Center ft)r Kducational Researc h and

Advf)cacy. said he will "organize around the

issues" of extended bus service, advocating

more late night service and "lobbying and

organizing against federal cuts m funduig tij

the PVTA
Martin al.so .said he would continue sup-

port of South African Divestment, Cniver

sity Child Care, the Tenants Organizing

Project and make the Commuter Area

Government "a stronger voice" in combat

mg attacks on student rights

Kasman. a c<immuter area senator elec-

ted in March, refused to comment.

Campus may vote on Coors sales

I tie i iiui I ..,1 I'lil.ili- .MtliUllI ^fH.lle Will

,ofe tonight whether !•• .illow the is.sue o|

• er sales in the Campus Center i"

' ' ' referent'"

loaM..
lontliat due to ih«

It (ii.

Mlll.t.

ndorse a re.solution that the body 'com-

iiend the (April IstI coalition (the group

*hu h o« ru|>ied {he Whitrnore .Administra

ii>ti HiiiMin^il f"t !:tkini! 'he >tiittat)\»- '

IlL.tt^

»t«k tn Ilia*- lineni" io t

«... -, -ii •
,

SWAG president wins third term

AP Laserphoto

rlauB von Pulow (foreground, with Hogs) led members of the

jury in his trial for trying to murder his wife on a tour

of Newport's Clarendon Court, his former hone, yesterday.

The .Southwest Area (iovernment held

elections yesterday Bill Collins was re

elected SWAG president. captunng66 per

cent of the votes.

For his third term. ( ollins said his highest

prionty is"hnnging about an alcohol p<ilicy

that is reasonable and fair to everytme
'

Collins, who said he will continue neg-

otiations with adminislr8t»>rs. added. "No

unfau- alcohol pohcy will take place without

the forceful opposition of .Southwest."

On a referendum question which asked if

students would be "willing to fight again'it

an overly resirutive almhul aiul partv

policy." 77 percent of the voters said ves

and 23 percent answered w-

.Another referendum «iuestion asking,

"Has the Campus Center Board of (Wjver

nors overstepped its bounds by banning the

sale of CcK)rs beer in the Campus Center

and Student I'nion Building' " received 77

percent yes votes 2.'1 percent na
Kric Kricson and Tc»m Taluccu in an

uncontested race, will be co-vice pre

sidentK. Stacey Weber, also uncontested,

won the office of SWAG treasurer

An invasion is 20 years old
^y V.ADIKA A BKTA.\( KS
ollegtan .Staff

.As Iniletl .Slates citizens battle with the hitter mein

it the .American role in the Vietnam War. it is

nerlooked that JO years ago today .American tr< Kips invaded

he Dominican Kepiihlic

Although President Lyndon II lohiisoi. ,
.-leM

•I saving American lives to invade the Caribbean coiinlr\

\w. professors of political scietRe at the Iniversitv ot

lassachusrtts do rvr ..".'< '^^i' '^^- ^^ »> f'-hn-on^

eason.

Professor Harvey Kline >aid the intervention was typi-

al" of the r S.

•If the Cnited States g<ivernment has any doubt of (a

;oyernment» leading to socialism, they are very quickly tf)

nd it

"

The key reason behind the invasion, Kline said, was tf> pre-

ent .luan Bosch, an alleged communist leader, frrjm taking

jower in the Dominican Republic.

Bosch was elected president in the first Dominican elec-

ions after the assasination of Rafael L. Trujillo. Dominican

iictator for .U years.

After only nine months in office Bosch was overthrown by

I miltarv coup

Kline feels Bosch was not a Marxist hut a nationalist and

, radical talking about agrarian reform.' He said Bosch was

following the plans of the Alliance for Progres.s. President

ennedy's development plan for Latin America.

There was nothing sugge.sting his desire to nationalize

he multinational corporations or to socialize the

conomv.
'

Kline considers Bosch to belong to the "democratic lett

;roup of leaders in Latin America like Komulo Betancourt

f Venezuela.

A civilian and miliMrs movement mthe Dominican capital

>r Santo Domin. ded inti» a revolt t«. restore the I'Hi 5

;onstitution and iiie netted Bos« h government

.As the . i.n-titutionali-t^ were neannu vut'

'ightist ! >hns<»n ps to land mthe

vxintrv otAup\ !
'

'
'*

•
.

t

li»panioI.i

esult ing warfare, and an estimated two lh<<u.sunU.\inem jn-

Acre killed

The tr(K)ps stayed in the country for «>ver a year and loa

^iiin Balaguer was elected president in-luneof 19«». !!< vk.i^

n office until 1978.

Howard Wiarda. also a I Mass political science professor,

aid the CS. used the invasion to prove t«. Vietnam that thev

^ould not tolerate a Cornmnnist govemnient in a Third

A'orld country.

He said the invasion was "far less successful as .Americans

strategic thinkers consider it.
'^^' '> '-ic end reMilt wm>. a

ucky one.
"

Wiarda added that the Dominican invasion wa^ aUo the

Tiodel used in the (19H:<) invasion of Grenada where the I S

{overnment acted quickly, accomplished their purpose and

{ot out.

Ricardo Santos, a graduate student in food . njjm.eniif;.

<aid the Dominican people saw the Cnited States as an ally

hanks to president Franklin D. Roosevelt's "good neighbfir

lolicy and Kennedys .Alliance for Progress. "With the inva

iion. manv no lont"' nlief) on the so-called good neighbor.

ie said.

Santos said DominKans >till have a great leeling against

he I .S. government (which is) difficult to get nd of"

-lowever. he said, they differentiate between the American

)eople and the government.

"trNeves ntimjwl frmn pagv I

Pregnancy booklet writer needs info

Sharon Britt. an educator/advocate at the Everywoman's

Center, is preparing a booklet which will be titled fW^nancy:

Be Auan- Of All Your Choice.

According to Britt, the purpose of the booklet is to provide

pregnant women with more information about their choices

and to help women feel less isolated and more validated

about their choice.

"

To fulfill this purpose, Britt is asking women to share the

thoughts and feelings they have experienced in carrying a

pregnancy to term, abortion, adoption and single parent-

hood.

Britt stresses that ail respon.ses will be confidential. She

may be contacted at the Everywoman s Center in Wilder

Hail.

Figueiedo Hra/il-' most receiii iiniii.itv ,.it-idnit

keeded open heart surgerv. he was taken firomptlv t«» the

['nited Slates and "c ame bark healthy

i Harvev F Kline, .1 CMass political sciem e (u-.i, --. 1
^"h.,

pe< lali/es in L;itin Xniiriim -Indies. >aid he doubt- the

ilitary conspii-

Kline, who suy> ii..»iiv ..I In- -ludents call hini .1 (vnu

icknowledged that the possibility of su« h a conspiracy

cro>sed my mind for a mf»ment after he heard Neves

was ill.

•But 1 reallv (Ion t think .so Ihe best I can tell 1- iliat the

^ihtarv. having screwed up the ectmomy royally, reallv

Want to get out" of power, he said.

I
Bra/il fa( es a massive debt crisis and inflation exi eeding

^.<(» percent.

\<' many Brazilians. Tan«redo. as he was called by

followers vs ho rallied during his campaign and gathered out-

side the hospital after his death, represented hope for an

eventual complete break with the military rule of the pa.st

two decades.

"Neves was iiki an expl«»sion r)f things that people wan

ted to happen." said Marcos DeOliveira. 12. also a IMass

student from Brazil.

••Him being elected wa.s like opening up new dreain> the

destruction of militarism, giving people some space so they

(duld get educated. DeOliveira said, adding that under

military' rule. "Kvorvthing was always hidden from

people.

With Neve.s" death, he said. The hf)pe won t di-.ippear

K.mpletelv. But he's the one who brought the hope He was

a sparkplug.
'

Calvonconti put Neve.s' death in somewhat more pes

simistic term.'i. saving it "represents the loss i.f hope for

democracy. We don t know what's going to happen next."

•lose Sarney. Neves' vice presidential designate who was

sworn in as president Monday, is reputed to have t losei lies

to the military than Neves did

'H the military takes over again. I d<m't think that a per-

son like myself would be able to Mirvive. bei.iuse I am tor

democracy." Calvonconti ^aid.

But Kline said he believes the forces demanding nv ilian

rule "are so strong that the military is probably reluctant t<>

step ba<k in.
'

i \
<%'' 'i
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^cheating' niinuiKl (rum pa(» I

I !ul I ilt-alIII) >i >«\ I 1 111 !

\\^ \\A\i' I nine up. but his t»ffire has not seen

liiaiu i.'inpl.iiiHs Thai tt«>f>n't mean thi'it

It'll I main rasf > i>l thi>. ' he saul.

\aiu\ H Hillinan. assistant dean ot

jndtT^raduatf aliaii- m the Sih<M»l ol

•'.iiHiiu-erint;. said she and several other

ieaiis have drafted a new. ronipreheiisive

tademic honesty polity which thev hope will

le Used and implemented tamus wide

Ihe diatt is heinj: reviewed h> the Pro-

ost s Office and the Dean of Students Oltiie

ind she Is suliiitint; information from dil

Vieiit departments about how they are han

ilinj; at ademu honesty

"We want to revise existing regualtion-.

nd iM>lu »es to be readable and usable." she

said "Also, we' re asking for .some eommons;

jroieduie within each school that will fit in

Mlh the diversification betwi-en >i h-'- 'fl

olletfes m their procedure-"

niii.il itiommendations oj that tliali.

".adlin said, are that students be made more

iw.ii. "t . \,uil\ what constitutes cheating

»iid plat;an>iii. that faculty and students be

letter informed as to proteduie> and right-,

uul thai all cases of academic dishonest \ be

•eported to tme central offite.

Meanwhile, professors and deans attempt

o prevent cheating by implementing such

)rocedures like requiring student IDs for

I'xams. using more proctors to oversee test

ng. and. in a unique program, using a com

niter system tagged "Big Brother" to check

i.r identical computer programs.

Big Brother was first implemented about

ieven years ago because of a dramat ic enroll

iient increase in the first year COINS cour

,es, >aid computer and information sciem.

irt.fessorStanlev K Kulikowski.

I'he system tags each c<»mpleted program

h It h an index nuiiil)er and. after t hat program

- graded. Big Bn.ther checks for similarities

between all programs if a high degree <»)

iimilaritv is detected by Big Brother, thi.se

»r. igrains are printed and teaching assistant -

hen decide whether program

similar to have been done individuallv. iu

said.

If the I'A's feel this is the case, all pi"

;iams inv.ilved will be assigned a grade <.l

uro. Kulikowski said.

"We set the grade to zero and if ( standard)

n,ant to find out why. we tell them and then

efer them to a TA." he said. •Programs

Shouldn't be any more similar than an

•English essay."

Kulikowski said when Big Brother detects

•opying or inappropriate collaboration, one

student involved will usually talk to the I A

md deny any wrongdoing. That student

Senerally will then contact the others

nvolved and evei^one will come back and

idmit dishonesty, he said.

This year. Big Brother has only been u.sed

or COINS 1 2 1 , 1 23. and 287 said 1 23 course

manager Richard Cuti. Students are rarely

ailed in a course for program cheating, he

laid.

"It will pick out most cases of cheating.

uti said. "You have to have some way «>«

checking in a course this big
"

I Wednesday. April 24. 1985

Bill a junior engineering and COINS stu-

ient who asked that his real name not be

jsed claims that awith variable name and

ommand sequence changes, students can

:opy programs and avoid detection by Big

brother.
.. u , ,

"Big Brother is a joke, it doens t check for

ommands in the same sequence, just for the

same variable," Bill said, "and the people

fcho get caught are ju.st not smart enough to

rhange the variables."
^ ,. „

Kulikowski, however, said that Big

brother is a "fairly accurate" method of

ietecting cheating and suspicious programs.

Big Brother is not usually used for higher

evel prt)grammmg courses, primarily because

here is n<Jt a tremendous amount of actual pro-

rramming in the courses. Cuti said.

Another method of preventing cheating

jemg u.sed in COINS courses is to require

students to show their student IDs to take an

?xam and then having student* sign the

imshed exam. Cuti said.

Vnnwmni the dxU- of Studt'fU ComkiiX the

muiemu- honesty pitUcy. and honor ox/.

Wednesday. April 24. 1985;
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Student dies from fall |Theft remnants turn up m Brett

By hAMKl. SOHKI
Coiiegian Staff

A I iii» ..-..» -! .\la>.>aihuMli.-> student

died yesterday at Holyoke Hospital after

being in a coma smce Friday, when he fell off

the hood of a moving car.

.ludson Walton. 20. a junior acct>unting

major and member of the Fhi .Vlu Delta

fraternity, was pronounced dead vesterdav

at l;.'il> p.m. yesterday, said h<«'»|»ital

spokeswoman Mary Burgt

According to p<»lice rep'>rts. iS.iii.-u.

from Kaston. was on the hood of a car driven

by Robert Atwater. 21. of Shelburne

.^twater was apparently swerving on F.lm

Street in Amherst early Knday morning

when Walton fell off the car landing on his

head He was taken to Co«»ley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton and then trans

ported to Holyoke Hospital

Atwater •".i uted tnr dnving U>

endanger, police said

"We're very shcoked and saddened by

It, said the Rev .Joseph I' Quigles. who led

a memorial Mass for Walt<m last night in the

Newman Center.

B«»b White ofCIreek Affairs said, "It wasa

freak accident. It seems like horseplay. H»

slid the wrong way off the car
"

Walton was a member of Phi Mu Delta

fraternity and was eiecutive v n < president

of the i'Mass Inter Fraternity Couih
'

where he had sersed f«)r the past two ye.ir -

He also worked for the University** tour

guide service

He was last vear s recipient of the

(iamma (lamma award, which recognues

outstanding service t«» the (ireek Area and

the \ niversity.

Kiiiuiai arrangements have not

been announced.

Photo specialist gives speech
.John Sjarkowski. whom the Sm VW*

TSm. N has called easily th- '
' ^ing

expert «>n photography." \'. » - . '"

today in Campus Center nx>ro 16S on "The

DiHiiinentary Delusion"

Szarkowski has been curator of Photo

graphy at the Museum of Modem Art in New

York City for more than 20 years and is.

accftrding to Howard Ziff. director of the

journalistic studies pr<»gram at the Iniver-

sity of Massachusetts, "the top photography

expert in the world.'
<..-i— L.

Yif^^ written numerous books

on ,

" and has also "discovered"

many unknown photographers. m«iHt notably

Diane Arbus. a renown.-' f "-' *"'^

photographer. Ziff said.

"When (Szarkowski) ch«x)ses to run your

picture m the Museum of Modem Art. then

you're made," Ziff said

-RIl \ Ml HPHV

A stash of stolen items was

recovered from a basement

in Brett House early .Mondas

afternoon including wallets,

purses and more than <o

identification cards.

University of .Massachu-setts

[Kilice said.

A cluster office coor

dinator found the items and

reported the incident to

police. Pohce said the wal

lets, minus the money, were

stolen fn>m all over campus

at different times Owners of

the stolen identification cafds

have been n»>lified. [nAice said

In other poUce news;

• A female Brett H(Mise resi^

dent rejK>rted early yesterdas

morrung that a man tried to

grab her after he foUowed her

into the bathroom, pdice said

The worn '

' .'d that a man

in his late .<j to grab her.

but she was «bt to nin into her

SYMBOI
*OF THE MAN WHO

RECEIVES IN GIVING

>i>utn: iiKii !< ^*>

FRANCISCANS
7/u^ Oide^ i^e<fulu 7

OlMECTOROF VOCATIONS. FRANCISCANS, TOA
»06 EDGEWATER PARKWAY
StLVER SPRING MARYLAND Xm3

ftmam ifr^a ^e the

Check ffffftiK*) P»if$thood

UMC

Brotherhood

niom. kick the dotM" and call

]v >lice.

• .i\ male resident of

Washuigton tower rejKirted he

was attaiked by four uniden^

Ufied men Sunday night. He

told pobce that the attack was

unjinjvoked and he didn t faiow

the reason ff>r the attack. Polit e

said the student was treated for

a herrua by Imversity Health

.Services and may require an

(^leratKrti.

• A 2 5-year-old man was

wrested yesterday morning i

after he was found hiding in a

Campus Center hotel roort!

shower, police said

VYw Brookline resident

entered the unoccupied $60

night room and told police that

he was "visiting and had no

place to stay" PoUce arreJrted

him and charged him with

attempting to defraud the ( 'am

pti> 1 fniti Hotel and breaking

and entenng.
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WE'RE THE
TECHNOLOGY FORCE.

If you're an engineering major, you'll want to be

part of today's Air Force. We're working on

developments that make science fiction obsolete.

You'll have an opportunity for a challenging and

rewarding career at the forefront of technology. Talk

to: TSGT Steve Irvin (413) 557- 2042

AIR

FORCE
A great way of life

^fire- ntinucd from page 1

)lowers and other machinery, in addition to small amounts ot

;asoline. The outing club equipment, valued at $40,000,

emained in the basement throughout the fire but was
jnhanned, according to Nancy Hagstrom, the club's

)resident.

Atteridge said tehre were also radioactive materials stored

n the building, but other fire officials refused to confirm

he report.

"Someone came up to me and said. "We got radioactive

naterials stored in there. We've got to go in and get them,'"

\tteridge said. "1 saw two grey barrels with locks on then^

ind they were taken out."

Power feeding the chancellor's residence and Orchard Hill

*as cut off shortly after the fire beggan. WMl'A was also left

without transmitter power and remained off the air until 5: 1

5

).ni.

According to ofHcials. there was only one person in the

)uilding at the time the bla/e broke out

i:^ concert-
' •nitnuMi from pa«<r I

That coiuerl wa> pari <>t a week long festival inleiided to

ight w«)rld bungler. SW.Xti raised s {4,ltO(l from the Sl'.A

idmmistration and busines> sources, but becau.se of a rule

hat prohibits tnist hind mone\ from going to chanties, none

if the money raised went to that cause

We are spending more inones on police this year than la-t

,ear We re gfiing to have one officer for every '>tK» people,

.aid Southwest .Area (lovernment Treasurer Kric Kricson

Atteiulaiue at last year's Southwest coniert was estimated

It H.IHKi

"'Ihis Near has been one of the be^i as lai .i- plaiiniii>; and

(reparation, according: lo (ieiald () Neil. dire«tor of the

)epartment of Publu Safety.

Ihe budget for the Kast Side concert is >l».ooo | he

Southwest ctmieit is going to ci»st about > Hi.dtltt, accordnv.:

o Kricson. Spring Concert is currently working with a fig»i

>f .$ tH..*»(in. according to IPC treasurer Kru Nit/s( he

Bottles and kegs are not allowed at the concerts, althou^ti

ilcohol in cans «>r plastic containers will be permitted

l.ate yesterday, workers began

demoUshint; what was left of Fisher

luiboratorv (left). Below students

watch the fire earlier in the day thai

gutted the building.

< uUrKian pW>U> bv I trrrk Ki^trrU

^^^
V

Lifeline Institute
presents

LESBIAN SEX
(The Tyranny of

Orgasm)
.Author Joann Loulan
will be speaking on
'this topic Wed May
1
8, 7 PM Peoples
Institute, Gothic St.,

N'ton. $2 5 call

Lifeline for more info

if necessary.
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Beyond all

boundaries...
The Hamilton
Standard
Story

Now's
the tirne

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

J
From the propeller that earned

Lindbergh to Pans to flight controls

for the most advanced aircraft to

ma)or achievements m space explora-

tion our history s one of pushing beyond

traditional boundaries

Today, we're extending technology's reach in a

diverse range of sophisticated systems for the Electronics Aerospace, and

Commercial/Industrial markets Our exciting programs involve Environ-

mental Control Systems Digital Flight Management Systems Electronic

Engine Controls Space Suit/Life Support Systems Hydromechanical Fuel

Controls

If you believe m yourself and are ready for professional achievement,

we d like to hear from you You must have or be receiving a BS or MS in

EE, ME or Computer Science

As a dynamic organization, with sales exceeding the billion-dollar

mark, we can offer /du exceptional career prospects To start the action

right away, just call toll free: 1-800-828-5627 (9am-3:30pm EST) ^^'

or fill out and mail the coupon j^

/
Please com

pieie coupon
attach to resume/

lettef and mail imme-
diately to Mr William

Kelly Manager o' College
Hec'uitmeni Dept '30

Hamilton Standard Windsor

IjOCks CT 06096

Nh">«

/Wdresb

City State Zip

An equal opportunity employer US citizenship required
Phone Number

Time to call

Expeii Repairs &
Reconditioning J

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

School

^ Degree

Dale of Graduation

Maiof

E»traordinary achievements
through hands-on creativity

Class Standing GPA
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Letters to the Editor

A unified, not divided SWAG is needed

We are wnting to express our dismay at

the questionable ethics employed by Bill

Collins in his campaign literature for the

Southwest Area Government presidential

election. We are outraged by his accusa-

tions that the •administration" (a

somewhat vague entity) "asked two

Southwest RA's (Resident Assistants)" to

run against him in Monday's SWAG elec-

tion. This, we feel, is an attempt U> create a

divisiiin between Resident Assistants and

other Southwest residents; and he neglects

to mention that he himself is a Moore

House RA and has been one for three

semesters We fail to see how this strategy

couJd enhance residential life in Southwest.

We feel strongly that the role of Resident

Assistant is to aid and support student.*;

and to encourage a positive living and lear

ning environment, we take seriously our

responsibilitie? to work with arid for

residents, not against. Furthermore, there

is no evidence that any member of the ad-

mimstration approached any candidates m
Southwest for recruiting purposes for the

SWAG election.

In addition. Collins' campaign literature

intimates that he is sfjlely responsible for

the successful programming and improved

activiUes in Southwest. We acknowledge

Collins" input-and are willing to give

credit where credit is due-but we have

seen hard work from nvuxy indi\aduals,

groups, and organizations in Southwest

this year. It seems grossly unfair to

overlook the efforts of the initiators of

these activities and U. usurp recognition

where responsibility is questionable.

Ill thf future we hope to see leadership

that will draw our community together,

honestly, sincerely and unselfishly, we

hope to see a community unifit^l. n<»t ar-

bitranly divided.

Wednesday. April Z4. 1985!
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Please show them we can act responsibly

Spnng IS here and with spnng c«»mes the

ipnng concerts The East Side and

S«xithwest shows are just amund the cor-

ner We would like to encourage you U»

come and enjoy yourselves at these shows

As students working f«»r studentii on these

shows, we are asking you i.> help us prt.ve

to the administration that I'Mass students

can act responsibly at free outdoor con

j-.,r •; . -.tkf of future outdoor shows on

this c:ir:.}.u.-. we need y«»ur help I'nless we

the students follow these guidelines, the

future of these events is in jeopardy

We. the students, havt- paid for these

shows and we should recogniie that the

shows are for us. not outsiders. Of course,

in accordance with University policy, no

h$f^ bter halU. large voluvw containm or

6oUk* art aH/fwed. It is essential that the

resincte^i art-a> are resj>ected. such as the

backstage and soundlxiard areas. Pl^ise

keep in mind that th«' }H»lut-. KMTs. and

student security are there for your prolec

Uon The student se<.'unty in particular, are

relied upon by the loncert planners. Thry

art I'olunt^rH.

Please come t., ihv »h«)ws. Please have a

good time in the sun. What we are asking is

that the studenUi of I'Mass keep in mind

that these shows are paid for. produce*! by.

and staffed by students working f«'r

students. The future of ctmcerls on this

campus is up to us 1. * " ' l«?t ourselves

down

Scott D. Samuels

Southwest Concert Committee

Damon B. Riley

East Side concert Committee

ATTENTION
COMMUTER STUDENTS

VOTE

VOTE
Elect your new -

VOTE

VOTE

Commuter Spokesperson
VOTE VOTE

Commuter Treasurer

VOTEVOTE

I
TODAY

VOTE VOTE

Polls will be outside the Hatch

10 am to 5 pm

commuters must have valid ID to vote

ACTUALLY. ^iC, V€ SENT ^ N\^V>f^^

\JW SiC-THe VATtCW
'DtMlE9 THAT 6oD's OH cm

Side o-

if

AU cartoonUU and columnisU. please vole in today's ninoff elec-

tion for editorial page editor in the newsroom » a.m. lo o p.m.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
MAJORS & MINORS

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
AN

ALUMNI/AE CAREER NIGHT

When: Wednesday,

April 24, 1985 8:00 PM

Where: Campus Center 101

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Association

JThe University Placement Servicej

The Departments of Classics and

Modern European Languages

Graduates Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About their Careers and Yours
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OPINION
The op.n.on» on th.s page are those o« tN, .nd.v.duai ^..le- o. < a.ioon„t «nd do not r*cw*af.ty >*f^^

the wiev>« o* the oi the Untweisitv unless othetiAdse noted

'Abundance' doesn't justify waste

Capilalism is at its peak in the I'nited States. Amenta is

i-nperieniing economic prosperity, yet. there is something

i ^quietint! about the "Jd million Americans who go to l)»'(l

niingr\ evtTv night.

I
Phis phenomenon of American hun^jer Rained notoriety in

9«2 when ornanizations that serxice the hunnr\ m this

ountry saw a marked nse m demand lor l<M>d ( linical piac

icians al.so hejsan t<i notice that more patients manilesled

Unesses associated with hunjjer. Ihese svmpt..ms taused

.^ national task lorres and hundreds on a statewuie level to

nohilize t.. find emp'rual understandintjof the recurrence of

lunger m the nation.

Thev found that I 'v'l million Americans living below offij

rial jMiverty line i^HMTK for a family of fourl and 7..»5

million close to |>oveny are two groups who are roin-

ectfJients of fiK»d stamps or fo4>d assistance programs and

ir.- utiahle to eat adeiiuatelv The elderly, pregnant women

ind children are predis|M.sed to higher risk <.| health

ieterioralHm < aused hv undernutrition Hall .t millirm

\merican children «uffer from malnutnon. Parents cannot

eed their children and themselves because because <.f job

[li>plactnunt i hronic unemployment, and without the aid oi

Ihen there is the familv ol \:\ wh«» lived m a dilapidated

hiee r«.nm hiMi-p surviving on l«><»d collected from

:hujihe«. while waiting l«tr the local f<M»d stamp «»ff'** »*>

letermme if they were eligihle for food stamps." These

?xarnpli->. di-peU the invth that hunger m ..ur nation exists

wiv withm the cnlin**- of skid row .some ot the ramili

rations ol undemtninshment are growth failure, lower birth

ates. hyiiertension. and »ln>ke.

In light of the problem of hunger in the I S . it is a >^ad

iradox to obs.-. • • 'untrs^ propensitv for wa.stmgU

FRANCES ACOBA

cK»d. A byproduct of American (apiialism is that one tilth

jf the food produced in the IS goes to waste Ihis rep

esents \M million tons of fcnid. worth $:U billion and it

:ould have fed 49 million people. K<H)d waste cMcurs in at

east four areas in our economy: the mi«mit.i. tijni the

wholesaler, retailer and the final consume '

It would be simplistic k. cc.ticlude tfial uiu- ileiiienl in our

iocietv IS responsible for all its falsities We c an therefore

It her indulge in a philosophical discourse condemning

hose who we feel are 'respimsible." blow it off with the self

lefeatist but what can I do" syndrome or turn our

energies to doing something tangible l«» help arrest the pro

ilem that is blatantly real hunger in our nation, among out

>wn people.

There are an infinite amount of ways in which we can make

I difference Our affiliation with a Iniversily implies our

•onfience that educ ation is a great re.souce .\ few cierlits

nvested in a «-our-e designed to understand our culture and

ts treatment of food, among «.ihei thing» < ould prove to be

,erv enlightening. Involxement with ati ariav of -indent

-rganizations on campus addressing the issue o| hunger in

i\menca and abroad such as Mas-IMK(i and the Hunger

Task IS another option. .And, of course, there is the virtue of

ippreciaticm. which all cd us possess hut at times our action^

ack Its manifestation. Our percepticm of abundance doe«

lot justilv waste I'here is no justification for the bread

laskel <jf the world being unable t<i feed its own people.

t

ran. . ^ \. ..ha ,s ,,H,rtiinatnrafth I Wta^^l'lHd Hunt>,r,md

and HVi>/c Ht'itiutalutn ur*>up

VOTE VOTE

Letters

Legacy of America a hoax

Yadira Betances is correct in asserting the obvious

grammaticality of the capitalization of "blacks" when us-

ed to denote national ongin. To ignore the preferred

badge of 30 million Americans is to reinforce the institu-

tionalization of derogatory terms historically applied to

blacks.

As a black American. I submit that my people be accord-

ed the respect due them in all phases of American life; be it

in daily interaction with persons of other cultures or

through proper capitalization of the term we use to iden-

tify ourselves.

It is unrealistic and disrespectful to lump the diverse

cultures which make up American society into one catch-

all category, especially when the darker members of the

society are being exploited politically, economically, and

socially. Even eyes which have been partially blinded by

the racial segregation that is the reality of most

Americans, cannot fail to see that blacks perpetuate a uni-

que culture that although American, is, as Amiri Baraka

would say, "peculiarly black American."

The vitality, beauty, and strength that is black culture

has nourished and sustained my people through 400 years

of insufferable indignities. I live according to the dictates

of the culture in which I was raised. When I use the term

"black
"

I am referring not merely to skm color, but to a

life style a world view, behaviors and cultural expression.

Failure to capitalize black becomes, for me, akin to not

capitalizing my own name.

Because of the myth of the American melting pot. many

Americans have been effectively cut off from their

cultural roots and are busy searching for a cultural base

from which to gain strength, wisdom and a sense of pur-

pose; one that is older and more venerated than the short

history of capitalistic exploitation based on the hoax of

white superiority that is the legacy of Ainenca. Racial har-

mony Sn never be achieved until cultural diversi^ is

respected. After all, America is the world in rnicrocosm^"

she does not respect blacks, how can it be thought for a

moment that she respects other peoples of the world.

Janice Lowe
Amherat

.^
^* ' k**" . Cv» ^*- "UWI

SGA suffers from
no communication
Editur'n Note: T%w w tke fir 'M'o f>ttr'

Random Notes
More than just baklava

Whenever someone asks me what my nationality is. 1

tell them I'm Armenian. The response I always get is

"Oh Armenian...! just adore baklava." I tolerate this

resw)nse but deep down I feel an unpleasant sensation in

the pit of my stomach. Why? I know there is more to be

ing Armenian than our food. My parents, being onginally

from another country, had problems raising me as an

Armenian. They were adjusting to a new country and

leaving behind their past which they find too painful to

talk about. But my mother, not wanting me to be ig-

norant of my heritage, sent me to an Armenian language

school on Saturdays. It was there that I learned about iny

pet)ple's history and about the holocaust. I was eight;

maybe a little too young to be exposed to this horror but

it was a subject that had to be learned. We learned about

the Armenian Genocide and how we claim Apnl 24th as

our memorial day.

What happened to the Armenians? Between the years

of 1898 to 1918. the Turkish government systematically

killed 1.5 million Armenians, and sent thousands more

(women, children, and the elderly) to their doom in the

Syrian Desert. Most died, some survived. This was unfor-

tunately the Turkish answer to the Armenian question.

Luckily, they did not succeed in their complete exter-

mination, but the damage they did was irrevocable. To

this day. they deny their atrocities. The (;enocide is all

but forgotten by those who don't know and don t care

about this people with no homeland. However. I care. As

William Saroyan, an American writer, once said:

"I should like to see any power in this worid destroy

this race, this small tribe of unimportant people whose

history is ended, whose wars have been fought and lost,

whose structures have crumbled, whose literature is

unread, whose music is unheard and whose prayers are

no more answered. Go ahead, destroy this race! Destroy

Armenia! See if you can do it. Send them from their

homes into the desert. Let them have neither bread nor

water Bum their homes and churches. Then, see if they

will not laugh again, see if they will not sing and pray

again For, when two of them meet anywhere in the

worid see if they will not create a New Armenia!

Yes!..weaTC more than just baklava. The Armenian

poeple live on!

BarbaraSeda Aghamiam is a UMass student.

Accusations have flown hack and f«»rih for nM»nihs as to

where fault lies for the Student G<ivernment .Association

fiscal cnsis.

When budget hearings began in Februan- and cuts were

made, comnultif members were constantly under attack

for cutting fumis although, as committee chairman .Ionian

Rosner said. "(The budget committee) has no control «.ver

how much money we have u all«K-ate."

The committee was constantly bending over

l»rkwards to save these groups." he said, adding. "1 don t

think anyone m the senate knew just how ha«i this crisis

really was."
Committee memlier B<4> Gnffin cited tin • ^»mmii-

tee was terme«l "racist." 'sexist.' an<f 'f.i

Now that members of Registered Student Organizatn.ns

have U-en h it with the reality of the fiscal cnsis. every

SUSAN EATON

group reaches! ;
previously complaining, are suddenly will-

ing to pull together and make the l*st of a bad situation.

Isn't it about time?

Budget committee members and some student senators

say last year's student gt.vernment leaders knew about

the degree of the crisis but because of penM)nal motives

did nothing to suggest a fee increase that according to

them, would have avoided a massive depletion in funds.

"The leadership was unaware until February Until that

Ume I was under the impression the loss would am«»unt to

about $88,000," saki John Mooradian. former SGA

tr^ftsiir^r

.

Mooradian said he thought the fund could "si^ueeze by"

with that loss, adding that he "didn't suppt)rt a fee in-

crease" and that any motion that called for one "never

would have passed in the senate
"

Mooradian added that since the facts supposedly came

to his attenUon so late, there would not be sufficient time

to hold a referendum to assess student support for such an

increase. ^ r^ .

However, minutes of an October 15 Trust Fund review

meeting conducted by Student Activities Business

Manager Bob Jenal show realization came earlier

The minutes read. "It is evident that without any

dramatic changes within the SATF's (Student Activities

Trust Fund) financial environment there will be approx-

imately $100,000-1120.000. (not $88,000) less available for

allocation in fiscal year '86 than was available for fiscal

year '85 " Minutes of a December 3 (not a February)

meeeting read. "The estimated effect of this critical finan^

cial situation will be a reduction in SGA allocable funds of

well over $100,000."
, ^ u k ^

Given in December it was too late but Jenal said he had

asked to address the senate in the fall to inform them of

the coming fiscal crisis, but that both former speaker

Chris Sullivan and Mooradian refused him.

SAO Director Randy Donant said in October that his of-

fice was pushing the student senate to introduce a fee in-

crease "but had no ears." Jenal said that he had made it

"doubly clear" that without some change there would be a

severe financial crisis. w u w« »,.

Though any student government leader should be ap

plauded for their opposition to a fee mcrea.se. if knowledge of

impendmg doom had been communicated to fellow senaU.rs.

•perhaps the childish name-calling and complete catastrophe

could have been avoided in part What harm could an

informed student senate really do?

Susan Eaton i« Collegian staff member.
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-'if our children-l^^^^^o
forget these

atrocities, let the whole world speak

unkindly of us. remember the Armenian

The Armenian Students of j^^^« ^.^ ^f f^e hands of the

Genocide of 1915. 1.5 million Armenians aieo

Turkish Government.

oLiecnve 2s6'64is

(^TJJ/^5 ^^ AfHiASAJteSt, AnbtRSt
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Celebrate Your Achievements in Style with: J

Gourmet Italian Food
\

& Vintage Italian Wine

Open after Graduation at 2:00 pm Saturday May 25th

with a special menu.

Seating is limited so please call for a reservation.

0^5i^*i
VtM** meets

Justin

Ryan

12 Crafts Ave., Northampton 584-0010

Come help celebrate the

SUMMERS arrival with

Guido and his friends.

Wednesday Night at

Justin Ryan's 8-

1

<^
.0'̂

.-»^*
T-shirts

Bumper Stickers

& MORE

Guido Murphy's of Hyannis will be conducting inter-

views for summer employment on Wednesday after-

noon atJR's from 11 am - 4 pm

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Dr. Terrel H. Bell

former U.S. Secretary of Education

"EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

Tuesday, April 30, 1985 at 8 PM

FREE

Student Union Ballroom

THE OUTLAWS
Thursday, April 25 at 8 PM

The Blue Wall
Open to all! $5.00

I

}J

Bpf. B'<'«»Ti ^. '">• M H'w»'''ar.'nnM''. ^'

'

Joan ''hypnotic
Joan Armatrading
Thursday April 18
at the Fine Arts Center

Bv COINT HAMIN ZAHKD
and C'HRISTLNK MAHINI

C'ollepan Staff

,li>an Armatradmg. the versatile and dynamic British

singer/songwnter who is something of a cult figure in

America took to the Fine Arts Centers main stage last

Thursday night. Before a capacity crowd of nearly 2.000.

Armatradmg plaved a 80 mmule set that combmed slower

songs with lively numbers that had the crowd dancmg m
the aisles.

Annatradmg. fresh and feisty, charmed the audience,

opemng the show with 'Fresona Grata" from her.SVcrW Sec-

ret album, followed by Moves" from the same record.

Visibly pleased by the crowd's enthusiastic reponse. she

sang the popular "Im Lucky" from Walk Under Ladders "as

a reward." Next came a hypnotic rendition of "Love and

Affection" from Jmin Armatradmg Her rapt>ort with the

audience was by this time firmly established " Heaven" from

IVack Rtcnrd. and "When I (let it Right" from Walk I ndrr

Ladders were well received, and followed b> "'rempiation

(from Secret Serret) which featured Dave Pitelli's smooth

saxophone
Nextcamt- HiulUc.:-.,^ ,.;..„...., and 1 alking to the

Wall." Armatrading pranced and frolicked in front of a subtl.

screen-like set. her performance style, like the best of hei

music, unaffectedly origmal. "One Night" from Sixret Sn

ret, "Love by You." and the ver> popular "All the Way from

America" frtim Me Myself I, continued on the same high

energy level. Drop the Pilot" form K. v. "Secrets" from.s* <

n-t Secret, and Friends" fr<im.\/.' .Vf>>. ///. were followed b\

Show Some Emotion" and "Kissing and Hugging" from the

.sTjou Some Kmotton album "Tall in the Saddle." "(an t

Lie." and the rowdy "Call Me Names ' (from K.-M sustained

the concert" s bright mood
One of the high points of the evening was the ama/mg

"Willow" (from Shnu Some KmotionU during which Armat

rading invited the audience to join her on the chorus, and

somehow made it work producing a haunting harmony

The show was excellent; the balance of new and old

matenal. sl«)w and fast songs, made the time go by much too

quickly. Once again IPC has managed to bring top quality

entertainment to UMass.

Exotic Zydeco
Buckwheat Zydeco with lis Sont Partis

Thursday April 18

at Pearl Street

By DAVID MORRISH JR

Collegian Correspondent

lis Hont partis' is Buckwheat's trademark yell, and also the

name of his band. ILs sont partis is a shout that marks the start

of horse races in Louisiana, meaning "they're off" And with

the energy of a racetrack. Buckwheat and band rocked Pearl

Street last Thursday night.

Buckwheat (Stanley Dural) and his band herald from

Lafayette, the capital of French Louisiana, west of New

Orleans. Southwestern Louisiana is an exotic, wild land of

bayous, shnmp gumbo. French culture, not to mention

grooving zvdeco music. The word zydeco derives from a

French waltz about snap beans Zydeco is an off- shoot of

white cajun music Although many of the 1>tics are sung in

French, zydeco maintains a cajun base, while projecting soul

and blues influences. A typical zydeco band has traditional

rock and roll instruments, yet in addition, there is a rubboard

player who creates an incredible rhythmic sound by scraping

a corregated metal vest with knives or bottle cap openers.

Leading the band is the accordianist Buckwheat proved that

there's nothing square about the old squeeze box as he cran

ked out soul music guaranteed to blow the mind of any Law-

rence Welk fan.

Buckwheat and his band are hardworking, talented

musicians devoted to spreading their unique brand of music

The group loves to travel and while based in Lafayette, the

lis Sont Partis Band plays all over the Louisiana-Texas area

branching out to do three or four tours of America and

Canada per year. The band has also traveled to France, Lon-

don. Sweden, and Germany.
, ,, ^ u

Buckwheat originally started playing rock and roll but he

got back into roots music with encouragement from C lifton

Chenier. Buckwheat Zydeco has found great success m

appealing to all ages and tastes because of his stability to mix

up the music and achieve a balance between contemporary

and traditional styles.
t~ , ,

Commenting on the reactions he gets from first time

zvdeco listeners. Buckwheat said that people teU him what

is that stuff you play...whatever it is it's good Encouraged

about the future popularity of his music, he is excited about

the revived interest of French culture in Louisiana. More

and more young people in Louisiana are talking French and

finding out about their roots." he said.

And as Buckwheat travels the country, more and more

people are finding out what incredible musicians Buckwheat

Zydeco and the lis Sont Partis Band are. Thursday night s

show was high energy dance music. It's safe to say that any

one who got to see them will be a return customer the next

time the band comes around.

ARTS

« alkco" pfc<'l" l" J"" str»»ii»fc

Cesar Rosas of Los Lobos

Los Lobos a musical fusion
Los Lobos
Sunday .April 21

at IVarl Street

By ION .^IKVMl.sH
Collegian Staff

Los Lob«Js IS a Mexican American band that comes from

East Ix)s Angeles and has recently captured the miagmation

of the rock and roll worid. They were signed to Slash records

and their contract was picked up by Warner Brothers, which

has given their record H«u Will the W'.»//.Suri ic»' the promo

tion it needed to get Los Ixibos heard.

Their influences range from Tex Mex to KUis Preslev.

from polka to punk. All of it is distinctly ingrained m their

sound. The five men, Conrad Ix>zano. David Hidalgo. Louie

Perei. Cesar Roms and Steve BeHin, played rock and roll

together in bars 1 ^ years ago until they gave up in frustration

over their lack of commercial success. 10 years ago Staying

together, the band tried to make a living playing Mexican folk

mu.sic as a heritage act

They came to Northampton Sunday night U> pla> Pearl St

When they stepped on stage, turned their IS.'iO's Fender

amps as loud as they could go and slammed their guitars int<.

overdrive t hev won the hearts of the audience They had cute

chubby cheeks and a bass player who stuck to walking

basslines always keeping the music moving fast Starling

with "How Will the Wolf Survive.' they played straight

through. t..«. shy to say very much to the audience Ihe musu

got faster until La Bamba." which has u> have been the fa>

test and most exciting cover version of any song I have ever

heard They cam>- '" V f"f 'wn encores, one alter their

allowed curfew

|^»s I Aihos brought a menagene of instruments with t hem

Besides the Fender Guitars which their sound is based on

ITie band brought accordians. a weird saxophone, a funny

verv tall thin keyboard and a guitar from their days playing

Mexican weddings

I^>s U»bos stripped nn k down to its basics and rebuilt it

from their own viewj^unt, much the same way it eM.lved the

first time art.und Fhey built the musi. into their .»wn iden

tity. The band members have little individual identity »»n

stage so they operate as a unit Drummer Perez always kept

the same simplified beat, while bassist Lozanoalways played

f«Ht. Guitanst Hidalgo played slow simple meUnlies that

were in perfect backing to the lead mstniments. which were

played fast At Pearl St no band member was ever seen step

ping on any others' feet "l^.s Ix>bo»" is Spanish for the

wolves, and like w.iK Hand travels in a pack.

Opening were the (;.>od (.uys. a Clash like political black

Liberation band fnmi Richm«.nd. Virginia They were very

good, but unfortunately more good than fun They played

s<.ngs from almost every possible genre of black music.

r,.j;^ae. ska. soul, rap pop. and ro( k and roll, and did each

with great skill

ART IN PUBLIC PLACES

SaTApnl25,W86 9.00am^400pm Memorial Hall. UMass

Free Seating limited lirstcome, tirst served

The nooting Cinema, will piesent an outdoor water sited lilm spectade in conjunction with the

symposium on Friday evening April 26

Rain/wind date Saturday, April 27

The Pond. UMass
^ .^.

^ ^ ;, ^^__.: ,._, ;: .

._ Aiigusta Savage Han.f'i':

jll'ege ot Arts and Sciences and the Governer s Pioqinrti

800-900 p m.
; . H.frtet and .;tuder.t Union gaUenes the Art Department Ihe

For further inlormation call 545-6202 ^
This program is being preseniea oy the UMass Arts Council

AMERICAN UTOPIAS: ARCHITECTURE AND
FILM IN THE 20TH CENTURY

April 23 Beyond Utopia Changing Attitudes in American Architecture" (1984) and The City

'

Annl30 The Wrona Stull American Architecture (1983) and The Foundation- (1949) and panel
^

d^^cu^>^r?w,m H^ Seanng. Smith College Dennis Porter, UMass, John Martin, UMass,

and Norton Juster, Juster Pope Associates Architects

Reception following

730 pm Campus Center Auditorium Free For further into call 545 3695
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CONTRACEPTION INFORMATION
Diaphragm? Foam? The Sponge?

lUD? Condoms? The Pill?

Which method is best for me?

For answers to your questions about

contraception, come to the

CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION SESSION

WHEN; Mondays and Thursdays at 3 pm

Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 7 pm

WHERE. University Health Center rm 302

WHO. All students (women and men)

OR. Have your RA request a workshop by

calling 549-2671, ext. 181

uruspo

Hind Pr§ts$^

ShifH

DROP OFF IIUIORY

10 5 00
Except Wed & Sat

Self

Service
?am-iOpm;

7 Days

3 Siie

Washers
/Gas Oryrrs.

/

SPEEDWASH
M PraySl 5491665

JBC

Th« Shirt of th«

Tgrrmptn flyef

The Go/den Roed
Club DMd*

Red. Blue Black on
White

Hanw Beetv T

T Stark

Box S329
St Thom«s

US. Virgin isiafMto

0080
«12. ihori si—

V

IIS. tong alwv*
includes postage)

Pteeae indicate si/e

9'

CLUB DEAD

^m^

"The Riviera
'

Tf^m »i cotton
nevsrsCMe lacket

w>t^t button cuffs

arti zip-off cottar

fr-orn

NAUTICA

or r«vy or gray

Ttim Intimate

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 MASONIC ST . NORTHAMPTON . 586 6336

'Just around the corner Irorv Bart's

Mon Sat 10-6, Thurs til 9. Sun. 12-5

^Wednesday. April 24. 1985

^edtaurant
MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Ike Betl CiuHe»e TeoA
TVi/ Our New

BARBEQUE BONELESS SPARE RIBS

Small $2.80 Large $4, 60

LuncheonSpecials »«»^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ •"'•*^ p"*- $2 •25
New Buffet & Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8 Mon. -Thurs.

Brunch Served Sunday 11:30-3 $5.25

1) B«ef with Fresh Mushrooms

2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

Chiklr«n uftdcr 10 $3.00

6) Sweet & Sour Chicken

7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken

9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot & Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256 0252

TM" " M ^ -w^:
•"**»* *e -^ w -yg ^g hT ^ >£ :

AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS:
4:30 p.m 2 00 am

Sunday thru Wednesday

4:30 p.m. - 3:00 am.
Thursday thru Saturday

WE NOW DELIVER

IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays

from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

< N

«l;*-»
• vioMDA '

Free 1

Pepperoni

Or Anv P'»M

1 Free Item '
1 f •W I«VIII

Of Your Own ;

^'^^ Sausage

Choice
On An> Pi//a

14

A' V P//^

^S[;A< WEDNESDAY
Free 2
Green
Peppers

ijr, Any Pi//d

Free ^5

Double Dough

On Any PiiJ*

1 Free

Coke
With Any

Small Pi//a

21

28

^ree Ham

On Anv Pi//a

22

Free
Sausage
On Any PiJ/a

29

Free
Onions

On Any P>"»

16

Free
Hamburg

On Any Pitta

Free 10

Canadian
Bacon

On Any Pilld

17

23

Free 30
Onions
On Any »''Ji»

FREE 24

EXTRA
CHEESE
On Any Pi//a

'm HSDAY

Free ^

Extra Cheesft

On Any Pitta

11

Free
Black Olives

On Any Pitta

25

FRIDAY

12
'^K»e

.V«i shrooms

U" A-'y Pl//a

19

Free 26

Green Peppers

On Any Pi7/a

SATURDAN

Free

Mushrooms

On A'ly Pi//a

Free 20
Pepperoni

On Any f-Uta

27

1982
Bordeaux Tasting

May 2, 1985 at 7:30 pm
The Lord Jeffrey Inn

$20 per person
Call the Spirit Haus

for reservations and information

253-5384 338 College St., Amherst

*SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING** How can

**SWIMMING & BOATING** you

**OUTDOOR LIVING** miss???

Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp in the

Berkshires, is looking for staff members

oooooeoeoooooeoooeoooi

*Assist Waterfront Director & Waterfront Instructors*

(both with W.S.L)

*Riding Director/Administrator & Riding Instructors*

(both with teaching experience)

*Camp Nurse/Registered Nurses*

(family housing available)

*Assistant Nurses*

(Student Nurses & EMT s)

Call or write: Timber Trails, Star Route 158,

Tolland, Mass 01034 413-258-4592 or 203-249-2495

mmmmmmmmmaooi

WedneMUy. April 24. 1985!

IJN \)vT( urru Ilia

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION - Come join us for dis

cussion about more activitieb for this semester and the sum

mer. B:;}U p m., check CC schedule for room number.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING Paul Godfrey will

speak on Acid Rain, its causes and consequences. 7 p.m.,

Holdsworth 305.

HONORS STl'DENT ASSOCIATION MEETING -

Come help us plan for next semester. New officers will be

elected. All are welcome." p.m., Machmer E-23.

CONSUMER AFFAIRS CONFERENCE -
MASSPIRG is sponsoring a series of speakers in accordance

with National Consumers Week. Topics will include

landlord/tenant problems, auto purchasing and repairs,

mediation, etc. 1-5 p.m., CC 805.

LB.G.A. RAP GROUP — Discussion of any topic con-

cerning lesbians, bisexuals, and gay men. All are welcome.

7:30 p.m.. SUB. 413.

25 PLUS CLUB NEW LOCATION- As of today, all you

older, wiser and more experienced students, desirous of

meeting all the rest of us. will find us hidden behind the

T.O.C Please join us. 4-6 p.m.. CC 1101

SOITHWEST WRITING CENTER - The Southwest

Writing Center offers free peer tutoring to all students Bring

in any assignment at any sUge. Drop-in, confidential. 7-9

p.m.. Pierptmt Dorm. Southwest

:QllegiaQii

STRESS MANAGEMEN 1 WORKSHOP A workshop

on causes of stress and strategies for stress management

Bring a pillow! 8 p m.. McNamara mam lounge

>W

9er yc?ar ct<M^y<^y^ ^oj^

asr^!r%r^rgrir'(rttr^e'Aar<r'tt=grirnt-irt»r

K A R i^ r e
FRED VILLARI'S
STUDIO of

SELF DEFENSE
3 months adults - all classes •

$99
3 months children - all classes

-$79

481 West Street
253-7349

LP WANTED
Apply now for on campus experience in the legal profes

sion' Full time iniernships are available for the Fall, 1985

semester at the Legal Services Office. 922 Campus

Center Up to 15 credits may be earned through

academic departments Aid Legal Services attorneys in

meeting UMass students legal needs.

Our interns assist in Client interviewing

attendance at hearings

preparation of court forms

maintenance of continuinn caseload

giving advice and referrals

investigations and research

For further information about LSO Internship, call Legal

Services at 545 1995

SUMMER JOBS
The Association for the Health of the Retarded

CAMP LOYALTOWN
a coed residential vacation camp for mentally retarded children and

adults in the (^atskiU Mountains at Hunter, N.Y. is

interviewing on ^, , . -i ok^uThursday, April 25th
Advance sign up at Student Kmployment Office 239A Whitmore.

Available jobs are: male & female cabin counselors, program coun-

selors in cooking, nature, dance and drama Nurses. W.S.I.
,
office

staff (typist, bookkeepers) and cooks. Earn a good salarv' and gain

experience while helping others.

Camp Ix>yaltown, AHRC
189 Wheatlev Head

Brookville. N.Y. 11545
516 626-1000

We are proud to announce

DOESCAPECOD
ALL SUMMER LONG

INDENNISPORT

Newest Location

- i—s

*.-

TO CELEBRATE OURNEW OPENINGi

all
this
week

CAPECODDERS,
and

SEABREEZES

applications taken nitely before lOgm
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21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Fuji - Univegm • Campag^olo

Snntour and oUiera

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

I

1984 Models on siile

Vcmiwww^.. .. .. rnm-,*!^ vtm n v tntMMtnnrfm

,\i>

*«h'

Lunch Special

'^*' SPRING SPECIALS
Wed. Apr. 24 - Sun. Apr. 28

Fri. 11 - 3 pm
hi.//
HOT

|A ROAST BEEF
^SANDWICHES

253 icm

so MAIN ST AMhCRST.MA

'A

/#

Regular Roast Beef

Regular French Fries

Choice of Coleslaw

or deli pickle

Small Soda

ONLY $2.99
tax included Open Sundays

(L
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

OH.JONk YOUVeOOTTU
MBSrMY LeWlNOHUNK

.
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0iJRK5, IV LIKE TV
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6RUNT^

/

OH, I F0K.60T.
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y CAREER.

Move.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

HO'' n^( BAnmA
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Rats By t\)ngo

T^£ PR£S»0£NTS

TMf S<i/M ALSO RlS£5

AND THATS THE CMDOP
THe 6-AMC SPoer f^kjS

^l?f£I>OM Ci6HTCRS2f«0
Foc»JO•^'0 FATMC«5 2£»?0

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

iT*' Oo5£Aui»i«*<( or
^ARTP ki££<f, 50/^f U/^A!>5

A V/I6*(. fO/l DOWNTAoOOfA/

^1^ THf fA/v\Pu5 POA'O'*

'"ROCK rci\ aocK "

Yeasthead

ier-^

By Jason Talerman

iTfi (> tif^e^ for bec^Ay

and ^r bn^^-^ ne^
T 1^1^ »*-! r? r€

'they r^^^^ci.- f" tnp .^r, ./<^f>ej^

GORDY By Gorde
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DO ^^^^^H
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1

C^ iJ //. iai«^

WEATHEB

WEATHER
TODAY: Sun and moderate

warmth, in the 60s.

TONKIHT: Cloudy and

cooler, in the 408.

TOMORROW: Hot and

muggy-cloudy, TOs. It might

rain.

Menu
MENU

lA'NCll
rountry Broil SandvMt li

Koval Zimhini H»'»'l I'iirnu-san

HASIC LINCH
Haiiic ('<iiinir> Mrml SaiitlMuh

Carrot, BriH-coli. Cauliflower (juit hr

IHN.NEK
( H()( Ol.ATK I.DVKRS .S|'K( lAL

Wvvf SU'W
M'l^tiKMun I't'ppcrotM Pi//i«

».\SI< DiN'NKK
t lUM OLA IK hOVKRS Sl'KC lAI.

Sauleed Tofu and .Snow Peas
MushrtMim Vttt»

COLLEGIAN STAFF
Important run-off election

for Editorial Editor

Vote today 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
I dilrii b> I rude Mm kri Jatfr

ACROSS
I Mongolian

6 Winged
10 Y*h<K>s

14 Amo MT^'t

loy»

IS*

19 Wear Out

20 Saito* sp*'
?1 Asks out

23 Calatafia tor

on«
25 Jtma
26 Tom'
28 Dtgnify

32 HocKy ridge

33 Drying chamber
35 Waterways
36 Belore patch or

play

37 Mexicans, e g
40 Scale units

Abbr
41 Aim
43 Vou' maiesty'

44 Free lor aM
46 Involves

48 Grant and
Greeley in 10/

,

49 Winddi'

50 Island

N Y

52 Wed
56 Vehicle path

Abbr
59 Eastern desert

60 Frost product

61 Ivan s vacation

cottage

62 Put

Ihecuti

63 Saroyan
character

64 How some tuna

IS packed
65 Tooth ol a sort

66 Orderly

67 Revere

DOWN
1 Place to

hibernate

2 Everybody
in Essen

3 Flirt

4 TulPii 'fif

truth

5 Former dratt

org
f. OotiW truth to

chance
111 All. ..SCO

1 s

. ' <l

12 fued defense

13 Dated dagger

21 Conlotmed
with

22 Barley beard

24 Asian weight

26 Convention
eer s necessity

27 Hunter ol

mythology

28 Slave ot old

29 Spoon
30 Tag
31 Double curves

33 NBA s Birdsong

34 Broadcast

Id IhHS*.'

39 Struck inday^
of yore

42 Likeslaal

45 — arwjn

47 Ertding with

boy O' gi'l

48 Squeal

50 Gollir>g name
ol note

52 fcndol the

wee* initials

53 Small amount
54 Blacli m poetry

55 Hindu laste

57 Bu//ing sound
58 tlio'educatioo

61 Day to Dan

ANSWER TO PflEVIOUS PU22LE
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IWednesday. April 24^1985

University of Massachusetts at Afnhcrst

Commencement 1985

All Candiclati's

1 hore IS no Ct>mmencement rehearsal (or degree

candidates Candidates should assemble by schix)!/

college at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium no later

than '^ am graduation morning May 25 1985

Signs will be p<»sted indicating schi>ols and Com
mencemeni Marshals will issue specific instructioi

and distribute programs L'pon signal candidates

will (ollow the Ci>mmencemenl Marshals to the as

signed areas and be seated

Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their schtntl or college DipU^mas will be

nwiiled when all processing has been complettil

Please Iv sure the Registrar has your correct
\

nent address

Who is Kli|iible lo Parliiip<ite.'

i'nderiiraJuale Je^'ree lanJiJates who antu

pleting degree requirements by the end ul :.

dar year 1985 Questions concerning academe

us should be directed to the Records Office 21 i

Whitmore. 545 0555

Alii.sfer degree candidate ..... ,

mitted the Degree Application Form by April 30.

1985 to the Office of Degree H

the intention t<> .I'lpW-te all r<.-,

tu»ns concernn ilitv should be :

Of

10:00 a. ni., Saturday, May 25

Faculty

Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOL'TH

end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facili

ties Building and the stadium wall Faculty will be

part of the processional and will be seated immedi

itely in front of the candidates from M' '^ - t'«il

ind colleRf

Parents and ln> iletl Ciiusts flan lt> \rtivi' failN

— S|)ace is I imited

Since the Commencement Exercises are ojx-n to thi

.
' * • : IS without reservation |5ar

, . plan to arrive earh to ensun

good seating

Handicapped Seating

Viewing are, handicapped will be located on
"' 'in on the eastern and west

tinv; i*> limited it is re-

led thai 'tiwy '^"

L Lipped guest

Invitations
;

I III ttu' tiiuiitut >'l _mii->i> »-»ii«' iii.i>

uony and tickets are n*.i required

Fach student will receive a packet tmal in

( tips (iowns. and lltMMis

On Commencement Day May 25 caps, gowns, and

tassels may be obtained after 8 am at the SOl'TM

WEST corner of Alumni Stadium

Ducloral Degree Candidah"'

CKKtoral caps, gowns, tassels IukkJs and invitations

will be available only at the Office of Graduate Dv

i;ree Requirements Room A249 Lederle Graduate

H< M jrch Center April 29 May 24 Monday through

I iiday 830 am. through 5 p m uj^m clearance by

the Office of Degree Requirements On Commence

inent Day caps, gowns tassels and homis may be

obtained after 9 am at the NORTHWEST tiid of

ihe stadium ion the gravel area!

Dtxtoral candidates who plan to pariicijwte in the

Commencement ceremony wu.sf have a htHdl Each

candidate s name will be announceif over the stadi

um sound system and two officers of the University

will drape the hinnJ *»n the candui.itr s shnuhJers.

Dv»ctoral hoods can be purchas* 'ice

! Graduate Degree Requirements, A^i'J. i.tdcrie

>.iraduate Research Center at a cost of $ Kt iFive

College D^Ktoral HtMxls will be available at $42 95 »

DtK-toral h<H)ds may be rented through the Dniversi

IV Store ,1' I < •>( ^l"

Kentals
..t r.,. !i, ^ University '^

igh the University

Ar n>or''> In .Xpril <i'

\cl«ll1ll1t«Mi

SiheciiiU of I \ents

t%Ull

Dale ! iitIC

RiHd|>: Cnntmeiufnu-nl H5 h on Sitlunhn \I«n

Stadium Pltin

Plate
< 1

i

}2mM.i. v. Ml
Stadium

G liir k A! iinini

[•.lymifi

etu

- nc

1 Kiiin iti Sliini

F«mh1 Scr\itrs

(.'offl'f Nofl djlllK> ,iin4 wli>i

r»>timd,is on l^^lh sides of tin-

i
~* i\ 1 1

sladi

eturnetl with full

no later than M.iv

ird the

10

«^»

V̂.Tih

20

U)

Commciuenicnl Ceremony Schedule

9 a.m. Ri>bing for Commencem»Tii
Appropriate signs will *

Graduate's should line •

their school i»r n'llege

O U) ,1 Ml

H

u

Wrw -••aiul'«

I [
, 1

I
......

1
I.KMU

i

X^i- J,
VI .M

; fc , ! ? ,j.

"1 Hi ., .*** r^

1

Arls h
>* 1* tl, . V

MIM

f .. ,.1 1.

\dlijt«l

r.v.-...fMU

\alui*l

> , s \f> s.

i

1

1
h.l „ ,il>.'i< 1

\r.

s. .

1
M. dllh 1

1

1

D

IK

17

1(1 a in

12 noon

inn starts

I H 1
-

\h

15

14

12

Parking
I'.irksn

I to sev' ^lng lot

Tuariy ana ^mnnr buses wm jton idc transf" t i.ni' n

to the stadium Buses will return to Ihe lots immedi

alely following the ceremony

Traffic Assistance

To aid the traffic flow at Commencement, radio sta-

tion WTTT-AM 114301 will broadcast traffic reports

throughout the morning Please tune in as you ap-

proach Amherst for the best route to the ceremony

General Information
Medical facilities will be located in the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium

Public telephones will be located on the west side of

the Facilities Building

RestrfKims are located at both ends of the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will

be located on both sides of the stadium, on eastern

and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office of

University Relations, 390 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Please remember alcohol is rtot permitted in the

stadium.

II

t'wt-Jit Tflrph<»n<

Kr»ir<«n\^

f»tllllK>

BtiilHinic'

MrilK,il

\v^^•i1anl:l

Rriitf.">ni',

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site. The ceremony will

be held outside regardless of the weather. The cere-

mony will be delayed a maximum of two hours in

the event of heavy rain, and if that decision is made
it will be announced on local radio stations that

morning.
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Gerlufsen in the home stretch
Dunbar's point guard, other stars still considering UMass
By DAN LKBERFKLI)
Collegian Staff

Kirk Lee, the Baltimore high school player of the year at

Dunbar High, and four other talented basketball players

have named the llniversity of Massachusetts as a finalist for

their services, in these, the waning days of the college recruit-

ing seasoa

Lee, who is known as "(ieneral." averaged 18.3 points and
'-).[\ assists-a-game in leading Coach Bob Wade's Poet.s to the

Baltimore Championship. Syracuse. South Carolina, Kansas

and Seton Hall have been crossed off his prospective school

list and he lists UMass and Western Kentucky as the

finalists. UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen expects a decision by

the weekend
The other guard the Minutemen are m the running for is 6-

J shooting guard JeffWest A student at Fork Union Military

.Academy, the popular breeding ground for UMass basket-

ball players. West has narrowed his list to Virginia Common
wealth. West Virginia. North Carolina-Charlotte. Western

( arolina and l'Mas.^. He will pay visits to all the schools and

his future will be decided afterward

Another guard who had hmited his college choices to Mon
mouth and UMass, Springfield" s Chns Bailey has derided on

neither. The Western Massachusetts player of the year has

opted to go to S t . Thomas Moore Prep School in Colchester.

Ct for a year. I'Mass will be a finalist when he gets out.

The three frontcourt players UMass is in the thick of it

with are 6-6 Joe Fennell, 6 7 Sean Mosby and 6-6 Ben

Jones.
,. u L

Fennell, one of three 6-6 sUrters for Boy's and Girl sHigh

in New York City, (the two others being Eric Brown heading

to Miami of Fla. and Nestor Payne an Iowa recruit), is leaning

toward UMass over Rhode Island and Hartford. He should

decide bv the end of the week.

Mosby, a resident of basketball hotbed Camden, NJ who

the UMass coaches liken to former Minuteman star Kdwin

Green is mulling over Northeastern and UMass A verdict i>

do any minute.

Gainesville, (ia junior college star Ben J^)ne^ will cast his

lot with either UMass or Tennessee State He is a close

friend of UMass freshman guard Lorenzo Sutton and a resi

dent of the same hometown, Albany. Ga

A few forwards the Minutemen were heavily pursuing until

they chose other institutions were Philadelphia's 6-7 Will

Bolds 6-7 George Reid and 6-6 Kru tlathers and Lincroft

New Jersey's 6-5 Jt>e Patemo
Bolds is off to Hawaii. Reid to Ohio University. Gathers to

UMa.ss batikelball eoaeh Ron (Jerlufaen (in foreground)

wateheH a laeroshe game with recruita Sean Mosby (cen-

ter) and Kric Ciathent (left).

use and Patemo to Fordhain. All of them had paid UMawa
visit and had the Minutemen as one (.f their final choices.

UMass has already signed two players, both from

Baltimore: 6 6 Duane Chase and 6 .t David Brown.

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Qome 10 Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fn

Cash in advance • 15 nnnsecutive days 10% discount

Deadline ;s 2 days prior to p

Phone njrpberFRI
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Twro batfroem apartiwiiw
graat locatKir cai SK-MTS

1327 waak lo' mott mformation caW
MB7U9
Ra4*ra«« Saeaar

MfTOTOnMU

H Data 210 good
miiaaa* pnca

Aud4 tOOlt 1f77 aw auto aunroof AM'FM
caaaatia naw aMhauai oood

I

*IS00 64»37S1

buaaardan
i

: 16 I

71 NanauM nil good condMon Lan o*

naw pan*, naad* naw ctutct< 3K>(Xlarbaai

oHar Cai MHiiS aftaf 4 pm

71 VW Sua OK condMon nmm anaw *aa
and battary WO MM«77
itn fofd Muatan« gaxid t«iiidWew. law

ca«2S3-S1S3

badroow to ft tobua
campua 1380

Ona badroom aualaMa Juna rt eon*oi

labta n»o badioom Souttwyood Apt Fa* op
Hon. nafOtiaMa rant cai Cannan attar 11

pniH>4137

• bdntii tiawaa a.aiaMa <or ta* Qu«t

baautitu) naighbortKiod «ai 296^ i*7S

Capa Cod roawt twawtad Hytntm Yar

mout^ wm pay now' Gal C J MMHi
Tw« badfoam apartwiawt « No Amhartt
nma to Pultara Pond i lililill Juna 1 On

n Toyota C«<«na aicaiani rurM>ir>g conA
tnn nvny m4aa latt good body MOO
ftrm BO Adam at

M iuf rat>u<n angina, n^n <

ruat runa yva* cat* 60 <aOO am 344

}«~VW awg 'abuM anoma Wabar earb.

radia«a pairi< H8C J0*l A3 2B26

7f CIvavy CIO haavyduiy ptckup graat

napa mual tai"' Mm 00 o< SO Pala

253 7740

r«« aala 1f77 Subafw tuna but naadi •om*
wort firat MOO takaa it cai 548 SSW

t1 Chavotta 44000 mitaa on n Zi rr^pg graat

corv1<tion 12400 caM Kavin MS 1421

79 Subaru Otwog OA/0 g'aa' cor>dit>on 4

mood rurv a> AM FM taking 2200 or BO
546 467% or SS4-3216 aak tor Joa

Oa»atwwawt Momaa ffOfn 91 lu rapairl A
lao daiinquant tan p'opaity Call

iaOS4S7«)00 a<l QHSSie tor ntorma
tion

ItJO PlymatMli INmr IN nina wal Mi

197S Sunbird standard, low
AM FM mini kwkt and runt graat muat

ttM54S413B1

ISKI Pontiac SunMrd tilvor auto trand

pwr •laanrtg ^M caaaatta runt woM t2200

can 549 6436 tttar «

H Chavy Vt^m naadTaoma wodi MOO o*

BO call Caaaaodrt 546 5811

17 NabMtt. aiicallant condition 1,aOO or BO
cai»4S7Wt

•CAUrmil MMJTHVVOOO BUMMtR
SUBLET W/FAU OPTION

T«vo badroomt on top floor, quiatti

AvaHaWo S/l Itaat Includad tannia

court, twrlmmlrtg pool on but routa

alto nagotlabia on furnltura bad
coucliaa ate BS^XM

Soft Contact
lanaaa 118 00 lo I2S 00 aach Eitandad

waar lanaaa *» 00 to MS 00 towaat pncaa

on contact ian» to»utior>t Saat urvtt »12 96

Amhant Op'icai Shoppa 2U 5412 25* 4403

Dfaiiar Oaak aat MB. Ping Porta tatXa

t36 totabodquaar^ sua t ISC 25SI436*vm

Mopada In aacaWam runnlna condition

Partaci tor aconomical b tun tummar
trw<tporla«wo PrK»arar>gatroni »126 00to

USO 00 caM quickly wtMto iriay laat aak tor

Jack at 5«S^<797

eiaetrtc guitar and amp Vantaga duai

pickup guitar and Vamana amp with diator

two *T3<urT>a »300 or SO 263 3800

Brand now! Par^aaorwc ttaroo radio and

tapa racordar ISO 00 cai Una ft4008 aftar 9

Eiaetrtc TypawrWar only aakmg tIGO i

naad ttw catti can 1967^783^

rioclrW OtiHar irr«taiion Oibaon SG «<0

»8f710

jnrmTIi Hartford io*»ar lava* BO S^IO

2 nrm fla Cantrum 5/7 Mick 885^3082

Hatp' can't uta

rauND

•EST QUAUTV RESUMES

Canaultatlon. praparation. anslyait.

dtaign. layout, aditing. covar laltar. Irtlar-

viaw. Qiarruaao 2SK2B7

OiiAPTCHEAWCMEAW

Caluiilaiiii on couch aooaa frtxn Mini-

Stora cai Jotwt at 548-0847

iuthy^^ound your lyallat Mi 84S04S2

Found Slamaaa CaTat^BrittanV Friday

4/19 Plaaaa cai 64S4186

ONEAT AI>AirnMENT

Saautlfui houaa tor auMat. Graat locatior

ngh) r>atr camput" Sm tingia roomt

avaiiabia Can 256-0868 __^

OOMIMO'SOOTS

Vho ibommataa naadad m OuwiiUXMi

Amhaiat Ca*i ar>d chack it out. naar bua.

quiat »15e'fTK) 25*0881

ORSAT FUCKIII

vary toon
WatchttMi

Or Straogatova Wad Apf« S* in Mitar

ihowtatepm »1and7.9 11 llfiOipon-

torad bv Whaaiar Haa

EWTHITAIWMENT
OREATROOM

Rack AOIac. Rack-A VIdao Entartam

mgnj Dmc Jockayt larga tcraao vidao

dancaa tor houaapartya, aamitormata, cam
put avantt 54S-7144

Soaking' CabaratStyla Talant for SW
Show May 10 Call tor into 6-4619 or

I at 5-0388 audition Wad May 1

.1 ..... Wartdhr. •J*****"'*
*

iiiuaptiara in an Amttarw Cantar houaa.

Spacioua. tumiahad room tor »200 Irtd.

nght on bua rt cai Mat 283^7786 avaa

HELP WAMTIO

TORRENT

Malar Raaort Compony
illiaMt ar>argotic tour guidaa tor tummar

and yy-^akaodt tlaniWa houra You'll hava

tun' Salary p*ut incartttva Cai 413-823-8864

Juna 1
Two
Vlllaga aroa 360 * mo taka

253 2804 tttar 5 pm

Houaa" for rant "tVail^e/l w/ta« option

Balchanoyyn naar to»»n laka Ona badroom

w/ lota of ttoraga tpaca idaal tor coupla_ No

patt 43G0 * larga yard caM Backy attar 5 pm
323-8619 ____^
2 famata roommataa naadad to *iara apt

m Brandywina baginnir>g in Jurw or July

138/ month utiktiaa inciudad cai Oabbw

or Oaona 548-3866

Ona badroom In a four bodroom houaa

5 Amharat Pata OK tig/mo 266-06^^

itortl«weo<rApt'Surtdortand 343/mo

pool tppliancaa bua routa start Juna 1

986-7064 aftar 11 pm

6 badroartt apWt layal houaa in SakhaT
town on bua rtjuta. Larya backyard with

Cant Top ••••••• etudant

Mantad to markat hot novatty Itam at thora

and raaort araaa thia tummr and to studanta

on campua naxt tail Excaiant commiaaiona

paidiiKiii Itama taia itaaft Writa Tap A

Hat Inc PO Son 246 Mandham, NJ 07946

days and Wadnaadaya at

mar iaagua
8 00 PIM «•aoi

^n«s?

OHVA

Oi*tv««ki*a

'ANTStMAMW

Fui
at tl«a Lags*

Samcaa 0««oa tor iha HI ISSI sawsaiai

Up to 15 cradaa rnay ba aamad through

ai.ada«iic dapartmama intama mM aid

Lagal Sarvica anomoyt in sannng UMass
Sludanu logai naads For turthar mlorma

Cantarl at 546^11

byapv
pwtv an MM Agrt 2« at 7A)

IMT

maauarlamidmyfcayaat»a>daw47l1
ptaaaa ratum itwrn to ttw Caoa Tha kay

cftMn aad my otfiara car t a Mai iadat
'

Laat al Oslawai an 4/10 a dark graay

wool coat haa 10 m pockat lean t dnva or

go out if toury] cai Maa 2IS4SIS

irawm waSat wtth polo av M* Oannia

54SS070 or 54Sa089 wiportant

Plaaaa ratwrtt mi 1 kaya lakan from Oraka

on 4 19/86 6-9138

Loat. 4/20 naar Puffton. mana goM awtch

with inacnption aantimanta* vahia Plaaaa

saiChro at 546 9048 54S 1 100 or SiS^IO

Laat waNot on campua Parttata Morria

baiga wathar 54* 1753 329 Van Motor

Laat Panaaertic Walkrttan m brown carry

ng caaa by Lot 32 and Southwaat reward

I cai John 54S4641

MAWtUPLANTI

Happy ^Inftday. Cutiol tvan though wia

don t coma ar>d v«it you Mta mw iftotA)

lahaml wa love you' Mara t to tour yaara of

tnartdahip Snugglaa. Sharry and Michaaa

MmHiAJffio

Attention 4 gorgaoua moni It you' not

buay May lOih wad Mka to ir>vtta you to t

toromy formal Intaraatadakgibia up artd

coming yuppiaa, cai 2S64M8 tor an intar

Aak tor ona of tha Faaraoma Four

MOTONCYCLfS

•H Hortda CS3aO aicaMant tranaportaSott

460 Of BO 548 0199 9 10 30 pm only _
IfTS NO 3U cafa haa tota ofpolantial MOO
548-7677

1981 Vamafw 400 aicaiant condMon
clat'tnct pnctd 4750 00 avanmg ft

waakandt 247 5194

tFHonda CB400 nins wai naadi aoma
lapair MOO or 80 cai 263^7422

Vamalta Tlb^TfTxiO mr$l200 527 1280

WATIOIIAL COWBUMERB WEEK

Laam your NIghtal

Conaumar Saminar

Wad Apr4 24 cc Rm 806
12 Auto Rapair Rights

2 3 How to AvoM Fraud
3-4 Lagiatathra Lobbying
4-5 Landkxd Probiamt

RERBONALB

Alrllnaa Hiring. »14 «39.000i

Stewardaaaaa. Raaarvationlat' Wor1d»»ida'

Call for Guida. Oiractory, Mawiiaftai

1.(916) 944-4444 « Umaaaair

"Summar Joba In Alaaka" currant factual

publication M 96 Alaaka Employtnant

Marketing PO Bo» 38. Suite 22, Junaeu, AK

98802

Crtileaahlpa HMnS- HS-MO.OOO" Carrt:

baan. Ha*»aii, Wor« cai for Oukla. DIrec

tory, Neyyalatter 1 (9161

Umaaarniiaa ^
Work out Waat thla aummar with a group

of fortv other coiaga aludanta. Av

o *nne. lor Op«> RuSh Mon 4'22 iMWa) Sauire V«
14 24 446tor«too»to RSVP ca« mo po aadnt tai

a 14 paapia am
on bua route •<

m Cai«S2U8

Sunny 1 H baartam Puffton apawment

N you wom an WMamaMp ttUe aummor tjay turn-ih-l aveaabtt »4ey 24 caS l«a w

ar fad coma to tha Office of mtomtMpa 16 MS 54»«3a6 >aap iryvig

Curry Hciu today appkcat«r> Jea ilknt AprH

Ifgl . ta« MiM vaa coma back be hea«ht MS >t22

Btrthitoy ¥» A I Older «- i»-> » a i ateam la Tawmdfcaiaa far w^Nt fm

TO SUBLtT

room Broitdvwine Apt i

CHlAP' Cai MS 1012

a bedroom ar CIIHa*«a aptt June Ju**

A<
Southwood
baPHMimt caB 2U M19

mcludod 2

jni to "*
to know one WA

Hememba' •« tekaa orw

Mafc Seat of kick on your CPAaaam"' oar

XXOO The Nut
Warfhwood apM Top Soor

on Sua route poo* ptaaaa

oai 8868378 keep irymg'

-^ «. T

June lai through Labor Oay

apt • «<

Tho

of

Tare Lou Thanks tor

You la tha beat Littia So' Love Schneeky

Happy Mth Birthday TOMV tha tfiouM be

a very ipecwi day tor ifie one e*"© makes

my Ma beeutitui tod wann Love V«oie 86

Souve VI

detest caa 886 347«

1 parean 2

b*nw hoidi 6 comforwbfy foi

P«»fttO"

apt tor

P-jftton a»t aeoSaMa for rant June it» io<

I mfoiniation caS BS S8S0 or MS4

ue'CaSapiMSanda^forJart
Mae or Stove ei 5488797 _
Big Houeo on bue route with fal apoon

throe ^ua rooma to taka vtm laeee June

IWar SS4 H40

1 badtanm in Puffton avOisMa S/K •*••

cm Kiren MS 1411

»M< MU SORORITY

~ Ntoke Vour Own 9 MW«ai
and come rwve dmner with ut'

1 bdrm Calawlel VWege apt cnoap '»"

Port leundry on Ihjt 'outt cai 2M8B'*

i«t in e iorpe htuee lo

June 1 You • own the ^nn^mi O" *^
route iaun*y poat wrwa_ >a^*»»M^

»3S0 ino»»«h utimea i»K*udad CMtadeAaas
Sundenertd cai 886 J8B2

Tliroe

««^ ta

e large
484799

WM. Aprs 24th e< 8 00 pm
IN -isill - St RSVP

rMTnoned cai .^eg or Oove
VWage sen*

I MS 2843 caa

TVPINQ SCRVICE

fm'i furn RoMng Oroon AC pool 2 bod 2

bath M80 or SO 263 73S6

One bodroom Puffton Apt tmlebls June

1 to Sap« I twmafwd 200 mo'^<^ 'm id

9480806 oi AI6488BM

w June' lai t tpravor JoA 94S51

'

WANTCD

on camput.
BSft-TIM

RIDf WAifTED

to Weehington
4 26 VYi* short ei

cai use 5484708

OC

ROOM IMANTEO

aaakl««g to there qua* rion

smoksi spS'tmani in H Amherst
SuryJsrtend wont to move in w tai w* haip

pey summer rant it riacaaetry CaS 54S4703

Two greet aenlort teoking room
prtttrtb'y Brtndyw>nt Putlton
Townehouea Both 548 1813

Capa Cod/Vermouth aroa Roommatet
needed tor ttw aurtwner cai 2SS-1310

ROORIMATES WAMTiO

Houaomate needed to there 2 batltoom

tiuuea m Sunderland 1776/mo Cat OK
Cai Debbie 2S6«62

Roommatee wanted on Capo Cod thit

aumemr in Hyanna area CaM Oan evet

546 4886

Aptt June I Sap) 1 eiaaa lo campua A C

caw Steve SSISS ieon 8-8881 keep irymg

3 bedieem Putfion Apt pnco lagutabie

»4» W»
Brandywtne apt iuPy tumahed 3 bedrrt^

ren' negniiatiia MB 4188

Two feme*— needed tor two Sadwoma «<

tpecKKt tou' bedroom Soj«e V*aga 9t
June 1 Sapt 1 54S-88M 64S8S86

1 bodroom Southwoed apt tor aummar
«.bMM ttar-»ig June i ca* 54S6319

t>odroom ept In Puffton bat* offw ca«

I ta 546 1441

In Amttortt Corttor ona badroom tumemr
tutiiet wlt^ tei option cai 2B6 1846

Throe bedroemt m himahed Ajptei off

IMUm- Si Modern kitchen tag bockyerd.

mteMa tt*t option cai 263 9786

Summer tuMot at Preoldontia* Apt taii

option cai MSMS4 or 6461886

Summer aubiat Townhouae. 2

bedrooma turrvatiad AC. poo* ava4 June 1

Sept 1 Rent negotiebM Squva VSlBga

886 3086

Live In Sunderland Hi amwwar 2

badioona. lott of

Oevid ate

cath lor your dorm aiM

Puffton Srah
cm Ale« 6871)

WW pey
'otrigereio'

Wowerd for eportmont
(fywmt town*' leua etc

V Mort 687'

VWontod TIckota to PMI Co«Hna 546 1280

Stailetica Tuior urganthi needed wtw> stao

knowa how ''• prograrr' SPSS Cai 548 7188

anytime

Otrle wflh wrtute aunglaaeae to poee tor

poeicardt a»vi ooeien cei or wnte Bermuda

Tounem Bu'eeu

WANTIO TO RElir ~_

Wdrtied. deed or ethroi Prefwabty tOva

l«orth Amhorsi three bedroom tpoiliiienf

June leaae with fai ophon 260 dodar

,MMrd cai Andrew 5484802 or Matt

5464849

NO rewerd for 2 o> 3 badroom apaitment M
Puffton or Brandywina oai SB- ISSI ask lar

ipaoa. bua rouia Cai

Bagpipe Laeeona. CM B4B4aiO lata avan-

inga keep trying'

P^iWone avaSabie for M-« on-campua

pba Fui and part Hme Appty Teiefund at

Mamohel Hai today

dpanlluah Sigma Sigma SIgrtta Tuaa

Apr 18 8 30 pm Wad Apr 17 9 00 pm.

Thort Apr 18 9 00 pm All univeraity women
invited' Any queetiora cai 546-0046

ia It true ytxi can buy )eep*w •** ttwough

the US Government? Gal tha facts today'

Cai 1312 742 1142

Wa purchaee exieting lai or 2nd mor
igagae nationwide TOP DOLLAR PAID on

any I aaidai itial / comrrtercial mortgage. (4041

284-8111 Adarita

The TreoeTiror's Offloo Is seeking s Now
Controier Appfccants shouki be orgoniiad.

«»ork wei under praaeura *>a<i% a aptitude

for figurea ft be able to wtxk with students

The poeltion is for 30 hrs/wk tor summer ft

interseeeion end 16 hrs/wk tor fM end ipr

ing AppHcatkxa are avaiabia at 407 SUB
Oeedkna a 6 pm Apri 24, 19SB. Women end

people of cokx are encouraged to appty.

The Student Sanata !• an AA/EOC.

One or two paopla naadad for

there wtth gred student Smei houaa m
South Amherst beckyerd end brook on

bus route Aveiebia Juna 1 August 31 call

evenings Eluabeth 253 5870

Looking for 1 or 1 femete roommatee to

#wra an apartment m Brandywme cai Laa

S4S430S

Sttmmar auMot »»lth fell option One

room in 3 bdrm houaa Ctoee to town ft

cempus Must see' Cai 266 1466

BBRVICEB

fast aceurasa.

5f»SSa6 «lseaa /save a m—mg»
Typing on ISM Sataetrtc 41 OD/i

Nancy
typad? 91 / PB IBM a aiactrH

BUMMER SUBLET

2 bodroom Brittany Manor Ji

troat offer 2Bt^2m
« room evaMabte in tuNy tumiahad Bran-

dywina apt call 548-1741 avertings

Room foTrTbiot »rge, bright, beeuflful

room w/6 wmdowt in greet houee next to

can^Ma Fui kitchen and livittg area inckid

ad Cai Lariaaa at 546^S21

Ttireobodroortrtownohouoe apartmant

I tor aummr cai Garret at 64S4614

Lg qulot furniaftod room m Sqwra Vdege
ap< Mlt^ tall opttrm cai Aahlev 686 2579

2 bdrm Northwood ept rent n«gotietii«

call 8864821 tai option

Soeutlful 7 bodrt>om houee 2 fui betht b

mm vvetk to cemput on but route rente very

per room utiwee mckided oai Doug or Tom
548 1875

Summer tuMot iltroe hedtoem ftotiaa

near town rent r<eg Juna 1 lerge artough tor

foul peopia Sutan 548-0482 or Kria 6468181

Spacioua 4 bodroom, 1 H bathe apt cheap

litiitiea included call 2SS 1810

Fumlahod 2 bodroom ept towr>houea

eryie pool AC ft cabie TV rent negotiebie

cai Oave 886 7186

Summar yvlth fall option m large 2 room
Crown Point apt opp J R S M36 heat m
duded call 256 1862

TowTiaftouea ept avaiiebie lafit nag oM
JuM 548 7963 space tor tour

FtimMtad room 15 mmuta walk from cam-

pua 1160 * uti Suaanne 648 1580

fWo^larga aingle furniehod rooma
suaiaWs on Feenr>g St 190* /month For

more info Iquiet nonemokars) cai 54S4426

p^lTy furnished three bedroom
townhouae apartmant tor summar oai Larry

or Enc 548-4614

Summar aubiat w/tai option beeutitui 3

bedroom apt m Amfaral Ctr »700/mo

548-4748

Ainharet Apt dosantotan Amhorot
svaiabie8/1 8/31 ttudn ept but adequate

tor 2 people cai 646-4716

1 rm fumtahod In I bdrm apt in towm toce

tkm untvenlant cat after 3 2M-61S0

2 guya looking lor an apartment or twuea

m Ar»iherat on bus "xjtt lo. o«.i yaer 1 or 2

roorta cai Joa or Wayna 8864724 ^
wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt m Towneftoiae or

Brandywina WouM taka over leeee June I

•200 finders tee cei Abba at 2BS lOBS

Kathy 253 3140

Reward) 480 tor tf«e leeee of a 3 bedioom

^>t m Pufhof cai Sua or Gooff 2»1SM

•100 enyone In Puffton. Srendywino ar

Townhoueo >ookir>g tor three roommatee

or wiiing to turn over leeee. pleeee cai Tam.

548 9740

Rowardllt <Ma want lo Mka ouar your I

m apt compieM m AmfMrSR Ci

54»S79e keep trymg'"

Wonted 2 or J bdrm ept m Townefiouee or

Brandywvia Would taka over leeee Juna 1

•200 tmders tee Cai Abbia at 288-1029

Mthy 2S33140

1 bdr ept houao on bua rt 460 SOO torM
cai Carol 546 930B or Aleea 546 9308

•100 anyorte m Puffton. Brendywme, or

Townhouee looking lor three roomrr^etee or

Miiing to turn over leaae, pleaaa cat T«ni
546-9740

••M Reward for' 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Brandvwma o' Puffton, laka leeee m JUne
04^9786 or 546 5114

•180 rtiwerd 2 3 badroom apt m North

Amharat prat fai leaae cai AMaon 648-3206

WESTBIOE STORY

for HgM. iiaga ft mi
crows for Wastsida Story gat a froe t-ahlrt.

Outdoor part iffnancaa 4/29. 5/2. 3.9 In-

teraeted perro'n muat coma to info i

Thura 4/26 6 30 at SUB

WINDSURPt

Brandywina tuiy hjmiahed aircondHtomng
pool rent negotiebie Amy 64X1023

Fiimiiehodlownheuee ept pool, air cond,

laundry faciUtiae rani negotiable call

8M-37CI0

Cape Cod eummor houaa in W Bam
staMe 3 br 1 H bath cottage on prkr rd 16

mine to Hyerwde/Feimouth •aOO par parson

for tesson from 6/28 9/2/86
64S-618B/Pam or 64S-6173/Oane

Prop iublat Jura, July AuguM fraa" Info

Flateh 6«7S or Chris S^aBf

12 ft poiyethylana

6 7m' Nai Pryda milam aM, voriat

board, mini racir^ deggerboerd. muW-
heigfit 2-poeiiton urtiveraal ioirtt, ottier es-

traa WK Siav« 548-7036
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SPORTS
Todd Comeau: cleaning up

Two-svort star designated offense for UMass
J. Vfwy^ l^ U

TK.i:M«««ski^^er feels that he has improved since last

Senior

.376 with

desifrnatrd hitter Todd Comeau is hittiiiR

four home runn and M runs t>atted in 28

By BRYAN QlK.NZKl.

("oUepan Staff

I'he I njversitv of MassachuseU.> baseball team has

tatooed opposing pitchers for a .32 1 batting average so far

this season. That potent offenne is centered around senior

designated hitter Todd Comeau

•Todd is our offensive leader." said CMass manager

Dick BergquisL "The team rallies around him."

"He (Comeau) is one of the premier hitters in college

baseball." continued Bergquist He is an excellent offen

sive plaver who hits with power and uses all fields. He is the

teams top hitter and has been for three or four years
•

Comeaus statistics at CMass back up Bergquist's

claims. Coming into this years campaign, the 6 2. Jl"

pounder from North Bedford. CT had a :\b.\ career battmg

average while driving in 76 runs during two-and '".- half

seasons with the Minutemen

I^st year. Comeau «et a UMass record for hits (f>r.) w hile

batting 372 with three homers and 32 runs batted ia For

his eff«.rts. Comeau was named to the All New Kngland

team and selected as the Minutemens most valuable

plaver.

fhw season, Comeau has not let up from his tomd pace

Hi« 30 RBI lead the team and with a 376 batting average

and four home runu. Comeau is a force hitting in the clean

up spfjt.

( kimg in today's doubleheader at New Hampshire. ( om^

eau needed three hits to tie the I 'Mass career record of 1 57

set by 1980 graduate Mike McKvilly

The I Mass slugger feels that he has improved since last

.eason. Tm more relaxed at the plate' said Comeau. "l m

sitting back on the ball better
"

As for his role as the designated hitter, it is not the pos.

tion he prefers, but it is one that he has learned t«. accept

•It is more fun to play m the field. "
Comeau said but 1

ve

been bothered with a bad back and with the cold weather

It's better." ,, ... . j

•It IS different mentallv and physically, he continued

If you strikeo.it. vou cant make it up in the field But I take

it as it comes
Comeaus talents are not limited to the has. 1.1.. aia

mond He was a four vear starter at outside linebacker for

the fcKJtball team and m 1982 was named second team All

Yankee Conference and honorable mention All New

Kngland.
,

Because he plavs two sports. Comeau s off seas(m pre

paration is hindered. 'I haven't played (baseball) m sum

mer leagues because Fm lifting and workmg out for

f.K.tball,
' said Comeau •Its tough for foi.tball too because

1 cant lift in the spring
"

i. ^^ . . u
The Comeau family talent does not end with lf>dd Mis

younger brother was heavily recruited out of high school for

both football and baseball and will he coming to I
'
Mass this

falL Is there anv sibling rivalr/*

"Not really."' Comeau said 'But he II be looking to do

better than I have He better, or 1*11 be mad at him.

Is professional sports in Comeau' sfuture'^PnifesMonal

people should be interested in him. Bergquist said He

has as much promise as any hitter in the area
"

Baseball at NH,
Gorillas faceHarvard,
Softball at C. Conn
Baseball looking ahead to weekend

By PETKR ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

For three days, the I'niversity of Mas-

achusetts baseball team will be looking

i^ead to the weekend, but they still have

some games to play Today" s doubleheader

in New Hampshire against I'NH and to^

morrows night game in Holyoke against

Springfield College are virtuallv meanink:less

for the 16- 12 Minutemen.

CMass is in the middle of what is basu ally

a mess in the F=ist»rT) Division of the Atlantic

10 conferent <

UMass and lemple are both 6 3 in the

leaptie. Rutgers and Rhc^de Island are n-4.

UMass hosts Rutgers for three games at

home this weekend with Temple facing URI

for a trio. Whoever emerges in the top two

gets a berth to the conference champion-

ship.

•'It's tough to have to play three games

before the big series. " I'Mass manager Dick

Bergquist admitted. 'But. hopefully they'll

get the pitchers ready and the bats popping

for the weekend."

UMass will start junior Bob Kostro (2 0)

against UNH in the first game. Matt Subocz.

Steve Allen. Matt Sheran, Jeff Jensen and

Jon Martin will each get work with one start

ing the second game.

Designated hitter Todd Comeau is three

hits away from tying the career hits record

held of 157. Comeau is hitting .376. Out

fielder Jay Zemer is at .381 with first base

man Jeff Cimini. out with knee troubles and

potentially done for the season, leading the

team at a .395 clip. Slugging secondhaseman

Jack Bloise (.364). who has smashed tw..

towering homers this season, will miss the

trip to rest his injured leg.

The men's lacrosse team (3 o) is at Har

vard (2 7) for a 3 p.m. game today.

Leading scorer Tom Carmean (29 pointsi

hopes to play after missing two games with

shoulder injury Senior Tom Lukacovic (2

points) has played well lately with 14 points

in two games.

The UMass dose defensemen, Tom
Aldrich. Mark Stratton and (ierry Byrne,

have played well this season and face a slow-

down Harvard team today.

The Softball team, l.'v 18-1. travel south to

face Central Connecticut today for a

doubleheader.

Pitchers Lynn Stockley (9-7) and Lisa

Rever (5-5) are expected to start for

UMass.
UMass hasn't scored a run in three games

being shutout by Connecticut and b\

Adelphi (twice).

Golf wins Salem State tourney
The University of Mass-

achusetts mens golf team

overcame the challenge of

16 other teams and took

first place in the Salem

State Invitational golf

tournament.

It was by no means an

easy victory for UMass as

Southern Connecticut

State gave them a run for

the money but the Min-

utemen prevailed with a

score of 312. one better

than Southern.

Amher.st College finished

in third with a 3 1 5. just get-

ting by over Central Con-

necticut and Providence

College, each finishing with

a 316. Salem State ended

up in sixth with a 327.

Top finishers for UMass

were .sophomores Tim
Smith and Jim Ryan. Both

tied for sixth overall with a

77. Sophomore Joe Petrin

came in eighth, posting a 78.

Senior captain Charlie

Ross carded an 80.

Top honors went to

Southern's Jim DeKlreco.

Amherst's Kevin Rorke.

and Providence" s Brian

Murphy. All entered the

19th hole with scores of

72.

"We won It with team

balance. We played well up

and down the line and that

enabled us to pull out the

victory."" coach Jack

Leamonsaid.

The win at Salem ups the

Minutemen"s record to 91
in match play. Leamon"s

squad is al.so fourth ranked

in the state.

f^'olleKiaa photo by Drrtik Rohert*

Men's tennis team captain John Summerstein lunges at the ball in action on the

Boyden Courts yesterday. UMass trounced Clark 8-1 to go to 6-3 on the

season.

Men's tennis destroys Clark
The University of Massa-

chusetts men's tennis team

raised its record to 6-3 with

an 8-1 victory over Clark on

the Boyden Courts yester

day.

At singles, Wayne Peter-

son. Karl Small, Flicka Rod

man, David Singer and John

Summerstein posted vic-

tories for the Minutemen.

The doubles teams of Jeff

Brady and Peterson, Rod-

man and Singer and Paul Tufts team.

Zaretsky and John Beklerk "Everybody played as well

as expected. We needed this

match to get ready for Tufts,"

UMass coach Manny Rob-

->rts said.

inall won their matches

straight sets.

Today, at 3 p.m. at Boy-

den. the team hosts a good

Sports at a glance
Baseball at New Hampshire (2) 1 p.m.

Men's Lacrosse: at Harvard, 3 p.m.

Men's Tennis: Tuits, at Boyden Court, 3 p.m.

SoftbalL at C. Connecticut (2) 2 p.m

1
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Rigid policy

implemented

against cheats
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Suff

Editor'a Sote: Thi* is the kut of a four-

part »erie» on cheating at the Unii'enity

of Ma»»achuMettm. Today's story focuses

on the Code of Student Conduct, the

academic honesty policy, honor codes

and rviisions of existing regulations.

Though some coUegen and umversities use

honor codes to handle caaes of cheating, the

University of Massachusetts utilizes a some

what more rigid policy prescribed in the

Students Code of Conduct and the acadenuc

honesty policy.

Both of these policies, however, are cur-

rently being reviewed and reviaed by stu

denU, faculty and administrative

represenutives. The primary reason ia be-

cause education and course work has chan-

ged since these policies were implemented

and many people are dissatisfied with exiat-

ing procedures.

Dean of Students William F. Field, who

has been working on Student Code of Con-

duct revisions, said one of the biggest loop-

hiAss in axisting policy is the maintenance of

ncatd* of academic dishonesty.

An example of this loophole, he said, would

be a student who has been caught cheating by

a professor and who makes a good case in his

or her defense to avoid the proper penalty

Conceiveably. this could occur with the same

student three or four times and the other pn>

feasors involved would never be aware of the

frequency, he said.

As for honor codes. Field said these exist

mostly at military academies and UMass has

probably not had one for more than ."iO years.

"The schools which use them now are begin

ning to run into problems." he said, "Most

have been abandoned because cheating has

become more complex."

Mount Holyoke College uses an honor

code, which "..relies on the integrity of each

student" to abide by the academic rules of

that school and encourages others who

haven't abided to report their actions.

Most honor codes operate in a similar

maimer, placing the emphasis of reporting

academic dishonesty by oneself or others on

that individual instead of awaiting possible

detection by a professor or administrator.

Work on Student Code of Conduct revi-

sion began over a year ago. and barring unan-

ticipated problems, the new oode may be

approved by the University Board of Trus-

tees next winter. Field said. He added that

portions of that code may be implemented

sooner, if possible.

Simultaneously, a group of academic

deans have drafted a new academic honesty

policy which is being reviewed by the Pro-

vost' s Office and Dean Field, Nancy B. HeU

man, assistant dean" of engineering, said.

Robert N. Brooks, associate dean of

students, said he has read that draft and is

soliciting recommendations from deans,

faculty, students and administrators.

"One of the things I think will come out of

the draft is a separate pamphlet of what con-

stitutes academic dishonesty," he said. This

pamphlet would provide examples of dis-

honesty and be made available to both

faculty and students. Brooks said.

For a new code of conduct and academic

honesty policy to work, it will be important

that student-s and faculty view these docu-

ments as credible and fair, he said. Brooks

estimated that work on the academic honesty

draft would continue for another year.

Former Student Government Association

co-President Rick Patrick, who has been

working with Field and Brooks on the code of

conduct since last sununer, said yesterday

the Continued m page 5
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JUMP-SHOT— Elwood Flood, a junior leisure studies major, has some

fun yesterday afternoon and joes up for two on Southwest' s basketball

courts.

It's time to appreciate UMass'

unsungheroes: secretaries
By DANIEL SOBEL
CoUegian Staff

They are the unsung heroes of a huge

Tufeaucracy called the University of

Massachusetts. Unheard from and often

unseen, you talk to them on the telephone

but don't realize that without them, the

University would probably come to a grind-

ing halt

They are the secretaries and clerical

workers that are being honored and ap-

preciated this week as part of National Sec-

retaries Week.

There are about 1,000 secretaries and

clerical workers employed at the university,

working in more than 200 different offices,

according to James Coopee. director of

personnel

"They are an extremely integral part " of

the university, and without them, "you'd

come pretty close to closing down the

university," Coopee -said.

Ginny Rees, who is secretary to the vice

chancellor of University Relations and

Development, said her work i.s, "challeng-

ing, interesting and exciting.

"

Rees' responsibilities include schedul-

ing, correspondence, travel arrangements,

typing, attending director's meetings, deal-

ing with staff as well as being a personal sec-

retary. "We have a busy, busy office,

"

Rees said.

Fran Sikorski. a secreUry at Housing

Services, said she took a typing course dur-

ing her senior year of high schol and came to

UMass three years ago.

About her work, she said, "I love it I like

dealing with people, the pay- is adequate

and there are good benefits."

Julia Blake is the office manager in the

Office of Public Information and the only

clerical worker in the office. She said she

sometimes feels overworked but likes her

responsibility.

"I like the work in the office because I

have lots ofautonomy," Blake said. But she

said she thinks secretaries in general are

underpaid, arguing that janitors start at

higher salaries than secretaries do.

According to Coopee, the lowest starting

salary for a secretary at UMass is about

$11,300 a year The highest is about

$21,000. Of those high-salaried workers,

Coopee said. "I can count them on one

hand."

Still, it seems that secretaries are invalu

able to the daily operation of the univer-

sity.

"In this office, we could not operate

without clerical assistance," said John Fin-

dley. assistant director of maintenance and

operations in Housing Services.

Dean of Students William F. Field said,

"they keep the university operating. What
would Field do without clerical assistance?

"Td be in deep, deep trouble, I assure you,"

he said.
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Aid will still

be sent to

Nicaragua
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Although President Ronald Reagan's ef-

forts to provide $14 million in military aid

to the contra rebels in Nicaragua have been

thwarted by the Hnuae of Representatives,

he will probably still find ways to con-

tribute to their cause, campus faailty and

students sgreed yesterday.

The House voted 248-180 Tuesday night

to reject Reagan's aid plan after the Senate

approved it 53-46. Members of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetta Peacemakers,

Radical Student Union and the Western

Massachusetts Latin America Solidarity

Committee took part in actions over the

weekend at the capitol protesting the pro-

posed aid.

Tht UMass students were participating in

a protest that brought between ao.OOO and

40,000 people to Washington, D.C.. for the

weekend. Activists participated in protests

and lobbying exercises and were addressed

by the Rev. Jesse Jackson. Alex Guest of

the Peacemakers said

Six UMass students were arrested Mon-

day at the White House, Guest said.

"We feel very strongly that at the time,

Ronald Reagan was looking for signs of

weakness in Congress," he said. "Aid will

eventually go through. We're having one of

the very first battles in a very long war."

L^Mass political science professor Harvey

Kline said sonte people are saying the vote

"might be the biggest foreign policy defeat

for a recent president."

Although Kline anticipated a com-

promise on the aid to the contras, the

House voted down any contribution to the

rebels last night.

"The New York Times says that

Democrats don't want to be painted as the

ones who 'lost Central America,' so tliere

might be some compromises," he said.

"But it appears less and less likely he

(Reagan) will be successful. ..he'll try

various etid runs."

Kline warned that the vote couWn't be

termed a complete defeat for Reagan's

desire to aid the contras because funding

could come from many sources through a

"little bit of slight of hand."

This could occur through the CIA, con-

tributions from private businesses or

foreign aid bills to other countries which

would then contribute to the contras, he

said.

Neil McCabe, a member of the UMass
Republican Club, agreed with Kline that

some aid will continue to the contras.

"Reagan will continue to fund the con-

tras through Israel, West Germany and

Japan," he said. "Conservative organiza-

tions will continue to support the contras,"

he said.

Kline said that funding through third

party nations and other agencies would

have to be kept "fairly well hidden" from

the public and the press.

(See related story page t.)
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"Painting is self-discovery.]

Every good artist paints wh(jU\

he is. " —Jackson Pollock
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House says

no to aid

for contras
WASHINCllON tAP) The House Uist

night killed all U.S. assistance to the Contra

rebels in Nicaragua, dramatically rejecting

both Republican and Democratic com-

promises in handing President Reagan a

major foreign policy defeat

Three separate votes on the House floor

culminated in a congressional decision to

halt the president's three- year campaign to

undermine the leftist SandinisU government

in Managua

A Democratic alternative providing aid for

Nicaraguan refugees and financial support

for a peacekeeping force during a future

cease Tire was passed once, then defeated m
the final House vote

Reagan had made significant concessions

in his original plan to give the Contras direct

miliUrv assistance to be funnelled through

the Central Intelhgence Agency The Senate

on Tuesday had gone along with a Repub

lican proposal to give the Contras $ 1 4 million

after Reagan pledged to use the money for

non- lethal aaaistnace only and to negotiate

directly with the Sandinistas.

Nonetheless, he fell two votes short on the

Republican House proposal and thus lost the

toughest congressional battle of his second

tenn. That killed any prospect of U. S. aid for

the rightist rebels, which was suspended by

Congress last year, unless the lawmakers

change theu- mind in the future.

While the final vote on the Nicaraguan

issue was decided by a wide margin. 303 1 23,

the critical vote on a Republican alternative

wsa decided by only two votes. 215-213

As the outcome became clear, there was

cheermg among Democrats on the floor And

Houac members who had battled the pre

sident's Central American policies openly

hugged one another.

Pope appoints

28 new cardinals

VATICAN CITY (API Pope John Paul II

appointed 28 new cardinals today, bolstering

the Roman Catholic Church m such spuntual

battle areas as Marxist Ethiopia. Nicaragua

snd his native Poland.

Also among the new cardinals are Arch-

bishops John J O'Connor of New York and

Bernard F Law of Boston. Another

American on the Ust, Archbishop Myroslav

Ivan Lubachivsky. is baaed in Rome and

leads the Ukranian Catholic Church of 4.5

million followers worldwide

John Paul said his list reflecU the 'univer

tality of the church and the multiplicity of

its mmistriea
'

In a move Vatican sources called signifi

cant, the pope named the first cardinals ever

from Nicaragua and Ethiopia, and a Polish

archbishop who is an outspoken supporter of

the outlawed Solidarity free trade unioa

Also included were Rome- based prelates

frt)m Poland and Czechoslovakia, as well as

Lubachivsky, the strongly anti-communist

leader of the I'kranian church.

Part of a group of 50 students at Harvard University sUffe a sit-in at the

offices of the Harvard Corporation yesterday. They •rt upmri of a na-

tional campaipi to protest U.S. corporate investment in South Africa.

Anti-apartheid sit-ins erupt

acrosscampuses nationwide
BOSTON (AP) • Harvard students invaded

campus offices yesterday for a sit in to pro-

test university investmenta in South Africa

as other demonstrations continued

throughout the University of Califorma sys

tem. including on rally estimated as the

biggest at UCLA since the Vietnam war

About 50 Harvard student* forced their

way into college offices and aet up camp,

threatemng to sUy aU day. At Boston

College, studenU planned a sit-in till mid-

night at the campus library.

A crowd of 2.000 demonstrators at UCLA
Tuesday was estimated by rally organizers as

the biggest such gathenng since the end of

the Vietnam War.

The California protesters had called for a

Day of National SoUdarity "
yesterday at

univeraities nationwide for studenU to pro-

test campus investmenU in South Africa,

which they say helps support iU racist sys-

tem of apartheid-

At Rutgers University in New Brunswick,

N.J. StudenU conUnued their 13- day old sit

in yesterday.

Tuesday, the Rev Jesse Jackson called on

Rutgers students not involved in the sit in to

abandon "the selfishness and aelf-center-

edneas and matenahsm of Yuppie- ism"

After speaking at Rutgers. Jackson trav-

eled to Pnnceton University, where about 80

studenta have held a sit-in since Friday.

"Pnnceton must be ashamed about this

partnership with South Afnca. '
he told a

crowd of about 2.500 there

At Columbia University in New York,

students vowed to continue their fight

against investment* in South Africa even as

they prepared to quit a 4 week-old blockade

of a campus building.

Thousands of students from Los Angeles

to Berkeley continued their rallies against

apartheid yesterday, as University of Califor

ma regents met with studenU in Berkeleyto

discuss ending iU investmenU in South

Neariy 1 .000 students spent their 1 4 th day

camped ouUide Sproul Hall on theBerkeley

campus, where last week police arrested 1 59

demonstrators who ignored orders to dis-

perse. Other demonstrations were held

statewide, and some studenU called for a

nationwide boycott of classes.

University of California regenU plan to

meet in Los Angeles in June to vote on

whether the nine- campus university system

should divest its money invested in com-

panies doing business with South Africa.

Since 1977. the University of California's

investmenU with South African businesses

have increased from $503 million to $1.8

bilhon, according to university records. The

total portfolio has grown m that same penod

from $19 billion to $5 billioa

In Middletown. Cona. about 350

Wesleyan University studenU and pro-

fessors rallied to protest the small liberal arU

coUege'a $14 million investment in com

panies that do business in South Africa.

And in Bloommgton, Ind., about 20

Indiana University studenU rallied for the

third day yesterday. Twenty-three protes

ters slept Tuesday night on the st«p8 ouUide

Bryan Hall, the administration building

Several said they would continue the vigil

until Saturday.

Elsewhere, about 20 studenU staged a sit-

in yesterday at SUte University of New York

headquarters in Albany. Uking over the busi-

ness office at the central administration

building StudenU held a protest rally at

Syracuse and Colgate University students in

Hamilton. N.Y.. occupied the administrat-

ion buildine
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Pulitzers are

announced
NEW YORK (AP) The Fort WorthTwas

Star-Telegram won the 1985 PuhUer Pnze

for Public Service JoumaUam yesterday for

reporting which revealed that nearly 250

U S sen icemen lost their lives as a result of a

design problem in Bell helicopters.

The Philadelphia Inquirer and Newsday of

Long Island. NY. each won two Pulitzers.

Newsday won the award for intemaUonal

reporting for a series of articles on the plight

of the hungry in Africa, and the commentary

award for columns by Murray Kempton.

The Inquirer was cited for mvestigative

reporting on attacks by police dogs on more

than 350 people. The newspaper • Larry

Price won a PuliUer for his senea of pho-

tographs from wartom Angola and hi Sal-

vador depicting those nations' inhabitanU.

The Pulitzer for general news reporting

went to the Vu^iman-PUot and Ledger St^r

of Norfolk. Va.. for city hall coverage which

expoaed an allegedly corrupt local economic

development official

The St Petersburg Fla. Times shared the

Pulitzer for investigative reporting with the

Inquirer It was cited for reporting on aUeged

corruption in the office of the Paaco

County sheriff.

The Pulitzer for explanatory journalism

was won by Jon Franklin of the Baltimore

Evening Sun for his seven part series about

the new science of molecular psychiatry.

In a new category reporting on special-

ized subjecU - the PuliUer went to RandaU

Savage and Jackie Crosby of the Macon Ga.

Telegraph and News for theu- eiammation of

academics and athletics at two Georgia

universitiea

The Des Moines RegiaUr's Thomaa

Knudson won the award for national affair*

for a series on the dangers of fanning.
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MOVING INTO MAY DAYS
Sunday April 28

"SOUTH AMERICA AT UMASS"
Folk Music and Dance of Latin America CCA. 3-6 pm

Co Sponsor AHORA
Monday April 29 ONLY

MOVIE NIGHT AT PLEASANt ST THEATER. NORTHAMPTON
"Blood Simple". . .10 PM show only UMass ID required

Tuesday April 30 ONLY
MOVIE NIGHT AT AMHERST CINEMA

"Stolen Kisses" & "The Man Who Loved Women
UMass ID required

Wednesday May 1

"WE ARE THE WORLD BENEFIT DANCE
S.U.B. 8 pm to 1 am Donation requested

Wednesday May 1

STUDENT FLEA MARKET SALE
S.U.B.. . .9 am - 4 pm
Friday Mav 3

STUDENT FLEA MARKET SALE
S U.B. . . 9 am - 4 pm
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Night EdiUMT Nancy A. Bukaf

Copy Editor John Yonce

Uyout Tech Bruce Andrew

Photo Tech Mitch Drantch

Production Sapcnriaor Peter Soderberg

Production Chris Meagher, Mary Ellen
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North Amherst
Motors

R1. 63 No. Annherst
549-2880

!B3(SI(E!kS %
21 Pleasant St
NcNthampton
586^10

- Fiqi • UniTefi • Cainpftfiiolo

Santoar and otlicrt

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

1984 Models on sale

Looking for that special place?

With exceptional food & reasonable

prices ?

The India House
Restaurant
will amaze you.
Specialties in vegetarian; seafood; lamb and chicken,

prepared in classical Northern India.

Dinner 5:30 - 10:30
Lunch Speicals 11:30 - J

Takeout
outside catering

45 State St.

Northampton
586-6344
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A photo gives 1000meanings

t%>«> l>« Mark PkHicr

Undergraduate Student Senate speaker John Ruddock addressed the

crowd yesterday at the National Student Anti-Apartheid Day rally.

^'die'ataparth
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

About 60 student* attended a half hour

rally yesterday in front of the Student

Union Building to uke part in National Stu-

dent Anti- apartheid Protest day.

As part of the protest, six students fell to

the ground U) "die" and were covered with

sheeU sUined with red and brown paint

John Ruddock, Student Government

Association senate speaker said, "apply

yourselves, educate yoursehres, activaU

yourselves."

"Ifyou want to end apartheid, do someth-

ing now." Ruddock said. "If you don't

become part of the solution, you are part of

the problem.

"Obviously, there is a misuke.

Obviously, there is a problem Obviously,

there is a need to find a new mechanism."

A commission, set up after a three day sit-

in at Vice Chancellor Dennis Madsons

office, will send a request to the University
]

of Massachusetts Board of Trustees to

vaUdate iU information with regards to

companies involved in South African busi

ness. The request also will ask the trustees

to work on the wording of it* policy concern-

ing divestment and to implement a policy to

prevent I'Mass from ever investing in com

panies earning profits m South Afnca

At Smith College, about 15 students pro^

taated for about an hour and were later

nrged by the school's treasurer to meet with

its board of trustees on the matter of divest-

ment, according to college spokeswoman

Mary Callahan About 12 percent of the

school's $200 million in investments are

with companies involved in South Africa,

she said.

For a rtlated story on ana-apariheui protests

at other colleges nationwide, see p 2

By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Suff

A photograph has the ability to represent

hundreds of separate meanings to each and

every person that views it, yet the "true"

meaning will always remain elusive and

unclear, said a renowned photography expert

last night at the university of Massachuset

U.

John Szarkowski. director of photography

for the Museum of Modem Art, spoke to a

capacity crowd in the Campus Center last

night about the uniqueness of the art of

photography "Photographs hold a meaning

of a special kind," Szarkowski said.

The reasons why photographs are so res-

pected are hard to define, he said. "I used to

think that a photograph disclosed iU own

description," he said. However, pictures can

be vers ambiguous, representing different

situations to each individual interpreting

them, he said

Szarkowski gave a slide presentation,

focusing on various photographs that cap-

ture human emotions and events that can be

interpreted differently through the eyes of

the observer The function of a photograph

"is ceremonial and symbolic, not narrative."

he said.

Dorothea I^ange's famous pictures of a

woman and children around her. commonly

known as Migrant Mother, were a part of the

slide show "These are probably the most

widely reproduced pictures in the world," he

said. The pictures could be of an anguished

woman and her own children, reminding one

of the dustbowls and Steinbeck » C.rap^'s of

WratK he said. But by observing the

Museum of Modem Art's Curator

of Photography John Saarkowski

photograph, he said, one cannot assume any-

thing about the woman.

"What IS left is a picture that comes close

to toal abstraction, that can be used in many

different ways."

A photograph is a "cultural artifact," he

said. The event pictured is usually forgotten

but the human emotions it captures are what

remain, he said.

"What is a great photograph is a historical

judgement, not a private one." Szarkowshi-

said.

Szarkowski has been at the Museum of

Modem Art for over 25 year*. Accordmg to

the New York Times, he is unquestionably

one of the greatest cntics of photography in

the country today.

Industry Day will toast sponsors

Ltepasses the buck to

ents on Coors decision
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted

to uphold a motion last night that says the

issue of Coors beer sales on campus will be

settled by a campus-wide referendum on

May 7 and 8.

The motion was a response to a Board of

Governors decision to recommend to the

Campus Center administration that they halt

the sale of Coors beer due to the company's

reported union- breaking and discnminato-

ry practices.

"The administration has decided that they

will no longer (stock) Coors beer." BOd
Chairwoman Jane Donahue said. Donahue

noted that any complaints should go to Bill

Harris, not the BOCt because he is "the

ultimate decision-maker in this whole

i.ssue."

Bob Griffin, a senator from Grayson who

brought the motion to the floor said he did so

"because now studenU can show Bill Harris

as well as the BOG what they want and

don't want
In other business. SGA co- president Stacy

Roth announced the formal resignation of

.student attorney general Pia (liammasi. and

recommended Bnan Baker, formerly Giam-

masi's assistant, as acting attomey general

until a search committee find.s someone to fill

the seat Both motions were approved by

the senate.

A motion not on the agenda, to expel com-

muter area senator Paul Kaz did not reach

the floor but its proponent senator Clare

Bouzan. said it will be brought up next

week.

"In the past he (Kaz) has publicly expr-

essed his disregard for his constituents

which goes against the SGA constitution,"

Bouzan said, adding, "He has intentionally

di.srupted .senate meetings, violating student

rights because of his harassment and disrup-

tive behavior.

Who says concrete can't float ?
By JOHN MILBIER
Collegian Staff

Most people at the University of

Massachusetts know that concrete cannot

float, but a group of UMaas civil engineers

threw the notion overboard yesterday

when their 15 foot, 450 pound concrete

canoe floated in the campus pond for its

maiden voyage.

After its successful trial run. the ap-

propriately dubbed. "UMASS" will travel

down to Seneca Park, MD.. for a weekend

of racing with 10 other universities and col-

leges that have also defied the laws of

gravity.
.

"We are going down to win and with this

tank it won't be hard," said graduate civil

engineering student Pete Quigley.

"It's sturdier, thicker, and has a much

stronger design than the canoe we used

last year." Quigley said.

Quigley said the engineers working on

the canoe learned from last year's trip.

"Last year the canoe cracked easily

The University of Btaaaachuaetta ia spon-

soring Industry Appreciation Day today to

recognias the beneficial partnarship bet-

ween the School of Enginssfing and in-

dustrial sponsors.

Duane E. Cromack. aasociste dean of the

School of Engineering, said last week he

expects more than 200 industry represen-

tatives to attend the event. Most of thoae

representatives are from corporations who

have provided fiscal and equipment grants

to the University, he said.

A convocation at 4 p.m. in the Fine Arta

Center Concert Hall featuring National

Science Foundation Director Eric Bloch

will be free and open to the public,

Cromack said. UMass President David C.

Knapp will present sn honorary degree to

Bloch during that convocation, he said.

Engincenng Dean Jamss E.A. John hss

laid this is the University's way of thank-

ing corporations for their support and to

recognize the mutual achievemsnts of in-

dustry and education.

A fiscal campaign launched five years

ago has raised almost |1 1 million in outside

funding, double of the initial goal.

-LARRY BOUCHIE

Plans set for sprucing up campus
By MICHELLE SEGALL
CoUeguin Staff

Bogged down with red tape, spring

renovations to the campus landscape have

come to a near halt.

With 110.000 to $12,000 to spend on

plantings, the Physical Plant has not

received bids on the entire package, accor

ding to Ron Naylor. chief planner of the

Physical Plant.

Although part of the package has been

approved, "the bulk of the package needs

to be re-bid on." he said.

Areas slated for work this spring include

the area from the Whitmore Administra-

tion building to the Tower Library, (known

as the esplanade), the Faculty Club and the

Rhododendron garden (behind the Univer-

sity Health Services). Work on health ser-

vices, begun last year, will be completed by

the end of the semester.

The Physical Plant will begin working on

the renovations even though the bidding

wi't over. "We'U start with what we

have," Naylor said. Bid » for tires and

mrm shrube have been approved.

Although the bidding "delays the im-

plementation of the project," Professor

David Booth, chairman of the Campus

Physical Planning (x)mmittee said he ia op-

timistic about plans to spruce up the cam-

pus.

"We really seem to be making some pro-

gress on some things that had remained un-

touched for years. " he said.

The committee is "aware of the deficien-

cies on campus." and is trying to improve

them but, "the condition continues to be

deplorable. We have a long way to go

V*fore we have a campus of which we can

all be proud. " he said.

"It's amazing the amount of effort it

takes to make anything happen on this

campus. Amazing,' Booth said.

because it only weighed 250 pounds and

had chicken wires as its main structural

support. This year, we've used a smaller

wire for more support and have added steel

reinforcements to the bow and stern.
"

John Aveni, a senior civil engineering

student said the boat should fair well in the

demolition derby at the end of the competi-

tion.

"With this bow. I feel sorry for the other

boats in the competition. Last year most of

the boats were very light (90-150 pounds),

this year we expect them to be the same

weight," Aveni said.

He said the only criterion for entering

the competition was that the canoe had to

float when swamped. "To make this possi-

ble, we have styrofoam compartments in

the bow and stem," Aveni said.

Aveni said the total cost of the materials

and trip was $500 and was funded by the

University Engineering Alumni Associa-

tion and the American Society of Civil

Engineers.

C«ll«(wn photo by Mitch Drmntrh

PRIDE— U2's Bono sings his heart out Tuesday night in concert at the

Hartford Civic Center during the last show of their American tour.
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FisherLaboratorybums out a^f^^js^^^^;^^.^^.
Amherst firefighters remained on the

scene until yesterday morning at the Fisher

Laboratory blare that destroyed more than

half the building.

"There are still lots of hot spots around,"

Amherst Deputy Fire Chief Keith Hoyle said

Monday night "We'll be here looking for

small fires still burning inside the wall."

Fifty firefighters fought the blaze, which

broke out shortly before 1 1 a.m.,Tue8day. A
blow torch caused the fire when, cutting

through a pipe, it heated a small portion of

saw dust behind a wall. The dust was used as

insulation in buildings constructed near the

turn of the century Fisher Laboratory was

completed in 1912 and originally housed

apples from a nearby orchard.

Accordmg to Ed Ryan, chief design con-

stXTJction engineer at the Physical Plant a

small part of the building housing the fire

extinguisher shop, uxjnually survived the

flames. The remainder of thecharreUbuilding

wxll be demolished todav-^^j^^^
^o^FF

Representatives from four major cor-

porations will advise students at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts today on how to

penetrate the business world.

The event sponsored by the Investment

and Finance Clubs, is an open fonim and

panel discussion titled, "Opportunities m
the 1980'8forall Business majors." ItwUlbe

'

p. m. toaav m room i j o ui the School

of Management.

The director of the Financial Development

program from Honeywell, the senior vice-

president of Bay Banks, the vice-president of

personnel frrjra Dairy Mart and a recruiter

from Chubb Inc. will discuss the oppor-

tunities available to college graduates in the

job market

Child mortality activist tospeak at

Amherst College will host activist Dr Jon

Eliot Rohde, an expert on child mortAiity in

Third World countries, at 8: 15 p.m. today in

Johnson ChapeL
Rohde believes that 15 million children

could be saved each year at the c(Mt of 12 per

child, Terry Allen, a spokeswoman for

Amherst College, said.

He argues that increased wealth rather

than advances in modem medicine are res-

ponsible for today's longer life

expectancies.

Rohde has worked for OXFAM America.

UNICEF, relief organizations and for many

individual countries. He is currently Head of

Management Sciences for Health in Haiti

-JOHN VINCENT

Program encourages minority

students to attend college
By JOSEPH McCORMACK
Collegian Staff

Mmority students from suburban high

achools in the Boston area visited the U niver

sity of Massachusetts earlier this week for

College Awareness Day. a program designed

to encourage their enrollment here.

The studenU are associated with the Met

ropoUtan Council for Educational Oppor

tunity. Inc. (METCO). which pUces minority

atudents from Boston in suburban high

•chools to give them greater educational

opportunites. The 38 high schools that par

ticipate have a toUl of 380 METCO stud

•nls. 138 of those came to TMasH

Tuesday
Rudolph Jones, assistant director of fresh

man admissions and coordmator of the

activities said. "The program is essential in

exposing minority students to the UMass
environment"

Although minority applications are^own 5

percent minority enrollment should be 8.5

percent of the freshman class Last year's

figure was 7.1 percent Jones said that

although this will be an increase, the Ad
miasions Office will not just "play the num
hers game." Programs like College

Awareness Day are imporUnt in attracting

quality minority students, he said.

Rick Townes. assistant director of acade-

mic services and the Committed for ^he

Collegiate Education of Black and Minority

Students, said students had an "extraor-

dinarily positive" reaction to how the pro-

gram conveyed educational opportunities at

I Mass. as well as the quality of life for

minority students here. He said the New
Africa House and CCEBMS were two good

examples of such quality life at I 'Mass.

Townes said it is important that minority

StudenU feel comfortable here or they will

not attend, despite good academic

programs.

On the negative side of what t^Mass has

to offer. Townes said, financial aid offered is

"not close to the demand for it"

Cathleen Brown, a sophomore from Fram-

ingham North High School who wants to

major m veterinary science, said she was

impressed with UMass but it also consider-

ing the I'niversity of California.

Tim Finch, a junior from the same school

who plans to major in biology, said he may go

to CMass because of its relatively low coat

and its proximity to his home

Tracey Alford. a senior at Lynnfield high

School who plans to attend I 'Mass in the fall

and major in computer science, said she

shoce it because. "I heard it was a good

school"

"I have a brother here, too" she said. 'It's

not as expensive as the private colleges and I

know a lot of people who go here."

Study around the world. vtsitniK Japan. Korea.

Taiwan. Hong Kong. Sri Lanka. India. Egypt.

Turkey. Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyage-s

^u\ m February and September offering 12 13

transferable hours of credit from more than bO voyagr

related courses

Thr S.S. UNIVERSE is an American built (x-ean

liner, registered in Liberia Semester at Sea admits

students without regard to rolor, rare or creed

For details call toll frer (8CX)) 854-0195
or write;

Semester at Sea

Institute for Shipboard Education

University of PltUburgh. 2E Fbrbes Quadrangle

Pittsburgh. PA 15260

Applications are still being accepted

for the Fall '85 and Spring *86

semesters.

T I T : I I 1 rh

HAIRCUTS
ONLY "^ # a^^ with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
5495610

expires 4/30/85 ^

Successful Careers Start

atGibbs-OursDid!
PATTI KLERK

Secretary to the President

Evan Picone. Inc

ONE-YEAR SECRETARIAL

MOLLIS BROOKS-BROWN
Account Executive

Cone and Connpany
ENTREE

^ROAST
SANDWICHES

1/

1-U-2*«7ai»»

253-70IB

BO MAIN ST. AMHERST.MA

(

TERRI ODAY
Administrative Assistant

Ward Howell Int
,
Irtc

OPTIONS

ClaMM b*9ln Jun* and 8«pt«mb«r Mak* your r*»arvatlon« now

A Katharine Gibbs Education is available in a
variety of Programs from 11 weetejo 2 years^_

• Evecutive Secretarial • Liberal Arts (Montciair _ irATMAaiMP mRR«; <$r!HOOLExecutive Secretarial • Liberal Arts (Montciair _ KATHARINE GIBBS SCHOOL
• Two-Year Secretarial Arts (New | b66 Third Avenue

I

I

I

I

I

99 I

I

reaular Roast Beef Sandwich |

I
coupon expiras: 4/2B/86 I

Norwalk. and Boston)

York and Huntington) • Word Processing • Special
|

Program for College Students • ENTREE Program
J

for College Graduates • Options Program for I

Adults Starting or Changing Careers

B66 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Please contact me with more
information about Katharine Gibbs School

CALL NOW For Assistance In

Selecting Your Program

Boston («17) 2fi2-7lM Huntington (516) 293-2460 Montclaif (201) 744-2010

New YorV (212) 867 9307 NorwalK (2(»3) 838-4173 Philadelphia (215) 564 5035

Piscatawav (201)8851580 Providenc (401)861 1420 RocKville (301)881^000

Tysons Corner (783)8214100 Vallev Forge (215) 666-7910
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I

I

I

I

I

I

Name.

Address.

Oty. Stale- Zip.

Telephone. Best Time To Call.

High Sct)ooi or College.

feat of Graduation.
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I

I

I

I
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I

I
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I

I

(IncorporiMd)

: FinancialAid & Placement Assistance .

Available forAll Programs^. «,j
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EaBt ^de groups announced
There will be an Kast Side Residential Area concert Sun-

day on the lawn next to the Worcester Dining Commons The

concert will feature the Fools, the Del Fuegos, Room Full of

Blues, a I'Mass group called First Circle and Boston come-

dian Lenny Clarke. The show will begin at noon with the

Fools on stage first. I

Editors Note: Due tu production problenvi. this paragraph
^

was left out ofa story in yesterday's Collegian. The same story

reported that the Cars' Eliot Carson u ill perform at the spring

convert h\ the Campus Pond This has not been confirmed

IVUi f(Mrining acid raingroup
The University of Masaachusetta Public Interest

Research Group will kick off ita drive to form an Amherst

Acid Rain Coalition tonight with a forum at 7 p.m. today

in Campus Center room 101.

The coalition will seek to organize local merchants and

citizens to push for the passage of an acid rain bill current-

ly in the state legislature. Meredith Anderson, a member

of UMassPIRG. said.

The forum will feature the movie Novo; Acid Rain about

the effect* of acid rain in Sweden and Germany. Anderson

said.

The film will b«r followed by two speakers. Sen. John

Olver. D-Amherst. wiU diacuas the bUI in the state

leinslature which would put a cap on sulphur dioxide emis

sions m the sUte. -DANIKL WHITt

.m,^mmmmm^mi^m< 'imtxnufd frvm page 1
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BREAKFAST FOR 2

On,y $4.95
Or $2.49 For One

MEG. PAfC£ S5 50

Each Breakfast Includes

• 2 Large Fresh Eggs
• 2 Strips Crisp Bacon
• 2 Sausage Links

• 2 Pancakes
"gy- Pi«»«ni Coupon Mhao OiOvng

OffER VALID THRU 5/6/86

l]Gi«fiAP4^^ -;{" M .00 OFF
tATING PtACE^

NOW
SERVING

BHR 4 WlNt

HADLEY
Campus Shopping Center, Rte. 9

Ne»t To Super Stop & Shop

256-6889
HOURS Mon Thurs 6 AM 3 AM

Fri - Sat Open 24 Hours

ALt ORDERS AVAILABLE FQH TAKE CUT

I

I

I

i:

I.

I-

\
I

I

Purchase Of Any

DINNER ENTREE

Fresf^ Ballei Dipped Hllel Ut Cod

3 Pc Fried Chicken • Broiled Liver

Fried Clam Plate • Stoak

Broiled Pork Chops • Scallop*

Boneless Chicken Breasts* Chopped Sirloin

Open Steak Sandwich

Includes Tossed Salad. Roll & Butter

And Your Choice 0» French Fries - Baked

Potato Vegetable 0( The Day Coleslaiw

Or Cottage Cheese
Pieal P'BMni Coupon iwri»fi Oi(»« -v

OFFER VALID THRU 6/e/K C

I Or Cottage Cheese |
9 Pieal P'nmrx Coupon iwri»fi Oi(»« -v

I OFFER VALID THRU B/e/» C

• cheating-

revised code will more clearly define academic dmhonesty

and outlineH new procedureH.

The proposed new rode will enable an accused student to

have a hearing before an academic honesty board composed

of a new. autonomous I'niversity Hearing Officer and an

equal number of faculty and .students from the school or

college where the offense occurred.

"Everybody recognizes the fact there's a lack of continuity

throughout the l^niversity to deal wit h cases of academic dis-

honesty. " Patrick said, noting that different departmenU

have different honesty boards or commutes to handle

academic dishonesty cases.

Hopefully, the implementation of a University Hearing

Officer will provide continuity and interpretation of the

academic dishonestv guidelines University wide," he said.

Patrick said all students should be dealt with in the same

manner in each department, regardless of where the infrac

tion occurred.

Because the Dean's Council has made this a pnonty. the

student representatives have been actively pursuing this for

some time, and other Tniversitv agencies and represen-

tatives have been consulted. Patnck said he was optimistic

that a mutually agreeable universal poUcy wiU be adopted

sooa

DOESCAPECOD
ALL SUMMER LONG

INDENNISPORT

We are proudto announce

Ne^vest Location

»~

TO CELEBRATE OURNEW OPENING!
^ 'IKr- M^

all
this
week

CAPECODDERS^
and

SEABREEZES

applications taken nitely before 10pm

tio-^

Summer and Fall |

INTERNSHIPS
|

Application Deadline April 29th

Apply to the

Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

EDWIN
JEANS

sold at the

finest stores

,\e'

^* SPRlf^G SPECIALS

i

Now's
the time

to call...

13 No. Pleasant ^

Amherst )^

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning J

DONT FORGET
MOTHER'S DAY^MAY 121

But our product is not^^j^rf^
just for Mom. Someone ^'fSjSBli
you love will cherish the! ^^T^
taste of wild strawber-l J^|
ries, chives, curly mint or

j
^^ISSii ';

the beauty of the impatiens plant nurtured

by themselves. Includes seeds, new Soft-

Pot with treated soil and easy-to-follow in-

structions. And, if order is in by may 4, we

will mail for Mother's Day.

$8.50 or if mailed, $10. Call Pat or Paula,

WildwoodEnt. 549-6860, afternoons/even-

ings. Green thumb not needed! It's so

easy! ^__^___^.^___—

—

Open Sundays
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• Most Americans consume about 33 teaspoons of sugar a day.

• 70% of the sugar you consume is in procetaed foods.

• Sugar is the leading ingredient added to foods.

• High sugar consumption has been related to obesity and

dental cavities.

• Sugar has little nutritional value.

SENSIBLE SUQQESnONS

You don't have to give up all your favorite sweets

but try to eat sweets In moderation.

- Cut down on portions.

- Put the sugar bowl away.

- Use spices like cinnamon or nutmeg instead of sugar.

- Substitute nature's candy - FRUIT - for some dessrts and snacks.

Division of Heelth Education and University Vending Services

Thursday, April 25, 1985

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Dr. Terrel H. Bell

former U.S. Secretary of Education

"EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION"

Tuesday, April 30, 1985 at 8 PM

FREE

Student Union Ballroom
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Original

and Still the
Best!

LP WAMTED
Apply now for on campus experience in the legal profes

sion! Full time Jniernships are available for the Fall, 1985

semester at the Legal Services Office, 922 Campus

Center Up to 15 credits may be earned through

academic departments Aid Legal Services attorneys in

meeting UMass students' legal needs.

Our interns assist in

Thorn** Mark*tplac«
Old South St. [ntronc*

Northampton

Open Noon 'till HK) Sun Thurs

Noon till It^ldnight fh k Sot

586-4837

¥ * ^»»¥¥¥¥¥¥^ »¥»¥

Client interviewing

attendance at hearings

preparation of court forms

maintenance of continuing caseload

giving advice and referrals

investigations and research

For further information about LSO Internship, call Legal

Services at 545 1995

ompuPro

has chosen Computer Works

as its Western Mass system center

COMPUPRO - for versatile, expandable

affordable multi user systems

Computer Works - for service and support

Multiuser Microcomputer Systems

Registered Trademark of Vlasyn Corp

VtSA

228 Triangle Street.

Amherst ComputerWorks
549-7133

Mon-Fri 10-6

Sat 10-3

FOOD ADDICTION
BULIMIA • COMPULSIVE OVERFATING

Are You SufTer,n« From Any Three of The Foliowmg

Binye on high calone food

Inconspicuous eating (hidden eating >

Constant attempts at dieting

Frequent weight fluctuations

Eating to discomfort

Use of laxatives or diuretics

WE'RE THE
TECHNOLOGY FORCE.

If you're an engineering major, youll want to be

part of today's Air Force. Were working on

developments that make science fiction obsolete^

Youll have an opportunity for a challenging and

rewarding career at the forefront of technology. Talk

to: TSGTSt«velrvin (413) 557- 2042

AIR

NAPLES RESEARCH
& roUNSELlNG CENTER

FORCE
A great way or lite

. A Complete C:onf.dent.al Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation

. ?r,vaTe ronfidential. and Individual Treatment

. •?A Hour Medical Supervision and Support

. Moie;" Sential Stt.ng • Special FamiUzat.on ProK^am

• Individual and (Iroup Therapy
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Objectivity 'laid towaste'
The pohtical left has deemed this week to

be Latin American Week here at the Univer

sityofMasaachuaetU. Awareness of the peo-

ple and politics of Central and South

AflMfica cannot be realised unless the stu

dent body is preaented with all sides of the

complei issues that surround thoM oationa

aouth of the i: S border Sfaee the

Republican Club was not asked to par

Unpate, the dofma of the radical left will

dommate this week's awareness

On themenu, no doubt, will be the uaual

•moliooal pleas and deceiving rhetoric aar

ved by an aaaortment of left wing activiaU

and a few ivory tower academics Swallowing

their message whole will surely cause the stu

dent seekmg objectivity indigestion.

With the vote m I onjress on fundmg lor

the Contras pending. Nicaragua will be a

focal point of this week's activities. Many

I' S citizens who have traveled to Nicaragua

wUl give testimony to the benevolence of the

SandmiaU regune. juat as many V.S citizens

traveled to the Soviet I'nion in the thirties

proclaiming that system's virtues only to

later diacover that Stalin had murdered aoma

twenty to thirty thouaand of his own people.

Typical of the unqueationing North Amer-

ican tounst is MasaachuaetU Congressman

EdMarkey Much of the border area popula

tion having been forcefully removed to

camps within the interiw of Nicaragua. Coo-

gressman Markey set out to ulk with the peo

pie living in one of these camps. The

Congressman speaks no Spanish, so the San

dinisus cheerfully provided a translator

Through the lips of the fnendly SandmisU

translator. Markey found these to be aome of

the most happy and satisfied peaaanU he had

ever aeen.

The peraon aeeking to understand the

nature of the Sandinista regmie would do

better to liaten to former SandinisUs who

now fight the perverted course of the revolu

tion. A founding father of the Sandinista

revolution Arturu Crux writes: "I joined the

Revolutionar> CKjvertunent with apprecia

tion and pnde I served it with a loyalty foun

ded on the conviction that the revolution

would be good, fimt and foremost for Nic

aragua My expenence has disillusioned me.

Stephen C. Elriokson

dogmatism and adventunsm seem to have

wiped out the democratic and pluralistic

ideals, which in 1979. united all Nicaraguan

advocates of freedom. My lamentation and

criticism IB that these ideals have been shat

tared and the moral defense of the Revolu

tion has well nigh vanished " Indeed, many

former Sandinistas now lead the fight against

the regime now in power.

Likewise, many of Somoza's associates

can be found m high ranking positions within

the Sandinista government They include

the Sandinista Foreign Minister Miguel

D'Eacoto and .lunta member Sergio Rami

rex. who has written magazine articles prais-

ing Somoza. to name only a couple

We will hear this week that the Sandmistas

pose no threat to their neighboring Central

American nations I n this case, we would do

better by liatemng to the Sandinistas them

aelvea. When Interior Minister Borge was

aaked whether the revolution would be ex

ported "to El Salvador, (iuatemala. then

Honduras and Mexico." he responded by

saying "That is the one historical prophecy of

Ronald Reagan's that is absolutely true the

Nicaraguan revolutionaries will not be con

tent until the imperialisU have been over

thrown in all parts of the world." There is no

nation m Central Amenca today that is not

gravely concerned with the threat the San-

^»4«»«« pose, including democratic and

unanned Coata Rica

Objectivity will be laid to waste to this

week. Already the Contra vote has been com

pared to the Oulf of Tonkin Resolution

Helping people to fight for theirown freedom

IS quite different from mas-sive US. miliUry

intervention and in fact, may serve to prevent

such intervention in the future. The well

being of the people of Central America, and

ultimately ourselves demands that we exa

mine the conflicts in that viul region car

efully, thoroughly and above all

responsibly

Stephen C Fncksnn us a Collegian

cnlumnLst

Personalities harm SGA
Now that a 1 1 79.000 loas has been dealt

with in the Budget Act for fiscal year 1986.

the question of fault may be moot In the

face of things, all that deserves condemna-

tion are the unfounded accusations coming

from all sides

I'ntil these people realize that a lack of

funds 18 not a partisan issue and that open

and accurate communication usually

breeds needed cohesion, we are never going

lo act anywhere.

A budget committee officer contends

that Chris Sullivan, former senate speaker

didn't want to bring "up any mention " of a

fee increase because he would look bad. He

charged that Sullivan had told him in a

privau conversation that he feared any sug-

gestion of a recognizably needed fee in-

crease may cost him his job.

No matter what may have been said, it is

clear that Sullivan's seat as speaker was

secure as was shown by a 58-24 vote in

opposition to a motion brought up in the

poll to unseat him.

Moreover, it is highly unlikely that some

one involved in student government for

over three years would be so ignorant as to

make such a self- incriminating statement to

a political rival.

According to Sullivan if there was warn-

ing of the extent of this year's financial

catastrophe, "the budget committee would

certainly have had access to the informa-

tion." So, why didn't they bring up the sug-

gestion of a fee increase?

Sullivan suggested that a fiscal crisis may

be a way for the Student Activities Office

Sue Eaton

(SAO) to inhibit student empowerment by

gaining as much r..n«rr.l over the SATF as

possible.

SAO Business manager Bob Jenal said

he "has no desire to place blame anywhere
"

and "his only interest is that the trust fund

move forward in a positive manner."

Jenal added that it is important that SAO
•work jointly" with the SGA leadership.

In an effort to retain student control over

the SATF, Sullivan should be praised for

his wariness toward the administration" s

kind words. To heed Jenal's warning in

October however, would have provided

more alternatives that the budget commit-

tee was given in February.

It's hard for students to be in the position

of being fmancial analysts," Sullivan said.

Bob Jenal, the financial analyst who deals

specifically with difficulties and shortcom

ings within the SATF siU only one door

down. Shouldn't we let the man do the job

he's being paid for?

So, if some budget committee members

would stop the unprofessional and blatan-

tly personal attacks on the more pro-

gressive SGA leaders (There's no place for

ideology here, kids), and if paranoia of the

administration, sometimes justified, was

sometimes examined - maybe this year's

budget act wouldn't look so dismal

Susan Eaton Ls a Collegian Staff member
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Knowledgecan frighten too
Skokie, Illinois.

To those who live in the Chicago area.

Skokie isn't known as being much of a

town. It's a typical Chicago suburb with a

silly name, not really unique And yet in the

late 19708 something happened there

which catapulted Skokie into headlines aiMJ

law books across the country.

You see. Skokie is a town with a high

population of Jews with 7,000 of them be

ing survivors of Nazi concentration camps

who came to the United States aft^r the

war to rebuild a life for themselves. In

1977, a local group of Nazis applied for a

permit to march through Skokie and hold a

"white supremacy" rally.

I was just a naive eighth grader at the

time in another Chicago suburb. But I

clearly remember the radio and television

broadcasts about the proposed march

Nothing was ever said jibout it in school,

though. We studied hisU)ry and the concen-

tration camps during World War II, but no

one ever suggested the connection bet-

ween Skokie and Nazi Ormany. I was too

naive to see that there was one.

It was during that time that I heard the

word "anti-Semitism" for the first time. I

didn't know what it meant and I didn't

make an effort to find out. That word

didn't fit into my world or my vocabulary.

It never occurred to me that there might

be, in this day, an intense hatred of Jews. I

thought it was just Hitler who had sorne

screwed up notions about people with dif-

ferent religious beliefs than himself. I just

didn't understand.

It wasn't until I came to UMass four

years after the uproar in Skokie that I

heard the word "anti-Semitism" again. It

was then that I began to hear about other

attacks on Jews-this time right here on

campus— in my world. I started hearing

stories about swastikas painted on people's

doors and a blood-like solution that was

poured under a Jewish woman's door. For

Cris Schuster

the first time 1 heard comments alxiut

"cheap Jews" and "JAPs. " And I still

didn't understami.

It has always been beyond my understan-

ding how someone's religious or cultural

beliefs could be a target of violence or of in-

sults. But something happened last week

which began to help me see that this hatred

does really exist—even among my peers.

I came home one night to my dorm and

found that a large poster which com
memorated the Holocaust Memorial Week
had been ripped up in 15 different piecea

and scattered down the hallway of my
floor. I later found out that three similar

posters in the dorm were either shredded

up or disappeared altogether. Since that

night, I've noticed that same poster ripped

up in other buildings on campus.

A great deal of anger and hatred went in-

to ripping up those posters. These posters

were simply trying to make sure that the

six million Jews who were murdered in con-

centration camps would not be forgotten.

The whole week was designed to remind us

that this Holocaust happened once before

and could very ()ossibly happen again.

Before last week, I didn't believe that.

Now I'm not so sure.

I still don't understand the hatred and

anger that went into ripping up those

posters in my dorm last week. And I'm no

more closer to really understanding anti-

Semitism now than I was when I first

listened to the radio broadcasts about the

Nazis in Skokie as an eighth grader or

when I came to UMass as a freshnum. But
now, for the first time in my life, I unders-

tand what it means to be frightened by it.

Cris Schuster is a Collegian staff

member.

Letters
Give it back
Given the theme of

cheating and ripoffs in this

week's Collegian I would

like to share a recent ex-

perience with your readers:

Last Saturday at about 8

p.m. I gave four young men

(students?) hitchhikers

(three were white and one

black) a ride from near the

comer of Route 9 and South

Pleasant Street to near the

Southwest dorms. They

were all pleasantly tipsy and

I recall the black nrum say-

ing his name was really

Gerald although his buddies

called him Jerry. They

repaid my kindness by "bor-

rowing" two boxes of

homerecorded cassettes

from the backseat of my
car. Many of these 20

cassettes had my name
stamped on them in red ink.

If you are or know any of

the people that did this, I

would appreciate getting

my music back and having

my faith in the basic hones-

ty of people restored.

Arunas Rudvalis
Math dept.

Letters Policy

All letters must be aigned and include the writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be paMished. Pleaac type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limiUtions and the volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledgre unpublished

Icttara. AM lettwra are sabject to editiag for clarity and length.
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Random Notes
The enemy from within?
Last w«^, we commemorated the paaaage of time since

the Holocaust. It wa* not to much for the renrvembraiM^

of CM of tiM darkMt momenta in ike history of mankind,

but to I I I t"
'" Iww not to let such a tragedy ever occur

again. It was not only the grotesque Holocaust in Ger-

many being remembered but all holocausts since time

began and those occurring today: Afghanistan, Iran,

Africa, Latin America, and the plight of homosexuals, the

poor, hungry, homeless and modem women.

Recognition of the tell-tale signs of a holocaust was

another factor during the past week. Holocausts originate

in countries where nationalism grows to perverse propor-

tions. A seemingly disunited country bands together to

fight a common, imaginary enemy in the name of

patriotism, with no regard for hunmn rights, decency, or

self-acknowledgable error. In America, tell-tale signs of

perverse nationalism, and a possible non-violent holocaust

are everywhere.

What of the intense, religious-oriented efforts at bann-

ing books, thus imposing censorship? What of forced

prayer? What of educational budget cuts, especially for

the handicapped? What of simultaneous outcries to ban

abortion but proliferating nuclear arms? What of denying

the existence of the poor, homeless, and hungry? What of

sluggish growth rates, small profits, large deficits, and ris-

ing inflation? Post World War I Germany? No. 1985

America.

A visible sign of our nationalism is the current trade war

with Japan. Is Anr>erica a truly free enterprise, capitalist

society? If it is, any capitalist and consumer is only trying

to buy the best-quality product at the lowest cost. Max

imization of profits is the fact and the rule. Has America

not caught on yet, or have the blinders of arrogant na

tionalism taken over our obiectivity?

It is Ume to be honest. We are fooling ourselves that

America is still the center of the world. We have, by our

own choice, isolated ourselves from the rest of the world

with our arrogance. We must learn how to hve on thw

giobe Within the country, we cannot faction ourselves off

between those who make the relies and those who suffer

the consequences of those rules. Bamung books and abor

tions should not be the banner for the "new, gr««t

American Revolution." If we don't learn from these idiotjc

sentiments and change for the better, our archaic morali

ty our patriotism, our haughty and arrogant naUonalism.

<ir denial of our own country's problems, our isolaUon

will destroy us.
. j »i. . ^^t-^

What is the enemy we are banded together to fight.

Where does it exist? Possibly, it is within ourselves.

MattMew Benedict is a CoUegian columntai.

Support the ban on Coors
Recently, the Board of Governors voted to discontinue

the sale of Coors beer at the Blue Wall after hearing more

than three hours of debate on both sides and after reading

pages and pages of material. As an alumnus of this

University I am proud of the students' decision When all

studenta have had a chance to find out what Coors is all

about I trust they will agree with the board's decision.

All people have a right to know where the money earned

by the Coors family goes. The truth is that Coors has a

very long history of practices which are racist, which work

against women, the supporters of bilingual education, les

bians and gays, working people and many others. Indeed,

it is hard to think of anyone who has not m some way been

touched by the warped ideas and hurtful practices of

Coors. A few examples:

•In the 1920s, the Ku Klux Klan held meetings and

cross-burnings at their Colorado brewery-with the per-

mission of Adolph Coors.

•In 1966. the Coors boycott was started by several

Hispanic groups because of discriminatory hiring policies.

•In 1970, the Colorado Civil Rights Commission found

Coors guilty of racial discrimination.

•In the late 1970s, Coors founded the Hentage founda-

tion which is widely regarded as Reagan's thinktank and

which has urged rolling back bilingual education and TiUe

VII and Title IX protections for women and minorities in

education.
. , » c*

•In 1979, Coors* Committee for the Survival of a Free

Congress and its director were instrumental in creating

the Moral Majority whose spokespersons have called for

the death penalty for gay people.

•Coors has destroyed many unions and had consistenUy

opposed workers who file complaints about dangerous

working conditions in the Coors' plant.

Coors reserves the right to search its workers

whenever it wants. According to its employment prac-

tices, workers can be fired for saying anything bad about

Coors beer. Workers must take a lie detector test when

they apply for a job which among other things, asks them

if they have ever been involved in a demonstration. When

Joseph Coors was a regent at the University of Colorado

•he fought against distribution of birth control informaUon

to female students and opposed the existence of Hispanic

and black campus groups. There are many kinds of beer

that students can buy in the Blue Wall. They don t have to

buy the one beer that earns money which goes to deprive

people of their rights.

The only reason Coors has decided to market its beer in

the East is because its sales in the West are down in vir-

tually every state in which it is sold. Why? Because people

have chosen not to support a company which turns around

and deprives them of their rights. Students at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts should support the Board of Gover-

nors' decision to discontinue the sale of Coors beer at the

^rry Scfrppett^^ is a m^tmher ofthe Student Cenierfor

Educational Research and Advocacy.
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What is a black American?

When talking about blacks and the rights they deservt

as human beings and citizens of the United States, many

have asked. "Well, what is a black American?"

In any city, U.S.A., peoples of African descent are black

Americans. But this status was not conferred on them

'gratuitously The blood, sweat and tears of the millions of

Africans who were forcefully brought U) America built the

backbone of what today is Anoerica.

From cooking, tending the house and the children, to

planting and picking cutu>n. U) cleanng the forest and dig-

ging canals and laying tracks and fighting to promote

"freedom" blacks have been Americans for more than 300

years. They are black Americans, proud of their hentage.

Blacks are Africans by ancestry. Americans by na

tionality and black Americans because of the rich, unique

subculture they have developed in the U.S. Therefore, to

be "black " in America is to reaffirm one's culture and

negate implicaUons of being anything else but that. Being

black als^) asserts one's sense of idenUty with no reference

to outside labels or names.

In the contemporary worid, calling oneself a black

American is not so much a matter of skin color, but a sUte

of mind, a realization of ones identity.
^ „, ,

But as W.E.B. Du Bois noted in The Souls of BUwk

Folks "The history of the American Negro is the history

of this strife- this longing to attain self-conscious

manhood to merge his double self into a better and truer

self. In this merging he wishes neither of the older selves

to be lost. He would not Africanize America...He would

not bleach his negro soul in a flood of white

Americanism...he simply wishes to make it possible for a

man to be both a Negro and an American without being

cursed and spit upon by his fellows, without having the

doors of opportunity closed roughly in his face."

Yadira A. Betances is a CMegian staff member.

Letters to the Editor

A forgotten genocide

Yesterday marked the 70th c<»mmemoration of the

Armenian Cn-nocide. On Apnl 24. 1915. 24:i Armenian

political religious and intellectual leaders were rounded

up by Turkish soldiers. U)rture<l. then executed. This was

the first step in the systematic extermination of 1.5

million Armenians living in the Ottoman Empire. Those

who esoiped were never allowed to return U) their

homeland, which their ancestors had lived in for more

than 3 000 years After Turkeys defeat in World War I

by the'allies, however, the Turkish government was not

held arcountal>le for the great atrocity that had been

committed. No "'Nuremburg" trials were held, and no

reparations for stolen Armenum property was paid. In

fact the entire tragedy was by large ignored by the inter^ i

1 national community. The Turkish government demed

that the genocide ever occurred and undertxwk a massive

campaign (which is sUll going on tinlay) to distort the

events of 1915.

The unheeded Armenian Genocide provided a good ex-

ample for a rising German politician in the

1920s- Adolph HiUer When Hitler finally did rise to

power in 1933. he started working on his own genocidal

plans On August 22. 1939. at Obersalzburg. a few days

before the Nazi invasion of Poland. Hitler cynically

remarked to his commanders-in-chief. ""Who still talks

nowadays of the extermination of the Armenians" The

Nazis proceeded to kill more than 12 million pe<.ple in

concentration camps. It is for this reason that the Arme-

nian Genocide should be remembere<l ami outrageous

Turkish denials should be fought Uxiay. For those blind

of history are diKimed to repeat it.

Armen Tamnnan is a UMass student.

The Collegian has done it again: opinion before facts

While I presume that the opinions of the CoUegian

editors do them credit, Monday's unsigned editorial took a

few significant factual liberties concerning the UMass

Republican Club.

There appears to be some confusion at theCoUegian as

to our identity. Over the past year or so we have been

variously referred to as the Young Republicans (a naUonal

organization with which we have no connection) the Col

lege Republicans (ditto-Monday's error), and the UMass

^publican Club (that's us). As for the age-old question.

"What's in a name?" the Collegian's misinformation pro-

bably led many readers to believe that our organization

takes part in the efforts of the National College

Republican Committee which we do not, whatever their

merit.

Finally, there's the matter of the positions taken during

this semester's two-panel forum on Nicaragua. One of the

panels was composed of four members of the Republican

Club none of whom ever said they thought the

Nicaraguan freedom fighters to be "the moral equivalent

of our founding fathers," as indicated by the Collegian

editors. The four did advocate continued U.S. financial aid

to the freedom fighters, but there's a considerable dif-

ference between their posiUon and what the Collegian

editors said. It should also be noted that the club itself

never takes a position on an issue, but serves only as a

forum for the opinions of individual members.

A newspaper's one indispensable asset is its credibility

and reputation for accuracy. As it would have required on-

ly minimal inquiry on the part of the Collegian to get the

above facts right. I hope that your editors will take

greater care in the future.
.*

Scott Shendan
vice president

UMaaa Republican Club
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THF VOICF. AND THE DRl W:

Quality Food Fast Friendly Service

PIZZA - GRINDERS - SALADS
DINNERS

SPECIAL
Inside:

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA and

PITCHER OF BEER
for $7.99

Monday thru Thursday

FREE Pitcher of Soda

with any Large Pizza Delivery

FREE Liter of Soda

with any Large Pizza upon request

256-8147 - CALL - 256-8148

PABLO LANDRUM
I PERCUSSION I

THERESA
FOLKS - PLAIR

(VOCALS I

THF HTH ASM ^AL SOLOS & DUOS SERIES:

Lecture/Demonstration , ^ „,,
Bezanson RpriFAl Hall Fndav 1:15 PM

I

1

THE OUTLAWS \J Open to all! $5.00

Thursday, April 25 at 8 PM
The Blue Wall -^^0^

Beer Brewed by ine Mine' Btpwmq Company Milwaukee Wisconsin

Thursday, April 25, 1985
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ARTS
live wire

byPeter Wissoker

I told my colleagues here that 1 was going to uke a week or

two break from this nonsense, but alas, duty calls. No time for

chat. Santana. Tuesday. In case you hadn't heard the Tubes

are the headlining act for the spnng concert, although 1 think

SOS shoulo be ou last. But nobody asked me.

Tonight the Outlaws with God knows how many guitarisU

wUl be at the Blue Wall Remember Green Grass and High

Tides Forever^ With Lynyrd Skynyrd broken up and the All

man Brothers half-dead this is as close to the southern rock

phenomenon as you can get Ticket* are only $5.

Also tonight, Thursday that is. Girls Night Out will be at

Pearl Street and Johnathan Kdwards will be at the Red

Balloon. n u .

Minimum wage Rock n roUen, the Bus Boys will be at

Smith College, for what should be a really fun show Circle

will be at the Rusty Nail. They" re really growing, no more

Hatch for these guys. Oh yes. the Good (;uy» will be playing

with the BuK Boys.

That s Flat, The Sund. and Scarlet AngelwiU be playing at

the Rusty Nail on Friday.

There will be a two day benefit for the Zone Art C enter at

the Zone in Sprmgfield tomom>w and Saturday nights The

Zone has concerts penodically as well as art exhibits

Tomorrow night the Sighs. Pajama Slave Dancers, and

Square One wUl play On Saturday it wiU be Eighth Route

Army, the Mongrel Puppy and the Bamboo Steamers who

will be playing.

AIsc on Saturday night (smooth transition, huh?) ll»e

Stompers will be at the Rusty Nail and Marshall Crenshaw

and NRBQ will be at Mt. Holyoke College.

|Th« D«l Fuegoa will pUy at the Eaat Side concert

ltlii»_we«k.

The Iron Horse has some interesting things coming up

Tom Paiton will be there Sunday. Harpist Allan Stivel per

forms on Monday. Chns Williamson on Tuesday Not to be

outdone. Pearl Street wUl have the Robert Cray Band on

Monday and Tower Of Power, who received rave reviews the

last time they were up here, on Wednesday

The other real big deal this week is the East Side area con

cert which is, of course, free. Hosting will be Lenny Clarke of

the famous Lenny Clarke Late show Then it will be The

FcK)l8, First Circle, The Del Fuegos and Roomful Of Blues

Should be good fun and kmd of outdoorsy.

TViiio Question: Once again there is a vague pn/e for the

question, a frw ticket to the East Side concert maybe '
What

school did the roajority of the Del Fuegos attend? Brmg your

answer down to the ArU desk with your name and t*le^

phone number.

Men'scomedy leaves bitter aftertaste
By SUE IZZO
Collegian Corespondent

It's time for Woody Allen's annual movie' Last year it was

Broaduay Ikinny Ron*; the year before it was ZeUg. and now

here's his latest. The F*urplf Rose of Cairo, starring Mia

Farrow. Jeff Daniels, and Danny Aiellio. which opened

Friday at the Hampshire MalL

Uave it up to Woody Allen to come up with another off

the-wall plot to keep his fans happy Take one movie aholic

(Mia Farrow), add one screen character literally (.leff

Daniels) and one low-life husband (Danny AielUo). then

blend in one actor (deja vu, Jeff Daniels anain). and you ve

got yourself a completely unbelievable plot that keeps the

audience chuckling at Allen s humor and marveUng at his

creativity To state the plot would give it away, and 1 want

you to be just as surprised by the film' s little twist as I was. so

aorry guys, no plot summary for this film.

Farrow in the lead? Although those of you who have seen

Broadway Danny Rose may not connect this plain, dowdy

looking woman to the blonde bombshell of last years film

Farrow, as m past films, shows off her ability as a character

actress and pulls off her role as Cecelia, the starry-eyed

small-town housewife, with a definite lovable effect. Playing

a movie-aholic. she portrays the persona of all those who

used to escape the reality of the Great Depression by slip-

ping into the mysticism of the cinema. It is a joy to watch her

on the screen.
. r-i u^.k

The reason behind Cecilia's obsession with film is both

Tom Baxter, the screen character, and Gil Shepard. the actor

(Jeff Daniels and Jeff Darnels, respecuvely) For thoae of

ymi who have already seen this film and knnu vou ve seen

this actor before, you might remember him «* »>f^"
Winger s husband in Terrn,^ ofKndearmenL Given a difficult

Usk of creating two different rharartera for one film and per-

forming each with equal believability
"

With such a good cast and such a creative and imaginative

plot, what could possibly be wrong with this film'' Well. s.)rT>

to disappoint you people, but I can't give this film four stars

(we re savmg that for Drew Barr>m«.res latest film) Not to

give away the ending of this film. I have one thing to My: it

ends harshly and almost bitterly While watching this film. I

enjoved its imapnative and almost fantastical approach and

then Allen tacks on a "back to reality" ending. How cruel He

seemstobecommentingthaf Well, that's the real life. My

answer to that is. well Mr Allen, if that's life, why fill our

minds with fantasy and expect us to accept such a mundane

ending^ I could hear the audience gnimble in disappoint

ment, "Is that if " and see them leave in disgust. OK. I

admit it, Fm a romantic, but Fm sure that a lot of others out

there would enjoy a fairy tale ending once in a while

Even if I didn't like the ending, it doesn't stop me from

recommendmg this film (Although, may I suggest closing

your eyes, covering your ears and humming dunng the end

ing) It is perfect for those of you who love film and who

believe that dreams are made to come true. Id consider it

one of the better spring/summer films on release So. come

on put all vour problems, finals, and homework on hold for

an hour and a half and lose yourself in, as Tom Baxter said,

the "land of ceUuloid and fiickering images."
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Electric vision
By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

With so much representational art currently being pro-

duced at the university, it is refreshing to see paintings which

are both abstract and meaningful Libbv Hubbard's exhibit,

"Neutopian Images and Future Art," which appeared at tha

llniveraity Gallery last week, waa a prime example of such

works.

Hubbard's work ia unusually vibrant and colorful Har

penchant for unorthodox shapes and sq niggled lines evoke

recollections of Kandinsky. Emat and Miro Paintings such

mtOrgamcComposttionand Evolution, which appeared intha

1984 Spectrum, particularly display this important influ-

ence.

The German expressiomats alao appear to have made a

notable mark on Hubbard Munch's wanted, elliptical heads I

and Klimfs color clusters figure largely in her work; the latter I

most obviously in a 1981 composition. Magic Mountain.

Hubbard's paintings, even the most abstract pieces, all

have a delightful harmony and balance There are motifs in

shapes and color schemes which unify her works, com-

municating a sense of the cyclic continuity of the universe

ahe portrays.

Meaning in Hubbard's art ia never lacing and always pertl-

nenL There are sUtemenU about .•Mience. population,

peace, life. war. birth, love and pain. One graphic and moving

piece. Driving to the Edge. depicU the monotony of commut

ing and ita deleterious effecU on the envimnmenL

Huhbard's work, which will be displayed in full in a

planned 10 year retrospective to be held m her native

(ireensboro, ia remarkably vigorous and filled with vim. One

woodcut creation--amaimgly enough her first attempt m the

genre-is filled with all the spontaneity and electricity that

the event dictates. Hubbard is assuredly an artist worth

watching.

Pleasant St.Theater

THE MOST GLEEFUL
SCREAMATTHE-SCREEN
THRILLER SINCE NORMAN
BAfES WAS SENT TO THE
SHOWER.**—OavM Edelteln. VWate Votce

" •BLOOD SIMPLF IS A HOT
NEW MOVIE. AS DIABOLICAL
AS ANYTHING HrTCHCOCK
COULD HAVE CONCOCTED.**

—WMNam WoH, Gannett Nawapapef*

Bfaaking up •« iMrd to do

^7 «

> "

.0<>i a".-! r•^,^

BLOOD SIMPLE
./(ifin Get/ r-ance? M( Oi'nand Our Heddya Sa-nn An W .>irtrT

anc M pTrnpiWaisr PhotoQ'ap'iy Bar^ ScmnHnteW

Mu&K. Ca-'B' Burweii FvpcuUve Producer Damel F Bacane-

P'OCjCPfl B> Etnar Coen Oi'ected by jc-»l Coon x'

„. . ., » c If*' m^ReerfW 1(5 (•

tat 6, 8, 10 (also 4 Sat - Sun)

^27 Pleasant SL/Ntorthampton 586-0W5i

m.
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BUSnfESS RECRUITORS
DISCUSS JOB OPPOR
TT'NITIES Recruiters from

Honeywell Dairv Mart Chubb,

and Bay Bank will talk on bush

neM opportunities for the 'HOs.

All business majors welcome 7

p.m.. SOM 216.

SILVER JEV\T-:iJtY WORK-
SHOP The CTBftshop is offering

a final workshop in silver

jewelry Preregistration is re-

quested 7-8 p.m., craflshop,

SlU 208.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUD-
ENTS ASSOdATION Elec-

tions will be held tonight so

oome prepared to vote or run!

Our meeting will cover a few

important issues. 7:15 pm..

New Africa House.

N'EW YORK CITY COM
EDIANS Famed comedians

Herb and Miuh are back to

UMaaa Highly acclaimed by

gtucknts last semester. Herb

and Mitch will appear at Hamp-

den Snack Bar. Free! 8 p^m.
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The Weekend Begins Tonight

Changes
Changes

Dance Club

NBA Playoffs Game 4

CFLTICS vs CAVALIERS 7 30 PM

[)ri'>k

All Night

All Week

Pe.irl

Harl)ors

Melon Bulls

SI 50

No Cover

Experienced Waitresses Wanted

Chanae^ Dance Club. Rt. 9 Amherst 2r>6'H2S4

April t4. 1985!

Colle^gian n

DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau

OKAY. KIIP^, IMISt^BlNKje

ANP Flip WP^ 3)6SCBie 4

: THtAunaPA

//V
Boopsie,

TAKBOn-me.

ITHINK
5(9, 6WW.

^ne'^ujomep ABOUT neujer
r-SHlRJCONTENT 5HtfmSA TBR

noLb/^imunYABa/rHBimTNei'.
fWFtARS5HeiMSPlACW5(»t
mmPf&.ious> ^^^^^ \

BLOOMCOUNTY By Berke Breathed

HtHYPOdAP

600P
coKPomiON5f'

Rats
By Congo

*^a>'' 0*^^y rioowS

BeTievt RtAY— &w»J^ofi| u^HAT THE Ve^r

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

TH«»r TMCtf IJ A SHI Iff

Oi<»5 I*/ r»«f

NSC P«fS't>^»''' «*"'••

WW. «*•«> tie** ir w^ "
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

IS t^€_ c,rcK of

GORDY

bee/t Itkrc this,

uooria 1$ ••fOll o' filfers;

K/io*^ <-^/^y do^'^ y^'-'

) ro\^ ize.

By Gorde

TW/S /^ R»OP, lJ>[/£ 6CO
OF UMfiiSS, FJLUA/^
IKJ OtU -mrs FIK'E
-muRSDAY hSRB AT
RADIO H/Z22.

'c^imJe UP SHORTLY
!S SIA^^ FZA&,

REBTHOl/BSJ, BILLY
yoBL, THB 0(yJ&OS..

BOB DYLAN. BACH,
A)JD BMJANARAy\A,
^ ZTAY TUNED

^

WEATHEK

Today: Mostly cloudy with a chance of

showers. Highs will be mostly in the 60«.

Tonight: Again it will be mostly cloudy

with a chance of showers. Temps will be in

the 408.

Friday: PartJy sunny and mild (yay!) with

highs in the 70s.

Menu
Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

Fish in Batter

Baaira Lunch
( Hitburgers

Fish in Batter

Dinner

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Quiche Lorraine

Seafood Rice Salad Plate

Basics Dinner
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Quiche Lorraine

Seaf(HNl Rice Salad Plate

ATTENTION
ALLGRAPHICS

ft

tt

STAFF:

Wehavehadsome touQh tough

tii!iesftiissemegtcr.Wfe justwanted

to8ay7K4A«SrtHAMS
Wedb aDpreciate allMMir time

and late nig^tsl

pi&allftieequipmmtisfiaEd!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUULE

Acnoss

10 S*no« 4 ihAit^t

14 lrr«gula<

15 Heyii(»»* i

count'y *l>t>'

Iti Af to* Guinn«ii
17 Walk O' lalti

rorttng

<8 God Bl«&s

America
sing«<

?0 O Henry and
O Seuss «g

Ti Oplimaily

23 T^ti the Ir.jlh

?4 Caesar s *4«
?% Copy
il Kind ol gild

kick

?9 Oies —
33 Money in I ihya

35 Bro*n ol musir

36 Pickte

preferenre
37 Bohi Borge

and Brunn

38 Slout s rslative

39 David Copper
lield heroine

40 — aDoul

(dale phrase!

41 Lindstfom
olTV

42 Pola ol the

silenis

43 Words lo

Nanette
44 Be present

4 7 Sult» denoting

origin

48 Favo'ites

50 Sources ol

supply

57 Casino
employee

55 Sawlike

5S Bonnie Singing

lassie

60 Egg shaped
61 Bear that

walks like

1 Kiplmg

62 Silver labnc

63 Phooey'
64 Winning margin

65 Went in haste

66 Caravansary

tdilrdhf Irudr Mithrl liltr

31 Vigilant SI Huie»so»Wi»

.32 Otnsmoreo' (^..^r- s —
Jams 5? . '<•

34 Flying machine 51 i-e*

38 River island* 54 Wo<4 ol legrM

^ ritwl<iit«

< '
. up*

DOWN
1 Har»t>sl

2 Jiihnv>n ol

corriedy

3 One ol a

quarlel Irom

Liverpool

4 In unison

5 Glenn and
Rotketeile'

6 Compares
7 Wood sorrels

8 Acquire

9 Fatly esters

10 Harvafd
localion

1

1

I can t tell

Ml
Weems

12 Tennis units

13 €ight in Essen
19 Jeanne d Arc

Abpr
71 Calendar abtx

24 — li«e

25 Hi ti component
26 Instrument

for Ak
28 ease
30 See 3 Down

4' 1

49 Anguilla

56 Dttto

56 Miss Kelt

57 Lucille SCO Star

5« Break

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Tech Fi's loss
our gain

Thuraday, April 25, 1985
Collegian 15

QfKm Speakers

at below

liquidation

prices!

OhmC3 $650/pr. value

$29998/pr.

Ohm E2 $320/pr. value

$1799«/pp.

JVC*Ohm*NIKKO

SUPER SYSTEM
JVC R-K100 25 watt/ch receiver

NIKKO belt drive semi-automatic turntable

w/magnetic elliptical cartridge

Ohm E2 speakers

NOW $29995

SAVE OVER $300.00!

T-120 VHS VIDEO TAPE $2.99

DEMO COLOR TVs
Names like Sony•JVC•Sanyo

13" sets from $149*^

19" sets from $199*5

f

New SHARP
Linitron Plus

25"
Color TV

$34995
Many otiier video specials!

Go CORDLESS!
Fantastic savings on these

cordbss telephones!

TECHNIDYNE TRIO PHONE
a $165 value NOW $29^5

TECHNIDYNE GO PHONE
cordess telephone

NOW $1995

PACER 7800
extended range

cooiess telephone

a $240 value

NOW $3995
: SM'H :*,.

."f>-

•SV »M ^» **

«.^t9MifMSsf»l>

Ut&^lly huiuh^ of other kwre(Bble values!

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St. Amherst 253-3100

all ii«fTis hmrtsd quantity and subiect to prtor sal«/not rasponstbia fof typographical •nx>rs

WANTE D
Students who want a FREE

table at the

Second Annual

STUDENT FLEA MARKET
May 1 Cr 3, 1985
• Got a lot of junk in your apt.?

it Maybe you make handicrafts?

SELL THEM AT THE

STUDENT FLEA MARKET

Commuter Area Govt 545-2145

) tf7v^^<^.^7« ^tC^JiS^^i^^ tfTC^.Q0..^^d tfVt^^C£>.^3% tfTC^^Qf).,^:^ 9f^>^^^d:j^
|

HAMF^DEN SPRING FEST

April 25
NYC
Comedians

Hnmpden Snock Bar

8pm

April 27
CABARET
HAMPDEN THEATRE

BPM

ca'^cs*^ c^r^'<s>'^^*#

i

i

9

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Qpme to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days poor to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone nunr>bef Ff'^
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Gorillas revenge:
Freemannetshat trick

to leadpotentaffense,

defense shuts the door
By PETEH ABRAHAM
CoUepan Suff

CAMBRIDGE. MA A New England championship and

NCAA tournament berth may not be in the future of the

University of MassathuHetls men'B lacrosse team, but there

are suU a few scores to settles before the season ends

The Gorillas snapped a three-year losing streak to Har

vard I niversity. nding a 6 I first quarter lead to a 13-8 vu

tor> over the Cnmson in Cambridge yesterday

.Senior Ken Freeman made the most of his switch from

attack to midfield by registenng a first penod hat tnck as

UMass. now 4-5 on the year, came out shootmg

"We wanted to jump on them nght away, we felt we owed

them." Freeman said. 'We felt confident with a midfielder

guarding me because with a short stick there wasn t any way

he could keep me from gouig lo the . Hk-e It felt good to drive

in and get a good shot"

The Gorillas also welcomed sophomore atuckman I om

Carmean back after a two-game absence due to a shoulder

injurs suffered at New Hampshire Carmean celebrated his

return with two foaU and three asaisU as Har%ard was una-

ble to keep him from succea^uUy moving in from behind

the net

"A guy like Tommy, when he's healthy, can do a lot with the

ball and make thii«a happen out there." IMass coach Dick

Garber said. "Th* chtilges we made worked out well and it

was a good win for us over a team that usually gives us a

lot of trouble
. m j ^ c

"Defensively, the close defense (Tom Aldnch. Mark SUat

ton. and Gerry Byrne) was tremendous and Gerry (goalie

Gerry Moreau) was solid as always It was one of our best

•fforU this seasoa"

Freeman scored two goals m the opening 55 seconds of the

game, takmg a Carmean feed for a short-range blast just 22

seconds into the contest before dodguig in one on one from

the lower nght comer of the field to blow past Harvard goalie

Mark Bergmann .33 seconds later

Carmean put UMass up 3 before Harvard's Tom ^o^

coran went in unassisted with 8:02 to go.

Senior atuckman Tom Lukacovic. Freeman and junior

midfielder Greg Fisk then ran off three goals in a row and

UMass was m command, up 6-1 after a period

Freeman then passed to atuckman Mike Fiormi at the top

of the crease with 9:20 to go in the second penod and the

senior gave UMass a 7-1 lead before Paul Garavente

answered for Harvard The two goals were all the scoring the

teams would do in the penod

Softball sweepsKueDevils

Harvard falls, 13-8

Univeraity of MaM«chus«tU' defenscman G«rry Byrne (36) and midfielder Rich Abbott tmrrottBd

• RutKert player earlier this Maaon. The Gorilla* defeated Harvard University yeeUrday ia Cr-

bridce 1^-8.

Matt O'Reilly, Carmean, Lukacovic and senior co-capUin

Karl Hatton scored third period goals for UMass. Rufus
Clark and (laravente scored for Harvard but UMass. for all

mtenta, had the game won with an 1 1-4 lead going into the

fmal quarter Neal Cunningham, after a steal and Doug
Musco, after a nice feed from BubbaSandford. rallied for

UMass in the final period Harvard scored four goals but

never thrMtened
Moremi made 13 stops with Quint Moores makmg two.

UMass ouUhot the Crimson 46-36. cleared the ball a good
25of-29 times and enjoyed a 47-43 ground ball

advanUge.

UMass 13, HovardS
UMaM (4-5) 6 1 4 2 13

HarvanJ(2 8) 1 12 4 8

Goals: (UM) Ken Freeman 3, Tom Carmean 2, Tom
Lukacovic 2. Greg Fisk. Mike Fiorini. BAattO'ReUly. Karl

Hatton. NeaJ Cunningham. Doug Musco. (H) Tom Cor

coran 3. Paul Garavente 3. Rob Hswiey, Rufua Clark.

Assists: (UM) Carmean 3. O'Reilly 2. Freeman, Bubba

Sandford. (H) Hawley, Martin Garcia, Chris Pvgota.

Saves: (UM) Gerry Moreau 13. Quint Moores 2. (H)

Mike B«rgmanr 22, Jim Yue 2.

By GERRY deSLMAS
Collegian Suff

NEW BRITAIN. CT In the University

of Massachusetts last five games before

yesterday's doubleheader with Central

Connecticut, the Minutewomen had scored

just one rua
UMass went 1-4 m that stretch and got

only 19 hits in iu last four games.

Coach Elaine Sortino was p<jsitive.

though. "Once we begm to hit the ball, look

outi" she said before the game.

UMass went off on a hitting spree against

the Blue Devils getting 10 hits in a 4 3 open-

ing game win and 13 hits in a 60 nightcap

victory.

"We did a lot of good thmgs out there

today, " Sortino said "We swung the bats

and played good, tough defense. It was nice

to see."

UMass made only two errors all after-

noon, both in the first game. One error, by

third baseman Debbie Cole, and three

Devil hit« cut the UMass lead to 4-3 in the

bottom of the sixth.

But the Minutewomen held tough and

Lynn Stockley (10-7) got Central Connec-

ticut to ground out three times to end the

game

"We held our composure and we did it

very nicely," Sortino said

Stockley struck out seven in the opener

and helped her own cause going one- for

two, a double with two RBL Lisa Rever, 6 5.

hurled and won the second game as she

struck out four and tossed her first two-

hitter of the year.

But this was a hitter's show this chilly

aftemooa Rever went three- for- four in the

nightcap and outfielder Emily Bietsch went

off, going four- for- seven on the day, with a

double and three RBI.

Second baseman Carol Frattaroli went

three- for three in game two and shortstop

Paige Kopcza went four- for- seven on the

day also with a double and two RBI.

UMass, now 17-18-1. took a 4-0 lead in

the fu-st game on an RBI single by Ilene

Freeman, a two-RBI double by Stockley

and an RBI single by Chns Ciepiela in the

sixth inning.

In the nightcap. Sally Maher and Kopcza

had RBI singles in the fifth for a 2 UMass
lead and the Minutewomen exploded for

four more in the sixth and a comfortable

6-0 advanUge.
Yesterday's doubleheader was the first

UMass has swept since April !.'< at St
.Joseph's in Philadelphia.

i^x»isLqg

WRfM

AU-NYCforwardVMbound
Second team all- New York city forward.

6-6 .Joe Fennell. has signed a national letter

of- intent to attend the University of Mas-

sachusetts.

Fennell led Boys and Girls High of

Brooklyn (Syracuse guard Dwayne Wash-

mgton's school) to a 25-3 record while

averaging 17 points and 15 rebounds- per-

game.

"Joe will be a player who will give us

added depth in the frontcourt," UM coach

Ron Gerlufsen said."He will develop into a

good college player."

Gerlufsen hopes to add possibly three

other players, a point guard, forward and a

center, by the end of next week.

PETER ABRAHAM

Just a few thoughts...

The city of Cleveland dumped on more

than Rodney Dangerfield or even this

column, is finally gaining some respecUbility

from their sports teams. The Cavaliers, once

known as the Cadavers ( a common word used

when I go on a date), are playing the Celtics

much tougher than expected Two close

games in Boston led to a Cleveland victory

Tuesday night Of course, the Celts were

without Larry Bird with elbow problems, but

there is no question that the Cavs came to

play This could hurt the Celtics on their

next series again.st either Detroit or New Jer-

sey. Either club, seeing the trouble Boston

had with Cleveland, may go in with that much
more of a positive attitude

If the Lakers have any trouble dunng their

conference play-off, it'll be waking up in the

morning. They must be tired after scoring

more than 1 40 points a game What's needed

to beat them is a team that slows down to a

snail's pace, the equivalent of waiting for the

PVTA Northampton bus. What really crac

ked me up wa.s when WTBS (Ted Turner's

sUtion) earned playoff games last Sunday,

they had as their "expert" commenUtor

AtlanU Hawk coach Mike Fratello. I know

that the better coaches are in the playoffs

and he must have been only a cab ride away.

but It was really tough to Uke him seriously

after he led the Hawks to the elite club of not

making the NBA playoffs, more exclusive

than the Fortune 500

The NHL playoffs have garnished a little

more exciUment this season, the overriding

series being Quebec and Montreal The

Habs and Nordiques have checked each

other's blood type in three straight games,

with two going in overtime. I don't think

either can survive the Flyers, who look like

they will be the team to eliminate the Islan-

ders.. .Kelly Lindberg is without question the

best goahe in the game. He has the quickest

reflexes since Ken Dryden and knows not to

put a rebound in front of the net (are you lis-

tening, Steve Penney?) I don't think last

year's SUnley Cup winners have much of a

chance against Philadelphia.

Haywood Sullivan has to talk to another

broker. His investments aren't really paying

off in great dividends. CapUin Jim Rice has

the knack of somehow hitting it right at the

shortstop when someone is on first base. It's

uncanny. Dwight Evans seems to enjoy strik-

ing out more and Bob Sunley gives up leads

free of charge... I know Boston hasn't been

playing that badly but these players must

produce in order for the Sox to contend with

Detroit and Toronto.

No more need be said.
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Student strikes

to shun militarism
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Suff

A student strike will be held at colleges and universities

across the nation Monday, and students at the I'niversity of

Masaschusetts plan to participate by boycotting classes and

holding several events to increase awareness of militarism.

Instead of attending classes, students are urged to attend

a peace camp ouuide the Student Union Building, which will

include teach ins on South African apartheid, the Vietnam

conflict, and mihtansm in Central Amenca and (»ther parts of

the world Fiona Macaulay. an organizer, said

We hope students will participate m this event but ob-

viously we don't expect everybody to skip their classes,"

.Macaulay said "This is a mass action, though, and it's for

less political people to demonstrate their feelings about

miliurism."

Macaulay said students in Boston will attempt to close the

Draper laboratories Building, a nuclear weapons producer,

and .students in New York City will attempt to close the

length of 42nd Street which houses the city's red light dis-

trict and armed services recruitment center

Macaulay and other organizers of the event did not km-**

how many other colleges and universities would hold b'

cotts but noted that a wave of student activism has hit the

country this spring which includes sit ins at UMa»». Colum

bia. Rutgers and Tufts.
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I •llrfian pK<itn b« Hrian K *r

Director of the National Science Foundation

Erick Block speaking «t Industry Appreciation

Day in the Fine Arts Center yesterday.

UMass praised

for industry ties
By LARRY BOUCHIK
Collegian Suff

The University of Massachusetu has become a pioneer

m developing an essential alliance between gfjvernment,

industrv', and higher education, the director of the .National

Science Foundation said yesterday

Speaking at the convocation of Industry A; MLn

Day. held U> thank industry represenUtives for -cal

and equipment .support, Enc Bloch praised the Univer

sity's efforts which he said other colleges and universities

must duplicate.

The I niversity of Massachusetts and companies in this

area have achieved a range of c«K)perative pr*>grams and

activities that nchlv destrve appreciatum," Bloth .^iid It

i- appropnate that w«- hi«ii<-r htrf the vi«*ion and dedication

•hose both m the Univ. uHln>ir\ who have

1 _ .iiofi I \l.i-- I'reHident David C

Knapp presented an honorary degree to Bloch. saying that

the foundatioi
"'

'
a, :-

support for tei r.- ^ ^

and helped I Mass pioneer ir 'her schools

Smith security is contested
during vigil for rape victim

roll*|7an plHito tn [Krr»h Roberta

A Smith Collejfe student participates in a candlelight vigil last night

at the school in support of a fellow student who was raped Tuesday.

Smith College student is raped
A Smith College student was raped Tues

day night after an unidentified male

assailant forced her to drive him to Hadley,

where he raped her, according to a Smith

College spokewoman yesterday.

The student, who lives on campus, was

attacked by the man when she went to her

car, Mary Callahan, assistant director of

public affairs at Smith, said.

The man forced the woman into her car.

made her dnve to Hadley, raped her there,

and then forced her to drive him back to

Northampton, she said.

Callahan said the woman received treat-

ment at C(K)ley Dickinson Hospital and the

Smith infirmary.

She said the man was unknown to the

woman.
Northampton and Smith police are in-

vestigating the incident.

- LESLEY CLARK

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

One hundred and fifty women students

gathered on Seelye lawn at Smith College

last night to hold a candlelight "Take Back

the Night" vigil prompted by the recent

rape of a Smith student.

The vigil, organized by students, was

called U) extend supfK»rt to the recent vic-

tim, to protest the large scale problem of

violence against women, and to protest the

local problem of inadequate security on the

Smith College campus, said Suzanne, an

alumna and organizer who requested her

surname be witheld.

Commenting on Smith security, she said

the schfK)! often hides or evades issues of

sexual abuse on campus by often "not giv

mg full details " when a rape occurs.

"Smith won't say what parking lot the

woman raped on April 23 was abducted

from." she said, adding that failure to

disclose this information meant that

women could neither avoid the lot or take

action to increase the security measures

there.

"At Smith there needs to be more securi-

ty, more control, and better lighting,"

remarked Mary, a student-organizer who
also requested her surname be witheld.

Mary also commented on the lack of sup-

port networks at Smith for victims of sex-

ual abuse which makes re^wrting incidents

"humiliating experiences.' she said.

"Although few rapes are reported at

Smith we don't really know how manv

there an-. ^ii'l -tijiji-n? Emily Harding

Monck. stres-sirif; tliat the numlier of

reptjrted inciden<'e<s fails to reflect the true

extent of the problem.

According to Suzanne, the relucUnce of

Smith College Administration to release

detailed information on incidences of

violence against women on campus and

their relurtAnce to build 8uppr>rt netwfirks

for victims stems from their wish to main

tain their "public image." she said.

Harding Morik said that another reasf>n

which prompte<l the vigil was the oppor-

tunity it ali'iwed for "women to conrie

together and verbalize their fear and

anger."

"A lot of people were very upset and

frightened by what happened Tuesday and

an imp^)rtant step is to turn our fear into

anger and say we're not gt>ing to stand for

it," agreed student Jocelyn Wender.

"One woman is raj>ed every three

minutes," said Mary, speaking U> the

crowd. Seventy-one percent of rapes are

planned, 11 percent are partially planned

and 16 percent are spontaneous, she said.

"We must no longer live with this terror.

We must take back the night," she said.

"Rape is the most blatant form of

violence," said a sp<^>keswoman for the

Valley Martial Arts. She added that

because of inadequate legal support women
"have to find supp^jrt in each other."

"I think it's incredible how many women
have gathered here tonight at such short

notice," she said.

Economy to keep slipping due to education cuts,prof. says
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The United States will continue its downward slide m

the world economy unless the U.S. government acti; to

strengthen, not cut, education and other sfKial programs,

an economist and author warned a University of

Massachusetts audience yesterday.

Lester Thurow, a professor of economics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said the govern-

ment must also control the rise in the value of the dollar in

order to help American industry and agriculture m the

face of foreign competition.

In terms of education. "The American worker doesn t

compare" to his or her counterpart in Japan and most of

western Europe. Thurow said, speaking to about 70 peo-

ple m the Campus Center.

For example, while only 0.5 percent of all .Japanese

workers are functionally illiterate (cannot read beyond the

fifth-grade level), that figure is 7 percent in the U.S.. he

said.
. *

Thurow, who has written extensively on the American

economy, was a meml)er of a commission headed hy North

Carolina Gov. .James Hunt which in 1983 i.ssue<i a gUK.my

report on the status of education in the U.S

He attacked the cf)nservative prescription of fav(^ring

private entrepreneurs by minimizing social spending and

other government involvement in the economy.

"Instead of liberating the entrepreneur, you're going lo

have to improve social organization. ..(and) pnxluce a high-

quality ma:-.s education for everybody.

"What is an American liberated entrepreneur going to

do with illiterates?" he asked.

Thurow said a strong "belief in no intervening in ff»reign

exchange markeUs" ha-s hurt the U.S. because the value of

the dollar has steadily risen in recent
rtmfxnu^ '»n ptiff
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"There's a Vietnam syndrome here. They don't like

your policy.
'

'

— Tip O'Neill to Prenident Rov.ld Reagan
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Bush on aid:

never say die

WASHINGTON (AP) Two
Nicaraftuan rebel leaders

yesterday assailed the House

rejection of new I'.S. aid to

the resisunce fighters as a

"communist victors" and the

Reagan administration vow

ed not to give up its struggle

to get money for the ("on

tras.

"We will be back and back

and back until America does

the nght thing." Vice Fresi

dent George Bush said in a

television interview

"We are not going to turn

our back« on thoae who are

fighting for democracy m our

own hemisphere to the favor

of those who are trying t<>

esUblish a Marxist-Leninist

dictatorship in Central

Amenca." Bush Mid.
'"

At the White House, ,

spokesperson l^rn Speakes i

•aid "The point IS. the presi

dent will not abandon his goal

of finding funding for the
j

freedom fighters m Central

America'
Speake- -he admini^

tratiin w;» C if*r ways

ce nev> -n the !

narUamentarv
gr idminisf.1

* the $14

bv next

! .. - ; .

H'>u>.« Mrtc.nt\ LeH<i'

Jim Wnt'hi 1) Texas. >aid

the Contra aid issue would be

back, "but not between n- w

and Tu--'^"'
" '^-«.^. •-

Speakes
Wnght sain there ir- a

widespread feeling in (en

trai America and on ( apitol

Hill that Reagan "will not be

^ , ' ' - ^,. has Amer

,
.- there

"' The

majority leader said that wa-

tint necejisarilv his opinion.

The Hou".*- on Wednesdav

night rejected a compromise

Republican proposal to pro-

vide the rightist Contras

seeking to overthrow Nica

ragua's leftist government

with $ 1 4 million m non-lethal

assistance The night before

it had voted down Reagan^

original request that the

money be used in direct

militan. aid

On Capitol Hill. Nicara-

guan rebel leader Alfons.i

Robelo told a news con

ference. "The debate in the

Congress has resulted m a

communist victory; but the

civil war in Nicaragua < -^^n

tinues."

AP L«»«rphoto

Tufts University
police and a srroup of

Tufts students engage

in a tug of war with

another student at-

tempting to deliver

food yesterdav to the

group which is in the

second day of sit-in

protest over corporate

investment in South

Africa. The students

took over the ad-

ministration building.
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Sunny's maid testifies
PHOVIDFNIE B.I (API Manha -Sunny- von Bulow «

™,d .e.tmed y..t<.rday 'h^'he found ne

ciou...«.cold.ndmo.mng.nb dbe.,de
^^^^^^

r.t: Sir:-,?:HTdTLt',H;;,:;id
w„uid .. .,...,

Bulo.-s re.r,a on
'^"^''^I'V''^"^ „„, „„,i| about t.v.

:rt;r"n"D:?'r',.^';' r-von bu,ow c.„ed

»

""Mrs' von Bulo». f^.h had lapsed into the first ottwo comas

She ;:co:ered from .hat one. but doctors say s e . ,1, never

"'C^rrm-rrrirhat :'heL^l beard her

mtstres^s sroans, .he .gnored von Bulow and entered the

-d.^,CHal-,tvr;::=tt^:rpr-^^^^^

^''italAIrs von Bulow was laying on the bed with her nght

arm hanging off the bed I tned to talk to her. Her arm was.ce-

rtTdlTa" shaking her and gettmg no response, said Miss

S^Lllhammer. wh.. h.. worked for Mrs, von Bulow for

23 years.

Friday. April 26, 1985
£^2ll!ggimi S

IEDWIN I
S JEANS I

I sold at the

finest stores

I
V'
ii>*w

13 No. Pleasant

Amherst
\f»lf>f»S^^f^ia^lS'SiriifSafii^f'^^

EUROPE »« CAR
INT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEICHERS

EUROPE

Good friends will
whenyou

The dinner was sensational. So was the

check. The problem is. the theater tickets that

you insisted on buving broke your whole

budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the

time the coffee arrived.

;-. .\ nudge under the table and a certain

destitute look in tlie eye were enough t(»

produce the spontaneous loan only a

good friend is ready to make.

How do you repay him? First

the cash, then the only beer equal

to his generosity: Lowenbrau.

Ldwenbriiu.Here1s to good friends.
-tHJ fie^' Brpv»<i

; A riv •J''-'?' 6'«wi'>g C W'waux**' '"

by fire Tnesdaj.

Storytelling Conference to take place
On Saturday the School of Management building will be

home to storytellmg Uchniques instead of marketing strat

egiea when the University of Maasachusetta hoata a "Per

spectives in Children's Literature" Conference at 8 am
The I4th annual conference, founded by Hatfield author

.Jane Yolen. grew out of "sharing sessiona between authors,

illustrators, and editor^" William Moebius, profeaaor of

comparative literature, said.

"It grew and grew, attracting teachers, librarians, the oc

caaional college instructor and eventually the public." he

said.

Workshop leaders includes such noted wntem and illus

trators of children* books as C.S. Adler. Charlotte Zobtow

mystery writer John Bellairs. Tom Feelmgs and local author

Patncia MacL4ichlan.

They will lead workshops with themes on Afro- American

fiction, censorship, the use of television to pr«>mote reading

and the use of books to teach children about the nuclear

threat. Pn»fes»ionally onented discussions on portfolios,

nuinuscript "surgery." and word processing will also be

held.

-WENDY LEWIS

State senators

discuss acid rain
Amherst coalition is formed
By 1X)M MIl)l)LEl\)N
Collejfiaii Staff

The University of Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group last night kicked off the formation of the

Amherst Acid Rain Coalition with speeches by state Sen.

John Olver. D-Amhersl and Pnifessor O.T. Zajicek of the

UMass chemistry department.

Olver discus.swl the projfress of two bills in the I'. S. Con-

gress designeil to control acid nun as well as a bill he in-

troduced into the state house U) control it at the state

level.

"The political will is not there" to pass acid rain legisla

tion in congrwa, he said. The senate version is based on

milking the polluting states pay. while the house bill would

l>e tiased on a national payment scale, according to Olver.

Both of these bills this year are in trouble." he said.

SUte senate bill 1 187. which is now in the senate ways and

means committee, "would require that the department of

Environmental Quality and Engineenng set the maximum
(smokestack) emmissions in this state to an average level

l*.tween 1979 and 1982.

rhen if we don't have any kind of national movement

by 1987. we would have to embark upon a reduction pro-

gram that would reduce the sulfur oxkk •liMiona into

the air by something like SO percent slartinf in Jan. of

1989. " Olver said.

'While we can't do everything here we can make an ef-

feit. We shouU take the step m this sUte if it is clear that

the federal gt>vemment isn't going to," Ohrer added.

According to a recent report by the Add Rain Momtor

ing Project, located at DMasa, of 40 percent of sUte

waters tested, 5 percent are acidified and canrwt

neutralise acids. 2^icek. who works on the project, said

about 44 percent of the state's waters are highly sensitive

to acid deposits

The project which will have an inventory of alntost 100

penxnt of the state's surface waters, will be the most ex-

tensive in the worW when completed. Zajicek said. "You

go to Washington DC. and they tell you that more studies

are needed. You throw down that v<>lume of numbers and

people will listen."

Actd rain is caused by pollutants primarily fn>m power

plants of the Midwest which when mixe<l with moisture in

the atmosphere travel with the weather patterns and later

fall to the earth

Campus politics
New senate officers vow support for students

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

Graduate students at the University of

Massachusetts have elected two new
senate f)fficers who have both pledged to

campaign for students' rights.

Jerry Ashlock, a senator from the labor

center, was elected president of the

senate while George W. Claxton II won

the vice presidential position in an elec-

tion which had a turnout of only 167

voters, less than three percent of the

graduate students.

Ashlock. who campaigned on "a com
mitment to activism," said he plans to

have the student grievance procedure put

into effect as soon as possible, and will

also fight to improve safety on campus.^

Ashlock said his focus will lie to address

the issue of student finances, which he

said is not more difficult to acquire due to

the disappearance of grants and its

replacement with loans.

"This trend can only serve to weaken

our education process and breed

divisiveness and uncooperative attitudes

among our citizens," he said.

Claxton will push for students nghts.

which he said won credibility with the stu-

dent body's response to the Universal

Resource Fee. Future protests must be

stronger and even more radical, he said.

Claxton said that for the past few

semesters, the University administration

has started to think of students as "a

powerless group of whiners who. when

push comes to shove, will back down and

become a ruWier stamp for whatever

policies they care to put off on us." he

said.

Claxton said that further struggles for

student's rights will erase this image.

The senate elected John Hayes, a

senator from Prince House, as its new ex

ecutive officer, and re-elected Alison

Huettner as treasurer Huettner ran

unopposed.

Hayes said he will concentrate on sti-

pend increases and the grievance pro-

cedure, and also said the senate must

work more closely with undergraduates

on issues that affect both groups.

Panel examines effects of '60s on

the future of American politics
The l»60s-and the Future of American

P<»litics 18 the subject of a three- day sym

posium which began last night in the I'niver

sity of Massachusetts Campus Center

The event is sponsored by political science

faculty members at UMass. In a senes of

speeches and panel discussions, political

scientists, authors, hisu>rians. and econo-

mists will examine the political fallout from

Lyndon B Johnson's Great Society, the

Warren Court, Vietnam, the Civil RiKhU
Movement, high tech and the future, and the

role of television in Amencan politics.

Everett C Ladd. director of the Roper

Center for Public Opinion and author of

"Where Have All the Voters Cone'. ' opened

the program last night with a presentation on

"The American Voter and Politics Today
""

Robert Kuttner a contributing editor of

The Seu Repuhtu- and editorial writer for the

Hnston (ilnhe will speak on "The Political

Legacy of the Oreat Society" this morning

after opening remarks by Chancellor Joseph

I) Duffev and political science department

chairman Lewis Mainzer

Other events will continue today and

tomorrow.

Professor of poliUcal science Jen>me

Mileur will be on of the symptwiums pan-

elists. "It IS appropriate to look back at that

time because it was a pivoUl tune. Mileur

said.

Mileur said one of the symposiums goals

is"to identify a half dozen of the events, that

he said have had spinoff issues which pre-

vail today

We will l«H»k at the "politu hI icn.sequen-

« es of the sixties," and try to find out how we

go! from Lyndon Johnson to Ronald

Reagan, he said.

Persons interested in registering for all or

part of the symposium should contact the

political science department fi45-2438.

lOKL P COFFIDIS

Funeral scheduled for student killed

David Martin sweeps commuter area elections

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

In a landslide victory yesterday. David

Martin was elected Commuter Area

Spokesman, capturing over 95 percent of

votes cast

Less than 6 percent of the commuter
population voted in the election between

Martin, a commuter senator and student

coordinator of Student Center For Edu-

cational Research Advocacy (SCERA), and

the commuter Area senator Paul Kasman.

On the low turnout commuter Area

Government Program Coordinator Jo.se

Tolson said, "We have to do more outreach

and increa.se what we've already begun to

do." ToLson hopes to produce more new-

sletters and advertisements to raise aware-

ness about the commuter area govern-

ment
Martin, formerly an undergraduate stu

dent senator, said. "I hope to work closely

with the UMaas transit advisory to continue

to provide the shopper shuttles.

"I would like to continue late night ser

vice." to allow students to go to bars and

parties without driving, he said.

"I would like to continue the commuter

program support funds for child care." Mar-

tin said. He said that he would like to "try

and establish a .sense of community."

Td like commuters to start working

more closely with the fourth floor (Student

Union Building) groups," Martin said. With

university fees rising, 'similar groups are

going to have to band together."

"Tm very happy that 1 won and I ap-

preciate the people who voted for me.

'

Martin said.

A funeral will be held Saturday in South

Kaston for University of Massachusetts stu-

dent Judson C. Walton who died Tuesday

from head injuries sustained when he fell off

the hood of a moving car last Friday morn-

ing.

Walton. 20. a member of the Phi Mu Delta

fraternity, was executive vice president of

the UMass Inter Fraternity Council, a mem-
ber of the ARCON Greek Honor Society and

a member of the crew team He was also a

waiter at the Top of the Campus resUurant

and a volunteer with the Student Credit

Unioa
Walton, a 1982 graduate of Oliver Ames

High School in North F^aston, leaves his

parents. Judson C. Sr. and Cathenne Walton

of North Easton. He also leaves a brother.

Kenneth S. Walton, a student at UMass. and

a sister, Melissa Waltoa
The funeral will be held at 10 a.m. in the

Robert J. Kane Funeral Home.
The burial will be in the Immaculate Con-

ception Cemetary in North Easton.

Calling hours will be held in the funeral

home from 2 p.m to 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9

p.m.

Donations in his memory may be sent to

the Massachusetts Chapter of the National

Head Injury Foundation, 217 South St
Waltham 02154.

LESLEY CLARK

Woman hits man who followed her to dormitory
A female student knocked a man to the

ground with her book bag after he followed

her to her dofmitory Wednesday night

University of Massachusetts police said.

Police said the unidentified man was walk-

ing at the same pace directly behind the .stu-

dent near Butterfield House. As she

approached the dormitory, she swung her

hook bag at the man and ran into the dor-

mitory to call police. Police said the area

around the dorm was searched but revealed

no suspects.

A group of five female students were

warned by Amherst police after they fought

over a parking space in lot 22 Tuesday night

Police said the women were bordering on dis-

orderly conduct after they were observed

yelling at each other.

The drivers of the two cars were apparen-

tly vying for the same parking space, police

said.

CHRIS POON
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Three hundred walk against hunger
By HMO-LEAHY
Collegian Correspondent

Three hundred people, including 200

I'niversity of MassachusetUs and 80 Am-
herst College students will walk seven miles

Sunday in the second annual Amherst

CROP Walk to raise money for the fight

against world hunger.

The CROP Walk, which is sponsored by

Church World Service ((^WS) a worldwide

relief and development agency, will begin at

1 p.m. on the Amherst Common and go to

North Amherst and back.

"If anyone wants to walk in the CROP
Walk they can just come to the Common at

1 p.m and we'll give them a packet and we'll

collect from them later." Sylvia Snape. 4

member of the CROP committee, said.

"Many people in this community are

not aware that some people in the world

walk as many as five miles just to bring

water to their home. " she said.

"All my life I've heard over and over again

about people starving but with CROP a

community can work together and generate

thousands of dollars that really make a

difference.

"We'd like to make $10.000, " she said.

Twenty-five percent of the money raised

in the walk "stays in our community Some

of it goes to Jesse's House, a Hampshire

County emergency shelter, " Snape said.

The Amherst Survival Center "provides

emergency articles of clothes and food" and

will also receive funding.

The IJMass Hunger Task Force assisted

in recruiting students for the walk and "the

people who will be walking are those that

have expressed an interest in the problems

of hunger and are trying to do something

about It, " junior John Horsier, treasurer of

the task force said.

"I can't imagine any student taking longer

than two hours to do the walk." Horsier

said "The actual fact of participating in the

walk gives you a great feeling."

People with questions regarding the

CROP Walk can contact Sylvia Snape at

549-1623. after 5 p.m.. or the hunger task

force at 545-2661

• industry—
Duane E. Cromack, asso-

ciate dean of engineering,

said that over 300 industry

representatives, state legis-

lators, and I'niversity faculty

and administrators attended

the convocation Since 1980

a capital campaign has raised

$ 1 1 million for the College of

Engineering, twice the on
ginal goal

Engmeenng Dean James

E.A. John said yesterday's

convocation and awards din-

ner was the Cniversity's way

of saying thank you to its

-.mlf^td from f0i I

sponsors. including the

foundatioa
"This alliance has enhan-

ced the reputation of the

College of Engineering

within the state and nation

wide." he .said, "and we are

inducting research at

the lorefront of technology,

which is truly a resource for

the Commonwealth."
In a speech similar to one

he delivered at last week's

polymer research funding

drive attended by (lov.

Michael S. Dukakis. Chan-

cellor Joseph D Duffey

emphasized the importance

of an industry', education,

and government partnership

to help this country continue

to compete in a global mar-

ket.

Duffey said today's eco-

nomic situation presents a

challenge of cooperation to

provide educational quaUty

which is critical for this coun-

try's future.

.At a banquet after the con

vocation. John presented

awards to four corporation

repre.sentatives whose com

panics have been "outstand

fXeg
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nmltnufd from fa§l I

American goods have

become more expensive on

the world market.

He added that the govern-

ment should overnde con-

cerns about inflation and

sell more dollars on the

world market in order to

control the rising value.

"A free financial market

can sometimes go out of

control and do tremendous

damage to American farms

and industry." he said.

He said the U.S. must

recognize that it no longer

has the "effortless

economic and technological

superiority" that it once

did. Japan and most

western European coun-

tries have caught up to and

will pass the U.S. in in-

he the book The Zero-Sum

Sttnety and Dangermis Cur-

rents, both critical of U.S.

• -.w ..tK^r nf economic policies.

Thurow 18 the author 01 "^ ^

duslnal productivity

said.

ing in their help to the

University and made t!u-

capital campaign go
"

Analog Devices, the Digi-

tal Equipment Corporation,

the (Jeneral Electric Com
pany. and Raytheon have all

supplied funding for faculty,

graduate programs. re-

search, and computer and

laboratory equipment. John

said.

^ar after ^
year, sanester
after semester,

Fidelity Union Life offers
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life insurance pro-am
on campuses all over America.

Find out why.

( all the Fidelity Union Life
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^fidelity Union ytc
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Women victims of sterilization abuse
By KIMBERLY Bl'RdE
Collegian Staff

Sterilization abuse is a major issue among Third World

women and one they should be aware of, according to pan

elista who spoke last night on the issue at the I'niversity

of Massachusetts.

"La Operacion, a film about sterilization abuse among

Puerto Rican women, shown before the discussion, ex

plained why Puerto Rican women were the targets of popula

tion control during and after the (Ireat Depression.

According to the film, in 1 946. 6.5 percent of Puerto Rican

women had been sterilized in government hospitals In 1 9^'A.

the number increased to 17 percent. In 1956. birth control

pills twenty times stronger than those given today were tes-

ted on Puerto Rican women living in government housing

projects

The film also showed that if the I'nited States had met its

goal of sterilizing women, one fourth of the world" s women

would be sterilized to prevent revolution from interfering

with the financial interests of multi national corporations

"A recent study has shown that in 1 980. 5 1 percent of His

panic women in Hartford had been sterilized, in 1981. 65

percent in Worcester, and in 1983, 55 percent m Springfield

had been sterilized. " said Maria Idali Torres, director of the

Women and Infant Care program in Holyoke and Westfield.

who specializes on Hispanic womea
"Hispanic women are 10 times more likely to be sterilized

than non- Hispanic women, " Torres said. There are two

kinds of abuse: overt and covert.

"Overt abuse is when the women don't sign consent forms

or are forced to sign «)ne Another type of overt abuse takes

place in the I'nited States when consent forms are not tran

slated into Spanish and they aren't fully explained," she

said.

(overt abuse is when the doctors tell the woman that

sterilization is the only thing which will solve her g> necologi-

cal problems. Torres said.

Laurie .Jefferson, program director of the Reproduction

Health Program for the Massachusetts Department of

Public Health said, 'Sterilization is not the only gynecologi-

cal issue black women face They must also face unnecessary

hysterectomies and infertility."

Tnneceuaary hysterectomies (removal of ovaries) are a

major problem for black women They are usually given as a

result of traditional operation and cause many women to

show the signs of early menopause. Infertility is caused by

gynecological problems not treated or treated too late If the

problem is treated, the women are usually given po<ir medi-

cal treatment." Jefferson said.

Radio show takes on musical safari

Pache Cruz. Donna Light, Jahmes Finlayson

and Alisa Beaver of Nueva Canrion. will per-

form at 3 p.m. Sunday in the Campus Center

Auditorium as part of Latin American Week.

By YADIRA A BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Searching for music from the African diaspora in the

Pioneer Valley might be an everlastng trek. But since last

August fromS p.m. to2 am on Saturdays on WFCR. there is

a place one can find it: Safari

Safari is a show of Pan-Afncan music expanding from the

blue-green shores of Trinidad and Tobago, touching on the

streets of St Louis and Columbia and ending on the back

woods of Africa.

•Safari is a program where I tn to present the different

aspect of African cuhure as expressed in Africa and in the

Western Hemisphere." Kan Njiiri. the show's producer.

asid.
. »

,

1

The show IS done in two parts, one showing the Afncan cul-

ture as represented m the music of the Antilles. Afnca. North

wd South Amenca. The other part incorporates the

American jazz radio festival produced bv t he National Public

Radio.

Njiiri said the show emphasizes the commonality of

Afncan music and h.)W n is expressed in different ways and

styles. .Safan also tries to express the Afncan roots that have

influenced and prevailed in Western music

Becau.se Afncan culture is based on an oral tradition i..

educate the community. Njiiri felt a show such as Safan was

needed Cnticizing the Black .Mass Communications Project

(BMCP) for faihng to keep that tradition alive, he said 'we

lose a part of our identitv and not make connection with

our past.

Njiin. a BMCP member from 1978 to 1983 said the pro-

blems with project have confronted with WMCA was predic-

table and IS due m part to the limited programming they

offer "In the past, people openly receptive to more diverse

programming had warned of those consequences, of hour

cuts and loss of funding.

He said the purpose of the organization is still valid and

essential but there should be "more diversity of expression

from the African American musical world
"

By becoming aware of one's identity and one's cultural

roots and tradition, Njiin said black Amencans can find a

strong base of support which the media tends to denegrate to

the point "where denegrate it ourselves.

"

By hosting Safari. Njiin said he is learning "about myself,

my culture and a legacy that preceeded me '" With the show

he is also joining the struggle to battle with the cultural

chauvinism of Amencan M>ciety.

The Queens. NY. native said another motivating factor

sparking his interest in radio was born «.ul of his travels in

Africa, and Europe Njiin lived in Kenva the first part of

his life

Among the advantages he finds in the college public sta

tion is serving a wider audience, and finding support, in

terms of encouragement and (showst mere existence

Njiin suspects "there will be a consensus and a demand f«»r

the program to continue and expand, " when he leaves He

added no matter in what direction his predecessor chmises to

stir the program. Njiiri hopes he or she, "stresses the

African connection."

An Afncan is always an Afncaa This is one thing that has

survived in our music, in the way we talk, in our language and

even how we walk. It is part of our every day We, he said.

Summer Representative
Need a summer job?

Are you available to travel?

Northrup-King Seed Co. has a few

openings in their

Summer Representative Program.

Travel within Eastern United States

calling on established accounts,

vehicle furnished, all business ex-

penses paid. Salary 640.00/month,

27.00/day living allowance. Plus a

generous incentive plan. Employment

begins with a training seminar June

12-15, 1985 and job lasts approx-

imately eight weeks.

Sign up for interviews at

Student Employment Office

239A Whitmore

Interviews Friday May 3rd, on campus

\>\«
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'N $1.00 shots of V
Peppermint Schnapps

ALL THE TIME
Last Few Days of Molson

$1.10

May - Becks $1.30

Collins Week -

Tom, Whiskey, Vodka $1.00

70* Drafts

Bud - Miller - Coors

Prior Double Dark

$3.50 Pitchers

THE SPOKE
a drinkery to meet, relax and enjoy

35 East Pleasant St. Annherst

(right next to The Sub)

AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS
4:30 p.rp. 2 00 am

Sunday thru Wednesday
4:»p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Thuraday thru Saturday

WE NOW DELIVER

IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays

from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

ZUNDAv NyiONDAv TUESUA' WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1 Free Item '

Of Your Own
Choice
On Anv Pij78

14

1 Free

Coke
With Any

Small Pizza

21

28

Free
Pepperoni

On Any P"*««

Free Seusege

()n Any filia

Free 15

Double Dough

On Any P'«»«

Cree Hem

On Any Pi/za

22

Free
Seusage
On Any P'/.'a

29

Free '.

Greer>
Peppers

Ur Any Pi/za

Free
Onions

On Any Pai»

23

Free
Hamburg

On Any Pizza

Free 10

Canadian
Bacon

On Any PIZZa

17

Free 30
Onions
On Any Hizza

Free 24

Extra Cheese

On Any Pizza

Free ^

Extra Cheese

On Any PiZf*

11

18
Free
Black Olives

On Any Pizza

25

12
Free
.Vishrooms

On Any Pizza

19

FREE 26
GREEN
PEPPERS
On Any Pizza

13
Free

Mushrooms

On Any Pizza

Free 20
Pepperoni

On Any Pf/za

27
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Letters to the Editor-
students should be involved
We have a problem on this campus. We have p-oups of

students, under both authorized and unauthorized

auspices, trundling around telhng everybody, administra-

tion, SGA, and students alike, what is best for the student

body. Yet when crucial questions come up on the senate

floor, these people (or some of them) are either not there

or leave conveniently for quorum to be called.

In the past three weeks, the Student Senat* has been

mired in personality conflicUs, party politics, and an out-

dated, practically unknown form of parliamentary pro-

cedure. It has been frustrating, even outraging, to many

of my fnends (non-senators) who have come to the Senate

to watch it "in action." Unfortunately. I, along with most

senators, have grown accustomed to the games that are

played on the Senate floor, and even join in at times. Isn t

it about time that students and RSOs and other organiia-

tions starts! coming to the Senate Uj observe it and pro-

test its almost lifeless incompetence?

I am a champion of Senate authority, but that authority

is mandated by the students and no one else. The Senate is

going U» be dealing with the Budget Act for Fiscal ^ ear

1986 on May 1, 1985. This Budget Act is a crucial one. one

that is going to affect every aspect of student government

at this University. I urge ever>' RSO on this campus, and

every student who can make it. U) come down to that

Senate meeting and listen to the debate. The ex-Treasurer

of the Student Government Association. John M<x)radian,

once said. "We don't have to fund RS()s.. " The Bu(lKi't>

Committee wants to show him. and anyone else who puts

the SGA or professional payroll over th. RS(>s how

.. „„ K^ :- Mirhmel L. terrato

Polemics aside
Polemics aside, I wish to question Pet«r Dow's depic

tion of the turmoil in Nicaragua. First of all. why are the

contras considered "true democrats?" Have they

demonstrated a capacity for persuasion, reason and

moral integrity as opposed to brute force? Do they intend

to establish a fair, representative government, one based

on reform? In short, have their actions and objectives af-

firmed that they are Democrats?

Second. Dow accused the Sandinistas of adopting FLO

and GesUpo terrorist activities to drive out Jews, quell

opposition groups, and murder thousands of native In-

dians. Such serious charges demand solid evidence -

Dow should present pertinent documentation.

Third. Dow contends that the Sandinistas are anti-

American Communists bent on spreading their tyranny

across Central America. Are the Sandinistas s<j

dangerous, powerful, and ruthless' Is this their stat^

goal, or is this Dow's assessment? What facts or evidence

can Dow present to support this rather sinister por

trayal?

Fourth, he asserts that the Nicaraguan people^ are op-

posed to the Sandinista government. Is this true** Are all

Nicaraguans in favor (jf overthn>wing their present

leaders' How d<jes Dow explain the outcome of the

November election?

Dow must realize the serious nature of his statement.

He advocates a violent overthnm- of the Sandinistas in

which countless people will die and many more will suffer

terril)l> This bloody civil war would take place among a

people which Dow does not even know. The argument

which he presenus better be correct and well justifunl

because thev and not he will suffer fn)m the mistakes

Stephen J. Liliey

Dept. of Sociology

Friday. April 26. l»gS

Care about the government
Bravo and respect, for the students who opposed the

CIA on ^pus. those who opposed Amencan business in-

volvement in South Africa and University mvestment

there and the student Board of Governors in it^ vot*

against the sale of Coors beer on campus. We have had m-

f^tion for some time that the nch person(s) owning

Coors heavily financed the campaigns of Ronald Reagan

and IS a strong supporter of t>>*'J,'":j';^,"}JJ«"^y P«''^''*'«

(accurately named IMMORAL MINORITY).

Needed opp.»sition to nght wing politics, power, i.e on

the part of students, and all of us. is long overdue. Now

that we are in a real mess in this so-called "democracy,

we are beginning to act. We can create a real democracy in

the U S a re8pt.nsibility and duty under a democratic

system if we work at it and accept our responsibUities. It

wnll take more of us than currently active It will require

much more work.
, t l.

Those who don't accept the resptmsibilily for oihers.

and just concern themselves with their own lives and "get-

ting ahead." are a bit less than human. Aft4?r all, the

specialness of the human species is its ability to care, and

for all and to nuture and build

Let's really care al)out our government and our society

and participate. Are we a democracy" Martha Yost

Amherst

Friday. April 26. 1985

B*«r Wina Now Here Beer Wine Now Here
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Undergraduate Business Club presents

Anheuser Busch
"Our Marketing Strategies -

Why and how we spend millions of $'s

on you each year"

Monday, April 29 at 7:30

C.C. Rm 904

^ Car

Truck

Passenger Van

North Amherst
Motors

I Rt.63 No. Amherst
I 549-2880
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GOURMET PIZZA
OVER IS AMAZING TOPPINGS

CAi/ON» ^HOil WMtAI « WMITI CRUSTS
ZANY SALADS WITH Z»PY DMSSMGS

tXSSIHTS UfK A W»<
»AH|D « UN^ARID PIZZAS lO TAH AWAY

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
157 MAIN ST - _-,. oA'iA A
NORTHAMPTON ( bBO-O^X^ (
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Here Beer Wine Now Here Beer Wine

LIQUORS
Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $8.99 cse > dep

Grizzly Beerl2 oz. bottles $9.80 case -^ dep.

Busch 12 oz. cans $9.95 cse + dep

Budweiser 12 oz cans $11 .55 case + dep

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $11.95 case ^ dep

Heinekens, Becks Kronenbourg $4.25 6/pk + dep

Champagnes $2.99 + up 750 mi

Many, nr^any wines specially priced

Quantity Discounts Available"

MOVING INTO MAY DAYS
Sunday April 28

"SOUTH AMERICA AT UMASS"
Folk Music and Dance of Latin America CCA. 3-6 pm

Co Sponsor AHORA
Monday April 29 ONLY

MOVIE NIGHT AT PLEASANT ST THEATER. NORTHAMPTON
"Blood Simple". . .10 PM show only UMass ID required

Tuesday April 30 ONLY
MOVIE NIGHT AT AMHERST CINEMA

"Stolen Kisses" & "The Man Who Loved Women"
UMass ID required

Wednesday May 1

"WE ARE THE WORLD BENEFIT DANCE"
S.U.B. 8 pm to 1 am Donation requested

Wednesday May 1

STUDENT FLEA MARKET SALE
S.U.B.. . .9 am - 4 pm
Friday May 3

STUDENT FLEA MAkKET SALE
S U B. . . 9 am - 4 pm

ALT. KYF^T^S ARE FREE

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Dr. Terrel H. Bell
former U.S. Secretary of Education

''EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION''

Tuesday, April 30, 1985 at 8 PM
FREE

Student Union Ballroom
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Time in a bottle
There are times when the world

isn't anything like we want \t

to be. There are times when the

coldness of the outside hits and

penetrates the inside.

j

There are times when life just isn't fair.

Remember being young? It was so nice

back then, being able to sit in the comer

ami cry for as long as I wanted.

ChiWren. God they're lucky they don't

care about acting their age. if they cry it's

considered part of growing up or learning

or maturing. They don't even have to

have a rcMon to cry. they let the tears

flow.

But when you're oWer you're supposed

to act mature. I'm told. No place for

tears, no place for sorrow.

We see as children a world to conquer.

We see as adults a conquered world.

In youth there is no such thing as disillu-

sionment. What is there to be disillusion-

ed at? The world is big and bright, full of

television and red liquorice and peanut

butter and fluff sandwiches. There's

Rita Murphy

In youth there is no such thing as

disiUutianment. What is there to be

digiUusioned at ? The world vs big and

bright, fuM of television and red li-

quxyrice and peanut butter and fluff

sandvnches. -

usually someone full of love warning "not

too much t.v.,
" or "why dont you do

your homework." The world is simple. Oh

sure there's a lot of questions and few

answers, but its all simple. The tears are

simple. "Mom wouldn't let me sleep over

my friend's house because I didn't do the

dishes." It's all so damn simple. Oh, so

simple. , ^.

When children think of growing up they

think of power. "When I'm older I can

watch all the television I want." "No one,

I mean no one can tell me what time to go

to bed." "Think I'll sUy up past midnight

every night."

Time, it really does go by fast.

You wake up and the work! is just there,

no warning, no nothing. It just is.

So what do you say when you don't

know? What do you tell someone when

you're not sure what it is you're telling

him or her or them? How do you jump for

joy or grimace in pain, not physical but

mental? How do you accept when people

say "no" to you and your beliefs? How do

you accept it when people say "no" to so-

meone you say "yes" U) ' How do you ac

cept disappointment in yourself and in the

world?

What should you feel when the presi-

dent says let's forget the bad? What do

you do when you too want to forget but

know it is wrong?

What do you feel when they strap a man

to a chair in Louisianna and pump his

body with enough electricity to light a

room? What do you do when the man m
the box says 20 more people were killed

today because of the color of their skin?

What do you do when you just don't

want to grow up. when you want to recap-

ture the feeling of joy at seeing a dog

fetch a stick?

What do you do when you just seem

disillusioned with life?

How can you get it back, get back

yesterday before tomorrow?

Time. I guess it really is a state of mind.

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.

OPINION
The op.nions on this page are i^ose o* ir^e individual writer oi cartoonist and do not o«cessarii¥ 'e»iect

'he VIIev»rs oi irw CeUt^mm o< i>>e Univetsiiv unless oir>erv»i*e noted

Fighting paranoid ideology

Letters to the Editor

A time to say 'no business as usual'

The protest last weekend in -
Washington D.C.. concerning

I'niled States arms and foreign

policy attracted an estimated 75.000

"typical" leftists, according to D.C. police. -

The protesters chanted their "silly

slogans ' in order to attract the nation's at-

tention to Reagan's misguided |>olicies

Since the 14 million (lax dollar) aid package

for the contras was being voted on Tues-

day, a mam thrust of the rally, lobbying

and civil disobedience that look place dur-

ing the 4 Days of Apnl Action concerned

the elimination of I'.S. aid to the

Nicaraguan rebels.

The nature of this protest was two-fold.

Many of the protesters recognized that the

Sandinistas have strived for and achieved

measurdl>le change in the living conditions

of the Nicaraguan people. These people

have reciprocated with support of this

government, as evidenced by the San-

dimstas' victory in the recent election. The

Sandinistas have made marked im

provementa in health care and education

for the Nicaraguan people, such as rent

control, a massive literacy campaign,

univenud vaccination drives, accessible

health care to neglected people and the im-

mediate outlawing of capital punishment.

The SandiniBtas represent to the people of

Nicaragua, a prt)gressive and positive

change from the elitist Somoza regime.

Somtrta and his followers (many of whom
now populate the ranks of the contras)

were indifferent to the struggles and suf

fering of the people. Whereas Somoxa

pocketed the money donated U) his govern-

ment by relief agencies for the reconstruc-

tion of Managua after the earthquake of

late 1972, the Sandinistas initiated highly

visible, labor intensive public works pro-

jects to begin a dean-up in Managua and

other areas, as well as re-employ thousands

of unskilled laborers in Nicaragua.

Some of the programs initiated by the

Sandinistas have not been successful. Addi-

tionally, the Sandinistas have violated

many human rights, most notably the raids

on the native Meskito Indians. Reagan's

opposition to the Sandinistas resLs on these

human right* violations and yet. his ad-

Becky Lockwood
Michael Jackman

ministration supports such governments as

Chile. Stmth Korea, the Philippines and

most conspicuously. South Africa, all of

whom have also been found guilty of a

similar disrespect for human freedom.

These governments are attractive to the

Reagan administration because they are

pro- U.S. and anti-Soviet. This exposes the

ailministration's policy goals; in its relation

with other governments, it values an anti-

Soviet stance more highly than a human

life. This goal is evidenced by Reagan's

support of the Contras By comparing the

contras to the founding fathers of our na-

tion Reagan has insulted ami «iegrade«i the

memory of such Amencans as WashingU)n,

Jefferson and Franklin. It is hard to believe,

that the fighters who freed our country

from Britain used such tactics as the tor-

ture and murder of civiluins working within

the government for social betterment, like

health care and literacy workers.

The second aspect of the protesters' op-

positkm to the Reagan Nicaragua polk7 is

a firm belief that every nation of people has

the sovereign nght to self-iietermination of

government. Reagan's support of the con-

tras violates not only this assertion but also

mtemational law, as manifeated by the

World Courts ruling. It is ironk that the

"peace imtiative" proposed by the presi-

dent was originally formulated by the con-

tradora nations, who ardently oppose all

U.S. intervention in Central America.

The protesters recognized that Reagan's

policies have been based on a paranoid

militaristk ideology and rallied because

they believed U.S. foreign polk7 should be

founded on a respect for human rights and

not a government's alliance to the im-

perialist doctrines of either the United

States or Soviet Union. These people used

the right and responsibility granted to

them by our democratic system to effect

change in unjust, expansionist poliaes.

Michael Jackman and Becky Lockwood

are UMass ntudenU.

Random Notes
When comfort and caring are forgotten...

Monday is "No business as Usual" day. It

is a day of national protest against the

militarization of the U.S. society, the worid

society and most importantly an attempt to

"stop WWIII no matter what it takes.

Here at UMass the day is being devoted to

a number of events aimed at stimulating

thoughts about the true dangers in our

"nuclear age;" and to impress upon people

the need of an urgent solution to the fear

and danger that exists in this world.

Although the day itself might seem to be a

symbolic action it is only by empowenng

and educating ourselves first that we can

act effectively to change the course of

world history.

There is no longer any time to argue

about the virtues of a strong defense,

deterrence or the arms talks. "You cannot

simulta-neously prevent and prepare for

war," Einstein said; and Reagan made a

joke about this point. The punch-line, "The

bombing begins in five minutes," in a time

of peace rhetoric and war preparation is

not that funny, especially if one considers

the possibility of it not being a joke.

This day is not one of usual sectarian

politics- it is not the time to decide between

Reagan and Mondale - it is not the time to

flip-flop between physics and sociology - it

There are a great many subjects

that I oouW stick my two cents

into, but I would much rather

relate a story. A disappointing but true

story. „ . ,

On Sunday, a friend of mine collapsed at

our West Side Story rehearsal in the Cam-

pus Center. The room was very warm

because even though temperatures have

reached very high these past few weeks,

the University hasn't turned off the heat.

In addition, the young woman spent some

time in the sun during the day and had

eaten only one meal. We immediately call-

ed Health Services and waited while the

woman lay on the floor trembling and very

scared.

A police officer arrived to assess the

situation. I would like to say that he came

to see if she was all right, but he sure didn't

act that way. The officer came in and stood

behind one of the cast members who was

assisting our friend, waiting for him to

move. The fact that this man did not move

away at light speed shouW not have promp-

ted a harsh command from the officer in

this particular situation. ._,»,,
This in itself can be excused, nght? After

all, he was just thinking of the woman s

health as she lay on the floor, nght? Not

qxiite! If this was true then he's got my
nomination for the Aca*iemy Award for the

role of creep of the year! What should have

followed was a comforting question and

answer period. What we witnessed instead

was an all out interrogation! He did not

smile, and his voice was far from gentle

and relaxing On the contrary, it was hard

and accusatory. We found our feelings of

worry for our friend rivaled by our anger at

this man in uniform. As the questions and

the amazing bedside manner continued the

patient got m^>re and more upset. Our man

in blue was no "help beyond his handbook

questions. The woman was sick, not a

criminal.

Some may feel that I am displaying the

"UMass mountain our of a molehill" syn-

drome. I don't. There was something miss-

ing. If a child is lost, an owner robbed or a

woman ill, a police officer's job must ex-

tend beyond the ABC's of memorized ques-

tions and answers. Seeing the lack of any

comforting attentk)n Sunday night makes

me wonder if I haven't stumbled upon the

answer to an age old question: "Why don't

people like cops?"

Think about it. I did.

Michael E. Wall is a UMass student.

is not the time to read the New Republic or

New York Tim£s; because when the bomb

drops it will not choose by race, gender or

political affiliation. Nuclear war will

vaporize everything including politics and

school.

I hope that people will take the time to

visit the peace camp by the pond, listen to

the teach-ins and watch a few of the free

movies on the first floor of the Campus

Center. But most of all it is my hope that

the people of our campus will take the day,

put down the books and biases, and face up

to the reality of nuclear war. We must

make the choice together to declare "No
business as usual" and move off of the path

that is leading to annihilatior..

Jeff Strohl

Northeast
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An artistic ode to a lost friend

OVE ENtEH^'^''*^''?^^*^*'*^

FRI. 26th

Rapture of the Deep
and

Blue Prince of Sil^nc*
Saturday 27th

Sandy Mac
& the Heart Attacks

from Boston

'Monday 29th - IK J. FAnlra

Wvd ' May 1st -

Mushroom People

Thurs. 2nd - Peter Hiiilt

Fri. :ird -

Fajama Slave Dancers

Sat. Ith - r/iS from Boston

& the Performers

24 Pleasant Street, Northampton, MA
586 4258 parking in rear

Artiat'a Show A Tribute to Friend

Tim Harney
Herter Gallery, until Friday

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Tim Harney has dedicated his solo show at Herter Gallery

to a recently deceased friend. Kevin McNiff. who was on

board the 007 plane which strayed over the Soviet I' nion and

was shot down. McNiff and Harney were born a day apart;

they lived a street away from each other, and were close from

the age of four. Accordmg to Harney, they were not only good

friends, but McNiff would send money from time to time,

because of his confidence in Harney as an artist Harney's

current exhibit amply demonstrates that McNiff s faith in

him was well-founded.

Breath-taking Brilhant Beautiful Awesome Intens*-

These are just a few of the words that typically litter review

1 myself even used the word "wonderful" to describe Warhol.

But. without exaggeration, the exhibit ofTim Harney's works

IS all of the usual superlatives, without using them

What then can we say about Harney? He is a polished pain

ter with a distinct style and accomplished, refined technique

Having lived in the valley on and off for m«)re than ten years,

and hailing from Beverly and Boston. Harney was recently

featured as one of the 'Emerging Massachusetts Painters"

at the Museum of Fine Arts at Boston. After a five year hiatus

from school in order to paint, Harney is now completing a

Masters of Fine Art at I'Mass.

However. Harney's work is anything but provincial. I think

It would not be incorrect to place him in the New Humanist

tradition by virtue of his focus on the human head and face.

Harney's psychological portraits of his subjects draw from

material he finds in his own subconscious. The mastery of hia

tools as a mature artist allow him to express hu emotions so

that thev extend into his subjects, giving them greater depth

and making them also appeal to the viewer at a deeper level.

So the works are subsuntiated by the artists own exper

ience

Harney s portrait are rendered with rich, expressive colors

in his bright paintings and with bold blacks in many of the

other darker paintings and drawings The glittering impssto

of paint IS luxuriantly speckled with color These bnght

acrylics and oils, such as "(irillo in Chicago." are balanced by

a number of subdued work*, most notably "The Fall."

Several of these darker pamtuigs are inspired by the loss of

McNiff rsings..meelementsofcollage.sucha8 a newspaper

obituary and |>ostage stamps, the.se paintings differ from the

'•^.^s formally, and vet are even m"'-*' t.t.THllv and per

,lv complex.

Elsewhere. Harney has warned against a narrative inter

pretation of his artwork, and this exhibit is no exceptioa
I

Harney's "Night FliKhts, Pilgrims and Last

Suppers." is at display in Herter Gallery.

The surface of his painting is built up and worked down in

the manner of Leon (iollub He uses the pallette knife n..t

only to apply paint but also to cut it away, even scratching t ht-

surface. The effect of this is not mutilation, but an intensity

and character to the surface The ver> process represents a

struggle According to Harney, there is a'struggle on the sur-

face suit ing my owti temperment. allowing me to goon, to sur

vive the pamting. still making it more true If I didn't have this

struggle. I don't know what 1 would do " The artist not only

must survive this struggle with the artwork but also must

ever return to it and contend with it and himself.

The drawings which are more spontaneous than the pain

tings which often take up to a year to finish, serve as a release

Still, there is the same struggle, the same tension, one might

even say pam. Harney actually cuts his hands and develops

sore paper bums by rubbing the charcoal .so directly and

closely into the paper Harney calls this "attacking" the

art work.

The destiny of this destructive approach to the painting is

uhimately creative, the created object a result of the free

flow of passion modified by critical self restraint. The or

iginal object as idea which has suffered the artist's "attack"

is restored by the artist, not to the pristeen beauty of the

original but to a new synthesized aesthetic satisfying the

artist's concept at least temporarily The entire process rep

resents a restitution, and. as such, a cartharsis with which the

viewer can share, e.g.. the mourning of a lost friend.

Harney's show ends today, not leaving too much time for

US to view these truly moving and masterful pieces

$ ZOO DISC ULTIMATE PRESENTS

WOODY ALLEN'S

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

SLEEPER
FRIDAY APRIL 26th

MAHAR AUDITORIUM
TIMES: 5. 7. 9 & 11 PM
ADMISSION: $1.00 @ 5:00 PM

$1.50 @ 7. 9. 11 PM

Buy a Whopper, Fries &
Medium Drink and ask for your

FREE
HILIGHTER PEN

•
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ARTS
ClNEMASCOOP

by Count RaminZahed

It is a truth universally acknowledged that

a film directed by John Huston and starring

Jack Nicholson and Kathleen Turner is

bound to be something extraordinary

Therefore, when a photo of this summer film

came in the mail the other day. I thought.

Hark, it is time indeed to take a second look

at the late summer releases." (Jane Austen

helped me out with the opening line.)

Huston's Prizzi's Honor is based on a book

of the same title by Richard Condor and tells

the story of a couple of pnjfessional killers

who make the mistake of falling in love with

each other Also set for a late summer release

18 the remake of the French hit movie The

Man WMk '-H** Rt'd Shoe. Tom Hanks plays

the hatflass musician who is suspected by the

CIA. thanks to a classic case of mistaken

identity. Lori Singer {Footloose, Falcon and

Snouman) and veteran Saturday Nighter

Jim Belushi play Hank's sidekicks.

Tom Hanks is also pau-ing up with John

(^andy in Volunteers, a comedy directed by

Nicholas Meyer about two disenchanted col-

lege students who seek solace in the Peace

Corps. Then there's Legend. Ridley Scott's

{Alien. Blade Runner) movie of elves, fairies,

pixies, and goblins with Tom Cruise sans

shades as Jack o" the Green Finally Spiel-

Jack Nicholson, Kathleen Turner, and Anjclica Huston will sizzle

this summer in Prxzzi 's Honor.

Tom Hanks, Lori Singer and Jim

Belushi star in The Man urith One Red

Shoe.

berg is producing a project about the early

days of Sherlock Holmes. Barry Levin.son

who gave us the brilliant The Natural last

summer directs Youna Sherlitck.

If you have missed Jane Fonda, she will be

back with the screen adaptation of A;?n»'s of

God. She will be getting heavenly support

from Ann Bancroft and Meg Tilly Hopefully

we will be seeing more of Fonda the actress

than Fonda the video exercise instructress in

the future. Looks like there will be lots of

relief this summer from the average trash

produced by Hollywood.

Speaking of trash. (ihouHea is opening in

the area this Friday. The publicity ad shows a

bald little monster who looks like an evil

Humpty Dumpty (or me in a couple of years)

climbing out of a toilet seat and the clever

caption reads. "'(Ihoulies. .they will get you in

the end." If the humor of the ad is any indica-

tion of the film. 1 strongly urge you to avoid

the mall this one weekend
Of course there is also this new movie

about a budding journalist who wishes to

investigate what it is really like to be a boy in

high school So. she masquerades as a boy.

with heavy shades of Tont.sie and Victor. Vic

toria. One publicity photo shows Terry as a

guy in the locker room with the rest of the

boys. Just One of the Gu\> should be kept hid

den in the vaults of film embarrassments of

Columbia pictures.

Also opening today at the mall is Stick, a

drama with Burt Reynolds as an ex-con who

is released from prison. Candice Bergen and

Charles Durining costar and Reynolds dir

ects. I don't know; I simply do not trust

Reynolds. His career has been one big ego

trip ever since Deliverance. So. try Stick at

your own risk.

Weekend Winner. Amherst Cinema bnngs

Amadeus and Nijin-skt together Although

none of the films are really biographical in

nature, they do make up for great entertain

ment Sijmski especially has enough suds to

keep a soap opera fan in ecstasy. Both films

have superb photography Dianne Keaton

and .Mel (Iibson are busy with their amour

fou in Mm. Soffel, enjoying its second run in

the area at the Academy of Music in

Northampton By the way. Cats Fye left the

Dead Mall yesterday. Too bad. 1 know a lot of

people who anticipated the troll to actually

deflower Drew Barr>more. not to mention

take her breath away for life. I hear Drew is

busy sleeping around to get a new role m
another Stephen King movie.

Killer l^uestion: Kevin Dwyer, Conor Plun-

kett, and Don Liper all correctly identified

Mia Farrow's first husband as Frank Sinatra

and Zehg s first name as Leonard This week

a handsome giant size iMdyHauke |>oster is

the pnze given to the first person who can tell

me the name of the movie that Burt Reynolds

.Htars in and doesn't have one single line of

dialogue in it. In the words of guru Betors. wn

more need be said.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers!ushers wanted

for Bright MoTnents Jazz Concerts on Ju-

ly 18, 25. and August 1 for aprox. 5 - 6

hours/shift, (limited number ofadditional

hours available also) UMass students

returning in Fall only. Work study

preferred but not required. Fine Arts

Center is an AAIEO employer. Descrip-

tion and applications available at 207

Hasbrouck thru Friday May S.

RESUME
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Lecture/Demonstration
Bezanson Kecital Hall - Fnday 1:15 PM

1982
Bordeaux Tasting

May 2, 1985 at 7:30 pm
The Lord Jeffrey Inn

$20 per person
Call the Spirit Haus

for reservations and information

253-5384 338 College St., Amherst

Lyrical tunes
By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian Staff

1 didn't know a lot about this group. A Drop

In The dray What I discovered, however,

was that A Drop In The dray is comprised of

four very talented young musicians who's

latest album was a pleasant surprise.

Ctrtuin .s'c u//>fur»'> is a collection of eerie

U)ve songs, all of which were written by lead

vocalist Dan Phillips Though it is not my

usual style. 1 did ver> much enjoy this al

hum's desperate love ballads, such as "Be

rhere" and A Place For You." Phillip's

unusually poetu lyrics touch accurately upon

the heartaches of lost love, as from the tear

jerker. "Turn Me Around." ("One day I will

see your face/ Because I packed today your

memories/ You might be in a cafe on a

California street / or some other place .").

We have to pity the man if he's actually l)een

dumped on as much as he writes about.

The rest of A I) IT (J consists of guitarist

Cohn Campbell, drummer Marty Kredenk

sen, and Hans Christian Reumschuessel on

bass. Campbell is truly an outstanding

guitanst and he often adds a much needed

j«>lt to the tuHasionally sleepy melodies.

Phillip's vocals at times s«mnd like Roger

Hodgson <.f Super Tramp, at others like I'

•J s Bono, but always sound convmcing The

band meshes extremely well as a unit, and

this album is proof.

s^iNAi ta»
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Of insults and injuries
MOVING VIOLATIONS
Directed by Neal Isreal

Starring John Murray and Jenni-

fer Tilly

Hampshire Mall

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Recipe for a modem comedy. Take one

familiar institution (here, a traffic school),

,idd one villainous symbol of authority

iJames Keach). mix well with several stock

« haracters la hypochondriac, a near- sighted

old lady, a gross-out artist, etc.). top with flip

pant, wise- guy hero «John Murray) and .set

for ninety minutes. Yields: a bore called

Moving Violations.

MoiinM VinUitions is the latest in a genre

that began over five year* MO *'th Animal

House, and finallv seems to be running dry

Director, screenplay writer Neal Isreal, see-

mg all the good ideas used up. settles for an

imi
' ' - r\ in which a group of repeat

tj-a!
> are forced to pass a special

traffic course m one week, or have their cars

impounded bv the state,

John Murray makes his film debut as the

rebellious leader of the "misfits" of the

school proving that everv comedy like this

must contain a Bill Murray impersonator

The producers were obviously hopmg that,

like his brother. John could turn bad material

into magic, but all he can do is hopelessly ape

Bill m every scene, right down to stealing hia

trademark peptalk

James Keach is simply abominable as the

pig-headed instructor of the course. Jennifer

John Murray. James Keach, and

Lisa Carrol sink in \totnv^ Viola-

tions.

Tilly IS stuck with a nothing role as the

romantic interest. Sally Kellermaa the

actress who originated the rote of Hot Lips

Houlahan in the ri
*

' t S W .is also

wasted a corrupt ju „
Youd think a film like this would at least

provide a few funny car stunts, but that'>

clearly beyond its budget. There are t)nly a

few moderately funny crashes in the begin

nmg. but nothing else. It even concludes with

one of the most cost-effective chase scenes in

movie history, having the entire cast jog

aimlessly through a city.

Though performers such as Wendie Jo

Sperber and Fred WiUard manage to salvage

some of their material Mm inn Violations is

ultimat' '
' w and unambitious film, des-

tined t. ^ place on 3 a.m on Channel

9.

LIQUORS
University Drive. Amherst. Ma.

Amharsi Shoppmo C«ntv)

'MiUer Lite 12 oz, bouies $10.75 ^dius^

Rolling Rock 12 oz bottles $ 10.45^
plus $1.50

me i
Restaurant

Weak Long Specials*

Hainoken Bottles

$1.25

L

Friday Dinner Special
VEAL PARMIGiANA

only $8.25
includw^soup or salad, spaghetti & a beverage

irg^TzziTyWtcher1
$7.99

I
with this coupon 1

expires April 25, 1985 I

ask your waitperson for details I

Un"rsTtY DR.. AMHERST 549 5713

NorthAmherst I

Tire A Auto
Center!

rui Servtce J»* Siore

I viS* **< *4»-«7(

Old Milwaukee suitcase cans tj)0«00
plus $1.20

Busch suitcase cans$9.55 plus $1.20

I

Carling 12 pu. cans $4.10 piuseo*

Mohawk Vodka 1 75 l$7.95

Burnett's Gin 1 75 l$10.99

253-5595

^^^ ^^u ^^^ ^^w ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^v ^^v ^^v ^^v ^^^a ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^
^Bv ^^* ^^^ ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^H

f
*

I
- Quality Pizza - Subs -!

t 256-0222

I
FREE DELIVERY

« Sunday - Thursday 4 - 2 am
i FRIDAY and SATURDAY 4 - 3 am
«

_I_III3> Jdcquehne

& David

would like to extend

their most humble apologies

to

MARTIN JOYCE^

for their

childish (though

quite hum£rous)

behavior

tmamm mmmiMM^I

r JL 11 Ji:

^^ SPRING SPECIALS

,

April Beer

of the Month

ST. PAULI GIRL

Proper I.D.

a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

=cz J
Open Sundays
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FRIDAY SOCIAL HOUR
(A Three Hour Tradition)

3:00 P.M. til 6:00 P.M.

Today *8 Entertainer.

PAUL
WAYNE

No Cover - Over 20 Only

and STILL THE BEST Friday

Entertainment in the Valley

jr\K732i2m UV

Join us for buttons, balloons and a few words in

recognition of Israel's 37 years of independence

12 noon, front of Student Union

Quality Food Fast Friendly Service

PIZZA - GRINDERS - SALADS
DINNERS

SPECIAL
Inside:

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA and

PITCHER OF BEER
for $7.99

Monday thru Thursday

FREE Pitcher of Soda

with any Large Pizza

Delivery FREE Liter of Soda

with any Large Pizza upon request

ll tfn-? Om^tr^ -Dr.

256-8147 - CALL - 256-8148
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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Rats By Congo
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The Freaker Patrol By D«we and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

I
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GORDY By Gorde
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WEATHER

Mass., R.I., Conn. - Sun-

ny today. Mostly clear

tonight and sunny again

Saturday. Lows in the 40s

and highs in the 60s and

70s.

Menu
LUNCH

Turu Grinder

Macaroni and Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Bulgar and Bean Salad

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Meatloaf with Beef Gravy/

French Fried Onion Rings

New England Style Scrod/

Herb Crumb Topping

Egg Salad Plate with Crackers

BASICS DINNER
Creamed VegeLal)le Ouquette*

with Sauce

New England Style Scrod/

Herb Crumb Topping

Today's SUff

Night Editor
Copy Editor

Layout Technician
Photo Technician

Production Supervisor

Production
Kathryn Nobrega. Mark

Day Graphics

D. KirkwtMKl Summersby
Kenee Bacher

Ansel Zinter

Brian K. Gonye
C«)n<)r Plunkett

I..aura Zigman. .Julie Slater.

K(Mlin, liana Levenson.

Ivan Siff, l>elM»rah Kugg

Norm Achin, Mat Atkins.

Beth Bazmet, Martha Connors, Ruth Devine,

Jim Rice

The MtuaachusettK Daily Collegian (USPS permit

#S8) is published daily Monday through Friday ex-

cluding exam periiMlH. vacationn and h<)lidayH. Content

iH determined Nulely by the ( Ollegian Board «if F^ditors

without prior approval from University administrators,

faculty or ntaff. Operationn are funded Holel> by adver-

tising and Hubscription revenue. SubNcriptions are

available for $12 a semester or $20 a year at 1 13 Campus
Center. University of MaHNachusettN. Amherst. Mass.

0100.1. Postmaster: send addresH changes to the above

address.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l^dilrd l» Iriidr MxhH Jaffr

ACNOSS
1 Business unit

5 Oafno)i»h*d

10 Amo folto«ef

14 Opwatic sok>

15 OtymS
IHvlugai

16 Cock a )«••(•«

or ga/pacho
17 Equivalent m

value

19 Popular sand
«tch liltef

20 Suppon (o«

firewood

?1 Early Criaplin

productions

23 Wtiere Richard

Bryan is gov
?4 Green in

heraldry

K Golden ager

29 Oomingo et al

31 Isl cen dale

Rom
32 Lyre-holding

muse
34 Thernotherof

Ntobe.

36 Handle Lai

38 Excaiibur.eg

40 Cannon ol lh«

screen
41 Thighbone
43 Take pan m
45 Biblical lion

46 More
inquislttve

48 Played for time

50 Once follower

51 Cassowary s

Km
52 Food fishes

55 Vessel used in

the Far North

59 College milit

gp
60 Jackdaw in

peacock's
feathers

62 Arrow poison

63 nous
64 This Sp
65 Is on the go

(with "about ")

66 Also-ran

67 AAA's concern

DOWN
1 Morgana
2 Zagros Moun-

tains country

J Ingredient in

marmalade
4 IMornmg

prayers

Sotvents

Bristol s 'iv<>'

Pittanci-

Sea birds

Case m Latin

10 like a starfish

1

1

Height near

McGili

University

12 England's Anrte

to Harry

13 Resorts of sons
18 Sharp-crested

ridge

22 Furnish

25 Norwegian
saint

26 Hope chest

articles

27 Alit

28 Less refined

29 Misdeeds
30 Double headed

drum
33 Sman set

V> The wile ol

Gerainf

37 Patronage

39 Spottei

42 Splash ol

rotors

44 Marie de la

Ouida
4 7 Gla/edfmish
49 Unskilled

seaman

52 Ship wilh two
masts

53 Mrs Chaptin

54 Osato of dance

55 Coocernmfl
56 C-onical kiln

57 Pay up
56 OecitMonsm

the ring

61 Musical

syllables
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Hypnotizing,
magnetizing,
mesmerizing,
energizing,
fascinating,

captivating,

exciting,

amusing,
entertaining,

original

Tom DeLuca.

ifi' FOUR
SEASONS

BUD
BEER SPECIALS

suitcase #10.99

$8.99

$9.50

$6.99

$3.49

$4.50

A lill' I" 1^ ' il'l'

Mf KsP

Otu' 111 Itii'

'1. i»! rf'iui'Ntitl

i> js .ir. . tilli'o'

:^
Appearing:

Monday. April 29 s.U.B.
FREE

BUSCH suitcase

GRIZZLEY 12 02. btls..

CARLING 12 oz. btls..

BALLANTINE 12 pk.

.

GENESEE BEER 12 pk.

FORT SCHYLER BEER 24/12 oz. btls. $5.99

SIX PACKS
GRIZZLY $2.60 BECKS $4.26

STEINHAUSER $3.99 SWINKLES $3.25

FORT SCHYLER BEER. . .$160

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 176 L $7.»

RON ROBERTO RUM 176 L $9.99

GILBEYS GIN 175 $1199

BALLANTINES SCOTCH 1.75 L $16.99

PEP. SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $8.99

JOSE CUERVO GOLD. . . . . . ..760 ml $7.99

WINE SPECIALS
VINTERS CHOICE. . .4L

Chablis, Rose, Burgundy $5.99

ALMADEN 3 L Table Wine $6.49

CHANDON CHAMPAGNE $12.99

CIELO PINOT GRIGIO
Dry, White, Italian Wine
TAYLOR CALIF. CELLARS. .

.

MUMMS CORDON ROUGE
This Saturday 4/27: In-Stora tatting of

California Whita ZInfandalt 11:00 - 3:00

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01036

2for$5.00
. 1.5 L $4.26

• ••••••••I'*WW

LOOKING FOR AN ACADEMIO ALTERNATIVE^

Coll TIPS at M,S-lfi40 8^ ask for tapes:

1011

1029

1030

1038

1310

1036

1040

BDIC Rn^^

Five Coiie

^-nrf^P" V^'i

ourseb

u

oncentration

Office ^' Infernsfup.

Study Abroad

National Student Exchange Program

Stockbridge School of Agriculture

University Without Walls

INFORMATION DATA BANK 5451555

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE 545-1540
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• Women 's lax hosts Temple I nmtxntwd frum pa^ lt>

on one player." Huon said. The UMass defense, led by

goalie Debbie DeJesus and defenders Kris Kolot will have to

rise to the occasion against Temple's big guns.

Temple is led by Kathy Barrett who has scored 4 1 goals in

14 games. Owl freshman Gail Cummings, who has spent the

past three years on the Canadian National women's lacrosse

team, has tallied 36 scores. Sue Yeager has notched 34,

Monica Mills 30 (with 15 assists) and Kim Lamdin 29

"Our defense is going to have to be solid and play a clean

game. We'll double team if necessarN.

'Overall, I think the team that makes the fewest mist«k«a

will wia I think we have some advantages: they don't know

any of our individuals; and we'll be playing on grass- they

play most of theu- games on astroturf But we're going to have

to capitalize on our opportunities."

With a team as powerful as Temple in town one might tend

to overlook Rutgers However, Sunday's game could prove

to provide another valid challenge for l^Mass depending on

Saturday's results and the fact that Rutgers, while only 2-8,

There will be testing this summer and fall for lifeguard

positions. Testing will be Thursday, May 2 at 6 p.m and

Saturday. May 4. 9 a.m. at Boyden Pool. Previous

qualifications include CPR, First Aid, First Responder. and

ALF No work study is needed Pay is $3.65 an hour (all

545-0893 for more mformation

has lost to some very strong teams Rutgers has gone down in

defeat to Temple, Lehigh, Penn State, and Mar> land. Along

with Temple, the other three teams are national powers.

On the factors involved in the second game Hixon said.

"Sunday, we must overcome the outcome of the Temple

game. Whether we win. lose, or tie we must be able to come

out and play. The Temple game will be very demanding so

we have done a lot of trammg to let us play two aolid

games."

Temple is led by attackers Kathy McMermey and Mars

Beth Dwyer. Maria Grant is in the goal for the Scarlet

Knishts.

Hixon admits that Temple is the team that has occupied

most of her attentn)n the past week but that is consistent

with her one day- at a time approach to all her team's con

tests. Winning both games would impmve I 'Mass' chances

for a seed in the NCAA's final four m post season plavoff

action. Huon said.

The Gazelles already received notice that they have been

chosen to play in the ^^ast Coast Athletic Conference touma
ment in May. Ten to fifteen teams appUed to take part in the

post-season tournament but only four were chosen I'NH
was seeded number one. followed by I'Mass. James
Madison, and Loyola.

• Men *s lax
die them."

The UMass midfielders

will have to pass the ball

against that press. In

Wednesday's 13-8 win at

Harvard. Garber juggled his

midfield lines to get at

tackman Ken Freeman one

on-one against a midfielder,

with success.

Freeman scored three

goals in the first quarter,

beating the Crimson mid

fielders with ease Garber

doesn't plan to abandon

that strategy.

"1 think we'll stick with

what worked." the coach

explained. "We'll try a few

things, but kiasicallv if we

nmttnmtd from page It

can handle their ride, we'll

be in good shaj)e."

GORILLA GRUMBL-
INGS: Sophomore at-

tackman Tom Carmean's 34

pt)ints lead the club. Senior

Tom Lukacovic's 15 goal.^ is

tops. Sophomore Matt

O'Reilly has 18 points.

BE TRUE TO YOUR
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
Freeman's new sports car

has "UM Lax" license

plates. In a gym class game
yesterday , deferweman Tom
Aldrich's team ruled at

tackman's Mike Fiorini's

squad 10-1 with a successu»n

of crisp moves to the cage.

Read

Collegian sports

every day
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9 *m ifter 1 1 pm Stav* 263 3218

Furnl*>«ad two bedroom epertment

North Amherat on bus foute rent negotaWe

5484729

In Amttarat cantar ona badroom •umamr
aublat with fall option cal 296 1846

Cheap Puftton 3 badroom June-Auguat

rent negotiebie Joanna S4B-M7e of

Sutanne 646-9727

Amn753 3B34

4 badfoem townheaaa In Bgalr* '

Suertetlll Jun* 1 wrtr> fel option cal

686 2066

Biafidywiwe apartment eveMebie Juf»e 1

itiear" cal 548 8786 v 256 1888

2 bdrm Boutttwoed apt on bu* rout* "jry

THAVfl

Ortvfrtg to Cpl»»am»e first or tecond i

m June? Let • caravan Jodi 546-6171

WW pay caafi for tfour

lafngeretof 586 0723

Wanted Ticket* to PWI CoMIn* 546 ISO

•iptlatic* Tutor urgently leeded wtw *t*o

knoyvs how to program SPSS Cal S4A 7888

anvfia

WAMTIOTOMNT

Wanted, dead or aMval Preferably akva

North AmTierst thre* badroom *p*ftmeot

June tees* wtrh lell option 250 doler

rewetd c*ll Andr*«» 546 4832 (v M*fl

546 4949

igO reward >ni 2 of 3 bedroom epertment m
Puffton o< Brandyyvma call 26A IWI aak for

Mark _
3 guyaiaohtng for an apartmant or ftouaa

m Amherst on bu* fout* »oi nent year 1 or 2

roooa cal Joe of Wayne 886-4724

Warttad 2 or 3 bdrm apt m Townafwjuee or

Brendywm* Would tek* over leeee Jvjne 1

1200 finders fee caM Abba at 266 1020

Kathy 263 3140

1100 anyone In Puffton. Brandywin* <m

Townhouse looking »oi three roommetes

Of wWmg to turn over laaaa. ptaaae caH Tamt

646-8740

Wented 3 or 3 bdrm ept >n Townahouaa oi

Brendywinn Wrwjld t*k« ovet aee* June 1

4200 finrtori t*e C*l< AbtM* at 296- KQB
Kathy 263 3140

1 bdr apt houaa on bu* rt 460 - 6O0 for fal

caN Carol 546 9308 or Alaea 64B9a0B

4100 enyone ir Puffton Brandywine or

Townhou** looking fo' tnree roomrr^et** of

willing 10 tuffi ov*f leee* pleeee c»i' Tarr*

546-9740

Wattled 2 bedroom summer aublat with

fal option call colect «17 776 9631

Wanted 1 bdr apt Brandyadna need for

fd rayvard' rali 546 9637

I in Juita1100 reward Puffton

call J*v 546 4804

4 rayvard for 2 or 3 badroom apt praf m
Brandywin* nf Puffton take leaae in Jura
646-9786 Of 54fr 51 14

wiNOtunri

HIRy WM 12 ft pdyethytane board
6 7m'r4alPrvden#am*ail. verlable dagger

board, fttmi racmg daggertxMrd. fnulti

fwigttt 2-paaiiton univarael loint. other ex

tra*MB6 Stave 546^7036
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SPORTS
UM will have to look sharp
Number one
Temple faces

women's lax
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

The action will be coming hard and fast this weekend for

and from the I'niversity of Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team. 6*1. as they host the number-one ranked Temple

liniversity Owls on Saturday and unranked Rutgers I'niver

•ity. a deceptive 2 8. on Sunday Hoth >;ames take place on

NOPE field at l:(K)p.m.

"Temple is the big game for us. it really means a lot and I

think, mentally, we are more prepped than we were for Nev*

Hampshire." ('Mass attacker Liz Schueler said in reference

to the (iazelles" last contest, a 10 9 loss m sudden death.

We have the home field advantage and we ve had the

whole week to work after the I'NH game. We' re ready to pla\

them and we are not a push over for them by any mean>

We're going to come out smoking." Schueler added.

Temple. 14 and the defending national champions, ridi

a 26game wuinmg streak into Amherst dating back t«) la.st

season. But ^Mas^ coach Pam Hixon refuses to be in

timidated While IMass lost at Temple last year I'i 5. the

last time the Owls visited they left with a 4 4 tie

"I think it's going to be a great game, first of all. Hixon

said "Theyre a premier team but we re coming out topla>

Temple is undefeated but the longer you go undefeated the

harder it is to remain undefeated. We know .\n(l I think thev

get a little nervous when they tome here
'

Leading the l'M»«» attack that has outscored opponeir

KO-28 IS senior all america m " '
' Pam Mor\l who Uy\y-

a!lsri»rer«.with JT sroals Hiiftf Ipsrelvonanumberof

Senior defender Andrea Muccini in action earl

ranked Temple at 1 p.m. tomorrow at NOPE.

players to put |M<ints «in the board. Bunny Korbes is a kev

contributor around the net for IMass scoring 12 goals and

dishing out 12 assi.sts. Freshman (linny Armstrong has net

. d 12 goals. Becky Bekampis 1 1. and Schueler 10

An ev» ' "• --^ ited I'Ma.ss offense will be key to the

learn s .-i ^t an Owl defen.se that has yielded .t 2

ier this season. The Gazelles ffo up a^inst top-

goals a game this year. ati.M...,,f, .. Huon With Temple

uiiing a MKging man to man defense IMass forwards will

have to be alert, moving to their double teamed teammate*

for the 1 Mass offense to be successful. Hiion said

"We have to get a consistent game from everybody. But

the attackers have to be in it so the Temple defense cant key

for Minutemen
Baseball needs two vs. Rutgers to advance
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It's as simple or as com-

plicated as you want it to be.

The University of

Massachusetts baseball

team is 6-3 in the Eastern

Division of the Atlantic 10

conference. Temple Univer-

sity is also 6-3. Rhode Island

and Rutgers are both 5-4.

UMass hosts Rutgers for

three games this weekend

while Temple plays three

with URI. The top two

teams in the league make
the conference playoffs

against the Western Divi-

sion. The winner of that

tourney makes the NCAA
regionals.

The Minutemen have nine

other games left on their

schedule, but the season

comes down to the weekend
series.

"My solution's an easy

one, win two and go to the

playoffs. " UM manager
Dick Bergquist said. "\

don't want to worr>- about

the other two teams. I just

want to win some games
here and let what happens

happen."

UMass split a

doubleheader with New
Hampshire yesterday to run

its record to 17-13 on the

season. UMass was shutout

for the first time this season

in the opener, 2-0, but re-

bounded to win 4-1 in the

nightcap.

"I was disappointed m the

results, we didn't hit the

hall well although our pit-

ching was tough. 1 hope we
hit the ball better against

Rutgers."

Jon Martin picked up this

second win of the season in

the second game, working
three scoreless innings.

Matt Sheran, Todd Ezold

and T<xld Comeau drove in

runs for UMass.

Last night, UMass faced

rival Springfield College in

a night game at Holyoke.

On Saturday, UMass will

start staff ace Jim Knopf in

the first game. Knopf. 3-2

with a 1.98 earned-run-

average. leads the team in

strikeouts, batters faced, in

nings pitched and complete

games. Junior righthander

Bob Kostro (2-0) will start

the second game.
Sophomore lefthander
Steve Allard (21) will work

Sunday.

UMass will be without

junior firstbaseman Jeff

Cimini, who was hitting

.395 with four homers and

16 runs batted in. He hati

arthroscopic surgery done

to his knee Monday and is

lost for the season.

Designated hitter Comeau
(.364. 4. 31) needs two hits

to tie the career UMass
record of 157. Outfielder

Jay Zerner is hitting at a

.400 clip with second-

baseman Jack Bloise, slow-

ed with a nagging leg in-

jury, is at .364.

University of Massachusetts baseball manag^er

Dick Bergquist Ulks strategy with left fielder

Bruce Kingman. The Minutemen are hosting

Rutgers University this weekend at Lorden

field.

Look to reach .500

Gorillas attack the Army
Softball hosts weekend tourney

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team finishes up a rugged five-

game road tnp with sixth-ranked Army at

West Point tomorrow at 2 p.m.

UMass. 4-5. can regain a lot of national

resf)ect with a vutor>' over the 8-3 CadeU-^.

The Crorillas beat Army 7-6 last season and

were 14-11 victors in a preseason scrim

mage.
The key to defeating Army revolves

around beating its press ride. The Cadets

send out nine long-stick equipped players

when an opponent tries to clear the ball

from its own end, and like basketball they

try to deny the pass.

"It's tough to get the ball past a midfield

of long-stick guys," UMass coach Dick

Garber said. "You need patience and the

players have to spot the open man. They're

just looking for you to panic and make a

[>oor pass."

UMass" weapon against the ride is in *he

person of assi.stant coach Enc Kemp. The

(>)rillas' defensive coach previously work-

ed at Washington and Lee as an assistant

to present Army coach .lack Emmer.
Emmer's Washington and Lee t*am use<i

the same press that the Cadets employ.

Kemp developed that defense.

"Having Eric here helped us win last

season." Garber said. "I think we can han-

The -Softball team will have a busy week-

end as they tune up for Tuesdays crucial

game with Rhode Island for a berth in the

Atlantic 10 championships.

The first UMass Invitational fell through

because the St. Johns athletic department

decided that they couldn't afford the soft ball

team's trip to .Amherst.

.So, Vonnont. New Hampshire and UMass

will compete m a series of Rsmes today and

tomorrow at the NOPE field.

This afternoon at 2:30 p.m.. UMass meets

New Hampshire in a doubleheader. Tomor
row at 10 a.m.. Vermont takes on New
Hampshire and at noon UMass and Vermont

square off in another doubleheader.

Sports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Men's Track: at Penn
Softball: UMass tournament. NOPE

Field

Women's Tennis: at Atlantic lO's

Saturdny:

Women's Lacrosse: Temple. NOPE
Field, 1 p.m.

(lERRY deSIMAS
Baseball: Rutgers (2) Lorden Field.

noon
Women's Track: at Penn
Men's Lacrosse: at Army, 2 p.m.

(note time change)

Suviiay:

Baseball: Rutgers, Lorden Field, 1

p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: Rutgers, NOPE
Field. 1 p.m.

Women's Track: at Fitchburg St.
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Biological library

in 'crisis' state
By ANDREW WOLFF
CoUegian Staff

Walk into the biological sciences library in Morrill

Science Center and you will see bookshelves fiUed to

cafMcity and an archaic check-out system You will feel the

stagnant air and heat of a poorly ventUaiAnl building

The library is not impressive and, theae days, few staff

members, faculty or admini8traU)rs familiar with the place

will disagree. In fact, conditions are so bad that a commit

tee was formed to investigate the library's problems and

prt^xiee solutions to make it more useful to the communi-

ty.

The 12-member8 of the "ad hoc committee on the future

of the Morrill Science Library " came up with sonf>e startl

ing conclusions concerning the present state of the

facilities and some solutions to the problems. Overall, the

committee decided the library's facilities have "reached a

crisis." and "expansion and renovation are urgently need-

ed."

'

The library, home to more than 80,000 biological science

volumes, only occiqiiaa 24 percent of less than 8.000

square feet of the space called for in a 1968 plan. A new

wmg proposed in that plan was never built and now "the

working conditions ... are decidedly inferior U) those in

the Physical Sciences Library of the Worcester Medical

Library." the committee report stated.

The report also points out that ventilation is inadequate

and there is no air conditioning — two important factors in

emting a workable atmosphere.

Utere is an in-the-front-door out-the-back d(»f>r i>oli«y

mnuuM that once new refereneea come in, the older

nafeerW ia sent elsewhere on campus. The committee

believes this is no way to run a library.

Fredrick Byron, dean of Natural Sciences and

Mathematics, disagrees with the committee's conclusion

that the library is in a crisis state.

"It's not a very good library to work in, that's for sure,"

he said in his office last week. "But 1 wouldn't say there's

« crina. Tlwrc are many places around this campus not in

very good shape."

Eric Martz, professor of microbiology and chairman of

the committee, backed his committee's conclusion. "It

depends on your frame of reference." he sakl. "What is a

crisis? We have problems with maintenance, furniture, air

conditioning, janitorial, some collections had to be moved

out to make space. That's unacceptable and I'd call that a

crisis."

Laurence M. Feldnrum, the library's acting director, said

library conditions have improved over the last month since

Physical Plant workers have swept sonie of the grime.

"It's a pi«»ure to work in now, " Feklman said. "Now, it's

a comfortable place."
. ., . j

But Mart2, when told of the cleaning said: If they made

a one-time cleanup because of one complaint, that's

typical. I have trouble even getting the carpet in my office

cleaned regularly. I'm not going to be impressed if the

Physical Plant comes up and cleans."

Among the committee's solutions, published April 1 in a

second report, are suggestions to create a task force to

find new space for the library and work to improve the ex-

isting space.

In addition, the committee wants to set up a ' Library

Fund Task Force" to "identify promising sources of some

millions of dollars for construction of a new Biological

Sciences Library or major renovation and expansion of

Morrill Library," something Byron said is impressive, but

difficult to do.

As of now, Byron, Provost Richard O'Brien and Direc

tor of Libraries Richard Talbot are scheduled to meet

before the semester's end to begin to make decisions about

the situation. Regardless of how soon the meeting takes

place, Byron admits it will be some time before anyone

sees a major change.

Rain dampensEastside concerts

WASHOUT - Oaly one of five acta. The Fools, performed at the rain-shortened East side Con-

cert yeaUrday. The first of the spring concerts was cancelled after two and a half hours but it

didn't dim the apiriU of (below, left to right) Margery Naylor, Tammy »^«»y'
»J>'^»»*fi-'*J«*

*»^

John Champy. The second group Del Fuegoa tried to enUrUin the group of 1.000 with jokes and

sing-along songs. The sUge waa diamantled at about 2:30 p.m. There were no arrests made,

police aaid.

J
Inside:

Barn catches fire P 3

Not all the BOG banned Coors. p 5

Baseball earns playoff berth, p 12

'^he war we have pist been

through, though it was shot

through terror, is not to be com-

pared urith the war we would have

to face next time."

—Woodrow Wilson on World War
I

SSAM cold shoulder
M> .lOKl- P (OFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Two committees in the Student (lovern

ment A.^sociation have voted to cut next

years funding for the Tniversity of Mas.sa-

chusetts ohapterof the .State Student A.saoc-

iation of Massachusetts (SSAM).

On March 1 1 , and 1 2. students voted by a

H 1 margin to support a referendum calling

for a $1 mcrease in the Student Activity Fee

per semester that would go to funding

SSAM. Although students supp.-rted the

referendum, the I'niversitys Board of Trus-

tees has to approve the fee increase by .lune.

Fifteen percent of the I'Mass students voted

in the referenedum.

The present SSAM budget of about

$2.1(10. was cut by the StlA s budget c«)m

mittee on March 14, and an appeal by SSAM
for funding was voted down by the SflA coor-

dinating committee on April 10.

If the $1 fee increase pas.ses by the boiiid.

It will mean that the parent organization of

S.SAM in Boston will receive about $;16.()()0

per year. Of this amount. 10 percent mav
come bac k to the local I Mass chapter, but

nothing has been approved yet.

Local SSAM officials said the senate is

|)rematurf' in thinking the referendum will

pass, and this b.is led tothe rea.soning behind

no funding.

Martha I'uiter. treasurer of the local

S.SAM chapter, said the as.sociation offered

the senates c(X)rdinating committee i\ com-

Cantrnwid mi page 4
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Mass. seat beltlawnot dead

;

supporters still pushinghard
BOSTON (AP) - A con-

troversy over forcing

Massachuaetts motorists to

buckle up may be on the

back burner for the mo-

ment, but supporters of a

mandatory seat belt law in

the Bay State are pushing

hard for the measure.

In February, Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis unveiled

a nruuidatory seat belt pro-

poaal that would have fined

violaton $24 - and which

attracted criticism from

Ed IQngwants

tojoinGOP,

Gfofe reports

BOS ION I AP) hOrmer

Gov Kdward J King has

indicated he wants to run foi

governor next year as a Rep

ubhcan if state OOP leader-

can offer him a clear field ii>

the party's primary. The Bo*,

ton Sunday lHobt- reported

In a copyright story, th.

newspaper said Republican

'. ilcrs. among them thf

, t party chairmaru Rep

AndreM^ NaUioK R HcJliston

uild King at a breakfast meet

ing in Newton la^ Tue«da>

they could not assure he would

he unopposed in the Septenv

ber pnmar\

TTie meetmg was arranged

at Kings reque-st thnnigh his

f«)rmfr campaign manager.

Paul Ma\
King |)iiblul\ supported

Ronald Reagan in last Novem-

ber"s election.

Walpole hosuiessiun Ray

Shamie. whtj has made
unsuccessful U.S. Senate bids,

says King is his favMile of

several possible candidates

mentioned at the meeting, the

ntwspapcr said They mclude:

businessman John Lakian, for

roer US Rep Paul L Cromn

of Andover. former state Rep

Andrew Card of Holbn»ok.

who works for the Reagan

administration; and I' S. Attor

ney Wiihain F Weld
Shamie de.scnljed the meet-

Big to the (JU>hf as *an expkir-

itoiy one."

Berragetsax
CHICAGO (AP) - Yogi

Berra was Tu^d as manager of

the New York Yankees yes-

terday and was replaced by

Billy Martin, who will uke
over the team for thefnirth

time in his managing career

"The action was taken by

the Yankees and we felt it

was in the best intersts of the

club." Yankees principal

owner George Steinbrenner

said in a statement . The dis-

missal was announced after

the Yankees lost 4-3 to the

Chicago White Sox ,
the

club's third straight loss and

10th in 16 games this seasoa

state Attorney General

Francis X. Bellotti.

"How are you going to en-

force such a law? Is the

patrolman going to climb in-

to the car with you?" Bellot-

ti said in a March interview.

Last week, the

Legislature's Public Safety

Committee sent a redraft of

the governor's bill to the

House. Proponents say this

version is less intrusive and

sets a lower fine of $15.

The committee's Senate

chairman, Sen. William R.

Keating, D-Sharon, said the

bill now sits in the House

Ways and Means Comnut-

tee behind the budget and

other bills, such as the

truthinsentencinir

pacKHge
"Unlike the New York

law, police officers won't be

stripping to check specifical-

ly for seat belts," he said.

"That kind of intrusion can

be abusive, 1 think."

Meantime, a private

public-interest group, the

Massachusetts Seatbelt

Coalition, today released

results of a survey it says

shows overwhelming sup-

port from Massachusetts

residents for seat belt use,

Of 500 people interviewed

by an independent firm, 81

percent said they believed

seat belts saved lives, while

6 percent said they didn't

believe it and 12 percent

didn't know, according to

the coalition.

BostonPops Orchestra celebrates

100th anniversary tomorr

BOSTON ( AP) lirover Cleveland was pre_

sident of the 38 United States when Adolph

Neuendorff, with a stroke of his baton,

called forth the opening notes of tne

Boston Pops.

It was July 11. 1885, and the program

performed that Saturday night by members

of the 4-year -old Boston Symphony

Orchestra was the first of the "Music Hall

Promenade Concerts." and by 1900 that

officially had become the "Pops.

The 100th birthday season for the now

famed and cherished Boston Pops opens

tomorrow night at Symphony Hall with a

concert conducted by John Williams, the

1 9th Pops conductor.

He carries on a tradition that got into luU

8wmg under the du-ection of a violinist with

a love of fu* engines Arthur Feidler. who

conducted the Pops for half of lU life.

Fiedler's signature piece was "Stars and

Stripes Forever." and a rendition of it will

close tomorrow's concert.

The Promenade Concerts were

established by Maj. Henry Lee Higginson.

who had founded the Boston Symphony.

He and the BSO's second conductor,

Wilhelm Gericke, thought the concerU

would provide jobs for the Symphony's

musicians in the summer and also train

new listeners.

From the beginning, the idea was to per

form lighter music, or as the program for the

first concert stated. "The Programme for

these Concerts will be made up largely of

Ught music of the best class..."

Included that fu^t night were a waltz by

Strauss, a piece by Wagner and the overture

to "William Tell" by Rossini.Neuendorff, a

native of Germany, was a prominent con-

ductor of opera.

of
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An Amherst firefighter works on controlling a barn fire ye.Urdmy afternoon near Puffton

Village.
^

Bam fire disrupts

afternoon traffic

By LAURA KOESTER
CoUegian Staff

A storage barn on North Pleasant Street, near PuffUyn

Village, caught fire yesterday afternoon closing off traffic

for about one hour and causing an undetermined amount

of damage.
There were no injuries and the fire started in the bam

basement, Amherst Fire Chief Victor Zumbruski said.

The cause of the fire is still under investigation,

Amherst Police Sgt. Richard Buckley said.

"No one person is under suspicion now, but we'll follow

up all possible leads," Buckley said.

Twenty-three fu^fighters fought the blaze in the barn,

located at 1 136 North Pleasant St. The fu^, which started

around 4:30 p.m., took about 50 minutes U) extinguish.

An unregistered 1976 Dodge was destroyed by fire arKl

smoke damage, George Bowles, Amherst deputy fire chief

said.
.

"In a fire of this nature, with a lot of open space and air,

the fire keeps rolling. It's hard to control." Buckley said.

The one-and-a-half story bam waa used prinuu^ly for

sU)rage space. It is owned by Chester Watroba of Mon

tague, who also own Watrot>a» Market in North Aniherst.

Antique fumiture, tires, a tractor. oW refrigerator,

other appliances, bicycles and other furtuture was stored

in the bam.
"The baaement is always kxrked. although the main level

isn't. It's only my father's stuff in there and no one elae

has access to it," Hope Watroba sakl.

Resklenta of a nearby house said that there have been

problems with vandahsm and illegal entry into the bam in

thepMt

Chancellor Duffey addresses

three- day politics symposium
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

In the sixties everything was normal, yet

everything was different, Chancellor

^meph D. Duffey said in the keynote ad-

dress of a symposium on "The 1960s and

the Future of American Politics," this

weekend.
The three-day symposium, sponsored by

the political science faculty at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, be^ last Thursday

and ended Saturday. In a series of speeches

and panel discussions, the pt^litical impact

of the Warren Court. Lyndon Johnson's

Great Society, Vietnam, the Civil Rights

Movement, high-tech and the future, and

the role of television on politics were ex-

amined.

Duffey, in his address on Friday morning

said that while in the sixties, everything

was normal and different, "Day by day we

lived our lives of normalcy as if nothing ex

traordinary was happening. Yet, we lived

our lives at the edge of history."

Jerome Mileur. UMass professor of

political science, said a few themes came

out of the symposium. One, Mileur said,

was "clearly the old democratic majority

that came out of (Roosevelt's) New Deal

had disappeared." Mileur added that

nobody at the symposium was prepared to

say if the Republican conservatives were

better or worse candidates.

The other theme, Mileur said, was the no-

tion of the "national state." This state, he

said, has been under some change in recent

years, but the consensus of the symposium

was that "Reagan may be re-directing it

but he is not repealing it."

Mileur said the original idea for the sym

posium was sparked when a student asked

if the sixties ever really did happen. The

event was organized and funded out of the

faculty union contract, which is used to

assist faculty members in teaching.

During the opening address, Duffey said

Americans began U) ask larger questions

searching for the meaning of human digni

"The ar«wer was not one but many,

Duffey said. "America exploded in search

of new definitions of human dignity. There

was a breaking of boundaries."

After the opening remarks by Duffey,

Robert Kuttner. contributing editor of The

New Republic and op-ed writer for the

Bmtan Globe spoke on "The Political

Legacy of the Great Society."

Mileur said he learned something from

Kuttner's speech. "I was not aware how

much the spirit of the Great Society was

carried through the Nixon
Administration. " he said.

Ok€dliving option in Greenough \

startednew trendon campus inW

Women's Forum
Wcmm's F<mim is a weekly listing of

events relating to women 's issues. Notices

shmUd be sent to the Women's Issues

Editor, care of the CoUegian, the Friday

before the event.

MONDAY - As part of the Smith College

Project on Women and Social Change,

Sandra Graham, professor of Latin

American History, will be speaking on

"Prostitutes and the Undoing of

Slavery: Rio de Janeiro in the 1870's,"

at 4:15 p.m. in Seelye Hall.

The Third World Lesbians Issues

Group will meet at the Everywoman's

center from 7-9 p.m.

An exhibition by Lisa Baskin tiUed

"Women's Studies: The Decade Fast,"

is on view all week in the Special Collec-

tions and Rare Books Reading Room of

the Tower Library.

TUESDAY - The Asian Women's

Issues Group will meet a t the _ «_

BOG applications available in office thisweek

Everywoman's Center from 7-9 p.m.

WEDNESDAY - The WAGES program

at the Everywoman's Center and Mental

Health Services are co-sponsoring a

workshop on "Learning and Practicing

Assertiveness Skills." from 3:30 -5:30

p.m. in room 805 of the Campus Center.

The Black Women's Issues Group will

meet from 7-9 p.m. at the Everywoman's

Center. ^^
THURSDAY - "Have You Got The

VDT's?" is the title of this week's Work-

ing Women's Lunchtime Series from 12-1

p.m. in Campus Center room 905.

The Latin Women's Issues Group will

meet from 7-9 p.m. at the Everywoman's

Center.

FRIDAY - The University of

Massachusetts will be hosting an all-day

conference on "Women as Adult

Learners." For more information con-

tact Conference Services in the Campus

CenUr

by HK PH PASTINO
(oIleKian Correspondent

The scene may be familiar female and

male students in dormitor> rooms, eating

pi/za or talking. By today .s Htandards. it is

hard to miagiiv a time when these dorms

were segregated by gender and when vi.tit

ing hours were stnctly enforced

In 1969. however Central's t'lreenough

became the first dorm at the l'niver«ity of

Massachusetts to go co-ed and initiate the

( hiuige to CO ed dormit«>ry o|)tions.

l.nrry Moneta. ansistant director of hou»

ing ser\ices for residential east, and a stu

dent here when (ireenough went co edsaid

the idea "snowballed" and «.!- -o^n

followed bv Butterfield in 1970 as well as

Orchard Hill Yet even with the liberal

attitudes of the time. Moneta said dormn

were permitted to become co-ed only on a

floor- by floor basis, not rimm by room.

"When cr>-ed living was introduced, a

definite change in the nature of relation

ships came about." he .said, adding that the

change went from "real juvenile relation

ships when panty raids were a common

(Kciirence. to "brother sister

relationships

According to Moneta. the initial reaction

ofsome men was "fairly sexist. but the end

result was no different.

It was still just as difficult to get a date."

he said, adding that the rule of thumb that

discourages people fn>m dating some<»ne

on their n«K>r baa "seemed to last and even

been strengthened" over the years

.liuin Stoia. director for the Office «>f

('<MH>erative Kducation. was a student liv

ing in Field dormitory in 1970. She said the

reactions «if women to the change were

"very |x>sitive" and that women were

excited alM»ut the changes and wanted l<>

make it w<»rk

Stoia said ;;.> .»ine kinds of privacy

Issues existed in a single sex dorm a» m co-

ed dorms.
"Adjustments had to made in interper-

sonal relationships, not just between the

sexes." she said "A lot of stere<»types that

people expected just didn't play out."

Luther Allen has been faculty resident of

Webster for twenty years and was there

when Orchard Hill went co^ed Allen said

s<Kial relatitmships "definitely improved

and became more civilized " As a result of

cf) ed living, he said . n»oms became "more

social places and .
consequently, started

UM)king a lot meet

Allen said the leaders of the change were

students who had radical ideas and noted

the desire to co-ed living options went

hand in hand" with the activism of the late

60s and early 70s.

"It was all part of a movement to liberate

life stvle,'" he said

Illegalweapons battlewon

For any Iniversity of Massachu.setts stu-

dent interested in working for the Campus

Center Board of Governors, applications are

available today through Friday for the

board's- II coordinator positions. BOG chair

woman Karen- Karina Gray said.

Applications for board coordinator

positions, which include Governors Program

(^ouncil. Vending, University Store and Food

Services coordinators, are available in the

BOG office. Campus Center room HIT. The

deadline for submitting applications is

Friday. Gray said.

yit'tU A. .SFAGNOLl
• • • K « •

But, thewarcontinues

by SUSAN EATON
CoUegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student

says his "war has been won" against the flow

of illegal martial arts weapons into the

United States, which he says have become

increasingly attractive to young children

and teenagers.

Larry Kelley. a physical education major

and director of the Karate Health Fitness

Center in Amherst, has received recognition

from Senator Edward Kennedy after exten-

sive letter writing to congressmen, public

officials and media on the issue.

Kennedy .said last week in Boston that he

would ask Congress "to shut off the sudden

surge of interstate shipments of mail-order

martial arts paraphernalia such as killing

stars, kung-fu sticks and crossbows and a

variety of other deadly weapons."

"As far as Tm concerned, 1 call these

deadly weapon.s. They should be treated in

the same respect as a gun " Kelly said. Sales

of such weapons he said, should be allowed

only to those over the age of 18 who have no

history of mental illness and no felony

convictions.

Through his effort.s, Kellev also managed

to grab the attention Ql^i«<|gt>mayw Harold

Washington, who, after receipt of Kelley's

letter, issued a warning to the Asian World of

Martial Arts, a main distributor of the

weapons for not possessing a deadly

weapons license. According to Chicago

Deputy Commissioner Jesse Blackmon. the

company.SlO million business, will shut

down rather than be issued a license.

Kelleys' next step is to begin a letter writ-

ing campaign to push Congressmen Ed

Markey or Silvio Conte to introduce federal

legislation that would make mail orders for

these materials illegal.

"I think it would be really great if some

Massachusetts students wrote their con-

gressmen and told them they were really con-

cerned about these weapons and urge them

to introduce the legislation", he said.

Kelley said. "Most people that use these

for self-defense end up getting them used

against them They are useless for that

purpose."

UMass Department of Public Safety

Director Gerald O'Neil said, "any kind of a

weapon that can be used to maim or kill

dosen't belong in a mail order system."

"It's imporUnt to disallow the public,

especially teenagers to have access to this

sort of thing; legislation on the issue would be

most important," O'Neill said.
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GREEK FEST — TheU Chi waa the hoat to a Greek featival and barbe-

que aponaored by the Intrafraternity and the Panhellenic CounciU as

part of Greek Week on Saturday. The Stompers provided enterUin-

mcnt.

Noted American journalist to speak
V«'leranjt)urnaliM Wilhani Worthy, known

(or hif. scraps with the IS government over

travel to China and Cuba and other restric

ted areas" will appear tomorrow at 4 p m m
the CainpUN Center Watch the Collejjian for

the r<K)m number
The viBit IS being sponsored by the jour

nahum department Afr.. Am and !h»- r(.//.t;

tan

Worthy has *ot> court ta>es again^l the

State Department affirming joumahsts

nghts to travel to China.Cuba and ithenl

North Vietnam

\e^
i\y^ Cy^"^""

^tniH(fA^

-(7on(tn««dyVwn ^pogt u

promise in order to

obtaui funding for next year.

"If the referendum passed

and Ut penent came back to

campus, we would return the

budget money back to them.'

porter said.

John Crowley, a member of

the senate c(K>rdiiiatmg com-

mittee, .said because of finan-

cial problems, certain groups

have to be init to save other

organizations.

"We have the.se groups that

fight for student aid and help.

The question is do we cut them

all to an mettective level or just

cut one that has the potential

to collect future monev."

Cmwiey said.

Ixjcal SSAM chairman

Barry Wray said SSAM ran a

student referendum two years

ago and it passed by an eight to

one margin H«>wever, he ad-

ded the trustees never enacted

that fee.

"l feel that because of their

assumption that the fee will

pass, they won't wke the loss of

SSAM senously. " Wray said.

"This IS where SSAM started

and it should stay here and

progress."

Michael Cerrato. assistant

chair of the senate budget

committee, said he sees two

pnjblems with the local chap-

ter of SSAM.

"We see immense duplica-

tion problems." Cerrato said,

explaining that the work of

Students Advocating Finan-

cial Aid. Academic Aflairs and

the senate s public policy com-

mittee can do the work of

SSAM
The other problem. Cerrato

said is that he sees the Imal

SSAM chapter as ineffective.

I don t have any evidence of

SSAM working on this cam-

pus. They (studenUs) have no

idea of what SSAM is." Cer-

rato said.

Wray disagreed with Or-

raU)s assumption that the

students have never heard of

SSAM. citing the six U> fme

appntval of the referendum,

which W ray said is "a mandate

from the student*.

"

Wray also said there have

been three recent examples of

SSAM participation in impor-

tant legislative meetings where

members of public policy have

not been present.

"A lot of the things we do

coincide with other schools,

which has l>een the key to suc-

cessful passage of student is-

sues. " he said

Beth Harrington, chair of

public policy, said that what

SSAM does is a duplication of

what her committee does.

i believe that public poUc\

has done more than enough,"

Hamngton said Tve been

working very close with the

l>arent organization and 1 think

we sht>uld work with SSAM.""

However, she added this work

will be done only with the

parent organuatK)n and not

with the local chapter.

^'

More recently upon returning from Iran.

he was stripped of ail his reporting notes and

documents he had gathered concerning the

C S. Kmbassy in Teheran.

Some of the documents eventually found

their way to American newspapers

"He IS an unsung hero of the American

press." journalism professor Lawrence

Pinkham said of Worthy He's consistentiv

gone against the status quo. taken on the

State Department s effort to restrict jour-

nal.sts and won
.^N POl.lMBAl M

Qi IMMFR EMPLOYMENT
• Israeli Folk Song Director •
# Israeli Danes Director •

Co^ resident cMWrens summer camp m soumem NTH^

STSour from Boston Regular staff "^^p«^fJi^S
nlladwl in eacn department Excellent Salary & Fnnge

Benefits. Family Accomnwdations AvaiiaDie.

Call Dr Charles Rotman. Director

CAMP YOUNG JUDAEA
(617) 237-9410

hJow's
the time

to calL.

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioaing

Undergraduate Business Club presents

Anheuser Busch
"Our Marketing Strategies •

Why and how we spend millions of $'s

on you each year"

Monday. April 29 at 7:30

C.C. Rm 904

All Invited

Reception to Follow

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA 256-0222

I ?

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY IN EFFECT

FOR THE
ENTIRE WEEK

Large Cheese Pizza $5.25

Large One Item Pizza $6.25

Large Two Item Pizza $7.25

We also have world-class subs

available for delivery

We deliver from: 4 pm till 2 am weeknights

and from 4 pm till 3 am Thurs, Fri, Sat

CHEM ANDGO
THIS SUMMER.

.nd more people are qo-q to NortheaMern Un.v*^^''V

fo. Chem.suv Biology P^yvcs In <our (iv« and '0>^
se sTons On nea-t^an^Puves ,n Boston. Burhngton 0«1

:' mTrar^-ngharTand V^ymooth ^ «' -o'^ '"^°7/;^"

437 2400 o. our 24 hour ne 461 0461 Orsendm

jjijatttattL

It's a whole new day

Northeastern at night

Northeastern Univeri.ty, U.iivertHy CoMeqe'lmcolri College

PO Bo« ''>4. 160 Huntington Avenue, Boiton MAO^n/

Please tend me information on

f naineeriog and Tefhnology Business Administration L'tJeral Arts

Health P'otess.ons and Sciences law f n«orcement

Registration it ¥w«ek of May 28th

NAMI

CITY

N)rthcastcrn Liiivcrsity
An rau<i oppon>mil» jMnnmiv* *cli<Ki »"•»»'»"»

L'MA-4/29
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Foreign policy:

sponsored terror
The ReaKan administration's current policies U.wards

Nicanun^nd South Africa offer an interesting ^-^ntrast

in approaches U» foreign pohcy. In Nicaragua the ad^

nunistraUon has opted for a "return to demcK-racy and

freedom- at the point of a bayonet. It is arpie<l.th^^P^

nc^rt for the Contras, or if one prefers. Freedom

Fighters", is necessary to bring back demtxrracy to

Nicaragua. Was that what Somoza was. a democrat.

How^r noble the moUvaUons behind this policy, it fails

U. come to terms with America's historic role in

Nicaragua. The U.S. has never l^n in the business of

restx,rmg tlemocracy in Nicaragua, rather we semi the

Marines in U. stuff the genie of naUonalist sentiments back

int« the bottle. This Ume. instead of the Mannes. we are

using the CIA and a handful of Nicaraguan n.ercenanes

When the U S. is not in the field of supporUng such rebel

groups, the administrauon likes U. term such actiyiti-

••«t«t7 siK,n»ored terrorism," Regardless of whalevhalever

John Gilman

Random notes

Of undergraduate senate and racism

1 feel that it is my duty to write this letter concerning

the uHsue of a collective subtle effort to undermine the

authority of John Ruddock III a. speaker of the

Undenniduate Student Senate. 1 have witneMed senate

li^^throughout thi. semester whUe Chr» &Jh^
was speaker of the senate and dunng John Ruddock s

current term as speaker.

I see the present speaker of the senate as having the

same abilities as SuUivan. but the problem pe<)ple are not

concerning themselves with John Ruddock s
^^^f<^^

tion. his effectiveness, performance, and vanous in depth

degree of being well informed. What they seem to be con-

ceniing themselves with is that in our recent senate

meeUngs people appear to be looking up towards him and

^^S^t his skmcolor is different from that of the

mMOrity and they are determined to be as disruptive,

undermining and consciously are trying to destroy our

contructive efforts to carry out the senate meeting in a

more expedient manner if not for the fnction producing

efforts of some of our fellow senators.

These senators were duly elected by their constituency

to represent them and 1 am quite sure that if this so call-

ed liberal campus couW see their elected senators in such

a unproductive, prejudicially and acting in a manner that

borders on poUte racism the constituencies wouW be ap-

There has been especially one senator that has been

outstandingly disruptive towards our meetings and this

senator is not without a loyal following. I am in full sup-

port of being allowed to run a smooth, effective senate

meeUng that deals with the issues that we have been

elected by our constituencies to perform.

But 1 felt that 1 couW not go on any longer without

pointing out that there is a political conspiracy formed by

polite racist within our student senate. People are clearly

not giving respect towards our speaker during meetings

and I felt the need to expose this conspiracy before it gets

too far out of hand. Tk,^
Davtd D Mwyrt w the inUmal coordxruitor of the Thxra

World Caucus.

Letters to the Editor
„ , ^^^ 1 J /^ themselves what they want after they have been educated

Not all theBOG banned.COOrS If^rr^ue Ju^t bLuse we take our power from the

students, do we take it away from them?

Recently the Campus Center-Student Union complex

Board of Governors voted to discontinue the sale of Coors

beer in the Campus Center, effectively banning it. As a

board member. I was disturbed by the implications of the

move and opposed it even though ^^e
fJ^'^^JT^^^^^f"

within the responsibility and authority of the BCK,. At tne

appeal of the move, where both sides were represented, 1

was still unconvinced of Coors' guilt.

Upon losing their appeal before the board, the Coors

peoSe invited three board members; one pro. one con and

SS n^tltral. to the Colorado plant to see plant condjUons

for themselves, at Coors' expense, with complete freedom

to talk to anyone we wished so we could make a truly in-

formed decision based on first hand information. (The sufh

wSedreasons for the discontinuance of sale were vanous

S^ practices followed at the plant.) A motion brotight

SeS* the board to allow these three members to go was

S^'-out of order" at the board meeUng. There was

however set-up work done on an "open forum which will

S^ve pJ;^ntations by both sides in order to educate

students on this matter.

In the Undergraduate Student Senate, a bill to put the

educational forum.

I am deeply disturbed by the implications of first being

wUh^ uT'^ucate" people by presenting two groups that

hTve^ stake in this>ie8t.on. and leaving it up to the

^Lnter^ch^ as to which biased side is telling the

K!Jh h^t Lt^wing students to go see what is going on

SL^^h^i.^S not aUowing students to decide for

I urge anyone concerned to talk to their Studen

Senator and/or B(Ki representative (every student has at

least eleven of us they can call their own. myself and ten

others) to ask questions or voice an opinion. ^^ ^^^^^

Southwest

Dow has done it again

In reference to Peter Dow's article. "Give Them What

They Need." in Tuesday's ColUfftan I am perplexed that

the campus paper would label such a total idiot as a Co^

leman columnist. It is evident in this article, as in most of

his writing, that Peter Dow is rarely in control of any real

facts. It appears that he is using his column space as an

outlet of disinformation.

To be specific: Dow criticizes the manner in which the

P^ mo^ment uses its energy and finds it

"f^^
Lt not nearly the same amount of energy was devoted to

^estigating the purposes of such American policies (in

Tfe^n^ to Cent^ Amencan policy). Although 1 did not

^ tT^protest in D.C.. it is very apparent that^P^
Se who are commited to peace are not commited because

Kor^. Dow should be personally aware of just how

veSS^^American Left" is; especially after Oie embar-

;^S defeat the Republican Club suffered dunng the

debate on Nicaragua, early this semester

Dow again confuses the facts when he states: "It is in-

furStinTto note that so many of the people who loudly

^p^rt^ and admired the freedom fighters in Nicarapia

wh6anned themselves against Somoza should be so con-

doublespeak term Reagan prefers to use when discussing

the Contras. this is the phrase that clearly anti ct.nci.st.ly

describes U.S. policy towanis Nicaragua.

In striking contrast is the administrations policy

towards South Afnca In a country where over three

quartere of the population is virtually enslaywl. and where

HicTmen routi^ly fire into crowds, the U.S. H'cy « to

bring about change through quiet diplomacy A question

that needs to be asked is how successful has construcUve

engagement been? Although the Reagan administration

likwto discuss polK-y U.wards S<.uth Afnca as if it is sUU

in Its fonnaUve stages, constnictive engagement has Ijeen

official US. polKry for over four yeani. The record of ac-

^m^ishmenls IS far from impressive In fact, the paucity

of results can only be matched by the moral ^'^jyP^ f
the official position towards the country. To further add to

the insult, the justifications for not adopting a confronto-

bonal sU^ice towards Pretona are largely devoid of validi-

^\he reason most often put forward for not taking a

more aggressive position against apartheid is that the

U S IS dependent on South Afnca for a number of vital

strategic raw matenals. The two most prominent are

chronSun and platinum The US. imports 68 per cent of

[u^hromium from S<,uth Afnca. and 73 P*r cent of ,ts

platinum. However, what is seldom menUoned is that the

U S has pn>ven reserves of b<»th these minerals. They are

not presently mmed because .t is cheaper to purchase

them from South Africa. Cost efficiency is a P/etty poor

excuse for the support of a regime as ''eprehensibe as

South Africa's, especially from an aclministration that felt

^compunction when purchasing $100 ^c^ewdnvers

South Africa, along with Ireland, accounts for all of our in

Sal diamonds^s of 1980. the U.S^strategic sU>ckp. e

included '20 million carats of industnal duunonds. certainly

Lno^ to tide Us over for quite a while m the event of a

South African embargo. So what is the purpose of pursu-

ing a policy of constructive engagement?

To be fair to President Reagan, who certainly woul.l not

support policies that are morally indefensible (religious

man that he is), we must assume that he simply made a

mistake. There are so many things for a president U) keep

track of (and we all know that he sometimes geUs confus-

ed) that he mixed up policies towards Nicaragua and

South Africa. What the President really meant to do was

to pursue a policy of constnictive engagement towanis Uie

Sandinistas, and support armed insurgents aRa^^^J^e

malignant regime in Pretoria. It just makes so much more

sense- send the insurgents where they would have popular

S^'r^and therefore a chance of achieving their objec-

Ste^and pursue quiet diplomacy and negotutt.ons with

Siua to resolve our outstanding differences

(wJ^t^r they may be). As long as the U.S. eels compell-

ed to pursue these sorts of policies, why not du^t them

where they might do some good?

John GUman ig a UMom stud^t.

descending against those who seek to do the same thing

SS^S^^ndinistas." Clearly the situation is not the

sSie The Sandinistas are not guilty of the systematic

abuses that the Somoza regime did commit. Also it w no

longer a case of freedom fighters throynng off the op-

prSsor but of the ex-National Guard (Somoza s death

squad) attempting to regain control.

Anyone who knows what is going on. and attempts to

read his article, will soon be ovenvhelmed by Dow s use of

words that lack any intelligent connection. Dow s co umn

of "vague Republican slogans and misinformation

strikes again.
^^^ ^^^^^^

Northeast
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KARATE
FRED VILLARI'S
STUDIO of

SELF DEFENSE
3 months adults - all classes

$99
3 months children - all classes

-$79

481 West Street
253-7349

Buy a Whopper, Fries &
Medium Drink and ask for your

FREE
HILIGHTER PEN

Hypnotizing,
magnetizing,
mesmerizing,
energizing,
fascinating,

captivating,

exciting,

amusing,
entertaining,

original

Tom DeLuca.
Hypnosis that

goes beyond
entertainment and

BSR an original

comic parody

of ESP.

Oneof Ihe

most requesleti

.HjsonrolU'Kf

( ampuseslcMlav
'

Rt 9 Hadley

offer good while

supplies last

i^4ipearing:
TONIGHT 8:00 S.U.B.

FREE
(lt» I.UMfWf •« fit*— < "i^"'

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Dr. Terrel H. Bell

former U.S. Secretary of Education

EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

Tuesday, April 30, 1985 at 8 PM
FREE

Student Union Ballroom

ARTS
Collegian 7

Sculptingthefourthdimenaon
byC HKISTINK MAKl.M
Collegian Staff

A "vital need" for artists to work in the realm of technology

has led sculptor Michael Phillips away from conventional

plastic art into the more expenmental realm of sculpture m
light and sound.

Phillips. _'_*, a native of Earlswood. near Stratford

Kngland. is on exchange as a non-degree graduate student in

sculpture at I'Mass. Strmtural Am/wsia. "a sound installa-

tion etc.". will open Thursday night at H pm m the Wheeler

Art (iallen

Phillips received his BA in Fine Arts from the Kxeter

College of Art and Design last year At Kxeter he studied in

the 4d (fourth dimensioni department, an area founded m
the <i(»s from an «)verflow of sculpture department students

who were less object orientated and preferred to wt>rk m light

and sound. Phillips m«>ved from object sculpture into 4d.

where, he said. "The structure was ver> experimental. The

stress was on developing modes of personal expression

through various media video, film, and sound technolog>.

After expennv with unscored s,>ontaneous music,

and m .sound mc -. u-d int., sculpture. Phillips became

mterested in performance art and pnicess-onented works

He also began dmumenting and recording (in Him. video,

and sound recrdintj^i M...nt,.n« ous and ephemeral art.

"The '
• 'it> (iii.iiiir iiuiK'nant m exhibiting. The

records u w inten»retation and feedback. It evolved

into a cyclical process Phillip said. Eventually, some

pieceswere- 1 for documentation. At hisdegreeshow.

held at Kxt >pnng. Phillips devised a large sound

in>tallation using a computerized switching aystein.

It was very audience-orientated." he explained "There

were three separate systems One was physically operated

by the audience walking on pressure mats embedded m the

floor which activated s.)unds in the ceiling. These were pu-

ked up and recorded on a HO f<' ' tape l<x>p which ran

through several reel to reel n ^ The .si.unds were

plaved over and over by th. »r a period of time, then

Artslines
The I'Mass Theatre (iuild present* We»t Side Story at H

p m. tonight in Worcester Dinmg ("ommuns. Thursday at m

p.m in Worcester Dining Commons. Thursday and Friday in

Hampden, Southwest, and on May 6 in the Orchard Hill Bas

ket ball Courts Thio musical extravaganza is free and open to

the public.

C ellist Stephen Pelkey will present a free concert at H

p.m. tonight in Bezan.son Recital Hall the program includes

works by Bach. Martinu. Fauire. and ^'
' '' ^

Tom B.i"'^*"' *•'' •<-^'>-' For further i'

2227.

Igor Stravinsky's Symphony ofPnalmM and selections by

Bacvh. Handel, and Schutz will be performed by two I'Mass

choral f 'I S p m. Tuei*day at Bowker Auditorium^ For

more nil ion about this free concert call .'i4.'S-2227.

The UPC presents an evening with Santana on Tue.sday.

The Show begins at 8 pm in the Fine Arts Center Tickets

are $13 for UMass students and $15 for the general pub-

Uc.

Robert Potter s The Vi»ion of Children will be per

formed at 8 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday in Amherst

College's Kirby Theatre. This bizarre tale of the Children's

Crusade is directed by Michael Birtwistle. General admis-

sion is $4; students and senior citizens $2. Wednesday and

Thursday are dollar nighta. For reservations call 542-2277.

"Structural Amneria. Etc." a multi-media presentation by

Michael Phillips, will be on exhibit from Thursday at Wheeler

GaUery Also exhibited are a number of drawings and photo-

graphs of woA in progress and finished work, as weU as projec-

ted project* for 1985. Wheeler GaUery is open 7-10 p.m..

^-
tl^^^Student Special

^^
Jl HOUR

«r'
_^^,^TUBfor

%1?0UR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-7727

,

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper MaU)

fed back into the system, creating a continually reverberat

ing echo. There were also radio receivers embedded m the

ceiling which picked up random signals and played them at

various rotating points withm the ceiling In addition, the

radio receivers accidentally picked up outside hospital.

IMjIice. and taxi radio signals, which were incorporated into

the experience. The computer randomly selected various

permutations of the signals, and was also programmed to

accept audience requests for different .sequences."

"The show was very bare physically." Phillips said. "It was

just the structure, the bare wires, with no decoration It wa-

like being inside a machine The exhibition was humanistic

intended to make people less threatened by technology It

was user friendly.' he added, and produced friendK

users."

Phillips has w«»rked on a variety of pn>jects at I'Mass H<

IS a teaching assistant far .Alvaro Ramirez, an exchange pro

fes.st>r from Colombia who teaches a video production

seminar in narrative and documentary art The class, thank-

to an Arts Council grant, is producing a video which i-

nearU toinpleled

Phillips said that he has found it difficult to execute many

of his ideas here because of inter departmental c«M)peration

concerning video equipment is practically non existani

Kach department has a different system format, and many ot

them are 10 years «»utdated. The small state college of .'.''>(»

which I attended in Kngland was better equipped
'

It seems to me. " Phillips said, that if art at UMass is ever

to leave the 19th century and enter the 20th it must accept

modem communication systems and make some attempt to

update its own

Phillips IS enthusiastic about his show at Wheeler which

runs until May 1 3 "The term structural amnesia". I think, is

a term for how historians construct facta to create a subjec

tive history.' he said "I always thi)Ught that America was

the future, even though, stnctly speaking, it's five htmrs

behind Rngland. It was only when I got here that I realized

that most of Kurope had grown from its own past, but

Sunday through Thuwdny. and li ^»» > :^o p.in. l\iead«ya

andThur»d«ya
The Five College Dance Department will present their pn>

durtK)n of Gila Govinda at Ml.") p.m. on Thursday and Fnday

at Smith College Theatn- 14 Ticket pnces are $4 for general

admission, and $2 for students, children and semor citizens. For

hirther information ruuiact Ranjana Haskar Watat>n at ^>Ak\

8974

Peter Handke's masterpie<p of the Kuropean avant garde.

The RideAcroa* Ijoke Vonttance will l)e performed at 8 p in

I'hursday thnnigh Saturday this week and the next at the Rand

llieatre. Ticket* are $4 for the general publii and $;» f« t

.studenta and senior nti/ens For further informalKm call •'«4.'>

2511.

The UMass Wind Knsemble and Svmphony Band will

perform a free concert at H p.m. on Friday at the Fine Arts

Center. I'nder the direction of Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr..

the ennemble will perform Van Appledons Lwl Tht- lA-^>-mi

nfSatiUi Imiui and selections from Scottish dances by Malcolm

AmoW. For more informaHt)n about this free concert call 545

2227.

Russell Lynes, editor and author of The Tastemakem, Gnod

( >Ui Mixh-m, and other liooks will give a lecture titled The Eye (4

the Beholder at 11 am on Saturday in Smith College's

Wright HaU.

Biosonica by Michael Phillips

America has been constructed form bits of i>ther peoples'

pasta. And that I found fascinating, especially smce my inter

pretat ion of American art, especially Amencan technological

art. was totally incorrect and could only be appreciated by

understanding the culture and ideology fn)m which it came.

"

Phillips said.

The shtiw in Wheeler will be small and very simple, "using

Minplicity to maximum effect."' he said.

'The format is an attempt to get away from a Construe

tivist approach to technology, and instead deal with a lot of

images and personal as8ociati«)ns.' he said. Phillips is build

ing a temporary lighting and sound gnd into the rcx)f of the

gallery. The gnd ctmtains two switching devices which divide

the show into nighttime and daytime The sound track is

made up of edited pieces of scientific information and televi

sion commercials which switch around the n)om at various

times. Several objects." with personal and cultural

associations. " Phillips said, are placed on the floor.

"The idea. "Phillips said, "is to come up with a subjec

usv narrative with no plot or storyline. It's open to free

interpretation."

TheV^wn of Children will be performed at

Amherst College's Kirby Theater Wednesday

through Saturday. For more information, see art-

sHtwh

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted

for fright Mcnnents Jazz Concerts on Ju-

ly 18, 25. and Au^gust 1 for aprox. 5 6

hours/shift, (limited number ofaMitional

hmirs available also) UMass students

returning in Fall only. Work study

preferred but not required. Fine Arts

Center is an AAIEO employer. Descrip-

tion and applications availahle at 207

Hasbrouck thru Friday May S.

$7.50ONLY ^ # WW with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
5495610

expires 4/30/85 ^

PALACE
anEMAI-2,

;4KII TtirMtOMC 7t1 4«t(.<

•«l»(,AlNM«TmCi %3 •

ZpureerichantrnenL''

lageml

lits aJeiveLperfect"

[it deserves a rnedaL'

:cm.endLmngdassia
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Tasteless trash
By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian Staff

What do you gel when you combine Spring Break. Revenge

Of The Serdii and Pork\s Goes Hawaiian^ Why. Fraternity

Vacation, of course. Yes ladies and gentlemen, yet another

one of those "crazy college kid" movies. Out of all of these,

however. Fraternity Vacation stands the least chance of wm-

ning an Academy Award.

The boys of Theta P> Sigma are on vacation m Palm

Springs. Thev have a bet w.th their rival fraternity on who

will sleep with Ashley, the most beautiful woman at the

resort That m a nut shell, is the plot of this roovie_

Stephen Geofferv plays Wendall. the nerd of Theta Pi.

liking like a cross between Radar O Rielly and Stmg. Geof

Terv gives an awful performance as WendaU. In contrast to

the "(leek in Suteen Candles and American (.raffiti s

-Toad". Geofferys performance gives nerdness a bad name

You" re suppo.ned to root for the guy. not hat« him.

The re.t of the cast is made up mostly of unknowns eicept

for a cameo performance by Britt Ecklund. and ( harles Roc-

ket as the crazv D.J. (rememer him? He got fired from .Sufur

day Night Lue for saying the "F word" over the air)

The onlv gotid thing about this movie is the breath taking

splendor of Palm Springs. I wouldve rather watched a shde

.how of this desert oasis than sit throught the mov.e Palm

Springs de.serN ed better than this.

I

VJE EEAt>

EVERY PAY

AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS:
4:30 p.m. 2.00 a.m.

Sunday thru Wednesday

4:30 p.m. - 3.00 am.
Thuradav thru Saturday

WE NOW DELIVER

IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays

from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

< N

SUNDAY \/lfjNDAv

1 FfM Item ^

Of Your Own
Choice

Free 1

Pepperoni

On Any fill*

8
Free Sausage

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
Free
Green
Peppers

0«i Any Pilti

Free ^^

Double Dough

On Anv ^>W«

Free
Hamburg

On Any P«ia

Free 10

Canadian
Bacon

On Any PU/«

THURSDAY

Free ^

Extra Cheese

On Any Pi««

11

On Any ^>*'»

28 FREE 29
SAUSAGE
Or. Any Pit*

Free 30
Onions
On Any ''*«

18
Free
Black Olives

On Any Ptfia

FRIDAY SATURDAY

r»e
12

Vi ^hrooms

\J1) Af!y r-UZ^

Free

Mushrooms

On Any Put*

Free ^
Pepperoni

On Any i'Utd

LifilM^

/Council Trevel/CIEE^

Now In AmhervtII!

the Loweet atrfarea

Amsterdam MOB
Paris M48
Bruaaets MM
Hong Kong »790
tfotnHmm^c0*i .o*/n« t»» t»ow«

Stockholm M40
Zuncb MSB
Rome M8B
Ct'tcaa %iSO
and ifienv rron <»•••*«•

M ALSO fu>»«l

I. IM'I St»M»«r»» 10
tlOAS

AVH
tetf progrsms
lirw•ndmwc^
tof ou> fMEf

>••• CALL MOW
191 o« 4rae by M

>UNCIL

Ctvm^ 152.

IFR Pi«R
r"•^ •'••• "••*^u^ '•_

. , -•»r^»*-^»'r>»r-»'"^'''^»r \

Amherst College

Department of Theater & Dance

presents

The Vision of Children
A New Play By
Robert Potter

Directed by Michael Birtwistle

The bizarre and mysterious story

of the Children's Crusade

May 1, 2, 3, 4 8 Pm Kirby Theater

For reservations call 542-2277

1-5 p.m. weekdays

COUNSELORS
MEN B WOMEN
Age 19-^ preferred

a/so

COOKS, RNs
SECRETARYS

Rustic, NJ residential summer csmp.

Disadvantaged children, interracial

Group living emphasized.

2 weeAr staff training.

TRAIL BLAZER CAMPS
212-691-2700

275 Seventh Avenue, 12th floor

New York City, New York 10001

I f you've been wanting the American
Express' Card for some time, this is some
time to apply
Because if you're a ser\ior, all you need

IS to accept a $10,000 caieer-onented job.

That sit No strings No gimmicks
(And even if you don t have a )ob right

now don't worry This offer is still good for

12 months after you graduate ) Why is

American Express making the Card a

imle easier for seniors to get''

Well, to put It simply we be
heve in your future And this is

a good time to show it- for we nic

I1.U f-t-'

0:

can help in a lot of ways as you graduate

The Card can help you be ready for busi-

ness It's a must for travel to meetings and

entertaining And to entertain yourself,

you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for

work or a new stereo

The Card can also help you establish

your credit history which can help in

your future

So call 1-800-528-4800 and ask to have

a Special Student Application sent

to you Or look for one on campus
The American Express' Card.

Don't leave school without it.^^

O l"^H^ AmctKjn k\(>rr»« Irjul RiUirJ Srr«i>f>C .mp.inv, ln»
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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By Berke Breathed
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

"^•^c AO wit-v>

-Bit or

old S^ry - p<0|p/c J^Sf-

like fp b^ilti statist.

GORDY By Gorde

.-.PHYSICS fOOj^^^^
"pwrs/crs FOR poen
AUO ART too-

,^
'BASIC dMV»//A*&/

WEATHEB

"nnj sunshir>e continues as today i«

slated to be moetly sunny with highs in

the 60s.

Tonight it will be clearing with lows

ranging from 40-45.

Tomorrow will be sunny and mild with

highs going all the way up to 70-75. A
great day for softfaall.

Menu
Lunch

Chili Com Chip Bake
Open Face Ham and

Swiss Sandwich

Baaica Lmich
Garden Chili

Cheoe. Lettuce and
Tomato Sandwich

Dinner
Rotini in Meal Sauce

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Tartar

Sauce. Cocktail Sauce

Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

Basics Dinner

Cheese Spituu'h Si^uares

Fned Shrimp Dinner/Tartar

Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Today's SUff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Superviaor

Tunes Supervisor
Production
Rob Skellon.

Ziff. Peter
Dode Levenson,

Soderberg.

Gerr>' deSimas
Andrew Wolff

Andres Claudio

Derek Roberta

Bethanne Moskov
Pete Soderberg

Kelly Sieger, Fran Weinberg
Laura Blanchard, Ivan

The MummachumetU Dmily CoUeginH (USPS permit

#S8) is published daily Monday through Friday ex-

cluding exam periods, vacations and holidays. Content

is determined solely by the ( ollegian Board of Editors

without prior approval from University administrators,

faculty or staff. Operationa are funded Holely by adver-

tising and subanription revenue. Subscriptions are

available for $12 a seascater or $20 a year at 1 13 Campus
Center, University of Maaaachusetts. Amherst. Maaa.

01003. Poatmaater: aend address changes to the above

address.

DAILY GMSSWORD PUZZLE

1 MH
5 istandSol

Stcity

10 a<ott««( o< H«(M
14 FaHow
15 C«nc«. at

Cap* Kennedy
15 Fool Surtm
17 Pro

16 N«w«bMr«r
20 Hard «Kir1(ing

ina*ct

21 All Pr«fi>

22 Swamp g««
23 Anhunan

knighl

25 ordinaire

26 Compoaer
Setie

27 Left inanurry

32 Hollywood
canine

34 Satanic

36 Street

oertorinance

37 Make a

(try)

36 Stage
presentation

40 Coral strand
41 Room in a

maison
43 Throughwsy

adjunct

44 Suburb of Pans
45 Like the tundra

47 Actress
St>eridan et al

49 got

sixpence

50 Toward the

rising sun

53 Affected

57 Perry 8 creator

56 Oozy stuff

50 Official

annour>cerr>ent

61 The Montagues
vsthe
Capulets

62 Bedecked
63 Pie feature

64 Handle Lat

65 Small dogs, for

shoi
66 Lake Indians

67 Command to

Rover

MHc4l by Imtfr M»chW Jaffr

DOWN 31 Faoadown
1 Rawtwnad 32 A«d»<l*««mp.

forthort

33 0<4G«ory
feMure

35 Metered words

n Uniform
(Mails

42 Oneoithe
Roots

46 Make a pomt
46 Oncenamad
50 Labanaaa

Muailm

2 Accra's nation

3 Newsbaarer
in a way

4 Vacation
choice

5 Canograpfter

6 Evening in

Esaan
7 Stow-movmg
lemur Var

8 Before pod or

com
9 Energy of a

type

10 Samoan capital

11 Fabulous birds

12 Chases city

13 Roominacaaa
19 Midaast

monetary unit

21 wish

24 Tiiiabie

25 Soft palate

27 Prima donnas
26 Nautical

29 Newsretaaae
writer

30 Wide shoe
sizes

51 MardiMng
52 The praeam
53 USSR, at home
54 iMlwta Comb

form

56 Muslim VIP

Se Oftioars

mandalaa
Abbr

57 Same Pretli

60 Like some
verba AM>r

61 Muaicai aowrtda
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ftzxa
Quality Food Fast Friendly Service

PIZZA - GRINDERS - SALADS
DINNERS

SPECIAL
Inside:

Large Cheese Pizza and

Pitcher of Beer

for $7.99 Monday thru Thursday

FREE Pitcher of Soda

with any Large Pizza

DELIVERY
FREE Liter of Soda

with any Large Pizza upon request

j^iLu Hours: i*15

256-8147 - CALL - 256-8148

The Commuter Area Government

presents

MOVING INTO
MAY DAYS
TONITE ONLY

MOVIE NIGHT
AT PLEASANT ST THEATER, NORTHAMPTON

"Blood Simple". . .10 PM show only Free with UMass ID

Tuesday April 30 ONLY
MOVIE NIGHT AT AMHERST CINEMA

"Stolen Kisses" & *The Man Who Loved Women'

Free with UMass ID

Wednesday May 1

"WE ARE THE WORLD BENEFIT DANCE"
Music, Dance Contest, 5 DJ's

Benefit to raise money for famine relief

S.U.B. 8 pm to 1 am suggested donation $1.00

Wednesday May 1

STUDENT FLEA MARKET SALE
\ S.U.B.. . .9 am - 4 pm
:

i Friday May 3

{
STUDENT FLEA MARKET SALE

5
S.U.B. . . 9 am - 4 pm

t ALL EVENTS ARE FREE UNLESS NOTED
%
%

HELP WANTED!!
Board of Governors is Hiring

students to work on issues in

the Campus Center for Fall 85 - Spring 86
Areas Include:

Public Relations

Food Service

Building Operations

Vending

Governors Program Council

Display

Finance

Special Projects

Space and Economic Development
Applications are now available 817 Campus Center

, Deadline Friday May 3-5 PM
Work Study and Non-Work Study - AA/EOE
Graduate & Undergrads encouraged to apply

Momlaj, April t», l*8S_^^^^__

• Gazellessplit—
Andrea Muccini scored I'Mass' final goal

after taking a cross-field pass from Liz

Schueler and driving twenty yards through

Temple defenders.

"I was pleased after we came back from 6-

1, we really fought," said Hixon. "I wish we
could have capitilized better on some oppor-

tunities but we couldn't get into a rhythm."

Against Rutgers, UMass had its rhythm,

jumping out to a 2-U lead on goals from Laura

Manning and MoryL AfteraRutgers goal, the

(Jiazelles got a score from (linny Armstrong

and a a pair from Mory I to make the score 5 -

1

at the half.

Rutgers began the second half with a goal

from Rita Sweeney. Forbes scored next for

ic Softballstayshot

.c:ollegian u

continued from page It

UMaas, followed by a Rekampis tally and
another goal from Moryl before Mary Beth
Dwyer scored from Rutgers. Moryl then
made the score 9-3 with 11:12 to go in the

game.

Armstrong took a Mary Scott pass and
scored IJmass' next goal. Schueler followed

that score with her first of the day. Rutgers

got its final goal of the game from Marilyn
Riley with just under two minutes to play.

Moryl made it a 12-4 final with her goal at

23:26.

UMass outshot Rutgers 39-14. DeJesus
saved 10 in the net for the (iazelles. On
Saturday Temple took 30 shots to I'Mass'

20. DeJesus saved 13 Lady Owl shots.

if Baseballsnags berth ctmtinued from page It

eontinued fnym page It

The nightcap was a bit tougher for the

Minutewomen as UNH's Barb Drotis kept

UMass off-balance until the sixth when pit-

cher Rever's RBI tnple to left drove in

Reed for the 1-0 advantage. Rever aided

her own cause going two-for-three with a

double and tnple.

Saturday, UMass crushed an error-

plagued Vermont 9-0 in the opener. Six

runs scored on Vermont errors. Sally

Maher (two-for-three, triple), Carol Frat-

taroli (two-for-three, 2 RBI) and Kopcza
(two-for-three) excelled at the plate.

In the nightcap, Vermont took a 1-0 lead

and hung in there. The Catamounts were

down just 2-1 after five and a half innings.

But in the bottom of the sixth, UMass ex

ploded for four runs to seal the win. Kopcza

was four-of-four with a double. Jamieson

went two-of-three and Beth Talbott, seeing

her first action since injuring her knee

April 5, went two-for-three, with an RBI.

mg second as I\)dd Kzolds .strong throw

Allard struck out Paul Johnson to end the

threat.

But John Parak's leadoff homer in the

third drove Allard off the mound. Freshman

Steve Allen came on and was hammered for

seven hits and five runs in four inning as rain

steadily fell.

The rain forced the stop of the game with

one out in the sixth and Rutgers leading B 1

and threatening with runners aboard and

Allen on the ropes.

The umpires, much Ko the displeasure (»f

the Knight's followers allowed the I'Mass

grounds crew, to spread a substance that

dried the basepaths and UMass took to the

rakes, making the field playable.

Freshman Matt Sheran came on to pitch,

worked out of the jam and the U'Mass bats

went to work.

In the sixth. Tom Fabian drew a walk from

Winston and scored on a BltHse single.

Sheran was thrown out at the plate during the

inning and apparently separated hi.s

shoulder he could be lost for the season. The

seventh saw Salustri single. Steve Messina

walk and Darrin O'Connor load the bases

with a perfect bunt down the third base line.

Kzold drove in a run with a single to left

before Kingman doubled in a pair and

UMass trailed 7-6.

The magic continued in the eighth as Doug
Wright led off with a pinch- hit double t«» cen

t«r. Salustri then walked before Messina's

sacrifice bunt surprised Rutgers and loaded

the bases. O'Connor blooped a single into

center to tie the game before Tom Fabian

flew to center with Salustri tagging up for the

first UMass lead.

A missed suicide squeeze forced O'Con-

nor at third before Kzold was pitch by pitch,

(]rundhau.ser then threw away I )an Clifford'

s

grounder to second as two more runs scored

and UMass led lU-7.

if Army ambushes Gorillas Cimtinued from page It

scored on another C'armean assist.

The Gonllas started strong m the se

cond half by scoring the first four goals to

establish their 9-4 lead.

With the score tied at nine, with two

minutes left, Joe Gillis attempted to drive

on UMaas defenseman Gerrv Byrne.

Byrne took a chance writh an over the

head check that kn«K*ked the ball free in

front. UMass didn't get the ground l>all

an<i junior attackman Pat Daly UM>k ad
vantage and scoretl Army scored another
goal with 31 seconds left when UMass on-

ly had five defensemen on the field.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Cpme to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prioMo publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone nurrber FRf

rouM pool lannM (ak* »•«• laaM Juna I

4B<monil« mduda* uiMiaa caiMS-TSTt
l«o
1

datinquant
wa fram 91 (u rapalrt A
!• ptoparty Call

OH Ml« «o> nforma

Tv^MMMar ofriy Miang ttW
naad t^a caa^ cat i WUfnO

AUTOKMSAU

Bactrtc Qnttar »nta«on Obaan SO NO
Mi7W)

> Mnw Tla Hart«a«tf toww l«««l tO »«710

t1 OMa IN good condttwi
pnoa nagotiabta M»SM6

n ToyMa Carona amcaManI runnwig condl
Hon rnaov rnttt laft good body
fWTr\ 80 Adarri SBb 33M

•1 Cl««v««ta 44000 maaa on i« a mpg
OondRKxi (2400 call Kavin M» 1421

DI.IWM FWO graai condwon 4
runa an AM/FM aakmg 2300 oi BO

MMtTV or SM 321* a* for Joa

all Cantaci tanaaa rnoai da*y
Iwiaaa •!• 00 to (26 00 aac^ Extandad Waar
tanaaa (30 00 to (41 00 Lomaai pncaa oo
Contact Lan« Solutiona Haat Urvts (12 96
AnVtarat Opocal SSocpa 2S3^M12 2S*«4a3

Oultar am^Mlar. Grata 2 CalaationWH Acttva tona controM.

aq. AccutroTMi ravarti aacaMant
Muat Sai (300 M»«210

•w \Jt0t SarMcaa 0«Aca to< Tt>« Fa« 1M6
Mmaatai Aid awotnaya m ci<ant itarviawa

tuatiai aiKm o* coun tonna mam«anar»ca ct

aomromyq caaiinm. gmng aAm* and
latariali and uraaWgai iiM i and taaaarch Up
to 16 cra(M» may ba racatiiad from acadarrac

dapartmanta Gain naluatota aipanortca

nyfiia mrorking or> campua No pravioua as

panarKa »> tt«a lagal profaaaton nacaaaary

iramng providad For furtftar nformatKm
SarvKaa ItS Campua Cantarl m

O*
lAoklng far HMta m fontata ca«npan«on
to dm* craaa oountry *« aunwnar

Mia»aiat»y Juna a> Ju*y <> I ca«

^tttally »Miiila>n « 2 la>aa ba^ooma or
bua touia pool AC 2W 1474

Calawlal VMa«a —<m >i<n ii'i pooi

laundrv tacdnaa. bm JunaAug 2»Maa

I Lagal '

tarik

«nmnm im«i««i»»»aaa——«»«
OpanNutf>

Oan Mam Wa lovad your boaaniaai Sun
day nna lagi" ' Wa I kaap your aacfvi too

tor tea craam for avaryorv' Low* tt«a )y>r

HAad irvoman a* Emaraon Saa ya af tfta Pub'

AiMMaMa land tor gardan. SMtaMta Tar

raca cai 640O4K)

HOcHaal fr«c Wmh i could ba itwa lontgnt

itoragM omn t ba luai any nigt>i) but aiaa

•nd alack I cannot Maka ma proud fnoiMt

Foundar of ttw M E W F C Agapa Chaptar

Caiigiatalllaiii la l^ tta«« bfoittafa of

Lambda Chi Alpfta Lov« ttia •rata'* arKl

lof ff« Mu

S bdrm a^ In fta aaa 14 paopta comtoi

labial Squira VdMga on bua routo MM) _ , _
mo uuM<m *a( option Caa«62U9 S««MMr aoMat 2 b*f«« apt avaMMa foad

.. ^ ^ _ ^.-. _ location raaaiiriaiai rant cal Pag or Cima

fT": ^ ***~r?Ty?*«r.*'y^ js»oou bat«a m„ i«
fuby furnatiad aiMdabta May Ja eal tjaa a> "

I HwtHatii apt Amnarai Caniat 2M« 64* CRMkaap trying

I badtaam apt CaWalda ap(a Juna. J«Ar

fur

nagotiabia ca« ,T^t (WM at

^7122

2 badraawi In Tammattoaua for

rvatiod rant iiagutiabta cal 64g Jilt

SMfnmar lybiat faH apMaw Two badioom a,.„a mtoa .jjii to il m
Sundarland* ttoftttwood apta Top floor ^jj tJO'tyTy 1H?™?
raaaonabia rant on bua routa pool plaaaa —
caa 606CI7V kaap tryvigi TicKrrt

Catiipmat Tarmtnal • Modam Compati
Ha «iMi Cykai Eagia Ct Vaa •27t. Tm

Squn V bM8 lOMla S 4 Makaaa THa nm

r alaanng
auto

FM caaaana runa *nM
aftara

(2200

n vw

OMttar Riana« acouabc 1 yr old XOOO mt
original tiraa (426 lata pnca *300 cai Chna
2B»1464

Matten Trembona w/F Triggar,
condition 3004 or BO 64*^«iM

Man 4/20 »10PM
Wad 61 7gMM

Thura 6 2 6« PM
CofTW flOa fncsf tnc nOiNS

408 N PtHKri St 2a»4f74

Congratulatlona Alpha Oalta Phi
Plidgii Vou m fmafly nw«a a your a*
btuttiaia La»a. Clara

>l runnra condition
auttimar car BO muat aal

ar71t«

MAUTIfUl SOUTHWOOO SUMMIII
•USLfT W/FAU OPTIOM

Two badreema an tap floor, gwtotit
Avattatota 0/1 haat Ineludad tannla
court, anytmmlng pool, on bua routa
atao nogotlabia on furnltura bod.

dtair artd two
condition Sua64»«71

Cemptota JVC atoroo lapi

ad graat daal can 2fiA«74i

UVtWWTM Mt

2 tamala roommataa wontod to kva m
hwunoua Souttwirood Apia Pool ft

oOMfla. Cal Kbn 2&3 23ai altar • PM

l«rga I cub frfdga. Nuna aac.
•40firm 64B«S4

uwr

lalt tniayou can buy laapa tor M4 through
tfia U S govammant? Got tfia facta today'

Cal 1 312 742 1142 ad 901 A

Socurtty Werkara atM waadad for ttta

Souti iwraai Cancan Cowpanaation ini : ludaa
an oMIail concart T ah«t a anal lurtch a

lia^ 141. coma to iha SWAG Omoa n llaimaaii^^
or cat SWAG at MMO Naw yohintaan
muat attand tha final aacurtty waating on
Wadiiaaday May 1«t at 600 PM m tt«a

ilampdan SouthaHla Room inow to Mun

6
»947»

will u Juna 1 ca« 64A631I

1 tadraam i4»t m Pwfttoa baal aMw mB
uaa64Bl44l

Bummar aublat Tawnhouaa. 2

badrooma fumahad AC pool. awa4 Juna I

Sapt 1 Nant tiaguiiatita.

TOBUBLFT

I Badraatn apt on b«M routa <

Lgawtot furnlahad room < Squva VMaga
pf MTfti fak optior cal AaMai ••6 2679

2 bdrm Woith imead apt rani

aaarawa aupar acdan m piaaaa
>«»««aBValM«a Cham.

Wliuanai f«MM«d my kaya at Boydan 4/11
ratum itiam to ttia Caga Tha kay

my othara car'* a Marc adaa
"

rouNO

MSTouAurr

C«i»a«ltMl*«, pragaration, analyato.
dMign. lavoiii, i

IWpiO-a
MO. HMMin

attltal
•nd Chfia Caiihan

CANtmWO
aM ear aiaraa ar wam a

now atarao inataHad ? Hava it donakyagto-
faaaHinal. I hava tha i

Cantar houaa

Spacaoua, fumahad room for (200 md
light on bua rt ca* Mat 2S3 77BB avaa

Loot at Oatanoa on 4/1B'. a dar

wool coat haa 10 m pocket I can t dfh« or

go out if found cal Riaa 2SB^a3B

Brawn waMat w>xt\ polo aign cal Oanrrii

MB-8070 or 640 (tm important

Loat. 4 20 noar Puffton mana gold watch
wiith mocnpnon kantwnaotal value Plaaaa

cal Chra at MB-MMB. 64B^ 1 100 or 64A4B10

rrPINO BfRVICf

cal •06 4621 ti

Baautlful 7 badream houaa 2 ful hatha 6
mm waBi to campua. or bua routa rants iMry

par room utMMa ai ubidad oal OaiiB ar Taaa

S4BI«7«

1 bidfiim m Puffton avitatiH 6/24 <

fal optKm Cal Kvan 64g I42i

Bror»drwtr>o Bummar Bublat < to 4 ggp-

pla 'arM nag cal ^m» S4goaB'

Brandywina aummar aublat ram
lagutabta cal Siu MB 37ai atana Juna
pool

Amh 763 fO*

Papora Olaaartatlona. TVtooaa

piM vary laiatili low rataa Nartcy

HILPWANTtD

CNIA^SUMJT

mar iuMm ert S4B4t21 orvastoTMim-
ENTEHTAINMCNT

Rack-A-Olac. Plack A VMae Entartain

mam Olac Jocfcays larga acraan vidao
daiKaa for houaapartya. aamifonTMia. cam

~»-7144

TONRtNT

Two badrooitt Amfiarat
VHIago araa 3B0 * mo laka

263 2004 aftar 6 pm
Juna 1

.w... .ar rant avail 6/1 w/fal option

Balcfiartown naar town laka Ona badroom
w/lot* of (toraga apaca idaal for coupta No
pata (360 * larga yard ca« Backy attar 5 pm
3ZM619

Ono badraiem In a fotir badraom hotiaa.

S Amharat Pata OK (186/mo 2SB^H2

Northwood Apt Bundorlartd 343/mo *

pooi appliancaa bua routa atari Juna 1

••6^7064 aftar 11 pm
• bdrm houaa avaHaUa for fal quM.
baautiful nalghbort>ood fall 2S«' 1B76

Bummor/PaH option 1 bdmi in 2

apt . H mila from GRC in North Amharat,

cal Dava bafora 8 pm 6494067

Ona bdrm apt naxt to Puflara2H mo Jtma
lat fal option 64B-4(n3

^fftorT. fumiahadll bad. 2 non-amofclng

taiiialaa wanted for aummar or/wHh fan op-

i cal Hth

Bummar auWot faM agHlon Ona badroom
in quiat aparrmant Located Amherst
Center walk to actxxil or town 2B6-0048

Houaoa r-^harat 4 bod 2 hath Juna and

Sept No (800 pkM Alao Northamp
ton 4 bad* t^ .luoeand Sept. nopeta. (S60

plua Cal 4 s or 6^7 Skibaki Raeltora

904-3428

2 reoma avaHaMa in 3 badroom hotiae

On bus routa, comfortaWa acanic Juna 1.

fan option, inaapemivo 006^4866

Woop/atudyrooftT fumlahed Available

June 1 near GRC quat neighbortiood pn

famHy home, letiigerator, no cooking

12B.00/month 64B-6080

Amharat 4 badroom houaa. Wooded tot

(iatittaahai, fkaplaca Juna 1 to June 1 19BB

oril <«17)

:

: tour guidaa for

mtd woakanda floiiWe hour* Vou'l hava

htn< Salary plua incentive Cal 413-823-8864

Student JobaUmttod Offer If you are 17

yoara old or older ttie Maaa Army Nabonal

Guaro a offering atudanta pan time employ'

itwnt, encalant pey. ar>d great benoRta For

thoea who quaWy, 100* free tuition at

Maaa funded coMegea (2000 caah bonua. or

4,000 tuition aaaiatar>ca hind or tuitnn loen

repayment plan a availabia return to acttool

in ahape both phya«:al»y and fmanciaay

WI1^ • part tima K* one weekend a iryxith

guarantaad Youf annual mcoma wiM tie ap

prokimataly (2,000 to atari cal today m
Floreiice 586-4110 or GreenfieW 773 9880

Bummar )ob In Amhorat at night need

taiialaa to help elderly woman to bethroom

and prepare breekfaat Eluabath Kaiaey

64» S0e6 before 8 PM

Board of Oovomora a hinng wortcatudy

and nonworkatudy atudenn for Ian 86 tp'

ng 86 coordinator poartiona It yoo are in

tereatad in working on atudant aauea m ttx

Campua Center (top by 817 CC tor applKa

nom ar>d rnora info OoedNne for ecceptmg

applicationt Friday May 5 at 5 00 PM
AA/EOE

fha'Couraa and TaacHar Ewaiwatton

Qulda ICATEI needa two aummar
amployaaa Applicants should heve good

vwtting. typing and editing akilta Poartiona

are for 30 hrs/week 9 3 36 hour Applies

tiona are avaiaWa at 420 SUB daadine a
Mey 3 9 5 pm woman and tlwd world

atudanta arKOuraged to apply T»w SGA ia a

AA/EEO
Alrllnaa' Hiring. (14 (SB. 000'

Stemaidaaaaa. Raaanrsttonist i Wor«»*lde>

Call for Guide. Directory. Newaletter

1(9161 944-4444 > UMeeasir

Counsators Aaaociation of lndeper>danl

Cempa aak« qualrfad couneafors for 76

raaidential chitdran t camps m Northeeat Ju

(y and August Contact Aaaocatmn o1 In

dependent Campa (MA) 80 Madiaon Ave

New York, N V 10010 I212l^67»3230

Whygo active-duty for loan rapeymont/

Join the Maaa Nat Guard fo- loan rapaymenl

and 100% free tuition Communicalioos and

medical personnel neededi For mfo cal

646 7462

Hiring. (1»(30 000> Cam
WorW Call for Guide, Oirec

tory, Newaletter 1-(916) 944-4444 «

UMsssrrulse

Loot wallat on campus Psnisia Mortis

beiga leether 646 1263 329 Ven Malar

Loat Panaeertic Wolkmon n brown carry

ing caea by Lot 32 and Souttiwaat reword
I cal John 64g«B41

Ttaa
preferably Brandywina.
Townahouaa Bath 64B 1813

In Edgartawn fleiMa but

oo-ed houaa Jvri 263 903?
'

Fufftpn.

aryta pooi AC 6 cabia TV rant negotabta
CM Dave 886 7186

Fumlahed room 16 minute welk from cam
pua (160 • uM Suaenne 648 IMO

Amharat Apt downtown Amharat
Si(ilslili« 1 8' 31 atudn apt but <

far 7 paopta cal 64B-47IS

4 badreem lownhe uea In

aveSeble June 1 with f

•6 2066

cheap" cal 64B9788 or 266 1

Blue bookbog In FrankHn OC on 4/22 I

don't cere atxiut booka or money (uet want

nutubookt lOa and keys Pteaee cal

263 578B or return to OC no quaationa aaked

Loot Mue knopeeck on Bolchertown Road
bus contama tiooka and very riiportant

rsaaarch If tound i aaS-i

I nood H room or 1 room
immedistsrv sfiar fmala Preferably cloea to

campua Cak Km 6469786

MOOMMATE AVAILABLE

I alr«gle wromon looking for Me
aummar fiouaKig along with definite fal op
tmn Please cal Laa St 817 7462323

MOTOMCYCtet

MBI Vsmsfte 400 anc alsni

clearance priced (760 00 evening (t

weekends 247 6194

78 Hondo CB400 runa waM
rapen (600 or BO cal 263 7422

1982 Honda NIghthawk black Iota of

chrome siceMent conditon 300 rm (1600
648 2792

ROOMMATES WAWTIO

Mgaaaiiiate naadad to afiare 2 badroom
heuae m Surylerlend (276/mo Cet OK
CHOebba 2960662

Female roommate wonted to sttare

room in Brmany Mar>or cal
2&6'6d46

Kawaaokl 440 LTD eicaBant cond IMO can

527«64
84 KaweoabI OPZ 1M 2 months oW 1S00
miiss Ksrkar sufisuat st>owroom cortdltion

aakmg (2900 0668194 keep trying

1876 Hondo 380 CL new red peant, cfiem

and battery EX running cond (476 649- 78B0

OUTDOOR MUSICAL

WMtaicto Story Opvnc ToniM'
outatd* WorcMi«r DC 8 PM

Don T mt« rt'i

••••••••••••••••••a*« ••••••••••••

MmONALS

Cruiaaehipe

_ Ca*B4»4B10Maavan
ings fcssp trylngi

PosWona evoNaMa for M4 on campua

)oba FuM and pari time Appty Tslafund at

IMsmoral Hsil today _^____
Open Rush Sigma Sigms BIgms Tuss

Apr 16 8 30 pm Wed Apr 17 9 00 pm
Thurs Apr 18 9 00 pm All universrry womsn
invited' Any questions csl 546^)046

IsHtruo you can buy leepe for (44 tttrough

the US Government? Get tf>e fects todey'

CaM 1312 742 1142

tripia Dot value tonight and tomorrow
redeem red dots for 76' b blue dots for

(1 06 limite 2 tabs per order CeM 286-8011

or north of campua pond dial 64B-^W>0

To tfto pairaon wfto a«o»o'my |oebot Wed
from Qoaaiman pisass latum ths keys to

laal and found Campua Canter

Looking for 1 fomoto to share a two
badrixim apartment m townhouee eel

anytana 646S041

female roommete wonted Brittany

177 60/month mdudea haat cal 2660027

We need e fomele, studious but fun room
mete Piaaidantai Apts Larga rooma 10

mm walk to campus (126 « utMitiaa < t *26i

cal Juke 546 6178

Praeldentlel Apt 1 double for laB - take

over lease 6496814

Parnate older student looking for 2 quiet

faiiialaa to atiarc one bedroom m a Rolling

Green apartn'ieni for fel, 19B6 Directly on

bus routa Non amokars only Cal Dianne

263-3422 Laeae begma June lat

Taro femelea wanted to ahara townhousa
alyle epertmem m Sunderlend baglnnir>g

Fal 86 For mora mformetion cal 886 4600

Pantala warned to altaro a two bdrm apt
m Townhouee It ia on bus routa Cal Jodi

COfNB 121/121 Tutor UMeea consultant

former 123/121 greder Aleii 263 7666

"Spoody Koya" profeeetonel IBM typing

Disss nations, theeea, papers romance
languagea 26A1002

Wrtto your own profeeelonol reawma
with eaay to foMow line by line instruction

form (6 40aach(ck/M I to Secretary, 13

OW Lsr>dir>g Rd .
Ourttam. NH 03B24

»rar»dyw«r»a epartn»ant fuly fumahed
color TV rent nagotatiia 546 1727

taMot tad aptton Suvaa

I 4 badiuum fust group o< 4 tekea n

263 3871

Oroot Bpetl CaN faat' Beeutrful now fur

natwd duplei apt Suneet Ave lecroea

from SoutfiwoatI apactoua 2 angle. 1 double

bdrm 2 btfwm. calar bkyrd pvt parking 5

minute *iia* frtim campua hurry now cal

646-0639

Wanted two badreem townhoaaa apart

ment cl>eap' Cal 6468861

Largo apt In Ollraath Manor 16 rmorxjta

woM from campus smgK and double (110

per peraon negotiabia can 646 7627

2 bedroom Brortdyarfno Apt fuay furrMt

ed an cond pooi ona month free oal tar a

good dael Jennrfar 6464071

Room In houaa very doee to Amherst
center 140 per month • utiktiaa eel before

9 erT> aftar 1 1 pm Stave 263 3218

Furnlahod two bedroom epertment
North AmTierat on tiua route rent negotalila

646 4729

Choop Puffton 3 bedroom June Auguet

rent negotiable Joenne 646 8478 or

Suianne 646 9777

1 bedroom evoH m 2 bedroom Rrverj^eda

apt 180 00 per moa cal 266 6263

Summor/faH option Bwtea VIMoge 4

bedroom, rent iiegotieble' 2 both utilniaa m
dudad bua route cal evea/lats 263 6346

I'vodrm apt ^amon prtoa negotiaMa osl

646-6461

Bouthwoad Jano Aug 2 bedroom I

H

bath cabls on bus ime bsat oMar 6467129
646^7130

Cantor of AmMviM spacious 3 bdr apt

wall to wial oarpat. ns«i4y rsnovatad.stc

Across from Oraks. Muat saa. Fal ogdan.

Cal now 646 7H1

Newly renowatod three bedroom
Towne»>ouse apertment cal Lmde Susen O
or Bonnw St 646-0320

1 bedroom apt In Bouthwood beat oMar

546-7341 on bus routo

N on iMe routa vary

fal option 296 8823

Ona room apartment plua kitchen end
bethroom on bue route, mca quiet tocooan

in Bolchertown •21B 00 /month caM
3234BM

BrondywtrM eublet avtond pool TV.
furnatiad h4iocn> S46 4860

apocloua OTM bedroom epertment rer>t

negotatna graei locetmn cek now S46 63B8

Britteny Menor opt for rent. Cal
263 5798 ancaaent faciktiea

TNAVn.

Offvtng to CaHformla first or aacond i

m June? Let s caravan Jodi 6466171

WANTIO

Will pa y each for ypiit derm
r 6B6-0723

WAI8TID TOMif

Wanted dead or alhrel Preferably alhra

North Amherst ttwee bedroom apartment

Juna leeee wnh fel opnon 260 do«ar

rewerd eel Andrew 6464132 or Mett

(80 reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apertment m
Puffton or Brandywine oal 2B8- 1881 aak tor

2 guye looking for an apartmant or houaa

m Amlwrat on bus route for nom yeer 1 or 2

rooma cal Joe or Wayr>a 886-4724

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt m Townahouee or

Brandywme WouM teke over leeae Jurte 1

(200 hnders fee cal Abbw at 266^1029

Kathy 26^3140

•MO anyone In Puffton, Brondyw«r«a or

TownfM>weo looking for ttweeroommetee

or wing to turn owar laaaa. plaaaa oM Taittl

646-9740

wanted 2 or I bdrm apt In Tewrwhouaa or

Brendywme Would take over laaaa June 1

•200 finders fee Cal Abbia « JM-tOZB
Kathy 263^3140

•too anyone in Puffton, Biafi6io'rttta. or

TowT>hrHjae looking for ttwae roommaMB or

yyMmg to turn over laaae, pisoas oal Tami
646^9740

Wanted' 2 badmom aummar
fel option csll collect 817 77^4821

BUMMEH SUMtT

4 badroom houeo avail for Juna thru

Aug across from townfvousa apts rant

negotiable cal 6469660 or 649 5646

Orio room In Bwlee VNIoge svsilsbia June

lat eel KeWe 2B»«226 ASAP'

Wonted 1 bdr a*

fal reword' ceM 646^9627

( rewerd for 2 or 3 bedtaam
Brarxtywina or Puffton take

646-9766 or 646-61 14

wwoww

for

apt prw in

in Juna

randywlwa room cal 646 6416 nights

, 2 roama ayaWaWa In tarrlfiG houeol A
for aummr cal Qanst at S4B-4B14 slonea ttwow from campta artd

taw4vwlne"fuiiy~himlshad abtwtdWorinB
pool lant nagotlabis Amy M64Q23

Bright, sunny, big kjtchsn, fiispls c a. Only

t80> /month cal 64B4483

I U ft

•.7m' Nal Prydanllam sal, varlabia <

> 9«a«a 646-7035
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MnutemenlandA-10 playoffberth
m

By PKTKR ABRAHAM
CoUeiJian Staff

K Ml .iM hour and five minutes the rain

poured down on I,orden Field as the L'niver

sily ol Massai husett.s baseball team sat m its

dugout wondering what had gt»ne wrong.

The Minutemen after splitting a

doubleheader on Saturday, were trailmgH 1

to Rutgers in the top sixth inning A defeat

would keep I Mass out of the Atlantic 10

playoffs.

We sat in the dugout for a while, pretty

down on ourselves." senior captain Angelo

Salustn said We hadn't played well an«l we

knew It The ram gave us a chance to Figure

things tuit. and «»nce we did I knew something

was going to happen."

W hat happened was that the Minutemen

scored four runs m both the seventh an«l

eighth innings to defeat the cocky Knights

10 H and earn a berth in next weekends

AttantH- l(» playoffs

On Saturday. INhi^lo-i iheoperierT _' as

Rutgers' pitcher Bob Mad )onald fired a five

hitter. Ktriking out eight. I Ms only high-

point came when Todd fomeau rapped out a

fourth inning single to give him the all time

I'Mass hit record at 158. Hard luck Jim

Knopf t(K»k the lo.ss.

The second game saw I'Massjump out to a

4 (> first innmg lead and hold on for a 9-6 win

Jon Martin picked up the win in relief of star

ter Bobby Dostro.

I omeau had three hits in the game, indud

ing a solo homer and a two run single in the

fu-st inning.

Yesterday. I'Mass jumped ahead !•(> a--

Bruce Kingman jumped on Oarrin Winston -

first pitch m the bottom of the first inning and

drove it to MTO sign in left center. He advan

ced to third on a wild pitch and scored on

Jack Bloise's sacrifice fly to center.

I'M starter Steve Allard all«>wed a run in

the second on two hits as the lefthander

walked Joe Lvnch before Scott Trochim's

double that |>iit mnner <m second and third

with no «)utN

Allard then struck t»ut l)«)n McSherry on

three pitches before Steve HiK»ey singled in

Lynch Htx)ey was then gunned down steal

evHttnued on page tl

CiillHWn PhuUi by Bob Aklnrh

University of MawmchuMtU freshman Matt Sheran collides with

Rutgers' catcher Joe Lvnch in the sixth inning of yesterday's game.

Sheran suffered a separated shoulder on the play. The Minutemen came

back to defeat the Scarlet Knights 10-8.

SPORTS
Women's lax

ends with split

overweekend
Gazelles nipped by Temple
By EDHAYWAHI)
("ollegian .Staff

After dropping a 10 8 battle with number one ranked

Temple I'niversity on Saturdav, the I niversity of Mass

acbusetts women s lacrosse team rebounded on sunday to

defeat Rutgers I niversity 12 4. rai.smg the l.azelles record

to72.
"We played in a pressure game agamst 1 emple so now we

know how it feels to play in that kind of .situation and what we

need to do when we re in that situation in the future," said

l^Mass coach P >ni Hixon of the past weekend's lessons for

her team
Temple started the game by giving I Mass a taste of its

c)wn medicine as the Lady Owls notched the first goal of the

c«>ntest on a Karen Patrick penalty shot in just under one

minute. IMas.- has jumped to quick leads in similar fashion

against several opponents this vear I'Mass came back

minutes later though as Bunny Forbes scored on a pen

altv shot.

But the tie was as dose Hs the ( n/elles would come to the

lead Saturday afternoon. Following Forbes' score. Temple

empted in a strong show of force, scoring five unanswered

goals m the next ten minutes against a faltering (Mass

defense

•'Weweren t r ending their crease plays well and we weren t

adiusting. Hixon said There were lots of bodies in there

around the goal and it was totinh to move and read picks We

An unidentified UMass player (right) unleashes

on Saturday at NOPE — UMass lost 10-8.

weren t mentally ready and it took us a while to get used to

their attack.'

In that ten minute period. Temple got its second and third

goals from Sue Yeager, followed by a Monica Mills tally. ()ne

from (iail Cummings and another from Mills to put the

(iazelles down 6-L
But just when things were looking very bleak (or I Mass.

senior Pam Morvl. playing with a badly bruised tibia, took

charge Moryl made the score 6 1 with 9:.<7 to go in the half

with a strong individual effort. A minute later she scored

roUcfput Ptwto by PvrHi Roberta

a shot on Temple goalie Chrissy Muller in action

again oi, a penalty shot. At 6:39 Mor>l .scored once again.

Two minutes later. Becky Bekampis alertly followed up a

Forbes attempt to pull the C.azelles to within one. Yeager

answered seconds later then Moryl put in another to make it

7 6 Temple. An improved I'Mass defense held Temple until

Mills scored with 33 seconds to go in the half

Facing a c<msistent I'Mass defense led by goalie Debbie

DeJesus. the Lady Owls managed only two goals in the

second half. The (lazelles got a goal from Forbes, and

continued (m page I /

Lose 9-4 lead

Gorillas ambushed, 11-9
By BOB ALDRICH
Collegian Staff

WEST POINT. NY - For 44 minutes, the

University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team outplayed the United

States Militarj Academy. With a 9-4 lead,

the (k)rilla.'^ UH)ked well on their way to

upsetting the sixth-ranked Cadets.

Then, Senior midfielder Rob Hoynes
took things into his own hands for Army
as the third period closed. He scored two

goals in 24 seconds to put the Cadets

within range, 9-6. The Army then scored

five unanswered goals in the final period

to come away with an 11-9 victory on

Saturday.

The C»orilla.s fall to 4-6 on the season

after this, another in a series of disappoin-

ting losses.

For UMass the high scorer was Tom
Carmean with one goal and five assists.

Mike Fiorini pumped in three goals. Doug

Musco scored two goals and had one

assist, Matt O'Reilly scored one goal and

had one assist, and Tom Lukacovic and

Neil Cunningham each added a goal.

Army started strong as they jumped out

to an early 2-0 lead on goals by Hoynes

and Bill Schiffer.

UMass tied the game however early in

the second period on an isolation goal by

Tom Carmean.
Army scored the next two goals and

looked like they would run away with the

game, but goalie Cierry Moreau made a

key save when UMass was a man down

and cleared the ball to a speedy Neal Cun-

ningham who raced by the Army defense

to score his goal. UMass tied the game at

four on a beautiful shot by Lukacovic on a

feed from Carmean and went ahead with

seven seconds left in the half when Fiorini

rtmtxnued ort page II

Softball wins sixth straight,

Wildcats, Catamounts fall
By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

It's been a tough year for

the University of

Massachusetts softball

team. Injuries, errors and
anything that could go

wrong did for the
Minutewomen.

But Ma.ssachusetts is on

the rebound after sweeping
doubleheaders from New
Hampshire and Vermont
this weekend. UMass has

won six in a row, its longest

winning streak of 1985, and
is three games over .500,

the most all year.

UMass improved to

21-18-1 with 4-0 and 1-0

wins over New Hampshire
on Friday and 9-0 and 6-1

wins over Vermont on
Saturday. Coupled with a
sweep of Central Connec-
ticut last Wednesday, it's

six straight.

"It's been a combination
of everyone pulling
together," shortstop Paige
Kopcza, six-forseven on the

day against Vermont, said.

"We're forgetting what we
do wrong and capitalizing

on what we do right because

we do a lot more things

right than we do wrong."

Strong hitting, 33 hits in

the last four games, sound
defense, only two errors all

weekend, and strong pit-

ching, all four weekend

games were two-hitters,

carried UMass.

Lynn Stockley raised her

record to 12-7 in a 4-0 win

over UNH and a 9-0 win

over UVM. Lisa Rever im

proved to 7-5 with a 1-0 win
over the Wildcats and Cathy
Reed gained her second win
of the year with a 6-1 over

UVM.
Massachusetts won the

opener with New Hamp-
shire 4-0, highlighted by

back-t<^>-back triples by Mar-

tha Jamieson (two-for-two,

one RBI) and Emily
Bietsch, her first of the

year.

continued on page 11
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Editor's note:

The following is an excerpt and reprinting of n

tive articles of the first NUMMO newspaper.Many of

our brothers and sisters undertook all obstacles plac-

ed in front of them •mi overcame them. It is now our

responsibility to r»ap«:t our history ;
therefore the

struggle undertaken to attain NUMMO must never be

forgotten.

Why and how NUMMO NEWS came to be It it

best said in the words of the founders.

"...A Black organisation catling Itself CORE,

launched an Investigation of the existing white

media organizations on campus and dlscovared

that they ware operating with no Black student

input Into their respective staffs. Core then pro

tasted and led a 19a0's styled sit in at the white

student newspaper (the Daily Collegian) in order

to force this organiiation to utillie adequate

Black representation on its staff. The result of

this action created two positions on the Editorial

Board of the Collegian Brother Rudy Jonee

became the first Black Affairs Editor in the

history of the Collegian and Vangie Brookfield

worked as Assistant Black Affairs Editor.

This move contributed to the grovirth of BN8

and provided the group wrth publication

privileges to which they had formely no accees.

The following year Brother Sherwood Thomp-

son with the help of Aaeistant Black Affairs

EdKors Cai WItworth and Sandra Jackson work-

ed constantly, bringing to the Campus important

news from local, national and international

scanee.
As popularity and damand developad, the

Editors and staff of BN8 ware faced with the

challenge of providing more complete news

coverage to Black people on campus and sur-

rounding areas. With this demand the creation of

Nummo Newspaper came into being.

Nummo News is the first Black student weekly

newspaper published at the University of

Massachuetts. Nummo News operates a news

and information medium providing local, na-

tional, and international and cultural informa-

tion. This publication is the basic core, which

records and communicates to Black people, the

essence of protracted struggle, in which we are

engaged.

At the present, the destiny and future of the

NUMMO newspaper and the Black News Service

rests on the shoulders of every concerned Black

person here in Amherst and surrounding areas.

The present situation demands that Black people

step forward and assume the responsibilities of

operating and controlling the voice of the Black

community NUMMO NEWSpaper.

The Black newspaper has always been in the

march for Justice for the Black race It corrects

the wrongs and Interprets the direction of the

movement Although, because Black people fall

to assume full responsibility for making it work,

the Bleck press suffers the plague of lack of staff

workers and lack of community financial sup-

port It Is that same old bluee. we kill our own

erections by falling to support them.

The systematic exclusion of oppressed people,

perticulary Black people, from the media is weM

documented All one hes to do is Just turn tha

radio or television, or read the various

newspepers and magailnes to further substan-

tiate this point.

It Is also a feet that the media is one of the

founding pillers of modern civiliiation. then it is

imperetive that all Black people fully perticipate

in every aspect of the medie.

The reelization that we can not allow others to

distort the imagery of Black people. We can not

continue to look up to others for our vital source

of information. If we do, we will certainly be mle-

informed and highly mis-educated. We must

maintain a network for communicating our Idaaa

and recording dally-weekly news and informa-

tion, that affecta our llvee. A parson who do<M

not know, llvee in darkneea and a person who

has been told llee llvee a life of maka-ballave.

NUMMO NEWSpaper. In order to survWe must

receive the entire Black community's support In

ther form of staff-workers and community finan-

cial support. By taking an involved attHuda

about NUMMMO. we can work energetically

towarda building a more coheehre Black Com-

munity. ^ .

NUMMO servee to etlmulata education and

promote salf-detefmlnatlon to the entire Black

community. One parson can not ba hold reepon-

slble for the work ttiat tho entire communKy

must do. It la going to take an Involvod majority,

dedicated and sarioue-mlndad for ua to brlf»fl

about a consistent and productive Black

newspaper.
Let us pull our resources together, combine ef-

forts and work hand In hand for our own survival

and elevation. The Black Press Is not something

to be toying around with. Today, communica-

tions is vital and most Important for our con-

tinues existanca as a nation. Think sarioualy

about the future and do not allow the past to

hhold back what must be done nowl The NUM-
MO NEWSpaper must go straight ahead, thla la

why it is going to take your help and support in

order to continue publishing.

For those who mturn their backs and refuse to

cooperate and help. It Is like a foolish man who
drinks poison in order to cure his sickness. SUP-

PORT YOUR BLACK NEWSPAPERIIII^ - -r^- . , ,,^«.,-,.

.
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Introduction to W.E.B. DuBois as a Historian; A Reassessment.

Almost a decade ago (NUMMO NEWS October

12. 1976) I wrote an essay in an attempt to

introduce a portion of the writings of WEB.
DuBois to a new generation of UMass students.

Since that time DuBois' stature has not

diminished. but neither has

there been the widespread dissemination of the

details of his achievements that one would have

nticipeted end desired. For that reason I em

offering the essay - with minor revisions once

•gain in the hope that WEB. DuBois can be

removed from that category of scholars who are

much admired. but very much unread.

During thid year of the bicentennial when

virtually every aspect of American life and history is

being assessed and reassessed, it was to be

expected that the Afro-American experience

vtfould receive some attention. Unfortunately, the

kind of attention given the Black experience often

has boon as trivial and silly as that given to the

entirety of the American experience Of the

numerous Black figures not being discussed in the

rush to glorify the Black inventors of ice cream

. the potato chip and the stop light. WEB DuBois

is surely the most prominent.

By and reasonable criteria, Dr. Dubois is surely one

of the greatest scholars and thinkers ever bom in the

in the United States, and to discuss the events of a

two hundred-year period without acknowJedging the

stature of a man who lived and worked for almost one

hundred of those years is ludicrous.

An equally compelling reason for taking a second

kK>k at the life and workk of Dr. Dubois is a bit more

complex. We are all aware of tghe large amount of

•cholariy attention now focukssed on the history and

culture of Afro-Americans as a result of the Civil

Rights Movement, the resukrgence of Black na-

tionalism in the 19e0's, and the rise of Black Studies

courses, programs and departments. What is not as

obvious is the existence of a ratgher pervasive ig

norance of the content of the work of such peoneer-

ing Black schkolars as DuBois, Carter G. Woodson,

A.A. Taylor. Charles Wesley, etc., and the often too

easy dismissal of thkeir work with patronizing and

condescending remarks about "special pleading,"

lack kof sophistication." etc. A careful reading and

re-reading of the historical writing of Dr. DuBois

should held to dispel such notions. The purpose then

of this brief essay is to bring to your anention the

significance of DuBois' approach to the study of

khistory with the hope that students and just beginn-

ing to work In the area of the Afro-American ex-

penar>ce w«l be more aware that they are not alwayks

plowir>g virfgin soil or sailing completely unchkaried

mm. A number of pk>neering Black scholars, working

undm extramaly difficult conditions -heavy teaching,

heavy loads, scant financial or institutional support,

lack kof excess to libraries and archives, and the

general perils of a Jim Crow existence-have gone

before.

W.E.B. DuBois was one of the best of these. By

1976, and certainly by 1985, the basic outline of

DuBois' life should be part of ktghe common

knowledge of every American. But taking no chances

let me sumkmarize it briefly. William Edward

Burghardt DuBois was born in Great Barrington,

Massachusetts, on February 23, 1868, and died in Ac-

cra, Ghana, on August 27, 1863. He studied at Fisk

University (B. A., 18881 and Harvard University IB. A.,

1890; PhD. in History, 18951. He taught at Wilber-

force University [1894-961 and at Atlanta University

(1897-1910; 1934-19441. Dr. DuBois was a founding

member of the Niagara Movement (1905-19091 and

the N.A.A.C.P. from 1910-1934 as editor of The Crisis

and director of publicity and research, and from

1944-1948 as director of special research. He par-

ticipated in the First Pan-African Conference in 1900,

the First Universal Races Congress in 1911, and spon-

sored Pan-African Congresses in 1919, 1921, 192a3,

and 1927. He served as honorary chairman of the

1946 Congress.

From 1948 to 1961 DuBois was active in various

organizations of the American left: Council of African

Affairs. Peace Information Center, Communist Party.

In 1950 he ran as the U.S. Senate candidate of the

American Labor Party in New York. In 1961 he left the

U.S. to take up residence and citizenship in

Nkrumah's Ghana. As a writer. Dr. DuBois was a

poet, playwright, novelist, essayist, ioumatift. and

sociologist m well as an historian.

Ha wrote twenty-one books, edhed fifteen pubiish-

ad ovw 100 essays and artictas. The Souls of Black

Folk: Essays and Sketches 119031 places him in the

front rank of American essayists. The Philadelphia

f>4agro: A Social Study (18991, a pkjneering investiga

tk>n, secures DuBois' reputation as a first-rate

sociologist. To aaaass the entire corpus of DuBois's

writing is a task far beyond the scope of this piaca.

The focus here wvlH be on what DuBois has con-

tributed to the study of Afro American history.

W.E.B. DuBois's historical writing possess three

characterisitics that coincide with tt>e "new" trends in

Afro-American history. First, Dr. DuBois wrote from

an Afrocentric point of view with a Pan African scope.

Dr. DuBois, throughout his life, never failed to

acknowledge the significant influence of Africa on the

history and lives of Afro-Americans, on the develop

ment of western civilization and the New Wortd.

especially the United States, and on the general un-

folding of the history of mankind. From the Suppres-

sion of the African Slave-Trede to the United States of

America 1638 to 1870 [18961 to The Wortd and Africa

(19471 and in virtually every major work in between

Africa had an important place in DuBois' analyses.

Dr. DuBois wrote three general historic of Africa and

the African Diaspora, The Negro (19151; Black Folk:

Then and Now (19391; and The Wortd and Africa,

which have yet to be superceded in the era of the

specialized monograph and the predominance of na-

tionalism among historians. DuBois routinely thought

in the comparative crosscultural and diaspora terms

that are not seen as essential to understanding the

Afro-American experience.

The Negro, a volume in the Home University Library

of Modern knowledge, is a brief, but still useful,

survey of the existing state of knowlege about

Africans and peoples of African descent. It begins

with geography and demography, moves swiftly

through ancient Egypt and Ethiopia to the now well

known kingdoms of the Congo, Niger River and

western Sudan. East Africa, Zimbabwe and southern

Africa also receive attention. A relatively lengthy

chapter on African culture (in the anthopological

sensel is followed by chapters on the slave trade and

the settling of the West Indies and Latin America. The

longest chapter is that on "The Negro in the United

States." The concluding chapter discusses the con

temporary situation of Blacks in the wortd in which he

anticipates several of Lenin's views on the nature of

imperialism and the "labor arlstrocracy."

It was a necessary and pioneering synthesis from

the Afro-American point of view. If it were written to-

day that description would still apply. Black Folk:

Then and Now: An Essay in the History and

Sociology of the Negro Race and The Wortd and

Africa are more extensive and refined treatments of

the ideas outlined in the Negro. Black Folk: Then and

Now follows the general format of the Negro but

devotes greater attention to the effects of colonialism

on contemporary Africa.

As in The Negro. DuBois apologizes for the lack of

firm supporting data for some of his conclusions,

while still asserting the need for the work of

synthesis that he is attempting. World War II and

the subseouent upsurge in anticolonial movements

provoked DuBois to once again write on Africa.

The World and Africa, devoted entirely to the

history and comtemporary events on the continent,

is vigorously anticolonial in intent.

The work of the post- 1945 and

post-independence historians of Africa has

resulted in the revision, expansion, and refining of

many of Dubois' specific conclusions. However, no

one has stepped forward to take on the task of

writing a concise yet wide-ranging synthesis of

Africa and the African Diaspora.

A second Characteristic of Dr DuBois

historiography is th.t it is Qenuin^jly

interdisciplinary DuBois never accepted the

division of the study of human groups and societies

into separate disciplines As a student and

throughout *»'* •**••

he read and studied widely All of his works were

informed both by his sense of the historical process

and by a concern for the cuhural dimension The

essays in The Souls of Black Folk (1903) are

perhaps the best introduction to his process Tf»a

Philadelphia Negro, a sociological study,

has a lengthly section on the history of Blacks in

Philadelphia from the colonial period through the

19th century. DuBois is careful to pay soma

attention to the historical context of each

institution or practice such as churches, schools.

^ businesses

that he discusses The same is true of most the

Atlanta University Publications. The Negro and

Black Folk: Then end Now of course deal

extensively with African culture

The most interesing blend of historical, economic

and cultural analysis is in The Gift of Black Folk:

The Negroes in the Making of America (1924)

The Gift of Black Folk is an exciting treatment of

what black people meant to the development of

American civilization.

The now well known facts concerning Blacks as

explorers, workers and soldiers are summarized.

Perhaps of greater interest to us today are DuBois'

discussions of the infiuence of Blacks on U.S.

political thought and institutions, on popular

culture especifically music, and on religious

thought •"<*

practices. The chapter on Reconstruction

anticipates the conclusion of Black

reconstruction in America (1935) DuBois shows

that Blacks and the white treatment of Blacks was

much more pervasive than previous, and most

subsequent, scholars have been willing to admit.

The book is not a history

in the strict academic sense , but a series of essays

in response to the general question: "Who made

America ' DuBois effort to assess the history of

Blacks in America is written as fiction:

The Black Flame A Trilogy (1957. 1959, 1961)

The ordeal of Mansart (1957). Mansart Builds A

School (1959). and Worlds of Color (1961) which

are the life of Manual Mansart (DuBois?) are a

combination of literature, autobiography and

historical commentary on the role of Blacks in the

US and the world from 1876 to 1956.

DuBois'use of rather unique combination of

literary form.eg novels and essays to present his

ideas has been used

as a justification for not taking him seriously as an

historian. But those who would look to works such

as William Styron's Confessions of Nat Turner for

truths about slavery would be on much firmer

ground using The Gift of Black Folk and The Black

Flame

Flame and the essays in The Souls of Black Folk

and Darkwater: Voices From Within The Veil

(1921) as guides to an understanding of American

Society.

A final characteristic of Dr. DuBois'

historiography is that he offers ideas on a number

of historical problems that still deserve attention. I

have mentioned The Gift of Black Folk and its

challenging thesis on the influence of Blacks on

American Civilization. But it is Black

Reconstruction in America (1935) that contains a

wealth of forward looking insights. The basic
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thesis of Eric Williams' Capitalism and Slavery is

that (p. 5) many of the conclusions of the new work

on slavery by such scholars as Kenneth Stampp.

Eugene Genovese, John Blassingame and George

Rawick are there. DuBois saw that in contrast to

the West Indies in the U.S. south "it paid to

conserve the slave and let him multiply (p 4). He

anticipates Genovese' discussions of the

psychological effects of slavery and made the

same comparisons

with the conditions of northern workers. DuBois'

chapter on "The Planter" is as insightful a

discussion of the nature of planter hegemony as

can be found in Genovese and has yet to be given

the credit due it DuBois conclusions (if not his

terminology) of the role Blacks during the Civil War

and Reconstruction have held up far better than

those of his racist contemporaries.

His conclusions as to be the reasons for the failure

of Reconstrucction are sound. The conclusions

concerning the "Counter- Revolution of Property
"

and "Black Toward Slavery" have not been

repudiated, nor have been those on "The

Propaganda of History " which should be required

reading for all students of American as well as

Afro-American history.

In calling "for a reassessment and

re-reading of DuBois, I am not suggesting that he

be read as the last word on any particular subject.

DuBois himself addressed the same problem eg

Africa, Reconstruction, etc at different times, in

different ways. DuBois' historical writings are not

the last words, but often the first, and always

interesting and profound
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Letler To The Editor
Saturday, April 20,1985 "Moon On A Rainbow

Shawl" had it's final performance and as one who was

priviledged to have seen it. I can only say

more, more'. The cast was without exception totally

professional and individually outstanding. An award

winning performance by Ms. Ingrid C. Askew in the

role as Mrs. Adams brought the audience to tears.

Ms Askew was superb in controlling her role and not

enough can be said for this thought provoking and

very human experience We applaude the writer, the

director, and the staff and to the cast and especially

Ms. Askew we say Thank You for giving so much of

yourselves to so many of us.

Marilyn E.

CHlLDf^EN'S

ART SHOW
lannQH

Tha Commuter Area Qovarnmant Presents

"Wa Are Tha World " Benefit Danca
Wednesdsy , May 1st, 1986

Student Union Ballroom 8:00p.m. -1:00a.m.

5 DJ's: Motown, Reggae. Funk. Latin. New Wave
5 Danca Contests - Prizes

Suggested Donation: $1.00

"Structural Amnesia. Etc.." a multi-

media presentation by Michael Phillips,

will be on exhibit from May 2 - 14 at

Wheeler Gallery, located in Wheeler

House. University of Massachusetts,

Amherst.

An opening reception will be held on

Thursday, May 2, from 6-8p.m.

Wheeler Gallery is open Sunda
- Thursday: 7-10 PM.
Tuesday & Thursday: 12:30 - 2:30 PM

Some of the poorest children in the City

of New York have raised $150,000.00

and hired a plane to air lift some 40 tons

of grain into Ethiopia, they did it.

According to Doctors and nutritionist

on the scene our goverment is so

bogged down in red tape that the much

needed food is not making it to the

People of Ethiopia on time.

We too can help - with a penny, a nickle.

a dime or a quarter a day.

Yes - it has all been said but now is the

time to stop saying and start doing, if a

group of children from the ages of 5 to

1 9 can "SAVE THE CHILDREN ' we too

can "Give back a life".

The Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery

at The New Africa House is

spearheading the "Give back a life"

drive for the Children of Ethiopia.

Contact us at 545-0932

Workshop Schedule

Workshop A
9:45 - 12:00p.m.

Women and Labor - Part 1

(South Korea.- U.S.A.)

Campus Center Room 801-802

Lesbian As A Political Choice

Campus Center Room 806-809

Women In The Peace MovementCampus Center

Room 1001-1002

Workshop B
1:45 -4:00p.m.

Women in Labor - Part II

(Palestine - South Africa)Campu8 Center Room

801-802

Third World and Feminism

Campus Center Room 805-809

Women and Reporession: Repressive Legislation

Campus Center Room 1001-1002

A Conference on

Women
In

Friday. May 3

6;00 7:00 pm

8:00 - 11:30 pm

Saturday, May 4
8:00 - 9:00 am

9:00 9:30 am

9:45 - 12:00 am
12:00 - 1:30 pm
1:45 - 4:00 pm
1:45 • 4:00 pm

5:00 - 6:00 pm

730 - 10:00 pm

May 4, 1 985

University of Massachusetts

Amherst

Sunday, May 5

7:30 - 10:00 pm

Preregistration

Campus Center Lobby

Cultural Evening

Campus Center, Bluewall

Registration

Campus Center Lobby

Introductory Remarks:

Judy Toyama

Campus Center Room TBA
Workshop A

Lunch

Workshop 8

Keynote Speaker:

Josephine Rodriguez

Campus Center Room TBA

Closing and Evaluation

Campus Center Room TBA
Art Opening

"Women and Struggle

Cross Culturally"

Augusta Savage Art Gallery

New Africa House

Lecture and Discussion

Josephine Rodriguez

Campus Center Room TBA
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r N(JMMOis the magic power o/

I the spoken and written word

I W.th each word translated there

I escapes vapor Vapor is a form of

I water Water IS necessary for the

Z extstance of all life forces on

I earth
I The Blach Sews Service

I
strongly believes that our

^(i«

newspaper will speah the truths

of the prutractive struggle of

black people Only through the

truth can we as a people develop

a clear and precise h no wtedge of

the world and its perplexities

Wher^ we receive knowledge it is

our dut V to use it arxd share it wAh

you. our fellow brothers and

sisters

It IS through this exchanfie of

written information which you,

the people transfer the spoken

^^rd into power Then together

•^ u.ll surely become the con-

frullerso/ourcreatuvli/«';orces.

our destiny

/ aMi becauif we are and

since we are therefore i am.

KM

I

i

i

I
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lfc,«ry of Black News Seni.e New Africa Honse-TTie Okl and New
^

.... _ . . ...rv s..nou^ surrounding schiK.I> nui h a.^ .V»

The Black Nf^ Service

iBNSi IS now enUriiiK ils third

vvar ol piisilive and priKluctiblt-

ttxnmunitv servitf herr al the

UniverMts •»! .MaNsachuselts

B.NS wax t>«>rn on lf>e drawing

Iwards (.1 Black latully and

sludfiil ^)lannm^^ It was w«'ll

kiM.wii tlwl Black pi"<.pU- !>ult«i«'d

as vKlims «»« sysleniaUi ia

duMon Iruni Hie imtlia Ml <«)«

has U» do IN U» >vntch on th«- radio

ir r\ i» rtad the newspapers and

magazines, lo Ik- aware ol this

Being aware «»! Ihis lad. BNS

emerged to service tin* Blac-k

lomniunity with rdevanl news

and inlormalHHi I 'at i;rund> will

tx' renwinln'red as spi-ar hrading

the initial plaius and objwtives

lor the BNS
As with every Black mt-dia

organization. BNS sullered the

(Jague ol lacking ciHiimunity

hiiancial support Ik'ing con

cerned with this serious situation

A Black organiralion calling

Itself COKK, launched an in

vestigation of the existing while

media organirations on campus

md discovered that they were

operating wilK no Black student

input into their respective staffs

COKE then protested and led a

1960s styled sit in at the white

student newspaper tlhe Daily

Collegian I in order to force this

organization to utilize adequate

Black representation on it s staff

The result of this action created

two positions on the Editorial

Board of the Collegian Brother

Kudy J<»nes became the first

Black Alfairs Editor in the

lustorv m the l ollegian and

Vangie Br<iokfield worked as

,Vssistant Black Allairs Editor

I his mo\i' ronlriliuttHl lo the

growth ol BNS and pro\ided Ihr

j5<»up vMth publualKHi privilenes

III whnli lluv had l(»imerl> ii"

n I e>N

III*' lolliivMii^ >«'.tr Hi own 1

SitrwiMKl llioinpsuii vMlh the

Irip ol Vssistaiil Black Allans

hciilors ( al \N ilwoi III and Sandra

.lacksoii worked i oiisislanlly .

In ingiiig to Hk' campus inip«»rtanl

mws lioin l<Kal nal uinal and

iiiU'i national scenes

As popularity and <k-mand lor

iiMiie nev\> space developed, the

hilmirs and stall ol BNS were

laci-d with the cliallenge ol

providing more complete news

it)verage lo Black people on

campus and surrouiKling areas

With this demaixl the creation ol

Nl \t.\U) Newspaper came into

ln'ing

M M!VU> IS the lirsl Black

student weekly newspaper

published at the I niversity of

\L«ss NUIVLMO NEWS operates, a

m-ws and inlormation medium,

providi »g local, national, m
ternational and cultural m
lormalion Hiis publication is the

basic core, which records and

cvmmunicales to Black people,

the essence ol protracted

struggle, in which we are

engaged

There is a very serious

situation affecting the New

Mrica House Cultural tenter

which was fsUbiislu-d in 1^-*'

Uii ..ugh ihe dedicatetl struggle ol

Black sUidcnt^ llislorical ai

oiunts nvoni that the New

\IIKU IhHJM- was both iHit oi

i.Millicl and ciMilronlation N^ith

iu-increas«'sol Black stud.iiN H

Hcainc iiecessar> ^ ""'

lacililies that v*eie vap.il'U- ut

siMMCing the New Black « ««ii

niunits s iK-eds

surrounding sch«K)ls suih xs

Vmhersi i olleg*- and .Mt llolyoke

( ollegc wt-re siinullamously

conduiting demonstrations

pi,.tcsting Uie lack ol respn t and

ijiiiiled rfs.»urces lacihlus lhe>

lud logfthei these gnHi|». vkith

tjlack sluik-nl leaders ol I Mass

waged ail elltvlive light lor the

ot.l.onineiil ol a lew resources

Uuililu's et(

riM- Nrw Aliua House was

(rtlicially declared by Hie

I niversity administration as an

iinratixe Black t ultural l enter

riu'N lurther aulhorized

studeiiLs tt» di'velop a governing

o.mmittce tliat will !«• respon

sible lor the administrative

ivspt»nsibililie> ol the buildings

iipci at ion

Ilk- siivring Committee was

luimed and the Center Ugan to

lunction servicing the com

iiiunitv The lirst ciHirdinalor.

Vin.rs Mo4Hf was M«Urted im

imdiately h»llowing this ap

(< ••nliiiiKMl «»H l'i»K«- 14 >

Black Newspaper Appeal

At the present, the destiny and

futire of the NUMMO newspaper

and the Black News Service rests

on the shoulders of every con-

cerned Black person here in

Amherst and surrounding areas

TTie present situtation demands

that Black people step forward

and assume the responsiblilies of

operating and controlling the

voice of the Black comminity

NUMMO newspaper

The Black newspaper has

always been in the march for

justice for the Black race It

corrects the wrongs and m
terprets the direction of the

movement Although, because

Black people fail to assume full

responsibility for making it work,

the Black press suffers the

league of lack of staff workers

and lack of community financial

support Us that same old blues,

we kill our own creations by

failing to support them

The systematic exclusion of

oppressed people, particularly

Black people, from the media is

well -documented All one has to

do IS just turn on the radio or

television, or read the various

newspapers and magazines to

further substantiate this point

It IS also a fact that media is

one of the founding pillars of

nnodern civilization and if a

people are to assert themselves

in this civilization, then it is

imperative that all Black people

(Continued on Pmfe 4)
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Craemen Gathers-Example of the U.S. System of Justice,

'I Don't Have Time To Be Angry'

Craeman Ge hers

The Case of Fred Hampton

Vukani I'l^nvi^'"®

lurino 'i <'W5 -'t ff

Craeman GethefS was back m
AmhefSt (Thurs I for the first time

in over 2 V, years He spent the day

talkirtg to students about h«s case I

woukJ like to make people aware of

the situation All i want is a

chance to present all the evidence,

and I haven t even been j^ven that

fight yet Only bits and ptecM of the

evidence has been presented m
court so far

Craeman Gethers has had two

years taken from his life According

to Craenr^n all he wants to do is

put the facts up front What

happened to Craeman can be a

lesson on how this system works

This situation can happen to

anyone When asked about his

feelings on still being in lail while his

CO defendant Earl Brown was out

on parole Craeman said. I don't

think It's fair, how can the same

cnme wetgh more heavily on one

than on the other I don t feel that

IFTHERE
IS NO

STRUGGLE
THERE IS

NO
PROGRESS!

and that it should have been

my back is to the waM even though I

know Its completely unfair for me

to be in prison Despite the m
lustice that has led to two years

being taken from his life Craeman

Gethers does not seem biner I

have BO time for anger I have to

concentrate on the situation at

hand and deal with it accordingly

My case is not unusual It's been

going on since the beginning of

time
'

Craeman described his case as

being in a state of limbo. " at the

present time He has not been able

to do what he wants m his pursuit

to clear his name put the facts

up front Right now his defense

fund IS in urgent r>eed for mor^ey. "I

do have an urgent need for money

We are |ust about broke Money

will make the difference " $1,000

dollars has already been spent on

his defense.

Joan Little Up
For Parole

Again, Decision

Due Nov. 15
RALEIGH. NC \UPI\ Joan

declared a mistrial and they should Little, acquitted two years ago of a

have been granted a new trial Bill murder charge in a widely
stated that he is m the process of publicized trial, becanw eligible for

appealing the ludges decision now parole on a breaking and entering

and that he expects motions on the conviction Friday and state paroles

trial to Stan within the next six officials began work on her case
months or a year The actual work
wont begin until November or

Decemljer

He stated that although it came
out in the trial that the FBI had
admitted to writing false letters to

cause disruptions between different

black organizations and had tried to

Luther Mitchell, the case analyst

for the f>arotes commission han

dling her case, said she had been

told to anticipate a decision by

about Nov. 15. The decision will be

made by tfie commission.

It was her second attempt at

parole. A bid for freedom was
cause conflicts between the reiected late last year, reportedly for

Panthers and the Muslims, people a violation of rules at women's
might ask if all this evidence came correctional center in Raleigh
out well, why didn't anything vvhere she is serving her term,
happen^ ^^^ UxWe. 23. has been working
Why didn't the judge just convict for a Raleigh dentist under a work

the perpetrators of the charges release program since the spring.

By W. J. WHEELER
Nummo N0ws Smff

BW Hampton, surviving brother

of late Chicaoo Black Panther Party

leader Fred Han>pton (who was
killed by Chicago Police 4 a.m. on
December 4, 1969) is presently

touring the U.S. to organize

support to reopen his brother's

case. US. District Court Judge
Joseph Sam Perry, who after

prevkxialy acquitting the F.B.I, and
other agefKies of involvement in

the case, ordered a hung jury to

acquit the seven policemen who
jook part in the raid on Fred

Hampton's apartment at 2237 West
Monroe St on Chicago's West
Side.

Bill Hamp'on

Bill Hampton spoke b^ef^/ before

showir>g the film 'The Murder of

Fred Hampton" in C.C. .163 at the

University of Massachuaens at

Amherst. After ttw film presen-

tation Mr. Hampton answered

queatione and elaborated on the

case. He stated ttut his brottier's

bodyguard WiNiam O'Neil was on

the peyroll of the F.B.I, as an in-

fomriant. He stated that this was
rx>t krtown at the time of the trial

but was later discovered in

documents during testinrK)ny in tf>e

trial. William O'Neil according to

BiH Hampton received 130,000 to

watch the activittea of Fred ar>d the

Party arnJ that ttiats why it was later

proven that Fred was asleep during

tf>e r-.td. O'Neil had evident^ put

somethinr^g into Fred's food, and

even O'Neil admitted that Fred

Hampton didn't use drugs arxl that

he was paid to drug Chairntan Fred

so that Fred would rK>t be able to

deferKl himself during the raid.

The trial which was in Federal

Court for the past eighteen nxKiths

ts over, the judge threw ^ out. Bill

Hampton is presently ^ppealir^ the

ludges directed verdict He feels

that the iudge did not have the right

to give the jury a directed verdict

wtten the iury was in a deadlock

leveled against them? The people

must remember how corrupt it is

and this was the type of ludge that

didn't want people to be bucking
the federal system. In his opinion it

was just to say OK, well we know
the evidence, we know the F.B.I,

did this but we are not going to do
anything because the F.B.I is

suppose to do those type of things,

and that in this Great Amenca if the

Panthers and other groups are

subversive, the F.B.I, is suppose to

spy on them
So this was the attitude that was

buih arourxl the judges attitude and
the trial. There are twenty eigfrt

det9r>dents reamed in Bill Hamp-
ton's suit two of them are F.B.I,

agents Bill HarT>pton
main objectives are
Number one that the Civil Rights
were violated. Number two, that
they used too much force upon
entering Fred's apartrr>ent Number
three, obstruction of justice.

program
She was acquitted in August,

1975, of a murder charge in the

death of Beaufort County jailer

Clarence Alligood.

She testified she was feruling off

a sexual anack at tf>e jail where she

was awaiting an appeal of a 1974

breaking and enterir>g conviction.

She has served 26 months of her

7 to 10-year sentence for a breaking

and enterir>g in Beaufort County.

Most of the tinr>e has been spent

at the women's facility in Raleigh,

MitcheU said the parole in-

vestigation would "mainly be

corKerr>ed with her propoeed kind

of employment plan and
residence."

She told parole officials, he said,

stated his that she plarw to continue working
to prove, for dentist David P Lane, who gave

her a job when it appeared no one

wanted to hire f>er.

She also tokj officials she plan*

to hve in the Raleigh area if she s

freed artd will buy a houae.

Was Martin Luther King Jr.

A Capitalist?
On the hundredth birthday of Dr educated Negro who is not really

WEB Dubois February 23, 1968, part of us, and the angry militant

Freedomways Magazine sponsored who fails to organize us having

an international Cultural Evening at nothing m common with Dr

Carnegie Hall in New York City The Dubois He exemplified black

Centennial Address that evening power achievement and he

was delivered by Dr Martin Luther orjganized black power in action. It

King Jr This particular speech I was no abstract slogan to him."

think was one of his best ones Further on Dr King continues to

before his assassination and this praise Brother Dubois

speech alone was highly respon- "We cannot talk of Dr Dubois

sible for the assassination of Dr without recognizing that he was a

Martin Luther King Jr because he radical all of his life. Some people

was in full agreement with what Dr would like to ignore the fact that he

Dubois finally did m his life was a Communist in his later years.

I will not anempt to give the full it is worth nothing that Abraham

text of this speech, but only Lincoln warmly welcomed the

highlight key points that he nr^de support of Karl Marx dunng the

about Dr. WEB. Dubois, whom Civil War arnj corresponded with

Dr. King loved. The two great him freely... It is time to cease

intellectuals of our time have given muting the fact that Dr Dubois was

people of color a high standard to a genius and chose to be a Com-

live by; it would be well that whites munist Our irrational obessive

as well as people of color emulate anticommunism has led us into too

these two unselfish Africans Dr many quagmires to be retained as if

MartinLuther King Jr. did not make It were a mode of scientific

a mystique out of being of African thinking."

descent. Dr Dubois felt the same Brother Martin stated further:

way as Brother Martin. History "Negroes have heavy tasks today,

taught both men of vision that it is We were partially liberated and

not enough to be angry at one's then re-enslaved We have to fight

oppressor even if he has your own again on old battlefields but our

pigmentation rather than the confidence is greater, our v'sion is

general oppressors' skfh clear, and our uhimate victory surer

pigmentation These two men will because of the contributions a

knew that the supreme task sincere militant, passionate black giant left

people have is to organize, and behind him" Or King used this

unite people so' that their anger speech as an organizing tool for the

becomes a transforming force Poor Peoples March on

Brother Martin stated the Washmyton DC. in 1967 This can

following about Dubois: "This life be illustrated by the following. '"Dr

style of Dr Dubois is the most DuDois has left us but he has not

important quality this generation of died The spirit of fret-dom is not

. . Megroee-.^eeda. .to, .^Dulate. .Tbe.bmied ia.tlia grave oi uie. valiant

He will t)€ with us when we go to

Washington in April to demand our

right to life, liberty and the pursuit

of happiness We have to go to

Washington because they have

declared an armistice in the war on

poverty while squandering billions

to expand a senseless, cruel, unjust

war in Vietr^am."

It IS highly difficult to thir.k that in

a psychotic fit that Dr Martin

Luther Kir>g supported Capitalism

and hated progressive thinkers who
fought for protection of the op-

pressed. I think that Martin Luther

King was a man that gave

everything he had to the masses of

all people around the world. Dr.

King was warned by the likes of the

then Rev Andrew Young to not

speak out against the war in

Vietnam There were young ac-

tivists who asked Dr. King to speak

out against the war and ha did.

Myself and others wt>o are still

around who participated in that

period of history owe something to

the masses of people. I would have

probably not be here at U of Mass

had it not been for the efforts of

this tnan. He continued to deal with

our concrete struggle both here and

abroad and he did not have a liberal

tongue He was not afraid to

criticize incorrect behavior. He

continues the following. "We will

go there, we will demand to be

heard, and we will stay until che

administration responds. I* this

means forcible repression jf our

movement, we will confrc i it, for

we will embrace it for that is what

I £ ooUgUpd.QO J)4ftA Z
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As the end of the 1984 K year comes to a close we
here at the Augusta Savage Memorial Galliery would

like to thank our many supporters and give you a peek

•t our 1984-^ program.

We would like to thank the University Arts Council,

The W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-American

Studies, Dean Murray D Duttey.The Five-College

Black Studies Executive Committe, Ms. Yadira

Betances of Black Affairs, the entire staff of NUMMO
News, Residential East and last, but most certainly not

least, the over 3,500 patrons that r>ave passed through

our doors this past year.

A preview of just some of our upcoming exhibits

r^xt year, is the lor>g overdue return of AFRI-COBA

(Chicago's Bad Artistl; a Cape Verdean and Nigerian

exhibit; and in conjunction with Native American

Awareness Month, the AS M G will exhibit Native

American Art. Of course, we are planning a full

schedule of exhibits and activities in February of 1986

for Black History Month.

It has been our privilege and pleasure to serve you,

and in many ways, to be served &y you over the past

year And we are looking fonward to seeing you again

next year. We wish you a pleasant, peaceful, and pro-

ductive summer.

Prof. J.V.O Richards, Director

Prof. Dovi Afesi, Acting Director

Ms. Marilyn E, Intern Curator

Rosalind Coleman, Principal Investigator

Shanee Epstein, Volunteer Aide

Sidonio Ferreiro, Guard

Rui Pereira, Guard

photos by:
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Students

On 6«turd«v Apnl 7, 1979 •ppco>iim«t»N

two hundrwJ pMOte lxav#d •trofMJ windB to

m*ch tn n>«morv of Martm Lulh«r King

•nd to ^otMt US involvement m spar

thted Soiith Afnce The march began at

New Africa Houee with speeches by Mike

The»we«, Rev Gti Cak^weH and Queen

Mother Moore, who toW us that her siittv

three years of consietent struggle should

quaMv ha» » the Guir>eea Book of

Records
The marchers, led by a police aacort.

proceeded South West via MaMachusetts

Aver>ue chenflng and stnging freedom

sor>gs about South Afuca Upon reaching

South West the marchers encouraged

people "out of The dorms and into the

Str«9ts" to wfvch a number of people

responded by lommg the rr^erch

In South West there was a rrwnute of

silence in fnen'>orv o* Seta Rampersad and

Joee Pomes, two students what were

found deed, Jose being found m
Washington Tower We then marched oul

of South West in sitence to protest theif

deaths
The marcn continued back up Mass Ave

to North Pleasant Street into town, where

other people icned m and began chanting

long with the people

We continued to Amherst College, one of

the elitiat colleges that has refused to divest

leponed hhf mfVhw> doHete of stodt ^rv

corporationa that do business m the land of

panhied The marchers chanted Bot^ia s

army shoots to kill, while Amherst College

foots the biir' to remind the perplexed

students looking out of dorm windows that

their trustees are supporting the moat

brutal regime on the planet

The march ended on the town commons
where there was a rally featunng many
knowledgeable people of the role of

students m denriandmg the downfall of

apartheid. We were met by Queen Mother

Moore, who stated that she was so proud

to see both black and white students

rrvirching agamst aparthied She told the

people that tf>e rrwn" hates to see black

and white people united around certain

principles South Africa being one of them

She further stated that the rnan wiH use

black against white and white against black

to ensure tf>at there is no unity between the

two races We must not allow the man' to

get in betviaen us and destroy our unity,

we are niore nr^ature than ttiat. she

remir>ded the crowd Her eloquent ar>d

afferveaent speech er>deared her to the

crowd Let us hope .that her words of

wisdom will be senoysly thought about.

Next at the podium was sister Jamiia

Gataon from the Third World Wonnen s

Task Force She reiterated tt>e story of the

tragic deeth of Seta and the herd work the

Task Force and attorney Ozelle Hudson had

dorw to brir>g to justice tf>e ^people

resporvsible for Seta's deeth It was a

speech that clearty showed the con

trediction m treatment provided the Third

World community before the coun system

and med»a in this valley Very strange how
Earl Brown and Craeman Getf>ers were

robbed of^heir youth while Jimmy the

Greek', Bntn Prtier ar>d Carol Newton ere

running efOur>d free How strenge that Earl

•1^ Ciaarwn's faces were plastered' aN

over the me^, while little attention was
paid to the negNgent three. The three wf>o

could not remerr^ber the time of Seta's

deMh or tfte events of Seotamher 1.1th tr^

TURN TO PAGE 2
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SenrHii Lycurgus LERONE BENNETT SPEAKS AT
DUBOIS DEDICATIPN

The f-ive College »y»iem .n the P.oneer

Vallev i» on •docot.onol center of a h.gh

col.ber A» o member of the f.-e college

community, one ha» o very dut.nct op^

ooftun.ty to e«am.ne the gools ot

S^if.kon locety at t, .t reflected -n o

cooperoiive of educot.onol .n»t.tut.on»_

ihe Five College System m th.» %yvrr the

joc.etol voluei e«pre»ied ol»o .nciL.de

venous form* of oppression Jh.s op

oress.on IS felt no more .n ,ts direct effect

Ihon It IS felt by Afr.kon-Amer.kon and

members of other m.nor.t.es ^or these

people the e.per.ence of be.ng port o

these .nst.'u'.ons con ond often is one ot

be.no cough! ,n the machinery or totoHy

JJecTed by Q system that pretends to -.am

them In mony wovs the system s o

monster. O monster *»h.ch .s '•'•'^"•"'^ '*

eHort to oppress ond d.v.de Afr,kon

Amer.kons, oM other m.nor.t.es. and Ol.

people .n a mo'e gene'ol sense- "rom

each other

Since the late si«ties dnve to increase tne

enrollment of Amer.kon m.noni.es

(porl.culorly Afr.kanAmer .kons) 'nto the

f.ve college system, some progress hos

been mode However a good pon of thoi

progress mode has been lost, and th.s .s

most opporent m the percemoges ot

enrollr^eni wh.ch has been decreasing

yearly for Afr.kon Amenkons Another

oreo of decline hos been m the number of

„ .nority foculty ond with it »loff Support for

minorty Student* ho« olso declined O'f
the decade of »he sevent.es the tern "Equal

Opportunity' hos oomed greotef em
phosis Unfortunotely. the poth>*^ays to

reoch.ng thot opportunity for minorities

I

hove been cut off m the process

Whenever i enie'tam the >deo of bemg on

Afr.kon-Amer.kon student ,*^.th.n the f've-

college system .n th.s voUey, I thmk f.rst ot

being proud of my 'blockness' I th.nk of

the socrifices thot i took from me OS on

ndividuol ond my peopte collectively to

moke th,4 opportunity possible I om
Qfotetul However. I olso th.nk oboui

Teeing st'onded ond .soioted « '^'»

rciege-or.en.ed. but very ^^7'*
-cmrnun.ty In this community on Atr.kon

Ame'.»ar mus' struggle for the .ery

mo. rto. nonce o* the.' own "selfhood

Zr onn.ng the poges of 'he Co" 'eg.on *o' the

ocodem.r /eor of 196869 • ^ "ot ver,

C.f*.cu " 'o "vee -hot my ve'r moughis ore o

.e-.ect.cn it inose »''0'*<^^ J^* *'^***r
vnc -cci. o^er c dorm cQ.'ed V.Hs HOj-se

^r^,cn hcs s.nce oeer .'^owr os Ne*.

AfnkO House ^ . . _,. _4
D.f«,cuitv s o foct of 'ife n -he '^''•v o*

•tie t.ve-coiiege svstem A ce-'ra. and mos'

rcmmon difficulty •-'OS been r .noo i'*

ond neor .mposs.b.l.ty *or mmoj -es n

qeneroi to go-n fecogn.t.on Th.« s o

Arooiem which IS sho'ed Dy s'udems. stoft

ond focul'y Recogn.i.on as O commun.ty ,\

no d.Mereni. and equoi recoan.t.on -n

div.duolly Of OS O community has neve'

hoppened and .ndeed oppeors o long wo

.nio the future Mow con mmor.t.es e«peQ

eauol opportunity without equOi

recognition' The diff-culty which orto-n.ng

"equal recognition" proposes s tufthe^

TURN TO PAUE 2

JUSTICi or JUST

ocli
I Amlri Noraka Arr—fmd

Am.ri Boroko (leRo. Jonesj .S currently

Aiiistoni Professor of Afr.conon Studies ol

•he State University of New Vork (SUNYi
Stony Brook. NY He .s also teochmg c'

Columbia Un.versity. NY He "S morr.ed

to AmirKJ Boroko ond they hove f've

children For more ihon 20 yeors, Am.r.

Boroko hos been o leod.ng Block poe' ond
ploywr.ghl He wos O leodmg force in the

Block Culturol Arts Movement during the

I960's he founded the Block Pepretoire

Theatre m Harlem N Y ond begon to

define and ceote Block droma ond
literolure. earning the '.lie of fother of

the Block Arts Movements ' H.s ploy

Dutchmon ' won the Ob.e .n 1963 ond

he IS the outhor of numerous other ployS

books ond cnt.col essoys such as Blues

People Dutchmon ond ihe Slove, Home.

Social Essays. Motion of History. Block

Music and Block F.re An Anthology of

Afro Amer.con Wr.t.ng H.s newest books,

published in October 1979 oreSeleded

Poetry of Amir. Boroko LeRo- Jones ond

Selected Ploys and Prose of Am.r, Boroko

leRo. Jones Am.r. Boroko has also been o

leod.ng community caan./er

I
TURN TO PAGE 2
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On the 5 November '979. Richord

Lomo* of ^.ngf.eld ond Perry Owens
were orrested for oHedgediy robb.ng o

Bloirsville Georgia store The cir

Cumstonces surrounding their SiiuOtion

costs o shodow of e«treme doubt on me
vol.diiy of 'he chorges lev.ed ogo.nst

Lomoii and Owens In a letter written to

Keith Johnson of the Bkjck Moss Com
municotions Proiect, Loma« e^pkjms their

pl ight

Sept 10, 1960

Dear Mr Johnson

I hope this letter fmds you m the best o*

heolth ond domg well My nome is Richord

W lomon, and I om o resident of

Springfield NSoss and wos nrce a student

ot UMASS in Boston Miss dndi Jones of

the Advocate informed me that she has

been m contoct w.th the Block Moss

Commun.cot.ons Proiect concern. ng o

present smuggle me ond o fr.er^d of m.ne

Mr Perry D Owens ore facing, and tho'

they hove token on mtefest m our plight

ond may be able to help us m roismg o

much needed defense fund

TURN TO PAGE 2

Greg Torpmion

KKK: A Th>

The Klu IClu» Klon is the most well

orgonized ond vicious "hate group" m the

United States In the current penod of

economic ond soctol cnsis i» "S e«

penencing o resurgence which threatens

Blocks. Jews, Hispomcs. Catholics, 'he

lobor movement, and oil progressive

minded people it Ihreotens the very

existence of these people and groups m on

immediately physicol sense, because 'he

Klon odvocotes their octuol destruction We
need only look ot the recent events m
Greensboro, North Corolmo. Decatur.

Alobomo, Sylocougo. Alobomo, Corbon

Hill, Alobomo. and Tupelo, M.ss.ssipp. in

eoch of these ploces mnocent people

Block and while, were physically attacked

ond in severol coses murdered m cold

blood The potent.ol exists for »h.s 'ype of

brutality to continue on a larger scale m
the South OS well as the North, Eos' ond

West, if people do not organize to combat

Its influence

The Klon represents more thon o bock

word-m.nded "fringe" Qroup m the sense

described above It reflects o current .n

society which would like to roll bock the

goins in civil rights, sodoJ welfare

Prof. Johnetta Cole
Queen Mother Moore

programs, 'he labor movement, ond other

progressive causes which hove benef.'ed

oil people wh.te and Block Th.s trend is

being funded and mounted by some of 'he

f. chest and mos' powerful people m th.s

country If Successful 'h.s r.ght-wmg

movement v/iH hove o devastating impoct

on the lives of 'he working p>eople. ond

especiolly 'he no'ionoHy and rocioHy

oppressed peoples

Therefore, although the Klon directs .ts

most immediate attacks on Blocks, Jews,

ond oil progress.ve-mmded people, .'s

influence is pan-ond parcel of 'he generol

otlock on the multi-rociol, multi not.onol

working doss Ronald Reogon. olthough

no' nimself o member cf 'he klon. is to be

ploced wi'hin this general trend to roll

bock the standard of living ond quolity of

life for the mosses of people in this

country It 1$ no coincidence then lf>at one

leoder of the Klon was quoted as soymg
that Ronold Reagan's program, ond 'he

plotform of the Republican Porty, could

have been copied from o Klon pomphlet!

In order to fight the influence of the Klon,

and the right wmg trend m this country, o

TURN TO PAGE 4

On 19 Fr.doy ond 20 So»urdoy. Septemt>er

ot the Un.vers.'y of Mossochusens .n

Amhers 'eh popers of Dr W.ll.om Edword

Burghord' DuBcs were ded.coied ot the

^orld Ai the conclusion of the two day

ceremon.es. Dr lerone Bennett Jr

del.vered the keynote oddress Benne"^

sen.o< member of the ed.tor.ol boord of

EBONY mogo*.ne spoke to o crowd of

neor I y XX) o' 'he CompuS Center

oud'to'iu"^

NUMMO presents thoi speec' en

t.rety —

.

To my good brother ond frierxj Mike

l.ielwell thonk you SO much, brother

Chonceller Koffler. friends, S'udenn and

d.scples of W E B DuBo.s os long as I con

remember, I hove lived w.th.n the

grovototionol f.eld of Dr OuBois's genious

ond it iS on enormous honor for me to

tolute him here m Mossochusetts ond «t

seems to me 'ho' 'h.s is o doy of lubilee for

V^ossochussetts and Amenco. o doy of

lub'lee not only for SCholO'S but olso for

p>«asents in South Eos' AsiO and workers in

Bolivia ond poor block people m Ro»bury

ond poor white people m the Appolochio

Th.» .s the doy onticipoted by 'he poet

who soid no borrier .s fotoi This is the day

onticipoted by 'he philosopher who said

the moximum hope is olwoys dose to the

moximum donger I would I. ke 'O begin my
brief remorks by expressing

congro'ulo'ions 'o Micheol Thelwell. 'he

Afro American Stud.es Deportment, Dr

Bromery, Mrs Emerson, Dr Aptheker, who
served and worked with Dr DuBois so

long, ond that greot soul, Shirley Grohom
DuBois ond oil those l.vmg ond dead who
hod 'he decency or>d the couroge 'o

recognize thot truth by rrxiking it pouible

for the United States of Amenco to moke
this small down pxjym«nt on the massive

debt thot this country owes Williom Edword
Burghordt DuBois
The first pomt I wont to rnoke here today

IT tho' this is no ordir>ory dedicotion.but

WEB DuBois wos no ordmory man Or\9

of the greotest rTyr>ds of the twentieth

century , one of the greatest octivists or>d

seers of the twentieth century, DuBois wos
o'so one of the most moligned oryj

misunderstood men of the twentieth

century Becouse he refused to bite his

tongue. because he derrxjnded light and
oir for oil the peoples of the world,

becouse he demonded full and totol and
immediate equoltty for block people ond
poor white people, he wos horrossed and
persecuted or>d orrested A mouive oi-

tempt wos rrmde to write him out of

history We connot be true to WEB
DuBois,or to the DuBois collection, or to

ourselves, if we do rK>t begin this dcry by

remembering with shome the c of

WEB DuBois, if we conr>ot be true to ruth

, If we do not er>d this doy by rememberirtg

w.tr< |Oy the triumph of W E B DuBois For

he rose above h.s persecutors i.ke on eogle

in the Oir

Wften historians come o hundred years

from lodoy to set down nomes of m«n m
our time who served freedom ond peace

and truth the nome of W E B DuBois will

be ot or neor the top We come here todoy

•O soy .n so rnony words 'hot dreoms

cannot be assossir»oted ond mmn the sue of

mounto.ns connot be hidden Thot-

stotement mu't be token l.teroHy for Dr

DuBois wos o mouniom no bkKk person

nor white person, for thotmotier.con

ignore H con be so»d in foct thot no onecon
understond Mossochusetts of the United

Stoles of Amer.co without some \jn-

derstor>d.ng of the mon who turns ond

twists and chollenges ond dreams m the

popers collected here An in-

tellectuolgioni. the most Catholic ond
ecumenical thmker produced this Side of

'he seos
An oc'.v.s'. o seer, a prop)het, Dr

DuBois discovered 'he shores beyond the

West He wos perhaps the f-rs' block to soy

with oil his heort and oH h.s soul thot the

world did not belong to white people He
was perhops the first block to soy momt.on

to c.v.l.ze it, to negr.tude the Afncon

C>e'SOnolity, protest Afr.co for the

Africans, for Afnco the sociology of the

slums, the souls of block folks, the souls of

white folks the sorrow songs oH this ond
more con be four>d m the world view of Dr

DuBois There will be no peoce, no love,

no loy.no solvoiion by this guilty lond. until

It climbs to the high ground stoked out of

these popers by this troveler to the dork

Perhaps it should be soid here thot this

greot spirit wos o world soul ar>d he

belonged, ond belongs to the world or>d to

the oges We who live withm the voil, to

use his phrose, knew him withm his

voilness I speok here todov from behir>d

the vail The voil thot shopea ar>d rrnjlded

him ond mode him whot he wos, o block

mon, who sow further thon almost oil of his

contemporones, not os they soy despite his

color, but becouse of it. He tells us today

from the grove thot the dorkness ts light

enough and thot m the willow in which we
live the dorkness he reflects is about the

only light we hove left We soy thot here

without reserve or apoloay or>d we soy

further thot there is o poroble here

One hundred and twelve years ago i

blocli boy wos born in this stote b. 3

golden river In the shodow of two great

fields that block boy, born In o while
fire, rose to the heights by the sheer

toughness of spirit met or>d defeated his

odversories on their own grourxi or>d nm'^^

forgot the poor and the defenseless.

Ninety-three years later that fighter ar>d

hunter of truth was procticolly hounded out
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Mother of Slain Atlanta
Child Speaks on Campus

4
CAaCUXBBBlX

PMOTOaY KItCOHSM

Carmille Bell, mothef 0* ine toufth siam

child in Atlanta. Vusef Bell spohe to .1

concefned crowd ot some 250 people

Wednesday n.ght at the S9A aud.toniim

Bell a chairperson tor x'^e suppon grouti

called the Comrr^'ttee to Stop Cn.idren s

Murders 'n Atlanta toid how the Atlant.i

poi-.e and other 'lat^onai officials did n«.t

bt -e involved in investigations until

nearly 15 children were missuHj, «»»

murdered
Bell e«claims that the chifdrens miH«<«'s

starting m 1979, did not receiv*? |ir(i|..-i

news coverage At this tmne 6 ihiUIni*

were found murdered or misbing Um- uf

which was found stranglerf r j|»»'«I .iml immI

to a tree

Stiil each v*.»e of these wus i»i.iv«<i js

isolated incider^ces satd rieii !»».•.»«•••«•''•»

feeling dt that time was suri* is .1 shame

these bad things happ*-" Ail.int.* s d

wonderful city anii nottimg unusual is

going on
Shortly after the 6th ilijih the support

group was formed tv«"y attempt to

discourage and diSLr.'rtii ttn.- group was

made by local offiiuis L.ni ' I'tt^r a few

rTM>re deaths occun-rl tin- .1 '' 'o the

Public Safety Commiin. !•• City

council at Atlanta City Hall to ash tor help

At this time the death toll rose to 11

children dead or missing A task force

consisting of one sargcnl and four in

vestigators was formed Days later

Ci.ttofd Jones of Cleveland who was

visiting his grandmother m Atlanta was

killed and thrown away beside a dumpster

ijutiMij the period that Clifford Jones was

mu..! h,s hometown Cleveland paper

,.,,,,i..l me story A Black Shnners con

,! (.1. being held m Cleveland helped to

iht- people reali/e that something

u.w.u.ii was happening m Atlanta It was

tM.i until the media told the story nationally

.h.,i the task force giew from b m
*• siiyators to 17

It s a little bit heart break ny to Atlanta

inotlit-rs to know that Atlanta children were

not important to make that |uM.|i, s<»id

BHI During a period when things were

very frightening, one of our tv stations ran

a story about a guerrilla warfare camp back

to back with the story of the missmg and

murdered children m Atlanta AliTMJSt as

they were trying to create a picture of a

racial situation where maybe there was or

maybe there was not a racial situation

It was not until a boiler m the Boymg
Horns daycare center m Atlanta enploded,

that people thought the incidents were

truly connected At this time 15 children

were dead or missmg That is when
national iv acknowledges the real issue

Bell spoke of smoke screens officials

Aere usir>g to hide the real issue such as

Jul Me always hang out on that corner or

Ahy don t their parents take care of tfwm
The real 'ssue said Bell is Children are

being killed, the killer has not been caught

and there are children missing Where are

they*
Philip Jennings
Numnx) Staff

Atlanta Self-defense Patrols
Attacked by Police

«»w-"»ci '-w" worti.<» AO.W
.

. , ,. __ ,...„„,.„_ ^_H nrvjx Uf* on bond )

By Bob Bruton

ATLANTA. March 24 Why the hell aren t

the cops out looking for whoever is killing

our kids instead of hassling us for protecting

our neighborhood ''

This statement by Dovie Newell was the

burning question on everyone s mind Sun

day night as over 50 supporters and

members of the recently formed

Techwood Clark Howell Homes armed self

defense patrols jammed the hallways of the

Atlanta city lail protesting the arrests and

police harassment of the self defense patrol

The patrols, formed last week to defend

the Techwood area from racist attacks, was

CKganized as a result of the frustration and

ar>ger felt m the Black community over the

failure of the Atlanta police to stop the conti

nuing murders of Black children here

Twenty two Black Atlanta ch-ldren have

been killed m the last 21 months Two Black

youths. Timothy Hill and Jo»o Bell are still

missing

Rally hits cops
The Sunday night rally at the lail demi»rd

ed the release of Modibo Kadaiie. a patrol

organizer who was arrested earlier m the

day Five patrol organizers have been at

rested in the last five days on a series of

trumped up charge . aimed at disrupting the

community patrols (All those arrested are

2 Added to
Victims

The nanfies of Timothy Hill, age 13, and Ed

die Lamar Duncan, age 21, have been a«k»»<»

to the list of unsolved mordefs in Atlanta

Ihe inclusion of the two latest victims risas

the count of tfw missir)g and mwrtJefad to 24

Initiailv th««a two victims' names vwere not

given to the special task force designed

specifically to the murders because of ttie

runaway hatory of one, ar>d the adult age of

tt>e other were not thought to be related

The authorities had previously declined to

place Hill's nanr>e on the task force list

because of his history as a runaway and

because assertions were made by some that

tf^ey had seen him alive Eddie Duncan was

also added to the list after his body was

discovered Tuesday night in the Chat

tahoochec River about fourmiles from where

Hill's body was discovered the previous day

Originally, his death was not thought to be

related because of his adult age, but was

later added because the autopsy shows his

cause of death to be similar to the children's

deaths
Timothy Hill was tf>€ eighth black child's

body discovered m Southwest Fulton Coun-

ty sir>ce the series of puzzling murders

began. A police issued a statement sayir>g

that Hill's daath indeed "fit the general pat-

List of
in Atlanta
tern" of the deaths of the other black youths

in the special force s case

The tour of the Special Task Force s head

quarters disclosed walls filled with graphic

chartir>g. nneasuring ar>d tracing patterns of

such information as the ages of the victinris.

the month and the year they were last seen,

the day they were last seen, the

meteorological conditions on the dates of

disappearances, phases of the moon on

tf>ese dates, information and organizational

flow charts, maps of the city showing pat

terns of abductions arid distances between

discovered bodies

Tf>ere were also numerous composite

sketches of suspects as seen and sent to the

task force by psychics from all over the

country and abroad.

Lee P Brown. Atlanta's Public Safety

Commissioner said that the task force was
equipped with "the most sophisticated com
puter system in the workJ for a criminal in-

vestigation
'

It IS believed by Mr Brown that one per-

son IS not responsible for alt the killings, and

while more information is gairied daily tt>e

force IS still unable to make any arrests in any

of the murders

By Gus Martins Nummo Staff

now free on bond )

Following .chants of. The cops and the

Klan work hand m hand, rally speakers

demanded an er>d to the racist harassment

of the self defense patrols Speakers

pointed out the racist history of the police

department and blasted the government

authorities (who! have stood by and done

nothing when the Klan and Nazis walk the

streets I brandishing loaded shotguns and

automatic rifles I But when the Black com
munity tries to defend itself the cops occupy

our community and throw us m (ail
'

Although many of the residents of

Techwood have complained to the city ad

ministration that the police don t respond

when called now that they have decided to

protect themselves the police havew virtually

occupied the Black community Ov er 60

cops were assigried to the Techwood area

this past week end when the patrols t)egan

Ev«»n though nor^ of tf>e murdered arnJ

missing children have t>een from Techwood,

Israel Green, president of the

Techvwood Clark Howell Tenants Associa^

tion, stated Friday. 'We want to make sure

that none of our children gets sr>atched

because the police sure aren t protecting

us
'

Wide support
The big business press and the police

claim that almost no support exists for these

self defense patrols But letters and phone

calls of support have come in from

throughout the US asnd also from Canada,

England. Spam and Sweden A delegation

from the Soviet Union visited Techwood last

Friday and presented a Soviet made lamp

to the community as symbolic of their

solidarity in the struggle

In the Techwood area rtself, support is

growing a^ahown last Saturday when nearly

100 angry residents and supporters protesting

the arrest of Jerome Gibbson one of the

patrols surrounded a police car and refused

to release it This action forced the police to

return Gibbs within half an hour, issuing only

a written citation for carrying a pistol without

a permit.

A coverup?
The call for armed self defense of the

Black community in the face of increasing

racist attacks has struck a responsive chord

here More people are asking. What is the

role of the cops m this tragic series of racist

attacks'

Is tf>e killer a cop' Is it the work of the Ku
Klu» Klan' Is there an officially sanctioned

coverup of whoever the killer is '

And why is it that the Atlanta police can

mount what they call the most nr\assive in

vestigative effort in the history of this city
'

can bring m the Georgia Bureau of Investiga

tion arKt the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

can offer a $100,000 reward for information

leading to the arrest of whoever is responsi

ble. ar>d tfie cops ar>d city administration can

drag out the largest array of psychics, seers.

"topnotch' investigators from five ma|or

US cities, and hundreds of bounty hunters

artd yet the first arrests connected with the

racist murders are residents of the Black

community attempting to protect their

children'

These are the questions ttiat are beir>g ask

ed more frequently and they must be
answered It will t>e in the struggle against

the racist attacks, for self defense and self

determination for oppressed peoples, and for

a society that doesn't allow murderous and
fascist groups like the KKK and Nazis to ex-

ist, that these questions will be answered.

The Center for Racial Studies is offering a
16 hour weekend colloquium on Racism
April 1112. The Colloquium will be offered
in a series of workshops with a variety of

topics. It will take placf Hamden Comnrx>ns
in the Southwest Area Those who do not
wish to take the colloquium for credit are
also welcome For further information
please 5^0472.
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iWhatever Happened To

IBartiiTLuther King ?

In The Interest Of
Peace part i

Remembering Martin which >? to say

remembering the hiBtory that ^m made us what

we are has never been more important than now_

For we must pose Martins effort to go forward

Wl by Martin we mean that whole host of luiown

and unknown strugglers both living and dead who

sacrificed for the cause with 'he react.ona^

drive to go backward so aptly ^i^^^'^'^.^l^^^^
present Idministration. We must pose Martin s

dream of Ufe and justice and freedom against the

S^nHaig nightmare of death, injustice and

^cfear ma-^icsl For m the final analysis U is on-

W through us that Martins dream can be kept

Sive; It Is only through us that the dream can

come true.

Like most of the campus it seems. NUMMO let

the assassination date of Martin Luther King. Jr.

slip by unnoticed. Perhaps it was the first beguil-

inK days of Spring, perhaps we have become too

accustomed to relying upon others to jog our

memories and remind us of thosi. things that

shoul be important in our lives, pcuhaps we were

too caught up m our private universe^ ^^''•, ^i
Uh has come and gone and we blew i We
apologize

There is however, a lesson involved in this lapse

of memory It should remind us of ^o^^
j;f

«»jy

yesterdays sacrifice becomes todays forgotten

memory; how the most significant things in our

history fade out of our awareness under the

pressure of everyday life; how each of us must

become the guardian of our history and hold its

flame aloft if its light is not to fhcker and dim and

go out.

by Johnnetta B Co»e

Associate Provost tor Undergraduate Education and

Professor of Anthropology

At this moment m history when all Black Americans

are experiencing heightened racism and economic

hardships, and vyhen Black students face an attack

upon educational opportunities gamed over recent

years why concern ourselves with the war games ot

gorwn men, debates over whether or not there can be

a limited nudear war, and the U S government s plan

to spend an unprecedented $1 5 trillion on the rnilitary

over the next tive years? There are two definitive

responses one which addresses our survival m a literal

sense, the other which speaks to the quality of our

lives The vyeapons available to those who dare

engage m the insanity ot a nuclear arms race canr^ot

be progrmmed to destroy according to a ' colO'

code." Nuclear war is an issue tor all ot us, tor it is the

survival ot all of us - and future ot humankind - that

IS at stake America cannot have guns (and nuclear

bombs) in the quantitiy being called for and sutficiem

butter tor all ot its people - and Black Americans have

a disproportionate need for the butter of life, that is

food, jobs, decent housing, medical care and educa-

tion ^ , ,

Several key points are inherent m this response Let

us make them explicit through responses to six addi-

tional questions

WHAT IS THE LIKELIHOOD OF A NUCLEAR WAR?

The United States now has enough nuclear arms to

destroy every ma)or Soviet city some 40 times over,

and the Soviet Union can do the same to us 19 times

While the US and the U S S R are the nations with

the largest number ot nuclear weapons, they are not

the only ones The United Kingdom. France, China

Snd India also have nuclear arsenals, and it is possible

that Israel and South Africa also have such arsenals it

IS also possible that other nations are m the process ot

developing nuclear arms Global military expenses

now amount to about 500 billion dollars a year, and

thus the world is placed on the kind of powder keg

that has the potential of destroying humankind, and it

such a total end were avoided, nuclear weapons could

cause irreversible adverse effects on the environment

and the ecological system while causing widespread

sickness and death

The United States and the Soviet Union have

developed nuclear weapons which have a combined

explosive power equivalent to a million Hiroshima

A-bombs The United States has 31 Poseiden sub-

mannes. just one of them can deliver more explosive

power than was detonated m all of Europe and Japan

in World War II The horrifying tacts are that m 1945,

the United States bombed Hiroshima and Nagasaki m
Japan, thus using the most terrible weapons that had

ever been invented Today, with weapons which are

far more destructnve. and with an arms race that

moves towards more and more overkill possibilities.

there is a dear danger that they will be used Once

such weapons are m place, the pressure to use them.

especially m a cnsis. is intense each side moves

towards the button as it tears that if it does not push

It. Its missiles will be destroyed before it can attack.

The U S considered using nuclear weapons m Korea.

in Vietnam, and on at least tive other occasions There

are severe crises m the Middle East, m southern

Africa in Central America, m Europe and m Asia it is

indeed possible that one of these crises can escalate

to the point where a nudear armed nation dares to use

nudear weapons In addition, we must understand

that nuclear weapons are complicated instruments.

and thus they involve the risks of accidents

In the 18 months prior to October 1979, tor exann-

ple the American missile warning system falsely

reported 151 indications of a Soviet attack Four of

these reports resulted m orders to our nuclear forces

to increase their state of alert - that is. to prepare tor

retailiation According to the New York Times, one of

the most serious of these fase alarms, on November 9.

1979, was caused by a "computer error " Six minutes

went by before the error was discovered Nine

minutes more and our missiles would have been laur

ched r'Lend A Hand to Halt the Arms Rac-,"

Western Mass Coalition for a Nuclear We?jon

^'®®^®' CorUinued on page S
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Young, Gifted, and Black : John Wright Jr.

.':.iS suBoer aany of us lo;t a
very close companion. John Coleaan
Wright, Jr. lepart**! thi? life on
August 1, 1985. This isrue of
IIUMMO NEWS is delicated in memory bf
this beautiful brother.

At the time of passing John was
a Lenior here at the Univeraity,
Deoartnent of Political Science.
During his time at ITJLSS his
accom')liBhaents were aany. Perhaps
mo.'t renemberel i"or his athl**^
achievements, John war ava: he
Most -Valuable Plnyer Award Tor
Tr^ck and Field for two consecutive
years, and he held a number of
school and ftate records in the
hurdle*!. He also mnie the i'^"'

rKAGS Pooj:tall^tea-

.

Th^re w'ls muc"*: more to John -rigM
than just hi?; .laazing athletic
abilities. John was indeed a leader
and a doer in hi:? rommunity. Along
with being involved with social
activities on campus he was a

Resident Apsir'ant an tne Kennedy
dormitory and -i^ioto Editor of rnjfT'O

NEWS. John'« committment to the
growth of our community and his
willinr^ness tc help whenever possible
are quyiities that we all adE're and
-"-p^ci very much.

aven more important, John was
academically succensful. Even with
running track, bein^ involved m
social and political activities, nnd
always being there when somebody
needed to talk, John nl't/ty

Dhoto bv Ed Cohen

to Study and to stay on top of his

academics. John set an excellent exanole
of strength and determination for hi?

neers
very

In hiS short life ht wis a

i^. «:.

.i*>out Jol^n is

c vi»rr., co-.n-iprion-.te
of
h<'n.

nucceryfji
•that wo nort id«ix*Ad

that nn k.s
hutr-in be in* ho touchfsd '/lo'liv*?

•ill -w; 'Zt'-no kn-»- hirr -.r.*. lo*»ed

..I" j'oo:. . ou shook hand you
ere hi: Iriorii <::\ .-.e would >;;o *.o " j*

'"' • you. He i.n i. a kind heart and «

ndly, huable disposition. John was
a ^reat asset to hiS community and
his friends here at UKASG.

To vou, John, we say this:
j*s Photo Editor of MJKKC, your

artistic creativity wts soothin'
^.o Ojir •ye^ .AS'd scuiij. j^s an .

athlete, the way you glided rv '

the hurdle Hnd p-.: red the fi

line Eaice us all ^^ei like t'.e

winner you were. And as a human
being, you showed us the true
meaning of friend.^hin.

o youi A
parentr

facii

an, •

•7 n ', J r

r.,
:.l P^arlon, and
uncles, ar.i

„ >ur rerneot
Mfii wiF.n thrn all o: tne
I'^riinej.s th« world h'^r

ryn.rK.-.;.y,

Joy mJ h

to 0ff«:

.

John, ai'-riou{;n you ore no ioniser
With L.r in "1 '-.hv iral senre, vou will
•.".w.v -icartr .!.'.
.MP m

1 T^e.
) V> <i* Tin m

^e love you and we Tii^s you.

WELCOME
NUMMO NEWS is an independent Third World

newspaper distributed on Mondays with the COL
LEGIAN. With the beginning of the new school yoaf.

NUMMO asks interested Third World reporters,

photographers and artists, as well as graphics and
layout technicians, to help to continue to spread "the

magic power of the spoken and written

word." NUMMO began in 1975 in response to the

area media's inadequate coverage of issues and con-

cerns to people of color. As the largest Third World
newspaper in the Five College area, NUMMO creates

a supportive informational network by focussing on
campus, local, national and international news.

With this goal in mind, NUMMO extends an invita-

tion to students to join us in the collective effort of

production. All staff members attend meetings twice

weekly (Mondays and Wednesdays, 4pm) and attend

scheduled weekend production in the Campus Center

Graphics Room Through these activities students

contribute their talents, develop their interests and
become involved in all aspects of the paper.

Take an active stance toward your education, and
in the community, by participating in and com-
municating cultural, political and social affairs. All op-

tions are open, so come to our next staff meeting,

Monday, September 19, 4 pm, at the NUMMO NEWS
office, 103 New Africa House.

20tn Anniversary of MLK's March on Washington

MfChS. 1994
Volume 12. Issue 17

Jackson Still in the Race

Massacusetts Next

j
Joss
Cand

c Jackson,
idate.

Denx^rratic President'

photo by Ed Cohen

by Marilyn G. Bou

Segun Eubanks

Jeeae Jackson finiahed in fourth place m the New
Hampshire primary. The unexpected turnout of Hart

proved that while many people are either basking over

the victory of Gary Han or the loss of Walter Mondale

many are losing sight of the impresaive standing made

by the Rev Jesse Jackson In being victorious over

such Democratic hopefuls George McGovern, Reuben

Askew. Allan Cranston. Etc. Jackson hasd shown his

ever growing liklihood at becoming the next

Democratic National candidate for President While

Hart's winning in New Hampshire has defmitly dealt a

devesting blow to Mondale and his campaign it has

again proven the unpredictability of the primary pro

cess Hart has demonstrated to us all how feasible it is

tor a longshot to come rom behind and conquar

With this thought m mind one can easily understand

the massive anempts by Jackson supporters across

the state to re create this turnover scenario in

Jackson's favor in the remaining primer»e With the

upcoming "Super Tuesday primaries, efforts are

underway to educate all registered voters on the tm^-

sitive issues which will determine their future

Next Tuesday March 13th. is the Massachusetts

Democratic primaries As has historically been the

case the results of the Masaachusens primary haa

had enormous effects on the campaigns of oin-

didates. This means that we. as student, have a real

opportunity to effect the outcome of the democratic

rate for the presidency Here at UMass the registra

tion campaign has been enormously succewful

registering over 3,000 new voters UMass students

have potential voting power more than ever before

1. . . n ! I n ii •
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PHYLISSHYMAN, ROYAYERS:
by Segun Eubanks

When I returned from the Phylisa Hymen, Roy

Ayers concert Friday night, a friend asked me, "How

was the concert? ' I just smiled and said, "You had to

be there I" That is why it is so difficult to describe to

thoae who did not make it, what turned out to be one

of the best Black musical entertainment performances

to hit the valley in yeers.

Phyllis Hymen and Roy Ayers performed March 2,

1984 at John M. Greene Hall. Smith College com-

pliments of the Bieck Students Alliances at Smith.

What I expected to be just another concert, turned

out to be two excellent performances which consisted

of comedy, theater, comnr>ercials, poetry, message,

audience participation, and of course dynam.te music.

Roy Ayers opened the show, and gave the audience

what he called, "a total music perspective." He played

jaM, soul, R + B and funk, many times in combination

•II added to good sound. He even played a coun-

try/weetem tune. Ayers' said, "there's always a

meeaage in my music. Part of this message is referred

to in title of his latest album, "Lota of love", which he

•old himaelf at the concert. "That's right. I'll sell my

own album. Juat five bucksl You won't find it cheaper

anywhere elael"

By the way, n>any people may not be aware that

aakle from being an excellent musician, composer,

and singer Roy Ayers is also quite a conr>edian. The

audience spent almost as much time laughing as tapp-

ing their feet and clapping their hands to the muaic.

Ayen' jokea, skits, and down-to-eerth nature, mede it

easy for him to recieve a very enthusiatic response

from the audience. Be«dea. as Roy put it, "I don't like

dull, tired crowdsl"

The instrument v^rhich Roy Ayers plays is called a

Deagan VIbraharp or the "Vibes", and he plays it

beautifully. The Roy Ayers' band was alao extremely

talented as Ayers hed no qualms about mwitioning.

"my band is bad I
" Particularly out«tandir>g were

drummer Dukejue Perdue, who could do more v»«th

hla feet then nr>any drumnr>ers can do with their handa,

•nd Saundra Matthewa, whoee voice rar^ge ar>d jazz

vtyle can be compfd to only one other fea>ale

voctliet - Phyiw Hyman.

More Than a Concert

The phenotninal Phyliss Hyman, Friday

at Smith College. photo by Ed Cohen

After his performance, Ayers went to the lobby to

sign autographs As he said to one fan, "I like to be

close to the people "

What is often the case at concerts is that when the

opening group is really good the mam group is very

dissappointing. However. Phyliss Hyman killed this

theory with a stertling displey of showmenship end

talent. Phyliss stole the show with just three musi-

ciens, (although very talented) and no beckgroup

singers. Like Roy Ayers, Hymen spent a lot of tin^e

talking to the eudience She wes so confident arxl

relaxed on stage thet there were timee wf>en I felt she

was only talking to me One of my friends put it very

well when she said "Phyttaa was raw, even brazen yet

she wes very much a lady."

Hymen's strong jezz influence end style came
through in all of her bellets, even the more up tempo

R -»- B numvers. She used tfie "seating ' style of air>g-

ing often, aonr)ethir>g dor>e very rerely in popular muaic

and done well even more rerely. At one point, Hynr»en

even whistled pert of a song and sounded like e flr>ehr

tur>ed instrument.

Phyliaa Hyman talked to the audience about how
she began her career, her experiences in the Broad-

wey production "Sophieicated Ladies," her love life,

and even the commerciel jingles she sings for

televiaon. Like Roy Ayen, she was very funny end

proved to be not only a brilliant singer and song writer

but a very cepeble enterteiner.

Anywey, like I seid, "You hed to be there " Ayera

and Hyman complimented eech other so well with

Ayers bringing the audience to their feet and Hynnr>an

mellowing them out and bringing it home. Both artists

even took the time iout to acknowledge outstanding

author James Beldwin. who recieved a standir>g ova-

tion (aa did the two feetured performers).

The only negative aspect I found wes when Phviiae

Hyntan began ainging her comnr>erciel jinglea «tnd it

became siighty borin g. Thia waa very eaay to over1oot(

aa the perfonnencee of theee two greet ertis:s, their

mueic, tiriem, creativity, arxl meeaage mede thie con-

cert one of the meet memorable and auccaaefui ahowt
the vaUey hee or wW ever aee.
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Black Greeks: A Look At TheirEffect On Our Community

by S«gun Eubanks

•nd Rod Clsr*

Nummo Staff

Editor's Nof: Ovr the past coupf of yart

trmditton»lly Black frufmitfs and sororitias h»v9

growf} tremendousfy m our commu/tity. Three yeers

ego there were no Bfeck frets or soronttes on

cempys Todey there ere et leest four fretemities

end one soronty either esteblished or m the process

of being ettebhshed

These new orgemzetions ere effecting our

community in meny different weys. Some people

sey thet they ere the best thing thet could heppen in

our community beceuse of the strive towerd ece-

demic echievement. while others believe the rep-

resent divisiveness end elitism.

NUMMO NEWS interviewed four brothers

(brothers in the community sense, not neccessenfy

freternity sense) who ere either members of e

freternity. pledging e freternity or attempting to

initiete e new chepter. to find whet their views ere

on the effect of frets in the Bleck community

This is pert one of e four pert series on fretemities

end soronties. In the neer future NUMMO will

interview sisters involved in sororities, members of

the community who ere opposed to Bleck Greek

orgemzetions end Bleck students end edministra-

tors who will ettempt to enelyze the over-ell effect

thet the orgemzetions ere heving on our community.

The following four nr»en met with reporters from

NUMMO NEWS to give their views on Black

Fraternities:

Crescent (pledgee) of Phi Beta Sigma, Charles

Anthony Sheffield.

Crescent (pledgee) of Phi Beta Sigma, A Anthony

Gee.

Potential pledgee of Omega Psi Phi, D. Anderson

Hooker.

Brother of lota Phi Theta, Richard Steward.

nUMMO: Why are you, personally, interested in

llraternities?

Sheffield: Personally I ws not interested in frat-

ernities, but when I met a very positive person

Roscoe Robinson, who was doing things to lay

ground for his fraternity (Phi Beta Sigma), I saw his

dedication. And also I had gone to Boston and had

met members of his fraternity who are all pro-

fessional people and they are striving for excellence.

I realized that this thing could be positive and I

realized also that the brotherhood that they were

pronouncing was truly there and it could help this

starving community.

Gee: I would just like to say that it's tough trying to

make it to the top and I don't think that anybody can

di it alone. You need other positive people behind

you, with you, in order to geop you reach your goal as

a person, as an individual, as anyone. Everybody

<\\ \
' •J/y

should set a goal for themselves, everybody should

pursue excellence, everybody should set them-

pursue excellence, everybody should strive for the

best. I believe fraternities can make this goal a little

easier, can provide a vehicle for this.

Hooker: I, personally, have been studying net-

working as a means of uplifting the community and

ways of providing services, as far as health services

are concerned, as far as social services are con-

cerned, providing social support networks. And just

looking at the entire networking concept you see

that fraternities and sororities are that networking

concept in action and it wouldn't make sense to not

be involved in some sense m that networking

process.

Steward: The reason I got involved in a fraternity is

because I wanted to feel some unity on campus. Im

from an all white community and before college I

was not exposed to Black awareness. Black to-

getherness. I felt that by joining a fraternity it would

help me in a hjrther understanding of the Black

community, our work and just to be part of the

community as one where I could interact and

understand the goals of the Black people on the

campus.

NUMMO: How are you (Black Fraternities) affecting

the community' Positively and negatively.

Steward: I feel that there is a positive effect of Black

fraternities on campus because it brings us together.

We are all going for a certain goal, the same goal, to

be unified And now with different fraternities on

campus. Sigma s. Q s (Omega s) and other people

already on campus, we have to work together a lot

better so we can get that goal accomplished. If you

want to hold a function to get people aware of what s

going on, financial aid for example, or if its just a

question concerning Black History Month or what-

ever It might be. With a stronger group we can

accomplish the task alot easier than just by our-

selves.

Hooker: I realize that ther is both a positive and a

negative inhjence of fraternities on campus The

positive aspects are that you see organizationally,

people stnving for excellence and striving to find

ways to impact their community. Its an attractive

force for those who might want to come to the

University. They see positive images and people

who are here who haven't quite developed an image

for themselves can also develop positive role

models, not only in the administration, but also

within the student body. On the negative side, and

this isn't necessarily something that has to be but at

present it has been, is that people from outside

usually recognize fraternities as cliques. And to a

certain extent they are cliques in that they separate

people who have achieved a certain level of

scholarship, a certain ability to relate to themselves

and others, a certain way of carrying themselves.

The more positive people have found a way to strive

further so others look at that as something that is

separate of cliquish and it doesn't necessarily have

to be that way, but it does seem to have had some

kind of a schizematic effect, or providing some kind

of schizm on campus.

Gee: I just want to touch on what he (Hooker) said

about the clique. I Believe that this is a very negative

aspect of a fraternity. I believe no fraternity should

do that or should exemplify anything like that. I

believe that if you make it to your goal you shou'd

turn around and lift somebody else up to their p al.

You just can't turn around and say, "I reached my

goal and no vyou reach yours the best way yu can." I

believe that the fraternities should act as a vehicle to

Continued on page 2
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Strike on campus
protests arms race

•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•;•:•:•:•:•;•:•."•>-•>••••>•••

By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts participated

yesterday in a nationwide student strike to protest milit-

arianx nuclear arms and US. foreign poUcy.

Hundreds of Htudents skipped classes and basked in the

sunshine on the pond side of the Student Union to support

the "No BusinesK as Usual" sit in which included music,

speakers on South Korea. Vietnam. Central America and

South Africa, as well as a die- in. a peace camp, theater and

free Tilms.

"The idea of no business as usual is that you don't go

through the daily routine, that you stop and think about

what's going on," Steve Shuster, a rally organizer said "It's

informational and has serious overtones, but the rally is also

meant to be fun and festive."

As part of the day's activities, two puppets, one a paper

mache globe and the other a missile in pursuit, paraded

around campus and visited classrooms to protest the arms

race.

Students at the rally were abo asked to participate by writ-

ing down what they would miss if a nuclear war destroyed life

on earth and to submit photos and other memorabilia which

will be sent to President Ronald Reagan.

"I thmk the rally i« a good thing, but I think people should

worry about feeding the hungry in their own backyard first,"

Joe Eapen, a 22year-old engineenng student said.

Twenty five to 30 students have set up a peace campsite

and plan to spend the night on the lawn by the campus pond

Peace campers are sewing "peace ribbons" depicting scenes

of what they would miss if the world were destroyed by

nuclear war, according to camper Carolyn Frimeter. a junior

from Bedford.

"No matter what it takes, we must prevent Word War III.

People realize that the way we are going will lead to annihila-

tion. The nuclear clock stands at five to midnight, " warned

Fiona Macaulay. a 23-year-old student speaker from

England.

Macaulay asked students. "How would you feel if you

knew that life would be ending very soon? ' Approximately

20 students then fell to the ground in a "die- in".

"War is about people dying, it's not about ideologies or

abstractions." Macaulay said.

One of the students who fell to the ground was wrapped in

an American flag. Joseph Tower, an eighteen year-old ROTC

Cali«lM pliete by Mrtrh Drantrh

Two unidentiried proteatera participate in "No
Rusinesa aa Usual" Day at l^Maaa yesterday. Other

participanta included a globe and miaaile puppet.

Sec related picture, page 3.

cadet from Easthampton, went over and removed the flag

because "It was on the ground. It's a matter of simple

respect"

"No one wants a nuclear war. Our job in the military is to

prepare for war if it does come. I don't believe in the con-

tinued build-up of nuclear arms, but as long as there's a

balance of power, it will prevent nuclear conflict, "
Tower

said.

ROTC cadet Scott Sheridan from Welle.sley said he felt

the rally was ineffectual. "This is blaUnt emotionalism. If

you want to educate people, give them detailed

literature."

Fall of Saigon remembered
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Today marks the 10th anniversary of the end of

American involvement in Vietnam with the fall of Saigon,

but to many Vietnam veterans, the resulting problems are

far from over.

Saigon fell as North Vietnamese troops were advancing

toward the city. It would mark the end of South Vietnam,

and as the last helicopter took off from the U.S. Embassy 10

years ago today, America would feel its worst, most

humiliating military defeat

Dick Bonneau. a veteran who served in the Marines in

Vietnam from 1968 to 1970, said although the war ended 10

years ago. he would like to see more attention paid to Viet-

nam veterans who "are still fighting the war."

"Mostly. Vietnam vets need to be cheri.shed," and

realized as an important contribution to America's history,

Bonneau said.

He said today will make him think about the time he

passed through a Vietnamese village that was empty. Later,

at the end of his tour, passing through the village. Bonneau

said the village had inhabitants and he felt as though he had

accomplished .something by allowing people to feel safe

enough to live there. However, he said when Saigon fell,

there existed a feeling of loss that all was done in vain.

"To lose in '75. it recapitulated my feehngs of futility. I

had thought I had done something," he said.

Bonneau. who is a readjustment specialist at the Vietnam

Veterans Outreach Center in Springfield, said a lot of

veterans who got back from the war searched for help that

was all too difficult to find.

Continued (m pagt 6

CommentaryOn April 30, 1975. the Dady Collegian

was almost alone in printing a banner

headline: "The War Is Over " Other .,__^ .

newspapers less dramatically announced that the American Embassy had been .seized by North \ letnamese troops^

"The War Is Over" was a little too celebratory for them, too closely associated with V-E and V-J Days, confetti and

parades and pictures of our parents, at our age, locked in passionate and grateful kisses on piers and trian platforms.

"The War Is Over" fit when Johnny came marching home a clear and rightful winner. On Apnl 30, 1975, Johnny was

hanging out of a helicopter, prying desperate hands from the skids, wanting just to get out alive. ^ , . ,

Perhaps because Vietnam was fraught with deception in the way it was fought and justified, its history has few simple,

accepted facts One exception is that it ended, for us. a decade ago. The rest is remembered m disjointed images a

cacaphony of slogans and arguments, popular songs and unpopular speeches. Above all else, we remember the

By 1 968 the war in Vietnam had ripped this country in half. Fathers, who had friends who bled to death beneath a fiag

at Okinawa and Normandy, watched college kids bum and urinate on the same Hag. Protesting sons and daughters, for

their part, could not understand how an older generation could be bhnd to shameless escalations and bombmgs against

a scared people and in defense of a corrupt and uncertain ally.
^ . .

AM H KHST (515-3500) Tuesday. April 30. 1985

Report reveals

stockholdings
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Two banks tied with South African business have been

found to be connected with the University of

Massachusetts' investment portfolio, according to an in-

vestigative report releas«^ yesterday.

The Commission U) Investigate Stiuth African In-

vestments which sent its report yesterday to UMasa Presi-

dent David C Knapp and the l)oard «»f trustees, revealed

that J. P. Morgan and Company Im- . and Banker's Trust

of New York Corporation are included in the University's

investment portfolio.

The commission, comprised of students, faculty aiid

Dennis L. Madaon. vice chancellor for student affairs, was

formed after negr>liation.s were made as a result <»f a

three-day sit in at the Whitmore administraUon building

In the nine-page report, the comnussion recommends to

"implement section 2(a) of the Umversity's investment

policy by May 8. by instructing (UMass) Treasurer

(Robert) Brand to immetliately divest University

stockhokling from J. P. Morgan and Company Inc., and

Banker's Trust of New York Corporation."

UMass student Beatrix Hoffman, a member of the com-

mission, said news of the banks came as "a surpnse

"

while it was investigating three companies. PrtKrter and

Gamble, Foxboro. and Thomas and Betts

The report also adts that the University divest its

holdings in Pn>cter and Gamble an<l the Foxboro ('om-

pany. The Thomas and Betta ct»mpany does not do

business in South Africa.

Brand U»ld the commission that the University has

$56,000 m 14,000 stocks invested in J. P. Morgan. Hoff-

man said. Chris Alibrandi, another commission member,

said that the school also owns 14.000 stocks invested in

Banker's Trust.

Brand was not available for comment.

"We are morally outraged and shocked." ufion the fin-

dings, she said. "They should have divested from banks in

1977."

On September 14. 1977, the University voted U» divest

all sUx-ks in ronx>rations operating in South Africa, after

months of debate an<l student advcx»cy.

However, after investigating the University's stock

holding, the Student Center for Research and Advocacy

last year found that UMass had approximat^-iy $:ir)(),0<)0

worth of stocks in six corporations doing business in the

racially divided country.

Subsequently, the University divested from three cor-

porations-American Hospital Supply, General Signal and

Tektronix Corporations.

The report also recommends that SCERA find a student

to be appf)inted by Knapp, to monitor the activities of the

treasurer's office regarding any South African in-

vestments.

The report also recommended a rewording of the

University's investment policy section 2(a) which now

reads: "The University will not invest in corporations or

businesses that operate in South Africa or in countries

that have similar apartheid racial policies," to read: "The

University will not invest in any company or lending in-

stitution doing business in or with the Republic of South

Africa or whose subsidiary or affiliate does business in or

with the Republic of South Africa or in countries with

similar apartheid racial policies."

Esther Terry, professor of Afro-American studies and a

member of the commission said she is "optimistic" about

the outcome.

There will be a rally at noon tomorrow on the Student

Union steps to protest the bank investments and to

pressure administrators to accept the recommendations in

the report.

"If the president (Knapp) and the trustees are aware of

what's going on in the country (South Africa), it would be

unwise for them not to accept these recommendations,"

Hoffman said.

By BILL PARENT
Special to the Collegian

mmmmmm

INSIDE:
Leebian Union revived 3

College conaervatiam grow* 5

NFL Draft begina 12

"Only cowards brutalize people. Real men, brave

Tnen, do not have to prove their masculinity.
"

—New York City Police Commissioner
Benjamin Ward
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Reagan defends visit

to German cemetery
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan, on the eve of

departing for a 10-day European trip, declared firmly yes-

terday he will visit a German cemetery where Nazi SS

soldiers are buried, saying it was "morally nghl."

Vice President George Bush, meanwhile, called on the

nation to support Reagan in what he said "has been a very

difTicult tune for everyone and especially so for the

president"

Reagan seU out tonight on an overnight flight to Bonn.

West Germany, for the annual summit of the seven major

industrialized democracies, where he hopes to nail down a

date for the start of a new round of international trade

Ulks

Dartmouth will divest its $2 million in stocks

(AP) - Dartmouth College said yesterday it is selling about

$2 million in shares in two companies that have busmess

dealings with South Africa, while protest* against apartheid

continued at ( omell and the University of California.

Dartmouth trustees decided to sell holdings in the

Republic Bank of Dallas and Kimberiy Clark Corp., of

Neenah. Wise, said college President David McLaughlin.

The sales are not a response to campus pressure but are in

Une with the college's policies on investments in businesses

with South African holdings, he said.

Dartmouth will sell $12 mUlion in holdings in Republic

Bank of Dallas, which the Ivy League college says has

mdicated a wilUngness to lend to the South African govern-

ment

Dartmouth also wUl sell holdings worth about $800,000 in

Kimberly-Clark, which owns 39 percent of Carlton Paper

Corp a South African business. Kimberly-Clark failed to

demonstrate to the coUege that Carlton was followmg the

Sullivan Principles, voluntary guidelmes for Amencan com-

panies doing business m South Africa.
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Correction:

In yesterday's CoUegian depicting activites of Oeek
Week, the fraternity house was incorrectly identified as

TheU Chi. The fraternity pictured is Phi Sigma Kappa.
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AVANTI PIZZA
FASTEST FREE DELIVERY

HOURS:
4:»p.m. 2:00 a.m

Sundcy thru Wednesday

4:» p.m. 3:00 tm.
Thur»d«y thru Setuntey

WE NOW DELIVER

IN THE MORNING
on Saturdays and Sundays

from 11:30 a.m.

APRIL 1985

< M
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SUNDAY

1 Free Item '

Of Your Own
Choice
O Any Piit»

.N/IONDAV

Free 1

Pepperoni

On Anv P«"

14

1 Free

Coke
With Any

Small fitii

21

28

Free Sausage

0«-. Any Pi//a

Free ^5

Double Dough

On Any Pi//»

Crae Ham

On Afiv Pi//a

22

Free
Sausage
On Any fstia

29

TUESUAV WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

Free 2
Green
Peppers

On Anv PiiM .

Free
Onions

On Any PiJ/a

16

Free
Hamburg

On Any Puri*

Free 10

Canadian
Bacon

On Any Pl/M

17

23

FREE 30
ONIONS
On Any Hiz/a

Free 24

Extra Cheese

On Any Pi/1»

azuela
!•

Free ^

Extra Cheese

On Any Pi//a

11

18
Free
Black Olives

On Any P\lt»

25

FRIDAY

12
•^fwe

!\Aishrooms

On Anv *•>*«•

19

Free 26

Green Peppers

On Any P1//8

SATURDAY

Fr-^^
Mushrooms

On Any P«*l

Free 20
Pepperoni

Or Any ^Uf

27

-tF 'VIFxiC:^^ MFSTALjt^AN' AT nAnAR !^^

MUY BUEIMO!

/^)\\K\

hand -screened clothing

for man and women

in Campus Center

Wed/Thurs/Fri

WE'RE THE
TECHNOLOGY FORCE.

If you're an engineering major, you'll want to be

part of todays Air Force We're working on

developments that make science fiction obsolete

You'll have an opportunity for a challenging and

rewarding career at the forefront of technology Talk

to: ^gj,^ gj^^^ j^jj (^j3j 557. 2042

Ain

m

Campus Center

Catering

ATTENTION

Undergraduates

Campus Center

Catering

is now hiring

experienced

Waitpersons

Hours available 10-3 @

Applications available

I

FOnCK
A qreat way of life.

on the 10th floor

Campus Center
IIMIIIIIIIHHMIIIIMHII^IIMIIIMM
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Former education secretary

ak on current policies

RCM)M'-Beatrix Hoffman of the Radical Student Union dresses for the occa-

^^of "I?^ B«.ineM aa Usual" Day yesterday The hand C .rcle. hack^round.

plrrformed yesterday outside the Student tn.on a. part of the fest.v.t.es.

Sink pulled from wall at party
By ( HRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Estensive damage was reported m Baker

House after police broke up a large party on

the third floor early Sunday morning

Hot water from a third fl«xjr flcKKied down

to the basement after a sink was ripped from

the waU during the party, t'mversity of

Massachusetts police said.

Environmental Health and Safety official*

were called in to turn off the hot water valves

after police found the damage Malicious

damage was also done to a sUu^eU wmdow.

two fire estinguUher signs and a bulletin

board. Police said a fire extinguisher box was

smashed and electrical wu-es were npped out

of a wall

In other police news

• An unidentified man grabbed a woman

and punched her in the face Friday night as

she was walkmg by Johnson House, police

said The non student reported that three

men walked past her and one of them

grabbed her arm, and hit her for no apparent

reasoa Police said the woman received

minor mjuries.

• Police caught two students Saturday

night trymg to steal signs from a parking lot

booth and the Fine ArU Center Police

observed two men trying to uke down a con

cert hall sign and were questioned. They

were told to make restitution by returning

and re attachmg the stolen sign to the lot 7

1

parking booth.

• An intoxicated student was restrained

while he was being treated for head injuries

after he fell down a flight of stairn Saturday

night. The man fell down the 1 7 th floor sUirs

in Washington Tower and was taken to

I'niversity Health Services P<»hce said he

started to struggle on the examinmg table

and was placed in protective custody.

By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The former l' S. Secretary of Education

chosen by President Ronald Reagan to dis

mantle the Department of Education, will

speak on the present condition of American

education at 8 p m. today m the Student

I'nion Ballroom

Terrel H Bell was sworn in as Secretary of

Education in Jan 1981 with the purpose of

abolishing his position, but left office in De.

1984 feeling thai "my earlier prt^posal (to

abolish the department) was mit a position I

could support." he said m a recent inter

view.

Bell wrote the bill which proposed that the

Department of Education become a lower

level structure patterned after the National

Science Foundation, he said.

However, the proposal was not enacted by

Congress because conservatives wanted to

totally eliminate a federal education depart

ment and liberals wanted to keep it at the

cabinet leveL he said

"Early in my experience in Washmgton I

felt It wouldn t make a significant difference

if we were not an mdependent cabinet, but 1

began to realize it was important U> have an

education department at the cabinet level."

Bell said

"Thuiy percent of the people in this coun

try are involved m education," as studenU or

employees, he said "and this year the federal

government will spend $17 9 billion on

education.

"With that sue of an enterprise we need to

have a cabinet-level department of

educatioa"

Bell said his most important achievement

as Secretary of Education was "without

question the report of the National Commis-

sion on Excellence in Education," which he

called for in 1981

The report by the commission was titled

A Nation at Risk The Imperative for

Educational Reform" and stated "the edu-

cational foundations of our society are pre

sently being eroded by a rising tide of

mediocrity "
It advised students that "you

forfeit your chance for life at iU fullest when

you withhold your best efforts in learning."

Before serving in President Reagan's

cabinet. Bell was a school superintendent in

Idaho. Wyommg and Ctah. and was Com-

missioner of Higher Education and Chief

Executive Officer of the I'Uh Board of

Regents

Bell, who has authored su books and over

40 articles, worked with UMass Chancellor

Joseph Duffey at a conference of the State

Higher Executive Officers organization.

"I know Chancellor Duffey well." he said

"We've talked about student aid

problems."

Bell is currently a professor of educational

administration at the University of I'tah.

where he has "brought a bit of msight about

school politics on the national level"

Today's lecture is sponsored by the Dis-

tinguished Visitors Program.

UMass Greek area residents

applauded at annual banquet

Memwial commemorates Armenian genoade

.Seven members of the University of

Massachusetts Armenian Club traveled to

Washington. DC. this weekend to par

ticipate in the commemoration of Armenian

genocide in which 1.5 million Armenians

were killed by the Turkish government in

1915
Talin Tamzarian. a senior from Wayland

who participated in the weekend's events,

said that the reason for holding the events

was "to recommit and re educate Armenians

and the public about what happened. We try-

to get the media's attention t(X).

"The Turkish government denies today

that it ever happened Approximately half of

the Armenian population was either killed or

deported by them, " she said.

The groups attending the memorial held

an all- night vigil on Saturday and survivors of

the genocide participated.

It was very emotional." Tamzarian said.

Seeing them as survivors and everything

they ve gone through I've got a respon-

sibility to them, to remind people what

happened."

On Fnday night, a concert of traditional

Armenian music was performed and on

Saturday, a number of speakers and

seminars were presented. Among those pre

sent was Gov. George Deukmejian of Califor

nia. an Armenian.

"You can never pay back for killing but

recognition can be given for those who died.'

Tamzanan said. "Here, as a club, we try to

educated people on our campus of what

happened."

-NANCY A. Bl KAR

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
CoUegian Staff

Members of the l^niversity of

Massachusetts Greek area were honored f<»r

outsunding leadership, membership, and

contribution to the community at a banquet

held last week

Robert V White. Greek area coordinator,

began the presentation by awarding the

Gamma Gamma awards to nine (Jreeks who

were active m their chapter, and lived up to

the national ideas of their house

"We are working hard to give the (;reek8 a

better image('H I Mass)' White said 'Each

member of the Greek system has the poten

tial to work hard in a positive direction. We

are awarding only a few for their con

Uibutions but it takes everyone's help to

reach the goals that we want to reach.'

The recipients were David Hill and Mike

Kaplan, both from Lambda Chi Alpha. Kris

tian Anderson of Kappa Kappa (lamma,

Nick Katsoulas and Rick Sherman, both of

Delta Ipsilon. Bnan Bartkus of Delta Chi,

Linda C leary of Phi Mu. Mary Wellen of

Alpha Chi Omega and Karen Lawn of Iota

(iamma Cpsiloa

Panhellenic and Inter fraternity Council

awards were given to Sigma Sigma Sigma for

the best overall improved sorority, and to

TheU Chi for most improved fraternity Jodi

Leshne of loU Gamma Upsilon and Dave

Gaudet of BeU Kappa Phi were named top

Greek presidents.

Dave Doran of Zeta Psi and Tracy l.ee

Maker of Alpha Chi Omega were named

Greek man and woman of the year for out-

sUnding membership and overall con-

tributions to the Greek area

Doran. president of his chapter and the

Interfratemity Council said "We have set a

lot of high goals for the upcoming year. We

want to work hard to better unite the (ireek

system so that members can get the most out

of their involvement."

(k)ld and silver awards for overaU

excellence within a chapter were won by

Kappa Kappa (Jamma for the gold and Sigma

Sigma Sigma for the silver.

The award for the highest grade point

average went to Alpha Epsilon Pi for

demonstrating high academic skills.

Finally, the Brad Ringquist award was

given to katy Newell of Phi Mu Iliis award is

given annually in honor of Brad Ringquist, a

I Mass fraternity member who was killed in

an auto accident, to a member of the Greek

area who demonstrates enthusiasm and

leadership.

begun
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Although for the last two semesters the

Lesbian Union at the I'niversity of

Massachusetts has consisted of little more

t han t heir name on the door of an office on the

fourth floor of the Student Union Buildmg.

plans have begun to bring it back to life.

According to UMass student and new co-

director of the union, Debra Kenn. when she

first made inquiries in March about Uking it

over, she discovered the accounts were

frozen, there was no constitution, the budget

needed reworking, there was no advi.sor. and

the office was a mess.

"Two years ago. the Lesbian Union was

very active." recalled lesbian student

Tammy Boots, adding that it smce died out

as a result of splitting inU> a political faction

and social factioa

"The founders of the political faction

graduated and left a social faction that had

little interest," she said adding, 'The paper-

work wasn't getting done and the union

became non-existent." .

Now, according to Kenn, the paperwork is

back under control again along with the

accounts that have been unfrozen, the new

constitution is being ratified, the office is

being treated to a new coat of paint and an

advisor from the Student Activities Offi'

is helping.

The revived union will provide lesbian

students with "a comfortable all women en

vironment where they can discuss lesbian

issues," Kenn said, adding that it will also

help alleviate the current campus problem in

which "lesbians don't know where to meet

other lesbians," she said.

"A primary goal of the union will be to pro-

vide support," commented Jennifer Brauer,

co-director with Kenn, who recalled that

without support she "walked around for 19

years thinking I was the only person like

thi.s.

"

"We have to support each other,' agreed

Boots, remarking that the needs of lesbian

students demanded an all-women space

separate from the UMass Lesbian. Bisexual,

Gay Alliance (LBGA) which is dominated by

gay men.
"Because lesbian women are aout)iy

oppressed," she said, they are subject to

"different forms of abuse and discrimination

than gay men.
"

"Gay men still have their male status,

agreed Kenn. observing that although the

LBGA is supportive of lesbians and bisex-

uals, it still fails to include women on its

board.

Asked what hopes she had for the future of

New co-director of the Lesbian Union,

the union. Brauer rephed she would like to

see "more people involved, a community

spirit, and the setting up of networks with

other colleges."

"Unity" is what Kenn hopes for I want to

see unity within the semester and then con-

tinuing from semester to semester, she said

adding that her primary wish is to "see it

('ollet(i*ri (>hoto by Mitch Drmntch

Debra Kenn, spruces up the office.

grow, not die.
"

"With a lot of women's help, " she stressed

"we can make this a really good organiza-

tion."

77if Lesbian Union meets at 7 p. m. in 406G

Tuesdays and Wednesdays All women are

welcome and encouraged to come.
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*Fun Day 'to celdiirate ai^rts, sounds of spring

The rites of spnng will be celebrated

tomorrow in an all- day event on the Amherst

Common as part of May Day.

Sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts art department, and funded

by I'Mass Arts Council, the "Fun Day" tradi

tion comprises visual and performance art,

and the Common will come alive in a bloom of

colorful kites, sails, costumes and painted

environmental sculpture.

The event is being coordinated by John

Clrillo, art professor at the University, and

guest artist (Iregory Curci, a Boston sculptor

who teaches at the UMass harbor campus.

The work of students will be featured in

the celebration which is open to the public

and offers attractions for both children and

adults.

The Common will be transformed with

color and shapes to represent the rites of spr-

ing. An environmental sculpture will cause

sensations and chance attitudes.

{^, Utopia Spas
^^ 175 University Drive. Amherst

OK^ 7727

call now lof reservations

man 4 PM. I A.« Tu Sua I I A.K I A.m

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

11 Pre-Veterinary Students

Peter Storandt, Assistant Dean

for Tufts School of Veterinary

Medicine will be speaking for

' Pre-Veterinary Club May 1. 19J

at 6:30 P.M. in Room 81 11

5

Campus Center.

Everyone is welcome.

Refreshments will he served.

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl 6 Cyl • ^

•» $39.»» $44."$34.

ana thor^iO^ tylMm mt^met rtitv and Pt»nowi

f
°*

Lube, Oil & Filter

$1 5.99
k

IfKludvs up to 5 qoorts

10-40 o<l. orxl KJfety

check

van

|s

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704
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TRUTH BEHIND THE STORY
800,000 p«>pl«. L«« ve-r

l*?* ^'fC^e^^J^ji 1.5 million were killed.

Zir^'^oi rToii- w.. .bout 15 million p-p'«;
;:;^^-;";::,"ure

^HKJ a wn.ll minority group in international conference, held before and

'^'in 1^lt^J!l?n Ihe alleged Armenian Genocide occured. The Ottoman Em-

pi e J^tfigminfl n Wo^d war I in Western Anatolia. The Armenians, tak.ng

t^e aTantafle of the Empire's attention to World War I, stirred up nvalrnw in

^rn Ctolia. With the help of the Rus^n
^-^-^-^;1;^^IXT'Z

strove to initiate the FIRST Armenian republic. The Ottoman Empire with

fiahrnfl°n the last and West, chose to exile the Armenians, sending them

oJer the ^uthern border to Syria. In the armed Armenian resistance to exile,

Zy Tu" h and Armenian ^p.e were killed^ Ju«in McCarthy a processor

of Middle Eastern hi«ory at the University of Louisville and the author of

"Mu^ms and f^inorities", states "...many more Turks died than Armenians

Most, who died on both sides, died more of starvation and ^"^-;^«"^^°"^

bullets". This mutual killing is labeled as Armenian Genocide^ Yet, many

Armenians are slinging 'buzz' words and pictures borrowed from Jewish

Holocaust, at The Turkish Republic and people

During the past five years. Armenian terrorists have massacred more than

100 unarmed Turkish diplomats and citizens. Although the Armenian terrorists

defended their actions in court as their response to an Armenian Genocide,

theM courts of many countries are sending Armenian terrorists to prison for

long-term and life sentences. Many world-wide powers view the notion of an

Armenian Genocide as contrived, gratuitous and fallacious.
,a,Acc

Turkish Students at UMASS
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Summer
Health

Coverage

Basic Student Health mmi^^^^^'^^^'^
EKgibilitY: Amherst. Hampshire,

Mount Hotyoke, Smith and UMa— Studentt

Coverage Period: June 1-August 31

Fees: MS H paid before Juf>e 1

Comprehensive

^^HMH^HM^^^ Dependent Health Plan

Eligibility : Dependents of UMass StudenU
who are enrolled in the 1984-1985

Supplementai Health Benefits Plan

w^-^^
^ y*-''"

Coverage Period: Jur»e 1 -August 31

Fees: #140 H paid by June 15

Wlu'thci' vnu re (HI the hridi^r of

A "iOd-millMtn-dnllar Naw dcstioxcr. ai

oHucf on a mulcat sul). or pilotinu

a Na\ \ I'" 1 4 Toimat . vou'll he m chai-.ui

.And ii)o\ inu up la-t

.\t 'I'l. \i)\\\\ he \\cll on \(iur \va\ m ;

latccr that pi'o\ ido the kind of cxiitc-

incnt. rcsponsil)ilit\ and sat i>ra(t ion

von'\f al\\a\s dreamed ol

.And as a Na\ \ oH'icei'. \()U II he in a

position (»rd(Hision-inakin.u authonty
With expert inanat^einent and teeh-

•r. \()ii II he in a

nical training hehind \(>u to hel|) son
;in ^et the |oh done n-^ht.

The rewards are riuht. too. .\n

v,v exeelient start in^ salary with a chance
to earn up to a> tniich as $;>,'{.(iOO alter

1 a lour years w ith rei;ular promotions and
e- increases Kven more with bonuses

-Alter lour xcars orcolle<,U', youll Ik-

on your way (let there last in the Navy.

I See vour Na\ \ recruiter or call

\ H(H)-:J27-NAVY.

<:e, vou II iH-

or cal
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"Picture this." a speaker says at a

rally by the Campua Center. "Dingle

the number ofstudents enrolled at this

university all assembled around the

campus pond, squeezed together. Then

picture the same number of caskets,

and add the rest of the pojndation of

Amherst to the pxU. Then think, that 's

only our side's losses.

"

Remembering the fall

BiD Parent

CoNttiNiMl/ram pe^ I

By 1972. Vietnam had ripped this coun

try in quarters. Relunung veterans, mostly

poor and minorities, had little appreciation

for those who stayed home protestmg on

the soldiers' behalf It seemed that if you

weren't bitter and cymcal. you were angry

and violent, no matUr which side you

were ort

And Vietnam is still ripping some indi-

viduals apart from withia On the afternoon

Doug Flutie completed his miracle pass in

Miami, a funeral was held in Wakefield for a

Vietnam vet who had killed himself. He was

35 years old. No surprise. A relief, in fact, a

peace after 1 3 years of self- destructive res-

tlessness. In high school my sister had a

crush on him.

"Picture this, " a speaker says at a rally by

the Campus Center "Double the number of

students enrolled at this university all

assembled around the campus pond,

squeezed together Then picture the same

number of caskets, and add the rest of the

population of Amherst to the pile Then

think, that's only our side's losses."

Picture about 50 18 and 19- year-olds in a

Cambndge draft board A sergeant comes

in and orders everyone with a deferment to

one side of the room and everyone without a

deferment to the other. With a few eicep-

tions, the white kids shuffle one way. and

the black and brown kids go to the other. We
go off to college, they disappear into the

wall

Mbanwhile. we watched the media "Men

•U around me were screaming." wrote Jack

P. Smith in the Saturday Evemng Post

"The fire was now a continuous roar We
were bemg fu^ at by our own guys No one

TV^c end of

Letters to theEditor

Respect takes time

What does David Moore mean by hia

term "polite racism" (yesterday's Co^

leyianf. This term and David Moore's in-

sinuations concerning the Undergraduate

Student Senate are totally unfounded and

out of line.

There is no "collective subtle effort to

undermine the authority of John

Ruddock..." The senate has students of all

different political and personal beliefs and

vahies, and these senators do not always

agree on the manner that John Ruddock

conducts the senate meeting. It must be

pointed out that senators did not ahways

agree with Chris Sullivan either.

Sullivan was the speaker for two years.

Ruddock has been the speaker for one

month. Ruddock must learn the ropes of

the speakership and impress upon the

senators in time of his capabilities. No one

just automatically accepts total authonty

from one figure all at once; it Lakes time to

become acquainted with people. Lookmg

back in history, Sullivan did not have an

easy time in the beginning of his term as

the speaker. Ruddock is new in his position,

and therefore new to many members of the

senate in the powerful position as the

speaker. In time, I am sure that Ruddock

will encounter less questioning and opposi-

tion on his validity as the speaker.

The claim that Ruddock is not respected

due to his color is ludicrous and an insult to

the senate body. If Moore is so stire of this

belief, then he should come up with more

concrete facta and fewer vague accusations

that are personally insulting. The only

political conspiracy going on within the

senate is the untrue slander of Moore

towards senate members. I suggest that

Moore should consider himself "too far out

of hartd" m his obvious miscalculations and

derogatory remarks concerning actions

within the senate.

Aatunn Maki
Southwest

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number,

which will not be published. Please type

double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due

to space limiUtions and the volume of mail.

we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and length.

knew where the fire was coming from, and

so the men were shooting everywhere.

Some were m shock and were blaimg away

at everything they saw or imagmed they

saw. I felt tembly ak>ne All afternoon

there was smoke, screaming, moaning, fear.

buUeU. blood, and little yellow men runmng

around screeching with glee when they

found one of us alive, or screaming and

moaning with fear when they ran into a

grenade or a bullet"

Vietnam was. to borrow Barbara Tuch-

man s phrase, a march of folly And who was

to blame? Not the soldier Beheve it or not

from the first battle at la Drang in 1965 to

the troop withdrawals m 1973. the I' S.

Army won every battle it fought against the

Vietcong and the North Vietnamese In no

other war, could an infantry make that

claun. The blame belongs to the presidenU,

gerterals and analysU who failed to realiie

the futiUty of the cause The war was lost

between battles as Amencan soldiers were

ambushed, shelled, land mmed, sniped at

and booby trapped. In Vietnam, the United

StaUs was too committed to fightuig com-

munism to withdraw, but not commitud

enough to the South Vietnamese cause,

whatever that was, to win.

The result was a debacle When I think of

Vietnam, I think of 58,022 guys who missed

the sixth game of the 1 97 5 Worid Senes and

everything else thev were dreaming of when

the shell hit I remember the headline "The

War Is Over
"

Well, we thought so, but we may have

been premature in our judgment Seven

years later, as they dedicated the Vietnam

Memorial m Washington, it seemed time to

say, again, the war u» over, and some did. In

the past month, however, as the media have

been picking through the rubble for

meanings and lessons, it seems that the war

m Vietnam is not neariy over Perhaps an

entire generation has to pass it on, every

direct memory has to disappear, perhaps

the war m Vietnam will be over 100 years

from now. I am begiimmg to doubt even

that I have listened to the South sing Diiie

The lost wars never seem to end

Bill Parent was editor in dnisf of the

Colleguui in 1975 whtn the war in ViH-

nam offinaUy came to an end.

Who are the real idealists?
Now that the growing political conser-

vatism among col lege-age people in

Amenca today is undenial)le, those who

have been resisting this evolution, hoping

in vain that this country would return to

the insanity that was the 19608. have turn-

ed to publicizing their unsolicite<i armchair

psychoanalysis of college Republicans.

The psychological profile of this new

generation of conservatives, promulgated

by the old generation of leftists, is as er-

ronious as it is maliciotis. In a nutshell,

young Republicans are accused of being in-

terested only in getting a high paying job

and driving a BMW. We are condemned for

having U)st interest in the radical political

aspirations which were the hallmark of

students during the 19608. We have, accor

ding to our detractors, lost our klealism. It

seems hard to believe that 15 years ago

one's avoidance of bathtubs and barber

shops was considered a sign of idealism.

The 'idealism" of the I96()s was the

counter-culture and the drug scene. It was

the rejection of family and national values.

The product of people who didn't expect to

leave sch<K)l or work or have a family or in-

deed to grow up at all, it was the idealism

of irresponsibility.

()n a political level, 1960s 'idealism
"

meant blanket condemnation of the foreign

policy of the United States The values of

American liberty and democracy which had

been maintained and defended for 200

years at the cost of hundreds of thousands

of lives were discarded m deference U) the

political "rights" of such despots and

usurpers as Ho Chi Minh and Mao Tse

Tung and the national "integrity" of such

impenalist dictatorships as North Vietnam

and the Soviet Union.

During the era of the "Great Society"

the fashionable social "ideal" was the

Loren Spivack

welfare sUte. Clearly, this was a system

based on the presumption <>f failure When

an economic strategy is founde<l not upon

opportunity but upon the assumption that

it is inadequate and hence is devoted

primarily to providing the "necessary"

compensation for its own shortcomings,

the battle is already li»t. The "idealism"

that brought us the welfare state was, m
fact, the "idealism " of despair.

In contrast with the destructive im-

maturity which characterized young peof^

during the Vietnam era, and which the

more backward elements of the Umversity

community would have us return U), the at-

titude of today's students is more conser-

vative, more future-oriented and. yes,

more idealistic. Conservative Republicans

are the real idealists. It is for this reason

that the fuUire we believe in is ours to

create.

Young Republicans are some of the most

tnUy idealistic people I have ever known;

Students idealistic enough to believe that

they can make Amencan society work in-

stead of rejecting it out of hand; People

with the idealism to raise a family and trust

in (and make) a future for themselves and

their country. I have seen the kind of

idealism that believes in maintaining the

great principles that our ancestors fought

for and in creating a society of opportunity

instead of turning, helplessly, to the

welfare system. I have seen in the conser-

vatives of my generation the idealism to

believe in all of these things, and what is

more. I have seen the energy to make them

^P*" Lorm Spivadt la a UMass student

Clarification of SWAG campaign literature

I would hke to take this opportunity to

address some misconceptions that might

have arisen regarding the recent

Southwest Area Government elections.

After discussing the campaign with the

other candidates, Eileen ODea and Steve

Stomski, I have come to the foltowing con

elusions.

The Assistant Director of Housing Ser-

vices Chas Durant had asked one of them if

they had thought of running for SWAG
president. Durant then suggested that

"people are waiting for someone to run

against him." (referring to myself)

This incident was neither solicited nor

welcomed by O'Dea or Stomski, nor was it

the determining factor in their decision to

run. Both O'Dea and Stomski had par

tjcipated in student government in the past

and have proven themaehres as strong ad-

vocates of student rights. They do not coo-

done the efforts by individual ad

ministrators that akled their campaign or

hindered mine.

I apologize to O'Dea and Stomi^ for the

impact that my campaign literature might

have had on them personally, arxl I am re-

questing that residents of Southwest direct

their anger and frustration not to O'Dea,

Stomski or the Southwest RA staff, but

rather to those individual administrators

responsible.

Bill Collins

Southwest Area Government President
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He said many veterans were offered either total sick-role

help where they had to say they had addictions or mental

problems or no help at all Centers like the one he works at,

offer the "in-between" help many veterans need.

"I went to Vietnam and learned about love. That kind of

love, to lay down your life for someone, has been hard to find

back here," he said.

Arthur Hilson, director of Veterans Assistance Counsel-

ing service at the University of Massachusetts, said he has

been eiposed to a variety of perceptions about today's

anniversary.

"Some of the perceptions are good and others are bitter."

Hilson said. It involved 'lives of thousands of young men

who weren't understood."

Hilson. a Navy veteran of 20 years, served in Vietnam in

1968. He said many people have become more aware of the

Vietnam veteran's plight of readjustment, but to some "it's

a half-hearted recovery."

"A lot of folks are coming out of the woodwork, but a lot

aren't coming out," Hilson said. The U.S. government

hasn't been willing to endorse readjustment or support pro-

grams in the past, Hilson said, addmg that the first real

public acknowledgement wiU be a New York City Ucker

tape parade scheduled for May 7.

Johnny C.reen. an army veteran who served two separate

terms m Vietnam, said he was one of the fortunate ones who

went to Vietnam. However, he said he doesn't know why the

U.S. was there and he still doesn't

On the day Saigon fell, (Ireen said he had mixed

emotions. "It wasn't a surprise that Saigon fell I wasted

three years of my life"

Lookmg back. (Jreen said the saddest thing "is that the

only time the races come together is during a combat

situation- -and that is a shame."

H>peri'urrii'ula

UMASS CHAMBER
CHOIR AND CHORAL
UNION PRESENT FREE
CONCERT Program wUl

feature Symphony of Psalms

by Igor Stravinsky. Wayne
Abercrombie will conduct 8

p.m., Bowker Auditorium

SPANISH CLUB INFOR
MAL CONVERSATION
HOUR Everyone interested

in speaking Spanish is

invited to attend this week's

tertulia. New members

welcome. Members, come

and find out about our din

ner. Vengan todos! ! 3 to 4:30

p.m. Fourth floor lobby Her

t«r HalL

ACM LECTURE Discus

aion of undergraduate

curriculum and ACM & IKhh

computmg sciences accred

nation boards. 4 p.m.. Grad.

Tower 203.

STUDENT HEALTH
ADVISORY BOARD Dis-

TueMlay. April 30. 1985

cussionof Convincer and last

details of the semester. 5:30

p.m.. room 302 University

Health Center

WMLASC MEETING Wes
tern Massachusetts Latin

America Solidarity Commit-

tee meeting tonight Every-

one welcome. 6:30 p.m., CC
805-9.

RESUME

MAMt. n.,^— ..
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FREE Catalog/Trip

Camping in West US

Free trip tor coordinator

U$Wtmvm 2000 Center f 13S9C

BetMtey CA WW (415! S40 5/71

North Amherst
Motors

R1. 63 NO. Amherst
S49-2880

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workersJushers wanted

for ^nght Mirments Jazz Cofu;erts on Ju

ly 18, 25. and August 1 for aprox. 5 6

hours/shift, (limited number ofadAitum/il

hours available also) UMass students

returning in Fall only. Work study

jyreferred but not required. Fine Arts

Center is an AAIEO employer. Descrip-

tion and applications available at 207

Masbrourk thru Friday May S

HELP WANTED
Apply now for on campus experience in the legal profes

sion" Full time iniernships are available for the Fall. 1985

semester at the Legal Services Office. 922 Campus

Center Up to 15 credits may be earned through

academic departments. Aid Legal Services attorneys in

meeting UMass students' legal needs.

Our interns assist in Client interviewing

attendance at hearings

preparation of court forms

maintenance of continuinn caseload

giving advice and referrals

investigations and research

For further information about LSO Internship, call Legal

Services at 545 1995.

,, VILLA
Offering Quality Mexican Food§^

Nachos - Enchiladas - Tacos - Tostadas |

. Burritos - Quesadillas - Burrito Supremos

Chimichangas - Chili Verde - Chili Rellenos

Great Food! Great People!

Festive Atmosphere!

NORTHAMPTON • B.Y.O.B.
21 Center St. • 584-0673

AMHERST • B & W Served

41 Boltwood Walk * 256-8217

TueMUy. AprU 30. I»«6!

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

21 PleftMnt St
Northampton
586^10

Trek - F>|i - UaiTega - Campacnolo

SvBtovr and otkcn

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

1984 Models on sale

HELP WANTED!!
Board of Governors is Hiring

students to work on issues in

the Campus Center for Fall 85 - Spring 86

Areas Include:

Governors Program Council

Display

Finance

Special Projects

Public Relations

Food Service

Building Operations

Vending

Space and Economic Development

AppMcatlons are now available 817 Campus Center

Deadline Friday May 3-5 PM
Work Study and Non-Work Study - AA/EOE

Graduate & Undergrads encouraged to apply

B ^v.\-S
^^/?,

o"o^^
''^o,'Oa

RACQUETS
S/yo^

^s

r

TTuL

Comm
In

And
Brow!

CHECK US

OUT!

Celebrate the Spirit of Spring

with fine lingerie from Le Boudoir

\

• Hand painted t-shirt

dresses, socks B
unisex boxers

• Beaded camisoles S
bikinis

• Wild print pi's

in 100% cotton

• Bridal peignoir sets

Et many trousseau items

Come a see for yourself

Hours: MS 10 5:30, Sundays! 2-5^

Carriage Shop*. 2 3 J N Pleasant M

Amh«r*t S49.^91S

JBring this ad in

and save

$2.00 on

[men's Levi jeansj

icords or jackets'

"^prit :fiw ,..Week
with t'S!!!

i
Levis
JEANSWEAR

QUAUTY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE.

at

Saturday
Clothes

BEER SPECIALS
Becks cans $3.95 6 pk.

Moosehead. . . $3.95 6 pk.

Guiness or Harp
$4.35 6 pk.

Schmidts 16 oz. bottles

$8.99 case

Busch suitcase cans

$9.75 case

Miller 12 oz. bottles

$10.95 case

deposit not included

I
I

Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6

Open Fri

HI 8:30

LIQUOR
SPECIALS:

Popov Vodka 1 L. . . $5.99

Gilbey Gin 1 L 6.99

WINE SPECIALS
Folonari Soave 1.5 L

Bandolino 1.5 L
Valpolicella 1.5 L

Los Hermanos
White Zinfandel

$4.99 1.5 L

- We carry non-alcoholic beer & wine -

253-5384 338 College St. Amherst
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Tuesday I
Wednesday |

Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Southwest Rocks the Pyramids
2 to 6 pm

rain location - Hampden Southside

Craft Fair

3 to 5 pm
FREE silkscreening of Southwest

Week logo - Bring your own

T-shirt

WMUA
Simulcast

2 to 6 pm
with

BIVICP

Allstars

Breakdancers

UMass
Gymnastic
Team

Barbecues

THE
SOUTHWEST
CONCERT

12 noon

to 6 pm

OTIS DAY &
The Knights

Girl's Night

Out

wzzz
Special

Broadcast

6 to 8 pm
107.7 FM

Southwest Radio

5-1537
- request line

Comedians

on the

Pyramids

8:00|pm

rain location

Hampden
Southside

UMass Music Theater Guild

presents

WEST SIDE
STORY

Thursday & Friday at 8 pm
Outside Hampden by the

Snack Bar

Nexus

M.C.

Steve Sweeney

rain location

Student Union

Ballroonn

with special thanx to the

UMass Arts Council, Stu-

.' A •^ j./0\A#A/^\ dent Senate
,
Hampden

Southwest Area Government (bWAvj/BOGandTomHaiey
Presented by

Tuesdmy. April 30. 1985--^
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By Garry Trudeau
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WEATHER

Today-It's a sunny one with highs in

the 708.

Tonight- Mostly clear with some possi-

ble clouds late at night; lows in the 408.

Wednesday— Partly sunny with highs in

the 70s.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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The Coilegian, Afro-Am and

the Journalism program present*

William Worthy

A pioneer in foreign reporting

Today, 4 p.m.

Campus Center 904

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

-13€T4o«v+ ^

For
yourdini
pleasur

GORDY By Gorde

^c^ij -njs POOR.
'^
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so iH3¥^?f CRVELl

Hoyu caiLO ThKS ^
POSSIBLY HAFFEf^^

f
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PA/A/S OF T/ME!

BASK LUNCH
Humus Vegetable F'ocket

San«iwich

('h««ese Strata

LUNCH
liacon. Lettuce. Toniato

Sandwich
Cheew Strata

DINNKK
FAR KAST NIOHT

B**ef Stnps with

Mange-Tout
Sweet ami Sour

('hick«'n Firi^ers

HASIC DINNER
FAK EAST NKIHT
TemjH'h Stir F'ry

Sweet an<l S«»ur

Chicken Fingers

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

I tlilitl I'

DOWN

I mkI' Ml' IkI I.i)I<

{%r'%r^.'XX. .HJ^
tf r 1* » >^ .w-

w«.cj>w HKT^y^J^^'

AHENTION PSYCH

MAJORS: OURLOANSWILL

BLOWYOUR MIND.

i

i

We believe the last thing that should keep

someone from going to college is money.

So call 1-800-SHAWMUT or come in and

see us about our comprehensive education

loan program.

Because when it comes to helping stu-

dents, our heads are in the right place.

\U-mhrr< Fine Equal Housing Lenders.

•w-w -i^ "far VI >C

Shawmut Banks
Looklouslordirection.

v^w^ -tf^^jr-wKK g:^=g:

r* Miyli*(«y>

Af.t.r

/J Mulsool in

t>dS).-b4ll

24 Star ol Boy s

Io«o
n Turn away
28 Pre&eiitsagili

30 — txjnna

)i Ma'tiie^in the

Biilisn

Museum
) ( 'jingef actress

(j Muttins

)/ Irregular

19 Hindu god
40 Besmircn
42 Instrument

44 KO'.ounI

4% Canaries eg
47 Rip van Winkle

eg
44 Tsar o> Bulgaria

bO Cause to soar

b1 Part ol the eye

53 Consignment
ot merchandise

bfe Mine in the

MeUoc
5/ Colorful

actiess''

60 Stare

HI Native ot

ancient Troy

62 Saarinen

63 Commune in

Sicily

64 Requirements

65 Tear

I Hive. ...t .
"'••

b«ine
4 (..-^i -'• •'

5 » .,

6 'ijiiingK

rnrivtrin^rrils

/ (»1»-S

U Hawlishaw

>i Nann* riilyes

of sandgravHl

10 Mearh«s
relatives

11 Color I.)

parittii '

12 Apiary 0*.h'-

U Parly giver

Ma««rell

ih Memtjei ol the

lamily

22 Der.ti 'jfticei

24 Strainer)

25 laltr^rs

26 fragrant

oleoresiri

2t Colorful

entertainer

'

28 Some tMto^ s

Abbr

1/ June Vil

14 Alight

i», Pud ill

Mat eJi'"

m Atiiniati-

41 Sl«a» '.'
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The Commuter Area Government

presents

MOVING INTO

MAY DAYS
TONITE ONLY

MOVIE NIGHT AT AMHERST CINEMA

SENIORS!

m
1
m
m
m
m

'Stolen Kisses" & "The Man Who Loved Women" |
Free with UMass ID

Wednesday May 1

••WE ARE THE WORLD BENEFIT DANCE"

Music, Dance Contest, Prizes, 5 DJ's

Benefit to raise money for famine relief

S.U.B. 8 pm to 1 am suggested donation $L00

Wednesday Mani I

STUDENT FLEAMS" iV ^^^

LtVV

Have your 1985 INDEX mailed directly to

your home for only $2.50M

(make checks payable to "Index")

Fill out coupon below with

permanent address and return to:

103 Campus Center

NAME:

i

(^^V>y May 3

STREET:.

STUL TTi FLEA MARKET SALE
S.U.B. . . 9 am - 4 pm

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE UNLESS NOTED

CITY:

gM^M^IMEPHMMlMMMMSMilM^MSMl'

STATE:

'^3 II ^__IMM'-»->'-'*-4^4>. ! U U jMUUll >l l» 4MUUg

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Dr. Terrel H. Bell

former U.S. Secretary of Education

comEDV
niGHT"

Every

Tuesday

Evening

r^oq^^.
v^ W^\|(X

"TONIGHTS ACTS"

Jim Carey

Tom Gilmore

Mike Donovan

9:00 PM
TO

MIDNIGHT

^99(

CHECK BLUEWALL CALENDAR FOR

WFFKLY ACTS OR CALL: 545-1919

"EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION"

Tuesday, April 30, 1985 at 8 PM

FREE

Student Union Ballroom

TmmI.;. April 30. ItUi Collegian n

CPR
Refresher Course

(only)

6:30 TONIGHT
CC 165 - 69

$2.00
Bring a copy of your old CPR card

Spof)softtd by iJM rire and First Aid

STUDEHTS! WELCOME
.RENT A CAR WITH CASH

STCC
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
WESTERN NEW ENGLAND
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
*N0 MAJOR CC. REQUIRED
WITH COLLEGE ID.

NEW CARS
Per Day • Any Size Unlimited Mileage

Try Our Weekend Special $50.00 700 mi Free (pkg)

P3ssenqer h Cargo Vans Available Also Mini Van?

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday Thursday 8 46 3:45 • Friday 8:45 2:30 • Cash m advarKa • 5 conaacutiva days 5% dtaoouni
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Backto the daily grind:

Mnutemenhost UCorai
Playoff-bound UMass hurting

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Coming off of five hours of tension filled

baseball on a rainy Sunday that resulted m a

win, and more importantly a berth in thi«

weekend's Atlantic 10 championships, the

bat thmg the University of Massachusetts

baseball team wants to do is play another

game.

But regional rival University of Connec

ticut invades Earl Lorden field this afternoon

for a 3 p.m. clash that, other than for pride, is

meaningless for both teams.

The Huskies wrapped up a berth m the Big

East playoffs with a victory over St John's

over the weekend. At 10 5. UConn is in first

place m the conference's northern divisioa

The Huskies arc 16-19-1 overall and have

already lost toUMaas, 6 3 back on April 2.

"It's a tough game to play." UMass

manager Dick Bergquist said after his team

baat Rutgers 10 8 on Sunday after a rain-

dclay helped UMass overcome a 7 1 deficit

"They're a good team that usually gives us a

good game, so I wish we could be a little more

mentally ready."

The Minutemen. 20-14. are also

cxpenencing injury problems. Firstbaseman

Jeff Cimini and his .395 batting average are

lost for the season after the junior underwent

knee surgery last week. On Sunday, fresh-

man pitcher/firstbaseman/outfielder Matt

Sheran separated his shoulder in a collision

at the plate and is gone for the year. Sheran

was playing Cimini's spot and hitting .304.

The next firstbaseman in line, designated

hitter Todd Comeau. UMass' career hit

leader, suffered an ankle injury and is ques-

tionable for a few days. Catcher/outfielder

Dan Clifford will see time at first due to all of

the injuries.

"It kills our batting order and our defense

to have guys like Cimini and Sheran out,"

Bergquist said. 'Hopefully Comeau will be

able to pby soon, if we lose him we're in a lot

of trouble."

Comeau. at .389 with five homers and 35

runs batted in, has keyed UM's offense this

season. Leftfielder Bruce Kingman (.336

with 17 RBI) has broken out of his slump as

UMass is batting a high .318 as a team.

Opponents are at .263

Bergquist used most of his pitchers

against Rutgers and couldn't name a starter

early ye.sterday. Reliever Jeff Jensen has

been a consistent force for UMass out of the

bullpen with three wins and four saves in 13

appearances this seasoa His earned run

average is 3.20.

C4>ll*ffiM pinto by Otnk

UMaaa pitcher Jim Knopf pitches to Rutger. Paul Schwendel in action Satur-

day. Catchinif is Sean Flint. The Minutemen face the Univcraitj of Coaoecticvt

today at 3 p.m.

Annual draft warcommencestoday forNFL
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collefinan Staff

Today at 8 a.m.. the annual National

Football League draft gets under way at

the Otnni Central Hotel in New York City.

This is the way one football faiuitic sees it

going:

1 Buffalo: Bruce Smith, VPI (6-3. 275

DE) Signed, .sealed and delivered.

2. MinnesoU: BUI Fralic. Pitt (6-5, 285

OT) Vikes need protection for brittle

quarterback Tom Kramer.

3. Houston: Ray Childress. Texas (6-6.

270 DE) Not as spectacular as Smith but

more consistent.

4 Atlanta: Eddie Brown, Miami (5-11,

185 WK) BarU)wskrs l)ack and he needs a

target.

5. Indianapolis: Al Toon, Wisconsin

(6-3, 200 WR) Best athlete in the draft

fUls Colts' void.

6. Detroit: Ethan Horlon, North

Carolina (6-3, 222 RB) Billy Sims' had

knee has Lions worried.

7. Cleveland: Jerry Rice, Miss. Valley

State (6 2. 197 WR) This pick could go to

Bills for LB Chip Banks.

8. Tampa Bay: Ron Holmes,
Washington (6-3. 270 DE) Ask UMass
coach Bob Stall about Buc's future DE.

9. Philmdelphuu Lomas Brown. Florida

(6-4. 280 OT) QB Ron Jaworski gets need-

ed help on line.

10. NY Jets: Richard Johnson. Wiscon-

sin (5-11. 195 DB) Jets love to pick best

athlete available.

11. Houston: Derrick Burroughs. Mem-
phis State (6-1, 185 DB) This 4.5 sprinter

is a player on the rise.

12. San Diego: Chris Doleman, Pitt

(6-5, 248 LB) He's too good to let get by.

13. Cincinnati: lAiane Bickett USC
(6-5, 232 LB) Academic all-America who
can play.

14. Green Bay: Ken Ruettgers. USC
(6-5. 265 OT) Just the stud the Pack's of

fensive line needs.

15. Kansas City: Oorge Adams. Ken-

tucky (6-1, 225 RB) Chiefs stUl haven't

recovered from Joe Delaney's death.

16. New England: Jerry Gray, Texas

(6-0, 185 DB) To put CB's Ernest Gibson

and Ron Lippett out of their misery.

17. Dallas: Vance Johnson, Arizona

(5-11, 174 WR) The fastest (4.25) player in

the draft.

18. St, Louis: Kevin Allen, Indiana (6-5,

277 OT) With Luis Sharpe's departure,

this is a must.

19. NY GianU: Greg Allen, Florida

SUte (5-11. 198 RB) Could be the

breakaway l>ack the Giants need.

20. Pittsburgh: Mike Gann, Notre

Dame (6-5, 255 DL) Steelers are surprised

the Giants let him pass.

21. LA Rams: Kevin Brooks, Michigan

(6-6. 260 DE) Rams need successor to

Jack Youngblood.

22. Chicago: Garin Veris. Stanford (6-4.

260 DE) All pro Dan Hampton is hurt for

the Bears in this position.

23. LA Raiders: Chris Burkett,

Jackson State (6-4, 205 WR) The big play

man the Raiders need.

24. New Orleans: Ty Davis, Clemson

(5-11, 185 DB) The fast, pure CB.

25. Cincinnati: Emanuel King,

Alabama (6-4, 245 LB) The Bengals are

elated he's still available.

26. Denver: Jim Lachey, Ohio State

(6-6, 270 OT) The true diamond in the

rough.

27. Miami: Owen Gill. Iowa (6-1,220

RB) Shula is looking for a stud running

back.

28. San Francisco: Freddie Joe Nunn,

Mississippi (6-4. 225 LB) He's too good an

athlete to pass up

UMasswomen's trackteam
qualifies forNewEnglands

UMass makes A-10 playoff

Softball awaitsRams
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Senior co- captain Leah Loftis sparked the

University of Massachusetts women's track

team at the Penn Relays in Philadelphia this

past weekend.

It was also a weekend where UMass saw

everyone qualify for this weekend's New
England championships.

Loftis and teammates Sue Goldstein.

Kayla Morrison and Barbara Culligan set a

school record of 3:48.05 in the 1600 meter (4

by 440) relay. UMass finished fourth in its

heat and in the top 12 overall in the event.

The Penn Relays attracted the best teams

from all over the country and teams and

athletes must qualify to run at the Relays.

Lofti.s and Culligan also ran on the

Minutewomen's distance relay team. Loftis

rantheHOO meters (V4 mile) in 2: 10.5, the fas-

test time Banda has .seen in his five years as

coach here.

"Her performance showed what she can do

for the future." coach Kalenkeni Banda said.

"She ran a strong leg. " I^oftis is trying to get

her time in the 800 down to 2:08 so that she

can qualify for the NCAA championships.

The other senior co-captain Maureen

O'Reilly led off the distance medley relay by

running a personal record 3:38.5 in the V«

mile. Culligan ran a strong 57 2 for the 400

meters and was followed by Loftis. who has

UMass in third place in its heat

U'Mass ended up with a not- so- great time

of 12:03.7. Freshman Sarah Kitchell has

been sick all week and ran a 5:17 mile.

Sunday, the rest of the team that didn't

travel to Philadelphia went to the Fitchburg

State InviUtionaL O'Reilly ran a 2:15, close

to her best in the half mile and Goldstein ran

a 2:19.4. her best ever in the 800 meters.

Sally Howes and Chris Pratt also ran to per-

sonal best* in the 1500 meters. All four

women finished in the top four in their

races.

-lavelin thrower Debbie Duffy also

qualified for this weekend's New England

championships with 119 foot, ten inch toss.

Every one of the 13 women on the team

qualified for the New England's which run

Friday through Saturday at Bowdoin College

in Maine.

"We" re taking 100 percent of the team to

the New England's, " Banda said.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The tension for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts

women's softball team is

gone. Going into last week-

end, today's game with

Rhode Island was supposed

to decide the fourth and final

AUntic 10 playoff berth.

However, yesterday

UMass was awarded the

fourth and final berth for this

weekend's A-10 cham-

pionships Friday through

Sunday at Penn State. It's

UMass' third tourney

appearance in three years.

Thus, today's 2:30 double-

header with the Rams in

Kingston has been reduced

to a tuneup for the Minute-

women, who at 21-18-1,

have won six in a row.

Only the first game of the

doubleheader is a league

game and even if Rhody wins.

both UMass and URI will

have a 4-6 A- 10 mark. UMass
gets the bid because of a bet-

ter Division I record.

This is the second year in a

row I'Mass has knocked out

Rhode Island for the Atlantic

10 playoflr berth The winner

of the A-10 gets an automatic

bid to the NCAA's.
"We hope to keep the

stability that we have gotten

the last six games going."

coach Elaine Sortino aid.

Lynn Stockley (12-7, 0.26

ERA, 101 strikeouts) will

throw in the first game. Stoc-

kley shutout URI 1-0 in

Amherst on March 30. Lisa

Rever (7-5, 0.78 ERA) is the

probable second game

starter.

At the plate, UMass has

been on a tear with 33 hits in

its last four games. Freshman
shortstop Paige Kopcza has

been on a tear lately. She

leads the team with a .490

average. Beth Talbott (.311)

and Emily Bietsch (.273) are

al.so hot at the plate.

Pitcher/first baseman
Cathy Reed leads the team

with 13 RBI.

UMass has split with URI
this season. UM won the

opener of a doubleheader

March 30, 1-0 and lost the

nightcap, 7-1. The first game
was a league game, the

second was not

^jorts at a fiance

UMass schedule:

Today:

Baseball: Connecticut Lorden Field, 3 p.m.

Softball: at Rhode Island (2) 2 p.m.
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Jewishcommunity
Reagan

AMHKKST (515-3500) Wednesday. May 1. 1985

BylANPOLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

As Pre.sident Ronald Reagan prepared

yesterday for his trip to West (lermany, dur

mg which he plans to visit a cemetery where

members of Hitler's SS are buried, outrage

and dismay were voiced in the University of

Massachusetts' Jewish community

The chairman of the University's Judaic

studies program, a refugee from Nazi C.er-

many and decorated World War II veteran,

said he sent a telegram Monday night to

Reagan asking him, as Jewish leaders

worldwide have urged in the past week, to

cancel the cemetery visit

Al the I niversity. as many as seven

groups, including Hillel a Jewish organiza-

tion on campus, the Newman Center, and the

Office of Third World Affairs, will protest

Reagan's cemetery visit al noon Friday in

front of the Student Union building

Reagan boarded a flight to Bonn last night,

where he will participate in annual West

European summit meetings. Monday he said

it was "morally right" for him to visit a der

man war cemetery even though members of

the Waffen SS. Hitler's elite army, are

buried there.

The planned visit spurred impassioned

opposition from author and Holocaust sur-

vivor Elie Wiesel and other .lewish leaders.

as did Reagan's statement last week that the

C.ermans killed in World War II were victims

"just as surely as the victims in (Nazi) con-

centration camps."

Professor Leonard Ehrlich. who sent the

telegram, said he and his immediate family

fled Germany to the United States in Decem-

ber 1939, three months after the war began

but that "at least 60 very close relatives ol

mine ' penshed in Nazi death camps, where

six million Jews were killed.

Ehrlich said that as an American soldier on

the European front bnes in 1944 and 1945. "I

personally saved the lives of many German

soldiers My protest against the president

honoring the SS is not a matter «»f vindictive

ness against the Germans."

He said the telegram read: "As a Jewish

refugee from Nazi Germany and a Silver

Star. Purple Heart ETO (European theater

of operations) veteran. I urge you not to visit

SS cemetery"
Rabbi Saul Perlmutter at HQlel called the

visit "a lack of sensitivity." adding. "I think

it's a mistake to give the appearance of hon

oring the memory of those buned who par

ticipated in brutally murdenng the 6 million

Jews and others during World War IL
"

"People m power make it difficult to admit

to a mistake. Perlmutter said. "In a way he

(Reagan) knows it's a mistake because he's

downplayed the visit"

Judith R. Baskin, a history professor who

teaches a course on Jewish history, said. "I

have always thought that President Reagan

was Ignorant of history and insensitive to

human concerns, so Tm not surprised."

What surprised her, she said, was that "the

people around him wh«i advise him could act

so ineptly."

Eric Mendelson, a student in Baskin's

class, said, "I dont like the idea of him

( Reagan) going to visit Nazis. The Nazis were

brutal killers of everyone, not just Jews. But

President and First Lady Nancy Reagan

One aa they leave the White Hooae laat

Reagan will attend the annual summit

and viait a cemetery where members of

the (icrmans are our allies at this point

"He can't back out now. That would be

political suicide the Germans would be very

upset" Mendelson said, adding that he

wishes something would suddenly come up

that would prevent him from going
"

When Reagan and West (;erman Chan

celbr Helmut Kohl visit the cemetery, "peo-

ple all over the worid are going to be watching

wave goodbye from the step* of Marine

night for Bonn, West (Germany where

of the Western industrial democrmciea

Hitler's SS are buried.

very carefully" to see what the two leaders

say and do, Ehrlich said. "Everything will

have symbohc significance.

"
I don't think that Keagan would be foolish

enough to lay a wreath there," he added. "My
imagination doesn't go that far

"

But Baskin said. "I think he's quite cap-

able of domg that

SGA may remove
lawyer, advocate
By si >\\ KATON
Collegian Staff

The final report for the Student (mvemmeni Association

Budget Act for fiscal year 1986 calls for the mm renewal ol

the two professional contracts of the director of a I Mas>

educational advocacy group, and a Legal Services Office

lawyer

Final figures also reveal a romttuiiilinn of funding for

smaller registered studeni organizations and major cuts in

SGA operations. Some groups such as the African Students

organization, the American Indian Students Organization,

the People s Gay Alliance, the Lesbian Union. WMl A all

received budget increases.

Director of the Student ("enter for Educational Research

and Advocacy, Debbie Piltch said she feels veto of her con

tract IS part of an "ideological ploy, ' noting pa.st controver

sies over the funding of a SCERA anti •)ppression

coordinator. "Clearly SCERA can t go on without the direc

tor. The ideas (of the S(JA Budgets Committee) is to bring in

the anti- oppression coordinator, bombard them with .so

much work that they can t handle it anymore then they'll say

they aren t doing their job and that's grounds for firing

them."she said.

About the similar contract cut in LSO, Piltch said the com

mit tee made a serious error in how they "prioritized." "They

cut positions in the two organizations that deal directly with

student.s. she .>*aid, adding, "they are beingdestructive to stu-

dent rights under the guise of .student empowerment."

LSO Director Charles DiMare said the non renewal of a

lawyer's contract would have a "devastating" effect on his

office. He speculated the cut would for one year, force the

office to offer only legal advice, not representation, to

students because the case overload would result in an insuf-

ficient amount of time for lawyers to devote to each case.

.

"We are talking about literally hundreds of students who

wont be serviced by us, " he said.

The largest cut was delivered to the SGA Affirmative

Action Office, which suffered a 7.') percent budget slash.

Other large cuts were delivered to the president s office,

which was reduced 44 percent, and SCERA, which was

reduced 43 percent.

u{{-campu8

hoiLsing

Housing options open

for those who persist
By DAVID BURGESS
Collejfian Staff

Editor'* Note: This is the

first of a three-part

aeries examining the

possibilities of flnding

off-campus housing.

The annual search for

summer and fall housing

has begun and students

looking to escape the dor-

mitory existence should

carefully make plans for off-campus life.

Students at the University of Massachu.setls are

classified into two categories. First-year students and

sophomore except for those with special circumstances

are considered on-campus residents, while juniors and

seniors are automatically exempt from having to reside

on campus.
Gerald Quarles. director of the Housing Assignments

Office, said that first-year students and sophomores may

petition for off-campus housing elegibility if they have

special needs. If a student has medical, academic,

religious, financial, or any type of personal problems a

petition form for off-campus housing may be obtained at

the housing office.

"The student then must use the form to demonstrate a

need to live off-campus," Quarles said. The housing of-

fice then sends the completed form to the Residential Ex-

emption Committee for either approval or rejection.

Collefpan photo by Mitfh DrmnU-h

CARLOS WAILS — SanUna does it up for a

packed Fine Arts Center laat night.

INSIDE:
Students across nation rally for divestment—

2

Worthy says US journalists slant foreign new8.3

Divestment needs universal definition 5

Gazelles host Springfield today 12

"Two wrongs don't make a right, btU they make a

good excuse.

"

-^ThoTtias Szasz
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U/DRLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
Anti-contra activists arrested
BOSTON (AP)- Police ar-

rested eight people among
ai)out 75 people who rallied

in the lobby of a federal

building yesterday to pro-

test U.S. support of the

Contras in Nicaragua.

As the group chanted

"Contrtis work for the CIA
and the CIA works here."

Federal Protection Service

officers draped the eight

from the floor of the John F.

Kennedy building to a

Boston police van waiting

outside

The protesters had
chanted and tried to block

the d<H»rs to the building for

more than an hour bvUtTv

the federal p(»lice wameii

the eight, who were sitting

in a circle, they would be ar-

rested if they didn't move.

Police said those arrested

WO!;'"" ' !' charged with

trt ; ; and disorderly

conduct.

The demonstrators said

they were members of an

umbrella group called

llasMchuaetts Contingency

Plan for Central Amenca,
which counts as its

members about two dozen

religious, social action and

other organizations.

"Even though Congress

voted not to aid the Con-

tras, the war is still going

on," said Bob Warren.

spokesman for the group.

He said most of thtwie ar-

rested also were charged

last week in a similar pro-

test in front of the White

House in Washington. Last

Friday, in another prot^t

at Westover Au* Force base

in Chicopee, 62
demonstrators were ar-

rested.

Among the eight arrested

yesterday was the Rev.

Robert Branconnier, a

priest at St. Matthews'

s

Parish in Boston.

Many wore pillow cases

and other pieces of white

material over their bixlies

upon which they had writ-

ten the names of

Nicaraguan civilians

allegedly killed by the Con

tras, who oppose the Marx

ist government of Daniel

Ortega.

The House of Represen-

tatives refused last week to

extend aid to the rebels.

Before the arrests, many

of the protesters had block-

ed the revolving door that

leads into the lobby of the

downtown highrise. Each

time, federal officers drag

ged them away.

Yale students hold rally

on South African divestm
(AP) NearlyiOO students rallied at Yale

I'niversitv yesterday to call for the university

to withdraw investments in companies doing

busme;,s in South Africa. Yale's adminis-

tration.which says it closely watches its

investments in such companie.s. rejected (he

protesters calls for a public debate

Sit-ins by students opposed to university

investments in companies with South Afn

can operations continued at I (LA and

Rutgers, and a similar protest against .-Jtate

investments was in its seventh day at the

Wisconsin state capitol.

After the rally at Yale, ab«>ut 40 students

began what was hilled as a 24 hour vigil «.ut-

side thf office of '^"• iMiiv.r>it\. .idininistra-

lion

tntil apartheid is luil> dismantled, we

will not accepi Yale's talk i»f gradual reform

and peaceful change," Samaniha Sparks, a

member of a Yale student group called the

( (talition Against Apartheid, told the rally

However, university spokesman Walter

Littell said Yale s administration rejected

^pro|x»salforapubli< d«'*"'" **

f and unproductive

Littell said that if corporations fail to com-

ply with the Sullivan Principles which

demand equal wages and opportunities for

all employees of participating I'.S. firms in

South Africa the university administra

tion considers a range of actions that

includes divestment.

Last fall. Yale divested from three com-

panies for that reason.

The Wisconsin demonstrators are seeking

the withdrawal of state retirement fund in

vestments m companies operating in South

Africa

C.ov. Anthony Karl, who supports the bill

sought by the students, has pledged to

app«>inl two persons to the state Investment

Hoard who oppose apartheid. South Africa's

rigid system of segregation

About 2<> anti-apartheid piottstti.^ were

tamped out yesterday at rCLA. where a tent

city was set up on Sunday, university spokes

won " ' Skeels said.

1 I
.1). been peaceful and univer

sity officials have not decided how long tci

|)ermit the tents to remain, she said.

Correction

Due to a typographical error,

yesterday's Collegian report on

banks doing business in South Africa

said the University had 1,400 stocks

invested in Banker's Trust of New
York Corp. The correct figure is

1,200.
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PROTESTOR REMOVED — Police remove a

protestor from the front of the John F. Ken-

nedy federal building in Boston yesterday.

Clarification:

An advertisement on page 4 of

yesterday's Collegian was not proper-

ly labeled; it was a paid advertise-

ment and should have been labeled

so. The Collegian apologizes for the

error.
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Celebrate Your Achievements in Style with:

Summer
Health

Basic Student Health ..^^^-iiMMMB^M"
EMgttiMitv: Amh*rst, Hampshire,

Mount HolYok*. Smith and UMa— Studwf

Covaraga Parted: Juna 1 -Auqut 31

Faaa:MS if paid bafora Juna 1

Comprehensive
I
Dependent Health Plan

Eiigibilitv : DaparKlants of UMass Students

who are snroHad in the 1984-1985

Si^ipiamantal Health Benefits Plan

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

New Yofii, N V lOOJO

Phooa (?l?l SI1-3O40

Mail Ihii ad fOf Special

Sludeol/Taachar TariH

atWT*l IE«SE PU«CM»St

)

Gourmet Italian Food

€r Vintage Italian Wine

Open after Graduation at 2:00 pm Saturday May 25th

with a special menu.

Seating is limited so please call for a reservation.

12 Crafts Ave., Northampton 584-0010
** ^ J«- *« ^* - n n n

-"S^-* Coverage Period: June 1 -August 31

1
5^ 1(^

Fees: $140 if paid by June 1

5

11 Pre-Veterinary Students:

Peter Storandt, Assistant Dean
for Tufts School of Veterinary

Medicine will be speaking for

? Pre-Veterinary Club May 1, 1985|

at 6:30 P.M. in Room 811-15

Campus Center.

Everyone is welcome.

Refreshments will be served.

COUNSELORS | \

Summer, female and male. Outstanding

girls camp in Maine needs instructors in

pioneering /ropes course, silversmith,

tennis, canoeing, kayaking, sailing, ar-

chery and pottery. Salary, room and

board, laundry services and medical

benefits available. Call (207) 743-5605

days/eves., (301) 653-3082 days, (301)

363-6369 weekends and eves., or (203)

649-4147 eves.

«

it

SUGAR, by any other name tastes

as sweet and has little nutritional value.

Dextrose, sucrose, corn syrup, fructose,

lactose, maltose, galactose, honey and ^

molasses all mean sugar. Read the label

on all the processed food you buy and if

sugar (by any name) is in the top three.

Beware.

Div. of Health Education
University Vending Service

'I

\
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Worthy says press

misrepresentstruth
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Americans are not aware of conditions in Foreign coun-

tries because the American press does not know how t«

provide proper coverage, said joumaUst William Worthy

in a lecture last night in the Campus Center.

Worthy worked as a correspondent in China, Cuba, and

more recently, Iran. His traveling to "restricted areas"

has brought him into conflict with the U.S. government.

On a recent trip from Tehran, all of his notes and

documents concerning the U.S. Embassy were seized by

the government.

Speaking before 25 people. Worthy said American

reporters seek information from "the upperclass, West-

toxicated diplomats who have no idea of what's going on.

They wouldn't dream of asking a peasant. As a result they

deceive the country."

To strengthen his point, he told the story of a UPI

reporter who wrote that in 1958 the Cuban rebels had

been defeated, hours before Castro had taken control of

Havana.
Speaking at length about the Islamic revolution m Iran,

Worthy said the American press was hostile toward the

revolution from the beginning because "they found they

couldn't make a deal with Khomeini." As a result, the

coverage of the embassy take-over was slanted, he said.

The whole story has yet to be toW, he said. "Bits and

pieces here and there (have surfaced) but certainly not as a

whole or on television."

Worthy said that by the end of the decade, Americans

will begin to r«ad the truth about the Iranian revolution.

"It takes time for the truth U) catch up with the fiction and

the myth, but eventually it does."

He said the press has mishandled most revolutions since

the Russian Revolution of 1917 He said that for two

years, the communist forces in Russia had been reported

as being defeated. At the aan^e time, the revolution was

rapKsented as a threat to Eun)pe. causing an obvious con-

tradiction "How can a cadaver be a threat?" he said.

tXinng the Bay of Pigs Invasion, the wire services ran

stories declaring the overthn)w of the Castro Govern-

ment, which had been supplied by a CIA public relations

man in New York, he said.

Offering advice for the future. Worthy said. "Don't get

caught up in passionate crises because chances are you are

being manipulated. Aristotle once said 'If someone

decieves you it would be wise not to completely trust that

person again.' and since the end of World War Two. the

government has decieved us nmny times."

Ccjlle^ian «

CaUagiM piMto* bjr Brtea K. UMjrt

Former Education Secretary Terrel H. Bell, above,

and American journalist William Worthy, below,

who spoke yesterday in ibc Can^Nts Center.

Bell puts stock

in financial aid
By STEVE HIC.GINS
Collegian Staff

Former C S Secretary of Education Terrel H. Bell last

night said that student financial aid is "the best investment

we make" in this country and praised I'Mass students for

their financial aid activism.

At a lecture in the Student Union Ballroom, sponsored by

the Ui.stinguished Visitors program. Bell said, "We need to

become a nation of learners.

"American education has to be a lot better if we're going to

survive as a nation. The main resource of the future is going

to be human intelligence." he said, adding that the vigor,

talent and productiveness of the Japanese is what enables

them to be competitive in trade.

"We are starving for (bigger) budgets on university cam-

puses." he said. "I realize that this university is the spawning

place of lively, concerned students., who are interested in

one of the greatest things in America, our student aid

program."

Bell was asked by President Reagan to serve as Secretary

of Education and remove the Department of Education from

the cabinet level.

"1 told Reagan it would be an embarrassment. ' after he

had previously testified to Congress to create the cabinet-

level department, he said.

"But I made an effort to carry out the President's commit-

ment," though Congress would not approve Reagan's pro-

posal to dismantle the Department of Education, he said.

As one of nine children in a "destitute family. " Bell said his

mother made it "unthinkable not to plan to go to college
'

"Tve been a strong supporter of financial aid ever since."

he said.

When Bell became Secretary of Education "it was a sur

prise to ever>one. but no one was as surprised as I was.

he said.

I soon learned I was the only member of the cabinet who

wasn't a millionaire. " he said. "We couldn't afford a moving

van. s«) we came (to Washington) in a U Haul truck."

Bell resigned as Secretary of Education in December

1984. He expressed sympathy for his successor. William

Bennett, because he has to work with an education budget

already drawn up by Budget Director David Stockmaa

"Bill Bennett's had a rough time." Bell said, "let's

encourage him, I think he'll be a fine secretary
"

Alcohol proposal threatens to scare away event sponsors
B<y CHRIS PGDN
Collegian Staff

Entertainment sprjrwored by alcohol nuirket-

«^ may not return to campus if the revised

University AlcohoUc Beverage Policy is ap-

pcoved for the fall semester.

The proposed policy will prohibit the promo-

tion of specific brand names at social event*,

uch as the "Mdler High Life Rock Series'" in

the Bhie Wall As a result, student leaders and

alcohol promotional representatives said they

fear alcohol mar^ieters may not want to con-

tinue subsidizing entertainment on campus if

they carmot promote their product

"They're banning all promotioruJ activities

that prDvide a great deal of benefit to the stu-

dent population. " Bill CoUirw. co-president of

Southwest Area Government said

The regulation states that promotional

activities by alcohol marketers will not be per

mitted, except with the approval of the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs.

According to the proposed policy. "If ap-

proval Ls granted, an activity may be spon.s<^»red

by a particular marketer, but m no ca.s** will the

promotion of any specific brands be permit

ted"
Contrar>' to Collin's assertion, subsidized

entertainment could still be brought to the

University, said Carlene Riccelli, chairwoman

of the University Committee on Alcohol Use.

The committee introduced the new regulations

concerning advertising by alcohol marketers at

social eventa to the revised poUcy last sem-

ester.

Riccelli said promotion of products at these

events would not be allowed becau.se it would

target many people who were not of legal drink-

ing age

"If Budweiser wanted to bring m a band, they

could still do that It would l)e a beneficial tax

write-off," Riccelli said

"We wouldn't want U) c(jme ifwe couldii t ii«t'

our logo." Craig Keenan. a pn)motions manager

of the Miller Brewing Comjwny said in a

telephone interview yesterday "We want to

associate a good time with a brand
"

"The administratk)n seems to think that the

students will be exploited by these beer com

panies." Collins .said PromotK)n of prrnlucts at

social events provide entertainment to the

mutual benefit of alcohol marketers and stu

dents.

Campus Center Director William Harris said

that he would not mi.ss alcohol marketers sub-

sidized event* in the Blue Wall

"The Campus Center ought to augment the

educational mission of the University and pro-

vide students with creative entertainment,"

Harrw said. Residential areas, the Greek sys-

tem and the Union Pn)gram Council sh<mld be

able to bnng in alternative programs to fill

the void

"We should kK)k for out.side entertainment

as much as po.ssible," Karen- Karma Gray, vice-

chairwoman of the lk>ard of (kwemors said

She said the regulatiotus of the profxjsed fxilicy

would "terminate future chances of itomething

being beneficial for smdents."

Chancellor .loseph D Duffey has forwarded

the policy to faculty and staff unions on campus

to make sure the dcx-ument does not violate any

University contracts, RicceUi said The policy,

which wa.s revi.sed to adhere to the new state

legal dnnking age, will then be forwarded to the

Board of Trustees for approval

Workers celebrate May Day
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Today is May Day. or International Worker's Day,

an international holiday to commemorate the

struggles and achievements of the organized labor

movement ., • j
Although not an official holiday in the United

States, and celebrated in almost every other major

nation. May Day was started in Chicago in 1886,

according to Peter Hardie, a union representative for

Service Employees International, a member of the

AFL-CIO.
, ,

May 1 marks the anniversary of a large worker

demonstration in Haymarket Square in Chicago,

Hardie said, where workers fought for and won the

eight- hour work day.

"The labor movement does have a real impact on

politics and society," Hardie said. "(American labor)

is probably the largest organization of consUtuents

anvwhere.
"May Day is an opportunity for us to express

solidarity with worker unions internationally," he

said. His union plans to commemorate the day by

joining in a rally in Boston protestmg the South

African practice of apartheid, which discnmmates

against blacks in hiring policies.

But all is not necessarily well with Amencan labor

organizations, according to University of Massachu-

setts economics Professor Richard Woaf.

"American labor unions have never faced a inore

serious situation since the Great Depression, he

said.

This situation is a result of three pressures on

unions, Wolff said: the shift from an industrial to a

service economy. President Ronald Reagan's anti-

union sentiments, and economic competition with

foreign countries. »« r*
"These three major pressures make this a May iJay

to Uke stock of labor in a very serious and sober way,

he said.
, «. nw *

Wolff also suggested that students use May Day to

consider their own employment situation.

"As a teacher, I can perceive a growing anxiety

about jobs.. .students are worried about jobs and the

renumeration they can expect, and nghtly so, he

"Whatever else you may think of (Reagan), plus or

minus, his presidency is a disaster in terms of

Americans getting jobs," Wolff said He said while

the official unemployment figure is about the saine as

when Reagan took office (7V^ percent), the workforce

has increased, creating more unemployed.

Hardie, admitted the American labor rnovement is

not as strong as in some other countries, but said the

movement is not doing that bad.
. . . ^ .,

"It's been stronger at certain times m history, it s

been weaker at certain times, " he said

Southwest Week rocks on

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A group plagued by deficits at the end of last year,

Southwest Area Government kicked off its Southwest

Week yesterday, better prepared financially, and is paying

off its debts. ^ . .u
SWAG Treasurer Eric Ericson said SWAG was hit with

a $3,500 cleanup bill from the Physical Plant after last

year's festivities, which left it with a $6,000 deficit.

"This spring we signed a contract where we payed off

$3,000 of the deficit, and we'll pay $3,000 next summer,"

Ericson said. He said more money has been set aside for

cleanup this year.

Some of the activities featured this week are:

•Local bands from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday through

Friday on the Southwest pyramids.

•Barbeques every day next to the pyramids.

•Three Boston comedians at 8 p.m. Wednesday on the

pyramids. , ,,, ^

•UMass Music Theater Guild's presentation of We»i

Side SUyry at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday outside Hamp-

den Dining Commons.
•Crafts fair with free silkscreening, from 3 p.m. to 5

p.m. Wednesday and Thursday.

•WMUA simulcast from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. featuring the

UMass gymnastics team and break dancing.

•The Southwest Concert from 12 noon to 6 p.m. Sun-

day, featuring Otis Day and the Nights, Girl's Night Out

and Nexus.
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^ budget mComtinititdA«« pf I

With the exception of the Index and the

State Student Association of Massachusetts,

which were not funded, the Radical Student

Union, with a 53 percent decrease, took the

biggest cut for the smaller RSO's. Nummo
Seus with an approximately 34 percent cut

and Spectrum, with a 27 percent cut followed

close behind-

The budget act, scheduled to be voted on

at tonight's Senate meeting, may need to be

rewritten, due to a motion brought up by

SGA Co- President Stacy Roth and SGA
Treasurer Diane Rossi, which charges that

the contract non- renewals violate

university procedure.

if housing
I I '.nUiiiMd frvm pofl I

If a student's request is rejected, Quarles

said, an appeal can be brought to the hous-

ing office. The student will meet with the

staff for a one-to-one discussion to see if a

favorable decision for off-campus

residence is warranted.

Once a student is allowed to reside off

campus. Quarles said, the search for ap-

propriate housing should begin by mid-

May
One place to go to for help is the Off

Campus Housing Office, located on the se-

cond fliKir Ut the Student I'nion Building.

The office is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. and two nights a week until 8 p.m.

during the academic year and Saturday

mornings during the summer.

Joanne Levenson, directx^»r of OCHO,
said the office acts as a resource for people

seeking off-campus housing. "We give ad

vice to first-time renters. " she said, "and

can give in-depth information on tenant's

rights."

OCHO can perform all the services a

realtor can I.ieveniion said, and doesn't

cost the stuQv a cent to use. Conventional

realtor's may charge service fees of $25 to

$40 to get housing for people.

Levenson said that OCHO knows of

many places for rent which are cross-listtnl

with private realtors and newspapers. For

those people who rent a place that uses oil

fuel, OCHO has an oil co-op with about 40()

subscribers at present, she said.

(K'HO also keeps the University com-

munity aware of trends, legislation and

legal precedents related to housing provi

sions. Three programs including Listing

and Informational Services, an Educa-

tion/Adv«x'acy/ColalK)rative Outreach Pro-

gram, and the Older Students Network,

are available to help people with any pro-

blems concerning attaining adequate hous-

ing
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Try Our New
BARBEQUE BONELESS SPARE RIBS

Small $2.80 Large $4 60

LuncheonSpecials •et^ftd From U •.m.-a p.m.

Ncw_Bu«et& Sunday Brunch ^^^^^^ dJC Or;
CAN EAT fpO*^0

Children under 10 (3.00

$2.25

Buffet Served S-8 Mon.-Thurs

Brunch Served Sunday 1 1:30-3

Amherst College

Department of Theater & Dance
presents

The Vision of Children
A New Play By
Robert Potter

Directed by Michael Birtwistle

The bizarre and mysterious story

of the Children's Crusade

May 1.2. 3, 4 SPm Kirby Theater

For reservations call 542-2277

1-5 p.m. weekdays

•..•••.>•*-••...•»..»•»»••(»••..-••.>••.»•*»••.••»>•••• •••••'••fc •*•<.»•*-'
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1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

6) Sweet £r Sour Chicken

7) Pan Fried Rice

8) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken

9) Pan Fried Ravioli

10) Hot £r Sour Soup

J

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. 11 p.m
ar at at

~

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256 0252

C2E3C3C3C 1^ "^r ^^ '%^ -i^ -vp-^g-

mau,t
21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Figi - UniTega • Campai^olo

Santoar and others

Racing. Touring, and Commuting

1984 Models on sale

HOT
^ ROAST BEEF
IsANDWlCHES

253 TOW

50 MAIN ST AMHERST MA

Fine Arts Centei:
Cimcert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

INTRODUCING
"THE DELUXE"
Our (mm freshly-ground*

6 oz. Burger!

Jp^ •O 'USDA choice

served on onion or bulky roll w/cheese, lettuce, tomato

FREE FRIES
with purchase of

**THE DELUXE"
one coupon per order: ^(kkI for

rep:ular fries Expires. May 5, 198.S

I

I

Roberta
Flack

SATURDAY, MAY 11. SPM
TICKHS: $15, $13, $11

Five College Students HaifPrice Tickets available at Fine Arts r » i

Center Box Qttice. Sprmgfield Civic Center and OAT ATIX Outlets ^^^
Call (4131 S45-2S1 1 or 1 800 243-4«42
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What is divestment?
Despite all the recent coverage by the media, campus prote^sta na-

tionwide, demonstrations outside embassies and businesses that sell

Krugerrands, it seems there is no clearly understood defmition of

the verb and noun, to divest and divestment.
,

^. •

Example- The board of trustees of UMass passed a resolution in

1977 that states. "The University will not invest in corporations or

businesses that operate in South Africa..."
, , .u

Treasurer Robert H. Brand (We assume with the consent of the

trustee) interprets the phrase "operate in" strictly. Thus Foxboro

Co which does business with a company that operates in South

Africa, is an acceptable investment for the University because Fox-

boro itself does not "operate in" South Afnca.

Is that divestment? « /^ i j

Example: Many Banks-among them J.P. Morgan & Co. Inc. and

Bankers Trust N.Y. Corp., in which the University owns stock-have

adopted lending policies in response to public pressure that forbid

loans to the South African government and the public sector, in-

cluding the homelands. (Some of these banks still have loans out to

the public sector that have not yet matured.)

These banks do, however, still lend money to pnvate corporations

and to South African banks. (Bank of Boston is a notable exception.)

Most of these are short-term loans used to grease the wheels of

trade.

Is that divestment? ^ ,. ^
. ^^

We believe that if we accept the policy of divestment, we must go

further than our University and many banks have gone. If divest-

ment is to be effective it must stem the flow of goods and cash to

South Africa, not just redirect it
. r j ^.„i «ot^

If we accept the fact that divestment is a symbolic and mora^ state-

ment as weU as an economic lever, then divestment should mean

cuttiiW ties completely. Loans to private corporaUons and trade

through third parties in the end result m profits and thus tax

revenues for the very system we oppose.

TheTressure is working: J.P. Morgan & Co. adopted a no-loan

policy toward the public sector just last month-a s"J?" ^"\^^*f^^^'

Snt step in the right direction. As recenUy as last December J.R

Morgan was one of 32 banks that refused to supply any information

to the Investor Responsibility Research Center, a non-profit group

that monitors trade with South Africa.

The South African government recently repealed lav^s which for-

bade inter-racial marriage, a trivial gesture in itself (laws still

restrict where these couples r^ live), but it might mean that exter-

nal pressure is effective-that somebody is listening.

In this country the heavy media coverage helps the divestment

movement. A universally understood definition of divestment should

be agreed on by movement leaders, and the pressure continued.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of th£ Collegian

Board of Editors.
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Letters to theEditor

Saving student groups is the 'top priority'

Your student government "leadership"

is at it again. They wish to save the profes-

sional staff of the Student Activities Trust

Fund at the expense of student groups.

Worse still, they are trying to force the

Budget Committee of the SGA to do the

dirty work instead of doing it publicly on

the floor of the Senate. Campus President

Stacy Roth and the SGA Treasurer Diane

Rossi, are the people in the forefront of this

reprehensible attack on student activities.

The Budgets Committee has investigated

the legality «>f their actions concerning the

professional staff. We stand on firm legal

ground irt the matter of not renewing th«

contracts of two professional employees.

The fact that half of the reserves in the

trust fund were liquidated proves the con-

tention that the funds are not available for

these pn)fe88ionals. Therefore, they can

and must be let go.

Tonight, the Student Senate will con-

sider the Budget Act that the Budgets

Committee put together with saving stu-

dent groups as the top priority.

Jordan A. Roaner
Ch^ir

Budget Commit ee

How cuts are administered is the real issue

We are the world
One of the best things this university offers is the opportu-

nity for students to participate in numerous organizations and

events, enriching both themselves and those around them. The

events can vary from giving blood to celebrating the diversity

of the people in the world, as happened at the International

Fair a few weeks ago. ^ ^ a
Tonight at UMass, students, faculty, sUff and ad-

ministrators have a chance to participate in a different kind of

event and make a difference.

The CoUegian joins the Commuter Area Government, tne

United Christian Foundation and various student groups m
urging people to attend the "We are the World ' benefit dance

at 8 tonight in the Student Union Ballroom. All P^eeds from

the dan^ will go to "Oxfam America" to help fight against

T^'^rS months various people and groups around the

world have responded to the call for help m India and most of

Africa esoeci^ly Ethiopia. Hunger is no longer a deniable

^S^TKreL easy 'or quick solutions to the worid hu^^^^^^^

problems. But we cannot overtook that every little bit does in-

deed help. .^ ^ J .^f

Tonight we all have an opportunity to do our part.

Unsigned editoHals refUct the majoHty opinion of th^ Col-

legian Board of Editors. .^

Fiscal crisis! Fiscal crisis! Fiscal crisLs! It

seems that all the Student Government

Association can talk about is the sad state

of Student Activities Trust Fund finances.

The Budget Committee of the Student

Senate has been deliberating about the pro-

blem for quite a while and now, with the

release of their proposed Budget Act for

Fiscal Year 1986. it seems as if they beheve

that they've presented some solutions.

What has the panel offered to do with your

money? Well, some student groups will

face reduced funding and, according to the

committee, some professional staff

members will just have to go. Sounds just

fine, right? Wrong. An issue is not whether

we have to cut expenses or not, but how

those cuts are administered.

The Budget Committee chose not to fund

two professional positions. In effect, they

are terminating staff posts in the offices of

Legal Services and the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy. Such

action would be against state employment

practices. The workers involved were not

given proper notification and did not per-

form unsatisfactorily. Their jobs are pro-

tected by procedures adopted by this Com-

monwealth and this university. If the peo-

ple involved in framing the budget have

tSeir way, our student government could

face a lawsuit. Indeed, one of the in^

dividuals who has threatened with

dismissal has already warned that she will

take the matter U. court. This would be

disasterous. Any court would rule against

us based on Massachusetts statute.

In all fairness, the Budget Committee

thought it was doing this campus a favor.

Cut professional staff, save some student

organizations. The fact is that if the whole

Senate approves the present budget recom-

mendations, then no student groups may

be funded partially because the added

financial burden of a court case. We may

also witness attempts by the administra-

tion to take student control away from the

SATF. They will certainly view any lawsuit

as a symptom of money mismanagement.

Such an effort would certainly endanger

RSOs.
,^ ^ .

This whole scenario could have been

avoided if the Budget Committee had not

overlooked other prescribed stipulations.

They did not contact the offices directly af-

fected. They did not consult with any SGA
offices including Treasurer Diane Rossi as

mandated by campus government rules. If

they had not blatantly disregarded local

regulations then this whole mess could

have been avoided. As it stands now

Massachusetts and student authority has

been violated and the funds that make ac-

tivities possible have been placed in jeopar-

dy. The Budget Act must be changed.

Paul D. Wingle
Central

Letters Policy
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HELPVVANTED
Apply now for on campus experience in the legal profes

sion' Full time 'niernships are available for the Fall, 1985

semester at the Legal Services Office, 922 Campus

Center Up to 15 credits may be earned through

academic departments Aid Legal Services attorneys in

meeting UMass students' legal needs.

Our interns assist in Client interviewing

attendance at hearings

preparation of court forms

maintenance of continuinn caseload

giving advice and referrals

investigations and research

For further information about LSO Internship, call Legal

Services at 545 1995 _

hand-screened clothing

for nnen and women

in Cannpus Center

Wed/Thur»/Fri

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted

for Bright Mtrments Jazz Concerts on Ju-

ly 18. 25, and August 1 for aprox. 5 6'

hours/shifl. (limited number ofadditional

hours available also) UMass students

returning in Fall only. Work study

preferred but not required. Fine Arts

Center is an AA/EO employer. Descrip-

tion and applications available at 207

Hasbrouck thru Friday May 3.
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^^S^i The
Original

and Still the
Best!

Thom«t Morteetpioce
Otd South St Entrance

Northompton

Open Noon till 1130 Sun Thurt

Noon till Midnight Fri h Sal

566-4637
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Designed .uiJ handcrafted for List

ing v.ilui.-, .in .Arte arvcd 14K guld

colli'm* rmg IS now more .iffdrd.ibk'

than over. For a hmitcd tmic onK,

\ou can save Sis on the style ot \oiir

choice. Stop bv to see the entire

Arte arved (.ollection and custom

options. RememlHT, it's voiir year

for g«)ld!

May 1-3 10

Deposit

^VNIVERSITY

Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted

Campus Center

Catering

ATTENTION

Undergraduates

Campus Center

Catering

is now hiring

experienced

Waitpersons

IHours available 10-3

Applications available

on the 10th floor

Campus Center
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ARTS
West Side Story "blase"
By COUNT RAMIN ZAHED
Collegian Staff

It took a lot of courage to choose a difTicult

play like West Side Story to be performed
outdoors for a college audience in the 1 980 s.

It also takes a lot of unrewarded patience to

git through the Music Theatre Guild's pro-

duction without laughing at the flat sen-

timentality, sloppy choreography and
unpolished numbers.

Because of the fact that West Side Story is

a modem adaptation of Romeo and Juliet, it

demands full attention and sincerity. The
tragic love story requires strong leads who

can make a drama believable in modem
times, and this is where the production fails.

Loren Demarath who plays Tony, the roman-

tic hero, seems to have walked out of the

lower East side of Amherst, rather than the

lower East of New York, and the khaki pants

and buttoned-up Oxford shirt he wears cer-

tainly do not improve the situation. On the

other hand, there is absolutely no chemistry

between Tony and Maria (Jennie Brom-

berg). During an important balcony scene.

Demarath and Brumberg declare their love

in such a blase manner that leaves the

audience roaring with laughter. And when

the love between the central figures fails, the

rest is history.

In some musicals, the numbers work as

salvation for the dramatic sins. However, in

this case, they simply prolong the suffering

with their rusty mechanics. "Tonight",

"Maria", and "Somewhere" which are

traditionally the sure- hit goosebump-givers

of the musical pass by and only parody the

emotions conveyed. The baqd accompany-

ing the singers adds insult to injury by sound-

ing like a cheap group playing at the Mexican

Feast of the Dead Not even Brumberg's

excellent vocal ability and her seemingly

authentic Spanish accent (which comes as a

relief these days) can .save the sinking ship.

The evening's single highlight eame unex-

pectedly during the energetic "Officer

Krupke." Eric Horn as A-Rab stole the scene

with his vibrant movements, and proved

once again that when there is true interaction

between the performer and the audience,

stage magic is bom.
During the past years, the Music Theatre

Guild has provided many instances of

excellent entertainment for the college com-

munity. Their impressive list of productions

include classics like Gilbert and Sullivan's

The Mikado. Cole Porter » Anything does, as

well as Oklahoma, Pirates of Pemance, and

more recently the very popular Hair, God-

spell, and last year's Rocky Horror and

Urease. In the words of Heidi Graffam, stage

ntanger for the production, a lot of time and

energy have been spent on each musical

Rehearsals started months ago and the Guild

emphasized the fact that auditions are open

to anyone with an interest in theater. The
chosing process is not as elitist and selective

as those of other theater groups on campus.

Therefore, it is more of a shame that West

Side Story fails to bring to surface the amount

of energy and fresh talent that lives under-

neath its dead package. To see the produc-

tion dissappomt an audience is like seeing a

close friend try very hard to pass a Spanish

final although you know that he has been

going to the wrong class all semester. In

short. West Side Story leaves you with a taste

of ready-made nacho cheese while it could

have aimed for a well-seasoned dish of

paella.

West Side Stor> will be repeated at H p m.

on Thursday and Friday at Southwest and on

May 6th at the Orchard Hill basketball

courts.

SENIORS!

Have your 1985 INDEX mailed directly

your home for only $2.50M

(make checks payable to "Index")

Fill out coupon below with

permanent address and return to:

103 Campus Center

NAME:

STREET:.

CITY:

STATE:

4M>-AMiauUU»»ttapgsaapagjt 4uuii-ft

A scene from the Mmic Theater Guild's production of Weat Side Story.

"Bcvamm^
^ The Commuter Area Government

presents

A

\.® T.

•i«^'^' Are The ^ """''^

^

To aid African Famine Relief

Student Union Ballroom
8 pm to 1 am

5DJ's

Motown - 8 pm to 9 pm
Latin - 9 to 10
Reggae - 10 to 11
New Wave - 11 to 12
Funk - 12 to 1 am

dow prizes will be given randomly
to first too people

A dance
contest

each hour.

PRIZES

suggested

donation

$1.00
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Ericsson introduces
Ei^o-Spacer

IBM
Compatible

Ericsson has spenl $300 million finding

ways to make people and computers work

better together.

Ergo-Space* is one of the results.

Most personal computers take up most

of your desk space.

The Ericsson PC system unit fits

vertically under your desk in a special

ergonomic rack.

The Ericsson monitor is up on its

Ergo-Arm.
All that is on your desk is the compact

keyboard.

So your desk top is your own again.

Ergo-Space. It's one Ergonomic ad-

vantage of the Ericsson personal computer.

IBM Compatible

The Ericsson PC boasts the highest

compatibility rating there is. It's opera-

tionally compatible. With the best selling

software, program and disks are inter-

changeable with those of the IBM PC.

Come in for a hands-on test today.

U]ComputerWorks
228 Triangle Street, Amherst 549-7133

Mon-Fri 10-6

Sat 10-3

ERICSSON

ATTENTION
Summer Students

Employment
Opportunities

available through

Campus Center

Catering

for:

waitpersons, cooks,

dishwashers and

bartenders

for summer 1985

Applications available

on 10th floor

Campus Center

5§riM

Quality Food Fast Friendly Service

PIZZA - GRINDERS - SALADS
DINNERS

SPECIAL
INSIDE:

Monday thru Thursday

Large Cheese Pizza $3.99

when you order a Pitcher of Beer

Free Pitcher of Soda

with any large Pizza

DELIVERY:
Free Liter of Soda

with any Large Pizza upon request

Daily Hours

11 AM - ?

Delivery 4 PM - ?

256-8147 - CALL - 256-8148

175

University Drive

Wednesday . May 1. 1985«
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By Garry Trudeau
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WEATHER

Today: Mixed clouds and sunshine, highs in

the 70s

Tonight: Cloudy, lows in the 408

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

GORDY By Gorde

\ OO HOPE CF f^'^
Fl\JE PA<3es OF FICTIOtJ-

AL RUBBISH. SELF
-F^OCLAiMIKI& YOU^EU"
AS A SaXUAL L£G>efOOT

AIOIM-, AW^KJfJO. ^Wf
TtTLB ALOfJe IS AK/

£3o ofJ, R&MD rrf

'*HOW TO
PICK OP
\A/OlA£tJ'"

Rats
By Congo

OH TMt omSIOR-rs 0» C»<««<»«

Lirt Dan »*vc ^«wOTMtM-

Tomorrow: Mixed
highs 65-70.

clouds and sunshine,

The FVeaker Patrol
By Dowe and O'Brien

7i*c fcio^ (.eT Re^rceii .'

\

1

MENU

I

LUNCH
Italian Hoagie

Stuffed Pepper with

Tonmto Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Pineapple Yogurt

Stuffed Pepper

Egg Salad on Bun

DINNER
Turkey Salad

Deluxe Sandwich

Roast Pork/Gravy.

Spiced Apples

Tomato Torte

BASICS DINNER^
Seafood SupreriMJ

Tomato Torte

Attention:
All Collegian

Staff

Today is the

Idst day
to sign up for

the Collegian

banquet

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACMOftS
t FifMliingol

ItfM)

i Va»«*ta *

itland

10 HouM. <n

Cordova
14 Ri««f o'

Normandy
1% In acNance
16 Of a*i animals

19 P4«a»«d

20 Pindaric

21 Sacrad Dird o'

in* Nil*

22 at a

cloud
Wordsworth

24 Up in the air

26 Anoant irith

capital

27 Cowboy sfope

29 Mans formal

waar
33 Cili/an <o be

34 Divinity

3% Graak latter

36 Contusing
network

3? Smithy

30 Emulated
Niobe

39 Swallowed up

40 Anslolies tutor

41 Kindol
mushroom

42 International

humanitarian
orQaniiation

44 Trivial

45 Slag

4A City on the

River Tay

48 Intrigue

51 Forefather

52 Gallic affirma

live

55 Layer

56 Inctoae
competition

59 Arab chieftain

60 Desire

61 IMIodern

Christiania

62 On guard

63 Let* up
64 Shameful

DOWN
1 iMlediocre

2 Oeaenitka

3 Liilipui'4'

4 General or

Maiors
5 Poastbty

6 Bret Harte hero

7 Hawaiian
ganar>ds

8 Young***'

9 Capital of

S Australia

10 Brar>dy from

Charente.

France
11 Wheel shaft

12 Official stamp

1

3

Hero of a

Lover riovel

18 Resource for

Ptains

Indians

23 One of Pans s

airports

25 Phrase of

understanding

26 Ballroom dance

27 President

Truman s

hometown
28 Having wings

29 Queen of

Hearts
specialty

30 Type of theater

31 Cotorado reaort

32 Card catalogue

entry

34 Beach area

37 Home of the

IMedici*

38 Habit

40 Transport for

Prince Harry

41 Bogged down
43 Cerise coKH

46 River in Venetia

47 Sea eagles

48 Hearty eater s

cfwice

49 fountain peaii

It

50 Legatee

51 Places to

fast and firm

53 California

caiTHMi*. 'or

alHKl

54 Sacred image

Var

57 Author Levin

M Turkey got>bier

ANSWER TO WEVIOUSPUZZLT
riTnrrfrMrrTTTTTM{]i IB U]

uiuu uauuu iJiii|>
m \\ * Mil
TMrMTT

Liuuu uuuua

uuuuu UUliClU uu^
uyouuuu uuuuuL]
nuuou Ljauu

(BuGCi aanucj m\m
in |C [n il

S/1«W

•NSi La AaailB Ttaw
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Restaurant Ntuiagcnient

TtikeS
T^hr J iHtk- munr than S «ronit» to w^d U\r m«un*

;;t\ Ihal !{!»"« Vt)U a lot

rritHnllMxi Morr

ff

Hitofln bom I S 20K

\ .-.I**! gio»ln« tamlh iif Ffrnrh BaHrn
Iff \3U thr frr*li (ipjiortunin ific

'
. •. >din lA It

I* . i>. ill u» Of »^ . vtHir rr«uiTit !•> ("ai ( ni«k1or«l.

(b 1 7 , 4i-> 4267 Aii Bon »>*m. 660 Sunimrr S«

FO Bok 1397 GMF BoMonMA02aiM

au Inin iNiiii
TMF Ftf^EMCH BAKERY CAft ' ^^

HELP WANTED!!
Board of Governors is Hiring

students to work on issues in

the Campus Center for Fall 85 - Spring 86

Areas Include:

Public Relations

Food Service

Governors Program Council

Display

Sir rinndUJBnt?)

TONIGHT
Wednesday May 1st

OWER of POWEJ

'juhs

h

plus

THE B. WILLIE SMITH BAND
Ti>. S7 00 m advance

As usual, the weekend wind-up
with

MixMaxManiac .nd ^ ^ ANDREW WOLF
D.J.TONY KORD Kiaa 106. FM Boston

^5un3ay May 6th

Building Operations Finance

Vending Special Projects

Space and Economic Development

Applications are now available 817 Campus Center

Deadline Friday May 3-5 PM
Work Study and Non-Work Study - AA/EOE

Graduate €r Undergrads encouraged to apply

ass kickin' R & B from San Francisco

THE DYNATONES
Awm jiauL

UP

8th EIGHT TO THE BAR

9th l->^i" Aaierica's II group

per primera vez en Norte America

LOS JAIVAS

16th ROOMFUL OF BLUES

22nd KATRINA Cr THE WAVES
(walking on sunshine)

23rd The Outrageius DIVINE

Tlx at Albums on Pleaaant St.

iipnii ijiui mmann ii miuvj\

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY IN EFFECT

FOR THE
ENTIRE WEEK

Large Cheese Pizza $5.25

Large One Item Pizza $6.25

Large Two Item Pizza $7.25

We also have world-class subs

available for delivery

We deliver from: 4 pm till 2 am weeknights

and from 4 pm till 3 am Thurs, Fri, Sat

STUDENTS! WELCOME

«^-
RENT A CAR WITH CASH

STCC
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
WESTERN NEW ENGLAND
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
*N0 MAJOR C.C. REQUIRED
WITH COLLEGE I.D.

NEW CARS
Per Day • Any Size Unlimited Mileage

Try Our Weekend Special $50 00 700 mi. Free (pkg)

PBSsenqer & Carqo Vans Available - Also Mini Vans

PAYLESS CAR RENTALS 875 ALBAHY-SHAKER RO.. Lathim H Y (518)783-1384
ISO •••ton^^d.^.pfid.

, SYRACUSE OFFICE (HEAR AIRPORT) (315)455-5821

• Sotthall Splits

The Minutewomen took the lead for

good in the third on an RBI single by Beth

Talbott, scoring Maher again. Carol Frat-

laroli sacrifice fly to center scored Chris

Ciepela in the top of the seventh for an in-

surance run. Ciepela got on base on a

three-base error.

Stockley threw her fifth two-hitter of

the year and raised her record to 13-7.

lIMass had six hits in the opener and no

errors while URl had three errors.

In the second game, UMass had its pro-

blems. They committed four errors but

only one led directly to a run. The

Minutewomen had five hits, including

three doubles, but couldn't string a rally

together.

I Mass took a 1-0 lead in the second mn
ing after Talbott came home on a wild

I piu-h. URI. however, exploded for three

tCoiUttu^ A'"""
II

runs in the fourth, highlighted by a Lon

Whidden two RBI blast to deep center for

a 3-1 URI lead.

The Rams added another run in the

sixth for the 4-1 advantage. Lisa Rever.

7-6, took the loss for UMass.

The second game was a non conference

game. In four games with URI this year,

UMass went 3-1.

UMass finished fourth in the

Atlantic- 10 with a 5-5 record. URI was

fifth with a 3-7 slate. Temple (9-1). Penn

State (7-3). and Rut^jers (6-4) finished

ahead of UMass in the conference. UMass

will face top-seeded Temple in the open

ing round of the A- 10 double elimination

tournament on Friday at 11 a.m. at Penn

SUte.
"This team has earned the nght U> go to

the AtlanticlO." Sortino said. This team

has nowhere to go but up."

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^Monday Thursday 8 45 3 46 • Friday 8 45 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consacutiv* days 5% di»co>«t

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount * 15 consecutiv^ay^5S^iscoun^phon^Mjmb<^^
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book' Ma« to St»ana Coan 20 Haloc*

Snaat, Amnarat 01002 paaca

B»«90er
ai «4M< polo «an cal

MS-VMi mporrant

I paa*la wantad to

Toawidhauaa cal MMWi
Wlaia raaiiiiiwata wanii d tor itouaa x
HvannM«>«oraummarcala(lar 10 30 pm
Stap" M»«a04 or La

„.ia»nla fliat

carPMn JodI »4S«I71
OMataa <a CaHtamla fnat or aaoond

In Jun^Lata

ONCATMOOtM

INoblama wltft old car atdfdd « '"•^*
naw atarao motalad? Mava n dona by a pro

laapona* 1 haya iha chaapaot reiaa arour«)

\jttva a inaaaaga at 2Sft 600>

CHtAP »USLiT

na« hadroom TownatHwaa aptfor

nwrMil>lat call 54*5121 (x 54*9622

Cantar

Spacioua fumNtiad room tor 4200

tight on bua It cal Mat 2«a-7TW ayaa

Laat kaya nmmt SWfB.kpB
4/2S If found ca« » TBI laward

Niiidn ainecwliara m aarty Marc^ MB
I cal Ct»r» MA a«M13i

MWTOACVCUSa

aUfTAN

iWrmTAIMMIMT

In

4300 00

Yamaha K»46tl
nca Uaa tor

(itO0OcadS»-7M0

ilatA Allllf~ndltti ^ VIddd tntatam

mant Otac Jockaya. lar«a actaan yrfao

dancaa tor xouaapanya aamttortnala cam

pua aoama S4>7t44

tm^ WANT»

daaranca prlt^d tTSOOO aaanlng b
r»aakanda 247 SIM

ma ttonda Wlt»ntiaa>> Maidi ton of

chroma aicalant conditon 300 mi tISOO

MSZ7S2

1 MS LTD aaoilaM cond IM cal

B7

MUaOAROIMr

LoaMm far a ahdnt* **"* ^drm Ilfa7

Wa ottar faiiialaa rooma In a homa aatting

doaa to campus qoial anvironmant and

homacookad maalaMIMMKL—

T%a*

2S3 2a04 attar S pm
I Juna 1

Houaa for rani aval 6'1 w'fal od**on

Balchariown naar town laka Qna badroom

w'lota of atorana apaca idaal for coupla Mo
pala laBO* larga yam cal Backy attar 6 pm
3Z3«19

Ona badroom In a four badroom houaa

S Amhatat Pala OK »186 mo 2S80662

i^bdrm fiauaa availabia for fall quiol.

baautiful natght>ort>ood fall 2M1S7S

iurmnar/PaH option 1 bdrm m 2 bdrm

apt , Vi m»» from GRC in North Amharat.

can Dava batora 8 pm 6«»OBB7

^rffton.lurriihadi bad 2 non-amokinfl

farrtalaa wantad for aurrwnar or/wWh fal op

tkm plaaaa c»M Halan M»«W
Houaaa~An>har«t 4~ba<l 2 bath Juna and

Sapt No pata. IBOO plua Alao Northamp

ton 4 bada for Juna and Sapt. no pala, »6B0

plua Cal 4-6 or * 7 Skibrtii Raaltora

a4^34a

2 rootna avattabia In 3 badroom houaa

On bua routa, comfortaWa, acanic Juna 1.

fal option, inaxpanalva (

BtMdant^ldba Uittltad Oftar IfyouaratT

yaara oM or oldar. the Maaa Arrrty National

Guard oftannfl atudenta pen time arrtploy

mant, aacalant pay and jraat benehti For

thoea who fluaUfy 100* fraa tuitwn at

Maaa funded colegoa 42000 cai*i bonua. or

4.on tuition aeaatary:a fund, or luWon loan

repayment plan a availabia return to adiool

m ahape both phyaicaly artd hnarKialy,

with a pen time ;o»> one weakend a month,

guaranteed Your ar»nual income <n* be ap

pro.imetely 42.000 to atan cal today m
Floreoca 5a»-41 10 or GraantidWrTUBBO

Bummer (ob In AmhMVt at nij^ need

temalea to help alderty woman to batt>room

and prepare braakfaat ERtabeth Kalaey

64BS0a6 before • PM

ioard of Oovamora hmng wotlutudy

wtd nonworfcatudy itudanta for fal IB/apr

ing n coordir^ato' poeitiona If you are m
laiaaiad in working on atudent laauaa in the

Campua Center ttop by 817 CC for appkoa

none and rriore mfo Oeedhna for accepting

Hiplicationa Friday May 6 at 600 PM
AA/E06
TTSa Couraa er»d Teachar ttraluatlon

Quida (CATEl naada two aummer
mploveaa ApplKanta ahouM have good

writing lypmg and adrting akAa Poettiona

are for » hra week 9 3 36 hour Applica

tiont are availabia at 420 SUB daedine

May 3 p 5 pm woman aryl third world

atudenta encouraged to apphr The SGA la a

AA'EEO

>fRBOMAUB

, CalS4»4BH)laiaaaan
mga keep trying'

Laaklni for mate ar lamala aiiwpiwliw

to drtva croea courwry tfwa aummar,

piataiably June or July if mieieeted cal

Lynrta 64B-S3B7

Mlverglede 1 2

wanted 186mo amgle 126

at*t June 1 cal 28B 1833 avaa

Ona famata raommata naadad la *a»a
room m Brandywne apt cal 64BWW
Marttta a VInayard we need ruummatea

to d^are a coed houaa m baeutttu* Oak

tutta Great locahon aicalant houee and a

fMr pnca Cal Jack 64B47B7 It you need a

|0b r>o problem"

f«»o roemmatae nealad to than lerge

badroom in luiurioua fully furnie»»ed

Southwood townhouee apartment avert

June 1 Sapt 1 AC 1 H bathe cable TV

pool, lerwva couna patio ouiat near bt*

atop rant nagotiatiie can Barry at 2B3^303B

anytme, laa«a maeaaga keep trymg

Pamala nanamaliinf reammate
aiantad for double room in Pwftlon apt cH
Unda or Cath 64» 58» _^
Two lamalaa te ehafa PiiWlaw A^

w/faM option cal Joan

i««o roommatea to aublet Jur«e 1 lA and arf

Auguel rent neg phorta i4B SMO

Two badroom towntteuaa apt fudy tur

nahad caa St>a'on ot Suaan S4B 1918

Iwmlahad Brandywtna apt evadaWe for

aunvnoi aublei IIOQjmo pool. AC 2 bdrm

fa* option cal 64BBM7
^

Law ranti 2 badroom f«iml*ad ab eon«
aonmg •86 3700 around • 00 or 12 « pm

Tliwnhouea ty»a bedroom aummat aubiat

, Juna 1 cal 6468636 or M* 7486

wAit BTHMT rm^

»8iiiiiin immm «m«4«>

t Take a breM to Nm> York City batata

t fmala break you ' Vian the ftoorol

4 New York Slock Eichenge. commadMa
I endtuturoa free nme to ahap

m

* GraanKhVMegaorvaNdiabarB
( IIS nonmambora 110 Managamani Club

I contact 111 Young at C-"
I M6 36000

Mt*******44»**»****MM«l

race oal MM**
tacuftty Wortiare atM naadad fix tha

Southwaat Coocan Companeetlon mefcjdaa

m> oWc* concert T atwt a amel lurwh, a

aaat bma arid a party to folow To aign

uv oomo to tt»e SWAG Office m Mempdan
or cal SWAG at 6-0880 Naw volunteara

muei attend the final aacurtty meeting on

Wediieei1a» May lit at 600 PM m the

llamiden Soulhalde Room (na«t to Mun

faiwla roommate wentad to ahare 1

bedroom Breryfywine apt June lat Clean

qulai, end comt fumatted Lytvia S4BS193

I trying

Wading Oreen apte 1 bedroom 1 o. 2 pa»
pie uufcnea irKluded 28XBB7

1 badiaam In •paelaaa 4 badraam
hatwa. Man St pnoe negotieble eel Jay

9»«B8eor SuaH 2961316

One aingle bdrm avelleble m
Townahouee cheep rant cal nancy 2BB 187*

Quiet 1 bdr apt if cond. pool, on bua Irw

caMS469627

3 badroom In tewnahouae lo> •ubiol tur

n«had rent nagolieMe can 549 3819_

Brartdywrlrte ept 1 H badrooma awalMa
June 1 Auguat 30 rerti negutlabia ca8 Linda

wntl pay caeh toi

refrigerator 888-0723

Tent wantad Reel aetata by Ptatlnat. WB
pay riew brxA prxe 886 2828

1 tamala naadal to ahare 3

tpwnhouea apt wring aameeter' cal Robyn

or Nedine 546 7988

Wented f ender Talataatar 717 IXT oM
Steve at 68323

VVantad
dng J«na I Gdl Ctwti

coupla in

7636 after S 00

WANTIO TO RCNT

COINS ia/121 Tutor UMeaa coneuHant

former 123/121 greder Ale. »3 7966

1 or 2 paopla far larga tMMt In Cdoniit

VMaga ^wre api with I mala on bua route

pool, loundnr 263 S761

One room In catttar of Amharat ept welk

to town or campua cal Ann 2SA-0048

June
_ three bedroom apartment,

with fen option 280

k^iooa

SUMMCR SUBLfT

oomiT. ^ _,

I raaly do lova you even H you are a aiaay

and a wimp' Happy Birthday'

fCSM

l»t^ Boutttwaat Waah Poaim* ilibU
in the SWAG Office in HampdMi. Um*t ona

per Soulhweat reaident ^^

bieuea^ma, but whan dU Barta Breathed

coma to UMaaa? _^
kHHT Happy AnrSvaraenr' Honey I loya

you lova Mary

HI HenaylTloya you' MJ

Slaap/atudy room
Juna 1 near GRC quiet neighbort«x>d m
temily home refrigerator, no cooking

126 00/monlh 549 5069

Amitarat 4 bedroom houaa. Wooded tot.

diehweeher, fireplace June 1 to June 1 1988

caN (6171 244-3048

Cheap aummar rooma In Fraternity good

location, kitchen, laundry, cable TV 386 No
nt St 646-3117

I badroom IS min to eampua Sunderland

SO h to bua 4380 886-7786

2 r^ma^vaNdWa In S bedroom hduaa:

•140-41B0/mortth: 6 mine from campua: big

Counaatera Aaaociation e* Indapertdent
Campa aeka qualified couneelora for 76

reeidentiel children't campa m Northaaat Ju

ly and Aoguat Contact Aaaocietion of In

dependent CartHM IMAl 80 Madaon Ave ,

New York, NY 10010 (212) 879-3230^

Why go ectlve-duty lor loan repayment?
Join the Meea Nat Guard for loan repaymant

ar>d 100% free tuition Corrwttunicatiooa artd

medical paraonnal needed' For info cal

646^7462

Alrllnaa Hiring. 114-139.000*
Stewardoaaea Reeervation«t' WorWyyide'

Call for Guide, Directory, Newatetter

1 (9161 94< «««4

"Bummer JolM In Alaaka" Currant fac

tual publication 44 96 Aleeka Employmant
Marketing PO Boi 39 Suite 22, Juneeu, AK

Bound trip eir ttehat frgTJ*?!?*^!2
Oakland CA good tn June 16 1200 54B4649

Blameee cat

I cal Juke
Affactlenata choc pt

I home Hiwnediately

Cnilaaahlpa Hlrkip. •1B-«3O.a0O< Carri-

Southweot Weak 1986

(Chadule of todoyt eventa

2-6 pm Banda on ttw Pyramida

2 00 3 00 DAGA
3:» 4:» Evening Pro Bluaica

6 00 too Slab and the Tablata

3 5 pm Craft Fair in Hampden

SW Weak logo *i-acraened

on your T-altIrt

3M 630 pm Baibacuaa outaida

Bertiahire

8K10 10:00 pm Corrtedlana on ttte

Pyramida

^Mnaorad by Southvueat *"» <»«;'.«...

T>ifda badroom to»»f»ehouee apailNaaM

avaleble for aumrrw cal Garret at 64B^14

Brartdywina fuly fumiahad arrcondHioning

pool rent nagotlabia Amy 6490023

rurrtlahad tawnhouae apt pool air eond^

laundry facHitiea rent negotiatila cal

886-3700 _
9 bdrm apt In houee (4 peopla comfor

tablel Squire VMega, on bua route. M80/

mo poeaible fall ophon CaM 886263

iunny 1M badroom Puffton apartmant

fuly fum*»ad aveileble May 24 cal Uaa or

MB 54»«>08 keep trying

2 badroom In Townahoaua for aulllat fur

niahed rant negotiable can 549 3819

Summer aubiat. ted option Spacioua

Squire Vilage townhouaa on bua routa 3

bdrma holda 6 comfortaWy for eliciting

detala cal 886-3476

i bedroom apt In Pwffton baat offar cal

Liaa 546- 1441

Lg quiet fumlahed room in Squire VAege

apt with fall option eel Aahiay 986-2679

2 bdrm Northwrood apt rent nagutHWa

can 886-4621 fal option

Brandywine apartment hily fumiahad

c^x TV rent negotieble 54BO 727

s„„„i,' aibiit Twi
««»«;f"

»•*
VHagae 4 bedroom fitit group of 4 takaa it

4 badroom apartmant In houaa,

floor Amharat canter Auguat rant free Large

kitcf>en and kvingroom Lota 0* parking

1183 SO'room'month Aavalabia Jurta let

Auguat 3lat Aak for Laa or Kathia at

»B1B41

189 reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apartmant In

Pufhon or Brary}ywine cal 26* 1891 ai* for

Brandywine rent .

taA dial 54*6189 or 64*6337
Ufa

2 bedroom Amharat Cantor
hjmlehed »3B0'monih Joe 263^8308

M/mth 2 bodroom/3 poroon Squira

VWage cal Jim *98B4 Paul 8-6288

2 bdrm Pufhon ni^^ibla raw cal Oan or

Jon 64* 7203
,

Large houee. convenient location, four fuT

nahed roome Fel option HB/rtxmth

26*066*

FaH option 2 paopla to ihare lg bdrm in 2

bdrm Northyyood Apt 117/mo» •«'™]|;*'

rent neg avelabia June 1. Cal 84*42»4

after 4 PM

FurnMtad Brondywine Apt key tecehon

on bua route rent negotieWe cal Eric

64*1648

i^JNtdywIna fumiahad 2.«*™ *C pool

cheap rant Roae 54*01 16 Anna 54*6811

Bargain Huntaral 3 bedroom Puftionapt

1004 par paraon/per month interaaled

femelea, cal 64*1673

BeautlfuNy located Swiea VHIege apt, 4

n, living room ar>d kitchen 1 W betftrm.

l/mo' Fel option"

1 fuya loohlttg for en apartmartt or houee

in Amherat on bua route for nem year 1 or 2

rooma cal Joe or Weyne^88*4724

WantodTor S^bdrm apt in TowmatMuaa or

Brartdywme Would teka over leeee June 1

laOO flndert fee cal Abbte at 28*1039

Kathy 253 3140_

Wanted 2 or I bdrm apt In Townahouaa or

Brandywma Would take over leeee June 1

4200 fmdera fee Cel Abbte at 26*1029

Kathy 263 3140

9100 anyone in Puftton, Brartdywrtna. or

Townhouee looking for three roommatea or

wMino to hjm over leeee, pieeee cal TamI

64*9>40

Wantad: 2 bedroom aunvner aublet with

fel option cal colact 817 77*9821

Waepenelble Qrad Student looking for 1

badrtKim ept in Puffton for aummar cil

9113

Naadad aln«la room In apt/liouaa naar

campua Ipref Puffton) non amoking,

reeaonably quiet to atudy WW take June

leaaa for tal. Cal DabWa 29SS772

wwwoeuww

I 2S3-

brte bedroom In Puffton VMa«a
IISB/mo cal BUy 64*0073 kaap trying

™^T ..^ 11 H palyattiytawa

67m' Nal Pryde niilam aal, variable degger

board, mim-recing deggerfooerd, multi-

height 2-poamon unhiaraal )0«W, other e«-

i Stave 64*7036

Chmm 1 ar I bdrma in apadoue 2

ml Belcttertown, On bue route 291

Bummare harall Windaurfar Rocket 9B

Nal Pryda SBrp ael thnjelera edi boom ei-

oalent cond beat offar cal Ruea 2Mai87
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SPORTS
Minutemen
outslugged

by UConn
Drop 16-10 decision
By PETKK ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Three Iniversity of Massachusetts pitc hers surrendered

19 hits, including four home runs, as the Iniversity of Con

netticut p<»unded the tired Minutemen 16- 10 yesterday at

Lorden Field.

The game, once important for both teams when the old

Yankee Conference existed, was meaningless as far as

playoff berths go but still caused sparks as tempers flared

several times dunng the game.

I'Conn firstbaseman Dave Ford took a cheap shot at

UMass catcher Sean Flint as he crossed home in the ninth

inning The umpire ejected Ford and moments later the

senior took a punch at a I'Mass fan seated near the visitor

dugout. In the ensuing melee. Connecticut coach Andy

Baylock wrestled wit h his player to keep him from going after

the fan and in the process dislocated his shoulder

In the I'Mass seventh, the Minutemen were threatening

with runners on first and second after an Angelo Salustri solo

home run. Baylock pulled relief pitcher Kevin Meier and sent

in Kevin Hickey.

Hickey proceeded to hit the next three batters. Fint. Dan

Clifford and Bruce Kingman, to brmg in two runs. Kingman

did not take kindly to his being hit and started toward Hickey

before angrily trottmg to first. The shaken I 'Conn hurler was

quickly hooked in favor of reliever Bob Emery who worked

an incident free two innings to get the save.

Oh yes. the game. CMass started strong by taking a 3 U

lead as Kingman singled to left before Jay Zemer^ base hit

to put runners at Tirst and second

Doug Wnght then singled in Kingman and motored on to

second, ahead of catcher Roberto Hernandez' throw, which

TheMassachusettsDaily
-...u..su.mo,^.-....newknglandslargestcollegeda.ly

Connecticut's Mike Pinfre* dives back to first

firatbaseman Dan Clifford awaits the toas.

jailed into center sending Wright to third and Zerner across

the plate Designated hitter Todd Comeau then did his job

with a single to center that plated Wnght
I'Mass starter Mick Wydra worked a perfect two innings

before CConn scored on the third as Herandez singled in Al

Franchesini after a double to the gap in right center

Wydra worked a scoreless third before the Huskies went to

work in the fourth. Franchesini singled. Hernandez was hit

by a pitch before Mike I'lngree s bunt was fielded by Clifford

to get Franchesini at third.

Dave r)arking then popped up the second out. but after a

walk Ui Kaith Kockenmeister that loaded the bases. Ford

hlooped a two- run single to left. Peter Zippel followed that

with a RBI single up the middle Dave I.anese chased Wydra

with a two run double down the leftfieid line. Steve Allard

('•IWffiaa fkmtM b« Bnaa (iaa^

ahead of UMaaa pitcher Mick Wydra't throw aa

came on to get the eluM\f Uuid <>iil and it b .) I ( onn.

I'Mass (20 JTil came back with three in its fifth to tie as

Kingman singled and scored on Wright's triple to the fence in

right Comeau then ripped his sixth homer of the year. 420

feet to straightaway center and it was 6 6

But Allard was ripped for three in the sixth as pinchhitler

Scott Cormier ripped a two- run homer. CConn went up 9 6

and never trailed again sconng three in the seventh ax HA
Butterworth took Allard deep to right and reliever Matt Sub-

ocz was battered around for three hits including RBI singles

by Cormier and Kockenmeister The Huskies scored four in

the ninth. Allard, 3-2. took the loss

I Mass made it respectable, scoring t hree m t he seventh as

Hickey made things interesting. The Minutemen are at

Amherst College today at 3 p.m.

They're back : Gorillashome today
Sxth-nmked Gazelles host ^ningtkld today
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Remember the mens lac-

rosse team? Those guys who
were supposed to do well and

have done only so-so thus far

this season? They're coming

home t<iday after a five-game

road tnp,

"It'll be great to get back

here." CMass coach Dick

Garber said yesterday as he

prepared strategy for Dart

mouth (Boyden field at

3 p.m.). "Its been too long

since we saw a friendly crowd

and 1 think its going to do us

some good."

UMass is sputtering along

at 4-6 on the season and

should, if they come ready to

play, give a 2-6 Big (Ireen

squad all it can handle.

A lot of CMass students

also don't remember the

sixth-in-the-nation women's
lacrosse team as well. The 7-

2 Gazelles will tune-up for

the ECAC playoffs with

Springfield College Today at

NOPE Field at 3 p.m.

The (Sorillas, coming off a

bitter 11-9 loss at Army <>n

Saturday, will be looking for a

good offensive day as Garber

hopes to use a lot <>f nttm k

men in the game
"Id like to get guys like Kd

Boardman. Bubba .Sandford,

Kelley Carr and Doug Musco
in there to show what they

can do. HtipefuUy. they will

have a chance to see some
work.

CMass IS led by sopho-

more attackman Tom Car

mean and his 1 4 goals and 26

assist.s. Tom Lukacovic's 16

goals lead the Gorillas while

Mike Fionni has notched 14.

Matt O'Reilly. Musco and

Greg Fisk each have ten

nets.

UMass will run a midfield

lines with Fisk, O'Reilly and

Stephen Moreland. A second

middle line of Glenn

Stephens. Karl Hatton and

converted attackman Ken
Freemen will be expected tt,

produce some points with the

big Freemen usually able to

lose his defender after face-

offs and go one-on-one with

the goalie.

Faceoff speciaU.st Seamu^
McGovern. who usually exit^

.ift er fight ing for t he ball. ma\

see some running time accor

dinj: to Garhei who Is ple;iser

with the junior's progress on

defense and respects his

hard shot.

In goal. Gerry Moreau has

been consi.stent with a WM
save percentage and 10.:^

^;oals- per- game. The close

defensive set ofT«)m Aldrich.

Mark Stratton and Gerry

Byrne have played well all

season.

On the women's side, all-

America attack Pam Moryl

leads CMass onto NOPE
against the Chiefs. Moryl is

scoring at an alarming rate.

.She has M6 goals in nine

games and six assists for 42

points. Bunny Forbes is at

1 .M.'S^H with Becky Bekam-
pis chipping in with

14-317

Softball streak ends at URI
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I.-The University of

Rhode Island snapped the University of

Massachusetts softball team's seven game
winning streak with a 4-1 win to split

yesterday's doubleheader in Kingston.

UMass, 22-19-1. 5-5 in the Atlantic- 10.

won the opener 3-1 and won fourth place

outright in the A- 10 and the last spot in this

weekend's playoffs.

"I think we're on a good road to the tour-

nament," coach Elaine Sortino said.

"Whatever mistakes we had left in us, we

expended them in the second game. We got

them out of our system."

Determined to earn its Atlantic- 10 berth

and not back into the playoffs, UMass took

the opener with flawless defense and two-

hit pitching by junior co-captain Lynn

Stockley.

UMass took a 1-0 lead in the tx)p of the

first inning as freshman Paige Kopcza's

RBI single scored Sally Maher (two-for-

three, double, in the opener).

The Rams tied it up in the bottom of the

first after Stockley's only walk of the game

and an RBI double by Teresa Turner.
ConttmMrf on payr It

Goalie Debbie De-lesii

has played every minute f<

the Gazelles and has a .•')h ;

save percentage and onl\

4.67 goals against pergann

CMass is a\eiaging 1 1.1 Th'

women also hold a ('ommanc

ing 253-146 advantage in

shots- on- goal for the

sfiison.

The Gazelles are coming

off of a 1 - 1 weekend that saw

them lose to number one

Temple 10-8 before beating

Rutgers 12 4. Both game-
were at home.

GORILLA GRUM-
BLINGS: Dartmouth is (i-

1

in the Ivy League and paced

by Rob Cote's eight goals and

22 points. The leading goal

scorer is Dave Burt with 14.

CMass whipped the Green

16-6 last season. UMass goes

on the road at Hobart and

C.W. Post before returning

home to face number one

Syracuse on Friday May 10

at Boyden. In all. IH Gorillas

have scored this season.

UMass holds advantages (in

goals) in the second and third

periods against opponents

but trails .31-26 in fourth

period goals. The Gorillas

have not won or lost two in a

row since dropping three to

Rutgers, Brown and Cornell

earlier in the season. Garber

said yesterday that his rec

ruiting season (he has .schol-

arships for the first time) is

going'better than expe( ted
"

with several high school stars

verbally committed to

UMass.

C«llcpaa photo b; kuAy HcIIct

Bunny Forbea, the women's lacrosse team's second
leading scorer with 28 points, works down the field

earlier this season. The 7-2 Gazelles host Springfield

College today at NOPE at 3 p.m. It is the final home
game of the year.

^K)rts at a glance

UMass schedule:

Today:
Men's Lacrosse: Dartmouth, Boyden Field, S p. m.
Women's Lacrosse: Spnnqfield, NOPE Field, 3 p.m.
Baaeball: at Amherst, S p.m.
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Police arrest 32 during sit-in

Collrfian phoU) hy Andy Hrii

UMasa police struggle to remove recalcitrant students attempting to block the path of a bus tak-

ing arrested protesters to custody yesterday near Dickinson HalL More photos of the sit-in and

subsequent arrests appear on p. 4.

Protestors cite

failure to divest
Bv LAURA KGK.srKR
and ANNK Mc( RORY
Collegian Staff

llu .ui.st". ..I .- ^tudfius pi...* ....^ I iu\ersity invest-

ment »uh ties to S4»uth Africa ended a four h«»ur sit-in in

I mversily i>f Massachusetts Freasurer R«>bert Brand's

..ffice l»t. ^ tdiu afternoon

The stinU iil->. \\hos»- tiitnifs wtte oo( .i\ .jilaWli- lioi m^tii.

will Im- arraigned ti»«ta> on trespassing t barges.

1 1 was the largest number of students arrested at a t ampus

demonstration here since a Vietnam protest, which included

aWhitm»»re«Kcupati»>n. resulted in alH.ul3.".arrest.sin 1V<6H.

according to t lerald I ( ) NeiL director <.f the I Mass depart

ment of public safely

The students. 20 men and IJ women, were arrested in

Brand s office, located in the addition behind (ioodell Lib

rary. about 4 4.'» p m. when they refused to end their sit-in

because Bran«l had not addressed the group The treasurer,

whowas in Worcester for the afterfi<K)n and \m1I not return to

.ampus until Friday, was not contacted by ph<»ne as the pro-

testers had requested.

.M issue are the findings of the Commission on South

African Investments of the Cniversilv of Massachusetts, a

10 member group of students, faculty and administrators

formed in response to student demands during a four day

sit in at Whit more early last month Its rep<irt. iiwued Mon

day, recommends that the Cniversity sell its holdings in Fox

lion) Company. ProrterA Gamble ( Hrp.. IP Morgan and

Co Inc and Bankers Irust New York C<»n> because, it ctm

eluded, these inve>*tments violate the trustee |h»Ii( \ -f

divestment from companies operating m .South Aff< •

While the c«)niniissKm set a deadline «»f May M for 1 1 -(. -iise

fn>m CMass President David ( Knapp. the protesters

demanded immediate divestment yesterday, saying "we ve

already waited eight vears (since the divestment fwilicv was

instituted in l!>77l and immediately to us means now
"

"Our duty is to have them accelerate divestment. Kach day

that investment c «intinues is a bla< k spot c»n the Cniversity.
"

demonstrator Matthew Shakespeare saitl

I think this is a good thing It reinforces the recommen

dations I stand bv the report and those o,cupying." said

(finimission member Heuli Holland

ContxnMed on page 7

Tenants should

know their rights
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note:rfct* is the second of a

three part series examining the

possibilities of finding off-campus hous-

ing.

People seeking affordable housing in

Amherst and the surrounding Pioneer

Valley area have a large and varied selec-

tion to choose from but should be aware of

tenant rights and responsibilities.

The Off-Campus Housing Office at the

University of Massachusetts offers six

duplicate sets of notebooks which identify

available houses, apartments in houses,

apartments in complexes, rooms, and

housemates needed for apartments or

houses.

One factor any prospective tenant

should consider is price. The office has

pamphlets showing cost comparisons of

housing by type and community.

It should be no surprise that, according

to figures put together by office staff

members, rent is lower outside of

Amherst.
Rent in an Amherst one and two

bedroom house averages $440 as com-

off-campu8

housing

pared to $411 for a rental outside

Amherst. An Amherst one bednwm
apartment can cost an average of $306 as

opposed to $271 for a similar rental

elsewhere. Apartments in complexes will

generally also be lower outside Amherst.

These are only averages and don't

necessarily reflect the variances that may
occur between individual realty proper-

ties.

Vacancy rates will also be lower in

Amherst and the more distant the rental

property from campus the higher the

vacancy rate.

Amherst and Sunderland had vacancy

rates of 1.5 and 1.4 percent respectively

last year, said Joanne Levenson of the off-

campus office.

There are several details that people

who rent, especially first time tenants,

should be aware of after a suitable

residence is found.

A tenant has rights and responsibilities

that should be outlined before a lease is

signed. Every tenant who rents in

Amherst receives a rights and respon-

sibilitip« booklet with a lease

Cfmtiniied on page S

Senate approves '86 budget, keep

LSO lawyer and SCERA director

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

After nearly five hours of chaotic and

emotional debate, the University of

Massachusetts Undergraduate Student

Senate voted to unanimously pass an

amended budget act for fiscal year 1986.

The Budget Committee amended the act

to include two professional positions

originally slated to be cut. The salary costs

of the director of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy and

one Legal Studies Office lawyer were

made possible by reducing reserve funds

used for the purchase of capital equipment

and by eliminating an audit fee. This

change means the anti-oppression coor-

dinator position funded last semester by

the senate after much controversy will be

cut.

"This amendment shows that we can

come to a compromise. We can understand

each other and bond together when an

issue of this importance comes before the

senate," assistant Budget Committee

Chairman Mike Cerrato, said.

An amendment to the act. brought up by

SGA CO- President Stacy Roth and SGA

Treasurer Diane Rossi, calls for the fun-

ding of the SCERA anti-oppression coor-

dinator if the salary cost of a Student Ac-

tivities Office administrator, Leslie

Bridges, was taken over by the state.

"After talking to members of SCERA,
student senators and other studenta as a

whole, it became clear it was a very impor-

tant position (anti-oppression) and one we
didn't want to lose." Roth said.

The amendment, according tx) a letter

circulated by Budget Committee Chairman

Jordan Rosner. came as a response to the

threats of legal action SCERA Director

Debbie Piltch made toward the committee.

Budget Committee members concluded

Continued on page S
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"Each day that investment con-

tinues is a black spot on the

University.
"

—Student protester

Matthew Shakespeare
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Demonstrators fight police in Poland

Polish not police carrying batons disperse Solidarity activists in Gdan-

sk yesterday after the activists stormed an official May Day parade.

US: Soviet ties

bring sanctions
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Stale

Department said yesterday that the

economic sanctions imposed against

Nicarai^ua were the result of the

"cumulative effect" of recent Nicaraguan

steps to bolster its military ties to the

Soviet bloc and to export its revolution.

The main element of the sanctions was a

tx)tal trade embargo against Nicaragua but

officials suggested privately that th*-

measure nuiy not have much impact.

U.S. corporations with foreign-baaed

subsidianes will not be affected by the em

barge. In addition, there was no indication

that for^gn countries which do business

with Nicaragua were prepared U> follow

the U.S. lead and apply sanctions of their

own.

The decision to halt all trade with

Nicaragua was announced in Bonn. West

Germany shortly after President Reagan

arrived for a summit meeting with

Western allies

An official L'.S. sUtement said the

measures should be seen as "unmistakable

evidence that we take seriously the obliga

tion to protect our security interests and

those of our friends."

At a State Department briefing.

Langhome A. Motley, assistant secretary-

of state for inter-American affairs, said the

administration acted because of what he

described as a disturbing pattern of

Nicaraguan behavior.

Harvard students start

anti-apartheid fund

CAMBRIDGE (AP) Harvard student*

critical of the University's investment* in

South Africa this week launched an altema

live fundraismg drive timed to corre.spond

with Harvard's annual appeal to alumni.

BeRun m 1983 by the Harvard Radcliffe

I ndergraduate Council, the Endowment for

Divestiture offers alumni a means of protest-

ing Harvard's $580 million investment in

companie.s that do business m the racially

segregated nation.

E4D, as the fund is known, now has about

$12,000 in an escrow account held by the

Calvert Fund, "a socially responsible invest-

ment fund, " said Tina Smith, a Harvard

graduate and an originator of the fund.

Three weeks after we got the idea, we sent

out as large a mailing as we could afford

6,500 pieces to alumni." said Smith, now a

graduate student.

The interest- bearing account is being held

for the Harvard Scholarship Fund The

money will be transferred from the fund

when Harvard withdraws its investments in

companies doing business in South Africa or

when the Cnited Nations indicates that

apartheid has ended in that country

WARSAW. Poland (AP) Thousands of

rock-throwing demonstrators battled police

m Gdansk yesterday and an estimated

15.000 Solidarity supporters staged a two

hour peaceful May Day march in Warsaw to

protest f.«.H price hikes and political

drrest*"

About 5U0 Solidarity activists chanting

Solidarity
" and -Lech Walesa ' forced their

way into the official government May my
parade in Gdansk They interrupted the

parade for 10 mmutes by sitting down m the

road before being routed by baton-w/elding

police units.

About a mile fn>m the parade route, an

estimated 2.000 w 3.000 mostly young

demonstrators gathered near the former

Solidarity headquarters and hurled stones

npped from the streets at a column of

helmeted riot poUce. western reporters

said. u .

The police initially showed restraint but

I hen charged with batons and shields and

used water cannon and tear gas to diper-*- • H^

crowd. Several df nnonstrators and police

were injured.

One member of the riot police was beaten

to the ground by demonstrators and laken

away in an ambulance. A protesfor who

apparently threw a rock at a police vehicle

was rammed by a police car and then beaten

by riot squads. The protester was Uken away

by ambulance.

Scores of demonstrators were arrested in

the clash, which lasted over an hour and left

the street littered with stones and debris.

Solidarity leader Lech Walesa attempted

to join the government parade in Gdansk but

returned home when his way was blocked by

hundreds of riot police 'We have no inten

tion of getting into fights," he said.

"Us a shame that someone divides us so

brutally"

In Warsaw, an estimated 15.000 peof^

chanted Solidarity slogans and carrying

Solidarity banners marched past cordons of

not p<jlice m a twf>-hour demonstration

before dispersing.
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COMMON ART— An assortment of painted sails brighten the Amherst Common yesterday as

part of 'Fun Day* activities.
,
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Rising tuition cost restricts enrollment
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

.Annual tuition increases and new financial

aid cutbacks will seriously affect the

accessibility to the University of

Massachusetts for student* from moderate

and low income families, according to a

report issued by the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

The report in part concludes that "the pro-

posed tuition policy will be a disaster for low

and moderate income student* and their

families, greatly over burdening them finan-

cially and hurting their chances for a univer-

sity education

On April 10. the sute Board of Regents of

Higher Education voted to raise tuition for

state residents by $88. According to the

report tuition has increased at CMass at a

rate of 400 percent since 1975 In similar

state institutions nation wide tuition has

increa.sedatarateof225 percent. .\s a result,

"CMass is among the most expensive public

Cniversities in the country the report

stated

According to the report "the recf)rd shows

that the university is losing its reputation as a

school for working people of

Massachusetts." In 1982. the university

accepted more students from families with

incomes of over $50,000 per year than

students from families with incomes under

$20,000.

The report charges that the regents want

to raise tuition annually until it reached a

level equal to .33 percent of the cost of educa

tion. According to Beth Lait, a member of th-

Tuition Issue Team, 'the hoard makes it

seem like they'll stop the increa.ses when tui

tion equals one-third the cost, but because

the cost of education keeps going up with

inflation, it will never reach the ..n.. third

point."

Ca.ssidy said that in the fall SCERA plans

to begin a letter drive urging senators and

representatives to be more considerate to th»-

needs of students before planning further

cut.H. He also said S(" FIRA is trying to initiate

legislation which will fre»/f stale tuition fora

period of three years

Campus groups to lead national prayer day :

. - ^„mK^ro r\f ifwal rhiirchfs from Amherst

By DANIEL WHITE
Collegian Staff

Campus Crusade for Christ, along with

the Navigators, the Intervarsity Christian

Fellowship, and the New Testament

Fellowship are sponsoring a prayer session

by the campus pond today as part of the

National Day of Prayer.

The gathering will begin at noon on the

tower library side of the pond and will in-

volve, "spending some time in prayer for

the nation and the world." Chris Willard,

^ Senate Contxnued from page 1

that any lawsuit may cause students to lose

control of the Student Activities Trust

Fund.
"If anything is going to be detrimental,

like lawsuits would have been, to the stu-

dent control of the SATF, we have to come

to a compromise." Cerrato said.

Piltch said she is "pleased" that her posi-

tion was funded, but added, "I'm sad that

their rationale was because of legal

grounds rather than on the detrimental ef-

fect that the loss of the director of SCERA
and LSO positions would have on

students."

president of Campvis Crusade for Christ

and coordinator of the event, said.

The format will be infornnal, Willard said,

and will consist of prayers directed at

various topics, including world peace.

Willard said the purpose of the event is to

"influence individuals to change the

woHd." and to help people "come to

understand they can have a personal rela

tionship with (iod through Jesus Christ."

Tonight, there will be another meeting at

Chapin Hall at Amherst College from 7 U>

8 30 p.m. The meeting will include

members of local churches from Amherst

and NorthampU)n and will follow the same

format as the earlier event. Willard said

Willard said the first national day of

prayer wcurred in 1775 and was calle<l for

by the Continental Congress. Since then

the day has rtccurred s^m (radically until

19.52 when Congress instructtnl the presi-

dent to enact them every year

Willard said he exfHK-ted 100 jK-oplc to at

tend the day session and more at nijjht.

Fac Senate

will review

fiscal process
Hn LK.sl.KN I l.AKK
( (illegian Staff

The Faculty Senate today will examine

several proposals deigned to mtiease

Iniversity of Massachusetts funding m the

state budget for fiscal year 19H7

The report of the Faculty Senate Program

and Budget Council, which drafted the pn>

,M.sals, slated that, the more we learn ab«.ut

the budget processes in this state, the more

discouraged we become We do not seem to

he able to secure a budgeting process that is

sensible or straightforward «»r a budget thai

recognizes the enormity of our needs

The proposals, which w«>uld be forwarded

to the State Board of Regents (.f Higher

Education include

Ihe report, which states that, the state

collegeSand lesser state universities fared

lietter than we did. «»n a percentage basis,

added that, "we are not convince*! that the

governor and Legislature are truly interested

in our quest to become one of the best

state universities"

In other senate action, the senate will vote

on two projMisals to < reate new * ampiis pro

grams Ihe firsi would merge the luilau

studies programs and the Near Eiistern

The second pnijMisal would create a

lie m neuroscieme and tiehavior

I !i. hiinorarv degree recipienls and Mu

d.ni s,M.aker lor - -'^^ '"

annoumed MrtV •>

include:

• "a massive infusion of fun*!-^

library, including a permanent a»Miti<»ii o|

%:i millitm anil ailditional funds to . .,\.r m
flatiim.

• $1 million for routine campus
nuiintenance. which has tieen deferrwl for

years."

• $4 milli<»n to m«"et k' replacement

CfMSts for equipment rvice fjuilities

across campus.

$480,000 for academic .supfM)rt .s«'rvic«

including the I'niversity Career ('inf<'r.

ami handicaitfK'*! students .services.

• $2 million U» begin the purrhanng md
maintenance of computers.

• funding for new pn»grams. including a

masters pnigram in s«»cial work.

• additional funding for implementing the

Ktneral education re<juiremenLs. imluding

funding for math and lab requiremenUs,

Polish constitution celebrated
She added. "Though we want no RSOs

(Registered Student Organizations) to

take cuts, the loss of the anti-oppression

coordinator has and will continue to hurt

our organization."

In other business, the senate voted down

a motion demanding that the

Everywoman's Center reverse their deci-

sion to have a member of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization to speak on cam-

pus, because of that group's anti-Semitic

stance.

"I was very shocked that groups that are

supposed to be so socially aware would

argue for a terrorist groups to come here."

said Joel Rabinowitz of the Jewish Caucus,

the motion's proponent.

One hundred and ninety-four years after

Poland adopted a constitution providing for

civil and religious freedoms. Massachusetts

celebrates that anniversary in a ceremony at

the Statehouse tomorrow while the Univer

sity of Massachusetts honors the event with a

speech by the former U.S. ambassador to

Poland tonight

Richard T. Davies will discuss the Polish

constitution of 1791. the first constitution

ever in Europe, and talk about the current

political situation in r\/iand and relations

between the country and the Cnited

States.

The lecture will start at 8 p.m. in Campus
Center rmim Ifi.S 9 and is free and open to

the public. Kenneth M. Lamanski.

D-Chicopee will introduce the former

ambassador.

RITA MURPHY

^ fLOtS* Continued from page 1

A lease is usually for 12 months in-

cluding a required security deposit and

first and last month's rent.

Financial obligations can plague people,

especially if a student is a first-time

renter. Plans should be made on how

much money will be needed after paying

the monthly rent to meet food, fuel and

miscellaneous bills. If more than one per-

son will be sharing a rented property,

Levenson said, everyone's financial con-

tributions should be worked out in ad-

vance so no one is left vrith the lion's

share of the rent burden.

Even after a rental property with pets

and undergraduate males have a rough

time becoming accepted as tenants.

Levenson said that people with pets and

undergraduate males have a rough time

becoming accepted as tenants.

Students are not covered as students

under discnminaiion laws. 1 hey are not,

Levenson said, a protected category

under the discrimination statutes and can

be refused housing if the reason given by

the landlord is that the would be renter is

a student.

However, if another reason for a hous-

ing refusal is suspected, the office can

render assistance. It is the fair housing of-

fice for the town of Amherst and can refer

people to the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination.

If anyone believes they have been

denied housing because of discrimination,

Levenson said, her office would like Ui

know about it. It can also refer people U-

legal services and the Mediation Project, a

UMass organization which helps resolve

disputes between two or more parties.

TOMORROW: Details of ait^maU off-

camjms hoiising and what is still

availaJble.

(|>ll«.|fian (ih<>l<i hy Milrh l>r»nlfh

SOUTHWEST ROCKS— Scattered studenta mill around the Southwest

Pyramids yesterday as a local band entertains.
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SlT-m AND ARREST
ACTI VITIES-

From right to left clockwise:

Students occupy UMass treasurers

office in Goodell demanding im-

mediate University divestment;

police drag a student out of Goodell

around 4:30 p.m. as other students

look on; a large troupe of police

march to Goodell; police remove

student blocking a bus with ar-

rested students. The action is part

of a growing college trend to pro-

test all business ties and holdings

in South Africa.

The 32 arrested will be arraigned

today on trespassing charges.

Thursday, May 2, 1985;
.Collegian s

HELP NTED

DOESCAPECOD
ALL SUMMER LONG
IN DENNISPORT

NOW HIRING!!
Applications/ Interviews

Friday May 3rd

10 to 4

Don't miss out on

the opportunity

Apply now for on-campus experience in the legal profes

sion! Full-time miernships are available for the Fall, 1985

semester at the Legal Services Office, 922 Campus
Center. Up to 15 credits may be earned through

academic departments. Aid Legal Services attorneys in

meeting UMass students' legal needs.

Our interns assist in Client interviewing

attendance at hearings

preparation of court forms

maintenance of continuing caseload

giving advice and referrals

investigations and research

For further information about LSO Internship, call Legal

Services at 545 1995

^ ^
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THETDRANKFBEI9IBm
TOUDRMCOOKED BEER

Buck in the days when

Irasehall was jnst beginning,

there was no snch thing as

hottled heer or beer in cans.

Tlu)se were tlu^ great da\ s of

draft l)eer, fresh from the keg.

Like the draft they brewed

at Frederic MiUer s old Pkink

Road Brewer\. It had a smooth,

fresli taste those horsehide

iieroes k)ved as mnch as the\

k)\ ed baseball

A taste that's hard to find m
todays l)ottles and cans. Be-

cause most beers, in bottles and

cans, are pasteurized. Cooked

leirto 140 degrtH'sto preserve tl

shelflife.'So they k)se that

fresh, draft taste.

Bnt now there's a bottled

beer that's not cooked. It's

speciallv cold-filtered

instead.'To keep the true

taste of fresh draft.

Introducing Plank Road

Original Draught. It tastes

as fresh from the bottle as

it does from the keg.

PLANKROAD
Original Draiiu;nt

i^"
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Early Bird Specials
Served 4:30-6:00 pm every day including weekends

This week choose from:

•Broiled Scrod
in lemon butter

•Stuffed Turkey Breast
(I^ C 9^

with cranberry sauce fDO •

•Fried Chicken & Spaghetti ^
•Calves Liver, Bacon & Onions

Beef Stroganoff
All specials inlcude potato, choice of salad or vegetables, french bread &
butter, homemade dessert, and coffee or tea.

Full Menu is also available

University Drive, Amherst

/

Kvery part of a Scro shirt sh,>ws why were kmwn as thi- iaM of the

great shirtmakers Take tor instance our dignified Bn^iol ciMiiu sho.^ ;<

ab«ne We take many extra steps, all done h;. h.i.id. to ceatc 'Imi

collar No i»nc else makes a collar uith such i < and attention :.>

detail But. then again, no one else makes a shr > vIiks

e

SERO
SHIRTMAKERS

^
The last of the great shirtmakcrs.

^mt0e0f]lal0l|

ipAUKTOPS ^^ now 4—
100% cotton in a dozen dazzling colors

suiraLASSES 5M now 3

—

many colors & shapes

SP^I^QHATS^VISORS, 20%Off

and CAPS

32 Moin St., Amherst • 253-3361 • Mon.-Sot. 9-5:30

20%off
Straws, felts & cottons

BAGS
fashion bags, Kenyan bags, club U.S.A. bags,

ciao! bags, flashy bags, small leather bags

ST^BVK
bikinis & briefs

3^0 each 2 for 8^

A Slor«-ful (X ktMS

Downtown Am»>«r»f /0»ily» 6. Son W S

ATTENTION
Sunnmer Students

Employment
Opportunities

available through

Campus Center

Catering

for:

waitpersons, cooks,

dishwashers and
bartenders

for summer 1985

Applications available

on 10th floor

Campus Center

Thursday. May 2. 1985!
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Cfrntinued fnrm page I

Samuel Howies, a member ot the conrnjisMon and an

economics professor, was the only faculty member to speak.

"We (commission members) have come to the conclusion, 1

am sad to say, that this I'niversity does continue to have

money invested in South Africa," he said, adding that he was

"confident the president (of I'Mass) will move swiftly t"

divest" now that the policy violations have ct)me to litjht.

"1 don't want t<j have this I'niversity associated in any wav

with that brutal and racist regime." he said.

About 200 students initially marched to Brand's office,

and many resolved to stay there until they obtained a state-

ment from him, even though he was out of town. Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey met briefly with the gmup. and offered to

discuss the matter outside but was turned dowa He said

trustee approval was needed to meet the studenu'

demands.
During his visit, the office was sealed and remained so for

the rest of the aftemooa People were permitted to leave but

not enter.

Duffey. who called the demand to sell the stocks im-

mediately "unreasonable, " said he himself had been arres-

ted for civil disobedience and that he had "great respect for

those students that decided to pay for the consequences of

their actions
"

But, he said, "I have to preserve this l?niver»ity for the

students who are here to get an education" and all students

arrested will face disciplinary action.

When the office officially closed at 4..io p rn , a cadre of 1 A

police officers ( photo, page 4> marched tu the building and

assisted colleagues already inside with loading often carry

ing the protesters onto a I'Mass bus that was pulled up to

the back door.

About 50 prtJtesters surrounded the vehicle, shouting

"apartheid kills" and "trustees, you know. South Africa

stocks have got to g<j
" The supporters attempted to block

the path of the bus as it pulled away, and a 'iJrd arrest was

made as police pushed the crowd out of the road

The group escorted the bus down the niad to Dukin.^on

Hall parking lot. when gas was discovered leaking from it but

the passengers remained on board.

Officials said arrests were made yesterdav because the

business of the office came to a halt, whereas the sit in in

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson's

(^ice last month permitted operations to go ort

Collegian <,taff mtmbt-r Jam»'> Shanahan atsn vuntnbuU-d

to this report
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call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
5495610

expires 5/15/85
IT T 1 1

SILENCE ME NOT
WOMEN AND
STRUGGLE

CROSS CULTURALLY
All graduate and undergraduate
students are invited to submit

finist)ed pieces for May art s/row.

rhe show will be a multimedium art

ext)ibit on tt)e ttieme of sexism and
women's resistance.

Pieces will only be accepted on May 4th from 12-5

in the Augusta Savage Gallery.

FdrmowimofmaHoncontocf Ran Troinof M.W.Fd 2 30-300) SOMA 422 SUB

Of S4S-0341
'^

^ ,. $pontcK«d by tt»« Potmcol Artist* G*j»d
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Celebrate Southwest Week
with US!!!

BEER SPECIALS
Becks cans $3.95 6 pk.

Moosehead. . . $3.95 6 pk.

Guiness or Harp
$4.35 6 pk.

Schmidts 16 oz. bottles

$8.99 case

Busch suitcase cans

$9.75 case

Miller 12 oz. bottles

$10.95 case

deposit not included

- We carry non-alcoholic beer & wine -

253-5384 338 College St. Amherst

LIQUOR
SPECIALS:

Popov Vodka 1 L. . . $5.99

Gilbey Gin 1 L 6.99

WINE SPECIALS
Folonari Soave 1.5 L
Bandolino 1.5 L $4.29
Valpolicella 1.5 L

Los Hermanos
White Zinfandel

$4.99 1.5 L

UMASS RUGBY PARTY

Changes Changes

TONITE - Thursday May 2nd

Open to the Public - Don't Miss It!

JL BAR
V DRINKS

"Natalia" by L.J. Simone

It'i perfect'

Need we say more?

'^^>*^ma iiii-^*^^^^^

ALL NIGHT
ALL WEEK

Proper ID Required

Changes, Rt. 9, Amherst 256-8284
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/
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/N. Open Sundays
iici^j'il St dmhe'Sl
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at adirondack, we give you

the best value for your money

DEMON TURNTABLE
SPECIAL

DP 35F
Turntable

with

AKG P25
Cartridge

TEAC
CASSETTE
DECKS

At Spectacular Savings!

" TEAC V385

A $234 value *0«f• .•<•

A $525 value

NOW $325 Save $200!

TEAC R555
a $360 vakje

Now $249»s

TEAC Z5000
a $1,000 value

NOW S599»*

DEMO SPEAKER
BLOWOUT
Values to $3000/pr.

MOST PRICED LESS THAN $499.95/pr

Infinity Quantum 5
$710/pr. value

NOW $199«5 p,

EPI 350
$dOO/pr. vakje

EPI 1100
$4Fin/fx. value

No^ «189«»/p^

Celestion 110
$400/Dr. value

NOW $149»6/p.

•T«It ixes and
Walkman Portables

from $9.95

KOSS A3 FM & Cassette

$179.95 va^ NOW 589»5

Four Speaker Power Blaster

^5995 value NOW ^^9^^

SANYO M7770K
Atever before

at this

price!

$14995

iifi^'--

UteraKy hundreds of other incredbk values!

adirondack music
East

Smith symposium will discuss U.S. refugee policy aspects

By DANIEL WHITE
CoUegian Staff

A three-day symposium on aspects of United States

refugee policy begins today at Smith College.

The symposium will bring together 30 experts in this field

for meetings and discussions, according to Peter Rose, the

organizer of the event and a professor of anthropology and

Statistics center helps

students add it all up
By HEATHER HANLON
CoUejfian Correspondent

Students in need of advice on efficient designs for

raaearch projects and proper methods of data collected in

thoM projects can find help in an on-campus service staff-

ed by professional statisticians

The SUtistical Consulting Center is available to

students from the University and Five College area as well

a to outside clients such as businesses.

PnrfcHors Don Geman and Joseph Horowitx of the

mathematics and statistics department founded the center

in 198L The two professors wanted to get involved in a

new project involving sUtistics and both had received calls

asking for help with statistical consulting. They arranged

the center for this purpose with consultants including

faculty form UMass. Snuth, Mount Holyoke. Amherst and

Hampshire College, advanced gnwluate students from

various University departments, and professional staff

from the Umversity CompuUng Center. The services of

the center are available free to the Five College communi

ty. including faculty, staff and students (both graduate

and undergmiuate).

"The Center is largely funded by the Dean of the Facul-

ty of Natural Sdmces and Math We are also funded

through fees for the consultants from outside clients. Our

funds are under $30,000 and maybe even under $20,000.

We are not an expensive project." HorowiU said.

The primary goal of the center is to help individuals or

groups undertaking studies in which data is going to be

collected and analyzed.

Horowitz said, "The purpose of this facility is to support

the research effort at the University, in businsam . and

federal, state, and local govemnwnt."
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sociology at Smith.

The symposium will open tonight with a panel discussion,

"Toward a Sociology of Exile" in the Wright Hall foyer at

4 p.m.

Rose, who has been involved in the refugee issue for five

years, teaches courses on the subject and often encourages

his students to get involved, he said

Tomorrow there will be a discussion on "Refugees in

(llobal Perspective" at 9Ah, in Wright Hall Common Room
followed bv a panel on "Refugees and American Society" at

11: 15 am. At 3 p.m. a session on "Theory and Practice" will

be held in Seelye Hall room 10.

At 9:30 am. a session called "Informing the Educators"

will feature a speech by Kitty Dukakis, a member of the

Massachusetts Governors Advisory Council in Seelye Hall

room 10.

The final session. "Where Do We Go From Here?" will

start at 11:30 am.
All events are free and open to the public.
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Distinguished Visitors Program

OUTSIDE PROPOSALS MEETING

Wed. May 8 7:00 pm CC Room 804

proposals due May 7 at 5:00 pm

Forms can be picked up

and dropped off at

the DVP Office SU 415
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Saturday Clothes
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Open 10-6 Mon-Sat

Thu a Fri 'til 8:30

Sun 12-5

Downtown
Amherst
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Leftist deception

all around us
The most disturbing nrent of the last few

months involves the huge increase in the

rate of leftist deception, both in America and par

ticularly here at the University of Massachusetts. There

are a few issues the activists have concentrated on. such

as South African divestment and nuclear disarmanwnt.

But it is especially angering to see so much calculated

deception being spread by the National SandimsU Libera

tion Front and its Anwhcan sympathizers concerning the

situation in Nicaragua. At UMass. it is obvious that the

local leftists have beconr»e victims of their own advice:

"Don't get fooled again."

Peter Dow

f^iLUNO ^Nl) STIFF ^/r^

One if their favorite arguments is that the SandinisUs are

nice people and enjoy popular support This statement is

accepuble only as long aa you ignore the facta. Many times in

this column examples have appeared of Sandinista disregard

for basic human righu and their use of bmtal

violence, among theae include the treatment of Miakito.

Sumo, and Rama Indiana. It is deplorable that the plight of

theae oppressed Nicaraguan natives is virtually ignored by

many "human rights" organizations and is also downplayed

by leftist propaganda in the I' S.

Many thousands of the Indian population have been for-

ced into "relocation" camps by the SandimaUa .
while

thousands more have fled into Honduras as refugees The

Sandmisus have diamiaaed the systematic relocation of

Indians mto ramps as an attempt to move them out of the war

lone Yet the real reaaon for this movement is to eliminate

assistance to the rebels, since the insurgents enjoy much

popular support \n these northern and eastern sections of the

countrv

Whiie the Sandini.stas tr> to ju.-tifv their relocation pro-

gram, thev cannot explain away their widespread dest roction

of Indian Villages This frequent devastation of Indian crops.

! k .and life are all carried out with the so called

v.. .t .....ve" Ml 24 Hind helicoptors. courtesy of the Soviet

Inioa It is indeed hypocritical for the Sandinistas to claim

that the rebels are committing economic warfare, when the

FSLN forces are using the .-iame tactics against the Indian

and rural non Indian populatioa Due in large part to the

Sandinista oppression, more than fi.OOO Indians have taken

up arms against them, and now fight for control of their

native homeland. There are two Indian resistance groups

currently active in military operations. MI SI RASATA, led

by BrooklNTi Rivera, operates in .Southeastern Nicaragua m
asaociation with ARDE In the central and northern regions

of Nicaragua. MISl RA. led by Steadman Fagoth. works

closely with the FDN Both Indian groups are fighting to

remove the FSLN government domination in the region.

What about the Sandinista claims that the rebels are just

ex national guardsmen who wish to regain powei^ Those who

wish to believe this are merely additional victims of San

diniata propaganda A quick review of the rebel leadership

illustrates the fact that they were opponents of Somoza and

many were Sandinistas in 1979 and before They now

understand that the "revolution" has ignored its promises .

and have organized an armed opposition which . if success

ful, will give the Nicaraguan people the freedoms and right*

they fought for and deserve. In addition, many of the troops

consist of farmers and peasants who are angered at the San

dinista efforts to control their lives and to confiscate their

property, as the FSLN attempts to organize the rural popula-

tion into "collectives" or forces others into relocation

camps.

The Sandinistas also claim that the rebels are "atrocious"

m their treatment of the mral population. These blatant lies,

especially in light of the fact that many of these "atrocities"

can be attributed to the Sandini.stas. The FSLN troops have

recently adopted the tactic of disguising themselves as rebel

troops and raiding villages, mercilessly killing the occupant.s.

One of these squads, under the command of a Sandinista

captain named I.Calderon. attacked a village as a group of

rebels; but their deceptive tactic failed, as the residents dis

covered their true identity. But the Sandinistas released the

untrue story of a rebel attack, and it was subsequently prin-

ted as such in the American media without any questioning of

its validity.

The deceptive practices of the FSLN and its American

sympathizers are especially disturbing since they distort

reality. Bv persuading congress not to fund the democratic

fighters in Nicaragua, the Sandinistas have put America on

the course of troop commitment in Central America The

Reagan administration's program is correct, since its sup-

port for the rebels would have made direct Amencan involv

ment unnces.sary. If America does go to war with the

Communists in Central America, it will not be the fault of

Ronald Reagan; the blame will rest on the shoulders of the

leftist dupes in America who beleived the Sandmista pi<.

paganda and deception p^^^,^ /j„,^. ,,s a Collegian < ulumnist
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Bitburg visit shouldn't be a surprise

What's all this fuss about the esteemed

Ronald Reagan visiting a Nazi war hero

cemetery? I mean this is nothing new for the man

who has spent his entire career in a historical void. It does

not surprise me in the least. What does surprise me is that

R*)nald Reagan has been blundering his whole life long,

and only now does the real impact of it come to light.

Think real hard about the little genrw our fearless leader

has pulled off in recent memory. Remember the line. 'The

bombing begins in five minutes^" How about the one

alxiut trees causing more air pollution than industry? Did

you know that, according to Ronald Reagan, that John F.

Kennedy was a Marxist Reagan also lielieves that the

Nicaraguan contras are the moral equivalent of our foun

ding fathers Somehow. I find it hard to believe that

Thomas Jefferson and John Adams slaughtered inmx-ent

women and children, bombed hospitals and schools-all in

the name of freedom and liberty Our president has openly

stated that he would have vote<l against the 1964 Cinl

Rights Act. And doesn't it make you rest easy at night

when he sUtes, "We have never interfered in the internal

government of a country and have no intention of doing

so. never have had any thought of that kind. " as he did on

Sept. 28. 1982? According to Ronald Reagan, higher tui

tion in colleges and universities would help "to get rid of

undesirables." The list of ridiculous distortions of the

truth, lies, misinformation and blunders is endless. Why.

then, all the hoopla about the visit to Bitburg?

After all, isn't it about time we mend our differences

with our European allies" Reagan. I know it may be a sur

prise to you that we have had diplomatic relations with

West Ciermany for the last 40 years. Why do you try to

justify your visit with another distortion of reality?

I am not going to analyze the reasons why Reagan

should not visit Bithurg.(every human being with a sense

of morality knows why he should not honor a bunch of

murderous criminals who knew no shame in conducting

genocide on an entire continent.) Instead, 1 am writing of

the fact that Reagan has persistently and consistently

blinded the American public with flag-waving patriotism,

while shunning the dispossessed citizens of this country he

r

Douglas L. Landry

•loves" and "cares" for. The Great Communicator has

turned the presidency inU^ a theatrical role, not one of

leadership and initiative. Imagery, reputation and

grandeur are the keys to a successful presidency, so he

thinks. Never mind the minor deUils of housing the

homeless, feeding the hungr>' or clothing the naked. After

all. it is their choice to be that way. right. Ronnie?

And the gullible American public swallows his lies hook,

line and sinker. Reagan is the j^erfect practitioner of the

Hitlerian philosophy of the more a lie is told, the more it

will be believed. He will not. however, get away with this

one. For the first time during his much-too-long tenure

the American public has woken up to find out what kind of

a man Ronalo Reagan really is-a misguided, uninformed,

blundering idiot with no sense of history or shame. What a

thing to say about the leader of the "greatest nation on

earth " But. sadly, it is the truth.

And now. Donald Regan, the chief of staff of the White

House, has informed us that Reagan is deeply hurt, per-

sonally, over this situation. Reagan himself has cried out

that he is being treated unfairly. I'm sorry, but no ounce of

sympathy will be she<l from my soul for Ronald Reagan.

This is the man who completely turned around the Civil

Rights Movement, shunned the p<x)r. disregarded

minorities, lied his way into the While House and now has

offended a vast majority of Americans. Yet. he maintains

that he is correct in honoring dead Nazis. Where is his

morality, his shame, his integrity?

It is about time that the American public wakes up and

sees, once and for all. Ronald Reagan's true self. He has

been showing it for more than 30 years, and most likely

will continue in his ways. Perhaps, if the public continues

to criticize him. he will also wake up from his 76-year-long

dream and realize some of the mistakes he has made, not

the least of which is his visit U) Bitburg. But, then again,

you can't teach an old goat new tricks.

Douglas L. Landry us a UMans student.

Letters to the Editor
A good place for him to start promoting freedom

What is to you "Left wing." to us is the reality under

which we live every day. For example, the waging war in

Nicaragua and El Salvador, which might be a new excite-

ment for you. but is an old issue among us.

Beside the contradiction posed by the young Repub-

licans and other community members. AHORA had a suc-

cessful Latin American Week, one where eafh audience was

exposed to a different kind of "awareness
"

Although AHORA has sponsored political events in the

past, we mainlv cnnrentrwte in raising cultural awareness

about the Latino community. We also do community out-

reach throughout the Pioneer Valley. At the moment, we

are collecting clothing, medicine and housewares to aid the

victims of an earthquake in Chile.

Stephen C. Erickson. if you are really interested in prom-

oting freedom, this may be a good area for you to start.

Linda Velazquez
AHORA president

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed mnd include the writer's address and telephone number, which will not

be published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations and

the volume of mail, we regjet we are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and length.

Candidate for Tip's seat may have trouble with unions

There will be no official announcement for a couple

of weeks, but here at UMass last weekend the first

hat was tossed into what promises to be a crowd-

ed ring, in pursuit of Thomas P. (Tip) CNeill's congres-

sional seat which will be vacated Nov. '86.

The tosser, State Representative Tom Vallely,

D-Boston, said while introducing himself at a political

science symposium, "I will be a candidate for Congress in

1986." A woman in the audience asked, "What district?"

"The 8th," Vallely said, 'Tip O'Neill's district." A third-

term congressnrum from the same state district as Fr.

Robert Drinan and Rep. Barney Frank, Vallely was here

to take part in a symposium sponsored by UMass' political

science department.

A graduate of UMass/Boston and Harvard's Kennedy

School of Government, Vallely is also a veteran of the

Vietnam War. He enlisted in the Marines, was awarded a

Silver Star for valor and was later a prominent member of

Vietnam Veterans Against the War. His foreign pohcy

views have been shaped by his experience.

He argued persuasively for an end to rigid doctrine in

U S. foreign policy, arguing instead for a flexible policy

that considers each country separately. He sounded not at

all out of his league while sitting on a distinguished panel

that included Hendrik Hertzberg. contributing editor of

TKe New Republic and Prof. Guenter Lewy of the UMass

political science department. "The right," Vallely said,

"misunderstands Nicaragua as much as the left

misunderstands El Salvador."

Noting the irony of the differing views of some

academics and veterans. Vallely said, "I am forever in-

debted to Prof. Lewy (who wrote a book on U.S. strategy

in Vietnam) for enlightening me as to what our strategy

was over there. I never knew we had one."

Currently Vallely is involved in a tough fight in the State

House. He is the sponsor of a bill that would do away with

the prevailing wage law. which was enacted in 1914 and

mandates that the state pay the highest regional union

wage to workers on state projects (day lal^-^rers. summer

help and maintenance workers. amon»; ..thers are not in-

cluded).

Labor unions and supporters staunchly oppose the pro-

posed change. "I think it reflects an anti-union dnve.
"

said Harvey Friedman, chairman of the labor studies

department at UMass. The policy that would be enacted if

the bill passes would "lend itself to manipulation by the

Legislative and Executive branches.
'

Other labor supporters voiced long-term concerns about

less money being paid into pension and health and welfare

funds for union workers. If these funds are depleted, more

money might have to l>e paid to workers in years to come

by government, in the form of Medicaid and Social Secun

ty "In the short run you may save money." saul one lalior

lawyer, "but in the long run, for a number of reasons, (the

change) may prove costly."

Vallely supports the change because he believes it would

save the state money and would lower costs for municipal

projects that may be prohibitively expensive. l>ecause of

high prevailing wages.

An interesting question is whether Vallely will be hurt

politically by his disfavor among unions. The 8th District

Andrew M. Paven

has more union-member constituents than does Vallely's

current district, which includes Beacon Hill and the Back

Bay.

"It depends how many other liberals are in the

primary." said one lalwr supporter. "The unions might

hurt him in the primary." said another, "that's where they

can deliver, not in the general election." But one sup-

porter added that the case against the prevailing wage is

easier to make to the public, liecause its benefits are short-

term, whereas the argument for it is more complicated.

Asked if he thought the issue would hurt Vallely. Prof.

Ralph Whitehead, a friend and adviser to Vallely said. "If

Ted (Kennedy) Jr. is in the race, he will be the AFL-CIO's

candidate and he has the resources and name recognition"

to add to his strength

But one olvserver added that if the unions attack Vallely.

they may make him stand out from what promises to be a

crowded field, something he might have difficulty doing on

his own.
. u .u

He is an articulate and charismatic speaker who has the

courage of his convicUons And while it may well l»e that

the fight over prevailing wages is the wrong way U) ap^

proach a real problem. Vallely certainly has more ex

perien. . in life and politics and is a more credible can-

didate that the much ballyhooed Ted Kennedy Jr.

Andrew M Paven u a Collegian columnx»t.

Letters to the Editor
Why must the Genocide constantly be proven?

OtKe again the Armenian Genocide is

denied. A group of Turkish students

described the Genocide in an advertisement

as "alleged" and "contrived." This

outrages me. As an Armenian I strongly

desire to discuss this horrible tragedy and

share my experience with others so we can

all learn. However, once again I have Uj

step back and establish that the Genocide

ever happened. Documentation of the

Genocide is so large I don't know where to

start. But in order to make this more

relative to UMass students. I have chosen a

few quotes from famous Americans.

"...When the Turkish authonties gave

the orders for these deportations, they

were merely giving the death warrant to a

whole race. ..The great massacres and

persecutions of the past seem almost in-

significant when compared to the suffer

ings of the Armenian race in 1915."

-Henry Morgenthau

U.S. Ambassador U) Turkey (1913-1916)

"...the testimony adduced at the hearing

conducted by the subcommittee of the

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations

have clearly established the truth of the

reported massacres and other atrocities

from which the Armenian people have suf-

fered."

-U S Senate Resolution 359 (May M.
1920)

"An estimated one and a half million per-

sons were murdered during the first

genocide of the 20th century, yet even

though the tragedy of history has not been

corrected. Armenians, wherever they are,

continue to maintain their culture and

strong desire for freedom."

—Jimmy Carter

The documentation goes on and on. But

Armenians don't need these formal

records, we know what happened. The

Turkish students in yesterday's advertise-

ment claimed that "in the armed Armenian

resistance to exile, many Turkish and

Armenian people were killed." Don't tell

me that my grandmother who was eight

years old was participating in "armed

resistance" and needed to be "exiled" in

the desert without food or water. And

don't tell me that my grandfather's extend

ed family of 42 needed to be mutilated and

raped in the middle of the night by Turkish

soldiers because they were "conspinng" to

resist. Furthermore, yesterday's advertise

ment tried to paint Armenians as

newcomers in the OtU^man Empire, who

threatened legitimate Turkish sovereignty

in the area. This is ridiculous l)ecau.se

Armenians had been living in those lands

since before the Roman Empire, and hat! a

thriving civilization thousands of years

before Turks even entered that part of the

worid. In ^y ca.se. the Armenian na-

tionalism that did exist (there were a few

ver>' small groups of radicals who never ac

tually Ux)k arms until the massacres

started) did not justify the attempted

systematic extermination of all Armenian

men. women and children.

-People of Turkish descent have no

reason to be ashamed of their heritage. But

they have an obligation to face their

history. Let the truth be known about the

Armenians, so that humanity can learn to

be more humane in the future.

Armen Tamzarian
Southwest

Editor's Note: the ahaiH> letter was en-

dorsed by the foUounng: Marcui BUwk.

Jewish Awareness/Anti-Semitism
Educator, SCERA. Gerry Scoppotuelh,

Student Advocate. SCERA. Debbie Piltch

Director. SCERA. Elaine D. Mosgofian.

Beverly Zeroogian. Albert Abrtnusian.

Aram Kaligian. Talin Tarmarmn and

Matthew Vartanian.

zoe> PiAce»A6NT

%
BUT DON'T VOMC &TvjD\ts SHo^ THE ^^ f^^^^f^ ^Ht ^ml^ Too

'r^\
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Is the 'truth' really the whole truth?

Correction

Tuesday, the Collegian ran a paid

advertisment signed by Turkish

students at UMass, disputing the

Armenian Genocide. There were fac-

tual errors in that advertisement.

First, the advertisement states

that the number of deaths in the

genocide, according to the Arme-

nians, has risen in the past few years.

There was an implication that the

figure had significantly been increas-

ed on posters at UMass in that time.

In fact, for the past three years the

same posters have been used, citing

that 1.5 million Armenians were kill-

ed in the genocide.

The genocide did not take place on-

ly in 1915 as the advertisement

states, but in fact for a period of five

years. However, the year most close-

ly identified with the genocide is

1915.

The advertisement also states that

pictures from the Jewish Holocaust

have been used and incorrectly label-

ed as ones taken of the Armenian

genocide when in fact there do exist

hundreds of photographs taken in

Turkey during the genocide.

The Collegian recognizes that paid

editorial advertisements should be

carefully looked at and checked for

factual errors prior to printing and it

will take action to prevent the ap-

pearance of such ads in the future.

We are writing this letter in re.nponse to the

advertisement submitted bv the "Turkish

Students of UMass" that appeared in Tues

day's CnlU'fiian One and a half million

Armenians died in the geno< ide ordered by

Talaat Bay. the Turkish leader of the Otto

man Empire This is neither "rontrived.

gratuitf)us or fallacious" During WWl. the

Armenians were persecuted on both a politi-

cal and a religious basi.s.

Turkey wanted to gain control of the coun

try of Armenia because it was in a stra-

tegically advantageous position. Turkish

soldiers were ordered to convert Armenians

to the Moslem faith and to kill those who

chose to stand by their Chn.stian faith One

and a half million died as a result.

We get these facts not only from historical

literature but also from those who witnessed

the persecution of their people. Can the

"Turkish Students of UMass" tell Sarah

Ackmajian. one of my grandmothers, who

was six years-old in 1 9 1 5. that she did not see

her 1 .3 brothers and sisters and parents, tor

tured and slaughtered while she hid from the

Turkish .soldiers.

Can the "Turkish Students of UMa.ss" tell

Virginia Koumjian. another one of my
grandmothers, that she was not in an or-

phanage, separated from her family when

fleeing for their lives. After a long search

Virginia was reunited with her familv in the

United .States These are not 'buzz words
"

Our intention here is to tell the real "Truth

Behind the Story " Our intention is not to

attack the Turkish pe<.ple but to inform the

University community that this genocide

actually occurred.

Is the "Truth Behind the Stor> really the

truth? .Since this is r)bviously someone's opi

nion. we feel this article should have ap

peared on the Opinion page rather than (»n a

news page where readers may accept it as

fact. We would like to have addressed the

writer but no name was associated with the

letter Why** If the name was "withheld on

reque.st." fine. Or. is there an individual who
feels s/he can speak for all the "Turkish

Students at UMass."

The Cnllenian and many editors and staff

people have shown a real concern for truth

and awareness. We hope this type of

thoughtlessness does not occur agaia

Laura Koumjian
Donna Dooley
Orchard Hill

Editor's Note: The "Truth Behind the

Story" was a paid editorial aduertisement and

should have been labeled as such It was not

printed on the Opinion page because it was not

submitted to the page

Let's send Dow on a long, long trip

I propose that we send Peter Dow and

his preppy naive attitude to Central

America and let him participate first-hand

in the work force, and perhaps his eyes will

open to the reason why 14 -year-old

children carry rifles amidst the steamy

jungles of oppression. His arrogant

youthful senility only dramatically radiates

the blind resurgence of false "patriotism"

sweeping this country like an ignorant

prairie fire. Shame on you. Peter Dow.

Shame on you, America. Will you ever

wake up? By the way. Dow. when you flee

Central America, remember the U.S.A.

doesn't accept refugees.

Cecil Gray
Sunderland
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Acouple ofhurting lads

:

Tearsforfearsmakeitbig
#'v-

Songs from the Big Chair
Tears for Fears
Polygram Records

By ELIZABETH C LANGLOIS
Collegian SUff

Tears For Fears' (TFF) new album is their

bid for major commercial acceptance. The
Hurting was their sorely neglected first

album, except for the minor hit "Mad
World." College radio loved it, for obvious

reasons Here were two disillusioned guys
expounduig their Januvian values (more on
Janov laterl through the marriage of high

technology (all the keyboard gadgetry that

you can imagine) and. of all things, acoustic

guitar However, as great as that album wa.s,

it still sounded a bit sterile, as if all these

oh8ervations were made at a great distance

through a cold, clinical eve.

So Roland Orzabal and Curt Smith, co-

singers. and the two guys most associated

with TFF (although keyboardist Ian Stanley

.-owrites most of the songs with Orzabal).

-etired to Bath, and tried to rethink their

jath. What followed were a few singles.

'Shout ' which was a biggie m the I'K. but

nasn't been released as a single yet here, and
The Way You Are" which flopped. The
^ank returned to the studio and recorded
«hat they said was turning out to be "The
Hurting Part U."

It's taken them a while, but we now have
"Songs from the Big Chair," recorded in Ian

Stanley's house. "Everybody Wants to Rule
the World" is a smash hit as I speak, and it's

an V body' s guess what the band will release as

their next single. Sides one and two are fairly

equally balanced in terms of "happy" songs
and more upbeat material. Certainly.

'Everybody. " and "The Working Hour" are

joyous in comparison U* "Shout" or previous

efforu like "Watch Me Bleed" or "Suffer the

Childrea" The band has not abandoned
their Janovian fuiation. one listen to "Shout"
with it* lyric, ".Shout, shout, let it all out..."

will convince you of that

One of the basic principles of Arthur

lanov. the onginator of Primal Therapy and
the Primal Scream (remember John Len-
lon''), IS that there should he no repr»

'

amotions. Pain should be felt, am:

STUDENTS! WELCOME
RENT A CAR WITH CASH

STCC
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
WESTERN NEW ENGLAND
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
*N0 MAJOR C.C. REQUIRED
WITH COLLEGE ID.

NEW CARS
Per Day • Any Size Unlimited Mileage

Try Our Weekend Special $50.00 700 mi. Free (pkg)

Passenger & Cargo Vans Available - Also Mini Vans

PAYLESS C AR RENTALS 875 ALBAHYSHAKER no.. Lathin. H.Y (518)783-1384
ISO ••.ton^iid.^spfid.

. SYRACUSE OFFICE (NEAR AIRPORT) (315)455-5821
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Tear8 for Feara are quickly becom-
in(( the new sultans of synth

should know about it as well.

There is a heavier emphasis on the first

side on danceabie rhythms, and a beefmg up
of the "real" mstrumentation used (heavier

chordini; on electric f^uitars. etc. ) which really

propels the songs. "The Working Hour" is a

lovely song with its sensual sax intro, and is

one of the most stunning tracks on the album.

".Mother's Talk" is. however, a rather dull

track with an ordinar> funk beat
Side two is less commercially oriented

than the first side, with a collection of lovely

tunes. From "I Believe" to "Listen," the

band uses synths the way they were meant to

be soaring with extremely melodic fancy -

rwt unlike Kno <>r Bill Nels<in at times, com-
bined with the delicious layering of other

instruments It shows the band to be adept at

creating haunting, atmospheric mood music
which is basically TFF at their best.

For t ht>se of you interested in mvestijcating

the more experimental side of the band, the

import cassette on Polygram might be worth

seeking out It has a live version of "Broken,"

and five almost entirely instrumental tracks

complete with found voral-s and strange

-iMintls. It might he of interest to the alterna-

tive radio audience wh<» are tired of hearing

TFF's recent success on the right side of the

r^diodial. I should warn, however, that while

the material is okay, in comparison to other

artists who deal exclusivelv in this genre of

music, it's a bit ordinary.

!)ont expect "The Hurting Pari 11

pi< f the unexpected.

CONGRATULATIONS
COLLEGE SENIORS!
You will soon be entering the

Business & Professional World, and

we have a Special Credit Offer,

just for you!

• If yiui have secured a pt>sitK>n after graduation, we will

issue you a MasterC ard or \'ISA C ard with an initial

i redit line of $500

• If vou have not airtaJy stiuitil t niplnynu nl, vvi vmsuIJ

like to have yini complete an application We will reserve

\our Credit Card until you notify us of your

employment

Tv> apply fi>r your BayBanks MasterCard or \ IbA <-

lUst ct>mplete and rrturn the coupon h !»n\

,11 J

Please return this ioup«>n to the BayBanks C onsumei C redit

Ovision, BavB.ink Tower. 1500 Main Street. SprinRfield. MA
01115

I im interested in applying for a BayBanks Masti •

'

i

\ l*-.^ C^rd pi*'."."' scniJ nil .in .ippiii .ifiiin

\,ime.

XA.ir,,^>-

t yi Tiwvn /.p.

( ..II.'

it'pnont • \.-

BafBanks

0^ UMASS
%^ CREDIT UNION
AVOID LONG LINES

NEXT FALL

Keep your account Open!

At the Student Credit Union you can keep

your account open over the summer at no

extra cost and avoid those long lines of

people waiting to open accounts in September.

All that is required is a minimum balance

of only $5.00 for savings accounts and only

$25.00 for share drafts (checking) accounts.

Spend your time enjoying the warm September

weather, not waiting in lines.

Student Union Bldg. 545-2800

Member NCUA

mil(lllIlllMi!llli!M!lll@l@B@

Campus Center

Catering

ATTENTION

Undergraduates

Campus Center

Catering

is now hiring

experienced

Waitpersons

Hours available 10-3

Applications available

m on the 10th floor

Campus Center
(@IlllIlieeiMlIlIU®MlllIlIllHIlMS!HSina

]

21 Pleftsant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek • Fuji - Univefs • Campagrnolo

Santour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

1984 Models on sale

T/ES WE'RE PROUD OF
Converse Pony Puma

DagtonllnB
POLYESTER
TIRES

ALL SEASON
RADIAL TIRES

iffi\\.
r- Yr\lf B'."

G7a It

uoo
it 00

44 00

^.•,'\V,

* ' . A • •• .*.

»li«SORil 4300

KK'.mmit MOO
n»* H *I4 *300

STEEL
RADIAL TIRES

pm •OWl 1

PIS« MWI )

Pl«» )*»14

40 OC

M 00

t»00

^^-& >\^ -^ >\^
C,>\^ c,^c,^\v 10* Additional OtI

A'tf' I-u't ^rf%*

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Mieh0Un Ttr»a Also Spocially Rrie»d

NorthAmherst Tire
VISA & Auto Center
MC Full Servtce Tire Store
. w 78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watrobas Store

DAYTON 549-4704

pumnijm\ QconvERsc
*

Puma^ joggers
Men's & women's sizes

CorTver$e<^ Joggers
Men's & women's sizes.

Pony? Joggers
Men's & women's sizes.

rj

&' %
\ >

^y
a r*

\- r ./r

Now^?.
Reg ^21 99 to ^22 99

Put quality at your feet Lace up a pair of brandname
nylon and suede joggers: then get set to meet the competition, comfortably.

^^ ^

j IM? thnVeon competition, o
•^^'z r \ »Hflmp$hlreMaH.Rte.9, Hadley. (^ ^^^

<^^ /

I.

V'Ou r
J

BENEFIT

Reggae Dance

and Concert
starring the

NEW LIONS
REGGAE BAND

from Boston, Mass. and

SCOTTY DREAD
of WMUA-FM Radio

SAT., MAY 4. 1985 from 8 pm - 1 am
Student Union Ballroom, UMass

Student admission »3.00 General public
«f

"j|»|°" «;«»

procMd. to b.n.flt *• FORUM 88 lnt6rn.tlonal Woin»n E».nt

BUY NOW.
ARTCARVEDS ONLYSALE

THISTERM.

EVERY RINGON SALE!

M Ift •*>< III* IIIIINi. «'"" 1 • V( llilWN"

May 1 - 3 ,,^, _J.DATE
10 - 4 pm .PLACE _»

r.-^ UNIVERSITY
A'iSTORE^

I'HH A.II ..^..M UN. '•">». I840H A 3
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EVERYTHING BICYCLES!

\l^&on SiBorts SPRING SALE
HVilLSmEfi
* Chromoly 3 main tubes

* OB chromoly bar/9t«m unit

* Oia Cornp* 980 cantilavart

* SunTour AG Tach daraillaurs

* Sugino GT 46/36/26 X 175mm
* XC typa padala

* Araya 7X aluminum rimt. chrome
apokas

it Salla Royal anatomic aaat

* Comp 3 typa skinwalls

uLLkd-iil-i^

IHkhiUm SfMM'ts

Reg. 330" Now 279'

tions & sp«'cials available now at:

AMNCRST . IE Pteasant Street 549-6904

NOirTNAINrTON • 15 Stale Si 584-1016

CMCCMnCLO • MohaMti Mail 773-SS72

NMftlMTtan ill

iHttal tS«l«i
[Mir«k«iaiiM*ta«

Ash about ovr New Owaranleea Lowetl Pricing en Parts and Aceeseeri

4r
presents

Pajama Slave Dancers
with, from Boston

The Turbines
and UMass' own

Don't Ask
8:30

Saturday
Blue Wall

Brand new vinyl
Why Are All the Good People Going Crazy

The Outnumbered
Homestead Records

By ELIZABKTH C LANGLOIS
Collegian Staff

The Outnumbered are a really fine band who come from a

part of the country which doesn't seem to breed many great

bands We've had the Shoes from Zion. Illinois, and now we

have the Outnumbered who hail from the same place as (dare

I say it? retch, retch!) REO Speedwagon. whtch is Cham-

paign. Illinois. Geographical location is the only thing that

they have in common with the aforementioned band.

The songs on the album deal with the usual themes - love,

depression, war and comments about bourgeois society.

However, the Ivrics aren't silly, and carry some weight The

band's onlv psvchedelic track, "Cover Me With Flowers."

deals with violence, and is a peace protest of sorts as it«

author says. "But Fm not gonna take up arms. ..Just cover me

with flowers."

The band boasts three songwriters, most notably gui-

tarists Jon Oinoli and bassist Paul Budia Some especiaUy

striking songs are "You need a Babysitter." and "Sit With

Me in the Dark. " And building its intensity on minor chords

is "Don't You Feel If " Unlike some pop bands, these guys

are not writmg happy lyrics and coupling them with upbeat

music. The aforementioned track builds to a white noise wall

of gxiitar before cascading back to the central hook. However,

more often than not, the songs are m major keys and the high

harmonies are infectious, as in the very nice "Back to

Square One."

If you want to hear more of their album, listen to your local

radio sUtion(s) Or better yet, go out and buy it It's a real

BteaL

Fine Arts Centei:
Concert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

LdWENBRAU
Presents

THE
MAXIMUM

FORCE
-N OF
\ THE
FUTURE

s\^'
,6©

ov^
;^av

Roberta
Flack

SATURDAY. MAY 11. 8fM
TlCKaS: $15, $13, $11

Five College Students HaifPnce Tickets available at Fme Arts r^
Center Box 0»ice. SprmgfieicJ C'Vic Center and OATATix Outie's

Csll 14131 545 251 1 or 1-800 243-4*42

MAD MAX
Thursday, May 2

6,8, lOpnfi $1.00

[ere^ togood friends.

ARTS
live iirire

byPeter Wissoker

No catchy lead this week. There have been

some really good concerts in the area m the

past couple of weeks. The Coyote .Sisters

were good as was Santana Tonight there is a

plethora (a whole bunch) of concerts at all

your favorite venues. And so off we go. .

At the Calvin Theatre Canadian singer/

songwriter Bruce Cockburn will be playing

one show His last visit to the valley was

remarkable, by all accounts, but who needs

extraneous platitudea

Linda Tillery will bring some of her socially

supportive music to Pearl Street tonight

Formerly lead singer of the San Francisco

Sing *n * the blues
By JACK BRESNAHAN
"ollegian Staff

The Robert Cray Band took me by surprise on Monday

night.

1 felt that I was hearing someone who is going to be very

big in the next few years. That is not to say he hasn't

already made it fairly big. Only 31. Cray has three album.s

U) his credit, and has played with the likes of Muddy

Waters. Albert Collins, George Thorogood. and even Joan

Armatrading and the Grateful HeaA. His stKXwaful int«r

naticMial tours and festival dates leave him presently un

paralMed. His melodious voice is his signature, and the

understated blues are his song. His guitar playing reflects

the styles of Magic Sam and T Bone Walker, while he

adapts the songs of a host of blues greats.

The second set started with "Porchlighf and "The Last

Time." from their latest album Bad lnf\wmre Next came

"Chicken Shack" which featured Peter Boe on keyl>oards.

as well as the title cut. Also came the first of a jMur of

AUiert King songs, "Natural Ball. ' and Eddy Floyd's

"(iot To Make A Comeback." Albert King named his

latest album after Cray's song "Phone Booth. "
which we

als<» got to hear (...I'm m a phone booth baby. bdA I'm

'ikT in the rain.") They finished the set with a

. lown version of Albert Collin's "Don't Lose Your

Cool."

The final segment began with "I'll Pay For It Now.

which filled the dance floor at the onset. That was follow

ed by the bouncy "That Ain't The Way You Do It.
"
and

Elmore James' "No Love In My Heart." with Robert do-

ing without the slide but getUng the same effect. That

s^jng is even on the jukebox at Hugo's. A slow number by

William Bell came next. "Show What You Got." and then

U) ( 'lowdown and dirty on this one") soulful "False Ac

cusations." Also covered were "Don't Let My Baby

Ride." and Eddie Boyd's classic "Blues With A Feeling."

which owed a lot to the rhythm section.

Enconng with a tune called "I Got Loaded" by Little

Bob and The Lollipops, circa 1952, the band showed the in-

fluence of these earlier blues musicians Robert Cray will

be a carrier of the blues tradition into the future, as well as

further expanding the blues idiom.

band, Loading Zone. Tillery has synthesized

her political views and appareniK )> her own
woman n(»w. and the rage as well

Guitarist m the ephemeral sense. Pierre

Bensusan. will be at the Iron Horse tonight

Apparently this weaver of fine rhythms and

melodies has added some interesting boxes

to his presentation so this solo performance

will be able to echo and ring as well as sing.

Just kidding, this man should be at the top of

the Windham Hill charts even if he isn't on

that label

Both today and tomorrow there will be

bands playing on the pyramids m Southwest

fn)m2 6 pm Friday night Circle will be at the

Hatch for free. Oh yes. Warren Zevon will

stagger around the stage at Toad's Place in

New Haven tonight

On Saturday, the BMCP Allstars will he

out with Breakdanters at the Pyramids from

2-6 pm. It should be fun to see them breaking

on the steps of the pyramids: some kind of

Busby- Berklev affair, breakers in three

dimensional pyramidal form. Let's hope all

goes well The Firm will be at the Hartford

Civic Center on Saturday as well. I wonder if

Jimmy Page has learned any new guiUr solos

since the record was released? Good luck to

all who go.

Sunday is. of course, the Southwest Con-

cert with Otis Day and the Knights, Giris

Night Out and Nexus (Night). After the con

cert 18 over you might head to Pearl Street to

see San Franciscans, The Dynatones, who

are sort of a mellow version of the Blasters.

Also on Sunday night Nana Vasconcelos

will be playing at the Iron Horse. Vascon

celos has played with Pat Met heny. Jean Luc

Ponty and tUhers For those who saw the A!

Dimeiola show he is an equal of Aierto He

will be playing a solo show He's been getting

really good reviews in the Times and the

Village Voice.

Monday night County Jt>e of Fish fame will

be at the Iron Horse He's reputed not to he

burned out and to take requesu.

Finally Los .laivas one of Latin Americas

leading bands will be at Pearl Street on

Wednesday
Tniui Question I^st weeks answer was

Oberiin and the pnze was a ticket to Tower of

Power. This week's pnxe is two tickets to see

the Dynatones at Pearl Street The Dyna

Otis Day will entertain the

Southweat concert crowd thia Sun-

tones are an R&B group, so. what RAB singer

wrt)te the song Respect? Easy enough. Bnng

your answer with your name and phone num-

ber down to the Arts desk along with the lime

you brought it down.

Lifeline Institute
presents

LESBIAN SEX
(The Tyranny of

Orgasm)
.Author Joann Loulan

'will l>e speaking on
• this topic Wed. May
1 8, 7 PM People's

Institute, Gothic St.,

N'ton. $2-5 call

Lifeline for more info

if necessary.

Avant -garde tete-a-tete-a tete: Scoti Veriaaimo.

David Spencer and Mark Burridf^e in Handke's

The Ride /4froaa Lake Constanre which premierea

at 8 p.m. tonight in Rand Theater. For ticket in-

formation call 545-2511.

Santana soars
Santana
At the Fine Arta Center

Tueaday. April 30

By WILLIAM SPAIN
C^illegian Staff

For the second time in three years, Santana aune to

UMaas to perform for an enthusiastic capacity crowd. As

one of the best and most well known 1960s era bands still

around, they were preceded by high expectations from

many in this community

They did not disappoint In a two arvl a half hour Fine

Arts Center show marked by soaring instrumentals, they

delivered a mixture of old aivd new tunes that should have

Ifttiaried even the moat (kmanding Santana fan.

The major difference between Tuesday night and a 1982

concert at the Cage was the return of Greg Walker, one of

the lead singers Fmm his harmonious chanting on the

opening songs 'Brotherh<j<xl' and "Spirit" to his

thundering leads on "Open InviUtion " and "She's Not

There ", he has shown once again that his is the voice that

best complements the music. He was sorely missed.

Carlos .Santarui has put his name to a group that has one

of the best rapports of any I have ever seen and heard. His

guitar work is perfect in the way that it comes and goes

dunr^ a piece, cutting in nrw>re often to emphasiw than to

eclipse. When he throws his head back th^mgh, don't even

bother trying to listen U) the other guys. The sound

becomes his (and yours) alone He is one of the few people

who can speak of love, of temiemess, ami of beauty

without ever saying a word.

This IS the trademark of much of their best nuiterial. Un-

fortunately, many of the songs on the laat few Santana

albums have a kind of Move-you-so-much-please-come-sit-

beside me quality U) the lyrics that would take away from

the melodies if they were not so good without them.

There is something about Santana that absorlie and

draws the listener in like no othere band does. They have a

way of making one feel like the music is all that really

counts in this life. I kept my eyes cKwed during most of the

show because I worried that visual images would only in-

terrupt the sensation. It was a pleasure to be there.

SS>!»Ji<?<iS!P5=W«5i!«!i^ ir^.rftr,.'^^,^^

Studying?

*'TAKE A
BEEF-BREAK'*

Now's
the time
to call...

111.//

HOT
u ROAST BEEF
iSANDWlCHES

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Exp>ert Repairs &
Recooditioriing

WASHINGTON
INTERNSHIPS
Summer 1985

253 Tcne

50 MAIM ST AMHERST,'.'^

I
LATE - NIGHT . COUPON

|

>«
•

^^*
!

1^
I regular roast beef sandwich I

^
I between 1 1 pm - 2 am

j

^ j
one coupon per order

j

i expires May 15, 1985
j
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OXFORD SUMMER StMCSTER
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Jsnat KoHak. J Dif*c«or.
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•BROTHER' IS

JOHN SAYLES'
BEST FILM YET.

—(arrir Rickey. HoMon Herald

" •••iJr. Original

and audacious.''
—Hftitvr KK«Tt. ( hHa|(f) Sun-Timrx

"•••t^. Hilarious."
—William VMf. Gannett New^ Service*

" Very funny, very

Wise.'^-<»«ne Si«kd. M The >1ovie»

" Real Voltage."
—Prtrr Traver*.

Peopir

WiBROWiR
mOM MOTHtKHMit

anewf/fmbyJohnSayfei
(or,,. -iM

{'jfj^f..fffj
I nfto*^ ii«irf«j|.«f«j' > i»m nt ^- arte *. l^f f
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Date:

Thursday

May 2nd

Time:

5:00 $1.50

I?,
9, 11- $2.00

Place: SUB

Sponsored

by:

if it Scera if ir

Student
Center for

Educationel
Research

& Advocacy
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Tf^\
FISHER STEREO SYSTEMS T AM/FM RECEIVERS

S4¥i

FISHER^ DOUBLE CASSEHE

AM/FM STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM
bo.lT** scm. automatc turntable am»m S'f«fO tonem

So^f CASSfTU RCCOMOfn WITH A 5 BAND GRAPhK: EOUAU/

rO|yMyjRAgyAT£^____ .1

'fSO

SA¥e
'too

FISHER 50 WAH DOUBLE

CASSEHE RACK MUSIC SYSTEM

$3999
99 Technics 35 WATT RECEIVER

AKAIRI 22 Witt Receiver <m60) 89"

PIONEER 202 25 Witt Receiver cibO) 89*'

scon 319 25 Witt Receiver cieo 99**

PIONEER 303 45 Witt Receiver (•220) 109''

TECHNICS 150 25 Witt DititiiReceiverr

SCOTT 349 45 Witt Receiver ('225)1 24*'

TECHNICS 251 40 Watt Di{ital Receiverr

AKAI A25 32 Witt Diptil Receiver (^260 1
49''

scon 350 50 Watt Receiver

TECHNICS 450 50 Watt Digital

AKAI A35 48 Watt Digital Receiver

scon 359 45 Watt Digital With

Buitt-in Graphic Equilizer

AKAI A45 65 Watt Digital Receiver

;VC RX80 80 Watt Digital Receiver

With Built-in Graphic Equalizer

199

» S'

flf (- A •

AM > V <« STATKM MK
MA'iCMLTORIVf

t CASSltTf

(•300) 169"

(•350) 199"

(•350) 199"

(•360) 249"

,.450) 249"

•600) 299"

CASSEHE RECORDERS

FREE—FREE
CAR STEREO INSTALLATION

WITH PURCHASE IN DASH
CASSETTE A SPEAKERS

TUR^iTABLES
SA¥i

Technics LINEAR TRACKING
39"
59"
59"

AKAI Stmi-Auto BtU Drive (••O)

AKAI Simi-Auto Dirtvt Drive (Mao
TECHNIC BD 1 Belt Drive (•120

PANASONIC SLN5 Btit Drive With Macnetic

Cartridge d'O) 69"

PIONEER 50 Automatic Direct Drive .... (•200) 99"

TECHNICS B350 Automatic Belt Drive .
. cieo) 89"

TECHNICS 0350 Automatic Direct Drive . caio) 109"

TECHNICS SL3 DC Jem Unit TfKkiitTifitiWt caso) 129"

PIONEER PL44 Turntable In A Drav^er Wit!)

Magnetic Cartridge caw) ^9"
LUXMAN PX99 Semi-Auto Direct Drive . . (•aao 159"

LUXMAN PX-101 Fully Automatic Linear

Tracking Turntable {•400) 279»

SS¥i

$6999

fSSSl DOLBY B&C CASSETTE

TECHNICS B-12 Dolby B Cassette cuo) 89"

TECHNICS B-18 Dolby B-C DBX Cassette (•220) 119"

PIONEER CT40 2 Motor Dolby B&C

Cassette (•26O) 159"

LUXMAN 210 Dolby B&C Cassette (•250) 179"

TECHNICS B48 Auto Reverse Dolby B^

&DBX Cassette (•28O) 199"

TECHNICS Btl Double High Speed

Dubbing Cassette With Dolby (•220) 169"

LUXMAN KX100 Dolby B&C Cassette caoo) 299"

LUXMAN KX100 Dolby B&C Cassette . . csoo) 349"

AKAI F95 3 Head • 3 Motor • Computer

Tuning Dolby Cassette (»9oo) 499"

1 Thursday, May 2, 1985
Thursday. May 2. 1985_

'too

Panasonic Function Remote

VHS VIDEO RECORDER
JVC T120 Video Tapes <•) **'

EMERSON 801 VIDEO RECORDER (MOO) 299"

EMERSON 950 4 HEAD VIDEO RECORDER ctoo) 449"

EMERSON 700 PORTABLE VIDEO

RECORDER (•oo) 499"

QUASAR Color Vidio CMtras With

8 to 1 Zoom (••<><» *99

PANASONIC 1525 . 4 HEAD VCR CTOO) 549"

HITACHI V3P PORTABLE VIDEO ,^.
RECORDER (*•<><» ^fS**

PANASONIC 1530 4 HEAD DOLBY (••oo) 599"

PANASONIC 1430 VHS HI Fl

STEREO VCR (••*0) 649"

PANASONIC 1630 4 HEAD DOLBY

STEREO VIDEO RECORDER (••oo) 649"

PANASONIC 450 2 2 LB. AUTO FOCUS

COLOR VIDEO CAMERAS (••oo) 599"

PANASONIC 558 AUTO FOCUS -6 to 1

BOOM COLOR VIDEO CAMERA (••oo) 649"

FISHER 730 4 HEAD STEREO DOLBY

CABLE READY VIDEO RECORDER ..cnoo) 649"

PANASONIC 958 -7 LUX. 8 to 1 ZOOM

2 3 INCH COLOR VIDEO CAMERAS WITH

CAMERA ciiso) 899"

OLYMPUS 106 - STEREO HiFi PORTABLE VIDEO

RECORDER WITH 4 HEADS cisoo) 1 199"

»^^*

Panasonic 4 HEAD PORTABLE

STEREO VIDEO RECORDER
TECN 4 VIDEO N(«D STSICM (IKCS JITTEI FIEE tNO HOlS!

f lEE %m\h EFFECTS OI(l«tlM«ICH FiElO STIUm »«i

18lE SPEED SLOW MOTIQH DOlBt STEIEQ lECOIOM K
FUNCTIO*) WIIEIESS lEMOU 171 CMNNEl CUBIEIEADT

OUAITZ TUNEI 7 WEEI I OI06UMTUNEI TIMEI

SAl^i 200

899^^

l^w^

COLOR TELEVISION

Panasonic

13" COLOR TV

SMe 'too

$19999
ADMIRAL 19" COLOR TV

PANASONIC 19"

SONY 13" TRINITRON COLOR TV

RCA 19" WIRELESS REMOTE COLOR TV

SONY 13" TRINITON WIRELESS REMOVE

S0NYI9"TRINIIR0NC0LDRTV

SONY 19" WIRELESS REMOTE TRINITRON COLOR TV

RCA 25" COLOR CONSOLE TV

.RCA 25" COLOR TRACK TABLE MODEL

($300)

($370)

($370)

($430)

($460)

($470)

($500)

($650)

. ($700)

rrhe Sound Compan
I^B SPRINGFIELD SPRINGFIELD CHICOPEE

*
AMHERST

219"
259"
299"
339"
349"
369"
399"
499"
499'^

SPRINGFIELD
Boston Rd. Marshall'* Plata

782-7082
llMi.TiM.-We4. 114 P.M. THUR.FRI. 11-9 P.M

SPRINGFIELD
477 Sumnot Avo. (at tho X)

736-3826
Thurs. A FrI. Till 9 P.M.

CHICOPEE
Fairfiold Mall noar Caldors

993-5330
M-W til 5:30, Th4P til 8 P.M., tun. 12-9 P.M.

AMHERST
201 N. Ploasant Stroot

256-0744
M*W*d til 9:)0 Thurt. 4 Pri. ill I P.M.

DOONESBURY By Garry Tnideau

OKAj\t\/tJf-^ONe'Tht

PK^t^m'^ lAtb for

ropfff^M^rm. so

FOROUt^

''en
^^^

'ARU' T^iAlBOThJhuj^AsP

eefiMANsapiBJia

lAi^eevicvMsof

t ':^^^^

Hf TO JEi-LHiM THAT BVBN TWU^

J'i'A/AR ¥AKyOF^HeJR.Off!Cl^
/"^ i/ue^ siMPu. vtaiM^ TOO

l^^^ IHAT^'T
^i fOR. TDPA'i.

iColk' vIian n

WEATHER

Cloudy today with a chfm of rain north,

and rain likely south? during the after

noon, continuing tonight and Friday mor-

ning. Gradual clearing Fnday afternoon.

Highs Thursday in the 50s. lows Thursday

nij5»t in the 40s and highs Friday 55 to 60.

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

^'r^ i.orry Vve

GORDY
By Gordo

I ^8f HA /4A, C MOt^l

(^ /A/, StG> iSUYf *

THAKIK&OD ,

Rats

Pan Vovj have to oo ,^~k)o excise 5, mn.^i
TO THIS PARrV/j^^rfN^fV£RVO'^e U^"-*- 8€-

By Congo

HOWS THAT
tAkC Home
6XAM GoiNiG

The Freaker Patrol

CocA-Coeft

TOOftY THAT

/JCTl/AccV

For/^ULA .

MENU

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Spinach Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burger

Spinach Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Chicken Hawaiian with Hoomalimali Sauce

Sausage Gnnder

BASICS DINNER
Garden Medley Casserole

Chicken Hawaiian with Hoomalimali Sauce

asafcav4i-4» u b n c=

You are the news -

Be a part of it...

Come join N.E. largest college daily

Recruitment
for news reporters & refreshments at

7 p.m. Mon. May 6 in the newsroom
or come see Laura Yee

Staff and correspondents- you haven't

been forgotten-come get an assignment

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACMOSS
• f ••' •n««i''

6 Com«» 10 ea'th

11 OOtainad
14 Slop '" f'trict

15 G«fman pr««i

(Mn< 191»?%
16 pro nob'S

\T Soo'ceo'
goiOC'i oM]i«S

19 Smitey »

C'«aior

20 C«»soMary s

relative

21 Designer

Simpson
22 Bi»me :•<

»

Stale AM)r

23 Farrne' s place

24 Agile

2'i Scoutjperto'Ti

good ones

26 Egyptan queen

oi me gods

28 Relative o'tfe

gull

29 Levels

32 Pleasure see-

ing 'eiTiaies

tr Sii^*orm

V^ No'fnao'
Moi'a

B-jrdeau'

Hesuil o' na"i

manual latxj'

( diird h> I ru

DOWN
1 Fiiiedto

lepieiiu''

2 Part o' P *^

3 Syninelic

mateciai

4 Fend oil

5 Airport at>t>r

6 Piumtiing parts

r Wore
competent

8 Ne'»ouS -

9 AngulS^ "
Dundee

10 Penoi a kind

11 Plant with

yellow Hower

s

12 (Mountain

rtympn

13 Armored
venicies

18 Cartoonist

Thomas
i2 SanFiiippo

de—
2f) Student s goai

27 Ciass't»

28 Boat chain

29 Family roon

tor short

Ifi Pa'seg' '

idr Michel Jaffr

31 Gia">'' <•
gray '^t'*

'

U City o' ^'apua

Ne* Guinea

34 Like some
•eediiiiiefs

3!) Emulate
Ananias

36 Ind.an weigh!

39 Tool shed

42 Morne o* song

44 Embassy
personnel

47 Beig opera

48 Teasdaiect al

n V amiiy oi lions

-, Scrap »*•
apace shot

!)i Region oi Asia

IMinor

53 Lendl •! al

54 alMoad
','-, British

prir«cess«t al

S7 Islands o'l

Gaiway
60 Yankee

Doodle
61 MapaMw

ANSWFR TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

uu unuuu oyu
uuu yuaua

411

41
S/2/8S

n f> i'-

1

Grenoble

16 R "lefl —
48 En' usted

V) Japa.-^se

aborigine

. I oiiab'igida

'A Insh

e«ciamation

57 Seething

Se Swan oi

Sh ikespeare

59 E'

M' roccan
mountains

60 Certain bame'
62 Upset

63 West Side

Story role

64 Pluperfect

'or one
65 Masculine

66 Conductor
Oorati

67 Letters

' } "l 1
•

1
• T i « • 11 1? IJ

•' "] III

1

'• i»

>0

1
?' 7!

n 74 I
?•

Lr-T"i^H !.

n 10 V J
i; 11 1) » M

r III ri7 <0

1- 17 W^f, H^^^Bit OJ-MH
4* I VI M

1
M i) s< il

M ••• it

i
SI

1

M ti

t? sr

1
M

iS •4 "

( nes I « *«« TMHi «i I xmii snmi
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iThursday, May2. 1985

L'nivcrsitv of Mtissiuhusctts ul Amherst

Commencement 1985

All Cdiididates

There is no Commencement rehearsal for degree

candidates Candidates should assemble by schcxil

college at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium no laftr

than 9 am graduation morning May 25, 1985

Signs will be posted indicating schools, and Com
mencement Marshals will issue specific instructions

and distribute programs Upon signal, candidates

will follow the Commencement Marshals to the as

signed areas and be seated.

Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college Diplomas will be

mailed when all prtxressmg has been completed

Please be sure the Registrar has your correct perma

nent address

Who is Eligible to Participate?

Undergraduate degree candidates who anticipate com-

pleting degree requirements by the end of the calen

dar year 1985 Questions concerning academic stat

us should be directed to the Records Office 213

Whitmore 545 0555

Master degree candidates who have previously sub-

mitted the Degree Application Form by April 30.

1985 to the Office of Degree F-

the intention to complete all r<
,

tions concerning eligibility should be directed

Office of Graduate Degree Requiremtnts P

A249 U'derle Graduate Rese.ir* h ('« tn< i

10:00 a.m., Satuniav, May 25

Faculty

Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOl'TH

end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facili-

ties Building and the stadium wall Faculty will be

part of the processional and will be seated immedi

dtely in front of the candidates from each s( ho<il

and college

Parents and ln\iled Guests Plan lo XiiiNe Larlv

— Space is Limited

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the

pub! I'ing is without reservation par

ents ,. ^ild plan lo arrive early to ensur.

good seating

Handicapped Seating

Viewing area for 'he handicapped will be located oi

tH.ih ' ' * idium on the eastern and \'-'

ern v • seating is limited it is

quested that only on. avcompans' fhe hundt

capped guest

Invitalitins

There is no liinn u. tin tminber of guests who may

attend the ceremony and k:ckets are not required

l-.K h siml.iii will rrnive a pac^ -malinvi

tdtions

Caps. Gowns, and HixkIs
; 1

.mpleted all

.985 Questions
DiKloral degree candidi.if>'^ whs

degree requiremen

con

ficc ;

Lederle Gradu .irch Center 5450024

able at no 1

1

SchcduU- of I N.onls

StDckbridgc Cuinincno '

ROTC Commissioning

1985C«immenccmen! Cert

Diitr

<» am

in

Recap: Commencement 85 is on Satiirdav. A^'^ -^^ lUa.m. Hain or Shine.

Stadiufii Plan

10 ^ 20

19

D
WhrrI

Wn( Sl*nd«

[ Fa. uii> ] I
f*.»li^ "]

\
I* Mil. ] [ fa.u»^ 1

St trtu rs

1 hH t.tfaU

Arl\fc

Sctrmr*
M)M

MHMri«

18

D

I- r.k-^t'i ''K TTTS
S.»lur4l

Anil k
Scirntr*

Ki>k:if^( •nn^

I KilinaiK'n
J

I
Halt*. "]

I'hvM. al

16

15

14

13

12

II

IC«p k Gown
lOislnbutiofi

Public Tel«phonf

Rr^lrooms

RuiMing'

Mrdical

AMistantr

RrMTiicim*

On Commencement Day May 25 caps gowns, and

tassels may be obtained after 8 a m at fh. ^Ot 'TH

WEST corner of Alumni Stadium

Doctoral Degree Candidates

Doctoral caps gowns tassels hinnis and invitiiii.-ns

will be available only at the Office of Graduate De

gree Requirements, Room A249 Lederle Graduate

Research Center April 29 May 24 Monday through

Friday 8 30 am through 5 p m upt>n clearance by

the Office of Degree Requirements On Commence

ment Day caps, gowns * '
' ' <ls may be

.htained after 9 am at n F end of

ie stadium |on the gravel area)

IXKtoral candidates who plan \o p.HtKi(MU m ihe

Commencement ceremony must have a h<H>d Each

candidate s name will be announced over the stadi

in sound system and two ..f f the University

..ill drape the hixxl on the i.. > s shoulders

Doctoral h»x>ds can be purchased only at the Office

of Graduate Degree Requirements A249 Lederle

Graduate Research Center at a cost of $,«) (Five

College Doctoral Ho<xls will be available at $42 95 )

DiKtoral hiHHls may be rented through the I'nivrrsi

tv '^lor.- .if d tost of $1(1

Rentals
AcademiL _, ,

ar $ University Com
mencement may he rented through the University

'
' ii e their

rooR
DER IS FRIDAY MAY tient must be made

• Is if

be

ibtml rentaU i

,\iioniii'

rfiiilv Kvikcd t

)nfereii

i>t r(M>ms

ttHtd Services

Coffee Ml! trink^ and rfnnuts will he available at

rotunda^ e stadi';

North

Comniencemenl Ceremon\ Schedule

M .1 III Robing ncemeni
i

;»o

M:10 ,1 in

10 a.m.

.r.uluates

Procession starts

12 niM»n C"rr< itiony iiuls

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extremely limited. Vehi-

ilfs will he directed to several ! - lots IcKaled

nearby and shuttle buses will
}

iransportation

to the stadium. Buses will return to the lots immedi-

ately following the ceremony.

Traffic Assistance
To aid the traffic flow at Commencement radio sta-

tion WTTT AM 11430) will broadcast traffic rept^rts

throughout the morning. Please tune in as you ap-

proach Amherst for the best route to the ceremony.

General Information
Medical facilities will he located in the Facilities

Building at the s<iuth end of the stadium

Public telephones will be located on the west side of

the Facilities Building.

Restrooms are located at both ends of the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will

he located on btith sides of the stadium on eastern

and western walkways

For additional information, contact the Office of

University Relations .390 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Please remember alcohol is not permitted in the
stadium.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site The ceremony will

he held outside regardless of the weather. The cere-

mony will he delayed a maximum of two hours in

the event of heavy rain, and if that decision is made
it will he announced on local radio stations that

morning

Thursday. May 2. 1985

,
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Starters rest, so do bats, Minutemen lose 14-4
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts, playing

with a patchwork lineup due to injuries,

were trounced by Amherst College 14-4

yesterday at Amherst.

UMass Manager Dick Bergquist rested a

number of his starters hoping to get them

healthy for this weekend's Atlantic 10

playoffs in West Virginia.

"I didn't want to play the first

stringers," said Bergquist. "We're really

banged up and that concerns me more than

the game."
Senior shortstop Ang«lo Salustri was

limited to action at first base because of a

aore back. Freshman utility infielder Dar-

rin O'Connor replaced Salustri at his posi-

tion and Rob Holiday, another freshman.

started at second base.

Bergquist also rested his pitching staff as

he brought freshman Pat McNamara up
from the junior varsity squad to start on
the mound for the Minutemen.
McNamara was stung for three runs on

five hits in his three inning stint. Amherst
leftfielder Jeff Templeton struck the big

blow off of McNamara for the Lord Jeffs, a

three run homer in the .second.

As if the Minutemen were not giving

enough of an advantage to Amherst, the

umpires gave the Lord Jeffs a helping hand
as well.

In the fourth inning Tom Pia came in to

pitch for UMass. At the time, the score was

still close at 3-2. Paul Foye \e<i off the inn-

ir\g with a single to center. Designate* i hit-

ter Bob Ffx>te followed with a line shot

over center fielder Steve Messirui's head.

The ball bounced over the fence for what

should have been a ground rule double, but

the umpire ruled that it was a home run.

After much argument and a conference

with the home plate umpire, the ruling was

changed to a ground rule double. Out came

Amherst coach Bill Thurston complaining

about the changed call. Once again the um-

pires changed their minds, and this time

the decision stood.

The Lord Jeffs then unloaded on Pia,

scoring five more nxns in the inning to run

their lead to 10-2 and effectively putting

the game out of reach. Ff>ote added

another home run (this one legitimate) in

the eighth.

One bright spot in the game for UMass

was the play of Holiday. Playing just his

fourth varsity game, the rookie went two-

for-four nuJcing him five-for-eight at the

plate this season.

Bergquist was not upset by his team's

play and looked forward to the

Minutemen's prospects this weekend. "It

all hinges on Jim Knoph and Bob Kostro

(pitchers)," said Bergquist, "those are our

keys."

"I wanted us to be going into the tourna-

ment in a better frame of mind," said the

manager, "but we'll be ready."

Steinberg on WMUA
Dick Steinberg, director of player per

sonnel of the New Kngland PatrioU. will be

the special guest on WMUA'* (91.1 FM)
sportstalk.

CLASSIFIE
londay Thursday 8 46 3 45 • Friday 8:45 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 consacutiv* days 5%

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phone rnimbar fta»

delinquent (•! prop*'tv C*l)
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murf* tjattary undar neior owrrarHy UXii

aM 'or Maioditfi 2»K»ni or MS TWO
W77 C*mn iwpaia AM/FM

kiWi
•300 or BO cat: 1-1210

B/W. 1S«r«ch acraart TV good
mMaiaal. «0S0OMSt141

_^ er« 4/10 • dart graav

Mool oeai iw* 10 m pockat i can t drMa o>

00 out N teur>d cal •<•* 20Sfl03

irawn waNot «««h poto Mgn oal 0««Mi

S4S8O70 o» MO-aOOO «nporwnt

Owtiwiaa liarcl«at«« arft tTorT> Granja Sm* at

Rtvarffiada l 2 ramala non*mofca>

«antad 1M mo anot* 120 i

Man Jun* 1 cal 200 iKD •«••

Or«a tamata raammat* i«idl« lo

rorvn n Srandywin* apt cal MSOOT

Two raomittata* w*»did to tfiara IM«*

badroom "n luiurtow* fulty f«m<a»>ad

SouitwMiad townftouaa apaiintarw a»aii

jurta 1 Oan 1 AC. 1» hai»« at*» TV

Acroa* trom Oak* Muai aaa ^al opaon

Cal no- MO 7001

3 fcadroaw a#t In tawtftiaad
MS 7MI on bu* routa

Oita roarw lr% viNnaa wa^a l

tat oal KaM* 20SSZ20 ASA^'
TO

I raam* ava^aMa in lariWta kWMalA
lona* ttwoxn trorti carripu* and nxan

•r^M aunrry big kitctiar Araptaca On*v

ISO « nxmtti cal MO M03
Par«a»v twrnlaOad 2 laro* badroom* or

bu* roula. pool. AC20S1474

taMP 3 kiiimr apt an bva retrta wt*

^oi 300 maot^ aumtnar aubtat «*«" •*

1070 Oubarv 40 000 4rontj««MH« **(a \

oondHion 1200 Trab T
"'

Itn _ _

trart* tun* baM altar €t»

MHaMaCVCCwraton Vary ilrt li On
aamOMo* docono m and out 11.000 o>

BOMooir
nymowttt *tatlaw>aaBaw WIS Nun* Br***.

naadi aoma txO, work 1100 pKona
M»2rT3i

Bat a» bava on browm kay ctiam ^«(^t^ latw

V on ti Found on S AmMarat bu* 20^-5714

Lao*i Bubani kay Produca car R (M and

W row* Can Ai

taai kay* itaar Wt B
4/2&i<taund calSTBSO

WMian^bia cMbata in

fWMWd ca« Chna H« tm4
wim,mn»\Qt4 ya«c» jraat
y^ua Haaaa caM Antfy MS7«g

4m
MwO« «»

Famala nan amaklnf raammata
wsfMarf tar doutal* ream w\ ISiftHn i(N

*

Undaor Ca*

>/M ap«an eal Jotn MSI

Sapt 1 ctoa* to campu* A C cai Stmm
MOB taon SOOOt k**i

B«ar»d>^yt««a avatntant awaBabta Jttna i

<<,ai»i' calMSOTBOor J0S100O

**• CASN***
s MNHints moot uooaas

70 rod OMamaWta C«i«aaa 2 door atoroo

radn Motor good Front ary) naadi work

Baal altar BMBMafwr 7 pm

tWTOMAUTV

C«iiai»lwHi». praparaHon . aoaiyait

dMign layout. adMn^. i

«ia«» G*rruaao 2BSBZ57

Vaw NWV kM» *a aiaitt doltara takan

from my roam during t»«a party Fnd*y Apr*

20 PLEASE '•tu'T" n»y mapiacaabta addraaa

book' Man to Stiana Coan 20 Hatocfc

Straat Amharat OlOOg. wai c i

MM iiiaweOi taM Jwna. Mv, AmbhM 3

ba*aem Lineabt 110m mt BtSTIM airan^

OBUIOWCTCtM

iiiuni»wta M an Amharat Cantor houaa

3ntf^r* furraahad room for 1200 id
i^ttewbMartcatMatatSTTBtaya*

cla*'*nc« o'lcad »7S0 00 avanmg b

jua^*nili 247 6104

, _ to than 1

.«. , > apt Juna '« Cjar.

quiat and oomt fumMiad Lytwa O4SSI09

kaap trying

Maad 1 or 2 calm paopt* tor on* badroom

•1 Bran«»y»»« cal Boti M9 4B24

L^irtitng tar 3 nan-amaktng tamataa to

#^ a room m Towmttouaa Apt ca«

M»:

utusi fa* oporjn Want nagouiM* cat

-»7r7t

3 batriim tatnrttfMMaa apt looking tor

two rooiTvnataa to aubtet Juna l t« and a<

Two bitiiim tawwbaaaa a^t ***r tar

ry^wd cal Staron or Suaan B4B 1010

^^
apartmant rant

r

'

wgotiabi* o^aat loeaaon cat n««^4S63IB

Httanv ««anar apt far MM. Ott

2U^S7n aicatant
'

CNtfatdaApt 2

aon al utiMiaa

can
NII^WANTIO

or want a

It dona by * pro

rata* around

CNIA^SUaiffT

Tim BaBiBDiyi Tewnahaua* apt for aum
-•

1 cal MftS12l or S4S9SZ2

BNTMTAMMBMIT

naek-A-Oiac. Sack A- VMaa Emartain

man' 0«c Jockay* larga icraan vidao

danca* tor houaapartya, aarT^WorrnaH. cam
pu* avanti MS7144

MueoanocM
Laohtag far a cftanga trotn Barnt Nta?

\Ma oftar tamalw rooma in a homa aatttng

doa* to campua qwat artyttonrttant and
»om«»cookad maak cal 40 0M7

OORNSNT

Jun* 1 r«aa< GRC quIat naigN>ort»ood

fam*y homt r«trigaf*to» no cookirtg

125 00 montli M9 5066

Amharat 4 badroom heuoa. Woodad tot.

dahwaahar tiraplaca Juna 1 to Juna 1 1000

can (6171 244-3046

Chaap aummar rt>om( In Frotamtty good
locatKyi kitctwn. laundry caW* TV 396 No
Pl«>***nt St 546-3117

2 room* avaNabta In 3 badroom houaa
H40 flSO'rnortth; 5 mtoa from campua. big

yard kitchan lrvir>g room Juna 1 tal op

hof

Jiooma for r«int/alrtgta-doubta m larga

Colonial houaa H block from Unty Juna

May 06 cal Ed'Jannifar MU 0007

Naad tall rantal7 but your gona during

tumrnar Gat info on rantal* at hom*' 36
c*ii 256 lOee now' L«ava maaaaga

5 bMlroom *pi«t laval houaa On bu* rout*

with bauatltui laka naart>y CaH aoon
323'"

Apt for rattt ttrta badroom «4 uti. incltan

ma ct» pool Clittwd* Apt* 806^977 av*n.ng»

AvaTlaMa Jun* 1 2 badroom apt 4425 mo
incHidaa utHitia* on bu* rout* can 886-4666

rbadroomBrandywina for rant «tafting

Jun* 1 call 54B-0B7D ^^___
Furntai>ad apartrnant in Amfiarat Cantar

»omm*r (ubiat witti fall option 2BS1046

2 badroom apartmant 20 faat to bu* 15

m<n to camput Sundarlarx) 886-7706

Singia room /Colonial VlHag* quiot/doaa

to <MUth room »unwT>ar'fen option 263-2720

Spaclou* 2 badroom Brittany manor
Tak* la*** Jun* 1 P*rti*»y furnwhod

54S7403

lOMar.Nyouaral?

yavt old or oUat iha Maa* Army National

Guard • offanrtg atudartt* part nmaampbjy
mant. aioatant pay and graat banoflw For

thoaa who quakfy 100% fraa tuition at

Maaa tundad cotagaa 12000 caah bonu*. or

4 000 tuition *aaiatanca fund, or tuition loan

rapaymant plan i.alabU ratum to tchool

w> tfiapa both phyaicaay and fWwociaay

wtth a pan tima tot> <>"• waakand • month

(«,f.tn««wi your anrtual mcoma w« ba ap
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K. Lat » not fight
i
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..t eond uaad occ tank racant hydao
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2 badroom In apa claua 4 badroom
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M8BB00 or Su* M 2SS131S

Ona aingi* bdrm avallpbia in

Townahouaa chaap rant cal nancy 200 10T5

Qutat 1 b* apt air cond. pool, on bua Ina

cal MS0027

2 batraem In TawwaHaaaa for auBM tar

nahad rant iiagutiaWa cai MB 3019

BrandyyytfM apt 1 H badrooma Mbli
Juna 1 Auguat » rartt riatfOtiaMa cal Linda

Waga 1 bdrm 20 7SI7 »3Bi/mth

.17

THAVtL

OttalPB «• CpBfpmta Urat w (^

In Juna? lat * caravan Jo* S4S6171

I iovaveu. Goofy

flay Buttonal Mopa your Bklhday waa f <

n-a fina If you dont gat mto tha Pub now

•you naad halp'"

Anarttion Domino Pl»»a cualort»ar*

Oonnno'i • not fior>orir<g tha dot ipaci*!*

anymor* VWa ara aorry for any mconv*

COIIIB 121/121 Tutor UMaaa conaultant

lormar 123/ 121 grador Ala> 263 7666

"Spaady Kay* p<cif**aional IBM typvig

Di***rt*tion« th**a* papar* romar>ca

languagaa 256-11X22

8U«NMRACTIVWTSWAimm~

Staf wiafwig on * itar" monttia ago. I

found you' Know what? I Kiv u' Jan

Bacoma an a**ocl*l* mambar at Lamb

da Ch. Alph* and *«parwnc* wMal tljl^^
iif* a lik* for mor* info call Dan at 2S3 TO3Z

Happy Blrthday^ackail y* |u*t mada it'

Ma^ I graat day< Lo»a ya WWDOO W
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SOUTHWEST WEEK 19B6

chadula of today • avant*

2 00^ 00 Band* on tha Pyramid*

2 00-300 Tha Stand

3 30^:30 F C Pohaku

5 00-600 Bhnd Ambition

3:00 5 00 pn> Craft f*" SE waak

*ilk »cr**n*d on you' T ihiri

3 30-5 30 Barbaqua* ^ntur Bark«hir*)

8 00 pm We*t Sid* Story pr**antad bv

ttia UMaa* Mu*ic Thaatar Guitd

loot**** Mampd*ni

Ftoht Haganomlc* *nd *partd th* aum
mar In Naw Mampahir* Prograaalva

lobby I* hirlrtg anargatic paopi* to |o»n

our potlttcal ataM CatI th* N M Paopla •

AWanca. Concord, NM OBS 226-4007

1 or 2 paopla for larga roam m Cotontp

Vllaga Pwr* *pt wtth 1 mat* on bu* mita

pool laundry 2B3 5751

Or«a room In cantar of Amharat apt ««S
to town or campua cal Ann 2BS0O40

4 batream apamnant In hauaa. aacond

fkxK Amharat cantar Auguat rant haa Larga

kitchan and kyktgroom Lot* of parking

4182 SO' room 'month Aaialabti Jun* 1*1

Auguat 31»t A*fc for La* or Kattii* at

286 1M1

3 badroom himiahad apt m towmhouaa

vMMil* for aumamr auMat only t nag cal

WMfTCe

"pay caah for your

rafrlgarator S88-0723

Taut wantad Raal **aia b»

pay nm»t book prica OOSJia

1 famata i iaadit to

tpwnhouaaapt Ipnng

or Nadtna 64S TWO

Mfomad Fartdiar T

Stava at 6-«123

tWantad room for ooupla m Boaton ajar

«ng Juna 1 cal Chria MB 7636 attar 6 00

71? TV

WAMTWiOMMr

auoMNmauouT

logo

••••••«•••

PROFESSIONAL
TYFINQ BERVICt

on campu* vary rakalJla

504^7924

k>w rataa. Narvry

Own badroomi Vour oyyn badroom in* 4

^. «ac. ate all

"^'J^!^^^I't^'"
fhnt Chaepi Summar onh-' CaH 263-72W

ROONIWANTfD

TONSAU
-MOUif • MAMMOCR

OayarmwaiH Maiwaa frpm 01 (u rapairl. A
= nSSiTTbid^iSii^ii^'-^'''* '***'

Two graat aanlora aapklna ropm
praf*'»bly Br*ndywina. Puffton.

Toyynahouaa Bath 540- 1813

itTidoartowm flamlila but prafar aodaMa

oo-adhouaa Jkn 203-9032 S4SS440

Thraa badroom towr»ahouaa apartmant

availabia for aummr cal Garrat at 548 4614

Brandywirta fully furmahad atrcontjitioning

pool rant nagotiaMa Amy 5460023

Funtlahad toyynhooaa apt pooi. m cor>d

laundry facHitia* rant nagotiabia call

886-3700

3 bdrm apt In houaa 14 paopla comfor

tablal Squir* Vilaga. on bu* rout* M90
mo, puaalbl* f*ll option Cal 866^2629

Sunny 1H badroom Puffton apartmant

fully furmahad •vaiWjl* M*y 24 call L»a oi

MB 54BO06 kaap trymg ^^
2 badroom In Towr>ahoaua for aublat fur

n«had rant nagotiabia cal 548^3819

Bummar aublat, fall option Spacioui

Squira Vilaga toyynhouaa on bu* rout* 3

bdrm*, hoW* 5 comfort«to»y for *«ciltng

d*taito cal 866^3476

1 badroom apt In ^wffton baat oftar call

Liaa 646-1441

2 Mrm Nerthwood apt rant nagotiabia

cal 8864821 fal option

Wantad rwobadroom townhou** *par'

mant chaap' Cal 546-8861

Larga apt in Oilraath Manor IS mionuta

waft from campu* ungl* *nd doubia 4110

par par*on nagohabi* c*ll 548 7527

Brittany Manor 2 bailiuom* on bua routa

mc* apt *v*i»abla 5/24 w fal ophon cal

2S« 1508 nagotiabi*

Apt lor *ummar *ubtat m houa* '^

Amharvt Ctr 1 or 2 paopi* cal 263 2936

3 bdrm apt In houaa naar town chaap

Juna 1 ona doubia room anllHbU tor 1*1 cal

Sua 54fr04B2 Kria 64S0101

2 badroom Amharat Cantar aami

tumiahad »300/month Joa 263 9308

SJB/mth 2 badroom/3 pataan Squ»a

Vilaga call Jim S90M Paul OTOO

2 bdrm Puffton naBodabla rant cal Dan or

Jon 549 7203

Larga houa*. convaniant location, four fur

niahad rooma Fail optKXi MO'month
266-0666

FaM opMon 2 paopla to ahara Ig bdrm m 2

bdrm Norttrwood Apt 117/rty)» •ummar

rani nag availabi* Juna 1 Cal 546-42B4

attar 4 PM

Ft^mlahad Brondyyylna Apt kay loeatton

on bu* routa rant nagotiabia cal Eric

548 1546

Wantad daad a» aBtral

North Amharat iltraa badroom apaiti iiarit

jurw laaaa with 1*1 optlonBO doOar

rawani r.al Andraw M8 4B32 or Matt

546 4840

MO toward for 2 or 3 badrtwm apartmant In

Pufhon Of Brandywina cal 2BS 1001 aak for

Mark

lorZ
2 guya looking for an i .

m Amfiar*t on bu* rout* for naiit yaa

room* c*il Jrxi or Wayn* 886-4724

Wantad 2 of 3 bdrm apt m Towttaftouaa <jt

BrandywH>« WouW taka ovw iaaaa Junal

1200 find*^ taa cal Abtaa at 2W'1(B0

Kathy 253 3140

Wantad >

Brandyv.

1200 fi' '"''

Kathy 2*.

Want*
fall rn

Raap
bad'
0861-

I i bdrm apt in Towrtahouaa or

.V luid tak* ovar laaaa Juna 1

. 'a* Cal Abbia at 2flS10aB
•4i1

- "<troom _ _

'4lact 817 77S902^

<rad Btudiant kioking for 1

Puffton for aummar cal

room In apt/ftouaa naar

"ufftonl non amoking.

10 atudy WOI taka Juna
DabMa 2BSB773

Bargain Huntaral 3 badroom Puffton apt
^

1004 par pataon/par month intaraatad

famala* cal 54B 1873

BaautlfuHy locatad Bwlaa VWag* apt 4

bdrm. Mving room and krtchan 1 1* bathrm.

MOO.mo' Fall option' 263 9805

Ona badroom In Puffton VHtafa. Mata.

»160/mo col B»y 54BO073 "f^^^^HI

Chaap 1 or 2 bdrtrta m apackM* 2 bdrm

apt Bakihanown On bua routa
~

faM rmtinn

•4DBUMI

MIFIv

6 7rr

boa'

•

ft polyathytana baarri

.,1am lal. vahaMa daggar

. g daggarboard. rnulti

inhraraal irtnt. othar a«-

iraa **^ ' ^7000

Summ* harall Wlndaurfar Rockat IB

Nal Pry-x. bJtvp aal thnjatar* ad| booma.

nt c""3 baat offar cal Ruaa 2BS00O7
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Gorillas provoked into action, 17-11

Fisk leads UM
with four goals,

defense solid
By I'KIKK AHKAHAM
Collegjan Staff

"i often wonder what it is that makes ihi> leaiii come ready

to pla> for some games, yet unready for others.
" Iniversityof

MM«achu8etth lacros>e loath i)uk (larber quehtioned

vesterdav

Maybe I know what it is now. I'll whap each guy in the

head with a stii k before the game, then they'll Mart playing

like thev can."

The C.orillas. provoked by some early Dartmouth cheap

shots, ran their offense to near perfection and ran up a 1 7- 1

1

victory yesterday before a sparse crowd at Bovden Field.

TMass midfielder (Ireg Kisk led the rampage with four

goals. Sophomore Tom ("armean added three goals and four

assiiita. Senior Tom Lukacovic had three goals and two

assists. Mike Fiorini chipped in w>th h -If .l.-^mhtd all

time career high"' of five assists

I'Mass. now 5-6 on the season, opened up a. i 2 first period

', ..,.-—- v-; -rl y.s at the half. The (iorillas scored

.d goals to bur> the (Ireen. (larber

liberally substituted in the fourth period as Dartmouth

managed to make it somewhat respectable

The (Ireen. 2 7. came out in a zone defense that thi

(k>rilla» cut to shreds as (armean, setting up behind the

cage, directed a series of backdoor goals that put IMass

m command.
Dartmouth took its only lead at 1

n as Bob Mitchell beat

gtialie (lerrv Moreau with Il;li< to g<» in the first period.

Lukacovic and (armean then ran the fastbreak with I'M's

leading scorer whipping a shot past Dartmouth goalie Phil

Bayly with H: Mfi to go Lukacovic then added his first unal

a»ststed by Hatton. three nimiiies Initr and I'M had a lead.

one they would never lo»e

Fiorini then threaded a ureal pass to Doug Musco from

Iwhind the rage and the sophomore stuffed m the third

I Mass goal with 4.15 to g«>. I)artmouth s Rob Cote scored

the first of his four tallies tf) make it
3

'2 as the period

closed.

(armean (from Matt O'Reilly!, Scott Santarella (from

(armean). Fisk (from Fiorinil, Fisk again t again from

Fiorini). defenseman Tom Aldrich (from LukacovicI and

Lukacovu ( from (armean* all scored in the second perind a-

UMaas opened up a lead.

Aldrich's goal was a beauty as the ihhm 'i (Uit-ii^i (u< ii i .n

ried the ball over the centerline unmolested, met some con

tact and passed to Lukacovic who drew the defense befoi.

feeding .•Mdrich

In the third period. (VReilly took a ("armean pass after the

later checked Bayly off the ball and made it I 15. with 10::

left in the period Fisk. ("armean. Luka<ovic and freshman

Kelley ("arr then scored goals before Dartmouth's Andy

Morton brt)ke the string OHeilly took a Bubba Sandford

feed with l:;<r» left to start garbage time.

CoUryian fttau> bt Bah Akdnrh

UMa.. fre.hni.n midfielder Al RoUtori unleanhes « .hot over Dartmouth «?«•!** S""»^*J»;^
*"

second half action vcHterdav at Bovden Field. I Mass handed the Big (.reen a 17-l^***^'^7" ^«
^^

to 5-6 on the aeaaon. Sophomore atlackman Tom C armean led the Gorillaa in acoring with three

goals and four assiiits as I Mass' atUck peppered Dartmouth with 48 ihoU.

Fisk and freshman I'at i am ia>Msted by .)im Farrelll

scored fourth period goals as Dartmouth outscored I'Mass

4-2 in the final l-'» minutes

"They made the mistake ul hiiiinj; us a few too many times

and we just went out there and did what we had to do.

l-ukacovic said. "A zone is the type of defense that will lasi

for just so Icmg. They can t play us man to^ man. so I supposr

it's their only option, but when you can draw the defense i.

you and find the man alone at the crease, it s a matter of tmn

liefc»re vou get the big lead."

Statistically. I Mass enjoyed a 48 ;<;< shot advantage and

n man-up situations .scored five times on H) penalties. The

( .orillas won 20 of :rj faceoffs with Seamus McCiovern going

ir. of 2'». Moreau made 10 saves with freshman Quint

\UK)res stopping four Dartmouth shots. (Mass successfully

cleared the hall nes and had a ""
" " irroimd

GORlLiJ\ (JRl'MBLINGS: McCovem had his best

shot of the season at scoring, unloading two blasts on reserve

goalie Scott Kehoe from the Ift-foot range that the senior

netminder just stopped. Aldrich has now scored one goal in

each of his three seasons. Came one of the Aldrich- Fionni

gym class series begins today at l^wer Boyden at I p.m.

UM.
UMaaa
Daiimouth

3 6 6 2 • 17

2 3 2 4 11

Goals: (UM) Gi^g Fisk 4. Tom Carmean 3, Tom
Lukacovic 3. Matt O'Reilly 2. Dotig Musco, Scott San-

tarella. Tom Aldrich, Kelley Carr. Pat Cain. (D) Rob Cote

4. Bol) Mitchell. Dave Burt, Grej? Cole. Andy Morton,

Tim l>wnes, Charlie Gildhaus. Mike Thompson

Aaaista: (UM) Mike Fiorini 5, Carmean 4, Lukacovic 2.

O'Reilly. Karl Hatton, Bubba Sandford. Jim Farrell (D)

Bill Maag, Burl. Jack Bocock.

Saves: (UM) Gerry Moreau 10. Quint Moores 4 (D) Phil

Bayly 10, Scott Keh(^ 5

Game winning goal: Carmean. unassisted with 8: 11 to

go. third period

Qiiefs crushed by Gazelles;

balanced attack dominates

SportsLog
Tonf Bttrot

By BOB ALDRICH
Collegian Suff

The «izth- ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team cap-

ped itii regular season with an

18-6 victory over Division II

Springfield College yester-

day at NOPE
The women, who finished

at 8-2 and face James

Madison at New Hampshire

in the first round of the

ECAC tournament on Satur-

day, had eight different

players score as the Chiefs

were helpless against the

Gazelles attack.

"It was good to spread it

around, work on .some things

for the tournament and get

the win." coach Pam Hixon

said. "The defense played

fairly well at times and we

used a lot of people. All in all

rd say it was a good effort."

Freshman attack Ginny

Armstrong led CMass with

five goals in her best game to

date. Juniors Bunny Forbes

and Liz Schueler each added

three tallies.

Senior All American Pam
Moryl and junior Mary Scott

scored twice with Becky Bec-

kampis, Emily Humiston and

Andrea Muccini scoring one

goal a piece.

In goal, Debbie DeJesus

made 13 saves on the

Chiefs" attack

UMass went ahead 2-0

early as Schueler fed Scott

for the first goal. Springfield

made it as close as 2- 1 before

UMass exploded for a 9-2

halftime edge.

"We put it away pretty

early with some good of-

fense," Hixon said. "We were

moving the ball well and we

were getting good shots from

the field and converting

them."

UMass enjoyed a 46-13

advantage in shots as the

Gazelles defense effectively

kept Springfield out of shoot-

ing range although the Chiefs

Hid make n high percentage

of their shots.

"Defense is one thing I'd

like to see us work on," Hixon

said. "We have played well all

season, but again.st the teams

coming up we have to play

even better. We can't afford

to let up a lot of goals against

the teams at the FXAC tour-

nament this weekend."

The Chiefs, a man- to-man
defense team, couldn't stop

the Gazelles offense as the

women's sharp pas.ses i.sol-

ated shooters on the net and

gave UMass good chances.

The clean game saw few

penalities called.

"We ran the field well and I

like to see the type of game
that was played today, pretty

clean and with just a lot of

playing as opposed to a lot of

calls." Hixon said. "This is a

good game for us to build on

as we get ready for the tour-

nament. 1 know the kids want

to stretch the season for as

long as they can."

Just a few thoughts. . .

After struggling with Cleveland in the first

round, the Boston Celtics are back to true

form, disposing of the Detroit Pistons for two

games at Boston. Probably the mo.st en

couraging sign out of the Celts is the

emergence of Robert Parrish. Parrish. who

has been known to do his Harry Blackstone

impersonation and disappear during playoff

time, did the job against Detroit Tuesday

night. Even though Smokey Robinson was

singing in the eariy 1960s, 1 think he had Bill

Laimbeer in mind with the song Tears of a

VIoun. This guy cries so much he should have

stock invested in Kleenex.

The Philadelphia 76er8. like the mythical

Phoenix, are growing out of the ashes and

into a force. After stniggling at the end of the

regular season, the Sixers are putting it all

together again.st the baffled Bucks...And

who's hitting 1 8-20 footers? None other than

Charles Barkley. Everyone is afraid when

Barkley takes a jump shot He's .so big it

could be another Pompei...l couldn't believe

that punch Akeem threw at Billy Paultz. No

blatant provocation was involved, he just

hauled off and hit Paultz. I wonder if Billy

and Tommy Heams have the same doctor?

Everyone said it would be a war for the bat-

tle of Quebec, and they were right. The Mon-

treal Canadiens and the Quebec Nordiques

have traded games, goals, blood, and sac-

rifices in their .series, with game seven slated

for tonight Its worse than a divestment rally.

Neither club will probably have the strength

to battle the Philadelphia Flyers, who are

well- rested and ready for any competition.

Mr. Lindbergh is very stingy in the nets and 1

don't think he will suddenly be overcome by a

wave of generosity.

The Yankee administration is doing its

imitation of the Soviet Union, changing

leaders when the mood strikes. Actually, the

Russians have a better excuse, at least their

men died. Billy Martin is back for his FDR-
like fourth term. But will he last the season?

Yes. another riddle of the Spynx.

Over in the national league, my prayers

have been answered It's one thing to pick the

Mets to win the Series, but when you hear it

from ( 'nlleftian staffer Nancy Bukar, well, you

might as well call it gospel. Right when Nancy
proclaimed the Mets to be baseball cham-

pions of the world. Dwight Gooden hurls a

four-hitterand the Mets win 4-1. Is that proof

enough for you"!*

Finally, if you get a chance, please peruse

for your pleasure last week's edition o{ Sports

Illustrated. Yes, Hulkamania is running wild.

Great photos in that issue. But. perhaps
you'd better batten down the hatches,

because from Detroit Michigan. George
"The Animal" Steele is back. Oh God!

No more need be said.
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Smith rape report

said to be false
By DEBORAH ROSS
CoUegian Staff

A Smith student withdrew from the college yesterday aftei

Northampton police said the rape she reported last week

never occurred.

Chief Daniel L. Labato said yesterday morning that the

investigation was closed and the "several reliable witnesses

who know the victim have placed her at a different location at

all times during the reported incident."

Smith Dean Ann Burger, in a statement read to the college

students at lunchtime yesterday. 8aid."On April 24 I repor

ted to you that we had received word that a Smith student

had been physically assaulted... the student has now admit

ted that the story waa untrue and no attack of any kind

took place.""

Last Wednesday, the student reported to Northampton

college police that she had been forced into her caron Dryads

Green by an unknown assailant and then made to drive to

Hadley. where she was raped.

This was followed Thursday night by a candlehght vigil

and march through Northampton by 200 students to protest

the rape and violence against womea
Man, Dumas, head of the UMass police sensitive crime

unit, said that incidences of false reports are 'extremely

rare" and she stressed they should "definitely not" be taken

to shed doubt on the credibility ofwomen who are victims of

rape and sexual assault

"Because it takes so much emotk>nal energy to report a

rape, because of fear of reprisal I feel it is an extremely rare

occurrence for there to be a false report " agreed Debra

Edelman, an educator at University Health Services

Dumas, referring to the Dotson case in Chicago, where a

woman recently confessed she had fabricated a rape report

that sent Gary Dotson to jail for six years, commented that

the Smith incident comes at a time of "unfortunate exten

•ive coverage."

"It bothers me that a woman reports a supposedly false'

rape and it gets an incredible amount of media coverage."

Edelman said, adding that incidences where "women have

reported and prosecuted their assailants have not been given

half the media attention they deserve.'

Burger stressed that "the fact this incident did not occur

<k>e8 not diminish the necessity for Smith students to take

reasonable precautions to protect themselves."

Labato said that although this report of rape was false, 'It

nonetheless reminds us of the dangers that do exist and the

need to be alert and report these crimes or any suspicious

"ctivity to the police."

He added. "The resolution of sexual assaults will continue

o be the highest priority of the Northampton police depart-

ment and will be investigated in a dilligent and profession-

al manner."

GALA parade expects 2,000

As many as 2,000 might participate in the fourth annual

GALA (Gay Lesbian Activiste) parade taking place tomor-

row in Northampton.

The parade, following the same route as last year, will

begin at the Bridge Street School, continue up Main Street

and end in Pulaski Park, where there will be speakers, music

and dance.

"We want to get ourselves together with our supporters

and feel the strength in our numbers. '" said GALA member

and parade organizer Cierry Scoppettuolo.

Scoppettuolo said this years parade will be more of a

"celebration" than a protest

"We want to find ways in the community that we can act

together and unite our diverse groups as much as possible,"

he added.

Counseling, support groups, shde shows of the works of

gay artists, women's theater, and bingo nights will also be

sponsored by groups in the gay community.

Besides GALA, groups participating include the UMass

Lesbian, Gay. and Bisexual Alliance, the Lesbian Union and

the Pioneer VaUey People's AlUance.
_^^^^^ ^^^^^
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"Y(m dm't study political science, you live it
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— Y.A. Betances

miO, MAY 4, 1970

Shots that shocked the nation: IS years ago
Mary Vecchio asked. "Why?" over the body

of a fellow Kent State University student. Na-

tional Guardsmen had fired at antiwar pro-

testers, killing four.

Looking back at

4 dead in Ohio
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Fifteen years ago tomorrow, students in the Pioneer

Valley began trying to digest the news that four people

had been killed by National (iuardsmen during an anti-war

demonstration at Kent State University in Ohio.

A series of strikes, occupations and rallies opjxising

American military involvement in Vietnam and ("amlxKlia

had been planned for the first week in May. The deaths of

those young people added to the emotional tension already

present.

"It was like a firestorm, almost," says University of

Massachusetts history professor Joseph Hemon, who was

an active opponent of the Nixon administration. "As soon

as word got out, thousands of people mobilized for an in-

stantaneous response. I have seen nothing since that even

comes close to the level of student involvement generated

by it."

On May 5, 1970, the day after the shootings, 7,500

UMass and Amherst College students attended a rally by

the Campus Pond to listen to anti-war speakers, including

Daniel Gardner, a Kent SUte student and eyewitness t«

the killings. With the exclusion of a few football games, it

was the largest gathering of people at the University to

that date. The next day brought a crowd of more than

5,000 to Amherst Common for the same purpose.

On May 7, the ROTC offices in Dickinson Hall were oc-

cupied by a group of protesters who began holding teach-

ins about the Vietnam War. The atmosphere was tense

enough that Military and Air Science students stopped

wearing their uniforms around campus, canceled various

outdoor exercises, and moved the location of their annual

Military Ball.

Of the protesters' actions, then Army ROTC Sergeant-

Major Angel Ramirez said, "They were in no way hostile

to us. Business went on as usual. We did not bother them

and they dkl not bother us. It was easy to just walk around

them.
"They did an outstanding job of cleaning up after

themselves," he added.

Three of the demands voiced by the demonstrators

received an overwhelming eiKlorsement from the student

senate. They involved ending U.S. government repression

of internal dissidents, unilateral American military

withdrawal from Vietnam and abolishing ROTC and other

continued on page Jt
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27 protesters

plead innocent
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Twenty seven students pleaded innocent yesterday after

they were arrested and charged with trespassing at Wednes-

day's protest in University of Massachusetts Treasurer

Robert Brand's office

The students, who along with six others were arrested

Wednesday, were arraigned yesterday after most of them

spent the night in four local jails, campus i)olice said. Kive

people were released Wednesday night on their own recog-

nizance after posting $1.*) court fees

'Disturbing an office is not something the Cniveniity can

put up with," Chancellor Joseph D l)uffe\ ^aid "I don't

intend to put up with it anymore."

Duffey said University policy stales that civil charges for

trespassing will be pressed against pn)testers occupying

I'niversity offices Academic diNCiplmarN prcHedures would

then follow, he said

The students, who wt-re protesting Inivfrsity invest

ments tied to South Afnca, were taken into cust«>dy after

they were warned of their arrest 1 h minutes before the office

officially closed. (;erald T ONeil, du-ector of public

safety, said

One female student was arrested outside the office located

behind ( ;tK)dell Librar> after she tned to bbck the bus which

drove the students to the jails She was charged with being a

disorderly pers<m. police said.

The students who were not arraigned yesterday will

appear in Hampshire District (^ourt May 7 A pre-trial date

for the other students has been set for .lune 5. a court of-

ficial said

The arrests ended a f«)ur h'ur sit in opposing I niversity

stock holdings in corporatK»ns tied with South Afnca

"We had a couple of hours to think about our arresU.' stu-

dent Kathleen Lacey said There was a group feeling that it

was important for people to sUy together there was soli

daritv between us," she said.

Duffey said UMass President David C Knapp and the

l).»ard of trustees will meet May 2H to discuss a rep<jrt

released earlier this week by The Commission to Investigate

South African Investments The report recommends a re

wording of the I niversity's divestment policy .so as to apply

to a broader range of corporate ties with South Africa The

re|><»ri was presented to Knapp and the trustees with a dead

line tf> respond by May H

The following students were arraigned on trespassing

charges;

I'amrU I) Aramin. l)wi«hl H.-im- M«r> I I r.rv l..hn ^uimv *d«m. HnuM. IU»

«.*dR,AIUin.rfK««»h«npU.n. T.molh,!. Hmt. ot Ait.h»r.t, R«mI. r S«rio« W»ir.l«

M'>ii«» Strphen I» Sh«j««»r <•! Amh»r«t

.lohnA IVUfiionollWkh»ri.«m W.llMm P < l«y « •»»wiM.««».CIin«lopli.f «. And

H..ii»rf»ld Hoam, I>«»irf I M " -n. Huii»rf»W Houw. Man l. H»rJ», Brru Homr.

R<m. K Piirnan. ButttrfwW H.w»» .l<HiMh«> f frwA o« A«h»nl. Amv I Bnib«hw oT

Amhml
Alriandtr Wrtorh. Bull»ff(»ld H.>i»». BfMti C Dupluwa. <rf Amh»r-rt. KnArt R Kt**

MrNamara Ho««». K"»>»rl V. I><.vl» ••' Ainh»r.«. M.(ih»« M SK.kr.p».r» >( North

•mplon. I»«vid S Vriwlv « iray^m Hmiw. < aria ( . );raham. Patter«ifi H.«iw Kalhl»»n R

L.ar«vof.Sund»riand.JoitnI) Kv»rr.l of B»lth»r1«.wn. KnM»nK Oli«»nof NorlhampUxi.

Mart A ( aWeira of Amhanit. Naomi I)b»i» of NorthaapUm

To be arraigned on May 7 are:

KaiPrir* OormanHou.* B»lhK >>a|[fr Br»tl Hou» Kimb»rtv F ( urli»of Ainhar««;

(.raKamV I'oor of Bo.ton Mir hael A 0«tap<wtri of B«lch»rt«wn

Al»<> arrmtad arc«rdin( lo » Maw polK». but not liatad in th» arraicnmanU foe ThurMlay

of May 7 OlaaU M Fnand. I*wi« Ho»i»»

Rally to protest Bitburg visit

In protest of President Ronald Reagan's planned visit to a

cemetery in Bitburg, Germany where members of Hitler's SS

Guard are buried, a rally will be held today at the University

of Massachusetts.

The protest which was organized by B'nai B'rith Hillel,

will take place at noon in front of the Student Union

Building.

Michelle Richmond of Hillel said, "Although Reagan is

going and there s nothing we can do to stop him now. it is

important for us to voice our opposition to his action."

Speakers at the rally will include Hillel Rabbi Saul Perl-

mutter, the Rev. Joseph Quigley of the Newman Center, a

member of the United Christian Foundation, and Stacy

Roth, Student Government Association co- president-

elect

Richmond said a World War IT veteran may also speak

The sponsors of the event are: Hillel, the Newman Center,

United Christian Foundation, the Rev. Arthur Hilson, the

continued on page k
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Bitburgvisit: Kohlweighs in

on President Reagan's side

New Pretoria sanctions advance

BONN. West Clermany (AHl President

Reagan and Chancellor Helmut Kohl tried

yesterday to blunt cnticism of their plans to

lay a wreath at a (ierman military cemetery

by inviting relatives of Nazi resisters to join

the ceremony.

The three-week old uproar over Reagan s

planned joumev to the Bitburg gravesites on

Sunday raged on as the leaders of seven

nations dined at Schloss Falkenlust, a castle

built in 1733. on the eve of a two-day ec

onomic summit meeting.

The leaders remained divided on sensitive

issues, such as the starting date for new inter

national trade ulks; what, if any. action to

Uke to curb fluctuations in the value of the

I'.S. dollar, and Kuropean participation in

Reagan s "Star Wars missile defense re-

search program.

The decision to bnng relatives of Nan re

giaters to Bitburg was announced by Peter

Boenisch. spokesman for the Bonn govern

ment, after a .'SO-minute meeting between

Keagan and Kohl, the West (ierman chan

cellor.

West C'.erman leaders hailed Reagan s

courage in resisting pressure from the United

States to cancel the visit

Boenisch said the relatives delegation will

include a son of Lt. CoL Klaus von Stauffen

berg, who was executed m 1944 for his cen

tral role in a plot to kill Adolf Hitler by

putting a bomb under a table in his con

ference room.

Hitler suffered minor injuries, but 5.000

people, including relatives and friends of mil

iury officers mvolved in the plot, were ex

ecuted by the Nazis.

A West (ierman official, speaking on con

dition of not being identified, said the idea

was "to make Bitburg more popular " The

decision was an attempt to get nd of the dis-

haimony" over the trip.

WASHINCJTON lAP) -

The Democratic-controlled

House Foreign Affairs ( om
mittee voted 26-6 yesterday

to impose new economic san-

ctions against South Afnca

and Its system of racial

apartheid.

The legislation-opposed

by the Reagan

administration-would pro-

hibit new U.S. investment

and loans in South Africa

It would also suspend the

sale of American computers

to South Africa and shut off

imports to the United Sutes

of an estimated $600 million

m South African gold coins.

called Krugerrands

All six 'no'" votes came

from Republicans who

argued that rather than en

courage improved race rela

lions in South Africa, the

sanctions would worsen con

ditions for thf black

majority there.

A watered-down Republi

can version condemning

apartheid and settmg up a

romission to investigate con-

ditions in South Africa was

rejected 19-4.

The Democratic measure

now goes to the House floor

where speedy consideration

is likely, possibly before the

end of Mav.

The United States has pre

viously cut off military sales

to South Africa, and the

country is ineligible for loans

from the Export- Import

Bank
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Heirs Angels

rounded up
BOSTON Heavily armed

FBI agents and police arres-
|

ted four alleged members of

the Heir> AngeU motorcycle

club and neized a home com-

puter svstem yesterday as

IMirt of a nationwide rtiundup

of gang leaders on drug,

weapons and racketeering

I nargej.

More than HO officers »ur

n>unded the home* of three

suspect !» m Lynn at 7 a.m.

ami ordered them to surren-

der The men. including the

alleged vice president of the

Angels East (oast chapter,

turned themselves over to

police without incident.

A fourth man. a Pittsfield

resident who is allegedly a

member of the outlawed

club, was arrested at a Lenox

motel at about the same

time

The suspects were charg

ed with violation of the fed-

eral Controlled Substances

Act for allegedly manufactur

ing. selling and distributing

cocaine.

Apartheid hit

at Harvard
CAMBRIDGE About 200

Harvard students, chanting

anti-apartheid slogans, bar-

ricaded the door of a room
where a South African dip-

lomat was speaking yester-

day until a phalanx of campus

police led him through the

crowd.

Abe Hoopenstein, consul-

general of the South African

Consulate in New York, was

escorted to an unmarked car

at 2:15 p.m.. about an hour

after he was scheduled to

leave, said Marjorie Heffron i

of the Harvard News Office,
j

There were no arrest.s.

House likes

pollution bill

BOSTON The Massa
chusetts House has given ini-

tial approval to a bill that

would enable state environ-

mental officials to fine com-

panies $100 to $25,000 a day

for violating state and federal

ant i- pollution laws.

The long-debated admini-

strative penalties bill was

approved on a voice vote yes-

terday with no debate. The
bill, approved by the Senate

Tuesday, still needs final

approval in the House.

EUtworth Barnard rcminiscea

iriMU by Juij rtaU

Ex-professor, 78

,

recalls days here
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

EUsworth Barnard, a 1928 graduate of the Massachusetts

Agricultural College, which later became UMass. said he still

geU angry when he thinks of the time he marched up on the

Bowker Auditorium stage and told a preacher hia views on

Christianity were warped

The year was 1932 and Barnard was an English instructor

on campus attending "Religious Emphasui Week," during

which well known religious figures would come and "P***^^

As Barnard sat listening, he said ha became "boUing mad

at the preacher, who spoke of using God to gain worldly

poasessions.
.

"First he seemed to think the aim in life was material and

luxurious pleasure, which seem to me the eiact opposite of

what Christianity aaya," Barnard said "The idea he was say

ing was that you use God and religion to get what you want m
the way of material things."

Barnard, now 78. has just released the second volume of

his autobiography, titled In Sunshine and m Shadow A

Teachers Odyssey This volume traces Barnard's etpenen-

ces as a student, Coi/e/?ian managing editor, and instructor

from 1930 to 1933

Although the first volume sold only 650 copies and lost

Barnard money, he continues to enjoy writing in the North

Amherst home he shares with his wife of 48 years After

teaching freshman English composition at vanous schools,

he returned to UMass to teach from 1968 to 1973. when

he retired

Images of what the Amherst campus was like m the 19^08

and 1930s are vivid in the second volume. These positive

images explain whv Barnard loves living in Amherst, spend-

ing summers on a 400 acre forest preservation in Shel

bume. .

Barnard spent 43 years teaching English, and he said his

last English composition class in 1973 was the most literate

"I don't think education at high school or college is any better

or worse than it has ever been," Barnard said.

In all his years teaching. Barnard said he loved every

minute of it However, there was an exception when at

Williams College, he quit because "I couldn't stand the

school president." He said he was always "a kmd of rebel

against all establishments."

"I have always loved college student.s. Always, at the

beginning of a course. I entered the classroom with a thrill of

anticipation and felt a surge of warmth «> I -ranned the faces

of the waiting students." he said.

Barnard said he doesn't miss teachmg, although he always

enjoyed it. "I used to tell my kids how lucky I was, doing what

I love and getting paid for it
'

Greek living: an off campus option
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Editors Note: This is the last m a three part series examininn

the possibilities of finding off-campus housing.

Several off campus housing options are open for stu

dents who are not restricted to dormitory residence, includ

ing rental of privately owned houses and apartments and

membership in fraternities and sororities.

Robert White, direCtorof the Greek Affairs Office, said

those residences are University-approved housing that are

considered off campus quarters because they are situated

on private, not state-owned property.

All undergraduate students, except students in their first

school semester, are eligible to live in Greek houses.

The Greek admission process begins with open rushes

every fall and spnng semester

Accepunce for membership in a fraternity or sorority

depends on a number of factors, such as compatibiUty bet-

ween the applicant and established residenU and the avai-

lability of living space

"The cost of Greek area living is comparable to that of a

dormitory residence aa far aa room and board are con^

cemed," White said. There may be additional costs for the

prospective Greek area member to consider in the form of

initiation and other miscellaneous fees.

Students who wish to bve in houses and apartment* in

Amherst of surrounding towns should begin W^kmg now

An apartment complex guidebook may be purchased at

the Off Campus Housmg Office on campus for 75 cenU.

The guide has details concerning apartment complexes in

the Amherst Sunderland area and related rental mforma

tion.

Apartment complexes are listed in alphabetical order m
the guide. The list conUins 23 apartment areas in Amherat,

six in adjacent Sunderland, two each in Northampton and

Belchertown. and one in Florence

Three of the Amherst apartment compleiea are filled

already for next fall according to Joanne Levenson. direc

off-campus

housing

tor of OCHO. These are Brandywine. Townehouse, and

Rolling (ireen.

Judy Johnson, manager of Townehouse Apartments in

Amherst, said that although that complex is full for next fall,

students can place their names on a waiting list in case a

spot opens up.

There is no guarantee there will be any space but stu-

dents on the list would be wise to check their status on

apartment waiting lists every few weeks. Other apartment

complexes have similar waiting lisU.

Levenson has some advice for people who wish to obtam

housing for next year "Many petiple who have secured

leases for next fall will need apartment mates to share

expenses," she said, "and will probably advertise for mates

this coming August"
Therefore, even if all leases in some complexes are taken,

there may still be a chance for studenta to share a leaae.

Levenson cautions people about accepting sub- leases

that appear to be above the cost of an apartment complex's

stated price. Studenta who wish to sub^ lease usually will

receive a form from the manager of a complex and will then

work out an agreement with the lease holder.

StudenU holding leases to apartments they wish to sub-

let can fill out description forms at OCHO to place ui the

housmg notebooks there.

There is also low- income housing for student families

with childrea The apartments, subsidized through the Uni-

wraity. are Lincoln, University, and North Village Apart-

nanu m Amherst People who qualify may apply through

the University's Housing Services Office in the family hous-

ing category

Ex-ambassadorurges Solidaritysupport
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

As Poland apendB today commemorating ^ f^Jf^^
tion of 1791 guaranteeing social and economic freedoms,

the United SUtes should take a closer look at w»y» i"

which it can hdp the "pewseful revolutwnanea m the

future obtain these goab. a former U.S. ambasaador to

Poland urxed in the Campus Center last night.

"The next time a revohition occurs m Poland, and there

wiU be a next Ume. we should give them » "'tie more sup-

port than we did the last time. " said Richard T. Davies.

who was ambassador to Poland in the "^'/^ J^^Os.

The last Polish "revoluUon" took place in 1980 and 1^1

when the Solidarity tmle union movement (loumhed^

When martial law was imposed in late 1981. t^e I nited

States did not do enough U. help the people of Poland, par-

ticularly union workers who started the "peaceful revolu-

tion, " Davies sakl.
. , . • :„

•We Americans are fortunate that we are able to live in

a country where the American Revolution was stjccessful

and we should try and understand Poland " as it fight* its

own revolution, he said.

In 1791 the first constitution ever written in hurope was

signed in Poland and it was modeled after the American

('(institution. That constitution provided for civil and

religious freedoms. Poles had "seen how they were being

realized here and modeled (the 1791 constitution) after the

American system." Davies said.
, . _i

But the "American model" was never fully reaJized and

the "revolution" to create a social contract where all

authority in Polish government takes its authority by the

will of the people." continues today.

The "peaceful revolution" of 1980-81 called for a

"limited constitution where the monarch acts like the king

and queen of England. It would reign but it would not rule.

"Some people think that they were great ideals, and try

as they may they failed. (Some claim) we have to give them

all the credit for the effort but they weren't pragmatic -

they failed.

Former Ambasaador Richard R. DaTiei.

"I don't believe that. In 1978 1 couldn't imagine the kind

of open discussion in the streets (and in the workplace)

that takes place today It did not exist. It could not have

been imagined 10 years ago," he said.

But the Solidarity movement did win to a degree, help-

ing to force the government to allow the kind of

demonstraUon that is expecte<i to take place Uxlay when

Poland prepares for a nationwide celebration of the con-

stitution of 1791. Davies said.

I love and getting paid for it. they failed. r^ a 1 ^r\ r%

Program shows female struggle Library reuovatioiis due September 86
.... . \ r _ e I —^^... <,.,U,,mll.f _. . . .^. . 11 L 1. mr\w\a\i in K» hllHl7Pt hilt W*

Women and their struggle for freedom cross-culturally

will be the focus of a three-day conference comprising art

exhibits, workshops, and lectures at the University of

Massachusetts this weekend.

The program, sponsored by the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) and the

Everywoman's Center, aims to "educate the student body

and the UMass community about women and the cross-

cultural struggle," said Debbie Piltch, director of SCERA
and one of the organizers.

The program will kick off today with an evening of jazz

music at the Blue Wall and will be followed Saturday by a

conference with a number of workshops focusing on such

issues as woman and labor, repressive legislation, and les-

bianism as a political choice.

Josephina Rodriguez, an activist in the movement for

Puerto Rican independence, will be giving the keynote ad-

dress on prisoners of war at 4:15 p.m. in the Campus

Center and will be speaking again Sunday evening at 7:30

p.m.

There will be an art exhibit Saturday night at the

Augusta Savage Art Gallery at the New Africa House

from 7:30 to 10 p.m.

All of the events are free and open to the pu^^'i^^-^.,^^

- MARIANE MEUSE

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The threat of falling bricks,

faulty elevators and depleted

study space should be eli-

minated in the University

Library tower by September

1986. the date set by the

University for completion of

renovations.

In an address to the Fac-

ulty Senate yesterday,

Richard Talbot, director of

libraries, said, "I would like

to reaffirm the University's

commitment to a full, operat-

ing library by fall 1986."

Talbot .said that two con-

tracts must be filled in order

for the "full move back into

the library." The first con-

stmction contract will re-

construct the first six floors

of the library and an external

lobby and add study space.

carpeting, furniture and a

"desperately needed paint

job," Talbot said. The se-

cond contract will improve

the condition and efficiency

of the elevators.

Talbot added that the

entire library will be under-

going renovations by the

Physical Plant 'We've got

leaks that must be sealed,"

he said.

Roger Cherewatti, director

of the Physical Plant, res-

ponding to a question of the

hazard of brick fragments

falling from the library, said,

"We are still coming up with

ways to correct falling bricks.

We have conducted numer-

ous studies and we have

found that a new entrance to

the library will protect peo-

ple."

Cherewatti added that the

Physical Plant will be work

ing with landscape architec-

ture students to improve the

area surrounding the libr-

ary.

In other Senate action, a

new proposal for lab fees in

the College of Mathematics

and Sciences was introduced

by Provost Richard O'Briea

The proposal would fund

new equipment by restruct-

ing lab fees. Legislation by

the UMass Board of Trus

tees currently restricts the

useoflabfee.s. Legislation by

the UMass Board of Tru.s-

tees currently restricts the

use of lab fees primarily to

.supplies, O'Brien said.

The prf)posal would re-

quest that the fees be allowed

to pay for equipment.

O'Brien said the 'prefer-

red result would be to find

money in the budget, but we
have an emergency. The con-

cerns are very real The
equipment is truly antiquat-

ed"
Frederick Byron, math and

science dean, said. "The con-

dition of the equipment is

lamentable, " and suggested

a "modest fee per credit" to

buy new equipment.

"At this present state we
are shortchanging the stu-

dents horribly," he added.

O'Brien said the Univer-

sity Budget Office had re-

viewed the request and be-

lieved the restructing of fees

might be a better answer.

Harry Schumer, a psychol-

ogy profes.sor, said charging

students a fee per credit

"would create a dangerous

precedent in putting the bur-

den on students."
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BOG elects Alex Zucker new chairman t^J^^

iFriday. M«y3, 1985

continvMfrom page 1

The Campus Center Board of Governors voted in a new

chairman of the board and re-elected this year's vice

chairwoman and treasurer during officer elections for next

year at the board's weekly meeting last night

Board member Alex Zucker was elected chairman, run-

ning against board member Robert Cohen. Karen Karin-

Gray ran unopposed for vice-chair, as did Fran Hegeler for

treasurer, both were re-elect«d by a unanimous vote.

Zucker, who has been a board member for two semeters,

said next year he will address student concerns in the CC
complex, organize plans to reach the student body better and

continue a working relationship with the CC administra-

tion.

'Td like to solidify the positions we've gained this year in

our battle for student rights with the administration." Zuc-

ker said, "and I'd like to strengthen our role in all the areas of

the CC. specifically in the T.O.C. and the Blue Wall
"

Both Gray and Hegeler supported the election of Zucker

to chairmaa "1 look forward to working with him. "
Hegeler

said. "I think Alex has a lot of experience that will be put to

good use."

In other business, board member Mark Friedman pro-

posed an addendum to be placed on the referendum ballot

that the SGA will present to the student body on Thursday.

The referendum will ask students whether the BOG
"overstepped its bounds" by "banning the sale of Coors

beer" in the Blue Wall

Friedman said the addendum will clarify that the board

did not ban Coors beer, but recommended to the administra-

tion to halt the sale of Coor*. _ VlCKl A. SPAGNOLI

Summer Employment $5.00/hr.
RGIS, the nations leading inventory service

hat unlimited part-time openings in Eastern

MA, taking inventories for various retailers.

No experience necessary. Paid training.

Travel pay. Some weekend availability is

needed. For more info call: North of Boston

938-9119, South of Boston 849-3500,

Worcester 366-6471

.

1

VI R. FROSTY I

Small Cone 40*

with this coupon
Expires May 6, 1985

Rt 9 Hadley

Open 11 am to 9 pm 7 days

I

I

I

defense-related programs on campus.

A ^om questioning of UMass students yesterday un-

covered varied knowledge and perspecUves about what

happened at Kent Stat^.

"It (the Kent Stat^ incident) was a symbol of the actual

lack of free speech we had in this country said Ed

R«ionnet. 22, a counseling psycholog> major. I hope peo-

pirrememl>er it because 1 think thmgs like it are going to

start happening again soon."

John Gickas, a history major, said. "It signified the

counterattack of the establishment and a stand by Nixon

against the counter-culture movennent."

•it was bad news," said James Weston. 18, who men-

tioned conversations about it in his dormitory in light of

the recent arrests of anti-apartheid demonstrators at

UMass. "We were saying how it looked like Kent ^state all

over again."

Other responses ranged from, "I think it's a college in

Ohio," to "I really don't know."

Collegian s

i^ rally ' continued fnrni page J

Jewish Facuhy and Professional Group. Commuter Area

Government. SGA president's office and the Office of Third

World Affairs

Richmond has also contacted the University Democrats

and the I'Mass Republican Club for their support.

•This is a non partisan issue We don't want to turn thiii

into an anti Reagan rally We are only protesiling one of the

President's actions. " Richmond said.

DANIELA WATERMAN

I

^: atopiaSpas
*^ 175 University Drive. Amherst

o^^ 7727
253SPAS

call now for reservations

•Hon 4 P ("V, I A.«. To. Sun I 1 A.«. I Kf^

GiU CERTinCATES AVAILABLE

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549 2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditiooing

That's v^hal Adia temps say

about the summer work we get for

them. Because Adia's got great

opportunities with top companies, at

top pay scales - right in your area.

If you want to work for the best companies

in town, talk to the best service in town.

Come in or call today

for a great summer job - tomorrow.

Check the white pages for

the ofTice nearest you.

5 Boston offices.

TEACHERS
Immediate openings in fields of

Physics, Ecology, Chemistry, Phys.Ed.,

El. Ed., Theatre, and Music.

Residential program for normal middle

school kids, attempts to motivate the

learner through exciting academic activity.

Summer camp background helpful,

BA/BS preferred

LOVE OF CHILDREN REQUIRED
Call John Santos 617-764-8321

sommer counselors/ fall po»'tions also available

EOE

adia
personnel
services

lEARN

due. C*^** c%».r

ft ac«««^-^ V'B I^«

^ -T&WkV/-

[T
BEER R*P WINÊ

.v^^^'

^^' .̂V40^
i 116

^^ E. Hadley Road |
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RIVERGLADE

SOUTHWOOD
R tt P

PACKAGE
5 "#••

Holyoke

Your closest package store

Op«n 10-11 Monday thru Saturday
2 milas South of Amhartt on Route 116

South Amharst Plaza - Naxt to Dairy Mart
2E3-9742

3 minute* from Brittany Manor, Rrverglade & Hampshire

The Opportunity
of a Lifetime.
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Video

APPIEST
HOUR
FREE Van
C.C.&S.W Circles

JUSTIN RYAN'S

CAPE CODDERS
SEA BREEZES

LLWEE

Friday. May 3. 1985

^ \

%
\ •' /

\- r

BENEFIT

Reggae Dance

and Concert
starring the

NEW LIONS
REGGAE BAND

from Boston, Mass. and

SCOTTY DREAD
of WMUA-FM Radio

SAT.. MAY 4. 1985 from 8 pm - 1 am
Student Union Ballroom, UMass

Student adtnission »3.00 General public admission »5.00

procaad* to banafit the FORUM » Infrnational Woman Evant

****************************************
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presents

West Side Story update !!

In ray review of West Side Story, J>m Gardella was the actor who contributed to the

energy of the "Offuer Krupke" number. Hi« name was omitted because of problems m

the cast list that was given to me.

COUNT RAMIN ZAHED

Stick: more of the same
stick

Directed by Burt Reynolds

Starring Burt Reynolds

and Candice Bergen

At MounUin Farms Theater

By THOMAS HARRINC.TON

The good news about Stick is that its pro-

bably the best thing Burt Reynolds has done

in some time. The bad news is that it still isn't

very good.

Stick is an adapUtion of a novel by Elmore

Let)nard. who also co wrote the screenplay.

It's the story of a tough con man (Reynolds)

who goes to Florida in an attempt to go

straight and be near his daughter It isn't

long though, before he Hnds him.self m trou

ble wjth a big drug dealer and his sadistic hit

maa In the meantime, he tries to maintain a

cushy job given to him by an idiot millionaire

who loves criminals.

The beat part of the film is watching

Reynolds drift between the two different

worlds he occupies. When he's a chaffeur on

a rich estate, he's safe from attack from the

dope dealer, who's a close acquaintance of

the millionaire's Once he's out cif the site of

his employer, however, he's just another con

in the street and a target for hit men

Unfortunately, the picture never got- s any

where with this idea After much introspec

tion. Stick decides that he likes danger

because, well he's a macho kind of guy He

then proceeds to beat up the bad guys in a

number of boring action sequences.

Don't get me wrong. I like a gf>od action-

adventure, but I've seen all these chase

scenes before, and they were done better

then. The climax is slow and drawn out, a dis-

appointment. This film just has nothing new

to add to the genre.

Reynolds isn't terrific, but it's nice to se«

him take his acting seriously for a change At

times, he really tries to make us understand

what makes his character tick, and it's nice to

see him handle his comedy with some deft wit

instead of moronics. Still, he often seems too

stiff, too unconcerned with what goes on

around him. It might be a while before we see

a performance like Deliverance again.

Most of the supporting cast is undis-

tinguished, with a few noticeable eiceptions

The ever dependable Charles Duming dc)es

a fine job as the decadent, pill popping

villain. (;eorge Segal, who's more accus-

tomed to starring roles, has a lot of fun as

Stick's big wig boss. Dar Johnson is abo

appropriately creepy as the hired thug. Can-

dice Bergen however, has almost nothing to

do as the obhgaU)ry love interest, and she

deserves it

Stick will undoubtedly come as a relief to

some Reynolds fans, and it should satisfy

act ion buffs until the summer releases arrive,

but it can't be recommended. "Adventure"

suggests doing something new and different,

but Stick just sticks us with the same old

thing.

Pajama Slave Dancers
with, from Boston

The Turbines
and UMass' own

Don't Ask
Saturday

8:30
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The Paradise City Jazz Band will appear from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. on

Saturday at the T(K' ResUurant.

r

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY !
(off UMass Campus - $15 minimum)H

!.._» rv:«i oco o/Vii
"

Just Dial 253-3091

BALLANTINE'S

BEER
12 - oz. cans

I

12 - pack

St. Pauli Girl

Wurzburger

Groish

BEER

6pk $4.25
plus deposit

Rolling Rock Beer
12.Z refills ^^QgQ

plus dep.

$3.60 I
plus deposit 9

BUD
SUITCASE

24 12-02. cans

$11.55
plus dep.

Red or White

I

I CUVEEDuBOEUF

MILLER «-- 55J
LITE '"-^OS
*' ' ^ plus dep.
suitcase S

750 ml.

$2.99
I

I***************************************

All-specials in store cash prices good thru 11p.m. Mav4_
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Joftothort Reid

Entire Stock of Suits

20 to 50% OFF

Famous Maker Long Sleeve
Dress Shirts

Reg to $21 .00

NOW $12.99 to $15.99

Hampshire Mall, Hadley

STUDENTS! WELCOME
RENT A CAR WITH CASH

^i'V-
STCC
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
WESTERN NEW ENGLAND
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

•NO MAJOR C.C. REQUIRED
WITH COLLEGE ID.

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2S80

$7.50

NEW CARS
~
Per Day • Any Size Unlimited Mileage

Try Our Weekend Special $50 00 700 mi. Free (pkg)

PAYLFSS CAR RlNTAis 875 ALBANY-SHAKER RO.. LalhiiB. MY (5181783-1384

ISO
••:!f'V5S/'^'*' • SYRACUSE OFFICE iMEAR AIRPORT) (31 5)455-5821

ONLY ^ # WW with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
5495610

exDires 5/15/86 '

I

>«CAR
INT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEAPNERS

EUROPE BY CAR

> — » ;'.•• •»«• • •

M««i Mit ad <o< Special

Sludrnl Te»c»»«» T»»iM

fM'4. ifASI VuaCMAtf
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Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY
Sunday - Thursday 4 - 2 am

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 4 - 3 am
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All leather'

All comfort'

All set for summer'

Open Sundays

Fine Arts Centei:
Concert
UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Roberta
Flack

SATURDAY. HAY 11. 8P«i

TKKHS: $15. $13. $11

'';«nie'e lATATi. s

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Collegian
Employment

for Fall Semester 1985

Distribution of the Collegian

Monday - Friday

Excellent salary and experience

Applications at the Collegian Office

Deadline May 10, 1985

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
*

LIQUORS
Main St. Downtown Amherst 263 5441

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $8.99 cse ->- dep

Grizzly Beeri2 02. bottles $9.80 case + dep.

Busch 12 oz. cans $9.95 cse + dep

Budweiser 12 oz cans $11.55 case + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $11.95 case + dep

Heinekens, Becks Kronenbourg $4.25 6/pk ^ dep.

Champagnes $2.99 + up 750 mi

Many, many wines specially priced

Quantity Discounts Available"
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Intelligent thinking neededwhen discussingSouthAfrica
u;„„ » -<..,o«»«i Mf thp inHif- Dointed out with retrard to recent protest*

~

The situation in South Africa

has reached another historic

turning point. The oppression and

systenuitic denial of dignity and liberty to

numy citizens of that country is not a new

phenomenon. But the determination of

black South Africans to attain full citizen-

ship and achieve the dignity of self deter-

mination has been renewed in recent

weeks. The cruelty and injustice of the

South African system has quickened the

TOHScience of men and women across the

world. The quest for a just, humane and

democratic society for all the people of

South Afnca will l)e a protracted struggle.

Outraged as they witness this histx^rical

struggle. American student* are seeking a

useful response that will express their com-

mitment to a just society in South Africa.

What can Amencan students do? Of

course, many have joined the chorus of the

divestiture movement However, I believe

there are also other ways to contribute to

political, economic and social justice in

South Africa. These ways will not cause as

much suffering to South Afncan blacks and

will not add to the inevitable chaos of the

political transition that will soon take place

in that part of the world. First, American

students can organize visits to their con-

gressmen seeking a reversal of the indif

ference of our national government

towards these issues. They can organize

campaigns t*> persuade every congressman

to join in efforts to persuade the ad-

ministration U) impose selective economic

sanctions, to go to the United Nations and

the World Court, and to express through

diplomatic relations (or perhaps the cessa-

tion of diplomatic relations) condemnation

of apartheid.

Second, we should remember that there

are some members of the government of

South Africa and a number of white

citizens who realize the time has come for

change. In the long struggle which they

and the black men and women of that coun-

try have ahead, their needs should be con-

sidered by American students as they think

of their own careers. In the current time of

crisis it would be a very pt)sitive develop-

ment if some students were to decide to

devote their careers and their professional

skills and talents to assisting in the strug

gle for self determination in South Africa

and other nations.

Finally, there are acts of personal and in-

stitutional witness which express our con-

demnation of the system of apartheid.

Divestiture is one such issue. It should be

pointed out with regard to recent protests

on this campus that divestiture itself is not

the issue. The University of Massachusetts

moved some years ago to divest itself of

stocks according U) a widely accepted

definition of the meaning of that act. The

University decided that it would not invest

in companies doing significant business in

South Africa. Because this position did not

subject the University U) immediate cen-

demnation, an effort has been nuide to

re<iefine the issue of divestiture. This argu

ment seems to suggest that the University

should have nothing to do with businesses

that have anything to do with busintsses

that do any business in South Afnca.

The current proposals however are no

more consistent than the present jH>sition

of the U'niversity in this matter If we l>egii>

U) move in this direction wt- can eventually

implicate far more busines-ses and hanks

than t^ose already named.

Divestiture is a nght and proper position

for American institutions. The definition

and degree of divestiture is the question.

We should pursue divestiture to a

reasonable degree with the intention of ex-

pressing our disapproval of the South

African regime. We should probably not

entertain the illusion that the South

Joseph D. Duffey

African government will be driven inU) a

ct»rner with its economy so cripple<i that

this alone will change the system. If the

South African economy were totally crippi

ed, there is little U) lt)elieve from history or

our understanding of psychology that the

results would l)e positive. A systematic

pursuit of a reasonable position on

divestiture is a nght and pn)per jK»siti«»n.

Such is the course in which the University

of Massachusetts has been engage<i.

It is incumbent upon each of us to unders

tand and discuss intelligently what is hap-

pening in South Afnca i«Klay The issues

will be with us ft)r some years to come.

There are dark and |)erha|>s violent pro-

sjHH'Ls before these issues are finally

resolve*!. Alntve all we sh«>uld av«>id m<»ral

posturing, self righteousness, facile con-

tlemnation of the m«)tives <»f others and

moral intimidation. Such attitudes make no

p(«itive contribution Ui this struggle.

Joneph D. Fhiffry IS ehaneellor of

I'Mana/Amhfrnt.

Letters

A 'slapintheface'foreveryone

Tomorrow, the Everywoman's Center is bringing a

member of the Palatine Liberation Organization to speak

on campus. n, r^,

It is no secret that the primary purpose of the PU) is the

destruction of the sUte of Israel, nor is it in question that

the PLO kills and maims innocent civilians, including

chiWren, in pursuit of this goal.

It is a mystery to me why the Undergraduate Student

Senate refused to demand that the Everywoman's Center

reverse its decision to invite and pay this terrorist to speak

on this campus.

For the Everywoman's Center to hire such a speaker is

a slap in the face not only to Jewish students, but to all

students who respect civility and chensh human rights.

I also found it very upsetting that the two main groups

on campus to call themselves socially aware, the Third

World Caucus and SCERA. worked in their own ways to

bring this person to our campus. SCERA was involved in

the original decision to bring the speaker and the Third

World Caucus "block voted" against the motion to de

mand that the Everywoman's Center reverse their deci-

sion. This showed a total lack of sensitivity to the pro-

blems of all minorities at UMass.

This whole issue has shocked me, and I encourage all

students to protest the PLO member on Saturday in Cam

pus Center Room 802 at 1:45 p.m.

Joel Rabinowitz
Southwest

What show did he see?

This is in response to Count Ramin Zahed's unprofes-

sional West Side SUrry critique. Zahed's manner makes

you wonder how much he hated E.T.

I was one of the several hundred in attendance Monday

night for the opening night of the WeM Side Story, and I'm

wonderipjf where was Zahed? What I saw was a delightful

showing oy a hard-working, talented cast.

Zahed, why not look at the fine sides of the show? The

characters of Anita. Bernardo, Chino, Riff, Action

Anybodys, and the adults were terrific; they made you fee

like you were there with them, in the middle of racial

hatred and violence. What about the musical numbers

"Cool," "America," and "I Feel Pretty?" They were

delightful and entertaining.

The scene where Chino tells Maria that her brother was

killed by her boyfriend, Tony, chilled the audience and

grabbed everyone's heart. Zahed, I did not see anyone in

the audience leave disappointed, what I did see were

boyfriends and girlfriends embracing each other and many

smiles and red eyes. Maybe you should be a food cntic,

since you dazzle us with your knowledge of food, you have

absolutely no knowledge of the stage.

Mitchell Harris

Southwest

4 dead in Ohio
Her face. If you look at it closely you can

see something eerie. In her eyes, on her

face there is a decade - a decade of fear, pain,

frustration, a decade of anguish.

Her name is Mary Vecchio, and she is perhaps one of

the best symbols of the Vietnam war. the war not fought

on the battleground of Saigon but rather the one fought

on college campuses throi^out the United States. The

war of "us" versus "them."

When Mary Vecchio kneeled beside the slain body of

Jeff Miller, and looked up in horror that such a tragedy

could occur before her eyes, she became immortalized, a

symbol for not only the decade of protest we call the

19608, but also for student protests anywhere, anytime.

Fifteen years ago tomorrow, the 1960s ended. Despite

the fact that it was May 4. 1970. the 1970s had not yet

begun. They couldn't. It wasn't yet time, the 1960s were

not yet complete. Kent State had to happen first.

Rita Murphy

Four dead in Ohio; Kent, Ohio to be exact. The dead

were part of the generation that we today have never ful-

ly understood. They were part of the generation that

seemed to protest almost as much as they went to

classes. While we today carry signs like "No way, we

won't pay," they carried "Hell no. we won't go." They

were the Hippies, yippies, druggies, deadbeats and

flower children. Today they're the radicals, liberals and

earthy crunchies.
. , . ,

They protested Uien, they protest now. But it s dif-

ferent. Today they get arrested; back then they died.

Allison Krause, Jeff Miller, Sandy Scheuer, and Bill

Schroeder. May 3, 1970 they were no different than

anyone else.

Sandy Scheuer was from Youngstown, Ohio. She was

against the war that was taking place 12,000 miles from

Kent State University, but she wasn't really sure why.

She didn't go on campus to rally at noon on Monday, May

4, 1970. She went to go to class.

She never made it.

Twenty five minutes before Mary Vecchio kneeled over

his lifeless body, Jeff Miller was leading the crowd ap-

proaching the Ohio National Guard giving the finger to

the troops. A littlp past n(X)n he, too. became immortaliz-

ed with "the girl with the Delacroix face" as James A.

Michener called Vecchio, a 14-year-old runaway who was

only visiting Kent State for the weekend.

Bill Schroeder was a member of ROTC. He was in a

way the "enemy." The day before the Monday killings.

MAY ^ . l^tO > MAy ^J9<5
he watched as the HiYTC Iniilding was burned to the

ground by protesters. He was pwirt of the military but still

was against the war. Monday, he went to peacefully pro-

test.

Sunday afternoon Allison Krause put a flower in a Na

tional Guardsman's rifle. The following day, she herself

was killed by a rifle.

The "Kent Four," as they became known, did not rally

that day and expect to die, or even get arrested. Three of

them went merely to say "No more war." One of them

went simply to go to class. Yet tomorrow is the 15th an-

niversary of four students being immortalized. They are

remembered not only for their deaths, but for their

presence today. They are at every student protest.

They were there four years ago at the co-ed bathroom

rally. They were there three years ago at the nuclear

freeze rally. They showed up last October to rally for a

change in presidents and just two days ago, you have to

believe they were there when police sillowed 32 students

to sit on a bus for 10 minutes while a puddle of gasoline

surrounded the rear of the vehicle. All anyone had to do

was light a match, and it would have been Kent State all

over again. But the students escaped with no fatalities.

You just have to believe the Kent Four were there look-

ing out for the protesters to ensure that what went

wrong 15 years ago never happen again anywhere.

Rita Murphy is a Collegian rolumntxt.
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The Holocaust Memorial Week
Planning Committee

would like to thank:
Chancellor Duffy

Office of Human Relations

Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

Commuter Area Government
Residential Education East

Residential Education West
Hillel

Orchard Hill Area Government
North East Area Government

Graduate Student Senate

and all the other concerned and committed people who made

Holocaust Memorial Week a benefit to the University

community.

SUMMER RIDING AT UMASS
Two Sessions:

(five weeks each)

June 3 - July 4 and July 15 - August 15

Classes run Monday - Thursday

Classes limited to six riders

MORNING CLASSES EVENING CLASSES Beginner-

8:00 - 1 1 :00 AM 4:30 - 7:30 PM Advanced

For more information call: 546-2373

or write to:

Tillson Equine Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

V<^^'\n
•K^^^^'

DRAFTS ALWAYS

Drink of the Week:
Peach Fuzz $1.00

Peach Schnapps £r Grapefruit Juice

Beer of the Month:
BECKS $1.30

^fTUHO'^

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA 256-0222

Come see our new

sign and awning

THE SPOKE
35 East Pleasant St. Amherst

(right next to The Sub)

/.

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY IN EFFECT

FOR THE
ENTIRE WEEK

Large Cheese Pizza $5.25

Large One Item Pizza $6.25

Large Two Item Pizza $7.25

We also have world-class subs

available for delivery

We deliver from: 4 pm till 2 am weeknights

and from 4 pm till 3 am Thurs, Fri, Sat

NEW for SPRING
Incredible Selection

c«^»»:»^o Chinese
Earrings ghoes

Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

Pants- 'Sl't T-Shirts

Gifts -

Cards
Room Decor

20 - 40% SALE
off selected

Clothing and Shoes

MEI2CANTILE
Open daily 10 am to 6 pm
Sunday noon to 5 pm

Amherst Carriage Shops

enter St., Northampt18 on

Friday. May S. 1985

f/

.

1\ VILLA
...Offering Quality Mexican Toods^

.c:ollt uicin *

U. Mass.

^rohetsV

Great Daily Specials!

All Day!

Every Day!

(:

NORTHAMPTON • B Y O B
21 Center St • 684 0673

AMHERST • B & W Served

41 Boltwood WalK • 256 8217

LIQUORS
University Drive. Amherst. Ma.

(Amh«f tt Shopping C«nt«f

)

estaurant
Week Long Special

Molson Bottles
99*

Friday Dinner Special

VEAL PARMIGIANA
only $8.25

includes soup or salad, spaghetti £r a beverage

I
$7.99 I

I with this coupon I

I expires May 9, 1985 I

I ask your waitperson for details!

BB*Un"rsTtY D ""aMHERST 649S713

Budweiser 12 oz cans $11.25 + 1.20

BuSCh 12 oz cans $9.55 -- 1.20

Michelob 12 oz cans $13.75 + 1.20

StrohS 12 pk cans $5.25 -^ 60 12 pk

Ballantine 12 pk cans $3.40 + eo 12 pk

Meister Brau 12 pk cans $4.40 + 6oi2pk

CoorS 12 oz cans $11.25 + 1.20

253-5595
ISW MWMMra WW

•J. •.
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\fear for
^R
Save $25
onMKGokl
College Rings

NT-

• » _^^^

a ITJT I^I5€lill^lTI€NJ
|i you are discreetly

tl requested to attend

: \he opening of the

25+ Club

k^

(V

[t:

v**?*

t - -r-i

0.

Now that It's time t(» purch.ist- \<»ur

(.ollcgc rinj;, think .ilvnit ihcMismj;

the hiKst -A 14K g<»KI c«)lkgi rmg

tniin Art( .irvcJ.

IK-Mgiuil .uul h.indcraftfd for l.isi-

mg \a\w. .in Art( ,ir\«.\J 14k piUI

^.<^lll•^c ring is now more .iftonl.ihU'

than ever. For .1 liinite<.l time onl\.

voii e.»n s.ue Si> on the st\le ot vonr

ihoiee. Stop hv to s«.t the entire

Art( ,ir\eil tolleetion .inJ enstiuii

options. Renieinlxr, it's \oiir \e.ir

for gold!

^.UNIVERSITY
M.yl.3 10-4pm ^STORE^

Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted

§irirAVi\ifA\si

at The Top of the Campus
Restaurant, UMASS
Saturday. May 4. 1925

9 to 12:30

Music for your listening and dancing pleasure

^^^»»»»»»»» •y»» g
T«e pottooise city |:

JOZZBOWO
§ Pioneer Valleys Hottest Swing Band
jt witti Vocalist Marion Groves

»<
Mors d'Oeuvres. Casti Bar

$3.00 cover ctiarge

g -OPTIONAL- ^
2 You are also welcome to dine before dancing :
g between 5 & 8:30 at ttie TOG Restaurant,

||

K wtiicti offers ttie finest view in ttie valley. g
it It

S Ttils program made possible in part by a grant from the

it UMoss Arts Council

>vy/Avvffl^v»̂ ^Wî v>vffl'>̂ ^^^^^^^^^
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I TANK TOPS ^5 now 4^
I 100% cotton in a dozen dazzling colors

QC
SUNGLASSES s^s nOW 3^^
many colors & shapes

SPRIMG HATS. VISORS . 20%off

and GAPS
straws, felts & cottons

BAGS 20%0ff
fashion bags, Kenyan bags, club U.S.A. bags,

ciao! bags, flashy bags, small leather bags

ST. EVE
bikinis & briefs

3^0 each 2 for 8^0

A Slore-hjl o< Ibttas

Oo«wf«to«»n Amh«rst/OaNy10-6.Swn.13 S

ATTENTION
Summer Students

Employment
Opportunities

available through

Campus Center

Catering

for:

waitpersons, cooks,

dishwashers and
bartenders

for summer 1985

Applications available

on 10th floor

Campus Center

_v ^^ilMHHBHHMIHHHHHHHHHHHBIiMHHBHlHHHHBHHH^

LET US HELP YOU FIND A CURE .

CALL US . CALL TIPS . ASK FOR TAPES.

PASS-FAIL OPTION

REPEAT OPTION

CREDIT BY EXAMINATION
INFORMATION DATA BANK
LECTURE NOTES
TUTORS AND TUTORIALS
BODY SHOP

AND TIPS

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A Sprvice nf Hie Heap nf Students Office

Fridv. M«r *• >*•*

S2ll£8iailii

ACK AFFAI
University hosts

Liberation Day
A panel discussion on Pan-Africanist Liberation Strug-

gle at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in Room 101 of the Campus

Center will highlight the African Liberation day events at

the University of Massachusetts.

African Liberation Day is "a day set aside to celebrate

through the Black world the liberation of Africa," said a

member of the African Student Association.

African Liberation Day was first celebrated on May 25,

1973 at the Malcolm X Park, across from Meridian Hall on

the Campus of Howard University in Washington. The

ASA have hosted the event for three years.

The panel will feature Ambassador Oumarou

You8st)ufou of the organization of African Unity, L.

Makhanda. deputy chief of the Pan African Congress of

South Africa. Ron Waters, co-founder of TransAfrica and

political science professt)r at Howard University in

Washington. Locksley Edmonson, professor of govern-

ment at Cornell University and Penelope Andrews, black

South African attorney currently working with the

NAACP legal fund.

Other events include a student panel discussion on

"Bridging the Gap: The African-Americans. Caribbeans,

and Africans." today at 7:30 p.m. in Elliot Hall at Mount

Holyoke College.

A dance performance featunng Nana Yao Opare

Dinizulu and African Dancers and Drummers will be held

tomorrow at 4 p.m. at Hampden Theater.
- YADIRA BETANCES

students aet aimrds
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

An awards banquet honoring 24 gtudenU from high

schools in the Boston area who have excelled in the Chal-

lenge Program ended a weekend of event* at the University

of Massachusetts recently.

Studenu from Madison Park, Jamaica Plain and Dorches

ter High Schools arrived on Friday mommg at UMass for

what proved to be an educational and rewarding expen

ence.

Their busy schedule included workshops on overcoming

math anxietv, computer skills, student empowerment, self

image and music as well as athletic activities and a con-

cert.

The challenge program is a college preparatory program

Club wins trophies
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts chapter of

the Universal Budo Karate

Academy won five trophies

at the Hamzy's 23 Grand

National Karate Champion

ships in Torrington, Con

necticut early last week.

The Hamzy's Grand Na-

tional Karate Champion-

ships are B-rated tour-

naments and widely known

acrou the country. Karate

Illustrated, a national

karate magazine, has a

rating system of A. B, and ,

C
"In order to be a top com-

petitor in New England and

receive recognition as a

black belt, you have to com-

pete in the B or C
category," said Abdul

Mumeet, master karate in-

structor at UMass. "I'm

proud of the group from the

University of

Massachusetts." he said.

Since winning this il-

lustrious tournament, the

academy has been invited to

all the tournaments
throughout the United

States.

"We're going to pick at

random and hopefully make

all the tournaments in the

New England area."

The fighting team of Kalif

and Kareem Sharif, Valerie

Eaton, a hearing-impaired

student, and Paul Martin

placed in all of their divi-

sions. Kalif Sharif placed

first in the black belt

lightweight division and

fourth in kata. His brother

Kareem, placed second in

contact karate.

"My brother and I started

competing in ttmmamenUs

when we were seven years

old. We've been competing

for about eleven years."

said Sharif, and entering

first-year student.

Even though it was Paul

Martin's first time in a

karate tournament, he won

all three of his niatches. "I

felt confident because I

knew that the master

wouldn't send me to be

slaughtered. Budo Karate

works out better than any

other karate so I felt I was

prepared." he said.

piMU by Itrrvi Ratwrta

Kareem Sharif, Paul Martin. Kalif Sharif

along with their instructor Abdul Mumeet poae

with their trophies. Absent from the picture is

Valerie Eaton.

As with any athletic

sport, discipline and at

titude play a very key role in

performance. "I'm very-

hard on the team. I don't

allow any smoking, dnnk

ing, or drugs. If you're g<»-

ing to be an athlete, vou

have to act like one."

Mumeet said.

His hard discipline paid

off because his team also

wtin a trophy f<»r l>e8t

uniforms and discipline.

Their next timmament
will be on May 31.

for minority and low- income high school students.

Rudy Jones, assistant director of undergraduate admis-

sions said the weekenckprogram was created to expose th«

studenU to the college experience without taking them away

from their regular school schedule In addition, he said it

benefitted the students in their interaction with college stu-

dents.

Jacqueline Murray, teacher and program coordinator at

Dorchester High said the event "was a great experience for

the kids Their fears about college disappeared after the fu^t

day They saw that college students are people too."

Nancy O'Neil Challenge Program ctM)rdinatorat Madison

Park High gave high praise to the pre college program it

has a positive influence on student.s. It gives them a sense of

identity and a challenge if they want to attend college."

Martina Rios. a junM»rat Jamaica Plain High who received

the number two award for her outstanding perfomianc*

while in the program said the weekend gave her the oppor-

tunity "to feel what being is college is

David Pierce, a graduate student in the Knghsh as a

.Second Unguage Program at UMass who sat in one of the

workshi.ps said the students wer,- >harp and "really mo-

tivating" with lots of ideas

What's Happening
>.A riKDAN A workshop on Women and Labor(South

Korea. U.S.A.) will be held at 9:4ft in nM)m H01-H02 of the

( anipus Cenur Women in Ijibor-Part II (Palestine.

South .\frica) will bf dis«usse»l in a workshop at 1
4'> in

r.M.m MO 1 802 of the Campus Center Third World Wumea
and Keminium will be discussed in a workshop at 1

4.'> in

riK.m H«i.) of the Campus Center Joaephina Rodriguez, a

longtime activist of the Puerto Rican Independence move-

ment will be the keynote st>^aker at a Women in Resistance

conference u\ t 1 "> in the ( ampiis Center

"A Muaical Dream." a play alnwt the Spanish. Indiaa

and African contribution to Puerto Rican music will he per-

formed hv Sorobei. the Latin children en.semble at 7 p m. in

room KMiHofthtt ampusCenter The show is free and open

to the public.

Bostons Reggae band. New Lionn will star in a benefH

Keggae dance and concert along *ith WMCA deejay Jay

Scutty Dread at 8 p.m. m the Student UnKin Building.

AdmisM.m is $.1 for students and $.'> for the general public

PnueeHs will h.-n.-Hf ilw Konim x- Intematumal Women

Event.

The KveryWomen s (enter at the University of Massa-

chusetts is r<illecting clothing and housewares for an East

hampton family whose house was destroyed in a fire late last

month. Donations can be bn>ught to Loti Reyes Ocasio or

.fuiie Martinez at Wilder Hail

Ttie Top o\ the Campus De.^sl aurant

pprsfNTs

Mother'§ Day Buffet

r,.v»*'

lo*^**

MA Sales Ta« Extrj

North Amherst
Tire & Autoi

Center]
Full Scrvicv lnv Store

.'8 Sunrteeund Rd No ftmSetsI M*
|

.\ .V .

VIS* Mv:

Friday the 3rd

PAJAMA SLAVE
DANCERS

Saturday
P.B.S. from Boston

Mon 6th - DJ Elekta

Wed 8th - Mushroom People

Thurs 9th - The Chills

Fri 10th - Bamboo Steamers

Sat 11th' Wildcat O'Halloran

Band

saht Street, Northampton, MA
i parking in rear

cStcam^iip Pound hakcd Ham IVlkKHi.^ ^

Special 6alad bar A*v«>orlcd Dc*vHc-rt.s

and many other Hc^tvhons

Complimentary flower lor Mom

^, >.

Mav 12. P85

WX) am fo 4:'50 p.m.

$8*^") >'.- $4.90 '»H"M.

Call today to rc^r\'c

a tabic lor your

entire tamily.

54^6000 c^xl 63^

TOP of the CAMPUS
Pccstauranl and Lounge
lllh Hoor, Ciinif^ii^ Center. I'Ma.H^
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BEER SPECIALS
BUD suitcase $10.99

BUSCH suitcase $8.99

CARLING 12 oz. btis $6.99

GROLSCH 12 oz. btIs $17.99

ST. PAULI GIRL 12 oz. btIs $16.99

BALLANTINE 12 pk $3.49

GENESEE BEER 12 pk $4.50

SIX PACKS
RINGNESS $3.99 BECKS $4.25

STEINHAUSER $3.99 SWINKLES $3.25

FORT SCHYLER BEER. . $1.60

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L $9.99

PEP. SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $8.99

RYANS IRISH CREAM 750 ml $4.99

GORDONS GIN 1.75 L $11.99

HARVEY'S SCOTCH 1.75 L $13.49

WINE SPECIALS
JACQUES BONET CHAMPAGNEmagnum$5.99
CHANDON CHAMPAGNE $12.99

TAYLOR CALIF. CELLARS 1.5 L $4.25

FOLONARI SOAVE 3 liters $7.99

ALMADEN TABLE WINE 3 L $6.49

SUN COUNTRY COOLER 2 L $3.29

WE DELIVER 584-8174

3g3,Russell^r^^J,R^^

Distinguished Visitors Program

OUTSIDE PROPOSALS MEETING

Wed. May 8 7:00 pm CC Room 804

proposals due May 7 at 5:00 pm

Forms can be picked up

and dropped off at

the DVP Office SU 415

* ¥ * * *

Thorn«t Markatplac*
Old Soufh St Entfonc*

Northampton

Op»n Noon nil 1130 Sun Thuri

Noon till Mldnlgt^l Fri k Sot

586-4837

The
Original

and Still the
Best!

ho>h
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'
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

You Should Review West Side Story

Again Buddy!

My name is Harold Finner and I am a reporter from another paper. Let me get down

to what I must say.
. . -._ r^ .^ r- ^

I saw the production of West Side Story at U-Mass done by the Theater Guild. First

of all Count Ramin Zahed, I think you should see the production again and with your

eyes and ears open this time. The laughter you mentioned was from pure pleasure. You

also mentioned the choreography and how you thought it was ''sloppy and

unpolished". I may have noticed a few dancers not executing steps properly but on the

whole I thought the choreography was pleasing and entertaining.

Congratulations to whoever ^choreographed the showi
• ^ •

It was obvious after each number through the applause how the audience enjoyed it.

The peoplewho play Tony and Maria were believeable enough for me. (sorry I did not

get access to any of the cast names)
.

I felt they had a true devotion for each other and the voices earned over just ex-

cellent. Anita I must say was smashingly hoti Her character came through strongly in

her acting, singing and dancing. After watching her I had to cool down a bit. Bernardo

did not quite capture the power Anita had but was strong enough to carry the role. Ritf

(don't believe you did not mention any of these people Count), was just vibrating with

energy and executed his character well. Action did a superb job always having a

demanding presence on stage. ^ , ^ .u . ^j •

Cino, especially when he delivers the news about Bernardo s death to Maria, is

strong and convincing. *. . ^ * . ^ « •

Hats off to all other characters in the show. You all did a fine job. Again Count Ramin

Zahed this was obvious from the audience's response' I think I can speak for the au-

dience except for the Count, but who cares about what he has to say, that the staff and

cast of West Side Story all did a fine job in entertaining the people.
Harold Finner

Collegian Note: This advertisement was not submitted for editorial space.

Friday, May 3. 1985-——
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Friday. May 3

LUNCH
Bo8ton Burger on

Sesame Seed RoU

BASICS LUNCH
Boston Burger on

Sesame Seed Roll

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

Cheese Lasa^na with

Tomato Sauce

BASICS DINNER
East West Lasagna

Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

BLOOM COUNTY By Berke Breathed
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WEATHER

TODAY: Clouds and intermittent water

from the sky.

TONIGHT: Ccx)hng off and still clouded

up.

TOMORROW: More clouds but no rain.

High 55 60.

-aovjiiU-u-a-a.

"ou are the news -

Be a part of it...

Come join N.E. largest college daily

Rt»cruitment

for news reporters & refreshments at

7 p.m. Mon. May 6 in the newsroom
or come see Laura Yee

Staff and correspondents- you haven't

been forgotten-come get an assignment]

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l^diird h> Irudr Miihrl Jaffr

ACMOSS

'y SoKeat potato s

rel«liv«

8 SofKMJS

13 Challang*
14 Hunga'ian

brad *a"n (tog

'i Pick jptha
cf>ac»

tft Catcttaii atXK
17 F«<3 agant
18 Inlo'mad
19 Star of 49

Across
22 Indonesian

islands

23 Black gold

7* Star ol 49
Across

33 lroquoiar>

Indians

)4 Streets.

in Cannes
36 volente

36 ErT>anale

3' Ladder parts

39 House plant

40 E>ciamationot
surprise

41 Luck. Inst)

slyte

42 E (Claim

loudly

43 Star of 49
Across

4; Native Suffix

48 Western Hemi
sptiere org

49 An American
Tragedy
Hollywood
style

b7 In the least

M Skaneateies.

for one
59 Odense native

60 Sandal feature

61 Part of 48

Across
62 Related
63 Turkisti title

64 Like a wet fien

65 Pittance

DOWN
1 Bad time

for Caesar

2 City on the

Avon
3 Dies

4 Mlarket

5 G » S heroine

6 There ought a

• be
1 Skirl type

8 Certain atmo
sphere dis

turbar>cas

9 Animal
Farm author

10 Sloth

memtw
1

1

Corn units

12 Motorists
abbr

14 Feather

Comb form

20 Falls t>ehind

21 The High

wayman poet

24 Combine
25 Bay window

26 Japanese
American

27 Golfer s gadget

28 German painfc

IMa«

189' 1976

29 Auminster

30 Epitome
31 Iron Comb

torm

32 Copier fluid

37 Early violin

16 Lmplo>

39 Soar
41 Tree with white

tk>w«fS

42 Wild parly

44 Wileoi
Lamech
Genesis

45 Biewahom
46 Spud
49 boy'

v; OoHers goals

it Biblical

kingdotn

52 CaiTiera

53 Holland eipod
54 MunropseudO

nym
55 Iwliiilary group

56 Hawaiian
goose

57 Serpent
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* Men's

Lax
goal-scorer with 19. Mike
Fiorini and Greg Fisk each

|

have 14 with Doug Musco

adding 11.

Cioaltender Gerry Moreau

has a .544 save percentage '

and a 9.6 goals-against

average. The defensive unit

of Mark Stratton. Tom
Aldrich and Gerry Bryne

has played well. Garber

hopes to use defensive

reserve Scott Craig more to

rest his starters and
prepare for upcoming
games at C.W. Post and

home against Syracuse.

In the past. UMass has

trailed Hobart before rail-

ing for victories and Garber

hopes to avoid this trap

again.

"We have to go out there

and give them a game up to

the level we can play," the

veteran coach said. "If we

do that, we'll probably win.

I expect them to come out

iky-high for us because we
are a Division I team, their

crowd will be jumping all

over us and going crazy. It's

an intense game."
Garber hopes to use two

attack units. Carmean.
Lukacovk and Fiorini have

started and played well.

GORILLA GRUMBL-
INGS: UMaas and Hobart

had their game snowed out

last season and Garber was
reluctant to play this

season, citing the upcoming

Post game (which was mov-

ed from this Wednesday to

Tuesday) and the Syracuse

game (which was moved
from Saturday the 1 1th to

Friday the 10th because of

the Orange'.s graduation).

The coach hoped to give his

players a good rest for

Syracuse instead of the

eight hours roundtrip to

Hobart and another seven

to Post.
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JOIN us

or

Dinner
1

Mothers' Day cards at
Amherst /Daily K) 6. Sun. 12 S

May Beer of the Month
BECKS

"Champagne Dining at Beer Prices'

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

Positive ID Required

A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR NEW GRADUATES

CAN HELP YOU INTO A NEW CHRYSLER OR PLYMOUTH.

With graduation here, you're probably ready for a

new car Chrysler Corporation understands the

graduate's problems establishing a credit history

and getting together enough cash to finance a

new car purchase. Now you can afford a new car,

thanks to Chrysler's special r
Gold Key program for col-

lege graduates.

You can drive a new

1985 Chrysler or Plymouth

OUT
MORE.

SEND MY MATERIALS TO THE ADDRESS BELOW

for a fraction of the purchase cost, with afford-

ably low monthly payments. You have six months

from the receipt of your degree to take advantage

of this exclusive program.

Mail the coupon below and get full details

— —
-| of this special Gold Key

program for you,

the new college

graduate. Act now.

Name

St.Tic Z,,.

( iraduation Date

i7'it K IrltcrMin Awmif

Chrysler

Ptymouth

I

Looking for that special place?

With exceptional food & reasonable

prices ?

The India House
Restaurant >?^ii

will amaze you.
Specialties in vegetarian; seafcKMi; lamb and chicken. Food

prepared in classical Northern India.

45 State St.
Dinner 5:30. 10:30

Northampton
586-6344

• Women's lacrosse •m^ timtiwttd irtfm paft I*

Lunch Specials 11:30 - 3:00
Takeout
outside catering 7 days a week

extra scoring punch. Diane Buch has

set the freshman .single season scoring mark

b> scoring {.i goals (!.'> assists) and Kim
SUrk has tallied ;U goals(six assists). Defen

sively. another freshman plavs a big role

itoalie lov .limes rebounded tnmi pre sea-

son knee surgerv' to amass a shot-to- goal per

rentage of IStl? in 12 games.

I Mass relies on senior Pam Morvl (;<H

goals, seven assists), junior Bunny Forbes

(IH. 15). and freshman (Imny ArmstmngdH.
one) on of fense However Hixon plans to

make more use of her defensive players

against -IM to provide a wrinkle in the

I'Mass attack.

We re going tt> work de fenders Kris

K(H-ot. Andrea Muccini. and F.milv Hiinii>i

ton into the offense I think we need more of

an element of surprise in our attack. We'll

use them to get the ball to where they don't

expect it. That way we can open up the mid-

dle for Pam. (linny. and Bunny," Hixon

said.

The teams have met previously with both

contest resulting in upsets. In 1983 .lames

Madison beat then defending national cham

pion I'Mass 6-r>. In last year's VAW match

I'Mass. seeded number four behind -IM.

pulled off an H 7 come from behind victory

In the other KCAC game today I'NH

meets fourth seeded l^oyola at 1:1)0. The
winners of today's contest meet .Saturday at

1 :()() in the tournament championship

L
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raward r^ Ctma Hik 546ei3l

writing tvpMg and admng itOt

ara 'or 30 hra waak # 3 36 now< Appaca

lavw m» a i a iipbii at 420 SuB aaai>ni •
May ) 9 5 pn- woman arxJ thtrd wono
aiudantt ancouragad to app'y Tna SGA a •

AA (to

CaMwaalera Aaaooation o* tndauandani

Cwt«a taat nuaWiad counaatot 'or 75

»p)l>n^ chddran i campa m Nuithaaai Ju
ly and Auguat Contact *war*tinr o* in

iMli»Mt^i Campa iMAi 80 Ma^o r A«a

H»»i VotH N V 10010 I212> 879 3230

¥W<y g» actloa dyt> *ff" rapaymawt

'

Jom tna Maaa Nat Guard tor loan lapayman t

wtd 100% traa tuition Communtcationa and

nwdKbi poraormai naadad' Fo> ailo ca*

546 '462

intaraatad m »p»» ttoman r^iatana and

•ludant nghta' Ttw Studant Ganaral i poai

honanowopan Appkcants fhould poaaaat

antnutiatm laadarahip raaaarcs and

wntmg *i*i Etpananca *• ludKial avitamt

a 'laiphr Tna poattion a lor 12 sout *

waak Appkcationa ara alao ba«ig accaptad

•o> tyyn aaaatantt Appkcantt muat Im

undorgraduata* and may app'y at Km 434

SUB Oaadbn* a Wadi May 10 Monnan

aryl rmnonnm »rm ancouragad to app»y Ti^a

SGA a an AA Ef amptoyw

BUMMCR EMPLOYMENT Amhart'

Laiaura Sannca* b SuppMmantai Educamn
rwt rvimarou* opantrigt 'or hi* and pan

tima tummar arip'oyn^ant m tha *o*<»»t«>g

poaitiona Advantora Wayground Oractor

Arrt h Cratti Haua inetfuctor Tarwtit Otrac

to« Ooan Gyr. Supannaor At^rantura

Playground Arti ft Crafti Aaaata'tt

Advontura Plavground Laadart m TraitMng

>4a*d Li»a Guard 'inatructor Pra School

Syyim Haad inatructoi vooth ft Adu«t Tan

na Inatructor Lrfaguartit Inatruclort Pr»

School Swim Ataittantt P'a School

Racraatton Laadan Starting talary rang* «
*3 36-M 46 par hou' dapandmg on poartion

and indiyidual* qualiticationt Apply by 4 30

rr May 8 19B6 to ttia Qtfica o« th* Tow
Managar Town Hall Amhartt MA 01002

tauai Eiflpiormant OpoorturtttvAffirmativ*

Action Emo*ovar

Earn monay o" »>' tt>a magannaa aoW on

camput Naad paoola '" PO«' information

Good profit Writ* BPC S21B Mardy

Ovari*nd P»rli K S 86204

Swmmar worfcatudy |oba Lab/Ftatd Aaat

Biowgicai Raaaarch can Phil 545-0278

Olahwaahar wortittudy poaition 6 hr w*
4 00 hi now till lamaatar and* can Phyiht

5236*

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER part time

opaning fo' parton enperienced with DEC
POP " o' VAX computers and MACRO
aaaamblv language Amt>er»t ba—Kl com
panv davaloping communicationt »nd real

time control aofryyara a looking tor to

maona to »»ork pan time dunng the tchooi

yaai witti full time afT>p»oymant during tfie

tummar and intareaaion* Eiicallan' oppoi

tunityi Eo' information ca* Procaa* Soh

ware Corporation at 549 8994

:»> gtaat

I ca* Andy S46 TVS

A I ana* ln«pa a«rd boa ta mlaamg from

iha Cd«hI" aa o« 4 30 85 » anyone

knowa en M wharaabout* ptaaaa ratum it to

the Co*ag«n front daak Tn* cmnanta are

yar» rrtpor^ai" '^a'^ »•»-

I MINUTES *«OM UMABS

OM eadwtMy rptn June JuN AugiM' 2

badroom Lawam Ap«Btol 54B 7189 avan

MOTORCVCLES

t«1 Vamaha 490 atfaaani condthor

ciaar*ncc p'.cad »750 00 avamng b
waakand* 247 5i94

IBMwtdaCBlM vary d*panda»>* Great

i»M(«a now ct^mK wwh hatmat' aSOC

546X126

B«i*whi OBMBl aacaaant condmon 42000

or BO 546 5436 or 546 8B62

MRBONALS

tanini Can 546-0210 IMa«««n
.ng* keap trymg'

Ff«a BduOiwaat WHaati Podtwa awdlMa
»> the S1WAG 0»«tca w Mampdan Limit ona

oar Southwaat laaidan

Ro«i<«d trip air tfckat from Nawa't tn

Oakland CA good na Juna 15 4200 549 4649

rughtt

AWacttonata all— »t
"

llama** cat

fioma mwiiadlatafy Plaaaa ca* Julie

STB mora day* ta fBft Tou thought i wa*
forgafmg about you didn i you

Bacottta an aaaoclata mambor at Lamb
da Ch. Alpha ar>d eipanance what fraternity

k«* a kke for more mfo ca* Dan at 253 9032

Happy Batatad Birthday' 19

1 to go Too bad i* be tayir^ trie

nakt year i owe you one anyway*

Love Joanna

Bttddy »o«iia Happy Blrthdayl Ian t Itiia

yyhat you va aNMv* wantad" H««a a great

day' PAD
Congtatulatlon* to tt««

T>iat* Chi We love you

of

Qyyn badroomi Voor oyyn bedroom in * 4

bi rambling Rolling Green Apt An condi

tion e«ac etc »» •nO Bu* *top* 'Vj"
"

fnm Cheap' Summer onfy' Call 253 7206

HOUSE It HAMMOCK

7 paraon 6 badroom eummar 'fa* ophon

PROfESSIONAL
rVPINO SERVICE

Caaaa Papora CNaaartatlona T>y*
on cat'tpu* vary lataBia ia«* rWia. Nancy
884 7B24

RIDERS WANTED

rMto ID South Elonde

253 2140 Rati

HOOM WANTED

June 2 Jiihr 13

2a6«i5 7 30 lam SB pm beat hmaa

T««« *para* fn Pwffton ar Brpndradna
foi fa* WM take ovw laaee m June

MXMNMATES WANTED

Rt«arg<«a* 12
wanted Itimo tin^ tJB each doubta

aMrt Juna 1 ca* 256 1833 wiim

Ona latwala reamtnata naadaa to

'oom m Brendyyyme epi celi546 8BS7

T«r
bedroom >n luiunou* fully tu'nt*had

SowlHwood townnouae apartment in,^

Juna 1 Savi 1 AC iH batha cabM rv

poM iwwH* eoi^fa pdiiQ QuaM near but

aMp rant nagonabta ca* Barry at 253 3038

kaec iry«>g

Eemele nan ameklng roommate
wanted for double room m Pu»t»on apt rail

Lmda or Cath 546 58B0

T««o Ipinplaa ta altara Puttton Apt aum
w fa* optM>n ca* Joan 546 3B85

to (hara '

badiuom Btandyywria apt June lit Clean

quiai «^ comf fum««iad Lynna 54B S1S3

•eep t-ving

Naad 1 or 2 calm poapta for one bedroom
» Brandvwtna ca* Bob 546 4*24

Lpoblng tor 2 nan a«neli tng tamalaa to

#iare • room «i Toamhouee Apt ca*

Mala i eaiwmala yvantad tor houaa m
Hyanns MBO tor ttie eunvrw can attar

10 30 pm Staph 546-6BCM o< t.m» !

r«n«ata reemntpta naadad to

Soutt«««aod townhouoe Ea« Muat be pat

aonabia and rtonsmokar Cell Lynda

54B«1«3

Loohlitg tor two tamalaa to ehara double

n Amharat Cental half iTi4a to cantpu*

tunporch leripyatad rnuat taa to ap

pracata 54B6378

famala roommete wantad to (hare room
m Brtttanv Meryv tiaginning June 1*t ca*

546 57W 54«5796

On* or two paopta ln>ale or tamalal (hare

Bnttany Manor ty»o badtoofw for ta*

253 2140 Rob

1 tamal* roommate wamad to itiara

room m Srendyyyma 546 91 19 or 9812

SCUBA EQUIP

89 cu ft tank, rag BC wateun e«traa* e>

caNant cond uaed occ tan* recent hydan

and vtauei A* for *aOO 527 0218 •vm

SERVICES

corns ia/121 Tutor UMaaa eonai^lant

fomiar 123/121 grader Aia> 253 78K

Kay*" protaaeional IBM typmg

Sywaa and Ent/

Alptta Dalia PttI wa didn't forget con

gratulationt to tfte riaw brother* of ttie

muatard houae Lo«a. Itta tNiara and
pledge* of Pft< Mu
Bonnie and Trpcpv Gal pavchad Only arte

mor» dev We love you Love your *oon to

be ti*t*r«

Oold Sale 8 tolid rope brecelet now HOC
wae 1200 18 be»eled rtemngbone necklace

now tTB yyat (156 18 beveled ne"

mgbone nacklace rvjw MO wet »180 die

mond ttud eernnge now tX we* JflO

Golden Opportunity et Lodeetooe '310 Piae

tent St Amriertt

Doug W Do you thow everytXMty your lirtle

tnck' I haven t teen it but i heard Scott and

the brother* »^ve' Luv Adoratile

Souttiwaat Week 1986

tchedule of todev * eventt

2* pm Band* on tfie Pyramid*

2 00 3 00 Prophet

3 » 4 » Eiathback

5 OO 6 00 The Stinger*

3 30 6 M pm Bartieaue*
loutdde Berkehire

8 00 pm Weat Side Story outewle

Hampden praaentad by UMMTG
SATURDAY

2 6 pm on P- ramidt

UMaaa Gy~<na*tic* 'earn

anc Hraakdance'i
SUNDAY

The Southyyeet Concen 12« pm
Neiiu*. Girl* Night Out E>

Ota Day and Tha Unight

MC Stave Syyaanay

Kathy and jim Vou have not fulflllad

your Der Graphic* cratlneee raq * Mat
yvant* to hear you aetaam Ilka Bobby

256 '002

Typing on IBM SaMctrlc H SOpage

SUMMER ACTIVISTS WANTED

Eight Raganomic* and epend tfie *um
mer In New Hempehire Progreeeive

I'lbby I* hiring energetic poople to |oln

c<ur political etaH Call the N M People *

ANIarKsa. Concord NH 80»226-4aa7

SUMMER HELP WANTED

tlltcttan Managar Mu*t tiave *Kperionce

111 »f»on order cooking food prep end mven
lory ordeong 5* par houi to *ian Apply m
liaraon to CharHaa raataurant i Pray St

/vmharat

SUMMER SUBLKT

I'umlettad townhouea apt pool air cond

liundry faciiitte* rent negotiable can

106 3700

:i bdrm apt In houaa 14 people comfor

labial Squire ViMaga on bu* route 4490

'no poeeiMe fell option Cell 866 2529

tiunny 1 H bedroom Puffton epartmant
1 uHv tumahwl tvaiieMe May 24 c^l La* o'

MB 549 6306 kseo irying

2 badroom in Townahoeue for tublet fui

niehed rent negotiable call 546 3819

Summar auWat taM option Spaciou*

Squire Village loyvnlKHjee on bu* route 3

»drm« hold* 5 comfonably for eiciting

letail* call 686-3475

badroom a^ Wi Puftton beat offer call

la* 546 1441

I bdrm Nofthwaad apt ram nagoiiabia

*i M6 4621 ta* option

Maniad two badroom tawwbauae apen

nani cneep Ce* 546 866'

(.arga apt In ONraath Manor 16 rnnnute

«alk from campu* *vigie end double 41 10

oat paraon nagobabie ca* 546 7527

Cheap Pufftan 3 bedroom June Auguat

ent negotiable Joanne 546 6476 or

Sujanra 546 9727

1 kliriim avan m 2 badroom Rivarglade

apt 180 00 par moa ca* 29BC2B3

BunMnar'taM aptlon Swiaa VMage 4

badroom rwtt nagotiabie i tiatn uiMtia* >'

dudad bu* route ca* eve* late 253 5M6

Sautttwae* Juna Aug 2 bedroom 1 W
bath cabta on bu* kne beat oNat i4S^7l2>

5467<3B _
ftim- P< Amtiarat epacioua 31** apt

wd lo wa* carpet nawfy larvxwlad.atc

Acfoaa trom Drake Muai *aa Fal opaon

Calnow 54B7WI

Ibaimm apt In

546 7M1 on bu* route

Ona raani In S«*«aa VMapa n aMbii June

let cM Keaie 2566Z25 ASAP'

il A

Br^iht tunny big kitchen fbapiaca Qnhr

190 • irwmth ca* 546 6483

PartlaMv tumiattad 2 large badrnome on

bu* 'oute pool AC 256 '474

Cotamal VHIaga ona badroom pool

Wundry fac*Riaa bu* June Aug 2566403
valara

3 badream* Ptaalda ntlal Ap«a June '

Sept 1 rttiee to campu* A C ca* Stave

Leon 6-6861 keep tnnng' 'ant

Sunny raam Ir

tuMat fa* option Ren<

6 2778

pool nude eunbattwig Rant nagobabia a0
anytime 5469661 Phil

TItraa badroom apt tat rant aa a unit or

eaoeretety ir^ Puttton V4lege ca* a<wningB

548 6622 ier<i 'legotiabia

Souttnvood Apta 1

6BS32 G«*ann 667M keep trying

baautttui area

canoeing fiehing aiore.

nagotiebie option iB4 5186

Tawmatiauaa 2
fu*y fumahed 546 1

h«jga yard

• tS7'ioom.

J t(

•patioua Sauaa Vi

chav' Rent nag

tor 2 badroam* •«

apt June 1 Aug 31

2664

15 mi

from camoue 1150 • ut* Suaanna 546 1980

jiun»A*i«ual tumahPuu4«on3
adca*54*«73B

2 badraant Ta
iwM •'t\f—r*^ vmn't laai 94BW7D

taakl Only llOO'me Townhouae tor ona

ica«546!

location laaamiatil* ca* 546 77B9

hjty tumahad
1727

»umma<
negotiable .^i

Two bedraam townhouee epi fu*y fut

nahed C0I Sharon Of Suaan 646 '618

PurwMia* Brandvwtne ept avaHaMa for

aurrwnar aubtat (100 rnn pom AC 2 bdnri

fa«aptKin ca* 549 6267

Law ranti 2 badtoom tumahad aw contk

mrang 686^3700 around 6 00 or 12 W pm

Towrthouee tyiro bedraam aunvnar eubfat

*ve4ebw June ' ca* 5468536 or 546 74*6

ReMIng Oraan apta ' bedroom 1 or 2 pao^

pie ut4itia* >r>cludad 256-0607

Quiat 1 bdr apt air eon*, goal, on Baa kne

ca« 546 9627

2 badiaam in Townattouee for eublat h«
nahad rant nagotiabie '-.e* 546 3619

Brandyyvlrta apt i H bedroom* *iieilab«»

Jun*i Auguet 30 ram nagotlabia ca* Lmda
546 8666

1 or 2 paapta fa* !**• i*mm in Culunlil

ViHage *har* apt with 1 mala on bua route

pool laundry 253 575'

Or«a room In canter ot Amtiarai ept «Mk
to toyyn <x catnpu* ca* Ann 2560046

4 badroom apartntant In hauaa. eacond

floor Amharat canter Auguet rant free Large

kitchen and Wingtoom Lot* of parking

(162 90/room'ft«onth AavaHable June let

Auguet 31*t Aafc tbt L«a o
256 1*41

Brandywdna apartntani

cofor TV rant nagotip

1 b^m apt aummar *uMat adth taM op
ttan 300 par month pool tanna bue t^'Atiee

mrl 886 3*18 eve

TO 6UBLET

Huge of«a badraom epartmant Mam St

Amh 253 3B34

4 baPtaam towmtiauee in Sgulta ¥•*•
I a*al»l* iiine t wn^ t*i< option '-a*

885 3066

Sparlniii er«a badroom apartment »
oagrttabta greet location ca* now 546 5369

Brittany Menor apt tor rant Call

253 5796 •ii.eMeni faciktaa

6 ' 1 4 bdrm Amh ut* md fe* opt 2666 82*1

Summar auMot ta« option ColDn«i

Vikaga 1 bdm 253 7B27 (266 mth

1 badtaam Sowttwvood Apt aummar
auMai faMoptnn ca* late 2560617

Sumetnr awblat wHt» apttan T«»o bdrm
Ckftaida apt M26mo ncktdaa al ut4n«ai

Pool lanrM* court* on bua route Ca*
Dwwia or Sherrte et 8864810 keep trymgi

2 large badream In epiKtoue 2 berVcxyn

Soutttyyood ept ram nagotiabfe eve4ebfe

June 1 with fe* option ca* Rai 546 ia&?

3 badraom Craatvlew apartmani
a»a*abi« June l fa* option ckna to campua
AC 5460839

THAVEL

OftvtNf to CaHtafnIa firat or aacond waak
m June' Let « caravan Jodi 5465171

WANTfO

3 badroam fumahad apt in toyvntiouee

•v*4eble for eumemr eublet onfy ( neg ca*

546«2a9

Brittany Manor 2 badroome on bu* route

oKe apt aiie4abla 5/24 w/IM option ca*

256 1506 nagotiebie

pay cMfi tdt

refngaretor 5860723

Taat wantad Real aetata by PlaitRW. Wa
pay riaw book pnce 886 2626

1 tarTMta needed to ahar* 3 baAoom
tpyynhoua* ept (pnng eemeeteri cal Robyn

or Nedme 546 7968

Wanted Fandar Teteceetor 717 722 cil

Sta*aat66323

WANTED TO NCNT'

Apt for aummar auBlat in houaa m
Amharat Ctr 1 or 2 people ca* 253 2936

3 bdrm apt In tiauae near town cf«eep

June 1 one double room aneileble for fa* ca*

Sue 54»0482 Kn* 54»6iei

famala yvantad one bedroom Piaaldanlial

Apt* gomg feet S88b 5827

Summar euWat 3 badroom totwnhouee

ept et Rolling Green furniehed rent

reaeoneWe 256-0609 Dee ^^^_
Great Deal Eumafied bedroom m Brfltarty

Mano' tor almoet helf prKe (175 Stert*

fiom Mev 15 256 60S3

300^ mth 2 bedroom/ 3 person Squire

ViHege call Jim 6 9664 Peut 6 5289

2 bdrm Puffton negotieble rent call Dan or

Jon 546 7203

Larga ttowee. convenient location, four fur

niehed rcx>m* Fell option (99/ month
256^0566

Fall option 2 people to ehere Ig bdrm m 2

bdrm Northwood Apt 117/mo • *umrt>er

rent nog eveilable June 1 Ca* 546 4264

after 4 PM

Beeutltully located Swto* Village apt 4

bdrm living r<x>m and kitchen 1 W bethrm.

(480 nx)' Fe* option' 253 9666

Ofte badroom In Puffton Village. Mala.

(1S6'mo ca* Bitty 5460073 keep trying

Cheap 1 or 2 bdrma m apeciou* 2 bdrm
apt Belcfienoyvn On bua routa 2S6-88G6
fall option

Puffton fumahad near pool AC cheap rant

call 5465332 or 5465332 or 546^6120

460/mo plu* Vt utHttlaa ehere quiet far

mfrauae non emokert only 584 S0B7

Summer eublet In three badroom
TownfKxiae ept* fumahed end pnce a
negonebie call 549-0807

BrandyyvlnaiTrTbdrm tumlahad. AC

Wantad

Jun« !••• wMh III

rjwrd CAN An4ww Of MiCt

«B0 rovvord tor 2 or 3 bedroom apPiKnant in

Puftttjn or Brandyyyme ca* 26*- 1W1 aak ttK

Mark

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm ept in Townehouee or

Breodywioe Would talie over leeee June 1

(200 finder* fee ca* AbbM at 2561029

Kethy 253 3140

Wonted 2 bedroom aummer eublet with

fe* option call cokact 617 7769821

Raeponelble Qrad Studant looking for 1

bedrcx>m apt ir' Puffton lor *ummer c:aN

8868113 __
Needed eingle room In apt /houae nakr

campu* Ipref Pufftom non emokiog.

reeeonebly quiet to (tudy WiNteke June

I for fell Ce* Debbie 256*772

(80 rewerd for 1 bd apt 336 mduenre C4*

mght* 866 7064 (100 if under 300

Summer eublet wentad own room neer

bu* non »moking Amher^ Northei^too

•ree CHEAP' c*t'b«rd mu»t be OK Cethi

ae&236i

WINDSURFI

HIRy 3006 12 ft polyethylene boerd

6 7m' Neil Pryde ni|lam lail. vaneble degger

boerd. mini recing daggarboard. multi

hetght 2 poemon univeraal joini. otftai ei

trae Steve 546 7036
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A-10 tournamentsnext forIJMass
Baseball tangles icith W. Virginia • Softball takes on Temple

By PETER ABRAHAM
CoUegian Suff
The University of Massachusetts baseball

team will make a bid for the NCAA tourna

ment when it travels to West Virginia for the

Atlantic 10 championships starting today.

The Minutemen, 20 16, face West Virginia

at 3:30 p m. today. The Mountaineers* won

the A 10' 8 western division with a 9-3 record

while UMass was runner-up in the eastern

division with an 8 4 record. In the first game.

Temple faces Penn State.

UMass will go with senior righthander J im

Knopf (3-3. 2 38 earned run average) against

West Virginia. The Mountaineer* are eipec

ted to counter with lefthander Rich .SchUeper

(7-1. l.J>4>. one of the conference's best pit

chers.

'it's time for us U) play some ball," I'Mass

manager Dick Bergquist said "If we do well.

we can continue our season a little more 1

think we're ready."

UMass is plagued with injuries, missing

bt)th junior firstbaseman .leff Uimini and

freshman firstbaseman/pitcher Matt Sheran

with season ending injuries Reserve catcher

Dan Clifford will fill in at first with Bergquist

juggling his on again/off again pitching sUff

in the championships

The second UMass game (the tournament

IS double elimination) will see junior right

hander Bob Kostro (3 2. 6.06) on the mound

Other likely pitchers for either a third game

or relief action are lefthander Steve Allard.

John Martin. Jeff Jensen ( a league- leading

four saves) and Matt Subocz.

At the plate, UMass is led by senior de-

signated hitter Todd Comeau and his 380

batting average with 38 RBIs and six homers.

Thirdbaseman Doug Wright is at .348 and

outfielder Jay Zemer is hitting .344. Short

stop Angelo Salustri is hitting 312 with

seven homers and 31 RBI.

Keys for UMass include middle infield

defense Secondbaseman lack Bloise (314)

is back after missing JO games with a badly

pulled leg muscle. Salustri is also nursing a

bad back. Catching will be d(»ne by either

senior Todd Ezold (167 with a hand injur>)

or sophomore Sean Flint (.278). Both Steve

Messina (283) and Bruce Kingman (336

witha2 1 stolen base*;* have plaved *ell inthe

outfield.

'jm

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

For the first time this season, the

pressure is off the University of

Massachusetts softball team.

For much of the season, the team flirted

with .500 and just in the last week, after

winning seven of its last eight, has UM-ss
come together.

And just in time for today's (^ning

round of the Atlantic 10 championships

where fourth .seeded UMass, 22 19-1. 5-5 in

the A-10, meets top-seeded Temple, 23-13,

9-1, at 2 p.m. at Penn State.

"We're just glad to be there," coach

Elaine Sortino said. "It's lieen a tough road

for us to be there. We're going for broke.

It's the whole season for us."

The winner of the double-elimination

tourney gets an automatic bid to the NCAA
U)urnament. Penn State and defending

champion Rutgers complete the field. The

championship game is Sunday at 1 p.m.

Junior co-captain Lynn Stockley will be

on the mound for UMass this afternoon.

Stockley. who was named to the A-10 all

l All«run photo h> *nd< H»ll«r

Beckv Beckampis. a sophomore atUck, and the UMass women's

lacrosse team face James Madison in the ECAC tournament at New
Hampshire today.

Best Bet: Spring football '85

If you read the rest of the sports page,

you will notice that even* major sport is

away for the weekend. So. if you're sitting

around Saturday afternoon and want to

catch some rays (if it's sunny), head on over

to Alumni Stadium at 1:30 p.m. for the

annual spring football game.

Coach Bob Stull will be looking at many

things during the game, including the quar

terback position. Right now. Jim Simeone
owns the job, but is being challenged by

reserves Mike Trifari. Matt Palazzi. and

Tim Hecht. Injuries have hurt the UMass
backfield ( Frank Fay and (leorge Bomwell).

so also watch for transfer fullback Al Neri

from Nassau Community College.

Minutemen land a big man
6-8 center signs, BU coach to fiU GWjob?

conference team for the second straight

year, is 13-7, 0.30 ERA and has 104

strikeouts.

Second baseman Carol Frattaroh, .305.

13 RBI, (second consecutive year) and

Cathy Reed, a pitcher, first baseman and

designated hitter, were also named to the

squad. Reed was the ultity selection.

UMass is 15 against the three tourney

teams. "I hope no one is taking us tot) light-

ly," Sortino said. UMass has t»een playing

its best Softball of the year that last eight

games.
"The tournament is...a tournament and

it will go to the team that plays well all

weekend and has a couple of lucky breaks."

Sortino said.

Freshman shortstop Paige Kopcza,

(.455), junior catcher Beth Talbott (.313)

and sophomore outfielder Emily Bietsch

have been hot at the plate for UMass the

past few games. In the last eight games.

UMass has outscored the opposition, 34-9.

Another interesting ntite, UMass has

been seeded first the past two years and

never won.

Gazelles renew rivalry in

ECACtournament
By KD HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

A possible NCAA touma

ment bid lays on the line as

the University of Massachu

setts women's lacrosse team

travels north to Durham.

New Hampshire to par

ticipate in the Fast Coast

Athletic Conference post

season tournament IMass.

seeded second in the four

team tourney plays James

Madison University the third

seed, at 3:30 p.m.

If l^Masswinsthe KCACs
it stands a chance of moving

up from its current national

ranking of sixth, thus improv

ing it opportunities for re

ceiving a place in the four

team NCAA tournament

The top three teams in the

nation. Temple University,

the University of Maryland,

and Penn State University

are fairly sure participants in

the NCAA's. The fourth spot

in the tournament could go to

either the University of Vir-

ginia (number four), the

University of New Hamp
shire (ranked fifth) or I'

Mass. UNH is the num-

ber-one seed in the ECAC
tourney.

But things still come on at

a time and the (iazelles must

concentrate on James Mad
ison first of all. James

Madison compiled an 8-9

record in its regular season

action. However, the team

has lost five games by one

goal and all but two of the

team's defeats have come at

the hands of top ranked

teams. James Madison IcMt

to such top- ten teams as

Delaware, Penn State. UNH.
and Temple James Madison
has not been ranked this

year.

"They play a man- to-man
defense and their offense

rehes on some strong indi-

vidual players." UMass
coach Pam Hixon said.

"Overall they are a fast team,

and they are going to give us a

game. We're going to have to

play well to win."

Robyn Dunn leads the

James Madison offense with

44 goals and 18 assists. Two
freshmen have come through

for JM this year to add
nrntllNM^ <m pull li

Pace Division III champs

Gorillas invade Hobart

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachu.sett,s basket

ball team made a move to strengthen its

frontcourt. signing 6 8 shotblocker Sean

Mosby of Camden. New Jersey.

Mosby chose UMass ahead of Northeas-

tern, Wake Forest and LaSalle and is the

fourth player to sign with the Minutemen.

Coach Ron Gerlufsen indicated he may still

sign two other players, a forward and a

point guard.

"We project Sean as a shotblocking cen-

ter. " Gerlufsen said. "We really didn't have a

legitimate shot blocker this past year. I think

Sean's best basketball is ahead of him."

Mosby averaged eight point* and nine re-

bounds in high school while leading his team

to a 23-4 record. He rejected 3.5 shots- per-

game, Camden won the Jersey Group IV title

Mosby' s junior seasoa

In other basketball news, the ( nllegian has

learned that there are six finalists for the

George Washington basketball coach's job

vacated by Gerry Gimblestob after this

past season.

Boston University coach John Kuester is

expected to be named to the job today.

Northeastern coach Jim Calhoun. lona's Pat

Kennedy. St. Peter's Bob Duqiet. GW assis-

tant Mike Cohen and Lehigh head man Tom
Schneider were also considered.

UMass forward Horace Neysmith. who is

currently deciding between European ball

and the new USBL. was named to Eastern

Basketball's "Blue Collar" team. Gerlufsen

was second to Duquesne's Jim Satalin for

unsung coach while IJM athletic director

Frank Mclnerney was given the worst sup-

port award for not promoting the team when

it played in Springfield and leaving the A-10

tournament after the banquet

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

For most Division I lacrosse teams, play-

ing Division III national champions (for

five years running) Hobart College is a no-

win situation.

If you beat Hobart, critics will point to

the fact you beat a Division III team, lose

to them and you get looked down upon,

despite the fact Hobart recruits, takes a

lengthy spring trip and gets 7,000-8,000

fans at each game.

But for one Division I team, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, beating Hobart is a

definite winning situation. A victory at

Hobart (Saturday at 2 p.m.) will give

UMass an even (6-6) record and establish a

two-game win streak, two of coach Dick

Garber's immediate goals for the season.

"They're a hell of a team and beating

them would do a lot for us," Garber said.

"We've beaten them all four times we've

faced them, and most Division I teams

don't do that, so I'm confident we can get

out there and win."

Hobart relies on a quick -shooting offense

led by senior attackman Rob Grimaldi and

sophomore Ray Gilliam. They are currently

8-3 on the season and ranked second in

Division III behind Washington College.

UMass goes into the game fresh off of a

17-11 pasting of Dartmouth at home on

Wednesday. Sophomore attackman Tom
Carmean has led the Gorillas with 17 goals

and 30 assists for 47 points. Senior Tom
Lukacovic is the leading

camtinuKi on pagr H

Weekend sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:

Today:
Baseball: Atlantic-10 tournament vs.

WVU at West Virginia, 3:30 p.m.

Softball: Atlantic-10 tournament vs.

Temple at Penn State, 2 p.m.

Saturday:
Women's lacrosse: ECAC tourna-

ment vs. James Madison at UNH
Baseball: at Atlantic-10's

Football: Spring game at Alumni
Stadium, 1:30 p.m.

Men's Lacrosse: at Hobart, 2 p.m.

Women's Track: at New England's
Softball: at AtlanticlO's

Sunday:
Baseball: at AtlanticlO's

Frisbee: Northeast Regional Cham-
pionships, Southwest Fields, 12 noon Sat.

and Sun.

Softball: at AtlanticlO's
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GALAparade attracts

2,000 inNorthampton

CottiCMn piMo by Dtnk RoUfta

Participants of the 2.000-strong Gay and Lesbian Activists (GALA)

March parade down Main Street. Northampton Saturday.

Protests parallel
By Daniela Waterman
and the Associated Press

Despite worldwide pro-

teats, including at the

University • of

Massachusetts, President

Ronald Reagan led wreath

laying ceremony yesterday

at the small military

cemetery in Bitburg,We8t

Germany that holds

gravestones of German war

dead and SS troopers.

In the town of Bitburg,

supporters waving
American flags lined the

streets, but they were over-

shadowed by jeering

demonstrators from the

United States, France,

West Germany and 14 other

countries.

In Boston, hundreds of peo-

"I believe that our Presi-

dent's visit today in Bit

burg, Germany, will be

remembered as a blot of

shame in American
history," Rappi David

Neiman, chairman of the

Catholic-Jewish Committee

of the Archdiocese of

Boston, told a crowd
estimated at 400 on Boston

Common.
One hour earlier, in front

of the German consulate's

office in Boston's Back Bay

section, approximately 25

members of the Jewish

Defense League (JDL)

burned a replica of a Nazi

flag and condemned the

President's visit.

In New Bedford, 250

Christians and Jews joined

in an ecumenical meeting

Newman Center, UMass
Republican Club and the

Student Government
Association President's Of-

fife.

Dan Stockford, a member

of the United Christian

Foundation, said, "We
speak not only as Jews, but

as Protestants, as

Catholics, as atheists, as

Buddhists, as blacks.

By DEBORAH ROS.S

Collegian Staff

Music. Hinging, dancing, chanting and pur

pie ballocjns filled the streets of Northam

pton Saturday afternoon as 2.000 people

paraded in the fourth annual Lesbian and

Gay Liberation March.

"Each year it gets bigger and better.' said

Kathryn Courtland Millis. member of C.ay

and Lesbian Activist > ''*•*' A' wh.fh spon

sored the event.

The march began at Bridge Street School

continued down Mam Street with par

ticipants yelling chants such as "Hey ho, hey

ho. homophobia has got to go.' and ter

mmated with a rally in Pulaski Park

Abng the route, bystanders and people in

passing cars added their supj>ort. But when

the mar< hers approached the park they were

met by pn»testerh holding signs such as "Ood

made Adam for Eve. not Steve." and one

sign, nailed to a coffin, read "We mourn the

death of morals m Northampton.

The rrowd responded to the protesters

with louder chanting and by producing alter

native signs whi«h read "C.od loves a lesbian
"

and "One in ten Baptists must be in the

closet,"

According to Millis, the theme of thi>

year's march was 'moving together, building

unity and celebrating diversity." She said t he

musicians and speakers that enterUined the

crowd in the park were drawn from a variety

of racial, ethnic. reliRious and age groups

The first speaker. tlALA organizer Kim

Christiansen, said, "in the past our com

munity has been under attack and attacks

against us still occur.

•'At least one member of our lesbian com

munity has been murdered this year,
"
she

said, adding that "never again " should .such

incidences be allowed to occur.

"We are proud and angry and the rights we

are not given we will take, " she said.

Bemadette Cozart. a black lesbian mem

l>er of the All- People" s Congress who spoke

on the need for unity said "when we're apart

they'll pick us off one at a time
"

"We must come tt>gether." she said, and

adding that "marches like this one make you

know we are on the move and our time has

come."

A spokeswoman for the Metropolitan

Community Church c«>mmented on the pm
testers m her speech, and said "(lod loves all

people and being a Chnstian is not standing

on the side of the road with a coffui
"

•BeingaChnstianiR fighting homtiphobia.

racism, seiism, anti-semitism and .elebrat

mg diversity." she said.

According to CiALA siH)kesperson Jane

("leland. this years march was the ' sm-vMb

est ever
"

She recalled that last year a permit was

denied for the march, a move which led

OAl^ to sue the city of Northampton, and

although thev won based on the Kirst

Ammendment, this led to 'tensums
'"

She said this year the city had been co-

operative and the (xilice were "• pleasure to

work with, being respectful polite and with

a gmid attitude
"

Asked how she felt after the march, co-

director oft he UMass Lesbian I num. Debra

Kenn, replied 'I'm psyched out and happy

beyond belief It's been ecstatic and fan-

tastic."

'This is my first parade and I'm psyched."

agreed John Jablonsky. president of the

(Mass lesbian. Bisexual (lay Alliance, add

ing "most of the people f>n the road wire

really supportive.
"

Jennifer Brauer. co director of the l.*8-

bian Union with Kenn. said that the unity

was really g<K>d. " as were the chantM. es-

pecially the one that went "Tw<). four, six,

eight, how d'you know the police are

straight?" she said.

In Boston, hundreds o! peo-
^^^day at Ahavath

pie. including survivors of ^ .^ Synagogue to pro-

the Nazi Holocaust and •' ^^'

members of their families,

protested yesterday, and

Friday, more than 250 peo-

ple gathered in the Student

Union Ballroom at UMass
to hear Jewish, and Chris-

tian community leaders and

other activists speak to pro-

test the visit.

test the visit

Michelle Richmond of

Hillel, a UMass Jewish

organization , the event 's

sponsor, said a UMass rally

was organized in three days

by a diverse coalition in-

cluding the United Chris-

tian Foundation, the
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"// you are (ml to describe th£ truth, leave

elegance to the tailor." ..
—Albert Einstein

rollepan photo by Uerrk Roheru

OTIS DAY AND FOUR ARRESTS BY NIGHT - One University of Massachusetts student was

irrested and charged with assault and battery on a police officer and two were ^r^ested and

Sarged with disorderly conduct when fighting broke out at the Southwest A^*
^-^^^J^

concert after an hour-long delay. UMass Director of public safety Gerald T- O Neil said state

p^TTce were summoned and drove through campus but did "«^
^^^V^^^n'oTTa Daf^d^the Niehts

the arrests. About 5,000 students attended the concert, which featured Otis Day and the Nights.
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l/UORLD AND IMATIOIUAL NEWS
ctors called to testify against Qaus

-i: ...^.» <^aiia0/1 hv insulin vc

A demonstrator holds a burninfi: I'.S. flag after

setting it afire during an anti-Nato march in

downtown Madrid yesterday on the eve of the ar-

rival of President Ronald Reagan for a three-day

XiliL .

PROVIDENCE. Rl. iAP) Thejur> hearing the retnalof

Claus von Bulow will be emersed in the world of medicine

this week as the state calls an army of Doctors, nurses and lab

technicians in an attempt to show the socialite tried to mur

der his wife with insulin.

Assistant Attorney (leneral Henry Gemma said he

planned to call to the stand today Dr H Harris Funkenstein,

a Harvard Medical School neurologist who said at the first

trial that Martha "Sunny" von Bulows 1980 coma could only

have been caused by an insulin injectioa

Prosecutors claim the 1980 coma, which is irreversible.

New bank check-holding p
(Iroup

A MassPiRd survey com-

pleted last March showed 25

percent of Bay State banks

placed a one week hold on

local checks. 20 percent had

a two-week hold on out-of

state checks and some held

checks for as long as a month

before allowing customers to

net cash.

The new regulations, al-

ready adopted in New York

and California, will permit:

Access to money within

three business days, includ-

ing the day of deposit, to

checks drawn on New Eng-

and one a year earlier were caused by insulin von Bulow

iniected into his wife. .... t

The 58-year-old-. Danish-born financial adviser faces up

to 40 years in prison if convicted on both attempted^murder

founts The Rhode Island Supreme Court reversed his 1982

convictions last year on state constitutional grounds, paving

the way for the retrial.

Funkenstem treated Mrs.von Bulow when she was

transferred from Newport HospiUl to Peter Bent Brigham

Hospital in Boston on Dec. 22 1 980. one day after the second

BOSTON (API Starting

Ma\ Massachusetts

bank.s \*<)ii t be able to hold

cu.stomers' checks for longer

than five days, a change con

^iimer groups say will help

eliminate longer delays and

aid people who live from

paycheck t<i paycheck.

"It will benefit everybody.

hut low-income people m
particular because they are

most likely to need cash im

mediately and live from en-

titlement check to entitle

rnent check." said l^aura

Barrett of the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research

coma.

land banks.

U.S. government checks

to clear within two business

days. State or local govern-

ment checks would be

covered under the provision

for New England bank
checks.

-A five-day limit for checks

from any other state.
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Ethiopians in the Boston area

reflect on someday going home
BOSro.N lAI'i I ivil war

and a devastating famine

have dnven thousands of

Ethi.'
*

coun'

but thoughts of their ancient

land have nut been pushed

from their hearts.

\S . arr> Ethiopia with us

wherever we go." says Asfw

Sahle. a political exile who

has lived in Boston since

1976. "Most of us want badly

to return. That is the dream

that give- M- >iir»'nth "

A decade I rding to

the Boston Olobe.

there were only a handful of

Ethiopians living in New
England, and most were

students Today. an

estimated 1.000 live in the

Boston area, where they have

come recently to escape the

oppression of Ethiopia, it l^

like a knife in my heart,"said

Hagos Kahasy Wolde. .10.

who was one of the 2.5.16

Ethiopians admitted to the

United States in 1984
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FRIENDLY
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After a long grueling semester o» homework and
linals wtiy not spend your summer witfi us at Friendly

Restourants

At Friendly we>e growing tost We open over 50 new
restourants a year Wtiat does that mean lor you''

Job opportunity Lots ot it From lull and part time

summer lobstoyeor round positions Best of all

because ttiere are 300 Friendly Restaurants m New
England alone theres bound to be one near you

For specific details on wfiere ttie )Ob openings are

and wtiat positions are available please contact

our Division Employment Office tor an interview ap-

pointment The offices are listed below by territorial

responsibility Please call

N.E. Mass. (Including Nertti Shor*)

Central Mas*. (Worcester to Boston)
617-472-4215

Southeait Mass. (Including Cape Cod)
617-M33W4

Western Mass. (Springfield to PIMsfield)

413-732-62S9

cmendSu.
^^restmurmnts *^

EquqI Opportunity Employe' ^ ^

\ri\\i ^

TJTho says you can't take it with you'^

V¥After four years of college, you've
got a lot of things. And one more could

be the American Express" Card
Because if you're a senior and

you've accepted a $10,000 caieer-
oriented job, you could get the
Americein Express Card.

That's It No strings No gimmicks
(And even if you don't have a job

right now, don't worry. This
offer IS still good for 12 months
after you graduate

)

If It sounds like the Card
IS a little easier for seniors to

get right now, you're right.

9'
:..^,:AAiU±X.-i ^ti*SU:A}

i ?Ti?

LIS nn«t

But this IS a way that American
Express can show that we believe in

your future. And as you graduate and go
up the ladder, we'd like to come along

The Card is great for business It

can help you begin to establish your

credit history And, in a little less serious

vein, the Card can be a lot of fun Use it

for vacations, for a night on the town, or

]ust a little shopping.
So call 1-800-528-4800 and

ask to have a Special Student

Application sent to you Or look

for one on campus
The American Express Card.

Don't leave school without it^"

iCollcgian 3

Budget cut causes dismissal

of popular math instructor

President Ronald Reagan walks towards the monument to lay a wreath

at the military cemetery of Bitburg. yesterday. Others from right:

West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, former WW2 Luftwaffe ace

General Johannes Steinhoff and U.S. General Matthew B. Ridgway.

nmtxnued from page I• Bitburq
as whites, as human beings against

an act which offends us all in its sheer

disregard for the crimes committed by the

men buried in that cemetery."

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of Hillel spoke of

the symbolic significance of Reagan's visit.

"Reagan's action symbolizes a false

re writing of history. By calling the

tion continues — Jews in Russia, blacks in

South Africa - and we must continue to

act," Perlmutter said.

Perlmutter called for a moment of silence

in memory of the victims.

To mute the storm of protest arising

from his homage at the graves of Nazis.

Reagan earlier spent an hour at a concen-

tration camp where 50.000 Jews and gen

ZZr:^ZiZX7^^^i;::^<Zr U.« ..re pu. u. d.ath .,y Adolf H,U.rs
. . «. II 10 .f<>or rlM>tat<tr«hltt

i. .*«- Ai;,

boys weren't so bad after all

"We will never honor the Nazi killers."

Perlmutter said. "Murder should never be

forgotten or forgiven."

Reagan is seeking reconciliation with

Germany, but honoring the Nazis buri*^ in

the Bitburg cemetery is not recomihaiicn,

Perlmutter added.

"We need not onlv »\>eak out against d,*:

I injustices of the past. Today the persecu-

BOG Coors forum

to open debate
By VICKI A SPAC.NOLI

Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors will sponsor a

forum tonight to addre.ss the board's March 28th decision to

recommend that the CC administration halt the sale of Coors

beer in the Blue Wall.

"The purpose of the forum is to present both sides

arguments to the student body and to educate the students

to the board" s reasons for its decision. " John Hayes. BOG
coordinator, said.

The forum will begin at 7 p.m. in the Student Cnion

Ballroom and will be free to all University students. Hayes

said. A pro-Coors and anti-Coors group, each composed of

four speakers, will give :iO minute presentations to the stu-

dent body followed by a question and answer session. Hayes

said. John Whiteman, from the Mediation Project, will

mediate the forum.

Representatives from the Coors company in Golden, Colo.

will not be present at the forum because it is not in their best

interest to participate in a debate similar to the one which

took place at the BOG meeting last month. Hayes said.

Hayes said the forum will present a balanced presentation

even without the attendance of Coors representatives^ He

said local representatives who are in favor of Coors beer,

such as the local Teamsters union which distributes Coors in

Amherst, will be asked to speak.

BOG member and official AFL/CIO member James Shaw

,s organizing the anti-Coors group of speakers. Shaw said

LhSr R. Osborne. Mass. AFUCIO president is tentatively

scheduled to speak, as is David Sickler. Nat.ona AFL/C 10

chairman for the Coors Boycott. Shaw said a professor from

the UMass political science department will also speak.

The board recommended that Coors be discontinued

because of reported violations of Coors employee s rights a

lack of union in the brewery for the past eight years, and the

Coors family's support of nght-winged political organ.za^

tions like the Heritage Foundation and the John Birch

Society.

After the forum, the Student Government Association will

present the question of whether the BOG ••overstepped i^

bounds" in a referendum question to be voted on by the stu^

dent body on Thursday. May 9. Hayes «a'd. H« sa'd ^e

board disagrees with the question the SGA has posed

because the referendum question",s not ^el^.^/^^i^.;
«;;/,

itself." He said the board is trying to submit an add.t.ona^

question to the SGA to be placed on the referendum

ballot.

12-year dictatorship

"The horror cannot outlast the hope."

Reagan said at the cemetery - his message

to those who accused him of ignoring the

Nazi horrors.

"Some old wounds have been reopened,

and this I regret very much, because this

should be a time of healing." he said, but he

added that (^od. not he. has judged the

deeds of the men buneii there."

ByDANIKLSOBKL
Collegian Staff

A $50,000 budget cut in the mathematics

department will leave 10 teaching assistants

and at least one non-tenured professor job-

less this fall, and is leaving many students

angry over the release of one particular .

instructor.

Robert Cooley has been a visiting mstruc

tor here for the past two years, teaching lower

level calculus courses. He was a teaching

assistant for two years before that. In 1981.

he was awarded a Distinguished Teachers

Award and has been nominated each of the

four years he has been at the University

In Kebnian,. he was told he would not be

rehired for the fall semester. Ten T A.

positions were also cut.

We re unhappy about it but the only place

we can make cuts is in personnel." said l.arry

Mann, chairman of the department

Mann, who made the decision about the

cuts -said he could only cut temporar>' per

sonnel. and not tenured professors. wh«)

affect enrollment. 'We're forced intoa situa

lion of cutting enmllments of lower division

courses 1 take full responsibility for deter

mining these pnoritie.H. " Mann said

The cuts are a result of the decreased fiscal

year 1986 budget issued by the slate Board

of Regent* of Higher Education.

•The student* are satisfied with the

quality of math eduction that they're getting

fn)m me and they're not satisfied with the

quality <»f other math teachers." Cooley

said.

"Tke students are satisfied with

the quality of math education

that they're gettingfirom me ami

they're not satisfied with the

quality of other math teachers.
"

Cooley argued that there are 42 full time

faculty members, each teaching about 30

students, while this semester he is teaching

four large lectures totaling 1.000 to 1.200

students.

But, Marm said by 1 986 cuts will have to be

made across the board, including in re

search.

•Students pn>tested on behalf «)f ("t>oley

last week by submitting a petition with 600

signatures, to UMass President David C.

Knapp. Chancellor Joseph D Duffey. Pro-

vost Richard O'Brien. Dean of Arts and

Sciences Frederick Byron, and Mann,

demanding Cmiley's reinstatement The

petition said Cooley had. "escellent rap-

port," with students, that he presented sub-

ject matter in a way which made students,

"eager to learn." and that he interacted

extensively with the student body in a posi-

tive and supportive manner,"

t i»oley is an "eicellent teacher He gets

through to you. He really communicates with

the students," said first year student m the

School of Management. Kric Short, who prt>

tested on Cooley's behalf with about 2.'> other

students in Mann's office last week.

"He (Mann) d«)esn't care." Short said. The

"ignorance of the math department and the

administration is undermining education at

the University as a whole"

"I love teaching math classes at thin

school I have a ball doing it." he said

Cooley said the math department's

"priorities are all messed up" He said cuts in

teaching positions and. consequently, in

classes are being made at the eipense of "an

flite hiinc h »»f resean hers, trying to keep

intact

Mann said that Math 1 06, the fast part of a

two semester calculus nmrse will be

severely restricted and that Math 104. a one

semester course, which covern 106 and 107.

will be offered instead About 8.S0 studenU

preregistered for Math 106 in the Fall

19H4.
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Womfna forum, is a MJtekly Iwtxng of events relattng to

vHrmen'a istmes. Notices should he inmt U> the Women »

Is9ues Edittrr. care of the CoUegian, the FruUiy before the

MONDAY - The Third World Lesbian Issuea (;roup

will meet from 7 t« 9 p.m. at tlie Everywoman's t'.enler^

TUESDAY - The Asian Women's Issues Group will

meet from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Everywoman's Center

WEDNESDAY ~ A colloquium on "Women And

Health Care Providers: Issues and Alternatives." will

be presented by Josephine Ryan ami Karen Wolf from

the Department of Nursing at 7 p.m. in Campus Center

Room 803. „ , ,

.

The Black Women's Issues Group will meet fn>m 7 to

9 p.m. at the Everywoman's Center.

THURSDAY - As part of the Working Women's Lun-

I chtime Series, Myra Hindus, coordinator of the Working

Nurses don't work ju
By TIM O'LEARY
Collegian Staff

Today is National Nurses Day. a day cho.sen by the

National League of Nurses to increase awareness of the role

of nurses in health care and to uprfK)t the notion that they

work only in hospitals.

"People dcm't realize nurses work in other areas. Some

work as consultants to hospitals; others as clinical

speciahsU. individuals highly skilled in a certain area; other

nurses are getting into family counseling and opening private

practices." Michelle Cardinal, a senior UMa.ss nursing stu

dent, said.

"Nurses are politically aware of things. For instance,

there's a group called Nurses Alliance for Prevention of

Women's Pn>gram at the Everywoman's Center, and a

representative of Yale local 34 will present "The Wage

Gap" from 12 to 1 p.m. in Campus Center Room

80f>-809

Menopause and More: Changing Health Concerns."

IS a workshop ft»r women Ui discuss questions concerning

menopause and other health issues associated with grow-

ing older. The workshop, sponsored by the

Resource/Referral Pn>gram at the Everywoman's

Center ami facilitate«l by two members of the Boston

Menopause Collective, will be at 7 p.m. in Campus Center

Room 917.

A suppf)rt group s}«tnsore<l by the Working Women s

Program for job hunters will l>egin at tiie Everywoman's

Center today from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

The Ijitin American Issues Group will meet from 7 to

9 p.m. at the Everywoman's Center.

Nuclear War and they're trying to start a chapter in the

Amherst area. " Cardinal said.

Cardinal said the UMass nursmg students also lobby m

the State House to pass legislation favorable to nursing,

including a bill that would allow Nurse Practitioners to wnte

prescriptions, she said.

Nurses at UMass are also "trying to bridge the gap bet-

ween two cultures in health care practices." by producing an

educational video for Cambodian refugees, said Jeannine

Muldoon. nursing lecturer and coordinator of senior

nursing students.

The video, which will be produced in both English and

Khmer will help the Cambodian population understand the

differences between health care delivery m the U.S. and m

Cambodia. Muldoon said.

Symposium to examine concerns, trends in learning disabilities

"New Challenges in Higher Education; Capitalizing on the

Special Abilities of Learning Disabled Students. "
will be the

subject of a symposium today from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. in the

Campus Center.

The symposium, sponsored by the Dyslexic Student

Organization, will feature an introductory speech from Rep.

James Collins. D- Amherst, who will show his support of

learning disability support services. Following Collins' re-

marks, various campus organizations will introduce informa-

tion on learning disability .services provided by the

University.

Patrick Costello. president of the Dyslexic Student

Organization, said the new challenges in higher education

are those which college administrators face in regard to

learning disabled students. He added that capitalizing on the

special abilities will be one of the major challenges.

Costello said the .symposium will attempt to answer ques-

tions such as: "What should learning disability students

expect when they come to the University?." and "How can

those in the teaching profession help leammg disabled

students?
^^^^ ^ COFFIDIS
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Reach the Freshman Class

of 1989 — NOW!!!

@overnor's

v •rogram
V ^^-^ •ouncil

- The Collegian will be publishing a special Summer OrienUtion

issue in June and July to the incoming freshman class.

- 5000 copies will be distributed to all freshman and their

parents.

. Advertisers, this is your chance to introduce your business to

the class of 1989 - NOW

- Many students and their parents have never been to Amherst

before - Don't miss this unique opportunity to reach the class of

1989.

. Special features on the University and Amherst area - make

your business a part of it.

. Advertisements are the same low everyday price of $3.75 per

column inch.

,.PK.. $45.00
Wpg.. $180.00

.,.pg.. $90.00
full pg.- $360.00

FOR MORK INFORMATION CALL THE Collegian

.,545-3500
Deadline May 9. 1985

The
Coors Forum]

May 6

SUB 7:00

Become informed on the

Coors issue

UUPMlpmi^HMHIlllIlllMfMlMlD

Distinguished Visitors Program

OUTSIDE PROPOSALS MEETING

Wed. May 8 7:00 pm CC Room 804

proposals due May 7 at 5:00 pm

Forms can be picked up

and dropped off at

the DVP Office SU 415
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D.S.O.
The Dyslexic Student

Organization

Room 69 Bartlett Hall

University
of

Massachusetts

,

Amherst
Telephone 545-0018

(Registered Student

Organization)

w-
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"Attention All RSO Groups
^f

*.;•—.

s*?

i

I

MEETING
Guest Speaker

"Dr. Charles Drake", Headmaster
|

Landmark School, Prides Crossing, MA |

Landmark College, Putney, VT
|

I SubieCt: support services for

I

i

I

Date:

Learning Disabled Students|

at Colleges and Universities|

May 6, 1985 |

ITilXiei 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. |

IPXace: I62 campus center I
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Reach the Freshman Class

of 1989 — NOW!!!!

The Collegian will be publishing a special Orientation Issue

for 5000 new students coming here for orientation in June and

July.

- The cost is the same everyday low price of $3.25 per column

inch.

- Special features on the University - make your RSO group a

part of it.

Don 7 misH out on this unique opportunity

to meet the Class of 1989 - NOW.'!

- Any questions please call the Collegian at 545-3500 and ask for

Paul Lesser or Mike Altneu

V2pg. -$156.00

full -$312.00
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OPINION
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End of the'teflon'president
There is no acceptable justification for

President Reagan's decision to visit a

cemetery in Bitbury, Germany yesterday.

«

Included in that cemetery are the jfraves of

almost 2.000 German soldiers, including 47

members of the SS. the Nazi elite guard.

The president claims that there is

nothing wrong with visiting the cemetery

because those German soldiers were also

victims of Narism. In fact, in a White

House session. Reagan went so far as t«

say: "They were victims, just as surely as

the victims in the concentration camps."

Perhaps they were victims in the sense

that their deaths were part of the

statistical total of those who died in World

War II. But to equate SS men with the

unarmed civilians that were murdered in

the concentration camps is ludicrous and ir

responsible. I would like to know how many

innocent men. women, and children were

savagely gunned down or led into the gas

chambers by one of these "victims" before

mn allied bullet put a stop to it.

These recent developments have caused

a very understandable explosion of political

controversy. Eighty three senaU)r8. over

three quarters of the entire United States

Senate, signed a letter urging Reagan U)

omit the Bittmrg ouutUuy from his

itinerary. In Congr«M, a nonbinding

resolution, signed by over 200 members

had also been intrrxluced. One would ex

pect that with so much opposition from the

public. Reagmn would have realiied that he

made a terrible error in judgement, and

that a change in his plans had to take place.

Thai did not happen.

"To err is human." Shakespeare once

said, and it is perfectly understandable for

someone to nmke an honest mistake When

Daniel Abramowitz

John F. Kennedy was president he made

his share of mistakes, perhaps the most

notable of which was the Bay of Pigs

fiasco, in which Kennedy set in motion a

CIA plan to overthrow the Cuban govern

ment. The operation ended in complete

failure and humiliation. When it was over,

however. President Kennedy had the in-

tegrity and the strength to stand up and

admit that he made a mistake and had

learned from it.

It has kjecome quite obvious that Presi-

dent Reagan lacks those very qualities that

made men like John Kennedy such great

leaders. Reagan has found it impossible U)

admit that he was wrong. As the president

put it. "All it would do is leave me UH>king

as if I caved in. in the face of some un

favorable attention." We would all be bet-

ter off if the president was more concerned

about the fundamental issues, rather than

his image
Finally, by visiting Bitburg cemeter> m

Ills IllUlf^^. ^ ,

hr.';^p''uX"r!i^::?.'rh2r:ru: Misconceptions , a form of stereotyping
Amencan people and the world that he — - •• .i._ . .u:_ u—u i„„,„.„.,^ ^^h.~^ rl.m*. d

simply does not know the difference bet

ween war and genocide. Such a tragic

move has announced to the world Reagan's

indifference toward the millions who suf

fered and died during the horrifying years

of the Holix-ausl. It is a mistake that will

neither by forgotten nor forgiven. When he

puts a wreath at that cemetery. Ronald

Reagan will put an end to the "teflon"

presidency.

Daniel Abramtmntz w a UMoMt KtwU^t

Letters
Changing the world

One of the wonderful things about les

bians. gay men and bisexuals is that we are

everywhere. We live in every city of every

state in every nation on every continent.

We shop at every grocery, co-op and

market. We are grandparents, cousins and

in-laws.

We are also members of every ethnic,

racial and religious gn^up. We come from

every class background, old and young. We
are differently abled. We are everywhere.

And we shall be free.

A lot of cities have "Pride" marches, st)

why did we call ours a "Liberation" march?

Pride is a good thing, to be sure. But libera-

tion, according to my dictionary is freeing

from "arbitrary or despotic control" into

"the positive enjoyment of various social,

political, or economic rights." Liberation

involves changing the conditions under

which you and the rest of the people in the

world live, and changing them for the bet-

ter.

That's why the chant "We are

everywhere and we shall be free." is such a

wonderful idea. Liberation for lesbians and

gay men because we are everywhere has to

involve the liberation of all people

everywhere. We are shackled not only by

heterosexism (which by the way, hurts

heterosexual people too) but also by

racism, sexism, and a host of other

mechanisms for keeping people controlled:

the liberation of lesbians and gay men re-

quires that all of those mechanisms be torn

down and replaced.

Many of us have visions of a better world.

We see societies governed by their

members, with co-operation, respect,

justice and liberty as guiding values. We

cherish both unity and diversity.

Turning our dreams into reality is very

exciting. "We are everywhere and we shall

be free (clap, clap)" is a fast chant, that

gets your adrenaline going. That's good,

because changing the world is often dif-

ficult.

Kathryn Courtland Millis

Amherst

Where were youV
We would like to express appreciation

to the fraternity. Lambda Chi Alpha,

which openly supported the Take finrk the

Night March on April 19. When the march

passed their house they applauded, ac-

cepted candles from the march's

peacekeepers, and from their porch steps.

mainUine<l the candlelight vigil with us.

We would like to say. however, that that

is not enough. Where were all the other

fraternities'' Why didn't they make the ef-

fort, as Lambda Chi did. to come out of

their houses and support us? Isn't

violence against women a concern of

fraternities? Many incidents of sexual

harassment and abuse of women in frater

nity houses are reported to the police ami

the Everywoman's Center every year.

Even if you dispute that fact, you can't

deny that fraternities at L'Mass have that

reputation. If fraternities are really con-

cerned about changing their image, then

why aren't more of them requesting

workshops on violence against women

from the Everywoman's Center as Alpha

Delta Phi has?

Fraternities are known for their

charitable contributions to the communi-

ty. It's time for them U) work on the com-

munity issue of violence against women.
Sarah Aston

Chris Alibrandi

Orchard Hill

Editor's Note: The foUounng uhi» iruidfrr

tantly left out of Thumtiayit letter from

Linda VelazqufZ.

Stephen Ericksim's column last week as

well as his and the young Republican image

of Latin Amencan students on campus is a

misconception ami one I will try to correct

in this letter.

First of all. we are not "left wing ac-

tivist*." This year's I.Atin Amencan week

was co-sponsored by the Western

Massachusetts I^tin America Sohdanty

Committee and IS other non-Latin

organizations, which explain why then-

were many fKtlitical events. Since the we*'k

was starUHl m lyTf) by A MORA, it was ami

it still is a cultural educational event with

political activities. As he indicaUnl in his

misconceived column, we ha<i nothing to do

with the Sandinistas, we have nothing U> do

with the Russians and we have nothing U»

do with the Republicans.

The Republicans Club as well as other

organizations on campus t«K>k advantage of

Reagan's proposed funding plan for the

( ontras and used AMORA and its activity

U) voice it's political ideology. We are used

to this harsh language behind close doors

and are a^»le U» fight it out. Init it is m>t }»er

missal)le publicly to l»e called "left wmg »»•

tivisLs
"

.

When Kricks«»n said "ol.jtHtivity was laid

U) waste" that week, a reawm why he did

not particifMiU' was not liecause he was not

calle<l upon. l>ut because he might not (or

chose not to) U- aware of activities sp«.n

sM.re<l by AH<»RA ami other Third World

groups "n campus. We have been

cek^ratmg the UUn American week ami

have never U-fore lieen approacheil by

anylHxly. Only when the Republic-ans have

to defeml their myopic view of the worW

are they willing t4. help ami j»articipaU«.

learning alM»ul the culture and the p»-<»

pie of Utin America might take Enckson

years, but iLs an essential pHK-ess How can

you talk al»out «»ur cimntnes ami say that

Americans must defend those fighting for

freedom when latins in the I .S. an* lo«»ke<l

up<»n negatively and are treated with

disrespect and prejudism. You have done

the same. Erickson placing a stereotypical

liadge on us without knowing us.

Linda Velarquez

AHORA president

Dow is a *speciaHst' on Central America

Having read Jeff Strohl's letter in last

Monday's Collegian, I reacted with both

disapiK)intment and revulsion at the fact

that one of the newspa{>er's l)est colum

nisLs had once again l)een insulted by a

reader who was so stunned at having been

yanked out of his left-wing dream woHd by

Peter Dow's competent journalism that he

was unable to respond with anything but

petty insults. Stn)hl refers to Dow as "a

total idiot" and charges that he is "rarely

in control of any facts". In truth. I>)w has

become rather a specialist on < Antral

America, having written numerous/ortyaW-

ed articles on the subject. His writings have

done much to enlighten the University

community on the situation in this complex

area of the worid which is so frequenUy

distorted by the unreasoning anti-

Americanism of the left.

Strohl. on the other hand, mentions not a

single fact in his letter other than his con-

viction that the American Left is, "not

committed l)ecause of ignorance". (It

would seem Jeff Strohl and his letter are

sufficient evidence to refute that point.)

Clearly. Strohl's only objection is U) the

fact that views other than his own were

allowed into print. He is just one of the

many leftists who have yet to learn that the

First Amendment does not apply only to

them.
Irene Dunn
Southwest

Review of West Side Story too cntical and 'biased'

In response to the critique by Count

Ramin Zahed, of West Side Story, the only

statement I agree with him is the first.

Yes it did take alot of courage to choose a

difficult play like West Side Story to be

performed outdoors for a college audience

in the 1980s.

All the rest of the comments were bias-

ed opinions said in poor taste. Although I

am not surprised, the CoUegmn should be

ashamed for publishing such a biased and

inaccurate critique. Yes. I realize that

everyone is entitled to their own opinion,

but I really feel that an opinion as such

should have been placed on the opinion

page, if published at all. An unbiased cnti-

que of our show should have been

presented. Therefor people would see that

we do have a good show. We. the cast,

deserve this. The rehearsals started in

February and a lot of dedicated time and

energy was put into the show. From the

director and his assistant, to the actresses

and actors, and the dancers, everyone

gave their talents to make the show great.

Being in the chorus, I had the opportunity

to see each and every character grow

stronger with each rehearsal.

The energy coming from the stage, pro-

jecting to the audience, was unbelievable,

during our first performance in Nor

theast. We. on stage felt this ener^ and

we are sure the audience did too, because

not a single r>erson moved during inter-

mission.(Just a note to remind you that it

was extremely cold outside that night).

We all really enjoy doing the show and our

goal was to make sure the audience en-

joyed watching. It was evident that our

goal was reached after Monday night's

performance.

Sure, this is a biased opinion, but not

only is it on the opinion page where it

should be, it is a biased opinion that

anyone who sees the show would agree

with. We. the cast, represent the wonder-

ful talent of UMass. We deserve the kind

of critique that will tell everyone what our

show is really about.

Lisa Anne Jason
Amherst

'm'j.- \
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ARTS
Role reversalfilm

lackssubstance
By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian Suff

Just One Of The Guys has all of the artistic qualities found

wily in the worst "wiggle and jiggle" TV sitcoms. From the

opening credits, when the camera slowly pans one entu-e

length of Joyce Hyser s sleeping body, the audience is sub-

jected to an R rated version of Threes Company meeta

Bosom Buddies.

Hyser plays Terry, an ambitious high school journalist

She dresses m drag in order to write a story from the male

perspective, feeling that her femininity has kept her from

being taken seriously as a reporter Terry enrolls in a croaa-

town school and assumes her new identity. We then get to

watch her try to maintain her disguise while going through

the daily routine of the average hieh school male

Half of this movie takes place in the boys locker room

where we watch Terry pretend to use a unnal. mingle with

naked men. and fake being sick to get out of a basketball

game (naturaUy. she was picked to be on the skms team).

The modem Amencan high Mrhool U depicted as being

aimilar to a circus side show There ia UtUe or no adult super

viaioit A muscle-bound bully runs the place Among the stu

dent body are a reptUe fanatic who feeds his pet snake mice

in the cafeteria, and two sci fi freaks who seem to speak a

Unguage that they make up as they go along My high sch<K>l

was not like this. Did vour gym teacher have weeUy surprise

jock inspecUona?

The characters are unreaUstic and there's no one to iden

Ufy with, or even like. Terry's younger brother, played by

Billy Jacoby. i. quite po«.ibly the most obnoxious movie

Joyce Hyaer aUr. a. "Terry the Guy" and "Terry the Girl." Gueaa which .8 which.

character I have ever had to watch. His bedroom decorwould

make even Heff himself blush. Among his more memorable

lines is. "The male body needs se« constantly Its a living

hell" Profound, indeed

Just One Of The Guys provides very f*w laughs. The story

starts off beinK rather mteresting. but then becomes corny

and preduUble Mavbe if it were cleaned up a bit, it would

fare well as a pilot movie for a situation comedy, but it has no

nght taking up precious space on the silver screen. Take it

from me. Just One Of Th,- Guys is just another dud.

Now's
the time

to caN...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880
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Collegian
Employment

for Fall Semester 1985

Distribution of the Collegian

Monday - Friday

Excellent salary and experience

Applications at the Collegian Office

Deadline May 10, 1985

Fine Arts Centei:
Concert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

.vo^e
ov^

Roberta
Flack

SATURDAY, HAY Jl,
SPfl

TICKETS: SlS.^13;jn

P,ve college Students HaifPnce T.cKets ava>'ab.e at F.ne Arts

Center Box OCce, Spr.ng.,eld Cv.c Center and DAT ATIX Out^t

Call (413) S45-2511 or 1-800-24J-4«4Z

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
i

P E
I •

Free bus service
from rran'-.l in

\^^_^

and Worcester
parking lots.

„/

In

event
of rain

both days, meal

will be served ['

in all D.C.s

on Thursday.

BARBQ
Southwest Playing Fields

Non-Board Members - $4.75 at Field.
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SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
Mon, Tues, & Weds
Large Cheese Pizza

only $5.35

Each additional item $1.00

For Fast, Free, Friendly Delivery

Call 549-0626

SUMMER RIDING AT UMASS
Two Sessions:

(five weeks each)

June 3 - July 4 and July 15 - August 15

Classes run Monday - Thursday

Classes limited to six riders

MORNING CLASSES EVENING CLASSES Beginner-

8:00 - 11:00 AM 4:30 - 7:30 PM ^ Advanced

For more information call: 545-2373

or write to:

Tillson Equine Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
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EntireWindltamlUll
Catalogue

Including these great artists:

Will Ackerman, Alex deGrassi, George Winston, Liz Story,

Shadowfax, Michael Hedges, Scott Cossu, Daniels Hecht

and Mark Istnam.

V% i»|dujo$ spj03e{) iMH uJOgpuiM

6.98
LP or cassette

George Winston

WINTER INTO SPRING
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Complete line of

record and tape

accessories

visit our

expanded

cassette department

limited quantities
I

<

I
<

Open M-F »^, S 11-4 Locatwl In C»nput Center :

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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WEATHER

Today: cloudy, with 5() percent chance

of showers, highs in the 60s.

Tomorrow: partly sunny, highs in the

mid-60s.

GORDY By Gorde

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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Summer Employment $5.00/hr.

RGIS, the nations leading inventory service

has unlimited part-time openings in Eastern

MA, taking inventories for various retailers.

No experience necessary. Paid training.

Travel pay. Some weekend availability is

needed. For more info call: North of Bo^n
938-9119, South of Boston 849-3500,

Worcester 366-6471.

Attention

all artists

jf jf jf jf jfif^
If vou know how to draw and think you have a »en»e

of humor, the ro//^,/„i« is afceplinR HubmisBion* for

daily comic .trip, for next fall. Entrie. .hould be in

black ink on pUin white paper or pcterboard; 10

Htrip. minimum should be submitted to Anne Met rory

in the new.room. 113 I ampu. Center, by May 15. All

type, of .trip, encouraijed. Und your humor and ar-

tistic Ulent to the page, of New Kngland s largest

college daily today!
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

fdilrd l>» lrud«- Mi« hri J«flr

ACROSS
1 Aunli«

5 Light wood
10 Chio«»« port

1% talrateciekl'ial

16 Wo«d t'om

Oti««« T wist

i; Cooking i«t

18 RMdv lo' txK)

19 Vtrgmia
WlllOl*

20 n»(*r*nc«

nvortis

23 RutcB'ilan

nia compose*
?4 Bung*'*"*"
2? Mouses

puet>)o

JO l>e«»oo tfOfn

12 So«ofiiyl«lte«

i* Hinglets

35 Attachments
otasort

Jfe Hun Ihe engine

i; Wa»e ontn^
Rivieia

38 Bul«ef Lytton

hefome el al

39 G'a»p
40 American

humof'Sf

George
41 AncienI city o«

Asia Minor

42 ProvidP

pro»en'Jfi

43 Oolong
44 Puet>IO people

4b lustrous
element

46 Famed marbles

48 Mebre* monin

49 Reference
*orV

55 Sunrise

58 and
penates

59 Spare or recap

60 Enchange
premium

61 Carroll girl

62 Khayyam
63 I rnan

64 Obligations

65 Tampicocoin

OOWM
1 Metge
2 Jai

3 Cieo skive
4 Item ol

lurnilme

5 Conductor rods

6 Ofass lorm

7 Money in

Miiano

8 Pot«nda<
9 HMfth ge*'

10 Erroneous
1

1

Mitty remark

12 Nali»emine«ai

13 OnemaytoKOte
," Angprs

rt An<.ie4lt

Hebrew com
2J ^__ olmany

COMMS
28 Scottish

seaport

29 iMbuialK-

30 Moses
mounlain

31 H.' ' *•»'»

33 A,i......,.^

% Chicago diea

(With Tt>e I

38 Sindtng

30 Plate resi

41 Slender

42 Brilliant slio«e

45 Shuts
4' Ligurianport

48 Put in ottice

50 Ell

51 Manget
52 Slop on a

53 a«r»h«,in

namMaMs
54 A»i«lK>n pre«i«

55 Btock

58 Litetime

57 Comedian

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
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LEARN
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JO.N "T^-C f:Ly<N<r

C-e. C»-«s* c««..r

p^uiVi-ry »•«< i-n»»r

i HAIRCUTS! of

*^ONLY^# -^/V w.th coupon |

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
549 5610

expires 5/15/85
I I I I ' '^ X-L ±

TEACHERS
Immediate openings in fields

Physics, Ecology, Chemistry, Phys.Ed.,

El Ed., Theatre, and Music.

Residential program for normal middle

school kids, attempts to motivate the

learner through exciting academic activity.

Summer camp background helpful,

BA/BS preferred

LOVE OF CHILDREN REQUIRED

Call John Santos 617-764-8321

summer cntinaelors/fall pos-tions also available
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MAY DINNER FOR TWO

• 1/2 lb. N.Y. Sirloinv3.^ith sauce Bcrnaisc

• Japanese Stir Fried Chicken with Vegetables

Chicken terwlcrkMiki Mutccd with frcvh vcgctablcv,

(oy &auce, and a touch of garlic

• Baked Seafood Scampi

Shrimp, Kilkjpa and haddock, wnh froh dkcd lomatcjes and garik butter

• Baked Sole Florentine Sauce Hollondaisc

Sole tilcts Muffed with (.rcamy spinach tlofuntiiw

AU dinnen come complete with your choice of potato and vegetable,

plus salad, hot bread & butter

TWO DINNERS $i ^
FOR LZ^

irSoftbaU

— Monday. May 6. 1985

_ cimhnued fr<mt page li

•We wanted to beat them so bad". Talbott said. "We owed

them." Massachusetts had 10 hits indudmg four-for-four

performances by Maher (triple, two RBf)

Stockley gave up just four hits in raismg her record to I J-«.

UMass led 4-0 after four and 6 after seven.

With Rutgers elimmated, it set up a rematch with Temple.

UMass outhit the Owls 7-4 but errors did in the

Minutewomen on this sunny Saturday Afternoon. Temple

took a 1 lead in the third on two UMass errors but Umass

tied it up in the fifth.

Maher tripled and pitcher Lisa Rever's sacrifice fly tied

the game 1 1 and the game went into extra innings.

With two out and a runner on third in the top of the eighth.

Temple's Robin Boyce knocked m the winning run. UMass

i advanced Leigh Petruski to third in the bottom of the eighth

' but Maher flied to right and Frattaroli lined out hard, to

[secondrto end UMass' A-

1

tourney nm

Served 4-9:30 Men. throuRh Thurs. in May. excluding holidays

Plumbleys
off the common'^
30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst 253-9586

Quality Food Fast Friendly Service

PIZZA - GRINDERS - SALADS
DINNERS

SPECIAL
INSIDE:

Monday thru Thursday

Large Cheese Pizza $3.99

when you order a Pitcher of Beer

Free Pitcher of Soda

with any large Pizza

DELIVERY:
Free Liter of Soda

with any Large Pizza upon request

13 North Pleasant Street 48 Main Street

Amherst, MA 01002 Brattleboro, VT 05301

Daily Hours

11 AM - ?

Delivery 4 PM - ?

256-8147 - CALL - 256-8148

175

University Drive

Monday, May 6, 1985>
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Women's trackteam places fourth in NE's

Loftis, OlteiOynin best times,ECACsnext

BRUNSWICK, ME- The University of

Massachusetts women's track team looked

very impressive at the New England Track

Championships this past weekend at Bow-

doin University , placing fourth out of 27

schools.

Boston Univeristy ran away with the title,

finishing with 108.3 total points. The Univer

sity of Vermont secured second place with a

72 while Northeastern I'niversjty ended up

with 70 points.

Leah Loftis and Maureen O'Reilly led the

way for the fourth place finish. Both ran their

best ever times in the 800 meters, with Loftis

setting the track record with a time of 2: 1 1 .76

With that run, Loftis qualified for the ECAC
championships, which will be held this com

ing weekend. O'Reilly came in second with a

time of 2:13.58

Kayla Morrison took first place in the 200

meters with a time of 25.91 Barbara

Cullinane finished fourth in the 400 meters.

scoring a 58.20.

Morrison, Cullinane, Loftis, and Sue
Goldstein combined to take first place in the

four-by-440 relay, combining for a time of

3:54.92. The Minutewoman also l(K)ked

sharp in the other relays, taking second place

in the four by 800 (O'Reilly" Sarah Kitchell,

Julie Ott. Ruth Thomas) and second place in

the four by no (Cullinane. Loftis, (iolds-

tein, Morrison).

Chris Fratt came in fifth in the 5000

meters with a time of 17:34.71 and also

qualified for the ECACs.
"The seniors really came through for us."

coach Kalekini Banda said. "This is the

highest finish for us in four years"

The fine effort by the Minutewomen
vaulted them over Springfield College in the

final standings, with I'Mass scoring a 58 and

Springfield getting a 56

Banda was most particularly pleased with

the running of Loftis and O'Reilly "They

weren't supposed to win, but really turned

out to be a good surprise," Banda said.

"This was a really tough field. 1 hope we can

do better next year with new recruits." Banda

said.

Gazettesgo to final

DURHAM, N.H. - The University of

Massachusetta women's lacrosse team fell

to New Hampshire 6-4 in the ECAC
championship title game yesterday, here.

The Gazelles had defeated James Madison

10-6 on Saturday in the semi-finals. See

Tuesday's Collegian for complete game
details and sumnmries.

i, Lax falls, 15-10-
scored two goals and had two assists. One of

his goals was a beauty as he scooped up a

loose ball in front of the cage and with his

back to the goaltender. shoveled in a shot

over his shoulder.

Lukacovic had two goals and an assist with

sophomore Tom Carmean getting the same

Ed Boardman and Neal Cunningham had a

goal and an assist each. Greg Fisk added a

single goal.

For UMass. senior netminder Gerry

Moreau made three first period saves before

being relieved by Haul McCarty who made

nine stops.

Hobart outshot UMass 36-3 1 and enjoyed

-^ mtxnxud fnym page tt

a slight 43-42 advantage in ground balls. The
Statesmen, ranked second in Division III.

won 16 of 28 faceoffs and successfully

cleared the ball from its own end 21-of-29

times. On extra man situations, UMass was

up five times, had four shots and scored a

goal. Hobart took six shots dunng six UMass
penalties and scored once.

Hobart. before a rowdy crowd at its home

field, rode the Gorillas well dunng the game

as UMass enjoyed only marginal clearing

success, going 27 of 35. The Gorillas, after

facing Post on Tuesday, host Syracuse at

home on Friday at 3 p. m. The Orangemen are

ranked second m the nation, a pomt behind

John Hopkins

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday Thursday 8 45 3 45 • Friday 845 2 30 • Cash in advanca • 5 consKutiva days 5% ciacr

• 10 consecutivo days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phona nunnbar fr—
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SPORTS
Minutemenripped

at A-10 tournament
By PKTER ABRAHAM
CoUeifian Staff

I'niversity of MaBsachusetts pitching al

lowed 42 runs in two games as the Minute

men made a quick exit out of the Atlantic 10

baseball tournament at West Virginia losing

two over the weekend.

IMass drt>pped the opener to West Vir-

ginia 20-4 before being drubbed 22- 12 by

Penn State on Saturday I Mass, now 20- 18.

has seven games remaining on its schedule.

The beleagured I Mass staff allowed nine

home runs m the two games. The Minutemen

have let up 72 runs in their last four games.

West Virginia's HO scale park, Hawley

Field, was a major cause of the run barrage

The field measured :iT5 feet to dead (t- nter

and only :U0 feet down the line^

In the first game, every West Virginia star

ter had at least «)ne hit and scored a run as the

Mountaineers pounded I' Mass.

West Virginia (24 l.O scored its fu-st II

runs with two outs as si« doubles and four

homers paved the Mountaineers path

Sophomore firstbaseman lohn Kuzemchek

brf>k»' open a fairly cl(»se 7 .< game with a tw«>

out grand slam in the fourth mning. Senior

nghtfielder Bob Bernardo added a grand

>lam in the seventh before dreg (lilbert

chipped in with a two run «h«jrt in the

eighth.

Starter Jim Knopf ( < 4i took the loss for

I'Mass . lasting four innings before giving

way to Steve Allen and Matt Sub«K-2. Left-

hander Rich Schlieper (8 1 1 was the winner

and went the distance allowing 13 I'Mass

hit>

I'Mass scored its runs on a Bruce Hint:

man homer, a Damn OTonnor two- run 8h<it

and lack Bloisf's nin sc«)ring single.

On Saturday, I 'Mass sent five pitchers out

against Penn State as the Nittany Lions

pounded out 24 hits for the easy victory.

Penn State scored seven in the second, six

m the third to rebound from an early 5-0

deficit as I'Mass started strong.

Senior shortstop Angelo Salustri led

lIMass with an RBI double m the first and

fifih and added a homer in the seventh. Todd

Comeau started the scoring for I'Mass in the

first inning by tripling in Kingman (after a

school record 4;Jrd walkl Salustri then

doubled in Comeau before Steve Messina

smgled in the shortstops and O'Connor

ripped a two- run homer to left.

Starter Bob Kostro. after a scoreless first

inning, didn t last the second as Penn State

npped five fits, two for home runs.

CMass. with !'> hits and 11 walks, got

within five at IH 1 1 in the fifth as Kingman

lifted a sacrifice (ly. Bloise singled in a run

and Comeau tied the CMass seasonal RBI

record at 41 with a two- run single beft)re

Salustn doubled in the big designated hit-

ter.

Firsthaseman Dan Clifford had three hits.

He and Salustri had five each in the two-

games Penn State was them eliminated by

West Virginia 14 y Temple also gained the

final, beating West Virginia 7-:i.

CMass manager Dick Bergquist said. "We

have no excuses, this is a ternble park for

wllege baseball but the park didn't beat

us."

Knopf, who said he never played in park

similiar to West Virginia's credited the

Mountaineers after the first game saying.

"They hit a lot of pitches >,nH .verNthmg was

with two outs.

"The thing is. you have to forget about it.

CMass pitcher Jeff .Fensen said after the

Penn State massacre.

Softball plays well but falters

at Atlantic 10 championship
By C.ERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The Cniversity of

Massachusetts softball team

finished third in the Atlantic

10 championships f<'r the

third year m a row this

weekend but the

Minutewomen were consoled

by the fact that they played

some of their best softball oi

the year.

"We played some

phenominal ball." junior co

captain Beth Talbott .said.

•We played better than we

have all season. If this is any

indication of next year, there

will be no stopping us We
finally saw the team we knew

we had.

The top-seeded Temple

Owls proved to be CMass"

downfall this weekend at

University Park on the cam

pus of Penn State. Temple

beat CMass ;M in the first

rf>und before Cmass came

back to knock off Rutgers «(>

in the consolation bracket

on Saturday

However, Temple sent

CMass home with a 21 .

eighth inning loss that ended

CMass A 10 title hopes

CMass is now 23-2 1 - 1 on the

year with four games to go

"1 was very proud of

them." coach Elaine Sortino

said. "They showed .so much
character. They are finally

realizing what they can do.'"

Second baseman Carol

Frattaroli. pitcher Lynn

Stocklev and utility fielder

Cathy Reed ( 1 B/P/DH)were

named to the A-10 all

conference team. It was the

second straight year for Stoc-

klev and Frattaroli.

In the first game of the

tourney. CMass tied the

game l-l in the top of the

fifth, (^hris Ciepela singled

and Emily Biet.sch .sacrificed

her over to second. Sally

Maher then stroked a tnple

to get the RBI and tie the

game again.st Temple.

But a single and two Tern

pie doubles in the sixth sent

CMass into the loser's brac-

ket. Stocklev gave up seven

hits on the day and struck

out five.

Maher went two-for-three

with a triple and RBI

Both shortstops were hurt

in the first Temple game.

Paige Kopcza hurt her ankle

sliding into second in the bot-

tom of the sixth.

Kopcza came back on

Saturday to play both games

despite a swollen ankle.

In the 6-0 consolation

game win over Rutgers,

CMass gained some revenge

over the Knights that had

swept CMass twice earlier

this year.

continued on page 10

Hobart shakes Gorillas, 15-10
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Defending Division III national champions

Hobart College broke a 2-2 tie with six un

answered first period goals and went on the

defeat the Cniversity of Massachusetts

mens lacrosse team 15-10 at Hobart on

Saturday,

UMass dropped to 5-7 with the loss and

remained unable to put together two vic-

tones in a row. The (iorillas are at C.W. Po.st

on Tuesday afternoon.

The Gorillas hung with the Statesmen for

the remainder of the game but couldn't over-

CoO^iaii photo by Bob Akbwti

The red defense grangs up on an unidentified white team ballcarrier in

Spring Game action Saturday. The Reds were 14-0 winnera.

RedsblankWhites 14-0

as defenses dominate
Shebnire finds fusposition atsafety

come the first period barrage.

I'Mass scored two early goals as Tom
Lukacovic notched his 19th of the season

ju.st l.fiT into the game for an early CMass

lead. Hobart scored twice before junior

Defen-seman Tom Aldrich scored his second

goal of the season with 4:20 gone to tie the

game.

Hobart then went on a tear, scoring six

straight to run to an 8-2 lead after the first

period. CMass cut the deficit to 10-6 at the

half but never go close enough to make a

serious run at the Statesmen. For the

Gorillas, senior attackman Mike Fiorini

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Bob Shelmire is finally having some

fun.

After two seasons of playing as a reserve

fullback and suffering various injuries as a

result of practice beatings at the hands of

defensive players looking to impress the

coaches. Shelmire has found his spot on the

Cniversity of Massachu.setts football

team.

Aftera 1984 season that saw the 6- 1.2 10

pounder from Lexington gain only 29 yards

on six carries. Shelmire was shifted to

safety, as coach Bob Stull looked for a way

to shore up a pass defense that allowed

2,496 yards and 14 touchdowns.

"It's a hell of a lot better to be hitting peo-

ple rather then being hit. " he said after his

Red team pinned a 14-0 loss on the White

team in the annual spring game Saturday

before 400 at Alumni Stadium.

"At safety. I think I've found a way I can

contribute to the team. I wasn't playing as

much as I wanted as a fullback .so. if I can

play more on defense, I'm all for the

switch.
"

Shelmire and his defensive backfield

mates, most notably Carlos Silva and Paul

Platek, kept the three white team quarter-

backs to just seven-of-22 passing for 50

yards. The white defensive backfield. led by

Scott Brown, former running back Duck-

worth (Irange, stuffed the red passing

attack for just four completions for 1 8 yards

and no touchdowns.

continued on page 11 I.

The scoring was limited to a one yard

plunge by quarterback Dave Palazzi with

11:10 left in the second quarter and a five

yard run by junior- college transfer Al Neri

with 12:49 to go in the fourth period. For

mer soccer player Tony Richardson added

both points after.

The CMass quarterbacks went a com

bined ll-for-40 for 68 yards as the wind

swirled through the stadium. Two-year

starter Jim Simeone was only three-oM2

for 14 yards Palazzi directed both scores

but completed no passes. Alabama transfer

Tim Hecht was continually pressured by

the defense and was three-of-seven for 16

yards.

Bright spots included the punting of Jim

Tandler (seven kicks for a 36 yard average)

and Nick Salmon (seven for a 36 yard

average). Neri was the leading rusher with

68 yards, including one 19 yard sprint, with

Frank Fay adding 4>S yards and a 25-yard

jaunt. Mike Keogh had 49 yard.s.

Defensively, the line of Mike Dwyer and

Ed Sullivan continually pressured the white

quarterbacks. Both big men had fourth

quarter sacks of Bob Williamson.

The Red score in the fourth period was

set up by Jim Earle's interception of a

Hecht pass at the 34. Earle. another former

offensive player, also looked strong in a

new position.

'Tm a little disappointed in the offense,

but overall we've had a good spring and Tm
not going to let this get us down," offensive

coordinator Mike Dunbar said.

Stull said that the quarterback situation

depended a lot on the game and with no one

signal caller impressive, summer practice

will decide the issue although it will take

some doing to dethrone Simeone. who still

has the best arm of the six candidates.
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College Students Show New
Interest in Apartheid Protests
by Chha Alien

Recent protest against aparthetd in South Afnca-

•apecially the arrests of picketers at the country's em-

bassy in Washington are arousing renewed interests In

the iaaue among college students. One result » ex

pected to be an increaaee in efforts to persuade col-

leges to get rid of their Inveaments in companies that

do business in Sooth Africa.

Demonstrations, forums, teach-ins end letter-

writing campaigns were among the plans for

February, March and April among such organizations

•s the American Comminee on Africa, the American

Friend Service Committee, Free South Africa, the

TransAfrica Forum and the United States Students

Association and it's affiliate, the Third World Student

Coalition.

Most of the students coordinators for those

organizations said they hed received a growing

number of requests for information about how to start

•nd manage divesture camnpaigns on campuses

Some campus protest have already taken place.

About 1,000 students, faculty members, and com-

munity activist staged a three hour demonstration on

the steps of the University of California at Berkley in

December . Thirty-eight demonstrators were arrested.

Students have been trying to get the University of

Texas system to sell its stock in companies doing

businesa In South Africa, but the institution's board of

regents voted in December to keep the investments.

The increase in student interest in the issue can be

traced to the media coverage of Bishop Desmond

Tutu's receipt of the Nobel Peace Prize, as well as the

demonstrations at the South African Embassy Since

those protests began last November, several hundred

people have been arrested, including twenty-two

members of congress. TransAfrica officials estimate

than more than a thousand people have been arrested

in anti-apartheid demonstrations nationwide.

"On the first day of the demonstrations, about six

hundred students came to Washington by bus",

Cecelie E. Counts, student coordinator for Tran

sAfrica said. "But that number soon dropped 260 and

then lower, because it was exam time."

Although the embassy demonstrations have receiv

ed a good deal of publicity, organizers pointed out

that the criticism of apartheid been continuing on

many campuses since the late-1960's.

"The unlikely coalitions may be the results of a link-

ing of other issues to the anti-apartheid movement,"

said the American Committtee on Africa student coor-

dinator, Joshua F. Nesson. One of the student na-

tional demonstrations planned for April 20. for exam-

ple, brought together students protesting unemploy-

ment. United States military involvement in Central

America, and racism in this country, as well as aphar-

theid in South Africa.

Since 1990, thirty United States companies have

sold their investments in South Africa, including

Bethlehem Steel Corporation, according to a recently

released survey by the Investor Responsibility

Research Center, a not for profit research center bas-

ed in Washington. However, eleven United States

companies began operating in the country since 1980,

according to the report.

The report listed two hundred and eighty-four

American companies operating in South Africa In-

cluding fifty-seven of Fortune Magazine's top one

hundred corporations. The companies total South

African Invettment at the end of 1983 was 2.3 bIHion

ddtars.

Below is a summary of Apartheid protests in the

past week .

.

About one hundred University of Iowa students

conducted a sit-in inside the University presidents of-

fice Wednesday and said they would not leeve until

the school sells stock it holds in companiea that do

businMS in South Africa.

The Iowa students marched from the rally to the

preaidenta office chanting."U of I, you can't hide, you

are supporting apartheid"

University President James Freedman who said

Tuesday the University would not divest, wes in Ames

attending a State Board of Regentt meeting. Sit in

leeders met briefly with Phillip Jones, vice president

for student affairs, who repeated the University s posi

tion that it would not take a "political stand" on apar

theid. South Africa's system of racial separation.

"Those people will not leave the office until you

come to us to negotiate the demands, student Gen

neile Rucker told Jones.

The University of Iowa holds 2.2 million dollars

worth of stock in forty-one companies believed to be

invoh^ed in South African commerce

In Ithaca, New York sixty-three people were ar

rested Wednesday for refusing to leave the ad-

ministration building at Cornell University, where

more than one thousand people have been arrested in

April

In Eugene, Oregon, police arrested twenty-nine

people on trespassing charges Wednesday night after

they marched downtown from the University of

Oregon campus, entered the Federal Building, and

allegedlly refused to leave.

At Harvard University, about two-hundred students

barricaded the door of a room where a South African

diplomat was speaking Thursday until a phalanx of

campus police led him through the chanting crowds.

Abe Hoopenstein, consul-general of the South

African consulate in New York was escorted to an un-

marked car about an hour after he was scheduled to

leave. There were no arrests.

Hoopenstein, who was at Harvard to participate in a

panel discussion on apartheid on Wednesday night,

has been asked to a private reception at noon Thurs

day by the Conservative Club.

Students gathered at Lowell House dormitory, sur-

rounding the meeting room and barricading the door

pledging to keep Hoopenstein inside until midnight.

"We want to demonstrate the parallel with Black

South Africans who are imprisoned by officials, to

give him a taste of what it is like," junior Sara Jane

Holcombe said by telephgone interview from the dor-

mitory.

Black activist Angela Davis was among one-

hundred and twelve people arrested Thursday in a

California anti-apartheid protest.'l think that the

reverberations of these demonstrations are being

heard around the worid," Ms. Davis, who teaches at

San Francisco State University, told three hundred

and fifty people at a sunrise rally Thursday at the

University of California Berkeley campus. "South

Africa is going to be free - divestment or not."

Ms. Davis and the others were arrested on charges

of obstructing access to the building, campus police

said.

Six labor union members protesting sales of the

South African Krugerrand at the Deak-Perera money

exchange office in Boston where South African coins

continued on page 4

Visions of Women's
Struggle

Josefina Rodriguez

Family Committee

Chicago, Illinois

Personal Statement:

I have been for the past five years an active nr>ember

of the Family Committee in support of Puerto Rican

Prisoners of War and Political Prisoners I have been a

guest speaker at various Universities in the United

Statea and Puerto Rico. I have participated in many

workahops, seminars and conferences addressing

the issues concerning the Independence Movement in

Puerto Rico and in specific conditions of confinement

of Puerto Rican Priaoners of War and Political

Prisoners.

Two Viaiona of the Women Struggle

First, the issue of ^Nonyn struggle is actuaMy given

general consideration, as it applies with the same

force to all women. Historically the question of the

women has aNvays been applied to ail women and has

not been placed in its correct context: The need to

analyze it from a class perspective. Since it has not

been understood nor analyzed in this manner, many

differences and weakness have been brought to the

women's movement. In other words, the oppression

of the bourgeoise women is not equivalent to that of a

proletariat women. It is crucial that we analyze the

women question within the context of class struggle.

The women question cannot be dealt from a general

approach anymore because each women finds herself

in a different class structure, will have different in-

terests and a different vision of the objectives it wants

to achieve. The women movement takes on from the

beginnning two diametric opposite orientations.

On the one hand, women who are part of the

bourgeoise and petty bourgeoise are different from

proletariat women in their liberation aspirations ex-

clusively of the context of the social order they live. To

assume that they will be sought by equalizing the

rights of bourgeoise women to that of the bourgeois

men as the only definite solution goes against the

liberation of the proletariat women.

On the other hand from a revolutionary perspective,

the working women aspiration for lit)eraton differ

eradically from the previous mentioned.

August Rebel explains very well in his book Women
and Socialism that:

Supposing that the feminist borgeoise movement im-

posed all its equal rights with men , it would not be for

the abolition of slavery that is found in most mar-

riages, it would not be to stop material dependency

that women have with their husband.

The bourgeoise feminist movement is geared to the

attainment of higher levels of education, getting a

doctorate degree or getting scientific or administrative

positions. This will not alter the general sex roles in

society

In conjunction the feminist sex roles are impeded:

On one hand, it suffers under social dependency of

men. It eases some, but does not eliminate the formal

equalities of rights before the law and. in the other

hand through the economic dependency women
generally find themselves anbd in particular proletariat

women in the same position as the proletariat men.

What results is that all women without distinction to

their claas base, as a dominated sex and prejudiced by

the maaculine world.
continued on page 2
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Editorial

The following article is a reprint from an earlier

NUMMO isauelNkrumah Lumumba Olinga, Volume 4,

Itaue 2, September 12, 1977).

Question, do people who use the phrase Third

World really understand the origin and connotations it

denotes? This article is timely and important because

most people of color progressive and non-

progressive, permit others to put them into a numerical

digit that negates being the first. It is serious and

dangerous for a people to continue to use Third World

without investigating its' origin.

Charles Deguale first used the phrase when he had

to give a report to the then European power block of

the world at that time. Deguale was apologizing for

losing the war to Brother Ho Chi Minh in North Viet-

nam. The great countries of the world at that time

were afraid of the outcome of people of color really

controlling their own destiny. Back in the early 1950's

o. e could see the eventual fight between the Soviet

Union and The Republic of China. The struggles of

Mao Tse-Tung is a prime example of people of color

organizing among themselves to fight against the

powers of Europe.

People of color must realize their potential as op-

pressed people and become critical thinkers. A lot of

progressive people think the term Third World is ex-

ceptable because of Franz Fenon (The African

Psychiatrist who used the phrase in his two major

books: The Wretched of the Earth and Black Skin

White Mask). People of color soon forgot this

brother's contradictions that he eventually admitted to

in the Wretched of the Earth. He did not support the

oppressed Africans in Algeria until he came to the

conclusion that there was a war going on between the

Oppressed and the Opressor, and then had to decide

like other Freedom Fighters who desire freedom from

the common oppressor who they will support, Brother

Franz came to his conclusion almost too late, he had

treated too many French soldiers for their emotional

problems from killing and emotionally defeating the

Africans.

People of color must begin to see that language is a

large part of their oppression. Today in the United

States and other parts of the world oppressed people

have not yet realized that they hold a balance of power

in the world today. People of color must refuse the

phrase Third World. Comments can be directed to

NUMMO NEWS 103 New Africa House. Amherst,

Massachusetts 01003.

Editorial

This is a rebuttal to the "Slap in the Face" article

written by Joel Rabinowitz in the Collegian May 3,

1985. Neither the Third World Caucus, Scera nor the

majority of the other senators at the May 1st Senaate

meeting intended any harm when we voted to allow a

women to speak as a guest speaker who happens to

be a member of Palestinian Liberation Organization.

The Third World Caucus voted along with the other

senators to allow a speaker with a different perspec

tive to be heard. This so called liberal campus should

allow people to speak from various backgrounds, just

like the world is run by people of various backgr-

ounds.

Joel, just because the Third World Caucus and

Scera were not on your side for one issue out of

many does not mean we have abandoned you or your

group and it also does not add up to total insensitivity.

The vote was not to defend the issue between the

Palestinian Liberation Organization and Israel, but to

defend freedom of speech on this Campus.

David D. Moore

Internal Coordinator, Third World Caucus
419 Crabtree

To Whom It May Concern:

As Caribbean students who recently saw the pro-

duction of "Moon on a Rainbow Shawl ", we are

disturbed by the direction of the play. The cast

members did their best, but their performances where

hampered by p>oor directing.

Ms. Mandle did not have a clue about the Caribbean

life style. Our people were portrayed as very sad and

destitute people. Any one who has a modicum of

knowledge of Caribbean Culture would have directed

this play differently

No West Indians were casted although several audi-

tioned and one of them is a Theatre major at Smith

College. One character was even cut completly from

the play.

Was It that the director would have felt threatened

by the more knowledgeable West Indians being in the

cast and seeing their culture mis-represented through

ignorance? We think so and we hope though that Ms.

Mandle does lots of research before she directs

another play and mis-represents people's cultures

aoain W.I. Studwits

continued from page 1

Through the course of cultural development in-

terested in eliminating the present state by changing

laws and present social and political order of institu-

tions. Majority of women are interested in transform-

ing the roots basis of social and state order in ex-

istence toward eliminating not only wage slavery of

the proletariat, but also sexual slavery tied broadly to

our conditions of property and profits.

Bourgeoise women do not understand the necessity

of this radical transformation. Influenced by their

privileged position they see the feminist proletariat

movement, more advanced, as dangerous aspirations

which they would combat. The class conflict which is

open between the capitalist and the workers and

which becomes more pronounce day by day to pasify

our relations, also exist within the feminist movement.

Without a doubt the advised sister have, a series of

points of contact in which she can direct the struggle,

that is the great proportion that the masculine world is

divided into class struggle, but instead has proceeded

separately and striking at the same time. This occurs

in all the ambits of equality of rights for women with

men, within the actual social and political order
,
this

is, the participation of the women in all grounds apt

for its energies and capacities for the total equality of

civil and political rights with the women. These areas

are very important and they will be seen with

amplification. Additionally the feminist proletariat

world is especially interested in challenging shoulder

to shoulder the masculine proletariat world through all

its norms and institutions which protect the working

women from the physical and moral degeneration and

guarantees its faculties of motherhood and educator

of their children. The proletariat has together with the

Editorial

To the Readers of Nummo News

NUMMO NEWS, a Third Wortd newspaper, was

formed in 1972 as a result of the systematic exclusion

of oppressed people from the media in the United

States. All one has to do is turn on the radio, televi-

sion or read a magazine to further substantiate this.

The'newl for NUMMO NEWS is a result of the

distortion of the imagery of Third World people, by

the nation's media.

However the system has effectively perversed the

nation's media to such an extent that a college cam-

pus is only one of the few sanctuaries where the

thoughts and perceptions of people from all over the

world can be viewed, for the good of all. without fac-

ing tainted by the ignorance and corruption that

plagues much of the outside world. Today Third

World people are breaking away from the patterns of

yesteryear, an forming a philosophy of their own. This

philosophy comes from the souls of a people who

represent two thirds of the worlds population. NUM-

MO is one voice for millions of people who are deman-

ding economic, social and political equaHty. In

defense of this philosophy, NUMMO will not look to

others for information concerning ourselves; for if we

did, we would continue to be mis informed and highly

miseducated.

Those who will read NUMMO will find that it is

designed to enrich the intellectual, cultural and socio-

p>olitical ooncious of it's readers. For those who do not

understand, NUMMO is the pen with which the reader

can possibly burst the dark bubble of fantasy, which

he or she was brought up to believe However, only

the reader can use what we provide to burst that bub-

ble. For those who nonchalantly discard NUMMO
they may later find their bubble burst. . . but by than, it

may not be with a p«o.

The staff of NUMMO NEWS will provide for it's

readers news and news analysis from the viewpoints

and perspectives of Third World people living within,

and outside the United States.

EDITOR

masculine comrades of some class structure destroy

the struggle for the radical transformation of society

with the end of establishing a situation that facilitates

complete economic and spiritual independence of

both sexes through the corresponding social institu-

tions. Therefore it is not about realizing equality of

rights of men and women in the present social and

political order which what constitutes the objective of

the bourgeoise feminist movement, it is more to

eliminate all barriers that make women dependent of

men and also def)endent of one sex to the other. The

solution to the feminist question is the solution to the

problem of the racial order.

As this quote from August Babel, "the true libera-

tion of the women will be obtained when we ac-

complish a complete change in the economic, social

and political system". Nevertheless, this process must

start now. The task of conscience raising of the work-

ing women of her oppressed condition is the respon

sibility of all concious men, including those that

although do not belong to the proletariat class

recognize that it is their vanguard and are willing to ex-

tent the limits of equality up to its last consequences.

Although the process of women liberation (which is

that process past and parcel of general struggle of the

working class toward socialism) will be principally in

the hands of the working women, because of its ex-

plotaited condition, she yet has the conscience of her

historical responsibility. It is for this reason, that it is

the task of men and women of conscience to point out

to these companeras the necessity to become invalue

in this process.that their task is to look for its place of

equality in society. Without a doubt, the only society

where there will be a posibility to reach a true eman-

cipation will be in a socialist society.

Women and Organizations

Departing from the first vision that is. in the first

place that women's organizations for the struggle is

necessary Nevertheless, we do not believe that we
should organize ourselves apart from our companeros
and we then limit our struggle exclusively to the rights

of men. We should share this struggle with our com-
paneros, equal to equal and we should though

organizing that it not only be true to our feminist con-

dition, but also true to our exploited conditions. On
the other hand, the men should participate in the

struggle for the women, because men will not be free

if he keeps his equal in slavery and exploitation.

For that reason we understand the tasks inside our

left wing organizations, unions and other organiza-

tions that struggle should share all tasks equally bet-

ween men and women. The left organization has the

biggest responsibility, nor only to analyze the question

of the women, but also to implement a politic that in

its practice demonstrates as an example that men and
women can and will live under equality. The reason to

realize these tasks and bring forth positions of major
responsibilities should not be determined by the sex
but by the capacity demonstraded by the militants be
them men and women. Only working through this

basis we will star work towards reaching the liberation

and improvement of all human beings.

Josefina Rodriguez was the Keynote Speaker in the

Women in Resistance conference that was held this past

weekend at the University's Campus Center.

llartIfcLiodBtbttw
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Black BerttAdQ USA22

Noted Black educator and social activist Mary

McLeod Bethune is honored and recognized as she

appears on a new twenty-two cents stamp. It is the

eighth stamp in the Black Heritage series which was

iasued on March 5th 1986 in Washington, DC.
Bethune was born in Mayesville, South Carolir^a,

in 1875. the 16th of 17 children bom to fomr>er slaves

Through the beneficence of a rural school teacher,

she was taken out of her family's cotton fields and

sent to Scottia Seminar in Concord. North Carolirw .

to receive an education.

In 1904. with only 11 .60 in her pockets, but with

great hopes and dreams, she rented a rickety, two

story frame building and, with only five students, the

Daytona Educational and Industrial Training School

for Negro Girls was born. In 1923. the former grade

school was merged with Cookman Institute to

become Bethune-Cookman College with 600

studenu, 32 teachers and Mrs. Bethune as president.

In addition to her role as an educator, she was ap

pointed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt to head

the Negro Division of the National Youth Administra-

tion, the highest goverment job then held by a Black

woman. In 1936. Mrs. Bethune founded the National

Council of Negro Women, forming a coalition of the

leading Black Women Organizations of her days.

by Jose R.Martinez

NASTY DREADS
by:

Makumba

I cried: Ja my dreads are gone

Echoes in my empty head

Repeated where are my beautiful dreads

Echoes that repeat again and again

Wat's up man
What did you do to your hair

You are not Jamaican

You are Puerto Rican

Puerto R leans do not wear their hair like that

Nothing it's up nr^n. only my hair

PuertoRikans

Jamaikans
Dominikans

Black amerikans

We are all Afrikans'

Echoes that repeated in my head

Everyone should let their hair into natty dreads

And maybe we all be Brothers and Sisters again

Echoes in my head that talk

about nasty, dirty dreads

Trying to bring us together again.

He Never Called Again

Oh baby you look so fine

I love you baby

You make love so nice

You make me feel so good and fine

In between the sheets you and I whisper sweet and

pretty things

Oh baby you make me feel so g-o-o-d

I love you baby

As the sun rises his pants also rise and he departs

He's leaving for good, she never thought he would

She never knew
She thought he was different, not like the others

It happens to other girls,

silly girls, not smart girls like me
She waits for his call

She leaves him a message and gets no answer

from him and none from her

ovary

Like him, it never calls

She weeps tears as clear as rain

She wishes to see the sight of blood

He bought me a hand made blouse and took

me to dinner

These were the prerequisites for getting me into bed

I fell for his game, I guess that I'm sick in the

head
Caught by a man or a boy pretending to be a

man
He's a kid, a silly macho kid

He cares not for me, but for himself, his lousy

self

He never called me again and so

I became another Black teenage mother.

By Christopher Williams

Announcements
Grammy Award winning vocalist

Roberta Flack will appear in concert at

the University of Massachusetts Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall on Saturday

May 11 at 8:00 pm. She replaces Ray

Charles who had to cancel his national

tour. Pre-season ticket buyers may ex-

change their tickets by contacting the

Fine Arts Center Box Office at 545-2511

UMass Vocal Jazz Ensemble Performs

The University of Massachusetts
Vocal Jazz Ensemble, under the direc-

tion of Horace Clarence Boyer. will per

forma program of new and standard jazz

compositions, accompanied by in-

strumental soloits, Frederick Tillis and

Nicholas LaFleur, on Monday. May 6,

1986. The concert will begin at 8:00 p.m.

In Bezanson Recital Hall, located in the

Fine Arts Center.

DOUDOU DIEN
UNESCO Liaison Officer for North
America
"The U.S. Withdrawal from UNESCO"
Thursday, May 9, 1966, 7:30pm
311 New Africa House
University of Massachusetts

Sponsored by Five College Black
Studies

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Evening security workers/ushers
wanted for Bright Moments jazz Con-

certs on July 18, 25 and August 1st for

approx. 5-6 hours/shift (limited number
of additional hours also available).

UMass students returning in Fall

semester only. Work study preferred but

not required. Fine Arts is an AA/EO
employer. Description and applications

available at 207 Hasbrouck.

University of Massachusetts Student

Federal Credit Union:

"How to Save Yourself the Hassle of Re-

opening Your Account. ..Don t Close It!

Take advantage of our acceptance of

mail-in deposits

Summer Hours: MWF 10-3

Th 12-3

Campus Center Complex

UMass/Amherst, Ma. 01002

(413) 646-2800

The last meeting of the Third World

Steering Committee will be held on

Thursday May 9, 1966@ 4:00 pm in Room
311 New Africa House.

All Third World Organization leaders

and Third Worid students are encourag-

ed to attend.

NUMMO u a Black atudent weekly newapaper

of the Univertity of Ma*»achu»ett» at Amhernt.

Our ofTicen are located at 103 New Africa Houae.

(413)545-0061-62.

Unaigned editoriaU repretent the view of thu

paper. They do not neccMarily reflect the views of

the student body, faculty, or administration.

Signed editorials, columns,reviews, cartoons,

and letters represent the personal view of the

authors.
Frm the Editors ofNUMMO

Theory, practice and struggle has been the

essence of thu paper. We will be honored by the

level of consciousness raised.

*STAFF*

Editor C. Ron Allen

Production Manager Lori Porter

Business Manager Marilyn Bou
Administrative Assistant David Moore

Graphics and Layout Editor Yvonne Mendez

Photo Editor David Walker

Typesetter Jose Rafael Martinez

Researcher Daniel Lewis
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David Affonseca

Rod Clare

Dwayne Deed
Segun Eubanks Advisor

Julian Tynes
Christopher WilliamM
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were sold, were arrested quietly on tresspasing

charges Thursday after they refused to leave. They

had spent the night in the exchange s lobby.

The six sang "We Shall Overcome" as they were

put into a police van.

Their action followed a raHy of about two-hundred

people outside the office Wednesday.

Twenty seven UMass students were freed Thursday

from police lock-ups after a sit-in, all part of continu-

ing efforts to end college investment in companies do-

ing business in South Africa.

"Each day that investment continues is a black spot

on the University," said Matthew Shakespeare, 19,

one of the arrested students at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

A total of thirty-three students were arrested after

they refused to leave the office of campus Treasurer

Robert Brand on Wednesday.

Don't forget!

Read Nummo
News every
Monday!
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FASTER THAN A
SPEEDING BULLET—
Amhernt Colleffe student

(iabnel FinkelnUin per-

forma a supernuui imita-

tion diving for a skyru disc

vesterday on Amherst
Common. The skyro,

developed by an enifineer

at Stanford I'niversity.can

be thrown three times the

distance of a friabee.

Coors issue remains open after forum
By VlCKl A SPAGNOLI
Collegian Staff

A forum last night to address the Coors beer controver-

sy at the University of Massachusetts left nmny issues

unresolved after nearly three hours of name-calling and

debate. „ .

The forum was irganized by the Campus Center Board

of Governors "to present both sides' argument* i*> the stu

dent body and to educate the students to the board s

i^tfons for its decision (to recommend that Coors be ban

ned from the CC)." John Hayes, Bi)G coordinator, said.

Representatives from the Coors company did not speak

at the forum because they said the company had already

done so at a BOG meeting last month, and because Lhert-

wouM not have been adequate Ume U) respond to allega

tions made by the AFL-CIO at the forum

Eric Riffile. company sjKikesman said earlier yesterday

Coors representatives prtferred speaking to the students

from an information table set up on the CC concourse.

"We've got a forum nght here where we can

disseminate the facts to interested students and mt^racl

with them on a more personal basis to offset the half

truths and misconceptions that the union is putting out.'

he said

Arthur R. Osbom. preskient of the Mass AFL CIO.

spoke in favor of the BOG position at the forum.

Beginning with the question. "Where are you Pet^r

Coors''" Osbom U)ld the audience of nearly 100 students

he would not debate the BOG decision in the absence of an

official Coors representative

"1 came out here on the presumption that it would be a

debate with corporate members of Coors," Osbom said.

•Coors has insulted the students of UMass by not being

present here U)nighl with me.

Three of the f<»ur members of the f(»rum against tht-

BOG decision were members of the Students for (;overn

ment by Referendum. The group, whost- members wrote

the referendum to be voteil on by the student Uniy this

Thursday, said the BOCl's decision interferes with the

students' constitutional right of free choice.

Neil McCabe. spokesman for the gr(»up. said the B(KI

"oversteppeil lUs bounds" in its decision

"People like Coors beer, and they should have the right

U) drink it." McCabe said. "When an enUty t^lls the

students on this campus that we don't have the

choice... it's time for the students to stand up ami say no
"

John Brigham. a UMass pmfessor of political science,

speaking in favor of Coors beer said. "The i.ssue seems to

me to be not who makes the choice, but whether or not the

right decisions was made."

"The BCKi made a decision, they're elected to do that

and they have not overstepped iUs bounds." William Clay,

a UMass student who is here from Cana<la (»n exchange,

said "The board members are acting as a student

organization as to what is happening on our campus."

Osborn said the C^oors company is against ever>'thing

the union supports. He said Coors supports non-union

policies nation-wide through the Coors family's support of

right-wing political organizations like the Heritage Foun-

dation. ... 11

Riggle blamed the AFL-CIO for the B(X, s decision. He

said the AFL-CIO has made allegations against the (:<K)rs

company since the union was vot^ out of the Coors

brewery in 1977 following a union strike. Riggle said the

AFL-CIO Has made no attempt in the past eight years to

reinstate a union and instead distribut<>s misinformation

nationwide about company worker policies.

Number ofemployment offers to seniors on rise

But, report shows salaries lag
By NANCY A BUKAR
Collegian Staff

Although the number of job offers to graduating .seniors

has increased, .salary offers lag behind in growth, according

to a recent study by the College Placement Council.

The report, which is from data compiled from placement

offices at colleges and universities nationwide, was announ-

ced last week by Dr Arthur Hilson, director of placement at

the University of Massachu.setts. This year's study con-

fu-med that although the economy is stronger now than it had

been, salary offers are running only 2 to 3 percent higher-

figures that are lower than the inflation rate.

As for majors, scientific fields still net the highest salaries

and number of job offers. "There's a good 60 percent of on-

campus recruiting that involves computer, engineering and

INSIDE: A
Reagan in Spain *

Rally against sports cuti •

«

Women's lax falls again 1*

"A8f<yr (Rmudd Reagan) trying to make us cry un-

cle,
' this (xnly stiffens our resistawx.

"

*
-Daniel Ortega

President of Nicaragua

other scientific fields, " Hilson said.

Hilson explained that these figures can be 'misleading'

because liberal arts majors are also in high demand. "Liberal

arts majors with concentrations in computers and business

are caught in a catch-22 becau.se it's hard to get these

classes, " he said. There is currently a demand in the job

market for liberal arts majors with these specialization.s.

Hilson said.

"Clearly, if you're into computers, let's face it, the market

calls for it." Hilson said.

Hilson emphasized the gains made in the recruiting of

liberal arts majors. "The most significant gains have been

with liberal arts because these people are very flexible. They

become viable and productive employees." he said.

"Even in engineering firms, a lot of them can't communi-

cate, can't write. The well-versed person has shown that they

can go through the system," Hilson said.

Despite the gains made for graduating liberal arts majors,

the best salaries can be found in scientific fields, according to

the report Petroleum engineering tops the salary list, wit h an

average offer to start at $32,920 a year, followed by chemical

engineering at $28,499 annually. The third highest salary

offers are being made to computer scienti.sts. They tan

expect an average offer of $24.6 1 2 per year, only a 0.2 per-

cent increa.se in salary offers from last year.

A previous council study conducted m October found that

employers planned to hire 8 percent more college graduates

than last vear.

Nicaraguan official

on campus today
Krnesto ( ardenal, a priest, poet and high ranking offu lal

m the Nicaraguan .Sundini.sta government will deliver a

p«»etr> reading today at 1 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium and

then answer quest ions about the current |)olitual situation in

his country

The Nicaraguan Minister of Culture. wh«» ha.K been in the

r S. smce Friday and spoke at Mt. Holyoke College lust

night, is coming to the IniverKily on an educational and

(ullural visit, .leanne .Stover. asrM-iate director of public

information, said.

(ardenal will speak in .Spani.sh thn»ughan interpreter and

will be introduced by I 'Mass political science professor Har

vey Kline

Kline ^au^ only student.s m hi.s Inter American Kelationti

class would he allowed to ask questions, although the event is

open to the public

('ardenal is making appearences hir»- ilt>piU' the impost

tion last week by Ronald Reagan of a tt»tal IS trade

embargo on Nicaragua in reaction to that country's alleged

military buildup and its ties to Cuba and the .Soviet

Union.

(ardenal was quoted recently m a St'u York Times article

as saying the "tnie Kingdom of (lod is a Communist society

and Marxism is the onlv solution for the world
"

DAVID SUMMKRSBY

Protesters set to fight

against Reagan policy

Students at the University of Massachusetts today will

join peace activists in selected parts of the nation m an.swer^

ing their "pledge of resistance' protesting President Ronald

Reagan's recent trade embargo against Nicaragua.

About 62,000 people nationwide signed pledges last

November to protest in their areas if the U.S. 'escalated

involvement in Central America. " according to .Iim Sweeney

a national organizer of the movement. Although the national

organization has not called on for the enactment of the

pledge Sweeney .said, regional protesUs against the embargo

have been called for in New York, Chicago. Washington and

throughout Massachusetts, among other areas.

Protestors in western Massachusetts will gather at noon in

front of the Federal Building in Spnngfield for "responsible

and respectable civil disobedience" Regina Ryan, a UMass

organizer of the protest said Participants at UMa.ss will rally

at the Student Union Building at 9:1.'> am before marching

U) Amherst center and then to carpool to Spnngfield,

organizers say.

Sweenev said that the pledge was not being activated

nationally because only "certain areas of the country are

much more able to activate."

"Bo.ston has the history of the Bo.ston Tea Party and is

capable of leading us once again," he said.

Activists in Northampton have planned several events to

•put the focus on the embargo, " according to Francis Oowe

of the American Friends Service Committee. Crowe .said she

plans to send toothbrushes to Nicaragua to symbolically

break the embargo.

•Why should they have to go t«) the Soviet Union (for

merchandi.se). " she said.

- .lOHN YONCK
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Reagan in Spain for sensitive talks

MADRID. Spam (API Pre.sident Heagan,

fresh from urging cheering (lerman students

to "create a new Kurope, " arnved yesterday

for talks with Spanish leaders opposed to his

Nicaragua policies and pressed by street

demonstrators to oust IS. forces form

Spanish soil

Leaving behind a difficult economic sum-

mit and controversy over his visit to a Nazi

gravesite in West Clerroany. Reagan and his

wife, Nancy, stepped off Air Force One into

brilliant sunlight. They were greeted hv King

Juan Carlos and Queen Sophia

The day before. LMKMUIO anti American

demonstrators marched in Madrid and other

Spanish cities to protest the visit. They

urged closing four military bases leased from

Spain under a 195.1 agreement, and pulling

Spain out t)f NATO.
At the airport, the two couples reviewed

troops, while, out of their sight and earshot.

some :U> Nuaraguans pn.tested the T.S

trade embargo imposed on their country,

another major issue on Reagan's agenda

here.

With the government refusing demonstra

lion permits on weekdays, protesters urged

Madrid residents to shut off their lights and

bang pots and pans for 10 minutes during

Reagan's first evening in Spain. Only a mod-

est din was heard in the city center at the

appointed hour and most lights remained

lit.

From the airport, the Reagans left for theu"

residence during this two day stay. El Pardo

Palace, a 6;< room estate nine miles north

west of Madrid which served as home and

headquarters to .Spain's authoritarian ruler

(ien. Francisco Franco from 19<9 to hi.s

death in 1975

There. Reagan met briefly with Socialist

Pnme Minister Felipe Cionzalez. who favors

a reduction in the I .S. military presence and

whose foreign ministry has criticized the

Nicaragua embargo.

As the two leaders posed for photographs,

(lonzalez said. "I hope we will talk about

everything."

Pr^id^n. Ko„.ld K..PU. ««l King Ju.n C«lo. of Sp.in ('jj*'* ""«":,"'''•'

guudt in M«lrid ,eit.rd.y .ft« K«|E.n .mv«l for • 41-hour .Ut. viiit.

Assembly to focus on

Helsinki violations

OTTAWA (API An asst-mbK of government SI • - "n

human nghts from :<.^ countnes opens tomorn)w ^ es

tern nations plan to accu.se the Soviet Inion of violating

pledges made in Helsinki a decade ago

Canada, the Inited .States and ail nations of Kun>pe

eicept Albania are represented at the meeting It was called

to review progress in human rights since the 197.5 ( on-

ference on Secuntv and Cooperation in K'"^-'"' at

Helsinki, Finland.

We" re hammering at the theme that human rights i.s an

element in the business ' • ,i:theningc«»operation.".said

Harry las. ( anadian a.' lor tt> the meeting, which is

expected to last about six weeks The focus of attention on

human nghts will be V .mforced."

Ihe Ottawa meeting n previous assembly of

the same 'J5 countnes in Madrid, which ended conten

tiously in 1H)^.5 sfMin after a Soviet warplane sh<it down a

.South Korean passenger jet. killing all J<>9 alH»ard

Ihat conference directed that ••ex|>erts" from the par

ticipating nations gather to review •'respect, in their states,

for human rights and fundamental freedom.^.
'

Richard Schifter, I .S. ambassador to the meeting, said

he would cite Soviet violations of the H' m cords.'not

case by- ca.-^*, but topic- by topic" witl. ,
,: ilar c<mcem

for the repression of members of groups established to

monitor compliance with the Helsinki pr(»visions

Schifter said a\ least \H Helsinki Watch activi--^ »• < -

been jailed or banished m the .Soviet Inifm.

Hecause any decisM>n at the meeting must be lakni l>>

c«)nsensus of all :<5 countries, there i«. little pr.".|>e. t for

I
qnnk or dramatic action.

Mel King among men arrested

in protest against apartheid

BOSTON (AP)-Three men who began a sit in a»fain.sl

sale of South African jfold coin.s at the Deak-Perera (»frice

in the financial district were arrested yesterday on

charges of trespassing

Fahamisha Brown. crH>rdinati.r of tht- Free South Africa

movement in Boston reporte<i that after police drove off

with the three Deak-Perera employees locked the do«irs

tempt»rarily as three other demonstrators tried to enter.

She identified those arrested as Mel King, the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology faculty member

who was candidate for mayor of Boston in the last elec

tion; Boston TransAfrica President W^illie Johnson anci a

Unitarian minister, the Rev. Jack Mendelsohn.

"There were no problems." she added. "They went

peacefully."

Ms Brown said the three pleaded inn<K'ent at arraign-

ment in Boston Municipal Court and had their cases con-

tinued to June 4. ,.,..,,
ihe three had entered the Deak-Perera lobby about 11

a.m. The arrests followed about 90 minutes later.

Judge denies retrial request in 'Big Dan' rape
BOSTON (AP) Four men servmg prison terms for taking

part in the notorious 198.1 gang rape at Big Dans tavern in

New Bedford lost their battle for a new trial yesterrVr -•

'

ting the stage for a legal appeal

Superior Court Justice William Young, who presided over

the six week trial in 1 9H4. issued a 65 page decision rejecting

more than half a d<>/t-n arKumenls raised by the defense m
seeking a retrial.

'I'he next step is ault>matic." defense attorney David

Waxier said. "The motion f"r a '>«'v* 'nai becomes merged

with the motion for appeal

In March I98.i. the case drew widt'>pread attention when

the victim, whose name was withheld from the public.

TT
^

AP l..a**rpliota

Astronaut Taylor Wang raises his arms in triumph

yesterday after the space shuttle Challenger's lan-

ding at Edwards Air Force Base in California.

claimed that she was repeatedly raped on a barroom pool

table while onl(X)ker8 cheeed her attackers.

At »nal. prosecutors established that four men to<jk part in

a sexual assault. The four men. all Portuguese immigrants,

were convicted and are now serving prison terms.

Following their conviction, the first remedy available

under Massachusetts law was a motion for the trial judge to

consider the need for a new trial In part, the defense argued

that prosecutors withheld unportant information that could

have influenced the outcome of the case.

Waxier, reached at his New Bedford office, said Young's

action exhausts the possibility of "horizontal appeal.

Challengercomeshome safely

with live lab animals on board
KDWARDS AIR FORCK BASK. Calif (AP) Laden with

nentific treasures from a week of orbital research,

I hallenger brought seven astronauts and 26 animals down

..ifely in the California desert yesterday triggering sonic

(M.oms that set off burglar alarms as it descended.

The stubbv winged space shuttle touched down on the

. »«nterline of a dry lake bed runway at 12:U p.m. KDT, com-

[jleting a flight of '2 9 million miles and \()9 orbit.«».

"Challenger, welcome home." called out Mission Control

as commander Bob Overmyer brought the shuttle to a stop.

"Nice job. Bob.'

The ship's return touched "Mi iv»iu >..i.,i ;,.,..ir.s over {.'»

Angeles as it flew over the city and headed eastward to the

desert. The booms rattled windows, setting off burglar

alarms throughout the area

Tucked into the Spacelab :\ module in Challenger's cargo

bay is enough research data to fill ftO.OOO volumes of 200

pages each, said Spacelab mission manager Joseph Cremin.

There also are miles of film and more than .\ million frames of

video data, some of which will be studied by scientists frame

by frame, he said.

Two small squirrel monkeys and 24 rats, riding in special

cages in Spacelab 3. were to be removed quickly and Hown to

Cape Canaveral, where they will be examined and tested.

The rats will be sacrificed and dissiected.
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Summer Employment $5.00/hr.
RGIS, the nations leading inventory service

has unlimited part-time openings in Eastern

MA, taking inventories for various retailers.

No experience necessary. Paid training.

Travel pay. Some weekend availability is

needed. For more info call: North of Boston
938-9119, South of Boston 849-3500,

Worcester 366-6471

.

Atler a long, grueling semester ot homework and
finals, why not spend your summer witti us at Friendly

Restaurants

At Friendly we re growing fast We open over 50 new
restaurants a year Wt>at does ttiat mean tor you''

Job opportunity Lots ol it From lull and part time
summer )obs to year round positions Best ol all

because ttiere are 300 Friendly Restaurants m New
England alone, ttieres bound to be one near you

For specific details on wtiere ttie |Ob openings are
and wtiat positions are available please contact
our Division Employment Otfice lor an interview op-
pomtment Ttie olfices are listed below by territorial

responsibility Please coil

N.E. Matt. (Including North Shore)
617-256-0511

Central Mass. (Worcester to Boston)
617872 4215

Southeast Mass (Including Cape Cod]
617-843 3994

Western Mass. (Springfield to Pittsfield)

413-732-6289

. cfiuendSu.^^restaurants^
Equal Opportunity Employer MV

^

Women's studies major captures award
r\ I „ ...^-o "rwt»on " (ihe fierided to "di

UMas8 student S.E. Chaae: outsUnding service.

Sports rally set for lunchtime

By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

SE Chase, a University of Massachusetts women's

studies major, admits her grades this semester are not tcK)

hot but there is a good reason why And that reason, the time

she spends fighting violence against women, was rewarded

last week when she was presented with an award by the

I'Mass Department of Public Safety.

Best known simplv as 'Chase.' she was recognized with

the Citizenship Award for Outstanding Service and Assis-

tance becauseof her "history of involvement m preventative

consciousness raising around the issue of violence against

women." said Mary Dumas, head of the IMass .sensitive

crime unit who nominated Chase.

Dumas was referring to Chase's role in organizing last

years pomographv conference and this year's Take Back the

Night march, as well as her work as an educator-advocate at

the Ever>woman's Center and as a member of the women s

issues team of the Student Center for Kducntional Research

and Advocacy (SCKRA).

• For the past couple of vears she has been a major force m

fighting violence agamst women." said Director of Public

Safety C.erald O'NeiL "After talking to Dumas 1 felt she

should be recognized.

"These awards we do not give out verv freely and she moat

certainly deserves it. " O'Neil :;aid.

(base, who said she was'very pleased and very honored"

by the award, recalled that her involvement began when she

Hrst came to I'Mass and made fnends committed to combat

ting violence against women and "opened her eyes.' she

said.

Once her eyes were "open." she decided to "put her

energy " into the fight, by joining SCERA and the educator/

advocate program from which she runs workshops to rawe

awareness.

Asked how prevalent violence against women is. Chase

replied, "it's astounding how much violence goes on that peo-

ple don't know about.'

"The number of rapes reported on campus are only a frac-

tion of those that occur." she said, citing the Federal Bureau

of Investigation statistics that indicates the number of

reports should be multiplied by It) to arrive at an accurate

number of incidences.

Chase accuses the media of having a major role in creating

and perpetuating such violence because "it pictures women

m ways that aren t empowenng. ' she said

Women are often shown as commodities or as having per-

fect btxlies and violence occurs "when men find out they're

not," she said.

Further. Chase believes that violence against women

reflects a societv m which "men are taught they have the

f)«wer, ' so that when "things don't go their way.
"
they eiert

this power in the form of violence.

Chase suggested that education can be a major force in

reducing this violence bv "teaching women what t he> should

not have to tolerate" and by showing men how their behavior

perpetuates the submission of women. " even though they

might not feel they directly abu-se them

After she graduates nest semester. Chase plans to stay in

the area and work in c«)mmunity education or a rape crisis

center because the issue of violence against women is

"something Pm very committed to," she said.

"Chase has incredible energy for combatting women's

oppression and her commitment goes beyond her job and is

m every aspect of her life. " said Heidi Holland, a co worker at

SCERA

By GERRY deSIMAS
CoUegtan Staff

A r^ly to gain support for a public

referendum concerning varsity sports

budget cuts is scheduled for 12:15 ttxlay on

the Student Union Building front stt'ps.

The referendum asks whether the cur

rent athletic fee should be used tx) fund the

seven varsity sport-s slated U) be dropped to

club status next fall.

The "Save Our Sports" (SOS) rally will

protest the May 1984 decision by the

University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees tt) eliminate men's and women's

it'nnis, skiing, golf, and wrestling by May
1986.'

Senior John SommersttMn. ca})tiiin ot the

men's tennis team and rally <»rganizer, said

he hopes the rally will gather student sup-

fK>rt on the referendum question offere<i

Wednesday and Thurstiay.

The final decision on the sports funding

was left to the trustees. Athletic Director

Frank Mclnerney said yesterday.

Sommerstein said 75 student athletes

and faculty will speak in support for the

continuation of the tean\s.

The seven sports were cut because of

ficials believed the University could not

adequately fund all 28 varsity sports.

"We don't want teams to go out there

that can't aiiequately represent the Univer

sity." Mclnerney said. "It's very expensive

out there. We used to have one of the

highest number of varsity sports in the na-

tion (28). Then, reality set in.

•'You can't buy a Cadillac on a Chevrolet

budget," he said.

The seven sports were originally cut

from varsity status in May 1984 but a

trustee ruling extended the changeover

"for a period not to exceed the 1986

season," Mclnerney said.

Wrestling endetl iUs varsity program in

March.
Changes with the remaining 2\ varsity

spt)rts include full scholarship aid for men's

ftxitball (70 scholarships), men's and

women's liasketball (15 scholarships each)

and men's lacrosse (14 scholarships).

More scholarship aid was also given to

the 15 remaining sports.

Two horses peer into an abandoned jeep near Southeast St. in Amherst.

and faculty will speaK in support lor uie "«r .» .-.•' •» ^.r-.-^.

Concert arrestees enter innocent plea
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Two men pleaded innocent yesterday to charges of disor-

derly conduct and assault and battery of a police officer after

they and one other student were arrested during the

weekend concert in the Southwest Residential area.

The Southwest Area Government concert prompted

numerous incidents of vandalism, violence and other pro-

blems that kept I'niversity of Massachusetts police busy the

entire weekend, police said.

Kyler B. Foster. 21. pleaded innocent in Hampshire Dis-

trict Court yesterday to charges of disorderiy conduct,

as.sault and batterv' of a police officer and malicious damage

to a police cruiser, a court official said.

Police said Foster injured two officers while they were try

mg to restrain him at Sunday's concert. The student kicked

and dented a police car after police observed him yeUing and

screaming in the middle of the road

Police broke Foster's knee wit h a night stick while trying to

control him. One officer was bruised and scratched while the

other was kicked in the groin, police .said. The officers were

treated and released from University Health Services and

Foster was treated and released from Cooley Dickinson Hos

pital. A pre-trial date has been set for May '22.

Also. Kevin Bowe. 24. was arrested and charged with

assault and battery to a police officer and disorderly con-

duct. The former UMass student, now of Northampton, will

appear in a pretnal hearing May 22. Michael .J Barrette. 1 9.

was charged with conduct after police arrested him for fight

ing at the concert.

Although UMass Police Chief Robert O. Joyce said, "peo-

ple acted like animals." Program Director Michael D. .lones

of the student activities office said the concert was extremely

well administered. Jones said the crowd of about 7.000 peo-

ple were generally well behaved.

•"The University is going to have to lof)k at the entire con

cert picture. " Joyce said. "What started out as an event

opened up to a free-for-all for anyone coming through.
'

60 RAswalk out from weekend training
By JEANETTE DeFORC.E
Collegian Staff

The 60 Residential Assistants who walked out of a campus

wide pre- service training session last weekend have not lost

their job.s. according to Housing officials yesterday.

"We are not protesting R. A. training, we are prote.sting the

timing (of the meeting). " said Laura Koumjian, an R.A.

from Grayson.

The pre-training session was held during event.s on cam-

pus such as the Gay Pnde March, National Woman s

Weekend and Southwe.st Week.

Td rather spend mv time .stopping people from having a

keg on my fioor." Chris Herreid. a Southwest R.A. said.

The R. A. session consisted of a morning meet ing and small

groups followed by teambuilding games, such as egg tosses

and musical chairs." .

Many R. A.'s .said the session would be better as a part ot

trainmg held in August since during the summer, there is

much more excitement and enthusiasm for training.

Another complaint the R.A.'s had was that some were not

informed of the meeting until Tuesday.

it was on the calendar. All staff may not have been

informed, though." Mary McCanus. the staff development

coordinator of Residential Education East. said.

"The dates were advertised in the RA news letter, which

few people read, " Ben Brogan. an R.A. in Van Meter, said

"'Several clusters wrote complaint letters to Residential

East but none were an.swered. "
Brogan said.

•'I'received four of them (letters), only one wanted a direct

response," McCanus .said, "1 an.swered it. but it didn't ask for

any other action than cancelling the training.
"

Students are able to get involved in the planning of the

events but few do. McCanus said. But Herreid asked.
'

Who

has the time?" Herreid later said he was going to start a panel

to aid in the planning of future events.

'It was time for the R. A.s to sUnd up and say we are human

beings," Brogan said.

New hope for students

with learning disorders

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Students with learning disabilities no longer have to be

embarrassed or ashamed to admit their disorders due to

the effort,s of the I'niversity of Mas.sachu.setts' Dyslexic

Student Organization (DSO).

At a conference held yesterday by the DSO. the problems

faced by both dyslexic students and their parents were

addressed in a series of meetings and lectures.

Dr. Charies Drake. Headmaster of the Landmark School

for dyslexic students located in Prides Crossing was the

keynote speaker.

"A dyslexic student may feel frustrated and discouraged

at their performance, but it is important for that individual

to learn how to be productive within the restraints of their

disorder." Drake said.

Drake explained that it is never too late to learn to read

properly. The problem is that too many student* think they

are too old to develop new skilLs.

Drake also .stressed the importance of parental support

but said It was necessary to practice "tough love" with

childrea ^ . j j j
•'Parents should give only support when it s needed and

remove it quickly when the right time comes. This is the

best way that a dyslexic .student can learn for themselves."

Drake said.

Also held at the conference was a panel discussion of rep-

resentatives from various departments, programs and

agencies providing services for students with learning pro-

blems. These services include academic advice, peer coun-

seling, testing services, and emotional counseling.

Patrick S. Costello. president of the DSO. said. "The role

of the dyslexic .student organization is to provide counsel-

ing and act as a referal agency for students to get further

help." ^__
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Letters
No harm intended

This is a rebuttal to the "Slap in the

Face'* letter written by Joel Rabinowitz in

Friday's Collegian. Neither the Third

World Caucus, SCERA nor the majonty of

the other senators at the Wednesday's

Senate nrieeting intended any harm when

we voted to allow a wonrum to speak as a

jruestspeaker who also happens to be a

member of the Palestinian Liberation

Organiiation.

The Third World Caucus voted along

with other senators to allow a speaker with

a different perspective to be heard. This so-

called liberal campus should allow people to

apeak from various backgrounds, just like

the world is run by people of various

backgrounds.

Rabinowitz, just because the Third World

Caucus and SCERA were not on your side

for one issue out of many does not mean we

have abandoned you or your group and it

also does not add up to U,tal msensitmty.

The vote was not to defend the issue bet-

ween the PLO and Israel, but to defend

freedom of speech on this campus.

David I). Moore

Third World Caucus

Not a 'slap in face'

GRADUATES!
Important Announcement

Trans Am
KAK

Fiero GT
KAK

90 DAYS DEFERRED 1st PAYMENT
and

PRE-APPROVED CREDIT

NOW AVAILABLE TO GRADUATES
on all New Pontiacs and Oldsmobiles

For More Information

Contact

Terry McCormack

Tuesday, May 7. 1985

there (and it is quite big), support the anti-

racism movement, support the progressive

religious people. Our future in the Middle

East depends on the success of all these.

We do not need any help in saying no to the

Arab world; the Israeli government is

already doing that enough.

Kobi Petcrzil

Amherst

Ortega had no choice
1 don't see why Nicaragua is being

criticized for seeking or receiving aid from

the Soviet Union. Nicaragua has been

devastated by the revolution. It cannot

rebuild on its own. It needs aid or at least

loans from another country. U.S. aid was

cut off in 1980 and since then several loans

from U.S. banks have been blocked by our

government. Trade between the U.S. and

Nicaragua has fallen sharply since the

revolution ami now Reagan has imposed an

embargo. This means a loss of $110 million

to Nicaragua m imports from the U.S. and

$51 million in exports to the U.S. So much

for Reagan promoting free trade. So much

for Reagan keeping the government's

hands out of the private sector. If the U.S.

IS not going to help-and in fact is going to

damage-Nicaragua financially, there is

only one countr>' able and willing to help:

the St>vnet L'nion. Daniel Ortega did not

visit the Soviet Union to "strengthen ties

with the Soviet bloc" -he did it to try to

keep his countn, afloat.

Panl Coruzzo
Amherst

Tnesday. May 7. 1985 •
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CLARK Oldsmobile
Pontiac

32 Union St, Easthampton

527-4461 584-3544

1 was surprised to find out in Joel

Rabinowiti- letter Fnday that as a Jewish

student I was slapped in the face by the in-

vitation of a PLO member to ta^k on cam^

pus. Well, I am an Israeli student and I

Wish to congratulate the Everywoman s

Center for its inviUtion.

How many wars with Lebanon, how

many years of Israeli occupation in the

West bank and Gaza strip do we still have

to go through before the Jewish comniuni-

ty in the U.S. realizes Israel dc»es not have

the monopoly on justice anymore 'ies. the

PLO has done ternble actions killing mni)-

cent people but what about Israel' What

about the air-bombings of civilians m

Lebanon? What about shooting

demonstrators in the oc-cupied territones''

What about blowing up houses, closing

universities? And since you have mention-

ed the "goal" of the PLO to destruct Israel

(which unfortunately is probably true for

many of the PLO) how do you feel about 18

years of denying national nghts to the

Palestinian people. Or maybe you are also

against inviting Israeli officials to UMass.

Somehow I have the feeling this is not the

C3iS^

Like it or not. the I'LO is still the main

representative of the Palestinians If we

ever want U) reach a peace agreement it

will have be done with them. I only wish the

Israeli government and the PLO leadership

were faster in realizing this.

RabinowiU. you want to support Israel,

that's fine. Support the peace movement

I

Reagan does not mean to honor Nazis

I am rather surprised at the short think supported their effort* and killings

siih^nJi d^plIyS^ by some of the peo- in Vietnam despite the fac-t that they were

^i^^sition to the president's ^.slt to drafted' Do ^he pec'ple who jpoaethe

a West German military cemetery. As President's visit believe that the Germans

iewstf hiTJSined visTwas released, op- who opposed the Nazi movement had the

^^^Z a^«e because some of the graves same freedom to show their op{x>sit.on ,n

in that cemetery contained Nazi SS of-

ficers. I now find rumors of the President

visiting a "Nazi" cemetery to honor

"Nazi" officers quite prevalent. I find it

rather ludicrous and shallow-minded that

people actually believe that the President

is honoring Nazi SS officers and their

movement. Maybe President Reagan will

join the American Nazi Party for re

election in 1988?

Nazi Germany as our youth did bacak m
the 608? Many German families saw their

sons consumed by the Nazi war n^achine

never to be seen again just as they saw

their Jewish friends and neighU)rs disap-

pear. I think It would be an insult to the

German jieople who opposed the Nazi

movement for the President not U. at

least rec«>gnize the German victims of that

pentKi. It IS one thing U) die fighUng for

Another misconception that I find hard something you believe m. but a tragedy to

to swallow is that every soldier buned in die fighting for something you were op-

that cemetery beleived in what he was posed to.

fighting for, or that he supported the

hoUx-aust. How many U.S. soldiers do you

Michael Morris

Southwest

TEACHERS
Immediate openings in fields of

Physics, Ecology, Chemistry, Phys.Ed.,

El. Ed., Theatre, and Music.

Residential program for normal middle

school kids, attempts to motivate the

learner through exciting academic activity.

Summer camp background helpful,

BA/BS preferred

LOVE OF CHILDREN REQUIRED

Call John Santos 617 764-8321

coun>elor»/fall poations also available

If vou are

a student of horticulture
Major/Mtnor/June Grad

IT'S FLOWER TIME FOR
Managers-In-Training

Horticultural Specialists
Metropolitan New York Tri-State Area

Summer
Health

Coverage

Basic Student Health i

Eligibilitv : Amherst, Mamp«Nr«,

Mount Holyoke, Smith and UMa«s Student*

Covfge PertotI; -**»>• 1 -Augut 31

F«m: $S5 if piMd before June 1

Comprehensive
. Dependent Health Plan

EligibilttY : Dependent* of UMaw Student*

who ve enrolled in the 1 984- 1 985

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan

erf 'vl^ K^ Coverage Period: June 1 -Augurt 31

^ ^267' f^^. 1,40 H paid by June IB

We need your knowledge of plant physiology; agronomy; entomology; pathology:

veqetable and fruit culture ornamental horticulture We need your practical nursery

oiK^ration or plant care and culture eii|»erience We need your enterprising, take-

charge management capability.

FLOWER TIME, INC.
^ ^

is one of the fastest growing and most profitable retail nursery and garden

center chains in the Northeast We own and operate our own growing

ranqe-20plu* acres incorporating an 8 acre greenhouse complex on tastern

l/,nq Island We own and operate 20 lull service, full supply nursery greenhouse

centers in the New York tri state area and will open 30 more in the next three years?

We have grown in little more than a decade, from a small independent chain into

a major division of General Host We depend upon the
««"^"'-f,!"J'^;*;"*'^r'J;v

train with us and who take hold and grow right along with us (IT IS COMPANY

POLICY TO TRAIN AND PROMOTE FROM WITHIN )

if vou re looking lor a future with a stable, established, and rapidly expanding firm,

get aquainted with our trail blazing approach to the retail nursery and gardening

industry We offer excellent starting salaries, a full range of company paid benefits,

comprehensive training on all levels, tuition reimbursement.
»;;g»;^^^*i''i'»<V

m our

field, and unlimited growth potential You won t outgrou FLOWER TIME!

For immediate consideration, please call, and send your resume (or letter stating

your qualifications), to:

Direc tor of Personnel

516 957-3300

A Division of

General Host Corporation
1178 Route -109
Lindenhurst (LI 1 New York 11757
\n I <|iiii/ f )f>p<>rtiiM((v f mpldV'iT M f
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OPINION
Th« op.n,ons or. ir^.s page are tr,o» of .he .nd.v.duai ^..le. o. cartoons, and do nox n*«sa..iy 'et«ct
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Typical
Seven varsity sports are slated to be cut from the University's

athletics budget. That decision, which a number of students plan to

protest today, was made public last May after classes ended. Like

many other administrative decisions at UMass, it was reached with

no input from those whom it affects the most.

Officials in Boyden. with help from other administrators and the

Board of Trustees, decided there is simply not enough money to keep

men's wrestling and men's and women's golf, tennis and skiing on

the varsity level while continuing to espouse this institution's sports

philosophy.
, u *^u *

That philosophy, as put forth by the administration, holds that

since varsity sports are part of the overall education experience,

they should not be funded unless they can be funded fully, with the

kind of training facilities and full-time coaching the seven teams in

question lack. It also demands "maintaining respectability and com-

petitiveness" in the NCAA's Division I by buttressing more visible

sports like football and basketball.

The organizers of today's "Save Our Sports" rally have a different

view. They feel that diversity in the varsity sports opportunities of-

fered to UB is more important than NCAA stature and high-minded

"educational" outlooks.

Director of Athletics Francis P. Mclnemey is quick to point out

that the fate of the seven teams was discussed for many months by

trustees and members of various branches of the administration. "I

don't know of anything else that's been so carefully considered," he

says.

But when were students ever asked for their opinions on the cut*,

or on what the University's athletic philosophy should be? The ad-

visory Athletic Council, on which seven students sit, did not discuss

the decision until after it was made.

Perhaps it makes sense, in a budget crunch, to reduce to club level

the teams with the fewest participants and spectators. But this issue

should be decided by the entire UMass community, with attention

paid to this week's campus-wide referendum on the subject-not by

administrators who always seem to act first and try to explain later.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian

Board of Editors.

American policy ^undemocratic and immoral*

Letters

Dow to down to...

This is our response to "Leftist deception

all around us" by Peter Dow in Thursday's

Collegian.

We don't know why Peter Dow became a

"columnist" for the Collegian. We suggest,

however, that he should change his name to

Peter Down according to his journalist

akiU.

Harald Meriz
Amherst

Andreas Schlageter

Southwest

Dow: 'the best'

Contrary to the mindless left-wing

criticisms of his writings. Peter Dow re-

mains the Collegian 's best opinion page col-

umnist. His consistently good writing and

unwavering clarity set him apart from the

bulk of his fellow writers.

Dow also provides a much needed relief

from the pathetically worn-out radicalism

which dominates so much of the ColUguin.

While his critics may choose to disagree

with his politics, they should acknowledge

that his columns are endowed with a vital

freshness that is sadly lacking in the col-

umns of his ideological opponents.

Daniel J. Holway
Northeast

Save our sports

Wednesday and Thursday, students on

this campus will finally have the opportuni-

ty to voice their unanimity when a referen-

da to Save Our Sports appears. For a year

now I have steadfastly fought agamst the

Athletic Department's decision tx) cut

seven varsity .sports teams: men's and

women's tennis; men's and women's golf,

men's and women's skiing; and men's

wrestling. Their decision shwked many

student athletes, parents, alumni and facul-

ty. Indeed, the public outcry became st) fer-

vent against the timing of the move (during

finals, after the Collegian stopped printing)

and against the disregard for diversity that

the board of trustees subsequently

reinstated the teams for a period "not to

exceed two years ' This temporary

maneuver has slackened the opposition

somewhat, but I implore, the time to fight

is now.

The Athletic Department and its direc-

tor. Frank Mclnerny. have claimed that the

cuts were nuide in order to avoid future

cuts. The facts say otherwise. UMass has a

$1.5 million athletic budget, primarily

funded by the student athletic fee (which

incidentally is increasing $25 per student

next year). Furthermore, the University

has hired an experienced professional to

obtain funds for intercollegiate athletics.

Rumors have it that $300,000-$500,000 a

year is not an unrealistic goal.

Unbelievably then, at a time when funding

is on the rise, the Athletic Department is

curtailing.

Yet another inconsistency is detected by

the choice of sports. Three of them: tennis,

golf and skiing can be enjoyed long after

graduation. Is not the role of a public

university to promote diversity and oppor-

tunity as such? Cutting one quarter (seven

of 28) of the varsity sports teams runs con-

trary to that admirable quality.

I invite all students to join a rally on the

Student Union steps at 12:15 p.m. on Tues-

day May 7th. Help publicize the referenda,

fight for students' rights, and refuse to let

sports teams with a combined budget of a

mere $75,000 be eliminated.

John F. Sommerstein

Men's varsity tennis team captain

Amherst

The Faculty for Peace in Central

America urges members of the University

community U) opp<^>se U.S. policy in Central

America-policy we believe to be

undemocratic, immoral and not in our na-

tional self-interesl. Three areas of special

concern are U.S. interventions against the

popular forces for social reform in El

Salvador, (luatemala and Nicaragua

Reagan's economic embargo against

Nicaragua is clearly such an intervention

This action, which will severiy danuige its

ec<)n<imy. amounts not only to an act of

war, but is an outrageous example of a

large nation bullying a very small one

(Nicaragua only has three million people).

It IS hypocritical: Reagan claims to be

defending democracy when he is violating

democratic self determination: a 67 per

cent majonty voted for the Sandinistas in

elections in which 10 opposition parties and

the opposition press participat^nl. Further

more, supporting an embargo against

Nicaragua only forces them U> rely more on

countries like the Soviet Union and

weakens the possibility for survival of this

pluralist mixtxl economy.

The Reagan administration is waging

war against a countr>' many of us believe is

embarketl on the most im^xirtant expen

ment in revolutionary yet democratic s<»cial

change in the world l<Klay, yet it refuses to

censure South Africa, a fascist countr>

where the black majority has no right to

vote, freedom of press or movement Why
do we ignore the massive violations of

human righUs of our alliles yet exaggerate

those of mm aligneil governments with

socialist leanings'^ Why does the Reagan

administration continue U) provide aid to

El Salvador and now propose renewing aid

to Guatemala, c(»untne8 where death

squads still kill off any opposiUon, the

military increases a deadly air war against

civilians, and supposed "democratic' elec^

tions force people to vote for the "right*

party on pain of de^th?

Find out more about your government's

policies if you really l)elieve in democracy.

There is a vigil Uiday at the Spnngfield

Federal Building to prt>test Reagan's em-

bargo against Nicaragua Ernesto

Cardenal. Nicaraguan Minister of Culture,

will read poetry and answer questions to-

day in Bowker Auditorium. Tomorrow

there is a teach in.

Finally, if you agree that the U S should

cease all acts of aggression against

Nicaragua, not merely the eml)argg. but

funding of the ctjntras (to be re introduced

inU) Congress next week), that the US.

should sever diplomati<- rt'cognition with

South Africa until apartheid is abolished,

that the US should rea.se aid U. the El

Salvador and (luatemalean govemmenUs

until serious negotiations are l»egun to ad

dress the in.Hurgent demamis-plea.se write

your Congresspeople to oppose all such

Reagan policies and consider signing the

Pledge of Rj'sistance jigainst U.S. interven-

tion in ('entral Amenca.

Ann Fergumm «j< prn/enxftr of pinh '^'rphy.

Math department moves 'don't make sense'
' ' "math deficient students need not apply."

But the problem do«'s not end with the

question of departmenta'

It has recently come U» my attention that

the math department is in the process of

making cuts in pre-calculus programs for

the upcoming academic year and. inciden-

tally, allowing one of the finest instrucU)rs

with whom it has t»een my pleasure to

study, to depart.

I feel strongly as a tax payer as well as a

graduating senior at the University of

Massachusetts that these cuUs in math

department programs in the name of fun-

ding for research bring into serious ques-

tion the math department's hierarchy of

committment. Although I fully understand

and support the need for research and fur-

ther realize that research can generate out-

side capital. I nevertheless feel very

strongly that a university's primary

responsibility is to straight forward

classroom instruction. Without this the

university seriously jeopardizes its ability

to produce future researchers, be they in-

volved in math or some other field. I also

feel that drastic cuts in the pre-calculus

program give a strong message to non-

traditional students and non-math majors

such as myself. At age 38 I returned to col-

lege, with the goal of completing my BA

degree so that I could continue on in an

MBA program. It had been a number of

years since I had had any math. Your Math

106-107 .sequence gave me the background

I needed to continue on into Calculus 120. I

could not have managed to acquire suffi-

cient background had 1 been forced to take

Math 104, the one semester offering which

combines 106 and 107. I needed more than

a fast review. My math experience at

UMass has been highly successful, and I

have l)een admitted to a competitive MBA
program. Your message to prospective

UMass students would now seem to be

priorities-money for the cla.ssr(K)m. There

is yet another issue at stake, and that is the

issue of how we choose to recognize and

reward those few truly gift^nl teachers.

Rf)bert Cooley is an outstanding instructor.

It has been my experience, both in my own

education and that of my three children,

that a school system is very lucky if one out

of five instructors is truly excellent. This is

not to suggest that there are not a lot of

good teachers in this world— there are—but

rather U) suggest that there are very few

top notch, truly committed people-the

crearn of the crop. C<K)ley is, in my opinion,

one of these few rare individuals who fit in-

to this category. He is among the most

outstanding.

The math department's current moves

do not make sense. To cut a course area

that is generally over-subscribed and clear-

ly meets a strong need and at the same

time to cut a from the staff one of the

outstanding instrucUirs exhibits poor judg-

ment. The math department should look

closely at its new chosen direction. Clearly

it has re-ordered its priorities so that

classroom education and a chance for all

students comes second to research and the

support of that elite group. I urge you to

reconsider both your decision to cut your

pre-calculus programs next year and your

decision to release Cooley. The math

department is establishing a most unfor-

tunate precedent which may have grave

consequences. The University community

and the math department ultimately stand

U) lose far more by these actions than by

cuts in their research budget.

Abigail Hurlhut is a I 'Moms sfudent.
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WORLD HEALTH DAY

THURSDAY MAY 9, 1985

address by: DR. BAILUS WALKER
Massachusetts Commissioner of Public Health

S"Healthy Youth, Our Best Resource
Campus Center Room 904-08

10:30 AM

sponsored by the School of Health Sciences

University of Massachusetts
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CONGRATULATIONS
COLLEGE SENIORS!
You will soon be entering the

Business & Professional World, and

we have a Special Credit Offer,

just for you!

• It vou h.ivr securt'd .1 pt>silion .iHt-r ^radu.ition, we will

i-,uf vou .1 M.i^.terC .ird or \'1SA C .ird with .in initi.il

. rt-dif lino of S500

• W vou hav«- not .ilrt-.tdy st-iuud tnipK'vnifnt, wi' v\ould

like to have you complete an application We will reserve

your Credit Card until you notify us oi your

employment.

To i»pply for your BayBank;, MasterCard or VISA Card,

just complete and return the ct>upon below

Please return this coupon to the BayBankb Consumer Credit

Division, BavBank Tower. 1500 Mam Street, Springfield, MA
01115

I am interested in applying for a BavBanks MasterCard or

VIS.A Card Please send me an application

\.ime

C it V Town Zip.

College.

Telephone \i 1 I

BafBanks

SPRING SPECIALS
Served 4:30-9:00

Sunday-Thursday
Entrees include potato, choice of salad or vegetable

bread & butter, homemade dessert, coffee or tea

$•^95

Roast Sirloin of Beef

^^ Seafood Combo
Broiled Swordfish

University Drive. Amherst
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Enterprise zones won't help urban areas

Lo« JaivM. the Latin American Inca-Rock' group

who began iU firat U.S. tour on April 27 at N.Y.'i

Camefic Hall will be playing Thuraday at Pearl

Street in Northampton.

Editorial
By SAL ASSAD
Special to the Collegian

These days the Reagan

adminwtration is engaged in

all kind* of attempu lo fabn

eate a »o called threat where

It doe» not e»i»t Taking

advantage of all kind* of pro-

paganda techniques of disin-

formation, bes. jingoism, and

outright hyjxHnsy. all in the

best tradition of the Ronnie

Horror Show, all consistent

with a man who calU the

Napalm Bombing of Vietnam

a noble thing

In the procew. Keagan i*

engaged in more than ju«t

lie« He ii» also spendmg

through all kinds of legal and

Ukgal channeU. r- "• n- <.f

dollarsonaven I »«»

paign waged by thousand* of

mercenaries, or the e»

manbers of the late Dictator

Somoza. TWs was con

demned by the World Court,

opposed by the ("ongresu.

and unpopular in this coun-

try, is costing the Nicaraguan

economy hundred* of

millions of dollars, and push-

ing them further and further

towards the Soviet Union,

while being a venture beyond

immoral a Sadistic eiercise

of machoiaa!

In the |»o«u, thousands

upon thousand* of

Nicaraguan women have

been gang raped by the (on

tras, thousands upon

thousands of civilians have

been killed or tortured, all

under the disguise of some

so-called crusade against

"irifrmational communistn

HxnaUi l<»-agan. (e>pecial

Is with hi> hated visit to tht

Bit burg cemetery. wher« '-

laid flowers upon the to:

erf SS ofTicersK has proven

that he !
"" »" nacr^ -

all pnni., his wbi

end> In the case '>l

Nicaragua, it is more than

principles which are being

sacrificed It is lives: By step

pinu II) the direction of out

nght Vietnam type

intervention against the peo-

ple of Nicaragua, he will be

sacriflcing more than his

honor, something that he has

proved he does not have.

By NORMAN HILL
Special to the Collegian

President Reagans only idea about how to help Americas

depressed urban and rural areas is to endorse the creation of

•enterprise rones," as set forth in the 1983 biU co authored

byReps .lack Kemp(R NY )and Robert C.arciadVN >».to

be introduced again m the present Congress.

I'nder the plan the federal government would offer tax

cuts new compames m a zone would be exempted from all

capiUl- gains Uxes and 75' ; of corpt)rate income taxes. Their

workers would also receive individual income tax credits

The impulse behind the enterprise zone is good: to create

attractive opportunities for businesses to open and create

jobs m areas where they wouldn't normaUy want to operate

It IS a plan that appeals to the pragmatic desire to help people

help themselves and theu- communities, by eliminating the

conditions that discourage private mituitive. It is this type of

pragmatic populism that makes Republican Jack Kemp

well liked

The president of the National Federation of Idependent

Business. John Sloan, says that the NFIB surveyed small

business owners m 85 cities and "found taxes U) be among

the least of the problems for urban entrepeneurs Far more

important, especmlly for the labor intensive retail and ser

vice concerns that zones must attract if they are to cut unem

plovment significantly, include access to capital and a

qualified labor pool, immediate market viability, adequate

police protection, and affordable insurance " Sloan con

tinues: "EnterpHs.. /ones spring fn.m a fundamentallv

flawed concept. Tax breaks are not an irresistible stimulus to

busmess startups because most new companies don t make

enough in the hostile" environments dubbed enterprise

zones' to be able to use the incentives offered."

The problems with the plan are several Fu-st, the plan

would mamlv encourage already existing companies-

companies large enough to see a real advantage in the tax

cut simplv to relocate, probably bringing their employees

with them It wouldn't encourage new businesses, or create

new jobs, or help out the businesses and workers in the

neighborhood.

Another problem is that there are a great many more than

75 or:U)0 depressed urban and rural areas (ities and states

already see the need to compete with each other for the

"advanUge" of not seeing businesses move

Enterprise zones already put ui place by states and cities

have a p^K^r record A 1983 study by the Sabre Foundation,

which IS a strong advocate of the idea, tries to put the best

light on It. but even its own figures show that the average

zone saw I 9 busmesses sUrt up and 1 I businesses expand

or stay put-and 29 percent of the new companies found in the

study are located m one building* Why zone advocates are

impressed with this is hard to explain.

Problems of unemployment and urban blight are complex-

and the sooner we all realize that there is no quick fix, the

H«K)ner well be able to carT>- out the mix of sensible public

and pnvate initmtives job training, job creation, tenant

owned housing, education, church leadership, low interest

loans for new businesses necessary to fight poverty m our

cities and town--

I
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Assorted sizes

Quantities
very limited

hurry!!
Available at the:

'^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located in the Campus Center

Store Hours: M-F: 9-5, Sat. 10-3
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SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
Men, Tues, & Weds
Large Cheese Pizza

only $5.35
Each additional item $1 .00

For Fast, Free, Friendly Delivery

Call 549-0626
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¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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1 Reach the Freshman Class

of 1989 — NOW!!!
m
HI^ - The Collegian will be publishing a special Summer Orientation

^ issue in June and July to the incoming freshman class.

m
5000 copies will be distributed to all freshman and their

^ parents.

- Advertisers, this is your chance to introduce your business to

the class of 1989 - NOW

- Many students and their parents have never been to Amherst

before • Don't miss this unique opportunity to reach the class of

1989.

- Special features on the University and Amherst area - make

your business a part of it.

- Advertisements are the same low everyday price of $3.75 per

column inch.

m
'a

P i8pg. -$45.00

pg. - $90.00

V2pg. -$180.00

full pg. - $360.00

1

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE Collegian

&' at 545-3500 Deadline May 9, 1985

m
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Tue»<Uy. M«y 7. 1W5

OPEN
6"^ HIDNKHTIS
Satuapay 9'S Sunpay /I'5

CMIMA -9i;Ti

OlLeCCIVe2jr6'642s

J

Collegian
Employment

for Fall Semester 1985

Distribution of the Collegian

Monday - Friday

Excellent salary and experience

Applications at the Collegian Office

Deadline May 10, 1985

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

13 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

48 Main Street

Brattleboro, VT 05301

TuewUy. M«y7. 1»85!
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LUNCH
Cheea«burg«r

Spaghetti

with Gsnien Vegetables

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burger
Spaghetti

with Garden Vegetables

DiN?ineR
Roast Turkey

Bread Dressing, Gravy
Cranberry Sauce
Frank Reuben

BASICS DINNER
Brazilian Rice Casserole

Roast Turkey

Bread Dressing, Gravy
Cranberry Sauce

3
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Attention

all artists

If you know h6w to draw and think you have a .enae

of humor, the Collequxn is afcepting .ubmiasiont for

daily comic .trip, for ne.t fall. Entrie. should be in

Mack ink on plain whiU paper or poaterboard; 10

strips minimum should be submitted to Anne McCrory

in the newsroom. 113 ( ampus (enter, by May 15. All

types of strip* encouraged. Lend your humor and ar-

tistic talent to the pages of New England s largest

college daily today!

••*•***
s

WEATHER
Today—Chance of showers, mainly in the morning, then

partly cloudy and windy. Highs 6<) to 65.

Tonight -Clearing and r«)ol. Lows from the 30s to the

mid 40s with a chance of frost inland.

Wednesday-Mostly sunny, highs 60 to 66.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milrd b> Inidr MKhrl Jaffr

ACNOSS
I Atoll lormalion

6 Shred
10 PulMic

conveyance
u Peace floddets

15 Acidity

16 Caspian whale

17 Principle

18 South Ameri

can capital

19 Mideast
potentate

20 C >llon gin irian

22 Aspiration

23 Wood shaping

tool

24 Adnanopte
today

26 Small stone

30 Call m the

ntghf
32 Butter s better

lor some
33 Handle Lat

35 Terrestrial

ii/ard .

39 Wahine 5

inslrumenl

4 1 Dugout occu
pant

43 BacKctiat

44 Court ploys

46 Esplanade
4? Forest

49 Vallaria

51 Track
contestants

54 yourself

Kit

56 Century plant

57 Kapol-

63 Croatian

64 S*an genus

65 Common
Sense author

66 Sooty shear

water

67 Rio

68 Onetiindot
manor natu""

'

•j9 Indigo

70 John Ridd

love

71 Kindo'
physicist

DOWN
1 Mention

2 City ontheOtia

3 Italian painter

15^5 1642

4 Repeatedly

5 Marmlui

6 Vienna Woods
melody

7 Frigidity

8 Body or one
preceder

9 Invocation

10 Pulit/er Pri/e

piay 1978

1

1

Hearsay
12 Pathan. lor one

13 Parti ol the

Daiiet

21 LitiebOOown

25 Diplomat Rusk

26 Come down in

torrents

27 Actress
Sommer

28 — and at it

29 Cotton threat

31 Metrical loot

34 Dickens girl

36 Culture

medium
37 Become less

stern

30 Woody s son

40 At!enliy»

observ**'

42 Tomato lei'r

45 Wall Street

units

48 Ciassily

50 More s imagin

ary island

51 Ristorante

ottering

52 Pooped

53 Raccoon s

relative

55 vegetables
lor soup

5a Nastase
59 Basks
60 Shad*
61 Ace
62 Anthony

ArfdreonS

A D role

ANSWER TO niEVlOUS PUULE
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uuGQ nuuiiu yoLjii
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JOBS JOBS JOBS
CLASS of 86

:
IBM. . .Digital. . .and many other

;
companies have already scheduled

I

interview dates for Fall 1985

I
To Interview, you will need your

^ resume completed early in

i September!

I-

I Come to the

[ UNIVERSITY
: CAREER CENTER
: Now!

I Let us help you prepare your resume

J
now

4-

J Don't miss out on great opportunities

"Attention All RSO Groups >>

Reach the Freshman Class

of 1989 — NOW!!!!

The Collegian will be publishing a special Orientation Issue

for 5000 new students coming here for orientation in June and

July.

- The cost is the same everyday low price of $3.25 per column V>

inch.

- Special features on the University - make your RSO group a

part of it.

Dvn 7 misn out on this unique opportunity

to meet the Class of 1989 - yOWH

- Any questions please call the Collegian at 545-3500 and ask for ^
Paul Lesser or Mike Altneu

CLEAR SUNNING
FOR OIL Y SKIN
FROM CLINIQUE
When oily skin goes sunning, it s open to two

kinds of danger: breakouts if you use an

oily sun lotion, and burns, damage and aging

effects if you go without.

Clinique has the solution: Oil-Free Sun Block.

Water-clear, greaseless. it allows a gradual

tan without the aging damage of sun or the

disturbance of added oil.

To find out if its right for you. consult the

Clinique Computer at any Clinique counter.

The Clinique Counter. Steiger s Hampshire Mall

ALLERGY TESTED 100% FRAGRANCE FREE

CLINIQUE

Tuesday. May 7, 19851
iCollegian ii

EUROPE »' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEAQHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
O- . H >c»ete er Pidja

New YofX N V 10020

Phone |212. 581 3040

Mdil this ad loi Special

Student/ Teacher Tariff

RENTAL L£*8t ^ORCMASt

Fine Arts tentei:
Concert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

W
Now's

the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

tRt.

63 No. Amherst
549 2880

Roberta
Flack

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

SATURDAY, IdAY 11, 8Pli

TICKHS: $15, $13, $11

Five College Students Half Pnce Tickets available at Fine Arts

Center Box OMice, Springfield Civic Center and DAT ATix Outlets

Call (4131 545 251 1 or I 800 243-4S42

-kfootball
linebacker where depth is

still a question. The fresh

man quarterbacks, depend

ing on how they l<K)k in

summer drills, could also

contribute.

The receiver positions, if

Saturday is any indication,

could still be a problem.

Barnwell is the leading

returning receiver followed

by flanker John ("rowley, who
caught only 19 passes. After

Crowley, no player caught

more than 10 passes.

Junior college transfer

Lonnie Brock, showed his

outstanding speed in getting

open, but was either

overthrown or hit while

catching the ball. He didn't

catch a pass on Saturday.

Ray Jackson, a tailback,

and Jack Bumll, a fullback,

caught two passes each.

Among the wide outs, only

Bart Fuller, Dino Maye and

Pom Cioppa caught passes.

I

I'he Minutemen's freshmen

I

receivers could make an

,
immediate impact, especially

\('iml\n\wii tr,,m pagt It

if Stull throws the ball as

much as he wants to. UMass
switched to a Barnwell

oriented attack late season as

the passing game grew

increasingly ineffective, but

Stull made his reputation on

coaching the passing game

and undoubtedly will want to

air his attack out, if he has

the players.

MINITTEMAN MUT-
TKRINGS: I'aul Platek, a

senior defensive back, and

Barnwell, a senior tailback,

were elected co-captains for

the upcoming season. Brock

looked shan> <>n kickoff

returns, running back two

kicks for ;U) yards The kick-

ing situation, with the grad-

uation of (;eorge

I'apoutsidis. is also a ques-

tion. Former soccer player

Tony Richardson b<M)ted two

PAT's. but missed badly on a

field goal. Papoutsidis is try-

ing out with both the (liants

and Patnots in the commg
weeks.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^-. ~ ...- •> Mr ^ r..j_.. O.AC Tin TacKi .n aHuanm • S mnSArutTVa OaVS blk (BCOUnt

"Monday Thursday 8 45 3 45 • Friday 8 45 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 cons<K:utTva days 5%
• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount * phooe nurnbf
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CHEAP SUMMEN SUtLET

EjiceNent loeetlowi •»!«»« "•« » carnou*

end town Si» bedroom houae with two tu«

bettw er>d a wae»»er eryl dryer Ooer for

ummer uMm oi*i tor a verv cheap 'ete

Call 2gK)«ei tot tunhar eitonnwiow.

"CIAO"ciAOCiAO~

MMnatral Whitdeuftar* Greet FUN' AJl

modeM Unbaetabte prices S4»4440 ever<

«>«•

Mtehtkl H> epMdMM bcaSanl condHnct

(200 or BO ca» 2SS 1219

PofMMa. t/W MUnch ac*—w TV good

wrtdHiori mud MM tKOOMSIUI

2 Rrm tlH beckete^e Centrum Mev »^
must Mil t16 eec^ MS S«46

ItTi Ouater reliable irentpoftiiion.

Qlili-IT deck 47M or BO 2S3 701S deyt

2SS 1M6 nigmi

Apartment tuN at turrWtura MS 4769

Mettreee ertd Boi ertd Freme Daepne

Mntimentei value muei MM One veer old

siceMeni coTHMion tlOO negotiebte Ca«

MS 7724 Andv

Rrm Tickets Great seat* tor May Can
trum show bast otter cei MS 79BB

PhS CoMtns tickets Juns 23 Herttord

SM)S3 must get rid o*

Lab Sertae tODw auHer AmpMtlar s>

caBent cond 300 ot BO Rob MS M<6

Soti Contact Leneee most deny wear

MnseM tIB 00 to 126 00 sech Eatsnded

weer lensw (30 00 lo MS 00 Lowest prices

on contact lens solutions heet unrtt »12 9t

Amt»er»t Opticei Shopp» »3 M'7 25««403

br rsmbang Rolkno Greeri Atii A"

tion elec etc a* ncl Bus stops t,

Irwil CItaap' Sumrr»er only' Can 253

NOU8C a MAMMOCK

7 person • bodfoom summer taM option

dryer 3 tul bPthroom*. porcn

but

Loar

JrauNO
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ant a pttt ^^^^^^^^^^_^__

Caicutator found in ELab t/l'* Can

S84 2423 Must kJentity by senel numbers

WHoowat f*tM«4 my have at eoytfan 4M1
plaaea return tt^err lo IK Cage Th« key

chawi taid my otnert cer t s MercerlM

Loot et Ootartoe en 4/10 s der* (^eev

wool coet hee 10 « pocket I can i drive o«

go out it found ceM Rae 2SS0nB

•fown waSat wtth poto sign call Dann«

MS 8070 or MS 5089 irr^portam

Womena gold watch g»eet sentimental

value pieeM can Andy MS 7932

Brown waHot loet near Nortneest or Cen

irel hes IDs in ri w* be e«treme»v gretefui

•20 rswerd Tommy Lea 54S 1146

Womens gold wetch (Pulearl neer Cam
put Pond 4 1 B6 ca«i SiS^6223

femala roommate wanted lo steers i

badroom BrandywHM sp< June 1st Clean

quiet er>d comt furraahed I vnr»e 548 5193

keep irymg

Loohlns for 2 non emofcint temeles to

tftere s room •» Taswltouap Apt caa

Looklrtg for two fematae to share doubts

m Amn*et Center hett maa lo campus

autworch renoveied. muet aaa ke ap

I54SS379

rpmple roommete wented to Share room

m Brmany Menc beginning June let cat

546 5788 546 5798

One or two poopto Imale o* lemetel s«^ers

Briltenv Menor two bedroom tor fen

263 2140 Rob

1 temete roommata wonted to s»«ra

room m Brendywme 546 91 19 or 9812

tor lowntvMiee m
_nanmer>t on

pool caa Dawn

2 poopto wanted

MMi ONCfN

Mike Oreen i went my Peevy emp beck it

as Miks ten rum to gel it lo Cort>m

• mn CA«M •^

You mey keep tf»e e«ghtv doftars teken

from my room during ths perry F'ldsy Apri

28 PLEASE rsturn my irrapleceeble eddreas

book Marl lo Shene Coen 20 Maaock

Street. Amherst 01003.

OMATROONI

conSKlersts St

Csnter houM
Spacious furnished room for »200 incl

f^ht on bus rt call Mat 263^ TTBS eves

• COOK FO« US t

•UITAR

,.^, ^fpf 28 peopta after greduatlon br

mg s tnend to help you Can Sun late n«te

serty rnom 256^ 1329

oowT roadrTMOTMlrt oav

But her e Kenye Beg for ortiy 820 m the

Concoune Thursdey or Fnday

INTfirrAINMfNT

Reck AO<a«. Naok-A- VMao Entertam

meni Diec Jockeys, large screen vHleo

dences for hoosepertys semitormels cem

pus events 549 7144

fAu aoAWOtwa

Looking for e chenge from dorm Ilfe7

Ws otter females rooms m s home setting

doe to cempus Quiet environment end

honiecooked meels Cell 546^0627

Acouetic Quiter Vsmaha FG346II brand

new m boK, played once Lieis for over

»300 00 Pnca 81M 00 caB MB-TWO

HELP WANTIO

MMNIMT

6 bedroom spfit level houea On bus routs

with beueliful leks neert>y Cell soon

323 4986

Apt for rent one bedroom a* uti ind ten-

nis ctt pool Cliftside Apti 985 4927 evenings

Single room/Coloniel Vlllege quiet cloM
to wBSh room sumrrter / fall option 253 2720

Specious 2 bedroom Brittany manor
Ttks lesM June 1 Partially furnished

646 7403

Furnished apt Amherst summer w/fsll

option Csll PM 256 1257

Tsks over leese for Southwood apt call

Msrgsret 253 S6B7

2 rooms avelleble beginning June 1st

200 inclusive 5 minute welk trorr campus
Full kitchen fecilitiM Interview by sppoml
ment Csll Ps|iv evenings 549 1356

Cepe Cod Summer Seasonal Rentels

W Vermouth Dennit Largest inventory of

itudio 1. 2. 3. b 4 bedroom units, Direct

Promowners, 617 528-8300 or 817 771 2233

Large cool besement bedroom In house
South Amherst on but routs Occupy 6 1

with fall option Csll 256^0084

FOR SALE

Botrammoiw Homaa from 81 lu rapairl. A
Ito delinquent te« property Call

1 805687 6000 sxt GH 9618 for inforrtte

lion

tiudafit-Jobe Limited Offer If you era 17

yaote old or older the MeM Army National

Guard offerirtg students pert time emptoy

ment excellent pey end greet benefits For

tt>oee who qualrN. I00*k fiM tuition at

Me« funded coltegM. »2000 cesh bonus or

4 000 tuition eeeietence fund or tuition loen

rapayment plen o eveileble return to school

m shape both physK^eHy end finencieey

with a pen time job one weekend s rnonth

guerenteed Your snnusi income win be ap

Sfo.iiT^etelv M 000 to sten ce'LJo^'"
Florence 5B8-4110 or GreenfieM 773 9W
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for rwo essistsnts Applrcentt -""l
^J

undergrsdustM snd msy sppiy si Rm 434
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wwl minonties srs sncoursged to epply The

SGA IS en AA EEO emplover
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Biotogicel Rsseerch cell Phil 546^)279

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER P«H^ 'JT?

opwiing for person •"'P**"'^'^^*?!,''. °|^
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,„i^bly lenguage Amhertt

*> Ĵ^
Deny developing commumcetiont end rMi

^.control softwsr. '•
'°<"""8

J"' "^

,

meone to work pert time dunng the school

v«er with full time employment during the

lummer end intereMion. E.eellent oppo-

tunrty' For informstinn csll ProcsM Soft

were Corporation St 548 889*

wwaakend Job Amherst Farmen Msrket

K^r Sett Mey 26 to Nov 16 6 46 sm

^"Tpm Responsible fr«ndly decisiv.

^«,n to snforc. '^^^'^°"X^ ^Tr^
ind hsndle cssh Apply by Mey 10 Call nan

cy 5-2248 ^ ^

v.male camp counselors wentedK P^nZng, Sport. C.mp ..

porilince helpful, not neceMary call Lynn

54*8625 —
Part time students Grephics Artists

Cl^^^g Coordinstor Now -'^7'^
f^Tum-^er snd '•«_ w;*;;;;^" °Sm^
Campus r^ter DonnaMotyke. 6«fr<W»

MOTORCYCLES

19B1 Yemetie 400 eiceUent condition

cieersncs pnced I7SOO0 evening b
weekends 247 51M

7k Monde CB 980 verydependebie Greet

thepe new chew with helmet' »S00

546 9336

SutukI OSSBOL eiceNent condrlion 12000

or BO rail 54*5436 or MM8H_
Honde W» 1971. rune VOIV 1«»«8. •»n>r>0

motor I360g3 79g

74 Honde runi^gie* on»y 8300 549 0199 ev

new bettery

MOVING WEST SALE

m*MmwmiA *3nma trb new t»es ben

chein mmt 76 Pontioc LeMens fS^^B
AT new tww brefcM, ekheuet 11000 M
2568827

NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING

foe Mc vnll hold its annuel meeting

w'bylaw chenge Mey 15 1985 in Cempu-

Owiier 804 08 et 1 00 PM

PERSONALS

Noad FaN M«ntal7 but your gone during

tt>« t.jmmar Get info on rentels si home'

U6 cell 266 1866 now' Leeve meeege

Beth will you pieeee stop this eccident

stuff Yoii heve hed fer more than your

share of persooels ______
FI«EE FURNITURE couch taUa and cheir

Pick It up and its yours CsH 549 3866

diria Meog»»e». Boodle, end Sould

Here s s pereooei for you too' Love youi

guts Merthe

fliT- i WM stunned' Thenks for remember

mg - you mede my yeer' Merttie

Sundenend
bus route

enytime 886

IMhy pey eummor rent? One femele need

•d for fell semeeter Cek immodieteiy'

2SS 1888 Hyennis specs eleo svsiletiie

Two roommetee wented to shsie

bedroom m lownhouM epts sek lor OaMM
or Wendy 549 5615

3 rooms In lakefronl houee for June 1

with fen option SwimminQ end fishmg Psts

OK FemeMe preferred SO 7982

Fomole roommete worwed to s»%ers rcxxn

.n Brrtteny Menor 120 month 253 3766

Roommetee needed for summer m Bren

dywinc cell peui b4S 0887

Looking for one or two femeloe to shere

s room in s two bedroom spt m Creetview

North Amnsfst neer Pres«lentiei Apts
i

'

call Vashm 54S«26 after 4 W

Wented two bedroom townhouee spe<i

ment cheep' Cel 546 8861

2 bedrooms Preeldsnttol Ap<s June 1

Sept 1 doee to campua AC caa Steve

S48B2 Loon S48B1 keep irymg' rant

negotiebie'

Low renti 2 bedroom fumahed en comk
tuning 888 3700 eround 8 00 or WOOpm
2 bedroom In Tewwebeuee for euWM fur

rvahad rant negotiebie eel 548 3B19

One room In corMor of Amboret apt web
to town or cempue ca« Ann 288004S

I bedroom fumahed apt m townhovMa

sveneMe tor eumemr subM only I neg cat

549 6389

aCUBA EQUIP

BDcuft tank, reg BC wettun sitraM s>

ceHent cond ueed occ tenk recent hydeo

end vauel All for HOO 527 0218 evM

MMviCta^

COINS 121^21 Tutor UMeM consultani

•ormar 1Z3 121 grader Ale> 253 7666

Speedy Keye' profeaemnel IBM typing

Oaaertetions theeM papers, romance

languagM 26*1000

Feet Quellty Profeeetortel TypMf Cat

the mfemous relieble Cerol IBM Selectnc II

Ednmg servKM 5B8 7936 efter 4

PNOFE8SIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Pepers Olseertetlons. Th

on campus very relieble, low retee, Nancy

584^7924

OuKar - Ibanai acouetic I yr oM 38000 mi

original tiree new H2B sale price MOO caH

tehnsaauM—!

mofaa wantio

suawatw ncvum* WAwrto

ngbt~Regenomlcs end spend tfie sum
mer In New Mempshirs Progressive

lobby Is hiring energetic people to |oln

our polltlcel tteff Cell tt>eN H Peoples
ANIence. Concord, NH

1 bdrm ept In heuee neer town ch

June 1 one doutile room evoaeMe for fB* caa

Sue 5490462 Krie 5468161

Femele wented ons bedroom Prswdentiel

Aprs gomg fssi 5B86 5B7'

Summor suMet 1 bedroom townhouee
ept et Roatng Green furnished rom
reeeonebie 256 0808 Oee

Oreot Ooal Fumahed bedroom m Britteny

Menor for eimoel helt pnce »1 75 Sterts

from Mey 15 2SS8083

Lg 4 bdrm ept evebebl s for summer con

vwiieni ecroM ' o..t*.,„ ,»,i nog ca*

Cokn54S6147

Bummor aubtoi luUy lurwlehed Roling

Green townhouee 2 bedrm 2 beth AC ppol

rent negotiebie cat Joe 253 7266

2 bdrm ept W m to campus fumanad AC
porch rsni negotiebie ce* 54S 77S1

Fumleltod 2 bdrm ept AC pool ceWe TV

on bus route rent negotiabke cai Oeve
886 7186

Southwood 2

can Petty 2666750

J bedroom Puftton apt
549 3809

June 1 Aug H foS option Own room in

specious ept m Soum fnendty c eeuei room

metM »136 00'mo S Oeerheld center

Oenas csll sfter 6 pm evenings o«

16 7673

2 bodri>om Townehouee ept siSdeWs

i«ii negotiebie won t leei 54*6870

Leekl Only HOO rno Townhouee for ona

femele eel 546 5668

Large houee 2 douWee 2

location rvaeonebis can 54S 7789

Brondywtne eponmenf fuPy tumahad
color TV ram nagotiebts 54S 1 777

Two tvmtebed rooms In heuee Amher«
Center Ouat non sntofcers caa 54*6421

rent negotiable'

SUMMER SUBLET
WITH FALL OPTION

Mouee edtecent to cempue Fuay lurnah

ed weeher dryer heet -nciuded Ce» Aaron

or Stove 54*8041

I apt SW/rfionih

TO SUBLET

S/1 4 bdrm Amh ulH irx:! lek opt

Summer euMot fell option ColonMl

ViNags 1 bdrm 2U 7937 $266 ruth

Summer suWol w/feR option Two bdrm
ChtfMde spt M26 rno mcludM sa uianae'

PtxH tenna courts of bus route Cai

Oanna or Sherna et 88*4910 keep irymg

1 largo bedreem In spocloue 2 bedroom

Souttiwood ept rant nagotabie svsiable

June 1 with fen option cai Rei 549 10*2

2 bedroom Croelvlew epariment
eveileble June 1 fell .iption cloee to campus

AC 54*<a38

FormKouae 2 smgle bedroome I do«**e ei

3 bedroom apt svailetJie by rrxim or t^xM
spt 5 rrwi from ceitHHJS on " -

1*7076

4 bodfoom Swtee VWege ept sumsmr

sublet fea option cell 256 <D46

One room Colonlel VMoae luWy fumar^oC

spertment June August 26*0470 54* 7'

John

aUMMCR HILP WAMTIO

Khclian Manager Must heve enpertence

m short order cooking food prep end mven

tory ordering M per hour to ttert Apphr m
parson to Cherlws resteurant 1 Pray St

Amherst

Riders wented shere ride to South Flonda

253 2140 Rob

5i aiaitY BUSINfSS •*

Wedneedey Mey 8 In the CCA Shows st

5 7, 9 b 11 »l 00 et 5 X sll rMt H 50

ROOM WANTED _^

Sublets /rooms needed June 2 July 13

266 8615 7 30 9srT> 6 8 pm best times

Two speces In Puffton or Brendywine

lor fell Will tsks over leSM in June

549 1589

Quiet non smoking senior seeking own

room for fell snywhere within 15 monutM

from campus Hsvs cer Rick 54*7107

ROOMMATES WANTIO

Houeemete needed to shers 2 bedroom

houM in Sundenend 275/it>o Get OK

Call Oebba 96*3993

Famele wented to ehere a twro bdrm apt

m ToyvnhouM It a on bus route Cell Jodi

Qreeter Boston compeny will irsin

rudentt of sll nneio's E«cellent income op

portunrty snd leerning Skperience tterting

position St 1275 week in most meior citas

Secure s summer poeitior now Cell

617 53*4337 or 617 625 3280

SUMMER SUBLET

3 bdrm ept in houee (4 people comfor

tsblei Squire Villege on bus routs, M90
mo possibis Isll option Cell 98*2529

Sunny IVt bedroom Puffton epertment
fully furnwhsd svsileble Mey 24 caN Lae or

MB 549 8306 kaep trying

2 bedroom In Townehosue for sublet fur

nalied rent negotabie cell 549 3819

Summer sublet, fell option Specious

Squirs Villege lownhouM on but route 3

bdrme, hoMs 6 comfortablv for exciting

deieUe call 88*3476

iTbdrrn Northwood apt ram iiagotiabla

eel' 986 4S2< 'all option

Summer euMot w/faS option 1 bedroom

spt bus routs pool tenna courts Ckftside

Apis Survlertend 546 361 7

Brendywine Apt for summer sublet ster

tmg June 1 Fumahed rwit to pool next to

leundry rm Looking for 2 Ipreferebhr

femelel *134/mo ce« Aleaendre MB8B34

Cieetvlow 1 bedroom ept doee to cam
pus fsa opt caa 549 0635 behM 56

Large Amltoret Houee big yerd fu»y fur

natied 2 bedrooms t380 268 1580

1 bedroom In 1 bedroom epertment *180

e month feN option welking dietertce to

center of Nortfvempton cell fSS 7tM

Three bedroom ept for rent negotiebie

twimming pool f) tenna courts cell

549 8822 evenings

Lerge room In houee on Mein St

Amherst lo shers vwth one other for sum
msr •vilh possible fe« oplnn ce« 26*8162

Completely fumlehed 2 bdfm CHffeMle

Apt 1300 month (nciudM ell utiktae' Cell

Cherlw Chra 666 8162

One bedroom epertment m Amfierst

center summer sublet with fen option

256 1846

Furnlehed 2 bedroom In RIverglede, next

to Britteny leundry feciWas, storege. rant

negotiebie cell Jim 26* 1886

CheepI 2 bedroom Brer>dywine epertmant

rent negotabie cell 54*M76 or 546 8468

Qllreeth Menor IscroM from Pu'rtonI 30

IOC from busstop 3 bedrooms 1 W beth

specious 1110 mon negotiebie cell 549 5994

or 54*6689

One bdrm In 3 bdrm ept furnaried snd m a

convenani in town Irxrstion rsll stter 3

756 9150

Cheep 1 or 2 bdrms in ipsciout 2 bdrm
apt Belchertown On bus routs 256-8868

Isll option

Summer sublet in three bedroom
TownhouM sptt lurnisnsd snd pries it

negotabie cell 549 0807

Brendywinelll 2 bdrm, furnahed, AC.

pool nude tunbething Rent negotiebie call

anytime 54*9681 Phil

N Hedley, beeutiful srse. huge yerd,

csnosing fishing ttors, 1187/room,
negotiebie option 504 5168

Townehouee 2 bedroom June 1 Sept 1

fuHy furnahed 549 1508

2 femeloe needed for 2 bedrooms m
specious Squire ViHagaept June 1 Aug 31

cheap' Rent neg 54*8886 26*8883

Fumlehed room In houee 15 mm welk
t~^Mfl-taBO

Summer euWot w/feN opt 4 bdrm 1 N
bath on bus rt uti mc rsnt nagot 263^ 7919

On Puffers Pood 2 rooms e»e4ebls foi

sumemr with 'sll option m nice houM f>r

bue n 14M ce« Rob or Stan at 548 0883

TWAVB.

Driving to CaNfomlb P
m June7 Let s caravwi

ir aacor>d weak
1171

WANTIO

lot your ooytb

refngeretor SB80723

1 femele needed to

tpwnhouee spt spong
or Nedvie 546 7988

Orte femele to Hve In Cope Cod cott

for sumemr 86 Dennaport caN Chrta

54*7930

Want to buy ueed rrtoporf caB Ban M
7<i*^n83

WANTED TO RCNT

Wented. deed or ellvel PrefanMy •«•
rtorth Amfierst three bedroom epertment

June leeM with feM option 260 doNer

rewerd cell Andrew 548 4932 or Matt

54*4049

tSO rewerd for 2 or 3 bedroom apartment in

Puftton or Brendywine cell 256 1881 sek for

Merk

Wented 2 or 3 bdrm spt in TownehouM or

Brendywine Would teke over leeee June 1

1200 finders fee cen Abba st 26*1029
Kathy 253 3140

Needed single room In ept /houee neer

cemput Ipref PufftonI non smoking,
reesonsUy quiet to study Will teke June

for fell Cell Debba 26* 8772

•80 rewerd for 1 bd ept 336 inclusivs caH

nights 866 7064 1100 if under 300

WINDSURFI

HIFly nOB 12 ft polyethylene boerr

6 7m' NeH Pryde nijlem teil. variable degger

boerd. mini recing deggerboerd multi

height 2 poeiiton universel |o«nt, other ex

trw »S86 Steve 54* 7036
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Red-hot SacredHeart

challenges softball;

baseball, lax on the ro
Bv r.ERRY deSIMAS and

PETKR ABRAHAM
CuUegian Staff

So you think you have seen some good

Softball pitchers before*' L<x)k out for Sac red

Heart rmversitys Debbie Tidy. wh«)se

Pioneers take on the University of

Ma.HsachuHettK softball team today in a 2:30

doubleheaderat NOPK
The men's lacrosse team is also in action

this afternoon in a S.M) p.m. game with C W
Post The baseball team is at Dartmouth.

Check out these numbers on Tidy. She is

24 1 this year and Sacred Heart is 431 Tidy

has Mruc k out 168. has a 1(0 ERA. four no

haters and two perfect games to her credit

this season

Last year, the sophomore from Bntish

Columbia. Canada was io 4. (> 16 ERA. UH
K'n, with »ii perfect games, and 1

1

no^ bitten* Sacred Heart, headed to its fourth

Btraight NCAA Division II tournament

Friday. t<x)k third last year

Also on the Pioneer n>ster is a plaver from

Vancouver, t'anada Hn<l <.n»- front .lohannes

burg. South Africa

Massachusetts then faces quite a

challenge as it attempts to finish its season

on a wining note I'Mass 23-22 1, has todays

games with the Pioneers and two with

Adelphi on Saturday left on the schedule.

Shortshop F'aige Kopcza (4191 is ques

tionable with a swollen ankle. Backup Alisa

Fila. IS tiut with « hurt leg. If Kopcza cant go.

Carol Frattamli will move to short and Tina

Morello will move to second.

All cimference hiirler Lynn Stockley (14-

». t)41 ERA. 110 Ks) will throw m the

opener. Stockley threw the only shutout of

last weekend's Atlantic 10 tourney. a6 win

over Rutgers Lisa Rever (7 7. 741 is the

probable second game starter

'Tm really Uniking foward to this week."

coach Elaine Sortino said. "The kids are

finally realizing what they are capable of

The mens lacrosse team will travel to

Long Island this afternoon to face qiiicklv

fading CW Post.

Post, once ranked fifth in the nation, has

slumped to 1 1 .< after a 12-10 loss to lightly

regarded Penn State I'Mass is r» 7 and is

coming off a ir> 10 loss to the defending Divi

sion III national champions Hobart.

I'Mass beat Post 18 H last season as Ken

Freeman had three goals and two assists.

UMass moved the ball well against Post last

season and should be able to again this

vear.

"They're a fast break type of team, like we

are," senior aitackman Mike Fi«)rini said. 'I

think well be able to move the ball upfield

against them. We're capable fo beating

them again."

I'Mass is hampered by injuries to leadinj:

.scorer (19 goals. 31 assists for 50 point-

Tom Cannean (leg) and to c<h captain Karl

Hatton (shoulder) I'om Lukacovic con-

tinues to lead the team in goals with 2

1

The I'Mass baseball team, still smarting

from two poundings in the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament, will be looking to get on the winning

track when they travel to Hanover. N.H. to

face Darmouth in a doubleheader today.

The Minutemen. losers of four straight,

have given up 72 runs in those four losses.

The two pitchers who started the touma

ment games. Jim Knopf and Bob Kostro. will

start against the 15-18 Big dreen.

I'M is slowed by injuries to shortstop

Angelo Salustri (ankle), designated hitter

Todd Comeau (ankle), outfielder Bruce

Kingman (fcKJt). and second baseman .lack

Bloise (leg).

I'Mass IS still hitting .3 1 8 as a team, led by

Comeau's ..<74 with 41 RBI The pitching

staffs earned run average has risen to

5.86.

"We're terribly disappointed m the pitch

mg staff. " I'M manager Dick Bergquist said.

'The mam job at Dartmouth will be to get

people out

I'M was a t) ) iost-r to Dartmouth in the

final game last season. "We d sure like to get

hack tm the winning track and forg°t about

the past week." Bergquist said. "Its been

like a nightmare."

Jumor-coUege forward signs

BUguard possible transfer
The I'niversity of Massachusetts basket

ball team signed 6-7 forward Ben Jones of

C.ainsville (C.A) junior college to letter-of

intent early yesterday.

Jones, the fifth player to sign with

I'Mass. averaged 21 points and 13

rebounds for Albany (C.A) High before scor-

ing 18 point.s- per game and gathering in

nine rebounds for (lainsville. He also

averaged three assists.

.)ones led C.ainsville to an 18-8 record

and will enter I'Mass as a junior, eligible to

plav immediately.
• Ben has very good skills inside as well as

from the perimeter. " I'M coach Ron (lerluf

Women's lacrosse falls again

toNew Hampshire inECAC
fhll to 9-3 despite out-shooting Wildcats

By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

Following Saturday's preliminary round

10-6 victory over James Madison University,

the I'niversity of Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team dropped a 6-4 decision to the

llniversity of New Hampshire in the cham

pionship game Sunday.

The loss left the Gazelles with a 9-3 mark

for 1985 and extinguished any hopes the

team had for receiving a berth in the

NCAA tournament
Having disposed of James Madison.

UMass moved mto a contest it awaited with

open ann.s. Aside from the NCAA tourney

po-ssibilities. the Gazelles hoped to avenge a

10 9 sudden death loss to UNH earlier in the

season. That UNH victory ended a six game

UMass winning streak.

"We played really well against James

Madison but it was the kind of game that you

go into knowing you are going to win so even

during the JM game we were thinking about

UNH. " said UMass forward Bunny Forbes.

"It was just a matter of going out and work

ing hard against James Madi.son but all the

time having UNH in the back of our minds. I

think we might have even been .saving a little

.something from the first game for UNH."

added Forbes.

UMass got its first goal against UNH from

Liz Schueler. Senior I'am Moryl scored

I'Mass' second and third goals. Ginny

Armstrong tallied the Gazelle's fourth and

final score on a strong individual effort.

sen said. "He can hit the 1 5- to- 18 footer and

gives us good depth in the frontcourt.

Gerlufsen also said he is considering lak-

mg Boston I'niversity guard Jim Christian

as a transfer. Christian, a 6-3 sophoinore

who can play either guard position, beat

UMass in triple overtime last season with a

22-footer The decision will be made con-

tingent on Gerlufsen' 8 pursuit of a point

guard prospect. He is currently trying to

sign Fork Union Military Academy s guard

or place Springfields Chris Baily m that

school before getting him next season.

PETER ABRAHAM

UNH got goals from Sarah Kittredge

(two). Karen Geromini, Sandy Vander

Heyden. Pauline Collins, and Suzie

Haynes.

While UNH jumped out to the lead and

held a 3-1 edge at halftime. the Gazelles

managed to come out .stronger in the .second

half, playing UNH to a 3-3 tie, Uma.ss

managed to out shoot UNH by a two-toone

ratio but the problem lay in where those

shots were going.

"We ran our offense well and we deninitely

slowed down their normal pace of attack."

said UMa-ss assistant coach Pauline Keener.

"But we just were not able to hit the holes in

the cage. We had plenty of opportunities and

we were taking good high percentage shots

but putting them in the right places."

Keener credited UMass goalie Debbie

DeJesus' preformance against UNH saying

'She gave us an excellent effort out there in

the net." DeJesus. a senior co-captain, saved

nine UNH shots. UNH keeper Robin

Balducci saved 1 1 UMa-ss shot.s.

"The loss was a disappointment." Forbes

.said. "The defense played great, the mid-

fielders got the turnovers, and it was just a

matter of shots with the attack. Sometimes it

goes your way and sometimes not.

Prior to the ECAC's. UMass was ranked

sixth in the nation. Winning the tournament

would have seen UNH, the number five team

in the country fall in the polls leaving UMass

and the University of Virginia (number four)

to vie for the final bid in the four team

NCAA championships.

( oll«in*n photo bv Hob AMrMk

Fullback Al Neri (23) is one of the junior college transfers UMass football coach

Bob StuU hopes will contribute in 1985.

luring footballnotebook

Minutemen showingpromise
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Offensively, the coaches

were hoping for a little bit

more of a rout. There was

never any question that the

red team, made up mostly of

starters, was in control of the

annual University of

Massachusetts spring foot-

ball game on Saturday but a

few more touchdowns

would' ve been nice.

"It wasn't the prettiest

we've looked offensively."

assistant coach Mike Dunbar

said. "For most of the spring

we've looked better. I'm just

settling into my second year

as is coach (Bob) Stull. Last

sea.son we had our ideas and

philosophies and the return

ing coaches had theirs. I think

we're finally on the same
wave length."

The Minutemen totaled

only 256 yards (both teams)

in the game and registered

only 15 first downs. The
swirling wind in Alumni
Stadium held the six quarter-

backs that saw action to just

68 yards passing and 1 1 com-
pletions. The Red defense

stuffed the White offense,

allowing only 6 1 total yard.s, a

mere 1 1 on the ground for an
average of 1 .08 per play.

UMas.s, after two straight

3-8 seasons, will he a better

team come .September. The
running attack will he con-

siderablv more flexible as

junior-college transfer Al

Neri can play fullback and

free up Frank Fay (who

looked impressive despite

recent injuries) with some

blocks. Last season's leading

rusher. George Barnwell,

missed the game with a leg

injury after a couple of 100

yard games in previous

scrimmages.

Barnwell's return will give

the running back corps a big

play threat and mean Satur-

day's rushers will provide

some depth for the first time

in a few season.s.

I'Mass still must hope the

highly-touted freshmen rec-

anting class can fill gaps on

the offensive line and at

Cimttnitsd on page II
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Coors vote

held today
By (iRE(; BKOWN
Collegian Staff

A referendum of three questions will be

held toda> to gather student reaction to the

I'mverHity of Massachusetts Campus Center

Bi>ard of (ioverner's recommendation to

stop the sale of Coors beer in the Bluewall

and administration plans to reduce seven

varsity sports to club status and students

willmgness to pay $2 on next semester's bill

to aid the plight of starving people m the

I'nited States and Africa

The first question will ask, "Has th»- ' nui

pus Center Board of (loverners overstepped

its bounds by calling for the banning of the

sale of Coors beer in the Campus Center and

Student Cnion buildmgs'' The second ques

tion asks, "do you feel that the Athletic fee

(which was increased thiB yearl should be

used for funding the above mentioned seven

varsity sports teams, so that they will not be

demoted torlub status starting with the 1 987

acedemir yeai"" This will be accompanied

by a statement listing the seven sports to be

cut: mens and womens tennis, skiing, golf.

and men's wrestling.

The third <i
i asked, would you be

willing to pay li - ?2 on your next semes-

ter bill. $1 of which would go to relieve the

plight of the starving in the Cnited States,

and the second dollar would be given to aid

the plight of those affected by famine in

Africa'

The BO( . I f i . >mmended to hah the !«al* of

( i>ors on campus citing the company's

alleged ant i union activities, and dis-

cri' • ^ —^^ticesandttf • -•i^«

wii .itions.

William Harris, director ofCampust enter

administration -.aid he would follow the

hf»ard s recomnu-ndntir n and sell out the

inventory

The r.\la» Board ol I nistefs voted last

Mas to rediuf fhr >even sports to ciuh

status, ami ihf iiiivti'*-- a^rr»•»•(^ to fund the

>porl!- through (ht- 1H8H season These cuts

save the athlelu department alwiut $7.").(HMi

according to Al Rufe. assistant athletic

director.

The polls will ht , o<.dat Franklin Dining

( ommons for Orchard Hill and Central Area

renident.s. Worcester Dining Commons for

N«>rt beast Area residents, and Berkshire and

Hampshire Dining Commons for Southwest

area resident.s. All off-campus and (Ireek

area residents may vote at the Hatch in the

Student I nion Building.

BO(; member Dan OHare said the ban

ning of Coors is not a moral issue, but i.s

being done in the interests of unions which

the Coors company has op|K)»ed in the

past.

:!.!Wv.:W»>v.w •>:•:•:•;•:•:•;•:•;•;•:> '•N •'''' »,•,», ••,•,•,•,•;•;•.•;.•-•-•-'.•-•-•.•-•-•-•-•.•-.•-•-•-•*••_•-•_•.•-•-•.•-•-••*•
'.•-•.•.•.•.•.•.• '-•-•-•-•-•-•

*.*.*.*.* * <

Toll^fnan f»h«>U> by nrvH Heilrr

PORE!— Bill Cainea of the University of MaaaachuaetU Ad-
minifitrative Computinfi^ Center practices his swin^ in yesterday's

sunny weather during his lunch break at the Southwest plaving

rields.

Report says women's funding is down
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The National Council for Research on Women announc-

ed last week the results of a study which found that

federal funding for research on issues relating to women
has sharply declined since 1981.

University of Massachusetts professors see this infor-

niation as having an indirect effect on the Women's
Studies Program and affecting research on women
throughout all university communities.

Inside:

Animals and research, part 2 3

Coors—pro or con? ^

Syracuse v. UMass: the big face-off 16

"Dancing is a vertical expression of a

horizontol desire.
*'

^Nancy A. Bukar

Marian Chamberlain, president of the council, compris-

ed of 47 centers and organizations that conduct research,

policy analysis, and educational programs of concern to

women, said the study began last year when the council

held its annual meeting at which "the group became
alarmed at the decline in funding for women's issues," she

said.

Among the findings released last week:

•From 1981 to 1983 the National Endowment for the

Hunrwnities cut research on women by more than 50 per-

cent, from 1.9 million to $876,000.

•The National Institute on Education cut research by

"I more than 90 percent, from $3.4 million to $168,000.

•The National Science Foundation cut research by 30

percent, from $2.3 million to $1.4 million.

The council also documented severe cuts in the study of

women's issues by the U.S. Labor Department's Training

and Employment Administration, the Labor
Department's Womens Bureau, the National Institute of

Mental Health, the Department of Defense and the Justice

Department.

According to Chamberlain, much of the research is

crucial to clarifying such issues as the feminization of

poverty, comparable worth, the gender gap, equity in

Continued on page S

Knapp to suggest

trustees revise

investment policy
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp
annouiKed yesterday that he will recomnwnd that the

University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees revise the

wording of the University's investment policy to pn>hibit

investment in any company or lerxling institution doing

business in or with South Airica.

Knapp's announcenr>ent is the result of a deadline set by

the Commission on South African Investments. The com-

mission, formed as a result of den^ands made when
students took over Vice Chancellor Detinis Madson's of-

fice Apnl 1. was charged with determining if University

stock holdings violated the Uruversity investment policy.

Upon discovenng that the University held stock in

businesses operating in South Africa, the group requested

that Knapp act by May 8 to divest these stock holdings.

The commission also recomnrtended tht the University

investment policy be revised to itKlude not only

"businesses operating in or with South Africa," but

businesses whose subsidiaries or affiliates do business in

or with South Africa.

Members of the commission said they were pleased that

the proposal went through, but expressed disappointment

that the short-term projKJsals callirtg for immediate divest-

ment were not addressed.

However, Esther Terry, an associate professor of Afro-

American studies and a member of the commis8if)n. said

that "if the recommendation is passed there will be fewer

holes to slip through."

In an announcement supported by the entire commis-

sion and release*! last night by commission member Chris

Alibramli, the group states that:

"We applaud the strong support President Knapp has

given to our unanimous recommendation of the change in

the University's investment policy, an<l urge the trustees

to accept the president's recommended changes in all

haste.

"However, we regret that the president has not chosen

to divest from tlie four companies which we have again

unanimously identified as in violation of current university

divestment j)olicy. We urge speedy action to divest from

the Foxboro Company, the Procter & (lamble Corpora-

tion. Banker's Trust and the J. P. Morgan and Company
Corporation. We also urge the enactment of our recom-

mendetl improvements in the monitoring proce<lure8 of

the investment policies."

Knapp's annoutKement said that if the hoard adopts the

recommendation at their May 28 meeting, "the University

treasurer will review the University's investment port-

folio and make divestments as necessary, to ensure con-

sistency with the intentions.

Senate speaker

arrested at meeting
By RITA MrKPHV and .^ISAN KAION
Collegian Staff

The speaker of the University of Massachusetts Under-

graduate .Student Senate was arrested during la.st nights

iiipeting and charged in ronnection with last week's divest

ment protest

John L. Biiddock MI. 21. frf)m Brooklyn. New York was
taken to the CVIass Department of Public Safety at the start

of the senate meeting and was later released after paying a
$">() hail, according to his lawyer Charles DiMare, of UMass
Legal Services Office.

Police refused to comment on the charges against Rud-
dock. DiMare also refused comment on the charges except to

.say "he was fined $200 for a felony."

After "extensive negotiations with the Clerk of Court."

bail wa.s reduced to $50. DiMare said.

Ruddock said the police "could have shown better judg-

ment by arresting him before the senate meeting rather than

after it had started.

According to DiMare, a warrant was issued yesterday for

Ruddock's arrest in connection with last week's South

African divestment protest in which ;}2 UMass students

were arrested and one non-student was arrested.

Ruddock was not arrested last week.

"I think it's particulary outrageous that they would arrest

the speaker of the senate on the senate floor and then post

Continued on page 3
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WORLD AND IMATIONAL IMEWS

Workers, residents

clashin S.Africa
.JOHANNKSBIRC;. S.mth Africa (AP) Migrant workers

and residents of a black township battled with hatchets,

knives and stones on a 24 -hour rampage that left 1 1 blacks

dead, authorities said yesterday

Police fired rubber bullets and tear gas to restore order,

and roadblocks sealed off the township.

The fighting in Tsakane township east of Johannesburg

pitted migrant men, enraged by the burning of their beer hall,

against permanent residents of the township, witnesses said.

The township was described as quiet late yesterday after the

estimated l.HOO migrant w«)rkers were escorted out of the

township by a dozen armored vehicles.

Street.", were littered with glass from windnv*?. >iiiH>lied m
hundreds of homes during the fighting that started Tuesday

night and ended ye.sterday.

F'lsewhere. police reported noting m several black

townships, mainly in the eastern tape prt>vinte, and con-

troversv raged o\t i iIh- (icitti ! i [tnmiinent trade muoii

activist of head injuries soon alter his release from police

detention.

P< ilice described the Tsakane battle as a fight among tribal

factions, saying most «»f th<»se killed were from the Xhosa

tribe based in the south of the countrv

But residents said the fighting bi •

migrants' anger at IcK-al youths who burned iheii lieei hall to

•. >t white rule. Beer halls, which provide revenue for the

government's local black councils, have been frequent

taffTets iif rioters attacks in rtcent month-

{\] \' *
. f directorof blackaflairsi..! ihr » asUiii

.lohat I said there were l.SMO migrants living

in hostels and 4ri,(MM» iiermanenl residents of Tsakane

miles east of .loh

In the easteni '

,
, nee. police supported by arni>

units moved into two black townships outside P«»rt

Klizabeth

^^^C^^^Yf^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

SUMMER JOBS
INFO Er INTERVIEWS
Metro Boston Area

Accounting
Clerical

Light Industrial

OFFICE SPECIALISTS
will be visiting UMass

on Monday, May 13, from 9 am - 5 pm
in Campus Center Rm 902

Find out how working for the best tem-

porary service in your area can make

the most of your skills and summer
schedule! Applications and appoint-

ments are available in the Student

Employment Office or stop by and see

us on the Concourse.'

<

I

I

^

Studying?

*'TAKE A
BEEF-BREAK''

PROTEST IN THE PARLIAMENT- A member of the

European Parliament holds up a mgn. reffiBtennR a

protest asainst Ronald Reafan's Nicarajfua policy

while the president (backffround top left) p*" »»'•

speech to the European Parliament yesterday Reagan

is currently on a tour of European countries.

Cease-fire may
take hold in Beirut

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP)- Chnstian and Moslem

militiamen fought a string of battles in downtown Beirut

yesterday, but a cease-fire appeared to be taking hold

after 11 days of fighting.

Police repH)rted three militiamen and a civilian were

wounded yesterday. Since April 28. 77 people, mostly

civilians have been killed and AW wounded, police said.

Thiny-eight of those killed were slain Tuesday m the

heaviest shelling in Beirut in nearly a year.

The cease-fire was shattered hours after it was declared

at sundown Tuesday. Artillery and gun battles broke out

during the night, but tapered off yesterday into exchanges

of machine gun and rifle fire.

The relative lull gave civilians, who have been huddling

in basements and bt>mb shelters, a chance to get out to buy

fotxl.

GOP rejects proposals
WASHINGTON (Al)- Ihe Republican-controlle<l

Senate yesterday rejected. 63 35. a Democratic-sponsored

plan ti) trim $44.7 billion from the federal deficit in l^Kft

through a combination of tax increases and spending

restraints, inclmi.nk' ;i six month delay of Social Secunl>

benefit increa^-

The proposal, by St^ns I^wton Chiles. D-Fla., and

Erm-st F H<»llings. DSC., was one of two Dem<»crati<

bu«lg» t |i;i. ka^jes offered as an alternative to the Iteseigtnl

budget oomprnmise reached tetween President Reagan

;,.,,| S. r;i'»- (*r<H' leaders.

1 ,, >. Mite then turned to the second Democratic «>ffer

ing. a pn)posal by Senate Minority Leader Robert (

Byrd. D-W.Va.. that w ' * tve about the same amtmnt of

money and would als- i«- a tax increase-but wouW

not touch Social Security cost-of-living increases ache«lul

ed for next January.
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ri ri..> >trtr .^ i .;.d Series concerts will be held

»y. not Saturday as reported on yesterday's ArLs

Union Video Center
General Membership Meeting

Friday, May 10

3 P.M.
216 Student Union (near the Hatch)

VOTE ON NEW CONSTITUTION
PROPOSE NEW UVC PROJECTS

All interested persons welcome

HOT
i^ROAST BEEF I

^SANDWICHES |

NckSdMi«iC«le{eStiiMli

WASHINGTON
INTERNSHIPS
Summer 1985
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OXFORD SUMMER SEMESTER
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253 70t8

50 MAIN ST AMHERST. MA

i
LATE - NIGHT - COUPON

|

I

99*
I

I
regular roast beef sandwich '

I

between 1 1 pm - 2 am .

I one coupon per order

I
expires May 15, 1985

|

I

I

1

I

InouirtW. to

Jan.4 Ko(l.<(. J Direclc
W.^•ngloo »nt.rna(lonal Studw.

CnlW 21 ?-?;4-0eO4 Of 724-0136
Non-<a>mr.nmmmton) (EO/ AA)

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt.63 No. Amherst
549 2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning j

\f^S,jgS:!SSS;8SSf>SSf>9!?!SSSSS^!^^

TEACHERS
Imnnediate openings in fields of

Physics, Ecology, Chemistry, Phys.Ed.,

El. Ed., Theatre, and Music.

Residential program for normal middle

school kids, attempts to motivate the

learner through exciting academic activity.

Summer camp background helpful,

BA/BS preferred

LOVE OF CHILDREN REQUIRED
Call John Santos 617-764-8321

summer counselors/fall pos'tions also available

written and performed by Kol and Tzivia

directed by Linda McRoy
Thursday, May 9

8:00 p.m.

Herter 231

Sponsored by SCERA &
East Side Residential Education

location

is wheelchair

accessible,

bathroom
is not
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Maintenence of animals is

recently improved at UMass
By JONATHAN PERRY
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's Note: This is part tun ofa three

part series examining the issiies of animal

research at the University of

Magmrhusettn. Portions of intervxe^vs are

from Last December.

Judging from all reports gathered, in-

cJuding fu-st hand U)ur8 of lalKiratory

facilities in Paige l^aboraU)ry (department

of Veterinary and Aninud Sciences) arni

Tobin Hall. UMass has made advances over

the past several years to imprt»ve the pro-

blem of animal maintenance.

Mike Weinburg, assistant vice chancellor

of research at UMass said "there is a

heightened consciousness on campus to

maintain animals properly."

The first steps taken towards a rejuvena-

tion of laboralorj' facilities resulted from a

$5,000 fine levied against UMass by the

United SUtes Department of Agriculture

for inadequate maintenance facilities.

Although the inspection of the premises

took place in 1982. UMass was not n«)tifieti

of the violations until a year later. The ma
jor infrai-lion was inadequate caging.

Weinburg said the USDA "told us to

keep the money to improve the animal

facilities. We added an additional $7,000 to

the original fine to buy new caging." This

money was extracteil from the Trust Fund

Interest Account, a fund within the UMass

president's office in Boston used for

emergency purposes.

The old caging was deemed inadeq[uate

because it was nuule of galvanized iron.

and rusted due to the acidity in the

animals' urine. Weinburg said. Most of

these cages had been purchased in the

1960a. although some "had been here 35-40

years, if not longer" New stainless steel

caging was purchased as a result, he said.

This year. UMass has applied for a

special grant from the National Institute of

Health to upgrade animal facilities in

Tobin. Middlesex. Morrill and Thayer. Half

of the $1 million request will be matched by

UMaas if the grant is given.

"For every dollar available to this cam-

pus, there is $20 worth of need for it,"

Weinburg said. "Unfortunately, when

there's a crunch, instead of spending the

mon^ to avoid a potential problem, it's left

until the potential problem has becon>e a

reality. It's typical bureaucracy."

Associate professor of psychology and

roology Melinda Novak places the blame of

inadequate and outdated facilities on the

state government.

'They want to put band-aids on

everything. ' she said. "If the parents of

this state knew the sU)ries about this cam-

pus' condition, they would be absolutely

100 percent appalled." Novak said that

ANIMAL

RESEARCH

Massachusetts was 48th out of the 50

states in providing public aid to public

education in 1983.

This is not the opinion expressed by Dr.

Glen Bn)wn of the FtKxi Science and Nutri-

tion department, who said that

"MassachusetUs is a state that cares about

these things." He concedes that UMass has

a tremendous deferred niaintenance pn>-

blem and "We are struggling to keep our

laboraU)ries' ventilation problems, for in-

stance, under control." he said.

UMass has recently purchased two new

state-of-the art cage washers. Brown said.

The old cleaning methixi was to put the

cage in a huge tub of water, not a very effi-

cient means of cleanliness. The new

washers employ high pressure sprays that

ensure complete sanitation.

The "real answer" in solving UMass'

animal housing problems Brown said,

would be U) build a central animal housing

facility. He said this development is not t<K)

far off in the future. The facility, which

would cost about $3 million dollars, "is far

up on the list of priorities." Brown said.

"Everything that can be done is slowly but

surely being done. As much as we'd all like

to see improvements in the twinkling of an

eye. it just doesn't hapf^en."

Professor Don Black, a veterinary liaison

in animal science who is on the Animal

Care Committee. empha.sized during a tour

of Paige Labt>ratory the effort beir^; under

taken to uphold the Animal Welfare Act

regulations. The facilities house numerous

breeds of mice, hampsters. guinea pigs and

rabbiUs. Black says that all incoming

animals are kept briefly in an isolation

room to make sure that they are not diseas

ed or a danger tx» other animals.

Dr. Michael Katz. the consulting

veterinarian to UMass, said UMass "has

excellent facilities, perfect in every case.

We've been told by federal inspectors tht

the place looks really g(H)d." Katz. whose

job entails conducting routine inspections,

said he likes to do so "when the

researcher's guard is down. I make it a

point to do when it's mt)st awkward." In-

spections are conducted roughly every two

weeks, and have revealed little

maintenance problems, he said.

Next: The future of animal resear-

ch— Vvewpmnts from the UMass Animnl

Rightj^ Coahtinn and UMass researchers.

HealthDay to focus on youth

Collegian 3

... B.w'i

awavTHIS WON'T HURT A BIT— Tv^o unidentified protesters are (dragged

Tuesday afternoon bv Springfield police while rallying against a recent U.S.

trade embargo on Nicaragua. About 30 studentH and one professor from the

University of Massachusetts were arrested.

Students, officials approve

ffte nroDosal to save/ncfex

The state commissioner of public health

will discuss the impact healthy youths will

have on the future at the University of

Massachusetts today as part of Worid

Health Day.

Dr. Bailus Walker, who has held the posi-

tion for the past two years, will speak on

"Healthy Youth, Our Best Resource" at

10:30 a.m. in Campus Center Room
904-906.

"The idea is to get people around the

world to think about one health issue," An-

drew Sorensen, director of the Division of

Public Health said.

World Health Day. which focuses on a

different theme annually and is celebrated —
internationally, centers on young people a epnnl^
this year.

A videotape of a lecture by Dr. Jerimiah

Stamler, chairman of the department of

community health in preventive medicine

at Northwestern University School of

Medicine will follow Walker's lecture. The

videotape, titled, "Mild Hypertension:

Preventive and Therapeutic Challenges"

will discuss how hypertension in the young,

if detected early, can prevent future car-

Hv .SI s.\.\ K.MON
Collegian Staff

.Students and admini.strators have been

^iven t he go ahead fc»r a market inn st rat e>;\ t

••nsure the puhlitation of a I'^X^i Index

yearbook.

index, which was denied funding in the

i;isr. .Student Ciovernment Association

Budget Art. may be saved \n a proposal to

charge an optional $ 1 5 fee a< ronipanyiiig t h<

semester bill, allowing students to purchase

their copy f)f the book in advance.

The separate charge will be accompanied

hv a letter drafted by members of the Index

staff, the Student government .Assoc lat ion

and Student Activities Offiie explainint;

what the Index is and the funding problems

It has encountered. The letter will be a< com

pinied by a postage paid envelope

According to Dean of Academic Support

Ser\ices Larr\ Benedict, the administration

ll.l .:^ • 'I '" l""l 'h«' *"" f'*'" IX""*'^'"

and printing

Heiiedii I said the adiiunistralmn w.i>- dr-i

. . ,,. . .,,, ,1 vviil, ..fill:' .III iinwanifd pieie

Urui "I -u|.|.i'. <;,.^ iip- Ml lin.iiii i.ii

trouble with liiiiit

I think (the adnunistrationi realized that

lh«' index is an important aspe< 1 of com

munity life, that it is importanl to alumni and

.\er>'one involved with tin uniMt-^iu

Htnedi« t -aid

index editor ( iiuls Oil- ^^ r .ud she

thinks the strategy will be "very .succes.sful"

Hiding. I don t think it will start an\ nega

ti\e [II... .(I. Ill Iwi iiisi' It is Ills! for this

\r.tl

Oriowski said that in toming vears. the

index (ouid be funded through the probable

increase in I he Student Activities Fee. or by a

permanent Optional fee printed on the

semester hill

Continued from page I

diovascular disease.

if funding

-LAURA YEE

ContinuM from page 1

such an

excessive amount of bail.' DiMare said.

Marc Kenen. 24, a UMass student and a

member of the self named April 1 coalition

which overtook the office of ViceChancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis U. Madson in

Whitmore administration building early la.st

month, said Ruddock's arre-st was an "act of

intimidation by the administration to break

down the protest movements that are

developing on this campus."

DuHp" the senate meeting, provost

Richard O'Brien was asked his opinion con-

cerning threats by the administratif)n of dis-

ciplinary action t«) be taken against last

week's protesters. "I would be astonished if

there were anything but the main, very

minimal punishment imposed by the

administration." O'Brien said.

DiMare said in the six years he has been a

lawyer at UMass. he ha.s never seen dis-

ciplinary action taken against a student

protester.

He added, "The administration would be

ill advised to take such disciplinary

action."

social security and the role of women in economic develop-

ment.

She said cutbacks on this research will mean a "lack of

background information" leading to "poorly informed

policy decisions" affecting women.

Commenting on the findings of the study. UMass Pro-

fessor of Women's Studies Janice Raymond said, "most of

us have known about cutbacks but what surprised me

were the percentages, which are much larger than I had

thought."
" The amount of dollars given for research on women

was so infintesimaly small in the first place that to cut it is

disasterous," women's studies staff assistant Arlene

Avakian said, adding "it's not like cutting the defense

budget which you could cut in half and still have a lot left."

Cathy Portuges, director of the UMass women's studies

program, described the reduction in research as a

"mistake, shortsighted and unfortunate."

Asked whether it would have an impact on the women's

studies program, she replied that although it would not

have a direct effect on the current undergraduate body, it

might jeopardize the program's recent application for a

grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Post Secon-

dary Education to introduce a graduate program.

According to English Professor Margo Culley, FIPSE, a

fund she described as "known for financing progressive

efforts," is already being faced with abolition.

She said she had just received information of govern-

ment plans to fiind FIPSE with "zero dollars," adding

that even if the plan fails to pass Congress and FIPSE

continues, it will still "be much less willing to take risks."

"It's important not to get too anxious or panicked about

this," warned Portuges. noting that other foundations

may be interested, that the program has survived previous

shifts in government priorities, and, "as usual we will find

whatever ways we can to pursue research work we think

is important."

"The study of women won't collapse without federal

funds," Raymond said, suggesting that there was a myth

that the government funded all feminist research.

She said that although the funding of mainstream

research on women might be affected, more radical

research which has never relied on or received govern-

ment monies will continue as before.

According to Culley, the indirect effects of the cuts at

the University level will include difficulty in getting grants

for research on women by both faculty and iridividual

scholars, a reduction in data on women available to

students and a general decline in "what we know about

women," she said.

She also noted that the federal cuts may influence

private foundations which already "spend less than one

percent on women's issues."

"The federal precedent gives private institutions the

lead to act with 'oh boy' types of behaviors," she said.

According to Chamberlain, the results of the council's

study reflect the "lack of concern for women" shown by

the Reagan administration which upholds "a philosophy

that doesn't believe in affirmative action," she said.
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Summer Employment $5.00/hr.

RGIS, the nations leading inventory service

has unlimited pan-time openings in Eastern

MA, taking inventories for various retailers.

No experience necessary. Paid training.

Travel pay. Some weekend availability is

needed. For more info call: North of Boston

938-9119, South of Boston 849-3500,

Worcester 366-6471.

EASTSIDE <^'ONrERT

POST PRODUCTION
MEETING

All committee heads, pro-

duction people, area reps

security supervi.sors, and all

interested parties invited.

What went right, and what

went wrong. Check C.(

schedule for room number.

At 7 p m. in the Campus

("enter.

BlOCHEMiSTRY/MlCRO
BlOl.OCV ( ARKER
NIC.HT

All undergraduate majors

invited Refreshments. At

7:30 p.m. in the (IRC Tower

C. Room 1634.

Thursday. May 9, 1985

FREE INTRODUCTORY
LECTURE: TRANSCEN
DENTAL MEDITATION
— "Live without stress and

unfold your full potential in a

natural manner". At

7:30 p.m. in the Campus Cen-

ter. Room 801.

CONCERT: FACULTY
BRASS QUINTET

Walter Chesnut and

Donald Soutar, trumpets;

Laura Klock, horn; David

Sporny, trombone; and

(leorge Parks, tuba. Music

ranging from the

Renaissance to the 20th cen

tury. Free. At 8 p.m. in the

Bezanson Recital Hall.

•nmnday. May 9, 1985
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Pavilion

and see our

Have you got the end

the semester blues?

Well come ii

Get Ready For Summer
Sale

with storewide savings

25 to 50%

only at The Pavilion

Hampshire Mall, Hadley
Mon-sat 10:00 am - 9:30 pm

Sun noon - 5:00 pm

W COMMESICEMEXT
I

WEEKEn^D

\ow Is the time to celebrate

Keep the tradition In the T.O.C.

Call 549-6000 cxt. 639
for reservations.

Featuring a special

Graduation Menu.

COI^GRAXrLATlOXS
SENIORS

of the
CAMPUS
Restaurant & Lounge

THANK
YOU

TO THE RESIDENTS

OF SOUTHWEST
FOR MAKING THIS

YEAR'S

SOUTHWEST WEEK
AND CONCERT THE

MOST
SUCCESSFUL EVER
THE SOUTHWEST AREA
GOVERNMENT (SWAG)

live wire
byPeter Wissoker

1 was riding on a bus this morning and a

small child accompanied by a couple of nuns

said, upon seeing the Hampshire Mall, "This

looks like a big larm without animals", that

reminded me today was the last livewire .f

the semester. How fitting that as the seine>

ter passe> so passes out of existence one ol

the great area bands, like a shooting star n«|^^

bright, now gone, so M«)ngrel Puppy has

broken up. You followed ihem h»'re and now

what is left to life"

Well, there's always sprinK concert,

which, contrark- to yesterday's Tubes

picture, is on Sunday. t«< keep you from

going out and buying beer. L'Pf wants to

teach you not to squander all your capital

before you will want it. Si. here's the rundown

of the activities for next week and some on

into the summer.

Spring concert (the Sunday one. that isl

w ill be at the pond. In case you don't know t he

I line up IS Kliot Kaston of the Cars. .lohnny

Copeland who is aTexas blues musician. The

SOS Band, a great disco/funk band, and

finally the Tubes who are the Tubes, once

avant garde, now MTV.
There will be some other free stuff on the

flagstones above the entrance to the ("ampus

(enter, actually above the Blue Wall both

today and tomorrow First, at n<K)n today.

Jonathan Kleezmg will be playing solo

electonic/synthesized guitar Then at 1 p.m.

Box Sound will perform They are a post-

industrial ensemble of construction and

deconstruction; a sure sign that they will be

interesting as well as Noho hip. On Fnday.

Circle will be playing out on the terrace for

free. They will also be playing at the Rusty

Nail tonight.

So what else is new Tonight Los .latvas. a

Chilean rock band will be playing at Pearl

Street. They seem to be an interesting

(again) mixture of new and old music Thev

I
now live in Pans The Advocate (for what

it's worth) has an interview with them this

week whi( h makes ^ittendance seem desir-

able.

Tomorrow night Hilly Bragg will high ho

his solo guitar act int<j the Rusty Nail for one

show, .lessie Colin Young will be at the Iron

Horse for two nice performances. Perhaps

most importantly, one of the only men who

can sing like his heail really depended on it.

C.eorge Jones will be playing tomorrow and

Saturdav at KM. lA>ew's in Worcester

Also on Saturday: The Sighs will be play-

ing with the Bamboo Steamers who will be

replacing the Pups on the bill. Roberta Flack

will be at the Fine Arts Center

Pentagle guitarist John Renbourn will be

at the Iron Horsi- on Sunday lor two shows, in

case you want to calm down alter spring con

cert. He will he there on Monday as well. Phil

( iillins will be at the Centrum.

l.ft s talk Talking Heads one last time.

New album, summer. No tour, no new con-

. tpt, sorry Anthony. There's an interesting

interview with them in last week's New York

Times Magazine That s not lu mention the

article about Richard Thompson in the last

Rolling Stone Rolling Stones stadium dates

this summer"
Tuesday night the Beat Farmers will be

plaving at the new wave Iron Horse There,

music is a combination of blues, folk, and

ot her styles, le. the Velvet Underground. The

n<M»r will be open to dance

Son .Seals will return to the Iron Horse on

Wednesday night He was a much talked

about guitar player when I was growing up

He can still play th«* blues, although he plays

them a little more in the second set than in

the first.

Three more weeks until the Drake clo»e«

which means three more Wednesday nights

with the CMass Blues Band ( not Knsemblel.

Three weeks from yesterday they'll be ck>»-

ing the Drake in st\le

Well what's coming while you're goinft?

Next Thursday, a week from now. Roomful of

Blues will return to the are* for thoa* who

wanted to see them at the East Side concert

They will be at Pearl Street Up at the Rusty

Nail, the Neville Brothers will be playinf.

same night of course. This is some kind of

New Orleans rave-up; the Bayou and all that

Opening will be Wailin' Dave and the Blue

Doga
In the further future, Katrina and the

Waves will be at Pearl Street as will Divine,

that mass of throbbing transvestite talent

During that same penod of time the Iron

Horse will have Silly Wizard and Kliiabeth

Cotton (not together) John Sebastion will be

at the Red Ball<K>a

Summer bnngs the Washington Squares

and Fairport Convention to the Iron Horse

and the .} OTIock to Pearl Street

(kxKlbye.

^AIO ADVfSnSCMfNT

Performer

• Bell VI Pro Helmets

• Cateye Cycle Computers

• Zefa! HP Frame Pump

Specialized 27x1 Vi Tires

• Master Horseshoe Lock

Toe Clips & Straps

Pletcher Alloy Carrier

• Vetta Lugena Windload Trainer

• Allen 100 Bike Carriers for Cars

• Peloton Water Bottle/Alloy Cage

Ptt/otoii S/iorts
Hours 10 6Thurs 10 8

Open Sat & Sunday

Easy Patli'n? All locations

Thanks,

U of MASS STUDENTS
For Your Support

VOTE THURSDAY for

Freedom of Choice

The choice should

be yours!
AMHERST 549-6904 NORTHAMPTON 584-1016 Thornes Marketplace -1 50 Mam Street •Northampton, MA Oil
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Fine Arts Centei:
Concert
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

sv^'
c^e^

Roberta
Flack

SATimOAY. mAY U, 8fli

TICKETS: $15. $13, $11

Five College Students HaifPrice TicKefs available at Pme Afi<,

Center Bon OHice. Spfingf-eid Civic Center anJ DATATix Outi*"s

C»H (4131 545 251 1 or ISOO 24J-»*42

HEAUH G BEAUTY AID

Tek toothbrush prof, soft/med/hard 3/$1.00

Coppertone Lotion sfp 4/oil sfp 2 4 oz. $2.50

Crest - reg/mint/gel 4.6 oz. $1.05

1 1 Faberge organic shampoo

QTORg HOURS: MondaYFfida79^S:00; Saturday lOjOjjO

UNIVERSITY
M^STORE^

I nrATFQ JW THE CAMPUS CEWTER AT THE UNIVERSiTY Of MASSACHUStHS

X-
•X-

*
•X-

•X-

X-

¥r

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY
Sunday - Thursday 4 - 2 am

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 4 - 3 am

f
x-

*

•X-

5*5|C************************************^

Men's & Women's
SPORTS WEAR

* Swim Suits

* Shorts

* T-Shirts

* Sandals

* Sunglasses

* Hawaiian Shirts

* Jams

* Hats

«••

iHraii piuilii:

CONGRATULATIONS
COLLEGE SENIORS!
You will soon be entering the

Business & Professional World, and

we have a Special Credit Offer,

just for you!

U you h.uf si'iiit("i.l .1 puMtu'ii ,ilui ,i;i .uliKit 11)11, wf will

issue yiui .1 M.istorC .ird or \ISA Card with .m initial

credit lino of S500

It vou h.ivf nut already secured employment, we would

like to have you complete an appluation. We will reserve

your C redit Card until you ni>tify us of your

employment

To apply toi your BavBanks MasterCarJ im \ I*^ \ ( ard,

tust complete and return the coupon beUn\

at

Saturday Clothes
Downtown Amherst 253-9729

Open 10-6, Mon-Sat; Thurs &.Fri 'til 8:30

Open Sunday 12-5

I'll .1^1 K'tur! ip.<n to the BayBankij Consumer Credit

PiviM*»n, fiavB.uik 1 ' '-00 M.i t, Sprm>;tirld MA

I ini :-. J in applying for a BayBanks M.is,t<T( arJ or

\ I"^ \ C .ird Please send me an application

N'ame—
Address

C it V Town

College

Zip.

Telephone No. (

Thursday, May 9, 1985 --—
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Outing Club

Cabin Caretalcer

Needed

Memorial Day to Labor Day 1985

Free lodging in the White Mtns of NH
in exchange for fee collection & routine

maintenance. No experience necessary'

More Info? Visit O.C. Office at 428 SU or

Call Al - 549-3602 Robin - 586-2022

UMOC - 545-3131

OUT OF SCHOOL?
OUT OF HEALTH COVERAGE?
If you're leaving the University but staying in

this area, you should replace your University

health coverage before September 1 Valley

Health Plan may be your answer-

comprehensive coverage for the lowest cost

around:

73.64/mo tingle 188.24/mo family

Information and applications available at the

Supplemental Benefits Office, University

Health Services. Applications must be

received at Valley Health Plan, 100 Universi-

ty Drive, Amherst, by JULY 15.

YOUR
SUMMER AT
FRIENDLY .

r

r 1
^ < > i.

I. 4 4

After a long, grueling semester of homework and

finolv why not spend your summer w.tt^ us of Friendly

RestouranH

At Friendly, we re growing fast We open over 50 riew

restourants o year What does that mean tor you^

Job opportunity Lots of it From full and part time

summer lObs to yeo» round positions Best of air

because there are 300 Friendly Restaurants m New
England alone theres bound to be one neor you

For specific details on where the iob openings are

and what positions ore available please contact

our Division Employment Office for an interview ap-

pointment The offices are listed below by territorial

responsibility Please can

N f Mas*. (Including North Shor*)
61725*-051i

Central Ma«i. (Worcester to »o»ton)
617-«72-421S

Southeast Mass. (Including Cope Cod)
617-443 3»»4

Western Mass. (Springfield to Pittstield)

413-732-6289

"^

the Lesbian,

Bisexual,

and Gay

Alliance^

is having a dance I

<g MAY lO !I^

Student Union Ballroom

Fa/e on gramophone !

9-1 $2.50

accessible

Portrait of a Winner:!
New Man's MTV Victory

Thursday May 9 at 8 PM
The Blue Wall

$3.00

Open to All!

WELCOME TO MILLER TIME
^ ^ ^ 4^ # * **

^^S^i The
Original

and Still the
Best!

.ev.«-

Thom»i Mark»tplac«
Old South St. Entrance

Nortt>Gnr>plon

Open Noon till 11 30 Sun Thurs

Noon till Mldnlgtit FrI k Sal

586-4837

lO^
cJ^^^^

-.\

\y,r
!^-'

* * ¥ » » ¥ ^

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥
¥
¥1
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Who's self-righteous now?
South Africa ia a time bomb that's ticking. Two hundred people have

been killed in protests there in the past nine months, according to govern-

ment sources-300 according to non-government sources reported in the

New York Txtms.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, in his report on South Africa and the

American student delivered to last week's Faculty Senate meeting and par-

tially reprinted in Friday's Collegian, calls for students to do more than just

call for divestment. He calls for students to devote part of their lives to

working for change in ways that help rememdy the situation. We agree

with him and applaud his concern. We realize that divestment is an easy

issue, requiring only vocal assent and little, if any, self-sacrifice. Yet, easy

or hard, divestment is, most importantly, right.

It is, as the chancellor calls it, "institutional witness which express(es)

our condemnation of the system of apartheid." But we do not, as the

chancellor writes, "entertain the illusion" that the South African govern-

ment will be brought down as a result of our actions. In fact we are at a loss

to discover just who the chancellor believes is so deluded.

We realize that if the University, in fact if all universities, were to sell

their stock in companies that do business in or with South Africa, somebody

else will buy it. Likewise, we do not expect the United SUtes government

to impose sanctions any time soon, because minerals available only from

South Africa are used in weapons production in this country.

We believe, simply, tlmt public pressure brought about by complete

divestment by institutions that wish to express their repugnance of the

racist South African government might shame the government into

reforms quicker than if little or no pressure is brought to bear.

The question is, again in the words of the chancellor, "the definition and

degree" of divestment. If we accept the chancellor's and the University's

"widely accepted definition" of divestment, then we must also accept in-

vestment in South Africa. We believe that by accepting some investment in

South Africa, we implicitly approve of some apartheid. But some apartheid

is some racial segregation— it simply cannot be condoned or accepted, ex-

plicitly or implicitly. Our cries of condemnation and repugnance ring hollow

if we continue to allow our money to flow to South Africa. Therefore, we

must take steps to ensure that our actions reflect our words.

The chancellor writes tht recent suggestions advocating complete divest-

ment "seem to suggest that the University should have nothing to do with

South Africa." While doing little more than adding a bit of sophomoric

rhetoric to the debate, the chancellor is surprisingly close to our position.

We have already offered in this space alternative language Xn the present

"operate in" clause of the trustee document. The language offered is not

sacred. The point is it would cover disputed companies such as Foxboro Co.

and Bankers Trust Corp. We now offer two specific suggestions: First,

banks that continue to loan money to the private sector-such as Bankers

Trust and J.P. Morgan Co. Inc. -should not be acceptable investments

because many of these loans are to South African banks that then use the

money as they see fit. fundability in financier's terms. Second, companies

that deal directly with South African corporations should be excluded. Thus

Foxboro Co., which deals directly with a South African international

representative, would be excluded. While Procter & Gamble, which licenses

the manufacture and distribution of pharmaceuticals by a third party,

which then distributes them in South Africa, would be acceptable.

We believe the chancellor to be a reasonable man. We agree that

demands made by protesters last Wednesday, that the University sell its

stock in the four disputed corporations immediately, were unreasonable.

But we believe that the trustees should act on the matter before their next

meeting, May 28. If poet Dennis Brutus is to speak at commencement, we

believe the issue should be resolved before then.

Finally, we ask that the chancellor take his own words to heart and avoid

that which much of his statement was given to. "moral posturing, self-

righteousness, facile condemnation of the motives of others and moral in-

timidation." We agree that "such attitudes make no positive contribution

to the struggle." If the chancellor desires more from his students, he might

offer more himself. We are sure he can do better.

ljn»i^ned editorials rejlect the majority opinion of the Collegian Board of

Editors. -i

OPINION
- ^ .1 ^,,,at r>f c*flOOn>5t anJ dO not nacessanly reflect

The op.n.ons on th.s page a-e those ot the .ndw.duai ^^e' o- ca^too

the v«ws o« the Colk§m» o. the Un.vers.tv unless other«^.se noted

Cham8^i?uin i?^rjRNS m*^ of<wuNY, i^fi?

Investment aids apartheid

With President Reagan's visit

to Bitburg. Germany and the an

niversar> of World War II in

the news, it is important to remember that

the Republic of South Africa is the only

country in this centurj U) adopt the

ideology of Nazi Germany in its legal

statutes. The leaders of the South African

Nationalist Party, some avowed Nazis

themselves, were deeply committed to the

principles of fascism and thus, im-

plemented the doctrine of white

supremacy. Under this nmndate. a matrix

of laws forbids the black majority U) walk,

talk, sleep, gather and simply be in areas

which are for "blankes" (whiles) only. As a

young girl in South Africa, 1 remember see

ing the big army truck pass by our house

every afternoon, packed with blacks who

had been picked up for some violation of

the pass law. Blacks are <Minvicted of

crimes under this law simply because of

their color.

In 1948, South Africa legalized its

30-year practice of racial segregation and

oppression by adopting the iK)licy of af)ar

theid. Blacks were then secured as a cheaf>

migrant labor force, subservient to the

white ruling elite. Three million blacks

have been hauled to "resettlement"

camps. Although they constitute 72 per-

cent of the population, they are restricted

to 13 percent of the land.

It is undersU>od by both American cor-

porations invested in South Africa and the

government itself that the $2.5 billion in in-

vestments help to maintain whit*> rule and

provide little more than a trickle-down

value for blacks. If divestment would hurt

blacks more than whites, as some claim,

then why has the regime made it an indic-

table offense to support divestment? In his

own words, former South African Prime

Minister J.B. Vorster has said that. "Each

\)&nk loan, each investment is another brick

in the wall of our continued existence."

Despite this stern statement, there are

some who still entertain the illusion that

corporations facilitate social change. As

Citicorp of New York, the largest lender to

South Africa has stated, the company "can

Meredith Carlson

survive only if we are successful in

demonstrating to the local authorities that

our presence is useful to them." In reality,

investments have not brought about ma
jority rule or nwide the |)olitical and

economic infrastructure more equitable.

Divestment is a non-\iolent way of

dismantling apartheid and can only lead to

positive change. It seems therefore '--.—

that institutions of higher learning >

UMass. should encourage this moverrwni.

History has shown in Zi '
• e that

economic sanctions, b' . s and

divestments are instrumental in bnnging

about fundamental change. It was only five

years ago that neighboring Zimbabwe gain-

ed its independence, even with Rhodesia's

Ian Smith claiming. "Black rule, not for

1.000 years."

Students play an imp»»rtant role in the

struggle to abolish apartheid. Unlike in

South Africa, where protest is illegal, in

the U.S it is traditional. The students at

UMass and across the country are among a

diverse majority, who are becoming acute

ly aware of the situation in South Africa

and the need to divest. As the become

aware, they act. as demonstrated by the re-

cent protests on this campus and others.

However, it should be jK»inted out that on

other campuses, arrest has not been the on

ly reaction tf» student pn)test. For exam

pie. at Columbia University, authorities

sought a court injunction to disband the

protest. This gave students an opportunity

to respond to the issue, rather than the

charge. It seems to me more pniductive for

UMass authorities to seek dialogue and

debate over the underlying issues, rather

than invoking the sanctions of the criminal

law. In the interests ot the University and

student community, 1 wonder if Chancellor

Duffey would be willing to participate in an

open debate on this issue. There are

numerous prominent people willing to

debate the issue.

Meredith CarUon is a resident of

Amherst.

RandomNotes
Abortion and 'convenience'

Trying to keep track of

the liberal justification for

abortion can be challenging.

The basic liberal position

hasn't changed, but its

arguments have a

chameleon-like quality. As

writer James Sobran has

pointed out, they have

argued at various times that

nobody can know when life

begins, that the issue is

essentially religious, that

the fetus is merely a part of

the mother's body, and so

on. When any of the*

assertions is refuted, he

notes, they never reconsider

their position; they merely

find a new prop for their pet

issue.

He has a point. Is the

liberal stand on this issue

open to reason, or is it a

matter of faith on their

part?

Liberal fervor for abor-

tion does seem to be less

than reasonable. If a court

is given sufficient reason to

believe that new evidence

might vindicate a defen-

dant, judgment is stayed un-

til that evidence can be

evaluated. However, in the

face of mounting evidence

that a fetus is a human in-

dividual, the pro-choice line

grows ever more adamant.
Here is a case in point. In

the early 19608, Dr. Ber-

nard Nathanson founded
the National Abortion
Rights Action League

(NARAL) with Betty
Friedan, Carol Greitzer and

Lawrence Lader. NARAL
was the pioneer group for

abortion, pressing the un-

popular position into na-

tional debate. After the

iy73 Roe V8. Wade decision,

Nathanson performed or

supervised some 75,000
abortions. He was one of the

first involved in fetology

(the study of the fetus).

eventually heading up a ma-

jor fetology clinic. Nathan-

son is not a religious man,

and yet today he refuses to

perform abortions, and ac-

tively campaigns against

them. Through the use of

new technologies, he says, it

became "unmistakably, in-

eradicably, incontestably

clear that the fetus thinks,

breathes, feels, listens,

hears, makes attempts to

communicate, can
distinguish between sounds

and music, urinates,

defecates and sleeps on cer-

tain very predictable

periodic cycles of activity."

It is also viable at earlier

and earlier ages with the

technology we've been
developing, he says.

Other "experts" in the

fields of gynocology and

obstetrics have said that

they are "unaware" that a

fetus can feel pain.

However, as Nathanson

points out, abortion is a

multi-million dollar industry

now. It would not be pro-

fitable for them to say

anything else.

The compelling question

facing the abortion clan is

this: what, if anything,

would cause you to recon-

sider your position on abor-

tion? Daily it becomes more

obvious that compassion for

women is not the real issue,

or there would be compas-

sion for the child. The real

issue is that babies aren't

"convenient."

The needs of others are

seldom convenient.
Liberals, of all people,

should understand that.

Rusty Denton is a Col-

legian columnitl.
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Questions about

BOG and beer
Coors is good. Coors is bad. Well, that's for you to

decide. Let's take a minute to look at the questions at hand

in he "Coors ban controversy." Where did it come from?

W^y is it here? And exactly what questions should we be

asking? Some ask whether Coors Beer should be sold on

campus, suggesting that it is discordant with the mission

and purposes of the University. Others agitate that the

student governing board of the Campus Center has

overstepped its authority in making its decision to recom-

mend the discontinuance of the sale of Coors in the CC/SU

complex. The two parts of this "question "
deserve

separate consideration.

The decision-making process by which the Board of

Governors operates is based upon the same republican

democracy under which our federal government operates.

Representatives are elected to a decision making body.

They research issues which concern their constituents,

and to make decisions which best serve the interests of

their constituents. The Ijeauty of this system is the effi-

ciency and sensitivity through which it is able to accurate-

ly address the concerns of the populace.

The BOG was presented with Iwth sides of the Coors

Beer issue, and in two separate meetings it voted (by a

wide majority) U) recommend the discontinuation of the

sale of Coors Beer in the CC/SU complex. The decision

was made in light of the c<.»mpari8on t>f facts, evaluateil in

terms of the purpose of this University. It was not a hasty

decision. The individual members of the BOG, lK>th

undergraduate and graduate students alike, know and

resjject the gtKxl name of the University in considering the

human scale of things, and applaud its pn>gTe88ive edge in

gupj»orting the righus of individuals and groups to freely

hold diverse beliefs and practices.

The BOG has the constitutional authority and obligation

In pn)ieci and prt>m(»te s^dent interests in the Campus

Cenu-r/Student Union complex. The BOG membership

feels strongly about the implkations of its decision-and

believes that its decision best supports the mission of the

University and the best interests of the student body.

Even more, the BOG believes that if all its constituency

had the opportunity to review the issues and facts, as the

BOG has over an extended period, it too would by a similar

majority make the same decision.

The referendum question does not ask about the Coors

issue per se. but whether the B(X; members "overst**pped

their bounds" by making their decision. Clearly, they did

not. The BOG recommended that the CC/SU stop being a

marketplace for this product; following that, the ad

ministration acted on the board's recommendation.

The true issue is not whether the BOG has overst«pp»Hi

its boundaries, but the more basic question of whether

Coors Beer should be eligible for marketing in the CC/SU

complex. In an effort to bnng an understanding of its deci

»on to as many students as possible, the BCKl organized

an open student forum on Monday. After the announce-

ment of this campus forum, today's referendum was

organized by the Students for Government by Referen

dum. This direct vote is not addressing the true issue of

concern: whether the sale of Coors Beer in the CC/SU is

actually in the best interests of the students at this Univer

sity- rather it is questioning the legitimacy of the Board

of Governors as an agent for representative democracy.

The "Coors question " has become side-stepped, and there

is an "informational sideshow" on the concourse.

It is blatant deception to ask whether the B(Ki has over-

stepped its bounds. The answer is no. Both legally and im-

plicitly, the BOG has the authority and responsibility to

try and safeguard student rights and interests in its

sphere of campus governance.

Don't be deceived by another trick question. Support the

BtX; in making decisions. It's the board's job. You elected

them. Get the facts and make your own decision on Coors.

Come into the BOG office in Room 817 Campus Cent*'r

and let your views be known.

Barry Wray. James Shaw and Ginger Lavow are

members of the Board of Governors.
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Letters
Give a voice to Palestinians

Eleven Lsraeli athletes killed at the 1972 Munich Olym

pics Scores of bombings on civilian buses and in

marketplaces in Jewish towns and cities. Twenty-two

school children murdered during the 1974 Ma'alot. Israel

massacre. Who was responsible for all of these senseless

acts of violence? The Palestinian Liberation Organization.

Last Saturday, the Third Worid Women's Task Force

of the Everywoman's Center sponsored PLO member

Somalia Barghouti to discuss the conditions of Palestinmn

women in Israel. The Third Worid Caucus and SCERA

both supported her visit. Ugally. these campus groups

may have the right to promote any speaker they choose,

but morally they have displayed a severe lack of respon-

sibUity The allotment of $200 of student funds to this

woman will continue to finance the PLO's reign of terror

in the Middle East. Why didn't these groups simply obtain

a non-PLO Palestinian to talk here? As a result, the Third

Worid Women's Task Force, the Third World Caucus and

SCERA have dimished their own statuses as legitimate,

reputable student organizations.

The PLO is a splintered terrorist group which does not,

contrary to popular belief, represent all Palest^mans. just

as activist Meir Kahane is not a reflection of the opinions

of most Jews. Let's give the Palestinians a voice on this

campus...not the PLO. ^^^ ^^^
. .(.f, ,,,;

Northeast

A few thoughts from an insider
In reference U) the controversy surrounding the

Adolph Coors Company and a recent decision to hold a

campus wide referendum c<»ncerning the Ct»ors on cam

pus vote. I would like U) submit a few facts abixit the

company as witnessed from first hand exf>erience-I

work f«)r C<»ors.

When 60 Minutes visited the Adolph Coors Company m
1982 to investigate AFLCIO allegati<»ns against the

company, they found none of the charges U) be true.

What 60 Minutes found was a company that respects its

employees and offers exemplary salaries and IjenefiUs.

(Although I graduated from Michigan State in 1980 and

have help a c<.uple (»f "professional positions" with well

known companies, it is only now as a Coors employee

that 1 have the opfH)rtunity U) finally shoot for the

growth I need within the business c<»mmunity.) Yes. the

beer industry has traditionally been a male-dominat^l

business, but' in New England as in the rest of the natif)n.

C«x)r8 has taken decisive steps to increase the numl»er of

women at the company.

In 1986. women compri.seii approximately 1 1 jxTcent

of the total workf(»rce. and m 19H4 they made up more

than *^1 fiercenl of the total number <»f employees. Coors

has also increased minority repres»'ntation U> 14 percent

of its total workforce-an amount that us comparable

with minority employment among breweries. Cutting

quick the allegatums c-onceming the misuse of f)olygraph

tests, the tesU; are administere<i by a company con

tracteii to give the test U) any potential employee,

however m» questions regarding sexual preference are

given and C(M»rs is one of more than 40 companies that

requires such a t^st.

It's your choice...Today, the whole student body will be

given a chance t*) express its own choice on the C^wrs

issue There is cleariy m<.re at stake in this vote than giv-

ing Coors another shot in the campus pub The larger

issue centers on the imjx.rtance of informed representa-

ti«.n not just in college elections, but in any election. Ac

tually the "Ciwrs on campus" has l)een a go«Kl exercise

for ajiyone concerneii with the basic leneLs of a

democratic system. In conclusion. I wish all of you sue

cess in the up and coming referendum-a success that

depicts a clearly defined voter's choice.

Kathy A Crmtinn i.s the Assistant Area SaUs Manager

f'tr the Coors Nm- Knglnnd IHiisum.

The truth about Coors

Recently, the Bt»ard of Governors passed a motion sug

gesting to the director of the Campus Center that the sale

of Coors beer in the Blue Wall be discontinued. Since then,

Coors has become an issue of much concern on this cam-

pus. Unfortunately, it has also been an i.ssue of much c«)n

fusion. The student jK)pulation should 1* knowledgeable of

the reas<»ns why C(K)rs is being t>oycotted nationwide, and

why the BOG decided against Co«)rs.

The Coors Company has for years used unfair and illegal

labor practices.

In the past 20 vears, Coors has destroyed 19 unions of

its workers. In 1969, the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC) charged Coors with unlawfjil

employment practices against Chicanos and blacks In

1977 Coors settled out of court with the EEOC on a

discrimination suit. In 1970. the Colorado Civil Rights

Commis.sion found Coors guilty of racial discrimination.

Coors distributors have historically been forced by ( (H)rs

to employ scab labor in the event of a strike.

In 1977. Brewers Local 366 strjck the Coors Brewery

over human dignity issues. These issues included forced lie

detector tests and search and seizure by the company's

private police force. After 18 months, a decertification

election was held. Striking workers were not allowed to

vote and the union was decertified. These is.sues that forc-

ed the strike still exist.

It is for these reasons that the BOG, your elected

representatives, suggested Coors not be sold. We, of the

University Democrats, hope that you see these labor prac-

tices for what they are, illegal and immoral. We hope you

utilize your freedom of choice in a unified boycott of Coors

beer. We also hope that you keep these facts in mind when

you vote on the referendum today.

M. Lynne Murphy
David Digan

University Democrats

Columnist causes deception

In response to Peter Dow's column, "Leftist deception

all around us," where are the facts? For the first time the

Nicaraguans have a government which is truly working

for them and has produced tangible results. Land is being

distributed to peasants with government assistance, il-

literacy has been reduced from 52 percent to 13 percent.

Malaria has been wiped out and diarrhea has been dropped

from the number one cause of infant mortality to number

six. . . . i

His "facts" are that the Sandinistas disregard basic

human rghts as can lie seen through their treatment of

the Indians. But brutal violence is something that is not

foreign to Nicaraguans.

Do^ Dow remember a family call the Somi»7.as who ml

ed Nicaragua in a ti.talitarian regime not supp<.rte<l by tiie

Nicaraguans^ The U.S. provided Somoza with the military

means to stay in w.wer when all of Nicaragua was being

brutAlized C'onverselv. when 12 percent of the population

(Indians) suffers a degree of oppression we arm in-

surgents and apply economic pressure on the Nicaraguan

government.

The basis of his oppression argument relied on the plight

of the various Indian groups in Nicaragua. Last week the

New York Timfis reported that Bnv>klyn Rivera, leader of

the Misurasata faction signe«l a ceasefire with the San-

dinistas who admitted that their treatment of the

Nicaraguan Indians was morally wrong and hanod on

cultural mi.sunderstandings. All 5() Indians in jail for

fighting were released and most of the Indian demands

short of total autonomy were l»eing met.

Equally disturbing when compared to his outdat«Hl facts

and theoretical dogma, is Dow's use of blatant lies. He

confuses the MI-24 Hind helicopters which he says are us-

ed for the "frequent devastation of Indian cn)ps. livestock

and life" with American UH-1 helicopters which are being

used for the same purpose in both Guatemala and ¥..

Salvador. The MI-24 has in fact not seen air service as of

yet

Dow also attempted his frequent charge of communisi.i

on a Great Decisions radio show in Apnl and Professt r

James Der Derian of the political science department ask-

ed him to do st)me more homework on the situation. Dow

was also not allowed to continue as the professor felt that

people listening Ui public radio should not be subjected to

such ridiculous, unresearched assertions. So instead Dow

continually offers the same theories in print.

Also how can Dow blame the leftists who are fighting

against any U.S. interference in Nicaragua »f >he L\S

government chooses to intervene. His premise that U.S.

intervention in Nicaragua is even more likely now that

contra funding has been denied by Congress is easily seen

as false by a congressional report issued by Reagan. In the

report Reagan detailed a plan in which the contra forces

would be expanded to 35.000 soldiers. If they could not ac-

complish their task then U.S intervention would have to be

explored. .

Dow is the cause of deception for many people who

choose to allow his misguided columns to influence their

views on Central America.

KariSchienc
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On Monday the Coors Company showed

its real colors by declining to participate in

a public forum so that U-Mass students

could make an educated vote in todays

Referenda Election.

They showed the same respect they show

their workers - NONE.

Please join with the following

organizations and say no to

Coors!

i

National Organization for Women

United States Student Association

AFL-CIO

National Education Association

Vote to Support

the BOG Decision

Paid for by the Mass. AFL-CIO

I

i

C.P. Shad<-

13 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

48 Main Street

Brattleboro, VT 06301

SPRING CONCERT

Johnny Copeland

EMiot Easton

SUNDAY, MAY 12, 1985
Help us preserve our environment

- clean up your mess-trash bags

will be provided as will redemp-

tion centers for cans.

In approaching Spring Concert

this weekend, UPC Productions

finds it essential to ask for your

understanding in observing the

following requets. For a safe and

fun weekend, please:

No kegs

No glass bottles

No audio or video devices

No beer balls

Don't jump in the pond

Look both ways and cross at

designated crossings

No large coolers (those with

more than 1 case of 12 oz

can capacity

No exotic animals

Valid student IDs will be

required for entrance

Watch out for Mr Sun and when

Ms Nature calls, Johnnys will be

on the spot.

Tune into radio WMUA for

weather details. Rain location

Fine Arts Center Hall.

Thank you UMass for making UPC number one in college concerts.

FAG
SUMMER JOB

MANY
OPENINGS!

Evening security workers/ushers

wanted for Bright Moments Jazz Con-

certs on July 18, 25, and August 1 for

aprox. 5-6 hours/shift. (Limited

number of additional hours available

also) UMass students returning in Fall

only. Work study preferred but not re-

quired. Fine Arts Centert is an AA/EO
employer. Description and applications

available at 207 Hasbrouck thru Friday

May 10.

rd die if I didn't

read the Collegian

every day!

^O">i\^^
b^

o\

TRUCKS OR
CARGO VANS

AUTO &
PASSENGER VANS

also available

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

PIONeeR Boston/
KPA 200, C704 Speakers

$199, INSTALLED in most
cars.

*

* antennae not included

Sound&Mu^
90-92 King St IRteSI. Nofthampton-Mon-Sat ^0-5 30.Thu-til 9

VIS# MastefCard Amefican Express • Fwwnciog Available • 584 9547

Early Bird Specials
Served 4:30-6:00 pm every day including weekends

This week choose from:

* Broiled Scrod
in lemon butter

•Stuffed Turkey Breast
with cranberr>' sauce

•Fried Chicken & Spaghetti

•Calves Liver, Bacon & Onions

Beef Stroganoff
All specials inlcude potato, choice of salad or vegetables, french bread &

butter, homemade dessert, and coffee or tea.

Full Menu is also available

University Drive, Amherst

$5.'95

HWMiniMllllllD'llI'M iiiiiliiili iliiilP lltlllllllllMDM y«MiMi|«Mtti#iiM)i II 1 1 1 1 1 m.i Ml M III 1 1 1 II . 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 li 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 u»'mmm t imm<tm i »w nnninun^

I * VOTE *
in the

SQA REFERENDA QUESTIONS
* Today * * Today *

Cast your ballots in the following locations:

Franklin D.C. - Orchard Hill & Central Residences

12 pm -2 pm 4 pm -6 pm

Worcester D.C. - Northeast €r Sylvan Residences

12 pm -2 pm 4 pm -6 pm

Berkshire D.C. - Washington, JA, JQA, Patterson

MacKlmmIe, Cance, Plerpont Cr Moore Residences

12 pm - 2 pm 4 pm - 6 pm

Hampshire D.C. - Coolidge, Kennedy, Thoreau, James

Melville, Emerson, Crampton, & Prince Residences

12 pm -2 pm 4 pm -6 pm

All Commuters £r Greek Area Residences

Vote in the Hatch
12 pm - 4 pm

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
,

—-—.»«.«».»—.^«. -".- « - " - ''"'•"" -«...-.«-«-««——-""-*
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Tech Fi's loss
is your gam

Parasound Eq25

Dual 5 band

Graphic Equalizer

* «

»

i •
• «

I

$129.99 value

$29.95!!!

SAVE $100.00
The cheapest way to improve your

stereo system

NIKKO SPECTACULAR
SYSTEM SPECIAL

Nikko 35 watt/ch Amplifier

Nikko belt drive semiauto

Turntable w/ magnetic
elliptical cartridge

Nikko MXS 2 way Speakers

AN INCREDIBLE^^
VALUE at $169.95

$2
Cassette Tape Deck

SPECTACULAR
Dolby cassette decks from $49.95

$299.95 value

Nikko Dolby B-C with

Music Search

$119.95

^ »-,

all items similar to illustrations

Go CORDLESS!
Fantastic savings on ttiese

cordless tebptiones!

TECHNIDYNE TRIO PHONE
a $165 value NOW $29^5

TECHNIDYNE GO PHONE
coftless telephone

HOVi M9^^

PACER 7800
extended range

cortless telephone

a $240 value

NOW $39»5
5: IH

Ut&^y iHiiukeds of otl^ incretUile values!

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St. Amiierst 253-3100

all items limited quantity and subject to pnor sale/not responsible for typographical etrors

Thursday, May 9, 1985'

DOONESBURY
By Garry Trudeau

yOUKMmMLUe.AFJBl.
AiLimme.ismicAftT

TeUimABOUTfT,MM.I

NDI

I

AHPPl61»IS.fHl5TPfff Apfi. _^ ^, 6UiS!
POU^fNAPm MLueFi-
A eOLFCDUKt, f4AiU SOT
MAN.eoneuK. apwap6!
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GORDY By Gorde

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

Hej YCttsVie, good ^jcJiVj,

^<X<f\aC€CK

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and Brien

t^SCflLAToR . . «

SG A ??

Rats
Dowr TATE T>ft ATHUVC

euO«rrcoTS so BAD

AIMTTWE OWLY SPORT

you CAN P»J»y.THeR6$

A 6oor r«j< N Ty OTMeft

'

you couu>

By Congo

PUFF By Robert Steele

LUNCH:
American Chop Suey

Pishburger on RoQ

BASICS LUNCH:
Boursin and Sprout Sandwich

Soybean, Com, Tomato Casserole

DINNER:
Baked Chicken/Supreme Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER:
Wen Carrot Bake with Whit« Sauce

Baked Chicken/Supreme Sauce

C3

s
d
3
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e
3

§
3

3
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Attention

all artists
If you know how to draw and think Toa have a •*••

of humor, the Colleguin is acceptinR submissions for

daily comic stripe for next fall. Entries should be in

black ink on plain white paper or poeterboard; 10

stnps minimum should be submitted to Anne MK rory

in the newsroom. 113 Campus Center, by May 15. All

types of stripe encouraged. Lend your humor and ar-

tistic talent to the paffee of New EngUnd s larfest

coUegc daily today!

Weather

Today, it's going to be a real nice one with

sunny skies and miWer temps in the TOs.

Tonight, it will be clear with lows between

45 and 50. On Fnday. expect more of the

same but it's going to be much warmer

out with highs in the mid SOs Time Xa

skip the claaaes and get your bathing suita

out

Editors note: Bloom County will most likely

not appear this week because the Collegian has

not received the strips. lU absence is not due to

cen.or^hip. The Collegian is investigating the

SUtus of the contract and we regret any in-

convenience to our readers.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 County in

lr«t«nd

S Pro««rt>s and
majiima

10 Nova
14 SW«
15 E»au » ««»•

16 Modal
17 Dart"

IS StfonQa*notK>n

19 Tfsnl Ri»«»

taadar

20 Vouth

21 Yaarn

22 Gat>r>ai ag
23 Port

iHurninations

26 Scat'

29 Ancaato* of

David Ganasis

30 Kitct>an

an>iaa)on

31 Irrltata

33 Sonoaboda
30 Court nama ol

tama
37 PtgtaM

30 Actraaa Scaia

atai

39 Author
Oaigtiton

40 Marry Christ

ma»
41 tyrica'

oMaringa

42 Mambar of ina

wadding
44 Chaap cigar

45 Easygoing

49 Slangy suffixaa

50 Anappla

51 Suitcaaa

55 RanKoof Mill

Straat Biuaa

56 Pamela
57 Dulchtraal

56 Hathaway
59 Wrongdoar to

a cop
60 ThaOE2
61 Outtitt

02 Paw matanais

63 alia

DOWN
1 Turn off

2 Smooth
braathing

I'.diled b>

3 Ha Lat

4 Song from

Dvorak •

Symphony
from tha Naw
VWortd

5 Qianta' Hail

of Fama»
6 Tula in India

7 Harsaysbaii

town
8 Jack and Jill •

burdan
9 Haggard novai

10 Light caka

11 Mardtimas
12 Raaourca

13 Craai

contants

21 B«fore9«ntor

*ant

22 Fandar.ona
Ranauit

24 Sayings

25 Oaparted

26 Boai buckat

27 A Gardner

26 .gooa'

31 Saa'ood fancier

32 Actor Lindan

I rMd« Mkhd Jarfc

34 ThaGi*»a<

tha

35 Actual b«<ng

37 Wo»d in a

Milnatitla

38 Ntcawofk'

40 Tyfcas

41 JaannadArc
Abbr

43 schotar

44 Porkarsptaca

45 Hur>oarian

compoaar

46 Tehran naltv*

47 IWoraMp

48 Highwav a«ns

52 Utiar a

lltllMl

53 ttia

54 Young aalmon

56 Ola addraaa

57 Tha Italian

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZ2LE

Bun uuabi ULiutiu

BuBB UUUitllJBWtl
uuuuu Liuiiuiiy
OUuS LIUU UUliUlibJ

uBlJUULl JUJUliU
ULlUJliUUliU UUIiUI ^ .
UUU UUU UDlLHinU^
uiyouuuuLiuju uunu
E|AISlE|D BiE|*|' 1*^' ltl"iw

CI«MUa«i
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Order Now And Save: Fine A rts Center '85- '86 Season

Where else but at UMass could you...

4(1 see a Broadway musicalfor $8. 75?

^ hear the celebrated Cleveland Orchestra or experience

the incredible Mummenschanzfor only $7.00?

w-r take a date to the Toshiko Akiyoshi Jazz Orchestra and

'Instillpay under $10.00?

The Fine Arts Center offers you 30% off your already

half-priced subscription to "A Choice Season".

Order before July 1 and SAVE 30%!

ORDER FORM
For 5-College Students

It's So Easy

1

All programs and dates

subject to change.
< 111

Slalc /i

Choose one of the

4 Headliners

• Qeveland Orchestra

k Nikolais Dance Theatre

if Mummenschanz

if 42nd Street

2

3

Then choose at least

3 others from the remaining

events (no maximum).

\dd up your total

amount and then simply

jeduct30%.

To place phone
order, call today

545-2511

DATK WIS]
PRK K RAN(,F \

,^ ^ 1 1 1 1
fm. - * 1

PRK K RAN(.K B
? s -

l«n. ,- I

Total

Price

12 «» (lt>H ^NHORCJU^TRX S'l S!i' Si« s^

: 10 NIMH M> l)\V(» IHtMKt Sl^ s< Si4 s

2 25 MIMMJNXH^N/ v!" Si' \;> s^

2 2ft MlMMtN>»(H^N/ ^:i' Si' v;« Sv

5ft 42M)MKHI MMIvn \2< s\:'" $:• v^ '-

> ft 42M)NrR»rT t\fMN(. \2" >;:«- M- SI! ^'i

g 2v MHSI^OIJ S2o SIO Si" Sv

lU 16 (IIBIRN (OMPHITION \MSSIR S6 S'

10
] BAllU TAPl <>A SlH s«^ Sift s«

10 20 tHINtSt MAGK RlMf Sl^ s** sift SH

II 4 ORCHtSTRf Dt lASUSSF R()St\Sl)( SI" S'^ sift S8

ii i: M^Rl^^ m.Partusd SI3 Sft Ml Sll S< Mi

II 14 ASPtN NMNDQl IMtT S6 S'

11 r MABOL MINES- C 01 D HARBOR S12 S6 sin S^

II 20 GREOO SMITH SIViRS Sl^
\- <(l SI 3 S6 50

11 22 JOFFREY II sift S8 S14 V

12 4 THE REAL THIV. S20 SIO S18 s**

12
"

JAZZ All STARS S13 Sft Ml Sll S< <0

1 31 SSO \MTH BARR> TUKVMll sr S'M) Si 3 S6 50

2/6 NATIONAl THEATER 01 THE DEAf SI8 S-^ SI6 S8

2 12 BEN HOI T. BARITONE S6 S'

: 21 SSO\MTH VlkTORlAMlllOVA Sl< S- Ml sn J6<0

2 28 GLARNERI WITH IVDIA ARTYM^ Sl< S' M.) sn 16 50

1 < CARNEGIE COMPETITION WINNER S6 S3

3 8 TOSHIKO AkYOSHI SI' S6 50 Sll S<50

3 10 Bill CRATTY DANCERS S12 S6 SIO S<

3 26 GREAT EXPECTATIONS S20 SIO S18 s**

4 6 BERIIN CHAMBER ORCHESTRA Sl^ S" 50 SI' S6 50

4 II MITCHELl RLFF Dl Sl^ 1 Sft^O Sll S^ ^0

V•ak? chfck, pavaolf lo FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE ^^^^^ '^^^^^

^ IF ORDERING BEFORE JLIY 1. DEDICT 30»^i

...,. .. >A..^r.M VISA *....„. . 'f ORDERING AFTER JILY 1. DEDUCT 20r.

xpirai ion Date _ .. TOTAL MINIS DISCOLNT

c

E

'm

\

Sipnaiure of Cardholder

*

Indergn'&<luate

Teaching Assistantships

The Department of Mathematics and

Statiatlci hires approximately 25 qualified

undergraduates each year to assist in large lec-

ture sections of such courses as Math 104, 106,

107, 120, 121, 127, 128, and Stat. 121 and 140.

UTA duties, which require about 10

hours/week, include conducting on your own

two discussion sections per week that involve

mainly explaining homework, quiz, and exam

problems. There are additional duties specified

by the Professor /Instructor. The salary for fall

1964 was $525/ semester. If you are a Math,

Science, or Engineering major with a strong

academic record, we invite you to apply. Ap-

I plication forms are available in the Mathematics

Department from Linda Foley (Room 1626B

GTW«).

HELP WANTED f

(summer)

3|C9|C)|C3|C 3|C J|C 3|C 3|C 3|C 3|C 3|C 3JC 3|C SJC 3|C JJt 3|C 3f 9|C9|C9|C9|C9K3|C9|(

* Work Study - Non Work Study J
•X- * ^^^^^ *

•X-

t Asst to the Speaker of the ^

•x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x^

•X-

Undergraduate Student Senate ^t

working around student issues ^

and assisting the Speaker main- ^
taining Senate. Apply 420 $
S.U.B. t

;oii^gimi 15

Valley Health Plan 1966-86

Our Tenth Yearl

Is Valley Health Plan for you? In 1985-86

VHP membership will continue to be 100%

paid by the Commonwealth. Why pay $400

a year? Compare the coverage, too. Ask

your friends. Talk it over at home. Don't let

this year's enrollment pass you by without

making a thoughtful choice.

NEW GREENFIELD HEALTH CENTERI

Sign up at Personnel Office by May 31
.
For

information, call VHP at 256-0151.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
iSoooir^hufsdav 8 45 3 45 • Fr.day 8 45 2 30 • Cash .n advance • 5 consecutive <1^ **^

• 10 connKTutive davs 10% discount • 15 consecmive days 15% discount » phone number h^

TH«««»»< *0t*nf tor t*!* in grMt thapt

M»ck coo 1 1 Kit "O oi* no dant* •* "

nafli • ttwoughowt b—nng to> dutcti

about MO m* car your* tomomxw Hy

MOO Ml SM^Otaivi

Urx »M40»

MITO K>M SALE

Latf* o««i kaawncnt k«d(oom in housa
South AmhafW on but rout* Occupy 6 1

wMt^ M ootion C«« W^Oat*

2 iMtfroom •wmm«< •wM«l w'taM •f*l*n
or t>u« routa iKWlaata Juna Im MS in

cKidaa avaryrtMng ttl^4tM

CalMiM VWa«a 2

iiaMliii Juna 1 Taiia ow
nonth cal Todd 263 7M3

Chaap S<)u»* VMa
mat ttf o(>tion Mfr4V72

H«MM 4 bt Amha««1 ar^m location 1 H rn

Inxn campu* ""' ^unar tiaui yard muat

•a*M»«327

tSOpar

on MWf Of TuTh from •»» i«ca<lani

pay Apply at ttia Co«agian Offtca room 1 13

Campua Cantar Muat >>»>/• • car

Amharat tamala* r<alping atdarty at n<gn<

Bltallat^ &4»fioab baiora n«

^atmara Wantad High <MgM Ml and

pan nma Eipananca omh laJaiancaa Sum
mar «»ork Cat) 2Se l^MO »• PM

houaa ir> Sundanaod tm mo Cat OK
Ca* DaMM an 3883

famala wantad to ahara a two k4rm apt

*i Toawfhouaa tt • on bua routa C*t Jwk

Uohlnt for 2 »»«N» amofcin* farwalaa to

a room m TowrWvxiaa Api ca*

lOST

tour-door rwH clu1c^ 'acar't tKa*

I iimaB 3»^

T% Ootffa Aa»an atatlon *>•£•"
autartwoc no ruai many now parta *iXD
2B»X>I

n^M^tamad raeaf«y inwaeiid. mocftaniMi

•yaound HMO M»1>0
lan Toyou CoroMa aaoaflam c»r<d , »
rr^tg AC 1000 or BO MIka M»«>73

Hooma Colo<««ai Nomoo %
Urav Juna May M M»««7

" apt haa
cA>aa to campua Amharai Cantar fm op
Bon 293 22M

II Chowatta now TKrtor radiator fuai puw*
ttraa *>oc«n »2000 ottar Sdft-Un

7T Ford LTO auto trana

•rm ca« Sta()^ M»WM

1 kodroon
Juna lai caM &M i4i»

•rtttany Mortar a»artmar>t anoiabla Juna
lat no aummar aubtai iia[ aaaarr ca«
Carobna 29»«>«3

Sumifiar a^iMot with foN option two
bodroom apartmant w> Northwood Vanf
quN* and vary rhaap Ham 300 par month,
vary nagotiaWa CMMMIM
twmmar twMM/Nfl Oj ilaii nioo houaa
on Batchartown Nd btia doaa to town
otoaa to compu* oW o< North Whunoy ca*
nytwna 2fi^loao aali Itir arvyona ai honw
2Mlfl3B

Loot ot Dalanea on 4'M • dor* graay

wool coat haa ID m podiat i can t drtva or

go out If found ca* Miaa 2S6^-anB

BrowTt wallat wn^ poto aign ca* Oanrua

MB fiOTO or MeMM importani

Brown woMot loai naar ^to<thaaal o> Can
trai na* lOa m it w<* ba aatramaty gratafui

120 raward Tommy Laa MB nM
Loot groan lachat w Waatyvood on back

I ca* Bath at Me etc vary wntiman

Wowmon Cantor loot March gold

M»«KM

Ono or two poopio Imilo or lamMM thara

Brmar>y Manor two badroom tat IM
2S3 2140 Rob

2 paopla worMod tor

Sundortand Naw^ ra dona apoitmoni on

bua routa awimmmf pool cM Oawm
anynma M&BB34

laho(t«««n«diMd for Juna '

Swimmra and fiahmg Pat*

atorrod XQ '

r tan caaa Sctitt !

MIKt outCN

I wMnt n^ ^adt^ antp bocb a
nvorw aaaa Mka ta« han to gat it to CoiMn

MOOcdBI

.^. ._ I 100000

aid'unanoo Uraa wtd botiai y Mmo
ti40 Pat MB-7l«3

ing

but

I H CMMda Aim 2 I

Ihraa paopla 4B mor«th wAidaautirtiaa
laaaa Juna i to Juna I co* ttb-JVH kaap

MOTONCVCLIB

1M1 Vamoha MO a>c«
claaranca pncad t7M 00

fcanda247 6IM

0«

Noommataa naodad tor aummar m Bran

dywma ca* paui MBOM?
Looklrtg for or«a or two famala* to tf<ara

a room m a ty»o badroom apt m Craatnian

l«orth Amharoi naar Piaaidantiai Apta ptaaaa

cM vatfw> SM^aOB ahar 4 00

Swmmar In Hyorwtia 2 roommatea wantad

tc houaa ngfit naar baac^ WOO trv aaaa(H<

CM MB 6241 tor mora mfo

Two poopla yvontod to it<»i* larga 'oom m
fu*y fumahad Townahouaa apt rnaMa or

Taiiialaa Juna t ttwu fa* ca* Amy or

Stacav MB 4016

1 famala. 1 mala non amoking roomntota*

wantad n quiat claan Brmany apartmant

IB 7407 MIka 2M CMS

I Mrm apt In hauaa naar town chain

Juna 1 ona douWa room avariatKa for fa* en*

Sua 6M04a3 Kna 6M«iei

Bwmmar auWot 3 kodreem lownhout'O

apt at Ro«>na Graon lurniahad ram

raaaonatXa iWOaOB Oaa

L^ « bdrm apt avaHoMa lor aummar coii

jaiiiar 1 acroaa trixr> Puffton rani r>ag ci-ii

Cokr^&«at47

Swmmar auWot fully furn»ahad «o»r«

Grawt townhouaa 2 badrm 2 bath AC ppd
rant nagotlobla ca* Joa 263 7266

2 fcdnn apt * m. lo campua lurniar»ad A(

porch rant rwgotiatila ca* 6M TTBi

PMtnlaliod 2 bdrm apt AC pool cabia TV

or bua routa rant nagutiabka cM ua«a

BB6 71B6

3 bodroom Puttton apt pnca nagoliab a

I fa* opt ca* 6M0CBbonM 6B

Larga Amharat Heuoo txa yard fudy fu-

i«t>ad 2 bodrooma UBO 2W IMD

1 badraam In 3 bodroom apartmant ftBO

a month tad opt»on yvalklng diatartca to

cantar of Northampton cad MB TBS*

St

2 b«»ma a*0* m 3 bdrm Northwood apt ful

ty furnahad bua pool laundry rant nag

BBB 7«1S

Spactmra dM nn Ivfa houaa on Mam St

«

buaatop 41SO mo 263 M13

SKoro room In amall houaa naar

Southwaai rant nagoahatM B* MB 4SH

2 badraow Biandywirta apt fu»y fumrah

adca«6Ml302
dHng Oraan townnouaa

apt with AC cabia ckahwa^wi

,
2 bath ariawarmg rnaOww

t126 00«n^'mo tlOBOOdbl mo 263 7S24

VMth faB option »3S0 mo Ckfta-la Apan

mania Blb4B7B

2 fomoloa to auMot daubU badreamj
r

^ma liiiil *< Amharai 4100 • morMh cM
C«al6M1232

Ml option apoclowa aportr»»ont

*» loachoot or

lorga room In houaa or

Amhorat to •r»ara with ona ott>ar for kurr

mar wtth poaadJta fa* option ca* 2eB«162

•UMBMMtUSlfT
WITH FALL OTTION

Houaa ad|acant to compwa »i*r fumah

ad wa^ar *yar haat incfudad Cad Aaron

o. Stava MBB041

bdrm Cktfvda
Ca*

IB Hondo CB MB Vory dapandaMa Graat

d^apa now Chan wnh halmol' 1600
6Mn2e

K>M SALt
Hortda MO ISTVruna «ary wM, aPtirtg

motor 4360 323 7SB2

Two roommotoa wrontod to khora fum«h

ad apt m Amharai for aurwamr w fa* optior

CM 263 303B

I to #>*ro ^t^fton

1 CM •BB4117
room

W71 Oodt* 6^ >»»I"B*' I* "**'

Ika k top vary rotoHa vahKta ca*

runa

M*a

Mtl Otovotto 4 apd AM'FM'ca. »
oM aak 43000 nagot ca* 6*B«1BB

««gina
AM H

no ruat am
71700 MT At PS PS roof

I alarao racandy lunad oi'

•1400 B

m Impala good tend (391 cM Jaff

S4B4B07 lata avamnga

itn Oda Ctfttoaa 3B0 Nockal. gr«« eon

(ttion many aktraa muat ba aaan ca* Tony

.rvaai6M1343

Toyota Cororta Oaluia IfTI MOO rakabta

iranaport ca* Johr 94B-B627

IffTI Volhawogon Bug oranga with

chroma runa graot 4B00 or BO cM B«
aS6 34«)

OakdTWiwant Homaa from 41 lu lopolrl A
lao daiinquani tan proparty Call

140B4B7B000 an GH MIS for mforrna

•on.

¥todiuf4ora Qrdot WW' A»
Unbaaiabia pnca* 6M 4440 avan

Aportmwtt fun of fumhura 5M 47BB ^
Mattraaa and Bo« and Frama Daapna

aannmantal valua muat ka* Ona yaar old.

aicaNant condition •IW nagotiaMa Ca*

SMr734 Andy

M Hondo runa graat only UOO t4B«1« av
10 1

MovwM wtar SAU

ki RTIBBO LTO nm Htm. bdlt.

chain mint 71 Pontioc LaMlana PS PS
AT. now twa* brakaa aiif\auat 41000 aa

AWtaOMI A^AMTMtNT

Soft Co«»toct

lonaaaa 418 X to 426 00 aoch Entandad

waar lanaaa 130 W to tM 00 Lo««oat pncaa

V contact lar» aolutionk >>tar unitk 412 96

Amharat Optical Shopoa 263 M12 26e«403

Mapakd Puch. 21 frama, IBB Barry

SIMKie laava maaaaga

lii« SmHh Corona typowrttor fot idlo

too doiiark otovKKikly navjo'"**"* MR4
PortoMa. B/W tO-lr«ch aeraon TV good

condition muat aall 466 00 646 1141

MHO A ROOMMATE r

Mia aummar
Oaiw«a Chatham Hyanna m^iatavar i m
not fuaav ca* Ed 64e-dOBe kaap trymg

MfO tTONAOf t^ACt?

Two looinmataa to at»OfO NoKng Graon

VI Juna 1 116 rnoChr«eM90Kime9133

2 or 3 poopta Pufftor> VMaga apt aummar

aulMoi w talt opi><v> call 6M 61M for mora

mfo'

OouMo avallabia In Tovimahouaa 3 bdrm

Juf>a 86 Auguat M Scott 6M 6804

Ona famala wantad khara rtiom m
Townahouaa Apt* ktanir>g Juna Ikt

6M3B71

fomolo roommata naodod to ihara

Soutt^wood townhouaa FkM P*r»cx»abla

andnonamofcar CM Lynda Me8193

Complotaly fumlahad
Apt •300'month jwMM
Charlw Chrtk 8M BIB

Or«a bodroom apartmant ir<

cantar

29eiBM

furnlahad2l
to!
iiaguwMa cM Jbn 2SA IBM

OKaopl 2 badroom BrarvJywina aponmant

,art nagotiabia ca* 6MB*7e o< MB 8468

Otlraath Mortor tacroaa from Puftloni 30

aat from buaatop 3 badrooma 1 H bath

ipacioua tnu.moni
or 6MI

Naad aomaplaca to ktora your thinga for

t»>a ki.mmar uka "ly kpartmant 426 k rnonth

niaa 6480887

WOTICC OF ANNUAL MEFTINQ

SALE TfAMWKMKS

Summar auWot with fad

Souttnvood 268-0870

2bt n

Intarvlawlng. conaulnrig

layout, covar lattar. praparation

268-8257

Giarruaao

Summar auMot friandN conaidarata at

moaphara m an Amharat Cantar houaa

Spocnua. fumiahad room for 4200 itkI

dght on bua rt ca« Mat 263 T7S8 avaa

HKLrWAMTtO

TOO IM.. mM hoM B* annual mooting
w/bylaw changa May 16 1M6 m Campua
Cantar 804 OB kt 1 00 PM

Hoppy Houaa recha again bom baah3
fina< cfiaptar fnday b y o b Boaton Band

Barmuda Shorta raducad In'

claaranca Haki aakk fnabaaa. ballk rat

quatk and much, ntuch mora Saa uk m
Taamwortik or on tf»a corteouraa Friday may
10 646 4829

acu«AioiMr

cu ft torth rag BC wotauit airtraaaa*

t cond uaad occ tank racant hydao

AI for 4600 677 OSIS awaa

BfnVtCES

IMMMtALI
Schyylnn All torraln 10 apood Top of tha

Una 28 bika In parfacl condition *ar*«y

baan rtddan Muat aM. only 4176' CM Ann

6-4387

. .jddllditl Pisht ftaat to caiti^tki

and town Sin bodioom houaa with h«»o fu*

hatha and a woahar and dryar Ot>an for

aummar auWat only for wary cftaap rata

CM IBB^BBB tor furthar Information

Studont Jo*a Umltod Offor lfyouaral7

yaara old or oidar tha Maaa Army Nanonal

Guard • offanng atudantk pari tima amptoy

mant aiicadant pay. and oraat bonaflts For

thoaa who quMfy. 100% fraa tuition at

Maaa fundad coMagaa 42000 caah bonuk or

4.000 tuition aaaiatanca fund, or tuition loan

lapoynwnt plan ia avaMaWa ratum to achod

k\ aftapa. both phvaKa*y and hrMncially.

»ylth a part tima )ob ona waafcand k nx>nth.

ouaraniaad Vour annual incoma wH ba *p

proKimatalj^ 42.000 to •••'2J?" '"Sfe'"

Tkd liMda I* NPW accapting appllcatlonk

•tor tha ISSB yoarbook lyaa thara w* ba an

H yaarbook I Wa ara hinng for a* adilonal

po«tnna Apply at 103 CC or cM 64B4BM
fof fnof9 ttnO

Laatyyoafc^tWaatMW. MWwditdgaK?

Noom avoHoMo for Orod. IWkitd at CC
Hotal cM Kanny 2B3 9880

Waana «»«l«i you oM tfto woy Sly and Jopy
I itw Sikth Floor Oickmoon

COINS 123/121 Tutor CNNm* eonouttant

formar 123 '121 gradar Alan 2S3 78BB

Spoody Kaya" profaaaionai IBM typrng

Oiaaanationa. tttaaaa.

2Bfri00S

Faat Quamy Profaaalanal Typing. CM
iha mtarTmuk raiiaMa Carol IBM Salactnc II

Editing aarocaa MB793Baftaf 4

Nood a popor typod? 41 /pg IBM SHacttlc-

iMTKy MBBOSa

OcM bdrm m S Mrtti opt fumdfiad andm a

convarMant m toyyn location cM aflar 3

2W8I60

Four bodroom homo frx aumrnor aubtat m
ftontwn^on 41 76 month Inagotiablal fan

rfWHita wolk from downtown Naar woodk
cM BBS 7SH lata avanmgk wi* go faat ao

ca* tr>day

2 bdrm Southwood apt ktanmg Juna I

can Sharn Carolyn 2S3 Z2BB

Ma ra daaparata lo kuMot 1 badroom m
Prawdantial aptk Juna I Sapt 1 ca* Siava

e«8B3 Laon BBMI kaap trymg'

1 or 2 famaloa .^«ntod to kublat

Southwood Apt w/aymmmlng pool air

cond tanntk courtk BB- 13M

Ona badroom laat month fraa Colonial

ViMaga pool bua ca* 6MB48B 6181

Urgorttl 2 badroom apt m Southwood on

bua routa to i

6 7083 B 781 7 _^ _^
Puffton 1 douMa badroom avallabia May
26 thru Sapt 1 ca* Tom 549 0757 M*a
6M1414

Famala to t»mf apt L-. »«aqa Park

baautifui quiot apt . cf>aap' Waikinu

datanca to campua ca* 6M 7237 aftar 6 00

kaap trymg

Summar auMat In t»rao bodroom
Townhooaa kptk fumiahad and prieo I*

nagotiabla ca* 6M«07
baautfful araa huga yard

TO BUBLTT

Soutfmood apt - . ..^ .—

-

Juna 1 wnh fM optwn cM "ai 6M '<»*_

Formhauaa 2 klng»a ba*ooma 1 do.*Jaln

3 badroom apt ayoMMa by room or adwla

apt 6 mm from carttpiM

HOTS

aubiat fa* optnn cM 2661

Ona room Colonial VBIa|a fulhi ^^"^JS
^jartmant Juna Auguat 2aB 0470 MB '4M
John

n»a baat location in Amhoratl T»»»j

badroonw kiakabia Juna lat w HfM option

200 par paraon coma cftack n out 206

Sunaai Ava acroae from Ca«aga Puw ann

Penaraon Dorm CM 44BM13

Summar
_^

VMaga 1 bdrm 263 7S27 43H rnth

Summar awMot w/ tod option T»

CMffvdaapi •42S'mo mctudaa M uii

fool tann» couna. on bua rouia CM
Oianna or Sfwma at B86M10 kaap trying'

I kpoclOMa 2 bodroom

on

4 badream Bwtaa VMIofa a

ffiea46

Summar auMot faH option kpociou*

Squira Vdaga tmvntviuaa on bua routa 3

badrma naw^ 'anovatad cM 886 4373

2 bodroom apt ColorMol VWaga (ummor
aubiat w fa* option claar call 2S3 28M

For aummar aubiat two badroom
Townhouaa rani nag ca* TirM MB 1216 r

Maryann MB C38B

Two bodroom Southwood fM option, on
Ixj* "Hit* ca* ovanmg* 263 3773

2 bodroom Colonlol VWaga opt .ywoa-

Aug tXK mo 29.^ X3t7

BuWai with fad option m Norttiamplon

baautifui ranovaiad Gravaa Ava apt mtnuta
•volk to buk routa thraa badrma lununouk

coNag apt 800 nag SB4 1290

Summar auMoi fall option 2 BMtn Nor-

tfnaead apt 4343 • aiai 886-4643

TKAVtl

laly 42.

iaBB41 10 or QroanfMd 773-1

ooNT fONorr motmms day

But har a Kanya Bog for only 120 in tha

Concouraa Thuraday or Friday

BXTurrAmMtNT

Nddk-A-Olac. RaekA- VMdO Entanaln'

mant Diac Jockayi larga acraan vidao

dancaa for houaapartym aamiformal*. cam
IB-7144

ronnfNT

6 bodroom apHt lovol houaa. On but routa

with tMuktiful \^» naarby Call koor

323-4886

Rorar>ca

^MPUTfR PAOONAMMCN pan dma
opamng for poraon ampariancad with DEC
POP 11 or VAX computara and MACRO
aaaamWy language Amharat baat el com

pany davaloping communicationa and raal

t»na control aoftyyara, • looking lor ao

maona to vyor* part tima thrrlng tha kchool

yaar yylth ful tima aniploymant during tt>a

aummar and mtaraaaiona EkcaHant oppor

tunltyi For information, cM Procaae Soft

yyara Corporation at B4B4BB4

FamalV Vamp eounkolor* wantad
Nature. Pionaanng. Sporte Camp a>

pariarKa helpful, not nacaeeary call lynn

64ese2e _j_^
Tha Cocnmutar Aroo Ooy haa 4 poartiona

for tha aummar Individual* khookj have

organisational ekill* *nd ba ktila to wort

without auparvieion Ability to think on your

faat and outgoing paraonalrty an aaaet 30

hourk 43 50 par »vork»tudy prafarrad but

not nacaaaary W* kr* en AA'EEO
amployar Apply 404 SUB Oaadlina May

14

*l We naad 2 or 3 Phi Codlna tickols

for Woreoatai 886^7197 or 648-8428

KfMn Thwtka for a groat foiK yoara of

UMaaa You ra a great friend TMe apadal

care ovor tha aummar Friend* ah««ay* Love

ya. Paulirta

Happy 3Bth Birthday Coraol Love maana

navor having to kay. "turn down your

liaoiBMil* Bigfoot " FFChuck. Lorraina. Mr
Lynch S Plataheed ere M heading up m tha

K for tha Faativitiee

Cortgratulatlorta to tha now krotttara of

Thatk Chi Love tha kietera of Phi Mu

Congrotulatlone to tfte now brother* of

Alpha Epalon Pi Iowa. Itia timm* of Ptii Mu

»-pdfa adttipdHMHtv
iiiaakiiiri any ronwntlc partner k compatt)*

ty r\ relation to your pareonal need* Fun

mformatfva. thorough, daelgnerl for long

range uee 46 96 latudeni rat* with 10 f 1

plue 41 00 poataga CompatMity Reeaaich

Aaaociatee. Boi 3B2. N
0108B

SUMMtn MtLP WANTtO

KKchan Managar Moat have eiiparianc*

ki ahort order cooking food prep end inven

tory/ ordering 64 par hour to atari Apply in

paraon to CharlieB reetaurani 1 Pray St

Amharat

suMMtn joas
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Caaoe Pepar*. Oleaanatlon*. Thoaaa

on cainpu*, vary reliable, tow rate*, Neocy

aB*-7«4

aOOM WANTED

Spoclou* 2 badroom Brittany manor
Take leaae Juna 1 PartiaHy fumiahad

548-7403

Fumiahad apt Amharat aumrttar w/fM
option Ca* PM 28e-1K7

Take ovor laoaaTfor Southyvood apt car

Morgaral 283-6687

2 room* availabla boglnnlng Juna let

4200 incluarv* 6 minute yvelk from campua
Full kitchen fadlitia* Intarviaw by appoint

. CM Raiiv avarwig* 648^1368

Capa Cod Summar B i*«onal

W Yarmouth, Oanni* Largeet inventory of

mudk>. 1, 2, 3, » 4 badroom unit*. Direct

ftomownara; ei7/B»«00 or 817/771 22J3

t

Olaablad man aaah* nighiatten

dont/PCA for aummer poeelbhr fM R*nt

fae*onabi« axpananc* helpful but not re

(juirad call 54B-8888

Sorry Fllppor. only tha beet tearing dolphin

gat to ba Starkiat Greenpaaca • working

on marina mammal protection. to«ic wreata.

acid rain & of couraa nudaer prolifaration

We naad indrvidual* who *r* concerned

about thaee threat* to •* •««t*nc* to wort

tfMeaummar in our Outreach Program 2 10.

M F 4160-422B/wk If intareatad call John or

CoHaan at 2B3-S862

C>r«vora~NoodiM fortoH eomoater delivery

of tha Coioglani Muat have mommoe free

SuMota/room* needed June 2 July 13

2Sft8815 7 30 Bam 6-8 pm baat timea

Quiat non emoking aanlor aaeking own
room lor 1*11 *nywt>ar* within 15 monuta*

from campu* H*v* car Rick 546 7107

f«vo girt* looking for houaing on tfia

Cape preferably Yarmouth aree Call

648-9102

2 famalaa naad Inaapenelva room in

Hyarmia. Bamatabla area for the aummar

Plaaae cM maryann 648-0019 or Arme

648-6288

NOOMMATES WANTED

Oroator Boaton cpfitpotiv wW tram

atudent* of a* nwto" Excallartt income op
portunrty end learning anpariaoca alerting

poeition at 427^ weak in moat ma)or citie*

Secure * *ummer poaition now' Call

61 7 536-4337 or 617<2&32a0

aUMB«tN SUBLET

*** • • ««l 11 t«d - '^^^^r^ .*.* • '•*•*'' ' -»'»»»'*'i«««*'»*" •»•*?..'

to ihora 2

Summer aubiat. fall option Spacioo*

Squir* Vi*aga townhouae on bu* rout* 3

bdrm*, hold* 6 comfortablv lor anciting

detail* cM 686-3476 ^_
2 bdrm fiorthwood apt rant nagotiabla

call 886-4«21 fall option

Wantad two bodroom townhouaa apart

mant cheap' CaH 54*4881

2 bodroom* Proaldontlal Apta; June 1

Sept 1 doae to campu* A/C
SB8B2 Leon B48B1 kaap

nagotiabla*

rbikdrooiTi In Townohouoa for eublet fur

niahad rant nagotiabia ce« 6M 3819

cM Steve

canoeing flahlng^atora. 4187/room.

negotielile option 884-6188

2 famaloe naodod for 2 hodroome »i

VMcnue Squire VHoge opt JunaJ Aug 31

cheap' ^mr\ nog 64B4BB6 296-8883

Fumtahod room h» houea 16 min yiMk

from camou* 4150 uT* Suaanna 6M 1980

Brartdywina aporfmont fu»y fumiahad

color TV rant nagotietol* 54B 1727

Summer /fed option Swle* VIHege 4

bodroom 2 both, rent nag. utilltia* Indl

on bua rt cod JBIBM8

Large room for one. two Amhorat Center

m a hooee with garden cM Peola 283 6880

aiftalda quiet one badroom apertment for

rant take over leaae atartmg in Juna cM
aae 7526 avenmg* til 1 em

Nortftampton acroa* from Smith two

comfortably fumiahad rooma bu* routa

pnona kitchen quwl 200.« cM Kevin

684-0280

3 bodrooma In Puffton Nayollibia ramt

54»seii

Apartment In South Amharat cM
25*8798

Double evallable In Ollraath Manor 16

minuta walk to campu* 100 par par»on

negotiebl* no fall option call 549 7527

Puffton Large amgle. complataly fumiah

ed *ir condrtiorMng new carpeting tanni*

court* pool rant negotiabia (famele* onlyl

cM 88*3807

2^adroom apt Brandywina cheep cell

Qinny or Amy 640^800

HadiavT^aautlful araa. pond huge yard.

alore. option 187/room negot^ble 58*5186

2~badrooin Vportmont In Towt»ahouaa

fuly fumiahed rant cheap and negotiable

cM 64B-98B2

rbodroon^^ In Townohouoa for auMot

rant nagotiabla cM 646-9869

Orfwittg to Cadfomla fwai or aacdnd
« Juna7 Lai'* CdtMon JodI 1464171

OiAWTtO

Ono famala to Bwo In Cape Cod eottago
for aummar '86 DonrMaport ca* Chne
646 7930

Want to buy uaod mopod cM Bart «
2660383

Wanna Nvo M tho Capa7 I naad 6 poepla
to ahara beac lifi unt ftouae in Falmouth lor

mfo 64*8666 morrwiga

Two ticket* Phil Colllna Hartford
283^M78 after 8 pm

Car wantad r*<iabl* »yith dean body
automatic prafarrad reaeonat>ty procad

2S6-a244

WANTED TO MNT
Wanted dead or allval Preferably M«a
North Amharat three t>adroom apartmant
June leeea wnh fa* option 260 doNar

raward call Andrew 5M 4832 or Men
546 4949

180 reward for 2 or 3 bodroom epertment m
Puffton or Brarvtywina call 256 1891 aak for

Mark

Wantad 2 or 3 bdrm apt m Townahouaa or

Brandywina Would take over laeaa June I

4200 fmden tea cM Abbia at 26*1028
Kathy 263 3140

ISO rawerd for 1 bd afit 336 ir>clu*iva cM
nighti 885 TOM 4100 if under 300

Profeealonal couple I Doctoral atudent and
Federal admmiatratorl aeek throe bedroom
houaa with garden apot before May 26 E>

parier>ced "fixer upper* Call 58*5084
waMday*

WflNDSURFI

BOS 12 ft polyethylana board
6 7m* NM Prytla nijiem aeil venaMe degger

boerd, mini racir>g daggarhoerd. multi

height 2-poe<lton unrverael (omt. ottter ex

tree 4686 Stave 64*7036
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SPORTS
The game of the year: Syracuse here tomorrow

Top-ranked Orange tangle with rival Gorillas

.<>'^V^fbB> FKTKR ABRAHAM
Cnllefnan Staff

If yuu don't know about it .you should. If you dont have

the tune to go. make some. If you miss it , you'll pntbably

wish sou hadn t.

The nations number one lacrosse team, Syracuse

IniverKity. will play the Iniversity of .Massachu.setts at

Hoyden Field tomorn»w at A p.m

For Massachusetts sp<irts fans, the 1984-85 neason has

l>een one ol disapjKuntments No major spectator sport

registered a winning record and the lacrosse team was sup^

(losed to remedy that

An upand d«iwn season resulted, and the gorillas sit at

B-7. unranked and out f)f playoff consideration. A victory

against the Orangemen would bring immediate respect for

both the team and the school.

Syracuse, 1 1- 1. went to the NCAA title game last season

only to lose 1:M0 to Johns Hopkins In a two year penod.

the Orange are M-2 ifhe\ lost s t> to Hopkins in their

second game this yean

Syracuse at UMass
Whrn: Fnday at :i p nt

Where: fi<»vden Field

Records I MaH* ii»6 7. Syracuse is 11 I and ranked nnit

in the natiorv

Sea«on aeries: Syracuse leads. r> 4.

Common Opponents: Delaware (I'M IS.Delaware 14:

Syracuse 12. Uebware fi) ("omell (Cornell 1'^. I M 9;

Syracuse \2. CorneU lOi Rutgers (Ritgers 12. I'M 9:

Syracuse 1?^. Rutgers 6) Army (Arm\ 11. CM 9: Syracuse

1 0. Army 9) Harvard ( CM 1 M. Han. ard 8:Syracu8e 1 3. Har

vard 9)
, „„

Leading Scorers: IM: Tom ( armean (23 goals, .i.i

assLst.s .=.6 points, inui Lukac<.vic (22 r2-.M» Mike Fiorini

( 1 9- 1 4-aai S; Tim Nelson « 1 if>:\:M ) Brad Kota CM)- 1 <> 40)

Tom NelMjn (22 Ir>-37l

Injuries: None f'"- either team

Coach Roy Simmons .Ir . like his father before him. has

established Syracuse as the premiere team in the North.

.Syracuse has won Hve national titles and produced count-

less All- Americans, including footbal hall-of famer .lim

Brown who played on iyr)7's 10-0 team.

Only three men have coached Syracuse lacrosse in 69

years. Laurie Cox 1 1916 19:U»), Roy Simmons(19;n-l 970)

and Roy Simmons Jr. ( 197 l-present). The Orange also won

the 198.^ nationaltitlewitha 14 1 record, tnakmj! them.'>0.<

over the past three seasons.

Syracuse is lacros.se the way I ("LA is college basketball

and Nebraska is the standard of college football

"Syracuse has done a lot to popularize the spcjrt in New

York and all over the region. " I'Mass head coach Dick Oar-

ber said ' Thev have a great program with some class pe«>-

ple. It's always great to beat ihem
'

CMass has played the Orange to a virtual standoff in the

past. The gorillas are 4 5 in nine meetings with Syracuse.

They lost 12 5 last season in the Carrier Dome, but were 1
2-

8 winners in 1981 after trailing 7-2 at halftime

The Orange don t go far m recruiting Of the '.\2 players,

all but four are frcjm New York and nine an- from Svracuse

high schcM)l power West (lene.see

Midfielder Brad Kotz and attackman Tom Korrie are

West (lenesee products and have since been college All-

Americans Kotz.Sl's face <.ff man. has scored 30 goal.s

and dished out 1 assists thi.s season. Korrie has 22 and 1

4

Senior Tim Nelson the country's leading attack man (14

531 and his brotherTom (22 1 5) he also offensive keys. Tim

IS another Orange All Americaa Goalie Tom Nim.s. another

West C.enny player, has allowed onlv 85 goals in 12

games
But CMass has it's West Oenesee connections as well

Junior defenseman Tom Aldnch and Mark Stratton know

SC's big guns well after playing them in practice and in

games in high school. Midfielder Neal Cunningham and

freshman Brad Kelley Carr also went to the school

"They'll good kids and good players," Simons said

yesterday about CMass" West Onesee players. "It's a

good area for lacrosse and whenever we nrteet it's for

summer bragging rights. I expect it will be a good, hard

nosed game."

£DN*
Simmons said he knows little about UMass. "We know

they'll play us straight up, no fancy sttiff or tricks on

defense, just good lacrosse. I expect that being a Dick

Garber-coached team, they'll be well coached and ready

for us. They're better than their record indicates."

The Orange crushed Penn 27-9 in their last game.

UMass was a 19-13 victor at C.W. Post. Both Penn and

Post were highly ranked teanis that took savage

beatings.

The Orangemen seniors graduate on Sunday and the

team is involved in final exan^s. The Gorillas are Icxjse

and have nothing to lose. For Syracuse, the NCAA bids

come out Suriday morning and the outcome is vital for

the playoff seedings

"Beating them would make our season and show peo-

ple what we can do," Aldrich said. "I've always dreamed
of beating them. It's my goal. I think we can do it."

"If we do beat them," Kelley Carr chipped in, "they

aren't going to heai the end of it this summer."

Massachusetts Karate grabs
titles at New England tourney

West Virginia bolts A-10

The New England Collegiate Karate Con-

ference held it's .17th hi annual cham

pionship tournament at MITs DuFont

Gymnasium Massachusetts Karate, from

the Cniversity of Massachusetts walked

away with titles in the three catagones of

competition for fighting and forms of

movement
With Master Kazumi Tabata. head of the

NKCKC and NAKF. presiding, the competi

tion was divided into three areas:

K.CM.LTE (point sparring ). K AT A
(forms movement), and the infamous ""Bos

ton Battle" two-on-two combat.

Massachusetts Karate (trained by Captain

Ray Stonei won advanced team kumite with

a combined effort by Mike Seliger. Rod

Nangle. Marvin Johnson, Foster Lin. and

Dave Cadraii, who came through with two

clutch, tie- breaking stand offs. Second place

went to Southeastern Massachusetts

Cniversity. In advance team kata. the team of

Henry Chang. Victor Bieniek. Lin. Jane Lin.

and Diane Weingartner also were victorious,

using a combinationofpower, technique, and

fluidity to defeat second place Boston

College. And m the Boston Battle. Dennis

"Bolo ' Mahoney and Lin fought their way to

a first place finish, usurping the traditional

rrign of the Cniversity of Lowell.

In the NAKF (North American Karate

Federation) individual's competition (brown

belt division), womens kumite was won by

Jeanie dido (for her second title) and second

went to Hane Lin. who also grabbed second

place for kata. Marvin Johnson held onto

third place in mens fighting. Finally, in the

black belt division, Weingartner took second

place for Women"s kata, while coach Keith

dauthier won forth place in the heavy com-

petition of the men's middle weight kumite

division.

Massachu.setts Karate's showing was it's

most successful in many years. The last

kumite championship was won in the Fall of

19«:(. at Boston ColleKP

The Atlantic 9''

That's what the West

Virginia I'niversity would

like to see as the Moun-

taineers are preparing to

leave the Atlantic 10

conference

West Virginia's athletic

department has made noises

about trying to get into the

metro conference. The
Mountaineers were one of

the A- lO's better teams, win-

ning the regular seasf)n bas-

ketball title, the baseball title

and having strong swimming

and tennis seasons.

The A 1 tried to get Holy

Cross when it first formed,

hut the Crusaders do not

seem league- bound.

Possibilities include James
Madison or Virginia Com-
monwealth. The CMass has-

ketbal teams play WVL"
twice each seasoa

PETER ABRAHAM

SportsLog
Toiif BaIrM

Intramural tourneys in action
By DAN SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Beta Kappa Phi defeated

Ex Hogsters. l.'i-4. to cap-

ture the Weeekend Softball

Tournament sponsored by

the Intramural Program.

In the fifteen team tour

nev. Beta Kappa Phi

defeated Power Alley, 12-0,

Slippery People. 6.5. and Big

Chunks, 1 1-5, to gain a berth

to the finals.

Ex- Hogsters. led by the

Recla brothers. Rob and

Pete, and pitcher Mike

Galvin. strung together vic-

tories against Bombsquad, 8-

5, Cavity Creeps. 9-4, and

Big Chunks, 20-2. to face

Beta Kappa Phi.

In the fourth inning. Kx-

Hogsters held a slim M-2 lead,

but, sparked by Dean Strang

and Mike Raditz. Beta

Kappa Phi exploded on
offense and scored nine runs

in one inning to put the game
out of reach.

Today, the men's and
women's intramural finals

will be held at 4 p.m. with the

Co-Rec and Grad/Fac meet-

ing at 5 p.m. Sly and Joey's

and The Wagon will face off

in the men's final.

In Volleyball action,

A. AS. A. took the Co-Rec
championship in beating

Thrusters. 15-9. 15-1.3.

In the first game. A.A.S.A.

server Benson Chin regi.s-

tered six straight points to

give A.A.S.A. the early lead.

After Thrusters came back.

Paula Mar served the game

winner to take game one.

In game two, Steve deryk

gave Thru.sters an early lead

with three straight points.

Pui Ng brought A.A.S.A.

back with three straight

points of her own to tie the

match.

Thrusters came back to

take an 8-4 lead but, led by

Chin, A.A.S.A. fought back to

lead it 12-10. Calvin Wong
put together two savage

spikes to take the game and

the championship.

Sports Notice - Any

university women intere.sted

in competing for the 1985

cross-country season for the

Cniversity of Massachusetts

must attend a team meeting

on Tuesday, May 14 at 5 p.m.

in Boyden room 223.

Just a few thoughts

I've heard of Magic Johnson, of course

there's Dennis Johnson, there was a presi-

dent named Lyndon Johnsoa but Vinnie

John.son'^ His name .sounds more like a KISS
108 DJ than a basketball player, and I'm sure

the Celtics would rather see him doing a show
with Sonny Joe White than doing the number
he did on them la.st .Sunday... Vinnie was. to

say the least, hot in the fourth quarter, .scor-

ing at one point 22 of Detroit's 26 points. It's

hard to believe that the Pistons are beating

the Celtics via the bench, long a Boston

strongpoint. The Celtics should take the

series, but after dogfights against both

Cleveland and Detroit, Philadelphia must be

licking its chops.

The 76ers are doing the right thing, peak-

ing at playoff time....The Round Mound of

Rebound, (thanks Flip). Charles Barkley is

looking lean and hungry as are the rest of

Billy Cunningham's club. They are going to

be well-rested for the Celtics, and look like

strong candidates for the finals... Their prob-

able opponent, the L. A. Lakers, are also play-

ing well at the right time. What impressed me
most was game three in Portland. They over-

came a Portland comeback and held on to

win at a place where any team has trouble

with the Trailblazers. That was the first test

for the Lakers, and they passed it. ..That

must have been harder than an FS&N 130

test and they didn't even have the old

exams.

Turning to ba.seball. Peter Cberroth is

making quite a bit of headway as the new
commissioner with this new drug policy.

Cnder this plan, every baseball employee,

excluding major league players, must un-

dergo a drug test upon entering the positioa

Pro ballplayers are excluded because they

are under a contract stating that test would

be "dehumanizing" to them. Now that

evervone else is taking the test, it won't be

detrimental to the player, according to

Cberroth.... He is very crafty in his dealings,

and he is going to be the best thing for

baseball since the New York Mets (If you

didn't read last weeks column, then you are

unaware of the gospel according to Nancy,

who declares the Mets as the potential World
Series winners. So, if you disagree with the

above statement address all correspon-

dence to Nancy Bukar, Amherst or drop by

Boyden Pool).

Now some news from the wrestling front

Paul "Mr. Wonderful " Omdorff has fired

manager Bobby "The Brain" Heenan. Yes,

that's right folks. You can sleep at nights

knowing that once again, good has triumphed

over evil...Wrestling has the best

nicknames-The Missing Link, The One-

Man Gang, King Kong Bundy. Kamala-The
Ugandan Giant Superfiy Snuka, just to

name a few. You've got to give them credit,

they are creative The announcers, on the

other hand, sound as if they've swallowed a

cliche book The only good one is Jessie "The
Body" Ventura. He is not afraid to say what is

on his mind, but more importantly, he calls

everyone "Jack". So, on that note....

No more need be .said. Jack.

Number one Syracuse battlesUM lacrosse today
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Rarely in your four years of college will an event come

along that is big enough to make you forget about finals, over-

due assignments and other academic matters.

Today is one of those events.

The number one lacrosse team in America, the Syracuse

Orangemen, invade Boyden Field at 3 p.m. today to face the

University of Massachusetts.

Syracuse is 1 1 1 this season and heading into the NC AA

playoffs. The Orange are 50-3 over the past three seasons

and are the best offensive team in the nation, averaging 16

goals- per- game.

For years, lacrosse has been the major student spectator

sport at I'Mass and with the top ranked team playing at

Boyden for the final game of the season, upwards of 6.000

people are expected for the game.

"I expect that people interested in lacrosse from all over

New England, our hard-core group of student fans and peo-

ple just wondering what everybody else is doing will be there

for the game, " UMass coach Dick Garber said

"It's the type of game most fans will like, both teams are

running and scormg teams that play a quick tempo game It

should be a great game," Garber said

CMass 18 6-7 after an up and down season that has in-

cluded victories over nationally ranked Delaware and C W

Post A win today would probably boost UMass into the ran-

kings and give the team national recognition.

UMass lost to the Orangemen 12-5 last season in the Car-

rier Dome. The Gorillas missed on several one-on-one chan-

ces in front of the goal Garber said that trend has to be

reversed for his team to come out on top.

"We have to be patient get good shots, but most importan-

tly make out good shots. It's the type of game where mistakes

are magnified one thousand times," the coach said.

Syracuse arrived late last night and its 10 seniors will be

returning home to graduate tomorrtjw The entire team is

mvolved in final exams and hasn't had full attendance at

practice all week. The GoriUas have nothmg to lose and have

< 'imttnued on page to
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Students oppose Coors decision

Use ofathletic fee forsports

supportedin referendum vote
By SCSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Sixty- nine percent of those students voting in the re-

ferendum questions yesterday said they believe the Board

of (k)vemors (BOG) overstepped its bounds by "calling for

the banning of Coon beer in the Campus Center and Stu-

dent Cnion buidlings" while 29 percent believe they did

not
The second question, asking. "Do you feel that the

Athletic Fee (which will be increased next year) should be

used for funding so that the men's and women's tennis, ski-

ing, golf, and men's wrestling, will not be demoted to club

status starting with the 1987 academic year," received an

80 percent yes vote while 1 7 percent voted no.

On the third question, 74 percent of those who voted,

said they would be willing to pay a fee of $2 on their bill next

semester, $1 which would go to relieve the plight of the

starving people m the United States and $ 1 which would aid

the plight of those affected by the famine in Africa. Twenty-

three percent opposed the $2 fee.

"Although the board" s position was defeated, the focus of

the Coors issue should not be ifwe have the power to make
decisions like this. The board was constructed to make
recommendations of that nature." Karina (iray. BOG vice-

chairwoman, said.

Results of yesterday's S.G.A. referendum

Coors: Did the BOG. overstep its bounds in recom

mending the banning of Coors?

YES 69 percent

NO 28 percent

No opinion: three percent

1.786

744
64

Athletic Fee: Should the athletic fee be used to support

the seven varsity sports to be cut?

YES 80 percent 2.067

NO 17 percent 438

No Opinion three percent 84

Famine Relief: Would you be willing to pay a $2 fee on

your next bill with $1 going to combat hunger in the U.S.

and $1 to fight African fanune?

YES 74 percent 1.920

NO 23 percent 600

No Opinion: two percent 64

On March 28 the BOG recommended to the Campus
Center administration that they halt Coors sales because of

that company's reported union- breakmg and dis-

criminatory hiring practices. WiHiam Hams, director of the

Campus Center, agreed with that recommendation and

chose to buy no more Coors beer.

According to the chairman of the S(iA ( Governmental

Affairs Committee. John Crowley, the referendum ques

tions were conducted to assess student opinion, and will

have no binding effect

\MHKKST (5i:» ;i'>00) PHd«y. MaT 10. 1985

Campus concerts

to commence
By PATRICK JOHNSON
C\^tlegian Suff

The hills and the valley will come alive with the sound of

music this weekend with the Orchard Hill concert on Satur-

day and the Cnion Program Council concert at the campus

pond Sunday.

The Sundav show begins at noon with Eliot Easton first on

the bill Scheduled f«)r 1 ;<0 p m is Johnny Copeland and at

:\: 1 5, the SOS Band will uke the stage. The Sunday line-up

will close with the Tubes performing frtim .•>: l.S to 6:15.

Gerald T O'Neil director of public safety said, he expecU

between four and 5.000 people to be on hand Sunday.

However, Lance Foley, president of UPC said if the weather

IS sunny and warm, the aixe of the crr.wd could swell to I O.OOC

people.

CPC requests that all going to the show observe the

alcohol policy by refraining from bringing kegs, bottles or

large coolers onto the concert grounds.

O'Neil would not say exactly how many people will be

working crowd control because "people will be watching and

counting them Roughly, it works out to one secunty officer

for every 500 people.
"

The Orchard Hill Area Bowl Day will start at 10 am. with a

road race. Students will he able to register for the event up to

an hour before it begins An aerobics demonstration will

follow at 10:45 am.
ronttnued <m ptif$

Teaching awards honor three

professors and T.A.'s
By DAN MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

Recipients of this year's Distinguished

Teachers Award say they are grateful for the

student recognition which enabled three pro-

fessors and teaching associates to receive the

$2,000 prize.

The names of the recipients were obtained

by the Collegian from the Graduate School

office before they were to be officially no-

tified by mail later this week.

"This is the best news I've had in a long

time," education professor Clement A. Sel-

din said. "This honor represents recognition

not only by my peers but by my students as

well Sometimes when Fm up correcting

papers late at night, I wish I were doing some-

thing else. But I have a deep commitment to

my student.s," he said.

Seldin, who received his doctorate here in

1976, taught grade school in Arlington, from

1971 to 1974. While in graduate school here

in 1975. Seldin was an administrative assi.s-

tant in the Integrated Day Teacher Educa-

tion Program at the School of Education.

Professor Louis S. Greenbaum. who
teaches eighteenth century history, said.

The people who deserve this award are my

students." (Jreenbaum received his doc-

torate from Harvard in 1955, the same year

he came to UMass. In 1960, he was a co^

founder and the first director of the academic

honors program at CMass. He said that the

program was developed to "fo.ster academic

excellence" consistent with his belief that

"the fundamental purpose of the University

is teaching."

In 1963 Greenbaum was awarded the

Adelphia Men's Honor .Society's "Outstand-

ing Teacher Award" He was chairman of the

Committee for Scholarship and Study

Abroad from 1964 to 1970. During his .30-

year career at UMass, Greenbaum has pub-

lished books and articles especially on the

Church and medicine during the eleventh

century. Presently he is working on a book on

hospital reform in the eighteenth century.

General Business and Finance professor J.

Nicholas Filler was surpri.sed when the

( 'nllegian called and told him that he had won

the award Wednesday. "I thought I'd lo.st it

(the Distinguished Teachers Award)," Filler

said. "All my students were con.sohng me
over it (Tuesday.)"

Filler teaches Introduction t<j Law (GBFN
260) and Legal Issues of Management

rtmtinued on page 4
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Defense build—up curtailed

Collegian a

INTERNATIONAL TOAST — President Ronald Reagmn toaats Por-

tuffuese President Antonio Ramalho Eane« at a ^ala dinner in Lwbon

yesterday. Reaffan is in Portugal on the final leg of hia European tour.

WASHINGTON (AP)

Senate Majority Leader

Robert Dole struggled

yesterday to nail down final

details of a revised budget

that would cancel next

year's Social Security cost

of living increase and sharjh

ly pare President Reagan's

defense buildup as part of a

three-year plans U) cut s\)eu

ding by $300 billion.

Administration officials

said Reagan had agreed U.

the proposal, despit*- the

change in defense spending

and the resurrection of

numerous domestic pro-

grams he had proposed kill-

ing, including the Job

Corps. Urban Development

Action Grants and the

federal subsidy for Amtrak.

There would be no tax in

creases in the proposal,

which Dole said would cut

„v, aa tS6 were "50-50" he could win
spending by as much as $56 ^e ^^^ ^ ^^^
billion next

y^f^^^^'J^ SJ^print within hours, but

^^'^'^^'t^S^^ Dem^xrratic Sen. Uwton

^r r^th^ ve^ ^ Chiles of Florida, and oppo-

^^
u'\,(i?Sion "ent. said the GOP leader

%tt^' tL^ tt chances was still "horse-trading,"

Animal research depicts philosophical clash

Todav'* FeelMi

Gerry "The Man" deSimas
' A long stemmed rose

Anne-God love ya-McCrory

Bri-Mr. Fashion Plate-Gonye

ConMan E. Plunkowitz

Julie Jagger. Forget it Pete.

Duran Danielle Duran,

Ziirwoman Ivan the Mellow. Catherine Hall (she's a

bdl!)... that's the campus renowned Thursday mght staff.

God, they eat a lot.

«- --^^ DmUM (MfmM (tSPS p»n«it »M> •• poUt^ iaily Mo.

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Supervisor

Production Panty-WaiiU

Deb the Rugged. KJ

Bank ofBoston

gunman flees

withover$5,000

GREENFIELD. (AP> Au
thorities yesterday

sought a Runman who stole

$5,000 to$8.()0() from a Bank

of Boston branch and fled on

foot into nearby wcx>d.s with

the monev m a shopping

hag.

Police said they hoped to

l<>«ntt» an unidentified wf»-

niaii whom they believe

called from a pay telephone

and described the man s

flijjht into the woods after the

rohbery yesterdav

None of the three female

bank employees was hurt

dunne the :i p.m robber\

The man showed two tel

lers a handgun and ordered

them to "give me all your

money, now." Lt. .Joseph

LaChance said. He made no

threats, and no shots were

ftred.

Police were notified by a

bank alarm shortly after -'

p.m.

Husband kills

dying wife
FORT LAUDERDALE.

Fla. (AP) - A 75-year-old

man who used a mercy kill-

ing defense was convicted

of first-degree murder
yesterday for shooting his

ailing wife, and a judge

sentenced him to life in

prison.

Roswell Gilbert had
testified that he shot his

wife Emily, 73. out of com-

passion because of her suf-

fering from progressive

senility and a bone disease.

Judge Thomas Coker Jr.

immediately sentenced
Gilbert to life in prison, with

a 25-year minimum, man-

datory term. Because the

state waived the death

penalty, Coker noted
Florida law allows no other

fwnishment for first-degree

murder.
"He's numb right now,"

said defense lawyer Harry

Gulkin. adding he would ap-

peal.

Witnesses testified that

Mrs. Gilbert had longed for

and begged for death.

Gilbert sat stoically as his

only child. Martha Moran.

burst into tears when the

verdict was read after five

hours of delil>erati()n.

"They killed my father."

Mrs. Moran wept.

The jury, which recom-

mended leniency, also could

have returned lesser ver

diets of 2nd-degree murder

or manslaughter.

Good friends keepyou going

wtien allyouwant to do is stop.

Your feet hurt. Your legs

hurt. Even your teeth hurt.

But your friends thought

you looked terrific. And with

them urging you on, your

first 10 kilometer race didn't

finish you. You finished it.

Now that you have some-

thing to celebrate, make
sure your support team has |

the beer it deserves.

Tonight, let it be U')wenbrau

By JONATHAN PERRY
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's Note: This is the last of a three part

series examining the issue of animal research

at the Unii>ersity of Massachusetts.

The issue of animal research perhaps boils

down to one question. Will there ever be a

viable solution or compromise regarding an

imal research agreed upon by research pro^

ponents and opponents?
"1 don't see it happening. " Rick Brenner, a

member of the UMass Animal Rights Coali-

tion, said "People who are extreme, like my-

self, will never see eye-to-eye with

researchers, because I want it stopped and

they don't."

However, both groups agree that com-

munication is a vital ingredient toward

understanding each other's positions and

educating the public.

"Animal abuse probably does happen

elsewhere." Sy Berger. chairman of the psy

chology department said "If we can com-

municate to the public what we're doing, then

we can show the animal is not being hurt."

Judy Radousky of the coalition said esta

blishing open communication with

researchers will be a problem because

"science is so secretive If people are shut out

of laboratories, they feel there's something

going on in there."

"Animal workers are coerced into silence,

becauseofthefearofwhat may happen. Peo-

ple want to make their information public,

but they're afraid of irrational action. "
Ber-

ger said.

UM student

arrested on

cocaine charge

State Police arrested and

charged a University of

Maaaachusetts student with

possession and possession

with intent to distribute

about three and a half ounces

of cocaine after a

taged drug raid on a Brit-

tany Manor apartment early

yesterday morning.

Peter R Holbrook Jr., 21.

of 1 7 1 A Brittany Manor, was

apprehended during a party

a 2:30 a.m yesterday, by

members of the State PoUce

Crime Prevention and Con-

trol Unit They were assisted

by Amherst Police.

Estimated street value of

the cocaine is more than

$9,000.

Holbrook pleaded inno-

cent to both charges in

Hampshire District Court

yesterday morning and was

released on $500 bail. His

case has been continued until

Aug. 7. the district attorney's

office said

According to local attor-

neys, increasing numbers of

drug busts in the Hampshire

County area are a result of

increased funding in the dis-

trict attorney's office. Attor-

neys say it is easier and

cheaper to make smaller

busts and then pressure the

snMll-time dealers to impli-

cate the bigger dealers.

Sources who refused to be

identified said that some

students collaborated with

police, acting as informers or

"plants" who pretend to be

drug buyers so the police can

catch dealers red-handed.

State Police said the case

is still under investigation.

DANIEL SOBEL

Fearing for the life of her animals and her-

self is nothing new to Melinda Novak, an

associate professor of psychology and zool-

ogy, who said she has "gotten messages such

as. 'you don't deserve to live, you better

watch your car.' I looked in the hood ofmy car

for weeks." Novak, who teaches a graduate

level course on animal welfare and research

with UMass veterinary liaison Michael Katz,

said. "There's a lot of hysteria out there. It's

helpful to show what we're doing, because

the imagination does run wild."

Jeffery Blaustein, a psychologist, said that

despite any efforts made. "There are some

people that will be extremely emotionally

involved and wont listen to reason or logic or

facts" Blaustein cited the importance of

weighing both sides ofthe issue, "rather than

just walking by a table and seeing a picture of

a mistreated cat or monkey and drawing con

elusions from that, that all scientists do that

sort of thing."

Several researchers criticized past actions

taken by research opponents, such af

attempts to "liberate " animals by breaking

into laboratories and freeing them. This type

of behavior at UMass has resulted in animals

getting hit by cars, starving, or being killed by

the "liberator" when the animal attacked

them. Jane Lidsky said the coalition has

never "liberated" animala

"Those people are jackasses and should

be sent to jail. " Kathleen Kmsolumy of the

coaUtion said. "The person who did that is a

sick vandal"
Several coaliition n.embera agre'd that

the Animal Liberation Front, a national

organization which regularly releases caotive

ANIMAL

RESEARCH

animals, is good for the animal right*

cause.

"If they do it the right way. with a lot of cau

tion, it's very good," Kinsolumy said, "anyth-

ing t£> take an animal out of its misery is

very good."

Novak said that her animals live in ar

envimnment that induces natural behavior,

"which is probably the best measure of th*

type of good care the receive We're duplicai

ing the good parts of the envinmment and not

the bad pai s. There are no eagles swooping

down," she said.

Despite acknowledging that UMass pro-

bably has better facilities than many institu

lions. Brenner said that "the conditions the

animals are living in are such a minor deal

What's the big deal if an animal lives in a

clean cage, then is tortured?"

So. no matter how well maintained labor-

atory animals are. basic philosophical dif-

ferences remaia

But, recently, for the first time. UMass
professors (Novak and (lerald Meyer) ad

dressed an animal rights coalition meeting

At least the communication has begua

* ,«?

ColWrun plM»to by 9nmm K. iimiyt

NON^ONCERT — Governor's Program Council sponaored Sound mm one of a serien of

outdoor, non-concerts on top of the Flagstone Cafe yesterday. The non-concert. continue

yjth Circle Dance on top of The Bluewall today from 3-6 p.m.

^-

DeLynden Lersch

Women engineers

must overachieve
By SUSAN EATON

Collejrian Staff

Women in enjfineering must "outwork

ami outreach" their msile counterpart*,

according to the keynote speaker at the

second annual Women in Engineering

Awards Program held yesterday in the

Campus Center by the UMass Society of

Wonwn Engineers.

DeLynden Lersch. manager of

Engineering Systems and Computer

Graphics at Stone and Webster Corpora-

tion, was elected as corporate woman of

the year in 1976 and 1977 and honored in

Eng^ntenng News and Record Magazine

in 1M3 for her contribution to the con-

struction industry.

Stressing that integnty. happiness ar>d

confidence are most important attributes

for women entering the engineering field

who want to get ahead, Lersch said. "You

have to decide to like your job. When you

don't do something because you say you

can't do it. it's really only because you're

afraid to try but you can't admit it."

Citing statistics that reveal only 17 per

cent of engineering students are women.

Dean of the College of Engineering,

James John said, a goal he wants to reach

in the near future is having 30 to 40 per-

c-ent of that departments' students to be

wonDen. "Here we have 19 percent

(women). We've come a long way. but not

long enough," John said.

To reach that goal. Assistant Dean of

the College of Engineering and Director

of the Women's Program in that depart

ment, Nancy Hellman said, "We are do-

ing more talking U) young women in high

school. We're working U) have role

models; like alumni to come back so

students can see just how successful these

women are." __^__

Lowenbrau. Iferels to good friends.

Admissions reveals

record number rejected
By RENEE BACHER
Collegian Suff

Over 6.000 of those who applied to the University of

Massachusetts were rejected this year, more than any

other, due to the University's increased popularity and

consequent selectivity.

•'This is the most selective or competitive the University

has been in the history of the institution. " Timm Rinehart

Acting Director of Undergraduate Admissions, said. The

criteria for admission is more difficult for out-of-state

students because a Board of Trustees law allows for only 1

5

percent of the student body to be made up of students from

outside of Massachusetts. A lot of recent effort has been

made to expand that number to 25 percent, Rinehart

said

"We want that flexibility. " he said. "We exist in order to

serve the citizens of the Commonwealth, as a system. In

response to the increased number of Massachusetts

residents rejected this year. Rinehart says they have the

option of attending a state or community college.

There has been heavy interest, from prospective UMass

students in the School of Management, Hotel. Restaurant

and Travel Administration and Computer and Information

Science, programs that have relatively few spaces.

"There's stUl a heavy demand for engineering although it s

slackened somewhat," Rinehart said.
.. , ^ . ,

Jim English, college counselor at Roslyn High School on

Long Island recommends UMass to "generally solid

students with a *B' average." However, this year, many

students who previously regarded the Umversity as a

•safe" school were unpleasantly surpnsed at notification

time, English said. ,,^,^,t^
"We want to be a University of Michigan, UNC (Univer-

sity of North Carolina) or a UVA (University of Virgmia),

cfmtinued <>n pngf 7

Professional Association

discussesworkerwage sc£
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Expressing its displeasure with University

administrators, the Professional Association

at the University of Massachusetts

(PAUMA) discussed a proposal yesterday

which would set wage scales for profes

sional employees.

The Olney study, conducted by an outside

agency and completed in November, looked

at how professional positions are paid in 1

5

universities and average the wages

PAUMA members are concerned that, if

implemented, the program would put a cap

on wages.

"This study will cap certain jobs." Judy

Toyama, of Minority Graduate Student Rec-

ruitment, said, "We are concerned with peo-

ple who have shown loyalty to the Univer-

sity."

"We could not accept the proposal as it is,

PAUMA Speaker Sara C. Ives said. PAUMA
had sent a memo outlining several concerns

about the study to Chancellor Joseph D.Duf

fey and several vice- Chancellors upon initial

receipt of the study.

Ives said the administration's response

was distribution of a memo which "only

addressed one concern out of six."

"A letter has been sent to the chancellor.

"

Ives said, "expressing our extereme dis-

pleaure with the program. We are deeply dis-

satisfied with the program and how it has

been handled by the administration
"

Ives said that the chancellor had not yet

responded.

"All is not well with the Olney study."

George Clay of Health Services said, "its

implementation seems to ignore our con-

cerns."

Ives said PAUMA is concerned with the

construction of the study, "How can we be

sure that the universities we were compared

with are really comparable?" She also said

that PAUMA was concered with the way the

program would be administrated.

"This study creates a ceiling on everyone's

salary."Ive8 said.

Gerry Quarles. director of Housing Ser-

vices said that with the program, "in order to

get a raise you'd have to get a triple promo-

tion. It is no good for employee morale.

There is no way we can acceopt it."

"We haven't gotten any response other

than a memo." Quarles said, "they should

have answered our questions and concerns.

No response imphes that this is not » negoti-

able subject"

Ives said that although the job classifi

cations had been ranked, there were no

figures available.

"We have been asking for this information

that affects our salaries, and we haven't been

told," Ives .said.

When questioned on what would happen if

the administration does not respond to

PAUMA's request and implements the pay

.scale, Ives said it "would be up to the in-

dividual professional to decide what action

is warranted."
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4 Colleman.
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(GBFN 362). An attorney, he received his

doctorate in jurisprudence from Boston

University in 1975 and sUrted at lIMass m
January. 1983.

"Law can be a very dry subject," he said. "I

try to make it interesting- -tell a few jokes.

Maybe that's why I won the award."

Zoology teaching associate Janet Bar

somiam said 'I've had a bunch of good

students. Its really nice workmg with them.

Harsomiam added that the award will "look

good on my resume, because I hope to get a

teachmg job."

Robert Hosmer. a teaching associate in the

writing program said he is "very grateful" to

his students for the award. He said that

( ullrfMK pr ^»d. H»U»I

Louis S. Greenbaum

nomination for the award alone "is better Distinguished Teachers Award recipient

than a lot of thmgs I know
"

Louos Soronuitus. a teachmg associate m

( oilcffua pfcoU by A»4y HtOm

Clement A. Seldin

political science, could not be reached^

Award recipients will be honored N\ ednes-

(olWt^ka plMflo b; BnM % Goayt

J. Nicholaa Filler

day at a formal dinner at the Campus

Center.

4ftfflttHinnwi>Niiiiiiiiiiiii(niiiiti>""'«

Happy 21st Birthday

Melissa Sharron

Love,

Houlihan 's

Boston

^rif
BEER SPECIALS LIQUOR

Becks cans 6pk$3.95 SPECIALS
Busch suitcase $9.75 Bacardi i.75L$12.99

Meisterbrau 12 pk $4.95 Popov 1 L $5.99

Spring Wine Specials for Mother^Day
Sutter Home White Zin. $4.49

Bornheimer Spaetle8e3/$13.50

May Wine $299

253-5384 338 College St., Amherst

^td

vv^, ATKINS FnUTT D

253 9528

or rrci IT no
M*.

OPEN 8 8

E ^' 'A B

\..yia//i

FRUIT BASKETS

SHOWER MOM WITH GIFTS
from ATKINS FRUITBOWL,

'/

CAKES & Other SWEETS
"Dozen of Roses Cake

Order one wtth all of ^oms favorites
other^s^i^c^JMor Mot.

attractively wrapped and topped with nbbon. ^^ p- y

Boxes of Handmade Chocolates. Fudge & Other Sweets

FLOWERS & PLANTS
Speciacular Hanging Fuschias. Ivy Geraniums.

Impatience and others

GoTi^eous Gloxinias. African Violets. Begonias.

'I

Geraniums. Roses. Azaleas plus more

all ready to hand to Mother

BOUQUETS. Bud Vases. Roses & Cut Flowers

Red. Ripe

WATERMELON
^1<

A FREE GIFT FOR MOM
TWO FREE COOKIES

vihen she visits us this Sunday (only) Her

choice of Atkins Bakery Homestyle Choc
olate Chip, Peanut Butter. Butterscotch.

Hermits, Oatmeal Raisin & Peanut Butter

Choc. Chip
Specials 5 10-5 16

i\

lb.

whole or cut

Large.

CAULIFLOWER
99* h..a

Fresh

CABBAGE
10* «.
None sold to

dealers or wholesalers

Native

SPINACH
39 lb.

Large

PEPPERS
49* .b
perfect for

stuffing

New Texas

ONIONS
lbs. for JL

Deli:

Hard, Sliced

SALAMI
n.65 V% lb.

J.J. Lawscn's

ICE CREAM
1 •Od qt.
(rcg. 2.25)

Gourmet Ice Cream

APPLE BLOSSOM TIME at ATKINS ORCHARDS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK=^

Friday. May 10. 1985,
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Building Authority to fund

Campus Center renovations

By MICHELLE SEGALL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Campus

Center will undergo extensive repairs over

the next two years at an estimated cost of

$3.5 million.

Edmund Ryan, director of construction for

the Physical Plant, said the funding, part of a

toUl bond of about $25 million, will come

from the state Building Authority.

In addition to the Campus Center and its

garage, the bond will fund major repairs for

North Village apartments and repair and

renovate residence halls and dining com

ons.

The Campus Center. 16 years old, "has

been plagued with leaks for many years."

Ryan said, adding that the leaking has been

severe for several years. He said waterproof

seals have failed to keep rain out of the

building.

•'We don't anticipate having to close down

any portion of the Campus Center." Ryan

said. Parts of the garage will have to be

closed during the repairs, hut the garage will

remain open.

"We are still in the infancy stage of design

development," Ryan said. The Boston

engineering design firm of Zaldastani

Associates was selected by the Building Au-

thority about five or six months ago and

'they've only been working on it roughly a

couple of mdnths." The bond was approved

last fall.

The repairs have been divided into two

phases. The first, repairs to the garage.

include fixing the underground structure.

repairing the waterproof membrane, and

then repairing the garage itself. Preliminary

drawmgs for this phase are scheduled for

June 1. Ryan said.

The second phase of the project is repair-

mg. the plaza deck of the Campus Center

Itself, "where the majority of the leaking is

occuring. Ryan said.

Yvonne Treloar. project engineer for the

Physical Plant, said it will take at least two

years to complete the repairs "They will

work on both phases simultaneously." she

said., Treloar represents the I'niversity on

this project, the North Village project, and 10

other University contracts.

FISHING FOR
ing much luck fin

day's sunshine.

REFLECTIONS — These two fishermen aren't hav-

hing off the dam off Puffers Pond but enjoy yester-

OUT OF SCHOOL?
OUT OF HEALTH COVERAGE?
K you're leaving the University but staying in

this area, you should replace your University

health coverage before Septennber 1 .
Valley

Health Plan may be your answer-

comprehensive coverage for the lowest cost

around:

73.64/mo tingle $188.24/010 family

Information and applications available at the

Supplemental Benefits Office. University

Health Services. Applications must be

received at Valley Health Plan. 100 Universi-

ty Drive. Amherst, by JULY 15.

TTf mw>«jnjc»»cir

SUMMER JOBS
INFO & INTERVIEWS
Metro Boston Area

Accounting
Clerical

Light Industrial

OFFICE SPECIALISTS
will be visiting UMass

on Monday, May 13, from 9 am - 5 pm

in Campus Center Rm 902

Find out how working for the best tem-

porary service in your area can make

the most of your skills and summer

schedule' Applications and appoint-

ments are available in the Student

Employment Office or stop by and see

us on the Concourse.'

•co/icerfe
,(tmi\%wtd from pagt I

"Original Mix " will be the fimt band on stage at nooa A

tree planting ceremony will commemorate Orchard HiUl'i

20th anniverHar> and to pay tribute lo political science pro-

fessor Luther Allen, who has been teachmg m residence in

Orchard Hill and will be retiring.

At 2 p m the band Flei" will take the stage followed by •

gelatin eatmg contest and a tug of war at 3 p m. "Bratt" will

Uke the stage at 4 p.m.

Throughout the day tickets to a cash pnze lottery will be

•old and the final drawing will be at T. p ni. Food will be sold

at the event

TRUCKS OR
CARGO VANS

AUTO &
PASSENGER VANS

also available

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Outing Club

Cabin Caretaker

Needed

Memorial Day to Labor Day 1985

Free lodging in the White Mtns of NH

in exchange for fee collection & routine

maintenance. No experience necessary'

More info? Visit O.C. Office at^ SU or

Call Al - 549-3602 Robin - 586-2022

UMOC - 545-3131

^ar after

,

ear, semester
ifter semester,

1

Fidelity Union Life offers

the most accepted, most popular

life insurance program

on campuses ail over America.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union Life

a^ent in your area:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

20 Gate House Rd.

Amherst, MA 256-8351
4^rid<fitvUmonii<e

••••••••••••••••
* Remember Mom!! *
* at

Htgh Sc»*op< and Ccl>«9« Stwdwm

Last Day to Place

Collegian Classifieds

is Monday, May 13

3:30 PM
Send someone that special personal,

sublet your apartment,

get new roommates for the fall semester.

Advertise in the Collegian for all your need^

OXFORD
•Summer 1985'

S»ud»nts •«"»»• too «u<5y "t»o«»*
Urvv«fWty io »>• tnBM»N^o««MV
WW London SKidy Tcwr OXW
toau raoaptmnt vid St*nm«r BaM
•ncMtM

¥
¥
¥
¥
^10% offALL Fragrances

College Drug
Saturday May 11th

ONLY

Ma^ngtor^ tn1»m«hip« and a

Summef Se^friar >" t»r»»i are

alao ot**r»d by W I S C

hwuMas to:

jww« Koaak JD Otrwrtor W«a»v

ingion wrmrnttorM StxxHm C«»*b»

2i2-724-0eO« or 724-013«

Hon-dimcnmtnmlo>y <tO/AA)

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

in stock

and also remember our

various asssortments of

Russell Stover candies

COLLEGE
I M ««.' t-i »»

t
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
.¥

t

t
f***-*-"*"***"*^*****

Uki
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LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
- Next to Town Hall -

FREE DELIVERY
(off UMass Campus - $15 minimum)]

Just Dial 253-3091

PruUy, Mmy 10. 1985

T^ ?"~1

• • OEIH I
Wednesday, May 16

4-7 2M

St. Pauli Girl

Wurzburger

Grolsh

BEER

6 pk. $4.25
plus deposit

Rolling Rock Beer

plus dep.

BUD
SUITCASE

24 12-oz. cans

$11.55
plus dep.

Free bus service
from Franklin

and Worcester
parking lots.

I 551•^y:" $11.55
suitcase

\;

• >

COUNTRY

VODKA ...$5.25 Hi

Southwest Playing Fields

Non-Board Members - $4.75 at Field

ti

II

\1

•i

All-specials in-store cash prices good thru 11 p.m. May 11

Union Video Center
General Membership Meeting

Friday, May 10

3 P.M.
216 Student Union (near the Hatch)

VOTE ON NEW CONSTITUTION
PROPOSE NEW UVC PROJECTS

AU interested persons welcome

3|e :|e :|c :(c 3(c }|c)|c)|( )f: ?tc }|c 3|c 9(e 9|c )(e )|c }*( 3(c 9|e }^ 3fc Jtc }{c aK 9fc

* Work Study - Non Work Study }

I HELP WANTED |

t (summer) t
* Asst to the Speaker of the *

* Undergraduate Student Senate $
* working around student issues ^

t and assisting the Speaker main- ^

t taining Senate. Apply 420 1

t S.U.B. t

t EOE t

SPEEDO

ALL WOMEN'S SWIMWEAR

20% OFF
New SPaPQ- Anatomic Clogs INTRO. PRICE

iLii:iy*S Boxer Style Trunks 30% Off
^*^^ ^

Swim Briefs 20% Off

\^^ Buv 2 Pair Get 1 Pair Vz Price

f'ttlotOII S/fCM'tS
Citf riiiiotU Ucit«n

AMHOtST* IE Pteawnt S»««l/ 549 -6904

HORTMAI«»TOH • 15 State St / 584 -1016

JOIN US
^fmno'A^

363 Main Street, Amherst, MA 256-0222

or

Dinner

May Beer of the Month
BECKS

"Champagne Dining at Beer Prices'

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

Positive ID Required

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR DELIVERY IN EFFECT

FOR THE REST
OF THE SEMESTER

Large Cheese Pizza $5.25

Large One Item Pizza $6.25

Large Two Item Pizza $7.25

We also have world-class subs

available for delivery

We deliver from: 4 pm till 2 am weeknights

and from 4 pm till 3 am Thurs, Fri, Sat
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By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegiiy. Staff

The University of Massachusetts ski club

has begun refunding security deposits to the

60 students, out of an original 180. who had

not received refunds from the January trip.

But some students are still angrv and dis-

satisfied with the organizational and finan-

cial management of the club.

Club officer Susan Hart was outside the

locked ski club office yesterday with $400 in

cash out of the $ 1 .500 in unretumed money.

Hart was returning money to people who sim-

ply mentioned their names. She did not ask

for any kind of indentificatioa

Ski club member liana Levenson said she

picked up $25 for her brother who now lives

in Boston and was never notified about the

availability of his refund.

'Tm trying to make ends meet at the end of

the semester." said Levenson. who finally got

her $25 deposit back four months after the

ski trip

ts refunding
Susan Deshaw. treasurer of the club said

the money had been tied up with Snow

Search, a private Amherst travel agency the

club used for the January trip. "Our travel

agent has been in Florida and his phone has

been disconnected," Deshaw said.

Robert Jenal. business manager in the

Student Activities Office, said he is "a little

uncomfortable" with an RSO doing business

with a private, outside organization This

"dual status creates a liability for the Univer

sity or individual students," Jenal said.

Levenson also complained about the

selection of ski club officers.

Article XII Section 1 of the ski club con-

stitution states that, "All officers shall be

elected at the last meeting of each academic

year." But, Levenson said when she asked

about being an officer for the fall she was told

they had already been chosen by friends who

were leaving or graduating.

Deshaw said officers will be at the office

today in room 304 Student Union, with de

posit money _^____

Politics, economics stressed

debating acid rain issue

Women must fight for equal pay, strikers say

By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

Working women struggling to receive pay

comparable to that of men must organize and

fight together if they wish to win, according to

representatives of a Yale University cleri-

cal uniorv

Ellen Bedard and Beverly Lett, of Yale

Local 34, speaking yesterday in the Campus

Center as part of the Working Women's

Lunchtime Series, said that the key to pay

equity is organization.

Local 34. the union of clerical and tecKni

cal workers at Yale I'niverstiy, which went on

strike last year claiming that the Yale admin-

istration discriminated against women

employees, eventually won a contract that

many saw as a victory for comparable

worth.

"We won the strike because we talked all

the time, we organized students and we or-

ganized faculty." Lett said.

Bedard said that before the strike, her job

as a senior administrative assistant, was paid

only $15,600 a year, while a truck driver

made an average of $18,000 a year. With the

contract drawn up after the strike, she will

now receive $20,000 a year within the next

three years.

Both women said that the problem of Yale

is not a unique one Lett called the situation

"a reflection of the national problem of com

parable worth."

Comparable worth is the concept that peo-

ple holding jobs involvmg similar respon

sibilities should be paid the same, regardless

of sex. It recognizes that the sex-segregated

labor market of today is discriminatory be

cause women are paid lower wages than men

holding similar jobs

On a national average, women receive only

64 cents for every dollar a man earns, and the

strike was an attempt to make Yale deal with

the problem. Bedard said.

"When we first began, Yale said there was

no discrimination We had to make them ad

mit it was there and deal with it," said

Bedard.

By JOEL F COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The problem of acid rain is not as simple as

just reducing the polluting emissions from

smoke stacks, the director of the Water

Resources Research Center at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts said yesterday at an

acid rain forum.

Paul Ciodfrey, the coordinator of UMass

Acid Rain Monitoring Project, said the point

he was making at the forum "was to look

beyond the environmental impact to bring

awareness to the economic and political

factors."

The forum attended by 40 people and

titled "Acid Rain, An Environmental Catas-

trophe In the Making"'" had scientists, indus

try representatives and a government official

discuss the economic impact of acid rain.

Tim Shea, staff member for US Rep

Silvio Conte R Pittsfield, said (onte is

"pressuring the administration and sponsor-

ing his own bill." The bill would force the

nation's 50 top polluters to insull mecha

ntsms to reduce sulfur emissions and call for

a surcharge of about 40 cents on utility bills

around the country The surcharge would

then go to states and be used for further sul-

fur emissions reduction at the discretion of

ifrejections
Hinehart said.

This means more marginal (C students) may

not be coming to the University. However,

any resident of the Commonwealth who is

reflected has a second chance to attend

UMass by applying again for transfer admis-

sion. Transfer students currently make up

one-third of the graduating class.

|-iin'i
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Although the Office of Transfer affairs has

received fewer apphcations this year than

expected (due to the fact that freshman

admissions received 18,240, a record) Kathy

Ryan, director of transfer affairs, projects

that this years rejected high sch«M)ls seniors

will probably be applying for transfer next

year

Looking for that special place?

With exceptional food & reasonable

prices ?

The India House
Restaurant
will amaze you.

Specialties in vegetarian; seafood; lamb and chicken. Food

prepared in classical Northern India.

,, „, , o. Dinner 5:30 - 10:30
45 State hi. Lunch Specials 11:30 - 3:00
Northampton Takeout

outside catering 7 days a week

'^^
<&i^'

586-6344

£Staurant
Week Long Special

Rolling Rock
99*

Friday Dinner Special

VEAL PARMIGIANA
only $8.25

includes soup or salad, spaghetti 8- a beverage

["nTgeT^TSr^'Trtcher ^
I $7.99 I

I with this coupon I

I expires May 17, 1985 I

I ask your waitperson for details I

BBm^^ERs""* MHERST 549-5713

individual states.

Shea said the economic concerns include

the unemployment problem faced when Mid-

western plants switch to reduce the emis-

sions, and the concern that legislation "must

have a reasonable price tag to minimize cost

on the pubhc
"

John Gastler, from the environmental

office of the Connecticut division of Nor-

theast Utilities, said the "greatest economic

impact of acid rain is on the Midwestern

utilities. We've largely taken (regulatory)

measures that are asked on them

(iastler said Northeast Utilities has made

the necessary change over to burning low

sulfur coal, but the midwestem utilities "are

faced with making expensive regulatory

changes."

Steve Howards, a UMass graduate now

working as a Washington lobbyist for the

National Wildlife Federation, said he sup

porU legislation where "older plants come

into the same tougher controls," to protect

the environment.

"We need a 1 2 million ton reduction of sul

fur dioxide." H»)wards said, referring to the

goal cited by the National Academy of Scien

ces as necessary to prevent further environ-

mental damage

Valley Health Plan 1985-86

Our Tenth Yearl

is Valley Health Plan for you? In 1985-86

VHP membership will continue to be 100%

paid by the Commonwealth. Why pay $400

a year? Compare the coverage, too. Ask

your friends. Talk it over at home. Don't let

this year's enrollment pass you by without

making a thoughtful choice.

NEW GREENFIELD HEALTH CENTERI

Sign up at Personnel Office by May 31
.
For

information, call VHP at 256-0151.

it^

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherjt
S49 2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

'to' FOUR^
SEASONS

BEER SPECIALS
COORS suitcase $10.99

BUD suitcase $10.99

BUSCH suitcase $8.99

BALLANTINE 12 pk cans $3.50

FORT SCHYLER 12 oz. btl $5.99

ST. PAULI GIRL ^^^^

SIX PACKS
ST. PAULI GIRL $4.25 BECKS $4.25

STEINHAUSER $3.99 SWINKLES $3.25

FORT SCHYLER BEER. . $1.69

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 175 L • $7.^

GILBEYS GIN 1 75 L^ ^^

^

MYERS RUM CREAM ^Jr^'V li'S
PICCALA COFFEE LIOUEUR. . . . 750 ml. . .

.
$5.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1^ j- ^$999

HARVEY'S SCOTCH 175 L $13.49

MAGNUM MADNESS
FREIXENER CORDON NEGRO. ..15 L. .

.
$10.W

S^RTINI S ROSSI ASTI SPUMANTE1.5 L$18.99

JACQUES BONET CHAMPAGNE. . 1.5 L..$5.99

WINE SPECIALS
SEBASTIANI TABLE WINES 15 L $3.99

VINTNERS CHOICE • ^
^

Chablis, Rose, Burgundy • • ^^^
SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2 L $3.29

WE DELIVER 584-8174

333 Russell Street (Route 9) Hadley, MA 01035
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Divestment will only hurt

In South Africa, a white minority

government of Afrikaaners

practices a policy of apartheid (pro-

perly pronounced apart-hate) that is repug-

nant to all who value liberty and freedom.

Many called for the United States tx) stop

"supporting" this policy, to withdraw all

U.S. investments in South Africa. What

seems on the surface to be a simple choice

— to continue to support racism and

discrimination or to stop - is actually a

more c«»mplex and difficult problem to

solve.

The policy of the Reagan adminstration

has been one of contructive engagement,

an approach designed to bring South

Africa's apartheid policy more in line with

U.S. interest* by exactmg small but steady

concisions from the Afrikaaner govern-

ment in exchange for continued American

economic cooperation. This policy nowhere

implies support for apartheid, in fact, the

administration has consistently condemned

South Africa's human rights violations.

The United States should not abandon its

constructive engagement policy, it should

strengthen it. South Africa is a society

undergoing the most fundamental of

changes. Very fundamental pillars of apar

theid have begun U) erode in the face of

overt economic reality. American

businesses in the country have often been

at the forefront of movements challenging

the basic pnnciples of apartheid. The

demise of the practice ofjob reservation, as

well as the recognition of black trade

unions, were hastened by the actions of

such Amencan businesses as Ford Motor

Company. Economic necessity has also

tended to reverse the policy of segregating

blacks to the homelands, in favor of ur

banization. The economy remains as a

pcvMure for the apartheid regime. It can

George Morancy

Practice what youpreach
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not expand with the exclusion of a black

work force, which along with black

economic power, has begun to grow.

The major sin of the Reagan administra

tion is that it has not recognized the

momentum of the situation. When Senator

Edward Kennedy visited South Africa in

Januar>'. he was confronted everywhere he

went by mobs of angry young blacks who

seem to be dedicated to a very violent solu-

tion U) apartheid. Many of those dedicated

to this violent solution favor Marxism in a

post-apartheid South Africa, ignoring the

abysmal failure of such Marxist African

regimes as Ethiopia. It is time for Reagan

to apply real pressure before the situation

deteriorates too far.

But divestment would hurt South

Africa's blacks and solve nothing. "To

stand on American indigant principles by

withdrawing diplomatically and

economically from South Africa," writes

Mangosuthu G. Buthelezi, hereditary

leader of the Zulu people of South Africa,

"is a luxury that the vastness of American

wealth could afford. But indulgence in that

luxury for the sake of purity of conscience,

whatever genuine motives produce that

conscience, would do no more than

demonstrate the moral ineptitutde of a

great nation in the face of challenges from

a remote area of the globe.

"Black South Afncans have U) confine

their options to realities, and we have to

seek to bring about radical change in such a

way that we do not destroy the foundations

of the future."

Good luck to them.

G«orge Morancy vs a UMom student.

Money is the root of all evils.

But the underlying meaning

of this saying becomes more poig_

nant when if refers to U.S. support of

South Africa's apartheid system through

investment. By injecting money into tne

racist government of Pretona through

loans to the public and private sectors or

through investment in companies doing

direct business or through their sud-

sidiaries, the University of Massachusetts

and other institutions of higher learning

are leading actors in the oppression of Zd

million blacks.

Perhaps University administrator and

national leaders who believe total divest-

ment is not the way best to begin to end the

repugnant and immoral system should be

reminded that since the inception of apar

theid in 1948, 35() laws or acts have been

enacted targeted solely on the black majon

ty Among these include the illegality of a

black supervisor over a whiU' eniployee.

Ironically, this contradicts the Sullivan

principle which encourages U.S. companies

U) advance blacks into managenal posi

tions.

But other social and political conditions

point to the opposition. Realistically speak

ing how can a black have pt)wer over a

white man when according to the system

under which thev live, he is less than a

human"* The principle in itself focuses only

on a minute percentage of South African

labor force. In June 1983. 127,000 South

Africans were employed by U.S. com-

panies. Only 90.000 of these worked for

companies abiding by the Sullivan Pnnci

Similarly, in 1982. blacks workir« in

signatory companies only compnsed U.^

percent of low paid an unskilled jobs^

Ninety-seven percent of the managers and

89 percent of all professional employees

were white.

As Nobel Peace prize laureate Bishop

Desmond Tutu said, the Sullivan principle

is making U.S. and foreign investment a

Yadira A. Betances

TThHu;^ and evil system." Although black

S^uth Mncans are and will be the decisive

factor in the inevitable abolition of the

repulsive system, the U.S can help by

divesting their 6,000 firms doing business

in the country.

According to researcher Elizabeth

Schmidt. U.S. companies control 33 per

cent of the motor vehicle market, 44 per

cent of the petroleum product market and

70 percent of the computer market.

U S -made computers do not only run the

Johannesburg Stock Exchange, but also

aid in the management of the oppressive

"pass law" system.

The oppressive regime of President P.W.

Botha purchases tires from Goodyear and

Firestone, some of which are used on police

vehicles to maintain law and order as they

claim they did when they murdered more

than 300 black protesters of the white-

minority government.

Although some claim divestment would

be more harmful to blacks than whites

because it would create more black

unemployment and spark racial tension

But in fact, divestment would be the first

step leading to democracy. By ending its

support to apartheid rough divestment.

America will make it more difficult for

Pretoria to grant political and economical

privileges to whites only.

With such policies such as President

Reagan's "constructive engagement" and

the Sullivan Principle, what Amenca is do-

ing is retarding the democratic process

from being formed. America should prac-

tice what it preaches and it should start in

South Africa by putting people before pro-

fits.

Yadira Betances i» a Collegian colum-

nxst.
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We won't be bullied
In recent months, students have seen first hand how frequently campus

administrators and police use poor judgment in dealmg with evente and

issues relating to students.

We have seen how others in authority have both used and abused their

power working in the best interests of themselves but against the best in-

terests of students.

Others' poor judgment had invariably lead to students being treated with

anything but respect. Wednesday night such an incident took pUce when

the University of Massachusetts Police chose to arrest the speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate during the weekly meeting instead of im-

mediately before or just after it.

Whether John L. Ruddock III is guUty of the felony he is charged with

(jumping on and damaging a car belonging to a campus police officer at last

week's divestment protest) is not at issue here, what is is the blatant lack of

good judgment on the part of the Department of Public Safety, which

entered the senate meeting while Ruddock was attempting to take roll call.

Why didn't the police arrest Ruddock earlier in the day or week?

UMass Chief of Police Robert G. Joyce said the reason was because police

were busy with the 33 other arrests made May 1. Were they that busy that

they couldn't find time to arrest Ruddock just before the senate meeting?

It seems obvious that by waiting one ftill week to

«j;;;;^f^*"j;^^;i^^
police were not concerned that a "cnmmal' was roaming the streets, so

why not wait until after the senate meeting?

We believe the police action was an attempt to intimidate
f"^

sjw»^

students what happens as a result of protests. Students are not ch. dren

and are well aware that during a protest, arrest are always a possibility.

We need a police force which wUl protect students and enforce thej

W

we do^^ one which attempts to bully students by arresting the

speaker of the Undergraduate Student Senate dunng a meeUng.

Unsigned editoriaU rejUctvng th^ mnj<rrxty <ypinum of the CoW^Bocrd

A contradiction in policies

gf thi

Last week the Reagan
administration, once more,

revealed its intention of overthrow-

ing the Nicaraguan government. Having

failed to get the military aid to the contras

passed in the House, the administration im-

posed a total economic embargo on

Nicaragua. This move by the administra-

tion can be equated with an act of war

against Nicaragua. Economic embargo is

supposed to be an act of last resort, one

step short of military engagement, when

all diplomatic means are exhausted. In the

case of Nicaragua, the premature

economic embargo was the most extreme

measure available to the admimstration in

the face of widespread opposition to direct

military intervention.

The economic embargo comes at a time

when Nicaragua still has diplomatic rela-

tions with the United States, and has

repeatedly announced its commitment to

the Contadora process as a negotiated set-

tlement. It comes at a time when

Nicaragua has promised to lift the national

emergency situation and all its restrictions

if the U.S. proxy war against her is ended,

and has sent 100 Cuban advisors home as a

gesture of good will. Finally, it comes at a

time when Nicaragua, according to the

New York Times Magazine's reporter, is

still a pluralist society in which opposition,

unlike other Latin American dictatorships,

is tolerated, and in which private enter-

prise still dominates agriculture, cattle

raising, commerce and industry.

It is true that the Nicaraguan govern-

ment is not perfect. It is a rather ine^

perienced government in which there are

hard liners as well as moderates. And there

have been mistakes and cases of over-

reaction. But it is also true that the

Nicaraguan government does not want and

Rashid Sheedfar
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Making the right choice

cannot afford to alienate the United States,

and has made many peace proposals to nor-

malize relations with the U.S.

The economic emt)argo as a blind

ideological and not logical move will in-

evitably have the following effects: a) it will

further drive Nicaragua away from the

United SUtes and toward the Soviet

Union; b) it will intensify anti-American

feelings and will bolster the position of

hard liners c) it will force the Nicaraguan

economy into further centralization U) cope

with the adverse effects of the economic

embargo. This is how the administration's

prophecies about Nicaragua become self-

fulfilling.

Nicaragua, having emerged from long

years of Somoza dicUtorship, is still young

in its experience of democracy. It lacks a

long and solid democratic tradition.

Democracy is to be learned and perfected

through a practical process. This process

cannot be carried out under siege. The

development and non-linear nature of

democracy makes it a complex and multi-

faceted issue in the context of the Third

World. Those self-righteous, Westocentric.

eUte-minded policy-makers who tend tc

judge every Third World revolutionary

society by their own yardstick are bound to

come up with undesirable - or desirable —

results. And what makes it more tragic is

the application of double standards to

revolutionary and fascist regimes. It is

these double standards which account for

the U.S. contradicU)ry policies toward

Nicaragua vs. South Africa or Chile.

Rashid Sheedfar is a UMass student.

Thus has been a year i>f living

dangerously and desperately.

Studenta have decided to leave the

comfort* of a{»thy and have crossed over

to a life of dangerous living. Rallies, ar

rests, sit-ins and die-ins have awakened us

from our lethargy We have seen the U)bt>

ing protesUirs' signs and heard the heart

fell chants as students devote themselves

U) one issue after another They call us U»

do the same - to abandon the dregs of

drowsiness and to commit ourselves to the

challenges of living dangertmsly. They

desperately beckon us to seek the solutions

that would save this earth fn)m nuclear

destruction, racial oppression and political

subjugation.

As a journalist. I have been forced to

come out from behind my usual shield of

objectivity which often is conducive to non-

commitmenl. V^liile my fingers are sUll

bound to these typewriter keys and not to

the bobbing mass of protest signs. I have

begun to feel a different desire for a solu

tion. I see men and women clinging to

revolutionary ideals but I don't see the

solutions.

A revolutionary is one who sees a need

and meets it through radical change. Jesus

Chnst was a revolutionary. His insight was

so acute that He could look beyond the in-

justices and oppression that were common

place in the Roman Empire and see the

need. Unlike the people. He realized this in-

justice and oppression were surface

manifestations of a deeper need that could

not be met by political maneuvers.

Thousands desperately rallied behind

Chris Poon

Chnsl to make Him their political king in

hope that He would alleviate their oppres-

sion. But His plan was more ra«lical. He

said the only way to change the world was

to change individuals. For an individual U)

realize that he or she needs U) change is

much more dangemus than clinging to

ideals because it addresses the nx.t issue

Jesus Christ said the real problem is sin,

that is, doing what we want instead of what

(k)d wants. It is an attitude that everyone

has and is characterized by active rebellion

or passive indifference U)wards Him.

Because of this attitude we are necessarily

separated from the holy and j)erfect G<xi.

This is a desperate dilemma that con-

fronts each of us. But Christ offers a

radical solution. He died on the cross to pay

the penalty for our sins. And now the deci-

sion is ours. We can continue to do what we

want and merely cling to revolutionary

ideals or we can revolutionize our lives.

Christ wanLs to be the Lord of our lives,

forgive our sins and make us the kind of

pe<)ple He wants us to be. This is more than

a religion, or culture or politics - it is a

challenge. The challenge is this: will we in-

dividually invite Him to meet that need and

be the Lord of our lives?

I applaud those who have nobly fought

oppression and injustice by choosing to live

dangerously. But to confront the real need,

we must choose Jesus Christ.

Chns Po<m IS a Collegian staff member.

Letters to the Editor

Holy cow!!!

This letter is not about a very pleasant

topic. It is about horse shit. Last May I was

amazed at the amount of horse manure

deposited on the sidewalk in front of

NOPE. However, what appalled me was

that no one ever bothered to clean it up.

In an idyllic setting, such as the Universi

ty there is always a lot of talk about human

rights I firmly believe that the residente of

Sylvan and the people who use NOPE have

the right to walk to class on dean]

Tonight as I was strolling down to Elab I

barely missed stepping into the first

deposit of the new spring season. This

made me very mad. Here is just one more

tension to add to the list of the usual end of

semester frustrations. I certainly do not

believe that it is the Physical Plant's place

to clean up this disgusting mess. I ask that

the people at Tilson Farm show the com-

mon courtesy of cleaning up after

themselves to make springtime a little

more pleasant for all of us.

Eileen Hebert
Sylvan

The parajrraph in yesterday's policy editorial should have read:

The Vhancellor writes that recent suggestions advocating complete

divestment "seem to suggest that the University should have nothing to do

with companies thaf
* e anything to do with companies that have

rything S) do with South Africa." While doing little more than adding a

bit of sophomoric rhetoric to the debate, the chancellor is surprisingly close

to our position.
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RandomNotes Letters

BOG vs. Coors-forums and responsibility
ing language seems both ironic and irrespon-

sible as it originates from those claiming to

be exclusively in the interest of students.

The failure of the Board of Ciovemors' Pro-

gram Council- sponsored Coors forum

highlights much of what is wrong with our

student government. From Coors' initial cor-

porate decision not to attend, to the petty

politicized bickering at the forum itself,

attitudes insured the destruction of what

began as a noble concept.

It seems unfortunate that nobody came to

defend Coors. for they really are the central

issue. How can we determme if the B0(1

acted correctly or incorrectly if we can't even

discuss the point of contention? Can we con-

aider University pohcy toward South Africa

without understanding the situation in that

country?

Sadly. Monday's forum was an evening of

obfuscation The ant iCoors coalition lod

ged cheap shots about tangenUl issues (such

as one enigmatic allusion to abortion), which

probably did them more harm than good.

The opposition, basically the group called

Students for (lovemment by Referenda,

kept arguing for the constitutional right of

free choice It is both strange and telling that

both sides fundamentally agreed on both

these issues, but neither cared much to point

that out or explain if the focus was to be

Coors or the BOG.
I think that confusion mirrors a similar

mire engendered by the wording of yester

day's referendum That question asks if the

board "overstepped its bound." From a

legalistic perspective, a brief review of the

board's constitution indicates most plainly

that the answer is no So the que.stion

becomes one of whether the BO(i acted with

or without a popular mandate In seeking a

.• to that query, it appears approp-

r:„ 1 reastinable to put to the students as

a whole the same conundrum that was

brought before the board, specifuallv.

.should we sell Coors on this rampu.s'.'

However, when asked to modify the referen-

dum question for purposes of clarification

and focus, the representatives fmm.Students
for (iovemment by Referenda were inflex

ible. claiming it not to be to their political

advantage. That some should want to further

mvstifv the issue with such tricky and divert-

The current wording will make the results

similarly unclear, for there is no way to

divorce the jurisdictional problems from the

more important moral one. Does a "yes" vote

mean that the board is tyrannical, or does it

suggest that in fact Coors should be sold in

the Campus Center, or does it imply both, or

should we try to infer nothing at all?

Indeed, that last interpretation may be the

most reasonable, for a truly democratized

decision depends on substantial knowledge

Educational information was what the forum

attempted to provide. The low attendance,

the absence of a student sitting on the anti

Coors panel, the poorly done moderating,

and the evasion of substantive issues are

what made the forum such a disappoint-

ment
Disappointment is probably the right

word. As two who worked on organizing the

forum and who tried to make a responsible

decision in the first place, we find ourselves

disillusioned by the apathy the student body

demonstrated. So many at the I'niversity fail

to participate in elections it wouldn't much

surprise us if we BOG members found our-

selves without a mandate, but is it really our

fault that the vast majority of students don't

even vote'' The board is not a group of nasty,

self serving oligarchs. Rather, it is com

prised of students who attempt to be sensi

tive to both the entire student body and the

democratic policies of this I'niversity

Far too many would now complain, but

refuse to take the time to learn exactly what is

happening or be constructive before the fact.

The destructive, acrimonious politics that

are now enshrouding the Coors controversy

only ser\'e to further divide the campus. We
should have the courage to either delegate

authority to elected bodies or all take the

time to be involved in every .student issue

The only other alternative is delivering stu

dent rights into the even more unresponsive

hand.« of the administration.

Fran Hfs^i'lernnd Mdrh Frudmnn areHO(i
memb*'r\

A thought for Coors drinkers
You're riding your palamino along the

fcxithills range of the Rocky Mountains

The rugged majestic Rockies to the nght,

the wide open prairie to the left. The

bright sunshine, the clean, fresh air. the

feeling of freedom and independence. It's

just like the ads in magazines and on t.v.

You reach into the cooler in your saddle

bag and pop a cold one. What an image!

Now, another image:

Illegal union busting practices, a histor>'

of close affiliation with the Ku Klux Klan,

the John Birch Society, suppression of

minorities. YcHjr basic industrial conser-

vative extremist.

Coors sells an image to sell its product.

But the real ideology behind the slick

advertising is different.

[htngkt Marine' is a Collegian rr/r-

resp<mdent.

I

TEACHERS
Immediate openings in fields of

Physics, Ecology, Chemistry, Phys.Ed.,

El. Ed., Theatre, and Music.

Residential program for normal middle

school kids, attempts to motivate the

learner through exciting academic activity.

Summer camp background helpful,

BA/BS preferred

LOVE OF CHILDREN REQUIRED
Call John Santos 617-764-8321

summer counselors /fall pos'tions also available

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
* iill Sl^'VKf Tirr Sfo't

'H ^.rt*J**'l,ind Rfl H'< A-^^^'St MA
|

S49 4)VIS* M roAj

A suggestion

Quite frankly, when I first had read in

Nummo News and the CoUegtan that

blacks on our campus were upset about

the CoUeffian's use of the lower case when

referring to blacks. I had thought it U) be

a petty gripe. Time and pondering have

changed that view.

In America the term "black Amencan"

has become more than just a collo-

quialism. In the last decade and a half it

seems to have replaced "Negro" in our

vocabulary; yet, in today's CoUegian it

was still in the lower case. I don't think

that this should have been so.

If I had seen German-American or

Irish-American (my stock) in lower case

then I think that I would have felt some

pangs of resentment. There is no reason

to further insult blacks on this campus by

printing references to them in the lower

case. I strongly suggest that the CoUegtan

staff press their typewriter tab keys that

one more time when referring to blacks

and give the proprietors of that proper

noun the dignity that they deserve.

Dana K. Smith
Northeast

'Ethnic hate' must go

It is dispiriting to see the pages of the

CoUegian used for a negation of learning

and a denial of history. I refer U) the paid

notKe inserted by the "Turkish students at

UMass" labeling the Armenian Genocide

as "contrived. gratuiu»us and fallacious."

Unsigned denunciations goading ethnic

hate should be unwelcome on our campus.

Last semester I taught a seminar on

Armenian culture which included a lengthy

section <»n the genocide. We surveyed the

literature and the ways in which that occur-

rence relates to similar historical events

such as the Holocaust. Sadly, there are con-

temporary parallels in Asia and Africa. In

order tt» confirm a fact of hisU)r>'. it should

not be necessary for students to document

horrors experienced by their grandparents.

This is not a debate; the event speaks for

itself. What we need to do is try to unders-

tand how these tragic happenings came to

be. to learn from them, and to prevent their

reoccurrence. In the Genocide in question,

the issue will not be put to rest until

present-day Turkish citizenry acknowledge

a part of their history for which they are

not personally responsible.

Joel M. Halpem
Dept. of Anthropology

.Friday. Maj 10. IfSS

One good, one bad

While reading the Black Affairs section

of the CoUeguin last Tuesday, I was treat«i

to one of the most striking examples of

what I consider to be quality editorializing,

right along side a piece of far lesser quality.

The first piece was one by Norman Hill,

which discussed Reagan's idea of enticing

business into depressed regions through

tax cuts. Hill points out that, for most

businesses, taxes are the least of worries.

Given this. Hill goes on to question the ad-

visability of using tax breaks as incentive.

This piece is what editorializing is all

about, the idea is to throw new perspec-

tives on a problem, in an attempt to sug-

gest a good solution. Contrast this with

Sad Assad's piece.

In the very first paragraph, Assad ua«s

all of the following phrases: attempts to

fabricate, so-called threat, propaganda,

disinformation, lies, jingoism, outright

hypocrisy, and the Ronnie Horror Show.

Assad then goes to say something about

Nicaragua. The fact is, after all the name

calling that went on earlier, one has lost in-

terest in what Assad had to say. And to tell

you the truth it was nothing new.

This type of editorializing is what liberal

writers are going to have to avoid in the

future. In order for an editorial to have any

effect, it must give a new perspective on an

idea, rather than simply reverting to name

calling.

Ray Salcmi
Central

FVktoj. M*y W' ^^

Just shut up, ok?
I had an exam on Tuesday, so Monday

night I went to the 1 Ith floor of the Tower
Library to study I thought that the tower

would be quiet and that it would provide an

atmosphere where I could concentrate.

Right' Wrong.
As a matter of fact, the noise was

something abnormal for a library.

Everyone was talking, laughing, but not

studying. I tried to concentrate among
such turmoil, but that proved impossible.

Then. I had an kiea. Since people go to

the library to socialize, instead of studying,

the administration should turn it into a

place for social gatherings. Xhe different

floors could be refurnished, wiuynice, com-

fortable chairs, smoking should be allowed,

and even drinking.

Yes the more I think about it, the more I

am inclined to believe that turning the

tower into a social club would be a great

idea. Indeed, this would be the best alter

native for a place where studying apparent-

ly is not done.

Jorge M. Pereira

Sylvan

GRADUATES!
Important Announcement

Fiero GT Trans Am

90 DAYS DEFERRED 1st PAYMENT
and

PRE-APPROVED CREDIT

NOW AVAILABLE TO GRADUATES
on all New Pontiacs and Oldsmobiles

For More Information

Contact

Terry McCormack

f^l A Q I/' Oldsmobile
wLAArllX Pontlac

32 Union St, Easthampton
527-4461 584-3644

Collegian n

LIQUORS
University Drive, Amherst, Ma.

(Amh«ril Snopp^ng Cen1»»>

Budweiser 12 oz cans

$11.25 + 120

13 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

48 Main Street

Brattleboro, VT 05301

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Collegian Employment

BUSCh 12 oz cans

I
$9.55 ^ 1.20

Michelob 12 oz cans

$13.75 4- 1.20

StrohS 12 pk cans

I
$5.25 -H 60 12 pk

I

t Ballantine 12 pk cans

$3.40 + .6012pk

Meister Brau 12 pk cans

$4.40 + .60 12pk

253-5595

if. if If. If. jf^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

For Fall Semester 1985

in Circulation Department
- Flexible morning hours

- Flexible days

- Excellent pay

- Must be reliable

- Approx 20 positions open

Work a few hours a week and earn

that extra cash you need for the

weekends!!!!

Applications at theCollegian office

Deadline May 10, 1985
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ARTS
Ride AcrossLake exhilerating
•"^*

. _ . and the characters do not seem t« grow.

The Ride Across Lake Conatance

Bv Peter Handke

By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

, .
,

After the Music Theater Guild's sour and violent reac_

tion to my colleague Ramin Zahed's negative review of

West Side Story. I would be terrified, simply terrified if 1

had to write anything bad about the 1
1
Mass Theater

Departments production of TKe RvU AeroM Lake Oomr

stance by Peter Handke. currenUy at the Rand: They

might take out a full page ad condemning me.

Luckily. 1 don't have anything bad t« say about the play^

The production is a masterful one. rife with restrained

energv' and pregnant with insidious tension.

Handke s work has often been called "anti-theatncal

and not without justification. We know little about the

people on the stage before us, and do not learn much as

the play progresses. There is no real action or movement

and the characters do not seem t« grow.

The title refers, so the program not^s t«ll us. to a tmlttfl

about a horseman who. after riding across a froien lake,

finds out after how thin the ice was. and subsequently dies

of fright. Handke brings us on a ride across the thin fabnc

of logic and rationality that constitutes our society. The

logic of the characters' dialogue is undeniable, yet they

seem mad. twisted and tyrannical. Handke lea^ us to

question ourselves in this surrealistic union of Beckett,

lonesco and Brecht.

The dialogue presents some interesting questions, tmt

does not necessarily answer them: Need gesture or ex-

pressions always connotate meanings, or are they valid in

themselves as gestures or expressions? Will oP<^^>««*^^

tyranny? (If so, what will illogic lead to?) What is the

riture of Dreams? One of the characters asks: Am I m
Earth or Heaven or Hell? Am I sleeping or waking?

Handke further confounds us by bnnging us to question

what exacUy a character is: the program lists the cast as

playing themselves (This is a tnfle misleading - In the

Mark Burridg. d.mon..r.l.. hi. po«er .«r Danielle DiV^ehio in TKe

Stance tonight and tomorrow at the Rand.

Ride Across Lake Con-

tiW environment but. simply, (as) actors on asUge^

Regardless of whether the cast is playing themselves or

ficS^hLcters or some bizrare hybndizaUon of the

S^o Xy are excellent. David Alun Spencer gives an m-

2^ briUUmUy controlled performance, and is clw y the

^^ in uSr^rown. The rest of the cs^t (Scott ML

vrrissimo Amy Goudreau. Mark Burndge. Damelle

DivSo) i^ similarly talented, and deserve parUcular

^nSn Mer^th Fink and Amy Bryant Gaboon are

?::& sprighty as the ^-kly disjUusiojv^jmbe^

of conformist society, and Mane L. Hart is fine as tne

mvsterious Woman in the White Scarf.

ThTsS^s magnificent: there is an elaborately marb^

floor There^high. fluted columns flanking a huge^

2^t«i staS^ The costume, are beautiful and

^nT Julian M Olf s direction is exacUy and supert).

The play is astounding. Ck) see it.

VintageTruffaut
By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff u . rr

Francois Tmffaufs movies were maybe more about lile

than any artworks ever made. The Green Room, based onthe

short ston 'The Alur of Death" by Henn James, was Triif-

faut 8 attempt at making a movie about death. Tmffaut play,

a man. Davenne. obsessed by the memory of his dead

friends, including his wife, who died four months after they

were married. He says he has come to the point m life where

the dead outnumber the living

The movie opens with a haunting World War I montage. I

expected No Exit, but in the first scene Tniffaum was teUing

off a priest, and I knew that this was going to be one of the

most moving and beautiful films I had ever seea Because

Truffaut died of brain cancer last year. The Creen Room wUl

stand as a final monument to him.

Davenne is a journalist on The (ilobe. a ghost magazine

from a long time ago. He wntes obituaries which his boas says

are brilliant He wrote 41 obituaries the year before, and

never repeated himself once. Nathalie Baye plays a younger

woman who had met Davenne very bneflv in a bomb shelter

during the war.
. i .

Davenne had been kind to her when she was an adolescent,

and she remembered him for fifteen years. She says. You

talked to me like an adult" Now Baye would do>Miythmg to

repay Davenne for his simple kindness, but he ckn t get it

through his thick head, because he is obsesed by death. As

she tries to make him love her back, they interact beauti-

fully together. They drive together, him being spaced out and

her being so gentle. ... u
Davenne tries escaping life but can t; it is always chasing

him Baye chases him around the garden. The flickenng

shadows of the candles in his ahar to the dead always chase

around his face.

The central moment in Truffaut's career came in Small

ChanKe when he told an assembled class of children that we

must always love and protect each other. Davenne fails to

protect Baye and because of this there is an incredible pain in

the movie. Davenne has failed to live up to Truffaunt s creed

and is punished with blindness. His cinemalographer the

legendary Nester Amendros said, 'despite the somber

theme, this movie was a joy to make ' It is indeed a joy to

see.

Peter Levesque will perform a selection of jaxz

numbers of 6 p.m. on Sunday at the Hampden

Theater. _. .

rjINEMAScOOP
I

by Count ftam in Zahed

The Count's visa expires

bidsAmherst c

When I am dead, I hope it may be said "His

St/us ere scarlet, but his reviews were read.
"

-Belloc

One of the most thrillmg experiences of my

college life has been wrilmg this column on

Fridays. How vividly do 1 remember the day

that Chris Marini, our beautiful Arts editor

came up to me and said. 'You. you foreigner,

we need a film columnist. You seem pretty

derranged. Your mother cooked your pet

chicken and fed it to you. That qualifies you

perfectly for the job." I was also going bald

prematurely, so it really made me look tai

lored for the position. I haven t regretted one

second of it

Discussing upcoming films and the current

cinema was truly the next best thing to having

tea with NasUssja Kinski or an afternoon

visit to Tilson Farm. It sends shivers down

my royal spine to think that this mdeed is t hat

last column of the year. Deportation is next

on my agenda. Anyway, before 1 leave this

holy esUblishment to become Ms. Kinski s

private secretary in Hungar>'. I have a few

more scoops to end my controversial

career.

Since I wont be around for Oscar week

next year. I thought it appropriate to mention

a few films which have a great chance at

sweeping the awards for 1986. Out of Africa

seems to be the uhimale winner. Based on

the memoires of Baroness Isak Dineson ( Ah!

the talent* of royahy!!) who left the comforts

of bourgeois existence for a humaniurian

quest in Afnca. the film boasts Mersl Streep

and Robert Bedford as leads. Then there's

Eleni with three Academy favorites. Kate

Nelligan rtV of the Needle), John Malkovich

(Places in the Heart) and the remarkable

Linda Hunt. Based on the true story of

Nicholas (iage .^et during the Greek civil war

of 1948, this gem is colleague Mariane

Nfcuse's pick of the year. Richard Atten-

Ixjrough's screen adaptation of the popular

musical .4 Chorus Line and the Meryl Streep

Sting vehicle Plenty are two other obvious

choices. Finally, there's f*mzis Honor, the

Jack Nicholson. Kathleen Turner. John Hus

ton collaboration number. Remember these

movies for next year's Academy awards.

To end my line-up of summer attractions. 1

should mention TheHnde. the Frankenstein

a la Stmg movie. The best scene of the film is

said to be the part where Sting sings "Don't

Stand So Close to Me" to his mechanical

monster (Kidding, kidding!) Also look for

Tina Turner as Auntie Entity (looking very

much like my own aunt) in Mel Gibson's third

installment of Mnii Mnx Note the Invelv

pictures

1 spoke of graduation earlier on and should

mention St Elmo's Fire, the summertime Hig

Chill about a gang of Georgetown graduates

facing. Yikes. THE REAL WORLD
Aauuuugghhhhhh' Cinemascoop veteran

Rob Lowe is reunited with buddies. Ally

Sheedy. Judd Nelson and Emilio Estevez

By the way. I have to give Rob a lot of credit I

consistently talked about his lack of talent

and the poor soul never wrote a letter to Rita

Murphy, my dear colleague at the Editorial/

Opinion section of the paper I should alao

thank Drew Barrymore who never paid for

Allv Sheedy. Judd Nelson. Emilio EaUvez, Demi Moore, Rob U>we.

M^e wSliam and Andrew McCarthy drown their Georgetown

blaea in St. Elmo's Fire.

Fine Arts Centei;
Concert ^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

-:£^^"

Roberta
Flack

SATURDAY. MAY 11, Wm
TICKETS: $15, S13, SH

F.ve college Students HalfPr.ce T.cKe.s ava-labie a, F,ne Arts g
Center Box Off.ce. Spr.ngt,eld Cv.c Center^ and D^T ATIX Oune.

Call (413) 545 2511 or 1800 243-4S42

Jennifer Beals is wrapped around

Bride.

the half page advertisement (a fake gi>od

review) and the young lady is only nine A cer

tain guild should learn lessons in maturity

and respect from her.

Weekend Winner. If you can find time to

escape the impending d<H)m of finals. I would

certainly recommend a visit t«) the Pleasant

Street Theatre for a last reunion with the late

Francois Truffaut. The C.reen Room, the

Henry James story of a man obsessed with

death, is one of the French master's final

achievements. Here s your chance u» realize

how great a loss Truffaut's death was to the

world of cinema and film lovers ar«>und the

world. Albert Hrooks yuppie comedy Lost in

Amenco fmallv makes its valley premiere at

the Mt. Farm Cinema Rob Reiner's parody

of a rtMrk documentary Thus us Spinal Tap

light.s up Amherst Cinema tonight and Satur

day night.

Local Lo$en: Please see Killer Questioa

Killer Question: What has its head in the

clouds, has a lot of vanity and little talent,

shamelessly pays $180 for a good review in

the newspaper, and badmouth.s an honest

critic? Yes. it's the infamou.s Musu (iuild In

the words of Joan Rivers whose vulgarity

matches the group's collective ego, "Crow

lip."

Seriously. 1 would like to thank Nancy

Bukar. Ed Jeye. Don Lipper, Kevm Dwyer.

Tom Harrington, Marcie Mosowitz, Man

ar>e Maise, and all the other repliers foi

their continual support of the weekly con-

tests I have a lot of glossies and posters wait-

ing at the desk for you.

I don't want this to be an Oscar speech but

I would like to thank the whole staff of the

newspaper for their support, Kllen Reynolds

for her consistent interruptions; Bill Cole.

Ed Jeye. Jane Ciarcello and Dave Swanson

Stint's finRers in the upcoming The

for putting up with me at Brooks. Tony Bet-

n)s. Jon Stomish, Brad \ erter. Pete Wis-

soker. Sue Izro. Tom Harrington. Dan

Culnan, Herb Ramy, Elaine Senay and the

divine Marini who kept the arts desk glowing

with brilliance all semester A special thanks

goes to BethAnn Moskov for a great time at

the movies.

EPIIOC'l'L My mother once .said.

•Ramin. you'll never amount to anything."

\ u I can look her in the face and say.

M .m. you were t<.tally right ' Thank you for

reading Cinemasco<jp

'There is a thin line between genius and in-

sanity I have erased this Une
^^^^^ ^^^^^

What*a love fot to do with it? A
bleached Tina Turner awaiU Mel

Gibaon in Mad Max IIL
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f/Remember
Claudette

Colbert in "It Hap
pened One Night'"?

In one fomous scene.

she wore Clark Gable's

pajamafop. Its huge propor-

tions emphasizing her tiny ones

This year we can all imitate Miss

Colbert because a mojor trend

of 1985 IS The Big Shirt

Originated by Italian design

ers, the big shirt was instantly

picked up by fashion leaders all

over the world Here in fhe states

oversized- shirts appear in the

collections of every designer

from Clovin Klein to Norma
Kamali

Fabrics range from

linen to chiffon to stiff

brightly printed cotton Smock ,

like shifts can be worn to the office and /
gossamer ones after dark The style covers up

every figure flaw because it covers every figure

Big shirts have other virtues too They highlight a graceful

heod and pretty hands And they span two recent fashiondirec-

tions — the"fon^ard" trend toward andro^^oi^j^|f<fings and

the "backward" trend to feminim

Gail Bonks Boston Globe

A Store hJ Of idaaB

Downtown /kmhmrti CMly ID 6. Sun. Y2i
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JOBS JOBS JOBS
CLASS of 86

IBM. . .Digital. . .and many other

companies have already scheduled

interview dates for Fall 1985

To interview, you will

resume completed
Septemberl

need your

early in
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Come join the staff of

New England's
largest

college daily!

Newsroom positions open for the fall:

5 associate managing editors

5 copy editors

assistant to the editors

librarian

3 associate news editors

associate editorial editor

assistant editorial editor

associate women's issues editor

associate arts editor

associate black affairs editor

associate sports editor

Volunteer reporters and comic strip

artist positions also available.

Applications will be accepted at

the Collegian
Office, 113 Campus Center,

until May 15.

Come to the

UNIVERSITY
CAREER CENTER

Now!
Let us help you prepare your resume

now

Don't miss out on great opportunities

l^i>>^i<^M0ilMli|piliiMNti|tftiitit)ifmnttiiiiitttiiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiHniiniini^

Don^t lose contact

with

UMass/Amherst!

Subscribe now for

your parents or

yourself!

The Collegian is offering home delivery

at the following low low rates

$12/semester and $20/year - Srd class rate*

$30/semester and $60/year - 1st class rate

* these issues are subject to long delivery delays

Call 545-3500 or mail checks with address to

The Daily Collegian,

113 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst

#iiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuii^ii«iniiiiiH<iiuiiiiniNNiiKniiiiiiHiiiiii"iiiiiii"iiu^^^^^

BLACK AFFAIRS
Lester recounts Blackhistory and youth
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Julius Lester, professor of Afro- American Studies at the

University of Massachusetts calls his new book. Do Lord Renv-
emher Mi', one about "remembering."

In addition to being about the history of blacks in the

South, "from slavery to the ('ivil Rights Movement, and in

particular the role of the black minister, at a time when to sur-

vive was a triumph." Lester admits his Tu-st adult novel is

semi autobiographical Rev. Joshua Smith, the 81 year old

protagonist, is a character based on his father, a minister and

Rev. Smith's younger son is "loosely" based on himself.

'(The b<x)k) its about how he is trying to understand how his

life has beea He's trying to see whether or not he has left

anything of his life behind."

Lester said he was like the son who joined the army telling

his father, "I'll be everythmg you're not " He added although

Rev. Smith thought his son probably loved him, he was afraid

to admit he also loved him.

Because the book is so personal, he said it "is really a part

of me. The other books, once they come out, they were just

books. They weren't a part of me anymore."

Although the novel isn't much different from his other

works, Lester thinks /Jo Lord is "special." What makes

it special is the language. he said.

The black voice of slavery is in the book. The southern black

speech that I grew up with is in it, and there is a kind of bibli

cal voice in it too. Allof these voices melt together. The con

centration of blacks in the South makes the South the natural

source for black cultural expression."

Do Lord is
written in four sections

labeled after Parts of the day.

Rev. Smith dies at the end of the third section, Nigtii- i w
book is not in chronological order "This is because I did not

want the book to end with his death, because this is really a

book about his life." he said.

Unlike Lester's previous book. Do Lord

' not political "So me "^

my previous books were political but I would say that when 1

was political I really wasn't political I never felt that politics

was going to change the world. I felt that politics was one

means of making things better, but only one means."

Lester is the author of Watch Out Whitey. Black Power is

a o nna Get Your Mama, Black Folktales, aU

is Well He has been awarded the

New York 1 imes Book of the Week Award, and received the

1984 Distinguished Teacher's Award, at UMass.

YOUR
SUMMER AT
FRIENDLY

^".^ > u

After a long grueling semester o( homework and

finals, why not spend your summer with us at Friendly

Restaurants

At Friendly were growing fast We open over 50 rtew

restaurants a year What does that mean tor vouj

Jobopporfunity Lots of it From full and part firne

summer |Obs to year round positions Best oj oiL

because there are 300 Friendly Restaurants m New

England alone, there's bound to be one near you

For specific details on where the |Ob openings are

and what positions are available please contact

our Division Employment Office tor an "?'erview ap-

pointment The offices are listed below by ferntonai

responsibility Please can

N I. Mots. (Including North Shore)

617-254-0511

Central Mass. (Worcester to Boston)

617-«72-4215

Southeast Mass. (Including Cap« Cod)
617-843-3994

Western Mass. (Springfield to Plttsfleld)

413-732-62S9

"-'
1 •
^ r̂estmurmnts^

Equoi Opoor»u'^"V Employer M/F

UMass Afro-American professor and author

Julius Lester.

Get psyched for

next semester's

Collegian !!!

It'll be better

than ever !!!

Summer Jobs
Apply for full or part time

if you live in the Eastern

Va of Mass (495 to Boston)

$7.98 to start

* No experience necessary

* Local work
* Bus, Man & Mktg majors

preferred, but not necessary

* Apply before or when you

return from school

Call 9 am to 8 pm (617) 391-2359

liruspo
YOURIAUMPM

ShIfH

DROP OFF LAUNDRY

10 5 00
Except Wed & Sat

^ Self

Service
7am-i0pm|

7 Days

3 Size

Washers
,

/Gas Dryers/

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray SI 549-1655

Play emphasizes
diversity and unity

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

How would you describe how a group of people can be

liifp A rsunbow?

Antonio (Luis A. Ahad) had U^ write a 8tx)ry for class

and he succeeded in "A Musical Dream."

Before finishing his homework, he went tx) bed and

dreamt he was in Puerto Rico. There, he encounter peo-

ple arguing on who had contribued more to the making of

the country's traditional music.

"A Musical Dream" a play performed by Sorobei em

phasizeil the contributions by Taino Indians. Africans

and Spanish people U) the island's traditional music.

If the melting pot theory is indeed true, then Puerto

Rico is the perfect example of it. as the children showed

in the play, pnniuced recenUy at the University of

Massachusetts. ..... ^ j »u
Performed in both Spanish and English, it showed the

complexity of the Puertx) Rican pei>ple not only in music

but also in every other social aspect in which each

cultural group have played a major role.

While the Tainos had been on the island before the

Spaniards or the Africans and had introduced the

maracaa. the flute and the drum, the Spaniards brought

the guitar and the Africans the rhythm and the conga

"You can stop arguing, you have contributed equally to

the making of Puerto Rican music." Antonio said after

listening to each argument and heanng their.

The play was not only educational, but also enjoyable

where the children to*)k pride in presenting the audience

a part of their culture and themselves.

The children's pride gave it an added touch for they

were not merely reciting what they had learned, but also

living a hisU)ry many tend to forget to teach their

children. ^ » i«
Sorobei. whose chiWren range in age fn)m 7 to M

should be applauded for their hard work and success in

presenting the many faces of Puerto Rican society.

UMass students Edwin cancel directed the play with

extra<»rdinary success, as the children showed m theur ex

cellent performance.
l. i j

Linda Velazquez and Eligio AcosU should also be laud-

ed for their strenuous work in making each dance

number superb.

The children should als<i be given a special recognition

for taking the time to not only learn, but ahwv^hare with

others who they are. Sorobei is comprised of: K^amsi and

Sara Orellana. children of Ester Orellana. Mantia Nieto.

daughter of Sonia Nieto. Luis A. Abad, son of Eila

Rt)hle8 Vanesa Melendez. daughter of Janet Perei.

Manana and Elena Cruz, daughters of Beatrix Gonzales

and Imani Rosa.

Sorobei was created in 1982 to give LaUno children in

the Amherst area a place to get together to learn about

their history, their music and their language.

'V 70' V
DRAFTS all the time

Beer of the Month:

BECKS $1.30

Drink of the Week:

Schnapps Shots $1.00

Strawberry

Peach
Apple
Peppermint

Spearmint

Cinnamon
Blackberry

Triplemint

THE SPOKE
35 East Pleasant St. Amherst

(right next to The Sub)
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau
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By Gorde
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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Rats By Congo

PUFF By Robert Steele

menttmenumenumenumeg
3
e

LUNCH 3
Bift«ck avec de« Fritea <t

LeSame Seed Roil 9

9Les Legumes
BASICS LUNCH

Cheese 9
C

DINNER 3
Duck a rOrange ft

s
avec le sauce a la Suisse e

Mousse de Chocolat 3
Pomme de Terre au Gratin ft

avec Ivan the Terrible Pate 9
e

BASICS DINNER 3A
Tofu 9

6

1

Attention

all artists...

If you know how to draw and think you have a nense

of humor, the ('»llfg\nn \» accepting aubmiMHiunH for

daily comic atripa for next fall. Entries should be in

black ink on plain white paper or posterboard; 10

stripH minimum whould be Hubmitted to Anne McCrory

in the ne>\»r«M»m. 113 Campus t enter, by May 15. All

types of strips encouraged. I^nd your humor and ar-

tistic Ulent to the pages of New England's largest

college daily today!

T«Hiay: A very nice day, sunny with high.s m the 8<)8.

Great day to watch lacntsse or sunlwithe.

Tonight: It will be clear with lows in the Whs, very com-

fortable.

T(»morr«)w: Warm and partly sunny with high.s near 85

degrees. Great day to go ti» Orchard Hill or watch stift-

liall and rutt do homew(frk.

Editor's note: Bloom County will most likely

not appear thin week because the Collegian has

not received the strips. lU absence is not due to

censorship. The Colleguut is investigating the

Status of the contract and we regret any in-

convenience to our readers.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milrd b> Inidr Mtrhd Jaffr

ACNOM
1 Qabbad
6 Vipcrt

10 Out o< dAl*
AMk

13 Unitofm
U Cutof (Tl*«t

IS Goodbye.
Co)umt>u«'
author

17 Slof.tront

(•atur.*

18 Jason's *••••<

19 On* who
iw«ari«s

20 Upshot
21 Young salmon
23 Blanch
25 1943 Horn.

vehicle

28 Sitedaddies

30 Rot)insonot

reels Abbr
31 Man Mrith a

cover

32 Canal features

33 Silo contents

36 One horse
37 Dairy

equipment

38 Particle

42 Synthetic

fabrics

44 Shattered

45 Fabled
creature

48 Letters of

promise
49 Turkish peak

50 1957 Franciosa

film

54 Trawled

55 Vow
56 Confusion

59 Transport

60 Dimension
62 Call Me
64 Ram s raiment

65 Consumer
66 Altar attire

67 Connecting

word
68 Nosegay
69 More

agreeable

DOWN
1 Play tricHs

2 a Dale

3 Airport

irtdlcaior

Make do
(With out »

Autocrats

Morning eye
op#n#f
R«gre(ful

Poke
occupant'
Housebound m
winter

Ride s route

Where tolls

are taken

Oscar winner

of 1982

Novelist

Fielding

Land measures
Alias Private

Beniamin
Far East

capital since

1868

Tires

us pol

party

Cote note
Frightening

fellow

Seek office

Golden Horde
capital

49 Sculpture

51 Anyone in

^— aena99
Auden

52 Eludes
53 Sprite

57 Freshwater
fish

58 Hebrew
measure

61 Alike Prefi>

63 FrierK]. in

France

ANSWER TO PSEVIOUS PUZ2LE

37 Grows darker

39 Stormlike

40 votga
tributary

41 Assembled
43 Prevatent

44 Hindu of the

highest caste

45 Catamarans
46 Buckeye
47 Caribbean

leader

kJ UUGU tJUUUADA HMP

Tw riff ff
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Frattaroli solidifies

youngUM infield corps
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian SufT

One of the major downfalls for the young

University of MassachusettA Softball team

this year has been errors. They have led to a

great deal of the Minutewomen's 22 losses, a

•chool record

The infield has been especially vulnerable,

committing 58 errors this season. The entire

team only committed 52 in 1984.

One error would lead to a series of errors

and a loss.

In the last two weeks, that hasn't been the

case for (JMass. And one of the big reasons is

two-time all-conference selection, sopho-

more Carol FrattarolL

"I think Carol is basically holding the

infield together." coach Elaine Sortino said.

"She has put herself right out there as a

team leader."

Frattaroli has become a leader in a very

young Minutewomen infield. Sophomore

Debbie Cole is at third, and Martha

Jamieson. first base, and shortstops Paige

Kopcza and AUsa Fila are freshmen.

"Carol is helping to hold the composure of

the mfield and we didn't have that in the

beginning of the season," Sortino said. "The
composure has a lot to do with Carol's

presence and the team's confidence in

her
"

Frattaroli, two-time AU-State (Division D
•election from Stamford (Conn.) Catholic,

said, "I try to help out because I know what

it's tike to be a freshmaa
"We all contribute a lot We have a lot of

young people and we're finally putting it

together, now
'

Frattaroli constantly talks to. cheers and

encourages herteammates on the field, in the

dugout, in warmups. and in practice She is

the one that badgers the team on the bench to

cheer for the hitter.

"I like to keep yelling," she said. It keeps

her mind in and on the game, she noted

Frattaroli is now batting .277 after a

season-high of .307 about a week ago. She

leads the team in sacrifice bunts, 20, and

shares the RBI lead, 13, with Cathy Reed

Last year, FratUroli struggled at the plate

with a .207 mark.

"I told myself that I was a good base- hitter

and not a long ball hitter," she said

Confidence in her game helps the sophomore

through those occasional dry spells.

But this woman's speciality is defense.

And there is no hesistaiion about hitting the

dirt for the ball. 'In the second semester. I

live for softball." she said.

She started playing ball at age nine in little

Miss Softball America in Stamford and with

the help of her Dad and two brothers, one of

who got a full baseball scholarship to

Maryland, Frattaroh played and played a

lot

"I always played and played a lot," she

said "I could play every summer." Now
every summer, it's playing with the Stanford

Flames, a (Mass A softball team one step

below the major women's fast-pitch lea-

gues.

Frattaroli never played second base be-

fore her freshman year at IJMass. She was,

and still is with the Flames, a shortstop.

"I like both positions" Frattaroli said.

"With Lynn (Stockley. CMass left handed

pitcher), I get a lot of action and it's a lot of

fua"
It's a lot of fun and work for Frattaroli, who

has played in 46 of UMass' 47 starts this year

and she believes this year's team. 1 1 -of- 1 5 of

whom are freshman and sophomores in-

cluding herself, is a good one

"It is coming together for us." she said "1

think we're going places. We're good It's a

young team."

"Carol has really turned herself around in

being a team leader and it's just not isolated

to the playing field" Sortino said

And with a solid leader in the infield, one

that has been missing since Allyson Rioux

graduated last year, Frattaroli has helped

turn the UMass softball season right a-

round

Sly and Joey'a third baaeman Mike Butler la^ into a pitch in yester-

day'a intramiuitl championahip.

Sly and Joey winIM title

Wagon falls 14-7in softball tilt

By JEKJ DESIKUS
Collegian Staff

Sly and Joey put together a five run fifth

inning to put away the 1985 men's intra-

mural softball championship yesterday at

lx)wer Boyden Field.

In a team effort highlighted by consistent

hitting, the champions defeated The
Wagon 14-7.

Members of the winning squad included

the winning pitcher, Tim Wright, .John

FiUgerald Pat Collins, Itaru Kato. Tom
Waisnor, Manny Santiago, Peter Duessel,

Pat Smith, Rand (lesing and Mike Butler.

The women's and co- recreational cham-

pionships were also decided last night at

Lower Boydea Results were not available

at preM time, but will appear in next

week's Collegian.
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RYDER CENTRAL

'^ »< * »-l L' Ti h4 ^ /

TEN OR FIFTY DOLLARS

1
I

I

I

RVOER

^^^
15 Parcel Van

RYDER SAVES YOU MORE!
THIS COUPON IS WORTH $10.00 ON ANY

LOCAL MOVE, OR
$50.00 ON ANY ONE-WAY MOVE.

CALL THE RYDER DEALER NEAREST YOU!
'One Coupon Per Rental 'Not Applicable With Any Other Discounts Or Promotions

Local Reservations

Central Reservations
1-800-551-2030

ORANQE

(Rt«. 209)

.54^7786
GREENFIELD
1 203 Bamardston Rd. . . . 773-5720

NO. AMHERST
40 MorftBQue Rd 549-0010
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irBaseball
UMass. now 24-22-1, was swept by the

Panthers, 2-0 and 4-0 on April 21 and the
Panthers, 31-12, have gone 11-2 since
then.

Adeiphi's Jule Bolduc struck out 15 in 4-0

Panther win but Sortino said, "We'll know
what to expect. We won't be uken by
surprise."

•eontinutdfrom page tO

No one on the UMass team is graduating.

Junior Lynn Stockeiy (15-8, and record set-

ting 0.43 ERA) and freshman Lisa Rever(7-
8, 0.76 ERA) are the probable starters The

old ERA record of 0.90 belongs to (.'athy

Reed, set in 1983.

Freshman Paige Kopcza (.400) is the

team's leading batter and Carol Frattaroli

(see related story, page 18) and Reed lead

the team in RBI with 13.

"We have had a steady diet of good pitch-

ing, lately," Sortino said. "We're really look

ing forward to the game."

The baseball team will be looking for two

more wins as they take on the Huskies of

Northeastern this afternoon at Lorden

Field.

Coach Dick Bergquist will be looking to

give some of his younger pitchers more

experience. Mick Wydra (12) and Pat

McNanmara (0-1 ) will be the starters.

Second baseman Jack Bloise (.306) is out

for the year with a pulUed leg muscle.

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIK
Monday Thursday 8 45 3 45 • Friday 8 45 2 90 • Cash m advance • 6 coosscutiv* days S% dmoc

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number free
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The game: DM vs. Syracuse
Numberone
Orangemen in

for Gorilla war
eontxnued fnim page 1

been able to concentrate solely on the game Conditions are

prime for an upset.

"I keep on telling our guys, we just have to go out there and

play like hell and hope for the best." Last season we looked a

little tentative because the game could've got us into the

national playoff.s, this year we know our season is over after

this game, so why not throw everything we have at them?"

Garber .said.

For Syracuse, L'Mass is simply another roadblock on its

way to the national title game. The Orange won the national

title in 198.< and were runners-up to Johns Hopkins last

season.

"We expect that UMass will come at us hard, just as most

teams do. Whenever we play, it's a big game for our op-

ponents. They're well-coached and I'm sure it'll be a tough

game." SU coach Roy Simmons Jr. said.

Syracuse and I'mass feature 14 players from West

Genesee high school, a Syracuse prep power The players on

both teams are familiar with each other (the teams have also

played the last nine seasons) and do not want to spend the

summer listenmg to victory boasta.

The Gorillas are led by sophomore atackman Tom Car-

mean and his 23 goals and '^:^ assists. Carmean will line up on

atuck with seniors Mike Fionni ( 1 9 goals and 1 4 assists) and

Tom Lukacovic (22 goals and 1 2 assists) Carmean will set up

behind the goal with Fiorini and Lukacovic in the comers

looking to spread the defense.

At midfield. Seamus McGovem will take I'Masss faceoffs

and a good game is needed by the junior to keep the ball away

from the Orange C.reg Fisk. Stephen Moreland and Matt

O'Reilly must control the ball and avoid losing it to the

Syracuse middies who are excellent at creating a fast

break situatioa

Defensively. UM's Tom Aldrich, Mark Stratton and Gerry

Bryne will have to contain Sl^s scorers while the defensive

midfielder unit of Ted Spencer. Neal Cunningham and Pat

and Scott Craig will be responsible for keeping the Oranges

shooters from scoring on the perimeter.

Garber said that midfielders Karl Hatton. Glenn

Stephens. Ken Freeman and Doug Musco also have to give

UMas« defenseman Mark Stratton (left) chases

The Gorillas face number one Syracuse today at

solid minutes to beat Syracuse.

"These guys need to get in there and go one-on-one to the

cage." the coach said. "We can create situations for thera

to score."

Sophomore Ed Boardman (who scored two goals in a 19-

13 rout of Post on Tuesday) and freshman Kelley Carr will

work in on the attack.

Goalie Gerry Moreau will have his hands full, but the fifth

year senior is capable of keeping UM in the game

Syracuse is throwing an arsenal of offense at UMass. AU-

AmehcanTim Nelson ( 1 4 goals and 53 aasisto) will feed Brad

Kotz (30 goals), his brother Tom (22 goals) or Todd Curry

(19 goals).

"I had a dream last night and we won 10-9," Garber said

"Let's hope that dreams can come true."

Delaware's Pete Jenkins (r) earlier this season.

3 p.m.

What to look for today

Keys for UMass: The Gorillaa have to kssp

the ball away from the high scoring Oraafs

attack. RradKou(«30) TimNelaon (# Dand Tom
Korrie(#42). UM will put Tom Aldrich ( # 14) on Nelson

and Mark Stratton ( # 22) on KoU. On offense, the (iorilUa

must be patient and get good shota. UM's midfi^ders muat

beat their man from the outside, draw the defenseman and

feed the attackman.
Key* for Syracuse: The Orange can

score with anyone. Thev need to

recognize UM's defensive slides and feed the open maa
The defenae has to contain Tom Carmean (#15) from
behind the cage.

UMassplayerprofiles

Gorillas are primed for

an upset of the Orange
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

"For us to beat Syracuse." University of

Massachusetts lacrosse coach Dick Garber

explained. "We've got to get great efforts

from our best players."

Who are these players behind the helmets?

Here is a closer look at the 1985 Gorillas:

OfTense:

Mike Fiorini (Senior. #25) A three year

starter who just passed the 100 point plateau

for his career. Fiorini is third on the team with

19 goals and 14 assists for 33 points.

Tom Lukacovic (Senior. #22) Second

leading goal scorer for UM with 22. led the

team last season with 23. A good rider who is

shooting 22-for 54 this year.

Tom Carmean (Sophomore. #15) A
transfer from Farmingdale junior college.

Carmean leads liMass with 23 goals and 33

assists. He is seventh in the nation in assist.s.

Good feeder from behind the cage.

Midfield:

Seamus McGovem (Junior. #32) I'M's

faceoff man ha.s a goal and two assists this

season. He has won 66 percent of the draws.

McGovem has improved defensively and has

a hard shot from outside

Stephen Moreland (Junior. #13) More-

land worked his way into the starting line-up

with three goals this season. He is a strong

defensive player with a good shot

Greg Fisk (Junior. #9) His 17 goals are

fourth for the Gorillas. An all-New England

selection as a sophomore. Fisk is a good

stickhandler and leads UM with 65 ground

balls.

Matt O'Reilly (Sophomore. #10)

O'Reilly will replace McGovem after the

faceoff. Rebounded from a season- opening

injury to score 1 4 goals and dish out 1

1

assists.

Defense:
Tom Aldrich (Junior. #14) "Bird" can

score as evidenced by his four career goals at

r*IWffiaa ptMto hy B«k AMriek

Defenseman Tom Aldrich (14) is one of the keys for the Gorillas when

they tangle with Syracuse today.

Baseball, softball in action

UM. Usually plays opponent's high scorer.

Excellent man-to-man defender.

Mark Stratton(Junior. #22) Handles the

ball well on the clear for the Gorillas. Stratton

will face Syracuse's All- American midfielder

Brad Kotz today because of his tight man- to-

man play.

Gerry Byrne (Junior. #36) Has played

well in the past few games, effectively shut-

ting down his maa Byrne has improved his

ball handlong as the season has

progressed.

GoaL
Gerry Moreau (Senior. #29) Returns for

a fifth season, eligible because of a 1982

redshirt He has a .516 save percentage for

10 goals- per- game. Separated his shoulder

against Comell. Throws an excellent outlet

pass to his defensemen.

By GEKHVdeSlMAS
("ollepian Staff

When Adelphi Univer-

sity's Regma Dooley was a

freshman, she hit a two-out

double that knocked the

University of Massachusetts

softball team out a possible

NCAA playoff berth.

Now that Dooley is a

senior. (Mass can return

that favor in 1 p.m. double-

header tomorrow at the

NOPE field If UMass takes

just one of tomorrow's

games, it can deal the 18th

ranked Panthers a deadly

blow to their NCAA playoff

hopes.

The UMass baseball team

will put its 21-19 record on

the line when they ho.st

Northeastern in a 2 p.m.

doubleheader today at Lor-

den Field.

"If ever we were ready to

play, it's Saturday." softball

roach Elaine Sortino said

"It's a good way to enu our

seasoa We're mentally and

physically ready."

continued on page 19

Weekendsports at a glance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Men's Lacrosse: Syracuse at Upper
Boyden Field. 3 p.m.

Baseball: Northeastern (2) at Lorden
Field, 2 p.m.

Men's Track: at New Englands

Saturday:
Softball: Adelphi (2) at NOPE, 1 p.m.

Men's Track: at New Englands

Women's Track: at ECACs
Sunday:

Baseball: Providence (2) at Lorden

Field, 12 p.m.

Ultimate Frisbee: Invitational Tour-

nament Saturday and Sunday 12 p.m. at

the fields next to the stadium entrance.

(Lets go zoo!)
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Reports warn
students of

exam stress
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
(\)llegian Staff

Along with wami temperatures and sunny

days, spring also brings final papers and

exams, causing a lot of unwanted stress for

most rfillecc student.s.

.Aiv.M.iii.t; iw.i Uiue t'no.s and Blue Shield

report from Health Education at the Univer-

sity of Mas.^achusetts, .stress is "a body's

physical and mental response to things that

frighten, excite, confuse, endanger or irritate

an individual
'

Stress, m varying degrees, is a nomial part

of dail\ life Hut each person has stress toler

ance hmits. which, if constant 1> exceeded,

may cause various physical and emotional

problems.

S(/me students like to go on to the

balconies and scream their

lungs out for 10 or 15 minutes to

get rid of frustration.

-Orchard Hill Resident Assis-

tant Dave Swansofi

A report by doctors at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital m Northampton cited some com-

mon .stress symptoms such as headaches,

fatigue, insomnia, nail-biting, lip-tightenm^

perspiration and heart palpitation.s The re

port stated that there is also considerable

evidence that prolonged stress can lead to

high blr>od pressure, heart ailments and

ulcers.

Health Services offers a pamphlet contain

ng .some hits to help alleviate stress during

fmals.

First is time management, or learning to

jse one's time properly. Also important is

eating a balanced diet, daily exerci.se and

enough sleep. Most important, according to

UHS. is caution with drug use. Caffeine and

nicotine may offer instant relief, but will

i^eatly increase stress in the long rua

On a college campus, such as UMass, one

of the largest contributing causes of stress is

final exam week. When finals approach many

students realize that they have a semester s

worth of work to complete in only a few days.

Students start to exist on coffee, candy bars

and cigarettes as a form of extra energy.

Sleep goes to the bottom of the priority list

and all night study sessions become very

popular Accordingto University Health Ser-

vices these are major stress factors, and put a

student into "exam alert."

Sean Littlewood. a junior history major,

said. "When it comes right down to the wire

the two things that keep me going is coffee,

and fear of failing.

"Stress tends to make me very tense, and

short tempered. Little things that should not

bother me. sUrt to." Littlewood said. "The

best way I know to alleviate end-of-the-sem-

ester stress is to take some time out and go to

the movies. A good meal is also very help-

ful"

Tony Padovano. a first-year student,

noted the marked differences and hard ad

justments from high school finals to college

finals.

"Professors at college are much tougher

and stricter about deadlines. Exams tend to

emphasize a lot of work that was suppo.sed to

be done outside the classroom.

nrntinued on page 7
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HEY SPORTS FANS — The Tubes lead singer Fee Waybill, clad in a

UMaas T-ahirt, performs his strange antics before a crowd of about

7.000 Ulfaas studenU at yesterday's UPC concert.

Sun prevails;

bands rock at

pond concert
By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

Dfspit** a foret'aat of rain an<i a

90-minute delay, a crowd of about 7.(KK)

UMass students yesterday partied and

danced its way through four l:>ands and six

hours of musK' at theCampus Pond.

The concert, which featured the Tubes

the S.O.S. band. Johnny Copeland and

Elliot Easton. began about 1:30 with

F:aston. and climaxtnl about 7:45 with three

songs by the Tul)e8, including their youth

anthem. "White F*unk8 on Dope."

N«» information was available last night

concerning arrests or injuries.

The crowd enlarge<l slowly in the fenced

off area around the campus pond, as

students gulpetl beer, played fnsbee and

picknicke<l People starte*! dancing with

the .seci>nd band. Johnny Copeland. a blues

singer from Houston. Texas. Copeland.

who played for an hour, got the crowd to its

feet. Susan Thilietieau of WMl'A called

Copeland. "the greatest" while saying

opener Ea»tt)n was, "lame." Thibedeau

calle<l the Tubes, "a poor choice* saying.

"It was an embarrassment to spend the

student activities money on it."

The S () S Band, a funk unit from Atlan-

ta, CrtMirgia, played their hit, "Just Be (lood

To Me" in a fast paced set that echoed

throughout the campus, bringing most peo-

ple to their feet.

The Tubes, who played under a shadow

of clouds, told the audience, "this is

heaven."

Lead Singer Fee Waybill, who is the

centerpiece of the l>and. played out a skit

for each song. Waybill's antics included a

Louis XIV version of "White Punks on

Dope" and a mermaid and octopus dance

during "Sushi Giri." During the song "Hey
amtxnuitd an page S

Graduation features exiled South Africanpoet
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

F^xiled South African poet and opponent

of apartheid. Dennis Brutus, will give the

main address at commencement on Saturday

May 25. Brutus will receive an honorary Doc-

tor of Humane Letters degree.

Other honorary degree recipients include:

Vermont's first woman governor. Madeleine

May Kunin. and economist Marshall I. Gold

man. Both will receive Doctor of Laws

degrees. Kunin. a 1956 graduate of the

University of Mas.sachusetts and a former

editorial page editor of the ColU-^uin holds

the highest public office yet attained by a

UMass graduate. Goldman, an associate

director of the Russian Research Center at

Harvard University is a specialist in the

Soviet economy.

Northeastern University President Ken-

neth (iilmore Ryder and political scientist

Cieorge Goodwin Jr., will receive Doctor of

Humane Letters degrees, and a Doctor of

Science degree will be pre.sented to Sidney

Topol, chairman of Scientific Atlanta, a com-

munications satellite firm.

The student speaker, selected from

entries of seniors by the Office of Student

Affairs. IS Ellen M. Ryder. 2 1 . a Journalism/

F>nglish major Ryder, a resident assistant in

Field Hou.He. is from Peabody.

Caps, gowns, tassels and invitations are

now available at no charge at the Textbook

Annex with an ID. and presentation of the

degree earned.

Questions still remain on alcohol, party policy

Policy doesn 't address

effects ofdrinking age

By ( HRIS POON
Collegian Staff

The proposed residential area alcohol

beverage and party policies have yet to speci-

fically address the effects they will have on

campus and how they will be enforced. Uni-

versity administrators and students .said.

The policies are now being revised in

accordance with the new state legal drinking

age, which will be raised to 2 1 in June. While

the University Alcoholic Beverage Policy is

expected to be added soon to the Board of

Trustee's agenda for approval, the residen-

tial area alcohol policy committee has only

drafted its first proposal

The residential alcohol policy addresse-s

the rule and regulations concerning alcohol

consumption in the residential areas. The

University alcohol policy, on the other hand,

establishes rules for the entire University

community.
"The problem the committee had was

knowing that a lot of people are not of drink

ing age and then trying to develop a policy

that abides by the laws of the state but is not

restrictive to those people of age. "
Susan

Allen, a residential education coordinator

said.

University administrators estimate that

more than 80 percent of the students will not

be of legal drinking age as of .June 1 . This has

prompted students and admini.strators to

ask how the proposed residential alcohol

policy would be enforced on campus.

Allen said the committee has been con-

cerned with the alcohol policy enforcement

and the legal responsibility of residential

assi.stants and residence directors. However.

their legal responsibilities have not been

clearly defined in the policy yet. she said.

According to the draft. "PoHcy enforce

ment is the shared responsibility of all mem
l)ers of the Residence Hall community. The

Residential environment should promote a

cirntxnued «n page 9
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Correction: Petar R. Holbrook of 171 BritUny^'
was arrested and cha ged with possession and posses

s,on w,th intent t.. .istribule of ^- 1^'''^
'^^^S^^

thref ai>d a h;.. ounces as reporti^i in Fnday sCo^n^
i^Tarrest occurred during a drug raid in a neighboring

;^L3t where three and a half
-^^'^fJ-^^Z

cor^iscaled. Additional arrest* are expected later this

week The Collegian apologizeg for thta error.

The sponsorship of an advertisement reviewing We^t

SuU> SUtry was incorrectly attributed W the Music Guild

in Fnday's C'lnentascoop and an arts review on page 12.

Sources had informed the CoUtffian that persiins af

fUiated with the Guild may have written and/or paid for

the ad. but this was mistakenly portrayed as fact and

should not have appeared m the paper.

'We want to kill the Pope' Dotson freed from prison

chant youths in Utrecht
UTRECHT. Netherlands

(AP) - Hundreds of anti

establishment youths, chan

ting "We want to kill the

pope." battled police yester-

day near a conference hall

where Pope John Paul H
heard liberal Dutch
Catholics challenge church

doctrine.

About 1.000 youths mar

ched to within several hun

dred yards of the Jaarbeurs

industrial conference center

where John Paul, on the se

cond day of his visit t*) the

Netherlands, was meeting

IXiU-h Catholic clergy and

lay people.

When riot police blocked

the way. some youths began

throwing rocks.

Helmeted officers

responded with tear gas and

baton charges in a half hour

melee, driving the young

people back toward the

center of Utrecht, a univer

sity city in central Holland

and the seat of the Dutch

Roman Catholic church.

In two separate incidents,

officers surrounded by

demo strators fired pistx)l

shots, police chief Jan Wiar-

da said. None of the shots

was believed to have hit

anyone.

Wiarda said 14 people had

been arrested in the rioting.

Three p<»licemen and one

demostrator were injured.

All were treated and releas

«d.

The police chief said a

bystander, not involved in

the rioting, died of a heart

atta«k. He was not iden-

CHICAGO (AF) Gov.

James R. Thompson yester-

day freed Gary Dotson, com

muting his sentence after

Dotson served six years in

prison for a rape his former

accuser now says never

happened.
Thompson, who refused to

grant Dotson a pardon pro-

claiming his innocence, said

he was acting "to do justice

and mercy" and that "no

good purpose would be ser-

%ed' by returning Dotson to

prison, where he was serving

a 25 to 30 year sentence.

Tm happy because I know

Fm not going back to prison."

Dotson said at his family's

home, where he watched the

televised proceedings.

"We're all going to sit around

and get loaded."

Dotson, who has been free

on bond and would have been

eligible for b<ind in three

years, said he would continue

trying to clear his name,

either through a new trial or

by contmumg his appeal be-

fore an appellate court
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TEACHERS
Immediate openings m fields of

Physics, Ecology, Chemistry, Phys.Ed.,

El Ed., Theatre, and Music.

Residential program for normal middle

school kids, attempts to motivate the

learner through exciting academic activity.

Summer camp background helpful.

BA/BS preferred

LOVE OF CHILDREN REQUIRED

Call John Santos 617 764 8321

summer c^'."«^'r^r«; fall pos-nons also available

For students pUinmn^ lu i.«^^ LM|;l.sh lU

B Core dunnnSummer Session 1985 ttu tt st

Milt be .jdministerod .»s follows

MAY 16, THURSDAY, 7 PIV1, BARTLEH 61

(1st Session)

JULY 1, MONDAY, 7 PM. BARTLETT 61

(2nd Session)

No one wiM •>• *dmitted m«o tn^i»h 112

rV^/^ CONTINUING EDUCATION
LaJO university of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Wouldnt a nue s<>ak

at the Spas j?ive you

.1 ( learer miiul for

studying f

253 SPAS
call now tor reservations

*ton 4 Pm. I A.«. Tu. Sun \\ Kf^ 1 A-"^

..IFT Cf RTinCATfS AVAIL ABl i

* * ¥ **_?_*_*

CONGRATULATIONS
COLLEGE SENIORS!
You will soon be entering the

Business & Professional World, and

we have a Special Credit Offer,

just for you!

m It wH. ha.i ,«.uii'J a pv-ition after madu.ilion. w# will

i.^ue you a MasterC ard or VISA C ard with an initial

> rtdit line of $500

• U you have not already srvured emplovment, we wiuiUi

like tc» have you i*»mpiete an applKatuuv We will n-..a.

sour C redit C ird until v.>u nofitv u- t»t vour

I'lnploymenl

Ti. apply for yi^ur BayBank> MasterCard i»r \'ISA Card

lusl complete and return the «.oujx»n belmv

I'l. .-. rrturn this, iiHip.»n ti. iht H.ivHank-. C onsunn i C itdit

\h^»^on. BayBank Towi-r 1-00 M^." '^t.. i ^pM.u-h.U MA
01115

I jm interested m .applying tor a BayBanks Md!»terC ard or

VISA Card Please s^-nd me an applKatiun

Addrfs>

>wn Zip.

I M\i%V

1. Icphone No

BayBanks

* *

The
Original

and Still the
Best!
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HOT
u ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

253 TOW

50 MAIN ST AMHERST, MA

"IT'S BEEFER MADNESS"
I

I
o

I
u

I p
I o
I N
I

Buy a "BIG ONE" Roast Beef

and receive a

regular size Roast Beef

FREE

c
o
u
p

expires 5/24/85 JB's - 50 Main St.

Finals Week Special

An arresting event

held for charity
Cancersociety 'sgoal $10,000
By CAROLYN ROSENBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

A sheriff, a disc jockey and 14 other people were thrown

into jail Friday in Northampton as part of a two- day fundrais-

ing "jailathon"' held by the Hampshire Country Unit of the

American Cancer Society

For a donation of $25. people had their friends arrested by

a uniformed police officer. Rosemary Tarantino. chau^o-

man of the event, said. "The officer will arrive with phony

charges, arrest the person, and bring him to the jail cell m
Pulaski Park. A judge will sentence him to raise a certain

amount of bail and they'll be given a portable telephone with

which to do it. We'll let them out in an hour or so if they can t

raise the money. " Tarantino said.

"Some people have agreed to be picked up. The sheriff

himself agreed." she said.

Al Peterson, morning disc jockey at WHMP radio, was the

first person arrested Friday morning.

"They picked me up while 1 was on the air at 9:45 a.m. on

charges of polluting the airwaves The station raised $.50 to

get me out and $75 to have them keep me locked up all day.

Peterson said.

Tarantino said the ACS was hoping to raise $10,000 for

cancer research from the jailathon. A simUar event held last

weekend in Holyoke raised $.U),000.

The bright red jail cell was set up in Pulaski Park on Main

Street Friday and Saturday. It contained a table and chairs,

telephones and telephone books Prisoners were outfitted

with black-and white stnped prison uniforms.

A judge, dressed in black robe and powdered wig. said,

•We have a ccmmon law system of justice here Each case is

handled individually. The mean amount for bail was about

$500 The owner of Barts tried to bribe me with a hot

fudge sundae."

Arrestees received a polaroid mug shot, their arrest

warrants and a certificate from the ACS in honor of their

participation.

Radio show
spotlightsUM
By LORENA NOZZOLILLO
Collegian Correspondent

The University's radio program Common-

wealth Journal produced at the Office of

Public Information is proof that there is more

to public relations than just issuing press

releases.

Commonwealth Journal is a half hour radio

program featuring interviews with I'niversity

profes.sors. visiting speakers and other cam-

pus personalities.

Producer .Jeanne Hopkins Stover des-

cribes the show as being a feature news

magazine that deals with a wide range of

topics, including science, consumer affairs,

current events, or any topic of general inter

est to the University community.

Some of the more recent guests who have

appeared on the program are history pro

fessor and professional biographer Stephen

Oates. and Food. Science and Nutrition pro

fessor Fergus Clydesdale.

Journalism professor Howard Ziff offers

regular commentary on current events.

The show is sometimes taped in the

WFCR (Five College Radio) studios, but is

produced solely by UMass as a public ser-

vice. As Stover explains, its purpose is to

"share with the public the highlights of the

university."

Journal is aired over 40 stations that are

mostly in New England. The show is carried

by local stations WFCR and WTTT in Am
herst. WHYN in Springfield, and WHMP in

Northampton. Despite extensive airplay.

Stover said Journal has trouble reaching a

broad audience due to the irregular times

some stations air the show.

These commercial stations can only air

Journal during time allotted for public ser-

vice, which usually means early mornings

(WSRS in Worcester airs it at 5:30 a.m. on

Sundays) or late nights (WTCC in Spring-

field airs it at 12:30 p.m. on Thursdays).

Despite this drawback. Stover said that

the program is reaching a wide audience, and

she receives letters of listener appreciation

from all over New England.

Journal is usually made up of three 10-

minute feature stories. Stover and two pro-

duction assistants are responsible for

covering a story a week, and also their own

interviewing and script writing.

The show leans toward feature news more

than breaking news because, as Stover said,

there is usually two weeks time between

interview and air date.

However, the Journal does provide a ser-

vice to area stations by providing recordings

of important speeches or events on

campus.

SIESTA SNOOZE - An unidentified UMa88 student catches 8ome rays (and some Z.) during

yesterday's concert series by the Campus Pond

•ci/ntxnwd from pagv 1• concert
Sports Fans'. Waybill bounced a

hasketball onstage, throwing it. along with nerf footballs

and baselttdls. inU) the audience.

One concertgoer. Cecile tk)choco. a first year student

from Manila. Philipines. who had never seen a large out-

door concert before, said, "it was funny that people were

throwing frisbees. baseballs and footballs, and that they

were throwing them at the singer
"

Aaron CruU-hfield. a soph«)more. said Johnny Copeland

•got the whole valley rocking and didn't have U) send an

S.O.S. until the Tul>es came on " He added. "It was a

lemester's worth of rock crammed into one day."

Aram Tatiackman. a first year student, said Johnny

Copeland "blew everyone else away. " but added that "it

jvas good to finally see the Tubes."

sense of "Community ResponsibiUtv "

The procedures for people who will be held

accountable for enforcing the alcohol policy

will probably not be made clear until resident

assistants training in August.

. The policy does not address pro-

cedures. " Charles Durant. assistant director

of residential education said. "Procedures

are handled in training R A s and R D s

A BIRD'S EYE VIEW —Hundreds of UMass students form a blanket

over the banks of the Campus Pond yesterday during UPC's Spring

Concert, which featured the Tubes, the S.O.S. Band, and Johnny

Copeland.

Hunger Task Force raises $5,000

Tke problem the Residential

Area Aleohol Policy committee

had was knowing that a lot of

people are not of drinking age

and then trying to develop a

policy that abides by the laws of

the state but is not restrictive to

those people of age.

—Residential Education Coor-

dinator Susan Allen

By DANIELA WATERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Hunger

Task Force raised more than $5,000 during

the week of April 22 to fight world hunger, a

recently released report .state.s.

On April 25. 2.200 .students gave up their

evening meal at the dining commons and

Food Serv ices donated the cost of the meals

to OXFAM America. Students not on the

meal plan made donations at Earthfoods.

Peoples Market and at tables outside the

Hatch. ^ ,

More than $3,000 was raised by the fast,

which has been held each April and Novem-

ber for about eight years, according to lohn

Horsley. a Hunger Task Force spokes

person.

"This was one of the most successful spr

ing fasts. Usually only about HOO people par

ticipate. This year the numbers were much

higher." he said.

Despite rainy weather, more than 1 00 peo-

ple participated in ti.e Amherst Walk for

Hunger on April 28. Students from UMass.

including members of Iota Phi Theta and Phi

Beta Sigma fraternities and other members

of the Amherst community, raised $2,100 in

pledged donations for their 6.2 mile walk.

The turnout for the walk was lower than

expected due to the bad weather and the

East Side Concert, which was al.so held that

afternoon. Horsley said.

"The money raised was only one third of

the potential amount Unfortunately we

couldn't control the weather." he said.^

The Commuter Area Ciovernment, CKiver-

nor's Program (^ouncil, C.raduate Senate and

the Hunger Task Force sponsored the 'We

Are The World" benefit dance on May 1st.

raising more than $200 for OXFAM
America's Crisis in Africa Fund.

Turnout for the dance al.so could have

been higher, said Horsley, but "it was a Wed

nesday night and it is getting close to

finals."

Jewelry worth $7,000 stolen at tanning center

A woman left $7,000 worth of jewelry at

a tanning center in Amherst Thursday

morning and when she went back to get it,

the jewelry was gone. The larceny of a

silver ring, a gold ring and a Swiss watch

was reported, Amherst Police said.

Windsor Conn, police recovered a "tor-

ched" stolen 1981 Audi automobile, belong-

ing to an Amherst resident, Thursday

afternoon in Windsor. Police said the

$10,000 car was left behind a business on

North Pleasant Street in Amherst and

when the owner went to get it early Friday

morning, it was gone. The car was a total

loss, police said.

The two primary issues of concern to

residential assistants and several alcohol

committee members involve party policies

and where people are legally allowed to

drink.

Currently, there are two .separate .sets of

guidelines for social events in residence halls

where alcohol is served The party policy is

split between the east and wesfsidesof cam

pus becau.se of the different age groups on

campus Although these policies are separ-

ate from the residential alcohol policy, they

are also being evaluated in light of the new

legal drinking age

"We're trying to make the policies consis

tent for the entire rampu.s," Robert .len-

nings. a residential alcohol policy committee

member from residential education said.

According to the proposed policy, parties

with more than 15 people in a room must be

registered with the residence director. Also,

two thirds of the people present must be of

legal drinking age

If a party is not regi.stered, the only place a

person of legal drinking age can legally drink

is in a .student's room or suite. Lounge.s.

kitchens, stairwells and corridors are legally

defined as "public space" in which students

are not allowed to dnnk unless a party appli-

cation is filed. Durant said.

The restrictions placed on where a student

can drink have already been rejected by

some students. The Southwest Area Govern-

ment rejected the entire policy proposal for

"being overly restrictive" last week.
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SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
Mon, Tues, & Weds
Large Cheese Pizza

only $5.35

Each additional item $1.00

For Fast, Free, Friendly Delivery

Call 549-0626

Good Luck on Finals!! from Superior Pizzeria

TRUCKS OR
CARGO VANS

AUTO &
PASSENGER VANS

also available

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

^Monday. May 13. 1985

* Work Study - Non Work Study *

I
HELP WANTED |

! (summer)
t Asst to the Speaker of the

|
t Undergraduate Student Senate

^
t working around student issues

^
t and assisting the Speaker main-

^
t taining Senate. Apply 420 ^

t S.U.B.
X-

Monday. May 13. 1985!

EOEr OK *«•

S

STUDENT REDEMPTION
SERVICE

has finished its service

for the semester!

Look for us again next semester

to redeem your cans & bottles

Any questions call 545-4312 306 SUB

1

Llf [

Wednesday, May 15 Free bus service 1/ 'i

from Franl;! in '
•

and Worcester
parking lots.

I

In

event
of rain

both days, meal

will be served
in all D.C.s
OP Thursday.

COUNTRY BARB
Southwest Playing Fields

Q

V

vJ:

Non-Board Members S4.75 at Field,

I

^imi/ i^iB^mm^

vflff«»asBCAC« 1 UJ U>i II U l^lw N V

G0U8U2856 A
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RYDER CENTRAL

TEN OR FIFTY DOLLARS

I

I

^^V-^—V-M.

I

I

I

RVOER 12 Part ft Van RVOER 19 Parcel Van 22 Van

H •O' V^ Or
»«O

RYDER SAVES YOU MORE!
THIS COUPON IS WORTH $10.00 ON ANY

LOCAL MOVE, OR
$50.00 ON ANY ONE-WAY MOVE.

CALL THE RYDER DEALER NEAREST YOU!
r>P' Rppta \ •'•;-;

: ^^ <^ W'"~ Af-i^ 0*' ••' .^S ''i' f'r -^rnotions

Local Reservations

Central Reservations
1-800-551-2030

ORANGE
Oanial Shay Hwy
(Rta. 202)

5*4-7786
GREENFIELD
1 203 Bernardston Rd 773-5720

NO AMHERST
40 Montague Rd 549-0010
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When a woman cries rape

Recently. Cathleen Webb recanted her

rape allegation against (iary Dolson, who

had been in jail for three years since his

conviction. Although this incident is tragic,

wherever its truth hes, the attention paid

to it has been extraordinar>'. Why is a

recantation much bigger news than a con-

viction?

Because women almost never invent

rape sU)ries. Because in fact it's enormous-

ly more likely that a true rapist will go free

than that an mnocent man will t)e con-

victed. Because, despite these facts, men

have a deep fear that women will al)use

rape laws to frame men.

Men perceive that women have sexual

control over men's lives. After all. a

woman just has to cry rape and a man can

lie put away for years - so the argument

gt)es.

In reality, men have inordinantly greater

sexual control over women's lives, as any

woman knows when she walks alone at

ni^t. This control extends into marriage

where, in most states, a nmn has legal open

access to "his" wife's btxly. Its virtually

impossible to get a rape c«>nviction against

someone a victim has dated, or even just

knows s<K-ially. let alone against s<»meone

she has previously volunUrily slept with.

Not all women are conscious of the fear

of rape we carry around with us every day.

I realize<l it only when 1 was lucky enough

to exjienence its U)tal absence in an all

women's community; suddenly I had so

much energ>' - energy that had formerly

been drained t»y low-level, unconscious but

constant fear.

Similarly, not all men are conscious of

their sexual power over women, and the

fact that they benefit from it even if they

would never dream of exploiting it. For in-

stance, many women will not take jol)s that

require a night shift, and that gives men an

economic edge.

Still other men do claim the privilege of

sexual power. Ever>' time a man calls a

woman "biU-h." he 'is reminding her that

she can be raped. Every time a man U»oks

at j>ornography. he is reminded that he can

rape. Every time 1 pass a group of men. I

feel a tightening inside, tensing for a com-

Deborah Kutenplon

ment. a whistle, or even stares -

reminders of men's sexual power over

women. A rape scene will automatically

ruin a movie for me.

Most men would never commit rape, but

that's beside the point in one sense. As long

as rape exisLs as a srK'ial construction, as a

means for male domination of females, the

threat of rape exisUs even where in

dividuals would never take "advantage" of

it. It ct>lors every cross-sex interaction.

even when we want desperately to I)e free

of it.

Perhaps you think I sound paranoid. In

fact, one of every three women will lie sex

ually assault*^! in her lifetime, according to

the P^BI. Think of ten w»>men friends, three

of these will become rape victims. You

might be surprised how many already are.

Black men have histt)rical reasons tt> fear

fabricate<i rape charges, which were often

used as an excuse to lynch. But even then

the false accusation of rape was used as a

political weapon mainly by white nu^i

against black men. In actuality, over \M)

fiercent of all rapes involve a man and

woman of the same race.

In general, how often do women inten-

tionally falsely accuse men of rape? Often

enough to l)ase all rape laws on that risk?

I'ntil recently, a rape victim ha<l U) pn»duce

a witness to the crime - alwurd as that

may srmnd - to win a conviction Even t«>

day the victim is often tried as much as the

defendant; she must defend her own in-

n(»cence. her morality, and her sex life.

When the victim is considered often as guil

ty as the rapist, there are many pressures

for her to later deny her rape.

Oi course i/"(Jary DoLson is inn<K-ent he

should be freed. But we should keep the

case in perspective; our culture, our laws,

our news reporting (count how many times

the word "alleged" appears in a raj)e story

compare<i to a rol>ber> sU)ry) remain heavi-

ly biased U> distrust rape victims. Let's

listen to the women for a change.

Detxjrah KutenpUm ut a Collegum rolutn-

nist.

Yes, save our sports, but let's cover them

The reporting in the ColUffian sports

jKige an<l the opinion pieces of sportii editor

PeUT Abraham in particular has l»een

disturbing over the course of the semester.

The mutrts e<iitor of this newspaper has

taken his position at the paper and U8e<i it

not to impartially report the news but

rather to create a forum for his opinions.

A recent example of this was the Save

Our S}H)rts rally held at the Student I'nion.

The rally was covered by two of the local

television sUtions along with many area

newspapers. an<i it afforde«l the memlwrs

of these teams and their supporters an op

portunity Ut air out the issue. Tnfortunate

ly the impact of the student mput was

diminished by the Colleffuin sporUs pages'

failure to cover or even mention the event.

It seems U> me that a university that

pndes iti>elf on diversity should not even

consider cutting life sports such as tennis,

golf or skiing fn»m an athletic pr»>gram and

the irresjK»nsibility shown by the rnllfguin

failure to rept>rt this issue is unforgivaltU-

Whether or not Abraham's opinions are in

agreement with mine both sides of the

issue should be rejM.rte<i e^jually Due to the

lack <»f publicity given by this pai»er many

students are still unaware these pn)grams

are in jeo|»ardy It is the resfjonsibility of

the sport* editor U> report In.lh sules of a

news event.

Under the framework of a college

newspaper it seems logical to me that the

wiitor of the spt)rtA page might print n<»t

only his opinions but th«>9e favored by 80

percent of the student Inidy as was evident

by the recent SCIA referemla.

In effect what the sfx»rUs page has

liecome is a mouthpiece for the a<lministra-

li(.n of this university, this was the last

reason the student newspafier was created.

In the future it would U" apprei'iated by all

studenUs if the newsjwiiKT were ust-*! if not

U) atlvocate their positions Uj at least make

them known.
Wayne Peterson

Hsdiey

Letters to the Editor

Did anyone hear the one about the

OF! not to blame for bad press

Did anyone hear about what went on last

Sunday?
No.

Well, the Southwest Area (Government

put on its annual concert. It is one ()f the

largest spring events of the I'niversity of

Massachusetts, and provides enterainment

for thousands of students.

Oh really, what gnmps were playing?

The concert opened with Nenw and GxrUi

Night Out. two very good bands. The

headline band was Otvi Day and the Sxghta.

You might remember them as the band

from the movie Animal House.

Wow. that sounds terrific. But wait, if

this concert was so big and so much fun for

thousands of UMass students, why didn't it

get a write up in the Colkgianl

Good question! Why instead, was the

main story concerned with the Gay parole

in Northampton, an event attended by far

less then 2,000 UMass students? It is very

upsetting when the campus newspaper can

only write a mere six lines underneath a

photograph in the lower right-hand corner

of the front page and call responsible

reporting. Moreover, those short six lines

did not even mention the concert itself,

rather they told of a fight with four arresLs

that happened l)efore the concert starUni

This makes it sound like the fight was the

most important event of the day. when in

reality it was a small fracas that went un-

noticed by the majority of students It is a

sad situation when the CoUegxan must

resort to muckraking rather then telling

the true story about a high spirited, fun-

filled aftern(X)n. It is no wonder that

Southwest is still thought of by its f)ld

reputation as being a wild living area, the

newspaper won't let this reputation die.

Hopefully, in the future, the Collegxnn

will give adequate coverage to the majori-

ty's news as well as the minorities' news.

Joe Demeo
Southwest

In Bob Kuvfi* ^ May H \aWvt to the

Editor he iritinzed the Office of Public

Infr)rmation for discrediting the University,

and the students who planned and par

tuipated in the Southwest concert, by dis

cussing the event with the pres.s In res

ponse to this letter. I would like to set the

record straight.

As it happened. .Jeanne Stover had come

into work on her day off when she began

receiving telephone inquiries from rep<ir

ters ronrerning the Southwest concert. As

any public informatirtn prrtfessional would

do. she gave the facts as she could ast ertain

them. Moreover, she went so far as to con

tact a local media outlet she felt was sen

sationalizing the story and persuaded them

to br«)adca.st a more accurate report.

It ap|)ears that Kievras complaint would

better be taken up with the press itself If it

18 their opinion that the presence of state

troopers and three arrests is 'news.' that is

what they will report. Our Office of Pubhc

Information promotes the University at

every (»pportunity When news is breaking,

the office does n<»t issue a formal press re-

lease but, rather, pnivides facts and ans-

wers to re^xtrters' quest ions. The I niver-

sity cannot deny the right of a newsperson

to report what he or she chooses. That is the

essence of a free press Like everyone,

sometimes we are the beneficiaries; some-

times we are not.

Deirdre A. I.ing

Vice Chancellor for

University Relations

and Development

Racism: More than South Africa

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published. Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Ehie to space limitations and the volume of mail, we

regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and length.

On May I, 'Vi. students were arrested on

the UMass campus. The arrests were made

as a result of the students electing to con-

tinue their sit-in after 4::iO. This resulted in a

violation of the University Picketing (ode.

Apartheid once again was the issue that

moved the .students to exercise their option

for civil di.sobedience. The real issue is

racism. Racism is very complex and equally

as ugly. However, to effectively address

racism^ it is best to have a complete under

standing of it.

As an educator. I feel it is important to

make use of every opportunity to educate.

Though unfortunate and distressing this in-

cident provides that very opportunity.

On May 1. Matthew Shakespeare, a stu-

dent protestor, said "each day that invest-

ment continues is a black spot on the I Univer-

sity." On May 2. the CoUenian elected to run

this particular quote on the first page. The

tragedy in using language in such a manner

(ie. blacksheep. hlackspot etc.) is that adults

and perhaps more importantly children be-

gin to believe, accept and live the subtle but

dangerous message "black is bad."

Until Shakespeare, the CoUefiian. and all

of us can come to understand the pain and

detriment of such racist language, will we

begin to understand that racism is more than

South Africa.

Trey Willams
Special Assistant

to the Vice Chancellor
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STUDENT NOTE SERVICE

The Student Note Service is

now accepting applications for

the fall semester.

If you are a responsible, effi-

cient notetaker, have previous-

ly taken a large ( 200 student

)

lecture class, received a grade

of "B" or better in It, and

possess some typing skills,

WE WANT YOU!

APPLY IMMEDIATELY!
401 STUDENT UNION BUILDING

545 - 2271

Chancellor's Reception

for Seniors

Thursday, May 23, 1985

Admission: Free

1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

Barbeque * Music

* A Wicked Good Time *

BBQ is free for Seniors when

accompanied with an invitation,

$4.00 for guests and non-seniors

In the event of rain, reception is

cancelled.

No kegs, bottles or beer balls allowed,

Coordinated by

The Reception Committee, 1985 and

the Student Activities Office

Sponsored by Central Area Gov't

DATE Monday, May 13th TIME 5, 7, 9, 11

PLACE Campus Center Auditorum

ADMISSION $1 .50 all shows

#i'(S
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lemember "

i^Claudette

Colbert in "It Hop
pened One Night ">

In one tonnous scene
she wore Clark Gobies
pojomotop ifs huge propor-

tions emphasizing her finy ones

This year we con all imitate Miss

Colbert, because a mojor trend

of 1985 IS The Big Shirt

Originated by Itolion design

ers, the big shirt was instantly

picked up by fashion leaders all

over the world Here in the states

oversized-shirts appear in the

collections of every designer

from Clovin Klein to Norma
Komoli

Fabrics range from

linen to chiffon to stiff,

brightly printed cotton Smock
like shirts con be worn to the office and /
gossamer ones after dork The style covers up
every figure flow because it covers every figure

Big shirts hove other virtues too They highlight a graceful

head and pretty hands And they span two recent foshioadirec-

tions — the forward" trend toward androgvnousdi^?Tngs and
the "backward" trend to feminim

Goil Banks Boston &iot>e

A Store-fuM of Ideas

Downtown Amher^f Osily KJ 6. Sun. 12 5

if stress
rcmtinufd fntm page I

j

it is important to leam

good study habits from the

begmning of the semester, so

when finals do come there

isn't that much catching up to

do," Padovano said.

Many students feel that

springtime and finals just do

not mix. Durmg May there

are many concerts and

activities that are distracting

to a student""^ <u\(\\ habits

it is really hard to go to

the library and study when all

your fnends are lying out m
the sun drinking beers,"' said

John Petrocelli. a first-year

student.

Orchard Hill Resident

Assistant Dave Swanson said

that bowl wars, shouting

matches between domutory

residents in Orchard Hill

seem to become more fre-

quent during Tmals. "Some
students like to go on the bal

1 1 mies and scream their lungs

out for 10 or IT) minutes to

get rid of their fru.stration.

Yet for other student.", all the

noise being made imly adds

to their stress." Sw;in-M>i)

said.

'"'^-^229''
S^V:^

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center

$7.50ONLY Y ^ WW with coupon

call

STYLES BY DEBORAH
5495610

expires 5/31/85 ^^ C

Jirv Stu'i

•' *i. . St .

S49 4/C

SUMMER JOBS
INFO £r INTERVIEWS
Metro Boston Area

Accounting
Clerical

Light Industrial

OFFICE SPECIALISTS
will be visiting UMass

on Monday, May 13, from 9 ann - 5 pm
in Campus Center Rm 902

Find out how working for the best tem-

porary service in your area can make
the most of your skills and summer
schedule' Applications and appoint-

ments are available in the Student

Employment Office or stop by and see

us on the Concourse.'

I

(

(

I

»>v~.

I.

.y
./

SPRING SPECIALS
Served 4:30-9:00

Sunday-Thursday
EntrffS include pcttato. choi>.t oi bjud or .> -

'

. <

bread & butter, homemade des.'>ert. cottev' or W-.

S'J95
Roast Sirloin of Beef

^T^- Seafood Combo
Broiled Swordfish
University Drive. Amherst

Summer Jobs
Apply for full or part time

if you live in the Eastern

Vs of Mass (495 to Boston)

$7.98 to start

* No experience necessary
* Local work
* Bus, Man £r Mktg majors

preferred, but not necessary
* Apply before or when you

return from school

Call 9 am to 8 pm (617) 391-2359

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt.6J No. Amherst
S49 2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning ^

T -k V

lfCkSdMiarfC«legeStiiHb

WASHINGTON
INTERNSHIPS
Summer 1985

,«• n,.«^»«« T»wn» T«rM. MwM

PoiKV >um» Comrol «<• M«ta
SoanMnca Pmwwut* »i ^mlmar
laclMV* Stud* 'oof» tm^tmorm

YOUR
SUMMER AT
FRIENDLY

««!«*• o looq grueling »emest»f o< homework and
)» spend your summet with us at fnendly

An

^ ' specific delatljon w^

50 new
vou

OxrOAOSUMM*
and •Sw<i<*w '

•€«

lb* ••

miiutftMlo

Mf^ KoMk J .
OrKlor

»M.iimmmori (fO'AM

N E Mo»» (Includina North Shore)

61725*0511

CenliollMots (Worce«ter to»o»ton|
617^72 4215

Southeast *»a%%. (Including Cope Cod)
617 »43 39*4

Western Mo»^ (Spnngtield to Pittstield)

413732-6289

cfiuend&i.
^^restmurmnts *^

Come join the staff of

New England's
largest

college daily!

Newsroom positions open for the fall:

5 associate managing editors

5 copy editors

assistant to the editors

librarian

3 associate news editors

associate editorial editor

assistant editorial editor

associate women's issues editor

associate arts editor

associate black affairs editor

associate sports editor

Volunteer reporters and comic strip

artist positions also available.

Applications will be accepted at

the Collegian
Office, 113 Campus Center,

until May 15.
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^^9%^S^ with this coupon only

AlXe^Trecords
ami tapes in stock!

• Qtys. limited to in stock items

eAJNIVERSITY

Complete line of record and tape accessories.

Visit our expanded cassette department.

Op«nM-F»^, S 1M Loctt«l in Campus Cmtm'

t UNIVERSITY
STORE '^

Monday. May 13. 1985!
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By Garry Trudeau
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CwORDY
By Gorde

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

r\ore Vr^Y\ $30 boo*:.!)

(loll ry\^^/\ f-o y^*>He

^ pe \huin lulls no

arVsu par+tcs

(A^ricMi- h<5 j^^^ "^^ l^"* c lc>s^ Here hckbyfH^

the Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

r 5v*a£ 15 A S>^isJ 4jY?\
XT'* Aac 5T«afty ly 5dtA^ TO Ctf A OAMM

A-r Ate o

Rats

|6o f^oR fl R'oe ^NJ mV )(roR A «>De -^

" HARLEV ^

By Congo
Ia few Minutes LATiR

PUFF By Robert Steele

Cj>/A.

News.

Features.

Arts.

Sports.

Editorials.

The Collegian

A long tradition of

quality journalism .

Attention

all artists..

If vou know how to dr.w and think you ha%e a sense

of humor, the i'»n*-qxn,^ ih accepting HubmiHHionM for

dailv comic strip, for next fall. Kntries «h«mld be in

black ink on plain white paper or p«8terb«ard: 10

Htrips minimum should be submitted to Anne Mel rory

in the newsroom. 113 ( ampuh (enter, bv May 15^ All

tvpes of strips encouraged. Lend your humor and ar-

tistic talent to the pages of New England's largest

college daily today!

MWnUon KhL ColU<f%an ^Viil

The annual dAUipan ph«»U) will be taken at 4 p.m Tues^

,iay m the newsn>..m. There will alst. lie a ph(,U) taken of

all gnuluating staff meml>ers Be there!

WEATHER

Tfxlav will l»e sunny, warm and humid, with a 40 percent

i-han«' of showers in the afU'riu^.n. Tonight will 1m? pari

ly cloudly with lows in the GOs.

Tomorrow will be sunny a*rain. with highs in the H()s
^.^

Thanks Michelle

for a really great semester!!!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
I diini b> I rudr Michrt Jafff

ACNOtS
t SpaB««uN«*h

S D.rt< y««tO«(

10 Furr>(K>g

t4 J«i

15 SN>«rlob«
tru«

16 Latvian capital

17 lnth•^T>on.y

19 LiM
Andarsao*
ducldiofl

20 Emuiatad a

proiasaor

21 Ramakin* and

turaans

23 Hiatus

24 Built in bunk

26 Mr and Mrs

eg
29 Storaoa place

30 B«)or«King

or rTKKJe

33 Prelin with

wisa

34 Wiaaonas
35 Seize

36 Drawn tight

37 Sweetened
the Kitty

38 Entertainer

Adams
39 Tree with

arched
branct>es

40 Structural

material

41 Ten-percenter

42 Sad sound
43 Singe

44 Dwellings

45 Reprove
47 Fit tiddte

46 Up until now
50 Flighty

55 Stratford

Avon
56 Speechless

56 Salamander

59 Stage direction

60 Designer

Cassini

61 Part ol AD
62 Wrap
63 Nothing more

than

DOWN
1 Cfyioodiy

2 To the shelter

•dsNte
3 Facepowdar

ingredient

4 Up to the

(completely)

5 Lulu and others

6 Move at a

snail space
7 Ships cargo

area

6 Poetic lime

9 Blushed
10 Cobbler feature

1

1

Overbearing

12 MaKeeyesat
13 and

means
18 More enormous

22 Ve«es
24 Ring shaped

roll

25 Lugs
26 Aviator Balbo

27 Signal of

reiection

28 Leasa
29 Spud

31 Singer Franhie

32 encourages
34 Linksman Sam
37 Certain

Olympians

38 Conceit

40 Robert Burns
tor eaampie

41 Lessen
44 Guarantee
46 Part of a

long poem

47 California

ballplayer

48 Base lor many
a ca»ae<oie

49 Type of

tournament

50 Do
others

51 Tiny particle

52 Choter

53 Villain s glance

54 Border

57 Toronto sprov

ANSWER TO P«EVIOUS_PUZZLE
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i^Lacwsse , continued from page It

tor a 10-8 UMass lead as the crowd exploded.

Korrie then scored before Curry, with 8:16 to go, took

the ball in front of the UMaas bench and ran the length of

the field unmolested to rifle a shot into the top comer that

tied the game.
Fiorini then gave UMass the lead, assisted by Moreland,

with 6:05 to go. The Gorillas then stalled the ball until

there was 4:30 left when they lost possession at midfield.

SU worked for a shot, scoring with 2:36 to go as Curry

took a Nelson feed.

UM had a golden opportunity, losing the ball in front of

Nims before Gorilla defenseman Gerry Byrne was called

for a slash with 2:10 to go.

Kotz, who along with Nelson had been effectively shut-

down by defenseman Mark Stratton and Tom Aldrich

Valley Health Plan 1965-86

Our Tenth Year!

Is Valley Health Plan for you? In 1985-86

VHP membership will continue to be 100%

paid by the Commonwealth. Why pay $400

a year? Compare the coverage, too. Ask

your friends. Talk it over at home. Don't let

this year's enrollment pass you by without

making a thoughtful choice.

NEW GREENFIELD HEALTH CENTERI
Sign up at Personnel Office by May 31 For

Information, call VHP at 256^151.

respectively, then picked up his only point which proved to

be the game winner.

For UMass, faceoff man Seamus Mc(iovem had a great

day with an 18-of-26 effort. SU outshot UMass 37-32.

Moreau had 13 saves.

"This game hurts about as much as anything I've ever

had happen to me in sports," F'lormi said. "We did

everything right. We proved what kind of team we are to-

day."

cimtxnued fnrm page 12

ifBaseball

A Service Coming

This Fall'

For More Information Dial 5-1508

UMass drove P( "s third pitcher. Tom Bartlett. from the

mound in the fourth as they scored seven runs.

Kingman. Salustri, (Mifford. Ezold and Rob Holiday each

had hits m the mning with Tomeau. O'Connor, Holiday,

Kzold and Salustri driving in runs.

On Friday. UMass swept Northeastern with a pair of offen

sive explosions.

In the first game. Mu k Wydra went to distance for UMass

with an eight hitter to raise his record to 2-2.

Sean Flints two homers and four RBI led UMass' 19 hit

attack. Salustri had two hits with Flint, a sophomore catcher,

getting four. O'Connor, Comeau, Salustri, and Steve

Messina each dmve in two runs.

In the second game. Wright's three hits paced UMass as

Pat McNamara. .Ion Martin and Jeff .lensen combined for a

six hitter The Minutemen got three hits from Wnght with

Kingman. Comeau and Wright driving m two mns each.

UMass scored seven unearned runs in the game Messina

went two-for-three with f(»ur RBI in the game

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday Thursday 8 45 3 45 • Friday 8 45 2 30 • Cash in advance • 5 cortstfcutiw days 5%

* 10 consacutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone nunilMr

AAA SUMR SMCIAL

Mack convarttii* no ruM no
rmaiM m (twoughout

HMui MO ttw cw • yOMM
iMca»4nwi

tHMh twM option tvoo

wi AtontMwXKl Vary

quai and ««rv cMmp Mam 300 p* month
CM(

APANfTMfWT AVAHAaif

Jun* ^m w/M opaon
an par paiaan ooma cMack nowt 30i

Suiiaat A««. acraai (n>

fillam i Oorni cal t49-W13

****'^ **<>* >AU.—

i Mrm tnhaa a^n poaAiva *all optior lum
mar rant NCOOTIABlE bu« rta pool cxmva
rmnc» aior* can Mb-4D1« fc « cmng omam

AUDIO

Swmmar MuklmiHM OyUon nca houaa

wi Batilianoiwii M bua ctoaa to tonwi

1 10 CBwipwa 0^ 0'' Nww wff^^^^f "Caa

»iai aMi ^or

I Mlia k CWtaida Aota 2 badnna tn
Qmoftm 4S mon«^ nOuOm utJHiaa

iMaa Ju>w I to Juna i cal ttb-Ttn Map
Wmg anynma aa* Hx Hmncy o> Mani

Waaim CalawW Hauaa H Hook h«m
Univ Juoa May MMW? __
Chaa* roema to« awmmar Gtmm loc—aw

caUa TV knctmy laundry M6-3117

Ipaclaiia 2 fcad raaw a^ 3 Aoof* larva kit

Juna lat

rapaymant plan • avariabla ratum to actKiol

IT ihapa bol^ priyaKaMy and Ibtartoaiy

•mh • pan iima |Ob or>a niaaliar^d a momh
guarantaad Your annual ncoma «4i baap
proiimataty U.OOO lo atari cat today iri

Horanca SM-4110 or GrwnHaU TT^MB
Ttto Cammuta* Araa Oow haa 4 poaNiona

tor Iha auntniar indnrtduaia #iouU heva
or^antaaionai tki** and ba abia to mrorli

wwtwut auparvion Ati*rv to Itwik on your

•aai and outgomg paiam iality an aaaai 30

hour* U to par wor«a<udy pratarrad but

noi nacaaaary Wa ara an AAEEO
anwtoyw Anpiy «0» SUB
M

AM/MM tMM* Caaaatta Oach Oo«>y ar«d

Ml F«iar niaatin nctudad titO w BO
MUST SCLL' ca» 0* muny

•oawKtutTMnn a^ In Bundartartd dn
rhaar aummar aubtai minh tal optnn ca«

AUTOKMtAUl

Taha ovar my laMS In Seu«w«oo4 Bat BW
Stwra Nich 21* 14B0

0* tha ColavMn' Muai f^uv mommga fraa

on MWf or TuTh trorti 8 9 30 EncaMnt
pay Apply at tha Caaagwri Otfica room It)

Campua Cantar Muai Kava a car

Amiiarat tawalaa h^pir^ aldany at n^t
OUabiir MB S086 ba«o>a I PM

Wantad High oaaaa ful and
Eipanartca «mh rafarancaa Sum
Cat) 2M 16B0 &« PM

at i F

hawra

Tt Oavana naw rnotor ladiator fual pump
oraa ttvxka (2000 a*Hi MB-W76

Itn OMa Cwtlaaa 380 Mockat graai con

(ttion inany aitraa rnuai tw aaan cai Tony

tovaai MB 1343

2 badreerw CiaaMai A»« a»aiHbli Juna
I lor aummar ar>d tal fptior M^ I72>

Moom m Bout^ AmKaMi aot for fama«a

SpacKMja vwipananra Surrwnar mi tal op
tnn Cat Maaii 2&3 6*40 avarwiga or laa«a

Bwmmar B ualnaai Intam
Hution «< Bgalon rtort-paid

I B17 173^2130

Tayota Caforta Oatuaa
tianaport cal Jo>wi MB^BB27

tin Vatkawafon Bwf oianga aritti

cMroma runa graal MOO or BO cal M
IffTB MO Mtdto« Bpatlal low waaagi

oaMani condliion aiorad wwrnara 8i27B

kaap trymg

1B70 F«rd Van B evt 3
ioffartakaaiiB»13C

77 Ckavana hatcMMch auto radlala

groat condition oraai m<aana dapandMto
aanaponainn MeO Sarah 6M M71

WB Oadfa Bwrlnpar BBOOO miaa anoma
mat body good MOO or BO cal 'om
i«Mi»47

77 VW taa naw aitfiaiMi bananr fr brakaa

•aOOO eal llM mgM or iMty monwig
a^^BBIO

Bar«IOfa looking to turrtovor

Southwood 2 badroom cal nighta 2S» 107B

Moat wamad apt NolHig Qraan 2 b room
aurrwnar auWat. mr'fal opt uti indudad air

oond pool, himahad. on bua routa baa( o«

l«f cal Chuck ai 2BB-B33B

1 Ig. Mrm In 2 bdrm apt H m Horn GTR
N Amharal aomrrtar mr'tal option 237 SO

pkja or 137 to with 2 cal Oava 64»OBB7

4 badraaw hauaa for rant Ayadabta Juna

1 with >al option Cal 29B-B3B1 i

Bpacaa naBibla In Capo Cad i

Ovmapon cal Chna S4»7n0

«fcadteatn Kouaa »•»• kattng Juna «Mi
Sapt option *67% piua Naar Look Park.

Skibi*r Haaliora SB* 342* alao aoma aum^

mar aubtota

la aNva Bui many othar rnarma

n^mmaW ara thraaianad Giaanpaaaca tha

aaaiiiatKinal anMronmantal group naada

halp m our outiaach program apraadmg (ha

Mord Ful tima. ful training, paid vaca

tiona «ck daya hokdaya work 2 10 pm M F

I1S0 22& wk H ntaraatad cal John at

2&3M6i7

Bummar wartiatt»<v #ah«raahar 'lafe

aMa no aM>onanca nacaaaary M 20 iv

iai2hr wk cal Phylka6^23B«

Company naada aavaral

anargalK toui guidaa Iw aummar
and waakanda flaatita houra Vou M havo

tun' Salary piua mcantiwa Cal413^Z3aaM
Thuradaua through Mondaya
Wantad patntara to wrork m aouthahora

MA araa Ej«ananca pratarrad but not

rncillir\ MAaS4B^7B71

1

Junal
Tihao^wr IMM

Good locailen Cal Launi •4130

You ptcfcad a momeraMa data to ba
bom Mava a graai b«Tt>day Lova Ranaa

I aBoaBant condWon
FM atarao ijatproottng troni »*iaH

:al2»1*Tva aunroof MOOO cal I ^161*

PON BALE

IBTl Baak nmi tiraa brakaa ckrtch bat

tary. raoant aahauat AM FM caaaatta abong
arvna baat oflar can Ka»v 253 3337

OpwonMnont Homaa from t1 lu rapOHl A
lao dalinquant tai propany Call

1B0B-aB7«)OO a«t GH M1B for mforma

vKV l^»W^»^W»W

Iwtafvtayyfng. conaultlng. adNing. daaign

layoui covar lanar praparation Gtarruaao

•WtKMSAU
Sehwtnn AM tarrain 10 apaod Top o< tha

Ina JT' Mka In parfaci condition baraly

baan nddan Muat aal only *17S< Cal Ann
»43B7

OONT ^AV MNMBMR MNTt

Ona badroom avaWabla m 2 room Brittany

Manor Apt for ona or hnro tamalaa Laaaa

mam Sapt. 1 Cal Uaa M»6463 aoon"

OOWNTOWM AMHEUST

Neoinmata naadad for largo apartmant
in Amharal Cantar 18B/mo. call

INTCIITAINNIiMT

Rack A DIac. Rack A VIdoo Entartain

mani Diac Jockaya. larga acraan vidao

dancaa for houaapartya. aamrformala. cam
pua avanta MB 7144

Mtnatral WWiilaMlfaw. Gtaai FUNi AI
modaia UnbaataMa prioaa. MB «« awan

mga

1tB4 Smith Cororta typawrftar for aata

1» dolara ot)vK)uaiy nagotiatoia 6 «BM

ipila and doubfa bad muai aal Cal

MB 0B08 aak tor Judy

Ifrapaad Schwinn 23' frama tlOO

S4B 7B4I aacaaam condition 3 yra oM

Apartmant fumltura avaHaMa MB4)83

Oiaaaai bad k fumltura call anyiima

t4B^2714 cal Bama^

F^ Bala^krtaTirmatrong Modal 80 alvar

haad body opan holad 1360 or BO Ala«

3872417

VVIiHa laatftar Jackat aua »« onfy lawk

twica BO cal fr7362 or *9439

ioH^pilng. mattraaa and frama •7»

couch MO alao aott chair and daak caN

2B» 1739 aak tor Oawtd

Fadar Rftodaa 78 Good condition Muat

aal Firat MOO takaa n' Mika 2Sft 1206

iiofa~ceucf<. racknar, and whita buraau

175 00 or BO (ancalam condition) 256-0808

DouMabad yy/whita haadboard and whita

buraau yy/imrror call Ji« 646 5818

Soft Contact Lanaaa moat daity waar

lis 00 to 126 00 aach E<i»ndad

rtRBONALS

Ifta Indaa la now accapting appllcatlona

for tha 19B8 yaartxmk lyaa. Ihara wnl ba an

88 yaartmokl Wa ara hatr^ for al aditonal

poamona Appfy at 103 CC or cal S46-aBM
tor mora mfo

Room avaBabfa for Orad Wkiid al CC
Hotal call Kanny 253 96B0

fan rantal ' but your gona dunng ttia

gal contacia tor rtKitala at homo'
25* K*3Bcal 1868 now laava maaaaga

POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR M-8
ON CAMPUS JOBS
FULL AND PART TIME
APPLY TELEFUNO

AT MEMORIAL HALL TODAY
•••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••

fORRINT

8 badroom aplh laval houaa On bua routa

wtth bauatitui laka naatby Cal aoon

3234988

Bpacloua 2 badroom ertnanv matter.

Taka laaaa Juna 1

646-7403

Capa Cod Bummar Saaaonal Rantala;

W Yarmouth. Dannia Largaat mvantory of

atudio. 1, 2, 3, 6 4 badroom unita, Oiract

from ownara; 817 '62S-8300 or 817/771 2233

apartmant
1320 par

Colonial Vlllaga 2 badroom
availaMa Juna 1 Taka ovar

month call Todd 2S3 7243

^ »30 00 to M8 00 lowaai pncea

on contact laoa aolutiona haai unita 112 96

Amharal Optical Shoppa 253 M12 266^6403

litttlty Trallar 5«8 parted aolution to your

moving anaiatiaa MOO or BO 549-4477 or

54MM61 . avanmga only

FurnHura tor aala bad daak couch ate

64B^2KM

OWtAT WOWB

Bummar aubtat friand^ conaidarata at

moaptiara in an Amharal Cantar houaa

Spacioua, tumiahad room tor >200 met

right on bua rt cM Mat 2B3-77M avaa

Day Maggota of tha Worid Unftal You
hav* r>othir»g loaa but your whrta oul PS
Thanka tor tf>a flovyara kida'

Tirad of dorma f Want Soma cookad maala

rrwda for you' Chi Omaga oftara al ot thia m
a homa a«»ay from homa atmoaphara M in

taraaiad call Kathy 54BB076

To UMaaa Amharal Thanka fo> Itia

aducation and itia axpananca ita baan fun

nca 19B1 UK Claaa ot 86

*••••••••••• EMQINEERS ••••••••••••

Don't torg«i tfxlayi annual

lASME'Pi Tao Sigmai Spring Picnic

Monday Southwaat Bar B Q Put

2 30 to 6 PM bring aoflball glovaa

iah trua you can buy laapa for M4 through

tha U S govammant? Gat tha facta today'

Call 1 812 742 1142 a«l 6B31 A

MOFCSSIONAL
TVPINO SERVICE

Caaaa. Papara. Olaaartatlona.

on camput vary raliaWa low rataa Nancy

564^7924

RIOC WANTfO

To Naw York or LI prafarabty on Sat afiar

noon May lOMi cal SIB-2714

Mouaa 4 br Amharat graat locaiion 1 H mi

from campua naar Puffar'a baut yard muat
aaaS4S«I27

HiLP WANTtO
Ootna
afiarll

1 badroom PraaMantM
Juna 1ai cal 64fr1419

Apt. ayaaabia

Brittany JManor apartmant availabia Juna
1ai no aummar aublat nacaaaary call

Carolina 2SS4043

Studant Joba UmHad Offar If you ara 17

yaara old or oldai tha Maaa Army National

Guard offanng atudanta part tima amploy

mant. aacallani pay. and graat banafita For

ttraaa who qualify. 100% traa tuition at

Maaa fundad collagaa. 12000 caah bonua. or

4,000 tuition aaalatanca tur>d or tuition loan

ROOMWAMTIO

Juna2 July 13

Sam 84 pm baat timaa

2 tamalaa naad trtaapanahra room m
Hyanna Barnatabta araa to< tt«a aummar
Plaaaa cal maryann MS4019 or Anaa
o4^ Qi^BB

2 bodraom apt In Colonial VWaga tor tal

^m pay Auguot it nacaaaary cal 253 6106

NOOMMATCS WMHTIO

datalacal

2

3475

>4B21 tal option

Sapt

ma
1 cioaa to c*r»ipoa A
Laon 66BB1 kaav

C cal Siawa
trymg' rant

t27S/tna Cai OK

RIDIWS WAMTtO

ta Soutit HofMa cal 2B3-2I40 Rob
10:00 ar>d May

2564815 7 30

Oulat non amoking aanlor aaaking own
room tor tall, anywhara wtthin 15 monutaa

Irom camput Hava car Rick 546-7107

Hauaamata naadad
houaa m Sundanand
Cal Dabbia 886 3883

taahing for or<a or two tamalaa to atiara

a rtwm m a hwo bodroom apt m CiaatvWM
North Amharat naar PraaKtanta* Apta ptaaaa

cal YatfMn 64B«28 attar 4 00

T«ro paopla wantad to ahara larga room m
fuly furrMahad Townahouaa apt malaa or

tamalaa Juna 1 thru M cal Amy oi

Stacay 64B40BS

1 tamala 1 mata non amokaig loommataa

wantad «' quiat claen Bntiany apannnant

ctf Raaa MB 7407 k«ka 2S643B3

T«»o roommataa wamad to ahara turniah

ad apt m Amttarai tor aumamr w tal option

cal 253 3036

far Ipaapta Puftton VHaga apt aummar
auWai w/fal option cal 54S518B for mora

mfo'

Famala roemmata naadad to ahara

Southwood towntyjuaa Fal ParaonaWa

w«d nonvnokai Cal Lynda 646-8193

Mala roommata wrantad to ahara apt m
NYC cal 54S4614 anytima

Ml aptten on aummar aubtat kxAmg
tor 2 paopla to kva m or atiara aummar a>

I m 2 bdrm SWood T Houaa 256 1533

T«*e or ihraa roommataa mala or i

iiaailail to ahara baautifui apacoua Echo

H« apartmant atartmg July 1 cal anytima

1546808

Ona or two paopta Intata or tamalal Srtt

tany Martor two bodroom tal cal 253 2140

Rob atiar 10 00

Ona paraon naadad for own badroom In

Bwlaa VIHaga for tall cat! 3W 13K

DENNISPORT CAPE COD Looking tor

roommataa to* 3 badroom houaa 2 mmuta
walk to baacti Avalabta from Mamonal Day

unm Labor Day awanmgk 617/SZ7 743B Un

2 >i^ri|- In Taaawaheuaa tor auMH tur

i^had rant nagunabta can 54S 3619

iwnmar awMat tH«y furntahad Rolmg
Graan lownhouaa 2 bodrm 7 tiath AC ppol

rant nagotiatMa cal Joa 253 ^256

Craatvtaw 1 badroom apt ctoaa to cam
pua tM opt cal 6460636 borw 56

Fumlahad 2 badroom In Rhrargtada na«t

to Brittany laundry tacibtMa aioraga rant

nagotiaMa cal Jm 264 1668

CItaapl 2 badroom Brandyyvma apartmant

rani nagutiabia cal 846B476 or 646AIIB

(Mraath Martor lacroaa from Pufftoni 30

aac from buaatop 3 badiuuma 1 H bath

vacioualllO mon nagotlabta cal SIS S8B4
or 646 6668

«lfa ra daaparata to aubtat 1 bodroom m
PraaHlannai apta Juna I Sapt 1 cal Siawa

64880 Laon 84861 kaap trying'

Otta badroom laai month fraa Colonial

Vaaga pod bua cal 64644B8 6181

Urgami 2 badroom apt m Southwood on

bua routa to auHal graat pnca" Ftaaaa cal

87083 67817

ahara ap* M Mtaa Park

jiot apt chaap' Walkirig

daianca to campua cal 64B 7227 ahar 8 00

kaap trying

Brand naw 1 bodroom houaa on bua

routa 8 mdaa from campua acanic araa ad|a

cant to Mt To«»y and Cranbarry Pond cal

attar 11 00 PM 5460308

Or«a badroom In tumiahad 2 br Bran

(Vvyina apt baat ottar' Can Laura or Pam
546 1611

•wnmar/MI option Swtaa Vlllaga 4

badroom 3 bath ront nog utlNtloa Incll

an bua ri caM Vt 8MB

Ijfga room tor or>o. txro Amiiarat Cantar

r> a houaa with gardan cal Paoia 253 S8B0

ApartmaM H» SatHti Amharat ca«

2B687BB ^ _
OeuMa aialakli In OBraath Manor 15

nw>uta walk io tarripua liX) t>w paraon

nagoiiabia nu lal otitwn i.al M6 'V?

Ona larga turtdahad room aiitib li «
^lacioua apartmant on bua routa tor only

(100 Larga anough tor 2 paopla CM
253 3386 or imtTVI Hurry won t laa«'

Amharal Cantar

Anna
3 bodroom apartmant
vary convamant pnca
646X3631 646 7386

Puftton Apt tor ront cMlar
tmn 253 3*11 253I8B0

to

baautifui quiot

Fomala roommata wantad tor Puftton

Apt pratarabiy 21 or otdar cal 546 2643

COINS 123/121 Tutor UMaaa cooaultant

123/121 gradar Ala« 253 7666

dy Kaya protaaaional IBM typmg

Olaaartatlona. thaaaa papara romanca

languagaa 26« 1002 _
Faat Quality Protaaaional Typing Cll

tha mtamoua rakaWa Carol IBM Salactrlcll

Editing aanncaa BBS 7939 attar 4

Writa your own protaaaional raawma

with aaay to tolow iir« fty •'"• mtiruction

form «6 40aach (Ck MOI to Sacratary 12

Od Landing Rd .
Durham, NH 03824

Typing on IBM Salactric II 50/paga

Laalaa SS4 3666

26 paga compatibility analyala will

maaaura any romantic pannart compalibili

ty in ralation to you' paraonal naada Fun

mtormativa thorough daaignad lor inng

ranga uaa 15 96 latudani rata with ID fi

plua II 00 poataga Compatibility Raaaarch

Aaaociataa. Boa 392, N Amharat. Maaa

OIOGB

SUMMtR H»> WANTtD

Vary raaaanaMa avmmar
Southwood towmtvjuaa cal 25S 1533 ASAP

2 badraema In Downtown Amhorat

tiouaa 130'inonth cal 2B3 3086

Fraa 1 month. raaaonatHa rant on bua

routa m Amtiarat only tor tamala non

«nokai cal 2541287

Daaparataly aaaking auMattar Larga

room ir apacioua houaa 1140 biMrouta

Amharal Balchartown lina Katarina

5450528 256 1433

1 or 2 paraon apartmant m houaa m
Amharat Cantar cal 253 2936

Amharat Cantar apt graat location 1 or 2

poraona call 256 1434

2 rooma avaNaMa In Northwood apta m
Sundariand Voura tor antwa aummar tor

•200 room util cal 986 4647

Ctiaap aummar aublat 1 H badrooma

avalaWa m a 2 badroom Brandyywna apt

cloaa to campua and bua atop Rant

nagotiabla cal Linda SIBBBSB

aO/mth 2 bodroom 3 paraon Squira

Vilaga nagotiabla Jim 5 96M Paul 6 528B

2 bdrm aviril tor aummar aublat tuH 4

bdrm avail lor tal option rant nagotiabla cal

Karan or Dianna 266*189

6 apacaa avaHaMa for aummor Ona tal

option graat location chaap rani M9 1B78

avaninga

NIca country aatting, 2 badroom apt

cloaa to UMaaa doga alowad graat placa to

apand ttia aummar rant nagotiabla 549 7S40

Apartmant In houaa aublat only rant

nagotiabla 3 minulaa trom campua 2

badrooma call Joa or Dava 546 7827

Rooma avallabia, naat to campua Chaap

Call 546 3B31 aak tor John

»7 Looking tor a ttltia privacy but

not too tw from campua' Wa »a got |uai

what your tookng tor Praaidantiai Apart '

manta 2 badroom complatahr tumiah»i

cM Stava now at 64BC329 kaap trym^'

Burtny chaap aummar aublat 100 a y
3 roonw 80 Ro*«ig Graan cal avamnv j

lor Enc dont dalay 2566B37 ^
A^ itaar campua 2 bdrm in 2 tamdy

houaa raadantial naighbortioad 37M par

month tor aummar puaaibia tal option

1 bdrm apt aummar auMot with tal optnn

300 par month pool tanna bua utirtiaa md
BBS 3818 ava

TOSUetfT

1 larga bodroom In apoclOMa 3 I

Southwood apt rant nagotiabla aialabli

Juna 1 with tal option cal Rai MB 1052

Sommar aublat taH option apacioua

Spuira Vagi towntiouaa on txja routa 3
nam^ rarwvatad cal 8854373

For aummar aublat two badroom
Towntiouaa rant nag cal Tarm t4B-12IS ar

Maryann 5466288

Two bodroom Souttiwood. fal option, on
bua routa cal avanmga 253 3773

2 bodroom Colonial Vlllaga apt JWia-
Aug tXO mo Xl iJB'

Bublat with fan option <n Nontiampton
baautifui ranovatad Gravaa Ava apt mmuta
MONi to bua routa thraa badrma luaunowo

colag apt 800 nag SB4 1290 _
Sumn«ar aublat taH option 2 bdrm Nor
thwood apt IM3 • alac 6854643

4 bodroom TH In Sauira VINaga aval

Juna t w fal option cal 686 2066

8/14 badroom 2 bath tal opt 26S6101

Ona badroom apartmant In Clltfalda *aW

option 360 'month al uHniaa indudad

a8S«313

Bummar aublat 1 room In houaa 1 100 par

month on bua routa 253 9296

1 bdrm In 2 bdrm apt fal option Ckffaida

t20o inci cal to 12 pm 885-4710

North Amtiorat Puttora Pond tuly tur

mahod on bua routa call 5484729

SuMat 3rd badroom in quiat condo on bua

louta lal option tamala prafarrad 253 7523

WANTfO

Colllna Hartford

KItchan Managar Muat hava aqiarlanca

m ahon o'dar cooking food prap and mvan
tory ordaring SI par hour to atari Apply in

paraon to Charltaa raaiauiant 1 Pray St

Amharat

•UMMtR JOM
Qraatar Boaton company wW tram

atudanta of all maiora Eacalant incoma op
portunity and laarning axpananca ataning

poartion at 1276/ waak m moat maior citiaa

Sacura a aummar poaition now' Call

617 535-4337 or 817«2S3280

•UMMtR SUeLtT

Hadlay. baautifui araa, pond, huga yard

atora option 187 'room nagotiabla 564 6166

2 badroom apartmant In Townahouaa
tuHy tumiahad rant ctiaap and nagotiabla

call 5469692

2 bodroom In Townahouaa tor aublat

rant nagotiabla call 546 9668

Spacioua dM rm larga houaa on Main St at

buaatop 1180'mo 263 6613

2 badroom Brandywina apt fuly fumiah

ad caH 546 1302 __
With fall option 1390 mo CMtfiida Apart

manta 966 4878

2 tamalaa to aublat douMa badroom m
larga houaa in Amharal 1100 • month call

Carol 546 1232

Baautifui 7 badroom houaa. poaaibia tali

option 2 full batha. 6 mm walk from cam
pua Ranta vary nagotiabla call Doug O'

Tom 549 1875

Two tlekata Phil

253 9978 attar 6 pm

Car wantad raliabia

automatic prafarrad raaaonably

2564244

body
procad

WANTtO TO RINT

Wantad. daad or allval Pratarably aliva

North Amharal Ihraa badroom apartmant

Juna laaaa vnth tall option 250 dollai

raward call Andraw 546 4932 or Matt

5464848

MO raward for 2 or 3 badroom apartmant m
Puftton or Brandywma cal 264 1881 aak for

Wantad 2 or 3 bdrm apt in Townahouaa or

Brandywina W^oukl taka ovar laaaa Juna 1

1200 findara faa call Abbia at 2541029

Kathy 263 3140 _
MO raward tor 1 bd apt 335 mcluaiva cll

nighta 68S7064 1100 if undar 300

Summar aublat. fan aptlon Spacioua

Squira Vilaga towntiouaa on bua routa 3

fj^ryr^ t.~L*. e ~^~.4^...tyt^ - aaciting

Split laval 2 bdrm Southwood apart-

mant tor aummar only Furniahad Pool
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This hurts: Orange
Syracuse 's late rally

downs gutsy Gorillas,

Carmean scores five

By PETKK ABRAHAM
Collegian Suff

For 58 minutes and 19 sect^nds. the imjK)88ible was hap-

^simuse University, the number one ranked lacrosse

team in the nation, came to the University of

Ma8sa<

'

- talking about running up the score on ine

(lorilla. .ance it^ chances for getting the U)p seed m

the upcoming NCAA play«»ffs.

Instead. The Orangemen found themselves being

outplayed by CMas. a» a crowd estimate.! at close to 4.(X)0

tried its best to will the team to victory

All Amencan midfielder Bratl Kotz then shattered the

dream, taking Tim Nels-.n's pass with 1:41 left m the

game and blasting a shot pass CM goalie (rt-rry M..reau^

The t;..nllas won the ensuing facet.ff. lost the l«ll wi h

1:05 remaming but got it back and nilltMi time <»ut with 47

seconds tt) ifo. , e a ^i

I'Mass. with the Syracuse defens*- jrissmg. fumbled

several passes before goalie Tom Nin.s stopped a Ken

Freeman sh..t from 20 feet out with only l^.f^^*"***
'«^

The Orange picket! up the loose ball and killed br.th the

cltKrk and UMs hopes for a major upset

"We played alxmt as well as we can play. I M c<.acn wck

Garber 4id. "It was a hell of an effort by each player. \^e

did what we wante<i to and executed the way I kn.* we

could. It's a damn shame."
, ^^ ,^ , i> i

t'Ma?* finishes the season at 6-8. The Orange g«. ly U 1

», A'e«lnesdav in the first rouml of the play«»ffs

,orf attackman Tom Carmean led the (H»nllas

^nals and one assist Mike Fiorini had three goals

ei'^i^t Fr.H-man. T'-m Lukacovic and (.reg I-isk

singlf Uilies. Fisk als-. had two assists with Matt

am. Stephen Morelami also picking up as*'«t-''^

All Amencan Tim Nels«.n ha«i three gtmls, T«-ld

A two as did Hhett Cavanaugh and Tom Korm-

nt^Hl out 1-0 with 10;02 left in the first iienmi as

nan Kevin Sheehan ran up past the midfield line

ir and kept on going to fire it in.

< tie<l It on a g»>al by Carmean (as8iste<l by I- isk)

It ahead as Carmean (who finishe<i the season with

a high 28 goals and M assisUs) score<l. this time

assisted bv OReilly with 6.19 left in the peno-1

SU racked up two unsjK)rtamanslike conduct ^*•naUu•^

setting up Carmean's first goal as the visitors lost their

composure and fell out of their game plan

Fisk gave I'M a 31 lea<l. taking it in alone and l)eating

g„alie Tom Nims with 3:58 to go. Cavanaugh scored with

3 22 left to make it 3-2 at the quarter.

Syracuse took control in the second penod. ouUsconng

UMass 4-2 as Nelson (two) Mike 0'IV)nnell and Tom Kor

rie scored. Fiorini scored for IMass after three straight

Syracuse goals, scooping up a loose ball, whirling and

bating Nims with 7:53 to go in the half. Freeman scored

with 3-42 left in the penod to keep CMass in the game.

The officials, intimidated by the classless Syracuse

12-11

an<i

Tempers n.re as LMass atUckman Ken Freeman (20) clashes with Syracuse defenseman Chris

Bruno (44) on Saturday. I Mass lost 12-11.

coa* hing staff. U«t control of the game in the third pencxl

as CMass scored two goals that were called back

Fiorini took a Carmean feed with two-and a half

minutes gone to tie the game at six. Syracuse was callefl

for another unspt)rt,smanlike conduct after the goal.

Fiorini then scored but the goal was called l)ack as CMass.

unsure of the situaticm. illegally 8ubstitute<l. Ted Spencer

then scored, but that goal was also called l)ack as the of

ficials whistled the play dead to go and confer with the

irate SU coaches. Syracuse, in the pn^ess. picked up its

fourth unsportsmanlike conduct penalty as the

Orangemen mouthed off to the officials again.

UMass, after much delay in the game, finally scored one

that counted as Carmean t<K>k a Fisk pass and blasted in a

low dnve with 3:05 left in the period. SU scored with eight

seconds left as Curry sailed in a long dnve.

In the final peri<»d. as the crowd chanted encourage-

ment UMass went ahead 8-7 as Lukacovic took Fionni's

pass 'and drove in. beating Nims with only 43 seconds

*^Another Cavanaugh goal tied it with 12:45 left before

Fred Opie's gloves changed the complexion of the game.

The Syracase defenseman's gloves had illegally cut-out

fingers and the officials, true to form, didn't notice the in-

fraction until the game was on the line. .,.,.,„.
UMass UK.k advantage. Cannean scored with 11 18 to

gi> as inn*- remained in the bt.x with the t*nalt>

Lukacovic then kx.unced a shot in front of Nims that

flew high into the air to the goalie's nght. Cannean

iumpe<l up. caught the ball and fired it in on his way down
' ^ lontmued i>n fMigf U

Syracuse 12, UMass 11

Syracuse (12-1)

UMass (6-8) 2

5
4

12

11

Goals: (UM) Tom Carmean 5. Mike Fiorini 3. Tom
Lukacovic, Ken Freeman. (Jreg Fisk. (SU) Tim Nelson 3.

Todd Curry 2, Rhett Cavanaugh 2. Tom Korrie 2. Mike

O'Donnell. Kevin Sheehan. Brad KoU.
Assists: (I 'M) Fisk 2. Carmean. Fiorini. Matt O'Reilly.

Stephen Moreland. (SU) Curry 3, Tim Nelson 2.

Saves: (UM) Gerry Moreau 13. (SU) Tom Nims 7

Game Winning Goal: KoU from Nelson. 1:41 left in

[game.

Allard throws one-hitter

as baseball sweeps four
By FETKK ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Its been a long time coming for Steve

Allard.

Allard. a sophomore, was the Cniversilv

f)f Massachusett.s" first scholarship base

hall player in some years when he came to

the university last year. He posted a lt-'2

record last year and was W'.'t going into yes-

terdays game with Providence College, dis-

appointing results for the high school star.

The lefthander showed the ability that

won him that scholarship, but had flashed

only hnefly in his CMass career, shutting

out the Knars with a «)ne hitter as the

Minutemen won 4-0.

The victory gave CMass a 4 (> record over

the weekerd as the Minutemen swept

Northeastern in a Friday doubleheader 12-

h and2()-;i and won the first game yesterday

over PC 17 4

The four wins puts UMass at 25-19 for

the season and .sets a school record for vic-

tories in a season.

Allard. with .several major league .scouts

watching, owned the Friars. He retired the

Softball splits with Adelphi
Minutewomen endat 25-23-1

»ii-it l;< batters before walking Dan Rice He

didn't allow a hit until Paul Kostocopulos

bleeder fell just in front of right fielder Dan

Clifford. Allard struck out nine and walk-

ed three.

CM scored two in the first as Bruce King

man came in on an error and Darrin O'tOn

nor drove in Angelo Saulstri with a single to

center. Clifford and Todd (ommeau also

drove in runs.

In the first game. Comeau drove in five

runs with a homer and a tnple as CMass

rolled, 17 4 behind the six-hit pitching of

Boh Kostro(4 1).

I Mass scored five in the first as Comeau

tripled in Kingman (hit by a pitch) and

O'(\mnor (walk). Salustris fly ball scored

Comeau and after a Doug Wright single.

Todd Kzold singled to left for the fifth

run.

The Minutemen scored five more in the

.second. O'Connor walked and rode in on a

Comeau drive over the fence in center.

Salustri then singled, went to second as

I (»in Kabian walked, stole third and scored

on an error. Kabian came in as Kzold singled

to center. Kzold scored on an error.

By CKRRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

Nothing, nothing at all. has

been easy for the Cniversity

of Massachusetts softball

team m 19H.'i and Saturdays

doubleheader with Adelphi

Cniveristy was no excep-

tion.

After both games, CMass
had just 1 1 healthy players

left and centerfielder Sally

Maher. who had never played

catcher except for a brief

summer league fling, was

behind the plate.

The IHth ranked Panthers

won the opener, 4-1, but

l^Mass' Li.sa Rever scattered

10 hits and Cathy Reed's

12th inning RBI single gave

CMass a 3-2 win and a split of

their season-ending double-

header.

"I love it." coach K^laine

Sortino said after UMass,

who finished at 2.^-23- 1 , won
its first game in four attempts

with Adelphi. "This team has

really formed itself into a

strong unit. They showed

heart and depth as a unit."

Adelphi, fighting for an

NCAA playoff berth, won the

opener highlighted by a Mary
Wallace home run in the fifth

for a 4-0 lead A Leigh Pet-

roski RBI single cut it to 4-1

in the bottom of the fifth but

it wasn't enough.

I'Mas.s" Lynn Stockley

struck out two m the opener
but gave up eight hits. UMass
had eight hits but stranded

nine, including the bases
loaded in the first.

The second game began as

a duel between Adelphi's

.Julie Bolduc and Rever.

UMass broke through in the

sixth on a Maher RBI triple

and Maher came home on an
error for a 2 (> lead.

Adelphi tied it up in the

seventh and the game went

into extra innings. Rever got

stronger as t he game went on.

giving up just two hits in fhe

extra five innings.

Bolduc (17 strikeouts)

kept llMass off the bases

until the 12th when Carol

Krattaroli got on with an error

and moved to second as Tina

Morello grounded out.

Martha Jamieson singled up

the middle and promptly

stole second. A walk to Rever

loaded the bases.

And Reed came up and

sent the game winning hit

into center field. "It was a

great wav to end the year,

Maher said. "We really

played well."

And after a year where

UMass struggled to reach

..^00, this team, that does not

graduate one player, ended

up 1 985 on a high note, ready

to go into 1986.
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SGA motion

sets ablaze

controversy
By SUSAN RATON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts student

on record for making a nu>tion to negate the

recent election <»f .h»hn Ruddock as speaker

(.f tht' CndfTKraduate Student Senate said

Aas falsely representeii mil

iif\c! iiiiiiii' ~-uch a motion.

('. .minuter senjf r H;)rn;ib> Pag.

•fall.Ididn idofalljdont

^•upport it andihiril wJ ali. ihc people wh<uli«l

do this should li >\'' l^l< t'lii- I., nut i heir own

names on it."

Pag. t(>ntiiied in Wednt

senate Mutim;; .1. ^^ j^^. r,i

author, said he u for the ni'

immediate withdrawal and. upt»n learning

who used ' • withoi,* .n. will

luinu' up ;ii notion i .«t per

•k|)ulsion tioMi the senate

A student senator and biidgt-t Miinmittee

member who aisked nf»t lo be identified, said

that .lay FIvnn. a < '.reek Area senator, who ran

l^ain.Ht Ruddock for the speaker position

made the motion

Student senator Craig McDermoll i^aid

"someone called him saying they had the

motioti written bv I'age and that he (McDer

motti Kh<iuld type it an«i give it to Ruddock to

put on the agenda

McDermott said. That person (who

called) is in Worcester right now and I can t

get in touch with him to discuss this."

In attempts to reach Klynn, at his home

the CoUsffian was informed he was in Wor
cester He could nf»t be reached for

comment yesterday.

Page noted Klynn would have all the

reasons for getting IR (Ruddock) kicked

out." He cited political differences between

the two and Klynn s loss t<. Ruddock in the

elect i«ms.

'When a motion like that comes up and

when there seems t<» he no realistic rationale

behind it. it can only shed a negative light «m

the senate to the administratu)n and the stu

dent bf>dy as a whole." said senate

CO- president Stacy Roth

Diane Rossi, SC.A trei»>urti. N.nd if the

motion had made it t(. the floor and passed,

she would have resigned immediately

"The motion just shows total disrespect

for the senate and the things it's been trying

to establish all these years. If that motion

passes, I'm not sure I want to work for that

body. " Rossi said.

Ruddock said that if here were forced out

of office, it would "greatly hamper, if not

totally eliminate" the .plans SC.A leaders

have for the summer and force them to work

out new plans for the fall. It would also have a

"detrimental" effect on the student body as a

whole.

"This only adds to the air of disruptivenes

in the senate. Senators should really move

past personal differences and deal with the

issues that are facing the SC.A this coming

vear," Ruddock said

( oll*|ian piKito b« 4ad)i HrlWf

QUACK!~A family of ducks enjoy, the beautiful weather on the campus pond yesterday as temperatures soared.

Report says gay campus life uncomfortable
Bv DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Ed\tor'» Note: Thtg is the firnt KUrry in a

two-part senes <m a reTxtrt examining the

climate for gay. lesbian and bvtexual

atudenUt at UMass. This sUtryf>runes on the

data m the rejxrri and torm/rrtm 's wxU con-

centrate on reaction to the report.

According to a report released yester-

day, the current campus climate for les-

bian, gay and bisexual students at the

University of Massachusetts is a chilly one.

The data incorporated into the report

reveals "a serious problem," said Hunuin

Relations Planner and Advocate Felice

Yeskel who coordinated the campus wide

assessment of the needs and services for

gay, lesbian and bisexual students.

The report, which was submitted U) Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson late yesterday afternoon, was

prepared in response to numerous "visible

and potentially violent" homophobic acts

that occured on campus last semester,

Yeskel said

These acts, which included "gaybusters"

posters and plans for a "heterosexual fight

back" march, led the administration to ap-

point Yeskel for her work.

Yeskel said that although she "used a

variety of sources to get an accurate view"

of the current climate, all the sources cor-

roborate and "point to the same sort of

thing."

Among the major findings released

yesterday:

Residence Halls

Of the 174 students gay. lesbian and

bisexual students who responded to a ques

tionnaire. 72 lived on campus. Of these, 78

percent said they had been subjected U)

anti-gay/lesbian slurs, 65 percent reported

they had l)een harassed by other residents

and 67 percent said they felt pressured into

silence about their sexual orientation.

In a survey of 135 resident assistants. 82

percent reported they were aware of

heterosexist/homophobic incidences in

their building and 75 percent said they did

not believe the climate on their floor was

supportive to gays, lesbians and bisexuals.

Attitudes Towards Gay
and Lesbian Commuiiity

In a Student Affairs Res««arch and

Evaluation Office telephone .survey of 271

students, over half of the respondanUs said

they believed anti-gay and lesbian attitudes

existed to some extent and 35 percent

thought they existed to a great extent. A
majority thought lesbian/gay students ex

perienced defacement through fxisters.

direct verbal harassment and the van

dalization of personal property.

Support Services for Victims Of
Harrassment Or Discrimination

The majority of the 174 studenUs who

resf)onde<l to the questionnaire said they

would not use UMass police, Amherst

police. Dean of Students ()ffice or faculty

to report incidences of harassment or

discriminatio . The students stated they

would use friends, the awareness trainer.

Everywoman's ('enter and the lesbian,

gay. bisexual counseling collective.

Student Service

Of the 23 .service agencies the lesbian and

Continue to page *

Apartheid controversy cooks up criticism

Bv DAVID BRITAIN
Collegian Correspondent

Recent controversy surrounding divest

ment from businesses operating in South

Africa raises critical questions about the

effectiveness of economic bf)ycotts in

()I)position to the apartheid government

News Analysis

INSIDE:
J.S. prof^am wants autonomy.. . . 3

Eight short record reviews 5

Baseball wins last game, 15-9— 16

•'I'm jimt going to do the best I can. that's

all I can ask."
—Patrick Swing o?i playing

in the NBA

According to several economics |)io

fessors al the University of Massachusetts,

divestment would affect the economic and

political stnicture of South Africa.

Samuel Bowles, a UMass economics pro-

fessor and former teacher at t he University of

Ihadan in Nigeria, said the major effect of

divestment is felt in the military. Divestment,

he said, will show the .separatist government

that the U.S. will not back it militarily or

financially.

Companies and lending institutions will

directly affect military spending and

research, Bowles said. Foxboro Corporation,

a company in which the University has inves

ted in. exported large computers needed for

the development of nuclear ( apabilities,

Bowles said. Loans can be used to free f)ther

monev, according to the president of

Manufacturers Hanover. By cuttting off

loans, the U.S. can remove its support (»f a

racist government. Bowles said.

"The main effect is not on the economy but

rather a signal that America will not support

th»' apartheid government," Bowles said.

Bowles is the author of several books,

including one on the economic development

of Africa.

A UMass economics profes.soi, \Aho asked

tf) remain anonymous, said divestment could

possibly have negative effects and the

apartheid government could harshen its

racial politics in response to U..S. financial

pressure. Petty apartheid practices that have

been relaxed such as separate buses, park

benches, taxis, bank lines, could be stiffened,

he said, adding that the government cc»uld

become more strict in defense to American

econ*)mic and pf)litical pres.sure.

Formereconomi( adviser for the anti-trust

division of the Justice Department and a

visiting professor at UMas.s, William C.

Sheppard. said t he media coverage of divest

meiil can add enough pressure e»n companies

operating in South .\fri( a that black emplos

ment and wages could increase. Alt hough ini

lial statistics show a drop in black

employment, a longer period will show in

creases in black prosperity, he said, adding

that. " it's similar to a cut in the skin

needed to perform an operation."

Partial or near complete divestment could

be effective, Sheppard said This finan<ial

pressure would force the coni|)ani»'s iun\ the

government to repeal the prejudiced policies

but, at the same time. .\meri< ans lould retain

some control in the companies, monitonni;

board meetings, he said.

The underlying theme from an etonomu

viewpoint is that the financial pressiin- of

divestment can work to reverse apartheid

policy. \
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lAfDRLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
Smoke bombs and fireworks

hm-led during soccer match

l^awrykoto

A woman i« Rurrounded by police after beinf brought out of a west Philadelphia

rowhouse occupied by the radical group MOVE durinjc a liege between police

and the groui^eaterday.

Gen. Elec. enters guilty plea
PHILADELPHIA (APt (.entral KUctrn

Co.. the nation's sixth-largest defense con

tractor, pleaded guilty yesterday U) defraud

ing the Au- Force of $H00.0«»0 on a

nuclear- warhead contract and was fined

$1.040.(X)0. the maximum penalty

GE's plea mean*; it cr>uld he harred for up

to three year> from bidding on new contracts.

said l" S. Attorney Edward S.G. Dennis .Ir

The Air Force did not immediatelv indi-

cate what action, if any. would be laken

against CE. which performed the work at two

area plants

IS District Judge i. Bechtle said

the maximum penalty was "fully and clearly

appropriate here" because the nation is

dependent on tlE 'just like « n.«.h.>m h.ihv

is dependent on its moth*-;

r.E pleaded gtjilty to KM lounls of making

false statements and claims for payment to

the Air Force to recover cos» overruns on «

$47 million contract to refurbish the Minute

man Mark 12A intercontinental ballistic

missile. The plea came on what was to be the

opening d rv NtUitmn for trial on

the charge.^

The work, according to an indictment

returned against (IE on .March 26. involved

research, development, engineering and

iht r services for the Minuteman re-entrv

.".ystems done at (IE plants in Philadelphia

and suburban King of Prussia between

June 22. 1980. and April 19. 1983.

The indictment accused HE managers of

altering employee time cards, having

employees submit blank cards and filling

them out themselves and transf»Tnng non-

reimbursable costs to other contracts

After the indictment. Air Force Secretars

Verne Orr suspended (IE from bidding

any new defense contracts, but he lats

limited the >usponsion to the company's Ri

entrv Systems Division, whid
,nr'". '" - ' - ^ -:

i tie largest defen-.

contractor ever suspended from doing bu

ness with the g«»vemi:

charged in a cnniina'

rauding the militat

'The evidences inage

ment was blue pru:,, il mis-

charging being done by I^er level

managers." Assistant l' S. Attorney Ewald

Zittlau told the court yesterday.

(IE attorney Henry S Ruth told Bechtle

that (IE. which had orginally pleaded inno-

cent, changed its p<isition after former (IE

unit manager Roy Baessler, 40. of Topsfield,

iilmitted intentional mischargmg.

nd the largest

!i<*nt with def

United pilots

may strike

BOSTON < API I nited Air

lines pilots and management
began contract negotiations

yesterday with neither side

optimistic of reaching agree-

ment before a strike

deadUne.

The pilots union has set

the strike deadline for early

Friday, when the 30-day

"cooling off period required

by federal law ends

Management representa

tives of the nation's larges'

carrier say they will hir«

pilots to replace the strikers

and continue operating.

"Nobody is optimistic,'

Capt. .Jon i.eRoy. a pilot with

I 'nited for 20 years and a

union representative, said in

a telephone call from the

Chicago headquarters of the

Airline Pilots Association.

"They will be free to

withhold their services,"

Chuck Novak, company
spokesman, said of the strike

deadline. "We will be free to

set new work rules... and con-

tinue operating, which we will

do."

Both sides said the major

stumbling block in reaching a

new three-year contract is

money. The latest company

offer, unacceptable to the

union, would raise salaries H

percent across the hoard

-
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MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl 6 Cyl

$34." $39."
8 CylB i.yi

$44.95

W»ll in»toH rtrv '«i»to« vporV dutribolc cap PVC volv» igoitKjn

plug* point! t condenief od|usi cablet oir M'»f ond vapor cann

Kite tpe*d ve» timing te»i bottvry i»f filt^f Include* Emunon Te»t

and chorging »ysiem in»p«ct roiof and Prtntoot

inctudM up (o 6 quart* of

laao oM and lafarv check

BRADFORD, England (AP) Police said

^, sterday that smoke bombs and fireworks

were thrown during a soccer match where a

fire swiftly engulfed an old wooden grands

tand and killed 53 people

But police said it was noi known whether

the projectiles caused the fire Saturday that

consumed the grandstand at Bradford's

Valley Parade (Jround where M'<i<» people

were watching a soccer game

A 75-year-old bum victim died in a hospi

tal yesterday, and three people were still lis-

ted as missing Of the 21 1 people injured in

the fire and the rush by spectators to escape

the flame, 57 remained in the hospital and

authorities said many of th»'ni hid hums that

will require plastic surgei^

West Yorkshire Coun(> ( ouncil, mean-

while, said it warned the Bradford ( ity soc

cer club in writing 10 months ago that the

7 H year-old timber grandstand was a fire

hazard, but said no action was taken to cor

rect the alleged dangerous c»)nditions. The

club's chairman denied receiving any

warning

In Parhament, Home Secretary Leon Brit

tan, the Cabinet minister in charge of safety

and police matters, announced a judicial

inquiry into the fire, with orders to inves-

tigate fire safety and crowd-control

measures at all 92 soccer stadiums in the

loiintry.

He said the inquiry, to be headed by High

Court Judge Oliver Popplewell. would try to

detemiine what caused the fire and why it

spread so quickly. Witnesses said the wind

driven fire engulfed the grandstand within

four minutes.

.lohn Domaille. West Yorkshire assistant

IKjIice chief, said investigators had deter

mined that smoke bombs were thrown during

Saturday's match between Bradford City

and Lincoln City.

1 knew that smoke bombs are u.sed at

football soccer matches and that this

occurred in the Bradford ground stadium on

Saturday and on previous Saturdays."

Domaille told a new?, conference at Bradford

poliie headquarters

Optimism reigns with peace talks

Vlh.NN N A'i-,tna (AHl (.e.-rKr T >hultz

Haid y-t.i(i;iy that he found encouraging

smgns during a four-day tour of the Middle

East and feels the Arabs and Israel might

agree on Palestinian members of a peace

negotiating team

The secretary of state told reporters as he

•lew here to see Andrei A. gromyko. the

-^oviet Foreign Minister, that he has detected

a genuine sense of movement" in all three

Tries he • ^••t-'i Kru..! Ftrvtii And

-n

)mmumque adopted Sunday after

tt -lerusaiem, the Israeli Cabinet did

ide the Palestine National Council.

but only members who subscribe to the PLO
covenant calling for destruction ofthe Jewish

state, the secretary said.

The council is the Palestine Liberation

Organization's legislature, but some of its

members do not belong to the PLO. Shultz

added, however, that he had not discussed a

possible hst of Palestinians with King Hus-

sein of Jordan.

The king is working with I'iM iliaunicin

Yasir Arafat, with whom he has agreed on a

(oint peace plan, to choose a group of Pales

Mni.ins toform a joint peace ' in

wii h Jordan, The Palest iru
'

si
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Lube, Oil & Filter

$1599
North Amherst

& Auto Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst. MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

Come join the staff of

New England's
largest

college daily!

Newsroom positions open for the fall:

5 associate managing editors

5 copy editors

assistant to the editors

librarian

3 associate news editors

associate editorial editor

assistant editorial editor

associate women's issues editor

associate arts editor

associate black affairs editor

associate sports editor

Volunteer reporters and comic strip

artist positions also available.

Applications will be accepted at

the Collegian
Office, 113 Campus Center,

until May 15.

('•llr(l» pb<>

RESTORATION-Union Profram Council members help take apart the spring concert stage uaed by four

hmd. Sunday by the campus pond. About 7.000 people attended the concert.

One arrested at CampusPond concert
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Three men were placed in protective custody and one

other was arrested during Sundays concerts by the Campus

Pond. Cniversitv of Massachusetts police said.

The three men, who were non students, were placed in

protective custodv after police found them extremely mtoK^

icated and disruptive. One 23 year old man was arrested

after police found him violating a trespass notice previously

issued to him. .,,

Two men informed poHce at the concert that they will

press assault and hattery charges against a man who was pro-

voking people to right him. police said The mtoxicated man

reportedly kicked one of the men m the grom. but denied the

allegations when pohce questioned him.

In other police reports:

• A man who reportedly had a gun was arrested on a

Springfield poUce warrant by campus police Sunday night m

the Campus Center concourse. The22 year old non .student

was frisked and a water pistol was found strapped under

Woman's funeral today
Memonal services will be held tomorrow for Iniversity of

Massachusetts graduate Margaret K. (lilUs. 23. who was

killed in a head-on collision on Belchertown Road Friday

night. _,
The service will be at 7:3(» p.m. in the Newman ( enter. 1 he

funeral is scheduled for 10 a.m. today at the South Con

gregational Church in Peabody

According to Amherst Police. C.iUis was traveling west

when her car veered into the eastbound lane and collided

with an oncoming car. ,,-.,
C.illis was pronoun* ed dead at the scene Friday at 1 1:;>.J

p.m.. police said.

The driver and passenger of the other car suffered minor

leg cuts and were treated at the scene.

The oncoming car sustained heavy front end damage and

was listed as a total loss. C.illis' car was also totalled, with

heavv damage on the right side, rear and roof.

Amherst Police .said the accident is still under investi-

gation.

DANIEL SOBKI.

neath his warm-up suit, police said.

• Two female student* were injured in a car accident on

Massachusetts Avenue Sunday night. IVo cars coUided into

each other bv Whitmore. p<jlice said.

One passenger was taken to Ci»oley Dickinson HospiUl by

ambulance and one of the drivers was taken to Cniversity

Health Services Both women were treated and released

Police said no citations were issued as a resuh of the

accident

• A car carrying nine passengers struck a metal fence on

Massachusetts Avenue Saturday night. One female

passenger was injured in the coUision and was treated and

released from Iniversity Health Services

Police said the car went off the road and hit the fence, caus

mg more than $2(K) damage to the car The driver was

charged with driving a car filled over capacity

• A loss of more than $2,000 was reported to police Sunday

night from a 1982 Datsun parked m lot 22 Police said the

roof of the car was smashed and a wallet containing $ 1 00 and

other Items were taken. The incident occured sometime bet

ween Saturday and Sunday, police said.

Journalism seeks

own department
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

* survey'
gay students

were asked to comment on, only two. the Everywoman's

Center and the lesbianygay awareness trainer were seen

as adequate in meeting their needs. The agencies said to

be most inadequeate were campus pohce, new student s

program, placement services, health education and the

dean of students office.

Survey of Service Agencies

The UMass Sexual Orientation Services Committ^ con-

tacted 28 campus agencies concerning their ability to meet

the needs of gay and lesbian students. The committee con-

cluded that, although the number of services has increased

over the last two years and all agencies are willing to ex-

plore increased services, there is still confusion regarding

issues facing these students, the efforts made by agencies

tend to depend on interested staff, and that the major ser-

vices tend to be concentrated in student organizations.

Academics

The majority of students responding to the quesiton-

naire said gay and lesbian issues were not covered in their

courses and that library resources relating to these issues

were inadequate. The majority also felt that they were not

supported by faculty in pursuing projects on homosexuali-

ty and the academic advising service was unresponsive to

their needs.

Plans are currently underway to formally create a jour-

nalism department for the University of Massachusetts. 50

years after it was originally proposed

The current journalistic studies program consists of a

separate facuhy. office, budget and over 300 majors, but is

not considered a department It is still connected with the

English department, a tie which Howard M. Ziff. the direc

tor of journalistic studies says should now be severed

The current program "is one of the biggest and in many

respects one of the best journalism programs in the country

and for the good of the University and the good of the

students it ought to be a department." Ziff said.

A department differs from a program in that a program is

part of a larger department and is ultimately act f»unt«ble to

that department It cannot make autonomous decisions.

The attempt to departmentalize the journalistic studies

program is not a new one. During the 1970s, the former

dean of the faculty of humanities and fine arts tried un.suc-

ce.S8fully to separate journalism from English.

Jeremiah M. Allen now claims he violated University

policy when he tried to make joumlistic studies into a

department without prior approval from either the

administration or UMass Board of Trustees. His actions he

said, 'were illegal and (he) was caught by the president's

office in Bostoa"
Ziff said because of the program's growth the time has

come for the administration to re- evaluate the current pro^

gram and upgrade it to a department

But Arthur S. Musgrave. a former director of the program

and current Enghsh professor claims Journalism has been

run as a department for a number of years despite never

having been given the authorization to do so.

"It is the largest journalism department in any New

England college, although officially it is called a program.

EsUblished poUcies of all universities require that, before

any new type of academic program is constructed or

CmlxnuM cm pagt k

Complaint policy

ready for review
Faculty Senate to vote in fall

By JOEL COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Academic C.rievance Procedure,

which pnnides a mechanism for students to resolve

academic problems. wiU be exammed and revised in pre-

paration for Facultv Senate approval this falL

If the procedure is approved, it will be the fu-st of its kind,

although the passage of a grievance procedure for

undergraduates has been pursued since 1977. when

ombudsman Robert Wellman drafted the first model for

such a procedure Since then, members of the Student ( en

ter for Education, Research and Adv<Kacy (SCERA) and the

Student (iovemment Association Academic Affau-s ( om-

mittee have also drafted proposals.

The procedure's goal is to handle student faculty dis

putes prejudice, and the arbitrary changing of course

requirements and grades, (lail Wmtjen. chair of the SC.A

Academic Affairs Committee, said.

Wintjen. the kev sponsor of the proposed procedure, said

this pnK-edure. "is designed to res(.lve only those types of

academic grievances which can he reflected in the admmis

tration of a final grade
"

This procedure is not intended to handle disputes that

mav arise concerning grading of individual exam^ or

assignments during the semester, but the final grade. Wint

jen said When disputes ari.se. the student should contact the

m.Htructor immediately, rather than waiting until the end of

the semester.

Wmtjen said a grievance must be based on evidence that

the instructor has been unfair, arbitrary of manifestly unjust

in awarding a grade ....
If the prtuedure is approved by the Academic Matters

Council tomornm. then it will go to a full Faculty Senate voU

this fall. Wintjen said However, she added that the pro-

cedure, as It stands now. faces much «)ppo»itioa

"The facultv sees any sort of academic grievance pro-

cedure as infringing on their academic freedom. Wintjen

said The academic freedom, "is the nght of the profesM.r to

conduct his or her classes the way they want'

Also. Wintjen said, "there has been verv little consistency

over the years between the faculty and student-s" tm ihe pro-

cedure Itself
• Perhaps this is a plov ..f certain faculty of

some filibustering

Wintjen said, "nothing like this has been «.n the campus

before and there is a lot of apprehensum. " from manv people

involved such as faculty and administrat«>rH.

Doris Chaves, a faculty member from the Sch<H.l of Public

Health, is one of six members of the Academic Matters

CounciL She .said the present prcuedure needs to put less

time constraints on faculty

I am certain that the senate i> ri..i going to pass it.

Chaves said
u l- i u

Joseph Skerret an associate professor in the Knglish

depart ment, and count il member said. "We expect to get the

procedure to the facultv senate m the fall, but he refused to

ctimment on what he thought to be the stnmg and weak

points of the current proposal

Robert Sinclair. Educatum professor and council member

said at tomorrow's meeting, he will "present a proposal that

would perfect the grievance procedure and field test it for

two vears."

Instead of trying to perfect it (the procedure) fn>m a dis

tance. we will try it out in the field." Sinclair said "In .)rder t«.

get details and fine tune the procedure, we will try it and see

how it works out."

Drake renovation

to begin in June
By LAIKA KOKSIKK
Collegian Staff

Plan^ to . onvert the Village Inn (Drake) from a bar and

hotel to a 32 unit apartment building are moving forward.

Don Machon. DH J<»nes Realtor apartment manager,

said.
, , , J 1

Ihe takeover of the inn by DH. Jones is scheduled to take

effect June 1.
. • i

We will definitelv be open unt il May 3 1 ,
and maybe a little

)k y. .nd t hat." .said Elaine Parker, wife of Village owner Brad-

ford Parker.

When asked if t he bar would remain open while renovation

,s under wav. Machon said. "No. it won't be in operation at

that point. We want to be m there the dnv we own it."

.lones- plan, designed bv jirchitect William Austin from the

firm of Kitchell and Inglese, needs the approval of the

Amherst Ztming Board, Austin said. The boards next meet-

ing is srheduled for May Ifi.

The site plan shows how we will treat (he grounds. Our

plan right now is to restore the exterior of the building to

replicate the way it looked as the Hotel Perry in the HfiOs

and '30s." Austin said.

The apartments will consist of moderately priced

efficiency rooms and one-bedroom units. 'What we have in

mind are apartments for single people, newlyweds. pro

fessionals. and hopefully some elderly people." Austin

said.
,

Au.stin said no special arrangements for parking have been

designed, except for the addition of two handicapped spot.s.

The strain on available parking space has been an issue in the

Continued on page A
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Low enrollment expectations

worries UMass re
By.JUKLK fOKKlDlS

Collegian Staff

Vh. number ut 18-year-olds entering

college between 1988 and 1992 is expected

„, decline and this has a I'nivers.ty of

Massachusestts res.nn h spec.ahst

concerned.

Robert DeLauretis. director of the Otlue

of In.stuutional Research and Planning said.

U we take a real hit in terms of enro Iment,

obtain enrollment information, facuhy

.

research, student profiles, admission rHte>.

and student retention rates.

Kxact enrollment figures are important.

iJeLauretis said because they enable the

various academic deans to know how many

teaching assistants and faculty positions

need to be filled, he said.

Although the total number ol full-time

equivalent instructed students, full-time stu-

dent majors. and head c<»unt enmllment

•U we take a real hit in terms o. *--"-;
^^^^ "JV, ,han one percent when cm

then budgets will go dow.. and we w.lh^cU h ",ed U _ ^^^^ ^^^^^^_ ^^^^^^^^

Photo bf ( hri* Mrkiaiy

REFLECTION—Journalism «nd political science major John Healey enjoya a

quiet moment outside the Fine Arts Center yesterday.

if Drake •mtxriMfd fr^tm page S

past with the zoning board

Two wheelchair ramps will be added to the

building, as will a small plaza (»n the c<»rner of

NntTh Prospect .Street and Amitv Street to

h. building a little iin.if t. cu- tu

said.

Parker said she and her husband were for

ced to sell the Drake because the Zoning

Board would not approve the u.se of a small

bar. Brad's C.rapevine. already built .-n thf

North Prospect side of the structure

sv .- deMgne<i ucomodate an

\\. v^ouldn't be able to rem.i

,t, ^^ when the 2 1 year old drinking age went

into effect without that additi<»n," sh* '

-'

retrench significantly. Our. iMass, budget

:~ based on what our enrollment is like.

Although the number of applicants t..r the

lall semester at iMass hit a record high ot

more than IH.OnO. Del.auretis office pre_

diets that future enrollment may be affected

because of decrease in eligible

students

W, studs the present «' make

assumptions of the future. DeLauretis said.

His office, which recently released the spring

1 .^ , KnroUment and Analysis report mdi

rates that enrollment levels at IMass have

remained steady t>ver the past year.

He said the office's general aim U to con-

du. , an on-going study of the campus t..

• journalism

ciiaiifiTu .V — •

pared with spring 19H4 figures, concern

about student retention rates is a constant

•We want to make sure .students do will so

we can keep them here." DeLauretis said.

However, he added this doesn't mean

downgrading the quality of the Iniversity.

DeLauretis said enrollment research can

help the I iniversity improve on all levels.

•The instituti(»nal research part of the job

feeds the planning function, "
thus improve

ments can be made
"We have been increasing "Ui qualiis .i

students,'- he said. -That is difficult to d..

because as the pool gets smaller, there is a

tendency of g«>ing the other way This tends

lo nuike It a mon- .pi.ilitv place

mt\nwd from ptuie 9

,ulhori/ed programs destructed. pnor

approval should be obtained from approp

late facultv '-."<>., lii.Ms' administration

.nd the trust'

This did not happen m this. '- Musgrave

said.

But Zilt said the cinieitt pr..giaii.

aU hough in theory acts like a department, i-

not one. "We dont say we re a department,

and because it is currently the seventh

largest journalism program m the nation,

departmental status is long overdue.

SPECIAL
SUPERIOR PIZZERIA

Mon, Tues, & Weds

Large Cheese Pizza

only $5.35

Each additional item $L(X)

For Fast, Free, Friendly Delivery

Call 549-0626

Good Luck on FinaUU from Superior Pizzeria

FINALS FINALE

riANQ
dance /club

^^^ ^^^ ^m' ^M* ^^^ ^B^ ^^^ ^H^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^m^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^A# ^^^ ^^^ ^M^ ^^^ ^^^
^^* ^^ ^^^ ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^1 ^^^ ^^^ ^^1 ^^^ ^^^ ^^' ^^^ ^^^ ^^1 ^^^ ^^

* Work Study - Non Work Study *

! HELP WANTED |

*

X- Asst to the Speaker of the^

^ Under^aduate Student Senate^

^ working around student issues ^

X- and assisting the Speaker main- ^
^ taining Senate. Apply 420 ^e-

(summer)

All Night
All Week

t S.U.B.
X-

•x-

•X-

•x^

BAR
DRINKS

^ PEARL HARBORS
and and

MELON BALLS
only $1.50

Tonight: CELTICS vs. 76ers 8:00

and NO COVER

Positive ID Required
Changes, Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

f EOE *

VaiieylHeaith^P^^
Our Tenth Year!

Is Valley Health Plan for you? In 1985-86

VHP membership will continue to be 100%

paid by the Commonwealth. Why pay $400

a year? Compare the coverage, too. Ask

your friends. Talk it over at home. Don't let

this year's enrollment pass you by without

making a thoughtful choice.

NEW GREENFIELD HEALTH CENTER!

Sign up at Personnel Office by May 31
.
For

information, call VHP at 256-0151.

TttCMlay. MayU. 1»86!

gi^Q S

ARTS
What
By PETER VMSSOKER
Collegian Staff

, rj,.

BEAT FARMERS: Tales of the New West (Rhino): Thus

Western collaboration is sort of an across-town version of

Us Lobos. It 18 strong Western rock, if a title has to be made

up for it, but thev do Velvet Inderground covers. S<j^ for

what its worth. The Beat Farmers are everything the Bias

ters trv to be but can't because they're English and will never

understand. The Beat Farmers will he plavinjj tw.. sh.ms at

the Iron Horse tonight.

FIRYTHMICS: He Yourself Tonight (Hi A) i ne

Eun thmics have established themselves m the past year or

so as the real hitmasters of what was once called New W ave^

He Yourself Tonight is no esceptioa About three quarters of

the album works well It sounds like the Eurythmics meet

Nona Hendrvx and the results are really excitmg It is the

mtelligent pop music that is so lacking from the majority of

records which have come out in the last few. well say as many

vears as you can count d,.*. tw
SAM COOKE: Liue at the Harlem Hub iKt A): I ru

s

album was recorded live in 196:i and is only being issued

now It shows Cooke in a more relaxed setting and proves

whv he 18 the mspiration of so many of todays smgers.

Perhaps even more excitmg than Sam C(K>ke though, is his

band which is one of the best R&B bands I've ever heard I

just bought a copy of James Brown Lwe at the Apollo and

Cooke's band leaves Brown's a million miles back.

ETRON FOU LELOUBLAN; Les l*oumons (iortfles

(TuVbo): Etron Fou Leloublan is a French group which

became well known for theu- tours with Henry Cow and later

for their work on Fred Friths solo albums. This re. ord has

one
, , _^

mteresting side, in which the tno interrelates for some

mterestinglv progressive (cliche) music. The drum sax

aphone. bass combination works well. On the other side the

fare is less exciting. Still worth checking «"», Available by

mail from Wayside Music Box B.-SIT. Wheaton. Md

20906. .. „ K, A 1

HARP (Redwood Records): Harp is Holly Near. Arlo

Guthrie. Ronnie C.ilbert and Pete Seeger. so you can pretty

much guess what the record sounds like And it does. But it s

kind of nice. There's a nice version of Wimoweh and the

effort is there, which makes the record work when it could

have been pretty trite, pretty fast, but it isTi-t.

ELVIS PRESLEY: Reconsider Haby (RCA): Our copy

came in blue vvnil and indeed this is Elvis «' hisj)luesiest^

The album is a collection of rare and obscure R&B and soul

tunes which allowed Elvis to be the tnie cro«.ner that he was.

Among the high points are an alternative take of Meny

Christmas Babv' and When it Rams it Really Pours^

PRINCE Around the World in a />"> (N^amer Bros.)

What would you do if all of a sudden you had three times as

manv people listening to vou as before and you were on the

cover of People magazine' Well this album is what Prince

did The album is somewhat psychedelic but not nearly as

much as people said it would be There are some songs which

sound like the Beatles and the Small Faces but most of the

album sounds like Pnnce and Pnnce alone The Tirst side has

a long piano solo which gets pretty tedious/pretentious but

all the other experiments work well. The second s.de is made

up of four well matched songs which sound hke they were

recorded under water. The murky/milky sound is pleas^ing.

Sl^ZANNF VEC.A Suzzane Vena ( A&M): 1 he word here

.s go This IS Suianne Vega's Tirst album and it sounds pretty

mteresting Pmduced by Lenny Kaye. the songs on the

album are a mixture of solo songs and uptemp<. songs accom

The Beat Farmers will bring their brand of

Western rock to the Iron Horjie Cafe for two

shows tonight. For ticket info call the Iron

Horse at 584-0610. ^
named bv a band. Vega's phrasing sounds a lot like C.race

Slick butthe songs are a little more coherem. sort "Stales of

love told in a unique and pleasant way. The songs are slightly

surreal yet each has a coherent vision

interesting side, in whicn ine mo inirnru.*^- .^ ——

Billy Bragg: in town before his time
. _. :.- " !• *.n^k Kinn a f»w Wf>f>ks tO S

Billy Bragg
at the Rusty Nail

Friday, May 10

By JON .STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

Billy Bragg sings like Paul Weller of the Jam and plays

guitar like Joe Strummer of the Clash. He has the s-

ssence of a preppie t lass clown, and in England the
. '

him to bridge the difference between the Labour party and

Margret Thatcher The dates on his English tour were

announced from the flfjor of Parliament. ^
, ,

. ,

I went to see his concert expecting to pan him for lack oi

orginalitv and Ivncs that seem slightly vacuous for someon.

who. as he savs: 'is applying for the job of spokesman for my

generation.'- Instead, I found Bragg quite articulate He

explained his songs so clearly that I even beheved he meant

what he was saying.

Bragg spends a lot of his time makmg fun of other perfor-

mers Tellmg about a meeUng with Bnice Springsteen he

Mid, "The Boss said. Hey Billy you know, you should write

more songs about cars and women. " I thought that the fact

that he spent so much time putting down other P«>P'« \"» «

good reason not to like him but he was funny and I thmk he

only did it to groups he respected.

I had the intention of telling you about how my father used

to say. "This musicsoundsjilw Uv^^

uela

mutant pygmies." It took him a few weeks to get used to it

Maybe Bragg slows it down a little live so you ran hear what

he's saying and his lone guitar gets quite pleasant to hear It s

the Fender .sound, my favorite, as pure as it s ever going t..

get. even though he played a C.ibson guitar

The show wasn't long but it was intense About 2(M) pe.)ple

gat quietlv. on the Rusty Nail n.n.r, with one person swaying

to the beat, almost dancing. Bragg dedicated one song to a

the people waiting patiently, and then said." I
gues. vou re all

waiting patiently
"

--^ • «,„
For his encore Bragg played his version of Rte bb. Kte

A i:\
" changing the Amentan landscape to an English one

and doing Chuck Berr> duckwalks This song stood ..ut from

the rest and I wondered if he knew that Rte. 66 went through

Northampton just a few miles away

About his politics: Bragg said he d.>esn t lUie Reagan.

Thatcher, empty patnotism, and especially not Rupert Mur^

doch, who is my hero. He made his points quickly and got

onto his songs, and despite the crowd's apathy, put on a very

g(K>d show I think It IS a shame that he will not be the hottest

fad up here for a few more months, after so many people

missed his concert.

• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •

: siiMNiit
• — -

Billy Bragg at the Rusty Nail last Friday Night.

^55^TU^r^TH'nNALS
SEE YOU NEXT SEMESTER!
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For More Ir^formation Dial 5-1508
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OPINION
,he Zhs of the CoUtgimM o< ir^ U-^.v^Ktv "".ws others.- r>otea

fily rellect

We will be watching
It's almost that time of semester, after classes and publica-

tion of the Collegian have ended, when important proposals af-

fecting University of Massachusetts students are often made.

Administrators here have a curious habit of keeping their in-

tentions and dialogue to themselves until we are away or are

too busy with exams to get involved.
. • • u

Students now have reason to fear that due to the nse in the

drinking age and the nationwide trend toward restricting

alcohol use, the University will move further this spnng

toward making UMass a dry campus.

Such a move would be ill-advised, unnecessary and unen-

forceable. It would turn resident assistants into residence hall

police, necessitate the presence of many more real police of-

ficers and make dormitory residents simply take to their cars

in search of off-campus gatherings. Worse, it would indicate

that the administration, squirming as isolated alcohol-related

incidents generate negative publicity, has concluded we are

immature and out of control.
.

Since the late 1970s, the folks in Whitmore have exorcised

enough ZooMass demons by banning kegs and (in theory) bot-

tles from the residence halls and by restriciting the size of

unplanned parties. The threat of furniture flying out of tower

windows can no longer be invoked. Nor could three arrests in a

well-behaved concert crowd of 5,000. however blown out of

proportion by the regional news media, justify prohibiting

alcohol at outdoor events, as implied by one campus police of-

ficer after this year's Southwest concert.

Most students here use alcohol at least occasionally. Many of

them underage; drying up the campus would not change this

unless the residential system were turned into a garrison

state. Drunken rowdiness and vandalism make headlines, but

the overwhelming majority of us are moderate and resp^isihle

when we drink.

Administrators surely know that proposing such a pi)licy

would meet fierce opposition if they openly confronted the stu-

dent body with the idea. We hope they will not tr>' to do it

behind our backs.

Umiffned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Faculty senate 'apathetic'

A voice from the dungeon
For about 4.00(» University of

Massachusetts students, one of many

chapters of a lifelong sapi will come to a

close as graduation day approaches.

Because the University is comprised of

such diversity, so will be the experiences of

the students who may have just complet*<l

writing the most significant times of their

lives. Although a small percentage of the

student body take a stand by getting in-

volved or even care about student issues,

local or national events, we all read, see or

at least hear about them, which gives us all

a common bond.

These students who are not willing to

Wink an eye to the issues that arise also

share a commonality in that they are deter-

mined to be heard despite obstacles, set

backs, bureaucracy, and encountering peo-

ple who don't want to listen.

As a part of that student body, I feel as if

I've shared a bit of the many experiences

encountered by every graduating senior

who will participate in a parade of black

caps and gowns at Alumni Stadium next

Saturday.

Being news editor of New England s

largest college daily and deciding what con-

stitutes newsworthiness has brought many

pleasant and frustrating experiences that

ultimately effect every student at UMass.

I've been accused of not knowing what a

news story is if it hit me like a Mack truck

to being insensitive and not being sensitive

enough to issues on campus or concerning

UMass students ranging from not covering

civil disobedience in Washington, ignoring

lectures that are so esoteric that only a Ph.

D. in the field could comprehend, to snubb-

ing the many RSO's everytime one makes a

move. At one time or another, practically

every type of group on campus has said

Laura Yee

that the news desk is perpetually inac-

curate, not accurate enough, biased, too

left wing or too right wing.

On the other side of the grass, 1 hear that

my reporters hate me, and only want to

write stories if they go on page one, that

I'm an elitist, and often succumb to the

perils of sexism which is reflected in my
news judgement.

While committed to a windowless

dungeon full of broken typewriters for

about 50 hours a week, carrying 18 credits,

where it seems that the traffic of com-

plaints never cease, 1 hear snkickers of

what a rag the newspaper is. Contrary to

popular belief, sadism does not run through

my veins but determination and willingness

to achieve a mean keeps the blood flowing.

This is the same type of lifeline that flows

through every activist who's willing to be

arrested for fighting against apartheid, for

every individual who stands against

racism, antisemitism, for every business

student whose bible may be Forbes or

Btutine^s Week or anyone whose bender is

to get hammered as many nights as their

body can stand.

Athough the faces, appearances and

goals my be different, the 4,000 of us that

leave the University to begin writing more

experiences in life all share one common
trait—the drive to succeed despite the

violations of the norm and obstacles that

will later be reflected on as tools to gaining

our experiences.

Laura Yee w the Collegian News editor and
member of the class of 1985.

During the past academic year i (wvf

wiinessed the Faculty Senate deliberate a

multitude of issues. The senate has ac-

complished many of its goals, including the

passage of the General Education Require

ment. for which it should be commended.

But. there were numerous other issues

which were never recognized by the senate

as being worthy of its time or energy.

Perhaps the following suggestions shnuM

l»e iMinsidtT..' *^ n the new sessi<>" '

mences nex: :er.

The first matter that the faculty should

concentrate on is the lack of diversity. The

number of femaJe ami Third World

senators can be counted on two haiKls. Of

eiiurse, this ma. •
" ' *'

.
' u k «>f

diversity which I ... k- ^"^

pus Imt the responsibility must rest with

the departments who elect their s*

The senate has also been timu: -: u:

discussing matters of a controversial

nature. Granted, the General F,
•

projM)sal was extremely contr-.^ . -..ii

throughout its years of debate, but

academic controversy is expected to (xrcur

among scholars who think critically. It is

the lack «>f discussion around s<x'ial and

cultural issues which is manifestly absent

from the faculty agenda. Concerns such as

the Yvette Henry report, sensitivity

toward the lesbian, bisexual and gay com-

munity and the biased male/female.

white/Third World ratios of the faculty are

not outside the scope of faculty discussion.

The discussion of the Faculty Senate

Status of Minorities report exemplified the

narrow scope of faculty interest.

The report was brought before the

senate a total of four times. The first two

times the report was presented by the

chairperson, the senate did not respond to

the substance of the report. Their primary

concern was the procedure by which

students received a copy of the report in

the CoUegian and why the faculty senate

was without copies. The following two

times that the report was discussed, a

minimal amount of discussion was

Oayle Wintjen

generate*] around the substanw of the

report zxA recommendations were made to

prevent this sort of occurance from hap-

pening again, though the recommendations

of the report were never officially endors-

ed
Another controversial issue, divestment

from South Africa, was also brought U
'

the senate. Both Chancellor Joseph I>u::

and student opinions were presented

before the senate with ample time pro\nded
'

:t'stions about the validity of the

h or the businesses in question

Once again, the faculty proved to be

aj>athetic and unwilling to take a stand on

an issue.

It also seems like student issues are not

considered! to \ye worthy of our distinguish-

ed faculty's interest. Many times during

the year announcements were made about

the alcohol policy. Code of Student Con

duct and the Board of CH>vem«)rs. The

disrespect displayed when these issues

were addressed by the SGA president wa.s

af)|)alling. Additionally, though the SGA
president is recognized for debate, the

faculty senate constitution does not pro

vide for the him/her to have a vote.

The faculty senate can only be of true

service in liie decision making process

when it makes the appropriate changes and

learns how to use its human resources

effectively.

In fact, it is probably the only organiza

tion on campus with regular access to the

chancellor and other top administrative of-

ficers. Dialogue around the aforemention-

ed concerns must include all members of

the campus community through diverse

and adequate representation and should

not be divorced from the agenda of the

faculty senate.

Gayle Wintjen is chair ofAcademic Affairs

committee of the Student Government

Association.

Letters to the Editor-

Careless rambling an error

On May 1 I made at least one terrible er

ror, I carelessly rambled. I let some of the

flaws of my institutionally racist upbring-

ing get the bettter of my current political

conscious. I perpetuated a disservice to my
affinity group, the other affinity groups
getting arrested, and especially to the op-

pressed people of South Africa whom I

thought I was helping by my actions on
that day. I do sincerely regret any negative
implications caused by my lack of correct-

ness during the action.

Trey Willams please accept my apology.

but also try to think of the spirit in which it

was offered, I may digress from what is

correct, being human I cannot but try to

avoid it. My actions of May 1 were made in

an attempt to further the cause of equality

amongst races, not to hinder it. You have

succeeded Willams, you have deflated my
spirit, made me feel like an uncaring guilty

white male oppressor.

Matthew M. Shakespeare
Northampton

TttCMlay. May 14. 1»86!S

A generation

lost in space

with no time
This child of Vietnam, Watergate, and

the '60s in general, has no romantic ideas

about America. I've seen people shot in the

head on television and a president quit

because he lied. Although I was young dur-

ing those events, they have served as a

kind of toilet training, in which the

possibility of such incidences seems quite

natural. ^^^^^^_^__^_

David McNair

iCollegian 7

Trying to fill a lonely emptiness

Armed with my skepticism, surprised by

nothing. I attempt U> make sense out of the

chaos I live in. I am a selfish, cymcal

iconoclast so I decide not to keep pace with

the conservative nrmrch (besides. 1 cant

kick my legs that high). And I don't have

the energy to be an activist; by the time I

get up. have coffee, and contemplate my

own nothingness, I barely have the

strength to brush my teeth, never mind

bl<»ckading hallways, incapacitating busses,

and going to jail, even though it would

make me feel superior to those idle

Americans who do "nothing." But, being

an idle American, 1 think it would be too

confusing to feel superior to myself. Well,

you get the idea.

Still I hnve a need to feel grounded U>

«>mething (j.K . I tell myself, "believe in

Amenca. it's a great place " Then I find

out that Ed McMahon was voted one of the

10 most wauhed men in the world and that

our president believes no one remembers

World War II I am not shocked because

my ideals have been shattere<l. my dreams

proven naive, but because I am not surpris-

ed at all by this nonsense. It seems my

toUet training has taught me to accept just

about anything. ConsequenUy, this aarep-

tance cultivates a profound disbelief. Even

worse, it is a disbelief that is not a reaction

U) an alternative kielief but rather a confir

mation of what I was skeptical about to

begin with.

Could the world be too complicated for

beliefs? The arms race, mass nwdia, cor

porate competition; these are the

phenomenon that have cast an enormous

shadow of complexity over my life. I read a

newspaper, a popular magazine, watch

television for half an hour, and the mforma-

tion I have to deal with is staggenng. The

entire world rushes at me in a chaotic

assault: Reagan-again-adds new mean

ing to the word contradiction (new word.);

Nazis in Arkansas; mass graves in Cam-

bodia yuppies, are "in"; Madonna begins

her "Virgin Tour"; and Croisanwich beat*

Egg McMuffin 2 to 1. This pace gives me

the feeling that life is a long road and I

have stepped on to it from a moving car.

I suppose all new generations have felt

this sense of urgency, this feeling that the

world is a brutal sort of animal that will

swallow people who don't find something

to hold on to or hide behind. But what

about those of us who have learned to ac-

cept chaos and as a result have grown into

hardened skeptics? What could possibly

shock us into taking a stand? And if

something did shock us, would we have the

backbone to confront it?

I used to think the freedom my genera-

tion enjoyed was unique; a chance to

develop our own ideas and plenty of time

and space to find ourselves. Yet for me,

that freedom has become like an enormous

inheritance from some distant relative; I

feel guilty because I haven't earned it but

would feel like an idiot if I gave it away. 1

wonder if freedom is a concept too attract

to manage. Has it made me lazy and denied

me a feeling of passion toward life? Am I

babbling away in this column because I am

bored'' Who knows, maybe our generation

will be the first to create anarchy from a

reaction to boredom. Picture it: a crowd of

angry protesters shouting, "No, no, we

won't yawn any longer!" Now, that might

surprise me.

Daind McNair is a Collegian columnist

The late night phone calls still shatter

his universe. Not long ago, the famUiar

ring from the kitchen phone changed his

world in ways he's just beginning to com-

prehend.

"Is your mother hon»e, son?" the dis-

tant voice queried.

"She's not here right now," the

17-yearold stammered. His mouth

quivered uncontrollably as he began to

realize who he was talking to. Now was

not the time to be home alone.

"It's about your dad," the physician

saki. "He had a relapse about 45 minutes

ago. We couldn't save him."

The instructor drones on as the young

man stares blankly out the window and

replays that short telephone conversa-

tion. It has become a familiar image to

him Hardly a dav passes when he doesn't

think of that fateful Apnl night. The trees

were just budding, the lawn needed clip^

ping and the robins were nesting in the

old elm tree. Suddenly, time had been

forced to stand still. The days came and

went but he no longer felt a part of them.

Only recently has the pain and denial sub-

sided. Accepting his father's death was

now the difficult task.

He had sU)pj)ed asking "Why me?" He

had known his 55 year-old father wasn't

in good health but Dad kept telling his son

that he was determined to see him

graduate.

Today he finds hinwelf separate from

his peers in ways he cannot fully unders-

tand. He IS asked to partake in a practical

joke. He shakes his head wearily, saying

he's outgrown such playful acta.

Later alone in his room, he questions

the incident. Had he really outgrown such

mischievous behavior? Had he suddenly

been asked to grow up overnight? Death

does that to you. It strips away all the ex-

traneous behavior and cuts clear to the

marrow. He begins to wonder if his

chUdhood had been complete. Had it been

snatched away from him prematurely^

Had his boyish enthusiasm been buned

with his father?

He winces as he hears his friends talk

about father and son day at Fenway Park.

The old ballpark now holds only memories

of days gone by when the two of them

spent Saturday afternoons together sit

ting down the left field lines and telling

stories about the Splendid Splinter, the

Boomer and Yaz.

College students carry extraordinary

burdens from tuition to grades to one's

social life. Most students' mental en-

durance is strained to the limit. That's

why it felt s<» giKxi to get a phone call fn>m

home and hear Dad's reassuring voice. It

enables us U) retain our sanity and forge

ahead.

Bob Kievra

He never had that option. When he feels

down he's forced to pick himself up and

continue.

The days of little league practice with

Dad coaching third are gone. There won't

be any more times when Dad will take the

day off and take his son fishing. He never

did get around to showing you that

favorite fishing hole that his dad had

shown him.

No, today the son's days are marked

with a quiet endurance. He finds himself

studying longer, working harder, all in an

effort to fill that uncomfortable emptiness

in his life. Friends keep having to remind

him to smile. His is a void he had no con-

trol over but one that he is forced to meet

the consequences of.

Some of his friends respect the forced

maturity he has undergone. His pro-

fessors tell him that his attitude is more

serious, one nuirked by greater deter-

mination.

As graduation appn)aches. he would

gladly trade that attitude and be able to

Ux>k around the crowded stadium and

catch a glimpse of his father.

Boh /Cwrra w a Collegian columnist.

Letters

STPEC needs more

The functicming of a bureaucracy is such

that to engage a response from the ad

ministrative organ of the I'niversity. the

student must activate its role and employ

those oi^wis which are at its disposal. The

students of the STPEC Pn)gram wish,

therefore. U) utilize this public forum as a

means of calling attention to their need for

a full-time staff assistant to maintain the

conUnuity and stability of a program

presently expanding at a rate few depart

ments can claim.

The creation of a full-time staff assistant

position is an acknowledgement and a com

mitment to the approximately 100 majors

engaged in the rigorous study of St)cial

Thought and Political Economy. We, as

students, feel it is also a responsibility basic

U) our progress that this need is acted

upon.

The STPEC program is an inter

disciplinarv major which draws its cur-

nculum from both the University and the

Five College area. This administration

rightly calls attention U) the tremendous

educational opportunities available within

the University community and cites the

STPEC program as an example of such op-

portunity.

The administration of the University can

proudly endorse STPEC because of its uni

que nature as an undergraduate program;

however, it will have U) guarantee the pro-

gram's continuity. Such a guarantee can

only be realized by providing a full-time

staff position. The response given to the

students of STPEC by the administration

will be a direct reflection of the

University's commitment to the oppor-

tunities it expouses for higher education.

To BC\we- WlC^QAMI*' CIO^O To US- 'itcToe...
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Problem was budget cuts, not professor

Regina Ryan

Amherst

But why...?

I was disturbed by the Collegian article

of Tuesday. May 6. regarding the non

renewal of Robert Cooley as a mathematics

instructor. The article, by its U)ne. sug-

gested that Bob Cooley was not re-hired

for personal reasons and portrayed Pro-

fessor Larry Mann, chairman of the

mathematics department, as yet another

insensitive bureaucrat. Neither idea could

be further from the truth.

The problem resides with $50,000 cut

from the departmental budget, (iiven that

the math department's general operating

expenses are already trimmed to the bone,

this necessitates that any cuts be made

from personnel.

As for why Bob Cooley got cut, it has

nothing to do with personality or with his

superior teaching. Any outfit has U) have a

priority system for laying off personnel,

should that be necessary. There are many

reasons for Bob Cooley 's low priority, not

the least of which is-by contract- that

non-tenure<i instrucUjrs must \ye layed off

before tenured ones.

Thus. Professor Mann was only doing

what he was absolutely forced U) do. Those

who have objections should take up the

matter-of the $50,000 cut- with higher

authorities and/or the State Legislature,

not Professor Mann
As for Larry Manns being described as

"insensitive," this is absurd to all who

know him. I have had the privilege both of

being Larry Mann's student and of wat-

ching him chair the math department. He is

not only extremely sensitive, he is efficient

and effective to boot. It is no fault of his

that he cannot please all the people, all the

time. Who can?

I feel that your reporter owes this fine

gentleman an apology.

Jerry Jungster
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed »nd include the

writer's address "^
.^'«]J»"'

"7.*;!^
which will not be published. Please type

double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due

to space limiUtion- and the volume of mail,

we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters.

Wliy was the speaker of the senate ar-

rested during the senate meeting last week

(a very public, and potentially embarrass-

ing situation) when he could have been ap-

prehended at the senate SCERA office all

that afternoon? It smells funny. Perhaps he

was arrested at this most inopportune time

because the administration seeks to in-

timidate the civicly minded student ac-

tivists on this campus. If perchance this is

the case, let us just tell them now: "It

won't work, guys. We're fired up and we

won't take it no more!"

David C. Martin

Martha Nelson

David A. Weston
Marc Kenen

Beatrix Hoffman
Amherst

A teacher of learning

The Undergraduate Student Senate

passed a motion by acclamation at the

meeting Wednesday to demand the

reinstatement of Robert Ccxiley as a lec-

turer at the University of Massachusetts.

Cooley spoke briefly on his own behalf,

exposing facts about himself and the math

department. These include: that he is the

only full-time faculty member that

teaches more than one large lecture (four

to be exact), that he earns only two-thirds

of what a normal faculty member makes,

that he is the only teacher from the math

department who has won the Distinguish-

ed Teacher Award and has been

nominated for that award each semester

since being hired by the University.

The reasons for his being "let go" were

that a budget cut of $50,000 had to be

made and part of it was the elimlination of

calculus and pre-calculus courses he is

presently teaching. Therefore, they had

to let him go.

Since this time the courses have been

reinstated and Cooley has not.

As a concerned student I and the senate

by acclamation demand that Larry Mann

Chairman of the department of

mathematics and statistics, reinstate

Cooley as a visiting lecturer to UMass and

should be placed in the correct track for

tenure. The students who support Cooley

should have a voice in the

administration's decision to cut one of the

University's finest instructors, one who

has made learning conducive to all.

Denise F. Forbes
Southwest

w\
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Media Held at Fault on U.S. Withdrawal From
Unesco

Misrepresentation by th-* rr^edia of the New World

Information Order INWIOl contributed in a major way

to the Administration's ability to follow through on its

threat to withdraw from the United Nations Educa

tional Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO), Joseph Mehan, UNESCO's Information

Officer for the United States and Canada, told a small

audience at New Africa House Thursday evening.

Mehan appeared under the sponsorship of the Five

College Black Studies Executive Committee with the

cooperation of the Afro American Studies Depart

ment and the Journalism Studies Program, replacing

the earlier announced Doudou Diene. Director of

UNESCO's Liaison Office who was called to the Pans

headquarters of UNESCO nexpectedly

Mehan. longtime journalist, NBC News producer

and writer of news documentaries, charged the US
media with misinforming the American public about

the aims of the New World Information Order. The

media, he said, repeatedly and consistently alleged

the NWIO aimed at state control of the press, censor-

ship, licensing of journalists and imposing codes of

ethics on journalist. The facts are. Mehan pointed

out, that the NWIO does not embrace any of these ob

lectiv es. He said that no official UNESCO document

exists or has existed advocating these objectives

The NWIO's aims as clearly expressed in UNESCO
documents resolutions, press releases and

statements, are to provide communication capability

and to train personnel in developing countries where

these do not now exist, as a means toward correcting

the imbalance in the flow of news and information,

which currently strongly favors industrialized coun-

tries. .

"Developing countries want the peoples of in-

dustrialized countries to have access to a wider variety

and scope of news and information about their coun-

tries than is now provided," Mehan said. They also

feel that their point of view on a wide range of matters

from questions of war and disarmanent to a pop music

and sports, are seldom made known to the public of

industrialized countries and should be. "It is to ad-

dress these and similar questions that the demand for

a NWIO arose," Mehan said
„ ^^ ,

Recalling the reasons given for the US^ ^^^^'^T"'
from UNESCO as over politicisation of UNEbt.U

mismanagement and inefficiency in its activities and

budgetary exce««, Mehan answered each with con-

vincing clarity He pointed out that as an organization

of states come together to achieve common goa^,

UNESCO and the entire UN system is political by

nature. Further, he reminded his listeners that when

originally set up in 1945. and up until the mid-1960s

when the Soviet Union and Eastern European coun

tries joined. UNESCO had been a purely Western

dominated agency so politicised that Western allies of

the US complained because the US was using

UNESCO as a propaganda mechanism in its political

debates with the USSR and the Eastern bloc coun

tries. .

"What has changed since those early years, said

Mehan, "is not the inherent political nature of

UNESCCO. but the fact that now some 70 per cent of

UNESCO's 160 members are developing counuies and

the U.S. is no longer m a position to impose its

political positions."

On the charge of mismanagement and inefficiency,

with the implied criticism of UNESCO's director

General, Amadou Mahtar M'Bow, the only African to

head a major United Nations Agency, Mehan pointed

out that the US General Accounting Office report on

UNESCO ordered by Congress, while pointing to

areas for improvement, gave UNESCO high grades m

relation to other UN agencies and to international

bodies generally, and found no evidence of curruption

as had been alleged by the U.S. media.

On excessive budgetary expansion Mehan said that

the current UNESCO budget of $187 million annually,

representing only 7 per cent of the entire United Na-

tions budget, could hardly be considered excessive for

an international organization engaged in educational,

scientific and cultural activities, pointing out that a

single Bl bomber costs $250 million, Columbia Univer-

sity's annual budget is $500 million and the New York

City Police Departments annual budget is $1 billion.

Tutu Psyched at Protests
by Chris Alten

South African Bishop Desmond Tutu, who began a

four day tour in California on Friday, said recently that

he was 'thrilled' with widespread demonstrations in

the United States against his country's system of

racial seperation.

Tutu, the 1984 Nobel Peace Winner, also said that

he was pleased with recent changes -n South African

laws that ease some restrictions against Blacks, but

added that the only change that really mattered would

be dismantling of apartheid.

Tutu said he expects to raise $80,000 on his tour of

California Universities and Businesses to help him in

his work in South Africa.

"I am thrilled at what is happening in this country,"

he said, reffering to the calling of many demonstraions

calling for withdrawal of American investments in

South Africa. "It is giving the word to the Reagan ad-

ministration that the policies of South Africa are unac-

ceptable, " the clergy man said.

Flack Feeds
the Flock

It was two hours of live nonstop entertaining music

as top female vocalist Roberta Flack appeared in con-

cert at the University of Massachusens, Amherst Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall on Saturday evening.

Hundreds packed the hall to experience the thrill of

the veteran. So versatile are her talents, so widerang

ing her interests, that it is really no exaggeration to say

that Roberta Flack could successfully pursue any

hosts of career options for her life.

Flack, a native of Great Valley, West Virginia is

clearly a renaissance woman of our age. The past

decade has witnessed the establishment of Roberta

Flack not only as a superstar, but as an international

culture heroine of the first degree. The release of her

first album on Atlatic in 1969 introduced an approach

that would come to be known as the Roberta Flack

signature. Time and time again, her unmistakable

voice has been matched to just the right song, per

formed in that very special way...and the affect is

magical.

Ironically, Flack was a bit sexist when she dedicated

her song "I'm the One" to the ladies in the house,

however she kept asking the audience for more as

thrice she said 'bye' and returned for encores. On

numerous occasions she engaged the audience the au-

dience in her acts which installed a feeling of unity.

Her band deserves some of the credit as the

members were with her every step of the way.

Her musical abilities go much deeper than merely

singing as she is a skilled producer, arranger,

songwriter, keyboardist, as well as being involved m

all facets of the music business. Yet she also manages

to be influentially involved in a number of other

projects-education, community/public service

charities and much more.

The stream of gold records, the Grammy awards,

the critical and public acclaim has all confirmed Ms.

Flacks' stature and influence.

Flack recently returned from a tour in England. She

replaced Ray Charles, who was scheduled to appear in

concert but cancelled. She moved on to New Hamp-

shire where she played last evening before returntng

to New York

by Chris Allen

The policy of the Reagan Administration toward

Nicaragua is one of limited options. It is an either-or

approach. Toward Sandinistas, it is, as the

Nicaraguan foreign minister put it,"Drop dead or we

will kill you." And at home it is either military support

for the Contras or direct military intervention. This is a

very deceiving and dangerous policy, oppossing one

means having to accept the other option which is

essentially the same thing. It is in pursuit of this policy

that the administration has consistently ignored and

undermined the Contadora Peace process, the San-

dinistas' peace initiatives, and has put such totally

unacceptable demands with the Nicaraguan govern-

ment that in reality mean nothing but political suicide

and loss of total legitimacy for revolutionary leaders.

The administration's policy and rhetoric while mak

ing its prophecies about Nicaragua self fulfilling,

allovys it to win over some democrats and place the

responsibility for Sandinistas' policies on those who

oppose its policies in the congress. The administra

tion's policy and discourse enable it to present a com

pletely distorted and reverse picture of ther situation in

Central America. A clear example of this came last

week when the administration claimed that the rejec-

tion of its military aid proposal to the Contras in

House sent the wrong message to Nicaragua and sent

Daniel Ortega to Moscow "for further instructions and

more money to pursue disruptions among his

neighbors in Central America..." thereby justl^lng its

economic sanction against Nicaragua. This totally ig-

nores the immense pressures put on the Nicaraguan

economy by the U.S. covert war against Nicaragua^

namely 350 million dollars in trade deficit which forced

Ortega to turn to the Eastern bloc for economic aid.

To sum up, the admin«stration's policy allows it to 1)

accuse the Sadinistas' of becoming a Soviet base in

Central America; 2) to alarm and intimidate its op-

ponents in the Congress; and 3) to claim that the

United States cannot afford to buy Nicaraguan coffee

and bananas thereby financing Nicaraguan subver-

sian in the area And so the trend continues and the

tension escalates.

Peace activists and those who oppose the ad

ministration's policy in Central America must treat it

with caution. For preventing military intervention

might prove a lot narder than preventina military aid to
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the Contras; The administration's policy is a potential

trap. Its aim, its effects and most important of all. its

narrow boundaries must be revealed and broken. In

this connection every other alternative must be ag-

gressively explored and articulated. The Contadora

peace process and Sandinistas peace initiatives must

be given extra publicity. Othewise the opposition will

be undermined and ovenwhelmed by the administra-

tion's propagand overtime.

Given the progressively hostile trend of the ad

ministration's policies toward Nicaragua, direct

military intervention is a distinct possibility. Consider

ing the nature of the administration and the military

preparations in this connection does not leave any

doubts about its intentions. It is an administration

which has regarded the Vietnam war as not only

moral but win able It is an administraion which is

determined to "do it right this time." It is an ad-

ministration which has vastly increased and improved

such units as the Army's new light infantry divisions.

Tuesday. May 14 H

82nd Airbourne, Central Command, Rangers arwf

Special Forces Operation. These units are trained for

and specialized in intervention, counter-insurgency or

to use the military jargon, "low intensity warfare.

The Reagan Administration is committed to gun-

boat diplomacy and is eager to use force as the first

resort Its rhetoric and policies toward revolutionary

movements in the Third Worid speak for themselves.

Any sign of tolerance or passivity among the

American people would be interpreted by the ad

ministration as a green light for intervention. There is,

however, a great risk involved. In the Age of ther-

monuclear weapons and superpower rivalry the con-

sequences of any intervention are highly unpredic-

table and risky. That is why American people cannot

afford to leave their fate- and the fate of the whole

world for that maner in the hands of an at'ministra^

tion which is committed to bellicos behavior and

belligerent policies,

Rashid Sheedfar

in

An open letter to the Third World Community.

Almost every week this semester you have seen

Nummo News in print. You may love Nummo you

may hate Nummo, but Nummo is the voice of our

people. If it seems weak or ineffective it is your fault.

sTfar the responsibility of Nummo has fallen on the

shoulders of a small band of people whose professions

are not necissarily journalism. WE, the Nummo staff

are trying our best, but we are overworked.

Nummo invites talented and interested students | of

the 5-college community to come in and take leader-

ship roles. Nummo invites those who do not have

tirT>e for commitment to contribute as often as they

can. Contribute thoughts, essays, arts, reviev^,

photographs, poems, and most of all, news.

We need nev^ correspndents from each of the b

colleges For instance, if something of interwt is or

has happened at Smith or Mount Holyoke College, let

us know.
I

• •«„ .K«.

Nummo can be what you make it. Joining the

Nummo staff will redirect your energies, pushing

toward a higher conscious. Don't accept Nummo as it

is Change it. DEVELOPit. Nummo is your paper, so

let us know what you the Third Wortd comrnunity

vyants from us. Help us get our news out. Academic

credits may be obtained through Nummo.

President ^as made in his five years

administration The contras are murderers,

terrorists and rapists The founding fathers of this

country were murderers guilty of genocide, slave

holders, and rapists How can I make this

statements' Look at the historical record First

Genocide: People have remembered the slaughter

of six million Jews by the Nazi Germany, of 15

million Armenians by the Ottoman Turks What

about the obliteration of a whole sub-continent of

peoples? I am talking about the American Natives.

This entire country was once populated by various

Native tribes, where are they now ' Most have

ibeen murdered by "heroes" such as Lord Jefferev

(Amherst), who in trading with the tribes gave

them smallpox infested blankets quaranteeijig

epidemics and death Other American heroes

such as George Washington in the French and
^,„,^u„, ^„, ,„^

Native American War. Daniel Boone veteran of I |y/jassachusetts public colleges and universities

many Native wars, and Abraham Lincoln of the ^^^ imposed on us by the Regents, and the (

Seminole wars in Florida led troops in battle in
'-"

successful attempts to kill this race of people and

steal their land. The Native American is now an

almost extinct people.

The second accusation. Slave Holders George

Washington. " the father of our country" slave

holder general

Owner of a large plantation full of slaves. Thomas

Jefferson the man who wrote the Declaration of

Independence, declaring "all men are created

equal" and stating the right to "life,liberty and the

pursuit of happiness also a slave holder.

Thank you

Nummo

Slave owner Patrick Henry who said "give me

liberty or give me death" did not think his slaves

deserved the same considerations And finally

rapists, George Washington the father of our

country' was also the father of many of the

children of his female slaves.

Thomas Jefferson also fathered

numerous offsprings of various female slaves.

If President Reagan really wants to help rebels

fighting for freedom, fighting oppression against

overwhelming odds. I know just where the $14

million can go Send it to rebel troops fighting the

goverment of the Union of South Africa. There is

no doubt these people are fighting totalitarianism.

This is a country were a majority of the

J

people have no human rights what so

lever There is no doubt of these

[rebels motives, or of the evil of the South Afrikan

goverment and its policies. Congress wants to

Isend humanitarian aid somewhere, send it to

We of Nummo hope all our readers have a produc^

tive and /or relaxing summer break, whether at work

or at play.

For the graduates especially: do not despair over

lacking concrete life plans. To have obtained a college

degree is, in itsert, an outstanding achievement

Remember, this struggle is one that was ""^^e^*^"

for more reasons than just "making it. Also,

remember that you have much to contnbute to the

community beyond your individual economic stan-

ding. Our advice, just worry about one thing at a

"por all our summer departees, whether returning in

the fall or not. please recognize that there is little

escape from the problems facing all but the most

"traditional" middle class students in the attempt to

complete an undergraduate education Both the

minimum SAT requirements to a"ect all

in 1987

outcries

against'the ina^daqJacies of out^high schools, put forth

by the Board of Regents, and the outcries commis^

sioned of late, embody attacks on us as consumers of

higher education.

The argument that high schools across the nation

are not stringent enough, or do not promote high

standards as measured in quantitative terms through

standardized tests, etc ,
put the blame on students

who will be expected to submit to "tougher" schooling

even as our schools' budget cutting for the sake of

escalating military spending and widespread inequities

in our high schools will go unaddressed and the

students will then be expected to pay, unless we do

something about it.

This situation will affect not only our younger

brothers and sisters attempting to further their educa

tlons but all of us who are to face this mentality in the

workplace and eteewhere. Blaming the victims of the

prevailing retrogressive policies is an old tactic to dif

' fuse the opposition.

We hope as you make ready to take off from

Amherst, that you take time to touch base with your

community, with other students and give thought to

these issues.

Get invoh^ed in something in your free time" Have

a good summer and we'll see you next fall.^ send humanitarian aid

In the last two weeks Nicaragua has made national

headlines President Reagan wants to send $14

million in aid to anti-goverment Military forces, in

Nicaragua. These forces commonly called the

"contras '" have been called "The moral equals " of

the founding fathers of the United States by

President Reagan, who says the contras are

fighting for freedom, fighting oppression against

overwhelming odds These statements have

caused a lot of controversy nationally especially

the statement about the contras being "moral

equals". As much as I dissagree with Mr Reagan

on many issues, I must admit his statement of

"moral equals" is the most accurate statement the

Ethiopia, millions are starving and much U.S. aid

has been snarled in red tape. Send the Aid! Some

people

will argue that there are people In this country who

are starving. Feed them too! We have the

resources. If we can spend millions to see how

many times some US senator will vomit in outer

space, we can spend some money to put food in

peoples" stomach. If our President Is sincere we

should examine these options. The money will be

well spent.

by Julian Tynet

•k

•k

Sound off

with your

letters
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Ho the editor!! \
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: In an article two weeks ago a line should have read:

: Dean Murray M. Schwartz and the Humanities and.

•Fine Arts Department, Chancellor Joseph D.;

•Duffey,...
Nummo apoligizes for this error.
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DOWNTOW AMHERST
IS GOING ALL-OUT!

SPRING SALE
20-40% OfP

Selected Spring Clothing

20-40% Off
Selected Chinese Shoes

20% Off Bamboo Blinds

Lots of other Gift 8- Jewelry
Bargains

MERCANTILE
Open daily 10 am to 6 pm
Sunday noon to 5 pm

Atnhcrst Carriage Shops

[4^ 18 Center St., Northampton

adirondack music
15 East Reasant St. Amherst 253-3100

10 or more

TDK SA 90

Maxell XLII 90

$1.99

JVC RK 100
50 watt stereo

Receiver

14 price

May 16, 17, 18 only

$69.95!!!
May 16, 17, 18 only

Auto Reverse
walk-type

personal portable

-t- 2 amplified speakers

$149.90 value -

$49.45

Save over $100.00

'All Quantities Limited
Your choice

whatever cordless

Phones
we have left in

stock

$19.95
Value to$250.

May 16, 17, 18 only

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
IS GOING ALL OUT!

(Outdoors, that is!)

yy ith Out-standing

bargains at Amherst's

annual Sidewalk Sale

and Community Fair.

MAY
16-19

1985
o o
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The Collegian

wishes all

5-College Seniors

a Happy Graduation

The Sale you wait for

We won't disappoint you

Lot*s of bargains/

Lot's of fiii^*

vvwvi^^'Ai%'iv.*A^.u•••
'.NN^SWWSSVWbV.

Men's & Women's
SPORTS WEAR

• Swim Suits

• Shorts

• T-Shirts

• Sandals

• Sunglasses

• Hawaiian Shirts

• Jams

• Hats

Saturday Clothes
Downtown Amherst 253 9729

Open 10 6, Mon Sat; Thurs & Fri til 8:30

Open Sunday 12 5

Book Sale
May 14 - 18

10% off $10.00 purchase or more

20% off S25.0O purchase or more

30% off $50.00 purchase or more

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

M-Sat 10:30-5 Sun 12-4

549-6052

Annherst's Sidewalk Sale
and Comnnunity Fair

May 16th-19th

Downtown Amh«r«l Oa*)r 10 A. Son n 9

TM
AMMtRST Dtl ICA^tSS^:^>l

In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, slrnre 19751

On-Cmmpus & Apmrtment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Sut>s

• Fresh Soups & Salads
•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

TMt
AMHERST
DELICATESSE!>

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549-6314
Open Mon -^1.. 9a.m.- 10 pm. ..Sun. 9-6

Tl m
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BCP GRADUATION

Graduates of 1985

by Spaakar

On bahatf of the University of Massachusetts Ad-

ministration, as the surpervisor of the Bilingual Col-

legiate Program, I salute and congratulate all of you

for the beautiful act of tonight.

Congratulations are indeed in place to those who

r«:ieved awards and prizes, especially the members of

the 1986 Graduating class.
. „ «*

I also want to extend our congratulations to ail or

those who contributed in any way to make this, your

dream, come true ^^
We know that the last four years have not been

easy for you. They were not meant to be easy,

anyway. We are very familiar with the many obstacles

you had to overcome. We are also very aware of the

many sleepless nights, the struggle, the sacrifices'

We know that you had to fight against many

economic, personal and bureaucratic problems^ pro-

blems that perhaps at times seemed impossible to

solve But you solved them' You confronted many

monsters and enemies and you defeated every one of

them. Tonight we celebrate your victories and make

each individual victory, our victory'

photo by E<1 Cohen

I wish you luck. You will need it. What remains

ahead of us is not easy But you have the talent and

know-how to make it easier for yourselves and others.

You have what it takes. You have demonstrated that

and we are your witnesses.

Remember that anyone of our victories is a victory

of the collective, a victory of our race, which ever that

race may be. Anyone one of your actions will be a

reflection on each other Let's make sure that the

reflection is a positive one. Because the struggle con-

tinues.

Committee tor the Collegiate Education
^

ot Black and Minority Students

New Africa House
University ot Massachusetts

Amherst
(413) 5450031

Announcements

tion of Che accomv.lishments of CCEBMS studertts.

r;rincr.asin; costs. « ar. asUng P^-^/, -°„ "^^h /og.a..
donation of S5.00 P". '-^^V

."^^/J;:/^-"- For pU^nU purpos.s'we
Pleat:i raakt. your checK. pay^c.o to Li,La..b. tor p ^

h

vcuJo like tc t,.ve your rest^^ation response by >.3> 9t ^oa ma>

resp.ac by t.i.pnone or in ..-r it mg by sending your lett.r to.

c/o CCEBMS

Uriversitv of Ma:;3achiisetts

.-,ncrsr, yj. 110C3

.3-0031

V , -„ submit your io.:..ticn : r. advance ..r you r.ay br.r it
-;;;_^_..-

v-u»u .... .:• .: tho prograD. '
• that youwtUma.. ..>.-. or.

:.. a':uf:nJ ti.is importune prov,!,^.. - ^l^mg .b -^^
'^
^ .

^

¥

&

¥
•rs-

ii\an to navt tum._> j-"^
..cucc/.ts

r-_..c:ni^L'd for t\ .-ir a<hicver.ents

corj".n-nit\ .

; ': ions I

:aauk you.

(PomI h\ B^^MCU^
^

Paul '.v. Barr.^ws

nirr'ctcr

The deadline for submitting applica-

tions for positions In the Upward Bound

Summer Program Is May 17. Specific

positions are one Residential Director,

one Assistant Residential Director.

Counselors/Tutors. Instructors. For fur-

ther information, contact Edward Korza.

Director at 546-0250.

The Commuter Area Government Is

now hiring for the summer! The Com-
muters are the student run government
for off campus undergraduates. This Is

your chance to become Involved In an

active student group and gain hands-on
training on skills development. The com-
muters work on such Issues as rent con-

trol, the Progressive and Summer Rim
series, Martin Luther King Week and
much more.

Positions are for 30 hours per week.
You wont get rich but you'll hf^e a good
time. Youy must be a student next fall to

apply.
We are an equal Affirmative Action
Equal Opportunity Employer. Third

World, women, handicapped and non
-traditional students are encouraged to

apply. Apply at Commuters Area
Government 404 Student Union Mon-Frl
9-5pm.
Deadline for applications is Tuesday
May 14 at 3pm. f^

^
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NUMMOCREW

C Ron « SklPPar

Here we are, the members of the Nummo Staff, ex^

perienc.ng the pains of finals but trying to gnn and

bLr it enough to put out our last .ssue of the

semesterlthafs today folks) Happy summer and

good luck with your finals'

David Moore * Administrative Assistant

David L . Walker Photo Editor

Than ks to

David G. DuBois

Rod Clare

Segun C. Eubanks
Jose Martinez

I
Christopher Williams

I Ed Cohen
Lor en P'Orter

Yvonne Mendez

Contributors

Juliar Tynes • SportsEditor

•-•-•' •••"•- -•"•-• '••«
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University of Massachusetts at Awhcrst

Commencement 1985
10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 25

All Candidates

There is no Commencement rehearsal for degree

candidates. Candidates should assemble by schcK)!/

college at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium no later

than 9 am graduation morning, May 25. 1985

Signs will be posted indicating schcK>ls and Com-

mencement Marshals will issue specific instructions

and distribute programs Upon signal, candidates

will follow the Commencement Marshals to the as

signed areas and be seated

Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college Diplomas will be

mailed when all processing has been completed

Please be sure the Registrar has your correct perma

nent address

Who is Eligible to Participate?

Undergraduate degree candidates who anticipate com

pleting degree requirements by the end of the calen

dar year 1985 Questions concerning academic stat

us should be directed to the Records Office, 213

Whitmore, 545 0555

Master degree candidates who have previously sub-

mitted the Degree Application Form by April 30

1985 to the Office of Degree Requirements stating

the intention to complete all requirements Ques

tions concerning eligibility should be directed '" •><

Office of Graduate Degree Requirements Re

A249 Lederle Graduate Research Cei

DiKtitral degree candidates who have cunipleied un

degree requirements by April 30 1985 Questions

cdnrrrnini: dii'thilttv should be directed to the Of

Koquirements H

Faculty

Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTH

end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facili

ties Building and the stadium wall. Faculty will be

part of the processional and will be seated immedi

ately in front of the candidates from each school

and college.

Parents and Invited Guests Plan to Arrive Early

— Space is Limited

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the

public and guest seating is without reservation, p.i

ents and friends should plan to arme earlv fo ensu,

v>c.o(! seatinc

Handicapped Seating

Viewing area for 'he handicapped will be located (mi

both sides of the stadium on the eastern and west

ern wallcways Since seating is limited, it is re

quested that only one person accompany the handi-

capped guest

Invitations

There is no limit to the number of guests who may

attend the ceremony and tickets are not required

Eaih student will receive a packet of six formal invi

tatiiiis

( .ip>». CjO\*IIN. .Hid HtHHls

iergraduate and Master Degree Caul
'OS \% ! M i '*- il \ n 1

1'

of an I D and an-

Schedulc of Kvcnts

Sti>ckbrjdgi* Commencfrnt'iit

ROTC Commissioning
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On Commencement Day, May 25, ^apv
g"^"f:.^"^

tassels may be obtained after 8 am at the SOUTH

WEST corner of Alumni Stadium

Doctoral Degree Candidates

5i oral caps, gowns, tassels, hcHKls and .nvitatu,ns

will be available on/v at the Office o Graduate De

Tee Requirements Room A249 Uderle Graduate

Research Center April 29 May 24 Monday through

Friday 8 30 am through 5 p m upi>n clearance by

the Office of Degree Requirements On Commence-

ment Day, caps, gowns, tassels and hoiHis may be

btained after 9 am at the NORTMWPST .nd of

tiie stadium (on the gravel area!

Doctoral candidates who plan to participate in the

Commencement ceremony must have a hood Each

candidate s name will be announced over the stadi

um sound system and two officers of the University

will drape the hcxxl on the candidate s shoulders

Doctoral hwxls can be purchased on/y at the Office

of Graduate Degree Requirements A249 Lederle

Graduate Research Center at a cost of S30 (Five

College lX)Ctoral M^kkIs will be available at $42 95 )

DiKtoral hoods may be rented through the Universi

ty Store at a cost of $10

Rentals
Academic apparel tor W > I nivtiMty co,
mencement may be reir ugh the University

Store All faculty members are urged to place their

orders as Mwrn as ,x>ssible THE LAST DAY TO OR
i^j.p K FHUI-W MAY 17 JVivmrnf trust U' made

I 'funds if

! i-

api

puu ; 1

purchases ple.i

Un 'i^'

AiiomnnKlations
Many area motels arc

nin."^ ..»' \t .V :>4 ami ~
'"'•

in I lurmito!

•» and I

'

N >i till '

^ . Please i....>... . ... Con'.

918 Campn* Center (413'

urm to ! y

r,..u>.n_i, .,..-> iwiinsmus;, : . !ull

pavmeni to Conference Services no Uiter than May
larantee your dormitor

Food Services

Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be .ivailable at

rOtUnd-S" " '^'••'' •^••^ -' •*'• •-' i.^'ntu l.n\.ii.) the

North

I < iin iiu-iii riiienl Ct'iiMn>ii»

't ,1 III. Robing for Comnunn in< mi

Appropriate signs will be displayed

Graduates should line u}

their sch(. ' - " •

9:30 a.m. Seating of Graduates

10 a.m. 1

12 noon ( tTcmoii

K.'^tfi.«'tTlV

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extrcoKly unnirn >i

m

cles will be directed to several parking lots located

nearby and shuttle buses will provide transportation

to the stadium Bu->rs will return to the lots immedi

ately following the ceremony

Traffic Assistance

To aid the traffic flow at Commencement, radio sta-

tion WTTT AM 11430) will broadcast traffic reports

throughout the mtuning Please tunc in as you ap-

proach Amherst for the best route to the ceremony

General Information
Medical facilities will be located in the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of

the Facilities Building.

Restrooms are located at both ends of the Facilities

Building at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will

be IcKatcd on both sides of the stadium, on eastern

and western walkways.

For additional information contact the Office of

University Relations, 390 Whitmore, 545-2560

Please remember alcohol is rtot permitted in the

stadium.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site The ceremony will

be held outside regardless oi I he weather The cere-

mony will be delayed a maximum of two hours in

the event of heavy rain, and if that decision is made
it will be announced on local radio stations that

morning.

BLACK AFFAIRS
advantage of Oxford

By KIMBERLY A BURGE
Collegian Staff

It's not every student who gets to spend their summer in

London, England, but Christopher Williams will have the

opportunity to Uke classes this summer at Trinity College

at Oxford.
.

i feel happy and excited. It's a once m a hfetime oppor

tunity. said WUhams. a junior social thought and political

economy major. ^ . ^, „
The Oxford Summer Seminar at Tnnity ( ollege is a non

American students with the opportunity to study under the

tutelage of the Oxford system of tutorials and small

seminars. Students are advised to take two out of three cour-

ses because the workload is so heavy

"I hope to be intellectually stimulated and academicaUy

challenged at Oxford," WUiams said.

He signed up when he read about the program in the

University BuUetia i had the feeling that I would get in."

he said. ,

Approximately 34 studenU from the University of

Massachusetts wUl be participatmg in the summer seminar

profit educational program. The program provides program from July 2 to August 10

Blackshave key
•Which wa:
South Afric

to end apartheid
•Protest helps

end apartheid?
By BAYARD RUSTIN
A. Phillip Randolph Institute

By MANNING MARABLK
Special to the (\illegian

For the last 25 years, predictions of an imminent race war

in South Africa have abounded. Most of these warnings have

come after sporatic outburst* of violence such as the

shootings at Sharpeville in I960 and the 1976 Soweto stu-

dent demonstrations.

These dramatic tragedies drew world attention leading

many people, unfamiliar with the complexities of South

Africa, to believe that violent revolution was imminent. With

whites less than one quarter of the total populati<m. their

days in power .-ieemed numbered

Recent events have again drawn our attention to South

Africa and there are renewed wamingsof a bloody race war if

the government does not act quickly to end apartheid and

establish majority mle While the world has waited for what

seemed to be mevitable, the South Afncan regime has con-

tinued on much the same course that was set in 1948

Apartheid has been entrenched by the recently adopted
j

(institution and the homelands policy continues, making

the maj.>ntv of South Afru ans foreigners in the land of their

birth All this is bolstered by a mihUry force more powerful

than the combined forces of sub Saharan Africa

To be sure, apartheid will end someday and there will be

black rule m South Africa. However, to continue to assert

that violent revolution is imminent is to ignore both the

extr.inrdinar> military capabilities of the South Afncan

regime and it.«i ability to employ extreme forms of violent

oppression to maintain the status quo

I believe that change m South Afnca will come about

through an evolutionarv process which will include con^

tinued spontaneous violent outbursts on the one hand, and

the resistance of individuals and groups dedicated to non

violent, peaceful change within that country, on the other.

It is the ongoing violence of the government of South

Afnca and the occasional acts of sabotage by its opponents

which attract the fleetmg attention of the news media.

Consequent^. mo.st Amencans are not aware that there

are hundreds of groups within South Africa working for

peaceful change. They include churches, trade unions, civi

and human rights groups, women's groups, and social

welfare and humanitarian agencies. People of all races who

are committed to seeking democratic change m South Afnca

are .stniggling. as individuals or groups, under the harsh-

est circumstances. . .

The degree to which peaceful change is possible in South

Africa depends largely on the abili y of its """;;''«;«"» B^^^P^

to continue the fight These groups face incredible odds but

are committed to the stniggle to democratize South

The South African government responds to both violent

and nonviolent resisUnce with more and more oppression.

Its opponents who employ violence face a death sentence or

exile at the infamous Robben Island prison. Those who resist

nonviolently face detention without trial, jail. a"d the

peculiarly South African invention known as banning which,

bnefly relegates one to the satus of a "non- person Some

who resist are forced to seek refuge in neighboring states or

in Europe.

To date most Americans who abhor apartheid have

expressed their opposition in three ways. 1
)
they hav« urR^^

the American government to abandon 7-«"«^™^^'^!,^"«3;

ment" and to adopt a policy which ^^'^'^y^P^Z^'Tr^r^ct
2) they have called for disinvestment on the part of Am«"^«"

corporations doing business in South Afnca; a"dj^) they

have supported the sports and cultural boycotts of South

Africa conducted by much of the worid ^«'"j"""'^y;^^^
'"

these efforts have not brought about the end «/
apa^heul

they have let the people of South Africa know that they do

have foreign allies in the stniggle for freedom.

I believe that it is time we found
^«y«i"

»'/"«^7^;";;"P,

port for the freedom movement m South Afnca during my

Iwo recent visits there the point which was -^"^^ ^/'"^^ ^

stressed was this: that meaningful change in South Afnca

an only come about from within. The stniggle for change

within South Africa is primarily the responsibility of the peo-

ple of South Africa. This was reaffimied to ^^enf^^^T;^^
Ken-

nedy dunng his visit there by Winnie M«"de a the wife of

Nelson Mandela, the imprisoned leader of the Afncan

National Congress.

Hundreds of thtmsands (.f students have seired admmis

trat ion buildings, boycotted classes and held rallies demand

ing that their universities halt investments in corporations

doing business in South Africa.

At the Universitv of Wisconsin at Madison, several hun

dred protestors occupied a conference center at the State

Capitol at the University of California at Los Angeles, at

least two hundred protestors tmik over a campus building,

following a demonstration of two thousand students Rallies

and protests occurred at over 75 campuses nationwide

At Colgate University, about 400 students met on the cam

pus yard to pn)t est investments in .South Afnca Subsequen

tly students marched to the main administration building

and spontaneously conducted a sit in which lasted several

days. Anti apartheid faculty held lectures and discussions

on the moral, political and e.onomic reasons justifying

total divestment.

Some black students were in the leadership of these pro-

tests but the majority simp!. ' peared Had they been

studying for exams, which •*. riree weeks away, there

might have been a valid excu.se for mactivity But some were

clearly afraid to get involved", others didn't understand

•what apartheid was"; and still others, a tmy mmonty openlv

supported IS investments inside apartheid

This incident albeit insignificant in the general trend of

anti-apartheid stniggles. raised for me several concerns We

may point to reams of statistics which illustrate that colleges

which have divested have not suffered; we may cite evidence

that virtually everv legitimate trade union, religious and

political leader of black South Afnca favors sanctions

against the regime; we may even repeat, for the thousandth

time the cases where U.S. firms have pmvided technical and

matenal support to the mechanism- of vioU-n. e which maim

and murder Afncan people.

But we cannot mobilize effectively to aid in the liberation

I of South Africa so long as black Amencans themselves are

confused, divided and disonented about our stake in the

iinrldnide struggle against racism.

Too many Afro- American youth have not been educated

or motivated to comprehend the direct connection between

racial oppression in South Afnca with the Reaganite racism

inside the U.S. Defenders of the status quo may say that

agitation has no place inside educational institutions. But

education without social conscience and a political onenta

tion is no education at all.

Students involved in the "sit- in" movement across the

South a quarter of a century ago leamed more about racism

and politics than in any course on contemporary govern

ment An education for blacks which provides technical

abilities without a sense of racial heritage and political com

mitment creates a generation of Clarence PendleUms.

But perhaps the larger question is whether we can expect

the battle against racial inequality to include all black peo-

ple Some black.s. for various reasons, clearly identify with

systems of exploitation. A few have even convinced them

selves that fundamental, democratic change isn't possible m

the short nin. hence accommodation is now the name of

the game.

Given the growth of the 'black Anglo- Saxons" in cor

porate circles and elective offices since the late 1960s we

can anticipate even more defections from the ranks of the

civil rights movement; blacks who pay Up- service to racial

justice but whose actions demonstrate a commitment to

apartheid and Reaganism.

Our struggle along the color line mu.st include all people -

including many whites - who have acted in concert with us to

destroy apartheid, poverty, and social injustice. Refomi and

democracy will require a broad coalition of progressive

forces.

But we cannot expect all Afro- Americans to rally for

divestment, affirmative action, or for full employment in an

environment which rewards capitulation and subservience.

As thousands of white students illustrated last month, the

fight to abolish racism is not fundamentally a black-white

conflict Nor are our opponents solely white.

Tm looking fomvard to meeting other students, uking

classes, doing my own research, and traveUng." he said.

As far as helping his career, he said. "Whatever skills I

acquire at Oxford. I hope 1 can apply to any field that 1 decide

to go into in the future."

Because Williams has been very active dunng his three

years at UMass. he said he's disappointed by the lack of

interest that students have shown m activities

However, he said there are "pockeU " of activism on cam-

pus like events sponsored by organizations such as Afnk

Am. the Malcolm X center and black fraternities

He suspects "students are plunged into an activity and

don't know how to come to grips with the situation and

become abenated from other students on campus Some

students feel that it's a capital offense to be black on

campus."
. . , , J

Williams said all minority students should take advantage

of all programs offered and strive for the best. " Black people

have been nmtent with mediocnty for too long I think peo-

ple should reach for the best Even though you may not get it

strive for it anyway"
Williams said, black people also have to come to grips with

their history "People who dont know their history are con-

demned to repeat it We do that on a regular basis which is

why we are in the predicament that we are in today, with

black unemployment and black dependen. eon America' he

said

ACCLAIMED—Nicar«KU*n President Daniel Ortega

shakes hand with the crowd of a few hundred sup-

porters who ifathered around the Paris ''House of

Latin America" Monday with naffs and banners

reading "no to the U.S. trade embarjfo on Nicara^a.

we need an urgent material help."' shortly after pvinR

a press conference President Ortejfa was in Pans for a

one-day vistit as part of a tour of Europe.

Correction

Fridays atory. "Uater recounts black histo^r and

youth" was written by Jon Strymish. not Yadira

BeUncea.

The Blacks
Affairs page
wishes every-

one good luck

on their
finals and
hopes every-

one has a safe

and fantastic

summer!

\
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TAILORING FOR MEN-

THE CLINIQUE COLOGNE
IT'S BRISK, NOT BRASH
One splash of Tailoring for Men and a man

feels fresher Better put together and

more in charge With a extra dash of elegance.

It's a scent with tonic affects that

can last all day Brisk, but never brash.

Clean. And distinguished.

A suitable extension of a man's everyday

skin care, grooming and dressing.

You'll find Tailoring for Men. along

with a fast free skin analysis, at

our Clinique counter.

Small things can make a difference.

Stetger s Hampshire Mall

'-»-

CLINIQUE

Collegian Employment
For Fall Semester 1985

in Circulation Department
- Flexible morning hours

- Flexible days

- Excellent pay

- Must be reliable

- Approx 20 positions open

Work a few hours a week and

that extra cash you need for the

weekends!!!!

Applications at the Collegian office

earn

Deadline May 10, 1985
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Features.

Arts.
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Editorials.
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A long tradition of
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Attention

all artists...

If you know how to drmw and thinK you have a sense

of humor, the ('./W<"' • wc^ptinK HubmiBsions for

daily comic atripa for next fall. Entries should be in

black ink on plain while paper or posterboard; 10

strips minimum should be »ubmitted to Anne McCrory

in the newsroom. 113 Campus tenter, by May 15. All

types of strips encouraged. I^nd your humor and ar-

tistic Ulent to the pages of New Englands larffest

college daily today!

Attention KLL Ci'llnpnn staff:

The annual Collegian photo will be taken at 4 p.m.

Tuesdav in the newHnn.m There will be a photo taken

of all graduating staff membert*. Be therel

WEATHER
Today- MoBtly sunny, highs in the 70b.

Tonight -Clear, lows m the 408 and bOi.

Tomorrow -Mostly sunny, highs in the 70s but low 608

inland.

The Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien
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§
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'
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Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Ca.'VHTole

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Rotini

Tomat<» Meat Sauce

Fisherman's fMate

Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce
Fisherman's Plate

Tartar Sauce. Cocktail Sauce
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VIDEO ART SHOWING
The winning tapes of the

I'nion Video Center's Video

Art Competition will be

shown daih at the Student

I Mion Gallen At 12 and 2

p.m. daily in the Student

\ 'nion CiMllerv

ITH GENERAL
MEETING
-This is iti Come say your

gwMlbyes and farewells. No
new members welcome. At

6:30 p.m. in the Campus Cen-

ter Rms lf^5 69.

CHESS CLUB MEETING
-WE'RE STILL ALIVE'

Please return all borrowed

supplies. We will announce

summer- fall schedule. At 7

p.m. in the Campus Center

Rms. 162-7r).

Parking Notice
The Parking Office wishes to remind

the University Community that the

ideadline for renewing parking

ssignments for 1985-1986 Academic

Year is Friday, May 17, 1985. Any applica-

ion submitted after May 17, 1985 will be

Assigned after all renewals and the

waiting list have been processed and will

be treated as new applications^

^ Wednesday, May 15

4-7 ^M

Free bus service If ',i

from Frank! in '
•

and Worcester
parking lots.

'Tl

Southwest Playing Fields

Non-Board Members - $4.75 at Field.

51 ^i I

GRADUATES!
Important Announcement

Fiero GT Trans Am

90 DAYS DEFERRED 1st PAYMENT
and

PRE-APPROVED CREDIT

NOW AVAILABLE TO GRADUATES
on all New Pontiacs and Oldsmobiles

For More Infornnation

Contact

Terry McCormack

CLARK Oldsmobile
Pontiac

SOITHWEST WRITINC.

CENTER
The Southwest Writing

(enter offers free peer tutor-

ing to all students. Bring in

any assignment at any stage

Drop ill, confidential From

7-9 p.m. in Pierpont Dorm.

Southwest

TucmUj. Maj 14. 1986

1 read it everyday!

Take a *^^?*^

^: Utopia Spas
*^

1 75 University Drive, Amherst

Wouldii t a nice soak

at the Spas 0ve you

a clearer rnind lor

studyinij?

,^, 7727
253 SPAS

call now for reservations

«»k)n 4 P.W. I A.« Tu. Sun. I I K1*L I A.«

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

i=iim^.
Balloon Delivery Service ^

GIFTS for the GRADUATE

»-'-^

4>.

.

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549 2880

Expert Repairs &
. Reconditioning

Summer Jobs
Apply for full or part time

if you live in the Eastern

Vi of Mass (495 to Boston)

$7.98 to start

* No experience necessary
* Local work
* Bus, Man & Mktg majors

preferred, but not necessary
* Apply before or when you

return from school

Call 9 am to 8 pm (617) 391-2359

TRUCKS OR
CARGO VANS

AUTO &
PASSENGER VANS

also available

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

V
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V
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YOUR
SUMMER AT
FRIENDLY

<• 1 > U

i r ^ <
<"

I
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32 Union St, Easthampton

527-4461 584-3544

Alter o long grueling semester o( homework and
tinals, whv not spend your summer with us at Fnendly

l?estaurants

At Friendly, we're growing tost We open over 50 new
restaurants a year What does that mean tor you''

Job opportunity Lots ol it From full and part time

summer lObs to year round positions Best ot all.

because there ore 300 Fnendly Restaurants m New
England alone, there's bound to be one near you

For specific details on where the )Ob openings ore

and what positions are available please contact

our Division Employment Office for an interview ap-

pointment The offices are listed below by territorial

responsibility Please can

N.E. Moss. (Including North Shore)
617-256-0511

Central Moss. (Worcester to Boston)
617-872-4215

Southeast Mass. (Including Cape Cod)
617.643-3994

Western Mass. (Sprlngtield to PIttstleld)

413-732-6289

^^restaurants^
Equol Ooportunity Employer M/F

./Hlx/ ^

H>gh SctwO end Colie9e Stugewte

OXFORD
•Summer 1985'

Students wfii Mve wxl study at rut otdMi

Uonwrwv in B»e Engll»^-»^)••(ufV

oru London Study Tou' CMm
•ports receptions and Stvnmer Balls

Included

Sever Week S eeeione—6 college credit*

Wasf>ingtOP Internships and a

Surr^mer Scninar In Israel are

also ottered by W I S C

ktQuMiee to:

Janet KoHati J D CHractor. WaaN
ington Intanvtional Studwa Center
212-724-0604 or 724-0136

Mon-diacnrmnatory fEO/AAJ

V . . »l

T«cMb7. aiay 14. ltW|
CoJJegiflQ 15

• FINALS! Are You Ready

For

7<^^\ip.
'A

How about
taking a dive

into a nice

relaxing Hot Tubat
Utopia Spas'' Imagine
the soothing music

of your choice playing in

your private room
Ahhhhh' That s awesome'

Ufl,

Summer Sublet

'Jownehouse Apts,

-fr 549-6633 <t

'2 hour and hour rates available

Open Men 4 PM 1 AM
TuesSun 1 1 AM 1 AM
call now tor reservations

sPV*UTOPIA SPAS
165 University Drive, Amherst

253-7727
Olf TCEBTlflCAIfS*V*ii »Sl.f

EUROPE »< CAR
RINT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Ont Rockalaiie' P\m
New York N Y 10020

Phone (2l?l Sb\ 3O40

Mail this ad toi Special

Student/ Teact»er Tarilt

RENTAL ll*Sf ^uaCM*St

TEACHERS
Immediate openings in fields of

Physics, Ecology, Chemistry, Phys.id.,

El. Ed., Theatre, and Music.

Residential program for normal middle

school kids, attempts to motivate the

learner through exciting academic activity.

Summer camp background helpful,

BA/BS preferred

LOVE OF CHILDREN REQUIRED
Call John Santos 617 764-8321

sutTHTWf counselors fall poittons also r.vwiaNe

Breakr -G T A Steele

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Monday Thursday 8 45 345 • Friday 8 45 2 30 • Cash m advance • 5 cor^secutivw days 5%

• 10 consecutive days 10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phooaoMmbgr^

~AAA SUMR SMCIAL

(Mc» unNei UMa no >u« no *»••JV*
nMdi a a ilwau0ho«it baaitwj ter ehwrti

^oui •« tNa ear ii youn Mmmnm lor

ttOO c«ll gM7a4 Mw»0

A-1 CAW

IflllMoMB Clwte e«ea«ar»t eMa>4er and"er

Mnor JOKmllaa or> new enwta deperMletM

daan car cat Jenny M^Uii

A^ARTMHWT AVAHAaU

1 ba^taow PnaHawtlal A»t
Jurw lei e*6«H41t
IfHtany MUnor apartinaM
let no eummer
Carolina 2S640CI

Jurta

cat

„ /N
on aatct<artrwi>n M bua ctoaa to

-cloee to camcHje oW ot Nortt* Wtiitnay -cai

anyOraa 26» 1831 a* lor an^^wia al twrne

„. In AmHoretl Two
June tat w/fa* opwn

JDO pw pareoo come c»»edi n out 206

Suneel Ave. ecroea from Colaga Puza and

l»>naraon Oorm o* Mmi3
"^ATT MM »AU«~

nuT- take It CMftvda Apt* 2 bedrnwlba

itwa* paopia 426 montti irKludaa vilMiai

laaaa Jur>e t to June t cat aK-zeri keep

Vytng w>yt«ne a* tor Nano o'J>^

itoom* cilor.tal Moia H Mock trom

Urwv June^Mey • 6«MM7

Cttoa^ reome tor eumnter Great •o«*tton

I TV kitcHen leondry 5«6-3tt7

IMeai funded cuMegw 12000 caah bonua. or

4 000 tuition aaaiatance tund ck tumon loan

f^paymant plan avariebte raium to KtKXX

w\ tfiape bo«^ p»iyi«a»y and tinanaaay

with a pan time into one weekend a month

guerantaed Vou< arviual income w« be ap

proumetety 12 000 to etarr ca« today in

FkKance 5«»41 10 o< Greenfietd Tr\mm
T>>e C«mmM«ar Area Oo« *«aa 4 poMona
tor itw (ummei lndty»duele «mmM >»»
orgartuational MiM end be aMa to work

wtlttoul auparvieion Ab*ty to Itw* on vou«

laal ar»d outgomg paieuneKty en laaei 30

touro M 60 par workatudy pieteiied but

not necaeeary VWe ere an AA/EEO
Appty 404 sue

IWortottfMinar ^-

made to. you? Ott Omaga oWert at ot ttiii In

• homa aw«y trom-l»ome atmoapt<ere tt «
twaeiedcaa Kathy MMBW
fka ar»d le naB»rSii-iid Da^ twawar?

iUMMfN HfLT WAMTtO

_,_ Muai *^f*» tmpuianeu

.ookK^ tood prep end ir>*an

M pw 'KMM to rail Appty m
1 ^ay 81

t««y turntitwd rant cfwap and nagotiabte

Ta my Oat I Giaaa Ttiwika «or aTa my (M
ama take cara Judy

•atM. I kwo you* Mm
OnOy Thanka tor a

tun •« your

lani nevotiatM

T
cat! 54ft

_dMm< leroa iviuaa en MWn St t

im mo 2UHI3
•randywlna apt ««•» ^lmM>-
1309

nw rant NEGOTIABLE bue rta pool conva

raanca More can aab^Ota tor icmng data*

AM ' FM Starao Caaeatte Deck Oottty and

H. Ftft*' •paakar* irxrluded ttao o> BO
MUST SEU' ca* Gh S46«701

Martnitt 2 badkoom a^ 3 tV>ora large kit

dten Irvioa fOorT> i.ellaWl J«ne let

3»7t7t _
§iii«hd 1 b<w» »0t »w Iwii^atly < dbi

cheep eunwiar tUttm iM* »iB ag«ion ca«

now BI^SM
Take o»ir mylaaiaa'm Soulhweod UK »tO

Stave ttich 2SB 1480

noom In S•ut^ Aiiri«arat apt lor lamate

Soaoou* me«penei*a Su«TWT>a< w ••• op

«on Cal Maara 2»^t40 e«on<n«i or leeve

14

o« tt»a Cottagian' MkiaMwye momatga tree

on MWf or TuT>< trom H 30 Eac««ent

pey Apply etttteCoaegMnOtttee room 1)3

C«T^>ue Center Muet heve a car

ttaol Nttlwa Laatar NykM iaafaitrf

aap Cliarl I m goin« to miae you e« kMO
a IMncy

Oraater Soeion ca.--,- .

•ludwits (^ ei maiora bcabam income op

portuniry end leommg eapenenCT alerting

poemon ei •Z'*' "••* "n ^ ~—
Secure e eummi
•17 836-4X17 or •17«26:

helpmg eldertv at NIgM
botoretPMBuaboih 6«»a0» botore

Patntara Wamarf High

pwi lima Ej«panerKe with laterarKaa Sum
mar worti Caaaft 16«)M PM

acinar laiiiiraae tntmnt work at If
Mutton ai Boalon non paid poUbon twwib

fla.ible 617 973 2130

OMI Lm tfita OMaa Ipf yPMt <

^
Bona on your wwematilp you'ia Pmpty

ii^uetoue' I m eo proud c* you Love

tooaa

SMaal Oood kick m your ^Mliian SmBa
Lowe you ikwaye. Chnwna

Noy PtiM Oo«a • Vou re aeaiinei) to be the

«b«l virg»< to graduate' Congroia lova Tny

"0'-~~MMpy »<ortt»day to the SfST kttie

MM IVMII Ui«a CSS

•UMMfN BUSLfT

I tameH i to

lanM houee m Amheret 1100* 'month caa

C«rotMft1232

i^outHwl 7 bedreem Keuee poeaAle tel

option 7 tu* bathe ft nan we* t»or»< cam

pua Hanta vary iwtfuuable eak Doug or

Tom MB KTft

Squee VIMge townrtoue* on bua route 3

bdrma N*lB b comfortably tor eacirir^

detake caa aB6 3476 _^
] Mrm WorthwaeB apt m*

caB Stave

PMMSriB

AUTOTOMBAU

Tt Cttewatte nawrTwtor radiaiar lual pump
•KM irtocks »2000'ottei Mft-SBTO

lf71 Olde Cutlaee 3B0 Rocket, great con

tnxjn many e«tret muet be eaan cid Tony

•vaalMB-1342

Toyota C«ror»a Detune 1f73 IBOO

•enipori ca« Jonr S4ft«677

1B71 Votkatwagon
.^<o'rte rur^ great

aab34ao

Bug orange
f ao cal

ItTB MO MliBW aBillbl tow wM i
f
i'

•^aaani condWon etorad wtntara 577«i

keep trymg

ifTO Ford Von 6 cy* 3 ipaed decent «iapa

».r»i reawnabia otter tekee n &4B '342

77 Chevatte hetchbeck euto

»aat condition oieai -".laege

rraneportatton H60 Safi»~ %4»«''l

oreet bo<^ good MOO o< BO
«47

77 WW Bue now e«hauet bettery 6 brekee

night or eerty nwftw^lete12000 cat)

2&J9610

n MIeean Putaarna a«i.a»ant condWon
AM/FM ttareo njatprootino. tront wtiei

dnve tunroot tBOOO call T» 1619

H17 Saab new Itree brekee dutch bat

tery recent eiiheuat AM FM caaeatte ttrong

«r.grn« beet otter ca« iCeMy 263 3337

1977 Ford Station Wagon 1200 $tm rune.

tiree end battery alona worth •I*© Pal

%4S 7153

1977 Habblt VW.eicekent condition no

rv,r 84 000 r™i«» tl 100 or BO cat

S4S7862

1979 Honda Accord LX. 5 ipd ,
low mllao.

AC naw ledialk. perfect condition

t3300/BOnev 253^2173

,,.»^. loakbtg to ««»"^rT„ ,-_
SeiNttwood 2 bedroom cat niyhte 26ft 107B

MtoaTiMntad apt Roamg Green 2 broom
Mnmer euWat w tea opt utt mciudad ajr

oond pool tumiehad on bue roota. beet ot

im ca« Chuck at 26Mn6
1 Ig bdrm m I bdrm apt H m IwnGTR
H Amharai eumrr^r w/tet option 07 50

plua or 137 SO with 2 cat Dave 54B<B67

4 bedroom bettea tor rant AverleWe Jur.*

1 wn^ tat option Cat 2S»«3gi eveninga

Bpacee raBabta bi Cape Cod cottege

Oonnaport ciH Chrle 546 7930

4 bedroom ttouee new l«ting Juna wrt^

Sept optwr^ t575 ptu« Neer Loo* fer*

Sk>b«k Realtor* 564^3428 tleo aome eum

me« eutilett

1 bedroom opt Pulfton Take <>»•*"•
Juna 1 Good location Cat Laurel 54B81 20

Two bedroom gerden opertment

•vartebie tt Northwood epertmenta tat op

•ion •er'! nogotiaWe cat 886 2S<0

FOP Rfirr WtXT VEAP

Anvo or three bedroom unH end e I've or

mn vin.' Weeea can M*» ««ia6

FOP SALE

.-,,- la aNwa But

mammal* are threetened

^lametionel anwonmantal group

rtaip m our outraach program i

word Fut tima tut trairwig paid vece

tiona tick deva hokday* wort 2 10 pm M F

tlSfr226 wk H mtereaied cat John r
263^8862

Summer workatudy dieliweehar leb

aMa no eapanenca naceeeery t4 20 h*

10 12 hr wk cat »»hy1k* 5 2364

~ PNOftSSiONAl
TYPIMO SEPVICE

Caaae. Paper*. Oleeertattona TKaeae

(Vi-cwrvue very ratable low 'etee Nency

Sept " ewe* "1 campu* AC
Hm3 I eon 8 8881 kaap •

•tegotieble'

2 bedr*0^ m TewrwetiOMee tor mMm tur

n«ted ram nagcwiebl* cat 54B M^9

Bummer euMot tvPy tumletied «o*ng

Oo»> lownttouae 2 be*m 2 be«t«. AC. ppol

icaB Joe2B'~"

mam tor •ummei only Fumahed Root.

bu* route terwi« leundry tlOO 180 mointi

,«rv negotieble Oweyne 3^6204

2 badfoom ~c*y tu«*Npi Ptitton VlBeiie

apartment baet tjttar elB HSokm
Ota large tumlal«ad roam iiititli in

Kiocnu* apartmant on tMja route ttir onty

tlOO Large erwugh Hir 2 peopt* Cet

263 3386 or 64ft8r7«7 Murr, won t leet'

Company
anergetK tour guide* to< aummor

v>d weekend* tleniMe tiour* You i hev*

tun' Salary phjaiocentfve Ca«4tMBM8M
Thureday* ttwough Monday

Wanted palrttara to work m aoutttahor*

MA arae Lxpanet^ca pratarrad but not

Mik*548 7«71

IWANTiO

Ta Data Vwfc pr U preferitity on t

noon May MNi ciB i4S2714

iibffps wAJirrio

llitrg--- SetitIt Ftertda caa 263^2140 Not)

•hw W«) and ««av

Ciaeulew 1 bedreem apt doae to cam

pue ttf apt cat 64B0a36 barw 58

ROOMIMAMTIO

stsTRiautMa

kngrirtewlng. coneultinQ. etSting. daalgn.

iMBut cover letter preperetion Gie"u«eo

mhsi
— aMiroASALi

SdNvtMi A«-«affPln W appptf . Top olMta

tine 28" Wke In perfect condWon-barety

bear ndden Muet eet only 176i Cat Ann

«'43B7

Oweaiiimatit Homae from 91 lu rap*"' *
i»o delinquent to property Cell

1 B06-8B7«000 e«t Gl< 9818 tor mforme

tion

MInatral Wlndeurfora G«aj FUWi At

modala Uobeeteble pricaa S4S4440 eiren

•"Bt

1964 Bmlth CororM typewriter for eala

100 doner* obviou*ly f>eoot«ble 8-8864

10.*p**d Schwtnn 23 treme HOO
S4S7B41 •Mcetent condition 3 yi* oM

Apartment furniture evoMeble 846 4HI

VWtHe laattiar Jecket •«• 8-8 only work

MMce 60 cat S7362 or ft»43B

oil aprtng. mattreee end frame 81«

oouch teO elao toft cheK end deek cat

2».173Ba*fc tor OavW

Fodor Nt»odee 73 Good condition M«M
*•« Firei •400 takae >^ Mike 266- 1208

Bofa OMcii. re«*ier end whit* t)ur*eu

t76 00 or BO le»caiant oondrtion) aft^Bn

Doubttlttif •-^^*"** haedboard and wtilta

buiaau w'miTTor cat Jit 54BS818

Hoiiaabov* needed for t e« SB Cat

546-0183. 646^2083 ot 64SS3B0 and eet tor

Nicola or Kettty

T>ff scoor
The new etudent run ice Cr*em Shop

m ttie Student Umon • accepting

applKation* tor 4 coortkriator

powtnna Accountant Ordering

Inventory Shift Coortknator

l^larkating CoortSnetor

The Scoop w* open m Sa^ S6
AppN tt Student Acttvitie*

Qffica RM 418 S U Deadkna Mey W
Undergred* (t Gred* wekoma

AA EOE

8/ropm* needed J^^rm 2 i\*i 13

2588815 7 30 9em 88 pm beat timae

2 temalei naed tnaapanetve room m
Hyanma eemateOM *r*e tor ttie eummai

Ptaaae cat rnaryann 54B0019 or Amw
54S62a6

2 badream apt bi Colonial VWage to> t*«

Wit pay Auguat it naceeeery ca* 263 5106

on Cape tor ewrnm*
Have |Ob need room ca

to Brittany laundry tetiktie* eiorege rant

nagotiatil* cet Jim 266 1886

yw* re daeparote to auWat 1 badrow" ••

ri*»d>inei apt* June ' Sept 1 cat Slave

68662 leon 68881 keep trying'

One bedioerr leet month tr«a Cotonial

Vltag* pool bua cat 5466486 8 18i

to e»«are ept m VWage Rer*

to campue e« 64Sm? ttlar 6 (A

I baditim epartmant Am#»er*« CanMr

w> uunvament prwe nagotnta* Anna

6460821 546 7386

Pwttton Apt tor ram cat tor mora eiforma

tion2S3 383i 2638680

piipi 1— • Looking to< • title pnvocy but

not too f» ttom campua' We ve got Ml
wtiM your kwkatg lor Rrae«»entiel Apart

mw«ta 2 bodraom tximplatety tumolted

ca* Stove now ei 64SS126 keep irywig'

Bwnny dtaap *umi«tar aiiblat 100 • month

3 roon« 80 Rnting Green cat evenmg* **t

tor Enc don I dtimy 2668637

A^ near campue 2 bdrm w\ 2 tam*y

rKiim laaiiii n*' nan^ibartiood 3764 par

Place
Oietham arae

bhcheeiat 566

ma IRUCTION

Emergency Medlcel Technician couroe

begm* Sept 5 1986 meet* Tue* tt Thur*

8 30 10 00 RM cat 1 527 7524 or 3B3-3S16

tor further into 1

KAtMASAKI 886 tTO

Kjweeelil 480 LTD e«ca«ant condWon

t775 cet 527«54

uaA aiitufw

ghoHoHaca. good luck in ttta Big Appto

Im gomg to miee you' Can i wall to do

lunch at Mardrock th« eummeri Get paych

d for Rhileevanth row' I Krv ye' Love Bach

UWT

NOOMMATtS WANTS

O

lleuaamate needea to ahere t baditjom

houae m Sunderiend l276'mo Cat 0«

C^OeWne 886 3683

i leinatt. 1 m»>» "on errxjkiog roommetee

uMilert m qu«i deer Bnttany epertment

cet Reee 546 7407 M** 2Sft83B3

Two roommetee wanted to anere lumwh

•d apt m Amharet tor eutnamr w/M option

cat 263 3036

Fantata roommate needed to itiara

Southwood townhouee Fet Peraoneble

and nonemoker Get Lynde 54ft81«J_

Mete roommate wanted to mare ip« ei

NYC cat 5468614 anylim*

FaM opiton on summer *wMo« - lookaig

tot 2 people to Ime m or mere eummer e«

UB *a« x 2 bdrm SWood T Houee 26ft 1533

T»»o or ttiraa roommetee mole or tamale

needed to •h*'* beautiful apacnue Echo

Hit apartmant •tartingjuty 1 cai anyt»na

Vary raaa*naMa eummer euotai in

Southwood townhouee cat 2SA 1533 ASAR

2 bodroome In Downtown Amheret

heuee 130 mnnih cat 263 3088

Frae 1 month, leaan n ttila rant on bue

route m Amherei only tor female non

vnoker cet 256 I2B7

Deeperataty eaakmg euMotter Large

room K> apecioue houee 4140 bueroute

Arrherat 6etchartown line Heterme

5460626 266 1433

TO BUSLfT

i Mf^ bedroom In apecioue 2 bedroom

So„„,„ood ept ram nagoneW* t.eilebie

June 1 with tea option ca* Rai 546 106?

1 or 2 pecaon epertment m houee m
Amnar*t Center cet 263 2936

Amharat Cemor ept greet location 1 o> 7

paraon* cat 266 1434

2 room* e»*Mtbt* In Morthwood ept* "^

Sunderlwid Your* tor •ntire eummer tor

4200 ' rtjom utt cat 886"4647

Qtaap eummer eubtat i H Ueibuorne

amtett* ma? hart«c«v> Brendywine ept

doee to cempoi ervl bua atop Rent

rwgotiebte cat Lmde 546 aatB

aO/mth 2 bedroom 1 poreon Sduir*

VMega negotieble J*" 68864 Reui 65^
2 bdrm aira« lor eummer eubtet tut 4

bdrm avat lor fa« opPon rant nagoiiabte cet

Karen or Olanne 2BSS188

6 epecee e.eBable for eummer One tat

option great tocabon cheap rant 54H87B

OCaait TUWAWSKY

OoS. Good luck at Endteott I'm ooing to

miat you atoti Oon't forgot July 4 tee ya

than" I km ya' U»ya. Chlpa

DON'T PAY SUMMKM MtNTI

Soft Contact
laneee 418 00 to t2B 00 eech Ertended

weer iaiiae* t30 00 to t48 00 lowaet pnca*

on contact Ian* *olutioo* heel '"^'"•'i*
Amheret Opticel Shoppe 253 5412 266*403

Utmty TroMer 5«9 ported eolution to your

movma en.ietie* 4400 or BO 64S4477 or

54ft0461 ,
evening* only

Furrttturalor eaia bad deak couch etc

Loat at Oalanoe on 4/10 *

wool coet hee lO m pocket I can t dnve or

go out It found cat Riae 2Bft^]83B

i^^ywi waPet yvlth polo eign ctB OannlB

546 5070 o« 54ft«08B important

Blue backpack. CC Arcade

COINS notee end calculator

MIk* night* 548 BST?

One or two peepto tmala or lamala l »Hr
tony Mener tyvo bedroom f*« cat 263 2140

Rotoafiar 10 00

needed tor own bedroom In

for tan caM aftllTB

Reword. Caa

IBOTONCVCLia

DENNISPOPT CAPE COO Looking tor

roommetee tor 3 bedroom houee 2 mtnut*

wM to beech AvekaMe from Memonel Dry

unta LatKX Dey evening* 817'577 7438 Lir>

76 Hondo CB 180 Very dependeWe Great

mape/new ctiain. with hetmet' tOW
64SS128

riiiiala roommate wanted lor Ptiffton

Apt preferetHy 21 or older cet 5462643

One bedroom ewaHabta In 2 room Brtttany

Manor Apt tor ona or twro female* Let

•lert* Sept 1 Cell Lie* 549-5463 *oon"

DOWNTOWN AMMEPST

Roommate needed for lerge epartmartt

in Amherat Center. ISB/tno cet

eNTfNTANMMCNT

Pack A Olac. Raeh A- VtdM Entertain

ment Diec Jockey* lerge *cr*en video

dencee tor houeeperiy*. *emitormele, cem
pue event* 64B-7144

KMMNT
6 bedroom epilt level houee On bu* route

with beuatiful lek* naerby Cat eoon

3Z3-

Tyytn bade bo«*princ| mattree* Marverd

tramae muet *et' » eech cat Grace

546-6178

Couch ioO.OO Intereatad? Mora kilo cai

Uae 54S4186 ^
Dorm elied refHgorator In aaceNont

ahape eakmg »36 cat anytime 546-4364 _
fi»tn bode tor eele 426 eech good condl

tion cet 2Bft«38

n Zinhth Color TV good cdor 960 00 or

boat offer Pet* 263 77«)

Cabbaga^Ratch OoHa ISpanlahl 960 cat

527 34S7 evening* & weekende

MUST~8ftl comtorteble. co*y couch and

rrr^chino chair. THIS IS NOT JUNK'

Cheep BO come & tee 263 2084

3 bede. mettreee boa » treme t86 eleo 1

•otebed aeking »100 nog Sendra 5494192

M Hon* nma groat

naw battery

tiaO to teke over my laeael SummartaH
. ^ own room in 2 Iw Norttiwood apt

only 9300 64SOin av aami turn on bu* Una pool 88S2304

eeriy lete

1077 Keweeefcl «88B graat condWon nine

well 4600 54*8868

MOVER FOP HIM

Hove truck wHl travel Local or tong

Oletanc* rhaap rata* Rata 263-7740

NEED BTOPAOE 8RACE7

•toad Bomeplece to atore your titlnga for

tie aummar uae my epertment 426 a month

^i*e54»OBff7

Room eveHeMe In Hyennle 92H up tront

70 a rnonth Mik* 54ft540B ^
Wemed 2 femetee tor 2 tidrm in 3 bdrm

Puffton apt *t*rting June 1 cat 64S7D41

2 temelee wonted tor e room k> a houee

call Car* 546-5381_

Bedroom eveHoMo In 3 bedroom houae for

mora mfo cat 26ft 1876

Roorn aveBabte to alMca non-emoking

taiiiate Nicety tumiehed Souttiwood Apt*

call Jit 2560060

Nlee country aPtMRf. i bo*t»om apt

doee lo UMee* Jut iilRtw rt yaet p^^
KNnd ttie aumrner rant iWSOtiehU 5^ '•'

Apertmem In ttMtaa tiAM only rant

nagotiawe 3 mlnuiaa from campue 2

bedroom* cet Joe or Oev* 64S7g7_

Nooma evePaWa. n»ix to campue Cheap

Cat 54ft 3631 eat tor John

Brandywme 2 bedroom <:«2P'*!5'Jll!L
mahad pnca nagotieble 54B 5B82 263 3082

act nowi'

1 bedroom In Townetiouee. tor aublet

partly turniehed. rent 4100'room call

MO e roomi m a 4 bdrm 1 H bethe apt Air

mmed on bu* n cat 26ft 1810

ftummar euMat w/faP optKm 120/mo

one bedroom apt Cllffeida apt Sundtrland

546 3817 _
BItare a big rm in a Brendv»r«n* "f 'or

1136 graet ept neat to pool ne>l to laundry

rm lumiatied cat AleModr* 5468834

Room In three bedroom houee buefcne

turn*>e<) 160 00 month Pete 26*7740

rieeldentlet Apertmem tuty tumletied

ahort we* to cempua cheep' cat Sendy

54»6606

Teat

6ummer aublet fa« aptton apec»u*

Squire VPege townhouee on bu* rout* 1

badrm* newly r*noveted cat 886^4373

For eummer •ublot 'wo bedroom

Townhouee rant nag cat Tma 6<S»2'6 or

Ntoryanr 5488286

BuMot wtth felt option m Northampton

beautiful renovetad Grevea Ave tpt mmuta

waMi to bu* route itwae bedmv ktaunoue

coaeg ept 800 nag SB4 12»

Bummer eubtet te« option 2 bdmt Nor

thwood ept 4343 • (lee 8864643

4 bedroom TH m Bpuire Vbtapa evet

June ' w ^^ option cat 886 A)66

B't 4 bedroom 2 bath tat opt 2668101

Ot«e bedroom epertment In CMftelde ttB

option 380 month aa uMRlaa mckidad

8BbS313

Bummar eubtet 1 neom In houee tlOO par

month on bu* 'outa 253 9296

1 bdrm In 2 bdrm apt tat option ClittMda

»aOo md cat to 12 pm 8864710 _
Morth Amharet Puffer a Rond ti«y ha

na^ed on bu* route cet 54ft4729 _
Farmhouae. awigtee o. vrhole ep» •cceeoi

tM cheap quemt beeutttui MA* 586 njn

Bummer eublet w/fell option m
Southwood ept cat 263 7418

Beautiful, elaan. eunny downtown
N Mem ept 200 month eumemr with let op

tton o* mtm or Rick at SBSTHB

Bubtat 3rd bedreem
route tat option

mtiuiat condoonbue
preferred 26*7623

UKSTATT III

Am«v. CmpI. Ma. apk a aBaa*. C«n-

IF tlidpBatw. you patty animal*" You WnaPy

made R. Oood LMCk In aB your endeevor*

Love you aa We'a miM your (eiv bod* m
the office 6ut URC wP •!« be wey cool"

Lowe. Chnetme end Sytvie

WAMTtO

Two ticket* Rhil

25*9678 etter 8 pm
Colllne Hartford

WAITTSO TO RCtrr

ptaaoaiAia

Spaclou* 2 bedroom Brittany manor
T*k* leeee June 1 RertWIy tumi*hed

546-7403 ^_____
Cape Cod Summer Btatertal Ratttale:

W Yermouth, Denni* Largeet inventory ot

atudio 1 2 3 & 4 bedroom unit*. Direct

from ownar*. 61 7 / 52S-8300 or 91 7 /771 233

Colonial VJMaga 2 bedroom epertment

eveteble June 1 Teke over laaae 4320 per

nnonth cet Todd 26* 7243

Houee 4 br^Amheret^greet kjcetion 1 H mi
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Outfielder Bruce Kinjrman net nrhool re.,.,,i„ ...i rum. in a seaMii and walks in a Heason. The Minutemen

broke eight ttchoo! rerordt* IhiH seaHon. going 26-19.

UMass baseballnotebook

Hard-hitting offense set records
By FK IKK ABKAHAM
CoUegian Staff

>em»»rs Angelo Salustn,

Todd ("omeau and Bruce

Kingman will leave the Tni

versity of Massachusetts

baKehall team verv fondly

remembered.
The trio will finish their

career.s with a combined six

school records after leading

UMass to a 25 19 record.

Salustn and Comeau were

awarded the Thompson
Most Valuable Flayer Award

for their efforts in a dinner

Sunday night. Senior Dan
Clifford, who went from a

third stnri>: ( atiher to a . *H

hitting out fielder/ first bas<

mar»/catcher/third baseman,

was given the Dennis Della-

Fiana Award for determina-

tion, courage and

sportsmanship.
( 'omeau. a first basemaa

designated hitter who also

starred for the football team

as a linebacker, hit .'MM for

the season with a team record

59 hits and 53 runs batted in.

He is also the career hits

leader with 178, shattering

the old mark of 157

Salustri. an all- New
England shortstop, tied with

Comeau with nine homers for

the sea.Hon while hitting

-1

He i!' second in hits for the

season with 55. second in

runs scored with 44 and third

in seasonal RBI with 40. He is

also third in career hits with

i;n

Kingman, an outfielder

who IS up for all-New

England this sea.son. hit .'U2

and set season records for

runs (48). walks (51) and

doubles (1.3) His four

homers tied for second on the

team behind Comeau and

Salustri.

The team set school

records for wins (26) and bat-

ting average (.326). They won

six straight to finish the

Minutemen
end strong,

iJ whip Cross
Win 15-9, endat 26-19
By FETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts scored six runs in the top

of the tenth innmg to end its sea.son with a 1 5-9 vict/>ry over

U..lv Cross in Worcester yesterday

.Sophomore catcher Sean Flint doubled in freshman third

baseman Darrin O'Connor with the winning run in the tenth

.,s CMa.ss finished the season at 26 19, the nv^' w-,,. ,„ t)...

I. ;mi"s history.

leff Jensen picked up the win in rehef for I Mass a.> the

hard-throwing junior came in and shut the (>; '<— -!-.wn

in the bottom of the tenth.

Senior firstbaseman Todd Comeau closed out his record

ttmg career at CMass with a three f n day Comeau
,1, „ f,.,,r rniw t . , fi til sh v^ it H H ^

•

, I ord 59 ff.rthe

Comeau also holds the lareer hit., t. i i with l«l in his

four seasons Senior outfielder Bmc. Kiafiinan scored two

runs to bring his school record total to 50 for Che seasoa

Comeau and Kingman averaged over one RBI and run per

game, respet tiveb, for the Minutemen this season

For CMass. freshman Steve Allen started the game and

went five innings before giving way to junior righthander Ion

Martin .lunior Matt Subocz came in for Martin in the

seventh before .lensen finished up and got the victory, his

fourth of the season against no losses

Martin. Jensen. Steve Allard and Bob Kostro each had a

team high four wins during the .sea.son for Dick Bergqui.st's

ilub Martin led the staff in games with 17. Jensen worked 16

games and also had four saves

Each CMass starter had at least one hit with the exception

of senior shortstop Angelo Salustn. who went 0-for- four. The

potent CMass offense pounded out 1 7 hits in the game The

Crudaders fall to 1 5 1 2 on the season. The Minutemen made

it two straight against Holy Cross as they won 6 3 last

sea.son

Yesterday" s game was a make-up of a contest scheduled

for April H the ongmal game was rained out and could not be

rescheduled because of the Minutemens heavy schedule.

Men take 11th

inNE meet

>fd.M>it ami .>< i " i in the

Atlantic 10

Comeau led tht team m
triples with five Salustn had

the most at bats with 157

while Steve Messina, King

man and Salustn were the

only players to plav all 45

games.

Pitching statist us saw

Steve Allard. Bob Kostro and

Don Martin lead the team in

wins with four. Matt Sheran's

2.59 earned run average was

lowest while Kostro led with

34 strike outs. Allard had 33

with Jim "Hard Luck' Knopf

punching out 31. Knopf

pitched the most innings,

4H 2

UM Softball setsERArecord
By C.ERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was a record setting year for the I iiivei-it> ul

Massachusetts softball team. However, some of the records

that were broken were ones that the team didnt really want

tt) break.

CMass. which set a school record with 23 losses, breaking

the old record of 12 (19H41 w;is a team with some strong

pitching all season long.

Junior co-captain Lynn Stockley set four records and tied

another. Stockley tied her record for most wins. 15. that she

set in 19H3 and 1984. Stockley also broke teammates Cathy

Reeds 0.90 ERA from 1983 with a ERA of 0.53. Stockley

also set a shutout record. 1 0. record for most innings pitched.

170.33. and most games appeared in, 25.

The pitching staff of Stockley (15-8). freshman Lisa Rever

(8-8- 1 . 0.80) and Reed (2-6, 2.49) also set a team ERA record

of 0.92 breaking the 1 983 record of 1 .07 that Reed and Stoc

kley set as freshmen.

Offensively. CMass had the most hits ever, 345. breaking

the 1984 record of 3n.l h\\\ if iiosteH its worst batting team

average ever with a .265. Carol Frattaroli set two records

with 20 bunt sacrifices and 22 total siunfiro on the year.

On the down side, freshman, who was tied for the team

lead in triples (three) with Sally Maher and Beth Talbott, set

a school record fi)r strikeouts (15) snapping Talbotts 1983

and 1984 marks of 12

Freshman Faige Kopcza led the team in hatting this year

with a .387 while Talbott (.306). Maher ( 303) and Leigh Pet-

roski (.300) each hit over .300.

Reed led the team with 1 4 RBI on the year while Frattaroli

had 1 3. Frattaroli led the team in doubles ( five) while Maher

had the most hits (4(^i '"f^ freshman Ilene Freeman had the

most home runs, tw'

Kopcza drew the most walks, eight, and Maher stole the

most bases. 1 1. Freshman outfielder Chris Ciepiela was the

only plaver on the team with no errors while freshman Alisa

Fila led the team with 12 at short.

I 'Mass posted a 25 23- 1 slate, a .510 winning percentage.

the worst ever, breaking the 1981 record of .670. a 16-8

record. But with 25 wins, CMass was four games short of a

record- setting 29 wins ( 1 984 ). CMass did have eight one- run

losses in 1985 along with seven extra-inning affairs, includ

ingtwo 10 inning games and one 12 inning game. CMass was

2 5 in extra innings.

The University of

Massachusetts men's track

team concluded its .season in

impressive form, taking 1 1th

place overall at the New
England Regional Track

Championships at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

The Minutemen finished

with a total of 1 8 points to put

them at the top of the .second-

ten list forty-one schools

competed in the competition,

won by Northeastern

University.

The four- by-400 relay

team had the highest finish,

ending up in third place with

a time of 3: 1 5.5. Sophomores
Rick Labarge and Rawle

Crichlow. freshman Craig

Moburg. and senior Neil

Dickson combined to post a

new school record.

Labarge and Crichlow

combined with freshman

Larry Cuddy and sophomore

Bobby Jett to finish in sixth

in the four- by- 100 relay with

their fastest time, a 42.60.

Jack Marinilli came in

fourth in the 1500 meters.

The senior posted a time of

3:49.8. Junior John Panac

cione ended up in fourth in

the 5000 meters, posting a

time of 14:38.2. Mark

Themea came in fifth in the

800 meters with a time of

1:51.7 and John Lorenzini

finished in sixth in the 1 0.000

meters with a time of 31:38.

"The whole season

unfolded pretty much the

way we thought," coach Ken
O'Brien said. "Were a young

team-freshmen and .sopho-

more oriented- but we have a

lot of potential"

O'Brien feels that next

year, the same young people

who finished in fifth and sixth

place may move up the

ladder.

"We're a good team. All we

need is one year of sea.soning

and experience and the kids

can start to advance," the

coach said.

Crimson CrewandExercise Science win titles

In the intramural softball

championships on Thursday,

two more champions were

crowned.

The Crimson Crew beat

No Hang-Ups .3 2 for the

women's title with Exercise

Science downing American

Express 4-1 for the corec

crown.

In the women's game. Lisa

Twanley Hrr>ve in two nins for

the Crew. Ellen Oakes tied

the game for the No Hang-

\ 'ps before the Crew won the

game in the fourth.

In the co-rec final Exer-

cise Science scored two in the

...... ind on three straight hits

and added two more in the

fifth. American Express

scored a single mn in the

ninth, but left two ninners

stranded to take the loss. The
games were at lower Boyden
before cheering crowds.

sports notice

Any women interested in running cross-countrv in

the fall have to attend a brief meeting on Wednesday

at 2:45 p.m. in Boyden. Contact coach Caroline Gar-

diner at 545-2759 for additional information about

competing.
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SPLAT!—A windshield gets a shower at a car wash on route 9.

spurs talk of a campus jail
By LACRA YEE
Collegian Staff

Ifcurrent proposals between University of Massachusetts

public safety officials, the administration, professors and

students are implemented to help comply with a new state

law. there will be more bars cm campus — but not the drink-

ing kind.

The construction of holding cells on campus has been sug-

gested in response to new law. which is designed to reduce the

incidence of suicides by those arrested or put under protec-

tive custody by requiring that police check each prisoner

every 15 minutes. The law was supposed to take effect last

month, but implementation has been delayed until October

because of high costs, Philip Cavanaugh, as.sociate director

of public safety, said.

"Police chiefs have a lot of que.stions as how to comply to

the law, " he said. "The new law imposes financial burdens,

which are being re studied for possible modifications."

A memorandum from the UMass Citizen's Advisory-

Board to the Department of Public Safety says that if cam

pus cells are not built, UMass police who make campus

arrests will be responsible for monitoring the detainees in

town jails.

Student board member Bradley Ferris, who introduced

the proposal of building holding cells on campus, said it

would eliminate having to hire and pay an extra UMass

officer to go to Northampton or Amherst jails to monitor

prisoners.

Because people arrested by UMass police are currently

taken to Dickinson Hall where the department is located and

then transported to Amherst or Northampton. Ferris said,

cells on campus would limit the number of lawsuits against

police and make it easier for UMass students or friends of

those arrested to post bail.

"Everytime you move a prisoner, there's more of a chance

for a lawsuit if the per.son kicks or causes a problem." Ferris

said. "They (Amherst Police) don't want to worry about law

suits from student.s on campus for which they are not respon

sible for
"

Ferris said the board has also discussed centralizing the

department of public safety in the basement of Dickinson,

where the cells would be located. He said this would require

major renovations taking two years to build at high costs.

Inside:

I

Yesterday through the camera eye 2

Faculty senate: The year in review 3

I

Opinion page sUff signs off 9-10

"Makirig the world safe for hypocrisy.

"

—Th(rmas Wolfe

Sarah Boy. special assistant to the vice chancellor for stu

dent affairs who convenes the board, said holding cells would

give campus police more control over prisoners and prison

ers better access to bail.

However, to allow bail to be paid at a UMass holding cell

would require having a bondsman, which in turn would make

the cell a full-scale jaiL

Bov said that in recent years there havt been 300 U> 400

arrests annually, along with 50 to 100 taken in under protec

tive custody. The holding celL which would only house

pnsoners for short periods of time, would not always elim

inate sending people to other jails. Boy said she was also con

cemed that the notion of having a jail on campus contradicts*

campus values.

"The major problem is that the idea is so contrary to the

academic tradition. " she said 'It changes the atmosphere of

the campus which is an unpalatable thought.
"

Boy said some colleges and universities have jails on cam

pus that "really work," but added that the board will study

the possibility further this summer and will decide in the fall

what recommendations to make.

\M H K KST (5 1 .') - 3 .')00 ) Wednesday. Mav 15. 1985

State police

stake out bars
Caused by drunk driving cases

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Three local bars may be subject to stakeouts by under

cover police as Massachusetts State Police continue to crack

down on bars ctmnected with drunk driving cases, a state

Department of Public Safety spokesman said yesterday

The Pub and Delano's in Amherst and Sheehan's Cafe in

Northamptt)n were notified last month by the state Alcoholic

Beverage C«>ntrol Commission (ABCCl that they may be

subjected io an undercover investigation known as "Opera

tii.ti Last CalL" Those esUblishments are connected to

drunk dnving that have be.n brought t<> <l>-»ri< i

court

The three bars are am<»ng lift in the state that have been

warned by the ABCC because they all have been named in at

least four dnink driving cases this v ..w, I. ......... l«-ff

( Irossiiian said

The Pub has been connected with 1 .1 cases this year and is

eighthonthehstofMa ' ...... .v.,. i..,,,. -h,. hmhe^f

niiinber of drunk dri\ II .

1 ion't think we've been careless m the way we serve

all i)h<.l.' said .lerrv .l«»lly. owner of the I»ub He said his bf»un

» «rs v^;lltresst•s and bartenders have been taught to control

If,, ,f- ii~ a(u. h .an number up to l.-SOO on a busy

night

I don t have a • ""^ '
•'

Delano's, said. D- • " «'«•«* >"

dmnk dnving He said he does not mind if an investigation is

conducted m his bar because he has come away "clean " frr>m

previous local |K>lice invest igation.s.

This IS not a ten most wanted list. " drossman said. The

bars in Amherst may not be any worse than other bars in the

state, he said, but because they have been cited in at least

four drunk driving cases, they were reported to the AB( (

through information tabulated in Attorney (ieneral Francis

X Bellotti s office

Evidence collected from the stakeouts will be reported to

the ABCC and action Uken at court hearings may result in

the suspension of the establishment's liquor liscence. Gross-

man said.

"These establishments need to realize that they are

increasingly liable for their actions. " C.rossman said He said

drinking establishments are increasingly subject to civil law

suits related to drunk driving.

The undercover sUkeouts by state police officers will con-

tinue throughout the summer and will be conducted in every

count y in the sUte. Police officers involved in recent Boston

sUkef>uts have arrested some people and have placed others

in protective custody.

« alUciMi H'<'>e tn l*"*^ Kubrri*

larni. owner of

eight cases of

The year in review: students up in arms

By i-Ai'RA YF.K 1 N

6

ws Analvsjs I
Collegian News Editor —
Some say the characteristics ofthe 1 960s can be seen in the 1 980s: an increasinf! number ofcnllege studenLs. especially at

the I 'nwersity of MassachusetLs. who are no longer willinn to side uith the establishment A year of numerous protests -

against apartheid practices m South Africa, aid to the ( 'ontras m NicaraMun and I 'nwerstty porposals - shouted yes, ue

do care The protests highlighted the news this past yen r

More ReaganrDespite the fact that about 20.000 peopie surrounded campus pond to see the first woman candidate

for the vice presidency in the largest political gathering here ever. Ronald Reagan managed to win a landslide victory

against the Democratic ticket of Walter Mondale and C.eraldine Ferarro. Though it meant four more years of Reagan for

Amherst voters who vote mostly democratic, .|f>hn Kerry did make the Senate. Reagan prf)posed huge financial aid cuts

to help remedy the budget defu it hut w.int.d more aid to the Cf.ntras and more of the taxpayers money to build

nuclear weapons.

Financial Aid Alert: Reagan *\u< prop<,sed i<. slash financial aid. said that families nwiKiiif; .>..J.<hh) ., ,t

annually didn't need guaranteed student loans, that students shouldn't get more than $4,000 m aid. and that Pell grants

should be restricted to students in families making less than $25,000. Reagan's plan also met with an axe thanks to

St udent s and families who protested along with I IMass' Students Advocating Financial Aid dunng a weekend oi lobby-

ing effort: in Washington
. . .L !•

Battles Over Student Rights: When students returned for the spnng semester, they found that the I niversity

admini.stration had .stealthily eliminated the Campus Center Board of (lovemors, who oversee a building paid for bv

students. The administration's projx.sed plan to combine the tnist funds of the Campus Center, conference services

and the dining commons was defeated but only for the time being, some .say.

The administration also felt the need this past year to correct its own mistake of delaying renovation of desperately

deteriorating buildings bv restructuring fees into the Universal Resource Fee The students who protested this change

faced a bitter defeat when it passed, meaning commuter and graduate students will end up paying for renovations of

residence halls and dining commons they do not use. Conixn^^ m pov »
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NO AUTOGRAPHS—Claus von Bulow refuses to

five autographs as he leaves Providence Superior

lourt yesterday, von Bulow is being tried on

charges he twice tried to murder his heiress wife.

Today's Staff
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Lanssa "I have a crush on an ad rep"

Potatochuk. and of course Fabulous Faye -

where would we be without ya''

$7.50ONLY Y / wW with coupon
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STYLES BY DEBORAH
5495610

expires 5/31/85 <

Above: workers remove a body yesterday

from the nibble of the former hideout of

MOVE, a Philadelphia-baaed radical froup.

Police had ended a jfun battle with MOVE
members Monday by dropping a bomb from a

helicopter onto the house occupied by the

group.

The police bomb not only destroyW the

MOVE house and killed at leaat five people

inside, but also set an entire sactioB of

Philadelphia ablaze. At least 60 hoMca
ed when fire from the explosion spread;

firefighters held back from battling the

flames for fear they would be shot at by

MOVE members.
Left: Philadelphia Mayor W. Wilson Goode

went on television for 15 minutes last night

to explain the police's actions. He defended

the bombing, but added that he took full

responsibility and that the city will pay to

rebuild the homes destroyed by the fire.
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YOUR
SUMMER AT
FRIENDLY

^
> t- N _

Arter a long, grueling semester ot homework and
finals why not spend your summer with us at Friendly

Restaurants

At Friendly we re growing tast We open over 50 new
restaurants a year What does that mean tor you''

Job opportunity Lots ol it From full and part time

summer lObs to year round positions Best ot an
because there are 300 Friendly Restaurants in New
England alone, theres bound to be one near you

For specific details on where the iob openings are

and what positions are available, please contact

our Division Employment Office for an interview ap
pointment The ottices are listed below by territorial

responsibility Please con

N E Mass. (Including North Shore)
617-256-0511

Central Mots. (Worcester to Boston)
617-872-4215

Southeast Mass (Including Cape Cod)
617-»43 3994

Western Mass. (Springfield to Pittstield)

413732-6289
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Good Shepard Tulip TM'eed-
100'^- •c'viic worsted we'g^'

tMus^ecl tw<»e<i ''^

oast«4 sMades'

,eg $1 99'»k NOW »i f^' *>"'

f'ee t»«n«fn tor pictured

sw«a(e' with ¥•'" purchase

233 N Pleasant S«

Amhartt MA 01002

Mon Sat 9 30 S » S«in t

549 6106
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AMHtRST DtLICATESSEPi j
In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975! =

Oft-Campatf A Apmrtmeat
Dmiivery Avmilmble • 549-^314

V^ 70' V
DRAFTS all the time

BECKS $1.30

GIN & TONIC
Drink of the Week

cfiiendSu.
^^restaurants^

tguOi Opportu^'fy tmpiove' ^ '

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & Salads
• Bagels & box

aN.Y. Cheesecake

TMt
AI^MERST
DELICATESSEN

233 No Ple^Mnt St , Amherw • 54^^14
Opm Mon <»«f 9 am - /Op 11 Sun 9*

Congratulations

Class of 1985

THE SPOKE
35 cast Pleasant St. Amherst

(right next to The Sub)
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Fac. senate
wraps up
another year
By LESLEY ("LARK
Collegian Staff

Another year fraught with academic, stu-

dent and administrative concerns comes to a

close tomorrow for the I niversity of Mass-

achusetts Kaculty Senate

The senate represents all faculty members

m recommendmg policies for the governance

of the campus. Comprising 120 faculty mem-

bers and divided into dozens of committees,

the senate meets with administrative heads

once every other week to discuss problems

involving the faculty and academics.

This year's senate approved the creation

of more than three departments, passed a

new core requu^ement plan and scrutinized

the Cniversity's share of the state budget.

Passage of the general education plan in

December ended nearly three years of

debate

News Analysis

The plan, which seeks to add more cultural

and social diversity to the Cniversity curr

iculum. was an extensive effort, requiring

faculty apprt)val of nearly M) pages of

detailed motions.

Discussion on the language within the

document dominated nearly every senate

meeting in the fall.

The plan, if approved by the Board of

Trustees, will be implemented in the fall of

1986
This spring, the issues which dominated

four meetings and spurred the most heated

discussion was the senate- generated report

on Yvette I. Henry The report, a creation of

the Committee on the Status of Minoritie.s,

found evidence of civil rights violations in the

arrest and interr^ . of a resident assis-

tant arrested ann .' d with arson in con-

nection with the Tires which plagued

Crampton HiHise in the fall of 19H;<

The report, which charges several admm
istrators with misccmduct. recummended

several proposals designed to aid the Cniver

sity in handling a crisis situation.

The re|M»rt was bnuighl to the senate flcMir

ft>ur times, to put more bite into the pro

pusalH." said David Booth, chairman of the

• Rules C«»nimittee The apprttvt'd

include clanruationof the roleofthf

Dean of Students Office and increased crisi-

management training for campus securi»\

The Cniversitys state budget was di>>« v

ted in several senate meetings. Reports froiu

the Program and Budget Council outlined

the "erosion on t he campus' Hscal base. " I'he

senate attributed CMass' declining share of

state money to the State Board f)f Regents of

Higher Educations budget classifications,

which r,..|,,,,.ii rhe Amherst campus

funding Om^niwrf o* paf* «

WHEEE!—Workcra prepare a Ferris wheel for festivitiea on the Amherst Com-

mon which befpn tomorrow.

*year in review •ntimtd/rum fM«r /

Student Activism: Students screaming to be heard at a four day sit in at the Whit

more Administration Building helped save the BOC. and established a committee to

investigate Cniversity holdmgs in companies that do business connected to South

Africa Demands for modifications of the Universal Resource Fee were defeated, but

these students helped ignite a string of apartheid protests on '^'"P"^^'* "«*'""*'°*„

As the vear progres.sed it seemed that groups had to book the steps ot the student

Cmo,! Building in advance for a rally when the numbers of protests began to swell

SetliniS Standards: The BOC. did not seek to ban pornographic material fix)m the

Cniversity Store as in 1983-H4. but instead helped to end the contract of the allegedly

sexist and racist comedian Cliff Meyers and to tell the entire ^'niversity population not

to dnnk Coors beer Other student groups questioned whether t he BO(. overstepped is

lK,unds bv banning the sale of Cfx,rs beer on campus which is manufactured by a family

who support nght wing grt.ups and pracitce unfair employee policies. In a
^^^^f

"diim^

more than twothirds of the students who voted said they didn t want the BO(. tellmg

them what kind of beer they should drmk.
. . j .

The notion that the administration is out to pull the rug from under students was

further reinforced when the ( nlU-ftmn as.sociate news editor uncovered a report saying

that the administration had violated the civil nghts of Yvette I. Henry, who was accused

of setting one of a series of dormitory fires last year.

Report called

inspiring and

discouraging
By DEBORAH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the second part of a

tuo-part series on the recent report examining

the climate for nay. lesbian and bisexual

students at I Mass Today's story focuses on

reaction to the report

I'he report released Monday on the

current campus climate for gay. lesbian and

bisexual students at the Cniversity of Mass

achu.sett8 suggests the environment is

•problematic." Dennis Madson. vice chan-

cellor for student affairs, said yesterday.

Madson said his first brief reading of the

rep«)rt indicated problems in such areas as

support .services, discrimination, faculty,

and acceptance by heterosexual students,

but he stressed that he needs more time to

analyze the data carefully

According to Felice Yeskel, the human

relatuHis planner and advocate responsible

for coordinating the campus wide research,

the other major problems faced by gay and

lesbian student which emerged from the

report include harassment, discrimination,

lack of educational opportunities, inade-

quate library resources and the finding that

"lesbian, gay and bisexual students do not

perceive the existing Cniversity agencies as

meeting their needs."

These pn>blems suggest that in the nor-

mal course of being gay. lesbian or bisexual

on this campus you are at best invisible and

at worst oppressed." Yeskel said

Commenting on the findings of the report.

Debra Kenn. co^direct<»r of the Lesbian

I nion, said, "Its nothing I didnt expect

On the one hand it' s encouraging because

the statistics bear out our own fears, but on

the other hand it's encouraging because it

shows there is administrative concern for

what's going on," she said.

•Jennifer Brauer. ccvdirector with Kenn.

agreed that although the report suggests an

environment "hostile to say the least." it is

encouraging because "the first step is letting

people know ihere is « problem and what the

problem is.'

Paul Throne, member <»f the I Mass Les-

bian. Bisexual, ( lay Alliance and the Lesbian.

Bisexual and Cay Men's Ci>un.selling Collec

tive, remarked that what most surprised him

i»b«iut the datii was ihe extent to which gay,

U-.hiiin and bisexual students experience

harassment " and "the extent in whi< h ihev

did not report it."

According to the report. 67 percent of the

lesbian, gay and bisexual students who res-

IM.iided that thev had been victims of harass

ineiU or di.scrmunation said they never

re|)orted the incident to anyone

Because of the frequency of harassment

and the fear involved m reporting it. it is not

surprising that many students are "forced to

he in the closet," Throne said.

Judy Davis, coordinator in the Office of

Camttmmid on f^-t

Peace activist plans nationwide walk
By LARRY BOCt HIE
Collegian Staff

Question: What can vou do with four million meals.

JH.OOO pairs of shoes and sneakers. IM'K) tents, and more

than one million showers?

Answer Conduct a cross-country walk for peace and

nuclear disarmament with 5.000 marchers next Spring.

This IS the plan of PRO Peace, a group based m Los

Angeles and headed by David B. Mixner. a political activist

and former campaign worker for C.ary Hart. Tom Bradley.

Eugene McCarthy, and Robert Kennedy.

Mixner will be visiting the University of Massachusetts

Friday for a talk and reception to rally support for the

march.
. » • .

During a telephone interview from Los Angeles yester-

day Mixner said he hopes to organize 5.000 marchers who

wiil leave California next March and walk more than M.OOO

miles across the country, as.sembling with larger crowds in

Washington, D.C. about nine months later.

"1 decided to do this when my 7-year-old niece told me

.she wasn't worried about what she would he doing for a liv-

ing because there would be nuclear war," he said

I realized not onlv that this situation was huildinj; up

around us but also that we were robbing her of that

dream.
,

The extensive planning involved nert>sitates that

„nlv 5,000 marchers complete the entire route, hot-

that number. \n acres of campsites will he required

everv 15 miles alon^; the way. he said.

1>H() PpMce Director of ^ ,,minuni( atioiis -ludith \ inero

Cross-country route for 5,000 Pro-Peace marchers

who will walk 3.235 miles next year.

said yesterdav that response to the plan has been en-

thusiastic and that the group has raised at least $2.50,000

on donations.

"The primarv g(.al of PRO Peace is to build a worldwide

citizens' movement so powerful that world leaders cant

ignore their opposition to nuclear weapons. " she said.

PRO-Peace must first capture the imaginations of the

American people and conduct the march in order to organ-

i/f succes.sfully an international movement for nuclear dis

armament, she said.

There will be a talk and reception with Mixner at l:.iO

p.m. Friday in Campus (enter room 16:5.

New payroll computer

hits snag in first week
By UACRAKOEsfF:R
Collegian Staff

About 200 Cniversity of Massachusetts payroll check.s

were not processed last week due to problems with the

implementation of a new computer payroll system.

"The minute we found out that 200 people were not going

to be paid, we called the departments and made cash advan-

ces available to anyone that needed them, "
explained Robert

(iarstka. director of Human Resources.

The cash advances were for HO percent of the regular

amount, according to Wendy St. .James, secretary to Payroll

Administrator Thadius Los, who was attending a meeting

in Worcester.

Most of the Payroll checks were students' (Iarstka said the

new .system rejected the checks because two batches were

put together by mistake, causing the computer to "kick out"

the excess checks.

The new human re.sources information system is in opera-

tion on CMa.s.s' Worce.ster and Boston campuses as well as

Amherst and was selected by a committee of representatives

from all three campu.ses and President David Knapp's office.

(iartska said.

•We process about 2 1 ,000 checks a week, so 200 checks is

a relatively small amount. We had very few problems with the

new system. There are always problems that have to be

resolved, " (Iartska said.

When asked whv the administration did not wait until the

1 i«l of the semester to implement the new system, dartska

responded. 'There is no ideal time to put it in. At the end of

.May. we h -e student summer appointments to process, and

.luiieisll -* » the fiscal year."

•n
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Human Relations and member of the I Mass

Committee on Issues of Sexual Orientation,

said her overall sense was that "the report

confinns what before was intuitive or

anecdotal."

Dave Carney. LHC.A and counselling col

lective member, said this transformation of

anecdotal evidence into statistical evidence

will provide students with 'legitimate tiM)ls"

for pressing the administration into action.

Carney stressed that although many of the

personal experiences of gay and lesbian

students goes "beyond statistical stuff." hav

ing the statistics will "validate the experien

ces" of the students m the eves of the

administration.

"You really have to speak the bureaucratic

language and have something on paper."

Throne said, adding that t)ne of his greatest

fears is that the administration will fail to ait

on the report.

He fears that the appointment of Yeskel

may have been "a way of getting students to

cool down and diffuse their anger."

Brauer said of Yeskel, "They've heard her,

now do they really want to listen to her?"

Responding to these fears, Madson said,

"This University has a history of being con-

cerned in the area of social issues and

oppression and this issue is not going to

die."

He said the report will "be useful in figur

ing out how we can be helpful" and in for

mulating specific recommendations.

Madson said that what he felt the report

lacked was data from other communities

which would allow comparisons.

"Although a third of the students said they

experienced verbal harassment, I don't know

how this compares with other communities,"

he said.

If such comparisons were made, "I think

what we'd find is that L'Mass is not atypical

from other college campuses," Yeskel said.

"Just because it's not worse here, that is no

reason to ignore the problem"

Editor's note: Hecause the Collegian ceases

publication today, students wishing to express

reactions to the report are requested to contact

the Student Affairs Office
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Parking Notice i
The Parking Office wishes to remind

the University Connnnunity that the

deadline for renewing parking

ssignnnents for 1985-1986 Academic

Year is Friday, May 17, 1985. Any applica-

ion submitted after May 17, 1985 will be

assigned after all renewals and the

waiting list have been processed and will

Sbe treated as new applications
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Manfredi retires after fruitful career

By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

Professor John Manfredi, who was once

referred to as a 19th century scholar in the

2Uth-century by a colleague, is now ready

to relax.

Manfredi, a University of Massachusetts

sociology instructor is retiring after almost

four decades of teaching.

"To bum around, to write, and to travel^

are first on his list of future plans. After 37

years of meeting deadlines and sticking to a

fairly planned out routine, Manfredi said, "1

want to do things at my own pace and take

things as they come."

Professor Jay Demerath, Chairman of the

sociology department, said, i regret the loss

of a colleague, particularly one like John.

'

but then again, "he's reached the point where

he deserves to retire" Manfredi said he will

miss contact with students and the relations

with his colleagues that have been of great

satisfaction" tt) him.

While attending the University of Penn-

sylvania, Manfredi was an associate editor of

the Dail\ PennsyU anion He said his interest

in sociology was sparked by a history pro

fessor at IPenn who introduced him to the

work of Pitirim Serokin. a sociologist. He said

the sociology classes he had been enrolled in

at the time did not interest him very much

though. In 1942, he received a Bachelor of

Arts degree with honors in philosophy of

science. In 1 95 1 , he received a Ph. U m sociol-

ogy from Harvard L'niversitv.

Besides teaching classes at UMass in

sociological theory, the sociology of religion

and the sociology of art, Manfredi has done

research in sectarianism and has pubUshed

The Social Limits of Art (1983), a b<x>k on

sociology's links to art.

SPECIAL
SUPERIOR PIZZERIA

Mon, Tues, & Weds

Large Cheese Pizza

only $5.35

Each additional item $1.00

For Fast, Free, Friendly Delivery

Call 549-0626

Good Luck on Finals!.' from Superior Pizzeria

'MMlM^i
a division of POsmoNS. inc.

CAN WE TALK?
(ABOUT SUMMER THAT ISO

LISTEN TO THIS'

We need warm, friendly college students with office skills to

work in Boston's most pretigious firms.

• Great locations - near public transportation

• Top Rates
• All areas - banking, finance. Marketing, T.V., advertising

and morel

NOW. . .WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU"
CALL OR WRITE US TODAY

TEMPRO
A DIVISION OF POSITIONS, INC.

ONE MCKINLEY SQUARE
BOSTON. MA 02109 (617) 367-9212

/

/ \ / \
As

The Sale you wait for...

We won't disappoint you.

Lot's oi bargains!

Lot's of fun!

9 West

Zodiac

Bandolino

Copezio

Bellini

Sporto
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Handicapped
runner starts

athletic club
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Determination and committment are

necessary for any runner, but for disabled

runners an extra effort is required. For

Andrea Morris, establishing a track club for

the disabled requires dedication.

Morris, a University of Massachusetts

employee and UMass graduate, became

aware of the New York chapter of the

Achilles Track Club for the disabled while

watching the New York Marathon last fall;

she saw the club on T.V.

The state chapter of the club now being

formed is sponsored by the New York Road

Runners Club.

The club's aim is for personal improve-

ment. "I don't care who wins the race, but

who makes progess." Morns said. "More

than anyone else, it is important for mentally

and physically disadvantaged people to get

mvolved in running."

Morris hopes that by running with other

disabled people she will stay interested in fit-

neas. "It's easier to stay active if you have

company," she said.

"My i>wn reasons for getting involved are

basically selfish" said Morris who was stric

ken with polio as a child and nef-ds tn exercise

to retain mobility.

Although Morris exercised before the

eaublishment of the club, she said, "No pre

Colie saian s

CalWgwa pkoto bv Itrrrk Robert*

Andrea Morris

vious experience is necessary, just a desire to

improve fitness with regular training."

However, a physicians approval is highly

recommended before starting regular work

outs, she said.

Morris is currently trying to get pro

fessionals to help those interested in advis

ing a suitable workout for each individual

She hopes that in the future the club could

sponsor a "fun run."

Currently, however, regular workouts have

begun at 12 noon Saturday at the rubber

track by the baseball field.

More information for anyone who would

like to help get the club on its feet can be

obtained by calling 256-84 1 1.

I iillrKian phuln b> l>»rrli Ki>b»rt»

CARING FOR THE WHEELS—Fashion marketinK majors Chris Mc(;inley

(top) and Neil Schriever give a pick up truck a scrubbing.

UMass symposium honors insect researchers

T> All . !

Together
'^

-CI
Now .

aaahaaa
<r ^ i

Scientists from around the world gathered

for a two-day symposium this week at the

I'niversity of Massachusetts in honor of Vin-

cent Ci. Dethier. professor of z(K)log\.

pioneer in insect research, nature writer and

fellow of the national Academy of Sciences.

The symposium featured scientists"

papers on the topic of insects and their feed

ing habits. More than 40 years of research

have earned Dethier an international reputa

tion from his studies of animal h»*havior using

insects as models.

The 'Festschrift,' meaning lestival of

papers in (ierman. marked Dethier's 70th

birthday. Dethier is an honorarv fellowof the

r»»yal Kntomoligual so«iet> t»f London. He is

also a fellow of the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences and the American Philo-

sophical Society.

Dethier has been awarded two (Guggen-

heim Fellowships in addition to having

published more than 140 articles, nine tech-

nical books and sexrral short stories.

The .symfMisium \xms drokin down mto
three related subjects ol resi'art h; Ihe psy-

chological aspects of feeding, the sensation

of taste in invertebrates and insects, and

in.sect plant interrelations

TOM MIDDLE ION

Tomorrow Night • Thursday May 16

The East Coast's Hottest R and B
Swing Band

ROOM FULL OF BLUES

Wednesday, May 22

This one is especially for the exam finishers

all the way from England with the chart

boosting single

'Walking on Sunshine'

Katrina and the Waves
Dance the night away]

Tix in advance - $6.00.

Take tf *^^?^
A

_u^^

Thursday May 23

End of Finals Extravaganza'

The one and only sleazy star of stage,

screen and vinyl

DIVINE
You saw her in Pink Flamingos

You smelted her in Polyester

Now feel her at the only night club

In town

>^ Utopia Spas
'•^

1 75 University Drive, Amherst

V\(>ultln't a met' soak

at tht' Sp.is sjjKv vou

a t It-arrr miiul fur

stMlKllH^

7727
^^ 253 SPAS
call now tor reservations

x^m. 4 P.M. I A.W lu Sun. I I A.W. I A.«

Gif T CtHTIf ICATES AVAILABl f

c

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt.63 No. Amherst
S49 2880

Expert Repairs &
^ Reconditioning

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St. Amherst 258-3100

I c«*n • cn«c*s and crMR carta i*« ff*

10 or more

Summer Jobs
Apply for full or part time

if you live in the Eastern

Va of Mass (495 to Boston)

$7.98 to start

* No experience necessary

* Local work
* Bus, Man & Mktg majors

preferred, but not necessary

* Apply before or when you

return from school

Call 9 am to 8 pm (617) 391-2359

TDK SA 90

Maxell XLII 90

$1.99
May 16, 17, 18 only

Auto Reverse
walk-type

personal portable

+ 2 amplified speakers

$149.90 value -

$49.45

Save over $100.00

'All Quantities Limited

JVC RK 100
50 watt stereo

Receiver

Vi price

$69.95!!!
May 1 6, 17, 18 only

Your choice

whatever cordless

Phones
we have left in

stock

$19.95
Value to$250

May 16, 17, 18 only
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Several motions were passed to improve

the University's position in funding, includ-

ing a redefining of the Regents' budget

categories and development of a budget

scheme that better represents the

University.

Although the senate did not discuss the

proposed grievance policy which would

create a formal board to review academic

complaints, it did pass a proposal aimed at

setting guidelines for course improvement

The guidehnes suggest possible ways for

professors to minimize student confusion,

such as syllabi and outhned course

objectives.

The grievance policy will be on the agenda

for the fall.

Several new departments and programs

were approved, including, a Department of

Social Work, a doctorate in music and a doc-

torate in neuroscience and behavior.

Several departments received name

changes under senate approval The depart

ment of Communication Studies was

changed to the Department of Communica

tion. the School of Engineering was changed

to the College of Engineering, and the Judaic

and Near Eastern studies programs were

merged.

Poor attendark-e was a chronic problem at

senate meetings. When a quorum vote was

^mm. WedMMUy. May 15. 1M4

requested at one meeting. Senate Secretary

Robert Jones said, "I doubt we have enough

senators to make quorum.

"We never have enough to make quorum,"

he added.

Although the senate did make quorum for

that vote it has recognized that a problem

exists. A motion made in March suggested

that the senate publish lists of the senate

attendance in the Collegian after every meet-

ing. The motion failed.

I

It's FINALSI Are You Ready

For

'.i-'isfi^"':^'
'^ How about

taking a dive

into a nice

relaxing Hot Tubat

Utopia Spas'' Imagine

the soothing music

of your choice playing in

your private room
Ahhhhh' That's awesome'

v» hour and hour rates available

OpenMon 4 PM 1 AM,

Tues Sun 11 AM 1 AM ^^''^

call now lor reservations
«.

srvsUTOPIA SPAS
16b University Drive. Amherst

253-7727
GJf T Ct»'T»lCAI€S*V*ii»aLt

Book Sale
May 14 - 18

10% off $10.00 purchase or more

20% off $25.00 purchase or more

30% off $50.00 purchase or more

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

M-Sat 10:30-5 Sun 12-4

&49 6062

OPEN

Satummy 9'S 5uN0Ay//'S

TRUCKS OR
CARGO VANS

AUTO &
PASSENGER VANS

also available

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Amherst's Sidewalk Sale
and Community Fair

May 16th-i9th

Downtown Amh«r»t DeHy K) 6, Son. 12 -3

i^^'%>X 'ffi,ii

C'olLeccive2s6'642s

For students pUiniiin^ to ^^l^^L• Ln^iish 112

B Core dunnj: Summer Sessioti 1985 the test

will be tidministered as follows

MAY 16, THURSDAY, 7 PM, BARTLETT 61
(1st Session)

JULY 1, MONDAY, 7 PM, BARTLETT 61
(2nd Session)

No on« wtH b* admitted into EnKlish 112

without this t«*t Brtnf 10 and pon or poncll.

Dce• CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Find the perfect job
at your bookstore.
Which employers offer the highest pay and the best opportunities

to advance? Who'll reward you with top benefits, great ambiance

and job security? Before you send a resume, do your research. Buy

THE 100 BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR IN AMERICA.
And, for the latest word on corporate training programs, INSIDE
MANAC;EMENT training. They're required reading for anyone

out to land the perfect job.

$8.9.Tc.Kh

($11.25 inCanada)

T
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EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
O- I R.cKe!e 'e- P did

New Yorli N V 10020
P^one (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad loi Special

Sludenl/ Teacher Taritt

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

CollftSicin 1

SWATCH

PKXUP
A PARTY

i

J'RICH
I, I, K'f \

TM

BUC«»fcStB«»«l»«f.O» BfK»S««»WM»U»»»B«V .• HJ«

^
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talking p=^p^
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A great place to eat

with friends...

Breakfast served anytime, have a deli-

clous deli sandv^ich for lunch — Dinners

served all nite.

Open 24 hiours un Weekends
til 3 a.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Good Food, Great Prices,
Atteative Service
To compl«m«nt our m*nu

w« ar« now offering

be«r an0 wln« till midnight.

Sun Thurt

6 • m 3 urn
Fri fr Sat

24 Hrt

N*«t to

tuocr Step a Shop
0»mp«M Tr.w«l Cm.*
ata t H.dtov/AlNl«OTM

patiigpia(«

6 ^{il

acNioa crruKMs
otacouim
2-« PM. 20H
AU. OTMtn

1.1

SPRING SALE
20-40% Off

Selected Spring Clothing

20-40% Off

Selected Chinese Shoes

20% Off Bamboo Blinds

Lots of other Gift & Jewelry

Bargains

MERCANTILE
Open daily 10 am to 6 pm

Sunday noon to 5 pm

Amherst Carriage Shops

r St., Northampton
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MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

Try Our New
BARBEQUE BONELESS SPAKE RIBS

Small $2. 80 Large $4. 60

Luncheon Specials •«»v«i F'©"" 1 1 ••»n-3 p.m. ^2.25
New Buffet & Sunday Brunch

BuHet Served S-8 Mon Thur^

Bninch Scnwd Sunday 1 1;30-3

1) Beef with Fresh Mushrooms
2) Chicken Fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Chinese BBQ Pork

5) Broccoli in Oyster Seuce
<^ » www l^-lfl^ Tg^-g-

$5.25ALL YOU
CAN EAT

CMkircn under 10 $3.00

6) Sweet £r Sour Chicken

7) Pen Fried Rice

8) Pen Fried Noodles with Chicken

9) Pen Fried Ravioli

10) Hot Cr Sour Soup
3K=^ ac3c:

Luncheon Specials Cr Take-out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

FrI. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
W-» %t %t MM.

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256 0252

SHARPEN THE COMPETITIVE EDGE
Look sharp Step ahead with bfafxjhame Saucony- athletic sn> -

Desighed for comfort, mobility, protection and good look.

Be sharp Give yourself the advantage Come to Olympian

for the best fcxxvN^ar at the best prices

SA^UCOIMY FLIGHT

Men's & women's sizes

Reg S5499

*42
SAUCONY JAZZ

Men's & women's sizes

Reg S4999

*38

SAUCONY AEROLITE

Women's sizes

Reg S3299

*25
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\X4s thrive on competition.
\ VHampshlre Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley
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I Wednesday, May 15. 1985

Fuel for the fire
The events on ciimpus of April 23. 1985, vividly U-

lustrat*" the -powder keg" conditions that many of us in

the Cllekje of Food and Natural Resources must deal with

on a dailv basis. The loss of Fisher Laboratory points out

the impossibility of preventing the complete destruction of

„ur vintage buildings once they are ignited. Within 15

minutes, the structure was completely engulfed even

though the fire was discovered immediately and fire

fiirhting equipment dispaU-hed as soon as hunrianly possi-

ble. We conclude that fires in these aged brick buildings,

once ignited, cannot be controlled.

There are at least four buildings that serve major

academic and research functions in our college that are in

excess of 6() years old. These structures were built in the

early liMH)s and without complete renovation they have

exceeded their usefulness and safety as research facilities.

In buildings which were designed Ui accomplish research

needing no more than a microscope, we are now struggl-

I ing U) carr>' out research programs which depend on

1 highly sensitive and expensive equipment and the use of

' toxic and flammable chemicals. Instead of the fire being in

I a su>rage facility, (ironically for fire extinquishers) it could

! as easily have been in a research building of the same vin-

'

tage The costs of such a fire would be cataclysmic m

I
terms of graduate and faculty careers, not to mention the

1 loss of funded research grants to the University and hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars in ruined equipment that

would very likely never be replaced. Most distressing

however, is the great p<itential for the loss of life in these

multi-storied structures which lack smoke detectors,

sprinkler systems and adequate fire escapes.

The wooden walls and ceilings in these l)uildings are not

only of tinder quality as evidence<i by the inferno that was

Fisher Lab but much of the electrical winng dates to the

ongmal construction an«l presents a serious fire hazard as

well Those of us who must wt)rk under such ct.nditums

have become extremely sensitive to the risks and have at-

tempted to do what we can U) avoid fires due to

carelessness. For example, faculty in some departments

have at their own initiative, instituted a no smoking rule

in all areas except private offices. Nonetheless, m the last

three years, three light fixtures in one building have

shorted out. causing serious concern for fires of spon-

taneous origin. In our view, it is near criminal for the

Commonwealth to allow such conditions to exist and to ex-

pect employees U) work daily under such hazardous condi

tions.

We realize that the Iniversity is aware of the nee<l to

replace several of its expired buildings up on "Skid Row"

because there has l)een periodic talk, newspaper articles

and even some plans for renovation for at least the past

eight years. Nevertheless, it apF)ears that the priority for

getting the work done is not sufficient to bring these plans

to fruition.
. /- i

We urge the University admuii.sirHUon and the ueneral

C<»urt to consider the nsks and ramifications of another

fire in a major academic building and to move as ex-

peditiously as possible to rectify these conditions. The

alternative is likely to be another disasterous event which

would diminish the positive public image that all on this

campus have worked so hard to build in recent years.

Ring T. Carde is head of the department of EnUrmology

u^hrch endorsed this letter.

WediiMday, May 15. 1986 <
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PLAN AHEAD!
For More Information Dial 5-1506

Here's to you UPC
This is a short article about Thank yous,

respect, and dedication. I'm a lucky person. I

learned first hand about what It takes to put on

a successful Spring Concert. It takes 6 days of

non-stop worV by a dedicated Staff. It takes 15

hours of work to put a stage, (and 9 to take rt

down). It takes late nights and early mornings.

It takes patience, respect, and dedication.

The people who worked Spring Concert are

dedicated UPC members, and I thank them all

for their work. They have all earned my respect.

As a new Staff member coming from out of

the blue I have nothing but accolades and ad-

miration for the UPC Staff of 1985. I have en-

joyed our short time together and anticipate

more fun in the future. I have learned alot from

all of you. I'll miss you Andy and Eric and as for

President Lance, I'll see you in August.

Here's to you: Physical Plant, Fine Arts

Center, SAO, SGA, BOG, Mountain produc-

tion Scum, the Bands, UPC, and all the crowd,

with a special thank you to our Production

Mother, Loretta Messinger.
Bradley Ferris
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It's been real fun...???
Print it and print it tomorrow.

But I can't print it. it's too long. It's

socially obnoxious. It'll offend blacks,

women. Native Americans, homosexuals,

Jews. Russians. Republicans, the handicap-

ped, old folks, fetuses.

Pnnt it or I'll kill y<ni.

If I print it someone else will kill me.

Pnnt it or I'll kill you tunce.

If you love dealing with people, especially

urate people, then I've got a job for you:

Opinion Page Editor of the Collegian, no

experierure necessary. If you like beir^ yell-

ed at, receiving death threats in the office

or at home, or you just like smiling at peo-

ple and can say "We'll try and get it in"

without smirking, the job is yours.

It's been fun being Editor of the Opinion

Page but at times, well when you're yelled

at. threatened, chased around campus, in-

terrupted when you're trying to have a con-

versation with someone at the Drake and

asked whether or not you'll print

someone's letter, well it kind of grinds at

you.

But there are some memories I will take

with me wherever I go; to the bathroom, or

to the cemetery to visit my dead cat. Here
are just a few of the most memorable days

in the life of the Opinion Page Editor.

• The day last semester when I was told if

I didn't print this woman's letter she would
flunk a class and couldn't graduate on time,

which would just kill her grandmother. I

think her grandmother died.

• The day this semester when I printed a

cartoon that implied fraternity men have

sex with sheep. I always seem to get in

trouble for the opinions of othfers. The car-

toonist didn't get hell for it. I did. In fact I

got threats from numerous frat men. One
who will remain nameless (Jay Flynn)

threatened to sue me and the Collegian for

libel. And of course there were death .

threats for the next few nights. I really

Rita Murphy

love being woken up in the middle of the

mght by frat men telling me they're going

U> screw me and a sheep up against a wall.

Death threats come with the job. But I

thought they would be the standard "I'll

kill you" but I quickly found out people can

be very creative in the ways they threaten

tokUl.

For example, just last week, a man told

nw if I didn't print his letter the ad-

ministration would "fry my ass." Well I do

hope the administration fries my ass before

I take my food science final. I'd hate to go
through all that trouble for nothing.

I've been called racist, sexist, anti-

Sentetic. homophobic, sheepic and anti-

conservative. People have threatened to

kill me. maim me, pull off one of my legs

and shove it down my throat. I've been call-

ed arrogant, egostistical. stuW¥>m. im-

n\ature , hypocritical and someone once

even called me liberal.

People will say strange things when you
don't print their letters. All I can really say

to those people who submitted letters this

year but never saw them in the paper is

sorry and "no." there was no conspiracy

against you or your beliefs to censor your

opinions. But believe me, it hasn't lieen

easy putting some of the opinions in.

especially the ones that make me want to

throw up. But I don't vomit easily, so I've

been able to put quite a few different opi

nions on the page.

It's been real, it's been fun. Real fun?

Well, all I can say is quack.

Rita Murphy is the Collegian Ezecutive

Editor and a member of the elags of 1985.

Those were the days
As 1 get ever closer to forcible

removal from this wonderful little

community. I feel as if I should

reflect on all that I have learned over the

last year. Don't worry, this is no sobbing

senior column. I have another few

semesters to go and am more than willing

to continue suckling on the teats of parent

and taxpayer.

My education continues. Spumed by

more wonien, belittled by more professors,

and comforted by more friends. I continue

to love every minute. There is no eager an-

ticipation within me for that day when I

will be dragged, kicking and screaming, in-

to the real world. I shudder at the thought

of being deprived of this forum to express

my irresponsible and peculiar ideas. I

understand that the Big Leagues are much
more cruel and unforgiving.

September was eons ago. Walter Mon-
dale stiU had a chance, Ed Meeae wasn't

Attorney General, and Garry Trudeau was
just coming back to the comics page. An
idyllic existence, it was. I could happily live

solely in the realm of concepts with never a

worry of brutal reality to upset me. Those

were the days.

The value of what I learned from these

and other, more personal, experiences is

immeasurable to me. Perhaps that is why I

now inflict them on everyone else. Ridicule,

ponder, or ignore-I ask only that you read

on.

•Pohtics—Credentials count for nothing.

It is the glad-hander, the actor, and the

shameless self-promoter who will ultinruite-

ly prevail in this most despicable of trades.

To those who might accuse me of personal

bitterness in this department. I point to

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue and the senile

egotist who resides there.

William J. Spain

•Love—When affairs of the heart arise,

friendships can dissolve. A constant

reminder of how close we are to an age
when instinct, not reason, ruled our lives.

•Drugs— It is amazing how n\any one can

consunoe and still be able to enjoy outdoor

music. I guess it's just one of th<^ college

things.

•Humor—Jokes are the best release,

save one. available to us. However, use

caution when telling them because they can
make you enemies.

•Music—Santana, Joan Armatrading, Al

Dimeola, Frank Zappa. The Tubes, Johnny
Copeland, Big Twist, Son Seals, do I have

to say more? Those folks at UPC are too

much.

•Media—When not sensationalizing child

molesters, serial killers, or drunken
students, they are generally O.K. Someone
has to keep an eye on the unit who run the

show.

•Environment— I have become even
more convinced that ecological destruction

will get us before nuclear war does. If we
don't watch this bunch of rape-and-pillage

Republicans in Washington, we will be in

serious trouble before long.

Summer beckons. With it comes the pro-

spect of extensive travel—either to Mon-
tana or p)erhaps Faroffistan. Wherever I

might end up, I am sure that the Happy
Valley has not seen the last of me.

William J. Spain is a Collegian columnist.
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'Corruption'-UMass style

Nearly four years ago I thought a

person went to a Ikfuor store to

buy alcohol. I thought one got a

can of pop out of a Coke machine. I

thought I carried a purse, got sprinkles on
my ice cream ci>ne and tiH)k a dnnk from a

dnnking fountain.

Now I "know l)etter."

As an out-of-state student from Illin«>is

I had a lot of learn about living on the

East Coast. After four years, I still don't

understand why a liquor store is a
"packie" or why a drinking fountain is a

"bubbler." Some things, I guess. I'll

never understand. But I learned to con-

form and apprei'iate what (teople in

Massachusetts really have.

A vocabulary is a superficial thing,

something that in time one learns to

change. What 1 found more difficult to

change when I came here four years ago
were my attitudes in life. I had a lot of

learning to do here at IJMass.

I don't know how many tinges I went
through culture shock during my
freshman year. I had a hard time accep-

ting people who were radically different

from me in the way they dressed and
thought. I have to admit I still laugh

sometimes at people who don't dress in a

conventional way. but I no longer laugh at

those who think differently. I've learned

not only to accept, but to appreciate peo-

ple who think differently.

But more importantly, I've learned to

think differently. I've learned that this

world and our president aren't as wonder-

ful as my parents would have me believe.

I've learned to stand up for my beliefs and
not stand in the shadows of others. I've

learned there is a difference between a
girl and a woman. I've learned there are

somethings that are a worth protesting

Cris Schuster

and being arrested for I've learned U)

take pnde in being a feminist. I've learned

to be an individualist. I've learned to be an

individual. I've learned all that not in a

text iMiok. not in a class, but from the peo-

ple here at CMass.
In some ways. I don't mind going htack

to C'hicago. I'll be returning to a city that

is very much alive, where people know
their geography (unlike most New
Englanders) and understand why I'm a

('ubs fan. I've missed the city's skyline

and being a spectator in the crazy world

of Chicago politics.

But when I go back to Chicago, I'll be

going back to a world where coed
liathroom rallies and banning C<x)rs beer

are unheard of; a world where people

think of themselves and not their

neighbors in Nicaragua and South Africa;

a world where little is done U> fight

racism, sexism and anti-Semitism. I'll be

going back to a world where I'm glad I'll

no longer fit in.

Some have compared the University to

a cocoon, a self-contained world. We've
been spoiled here We've been protected

but we've been able to grow into in-

dividuals. We've been exposed to many
i.ssues people in the real world refuse to

see. We've had few responsibilities, but

we've seen more than many ever will in a

lifetime.

My parents are firmly convinced their

daughter has been corrupted here by

UMass and the people in Massachusetts.

I know better.

Cris Schuster is a Collegian columnxst

and a member of the class of 1985.

Letters to the Editor
Come on!

Although the antics of the

Undergraduate Student Senate may often

be described as comical, they are, for the

most part, harmless. It is only when they

are considering an act of overwhelming

stupidity that a normally apathetic student,

such as myself, can be compelled to say

something about it.

Tonight, the senate will consider a mo-

tion to remove John Ruddock speaker from

his duly elected position. The logic (?)

behind this motion concerns Ruddock's

wonderfully orchestrate"* irrest last

Wednesday.
Putting aside for the moment the absur-

dity of the charges, this motion should be

struck down immediately on one point

alone. The motion calls for his removal on

the basis of charges, he has been convicted

of nothing. If the senate ousts him on these

grounds they will be denying John Ruddock

one of his most basic civil rights. The accus-

ed is supposed to be considered innocent

until proven guilty.

The senate is supposed to uphold the con-

stitution, not subvert it. What kind of

governing body does this university have?

One that considers itself about the law?

One that feels that a students constitu-

tional rights have no meaning?

We'll know what kind of senators we
have on Wednesday night, when we see

just who thinks the constitution is worth

the paper it's written on, or the many lives

that have been given to defend it.

Charles R. Porsgard
Bclcbcrtoi
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Random Notes
It'll be tough in the future

Univernty of MoMochusett*, 1987.

"Chief, there's a call from Resident Agent 54. Alcohol

emergency."
"What's the deal, Sergeant?"

"It seenis a suspect was observed in a dormitory room

committing an act of alcohol consumption. Male, age 19,

one bottle of beer. The agent discovered the infraction on

a routine hourly room inspection."

"Well, don't just stand there! Get some officers out

there and get the new cells ready! We didn't spend half a

nullion bucks on the new holding facililty for nothing."

"We didn't pay for that. Chief. The students did."

"Whatever." The chief picked up the blue phone. "Send

cars three, four and nine. Find out if anyone else on that

floor is drinking." He sij^ed "Things were a lot simpler

around here when we were just arrestmg demonstrators

or letting the FBI take over investigations."

"There's more, Chief. Three other people were drink-

ing, together in the same room with the original suspect.

Not only that..."

"How old are they? Were they rioting?"

"I believe they were. sir. The agent says there was loud

music playing and that two of them threw a Frisbee in the

corridor for a brief period."

"Call the state police! Call the chancellor! Call our at-

torney to make sure it's okay to break their knees
"

"Don't worry. Chief. The student government already

voted to eliminate legal assistance for students..."

The chief picked up the red phone. "One more thing. Ar-

rest the speaker of the student senate -quick, before they

make a resolution alv»u* this."

Ian Polumbaum ig a Collegian rolumnutt

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
IS GOING ALL-OUT!

(Outdoors, that is!)

Wedneaday. May 15. 1985!
.CollegiaQ 11

yy ith Out-standing

bargains at Amherst's

annual Sidewalk Sale

and Community Fair.

MAY
16 19

1985

The Opinion Page staff would like to

thank all those who submitted columns, let-

ters and cartoons for the page this year.

Due to space limitations we were unable to

print everything, but you were read. Thank
you and the 1985 Opinion Page staff unshes

you all a good life and congratulations r/^.s'.s-

of 1985.
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For Fall Semester 1985

In Circulation Department
- Flexible morning hours

- Flexible days

- Excellent pay
- Must be reliable

- Approx 20 positions open

Work a few hours a week and earn

that extra cash you need for the

weekends!!!!

Applications at the Collegian office

¥
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ARTS
Our critics'summer selection
By PETKR WISSOKER
and BRAD VERTER
Collegian Staff

The following are some fine treasured tomes that have

recently been published, which make ideal summer read-

ing material

There are three or four biographies of the Kinks which

have come out in the last year or so. The Kmks The Official

Biography (Faber and Faber. $19.95) by Jon Savage is the

only 'official" biography of the three. This has its advantages

and disadvantages. There is less gossip and. no mention of

their drug comsumption in the mid-sixties, but there are

some good pictures and it does give a good outline of the his-

tory of the Kinks, for example the tour they did without Ray

navies when he had a nervous breakdown in 1966. The

bibliography is only adequate

There is nothing like an outside observer coming in and

giving you an objective opinion about what they see. This is

what photographer Jacob Holdt, a Dane who came to

America in the early 1970's has done in his book .American

Pictures (American Pictures Foundation. $14.95). Holdt

goes to the underside of America, the part we love to forget

His commentary is cutting: The book is one of the most

engrossing and depressing I've ever read and the photo-

graphy is both u-onic and artistic at the same time.

One periodically wonders what it would have been like t<>

live with the people who made up the Bloomsbury circle in

the earlier part of this century. A new and really interesting

book WTitten by Angelica (larnett. Vanessa Bells daughter,

talks about growing up with the people who circulated in this

circle with her mother. Deceived uith Kindness (HB.1.

$14.95) tells of Angelicas .sense of things from the point of

view of someone who is only recovering now from her

childhood. In the book she talks about her aunt Virginia

Woolf and (Tive Bell and Roger Fry (whom she really loved)

among others. The bw)k is remarkably honest and perhaps

one of the most interesting of the dozens of accounts which

exist of that period of time.

On the other hand a more depersonalized and more

intellectual account of the father of Virginia Woolf and

Vanessa Bell is Leslie Stephon The Codless Victnnan (Ran-

dom House. $25.00) by Noel Annan. Onginally published in

1951. the book has been updated and revised. Leslie

.Stephen was a great man in his own right, author of the first

Dictionary of National Biography and other history books.

Thi biography examines both Stephen's life and the issues

which surrounded him and his biographies. The book Ukes a

look at some of the issues writing biographies, which makes

for a particularly interesting biography

A scientist is by stereotype someone who is both dis

passionate and withdrawn. Richard Feynman in his new

autobiography Surely You re Joking. Mr Feynman (Norton,

$16.95) shows that he is hardly withdrawa The book is

basically a collection of anecdotes from one of the leading

physicists alive today. Particularly enterUining are his

accounts of how he picked almost all the safes and file

cabinet locks at Los Almos and how much of a pain it was to

win the Nobel Prize. The book is extremely accessible and

there may even be too little science for most physicists.

For the amateur scientist there is a great new guide to

astronomy out Entitled appropriately enough Astronomy

(Macmillian. $8.95) the book is part of Macmillian Field

Guide Series and provides great instruction for getting

involved in astronomy. It advises the reader to wait to u.se a

telescope until they have learned to really see the sky with

their naked eye. Congratulations to Storm Dunlop for writing

one of the clearest astronomy guides in years.

In the life as art department Julian Barnes' Flaubert's

Parrot (Knopf. $1 3.95) is a wonderful dissection of Flaubert

as perceived by the mind of a retired British Doctor/RealisL

The book is layered and self- referent in waves, all the way

down the the title. The book traces simultaneously the lives

of Flaubert, the author, the critics of Flaubert, critics in

general, and the question of whether life reflects art or

vic^ vcrsfl

In Breaking with Moscow (Knopf. $18.95) Arkady

Shevchenko -former advisor to Andrei Gromyko and UN
official-tells his fascinating story of life in the higher

eschelons of Russian government before he defected in mid-

1978. The book is well written and well worth the while of

anyone interested in modem Soviet politics.

With all major events in human history there arises the

question: Was the event caused by inevitable social cir-

cumstances, or did it occur by virtue of a remarkable

individual? In his book Family Portrait with Fidel, Carlos

Franqui addresses this questioa Franqui. a seminal agitator

during the Cuban revolution (He published the underground

newspaper. Revolucion), provides the insightful analysis that

only an insider's view can provide.

The latest Selfhelp for-Students book is Your Ticket to

Medical or Dental School by Lawrence Graham (Bantam.

$5.95 paper) Although the book certainly d«)es contain some

useful information, it mentions nothing that a good counselor

won't tell you. (iraham has also written two similar books.

Your Ticket to Lnu School and Your Ticket to Business

School.

JOHN BRERETON. ed : Traditions of Inquiry (Oxford

University Press.$ 1 9.95) It is odd that Oxford should release

a book celebrafing writing instructors at the end of May.

when most students are taking finals and many harbor ill

feelings towards their teachers. At any rate, the book is an

mteresting anthology of articles on educators who have, in

one way or another, influenced the approach to teaching

college writing One key article, on Theodore Baird an

instructor formeriy at Amherst College, is by Walker Gibson,

it CMass Professor (Toot toot) A b<K)k fascinating for those

who are interested in the subject, it makes an ideal gift for

your favorite writing instructor or perhaps, more approp

riately, for a writing instructor you feel is particularly

incompetent.

MIRA LIKHM; Passion and Defiance (I'niverKity of

( alifomia Press. $29.75) This lucid and interesting book

traces the development of Italian movies, focusing on the

output since 1942 Film was heavily exploited by Mussolini,

she tells us m her prologue, giving us a worthy introduction to

the origins of Italian cinema Liehm explores in depth the

work of directors we are familiar with . such as Antonioni.

Bertolucci, Fellini. Pa8«)lini. Rossellini. Visconti and

Wertmuller. as well as the work of many less well known

directors. In fact, many of the pre 1 942 works she mentions

have never been viewed in America until recently Her

analysis of trends is profound; and. yes. she even discusses

Sergio Leone, the Spaghetti Western king. Passion and

Ih'fiance .s highly

recommended for those interested in what is. according to

Liehm. "the most important art
'

BENJAMIN M SCHl'TZ: F.mhracc the Wo^ < Bluejay.

$L1.95) If ever a first novel showed its greeness. this one

does. This poor attempt at a hardboiled thriller is paced well

Lenny Bruce experiences euphoria in the

hilarious book The UnpublUhed Lenny Bruce,

available for $8.95 (plus 75* posUge & handling)

from Running Press, 125 South 22nd St.,

Philadelphia, PA 19103.

Gotcha doesn't really get you

Madonna Hhines in Madonna: Lucky Star by

Michael McKeniie (contemporary. $6.95 paper).

An entertaining pictorial essay of the life of

America's favorite singing sweetheart.

enough and has a detent plot Leo Haggardy. private eye,

traces a psvchopath who has effected the disappearance of •

man and his two daughters. This is not particularly pleasant,

but IS suitable material for an entertaining read. The book's

major fault is its iluhe ndden, awkward style A typical

example is: "Someone had taken his life, put in the shit

machine and turned it into garbage " Si hut ah writing is the

shit machine that turns Fmbrace the Wolf into garbage

ABBY ROBINSON: The Dick and Jane (Delacorte.

$14.95) If Dashiell Hammett and Dorothy Parker had a

daughter (Lillian Hellmann permitting), her name would be

Abby Robinson: The Ihck and Jane is a hilarious pastiche

Jane the narrator is a witty, sophisticated, homy. SoHo-

based photographer with a penchant for vocabulary culled

from t he gutter side of hardboiled jargon. Jane teams up with

a g\jmshoe and ends up saving her (lolden B«)y' lover from

bec«)ming destroyed by a cult of William Blake afficionados.

The action is fast and funny, the allusions are varied and

clever, and the characterization is vivid if a bit facile. Ray

mond Chandler meets Fran Leibowitz in this enjoyable and

very entertaming book.

RAMSEY CAMPBELL; Obsession (Macmillian. $16 95)

Ordinarily I might be embarrassed to gush over a horror

writer, but in Campbell's case any praise restrained would be

a critic's baseless vanity His previous book. The Face That

Must Die (Scream Press) is a masterpiece of psychological

instability His latest book. Obsession, is similarly piercing in

Its malevolent energy The story is basic enough: Four

children unknowingly sign a pact with the DevU. When they

feel its toll 25 years later once the products of their selfish

requests return to haunt them, they strive to extricate them-

selves from their malignant contract Campbell uses his

usual devices to transform this simple plot into a terrifying

nightmare of wretched, introverted intensity: Short chap-

ters, illicit sexuality, and children as the subjects of evil

( ampbell is everything Stephen King tries to be (except

rich) Obsesswn is a violent and exciting exploration into the

minds of the tormented, its a terrific book!

RON KOVIC: Around the World in Eight Days (City

Lights. $5 95 paper) This slim (90 pages) rebel on the road

book opens with our hero making a bet that he can circle the

ji'.obe in eight days. He hitchhikes to the West Coast m five

days, meeting a madcap array of characters Once in Califor

nia he meets with the insane DJ Doctor Twist and a drug

crazed journalist/adventurer who helps him complete his

journey during a surreal time machine sequence. Kovic is a

Vietnam vet The last part of the book deals with his frustra

tion and malaise: 'Even after all these years." the narrator

says, "it stUl hurts ' The narrator is very egocentnc and

either insUntly befriends everyone or is ab-eady old fnends

with them. The book is entertaining but is by no means

brilliant It would have been better written 10 or 15 years

ago.
(Umlxnutd an paoa If

GotchcU
Directed by Jeff Kanen
Starring Anthony Edwards and Linda

Fiorentino

Moiuitain Farms

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Late spring Ls a tricky time for movies. You

tend to get a lot of sttiff that was intended for

summer relea.se. but wasn't quite good enough

That's why Gotcha comes as sort of a nice

sun>ri.se.

Anthony Edwards, who you might remember

from Reirnge of the Nerds. Ls a freshman college

student who's a champion at "gotcha ". the local

hunt -and- kill game, but has considerably more

trouble finding a date. All this changes though

when he run.s into a mysterious East Euoropean

woman while on vacation in France.

Of course, it isn't long before this woman is

dragging him into trouble in East (iermany, and

he becomes a target of the KdB, and starts put

ting his game experience to good u.se.

This movie bom)ws freely fn)m other sources,

especially Ruiky Business, and there are some

gigantic holes in the plot but there are a cfHiple of

things that make it worth sitting thn>ugh 'llw

nxwt important is Anthony Edward.s, whose

grxxl-hearted naitivite carries most of the film

He actually makes us like and sympathize with

the rich white American on vacation he plays, and

he manages to get smiles with a lot of badly writ-

ten jokes.

Linda Fiorentino makes a nice contrast as

the danger-loving spy he gets caught up with.

At times her accent makes her sound like

she's on the rebound from an affair with Boris

Badenoff but she handles her 'dangerous

woman " role quite well for the most part

Things are at their best when we're in Europe,

where there's some nice ItKatJon shooting in

France and (Germany. The scenes are cheaper

and less substantial in the college part of the film,

making us miss out on the comedy-suspen.se

atmosphere.

Gotcha' isn t outstanding, but it does deliver

most of what it promises: a little sex, a little

action, and a bttle fun If it orJy provided a sub-

stantial amount of any one of these though, Fd

feel better about recommending it
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WOLFGANG LEPPMANN; Rdke, a life (Fromm, $12 95

paper). Rainer Maria Rilke. one of the greatest modem Ger

man writers, had a fascinating life. Raised a girl for the first

set^en years of his life, he led a precocious, promiscuous exis-

tence among the higher eschelons of European society. His

friends included Rodin, Tolstoy, Hesse, Mann. Diaghilev,

Kee, and Balthus, among others. Leppmann traces the

influence of Rilke' s contemporaries on his works, and

demonstrates how Rilke' s writings coincide the progression

of his life. The book reads like fiction and is highly

recommended.

THOMAS B. HOLMES: Electronic and Expenmental

music (Scnbners, $12 95 paper). This brief, comprehensive

survey of avant-garde electronic music is impressive in its

scope and clarity m addition to a short history ofexpenmental

music and sound recordings in general (interestingly enough,

the first important electronic instrument, the telharmonium,

uas invented in neighboring Holyoke). Holmes provides an

explanation of the mechanics and theory uhich provides a

foundation for the genre. There is also a discography uhu:h

includes composers as diverese as John Cage. Jimi Hendnx,

IHiilip Class and Throbbing Grustly Thus is a very informative

book a must for anyone seeking an intelligent overvieu- ofmod-

ANTHOSYhi RGESS: 99 Novels (Summit,$ 10.95) This

extraordinary piece of British pompousity is particularly

appaling. Burgess, author of4 Clockwork Orange and many

lesser books, assigns himself the role of Arbiter of tiood

Taste and tells us which are th>' best novels of the English

language since 1939. It is interesting to see what he left out.

TTiere is no mention of William Gaddis, Carson McCullers,

Truman Capote, or Kurt Vonnegut, for example.

Now that you have been informed of all these fine books,

you now have an excuse to stay inside in a dark corner and

evade the summer sun's malignant rays.
C£i

ilASv AFPhO . f

North Amherst
Tire & Auto

Center
S«vm «> Tirv S/u'f

•'* >t'o6«l s Si'**" 1

,.»,,. S49 4 700

azuela

i-^

CABOOSE
c ^

Hf N^FkH A^g Mt ,TA MA-^' A'

IMUY BUEIMO!

NOW OPENl
Fresh Carrot

and Apple
juiced in the

present.
Blended lifts -

liquid combo,
menu to choose
vegetable and
fruit cocktails

fruit salad

in the basement
of

Thornes Market
Northampton

IB®IE>7 SSM^

HOURS
i

7:30 - 9 00 BID
12:00- 1 OOPm
1:00 - BOO pro

COST

10 WORKOOT CBBD $12
20 WORKOUT CBRD $22
BLL GESSIOnCBRD $35

GET IN SHAPE FOR SUMMER FUll

Fteturing oinnikin#tic •quipm«nt for ttte beet

v^orkouu anywb#rt

Chancellor's Reception

for Seniors

Thursday, May 23, 1985

Admission: Free

1:00 p. m. -5:00 p.m,

Barbeque * Music

* A Wicked Good Time *

BBQ is free for Seniors when

accompanied with an invitation,

$4.00 for guests and non-seniors

In the event of rain, reception is

cancelled.

No kegs, bottles or beer balls allowed,

Coordinated by

The Reception Committee, 1985 and

the Student Activities Office

^ ^ 4. If tf. * * ******

^$&fi The
Original

and Still the
Best!

»^^

Thorn«i Mark*tplac«
Old South St Entranc*

Northiompton

Op»n Noon till n 30 Sun Ifturs

Noon till Midnight FrI h Sot

586-4837

lO^

\<.>''>

'

h^'
^\^'

COLLEGE D^UG
4 MAIN STREET

AMHERST MA 253-2523

* Kent of London & Pantene Brushes V2 price

* 20% off all Tatiana in stock

* 3 liter bottles of Coke & Diet Coke only $1.69

* Dr. Scholls Sandals $9.95

* New Aziza Nail Polish Pencils $2.99

* Revlon Nail Enamel (not the wrap) $1 .89

SPE^*^ Discontinued Stock of

Diane Von Furstenberg and

Christian Dior Cosmetics
V2 pnce
COUPONS

$1.00 off all

Timex Watches

expires 5/19

I 50% off all

I Cover Girl Cosmetics

I
expires 5/19

$1.00 off all

Men's Cologne
expires 5/19
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ffiresday"Nrght Staff:"]

Brian Solov

Steve MathewBon
'Stormin' Norman
liana Levenson

Dode Levenson

I
Maria Cahillane

I
Nancy Rivers

I
John Vincent

I
We had the longest night.

I
We had the stonedest

inight

jWe got worse

JYou're all hotshit

I Enjoy the summer
I Ian P. Mntkim

• Abraham . CiHtmuid from 0

SATURDAY

LADIES
SUITS
20% OFF

drive in

making his soccer U?am the best left an impression on me.

Some coaches would play games with me, Promoting

tiiemselves more than the sport, thinking they could

manipulate the "studenf newspaper, but for the most

part UM coaches are good people doing a good job under

difficult conditions. ^„„.tkx.
I've tried my best to present coverage of all sports at tne

school with limited staff and space. These limitations force

me to pick and choose often, but the average sp<.rts fan at

UMass knew how the teams he went to see were doing at

home or on the road.
. . ^ l. » ^o Mw

I'll be back next September with high expectations. My

Krades have suffered and I've made some enemies, but on

the whole running this section has mtnxiuced me t*) many

new friends and considerably broadened my horizons.

1 finish the year deep in debt U) my close fnends who

helptHi me considena)ly . They know who they are and how

I M alwut them. So t« Laura Yee. Nancy Bukar. my

rtK)mmat*s Al and Dan and One-hit Allard I say thanks.

Thanks espec-iallv to Tony "The BuU-her Betn,s. He of

the award wmmng SporU Log. dean of wrestling

knowledge and my ever valuable assistant ediU.r. I will

always be there for the tag Tony.

But most of all. I raise my Budweiser U. anybody who

I came up to me during the year and said. "'Hey. aren t you

i the sports ediU)r?'* and proceedeil to ^-ither cntic^ me
' praisTme or just shake my hand. These people who read

I

the sports pages faithfully are why I uo what I do and put

j

everything 1 have inU) it.

I Have a good summer.

• Swimming-

Downtown Amherst

Longroeadow. "He's got

the potential to really

develop into something— he

«)uld get to be one of the

top swimmers in New
England." Yarworth said.

Ed BurUm. of Poughkeep-

sie, N.Y. is. according U) the

ct>ach "very versatile. He
will be able to swim any

event for me and. if I've got

a hole in a dual meet, he can

fill it for me," Yarworth

said.

Chns I'ayson. a distance

freestyler from North At

tleboro will also contribute

depth U) the team "1 think

he's a very hard w<>rk»T and

he has very good times. I ex-

pect him to finish in the top

10 in the New Englands,"

Yarworth said.

Returning next year to

aid the cause will be co-

captain Drew Donovan.

New F^ngland champion in

the 100 . 200 and 500-yard

freestyle, breastrokeri

Mike Hoover and Fred

Marius and backstroker

Marc Surrette.

"Next year we'll be

challenging to win the New
Englands. I don't set goals

that are unattainable, just

hard U) attain, " Yarworth

said.

.^...

-,:vi,:'r,;: •;, n I

student ID

Required

JL

^Lii r-r*jc»'ji »i»iwj i^Ki i»J

1

(¥£ RiCmCd 8000 PHOHi CALLS LAST ViAR.

we HOPi. Wi W€Ri ABL£ TO HUP m^

GOOD LUCK ORAdUAVHO SBHIORS

we HOpe TO HeAR from THe ResT or

iou NexT yeAR

HAl^e A GOOD SUMMeR

||
INFORMATION DATA BANK: 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE : 545-1540

» A Se pp;^n of Sl^llHpn^s Office
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The people who put

it together
Editor in Chief James V Shanahan

MajiafinK Kditor Annt- Mi'Crory

Aaaociatc Manacing Editon
Nancy A Bukar Gerry deSimaa

Michellv Hyd« Ian Pulumbaum
David Summereby

Copy Editor*

Renee Bat:h«T Joel Coffidtg

John Vincent Andre* Wolff

John Yonce
L^yoMt Tecknictaiia

Bruce Andrew Andres Claudios

Pater SodertierK Anael Zinler

AMiataat to tW Editor*

LAwren«'f Bouchw
Librarian K nka Kketderman

New * Editor Laura Yee

AaaociaU Newa Editor*

Leaiey Clark Tom MiddleUin

ISobei

New* Staff

John Bean
Nancy A Bukar
David BurgMW
Joel Coffidi*

Jeanette DeForge
Kathleen Hart

ILchelle Hyde
Laura Koeater

John Milbter

tjretf Brown
Larry Buuchie

Sean Casey
MaryCreaae
Suaan Eaton

Stephen HiMonit

Patnck Johnson

SioMtan Maat«rson

Joaept) McCormack

Bnan McAlartjey Tim OLeary
John Perry Chn* Poon

Ian Polumbatim Deborah Ko*s

MKhelle Sc«aU Phil Serafino

VickiA Spacnoli David Summeraby
John Vincent Daniela Waterman

Daniel White Andrew Wolff

John Yonce
Eiecativ* Editor RiU Murphy

A**aciate Eiecative Editor*

Cn* Schualer Williani J Spain

Aaaiataat Eicevtivc Editor

Ian Potumbaum
Colamaiau

Sal Auad Matthew HenedKt

Yadira Betance* MaryCreme
Ru«ty DenU>n Peter Dow
Stephen CEnkaon Bo^Kievr*

Deborah Kutenplon !

'^' '^air

Andrew M Paven • u>n

Loren Spivark

Cartooaiata

Dave Ducail Tom Haley

Opie (Ed Smith)

Wmmr* Ibom Editor

Deborah Roe*
WoBca* l*««ie* Staff

Sue Eaton Manann Mt-u.v

Black Affair* Editor

Yadira BrLam-en

AsMiciaU Black Affair* Editor

Kimherty Burge

PlMto Editor Andy IMIar

FlMto Teehaicians

Mitch Drantch Bnan ttonye

Derek Rotiert*

Staff Pkotofrapher*
Boti Aldru-h Michelle Segall

Sport* Editor Peter Abraham
Aaaociate Sport* Editor

Tony Betros

Sport* Staff

Nancy Bukar KAjger Chapman
t^rry deSinM Stuart Oittlieti

Kathleen Hunan Ed Hayward
Dan LeberfeW Adam Nazimowitz

John Nolan Bryan Quenzel

GT A Steele Chru» Trembley

Art* Editor*

ChrwUne D Manni Ramin Zahed
ArUStAff

Kenee Bacher Jack Bresnahan

Adam Bnghlman Charlee F Carroll

Daniel Culnan Ann Ihcheny

Thoma* Haminfton Sue Itzo

Eluabeth Lanifloi* Matt Machera

Michael Phihp* Herb Ramy
Elaine Senay Jon Strymiah

Jim Tay k)r Bradford V erter

Peter Wiaaoker

Coaiic Strip Arti*t*

M> 'on Michael iXiwe

I>b, u TwlOBnen
Robert S te* i«- Jaaon Talerman

BMine** Manager*
Andrew May hlisabeth YounK

Aaaiatant Baaiao** Manager
Sherry Sharfman

AdvertiaiAg Manager Knr Mann
A*ai«tant Advertising Manager*
Jeff MafTim. )nd Ro».yn l^eiftf

Finance Manager Michael Attnm
A*«i*taat Finance Manager

VK-ki Silvn

Circulation Manager Jof Kaufman
Advertiainir Representative*

' -.. 1 .ihan

J..i. I ohen

Jacqueline Green
Paul Leaser

Kevin McMahon
Strve Silva

o bv Derek Robert*

The Collegian aUff says. "It's been real."

Bonnie Hailn-

JarkCiniw
MeliMa Fonnan
Kathleen Kelly

Jon I/evy

S<"

K-
Productloa Maaager

Ivu-r Soderberu

A**i*tanl Production Manager
IXxlr Leverimm

Production Sapcrviaor*

Mat Atkin* BethAnne M<m«-<<v

Cxtnof Ptunkett Ansel Zinter

Pasteup
Production Manager—

ivter Soderfaerg
t^nor Plunkef AraidZaitcr

BethAnne M<»sc. •% Lesley Clark

Mat Atkins Ivan Ziff

Pete Forget Paidb Saucier

Norm Achin Bnan Solov

Sieve Mathew*i»n Bob Demetnui«

Michelle Segal Dctiorah Rugg
Tvpeaetters

Production Manager—
D-

<<We are the world, We
N
1 •

; . H i'dm

I I.'-,- M'i*{twr

Mar> Kllen Riley

Laura Zigman
Julie Slater

ManaCahiUane
CnaSdMatar
Kelly ^wfirr

Joy Takayarrui

Be<V w . ..

Kh <a

Caift> iinJ.

Proofreaders

Ri^SkelUm Andy Paven

(lana Levenaon Kim F<i»ter

Danielle Carbonneau
Driver*

Mark Shea Paul Fnuu
ItaruKato ChnsCotboum

fare the Collegianl

We check our egos at the door!"

WHAM!
MAKE IT Bia

including

Wake Me Up Before >too Go Go
Care»ess Whisper /Free<k>ni

Everything She Wants

*^^^
f^^^""^,^^"^^

SADK
Ml Ml IIW

niXMOM) l-lll
including

Smooth Operator />tour Love Is King

Hang On Tb Vour Love

When Am I Go.ng To Make A Living

Cherry Pie

KENNY L0G6INS
vox HUMANA

irKluding
Woi Humana/No Loofcin Back
I m Gonna Do It Right/Forever

Let There Be Love

OaO«7 with *is coupon only I

AUe^Trecords I

azid tapes in stock! I

• Qtys. limited to in stock items
•

\ ^\so ava i\8t)>e
on

Complete line of record and tape accessories.

Visit our expanded cassette department.

Open M-F »«, S 11-4 LocatKJ in Campus C«ntw

flyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE-»
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau |$"

soyou'nt yupujeva
MARRilNO ALR£AP\
FOP. SHBLTBR PIQCBP OUT!

: ^. ALICB ' 4 VBf^COZy
.---<. ^PO HOTtL

515

BiMom^eLMomHtoMLAmwm
PARK ? NO KiPPINO ' RBALL Y ?

I'LL Be DARMBP lAJBLL , iOU

COULPPOA
^ LOT LOT

.

OLiri: so'STnakJHOLa

DfRaNGB? ^'^ GETTING TOO
0U?FVR."'5

9rRBBT.

'«'«7r/

'i^'^^ ( »iuxu,„

H.vrm. '!«•

WA (33'7^<i^fa^

Bloom County

/ PW7 mUfi Hi/Vf, (M /W(^

A30(yT H(M JAVNe fWNSFieLP

ms THe secoNP ounmm
AT Tue Kemm A5bA55iHfmw

/

By Berke Breathed

>>-^'-v. rTfWKBi

iKHoyjirmKe5

5TVFIP CONSPlMCi
THeOK€6 MAKe ^
peRFecr deN6e^

60^

^^
Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

^

c,pecu.l

r*^abvbe, CAlls-k>ntmeo every- I

Vagwcnesb /laster J Sf^xoot,

wheelc H05^ C>orio^t^ Colbs,

Girl HcpfH,, I>">'«^ ^ l**4,rE,

Loose, S+«is, Jfeffnt^ Ut Pierre,

Faur aod LoathirT^, rripp(s\t»te

[X/k£ 5^e£.-^e(^,TVMrtfci/\^ rvv»»ts

I

t»\l the ^11

RocK oot.

The Freaker Patrol Bv Dowe and O'Brien

THIS IS worfl
resf!.' rn£

lSE<^lK/6f=oR rrvtTusT

ro L/vF'

HAS GOD

US??

iaA^er? is

rny sr/A/6^

Rats
'/UlsJO THEY LIVED HAPPJLV

gv£R Arreg" AMOK-

WW
VcKI HZAftD v^JC GOT A

W6PP"^0 0O\^O oyi MCR£ /

By Congo

Hcee ?«*^e nve-
0-CLOC*C, ITS

GORDY By Gorde

''^i(=,H!" ALAZ. A^OTHBR
SEMESTER CTME A^JL ^

3
^FECIAL TFtAliKS TO
ANt^JE McCf^oRx (r-.of^r s

BOSS i THE EKJTIRB COL-
LB&rlAfJ, AMD TNAhtCS 7T>

,,— A SPECIAL MA\J,
^^ hJELSOM STEOf^S,

FOR \AJATCNfKfG

AfJD &UID/M(r

ALSO, THAKJt^S -ro THE PfiMTAZTiC CAMPUS OF ^

U MASS, FOK RBAOfhJC^ ANO LAUG/^'AJC-, < / /Vr>=f>.

LASTLY tKI ReSPOf^SE TO MANY qUBSTlOML-
" YES, yiRGlMA, THERE IS A FOOF LQ\JB GOP
OP (J AVIS 5.'" SEE YOU IN THE FA^i!

¥. 'AiUl rpium!

<**3|C9|C***************>t

Applications for aU Collegian

newsroom positions are due TO-

DAY. Staff: PLEASE sign up

where you can be reached this

summer for BACK TO SCHOOL!

*5|C*****************9

Weather: There are some outrajjeoualy warm spring

days ahead, timed perfectly U) mterfat-e with our ex

ams. and chip away at our desire (if any) U) retain

composure. Have a K"»<»d <>ne.

Menu
LUNCH

Bn)wn I)ert)y Sandwich

Farmer's l)n»elelte

BASIC LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout Saiuiwich

Farmer's Omelette

DINNER
ALL CAMPUS BARBECUE

BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Chicken Half

BASIC DINNER
ALL-CAMPUS BARBECUE

BBQ Tempeh Kab«>bs

BBQ Chicken Half

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
i-diird b> Irudr Mithel Jaflr

ACROSS
1 Orange o' Ho»«
5 Wall Str»«l

tefm
10 CMXI minus

CCLX
14 Fael

compassion
15 Dull

16 Acio' Porter

1 7 Words trom a

satisfied

director

19 A Lisa

iO Heated word'
21 Corporate VIP

?2 Start again

24 Continad to

quarters

26 Late bloomers

29 LiKely crab

catctier''

30 Naval ship

letters

33 Tall ones
nicKname

34 Catchiaii at>br

36 This Sp
3/ Calm down'

40 Shea group
41 Alelier medium
42 Don t

on Me
43 Anglo Sa«on

letter

44 Prompt
45 Calls oil NASA

style

46 CJawngreeter

SO Micronesian

atoll

52 Common
endings

53 Chem class

56 Coastal 'hers

57 Laugh In

phrase
60 Omameni as

leather

61 Clan emblem
62 On a par

63 Feed the Hitly

64 Organ.c matter

65 Nearest

DOWN
1 Spa near Bristol

2 Eight, to

Picasso

3 Ouesttontng

word
4 Allow

5 Mite genus
6 TV actress

Lauren
7 Analyze

critically

8 rule

9 Cast blame
upon

10 Evil spirit

1

1

Farmer's Hying

machine
12 Merchandise

13 I think

IB Casual

23 Neighbor of

Gt Brit

24 Facilitates

25 Like a petty

tyrant

26 no ques
tions

27 Charger

28 Wed
31 Ermine at

times

32 Abrades
34 Stubborn

45
47

48 Right -hWKi

page
49 Oyer ot a sort

50 Greek letter

51 Press

53 Zero.toLeodl

54 Wall St aMK
55 Proclivity

58 Alley of the

comict
59 Lord*

a leaping

ANSWERS TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE

35 Letters lof

savers

36 Miss
38 People ot

vision''

39 Tishtaatiast

who says

44 Brit monarchy
(w)th The )

(ioeaBy
Theate« feature
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Women capture bronze

at crew Easterns
JVboatplaces inPMladelpMa

The women's crew team fared well at the

Dad Vail meet in Philadelphia over the

weekend as the junior varsity eight took a

bronze medaL

The crew of Patty Hooley. Sarah Bulkley.

Jeanne Bulla, Su Mecky. Heidi McCooL Lisa

Davidson, Mary Kay Olson and Alison HilL

with cox Michelle Amari took third.

The men's and women's teams, overall.

!
Wednesday , May IS 1985

placed tenth out of 70 teams. The meet is the

Division 2 national championship.

The men's eights and fours reached the

semifinals of their events with good rows.

The women's novice missed the semifmals

by one second.

The meet was the fmal one of the season

for the crew teams.
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Chevrolet Chevrolet

GRADUATES
Amherst - UMass - Hampshire Mt Holyoke - Smith

Chevrolet Motor Division

announces

New Car Purchase or Lease Plans

• 90 day defferment on first payment
• only 5% down payment
• lowest interest rates

• 8.8% interest on some vehicles

OVER 100 NEW CARS h TRUCKS TO CHOOSE FROM

li*?!l N«

UDIJ
St.

€ASt
iE:

y

146 King St

Northampton

Call us for further details

iSavarese
iChevrolet
authorized Chevrolet Dealer

'AT K -
Cold

<f:oo
/^Ayi5

We6
"^^e.FrBSh^(e^its

us W*<

JAMES P. SHANAHAN
Hey buddy - you are a tough

act to follow. You l«tt your

mark on tt>« paper - maytM I

will cleen it oft No, no. Just

joahin'i It's tM«n a good y«ar

under your retgn Good luck

naxt yeer' Your pal, Dode.
" 7mm

«o ^

_jr but vouf flon* *iHna *<•

am oontacM tor rantaii m ham*!

»» CO miWi nam Hxw wwiiai
«»»——«»»»»»««««»««»««««»•———»*
• poemoMeAVAttAauKMM-* *

OM-CAMfUS JOBS
• PUU AND PANT TIMC
• AP«.V TfLfnjNO •

AT MCMONIAL HAU TODAY *

. •! Mti Mu h's baan an anwaaoms
ia> Oood luck on aaam* ano graai

I lova you guv* Low Tati

nOOMMATW WAMTtO lnT(

Tkaa of 4enn«' Want rtoma cookad maais

mada to< you' Chi Omaga offar* al of ttva »,

a homa anoav from noma atmoaprta'a It m
wraatad ca« Katnv MM07V
CMy fhanM tor a graat aamaatat Hava
fun in youf SMi«>gino atiHIM naxt aamaato<

Amy

T>iM«a tor ew h«b«««il Hawa a raa* aum
mar. you WPA'a' Uwa itM Piaa

H«p»v eatota* Btrtitaav Jay TtoMaaii
You i« a pf«iTv daoant guy. I tuai muf' Loya

I awi't mv t*te *—"-- — -— _T--r
cWr^' You can traat ma for wa eraam l«Mh

mv •altel) aoyurr* Whan ara VOu gomglo

IMV siwnpa? I hopa n take* ua aa aummar to

b^anoa your cfwckbook land a mucn longaf

oma aftar ttiati ThaoU for tha tunnmaa
Lpya afcNMiw, aMoltaat

Jtmmy You la ao unturwty but I M* rftu

twa kaan unaa anyway At i*«v ««aai> CoMaw

Waaaa ata rad. yotats ara Uua. uauia Kav
I'm amttaraaaad for you

JONNMMNV

you to aM my fftanaa a«d
anawitaa for mailing tt«a aamaaiat ar^ a"
pvaMa orta May t*«ara ba many mora •*

Effc trtaaen SWAQ mtahaa you tha bap
oiaai ait r—*

•mm Im'» mm 9m ean hab>w>

juuAeeiwv

I iova yau i lova ye«i I tova you I f«apa

ma ^aniraa mv rarriaintng cmtca Lowa

•Ig CtMMrti. Mawata Ka«a «!• RA
Thwiks for ttia morTK>naa CkxmI luch* Wto't

maa you' Lo«a Nuggat Mara ft T* "

•taa. Aia you Mt tor SaMriai'
W^TN Jaff

fa^Ma occupanu of MOI W« ra braaair^j

uo nom after mwo aiwaaoma yaars ao many
mamonaa too iRtia space Maa you Kaay

Ihantia for bamg tttara Saa you around

I O Mappy Itlbi Have a graat day

artd a yaat aummar Hammannaaaelt look

out Ouiat' Thanka for ayaryttung Lova

Harry

Mawroan OMfa i lova you and Maaw <••

Thar>kt for •varyttvng G L

Rip trta argw>* ..' atmaria Tanaa itaaon*

take no pnaonar* take no ct^ancaa have no

<un< Oo gat an cowboy' ILY juatncaaa

LL7Wf\at a yyortdarful year my fnand' L LA

on ton and Oarfaaa you ra two aupai

idly Mayyaaana and I love you Tha Baar

AaiMO and Bob. I m gonrta maa you wnan

you ya gone to Oragnn Iowa ttta gat awh the

frog ervf a tear

ataba Mlim I haoa iMrttdd atftat a true

tnartd^wp from our momatg coWaa ar<d

lor^ talks Oaapwa tha daii i Ba H a* always
t» trtara KMa Jodtne

aiya. It took awhda but a irua ft arony
Inandahip haa daialapad b l know tt wai rs

mam Good luck at G E Iowa Jodwia

>iM>idd
^

~Wi»iiit MwT«w>> Votiia lainfic

Lu« ya and chaano you know who

in You va mada SWAG tfta moai inMuar>

bal artd attoctiva group on campua Titanks

Id My you ra dom OK for youraal* its

> a graat aamaaia EJf

2 badroom

bouM ki ttui^wMft tmrno Cat O*.

CM Oabba WHW»
1 tomato 1 mato non amokir»g foommataa

wanted m quiet clean Btrttary epertmeni

can RaaeM»'407 M*a2t*CMJ

lipmbto Motwmwe needed to shera

Soutltwood toyynnooea Fan PenonaWa

end norwnokar Can lyrvle M»«l«3

Mato raamiwata wantad to stiaia ept m
NYC cai M»-a6U anytima

toraufetolfur

ctf M»-aie

I 1 badiaiw apt doM M mp»
pus fail opt cat 60 0116 betw 64

Fumlahad 2 badroom In Wlvargiada nm*r

to Brmwiy lau'Htrv >ac*tiae storsge 'eri

nagotabta caN J>m 2b6 IHB

PaH option on aMmma* aaWa* tookaig

fcx 2 people lo Swa in o< s»«are somnwi s>

ponaea m 2 bdrm SWood T Houee 266 1633

Two or tttraa roomr?»ataa male oi female

iieailarl to share baautitui spacious Ecr>o

MSI epertmani startinyjtAr ' cal anytima

4aeva maeeage SOdtW
One or two poopto (mato or femaiel ertt

tpny Manor two tiadroof" le* can 2M 2'40

ftuO etter 10 OU

One poreon needed tor own badroom In

awie* vwaga tor faH caM Be 1116

OfNNlSPOMT CAPf COO Looking lex

loommaias toi 1 Oadroor" ivjwee 2 minute

waiktobao'." A»eeebie trom Memorial Oay

unte Labor Oavawann0»ew SZ7 7«3i Lx>

Ona badrBam laai month free Colonial

VMaga pool bue caM 6«a48a eiat

Pamala to eltara ept m Viiaga Part

beautiful quai apt cnaap' Walkina

iMianca to campus call 64» 7237 after 6 OO

kaep trymg

Vary raassnabia eummer aubtoi in

Southwood townhouee can 26* 1633 ASAP

2 badreoms In Downtown Amharat
houaa 1 10 montn call 263 30W

Ptoa 1 month raaaon^ple rant, on bM
touts m Amnarat only for ImnM non
nofca can 2ee 121'

Ooaparataly eaaklnfl suMamar Large

in<)n> .n ipacious rvHiea t'eo tiuerouta

An<r>a>si BalLheitoMit ima K.ata"na

646-(162a2e»1433

One tor«a fwmiattod room
f^,tr'^n apartmani on bue route for only

1100 Large enough for 2 paople CaM

263 Sm or 6<e«7ff7 Murry wor^ t aat'

1 badroom apartment Amnarat Canter

yory convenient lyica oagoiietJle Anne

s4»os2i s«»nw
PwtHon Apt tor rant cal tor nwfo intoftnp-

aon 2S3 sii 263 aato

aunny cttaap aummar aubtot 100 a monin

3 roona (0 Roivig Qraar ca* ewemnija sea

lor file don't r ' — —

—

TOSUeitT

Natati Ttanka for bemg a good tnand'

Vou rnaan a gtMt daai to ma Lova ^udda

Um^^ liidM iib;"SMM'lbiM« Tap»
J B 6 Tab abmout and weib atMi'Ti Jyai

• law ttvngs to lanaiyiber Do riot UMarry I

an not aeyvig luai latocabng TbanM' Love

S86-72S0
ef /Vofie. art of Cp\kQ'

.ObCN

CLASSIFIE
loodey Thursday 8 45

• 10 consecutive days

3 45 • Friday 845 - 2:30 • Cash in advance • 5 consecubv* days 5%
10% discount • 15 consecutive days 15% discount • phone number D

I JUST WANTED TO OfT TMf LA«T
WOeO Ml CiAOII LOVE. MICHAfL

JULiE •

boitt. your peychoac roomw

Oaadtoch now ade Larry Tom Sua Ui

Dode Kan Gal poychad for nte fat' Sryie

«uu Sept 1 Ijua kiddmgj Ml

fa aB ntgM eMtf THanba'tor the hard

SOSX' B«mair> (uropa"'
ft s

Tha yaoi wM «M pi ton n ««•

HaM'a M • mwUiA^ ! »••». I dm^ ewarylNng haa worbad out ao <mI i

look forward to poal -graduation actiwWee eH

my tova. bK

you Iota' Lo«a Pam

KATNltni

Vpm-w to • eWtoMM toaaiM A imm •
your OBsn Mwitad Ma auto you Orty Si
moib ena H you llkad tha semaMar s eg

MMMton luai wait unu na«t aamaasai

.lA«a. Day (kMtoM llliaanw*

KAMASAKl «« LTD

Hoy vou ytMi know wtw I mean' Vou'ra

aula ttwn a Pontormo Angai CoiM it ba

towo"' I'l ba looking tor you Ibebona mai

XO BA

don I sSwoya trt you eo OooAyaeto D«>

Pa enMong woman a ad Chra ft Ranvr

•w^s tor lan^ng v< there tou the aaard

wye It el Andy May rariaryiOai J« s

Vadwe good lucb and Laura > Ma a M to

ai«a mmg Thenks mucx Rob

I te eoy goodbye and good kicb to

luunyiatae Ann end Lane
HOTotora HY(s

for PuHton

A^t pretweWv 21 or oWei cal 64B2M3

Ream aibdabli m Hyannie IW up front

•70 a month Mike 64ft MSB

Wtontod 2 famaiss for 2 bdrm m 3 bdrm

Puftton apt starting June 1 ca* 6M 70«1

1 famalea wanted for a room •« • houM
om Cars M» MB'

•adroom avaMaMa m 3ba*O0MbauMtor
mora into ca* 2Ba 1176

Room siaBabIa to shore nonamokmg
fiias Nicaiy tumahad Souttiwood Apts

ca* Jd 26BO0aD .^^__
Ty«o roommataa i

at e two bedroom ept d
•IHflOe moo»^ 6«B4ai7

OMar etudent wanted, nioe houee by Put

lara Pond wu 'oom wood heat garage reel

race' Male warned to< coed kymg

loammatae waraad for tea

One onga room end orw double

• atdom

toands graai roor^imatae a
oM Chadbourra gang HO^
end eyaryora Mas a^io ties

1 or 2 paraan apdrWMwt In

Amnarat Center can 263 2SX

Amitorat Cantor apt graat tacMton 1 or 2

paraona call 26ft 1434

2 roome lilBltli to Northwood apto v
Sundwtand Your* tor eniHe summer tor

•200 room • uta ca* aBb4a4:'

Choap summer subtot 1 S badroorra

siiedaiila m a 2 bedroom Brandywwa apt

ttomt to compua and bue aop Rant

lagutaba cea Imde 64ft BBBB

aOmth 2 badroom J poraon S^ujra

VWaga nagotieba Ji»r. B BBB* Paul 6 63M

2 bdrm a«aM fo« aummar aubtot fu« 4

bdm^ aveii tor fes option rant negonetja ca*

K«an or Da^ne 2*ftB'8B

% iparrr avadabta tor aummar Owft toi

option graat location ctaap tant MeteTI
ayantngs

Apartment In heuee subtat

nagotalM 3 mmutee from ^_^
bedrooms ca* Joe or Ooye 64ft 7C7

Itoems eiebebts neat to campue Cheap

Can 6MM3' eek for John ^
arandywtna 2 badrssm —_^
rmtmi pnca nagotaba 64»aaC

_^ -_-_ keep smdaig

LOVl Yciu ALL end IrI*€NIA lIVIS

end dryer

Meture leepanalble nen smoker
wonted lo snera arge eur»ny beoutrhjl 2 b«

•wmTKiuee ep- nuge yerd gerden paid
- -— -—

1 7 naaa NofVampMn

S badroom In Teaneheuee for

partly furnahad 'ant (tOO 'Oom caN

Mtlapv - . . .
toM aasi li oa luat get nerted and botors

(Ou Inow It cornea ita tana wa nave lo say

so long ao kma SS PS fb SB

tflt ftonda Accord LX. 5 u
AC now radiaie porteei condition

«33i]0'BOMy 2a»217a

il C»to«oita 44000 iiiftM Gioal toii«llor

S4» 1431 Hirer

ttn Ruteh Contury yaogait. raearWy bin_

•d 2 now tiree great commuta end road

•TV car UK) or ba« oftor cal LJoyd m
aft-«24e

OOUIOIAN PENNY PtNCMtaa MVi a OAV MAMNCa VtT*~.«. tumMiad room tor 1300 tod.

t would Itba to eey ttat wortmg wn^ you

raa aeer> anjoyaoa but i can t i* '

«d eniov wortimg with your ago I

laia Im I to mlaa rune Rna aema ni«

c^M»<aOBdaya 2ft3^.«K)e«aa

Ua. iMe le tl«a loat citanca you dib* loo

much. Andy you ra ao lam trie no ada

Starry you can have a w»>ole vote now.

VJcki get tough Glen don i amtoaira too

much Tha o my aat memo Teka cere.

M*a PS Cathy my koy toa your daak, and

wa a« go Pirougbjl r^ '

Hon from Mat Leave r

Thanks for al tfa L lasi*i r

days left Maddog should ba the EIC now he

»as my vote And Ihamu for lettaig me
know dwt I dent work n *m olRca Thanh

God C

POR RENT

^ haa m S ^ eapacaiy wtan you found

youraaif afta a tun fltod mght at tha Cagle

you nada e»ertaeting fnenda end mamonee
ttal ngM Take cars buddy f

RESUMES

APAPTMIttT AVAI

consulting sdRng

ayout cover letta preperetwn Garruaao

29*«267

artH 8ILVIR

lERt Stitllh Corona typowrtiar tor aab
100 doAera otovKMjely nagotaba e-aH4

tIRitte laotfior pbobat atae w% otdy tawb
rwica BO cMI ft73B2 or fr»43a

Podar R*iodoe 71 Good condWon Muat
lit' Mike 29*^1200

a tool voMt tMMtftdrt PIMM cat 401

1

niB4»ei«2

HILrWANTW

Onbi
bauabful lake nearby Cal aoon

Tha beat locatton in AmttofOtI Two
badroona 1 1 iSatll June 1st w fal option

200 per person corra cnack it oui 206

Suneet Ave ecoes f»om Coaega Pu/a end

Patterson Dorm cal 64a-6B13

•••APT POR PAU«^

3 bdrm tnttca ept poeitiya fM opdon aim
mar 'ar^i NIGOTiABLf bue te pod conva

nance store ca* BBBBSIB 'or » citing deteto

A SPECIAL TMAMta

Meureon Cathy and Jim the three of you

have taugni me mora ebout maturity par

amal carlryg buemeea know iiow end |uat

how to anfoy work' Ttank you for the e«

penerKe of a Ntebme l w« never torgw si

your raip' Vou w4i al have a ipecai piece m
my arge ao arge heart Lova Mumongoue
Ona

AS as a 111 RUPTTOM TunMan

C4>«id«adutottonll You made it' f*"*^

lino in yout caea too' You ere gomg to do

yept et Sky Chats' i tad better aM you

often' Lova you Bryan

BIKE KIR «AL[

Scttwtnn AN terrain 10 apood Top of tha

lira 2B' bike in perfect contiition baraty

bean riodan Muet aal only t176< Cal Ann

fr43B7

BORIS THE SOD
SodB - It'B been a. intaresting

y«ar. t>ut a good one Jeh wa»

thftta in spirit, even when the

heedlir>er broke down G«n|a

and good wtll to you thia sum

mer. Get primed fo' next year

Your buddy - Dode

CRIB SCMUettR

Congratutatlone on greduatloni i can t

My tfiat I m riappv itat you » be aavmg r»

Tsea you and Papa G«io s m that order

Remernber me when you re femous Ba«ta

book your ttight 10 Chicopoe soon Only 30B

daya loR Keep « touch and bopatu«v wa I

No taaia Caeitr

DARf

tl's ttma (or a now eartae m our Wee I

went to Itiank Tarril Andy Karen

Staphme Oanaa Audrey Keren Mark and
Kim for el tfa specal memonea end wah
you M tfa beet m the future CongratuM
bona' May Graduation be tfa beginning of a

baeuttfui future ful of aucceae Lova ye el<

•NAOeoaO VMTIN

Vpa'N L
you do heva trouble keeping your panta on

Love Skippy

OK go ehoad graduate aaa W t carof Seat

ta only a pfiona -•i' aoay tXit you betta

pay cauae I m ctaati and luat a (oumenat

Tha aacret ' Wei > slepi with typogrepnicei

aror Vou • novar And out aa long as I m
aMve Buenoe Mochee y haota en al

Waehaigton Lova Rite PS Wa did t

Imoet'"

OAY GRAPHICS
You nutty tHjnch of folks' Bet-

yween Faye. Mad Dog, Matkina,

Normie, Martha, Beth, Lanaee,

and the reat of the nuts, it's

ama/ing we HAD ada' Honest

ly _ we had fun this veer

Good luck on finals - Pete and

Dode

Spaclaue 2 badroom Brittany mof«or
Take laoM Jura i Pertady fumafad
64*7403

Capa Cod Bummer Sooeonol Rontato

W Yarmouth. Oanna Largeet inventory of

stutSo 1 2. 3 ft 4 bedroorri units. Direct

trom owners 617 63* 8300 or 617 '771 2233

Houeo 4 br Amtioret great kicabon I H mi

from campus near Puftor'a baul yatd muM
aM64fta377

Summer BuWot'PeM Option nice houee
an Belcfiertown Rd bus cloee to town
cloee to campus oft of Morth Wfwtnay cal

anytma 26* 163B sak tor anyora et home
2Sft^lS2B

Pteoee taiia It Ckftade Apta 2 bedrma tirs

three peopa 426 mcnth mcludea u tlitaa
aeee Jura i to Jura 1 cal 6ae7S76 keep
trying anytima aak for Nency or Marii

Roome Cotonlai Mouaa »~biocli from
Unhi Juno May SB 64»«aB7

Cheap rooma (or aummor Great location

caba TV kitchen leundry 646-3117

Soto eouch. ladrar. end wtwa bureau
ITS 00 or ao lenceBerit condmonl 260-0008

Deable bed w/yyhde heedboerd end wfttte

bureau w'mirTor cal JR 640-0010

Soft Contact LsnsM moat daBy wear

anaes IIBW to 126 00 eech Ejrtended

weer anees 430 00 to MO 00 kwveei pncaa

on contact ara sokitions neet units ti2 W
Amheral Optical Shoppa 263 6412 2&ft«4a3

IHHIty Trebor 6>8 porfaci solution to your

moving sniatas MOO or BO 640-4477 or

64ft04Bl evenings onhi

of the Culiglan' Muat have niomaigs haa

on MWr or TuTh from B-t» tiiuatont

pey Apply St thsCobegan Office room 113

Campue Center Muet hove s car

comas iiarwan the lool love Muttentaad

Te ttta 2 ftoei S unset »* Ptarpant you

•a to tta geetaet was atmoer al Ttaiaafor

ab«i ya

»i"-

aft JO a pretty dam good lob thanka tor toa

uptliiip Cra OR Ian Andrew Pmm.
Tom Stephen Dove MaiUiaM Oaboiati.

Vedva Lorwi ftarb Oob Mary and

anaytioiti dbe iwtio made known tl«a«

moana and graona end auft end Itoff

Hare • loatong at you kida «ita

.^^ ,
«» ••*»• tong anoagR »

•awe known you two. Voui novar know (uat

ttow much you mean to me Neva hjrgat

Ita good omee end the M4 we spent bei

yyoai 12 K WH> t am i lemember nmar '-

waa mnoeant ttian w want to Rodan •

•anM for tha good nmee and maM ma pro

ud n the raai woitd I Iowa you guya aM you

in Conn and NYC

ui

> ata down piree to go congraa

lovo you Your fovoroe oidei aaia **»»

4 South Orayaon good luck on fWaa and

lava a wondarhji aumnar You re tta

II maa yt>u Maidi

__ Oi^ewMlea
~
to oal Cuiii Raa

Oitto. Jan Gary and Amy' I tovo yo. LdoN

witf< an fnomow maf
QpSKin pretorabSy an
mant^ cal Bran at

0174

to ToaanaAouae
• 1 wlt^ fM
n«Dr llflOa

It 11 or bbauP at

MBarooml >i e 4 bdrm 1 H batoftWItor

fvahad on bus ri cad 200 1010

/(oM apMoa UD/mo

tor roTM ctoae to campua 4100 rno

graduate

27«J

•4*3017 _
Shore e big ntTm a Biaidywtna apt (or

1136 great sp< laat to pool neat to leundry

rm h<mahad caa Aie«n*e '"" "^

LovO Jenol

To tha stotors end plslgss of Olgms
Oigme Bigme T>an> to* makmg ow yaen

m UIMtoae meemngtm onaa We* nova
(orget tta wOd end crary omaa « wM M
Pa grving loving end Mdroia Lmm. CdMy
and jv^ P S We 1

1

2 (aiiaias te eiiore Brtnany
Sapr to May cal Lmda 2S3 7107

Moommotoe wonted for eummor ir

fcaidywira M o< ' caa Pau< 64ftO0B7

roommote wonted toi ooiy t«*o

Atoa idtoetohpMvetoftaftvtoilWhead
would M too btg

au^a *inka and euppert Wa mada a

great laarr you cout*- 1 adb end I cio»**i i

wrtu heedknee Good luck atawya Lova

Cita

MwiaeiabaM

Amharat Isiiaiss haipvig

Buabath 64*6006 before S

PatotafTWontosr Hi^
pan tina Experience with

Cal 26*1600 SO

sittotfv at nignt

Ful and
Som-

„^ w— .....^ .» the eame wittv>ut you

(I'm aura you 'I rnaa rna morel Tta «f

(arance barwaen you and al tta hundrada o«

rttnanda" Iva dated ttiat your

) maana mora to rna and it stoiaya

ill Love Cerobna

N«baMfato*wbp«a
««d MM pi ton I can t

Twin bode boiapnng i

framee muat aal' 130 eat:h cal Oran
64*4170

Couch 120 00 '^taraaMd' Mora into cal

LoaM»4tB6

Dorm alied refrigerator in aiceHent

p^epe aakmg 436 cal anytma 64*4364

Twin bode for aato BaO each good condi

aon cal 2&ftO03B

Xr Zenith Cotor TV good ooter MO.OO or

beet offer Pete 263^7740

Cabbeae Petch DoNe (Speniahl NO cal

527 34^ avarwigs ft weekends

Spacloue2 bedroom
Chan, Irving room
26^7071

apt 3 floors arge kit

Jura let
TWO Sataa 840 00 mdn I urn

ae« tol
with faB opttoti ciB

Diaaii-ooo

AUDIO

AM/PM Starao Caiiawa Ooek Ootoy and
Hi Filler apeMer* included 1180 or BO
MUST SELL' eel Gil 640-8701

BURAR'S BUOmtS

TMe one le for eit of you foiha wtio didn t

gat a peraonei before Juet m caee you

didn t know I m gomg to maa al of you

vary much and you know «*io you ara

keep m touch. Lowe '

Lot ma tab you yyoman it s been s^ool

year' Congrets gred end future staff peraon'

My aomech end I »»ll surely mas you dear

ly PtaaM corra back to UMass snd pig out

Beautiful 2 ftdnn
cheec summer
now 8B6 2906

Teke over my Isess m Soutnwood ftot 610

Steve Rich 26* 1460

Room In South Amhoret ept for (antato

Spacioue. maapeneiva Summer w/fM op
tnn Cal Maara 2B3-6140 avaninga or leave

KNS 100 Ttefcoa toa Mto (or Soaian

Garden concert Cal Sua 64*074

MawriMJ bo» apttag R (tome MO nag
bunk bad office dato ttm> neg cal 263-6163

bod MOcouaTft chav aet

DOITT RAY SUNMOtR MWrT

npvat opened P« 64*7163
CANWaAPORSAU

• bt 2itMiitt Stiltbny

Manor Apt (t>r one or two famaiM

starts Sapt 1 CM! Las 64*5463 soon"

AUTO POR SAU

For Soto Canon At 1 camera many Canon
taking 1276 or beet offer muet

eel CM anytima. 64*8836 aap ate after

noon and evening

OOWMTOWN AOOIHaST

10 Chovotte new motor radtotor ftial pomp
braa shociii »2000'ofter 54*8075

W71 Olds Cutfeea 3B0 Rocket graat eon
dHmn many aitraa muat be aeen cal Tony
leveai 64*1342

1070 MO MIdgat Opoetai low mBaaga as

cslsnt corxtition Stored winters 527*480
keep trymg

1870 Pord Ven 6 cyi 3 speed decent sfape
first raaaonebM offer tskse n 54* 1343

R^mmata needed (or torge eportmont

m Amherst Center 160'mo call

CONtNNiAD SMTIRTAMaBtMT

, ,_i w --. ,—p-vf' at Sfteteayl Sorty t

can't M tfare to i slebiats but I'm thinking

of you at home get peyched for next

' You're tha baati Lovo. LB

Rpab-A-Dtoa. Raah-A- VMao Enwnato-

ment Dlec Jockaya. large aetaan vhtoo

dancae for houeepertye, semlfomais, cam
pueevanta 64*7144

Santora loohlryg to turnover looee

Southwood 2 bedroom cal nigha 26* 1078

Moat waittad apt NoMng Green 2 b room
summer sublet. w/tM opt uti included an

cond, pool, furnished onbuertMto. beet of

fer cM Chuck at 26*8336

fig. bdmi 11^2 bdrm ept H m from GTR
N Amtarat aummer w '

fal option 237 50

pba or 137 60 »vlth : caM Oave 54*0067

Bbadroom houaa (or rant. AvaBaWa June
1 with fal option Cal 26*0301 evenings

Opocee evoBabto bTCapa Cod eettoga
•Oanmaport cal Chrta 54*7930

4 batftaem ftouaa • naw Hating Jura «Mi
Sapt option 1676 plua Meer Look Park

SkBiiakI Reeitois 604-3428 etao aome sum

•20caB

iadal 'Twin mattrees snd boa spring plus

toam cahir wfMc^ unfolds lor s bedel en

coBent condition Cal BntM at 64*0232

todTbM. and aMOto. Seat oflar CaO PJ
54*4700

ntppor la aH»e But many other maitia

ii^iiiTala ara thraetened Greenpaeaca. tfa

vitamational anwonrtantal group, neetfc

help m our outreach program spreading tta

word Ful-brra, ful tranmg, pa«t vaca-

nona. acfc days. hoUdeys work 2 10 pm M F

•1BO-22B/«vk If mtereeied cal John at

263^8862

Eiportoncod mothors hatoM to care ft^

mfent for one veer Storting mal^ June;

tkivers lie . nonemoka. hgW houeMeepmg,
beeutitui horra with pool overlooking ocean

snd beech. Weatport, Conn cal 12031

222 7660 ____^___
Tutors ai Science /English A Oatter

Chance Houee Amheral seeks »voin tutors

tor the 1806-06 ecademic year One peraon

for high school acance/math ora for

Cimlel i T iiiisnin- Room and board »i

aicfanga for tutoring Muet heva Mrong

academic beckground ft ebdity to work with

TALENTED MINORITY YOUTH Accepting

apphcationa until poeitlora ere flbod

Heauna and tranacrtpt to JoAnn JmaM, 80

VMay Vlpw Dr .
Amharat

Oanarar~Malntananoo and CMpotitry

worb pMiting end hendywort for summar
montfa ful bme aome eapertence necaaaary

cM ftotional ftoabng for appuintmant

2B3-3400

tta iiawauoni ynoemn Your too muc^ too

eooi too uiidaaiaiiding and too anaeoms
Tike care of youiaaW baby' ftughmongo

toaf

toet et Detonoe on 4/ie. a ^—
wool ooat haa ID •! pocbal - 1 Mn't Oitoa or

go out N (otatd caB RIM r"~~

04*0070 or

Friday Sentimental value ftandeoma
toward Gold chain, with hwo charma a

, a iilitli with 13 on toa maida No
tor I

LS woami maana I lovo you

NK Korea Korea

LM mya M stoop shiop
w«maa. 8

Te Ihooo »»»»o know Laurto J

Mow that aha s graduating i can IM you

don t be tooled by tfa amto ahe 10 a antoe'

fore Laa ISanto for maiung ttva aamaatar

euch a ipecM one There wR noMr M
another UO LAa yt>u I

ID na«t aamaaiar toit I hope tha

fbida ua together Lova Meonrakar

Engine Co S wiitaa our ma wood nymph

Tarry good krck at tta real nwirtd Aiao to

Laura who we eiR love aren tttou^ the o

poaig tta other force To our new end

latummg F/F s we w« SM you at our nam
big ora

ifvodi etiugandkoa rwov^oora paacs

and Pwrough happmaea Me»a DC aagt)

ou' aeparaie ways itatane awm t cRanaa
ttw^i ) I tova you aPmova Ka

•71

r Get

wtat a tfame
____„ _iio l>ut m aea na know

tfa aiiui aait Meppy O^ey 6'28' Lova

A twicer P S Keep en eye out tor CU ynia

end evoid ttwee CT dr«a'

f m Oydaedato Vou era tfa giMiaM'
Thanks M M Stumo

May Vou IRooel TtanM for al tta lova

huas TMpp**^ ctiocoiaia t^iu ra tfa beat

there a' Cor^etuietiara' Knock am dMd
s> NYC I love you Ma KO

Cybato ft Uee you guvs era too much' You
lava mode ta yeer greet ttanka' Lova 00

CAPE COO luomabi rMnuuRi KauM cM
Greg 29*4101

Thonba to a« my (rtonda for a great

and Dode too Lovo RoaohaBame

170

ramaia roommate «ver«tad to ehore B'"

any MarvH aparrmani cal 266 8*46

CAPE COOl Fun aeay «oing parson looking

tor lanate to stare room at tfa Capa to-

aurrvtar GREAT lOCATtOM cM 1 087 6*41

VfPV NfASOMAOLf

hjmMad 100 00 mantt> Pete 263 7740

r iilliiull' ApaitmaM fuby fumahed
ahort wob to campua ctaap' cM Sandy

64*4008

^IT^^JTTToeatToi^ln Amheretl
Toyynehouea apts ataria end ot May to aapt

1 color TV tuSy lumatad 'ea cheep too'

C^ ntB 80T1 fry rnore mto on tha great

Idaal Only 1 mM from cemopua

Boa Urge leJraam U haa bodrooX
Soutr»wo«>d apt laundry lanrHa cal 64B I20B

Oouthwood Apta one be*TT> m two bedrrr^

ipt 176 .no le* option 26* lUS

y lorge bedroom In spacloua 2 badioom

Southwood apt 'ar" fiegoi^bia avsilsoa

June 1 wmi tali optioo can Rei baft '062

Summar aubiat faM option spacioua

Squira vaege townriouee on bue route 3

bedma nawty 'arwveted caa 8064373

For aummar aubiat two tiadioom

Townhouee rent neg ca* Tma 540 1216 or

IMeryern 54»«MB

BuWot yvfth feM option k> Nomampton
beeutitui lenovatad Gravee Ave ept rranute

walk to bue route three bedrme kiaunoue

ooaeg ept 800 neg 6*1 1280

Summer auWot fall option 2 bdrm Nar-

mwood apt •343 • aw. 886 4643

4 badraam T»t in Soutra VWage avM
Jura 1 w'fM option ca* 8B* AB*

Ona badreem epertment I

optior 360 montti a* utanaa included

8868313

Summar aaRtol 1 loom in houeo • 100 pat

month on bue route 263 8306

1 bdrm In 2 bdrm ept fM option OMade
«20o inci cM to 12 pm 88*4710

North Amhotat Pwftar a Pond toOy tor

n^tad on bua route cM 4404720

Formhauee. amgiea a< whoa ept accMIt-

bM ctaap quavit beeutitui Mike 90*RP0

Oummer aublet w/fell aptlan in

Southwood apt ca* 263 741S

Raautlful cloon aunny downtown
N (tom ept 200 monm aunanv with fM op^

tion cM Mlia cm RkA et SOB ^BBb

TYPESETTERS
Kelly. Linda, Nancy Mana
Chria, Joy.Cns, Kathy Julie

Kathryn, ad of couraa Ziggy'

We |ust wanted to 8*y ttian x

for a |ob well done You nr^ade

our )ob eeay Good luck on

linatB' PeM and Oode

ioMsitM be*oom *i quat cortdo on b««

route ta* option temea pretwred 2B3 7U3

UeC STAPf BENIORBil

a MMto. Con
II VouOnaBygratuialMwa. yoii PBtV

nada It Good LmM m
Love you M Utol ma_ ,__ -— .

tfa ofhoe But UPC w« at« be way cool

Leva Cl iiaa ii and St^va

Tv»o llchate Phil CoWtne Hertford

263 8878 ettoi • pm

With tea oplioa Southwood apartmants

(wimnw^ pool lanna coun laundry

•aciiities «>us route sami tunnshad

At EB Tewryahowee voul bnd greet

liaUMO on many rviueanoid goods cheap

mdudvig a raw couch beda you name n

yve ue a cM at SIO^nOB NOW'

SfRVICES'

lomar t2l'171 grada Atai 2B3 7086

''Spoody Key* proteeanna IBM typmg

Daeatawnns thaaM. papaia. lumanco

^ig SUM 28* ton

loat OuoWty Pro(oeetonarryptog Cal

tfa »itamous llitiH Carol IBM Saioctnc li

"
I 4

Tvptog en IBM •1.

SMARA ft snVI

nagotabto on aummar rant adMtoeia(blt
ottw cM now' 263 6204

1 badreem In 2 badreem heuee epan
mart HOD par montti lo< trw tummw N f

St and Mam St buaatop 26* lOBB

Proa rant am eft apt ^ mM hom campua
• 175 mo Ayg froa (M UpbBr Mar* Ed

ajJ071

2 bsBrosm tonor Tawmeheuee furnahad

AC now rug rant nogotabM MB ft '

Northwood to* optior 2 bdi 6864873 Mika

Brondywtrye 1 or 2 poopto oh condmonwig

h«y fumWiodcM Stove ft 1 160 or ft 1162

Twon double for summer price

liege tlitos stertmo 6 i ca* Oner st

64*81 1 1 or Miquai 64ft01 74 aeve raeeegs

Bummer aubiat w 'foH option 2 bdrm Col

onai vaaga apt 120 rno • avMetoa June 1

263 '482

VOAMTEO TO RfNT

Wonted deod or elhroi PrafereWy el~e

Nort^ Amhera three bedroom epertment

June aaae with tM option 200 doaer

ud cM Andrew 548 4832 or Matt

It m
(or

•BB I award (or 1 ar 3 bi

Pufhonor Brandv«WacaB2W'IOB1

I 2 oi 3bd<"' apt in T
BrandyvMna Wouiii take ovw
•200 fmders tea ai

Kathy 263 3140

for 1 bO apt

70*4 8100 if

tWINOBURPI

. jnS 12 ft polyoth>(awa baare
• 7m' Htt Pryde mfiam aM venaba dagga
boerd mm! recmg (toggerboerd muKi

taighi } poaaton umversal loml. otttat ea

tras 4686 Steve 546 TOK

—.. in battwoomoutaida liaich

ID s needed roward" *8ae2 Ooug

__ ft Btavo T>ioa.._^ _ _ .

about the Oummy Beer i i uuWea' WRMi VOu

2 the beat m Ma lova Coum

Baautlfully locetod -^
A«adroom Synas VRege apaitiiiant. (M op
Bon 1 vs bth Mtctien end living room
n matili Moy 23nl BtOO/montti or BO

Toa 10 (tom a Ouctoatotg 7 rs
---fof now

You ra rt^ it onhr g«a banar'

taokv^ furword to a fun aummar Love

Laah IP S maybe «w'l tfv toi

nM

Vau know «Mm '

Let a do It agi
to help me baapl
bay Lova. Mom

IBM. It's bean fun

ir< InaM you
liapBM

dan Cronto h § not gonna be tha same

vound riaa without you, and Grace Sbck.

aid Gumby Itfa atel Who am i gonne

n^w brownae witfi? Don t forgM to vIM

atd tM me what tfa roal wortd" la too"

TVPtNO OERVICt

COOM Papers Dieeertatiens

onxompue very

Vou gwye blob some oee in tf

office now vou »*ee» Good luck w^lh tta

tWanoea And Stave wetch out for Starry. If

tfa • anvtt>»ig lOa Lu aha we ftyoe you to

wort youi way to itw top And Steve H

«Mk Lit s long long nrra to h»e tfa

humongoue to tfa lop Good Kk* dudse

I ^^I^W^W M^V C ' I oMI 04*7041

Almoet now ciomplaM dotrbto bod artd

disss sr Both w\ aaoeBant condWon 1180

for botfi CM Uoyd«2B*4D40

Fumltura chaapl Couch, cfair bureau, b

caee dormrefridge 00 avas *8 263^6240

Summar workstudy dishwaeher /lab

aMa no eapenenca nacaaeery M 20/hr

iai2 hr yyfc cM PhyRa 6-2304

Jura la w/(M option on bue
paoky and convanience aoree

, O/month Can lagutate CM
203 2297 lete et nl^ or eerty in morrwig

•ooMtttui houeo siiBiBli June/Sapt

acrtas from Townahouee ap« on bus route

daap rant' CM Diana 64*63*2 or Sua

04*0740

h y«oa Inerodtoly ttvoughtteee o( you not

lo rammd us of tta big day But a^at can

«M do for amen who s a legend at ha own
bme' Gat yyorea or even woraa Love your

Mtow Ooy Maggots

H623

,^111 T,»o badroom CMfade Apt sum
_. sublet fM option on bus route, pool.

WKia auniby PETS eBowod caB 080 MOO

M utMiee aid

Nuuoa. cftWM a

Malar Reeert Compony neoM
rsiiabis, energetic tour guidee for summer
aid neMendi (laxMa hours You I have

funi Satory plua Incentive CM 41>8g3 80K <

Thursdeys through Mondaya

Wanted polntora to work In southahora

MA srae ExperieiKe pia*arTed but not

MRe 64*7071

Orpitd Central Btatton comae to s ctoee

that's been fun ft tumultuous to sey tta

laaM. («anc. my Nto iiiaiigai you ra graM

I lova you M - Laura

good7Skoggy

Love you w gMatn itwicho, « ino

ffava'" ChuBnCtodto

fi Rvo^Mftb WaM: ThanM for a

nmka yeer ftova •

. Mka IDadI

toh RPM LaaoR HPMaeraMjurmar'

aducation and tfa guidance ftappbaM

PROOFREADERS
PIKX>FREAD€RS
Mob Andy C»» Bane Kim end Denafte.

you MOtted matMea before 18.000

d - tfann for domg a good |ob.

_ ^_ , anatyeie »»iil

ill 1 any rorrantlc partner's oompatto*

ty m leietion to your peraonei needs Fun

ylormettve tfwrough deagnod for lorig

range uee •• 10 (etudent rata wtth ID l\

^us 41 00 poaiaga CompettMty Reeearch

njiuiMiM. soa as. N '——
OIOOO

SiawdyvaftM eo 080 1«M or

Room to 2 badream apt a.aBabis to.

eumemr montfa June. Juhi ft Auguet

Laet iiiuntfa rem free Apt m River^lada

uimple» cM ervyttrta 260-0203

SiaiidyiMwa apt •lOO/month cM
11, or 840 8010£:»

One bsdreem BrH„ .

hifnished rant nag svM June 1 with fm op^

llon26332a8 « _
EntoY Buiidertdhd tttto eommer Room In

Northwood sptB. lerge specious kitdien.

dMng/livtng room srae FM option •tW.

or ^240 for yyhots ept cal David i—'
*

1 room toftberpi SadM

tlonatsiy yours Courrt Namin

WlyHe coot found m Hatch Bar Fn s(l oort-

tact the CoBeglan Qfflca at 64*3600

PaOflTCOUNTIR COUiOiAM

ERIC MANN
OOUHKA

77 Chovatw hatchback auto

yaat condition, greet miiaiBi dependabto
tranaportation 1860 Sareh 54*8071

77 VW Oue new anhauat bertery ft brMM
•2000 call late mght or eerty rnommg
253^9810

ia NIeean Pulaar n« eacMent condition

AM FM stereo rustproofing. front whell

dnve sunroof 18000 caH 29* 1619

Y872 Saab now tires brskss clutch bet

terv recent sahauat AM FM caeeatte strong

angme best offer can Kstty 263 3337

1077 Ford Station Wagon (200 still runs

hres snd banary aiona worth »140 Pat

646 7153 _
1877 Rabbit VW. aacalent condition no

ruet S4 000 milea »1 100 or BO cM
540 70612

ClINKI You are magnet to iny ruating iron

ywW You have mode tho swiesta my beet

rKe Kmdergerden, an I 'ova you lorthai

And ft>r ottar reeeora too mnumereba to

lat here Ich Mbe dich. Schmettertmge

»y am I gonna maa putting you

down' •Thinfls »»R ba eo do* What's lito

worth Itvmg for now? Good lock to you m
nto Get s real |Obi I m tired of domg your

yvork Hope Itfe treett you nght Spanky'

cotuauM* susiNisa

CiiiiMiiM •^T— ^-
' r""* 2

. to M rtiy (Mtow graduates beet of

luck To s« yyho tamMn. ksep the Coiagia'^

profitaWe Good luch abh finals Take care

MRe

COLLEOVaN BUSINESS OFFICE

Eric and MIha from trw CoHegan Businees

Office You guys favaoaen the beck bona o<

the beet <Jem peper m the country Thanks

tor you' ralp your suooon ttioee long lata

mghts St my spartrrani and ttank you 'or

rebuilding my ago to its new smaimg o/s i

lOve you guy* Thin* o' na wtan I firally

jet into The )ot> '^»^'^ juvs signed the

Humonganoid iHumongousl

lUNOCH AWAMN

1 badroom apt Puffton Tska over

June 1 Good location CM Laura 54*8120

Two bedroom gerden epertment
avMaba et Nortfrwood apartments fM op-

tion rsnt ragutlebto cM 80*2040

Puffton^ roonte ayaWabIs (or aummM. 1

yyith fM option 64*1421 Kiran

bodroom houaa beautiful yard, great

neighborhood Plaaee cell Immadiataty

20*1878

'Takeover looee Juno 1 SouthyvtKid Apta

CM 263 2703 enytina

Ctorp. and «io abaont NRba.
Thanka for a pretty good saiaMa LKtto

piubisms but thoy M yvortud out

somehow. Flava a great sumrrar and hope

to see eome of you If not M neat semeater

Cathy

PWOWT COUNTSR StAVlS

TliMtba Ipy Oatoa Mm opffpa ttm (or mo.
and for getting ica cream Mc Also many
thanks ftx helping me torment your Queen,
nertamber workers of tfa world unite. If

yto pool our reeourcee we can afford to aend

Catfty to Outward Bound Scfiool Cheers.

Thank you for your sorvlcee Qlann You

have hindlad s tremerxJous overflow of de

mend t)Y women tor me You wil ta empty

rawerded I w* now tM you the secret of

humogoueM saga When he y»M )ust s beby

he wee you f sirs aiao Ha wea aieo unheppv

|ust liks tiny I swsllovred tta twm towers,

the empire state boildinfl and tha statue of

Marty and humonjous was srecied T csre

P-U-CN-RO-TNS.
Bummer subtM w/(aM optton 2 bedroom
diehweehar AC, much more 88*3176 neg

tekeovor Brittany Manor lannonth i

exchange for 1 month rent /BO 26**481

POR RCNT NtXT YEAR

A ttap or three bodroom unit and • five or

ail unit Plaaee can Mika *«ia6

Voti MAY bPfto an oseMtit Mraar m •

EUNUCH or and one Juet a few tfioughts

to regurgitate tfa OOC influence. wMe me
up before you go girt Eric yvH ta with you
ahortfy. the taet tma you busy Jeff?

howuryawaMend, sickneee. etc etc etc, I'm

outt hare Ibtow it o((7l Glenn and aiu(f

lot ( Ml '00 CM
64*Oiaa. M*200a or 64*0300 and iM fer

NIcoto or Kathy

TMi SCOOP
Tha new student-run lea Cream Shop

wi tha Student Union is sccepting

appBcattora for 4 uwrdkator
poaibona: Accountant, Orttoring/

Inventory. ShKt CoortBnator,

Martabng Cuordtoator

Tha Scoop yyR open In Sept "00

Apply at Student ActfvWee

Otfloe, RM 418 S U Deadline: May 17

Undargrada ft Orads iiMcoma
AA/EOE

MSY osaaw oaSAiims ~
Qood Luehl Don't vnorry yout And a )ob. M
not tfare's sh«ays ratM Inice diecount on
dotheel Sorry stiout Phi. but l raaBy

couldn't choose Keep m touch with M of ue
end don't forget the Pinseppis Night " Poet
Ihoeeminutee Hs' Ha> Room 2Q2«»Rnay«r
be the seme Love Bath tfa ' Buzi"

•BAavaiTM a OAVi

aooaeoot

Thanka (or panhie iM wNti MM. You guya

are tfa bato Thanka (or tta aeooplng

iBMona you iiyiiBiliuiiianlBM . Take

Andy

NNCKtY

iB.. M naarad P . -

,„^ __^ _...<yay dare be yyind

w'your biick* and 'eun on your facM,

^waya tova ft kick. Conna/Cofai

Ooodkwk on Biata'

John P e mlataka for you

Thonbe (or en INTEREBT1NO
See you M nom year Tha Oay Maggots

BRAMKY
~~

room in large Souwe VRege
loyvnhouee «»lth fMoptkjn ouat and maa

I CMB0*2B7B

Tltafthal For M the timee wave
have I can't wialt to go can ,

gratulattoni L^ra atoai^, mama

Matftd: Aa tor M I'm umcamad, ytiu can

tMe a Mtw boat to China Don't (orgM to

bring TyyWdaa. Oock s. your Scott Baio

acrapbook. tfat Barry Manlow etoum end

Pt.ENTY of butta Ifor tfa rice I And tMe
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Carmeannamed all-NE

Syracuse series over?

Orange coach cites crowd, officials

'^•mm

^^^^^^(olWfi«» pfcoio h» Brian l»oi».»f

AtUckman Tom ( armean wm named first all-New CnKland and is up for Ail-

American consideration. The sophomore led TMass in scorinf; with 62 point*.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts attackman

Tom Carmean was named to the first team

New England lacrosse all-stars after a 28

goal-34 assist season.

Carmean. a transfer from Long Islands's

Farmingdale Community College, was

seventh in the nation in assisUs despite

missing three games with an injured

shoulder.

In other lacrosse news. Syracuse coach

Roy Simmons Jr. told UMass coach Dick

Carber he may end the two school's ten

year series because of poor officiating at

UMass and rowdy crowds (see below).

Senior attackman Tom Lukacovic was

named second team after a 23 goal- 12

assist season. Senior midfielder Karl Hat-

t<^»n (11 goals-six assists) and junior

defensemen Tom Aldrich and Mark Strat-

ton were also chosen by the ct»ache8 for the

second team.

On Sunday. Lukacovic and Hatton will

play for the West team in the 10th annual

senior East-West game at Trinity College.

UMass goaltender derry Moreau will op-

pose his teammates in the pipes for the

East. Senior Mike Fiorini is an alternate as

only two players could be chosen for each

team. Moreau made the East squad

because of a shortage of senior goalies.

On the national scene. Fiorini.

Lukacovic, Hatton and Moreau are up for

consideration for the annual North-South

game that pits the nation's best seniors

against each other. Lukacovic. Carmean
and Hatton have all made it to the second

Ail-American ballot after being nominated

I*fore the season and being voted on once

alreatly

.

GORILLA GRUMBLINGS: UM coach

Dick Garber said yesterday he will play any

team in the nation on a home and home

basis (meaning that UM would play away

one year before hosting the team the next).

Simmon's decision might involve other fac-

tors such as the fact that SU's slim come-

from-behind 12-11 victory dropped them to

second nationally and lost the top seed in

the NCAA playoffs. The playoffs, which

start today, will see Johns Hopkins host

Adelphi. Army at Virginia. Penn at

Syracuse and Brown at North Carolina.

The Hopkins-Adelphi winner plays the

Army-Virginia winner with the SU Penn

victor playing the Brown-N.C. winner. The

finals are May 25 at Brown.

Simmons was quick to criticize the

Llifass crowd, but his own players, most

notably All-American Tim Nelson, con-

tinually swore at the officials drawing an

unusually high five unsportsmanlike con-

duct penalties. Nelson confronted the of-

ficials after the game and delivered a oirae-

filled tirade. Assistant coach John Desko

went as far as throw a flag back at the of-

ficials. Every call met with dispute from

the SU staff. Crying, it seems, is one way

to get to the top. The SU crowd is also no

prize.

The Aldrich- Fionni gym class series end-

ed with the Fiorini squad taking a two

game (total goals) series 10 9. Suicidal

goaltending by Tom Dougherty proved the

difference in the last game.

Howsweet it was: A look back at the sportsyear

Ptttr Abraham

The year is up. Since I Ux»k over as

sp^irts editor in September I have seen an

estimated 83 different games involving

University of Massachusetts teams, some

great wins, st^me bitter losses, some just

plain forgettable.

For the past few days, 1 have reflected

back on the year and the various seniors

the schfKil's teams are losing tx> graduation.

Horace Neysmith, Peter Tracy. Donald

Russell. I>)ri Stukes. Pam Moryl. Bob Si-

meone, Mike Fiorini. Todd Comeau,

Angelo Salustri, (Jerry Moreau, Liz

Feinberg. Bobby Braun. Andrea Muccini,

Dave Cavanaugh, George Papoutsidis and

Tom Lukacovic come to mind.

Bruce Kingman. Don Day. Glenn Holden.

Craig Fuller. Ron Young, Oorge Ramm-
ing. Jim Knopf. Karl Hatton and countless

others impressed me. All added something

tfj the program. Some were heroes and set

school records, others just went out every

day and worked their hardest. Every stu-

dent that gets enjoyment out of attending a

s{K)rting event on campus owes these peo-

ple thanks.

I remember the joys of 1984-85: The foot-

ball team beating New Hampshire, the field

hockey and women's soccer team vaulting

into the national spotlight, the men's soc-

cer team beating UConn, the men's basket

liall team l)eating Northeastern and sen-

ding West Virginia into overtime. The
women's team rebounding from tough

losses to look toward the future. The track

teams, with almost no scholarship support,

placing high in the New Englands, the

baseball team, beset with injuries, setting a

school record for wins.

I remember the women's lacrosse team

pounding opponents and finishing just

short of the NCAA playoffs, the men tak-

ing Syracuse to the limit, the Softball team,

with no seniors, climbing to fifth in the

Northeast.

This school, not known recently as a

sports power, is making inroads. A fun-

draiser has been hired, the Cage is being

renovated and a new arena is in the plann-

ing stage. The future seems promising.

1 will never forget the mdividual perfor-

mances: Pam Moryl scoring almost at will

on both the field hockey and lacrosse fields,

Horace Neysmith skying for a rebound and

beating his man downcourt for a dunk.

Tom Carmean wheeling around the net and
stuffing home another goal. Carl Smith, as

time runs out, hitting another desperation

jumper. Vito Perrone, Todd Comeau and
Dave Cavanaugh planting an opponents'

ball carrier. Bob Simeone catching a pass

for another school record. Todd Comeau
smashing another homer into the trees in

center. Lynn SttK'kley hurling a shutout.

Mike Fiorini inventing new ways to shoot a
lacrosse ball or Tom Aldrich putting on the

serious game face and holding his man
without a point. It's been memorable.
Some people who believe sports aren't

important will never realize the courage it

took for Peter Tracy to lift his injured bcxly

off the bench and get back on the defensive

line, or the guts it took for Carl Smith to

play the end of the UConn game with a
broken hand, refusing to come out. Karl

Hatton popped his shoulder back into its

socket and ran back on the lacrosse field. I

respect these athletes, personalities, not

scores and results, are what makes writing

sports a good time and most UM athletes

have a lot of character.

The best personalities are often those of

the coaches. The young and determined

leaders like Bob Stull, Ron Gerlufsen and

Jeff Gettler show me what hard work can

accomplish.

Easy-going coaching veterans like Dick

Garber and Dick Bergquist were never too

busy to sit down with me and explain a cer-

tain concept or play. Kalekeni Banda's

Omtynrntd on pa#* li
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Swim team lands top recruits
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Staff

For the first time since

the 1930s, the University

of Massachusetts men s

swim teani placed in the

top three at the New
England i-hampionship.s

this year, and with the in-

coming recruits roach

Russ Yarworth landed,

first place is no longer just

a dream.
Seven swimmers have

already committed
themselves to attend and

coach Yarworth is waiting

to hear from two others.

John Turner, a backstroke

transfer from the Univer-

sity of Kentucky and Ian

Toal of App<intH4uet High

School, the Massachusetts

high school 50-yard
freestyle champion with a

lime (if 21.7.

"This kid is hot," Yar
worth said, referring to

Toal. "I really want him."

Toal. if he decides to at-

tend UMass, would be the

only scholarship athlete

this year. Yarworth ex-

pects to hear Toal's deci-

sion as of last night.

Turner, a native of

Darien, Conn., will have
his decision to Yarworth
by the end of May.
Turner's liest times for the

100- and 200-yard
backstroke are each two
seconds faster than the

winning times at this

year's New Englands. If

he attends UMass. he

would still have two years

of eligibility left.

Other strong swimmers
that will contribute U) the

team include Mike Bolles.

a freestyler from East

Ctmlxnuni im pagt li

Just a few final thoughts...

After one year and a half of Sports Log,

this is the final one. Please, no one shed a

tear, let there be no parades.

The winner of this year's NBA Cham-

pionship is going to have a tough time

repeating, because New York City has a

new face in the crowd. Coming from Cam-

bridge via Oorgetown, Patrick Ewing was

destined to be a number one pick since he

started school. Four years later, he is

number one and he will be donning the

uniform of the Knicks. A frontcourt of Ew-

ing, Cartwright. and King should propel

the Knicks back into the thick of the

playoffs. There is no question that Patrick

has the talent, if he applies it to the pro

ranks, look out...The funniest part was the

lottery itself. Each city in contention for

Ewing had its own good luck charm, Seat-

tle had a "St. Patrick Ewing
Day" -imagine putting Ewing on your

dashboard- New York had a lucky

horseshoe from a successful harness racer.

Commissioner Stem read the draft picks

from number seven to one. It was ironic

that the next night, CBS also aired the

Miss USA pagent. It should have been

handle more the same way. Each club

Liiould have had to answer a question from

Bob Barker on what they'd want in life. I

could just see the responses "Peace on

Earth, good will to all men, and a seven-

footer that can do it all."

What Sports Log would be complete

without the mention of the latest fad to hit

this country since the Cabbage Patch Kid?

Yes, pro wrestling will continue on strong

for awhile and then fade out, but right now,

let's just sit back and laugh. Last weekend,

NBC aired "Saturday Night's Main
Event," a 90 minute show in Saturday

Night Live's slot. It featured wrestling

matches and interviews and is perhaps the

silliest 90 minutes of television. Which, of

course, means it will do well in the ratings.

This past year has been very special to

me. To be able to write how I felt is

something that not too many people are

able to do. This column was a pleasure to

write and there are so many people to

thank. Peter Abraham— for giving me the

space to write and create and for not giving

me the figure four. My roommates—for

bearing up to the ridicule they received for

admitting they lived with me. All the peo-

ple who helj)ed in my column— Flip (Mr.

Siver), Tim (golfing with the Bruins),

C(X)ps (Thank You!), Lee (Did the Celtics

play?), Nancy (put me in your column), the

Count (wrestler extrodanaire) and all my
other friends. Your compliments and
criticisms were all taken to heart. I will

miss you all very much. You are very

special people.

No more need be said.


